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Announcement and News

• End of Service Announcement for CA IDMS 18.5 for z/OS and CA IDMS Visual DBA 18.0
• New PAX file version 19.0.S1912 is available!

On behalf of Broadcom, we appreciate your business and the opportunity to provide you with high-quality, innovative
software and services. As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success, we regularly release updated versions
of our products. Today, we are pleased to announce that CA IDMS for z/OS 19.0 S1912 is available.
This Service Update installs CA IDMS for z/OS 19.0 at the CA Recommended Service (CA RS) S1912, delivering
additional capabilities including all maintenance updates through December 2019. By installing this Service Update,
you ensure that your systems are current on maintenance for CA IDMS for z/OS 19.0.
To download the PAX file, see Mainframe Software Support. For information about installing it, see Install Products
Using SMP/E JCL.

• Note: POSTPONED to October 26-30, 2020 - CADRE, IUA and Broadcom are holding a joint CA Database
Technical Conference in Addison, TX, April 20-24, 2020
Join CA IDMS and CA Datacom customers along with the Broadcom Product Teams under one roof for an exciting
week of learning and networking. We would love to see you there! To learn more or register, go to http://bit.ly/
CADREIUA2020.
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Release Notes

Download a PDF of this Release Notes section.

This release notes section explains the key features and details for CA IDMS 19.0.

CA IDMS is a web enabled, mainframe relational database management system. This solution delivers high-performance
database management and transaction processing performance for existing and new workloads, helping you to
consolidate business functions on a central data repository. CA IDMS provides network and relational access and exploits
the latest hardware and software technologies including the IBM z Systems Integrated Information Processor (zIIP).Using
the Agile development methodology, the CA IDMS team develops and releases features, between major releases, in
response to customer and market requirements, using the continuous delivery method. Enhancements are delivered in
the maintenance service stream as feature PTFs.

Continuous Delivery
CA Technologies, a Broadcom company, is pleased to present you with the Generally Available (GA) Continuous Delivery
(CD) release of CA IDMS. We will enhance this version using the CD model, which provides new features and product
fixes to you faster with easier deployment.

In the CD release model:

• Enhancements are delivered in the maintenance service stream as feature PTFs. New product features and fixes are
no longer bundled together.

• Enhancements are delivered disabled where possible to give you more control over when and how the features
are implemented. With new features disabled, you control when to make the new features available for use in your
environment. An explicit action is required to enable the feature.

• Product validation programs are available so that you can influence feature design and test new features and
capabilities before they are made generally available (GA). For more information about these programs, go to
validate.broadcom.com or contact either Nakesha Newbury (nakesha.newbury@broadcom.com) or Sheila Miller
(sheila.miller2@broadcom.com).

• Individual product fixes are provided when needed, separate from product features. You can apply product fixes
without enabling new features, which limits exposure to additional features being applied in a production environment.
These changes can limit SMP/E dependencies that were forced previously by bundling features and fixes together.

After full integration and regression testing with other CA Technologies products, the enhancement and product fixes
are added into the CA Recommended Service for z/OS (CA RS), ensuring product quality and the integrity of your
environment. CA RS is an important part of a good preventive maintenance philosophy that lets you develop and
implement a proactive maintenance strategy in which you apply preventive maintenance on a regular schedule.

Important! We recommend that you use CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to acquire product maintenance. This
service uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command and can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes.
You can acquire maintenance on demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run regularly, which eliminates time
consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom Support Portal.

New Features and Enhancements
Tip:  Use this link to view the PTF numbers for each new feature in this article. The PTFs in this link are updated
programmatically so you always have access to the current New Feature PTFs. 

The following sections describe the new and enhanced features introduced in this release:
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REORG Block Size Limitation Removed (SO11556)

The REORG utility is enhanced to remove a limitation on the number of output files that can be defined. This
enhancement allows REORG to run on databases with a large number of indexes in unique page ranges. The number of
output files for a REORG task is based on the task being performed, the DIVIDE PROCESSING NN WAYS value, and the
number of index groups defined in the database being reorganized. An index group is one or more indexes that share a
page range.

Before this enhancement, REORG could not be used to reorganize databases with a large number of indexes in unique
page ranges unless the scope of what was being reorganized was reduced. The maximum number of output files for a
single REORG task was limited by the block size of the control file.

The block size for the control file is no longer fixed at 8192. REORG uses the block size that the control file is created
with. The default size is 8192 when not specified. The minimum size supported is 2048. For z/VSE, the block size is 8192.

For more information, see the following topics in the CA IDMS Reference documentation:

• REORG
• Utility Statements (z/OS)

Dynamic Storage Pool Expansion (SO12292)

CA IDMS is now enhanced to dynamically expand storage allocations for designated storage pools, rather than initiate
short on storage actions. XA storage pools can be expanded by 50% of the original size and expanded up to four times.
Dynamic expansion is enabled by SYSGEN specifications. Message DC915008 is issued when an XA storage pool is
expanded. The message indicates which pool was expanded and how much storage was added. A count of how many
expansions have occurred also displays for example, 1 of 4. Message DC015009 is issued if storage is not available.

Before the dynamic storage pool expansion enhancement, a message displayed for the following storage conditions which
required a DBA to take action:

• A storage request was satisfied, but the total amount of free storage remaining in the pool is less than the storage
cushion for that pool.

• A storage request was issued. The DC system determined that this pool was eligible to satisfy the request, but not
enough contiguous storage was available in the pool to satisfy the request.

Inadequate storage resulted in one of the following actions:

• The task was abended.
• The task was put in a wait state until enough storage is available.
• A return code was sent back to the requesting program.
• The request was fulfilled from another storage pool.

Additional information about this enhancement:

• Dynamic expansion does not occur if a requested storage amount exceeds 50% of the original storage pool size.
• Expansion can be enabled or disabled by updating the SYSGEN, generating, and issuing DCMT VARY SYSGEN

REFRESH ALL.
• SOS conditions and behaviors will not occur until a storage pool has expanded four times by design. 
• Turning dynamic expansion off and on does not reset the counter. Four expansions is the maximum for the life of the

CV.

• Storage cushions can be utilized to minimize expansions and the resulting DC015008 message in the job log.
• If an expansion attempt fails, a DC015009 message is issued. The requesting task is subject to SOS behavior.

For more information, see the following topics:
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• Increasing the Efficiency of Storage Pool Usage
• XA STORAGE POOL Statement Syntax
• XA STORAGE POOL Statement Parameters
• Example XA STORAGE POOL Statement
• SYSTEM Statement Syntax
• SYSTEM Statement Parameters Information
• SYSTEM Statement Parameters
• Example SYSTEM Statements
• DC015008
• DC015009

CA IDMS for z/OS 19.0 S1912

This Service Update installs CA IDMS for z/OS 19.0 at the CA Recommended Service (CA RS) S1912 By installing this
Service Update, you ensure that your systems are current on maintenance for CA IDMS for z/OS 19.0. Download your
copy of CA IDMS for z/OS 19.0 S1912 online at Broadcom Support.

For information about installing the PAX file, see Installing Your Product Using CA CSM.

CICS Dynamic Tracing for DML and SQL (SO08599)

A new parameter, SYSIDMS, for use with DMLTRACE or SQLTRACE, isolates tracing to a single program in a CICS
transaction, instead of all programs, which helps you diagnose and resolve problems faster and easier.

For more information, see the following topics:

• CA IDMS CICS Considerations
• CICS Transient Data Queue Considerations
• Tracing for a CICS Transaction
• Standard CICS Interface
• SYSIDMS Parameter Summary
• SYSIDMS Parameter Descriptions
• Debugging the Application
• IDMSIN01
• Debugging Batch Programs with the Trace Facility
• Debugging Procedures
• IDMSIN01 Assembler Macro Syntax

Optimized Memory Caching (SO08855)

The new 64-bit memory caching option lets you limit the amount of 64-bit storage allocated for a given file to a percentage
of total size of a file.

For more information, see the following topics:

• Reducing Input/Output
• DCMT VARY FILE
• DCMT VARY AREA
• DCMT DISPLAY AREA Command
• DCMT DISPLAY FILE Command
• DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS Command
• DMCL Statement
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The LOOK System Task and the IDMSLOOK load modules are enhanced:

• The DMCL option shows memory cache percentages for files.
• The DMCL option ALL shows memory cache percentages for files and areas.

New Level-Set PTF (SO10358) Now Available

This PTF applies all maintenance up to the modification level 19.0.01. A Level Set PTF is used to provide the you with an
easy method to receive and/or apply all maintenance up to a specific modification level. This PTF PREREQs all published
PTFs. To view the HOLDDATA for all maintenance included in the PTF, see IDMS Level Set PTF 19.0.01 HOLDDATA. 

For more information about applying the PTF, see Continuous Delivery.

SYSGEN Enhancements to Avoid Surprises (SO09820)

As system currency is established in the SYSGEN compiler, the following message appears if ungenerated entity changes
exist: DC601273.A new command, DISPLAY CHANGES, allows you to display all changed entities.The SYSGEN
Generation Summary is enhanced to include all entities.

For more information, see the following topics:

• DISPLAY Parameters
• Compiler-Directive Statements
• Currency
• Online Session for System Generation Compiler
• Online System Modification

SQL Resource Limits (SO08757)

Specifying the SQL Row Limit on the SET SESSION overrides both the SYSTEM and TASK settings and allows a lower
limit to be used for a session. If an attempt is made to specify an SQL Row Limit that exceeds the limit for the system or
task, an error message displays and the limit for the current session is not updated.

For more information see, Set Sessions and DB001109.

Administrating Security for IDMS (SO08699)

CA IDMS now includes a new DCMT DISPLAY UTAB command that displays the UTABGEN utility command security
assignments. CA IDMS also includes a new batch processor to produce source syntax from the IDMSUTAB load module.

For more information, see UTABGEN, Implementing Application Security, and Recreate the Security Resource Type Table
(SRTT).

Using Zowe CLI with CA IDMS (SO08699)

CA IDMS is updated to provide access to CA IDMS CVs through UCFTSO, using Zowe CLI. By using Zowe, the CA
IDMS DBA or application developer can interact in a familiar format to simplify and automate common CA IDMS
administration tasks. You can also manage CA IDMS administrative tasks using modern scripting languages, such as
Bash, Python, TypeScript, and JavaScript.

For more information, see UCF Front-End, Post-Configuration Tasks, and Using Zowe CLI with CA IDMS.

Administrating CA IDMS System Operations (SO08256 and SO08257)

3270 dynamic display size is now supported. When using an emulator with a dynamic, alternate display size, CA IDMS
can use an 80 column default display size for VTAM, UCFTSO, and UCFCICS sessions. You do not need to set the
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alternate display size of the emulator to a supported 3270 model. UCFTSO and UCFCICS use the DFLTSIZ= parameter
to indicate the default 3270 model display size.

For more information, see 3270 Display SIze Support and UCF Front-End.

Programming IDMS SQL (SO08292)

Caching is supported for the INSERT SQL statement only if it contains at least one dynamic parameter.

SQL Resource Limit Message DB001108 (SO08356)

Message DB001108 is enhanced to display in the CA IDMS log to determine when the SQL resource limit is reached.

CA IDMS Server PTF (SO08088)

This is a cumulative PTF that containis all corrections to date, for both the 32-bit and 64-bit versions of the CA IDMS
ODBC and JDBC drivers.

DCMT DISPLAY SRTT Command (SO07995)

New DCMT DISPLAY SRTT command that displays the Security Resource Type Table (SRTT). CA IDMS also includes a
new batch processor to produce source syntax from the RHDCSRTT load module.

For more information see, DCMT DISPLAY SRTT and Recreate the Security Resource Type Table (SRTT). Also see the
section "The SRTT" in the CA IDMS Centralized Security Overview topic.

Storage Key Considerations for z/OS CSA Subpools (SO07073)

Setting the DIAGxx parmlib statement VSM ALLOWUSERKEYCSA to YES will not be supported after z/OS V2R3.
Allocation and modification of common areas of virtual storage in user key (8-15), will no longer be possible. This change
may impact systems with code accessing External Run Unit Storage (ERE/ESE) areas from a Common CSA/ECSA fetch
protected sub-pool.

See the section, Using ALLOWUSERKEYCSA(NO) in Storage Key Considerations for z/OS CSA Subpools.

CA IDMS now includes new SYSGEN and SYSIDMS parameters that allow you to specify whether to allocate External
Run Unit Storage (ERE/ESE) areas in a fetch or non-fetch protected sub-pool.

See SYSTEM Statement Syntax, SYSTEM Statement Parameters Information, and SYSIDMS Parameter File (Common
Facilities) for detailed information about the new ERUS FETCH PROTECT and ERUS_FETCH_PROTECT_OFF
parameters.

CA IDMS Visual DBA Version 18.1 Update

CA IDMS Visual DBA is updated to Version 18.1, which includes all maintenance fixes and support for Windows® 8 and
10.

Updated Messages (SO07852)

Added index name displayed in a message when an 11xx abend occurs that is related to an index to diagnose and solve
issues.

CA IDMS MQ Adapter (SO0719, SO07979, and SO09453)

CA IDMS provides an MQ Adapter to support message queueing and trigger monitoring. The MQ Adapter supplies
an interface for CA IDMS applications to exchange messages when connected to an IBM MQ queue manager. Added
administration information to configure, manage, secure, and analyze the MQ environment using the MQ Adapter.
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• Administrating CA IDMS MQ Adapter
• Getting Started with CA IDMS MQ Adapater
• Add Support for MQ Trigger Monitor
• Manage MQ Adapter Status at Runtime
• Manage MQ Trigger Monitor at Runtime
• Secure MQ at the Command Level
• Analyze MQ Adapter Statistics at Runtime
• Optional Steps

Added information for application developers to get started programming their online applications with the MQ Adapter:

• Using CA IDMS MQ Adapter
• Design Considerations for MQ Application Programs
• Develop Programs for MQ Access
• Build Programs to Call MQ

Added reference information for the MQ Adapter:

• MQ Adapter API Support
• Supported Programming Languages for MQ Adapter
• MQ Function Descriptions
• MQ Error Codes

DCMT DISPLAY Commands

The following DCMT DISPLAY commands were enhanced to include MQ:

• DCMT DISPLAY PTERM
• DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS
• DCMT DISPLAY SUBTASK

DCMT VARY Commands

The following DCMT VARY commands were enhanced for include MQ:

• DCMT VARY CSAFLAGS
• DCMT VARY LTERM
• DCMT VARY PTERM

DCMT HELP command is enhanced to include MQ. For more information, see DCMT HELP.

DCMT Command Codes

The following DCMT command codes are added for MQ:
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• N028015 - MQ Trace
• N029011 - INITIATION QUEUE queue-name
• N035054 - MQ
• N041014 - DISPLAY STATISTICS MQ
• N041015 - DISPLAY STATISTICS MQ QUEUES
• N041016 - DISPLAY STATISTICS MQ QUEUE queue-name
• N100007 - Internal use only
• N100008 - VARY CSADBMS n ON/OFF
• N114 - DISPLAY MQ
• N114001 - DISPLAY MQ
• N115 - VARY MQ
• N115001 - ENABLED/DISABLED
• N115002 - QUEUE MANAGER queue-manager-name

Added the following new messages for MQ support:

• DC131000 to 31030
• DC131998
• DC131999
• DC267017
• DC268014 to DC268016
• DC301094
• DC301096

CA IDMS Performance Monitor (SO06628 and SO06629)

CA IDMS includes CICS Unit of Work ID and Network-wide ID to Performance Monitor SMF230 job termination records.
These fields are defined in the #PMTASDS, #PMS30DS, and #PMSVXDS DSECTs. This enhancement allows CA
IDMS customers to correlate IDMS transactions for analysis and management reporting.After installing this PTF, use the
IDMSDDDL utility to update PMARPT00 in the dictionary containing PERFMON reports, which is typically the SYSDIRL
dictionary. The updated PMARPT00 source is in the CAGJSRC library:

• TASDNETN, for UCF CICS Netname, is added to DC Task Data section
• TASCUOWI and TASCNETN, for CICS Unit of Work ID and Network Unit of Work ID respectively, added to CICS

ERUS Task Data section

NOTE
CA MICS Analyzer Option for CA IDMS is also updated as part of this CA IDMS enhancement. For more
information about the CA MICS updates, see the CA MICS Resource Management documentation.

SQL Resource Limits Enhancement (SO06940)

CA IDMS is enhanced to limit the resources that are used by an SQL statement. SQL Application Developers, DBAs, and
Systems Programmers can stop long-running SQL requests before the systems are burdened.

SQL Row Limit Enhancement (SO07829)

SQL Row Limit is a new Resource Management Parameter option that limits the number of rows that can be read or
updated by a single SQL statement, including rows that are processed internally, for example, by a sort or an aggregate
function. SQL Row Limit is more powerful than standard row count options because it can be used to limit additional
database I/O activity, rather than only limit the number of rows that are returned to the user in a result set. SQL Row Limit
differs from other CA IDMS limits as it is enforced at the statement level, by the SQL engine, and provides a recoverable
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error message instead of task abend. SQL Row Limit is an attribute of the SQL session. It can be set on the SYSTEM
statement and overridden on the TASK statement in the SYSGEN and passed down to the session. Specifying the SQL
Row Limit on the SET SESSION overrides both the SYSTEM and TASK settings.

ADS zIIp Enblement (SO06651)

CA IDMS supports running ADS on zIIP. Running ADS on zIIP allows CA IDMS ADS Dialogs to execute in SRB mode and
run on the zIIP specialty engines. Running ADS on zIIP can result in increased throughput, while reducing overall costs by
offloading processing from the GP to the specialty engines and reducing swaps.

To view benchmark test results from running ADS with zIIP on and off, see Document on enhancement to allow ADS to be
zIIP eligible (KB000124014).

Web Services Employee Demonstration (SO06075)

CA IDMS provides a COBOL and PL/1 version of the demo Consumer service program, see Web Services Employee
Demonstration.

CA IDMS Security (SO05694)

For added security for external security signon, CA IDMS is enhanced to support using a password phrase (passphrase)
of 9 through 100 characters as a password.

NOTE
PTF SO05694 Replaces PTF SO04635.

Utility Programs (CA IDMS/DB Utilities) (SO04062)

When running the IDMSLOOK utility in batch or the LOOK transaction within a CV, the expanded information on
the DMCL ALL report includes the SMI Interval and Default CALC Page Range clauses. PTF SO04062 includes an
enhancement to the DMCL report. The report includes the SMI Interval and Default CALC Page Range clauses, when
the values for these items do not agree with the standard definition of the area due to earlier EXPAND PAGE or EXTEND
SPACE actions against the area. DCPROFIL System Task (SO01912)The output of the SVC CV Table is enhanced to
show when a CV has abended or shutdown abnormally and left residual CSA data.

Performance Monitor Application Monitor (RO98392)

The content of the SMF type 30 record is enhanced to include the job identifier in the SMF30JNM field that is described by
#PMS30DS.

For more information, see #PMS30DS.A new Application Monitor report—PMARPT21, Batch Job Accounting summary
report— is added to report on batch erus job statistics. The report includes statistics for job identifier, job name,
accounting information, and task start/end date and times. For more information, select the report name in Report
Samples (Application Monitor).

Integration with CA Development Environment for Z Systems (RO99485 and RO98318)

(RO99485) CA IDMS provides an XML file with DML Assembler Macros for integration with CA Development Environment
for z Systems. For more information, see Assembler Customization.

(RO98318) CA IDMS provides several sample REXX execs and JCL procedures, which are located in the CA IDMS
SAMPLES distribution library. The samples facilitate the integration of CA Development Environment for z Systems with
CA IDMS.  For more information, see Integration with CA Development Environment for z.Systems.
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SQL Quick Bridge (RO97698)

The following samples are added to show you how to convert table procedures, generated by Quick Bridge using network
DML, to instead use SQL:

• AGJCOVEN - 2 level, network. Generated by QB
• AGJCOVEQ - 2 level, converted to SQL
• AGJHOSPN - 3 level, network. Generated by QB
• AGJHOSPQ - 3 level, converted to SQL

For more information, see Convert a Generated Table Procedure to Use SQL.

System Generation (RO97690)

To be aware of storage consumption by database locks and prevent storage problems, message DC040107 is added to
indicate when more storage is allocated.CA Culprit (RO96918)A new profile option, SQLIND, is added to specify the suffix
to use to create the generated null indicator REC card for an SQL column. Set the SQLIND parameter in the profile to I to
use the _I suffix, instead of using the default suffix _NULL_IND.

Portfolio Simplification (RO96807)

You do not need to download and install LMP keys for the CA IDMS additional product components. PTF R096807 makes
the LMP keys available through the base CA IDMS product.Performance Monitor Application Monitor (RO97013)A new
field SMF30IPA is added to the DSEC #PMS30 -  APPLICATION MONITOR SMF TYPE 30 RECORDS. SMF30IPA
is a maximum of 16 bytes and contains the IPV4 or IPV6 TCP/IP address (binary format) for tasks that execute
transactions over an IDMS TCP/IP socket connection.

DC/UCF Statistics Reports (RO97013)

The following new statistics reports are added:

• SREPORT 004
Provides task statistics information by IP Address (displayed in IPV4 or IPV6 dotted string format) for tasks that
execute transactions over an IDMS TCP/IP socket connection.  

• SREPORT 022
Provides transaction statistics information by IP Address (displayed in IPV4 or IPV6 dotted string format) for
user programs/tasks that request transaction statistics and execute over an IDMS TCP/IP socket connection. The
user program initiates collection of transaction statistics with a BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS statement and
terminates collection with an END TRANSACTION STATISTICS statement.

DCPROFIL System Task (RO96512)

The DCPROFIL system task is enhanced to display more information from the current SVC module that is used by CV, as
follows:

• SVC module header
SVC Release, SVC FMID, and SVC PTF number, if applied.

• SVC options block linked with the SVC module
– SVC Number:      From #SVCOPT
– AUTHREQ=YES/NO: Specifies if SVC requires an authorized CV
– CVKEY: Identifies the primary protect key that a CV must be using when AUTHREQ=YES.
– SMF=YES/NO: Specifies whether the SVC supports SMF writes
– SVCXLEN: Length of ERE extension that is used by IDMSSVCX exit.

• SVC CV table
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A list of CVs by number which are currently using the SVC.      

In the DCPROFIL report page, these enhancements are displayed in a new page 3 that is named CURRENT SVC.

COBOL Precompiler (RO96611)

The CA IDMS COBOL precompiler IDMSDMLC is enhanced to support inline (floating) comments using * >, introduced in
IBM Enterprise COBOL for z/OS v5.1. For more information, see the IBM Enterprise COBOL for z/OS documentation.

Culprit (RO95270)

Culprit now supports Large Block Interface (LBI) for INPUT and OUTPUT files. LBI is an IBM feature that allows you to
read and write blocks larger than 32760 bytes from and to devices that support LBI, such as tape, cartridge, or virtual
tape. For more information, see OUTput Parameter and INPUT Parameter.

zIIP Exploitation (RO92366 and RO93622)

(RO92366) CA IDMS introduces zIIP suspension. When a database procedure, system mode SQL procedure, or system
mode user exit is loaded from an unauthorized library, zIIP is suspended instead of permanently stopped. zIIP suspension
allows you to restart zIIP processing while the CV remains running.

(RO93622) You can now re-enable zIIP processing without restarting the CV, after it was suspended due to the loading an
IDMS Nucleus Module from an unauthorized library.

OLQDMLX User Exit (RO94965)

IDMSUXIT replaces IDMSBALI and OLQSDMLE in the link edit of the OLQDMLX exit load module.

DC/UCF Statistics Reports: SREPORTS (RO92672)

A new #STRDS DSECT type—STRTDCX—is added for task or transaction and system statistics.

System Generation (RO93347)

The range of the number of EREs to allocate at system startup is changed from 0 to 255 to 0 to 1000. DC/UCF System
Generation Resource Management (RO93347)Calculating the number of TCEs is enhanced to prevent over-allocating
memory below the 16-Mb line.

Upgrade (SO08620 and RO93158)

(SO08620) The MSM upgrade process is changed to run several IDDXI5J0 jobs. Only new or changed modules are
added to the system during the upgrade process. This PTF also includes fixes to various install issues, which are
described in the HOLDDATA enhancement description.The behavior for dictionary entities in Jobs 7, 9, and 10, is
changed. During installation from 18.5 to a later release using CAISAG, CA IDMS updates only the dictionary entities that
are changed. The list of the changed entities is in CAGJSRC dataset, member IDDXI5J0.

(RO93158) For a running list of the PTFs that include the changed dictionary entities, see Upgrade from Release 18.5 to
Version 19.0 in the Upgrade Considerations.

IDMSIN01 (RO92185)

The IDMSIN01 macro is updated to show UTC time in local time. For more information, see IDMSIN01.

The following section describe the new and enhanced features introduced in the initial release of CA IDMS 19.0.
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SYSIDMS Parameter Coding Considerations

The following coding considerations are added:

Item Guideline
input The input must be in columns 1 to 72.

Lowercase or mixed characters are translated to uppercase.
A statement must be complete on one input line. You can submit
multiple statements on the same input line.

Comments Begin comments with a double hyphen (--). Comments continue to
the end of an input line.

CA IDMS SQL

This section describes the new and enhanced CA IDMS SQL features.

Virtual Foreign Keys

Using system-defined virtual foreign keys provides the following added benefits:

• Does not require database changes
• Does not require table procedures
• Does not require changes to network definitions
• Allows flexible navigation, similar to network DML
• Provides easy, non-disruptive adoption

SQL Virtual Foreign Keys includes UPDATE, INSERT and SELECT features, as follows:

• UPDATE
Updates virtual foreign keys to change set membership in network defined databases using SQL. The referential
constraint is based on a network set and the set membership option provides the boundaries of the constraint.

• INSERT
You can INSERT rows into tables enforcing the referential constraint between ROWID and virtual foreign keys.
Set membership is established using the virtual foreign key values in network defined databases through SQL.
The referential constraint is based on a network set and the set membership option provides the boundaries of the
constraint.

• SELECT
Enhances CA IDMS SQL to access databases defined with network schemas. This enables modern SQL
programmers and development tools to access CA IDMS network databases without using CA IDMS extensions or
special syntax.

Value Expressions

The CA IDMS SQL feature allows specifying some types of value expressions in the VALUES clause of the INSERT
statement. Although not limited to use with virtual foreign keys, this support allows an INSERT to contain expressions that
include operators, built-in and user-defined functions to determine the virtual foreign key values that are used in the row
insertion.

GET DIAGNOSTICS Support for ROWID

The GET DIAGNOSTICS statement includes a new parameter, IDMS_ROWID_INSERT. This parameter requests the
ROWID of the last record successfully inserted into the database. 

For more information, see the following topics in the CA IDMS Reference documentation.
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• Accessing Network-Defined Databases
• GET DIAGNOSTICS
• INSERT
• SQL DML Statements Operating on Network-defined Records

ISO Standard Constraint Definition DDL

The SQL CREATE TABLE command supports ISO standard DDL for defining unique and referential constraints. This
enables better integration of third party frameworks and tools with CA IDMS. CA IDMS creates an index to enforce the
constraint if needed.

Defining constraints using Create Table results in indexes created to enforce those constraints. Enforcing indexes may be
replaced by creating new indexes to replace them. DROP INDEX and ALTER INDEX have restrictions when processing
enforcing indexes.

For more information, see Syntax and Usage for CREATE TABLE and Usage for ALTER TABLE, CREATE INDEX, and
DROP INDEX.

New Displays for DISPLAY INDEX and DISPLAY TABLE

DISPLAY INDEX

On a DISPLAY INDEX call, a comment is displayed for automatically generated indexes and for indexes that enforce a
constraint.

DISPLAY TABLE

On a DISPLAY TABLE call, the syntax is displayed to create all UNIQUE and PRIMARY KEY constraints present on a
given table.

CA IDMS Web Services

This section describes the new and enhanced features for CA IDMS Web Services.

Consumer

CA IDMS Web Services Consumer allows you to access SOAP-based Web services using COBOL and CA ADS
programs running within CA IDMS. In addition, using CA IDMS SQL procedures, you can consume Web Services from a
CICS application and a batch application, or a Java, MS Windows, or Web application using CA IDMS Server.

Provider

CA IDMS Web Services Provider enables users to extend and leverage CA IDMS applications as Web services that
can be consumed from anywhere in your Service Oriented Architecture. The Web Services Provider supports inbound
Web service requests that directly invoke CA IDMS applications written in COBOL or CA ADS without the need for an
intermediate application server.

Generic VTAM Resources

CA IDMS supports Generic VTAM Resources in the SYSPLEX environment. This enhancement and the Parallel Sysplex
feature allow clients to leverage and improve (24 hours a day, 7 days a week) availability, balance workloads, and
eliminate a single point of failure. This is enabled with simple SYSGEN changes and allows signon using a VTAM Generic
Resource instead of a specific signon to a VTAM Application ID. For more information, see the VTAMLIN Parameters.
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New and Enhanced Commands and Parameters

Dynamically Turn zIIP ON/OFF

DCMT Vary zIIP dynamically enables/disables the IDMS system from using the zIIP processor. The zIIP processor can
only be varied if the SYSTEM is brought up with ZIIP=Y. For more information on this command, see System Tasks and
Operator Commands.

Manually Request LOG Offloading

DCMT Vary Log calls the WTOEXIT user exit to offload the Log. For more information about how this address is
generated, see System Tasks and Operator Commands.

Performance Monitor

The #PMOPT macro is enhanced to include the SMFHEDR parameter. This parameter specifies if a CA IDMS
Performance Monitor header is appended to SMF Type 4 and Type 30 records that are created and written to the SMF
file, by the Application Monitor component of Performance Monitor. For a detailed parameter description see Modifying
#PMOPT Parameters.

SYSIDMS Parameters to Reduce zIIP Overhead

The following three new SYSIDMS parameters are added:

• EXIT14_BATCH_RU
Restricts the calling of EXIT14 to batch run-units.

• RETRIEVAL_CV
Specifies that CA IDMS will convert READY UPDATE requests to READY RETRIEVAL when accessing an area set to
RETRIEVAL mode.

• SUPPRESS_RECORD_ON_STATUS=  <minor code>
Identifies the custom error status minor code that an AFTER GET DB procedure sets when suppressing a record
occurrence. This activates Record Suppression Assistance. You can duplicate this line up to three times to support
multiple minor codes. All alphanumeric minor codes are valid, plus the numeric code 99. Numeric codes 00-98 are
reserved for CA IDMS use.

For more information, see SYSIDMS Parameter Descriptions.

Secure External Performance Monitoring

Monitoring an external system, by the CA IDMS Performance Monitor Real-time Monitor, can now be secured using an
external security manager CA Top Secret (TSS), CA ACF2, or IBM RACF. The authority to monitor an external system
can be assigned to users or groups that are defined in an external security database. For more information, see Defining
External Performance Monitor Security.

Upgrade Considerations
This release supports a full upgrade from Releases 18.5 and earlier. For a comparison of the features that are introduced
in each release of CA IDMS, see  the Release Comparison.

The following topics describe upgrade information for a successful install of this release.

SQL with Virtual Foreign Keys

The following sections describe SQL considerations and required actions to upgrade to this CA IDMS release:
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• Update Catalogs
• Update the SYSTEM Schema
• Fallback Considerations
• Update Views

Update Catalogs

Every catalog, in which the SYSTEM schema is defined, must be updated. CA IDMS SQL and CA IDMS Visual DBA use
SQL catalogs.

If falling back to an earlier release of CA IDMS, any catalog, including non-SQL defined catalogs, might require special
handling.

Update the SYSTEM Schema

CA IDMS Visual DBA and CA IDMS Web Connect users must use the CONVERT CATALOG command to update the
definitions of system tables in each SQL catalog.

Executing the CONVERT CATALOG utility ensures that all changes that are introduced in earlier CA IDMS releases are
applied.

Fallback Considerations

The changes that are implemented by the release 19.0.00 catalog conversion utility are downward compatible through CA
IDMS Release 14.0.00. You do not need to take any action regarding the catalog definitions to fall back to these earlier
releases.

WARNING

Converted definitions are not downward compatible with CA IDMS Releases 12.0 or 12.01. If you are upgrading
from either of these releases, you must retain backup files of the catalog before converting it. If you need to fall
back, you must restore the catalog and any database areas containing tables that were created or altered using
CA IDMS Release 19.0.00.

Update Views

Views that use "SELECT * FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA" need to be dropped and recreated. For detailed instructions on
how to update your views, refer to member VIEWDOC in the CAGJSAMP, or equivalent dataset.

To support the new IDMS_ROWID_INSERT parameter for GET DIAGNOSTICS, the SYSCA.GET_DIAGNOSTICS view
needs to be updated. To do this, use the IDMSBCF utility to update each SQL catalog with the input in source member
VIEW19U.

CA IDMS Web Services

Configuring the CA Web Services Demo is now a separate configurable option. The following tasks need to be performed
to complete your installation of the CA IDMS Web Services component. For detailed information about how to perform
these tasks, see "Post-Configuration Tasks."

• Web Services Consumer Demo Service:  A Consumer Services Dialog—IDMSWSDM—is included with the
CA IDMS Web Services CV installation component. You might want to change the port number for your system
environment.

• Add-On Install SYSGEN Updates: If CA IDMS Web Services is configured as part of an add-on configuration, you
need to enable the reuse of your LE Enclaves through the CV SYSTEM statement.
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Upgrade from Version 18.0 and Earlier

If you upgrade to CA IDMS 19.0 from a release earlier than 18.5, you must take more steps to complete the upgrade.
Review the upgrade considerations in the Release Notes for each intermediate release before performing an upgrade.
For example, if you are upgrading to CA IDMS 19.0 from version 17.0 you must also perform steps that are outlined in the
18.0 and 19.0 release information. For documentation regarding versions earlier than 19.0, see Legacy Bookshelves and
PDFs.

Upgrade from Release 18.5 to Version 19.0

When upgrading from 18.5 to 19.0 via CAISAG, CA IDMS loads only dictionary entities that are changed. The changed
entities are in the CAGJSRC dataset, member IDDXI5J0. You must load the following PTFs to get the changed entities:

• RO93158
• SO00341
• SO07404
• SO07598
• SO12360

CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
As part of our ongoing Mainframe strategy, Broadcom now offers a new maintenance delivery service: CA SMP/E
Internet Service Retrieval. This new delivery method uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire
CA Mainframe product maintenance over the internet by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a
remote Broadcom server.

This service can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more productive
and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks.

CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval provides the following benefits:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through Broadcom Support
Portal

• Automates delivery of CA maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of CA Recommended and Preventive service

With the CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can acquire maintenance on demand or can schedule an SMP/E job
to run regularly. The CA Order server supports the IBM-documented order types, which include: ALL, APARS, CRITICAL,
HOLDDATA, PTFS, and RECOMMENDED.

If you are an existing CA Chorus™ Software Manager customer, you can also use this new service to download
maintenance and dramatically reduce the time needed to download PTFs.

WARNING

For information about using the CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval download option for CA IDMS PTFs and
HOLDDATA, see Apply Preventive Maintenance.
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Release Comparison
The following table compares the key features in active releases for CA IDMS.

Key Features Version 19.0 Release 18.5 Version 18.0 Version  17.0
Integration with Zowe
CLI
You can automate CA
IDMS administration
tasks by using Zowe,
an open source project
that includes a CLI
(command-line interface)
component (Zowe CLI).
By using Zowe, the CA
IDMS DBA or application
developer can interact
in a familiar format to
simplify and automate
common CA IDMS
administration tasks:
• Manage batch jobs

and mainframe data
sets, transfer files,
and can execute
TSO commands from
Linux, Microsoft®
Windows®, and Mac®

command prompts.
• Manage CA IDMS

administrative tasks
using common tools,
such as Integrated
Development
Environments (IDEs),
shell commands,
and modern scripting
languages, such
as Bash, Python,
TypeScript, and
JavaScript.

yes no no no
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SYSGEN
Enhancements to Avoid
Surprises
As system currency
is established in the
SYSGEN compiler,
the following message
appears if ungenerated
entity changes exist:
DC601273. A new
command, DISPLAY
CHANGES, allows you
to display all changed
entities. The SYSGEN
Generation Summary is
enhanced to include all
entities.

yes no no no
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Security Visualization
DCMT Discrete Security
Online Visualization
and Syntax Recovery
CA IDMS includes a
new DCMT DISPLAY
command CTAB, that
displays the CTABGEN
DCMT command
discrete security activity
assignments. CA IDMS
also includes a new
batch processor to
produce source syntax
from the IDMSCTAB load
module.
Security Resource
Type Table (SRTT)
Visualization
CA IDMS includes a
new DCMT DISPLAY
command—SRTT— that
displays the Security
Resource Type Table.
CA IDMS also includes a
new batch processor to
produce source syntax
from the RHDCSRTT
load module.
Utility Security
Visualization
CA IDMS now includes
a new DCMT DISPLAY
UTAB command that
displays the UTABGEN
utility command security
assignments. CA IDMS
also includes a new
batch processor to
produce source syntax
from the IDMSUTAB load
module.

yes no no no

3270 Dynamic Display
Size Support
When using an emulator
with a dynamic, alternate
display size, CA IDMS
can use an 80 column
default display size for
VTAM, UCFTSO, and
UCFCICS sessions.  

yes no no no
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Cache Dynamic INSERT
SQL Statement Support
Caching is supported
for the INSERT SQL
statement only if it
contains at least one
dynamic parameter.
For more information,
see Dynamic SQL
Caching.

yes no no no

CA IDMS Visual DBA
18.1
CA IDMS Visual DBA
is enhanced to include
support for Windows® 8
and 10.

yes no no no

MQ Adapter
CA IDMS provides
an MQ Adapter to
support message
queueing (MQ) and
trigger monitoring. The
MQ Adapter provides
an interface for CA
IDMS applications to
exchange messages
when connected to an
IBM MQ queue manager.

yes no no no

SQL Resource Limits
CA IDMS is enhanced
to limit the resources
that are used by an
SQL statement. SQL
Application Developers,
DBA's, and Systems
Programmers can
stop long-running SQL
requests before the
systems are burdened.

yes no no no

Unit of Work (UOW) ID
CA IDMS includes CICS
Unit of Work ID and
Network-wide ID to
Performance Monitor
SMF230 job termination
records. CA IDMS
includes CICS Unit of
Work ID and Network-
wide ID to Performance
Monitor SMF230 job
termination records.
These fields are defined
in the #PMTASDS,
#PMS30DS, and
#PMSVXDS DSECTs.

yes no no no
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ADS zIIP Enablement
The ADS zIIP
Enablement feature
allows CA IDMS ADS
Dialogs to execute in
SRB mode and run
on the zIIP specialty
engines. Running ADS
on zIIP can result in
increased throughput,
while reducing overall
costs by offloading
processing from the
GP to the specialty
engines and reducing
swaps.

yes no no no

Passphrase Security
CA IDMS is enhanced to
support using a password
phrase (passphrase)
as a password, for
external security signon.
Passphrase security
provides added security
and compliance.

yes no no no

The #PMTASDS
Performance Monitor
record is enhanced to
report on batch erus
job statistics including
job identifier, job name,
accounting information,
and task start/end date
and times.

yes no no no

The #PMS30DS
Performance Monitor
SMF Type 30 record is
enhanced to report task
statistics by IPV4 and
IPV6 IP addresses.

yes no no no

Integration with CA Test
Data Manager
Provides guidelines and
sample table procedures
for loading test data into
network databases.
Provides robust and
secure test data for
network applications to
enable faster delivery of
better applications.

yes no no no
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zIIP Exploitation
CA IDMS introduces
zIIP suspension. When
a database procedure,
system mode SQL
procedure, or system
mode user exit is loaded
from an unauthorized
library, zIIP is suspended
instead of permanently
stopped. zIIP suspension
allows you to restart zIIP
processing while the CV
remains running.

yes no no no

Integration with
CA Development
Environment for z
Systems
Pprovides guidelines and
samples to rich editing for
CA IDMS COBOL, PL/1,
and Assembler programs.
Enables developers to
use a modern IDE to
maintain and enhance
CA IDMS applications.

yes no no no

Web Services API
The CA IDMS Web
Services API is a
Call Level Interface
(CLI).  Application
programs make calls
to a centralized stub
module that calls other
subordinate programs
to carry out the function
operation.

yes no no no

SQL Virtual Foreign
Keys
Using system-defined
virtual foreign keys
provides the following
added benefits:
• Does not require

database changes
• Does not require table

procedures
• Does not require

changes to network
definitions

• Allows flexible
navigation, similar to
network DML

• Provides easy, non-
disruptive adoption

yes no no no
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Specify Value
Expressions with the
INSERT Statement
The CA IDMS SQL
feature allows specifying
some types of value
expressions in the
VALUES clause of the
INSERT statement.
Although not limited to
use with virtual foreign
keys, this support allows
an INSERT to contain
expressions that include
operators, built-in and
user-defined functions
to determine the virtual
foreign key values that
are used in the row
insertion.

yes no no no

GET DIAGNOSTICS
support for ROWID
The GET DIAGNOSTICS
statement includes
a new parameter,
IDMS_ROWID_INSERT.
This parameter requests
the ROWID of the last
record successfully
inserted into the
database. 

yes no no no

ISO Standard
Constraint Definition
DDL
The SQL CREATE
TABLE command
supports ISO standard
DDL for defining
unique and referential
constraints. This enables
better integration of third
party frameworks and
tools with CA IDMS. CA
IDMS creates an index to
enforce the constraint if
needed.

yes no no no
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Record Suppression
Assistance
With Record Suppression
Assistance, when a DB
procedure suppresses
a record, for most
commands CA IDMS
reissues the command
automatically and control
does not return to the
application program
until a valid record is
obtained. This allows
record-level security to
be implemented with
minimum impact on
applications.

yes no no no

CA IDMS Web Services
Consumer
CA IDMS Web Services
Consumer allows you
to access SOAP-based
Web services using
COBOL and CA ADS
programs running within
CA IDMS.  In addition,
using CA IDMS SQL
procedures, you can
consume Web Services
from a CICS application
and a batch application,
or a Java, MS Windows,
or Web application using
CA IDMS Server.

yes no no no

CA IDMS Web Services
Provider
CA IDMS Web Services
Provider enables users
to extend and leverage
CA IDMS applications
as Web services that
can be consumed
from anywhere in
your Service Oriented
Architecture. The Web
Services Provider
supports inbound Web
service requests that
directly invoke CA IDMS
applications written in
COBOL or CA ADS
without the need for an
intermediate application
server.

yes no no no
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Generic VTAM
Resources in a
SYSPLEX Environment
CA IDMS supports
Generic VTAM
Resources in
the SYSPLEX
environment. This
enhancement and the
Parallel Sysplex feature
allow clients to leverage
and improve availability
(24 hours a day, 7
days a week), balance
workloads, and eliminate
a single point of
failure. This is enabled
with simple SYSGEN
changes and allows
signon using a VTAM
Generic Resource
instead of a specific
signon to a VTAM
Application ID.

yes no no no

Dynamically Turn zIIP
On/Off
DCMT Vary zIIP
dynamically enables/
disables the IDMS
system from using the
zIIP processor. The zIIP
processor can only be
varied if the SYSTEM is
brought up with ZIIP=Y.

yes no no no

Manually Request LOG
Offloading
DCMT Vary Log calls the
WTOEXIT user exit to
offload the Log.

yes no no no

CA Performance
Monitor SMFHEDR
Parameter
The #PMOPT macro is
enhanced to include the
SMFHEDR parameter.
  This parameter
specifies if a CA IDMS
Performance Monitor
header is appended to
SMF Type 4 and Type 30
records that are created
and written to the SMF
file, by the Application
Monitor component of
Performance Monitor.

yes no no no
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New SYSIDMS
Parameters to Reduce
zIIP Overhead
The following three new
SYSIDMS parameters
are added
• EXIT14_BATCH_RU

Restricts the calling of
EXIT14 to batch run-
units.

• RETRIEVAL_CV
Specifies that CA
IDMS will convert
READY UPDATE
requests to READY
RETRIEVAL when
accessing an area set
to RETRIEVAL mode

• SUPPRESS_RECORD_ON_STATUS=
<minor code>
Identifies the
custom error status
minor code that
an AFTER GET
DB procedure sets
when suppressing a
record occurrence.
This activates
Record Suppression
Assistance. You can
duplicate this line
up to three times
to support multiple
minor codes. All
alphanumeric minor
codes are valid, plus
the numeric code 99.
Numeric codes 00-98
are reserved for CA
IDMS use.

yes no no no

Secure External
Monitoring
Monitoring an external
system, by the CA IDMS
Performance Monitor
Real-time Monitor, can
now be secured using
an external security
manager—CA Top Secret
(TSS), CA ACF2, or IBM
RACF.
Security external
monitoring provides
improved security in
an environment with
multiple databases and
administrators.

yes no no no
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Enhanced Support for
Very Large Databases
Using Mixed Page
Group Index Sets

yes yes no no

CA IDMS Performance
Monitor Realtime
Monitor for External
systems

yes yes no no

UTC Time Stamps yes yes no no
Software Configuration
Service Support

yes yes no no

Cancel Tasks on
Remote CVs

yes yes no no

PassTicket Support yes yes no no
Enhanced Installation
Procedure for z/VSE

yes yes no no

CA MSM/CSM Support
for Acquisition,
Installation,
Deployment, and
Configuration

yes yes yes no

For information about upgrading from previous CA IDMS versions, see Upgrade Considerations.

IDMS Level-Set PTF 19.0.01 HOLDDATA
The following information comprises HOLDDATA for all PTFs from the 19.0.01 GA PAX file until the Level-Set APAR
SO10358. Holddata for multiple PTFs have been combined, when applicable, to aid in the PTF application process. 

Holddata for FMID CAGJJ00

RO90707, RO92187, RO92366, RO93431, RO93622, RO93872, RO94367, RO95076, RO95151, RO97690, RO97807, RO98991,

 RO98995, SO00802, SO04477, SO04635, SO06940, SO07788, SO08356                                                

                          

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|PURPOSE   | Update Messages                                           | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|USERS     |                                                           | 

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           | 

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|ACCESS    |                                                           | 

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 
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                      **************************                         

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

After installing this PTF, please use the IDMSDDDL utility        

to update your SYSTEM dictionary's message area with the input                

in source members  ABEND001, DB001, DC030, DC090, DC170, DC200, 

DC258, DC301, DC400, DC601, and UT000.  Please note using these 

members will result in the update of all messages contained within 

them.  You may optionally decide to only update the specific     

message(s) associated with this correction. To do this simply     

include the following messages as input to the IDMSDDDL utility.   

ABND1155

ABND1193

DB001108

DB001109

DB007002

DB347060

DC040107

DC091005

DC170106

DC200281

DC205032

DC215997

DC215998

DC261910

DC283918

DC283919

DC302006 

DC302007

DC410011                          

DC601271

UT003039

UT014005

                            

The source will be in the SMP/E  CAGJSRC library.      

RO92672, RO93102, RO97013, RO97259, RO98392                                                             

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+  

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|PURPOSE   | Update Reports                                            |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|USERS     |                                                           |  

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |  

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      |  
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+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|ACCESS    |                                                           |  

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

                      **************************                          

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                          

                      **************************                          

                                                            

After installing this PTF, please use the IDMSDDDL utility  

to update the dictionary which contains reports, normally   

the SYSDIRL dictionary, with the input in source members  

PMARPT00

PMARPT02

PMARPT21  

SRPT000                                                     

SRPT001 

SRPT004                                                    

SRPT005                                                     

SRPT006                                                     

SRPT007                                                     

SRPT008                                                     

SRPT009                                                     

SRPT010                                                     

SRPT011                                                     

SRPT012                                                     

SRPT013                                                     

SRPT014                                                     

SRPT015                                                     

SRPT016                                                     

SRPT017                                                     

SRPT018                                                     

SRPT019          

SRPT020

SRPT021  

SRPT022                                          

           

                                                                  

RO92927

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|PURPOSE   | Recreate SREPORT 099 output                               | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|USERS     |                                                           | 

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS Users                                            | 

                                                                         

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|KNOWLEDGE | How to run the SREPORTS with                              | 
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|REQUIRED  | CA IDMS Culprit                                           | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|ACCESS    |                                                           | 

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run CA IDMS Culprit                            | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

                      **************************                         

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                         

                      **************************                         

                                                                         

After applying this APAR, any output file                                

that has been created by SREPORT 099 under  

release 19.0 must be recreated to correct   

the datetime stamps.  Execute the Culprit   

jcl that runs SREPORT 099.  

RO93849                                                        

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update System SYSGEN                                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | Users of the DMLO product in Central Version              |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to regnerate System SYSGEN definitions            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Access to the SYSGEN compiler                             |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                              

              After installing this maintenance, the SYSGEN   

              compiler should be used to update the program   

              statement for USDTPIF2 in any Central Version   

              SYSGEN where the DMLO product is utilized, to   

              specify SAVEAREA.    

                                                                                                             

                                                              

RO96807, RO98392, SO04083, SO05694, SO09376

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |
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+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Reload affected modules                                   |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | CAIRIM                                                    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run program CAIRIM to reload modules           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************    

This PTF affects the CA IDMS SVC.  After applying  

this APAR, special action must be taken.  Any      

CA IDMS SVC that was created outside of SMP/E      

must be regenerated as described in the System     

Operations Guide.  

                      

One or more of the modules affected by this PTF must be          

reloaded using "CAIRIM" with the refresh parameter as            

described in the CA IDMS Installation guide.                     

                                                                 

Modules requiring CAIRIM refresh:                                

                                                                 

  IDMSMSVA, PMRTDATA, RHDCSSFM, CAIXDOA$                         

                                                                 

CAIRIM input cards for CA IDMS require that module GJJ0INIT is   

specified and the loadlib where GJJ0INIT resides must be in      

the CAIRIM job's steplib or in the LPAR's linklist. References   

in the CAIRIM cards to a previous GJxxINIT initialization module 

should be replaced with GJJ0INIT.    

RO90721, RO98452

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Perform steps to enable the functionality of this PTF     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | Users issuing remote task cancels in Central Versions     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |
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|REQUIRED  | CA IDMS Product Administration                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Operator console, DCMT commands, update access to IDD     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                        

    To enable the functionality of this PTF, perform the following:     

                                                                          

       1. Stop IDMSINFO, Start IDMSINFO                                   

               .Operator's console commands:                              

                   STOP IDMSINFO                                          

                   S IDMSINFO,REUSASID=YES                                

                                                                          

       2. Add a message to SYSMSG dictionaries in Central Versions        

               .Central Version commands:                                 

                   DCUF SET UPLOW                                         

                   DCMT VARY AREA SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG UPDATE                  

                   IDD                                                    

               .Copy the following message text, paste into IDD:          

                                                                          

          ADD                                                             

          MESSAGE NAME IS DC027013                                        

              MESSAGE SEVERITY IS 0                                       

              TEXT LINE IS 1                                              

                  SEVERITY IS 0                                           

                  DESTINATION IS LOG                                      

                  DESTINATION IS OPERATOR                                 

                  MESSAGE IS                                              

                      'T&$0 TASK:&$4 PROG:&$5 cancel issued by &01'  

          DEFINITION                                                 

            'DC027013   TASK:  <TASK-CODE> PROG:  <PROGRAM-NAME>'    

          - ' cancel issued by <USERID> node <NODE>'                 

          - ' '                                                      

          - 'A remote cancel was issued for the named task. The '    

          - 'issuing userid and origin of the cancel are included. ' 

          - 'This message precedes a DC027007 with abend code MTTA.' 

          COMMENTS                                                   

            'MODULE = RHDCPCTL'                                      

          - 'ADDITIONAL INFORMATION...'                              

          - ' '                                                      

          - ' '                                                      

          .                                                          

                                                                     

       3. Vary two modules new copy, or cycle Central Versions       

               .DCMT commands to vary new copy:                      

                   DCMT VARY PROGRAM PMRTDATD NEW COPY ENA           

                   DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCPCTL NEW COPY ENA    

                   DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD                          
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RO99577                                                  

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | To safely enable the functionality of this PTF            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All users utilizing CA Endevor/DB-monitored dictionaries  |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | CA IDMS product administration                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Access to DCMT commands, NDVRRSET and NDVRINIT task codes |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                       

      The following is required to safely enable the functionality     

      of this PTF. CA Endevor/DB must be shut down before NDVRIOPS     

      is refreshed. Either method listed below can accomplish this:    

                                                                       

      1.  If no users are actively updating monitored dictionaries,    

          with no possibility of CA Endevor/DB auto-booting:           

                                                                       

          Issue task code NDVRRSET to shut down CA Endevor/DB          

          Issue OPER WA AC TA to ensure NDVRxxxx tasks have ended      

          Issue DCMT VARY PROGRAM NDVRIOPS NEW COPY ENA                

          Issue task code NDVRINIT to restart CA Endevor/DB            

                                                                       

                                                                       

      2.  Cycle the Central Version                                    

 

 

RO92573

RO94476

RO99627

SO08156

SO01578

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+   

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |   

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+   

|SEQUENCE  | Before Apply                                              |   
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+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+   

|PURPOSE   | Enable the use of optional functionality                  |   

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+   

|USERS     |                                                           |   

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users making use of Optional apars               |   

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+   

|KNOWLEDGE | SMP/E, Assemble #DEFOPTF macro, and/or ability to change  |   

|REQUIRED  | SYSIDMS parameters and perform SYSGEN modification        |   

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+   

|ACCESS    |  CA IDMS CSI and libraries, CA IDMS Startup JCL, SYSGEN   |   

|REQUIRED  |  compiler                                                 |   

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+   

                      **************************                           

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                           

                      **************************                

                                                                

To implement the functionality introduced by this PTF you will  

need to Code the following #DEFOPTF in your RHDCOPTF module     

and then re-assemble and link the RHDCOPTF module.              

                                                                

         Code the following #DEFOPTF in your RHDCOPTF           

         module to activate this optional code:                 

                                                                

            #DEFOPTF OPT00344   

            #DEFOPTF OPT00345            

            #DEFOPTF OPT00346

            #DEFOPTF OPT00347

                                                                

SO00360

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update CA IDMS SVC and Reports                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS Users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        
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             1. After installing this PTF, please use the IDMSDDDL      

                utility to update the dictionary which contains         

                reports, normally the SYSDIRL dictionary, with the     

                input in source member PMARPT00.                       

                                                                       

                The source will be in the SMP/E  CAGJSRC library.      

                                                                       

                                                                       

                      **************************                       

                      *         NOTICE         *                       

                      **************************                       

                                                                       

             1. SMF data that was created while PTF #RO98392 was in    

                effect will be incompatible with SMF data generated    

                after this fix is applied and should be kept separate. 

                This fix restores the layout of the SMF data to it     

                previous state and is compatible with CA-MICS.         

                                                                       

++HOLD (SO00511) SYSTEM FMID(CAGJJ00)                                   

  REASON (ACTION )   DATE (18145)                                       

  COMMENT (                                                             

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | To reassemble the IDMS Tools SVC Exit                     |

|          | To regenerate and reload the IDMS SVC                     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     | CA IDMS Task Analyzer users monitoring CICS systems       |

|AFFECTED  |                                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE | How to assemble the IDMS Tools SVC Exit                   |

|REQUIRED  | How to assemble the IDMS SVC                              |

|          | How to run the "CAIRIM" utility to reload the IDMS SVC    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    | Access to assemble the IDMS Tools SVC Exit                |

|REQUIRED  | Access to assemble the IDMS SVC                           |

|          | Access to run the "CAIRIM" utililty                       |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                     

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                     

                      **************************                     

                                                                     

     This PTF updates the CA IDMS Tools SVC Exit macro #GSISVCX.     

                                                                     

     To assemble the macro use CAGJSAMP member GSISVCX as input:     

                                                                     

     //SYSIN     DD *                                                

              PRINT OFF                                              

              COPY #GSISVCX                                          
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              PRINT ON                                               

     GSISVCX  IDMSSVCX                                               

              END                                                    

     /*                                                              

                                                                     

     GSISVCX should be linked when regenerating the IDMS SVC:        

                                                                     

     //SYSIN    DD *                                                 

      INCLUDE <#SVCOPT object>                                       

      INCLUDE CAGJLOAD(IDMSMSVC)                                     

      INCLUDE custlib(GSISVCX)  <-- CA IDMS Tools SVC Extension     

      INCLUDE custlib(GSISVCX)  <-- CA IDMS Tools SVC Extension           

      ENTRY   IGCxxx                                                      

      NAME    IGCxxx(R)                                                   

     /*                                                                   

                                                                          

     The CA IDMS SVC must be regenerated as described in the              

     IDMS SYSTEM operations guide. Any CA IDMS CV in use on a             

     z/OS system must be refreshed using the "CAIRIM" utility             

     as described in the CA IDMS Installation guide.                      

                                                                          

     "CAIRIM" card input used to refresh the IDMS SVC for 19.0:           

                                                                          

     PRODUCT(CAGJJ0) VERSION(GJJ0) INIT(GJJ0INIT) PARM(REFRESH(SVC=xxx))  

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                                

SO06075

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update Application Dictionary(s)                          |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | General knowledge of the IDMS Integrated Data Dictionary  |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL Batch Utility                     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

After installing this PTF, use the IDMSDDDL utility to update           

each Application Dictionary that is used with the Web Services feature, 

with the contents of member IDMSCAPI.                                   

                                                                        

The source will be in the SMP/E CAGJSAMP library.                       
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++HOLD (SO06628) SYSTEM FMID(CAGJJ00)                                    

  REASON (ACTION )   DATE (19071)                                        

  COMMENT (                                                              

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|PURPOSE   | Reload affected modules                                   | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|USERS     |                                                           | 

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|KNOWLEDGE | CAIRIM                                                    | 

|REQUIRED  | How to update definitions in the dictionary               | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|ACCESS    | Ability to run program CAIRIM to reload modules           | 

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL utility                           | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

                      **************************                         

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *      

                                                                       

    The CA IDMS SVC must be regenerated as described in the            

    IDMS SYSTEM operations guide. Any CA IDMS CV in use on a           

    z/OS system must be refreshed using the "CAIRIM" utility           

    as described in the CA IDMS Installation guide.                    

                                                                       

    "CAIRIM" card input used to refresh the IDMS SVC for 19.0:         

                                                                       

    PRODUCT(CAGJJ0) VERSION(GJJ0) INIT(GJJ0INIT) PARM(REFRESH(SVC=xxx))

                                                                       

    After installing this PTF, use the IDMSDDDL utility to             

    update PMARPT00 in the dictionary containing PERFMON               

    reports, which is typically the SYSDIRL dictionary. The            

    updated PMARPT00 source will be in the CAGJSRC library.            

                                                                       

    Programs using #PMTASDS, #PMS30DS, or #PMSVXDS need to             

    be reassembled.                                                    

                                                                       

    In addition to this PTF, PTF ST06629 must be applied.              

                                                                      

+---------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                                      

    #PMTASDS TASVER# will be TASVER3 after applying this PTF.         

                                                                      

    TASVER#  DS    X                   RECORD VERSION                 

    TASVER3  EQU   3                   ..VERSION 3                    
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    #PMTASDS has 3 new fields; 2 for CICS ERUS, 1 for UCFCICS.        

                                                                      

    For a TASTTYPE of TAS$CICS for CICS ERUS, the fields are          

    TASCUOW and TASCNETN. TASCUOW is an 8 byte binary field           

    comprising the UOWID. The first 6 bytes are derived from          

    the system clock.  The last two bytes are a period count.         

    These areas have been redefined as TASCUOWI and TASCUOWS.         

    The TASCUOWI field will remain constant for the life of           

    the unit of work.  The period count can change, and may           

    be of less value in analyzing a unit of work across the           

    network.                                                          

                                                                      

    TASCUOW  DS    0XL8                ..CICS UOW                     

    TASCUOWI DS    XL6                 ..CICS UOW ID         

    TASCUOWS DS    XL2                 ..CICS UOW SEQ        

                                                             

    TASCNETN is the network-wide UOW ID.  TASCNETN, used in  

    conjunction with TASCUOW or TASUOWI, uniquely identifies 

    a unit of work in the network.                           

                                                             

    TASCNETN DS    CL20                ..CICS NETWORK UOW ID 

                                                             

    TASCUOW and TASCNETN contain values found in CICS SMF110 

    fields NETUOWSX and NETUOWPX, respectively.  Consult IBM 

    documentation for more information about these 2 fields. 

                                                             

                                                             

    For a TASTTYPE of TAS$ONLN, UCF CICS tasks will contain  

    data in the TASDNETN field. This field contains a local  

    CICS NETNAME, consisting of a 4 character CICS name and  

    a 4 character terminal name.                             

                                                             

    Unlike DML, SQL, and resynchronization tasks that appear 

    as CICS ERUS, UCF tasks appear as ONLINE. The nature of  

    UCF communication causes a UOWID to change each time the            

    SVC is entered, and is deemed to be of little value. The            

    NETNAME is included to identify the CICS and the terminal.          

                                                                        

    TASDNETN DS    CL8                 ..UCFCICS NETNAME                

                                                                        

    For batch and other non-CICS tasks entering the IDMS SVC,           

    these fields will contain low-values.                               

                                                                        

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                                                        

    #PMS30DS has 2 new fields for the UOWID and Network-wide ID.        

    These fields are in the IDENTIFICATION SECTION, contain the         

    same content as TASCNETN and TASCUOW above, and are present         

    for all CICS tasks.                                                 

                                                                        

    SMF30NET DS    CL20                CICS NETWORK UOW ID              

    SMF30UOW DS    XL8                 CICS UOW ID                      
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    SMF30NET and SMF30UOW contain values found in CICS SMF110           

    fields NETUOWPX and NETUOWSX, respectively.                         

                                                                        

    For batch and other non-CICS tasks entering the IDMS SVC,           

    these fields will contain low-values.                               

                                                                        

    SMF30 data produced prior to the application of the PTF may         

    not be entirely compatible with this DSECT. The following           

    fields were shifted +2 bytes to accommodate space concerns          

    in this section, needed to maintain the SMF record length.          

                                                                        

    SMF30IPA DS    XL16                IP address (binary)              

             ORG   SMF30IPA                                             

    SMF30IP4 DS    XL4                 IP V4 addr (binary)              

             ORG   SMF30IPA                                             

    SMF30IP6 DS    XL16                IP V6 addr (binary)              

                                                                        

    These fields used to be at +128, and are now at +12A.               

                                                                        

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                                                         

    #PMSVXDS, the PERFORMANCE MONITOR ERE EXTENSION, contains 2          

    new fields to populate the #PMTASDS and #PMS30DS SMF fields.         

                                                                         

    PMXCUOWI DS    CL8                 CICS UOW ID                       

    PMXCNETN DS    CL20                CICS NETWORK UOW ID               

                                                                         

    These fields are updated by the IDMS SVC.                            

                                                                         

                                                                         

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

       

           

SO07073

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|PURPOSE   | To optionally activate the functionality of this PTF      | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|USERS     | Users accessing CA IDMS Central Version from an external  | 

|AFFECTED  | system                                                    | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|KNOWLEDGE | Use of the SYSGEN compiler                                | 

|REQUIRED  | JCL modification                                          | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|ACCESS    | Access to the SYSGEN compiler                             | 

|REQUIRED  | Access to the Central Version JCL, or the SYSIDMS file    | 
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+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

                      **************************                         

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                         

                      **************************                         

                                                                 

      In order to activate the functionality of this PTF, either 

      the Central Version SYSGEN must be updated, or the SYSIDMS 

      parameter file or SYSIDMS in-line JCL must be updated. The 

      Central Version should be cycled.                          

                                                                 

      SYSGEN SYSTEM parameter:  ERUS FETCH PROTECT IS OFF        

                                                                 

      SYSIDMS file  parameter:  ERUS_FETCH_PROTECT_OFF           

                                                                 

                                                                 

++HOLD (SO07191) SYSTEM FMID(CAGJJ00)                                   

  REASON (ACTION )   DATE (19086)                                       

  COMMENT (                                                             

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | Before Apply                                              |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update CSI DDDEFS                                         |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | SMP/E                                                     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run GIMSMP against the IDMS CSI                |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

Change GLOBALHLQ to your HLQ for the IDMS SMP environment.  

Change IBMHLQ to the HLQ for your IBM MQ datasets.          

                                                            

//xxxxxx  JOB .....                                         

//*                                                         

//DDDEFS1 EXEC PGM=GIMSMP,PARM='DATE=U',REGION=0M           

//SMPCSI   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=GLOBALHLQ.CSI                    

//SMPHOLD  DD DUMMY                                         

//SMPLOG   DD DUMMY                                         

//SMPCNTL  DD *                                             

  SET BDY(CAIT18) .              /* SET TO TARGET ZONE */   

  UCLIN .                                                   

    ADD DDDEF(SCSQLOAD)          /* IBM MQ Library */       

      DATASET(IBMHLQ.SCSQLOAD)                              
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      SHR                                                   

      .                                                     

    ENDUCL.                                                 

  SET BDY(CAID18) .              /* SET TO DLIB ZONE */     

  UCLIN .                                                   

    ADD DDDEF(SCSQLOAD)          /* IBM MQ Library */       

      DATASET(IBMHLQ.SCSQLOAD)                              

      SHR                                                               

      .                                                                 

    ENDUCL.                                                             

                                                                        

                                                                        

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update Messages                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                    

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                    

                      **************************                    

After installing this PTF, please use the IDMSDDDL utility          

to update your SYSTEM dictionary's message area                     

with the input in source member DC090, DC258, and DC301. Please     

note using these members will result in the update of all messages  

contained within DC090, DC258, and DC301. You may optionally        

decide to only update the specific message(s) associated with       

this correction. To do this simply include message(s) DC131000,     

DC131001, DC131002, DC131003, DC131004, DC131005, DC131006,         

DC131007, DC131008, DC131009, DC131010, DC131011, DC131012,         

DC131013, DC131014, DC131015, DC131016, DC131017, DC131018,         

DC131019, DC131020, DC131021, DC131022, DC131023, DC131024,         

DC131025, DC131026, DC131027, DC131028, DC131029, DC131030,         

DC131998, DC131999, DC267017, DC268014, DC268015, DC268016,         

DC301094, DC301096 as input to the IDMSDDDL utility.                

                                                                    

The source will be in the SMP/E  CAGJSRC library.                

                                                                        

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+
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|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update Dictionary                                         |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

After installing this PTF, please use the IDMSDDDL utility              

to update your SYSTEM dictionary with the input in source member        

DLODDCDV.                                                               

                                                                        

                                                                        

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update Dictionary and SYSGEN Definitions                  |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      |

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in SYSGEN                              |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run RHDCSGEN in batch or use SYSGEN online     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

After installing this PTF, please use the IDMSDDDL utility              

to update your SYSTEM dictionary with the input in source member        

DLODCVM.                                                                

                                                                        

After updating your SYSTEM dictionary with the above member, use        

use the RHDCSGEN utility to add the program definitions to your         

SYSTEM dictionary using module CV-MONITOR-190U as input.                

                                                                        

                                                                        

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |
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+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update ADS/O Built-In Function Support                    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS ADS/O Users                                      |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS ADS/O Users                                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE | Compile and link assembler programs                       |

|REQUIRED  | Update load modules in the dictionary                     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    | Ability to compile and link assembler programs            |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

After installing this PTF, please compile and link your existing        

RHDCEVBF program. If RHDCEVBF is in any of your dictionary              

load areas, please use the IDMSDDDL utility with to update them         

with the new RHDCEVBF object module.                                    

                                                                        

                                                                        

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update LTE Extension                                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS and CICS users                                   |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Shut down and start IDMS and CICS systems                 |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to shut down and start IDMS and CICS systems      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

After installing this PTF, any IDMS and CICS systems that communicate   

must be restarted in order for the LTE Extension support to take effect 

effect.                                                                 

                                                                        

        

SO07995

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |
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+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | To enable the functionality of this PTF                   |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | CA IDMS Systems Administrators                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Use of the batch or online SYSGEN compiler                |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Access to the batch or online SYSGEN compiler             |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                        

     After installing this PTF, use the RHDCSGEN utility or SYSGEN      

     online to update the CV SYSGEN with the following definition:      

                                                         

                                                         

     ADD PROGRAM RHDCSRTD                                

         CONCURRENT                                      

         NODYNAMIC                                       

         DUMP THRESHOLD IS 0                             

         ENABLED                                         

         ERROR THRESHOLD IS 5                            

         ISA SIZE IS 0                                   

         LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER                           

         MPMODE IS SYSTEM                                

         NOMAINLINE                                      

         MULTIPLE ENCLAVE IS ON                          

         NEW COPY IS ENABLED                             

         OVERLAYABLE                                     

         PROGRAM                                         

         NOPROTECT                                       

         REENTRANT                                       

         NONRESIDENT                                     

         REUSABLE                                        

         SAVEAREA                                        

         .                                                           

                                                                     

                                                                     

    Use #CTABGEN Code N116 to secure the DCMT DISPLAY SRTT command.  

                                                                     

    Use the following JCL to execute the SRTT batch processor:       

                                                                     

    //         EXEC PGM=IDMSSRTD,REGION=4096K                        

    //STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR                     

    //         DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR                  

    //         DD  DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR                        

    //SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=A                                          

    //SYSPCH   DD  SYSOUT=A                                          

    //SYSIDMS  DD  *                                                 
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    Insert SYSIDMS parameters                                        

    /*                                                               

                                                                     

                                                                     

    RHDCSRTT creation date is written to the SYSLST DD.              

    RHDCSRTT source syntax is written to the SYSPCH DD.              

        

SO08199

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | To enable the functionality of this PTF                   |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | CA IDMS Systems Administrators                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Use of the batch or online SYSGEN compiler                |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Access to the batch or online SYSGEN compiler             |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                        

      After installing this PTF, use the RHDCSGEN utility or SYSGEN     

      online to update the CV SYSGEN with the following definition:     

                                                                

                                                                

      ADD PROGRAM RHDCCTAD                                      

         CONCURRENT                                             

         NODYNAMIC                                              

         DUMP THRESHOLD IS 0                                    

         ENABLED                                                

         ERROR THRESHOLD IS 5                                   

         ISA SIZE IS 0                                          

         LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER                                  

         MPMODE IS SYSTEM                                       

         NOMAINLINE                                             

         MULTIPLE ENCLAVE IS ON                                 

         NEW COPY IS ENABLED                                    

         OVERLAYABLE                                            

         PROGRAM                                                

         NOPROTECT                                              

         REENTRANT                                              

         NONRESIDENT                                            
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         REUSABLE                                               

         SAVEAREA                                               

         .                                                              

                                                                        

                                                                        

    Use #CTABGEN Code N117 to secure the DCMT DISPLAY CTAB command.     

                                                                        

    Use the following JCL to execute the IDMSCTAB batch processor:      

                                                                        

    //         EXEC PGM=IDMSCTAD,REGION=4096K                           

    //STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR                        

    //         DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR                     

    //         DD  DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR                           

    //SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=A                                             

    //SYSPCH   DD  SYSOUT=A                                             

    //SYSIDMS  DD  *                                                    

    Insert SYSIDMS parameters                                           

    /*                                                                  

                                                                        

    IDMSCTAB creation date is written to the SYSLST DD.                 

    IDMSCTAB source syntax is written to the SYSPCH DD.                 

                                                                        

SO08256

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+  

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|PURPOSE   | To enable the functionality of this PTF                   |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|USERS     |                                                           |  

|AFFECTED  | All users of CA IDMS                                      |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |  

|REQUIRED  | UCFTSO or UCFCICS frontend configuration                  |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|ACCESS    |                                                           |  

|REQUIRED  | Access to CA IDMS system and custom libraries             |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

                      **************************                          

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                          

                      **************************                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

     UCFTSO Clists and UCFCICS assemblies must be updated to        

     enable the use of 3270 dynamic alternate display sizes.        

     A parameter must be included to specify a default size.        

                                                                    

     UCFTSO CLIST Example:                                          
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     CALL 'IDMS.LOADLIB(RHDCUCFT)' 'DFLTSIZ=43X80'                  

                                                                    

     UCFCICS Macro Assembly Example:                                

                                                                    

     #UCFCICS COLOR=ONLY,DISC=YES,USERCHK=YES,LASTOUT=TASKEND,      

           RESETKB=TASKEND,DFLTSIZ=MOD4                             

                                                                    

     Acceptable values for the new DFLTSIZ= parameter include:      

                                                                    

                 24x80 or 24X80 or Mod2 or MOD2                     

                 32x80 or 32X80 or Mod3 or MOD3                     

                 43x80 or 43X80 or Mod4 or MOD4                     

                                                                    

     These parameters are used only when the alternate display      

     size of an emulator is not that of a standard 3270 model.      

                                                                    

    Multiple Clists and UCFCICS load modules can be prepared  

    to utilize all of the supported 3270 model display sizes. 

                                                                                                             

                     

SO08527

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | To enable the functionality of this PTF                   |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | CA IDMS Systems Administrators                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Use of the batch or online SYSGEN compiler                |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Access to the batch or online SYSGEN compiler             |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                        

      After installing this PTF, use the RHDCSGEN utility or SYSGEN     

      online to update the CV SYSGEN with the following definition:     

                                                                           

                                                                           

      ADD PROGRAM RHDCUTAD                                                 

         CONCURRENT                                                        

         NODYNAMIC                                                         

         DUMP THRESHOLD IS 0                                               

         ENABLED                                                           
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         ERROR THRESHOLD IS 5                                              

         ISA SIZE IS 0                                                     

         LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER                                             

         MPMODE IS SYSTEM                                                  

         NOMAINLINE                                                        

         MULTIPLE ENCLAVE IS ON                                            

         NEW COPY IS ENABLED                                               

         OVERLAYABLE                                                       

         PROGRAM                                                           

         NOPROTECT                                                         

         REENTRANT                                                         

         NONRESIDENT                                                       

         REUSABLE                                                          

         SAVEAREA     

         .                                                            

                                                                      

                                                                      

    Use #CTABGEN Code N118 to secure the DCMT DISPLAY UTAB command.   

                                                                      

    Use the following JCL to execute the IDMSUTAB batch processor:    

                                                                      

    //         EXEC PGM=IDMSUTAD,REGION=4096K                         

    //STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR                      

    //         DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR                   

    //         DD  DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR                         

    //SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=A                                           

    //SYSPCH   DD  SYSOUT=A                                           

    //SYSIDMS  DD  *                                                  

    Insert SYSIDMS parameters                                         

    /*                                                                

                                                                      

    IDMSUTAB creation date is written to the SYSLST DD.               

    IDMSUTAB source syntax is written to the SYSPCH DD.                        

SO09453

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | Before Applying SO07191                                   |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Apply SO07191 for users without IBM MQ                    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users without IBM MQ installed                   |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Defining DDDEFs in SMP/E                                  |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    | Ability to create datasets                                |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to define DDDEFs in IDMS CSI                      |
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+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                        

This PTF modifies the link edit requirements going forward to allow     

non-MQ sites the ability to install maintenance which may incoporate    

MQ related IDMS modules. However, due to SMPE restrictions, PTF SO07191 

will need the following manual actions to be installed at non-MQ sites. 

actions to be installed at non-MQ sites.                                

                                                                        

If you do not have IBM MQ installed, create a PDS dataset and assemble  

and link the below module as CSQBSTUB into the new dataset.             

                                                                        

CSQBSTUB TITLE 'Dummy MQ Stub module'                                   

*                                                                       

*   This is a dummy MQ stub module to resolve RHDCD1MQ link             

*   for non-MQ users applying ST07191.  MQ users should link            

*   the real MQ stub when applying ST07191.                             

*                                                                       

         ENTRY MQBACK                                                   

         ENTRY MQBEGIN                                                  

         ENTRY MQBUFMH                                                  

         ENTRY MQCB                                                     

         ENTRY MQCLOSE                                                  

         ENTRY MQCMIT                                                   

         ENTRY MQCONN                                  

         ENTRY MQCONNX                                 

         ENTRY MQCRTMH                                 

         ENTRY MQCTL                                   

         ENTRY MQDISC                                  

         ENTRY MQDLTMH                                 

         ENTRY MQDLTMP                                 

         ENTRY MQGET                                   

         ENTRY MQINQ                                   

         ENTRY MQINQMP                                 

         ENTRY MQMHBUF                                 

         ENTRY MQOPEN                                  

         ENTRY MQPUT                                   

         ENTRY MQPUT1                                  

         ENTRY MQSET                                   

         ENTRY MQSETMP                                 

         ENTRY MQSTAT                                  

         ENTRY MQSUB                                   

         ENTRY MQSUBRQ                                 

CSQBSTUB CSECT                                         

MQBACK   DS    0H             Back out changes         

MQBEGIN  DS    0H             Begin unit of work  RRS                 

MQBUFMH  DS    0H             Convert buffer into message handle      

MQCB     DS    0H             Manage callback                         

MQCLOSE  DS    0H             Close object                            

MQCMIT   DS    0H             Commit changes                          

MQCONN   DS    0H             Connect queue manager                   
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MQCONNX  DS    0H             Connect queue manager (extended)        

MQCRTMH  DS    0H             Create message handle                   

MQCTL    DS    0H             Control callbacks                       

MQDISC   DS    0H             Disconnect queue manager                

MQDLTMH  DS    0H             Delete message handle                   

MQDLTMP  DS    0H             Delete message property                 

MQGET    DS    0H             Get message                             

MQINQ    DS    0H             Inquire object attributes               

MQINQMP  DS    0H             Inquire message property                

MQMHBUF  DS    0H             Convert message handle into buffer      

MQOPEN   DS    0H             Open object                             

MQPUT    DS    0H             Put message                             

MQPUT1   DS    0H             Put one message                         

MQSET    DS    0H             Set object attributes                   

MQSETMP  DS    0H             Set message property                    

MQSTAT   DS    0H             Retrieve status information             

MQSUB    DS    0H             Register subscription                   

MQSUBRQ  DS    0H             Subscription request                    

*                                                                     

         DC    H'0'           Abort if called                         

         BR    14                                                     

         END                                                          

                                                                      

Add a DDDEF for SCSQLOAD in your IDMS CSI.                            

You can use the following JCL to accomplish this:                     

                                                                      

Change GLOBALHLQ to your HLQ for the IDMS SMP environment.            

Change IBMHLQ to the HLQ for your IBM MQ datasets.                    

If you do not have IBM MQ installed, change IBMHLQ to the dataset     

you created with the CSQBSTUB module.                                 

                                                                      

//xxxxxx  JOB .....                                                   

//*                                                                   

//DDDEFS1 EXEC PGM=GIMSMP,PARM='DATE=U',REGION=0M                     

//SMPCSI   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=GLOBALHLQ.CSI                              

//SMPHOLD  DD DUMMY                                                   

//SMPLOG   DD DUMMY                                                     

//SMPCNTL  DD *                                                         

  SET BDY(CAIT18) .              /* SET TO TARGET ZONE */               

  UCLIN .                                                               

    ADD DDDEF(SCSQLOAD)          /* IBM MQ Library */                   

      DATASET(IBMHLQ.SCSQLOAD)                                          

      SHR                                                               

      .                                                                 

   ENDUCL.                                                              

  SET BDY(CAID18) .              /* SET TO DLIB ZONE */                 

  UCLIN .                                                               

    ADD DDDEF(SCSQLOAD)          /* IBM MQ Library */                   

      DATASET(IBMHLQ.SCSQLOAD)                                          

      SHR                                                               

      .                                                                 

   ENDUCL.                                                              
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+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Applying SO09453                                    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Enable IDMS MQ Support                                    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users with with IBM MQ Installed                 |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Compile and link assembler programs                       |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    | Ability to update IDMS startup JCL                        |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to compile and link assembler programs            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                        

With this change we will dynamically load the MQ stub program CSQBSTUB. 

Non MQ users are not affected, but MQ users will need to add SCSQLOAD   

to CDMSLIB in their CV startup JCL, and there needs to be at least 24   

additional null PDEs defined to the system.                             

                                                                        

Optionally, the stub can be linked. See RHDCD1MQ in CAGJSAMP for        

sample JCL to do this. If this is done, then CUSTLIB needs to be        

ahead of CAGLOAD in your JCL.                                           

                                                                        

                                                                        

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Applying SO09453                                    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Remove SCSQLOAD DDDEF                                     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Defining DDDEFs in SMP/E                                  |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to remove DDDEFs in IDMS CSI                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                        

After applying this PTF, the SCSQLOAD DDDEF is no longer needed in      

the IDMS SMP/E environment. You can remove this DDDEF using the         
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following JCL.                                                          

                                                                        

Change GLOBALHLQ to your HLQ for the IDMS SMP environment.              

                                                                        

//xxxxxx  JOB .....                                                     

//*                                                                     

//DDDEFS1 EXEC PGM=GIMSMP,PARM='DATE=U',REGION=0M                       

//SMPCSI   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=GLOBALHLQ.CSI                                

//SMPHOLD  DD DUMMY                                                     

//SMPLOG   DD DUMMY                                                     

//SMPCNTL  DD *                                                         

  SET BDY(CAIT18) .              /* SET TO TARGET ZONE */               

  UCLIN .                                                               

    DEL DDDEF(SCSQLOAD)                                                 

      .                                                                 

   ENDUCL.                                                              

  SET BDY(CAID18) .              /* SET TO DLIB ZONE */                 

  UCLIN .                                                               

    DEL DDDEF(SCSQLOAD)                                                 

      .                                                                 

   ENDUCL.                                                              

                                                                        

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Applying SO09453                                    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update Messages                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        |

                      **************************                         

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                         

                      **************************                         

After installing this PTF, please use the IDMSDDDL utility               

to update your SYSTEM dictionary's message area                          

with the input in source member DC090.  Please note using this           

member will result in the update of all messages contained within        

DC090.  You may optionally decide to only update the specific            

message(s) associated with this correction. To do this simply            

include message(s) DC131002 as input to the IDMSDDDL                     

utility.                                                                 

                                                                         

Holddata for FMID CAGJJ01
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RO93920

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS CICS Support                            Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update CICS CSD                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | Users of CA IDMS in CICS Transaction Server 5.4           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Use of CICS DFHCSDUP utility                              |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Access to CICS CSD datasets                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                        

             After installing this maintenance, CICS CSDs               

             containing CA IDMS definitions can have the                

              equivalent of this update installed by using        

             the following input to the DFHCSDUP utility:        

                                                                 

             //SYSIN  DD *                                       

             ALTER    TRANSACTION(IDMS) PROGRAM(IDMSINTC)        

                      GROUP(IDMSGRP) PROFILE(IDMSPRF)            

                      TASKDATAKEY(CICS) TASKDATALOC(BELOW)       

             ALTER    TRANSACTION(INTC) PROGRAM(IDMSINTC)        

                      GROUP(IDMSGRP) PROFILE(IDMSPRF)            

                      TASKDATAKEY(CICS) TASKDATALOC(BELOW)       

             ALTER    PROGRAM(IDMSINTC)                          

                      GROUP(IDMSGRP) LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER) CEDF(NO)

                      RES(YES) EXECKEY(CICS) DATALOCATION(BELOW) 

             ALTER    PROGRAM(IDMSCCMN)                          

                      GROUP(IDMSGRP) LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER) CEDF(NO)

                      EXECKEY(CICS) RES(YES) DATALOCATION(BELOW) 

             /*                                                  

                                                                 

                              IMPORTANT!                         

                                                                 

             Additional transaction or program definitions       

             invoking an IDMSINTC interface with different       

             naming conventions should be altered to include 

             TASKDATALOC(BELOW) for the transaction, and     

             DATALOCATION(BELOW) for the program definition. 
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SO07638

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS CICS Support                            Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | Both before Apply and after Apply                         |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   |                                                           |

|          |RHDCTERM must be defined to the CICS CSD.                  |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  |                                                           |

|          |CICS users.                                                |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  |                                                           |

|          |Product Administration                                     |

|          |CICS                                                       |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  |                                                           |

|          |Modification of the CICS CSD.                              |

|          |Privilege to recycle the CICS region.                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                       

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                       

                      **************************                       

                                                                       

1. Before applying the PTF RHDCTERM bust be defined to the CICS CSD    

   file. To define RHDCTERM use the CICS System definition file utility

   program DFHCSDUP.                                                   

                                                                       

   Sample DFHCSDUP JCL:                                                

   //CSDLIST  EXEC PGM=DFHCSDUP,REGION=4M                              

   //STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=cics.sdfhload                            

   //DFHCSD   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=cics.csd                                 

   //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                              

   //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                                              

   //SYSIN  DD *                                                       

    DEFINE  PROGRAM(RHDCTERM)                                          

            GROUP(IDMSGRP) LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER) CEDF(NO)                

   /*                                                                  

                                                                       

2. After applying the PTF the CICS region must be recycled.      

SO08257

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+  

|     CA IDMS CICS Support                            Version 19.0     |  
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+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|PURPOSE   | To enable the functionality of this PTF                   |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|USERS     |                                                           |  

|AFFECTED  | All users of CA IDMS                                      |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |  

|REQUIRED  | UCFTSO or UCFCICS frontend configuration                  |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|ACCESS    |                                                           |  

|REQUIRED  | Access to CA IDMS system and custom libraries             |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

                      **************************                          

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                          

                      **************************                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

     UCFTSO Clists and UCFCICS assemblies must be updated to              

     enable the use of 3270 dynamic alternate display sizes.       

     A parameter must be included to specify a default size.       

                                                                   

     UCFTSO CLIST Example:                                         

                                                                   

     CALL 'IDMS.LOADLIB(RHDCUCFT)' 'DFLTSIZ=43X80'                 

                                                                   

     UCFCICS Macro Assembly Example:                               

                                                                   

     #UCFCICS COLOR=ONLY,DISC=YES,USERCHK=YES,LASTOUT=TASKEND,     

           RESETKB=TASKEND,DFLTSIZ=MOD4                            

                                                                   

     Acceptable values for the new DFLTSIZ= parameter include:     

                                                                   

                 24x80 or 24X80 or Mod2 or MOD2                    

                 32x80 or 32X80 or Mod3 or MOD3                    

                 43x80 or 43X80 or Mod4 or MOD4                    

                                                                   

     These parameters are used only when the alternate display     

     size of an emulator is not that of a standard 3270 model.     

                                                                  

                                                              

     Multiple Clists and UCFCICS load modules can be prepared 

     to utilize all of the supported 3270 model display sizes.
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Portfolio Simplification for CA IDMS
To offer you more value and to streamline our product offerings, as a CA IDMS™/DB for z/OS (CA IDMS) user some CA
IDMS product component features and capabilities are now available.

NOTE

For CA IDMS 19.0, if you apply the enhancement PTF RO96807 an LMP key is not required for the following
components because they are contained in the base CA IDMS product. For CA IDMS 18.5, LMP keys are still
required, but available at no cost.

CA IDMS Product Components

The following table lists the CA IDMS product components that are available.

Component Feature Description

ADS™ Batch A facility that allows you to develop fourth-generation batch
applications that execute in the CA IDMS environment. CA ADS
Batch applications can read data from input files, perform CA
IDMS/DB database update and retrieval, and write data to output
files.

ADS for CA IDMS A fourth-generation language development and runtime system
for online and batch applications that execute in the CA IDMS
environment and access CA IDMS databases.

ADS Alive A source-level testing and debugging tool that provides the CA
ADS developer with complete control over the execution of the CA
ADS environment.

Option for APPC Enables CA ADS applications to use Advanced Program-to-
Program Communications.

IDMS/DB Audit A utility that is used to examine the physical integrity of a CA
IDMS database, which is capable of fixing many found errors and
to report the errors and the corrections.

IDMS/DB Analyzer A utility that produces analytical reports describing the physical
organization of a database, providing statistics useful for both
planning and assessing database reorganization.

Culprit™ for CA IDMS A batch utility that is used to generate files, print reports and
create data tables from conventional and database files. You can
print these reports or can write them to conventional files.

IDMS Extractor An application development tool that speeds up the testing and
maintenance phases of applications development by reducing
or eliminating the need to develop special test database load
programs.

IDMS/DB Reorg A utility that is used to reorganize a CA IDMS database.

Distributed Database System Option Enables CA IDMS databases to be spread over a network of
multiple processors, and supports access to these databases by
any CA IDMS application running on the network.
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DLI Transparency Allows DL/I application programs to perform IMS-DB processing
with CA IDMS/DB databases. DL/I applications can run in the
IMS DB batch or DL/I batch environment or the DL/I CICS
environment.

Dictionary Loader A syntax converter that is used with the Integrated Data Dictionary
(IDD) to simplify the task of populating the dictionary with
information that is contained in COBOL source programs.

Dictionary Module Editor A powerful online program development facility that is used to edit
and browse modules that are stored in the dictionary, add and
execute modules, and create executable statements.

IDMS Dictionary Migrator The CA system migration tool for transferring systems from a
testing environment to a production environment.

IDMS DML Online An interactive productivity tool that allows ad hoc navigation,
retrieval, and update of CA IDMS databases.

IDMS Dictionary Query Facility A tool that provides quick and easy online access to the contents
of CA IDMS dictionaries.

IDMS Journal Analyzer A comprehensive performance analysis facility that gathers and
combines management and performance data from CA IDMS
journal files and reports it in concise, logical formats.

IDMS Log Analyzer® A CA IDMS performance analysis and management tool that
records information from the CA IDMS log and produces various
database analysis reports that gauge resource use and system
performance.

IDMS Masterkey A task initiation control facility for CA IDMS/DC. By controlling
the invocation of tasks, the developer or database administrator
can save keystrokes, streamline workflow, and provide a certain
amount of security in the CA IDMS environment.

IDMS Online Log Display A tool that gives CA IDMS/DC and DC/UCF users online access to
a full-screen display of runtime events that are recorded in the log.

OLQ® Online Query for CA IDMS An online query tool and report writer that accesses data that is
stored in a CA IDMS database.

ADS Trace A debugging tool that provides online tracing of CA ADS
applications.

IDMS/DC A high-performance transaction server for the CA IDMS
environment that efficiently manages the concurrent execution
of multiple online and batch programs accessing CA IDMS
databases.

IDMS/DC Sort Provides fast, flexible sorting of data online.

IDMS Task Analyzer A CA IDMS/DC task reporting utility that uses CA IDMS exits
to gather statistics and produce reports on programs, CA ADS
dialogs, tasks, and integrated indexes. These statistics can be
written to the CA IDMS Log or SMF records.

IDMS Universal Communications Facility Enables a terminal that is connected to a host teleprocessing
monitor to execute CA IDMS tasks.

IDMS VSAM Transparency A program interface that allows VSAM-based applications to
access and update in a CA IDMS/DB database.
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IDMS Server Provides open access to data that is stored in CA IDMS
databases using dynamic SQL with both the ODBC and JDBC
application program interfaces.

IDMS SQL Provides SQL query and update access to CA IDMS databases.
It supports existing network databases defined using the schema
compiler, and new databases defined using SQL DDL.

Next Steps
To obtain these options, go to your usual download facility (for example, Broadcom Support Online) and download the
additional components from the drop-down list. If one of the downloads requires an LMP key, follow your usual process to
acquire the key.

To use the components, you need to update the RHDCPINT module. Configuration is required to use the following
products:

• CA IDMS SQL: Perform an Add-on installation of CA IDMS SQL.
• CA IDMS Server: Download and install CA IDMS Server.

For a list of components that still require an LMP key with CA IDMS 19.0, see CA IDMS Base Products, Options, and
Interfaces.

CA IDMS Base Products, Options, and Interfaces
CA IDMS™ consists of multiple integrated component options that comprise the CA IDMS system environment.

The following table lists the CA IDMS product options that may be installed during the base CA IDMS installation process.

CA IDMS Product Product Code Product Name LMP Key  Required LMP Code Enhancement PTF:
RO96807 LMP Key
Required

CA IDMS Base FEJ000OP CA ADS™ Yes FE No
FMJ000OP CA ADS™ APPC Yes FM No
FFJ000OP CA ADS™ Batch Yes FF No
FKJ000OP CA Culprit™ Yes FK No
FLJ000OP CA EDP Auditor Yes FL No
FHJ000OP CA ICMS Yes FH No
FEJ002OP CA IDMS ASF No N/A No
FIJ000OP CA IDMS CICS

Support
No N/A No

GJJ000OP CA IDMS™/DB Yes GJ Yes
EJJ000OP CA IDMS DBCS

Option
No EJ No

ZEJ000OP CA IDMS™ DBOMP
Transparency

Yes G0 No

GQJ000OP CA IDMS™/DC Yes GQ No
GSJ000OP CA IDMS™ DDS Yes GS No
A4J000OP CA IDMS™

Dictionary Loader
Yes Q2 No

GUJ000OP CA IDMS™ DLI
Transparency

Yes GU No
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FGJ000OP CA OLQ Yes FG No
GYJ000OP CA IDMS

Performance Monitor
Yes GY Yes

GXJ000OP CA IDMS Presspack Yes GX Yes
XSJ000OP CA IDMS Server Yes XS No
GTJ000OP CA IDMS SQL Yes GT No
GVJ000OP CA IDMS TOTAL

Transparency
Yes GV No

XUJ000OP CA IDMS TP Option
for INTERCOM

Yes UK No

GPJ000OP CA IDMS UCF Yes GP No
GWJ000OP CA IDMS VSAM

Transparency
Yes GW No

WSJ000OP CA IDMS Web
Services

Yes GT No

CA IDMS Tools O5J000OP CA ADS™ Alive Yes PM No
MEJ000OP CA ADS™ Trace Yes NF No
H4J000OP CA IDMS™/DB

Analyzer
Yes LI No

H7J000OP CA IDMS™/DB Audit Yes L9 No
IRJ000OP CA IDMS™/DB

Reorg
Yes MA No

O2J000OP CA IDMS/DC Sort Yes N3 No
M3J000OP CA IDMS™

Dictionary Module
Editor

Yes NR No

MVJ000OP CA IDMS™

Dictionary Migrator
Yes NQ No

KJJ000OP CA IDMS™ DML
Online

Yes MB No

M4J000OP CA IDMS™

Dictionary Query
Facility

Yes NS No

O3J000OP CA IDMS Enforcer Yes N4 No
OTJ000OP CA IDMS™ Extractor Yes NX No
FPJ000OP CA IDMS™ Journal

Analyzer
Yes F5 No

F7J000OP CA IDMS™ Log
Analyzer

Yes G8 No

F8J000OP CA IDMS™

Masterkey
Yes H5 No

F9J000OP CA IDMS™ Online
Log Display

Yes H8 No

O4J000OP CA IDMS SASO Yes N5 No
GIJ000OP CA IDMS Schema

Mapper
Yes I5 No
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O6J000OP CA IDMS Task
Analyzer

Yes LG No
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CA IDMS Videos
This article includes videos to help you learn how to use CA IDMS.

  

JDBC Access to Data in a CA IDMS™ Database

  

SQL Access to Network Data Using CA IDMS

  

ODBC Access to Data in a CA IDMS Database

  

Enable SQL Applications to See CA IDMS Network Database Structures
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MQ Adapter Getting Started
CA IDMS provides an MQ Adapter to support message queueing and trigger monitoring. The MQ Adapter supplies an
interface for CA IDMS applications to exchange messages when connected to an IBM MQ queue manager. IBM MQ is
supported in CA IDMS systems running in the z/OS environment.

Key Benefits and Features

The MQ Adapter enables further integration of CA IDMS with modern applications, with reduced costs and high-quality
support and provides the following key features:

• Seamless CA IDMS integration
• Support for CA IDMS programming languages

– ADS
– COBOL
– HLASM
– PL/I

• Support for Message Queue Interface (MQI) API
– MQBACK
– MQCLOSE
– MQCMIT
– MQCONN
– MQDISC
– MQGET
– MQINQ
– MQOPEN
– MQPUT
– MQPUT1
– MQSET
– MQSTAT 

• MQ Trigger Monitor with polling for online queue manager
Invokes an IDMS task to process incoming messages on local queues.

• MQ statistics
Extended IDMS system-wide statistics and statistics by queue.   

• Extended DCMT commands for MQ
• Nodes for securing MQ-related DCMT commands 
• MQ trace debugging
• MQ Error Codes

Business Use Cases

• Database Administrators want an integrated MQ Adapter that is easy to configure and support in the IDMS
environment.

•  Application Programmers want their new and existing CA IDMS programs to exchange messages with other
applications when connected to an IBM MQ queue manager on z/OS using the MQ Adapter.  
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Database Administration Functions

Database administrators perform the following high-level tasks to configure and manage the MQ Adapter:

• Generate MQ Adapter Support with SYSGEN
• Specify the Number of Utility Subtasks 
• Add Support for MQ Trigger Monitor 
• Manage MQ Adapter at Runtime
• Manage MQ Trigger Monitor at Runtime
• Secure MQ DCMT Commands at the Command Level
• Analyze MQ Statistics

See Administrating CA IDMS MQ Adapter for more information about configuring and managing the MQ Adapter.

Applications Programming Functions

Application developers perform the following high-level tasks to develop, build, and trace programs to make IBM calls
using the MQ Adapter:

• Review the Program Design Considerations
• Develop Programs for MQ Access
• Build Programs to Call MQ
• Trace MQ Calls

See Using CA IDMS MQ Adapter for more information about developing, building, and tracing programs.
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Installing
Standard SMP/E installation and maintenance best practices are used to install and maintain Broadcom mainframe z/OS
products. The installation process includes all the tasks that are needed to acquire the products and make them ready for
use in a production environment.

You can install Broadcom mainframe product software using native SMP/E batch processing or CA Chorus™ Software
Manager (CA CSM). CA CSM is an intuitive web-based tool that can automate and simplify many installation activities on
z/OS systems. This application also makes obtaining and applying corrective and recommended maintenance easier.

NOTE
You can download CA CSM from Broadcom Support for no charge.

To install your product, complete the following tasks:

1. Prepare for the installation by reviewing best practices and verifying the software, hardware, security and other
installation requirements.

2. Acquire the product software by downloading from Broadcom Support or using CA CSM.
3. Perform an SMP/E installation using one of the following methods:

– If you used CA CSM to acquire the product software, start the installation process from the SMP/E Environments
tab in CA CSM.

– If you downloaded the product software from Broadcom Support, use either of the following options:
• Install manually using native SMP/E JCL.
• Complete the SMP/E installation using the Add Product option in CA CSM.

4. Install maintenance using CA CSM or native SMP/E JCL.
5. Finalize the installation:

– Configure your product.
– Deploy your product.
For these tasks, use the methods that your product supports and in the preferred sequence per your site.

Prepare for Installation
To install your product, we recommend that you understand:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Security Administrator for access
• Storage Administrator for DASD allocations
• Systems Programmer for z/OS and VTAM definitions

Review Installation Best Practices
Review the following installation best practices before you begin the installation process:
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Configure CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval for Product Maintenance

Configure CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to eliminate the need to download maintenance manually. This service
uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom mainframe product maintenance. This service
enables you to acquire maintenance on demand or to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed.

If you are an existing CA Chorus Software Manager (CA CSM) customer, you can also use this service to download
maintenance and dramatically reduce the time that is needed to download PTFs. 

Business Value: 

The CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system
programmers more productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually from the Broadcom
Support portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of CA Recommended and Preventive service

More information: 

Configure CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval 

Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy

We recommend that you use CA Recommended Service (CA RS) for z/OS to implement a proactive preventive
maintenance strategy. CA RS is patterned after the IBM preventive maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade
(RSU). With CA RS, you can install preventive maintenance for most Broadcom z/OS based products consistently on
a schedule that you select (monthly, quarterly, annually). You can follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM
maintenance, or you can implement a schedule for ca products only.

Business Value: 

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimizes errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes. Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid
unscheduled downtime and assists you in proactively maintaining your software.

More information:

CA Recommended Service for z/OS

Sign up for Hiper Notifications

Broadcom Support is always alert to any known problems that could affect customers. We recommend that you sign
up for HIPER notifications for all Broadcom products on the Broadcom Support website so that you receive notification
of potential problems for your products as soon as possible. Subscribe to HIPER and other product notifications within
the Broadcom Support portal (signin and select Subscriptions under MY ACCOUNT. Select the alerts you want
and Submit).

Business Value:

Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid unscheduled downtime and assists you in
proactively maintaining your software.
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Apply IBM Maintenance

We recommend that you review the current list of IBM APARs for z/OS, especially related to hipers. Then apply the
APARs that are appropriate to your environment.

Business Value: 

Missing APARs can affect the operation or performance of your product.

Check for Platform Requirements
Check for any CA IDMS prerequisites for the operating system release or CICS Transaction Server (CICS TS) release
that you are using or planning to upgrade to.

CA IDMS is certified for use with new releases of IBM operating systems and CICS TS when they become generally
available. If there have been any changes in the operating system or in the CICS TS release that affect CA IDMS, the
requirements for using CA IDMS on the platform are described in a Product Information Bulletin (PIB). The Product
Information Bulletins are located at ca.com/support.

When upgrading to a new IBM processor such as the zNext or z196, check with IBM in advance for recommendations on
how to preserve performance levels of existing software across the upgrade.

Business Value:

Ensuring that pre-requisites are addressed will provide for continued operation of CA IDMS at the current or optimal level
of performance after upgrading to the new IBM software release or hardware.

Additional Considerations:

The CA Support Online website (ca.com/support) maintains a Compatibilities link that describes the product specific
requirements for z/OS, z/VSE, z/VM, and CICS TS releases. After selecting the specific platform link, the CA IDMS
requirements are located under the Databases link. For example, Product Support notice QI82743 provides information
for configuring CA IDMS for use with z/OS 1.9 and above.

Keep Current on CA Common Services
Install the current release of CA Common Services.

Business Value:

The latest release of CA Common Services contains the most recent infrastructure updates, allowing you to use the latest
software for SVC installation, license checking, service desk integration, and communication.

For more information on CA Common Services, see CA Common Services for z/OS Requirements.

Use the Appropriate Type of Configuration
Determine the type of configuration you want to do and reference relevant information about that type of configuration.

The available types of configuration are:

• Full base - Allocates and formats new database files and new system definitions.
• Upgrade - Preserves previous database and system definitions.
• Add-on - Configures additional CA IDMS products into an existing CA IDMS environment.
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Use the following table to help determine which type of configuration to perform.

Full Base Upgrade Add-on
Allocates and formats database
areas

Yes No Depends on product

Updates existing database
areas

No Yes Depends on product

Business Value:

Each type of configuration has its own special considerations that may affect which type of configuration you decide to
perform to achieve your objective. Choosing the correct type of configuration avoids execution of unnecessary jobs saving
time and CPU costs.

More Information:

• For the types of configuration available for CA IDMS, see Configuration Types.
• For upgrade installation, see Installing and Upgrading in Release Notes.

Use Naming Conventions
Use of appropriate and meaningful naming conventions when defining your SMP/E and CA IDMS data sets will simplify
identification and maintenance of your CA IDMS environments.

When performing a CA IDMS SMP/E installation we recommended you take the following step:

• Put a release indicator (like R180) in the high-level qualifiers when creating the SMP/E environment.

When performing a CA IDMS configuration we recommended you take the following steps:

• Put a release indicator (like R180) in the CFGPFX variable in VARBLIST.
• Do not include a release indicator in the DBPFX variable in VARBLIST.

Business Value:

This practice clearly segregates your SMP/E environments by release and makes it easy to identify the release for which
an environment was created. Not including a release indicator in database file names eliminates the need for manually
creating new files each time you upgrade to a new release. The same set of database files will be used for all releases of
CA IDMS.

Additional Considerations:

Any type of installation creates new SMP/E data sets. An upgrade does not create new database files.

Upgrade All Dictionaries and Systems
On an upgrade, be sure to update all application dictionaries and DC/UCF system definitions. If you maintain multiple
SYSDIRL dictionaries or multiple CA IDMS message areas, be sure to upgrade each of those as well.

Business Value:

By ensuring that all application dictionaries, SYSDIRL dictionaries, message areas, and DC/UCF systems are updated
with the changes for the release being installed, you avoid problems caused when the definition of objects does not match
what the software expects.

Additional Considerations:

If you do a manual (not using CA CSM) upgrade, configuration Job 10 updates only the application dictionary identified
in the VARBLIST with parameter APPLDICT. To update additional application dictionaries, rerun steps APPLDEFS,
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DLODAIDN, APPLPROT, and APPLARSQ in JOB10 for each additional dictionary. You must alter the job stream on each
execution to name the DMCL and target dictionary to be updated.

Additionally, you must update the definition of every DC/UCF system in use with new and revised task and program
definitions. This two-step process is described next.

1. Update SYSTEM 99 in each of your SYSTEM dictionaries. The JCL generated for Job09 contains a section that adds
sysgen source to the system dictionary. This section uses IDMSDDDL to load the DLODxxxx or DNODxxxx members,
depending on the option you chose for the STORPROT variable. Subsequent steps update SYSTEM 99 for various
products. Extract the sysgen steps and run them against each of your system dictionaries, altering the job stream on
each execution to identify the appropriate DMCL.

2. Update each of your system definitions.
The simplest way to update your system definitions is to copy the task and program definitions from SYSTEM 99 to
your DC/UCF system. Copying can be done by rerunning the SGN90GJU step from JOB16 and changing the number
of the target system from 90 to that of your DC/UCF system. The input to JOB16 is shown next:
 //SYSIPT DD *
   SIGNON DICTIONARY SYSTEM
   USA UPDATE FOR DDLDML
   USA UPDATE FOR DDLDCLOD
   USA RET FOR DDLDCMSG
   SET OPT FOR SESSION DEF ON NO LIST INP 1 THRU 72.
   MODIFY SYSTEM nnn.
   COPY TASK FROM SYSTEM 99.
   COPY PROGRAM FROM SYSTEM 99.
   GENERATE.
 

Configuration Best Practices
This section is not intended to describe all configuration considerations for CA IDMS. Its purpose is to complement and
not replace the CA IDMS product documentation set.

Deploy Products Using CA CSM
Deployments create an automated process for deploying multiple products to one or more systems in the same manner
and the same time. In a one-to-one manual scenario, you complete same tasks for every product and every system one
by one. One or more products to one or more systems immediately increase the scalability of this effort. This best practice
reduces errors that typically result from manual efforts despite best intentions.

CA CSM ensures that you are adhering to your company system and naming standards every time you deploy a product.

You can use your company system and naming standards when performing the following tasks:

• Creating systems
• Adding products
• Creating methodologies

Create an inventory matrix of all your systems and Broadcom products that are on each system. This best practice details
the systems that need to have products deployed to them.

Business Value:

CA CSM lets you easily deploy Broadcom products. This best practice gives your company dynamic abilities for
designing, creating, and maintaining systems.
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This best practice also provides the manager responsible for systems the flexibility to design, create, deploy, and maintain
systems.

More Information:

For deployment steps, see the online help.

Configure Your Product Using CA CSM
CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM) can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and
configuring mainframe software. As a system programmer, your responsibilities include configuring products using CA
CSM. A configuration is a CA CSM object that you create to tailor your installed software or CA CSM deployed software.
Configuration makes your software usable in your environment. A configuration contains the profiles, variables, and
resources specific to your environment.

This diagram explains the configuration process.
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Figure 1: Configuring_products

1. Determine the source of your configuration based on your site environment:
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– If you configure a product from an SMP/E environment, you can only configure it on a staging system.
– If you configure a product from a configurable CA CSM deployment, you can configure it on a staging system or a

nonstaging system.
2. Create a configuration.
3. Build the configuration.
4. (Optional) Validate the configuration.

NOTE
Although validation is optional, we recommend that you validate the configuration before implementation.

• If validation fails, edit the configuration and repeat the process from step 3.
• If validation succeeded, implement the configuration.

5. (Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.

The product configuration process completes.

NOTE
Perform any manual configuration steps outside of CA CSM now if needed.

For more information about configuring products, see the CA CSM online help.

Create a Configuration

You can create a configuration for a product that is installed in an SMP/E environment, or a product from an existing
configurable CA CSM deployment.

The configuration wizard consists of several steps that let you set up your configuration as you prepare to implement
it. When you go through the wizard, you define a set of properties for your configuration. For example, you define the
product that you want to configure and the system you are targeting for the configuration. Optionally, you can select to
import product configuration settings and variable values from a previous configuration for the selected product.

Each product configuration includes various settings, such as:

• The functions and options for the product
• Settings and preferences that are associated with the specified target system
• Resources for the product

NOTE
To avoid a conflict of resources between two or more configurations of a product, SCS manages the
resources that are associated with previously defined configurations. To resolve conflicting (not unique)
resources in your configuration, perform one of the following actions:

• Change the appropriate target setting to create a unique resource name.
• Delete the older configuration containing the existing resource name and release the conflicting resource.

If you import values from another configuration, you can optionally delete the configuration that you are importing the
values from to avoid conflicts.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Configurations tab, select Create Configuration from the Actions section.
The configuration wizard opens to step 1.

NOTE
You can also start the configuration wizard from the following locations:

• The SMP/E Environments tab - for a product in an SMP/E environment.
• The Deployments tab - for a product from an existing configurable CA CSM deployment. Starting the

configuration wizard from the Deployments tab opens it to step 2.
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2. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
3. From the Review and Build step, review the configuration summary.

You are ready to build the configuration.

NOTE
If you do not want to build configuration now, save the configuration and close the wizard. You can build it
later.

Configuring to a Staging System

Configuring a product that targets a staging system implies the DASD resources that are created as part of a product
implementation will be local to the CA CSM driving system. The CA CSM driving system is the system where the CA CSM
is running.

Configurations that you create for a staging system are implemented in the following phases:

1. CA CSM creates and customizes the product run-time data sets on the CA CSM driving system.
When a configuration targets a staging system, the configuration wizard provides a set of catalog preference variables
as part of the target settings. You can determine whether the customized run-time data sets that are created in the first
phase should be cataloged in the catalog that is associated with the CA CSM driving system. This setting is default.
If you decide not to catalog the data sets to the CA CSM driving system catalog, you can optionally specify the name
of a user catalog where the customized run-time data sets are to be cataloged. If you do not provide the user catalog
name, the data sets are uncataloged.

NOTE
The support for creating uncataloged run-time data sets assumes that the following statements are true:

• The volume that is specified for the run-time data sets is not SMS-managed.
• The rules that are established at your site allow the run-time data sets to be created as uncataloged data

sets.

When an optional user catalog name is specified, you can specify optional alternate, or indirect, system residence
volumes (SYSRES). By default, no SYSRES preference is specified.
– If no SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with the actual volume serial numbers of

the run-time data sets.
– If a SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with an indirect reference to a system

residence volume (or its logical extensions). Specifying a SYSRES preference lets you change the volume serial
numbers of the system residence volume (or its logical extensions) later without having to recatalog the run-time
data sets on those volumes.

NOTE
For more information about non-VSAM user catalog entries and indirect volume serial references, see the
description of the DEFINE NONVSAM command in IBM DFSMS  Access Method Services for Catalogs
(SC26-7394).

2. You make the data sets accessible and activate the configuration.
Systems that do not share DASD with the CA CSM driving system do not have access to the run-time data sets. For
those systems, move the run-time data sets to DASD that is accessible to the remote system. For moving the data
sets, use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. CA CSM does not endorse a specific technique
or support transmitting the customized run-time data sets that are created when configuring a product to a staging
system.
After making the data sets accessible, activate the configuration.

Build the Configuration

You can build a previously saved configuration, or you can rebuild your configuration (for example, if there is a problem
with the build).
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You can only build configurations with a status of Under Construction (8) (resume the configuration first), or Build failed.

Follow these steps:

Perform one of the following actions:

• If you are on the Review and Build step of the wizard, select Build.
• If your configuration is saved in a step before the Review and Build step, resume the configuration from the

Configurations tab. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps. From the Review and
Build step, select Build.

• If your configuration is in Build failed status, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and
select Build.
Optionally, you can edit the configuration before you build it again. Navigate to the Review and Build step of the
wizard, and select Build.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. 

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The configuration is built.

Built configurations are ready to be optionally validated or implemented. Before you start implementing a configuration,
you can still edit the configuration.

You can build your configuration again later (for example, if there is a problem with the build).

Validate the Configuration

Before you implement a configuration, you can validate it. Validation verifies access to resources that are going to be
utilized when you implement the configuration.

NOTE
Although validation is optional, we recommend that you validate the configuration before implementation.

You can only validate configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation stopped,
or Implementation error.

While validation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CA CSM. Doing
so helps avoid data set contention between the CA CSM validate processing and data sets being accessed outside of CA
CSM.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to validate.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Validate.

The validation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information and a table of numbered configuration steps.
The validation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed or fails. The steps in this dialog
automatically update as operation data changes.

3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:
– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step

is manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually. Select Show Details to open a detailed
summary for all steps in the configuration.

– For the steps with prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to review prerequisites details.
When the validation is completed, a message appears confirming that the validation succeeded or failed.
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NOTE
While a validation is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog without stopping
the validation process. Select the configuration status link to bring back the validation dialog while the
validation is still in progress, or view the status of the validation task later from the Tasks tab.

 
After the validation finishes and before you start implementing, you can still edit the configuration.

After a validation has finished successfully for a configuration on a staging system, review the activation instructions,
if any. Select Activation Instructions from the validation dialog. Doing so opens the required steps that you will have to
complete after you implement the configuration to activate this configuration.

Edit the Configuration

You can edit configurations that you have previously created and built. You can edit a configuration if the build fails, or
when validation fails because of an errant value. You can only edit:

• Configurations in a status of Build complete, Build failed, Validated, or Validation error.
• A configuration that has not started implementing yet. After a configuration has started implementing, you cannot edit

it.
• One configuration at a time.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to edit.

NOTE
Select the Status column to sort by status and identify all configurations that you can edit.

2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Edit.
3. Change data on this step as needed, and navigate and make edits to the remaining steps in the wizard.

Implement the Configuration

When you start the implementation, CA CSM evaluates the defined steps and determines what steps to execute. The
selected steps are presented as a list. Release them so that they can be eligible to execute after their prerequisite steps
have successfully completed.

NOTE
Validation and implementation of a configuration may require exclusive access to data sets that the configuration
specifies. Using data sets outside of CA CSM, such as ISPF edit and browse data sets, can introduce data set
contention. Data set contention can result in validation and implementation errors. Therefore, while validation or
implementation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CA
CSM.

Implementation completes the configuration process for configurations on a nonstaging system. For configurations on
staging systems, you may be required to perform extra steps to activate your configuration.

Implementation executes on the target system, applying the variables, resources, and operations that are defined in the
configuration.

You can only implement configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation
stopped, or Implementation error.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to implement.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Implement.

The Implementation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information, and a table of numbered operation steps.
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3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:
– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step is

manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually.
– For the steps that have prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to see details about the

prerequisites.
4. (Optional) Select one or more steps and perform the following actions using the action links:

– Set Automatic
Changes the mode of the selected manual steps so that CA CSM automatically performs them when they are
released and all prerequisites are satisfied.
You cannot change the mode of external steps. CA CSM cannot perform them automatically.

– Set Manual
Changes the mode of the selected automatic steps so that they become manual steps that you must perform
outside of CA CSM.

– Release
Releases the selected steps. The steps become eligible for execution when all prerequisite steps are complete.

– Bypass
Skips the selected steps. These steps are not released when you select Release All. If the bypassed steps are
prerequisites for other steps, the prerequisites are considered satisfied. The dependent steps are executed when
they are released.

5. For manual or external steps, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of a step, and select Confirm.
The step is confirmed as completed successfully. Any prerequisites that other steps within the implementation define
are satisfied.

6. Perform one of the following actions:
– Select Release All to release all steps at once and execute them. However, steps do not execute if they have

prerequisite steps that have not completed. Perform and confirm manual and external steps.
– Select Release Next to release and execute the next step in sequence. However, the step does not execute if

it has prerequisite steps that have not completed. Select Release Next for each subsequent step, and confirm
manual and external steps.

The implementation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed, is stopped manually, or fails.
The steps in this dialog automatically update as operation data changes.

NOTE
While an implementation is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog without
stopping the implementation process. Select the configuration status link to bring back the implementation
dialog while the implementation is still in progress, or view the status of the implementation task later from
the Tasks tab.

You can select Stop to stop the implementation process. Non-executing steps are not started. You can start another
run of the implementation from the Configurations tab by selecting the configuration and selecting Implement.
When the implementation is completed, a message appears confirming that the implementation succeeded or failed.

7. (For successful configurations on staging systems) Select Activation Instructions to open the required steps that you
must complete next to activate this configuration.

NOTE
If the configuration fails, address implementation failures.

View Step and Action Details

The validation and implementation dialogs contain links that let you drill down for more information about steps and
actions that are associated with each step.
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Follow these steps:

1. On the Validate Configuration or Implement Configuration dialog, select the link for the step you want to view
details.
An Actions dialog opens. The dialog contains the actions that are associated with this step as links if more information
is available. This dialog contains the following columns:
– Name

Identifies the name of an action.
– Type

Identifies one of the following types for this action:
• Action

This type is an actual action.
• Backup

This action performs a backup operation if the action is recoverable.
• Commit

This action makes the changes from previous actions permanent.
• Rollback

This action reverts the changes from previous actions.
– Group

Identifies one of the following groups that are associated with this action:
• Operation action

Describes the set of actions that perform the function of the operation.
• Preop recovery

Describes the set of actions to be performed before all other actions in the operation.
• Postop recovery success

Describes the set of actions to be performed if all actions complete successfully.
• Postop recovery failure

Describes the set of actions to be performed if any action completes unsuccessfully.
• Cleanup

Describes the set of actions to be performed after all other actions in the operation.
– SRVC-CC

Identifies the CA CSM services completion code for this action.

NOTE
This code is an internal CA CSM completion code that is returned from the executed service in the SCS
address space.

– SRVC-RC
Identifies the CA CSM services return code for this action.

NOTE
This code is similar to the z/OS completion code.

– Status
Identifies the status for this action.

2. Select the link for the action you want to view details for.
Another dialog that contains details about this action opens.

Activate the Configuration

Activation of a configuration may be required when you configure a product on a staging system.

Configuring a product on a staging system can help:
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• Create a customized set of run-time data sets that youthen move to a target system for the final activation
• Create a fully implemented version of the product and test it locally

Activating the configuration makes your configuration fully functional on the target system.

You perform the following high-level process to activate the configuration:

1. (In CA CSM) Configure a product on a staging system.
2. (In CA CSM) Obtain the activation instructions that are available after the configuration is successfully built, validated,

or implemented on a staging system. The activation instructions include extra steps that you have to perform on the
configuration outside of CA CSM. For example, update data set members, or APF-authorize data sets.

3. (Outside of CA CSM) Perform one of the following actions:
– If you activate a configuration on a staging system, follow the activation instructions on the staging system. Doing

so activates the configuration and completes the configuration process.
– If you activate a configuration on a remote system, deploy the configuration to the remote location. To do so, select

and use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. Follow the activation instructions on the remote
system to activate the configuration and complete the configuration process.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to activate.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Activation Instructions.

A dialog that shows activation instructions opens. This dialog contains information about steps that you have to
perform to activate the configuration.

3. Review the steps.
4. (Optional) Select Export to print the activation instructions, or export them to a TXT file or a ZIP file.
5. Close the dialog.
6. Perform the steps that are described in the activation instructions.

Your configuration is activated and fully functional.

Address Implementation Failures

Follow these steps:

1. Determine the cause of the failure. Drill down into the step and action details, and analyze the details.
2. If the error is related to a problem in your environment, make the necessary changes to your environment to correct

the issue. Implement this configuration again.
3. If the error is related to the configuration settings in CA CSM, create a new configuration and import values from the

failed configuration:
a. When in step 3 (Import Values), select Import from Previous and Delete. Doing so imports the values from the

failed configuration, and deletes the failed configuration. This action prevents duplicate resource problems.
b. Modify the values in the new configuration as you need.
c. Complete the remaining wizard steps.

4. Build the configuration.
5. Validate the configuration to discover and clean up any data sets that may have been created as part of the failed

implementation attempt.
6. Implement the configuration.
7. (Optional: Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.

Dictionary Setup and Maintenance
 

The following sections contain best practices for dictionary setup and maintenance:
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Segregate System Dictionaries

Use a separate system dictionary for each CA IDMS central version and reserve it only for system information.

Business Value:

Using separate system dictionaries ensures that if recovery of a system dictionary is necessary only a single CA IDMS
central version is impacted. This practice also ensures that changes made to such a dictionary are infrequent and
controlled, minimizing the likelihood of damage.

Additional Considerations:

Each CA IDMS central version must have one, and only one, system dictionary. A dictionary is designated as a system
dictionary by assigning it a name of SYSTEM in the database name table used by the central version. A central version
accesses its system dictionary to retrieve configuration information, such as the DC/UCF system definitions, database
definitions, and security information that control the execution of the central version.

While it is possible to use a system dictionary as a repository for application definitions, we recommend that this not be
done. Define one or more application dictionaries for this purpose instead. Clearly separating the use of the two ensures
that the central version is not affected if application information must be recovered. It also makes it easier to control
changes to configuration settings.

The following diagram illustrates the separation of system and application dictionaries on central version IDMS21.

 

We also recommend that each central version have its own system dictionary. Doing this eliminates the interdependence
between central versions and makes it possible to restore one central version's configuration without affecting that of
another. In most cases this is the best way to set up your environment; however, sometimes it is useful for multiple central
versions to share a single system dictionary. This is the case when central versions are intended to always have the same
runtime attributes. In this situation maintaining the configurations is easier if they all reside in one system dictionary.

The following diagram illustrates both segregating and sharing system dictionaries and configuration information. Central
versions IDMS21 and IDMS46 each have their own system dictionary and configuration information because their runtime
attributes are not similar. Central versions IDMS50 and IDMS51 share a system dictionary and configuration information
because their runtime attributes are meant to be identical.
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More Information:

For more information on system dictionaries, see the CA IDMS Database Administering section - Volume 2.

Use a Single SYSDIRL Dictionary

Define one, and only one, SYSDIRL dictionary for each release of CA IDMS.

Business Value:

Defining only one SYSDIRL dictionary saves disk space because only one copy of the dictionary schema definition exists.
A single copy also eliminates the need for updating multiple dictionaries each time the definition changes.

Additional Considerations:

A SYSDIRL dictionary contains the schema and subschema definitions that describe the dictionary itself. These definitions
are used when running dictionary reports and using query tools to report on dictionary contents. The SYSDIRL dictionary
also contains all of the CA-provided CA Culprit report source modules. Each copy of the SYSDIRL data is about 20
megabytes in size, so you can save considerable disk space by storing it only once. The dictionary in which you place it is
referred to as a SYSDIRL dictionary and it can be shared by all central versions and local mode jobs.

The following diagram illustrates the use of a single SYSDIRL dictionary shared by central versions IDMS21 and IDMS46
and batch jobs HROLQRPT and DBADDDR.
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If you decide to maintain multiple SYSDIRL dictionaries, you must update the definitions in each dictionary when
upgrading to a new release of CA IDMS. If you are doing manual configuration, the steps to update the definitions in one
dictionary instance are executed as part of Job 9.

To update additional dictionaries, you must rerun steps DIRLDEFS, DIRLPROT, DIRLARSQ, and DIRLDICT for each
additional dictionary and change the job stream on each execution to name the target dictionary and the DMCL that
describes it.

More Information:

For more information on the types of dictionaries and their uses, see Administrating CA IDMS Database.

Practices for Improved Productivity and System Availability

Use the following practices to improve productivity and system availability:

Use a Single Startup Module

Use a single startup module for all CA IDMS central versions and specify the runtime parameters for an individual central
version as keyword/value pairs in the PARM field on the EXEC statement in the startup JCL.

Business Value:

This practice simplifies maintenance and eliminates the effort involved in creating and applying maintenance to multiple
startup modules. Use of keyword/value pairs makes it easy to specify options and see those in effect for a central version
simply by looking at the JCL.

Additional Considerations:

You must use startup parameters to identify the CA IDMS central version to be started and the DMCL to be used. You can
specify values for these parameters in one of two ways:

• Assembling a #DCPARM macro and linking the resulting module with the CA-supplied startup module (RHDCOMVS)
• Specifying the parameter values in the central version's startup JCL

We strongly recommend using the second approach because it eliminates the need for creating and maintaining a
separate startup module for each central version.
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To provide startup parameters through JCL, specify them in the PARM field of the central version's EXEC statement.
You can specify parameter values either as keyword/value pairs or as positional parameters in specific locations within
the PARM field. Not only are keyword/value pairs easier to specify and understand than positional parameters, but only
keyword/value pairs support all startup parameters. As an example, the name of the DMCL to use can be specified only
as a keyword/value pair and not as a positional parameter.

The following EXEC statement starts CA IDMS system 73 with zIIP enabled, a DMCL of CUSTCV, and a WTO exit of
CUSTWTO.

 //CVSTART  EXEC PGM=RHDCOMVS,
 //      PARM='S=73,ZIIP=Y,WTO=DEVWTOX,DMCL=CVDMCL'
 

A further means for eliminating tailored startup modules is to avoid linking Write-to-Operator (WTO) and Write-to-
Operator-Reply (WTOR) exit routines with the CA-supplied startup module. This can be done either by linking them as
stand-alone modules under the names of WTOEXIT and WTOREXIT respectively, or by specifying their load module
names as startup parameters as shown in the previous example.

For more information on the alternatives for specifying runtime parameters at startup, see System Startup in the
Administrating section.

Establish Defaults Using SYSIDMS

Create a customized SYSIDMS load module to establish default options for your environment.

Business Value:

Creating a customized SYSIDMS load module eliminates the repetitive specification of parameter values in each job
stream. It also helps to establish standards for your site.

Additional Considerations:

A SYSIDMS load module can establish defaults for several options that affect CA IDMS execution such as scratch space
attributes, the dictionary to be accessed, and whether uppercase and lowercase messages are generated.

To define a SYSIDMS load module, simply define an assembler program that consists of 80-byte character constants,
each of which contains one or more SYSIDMS parameters. You code the parameters just as you would when specifying
them at runtime through the card-image SYSIDMS parameter file. The resultant module must then be linked with a name
of SYSIDMS.

The following is an example of a program for creating a SYSIDMS load module. It establishes defaults for the DMCL and
the use of in-memory scratch. It also turns on echoing so that all specified SYSIDMS parameters are displayed on the
job's log.

 SYSIDMS  CSECT 
          DC CL80'ECHO=ON DMCL=GLBLDMCL'
          DC CL80'SCRATCH_IN_MEMORY=ON'
          DC CL80'END SYSIDMS DEFAULTS'
          END
 

To create a customized SYSIDMS load module, follow the steps described in the Using section.

Use Change Tracking

Use change tracking in each CA IDMS central version by referencing a SYSTRK file in the execution JCL of the central
version.
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A SYSTRK file contains a description of the database environment most recently in use by the central version. During
startup, an image of the current DMCL is written to SYSTRK along with information on database and journal files defined
in the JCL.

Business Value:

The use of change tracking improves DBA productivity and provides for enhanced system availability by eliminating the
need for manual intervention if a failure occurs during certain maintenance activities.

Change tracking lets you change the database environment of a central version in a fault-tolerant manner. Specifically, it
permits the DBA to perform the following dynamic actions:

• Vary the data set name of a journal or database file within a central version without introducing the need for manual
intervention in case of a central version failure.

• Vary a new version of a DMCL without introducing the potential for a warmstart failure.
• Vary the status of an area or segment permanently on a central version regardless of subsequent page range

changes.
• Change the journal files in use by a central version and coordinate those changes with the associated archive journal

jobs.

If the central version fails, the runtime database definition is restored from SYSTRK files during the restart, ensuring
that the files being updated at the time of failure are the ones recovered by the warmstart unless explicitly overridden by
changes in the JCL used to restart the central version.

Additional Consideration:

Change tracking requires the use of SYSTRK files for recording the current state of a central version’s database definition.

To implement change tracking for a central version, take the following steps:

1. Create a model SYSTRK file whose dataset name establishes the pattern for the individual SYSTRK files.
2. Create and format two to four SYSTRK files whose data set names are the same as that of the model SYSTRK file

suffixed with a unique digit from 1 to 9. A minimum of two SYSTRK files are required due to internal mirroring, which is
used to provide fault tolerance and recoverability in case of file damage.

3. Alter the central version execution JCL to reference the model SYSTRK file. Use a ddname established by the
SYSIDMS parameter SYSTRK_DDNAME_PREFIX. The default value for this parameter is SYSTRK. SYSIDMS is a
parameter file added to the JCL stream of batch jobs running in local mode or under the central version.

4. Change the JCL for the associated archive journal job to also reference the model SYSTRK file and to remove
references to the disk journal files.

5. Optionally, change the JCL of other local mode jobs to reference the model SYSTRK file and remove explicit
references to database files.

For more information on the use of change tracking and how to allocate and format SYSTRK files, see the Administrating
section.

Automate Journal Offload

Use the Write-to-Operator exit (WTOEXIT) to automate the offloading of a full disk journal file.

Business Value:

This practice avoids processing delays caused when a CA IDMS central version must halt database activity due to a lack
of journal space.

Additional Considerations:

A CA IDMS central version uses its disk journal files to record update activity against its database files. Journal
information is needed for recovery in case of failures such as system outages or damaged files.
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A central version uses at least two and sometimes several disk journal files. When one journal file fills, CA IDMS
automatically switches to another journal file. However if all journal files fill, CA IDMS must halt update activity until
the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility is executed to archive the journal data and reclaim space on the journal file. To avoid
processing delays, it is critical to run this utility as soon as a central version switches to a new journal file.

CA IDMS switches to another disk journal file when:

• The active disk journal becomes full.
• A DCMT VARY JOURNAL command is issued under the central version.
• An I/O error is detected on the active disk journal file.

When CA IDMS switches to another disk journal file, it writes a DC205003 message to the operator. This message
indicates that a swap has occurred and that the previously active journal file needs offloading. Usually an operator must
respond to this message by submitting a job to archive the full file. You can eliminate the need for operator intervention
and ensure immediate job submission by using a Write-to-Operator exit routine. The WTO exit intercepts and reviews the
message to the operator and responds by automatically submitting a job through the internal reader.

During configuration, the source for a sample WTO exit module called WTOEXIT is assembled and linked. The exit
looks for DC205003 messages. Each time one is encountered, the exit submits the contents of the file identified by the
AJNLJOB DD statement that must be included in your startup JCL. The startup JCL created in Job 2 shows how to use
the sample WTOEXIT module.

The module does not have to be named WTOEXIT. To use a different name, assemble and link the sample source from
Job 2 using the name of your choice and specify the name as a startup parameter to your central version.

For more information on journals, see the CA IDMS Database Administering section. For information on the WTOEXIT
user exit and sample routines, see the Administrating section.

Automate Log Offload

Use the Write-to-Operator exit (WTOEXIT) to automate the offloading of log information.

Business Value:

This practice avoids processing delays caused when a CA IDMS system must wait for space in the log area.

Additional Considerations:

A CA IDMS central version uses its log area to record runtime events such as task failures, configuration changes
and resource shortages. The log may also be used to record statistics for performance monitoring and chargeback
purposes. If its log area becomes full, a central version must wait until the ARCHIVE LOG utility is executed to archive the
information and reclaim space in the area. To avoid processing delays, it is critical to run this utility in a timely fashion.

A central version has a single log area. As the log fills CA IDMS issues DC050001 messages indicating the percentage
of the area that has been used. Usually an operator must respond to this message by submitting a job to offload the log
information. You can eliminate the need for operator intervention and ensure immediate archive job submission by using
a Write-to-Operator exit routine. The WTO exit intercepts and reviews the message to the operator and responds by
automatically submitting a job to offload the log.

A sample WTO exit module called WTOEXIT is assembled and linked during CA IDMS configuration. It looks for
DC050001 messages. Each time one is encountered the exit submits the contents of the file identified by a PLOGJOB DD
statement that must be included in your startup JCL. To use the sample WTOEXIT, specify the load module name as a
startup parameter to your central version.

For information on the WTOEXIT user exit and sample routines, see the Administrating section.

Practices for Monitoring and Managing Your Operation
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The following practices help to ensure a smoothly running operation:

Plan Backup and Recovery

Be sure to establish a backup and recovery plan. The procedures that you establish for backing up your data should
enable recovery within a time period that meets the needs of your organization. This will vary depending on the volume
and frequency of updates and how critical the data is to your organization. You should establish a plan that meets your
business needs, and you should regularly test the plan to ensure that it continues to meet those needs.

Business Value:

Having a backup and recovery strategy helps to ensure that you can successfully recover data in the event of a failure
such as a hardware or software malfunction.

Monitor Key System Resources

Establish regular monitoring of key system resources, such as space, CPU, I/O, response time, and so on.

Business Value:

By monitoring critical resources, you can anticipate increased demands and avoid unanticipated interruptions in service by
preemptively taking corrective action.

Additional Considerations:

You should monitor resources such as database space, index efficiency, response times, CPU, I/O, and buffer utilization.
To monitor these resources, periodically capture relevant statistics and review them looking for trends and sudden
changes.

• Detecting trends enables you to plan for upgrades or schedule maintenance at a time when it is least disruptive to your
operations. For example, a database area that is approaching 70% full should be expanded before it causes degraded
performance or becomes completely full and results in an interruption in service.

• Detecting sudden changes in resource utilization assists in problem diagnoses so that corrective action can be taken in
a timely manner. For example, a sudden increase in response time might be due to hardware or software changes, the
relocation of files or the implementation of a new application.

CA IDMS provides several monitoring facilities. The following table identifies facilities that can be used to monitor critical
resources.

Resource Monitoring Facilities
Space in a database area PRINT SPACE utility
Index efficiency PRINT INDEX utility
CPU Time DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM command

System Statistics report (Statistics report 3)
Summary Recap report (CA IDMS Performance Monitor
PMARPT03)

Response Time Summary Recap report (CA IDMS Performance Monitor
PMARPT03)

I/O DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM command
DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA|BUFFER|FILE commands
Program Summary (Journal report 4)
Database Summary report (CA IDMS Performance Monitor
PMARPT18)

Buffer Utilization DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA|BUFFER|FILE commands
Program Summary (Journal report 4)
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Use CA IDMS Visual DBA

Use CA IDMS Visual DBA for defining, maintaining, and monitoring CA IDMS systems.

Business Value:

CA IDMS Visual DBA is an easy-to-use graphical user interface (GUI) tool for performing database administration tasks. It
does not require use of JCL or knowledge of syntax to perform tasks. It has an extensive online help system with detailed
context-sensitive information for all of its capabilities.

Use of this tool reduces the learning curve for a new DBA and increases the productivity of an experienced DBA. CA
IDMS Visual DBA provides a single point-and-click interface for simultaneously managing and monitoring multiple CA
IDMS systems and databases.

CA IDMS Visual DBA is available to all CA IDMS/DB clients at no charge.

Additional Considerations:

CA IDMS Visual DBA runs on the Windows operating system and can access multiple CA IDMS central versions from a
single PC.

The CA IDMS Visual DBA user interface includes an object tree and detailed information pane components. Objects in
the tree can be expanded into lower level objects. By right-clicking an object, you can create, change, or drop instances of
that object type. Standard CA IDMS security is used to control capabilities available to the user.

At the root level of the object tree, there are dictionary objects and central version (CV) runtime objects.
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Dictionary objects include databases, systems, and users. The database objects expand into objects for logical and
physical database definitions for both non-SQL and SQL-defined databases. You can define new database, system, and
user object instances as well as modify and delete existing definitions. You can also use point and click to display rows in
the database.

Central version runtime objects enable active monitoring and dynamic tuning of central versions. By connecting to multiple
CA IDMS nodes and using tear-out windows, you can actively monitor multiple CA IDMS central versions simultaneously.

CA IDMS Visual DBA also includes a Command Console that enables you to edit, execute, and view the results of
commands and scripts for the DCMT, DCUF, IDD, OCF, Schema, SQL SSC, and Sysgen command processors.
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Here are some examples of the capabilities available in CA IDMS Visual DBA.

• Connect to a CA IDMS system using the Node window. You can connect to multiple CA IDMS systems simultaneously.
After you are connected, you can hide the display of the Node window.
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• Modify a subschema record. Using the drill-down capabilities of the object tree, you can navigate to a specific
subschema record. Right-clicking on the subschema record name opens a dialog with the current definitions. You can
use the controls in the dialog to change the current definition and save the modified record definition.
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• Grant and revoke privileges to users. In addition to maintaining individual users, the drag-and-drop capabilities of
dictionary objects can be used to simplify maintenance of users across multiple dictionaries.
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• Dynamically monitor space utilization of database areas using color-coded pie charts. To display this pie chart for an
area, expand the CV DMCL object, and then navigate to the CV area that you want. This example also illustrates the
tear-out capabilities of CA IDMS Visual DBA that allows multiple panes to be displayed simultaneously.
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• Dynamically change a task definition on the system to which you are connected. You can use the point-and-click
functionality of CA IDMS Visual DBA to perform the equivalent of a DCMT VARY TASK command.
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Tuning for Improved Performance and Lower TCO
The best practices for making optimal use of your computer resources while maximizing CA IDMS performance include:

Use the IBM z Integrated Information Processor

The zIIP (IBM System z Integrated Information Processor) is a specialty mainframe processor that is designed to help free
general computing capacity from the Central Processor (CP). CA IDMS exploits the zIIP to provide improved Total Cost of
Ownership (TCO) for your mainframe environment.

You can easily evaluate the benefit of the CA IDMS zIIP exploitation feature for your environment.

• If you have one or more zIIPs available to the LPAR on which your CA IDMS central version is executing, specify
ZIIP=Y as a CA IDMS startup parameter.

• If no physical zIIP is present, you can also estimate potential zIIP redirection by specifying ZIIP=Y at startup.
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NOTE
Running with ZIIP=Y on a system without a zIIP engine can result in performance overhead and inaccurate
estimates.

In both cases, you can then use CA IDMS system statistics to calculate the actual or potential CP utilization reduction for
your environment.

Business Value:

Use of the zIIP feature can help you lower your TCO (total cost of ownership) on the mainframe. By exploiting zIIP, CA
IDMS can help you deliver more computing capacity and throughput without additional system hardware resources.

CA IDMS makes wide use of the zIIP engine. Portions of all typical CA IDMS production workloads -- including those
generated by online transaction systems, batch processing jobs, and distributed platform requests -- can exploit zIIP
capacity to offload processing that would otherwise occur on the Central Processor (CP). Because significant portions
of all these workloads can run on zIIP, you can use zIIP capacity to scale your database environments without incurring
expensive hardware upgrades.

The best results -- as measured by percentage of CP processing offloaded to the zIIP and the amount of white space that
is created on the CP -- were found with batch/CV processing, CICS/DML requests, JDBC and ODBC distributed requests,
CA IDMS/DDS requests, and any kind of external request processing to the database engine. A system that is architected
with CA IDMS application-owning regions (AOR) making requests to CA IDMS database-owning regions (DOR) may also
see significant benefits. CA IDMS/DC online applications that execute in the same CA IDMS region as the database see
less benefit because user mode code is not eligible for zIIP execution and cannot be offloaded. Overall results range from
a benefit of 10 percent to 50 percent. Your actual benefit may vary depending on your mix of CA IDMS work -- online,
batch, CICS, CA ADS, COBOL, Web, JDBC, ODBC, CA IDMS/DDS, and so on.

Additional Considerations:

Most CA IDMS system code is eligible to run on a zIIP processor, including ADS dialogs. CA IDMS runtime processing
ensures that a non-zIIP processor is selected to run non-eligible routines, such as user exits, database procedures, SQL-
invoked routines, and application programs.

To implement zIIP support for your system, take the following steps:

1. Ensure z/OS software feature HBB7709 is available on your system.
2. Provide the ZIIP=Y startup parameter in the central version startup JCL.
3. Ensure the specific rules for load module residence for zIIP processing are met:

– The central version startup routine, typically RHDCOMVS, should reside in an authorized library in the STEPLIB
concatenation. We recommend that the startup routine does not reside in a linklist library.

– CA IDMS nucleus modules, including all line drivers and service drivers, must be loaded from an authorized load
library in the CDMSLIB concatenation or from the Link Pack Area (LPA). The IBM Language Environment library
(usually CEE.SCEERUN) must be authorized if it is included in the CDMSLIB concatenation. Alternatively, the
following modules must reside in the LPA: CEEPIPI, CEEPLPKA, and CEEEV003.

– z/OS Callable Services library (SYS1.CSSLIB) must be in the linklist or it must be authorized and included in the
STEPLIB concatenation.

– Modules that consist of non-executable code or code that is never eligible to run on a zIIP processor do not have to
come from a secured location. Most modules that are supplied by a client or that are modifiable at a client site are
in this category.

For additional information about utilizing zIIPs and using statistics to evaluate the CP utilization reduction, see the ZIIP
Exploitation section in the Administrating section.

Use the High-Performance Storage Protect Option

Use the High-Performance Storage Protect option (HPSPO) in production CA IDMS systems.
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Business Value:

HPSPO protects the integrity of your systems by preventing user programs from overwriting CA IDMS and operating
system storage, from overwriting CA IDMS and operating system code, and from executing privileged instructions.

With HPSPO, you do not have to make the difficult choice between system integrity and CPU. You can implement storage
protection with minimal CPU cost. The use of full storage protection incurs significant CPU time.

Additional Considerations:

While protecting the integrity of CA IDMS and the operating system, HPSPO does not protect non-reentrant user
programs and user storage. Use full storage protection in test systems to identify and correct any renegade program
before moving it into production.

HPSPO allows you to protect the system and control blocks from being overlaid by a user mode programs that are written
in CA ADS, COBOL, Assembler, or PL/I.

To use HPSPO, you must specify the following system generation parameters:

• STORAGE KEY IS 9 and PROTECT on the SYSTEM statement
• PROTECT at the program definition level

HPSPO also requires special setup for your storage pools. You must segregate all user-oriented storage from CA IDMS
system storage. Storage types, user, user-kept, shared, and shared-kept, can be together, but they must be defined to
secondary storage pools and must be isolated from any secondary pools that contain database or terminal type storage.

Any user programs that attempt to perform I/O directly through operating system facilities may need to be modified
because they must run with storage protection enabled. This ensures that the storage key and the execution key match,
which is an operating system requirement for I/O.

To use full storage protection, set the STORAGE KEY IS parameter on the SYSTEM statement to a value from 10 through
15; also specify PROTECT on the SYSTEM statement and at the program definition level.

Use full storage protection for all development, test, non-performance related QA, and pre-production systems. Using full
storage protection helps identify any application errors before the application is moved to production. When full storage
protect is enabled, any program attempting to overlay storage that it does not own abends with a D003 abend code.

For production, you should use HPSPO. HPSPO provides system integrity with negligible CPU overhead when a change
is made to an application that has not been tested on a non-production system.

For more information about storage protection and the use of HPSPO, see Storage Protection.

Maintain Scratch Information in Memory

Use the scratch in memory and extensible scratch options in both central version and local mode environments.

Business Value:

Enabling the use of scratch in memory significantly improves CA IDMS runtime performance by eliminating file I/O to a
scratch area. Defining scratch in memory also improves DBA productivity by eliminating the need to define and maintain a
scratch area for every CA IDMS system.

Enabling extensible scratch reduces the possibility of task failures due to insufficient scratch space at runtime.

Additional Considerations:

CA IDMS utilizes a temporary working storage area which is referred to as the scratch area. This temporary storage can
either be allocated in memory or allocated on DASD and accessed through standard file I/O.

The SCRATCH IN STORAGE YES system generation parameter and the SCRATCH_IN_STORAGE SYSIDMS parameter
specify that the scratch area is memory-resident for central version and local mode processing, respectively. To enable the
use of extensible scratch, specify both primary and secondary extent sizes.
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If scratch information is not maintained in memory, then a scratch area must be allocated on DASD and physical I/O will
be done to the associated file at runtime.

Customers with the following types of workloads benefit from use of this best practice:

• IDMS SQL, JDBC, or ODBC applications. CA IDMS SQL internal processing utilizes scratch storage extensively.
• CA IDMS DC/UCF COBOL, PL/I, Assembler, or CA ADS applications that issue Scratch commands.

For more information about scratch information in memory and extensible scratch, see the CA IDMS Administrating
section and the CA IDMS Database Administering section.

Tailor System Generation Parameters

Set CA IDMS system generation parameters to the recommended value in the tables shown in Additional Considerations.
Monitor your system performance to fine-tune the parameter setting. It is best to over-allocate resources such as storage
pools, program and reentrant pools, RCEs, and so on. As a general rule, it is better to be slightly over-allocated at the
beginning and allow the system to run through a peak load period. You can then use the peak load statistics to reconfigure
the system to optimum levels.

Business Value:

Adjusting the CA IDMS system generation parameters appropriately for your site provides optimal runtime performance
of a CA IDMS system. This helps to meet Service Level Agreements for response time and effectively use available
computing resources.

Additional Considerations:

The following tables contain recommended values for CA IDMS system generation parameters. The tables contain
recommendations for the following system generation statements:

• SYSTEM
• ADSO
• PROGRAM
• TASK
• STORAGE POOL and XA STORAGE POOL

The parameter values fall into these three categories and are listed under the column Recommendation in the tables that
follow.

• Best Setting-If there is a value in the Recommendation column, then this value has been found to be the best setting
for that parameter.

• Set then Tune-If there is a value in the Recommendation column, followed by <site-specific>, then the value that is
listed is a reasonable starting point bur must be monitored and tuned using available CA IDMS Performance Monitor
functions and commands, and various DCMT and OPER commands.

• Site-specific-If <site-specific> is listed in the Recommendation column, then you must determine the appropriate
values for your site. Guidelines for determining the appropriate value are provided in the notes following the table.
When upgrading to a new release of CA IDMS, the site-specific parameters related to Storage and Program Pools
should be set at a minimum to the values specified in the previous release; however, we recommend that you set the
values 10 through 20 percent higher, and then tune down after running through your busiest processing period.

The following table represents recommended values for parameters set using the SYSTEM statement.

Parameter Recommended Setting Effect Benefit
ABEND STORAGE is 600 Program recovery System stability
CUSHION is 10% of Pool 0 Reserved storage for executing

tasks
System stability
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DEADLOCK DETECTION
INTERVAL is

1 Time to wait before detecting a
deadlock

Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput

JOURNAL NOJOURNAL retrieval Reduces I/O to journals Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

JOURNAL FRAGMENT
INTERVAL

0 Writes status information to
journals

Reduced I/O to journal, saves
CPU, reduces response time,
increases throughput

JOURNAL TRANSACTION
LEVEL

5 The fullness of a journal page Reduced I/O to journal

LIMITS for online and LIMITS
for external

OFF Task resource usage Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

LOADLIST is SYSLOAD Specifies load sequence for
programs and dialogs

Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput; see
LOADLIST note

MAXIMUM ERUS is <site-specific> Limits external concurrent
access

Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput; see MAX
ERUS/MAX TASK note

MAXIMUM TASK is <site-specific> Limits online concurrent access Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput; see MAX
ERUS/MAX TASK note

PROGRAM POOL is <site-specific> Size of below the line program
pool

Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput; see
PROGRAM POOLs note

PROTECT PROTECT Allows the system to protect
itself from storage overlays

System stability; see Use the
High-Performance Storage
Protect Option section

QUEUE JOURNAL BEFORE Specifies which queue images
are written to the journals

Reduced I/O to journal, saves
CPU, reduces response time,
increases throughput

REENTRANT POOLS is <site-specific> Size of below the line reentrant
program pool

Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput; see
PROGRAM POOLs note

RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD NO Writes certain types of storage
to the scratch area

Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

RETRIEVAL NOLOCK Maintenance of locks for records
in areas accessed in shared
retrieval

Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

RUNAWAY INTERVAL is 5 CPU seconds before abending
a task as a runaway

Stability, impacts CPU, affects
response time and throughput

RUNUNITS FOR 5 <site-specific> Preallocates run units for
LOADER, MSGDICT, QUEUE,
SECURITY, SIGNON, SYSTEM/
DEST

Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

SCRATCH IN STORAGE YES Eliminates the need for a
physical scratch file

Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

STACKSIZE is 3000 Size of system internal work
area

Stability

STORAGE POOL is 1200 <site-specific> Size of below the line storage
pool

Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput; see
STORAGE POOL note
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SYSLOCKS is 400,000 <site-specific> Number of locks the system
should pre-allocate

Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput

SYSTRACE OFF Internal tracing Saves CPU; see SYSTRACE
note

TICKER INTERVAL 1 Time to wake up system to
check for work

Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput, affects all
timer functions within CA IDMS

UPDATE NOLOCK Maintenance of locks for areas
in protected update usage mode

Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

XA PROGRAM POOL is <site-specific> Size of above the line 31-bit
non- reentrant pool

Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput; see
PROGRAM POOLs note

XA REENTRANT POOL is <site-specific> Size of above the line 31-bit
reentrant pool

Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput; see
PROGRAM POOLs note

XA STORAGE POOL is <site-specific> Size of above the line 31-bit
SYSTEM storage pool

Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput; see
PROGRAM POOLs note

LOADLIST

LOADLIST tailoring can provide significant CPU savings and response time reduction but incorrect specification can
and will result in exactly the opposite. Initially try using the default SYSLOAD loadlist with the NODYNAMIC option of the
Program Definition statement.

MAX ERUS/MAX TASK

There are no magic numbers for these two parameters. They are determined by each site. We recommend that you
specify high values for both on the system statement, and then use the following command to vary max tasks up or down
until the optimum number is found.

 DCMT VARY ACIVE TASK MAX TASK nnn
 

You could initially set both parameters to 100. If you are using CA IDMS/DC, then you set the MAX ERUS parameter to
accommodate any batch to CV jobs you may need to run. Sites that only run CICS COBOL or PL/I DML transactions can
set the MAX TASK value to a low number; 5 is recommended. A low value allows for any online work that may need to be
processed (for example, signing on through the system console).

CICS TS sites should also note if the value of the CA IDMSMAX ERUS parameter is set below the CICS MAXTASK
parameter, they could experience 1473 abends. If MAX ERUS is reached, meaning all the allocated ERE control blocks
that maintain the link between the external session and the central version are in use, the next CICS task that needs to
interact with the central version will not be able to and abends with a 1473 error code. You can prevent this by specifying
a value for MAX ERUS that is higher than the CICS MAXTASK parameter value. In this way, CICS tasks will be able to
acquire an ERE. You can then control the number of CICS tasks that are allowed to run within the central version using
the DCMT VARY ACTIVE TASK MAX TASK command.

PROGRAM POOLs

Select values for your PROGRAM POOL parameters and then tune them. You can determine the appropriateness of your
current settings by using various statistics such as the output of the DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE PROGRAMS and DCMT
DISPLAY ACTIVE REENTRANT PROGRAM commands.

When upgrading to a new release of CA IDMS, the size of all below the line PROGRAM and REENTRANT pools should
be allocated at the size they were in the prior release.
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STORAGE POOL

The STORAGE POOL parameter specifies the size of storage pool 0 that is used for system type storage. This pool
could and would be used for other types of storage, user and shared, if there were no other pools defined in the system;
however, you will always define other pools. The 1200 K allocation is probably on the high side, and can be reduced after
determining how much storage is used during your peak processing period. Use statistics displays from DCMT, OPER,
and CA IDMS Performance Monitor to help determine the appropriateness of your current setting. For example, the OPER
WATCH STORAGE command displays the number of times a short-on-storage (SOS) condition occurred and the number
of waits for storage.

SYSTRACE

Internal system trace data is sometimes needed for debugging. When a problem exists, Broadcom Support may ask you
to set the SYSTRACE parameter to ON and set the number of entries to 9999 using SYSGEN or higher using DCMT vary
commands.

XA STORAGE POOL

This parameter controls storage pool 255 that is the XA equivalent of storage pool 0. This pool must be defined. All
system type storage is allocated out of this pool. If this pool fills, the storage pool 0 will be used; however, using the
storage pool 0 should be avoided. An allocation of 12000 is likely higher than what you will actually need, but it is better to
over-allocate than under-allocate, as mentioned earlier.

ADSO Statement

The following table represents recommended values for parameters set using the ADSO statement.

Parameter Recommended Setting Effect Benefit
DIALOG STATISTICS off <site-specific> Collects dialog statistics Saves CPU
FAST MODE THRESHOLD is OFF Writes RBBs and other

information to SCRATCH
Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

RESOURCES are FIXED Writes ADS-related storage to
SCRATCH

Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

Program Definition Statement

The following table represents recommended parameter values for each PROGRAM statement.

Parameter Recommended Setting Effect Benefit
NODYNAMIC NODYNAMIC Dynamically look for newer

versions in LOADLIST
Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

PROTECT PROTECT Program runs with storage
protection

System stability; see Use the
High-Performance Storage
Protect Option section

Task Definition Statement

The following table represents a recommended parameter value for each system generation TASK statement.

Parameter Recommended Setting Effect Benefit
PROTOCOL is EXPRESP IDMS waits for a response from

VTAM
Reduces response time and
increases throughput

STORAGE POOL and XA STORAGE POOL Statements
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The following table represents recommended parameter values for the STORAGE POOL and XA STORAGE POOL
statements. These statements are used to create user-defined secondary storage pools.

Parameter Recommended Setting Effect Benefit
SIZE <site-specific> Size of above the line and below

the line storage allocated
Impacts CPU utilization,
response time, and throughput;
see STORAGE POOLs note

CONTAINS TYPES See STORAGE POOLs note Ability to use High-Performance
Storage Protect Option

Impacts system integrity and
performance

CUSHION 5% of pool size System stability System stability
NOPGFIX Suppresses page fixing Impacts performance
RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD NO Writing relocatable storage to

scratch
Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

STORAGE POOLS

The size of USER storage pools, those numbered 1 thru 127 for below the line pools and numbered 128 thru 254 for
above the line storage pools, should initially be allocated to at least the size of the USER storage pools used in the prior
release. As mentioned previously, it is best to allocate these pools larger than they were in the prior release. You may
want to increase the size by 25 percent initially, and then cut them back after finding the true HWM after processing
through your peak period.

The below the line and above the line storage pools should be defined as shown in the following lists.

Below the line storage pools:

• One storage pool that contains types (User, User Kept)
• One storage pool that contains types (Shared, Shared Kept)
• One storage pool that contains types (Terminal, Database)

The sizes of these below the line storage pools can be very small as the amount of below the line storage allocated is
minimal.

Above the line (XA) storage pools:

• One storage pool that contains types (User, User Kept)
• One storage pool that contains types (Shared, Shared Kept)
• One storage pool that contains types (Terminal, Database)

As a size recommendation, we suggest that you overallocate. If you had one XA storage pool that contained all types
in the prior release and its size was 10 M, allocate each pool at 10 M. You will not need all of this storage. After running
through your peak processing time, you can determine the HWMs and adjust as needed.

The High-Performance Storage Protect Option requires the storage pools be defined in this manner. These definitions are
also valid for non-protect and full storage protect usage.

Use CICS Threadsafe Applications

Define eligible CICS threadsafe application programs that use the CA IDMS interface as CONCURRENCY
(THREADSAFE), API (OPENAPI), or both in the CICS TS System Definition (CSD) file.

Business Value:

Using CICS threadsafe applications can significantly increase throughput of tasks in the CICS region, improve response
time and decrease costs. The CICS TS Open Transaction Environment (OTE) enables multiple tasks to execute the same
THREADSAFE program simultaneously operating on different TCBs.
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Additional Considerations:

CICS programs that are truly threadsafe should be declared with the CONCURRENCY attribute of THREADSAFE.

NOTE
A program may be threadsafe even though it contains a non-threadsafe EXEC CICS command.

A program that meets the following criteria should also be declared with the API attribute of OPENAPI:

• The program is threadsafe.
• The program contains no non-threadsafe commands or minimal non-threadsafe EXEC CICS commands (for example,

a single EXEC CICS SEND command that is executed as the last command before the program terminates).

Programs defined with the OPENAPI attribute will be dispatched on an OPEN TCB and returned to an OPEN TCB after
temporary assignment to the Quasi-reentrant (QR) TCB during the execution of a non-threadsafe command.

Carefully evaluate each program before declaring it with program attributes of THREADSAFE or OPENAPI. If a non-
threadsafe program is defined as THREADSAFE, unpredictable results may occur, including task or system abends
and data corruption. If a program containing many non-threadsafe EXEC CICS commands is declared as OPENAPI,
performance may suffer due to excessive swaps between the OPEN TCB and the QR TCB.

Use the Type 4 JDBC Driver

Use the CA IDMS Server type 4 JDBC driver when executing Java programs that use JDBC to access CA IDMS
databases.

Business Value:

The CA IDMS Server JDBC driver is tightly integrated with CA IDMS SQL processing for optimized SQL access to both
non-SQL and SQL-defined CA IDMS databases.

The type 4 JDBC driver provides for optimal performance and response time for web and client/server Java applications
accessing CA IDMS. With the type 4 JDBC driver, the Java client program is able to communicate directly with the CA
IDMS region through native TCP/IP. This eliminates the need for any middleware address space, such as CCI, and frees
mainframe processing for other workloads.

Additional Considerations:

CA IDMS Server supports the four types of JDBC drivers as defined by Sun.

The four types of JDBC drivers differ in the way they communicate with the database and whether they use native code
on the client platform:

• Type 1 JDBC driver
Uses an ODBC driver to communicate with the database. ODBC drivers are always implemented in native code. The
JDBC-ODBC Bridge is a basic Type 1 driver that is rarely used now that database-specific drivers are available.

• Type 2 JDBC driver
Invokes the native client interface to communicate with the database.

• Type 3 JDBC driver
Uses a generic network protocol to communicate with a middleware server that invokes the native client interface to
communicate with the database. It uses no native code on the client platform.

• Type 4 JDBC driver
Communicates directly with the database using its proprietary protocol. It uses no native code on the client platform. ,
which provides the most flexible and efficient way of communicating with the back-end database.
To enable the type 4 JDBC driver, define a TCP/IP line and a listener PTERM on the mainframe and specify the host
name and port on the client. A Java application can establish a connection through the type 4 JDBC driver using either
an IdmsDataSource object or the static DriverManager class.
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The type 4 JDBC driver supports a large number of concurrent connections and is essentially limited only by the
resources allocated to your CA IDMS system. In particular, you may need to increase the size of storage pools to
support high volume applications that create many concurrent connections.
CA IDMS uses a minimum of 250 KB of storage for each dynamic SQL session, whether started by the type 4 driver,
the type 2 or ODBC drivers, OCF, or IDMSBCF.

The following illustration shows the layers of processing involved for each type of JDBC driver in the client/server
architecture.

Configure Your CICS Environment

The IBM CICS Transaction Server (CICS TS) product can be used as a front-end TP Monitor with back-end CA IDMS
central versions in multiple ways. The two most common ways are listed here:

• Use CICS TS as the online application program execution environment and access CA IDMS only for database
services. This type of usage requires assembling the CICSOPT macro to create an IDMSINTC module. The CA IDMS
CICS interface program IDMSINTC is created by assembling the CICSOPT macro and linking it as described in the
Administrating section.

• Use the CA IDMS/UCF product with CICS TS to enable CICS terminals to access online application programs that
execute in the CA IDMS/DC environment. In addition to creating an IDMSINTC module, this type of usage also
requires assembling the #UCFCICS macro. The CA IDMS/UCF front-end module UCFCICS is created by assembling
the #UCFCICS macro with other macros and linking the resulting object modules as described in the Administrating
section.

When new features are introduced for a new CA IDMS release, the default values for the CICSOPT and #UCFCICS
macros are set so that the new features are not enabled. This ensures that customers using the default values will not
encounter unexpected results when they upgrade to a new release. As a result, however, there are cases where the
recommended best practice differs from the default setting.

The following best practices apply when configuring CICS TS for use with CA IDMS:
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• Set the TPNAME parameter of the CICSOPT macro to null or blanks and modify the CICS TS System Initialization
Table (SIT) for each CICS region accessing the same CA IDMS system to have a unique SYSIDENT value.
– Business Value:

Multiple CICS regions can use the same IDMSINTC load module to access the same CA IDMS back-end system.
This best practice facilitates the setup and maintenance for customers that have multiple CICS regions that access
the same CA IDMS central version. This improves DBA productivity and provides for consistent CICS TS usage
with CA IDMS. It enables additional CICS regions to be easily added if there is increased workload for CA IDMS
processing.

– Additional Considerations:
In addition to coding the CICSOPT TPNAME parameter value as null or blanks, you must also modify the CICS TS
System Initialization Table (SIT) for each CICS region to ensure that each region has a unique SYSIDENT value.
When the CICSOPT TPNAME parameter is null or blanks, then the IDMSINTC interface will use the SYSIDENT of
the CICS region as a unique identifier.
The alternative is to have multiple CICS regions that use the same SYSIDENT value accessing the same CA IDMS
region. In this case, each CICS region must have its own IDMSINTC interface created by coding a CICSOPT macro
with a unique TPNAME value. This creates more setup work for the DBA and requires more work to consistently
maintain each IDMSINTC module.

• Use the SYSCTL DDNAME parameter of the CICSOPT macro instead of the SVC and CVNUM parameters to specify
the CA IDMS system to access.
– Business Value:

If the same CICS region is used to access multiple CA IDMS backend systems, then a separate IDMSINTC
interface module must be created for each unique CA IDMS central version. By using this best practice, the name
of the CA IDMS system to be accessed can be controlled at runtime, which provides for flexibility and enables a
customer to respond quickly to changes in system workloads by bringing up additional CA IDMS back-end systems.

– Additional Information:
The CICS TS startup JCL must include a ddname that matches the CICSOPT SYSCTL DDNAME parameter. It
must point to the same dataset as the one specified in the SYSCTL DD statement in the CA IDMS system startup
JCL.

• Use the USERCHK parameter on the #UCFCICS macro and require each user to sign on to CICS TS.
– Business Value:Using this best practice provides enhanced security. If a UCF session terminates abnormally, a

subsequent user will not inadvertently gain access to the information from the previous user session.
– Additional Information:Use CICS TS installation security to require each user to sign on to CICS TS.

Hardware Requirements
The following sections describe the hardware requirements for installing CA IDMS:

Mainframes Supported

Any processor that supports 64-bit z/Architecture.

CPU Requirements

The default configuration requires a 6 MB region for execution. Region requirements depend on your specific system
configuration.

Disk Drives Supported

The following DASDs are supported:

• 3380
• 3390
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Disk Space Requirements

Disk space requirements are estimated in tracks in the following table:

Disk installation files (ESD) 5,400
SMP/E Environment 15,500
Configuration files (only non-CSM installations) 650
Configuration files (only CSM installations) 13,800
Database files 5,800
Deployment files (only CSM installations) 12,500

You can delete the PAX-enhanced ESD disk installation files after the SMP/E environment is created.

Software and Interface Requirements

This section provides the software and interface requirements for installing CA IDMS.

Operating Systems Supported

This release requires z/OS.

CA Chorus Software Manager Versions Supported

CA IDMS requires Version 5.1 of CA CSM (formerly CA MSM).

SVC Supported

CA IDMS uses a Type 1 SVC to communicate between address spaces. Within CAIRIM, a CA Common Service, SVC
numbers 172 through 176 are reserved for CA IDMS. Other valid user SVC numbers are 200 through 255.

The SVC number you plan to use must be selected during configuration. The SVC load module, IGCxxx (where xxx is the
SVC number), is assembled and linked during the configuration process.The SVC is downward compatible.

CA Common Services for z/OS Requirements
CA Common Services for z/OS is a group of system services that protect your investment in software and help you
manage your data center more efficiently. Each of the components offers individual benefits. Broadcom products require
various CA Common Services for z/OS. The components you need for CA IDMS may already be installed at your site.
Check with your systems group.

Required CA Common Services for z/OS Components

The following CA Common Services for z/OS components are required for installing CA™ IDMS:

• CAIRIM (Resource Initialization Manager)
Eliminates the need for permanent installation of user SVCs and other installation requirements commonly
encountered when installing systems software by providing a common driver for a collection of dynamic initialization
routines. CAIRIM dynamically installs the CA IDMS SVC when requested, typically at IPL time.

• CAISSF (Standard Security Facility)
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Allows CA solutions to offer standardized security interfaces regardless of the particular needs of the underlying
access control software. CAISSF invokes CA IDMS system security features. CAISSF is a subcomponent of CAIRIM
and is installed with CAIRIM.

• CA LMP (License Management Program)
Automated software tracking and validation service. CA LMP is a subcomponent of CAIRIM and is installed with
CAIRIM.

Other CA Common Services for z/OS Components

The following CA Common Services for z/OS components are also used with and benefit CA IDMS:

• CAICCI (Common Communication Interface)
Allows your software solutions to work together across platforms, making your software more powerful. CAICCI
optional. How you define your CA IDMS system defines how you use CAICCI.

• CAIENF (Event Notification Facility)
Insulates software solutions from changes in the operating system and environment. CAIENF is optional. How you
define your CA IDMS system defines how you use CAIENF.

• CA LMP Seat License Registration Service
The LMP Seat License Registration common service enables tracking and reporting on concurrent users of a CA
product. This common service is a complimentary service used with the LMP license management service.
The Common Services releases that contain the Seat License Registration Service are:

• – CCS r12 with PTF RO40748
– CCS r14.0 with PTF RO33298
– CCS r14.1 (or greater)

Other Requirements
The following sections explain additional installation requirements:

VTAM Requirements

You can use a VTAM application ID (APPLID) to access your DC/UCF system. The following sample statement assigns an
APPLID for IDMSDC:

IDMSDC APPL AUTH=(ACQ,NOPASS,NVPACE,NOTSO,NOPO)

TCP/IP Requirements

You can use TCP/IP to access your CA IDMS system. To do so, you must provide a port number to the CA IDMS listener
during configuration.

CICS Support

The CA IDMS installation does not require CICS. However, if your site wants to access CA IDMS from CICS, you must
use CICS at a release level that is supported by IBM. To implement the CICS interface, CA IDMS requires the exclusive
use of a fullword in the CICS CWA. Typically, only the CICS systems programming staff assigns fullwords in the CWA.

NOTE
For more information on CICS implementation, see Standard CICS Interface.
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Library Requirements

The installation and operation of some products in the CA IDMS product line require the following libraries:

• The z/OS system macro library (SYS1.MACLIB) is required by CA IDMS/DB.
• The z/OS Callable Services Library (SYS1.CSSLIB) is required by CA IDMS/DB.
• A COBOL subroutine library is required to install the Commonweather demonstration database.
• Access to the IBM Language Environment (LE) runtime support is required in all CV and local mode batch CA IDMS

environments. If the LE runtime library (usually CEE.SCEERUN) must be in the CDMSLIB concatenation or in the MVS
LPA when executing a CA IDMS Central Version. It must be in the STEPLIB concatenation or in the link list for batch
jobs.

• CICS libraries are required by CICS Support.

SMP/E Requirements

CA IDMS cannot be installed without SMP/E. SMP/E Release V3R4 or higher is required if you are using Electronic
Software Delivery to acquire the software.

You can make configuration choices without modification to the delivered software. Virtually all sites create the same
SMP/E environment containing the same non-customized software.

CA LMP Keys

Some CA IDMS products, options, and interfaces require an LMP key. If your site uses any of these products, options, or
interfaces, the LMP keys associated with them must be installed.

CA LMP keys are valid across product releases but not across CPUs. If you are running a previous release of a product
and performing configuration on the same CPU, you can skip this section. If you are adding new product or you are
performing configuration on a different CPU, you must install CA LMP keys.

Key Certificate Contents

The CA LMP key certificates contain the following information:

• Product Name
Specifies the trademarked or registered name of the CA product licensed for the designated site and CPUs.

• Supplement
Specifies the reference number of your license for the particular product, in the format nnnnnn - nnn. This format differs
slightly inside and outside North America, and in some cases may not be provided at all.

• Expiration Date
Specifies the date your license expires for this product, in the format MONTH dd, yyyy, for example JANUARY 15,
2016.

• Technical Contact
Specifies the name of the technical contact at your site. This person is responsible for the installation and maintenance
of the designated product. CA addresses all CA LMP correspondence to this contact person.

• MIS Director
Specifies the name of the director of MIS or the person who performs that function at your site. If the title, but not
the name, of the individual is indicated on the certificate, supply the actual name when correcting and verifying the
certificate.

• CPU Location
Specifies the address of the building where the CPU is installed.

• Execution Key
Specifies an encrypted code required by CA LMP for product initialization. During installation, it is referred to as the
LMP code.

• Product Code
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Specifies a two-character code that corresponds to this particular product.
• CPU ID

Specifies the code that identifies the specific CPU for which installation of your product is valid.

If your site is already running software from Broadcom, your systems group probably is already running a CAS9 proc
(cataloged procedure). If so, add the CA LMP keys for the products you are installing to the CA LMP keys already being
used.

The CAS9 proc runs the CAIRIM program, which uses a KEYS DD statement. The KEYS DD statement points to your
CA LMP keys. The KEYS DD statement usually points to a member named KEYS in a PARMLIB or OPTLIB. Each line
contains the information from one key certificate. If the information does not fit on one line, code a hyphen in column 72
for a continuation character.

Member Keys Parameter

The parameter structure for member KEYS is as follows:

PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(tttt-mmmm/ssssss) LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

NOTE
The parentheses in the parameter list are required.

The member key parameter contains the following information:

• pp
Specifies the two-character product code. For any CA LMP software solution, this code agrees with the product code
already in use by the CAIRIM initialization parameters for earlier gen levels of the product.

• ddmmmyyy
Specifies the CA LMP licensing agreement expiration date.

• tttt-mmmm
Specifies the CPU type and model (for example: 3090-600) on which the CA LMP software solution is to run. If the
CPU type and the model require less than four characters, insert blank spaces for the unused characters.

• ssssss
Specifies the serial number of the CPU on which the CA LMP software solution is to run.

• kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
Specifies the execution key required to run the CA LMP software solution. This CA LMP execution key is provided on
the Key Certificate shipped with each CA LMP software solution.

Example: Control Card for the CA LMP Execution Software Parameter

The following example shows a control card for the CA LMP execution software parameter:

PROD(FE) DATE(15JAN07) CPU(3090-600 /370623) LMPCODE(52H2K06130Z7RZ06)

NOTE
This execution key is only an example; the CA LMP execution key is invalid.

Installation Considerations

If you are upgrading from a previous release, always review the Release Notes for each of the releases higher than your
current release. If you are upgrading from a release prior to Release 18.0, be aware that there are substantial differences
in the installation process. These changes are described in detail in the Release Notes for CA IDMS Version 18.0.0,
located on the Support Documentation site.

Additional Instructions, which may be added in the release announcement letter or PMLs, supersede the instructions in
this documentation.
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Secured CA IDMS System on z/OS

If you comply with the following requirements when configuring CA IDMS and its related products, there are no known
system integrity exposures introduced within the z/OS operating systems.

• Specify the following parameters to generate a secured SVC when configuring using CA CSM or customizing the
VARBLIST member:
GJCVKEY=primary-protect-key
AUTHREQ=YES

NOTE
For more information on these parameters, see CVKEY, AUTHREQ, and Setting Up Interpartition
Communication and the SVC.

• Update the Program Properties table (PPT) in SYS1.PARMLIB(SCHEDnn) to include the protect key chosen for CA
IDMS.

• Specify STORPROT=YES during configuration.
• Protect the library containing the CA IDMS system code against unauthorized updates. This includes user written exits,

database procedures, and system mode SQL procedures.
• Verify that all user application programs are specified in the CA IDMS sysgen with the PROTECT option. This option

helps ensure that CA IDMS system code runs in this primary key while user mode application code runs in a separate
key.
There are two forms of storage protection: standard storage protection and high performance storage protection.
Standard storage protection protects CA IDMS system code from update by an application program. It also protects an
application program from update from other application programs.
High performance storage protection protects CA IDMS system code from update by an application program.

NOTE
Running a CA IDMS system with standard storage protection requires more storage and more CPU use than
running an unsecured CA IDMS system. High performance storage protection requires the same storage
as standard storage protection, but it does not incur any significant CPU overhead. For this reason, high
performance storage protection may be more suitable for a production system. Standard storage protection is
often used on development or test systems to prevent inadvertent updates by untested user code. For more
information on standard and high performance storage protection, see the Administrating section.

• Control access to the CA IDMS Debugger, because this facility permits changing both programs and storage in the CA
IDMS address space.

• Use the discrete security functions of DCMT to prevent unauthorized users from performing the following activities:
– Dynamic program registration
– Dynamic task code creation
– Dynamic alteration of memory (core zaps) in the CA IDMS address space

• Control user access to online applications using CA IDMS internal security or an external security manager such as CA
ACF2 for z/OS or CA Top Secret for z/OS.

• Secure all online user application tasks. The only tasks that could run unsecured are the SIGNON task and the BYE
task.

Although not an operating system integrity issue, you also want to prevent unauthorized disclosure of corporate
information by taking the following actions:

• Carefully tailor all subschemas to permit access to only those data items to which the user is entitled.
• Carefully control the use of both batch Printlog and Online Printlog (OLP) facilities. Any personnel with appropriate

security clearance must obtain and review any necessary information before releasing it to the user or to software
vendors.
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CVKEY Parameter Specification

The SVC source created during configuration contains CVKEY=n. You can specify the CVKEY parameter in one of the
following ways:

• As the value of the GJCVKEY variable within the IDMS_DB/CV variable group in CA CSM configuration.
• As the value of the GJCVKEY variable in VARBLIST during manual configuration.

Valid values for CVKEY are 1 through 15 and asterisk (*). Use of 8 or 9 is not recommended. A value of asterisk (*)
permits the intentional creation of the unsecured version of the SVC.

Certain functions of the CA IDMS SVC must be invoked only from within a CA IDMS Central Version. Privileged
instructions are used during the execution of these functions. If a numeric CVKEY value is specified and one of these
functions is invoked, then the SVC verifies that the invoking routine job or address space has the primary protect key.
If the routine does not have the primary protect key, the SVC does not allow the routine to use the SVC function. This
prevents unsecured programs, such as batch application programs, from invalidly invoking these functions.

These checks help ensure that these functions are issued only by code running in the specified protect key. They also
cause the z/OS ECSA used by CA IDMS to be both fetch- and store-protected from ordinary batch jobs. An abend with a
system completion code of SExx is issued when these functions are misused, where xx is the hexadecimal representation
of the SVC number. This function includes all attempts to access the CA IDMS SVC from V=R jobs.

Programs that execute with a key of less than 8 are privileged in z/OS. CA IDMS does not require these privileges; a key
in the range of 10 to 15 is recommended. However, the z/OS parameter AllowUserKeyCSA(NO) requires that the CA
IDMS primary key be less than 8.

CA IDMS operates successfully in any key other than 9, which is due to a z/OS limitation in IOS. Specifying a system key
(1 through 7) can be useful for preventing batch or V=R jobs from directly viewing or altering the ECSA storage used by
CA IDMS.

NOTE
V=R jobs refer to the type of region that the job is running in. There are two types of user regions: Virtual (V=V)
and Real (V=R).Programs that require a one-to-one mapping from virtual to central storage, such as channel
programs, are candidates for real regions. A user can assign jobs to virtual or real regions by coding a value of
VIRT or REAL on the ADDRSPC parameter on the job's JOB or EXEC statement.

NOTE
For more information about region types, see the IBM documentation about z/OS MVS initialization and tuning.

AUTHREQ Parameter Specification

The SVC source created during configuration contains AUTHREQ=YES/NO. You can specify the AUTHREQ parameter in
one of the following ways:

• As the value of the AUTHREQ variable within the IDMS_DB/CV variable group in CA CSM Configuration.
• As the value of the AUTHREQ variable in VARBLIST during manual configuration.

If AUTHREQ=YES is specified, all Central Version Startup modules must reside in an authorized library and must be
linked as authorized, that is, with SETCODE AC(1). This setting allows the startup module to set up PC routines to
perform certain necessary system functions. After these PC routines are established, the startup module unauthorizes
itself. As a result, application programs and nucleus modules, such as system exits, are prevented from using privileged
operating system instructions. Specifying AUTHREQ=YES completely disables certain SVC functions. Setting AUTHREQ
to YES requires no additional storage or CPU use.

Accidental Deletion of Previous Release

SMP/E deletes previously installed FMIDs and load modules if you install into an existing CSI using the same zones. If
you want to use your previous release while installing a new release, install to a new CSI to avoid deleting the previous
release.
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PDSE Considerations

If you want to make your loadlib a PDSE, then you must have an SVC= parameter in the parameter list of the startup JCL.

Maintenance Considerations

Installing maintenance on a system created by CA CSM is different from installing maintenance on a system created
manually. After installing the maintenance on the SMP/E libraries, you must redeploy and reconfigure. During
reconfiguration, you are required to select a new prefix for each data set allocated during configuration, including the
runtime and custom libraries. As a result, you must change any JCL containing the name of any of these loadlibs.

Develop a maintenance strategy for your site that handles changes at a high level. This helps you avoid changing user
JCL and CV startup JCL whenever maintenance is installed.

Consider the following options to minimize disruption due to library name changes:

• Create aliases in the operating system catalog for CA IDMS loadlibs and macro libraries.
• Create JCL procedures (PROCs) for end-user JCL and CV startup JCL.
• Modify user JCL to include a JCLLIB statement after the JOB card and an INCLUDE statement for the bulk of the JCL.
• After you run configuration, make a copy of the runtime and custom libraries and point your JCL to these copies.

These copies are now your runtime libraries. Each time you run configuration again to apply maintenance, copy those
libraries again, replacing the original copies. This way, you keep your runtime library names the same and do not need
to modify your JCL every time you apply maintenance.

Upgrading

Before you upgrade from an earlier release, review the Release Notes or Release Summary information for each of
the releases between your current release and the release that you are installing. You can find release information for
releases earlier than 19.0 on the Support Documentation site.

NOTE
Release Notes are not cumulative.

Concurrent Releases
You can install this release of your product and can continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, the new installation deletes previous releases in that
environment.

• If you acquired your product using SMP/E JCL, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

NOTE
CA Chorus Software Manager™ (CA CSM) installs a product into a new SMP/E environment by default. You
can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

Install and Maintain z/OS
This section describes how to acquire, install, deploy and configure CA IDMS to make it available to the staff who
implement and use the product.
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Audience

There are multiple steps in the CA IDMS installation process, and some steps can be performed in multiple ways.
Different steps may be performed by different people, depending on access authority, skill set, site policies, etc. This
section is for people taking part in the installation of CA IDMS. The following installation breakdown is intended to aid you
in identifying the people required and coordinating their efforts.

Configuration (creating customized loadlibs and creating or updating database files) should be done by the CA IDMS
DBA. The DBA may need to work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer, for VTAM definitions, SVC selection, CV key, LMP keys, library names.
• Storage administrator, for DASD allocations.
• CICS administrator, for CWA displacement, CICS library names.

Methodologies

There are several methods you can use to acquire your software, set up your SMP/E environment, apply maintenance,
and configure your software after installation is complete.

Acquisition Methods

Use one of the following methods to acquire (download) CA IDMS:

• CA CSM
CA Chorus Software Manager (CA CSM) standardizes the installation process for CA mainframe products. To acquire
your product using CA CSM, you must have CA CSM installed. A Broadcom Support account is required.

• SMP/E JCL
With this option, you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then
install, maintain, deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E
environment. A basic understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

• Tape
This acquisition method is not encouraged, but is still available for sites where security rules disallow acquiring files
from the internet.

SMP/E Environment Create Methods

Use one of the following methods to create your SMP/E environment:

• CA CSM
Using CA CSM to create your SMP/E environment requires no SMP/E knowledge, and there is no JCL to customize
or submit. However, the authority to execute the SMP/E program, GIMSMP, is required. You can set up your SMP/E
environment using CA CSM after acquiring your software using CA CSM or by Pax-Enhanced ESD. You cannot use
CA CSM if you acquired your software from tape. If acquisition is by PAX, execute the CA CSM dialog, Insert New
Product, before using CA CSM to create the SMP/E environment.

• Manual
The SMP/E environment can be created manually (JCL in SAMPJCL) following ESD or tape acquisition. It requires
customizing an edit macro and making the edit macro available to a TSO session.

As a result of either method, the same SMP/E environment containing the same uncustomized software is set up at every
site.

Maintenance Application Methods

Use one of the following methods to apply any available maintenance to CA IDMS:

Note: Applying maintenance should be done before performing deployment.
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• CA CSM
Using CA CSM standardizes the application of maintenance for CA mainframe products. Minimal SMP/E vocabulary
is required. To acquire your product using CA CSM, you must have CA CSM installed. If you created the SMP/E
environment manually, run the CA CSM Import CSI dialog before installing maintenance.

• Manual
There is JCL to install maintenance in the same SAMPJCL library containing the jobs to create the SMP/E
environment. You must be able to download PTFS and HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support.

Deployment Methods

Deploying CA IDMS can be done with CA CSM and requires that CA CSM be installed at your site. Deployment copies
the SMP/E target libraries (or a subset of them) to a different system or location. Performing deployment using CA CSM is
a prerequisite to performing configuration using CA CSM. Otherwise deployment is optional.

Note: SMP/E does not update the deployed libraries. If you have performed deployment, perform the deployment again
after you install maintenance to update your deployed libraries.

Install Products Using CA CSM
As a system programmer, you can acquire, install, configure, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS
systems using CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM). CA CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your
Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use CA CSM to manage your product software in a common
way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and apply corrective and recommended maintenance
easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products faster and with less chance of error.

If you do not have CA CSM installed, download it from Broadcom Support.

WARNING

To install a product using CA CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders
is insufficient to complete the installation. We recommend that you increase the allocation parameters of the
SYSPRINT data set to at least 120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CA CSM:

• Acquire Products Using CA CSM
• Install Products Using CA CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Acquire Products Using CA CSM
As a system programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CA CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list
of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update the
product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CA CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CA CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:
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Figure 2: Acquiring_Products_CIG

1. Configure CA CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CA CSM.

NOTE
For more information about acquiring products, see the CA CSM online help.
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Configure CA CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CA CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

Follow these steps:

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CA CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CA CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings.

NOTE
These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CA CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CA CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.
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NOTE
Skip this step if you updated the product list only for a selected filter.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on
the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
Select Close to close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.

The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.
4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:

– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update
Product.

– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right
and select the Update Product Releases link.

5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:
– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release

icon  in
the product list.

– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level
icon  below
the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CA CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CA CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy.
If you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CA CSM software catalog.

Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CA CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
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5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.
The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.

6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.

– UNIX File
Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

– FTP File
Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CA CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CA CSM. You can use CA CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CA CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some CA Technologies products have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file
that comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CA
CSM inserts all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the
aggregated package is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CA CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:

– Data Set
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

– UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

– FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading a
PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name and
password to access the FTP location.

– Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CA CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CA CSM.
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Install Products Using CA CSM
As a system programmer, you can acquire, install, configure, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS
systems using CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM). CA CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your
Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use CA CSM to manage your product software in a common
way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and apply corrective and recommended maintenance
easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products faster and with less chance of error.

If you do not have CA CSM installed, download it from Broadcom Support.

WARNING

To install a product using CA CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders
is insufficient to complete the installation. We recommend that you increase the allocation parameters of the
SYSPRINT data set to at least 120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CA CSM:

• Acquire Products Using CA CSM
• Install Products Using CA CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a System Programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:
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Figure 3: How_to_Install_a_Product_Using_a_Pax_File

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into MVS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to Pax ESD. The amount of space that you
need for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax ESD process requires write authority to the
UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the Pax ESD process. In the file system that contains
the Pax ESD directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax
file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14 MB pax file, you need approximately
49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your Pax ESD directory.
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Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. This directory
(yourUSSpaxdirectory) is used later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

This procedure describes how to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate a zFS.
• Create a mount point in an existing maintenance directory of your choice in USS.
• Mount the file system on the newly created mount point.

NOTE
You must have SUPERUSER authority or the required SAF profile setting so you can issue the USS mount
command for the file system.

• (Optional) Permit write access to anyone in the same group as the person who created the directory.
WARNING
USS commands are case-sensitive.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements. Ensure that the zFS data set
name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems. If the allocation of the file
system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not allowing for the allocation.

NOTE
We recommend that you edit the JCL with NUMBER OFF (no sequence numbers in columns 73 through
80) and CAPS OFF. However, where needed use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,
YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME value must be uppercase.
NOTE
The SYSIN DD must be indented at least one space.

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate your_zFS_data_set_name -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

          

The zFS is allocated.
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2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named /CA/
CAPAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:

cd /u/maint/

mkdir CA

cd CA

mkdir CAPAX

          

NOTE
Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory
for all product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax
download.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name')

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory')

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR)

PARM(AGGRGROW)

          

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can use the chmod command to let other users access the

USS pax directory and its files. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, from the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following command:
chmod -R 775 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted.
NOTE
For more information about the chmod command, see IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User Guide
(SA22-7802).

5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, issue the following command from the system console:
/d omvs,file

The file system is mounted. Resolve errors before continuing.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

WARNING
FTP procedures vary due to local firewall and other security settings. To determine the appropriate FTP
procedure to use at your site, consult your local network administrators.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

Follow these steps:

1. Confirm the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– You have write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– You have available USS file space.

NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.
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If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:

EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

              

2. Log in to Broadcom Support and select Mainframe Software.
3. Select Product Downloads, and then enter the product name or select the product from the list on the Download

Management page.
Your product entry opens at the Product Download tab.

NOTE
To optimize product and solution downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the following additional URLs
in your network security software and/or firewalls:

• For FTP, ftp://downloads.broadcom.com .
• For HTTPS, https://downloads.broadcom.com .

Sites that regulate access through an IP address must allow network access to 141.202.253.110 .
4. Locate the appropriate software package under PRODUCTS, and then complete either of the following steps to

download the product package:
– Select the product software package from the list and then select Download Package. You can also download

individual files from the product files list by selecting: Add to Cart under CART, HTTP Via Internet Browser under
DOWNLOAD, or FTP under FTP.

– Select ADD TO CART under CART, HTTP Via Internet Browser under DOWNLOAD, or FTP under FTP.
NOTE
When you select HTTP Via Internet Browser to download from https://downloads.broadcom.com, a zip file is
downloaded to your PC. The zip file is named ordernumber.zip. When you select FTP to download from ftp://
downloads.broadcom.com, log in with your Broadcom Support online username (email) and password. The
directory is the order number. Copy the downloaded file to your designated PC directory. We recommend
FileZilla or WinSCP for FTP downloads.
TIP
For more information about download methods and locations, see Downloading Products.

5. If you downloaded a zip file, unzip the file to prepare the product pax files for use.
The pax file is ready for FTP.

NOTE
Do not change the format of the pax.Z.

6. FTP the pax.Z files in binary mode to your mainframe USS file system.
For example, enter the following sample FTP commands from a Windows command prompt:

FTP mainframe  userid password

bin

lcd C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile

cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

put paxfile.pax.Z

quit

exit

          

• mainframe
Specifies the z/OS system IP address or Domain Name Server (DNS) name.

• userid
Specifies your z/OS user ID.

• password
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Specifies your z/OS password.
• C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile

Specifies the location of the pax file on your PC.
NOTE
If you specify a location that has blanks or special characters in the path name, enclose that value in
double quotation marks.

• yourUSSpaxdirectory
Specifies the name of the USS directory that you use for pax downloads.

• paxfile.pax.Z
Specifies the name of the pax file to upload.

You are now ready to extract the product pax file into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
The pax command performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

Set the current working directory to the directory containing the pax file, and create a directory in your USS directory by
entering the following command:

pax -rvf pax-filename

Use the following sample JCL to extract the product pax file into a product installation directory.

//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*
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Follow these steps: 

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, comment out the first UNPAXDIR. Then uncomment and
use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead. This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM=
parameters to a second line.

Copy Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set

Use this procedure to create the SAMPJCL z/OS data set and copy the sample installation JCL.

The file UNZIPJCL in the product directory contains a sample job to extract the installation package. You edit and submit
the UNZIPJCL job to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate and read the product readme file or installation notes, if applicable, which resides in the product-specific
directory that the pax command created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Edit the UNZIPJCL sample job using ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL:
– Use ISPF EDIT

Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
– Use TSO ISHELL

Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.
The job is edited.

3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.
Your view is of the product-specific directory.

4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:
a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:

• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.
One of the following outcomes occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.

5. Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the z/OS SAMPJCL data set.  We suggest that you use a unique
HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify the package uniquely.

6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the
UNZIP job. Use the members in this data set to perform the product installation.
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Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to prepare the product data sets, initialize the SMP/E zones, and create
the DDDEFs for your product. These steps include:

• Allocating product and SMP/E data sets, and product USS data sets and directories
• Creating and customizing the SMP/E CSI
• (Optional) Customizing the SMP/E CSI for USS

For information about the members, see the JCL comments.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the macro AGJSEDIT as follows with your site-specific information:
a. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command.
b. Set the PRODHLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.
c. (Optional) Set the NULLFILE HLQ if applicable and use it for the IMS, HSSR, and CICS DDDEF specifications

when valid system libraries do not exist in your environment. This setting does not apply to every product.
d. Save your changes and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC location.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.
When you edit an installation member, type AGJSEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults
with your specifications.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the AGJSEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
AGJAREAD member, and submit the AGJEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ0ALL in an edit session and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command line.
AGJ0ALL is customized.

3. Submit AGJ0ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– Creates the target and distribution data sets for your product.
– Creates unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone.

4. Complete the following steps if your product requires a zFS file system or if you want to install a feature of the product
that requires a zFS file system:

WARNING
If the following members do not exist in SAMPJCL, this step does not apply to your product. Go to Step 5.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ3ALU in an edit session and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command
line.
AGJ3ALU is customized.

b. Submit AGJ3ALU.
This job allocates your zFS data sets.

c. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ6MKD in an edit session and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command
line.
AGJ6MKD is customized.

d. Submit AGJ6MKD.
This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ10CSI in an edit session and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command line.
AGJ10CSI is customized.

6. Submit AGJ10CSI.
This job produces the following results:
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– Defines the CSI data set.
– Allocates the SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets.
– Initializes the global, target, and distribution zones.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

7. Complete the following steps to add the DDDEFs that are required for the zFS file system to your SMP/E environment:
WARNING
If the following member does not exist in SAMPJCL, this step does not apply to your product. Go to Run the
Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ15CSU in an edit session and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command
line.
AGJ15CSU is customized.

b. Submit AGJ15CSU.
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

You are now ready run the installation jobs that are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Go to Run
the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Submit and run
these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the AGJSEDIT macro each time that you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
AGJAREAD member, and submit the AGJEDALL member.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ20RCB in an edit session, and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command
line.
AGJ20RCB is customized.

NOTE
If you do not want to install a specific component, you can comment out the applicable FMID in the RECEIVE
job.

2. Submit AGJ20RCB to receive SMP/E base functions.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ30APB in an edit session, and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command
line.
AGJ30APB is customized.

4. Submit AGJ30APB to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option.
a. Note any unresolved errors.
b. Verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in production.
c. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ40ACB in an edit session, and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command
line.
AGJ40ACB is customized.

6. Submit AGJ40ACB to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun
ACCEPT with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.
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You can now clean up the USS directory (optional) or apply preventive maintenance as described in Maintain Products
using SMP/E JCL.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, we recommend removing the files from your USS directory and deleting unnecessary z/OS
data sets. You can delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile
Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.
The pax file is deleted.

3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:
rm -r product-specific_directory

product-specific_directory

Specifies the product-specific directory that the pax command created.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to apply preventive maintenance as described in Maintain Products
Using Native SMP/E JCL.

Starting Your Product
Before you begin the configuration process, familiarize yourself with the following resources:

• The CA IDMS release announcement letter
• Any available PMLs
• The Release Notes
• The "Preparing for Installation" information in the CA IDMS Reference documentation 
• Security information in Creating a Secured CA IDMS System on z/OS 

WARNING
The instructions in the announcement letter or PMLs supersede the instructions in this documentation.
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Configuration Process Overview
You can perform the configuration process using either CA CSM or CAISAG. The configuration process creates
customized load modules in a non-SMP/E loadlib. The configuration process also creates or updates your database files,
depending on whether you are doing a full base configuration, an add-on configuration, or an upgrade configuration.

Before you begin the configuration process, use one of the methods that are described in this section to perform the
following steps:

1. Create the SMP/E environment containing the CA IDMS software.
2. Install all the available and recommended maintenance.
3. Complete deployment, which creates a copy of some or all of your SMP/E target libraries. For CA CSM, deployment is

a prerequisite for configuration. For CAISAG, deployment is optional.

Unlicensed Products
Modules belonging to products for which you are not licensed are in your loadlib. If you try to use these unlicensed
products that require a LMP (license product management) key, messages and auditing problems occur.

You specify which products you intend to use during the configuration process, which creates a product intent module
named RHDCPINT.  For more information, see Product Intent Module.

 

Installation Libraries
The low-level qualifiers of your deployed libraries are the same as the low-level qualifiers of your SME/E target libraries.
Configuration uses your deployed libraries if you did deployment. It uses your target libraries if you configure your product
manually and did not do deployment. The following list describes libraries identified by the low-level qualifiers.

• CAGJSRC
Source library

• CAGJMAC
Macro library

• CAGJMSG
Messages for CA Endevor/DB

• CAGJSAMP
Various sample members

• CAGJLOAD
Load library that contains generic executable CA IDMS modules which may need to be updated by maintenance. This
library should not contain any modules which are customized for your site.

• CAGJLMDU
Load library for special uppercase support. Most sites do not need uppercase modules. This library is for sites that
have terminals that cannot display mixed-case characters and for sites that use double-byte character support (DBCS).

• CAGJCICS
Library for CA IDMS/DC Sort use within CICS

• CAGJSASO
SPG text for SASO

• CAGJCULP
CA Culprit test file

• CAGJSKEL
CAISAG skeleton

• CAGJDATV
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IDMSDIRL input data and VDBA code
• CAGJXML

Deployment metadata

WARNING
Do not customize the modules in these libraries because they are replaced when you apply maintenance.
Libraries that contain maintenance replace the existing deployed libraries.

Configuration Libraries
The configuration process creates the configuration libraries described in the following list. These libraries rarely require
maintenance.

• CUSTOM.SRCLIB
Customized source library

• CUSTOM.LNKLIB
Customized link library

• CUSTOM.LOADLIB
Customized load library

• CUSTOM.JCLLIB
Customized JCL library

• DBA.LOADLIB
DBA load library

• APFLIB
Load library containing the SVC and related load modules.

• ENFORCER.LOADLIB
Enforcer load library

• INTBLOAD
Load library for the 10.2 batch interface

These libraries contain members that are customized for your site or some operational environment within your site. The
custom libraries contain the customized source, binder input, and load modules for the option modules and interface
routines that are specific to your environment. These libraries do not need to change, except in response to changing
business requirements.

Configuration Types
There are three types of mutually exclusive configurations:

• Complete base configuration for sites installing CA IDMS for the first time.
• Upgrade configuration for sites upgrading a current installation.
• Add-on configuration for sites that want to configure additional CA IDMS products.

The following table provides more information on the three different configurations:

Jobs Complete Base Configuration Upgrade Configuration Add-on Configuration
Creates or updates custom
libraries

Creates Creates Updates

Allocates and formats database
areas

Yes No Depends on product being
installed

Updates existing database
areas

No Yes No
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Requires previous base
configuration

No No Yes

Complete Base Configuration

A complete base configuration performs the following functions:

• Creates a set of runtime libraries from the deployed libraries
• Creates a set of custom libraries
• Allocates, formats, and initializes new dictionaries
• Creates new DMCL and DB name table load modules
• Creates a new DC system

Upgrade Configuration

If you are already running an earlier release of CA IDMS, select an upgrade configuration. An upgrade configuration
performs the following functions

• Preserves and operates with your existing dictionaries and database files.
• Does not allocate, format, or initialize dictionaries or database files.
• Ignores allocation and page range parameters for database files.
• Allocates new runtime and custom libraries for CA IDMS.
• Populates runtime libraries by copying the deployed libraries.
• Populates custom libraries with customized members tailored to your operational environment.

You can envision an upgrade configuration as containing a software side and a database side. Everything on the
database side is preserved, although some files can be updated. Everything on the software side is replaced. As part
of the software side, the SVC load module and all of your CICS interface load modules must be created as part of the
configuration process using the newly created libraries.

NOTE
If modules from multiple releases are used at runtime, the results are unpredictable.

Although an upgrade configuration does not replace dictionaries, it does update dictionaries with entities that have
changed since an earlier release, such as:

• Messages and codes
• Systems records
• CA IDMS protocols
• System classes and attributes
• Built-in functions
• CA IDMS reports
• CA IDMS load modules

NOTE
Load modules created by punching and linking source from dictionaries need not be recreated. These load
modules include the DMCL and the DB name table.

When upgrading your release, review the Release Notes and Release Summary information to find all the new
functionality introduced between the release from which you are upgrading and the current release.

Add-On Configuration

An add-on configuration allows you to configure additional CA IDMS products.
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Perform an add-on configuration if you have already completed a base or upgrade configuration and want to configure
additional CA IDMS products, such as CA ADS, CA Culprit, or CA IDMS Enforcer. An add-on configuration allows you to
purchase licenses for and configure additional CA IDMS products.

For manual configurations, the VARBLIST product settings for an add-on configuration are different from the settings for
a base or upgrade configuration. Change the settings in the product section at the top of the VARBLIST member to YES
for each product you have previously configured and the new products you are configuring. In the add-on section at the
bottom of the VARBLIST, specify YES for each of the new products you are adding.

NOTE
For more information on the modifying the VARBLIST member for add-on configurations, see Add-On Variables.

Configuring Your Product Using CA CSM
You can use the SCS component of CA CSM to configure a Broadcom product that you have already acquired, installed,
and deployed.

NOTE
For more information on using SCS to configure CA IDMS, see How to Configure a Product.

Configuring Your Product Without CA CSM
The manual configuration process is based on the Specify and Generate (CAISAG) program. This program reads
the specified configuration and a prototype JCL skeleton containing default values, and generates the customized
configuration jobs.

The database administrator can perform the CA IDMS configuration that consists of the following steps:

1.  Create the CAISAG library.
2.  Customize the CAISAG library members.
3.  Execute the CAISAG program.
4. Review the configuration jobs generated by CAISAG. Repeat steps two to four until the configuration jobs are

generated correctly for your site.
5. Submit the generated configuration jobs.

Create the CAISAG Library

To allocate and populate a CAISAG library, customize and submit the CFIG#JCL member in your CAGJSRC library, which
contains an IEBCOPY job. To customize this job, use the AGJSEDIT macro that you use to customize the SMP/E jobs. If
you performed the SMP/E installation using CSM, the AGJSEDIT edit macro does not exist. You need to customize the
job manually, and supply a prefix for the configuration data sets to be allocated on the SET statement. This job allocates a
PDS with the low-level qualifiers CAISAG.CONFIG and populates it by copying four members from CAGJSRC.

Customizing the CAISAG Library Members

The CAISAG library contains the following members, which you must customize for your site:

•  CAISAG -- JCL to run the CA Specify and Generate (CAISAG) program.
•  JOBCARD -- JOB statement used as CAISAG input
•  SETUP -- Member for /*SETUP cards if you need them.
•  VARBLIST -- Member containing CAISAG variables
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Customizing the JOBCARD Member

Customize the JOBCARD member for your site for long-running jobs without tape mounts. This member is copied into the
top of each generated job.

You can customize this member by executing the AGJSEDIT edit macro and then deleting the two comment lines.

Customizing the SETUP Member

The SETUP member is copied into the beginning of each job requiring a tape mount. If your site uses /*SETUP cards,
customize the SETUP member with /*SETUP cards appropriate for tape use.

The following example shows the default SETUP member:

//*

WARNING
Do not delete the SETUP member.

Customizing the VARBLIST Member

The VARBLIST contains a list of variables that are used by the Specify and Generate program (CAISAG) to generate
customized JCL. For each variable, supply the appropriate value for your site.

The following syntax is used for each variable:

variable-name = value       <optional comment>

The following rules apply when coding the VARBLIST member:

• An asterisk in column 1 denotes a comment.
• Blank lines can be used for readability.
• Values containing blanks must be enclosed in single quotes.
• Two single quotes indicate a null value.
• All values are translated to uppercase unless they are enclosed in single quotes.

Many values in VARBLIST begin and end with an at "@" symbol. If the values inside the symbol are previously defined,
CAISAG replaces the "@" string with the previously defined values. In the following example, the second LOADLIB
statement shows the replacement of the LOADLIB "@" string:

PREFIX  = IDMS.V<release number>
LOADLIB = @PREFIX@.LOADLIB
PREFIX  = IDMS.V<release number>
LOADLIB = IDMS.V<release number>.LOADLIB

If a variable is specified more than once, CAISAG uses the last value.

Execute CAISAG

The CAISAG job generates customized configuration jobs as new members in the CAISAG library. For more information,
see Generated Configuration Tasks. 

 To execute the CAISAG program to generate the installation jobs, follow these steps: 

1. Customize the variables PREFIX, CONFIG, WORK, and SYSOUT in the CAISAG member as shown next.
//*           SET PREFIX='CAI.IDMSV<release number>'                               *
//*                                   PREFIX USED IN SMP/E JOB
//*           SET CONFIG='CAI.IDMSV<release number>.CAISAG.CONFIG
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//*                                   NAME OF THIS LIBRARY
//*           SET WORK=SYSDA
//*                                   DISK UNIT FOR TEMPORARY DATASETS
//*           SET SYSOUT='*'
//*                                   SYSOUT CLASS                    *

2. Run CAISAG. New members in the configuration library are created.
3. Browse the generated jobs. If they are not correct, correct the variables in VARBLIST and regenerate the JCL.

New members in the configuration library are created.

NOTE
 VARBLISTs from previous installations are an invaluable tool for documenting your system.

WARNING
 Do not submit any of the generated configuration jobs until you have verified the JCL in all the configuration
jobs.

 The following JCL shows a sample CAISAG member: 

//CAISAG   EXEC PGM=CAISAG
//*    EXPECTED RETURN CODE:  00
//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&PREFIX..CAGJLOAD
//GENJCL   DD DISP=(NEW,PASS),DSN=&&GENJCL.,UNIT=&WORK,
//            SPACE=(TRK,(15,10)),DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8880)
//RECORD   DD DCB=BLKSIZE=80,SYSOUT=&SYSOUT
//MESSAGE  DD DCB=BLKSIZE=80,SYSOUT=&SYSOUT
//SKELETON DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&PREFIX..CAGJSKEL(CSAGSKEL)
//SAMPJCL  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&SAMPJCL
/*
//IEBUPDTE EXEC PGM=IEBUPDTE,PARM=NEW,COND=(4,LT)
//*    EXPECTED RETURN CODE:  00
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&SYSOUT
//SYSIN    DD DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&&GENJCL
//SYSUT2   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&SAMPJCL
/*
//COMPRESS EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY,COND=EVEN
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&SYSOUT
//SYSUT3   DD UNIT=&WORK,SPACE=(TRK,(1))
//SYSUT4   DD UNIT=&WORK,SPACE=(TRK,(1))
//INOUT    DD DISP=OLD,DSN=&SAMPJCL
//SYSIN    DD *
 COPY INDD=INOUT,OUTDD=INOUT
/*
//
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Generated Configuration Tasks

Generated Configuration Jobs

The following sections describe the configuration jobs that are generated by CAISAG (the Specify and Generate
program), if you configure your product without CA CSM:

 Job 1: Configuration Files Allocation 

 Job 2: Source and Link Members Customization 

 Job 3: Customized Load Modules 

 Job 4: Load SVC Using CAIRIM 

 Job 5: Database Files Allocation 

 Job 6: DD Statement Members 

 Job 7: DMCL and DB Table in Bootstrap Catalog 

 Job 8: Selected Product Updates 

 Job 9: SYSTEM and SYSDIRL Dictionaries 

 Job 10: APPLDICT Dictionary 

 Job 11: ASFDICT Dictionary 

 Job 12: Formats Tools Files 

 Job 13: Tools Dictionaries and Database Files 

 Job 14: Non-SQL Commonweather Database 

 Job 15: SQL Demo Database and Web Services Consumer Demo 

 Job 16: Change Control Database 

 Job 17: Generate SYSTEM 90 

 Job 18: Database Files Backup 

Configuration Files Allocation

Job 1 allocates the configuration files.

 Restart Information: This job can be rerun if it abends.

Customized Source

Job 2 creates customized source and link members that are then assembled into load modules in Job 3. The source
members document your configuration choices. If your configuration requirements change, you can modify and use these
members at any time.

 Restart Information: This job can be rerun.

The following table describes the modules that are created and customized in Jobs 2 and 3. Some modules are created
only if certain products or features are being installed.
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 Modules  Description 
Source: #PMOPT
Link: #PMOPT
Load: #PMOPT

CA IDMS Performance Monitor option module 

Source: #SVCOPT
Link: IGCnnn
Load: IGCnnn
nnn is the specified SVC number.

SVC option module

Source: ADSOVCON
Link: ADSOVCON

CA ADS user-defined BIF module skeleton

Source: CICSOPTS
Link: IDMSINTC
Load: IDMSINTC

CA IDMS CICS interface option module

Source: CULPPROF
Link: CULPPROF
Load: CULPPROF

CA Culprit option module

Source: DADTPARM
Link: DADTPARM
Load: DADTPARM

CA IDMS DQF option module

Source: ESSTPARM
Link: ESSTPARM
Load: ESSTPARM

CA IDMS SASO option module

Source: ESXTPARM
Link: ESXTPARM
Load: ESXTPARM

CA IDMS Enforcer option module

Source: GSISVCX CA IDMS Log Analyzer and CA IDMS Task Analyzer SVC exit
module

Source: IDMSCINT
Link: IDMSCINT
Load: IDMSCINT

CA IDMS CICS application interface option module

Source: IDMSDL1C
Link: IDMSDL1C
Load: IDMSDL1C

CA IDMS DLI Transparency CICS application interface option
module

Source: IDMSOPTI
Link: IDMSOPTI
Load: IDMSOPTI

CA IDMS batch application interface option module

Source: IDMSPPRM
Link: IDMSPPRM
Load: IDMSPPRM

CA IDMS COBOL and PL/I precompiler interface option module

Source: RHDCCODE
Link: RHDCCODE
Load: RHDCCODE

International character set code page definition

Source: RHDCOPTF
Link: RHDCOPTF
Load: RHDCOPTF

Numbered option selection module
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Source: RHDCSRTT
Link: RHDCSRTT
Load: RHDCSRTT

CA IDMS security option module

Source: SSKTPARM
Link: SSKTPARM
Load: SSKTPARM

CA IDMS Masterkey option module

Source: TPSPARM
Link: TPSPARM
Load: TPSPARM

CA IDMS/DC Sort option module

Source: UCFCICS
Link: UCFCICS
Load: UCFCICS

CA IDMS UCF CICS interface option module

Source: UCFTSO TSO CLIST to invoke CA IDMS from TSO through UCF
Source: USDTPARM
Link: USDTPARM
Load: USDTPARM

CA IDMS Online option module

Source: USETPARM
Link: USETPARM
Load: USETPARM

CA IDMS DME option module

Source: USGTPARM
Link: USGTPARM
Load: USGTPARM

CA ADS Alive option module

Source: USKTPARM
Link: USKTPARM
Load: USKTPARM

CA IDMS Online Log Display option module

Source: USMTPARM
Link: USMTPARM
Load: USMTPARM

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator option module

Source: USVTPARM
Link: USVTPARM
Load: USVTPARM

CA IDMS Extractor option module

Source: WTOEXIT
Link: WTOEXIT
Load: WTOEXIT

Sample WTO exit program
  

Source: XDMTPARM
Link: XDMTPARM
Load: XDMTPARM

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Assistant option module

Source: RHDCPINT
Link: RHDCPINT
Load: RHDCPINT

Product Intent Module
  

Customized Load Modules

Job 3 performs assemblies and links, populating the CUSTOM loadlib.

Job 3 creates an SVC load module—IGCxxx (where xxx is your SVC number) in the APFLIB loadlib. An SVC is
a Supervisor Call load module that must be loaded into the operating system before it is executable.

Restart Information: This job can be rerun.
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Load SVC Using CAIRIM

Job 4 uses CAIRIM to load the SVC. Failure to use CAIRIM causes an error when CA IDMS is started.

NOTE
At your site, the use of CAIRIM might be restricted to the systems group. If so, they must execute Job 4.

More information: 

• See the "SVC" section in Post-Configuration Tasks for information about how to share the SVC across releases of CA
IDMS.

• See "Refreshing Required Modules" in Post-Configuration Tasks for more modules that must be loaded using CAIRIM.

CAIRIM Execution

The CAIRIM program reads its input parameters from the sequential file that is pointed to by a PARMLIB DD statement.
The installation generates the following CAIRIM product parameter line:

PRODUCT(CA IDMS) VERSION(GJJ0) INIT(GJJ0INIT) PARM(SVC=your-SVC-number)

Required Modules

The nine modules that are shown in the following table must be available when CAIRIM is run. The CA Common Services
for z/OS installation creates the CAW0LOAD and CAW0LINK load libraries, and APFLIB is a load library created during
configuration of CA IDMS.

To achieve required authorization, the APFLIB modules must be copied to an authorized load library, or the APFLIB
loadlib must be authorized before running Job 4.

The following modules must be available when CAIRIM is run:

 Module Name  Module Type  Location 
CAIRIM CA Common Services for z/OS modules CA Common Services for z/OS Loadlib

(CAW0LOAD)*
CAS9SEC CA Common Services for z/OS modules (already loaded from CAILIB; see

QI75813).
CAILPAM CA Common Services for z/OS modules CA Common Services for z/OS Loadlib

(CAW0LINK)
GJJ0INIT CA IDMS CA IDMS Loadlib (APFLIB)
IGCxxx CA IDMS CA IDMS Loadlib (APFLIB)
RHDCSSFM CA IDMS CA IDMS Loadlib (APFLIB)
CAIXDOA$ CA IDMS CA IDMS Loadlib (APFLIB)
IDMSMSVA CA IDMS CA IDMS Loadlib (APFLIB)
PMRTDATA CA IDMS CA IDMS Loadlib (APFLIB)*

NOTE
* Library must be APF authorized.

CAIRIM Authorization

The CAIRIM module must run authorized. The CAW0LOAD loadlib or the loadlib that contains CAIRIM must be APF
authorized.

If CAW0LOAD and CAW0LINK are in the operating system LNKLSTxx concatenation, you can use APFLIB as the sole
STEPLIB library in Job 4. If APFLIB is the only library that STEPLIB points to, it does not have to be authorized.
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If CAW0LOAD and CAW0LINK are not in the operating system LNKLST concatenation, the STEPLIB DD statement in Job
4 must point to them to make CAIRIM available. If CAILIB is in the STEPLIB concatenation of Job 4,  the six CA IDMS
modules must come from an authorized library. Select one of the following options for the APFLIB modules:

• If your site established an authorized library for holding SVC and INIT modules, copy the six APFLIB modules there. If
that library is not in the operating system LNKLST concatenation, concatenate it to the STEPLIB DD statement in Job
4.

• APF authorizes the APFLIB loadlib (or a copy) and concatenates that library to the STEPLIB DD statement in Job 4.

WARNING
 If unauthorized libraries are included in a STEPLIB concatenation with authorized libraries, all modules from
STEPLIB are treated as unauthorized.

The CAS9SEC module must be loaded at IPL time or by running a CAIRIM job using the appropriate parameter input. The
following example shows the parameter input:

PRODUCT(CA SECURITY/INIT) VERSION(S910) INIT(S910INIT)

Return Codes

The possible return codes are as follows:

•  0 -- Specifies processing was successful.
•  S806 -- Indicates that the LOADLIB parameter is specified on the CAIRIM input line and a STEPLIB is specified.

 Restart Information: This job can be rerun but requires modification before it is rerun. If the installed SVC must be
replaced, change the PARM value as follows.  The following example shows the change of the PARM value:

PARM(SVC=xxx)
PARM (REFRESH(SVC=xxx))

NOTE

 All CA IDMS central versions using the SVC must go through a normal shut down, before replacing the
SVC. Before you shutdown cleanly and refresh the SVC, we recommend that you use the DCPROFIL CV table
list to verify that no other CV’s are using the same SVC.

Database Files Allocation

Depending on the type of configuration, Job 5 does the following:

•  Complete base installation -- Allocates database files.
•  Upgrade installation -- Copies the old DMCL and database name table load modules to the new DBA loadlib.

Restart Information: This job cannot be rerun. Restart the Job at the failing step.

DD Statement Members

Job 6 creates groups of DD statements in members in the CAISAG library. Subsequent jobs require these members.

Restart Information: This job can be rerun.

DMCL and DB Table in Bootstrap Catalog

The SVC must successfully load using CAIRIM, before submitting Job 7. This job executes CA IDMS SVC and abends
SFnn unless it is loaded into the z/OS CSA.

Depending on the type of configuration, Job 7 does the following:
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•  Complete base configuration -- Creates a global DMCL and a database name table using the bootstrap catalog, and
punches and links them into the DBA loadlib. This configuration also formats the dictionary files and adds definitions,
protocols, and messages to the dictionaries and catalogs.

•  Upgrade configuration -- Definitions, protocols, and messages are loaded.

NOTE

When installing from 18.5 to a later release, CA IDMS loads only dictionary entities that are changed. The
changed entities are in the CAGJSRC dataset, member IDDXI5J0. To get the changed entities, you must
load the PTFs listed in "Upgrade from Release 18.5 to Version 19.0."

If Job 7 fails with an SFnn completion code, the system cannot find SVC ddd, where nn is a hexadecimal SVC number.
Convert the number in SFnn to a three-digit decimal number, ddd. If it is the right number, verify the following:

• The CA IDMS APFLIB loadlib contains an IGCddd load module.
• The RHDCSRTT source in CUSTOM.SRCLIB is assembled with the right SVC=ddd parameter. The SVC number in

RHDCSRTT must be valid even if external security is not being used.
• The IGCddd load module is loaded into the operating system since the last IPL.

Example: SVC Usage

A job abends with a SFAD, indicating the system is trying to use SVC 173 (173 = 10x16 + 13x1).

Restart Information: This job can be rerun.

Selected Product Updates

Depending on the type of configuration, Job 8 does the following:

•  Complete base configuration -- Updates the global DMCL and DBTABLE with segments for selected products.
•  Upgrade configuration -- No JCL is generated.
•  Add-on Configuration – Updates the sysgen, DMCL, and DB name table with the added selected products.  

SYSTEM and SYSDIRL Dictionaries

Depending on the type of configuration, Job 9 does the following:

• Complete base configuration -- Builds the CA IDMS dictionary, including the catalog component, and the SYSDIRL
dictionary. This configuration also creates the global DMCL, the DB name table, and generates System 99, which is
later used to generate System 90. The actual steps that are generated for this Job depend on the product mix selected
for configuration.

• Upgrade configuration -- No dictionaries or catalogs are built. Existing dictionaries and catalogs are updated. Your
existing global DMCL and DB name table are used.

NOTE

When installing from 18.5 to a later release, CA IDMS loads only dictionary entities that are changed. The
changed entities are in the CAGJSRC dataset, member IDDXI5J0. To get the changed entities, you must
load the PTFs listed in "Upgrade from Release 18.5 to Version 19.0."

 Return Codes 

The possible return codes are as follows:

•  0 -- Specifies processing was successful for most steps.
•  4 -- Specifies processing was successful for DLODPROT and DIRLPROT steps in a complete base configuration.

Specifies processing was successful for many steps in an upgrade configuration.

Restart Information: This job can be rerun.
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APPLDICT Dictionary

Job 10 creates or updates the APPLDICT dictionary.

Depending on the type of configuration, Job 10 does the following:

• Complete base configuration -- Formats the APPLDICT dictionary and loads miscellaneous items like protocols,
definitions, and ADS records.

• Upgrade configuration -- Updates the APPLDICT with protocols and definitions.

NOTE

When installing from 18.5 to a later release, CA IDMS loads only dictionary entities that are changed. The
changed entities are in the CAGJSRC dataset, member IDDXI5J0. To get the changed entities, you must
load the PTFs listed in "Upgrade from Release 18.5 to Version 19.0."

Restart Information: This job cannot be rerun. Restart the job at the failing step, provided it does not require a temporary
data set created earlier.

NOTE
Run the steps that update the APPLDICT dictionary against every application dictionary in your environment.

ASFDICT Dictionary

Job 11 creates or updates the ASFDICT dictionary.

Depending on the type of configuration, Job 11 does the following:

•  Complete base configuration -- Formats the ASFDICT dictionary and loads miscellaneous items.
•  Upgrade configuration -- Updates the ASFDICT dictionary with protocols and definitions.

Restart Information: This job cannot be rerun. Restart the job at the failing step, provided it does not require a temporary
data set created earlier.

Format Tools Files

Depending on the type of configuration, Job 12 does the following:

•  Complete base configuration -- Formats the Tools files.
•  Upgrade configuration -- No JCL is generated.

Restart Information: This job can be rerun.

Tools Dictionaries and Database Files

Job 13 creates or updates dictionaries and database files for Tools products.

Depending on the type of configuration, Job 13 does the following:

• Complete base configuration -- Creates the Tools dictionary and the database files for selected Tools products.
• Upgrade and add-on configurations -- Updates the SYSTEM and TOOLDICT dictionaries.

Restart Information: This job cannot be rerun. Use the RESTART= parameter on the JOB statement to restart the job at
the failing step.

Non-SQL Commonweather Database

Job 14 builds the Commonweather demonstration database and is optional. Specify EMPDEMO=YES in your VARBLIST
if you want to generate this Job. Specify EMPDEMO=NO if you do not want to generate this job.

Depending on the type of configuration, Job 14 does the following:
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• Complete base configuration -- Creates a second DMCL (EMPDMCL) and builds the Commonweather
demonstration database, a non-SQL version of the Employee Skills Demonstration database.

• Upgrade and add-on configurations -- Load items which have changed since your earlier base install.

Restart Information: This job cannot be rerun. Restart the job at the failing step provided it does not require a temporary
data set created earlier.

SQL Demo Database and Web Services Consumer Demo

Job 15 builds the SQL demonstration database and provides the Web Services Consumer Demo. Specify
SQLDEMO=YES in your VARBLIST if you want the SQL Demo Database to be provided. If you are installing Web
Services, and ADS is installed, the Web Services Consumer Demo is provided. An IEFBR14 is generated if you are not
installing CA IDMS SQL and CA IDMS Web Services.

Depending on the type of configuration, Job 15 does the following:

• Complete base configuration -- Builds the SQL demonstration database and the Web Services Consumer Demo.
• Upgrade configuration -- No JCL is generated.
• Add-on configuration -- A JCL is not generated unless you are installing CA IDMS SQL, or CA IDMS Web Services

and ADS is installed.

Restart Information: This job can be restarted at any step that failed, provided it does not require a previously created,
temporary data set.

Change Control Database

Job 16 performs database configuration tasks for CA Endevor/DB.

Modify and rerun to install a change control database, for each IDD you want to monitor.

Important! Backup your SYSTEM and SYSDIRL segments, before running this Job,

Restart Information: 

To restart this job: 

1. Restore the SYSTEM and SYSDIRL files from backup.
2. Rerun the job.

Generate SYSTEM 90

Job 17 builds the sample DC/UCF system, System 90. System 90 is intended as a test system only. You can bring up
System 90 to verify the configuration. It will be modified by future CA IDMS changes.

Depending on the type of configuration, Job 17 does the following:

• Complete base configuration -- Formats the journal files in addition to building System 90.
• Upgrade configuration -- Copies all programs and tasks from System 99, adding entities that are new for this release

and regenerates System 90 to include these updates.

NOTE
The release literal placed into records in the DDLDCLOG is changed to the current release number. If you do not
want to mix the records from multiple releases in your log file, offload the log file using the ARCHIVE LOG utility.
You then use the batch command facility, IDMSBCF, to FORMAT your DDLDCLOG area before starting your
system for the first-time.

Restart Information: This job can be restarted at any step that failed, provided it does not require a temporary data set
created earlier.
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Database Files Backup

Job 18 performs a backup of all the installed database files depending on configuration options.

Restart Information: This job can be rerun.

Post-Configuration Tasks

Perform these tasks whether you configure your system manually or using CA CSM.

The Environment After Configuration is Complete

The entire installation process (SMP/E installation, deployment and configuration) creates various source and executable
load libraries.

A complete base configuration process creates the following environment:

• Dictionary environment -- Configures a system and application dictionary environment.
• DBA loadlib -- Contains the following two customized load modules whose names were specified as configuration

variables:
– The DMCL load module -- A load module describing the configured Release 19.0 runtime environment.
– The database name table load module -- A load module defining the databases and data dictionaries accessible by

the DMCL load module.
• Configures the following systems:

– System 90 -- A sample CA IDMS Release 19 DC/UCF system that can be copied to your DC system number.
– System 99 -- A non-executable system containing CA IDMS programs and tasks that can be copied to the new

systems you define and generate.

z/OS Environment

There should be no modules from prior releases of CA IDMS or CA Dispatch in the z/OS LPA. The SYS1.LPALIB should
contain no modules beginning with ADS, IDMS, or RHDC.

NOTE

If you specified the z/OS option "AllowUserKeyCSA(NO)", update the PPT to indicate the system key that
RHDCOMVS (the startup module) should run in. You can specify any system key in the range of 1 to 7. If you
specified the z/OS option "AllowUserKeyCSA(YES)", then you can use any key in the range of 8 to 15.

Preparing TP Access Environment

This task involves preparing the TP access method for your CA IDMS system. The access methods covered are VTAM,
TCP/IP, TSO, and CICS.

VTAM Access

To use VTAM to access CA IDMS/DC, the following two definitions must be in place:

• A VTAM line (VTAMLIN) must be defined in the CA IDMS/DC system. The definition is already in place because the
configuration process defined the VTAM line using the value of the CA CSM variable DcSystemVtamApplid or the
CAISAG variable GJVTAMID. One VTAM line supports multiple concurrent users.

• An application ID (APPLID) must be defined in VTAM to identify the CA IDMS/DC system.
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NOTE

The APPLID defined to VTAM must match the APPLICATION ID parameter of the VTAMLIN statement
specified during configuration.

TCP/IP Access

If you plan to use TCP/IP communication protocol for your DDS communications, or if you are configuring IDMS for use
with CA Server, then you must define a TCP/IP environment, socket line and listener PTERM to the CA IDMS system.
For DNS functions to operate correctly, add a SYSTCPD DD statement to the startup JCL deck of your central version,
pointing to the TCPIP.DATA file of your site.

TSO Access

The modules that you use to access the TSO are in the CAGJLOAD library. Module RHDCUCFT is used for traditional
UCFTSO, and RHDCUCFL is used through a command line interface, for example the Zowe CLI.

To access a DC/UCF system from TSO, use the CLIST in CUSTOM.SRCLIB member UCFTSO to invoke RHDCUCFT.
For reference purposes, the UCFTSO member follows. Modify it to reflect your data set naming conventions.

PROC 0

 CONTROL NOMSG LIST

 FREE F(SYSPRINT,SYSOUT,SYSOUD,SYSLST,SYSUDUMP,SYSCTL,DCMSG)

 FREE F(SYSJRNL,J1JRNL,J2JRNL,J3JRNL,J4JRNL,CDMSLIB)

 CONTROL MSGALLOC F(SYSPRINT) DA(*)

 ALLOC F(SYSOUT)   DA(*)

 ALLOC F(SYSOUD)   DA(*)

 ALLOC F(SYSUDUMP) DA(*)

 ALLOC F(SYSCTL)   DA('CAI.IDMSTEST.SYSCTL') SHR

 ALLOC F(DCMSG)    DA('CAI.IDMSTEST.SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG') SHR

 ALLOC F(SYSJRNL)  DUMMY

 ALLOC F(J1JRNL) DUMMY

 ALLOC F(J2JRNL) DUMMY

 ALLOC F(J3JRNL) DUMMY

 ALLOC F(J4JRNL) DUMMY

 ALLOC F(CDMSLIB)  DA('CAI.IDMSTEST.DBA.LOADLIB', -                     

         'CAI.IDMSTEST.CUSTOM.LOADLIB', -                     

         'idms.CAGJLOAD') SHR

 CALL 'idms.CAGJLOAD(RHDCUCFT)'

To access CA IDMS DML Online from TSO, do the following:

1. Create a CLIST to execute CA IDMS DML Online, using the USDTSO member in the CAGJSAMP library as a sample.
2. Modify the CLIST for your site requirements.
3. Add the CA IDMS loadlibs to the TSO signon STEPLIB.
4. Execute the CLIST.

To access a DC/UCF system from the Zowe CLI using TSO, do the following:

1. Create a CLIST to execute RHDCUCFL using the UCFTSOCL member in the CAGJSAMP library as a sample.
Choose the call statement to RHDCUCFL.

2. Modify the CLIST for your site requirements.
3. Execute Zowe CLI statements to start a TSO address space, for example:

zowe tso start as

4. Use the returned key to issue a Zowe command to execute the CLIST, for example:
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zowe tso send as key --data "exec 'customized clist"

NOTE

Using the TSO CLIST is optional. To accomplish the same functionality, you can use the zowe tso send as
commands. For example:

zowe tso send as key --data "ALLOC F(SYSCTL) DA('DBDC.SYS99.SYSCTL') SHR"

For more information, see Integration with Zowe CLI.

CICS Access

To access a DC/UCF system from CICS, you must have configured CA IDMS CICS Support by selecting CA IDMS CICS
Support during the CA CSM configuration or in the CAISAG VARBLIST.

Once the configuration steps have execute successfully, add the CA IDMS CSD entries to your CICS system to define the
resources required by CA IDMS to CICS. This is usually done by a CICS systems programmer using the CICS resource
definition online (RDO) or the DFHCSDUP utility to update the CSD file.

Sample CSD resources required by CA IDMS are shown in CAGJSRC member CICSCSD. Additional optional CSD
resources are shown in CAGJSAMP members TPSCICS (CA IDMS/DC Sort) and USDCICS (CA IDMS DML Online).
Consult the appropriate IBM documentation to help ensure that these definitions take precedence over any previously
configured definitions for the corresponding entities.

More information:

• For a complete description of CA IDMS CICS support, see the Administrating section.
• For complete instructions on updating the CICS CSD file, see the IBM documentation.

CA IDMS Task Analyzer Storage Requirements

Before you start CA IDMS/DC, consider the following storage requirements of CA IDMS Task Analyzer that can affect the
sysgen:

• Storage pool
• Program pool
• Stacksize

CA IDMS Log Analyzer and CA IDMS Task Analyzer Statistics Gathering

CA IDMS Log Analyzer and CA IDMS Task Analyzer gather statistical data for all activities except dialogs from the by-task
statistics records. Statistical information for dialogs is gathered from the transaction statistics records. For CA IDMS to
capture this data, the statistics must be requested at the system level.

You can gather statistical data for CA IDMS Log Analyzer and CA IDMS Task Analyzer, do the following:

1. By-task Statistics are controlled through the STATISTICS subparameter of the SYSTEM statement. The minimum
specification required is as follows:
STATISTICS TASK ►─┬── WRITE ──┬─►
                  └─ COLLECT ─┘

NOTE
For CA IDMS Log Analyzer, you must specify WRITE, otherwise COLLECT is sufficient.

Usually, CV writes the by-task statistic records to the log. With CA IDMS Task Analyzer, this action is controlled by the
DC STATISTICS option field of the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Statistics Plan screen. For more information, see Task
Analyzer.
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2. Dialog Statistics are specified in the ADSO statement of the sysgen. The DIALOG STATISTICS subparameter of the
ADSO statement generates the transaction statistics. The specification required is as follows:
DIALOG STATISTICS ON ►─┬─SELECTED─┬──►
                       └─── ALL ──┘

NOTE

Note: If you specify SELECTED,CA IDMS Log Analyzer and CA IDMS Task Analyzer can report only on
dialogs defined with a PROGRAM statement specifying ADSO DIALOG STATISTICS ON.

CA IDMS Performance Monitor

Customize the execution of CA IDMS Performance Monitor by tailoring the PMAMINIT, PMIMINIT, and PMRTINIT
modules.

Configuring Default JCL for CA IDMS Extractor and CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Assistant

At the initial configuration, configure the default JCL used by CA IDMS Extractor and CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator
Assistant (DMA).

CA IDMS Extractor JCL is used to execute the batch components of CA IDMS Extractor. The default CA IDMS Extractor
JCL is contained in the following CAGJSRC library members:

• USVEXEC -- Extracts and loads a database
• USVPSPC -- Prints extract specifications
• USVPJCL -- Prints extract and load JCL

The DMA JCL and CA IDMS Extractor JCL allow you to submit Jobs to the internal reader from a CA IDMS system.
The DMA JCL is used for the online job submission of CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Jobs by DMA. The DMA JCL is
any JCL for CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator that you are already using or the CAGJSRC library member USMXTRCT.
Edit USMXTRCT to tailor the JCL and parameter statements appropriately for your CA IDMS environment and required
migration.

The JCL to upload CA IDMS Extractor and DMA JCL is included in CAGJSRC library members USVUJCL and XDMBJCL
respectively.

CA ADS Trace Dictionary Updates

All application dictionaries using CA ADS Trace must be updated with the attributes, records, and elements for CA ADS
Trace.

To update each dictionary, do the following:

1. Create an IDMSDDDL job with ATDDDL as input. ATDDDL is located in the CAGJSRC library.
2. Execute the job.
3. Review the output and verify that the entities were added to the dictionary.

CA IDMS/DC Sort Dictionary Updates

All application dictionaries using CA IDMS/DC Sort must be updated with the records and modules for CA IDMS/DC Sort.

To update each dictionary, do the following:

1. Create an IDMSDDDL job with TPSDDDL as input. TPSDDDL is located in the CAGJSRC library. The TPSDDDL set
in Job 13 can be used as a template.

2. Submit the job.
3. Review the output and verify that the entities were added to the dictionary.
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CA IDMS DQF Dictionary Updates

CA IDMS DQF is a CA ADS application. The configuration process adds the CA IDMS DQF application to the CA IDMS
Task Application Table (TAT) in the TOOLDICT dictionary. Each application dictionary using CA IDMS DQF must be
updated with the CA IDMS DQF ADS application.

Follow these steps to update the dictionary:

1. In the CAGJSRC library, modify the member DADS12OP.
2. Submit DADS12OP for execution.
3. Review the output and verify that the application was added to the dictionary.

Security Classification Modules

If you are doing an upgrade and your site maintains customized versions of IDMSCTAB, IDMSGTAB or IDMSUTAB, you
should reassemble and link your customized source. If you are performing a complete base install, you can optionally
create customized versions of these modules. See the Security Administrating section for more information on the security
services these modules provide and information on their modification.

NOTE

Versions of these modules with no security set are installed into your base installation libraries.

Linking a Dictionary to the CA Endevor/DB Change Monitor

If you selected CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS for configuration, the configuration process created a CCDB (Change Control
Data Base) segment but did not associate the CCDB to a dictionary dbname. A dictionary you want to monitor is linked, or
hooked by subschema mapping of IDMSNWKA to NDVRNWKA. Run the Batch Command Facility (IDMSBCF) using the
following sample as input to establish change monitoring for a dictionary. Specify the dbtable you want to update and the
dictionary segment you want to monitor.

ALTER DBNAME dbtablename.dbname            
      SEGMENT ccdname                  
      SUBSCHEMA IDMSNWKA MAPS TO NDVRNWKA;  
GENERATE DBTABLE dbtablename;                 
PUNCH DBTABLE LOAD MODULE dbtablename;

NOTE

For more information on seeding the CCDB and assigning a security administrator, see Monitoring Change
Activity.

Creating an Executable System

For either an upgrade or a complete base configuration, manual steps are required to complete the definition of your DC
System.

For a complete base configuration, take the following steps:

• SYSTEM statement -- Specify the values for the SYSTEM statement parameters, for example:
– REENTRANT POOL
– STORAGE POOL
– PROGRAM POOL
– STACKSIZE
– SVC
– SYSCTL
– MAX ERUS
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Some products have additional requirements.
– CA IDMS Task Analyzer storage requirements
– CA IDMS Log Analyzer and CA IDMS Task Analyzer statistics-gathering

WARNING
These requirements may be critical to the proper functioning of your environment.

• Task and program definitions -- The configuration process copied System 90 to your specified DC system.
• Line definitions -- Add the line definitions for your site. Add the LTERMs and PTERMs for each line.
• Generate the new system -- Submit an RHDCSGEN job to execute the sysgen compiler.

For an upgrade configuration, take the following steps:

• Task and program definitions -- Copy the tasks and programs from System 99 to your specified DC system. Do not
alter the task or program definitions copied from System 99.

• Generate the new system -- Submit an RHDCSGEN job to execute the sysgen compiler.

Modify the Startup JCL

The STARTUP member in the CUSTOM.JCLLIB library contains a partially customized startup job. Depending on
hardware (zIIPs) and software in use at your site, you may need to modify one or more of the following:

• The EXEC parameters
• The STEPLIB concatenation
• The CDMSLIB concatenation

DC/UCF systems use the services of the IDMS SVC to enable themselves automatically to run non-swappable in z/OS
regardless of the value specified in the z/OS PPT or SYS1.PARMLIB.

To prevent CA IDMS from automatically forcing itself to run non-swappable, do one of the following actions:

• Code SWAP=Y on the EXEC statement in your CV startup JCL if you are using keyword parameters.
• Code an S in column 24 of the EXEC parm of the proc that starts CA IDMS if you are using positional parameters.

CA IDMS now runs exactly as defined in the z/OS definitions.

Many parameters can be specified in the PARM on the EXEC statement in the startup job. For more information, see the
Administrating section.

You may need to increase the region size to accommodate increased storage requirements for the Release 19.0

You may need to include DD statements in your CDMSLIB concatenation for libraries of other vendors and products (for
example, LE runtime) to load properly when used with your CA IDMS central version.

You may need to add the following libraries to the CDMSLIB concatenation:

• CA IDMS Enforcer load library
• CA IDMS/DC Sort CICS load library

You can add DD statements for database files to the startup JCL, if desired. This action is optional because CA IDMS
supports dynamic allocation. If the file names are specified in the DMCL, they are not required in the JCL. The following
products use their own database files:
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• CA IDMS SQL
• ASF Option
• CA IDMS Tools Dictionary
• CA IDMS Extractor
• CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator
• CA IDMS CA IDMS DML ONLINE
• CA IDMS Enforcer
• CA IDMS Masterkey
• CA IDMS SASO

Under certain circumstances, there are minimum requirements for successfully starting any IDMS CV.

If you are implementing CA IDMS support for zIIP, then certain modules must be loaded from authorized libraries. If the z/
OS operating system runs with AllowUserKeyCSA(NO), which is the default for z/OS v1r9 and above, then the STEPLIB
must be authorized and certain other procedures must be followed.

Note: For more information on configuring your system to run with AllowUserKeyCSA(NO), see "Storage Key
Considerations for z/OS CSA Subpools" in the CA IDMS System Operation topics.If AUTHREQ=YES is specified for the
CA IDMS SVC, then the STEPLIB must be authorized.

Note: For more information on configuring your system to run with AUTHREQ=YES, see Other Requirements.

CA IDMS Enforcer

Identify the CA IDMS systems where you want CA IDMS Enforcer to run. Add the CA IDMS Enforcer load library to the
CDMSLIB concatenation.

CA IDMS/DC Sort under CICS

Add the CA IDMS/DC Sort CICS load library to the startup JCL for CICS.

Verifying the System Configuration

Before you begin the verification process, the configuration must be completed successfully. The verification process
consists of the following phases:

• System startup
• Online verification
• Batch verification

Each phase is discussed next.

System Startup

To start your DC/UCF system, submit the STARTUP member in the CUSTOM.JCLLIB library. The system is active when
the Enter Next Task Code message appears in the JES log.

Online Verification

The online verification process consists of the following steps:

1. DCMT verification -- A CLIST that executes a large percentage of the DCMT DISPLAY xxxx functions has been
placed in your SYSTEM dictionary. To use this CLIST, enter the following commands at the DC/UCF ENTER NEXT
TASK CODE prompt:
DCUF SET DICTNAME SYSTEMCLIST DCMT-DEMO-CLIST
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This step invokes the CLIST and allows you to view the new DCMT DISPLAY output.
2. DCUF verification -- A CLIST that executes a large percentage of the DCUF DISPLAY xxxx functions has been

placed in your SYSTEM dictionary. To use this CLIST, enter the following commands at the DC/UCF ENTER NEXT
TASK CODE prompt:
DCUF SET DICTNAME SYSTEM
CLIST DCUF-DEMO-CLIST

This step invokes the CLIST and allows you to view the new DCUF DISPLAY output.
3. IDMSLOOK verification -- A CLIST that executes a large percentage of the online LOOK xxxx functions has been

placed in your SYSTEM dictionary. To use this CLIST, enter the following commands at the DC/UCF ENTER NEXT
TASK CODE prompt:
DCUF SET DICTNAME SYSTEM
CLIST LOOK-DEMO-CLIST

This step invokes the CLIST and allows you to view the IDMSLOOK output.
4. IDD verification -- To validate IDD, sign on to the APPLDICT dictionary and try various IDD commands, such as

DISPLAY ALL MODULES, DISPLAY ALL USERS, and DISPLAY ALL SCHEMAS.
5. Online Command Facility (OCF) verification -- To verify OCF, enter the following commands:

– DCUF SET DICTNAME SYSTEM
– OCF
– DISPLAY SEGMENT SYSTEM -- Displays the definitions of the segment, files and areas that comprise the

SYSTEM segment.
– DISPLAY DMCL R185DMCL -- Displays the DMCL created during the configuration process.
– DISPLAY DBTABLE R185DBTB -- Displays the database name table created during the configuration process.

Most other online products are optional. Exercise additional products, such as CA ADS, CA OLQ, and CA IDMS
Performance Monitor to verify their installation.

Batch Verification

Many CA IDMS tools and utilities can be tested. Most of these tools have already been verified by completing
configuration, including the following:

• ADSOBTAT -- The batch CA ADS application table load utility (ADSOBTAT) is run to define the $TOOLTCF (Transfer
Control Facility) as a valid CA ADS runtime application.

• IDMSBCF -- The CA IDMS Batch Command Facility (IDMSBCF) controls the execution of most of the CA IDMS utility
programs, DBTABLE processing, and SQL processing. IDMSBCF invokes the following utilities during configuration:
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– BACKUP
– FORMAT
– PRINT PAGE
– PRINT SPACE
– RESTORE

• IDMSCHEM -- The non-SQL, Commonweather Demonstration Database schema, EMPSCHM version 100, is added to
the APPLDICT DDLDML area using the schema compiler.

• IDMSDDDL -- Several data dictionary utilities are run to load various entity types (messages, elements, records, and
modules) into the DDLDML and DDLDCLOD areas.

• IDMSDMLC -- Various programs, including EMPLOAD, are processed using the CA IDMS COBOL precompiler
(IDMSDMLC) during the creation of the non-SQL demonstration database.

• IDMSRPTS -- The CA IDMS Schema Reporter program is executed to list various reports for EMPSCHM Version 100
during the configuration of the non-SQL demonstration database.

• IDMSUBSC -- The subschema used to define the non-SQL demonstration database, EMPSS01, is loaded and
generated using the subschema compiler.

• RHDCMAP1 -- The batch mapping compiler is used to load the map, EMPMAP, into the APPLDICT DDLDML area.
• RHDCMPUT -- The batch mapping utility module is run to do a PROCESS=ALL for map EMPMAP in the APPLDICT

dictionary.
• RHDCSGEN -- The batch system generation compiler is executed to create SYSTEM 90 and SYSTEM 99.

If you chose local mode for the configuration process, consider testing some of these tasks running against your central
version once it is established. You can test any other programs not executed during configuration at your convenience.

CAIRIM

The configuration process loaded a customized IDMS SVC that is resident only until the next IPL. Your systems group can
enable the SVC to install automatically at each IPL by running the CAIRIM proc (usually the CAS9 procedure) at each IPL.
This proc is described in the CA Common Services for z/OS documentation,

The CAS9 proc requires the CAIRIM parameter line for CA IDMS and the location of the six APFLIB modules.

The CAS9 proc reads CAIRIM product parameter lines from the CARIMPRM member in SYS1.PARMLIB. The format for
this line can vary as follows:

• If the location of the six APFLIB modules is specified by adding a DD statement to the CAS9 proc (concatenated to
STEPLIB), the CAIRIM parameter line format is as follows:
PRODUCT(CA IDMS) VERSION(GJJ0) INIT(GJJ0INIT) PARM(SVC=xxx)

• If no DD statement is added to the CAS9 proc, the format is as follows:
PRODUCT(CA IDMS) VERSION(GJJ0) LOADLIB(dsname) INIT(GJJ0INIT)
PARM(SVC=xxx)

where dsname is the name of the authorized loadlib containing the six APFLIB modules.

If you are running multiple releases of CA IDMS using one SVC, supply a CAIRIM parameter line for each release. All but
the first line must have the REFRESH parameter. See SVC.

NOTE
Maintenance may update the SVC load module. If the CA IDMS APFLIB loadlib is authorized and CAIRIM loads
the SVC directly from the APFLIB at each IPL, you are loading an updated (and possibly untested) SVC with the
first IPL after installing maintenance affecting the SVC. For this reason, do not load the SVC for your production
system directly from APFLIB.
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SVC

When an SVC is refreshed, all CVs using it must be brought down before the REFRESH. After the SVC has been
refreshed, the CV can be restarted. Unpredictable results can occur for any ERUS task that is accessing a CV while its
SVC is being refreshed. Batch jobs and CICS regions that access CA IDMS are affected.

This CA IDMS release SVC load module is downward compatible. If you are using multiple supported versions of CA
IDMS, you can run all your releases on the new SVC. For multiple releases to share the same SVC, the CAIRIM input
statements must be modified to avoid CA IDMS CAIRIM errors. Failure to modify the CAIRIM statement results in the
following message:

CA IDMS SVC MUST BE INSTALLED BY CAIRIM BEFORE STARTING THE DATABASE

Example

The site is running releases 18.0 and 19.0 and uses SVC 173. The following are the CAIRIM PARMLIB input statements:

PRODUCT(CA IDMS) VERSION(GJIO) INIT(GJJ0INIT) PARM(SVC=173)
PRODUCT(CA IDMS) VERSION(GJJ0) INIT(GJJ0INIT) PARM(REFRESH(SVC=173))

Explanation

The first statement installs SVC 173 with version code GJI0 (Release 18.0). The second statement inserts version code
GJJ0 (Release 19.0.02) into the CPU where CAIRIM is running while refreshing the same SVC load module. This allows
releases 18.0 and Release 19.0.2 CA IDMS CVs to use the same SVC.

NOTE

Note: The INIT parameter on both lines should name the GJJOINT load module.

Refreshing Required Modules

The required modules for this CA IDMS release—IDMSMSVA, RHDCSSFM, CAIXDOA$ and PMRTDATA—are downward
compatible. If you are using an earlier release of CA IDMS, the versions of these modules in the ECSA may not have
been refreshed when the new SVC was installed. Refresh these modules using the following syntax:

PRODUCT(CA IDMS) VERSION(GJJ0) INIT(GJJ0INIT) PARM(REFRESH(RHDCSSFM))

PRODUCT(CA IDMS) VERSION(GJJ0) INIT(GJJ0INIT) PARM(REFRESH(IDMSMSVA))

PRODUCT(CA IDMS) VERSION(GJJ0) INIT(GJJ0INIT) PARM(REFRESH(CAIXDOA$))

PRODUCT(CA IDMS) VERSION(GJJ0) INIT(GJJ0INIT) PARM(REFRESH(PMRTDATA))

When a module-name is refreshed, all CVs and batch Jobs that are using the module being refreshed must be ended
before the REFRESH. When the module has been refreshed, CVs and batch jobs can be restarted.

Numbered Options

Numbered options provide a means for you to tailor CA IDMS behavior to meet your processing needs. You enable
numbered options by turning on a bit in the options table, RHDCOPTF.

The following shows the default RHDCOPTF with no bits turned on. It can be found in your CUSTOM.SRCLIB
(RHDCOPTF)

#DEFOPTF TYPE=GENERATE
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END

To turn on bits 5 and 81, code the following:

#DEFOPTF OPT00005
#DEFOPTF OPT00081
#DEFOPTF TYPE=GENERATE
END

Assemble and link RHDCOPTF by running the RHDCOPTF jobs in the CUSTOM.SRCLIB and CUSTOM.LNKLIB libraries.

Security

A list of Broadcom supplied user mode programs that issue bind run units can be found in the CAGJSRC library in
members whose names begin with SEC. This list may be useful for sites that choose to secure RESTYPE=SPGM or
RESTYPE=DB.

Note: For more information about security, see the Security Administrating section.

Adding-on CA IDMS SQL
CA IDMS SQL is available through Portfolio Simplification. For more information about Portfolio Simplification, see
Portfolio Simplification for CA IDMS.

The CA IDMS SQL add-on installation process involves configuring CA IDMS SQL for your environment, which can be
done using one of the following two methods:

NOTE

If you apply PTF RO96807, you do not need an LMP key to add CA IDMS SQL 

Add-on Installation for CA IDMS SQL (Using CAISAG and CSM)
This article describes using the CAISAG and CSM methods to install CA IDMS SQL and includes the following
information:

Prerequisite

Before you install CA IDMS SQL, an SQL Catalog must exist in the system.

NOTE

If you created an SQL catalog to use with CA IDMS Visual DBA, you do not need to create another SQL
Catalog.

Create the Employee Skills Demo Database

You may want to create and populate the SQL version of the Employee Skills Demo Database on one or more of your
CVs. You can create the demo database using CAISAG or CSM.

CAISAG Implementation

Several new VARBLIST configuration variables are available to assist you in creating an SQL Catalog and Demo
Database on your system.

Use the following variables for a Base CA IDMS configuration:
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• SYSSQL = YES -- Governs the creation of System SQL catalog.
• SQLDEMO = YES -- Governs the creation of the SQL Demo Database.

Use the following variables for an Upgrade CA IDMS configuration:

• UPGSYSQL = YES -- Governs the creation of System SQL catalog.
• UPGQDEMO =YES -- Governs the creation of the SQL Demo Database.

Clients who already upgraded their CA IDMS system, but would like to create an SQL catalog, SQL Demo Database, or
both can perform an Add-On installation to accomplish this task.

Use the following variables for an Add-On CA IDMS configuration:

• BEGINMEM = SQL -- Sets the prefix for generated members to ‘SQL’.
• ADDSYSQL = YES -- Governs the creation of System SQL catalog.
• ADDQDEMO = YES -- Governs the creation of the SQL Demo Database.

When the CAISAG job is run, several new SQL-prefixed members are added into your CAISAG configuration library. The
following jobs contain the steps necessary to add the SQL catalog and Demo Database to your system for an Add-On
installation:

• SQL05 -- This job allocates the SQL catalog and Demo Database files.
• SQL08 -- This job builds the new SQL catalog.
• SQL10 -- This job formats and populates the new SQL catalog.
• SQL15 -- This job builds, formats, and populates the new SQL Demo Database.

CSM Implementation

Customers using CSM have the same options for adding the SQL catalog and SQL Demo Database as described in
the preceding section for customers using CAISAG. The process for adding the SQL catalog and Demo Database is
described within the CSM interface itself. CSM refers to an ‘Add-On installation’ as an ‘Update installation’ (or ‘Update
configuration’).

The same variables that are noted in the preceding section, "CAISAG Implementation," are also present in the CSM
interface.

WARNING
The addition of the SQL Catalog, SQL Demo Database, or both requires updates to both the global DMLC and
Database name Table (DBTB) of your CV. These updates are performed automatically in the job steps that are
generated by both CAISAG and CSM. Backups of both the global DMCL and DBTB are also performed during
these job steps.

Add-on Installation for CA IDMS SQL (Manual Method)
This article describes using the manual method for the CA IDMS SQL add-on installation, and includes the following
information:

Basic Conversion Tasks

Perform five basic tasks to convert a non-SQL catalog to an SQL catalog, to create an extra SQL catalog, to set up
Server, and optionally CCI as discussed in the following procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Convert the system catalog, CATSYS, from a NONSQL to a SQL-type catalog, using OCF.
2. Create a SQL catalog named SYSSQL.
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3. Create an updated DMCL module and update the DBTABLE to include the new SYSSQL catalog in each nonsystem
dictionary that is accessible by CA IDMS Visual DBA. Format the new SQL catalog SYSSQL.

4. Load the catalogs with SQL system definitions
5. Set up the mainframe component of CA IDMS Server and optionally CCI.

NOTE
The catalog entities created for CA IDMS Visual DBA require that each catalog has free space available. For
the DDLCAT area, 4 MB of available space is required; for the DDLCATX area 0.5 MB is required. CA IDMS
Visual DBA does not use space in the DDLCATLOD area. In most cases, you must expand the system catalog,
CATSYS. If expansion is needed for the new SQL catalog, SYSSQL, you must allocate enough space to
accommodate for future versions of CA IDMS Visual DBA and CA IDMS.

Perform the following steps to set up the mainframe environment for CA IDMS Visual DBA.

Convert CATSYS

NOTE
This step is only needed if the target catalog for CA IDMS Visual DBA is a non-SQL catalog. This is typically the
case for customers without licenses for CA IDMS SQL and Server who are installing CA IDMS Visual DBA for
the first-time and have never installed Visual DB or SQL Web Connect.

Before actually converting the CATSYS system catalog it is advised to take a backup of the CATSYS areas, so that a
restore can be done quickly if needed.

To convert the system catalog, CATSYS, from a NON-SQL to a SQL-type catalog, using OCF:

1. CONNECT TO SYSTEM
2. DISPLAY SEGMENT CATSYS AS SYNTAX
3. Edit the OCF workspace as follows:

a. Modify DISPLAY SEGMENT CATSYS AS SYNTAX; to DROP SEGMENT CATSYS
b. Modify attribute of segment CATSYS from FOR NONSQL to FOR SQL.
c. Add STAMP BY AREA for areas DDLCAT and DDLCATLOD.
d. Add STAMP BY TABLE for area DDLCATX.
e. Apply the syntax.
f. Clear the OCF workspace.
g. Include the updated segment, CATSYS, in all the DMCLs that use it. That is, for the DMCL named cvdmcl and

used by the Central Version:

ALTER DMCL cvdmcl INCLUDE SEGMENT CATSYS;

NOTE
This step is necessary because the DROP done in step 3a removed this segment from your DMCL
definition.

h. Generate your DMCL by entering GENERATE DMCL cvdmcl

Create SYSSQL Catalog

The source for SYSSQL can be cloned from the system catalog, CATSYS. You can use the following steps to create a
SYSSQL segment using OCF.

To create the SYSSQL segment, using OCF

1. CONNECT to SYSTEM
2. DISPLAY SEGMENT CATSYS AS SYNTAX
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3. Edit the OCF workspace as follows:
a. Change all occurrences of CATSYS to SYSSQL.
b. Change the file names to the new names you have selected in the file and physical area sections.
c. Modify the physical area definitions by changing the space, starting page information, and page size to the values

you have selected for the new segment.

NOTE
Do not change the area names from DDLCAT, DDLCATX, and DDLCATLOD.

d. Verify that segment definition SYSSQL has attribute FOR SQL.
e. Verify that areas DDLCAT and DDLCATLOD have attribute STAMP BY AREA.
f. Verify that area DDLCATX has attribute STAMP BY TABLE.
g. Apply the syntax.
h. Clear the OCF workspace.
i. Include the new SYSSQL segment in your DMCL by entering ALTER DMCL cvdmcl INCLUDE SEGMENT

SYSSQL;.
j. Generate your DMCL by entering GENERATE DMCL cvdmcl;

Create an Updated DMCL Module, Update the DBTABLE, and Format SYSSQL

1. Run a batch job to punch and link the DMCL cvdmcl.
2. Use OCF or IDMSBCF to update the DBTABLE used by your CA IDMS system to include the new SQL catalog,

SYSSQL, for each application dictionary by entering the following:

ALTER DMCL cvdmcl;

ALTER DBNAME dbname INCLUDE SEGMENT SYSSQL;

3. Run a batch job to punch and link the above DBTABLE.
4. Run a batch job to format the new SYSSQL segment.

Load the Catalogs with SQL System Definitions

1. Run an IDMSBCF batch job, using member TABLEDDL in the IDMS source library, to load the system tables into the
CATSYS and SYSSQL catalogs.

NOTE
If the IDMSBCF job does not end successfully, rerunning the step can terminate with message DB002028
DDL not allowed in the SYSTEM schema. An attempt has been made to create or modify the definition
of a table in the SYSTEM schema. If this message occurs while executing against the CATSYS catalog,
the CATSYS catalog must be restored; in case of the new SYSQL catalog, the SYSSQL segment must be
reformatted. After the cause of the problems have been identified and resolved, the TABLEDDL must then be
reexecuted.

2. Run an IDMSBCF batch job, using member VIEWDDL in the IDMS source library, to load the sysca views into the
CATSYS and SYSSQL catalogs.

VARBLIST Variables
The VARBLIST variables topics assist you with configuration decisions and provides detailed information for variables that
must be specified in the VARBLIST file before running CAISAG.
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If this is a complete base configuration of CA IDMS, the default dictionary and database file sizes are sufficient for
generating a small system to test the installation. File sizes used in an earlier configuration are a better indication of the
sizes needed for your environment.

Member Name

BEGINMEM=member-name

This variable establishes the member names for all the generated configuration jobs. The configuration jobs are created in
the SAMPJCL library. The member-name is one to six alphanumeric characters. Two numbers are appended by CAISAG
to create unique member names.

This feature allows you to create multiple versions of the configuration jobs while maintaining a record of the original
configuration.

Example

After installing CA IDMS, you decide to configure an additional CA IDMS product. By changing the BEGINMEM value, a
history is maintained of the original complete base configuration as well as the new add-on configuration.

Products

product-code=YES
             NO ◄─

This variable specifies the product name of a product to configure. For a listing of the available products, see CA IDMS
Product List.

To configure a particular product, change its value in VARBLIST from NO to YES.

NOTE
To access a DC/UCF system from CICS, install and configure CA IDMS CICS Support and CA IDMS UCF.

Global DMCL

GJGLDMCL=dmcl-name

This variable specifies the name of the global DMCL. If you are performing a CA IDMS complete base configuration, this
specifies the new global DMCL; otherwise, specify the name of the current global DMCL.

Upgrade Configuration
 GJUPGRAD=YES
         NO ◄─
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An upgrade is for sites that are currently running CA IDMS at an earlier release. An upgrade is available for CA IDMS
Release 12.0 and later, and may update database areas, but does not allocate or format database areas.

The default is NO, indicating that it is not an upgrade.

If you select an upgrade, (YES), you must specify the name of the existing global DMCL in the GJGLDMCL variable (see
Global DMCL.) Upgrades adhere to the following actions:

• CAISAG ignores all parameters for database file allocation.
• More products cannot be configured.

WARNING
If you are running CA IDMS Release 10.2 (or earlier), you cannot utilize the upgrade.

Tape Class

TAPCLASS=T ◄─
         x

This variable specifies the job class to be used for jobs requiring a tape mount. For jobs requiring a tape mount, CAISAG
automatically substitutes the tape class in the CLASS= parameter on the jobcard.

Disk VOLSER and Disk Contention

GJxxxSER=volume

This variable allows you to specify the pack on which to allocate the data set. For every data set created by the
configuration process, there is a corresponding variable designating the disk VOLSER. If you want the operating system
to choose the pack, specify a null value (two single quotes) for the GJxxxSER variable. Or you can specify the following:

PACK     = ''

GJxxxSER = @PACK@

The GJxxxSER variable is useful for reducing or eliminating disk contention issues. Areas such as the DDLDCLOD,
DDLDCLOG, and DDLDCMSG areas are used heavily at runtime and should be assigned to separate DASD to reduce
disk contention.

Journal file placement is important; for optimum performance allocate four journal files on separate DASD. The optimum
allocation when you have two disk drives is as follows:

File Name Disk 1 Disk 2
Journal 1 X
Journal 2 X
Journal 3 X
Journal 4 X
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The optimum allocation when you have three disks is as follows:

File Name Disk 1 Disk 2 Disk 3
Journal 1 X
Journal 2 X
Journal 3 X
Journal 4 X

CV Number

GJCVNUM=nnn

The CV number identifies the DC/UCF system to the SVC. Each SVC contains 256 slots used for communication between
address spaces. The CV number specifies the slot used by a particular CV. Valid values for the CV number are 0 through
255. If two central versions are assigned the same CV number, they cannot execute concurrently.

DC System Number

GJDCSYS=nnnn

The DC system number uniquely identifies a DC/UCF system. It identifies the system being generated, modified, copied,
or deleted. Valid values are 1 through 9999, and the DC system numbers must be unique. Many sites use the same
number for the DC system and the CV number (see CV Number) assigning a value from 1 to 255.

The DC system number can be specified in the S= parameter on the EXEC card in the startup deck (JCL to bring the
system up).

WARNING
Do not assign DC system numbers 90 and 99. These system numbers are reserved for use by CA IDMS during
the configuration process.

Free Storage

GJFRESTG=nnnn (default=1700)

The amount of storage, in kilobytes returned (freed) to the operating system at DC/UCF startup time. The storage is freed
for operating system use during DC/UCF startup operations. GJFRESTG must specify a positive integer storage amount.

The free storage amount can be specified by using the FSTG= parameter on the EXEC statement in your CV startup
JCL. If you have included an RHDCPARM module with your CV startup module, the free storage value specified using the
FSTG= parameter will override the value in the RHDCPARM module. For more information on #DCPARM or FREESTG,
see the Administrating section.

Operating system abends due to insufficient memory during startup are likely the result of an inadequate amount of
storage specified in the GJFRESTG variable.
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The GJFRESTG variable also affects the amount of storage available to the operating system for extending the LSQA at
runtime.

Uppercase Terminal Support

GJCASE=MIXED ◄─
       UPPER

CA IDMS products support both uppercase and mixed case installations. If site requirements prohibit displaying mixed-
case characters, specify UPPER. This often occurs due to language issues, not hardware limitations.

Authorized Userid

GJAUTH=userid

The GJAUTH and GJAUTHPW variables should be left with null values unless you are doing an upgrade configuration or
add-on configuration and your dictionaries are secured.

VTAM ID

GJVTAMID='' ◄─
         applid

This variable is used only for those sites configuring CA IDMS/DC. If left null, the default, no VTAM line is configured.
Otherwise, specify the name of the APPLID.

CWA Displacement

GJCWA=nn

This variable is for sites configuring CA IDMS CICS support. CA IDMS CV requires exclusive use of a fullword in the CICS
CWA. Specify the decimal displacement of this fullword relative to zero from the start of the CWA.

Add-On Variables

GJNUMJRN=''

DMCLSAVE=''
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DBTBSAVE=''

When you configure CA IDMS for the first time, CA IDMS/DB is a required product. Subsequent configurations for
additional products are known as add-on configurations.

The following variables pertain to manual add-on configurations only:

• GJNUMJRN specifies the number of disk journals defined to the system.
• DMCLSAVE specifies a backup load module name. If you are configuring the SQL option or the ASF option, your

current DMCL load module will be renamed to this name, and a new DMCL load module containing the new segments
will be created using your current DMCL load module name, taken from the GJGLDMCL= variable. If you are not
configuring the SQL option or the ASF option with an add-on configuration, this variable is ignored.

• DBTBSAVE specifies a backup load module name. If you are configuring the SQL option or the ASF option, your
current DB name table load module will be renamed to this name and a new DB name table load module will be
created using the GJGLDBTB= name.

For a manual add-on configuration, we recommend changing the value of the BEGINMEM variable to avoid overwriting
your original configuration jobs.

Page Size

GJxxxPSZ=nnnn

GJXARENT=nnnn

The default page sizes are based on 3390 disk drives. Specify a page size appropriate for your DASD.

If the XA program reentrant pool is large enough, programs are loaded once per CV cycle. If contention occurs in the XA
program pools, you can reduce runtime I/O by increasing the default page size for the dictionary load (DDLDCLOD) area
from the default of 5064.

You may also want to consider startup resources. Buffer space is defined in the DMCL; the larger the database page
sizes, the larger the buffer size. It is possible to create a DMCL that has millions of bytes in the buffer pool depending on
the:

• Number of buffers
• Size of the database pages
• Number of pages allocated in each buffer pool

The larger the buffer pool, the more startup resources CV requires.

CA Common Services for z/OS

GJSTEPL1=dsname

When the GJSTEPL1 variable is coded, a user-defined library is added to the appropriate steps in the generated
configuration JCL.
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Ensure one of the following conditions is met prior to starting the CA IDMS configuration process:

• The CA Common Services for z/OS load library is in your z/OS system LNKLST concatenation.
• The CA Common Services for z/OS load library is in the STEPLIB concatenation in all database jobs of the CA IDMS

configuration process. The CA Common Services for z/OS load library must be placed last in the concatenation.

CVKEY

GJCVKEY=nn

A primary protect key can be specified to restrict use of the SVC. For more information, see Creating a Secured CA IDMS
System on z/OS.

Log and Task Analyzer Billing Information

WIGSISVC = YES ◄─
           NO

WIGSISVC should be set to YES if you are configuring CA IDMS Log Analyzer or CA IDMS Task Analyzer. It modifies the
CA IDMS SVC to access job accounting data and copy it into the ERE. If GSISVCX is not invoked by the CA IDMS SVC,
the CA IDMS Log Analyzer and CA IDMS Task Analyzer Billing Reports and the CA IDMS Log Analyzer Billing Record
File will not contain valid billing data for external run units. The CA IDMS Log Analyzer and CA IDMS Task Analyzer Billing
Reports and the CA IDMS Log Analyzer Billing Record File are dependent upon this ERE data.

CA Endevor/DB Message Library

ABMSGDSN = msg.

   = '' ◄─

If CA Endevor SCM is installed at your site, specify the name of the message library here, otherwise leave the null value.
If you specify a library name, messages will be copied from the CAGJMSG library into the library you specify.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases
are built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include
error and FIXCAT holddata, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability
test criteria are released monthly and designated as CA Recommended Service (CA RS) for z/OS. You can install the
following types of maintenance:
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• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time. However, before you do so, we recommend that
you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

You can install product maintenance using CA Chorus™ Software Manager or SMP/E JCL.

For a comprehensive collection of articles dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using CA CSM
CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM) provides a product list that enables you to display the list of licensed product
maintenance packages and to download these packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that you
acquired outside of CA CSM so that they can be applied using CA CSM

NOTE
During your initial product installation, all product maintenance should be applied. Otherwise, you may have to
repeat the deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CA CSM:
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Figure 4: Maintaining_Products_CACSM

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CA CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CA CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CA CSM.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Apply CA RS maintenance.
b. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.

After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.
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NOTE
You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to
this product. Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target
systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CA CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance
installation. You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

Follow these steps: 

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:

– Owner of Update Task
Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.

– Recurrence
Specifies how often the task recurs.

– Update Software Catalog Every number of Days
or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value of Recurrence.

NOTE
Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For
example, on Monday at 10.30am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then
occurs on the third day, Thursday, at 7.00am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update
occurs on the same day at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30am, you set the number of days
to 3 and time to 11.00. The first update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00am.

– System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CA CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is not
defined, the CA CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.

NOTE
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CA CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CA RS maintenance wizard execution, CA CSM may receive maintenance. Some
maintenance packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CA CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.
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• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CA CSM rejects the maintenance that has been
received during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the
wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CA CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.

This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on
the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CA CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. We recommend that you update the product list on a daily or weekly basis
to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the
IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download CA Mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote CA server. This service eliminates the
manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system. 

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the CA SMP/E Internet Service as described
in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you can use
CA CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that your CA CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CA CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
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– Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
– Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on
the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
 While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.

Configure CA CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CA CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

NOTE
For more information about automatic maintenance updates, see the CA Chorus Software Manager
documentation.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CA CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CA CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about
these maintenance packages to CA CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CA CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CA CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some CA Technologies products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file
that comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CA
CSM inserts all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the
aggregated package is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CA CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

NOTE
If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested
package is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:

– Data Set
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.

– UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

– FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading a
PTF to validate it.
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• FTP Host
Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or provide
your FTP server host.

• FTP Port
Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.

• FTP Path
Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash (/). Enter
only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

• Maintenance Name
Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

• User Name
Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.

• Password
Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

– Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on
the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CA CSM database.

NOTE
To see the added package, refresh the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some CA Technologies
products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.
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Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CA CSM users cannot perform
any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CA CSM, or a CA CSM session is inactive for
more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance.

NOTE
If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CA CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on
the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
 While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CA CSM users cannot perform
any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CA CSM, or a CA CSM session is inactive for
more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance.

NOTE
If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link.
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NOTE
You can filter out only received packages.

The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CA CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on
the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

As an option, CA CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CA CSM users cannot
perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CA CSM, or a CA CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance.

NOTE
 If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CA CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on
the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CA CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CA CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CA CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to
be permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CA
CSM determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CA CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CA CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CA CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CA CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CA RS Maintenance

CA CSM lets you track and apply CA Recommended Services (CA RS) maintenance for your products.

CA Recommended Service (CA RS) is a set of maintenance packages that have been tested in a mainframe integrated
system test environment. We recommend that you install CA RS maintenance to keep your products current. CA
Technologies releases CA RS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CA RS maintenance level. 
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To learn about new CA RS maintenance available, download the CA RS files that are listed for published CA RS
maintenance. You can configure CA CSM to download CA RS files automatically, or add CARS files manually.

Based on information in CA RS files, you can filter CA RS maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section.
You can also select the packages that are applicable for within the CA RS level that you want to install.

You can apply particular CA RS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

NOTE
A CA RS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CA RS file
can also reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CA RS file. This situation
can occur if a maintenance package is found in error after the CA RS file is published. The CA RS processing
continues as expected, and the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CA RS
level for the product is not updated to the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the
SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CA RS File Download

You can configure CA CSM to download available CA RS files automatically. After download, the CA RS files are stored in
a USS directory under the software catalog.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CA RS Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:

– Owner of Update Task
Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.

– Recurrence
Specifies how often the task recurs.

– Update Software Catalog Every number of Days
or

– Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading CA RS files to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value of Recurrence.

NOTE
Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For
example, on Monday at 10.30am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then
occurs on the third day, Thursday, at 7.00am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update
occurs on the same day at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30am, you set the number of days
to 3 and time to 11.00. The first update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00am.

– System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CA CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is not
defined, the CA CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.

NOTE
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available CA RS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CA RS download is configured.
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Add a CA RS File

If you cannot automatically download available CA RS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CA RS File link. The CA RS files added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other CA RS files.

Follow these steps: 

1. Download the CA RS file using FTP from the CA Technologies file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

ftp://ftp.broadcom.com

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address

             

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CA RS file. CA RS files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CA CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CA RS File link in the Actions section
on the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CA RS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CA RS file is saved in the CA CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CA RS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CA RS level. During processing, CA
CSM verifies that maintenance packages associated with the selected CA RS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.

As an option, CA CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

NOTE
 While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CA CSM users cannot
perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CA CSM, or a CA CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CA RS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CA RS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CA CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on
the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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NOTE
 While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CA CSM verifies and applies the CA RS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab. 

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CA CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CA CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:

• CA.System.z/OS.*
Selects all the categories whose names start with CA.System.z/OS.

• CA.System.z/OS.%%
Selects all the categories under CA.System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CA CSM.

As an option, CA CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CA CSM users cannot perform
any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CA CSM, or a CA CSM session is inactive for
more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CA CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
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message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on
the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CA CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CA CSM users cannot perform
any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CA CSM, or a CA CSM session is inactive for
more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance.

NOTE
 If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link.

NOTE
You can filter out only applied packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CA CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CA CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the
maintenance restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on
the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CA CSM users cannot perform
any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CA CSM, or a CA CSM session is inactive for
more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance.

NOTE
 If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CA CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.
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NOTE
For more information about SMPWRKx and SYSUTx data sets, see IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CA CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using
the Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on
the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CA CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

NOTE
For more information about GROUP and GROUPEXTEND modes, see IBM SMP/E for z/OS Commands.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:

• Accept Check
Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

• Accept
Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

• Accept Check and Accept
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Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CA CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

We recommend that you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.

3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

NOTE
For more information about the BYPASS options, see IBM SMP/E for z/OS Commands.

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CA CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CA CSM users cannot perform
any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CA CSM, or a CA CSM session is inactive for
more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed.

NOTE
If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CA CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
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message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is already received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to
return to the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CA CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. We recommend that
you run the maintenance in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

• NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.

• NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on
the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
 While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CA CSM.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a System Programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance manually

As a System Programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance manually.
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Download and Receive Maintenance

Maintenance and HOLDDATA is available at Broadcom Support. After you complete the maintenance process, the
product is ready to deploy.

Use this procedure during product installation and for ongoing preventive maintenance in non-installation use cases
according to your maintenance strategy.

Follow these steps:

1. Select your download option:
– Download maintenance using the CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

This option uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download CA Mainframe product maintenance
over the Internet, by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote CA server. This service
eliminates the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are
fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites
are downloaded automatically and received to your system.
To use this download option, see Configure CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. After your PTFs are downloaded
and received, you are ready to Apply and Accept Maintenance (go to Step 15).

– Download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support
With this option, you manually select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then
use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive the files. This utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/
OS without the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides
in yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP). To use this download option, you must be running CA Common Services
Release 14.1 with PTF RO58216 or Version 15.0. Review the CAUNZIP requirements and then go to Step 2.

2. Log in to Broadcom Support and select Mainframe Software.
3. Enter the PTF Solution ID or complete either of the following steps to search from the product page:

– Enter the product name to display the product page. Select the SUPPORT tab, and then select Download.
– Select Product Downloads, enter the product name or select the product from the list.
Your product entry opens at the Product Download tab.

4. Select Solution Download.
5. Select the applicable software release.

A list of published solutions is displayed.
6. Select ADD ALL TO CART or locate the solution or solutions you want in the list and select Cart, HTTP, or FTP

(recommended).

TIP
For more information about download methods and locations, see Downloading Products.

7. Run the CAUNZIP utility.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

8. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file.
9. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
10. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
11. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.
12. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the AGJSEDIT macro, which you customized in the

installation steps.
13. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ60RCH in an edit session and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command

line.
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NOTE
Update AGJ60RCH SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

AGJ60RCH is customized.
14. Submit AGJ60RCH.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
15. Apply and accept corrective maintenance.
16. (Optional) Apply and accept CA Recommended Service (CA RS) maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

After downloading and receiving your maintenance package, use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective
maintenance.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ80APM in an edit session and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command
line.
AGJ80APM is customized.

2. Submit AGJ80APM.
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ90ACM in an edit session and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the
command line.
AGJ90ACM is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit AGJ90ACM.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Corrective maintenance is complete. You can now optionally apply CA RS maintenance.

Apply CA Recommended Service (CA RS) Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CA RS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
For more information about CA RS maintenance, see CA Recommended Service for z/OS in the Mainframe
Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the ASSIGN statements:
a. Determine which ASSIGN statements to download.

• The yearly CA RS ASSIGN statements are stored in the following file:
ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/YEARLY/YEARyyyy.TXT

• The monthly CA RS ASSIGN statements are stored in the following file:
ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/CARyymm.TXT

b. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ50CAR in an edit session, update AGJ50CAR SAMPJCL to download your
ASSIGN statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command line.
AGJ50CAR is customized.

2. Submit AGJ50CAR.
The job downloads the CA RS ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ70RCM in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command line.
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AGJ70RCM is customized.
4. Submit AGJ70RCM.

The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and CA RS ASSIGN statements.
5. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ80APM in an edit session and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command

line.
AGJ80APM is customized.

6. Submit AGJ80APM.
The PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ90ACM in an edit session and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the
command line.
AGJ90ACM is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit AGJ90ACM.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Install and Maintain z/VM
This section takes you step-by-step through the CA IDMS install procedure. Each screen that you use during the install is
presented. The section is designed to allow you to follow along as you install CA IDMS.

Before you begin

Before you begin the install procedure, ensure that you have:

• Reviewed cover letters and PMLs (Product Maintenance Letters)
• Reviewed the Installation and Maintenance sections
• Reviewed and verified system requirements
• Installed required CA CIS components

New Installation Features
Several new features are available in this release of CA IDMS, which are designed to simplify the installation process and
assist you in maintaining the CA IDMS software.

The installation section contains the installation and maintenance procedures for the entire CA IDMS product family. Find
detailed information in "Combined Installation Manual."

Also, there is a detailed discussion of the three types of installs available. See "CA IDMS Installation Types" for more
information.

Combined Installation Manual
In the CA IDMS. product family, the installation procedures for CA IDMS., CA IDTOOL. and CA IDMS. Option for CMS are
merged into a single installation manual. These product lines and their respective products are listed below:

• CA IDMS
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– CA IDBFE
– CA IDBFEASF
– CA IDBFF
– CA IDBFM
– CA IDBFK
– CA IDBGJ
– CA IDBEJ
– CA IDBGQ
– CA IDBGS
– CA IDBA4
– CA IDBFL
– CA IDBFH
– CA IDBFG
– CA IDBGY
– CA IDBGX
– CA IDBGT
– CA IDBXS
– CA IDBGP

• CA IDTOOL
– CA IDTO5
– CA IDTO7
– CA IDTDI
– CA IDTH4
– CA IDTH7
– CA IDTIR
– CA IDTO2
– CA IDTDI
– CA IDTDIA
– CA IDTM3
– CA IDTDQF
– CA IDTDMLO
– CA IDTO3
– CA IDTFP
– CA IDTF7
– CA IDTF8
– CA IDTF9
– CA IDTO4
– CA IDTGI
– CA IDTO6

• CA IDMS. Option for CMS

Separate Installs
While the installation manual is consolidated, the installation procedures are separate. The CA IDMS. core products
installation must be completed before installing the CA IDTOOL. products.

Example
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Suppose you are installing CA IDBGJ., CA IDBGQ., CA IDBGY. and CA IDTDMLO..

1. Install the core products (CA IDBGJ., CA IDBGQ., CA IDBGY.), using:
a. System Requirements
b. Installing CA IDMS.

2. Install the Tools products (CA IDTDMLO.), using:
a. System Requirements
b. Installing CA IDTOOL.

CA IDMS Installation Types
From a base-level install tape, you can perform one of the following mutually exclusive installations:

• Complete Base Installation
• Upgrade Installation
• Add-On Installation

Complete Base Installation Upgrade Installation Add-On Installation
Creates New Install Libraries Yes Yes Depends on product
Allocates/Formats Database
Areas

Yes No Depends on product

Updates Existing Database
Areas

No Yes Depends on product

Requires Previous Base Install No No Yes
Prior Install Must Be Same
Genlevel

N/A No Yes

Base Tape Required Yes Yes Yes
Available on Maintenance Tape No No No

Base tapes are not mass mailed; they are available only on individual order. Since prior-genlevel base tapes are expired,
only the latest genlevel base tape can be ordered.

Complete Base Installation
Any site may execute a Complete Base Installation, although it is best suited for sites that have never installed CA IDMS.
Release 12.0 or later. A Complete Base Installation:

• Creates new CA IDMS. software libraries
• Allocates, formats, and initializes new dictionaries
• Creates new DMCL and DB name table load modules
• Creates a new DC system

A complete installation can be performed for CA IDMS. or CA IDTOOL.

Upgrade Installation
If you have already installed CA IDMS. Release 12.0 or later, you may choose to perform an Upgrade Installation. An
Upgrade installation updates the environment with the latest software and operates with your existing dictionaries and
database files. It upgrades the products currently installed.

An Upgrade installation does not allocate, format, or initialize database or dictionary files. It does update dictionaries with
new entities, such as:
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• Messages and Codes
• System Records
• CA IDMS Protocols
• System Classes and Attributes
• Built-in Functions
• CA IDMS Reports
• CA IDMS Load Modules

A new set of libraries is allocated and populated with the new software. New software is created in the loadlibs.

Load modules, such as the DB name table and the DMCL, that are created by punching and linking source from your
dictionaries do not need to be recreated.

An Upgrade install ignores allocation and page range parameters for database files. When you specify the customized
values in the Select Miscellaneous Parameters screen you do not have to modify the defaults for these items.

NOTE
Upgrade installations are valid for Release 12.0 and latersystems.

Add-On Installation
An Add-On installation allows you to install additional CA IDMS. or CA IDTOOL. products into an existing CA IDMS.
environment. Add-On installations must be performed on same-genlevel systems; bring your system up to the current
service pack level by installing all necessary maintenance before adding the new product.

In the Product Selection screen, specify S for the product(s) you are adding. Depending on the product, new minidisks
may be required. For example, if you are installing CA IDBGT. a minidisk is required for the SQL database files.

Installing CA IDMS
During the installation, you perform these steps:

1. Allocate minidisks
2. Offload installation material from tape
3. Run IDMS170 EXEC to initiate installation
4. Set installation parameters
5. Execute install job steps
6. Create new startup module
7. Create startup EXEC

Obtaining help

To obtain field-level help on any of the installation screens, press PF1.

Function keys

The updates are controlled through the use of PF keys on all screens. The use of the ENTER key does not cause updates
to occur, but can invoke read-only type functions on some screens.

For more information, see the following topics:

Review Cover Letters or PMLs
Review any cover letters or Product Maintenance Letters (PMLs) in your installation package. Review this information for
any additional steps or site-relevant information that is required to complete your CA IDMS installation.
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Also, review the topics in this section before installing CA IDMS. These topics may have an impact on the parameters you
select when installing CA IDMS.

Dynamic or Static PDE Support

CA IDMS and CA IDTOOL can be installed to allocate program definition elements (PDEs) at runtime or at system startup
(static) dynamically. The PROGRAM statements for a CA IDMS product using maps, dialogs, or tables are now included
in two separate dictionary modules: one module containing the required PROGRAM statements and the other module
containing the PROGRAM statements for the maps, dialogs, and tables.

For example, the PROGRAM statements for the CA IDMS programs defining OLQ menu mode are stored in the dictionary
module ONLINE-QUERY. The PROGRAM statements for the dialogs, maps, and tables defining OLQ menu mode are
stored in the dictionary module ONLINE-QUERY-DYN.

During the installation process, PROGRAM statements defining the maps, dialogs, and tables for CA IDMS and the
CA IDTOOL are not included in the system 99 definition. As a result, PDEs are allocated at startup for those programs
requiring them and dynamically for those programs eligible for dynamic PDE allocation.

Dynamic allocation of PDEs makes it possible to load PDEs for maps, dialogs, and tables in AE storage. This option
is controlled by the DYNAMIC PDE field on the Selection Miscellaneous Parameters screen for both CA IDMS and CA
IDTOOL installation. A field value of Y (Yes) directs CA IDMS. to allocate PDEs for CA-supplied maps, dialogs, and tables
dynamically at runtime (that is, their PROGRAM statements are not included in the system definition). Y (Yes) is the
default.

NOTE
If you want to add these PROGRAM definitions to your systemdefinition, add the appropriate INCLUDE
statements for the dictionary modules containing the PROGRAM statements for the product-specific maps,
dialogs, and tables and then regenerate the system definition. These module names are suffixed with '-DYN'.

A field value of N (No) directs the system to build static PDEs for CA-supplied maps, dialogs, and tables during the system
startup.

Allocate Minidisks
Perform the following steps to allocate minidisks:

1. Allocate and format the CA IDMS. installation disk in CMS format for a Base or Upgrade installation
2. Allocate database minidisks

NOTE
Perform this step only for a Base installation or an Add-Oninstallation for a product that requires its own
database files (for example, CA IDBGT.).

3. For an Upgrade install, you may need to copy some members from the prior release's installation minidisk. This is
documented in the cover letter for each install type.

Offload Installation Material from Tape
Contents of the installation file

The installation file has the following contents:
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• Installation EXECs, XEDIT profiles, and message file
• Installation HELP files
• Sample EXECs to run CA IDMS. programs
• Sample system startup EXEC - STARTUP
• Sample archive journal EXEC - RUNAJNL
• Sample archive log EXEC - RUNPLOG
• Sample UCFCMS EXEC
• Optional APARS
• Required APARs (if provided)

Load file

Take these steps to load the installation file:

1. Mount the installation tape
2. Type:

TAPE FSF n

where n is the number of files that are specified on the cover letter
3. Type:

TAPE LOAD * * A (NOPRINT

Complete Installation of CA CIS Software
As discussed in CA CIS Requirements for CA IDMS, you must issue a request informing CA Activator which CA CIS
products are required to install CA IDMS.

Use the CAE5ACT EXEC which simulates the normal CA Activator product request. To run this EXEC, at the READY
prompt type:

CAE5ACT

NOTE
If you are doing an Upgrade installation or you are installingONLY the CA IDMS CMS Option, this step is NOT
required.

Now, return to the CA CIS installation process. You should see several products available for installation. Complete the
installation as outlined in the CA CIS documentation. Afterwards, complete the CA IDMS installation process.

Execute IDMS170 to Initiate Installation
The IDMS170 EXEC invokes all the installation and maintenance tasks that must be performed. Take the following steps
to run IDMS170:

1. Type IDMS170.
2. The installation process determines if this is an Upgrade install by checking the LASTING GLOBALV to see if a prior

release of CA IDMS is installed. The install type (Base or Upgrade), determines what is displayed on the screen.
– If this is the first time invoking the installation, this screen is displayed.
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 CAE5LODV                          CA, INC.                   USER: userid
  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS z/VM INSTALLATION
  TIME: 08:49:39            LOAD DEFAULT PARAMETERS

  **********************************************************
  * THE DEFAULT INSTALLATION PARAMETERS FOR A FULL BASE    *
  * INSTALL WILL NOW BE LOADED INTO YOUR LASTING GLOBALV   *
  * USING THE CAE5LODF EXEC.                               *
  **********************************************************

      PLEASE PRESS  ENTER  TO CONTINUE

If a prior release of CA IDMS is installed, the following screen displays.

 CAE5LODV                          CA, INC.                   USER: userid
  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS z/VM INSTALLATION
  TIME: 08:49:39            LOAD DEFAULT PARAMETERS

  **********************************************************
  * NEW INSTALL PARAMETERS FOR THIS RELEASE WILL BE LOADED *
  * INTO YOUR LASTING GLOBALV FOR THIS UPGRADE INSTALL     *
  * USING THE CAE5LODU EXEC.                               *
  **********************************************************

      PLEASE PRESS  ENTER  TO CONTINUE

For both installations, your only choice is to press ENTER.

The Main menu displays on your terminal.

  CAE5H0                      CA, INC.                          TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy              CA IDMS                           USER: userid
  TIME: hh: mm: ss       VM/CMS INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE

                             M A I N  M E N U

                          SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS
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                          INSTALL PRODUCT(S) FROM BASE TAPE

                          INSTALL PRODUCT MAINTENANCE TAPE

                          APPLY APAR CORRECTION(S) TO SYSTEM

                          DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER
                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Main menu options

The following table describes the Main menu installation options.

NOTE
Not all the options are used.

Option Description
Set installation parameters This option accesses a menu that allows you to set the

parameters that are used during the installation procedure. These
parameters apply to Base, Add-on, and maintenance installs.

Install product(s) from Base tape This option displays a menu presenting you with all the job steps
that are required to complete either a Base, Upgrade, or Add-on
installation. A Base installation must be completed an Add-on or
Maintenance installation can be attempted. Add-on installations
may be done after a Base installation is successfully completed.

Install product maintenance tape This option displays a menu presenting you with all the job steps
that are required to install a Maintenance tape. You must have
completed a prior Base install or Add-on installation before a
Maintenance installation can be started.
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Apply APAR corrections to system This option displays a menu which allows you to apply or remove
APARs to your system. You are able to specify control parameters,
select required or optional APARs to apply or show those already
applied, or review the APAR control files.

Display GLOBALV variables This option displays a menu that allows you to display installation
values in the LASTING GLOBALV that are not displayed on other
panels. These screens may be useful in debugging installation
problems. For more information regarding the LASTING
GLOBALV screens, see The CA IDMS. GLOBALV Menu.

Set Installation Parameters
You set installation parameters from the Set Install Parameters menu. Take the following steps to display the Set Install
Parameters menu:

1. Tab to the SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS on the Main menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Set Installation Variables menu shown displays on your terminal:

  CAE5SPRM                    CA, INC.                       TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid
  TIME: hh: mm: ss          SET INSTALL PARAMETERS MENU

                          SET INSTALLATION TYPE
                          CHOOSE PRODUCTS TO INSTALL
                          SET MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS
                          SET PRODUCT PASSWORDS

                          SET TAPE SELECTION PARAMETERS

                          SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS - ALL MINIDISKS
                          SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS - BY SEGMENT
                          VALIDATE PAGE RANGES FOR UNIQUENESS

                          SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS - JOURNALS

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER
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                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

The following pages present the steps necessary to complete setting the installation parameters.

Set Installation Type

Take the following steps to select a different installation type:

1. Place the cursor next to SET INSTALLATION TYPE on the Set Install Parameters menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Set Installation Type screen is displayed on your terminal.

  CAE5STYP                    CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  Date: mm/dd/yy     CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION          USER: userid
  TIME: hh: mm: ss     SELECT INSTALLATION TYPE

 FIELD          VALUE
  INSTALL TYPE: BASE
  CVMACH ID:    IDMSQA01
  USER TYPE:    PRIMARY
    (PRIMARY OR SECONDARY)

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | PF1= FIELD HELP   PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGE)   PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS   |
 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+
  CAE5STYP                   CA, INC.                   TAPE: volser
  Date: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION      USER: userid
  Time: hh: mm: ss      SELECT INSTALLATION TYPE

  FIELD         VALUE
   INSTALL TYPE: BASE
   CVMACH ID:    IDMSQA01
   USER TYPE:    PRIMARY
     (PRIMARY OR SECONDARY)

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+
| PF1= FIELD HELP  PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGE)  PF=9 UPDATED PARAMETERS    |
+----------------------------------------------------------------------+
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3. Type new information in any field on the screen.
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering information to update the parameters.

Choose Products to Install

Take the following steps to select products to install:

1. Tab to the CHOOSE PRODUCTS TO INSTALL option on the Set Install Parameters menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Product Selection screen displays on your terminal:

  CAE5SPRD                   CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy     CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION         USER: userid
  TIME: hh: mm: ss         PRODUCT SELECTION

 STAT PRODUCT NAME                   STAT PRODUCT NAME
  S   CA ADS                          N   CA IDMS DBCS OPTION
  S   CA ADS APPC                     S   CA IDMS/DC
  S   CA ADS ASF OPTION               S   CA IDMS DDS
  S   CA ADS BATCH                    S   CA IDMS DICTIONARY LOADER
  S   CA EDP AUDITOR                  S   CA IDMS PERFORMANCE MONITOR
  S   CA ICMS                         S   CA IDMS PRESSPACK
  S   CA CULPRIT FOR CA IDMS          S   CA IDMS SERVER
  S   CA IDMS/DB                      S   CA IDMS UCF
  S   CA IDMS SQL                     S   CA OLQ ONLINE QUERY FOR CA IDMS

TO INSTALL A PRODUCT, ENTER AN  S  NEXT TO THE PRODUCT NAME
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------+
| STATUS  I= INSTALLED N= NOT INSTALLED S= TO BE INSTALLED              |
| PF1 =  FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO SELECT)     PF9= SELECT PRODUCTS |
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Type S next to each product you want to install.
4. Press PF9 when you have completed selecting products to save your selections.

Select Miscellaneous Parameters

Perform the following steps to set miscellaneous parameters:

1. Place the cursor next to SET MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS on the Set Install Parameters menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The following Select Miscellaneous Parameters screen displays on your terminal:

  CAE5SMSC                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION           USER: userid
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  TIME: 10:46:16        SELECT MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS

 FIELD          VALUE     FIELD           VALUE     FIELD           VALUE
  INSTALL TYPE: BASE      CVMACH ID:      userid    EXIT21 FIELDS
  USER TYPE:    PRIMARY   ASSEMBLER NAME: ASMAHL     BATCH CLASS:   09
   (PRIMARY OR SECONDARY) DBA LOAD NAME:  DBALIB     BATCH MACHINE: IDMSBTCH
  DMCL NAME:    R150DMCL  SAVE DMCL NAME:           CA90S USERID:
  DBTABLE NAME: R150DBTB  SAVE DBTB NAME:           CA90S ADDRESS:
  DYNAMIC PDE:  Y         COBOL INST:     Y         LE INST:        N
  CASE MODE:    UPLOW     COBOL NAME:     COBOL2    DISK DEVICE:    3390
   (UPLOW OR UPPER)       COBOL TXTLIB:   VSC2LTXT   MODIFY PAGES:  N
  NETWORK DEMO: Y         COBOL LOADLIB:  VSC2LOAD  ALLOC NEW ASF:  Y
  SECURITY ON:  N          (COBOL/II OR LATER)
   (CA-CULPRIT ONLY)      STOR. PROTECT:  Y
  COMPANY NAME: company_name
   (CA IDMS/PM ONLY)

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 |  PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)     PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS    |
 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Type new information in any field on the screen.
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering information to update the miscellaneous parameters.

NOTE
The default disk device is 3390, and the default page ranges are set to use all the space on each cylinder. If
the device is changed to 3380, the default number of pages is changed to use all the space on a 3380 cylinder
without creating any page overlaps.

Provide CA IDMS Passwords

Take the following steps to set product passwords:

1. Tab to SET PRODUCT PASSWORDS on the Set Install Parameters menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Provide Product Passwords screen displays on your terminal.

  CAE5SPWD                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS z/VM INSTALLATION           USER: userid
  TIME: 09:25:56           PROVIDE PRODUCT PASSWORDS

         PASSWORD           PASSWORD           PASSWORD
  PW1               PW2                PW3
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  PW4               PW5                PW6
  PW7               PW8                PW9
  PW10              PW11               PW12
  PW13              PW14               PW15
  PW16              PW17               PW18
  PW19              PW20               PW21
  PW22              PW23               PW24
  PW25              PW26               PW27
  PW28              PW29               PW30

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)    PF9= UPDATE PASSWORDS    |
 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Enter passwords for those products requiring passwords.
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering passwords to update passwords.

Set Tape Processing Parameters

Take the following steps to set tape selection parameters:

1. Place the cursor next to SET TAPE SELECTION PARAMETERS on the Set Install Parameters menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Select Tape Processing Parameters screen displays on your terminal.

  CAE5STAP                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION           USER: userid
  TIME: 13:15:51       SELECT TAPE PROCESSING PARAMETERS

 FIELD          VALUE       FIELD          VALUE   FIELD          VALUE
 INSTALLATION               BACKUPS                DBDEMO SYSJRNL
  TAPE ADDRESS: 181          TAPE ADDRESS: 182      TAPE ADDRESS: 183
  VOLSER:       volser       AFTER JOB5:   Y        RUN TO TAPE:  N
  GENLEVEL:     genlevel      VOLSER:      BKUP01   VOLSER:       DBDEMO
                              FILE NUMBER: 01
                             FINAL BACKUP: Y
                              VOLSER:      BKUP01
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                              FILE NUMBER: 02

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 |  PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)     PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS    |
 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Type new information in any field on the screen.
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering information to update the tape selection parameters.

Set Minidisk Parameters

You can set minidisk parameters for all minidisks or set minidisk parameters by segment. When you initially set the
values you should set minidisk parameters for all minidisks. Later, when you want to change parameters on one or more
minidisks you should set minidisk parameters by segment.

Set Minidisk Parameters for All Minidisks

Perform the following steps to set minidisk parameters for all minidisks:

1. Place the cursor next to SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS - ALL MINIDISKS on the Set Install Parameters menu.
2. Press ENTER.

A Segment Parameters screen similar to one of the following examples shown here displays on your terminal. Some
segment definitions allow you to specify user-defined segment and dbname values. This allows for greater flexibility,
especially when processing and UPGRADE installation.

  CAE5SSYS                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION           USER: userid
  TIME: 13:16:59        SELECT SYSTEM SEGMENT PARAMETERS

 FILE NAME:      DCDML        DCLOD        DCLOG        DCRUN        DCSCR
  FORMAT:        Y            Y            Y            Y            Y
   (Y OR N)
  FILE NAME:     DCDML        DCLOD        DCLOG        DCRUN        DCSCR
  DISK ADDRESS:  0503         0504         0505         0506         0507
  DEVICE TYPE:   3390         3390         3390         3390         3390
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   (DISK TYPE OR FBA)
  STARTING PAGE: 2001         3501         30001        40001        50001
   (1 - 1073741821)
  NUM. OF PAGES: 1250         172          4847         1249         2505
  PAGE SIZE:     4096         4096         4096         2048         2048
   (512 (FBA ONLY)
    1024, 2048, 4096)

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)    PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS   |
 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+
  CAE5SAPL                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: G0Q41B
  DATE: 08/19/04          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION           USER: IDMSRI01
  TIME: 16:39:29       SELECT APPLDICT SEGMENT PARAMETERS

 SEGMENT NAME:   APPLDICT
 DBNAME:         APPLDICT

 FILE NAME:      DICTDB       DLODDB
  FORMAT:        C            C
   (Y OR N)
  FILE NAME:     DICTDB       DLODDB
  DISK ADDRESS:  050B         050C
  DEVICE TYPE:   3390         3390
   (DISK TYPE OR FBA)
  STARTING PAGE: 60001        70001
   (1 - 1073741821)
  NUM. OF PAGES: 2509         712
  PAGE SIZE:     4096         4096
   (512 (FBA ONLY)
    1024, 2048, 4096)

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)    PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS   |
 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+_

3. You can now change the parameters for any file where you do not want to use the default values.
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4. Press PF9 when you are done entering segment parameters to update the segment parameters. Then press PF3 and
you are taken to another segment screen. When all segments have been reviewed, you are returned to the Set Install
Parameters menu.

Set Minidisk Parameters by Segment

The set minidisk parameters by segment option provide the following results:

• Allows modification at the segment level
• Only shows segments for products being installed

Follow these steps to set minidisk parameters by segment:

1. Place the cursor next to SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS - BY SEGMENT on the Set Install Parameters menu
2. Press ENTER

The Select Minidisks by Segment screen displays on your terminal.

  CAE5PDSK                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS z/VM INSTALLATION           USER: userid
  TIME: 10:37:18          SELECT MINIDISKS BY SEGMENT

              STAT   SEGMENT     FILES IN SEGMENT

               D     APPLDICT    DICTDB, DLODDB
               D     ASFDICT     ASFDML, ASFLOD, ADEFN, ADATA
               D     CATSYS      DCAT, DCCATX, DCCATL
               D     EMPDEMO     EMPDEMO, INSDEMO, ORGDEMO
               D     PROJSEG     PROJDEMO
               D     SQLDEMO     EMPLDEMO, INFODEMO, INDXDEMO
               D     SYSDIRL     DIRLDB, DIRLOD
               D     SYSLOC      DCLSCR
               D     SYSMSG      DCMSG
               D     SYSSQL      SQLDD, SQLXDD, SQLLOD
               D     SYSTEM      DCDML, DCLOD, DCLOG, DCRUN, DCSCR
               D     SYSUSER     SECDD
                     EXIT

     STATUS VALUES: D= DEFAULTS  E= EDITED
     PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED SEGMENT AND PRESS ENTER  ( PF3=EXIT )

3. Place the cursor next to the desired segment.
4. Press ENTER.

NOTE
If you modify any values for a database file in a segment, the STAT column for that segment displays an
"E" (edited) in place of the "D" (default).
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Validate Page Ranges

The installation validates your database page ranges to ensure that there are no page range overlaps before DMCL
generation. Optionally, you can provide a file containing all of the user database file page ranges that can be used during
this validation. This prevents page range overlaps with user database files. The file must be named PAGE USERLIST and
must be stored on the A disk. The format of the file is:

Column Field Description
1 - 8 Database file name

(for example, DICTDB)
9 Blank
10 - 19 Starting page, zero filled

(for example, 0000001001)
20 Blank
21 - 30 Number of pages, zero filled

(for example, 0000001001)
31 Blank
32 - 41 Ending page, zero filled

(for example, 00000020000)
42 - 80 Blank

Perform the following steps to validate page ranges:

1. Place the cursor next to VALIDATE PAGE RANGES FOR UNIQUENESS on the Set Install Parameters menu
2. Press ENTER

Validate page ranges with no errors found

The Database Page Range Verification screen displays when no errors are found.

  CAE5VPAG                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS z/VM INSTALLATION           USER: userid
  TIME: 12:35:17       DATABASE PAGE RANGE VERIFICATION

DBAVPG070I 14:57:26 ALL MINIDISK PAGE RANGES HAVE BEEN EXAMINED AND NO PAGE
DBAVPG070I 14:57:26 RANGE OVERLAPS HAVE BEEN FOUND IN THE DATABASE AREAS WHICH
DBAVPG070I 14:57:26 ARE PART OF THE BASE INSTALLATION PROCESS.
DBAVPG070I 14:57:26
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 +-------------------------------------------------------------+
 |  ====>   HIT ANY PFKEY OR PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE   <====   |
 +-------------------------------------------------------------+

Validate page ranges with errors found

The following Database Page Range Verification screen displays when errors are found.

  CAE5VPG1                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS z/VM INSTALLATION           USER: userid
  TIME: 12:36:44      DATABASE PAGE VERIFICATION - ERRORS

 FILE        STARTING      NUMBER       ENDING     PAGE
 NAME          PAGE       OF PAGES       PAGE     OVERLAP
 DCCAT               1          292          292     *
 DICTDB              1         2089         2089     *
 DCCATL            601          142          742     *
 DCCATX            801          142          942     *
 DCDML            1001         1040         2040     *
 DCLOD            3001          142         3142
 DIRLLOD          4001          142         4142
 DIRLDB           5001         2089         7089
 DCMSG           10001         4038        14038
 SQLDD           20001         2089        22089
 SQLLOD          27001          592        27592
 SQLXDD          28001          592        28592
 DCLOG           30001         4038        34038
 DCRUN           40001         1069        41069

 +-------------------------------------------------------------+
 |     PF3= RETURN    PF7= SCROLL UP    PF8= SCROLL DOWN       |
 +-------------------------------------------------------------+
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Set Minidisk Parameters for Journals

Perform the following steps to set minidisk parameters for journals:

1. Place the cursor next to SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS - JOURNALS on the Set Install Parameters menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Select Journal Parameters screen displays on your terminal.

  CAE5SJNL                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION           USER: userid
  TIME: 13:18:49           SELECT JOURNAL PARAMETERS

 FILE NAME:      J1JRNL       J2JRNL       J3JRNL       J4JRNL
  ALLOCATE:                                N            N
   (Y OR N)
  FORMAT:        Y            Y            Y            Y
   (Y OR N)
  FILE NAME:     J1JRNL       J2JRNL       J3JRNL       J4JRNL
  DISK ADDRESS:  051C         051D         051E         051F
  DEVICE TYPE:   3390         3390         3390         3390
   (DISK TYPE OR FBA)
  NUM. OF PAGES: 5964         5964         5964         5964
   (1 - 1073741821)
  PAGE SIZE:     2048
   (512 (FBA ONLY)
    1024, 2048, 4096)

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)    PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS   |
 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Type journal parameters.
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering journal parameters to update the journal parameters.

Execute Install Job Steps
The install job steps are run in sequence to finalize the installation.

Review that these guidelines before running a job step:
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• A check is made to ensure that in-progress installations are not jeopardized
• An Add-On or Upgrade installation tailors the screen so that only the required job steps are displayed
• Each job step verifies that the required prior job steps have been run
• Most jobs are restartable
• If you try to rerun a job step and it is completed, the system asks you to verify your action
• Rerun of a job step resets subsequent jobs that must be rerun as a result of this rerun

Perform the following steps to run a job step:

1. Place the cursor next to INSTALL PRODUCT(S) FROM BASE TAPE on the Main menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Select Product Install Jobs screen displays on your terminal.

  CAE5INST                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS z/VM INSTALLATION           USER: userid
  TIME: 11:45:55          SELECT PRODUCT INSTALL JOBS

             DONE  STEP       DESCRIPTION OF STEP PROCESSING

              N    JOB1       FORMAT AND RESERVE DATABASE MINIDISKS
              N    JOB2       OFFLOAD CONTENTS OF INSTALL TAPE
              N    JOB3       SITE SPECIFIC ASSEMBLIES
              N    JOB4       LINKEDITS
              N    JOB5       BUILD THE CA IDMS RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT
              N    JOB6       BUILD THE APPLICATION DICTIONARIES
              N    JOB7       RUN THE CA IDMS/DB DEMONSTRATION
              N    JOB8       RUN THE CA IDMS/SQL DEMONSTRATION
              N    JOB9       RUN THE CA IDMS/DC DEMONSTRATION
              N    JOB10      FULL DATABASE BACKUP
              N    JOB11      FINAL INSTALLATION PROCESSING

                   READER     REVIEW OUTPUT IN READER QUEUE
                   EXIT

 PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED JOB STEP AND PRESS ENTER
                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

3. Place the cursor next to the desired job.
4. Press ENTER.

Description of job steps
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The following table describes each job step available on the Select Product Install Jobs screen.

Job ID Description
Job1&co1. Format database minidisks:

Format (CMS) and reserve database disks
Validate disk large enough for database pages specified
Error screen that is returned if minidisk is too small

Job2 Offload contents of install tape:
TEXT modules
Link edit SYSLIN members
Source entities
Rename non-MACLIB entities (for example, DICTDATA)
Create or update IDMSLIB MACLIB

Job3 Site specific assemblies:
Common modules for CA IDBGJ. install
IDMSOPTI
RHDCPARM - update DMCL name
#SVCOPT
USVCOPT
VMCFOPT
Print exit - RHDCUX21 and RDHCUXIT
Tailor RUNAJNL and RUNPLOG for DMCL name
WTOEXIT
RHDCCODE
Note: If you want to use a different code page and have it
assembled during the installation process, you must take the
following steps before executing Job3.
Rename the installed RHDCCODE ASSEMBLE member to
CP1140R ASSEMBLE.
Rename the source for the code page you want to use to
RHDCCODE ASSEMBLE. This new module is then assembled
and linked as RHDCCODE during the installation.
Source for more code pages is installed into your CA IDMS.
macro library, IDMSLIB MACLIB. These modules are installed as
CPxxxxF or CPxxxxR.
For more information about defining entries in your code table, see
CA IDOPS..
To update the RHDCCODE module after the initial installation, do
the following steps:
Rename your existing RHDCCODE ASSEMBLE source.
Replace RHDCCODE ASSEMBLE with the source for your new
code table.
Use the CAE5ASMB EXEC to assemble your new RHDCCODE
and use the CAE5LNKB EXEC to link your new load module.
CA IDBFK. - CULXPROF
CA IDBGY. - #PMOPT
CA IDBGP. - RHDCUCMS (assemble #UCFCMS)

Job4 Link edits:
Create or update IDMSLIB LOADLIB
Link only products currently being installed
Link output is broken out by product
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Job5 Build the runtime environment:
Validate Page Range step must have been previously run
Create user DMCL and DBTABLE modules
Create dba_loadlib for non-product modules using the value
specified on the SET MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS screen
Format system database minidisks using IDMSBCF
Populate system catalog with DMCL and DBTABLE
Populate system dictionary with all sysgen entities
Load all reports into SYSDIRL dictionary
Load DC messages
Create or update system 99 and 90 for products being installed
Run IDMSDIRL against SYSDIRL dictionary
Backup system databases (optional)

Job6 Build user dictionaries:
Create application dictionary if CA IDBGJ. is being installed
Create ASF dictionary if ASF-Option is being installed and ALLOC
NEW ASF flag was specified as Y on the Select Miscellaneous
Parameters screen

Job7&co1. Run the network demo (optional - COBOL required):
Only run if INSTALL DEMO flag was Y on the Select
Miscellaneous Parameters screen
Load application dictionary
Populate Commonweather demo database

Job8&co1. Build the SQL databases (only if SQL is installed):
Format SQL database files
Populate SQL demo tables

Job9&co1. Run CA IDBGQ. demos
Job10 Back up all database files (optional):

Specified on Set Tape Parameters screen
Validates that tape VOLSER is not the install tape
Uses IDMSBCF BACKUP function

Job11 Final installation review and update:
Validates that all jobs were run
Sets all flags indicating the installation is complete
:tnote.&co1.These jobs are not run if an Upgrade installation is
performed. :etnote.

Create New STARTUP Module
Perform the following steps to create a startup module:

1. Use STARTUP SYSLIN member:
– System 90 was generated during installation Job5
– RHDCPARM module was assembled during Job3

2. Change the name of the startup module.
3. Link WTOEXIT with startup.
4. Type the following command to link edit into DBA LOADLIB using the CAE5LNKB EXEC:

CAE5LNKB STARTUP SYSLIN dba_loadlib NORENT
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Create STARTUP EXEC
STARTUP EXEC

• Specify SYSCTL FILEDEF information
• System database files are dynamically allocated - z/VM USERID and z/VM VIRTUAL ADDRESS in DMCL specify
• FILEDEFS not required
• If included, overrides DMCL defaults

Sample STARTUP EXEC

/*--------------------------------------------------

               CENTRAL VERSION STARTUP

          USING DYNAMIC MINIDISK ALLOCATION

--------------------------------------------------*/

 

FILEDEF '*' CLEAR;

 

/*--------------------------------------------------

  DISK JOURNAL FILE FILEDEFS - REQUIRED

--------------------------------------------------*/

 

FILEDEF J1JRNL   DISK 51C;

FILEDEF J2JRNL   DISK 51D;

FILEDEF J3JRNL   DISK 51E;

FILEDEF J4JRNL   DISK 51F;

FILEDEF SYSPCH   DUMMY;

FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER;

FILEDEF SYSPRINT PRINTER;

FILEDEF SYSUDUMP PRINTER;

FILEDEF SYSJRNL  DUMMY;
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/*--------------------------------------------------

  SYSCTL FILEDEF - REQUIRED FOR BATCH TO CV JOBS

--------------------------------------------------*/

 

FILEDEF SYSCTL   DISK cv-userid SYSCTL A;

/*--------------------------------------------------

  LOCAL BTAM (DIAL) LINE DEFINITION

--------------------------------------------------*/

 

FILEDEF L32701 GRAF 580;

CP DEF GRAF 580;

CP DEF GRAF 581;

CP DEF GRAF 582;

CP DEF GRAF 583;

CP DEF GRAF 584;

CP DEF GRAF 585;

CP DEF GRAF 586;

CP DEF GRAF 587;

GLOBAL LOADLIB;

 

/*--------------------------------------------------

  FILEDEFS FOR CDMSLIB AND GLOBAL LOADLIB

--------------------------------------------------*/
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FILEDEF CDMSLIB DISK dba_loadlib LOADLIB A '('RECFM U;

FILEDEF CDMSLIB DISK IDMSLIB LOADLIB A '('RECFM U CONCAT;

GLOBAL LOADLIB dba_loadlib IDMSLIB;

 

/*--------------------------------------------------

  ISSUE A MESSAGE THAT CV IS STARTING AND EXECUTE.

--------------------------------------------------*/

 

SAY '---------------------------------------------------'

SAY '-       CENTRAL VERSION IS NOW STARTING.          -'

SAY '-            CA IDMS RELEASE nn.n                 -'

SAY '-           MAINTENANCE LEVEL 0109                -'

SAY '- USING DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF THE DATABASE FILES  -'

SAY '---------------------------------------------------'

 

EXECOS OSRUN startup_name

Installing CA IDMS Tools
This section describes the steps that are required to install CA IDTOOL in a z/VM system and takes you step-by-step
through the CA IDMS installation procedure. Each screen that you use during the installation is presented. The section is
designed to allow you to follow along as you install CA IDTOOL.

Before you begin

Before you begin the install procedure, verify that you have:

• Reviewed cover letters and PMLs (Product Maintenance Letters)
• Reviewed the Installation and Maintenance sections
• Reviewed and verified the CA IDMS and the CA IDTOOL system requirements
• Installed required CA CIS components

Installation steps

During the installation, these steps are performed:

1. Allocate and format minidisks.
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2. Offload installation material from tape.
3. Run TOOL170 EXEC to initiate installation.
4. Set installation parameters.
5. Execute installation job steps.
6. Install user exits.
7. Convert your CA-IDMS/TEST DATABASE BUILDER database.
8. Update the dictionary.
9. Modify the sysgen SYSTEM statement for CA IDTF7 and CA IDTO6.
10. Modify start up JCL.
11. Cycle CA IDMS system.
12. Install default JCL for CA IDTDI and CA IDTDIA.

Obtaining help

To obtain field-level help on any of the installation screens, press PF1.

Function keys

All updates are controlled by using PF keys on all screens. The use of the ENTER key does not cause updates to occur,
but can invoke read-only type functions on some screens.

The remainder of this section describes each installation step in detail.

Review Cover Letters or PMLs and IDMS Considerations
Review any cover letters or Product Maintenance Letters (PMLs) in your installation package. Review this information for
any additional steps or site-relevant information that is required to complete your CA IDTOOL installation.

Also, review the following topics before installing CA IDTOOL These topics may have an impact on the parameters you
select when installing CA IDTOOL.

CA IDMS Considerations

The installation process for the CA IDTOOL is in the same format as the CA IDMS Installation.

Review System Requirements
Review System Requirements. Be sure that all system requirements are met before beginning the installation process.

Allocate and Format (CMS) Product Install Minidisk
You must allocate and format a minidisk for the CA IDTOOL product installation. You only need to allocate minidisks for
database files because they are formatted during the installation process.

You can install the CA IDTOOL into the same product disk as CA IDMS, but are not required to do so. Either way, you
need 100-120 cylinders of space to install all of the CA IDTOOL.

The following chart contains the minidisk space requirements for the CA IDTOOL database files, together with the default
page size and number of pages for each file. You can change any of these variables during the installation to suit the
requirements at your site.

Product File Name Disk Addr Page Size Start Page. Number of
Pages (3380)

Number of
Pages (3390)

Number of
Cylinders

All Users TOOLDML 60F 4096 390001 2089 2509 14
All Users TOOLLOD 610 4096 395001 592 712 4
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CA IDTO4 ESSFIL1 601 4096 8100001 2239 2689 15
CA IDTO4 ESSFIL2 602 4096 8200001 1190 1430 8
CA IDTO4 ESSFIL3 603 4096 8300001 142 172 1
CA IDTO3 ESXFIL1 604 4096 310001 1190 1430 8
CA IDTO3 ESXFIL2 605 4096 315001 442 532 3
CA IDTO3 ESXFIL3 606 4096 320001 292 352 2
CA IDTDI XDMFIL1 607 4096 300001 742 892 5
CA IDTDI USVFIL1 608 4096 370001 3730 4488 25
CA IDTDMLO USDFIL1 609 4096 360001 742 892 5
CA IDTF8 SSKFIL1 60A 4096 330001 742 892 5
Total:       95

Offload Installation Material from Tape (for Tools)
To begin the CA IDTOOL installation process, offload the installation material from the installation tape.

The installation file contains:

• Installation EXECs
• Installation help files
• Sample EXECs to run CA IDTOOL

Load file

Take these steps to load the installation file:

1. Mount the installation tape.
2. Type the following code:

 TAPE FSF n 
 

where n is the number of files that are specified on the cover letter.
3. Type the following code:

 TAPE LOAD * * A (NOPRINT
 

Execute TOOL170 to Initiate Installation
The TOOL170 EXEC invokes the installation and maintenance tasks that you must perform. To run TOOL170, follow
these steps:

1. Type TOOL170.
2. Press ENTER.

The Main menu displays on your terminal.

• If it is your first time invoking the installation, the following screen displays:

  CAR9LODV                          CA, INC.                    TAPE:
  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: IDMSQA02
  TIME: 15:47:41            LOAD DEFAULT PARAMETERS
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  **********************************************************
  * THE DEFAULT INSTALLATION PARAMETERS FOR A FULL BASE    *
  * INSTALL WILL NOW BE LOADED INTO YOUR LASTING GLOBALV   *
  * USING THE CAR9LODF EXEC.                               *
  **********************************************************

     PLEASE PRESS  ENTER  TO CONTINUE

• If a prior release of CA IDMS Tools is installed, the following screen displays:

  CAR9LODV                          CA, INC.                    TAPE:
  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: IDMSQA02
  TIME: 15:47:41            LOAD DEFAULT PARAMETERS

  **********************************************************
  * NEW INSTALL PARAMETERS FOR THIS RELEASE WILL BE LOADED *
  * INTO YOUR LASTING GLOBALV FOR THIS UPGRADE INSTALL     *
  * USING THE CAR9LODU EXEC.                               *
  **********************************************************
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     PLEASE PRESS  ENTER  TO CONTINUE

For both installations, your only choice is to press ENTER.

  CAR9H0                            CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy  CA IDMS TOOLS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE   USER: userid
  TIME: 15:21:46               M A I N  M E N U

                          SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS

                          INSTALL PRODUCT(S) FROM BASE TAPE

                          INSTALL PRODUCT MAINTENANCE TAPE

                          APPLY APAR CORRECTION(S) TO SYSTEM

                          DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER
                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Main menu options

The following table describes the Main menu installation options.
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NOTE
Not all options are used.

Option Description
Set installation parameters This option accesses a menu that allows you to set the

parameters that are used during the installation procedure. These
parameters apply to Base, Add-on, and Maintenance installs.

Install products from Base tape This option displays a menu presenting you with all the job steps
that are required to complete either a Base, Upgrade, or Add-on
installation. A Base installation must be completed an Add-on Mr
maintenance installation can be attempted. Add-on installs may be
done after a Base installation is successfully completed.

Install product maintenance tape This option displays a menu presenting you with all the job steps
that are required to install a Maintenance tape. You must have
completed a prior Base installation or Add-on installation before a
Maintenance instalationl can be started.

Apply APAR corrections to system This option displays a menu which allows you to apply or remove
APARs required or optional APARs to apply or show those already
applied, or review the APAR control files.

Display GLOBALV variables This option displays a menu that allows you to display installation
values in the LASTING GLOBALV that are not displayed on other
panels. These screens may be useful in debugging installation
problems. For more information regarding the LASTING
GLOBALV screens, see The CA IDTOOL. GLOBALV Menu.

For online help while using the z/VM online installation and maintenance utility, press PF1.

Installation Parameters
You set installation parameters from the Set Install Parameters menu. Perform the following steps to display the Set Install
Parameters menu:

1. Tab to the SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS on the Main menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The following Set Installation Variables menu displays on your terminal.

  CAR9SPRM                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: 09/30/01       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid
  TIME: 09:10:00          SET INSTALL PARAMETERS MENU

                          CHOOSE PRODUCTS TO INSTALL

                          SET PRODUCT PASSWORDS
                          SET PRODUCT RUNTIME PARAMETERS

                          SET MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS
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                          SET TAPE SELECTION PARAMETERS

                          SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS - ALL MINIDISKS
                          SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS - BY SEGMENT
                          VALIDATE PAGE RANGES FOR UNIQUENESS

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER
                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

The following topics in this section present the steps necessary to complete setting the installation parameters.

Select Products to Install

Take the following steps to choose products to install:

1. Tab to the CHOOSE PRODUCTS TO INSTALL option on the Set Install Parameters menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Product Selection screen displays on your terminal:

  CAR9SPRD                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: G0Q41B
  DATE: 08/24/04       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: IDMSRI01
  TIME: 08:57:54               PRODUCT SELECTION

 STAT PRODUCT NAME                     STAT PRODUCT NAME
  N   CA ADS ALIVE OPTION               N   CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER OPTION
  N   CA ADS TRACE OPTION               N   CA IDMS LOG ANALYZER OPTION
  N   CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER OPTION        N   CA IDMS MASTERKEY OPTION
  N   CA IDMS/DB AUDIT OPTION           N   CA IDMS ONLINE LOG DISPLAY OPTION
  N   CA IDMS/DB REORG OPTION           N   CA IDMS SASO OPTION
  N   CA IDMS EXTRACTOR OPTION          N   CA IDMS SCHEMA MAPPER OPTION
  N   CA IDMS DC SORT OPTION            N   CA IDMS TASK ANALYZER OPTION
  N   CA IDMS DICTIONARY MIGRATOR OPTION
  N   CA IDMS DICTIONARY MODULE EDITOR OPTION
  N   CA IDMS DICTIONARY QUERY FACILITY OPTION
  N   CA IDMS DML ONLINE OPTION
  N   CA IDMS ENFORCER OPTION

 TO INSTALL A PRODUCT, ENTER AN  S  NEXT TO THE PRODUCT NAME
 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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 | STATUS  I= INSTALLED N= NOT INSTALLED S= TO BE INSTALLED                 |
 | PF1 =  FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO SELECT)     PF9= SELECT PRODUCTS    |
 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+_

3. Type S next to each product you want to install.
4. Press PF9 when you have completed selecting products to save your selections.

NOTE
If this is an Upgrade from an earlier release, the flag is set to Sfor the products you currently have installed, and
you cannot change the settings. If you need to install additional products, complete the Upgrade install followed
by an Add-on install to specify the new products.

Provide CA IDMS Tools Passwords

Take the following steps to set product passwords:

1. Tab to SET PRODUCT PASSWORDS on the Set Install Parameters menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Provide Product Passwords screen displays on your terminal.

  CAR9SPWD                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid
  TIME: 09:10:00           PROVIDE PRODUCT PASSWORDS

         PASSWORD           PASSWORD           PASSWORD
  PW1    nnnnnnnn   PW2     nnnnnnnn   PW3     nnnnnnnn
  PW4    nnnnnnnn   PW5     nnnnnnnn   PW6     nnnnnnnn
  PW7    nnnnnnnn   PW8     nnnnnnnn   PW9     nnnnnnnn
  PW10   nnnnnnnn   PW11    nnnnnnnn   PW12    nnnnnnnn
  PW13   nnnnnnnn   PW14    nnnnnnnn   PW15    nnnnnnnn
  PW16   nnnnnnnn   PW17    nnnnnnnn   PW18    nnnnnnnn
  PW19              PW20               PW21
  PW22              PW23               PW24
  PW25              PW26               PW27
  PW28              PW29               PW30

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)    PF9= UPDATE PASSWORDS    |
 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Enter passwords for those products requiring passwords.
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering passwords to update passwords.
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Set Product Runtime Parameters

Certain CA IDTOOL. incorporate customization modules distributed with default options. These products may be
customized during installation or at a later date for your installation.

• CA IDTO5
• CA IDTDI
• CA IDTDI
• CA IDTDIA
• CA IDTDMLO
• CA IDTO3
• CA IDTF8
• CA IDTF9
• CA IDTO4

To change the runtime options for the CA IDTOOL. you are installing:

1. Position the cursor next to SET PRODUCT RUNTIME PARAMETERS on the Set Install Parameters screen
2. Press the Enter key

The SET PRODUCT RUNTIME PARAMETERS MENU is displayed.

  CAR9SRUN                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: G0Q41B
  DATE: 08/24/04       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: IDMSRI01
  TIME: 08:59:28      SET PRODUCT RUNTIME PARAMETERS MENU

           CA ADS ALIVE OPTION
           CA IDMS/DC TRANSACTION SERVER SORT OPTION
           CA IDMS DATABASE DICTIONARY MIGRATOR OPTION
           CA IDMS DATABASE DICTIONARY MODULE EDITOR OPTION
           CA IDMS DATABASE DICTIONARY QUERY FACLILTY OPTION
           CA IDMS DATABASE DML ONLINE OPTION
           CA IDMS DATABASE ENFORCER OPTION
           CA IDMS DATABASE EXTRACTOR OPTION
           CA IDMS DATABASE MASTERKEY OPTION
           CA IDMS DATABASE ONLINE LOG DISPLAY OPTION
           CA IDMS DATABASE SASO OPTION

           EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER
                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )
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3. Position the cursor next to the product whose parameters you want to view or update.
4. Press the Enter key.

A tailored Runtime Parameters screen is displayed. This example shows the CA IDTO5. Runtime Parameters screen.

  CAR9SADS                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: G0Q41B
  DATE: 08/24/04       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: IDMSRI01
  TIME: 09:04:13      ADS ALIVE OPTION RUNTIME PARAMETERS

 FIELD           VALUE
  TASKID:        ADSALIVE
  HELP DICTNAME: TOOLDICT
  HELP DICTNODE:
  HELP VERSION:  1
  IMPL. OFFSET:  3800
  AREA SWEEP:    Y
  NON-INTERRUPT: Y
  QUEUE KEEP:    3
  PROFILE KEEP:  10
  ABORT BROWSE : Y

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)    PF9= UPDATE VALUES       |
 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+_

5. Press PF9 to save the changes you have made. The runtime parameter screen for the next product is displayed.

NOTE
To exit the Runtime Parameters screen without saving yourmodifications, press PF3.

For a complete description of the CA IDTOOL runtime options and for instructions on changing CA IDTOOL. runtime
options after initial installation, see the CA IDTOOL. Runtime Options.

Additional Customization for CA IDMS DMLO

In addition to the CA IDTDMLO, runtime options that can be changed during the online installation process, there are six
customization modules that allows you to further tailor CA IDTDMLO for your site.

These CA IDTOOL TPARM ASSEMBLE modules and the session characteristics that they control:
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• USD@DSPC &mdash. Indicates which characters are considered displayable on your terminal devices; that is, any
characters that are not specified here result in 'INVALID DATA' condition.

• USD@SSEX &mdash. Specifies which subschemas are excluded from access by CA IDTDMLO. This exclusion is
unconditional, and independent of any other security constraints.

• USD@KYWD &mdash. Defines standard abbreviations that are recognized by CA IDTDMLO.
• USD@MOPS &mdash. Redefines the DML command codes that are recognized by the Menu/Assist mode of CA

IDTDMLO.
• USD@MSTL &mdash. Reformats the static area of the Menu/Assist Mode screen.
• USD@MTXT &mdash. Specifies the instructional text appearing in the data area of the Menu/Assist Mode screen

when this mode is first specified for the session.

These modules are assembled as part of the CA IDTDMLO TPARM module. To change these values:

1. Change the appropriate module in the IDMSTOOL MACLIB.
2. Reassemble and link edit the CA IDTDMLO TPARM module.

NOTE
See the CA IDTDMLO Security and Access for detailed instructions on how to reassemble and link edit
TPARM ASSEMBLE modules after initial installation.

Additional Considerations for CA IDMS/DC Sort

At installation time, the MAIN STORAGE and AUXILIARY STORAGE fields are each assigned a value of 10000 bytes,
unless you changed the default values during the installation process.

During each sort session in an application, CA IDTO2. acquires the main and auxiliary storage as necessary, up to the
value assigned. (A session is defined by the session number in a SETSORT statement.) For the most efficient sorts
possible, consider the following points:

The most efficient sort is one in which:

• There are many small records in a buffer
• All of the buffers reside in main storage

To increase efficiency in a given sort session, use a work record containing only the fields needed for sorting. This
ensures the work record is as small as possible to meet the requirements

In an ideal situation:

• Main storage is slightly larger than the space needed for an average sort.
• Auxiliary storage adds the extra space needed for large sorts.

Increasing the proportion of auxiliary storage to main storage may affect response time.

Examples of CA IDMS/DC Sort Customization

At execution time, CA IDTO2. allocates sort buffers in multiples of 2000 bytes. To determine the size of a sort buffer:

1. Multiply the MINRBUF * Record Length
2. Round the result up to the next multiple of 2000 bytes
3. Add 12 bytes for CA IDTO2. overhead

Maximum: Sort buffer size can be no greater that 32K.

NOTE
CA IDTO2. will not split a buffer between main and auxiliarystorage. Therefore, it is necessary to make efficient
use of main and auxiliary storage.
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The product of the MINRBUF value and the Record Length cannot exceed the MAIN value or the AUX value, whichever is
larger, because there would not be enough space to store one sort buffer.

In the following four examples, the MAIN and AUX parameters are not changed. The default for each is 10000 bytes.

Example 1

MINRBUF=20

Record Length=100

The sort buffer used by CA IDTO2. is 2012 bytes:

20 * 100 = 2000

2000 is a multiple of 2000

2000 + 12 = 2012

CA IDTO2 can store four sort buffers (80 records) in main storage and four sort buffers (80 records) in auxiliary storage.

Example 2

MINRBUF=20

Record Length=150

The sort buffer used by CA IDTO2. is 4012 bytes:

20 * 150 = 3000

The next multiple of 2000 is 4000

4000 + 12 = 4012

CA IDTO2 can store two sort buffers (40 records) in main storage and two sort buffers (40 records) in auxiliary storage.

Example 3

MINRBUF=100         (default)

Record Length=31

The sort buffer used by CA IDTO2. is 4012 bytes:

31 * 100 = 3100
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The next multiple of 2000 is 4000

4000 + 12 = 4012

CA IDTO2 can store two sort buffers (200 records) in main storage and two sort buffers (200 records) in auxiliary storage.

Example 4

MINRBUF=100            (default)

Record Length=51

The sort buffer used by CA IDTO2. is 6012 bytes:

51 * 100 = 5100

The next multiple of 2000 is 6000

6000 + 12 = 6012

CA IDTO2 can store one sort buffer (100 records) in main storage and one sort buffer (100 records) in auxiliary storage.

Setting Miscellaneous Parameters

Take the following steps to set miscellaneous parameters:

1. Place the cursor next to SET MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS on the Set Install Parameters menu
2. Press ENTER

The Select Miscellaneous Parameters screen displays on your terminal.

  CAR9SMSC                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid
  TIME: 15:36:44        SELECT MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS

 FIELD          VALUE     FIELD           VALUE
  INSTALL TYPE: BASE      CVMACH ID:      userid
  USER TYPE     PRIMARY   ASSEMBLER NAME: ASMAHL
   (PRIMARY OR SECONDARY) SYSTEM NUMBER:  90
  DMCL NAME:    R150DMCL  SAVE DMCL NAME:
  DBTABLE NAME: R150DBTB  SAVE DBTB NAME:
  DYNAMIC PDE:  Y         DISK DEVICE:    3390
  STOR. PROT:   Y          MODIFY PAGES:  N
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 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 |  PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)     PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS    |
 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Type new information in any field on the screen
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering information to update the miscellaneous parameters

NOTE

• INSTALL TYPE -- Specifies the type of install - Base, Upgrade,or maintenance. The installation procedure examines
the LASTING GLOBALV file to determine if CA IDTOOL. are installed. If a prior release is installed, the INSTALL TYPE
is automatically set to UPGRADE.

• USER TYPE -- Specifies whether a copy of the CA IDTOOL. libraries installed on a single machine can be shared
with CVs on other machines. If you specified a value of SECONDARY when CA IDMS. was installed, the USER TYPE
for CA IDTOOL. is automatically set to SECONDARY. The USER TYPE for CA IDMS. and CA IDTOOL. must be the
same.

For sites with multiple CVs, this option minimizes the disk space used and ensures all systems have the same
maintenance applied.

Set Tape Processing Parameters (for Tools)

Take the following steps to set tape selection parameters:

1. Place the cursor next to SET TAPE SELECTION PARAMETERS on the Set Install Parameters menu
2. Press ENTER

The Select Tape Processing Parameters screen displays on your terminal.
   CAR9STAP                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid
  TIME: 15:37:48       SELECT TAPE PROCESSING PARAMETERS
 
 FIELD          VALUE       FIELD          VALUE
 INSTALLATION               BACKUPS
  TAPE ADDRESS: 181          TAPE ADDRESS: 182
  VOLSER:       volser       FINAL BACKUP: Y
  GENLEVEL:     F00109DBA00   VOLSER:      BKUP01
                              FILE NUMBER: 03
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 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 |  PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)     PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS    |
 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 

3. Type new information in any field on the screen
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering information to update the tape selection parameters

Set Minidisks Parameters

You can set minidisk parameters for all minidisks or set minidisk parameters by segment. When you initially set the
values you should set minidisk parameters for all minidisks. Later, when you want to change parameters on one or more
minidisks you should set minidisk parameters by segment.

Set Minidisk Parameters - All Minidisks

Take the following steps to set minidisk parameters for all minidisks:

1. Place the cursor next to SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS - ALL MINIDISKS on the Set Install Parameters menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Segment Parameter screen for the first product you are installing displays on your terminal. The Select DBX (CA
IDTDI.) Segment Parameters screen below is shown as an example.

  CAR9DDBX                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid
  TIME: 09:10:00         SELECT DBX SEGMENT PARAMETERS

 FILE NAME:      USVFIL1
  FORMAT:        C
   (Y OR N)
  FILE NAME:     USVFIL1
  DISK ADDRESS:  0608
  DEVICE TYPE:   3380
   (DISK TYPE OR FBA)
  STARTING PAGE: 370001
   (1 - 1073741821)
  NUM. OF PAGES: 592
  PAGE SIZE:     4096
   (512 (FBA ONLY)
    1024, 2048, 4096)
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 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)    PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS   |
 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. You can now change the parameters for any file where you do not want to use the default values.
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering segment parameters to update the segment parameters. Then press PF3 and

you are taken to another segment screen. When all segments have been reviewed, you are returned to the Set Install
Parameters menu.

How to Set Minidisk Parameters by Segment

This option:

• Allows modification at the segment level
• Only shows segments for products being installed

Take these steps to set minidisk parameters by segment:

1. Place the cursor next to SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS - BY SEGMENT on the Set Install Parameters menu
2. Press ENTER

The Select Minidisks by Segment screen displays on your terminal.

  CAR9PDSK                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid
  TIME: 09:10:00          SELECT MINIDISKS BY SEGMENT
              STAT   SEGMENT     FILES IN SEGMENT

               E     DBX         USVFIL1
               E     DMA         XDM-FILE1
               E     DMLO        PROFILE
               E     ENFORCER    CTRL, LOAD, INDEX
               E     MASTRKEY    DATASEG
               D     SASODOC     DOCUMENT
               E     SASOSTR     PRIMARY, RELEASE
               E     TOOLDICT    TOOLDML, TOOLLOD
                     EXIT

     STATUS VALUES: D= DEFAULTS  E= EDITED
     PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED SEGMENT AND PRESS ENTER  ( PF3=EXIT )

3. Place the cursor next to the desired segment
4. Press ENTER

The Select DBX (CA IDTDI.) Segment Parameters screen below is shown as an example.

NOTE
If you modify any values for a database file in a segment, the STAT column for that segment displays an
"E" (edited) in place of the "D" (default).
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  CAR9DDBX                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid
  TIME: 09:10:00         SELECT DBX SEGMENT PARAMETERS

 FILE NAME:      USVFIL1
  FORMAT:        C
   (Y OR N)
  FILE NAME:     USVFIL1
  DISK ADDRESS:  0608
  DEVICE TYPE:   3380
   (DISK TYPE OR FBA)
  STARTING PAGE: 370001
   (1 - 1073741821)
  NUM. OF PAGES: 592
  PAGE SIZE:     4096
   (512 (FBA ONLY)
    1024, 2048, 4096)

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)    PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS   |
 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Validate Page Range

The installation validates your database page ranges to ensure that there are no page range overlaps before DMCL
generation. Optionally, you can provide a file containing all of the user database file page ranges that can be used during
this validation. This prevents page range overlaps with user database files. The file must be named PAGE USERLIST and
must be stored on the A disk. The format of the file is:

Column Field Description
1 - 8 Database file name

(for example, DICTDB)
9 Blank
10 - 19 Starting page, zero filled

(for example, 0000001001)
20 Blank
21 - 30 Number of pages, zero filled

(for example, 0000001001)
31 Blank
32 - 41 Ending page, zero filled

(for example, 00000020000)
42 - 80 Blank
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Take the following steps to validate page ranges:

1. Place the cursor next to VALIDATE PAGE RANGES FOR UNIQUENESS on the Set Install Parameters menu
2. Press ENTER

Validate page ranges with no errors found

The Database Page Range Verification screen displays when no errors are found.

  CAE5VPAG                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION           USER: userid
  TIME: 09:10:00       DATABASE PAGE RANGE VERIFICATION
DBAVPG070I 14:10:46 ALL MINIDISK PAGE RANGES HAVE BEEN EXAMINED AND NO PAGE
DBAVPG070I 14:10:46 RANGE OVERLAPS HAVE BEEN FOUND IN THE DATABASE AREAS WHICH
DBAVPG070I 14:10:46 ARE PART OF THE BASE INSTALLATION PROCESS.
DBAVPG070I 14:10:46

 +-------------------------------------------------------------+
 |  ====>   HIT ANY PFKEY OR PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE   <====   |
 +-------------------------------------------------------------+

Validate page ranges with errors found

The following Database Page Range Verification screen displays when errors are found.

  CAE5VPG1                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS z/VM INSTALLATION           USER: userid
  TIME: 11:25:22      DATABASE PAGE VERIFICATION - ERRORS

 FILE        STARTING      NUMBER       ENDING     PAGE
 NAME          PAGE       OF PAGES       PAGE     OVERLAP
 DCCAT               1          292          292     *
 DICTDB              1         2089         2089     *
 DCCATL            601          142          742     *
 DCCATX            801          142          942     *
 DCDML            1001         1040         2040     *
 DCLOD            3001          142         3142
 DIRLLOD          4001          142         4142
 DIRLDB           5001         2089         7089
 DCMSG           10001         4038        14038
 SQLDD           20001         2089        22089
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 SQLLOD          27001          592        27592
 SQLXDD          28001          592        28592
 DCLOG           30001         4038        34038
 DCRUN           40001         1069        41069

 +-------------------------------------------------------------+
 |     PF3= RETURN    PF7= SCROLL UP    PF8= SCROLL DOWN       |
 +-------------------------------------------------------------+

If there are overlap errors, return to Set Minidisks Parameters and correct the error.

Execute Install Job Steps (for IMDS Tools)
The install job steps are run in sequence to finalize the installation. Please note these guidelines before running a job
step:

• A check is made to ensure that in-progress installs are not jeopardized
• An Add-On or Upgrade installation tailors the screen so that only the required job steps are displayed
• Each job step verifies the required prior job steps have been run
• Most jobs are restartable
• If you try to rerun a job step and it is completed, the system asks you to verify your action
• Rerun of a job step resets subsequent jobs that need to be rerun as a result of this rerun

Take the following steps to run a job step:

1. Place the cursor next to INSTALL PRODUCT(S) FROM BASE TAPE on the Main menu
2. Press ENTER

The Select Product Install Jobs screen displays on your terminal.
   CAR9INST                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid
  TIME: 09:10:00          SELECT PRODUCT INSTALL JOBS
             DONE  STEP       DESCRIPTION OF STEP PROCESSING
 
              N    JOB1       FORMAT AND RESERVE DATABASE MINIDISKS
              N    JOB2       OFFLOAD CONTENTS OF INSTALL TAPE
              N    JOB3       SITE SPECIFIC ASSEMBLIES
              N    JOB4       LINKEDITS
              N    JOB5       UPDATE THE CA IDMS RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT
              N    JOB6       BASE TOOLDICT DICTIONARY LOAD
              N    JOB7       BUILD PRODUCT DATABASE FILES
              N    JOB8       FULL DATABASE BACKUP
              N    JOB9       FINAL INSTALLATION PROCESSING
                   READER     REVIEW OUTPUT IN READER QUEUE
                   EXIT
 
 PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED JOB STEP AND PRESS ENTER
                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )
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3. Place the cursor next to the desired job
4. Press ENTER

NOTE
The jobs must be run in order.

Description of job steps This table describes each job step available on the Select Product Install Jobs screen.

Job ID Description
Job1&co1. Format database minidisks:

Format (CMS) and reserve database disks
Validate disk large enough for database pages specified
Error screen returned if minidisk is too small

Job2 Offload contents of install tape:
TEXT modules
Link edit SYSLIN members
Source entities
Rename non-MACLIB entities (for example, DICTDATA)
Create or update IDMSTOOL MACLIB

Job3 Site specific assemblies:
Common modules for CA IDBGJ. install
IDMSOPTI
RHDCPARM - update DMCL name
#SVCOPT
USVCOPT
VMCFOPT
Print exit - RHDCUX21 and RDHCUXIT
Tailor RUNAJNL and RUNPLOG for DMCL name
WTOEXIT
RHDCCODE
Note: If you want to use a different code page and have it
assembledduring the installation process, you must take the
following steps before executing Job3.
Rename the installed RHDCCODE ASSEMBLE member to
CP1140R ASSEMBLE.
Rename the source for the code page you want to use to
RHDCCODE ASSEMBLE. This new module is then assembled
and linked as RHDCCODE during the installation.
Source for additional code pages is installed into your CA IDMS.
macro library, IDMSLIB MACLIB. These modules are installed as
CPxxxxF or CPxxxxR.
For more information about defining entries in your code table, see
CA IDOPS..
To update the RHDCCODE module after the initial installation, do
the following:
Rename your existing RHDCCODE ASSEMBLE source.
Replace RHDCCODE ASSEMBLE with the source for your new
code table.
Use the CAE5ASMB EXEC to assemble your new RHDCCODE
and use the CAE5LNKB EXEC to link your new load module.
CA IDBFK. - CULXPROF
CA IDBGY. - #PMOPT
CA IDBGP. - RHDCUCMS (assemble #UCFCMS)
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Job4 Link edits:
Create or update IDMSTOOL LOADLIB
Link only products currently being installed
Link output is broken out by product

Job5&co1. Update the runtime environment:
Validate Page Range step must have been previously run
Update DMCL, DBTABLE, and SYSGEN modules
Create DBALIB LOADLIB for non-product modules
Format system database minidisks using IDMSBCF
Populate system catalog with DMCL and DBTABLE
Update system dictionary with all sysgen entities
Update system 99 and 90 for products being installed

Job6 Populate TOOLDICT dictionary
Updates dictionary with records, maps, etc.
Provides a PRINT SPACE report on the TOOLDICT dictionary

Job7&co1. Populate the CA IDTOOL. database files
Job8 Backup all database files (optional):

Specified on Set Tape Parameters screen
Validates that tape VOLSER is not the install tape
Uses IDMSBCF BACKUP function

Job9 Final installation review and update:
Validates that all jobs were run
Sets all flags indicating the install is complete
:tnote.&co1.These jobs are not run if an Upgrade installation is
performed. :etnote.

The job steps are described in more detail below.

Format and Reserve Database

This job executes the CMS FORMAT and RESERVE commands for all minidisks which are used as database files for the
tool(s) you are installing. If this is a Base (initial) installation, the TOOLDICT dictionary and load area are allocated.

The installation EXECs validates the minidisk for each file contains enough CMS blocks to contain the number of CA
IDMS. pages for the database files which reside on that disk.

If the minidisk is too small, an error screen is displayed informing you of the:

• Minidisk address
• Number of blocks on the disk
• Number of blocks required for the disk in error

Determine if the minidisk is incorrectly allocated or if the page information provided is in error.

If the minidisk is incorrectly allocated:

• Redefine the minidisk

If the page information provided is in error:

• Select the SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS function
• Select SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS-BY SEGMENT screen
• Correct the minidisk definition
• Return to the INSTALL PRODUCTS FROM BASE TAPE screen and select JOB 1.
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The job begins with the erroneous disk, skipping disks that are successfully formatted.

Offload Contents of Install Tape

Job 2 executes the CAIIPDS program which:

• Creates or updates IDMSTOOL MACLIB. The IDMSTOOL MACLIB is created when a Base or Upgrade install is
performed. The IDMSTOOL MACLIB is updated for an Add-on installation.

• Offloads source modules. These are renamed and placed on the A disk or may be added to the IDMSTOOL MACLIB.
• Offloads text modules. The text members are placed individually on the installer's A disk.
• Offloads all general service products. These services are only offloaded during a Base or Upgrade install.
• Downloads sample EXECs. The sample EXECs are downloaded as filetype SAMPEXEC to the installer's A disk.

The individual modules are password protected on the installation tape, as well as being encrypted. If you receive a USER
0012 abend when running this step, This always indicates a password error. Review the product passwords supplied by
CA for the products that you are installing. Any of the following may be the cause:

• a wrong password
• a missing password
• typing the letter O instead of the number 0
• typing the letter I or L instead of the number 1
• accidentally over-typing a product code

Site Specific Assemblies

This job assembles the runtime parameter modules for each product being installed. The parameters used are the ones
set during the SET PRODUCT RUNTIME Parameters screens under the SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS menu. If
any assembly errors occur, a screen indicating which module has a problem is returned.

See the CA IDTOOL. Runtime Options for detailed information on re-assembling and link editing the TPARM ASSEMBLE
modules after initial installation.

CA IDTOOL Product TPARM ASSEMBLE Member
CA IDTO5 USGTPARM
CA IDTDI USVTPARM
CA IDTDI USMTPARM
CA IDTDIA XDMTPARM
CA IDTM3 USETPARM
CA IDTDQF DADTPARM
CA IDTDMLO USDTPARM

USDMLXIT
CA IDTO3 ESXTPARM
CA IDTF8 SSKTPARM
CA IDTF9 USKTPARM
CA IDTO4 ESSTPARM
GENERAL SORT TPSPARM
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Link edits

This job link edits each of the products being installed.

For Base or Upgrade installs:

• The IDMSTOOL LOADLIB is created on the installer's A disk for a Base or Upgrade install.
• All general service products for the CA IDTOOL. are link edited.

NOTE
The IDMSTOOL LOADLIB is only updated during an Add-on installation.

Update the CA IDMS Runtime Environment

This job modifies (if required) and provides:

• DMCL - Updated with database definitions for CA IDTOOL. that have database files. &co1.
• DBTABLE - Updated with database definitions for CA IDTOOL. that have database files. &co1.
• SYSGEN - SYSTEM 90 and SYSTEM 99 are updated with program and task definitions for the products selected in

this run. For Base installs, all of the general service modules' SYSGEN definitions are added to the systems.
• PRINT SPACE report - Allows you to monitor the space usage in the dictionary.

&co1. - A copy of the DMCL and DBTABLE modules is saved for recovery purposes.

Base TOOLDICT Dictionary Load

This job populates the TOOLDICT dictionary with data for the CA IDTOOL selected for installation, including tutorials,
records, and maps.

This job runs a PRINT SPACE report of the TOOLDICT dictionary segment so you can monitor the space usage in the
dictionary.

Build Product Database Files

This job populates the individual CA IDTOOL database files that are based on the CA IDTOOL selected for this
installation. This includes such things as elements, records, schemas, and subschemas for individual CA IDTOOL.

Full Database Backup (Optional)

Full database backup is an optional job. Whether this job is run is determined on the Select Tape Processing Parameters
screen under the Set Installation Parameters menu. If the FINAL BACKUP parameter is set to Y (Yes), this job is
executed.

Whether this is a Base or Add-on installation, the TOOLDICT SEGMENT is backed up. The other database files are only
backed up based on the CA IDTOOL selection for this installation.

Final Installation Processing

This job goes through the various installation utility flags and fields and updates them to show that the installation is now
complete for the CA IDTOOL which you are installing.

NOTE
Once this job is run, the installation may not be restarted except at the beginning job step. Wait to run this step if
you want to rerun some jobs.
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Install User Exits
You must install user exits for the following CA IDTOOL:

• CA IDTF8
• CA IDTO5
• CA IDTO6

The following information describes how to create a customized RHDCUXIT module for the CA IDTOOL mix that you
are installing. However, the MACLIB library that is downloaded during the installation process contains members that
incorporate all the types of changes that are described in the the following steps. You must select the correct module
names and insert them into JCL supplied in the sample EXECs to generate an appropriate RHDCUXIT. See Format and
Reserve Database for how to select the correct members from the MACLIB library.

Although the specific modifications described below depend on the combination of products being installed, the following
is the basic sequence of steps required for user exit definition:

1. Copy RHDCUXIT source from the source library of the installed CA IDMS system into a working version.
If you have already added numbered exits to RHDCUXIT for other software products, you must update that version of
RHDCUXIT with the required exits for the CA IDTOOL.

NOTE
The version of RHDCUXIT used by those other software products mustbe fully compatible with the version of
RHDCUXIT distributed with CA IDMS..

2. Update the copy of RHDCUXIT with appropriate #DEFXIT commands that are based on the combination of products
that are installed.

NOTE
The #DEFXIT entries are positional; that is, #DEFXIT for exit 04 must be the fifth sequential #DEFXIT within
RHDCUXIT.

See the discussion of "Numbered Exits" in the CA IDOPS for a more detailed explanation of RHDCUXIT coding
conventions.
If you added #DEFXIT entries for other products, and if any of those exits conflict with the exits that are required for
the CA IDTOOL you are installing, consult the installation sections for the other products to determine the method for
resolving the problem of multiple users for a given numbered exit.
If you are installing CA IDTO5., the following macro statements for the user-invoked exits are required:

 #DEFXIT ,                                            256

 #DEFXIT ,                                            257

 #DEFXIT ,                                            258

........................................................

     ......... repeated for 259 through 330 .........

........................................................

 #DEFXIT ,                                            331

 #DEFXIT ,                                            332

 #DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USGX333E,AMODE=ANY    333
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If you are installing CA IDTF8. without CA IDTO6., two system-invoked exits are required:

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=SSKXT04E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 04

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=SSKXT06E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 06

These macro statements define the following exits:

Exit 4  -- New Task Exit

Exit 6  -- Task Termination Exit II

If you are installing CA IDTO6 without CA IDTF8, six system-invoked exits are required:

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXT0E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 00

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXT4E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 04

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXT5E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 05

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXTDE,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 13

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXTFE,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 15

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXT3E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 33

These macro statements define the following exits:

Exit 0  -- System Initialization Exit

Exit 4  -- New Task Exit

Exit 5  -- Task Termination Exit I

Exit 13 -- Shutdown Exit

Exit 15 -- VIB Statistics Exit

Exit 33 -- Task Analyzer Exit

If both CA IDTO6 and CA IDTF8 are to be installed, seven system-invoked exits are required:

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXT0E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 00

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXT4E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 04

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXT5E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 05
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#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=SSKXT06E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 06

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXTDE,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 13

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXTFE,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 15

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXT3E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 33

These macro statements define the following exits:

Exit 0  -- System Initialization Exit

Exit 4  -- New Task Exit

Exit 5  -- Task Termination Exit I

Exit 6  -- Task Termination Exit II

Exit 13 -- Shutdown Exit

Exit 15 -- VIB Statistics Exit

Exit 33 -- Task Analyzer Exit

3. If both CA IDTO6 and CA IDTF8 are being installed, copy MACLIB member USFUEXTX into a working version and
update it accordingly: :cragphic. USFUEXTM TYPE=CSECT, X USREXT0=(NO,,), X USREXT4=(YES,SSKXT04E,D),
X USREXT5=(NO,,), X USREXTD=(NO,,), X USREXTF=(NO,,)

4. Assemble the updated RHDCUXIT and USFUEXTX. See the table under Format and Reserve Database for a key to
finding the correct sample JCL.

5. Link edit RHDCUXIT as assembled in step 8d with user exit routines appropriate for the CA IDTOOL being installed.
See SAMPEXEC's TOOLASM for model JCL to accomplish the assembly and link edit.

CA IDTOOL Exit Routine

CA IDTF8 SSK2IT04
SSK2IT06

CA IDTO5 USG2333

CA IDTO6 USFEXT0
USFEXT4
USFEXT5
USFEXTD
USFEXTF
USFEXT3
USFEXTW
USFUEXT

Exit Routines Required for CA IDTOOL.
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Additional Considerations

To determine the appropriate sample EXEC needed to generate an RHDCUXIT module, use the table below to determine
a value for n based on your CA IDTOOL. mix and substitute that number for n in the following procedure:

                         TOOLASMA     TOOLASMB   TOOLASMC

               n  <===>  1   2   3     4   6      5   7

 CA IDMS/MASTERKEY       Y       Y                Y   Y

 CA IDMS/ADS ALIVE           Y   Y         Y          Y

 CA IDMS/TASK ANALYZER                 Y   Y      Y   Y

1. Select the correct sample EXEC member to assemble and link RHDCUXIT.
– If n is 1, 2, or 3, select TOOLASMA SAMPEXEC.
– If n is 4 or 6, select TOOLASMB SAMPEXEC.
– If n is 5 or 7, select TOOLASMC SAMPEXEC.

2. Edit the selected SAMPEXEC by replacing the n in TOOLXITn and TOOLLNKn with the value of n as shown in the
table above and renaming the member from filetype SAMPEXEC to filetype EXEC.

3. Update the library names and other variables as indicated in the TOOLJCL member you selected from the table
above.

4. Execute the EXEC.

Convert the CA IDMS/Database Extractor Database
If you are using CA IDMS./Test Database Builder and want to preserve the Selection Criteria Specifications for use by CA
IDMS/Database Extractor, you must convert to the current release.

Detailed instructions for converting the database are contained in the Converting to CA IDMS/Database Extractor section
of CA IDMS./Database Extractor Using section.

Update the Dictionary
The CA IDTOOL. products are tightly integrated with the data dictionary; this means updating all dictionaries in which you
wish to:

• Execute CA IDTO7.
• Execute CA IDTDMLO. (CA IDTDMLO.) with extended security and/or access restrictions
• Execute CA IDTDQF. (CA IDTDQF.)

The default dictionary for each system under which you intend to run CA IDTO2. must also be updated.

CA ADS Trace Dictionary Updates

All application dictionaries using CA ADS Trace must be updated with the attributes, records and elements for CA ADS
Trace. To update each dictionary:

1. Create an IDMSDDDL job with ATDDDL DICTDATA as input.
2. Execute the job.
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3. Review the output and verify the entities were successfully added to the dictionary.

CA IDMS/DC Sort Dictionary Updates

All application dictionaries using CA IDTO2. must be updated with the records and modules for CA IDTO2.. To update
each dictionary:

1. Create an IDMSDDDL job with TPSDDL DICTDATA as input.
2. Submit the job.
3. Review the output and verify the entities were successfully added to the dictionary.

CA IDMS DMLO Dictionary Updates

For a full discussion of updating the dictionary(ies) for CA IDTDMLO., see CA IDTDMLO. Security and Access.

CA IDMS DQF Dictionary Updates

CA IDTDQF. is an CA ADS. application; the installation process adds the CA IDTDQF. application to the CA IDMS. Task
Application Table (TAT) in the TOOLDICT dictionary. Each application dictionary using CA IDTDQF. must be updated with
the CA IDTDQF. ADS application.

To update the dictionary:

1. In the CA IDTOOL. MACRO library, find the member DADBTAT.
2. Use the ADSOBTAT EXEC with DADBTAT as input.
3. Review the output and verify the application was successfully added to the dictionary.

Modifying the Sysgen
If you installed CA IDTF7. and CA IDTO6., the sysgen SYSTEM statement must be modified to accommodate:

• Storage requirements for CA IDTO6..
• CA IDTF7. and CA IDTO6. statistics gathering.
• Storage Requirements

a. Before starting CA IDBGQ., consider the storage requirements of CA IDTO6 that can affect the sysgen. These
requirements include:
(*** Error: list level 3, num/num/bul***)Storage pool
(*** Error: list level 3, num/num/bul***)Program pool
(*** Error: list level 3, num/num/bul***)Stacksize
See the "Operations" section of the CA IDTTA.

NOTE
These requirements may be critical to the proper functioning of your environment.

b. Modify the SYSTEM statement to incorporate the required changes.
• Statistics Gathering

CA IDTF7. and CA IDTO6. get their data for all activities except dialogs from the by-task statistics records. Statistical
information for dialogs is gathered from the transaction statistics records. For CA IDMS. to capture this data, the
statistics must be requested at the system level.
a. By-task Statistics are controlled through the STATISTIC subparameter of the SYSTEM statement. The minimum

specification required is:

                        WRITE
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      STATISTICS TASK { COLLECT }

NOTE
If you are installing CA IDTF7., you must specify WRITE; otherwiseCOLLECT is sufficient.

Normally, CV writes the by-task statistic records to the log. With CA IDTO6., this action is controlled by the DC
STATISTICS option field of the CA IDTO6. Statistics Plan screen. See the "Operations" section of the CA IDTTA.

b. Dialog Statistics are specified in the ADSO statement of the sysgen. The DIALOG STATISTICS subparameter of
the ADSO statement generates the transaction statistics. The specification required is:

                       ALL

DIALOG STATISTICS ON { SELECTED }

NOTE
If you specify SELECTED, CA IDTF7., and CA IDTO6. can only reportdialogs defined with a PROGRAM
statement specifying ADSO DIALOG STATISTICS ON.

See the appropriate CA IDMS. sections for complete information on gathering statistics.

Modify Your Start-up JCL
To modify the start-up JCL for your systems:

• For all CA IDTOOL, identify the CA IDMS. systems in which the online CA IDTOOL. are installed. Add the installation
libraries to CDMSLIB for the identified CA IDMS. systems.

• If you are installing the following CA IDTOOL, add the JCL for the databases used by:
– CA IDMS. Tools Dictionary
– CA IDTDI
– CA IDTDI
– CA IDTDMLO
– CA IDTO3
– CA IDTF8
– CA IDTO4

NOTE
CA IDMS. supports dynamic file allocation.

• If you are installing CA IDTO3, identify the CA IDMS.systems in which you want CA IDTO3. to run. Add the CA
IDTO3. load library to the CDMSLIB(s) before the library(ies) that contains the following CA IDMS. utilities:
– IDMSDDDL
– IDMSCHDC
– IDMSCHEM
– RHDCSGDC
– RHDCSGEN
– IDMSUBSC
– IDMSDDDC
– IDMSUBDC

The CA IDTO3 load library is the ENFRLOAD LOADLIB where CA IDTO3. was installed.
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Cycle Your CA IDMS System
Cycle your CA IDMS system.

Install Default JCL
At the initial installation, you must install the default EXECs used by CA IDTDI. and CA IDTDIA. (DMA). These EXECs
allow you to submit jobs to the internal reader from an CA IDMS. system.

The CA IDTDI. EXECs are used to execute the batch components of CA IDTDI.. The default CA IDTDI. EXECs are
contained in members:

• CMSBEXEC EXEC - Extracts and loads a database
• CMSBPSC EXEC - Prints extract specifications
• CMSBPJCL EXEC - Prints extract and load JCL

The DMA EXEC is used for the online job submission of CA IDTDI. jobs by DMA. The DMA EXEC is any EXEC for CA
IDTDI. that you are already using or the member USMXTRCT EXEC. Edit USMXTRCT EXEC to remove all parameter
statements.

NOTE
The EXEC to upload CA IDTDI. and DMA is included as membersUSVUJCL EXEC and XDMBJCL EXEC
respectively.

Installing the CA IDMS Option for CMS
This section takes you step-by-step through the CA IDMS. Option for CMS installation procedure. Each screen that you
use is presented.

Before you begin

Before you begin the installion procedure, make sure that you have:

• Reviewed cover letters and PMLs (Product Maintenance Letters)
• Reviewed the Installation and Maintenance sections
• Reviewed and verified system requirements
• Installed required CA CIS components

Installation steps

During the installation, you will perform these steps:

Step Description
1 Allocate minidisks
2 Offload installation material from tape
3 Run CMSO170 EXEC to initiate installation
4 Set installation parameters
5 Execute install job steps
6 Create new startup module
7 Create startup EXEC

Obtaining help

To obtain field-level help on any of the installation screens, press PF1.
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Function keys

The updates are controlled through the use of PF keys on all screens. The use of the ENTER key does not cause updates
to occur, but can invoke read-only type functions on some screens.

Review Cover Letters or PMLs

Review any cover letters or Product Maintenance Letters (PMLs) in your installation package. Review this information for
any additional steps or site-relevant information required to complete your CA IDMS/CMS Option installation.

Allocate Minidisks (for CMS)
Perform the following step to allocate minidisks:

1. Allocate and format the CA IDMS. Option for CMS installation disk in CMS format. The recommended size for the
installation minidisk is 40 cylinders. This allows sufficient room for the base installation and growth for subsequent
maintenance.

Offload Installation Material from the Tape
Contents of the installation file

The installation file has the following contents:

• Installation EXECs, XEDIT profiles, and message file
• Installation HELP files
• Sample EXECs to run CA IDMS. programs
• Sample UCFCMS EXEC
• Optional APARS
• Required APARs (if provided)

Load file

Take these steps to load the installation file:

1. Mount the installation tape
2. Type:

TAPE FSF n

where n is the number of files specified on the cover letter
3. Type:

TAPE LOAD * * A (NOPRINT

Execute CMSO170 to Initiate Installation
The CMSO170 EXEC invokes all of the installation and maintenance tasks that must be performed. Take the following
steps to run CMSO170:

1. Type CMSO170.
– If this is the first time you are invoking the install, this screen appears.
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  CAE5LODV                          CA, INC.                    USER: IDMSQA02
  DATE: mm/dd/yy    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION  VM/CMS INSTALLATION
  TIME: 14:55:23            LOAD DEFAULT PARAMETERS

  **********************************************************
  * THE DEFAULT INSTALLATION PARAMETERS FOR A CMS OPTION   *
  * INSTALL WILL NOW BE LOADED INTO YOUR LASTING GLOBALV   *
  * USING THE CAQ6LODF EXEC.                               *
  **********************************************************

      PLEASE PRESS  ENTER  TO CONTINUE

2. Press ENTER.

NOTE
The Main menu appears.

  CAQ6H0                            CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy        CA IDMS/CMS OPTION INSTALLATION         USER: userid
  TIME: 13:23:11               M A I N  M E N U
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                          SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS

                          INSTALL BASE TAPE

                          INSTALL MAINTENANCE TAPE

                          APPLY APAR CORRECTION(S) TO SYSTEM

                          DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER
                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Main menu options

The following table describes the Main menu installation options. Please note that you don't use all the options.

Option Description
Set installation parameters This option accesses a menu that allows you to set the

parameters used during the installation procedure. These
parameters apply to Base and maintenance installs.

Install product(s) from Base tape This option displays a menu presenting you with all the job
steps required to complete a Base install. A Base install must be
completed before a Maintenance installation can be attempted.

Install product maintenance tape This option displays a menu presenting you with all the job steps
required to install a Maintenance tape. You must have completed
a prior Base install before a Maintenance install can be started.

Apply APAR corrections to system This option displays a menu which allows you to apply or remove
APARs to your system. You are able to specify control parameters,
select required or optional APARs to apply or show those already
applied, or review the APAR control files.
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Display GLOBALV variables This option displays a menu that allows you to display installation
values in the LASTING GLOBALV that are not displayed on other
panels. These screens may be useful in debugging installation
problems. For more information regarding the LASTING
GLOBALV screens, please see The CA IDMS. GLOBALV Menu.

Installation Parameters Menu
You set installation parameters from the Set Install Parameters menu. Take the following steps to display the Set Install
Parameters menu:

1. Tab to the SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS on the Main menu
2. Press ENTER

The Set Installation Variables menu appears.

  CAE5SPRM                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION  VM/CMS INSTALLATION     USER: userid
  TIME: 09:21:41          SET INSTALL PARAMETERS MENU

                          SET PRODUCT PASSWORDS

                          SET MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS
                          SET TAPE SELECTION PARAMETERS

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER
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                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

The following pages present the steps necessary to complete setting the installation parameters.

Provide CA IDMS Option for CMS Passwords

Take the following steps to set product passwords:

1. Tab to SET PRODUCT PASSWORDS on the Set Install Parameters menu
2. Press ENTER

The Provide Product Passwords screen appears.

  CAE5SPWD                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: F0Q61B
  DATE: 11/20/01    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION  VM/CMS INSTALLATION     USER: IDMSQA02
  TIME: 09:26:22           PROVIDE PRODUCT PASSWORDS

         PASSWORD           PASSWORD           PASSWORD
  PW1    00000000   PW2     00000000   PW3     00000000

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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 | PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)    PF9= UPDATE PASSWORDS    |
 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Enter passwords for those products requiring passwords.
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering passwords to update passwords.

Set Miscellaneous Parameters

Take the following steps to set miscellaneous parameters:

1. Place the cursor next to SET MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS on the Set Install Parameters menu
2. Press ENTER

The Select Miscellaneous Parameters screen appears.

  CAE5SMCO                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: 11/20/01    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION  VM/CMS INSTALLATION     USER: userid
  TIME: 09:28:50        SELECT MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS

 FIELD            VALUE
  INSTALL TYPE:   BASE
  CVMACH ID:      IDMSQA02
  ASSEMBLER NAME: ASMAHL
  CA90S USERID:
  CA90S ADDRESS:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 |  PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)     PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS    |
 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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3. Type new information in any field on the screen
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering information to update the miscellaneous parameters

Set Tape Processing Parameters (for CMS)

Take the following steps to set tape selection parameters:

1. Place the cursor next to SET TAPE SELECTION PARAMETERS on the Set Install Parameters menu
2. Press ENTER

The Select Tape Processing Parameters screen appears.
   CAE5STCO                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: 11/20/01    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION  VM/CMS INSTALLATION     USER: userid
  TIME: 09:29:14       SELECT TAPE PROCESSING PARAMETERS
 
 FIELD          VALUE
 INSTALLATION
  TAPE ADDRESS: 181
  VOLSER:       volser
  GENLEVEL:     genlevel
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 |  PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)     PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS    |
 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 

3. Type new information in any field on the screen
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering information to update the tape selection parameters

Execute Install Job
The install job steps are run in sequence to finalize the installation. Please note these guidelines before running a job
step:

• A check is made to ensure that in-progress installs are not jeopardized
• Each job step verifies the required prior job steps have been run
• Most jobs are restartable
• If you try to rerun a job step and it is completed, the system asks you to verify your action
• Rerun of a job step resets subsequent jobs that need to be rerun as a result of this rerun
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Take the following steps to run a job step:

1. Place the cursor next to INSTALL PRODUCT(S) FROM BASE TAPE on the Main menu
2. Press ENTER

The Select Product Install Jobs screen displays appears.

  CAE5INST                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: 11/20/01    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION  VM/CMS INSTALLATION     USER: userid
  TIME: 09:29:40          SELECT PRODUCT INSTALL JOBS

             DONE  STEP       DESCRIPTION OF STEP PROCESSING

              N    JOB2       OFFLOAD CONTENTS OF INSTALL TAPE
              N    JOB3       SITE SPECIFIC ASSEMBLIES
              N    JOB4       LINKEDITS

              N    JOB11      FINAL INSTALLATION PROCESSING

                   READER     REVIEW OUTPUT IN READER QUEUE
                   EXIT

 PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED JOB STEP AND PRESS ENTER
                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

3. Place the cursor next to the desired job
4. Press ENTER

Description of job steps
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The following table describes each job step available on the Select Product Install Jobs screen.

Job ID Description
Job2 Offload contents of install tape:

TEXT modules
Link edit SYSLIN members
Source entities
Rename non-MACLIB entities
Create or update IDMSLIB MACLIB

Job3 Site specific assemblies:
Common modules for CA IDBGJ. install
#SVCOPT
SVCOPT
VMCFOPT
CA IDBGP. - RHDCUCMS (assemble #UCFCMS)

Job4 Link edits:
Create or update IDMSLIB LOADLIB
Link only products currently being installed
Link output is broken out by product

Job11 Final installation review and update:
Validates that all jobs were run
Sets all flags indicating the install is complete

Maintenance Tape Installation Procedures
The Maintenance Tape facility allows the z/VM user to apply maintenance tapes to their CA IDMS., CA IDMS. Tools or CA
IDMS. Option for CMS environment in an easy-to-understand, controlled, and documented manner. The procedures for all
of these products are the same and are presented only once. The screens displayed for each product are similar, but the
product name is different.

The maintenance tapes deliver updated TEXT modules that have all of the published APARs already applied. The process
relinks affected load modules using the updated TEXT modules. This process ensures that all APARs for each module are
applied and makes it easier to keep your startup modules up to date. It also allows you to relink your startup module(s)
for site-specific changes (for example, an updated RHDCPARM module) without having to reapply APARs to each startup
module after it has been relinked.

Before you begin

Prior to starting the install procedure, make sure that you have:

• Reviewed the Product Maintenance Letter (PML is the cover letter), any Product Error Alerts (PEAs) and Product
Documentation Change (PDCs).

• Reviewed the Maintenance Installation section.

Installation Steps

During the installation, perform these steps:

Step Description
1 Review installation materials
2 Offload installation materials from tape
3 Execute appropriate EXEC (IDMS170, TOOL170, CMSO170) to

initiate installation
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4 Set installation parameters
5 Execute install job steps
6 Create new startup module
7 Update startup EXEC

Obtaining help

To obtain menu or field help on any of the installation screens, press PF1.

Function keys

The updates are controlled through the use of PF keys on all screens. The use of the ENTER key does not cause updates
to occur, but can invoke read-only type functions on some screens.

For more information, see the following topics:

Review Installation Materials
Review the cover letter (PML), any Product Error Alerts (PEAs) and Product Documentation Changes (PDCs) in your
installation package. PEAs and PDCs may be added to the installation package during the life of a Service Pack. Review
this information carefully for any additional steps, corrective actions or site-relevant information required to complete your
maintenance install.

Offload Installation Material from Tape (for maintenance tape installation)

Contents of the installation file

The installation file may contain the following:

• Updated installation EXECs, XEDIT profiles, and message file
• Updated HELP files
• Updated or new optional APARs
• Documentation members describing the contents of the tape
• Descriptions of Required APARs applied on this tape
• Cross-reference showing published and test APAR numbers
• Cross-reference showing what APARs are applied to each module
• Descriptions of Optional APARs

Load file

Take these steps to load the installation materials:

1. Mount the maintenance tape
2. Type:

 TAPE FSF n 
 

where n is the number of files specified on the cover letter
3. Type:

 TAPE LOAD * * A (NOPRINT
 

4. Once you have offloaded this file, review the cross-reference documents to see if any APARs you applied to your
environment are included in the updated TEXT modules on this tape. If they are not and the module(s) they affect
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have been updated on this tape, you will need to reapply some or all of them after the maintenance install has been
completed.

Execute Installation EXEC
To begin the maintenance tape installation, you need to execute the appropriate EXEC for the product being processed.

1. Type the name of the EXEC and press ENTER:
– IDMS170 - CA IDMS.
– TOOL170 - CA IDMS. Tools
– CMSO170 - CA IDMS. Option for CMS
The Main Menu for the appropriate product appears.

  CAE5F0                            CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS z/VM INSTALLATION           USER: userid
  TIME: 05:13:02               M A I N  M E N U

                          SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS

                          INSTALL BASE TAPE

                          INSTALL MAINTENANCE TAPE

                          APPLY APAR CORRECTION(S) TO SYSTEM

                          DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER
                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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2. To select the INSTALL PRODUCT MAINTENANCE TAPE option, perform the following steps:
a. Tab to the INSTALL PRODUCT MAINTENANCE TAPE on the Main Menu
b. Press ENTER

If this is the first time invoking the maintenance install process, a screen similar to this appears:

  CAE5LODV                          CA, INC.                   USER: userid
  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION
  TIME: 07:45:11            LOAD DEFAULT PARAMETERS

  **********************************************************
  * ANY NEW INSTALL PARAMETERS FOR THIS MAINTENANCE TAPE   *
  * WILL NOW BE LOADED INTO YOUR LASTING GLOBALV USING     *
  * THE CAE5LODM EXEC.                                     *
  **********************************************************

      PLEASE PRESS  ENTER  TO CONTINUE

Press ENTER.

The Main Menu for the Maintenance Tape Install appears.

  CAE5MNT                           CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy      CA IDMS VM MAINTENANCE TAPE INSTALL       USER: userid
  TIME: 07:52:12               M A I N  M E N U
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                          SET MAINTENANCE INSTALLATION PARAMETERS

                          SET MAINTENANCE PRODUCT PASSWORDS

                          RUN MAINTENANCE INSTALLATION JOBS

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER
                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Main menu options

The following table describes the Main Menu installation options. Please note that you may not need to use all the options
for every maintenance tape (for example, some tapes may not require passwords).

Option Description
Set maintenance installation parameters This option accesses a menu that allows you to specify if you

want to allocate a new load and/or maclib for this maintenance
tape. This is not required. The option allows you to segregate the
maintenance until you want it combined with your main libraries
after it has been tested and accepted at your site.

Set maintenance product passwords This option displays a screen that allows you to enter any
passwords that may be required to install the maintenance tape.

Run maintenance installation jobs This option accesses a menu that displays the jobs needed to run
the install on the maintenance tape.
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Set Maintenance Installation Parameters
You set maintenance parameters from the Set Maintenance Installation Parameters menu. To access this screen:

1. Tab to the SET MAINTENANCE INSTALLATION PARAMETERS on the Main Menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Set Installation Parameters screen appears.

  CAE5MPRM                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy      CA IDMS VM MAINTENANCE TAPE INSTALL       USER: userid
  TIME: 12:11:54         SELECT INSTALLATION PARAMETERS

 FIELD          VALUE

  LOADLIB PARAMETERS:
   ALLOCATE NEW:        N
   LOADLIB NAME:        IDMSLIB
  MACLIB PARAMETERS:
   ALLOCATE NEW:        N
   MACLIB NAME:         IDMSLIB
  TAPE CUU:             181

  LAST GENLEVEL:        F00109DBA00
  LAST TAPE VOLSER:
  CURRENT GENLEVEL:     F00109DBA00
  CURRENT TAPE VOLSER:  F0Q41B

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 |  PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)     PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS    |
 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Update the LOADLIB and/or MACLIB parameters you need to change.
4. Press PF9 when you are done to update the parameters in the LASTING GLOBAV.

Set Maintenance Product Passwords
You may be required to provide product passwords on some maintenance tapes. To set the product passwords:

1. Tab to the SET MAINTENANCE PRODUCT PASSWORDS on the Main Menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Provide Product Passwords screen appears.
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  CAE5MPWD                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy      CA IDMS VM MAINTENANCE TAPE INSTALL       USER: userid
  TIME: 06:13:22           PROVIDE PRODUCT PASSWORDS

         PASSWORD
  PW1    00000000
  PW2    00000000
  PW3    00000000
  PW4    00000000
  PW5    00000000

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)    PF9= UPDATE PASSWORDS    |
 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Enter the passwords provided on the Product Authorization sheet(s) for the products installed at your site. You
received the Product Authorization sheet(s) with your tape.

4. Press PF9 when you are done entering passwords to update them in the LASTING GLOBALV.

Run Maintenance Installation Jobs
The maintenance jobs steps are run in sequence to install the updated software. Please note these guidelines before
running a job step:
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• A check is made to ensure that any in-process installs are not jeopardized. Any BASE, ADDON or prior
MAINTENANCE installations MUST be completed before a maintenance install can begin.

• Only those jobs that are required for the current tape display. If a job is not required for a particular tape, then the line
where that step normally appears is left blank.

• Each job step verifies that prior job steps are complete before it proceeds.
• You can restart most jobs.
• If you try to rerun a job step after its completion, the system asks you to verify your action.
• Rerunning a job step resets any subsequent jobs that need to be rerun.

To run the job steps:

1. Place the cursor next to RUN MAINTENANCE INSTALLATION JOBS on the Main Menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The SELECT MAINTENANCE INSTALL JOBS screen appears.

  CAE5MINS                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy      CA IDMS VM MAINTENANCE TAPE INSTALL       USER: userid
  TIME: 07:42:11        SELECT MAINTENANCE INSTALL JOBS

             DONE  STEP       DESCRIPTION OF STEP PROCESSING

              N    JOB1       OFFLOAD CONTENTS OF MAINTENANCE TAPE
              N    JOB2       ASSEMBLIES
              N    JOB3       LINKEDITS
              N    JOB4       UPDATE THE CA IDMS RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT
              N    JOB5       FINAL INSTALLATION PROCESSING

                   READER     REVIEW OUTPUT IN READER QUEUE
                   EXIT

 PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED JOB STEP AND PRESS ENTER
                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )
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3. Place the cursor next to the desired job and press ENTER.

Description of job steps

Job ID Description
JOB1 Offload contents of maintenance tape:

TEXT modules
Updated link edit SYSLIN members
Source entities
Update existing MACLIB or optionally create a new MACLIB

JOB2 Site specific assemblies:
Assemble modules if source/macros have changed

JOB3 Link edits:
Updates existing load library or optionally creates a new load
library
Only links products installed at each site

JOB4 Update database files:
Update existing databases
May not be run for every tape

JOB5 Final installation review and update:
Validates that all jobs were run
Sets all flags indicating that the install is complete

Create New Startup module (for maintenence tape installation)
Depending on what modules have been delivered on a maintenance tape, CA IDMS. sites may be required to relink their
startup module(s). The cover letter should indicate if this is required, but you should also check.

To create a new startup module:

1. Use the SYSLIN member for your current system.
2. Optionally change the name of the startup module.
3. Type the following command to link edit into the appropriate load library using the CAE5LNKB EXEC:

 CAE5LNKB startup SYSLIN loadlib NORENT
 

Update Your Startup EXEC
If you define a new load library for the modules from the maintenance tape, you should update your startup EXEC and
add the new load library to the CDMSLIB concatenation.

This section contains the following topics:

Applying APARs
The Online APAR Maintenance Facility is designed to allow the z/VM user to apply corrective maintenance to their
CA IDMS., CA IDTOOL. or CA IDMS. Option for CMS runtime environment in an easy-to-understand, controlled, and
documented manner.
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The APAR procedures for CA IDMS., CA IDTOOL. and the CA IDMS. Option for CMS are identical, but are presented
once. In this section, substitute prod with the appropriate value. The product name in the screen headings are different for
each product:

1. IDMS - CA IDMS.
2. TOOL - CA IDTOOL.
3. CMSO - CA IDMS. Option for CMS

As in the software install procedures, the APAR maintenance is driven by a series of online menus and EXECs. Online
menu and field help is available for each screen.

Separate log files are maintained for CA IDMS. and CA IDTOOL. to provide an audit trail of all activity processed against
your system, both successful and unsuccessful. These log files can be viewed online at any time.

Applying APARs

To apply APARs, you must:

• Obtain the APAR source
• Display the APAR menu
• Set your site parameters
• List and apply required and optional APARs
• Reverse an APAR if necessary
• List required and optional APARs that have been applied
• Review APAR history
• Review output in reader queue

This section discusses each of the topics listed.

Obtaining the APAR Source
APAR source can be obtained from these sources:

• Via the SupportConnect online system
• From APARs delivered on an APAR tape
• Over the telephone from a CA technical support representative

To ensure correct processing by the online system, you must follow these naming conventions:

• The FILE NAME should be either the temporary APAR number (for example, TC01001) received from a TSR if the
APAR is unpublished or the actual published APAR number (for example, LO12345)

• The FILE TYPE should be
– prodAPAR - required APARs
– prodOPT - optional APARs

NOTE
For clients who have installed the CA IDMS. Option for CMS, the value for prod should be IDMS.

Regardless of the source, the format of the APAR is consistent and is provided in a form specific to the z/VM environment,
not in some standard format that requires editing.

Displaying the APAR Menu
Take the following steps to display the APAR menu:

1. Execute prod170
The Main menu appears.
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  CAE5F0                            CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy     CA IDMS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE      USER: userid
  TIME: 07:52:11               M A I N  M E N U

                          SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS

                          INSTALL PRODUCT(S) FROM BASE TAPE

                          INSTALL PRODUCT MAINTENANCE TAPE

                          APPLY APAR CORRECTION(S) TO SYSTEM

                          DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER
                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

2. Place the cursor next to APPLY APAR CORRECTION(S) TO SYSTEM
3. Press ENTER

The APAR menu shown below appears.

  CAE5APAR                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy     CA IDMS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE      USER: userid
  TIME: 07:54:12               A P A R  M E N U
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                          SET APAR MAINTENANCE PARAMETERS

                          LIST REQUIRED APARS AVAILABLE FOR APPLICATION
                          LIST OPTIONAL APARS AVAILABLE FOR APPLICATION

                          LIST REQUIRED APARS WHICH HAVE BEEN APPLIED
                          LIST OPTIONAL APARS WHICH HAVE BEEN APPLIED

                          REVIEW APAR HISTORY LOG FILE
                          REVIEW APAR ERROR LOG FILE

                          REVIEW OUTPUT IN READER QUEUE
                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER
                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

Setting Your Site Parameters
After displaying the APAR menu, you must set your site specific parameters. Take these steps to set your site specific
parameters:

1. Place the cursor next to SET APAR MAINTENANCE PARAMETERS on the APAR menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Set APAR Maintenance Parameters screen appears.

  CAE5SALD                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy     CA IDMS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE      USER: userid
  TIME: 07:56:44        SET APAR MAINTENANCE PARAMETERS

  LOADLIB FILE NAME: IDMSLIB
  LOADLIB FILE MODE: A
   NEW CREATION ONLY
  APAR SOURCE FM:    A
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 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 |  PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)     PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS    |
 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Update the fields described in the table below to determine where APARs are applied and where the APAR source
members are located. Type the new information in each field and press PF9 to update the parameters.
Pressing ENTER has no affect on the saved values. Press PF3 to exit and return to the APAR menu.

Field Description
LOADLIB FILE NAME This field specifies the CMS LOADLIB where the selected APARs

are applied. This field can be changed at any time. The installation
default is prodLIB, the base install library. See the description
below of the processing flow based on what you choose here.

LOADLIB FILE MODE This field specifies the minidisk where the load library exists, or is
created if it does not exist. The installation default is 'A'.

APAR SOURCE FM This field specifies the minidisk containing the APAR source
members. The installation default is 'A'.

LOADLIB Processing

Many users do not want to apply maintenance to their base load library, prodLIB. They want to remain 'clean' with the
contents unchanged. You can specify a library name that does not exist.

When an APAR is applied, the software checks to see if the library exists. If the library does not exist, it is created and
modules are copied from prodLIB LOADLIB into the new library. In an existing library, the software checks to see if the
affected module is in the library. This indicates prior maintenance has been applied to the module. If the module is not
present, it is automatically copied from prodLIB LOADLIB automatically.

NOTE
Modules are only copied from prodLIB. If you have updated modules in a library not currently specified, the
EXECs cannot find them and your maintenance is out of sync.
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Listing and Applying Required APARs
To see a list of the required APARs (all files with FILE TYPE prodAPAR) available for applications, take the following
steps to display the List Required APARs Available To Be Applied screen:

1. Place the cursor next to LIST REQUIRED APARS AVAILABLE FOR APPLICATION on the APAR menu
2. Press ENTER

The List Required APARs Available To Be Applied screen appears.

  CAE5LAPR                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy     CA IDMS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE      USER: userid
  TIME: 13:34:11  LIST REQUIRED APARS AVAILABLE TO BE APPLIED   LIB:  IDMSLIB
  PAGE: 1 OF 1

 ACTION  APAR NUMBER
   _     LO36265

   TO BROWSE AN APAR, ENTER A B NEXT TO THE APAR(S) AND HIT ENTER
   TO APPLY ANY APARS, ENTER AN X NEXT TO THE APAR(S) AND HIT PF9
   TO LOCATE AN APAR, ENTER THE APAR NUMBER AND HIT PF1:
 +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | PF1= LOCATE   PF3= RETURN     PF5= TOP          PF6=  BOTTOM      |
 | PF7= PAGE UP  PF8= PAGE DOWN  PF9= APPLY APARS  PF10= VERIFY ONLY |
 +-------------------------------------------------------------------+

A listing of all the required APARs that were found on the minidisk specified in the SOURCE FM parameter of the Set
APAR Maintenance Parameters screen appears. The system displays a message if no APARs are available.
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NOTE
If you believe some APARs should be listed and none are displayed, check to verify whether the APAR
SOURCE FM on the Set APAR Maintenance Parameters screen is correct. Next, check the disk to ensure the
files have a FILE TYPE of prodAPAR.

Browsing an APAR

You can browse an APAR by placing a 'B' in the ACTION column next to one or more APARs and pressing ENTER. This
allows you to browse each APAR selected. To exit each APAR, press PF3. If more than one APAR is selected, each one is
processed in order.

For multiple screens, indicated by the PAGE 1 of x on line 4 in the left corner of the screen, use the PF keys to move
through the list. PF key assignments are listed at the bottom of the screen. To search for a specific APAR, enter the
number in the field provided and press PF1. If the specified APAR is not found, an error message is displayed on line 5 of
the screen; otherwise, you are positioned on the appropriate screen.

Selecting an APAR(s)

To select one or more APARs, enter an 'X' in the ACTION column next to the appropriate APAR(s).

Verifying APAR(s)

To verify that the APAR(s) actually applies on your system, press PF10. In this case, no updates occur and only the VER
statements in the APAR(s) are processed. Also, no entries are made in the log file, CAprod17 APARLOG. For each APAR
that verifies, the system displays a 'V' in the ACTION column. If the verify was unsuccessful, the system displays an 'F' in
the ACTION column.

Applying APAR(s)

To apply the APAR(s) to your system, press PF9. Updates are applied to the appropriate load library using the ZAP utility.
For each APAR that is successfully applied, the system displays an 'A' in the ACTION column and makes an entry in the
APAR log file, CAprod17 APARLOG. If the apply was unsuccessful, the system displays an 'F' in the ACTION column and
makes an entry in the APAR error log file, CAprod17 ERRLOG.

NOTE
For more information regarding the log file contents, see Reviewing APAR History.

Results of APAR Processing

For each APAR processed, either verify only or actually applying, a member is created in your reader list with a
FILENAME of the APAR number and a FILETYPE of ZAPLOG. Review these by returning to the APAR menu and
selecting REVIEW OUTPUT IN READER QUEUE.

Once an APAR is successfully applied, the source member is renamed. The FILE NAME remains the same but the FILE
TYPE is changed to prodAPLY. This APAR can now be displayed using the LIST REQUIRED APARS WHICH HAVE
BEEN APPLIED option on the APAR menu.

Listing and Applying Optional APARs
To see a list of optional APARs (all files with FILE TYPE prodOPT) available for applications, take the following steps to
display the List Optional APARs Available To Be Applied screen:

1. Place the cursor next to LIST OPTIONAL APARS AVAILABLE FOR APPLICATION on the APAR menu
2. Press ENTER

The List Optional APARs Available To Be Applied screen appears.

  CAE5LAPR                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy     CA IDMS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE      USER: userid
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  TIME: 15:33:12  LIST OPTIONAL APARS AVAILABLE TO BE APPLIED   LIB:  DBALIB
  PAGE: 1 OF 8

 ACTION  APAR NUMBER
   _     CS74316
   _     CS76640
   _     CS76649
   _     CS81862
   _     CS81905
   _     CS81906
   _     CS81907
   _     CS82065
   _     CS82230
   _     CS82257

   TO BROWSE AN APAR, ENTER A B NEXT TO THE APAR(S) AND HIT ENTER
   TO APPLY ANY APARS, ENTER AN X NEXT TO THE APAR(S) AND HIT PF9
   TO LOCATE AN APAR, ENTER THE APAR NUMBER AND HIT PF1:
 +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | PF1= LOCATE   PF3= RETURN     PF5= TOP          PF6=  BOTTOM      |
 | PF7= PAGE UP  PF8= PAGE DOWN  PF9= APPLY APARS  PF10= VERIFY ONLY |
 +-------------------------------------------------------------------+

A listing of all optional APARS found on the minidisk specified in the SOURCE FM parameter of the Set APAR
Maintenance Parameters screen appears. The system displays a message if no APARs are available.

NOTE
If you believe some APARs should be listed and none are displayed, verify whether the APAR SOURCE FM on
the Set APAR Maintenance Parameters screen is correct. Next, check the disk to ensure the files have a FILE
TYPE of prodOPT.

Browsing an APAR

You can browse an APAR by placing a 'B' in the ACTION column next to one or more APARs and pressing ENTER. You
can then browse each APAR selected. To exit each APAR, press PF3. If more than one APAR was selected, each one is
processed in order.

For multiple screens, indicated by the PAGE 1 of x on line 4 in the left corner of the screen, use the PF keys to move
through the list. PF key assignments are listed at the bottom of the screen. To search for a specific APAR, enter the
number in the field provided and press PF1. If no APAR with the requested number is found, an error message is
displayed on line 5 of the screen; otherwise, you are positioned on the appropriate screen.

Selecting an APAR(s)

To select one or more APARs, enter an 'X' in the ACTION column next to the appropriate APAR(s).

Verifying APAR(s)

To verify the APAR(s) applies to your system, press PF10. In this case, no updates occur and only the VER statements in
the APAR(s) are processed. Also, no entries are made in the log file, CAprod17 APARLOG. For each APAR that verifies,
the system displays a 'V' in the ACTION column. If the verify was unsuccessful, the system displays an 'F' in the ACTION
column.
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Applying APAR(s)

To apply the APAR(s) to your system, press PF9. Updates are applied to the appropriate load library using the ZAP utility.
For each APAR that is successfully applied, the system displays an 'A' in the ACTION column and makes an entry in the
APAR log file, CAprod17 APARLOG. If the apply was unsuccessful, the system displays an 'F' in the ACTION column and
makes an entry in the APAR error log file, CAprod17 ERRLOG.

NOTE
For more information regarding the log file contents, see Reviewing APAR History.

Results of APAR Processing

For each APAR processed, either verify only or actually applying, a member is created in your reader list with a
FILENAME of the APAR number and a FILETYPE of ZAPLOG. These can be reviewed by returning to the APAR menu
and selecting REVIEW OUTPUT IN READER QUEUE.

Once an APAR is successfully applied, the source member is renamed. The FILE NAME remains the same but the FILE
TYPE is changed to prodAOPT. This APAR can now be displayed using the LIST OPTIONAL APARS WHICH HAVE
BEEN APPLIED option on the APAR menu.

Reversing APARs Already Applied
It may be necessary to remove or 'back off' an APAR that has been applied to your system. Functions are provided to
allow you to execute this function in the same manner as applying the APAR.

The process used to remove APARs is to take the VERs and REPs and reverse them (for example, make the VERs into
REPs and vice versa). This is done internally and does not require modification by the user. The actual APAR source is
never modified by the online system so that an APAR may be applied, tested, reversed, modified by the user, and then re-
applied with a minimum of intervention.

Listing Required APARs Already Applied
To see which required APARs (all files with FILE TYPE prodAPLY) have been applied, follow these steps to display the
List Required APARs That Have Been Applied screen:

1. Place the cursor next to LIST REQUIRED APARS WHICH HAVE BEEN APPLIED on the APAR menu
2. Press ENTER

The List Required APARs That Have Been Applied screen appears.

  CAE5RAPR                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy     CA IDMS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE      USER: userid
  TIME: 07:18:42  LIST REQUIRED APARS THAT HAVE BEEN APPLIED    LIB:  IDMSLIB
  PAGE: 1 OF 3

 ACTION  APAR NUMBER
   _     LO36295
   _     LO36311
   _     LO36315
   _     LO36327
   _     LO36334
   _     LO36350
   _     LO36351
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   _     LO36361
   _     LO36397
   _     LO36399

   TO BROWSE AN APAR, ENTER A B NEXT TO THE APAR(S) AND HIT ENTER
   TO REVERSE ANY APAR(S), ENTER AN X NEXT TO THE APAR(S) AND HIT PF9
   TO LOCATE AN APAR, ENTER THE APAR NUMBER AND HIT PF1:
 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | PF1= LOCATE   PF3= RETURN     PF5= TOP           PF6=  BOTTOM        |
 | PF7= PAGE UP  PF8= PAGE DOWN  PF9= REVERSE APARS PF10= VERIFY ONLY   |
 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

A listing of all required APARs on the minidisk specified as the SOURCE FM in the Set APAR Maintenance Parameters
screen appears. The system displays a message if no APARs are available.

NOTE
If you believe some APARs should be listed and none are displayed, verify the APAR SOURCE FM on the Set
APAR Maintenance Parameters screen is correct. Next, check the minidisk to ensure the files have a FILE
TYPE of prodAPLY.

Browsing an APAR

You can browse an APAR by placing a 'B' in the ACTION column next to one or more APARs and pressing ENTER. You
can then browse each APAR selected. To exit each APAR, press PF3. If more than one APAR was selected, each one is
processed in order.

For multiple screens, indicated by the PAGE 1 of x on line 4 in the left corner of the screen, use the PF keys to move
through the list. PF key assignments are listed at the bottom of the screen. To search for a specific APAR, enter the
number in the field provided and press PF1. If no APAR with the requested number is found, an error message is
displayed on line 5 of the screen; otherwise, you are positioned on the appropriate screen.

Selecting an APAR(s)

To select one or more APARs, enter an 'X' in the ACTION column next to the appropriate APAR(s).

Verifying reversal of an APAR

If you want to verify the APAR(s) will reverse correctly on your system, press PF10.

In this case no updates occur, only the REP statements in the APAR(s) are processed and made into VERs. Also, no
entries are made in the log file, CAprod17 APARLOG. For each APAR that is verified, the system displays a 'V' in the
ACTION column. If the verify is unsuccessful, the system displays an 'F' in the ACTION column.

Removing APARs

To remove the APAR(s) from your system, press PF9. Updates are applied to the appropriate load library using the ZAP
utility. For each APAR that is successfully removed, the system displays an 'R' in the ACTION column and makes an
entry in the APAR log file, CAprod17 APARLOG. If the removal is unsuccessful, the system displays an 'F' in the ACTION
column and makes an entry in the APAR error log file, CAprod17 ERRLOG.

NOTE
For more information about what is contained in the log file, see Reviewing Output in the Reader Queue.

Results of APAR Processing
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For each APAR processed (either verifying or removing), a member is created in your reader list with a FILENAME of the
APAR number and a FILETYPE of ZAPLOG. These can be reviewed by returning to the APAR menu and selecting the
REVIEW OUTPUT IN READER QUEUE option.

Once an APAR has been successfully removed, the source member is renamed. The FILE NAME remains the same but
the FILE TYPE is changed to prodAPAR, the same as it looked before it was applied. This APAR now appears on the List
Required APARs Available for Application screen.

Listing Optional APARs Already Applied
To see which optional APARs (all files with FILE TYPE prodAOPT) are applied, follow these steps to display the List
Optional APARs That Have Been Applied screen:

1. Place the cursor next to LIST OPTIONAL APARS WHICH HAVE BEEN APPLIED on the APAR menu
2. Press ENTER

The List Optional APARs That Have Been Applied screen appears.

  CAE5RAPR                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy     CA IDMS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE      USER: userid
  TIME: 07:18:33  LIST OPTIONAL APARS THAT HAVE BEEN APPLIED    LIB:  IDMSLIB
  PAGE: 1 OF 1
     THERE ARE NO OPTIONAL APARS THAT HAVE BEEN APPLIED!
 ACTION  APAR NUMBER

   TO BROWSE AN APAR, ENTER A B NEXT TO THE APAR(S) AND HIT ENTER
   TO REVERSE ANY APAR(S), ENTER AN X NEXT TO THE APAR(S) AND HIT PF9
   TO LOCATE AN APAR, ENTER THE APAR NUMBER AND HIT PF1:
 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | PF1= LOCATE   PF3= RETURN     PF5= TOP           PF6=  BOTTOM        |
 | PF7= PAGE UP  PF8= PAGE DOWN  PF9= REVERSE APARS PF10= VERIFY ONLY   |
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 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

A listing of all optional APARs found on the minidisk specified as the SOURCE FM in the Set APAR Maintenance
Parameters screen appears. The system displays a message if no APARs are available.

NOTE
If you believe that some APARs should be listed and none are displayed, check to make sure that the APAR
SOURCE FM on the Set APAR Maintenance Parameters screen is correct. Next, check the disk to make sure
the files you expect have a FILE TYPE of prodAOPT.

Browsing an APAR

You can browse an APAR by placing a 'B' in the ACTION column next to one or more APARs and pressing ENTER. You
can then browse each APAR selected. To exit each APAR, press PF3. If more than one APAR was selected, each one is
processed in order.

For multiple screens, indicated by the PAGE 1 of x on line 4 in the left corner of the screen, you can use PF keys to
move through the list. PF key assignments are listed at the bottom of the screen. To search for a specific APAR, enter
the number in the field provided and press PF1. If an APAR with the requested number is not found, an error message is
displayed on line 5 of the screen; otherwise, you are positioned on the appropriate screen.

Selecting an APAR(s)

To select one or more APARs, enter an 'X' in the ACTION column next to the appropriate APAR(s).

Verifying Reversal of an APAR

If you want to verify the APAR(s) will reverse correctly on your system, press PF10.

In this case no updates occur and only the REP statements in the APAR(s) are processed and made into VERs. Also,
no entries are made in the log file, CAprod17 APARLOG. For each APAR that verifies, the system displays a 'V' in the
ACTION column. If the verify is unsuccessful, the system displays an 'F' in the ACTION column.

Removing APARs

To remove the APAR(s) from your system, press PF9. Updates are applied to the appropriate load library using the ZAP
utility. For each APAR that is successfully removed, the system displays an 'R' in the ACTION column and makes an entry
in in the APAR log file, CAprod17 APARLOG. If the removal is unsuccessful, the system displays an 'F' in the ACTION
column and makes an entry in the APAR error log file, CAprod17 ERRLOG.

NOTE
For more information about what is contained in the log file, see Reviewing Output in the Reader Queue.

Results of APAR Processing

For each APAR processed, either verify only or actually removing, a member is created in your reader list with a
FILENAME of the APAR number and a FILETYPE of ZAPLOG. These can be reviewed by returning to the APAR menu
and selecting the REVIEW OUTPUT IN READER QUEUE option.

Once an APAR has been successfully removed, the source member is renamed. The FILE NAME remains the same but
the FILE TYPE is changed to prodOPT, the same as it looked before it was applied. This APAR now appears on the List
Optional APARs Available for Application screen.

Reviewing APAR History
You can review either of the history files online. You are placed in BROWSE and can execute any function supported by
BROWSE. You cannot modify the files.

To review the log file of successfully applied APARs, CAprod17 APARLOG, place the cursor next to the REVIEW APAR
HISTORY LOG FILE on the APAR menu and press ENTER. To review the log file of unsuccessfully applied APARs,
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CAprod17 ERRLOG, place the cursor next to the REVIEW APAR ERROR LOG FILE option on the APAR menu and
press ENTER.

The log files contain an entry for each separate correction that was contained in the APAR. Each entry contains the
following information:

• APAR number
• Activity - is blank for application of an APAR, REV for reversal
• Load module name
• CSECT name within the load module
• User who applied the APAR
• Date the APAR was applied
• Loadlib name
• Current tape VOLSER (from CAprod17 BASEVOL)
• Current installed genlevel (from CAprod17 BASEGEN)

Reviewing Output in the Reader Queue
This option is provided to give the user the ability to review the output of the application process without having to exit the
EXEC. To select this option, place the cursor next to the REVIEW OUTPUT IN READER QUEUE option on the APAR
menu and press ENTER. You are placed into RDRLIST and can execute any function normally available. Press PF3 to
return to the APAR system.

Requirements for the DC/UCF Virtual Machine
Virtual Machine

Central version operations in the z/VM environment require that a DC/UCF system be executing in a CMS virtual
machine. Throughout this manual, references to the DC/UCF system apply equally to CA IDBGQ. systems and to systems
that include the Universal Communications Facility (UCF) but not CA IDBGQ.

Both batch and online programs access CA IDMS. files through the DC/UCF system. Note: CA IDBGJ. can be used in
local mode in a CMS virtual machine.

To install CA IDMS. for central version operations in a CMS virtual machine, you must be running z/VM.

z/VM Communications Facilities

The following z/VM facilities are used for central version operations when CA IDMS. is installed in a CMS virtual machine:

• The Virtual Machine Communication Facility (VMCF) is used for communication between virtual machines when
batch processing or UCF is used to request central version operations.

• The Inter-User Communications Vehicle (IUCV) is used by the DASD Block I/O System Service to perform
asynchronous I/O operations on CA IDMS. database, dictionary, and journal files.

For more information, see the following topics:

CMS Option
About the CMS Option

The CMS Option is a product that allows CA IDBGQ. to run under the operating system CMS. In all circumstances the
user must install the CMS Option. The only time the CMS Option is not required is when CA IDBGQ. is running in either a
guest operating system (for example MVS or z/VSE) or as a CMS/CV and where all access to the database is directly via
dial-up (that is through the CP DIAL command).
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The CMS Option makes communication possible from one virtual machine to another in a z/VM environment by taking
advantage of the VMCF communication facility.

CMS Option Components

Systems

Technically, the CMS Option consists of the following components:

• CMS - Conversational Monitor System
• UCF - Universal Communication Facility
• CV - Central Version
• SVC - Supervisor Call

CMS Component Modules

The CMS component consists of these modules:

• IDMSVMCF
• IDMSUSVC
• #SVCOPT
• RHDCOCMS
• #UCFCMS
• #UCFUFT
• Several other CA IDMS. modules found in the CMS Option LOADLIB are also required during initial batch execution

IDMSVMCF is CA IDBGJ.'s interface to z/VM's communication facility, VMCF which allows communication from one
virtual machine to another. IDMSVMCF is located on the front-end CMS user machine. IDMSUSVC is also needed to run
under CMS Central Version and provides the same function as IDMSMSVC under MVS and IDMSDSVC under VSE. The
#SVCOPT macro defines the operating environment for the IDMSUSVC module. IDMSUSVC and #SVCOPT are located
on the back-end CMS Central Version machine. RHDCOCMS is the operating system dependent module for CMS Central
Version which supports the CMS access method and SVC simulation. RHDCOCMS is located both on the front-end CMS
user machine and the back-end CMS Central Version machine. The two UCF macros form the front-end to UCF on the
CMS side.

When the CMS Option is needed

The CMS Option is needed to be able to run CA IDMS. under CMS with or without batch or online communication to other
CMS machines. It is also required to run batch or online tasks submitted from a CMS machine to communicate with CA
IDMS. running on a guest machine.

The CMS Option must be installed for the following scenarios to be possible under z/VM.

Batch External Communication

The CMS Option allows you to run the central version under CMS allowing batch external communication to other CMS
machines:

                   z/VM

┌------------┐                ┌------------┐
│    CMS     │                │    CMS     │
│  Virtual   │                │  Virtual   │
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│ Machine A  ◄----- VMCF -----► Machine B  │
├------------┤                ├------------┤
│            │                │    COBOL   │
│  DC/UCF    │                │   Program  │
│            │                │            │
└------------┘                └------------┘

UCF Communication

The CMS Option allows you to run the central version under CMS allowing communication from another CMS machine via
UCF:

                   z/VM

┌------------┐                ┌------------┐
│    CMS     │                │    CMS     │
│  Virtual   │                │  Virtual   │
│ Machine A  ◄----- VMCF -----► Machine B  │
├------------┤                ├------------┤
│            │                │    UCF     │
│   DC/UCF   │                │  Front-End │
│            │                │            │
└------------┘                └------------┘

Batch to Guest System from a CMS Virtual Machine

The CMS Option allows you to run the central version under a guest operating system and allow batch jobs submitted
from a CMS machine to communicate:

                   z/VM

┌------------┐                ┌------------┐
│ MVS or VSE │                │    CMS     │
│  Virtual   │                │  Virtual   │
│ Machine A  ◄----- VMCF -----► Machine B  │
├------------┤                ├------------┤
│            │                │    COBOL   │
│  DC/UCF    │                │   Program  │
│            │                │            │
└------------┘                └------------┘

NOTE
This is a common development/testing environment.

UCF Communication to a Guest System
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The CMS Option allows you to run the central version under a guest operating system and allow communication from
another CMS machine via UCF:

                   z/VM

┌------------┐                ┌------------┐
│ MVS or VSE │                │    CMS     │
│  Virtual   │                │  Virtual   │
│ Machine A  ◄----- VMCF -----► Machine B  │
├------------┤                ├------------┤
│            │                │    UCF     │
│   DC/UCF   │                │  Front-End │
│            │                │            │
└------------┘                └------------┘

When the CMS Option is not needed

CP DIAL Communication

The only time the CMS Option need not be installed is when the user intends to run CA IDMS. under a guest operating
system (which in turn is running under z/VM) and allow online communication using the CP DIAL command to access the
TP monitor (including CA IDBGQ.)

Online Processing Only

The restriction is that only online communication is possible. It would not be possible to compile a program on a CMS
machine against the central version running on the guest operating system without the CMS Option present.

                          z/VM
┌------------┐
│ MVS or VSE │         ┌----------┐        ┌--------┐
│  Virtual   │   CP    │    VM    │   CP   │ CMS/CV │
│ Machine A  │  DIAL   │ Terminal │  DIAL  │ DC     │
│            ◄---------┤   User   ├--------►        │
├------------┤         │          │        │        │
│ CA IDMS    │     ┌---┤          ├---┐    │        │
│ CV/DC      │     │   └----------┘   │    └--------┘
└------------┘     └------------------┘
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Directory Entry for the DC/UCF Virtual Machine
Each virtual machine in the z/VM environment is defined by a directory entry. Considerations for coding the z/VM directory
entry that defines the DC/UCF virtual machine are listed in the table below:

Control statement Coding consideration
USER Includes the specifications for the following:

The user ID assigned to the virtual machine is the name through
which users access the DC/UCF system.
The storage size of the DC/UCF virtual machine must be at least
64 megabytes (64M). A storage size of 128 megabytes (128M) is
recommended.
The privilege classes assigned to the DC/UCF virtual machine
must include class G.

IPL Should specify CMSL rather than CMS as the system to be
loaded if the z/VM environment includes a CMSL saved segment.
When CMSL is used, the DC/UCF system can grow, if necessary,
without overlapping the saved segment containing the CMS
nucleus.
If the DC/UCF virtual machine uses other program products that
are stored in saved segments, you must ensure that the segments
are located high enough in virtual storage to prevent overlapping
by the DC/UCF system.

OPTION The MAXCONN parameter must specify a maximum number of
IUCV connections that is equal to or greater than the number of
MDISK control statements for CA IDMS. files

CONSOLE The virtual console identified becomes the DC/UCF operator's
console when you log on to the DC/UCF virtual machine while the
DC/UCF system is executing.

SPOOL The z/VM directory entry for the DC/UCF virtual machine can
include one or more SPOOL control statements for printers
receiving spooled output.

DEDICATE The z/VM directory entry for the DC/UCF virtual machine should
include DEDICATE control statements for:
Terminals dedicated to the DC/UCF system
Printers dedicated to the DC/UCF system

SPECIAL The z/VM directory entry for the DC/UCF virtual machine should
include SPECIAL control statements for terminals that can be
used for DIAL access to the DC/UCF system.

MDISK The z/VM directory entry for the DC/UCF virtual machine must
include one MDISK control statement for each CA IDMS.
database, dictionary, and journal file to be known to the DC/UCF
system. The access mode in the statements for the journal files
and for the file containing the DDLDCLOG area of the dictionary
should be specified as multiple write (MW). The access mode in
the statements for the other dictionary files and for the database
files should be specified as multiple read (MR). The minidisk
identified by each statement is allocated to the appropriate CA
IDMS. file by means of the CMS RESERVE command during the
installation procedure.

Dataspace Support Options (requires ES9000 model computer or
compatible)
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XCONFIG ADDRSPACE (Required) The XCONFIG ADDRSPACE entry controls the
number and size of dataspaces.
The MAXNUMBER parameter defines the maximum number of
non-primary address spaces that a virtual machine can create and
have exist concurrently.
The TOTSIZE parameter which can be defined in megabytes or
gigabytes is the total virtual storage of all non-primary address
spaces.
The SHARE/NOSHARE parameter specifies whether the CA
IDMS. virtual machine can authorize other virtual machines to
access its primary address space or its dataspaces.

XCONFIG ACCESSLIST (Optional) The XCONFIG ACCESSLIST entry identifies the
maximum number of dataspaces that can be simultaneously
accessed.
The ALSIZE parameter specifies the maximum number of
dataspaces that can be accessed.

MACHINE XC (Optional) Prior to creating a dataspace, the CA IDMS. virtual
machine must be running in XC mode. This can also be done by
issuing the CP command SET MACHINE XC.

Sample directory

A sample directory entry for the CMS virtual machine in which DC/UCF is to execute follows:

CMS Virtual Machine Directory Entry

USER CVDC CVDCPASS 64M 128M G

ACCOUNT CORP0004 BLDG2

IPL CMSL PARM AUTOCR

XCONFIG ADDRSPACE MAXNUMBER 62 TOTSIZE 124G SHARE      ES9000 processor only

XCONFIG ACCESSLIST ALSIZE 62                           ES9000 processor only

OPTION MAXCONN 50

CONSOLE 009 3215 A

SPOOL 00C 2540 READER *

SPOOL 00D 2540 PUNCH A

SPOOL 00E 1403 A

DEDICATE 460 300                                       Dedicated printer

DEDICATE NETWORK 490 0102                              Remote dedicated printer

DEDICATE 470 39A                                       Dedicated terminal
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DEDICATE 471 39B                                       Dedicated terminal

DEDICATE 472 39C                                       Dedicated terminal

DEDICATE 473 39D                                       Dedicated terminal

DEDICATE 474 39E                                       Dedicated terminal

SPECIAL 420 3270                                       Terminal for DIAL access

SPECIAL 421 3270                                       Terminal for DIAL access

SPECIAL 422 3270                                       Terminal for DIAL access

SPECIAL 423 3270                                       Terminal for DIAL access

SPECIAL 424 3270                                       Terminal for DIAL access

LINK MAINT 190 190 RR                                  S disk

LINK MAINT 19E 19E RR                                  Y disk

MDISK 191 3380 480 200 VOL106 MR ALL WA MA             A disk

MDISK 503 3380 220 007 VOL403 MR RDML  WDML  MDML      For file DCDML

MDISK 50A 3380 252 027 VOL403 MR RDMSG WDMSG MDMSG     For file DCMSG

MDISK 504 3380 269 001 VOL403 MR RDLOD WDLOD MDLOD     For file DCLOD

MDISK 506 3380 274 004 VOL403 MR RDRUN WDRUN MDRUN     For file DCRUN

MDISK 507 3380 279 008 VOL403 MR RDSCR WDSCR MDSCR     For file DCSCR

MDISK 505 3380 284 027 VOL403 MW RDLOG WDLOG MDLOG     For file DCLOG

MDISK 500 3380 289 002 VOL403 MR RCAT  WCAT  MCAT      For file DCCAT

MDISK 502 3380 290 001 VOL403 MR RCATL WCATL MCATL     For file DCCATL

MDISK 501 3380 291 001 VOL403 MR RCATX WCATX MCATX     For file DCCATX

MDISK 50D 3380 299 004 VOL403 MR RDSEC WDSEC MDSEC     For file SECDD

MDISK 508 3380 044 014 VOL401 MR RDIRL WDIRL MDIRL     For file DIRLDB

MDISK 509 3380 046 001 VOL401 MR RDDLO WDDLO MDDLO     For file DIRLOD

MDISK 51C 3380 046 019 VOL401 MW RJNL1 WJNL1 MJNL1     For file J1JRNL
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MDISK 51D 3380 050 019 VOL401 MW RJNL2 WJNL2 MJNL2     For file J2JRNL

MDISK 511 3380 600 001 VOL417 MR REMP WEMP MEMP        For file EMPDEMO

MDISK 512 3380 602 001 VOL417 MR RINS WINS MINS        For file INSDEMO

MDISK 513 3380 604 001 VOL417 MR RORG WORG MORG        For file ORGDEMO

MDISK 50E 3380 168 014 VOL404 MR RSQL  WSQL  MSQL      For file SQLDD

MDISK 50F 3380 169 004 VOL404 MR RSQLL WSQLL MSQLL     For file SQLLOD

MDISK 510 3380 171 004 VOL404 MR RSQLX WSQLX MSQLX     For file SQLXDD

MDISK 514 3380 174 001 VOL404 MR REMPL WEMPL MEMPL     For file EMPLDEMO

MDISK 515 3380 183 001 VOL404 MR RINFO WINFO MINFO     For file INFODEMO

MDISK 516 3380 195 001 VOL404 MR RINDX WINDX MINDX     For file INDXDEMO

MDISK 517 3380     001                                 For file PROJDEMO

MDISK 50B 3380     014                                 For file DICTDB

MDISK 50C 3380     004                                 For file DLODDB

MDISK 518 3380     014                                 For file ASFDML

MDISK 519 3380     017                                 For file ASFLOD

MDISK 51A 3380     007                                 For file ADEFN

MDISK 51B 3380     007                                 For file ADATA

MDISK 51E 3380     019                                 For file J3JRNL

MDISK 51F 3380     019                                 For file J4JRNL

More information:

For a description of the CA IDMS. files created during the installation procedure, refer to Minidisk Space Requirements.

Standard CMS Environment
Real Rime Requirement

For z/VM users executing in 370 mode, the CMS virtual machine in which the DC/UCF system is to execute must operate
in the standard CMS environment and in real time.
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The virtual machine executing in 370 mode must be operating in real time to ensure that DC/UCF handles time-related
events accurately. Real time is established either by the REALTIMER parameter of the OPTION control statement in the z/
VM directory entry for the virtual machine or by the CP SET TIMER REAL command. The RHDCOCMS module, which is
part of the DC/UCF system startup routine, issues the SET TIMER REAL command during the startup process.

OS Simulation

The virtual machine must be operating in the standard CMS environment because CA IDMS. uses the OS simulation
capabilities of CMS. As a result of this condition, the following restrictions apply:

• CA IDMS. does not support the CMS/DOS environment. If the DC/UCF virtual machine is used for other purposes
that establish the CMS/DOS environment, you must issue the CMS SET DOS OFF command before starting up the
DC/UCF system.

• CA IDMS. does not support VSAM files. VSAM files are available only under DOS simulation.
• CA IDMS. accepts only OS object code in the z/VM environment. To compile a program for execution under CA

IDMS., you should use the CMS version of the appropriate language compiler; the CMS versions of the compilers
create OS object code. You can use the OS versions of the compilers if OS is running as a guest operating system
under z/VM. You must then make the object modules created by the compilers available to the DC/UCF virtual
machine.

NOTE
When using the CMS version of the COBOL or PL/I compiler to compilea program that is loaded into a DC/
UCF program pool, you must include the OSDECK parameter in the command to execute the compiler.
Additionally, if the language level default for the COBOL compiler is other than 1, you must also include the
LANGLVL(1) parameter.

• The user-supplied sort program required to run certain reports and utilities must be OS-compatible. An
example is CA-Culprit reports.
If a CA IDMS. report or utility requires a sort program, it is indicated in the sample JCL provided in CA IDUTI. and CA
IDREF..

Creating and Accessing CA IDMS Files
CA IDMS. File Creation under z/VM

In the z/VM environment, CA IDMS. database, dictionary, and journal files reside in standard CMS format on CMS virtual
disks (minidisks); VSAM files are not supported. As you expand your CA IDMS. processing environment, you must create
new CA IDMS. files.

The procedure used to create CA IDMS. files in the z/VM environment is the same regardless of operating mode.

Central Version/Local Mode File Access

How CA IDMS. files are accessed depends on the operating mode:

Operating mode File access

Under the central version An application program uses the services of a DC/UCF system
to access CA IDMS. files. The files are owned by the CMS virtual
machine in which the system executes.

In local mode An application program accesses CA IDMS. files through
database management modules that are loaded at program
runtime. The files can be owned by the CMS virtual machine in
which a DC/UCF system executes or by a CMS virtual machine in
which only local mode programs execute.
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Creating CA IDMS Database Files
Separate Minidisk for Each File

Each CA IDMS. file must reside on a separate minidisk. The minidisks are defined in the z/VM directory entry for the DC/
UCF virtual machine.

Since all CA IDMS. databases are accessed through DASD Block IO, any EXEC may access any number of CA IDMS.
files up to the limit of virtual addresses that can be attached to a single user ID.

Overview of File Definition

To create an CA IDMS. file in a z/VM environment, you define the file and its characteristics to z/VM, and you define the
file and its associated database areas to CA IDMS.. To use the file, you define and generate a DMCL that includes the file.

The individual steps in this process are described below.

Steps to Define a Database File in z/VM

MDISK Control Statement

Add an MDISK control statement for the file to the z/VM directory entry for the DC/UCF virtual machine. In the MDISK
statement, specify the access mode as multiple read (MR), as in this example:

MDISK 312 3380 466 015 VOL212 MR RDBFILE WDBFILE MDBFILE

CMS FORMAT Command

Issue the CMS FORMAT command for the minidisk on which the file resides. In the FORMAT command, you specify a
block size for the file.

The sample FORMAT command shown below formats the minidisk identified by the above MDISK statement for an CA
IDMS. file:

FORMAT 312 D 15 (BLKSIZE 4K

CMS RESERVE Command

Issue the CMS RESERVE command to allocate all available blocks on the minidisk to the file. The actual number of
blocks available for data is equal to the number of blocks on the minidisk minus the number of blocks used for CMS
overhead.

Files created with the RESERVE command can be accessed through the DASD Block I/O System Service. With this
method of file access, the virtual machine can continue executing while awaiting completion of an asynchronous I/O
operation. The DC/UCF system uses DASD Block I/O to access CA IDMS. files so that the system can continue to
dispatch tasks that are ready while other tasks wait for database services.

By default, files allocated by means of the RESERVE command have a filemode number of 6. CA IDMS. files to be
accessed using central version operations must be defined with a filemode number of 6 because files with filemode 6
can be updated in place; this allows the automatic and manual database recovery procedures provided with DC/UCF to
function reliably.

The sample RESERVE command shown below allocates the minidisk formatted by the above FORMAT command to a CA
IDMS. file with filename CUSTDB, filetype DBFILE, and filemode D:
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RESERVE CUSTDB DBFILE D

CMS FILEDEF Command

You can optionally add a CMS FILEDEF command for the file to the commands used to execute the DC/UCF startup
routine. In the FILEDEF command, identify the file by the virtual address of the minidisk.

NOTE
You can omit the FILEDEF step in z/VM by supplying the informationin the CA IDMS. file definition. For details,
see Steps to Define a Database File in CA IDMS. below. This is the recommended method.

More information:

For more information about the startup routine for DC/UCF in the z/VM environment, see System startup.

This sample FILEDEF command defines the CA IDMS. file on the formatted and reserved minidisk identified by the
MDISK statement above; the file is assigned a ddname of CUSTFILE:

FILEDEF CUSTFILE DISK 312

Steps to Define a Database File in CA IDMS

CA IDMS. Segment Definition

A segment represents a physical database. It is usually defined by a single schema and describes the physical
implementation of the database. Associated with a segment are the files and areas that contain the data in the database.
Here is an example:

ADD SEGMENT SYSTEM FOR

  NONSQL

 PAGE GROUP 0

MAXIMUM RECORDS PER PAGE 255;

More information:

For more information about CA IDMS. segment definition, refer to CA IDDBA..

CA IDMS. File Definitions

You define the file specified in the z/VM RESERVE command to CA IDMS. with a CREATE FILE statement. Here is a
sample CREATE FILE statement:

CREATE FILE SYSTEM.DCDML

  ASSIGN TO DCDML;

Dynamic File Allocation
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If you specify the z/VM VIRTUAL ADDRESS and z/VM USER ID parameters in the file definition and associated the file
with the DMCL, the file is dynamically allocated when the DMCL module is loaded. Dynamic file allocation eliminates the
need to define the files manually in z/VM, as described in "CMS FILEDEF commands" above. Here is an example:

CREATE FILE SYSTEM.DCDML

  ASSIGN TO DCDML

  VM USERID CAIDMS

  VM VIRTUAL ADDRESS '0500';

More information:

For more information about CA IDMS. file definition statements, refer to CA IDDBA..

IDMS Dataspaces

Important.This feature is available only on IBM's ES/9000 or compatible line of computers executing z/VM 1.1 or higher.

You can cache database files in a dataspace by using a file override on an ALTER DMCL statement. At runtime, CA
IDMS. reads database pages from the dataspace into the database buffer. If it modifies the database page, CA IDMS.
writes the modified page back to disk and to the dataspace cache. By using dataspaces, you can reduce the number
of pages in the buffer associated with the file because the dataspace provides the caching necessary to minimize the
number of I/Os.

Depending on its VM directory options, CA IDMS. running in an XC virtual machine can create multiple address spaces
in addition to its primary address space of up to two gigabytes (2GB) each for storing data. These address spaces are
called dataspaces because they can be used only for storing and manipulating data. Dataspaces created by CA IDMS.
are identified by the eight (8) byte dataspace name: IDMSnnnn where nnnn is a decimal value from 0001 through 8192.

To cache a database file into a dataspace, use the file override on the ALTER DMCL statement. Here is an example:

ALTER DMCL R150DMCL

ADD FILE SYSTEM.DCRUN

ASSIGN TO DCRUN

DATASPACE YES;

CA IDMS. Area Definitions

Each CA IDMS. database or dictionary file is associated with one or more areas that you define with a CREATE AREA
statement. The page size of each area associated with a CA IDMS. database or dictionary file must be 4K. Here is an
example:

ADD AREA SYSTEM.DDLDML

  PRIMARY SPACE 2000 PAGES FROM 1001

  PAGE SIZE 4096
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   WITHIN FILE DCDML FROM 1 FOR ALL BLOCKS;

More information:

For more information about CA IDMS. area definition statements, refer to CA IDDBA..

CA IDMS. Journal File

The block size specified in the z/VM FORMAT command for an CA IDMS. journal file should be equal to the block size
specified for the file in the DMCL. Here is an example:

FORMAT 500 D (BLKSIZE 4096

CA IDMS. DMCL

Create the DMCL and modify it to include the segment with which you associated the database file when you defined it.
Here is an example:

ADD SEGMENT SYSTEM FOR

  NONSQL

  PAGE GROUP 0

MAXIMUM RECORDS PER PAGE 255;

Creating the DMCL and including the segment

MODIFY DMCL R150DMCL

  INCLUDE SEGMENT SYSTEM

  FILE SYSTEM.DCSCR

    BUFFER DEFAULT_BUFFER

  FILE SYSTEM.DCLOG

    BUFFER LOG_BUFFER

  AREA SYSTEM DCLOG
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    ON STARTUP SET STATUS TO UPDATE

     .

     .

     .

     add other segments as appropriate

GENERATE DMCL R150DMCL;

More information:

For more information about DMCL statements, refer to CA IDDBA.

CA IDMS. FORMAT Utility

Run the CA IDMS. FORMAT utility to format the z/VM file into database pages. Here is a sample FORMAT statement:

FORMAT FILE SYSTEM.DDLDML;

More information:

For more information on the FORMAT utility, refer to CA IDUTI..

Database Files under the Central Version

This figure shows a DC/UCF system with two CA IDMS. files. To use central version operations, you access the DC/UCF
system either by executing a batch application program or by establishing online communication with the system.

More information:

For more information about ways to access the DC/UCF system, see System Access.
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Executing Local Mode Programs
Requirements

To execute a local mode program, you meet the following requirements:

• Link edit the application program to the IDMS module
• Specify environment information
• Issue appropriate CMS commands

Link with IDMS Module

User application programs that run in local mode must be link edited with the CA IDMS. interface module, IDMS, which is
stored in the CA IDMS. LOADLIB library during installation. It is also delivered as IDMS TEXT on the installation minidisk.

Specifying Environment Information

You identify the processing environment for the local mode application using the CA IDMS. SYSIDMS parameter file. You
specify the DMCL name on the DMCL= parameter and set the LOCAL parameter to ON in the SYSIDMS parameter file.

You can also use the CVMACH parameter to specify the z/VM virtual machine in which the DC/UCF system is executing
and the CVNUM parameter to specify the number of the central version that is accessible by CMS and routes database
requests through the IDMSVMCF facility.

See the CA IDCOF. section for a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file.

Program Execution

After completing the above steps, you execute the program as follows:

1. Issue the necessary FILEDEF commands.
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NOTE
File definitions for most CA IDMS. files are set up to use thedynamic file allocation facility. You need to issue
FILEDEF commands for those files which can't be allocated dynamically such as, journals, SYSIPT, and
SYSIDMS. You can also issue FILEDEFS for using minidisks other than the CV-owned disk. The FILEDEF
overrides the default disk definition in the DMCL. When executing local mode or batch-to-CV mode execs
in CMS, filedefs for CDMSLIB loadlibs are optional. However, if omitted, and multiple EXECOS OSRUN
statements are coded in the same EXEC, you must code the following CMS statement prior to the first
EXECOS OSRUN statement in the EXEC:

SET STORECLR ENDCMD

You must also code the following CMS statement following the last EXECOS OSRUN statement:

SET STORECLR ENDSVC

2. Issue the CMS GLOBAL LOADLIB command to identify the LOADLIB libraries to be searched for the program load
module.

3. Issue the CMS OSRUN command with the name of the LOADLIB library member.

NOTE
You can also issue the above commands using an EXEC. See theIDMSBCF EXEC delivered as part of the CA
IDMS. installation for a sample.

z/VM Configuration for Local Mode Access

This figure shows local mode access to CA IDMS. files in the z/VM environment. Application Program A accesses CA
IDMS. files that reside on a minidisk owned by the CMS virtual machine in which the application executes.
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Generating and Operating a DC/UCF System

System Generation Parameters

This article lists SYSTEM statement parameters that are required or unsupported in the z/VM environment, and supported
line types for the LINE statement.

Defining the System

To define a DC/UCF system, you submit source system generation statements to the system generation compiler.
Considerations that apply to coding system generation statements for a DC/UCF system that runs in a CMS virtual
machine follow.

For complete syntax of system generation statements, refer to CA IDSGE.

Required SYSTEM Statement Parameters

The system generation SYSTEM statement for the z/VM environment must include these parameters:

• CHKUSER TASKS IS 0
• CVNUMBER IS 0
• OPERATING SYSTEM IS CMS
• SVC IS NO

Unsupported SYSTEM Statement Parameters

The following system generation SYSTEM statement parameters are not supported for the z/VM environment:

• DESCRIPTION CODES
• ROUTE CODES

LINE Statement

The LINE statement supports the following line types:

• CCI defines the Common Communications Interface (CCI) line driver. 1
PTERM statements associated with CCI lines must specify TYPE as BULK.

• CONSOLE defines the line for the operator's console.
• INOUTL defines lines for reading input from and writing output to non-3270-type devices. 2
• L3270B defines lines for access to the system through the CP DIAL command and through dedicated terminals. 2

NOTE
If the DIAL command is implemented through a program product thatuses the Logical Device Support Facility
(for example, the z/VM/Pass-Through Facility), the PTERM statements associated with the L3270B line must
specify TYPE as L3277.

• L3280B defines lines for dedicated printers. 2
• SYSOUTL defines lines for printers that receive spooled output. The system generation statements must include at

least one SYSOUTL LINE statement if user exit 21 is implemented. 2

NOTE
For more information about user exit 21, see Printer Support.

• S3270Q defines input and output files for the batch simulator. 2
For instructions to use the batch simulator, refer to CA IDOPS.

• UCFLINE defines the UCF line.
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For more information on the LINE statements that you should code for a DC/UCF system in the z/VM environment, see
System Access.

1 DDS users only

2  CA IDBGQ. users only

 

 

System Startup (DC/UCF)
To run a DC/UCF system, you create and execute the DC/UCF startup routine.

This article describes the following information:

NOTE

For more information about DC/UCF system startup, refer to CA IDOPS.

Creating the DC/UCF Startup Routine

Required Modules

To create the DC/UCF startup routine, you link edit the following text modules from the CA IDMS installation minidisk:

Module Description
CA$IOS Handles all BTAM terminal communications with the DC/UCF

system using the CA z/VM I/O Subsystem.
IDMSUSVC
 

Is used for communication between virtual machines when batch
processing or UCF is used to access the DC/UCF system.
Note: For more information about the IDMSUSVC module, see
Batch Processing.

USVCOPT
 

Contains options that are used by IDMSUSVC (such as the
operating system environment and PSWMODE of the DC/UCF
system) in VMCF communications with other virtual machines.
A #SVCOPT module was assembled in JOB3 of the installation
process. The source is SVCOPT ASSEMBLE.

RHDCPARM
 

Contains information that is used during DC/UCF startup
processing (such as the version number of the system to be
started up and the name of the global DMCL module to be used
by the system). RHDCPARM is assembled from the #DCPARM
macro.
An RHDCPARM module is assembled during JOB3 of the
installation process that was tailored to include your default DMCL
module name. The source is RHDCPARM ASSEMBLE.
For #DCPARM macro syntax, refer to CA IDOPS.

RHDCOCMS Is the operating system-dependent module for the z/VM
environment.

WTOEXIT User Exit

If appropriate, you can also include a WTOEXIT user exit in the link edit of the startup routine. If included, WTOEXIT must
be the first module that is named in the INCLUDE statements.
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NOTE
For more information about the WTOEXIT user exit, see Archiving the Journal and Log Files.

A sample WTOEXIT module is assembled during JOB3 of the installation process and was specified in the STARTUP
SYSLIN member that was delivered on the install tape. The source is WTOEXIT ASSEMBLE.

CAE5LNKB EXEC

To link edit the startup routine, you should use the CAE5LNKB EXEC provided during CA IDMS installation. When you
invoke CAE5LNKB, you must supply the filename of the file that contains the linkage editor control statements. For the
EXEC To make the appropriate ddname substitutions in the INCLUDE statements, you must also supply a filetype. The
filetype must be other than TEXT. After resolving the DDnames, CAE5LNKB changes the filetype of the modified file to
TEXT.

You must supply the filename of the load library containing the module and indicate whether it is a re-entrant (RENT) or
non re-entrant (NORENT) module.

Sample Linkage Editor Control Statements

These are sample linkage editor control statements for creating the DC/UCF startup routine:

INCLUDE WTOEXIT

INCLUDE RHDCOCMS

INCLUDE CA$IOS

INCLUDE USVCOPT

INCLUDE IDMSCMSO

INCLUDE IDMSUSVM

INCLUDE RHDCACHE

INCLUDE RHDCOCOC

INCLUDE RHDCOCWP

INCLUDE RHDCPARM

ENTRY STARTUP

NAME idmscvdc (R)1

1 idmscvdc is the user-supplied name for the startup module.

Assuming that these statements are stored in a file with filename LINKCVDC and filetype LINKCTL, you can issue the
following commands to link edit the startup routine:

CAE5LNKB LINKCVDC LINKCTL dba_loadlib NORENT
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NOTE

For more information about CAE5LNKB, see Create New STARTUP Module.

Executing the DC/UCF Startup Routine

Commands

To start up the DC/UCF system, you issue the following commands that are described in this section:

• CMS FILEDEF commands
• CP DEFINE commands
• CP ATTACH commands
• CP LINK commands
• Additional CMS commands

CMS FILEDEF Commands

Define CMS FILEDEF commands for:

• The CA IDMS database, dictionary, and journal files that are defined to the DC/UCF system. Specify the device
type as DISK and identify each file by the virtual address of the minidisk on which the file resides.
Dynamic allocation should be used whenever possible by specifying file information in the DMCL. Dynamic allocation
cannot be used for journal files. FILEDEFS are required for these disks.

NOTE
FILEDEF commands for most CA IDMS files are set up to use dynamicfile allocation. You need to issue
FILEDEF commands for those files which can't be dynamically allocated such as, journals, SYSIPT, and
SYSIDMS.

• The SYSCTL file. The SYSCTL file defines the system control file that batch programs and UCF users requesting
database services from the DC/UCF system use.

• Lines for terminals for CP DIAL access to the DC/UCF system, for dedicated terminals, and for dedicated
printers. Specify the device type as GRAF.

• Printers for spooled output. Specify the device type as PRINTER and include the RECFM, LRECL, and BLKSIZE
parameters.

• Input and output files for sequential I/O devices. Specify the device type as PRINTER, PUNCH, READER, or DISK.
• Input and output files for the batch simulator. Specify the device type as PRINTER, PUNCH, READER, or DISK.
• The SYSUDUMP file. Specify the device type as PRINTER. A FILEDEF command for SYSUDUMP is required only

when DUMP is specified in the system generation SYSTEM statement.

CP DEFINE Commands

Define CP DEFINE commands for:

• Terminals for CP DIAL access that are not defined by SPECIAL control statements in the z/VM directory entry for the
DC/UCF virtual machine.

• Printers for spooled output that are not defined by SPOOL control statements in the z/VM directory entry for the DC/
UCF virtual machine. Each DEFINE command can be accompanied by a CP SPOOL command to establish spooling
options (for example, the spool class) for the printer.

CP ATTACH Commands

Define CP ATTACH commands (class B) for:
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• Dedicated terminals that are not defined by DEDICATE control statements in the z/VM directory entry for the DC/UCF
virtual machine.

• Dedicated printers that are not defined by DEDICATE control statements in the z/VM directory entry for the DC/UCF
virtual machine.

• CP LINK commands defined to link to the appropriate USERID which can own minidisks that are required for central
version execution, but are not defined in the z/VM directory for the DC/UCF virtual machine.

Additional CMS Commands

Also define these commands:

• A CMS GLOBAL LOADLIB command to identify the LOADLIB libraries to be searched for the DC/UCF startup
routine.

• A CMS OSRUN command to execute the DC/UCF startup routine. If appropriate, you can use the PARM option in the
OSRUN command to pass system generation overrides (up to 100 characters) to the startup routine. The PARM option
is not allowed if the OSRUN command is issued from a CMS EXEC program; however, it is allowed if the OSRUN
command is issued from a System Product interpreter (REXX) or EXEC 2 program.

NOTE

• Overrides specified in response to prompts issued during the startup process take precedence over
overrides passed using the PARM option.

• For more information about startup overrides, refer to CA IDOPS.
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Sample Startup Commands

This table shows sample commands for starting up a DC/UCF system and in the left-hand column the function of each
command:

Entity defined Definition statement
CA IDMS database, dictionary, and journal files
(These statements are optional when they are defined in the
DMCL File statement.)
JOURNAL file statements are required.

FILEDEF DICTDB DISK 50B
FILEDEF DLODDB DISK 50C
FILEDEF DCCAT DISK 500
FILEDEF DCCATL DISK 502
FILEDEF DCCATX DISK 501
FILEDEF SECDD DISK 50D
FILEDEF DIRLDB DISK 508
FILEDEF DIRLOD DISK 509
FILEDEF EMPDEMO DISK 511
FILEDEF INSDEMO DISK 512
FILEDEF ORGDEMO DISK 513
FILEDEF SQLDD DISK 50E
FILEDEF SQLLOD DISK 50F
FILEDEF SQLXDD DISK 510
FILEDEF EMPLDEMO DISK 514
FILEDEF INFODEMO DISK 515
FILEDEF INDXDEMO DISK 516
FILEDEF ASFDML DISK 518
FILEDEF ASFLOD DISK 519
FILEDEF ADEFN DISK 51A
FILEDEF ADATA DISK 51B
FILEDEF DCDML DISK 503
FILEDEF DCLOD DISK 504
FILEDEF DCLOC DISK 505
FILEDEF DCRUN DISK 506
FILEDEF DCSCR DISK 507
FILEDEF DCMSG DISK 50A
FILEDEF PROJDEMO DISK 517
FILEDEF J1JRNL DISK 51C
FILEDEF J2JRNL DISK 51D
FILEDEF J3JRNL DISK 51E
FILEDEF J4JRNL DISK 51F

SYSCTL File for batch and UCF access to DC/UCF FILEDEF SYSCTL DISK IDMSCVDC SYSCTL A1
Line for DIAL access (directory entry contains SPECIAL
statements for the terminals on the line)

FILEDEF DIALINE1 GRAF 420

Line for DIAL access (directory entry does not contain SPECIAL
statements for the terminals on the line)

CP DEFINE GRAF 430 3270
CP DEFINE GRAF 431 3270
CP DEFINE GRAF 432 3270
FILEDEF DIALINE2 GRAF 430

Line for dedicated terminals (directory entry contains DEDICATE
statements for the terminals on the line)

FILEDEF DEDLINE1 GRAF 470

Line for a dedicated printer (directory entry contains a DEDICATE
statement for the printer)

FILEDEF DEDLINE2 GRAF 460

Line for a remote dedicated printer (directory entry contains a
DEDICATE statement for the printer)

FILEDEF DEDLINE3 GRAF 490
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Printers for spooled output (directory entry does not contain
SPOOL statements for the printers)

CP DEFINE PRINTER 030
CP SPOOL 030 CLASS B
FILEDEF SYSOUT1 PRINTER (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE
133
CP DEFINE PRINTER 031
CP SPOOL 031 CLASS K
FILEDEF SYSOUT2 PRINTER (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE
133

Input and output files for an INOUTL line FILEDEF INPUT1 DISK INPUT INOUTL A
FILEDEF OUTPUT1 PRINTER (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE
133

SYSUDUMP file FILEDEF SYSUDUMP PRINTER
Global LOADLIB library GLOBAL LOADLIB IDMSLIB
Execution command (with overrides for the journaling of retrieval
run units and the size of the storage pool)

OSRUN IDMSCVDC PARM='JOURRET,STGPOOL=2400'

Storing Startup Commands as an EXEC

Typically, the commands for starting up the DC/UCF system are stored as an EXEC. The EXEC can be invoked either
automatically from the PROFILE EXEC for the DC/UCF virtual machine or manually from the virtual console at any time
after the DC/UCF virtual machine is logged on. After the DC/UCF system is started up, the virtual machine in which the
system is executing can be considered a service virtual machine.

Issuing CP Commands from the Console

While the DC/UCF system is executing in a logged-on virtual machine, the virtual console functions as the DC/UCF
operator's console. You can issue CP commands from the DC/UCF operator's console by prefacing each command with
the CP terminal line end character in effect when the central version was started under CMS.

Disconnecting the DC/UCF Virtual Machine

To disconnect the DC/UCF virtual machine without shutting down the DC/UCF system, you issue the CP DISC command.
While the virtual machine is disconnected, the terminal that was functioning as the DC/UCF operator's console can be
used for other purposes. When the disconnected DC/UCF virtual machine is logged on again, the terminal from which the
CP LOGON command is issued becomes the DC/UCF operator's console.

Initiating the DC/UCF Virtual Machine in Disconnected Mode

The DC/UCF virtual machine can be initiated in disconnected mode by means of the CP AUTOLOG command. If
the EXEC for starting up the DC/UCF system is invoked from the PROFILE EXEC for the DC/UCF virtual machine,
the system is started up automatically in the disconnected virtual machine when the virtual machine is logged on.
Additionally, if the CP AUTOLOG command to initiate the DC/UCF virtual machine is included in the PROFILE EXEC for
the AUTOLOG1 virtual machine, the DC/UCF system is started up automatically at z/VM system startup.

System Access
Ways to Access the DC/UCF System Under the Central Version 

To use CA IDMS. central version operations in the z/VM environment, you access the DC/UCF system through one of the
following methods:
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• Batch processing
• The Universal Communications Facility
• The CP DIAL command (CA IDBGQ. users only)
• A dedicated terminal (CA IDBGQ. users only)

Other Methods 

In addition to the above methods, communication with the DC/UCF system can occur through the DC/UCF operator's
console, through sequential I/O devices, and through batch simulation of 3270-type terminals. Communication from the
system can also be directed to dedicated printers and to printers for spooled output.

Requirements for each Access Method 

The following table outlines the DC/UCF system generation statements, the z/VM directory entry statements, the startup
routine execution commands, and the modules and facilities required for each method of communicating with a DC/UCF
system.

NOTE

For more information about DC/UCF system generation statements, see "System Generation Parameters"
in Generating and Operating a DC/UCF System.

For more information about z/VM directory entry statements, see Directory Entry for the DC/UCF Virtual
Machine.

For more information about startup routine execution commands, see "Executing the DC/UCF Startup Routine"
in System Startup (DC/UCF).

Communication
method 

System generation
statements 

z/VM directory entry
statements 

Startup routine
execution commands 

Other 

DC/UCF operator's
console

LINE statement - TYPE
IS CONSOLE
Associated PTERM and
LTERM statements

CONSOLE - -

Batch processing SYSTEM Statement
SYSCTL is SYSCTL

- CMS FILEDEF SYSCTL
DISK CV SYSCTL A1

IDMSVMCF module
IDMSUSVC module
SYSIDMS, SYSCTL file
or IDMSOPTI module
VMCF

UCF LINE statement - TYPE
IS UCFLINE
Associated PTERM and
LTERM statements

- - IDMSUSVC module
SYSCTL file or
IDMSOPTI module
UCF front-end system
(includes IDMSVMCF)
VMCF

CP DIAL command LINE statements - TYPE
IS L3270B
Associated PTERM and
LTERM statements

SPECIAL1 (one for each
PTERM/LTERM pair)

CMS FILEDEF GRAF
(one for each LINE
statement)

-

Dedicated terminals LINE statements - TYPE
IS L3270B
Associated PTERM and
LTERM statements

DEDICATE2. (one for
each PTERM/LTERM
pair)

CMS FILEDEF GRAF
(one for each LINE
statement)

-
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Dedicated printers LINE statements - TYPE
IS L3280B
Associated PTERM and
LTERM statements

DEDICATE2 (one for
each PTERM/LTERM
pair)

CMS FILEDEF GRAF
(one for each LINE
statement)

-

Printers for spooled
output

LINE statements - TYPE
IS SYSOUTL
Associated PTERM and
LTERM statements

SPOOL3 (one for each
PTERM/LTERM pair)

CMS FILEDEF PRINTER
(one for each LINE
statement)

-

Sequential input/output
devices

LINE statements - TYPE
IS INOUTL
Associated PTERM and
LTERM statements

- CMS FILEDEF (two for
each LINE statement)

-

DDS real
communications lines

LINE statements - TYPE
IS CCI
Associated NODE
statements - TYPE IS
CCI
Associated RESOURCE
TABLE statement
Associated PTERM
and LTERM statements
(PTERM TYPE IS BULK)

  -

Batch simulator input/
output files

LINE statements - TYPE
IS S3270Q
Associated PTERM and
LTERM statements

- CMS FILEDEF (two for
each LINE statement)

 

 

1 Alternatively, you can issue the CP DEFINE command before executing the DC/UCF startup routine.

2 Optionally, you can issue the CP ATTACH command (class B) before executing the DC/UCF startup routine.

3 Alternatively, you can issue the CP DEFINE and SPOOL commands before executing the DC/UCF startup routine.

Batch Processing

IDMS Module

A batch application program that is to access a DC/UCF system must be link edited with IDMS module, which is stored in
the CA IDMS. LOADLIB library during installation.

SYSCTL File

You can define a SYSCTL file to provide information for a program that requires CA IDBGJ. database services while
executing in another virtual machine. Before the batch program executes, you must issue the appropriate CP LINK and
CMS ACCESS commands to access the minidisk on which the SYSCTL file resides. SYSCTL specifications override
those given by batch or teleprocessing monitor interface modules and IDMSOPTI modules.

SYSIDMS Parameters

In the EXEC for the batch application program, specify these SYSIDMS parameters:

• CVMACH specifies the VM virtual machine in which the DC/UCF system is executing
• CVNUM specifies the number of the central version that is accessible by CMS and is used to route database requests

through the IDMSVMCF facility
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NOTE
CA IDMS. This release supports programs link edited with theIDMSOPTI module in a CA IDMS. Release 10.2
environment. However, use of the SYSCTL file and SYSIDMS parameters is recommended for controlling batch
jobs that are processed under the central version.

How to Execute the Program

After completing the above steps, you execute the program as follows:

1. Issue the necessary FILEDEF commands.

NOTE
FILEDEF commands for most CA IDMS. files are set up to use dynamicfile allocation. You need to issue
FILEDEF commands for those files which can't be dynamically allocated such as, journals, SYSIPT, and
SYSIDMS.

2. Issue the CMS GLOBAL LOADLIB command to identify the LOADLIB libraries to be searched for the program load
module.

3. Issue the CMS OSRUN command with the name of the LOADLIB library member.

NOTE
You can use an EXEC to issue the above commands. See the IDMSBCFEXEC provided during the CA IDMS.
installation for a sample.

Components for Virtual Machine Communications

A batch application program using CA IDBGJ. central version operations runs in a separate CMS virtual machine from the
DC/UCF virtual machine. The application program virtual machine and the DC/UCF virtual machine communicate through
the following components:

• The Virtual Machine Communication Facility (VMCF), which is part of the z/VM Control Program (CP). VMCF
passes control and data between the IDMSVMCF and IDMSUSVC modules.

• The CA IDBGJ. module IDMSVMCF, serves as the interface between the application and VMCF. IDMSVMCF
intercepts calls for database services from the application program and routes the calls to VMCF.

• The CA IDBGJ. module IDMSUSVC, which is link edited as part of the DC/UCF system startup routine. IDMSUSVC
provides VMCF with an entry point into the DC/UCF system. IDMSUSVC also routes to VMCF the calls that are issued
by DC/UCF to batch application programs.

• The USVCOPT text file, which is created by the assemble of the #SVCOPT macro.
For documentation on the #SVCOPT macro, refer to CA IDOPS..
Next, link edit the assembled object deck as part of the DC/UCF system startup routine. The USVCOPT file contains
the SVC options required by the CA IDBGJ. module IDMSUSVC to communicate with an application program via
VMCF.

Using the CMS Batch Facility Virtual Machine

If appropriate, batch application programs can be routed to a CMS batch facility virtual machine (or to another virtual
machine that has been set up to execute batch programs). This frees the terminal from which the program is submitted for
other activities. Because programs submitted in this way do not necessarily execute immediately, you must ensure that
the CA IDMS. files to be accessed by the program are available at the time the program does execute. For information on
the CMS batch facility, refer to the appropriate IBM documentation.

Batch Access to the DC/UCF System

This figure shows batch access to the DC/UCF system. Application A may be IDMSBCF (the Batch Command Facility) or
a user-written application program.
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CA IDMS/UCF

Create a UCF Front-End System

To access the DC/UCF system through UCF (the Universal Communications Facility), you create and execute a UCF
front-end system. The UCF front-end system runs as a batch application program in a separate virtual machine from
the DC/UCF virtual machine. The UCF front-end virtual machine and the DC/UCF virtual machine communicate through
VMCF, IDMSVMCF, IDMSUSVC, and #SVCOPT.

For descriptions of these components, see Batch Processing.

Required Modules

To create a UCF front-end system, you link edit the following modules:

• A UCF front-end module, which is assembled from the #UCFCMS macro. If UCF is installed, a RHDCUCMS module
is assembled during the installation process.

• The IDMSVMCF module, which is stored as a text module during installation.
• The IDMS module, which is stored as a text module during installation.
• The UCF front-end common module (RHDCUCFC), which is stored as a text module during installation.

Other Requirements

Specify a SYSCTL file and SYSIDMS parameters as documented in Batch Processing.

To link edit the UCF front-end system with CAE5LNKB, perform the following steps:

1. Prepare a file of linkage editor control statements. Sample linkage editor control statements for creating a UCF front-
end system are shown below:

INCLUDE RHDCUCMS

INCLUDE IDMS

INCLUDE RHDCUCFC
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ENTRY IDMSENTR

NAME cvdcucf (R) &co1.

&co1.cvdcucf is the name of the UCF load module used on the OSRUN command to execute UCF communications.
2. If the CA IDMS. text files are not available to your virtual machine, issue the necessary CP LINK and ACCESS

commands to make them available.
3. Issue the following command to generate the UCF front-end system as a LOADLIB library member (assuming that the

linkage editor control statements are stored in the file with filename LINKUCF and filetype LINKCTL):

CAE5LNKB LINKUCF LINKCTL loadlib NORENT

Generating the System using CMS GENMOD

To generate the system using the CMS GENMOD command, perform the following step:

Issue the following commands to generate the UCF front-end system as a MODULE file (assuming that the #UCFCMS
macro has been assembled into TEXT files with filename CVDCUCF):

LOAD CVDCUCF IDMS RHDCUCFC

   (CLEAR NOAUTO RESET IDMSENTX

GENMOD CVDCUCF (STR

Executing the UCF Front-End System

After link editing the UCF front-end system, you execute the system as follows:

• If the front-end system load module exists as a CMS file with filetype MODULE, enter the filename of the module
• If the front-end system load module exists as a member of a LOADLIB library:

a. Issue the CMS GLOBAL LOADLIB command to identify the LOADLIB libraries to be searched for the system load
module

b. Link to and access the minidisk with the SYSCTL file
c. Issue the following CMS FILEDEF commands:

either FILEDEF SYSCTL DISK fn ft fm or FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK

fn ft fm

where the SYSCTL fn ft fm names the SYSCTL file or
the SYSIDMS fn ft fm names the SYSIDMS file containing the CVMACH parameter

d. Issue the CMS OSRUN command with the name of the LOADLIB library member
You can use the PARM option to override the function of PA1 as specified in the #UCFCMS macro:

• To indicate that PA1 is to function as defined to CMS, prefix the user ID of the DC/UCF virtual machine with an asterisk
(*), as in the following example:

OSRUN CVDCUCF PARM='*TESTSYS'
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• To indicate that PA1 is to be forwarded to the DC/UCF system as terminal operator input, prefix the user ID of the DC/
UCF virtual machine with a plus sign (+), as in the following example:

OSRUN CVDCUCF PARM='+TESTSYS'

Need a UCFLINE Line Definition

A DC/UCF system that is accessed through UCF must include a UCFLINE line definition in the system generation.

For syntax to define a UCFLINE line, refer to CA IDSGE..

CP DIAL Command

Does Not Need Separate Virtual Machine 

The CP DIAL command (available to CA IDBGQ. users only) establishes online access to the CA IDBGQ. system without
requiring the use of a separate virtual machine. You issue the DIAL command in place of the CP LOGON command as the
first command in a terminal session. The commands that you must enter before issuing the DIAL command depend on the
release of z/VM and on the program products in use at your site.

Define an L3270B Line 

To the CA IDBGQ. system, the terminal from which the DIAL command is issued appears to be a locally attached 3270;
therefore, you must define an L3270B line for a CA IDBGQ. system that is accessed through the DIAL command.

For syntax to define a L3270B line, refer to CA IDSGE.

Other Required Definitions 

The following additional definitions are required to enable the use of the DIAL command:

• For each PTERM/LTERM pair associated with the L3270B line definition during system generation, you must either:
– Include a SPECIAL control statement in the z/VM directory entry for the CA IDBGQ. virtual machine, or
– Issue a CP DEFINE command before executing the CA IDBGQ. startup routine

• For each L3270B line defined for DIAL access during system generation, you must include one CMS FILEDEF
command in the commands used to execute the CA IDBGQ. startup routine

More information:

For more information about the z/VM directory entry for the CA IDBGQ. virtual machine, see Directory Entry for the DC/
UCF Virtual Machine.

Access to CA IDBGQ. Through CP DIAL 

This figure shows access to an CA IDBGQ. system through the CP DIAL command:
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Dedicated Terminals

 Additional Virtual Machines Not Required 

Dedicated terminals (available to CA IDBGQ. users only) establish online access to the CA IDBGQ. system without
requiring the use of additional virtual machines. A terminal that is dedicated to the CA IDBGQ. virtual machine cannot be
used unless the CA IDBGQ. virtual machine is logged on.

 Need L3270B Line Definition 

To the CA IDBGQ. system, a dedicated terminal appears to be a locally attached 3270; therefore, you must define an
L3270B line for a CA IDBGQ. system that is accessed through a dedicated terminal.

For syntax to define an L3270B line, refer to CA IDSGE.

 Other Required Definitions 

The following additional definitions are required to enable the use of dedicated terminals:

• For each PTERM/LTERM pair associated with the L3270B line definition during system generation, you must either:
– Include a DEDICATE control statement in the z/VM directory entry for the CA IDBGQ. virtual machine

or
– Issue a CP ATTACH command (class B) before executing the CA IDBGQ. startup routine

• For each L3270B line defined for dedicated terminals during system generation, you must include one CMS FILEDEF
command in the commands used to execute the CA IDBGQ. startup routine

More information:

For more information about the z/VM directory entry for the CA IDBGQ. virtual machine, see Directory Entry for the DC/
UCF Virtual Machine.

For more information about the commands used to execute the CA IDBGQ. startup routine, see Executing the DC/UCF
Startup Routine.

CA-IDMS/DDS

Communication Between Physically Separate DC/UCF Systems

The Distributed Database System allows DC/UCF systems that are executing in separate virtual machines to
communicate with each other, enabling one DC/UCF system to be accessed through another.

The communicating DC/UCF systems can run under the same operating system or under different operating systems. For
example, a DC/UCF system executing in a CMS virtual machine can be accessed through a system executing in another
CMS virtual machine or through a system executing in an MVS virtual machine.

Communication Methods

The communication between two DC/UCF systems occurs either through VMCF or CAICCI the CA CIS Common
Communication Interface.

If the DC/UCF systems exist on separate mainframe machines, CA IDMS/DDS is required. If the systems exist on the
same mainframe, CAICCI the CA-CIS Common Communication Interface is required.

More information:

For more information about DDS, refer to CA IDDDS.

DDS Definition Requirements

For a DC/UCF system to be accessed through DDS, you must define:

• The appropriate DDS lines in system generation
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For syntax to define a DDS line, refer to documentation of the LINE statement in CA IDSGE..
• Definitions required by the CA CIS Common Communications Interface (CCI)

More information:
For more information, refer to CA CIS documentation.

• A CCI server

CA IDMS/DDS Configuration under z/VM

This figure shows access to a DC/UCF system through DDS. The two DC/UCF virtual machines are executing in the
same z/VM environment:

Archiving the Journal and Log Files

Archive Journal File 

The DC/UCF system records database activity in a journal file. Typically, the journal file is written to alternate disk files.
When one file becomes full, the system automatically begins writing to the other. The system also sends a message to the
operator's console indicating that the full journal file needs to be offloaded. The ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement is
used to offload a full disk journal file to an archive tape.

Archive Log 

The DC/UCF system records system activity in a log file. Typically, the log file is written to the DDLDCLOG area. When
the amount of unused space in the DDLDCLOG area is halved, the system sends a message to the operator's console
indicating the percentage of used space in the area. The message is issued, for example, when the log is 50% full, 75%
full, 88% full, and so forth. When the log is 100% full, the system halts execution and waits for the log file to be offloaded;
therefore, to prevent the system from waiting, the log file should be offloaded well before it becomes full. The ARCHIVE
LOG utility statement is used to offload the log file from the DDLDCLOG area to an archive tape.

Route Archive Jobs to Another Virtual Machine 
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ARCHIVE JOURNAL and ARCHIVE LOG jobs must be routed to a separate virtual machine from the one in which the
DC/UCF system is executing. Typically, a CMS batch facility virtual machine (or another virtual machine that has been set
up to execute batch programs) is used for this purpose.

Considerations 

The following considerations apply to the virtual machine in which the ARCHIVE JOURNAL and ARCHIVE LOG jobs
execute:

• The virtual machine must have access to the minidisks that contain:
– The CA IDMS. LOADLIB library
– The CA IDMS. journal files (for ARCHIVE JOURNAL)
– The CA IDMS. dictionary message and log files (for ARCHIVE LOG)

• The virtual machine must have a tape drive attached as virtual address 181
• The limit established for printed lines of output for a CMS batch facility virtual machine must be greater than or equal to

the maximum number of lines that can be generated by either ARCHIVE JOURNAL or ARCHIVE LOG

For documentation of the ARCHIVE JOURNAL and ARCHIVE LOG utility statements, refer to CA IDUTI.

Automating Off-Loading 

To automate the off-loading of the journal and log files, you can use the WTOEXIT user exit. The WTOEXIT is called to
intercept messages that DC/UCF sends to the operator's console. A sample exit routine is provided on the integrated
installation tape used to install CA IDMS.. The routine is stored on the A disk both as source code (file WTOEXIT
ASSEMBLE A) and as an object module (file WTOEXIT TEXT A) during CA IDMS. installation.

The sample WTOEXIT exit routine invokes two EXECS:

• The routine invokes the RUNAJNL EXEC in response to a system message indicating that the journal file is full.
RUNAJNL then submits an ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement to a CMS batch facility virtual machine.

• The routine invokes the RUNPLOG EXEC in response to a system message indicating that the log file is more than
25% full. RUNPLOG then submits an ARCHIVE LOG utility statement to a CMS batch facility virtual machine.

Sample Source Code for WTOEXIT 

         TITLE 'WTOEXIT PROGRAM'                                        WTO00010
WTOEXIT  CSECT WRITE TO OPERATOR EXIT                                   WTO00020
         USING WTOEXIT,R15                                              WTO00030
         STM   R14,R12,12(R13)    SAVE REGISTERS                        WTO00040
         ST    R13,SAVEAREA+4          AND SET BACKWARD                 WTO00050
         LA    R12,SAVEAREA            AND FORWARD CHAINS               WTO00060
         ST    R12,8(R13)                                               WTO00070
         LR    R13,R12                                                  WTO00080
         LR    R3,R15             R3 IS PROGRAM BASE                    WTO00090
         DROP  R15                                                      WTO00100
         USING WTOEXIT,R3                                               WTO00110
         LR    R4,R1              R4 IS MESSAGE CONTROL BLOCK           WTO00120
         USING WTOMCB,R4               BASE                             WTO00130
         CLC   WTOMTEXT(13),=C'IDMS DC205003' IF JOURNAL MESSAGE        WTO00140
         BE    RUNAJNL            RUN RUNAJNL                           WTO00150
         CLC   WTOMTEXT(13),=C'IDMS DC050001' IF LOG MESSAGE            WTO00160
         BE    TSTFULL            DETERMINE HOW FULL                    WTO00170
         B     RETURN             RETURN - NO ACTION REQUIRED           WTO00180
RUNAJNL  LA    R1,RUNJ            LOAD ADDRESS OF RUNAJNL EXEC          WTO00190
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         SVC   202                                                      WTO00200
         DC    AL4(1)             IGNORE ANY ERRORS                     WTO00210
         B     RETURN             IF NO ERRORS                          WTO00220
TSTFULL  LA    R6,WTOMTEXT        MESSAGE TEXT                          WTO00230
         LH    R5,WTOMLEN         MESSAGE LENGTH                        WTO00240
         AR    R6,R5              CALCULATE END OF MESSAGE ADDRESS      WTO00250
         LA    R5,WTOMTEXT+10     BYPASS MESSAGE CONSTANT               WTO00260
NEXCHAR  LA    R5,1(R5)           SET SCAN ADDRESS                      WTO00270
         CR    R5,R6              DETERMINE IF WHOLE MESSAGE SCANNED    WTO00280
         BH    RETURN             IF SO GET OUT                         WTO00290
         CLI   0(R5),C'%'         DETERMINE IF AT PERCENT SIGN          WTO00300
         BNE   NEXCHAR            IF NOT CONTINUE SCAN                  WTO00310
         S     R5,=F'2'           DECREMENT TO PERCENTAGE VALUE         WTO00320
         PACK  PNUM,0(2,R5)       PACK THE TEST MASK VALUE FOUND        WTO00330
         CP    PNUM,=P'25'        IS IT GREATER THAN 25%                WTO00340
         BNL   RUNPLOG            YES. THAN RUN RUNPLOG                 WTO00350
         B     RETURN             NO.. DO NOTHING                       WTO00360
RUNPLOG  LA    R1,RUNP            LOAD ADDRESS OF RUNPLOG EXEC          WTO00370
         SVC   202                                                      WTO00380
         DC    AL4(1)             IGNORE ANY ERRORS                     WTO00390
RETURN   L     R13,SAVEAREA+4     RESTORE OLD SAVE AREA                 WTO00400
         LM    R14,R12,12(R13)         ANS REGISTERS                    WTO00410
         XR    R15,R15            CLEAR OUT R15                         WTO00420
         BR    R14                RETURN TO IDMS/CV                     WTO00430
SAVEAREA DC    18F'0'             SAVE AREA                             WTO00440
PNUM     DC    PL2'0'             PACKED WORK AREA                      WTO00450
RUNJ     DC    CL8'EXEC    '      PARM LIST FOR AJNL                    WTO00460
         DC    CL8'RUNAJNL '                                            WTO00470
         DC    8XL1'FF'           END OF PARM LIST                      WTO00480
RUNP     DC    CL8'EXEC    '      PARM LIST FOR PLOG                    WTO00490
         DC    CL8'RUNPLOG '                                            WTO00500
         DC    8XL1'FF'           END OF PARM LIST                      WTO00510
         LTORG                                                          WTO00520
         REGEQU                                                         WTO00530
WTOMCB   DSECT                    WTO MESSAGE CONTROL BLOCK             WTO00540
WTOMLEN  DS    H                  MESSAGE LENGTH                        WTO00550
WTOMFLGS DS    H                  MESSAGE CONTROL SYSTEM FLAGS          WTO00560
WTOMTEXT DS    CL132              MESSAGE TEXT                          WTO00570
WTOMDESC DS    H                  MESSAGE DESCRIPTOR CODE               WTO00580
WTOMROUT DS    H                  MESSAGE ROUTE CODE                    WTO00590
         END   WTOEXIT                                                  WTO00600

RUNAJNL EXEC 

&TRACE. OFF
IDENTIFY (STACK
&READ. VARS &WHO.
CP SPOOL D TO CMSBATCH CONT
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EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST /*
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST /JOB &WHO. X RUNAJNL
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP SPOOL PRINT TO &WHO.
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP SPOOL CONS START TO &WHO.
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST XEDIT TEMP SYSIDMS A3 (NOPROF
*************************************************************
* THE FOLLOWING PARAMETER MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR ALL USERS *
*************************************************************
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST INPUT DMCL=R120DMCL;
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILE
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK TEMP SYSIDMS
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST XEDIT TEMP SYSIPT A3 (NOPROF
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST INPUT CONNECT TO SYSTEM;
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST INPUT ARCHIVE JOURNAL;
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILE
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK TEMP SYSIPT
********************************************
* A TAPE DRIVE AT 181 MUST BE ATTACHED TO  *
* CMSBATCH AND THE FOLLOWING FILEDEFS MUST *
* BE CHANGED TO MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS     *
********************************************
EXECIP 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSJRNL TAP1 SL (DEN 6250 RECFM F LRECL 4096 BLKSIZE 4906
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSJRNL DUMMY
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST LABELDEF SYSJRNL FID RUNAJNL
*****************************************
* THE FOLLOWING MUST BE CHANGED BY THE  *
* USER TO AGREE WITH WHAT WAS SPECIFIED *
* DURING THE INSTALL                    *
*****************************************
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP LINK &WHO. 50C 50C MW ALL
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST ACC 50C K
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF J1JRNL DISK 50C
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP LINK &WHO. 50D 50D MW ALL
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST ACC 50D L
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF J2JRNL DISK 50D
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP LINK &WHO. 191 400 RR ALL
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST ACC 400 B
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF CDMSLIB DISK IDMSLIB LOADLIB B
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSPRT  PRINTER (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSLST  PRINTER
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSOUT  PRINTER
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST GLOBAL LOADLIB IDMSLIB
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST OSRUN IDMSBCF
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP SPOOL PRINT CLOSE
***************************************************************
* IF YOU WANT TO SPOOL THE CONSOLE, CHANGE THE NEXT STATEMENT *
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* FROM 'STOP PUR' TO 'CLOSE STOP'                             *
***************************************************************
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP SPOOL CONS STOP PUR
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST /*
CP SPOOL D CLOSE
CP SPOOL D FOR * NOCONT
&EXIT.

RUNPLOG EXEC 

&TRACE. OFF
IDENTIFY (STACK
&READ. VARS &WHO.
CP SPOOL D TO CMSBATCH CONT
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST /*
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST /JOB &WHO. X RUNPLOG
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP SPOOL PRINT TO &WHO.
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP SPOOL CONS START TO &WHO.
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST XEDIT TEMP SYSIDMS A3 (NOPROF
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST INPUT DMCL=R120DMCL;
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILE
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK TEMP SYSIPT A3
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST XEDIT TEMP SYSIPT A3 (NOPROF
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST INPUT CONNECT TO SYSTEM;
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST INPUT ARCHIVE LOG;
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILE
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK TEMP SYSIPT A3
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF  SYS001 DUMMY
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF  SYS002 DUMMY
*********************************************
* THE FOLLOWING MUST BE CHANGED BY THE USER *
* TO AGREE WITH WHAT WAS SPECIFIED DURING   *
* THE INSTALL                               *
*********************************************
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP LINK &WHO. 500 500 RR ALL
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST ACC 500 D
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF DICTDB DISK 500
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP LINK &WHO. 505 505 MW ALL
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST ACC 505 J
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF DLOGDB DISK 500
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP LINK &WHO. 191 400 RR ALL
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST ACC 400 B
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF CDMSLIB DISK IDMSLIB LOADLIB B2
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSJRNL DUMMY
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF J1JRNL  DUMMY
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF J2JRNL  DUMMY
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSPRT  PRINTER (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSLST  PRINTER
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EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSOUT  PRINTER
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST GLOBAL  LOADLIB IDMSLIB
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST OSRUN   IDMSBCF
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP CLOSE PRT
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP SPOOL CONS CLOSE STOP
EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST /*
CP SPOOL D CLOSE
CP SPOOL D FOR * NOCONT
&EXIT.

Modifying the EXECS 

If you plan to use the sample WTOEXIT exit routine, you must modify the RUNAJNL and RUNPLOG EXECS as follows:

• If the virtual machine to which you are sending the RUNAJNL or RUNPLOG job has a user ID other than CMSBATCH,
specify the appropriate user ID in the first CP SPOOL command

• Modify the CP LINK, CP ACCESS, and CMS FILEDEF commands for the CA IDMS. LOADLIB library, journal files, and
dictionary message and log files to reflect the files defined at your site

Modifying the Sample WTOEXIT 

You can modify the sample WTOEXIT exit routine as follows:

1. Make the appropriate changes to the source code and save the file under a new file identifier (for example, USERWTO
ASSEMBLE A).

2. Use the CAE5ASMB EXEC delivered with the install tape. You enter the following command:
CAE5ASM fn IDMSLIB

where fn is the CMS file name of your input source (file type must be ASSEMBLE).

Implementing the WTOEXIT 

To implement the WTOEXIT user exit include it as the first module in the link edit of the DC/UCF startup routine.

More information:

For more information about link editing the startup routine, see Creating the DC/UCF Startup Routine.

For more information on the WTOEXIT user exit, refer to CA IDOPS.

Printer Support
Spool File must be Closed to Print

An CA IDBGQ. system can include one or more lines for spooled output; such lines are defined in the system generation
with a type of SYSOUTL. Reports sent to the spool file for a SYSOUTL line are not printed until the file is closed. The
spool file is closed when the SYSOUTL line driver is disabled (for example, at CA IDBGQ. system shutdown) or when a
CP command to close the file is issued from the CA IDBGQ. operator's console.

Exit 21 for Printing

To print spooled output upon completion of each report, you can use user exit 21. Exit 21 is called by the SYSOUTL line
driver after the last line of a report is written to the spool file. A CP SPOOL PRINT CLOSE command issued by the exit
routine causes the report to be printed. If appropriate, the exit routine can reroute the spool file (for example, through
RSCS) before closing the file.

Parameter Obtains Routing Information

The SYSOUTL line driver passes one parameter to the exit routine. This parameter, which is the address of the physical
terminal element (PTE) associated with the line, can be used to obtain additional information about the report for routing
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purposes. The PTE points to the logical terminal element (LTE), which points to the report element (RPE). The RPE
contains such information as the report identifier and the number of copies to be printed.

For the layouts of the PTE, LTE, and RPE, refer to the CA IDDSE.

Sample Exit 21 Routine

The sample exit routine for user exit 21 is provided on the integrated installation tape used to install CA IDBGJ.. During
installation, the routine is offloaded onto the A disk as file EXIT21 ASSEMBLE A. Also provided on the tape is an EXEC
that can be used to change the sample exit routine. The EXEC is offloaded onto the A disk as file CAE5UX21 EXEC A.

Steps to Change User Exit 21

To change user exit 21 follow these steps:

1. Modify the #DEFXIT macro for exit 21 in the RHDCUX21 source module stored in the CA IDBGJ. MACLIB library
2. Run the CAE5UX21 EXEC

Evaluating and Enhancing DC/UCF System Performance

Considerations for Two Environments
DC/UCF system performance in a CMS virtual machine is affected both by the characteristics of the DC/UCF environment
and by factors controlled within the z/VM environment. Evaluating and enhancing DC/UCF system performance is an
iterative process that involves analysis and adjustment in both environments.

This section discusses some of the means for evaluating and enhancing DC/UCF system performance within each
environment.

DC/UCF Considerations
Evaluating System Performance

DC/UCF system performance is evaluated by means of statistics collected by the system during DC/UCF execution.

More information:

For more information about these statistics and the available methods for examining them, refer to CA IDOPS.

For information about characteristics of the DC/UCF environment that can be manipulated to enhance system
performance, refer also to CA IDOPS.

Special Considerations

The following special considerations apply to enhancing DC/UCF performance when the system runs in a CMS virtual
machine:

• DC/UCF uses the CMS file system rather than the DASD Block I/O System Service to access LOADLIB libraries. As
a result, after requesting a program from a LOADLIB library, the DC/UCF system remains in a wait state until the load
operation is completed. To reduce the amount of time that the system is inactive due to LOADLIB library I/O:
– Leave subschemas, maps, ADS/OnLine dialogs, and edit and code tables in the dictionary load area rather than

moving them to a LOADLIB library.
– Make both the standard and re-entrant program pools large enough so that frequently used programs, once loaded,

are likely to remain in the pools. Program pool size is specified in the SYSTEM statement of the DC/UCF system
generation.

– If appropriate, make frequently used programs resident. A program is designated as resident in the applicable
PROGRAM statement of the DC/UCF system generation.
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For system generation SYSTEM and PROGRAM statement syntax, refer to CA IDSGE..
• z/VM paging operations are more efficient than DASD Block I/O operations. In a z/VM environment with a relatively low

overall paging rate, make the CA IDMS. buffer pools large enough so that frequently used database pages are likely to
remain in the pools, reducing the amount of database I/O required by DC/UCF. Buffer pool size for the DC/UCF system
is specified in the global DMCL module.
For statement syntax to define DMCL modules, refer to CA IDDBA.

Tuning the z/VM Environment

After you have made adjustments within the DC/UCF environment, you may need to tune the z/VM environment to further
optimize DC/UCF system performance. For example, adjustments to the z/VM environment may improve long waits for I/
O, low CPU time relative to wall-clock time, and long wall-clock time for tasks.

z/VM Considerations
Tools to Evaluate Performance

DC/UCF system performance is affected by the performance of the CMS virtual machine in which the system is executing.
Virtual machine performance is evaluated within the z/VM environment by means of the following tools:

• z/VM Monitor collects statistics that can be analyzed to determine whether the DC/UCF virtual machine is performing
optimally.

• The CP INDICATE LOAD, INDICATE USER, and INDICATE SPACES commands display information about the
overall load on the z/VM system and about the z/VM system resources used by the DC/UCF virtual machine.

• The CP QUERY SRM command (class A or E) displays the current status of z/VM system internal parameters. You
can use the displayed values to make adjustments to the z/VM environment by means of the CP SET SRM command
(class E).

• The CP QUERY PAGING command (class A or E) displays information on current z/VM paging activity.

Tuning the Environment

The information provided by the above tools may indicate the need to tune the z/VM environment. Tuning can enhance
the performance of the DC/UCF virtual machine in the areas of I/O, CPU time, storage, and paging.

Increase I/O Efficiency

To increase the efficiency of I/O for the DC/UCF virtual machine, you must analyze and adjust the configuration of files
on real DASD. Various means of increasing CPU time and improving storage and paging for the DC/UCF virtual machine
are discussed below. Note that actions taken to enhance the performance of the DC/UCF virtual machine can affect the
performance of other virtual machines.

Increasing CPU Time

The following z/VM performance options can be implemented to enhance the performance of the DC/UCF virtual machine
with respect to CPU time:
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• The Virtual Machine Assist Feature, if present, should be enabled for the DC/UCF virtual machine. When the Virtual
Machine Assist Feature is disabled, virtual machine performance is degraded.

• Extended Control-Program Support, if present, should be enabled for the DC/UCF virtual machine. When Extended
Control-Program Support is disabled, virtual machine performance is degraded.

• The user priority of the DC/UCF virtual machine can be raised so that the virtual machine is allocated a larger share
of CPU time relative to other virtual machines. User priority is controlled by the CP SET PRIORITY command (class
A).

• Favored execution status can be assigned to the DC/UCF virtual machine to force more CPU time to be given to the
virtual machine. Favored execution is controlled by the CP SET FAVORED command (class A).

• In an attached processor or multiprocessor system, the DC/UCF virtual machine can be assigned an affinity for the
less used processor so that more CPU time is available to the virtual machine. Affinity is controlled by the AFFINITY
parameter of the OPTION control statement in the z/VM directory entry and by the CP SET AFFINITY command.

For additional information on z/VM performance options that affect CPU utilization, refer to the appropriate IBM
documentation.

Improving Storage and Paging

The following z/VM performance options can be implemented to enhance the performance of the DC/UCF virtual machine
with respect to storage and paging:

• Queue drop elimination can be established for the DC/UCF virtual machine so that the virtual machine remains
active in the queue at all times. While a virtual machine remains active in the queue, its pages are not scanned or
flushed. Queue drop elimination is implemented by means of the CP SET QDROP OFF command (class A).
If the DC/UCF system is heavily accessed through batch processing or UCF, you can extend the queue drop
elimination option to the virtual machines in which the batch application programs and UCF front-end systems are
executing. Queue drop elimination is extended by means of the CP SET QDROP OFF USERS command (class A).

• Reserved page frames can be established for the DC/UCF virtual machine to create a private page pool and, thereby,
reduce paging requirements for the virtual machine. Reserved page frames are implemented by means of the CP SET
RESERVE command (class A).

• Locked pages can be established for the DC/UCF virtual machine to lock into real storage heavily used pages of
virtual storage (for example, portions of the DC/UCF nucleus). Locked pages are implemented by means of the CP
LOCK command (class A).

• The IUCV service modules can be made resident to exempt them from paging operations. IUCV service modules are
made resident by modifying the CPLOAD loadlist EXEC.

For additional information on z/VM performance options that affect storage and paging, refer to the appropriate IBM
documentation.

Migrating CA IDMS to z/VM from a Different Operating System

About Migration
You can migrate an CA IDMS. production or test system to the z/VM environment either from a guest operating system
running under VM or from a different host operating system environment. To facilitate the migration process, you install CA
IDMS. in a CMS virtual machine. The installed CA IDMS. software can then be used as a base on which to rebuild the CA
IDMS. production or test system being migrated.

For instructions to install CA IDMS. in the z/VM environment, refer to System Requirements.
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Migration Process
The migration process includes the following procedures:

1. Migrate the CA IDMS. database files:
– Run the IDMSDBAN utility to verify the integrity of each database file to be migrated.
– If necessary, reconfigure the database files so that they can be accessed through the DASD Block I/O System

Service under z/VM. The block size of each file (equal to the page size of the areas that map to the file) should not
exceed 4K. You can use the UNLOAD and RELOAD utility statements to reduce the block size of a database file.

NOTE
 CA IDMS. cannot access native VSAM files in the z/VM environment.If data currently in native VSAM
files is to be accessed under CMS, the files must be converted to CA IDMS. database files before being
migrated.

– Run the BACKUP and RESTORE utility statements to transfer the database files to formatted and reserved CMS
minidisks.

For documentation of utility statements, refer to CA IDUTI.
More information: For information about CA IDMS. database files in the z/VM environment, see Creating and
Accessing CA IDMS. Files.

2. Duplicate the DC/UCF system generation, making the necessary modifications for the z/VM environment.
More information:
For more information about system generation considerations for the z/VM environment, see System Generation
Parameters.

3. Link edit the DC/UCF startup routine in the CMS virtual machine, using the operating system dependent module
for the z/VM environment.
For instructions to link edit the startup routine, see System Startup.

4. Return to the data dictionary load area any subschemas, maps, ADS/OnLine dialogs, and edit and code tables
that have been moved to a load library. You may need to expand the load area to accommodate these components.

5. Recompile all programs that run under DC/UCF, using a compiler that generates OS object code (that is, either a
CMS or OS compiler).

6. Convert the JCL for executing batch jobs to CMS EXECS.
If DDS is installed at your site, you can maintain a minimal DC/UCF system under the original operating system. Jobs
submitted through this minimal system can use DDS to access database files owned by the DC/UCF system in the
CMS virtual machine. Using DDS removes the immediate need to recompile all programs that run under DC/UCF and
to convert the existing JCL to CMS EXECS. Information on DDS in the z/VM environment is presented under System
Access.

NOTE
A minimal DC/UCF system includes the operator's console, linedrivers, a data dictionary, and the DCMT
task.

CA IDMS DMLO Access Restrictions
CA IDTDMLO. has six possible usage modes:

• SR -- Shared Retrieval
• SU -- Shared Update
• PR -- Protected Retrieval
• PU -- Protected Update
• ER -- Exclusive Retrieval
• EU -- Exclusive Update

You can restrict the READY modes available both globally (all users in a given dictionary) and by user. Any such
restrictions are applied each time a user request is made to ready an area.
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Restricting Usage Mode Access Globally

To restrict access to specific usage modes for all users for all subschemas in a given dictionary, use the PROGRAM
DESCRIPTION clause of the ADD PROGRAM statement. For example:

ADD/MOD PROGRAM DBMSDMLO VERSION IS 1

        PROGRAM DESCRIPTION IS 'SR,PR,ER'.

With this example, Level 1 security is established, but only retrieval modes are allowed for any subschema within the
dictionary with this registration.

NOTE
When you specify more than one usage mode, the abbreviations must beseparated by commas, cannot contain
any imbedded blanks, and the string must be enclosed in single quotation marks.

Restricting Usage Mode Access by User

To restrict usage mode access by user within a given dictionary, you must have specified Level 2 or Level 3 security for
that dictionary.

For each user with particular restrictions, you must specify the allowable usage modes with the USER DESCRIPTION
clause. For example:

ADD/MOD USER userid PASSWORD pswd USER DESCRIPTION IS 'SR,SU' .

In this example, the specified user cannot access any subschemas in the given dictionary with other than "shared" access
modes.

Central CA IDMS Security

Remember that the centralized CA IDMS. security facility at all times is superior to any validation by CA IDTDMLO.. That
is, if access to a dictionary or database is prohibited by the central security facility, you cannot use CA IDTDMLO. to
bypass or override that level of security.

Display Global V Variables Screens
The DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES option provides you with the ability to display the values for internal variables
used during the installation process. These variables are not set by the installer during the course of the install. This
functionality is available for CA IDMS, CA IDTOOL, and CA IDMS Option for CMS clients.

These screens are most useful when a problem occurs during the install process. They provide the user with an online
display of all the variable values and will assist a Support representative in resolving the problem.
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The CA IDMS GLOBALV Menu
Take these steps to display the DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES main menu:

1. Execute IDMS170
The main menu appears on your screen.

  CAE5F0                            CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy     CA IDMS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE      USER: userid
  TIME: 10:37:57               M A I N  M E N U

                          SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS

                          INSTALL PRODUCT(S) FROM BASE TAPE

                          INSTALL PRODUCT MAINTENANCE TAPE

                          APPLY APAR CORRECTION(S) TO SYSTEM

                          DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER
                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

2. Place the cursor next to DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES
3. Press ENTER

The screen shown below is displayed on your terminal.

  CAE5LGLB                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION           USER: userid
  TIME: 14:51:39           DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES
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                          INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS

                          LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS

                          JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER
                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Displaying the INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS variables

Take these steps to display the INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS:

1. Place the cursor next to INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS
2. Press ENTER

The INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS screen displays on your terminal.

  CAE5LGLI                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: G0Q41B
  DATE: 08/24/04          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION           USER: IDMSRI01
  TIME: 11:59:39         DISPLAY TAPE AND STATUS FIELDS

 TAPE AND GENLEVEL INFORMATION              INSTALL STATUS INFORMATION
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  CONTROL FILE PREFIX:       CAIDMS16        BASE INSTALL STATUS:    C
  BASE GENLEVEL:             G00408DBA00     ADDON INSTALL STATUS:   N
  BASE SERVICE PACK:         1               MAINT. INSTALL STATUS:  I
  BASE VOLSER:               G0Q41B          MAINT. INSTALL TYPE:
  CURR. MAINT. GENLEVEL:     G00408DBA00
  CURR. MAINT. SERV. PACK:   1
  CURR. MAINT. VOLSER:       G0Q41B
  PREV. MAINT. GENLEVEL:     G00408DBA00
  PREV. MAINT. SERV. PACK:   1
  PREV. MAINT. VOLSER:       G0Q41B
  PRIOR RELEASE NBR:         NA

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 |  PF1= SCREEN HELP    PF3= RETURN                                           |
 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+_

This screen displays information about the tape(s) that have been installed at your site and flags indicating the status
of the latest BASE, ADDON and MAINTENANCE install.
Depending on the number of tapes installed, some or all the TAPE AND GENLEVEL INFORMATION fields may
contain values.
– BASE GENLEVEL - Genlevel of the initial base tape that was installed for this release. This value will not change. It

is kept for historical purposes.
– BASE SERVICE PACK - Service pack number of the initial base tape that was installed for this release. This value

will not change. It is kept for historical purposes.
– BASE VOLSER- Tape volume serial number of the initial base tape that was installed. This value will not change. It

is kept for historical purposes.
– CURR. MAINT. GENLEVEL - Genlevel of the latest base/maintenance tape to be installed. After a base install, this

value is the same as the BASE GENLEVEL.
– CURR MAINT SERV PACK - Service pack number of the latest base/ maintenance tape to be installed. After a

base install, this value is same as the BASE Service pack.
– CURR. MAINT. VOLSER - Tape volume serial number of the latest base/maintenance tape to be installed. After a

base install this value is the same as the BASE VOL SER.
– PREV. MAINT. GENLEVEL - Genlevel of the prior base/maintenance tape. When a maintenance tape is installed,

the CURR. MAINT. GENLEVEL is rolled into this field.
– PREV MAINT SERV PACK - Service pack of the prior base/maintenance tape. When a maintenance tape is

installed, the CURR MAINT SERV PACK is rolled into this field.
– PREV. MAINT. VOLSER - Tape volume serial number of the prior base/maintenance tape. When a maintenance

tape is installed, the CURR. MAINT. VOLSER is rolled into this field.
The INSTALL STATUS INFORMATION section displays the status of each type of install that is processed. Valid
values displayed are:
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– N - This type of install has never been attempted. Note that for this display an UPGRADE install would be
represented by the BASE install flag.

– I - This type of install is currently IN PROGRESS but is not completed.
– C - This type of install is COMPLETED.
The MAINT INSTALL TYPE specifies the type of maintenance install that was done for the current maintenance tape.
Valid values displayed are:
– Spaces - No maintenance tapes have been installed.
– CUR - The current maintenance tape installed the updates for a single Service pack.
– CUM - The current maintenance tape installed the updates for multiple Service packs.

Displaying the LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS

Take these steps to display the LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS

1. Place the cursor next to LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS
2. Press ENTER

The DISPLAY LINKEDIT FLAGS screen displays on your terminal.

  CAE5LGLL                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION           USER: userid
  TIME: hh: mm: ss            DISPLAY LINKEDIT FLAGS

 STAT PRODUCT NAME        STAT PRODUCT NAME        STAT PRODUCT NAME
  C   CA ADS                            N   CA IDMS DBCS OPTION
  C   CA ADS APPC                       C   CA IDMS/DC
  C   CA ADS ASF                        C   CA IDMS DDS
  C   CA ADS BATCH                      C   CA IDMS DICTIONARY LOADER
  C   CA EDP AUDITOR                    C   CA IDMS PERFORMANCE MONITOR
  C   CA ICMS                           C   CA IDMS PRESSPACK
  C   CA CULPRIT FOR CA IDMS            C   CA IDMS SERVER
  C   CA IDMS/DB                        C   CA IDMS UCF
  C   CA IDMS SQL                       C   CA OLQ ONLINE QUERY FOR CA IDMS
  C   10.2 DML BATCH                    C   RHDCDOLV

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | STATUS: N= NOT RUN C= COMPLETED                                          |
 | PF1 =  SCREEN HELP    PF3= RETURN                                        |
 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+_

These flags indicate if the link edit for the listed products has been run.
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– N - Links for this product/module have not been run.
– C - Links for this product/module have completed.

Displaying the JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

Take these steps to display the JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

1. Place the cursor next to JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS
2. Press ENTER

The DISPLAY JOB STATUS FLAGS screen displays on your terminal.

  CAE5LGLJ                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION           USER: userid
  TIME: 14:52:41           DISPLAY JOB STATUS FLAGS

 STAT BASE/ADDON INSTALL  STAT BASE/ADDON INSTALL  STAT MAINTENANCE INSTALL
  Y   1 -FORMAT MINIDISKS  Y   7 -DEMO DATABASE     Y   1 -OFFLOAD REQUIRED?
  Y   2 -OFFLOAD TAPE      Y      LOAD DICTIONARY   N      OFFLOAD RUN
  Y      TEXT MODULES      Y      FORMAT DATABASE   Y      TEXT REQUIRED?
  Y      SOURCE MODULES    Y      LOAD DATA         N      TEXT OFFLOADED
  Y   3 -ASSEMBLIES        Y      REPORT ON LOAD    Y      SOURCE REQUIRED?
  Y   4 -LINKEDITS         Y   8 -SQL DATABASE      N      SOURCE OFFLOADED
  Y   5 -BUILD RUNTIME     Y   9 -DC DEMO           Y   2 -ASSEMBLIES REQUIRED?
  Y      LOAD DATABASES    Y   10-FULL BACKUP       N      ASSEMBLIES RUN
  Y      RUN IDMSDIRL      N   11-FINAL PROCESSING  Y   3 -LINKEDITS REQUIRED?
  N      INTERIM BACKUP                             N      LINKEDITS RUN
  Y   6 -DICTIONARIES                               Y   4 -DB UPDATES REQUIRED?
  Y      APPLDICT                                   N      DB UPDATES RUN
  Y      ASFDICT                                    N   5 -FINAL PROCESSING

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | STATUS: N= NOT RUN C= COMPLETED                                          |
 | PF1 =  SCREEN HELP    PF3= RETURN                                        |
 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

These flags indicate the status of the various jobs which have been run. There are columns displaying the flags
for a BASE or ADDON installation and columns displaying the flags for a MAINTENANCE install. The main job
steps display the job number as it appears on the SELECT PRODUCT INSTALL JOBS screen. Steps without
numbers contain sub-jobs within that step and they have separate flags. This prevents sub-jobs from being rerun if a
subsequent step within a major job step fails.
– N - This job has not been run or has not been selected. Some steps are optional (e.g. FINAL BACKUP). Even

though the install is completed, the flag remains N.
– Y - The job step is successfully completed.
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The CA IDMS Tools GLOBALV Menu
Take the following steps to display the DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES main menu:

1. Execute TOOL170
The main menu displays on your screen.

  CAR9F0                            CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy  CA IDMS TOOLS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE   USER: userid
  TIME: 15:21:46               M A I N  M E N U

                          SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS

                          INSTALL PRODUCT(S) FROM BASE TAPE

                          INSTALL PRODUCT MAINTENANCE TAPE

                          APPLY APAR CORRECTION(S) TO SYSTEM

                          DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER
                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

     COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

2. Place the cursor next to DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES
3. Press ENTER

The screen shown below is displayed on your terminal.

  CAR9LGLB                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy  CA IDMS TOOLS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE   USER: userid
  TIME: 15:22:05           DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES
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                          INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS

                          LINKAGE EDIT STATUS FLAGS

                          BASE TAPE JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

                          MAINTENANCE TAPE JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER
                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Display the INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS variables

Take these steps to display the INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS:

1. Place the cursor next to INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS
2. Press ENTER

The INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS screen displays on your terminal

  CAR9LGLI                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: G0Q41B
  DATE: 08/24/04       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: IDMSRI01
  TIME: 12:03:38         DISPLAY TAPE AND STATUS FIELDS

 TAPE AND GENLEVEL INFORMATION              INSTALL STATUS INFORMATION
  CONTROL FILE PREFIX:       CATOOL16        BASE INSTALL STATUS:    I
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  BASE GENLEVEL:             G00408DBA00     ADDON INSTALL STATUS:   N
  BASE SERVICE PACK:         1               MAINT. INSTALL STATUS:  N
  BASE VOLSER:               G0Q41B          MAINT. INSTALL TYPE:
  CURR. MAINT. GENLEVEL:     G00408DBA00
  CURR. MAINT. SERV. PACK:   1
  CURR. MAINT. VOLSER:       G0Q41B
  PREV. MAINT. GENLEVEL:
  PREV. MAINT. SERV. PACK:
  PREV. MAINT. VOLSER:
  PRIOR RELEASE NBR:         NA

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 |  PF1= SCREEN HELP    PF3= RETURN                                           |
 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+_

This screen displays information about the tape(s) that are installed at your site and flags indicating the status of the
latest BASE, ADDON and MAINTENANCE install.
Depending on the number of tapes installed, some or all the TAPE AND GENLEVEL INFORMATION fields may
contain values.
– BASE GENLEVEL - Genlevel of the initial base tape that was installed for this release. This value will not change. It

is kept for historical purposes.
– BASE SERVICE PACK - Service pack number of the initial base tape that was installed for this release. This value

will not change. It is kept for historical purposes.
– BASE VOLSER- Tape volume serial number of the initial base tape that was installed. This value will not change. It

is kept for historical purposes.
– CURR. MAINT. GENLEVEL - Genlevel of the latest base/maintenance tape to be installed. After a base install, this

value is the same as the BASE GENLEVEL.
– CURR MAINT SERV PACK - Service pack number of the latest base/ maintenance tape to be installed. After a

base install, this value is same as the BASE Service pack.
– CURR. MAINT. VOLSER - Tape volume serial number of the latest base/maintenance tape to be installed. After a

base install this value is the same as the BASE VOL SER.
– PREV. MAINT. GENLEVEL - Genlevel of the prior base/maintenance tape. When a maintenance tape is installed,

the CURR. MAINT. GENLEVEL is rolled into this field.
– PREV MAINT SERV PACK - Service pack of the prior base/maintenance tape. When a maintenance tape is

installed, the CURR MAINT SERV PACK is rolled into this field.
– PREV. MAINT. VOLSER - Tape volume serial number of the prior base/maintenance tape. When a maintenance

tape is installed, the CURR. MAINT. VOLSER is rolled into this field.
The INSTALL STATUS INFORMATION section displays the status of each type of install that is processed. Valid
values displayed are:
– N - This type of install has never been attempted. Note that for this display an UPGRADE install would be

represented by the BASE install flag.
– I - This type of install is currently IN PROGRESS but is not completed.
– C - This type of install is COMPLETED.
The MAINT INSTALL TYPE specifies the type of maintenance install that was done for the current maintenance tape.
Valid values displayed are:
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– Spaces - No maintenance tapes have been installed.
– CUR - The current maintenance tape installed the updates for a single Service pack.
– CUM - The current maintenance tape installed the updates for multiple Service packs.

Displaying the LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS 1

Take the following steps to display the LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS

1. Place the cursor next to LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS
2. Press ENTER

The DISPLAY LINKEDIT FLAGS screen displays on your terminal.

  CAR9LGLL                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid
  TIME: hh: mm: ss            DISPLAY LINKEDIT FLAGS

 STAT PRODUCT NAME                     STAT PRODUCT NAME
  C   CA ADS ALIVE                      C   CA IDMS LOG ANALYZER
  C   CA ADS TRACE                      C   CA IDMS MASTERKEY
  C   CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER               C   CA IDMS ONLINE LOG DISPLAY
  C   CA IDMS/DB AUDIT                  C   CA IDMS SASO
  C   CA IDMS/DB REORG                  C   CA IDMS SCHEMA MAPPER
  C   CA IDMS EXTRACTOR                 C   CA IDMS TASK ANALYZER
  C   CA IDMS DC SORT                   C   GENERAL COMPARE MODULES
  C   CA IDMS DICTIONARY MIGRATOR       C   GENERAL DBIO MODULES
  C   CA IDMS DICTIONARY MIGRATOR ASST  C   GENERAL EDITOR MODULES
  C   CA IDMS DICTIONARY MODULE EDITOR  C   GENERAL IDMS MODULES
  C   CA IDMS DICTIONARY QUERY FACILITY C   GENERAL MAPPING MODULES
  C   CA IDMS DML ONLINE                C   GENERAL SORT MODULES
  C   CA IDMS ENFORCER                  C   GENERAL SUBROUTINE MODULES
  C   CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | STATUS: N= NOT RUN C= COMPLETED                                          |
 | PF1 =  SCREEN HELP    PF3= RETURN                                        |
 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

These flags indicate if the link edits for the listed products have been run.
– N - Links for this product/module have not been run.
– C - Links for this product/module have completed.

Displaying the BASE TAPE JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

Take the following steps to display the BASE TAPE JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

1. Place the cursor next to BASE TAPE JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS
2. Press ENTER
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The DISPLAY BASE TAPE JOB STATUS FLAGS screen displays on your terminal.

  CAR9LGBJ                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid
  TIME: 15:22:50         DISPLAY BASE JOB STATUS FLAGS

 STAT JOBSTEP             STAT JOBSTEP             STAT JOBSTEP
  N   1 -FORMAT MINIDISKS  N   6 -BUILD TOOLDICT    N   7 -LOAD PROD. DATABASES
  N   2 -OFFLOAD TAPE      N      ADS ALIVE         N      DBX
  N      TEXT MODULES      N      ADS TRACE         N      MIGRATOR
  N      SOURCE MODULES    N      DBX               N      DML ONLINE
  N   3 -ASSEMBLIES        N      DC SORT           N      ENFORCER
  N   4 -LINKEDITS         N      MODULE EDITOR     N      MASTERKEY
  N   5 -BUILD RUNTIME     N      MIGRATOR          N      SASO
  N      UPDATE DMCL/DBTB  N      QUERY FACILITY    N      SASO - LOAD DOCUMENT
                           N      DML ONLINE        N   8 -BACKUP
                           N      ENFORCER          N   9 -FINAL PROCESSING
                           N      MASTERKEY
                           N      LOG DISPLAY
                           N      SASO
                           N      TASK ANALYZER

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | STATUS: N= NOT RUN C= COMPLETED                                          |
 | PF1 =  SCREEN HELP    PF3= RETURN                                        |
 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

These flags indicate the status of the various jobs which may be run during a BASE or ADDON install. The main
job steps display the job number as it appears on the SELECT PRODUCT INSTALL JOBS screen. Steps without
numbers contain sub-jobs within that step and they have separate flags. This prevents sub-jobs from being rerun if a
subsequent step within a major job step fails.
– N - This job has not been run or has not been selected. Some steps are optional (e.g. FINAL BACKUP). Although

the install is completed, the flag remains N.
– Y - The job step has been successfully completed.

Displaying the MAINTENANCE TAPE JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

Take the following steps to display the MAINTENANCE TAPE JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

1. Place the cursor next to MAINTENANCE TAPE JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS
2. Press ENTER

The DISPLAY MAINTENANCE TAPE JOB STATUS FLAGS screen displays on your terminal.

  CAR9LGMJ                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser
  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid
  TIME: 15:23:06     DISPLAY MAINTENANCE JOB STATUS FLAGS
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 STAT MAINTENANCE INSTALL
  Y   1 -OFFLOAD REQUIRED?
  N      OFFLOAD RUN
  Y      TEXT REQUIRED?
  N      TEXT OFFLOADED
  Y      SOURCE REQUIRED?
  N      SOURCE OFFLOADED
  Y   2 -ASSEMBLIES REQUIRED?
  N      ASSEMBLIES RUN
  Y   3 -LINKEDITS REQUIRED?
  N      LINKEDITS RUN
  Y   4 -DB UPDATES REQUIRED?
  N      DB UPDATES RUN
  N   5 -FINAL PROCESSING

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | STATUS: N= NOT RUN C= COMPLETED                                          |
 | PF1 =  SCREEN HELP    PF3= RETURN                                        |
 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

These flags indicate the status of the various jobs which may be run during a maintenance install. The main job
steps display the job number as it would appear on the SELECT PRODUCT INSTALL JOBS screen. Steps without
numbers contain sub-jobs within that step and they have separate flags. This prevents sub-jobs from being rerun if a
subsequent step within a major job step fails.
– N - This job has not been run or has not been selected. Some steps are optional (e.g. FINAL BACKUP). Although

the install is completed, the flag remains N.
– Y - The job step has been successfully completed.

The CA IDMS Option for CMS GLOBALV Menu
Take these steps to display the DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES main menu:

1. Execute CMSO170
The main menu appears on your screen.

  CAQ6F0                            CA, INC.                    TAPE: F0Q61B
  DATE: mm/dd/yy    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION INSTALLATION             USER: IDMSQA02
  TIME: 14:59:02           M A I N M E N U

                      SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS

                      INSTALL BASE TAPE
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                      INSTALL MAINTENANCE TAPE

                      APPLY APAR CORRECTION(S) TO SYSTEM

                      DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES

                      EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER
               ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

2. Place the cursor next to DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES
3. Press ENTER

The screen shown below is displayed on your terminal.

  CAE5LGLB                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: F0Q61B
  DATE: mm/dd/yy    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION  VM/CMS INSTALLATION     USER: IDMSQA02
  TIME: 14:59:19           DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES

                          INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS

                          LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS

                          JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

                          EXIT
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      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER
                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Displaying the INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS Variables (for CMS)

Take these steps to display the INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS:

1. Place the cursor next to INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS.
2. Press ENTER.

The INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS screen displays on your terminal.
   CAE5LGLI                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: F0Q66B
  DATE: 08/24/04    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION  VM/CMS INSTALLATION     USER: IDMSQA02
  TIME: 12:06:57         DISPLAY TAPE AND STATUS FIELDS
 
 TAPE AND GENLEVEL INFORMATION              INSTALL STATUS INFORMATION
  CONTROL FILE PREFIX:       CACMSO15        BASE INSTALL STATUS:    I
  BASE GENLEVEL:             F00405CBN00     ADDON INSTALL STATUS:   N
  BASE SERVICE PACK:         6               MAINT. INSTALL STATUS:  N
  BASE VOLSER:               F0Q66B          MAINT. INSTALL TYPE:
  CURR. MAINT. GENLEVEL:     F00405CBN00
  CURR. MAINT. SERV. PACK:   6
  CURR. MAINT. VOLSER:       F0Q66B
  PREV. MAINT. GENLEVEL:
  PREV. MAINT. SERV. PACK:
  PREV. MAINT. VOLSER:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 |  PF1= SCREEN HELP    PF3= RETURN                                           |
 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+_
 

This screen displays information about the tape(s) that have been installed at your site and flags indicating the status
of the latest BASE, ADDON and MAINTENANCE install.
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Depending on the number of tapes installed, some or all the TAPE AND GENLEVEL INFORMATION fields may
contain values.
– BASE GENLEVEL - Genlevel of the initial base tape that was installed for this release. This value will not change. It

is kept for historical purposes.
– BASE SERVICE PACK - Service pack number of the initial base tape that was installed for this release. This value

will not change. It is kept for historical purposes.
– BASE VOLSER- Tape volume serial number of the initial base tape that was installed. This value will not change. It

is kept for historical purposes.
– CURR. MAINT. GENLEVEL - Genlevel of the latest base/maintenance tape to be installed. After a base install, this

value is the same as the BASE GENLEVEL.
– CURR MAINT SERV PACK - Service pack number of the latest base/ maintenance tape to be installed. After a

base install, this value is same as the BASE Service pack.
– CURR. MAINT. VOLSER - Tape volume serial number of the latest base/maintenance tape to be installed. After a

base install this value is the same as the BASE VOL SER.
– PREV. MAINT. GENLEVEL - Genlevel of the prior base/maintenance tape. When a maintenance tape is installed,

the CURR. MAINT. GENLEVEL is rolled into this field.
– PREV MAINT SERV PACK - Service pack of the prior base/maintenance tape. When a maintenance tape is

installed, the CURR MAINT SERV PACK is rolled into this field.
– PREV. MAINT. VOLSER - Tape volume serial number of the prior base/maintenance tape. When a maintenance

tape is installed, the CURR. MAINT. VOLSER is rolled into this field.
The INSTALL STATUS INFORMATION section displays the status of each type of install that is processed. Valid
values displayed are:
– N - This type of install has never been attempted. Note that for this display an UPGRADE install would be

represented by the BASE install flag.
– I - This type of install is currently IN PROGRESS but is not completed.
– C - This type of install is COMPLETED.
The MAINT INSTALL TYPE specifies the type of maintenance install that was done for the current maintenance tape.
Valid values displayed are:
– Spaces - No maintenance tapes have been installed.
– CUR - The current maintenance tape installed the updates for a single Service pack.
– CUM - The current maintenance tape installed the updates for multiple Service packs.

Displaying the LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS 2

Take these steps to display the LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS

1. Place the cursor next to LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS
2. Press ENTER

The DISPLAY LINKEDIT FLAGS screen displays on your terminal.

  CAE5LGLL                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: F0Q61B
  DATE: mm/dd/yy    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION  VM/CMS INSTALLATION     USER: IDMSQA02
  TIME: 02:33:57            DISPLAY LINKEDIT FLAGS

 STAT PRODUCT NAME        STAT PRODUCT NAME        STAT PRODUCT NAME
  C   CA IDMS/CMS OPTION
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 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | STATUS: N= NOT RUN C= COMPLETED                                          |
 | PF1 =  SCREEN HELP    PF3= RETURN                                        |
 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+_

These flags indicate if the link edit for the listed products has been run.
– N - Links for this product/module have not been run.
– C - Links for this product/module have completed.

Displaying JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

Take these steps to display the JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

1. Place the cursor next to JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS
2. Press ENTER

The DISPLAY JOB STATUS FLAGS screen displays on your terminal.

  CAE5LGLJ                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: F0Q61B
  DATE: mm/dd/yy    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION  VM/CMS INSTALLATION     USER: IDMSQA02
  TIME: 15:22:13           DISPLAY JOB STATUS FLAGS

 STAT BASE/ADDON INSTALL  STAT BASE/ADDON INSTALL  STAT MAINTENANCE INSTALL
  N   1 -FORMAT MINIDISKS  N   7 -DEMO DATABASE     Y   1 -OFFLOAD REQUIRED?
  Y   2 -OFFLOAD TAPE      N      LOAD DICTIONARY   N      OFFLOAD RUN
  Y      TEXT MODULES      N      FORMAT DATABASE   Y      TEXT REQUIRED?
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  Y      SOURCE MODULES    N      LOAD DATA         N      TEXT OFFLOADED
  Y   3 -ASSEMBLIES        N      REPORT ON LOAD    Y      SOURCE REQUIRED?
  Y   4 -LINKEDITS         N   8 -SQL DATABASE      N      SOURCE OFFLOADED
  N   5 -BUILD RUNTIME     N   9 -DC DEMO           Y   2 -ASSEMBLIES REQUIRED?
  N      LOAD DATABASES    N   10-FULL BACKUP       N      ASSEMBLIES RUN
  N      RUN IDMSDIRL      Y   11-FINAL PROCESSING  Y   3 -LINKEDITS REQUIRED?
  N      INTERIM BACKUP                             N      LINKEDITS RUN
  N   6 -DICTIONARIES                               Y   4 -DB UPDATES REQUIRED?
  N      APPLDICT                                   N      DB UPDATES RUN
  N      ASFDICT                                    N   5 -FINAL PROCESSING

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | STATUS: N= NOT RUN C= COMPLETED                                          |
 | PF1 =  SCREEN HELP    PF3= RETURN                                        |
 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+_

These flags indicate the status of the various jobs which have been run. There are columns displaying the flags
for a BASE or ADDON installation and columns displaying the flags for a MAINTENANCE install. The main job
steps display the job number as it appears on the SELECT PRODUCT INSTALL JOBS screen. Steps without
numbers contain sub-jobs within that step and they have separate flags. This prevents sub-jobs from being rerun if a
subsequent step within a major job step fails.
– N - This job has not been run or has not been selected. Some steps are optional (e.g. FINAL BACKUP). Even

though the install is completed, the flag remains N.
– Y - The job step is successfully completed.

CA IDMS Tools Runtime Options
This section describes the CA IDMS Tools runtime parameters. These parameters are supplied with default values and
can be modified at installation time by changing the VARBLIST member.

These runtime parameters can also be modified after initial installation by changing selected macro parameters in a
particular customization module (xxxTPARM), and re-assembling and re-linking that module.

NOTE
The installation procedure defines, initializes, and loads adictionary with various product modules. This is the
dictionary that is referred to by the HLPDICT and HLPNODE parameters that appear in most of the xxxTPARM
modules.

See TOOLJCL member UMOD1 for a USERMOD example of how to change xxxTPARM values.

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Runtime Parameter

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*CA IDMS/DATABASE EXTRACTOR RUNTIME PARAMETERS

*----------------------------------------------------------------------
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*            MODIFY PRODUCT TUNING PARAMETERS

*            ────────────────────────────────

*USVTPARM ── THIS MEMBER IS USED TO SPECIFY THE RUNTIME VALUES TO

*            BE USED AS INPUT TO THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO,

*            USVCPARM.

*

*            RUNTIME VARIABLES

*            ──────────────────

*            TASK='1-8 CHAR'      TASK USED TO INVOKE DBX.

*

*            HLPDICT='1-8 CHAR'   DICTNAME OF DICTIONARY INTO WHICH

*                                 USVTUTOR MODULES WERE ADDED.  NULL FOR

*                                 DEFAULT DICTIONARY.

*

*            HLPNODE='1-8 CHAR'   DICTNODE FOR "HLPDICT" - NULL IF NO DDS.

*

*            HLPVERS=INTEGER      VERSION NUMBER AT WHICH USVTUTOR MODULES

*                                 WERE ADDED: MUST BE   1 - 9999

*

*            STKENTS=INTEGER      # OF 8 BYTE ENTRIES TO ALLOCATE FOR DBX

*                                 SET STACK: MUST BE 30 - 1000

*                                 THE NUMBER OF SETS THAT WILL BE TRAVERSED

*                                 IN YOUR EXTRACT PATH BEGINNING AT THE

*                                 DATABASE ENTRY POINT. A SAFE NUMBER WOULD
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*                                 BE ONE FOR EACH SET IN YOUR SUBSCHEMA. FOR

*                                 EXAMPLE, 200 IS A SUITABLE VALUE FOR IDMSNWKA.

*

*            COPY='1-8 CHAR'      WHO A USER CAN COPY OTHER JCL MEMBERS

*                                 AND SPECIFICATIONS FROM:

*                                   'USER' ───── FROM ONLY HIM/HERSELF;

*                                   'DBXADMIN' - FROM HIM/HERSELF PLUS ANY

*                                                GLOBAL MEMBERS UNDER THE

*                                                'DBXADMIN' USER-ID;

*                                   'ANYONE' ─── FROM ANYONE ON THE DBX

*                                                DATABASE.

*

*            RETSEQ=Y│YES│N│NO    DEFAULT 'RETAIN PHYSICAL SEQUENCE OF

*                                 MEMBER RECORDS IN THE SET?' VALUE ON

*                                 THE RECORD LEVEL SELECTION CRITERIA SCREEN.

*

*            XRECURO=Y│YES│N│NO   DEFAULT 'EXTRACT ALL OWNERS FOR

*                                 EXTRACTED RECURSIVE RECORDS?' VALUE ON

*                                 THE RECORD LEVEL SELECTION CRITERIA SCREEN.

*

*            BGINMID=Y│YES│N│NO   DEFAULT 'BEGIN VIEWING/EDITING IN THE

*                                 MIDDLE OF A PATH DEFINITION' VALUE ON THE

*                                 SPECIFY DATABASE EXTRACT SPECIFICATION SCREEN.

*

*            NLYZ008=W│WARNING│   HAVE MESSAGE NLYZ008 AS A WARNING OR
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*                    E│ERROR      ERROR MESSAGE.  NLYZ008 IS DISPLAYED

*                                 AT EXTRACT TIME WHEN A MANDATORY MEMBER

*                                 IS BEING EXTRACTED WITHOUT ITS OWNER.

*                                 AN ERROR MESSAGE PREVENTS THE

*                                 SPECIFICATION FROM BEING USED.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*  DEFAULT VALUES AS SUPPLIED WITH INSTALLATION:

*       USVCPARM TASK=DBX,

*                HLPDICT=,         NULL

*                HLPNODE=,         NULL

*                HLPVERS=1,

*                STKENTS=50,

*                COPY=ANYONE,

*                RETSEQ=YES,

*                XRECURO=YES,

*                BGINMID=YES,

*                NLYZ008=WARNING

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Assistant Runtime Parameter

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

* DICTIONARY MIGRATOR ASSISTANT RUNTIME PARAMETERS

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*
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*XDMCPARM THIS IS THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO USED BY THE DMA

*SYSTEM TO PROVIDE RUNTIME VALUES.

*OPERANDS:

*                 DMATSK='1-8 CHAR'    TASK USED TO INVOKE DMA.

*                 HLPDICT='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE DICTIONARY USED FOR

*                                      GSIHELP.

*                 HLPNODE='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE NODE USED FOR GSIHELP.

*

*                 HLPVERS=INTEGER      VERSION NUMBER OF HELP MODULES.

*

*ASSEMBLED VALUES AT INSTALLATION:

*       XDMCPARM DMATSK='DMA    ',

*                HLPDICT='        ',

*                HLPNODE='        ',

*                HLPVERS=0

*

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

CA IDMS/DML Online Runtime Parameters

*********************************************************************** 00000100

* CA IDMS/DML ONLINE RUNTIME PARAMETERS                                  0000100

*********************************************************************** 00001300

*                                                                    *

*       YOUR RESPONSIBILITY AS INSTALLER IS TO :                     *

*                                                                    *
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*   1.  SELECT APPROPRIATE VALUES FOR THE MACRO PARAMETERS AT THE END*

*                                                                    *

*   2.  UPDATE THE FOLLOWING SOURCE MODULES AS APPROPRIATE :         *

*                                                                    *

*       .. USD@MOPS            MENU-MODE DML OP CODES                *

*       .. USD@MTXT            MENU-MODE DESCRIPTIVE TEXT            *

*       .. USD@MSTL            MENU-MODE STATIC AREA DESCRIPTION     *

*       .. USD@SSEX            SUBSCHEMA EXCLUSION LIST              *

*       .. USD@DSPC            DISPLAYABLE CHARACTERS                *

*       .. USD@KYWD            STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS                *

*                                                                    *

*   3.  ASSEMBLE AND LINKEDIT PROGRAM USDTPARM                       *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* FOLLOWING IS AN EXPLANATION FOR EACH PARAMETER OF MACRO USDCPARM   *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (1)  :  ==>  HLPDICT    ALTERNATE DICTIONARY USED FOR HELP MODULES *

*                                                                    *

*         DICTIONARY NAME (DICTNAME) OF DICTIONARY INTO WHICH THE    *

*         ONLINE DOCUMENTATION / HELP MODULES HAVE BEEN PLACED       *

*         PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS '        '.        *
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*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (2)  :  ==>  HLPNODE    ALTERNATE DICTNODE   USED FOR HELP MODULES *

*                                                                    *

*         DICTIONARY NODE (DICTNODE) OF DICTIONARY INTO WHICH THE    *

*         ONLINE DOCUMENTATION / HELP MODULES HAVE BEEN PLACED       *

*         PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS '        '.        *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (3)  :  ==>  HLPVERS    VERSION NUMBER OF THE HELP MODULES         *

*                                                                    *

*         VERSION OF DICTIONARY ONLINE DOCUMENTATION MODULES.        *

*         PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS 1.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (4)  :  ==>  LOWCASE    LOWER CASE OPTION  (Y/N)                   *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE "LOWER CASE DATA ACCEPTED" OPTION ON THE    *

*          DMLO SIGNON SCREEN.                                       *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET LOWCASE  (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                   *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'Y' OR 'N'                          *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'N'.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *
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* (5)  :  ==>  DPRTCL     DC PRINT CLASS                             *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF "PRINT CLASS" OPTION ON DMLO SIGNON    *

*          SCREEN.                                                   *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION FROM OPTIONS SCREEN.   *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE '1'.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (6)  :  ==>  TPRTCL     TSO PRINT CLASS                            *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF "PRINT CLASS" OPTION ON DMLO SIGNON    *

*          SCREEN.                                                   *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION FROM OPTIONS SCREEN.   *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'A'.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (7)  :  ==>  CPRTCL     CICS PRINT CLASS                           *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF "PRINT CLASS" OPTION ON DMLO SIGNON    *

*          SCREEN.                                                   *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION FROM OPTIONS SCREEN.   *

*          *** PRINTING IS NOT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FROM CICS ***     *
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*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'A'.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (8)  :  ==>  DISPLAY    DISPLAY FMT  (COBOL/VERTICAL)              *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF DISPLAY OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.       *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET COBOL (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                      *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'COBOL' OR 'VERTICAL'               *

*            WHERE COBOL    = LEVELED, INDENTED, COBOL-LIKE FORMAT   *

*                  VERTICAL = R4.6 AND EARLIER NON-LEVELED FORMAT    *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'COBOL'.             *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (9)  :  ==>  AUTOHEX    AUTOHEX   OPTION (ON/OFF)                  *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF AUTOHEX OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.       *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET AUTOHEX (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                    *

*                                                                    *
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*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'ON' OR 'OFF'                       *

*            WHERE  ON   ==> FIELDS CONTAINING INVALID DATA WILL BE  *

*                            AUTOMATICALLY DISPLAYED IN HEX FORMAT.  *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'ON'.                *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (10) :  ==>  AUTOBND    AUTO-BIND OPTION (ON/OFF)                  *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF AUTOBIND OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.      *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET AUTOBIND (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                   *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'ON' OR 'OFF'                       *

*            WHERE  ON   ==> RECORDS WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY BOUND     *

*                            AT THE FIRST REFERENCE IN DML COMMANDS  *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'ON'.                *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (11) :  ==>  MAPIN      DATA/COMMAND INP (FAST/STEP)               *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF  MAPIN   OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.      *
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*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET MAPIN  (FAST/STEP) COMMAND                   *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'FAST' OR 'STEP'                    *

*            WHERE FAST  ==> DATA UPDATES AND COMMAND/PFKEY INPUT    *

*                            WILL BE ACCEPTED IN THE SAME            *

*                            PSUEDO-CONVERSE.                        *

*                                                                    *

*          NOTE THAT RELEASES PRIOR TO R5.5 DMLO ONLY                *

*               FUNCTIONED IN 'STEP' MODE.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'FAST'               *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (12) :  ==>  CLIST      CLIST EXECUTION  (FAST/STEP)               *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF CLIST EXECUTION OPTION FOR SESSION.    *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET CLIST  (FAST/STEP) COMMAND                   *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'FAST' OR 'STEP'                    *

*            WHERE FAST  ==> CLIST EXECUTION WILL BE IN FAST MODE.   *

*                                                                    *
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*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'FAST'               *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (13) :  ==>  DSPCMND    COMMAND DISPLAY  (INPUT/USED)              *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF COMMAND DISPLAY OPTION FOR SESSION.    *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET CMND (INPUT/USED)  COMMAND                   *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'USED' OR 'INPUT'                   *

*            WHERE USED  ==> COMMAND LINE ECHO WILL BE IN THE        *

*                            EXPANDED FORMAT AS USED BY THE          *

*                            COMMAND PROCESSOR                       *

*                  INPUT ==> COMMAND LINE ECHO WILL BE AS ENTERED    *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'INPUT'              *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (14) :  ==>  LRFSCRN    LRF SCREEN FMT   (NORM/MAX)                *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF LRF SCREEN FORMAT OPTION.              *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *
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*             WITH      SHOW OPTIONS      COMMAND                    *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'NORM' OR 'MAX'                     *

*            WHERE NORM  ==> SCREEN FORMAT FOR LRF SUBSCHEMAS        *

*                            INITIALLY WILL BE STANDARD              *

*                            'EXPERT' FORMAT                         *

*                  MAX   ==> SCREEN FORMAT FOR LRF SUBSCHEMAS        *

*                            INITIALLY WILL ALLOW FOR MAXIMUM        *

*                            COMMAND LENGTH                          *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'NORM'               *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (15) :  ==>  MODE       SESSION MODE    (EXPERT/MENU)              *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL DEFAULT SETTING FOR MENU-MODE OPERATION.          *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET MENU (ON/OFF)      COMMAND                   *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'NEMU' OR 'EXPERT'                  *

*            WHERE MENU   ==> DMLO WILL STARTUP IN MENU-MODE FORMAT  *

*                  EXPERT ==> DMLO WILL STARTUP IN EXPERT    FORMAT  *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'EXPERT'             *
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*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (16) :  ==>  USERXIT    USER EXIT OPTION                           *

*                                                                    *

*          USER EXIT OPTION.                                         *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'NO'                 *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE :                                   *

*                                                                    *

*            YES           = USER EXIT MODULE IS AVAILABLE, WILL BE  *

*                            INVOKED FOR EACH DML VERB EXECUTED, AND *

*                            OPTION IS NOT CHANGEABLE BY THE USER    *

*                            DURING THE DMLO SESSION                 *

*                                                                    *

*            NO            = USER EXIT WILL NOT BE INVOKED, AND      *

*                            OPTION IS NOT CHANGEABLE BY THE USER    *

*                            DURING THE DMLO SESSION                 *

*                                                                    *

*            (DYNAMIC,OFF) = USER EXIT MODULE IS AVAILABLE, BUT IS   *

*            (DYNAM,OFF)     NOT ACTIVE FOR THE SESSION UNTIL THE    *

*                            SET EXIT ON COMMAND IS ISSUED. ALL      *

*                            DML VERBS ARE ELIGIBLE FOR THE EXIT     *

*                            UNLESS SPECIFICALLY TURNED OFF DURING   *

*                            THE SESSION.                            *

*                                                                    *
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*            (DYNAMIC,ON)  = USER EXIT MODULE IS AVAILABLE, AND WILL *

*            (DYNAM,ON)      BE ACTIVE FOR THE SESSION UNTIL THE     *

*                            SET EXIT OFF COMMAND IS ISSUED. ALL     *

*                            UNLESS SPECIFICALLY TURNED OFF DURING   *

*                            THE SESSION.                            *

*                                                                    *

*            DYNAMIC       = EQUIVALENT TO (DYNAMIC,OFF)             *

*            DYNAM                                                   *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (17) :  ==>  GLOBID     GLOBAL (SYS OWNED) PROFILE/CLIST OWNER     *

*                                                                    *

*          INTERNAL OWNER ID FOR GLOBAL (SYSTEM-OWNED)               *

*          PROFILES AND CLISTS                                       *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE ONLY BY REASSEMBLY OF USDTPARM        *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'DMLOSYS'               *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (18) :  ==>  ADMIN      DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON (1)              *

* (19) :  ==>  ADMIN2     DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON (2)              *

*                                                                    *

*          SIGNON USERIDS FOR WHICH DMLO WILL ALLOW RESTRICTED       *
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*          PROFILE AND CLIST MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS                   *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE ONLY BY REASSEMBLY OF USDTPARM        *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUES 'USERID01' 'USERID02'  *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (20) :  ==>  USERID     CHG USERID ?  (INPUT/PROT)                 *

*                                                                    *

*          INDICATES WHETHER USERID FROM IDMS/DC SIGNON MAY BE       *

*          BE CHANGED AT DMLO SESSION SIGNON.                        *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUES ARE :  INPUT  ==>  USERID/PASSWORD MAY BE ENTERED  *

*                                    ON THE DMLO SIGNON SCREEN       *

*                        PROT   ==>  USERID/PASSWORD PROTECTED       *

*                                    ON THE DMLO SIGNON SCREEN       *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE  INPUT               *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (21) :  ==>  NONDSPL    NONDISPLAY TRANSLATION                     *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE FOR TRANSLATION OF CHARACTERS WHICH         *
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*          ARE CONSIDERED TO BE NON-DISPLAYABLE BASED ON             *

*          CONTENTS OF TABLE DESCRIBED BY MEMBER USD@DSPC            *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET NONDISPLAY X  COMMAND                        *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE C'_'                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (22) :  ==>  DEFDICT    DEFAULT SIGNON DICTIONARY                  *

* (23) :  ==>  DEFNODE    DEFAULT SIGNON DICT. NODE                  *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT SIGNON SCREEN DICTIONARY NAME.                     *

*         DEFAULT SIGNON SCREEN DICTIONARY NODE.                     *

*                                                                    *

*         ANY VALUES SPECIFIED HERE WILL APPEAR EACH TIME THE        *

*         DMLO SIGNON SCREEN IS PRESENTED                            *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (24) :  ==>  PRFDBNM    PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NAME                  *

* (25) :  ==>  PRFDBND    PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NODE                  *

*                                                                    *

*         SEGMENT NAME AND NODE (DBNAME/DBNODE)                      *

*         FOR PROFILE/CLIST SUBSCHEMA                                *

*                                                                    *
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*         PARAMETERS SET BY INSTALLATION PROCESS TO MATCH DMCL       *

*         CHANGES.                                                   *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (26) :  ==>  SBUFNM     DEFAULT SCRATCH REC NAME PREFIX            *

*                                                                    *

*         PREFIX FOR DEFAULT SCRATCH RECORD NAMES                    *

*                                                                    *

*         IF NO OTHER RECORD NAME SPECIFIED FOR SCRATCH I/O          *

*         REQUESTS, DMLO WILL CREATE A RECORD/ELEMENT STRUCTURE      *

*         WHOSE NAME IS SSSSN WHERE SSSS IS SPECIFIED BY SBUFNM      *

*         AND N IS 0-9.                                              *

*                                                                    *

* (27) :  ==>  QBUFNM     DEFAULT QUEUE   REC NAME PREFIX            *

*                                                                    *

*         PREFIX FOR DEFAULT  QUEUE  RECORD NAMES                    *

*                                                                    *

*         IF NO OTHER RECORD NAME SPECIFIED FOR  QUEUE  I/O          *

*         REQUESTS, DMLO WILL CREATE A RECORD/ELEMENT STRUCTURE      *

*         WHOSE NAME IS QQQQN WHERE QQQQ IS SPECIFIED BY QBUFNM      *

*         AND N IS 0-9.                                              *

*                                                                    *

* (28) :  ==>  SQBUFL     DEFAULT SCR/QUE REC MAX LEN                *

*                                                                    *
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*         DEFAULT SCRATCH/QUEUE BUFFER LENGTH                        *

*                                                                    *

*         THIS VALUE IS THE BUFFER LENGTH FOR ALL RECORDS            *

*         WHICH DMLO ALLOCATES USING THE DEFAULT SCRATCH AND         *

*         QUEUE RECORD NAME PREFIXES.                                *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (29) :  ==>  ATTNKEY    ATTENTION/INTERRUPT                        *

*                                                                    *

*         INITIAL VALUE OF "INTERRUPT" KEY WHICH APPEARS ON THE      *

*         DMLO SIGNON SCREEN. NOTE IT IS CHANGEABLE AT THAT TIME.    *

*         ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PA1-PA3, OR PF1-PF24.                *

*                                                                    *

*         PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS 'PA1'.             *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (30-37)   THESE REPRESENT INITIAL VALUES OF PF KEY SETTINGS.       *

*           ALLOWED FORMATS ARE :                                    *

*                  ....KEY=(PFX,PFY)                                 *

*                  ....KEY=(PFX)                                     *

*                  ....KEY=PFX                                       *

*                                                                    *

*           ALL KEYS ARE CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION EXCEPT        *

*                  SNONKEY == SIGNON SCREEN HELP                     *
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*                  PROFKEY == SIGNON PROFILE LIST                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (30) :  ==>  SNONKEY    HELP (SIGNON)                              *

*                                                                    *

*         INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO     *

*         INVOKE ONLINE DOCUMENTATION FOR SIGNON SCREEN              *

*                                                                    *

*         KEYS CHANGEABLE ONLY AT INSTALLATION                       *

*                                                                    *

*         ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                            *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF2'   AND  'PF14'                      *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (31) :  ==>  PROFKEY    SIGNON PROFILE LIST                        *

*                                                                    *

*         INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO     *

*         REQUEST A PROFILE LIST FROM SIGNON SCREEN                  *

*                                                                    *

*         KEYS CHANGEABLE ONLY AT INSTALLATION                       *

*                                                                    *

*         ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                            *

*                                                                    *
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*         DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF4'   AND  'PF16'                      *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (32) :  ==>  HELPKEY    HELP (DMLO)                                *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          INVOKE DMLO ONLINE DOCUMENTATION (HELP) DISPLAYS.         *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF1'   AND  'PF13'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (33) :  ==>  SHOWKEY    SHOW PFKEYS                                *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          REQUEST DISPLAY/UPDATE OF ALL PF KEYS.                    *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF2'   AND  'PF14'                     *
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*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (34) :  ==>  PENDKEY    END / GOBACK FUNCTION                      *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          REQUEST END/GOBACK FROM SECONDARY DMLO DISPLAYS           *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF3'   AND  'PF15'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (35) :  ==>  DISPKEY    DISPLAY &D.                                 *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          REQUEST REDISPLAY FUNCTION.                               *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF4'   AND  'PF16'                     *
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*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (36) :  ==>  PGUPKEY    SCROLL UP                                  *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          PAGE/SCROLL DISPLAY UP (TOWARD THE FIRST LINE)            *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF7'   AND  'PF19'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (37) :  ==>  PGDNKEY    SCROLL DOWN                                *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          PAGE/SCROLL DISPLAY DOWN  (TOWARD THE LAST LINE)          *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF8'   AND  'PF20'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*
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*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (38) :  ==>  DEFENTK    DEFAULT ENTER KEY USAGE (Y/N)              *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT PROCESSING MODE WHEN ENTER KEY ALONE IS HIT,      *

*          WITH NO OTHER DATA TYPED/OVERTYPED ON COMMAND LINE.       *

*          DEFAULT VALUE IS 'Y'. DEFAULT ACTION CLEAR COMMAND LINE.  *

*                                                                    *

*          ALTERNATE SETTING IS 'N'. THIS WILL CAUSE THE LAST        *

*          COMMAND ON THE COMMAND LINE (IF ANY) TO BE RE-EXECUTED.   *

*          THIS CAN BE USED TO REPEAT OBTAIN NEXT/PREVIOUS           *

*          DML COMMAND WITHOUT HAVING TO OVERTYPE ANY CHARACTERS.    *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS ALSO DYNAMICALLY CHANGEABLE FOR SESSION          *

*          DURATION USING THE : SET DEFENTK (ON/OFF) COMMAND.        *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUE:    DEFENTK = 'Y' DO NOT RE-EXECUTE COMMAND *

*          ALTERNATE VALUE:  DEFENTK = 'N' DO RE-EXECUTE COMMAND     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (39) :  ==>  DEFDBNM    DEFAULT SIGNON DBNAME                      *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT SIGNON SCREEN DBNAME.                              *

*                                                                    *
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*         ANY VALUES SPECIFIED HERE WILL APPEAR EACH TIME THE        *

*         DMLO SIGNON SCREEN IS PRESENTED                            *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (40) :  ==>  STKSIZE    DEFAULT PUSH STACK SIZE                    *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT PUSH STACK SIZE IN BYTES - 4K - (4096)             *

*                                                                    *

*         ALTER THIS VALUE IF REQUIRED TO A MAXIMUM OF 16K (16384)   *

*         A 4K VALUE MAY OCCASIONALLY CAUSE D002 ABENDS DURING       *

*         LARGE SUBSCHEMA ANALYSIS.                                  *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-********************-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

*         ENTER VALUES FOR YOUR INSTALLATION BELOW                   *

*                                                                    *

*  THE EXPLANATION OF EACH PARAMETER IS ABOVE.                       *

*  NOTE:   UNLESS MARKED WITH A (P) THE PARAMETERS REPRESENT THE     *

*  DEFAULT OR INITIAL VALUES, AND CAN BE CHANGED DURING THE DMLO     *

*  SESSION.                                                          *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

      USDCPARM HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,      1 DICTNAME FOR ONLINE DCMNTN (P) X

               HLPNODE=,              2 DICTNODE FOR ONLINE DCMNTN (P) X
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               HLPVERS=1,             3 VERSION  FOR ONLINE DCMNTN (P) X

               LOWCASE=N,             4 LOWER CASE OPTION  (Y/N)       X

               DPRTCL=1,              5 DC PRINT CLASS                 X

               TPRTCL=A,              6 TSO PRINT CLASS                X

               CPRTCL=A,              7 CICS PRINT CLASS               X

               DISPLAY=COBOL,         8 DISPLAY FMT  (COBOL/VERTICAL)  X

               AUTOHEX=ON,            9 AUTOHEX   OPTION (ON/OFF)      X

               AUTOBND=ON,           10 AUTO-BIND OPTION (ON/OFF)      X

               MAPIN=FAST,           11 DATA/COMMAND INP (FAST/STEP)   X

               CLIST=FAST,           12 CLIST EXECUTION  (FAST/STEP)   X

               DSPCMND=INPUT,        13 COMMAND DISPLAY  (INPUT/USED)  X

               LRFSCRN=NORM,         14 LRF SCREEN FMT   (NORM/MAX)    X

               MODE=EXPERT,          15 SESSION MODE    (EXPERT/MENU)  X

               USERXIT=(DYNAM,OFF),  16 USER EXIT OPTION               X

               GLOBID=DMLOSYS,       17 SYS. PROF/CLIST OWER ID        X

               ADMIN=USERID01,       18 DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON      X

               ADMIN2=USERID02,      19 DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON      X

               USERID=INPUT,         20 CHG USERID ?  (INPUT/PROT)     X

               NONDSPL=C'_',         21 NONDISPLAY TRANSLATION         X

               DEFDICT=,             22 DEFAULT SIGNON DICTIONARY      X

               DEFNODE=,             23 DEFAULT SIGNON DICT. NODE      X

               PRFDBNM=DMLO,         24 PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NAME      X

               PRFDBND=,             25 PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NODE      X

               SBUFNM=SBUF,          26 DEFAULT SCR REC NAME PFX       X
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               QBUFNM=QBUF,          27 DEFAULT QUE REC NAME PFX       X

               SQBUFL=4096,          28 DEFAULT S/Q REC MAX LEN        X

               ATTNKEY=PA1,          29 ATTENTION/INTERRUPT            X

               SNONKEY=(PF2,PF14),   30 SIGNON HELP           (P)      X

               PROFKEY=(PF4,PF16),   31 PROFILE LIST          (P)      X

               HELPKEY=(PF1,PF13),   32 SESSION HELP                   X

               SHOWKEY=(PF2,PF14),   33 SHOW PFKEYS                    X

               PENDKEY=(PF3,PF15),   34 END                            X

               DISPKEY=(PF4,PF16),   35 REDISPLAY                      X

               PGUPKEY=(PF7,PF19),   36 SCROLL UP                      X

               PGDNKEY=(PF8,PF20),   37 SCROLL DOWN                    X

               DEFENTK=Y,            38 DEFAULT USE OF ENTER KEY       X

               DEFDBNM=,             39 DEFAULT SIGNON DBNAME          X

               STKSIZE=              40 DEFAULT PUSH STACK SIZE

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

*     1) ALTER ANY/ALL OF THE PRECEEDING USDCPARM PARAMETERS, AS     *

*        NEEDED.  (A DETAILED EXPLANATION IS PRESENTED ABOVE.)       *

*                                                                    *

*     2) ALTER ANY/ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SOURCE MODULES (AS NEEDED)   *

*        FOR YOUR INSTALLATION BEFORE ASSEMBLY OF USDPARM1.  (A      *

*        DETAILED EXPLANATION IS PRESENTED WITHIN EACH MODULE        *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

         COPY  USD@MOPS            MENU-MODE DML OP CODES             
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         COPY  USD@MTXT            MENU-MODE DESCRIPTIVE TEXT         

         COPY  USD@MSTL            MENU-MODE STATIC AREA DESCRIPTION  

         COPY  USD@SSEX            SUBSCHEMA EXCLUSION LIST           

         COPY  USD@DSPC            DISPLAYABLE CHARACTERS             

         COPY  USD@KYWD            STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS             

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

*     1) OPTIONALLY ALTER ANY/ALL OF THE FOLLOWING 32 BYTE MESSAGES. *

*        AS REQUIRED. WHEN A USERCODE VALUE OF 1-9 IS RETURNED       *

*        FROM THE USDMLXIT USEREXIT PROGRAM DMLO WILL DISPLAY AN     *

*        F880X MESSAGE ( WHERE X IS 1-9 ) FOLLOWED BY THE TEXT       *

*        BELOW. EACH MESSAGE CAN BE UP TO 32 BYTES IN LENGTH WITH    *

*        THE DEFAULT VALUES PROVIDED BELOW.                          *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

#MSG8801 DC    CL32'F8801 USDMLXIT(01)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8802 USDMLXIT(02)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8803 USDMLXIT(03)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8804 USDMLXIT(04)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8805 USDMLXIT(05)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8806 USDMLXIT(06)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8807 USDMLXIT(07)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8808 USDMLXIT(08)              '               

         DC    CL32'F8809 USDMLXIT(09)              '               
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         EJECT                                                      

#MOPT ENV=USER,PROD=TOOL,REGS=NO,AMODE=NO,RMODE=NO,CSECT=USDTPARM

CA IDMS DMLO Runtime Parameters

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 * CA IDMS/DML-ONLINE RUNTIME PARAMETERS                               *

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 *                                                                     *

         PRINT OFF                                                    *

         COPY  USDCPARM                                               *

         PRINT ON                                                     *

USDTPARM CSECT                        CONTROL TABLE FOR DMLO          *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 * USDTPARM  --  IS THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MODULE USED BY DML/O TO *

 *               PROVIDE CUSTOM RUNTIME AND DEFAULT VALUES             *

 *                                                                     *

 * USDTPARM IS AN INDEPENDENT LOAD MODULE WHICH INCORPORATES VALUES    *

 * GENERATED BY USDCPARM, AS WELL AS VARIOUS TABLES.                   *

 *                                                                     *

 * IT IS LOADED AT RUN TIME BY PROGRAM USDTPIFN.                       *

 *                                                                     *

 * 14.0.1  01/08/99  DEVDE01  ADD SUPPORT FOR DEFENTK PARAMETER (38)   *

 *                                                                     *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 *                                                                     *
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 *       YOUR RESPONSIBILITY AS INSTALLER IS TO :                      *

 *                                                                     *

 *   1.  SELECT APPROPRIATE VALUES FOR THE MACRO PARAMETERS AT THE END *

 *                                                                     *

 *   2.  UPDATE THE FOLLOWING SOURCE MODULES AS APPROPRIATE :          *

 *                                                                     *

 *       .. USD@MOPS            MENU-MODE DML OP CODES                 *

 *       .. USD@MTXT            MENU-MODE DESCRIPTIVE TEXT             *

 *       .. USD@MSTL            MENU-MODE STATIC AREA DESCRIPTION      *

 *       .. USD@SSEX            SUBSCHEMA EXCLUSION LIST               *

 *       .. USD@DSPC            DISPLAYABLE CHARACTERS                 *

 *       .. USD@KYWD            STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS                 *

 *   3.  ASSEMBLE AND LINKEDIT PROGRAM USDTPARM                        *

 *--------------------------------------------------------------------**

 * FOLLOWING IS AN EXPLANATION FOR EACH PARAMETER OF MACRO USDCPARM    *

 *                                                                     *

 *--------------------------------------------------------------------**

 *                                                                     *

 * (1)  : ==>   HLPDICT    ALTERNATE DICTIONARY USED FOR HELP MODULES  *

 *                                                                     *

 *         DICTIONARY NAME (DICTNAME) OF DICTIONARY INTO WHICH THE ONLINE

 *         DOCUMENTATION / HELP MODULES HAVE BEEN PLACED PARAMETER IS  *

 *         OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS '        '.                      *

 *--------------------------------------------------------------------**
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 *                                                                     *

 * (2)  : ==>   HLPNODE    ALTERNATE DICTNODE   USED FOR HELP MODULES  *

 *                                                                     *

 *         DICTIONARY NODE (DICTNODE) OF DICTIONARY INTO WHICH THE ONLINE

 *         DOCUMENTATION / HELP MODULES HAVE BEEN PLACED PARAMETER IS  *

 *         OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS '        '.                      *

 *--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (3)  : ==>   HLPVERS    VERSION NUMBER OF THE HELP MODULES          *

*                                                                     *

*         VERSION OF DICTIONARY ONLINE DOCUMENTATION MODULES. PARAMETER

*         IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS 1.                            *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (4)  : ==>   LOWCASE    LOWER CASE OPTION  (Y/N)                    *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL VALUE "LOWER CASE DATA ACCEPTED" OPTION ON THE DMLO*

*          SIGNON SCREEN.  VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION WITH    *

*          SET LOWCASE  (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                             *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'Y' OR 'N' PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL,    *

*          DEFAULT VALUE 'N'.                                         *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (5)  : ==>   DPRTCL     DC PRINT CLASS                              *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF "PRINT CLASS" OPTION ON DMLO SIGNON     *
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*          SCREEN.  VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION FROM OPTIONS   *

*          SCREEN.  PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE '1'.         *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (6)  : ==>   TPRTCL     TSO PRINT CLASS                             *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF "PRINT CLASS" OPTION ON DMLO SIGNON     *

*          SCREEN.  VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION FROM OPTIONS   *

*          SCREEN.  PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'A'.         *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (7)  : ==>   CPRTCL     CICS PRINT CLASS                            *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF "PRINT CLASS" OPTION ON DMLO SIGNON     *

*          SCREEN.  VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION FROM OPTIONS   *

*          SCREEN.  PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'A'.         *

*                                                                     *

*          *** PRINTING IS NOT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FROM CICS ***      *

*                                                                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (8)  : ==>   DISPLAY    DISPLAY FMT  (COBOL/VERTICAL)               *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF DISPLAY OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.        *
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*                                                                     *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION WITH  SET COBOL (ON/OFF)*

*          COMMAND.                                                   *

*                                                                     *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'COBOL' OR 'VERTICAL'                *

*            WHERE COBOL    = LEVELED, INDENTED, COBOL-LIKE FORMAT    *

*                  VERTICAL = R4.6 AND EARLIER NON-LEVELED FORMAT     *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'COBOL'.              *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (9)  : ==>   AUTOHEX    AUTOHEX   OPTION (ON/OFF)                   *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF AUTOHEX OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.        *

*                                                                     *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION WITH                    *

*          SET AUTOHEX (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                              *

*                                                                     *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'ON' OR 'OFF'                        *

*            WHERE  ON   ==> FIELDS CONTAINING INVALID DATA WILL BE   *

*                            AUTOMATICALLY DISPLAYED IN HEX FORMAT.   *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'ON'.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *
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* (10) : ==>   AUTOBND    AUTO-BIND OPTION (ON/OFF)                   *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF AUTOBIND OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.       *

*                                                                     *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION WITH                    *

*          SET AUTOBIND (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                             *

*                                                                     *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'ON' OR 'OFF'                        *

*            WHERE  ON   ==> RECORDS WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY BOUND      *

*                            AT THE FIRST REFERENCE IN DML COMMANDS   *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'ON'.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (11) : ==>   MAPIN      DATA/COMMAND INP (FAST/STEP)                *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF  MAPIN   OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.       *

*                                                                     *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                         *

*             WITH  SET MAPIN  (FAST/STEP) COMMAND                    *

*                                                                     *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'FAST' OR 'STEP'                     *

*            WHERE FAST  ==> DATA UPDATES AND COMMAND/PFKEY INPUT     *

*                            WILL BE ACCEPTED IN THE SAME             *
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*                            PSEUDO-CONVERSE.                         *

*                                                                     *

*          NOTE THAT RELEASES PRIOR TO R5.5 DMLO ONLY                 *

*               FUNCTIONED IN 'STEP' MODE.                            *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'FAST'                *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (12) : ==>   CLIST      CLIST EXECUTION  (FAST/STEP)                *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF CLIST EXECUTION OPTION FOR SESSION.     *

*                                                                     *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                         *

*             WITH  SET CLIST  (FAST/STEP) COMMAND                    *

*                                                                     *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'FAST' OR 'STEP'                     *

*            WHERE FAST  ==> CLIST EXECUTION WILL BE IN FAST MODE.    *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'FAST'                *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (13) : ==>   DSPCMND    COMMAND DISPLAY  (INPUT/USED)               *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF COMMAND DISPLAY OPTION FOR SESSION.     *

*                                                                     *
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*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                         *

*             WITH  SET CMND (INPUT/USED)  COMMAND                    *

*                                                                     *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'USED' OR 'INPUT'                    *

*            WHERE USED  ==> COMMAND LINE ECHO WILL BE IN THE EXPANDED*

*                            FORMAT AS USED BY THE COMMAND PROCESSOR  *

*                  INPUT ==> COMMAND LINE ECHO WILL BE AS ENTERED     *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'INPUT'               *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (14) : ==>   LRFSCRN    LRF SCREEN FMT   (NORM/MAX)                 *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF LRF SCREEN FORMAT OPTION.               *

*                                                                     *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                         *

*             WITH      SHOW OPTIONS      COMMAND                     *

*                                                                     *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'NORM' OR 'MAX'                      *

*            WHERE NORM  ==> SCREEN FORMAT FOR LRF SUBSCHEMAS INITIALLY

*                            WILL BE STANDARD 'EXPERT' FORMAT         *

*                                                                     *

*                  MAX   ==> SCREEN FORMAT FOR LRF SUBSCHEMAS INITIALLY

*                            WILL ALLOW FOR MAXIMUM COMMAND LENGTH    *
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*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'NORM'                *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (15) : ==>   MODE       SESSION MODE    (EXPERT/MENU)               *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL DEFAULT SETTING FOR MENU-MODE OPERATION.           *

*                                                                     *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                         *

*             WITH  SET MENU (ON/OFF)      COMMAND                    *

*                                                                     *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'NEMU' OR 'EXPERT'                   *

*            WHERE MENU   ==> DMLO WILL STARTUP IN MENU-MODE FORMAT   *

*                  EXPERT ==> DMLO WILL STARTUP IN EXPERT    FORMAT   *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'EXPERT'              *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (16) : ==>   USERXIT    USER EXIT OPTION                            *

*                                                                     *

*          USER EXIT OPTION.                                          *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'NO'                  *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE :                                    *

*                                                                     *

*            YES           = USER EXIT MODULE IS AVAILABLE, WILL BE   *
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*                            INVOKED FOR EACH DML VERB EXECUTED, AND  *

*                            OPTION IS NOT CHANGEABLE BY THE USER DURING

*                            THE DMLO SESSION                         *

*                                                                     *

*            NO            = USER EXIT WILL NOT BE INVOKED, AND OPTION*

*                            IS NOT CHANGEABLE BY THE USER DURING THE *

*                            DMLO SESSION                             *

*                                                                     *

*            (DYNAMIC,OFF) = USER EXIT MODULE IS AVAILABLE, BUT IS    *

*            (DYNAM,OFF)     NOT ACTIVE FOR THE SESSION UNTIL THE SET *

*                            EXIT ON COMMAND IS ISSUED. ALL DML VERBS *

*                            ARE ELIGIBLE FOR THE EXIT UNLESS         *

*                            SPECIFICALLY TURNED OFF DURING THE SESSION.

*                                                                     *

*                                                                     *

*            (DYNAMIC,ON)  = USER EXIT MODULE IS AVAILABLE, AND WILL  *

*            (DYNAM,ON)      BE ACTIVE FOR THE SESSION UNTIL THE SET  *

*                            EXIT OFF COMMAND IS ISSUED. ALL UNLESS   *

*                            SPECIFICALLY TURNED OFF DURING THE SESSION.

*                                                                     *

*            DYNAMIC       = EQUIVALENT TO (DYNAMIC,OFF)              *

*            DYNAM                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *
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* (17) : ==>   GLOBID     GLOBAL (SYS OWNED) PROFILE/CLIST OWNER      *

*                                                                     *

*          INTERNAL OWNER ID FOR GLOBAL (SYSTEM-OWNED)                *

*          PROFILES AND CLISTS                                        *

*                                                                     *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE ONLY BY REASSEMBLY OF USDTPARM         *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'DMLOSYS'                *

*                                                                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (18) : ==>   ADMIN      DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON (1)               *

* (19) : ==>   ADMIN2     DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON (2)               *

*                                                                     *

*          SIGNON USERIDS FOR WHICH DMLO WILL ALLOW RESTRICTED PROFILE*

*          AND CLIST MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS                            *

*                                                                     *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE ONLY BY REASSEMBLY OF USDTPARM         *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUES 'USERID01' 'USERID02'   *

*                                                                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (20) : ==>   USERID     CHG USERID ?  (INPUT/PROT)                  *

*                                                                     *
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*          INDICATES WHETHER USERID FROM IDMS/DC SIGNON MAY BE BE     *

*          CHANGED AT DMLO SESSION SIGNON.                            *

*                                                                     *

*          VALUES ARE : INPUT   ==>  USERID/PASSWORD MAY BE ENTERED ON*

*                                    THE DMLO SIGNON SCREEN           *

*                        PROT   ==>  USERID/PASSWORD PROTECTED ON THE *

*                                    DMLO SIGNON SCREEN               *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE  INPUT                *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (21) : ==>   NONDSPL    NONDISPLAY TRANSLATION                      *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL VALUE FOR TRANSLATION OF CHARACTERS WHICH ARE      *

*          CONSIDERED TO BE NON-DISPLAYABLE BASED ON CONTENTS OF TABLE*

*          DESCRIBED BY MEMBER USD@DSPC                               *

*                                                                     *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                         *

*             WITH  SET NONDISPLAY X  COMMAND                         *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE C'_'                  *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (22) : ==>   DEFDICT    DEFAULT SIGNON DICTIONARY                   *
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* (23) : ==>   DEFNODE    DEFAULT SIGNON DICT. NODE                   *

*                                                                     *

*         DEFAULT SIGNON SCREEN DICTIONARY NAME.                      *

*         DEFAULT SIGNON SCREEN DICTIONARY NODE.                      *

*                                                                     *

*         ANY VALUES SPECIFIED HERE WILL APPEAR EACH TIME THE DMLO    *

*         SIGNON SCREEN IS PRESENTED                                  *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (24) : ==>   PRFDBNM    PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NAME                   *

* (25) : ==>   PRFDBND    PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NODE                   *

*                                                                     *

*         SEGMENT NAME AND NODE (DBNAME/DBNODE) FOR PROFILE/CLIST     *

*         SUBSCHEMA                                                   *

*                                                                     *

*         PARAMETERS SET BY INSTALLATION PROCESS TO MATCH DMCL CHANGES.

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (26) : ==>   SBUFNM     DEFAULT SCRATCH REC NAME PREFIX             *

*                                                                     *

*         PREFIX FOR DEFAULT SCRATCH RECORD NAMES                     *

*                                                                     *

*         IF NO OTHER RECORD NAME SPECIFIED FOR SCRATCH I/O REQUESTS, *

*         DMLO WILL CREATE A RECORD/ELEMENT STRUCTURE WHOSE NAME IS   *

*         SSSSN WHERE SSSS IS SPECIFIED BY SBUFNM AND N IS 0-9.       *
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*                                                                     *

* (27) : ==>   QBUFNM     DEFAULT QUEUE   REC NAME PREFIX             *

*                                                                     *

*         PREFIX FOR DEFAULT  QUEUE  RECORD NAMES                     *

*                                                                     *

*         IF NO OTHER RECORD NAME SPECIFIED FOR  QUEUE  I/O REQUESTS, *

*         DMLO WILL CREATE A RECORD/ELEMENT STRUCTURE WHOSE NAME IS   *

*         QQQQN WHERE QQQQ IS SPECIFIED BY QBUFNM AND N IS 0-9.       *

*                                                                     *

* (28) : ==>   SQBUFL     DEFAULT SCR/QUE REC MAX LEN                 *

*                                                                     *

*         DEFAULT SCRATCH/QUEUE BUFFER LENGTH                         *

*                                                                     *

*         THIS VALUE IS THE BUFFER LENGTH FOR ALL RECORDS WHICH DMLO  *

*         ALLOCATES USING THE DEFAULT SCRATCH AND QUEUE RECORD NAME   *

*         PREFIXES.                                                   *

*                                                                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (29) : ==>   ATTNKEY    ATTENTION/INTERRUPT                         *

*                                                                     *

*         INITIAL VALUE OF "INTERRUPT" KEY WHICH APPEARS ON THE DMLO  *

*         SIGNON SCREEN. NOTE IT IS CHANGEABLE AT THAT TIME.  ACCEPTABLE

*         VALUES ARE PA1-PA3, OR PF1-PF24.                            *
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*                                                                     *

*         PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS 'PA1'.              *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (30-37)   THESE REPRESENT INITIAL VALUES OF PF KEY SETTINGS.        *

*           ALLOWED FORMATS ARE :                                     *

*                  ....KEY=(PFX,PFY)                                  *

*                  ....KEY=(PFX)                                      *

*                  ....KEY=PFX                                        *

*                                                                     *

*           ALL KEYS ARE CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION EXCEPT         *

*                  SNONKEY == SIGNON SCREEN HELP                      *

*                  PROFKEY == SIGNON PROFILE LIST                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (30) : ==>   SNONKEY    HELP (SIGNON)                               *

*                                                                     *

*         INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO INVOKE

*         ONLINE DOCUMENTATION FOR SIGNON SCREEN                      *

*                                                                     *

*         KEYS CHANGEABLE ONLY AT INSTALLATION                        *

*                                                                     *

*         ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                             *

*                                                                     *

*         DEFAULT VALUES : 'PF2'    AND  'PF14'                       *
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*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (31) : ==>   PROFKEY    SIGNON PROFILE LIST                         *

*                                                                     *

*         INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO REQUEST

*         A PROFILE LIST FROM SIGNON SCREEN                           *

*                                                                     *

*         KEYS CHANGEABLE ONLY AT INSTALLATION                        *

*                                                                     *

*         ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                             *

*                                                                     *

*         DEFAULT VALUES : 'PF4'    AND  'PF16'                       *

*-------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*                                                                     *

* (32) : ==>   HELPKEY    HELP (DMLO)                                 *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO     *

*          INVOKE DMLO ONLINE DOCUMENTATION (HELP) DISPLAYS.          *

*                                                                     *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION.                            *

*                                                                     *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                            *

*                                                                     *

*          DEFAULT VALUES : 'PF1'    AND  'PF13'                      *
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*-------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*                                                                     *

* (33) : ==>   SHOWKEY    SHOW PFKEYS                                *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          REQUEST DISPLAY/UPDATE OF ALL PF KEYS.                    *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES : 'PF2'    AND  'PF14'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (34) : ==>   PENDKEY    END / GOBACK FUNCTION                      *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          REQUEST END/GOBACK FROM SECONDARY DMLO DISPLAYS           *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES : 'PF3'    AND  'PF15'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*
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*                                                                    *

* (35) : ==>   DISPKEY    DISPLAY &D.                                 *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          REQUEST REDISPLAY FUNCTION.                               *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES : 'PF4'    AND  'PF16'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (36) : ==>   PGUPKEY    SCROLL UP                                  *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          PAGE/SCROLL DISPLAY UP (TOWARD THE FIRST LINE)            *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES : 'PF7'    AND  'PF19'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*
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*                                                                    *

* (37) : ==>   PGDNKEY    SCROLL DOWN                                *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          PAGE/SCROLL DISPLAY DOWN  (TOWARD THE LAST LINE)          *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES : 'PF8'    AND  'PF20'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

 (38) : ==>   DEFENTK    DEFAULT ENTER KEY USAGE (Y/N)              *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT PROCESSING MODE WHEN ENTER KEY ALONE IS HIT,      *

*          WITH NO OTHER DATA TYPED/OVERTYPED ON COMMAND LINE.       *

*          DEFAULT VALUE IS 'Y'. DEFAULT ACTION CLEAR COMMAND LINE.  *

*                                                                    *

*          ALTERNATE SETTING IS 'N'. THIS WILL CAUSE THE LAST        *

*          COMMAND ON THE COMMAND LINE (IF ANY) TO BE RE-EXECUTED.   *

*          THIS CAN BE USED TO REPEAT OBTAIN NEXT/PREVIOUS           *

*          DML COMMAND WITHOUT HAVING TO OVERTYPE ANY CHARACTERS.    *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS ALSO DYNAMICALLY CHANGEABLE FOR SESSION          *
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*          DURATION USING THE : SET DEFENTK (ON/OFF) COMMAND.        *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUE:    DEFENTK = 'Y' DO NOT RE-EXECUTE COMMAND *

*          ALTERNATE VALUE: DEFENTK = 'N' DO RE-EXECUTE COMMAND      *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-********************-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

*         ENTER VALUES FOR YOUR INSTALLATION BELOW                   *

*                                                                    *

*  THE EXPLANATION OF EACH PARAMETER IS ABOVE.                       *

*  NOTE:  UNLESS MARKED WITH A (P) THE PARAMETERS REPRESENT THE      *

*  DEFAULT OR INITIAL VALUES, AND CAN BE CHANGED DURING THE DMLO     *

*  SESSION.                                                          *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

     USDCPARM HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,      1 DICTNAME FOR ONLINE DCMNTN (P) X

              HLPNODE=,              2 DICTNODE FOR ONLINE DCMNTN (P) X

              HLPVERS=1,             3 VERSION  FOR ONLINE DCMNTN (P) X

              LOWCASE=N,             4 LOWER CASE OPTION  (Y/N)       X

              DPRTCL=1,              5 DC PRINT CLASS                 X

              TPRTCL=A,              6 TSO PRINT CLASS                X

              CPRTCL=A,              7 CICS PRINT CLASS               X

              DISPLAY=COBOL,         8 DISPLAY FMT  (COBOL/VERTICAL)  X
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              AUTOHEX=ON,            9 AUTOHEX   OPTION (ON/OFF)      X

              AUTOBND=ON,           10 AUTO-BIND OPTION (ON/OFF)      X

              MAPIN=FAST,           11 DATA/COMMAND INP (FAST/STEP)   X

              CLIST=FAST,           12 CLIST EXECUTION  (FAST/STEP)   X

              DSPCMND=INPUT,        13 COMMAND DISPLAY  (INPUT/USED)  X

              LRFSCRN=NORM,         14 LRF SCREEN FMT   (NORM/MAX)    X

              MODE=EXPERT,          15 SESSION MODE    (EXPERT/MENU)  X

              USERXIT=(DYNAM,OFF),  16 USER EXIT OPTION               X

              GLOBID=DMLOSYS,       17 SYS. PROF/CLIST OWER ID        X

              ADMIN=USERID01,       18 DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON      X

              ADMIN2=USERID02,      19 DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON      X

              USERID=INPUT,         20 CHG USERID ?  (INPUT/PROT)     X

              NONDSPL=C'_',         21 NONDISPLAY TRANSLATION         X

              DEFDICT=,             22 DEFAULT SIGNON DICTIONARY      X

              DEFNODE=,             23 DEFAULT SIGNON DICT. NODE      X

              PRFDBNM=DMLO,         24 PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NAME      X

              PRFDBND=,             25 PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NODE      X

              SBUFNM=SBUF,          26 DEFAULT SCR REC NAME PFX       X

              QBUFNM=QBUF,          27 DEFAULT QUE REC NAME PFX       X

              SQBUFL=4096,          28 DEFAULT S/Q REC MAX LEN        X

              ATTNKEY=PA1,          29 ATTENTION/INTERRUPT            X

              SNONKEY=(PF2,PF14),   30 SIGNON HELP           (P)      X

              PROFKEY=(PF4,PF16),   31 PROFILE LIST          (P)      X

              HELPKEY=(PF1,PF13),   32 SESSION HELP                   X

              SHOWKEY=(PF2,PF14),   33 SHOW PFKEYS                    X
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              PENDKEY=(PF3,PF15),   34 END                            X

              DISPKEY=(PF4,PF16),   35 REDISPLAY                      X

              PGUPKEY=(PF7,PF19),   36 SCROLL UP                      X

              PGDNKEY=(PF8,PF20),   37 SCROLL DOWN                    X

              DEFENTK=Y             38 DEFAULT USE OF ENTER KEY

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

*     1) ALTER ANY/ALL OF THE PRECEEDING USDCPARM PARAMETERS, AS     *

*        NEEDED.  (A DETAILED EXPLANATION IS PRESENTED ABOVE.)       *

*                                                                    *

*     2) ALTER ANY/ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SOURCE MODULES (AS NEEDED)   *

*        FOR YOUR INSTALLATION BEFORE ASSEMBLY OF USDPARM1.  (A      *

*        DETAILED EXPLANATION IS PRESENTED WITHIN EACH MODULE        *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

        COPY  USD@MOPS            MENU-MODE DML OP CODES

        COPY  USD@MTXT            MENU-MODE DESCRIPTIVE TEXT

        COPY  USD@MSTL            MENU-MODE STATIC AREA DESCRIPTION

        COPY  USD@SSEX            SUBSCHEMA EXCLUSION LIST

        COPY  USD@DSPC            DISPLAYABLE CHARACTERS

        COPY  USD@KYWD            STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS

        END

CA IDMS Extractor Runtime Parameters
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*----------------------------------------------------------------------
* CA IDMS EXTRACTOR RUNTIME PARAMETERS
*----------------------------------------------------------------------
*            MODIFY PRODUCT TUNING PARAMETERS
*            ────────────────────────────────
*USVTPARM ── THIS MEMBER IS USED TO SPECIFY THE RUNTIME VALUES TO
*            BE USED AS INPUT TO THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO,
*            USVCPARM.
*
*            RUNTIME VARIABLES
*            ──────────────────
*            TASK='1-8 CHAR'      TASK USED TO INVOKE DBX.
*
*            HLPDICT='1-8 CHAR'   DICTNAME OF DICTIONARY INTO WHICH
*                                 USVTUTOR MODULES WERE ADDED.  NULL FOR
*                                 DEFAULT DICTIONARY.
*
*            HLPNODE='1-8 CHAR'   DICTNODE FOR "HLPDICT" - NULL IF NO DDS.
*
*            HLPVERS=INTEGER      VERSION NUMBER AT WHICH USVTUTOR MODULES
*                                 WERE ADDED: MUST BE   1 - 9999
*
*            STKENTS=INTEGER      # OF 8 BYTE ENTRIES TO ALLOCATE FOR DBX
*                                 SET STACK: MUST BE 30 - 1000
*                                 THE NUMBER OF SETS THAT WILL BE TRAVERSED
*                                 IN YOUR EXTRACT PATH BEGINNING AT THE
*                                 DATABASE ENTRY POINT. A SAFE NUMBER WOULD
*                                 BE ONE FOR EACH SET IN YOUR SUBSCHEMA. FOR
*                                 EXAMPLE, 200 IS A SUITABLE VALUE FOR
*                                 IDMSNWKA.
*
*            COPY='1-8 CHAR'      WHO A USER CAN COPY OTHER JCL MEMBERS
*                                 AND SPECIFICATIONS FROM:
*                                   'USER' ───── FROM ONLY HIM/HERSELF;
*                                   'DBXADMIN' - FROM HIM/HERSELF PLUS ANY
*                                                GLOBAL MEMBERS UNDER THE
*                                                'DBXADMIN' USER-ID;
*                                   'ANYONE' ─── FROM ANYONE ON THE DBX
*                                                DATABASE.
*
*            RETSEQ=Y│YES│N│NO    DEFAULT 'RETAIN PHYSICAL SEQUENCE OF
*                                 MEMBER RECORDS IN THE SET?' VALUE ON
*                                 THE RECORD LEVEL SELECTION CRITERIA SCREEN.
*
*            XRECURO=Y│YES│N│NO   DEFAULT 'EXTRACT ALL OWNERS FOR
*                                 EXTRACTED RECURSIVE RECORDS?' VALUE ON
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*                                 THE RECORD LEVEL SELECTION CRITERIA SCREEN.

*
*            BGINMID=Y│YES│N│NO   DEFAULT 'BEGIN VIEWING/EDITING IN THE
*                                 MIDDLE OF A PATH DEFINITION' VALUE ON THE
*                                 SPECIFY DATABASE EXTRACT SPECIFICATION SCREEN.
*
*            NLYZ008=W│WARNING│   HAVE MESSAGE NLYZ008 AS A WARNING OR
*                    E│ERROR      ERROR MESSAGE.  NLYZ008 IS DISPLAYED
*                                 AT EXTRACT TIME WHEN A MANDATORY MEMBER
*                                 IS BEING EXTRACTED WITHOUT ITS OWNER.
*                                 AN ERROR MESSAGE PREVENTS THE
*                                 SPECIFICATION FROM BEING USED.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*  DEFAULT VALUES AS SUPPLIED WITH INSTALLATION:

*       USVCPARM TASK=DBX,

*                HLPDICT=,         NULL

*                HLPNODE=,         NULL

*                HLPVERS=1,

*                STKENTS=50,

*                COPY=ANYONE,

*                RETSEQ=YES,

*                XRECURO=YES,

*                BGINMID=YES,

*                NLYZ008=WARNING

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

CA IDMS DMLO Security and Access
This section describes security and access restrictions that can be applied to any dictionary that contains subschemas to
be accessed using CA IDMS DMLO.

CA IDMS DMLO Access Restrictions

CA IDTDMLO. has six possible usage modes:
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• SR:  Shared Retrieval
• SU:  Shared Update
• PR:  Protected Retrieval
• PU:  Protected Update
• ER:  Exclusive Retrieval
• EU:  Exclusive Update

You can restrict the READY modes available both globally (all users in a given dictionary) and by user. Any such
restrictions are applied each time a user request is made to ready an area.

Restricting Usage Mode Access Globally

To restrict access to specific usage modes for all users for all subschemas in a given dictionary, use the PROGRAM
DESCRIPTION clause of the ADD PROGRAM statement. For example:

ADD/MOD PROGRAM DBMSDMLO VERSION IS 1

        PROGRAM DESCRIPTION IS 'SR,PR,ER'.

With this example, Level 1 security is established, but only retrieval modes are allowed for any subschema within the
dictionary with this registration.

NOTE

: When you specify more than one usage mode, the abbreviations must be separated by commas, cannot
contain any embedded blanks, and the string must be enclosed in single quotation marks.

Restricting Usage Mode Access by User

To restrict usage mode access by user within a given dictionary, you must have specified Level 2 or Level 3 security for
that dictionary.

For each user with particular restrictions, you must specify the allowable usage modes with the USER DESCRIPTION
clause. For example:

ADD/MOD USER userid PASSWORD pswd USER DESCRIPTION IS 'SR,SU' .

In this example, the specified user cannot access any subschemas in the given dictionary with other than "shared" access
modes.

Central CA IDMS Security

Remember that the centralized CA IDMS security facility always is superior to any validation by CA IDMS DMLO. If
access to a dictionary or database is prohibited by the central security facility, you cannot use CA IDMS DMLO to bypass
or override that level of security.

Install and Maintain z/VSE
This section describes the steps that are required to install the CA IDMS product line on a z/VSE system. The installation
process for CA IDMS and CA IDMS tools is integrated. The number of jobs that are used for installation owes to the fact
that each job addresses only a single task within the process and is self-contained.
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For more information, see the following topics:

Product Distribution and Installation Materials
This  section contains information for installing and maintaining CA IDMS™ and related products in a VSE environment.

Background and preparatory information is provided first, followed by step-by-step procedures to install, customize, and
maintain the CA IDMS product line. Additionally, Installing Add-On Products describes the process for installing products
(add-on) to an existing CA IDMS installation. This section provides an overview to the CA IDMS installation process.
Topics are as follows:

• Product distribution and installation materials
• Preinstallation considerations
• Installation methodology
• MSHP considerations

WARNING
Carefully review any cover letters or Product Information Bulletins (PIBs) provided in your installation package
before beginning any installation activity. Cover letters and PIBs contain important information about the latest
genlevel of the product line and may provide information you need to consider before beginning the installation
process.

CA provides installation media containing all of the materials needed to install the product line. The JCL used to install and
execute CA IDMS is included on the installation media and appears, as appropriate, throughout this document.

The machine readable program materials required for the installation are distributed on the installation media.

The installation media contains these files:

• File 1 contains CAIIJMP prototype JCL for CA IDMS
• File 2 contains the input to the CA IDMS dictionary load program, IDMSDIRL. IDMSDIRL loads the SYSDIRL segment

during the installation process.
• File 3 contains the CA Culprit test data.
• File 4 contains SPG Text for CA IDMS SASO
• Files 9 - 21 are reserved for future expansion and are currently unused.
• File 22 and beyond contain LIBR backups for SAMPJCL, and MSHP backups for IDMSDB and IDMSDBU.

In addition to delivering CA IDMS on an ESD File for Electronic delivery , CA IDMS is also available on tape. The tape
format is a 3480 cartridge. The format of the tape requires a combination of standard VSE utilities and CA's utilities to
perform the installation.

 

Preinstallation Considerations
CA IDMS products use several CA-CIS Services. You must install CA-CIS Services before you install CA IDMS.

NOTE
For more information on installing CA-CIS Services, see CA-CIS Getting Started -- for z/VSE.

The CA-CIS Services installation tape, installation materials, and documentation are included in the CA IDMS installation
package.

CA IDMS in the VSE environment requires the following CA-CIS Services:
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• System Adapter provides operating system-dependent services such as, installing operating system interfaces, for a
variety of CA products.

• Catalog Management is a high-performance access method developed by CA for all CA products. It supports many
different record formats and can be accessed at high rates due to its sophisticated catalog index structure.

NOTE
If you already have System Adapter and Catalog Management installed, be sure they are at Release level
6.0 or later before installing CA IDMS.

• CAICCI (Common Communication Interface) allows CA IDMS products to work together across platforms and is
required by CA IDMS DDS.

Installation Configuration Updates for 18.5.00

Several changes have been made to streamline the installation process of CA IDMS R18.5 for z/VSE. These changes are
detailed below:

1. All software components are delivered to the customer. The customer chooses which products to configure and install
during configuration of the installation.

2. Product keys are no longer required for product installation; product usage is managed by the new RHDCPINT feature
introduced with R18.5.

3. The software libraries are restored using MSHP. The utilities CAPRDSEL and CAPTFSEL are no longer supported.
4. Sample JCL to mount the VSE installation media as a virtual tape has been included in the SAMPJCL library. The

installation has been updated to take advantage of virtual tapes.
5. The #DEFSVC macro has changed. It no longer requires being submitted twice, and the parameters were simplified. It

is backwards-compatible so the same R18.5 SVC can be used for older releases of CA IDMS for z/VSE.

The functions of the various install jobs have been changed and simplified. There are now more jobs but their functions
are more focused. They have also been modified so that they can be re-run if there are problems during execution. A brief
overview of the new job steps follows.

NOTE
that depending on the options chosen during configuration, not all of these steps will be generated for your
installation.

Job 1 Creates the labels procedures (The functions of the old Job1 have been pulled out into the RESTLBS members
included in the SAMPJCL library.)

Job 2 Assembles the SVC, and if required, an SVC exit

Job 3 Creates source and run assemblies for all modules which have site-specific requirements

Job 4 Creates or modifies the the DMCL and DBTABLE. If the DMCL or DBTABLE are modified during an add-on or
upgrade, backup PHASE members will be created for each load module.

Job 5 Creates the SYSTEM dictionary as well as the SYSTEM 99 and SYSTEM 90 CV definitions, optionally runs
backups

Job 6 Loads the messages into the SYSMSG.DCMSG area

Installation Methodology
CA IDMS and CA IDMS Tools are both delivered on the product installation media. The modules for all CA IDMS and
CA IDMS Tools products are installed at every customer site. Control of product usage is performed by the values
implemented in the Product Intent Table module, RHDCPINT, which is assembled during product installation. It can also
be assembled after the initial installation if your product mix changes or you desire to trial a new product.
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Two sub-libraries are installed:

1. IDMSDB, which contains all of the product code and the mixed case version of modules which also have an uppercase
version.

2. IDMSDBU, which contains the uppercase version of modules with a corresponding mixed case version.

This allows you to use mixed case modules on one CV while using the uppercase versions on a different CV simply by
placing the uppercase sub-library in the SEARCH sequence ahead of the mixed case library.

The installation process is managed by the IBM Maintain System History Program (MSHP) product. Additionally, the
installation methodology requires the use of the CAIIJMP program which generates customized JCL for the installation
process. These topics are discussed separately as follows. MSHP concepts are discussed in detail in MSHP Overview.

MSHP
In addition to the installation materials and utilities provided by CA, the CA IDMS installation process requires the use of
the IBM Maintain System History Program (MSHP) product. MSHP controls the installation and maintenance and provides
a history of all installation and maintenance activities.

MSHP provides a standard installation methodology for all CA's VSE products and ensures the stability and integrity of the
execution libraries.

General MSHP installation considerations are listed as follows. MSHP is presented in more detail in MSHP Overview.

• MSHP Release 2.1 or above is required for the installation and maintenance of CA IDMS.
• MSHP maintains a record of the entire system on the System History File (IJSYSHF). The System History File contains

information about the components and products installed, and the maintenance activities applied to the system.
• The System History File is required for all MSHP processing and CA recommends that a new System History File,

dedicated to CA IDMS, be used for this installation. CAIIJMP generates JCL to create and initialize a dedicated System
History File.

Sample JCL for CA IDMS
The installation tape includes a file containing sample installation JCL. This file, SAMPJCL, contains all the JCL required
to initiate and complete the installation process. All sample JCL is contained in the base CA IDMS sub-library. Each
sample member has a type of SAMPJ, making it easier to locate these members.

Customizing JCL
A JCL generation program, CAIIJMP, is used to generate customized JCL for the installation process. All JCL required
by the installation process, including JCL to setup and configure the MSHP environment for CA IDMS, is generated by
CAIIJMP. The JCL is customized by user-defined parameter values which indicate the products you are installing and
define your site environment. Instructions for using the CAIIJMP utility are provided in CA IDMS Installation Steps.

For a complete listing of CAIIJMP parameters, see CA IDMS CAIIJMP Parameter List.

Loading the Product Code
The product code is delivered in 2 sub-libraries, IDMSDB and IDMSDBU.

All object modules are delivered in addition to the pre-linked phases. All maintenance is delivered as object module
replacements.
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Mounting the Install Media as a Virtual Tape

If you have received the installation media as an AWS file, you can mount it as a virtual tape on your VSE machine. This
process requires the IBM VSE Virtual Tape Server product. This software runs on your local computer and allows your
VSE machine to remotely mount the AWS file from the local machine to use as a virtual tape.

The install JCL can be customized with commands to mount the AWS file as a virtual tape, or you can use the sample
JCL in the SAMPJCL library. The member name is VTAPMNT.SAMPJ. The JCL is also displayed below:

 * MOUNTING IDMS .AWS FILE AS VIRTUAL TAPE                                     
 * MAKE SURE THE BELOW LOC AND FILE POINT TO YOUR .AWS FILE AND COMPUTER       
 * CHANGE 590 TO THE VIRTUAL TAPE DEVICE # ON YOUR VSE MACHINE                 
 /*                                                                            
 // VTAPE START,UNIT=590,LOC=XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX:2386,                      X      
                FILE='C:\VTAPE\R185.AWS',READ                                  
 DVCUP 590                                                                     
 /*                                                                            
 // PAUSE IDMS 18.5 INSTALL TAPE MOUNTED, RESPOND TO RELEASE                   
 DVCDN 590                                                                     
 // VTAPE STOP,UNIT=590                                                        
 /*                                                                            
 

To use this JCL, update the LOC to point to the IP address of your local machine. Update the FILE to point to the file
location of the R185 Install AWS file. Update the appearances of ‘590’ to the virtual tape device defined to your VSE
machine. This JCL will call the Tape Server on your local machine to mount the AWS file, and then PAUSE. The partition
running the tape will then wait with the tape mounted until you respond to it, at which point it will bring the tape server
down.

You can then access the device number that you specified as a tape device. Whenever the install has a // PAUSE for you
to mount a tape, it will already be mounted.

MSHP Overview
This chapter presents an overview of IBM's Maintain System History Program (MSHP) product used to manage the
installation and maintenance of CA IDMS in a z/VSE environment. It does not provide a complete presentation of MSHP
functions and capabilities but does provide enough information to use MSHP to install CA IDMS.

If you have experience using MSHP, you can skip this chapter and move on to CA IDMS Installation Steps to begin the
installation process.

Topics include the following:

• MSHP overview
• MSHP benefits
• MSHP operations
• System History File

For more information about MSHP, see the following IBM publications:

• Maintain System History Program Reference
• Maintain System History Program Diagnosis Reference
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MSHP Basics
The installation process for this release of CA IDMS is consistent with the CA policy to take advantage of standard
operating system installation and maintenance methodologies. The installation process for CA IDMS z/VSE uses IBM's
Maintain System History Program (MSHP) product. MSHP is required for product installation and for the application of
future product maintenance and upgrades.

MSHP manages the installation and modification of z/VSE products.

MSHP objectives

MSHP has two major objectives:

• To automate and manage the installation of products and all modifications to those products
• To ensure that all modifications are applied correctly, completely, and to the proper product release levels

MSHP facilities

In order to meet these objectives, MSHP provides the facilities needed to:

• Create and maintain a set of history files. These history files record all of the installation and maintenance activity on
the z/VSE system.

• Store and install the basic software product.
• Ensure that all modifications installed are:

– Properly formatted
– Appropriate to the product
– At the correct service level for the product
– Free of known errors
– Not dependent on modifications which contain errors
– Installed completely

• Ensure that all modifications that are dependent upon each other are installed together.
• Remove modifications after installation, if errors are uncovered.
• Maintain a historical record of product modifications.
• Provide facilities that allow you to maintain and make queries against the history files MSHP uses to record information

concerning product structure and modification status.

MSHP and CA IDMS

During the installation and maintenance process, MSHP manages the basic program elements that make up the CA IDMS
product line and the creation of the executable load library. Program elements are:

• Macros
• Source modules
• Object modules
• Executable
• Linkage Editor Control Statements

MSHP does not control the installation processes involving:
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• CA IDMS database file preparation
• Dictionary installation
• DC/UCF runtime system configuration
• DC/UCF system generation

The implementation of MSHP support for CA IDMS is designed to be easy to use for installation and maintenance so that
a DBA with little or no MSHP background can use MSHP to install and maintain CA IDMS. An MSHP product expert is not
required to use MSHP in the CA IDMS environment.

The CA installation utility program, CAIIJMP, is used to generate the JCL required to define and access the MSHP System
History File, as well as the JCL required to perform MSHP processing steps.

To initiate the installation process, you code input parameters for CAIIJMP which define the:

• MSHP environment
• Operating system environment
• Products you are installing

To assist you, an annotated file of CAIIJMP default parameters is provided on the installation tape.

MSHP Benefits
The major benefit to using MSHP for product installation is the ability of MSHP to accurately and explicitly control the
application of system maintenance. MSHP ensures that all maintenance delivered by CA is applied completely and
accurately to your system in an easy and efficient manner. You do not have to track which PTFs are applied to your
system. MSHP will track all maintenance activity.

MSHP Operations
MSHP is used to install and maintain software on z/VSE operating systems. Software products designed to be installed
with MSHP must be installed with MSHP. Software products not designed to be installed with MSHP cannot be installed
using MSHP. Once a software product is installed by MSHP, all subsequent maintenance and modifications to that
software must be applied by MSHP.

CA IDMS is designed to be installed and maintained with MSHP. You must have MSHP Release 2.1 or later on your
system to install this release of CA IDMS.

The installation process uses a CA installation utility called CAIIJMP to generate customized installation JCL. If you
specify all of the appropriate CAIIJMP parameters correctly, you can install CA IDMS with very little knowledge of MSHP.
However, you should understand the basic principles of MSHP in order to effectively maintain your CA IDMS system and
to take advantage of the maintenance tracking capabilities which MSHP offers.

The remainder of this section provides an introduction to MSHP for the CA IDMS user.

System History File
During the MSHP installation of CA IDMS, all phases, source, macro, and object modules, are placed in their proper
libraries. Throughout the installation process, MSHP retains information about every module, library, and process that is
used. MSHP keeps a record of the entire product installation and configuration. Virtually all of this information is stored in
the System History File.

The System History File is a sequential data set which is the repository for all processing activities. The System History
File is the primary data set for MSHP. Every MSHP job must refer to a System History File on a DLBL card using IJSYSHF
or ISJYS02 as the file name. The System History File, in turn, points to the libraries which are referenced and/or updated.
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Based on the information stored in the System History file, MSHP is able to track and apply maintenance. For example, if
a PTF is issued against a phase, MSHP will automatically verify that the PTF is not already applied.

Using a Dedicated System History File

CA recommends that you install the CA IDMS product line into a dedicated System History File. Therefore, Job 1 of the
CA IDMS installation defines and initializes a new System History File customized for the CA IDMS product line.

Using a dedicated System History File allows for greater flexibility in determining which person or group will install and
maintain CA IDMS. The person or group responsible for z/VSE or CICS system installation and maintenance does not
have to perform CA IDMS installation and maintenance activities. Other z/VSE products are not affected by jobs that run
using the CA IDMS System History File, and CA IDMS is not affected by jobs that run using another System History File.

CA IDMS Installation Steps
As you can restart each step from the beginning, jobs that address a single task simplify the recovery process when you
encounter issues during installation. You no longer have to edit the job control for a step before rerunning the step.

Step 1. Review cover letters or PIBs
Review any cover letters or Product Information Bulletins (PIBs) in your installation package. Review this information for
any additional steps or site-relevant information required to complete your installation.

Additionally, review the following topics before beginning. These topics may have an impact on the parameters you select
when installing CA IDMS.

• Dynamic or static PDE support
CA IDMS can be installed to dynamically allocate program definition elements (PDEs) at runtime or at system
startup (static). The PROGRAM statements for a product using maps, dialogs, or tables are included in two separate
dictionary modules: one module containing the required PROGRAM statements and the other module containing the
PROGRAM statements for the maps, dialogs, and tables.
For example, the PROGRAM statements for the programs defining OLQ menu mode are stored in the dictionary
module ONLINE-QUERY. The PROGRAM statements for the dialogs, maps, and tables defining OLQ menu mode are
stored in the dictionary module ONLINE-QUERY-DYN.
During the installation process, PROGRAM statements defining the maps, dialogs, and tables for a CA IDMS product
are not included in the system 99 definition. As a result, PDEs are allocated at startup for those programs requiring
them and dynamically for those programs eligible for dynamic PDE allocation.
Dynamic allocation of PDEs makes it possible to load PDEs for maps, dialogs, and tables in XA storage. This option
is controlled by the PDETYPE parameter of CAIIJMP. A value of DYNAMIC directs CA IDMS to allocate PDEs for CA-
supplied maps, dialogs, and tables dynamically at runtime (that is, their PROGRAM statements are not included in the
system definition). DYNAMIC is the default.

NOTE
If you want to add these PROGRAM definitions to your system definition, add the appropriate INCLUDE
statements for the dictionary modules containing the PROGRAM statements for the product-specific maps,
dialogs, and tables and then regenerate the system definition. These module names are suffixed with '-DYN'.

A value of STATIC directs the system to build static PDEs for CA-supplied maps, dialogs, and tables during system
startup.

• CA IDMS program list
If you secure programs that issue database requests, the security features of this release may require you to explicitly
secure CA-supplied user mode programs. During the installation of CA IDMS, a number of members will be loaded into
your source library. These members contain a list of all CA-supplied user mode programs that bind run units. You can
use this information to create syntax for program security definitions. The source modules are as follows:
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– SECASF 
– SECCULP 
– SECICMS 
– SECIDD 
– SECITOOL 
– SECOCF 
– SECOLQ 
– SECTOOLS

Step 2. Install required CA CIS Services
This article includes the following information:

CA CIS Services and CA IDMS

CA IDMS requires several CA CIS Services. The CA CIS Services installation media, materials, and documentation are
shipped with the installation package.

You must install the CA CIS Services tape before installing CA IDMS.

Before starting the installation process, verify that System Adapter is initialized on the system on which you are installing
CA IDMS. System Adapter must be initialized before CA IDMS can use common services.

CA IDMS requires the following CA CIS Services:

• System Adapter provides operating system-dependent services such as, installing the SVC.
• Catalog Management is a high-performance access method that is developed by CA for all CA products. It supports

many different record formats and can be accessed at high rates due to its sophisticated catalog index structure.
• CAICCI (Common Communication Interface) allows CA IDMS products to work together across platforms, and is

required by CA IDMS DDS and CA IDMS/SERVER.

CA CIS Installation Considerations

Following are items to consider before installing CA CIS services:

CA IDMS supports CA CIS Services, Release 1.4 and later. We recommend that you keep the CA CIS Services at the
current GA release and keep up-to-date with maintenance.

1. Verify that you are installing CA CIS Services Release 1.4 or later.
2. You only install the CA CIS Services that are used by CA IDMS.
3. Several other CA products use System Adapter. Check with your Systems Administrator to determine if System

Adapter is installed on the system on which you are installing CA IDMS.
4. Install System Adapter.

NOTE

More Information

• For information about installing CA CIS Services, see CA-CIS for VSE Getting Started.
• For information about initializing System Adapter, see CA-CIS for VSE Administration Guide.

Step 3. Add the CA LMP Execution Keys
CA IDMS requires CA LMP (License Management Program) to initialize correctly. CA LMP also provides a standardized
and automated approach for tracking licensed software. CA LMP is one of the base CA CIS Services. Once CA CIS
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Services is installed or maintained with CA IDMS, CA LMP support is available for all CA LMP-supported CA software
solutions.

The following table describes the CA LMP Key Certificates that you receive with your CA IDMS installation package:

Fields Descriptions
Product Name The trademarked or registered name of the CA product licensed

for the designated site and CPUs.
Supplement The reference number of your license for the particular product,

in the format nnnnnn - nnn. This format differs slightly inside and
outside North America; and in some cases, may not be provided
at all.

Expiration Date The date (MONTH dd, yyyy as in JANUARY 15, 2007) your
license for this product expires.

Technical Contact The name of the technical contact at your site who is responsible
for the installation and maintenance of the designated
product. This is the person to whom CA addresses all LMP
correspondence.

MIS Director The name of the direct of MIS, or the person who performs that
function at the site. If the title, but not the individual's name, is
indicated on the Certificate, please supply the actual name when
correcting and verifying the Certificate.

CPU Location The address of the building where the CPU is installed.
Execution Key An encrypted code required by CA LMP for product initialization.

During installation, it is referred to as the LMP code.
Product Code A two-character code that corresponds to the particular product.
CPU ID The code that identifies the specific CPU for which installation of

the product is valid.

Modify Keys

The CA LMP execution key, provided on the Key Certificate, must be added to source member CALMPKEY.A to ensure
proper initialization of your CA product. To define a CA LMP execution key, modify member CALMPKEY.A in the CA CIS
library.

The parameter structure for member KEYS is presented as follows:

PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(ttt-mmm/ssssss) LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

• pp -- Required. The two-character product code. For any given CA LMP software solution, this code agrees with the
product code already in use by the parameters for earlier genlevels of the product.

• ddmmmyy -- The CA LMP licensing agreement expiration date.
• ttt-mmmm -- Required. The CPU type and model (for example: 3090-600) on which the CA LMP software solution is

to run. If the CPU type and/or the model require less than four characters, blank spaces are inserted for the unused
characters.

• ssssss -- Required. The serial number of the CPU on which the CA LMP software solution is to run.
• kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk -- Required. The execution key needed to run the CA LMP software solution. This CA LMP

execution key is provided on the Key Certificate shipped with each CA LMP software solution.

The following example is a control card for the CA LMP execution software parameter. In this example, the CA LMP
execution key value is invalid and is provided for illustration only.

PROD(BD) DATE(15JAN07) CPU(3090-600/370623) LMPCODE(52H2K06130Z7RZ06)
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For a full description of the procedure for defining the CA LMP execution key, see CA-CIS for VSE Getting Started.

Step 4. Review system requirements
Review the CA IDMS system requirements. All system requirements must be met before beginning the installation
process.

Step 5. Load libraries
To begin the installation process, copy the sample JCL file, SAMPJCL, from File 20 of the installation media.

SAMPJCL file

The JCL in SAMPJCL contains all of the JCL required to initiate the installation process. This includes, but is not limited
to:

• CAIIJMP.SAMPJ, which is job control to execute CAIIJMP and a set of sample input parameters (see Step 8).
• RESTLBS.SAMPJ, which is job control to create the installation libraries if not using VSAM (see Step 6).
• RESTLBSV.SAMPJ, which is job control to create the installation libraries if using VSAM (see Step 6).
• VTAPMNT, which is a sample job for running a virtual tape job to access the installation AWS file.

Sample JCL to load SAMPJCL

Use the following sample JCL to load the SAMPJCL library to disk.

NOTE
Use of this JCL assumes that you have IBM’s VSE Virtual Tape Server running on the computer at IP address
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX:2386.

NOTE
CA recommends that you restore this sub-library into a library which already exists at your site. Once you have
created the new CA IDMS release library by running JOB 1 in Step 10, you could copy the sub-library created
here into the CA IDMS release library.

/*

/*  LIBR RESTORE THE SAMPJCL SUBLIBRARY TO DISK FROM THE INSTALLATION MEDIA

/*

/*  CHANGE LIB.SUBLIB TO THE INSTALLATION SPECIFIC LIBRARY/SUBLIBRARY

/*

// OPTION LOG

// VTAPE START,UNIT=CUU,LOC=XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX:2386,                      X      

               FILE='C:\VTAPE\R185.AWS',READ                                  
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DVCUP CUU

/*

// ASSGN SYS006,CUU    **** REPLACE CUU WITH VALID TAPE DRIVE

// MTC REW,SYS006

// MTC FSF,SYS006,21

// EXEC LIBR

   RESTORE SUBLIB=INS185.SAMPJCL : LIB.SUBLIB TAPE=SYS006    id=SAMPJCL

/*

DVCDN CUU

// VTAPE STOP,UNIT=CUU                                                        

/*                                                                            

Step 6. Modify Member RESTLBS or RESTLBSV of SAMPJCL
The RESTLBS and RESTLBSV (for VSAM users) members of the SAMPJCL library contain the job control which uses:

• MSHP to allocate the CA IDMS history file.
• LIBR to define the CA IDMS installation library, the IDMSDB sub-library, the IDMSDBU sub-library and the custom sub-

library.
• MSHP to restore the IDMSDB and IDMSDBU products.

Replace all of the variables in the job control, which are delimited by <value>, with your specific values.

Step 7. Execute Restore Libraries Job from the SAMPJCL Library
Run the RESTLBS or RESTLBSV job. When you are satisfied that the datasets have been properly allocated and loaded,
proceed to the next step of the installation process.

Step 8. Modify member CAIIJMP of SAMPJCL
The member CAIIJMP of the SAMPJCL library consists of the JCL to execute CAIIJMP to generate the installation JCL.

Customizing CAIIJMP Parameters

To customize the JCL for your environment, you provide input to CAIIJMP consisting of parameters and values that define
the following:

• The type of installation you are performing
• The CA IDMS products you are installing
• Your system environment where these products are being installed
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CAIIJMP contains a default set of input parameters and values that you must modify. The parameters are annotated to
assist you in selecting them. In all installation types, you must review the parameters between the beginning of the sample
parameter list and the beginning of the ‘SYSTEM DICTIONARY PARAMETERS’. Many of these parameters are site
specific and need to be checked prior to execution.

Perform the following steps to update the sample for an upgrade installation:

1. In the CA IDMS PRODUCTS list, update each product you currently have installed on your system from ‘NO’ to
‘INSTALL’. Remember, during an upgrade install you cannot add additional products. 

2. Tell IJMP that you are performing an upgrade install. To do this, find the parameter ‘DBUPGRADE’ and set it to ‘YES’.
3. Update the ‘FROMREL’ parameter to reflect the IDMS release you are upgrading from.

You do not need to re-specify the file definitions for the products you are upgrading. This information is pulled from the
DMCL. These parameters are used by CAIIJMP to define the files of your IDMS products at the time of the installation
of the product during a base or add-on install. During an upgrade, the definitions from your DMCL are used instead.
This includes parameters such as the following:
a. DCCATVOL   
b. DCCATPAGS  
c. DCCATPGSZ  
d. DCCATXTNT  
e. DCCATLOPAGE

4. Some products have options that are defined at the time of an install or upgrade. For each product you mark as
‘INSTALL’, check the definitions of that product to ensure is has the correct settings.

Perform the following steps to update the sample for Base installation:

1. In the CA IDMS PRODUCTS list, update each product you want to install on your system from ‘NO’ to ‘INSTALL.
If you are not licensed for SQL and would like to try out SQL web connect, you can add the SQL catalog and Demo
Database during an add-on install. To do this, set SQLCAT to YES and DEMOSQL to YES.

2. For each product you indicate as ‘INSTALL,’ find the appropriate definitions section of the sample input to customize
the installation to your match your environment.  

Perform the following the steps to update the sample for an Add-on installation:

1. In the CA IDMS PRODUCTS list, update each product you currently installed on your system from ‘NO’ to ‘EXISTS’.
For the products you want to add, change the ‘NO’ to ‘INSTALL’.
If you are not licensed for SQL and would like to try out SQL web connect, you can add the SQL catalog and Demo
Database during an add-on install. To do this, set ADDSQLCAT to YES and ADDDEMOSQL to YES.

2. You need to tell IJMP that you are performing an add-on install. To do this, find the parameter ‘ADDPROD’ and set
‘YES’.

3. For each product you indicate as ‘INSTALL’, you need to update the configuration settings. Products that are already
installed do not need to be updated.
For more information, see Installing Add-On Products.

Once you review and modify the CAIIJMP input parameters, submit the CAIIJMP program for execution.

Perform the following steps to generate the customized installation JCL:

1. Customize the CAIIJMP input parameter values to conform to your product installation profile and your system
environment.

2. Customize the execution JCL in the CAIIJMP member to conform to your site standards.
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CAIIJMP input parameters

The CAIIJMP member contains a default set of CAIIJMP input parameters and values. Follow the guidelines in the
CAIIJMP member and update the parameter values to define the products you are installing and to define your site
specific system environment and naming conventions.

Types of CAIIJMP parameters are:

Parameter Description
Product Defines the CA IDMS products you are installing.
Global Defines naming conventions and device conventions common to

many parameters.
MSHP Defines the MSHP environment for the installation.
Library Defines the libraries required by the CA IDMS installation.
Database Defines the database files required by CA IDMS.
Operating system Defines your operating system environment.
Miscellaneous Defines special product or site requirements.

CAIIJMP coding requirements

Follow these rules when coding CAIIJMP input parameters:

Item Rule
Parameter name Must begin in column 1.
Parameter value Up to 80 characters long on one line.

For parameter values greater than 80 characters, code the
parameter name on one line and the parameter value on the next
line.
Must follow parameter name separated by at least one blank.
If embedded blanks, enclose the entire parameter value in double
quotation marks.
If the parameter value itself contains quotation marks, use a single
quotation mark for the embedded quotation mark and enclose the
parameter value string in double quotation marks.

Comments Specify on the same line as the parameter value, leaving one or
more blanks after the parameter value.
To code on a separate line, place an asterisk in column 1 followed
by the comment text.
An asterisk must be followed by text on the same line. You cannot
insert a blank line by entering an asterisk followed by spaces.
CAIIJMP interprets the next text read after an asterisk as a
comment regardless of the line or column.

Sample CAIIJMP input from SAMPJCL library

Contents

A sample CAIIJMP job from the SAMPJCL library is provided as follows. This member is included for reference purposes
only. The CAIIJMP member can change from one installation to the next.

Products valid to install from one installation media are possibly not valid to install from another installation media.
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Additionally, changes can be made to the CAIIJMP input parameters. Always use the CAIIJMP member from the
SAMPJCL library from the installation media you are installing.

NOTE
VSAM users use member CAIIJMPV from the SAMPJCL library.

For a complete list of CAIIJMP parameters, see .

Sample CAIIJMP input

// JOB CAIIJMP

// ASSGN SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/* ******************************************************************

/*                                                                  *

/*  THIS MEMBER CONTAINS SAMPLE JCL WHICH MAY BE RUN AGAINST THE    *

/*  INSTALL TAPE TO PRODUCE THE IJMP INSTALL JCL. THIS MEMBER       *

/*  ALSO CONTAINS SAMPLE IJMP PARAMETERS. FILL IN THE LIBDEF &      *

/*  ASSGN STATEMENTS WITH YOUR OWN LIBS. AND TAPE CUU.              *

/
*                                                                                                                                        *

/*  THIS MEMBER ALSO CONTAINS SAMPLE CAIIJMP PARAMETERS. THE LIST   *  

/*  DOES NOT CONTAIN EVERY AVAILABLE CAIIJMP PARAMETER. TO GET A    *  

/*  A LIST OF ALL POSSIBLE CAIIJMP PARAMETERS RUN THIS JOB WITH     *  

/*  NO INPUT PARAMETERS. THE JOB WILL GET AN ERROR INDICATING       *  

/*  A REQUIRED PRODUCT WAS NOT INSTALLED, WHICH IS ACCEPTABLE. THE  *  

/*  OUTPUT WILL CONTAIN THE LISTING OF ALL THE VALID PARAMETERS.    *  

/* ******************************************************************

/* 

/* MAKE SURE THE BELOW LOC AND FILE POINT TO YOUR .AWS FILE AND COMPUTER   

/* CHANGE CUU TO THE VIRTUAL TAPE DEVICE # ON YOUR VSE MACHINE             

/* YOU WILL ALSO NEED TO UPDATE THE CUU AT THE END OF THIS JOB             
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/*                                                                         

// VTAPE START,UNIT=CUU,LOC=XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX:2386,                      X   

               FILE='C:\VTAPE\R185.AWS',READ                               

DVCUP CUU                                                                  

/*                                                                         

/*                                                                         

// LIBDROP *,TEMP                                                          

/* *                                                                       

/* IF USING AN EXISTING LIBRARY FOR SAMPJCL, POINT TO IT WITH THE          

/* DLBL STATEMENT BELOW                                                    

/* *                                                                       

// DLBL XXXXXX,'XXXXXX.XXXXXX.XXXXXX.XXXXXX',,SD                           

// EXTENT ,XXXXXX                                                          

// LIBDROP *,TEMP

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(INS185.SAMPJCL),TEMP

// PAUSE  MAKE SURE VOL(<current volser>) IS MOUNTED ON XXX

// ASSGN SYS001,XXX

// MTC REW,SYS001

// TLBL SYS001,'<current volume>.FILE1',,3DI50B,,1

// EXEC CAIIJMP

RUNDATE       YYYY/MM/DD  RUNDATE WHICH SHOWS IN RECAP OUTPUT

* ***********************************                                           

* * SAMPLE CAIIJMP INPUT PARAMETERS *                                           

* ***********************************                                           

* PRODUCTS FOR INSTALLATION                                                     
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* NOTE: CA-IDMS/DB IS A REQUIRED CORE PRODUCT.                                  

*       CA-IDMS/DC OR CA-IDMS/UCF IS A REQUIRED PRODUCT.                        

*       IF IDMS/DC IS INSTALLED, ALSO INSTALL CA-IDMS/UCF.                      

*       CA-IDMS/UCF MAY BE INSTALLED WITHOUT CA-IDMS/DC.                        

* ***********************************                                           

* CA IDMS PRODUCTS                                                              

* ***********************************                                           

INSTALL-TYPE      INITIAL                                                       

CA-IDMS/DB        INSTALL (REQUIRED CORE PRODUCT)                               

ASF-OPTION        INSTALL                                                       

CA-ADS/ONLINE     INSTALL                                                       

CA-ADS/APPC       INSTALL                                                       

CA-ADS/BATCH      INSTALL                                                       

CA-EDP/AUDITOR    INSTALL                                                       

CA-ICMS           INSTALL                                                       

CA-IDMS/CICS      INSTALL (ALSO INSTALL CA-IDMS/UCF)                            

CA-IDMS/CULPRIT   INSTALL                                                       

CA-IDMS/DB-SQL    INSTALL  (SQL OPTION)                                         

CA-IDMS/DBCS      INSTALL                                                       

CA-IDMS/DBOMP/T   INSTALL                                                       

CA-IDMS/DC        INSTALL (ALSO INSTALL CA-IDMS/UCF)                            

CA-IDMS/DDS       INSTALL                                                       

CA-IDMS/DICTLOAD  INSTALL                                                       

CA-IDMS/DL1/T     INSTALL                                                       
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CA-IDMS/PERFMON   INSTALL                                                       

CA-IDMS/SERVER    NO                                                            

CA-IDMS/TOTAL/T   INSTALL                                                       

CA-IDMS/UCF       INSTALL (MAY BE INSTALLED WITHOUT CA-IDMS/DC)                 

TP/CICS           INSTALL (WILL GENERATE UCF CICS INTERFACE)                    

CA-IDMS/VSAM/T    INSTALL                                                       

CA-OLQ            INSTALL                                                       

CA-PRESSPACK      INSTALL                                                       

CULPPROF          NO                                                            

CULL-PROF1        ""                                                            

CULL-PROF2        ""                                                            

CULL-PROF3        ""                                                            

CULL-PROF4        ""                                                            

CULL-PROF5        ""                                                            

CULL-PROF6        ""                                                            

CULL-PROF7        ""                                                            

CULL-PROF8        ""                                                            

LINKCULL          NO                                                            

WORKSTOR          524288                                                        

INT-FCS           NO                                                            

INT-IMS           INSTALL                                                       

INT-LIFE70        NO                                                            

INT-RDMS          NO                                                            

INT-TOTAL         NO                                                            

CULL-TOT-VER      8                                                             
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FCS-LIBDEF        ""                                                            

IMS-LIBDEF        ,IBMB.DLI11P                                                  

RDMS-LIBDEF       ""                                                            

TOTAL-LIBDEF      ""                                                            

CMS-OPTION        NO                                                            

EMPDEMO           YES                                                           

ASSMCODE          NO                                                            

* ***********************************                                           

* CA IDMS TOOLS PRODUCTS                                                        

* ***********************************                                           

ADS-ALIVE          INSTALL                                                      

ADS-TRACE          INSTALL                                                      

DB-ANALYZER        INSTALL                                                      

DB-AUDIT           INSTALL                                                      

DB-EXTRACTOR       INSTALL                                                      

DB-REORG           INSTALL                                                      

DC-SORT            INSTALL                                                      

DICT-MIGRATOR      INSTALL                                                      

DICT-MOD-EDITOR    INSTALL                                                      

DICT-QUERY-FACIL   INSTALL                                                      

DML-ONLINE         INSTALL                                                      

ENFORCER           INSTALL                                                      

JOURNAL-ANALYZER   INSTALL                                                      

LOG-ANALYZER       INSTALL                                                      
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MASTERKEY          INSTALL                                                      

ONLINE-LOG-DSPLY   INSTALL                                                      

SASO               INSTALL                                                      

SCHEMA-MAPPER      INSTALL                                                      

TASK-ANALYZER      INSTALL                                                      

* ***********************************                                           

* SQL WEB CONNECT PARAMETERS                                                    

* ***********************************                                           

SQLCAT         YES                                                              

DEMOSQL        YES                                                              

UPGSQLCAT      NO                                                               

UPGDEMOSQL     NO                                                               

ADDSQLCAT      NO                                                               

ADDDEMOSQL     NO                                                               

* ***********************************                                           

AUTHUSER       ""                                                               

AUTHUSERPW     ""                                                               

PMCOMPANY      "CA IDMS QA"                                                     

DISKVOL        IDMS07                                                           

DISKUNIT       SYS120                                                           

VSEEXPDATE     ,99/366                                                          

VSESIZE        ,SIZE=1024K                                                      

COBOL2         NO                                                               

COBOLLE        YES                                                              

CA-ONLY        WYMDA01                                                          
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ADDPROD        NO                                                               

DBUPGRADE      NO         YES FOR UPGRADE                                       

FROMREL        160        RELEASE UPGRADING FROM                                

STORPROT       YES                                                              

FBADASD        NO                                                               

DISKMGR        YES                                                              

DYNAM/D        NO                                                               

DYNAM/FI       YES                                                              

OPSYSREL       ESA24     CHANGE TO ESA13 FOR AMODE/RMODE STATEMENTS             

STDLABEL       NO                                                               

SYSPCH         00D                                                              

TAPEUNIT       570                                                              

PREFIX         WYMDA01.R185                                                     

IDMSLABELS     DAWLBLS                                                          

GLBLDMCL       DAWDMCL                                                          

DBTBNAME       DAWDBTB                                                          

BKUPDMCL       BKUPDMCL                                                         

BKUPDBTB       BKUPDBTB                                                         

SYSCTLBLS      SYSCTL                                                           

VTAMAPPL       SYSTEM90                                                         

CICS-LIBDEF    ,PRD1.MACLIB,IBMA.CICSTS1                                        

CICS-LEVEL     41                                                               

CICS-MACLVL    NO                                                               

CICS-XA        YES                                                              
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CICS-CWADISP   128                                                              

* ************************                                                      

* TAPE ACTIVITY PARAMETERS                                                      

* ************************                                                      

BAK1ACTION   NO                                                                 

BAK1VOL      NO                                                                 

BAK2ACTION   NO                                                                 

BAK2VOL      NO                                                                 

BAK3ACTION   NO                                                                 

BAK3VOL      NO                                                                 

TJRNVOL      NO                                                                 

BAK1UNIT     580                                                                

BAK2UNIT     580                                                                

BAK3UNIT     580                                                                

TJRNUNIT     580                                                                

* **********************                                                        

* JOB/JOBNAME PARAMETERS                                                        

* **********************                                                        

JOB1           CAIJOB1                                                          

JOB2           CAIJOB2                                                          

JOB3           CAIJOB3                                                          

JOB4           CAIJOB4                                                          

JOB5           CAIJOB5                                                          

JOB6           CAIJOB6                                                          

JOB7           CAIJOB7                                                          
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JOB8           CAIJOB8                                                          

JOB9           CAIJOB9                                                          

JOB10          CAIJOB10                                                         

JOB11          CAIJOB11                                                         

JOB12          CAIJOB12                                                         

JOB13          CAIJOB13                                                         

JOB14          CAIJOB14                                                         

* *****************************************                                     

* THE FOLLOWING NEW MSHP PARMS ARE REQUIRED                                     

* *****************************************                                     

CUSTNME        "CA TECHNOLOGIES"                                                

CUSTADD        "100 STAPLES DRIVE  "                                            

CUSTPHN        "508-628-8076"                                                   

PROGNME        "DAVID WYMAN"                                                    

ENVRMNT        "CA IDMS QA RELEASE 18.5"                                        

* *****************************                                                 

* MSHP PRODUCTION HISTORY PARMS                                                 

* *****************************                                                 

HISTDSN        HISTORY.FILE                                                     

HISTVOL        TECHD0                                                           

HISTXTNT       1,60                                                             

HISTUNIT       SYS000                                                           

* ****************************                                                  

* MSHP TEMPORARY HISTORY PARMS                                                  
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* ****************************                                                  

AUXDSN         IDMS.TEMP.AUX.HIST                                               

AUXVOL         CULLD2                                                           

AUXXTNT        1,15                                                             

* ******************************                                                

* MSHP PRODUCTION LIBRARY PARMS                                                 

* ******************************                                                

DLIBDSN        QAR185.IDMS.LIBRARY                                              

DLIBNME        QAR185                                                           

DSUBNME        IDMSBASE                                                         

DLIBVOL        IDMS08                                                           

DLIBXTNT       1,5700                                                           

USUBNME        IDMSBASU                                                         

CSUBNME        WYMDA01                                                          

* ****************************************                                      

* THE FOLLOWING NEW SVC PARMS ARE REQUIRED                                      

* ****************************************                                      

SVC1           235                                                              

SVCXLEN1       112                                                              

SVCXNAM1       WYMEXIT                                                          

SVCSTDLABEL    NO                                                               

SVCLST         "* $$ LST CLASS=R,DEST=(USILDAVC,WYMDA01)"                       

* ****************************************                                      

* SVC EXIT PARAMETERS                                                           

* ****************************************                                      
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SVCXCICS       NO                                                               

TPNAME1        CICS                                                             

TPNAME2        CICS1                                                            

TPNAME3        CICS2                                                            

* ********************                                                          

* WORK FILE PARAMETERS                                                          

* ********************                                                          

WRK1DSN        WRK1WORK                                                         

WRK2DSN        WRK2WORK                                                         

WRK3DSN        WRK3WORK                                                         

WRK4DSN        WRK4WORK                                                         

WORKVOL        IDMS07                                                           

WORKUNIT       SYS120                                                           

WRK1XTNT       1,300                                                            

WRK2XTNT       1,300                                                            

WRK3XTNT       1,300                                                            

WRK4XTNT       1,300                                                            

*                                                                               

* USERS OF CA-DYNAM/D PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING:                                

*                                                                               

* IF YOU HAVE SELECTED THE OPTION TO DEFINE YOUR DATABASE                       

* DATASETS TO THE DYNAM/D CATALOG PLEASE REMEMBER TO ONLY                       

* SPECIFY THE NUMBER OF TRACKS IN THE IJMP XTNT PARAMETER.                      

* DYNAM/D WILL CHOOSE THE STARTING LOCATION OF THE TRACK.                       
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*    EXAMPLE: DCCATXTNT 31   NOT 1,31                                           

*                                                                               

* ****************************                                                  

* SYSTEM DICTIONARY PARAMETERS                                                  

* ****************************                                                  

DCCATVOL       IDMS07                                                           

DCCATPAGS      500                                                              

DCCATPGSZ      4276                                                             

DCCATXTNT      1,51                                                             

DCCATLOPAGE    1                                                                

* ****                                                                          

DCCATLVOL      IDMS07                                                           

DCCATLPAGS     200                                                              

DCCATLPGSZ     4276                                                             

DCCATLXTNT     1,21                                                             

DCCATLLOPAGE   751                                                              

* ****                                                                          

DCCATXVOL      IDMS07                                                           

DCCATXPAGS     100                                                              

DCCATXPGSZ     4276                                                             

DCCATXXTNT     1,11                                                             

DCCATXLOPAGE   601                                                              

* ****                                                                          

DCDMLVOL       IDMS07                                                           

DCDMLPAGS      1000                                                             
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DCDMLPGSZ      4276                                                             

DCDMLXTNT      1,101                                                            

DCDMLLOPAGE    1001                                                             

* ****                                                                          

DCLODVOL       IDMS07                                                           

DCLODPAGS      100                                                              

DCLODPGSZ      4276                                                             

DCLODXTNT      1,11                                                             

DCLODLOPAGE    3001                                                             

* ****                                                                          

DCRUNVOL       IDMS07                                                           

DCRUNPAGS      1000                                                             

DCRUNPGSZ      2676                                                             

DCRUNXTNT      1,67                                                             

DCRUNLOPAGE    40001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

DCSCRVOL       IDMS07                                                           

DCSCRPAGS      2000                                                             

DCSCRPGSZ      2676                                                             

DCSCRXTNT      1,134                                                            

DCSCRLOPAGE    50001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

DCLOGVOL       IDMS07                                                           

DCLOGPAGS      4000                                                             
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DCLOGPGSZ      4276                                                             

DCLOGXTNT      1,401                                                            

DCLOGLOPAGE    30001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

* **************************                                                    

* SYSTEM DDLDCMSG PARAMETERS                                                    

* **************************                                                    

DCMSGVOL       IDMS07                                                           

DCMSGPAGS      4000                                                             

DCMSGPGSZ      4276                                                             

DCMSGXTNT      1,401                                                            

DCMSGLOPAGE    10001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

* ***************************                                                   

* SYSLSCR DDLDCSCR PARAMETERS                                                   

* ***************************                                                   

DCLSCRPAGS     2000                                                             

DCLSCRPGSZ     4276                                                             

DCLSCRLOPAGE   55001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

* **************************                                                    

* APPLDICT DDLDML PARAMETERS                                                    

* **************************                                                    

DICTVOL        IDMS07                                                           

DICTPAGS       2000                                                             
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DICTPGSZ       4276                                                             

DICTXTNT       1,201                                                            

DICTLOPAGE     60001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

DLODVOL        IDMS07                                                           

DLODPAGS       500                                                              

DLODPGSZ       4276                                                             

DLODXTNT       1,51                                                             

DLODLOPAGE     70001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

* *************************                                                     

* SYSDIRL DDLDML PARAMETERS                                                     

* *************************                                                     

DIRLVOL        IDMS07                                                           

DIRLPAGS       2000                                                             

DIRLPGSZ       4276                                                             

DIRLXTNT       1,201                                                            

DIRLLOPAGE     5001                                                             

* ****                                                                          

* ***************************                                                   

* SYSDIRL DDLDCLOD PARAMETERS                                                   

* ***************************                                                   

DIRLLODVOL     IDMS07                                                           

DIRLLODPAGS    10                                                               
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DIRLLODPGSZ    4276                                                             

DIRLLODXTNT    1,2                                                              

DIRLLODLOPAGE  4001                                                             

* ****                                                                          

* *************************                                                     

* SYSSQL SEGMENT PARAMETERS                                                     

* OPTIONAL: REQUIRED WHEN INSTALLING THE SQL OPTION                             

* *************************                                                     

SQLVOL         IDMS07                                                           

SQLPAGS        2000                                                             

SQLPGSZ        4276                                                             

SQLXTNT        1,201                                                            

SQLDDLOPAGE    20001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

SQLLVOL        IDMS07                                                           

SQLLPAGS       500                                                              

SQLLPGSZ       4276                                                             

SQLLXTNT       1,51                                                             

SQLLODLOPAGE   25001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

SQLXVOL        IDMS07                                                           

SQLXPAGS       500                                                              

SQLXPGSZ       4276                                                             

SQLXXTNT       1,51                                                             

SQLXLOPAGE     28001                                                            
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* ****                                                                          

* **************************                                                    

* SQLDEMO SEGMENT PARAMETERS                                                    

* OPTIONAL: REQUIRED WHEN INSTALLING THE SQL DEMO DATABASE                      

* **************************                                                    

EMPLVOL        IDMS07                                                           

EMPLPAGS       100                                                              

EMPLPGSZ       4276                                                             

EMPLXTNT       1,11                                                             

EMPLLOPAGE     77001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

INDXVOL        IDMS07                                                           

INDXPAGS       50                                                               

INDXPGSZ       4276                                                             

INDXXTNT       1,6                                                              

INDXLOPAGE     77301                                                            

* ****                                                                          

* PROJSEG SEGMENT PARAMETERS                                                    

* OPTIONAL: REQUIRED WHEN INSTALLING THE SQL DEMO DATABASE                      

* ********************************************************                      

PROJVOL        IDMS07                                                           

PROJPAGS       50                                                               

PROJPGSZ       4276                                                             

PROJXTNT       1,6                                                              
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PROJLOPAGE     77401                                                            

* ****                                                                          

INFOVOL        IDMS07                                                           

INFOPAGS       50                                                               

INFOPGSZ       4276                                                             

INFOXTNT       1,6                                                              

INFOLOPAGE     77201                                                            

* ****                                                                          

* **************************                                                    

* SYSUSER SEGMENT PARAMETERS                                                    

* **************************                                                    

SECVOL         IDMS07                                                           

SECPAGS        500                                                              

SECPGSZ        4276                                                             

SECXTNT        1,51                                                             

SECLOPAGE      48001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

* ************************                                                      

* DISK JOURANL PARAMETERS                                                       

* ************************                                                      

J1VOL          IDMS07                                                           

J1PAGS         5000                                                             

J1PGSZ         2004                                                             

J1XTNT         1,264                                                            

J1UNIT         SYS121                                                           
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J2VOL          IDMS07                                                           

J2PAGS         @J1PAGS@                                                         

J2XTNT         1,264                                                            

J2UNIT         SYS121                                                           

J3VOL          IDMS07                                                           

J3PAGS         @J1PAGS@                                                         

J3XTNT         1,264                                                            

J3UNIT         SYS121                                                           

J4VOL          IDMS07                                                           

J4PAGS         @J1PAGS@                                                         

J4XTNT         1,264                                                            

J4UNIT         SYS121                                                           

* **********************                                                        

* SYSCTL FILE PARAMETERS                                                        

* **********************                                                        

SYSCTLXTNT     1,1                                                              

SYSCTLVOL      IDMS07                                                           

* **************************                                                    

* ASFDICT SEGMENT PARAMETERS                                                    

* OPTIONAL: REQUIRED WHEN INSTALLING ASF                                        

* **************************                                                    

ADMLVOL        IDMS07                                                           

ADMLPAGS       2000                                                             

ADMLPGSZ       4276                                                             
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ADMLXTNT       1,201                                                            

ADMLLOPAGE     80001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

ADLODVOL       IDMS07                                                           

ADLODPAGS      2000                                                             

ADLODPGSZ      4276                                                             

ADLODXTNT      1,201                                                            

ADLODLOPAGE    88001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

ADEFNVOL       IDMS07                                                           

ADEFNPAGS      1000                                                             

ADEFNPGSZ      4276                                                             

ADEFNXTNT      1,101                                                            

ADEFNLOPAGE    83001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

ADATAVOL       IDMS07                                                           

ADATAPAGS      2000                                                             

ADATAPGSZ      4276                                                             

ADATAXTNT      1,201                                                            

ADATALOPAGE    85001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

* ****************************                                                  

* EMPLOYEE SKILL DEMO DATABASE                                                  

* ****************************                                                  

EMPVOL         IDMS07                                                           
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EMPPAGS        50                                                               

EMPPGSZ        4276                                                             

EMPXTNT        1,6                                                              

EMPLOPAGE      75001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

INSVOL         IDMS07                                                           

INSPAGS        25                                                               

INSPGSZ        4276                                                             

INSXTNT        1,3                                                              

INSLOPAGE      75101                                                            

* ****                                                                          

ORGVOL         IDMS07                                                           

ORGPAGS        25                                                               

ORGPGSZ        4276                                                             

ORGXTNT        1,3                                                              

ORGLOPAGE      75151                                                            

* ***************************                                                   

* CA-IDMS/TOOLS ENVIRONMENT *                                                   

* ********************************************************                      

* USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE DICTIONARY, *                      

* DATABASE FILES, AND SYSTEM OPTIONS REQUIRED TO INSTALL *                      

* THE RELEASE 18.5 CA IDMS TOOLS.                        *                      

* ********************************************************                      

* *                                                                             
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* ********************************                                              

* TOOLDICT DICTIONARY PARAMETERS *                                              

* **************************************************************                

* USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO SPECIFY THE CA-IDMS/TOOLS    *                

* DICTIONARY.  THIS IS THE DICTIONARY INTO WHICH THE DIALOGS,  *                

* WORK RECORDS, SCHEMAS, SUBSCHEMAS, MAPS, APPLICATIONS AND    *                

* ONLINE TUTORIAL MODULES REQUIRED FOR THE CA-IDMS/TOOLS ARE   *                

* TO BE INSTALLED.                                             *                

* **************************************************************                

* 1. IF THE NEW-TDICT PARAMETER IS SPECIFIED AS "YES", A NEW   *                

*    DICTIONARY WILL BE ALLOCATED USING THESE PARAMETERS.      *                

* 2. IF THE NEW-TDICT PARAMETER IS SPECIFIED AS "NO", THESE    *                

*    PARAMETERS ARE USED TO IDENTIFY AN EXISTING DICTIONARY.   *                

* 3. IF THE NEW-TDICT PARAMETER IS SPECIFIED AS "NO", AND NONE *                

*    OF THE PARAMETERS ARE SPECIFIED, THEN THE PARAMETERS WILL *                

*    DEFAULT TO THE SYSTEM DICTIONARY.                         *                

* 4. IF YOU ARE PERFORMING AN ADDON INSTALL FOR A TOOLS  *

*     PRODUCT AND THE DICTIONARY YOU WILL BE USING ALREADY *

*     EXISTS, SPECIFY A VALUE OF “EXISTS”.

* **************************************************************                

NEW-TDICT      YES             ALLOCATE CA-IDMS/TOOL DICTIONARY (YES/NO/EXISTS)        

* *                                                                             

* **********************                                                        

* TOOLDICT DDLDML AREA *                                                        
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* **********************                                                        

TDICTSEG       TOOLDICT        SEGMENT NAME FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"               

TDICTDBN       TOOLDICT        DBNAME FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"                     

TDICTASGN      TDICTDB         DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "TDICTDB"                     

TDICTHLQ       @PREFIX@        HIGH LVL QUALIFIER FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"         

TDICTLLQ       TOOLDICT.DDLDML LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"        

TDICTUNIT      @DISKUNIT@      OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"          

TDICTVOL       @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"           

TDICTXTNT      1,101           DISK SPACE FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"                 

TDICTPGSZ      4276            PAGESIZE (BLOCKSIZE) OF AREA IN "TDICTDB"        

TDICTPAGS      2000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "TDICTDB"            

TDICTLOPG      95001           START PAGE OF "TOOLDICT.DDLDML" AREA             

* ************************                                                      

* TOOLDICT DDLDCLOD AREA *                                                      

* ************************                                                      

TDLODASGN      TDLODDB         DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "TDLODDB"                     

TDLODHLQ       @PREFIX@        HIGH LVL QUALIFIER OF "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"        

TDLODLLQ       TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD LOW LV QUALIFIER OF "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"        

TDLODUNIT      @DISKUNIT@      OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"        

TDLODVOL       @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"         

TDLODXTNT      1,51            DISK SPACE FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"               

TDLODPGSZ      4276            PAGESIZE (BLOCKSIZE) OF AREA IN "TDLODDB"        

TDLODPAGS      100             NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "TDLODDB"            

TDLODLOPG      98001           START PAGE OF "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD" AREA           

* *                                                                             
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* ************************************                                          

* COMMON PRODUCT RUN-TIME PARAMETERS *                                          

* ************************************                                          

HLPDICT        @TDICTSEG@ DBNAME OF DICTIONARY FOR TOOLS HELP MODULES           

HLPNODE        ""          ALTERNATE NODE USED FOR TOOLS HELP MODULES           

HLPVERS        1           VERSION NUMBER OF TOLLS HELP MODULES                 

* *                                                                             

* ********************************                                              

* DML-ONLINE DATABASE PARAMETERS *                                              

* ***************************************************************               

* 1. IF THE DMLOXTNT PARAMETER IS SPECIFIED, THE DATABASE FILE  *               

*    WILL BE ALLOCATED USING THESE PARAMETERS.                  *               

* 2. IF THE DMLOXTNT PARAMETER IS NOT SPECIFIED, THE PARAMETERS *               

*    ARE USED TO IDENTIFY AN EXISTING DATABASE FILE.            *               

* ***************************************************************               

UDDATASTPG     0360000     START PAGE FOR USD-DATA-AREA                         

UDDATANMPG     600         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR USD-DATA-AREA             

DMLOXTNT       1,51        DISK SPACE FOR FILE "USDFIL1"                        

DMLOPGSZ       3476        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR DMLO DATABASE                    

DMLOHLQ        @PREFIX@    HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR THE DMLO DATASET            

DMLOLLQ        DMLO.PROFILE  LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR THE DMLO DATASET           

DMLOUNIT       @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR DMLO DATABASE FILE                     

DMLOVOL        @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR DMLO DATABASE FILE                   

* *                                                                             
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* ********************************                                              

* DML-ONLINE RUN-TIME PARAMETERS *                                              

* ********************************                                              

LOWCASE        N           LOWER CASE OPTION  (Y/N)                             

DPRTCL         1           DC PRINT CLASS                                       

TPRTCL         A           TSO PRINT CLASS                                      

CPRTCL         A           CICS PRINT CLASS                                     

DISPLAY        COBOL       DISPLAY FMT  (COBOL/VERTICAL)                        

AUTOHEX        ON          AUTOHEX   OPTION (ON/OFF)                            

AUTOBND        ON          AUTO-BIND OPTION (ON/OFF)                            

MAPIN          FAST        DATA/COMMAND INP (FAST/STEP)                         

CLIST          FAST        CLIST EXECUTION  (FAST/STEP)                         

DSPCMND        INPUT       COMMAND DISPLAY  (INPUT/USED)                        

LRFSCRN        NORM        LRF SCREEN FMT   (NORM/MAX)                          

MODE           EXPERT      SESSION MODE    (EXPERT/MENU)                        

USERXIT        (DYNAM,OFF) USER EXIT OPTION                                     

GLOBID         DMLOSYS     SYS. PROF/CLIST OWNER ID                             

ADMIN          USERID01    DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON                            

ADMIN2         USERID02    DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON                            

USERID         INPUT       CHG USERID ?  (INPUT/PROT)                           

NONDSPLY       C'_'        NONDISPLAY TRANSLATION                               

DEFDICT        ""          DEFAULT SIGNON DICTIONARY                            

DEFNODE        ""          DEFAULT SIGNON DICT. NODE                            

PRFDBNM        DMLO        PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NAME                            

PRFDBND        ""          PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NODE                            
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SBUFNM         SBUF        DEFAULT SCR REC NAME PFX                             

QBUFNM         QBUF        DEFAULT QUE REC NAME PFX                             

SQBUFL         4096        DEFAULT S/Q REC MAX LEN                              

ATTNKEY        PA1         ATTENTION/INTERRUPT                                  

SNONKEY        (PF2,PF14)  SIGNON HELP  (P)                                     

PROFKEY        (PF4,PF16)  PROFILE LIST (P)                                     

HELPKEY        (PF1,PF13)  SESSION HELP                                         

SHOWKEY        (PF2,PF14)  SHOW PFKEYS                                          

PENDKEY        (PF3,PF15)  END                                                  

DISPKEY        (PF4,PF16)  REDISPLAY                                            

PGUPKEY        (PF7,PF19)  SCROLL UP                                            

PGDNKEY        (PF8,PF20)  SCROLL DOWN                                          

* *                                                                             

* *******************************                                               

* MASTERKEY DATABASE PARAMETERS *                                               

* ***************************************************************               

* 1. IF THE MKEYXTNT PARAMETER IS SPECIFIED, THE DATABASE FILE  *               

*    WILL BE ALLOCATED USING THESE PARAMETERS.                  *               

* 2. IF THE MKEYXTNT PARAMETER IS NOT SPECIFIED, THE PARAMETERS *               

*    ARE USED TO IDENTIFY AN EXISTING DATABASE FILE.            *               

* ***************************************************************               

SKDATASTPG     0330000     START PAGE FOR SSK-DATA-AREA                         

SKDATANMPG     600         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR SSK-DATA-AREA             

MKEYXTNT       1,51        DISK SPACE FOR FILE "SSKFIL1"                        
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MKEYPGSZ       3476        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR MASTERKEY DATABASE               

MKEYHLQ        @PREFIX@    HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR MASTERKEY DATASET           

MKEYLLQ        MASTRKEY.DATASEG  LOW LVL QUALIFIER FOR MASTERKEY DATASET        

MKEYUNIT       @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR MASTERKEY DATABASE FILE                

MKEYVOL        @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR MASTERKEY DATABASE FILE              

* *                                                                             

* *******************************                                               

* ADS-ALIVE RUN-TIME PARAMETERS *                                               

* *******************************                                               

USGTSK         ADSALIVE    TASK CODE TO INVOKE ADS-ALIVE                        

PCHOFF         3800        OFFSET FOR IMPLANT                                   

SWEEP          Y           AREA SWEEP FOR DIALOG WILD CARDS (Y/N)               

AUTO           Y           NON-INTERRUPT MODE ALLOWED (Y/N)                     

QKEEP          3           NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN DEBUGQUEUE RECORDS          

O5PROKEEP      255         NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN ADSALIVE                    

*                          PROFILE QUEUE RECORDS                                

DICTDEF        P           DICTNAME TO USE                                      

ABRTSCR        Y           WHETHER TO DISPLAY POST-ABORT SCREEN                 

SKPUG18        N           ALLOW OVERRIDE OF USG00012/USG00018 MESSAGES         

DSPLTAB        N           ALTER DEFAULT DISPLAY CHARACTER TABLE                

* *                                                                             

* ****************************************                                      

* DATABASE EXTRACTOR DATABASE PARAMETERS *                                      

* ***************************************************************               

* 1. IF THE DBXXTNT PARAMETER IS SPECIFIED, THE DATABASE FILE   *               
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*    WILL BE ALLOCATED USING THESE PARAMETERS.                  *               

* 2. IF THE DBXXTNT PARAMETER IS NOT SPECIFIED, THE PARAMETERS  *               

*    ARE USED TO IDENTIFY AN EXISTING DATABASE FILE.            *               

* ***************************************************************               

UVDATASTPG     0370000     START PAGE FOR USV-DATA-AREA                         

UVDATANMPG     3000        NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR USV-DATA-AREA             

DBXXTNT        1,251       DISK SPACE FOR "USVFIL1"                             

DBXPGSZ        3476        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR THE DBX DATABASE                 

DBXHLQ         @PREFIX@    HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR THE DBX DATASET             

DBXLLQ         DBX.USVFIL1 LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR THE DBX DATASET              

DBXUNIT        @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR DBX DATABASE FILE                      

DBXVOL         @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR DBX DATABASE FILE                    

* *                                                                             

* ****************************************                                      

* DATABASE EXTRACTOR RUN-TIME PARAMETERS *                                      

* ****************************************                                      

DBXTSK         DBX         TASK CODE TO INVOKE DBX                              

STKENTS        50          NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN DBX STACK (30 TO 1000)          

COPY           ANYONE      USER CAN COPY FROM (ANYONE/DBXADMIN/USER)            

RETSEQ         YES         RETAIN PHYSICAL SEQ OF MEMBER RECS (YES/NO)          

XRECURO        YES         EXTRACT OWNER OF RECURSIVE RECORDS (YES/NO)          

BGINMID        NO          BEGIN VIEW/EDIT IN MIDDLE OF PATH (YES/NO)           

NLYZ008        WARNING     NLYZ008 AS WARNING/ERROR MSG (WARNING/ERROR)         

* *                                                                             
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* *****************************                                                 

* DC-SORT RUN-TIME PARAMETERS *                                                 

* *****************************                                                 

MAIN           10000       AMOUNT OF IN-CORE SORT STORAGE (0 THRU N)            

AUX            10000       AMOUNT OF SECONDARY SORT STORAGE (0 THRU N)          

MINRBUF        100         NUMBER OF RECORDS PER PAGE (0 THRU N)                

LIMLOCK        N           PREVENT USERS FROM SETLIMIT FACILITY (Y/N)           

EXITKEY        PF24        ADS PREPROCESSOR EXIT KEY (PA1...PF24)               

* *                                                                             

* *****************************************                                     

* DICTIONARY MIGRATOR RUN-TIME PARAMETERS *                                     

* *****************************************                                     

XPICOVR        N           EXCLUDE PICTURE OVERRIDES                            

XSUBEL         N           EXCLUDE SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS                         

MAPDCMP        N           MAP DECOMPILE OPTION                                 

SHARRDY        N           READY IN SHARED UPDATE (OBJECT DICT)                 

EXCLRDY        N           READY IN EXCLUSIVE UPDATE "     "                    

DFLTOFF        N           DEFAULT IS OFF                                       

PROGALL        N           DISPLAY PROGRAMS WITH ALL                            

XCLIST         N           EXCLUDE CLIST (DCMT V NEW COPIES)                    

XCLIMM         N           EXCLUDE IMMEDIATE IN CLIST                           

XCLDBN         N           EXCLUDE DICTIONARY NAME IN CLIST                     

XCLVER         N           EXCLUDE VERSION IN CLIST                             

NOUDC          N           NO UDC COMMENT SYNTAX                                

XUDNREF        N           EXCLUDE ALL UDN REFERENCES                           
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XUDNREL        N           EXCLUDE ELEMENT UDN REFERENCES                       

XUDNRAT        N           EXCLUDE ATTRIBUTE UDN REFERENCES                     

XUDNRSY        N           EXCLUDE SYSTEM UDN REFERENCES                        

XUDNRRC        N           EXCLUDE RECORD UDN REFERENCES                        

XUDNRMD        N           EXCLUDE MODULE UDN REFERENCES                        

XUDNRPG        N           EXCLUDE PROGRAM UDN REFERENCES                       

XUDNRUS        N           EXCLUDE USER UDN REFERENCES                          

DBQUOTE        N           DOUBLE QUOTE                                         

EXNTWK         N           EXTRACT IDMSNTWK COMPONENTS                          

XELEMNT        N           OMIT ELEMENTS FROM EXTRACTION                        

XELECOB        N           OMIT ELE FROM EXTRACT WHEN COBOLFMT                  

EXSYREC        N           EXTRACT SYSTEM RECORDS                               

XUDNXRT        N           SKIP ALL UDN EXTRACTION                              

XUDNXEL        N           SKIP ELEMENT UDN EXTRACTION                          

XUDNXRC        N           SKIP RECORD UDN EXTRACTION                           

XUDNXMD        N           SKIP MODULE UDN EXTRACTION                           

XUDNXUS        N           SKIP USER UDN EXTRACTION                             

XUDNXAT        N           SKIP ATTRIBUTE UDN EXTRACTION                        

XUDNXSY        N           SKIP SYSTEM UDN EXTRACTION                           

XIMSYNR        N           OMIT SYNTAX FILE DISPLAY RPT ON IMP                  

DELADDS        N           USE DELETE/ADD SYNTAX (NOT MODIFY)                   

EXTSAME        N           EXTRACT SAME AS ENTITIES                             

DBABEND        N           ABEND ON DATABASE ERROR                              

NOEXATT        N           OMIT EXTRACTION OF CLASS-ATTRIBUTES                  
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NOEXCLS        N           OMIT EXTRACTION OF CLASS                             

NOEXSYS        N           OMIT EXTRACTION OF SYSTEMS                           

STOPVER        N           STOP AFTER VALD IF ERRORS (CC=8)                     

NOATRXP        N           LEVEL=ONLY NO ATTR EXPLOSION                         

NOSAUTH        N           BYPASS SOURCE DICT SECURITY CHECKING                 

NOTAUTH        N           BYPASS TARGET DICT SECURITY CHECKING                 

ENTLAB         N           PUT ENTITY TYPE LABELS IN DDDLUPD                    

ABGNSRC        N           CREATE ADSOBCOM SOURCE GEN KEYFILE                   

* *                                                                             

* ***************************************************                           

* DICTIONARY MIGRATOR ASSISTANT DATABASE PARAMETERS *                           

* ***************************************************************               

* 1. IF THE DMAXTNT PARAMETER IS SPECIFIED, THE DATABASE FILE   *               

*    WILL BE ALLOCATED USING THESE PARAMETERS.                  *               

* 2. IF THE DMAXTNT PARAMETER IS NOT SPECIFIED, THE PARAMETERS  *               

*    ARE USED TO IDENTIFY AN EXISTING DATABASE FILE.            *               

* ***************************************************************               

XMDATASTPG     0300000     START PAGE FOR XDM-DATA-AREA                         

XMDATANMPG     600         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR XDM-DATA-AREA             

DMAXTNT        1,50        DISK SPACE FOR "XDMFIL1"                             

DMAPGSZ        3476        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR THE DMA DATABASE                 

DMAHLQ         @PREFIX@    HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR THE DMA DATASET             

DMALLQ         DMA.XDMFIL1 LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR THE DMA DATASET              

DMAUNIT        @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR DMA DATABASE FILE                      

DMAVOL         @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR DMA DATABASE FILE                    
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* *                                                                             

* ***************************************************                           

* DICTIONARY MIGRATOR ASSISTANT RUN-TIME PARAMETERS *                           

* ***************************************************                           

DMATSK         DMA         TASK CODE TO INVOKE DMA                              

* *                                                                             

* **********************************************                                

* DICTIONARY MODULE EDITOR RUN-TIME PARAMETERS *                                

* **********************************************                                

LOCK           Y           SET LONGTERM DBKEY LOCKS (Y/N)                       

SCROLL         PAGE        SCROLL AMOUNT (PAGE/HALF/CSR)                        

DELIMITER      ;           COMMAND DELIMITER                                    

PAD            N           PAD CHARACTER (DEFAULT SPACE)                        

VERSION        HIGHEST     DEFAULT IDD VERSION (HIGHEST/LOWEST)                 

SECURITY       I           SECURITY SYSTEM (I=IDD, D=DBMS, B=DBMS+IDD)          

USERID         INPUT       USERID CHANGES (INPUT=ALLOW, PROT=NOT ALLOW)         

MODSORT        Y           MODULE SORT PERFORMED (Y/N)                          

SETDB          Y           RESET DATABASE/NODE TO DME ENTRY VALUE (Y/N)         

CLRKEND        Y           CLEAR KEY FUNCTION (Y=END, N=RESHOW)                 

* *                                                                             

* *******************************************                                   

* SASO DEFAULT DOCUMENT DATABASE PARAMETERS *                                   

* ***************************************************************               

* 1. IF THE ESF*XTNT PARAMETER IS SPECIFIED, THE DATABASE FILE  *               
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*    WILL BE ALLOCATED USING THESE PARAMETERS.                  *               

* 2. IF THE ESF*XTNT PARAMETER IS NOT SPECIFIED, THE PARAMETERS *               

*    ARE USED TO IDENTIFY AN EXISTING DATABASE FILE.            *               

* ***************************************************************               

ESCTRLSTPG     8100001     START PAGE FOR ESS-CTRL-AREA                         

ESCTRLSTBK     1           START BLOCK FOR ESS-CTRL-AREA                        

ESCTRLNMPG     95          NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-CTRL-AREA             

ESTEXTSTPG     8100101     START PAGE FOR ESS-TEXT-AREA                         

ESTEXTSTBK     96          START BLOCK FOR ESS-TEXT-AREA                        

ESTEXTNMPG     760         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-TEXT-AREA             

ESINDEXSTPG    8100901     START PAGE FOR ESS-INDEX-AREA                        

ESINDEXSTBK    856         START BLOCK FOR ESS-INDEX-AREA                       

ESINDEXNMPG    95          NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-INDEX-AREA            

ESRELSESTPG    8101001     START PAGE FOR ESS-RELSE-AREA                        

ESRELSESTBK    1           START BLOCK FOR ESS-RELSE-AREA                       

ESRELSENMPG    240         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-RELSE-AREA            

ESRTEXTSTPG    8101301     START PAGE FOR ESS-RTEXT-AREA                        

ESRTEXTSTBK    241         START BLOCK FOR ESS-RTEXT-AREA                       

ESRTEXTNMPG    235         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-RTEXT-AREA            

ESCTRLDSTPG    8101601     START PAGE FOR ESS-CTRLD-AREA                        

ESCTRLDSTBK    1           START BLOCK FOR ESS-CTRLD-AREA                       

ESCTRLDNMPG    3           NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-CTRLD-AREA            

ESF1XTNT       1,191       DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESSFIL1"                        

ESF2XTNT       1,96        DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESSFIL2"                        

ESF3XTNT       1,2         DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESSFIL3"                        
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SASOPGSZ       9076        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR SASO DATABASE                    

SASOHLQ        @PREFIX@    HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR ALL SASO DATASETS           

SASOLLQ1       SASO.PRIMARY   LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR FILE "ESSFIL1"            

SASOLLQ2       SASO.RELEASE   LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR FILE "ESSFIL2"            

SASOLLQ3       SASO.DOCUMENT  LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR FILE "ESSFIL3"            

SASOUNIT1      @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR SASO DATABASE FILES                    

SASOUNIT2      @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR SASO DATABASE FILES                    

SASOUNIT3      @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR SASO DATABASE FILES                    

SASOVOL1       @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR SASO DATABASE FILES                  

SASOVOL2       @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR SASO DATABASE FILES                  

SASOVOL3       @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR SASO DATABASE FILES                  

SASOINTID      254         UNIQUE INTERNAL ID FOR SASO DOC (36 TO 255)          

SASODOCHLQ     @PREFIX@    HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR SASO DOCUMENT FILE          

SASODOCLLQ     SASO.SPGTEXT  LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR SASO DOCUMENT FILE         

SASODOCXTNT    1,90        DISK SPACE FOR FILE "SYS007" SASO DOCUMENT           

* *                                                                             

* **************************                                                    

* SASO RUN-TIME PARAMETERS *                                                    

* **************************                                                    

SASOTSK        SASO        TASK CODE TO INVOKE SASO                             

DEFDOC         SPG         DEFAULT DOCUMENT DBNAME TABLE ENTRY                  

JCL1           ""          DEFAULT JOB CARD-1 FOR INITIAL USER PROFILES         

JCL2           ""          DEFAULT JOB CARD-2 FOR INITIAL USER PROFILES         

JCL3           ""          DEFAULT JOB CARD-3 FOR INITIAL USER PROFILES         
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* *                                                                             

* ******************************                                                

* ENFORCER DATABASE PARAMETERS *                                                

* ***************************************************************               

* 1. IF THE EXF*XTNT PARAMETER IS SPECIFIED, THE DATABASE FILE  *               

*    WILL BE ALLOCATED USING THESE PARAMETERS.                  *               

* 2. IF THE EXF*XTNT PARAMETER IS NOT SPECIFIED, THE PARAMETERS *               

*    ARE USED TO IDENTIFY AN EXISTING DATABASE FILE.            *               

* ***************************************************************               

EXCTRLSTPG     0310001     START PAGE FOR ESX-CTRL-AREA                         

EXCTRLNMPG     500         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESX-CTRL-AREA             

EXLOADSTPG     0310751     START PAGE FOR ESX-LOAD-AREA                         

EXLOADNMPG     200         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESX-LOAD-AREA             

EXINDEXSTPG    0311001     START PAGE FOR ESX-INDEX-AREA                        

EXINDEXNMPG    100         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESX-INDEX-AREA            

EXF1XTNT       1,101       DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESXFIL1"                        

EXF2XTNT       1,41        DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESXFIL2"                        

EXF3XTNT       1,21        DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESXFIL3"                        

ENFRPGSZ       9076        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR ENFORCER DATABASE                

ENFRHLQ        @PREFIX@    HIGH LVL QUALIFIER FOR ALL ENFORCER DATASETS         

ENFRLLQ1       ENFORCER.CTRL   LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR FILE "ESXFIL1"           

ENFRLLQ2       ENFORCER.LOAD   LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR FILE "ESXFIL2"           

ENFRLLQ3       ENFORCER.INDEX  LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR FILE "ESXFIL3"           

ENFRUNIT1      @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR ENFORCER DATABASE FILES                

ENFRUNIT2      @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR ENFORCER DATABASE FILES                
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ENFRUNIT3      @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR ENFORCER DATABASE FILES                

ENFRVOL1       @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR ENFORCER DATABASE FILES              

ENFRVOL2       @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR ENFORCER DATABASE FILES              

ENFRVOL3       @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR ENFORCER DATABASE FILES              

* *                                                                             

* ******************************                                                

* ENFORCER RUN-TIME PARAMETERS *                                                

* ******************************                                                

ENFTSK         ENFORCER    TASK CODE TO INVOKE ENFORCER                         

LOKMODE        D           DEADLOCK PROCES (D-DEADLOCK, B-BATCH, M=IDDM)        

DSPACE         Y           SPACE DELIMITED WORDS ALLOWED (Y=YES, N=NO)          

DDASH          Y           DASH(-) DELIMITED WORDS ALLOWED (Y=YES, N=NO)        

DULINE         Y           ULINE(_) DELIMITED WORD ALLOWED (Y=YES, N=NO)        

/*                        

DVCDN CUU                 

// VTAPE STOP,UNIT=CUU    

/*

Step 9. Execute CAIIJMP to generate the installation JCL
The next step is to execute the CAIIJMP program which will generate the tailored installation JCL. The SYSPCH output of
the CAIIJMP program contains all of the JCL required to install CA IDMS tailored to your installation requirements. Review
this JCL carefully before proceeding with the next step.

If the tailored JCL needs to be changed in any way, correct the appropriate CAIIJMP parameter and execute CAIIJMP
again to generate new JCL. Once the generated JCL is correct, you are ready to proceed with the installation.
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The CAIIJMP program produces a listing which should be kept as your documentation of the installation process. The
CAIIJMP listing consists of three parts:

1. SYS001 parameter input -- Contains all of the possible CAIIJMP input parameters and associated default values. Use
this listing as a reference for parameters which may be required for special situations.

2. SYSIPT parameter input -- Contains the parameters specified to CAIIJMP for the current execution of CAIIJMP.
Errors can be found by searching for the literal 'Invalid Parameter Substitution'.

3. SYSPCH output listing -- Contains the tailored JCL produced by CAIIJMP. All of the JCL required to install CA IDMS
is included and should be retained for reference.

Steps 10-24: CAIIJMP Jobs
The CA IDMS installation JCL, produced by CAIIJMP, consists of thirteen major jobs.

NOTE
The jobs are performed in separate steps of the installation process because the SVC must be loaded before
building the system and the demonstration databases. You must IPL the system to load the SVC before
executing Job 4 -- Build CA IDMS system environment. The system IPL is performed in Step 12.

Each job consists of one or more job steps. Broadcom recommends that the thirteen major jobs be run individually. Check
return codes from each job step within these major jobs prior to submitting the next major job.

The installation jobs are separated by comments indicating the job number. Job card information is repeated prior to each
job. Begin the installation by submitting each job in sequence. The expected return codes for each step in the job are
indicated as a comment after the EXEC statement for the job step.

Step 10. Execute Job 1 from the installation JCL

Job1 will create and catalog up to 3 PROC job control members, depending on whether you are running a base, add-on or
upgrade install.

• IDMSHIST.PROC will be created during a base install or upgrade install. It will contain the dataset information for the
MSHP history file.

• SYSCTL.PROC will be created only during a base install. It will contain the dataset information for the CA IDMS
SYSCTL file.

• The CA IDMS labels procedure, which has a default name of IDMSLBLS.PROC but may be changed to a user-
specified value, will be created during a base install. If you are performing an UPGRADE install you should specify the
name of your existing CA IDMS label procedure using the IDMSLABELS CAIIJMP parameter. It will contain the dataset
information for the CA IDMS database files. The PROC may be altered during an add-on or upgrade install. If you are
using CA DYNAM/D, then only the CA IDMS journal files will be defined in the IDMSLBLS.PROC member and a CA
DYNAM/D job step will be created to define the CA IDMS database files to the CA DYNAM/D catalog.

Step 11. Execute Job 2 from the installation JCL

Contents

Job 2 assembles and link edits the CA IDMS SVC as part of the installation process. The macro #DEFSVC is assembled
with the SVC options you selected through CAIIJMP.

NOTE
If you are installing the CA IDMS Log Analyzer or the CA IDMS Task Analyzer products, a job step will be
created to assemble and link the CA IDMS Tools SVC exit module, which is based on the #GSISVCX macro.
You will choose the name of the exit using the SVCXNAM1 parameter. Additional parameters are provided
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to determine if CICS support is required, SVCXCICS, as well as provide the proper TP names, TPNAME1,
TPNAME2 and TPNAME3. For more information on the SVC exit see the information later in this section.

NOTE
Not all SVC options are included in the CAIIJMP utility. You can optionally define additional SVC options that
are assembled during Job 2. For a complete discussion of all SVC options and the #DEFSVC macro, see the
"Administrating CA IDMS System Operations" topics.

IDMSDB--CA IDMS Tools SVC Exit Information

What GSISVCX Does

GSISVCX is a version of IDMSSVCX supplied with the CA IDMS Tools. GSISVCX accesses the job accounting field in a
z/VSE environment. In addition, GSISVCX accesses the job name and the run-unit initiation date/time and copies them
into the ERE (External Request Element) extension.

When GSISVCX encounters an external run-unit that is a CICS/VS task, GSISVCX accesses the CICS/VS operator-id,
terminal-id, and transaction-id, instead of job name and job accounting information, and copies all this information into
the ERE extension. CA IDMS Log Analyzer and CA IDMS Task Analyzer Billing Reports and the CA IDMS Log Analyzer
Billing Record File are dependent upon this ERE data.

Without having GSISVCX invoked by the SVC, the Billing Reports and the Billing Record File do not contain valid billing
data for external run-units. This information, however, is still present for CA IDMS run-units.

Step 12: Execute Job 3 - Source updates, assemblies and links

Several source modules are assembled and linked during the installation process. Some of these source members can
require site-specific parameter values to be provided to CAIIJMP. Job 3 assembles and link edits these members that are
based on your CAIIJMP input parameters and product profile.

Certain steps within JOB 3 are generated with JCL and can be customized according to the needs of your site. Some of
these steps are generated conditionally depending on install options, and some are always generated. To customize these
modules for your install, modify the generated JCL from JOB 3 before executing it. These sections are:

• ASMCODE
• ASMFTAB
• ASMVCON
• ASMUXIT
• ASMOPTF
• Additional Considerations for RHDCCODE (ASMCODE)

RHDCCODE defines the code page that is used to translate characters in your CA IDMS environment. Code page
1140R is the default module that is installed into your system. Source for additional code pages is installed into your
CA IDMS library. These modules are installed as 'CPxxxxF.A' or 'CPxxxxR.A'.

NOTE
To assemble a site-specific RHDCCODE table, set the CAIIJMP parameter ASSMCODE to YES.

To install a code page other than the default, modify the source in the ASMCODE step by replacing the source with the
appropriate code table before running Job 3.
To update the RHDCCODE module after the initial installation:
– Rename your existing RHDCCODE.A source.
– Replace RHDCCODE.A with the source for your new code table.
– Assemble and link your new module by using the assembly and link-edit job control in Job 3 that CAIIJMP

generates for RHDCCODE.
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NOTE
For more information about code pages, see the IDMS system operations topics.

• Additional Considerations for RHDCFTAB (ASMFTAB)
RHDCFTAB defines the sequential file attributes for specific files in your environment. Review the job control that is
generated for the ASMFTAB step and add further #DVFILE statements for any devices that are required at your site.

NOTE
For more information about the #DVFILE macro and RHDCFTAB, see the "System Startup Under z/
VSE" topic.

• Additional Considerations for ADSOVCON (ASMVCON)
Only modify ASMVCON to add custom Built In Functions for use in CA ADS. When CA ADS Online is set to be
installed, a sample JCL is generated for ASMVCON in your output. Simply add your customized Built In Functions
between the INITIAL and FINAL macro statements before executing the JCL.

• Additional Considerations for RHDCUXIT (ASMUXIT)
ASMUXIT is used to add custom user exits and is generated after executing JOB3. To have customized user exits,
modify the generated code for RHDCUXIT within ASMUXIT after executing Job 3, but before executing the generated
JCL. User exits can be enabled:
– In the exits table after configuring CA IDMS, or
– By editing the JCL that Job 3 generates, if any exit is needed during the install step.

NOTE
For more information about numbered user exits, see the "Numbered Exits" section in the "User Exits" topic.

• Additional Considerations for RHDCOPTF (ASMOPTF)
RHDCOPTF defines the Optional APAR Bitmap Table that allows you to customize your system behavior. To assemble
and link your new module, use the assembly and link-edit job control in Job 3 that CAIIJMP generates for RHDCOPTF.
Optional bits can be turned on at any time by re-assembling the options table after configuring CA IDMS. If you already
have optional bits set and you are upgrading your release of CA IDMS, edit the ASMOPTF job control in Job 3 to turn
on the bits.

NOTE
For more information about optional functionality, see "Applying Optional Functionality."

Certain CA IDMS Tools incorporate customization modules that are distributed with default options.

Job 3 is used to assemble and link edit the runtime option changes.

NOTE

• For more information about further customization for CA IDMS DMLO and CA IDMS/DC Sort, see the following pages.
• For more information about the runtime options and instructions for changing runtime options after initial tool

installation, see CA IDMS Tools Runtime Options.

Additional Customization for CA IDMS DMLO

There are six COPY statements in the customization module USDTPARM that follow the specification of parameters for
USDCPARM. Each of these COPY statements refers to a source module that allows you to further tailor CA IDMS DMLO
to your own requirements after initial product installation.

These modules and the session characteristics that they control are as follows:
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• USD@DSPC -- Specifies which characters are to be considered displayable on your terminal devices; that is, any
characters not specified here cause an 'INVALID DATA' condition.

• USD@SSEX -- Excludes subschemas from access by CA IDMS DMLO. This exclusion is unconditional and
independent of any other security constraints.

• USD@KYWD -- Defines the standard abbreviations recognized by CA IDMS DMLO.
• USD@MOPS -- Redefines the DML command codes recognized by the Menu/Assist mode of CA IDMS DMLO.
• USD@MSTL -- Reformats the static area of the Menu/Assist Mode screen.
• USD@MTXT -- Specifies the instructional text that appears in the data area of the Menu/Assist Mode screen when this

mode is first specified for the session.

After completion of the initial tool installation process, these modules reside in the CA IDMS library.

Each module begins with complete instructions for customization.

Additional Considerations for CA IDMS/DC Sort

At installation time, the MAIN and AUX parameters are each assigned a value of 10000 bytes, unless you changed the
default values during the installation process by modifying the TPSPARM member associated with GENERAL SORT.
During each sort session in an application, CA IDMS/DC Sort acquires the main and auxiliary storage as necessary, up to
the value assigned. (A session is defined by the session number in a SETSORT statement.) If you want to run the most
efficient sorts possible, you may want to consider the following points:

The most efficient sort is one in which:

• There are many small records in a buffer, and
• All of the buffers reside in main storage.

To increase efficiency in a given sort session, use a work record that contains only the fields necessary for sorting. With
only those fields, the work record is as small as possible to meet the requirements.

In an ideal situation:

• Main storage is slightly larger than the space needed for an average sort, and
• Auxiliary storage adds the extra space needed for large sorts.

Increasing the proportion of auxiliary storage to main storage can affect response time.

Sample General Sort Customization for CA IDMS/DC Sort

At execution time, CA IDMS/DC Sort allocates sort buffers in multiples of 2000 bytes. To determine the size of a sort
buffer:

1. Multiply the MINRBUF value with the record size.
2. Round the result up to the next multiple of 2000 bytes.
3. Add 12 bytes for CA IDMS/DC Sort overhead.

Maximum: Sort buffer size can be no greater than 32K.

NOTE
CA IDMS/DC Sort does not split a buffer between main and auxiliary storage. Therefore, it is necessary to make
efficient use of main and auxiliary storage.

The product of the MINRBUF value and the record length cannot exceed either the MAIN value or the AUX value
(whichever is larger), because there would not be enough space to store one sort buffer.

In the following four examples, the MAIN and AUX parameters are not changed. The default for each is 10000 bytes.

Example 1
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 MINRBUF=20
 record-length=100
 

The sort buffer used by CA IDMS/DC Sort will be 2012 bytes:

 20 * 100 = 2000
 2000 is a multiple of 2000
 2000 + 12 = 2012
 

CA-IDMS/DC SORT can store four sort buffers (80 records) in main storage and four sort buffers (80 records) in auxiliary
storage.

Example 2

 MINRBUF=20
 record-length=150
 

The sort buffer used by CA IDMS/DC Sort will be 4012 bytes:

 20 * 150 = 3000
 The next multiple of 2000 is 4000
 4000 + 12 = 4012
 

CA IDMS/DC Sort can store two sort buffers (40 records) in main storage and two sort buffers (40 records) in auxiliary
storage.

Example 3

 MINRBUF=100  (default)
 record-length=31
 

The sort buffer used by CA IDMS/DC Sort will be 4012 bytes:

 31 * 100 = 3100
 next multiple of 2000 is 4000
 sort buffer is 4012
 

CA IDMS/DC Sort can store two sort buffers (200 records) in main storage and two sort buffers (200 records) in auxiliary
storage.

Example 4

 MINRBUF=100  (default)
 record-length=51
 

The sort buffer used by CA IDMS/DC Sort will be 6012 bytes:

 51 * 100 = 5100
 next multiple of 2000 is 6000
 sort buffer is 6012
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CA IDMS/DC Sort can store one sort buffer (100 records) in main storage and one sort buffer (100 records) in auxiliary
storage.

Job 3 also catalogs three PROCS:

• IDMSLBLS -- contains the DLBL/EXT/ASSGN information for all database files
• IDMSHIST -- contains the DLBL/EXT/ASSGN information for the MSHP History file
• SYSCTL -- contains the DLBL/EXT/ASSGN for the SYSCTL file

Step 13. Perform a system IPL

The next step in the BASE and UPGRADE installation process is to perform a system IPL. You are not required to perform
an IPL during an ADDON install. You perform a system IPL to load the SVC. The SVC is dynamically loaded by System
Adapter. You must IPL the system before moving on to the next step.

NOTE
The IDMS library must be added to the LIBDEF search chain before you execute CASAUTIL. You can verify the
product's genlevel and release by entering CA? from the operator's console after the IPL is complete.

Step 14. Execute Job 4 from the installation JCL

Job 4 creates the DMCL and Database Name Table. During a BASE install, the DMCL source is created based on your
product selection. This source is loaded into a temporary catalog, and then both are generated and linked into your
custom sub-library. The permanent catalog is formatted before both are loaded.

Build CA IDMS DMCL, DBTABLE, format database files

During an ADDON install, modifications are made to the DMCL and/or DBTABLE depending on which products are being
added.

During an UPGRADE install, you cannot install new products. 

When performing an UPGRADE install, you must copy certain members from your prior release sub-library into the new
release custom sub-library before executing the steps for Job 4. These members are: DMCL PHASE, DBTABLE PHASE,
CA IDMS labels procedure, and SYSCTL.PROC label procedure. If you have other non-CA custom modules which are
required at your site, they should also be copied to this sub-library.

This step is required because we do not provide parameters which allow you to specify your prior release sub-library
information, which is intentional as we do not want to create problems by having prior release modules available during
the installation process.

During an ADDON or UPGRADE install, you can cause changes to be made to the DMCL and DBTABLE. If this occurs
the install will execute steps to link a backup copy of the DMCL and DBTABLE PHASES before any modifications are
performed. There are CAIIJMP parameters, BKUPDMCL, and BKUPDBTB that allow you to provide your own name for
these PHASES.

NOTE
These parameters are required during an ADDON install if a product which has its own database files is being
added.

Steps 15-20: Execute Jobs 5-10

Jobs 5-10 are simple to execute and all treated on this page.
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Step 15. Execute Job 5 from the installation JCL

Job 5 formats the system dictionary and loads the dictionary with the SYSGEN source in a series of IDMSDDDL jobs. Job
5 then runs the SYSGEN compiler, RHDCSGEN, to create SYSTEM 99 and SYSTEM 90.

Step 16. Execute Job 6 from the installation JCL

Job 6 formats the SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG area using IDMSBCF and then runs a series of IDMSDDDL jobs to load the CA
IDMS messages into the message area.

Step 17. Execute Job 7 from the installation JCL

Job 7 formats the SYSDIRL dictionary, loads the pre-defined dictionary report source and executes the IDMSDIRL utility,
which loads the IDMSNTWK schema definition.

Step 18. Execute Job 8 from the installation JCL

Job 8 formats the application dictionary and loads the various protocols that are required for all dictionaries.

Step 19. Execute Job 9 from the installation JCL

Job 9 formats and loads the CA ADS ASF dictionary if the CA ADS ASF Option was selected for installation.

Step 20. Execute Job 10 from the installation JCL

Job 10 creates and separates the CA IDMS Tools dictionary, if any of the CA IDMS Tools products were selected for
installation AND a separate Tools dictionary was specified. Any database files for specific CA IDMS Tools products are
formatted and loaded.

NOTE
If you are installing the SASO product, it is necessary to mount the install tape to load the SASO installation
files.

NOTE
If you are installing any CA IDMS Tools products, you should review Chapter 5 to determine if there are post-
installation steps to consider.

Step 21. Execute Job 11 from the installation JCL

Job 11 loads the structures that are necessary to build the Commonweather employee demo database. Job 11 also
formats the demo database files, and compiles and runs COBOL programs to load and report on the database.

Step 22. Execute Job 12 from the installation JCL

Job 12 builds the SQL demonstration database. The steps that are generated for this job may vary based on your product
selection.If you install CA IDMS SQL, the SYSSQL catalog will always be created. Installation of the SQL demonstration
database is optional. 

Step 23. Execute Job 13 from the installation JCL

Job 13 creates some sample CA IDMS/DC programs which can be used when your CV is started to access the
demonstration database online.
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Step 24. Execute Job 14 from the installation JCL

Job 14 performs a backup of all the installed database files. This job also formats the log and journal files and runs a
PRINT SPACE report which shows file utilization by segment.

Step 25. Copy System 90
The next step in the process is to build a DC/UCF system. To assist you in building a DC/UCF system, a sample system
definition, system 90, is provided in member SGENMOD for you to copy and then customize.

WARNING
Be sure to change the system number to something other than 90. Do not use 90 as your system number.

Use member SGENCOPY to copy system 90 to your own system.

Contents of SGENCOPY

/*  MODIFY SYSTEM 90
/*  ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────
/*  ** SYSTEM 90 SYSGEN COMPILE **
/*  REPLACE LIB.SUBLIB WITH CORRECT IDMS INSTALL LIBRARY
// LIBDEF  *,SEARCH=LIB.SUBLIB
// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS
// EXEC    RHDCSGEN,SIZE=1024K
LOCAL=OFF
JOURNAL=OFF
DMCL=R170DMCL
/*
       SIG DIC SYSTEM.
       ICTL=(1,72)
       COPY SYSTEM FROM SYSTEM 90 TO XX.
       GENERATE.
/*

Step 26. Modify Copied System Definition
To customize the system 90 definition for your environment, modify the following:

1. JCL
Update the JCL to reflect your environment.

2. CVNUMBER parameter
Specify the central version number for this DC system.

3. SVC NUMBER parameter
Specify the number of the CA IDMS SVC.

4. SYSCTL parameter
Specify SYSCTL is SYSCTL.

5. VTAMLIN statement
Specify statements to define a VTAM line for the DC/UCF system.
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To generate your new system definition, execute SGENMOD SYSGEN.

A copy of the SGENMOD module appears as follows.

NOTE
For more information about the coding of system generation parameters, see the CA IDMS System Generation
documentation.

Contents of SGENMOD

/*  MODIFY SYSTEM XX
/*  ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────
/*  ** SYSTEM XX SYSGEN COMPILE **
/*  REPLACE LIB.SUBLIB WITH CORRECT IDMS INSTALL LIBRARY
// LIBDEF  *,SEARCH=LIB.SUBLIB
// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS
// EXEC    RHDCSGEN,SIZE=1024K
LOCAL=ON
JOURNAL=OFF
DMCL=R170DMCL
/*
       SIG DIC SYSTEM.
       ICTL=(1,72)
       MODIFY SYSTEM XX
       CVNUMBER IS XX
       SVC IS XXX
       SYSCTL IS SYSCTL
       .
       ADD LINE VTAM01
       TYPE IS VTAMLIN
       APPLICATION ID IS IDMSDC1
       .
       ADD PTERM PTVTM001
       IN LINE VTAM01
       TYPE IS V3277.
       ADD LTERM LTVTM001
       PTERM IS PTVTM001
       .
       ADD PTERM PTVTM002
       IN LINE VTAM01
       TYPE IS V3277.
       ADD LTERM LTVTM002
       PTERM IS PTVTM002
       .
       GENERATE.
/*
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Step 27. Prepare TP access environment
This step involves preparing the TP access method for your CA IDMS system. The access methods covered are:

• VTAM
• CICS

VTAM access

The following steps are required to prepare your VTAM environment for access to CA IDMS/DC:

1. Define a VTAMLIN to your CA IDMS/DC system. This was done in Step 12 -- Modify copied system definition
2. Define an application ID (APPLID) for the CA IDMS/DC system to VTAM. Note the APPLICATION ID parameter of the

VTAMLIN statement in the CA IDMS/DC system must match the APPLID designated in VTAM.

For more information concerning VTAM access preparation, see the CA IDMS System Generation documentation.

CICS access

In order to access a DC/UCF system from CICS, you must install CA IDMS CICS, TP/CICS and DC/UCF. Several CICS-
related CAIIJMP parameters must be coded to properly install the CICS interface. See the CAIIJMP member in SAMPJCL
for details on these parameters.

Once the install steps have executed successfully, you must add the CA IDMS PPT entries to your CICS system. Follow
the steps below to add the CA IDMS PPT entries to your CICS system.

To update the CSD file when using CICS Transaction Server release 1.1.1 and above.

1. Use the CICS resource definition online (RDO) or the DFHCSDUP utility to define the resources required by CA IDMS.
2. Example CSD resources required by CA IDMS are in the CA IDMS library member CICSCSD.

For complete instruction on updating the CICS CSD file, see the appropriate IBM documentation.

Step 28. Start up the system and verify it is installed
Before you begin the verification process, all installation jobs must have executed completely and successfully.

The system startup and verification process consists of three parts:

1. System startup
2. Online verification
3. Batch verification

Each of these processes is discussed as follows.

System Startup

Execute the DC/UCF startup phase (IDMSDC) to bring up your CA IDMS system. The system is active when the 'Enter
Next Task Code' message appears.

During the installation process, the IDMSDC startup module is loaded into the library.

Additionally, a sample WTOEXIT source phase is delivered and installed in the library. It is used to submit journal offload
and print log jobs. You can customize this member and assemble and link edit it to create a WTOEXIT user exit phase.
The WTOEXIT is then dynamically loaded by the DC/UCF system at startup.

The STARTUP member is also delivered as a Z book in the SAMPJCL library.
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For a complete discussion of WTOEXIT, see DC/UCF Exits.

Online verification

The online verification process consists of the following steps:

1. DCUF verification - A CLIST is included in your installed system which executes a large percentage of the DCUF
commands. To use CLIST once your online environment is established, enter the commands listed below at the
DC.UCF ‘ENTER NEXT TASK CODE’ prompt.
a. DCUF SET DBNAME SYSTEM
b. DCUF SET DICTNAME SYSTEM
c. CLIST DCUF-DEMO-CLIST

2. LOOK verification - A CLIST is included in your installed system which executes a large percentage of the LOOK
commands. To use this CLIST once your online environment is established, enter the commands listed below at the
DC.UCF ‘ENTER NEXT TASK CODE’ prompt.
a. DCUF SET DBNAME SYSTEM
b. DCUF SET DICTNAME SYSTEM
c. CLIST LOOK-DEMO-CLIST

3. DCMT verification -- A CLIST is included in your installed system that executes a large percentage of the DCMT
DISPLAY xxxx functions. To use this CLIST once your online environment is established, enter the commands listed
below at the DC/UCF 'ENTER NEXT TASK CODE' prompt. Executing these commands will invoke the CLIST and
allow you to view the new DCMT DISPLAY output.
a. DCUF SET DBNAME SYSTEM
b. DCUF SET DICTNAME SYSTEM
c. CLIST DCMT-DEMO-CLIST

4. IDD verification -- To validate IDD, sign on to IDD and to the APPLDICT dictionary and try a number of IDD
commands such as:
– DISPLAY ALL MODULES.
– DISPLAY ALL USERS.
– DISPLAY ALL SCHEMAS.

5. Online Command Facility (OCF) verification -- This tool, among other things, replaces the DMCL compiler. To verify
OCF, enter the following commands:
– DCUF SET DICTNAME SYSTEM
– OCF
– DISPLAY SEGMENT SYSTEM.

This will display the definitions of the segment, files and physical areas that comprise the SYSTEM segment.
– DISPLAY DMCL R170DMCL.

This will display the installation DMCL that was created during the installation process.
– DISPLAY DBTABLE R170DBTB.

This will display the database name table that was created during the installation process.

Most other online products are optional. To test these products (such as CA ADS, CA OLQ, and Performance Monitor),
use these products once your online system is established.

Batch verification

The batch verification process consists of a number of steps. An important part of this process occurred during the actual
installation. Several CA IDMS tools and utilities are executed during the installation, including the following:
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• ADSOBSYS -- An ADSOOPTI module is created by the ADSOBSYS utility to define the $TOOLTCF (Transfer Control
Facility) as a valid CA ADS runtime application.

• ADSOBTAT -- The batch CA ADS application table load utility (ADSOBTAT) is run to define the $TOOLTCF (Transfer
Control Facility) as a valid CA ADS runtime application.

• IDMSBCF -- The CA IDMS Batch Command Facility (IDMSBCF) controls the execution of most of the CA IDMS utility
programs, DBTABLE processing, and SQL processing. The utilities invoked by IDMSBCF during the installation are:
– BACKUP
– FORMAT
– PRINT PAGE
– PRINT SPACE
– RESTORE
– ROLLBACK
– ROLLFORWARD

• IDMSCHEM -- The non-SQL schema for the Commonweather Demonstration Database, EMPSCHM version 100, is
added to the APPLDICT DDLDML area using the schema compiler.

• IDMSDDDL -- A large number of data dictionary batch jobs are run that load various types of entities (i.e., messages,
elements, records and modules) into a number of DDLDML and DDLDCLOD areas.

• IDMSDMLC -- Various programs, including EMPLOAD, are processed using the CA IDMS COBOL pre-processor
(IDMSDMLC) during the creation of the non-SQL demonstration database.

• IDMSRPTS -- The CA IDMS Schema Reporter program is executed to list various reports for EMPSCHM Version 100
during the installation of the non-SQL demonstration database.

• IDMSUBSC -- The subschema used to define the non-SQL demonstration database, EMPSS01, is loaded and
generated using the subschema compiler.

• RHDCMAP1 -- The batch mapping compiler is used to load the map, EMPMAP, into the APPLDICT DDLDML area.
• RHDCMPUT -- The batch mapping utility module is run to do a PROCESS=ALL for map, EMPMAP, in the APPLDICT

dictionary.
• RHDCSGEN -- The batch system generation compiler is executed to create SYSTEM 99, the base CA IDMS system,

and SYSTEM 90, a tailored system.

All jobs executed during the installation process are run in local mode. You may wish to test some of these tasks running
against your central version once it is established. You can test any other programs not executed during the installation at
your convenience.

CA IDMS Tools Post-installation Steps
You must update the following as required:

• Each secondary dictionary under which you intend to execute CA ADS Trace.
• The default dictionary for each system under which you intend to run CA IDMS/DC Sort and CA IDMS Dictionary

Migrator.
• Each dictionary for which you intend to execute CA IDMS DMLO (CA IDMS DMLO) with extended security and/or

access restrictions.
• Each dictionary under which you intend to execute CA IDMS DQF.

Step 1. Update the Secondary Dictionaries
To update the dictionary(ies) for CA ADS Trace, CA IDMS/DC Sort, and CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator:

1. To update the dictionary(ies) with the CA ADS Trace attribute records and elements, select input to IDMSDDDL for CA
ADS Trace. The input is found in library member ATDDDL. You may also refer to the job control that was generated in
JOB 10.
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2. To update the dictionary(ies) with the CA IDMS/DC Sort records and modules, select input to IDMSDDDL for CA
IDMS/DC Sort. The input is found in library member TPSDDDL. You may also refer to the job control that was
generated in JOB 10.

3. Run IDMSDDDL.

To update the dictionary(ies) for CA IDMS DMLO:

See CA IDMS DMLO Security and Access Considerations for a full discussion of updating the dictionary(ies) for CA IDMS
DMLO.

To update the dictionary(ies) for CA IDMS DQF:

CA IDMS DQF is a CA ADS application, and the installation process adds the CA IDMS DQF application to the CA-IDMS
Task Application Table (TAT) in the TOOLDICT dictionary. You must update each additional dictionary under which you
intend to execute CA IDMS DQF.

To update the dictionary(ies) for CA IDMS DQF with the CA IDMS DQF CA ADS application, modify and execute the JCL
found in library member DADS120P.

Step 2. Update the CICS Tables
If you want to install CA IDMS/DC Sort under CICS, update the CSD with the entries from library member TPSCICS.

If you want to install CA IDMS DMLO under CICS, update the CSD with the entries from library member USDCICS.

If you want to install CA IDMS DMLO on multiple CV's under CICS, see Installing CA IDMS DMLO on Multiple CVs under
CICS.

Step 3. Modify the Sysgen SYSTEM Statement
You must modify your sysgen SYSTEM statement to accommodate:

• Storage requirements for CA IDMS Task Analyzer.
• CA IDMS Log Analyzer and CA IDMS Task Analyzer statistics gathering.
• Modify your CV SYSTEM Statement for Storage Requirements

Before starting CA IDMS/DC, consider the storage requirements of CA IDMS Task Analyzer which can affect the
sysgen. These requirements include storage pool, program pool, and stacksize. See the "Operations" chapter of the
CA IDMS Task Analyzer  documentation.

NOTE
These requirements may be critical to the proper functioning of your environment.

Modify your SYSTEM statement to incorporate any changes which are required.
• Modify the Sysgen SYSTEM Statement for Statistics Gathering

CA IDMS Log Analyzer and CA IDMS Task Analyzer get their data for everything except dialogs from the by-task
statistics records. Therefore, you must generate the CA IDMS CV so that these statistics are gathered by CA IDMS.
You define the by-task statistics to be gathered by CA IDMS/DB in the STATISTICS subparameter of the SYSTEM
statement when generating the CA IDMS CV. The minimum specification required is:
                    WRITE 
  STATISTICS TASK { COLLECT } 
 

NOTE
If you are installing CA IDMS Log Analyzer, you must specify WRITE. For CA IDMS Task Analyzer,
STATISTICS TASK COLLECT is sufficient.
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This STATISTICS statement normally causes CV to write the by-task statistics records to the log. With CA IDMS Task
Analyzer, this action is controlled by the DC STATISTICS option field of the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Statistics Plan
screen. See the "Operations" chapter of the CA IDMS Task Analyzer documentation for more information.

• Modify the ADSO Statement
CA IDMS Log Analyzer and CA IDMS Task Analyzer get their data for dialogs from the transaction statistics records.
Therefore, you must generate the CV so that these statistics are gathered by CA IDMS.
You define the transaction statistics for CA ADS/O dialogs in the DIALOG subparameter of the ADSO statement when
generating CA IDMS CV. The specification required is:
                         ALL 
  DIALOG STATISTICS ON { SELECTED } 
 

NOTE
If you specify SELECTED, CA IDMS Log Analyzer, and CA IDMS Task Analyzer will only be able to report on
dialogs that are defined with a PROGRAM statement that specifies ADSO DIALOG STATISTICS ON.

See the appropriate CA IDMS/DB documentation for complete information about gathering CA IDMS/DB statistics.

Step 4. Modify Your Start-up JCL
To modify the start-up JCL for your systems:

• If you are installing the following Tools, add the JCL for the databases used by:
– CA-IDMS TOOL DICTIONARY
– CA IDMS Extractor
– CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator
– CA IDMS DMLO
– CA IDMS Enforcer.
– CA IDMS Masterkey
– CA IDMS SASO

NOTE
CA IDMS supports dynamic file allocation. For more information, see the CA IDMS installation topics for your
operating system.

• If you are installing CA IDMS/DC Sort under CICS, add the CA IDMS/DC Sort CICS load library to the start-up JCL
for CICS.

Step 5. Install Default JCL
At the initial installation, the default JCL used by CA IDMS Extractor and CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Assistant will
already be present.

CA IDMS Extractor JCL is used to execute the batch components of CA IDMS Extractor. The default CA IDMS Extractor
JCL is contained in library members: USVEXEC to extract and load a database, USVPSPC to print extract specifications,
and USVPJCL to print extract and load JCL.

The DMA JCL is used for the online job submission of CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator by DMA. The DMA JCL is any JCL for
CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator that you are already using or the library member USMXTRCT.

The JCL to upload CA IDMS Extractor and DMA JCL is included in member USVUJCL and XDMBJCL respectively.
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• Before running USVUJCL (CA IDMS Extractor), you must create three sequential datasets from the members
USVEXEC, USVPSPC, and USVPJCL.

• Before running XDMBJCL (DMA), you must create a sequential dataset from your CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator JCL
found in your.migrator.jcl.

Installing Add-On Products
This topic describes how to install CA IDMS add-on products to an existing system, and includes the following articles: 

Installing the CA IDMS SQL Component
To install the CA IDMS SQL as an add-on product, follow these guidelines:

1. Use the same CAIIJMP parameter input that produced the installation JCL for the initial installation of CA IDMS
2. Select CAIIJMP ADDPROD parameter and set it to 'YES.'
3. Select CAIIJMP parameter CA-IDMS/DB-SQL=INSTALL
4. Set all other INSTALL product parameters for products which you have previously installed to 'EXISTS.' This is

necessary for the RHDCPINT table to be generated correctly, reflecting your current product usage status.
5. Select CAIIJMP parameter BKUPDMCL. It will be used to link a backup copy of your existing DMCL PHASE before

making any updates.
6. Select all CAIIJMP parameters describing SQL segments
7. (Optional) Select all CAIIJMP parameters describing the segments for the SQL demonstration database.
8. Run the JCL generated from CAIIJMP
9. Optionally run Job 14 (backup)

Installing CA IDMS Server using IJMP
To install the CA IDMS Server to an existing CA IDMS system, follow these guidelines:

1. Use the same CAIIJMP parameter input that produced the installation JCL for the initial installation of the system.
2. Select the CAIIJMP ADDPROD parameter and set it to 'YES.'
3. Select the CAIIJMP parameter, CA-IDMS/SERVER=INSTALL.
4. Set all other INSTALL product parameters for products which you have previously installed to 'EXISTS.' This is

necessary for the RHDCDPINT table to be generated correctly, reflecting your current product usage status.
5. Run the JCL generated from CAIIJMP
6. Optionally, run Job 8 (backup).

Installing Performance Monitor
To install the Performance Monitor to an existing system, follow these guidelines:

1. Use the same CAIIJMP parameter input that produced the installation JCL for the initial installation of the system.
2. Select the CAIIJMP ADDPROD parameter and set it to 'YES.'
3. Select the CAIIJMP parameter, CA-IDMS/PERFMON.=INSTALL.
4. Set all other INSTALL product parameters for products which you have previously installed to 'EXISTS.' This is

necessary for the RHDCPINT table to be generated correctly, reflecting your current product usage status.
5. Run the JCL generated from CAIIJMP
6. Optionally, run Job 14 (backup).
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Installing CA IDMS Tools Products
To install any of the CA IDMS Tools products, follow these guidelines:

1. Use the same CAIIJMP parameter input that produced the installation JCL for the initial installation of the system.
2. Select the CAIIJMP ADDPROD parameter and set it to 'YES.'
3. Select the CAIIJMP BKUPDMCL and BKUPDBTB parameters, specifying names which will be used to link a backup

copy of your existing DMCL and DBTABLE PHASEs.
4. If this is the first CA IDMS Tools product you are installing, you will need to specify whether you want to create a

separate dictionary for use with the CA IDMS Tools products. If you want to have a separate dictionary, select the
CAIIJMP NEW-TDICT parameter, and specify a value of 'YES.' If you have already installed any CA IDMS Tools
products, you must specify a value of 'EXISTS' for the NEW-TDICT parameter.

5. Select the CAIIJMP product parameter for each product that you want to install, and specify a value of 'INSTALL.'
6. Set all other INSTALL product parameters for products which you have previously installed to 'EXISTS.' This is

necessary for the RHDCPINT table to be generated correctly, reflecting your current product usage status.
7. Execute CAIIJMP.
8. Review and then run the JCL that is generated from CAIIJMP.

CAIIJMP Parameter List
This appendix presents a list of CAIIJMP parameters for you to reference before and during the installation process.

The following listing shows all of the available CAIIJMP input parameters and default values. Since CAIIJMP parameters
may change from one tape to the next, always review the installation material for a list of changes. The CAIIJMP
parameter list for any given tape is printed to SYSLST during CAIIJMP execution and should always be used as the final
reference for a particular tape. Use the CAIIJMP member in the SAMPJCL library as a starting point for coding your input
parameters. In most cases, the default values can be used.

   *******************************************************************          

   *                                                                 *          

   *                     CA IDMS & CA IDMS TOOLS                     *          

   *                          RELEASE 18.5                           *          

   *                              Z/VSE                              *          

   *                                                                 *          

   *******************************************************************          

                                                                                

INSTALL-TYPE "INITIAL"    TYPE OF MSHP INSTALL                                  

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *       UPGRADE INSTALL SPECIFIC PARAMETERS      *               
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               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETER IF YOU ALREADY  *               

               *    HAVE CA IDMS R12.0 (OR HIGHER) INSTALLED    *               

               *    AND WANT TO RETAIN YOUR EXISTING DATABASE   *               

               *    ENVIRONMENT. IF YOU SPECIFY 'YES' FOR THE   *               

               *    DBUPGRADE PARAMETER, THE JOB CONTROL WHICH  *               

               *    IS GENERATED WILL CONTAIN ONLY THE STEPS    *               

               *    REQUIRED TO UPGRADE YOUR 12.0 OR HIGHER     *               

               *    ENVIRONMENT TO THE CURRENT RELEASE.        *               

               *                                                *               

               *    THE DEFAULT VALUE IS 'NO'.                  *               

               *                                                *               

               *    YOU MUST ALSO SPECIFY A VALUE FOR THE       *               

               *    FROMREL PARAMETER TO SPECIFY THE RELEASE    *               

               *    OF CA IDMS FROM WHICH YOU ARE UPGRADING.    *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

DBUPGRADE "NO"     UPGRADING FROM PREVIOUS RELEASE OF CA IDMS?                  

                     VALID VALUES ARE: NO  (DEFAULT)                            

                                       YES                                      

                                                                                

FROMREL    ""      RELEASE OF CA IDMS FROM WHICH YOU ARE UPGRADING.             

                   THIS PARAMETER IS USED WHEN DBUPGRADE YES IS                 
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                   SPECIFIED. THIS VALUE WILL DETERMINE IF CERTAIN              

                   STEPS ARE EXECUTED TO BRING YOUR SYSTEM UP TO                

                   THE CURRENT RELEASE.                                         

                     VALID VALUES: 140, 141, 150, 160, 170                      

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *        ADDON INSTALL SPECIFIC PARAMETERS       *               

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               *    AN ADDON INSTALL IS ONE IN WHICH YOU HAVE   *               

               *    ALREADY PERFORMED A NEW BASE INSTALL OR     *               

               *    HAVE UPGRADED FROM A PRIOR RELEASE OF CA    *               

               *    IDMS AND NOW WANT TO PERFORM THE INSTALL    *               

               *    STEPS FOR ONE OR MORE ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS.  *               

               *                                                *               

               *    THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS REQUIRE THEIR OWN    *               

               *    DATABASE AREAS. THIS WILL REQUIRE THE       *               

               *    DMCL AND DBTABLE BE MODIFIED.               *               

               *                                                *               

               *    CA IDMS DATABASE EXTRACTOR                  *               

               *    CA IDMS DICTIONARY MIGRATOR                 *               

               *    CA IDMS DML ONLINE                          *               

               *    CA IDMS ENFORCER                            *               

               *    CA IDMS MASTERKEY                           *               

               *    CA IDMS SASO                                *               
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               *    CA IDMS SQL                                 *               

               *                                                *               

               *    YOU MUST SPECIFY VALUES FOR THE FOLLOWING   *               

               *    PARAMETERS:                                 *               

               *                                                *               

               *      ADDPROD  YES                              *               

               *      GLBLDMCL <YOUR CURRENT DMCL NAME>         *               

               *      BKUPDMCL <NAME OF BACKUP DMCL PHASE>      *               

               *      BKUPDBTB <NAME OF BACKUP DBTABLE PHASE>   *               

               *                                                *               

               *    YOU SHOULD SPECIFY A VALUE OF 'INSTALL' FOR *               

               *    THE PRODUCT(S) YOU WANT TO ADD TO THOSE     *               

               *    ALREADY INSTALLED. YOU MUST ALSO SPECIFY A  *               

               *    VALUE OF 'EXISTS' FOR THOSE PRODUCTS WHICH  *               

               *    YOU HAVE PREVIOUSLY INSTALLED AT THIS       *               

               *    RELEASE LEVEL. THIS IS NECESSARY SO THE     *               

               *    RHDCPINT MODULE WILL BE ASSEMBLED WITH THE  *               

               *    CORRECT PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS.             *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

ADDPROD     NO     ADD ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS TO AN ALREADY EXISTING               

                   DATABASE SYSTEM.                                             

                     VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES                            

                                                                                

BKUPDMCL    ""     NAME WHICH WILL BE USED TO RE-LINK A BACKUP                  
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                   COPY OF YOUR DMCL PHASE. THIS WILL BE DONE IF                

                   YOUR DMCL/DBTABLE REQUIRE A CHANGE. THIS WILL                

                   PRESERVE A COPY OF YOUR PRODUCTION DMCL PHASE                

                   SO YOU HAVE A FALLBACK IF NEEDED.                            

                                                                                

BKUPDBTB    ""     NAME WHICH WILL BE USED TO RE-LINK A BACKUP                  

                   COPY OF YOUR DBTABLE PHASE. THIS WILL BE DONE IF             

                   YOUR DMCL/DBTABLE REQUIRE A CHANGE. THIS WILL                

                   PRESERVE A COPY OF YOUR PRODUCTION DMCL PHASE                

                   SO YOU HAVE A FALLBACK IF NEEDED.                            

                                                                                

   *******************************************************************          

   *                     SQL WEB CONNECT                             *          

   *******************************************************************          

   *                                                                 *          

   * SQL WEB CONNECT IS A FEATURE WHICH ALLOWS USERS WHO HAVE NOT    *          

   * INSTALLED CA IDMS SQL TO HAVE LIMITED ACCESS TO SQL. FOR MORE   *          

   * INFORMATION ON SQL WEB CONNECT PLEASE REFER TO THE CA IDMS V185 *          

   * RELEASE NOTES DOCUMENT, IDMS_V185_RELEASENOTES_ENU, WHICH IS    *          

   * ONE OF THE CA IDMS DOCUMENTATION MEMBERS.                       *          

   *                                                                 *          

   * THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS OF PARAMETERS WILL DETERMINE WHICH CA    *          

   * IDMS SQL-RELATED DATABASE FILES ARE CREATED. ONE SECTION HAS    *          

   * PARAMETERS FOR A BASE INSTALL, A SECOND SECTION FOR AN UPGRADE  *          

   * INSTALL AND A THIRD SECTION FOR ADDON INSTALLS.                 *          
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   *                                                                 *          

   *******************************************************************          

                                                                                

   *******************************************************************          

   *         SQL WEB CONNECT PARAMETERS - BASE INSTALLATION          *          

   *******************************************************************          

   *  DURING A BASE INSTALLATION USERS WHO DO NOT INSTALL CA IDMS    *          

   *  SQL CAN CHOOSE TO CREATE A CATALOG FOR USE WITH WEB CONNECT.   *          

   *                                                                 *          

   *  ALL USERS CAN DECIDE IF THEY WANT TO INSTALL THE SQL VERSION   *          

   *  OF THE EMPLOYEE DEMONSTRATION DATABASE.                        *          

   *******************************************************************          

                                                                                

SQLCAT   = NO          DO YOU WANT TO CREATE AN ADDITIONAL CATALOG FOR          

                       USE BY SQL WEB CONNECT?                                  

                         VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES                        

                                                                                

                       THE SEGMENT NAME IN THE DMCL WILL ALWAYS BE SYSSQL. IT   

                       WILL BE ADDED TO THE DATABASE NAME IN THE DBNAME TABLE   

                       SPECIFIED BY THE DEMODICT CAIIJMP PARAMETER.             

                                                                                

                       NOTE: IF YOU INSTALL CA IDMS SQL, THE SETTING FOR        

                             THIS PARAMETER WILL BE IGNORED AND THE INSTALL     

                             WILL ALWAYS CREATE THE SYSSQL CATALOG AREAS.       

                             THIS PARAMETER IS FOR THOSE NOT INSTALLING         
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                             CA IDMS SQL WHO WANT TO USE SQL WEB CONNECT.       

                                                                                

DEMOSQL  = NO          DO YOU WANT TO INSTALL THE SQL VERSION OF THE            

                       EMPLOYEE SKILLS DEMO DATABASE?                           

                         VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES                        

                                                                                

                       THESE DATABASE FILES WILL ONLY BE INSTALLED IF YOU       

                       SPECIFY YES HERE, EVEN IF YOU ARE INSTALLING CA IDMS     

                       SQL.                                                     

                                                                                

                       NOTE: IF YOU ARE NOT INSTALLING CA IDMS SQL AND          

                             WANT TO INSTALL THE SQL DEMO DATABASE BY           

                             SPECIFYING YES FOR THIS PARAMETER, YOU             

                             ==> MUST <== ALSO SPECIFY YES FOR THE              

                             SQLCAT PARAMETER.                                  

                                                                                

   *******************************************************************          

   *        SQL WEB CONNECT PARAMETERS - UPGRADE INSTALLATION        *          

   *******************************************************************          

   *  DURING AN UPGRADE INSTALLATION USERS WHO DO --> NOT <-- HAVE   *          

   *  CA IDMS SQL INSTALLED CAN CHOOSE TO CREATE A SECOND CATALOG.   *          

   *  YOU MAY ALSO INSTALL THE SQL VERSION OF THE EMPLOYEE           *          

   *  DEMONSTRATION DATABASE.                                        *          

   *                                                                 *          

   *  YOU MUST HAVE SPECIFIED THE FOLLOWING IN YOU CAIIJMP INPUT:    *          
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   *                                                                 *          

   *    DBUPGRADE  YES                                               *          

   *    BKUPDMCL   <NAME OF BACKUP DMCL PHASE>                       *          

   *    BKUPDBTB   <NAME OF BACKUP DBTABLE PHASE>                    *          

   *                                                                 *          

   *  NOTE: THE ABILITY TO CAUSE THE DMCL AND DATABASE NAME TABLE    *          

   *        TO BE UPDATED DURING AN UPGRADE INSTALLATION IS LIMITED  *          

   *        TO SQL WEB CONNECT. YOU MAY NOT INSTALL ANY NEW PRODUCTS *          

   *        DURING AN UPGRADE INSTALLATION.                          *          

   *******************************************************************          

                                                                                

UPGSQLCAT = NO         DO YOU WANT TO CREATE AN ADDITIONAL CATALOG FOR USE      

                       BY SQL WEB CONNECT?                                      

                         VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES, EXISTS                

                                                                                

                       THE SEGMENT NAME IN THE DMCL WILL ALWAYS BE SYSSQL. IT   

                       WILL BE ADDED TO THE DATABASE NAME IN THE DBNAME TABLE   

                       SPECIFIED BY THE DEMODICT CAIIJMP PARAMETER.             

                                                                                

                       NOTE: IF YOU DID NOT INSTALL CA IDMS SQL BUT YOU         

                             DID CREATE THE SYSSQL CATALOG BY SPECIFYING        

                             YES FOR THE SQLCAT PARAMETER, YOU SHOULD           

                             SPECIFY 'EXISTS' FOR THIS PARAMETER WHEN           

                             PERFORMING AN UPGRADE INSTALL.                     
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UPGDEMOSQL = NO        DO YOU WANT TO INSTALL THE SQL VERSION OF THE            

                       EMPLOYEE SKILLS DEMO DATABASE?                           

                         VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES                        

                                                                                

                       NOTE: IF YOU WANT TO INSTALL THE SQL DEMO DATABASE       

                             DURING AN UPGRADE INSTALL YOU MUST MEET            

                             ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:                   

                             - ALREADY INSTALLED CA IDMS SQL AND DID NOT        

                               INSTALL THE SQL DEMO DATABASE DURING YOUR        

                               BASE INSTALL                                     

                             - CREATED THE SYSSQL CATALOG DURING YOUR BASE      

                               INSTALL WHEN NOT INSTALLING CA IDMS SQL          

                               BY SPECIFYING SQLCAT = YES                       

                             - ARE CREATING THE SYSSQL CATALOG DURING THE       

                               UPGRADE INSTALL BY SPECIFYING UPGSQLCAT =        

                               YES.                                             

                                                                                

   *******************************************************************          

   *         SQL WEB CONNECT PARAMETERS - ADDON INSTALLATION         *          

   *******************************************************************          

   *  AFTER COMPLETING A BASE INSTALL, USERS WHO DO --> NOT <-- HAVE *          

   *  CA IDMS SQL INSTALLED CAN CHOOSE TO CREATE A SECOND CATALOG    *          

   *  AND ALSO INSTALL THE SQL VERSION OF THE EMPLOYEE DEMONSTRATION *          

   *  DATABASE AS AN ADDON.                                          *          

   *                                                                 *          
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   *  YOU MUST HAVE SPECIFIED THE FOLLOWING IN YOUR CAIIJMP INPUT:   *          

   *                                                                 *          

   *    ADDPROD  YES                                                 *          

   *    BKUPDMCL <NAME OF BACKUP DMCL PHASE>                         *          

   *    BKUPDBTB <NAME OF BACKUP DBTABLE PHASE>                      *          

   *                                                                 *          

   *******************************************************************          

                                                                                

ADDSQLCAT = NO         DO YOU WANT TO CREATE AN ADDITIONAL CATALOG FOR USE      

                       BY SQL WEB CONNECT OR WHEN INSTALLING CA IDMS SQL        

                       DURING AN ADDON INSTALLATION?                            

                         VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES, EXISTS                

                                                                                

                       THE SEGMENT NAME IN THE DMCL WILL ALWAYS BE SYSSQL. IT   

                       WILL BE ADDED TO THE DATABASE NAME IN THE DBNAME TABLE   

                       SPECIFIED BY THE DEMODICT CAIIJMP PARAMETER.             

                                                                                

                       NOTE: IF YOU HAVE ALREADY CREATED THE SYSSQL CATALOG     

                             DURING A BASE INSTALL OR DURING AN UPGRADE         

                             INSTALL, YOU SHOULD SPECIFY A VALUE OF 'EXISTS'    

                             FOR THIS PARAMETER.                                

                                                                                

                             IF YOU ADD ON CA IDMS SQL, THIS PARAMETER WILL     

                             INDICATE WHETHER THE SYSSQL CATALOG WAS ALREADY    

                             CREATED DURING A PRIOR INSTALL. IF IT DOES NOT     
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                             EXIST YOU SHOULD SPECIFY YES FOR THIS PARAMETER.   

                                                                                

ADDDEMOSQL = NO        DO YOU WANT TO INSTALL THE SQL VERSION OF THE            

                       EMPLOYEE SKILLS DEMO DATABASE?                           

                         VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES                        

                                                                                

                       NOTE: IF YOU WANT TO INSTALL THE SQL DEMO DATABASE       

                             DURING AN ADDON INSTALL YOU MUST HAVE:             

                             - ALREADY INSTALLED CA IDMS SQL AND DID NOT        

                               INSTALL THE SQL DEMO DATABASE DURING YOUR        

                               BASE INSTALL.                                    

                             - CREATED THE SYSSQL CATALOG DURING YOUR BASE      

                               INSTALL WHEN NOT INSTALLING CA IDMS SQL          

                               BY SPECIFYING SQLCAT = YES OR CREATED THE        

                               SYSSQL CATALOG DURING A PRIOR UPGRADE            

                               OR ADDON INSTALL.                                

                             - ARE CREATING THE SYSSQL CATALOG DURING THE       

                               ADDON INSTALL BY SPECIFYING UPGSQLCAT =          

                               YES.                                             

                                                                                

             ****************************************************               

             *               PRODUCT PARAMETERS                 *               

             ****************************************************               

             *                                                  *               

             *    SPECIFY THE PRODUCT(S) TO BE INSTALLED.       *               
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             *    CODING THE APPROPRIATE PARAMETER(S) AS        *               

             *    INPUT TO CAIIJMP WITH ONE OF THE FOLLOWING    *               

             *    VALUES:                                       *               

             *      NO:      SPECIFY THIS VALUE IF YOU DO NOT   *               

             *               WANT TO INSTALL THIS PRODUCT AND   *               

             *               YOU DID NOT PREVIOUSLY INSTALL     *               

             *               THE PRODUCT AT THIS RELEASE LEVEL. *               

             *      INSTALL: YOU WANT TO PERFORM THE STEPS TO   *               

             *               INSTALL THIS PRODUCT DURING THIS   *               

             *               BASE, ADDON OR UPGRADE INSTALL.    *               

             *      EXISTS:  SPECIFY THIS VALUE OF YOU ARE      *               

             *               PERFORMING AN ADDON INSTALL AND    *               

             *               THIS PRODUCT HAS ALREADY BEEN      *               

             *               INSTALLED AT THIS RELEASE LEVEL    *               

             *               DURING A BASE OR UPGRADE INSTALL.  *               

             ****************************************************               

                                                                                

                **********************************************                  

                *   THE FOLLOWING ARE THE CA IDMS PRODUCTS   *                  

                *   PARAMETERS.                              *                  

                **********************************************                  

                                                                                

CA-ADS/APPC        NO   PRODUCT:  CA ADS COOPERATIVE PROCESSING OPTION          

                        (COMPONENT: FM)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        
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CA-ADS/BATCH       NO   PRODUCT:  CA APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM: BATCH      

                        (COMPONENT: FF)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-ADS/ONLINE      NO   PRODUCT:  CA APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM: ONLINE     

                        (COMPONENT: FE)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

ASF-OPTION         NO   PRODUCT:  CA-ADS/ONLINE ASF OPTION                      

                        (COMPONENT: FE2)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-EDP/AUDITOR     NO   PRODUCT:  EDP AUDITOR & REPORTING TOOL                  

                        (COMPONENT: FL)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-ICMS            NO   PRODUCT:  INFORMATION ACCESS TOOL                       

                        (COMPONENT: FH)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/DB         NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM            

                        (COMPONENT: GJ)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        
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CA-IDMS/DB-SQL     NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS SQL                                   

                        (COMPONENT: GT)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/CICS       NO   PRODUCT:  CICS SUPPORT FOR CA-IDMS/DB                   

                        (COMPONENT: GJ2)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/CULPRIT    NO   PRODUCT:  REPORT WRITER FOR CA IDMS/DB                  

                        (COMPONENT: FK)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/DBCS       NO   PRODUCT:  DBCS OPTION FOR CA IDMS/DB                    

                        (COMPONENT: EJ)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/DC         NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS/DC TELEPROCESSING MONITOR             

                        (COMPONENT: GQ)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/DDS        NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS DISTRIBUTED DATABASE SYSTEM           

                        (COMPONENT: GS)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/DICTLOAD   NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS DICTIONARY LOADER                     
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                        (COMPONENT: A4)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/PERFMON    NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS PERFORMANCE MONITOR                   

                        (COMPONENT: GY)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/SERVER     NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS SERVER                                

                        (COMPONENT: XS)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/UCF        NO   PRODUCT:  TP COMMUNICATION FACILITY                     

                        (COMPONENT: GP)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/DBOMP/T    NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS DBOMP TRANSPARENCY                    

                        (COMPONENT: ZE)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/DL1/T      NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS DL1 TRANSPARENCY                      

                        (COMPONENT: GU)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/TOTAL/T    NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS TOTAL TRANSPARENCY                    

                        (COMPONENT: GV)                                         
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                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/VSAM/T     NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS VSAM TRANSPARENCY                     

                        (COMPONENT: GW)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-OLQ             NO   PRODUCT:  CA ONLINE QUERY FOR CA IDMS                   

                        (COMPONENT: FG)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-PRESSPACK       NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS/DB DISK COMPRESSION                   

                        (COMPONENT: GX)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

TP/CICS            NO   PRODUCT:  CICS INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/UCF                 

                        (COMPONENT: GP1)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

INT-FCS            NO   PRODUCT:  FCS INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/CULPRIT              

                        (COMPONENT: FK1)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

INT-IMS            NO   PRODUCT:  IMS/DLI INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/CULPRIT          

                        (COMPONENT: FK2)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        
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INT-LIBRARIAN      NO   PRODUCT:  LIBRARIAN INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/CULPRIT        

                        (COMPONENT: FK3)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

INT-LIFE70         NO   PRODUCT:  LIFE70 INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/CULPRIT           

                        (COMPONENT: FK4)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

INT-PANVALET       NO   PRODUCT:  PANVALET INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/CULPRIT         

                        (COMPONENT: FK5)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

INT-RDMS           NO   PRODUCT:  RDMS INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/CULPRIT             

                        (COMPONENT: FK6)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

INT-TOTAL          NO   PRODUCT:  TOTAL INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/CULPRIT            

                        (COMPONENT: FK7)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

TP/INTERCOM        NO   PRODUCT:  INTERCOMM INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/DB             

                        (COMPONENT: XU)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        
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TP/SHADOW          NO   PRODUCT:  SHADOW INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/DB                

                        (COMPONENT: QL)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

TP/TASKMAST        NO   PRODUCT:  TASKMASTER INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/DB            

                        (COMPONENT: XV)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

TP/WESTI           NO   PRODUCT:  WESTI INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/DB                 

                        (COMPONENT: GP6)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CMS-OPTION         NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS CMS OPTION                            

                        (COMPONENT: IU)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

                **********************************************                  

                *   THE FOLLOWING ARE THE CA IDMS TOOLS      *                  

                *   PRODUCT PARAMETERS.                      *                  

                **********************************************                  

                                                                                

ADS-ALIVE          NO   PRODUCT:  CA ADS-ALIVE                                  

                        (COMPONENT: O5)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        
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ADS-TRACE          NO   PRODUCT:  CA ADS-TRACE                                  

                        (COMPONENT: ME)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

DB-ANALYZER        NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER                           

                        (COMPONENT: H4)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

DB-AUDIT           NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS/DB AUDIT                              

                        (COMPONENT: H7)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

DB-EXTRACTOR       NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS/DB EXTRACTOR                          

                        (COMPONENT: OT)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

DB-REORG           NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS/DB REORG                              

                        (COMPONENT: IR)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

DC-SORT            NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS/DC SORT                               

                        (COMPONENT: O2)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

DICT-MIGRATOR      NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS DICTIONARY MIGRATOR                   
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                        (COMPONENT: MV)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

DICT-MOD-EDITOR    NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS DICTIONARY MODULE EDITOR              

                        (COMPONENT: M3)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

DICT-QUERY-FACIL   NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS DICTIONARY QUERY FACILITY             

                        (COMPONENT: M4)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

DML-ONLINE         NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS DML-ONLINE                            

                        (COMPONENT: KJ)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

ENFORCER           NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS ENFORCER                              

                        (COMPONENT: O3)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

JOURNAL-ANALYZER   NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                      

                        (COMPONENT: FP)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

LOG-ANALYZER       NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS LOG ANALYZER                          

                        (COMPONENT: F7)                                         
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                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

MASTERKEY          NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS MASTERKEY                             

                        (COMPONENT: F8)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

ONLINE-LOG-DSPLY   NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS ONLINE LOG DISPLAY                    

                        (COMPONENT: F9)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

SASO               NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS SASO                                  

                        (COMPONENT: O4)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

SCHEMA-MAPPER      NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS SCHEMA MAPPER                         

                        (COMPONENT: GI)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

TASK-ANALYZER      NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS TASK ANALYZER                         

                        (COMPONENT: O6)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

DICT-MIG-ASSIST    NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS DICTIONARY MIGRATOR ASSISTANT         

                        (COMPONENT: MU)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        
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                **********************************************                  

                *   THE FOLLOWING ARE INTERNAL PARAMETERS    *                  

                *   USED WHEN INSTALLING THE CA IDMS TOOLS.  *                  

                *   DO NOT CHANGE THESE PARAMETERS.          *                  

                **********************************************                  

                                                                                

GENERAL-COMPARE    NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS GENERAL COMPARE                       

                        (COMPONENT: N4)                                         

                                                                                

GENERAL-DBIO       NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS GENERAL DBIO                          

                        (COMPONENT: IV)                                         

                                                                                

GENERAL-EDITOR     NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS GENERAL EDITOR                        

                        (COMPONENT: N2)                                         

                                                                                

GENERAL-IDMS       NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS GENERAL IDMS                          

                        (COMPONENT: O7)                                         

                                                                                

GENERAL-MAPPER     NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS GENERAL MAPPER                        

                        (COMPONENT: N3)                                         

                                                                                

GENERAL-SERVICE    NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS GENERAL SERVICE                       

                        (COMPONENT: J8)                                         
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GENERAL-SORT       NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS GENERAL SORT                          

                        (COMPONENT: KP)                                         

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *               PRODUCT COMPONENTS               *               

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               *    COMPONENTS ARE SET BY PRODUCT SELECTION     *               

               *    AND --> MUST NEVER <-- BE CODED AS INPUT TO *               

               *    TO CAIIJMP.                                 *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                **********************************************                  

                *   CA IDMS PRODUCT COMPONENT PARAMETERS     *                  

                **********************************************                  

                                                                                

A4          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/DICTLOAD                             

EJ          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/DBCS MODULES                         

FE          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-ADS/ONLINE MODULES                        

FE2         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  ASF-OPTION MODULES                           

FF          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-ADS/BATCH MODULES                         

FG          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-OLQ MODULES                               

FH          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-ICMS MODULES                              

FK          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/CULPRIT MODULES                      
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FK1         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/CULPRIT FCS INTERFACE MODULES        

FK2         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/CULPRIT IMS/DLI INTERFACE MODULES    

FK3         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/CULPRIT LIBRARIAN INTERFACE MODULES  

FK4         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/CULPRIT LIFE70 INTERFACE MODULES     

FK5         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/CULPRIT PANVALET INTERFACE MODULES   

FK6         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/CULPRIT RDMS INTERFACE MODULES       

FK7         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/CULPRIT TOTAL INTERFACE MODULES      

FL          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-EDP/AUDITOR MODULES                       

FM          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-ADS/APPC MODULES                          

GJ          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/DB MODULES                           

GJ2         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CICS SUPPORT FOR CA-IDMS/DB                  

GJ3         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/DB SCHEMA COMPILER                   

GP          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/UCF MODULES                          

GP1         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CICS INTERFACE MODULES FOR CA-IDMS/DB        

GP6         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  WESTI INTERFACE MODULES FOR CA-IDMS/DB       

GQ          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/DC MODULES                           

GS          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/DDS MODULES                          

GT          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/SQL MODULES                          

GU          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/DL1/T MODULES                        

GV          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/TOTAL/T MODULES                      

GW          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/VSAM/T MODULES                       

GX          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/PRESSPACK MODULES                    

GY          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/PERFMON MODULES                      

IU          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/CMS-OPTION                           
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QL          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  SHADOW INTERFACE MODULES FOR CA-IDMS/DB      

XS          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/SERVER MODULES                       

XU          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  INTERCOMM INTERFACE MODULES FOR CA-IDMS/DB   

XV          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  TASKMASTER INTERFACE MODULES FOR CA-IDMS/DB  

ZE          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/DBOMP MODULES                        

                                                                                

                **********************************************                  

                *   CA IDMS TOOLS COMPONENT PARAMETERS       *                  

                **********************************************                  

                                                                                

FP           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/JOURNAL ANALYZER                     

F7           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/LOG ANALYZER                         

F8           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/MASTERKEY                            

F9           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/ONLINE LOG DISPLAY                   

GI           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/SCHEMA MAPPER                        

H4           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/DB-ANALYZER                          

H7           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/DB-AUDIT                             

IR           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/DB-REORG                             

IV           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/GENERAL DBIO                         

J8           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/GENERAL SERVICE                      

KJ           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/DML-ONLINE                           

KP           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/GENERAL SORT                         

ME           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/ADS-TRACE                            

MU           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/DICTIONARY MIGRATOR ASSISTANT        

MV           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/DICTIONARY MIGRATOR                  
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M3           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/DICTIONARY MODULE EDITOR             

M4           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/DICTIONARY QUERY FACILITY            

N2           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/GENERAL EDITOR                       

N3           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/GENERAL MAPPER                       

N4           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/GENERAL COMPARE                      

OL           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/GENERAL OLTEST                       

OT           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/DATABASE EXTRACTOR                   

O2           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/DC-SORT                              

O3           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/ENFORCER                             

O4           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/SASO                                 

O5           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/ADS-ALIVE                            

O6           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/TASK ANALYZER                        

O7           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/GENERAL IDMS                         

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *        OPERATING SYSTEM & SITE SPECIFIC        *               

               *                  PARAMETERS                    *               

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE      *               

               *    YOUR ENVIRONMENT TO CAIIJMP (SUCH AS        *               

               *    OPERATING SYSTEM DATASET NAMES, DEVICE      *               

               *    TYPES, UTILITY NAMES, ETC.).                *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               
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OPSYS       VSE         OPERATING SYSTEM                                        

 OPSYSREL   ESA24       ESA24 FOR ESA 2.4 AND UP                                

 VSEJCARD1  ""           VSE JOBCARD                                            

 VSEJCARD2  ""           OPTIONAL CONTINUATION                                  

 VSEJCARD3  ""           JCL CARD AFTER JOBCARD 2                               

 VSEJCARD4  ""           JCL CARD AFTER JOBCARD 3                               

 VSEJCARD5  ""           JCL CARD AFTER JOBCARD 4                               

 VSEJCARD6  ""           JCL CARD AFTER JOBCARD 5                               

 VSEEXPDATE ,99/365      VSE EXPIRATION DATE FOR PERMANENT DATASETS             

 VSESIZE    ,SIZE=1024K  VSE "EXEC...SIZE="                                     

 COBOL2     NO           USE THE COBOL2 COMPILER                                

                           VALID VALUES: NO  (DEFAULT)                          

                                         YES                                    

 COBOLLE    YES          USE THE CURRENT LE COBOL COMPILER                      

                           VALID VALUES: YES (DEFAULT)                          

                                         NO                                     

 COBOPTIONS ,NODECK,LIST,NOSYM,NOLISTX,NOXREF  COBOL OPTIONS OTHER              

                         THAN CATAL (MUST START WITH COMMA)                     

 SYSPCH     00D          DEFAULT DEVICE FOR SYSPCH                              

 IDMSLABELS IDMSLBLS     NAME GIVEN TO PROC CONTAINING THE DLBL AND 

                                       EXTENT INFORMATION. FOR AN UPGRADE OR ADDON 

                                        INSTALL THIS PARAMETER SHOULD SPECIFY THE   

                                       NAME OF YOUR EXISTING LABELS PROCEDURE. IF  

                                       NEW LABELS WILL BE ADDED TO YOUR EXISTING   
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                                       FILE, COMMENTS IN THE GENERATED JOB CONTROL 

                                       WILL INDICATE HOW TO MODIFY THE GENERATED   

                                       JOB CONTROL TO INCLUDE YOUR EXISTING LABELS.

 SYSCTLBLS  SYSCTL       NAME GIVEN TO PROC CONTAINING SYSCTL LABEL

                                       DURING AN UPGRADE OR ADDON INSTALL THIS      

                                       PARAMETER SHOULD SPECIFY THE NAME OF YOUR    

                                       EXISTING SYSCTL LABELS PROCEDURE.                       

 DISKMGR    NO           ALLOCATE WORK FILES WITH DYNAM INSTALLED               

                           VALID VALUES: YES, NO                                

 DYNAM/D    NO           DEFINE THE DATABASE FILES TO DYNAM CATALOG             

                           VALID VALUES: YES, NO                                

 DYNAM/FI   NO           ALLOCATE SYSTEM WORK FILES USING DYNAM/FI              

                           VALID VALUES: YES, NO                                

 FBADASD    NO           ALLOCATE DATABASE FILES AS SD ON FBA DASD              

                           VALID VALUES: YES, NO                                

 STDLABEL   NO           ONLY REQUIRED IF IJSYS01-IJSYS04 & IJSYSLN             

                         LABELS ARE NOT IN STD LABELS. THESE LABELS             

                         MUST BE IN STD LABELS FOR THE SVC TO STEP TO           

                         EXECUTE. SELECT YES TO GENERATE STEP....               

 TAPEUNIT   ""           TAPE DRIVE ADDRESS FOR INSTALL TAPE                    

 DISKUNIT   DEFAULT      DEFAULT UNIT TYPE FOR ALL DISK DATASETS                

 DISKVOL    ""           DEFAULT VOLSER FOR ALL DISK DATASETS                   

 DISKACCM   ""           DISK ACCESS METHOD.                                    

 VSAMVCAT   ""           VSAM CATALOG-DSNAME(/PASSWORD)                         

 VSAMVCID   IJSYSCT      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    
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 WORKUNIT   DEFAULT      OVERRIDE DISKUNIT TYPE FOR WORKFILES                   

 WORKVOL    @DISKVOL@    OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR WORKFILES                         

 WRKACCM    ""           WORK DISK DEVICE TYPE                                  

 WORKXTNT   DEFAULT      SPACE FOR ALL TEMPORARY WORK DATASETS                  

 EMPDEMO    YES          INSTALL THE EMPLOYEE DEMO DATABASE                     

                           VALID VALUES: YES, NO                                

 ECHO       ON           USED TO DISPLAY THE SYSIDMS PARAMETERS                 

                           VALID VALUES: ON, OFF                                

 PDETYPE    DYNAMIC      WILL YOU ALLOW THE CENTRAL VERSION TO USE NULL         

                         PDES FOR LOADING OF ELIGIBLE PHASES:                   

                           VALID VALUES: DYNAMIC - ALLOW NULL PDES              

                                         STATIC  - DO NOT ALLOW NULL PDES       

                                                                                

              ********************************************************          

              *                   STORPROT PARAMETER                 *          

              ********************************************************          

              *                                                      *          

              *   THE FOLLOWING PARAMETER DETERMINES IF YOU WANT     *          

              *   PROTECT OR NOPROTECT ON YOUR PROGRAM STATEMENTS    *          

              *   IN YOUR SYSGEN DEFINITIONS.                        *          

              *                                                      *          

              *   STORPROT 'YES' MEANS THE PROGRAM STATEMENT         *          

              *   SPECIFIES PROTECT AND THE SYSTEM STATEMENT         *          

              *   SPECIFIES NOPROTECT.                               *          

              *                                                      *          
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              *   STORPROT 'NO' MEANS THE PROGRAM STATEMENT          *          

              *   SPECIFIES NOPROTECT AND THE SYSTEM STATEMENT       *          

              *   SPECIFIES PROTECT.                                 *          

              *                                                      *          

              ********************************************************          

                                                                                

STORPROT      "YES"                                                             

                                                                                

              ********************************************************          

              *                  TCP/IP PARAMETERS                   *          

              ********************************************************          

              *                                                      *          

              *   THE FOLLOWING PARAMETER DETERMINES IF YOU WANT     *          

              *   RHDCT1IP TO BE LINKED FOR CSI, BSI OR NOT AT ALL.  *          

              *                                                      *          

              *   TCPOPT - SPECIFY CSI, BSI OR NO                    *          

              *                                                      *          

              *   BSILIB - IF YOU SPECIFY BSI, THEN YOU MUST ALSO    *          

              *   SPECIFY PARAMETER BSILIB.                          *          

              *                                                      *          

              ********************************************************          

                                                                                

TCPOPT        CSI                                                               

BSILIB        LIB.SUBLIB                                                        
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              ********************************************************          

              *               Z/VSE MSHP PARAMETERS                  *          

              ********************************************************          

              *                                                      *          

              *   THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE REQUIRED FOR ALL      *          

              *   TYPES OF INSTALLS. THIS INFORMATION WILL RESIDE    *          

              *   IN THE CA IDMS MSHP HISTORY FILE. FOR MORE         *          

              *   INFORMATION OF THESE PARAMETERS PLEASE REFERENCE   *          

              *   THE Z/VSE MSHP REFERENCE GUIDE.                    *          

              *                                                      *          

              *   NOTE: THIS INSTALLATION WILL ALSO BE USED TO       *          

              *         DISPLAY A RECAP OF THE INSTALLATION VALUES   *          

              *         AND IS REQUIRED FOR ALL INSTALLATIONS.       *          

              *                                                      *          

              ********************************************************          

                                                                                

                                                                                

 CUSTNME    ""           CUSTOMER NAME                                          

 CUSTADD    ""           CUSTOMER ADDRESS                                       

 CUSTPHN    ""           CUSTOMER PHONE NUMBER                                  

 PROGNME    ""           PROGRAMMER NAME                                        

 ENVRMNT    ""           DESCRIPTION OF ENVIRONMENT                             

 RUNDATE    2014/02/25   DATE THE JOB WAS RUN. USED FOR DISPLAY ONLY            

                         IN THE RECAP SECTION.                                  
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 HISTVOL    @DISKVOL@    VOLUME ID FOR PRODUCTION HISTORY FILE                  

 HISTXTNT   15           NUMBER OF TRACKS/BLOCKS FOR PRODUCTION HISTORY         

 HISTDSN    ""           DSN FOR PRODUCTION HISTORY FILE                        

 HISTUNIT   ""           SYS NUMBER FOR PRODUCTION HISTORY FILE                 

   

                 ********************************************************     

                 *               INSTALLATION LIBRARY PARAMETERS        *     

                 ********************************************************     

                 *                                                      *     

                 *   THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE REQUIRED FOR ALL      *     

                 *   TYPES OF INSTALLS. THE LIBRARY WILL BE CREATED     *     

                 *   WHEN JOB01, WHICH IS LOCATED IN THE SAMPJCL        *     

                 *   SUB-LIBRARY YOU RESTORED. THESE PARAMETERS WILL    *     

                 *   BE USED TO CREATE THE CORRECT LIBDEF STATEMENTS    *     

                 *   IN THE GENERATED JOB CONTROL. THESE VALUES SHOULD  *     

                 *   ALWAYS BE THE NAME OF THE LIBRARY FOR THE RELEASE  *     

                 *   YOU ARE INSTALLING. IT SHOULD NEVER REFER TO THE   *     

                 *   LIBRARIES FROM A PRIOR RELEASE.                    *     

                 *                                                      *     

                 ********************************************************                                                                               

                                                                               

 DLIBVOL    @DISKVOL@    VOLUME ID FOR PRODUCTION LIBRARY                       

 DLIBXTNT   ""           NUMBER OF TRACKS/BLOCKS FOR PRODUCTION LIBRARY         

 DLIBDSN    ""           DSN FOR PRODUCTION LIBRARY                             

 DLIBNME    CAIDLIB    LIBRARY NAME FOR THE INSTALLATION
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                                     LIBRARY. THIS IS USED AS THE FILE NAME IN ANY JOB CONTROL AND     

                                     IN THE LIBDEF.                                                                      

DSUBNME    ""           BASE SUBLIBRARY NAME WITHIN THE LIBRARY SPECIFIED      

                                      BY DLIBNME. THIS SUBLIBRARY WILL CONTAIN ALL OF THE    

                                       CA IDMS PRODUCT MODULES.

 DSUBNME    ""           INITIAL INSTALL PRODUCTION SUBLIBRARY NAME             

 DLIBVCAT   DEFAULT      VSAM CATALOG NAME FOR THE PRODUCTION LIBRARY           

 DLIBVCID   @VSAMVCID@   VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

                                                                                

 USUBNME    ""           UPPERCASE SUBLIBRARY WITHIN THE LIBRARY                

                         SPECIFIED BY DLIBNME. THIS SUBLIBRARY WILL             

                         CONTAIN UPPERCASE VERSION OF MODULES WHICH             

                         ARE IN THE BASE SUB-LIBRARY.                           

                                                                                

 CSUBNME    "CUSTLIB"    CUSTOM SUBLIBRARY NAME WITHIN THE LIBRARY              

                         SPECIFIED BY DLIBNME. THIS SUBLIBRARY WILL             

                         BE USED TO STORE ANY MEMBERS CREATED, STORED          

                         OR LINKED DURING THE CUSTOMIZATION PROCESS.            

                                                                                

              ****************************************************              

              *          MSHP HISTORY FILE PARAMETERS            *              

              ****************************************************              

              *  THESE PARAMETERS PROVIDE THE INFORMATION        *              

              *  NECESSARY TO CREATE THE MSHP HISTORY FILE FOR   *              

              *  CA IDMS.                                        *              
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              *                                                  *              

              *  NOTE:                                           *              

              *    THE AUXILIARY HISTORY FILE PARAMETERS         *              

              *    ARE OPTIONAL. ONLY SPECIFY THESE PARAMETERS   *              

              *    IF A LABEL FOR IJSYS02 IS IN THE STD LABEL    *              

              *    AREA.                                         *              

              *                                                  *              

              ****************************************************              

                                                                                

                                                                                

 INSTVOL    @DISKVOL@    VOLUME ID FOR INSTALL HISTORY FILE                     

 INSTXTNT   ""           NUMBER OF TRKS/BLKS FOR INSTALL HISTORY                

 INSTDSN    ""           DSN FOR INSTALL HISTORY FILE                           

 INSTUNIT   ""           SYS NUMBER FOR INSTALL HISTORY FILE                    

                                                                                

 ILIBVOL    @DISKVOL@    VOLUME ID FOR INSTALL LIBRARY                          

 ILIBXTNT   ""           NUMBER OF TRACKS/BLOCKS FOR INSTALL LIBRARY            

 ILIBDSN    ""           SUBSEQUENT LIBRARY DSN                                  

 ILIBNME    CAIILIB      SUBSEQUENT LIBRARY NAME                                

 ISUBNME    ""           SUBSEQUENT INSTALL PRODUCTION SUBLIBRARY NAME          

 ILIBVCAT   DEFAULT      VSAM CATALOG NAME FOR THE INSTALL LIBRARY              

 ILIBVCID   @VSAMVCID@   VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

                                                                                

 AUXVOL     @DISKVOL@    VOLUME ID FOR AUXILIARY HISTORY FILE                   

 AUXXTNT    ""           NUMBER OF TRACKS/BLOCKS FOR AUXILIARY HISTORY          
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 AUXDSN     ""           DSN FOR AUXILIARY HISTORY FILE                         

                                                                                

              ********************************************************          

              *                 SVC PARAMETERS                       *          

              ********************************************************          

              *                                                      *          

              *  NOTE: THE SVC IS INSTALLED BY THE CA TECHNOLOGIES   *          

              *        "SYSTEM ADAPTER" COMPONENT. SYSTEM ADAPTER    *          

              *        NEEDS TO BE AT LEVEL 5.5 OR HIGHER. MULTIPLE  *          

              *        SVC'S CAN BE INSTALLED USING ADAPTER, HOWEVER *          

              *        ONLY ONE IS REQUIRED.                         *          

              *                                                      *          

              *  THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE REQUIRED FOR          *          

              *  INSTALLING AN SVC.                                  *          

              ********************************************************          

                                                                                

SVCLST       "* $$ LST CLASS=R,DEST=(,ROUTER)"                                  

SVCSTDLABEL  NO         ADD INSTALL LIBRARY TO STDLABELS                        

                          VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES                       

SRCLIB       ""         LIBRARY TO SEARCH FOR SOURCE                            

SRCSUB       ""         SUBLIBRARY TO SEARCH FOR SOURCE                         

LOADLIB      ""         LIBRARY INTO WHICH TO CATALOG THE SVC PHASE             

LOADSUB      ""         SUBLIBRARY INTO WHICH TO CATALOG THE SVC PHASE          

MAXPARTNO    4          MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CONCURRENTLY EXECUTING CV'S           
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SVC1        235          SVC NUMBER FOR INSTALLING SVC                          

 SVCCVNO1     4          SVC MAXIMUM CV NUMBER                                  

 SVCXLEN1     0          USER EXTENTION TO PARAMETER LIST                       

 SVCXNAM1    ""          SVCXIT MODULE NAME                                     

 OBJLIB1     ""          LIBRARY TO GET OBJECT FROM                             

 OBJSUB1     ""          SUBLIBRARY TO GET OBJECT FROM                          

                                                                                

       ***************************************************                      

       *                                                 *                      

       *  THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE OPTIONAL BUT MAY *                      

       *  BE USED FOR INSTALLING MULTIPLE SVC'S.         *                      

       *                                                 *                      

       ***************************************************                      

                                                                                

SVC2         ""          SVC NUMBER FOR INSTALLING SVC                          

 SVCCVNO2     4          SVC MAXIMUM CV NUMBER                                  

 SVCXLEN2     0          USER EXTENTION TO PARAMETER LIST                       

 SVCXNAM2    ""          SVCXIT MODULE NAME                                     

 OBJLIB2     ""          LIBRARY TO GET OBJECT FROM                             

 OBJSUB2     ""          SUBLIBRARY TO GET OBJECT FROM                          

                                                                                

SVC3         ""          SVC NUMBER FOR INSTALLING SVC                          

 SVCCVNO3     4          SVC MAXIMUM CV NUMBER                                  

 SVCXLEN3     0          USER EXTENTION TO PARAMETER LIST                       

 SVCXNAM3    ""          SVCXIT MODULE NAME                                     
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 OBJLIB3     ""          LIBRARY TO GET OBJECT FROM                             

 OBJSUB3     ""          SUBLIBRARY TO GET OBJECT FROM                          

                                                                                

                                                                                

       ***************************************************                      

       *                                                 *                      

       *  THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE OPTIONAL BUT MAY  *                      

       *  BE USED FOR INSTALLING MULTIPLE SVC'S.         *                      

       *                                                 *                      

       ***************************************************                      

                                                                                

ASSM-LIBDEF  ""          CERTAIN ASSEMBLIES REQUIRE THE IBM MACLIB              

                         IN THE LIBDEF. IF YOUR IDMS MACLIB IS IN YOUR          

                         PERMANENT LIBDEF CHAIN LEAVE THIS SET TO "".           

                         IF YOUR PERMANENT LIBDEF CHAIN DOES NOT                

                         INCLUDE THE IBM MACLIB THEN SET THIS VARIABLE          

                         TO ",PRD1.MACLIB" OR THE CURRENT NAME                  

                         OF YOUR IBM MACLIB. BE SURE TO INCLUDE THE             

                         OPENING , (COMMA) AS THIS WILL BE APPENDED TO          

                         THE EXISTING LIBDEF.    

                               

              ******************************************************** 

              *           CA IDMS TOOLS SVC EXIT PARAMETERS          * 

              ******************************************************** 

              *                                                      * 
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              *  TWO CA IDMS TOOLS PRODUCTS, TASK ANALYZER AND       * 

              *  LOG ANALYZER REQUIRE AN SVC EXIT MODULE IN ORDER    * 

              *  TO MAKE FULL USE OF THEIR FUNCTIONALITY. THE        * 

              *  THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE USED WHEN ASSEMBLING   * 

              *  THE EXIT.                                           * 

              *                                                      * 

              *  TO ASSEMBLE THE EXIT, CAIIJMP WILL NEED TO KWOW     * 

              *  IF YOU WILL BE SUPPORTING TRANSCATIONS FROM CICS.   * 

              *  IF YOU ARE SUPPORTING CICS YOU CAN PROVIDE UP TO    * 

              *  3 TELEPROCESSING NAMES WHICH YOU MAY USE FOR YOUR   * 

              *  CICS TRANSACTIONS. THE DEFAULT IS CICS FOR ALL.     * 

              *                                                      * 

              *  THE EXIT WILL BE DYNAMICALLY LOADED AT CV STARTUP   * 

              *  USING THE NAME PROVIDED WHEN ASSEMBLING THE SVC.    * 

              *  THE SVC EXIT WILL BE LINKED USING THE NAME PROVIDED * 

              *  FOR THE FIRST SVC; SVXNAM1.                         * 

              *                                                      * 

              ******************************************************** 

                                                                       

SVCXCICS     "NO"        WILL THE CA IDMS TOOLS SVC EXIT BE SUPPORTING 

                                          CICS TRANSACTION?                           

                                          VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES           

                                                                     

TPNAME1      "CICS"      FIRST TPNAME TO BE USED WHEN ASSEMBLING THE 

                                           CA IDMS TOOLS SVC EXIT.                     
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TPNAME2      "CICS"      SECOND TPNAME TO BE USED WHEN ASSEMBLING THE

                                           CA IDMS TOOLS SVC EXIT.                     

                                                                     

TPNAME3      "CICS"      THIRD TPNAME TO BE USED WHEN ASSEMBLING THE 

                                            CA IDMS TOOLS SVC EXIT.                      

                                                                            

       ***************************************************                      

       *                                                 *                      

       *  THE FOLLOWING PARAMETER IS TO PROVIDE A VTAM   *                      

       *  APPLID WHICH WILL BE USED TO CREATE A VTAM     *                      

       *  LINE DEFINITION IN SYSTEM 90 WHEN DOING A      *                      

       *  BASE INSTALL IF CA IDMS/DC IS BEING INSTALLED. *                      

       *                                                 *                      

       ***************************************************                      

                                                                                

VTAMAPPL     ""          VTAM APPLICATION ID TO BE USED IN THE VTAM90           

                         LINE IN SYSTEM 90.                                     

                                                                                

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****     SELECT GENERAL CA IDMS/DB PARAMETERS  ***               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               
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OPTISVC     0           IDMSOPTI PARM (DEFAULT = 0)                             

 OPTICVNM   0            IDMSOPTI CV NUMBER PARM                                

 OPTICENT   YES          IDMSOPTI PARM                                          

 EVSAMCAT   ESVS         CA IDMS VSAM TRANSPARENCY CATALOG NAME                 

 GLBLDMCL   R185DMCL     NAME OF YOUR GLOBAL DMCL LOAD MODULE                   

 DBTBNAME   R185DBTB     NAME OF YOUR DBNAME TABLE LOAD MODULE                  

 FREESTG    200          FREESTG VALUE FOR ASSEMBLY OF #DCPARM                  

 DBCS-MODE  IBM          WHAT IS THE DBCS HARDWARE ENVIRONMENT?                 

                           VALID VALUES: IBM (DEFAULT), FACOM                   

 DBCS-JAPAN NO           DBCS IN JAPANESE LANGUAGE SELECT YES TO BUILD LINK     

 CASE-MODE  UPLOW        TERMINALS SUPPORT UPPER OR MIXED CASE?                 

                           VALID VALUES: UPLOW (DEFAULT), UPPER                 

 ASSMCODE   NO           ASSEMBLE A SITE-SPECIFIC RHDCCODE TABLE                

                           VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES                      

                         SPECIFY YES IF YOU DO NOT WANT TO USE THE              

                         DEFAULT CODE TABLE DELIVERED AS RHDCCODE,              

                         CP1140R, AND WANT TO ASSEMBLE RHDCCODE USING           

                         A DIFFERENT CODE TABLE. YOU MUST MODIFY THE            

                         ASMCODE JOB CONTROL GENERATED IN JOB3.                 

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****  SELECT PERFORMANCE MONITOR PARAMETERS   ****               

               *                                                *               
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               **************************************************               

                                                                                

PMAMACT    YES          ACTIVATE APPLICATION MONITOR                            

                          VALID VALUES: NO, YES (DEFAULT)                       

 PMAMDCLOG YES          WRITE APPLICATION MONITOR STATS TO DDLDCLOG             

                          VALID VALUES: NO, YES (DEFAULT)                       

 PMIMACT   YES          ACTIVATE INTERVAL MONITOR                               

                          VALID VALUES: NO, YES (DEFAULT)                       

 PMIMDCLOG YES          WRITE INTERVAL MONITOR STATS TO DDLDCLOG                

                          VALID VALUES: NO, YES (DEFAULT)                       

 PMDCSTAT  YES          WRITE DCSTATS TO DDLDCLOG                               

                          VALID VALUES: NO, YES (DEFAULT)                       

 PMCOMPANY DEFAULT      COMPANY NAME TO APPEAR ON BATCH REPORTS                 

                        THIS IS A 50 BYTE FIELD AND COMPANY NAME                

                        SHOULD BE CENTERED IN THE 50 BYTES                      

                        SO THAT THE NAME WILL BE CENTERED ON THE REPORTS        

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****  SELECT CMS-OPTION PARAMETERS            ****               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                                                                                

 CMSOPSWM  EC           EC FOR VSE PAGEING OR BC FOR VM MODE                    
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 CMSOBUF   24           NUMBER OF 4K PFIXED BUFFER                              

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****      SELECT CICS SUPPORT PARAMETERS       ***               

               *                                                *               

               *    THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ALLOW TAILORING    *               

               *    OF CICS SUPPORT FOR CA IDMS/DB.             *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

 CICS-CWADISP  0            DISPLACEMENT FIELD WITHIN CICS CWA OF A             

                            FULLWORD TO HOLD ADDRESS OF IDMSINTC MODULE         

 CICS-CVNUM   @OPTICVNM@    CV NUMBER TO BE ACCESSED FROM CICS                  

 CICS-SVC     NO            SVC NUMBER USED                                     

 CICS-SYSCTL  @SYSCTLASGN@  SYSCTL DDNAME FOR CICS                              

 CICS-TPNAME  CICS          TP SYSTEM NAME                                      

 CICS-TRANSID INTC          TRANSID FOR IDMSINTC                                

 CICS-PLT     NO            PLT NO/YES                                          

 CICS-LEVEL   41            CICSOPTS CICSLVL PARM                               

 CICS-OPTIXIT NO            CICSOPTS OPTIXIT PARM                               

 CICS-OPTIQXIT NO           INCLUDE OPTIQXIT IN INTC LINKEDIT?                  

 CICS-EXTXIT  NO            CICSOPTS EXTXIT  PARM                               

 CICS-MACLVL  NO            CICSOPTS MACLVL PARM                                

 CICS-XA      YES           CICSOPTS XA PARM                                    
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 CICS-LIBDEF  ""            SEARCH LIBRARIES OTHER THAN IDMS BASE LIB           

                            EITHER NONE("") OR LIST STARTING WITH A ','         

                            LIKE ,PRD1.MACLIB,IBM8.CICSTS1                      

 INTC-NTID    DBDC          NEXT TASK ID (REQUIRED FOR INT-CICS ONLY)           

 DL1T-MACRO   YES           WILL YOU BE USING MACRO-LEVEL CICS                  

                            APPLICATION PROGRAMS ? YES/NO                       

                                                                                

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****     SELECT CULPRIT CUSTOMIZING VALUES     ***               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                                                                                

CULPPROF     NO         ASSEMBLE CULPPROF MODULE (OPTIONAL). IF CREATED,        

                        CULPPROF WILL BE LOADED BY CULPRIT AT RUNTIME AND       

                        WILL REPLACE THE DEFAULT VALUES IN CULXPROF. YOU        

                        SHOULD ONLY SPECIFY 'YES' IF YOU WANT TO OVERRIDE       

                        THE DEFAULTS. THE FOLLOWING FIELDS WILL BE USED         

                        AS INPUTS TO THE ASSEMBLY OF CULMPROF. THESE ARE        

                        * NOT * VALIDATED SO YOU MUST FIND THE CORRECT          

                        SYNTAX IN THE CULPRIT REFERENCE GUIDE.                  

                          VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES                       

 CULL-PROF1   ""        CULPPROF OPTION 1                                       
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 CULL-PROF2   ""        CULPPROF OPTION 2                                       

 CULL-PROF3   ""        CULPPROF OPTION 3                                       

 CULL-PROF4   ""        CULPPROF OPTION 4                                       

 CULL-PROF5   ""        CULPPROF OPTION 5                                       

 CULL-PROF6   ""        CULPPROF OPTION 6                                       

 CULL-PROF7   ""        CULPPROF OPTION 7                                       

 CULL-PROF8   ""        CULPPROF OPTION 8                                       

 CULL-PROF9   ""        CULPPROF OPTION 9                                       

 CULL-FCS-VER ""        FCS VERSION INSTALLED AND TYPE OF DATA LIST USED        

 CULL-TOT-VER ""        SPECIFY THE INSTALLED VERSION OF TOTAL                  

 CULL-SECURE  NO        INVOKE CULPRIT SECURITY FEATURES                        

*                                                                               

* THE FOLLOWING 2 FIELDS CAN BE SET TO CHANGE THE LINK EDIT                     

* PARAMETERS FOR THE CULL PHASE. IF YOUR CULPRIT EXPERIENCE HAS                 

* SHOWN THAT THE CA-PROVIDED LINK FOR THE CULL MODULE DOES NOT                  

* MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS FOR RUNNING LARGE REPORTS THEN YOU MAY                 

* WANT TO SPECIFY A CHANGE TO ONE OF THESE PARAMETERS.                          

* *                                                                             

LINKCULL     NO         DO YOU WANT TO RE-LINK THE CULL PHASE TO                

*                       USE A LARGER WORKSTOR VALUE? THIS WILL                  

*                       CAUSE THE CULL PHASE TO BE LINKED INTO                  

*                       THE CUSTOM SUB-LIBRARY; IT WILL NOT OVERLAY             

*                       THE CULL PHASE IN THE BASE SUB-LIBRARY. THIS            

*                       WILL NOT IMPACT THE RE-LINKING OF THE CULL              
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*                       PHASE IF INSTALLING THE TOTAL INTERFACE; BUT            

*                       THESE VALUES WILL BE USED FOR THAT LINK.                

*                        VALID VALUES: NO, YES                                  

                                                                                

WORKSTOR     524288     STORAGE TO SET LOAD POINT OF CULLWORK PHASE.            

*                       IF YOU SITE EXPERIENCE INDICATES THIS VALUE             

*                       SHOULD BE LARGER THEN CHANGE THIS AND SET               

*                       THE LINKCULL VALUE TO YES.                              

FCS-LIBDEF   ""         SEARCH LIBRARIES OTHER THAN IDMS BASE LIB               

                        NEEDED IF INSTALLING THE FCS INTERFACE.                 

                        EITHER NONE("") OR LIST STARTING WITH A ','             

                        LIKE ,FCS.SUBLIB1,FCS.SUBLIB2                           

IMS-LIBDEF   ""         SEARCH LIBRARIES OTHER THAN IDMS BASE LIB               

                        NEEDED IF INSTALLING THE IMS INTERFACE.                 

                        EITHER NONE("") OR LIST STARTING WITH A ','             

                        LIKE ,IMS.SUBLIB1,IMS.SUBLIB2                           

RDMS-LIBDEF  ""         SEARCH LIBRARIES OTHER THAN IDMS BASE LIB               

                        NEEDED IF INSTALLING THE RDMS INTERFACE.                

                        EITHER NONE("") OR LIST STARTING WITH A ','             

                        LIKE ,RDMS.SUBLIB1,RDMS.SUBLIB2                         

TOTAL-LIBDEF ""         SEARCH LIBRARIES OTHER THAN IDMS BASE LIB               

                        NEEDED IF INSTALLING THE TOTAL INTERFACE.               

                        EITHER NONE("") OR LIST STARTING WITH A ','             

                        LIKE ,TOTAL.SUBLIB1,TOTAL.SUBLIB2                       
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               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****         LIBRARY PARAMETERS FOLLOW        ****               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO CONTROL     *               

               *    THE ALLOCATION AND NAMING CONVENTION OF     *               

               *    LIBRARIES REQUIRED FOR CA IDMS/DB.          *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

 PREFIX    ""           PREFIX FOR ALL DATASETS                                 

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****     TEMPORARY WORK DATASET PARAMETERS    ****               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE      *               

               *    TEMPORARY WORK DATASETS. PLEASE SELECT      *               

               *    ALLOCATIONS FOR WRK1-WRK4 ANYTIME YOU       *               

               *    SELECT JOB2 OR ABOVE. SELECT WRKA-WRKE      *               

               *    ONLY IF A DISK MANAGER PRODUCT IS NOT       *               

               *    INSTALLED. THIS WILL GENERATE LABELS FOR    *               

               *    SYSLNK-SYS004 WHICH ARE NEEDED FOR LINKS,   *               

               *    COMPILES AND ASSEMBLIES.                    *               

               **************************************************               
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WRK1DSN     WRK1WORK   DATASET NAME FOR "WRK1WORK"                              

 WRK1UNIT   ""              OVERRIDE WORKUNIT FOR "WRK1WORK"                    

 WRK1VOL    @WORKVOL@       OVERRIDE WORKVOL FOR "WRK1WORK"                     

 WRK1XTNT   ""              WORK SPACE FOR "WRK1WORK"                           

                                                                                

WRK2DSN     WRK2WORK   DATASET NAME FOR "WRK2WORK"                              

 WRK2UNIT   ""              OVERRIDE WORKUNIT FOR "WRK2WORK"                    

 WRK2VOL    @WORKVOL@       OVERRIDE WORKVOL FOR "WRK2WORK"                     

 WRK2XTNT   ""              WORK SPACE FOR "WRK2WORK"                           

                                                                                

WRK3DSN     WRK3WORK   DATASET NAME FOR "WRK3WORK"                              

 WRK3UNIT   ""              OVERRIDE WORKUNIT FOR "WRK3WORK"                    

 WRK3VOL    @WORKVOL@       OVERRIDE WORKVOL FOR "WRK3WORK"                     

 WRK3XTNT   ""              WORK SPACE FOR "WRK3WORK"                           

                                                                                

WRK4DSN     WRK4WORK   DATASET NAME FOR "WRK4WORK"                              

 WRK4UNIT   ""              OVERRIDE WORKUNIT FOR "WRK4WORK"                    

 WRK4VOL    @WORKVOL@       OVERRIDE WORKVOL FOR "WRK4WORK"                     

 WRK4XTNT   ""              WORK SPACE FOR "WRK4WORK"                           

                                                                                

WRKADSN     WRKAWORK   DATASET NAME FOR "WRKAWORK"                              

 WRKAUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE WORKUNIT FOR "WRKAWORK"                    

 WRKAVOL    @WORKVOL@       OVERRIDE WORKVOL FOR "WRKAWORK"                     

 WRKAXTNT   ""              WORK SPACE FOR "WRKAWORK"                           
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WRKBDSN     WRKBWORK   DATASET NAME FOR "WRKBWORK"                              

 WRKBUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE WORKUNIT FOR "WRKBWORK"                    

 WRKBVOL    @WORKVOL@       OVERRIDE WORKVOL FOR "WRKBWORK"                     

 WRKBXTNT   ""              WORK SPACE FOR "WRKBWORK"                           

                                                                                

WRKCDSN     WRKCWORK   DATASET NAME FOR "WRKCWORK"                              

 WRKCUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE WORKUNIT FOR "WRKCWORK"                    

 WRKCVOL    @WORKVOL@       OVERRIDE WORKVOL FOR "WRKCWORK"                     

 WRKCXTNT   ""              WORK SPACE FOR "WRKCWORK"                           

                                                                                

WRKDDSN     WRKDWORK   DATASET NAME FOR "WRKDWORK"                              

 WRKDUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE WORKUNIT FOR "WRKDWORK"                    

 WRKDVOL    @WORKVOL@       OVERRIDE WORKVOL FOR "WRKDWORK"                     

 WRKDXTNT   ""              WORK SPACE FOR "WRKDWORK"                           

                                                                                

WRKEDSN     WRKEWORK   DATASET NAME FOR "WRKEWORK"                              

 WRKEUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE WORKUNIT FOR "WRKEWORK"                    

 WRKEVOL    @WORKVOL@       OVERRIDE WORKVOL FOR "WRKEWORK"                     

 WRKEXTNT   ""              WORK SPACE FOR "WRKEWORK"                           

                                                                                

           ************************************************************         

           *                PAGE SIZES BY DEVICE TYPE                 *         

           *                                                          *         

           *    THE FOLLOWING CHART CAN BE USED TO DETERMINE PAGE     *         
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           *    SIZES BASED ON THE DISK DEVICE TYPE AT YOUR SITE.     *         

           *    NOTE:  VSAM USERS SHOULD INSURE THAT THEIR SPECIFIED  *         

           *    PAGE SIZE DOES NOT EXCEED THE CONTROL INTERVAL SIZE.  *         

           *                                                          *         

           ************************************************************         

           *                  CA IDMS DATABASE FILES                  *         

           ************************************************************         

           * FILE          | 3350 | 3375 | 3380 | 3390 |  FBA  | CISZ *         

           ************************************************************         

           * DCCAT         | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * DCCATL        | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * DCCATX        | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * DCDML         | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * DCLOD         | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * DCLOG         | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * DCRUN         | 2564 | 2592 | 2676 | 3172 |  2040 | 2048 *         

           * DCSCR         | 2564 | 2592 | 2676 | 3172 |  2040 | 2048 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * DIRL          | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * DIRLLOD       | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * DCMSG         | 2564 | 2592 | 2676 | 3172 |  2040 | 2048 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * DICT          | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         
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           * DLOD          | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * SEC           | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * SQL           | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * SQLL          | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * SQLX          | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * DCLSCR        | 2564 | 2592 | 2676 | 3172 |  2040 | 2048 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * DISK JOURNALS | 1920 | 2016 | 2004 | 3440 |  2040 | 2048 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * EMP           | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * INS           | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * ORG           | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * EMPL          | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * INFO          | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * INDX          | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * PROJ          | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * ADML          | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * ADEFN         | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         
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           * ADATA         | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * ADLOD         | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           ************************************************************         

           *                  CA IDMS TOOLS DATABASE FILES            *         

           ************************************************************         

           * FILE          | 3350 | 3375 | 3380 | 3390 |  FBA  | CISZ *         

           ************************************************************         

           * TDICTDB       | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * TDLODDB       | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * DMLODB        | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * MKEYDB        | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * DBXDB         | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * DMADB         | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * SASODB        | 9428 | 8896 | 9076 | 9864 |  9208 | 9216 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * ENFRDB        | 9428 | 8896 | 9076 | 9864 |  9208 | 9216 *         

           ************************************************************         
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                   ********************************************                 

                   *            PAGE RANGE CHART              *                 

                   *                                          *                 

                   *  USE THIS CHART AS AN AID IF YOU NEED TO *                 

                   *  INCREASE THE NUMBER OF PAGES FOR ANY    *                 

                   *  AREA.  IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO     *                 

                   *  MAKE ALL THE CHANGES NECESSARY TO       *                 

                   *  ENSURE THAT PAGE RANGES DO NOT OVERLAP. *                 

                   *                                          *                 

                   *------------------------------------------*                 

                   * FILE          | LOPAGE | HIPAGE | PAGES  *                 

                   ********************************************                 

                   * DCCAT         |      1 |   1200 |  1200  *                 

                   * DCCATX        |   1201 |   1300 |   100  *                 

                   * DCCATL        |   1301 |   1500 |   200  *                 

                   * DCDML         |  2,001 |  3,000 | 1,000  *                 

                   * DCLOD         |  3,501 |  3,600 |   100  *                 

                   * DIRLLOD       |  4,001 |  4,010 |    10  *                 

                   * DIRL          |  5,001 |  9,000 | 4,000  *                 

                   * DCMSG         | 10,001 | 14,000 | 4,000  *                 

                   * SQL           | 20,001 | 22,000 | 2,000  *                 

                   * SQLL          | 25,001 | 25,500 |   500  *                 

                   * SQLX          | 28,001 | 28,500 |   500  *                 

                   * DCLOG         | 30,001 | 34,000 | 4,000  *                 

                   * DCRUN         | 40,001 | 41,000 | 1,000  *                 
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                   * SEC           | 48,001 | 48,500 |   500  *                 

                   * DCSCR         | 50,001 | 52,000 | 2,000  *                 

                   * DCLSCR        | 55,001 | 57,000 | 2,000  *                 

                   * APPLDML       | 60,001 | 62,000 | 2,000  *                 

                   * APPLLOD       | 70,001 | 70,500 |   500  *                 

                   * EMP           | 75,001 | 75,050 |    50  *                 

                   * INS           | 75,101 | 75,125 |    25  *                 

                   * ORG           | 75,151 | 75,175 |    25  *                 

                   * EMPL          | 77,001 | 77,100 |   100  *                 

                   * INFO          | 77,201 | 77,250 |    50  *                 

                   * INDX          | 77,301 | 77,350 |    50  *                 

                   * PROJDEMO      | 77,401 | 77,450 |    50  *                 

                   * ASFDML        | 80,001 | 82,000 | 2,000  *                 

                   * ASFDEFN       | 83,001 | 84,000 | 1,000  *                 

                   * ASFDATA       | 85,001 | 87,000 | 2,000  *                 

                   * ASFLOD        | 88,001 | 90,500 | 2,000  *                 

                   * DISK JOURNALS |        |        | 5,000  *                 

                   ********************************************                 

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    SYSTEM SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:     ****               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE  *               

               *    FILES AND AREAS THAT COMPRISE THE SYSTEM    *               
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               *    SEGMENT. THE FILES IN THE SYSTEM SEGMENT    *               

               *    DEFINE THE RUNTIME SYSTEM AS WELL AS THE    *               

               *    PHYSICAL DATABASE.                          *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    SYSTEM.DDLDML     ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DCDMLDSN     SYSTEM.DDLDML   DATASET NAME FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDML"                   

 DCDMLUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDML"              

 DCDMLVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDML"               

 DCDMLXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDML"                     

 DCDMLASGN   DCDML           DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DCDML"                         

 DCDMLVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DCDML"                    

 DCDMLVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DCDML"            

 DCDMLVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 DCDMLACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DCDML"                         

 DCDMLPGSZ   4276            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DCDML "                   

 DCDMLPAGS   1000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DCDML "               

 DCDMLCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DCDML "            

 DCDMLLOPAGE 1001            STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSTEM.DDLDML AREA            
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 AUTHUSER    ""              AUTHORIZED USER ID FOR DICTIONARY SIGNON           

 AUTHUSERPW  ""              AUTHORIZED USER PASSWORD FOR DICTIONARY SIGNON     

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DCLODDSN     SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD DATASET NAME FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD"                 

 DCLODUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD"            

 DCLODVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD"             

 DCLODXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD"                   

 DCLODASGN   DCLOD           DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DCLOD"                         

 DCLODVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DCLOD"                    

 DCLODVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DCLOD"            

 DCLODVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 DCLODACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DCLOD"                         

 DCLODPGSZ   4276            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DCLOD"                    

 DCLODPAGS   100             NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DCLOD"                

 DCLODCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DCLOD"             

 DCLODLOPAGE 3001            STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD AREA          

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          
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                        ****   SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DCLOGDSN     SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG DATASET NAME FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG"                 

 DCLOGUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG"            

 DCLOGVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG"             

 DCLOGXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG"                   

 DCLOGASGN   DCLOG           DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DCLOG"                         

 DCLOGVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DCLOG"                    

 DCLOGVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DCLOG"            

 DCLOGVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 DCLOGACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DCLOG"                         

 DCLOGPGSZ   4276            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DCLOG "                   

 DCLOGPAGS   4000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DCLOG "               

 DCLOGCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DCLOG "            

 DCLOGLOPAGE 30001           STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG AREA          

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DCRUNDSN     SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN DATASET NAME FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN"                 
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 DCRUNUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN"            

 DCRUNVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN"             

 DCRUNXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN"                   

 DCRUNASGN   DCRUN           DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DCRUN"                         

 DCRUNVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DCRUN"                    

 DCRUNVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DCRUN"            

 DCRUNVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 DCRUNACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DCRUN"                         

 DCRUNPGSZ   2676            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DCRUN "                   

 DCRUNPAGS   1000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DCRUN "               

 DCRUNCISZ   2048            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DCRUN "            

 DCRUNLOPAGE 40001           STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN AREA          

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DCSCRDSN     SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR DATASET NAME FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR"                 

 DCSCRUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR"            

 DCSCRVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR"             

 DCSCRXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR"                   

 DCSCRASGN   DCSCR           DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DCSCR"                         

 DCSCRVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DCSCR"                    
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 DCSCRVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DCSCR"            

 DCSCRVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 DCSCRACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DCSCR"                         

 DCSCRPGSZ   2676            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DCSCR "                   

 DCSCRPAGS   2000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DCSCR "               

 DCSCRCISZ   2048            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DCSCR "            

 DCSCRLOPAGE 50001           STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR AREA          

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    CATSYS SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:     ****               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE  *               

               *    FILES AND AREAS THAT COMPRISE THE CATSYS    *               

               *    SEGMENT. THIS SEGMENT IS REQUIRED FOR A     *               

               *    CA IDMS/DB INSTALL.                         *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****     CATSYS.DCCAT     ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          
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DCCATDSN     CATSYS.DCCAT    DATASET NAME FOR "CATSYS.DCCAT"                    

 DCCATUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "CATSYS.DCCAT"               

 DCCATVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "CATSYS.DCCAT"                

 DCCATXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "CATSYS.DCCAT"                      

 DCCATASGN   DCCAT           DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DCCAT"                         

 DCCATVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DCCAT"                    

 DCCATVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DCCAT"            

 DCCATVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 DCCATACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DCCAT"                         

 DCCATPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DCCAT "                   

 DCCATPAGS   1200            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DCCAT "               

 DCCATCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DCCAT "            

 DCCATLOPAGE 1               STARTING PAGE OF THE CATSYS.DCCAT AREA             

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   CATSYS.DCCATLOD    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DCCATLDSN     CATSYS.DCCATLOD DATASET NAME FOR "CATSYS.DCCATLOD"                

 DCCATLUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "CATSYS.DCCATLOD"           

 DCCATLVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "CATSYS.DCCATLOD"            

 DCCATLXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "CATSYS.DCCATLOD"                  

 DCCATLASGN   DCCATL          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DCCATL"                       
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 DCCATLVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DCCATL"                  

 DCCATLVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DCCATL"          

 DCCATLVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"               

 DCCATLACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DCCATL"                       

 DCCATLPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DCCATL "                 

 DCCATLPAGS   200             NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DCCATL "             

 DCCATLCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DCCATL "          

 DCCATLLOPAGE 1201            STARTING PAGE OF THE CATSYS.DCCAT AREA            

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    CATSYS.DCCATX     ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DCCATXDSN     CATSYS.DCCATX   DATASET NAME FOR "CATSYS.DCCATX"                  

 DCCATXUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "CATSYS.DCCATX"             

 DCCATXVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "CATSYS.DCCATX"              

 DCCATXXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "CATSYS.DCCATX"                    

 DCCATXASGN   DCCATX          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DCCATX"                       

 DCCATXVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DCCATX"                  

 DCCATXVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DCCATX"          

 DCCATXVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"               

 DCCATXACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DCCATX"                       

 DCCATXPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DCCATX "                 
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 DCCATXPAGS   100             NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DCCATX "             

 DCCATXCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DCCATX "          

 DCCATXLOPAGE 1201            STARTING PAGE OF THE CATSYS.DCCATX AREA           

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    SYSDIRL SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:    ****               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE  *               

               *    SYSDIRL.DDLDML AREA. THE SYSDIRL SEGMENT    *               

               *    CONTAINS THE 18.5 IDMSNTWK SCHEMA AS WELL   *               

               *    AS ALL CULPRIT REPORT SOURCE. THIS SEGMENT  *               

               *    IS REQUIRED FOR A CA IDMS/DB INSTALL.       *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    SYSDIRL.DDLDML    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DIRLDSN     SYSDIRL.DDLDML  DATASET NAME FOR "SYSDIRL.DDLDML"                   

 DIRLUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSDIRL.DDLDML"              

 DIRLVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSDIRL.DDLDML"               
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 DIRLXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSDIRL.DDLDML"                     

 DIRLASGN   DIRLDB          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DIRLDB"                         

 DIRLVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DIRLDB"                    

 DIRLVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DIRLDB"            

 DIRLVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                 

 DIRLACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DIRLDB"                         

 DIRLPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DIRLDB"                    

 DIRLPAGS   4000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DIRLDB"                

 DIRLCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DIRLDB"             

 DIRLLOPAGE 5001            STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSDIRL.DDLDML AREA            

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    SYSDIRL.DDLDCLOD  ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DIRLLODDSN     SYSDIRL.DDLDCLOD  DATASET NAME FOR "SYSDIRL.DDLDCLOD"            

 DIRLLODUNIT   ""                OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSDIRL.DDLDCLOD"       

 DIRLLODVOL    @DISKVOL@         OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSDIRL.DDLDCLOD"        

 DIRLLODXTNT   ""                DISK SPACE FOR "SYSDIRL.DDLDCLOD"              

 DIRLLODASGN   DIRLLOD           DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DIRLLOD"                   

 DIRLLODVSPA   ""                VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DIRLLOD"              

 DIRLLODVCAT   DEFAULT           VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DIRLLOD"      

 DIRLLODVCID   @VSAMVCID@        VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"            
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 DIRLLODACCM   @DISKACCM@        DISK ACCESS METHOD "DIRLLOD"                   

 DIRLLODPGSZ   5064              PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DIRLLOD"              

 DIRLLODPAGS   10                NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DIRLLOD"          

 DIRLLODCISZ   4096              VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DIRLLOD"       

 DIRLLODLOPAGE 4001              STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSDIRL.DDLDCLOD AREA     

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    SYSMSG SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:     ****               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE      *               

               *    THE SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG AREA. THE SYSMSG        *               

               *    SEGMENT WILL CONTAIN ALL THE RELEASE        *               

               *    17 MESSAGES. THIS SEGMENT IS REQUIRED       *               

               *    FOR A CA-IDMS/DB INSTALL.                   *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG   ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DCMSGDSN     SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG DATASET NAME FOR "SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG"                 
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 DCMSGUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG"            

 DCMSGVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG"             

 DCMSGXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG"                   

 DCMSGASGN   DCMSG           DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DCMSG"                         

 DCMSGVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DCMSG"                    

 DCMSGVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DCMSG"            

 DCMSGVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 DCMSGACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DCMSG"                         

 DCMSGPGSZ   3172            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DCMSG "                   

 DCMSGPAGS   4000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DCMSG "               

 DCMSGCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DCMSG "            

 DCMSGLOPAGE 10001           STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG AREA          

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    SYSLOC SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:     ****               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE      *               

               *    THE SYSLOC.DDLOCSCR AREA. THE SYSLOC        *               

               *    SEGMENT IS A LOCAL SCRATCH AREA. THIS       *               

               *    SEGMENT IS REQUIRED FOR A CA-IDMS/DB        *               

               *    INSTALL. THIS FILE IS A TEMPORARY           *               

               *    DATASET FOR LOCAL BATCH PROCESSING.         *               

               *    IT IS DEFINED TO YOUR DMCL BUT NOT          *               

               *    ALLOCATED DURING THE INSTALL.               *               
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               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   SYSLOC.DDLOCSCR    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

 DCLSCRASGN   DCLSCR          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DCLSCR"                       

 DCLSCRPGSZ   3172            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DCLSCR "                 

 DCLSCRPAGS   2000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DCLSCR "             

 DCLSCRLOPAGE 55001           STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSLOC.DDLOCSCR AREA         

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****   APPLDICT SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:    ****               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE      *               

               *    THE FILES THAT COMPRISE THE APPLDICT        *               

               *    SEGMENT. THIS SEGMENT IS THE APPLICATION    *               

               *    DICTIONARY WHERE SCHEMA, SUBSCHEMA, AND     *               

               *    APPLICATION DEFINITIONS ARE STORED.          *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               
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DEMODICT    APPLDICT  DICTIONARY WHERE SQL DEMO DATABASE RESIDES                

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    APPLDICT.DDLDML   ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DICTDSN     @DEMODICT@.DDLDML DATASET NAME FOR "APPLDICT.DDLDML"                

 DICTUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "APPLDICT.DDLDML"             

 DICTVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "APPLDICT.DDLDML"              

 DICTXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "APPLDICT.DDLDML"                    

 DICTASGN   DICTDB          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DICTDB"                         

 DICTVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DICTDB"                    

 DICTVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DICTDB"            

 DICTVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                 

 DICTACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DICTDB"                         

 DICTPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DICTDB"                    

 DICTPAGS   2000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DICTDB"                

 DICTCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DICTDB"             

 DICTLOPAGE 60001           STARTING PAGE OF APPLDICT.DDLDML AREA               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          
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                        ****   APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD  ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DLODDSN     @DEMODICT@.DDLDCLOD   DATASET NAME FOR "APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD"          

 DLODUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD"           

 DLODVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD"            

 DLODXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD"                  

 DLODASGN   DLODDB          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DLODDB"                         

 DLODVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DLODDB"                    

 DLODVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DLODDB"            

 DLODVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                 

 DLODACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DLODDB"                         

 DLODPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DLODDB"                    

 DLODPAGS   500             NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DLODDB"                

 DLODCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DLODDB"             

 DLODLOPAGE 70001           STARTING PAGE OF APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD AREA             

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    SYSUSER SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:    ****               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE      *               

               *    THE SYSUSER.DDLSEC AREA. THE SYSUSER        *               

               *    SEGMENT CAN CONTAIN ANY SITE SPECIFIC       *               
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               *    USER DEFINITIONS. THIS IS AN OPTIONAL       *               

               *    SEGMENT FOR CA-IDMS/DB INSTALLS.            *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    SYSUSER.DDLSEC    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

SECDSN     SYSUSER.DDLSEC  DATASET NAME FOR "SYSUSER.DDLSEC"                    

 SECUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSUSER.DDLSEC"               

 SECVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSUSER.DDLSEC"                

 SECXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSUSER.DDLSEC"                      

 SECASGN   SECDD           DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "SECDD"                           

 SECVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "SECDD"                      

 SECVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "SECDD"              

 SECVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                  

 SECACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "SECDD"                           

 SECPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "SECDD"                      

 SECPAGS   500             NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "SECDD"                  

 SECCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "SECDD"               

 SECLOPAGE 48001           STARTING PAGE OF SYSUSER.DDLSEC AREA                 
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               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    SYSSQL SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:     ****               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE  *               

               *    FILES AND AREAS THAT COMPRISE THE SYSSQL    *               

               *    SEGMENT. THE FILES IN THE SYSSQL SEGMENT    *               

               *    ARE REQUIRED FOR SITES INSTALLING THE       *               

               *    SQL DATABASE, CA-IDMS/DB-SQL.               *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    SYSSQL.DDLCAT     ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

SQLDSN     SYSSQL.DDLCAT   DATASET NAME FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCAT"                     

 SQLUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCAT"                

 SQLVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCAT"                 

 SQLXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCAT"                       

 SQLASGN   SQLDD           DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "SQLDD"                           

 SQLVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "SQLDD"                      

 SQLVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "SQLDD"              
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 SQLVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                  

 SQLACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "SQLDD"                           

 SQLPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "SQLDD"                      

 SQLPAGS   2000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "SQLDD"                  

 SQLCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "SQLDD"               

 SQLDDLOPAGE 20001         STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSSQL.DDLCAT AREA              

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   SYSSQL.DDLCATLOD   ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

SQLLDSN     SYSSQL.DDLCATL  DATASET NAME FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCATL"                   

 SQLLUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCATL"              

 SQLLVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCATL"               

 SQLLXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCATL"                     

 SQLLASGN   SQLLOD          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "SQLLOD"                         

 SQLLVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "SQLLOD"                    

 SQLLVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "SQLLOD"            

 SQLLVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                 

 SQLLACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "SQLLOD"                         

 SQLLPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "SQLLOD"                    

 SQLLPAGS   500             NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "SQLLOD"                

 SQLLCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "SQLLOD"             
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 SQLLODLOPAGE 25001         STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSSQL.DDLCATLOD AREA          

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    SYSSQL.DDLCATX    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

SQLXDSN     SYSSQL.DDLCATX  DATASET NAME FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCATX"                   

 SQLXUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCATX"              

 SQLXVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCATX"               

 SQLXXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCATX"                     

 SQLXASGN   SQLXDD          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "SQLXDD"                         

 SQLXVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "SQLXDD"                    

 SQLXVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "SQLXDD"            

 SQLXVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                 

 SQLXACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "SQLXDD"                         

 SQLXPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "SQLXDD"                    

 SQLXPAGS   500             NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "SQLXDD"                

 SQLXCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "SQLXDD"             

 SQLXLOPAGE 28001           STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSSQL.DDLCATX AREA            

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    ASFDICT SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:    ****               
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               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE  *               

               *    FILES AND AREAS THAT COMPRISE THE ASFDICT   *               

               *    SEGMENT. THIS SEGMENT IS ONLY REQUIRED      *               

               *    FOR SITES INSTALLING THE ASF-OPTION.        *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    ASFDICT.DDLDML    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

ADMLDSN     ASFDICT.DDLDML  DATASET NAME FOR "ASFDICT.DDLDML"                   

 ADMLUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "ASFDICT.DDLDML"              

 ADMLVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "ASFDICT.DDLDML"               

 ADMLXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "ASFDICT.DDLDML"                     

 ADMLASGN   ASFDML          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "ASFDML"                         

 ADMLVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "ASFDML"                    

 ADMLVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ASFDML"            

 ADMLVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                 

 ADMLACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "ASFDML"                         

 ADMLPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "ADML "                     

 ADMLPAGS   2000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "ADML "                 
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 ADMLCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "ADML "              

 ADBNAME    ASFDICT         DBNAME FOR THE ASF DICTIONARY                       

 ADMLLOPAGE 80001           STARTING PAGE OF ASFDICT.DDLDML AREA                

 ADMLUSER   ""              AUTHORIZED USER ID FOR ASF DICTIONARY SIGNON        

 ADMLUSERPW ""              AUTHORIZED USER PASSWORD FOR ASF DICTIONARY         

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   ASFDICT.ASFDEFN    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        *    (ASF DEFINITION AREA)   *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

ADEFNDSN     ASFDICT.ASFDEFN DATASET NAME FOR "ASFDICT.ASFDEFN"                 

 ADEFNUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "ASFDICT.ASFDEFN"            

 ADEFNVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "ASFDICT.ASFDEFN"             

 ADEFNXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "ASFDICT.ASFDEFN"                   

 ADEFNASGN   ASFDEFN         DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "ASFDEFN"                       

 ADEFNVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "ASFDEFN"                  

 ADEFNVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ASFDEFN"          

 ADEFNVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 ADEFNACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "ASFDEFN"                       

 ADEFNPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "ADEFN "                   

 ADEFNPAGS   1000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "ADEFN "               

 ADEFNCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "ADEFN "            
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 ADEFNLOPAGE 83001           STARTING PAGE OF ASFDICT.ASFDEFN AREA              

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   ASFDICT.ASFDATA    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        *      (ASF DATA AREA)       *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

ADATADSN     ASFDICT.ASFDATA DATASET NAME FOR "ASFDICT.ASFDATA"                 

 ADATAUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "ASFDICT.ASFDATA"            

 ADATAVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "ASFDICT.ASFDATA"             

 ADATAXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "ASFDICT.ASFDATA"                   

 ADATAASGN   ASFDATA         DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "ASFDATA"                       

 ADATAVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "ASFDATA"                  

 ADATAVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ASFDATA"          

 ADATAVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 ADATAACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "ASFDATA"                       

 ADATAPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "ADATA "                   

 ADATAPAGS   2000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "ADATA "               

 ADATACISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "ADATA "            

 ADATALOPAGE 85001           STARTING PAGE OF ASF DATA AREA                     

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          
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                        ****    ASFDICT.ASFLOD    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        *       (ASF LOAD AREA)      *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

ADLODDSN     ASFDICT.ASFLOD  DATASET NAME FOR "ASFDICT.ASFLOD"                  

 ADLODUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "ASFDICT.ASFLOD"             

 ADLODVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "ASFDICT.ASFLOD"              

 ADLODXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "ASFDICT.ASFLOD"                    

 ADLODASGN   ASFLOD          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "ASFLOD"                        

 ADLODVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "ASFLOD"                   

 ADLODVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ASFLOD"           

 ADLODVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 ADLODACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "ASFLOD"                        

 ADLODPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "ADLOD "                   

 ADLODPAGS   2000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "ADLOD "               

 ADLODCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "ADLOD "            

 ADLODLOPAGE 88001           STARTING PAGE OF THE ASFDICT.ASFLOD AREA           

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    EMPDEMO SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:    ****               

               *                                                *               

               *   USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE   *               

               *   FILES AND AREAS THAT COMPRISE THE EMPDEMO    *               
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               *   SEGMENT. THIS SEGMENT IS REQUIRED TO BUILD   *               

               *   THE EMPLOYEE SKILLS NETWORK DEMO DATABASE.   *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO   ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

EMPDSN     EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO "EMPDEMO" DATASET NAME                               

 EMPUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "EMPDEMO"                      

 EMPVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "EMPDEMO"                       

 EMPXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "EMPDEMO" ALLOCATION                  

 EMPASGN   EMPDEMO         DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "EMPDEMO"                         

 EMPVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "EMPDEMO"                    

 EMPVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "EMPDEMO"            

 EMPVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                  

 EMPACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "EMPDEMO"                         

 EMPPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "EMPDEMO"                    

 EMPPAGS   50              NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "EMPDEMO"                

 EMPCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "EMPDEMO"             

 EMPLOPAGE 75001           STARTING PAGE OF EMPDEMO AREA                        
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                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    EMPDEMO.INSDEMO   ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

INSDSN     EMPDEMO.INSDEMO "INSDEMO" DATASET NAME                               

 INSUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "INSDEMO"                      

 INSVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "INSDEMO"                       

 INSXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "INSDEMO" ALLOCATION                  

 INSASGN   INSDEMO         DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "INSDEMO"                         

 INSVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "INSDEMO"                    

 INSVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "INSDEMO"            

 INSVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                  

 INSACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "INSDEMO"                         

 INSPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "INSDEMO"                    

 INSPAGS   25              NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "INSDEMO"                

 INSCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "INSDEMO"             

 INSLOPAGE 75101           STARTING PAGE OF INSDEMO AREA                        

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    EMPDEMO.ORGDEMO   ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          
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ORGDSN     EMPDEMO.ORGDEMO "ORGDEMO" DATASET NAME                               

 ORGUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "ORGDEMO"                      

 ORGVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "ORGDEMO"                       

 ORGXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "ORGDEMO" ALLOCATION                  

 ORGASGN   ORGDEMO         DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "ORGDEMO"                         

 ORGVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "ORGDEMO"                    

 ORGVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ORGDEMO"            

 ORGVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                  

 ORGACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "ORGDEMO"                         

 ORGPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "ORGDEMO"                    

 ORGPAGS   25              NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "ORGDEMO"                

 ORGCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "ORGDEMO"             

 ORGLOPAGE 75151           STARTING PAGE OF ORGDEMO AREA                        

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    SQLDEMO SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:    ****               

               *                                                *               

               *   USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE   *               

               *   FILES AND AREAS THAT COMPRISE THE SQLDEMO    *               

               *   SEGMENT. THIS SEGMENT IS REQUIRED TO BUILD   *               

               *   THE SQL VERSION OF THE EMPLOYEE SKILLS       *               

               *   DEMO DATABASE.                               *               

               *                                                *               
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               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    SQLDEMO.EMPLDEMO  ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

EMPLDSN     SQLDEMO.EMPLDEMO "EMPLDEMO" DATASET NAME                            

 EMPLUNIT   ""               OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "EMPLDEMO"                   

 EMPLVOL    @DISKVOL@        OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "EMPLDEMO"                    

 EMPLXTNT   ""               DISK SPACE FOR "EMPLDEMO" ALLOCATION               

 EMPLASGN   EMPLDEM          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "EMPLDEMO"                      

 EMPLVSPA   ""               VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "EMPLDEMO"                 

 EMPLVCAT   DEFAULT          VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "EMPLDEMO"         

 EMPLVCID   @VSAMVCID@       VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 EMPLACCM   @DISKACCM@       DISK ACCESS METHOD "EMPLDEMO"                      

 EMPLPGSZ   5064             PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "EMPLDEMO"                 

 EMPLPAGS   100              NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "EMPLDEMO"             

 EMPLCISZ   4096             VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "EMPLDEMO"          

 EMPLLOPAGE 77001            STARTING PAGE OF THE SQLDEMO.EMPLDEMO AREA         

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    SQLDEMO.INFODEMO  ****                          
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                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

INFODSN     SQLDEMO.INFODEMO "INFODEMO" DATASET NAME                            

 INFOUNIT   ""               OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "INSDEMO"                    

 INFOVOL    @DISKVOL@        OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "INSDEMO"                     

 INFOXTNT   ""               DISK SPACE FOR "INSDEMO" ALLOCATION                

 INFOASGN   INFODEM          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "INFODEMO"                      

 INFOVSPA   ""               VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "INFODEMO"                 

 INFOVCAT   DEFAULT          VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "INFODEMO"         

 INFOVCID   @VSAMVCID@       VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 INFOACCM   @DISKACCM@       DISK ACCESS METHOD "INFODEMO"                      

 INFOPGSZ   5064             PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "INFODEMO"                 

 INFOPAGS   50               NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "INFODEMO"             

 INFOCISZ   4096             VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "INFODEMO"          

 INFOLOPAGE 77201           STARTING PAGE OF THE SQLDEMO.INFODEMO AR EA         

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    SQLDEMO.INDXDEMO  ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

INDXDSN     SQLDEMO.INDXDEMO "INDXDEMO" DATASET NAME                            

 INDXUNIT   ""               OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "INDXDEMO"                   
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 INDXVOL    @DISKVOL@        OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "INDXDEMO"                    

 INDXXTNT   ""               DISK SPACE FOR "INDXDEMO" ALLOCATION               

 INDXASGN   INDXDEM          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "INDXDEMO"                      

 INDXVSPA   ""               VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "INDXDEMO"                 

 INDXVCAT   DEFAULT          VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "INDXDEMO"         

 INDXVCID   @VSAMVCID@       VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 INDXACCM   @DISKACCM@       DISK ACCESS METHOD "INDXDEMO"                      

 INDXPGSZ   5064             PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "INDXDEMO"                 

 INDXPAGS   50               NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "INDXDEMO"             

 INDXCISZ   4096             VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "INDXDEMO"          

 INDXLOPAGE 77301            STARTING PAGE FOR SQLDEMO.INDXDEMO                 

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****   PROJSEG  SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:    ****               

               *                                                *               

               *   USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE   *               

               *   PROJSEG SEGMENT. THIS SEGMENT IS PART OF     *               

               *   THE SQL DEMO DATABASE.                       *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

PROJDSN     PROJSEG.PROJDEMO "PROJDEMO" DATASET NAME                            

 PROJUNIT   ""               OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "PROJDEMO"                   

 PROJVOL    @DISKVOL@        OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "PROJDEMO"                    
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 PROJXTNT   ""               DISK SPACE FOR "PROJDEMO" ALLOCATION               

 PROJASGN   PROJDEM          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "PROJDEMO"                      

 PROJVSPA   ""               VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "PROJDEMO"                 

 PROJVCAT   DEFAULT          VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "PROJDEMO"         

 PROJVCID   @VSAMVCID@       VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 PROJACCM   @DISKACCM@       DISK ACCESS METHOD "PROJDEMO"                      

 PROJPGSZ   5064             PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "PROJDEMO"                 

 PROJPAGS   50               NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "PROJDEMO"             

 PROJCISZ   4096             VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "PROJDEMO"          

 PROJLOPAGE 77401            STARTING PAGE FOR PROJSEG.PROJDEMO                 

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****     DISK AND TAPE JOURNAL PARAMETERS     ****               

               *                                                *               

               *   USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE   *               

               *   SYSTEM TAPE AND DISK JOURNALS.               *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   TAPE JOURNAL FILE  ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          
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TJRNDSN     IDMSTAPE.DEMOJRNL  "TAPEJRNL" DATASET NAME                          

 TDMPDSN    IDMSTAPE.DUMP      "TAPEDUMP" DATASET NAME (FILE 2)                 

 TJRNVOL    NO             VOLSER FOR "TAPEJRNL"; NO WILL 'DUMMY' IT OUT        

 TJRNUNIT   @TAPEUNIT@     OVERRIDE TAPEUNIT FOR "TAPEJRNL"                     

 TJRNASGN   SYS009         DD NAME FOR "TAPEJRNL"                               

 TJRNSYS    SYS009         DEFAULT SYS NUMBER FOR TAPE JOURNAL                  

 TJRNBKSZ   8000           BLOCK SIZE FOR JOURNAL TAPE                          

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   DISK JOURNAL FILE  ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

J1DSN     J1JRNL          DATASET NAME FOR "J1JRNL"                             

 J1UNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "J1JRNL"                        

 J1VOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "J1JRNL"                         

 J1XTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "J1JRNL"                               

 J1ASGN   J1JRNL          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "J1JRNL"                           

 J1VSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "J1JRNL"                      

 J1VCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "J1JRNL"              

 J1VCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                   

 J1ACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "J1JRNL"                           

 J1PGSZ   2004            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "J1JRNL"                      
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 J1PAGS   5000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "J1JRNL"                  

 J1CISZ   2048            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "J1JRNL"               

                                                                                

J2DSN     J2JRNL          DATASET NAME FOR "J2JRNL"                             

 J2UNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "J2JRNL"                        

 J2VOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "J2JRNL"                         

 J2XTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "J2JRNL"                               

 J2ASGN   J2JRNL          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "J2JRNL"                           

 J2VSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "J2JRNL"                      

 J2VCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "J2JRNL"              

 J2VCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                   

 J2ACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "J2JRNL"                           

 J2PAGS   @J1PAGS@        NUMBER OF PAGES(BLOCKS) IN "J2JRNL"                   

 J2CISZ   @J1CISZ@        VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL FOR "J2JRNL"                    

                                                                                

J3DSN     J3JRNL          DATASET NAME FOR "J3JRNL"                             

 J3UNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "J3JRNL"                        

 J3VOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "J3JRNL"                         

 J3XTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "J3JRNL"                               

 J3ASGN   J3JRNL          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "J3JRNL"                           

 J3VSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "J3JRNL"                      

 J3VCAT   ""              VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "J3JRNL"              

 J3VCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                   

 J3ACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "J3JRNL"                           

 J3PAGS   @J1PAGS@        NUMBER OF PAGES(BLOCKS) IN "J3JRNL"                   
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 J3CISZ   @J1CISZ@        VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL FOR "J3JRNL"                    

                                                                                

J4DSN     J4JRNL          DATASET NAME FOR "J4JRNL"                             

 J4UNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "J4JRNL"                        

 J4VOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "J4JRNL"                         

 J4XTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "J4JRNL"                               

 J4ASGN   J4JRNL          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "J4JRNL"                           

 J4VSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "J4JRNL"                      

 J4VCAT   ""              VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "J4JRNL"              

 J4VCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                   

 J4ACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "J4JRNL"                           

 J4PAGS   @J1PAGS@        NUMBER OF PAGES(BLOCKS) IN "J4JRNL"                   

 J4CISZ   @J1CISZ@        VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL FOR "J4JRNL"                    

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    SYSCTL FILE ALLOCATION PARAMETERS     ****               

               *                                                *               

               *     USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE     *               

               *     AND ALLOCATE A SYSCTL FILE.                *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

SYSCTLDSN     SYSCTL       DATASET NAME FOR "SYSCTL"                            

 SYSCTLUNIT   ""           OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSCTL"                       
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 SYSCTLVOL    @DISKVOL@    OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSCTL"                        

 SYSCTLXTNT   ""           DISK SPACE FOR "SYSCTL"                              

 SYSCTLASGN   SYSCTL       DEFAULT FILE NAME FOR "SYSCTL"                       

 SYSCTLSYS    SYS000       SYSCTL "// ASSGN SYMBOLIC-UNIT"                      

                                                                                

             **************************************************                 

             *                                                *                 

             ****   TOOLDICT SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:    ****                 

             *                                                *                 

             *   USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE   *                 

             *   FILES THAT COMPRISE THE TOOLDICT SEGMENT.    *                 

             *   THIS SEGMENT IS THE CA IDMS TOOLS           *                 

             *   DICTIONARY WHERE THE SCHEMAS, SUBSCHEMAS,    *                 

             *   MAPS, DIALOGS, WORK RECORDS, APPLICATIONS,   *                 

             *   AND TUTORIAL MODULES REQUIRED FOR THOSE      *                 

             *   PRODUCTS ARE INSTALLED.                      *                 

             *                                                *                 

             **************************************************                 

                                                                                

NEW-TDICT    YES             ALLOCATE TOOLDICT SEGMENT

                                         VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES, EXISTS

TDICTNAME    @DEMODICT@      DICTIONARY TO PUT TOOLDICT INTO IF NOT NEW         

                                                                                

                       ******************************                           

                       *           SELECT           *                           
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                       ***     TOOLDICT.DDLDML    ***                           

                       *         PARAMETERS         *                           

                       ******************************                           

                                                                                

TDICTSEG     TOOLDICT        SEGMENT NAME FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"                 

TDICTDBN     @TDICTSEG@      DBNAME FOR TOOLDICT SEGMENT                        

TDICTASGN    TDICTDB         DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "TDICTDB"                       

TDICTHLQ     @PREFIX@        HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR "TOLDICT.DDLDML"          

TDICTLLQ     @TDICTSEG@.DDLDML LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"        

TDICTUNIT    ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"            

TDICTVOL     @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"             

TDICTXTNT    ""              DISK SPACE FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"                   

TDICTVSPA    ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "TDICTDB"                  

TDICTVCAT    DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "TDICTDB"          

TDICTPGSZ    4276            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "TDICTDB"                  

TDICTPAGS    2000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "TDICTDB"              

TDICTCISZ    4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "TDICTDB"           

TDICTLOPG    95001           STARTING PAGE OF "TOOLDICT.DDLDML" AREA            

TDICTVCID    @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

TDICTACCM    @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "TDICT"                         

                                                                                

                       ******************************                           

                       *           SELECT           *                           

                       ***    TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD   ***                           

                       *         PARAMETERS         *                           
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                       ******************************                           

                                                                                

TDLODASGN    TDLODDB         DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "TDLODDB"                       

TDLODHLQ     @PREFIX@        HIGH LVL QUALIFIER FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"         

TDLODLLQ     @TDICTSEG@.DDLDCLOD LOW LVL QUALIFIER FOR                          

*                            "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"                                

TDLODUNIT    ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"          

TDLODVOL     @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"           

TDLODXTNT    ""              DISK SPACE FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"                 

TDLODVSPA    ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "TDLODDB"                  

TDLODVCAT    DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "TDLODDB"          

TDLODPGSZ    4276            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "TDLODDB"                  

TDLODPAGS    100             NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "TDLODDB"              

TDLODCISZ    4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "TDLODDB"           

TDLODLOPG    98001           STARTING PAGE OF "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"               

TDLODVCID    @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

TDLODACCM    @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "TDLOD"                         

                                                                                

             ***************************************************                

             *                                                 *                

             *              PRODUCT INSTALLATION               *                

             ****          AND RUN-TIME PARAMETERS          ****                

             *                                                 *                

             *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO SPECIFY THE  *                

             *    RUN-TIME OPTIONS AND INSTALLATION VALUES     *                
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             *    FOR THE CA IDMS TOOLS PRODUCTS SELECTED.     *                

             ***************************************************                

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *       COMMON PRODUCT       *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

HLPDICT      @TDICTSEG@ ALTERNATE DICTIONARY USED FOR HELP MODULES              

HLPNODE      ""          ALTERNATE NODE USED FOR HELP MODULES                   

HLPVERS      1           VERSION NUMBER OF HELP MODULES                         

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *            DBIO            *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

DBIOSIZE     CYL         HOW DATA IS READ CYL/TRK/BLK                           

DBIOMBUF     2           MAX BUFFERS PER READ                                   

DBIODBUF     1           AVERAGE BUFFERS PER READ                               

DBIOENT      NO          SNAP INFORMATION UPON ENTERING GSDIDIO                 

DBIOXIT      NO          SNAP INFORMATION PRIOR TO EXITING                      

DBIOOPN      NO          SNAP INFORMATION PRIOR TO OPENING A FILE               
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DBIOCLS      NO          SNAP INFORMATION PRIOR TO CLOSING A FILE               

DBIOFS       NO          SNAP INFORMATION FOR FASTSCAN PROCESSING               

DBIOXCP      NO          SNAP INFORMATION FOR EXCP PROCESSING                   

DBIOPRQ      NO          SNAP INFORMATION FOR A PAGE REQUEST                    

DBIOERR      NO          SNAP INFO. UPON ANY NON-ZERO MINOR ERROR-STATUS        

DBIOTRACE    NO          SAVE ROUTINE NAMES IN TRACE TABLE                      

DBIODEBUG    NO          DISPLAY DEBUG INFORMATION                              

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *         DML-ONLINE         *                         

                         ***      INSTALLATION      ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

DMLOSEG      DMLO        DMLO SEGMENT NAME                                      

DMLODBN      @DMLOSEG@   DMLO DBNAME NAME                                       

UDDATASTPG   0360000     START PAGE FOR USD-DATA-AREA                           

UDDATANMPG   600         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR USD-DATA-AREA               

DMLOXTNT     ""          DISK SPACE FOR FILE "USDFIL1"                          

DMLOPGSZ     3476        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR DMLO DATABASE                      

DMLOHLQ      @PREFIX@    DSN HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR DMLO DB FILE              

DMLOLLQ      @DMLOSEG@.PROFILE  DSN LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR DMLO DB FILE        

DMLOUNIT     ""          DISK UNIT FOR DMLO DATABASE FILE                       

DMLOVOL      @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR DMLO DATABASE FILE                     

DMLOVCAT     DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DMLO"                 
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DMLOVCID     @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

DMLOVSPA     ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DMLO"                         

DMLOACCM     @DISKACCM@  DISK ACCESS METHOD "DMLO"                              

DMLOCISZ     4096        VSAM CONTROL INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DMLO"                  

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *         DML-ONLINE         *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

LOWCASE      N           LOWER CASE OPTION  (Y/N)                               

DPRTCL       1           DC PRINT CLASS                                         

TPRTCL       A           TSO PRINT CLASS                                        

CPRTCL       A           CICS PRINT CLASS                                       

DISPLAY      COBOL       DISPLAY FMT  (COBOL/VERTICAL)                          

AUTOHEX      ON          AUTOHEX   OPTION (ON/OFF)                              

AUTOBND      ON          AUTO-BIND OPTION (ON/OFF)                              

MAPIN        FAST        DATA/COMMAND INP (FAST/STEP)                           

CLIST        FAST        CLIST EXECUTION  (FAST/STEP)                           

DSPCMND      INPUT       COMMAND DISPLAY  (INPUT/USED)                          

LRFSCRN      NORM        LRF SCREEN FMT   (NORM/MAX)                            

MODE         EXPERT      SESSION MODE    (EXPERT/MENU)                          

USERXIT      (DYNAM,OFF) USER EXIT OPTION                                       

GLOBID       DMLOSYS     SYS. PROF/CLIST OWNER ID                               
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ADMIN        USERID01    DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON                              

ADMIN2       USERID02    DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON                              

USERID       INPUT       CHG USERID ?  (INPUT/PROT)                             

NONDSPLY     C'_'        NONDISPLAY TRANSLATION                                 

DEFDICT      ""          DEFAULT SIGNON DICTIONARY                              

DEFNODE      ""          DEFAULT SIGNON DICT. NODE                              

PRFDBNM      DMLO        PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NAME                              

PRFDBND      ""          PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NODE                              

SBUFNM       SBUF        DEFAULT SCR REC NAME PFX                               

QBUFNM       QBUF        DEFAULT QUE REC NAME PFX                               

SQBUFL       4096        DEFAULT S/Q REC MAX LEN                                

ATTNKEY      PA1         ATTENTION/INTERRUPT                                    

SNONKEY      (PF2,PF14)  SIGNON HELP  (P)                                       

PROFKEY      (PF4,PF16)  PROFILE LIST (P)                                       

HELPKEY      (PF1,PF13)  SESSION HELP                                           

SHOWKEY      (PF2,PF14)  SHOW PFKEYS                                            

PENDKEY      (PF3,PF15)  END                                                    

DISPKEY      (PF4,PF16)  REDISPLAY                                              

PGUPKEY      (PF7,PF19)  SCROLL UP                                              

PGDNKEY      (PF8,PF20)  SCROLL DOWN                                            

DEFENTK      Y           DEFAULT USE OF ENTER KEY                               

DEFDBNM      ""          DEFAULT SIGNON DBNAME                                  

STKSIZE      4096        DEFAULT PUSH STACK SIZE                                

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         
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                         *         MASTERKEY          *                         

                         ***      INSTALLATION      ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

MKEYSEG      MASTRKEY    MASTERKEY SEGMENT NAME                                 

MKEYDBN      @MKEYSEG@   MASTERKEY DBNAME  NAME                                 

SKDATASTPG   0330000     START PAGE FOR SSK-DATA-AREA                           

SKDATANMPG   600         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR SSK-DATA-AREA               

MKEYXTNT     ""          DISK SPACE FOR FILE "SSKFIL1"                          

MKEYPGSZ     3476        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR MASTERKEY DATABASE                 

MKEYHLQ      @PREFIX@    DSN HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR MASTERKEY DB FILE         

MKEYLLQ      @MKEYSEG@.DATASEG  DSN LOW LVL QUALFR FOR MASTERKEY                

*                        DB FILE                                                

MKEYUNIT     ""          DISK UNIT FOR MASTERKEY DATABASE FILE                  

MKEYVOL      @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUMN FOR MASTERKEY DATABASE FILE                

MKEYVCAT     DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "MKEY"                 

MKEYVCID     @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

MKEYVSPA     ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "MKEY"                         

MKEYACCM     @DISKACCM@  DISK ACCESS METHOD "MKEY"                              

MKEYCISZ     4096        VSAM CONTROL INTERVAL SIZE FOR "MKEY"                  

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *          MASTERKEY         *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         
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                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

CLTDICT      @TDICTSEG@ DICTNAME FOR TRANSIENT CLISTS                           

CLTNODE      ""          DICTNODE FOR TRANSIENT CLISTS                          

F8PROKEEP    255         NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN PROFILE QUEUE RECORDS         

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *         ADS-ALIVE          *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

USGTSK       ADSALIVE    TASK CODE TO INVOKE ADS-ALIVE                          

PCHOFF       3800        OFFSET FOR IMPLANT                                     

SWEEP        Y           AREA SWEEP FOR DIALOG WILD CARDS (Y/N)                 

AUTO         Y           NON-INTERRUPT MODE ALLOWED (Y/N)                       

QKEEP        3           NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN DEBUG QUEUE RECORDS           

O5PROKEEP    255         NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN PROFILE QUEUE RECORDS         

DICTDEF      D           USE DEFAULT DICTNAME OR PROFILE DICTNAME (D/P)         

ABRTSCR      Y           POST-ABORT BROWSE SCREEN (Y OR N)                      

SKPUG18      N           ALLOW USG0018E OVERRIDE                                

DSPLTAB      N           ALTER CHAR DISPLAY TABLE                               

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         
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                         *     DATABASE EXTRACTOR     *                         

                         ***      INSTALLATION      ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

DBXSEG       DBX         DBX SEGMENT NAME                                       

DBXDBN       @DBXSEG@    DBX DBNAME NAME                                        

UVDATASTPG   0370000     START PAGE FOR USV-DATA-AREA                           

UVDATANMPG   3000        NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR USV-DATA-AREA               

DBXXTNT      ""          DISK SPACE FOR FILE "USVFIL1"                          

DBXPGSZ      3476        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR DBX DATABASE                       

DBXHLQ       @PREFIX@    DSN HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR DBX DB FILE               

DBXLLQ       @DBXSEG@.USVFIL1 DSN LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR DBX DB FILE           

DBXUNIT      @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR DBX DATABASE FILE                        

DBXVOL       ""          DISK VOLUMN FOR DBX DATABASE FILE                      

DBXVCAT      DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DBX"                  

DBXVCID      @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

DBXVSPA      ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DBX"                          

DBXACCM      @DISKACCM@  DISK ACCESS METHOD "DBX"                               

DBXCISZ      4096        VSAM CONTROL INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DBX"                   

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *     DATABASE EXTRACTOR     *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         
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                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

DBXTSK       DBX         TASK CODE TO INVOKE DBX                                

STKENTS      50          NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN DBX STACK (30 TO 1000)            

COPY         ANYONE      WHO USER CAN COPY FROM (ANYONE/DBXADMIN/USER)          

RETSEQ       YES         RETAIN PHYSICAL SEQ OF MEMBER RECORDS (YES/NO)         

XRECURO      YES         EXTRACT OWNER OF RECURSIVE RECORDS (YES/NO)            

BGINMID      NO          BEGIN VIEW/EDIT IN MIDDLE OF PATH (YES/NO)             

NLYZ008      WARNING     HAVE NLYZ008 WARNING/ERROR MSG (WARNING/ERROR)         

SYSIDMS_DMCL NO          SPECIFY TARGET DMCL IN SYSIDMS                         

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *          DC-SORT           *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

MAIN         10000       AMOUNT OF IN-CORE SORT STORAGE (0 THRU N)              

AUX          10000       AMOUNT OF SECONDARY SORT STORAGE (0 THRU N)            

MINRBUF      100         NUMBER OF RECORDS PER PAGE (0 THRU N)                  

LIMLOCK      N           PREVENT USERS FROM SETLIMIT FACILITY (Y/N)             

EXITKEY      PF24        ADS PREPROCESSOR EXIT KEY (PA1...PF24)                 

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *          DC-SORT           *                         
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                         ***      INSTALLATION      ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

DCSORTDEMO   N           INSTALL DC-SORT DEMO DIALOG AND PROGRAM (Y/N)          

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *      DC-SORT FOR CICS      *                         

                         ***      INSTALLATION      ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

DCSORT-CICS  NO          INSTALL DC-SORT FOR CICS (YES/NO)                      

                                                                                

* DC-SORT FOR CICS INSTALLATION LIBRARY DEFINITION *                            

DCSRVOL      @DISKVOL@   VOLUME ID FOR PRODUCTION DC/SORT CICS LIBRARY          

DCSRXTNT     ""          NUMBER OF TRACKS/BLOCKS FOR DC/SORT CICS PROD LIBRARY  

DCSRDSN      ""          DSN FOR PRODUCTION DC/SORT CICS 17 LIBRARY             

DCSRLIBNME   ""          PRODUCTION DC/SORT CICS 17 LIBRARY NAME                

DCSRSUBNME   ""          PRODUCTION DC/SORT CICS 17 SUBLIBRARY NAME             

DCSRVCAT     DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG NAME FOR THE PRODUCTION LIBRARY           

DCSRVCID     @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

DCSRVSPA     ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DCSORT"                       

                                                                                

SKIPDCSRLIB  NO          SKIP THE CREATION OF THE DC/SORT CICS LIBRARY          
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SKIPDCSRSUB  NO          SKIP THE CREATION OF THE DC/SORT CICS SUBLIBRARY       

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *     ONLINE LOG DISPLAY     *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

LOGDTSK      LOGD        TASK CODE TO INVOKE ONLINE LOG DISPLAY                 

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *      JOURNAL ANALYZER      *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

DEVICE1      DISK        DEVICE FOR EXTRACT & DISPLAY (TAPE/DISK)               

DEVICE2      DISK        DEVICE FOR MANAGEMENT RANKING (TAPE/DISK)              

FILABL       STD         LABEL TYPE FOR TAPE (STD/NSTD/NO)                      

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *     DICTIONARY MIGRATOR    *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         
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XPICOVR      N           EXCLUDE PICTURE OVERRIDES                              

XSUBEL       N           EXCLUDE SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS                           

MAPDCMP      N           MAP DECOMPILE OPTION                                   

SHARRDY      N           READY IN SHARED UPDATE (OBJECT DICT)                   

EXCLRDY      N           READY IN EXCLUSIVE UPDATE "     "                      

DFLTOFF      N           DEFAULT IS OFF                                         

PROGALL      N           DISPLAY PROGRAMS WITH ALL                              

XCLIST       N           EXCLUDE CLIST (DCMT V NEW COPIES)                      

XCLIMM       N           EXCLUDE IMMEDIATE IN CLIST                             

XCLDBN       N           EXCLUDE DICTIONARY NAME IN CLIST                       

XCLVER       N           EXCLUDE VERSION IN CLIST                               

NOUDC        N           NO UDC COMMENT SYNTAX                                  

XUDNREF      N           EXCLUDE ALL UDN REFERENCES                             

XUDNREL      N           EXCLUDE ELEMENT UDN REFERENCES                         

XUDNRAT      N           EXCLUDE ATTRIBUTE UDN REFERENCES                       

XUDNRSY      N           EXCLUDE SYSTEM UDN REFERENCES                          

XUDNRRC      N           EXCLUDE RECORD UDN REFERENCES                          

XUDNRMD      N           EXCLUDE MODULE UDN REFERENCES                          

XUDNRPG      N           EXCLUDE PROGRAM UDN REFERENCES                         

XUDNRUS      N           EXCLUDE USER UDN REFERENCES                            

DBQUOTE      N           DOUBLE QUOTE                                           

EXNTWK       N           EXTRACT IDMSNTWK COMPONENTS                            

XELEMNT      N           OMIT ELEMENTS FROM EXTRACTION                          

XELECOB      N           OMIT ELE FROM EXTRACT WHEN COBOLFMT                    
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EXSYREC      N           EXTRACT SYSTEM RECORDS                                 

XUDNXRT      N           SKIP ALL UDN EXTRACTION                                

XUDNXEL      N           SKIP ELEMENT UDN EXTRACTION                            

XUDNXRC      N           SKIP RECORD UDN EXTRACTION                             

XUDNXMD      N           SKIP MODULE UDN EXTRACTION                             

XUDNXUS      N           SKIP USER UDN EXTRACTION                               

XUDNXAT      N           SKIP ATTRIBUTE UDN EXTRACTION                          

XUDNXSY      N           SKIP SYSTEM UDN EXTRACTION                             

XIMSYNR      N           OMIT SYNTAX FILE DISPLAY RPT ON IMP                    

DELADDS      N           USE DELETE/ADD SYNTAX (NOT MODIFY)                     

EXTSAME      N           EXTRACT SAME AS ENTITIES                               

DBABEND      N           ABEND ON DATABASE ERROR                                

NOEXATT      N           OMIT EXTRACTION OF CLASS-ATTRIBUTES                    

NOEXCLS      N           OMIT EXTRACTION OF CLASS                               

NOEXSYS      N           OMIT EXTRACTION OF SYSTEMS                             

STOPVER      N           STOP AFTER VALD IF ERRORS (CC=8)                       

NOATRXP      N           LEVEL=ONLY NO ATTR EXPLOSION                           

NOSAUTH      N           BYPASS SOURCE DICT SECURITY CHECKING                   

NOTAUTH      N           BYPASS TARGET DICT SECURITY CHECKING                   

ENTLAB       N           PUT ENTITY TYPE LABELS IN DDDLUPD                      

ABGNSRC      N           CREATE ADSOBCOM SOURCE GEN KEYFILE                     

XSIGNON      N           OMIT SIGNON FROM SYNTAX FILES                          

XSIGMAP      N           OMIT SIGNON FROM MAP SYNTAX FILES RHDCDEL/UPD          

XEQUDAT      N           SKIP EXTRACTION OF ENTITIES WITH EQUAL DATES           
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DDLMOD       N           CREATE DDL SYNTAX FILES USING MODIFY                   

DDDLREP      N           CREATE DDDL SYNTAX USING REPLACE                       

TABNULL      N           ADD 'EXCLUDE VALUES NULL' TO TABLE SYNTAX              

EXPMOD       N           USE 'MODIFY'VERB FOR EXPORT CHANGEONLY SYNTAX          

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *    DICT MIGRATOR ASSIST    *                         

                         ***      INSTALLATION      ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

DMASEG       DMA         DICT MIGRATOR ASSIST SEGMENT NAME                      

DMADBN       @DMASEG@    DICT MIGRATOR ASSIST DBNAME  NAME                      

XMDATASTPG   0300000     START PAGE FOR XDM-DATA-AREA                           

XMDATANMPG   600         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR XDM-DATA-AREA               

DMAXTNT      ""          DISK SPACE FOR FILE "XDMFIL1"                          

DMAPGSZ      3476        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR DMA DATABASE                       

DMAHLQ       @PREFIX@    DSN HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR DMA DB FILE               

DMALLQ       @DMASEG@.XDMFIL1 DSN LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR DMA DB FILE           

DMAUNIT      ""          DISK UNIT FOR DMA DATABASE FILE                        

DMAVOL       @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUMN FOR DMA DATABASE FILE                      

DMAVCAT      DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DMA"                  

DMAVCID      @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

DMAVSPA      ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DMA"                          

DMAACCM      @DISKACCM@  DISK ACCESS METHOD "DMA"                               
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DMACISZ      4096        VSAM CONTROL INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DMA"                   

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *    DICT MIGRATOR ASSIST    *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

DMATSK       DMA         TASK CODE TO INVOKE DMA                                

MUPROKEEP    255         NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN PROFILE QUEUE RECORDS         

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *     DICT MODULE EDITOR     *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

LOCK         Y           SET LONGTERM DBKEY LOCKS (Y/N)                         

SCROLL       PAGE        SCROLL AMOUNT (PAGE/HALF/CSR)                          

DELIMITER    ;           COMMAND DELIMITER                                      

PAD          N           PAD CHARACTER (DEFAULT SPACE)                          

VERSION      HIGHEST     DEFAULT IDD VERSION (HIGHEST/LOWEST)                   

SECURITY     I           SECURITY SYSTEM (I=IDD, D=DBMS, B=DBMS+IDD)            

USERID       INPUT       USERID CHANGES (INPUT=ALLOW, PROT=NOT ALLOW)           

MODSORT      Y           MODULE SORT PERFORMED (Y/N)                            
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SETDB        Y           RESET DATABASE/NODE TO DME ENTRY VALUE (Y/N)           

CLRKEND      Y           CLEAR KEY FUNCTION (Y=END, N=RESHOW)                   

PRTCLASS     "'  '"      SET DEFAULT PRINT CLASS (DC OR PRINT CLASS)            

EDITMOD      Y           SET DEFAULT ENTRY MODE TO EDIT MODULE                  

M3PROKEEP    255         NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN PROFILE QUEUE RECORDS         

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *            SASO            *                         

                         ***      INSTALLATION      ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

SASODOCSEG   SASODOC     SASODOC SEGMENT NAME                                   

SASOSTRSEG   SASOSTR     SASOSTR SEGMENT NAME                                   

SASODBN      @SASODOCSEG@ SASO DBNAME NAME                                      

ESCTRLSTPG   8100001     START PAGE FOR ESS-CTRL-AREA                           

ESCTRLSTBK   1           START BLOCK FOR ESS-CTRL-AREA                          

ESCTRLNMPG   95          NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-CTRL-AREA               

ESTEXTSTPG   8100101     START PAGE FOR ESS-TEXT-AREA                           

ESTEXTSTBK   96          START BLOCK FOR ESS-TEXT-AREA                          

ESTEXTNMPG   760         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-TEXT-AREA               

ESINDEXSTPG  8100901     START PAGE FOR ESS-INDEX-AREA                          

ESINDEXSTBK  856         START BLOCK FOR ESS-INDEX-AREA                         

ESINDEXNMPG  95          NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-INDEX-AREA              

ESRELSESTPG  8101001     START PAGE FOR ESS-RELSE-AREA                          
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ESSFIL1NMPG  950         TOTAL PAGES FOR ESS CTRL/TEXT/INDEX (3) AREAS          

ESRELSESTBK  1           START BLOCK FOR ESS-RELSE-AREA                         

ESRELSENMPG  240         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-RELSE-AREA              

ESRTEXTSTPG  8101301     START PAGE FOR ESS-RTEXT-AREA                          

ESRTEXTSTBK  241         START BLOCK FOR ESS-RTEXT-AREA                         

ESRTEXTNMPG  235         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-RTEXT-AREA              

ESSFIL2NMPG  475         TOTAL PAGES FOR ESS RELSE/RTEXT (2) AREAS              

ESCTRLDSTPG  8101601     START PAGE FOR ESS-CTRLD-AREA                          

ESCTRLDSTBK  1           START BLOCK FOR ESS-CTRLD-AREA                         

ESCTRLDNMPG  3           NUMBER OF PAGES FOR ESS-CTRLD-AREA                     

ESF1XTNT     ""          DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESSFIL1"                          

ESF2XTNT     ""          DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESSFIL2"                          

ESF3XTNT     ""          DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESSFIL3"                          

SASOPGSZ     9076        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR SASO DATABASE                      

SASOHLQ      @PREFIX@    DSN HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR SASO DB FILES             

SASOLLQ1     @SASODOCSEG@.PRIMARY  DSN LLQ FOR SASO DB FILES                    

SASOLLQ2     @SASODOCSEG@.RELEASE  DSN LLQ FOR SASO DB FILES                    

SASOLLQ3     @SASODOCSEG@.DOCUMENT DSN LLQ FOR SASO DB FILES                    

SASOUNIT1    @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR FILE "ESSFIL1"                           

SASOUNIT2    @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR FILE "ESSFIL2"                           

SASOUNIT3    @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR FILE "ESSFIL3"                           

SASOVOL1     @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUMNE FOR FILE "ESSFIL1"                        

SASOVOL2     @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUMNE FOR FILE "ESSFIL2"                        

SASOVOL3     @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUMNE FOR FILE "ESSFIL3"                        

SASOINTID    254         UNIQUE INTERNAL SASO DOCUMENT ID (36 TO 255)           
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SASODOCID    SPG         DBNAME FOR SASO IN DATABASE NAME TABLE                 

SASODOCHLQ   @PREFIX@    DSN HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR SASO DOCUMENT FILE        

SASODOCLLQ   @SASODOCSEG@.SPGTEXT  DSN LLQ FOR SASO DOCUMENT FILE               

SASODOCVOL   @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR SASO DOCUMENT FILE                     

SASODOCXTNT  ""          EXTENT INFORMATION FOR SASO DOCUMENT FILE              

SASOVCAT1    DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ESSFIL1"              

SASOVCAT2    DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ESSFIL2"              

SASOVCAT3    DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ESSFIL3"              

SASOVCID1    @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

SASOVCID2    @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

SASOVCID3    @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

SASOVSPA1    ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING FILE "ESSFIL1"                 

SASOVSPA2    ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING FILE "ESSFIL2"                 

SASOVSPA3    ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING FILE "ESSFIL3"                 

SASOACCM     @DISKACCM@  DISK ACCESS METHOD "SASO" FILES                        

SASOCISZ     9080        VSAM CONTROL INTERVAL SIZE FOR "SASO" FILES            

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *            SASO            *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

SASOTSK      SASO        TASK CODE TO INVOKE SASO                               

DEFDOC       SPG         DEFAULT DOCUMENT DBNAME TABLE ENTRY                    
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JCL1         ""          DEFAULT JOB CARD LINE FOR INITIAL USER PROFILES        

JCL2         ""          DEFAULT JOB CARD LINE FOR INITIAL USER PROFILES        

JCL3         ""          DEFAULT JOB CARD LINE FOR INITIAL USER PROFILES        

O4PROKEEP    255         NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN PROFILE QUEUE RECORDS         

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *          ENFORCER          *                         

                         ***      INSTALLATION      ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

* ENFORCER DATABASE FILES DEFINITION *                                          

ENFRSEG      ENFORCER    ENFORCER SEGMENT NAME                                  

ENFRDBN      @ENFRSEG@   ENFORCER DBNAME  NAME                                  

EXCTRLSTPG   0310001     START PAGE FOR ESX-CTRL-AREA                           

EXCTRLNMPG   500         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESX-CTRL-AREA               

EXLOADSTPG   0310751     START PAGE FOR ESX-LOAD-AREA                           

EXLOADNMPG   200         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESX-LOAD-AREA               

EXINDEXSTPG  0311001     START PAGE FOR ESX-INDEX-AREA                          

EXINDEXNMPG  100         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESX-INDEX-AREA              

EXF1XTNT     ""          DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESXFIL1"                          

EXF2XTNT     ""          DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESXFIL2"                          

EXF3XTNT     ""          DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESXFIL3"                          

ENFRPGSZ     9076        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR ENFORCER DATABASE                  

ENFRHLQ      @PREFIX@    DSN HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR ENFORCER DB FILES         
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ENFRLLQ1     @ENFRSEG@.CTRL   DSN LOW LVL QUALIFIER FOR ENFORCER                

*                        DB FILE                                                

ENFRLLQ2     @ENFRSEG@.LOAD   DSN LOW LVL QUALIFIER FOR ENFORCER                

*                        DB FILE                                                

ENFRLLQ3     @ENFRSEG@.INDEX  DSN LOW LVL QUALIFIER FOR ENFORCER                

*                        DB FILE                                                

ENFRUNIT1    @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR ENFORCER FILE "ESXFIL1"                  

ENFRUNIT2    @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR ENFORCER FILE "ESXFIL2"                  

ENFRUNIT3    @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR ENFORCER FILE "ESXFIL3"                  

ENFRVOL1     @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR ENFORCER FILE "ESXFIL1"                

ENFRVOL2     @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR ENFORCER FILE "ESXFIL2"                

ENFRVOL3     @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR ENFORCER FILE "ESXFIL3"                

ENFRVCAT1    DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ESXFIL1"              

ENFRVCAT2    DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ESXFIL2"              

ENFRVCAT3    DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ESXFIL3"              

ENFRVCID1    @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

ENFRVCID2    @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

ENFRVCID3    @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

ENFRVSPA1    ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING FILE "ESXFIL1"                 

ENFRVSPA2    ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING FILE "ESXFIL2"                 

ENFRVSPA3    ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING FILE "ESXFIL3"                 

ENFRACCM     @DISKACCM@  DISK ACCESS METHOD "ENFR"                              

ENFRCISZ     4096        VSAM CONTROL INTERVAL SIZE FOR "ENFR"                  

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         
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                         *          ENFORCER          *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

ENFTSK       ENFORCER    TASK CODE TO INVOKE ENFORCER                           

LOKMODE      D           DEADLOCK PROCESS (D-DEADLOCK, B-BATCH, M=IDDM)         

DSPACE       Y           SPACE DELIMITED WORDS ALLOWED (Y=YES, N=NO)            

DDASH        Y           DASH(-) DELIMITED WORDS ALLOWED (Y=YES, N=NO)          

DULINE       Y           ULINE(_) DELIMITED WORDS ALLOWED (Y=YES, N=NO)         

O3PROKEEP    255         NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN PROFILE QUEUE RECORDS         

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****         SELECT BACK-UP PARAMETERS        ****               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

BAK1ACTION  NO           RUN A "BACKUP" AFTER RHDCSGEN JOB (JOB5)               

                           VALID VALUES: NO (NO BACKUP OR RESTORE)              

                                       : BACKUP (RUN BACKUP ONLY)               

                                       : BOTH (RUN BACKUP AND RESTORE)          

 BAK1DSN    IDMSTAPE.BAK1DICT   TAPE DATASET NAME FOR BACKUP                    

 BAK1VOL    NO             VOLSER FOR "BAK1DICT"                                

 BAK1UNIT   @TAPEUNIT@     OVERRIDE TAPEUNIT FOR "BAK1DICT"                     
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BAK2ACTION  NO           RUN A "BACKUP" AFTER SYSDIRL LOAD (JOB7)               

                           VALID VALUES: NO (NO BACKUP OR RESTORE)              

                                       : BACKUP (RUN BACKUP ONLY)               

                                       : BOTH (RUN BACKUP AND RESTORE)          

 BAK2DSN    IDMSTAPE.BAK2DIRL   TAPE DATASET NAME FOR 2ND BACKUP                

 BAK2VOL    NO             VOLSER FOR "BAK2DIRL"                                

 BAK2UNIT   @TAPEUNIT@     OVERRIDE TAPEUNIT FOR "BAK2DIRL"                     

                                                                                

BAK3ACTION  NO           RUN THE FINAL "BACKUP" AND "RESTORE" IN JOB14          

                           VALID VALUES: NO (NO BACKUP OR RESTORE)              

                                       : BACKUP (RUN BACKUP ONLY)               

                                       : BOTH (RUN BACKUP AND RESTORE)          

 BAK3DSN    IDMSTAPE.BAK3DICT   TAPE DATASET NAME FOR 3RD BACKUP                

 BAK3VOL    NO             VOLSER FOR "BAK3DICT"                                

 BAK3UNIT   @TAPEUNIT@     OVERRIDE TAPEUNIT FOR "BAK3DICT"                     

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****        JOB AND RESTART PARAMETERS        ****               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO SPECIFY     *               

               *    WHICH INSTALL JOBS YOU WILL BE RUNNING.     *               

               *    CODING "YES" OR A JOBNAME FOR ANY OF THE    *               

               *    "JOB" PARAMETERS WILL GENERATE JCL.         *               
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               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

RESTART    ""           RESTART GENERATED JOB WITH "JOBSTAGE"                   

                                                                                

JOB1        NO          JOB 1 Create the IDMS labels procedures                           

 J1JOB1     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB1     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2

 

IDMSLBLS     DEFAULT   IDMS LABEL PROC TO GET GENERATED                         

 J1IDMSLBLS  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2IDMSLBLS  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

VSAMLBLS    DEFAULT     VSAM DEFINES FOR IDMS DATASETS                          

 J1VSAMLBLS DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2VSAMLBLS DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                                    

JOB2        NO          JOB 2 WILL PROCESS THE SVC ASSEMBLY                     

 J1JOB2     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB2     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMSVC      DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF THE IDMS SVC                     

 J1ASMSVC   DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMSVC   DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           
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ASMSVCX     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF THE TOOLS SVC EXIT 

 J1ASMSVCX  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                             

 J2ASMSVCX  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                              

 

JOB3        NO          JOB 3 CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLIES AND LINK EDITS                   

 J1JOB3     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB3     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMOPTI     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF IDMSOPTI                         

 J1ASMOPTI  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMOPTI  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMFTAB     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF RHDCFTAB                         

 J1ASMFTAB  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMFTAB  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMEVSAM    DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF IDMS/VSAM/T                      

 J1ASMEVSAM DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMEVSAM DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMCULP     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF CULMPROF MACRO                   

 J1ASMCULP  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMCULP  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMOPTF     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF RHDCOPTF                         
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 J1ASMOPTF  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMOPTF  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMUXIT     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF RHDCUXIT                         

 J1ASMUXIT  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMUXIT  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMCICS     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLIES FOR CICS SUPPORT                  

 J1ASMCICS  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMCICS  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMPERF     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF THE #PMOPT MACRO                 

 J1ASMPERF  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMPERF  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMCMSO     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF #SVCOPT MACRO AND LNKEDT         

 J1ASMCMSO  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMCMSO  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMCODE     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF RHDCCODE                         

 J1ASMCODE  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMCODE  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMPINT     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF RHDCPINT AND LNKEDT              

 J1ASMPINT  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           
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 J2ASMPINT  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMVCON     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF ADSOVCON                         

 J1ASMVCON  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMVCON  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMDL1T     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF DL1/T MODULES                    

 J1ASMDL1T  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMDL1T  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMFPPRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES JOURNAL ANALYZER MODULE M$UJDTF      

 J1ASMFPPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMFPPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMF8PRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES MASTERKEY MODULE SSKTPARM            

 J1ASMF8PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMF8PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMF9PRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES LOG-DSPLY MODULE USKTPARM            

 J1ASMF9PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMF9PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMIVPRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES DBIO MODULE GSDTPARM                 

 J1ASMIVPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMIVPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           
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ASMKJPRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES DML-ONLINE MODULE USDTPARM           

 J1ASMKJPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMKJPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMKPPRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES DC-SORT MODULE TPSPARM               

 J1ASMKPPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMKPPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMMUPRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES DMA MODULE XDMTPARM                  

 J1ASMMUPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMMUPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMMVPRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES DICT MIGRATOR MODULE USMTPARM        

 J1ASMMVPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMMVPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMM3PRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES DME MODULE USETPARM                  

 J1ASMM3PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMM3PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMM4PRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES QUERY FACILITY DADTPARM              

 J1ASMM4PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMM4PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           
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ASMOTPRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES DBX MODULE USVTPARM                  

 J1ASMOTPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMOTPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMO3PRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES ENFORCER MODULE ESXTPARM             

 J1ASMO3PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMO3PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMO4PRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES SASO MODULE ESSTPARM                 

 J1ASMO4PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMO4PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMO5PRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES ADS-ALIVE MODULE USGTPARM            

 J1ASMO5PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMO5PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                                                  

                                                                                

JOB4        NO          JOB 4 BUILDS THE DMCL, DBTABLE, SYSTEM DICT             

 J1JOB4     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB4     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

BUILDCAT    DEFAULT     THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS THE IDMS SYSTEM CATALOG            

 J1BUILDCAT DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2BUILDCAT DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

LOADCAT     DEFAULT     THIS JOBSTAGE LOADS THE IDMS SYSTEM CATALOG             
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 J1LOADCAT  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2LOADCAT  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JOB5        NO          JOB 5 BUILDS THE SYSGEN DEFINITIONS                     

 J1JOB5     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB5     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

LOADSGEN    DEFAULT     CREATE SYSTEM99 AND SYSTEM90                            

 J1LOADSGEN DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2LOADSGEN DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JOB6        NO          JOB 6 BUILDS THE MESSAGE DATABASE                       

 J1JOB6     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB6     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

LOADMSGS    DEFAULT     LOAD MESSAGES FORMATS AND LOADS DCMSG                   

 J1LOADMSGS DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2LOADMSGS DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JOB7        NO          JOB 7 BUILDS THE SYSDIRL DICTIONARY                     

 J1JOB7     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB7     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

SYSDIRL     DEFAULT     LOAD REPORTS TO SYSDIRL                                 

 J1SYSDIRL  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           
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 J2SYSDIRL  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JOB8        NO          JOB 8 BUILDS THE APPLICATION DICTIONARY                 

 J1JOB8     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB8     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

APPLDICT    DEFAULT     THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS THE APPLDICT SEGMENT               

 J1APPLDICT DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2APPLDICT DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JOB9        NO          JOB 9 BUILDS THE ASF DICTIONARY (OPTIONAL)              

 J1JOB9     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB9     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASFDICT     DEFAULT     THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS THE ASFDICT SEGMENT                

 J1ASFDICT  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASFDICT  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JOB10       NO          JOB 10 BUILDS TOOLDICT AND TOOLS DATABASES              

 J1JOB10    DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB10    DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

TOOLDICT    DEFAULT     THIS JOBSTAGE CREATES THE CA IDMS TOOLS DICT            

 J1TOOLDICT DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2TOOLDICT DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           
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DBXDB        DEFAULT    THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS THE DBX DATABASE                   

 J1DBXDB     DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2DBXDB     DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

DMADB        DEFAULT    THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS THE DMA DATABASE                   

 J1DMADB     DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2DMADB     DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

DMLODB       DEFAULT    THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS THE DMLO DATABASE                  

 J1DMLODB    DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2DMLODB    DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ENFRDB       DEFAULT    THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS AND LOADS ENFORCER DATABASE        

 J1ENFRDB    DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ENFRDB    DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

MKEYDB       DEFAULT    THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS THE MASTERKEY DATABASE             

 J1MKEYDB    DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2MKEYDB    DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JDNLDSPG     DEFAULT    THIS JOBSTAGE COPIES THE SASO FILES OFF TAPE            

 J1JDNLDSPG  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JDNLDSPG  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           
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SASODB       DEFAULT    THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS AND LOADS THE SASO DATABASE        

 J1SASODB    DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2SASODB    DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JOB11       NO          JOB 11 IS THE IDMS/DB DEMO                              

 J1JOB11    DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB11    DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

DBDEMO      DEFAULT     THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS THE NETWORK DEMO DATABASE          

 J1DBDEMO   DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2DBDEMO   DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JOB12       NO          JOB 12 IS THE IDMS/SQL DEMO                             

 J1JOB12    DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB12    DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

SQLDEMO     DEFAULT     THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS THE SQL DEMO DATABASE              

 J1SQLDEMO  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2SQLDEMO  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JOB13       NO          JOB 13 IS THE IDMS/DC DEMO                              

 J1JOB13    DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB13    DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

DCDEMO      DEFAULT     THIS JOBSTAGE WILL RUN THE CA-IDMS/DC DEMO              
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 J1DCDEMO   DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2DCDEMO   DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JOB14       NO          JOB 14 RUNS THE FINAL DATABASE BACKUP                   

 J1JOB14    DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB14    DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

                                                                                

BACKUP      DEFAULT     THIS STEP WILL BACKUP ALL INSTALLED DATABASE FILES      

 J1BACKUP   DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2BACKUP   DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****                                          ****               

               *      FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY -    DO NOT USE     *               

               *      WORK FIELD PARAMETERS -    DO NOT USE     *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

 LOPAGE       @DICTLOPAGE@    WORKFIELD                                         

 MGLOPAGE     @DCMSGLOPAGE@   WORKFIELD                                         

 LDLOPAGE     @DCLODLOPAGE@   WORKFIELD                                         

 RNLOPAGE     @DCRUNLOPAGE@   WORKFIELD                                         

 SCLOPAGE     @DCSCRLOPAGE@   WORKFIELD                                         

 LGLOPAGE     @DCLOGLOPAGE@   WORKFIELD                                         
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 VSE          NO              OPERATING SYSTEM VSE                              

 DA           DA              DATABASE FILES DEFINED AS DA                      

 PREFIX2      ""              SET TO "." WHEN PREFIX PARM IN USE                

 FIWORK       ""              SET TO "BLKSZ=OPT,LRECL=80" WHEN USING DYNAM/FI   

 TYPE         FILETYPE=DA     SET TO "FILETYPE=SD" FOR DYNAMD FILES ON FBA DASD 

 FILEIND      ""              SET TO "===." WHEN DISKMGR. IS INSTALLED          

 TRK          TRK             SET TO "BLK" WHEN FBADASD IS EQUAL TO YES         

 DITTO        $$DITTO         WORK FIELD: RESETS DIITO FIELD FOR IJMP           

 TDMPBKSZ     ""              WORK FIELD: BLOCKSIZE OF DUMPTAPE                 

 MAXPAGSZ     ""              WORK FIELD: MAX. PAGE SIZE FOR GLBLDMCL           

 DEMPAGSZ     ""              WORK FIELD: MAX. PAGE SIZE FOR DEMODMCL           

 VSAMCISZWORK ""              WORK FIELD: MAX. CISZ FOR VSAM GLBLDMCL           

 SVCLAP       ""              WORK FIELD: LOW ADDRESS PROTECT. FOR SVC          

 *            ""              COMMENT WORK FIELD                                

 USEDMCLNEW   NO              FLAG TO INDICATE IF WE SHOULD BE USING            

                              THE NEW DMCL MODULE DURING AN ADDON               

                              INSTALL.                                          

 UPGLBLS      NO              FLAG TO BE SET IF THE IDMSLBLS NEEDS TO           

                              BE MODIFIED DURING AN UPGRADE INSTALLATION.       

 ADDLBLS      NO              FLAG TO BE SET IF THE IDMSLBLS NEEDS TO           

                              BE MODIFIED DURING AN ADDON INSTALLATION.         

 UPGDMCL      NO              FLAG TO BE SET IF THE DMCL HAS TO BE MODIFIED     

                              DURING AN UPGRADE INSTALLATION.                   

 ADDDMCL      NO              FLAG TO BE SET IF THE DMCL HAS TO BE MODIFIED     
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                              DURING AN ADDON INSTALLATION.                     

 DOSQLCAT     NO              FLAG SET IF THE SYSSQL CAT IS TO BE PROCESSED     

                              IN JOB12. USED FOR ALL INSTALL TYPES.             

 DODEMSQL     NO              FLAG SET IF THE SQLDEMO AREAS ARE PROCESSED       

                              IN JOB12. USED FOR ALL INSTALL TYPES.             

 DOSGENADD    NO              FLAG SET IF WE ARE DOING AN ADDON INSTALL         

                              AND NEED TO GENERATE SYSTEM 90/99.                

 

CA IDMS Tools Runtime Option
This section describes runtime parameters.

CA ADS Alive Runtime Parameters
This section describes the CA IDMS Tools runtime parameters. These parameters are supplied with default values and
can be modified at installation time by changing the VARBLIST member. These runtime parameters can also be modified
after initial installation by changing selected macro parameters in a particular customization module (xxxTPARM), and re-
assembling and re-linking that module. 

NOTE

The installation procedure defines, initializes, and loads a dictionary with various product modules. This is the
dictionary that is referred to by the HLPDICT and HLPNODE parameters that appear in most of the xxxTPARM
modules.

*------------------------------------------------------------------*

*D                                                                 *

*USGTPARM THIS IS THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO USED BY THE     *

*USG SYSTEM TO PROVIDE RUN-TIME VALUES.                            *

*OPERANDS:                                                         *

*                 USGTSK='1-8 CHAR'    TASK USED TO INVOKE USG.    *

*                 HLPDICT='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE DICTIONARY USED   *

*                                      FOR GSIHELP.                *

*                 HLPNODE='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE NODE USED         *
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*                                      FOR GSIHELP.                *

*                                                                  *

*                 HLPVERS=INTEGER      VERSION NUMBER OF HELP      *

*                                      MODULES.                    *

*                 PCHOFF= INTEGER      OFFSET FOR IMPLANT          *

*                                                                  *

*                 SWEEP= (Y OR N)      YES OR NO - AREA SWEEP FOR  *

*                                      DIALOG WILD CARDS           *

*                 AUTO=  (Y OR N)      YES OR NO - NON-INTERRUPT   *

*                                      MODE ALLOWED                *

*                                                                  *

*                 QKEEP=INTEGER        NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN    *

*                                      DEBUGQUEUE RECORDS          *

*                                                                  *

*                                                                  *

*                 PROKEEP=INTEGER      NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN    *

*                                      ADSALIVE                    *

*                                      PROFILE QUEUE RECORDS       *

*                                      MUST BE NUMERIC INTEGER     *

*                                      BETWEEN 0 AND 255           *

*                                                                  *

*                 DICTDEF= (D OR P)    D = DICTNAME WILL BE FROM   *

*                                          DEFAULT DICTNAME        *

*                                      P = DICTNAME WILL BE FROM   *
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*                                          PROFILE.                *

*                                          (DEFAULT = P)           *

*                                      NOTE: FIRST TIME WILL       *

*                                      ALWAYS COME FROM DEFAULT    *

*                                      DICTNAME                    *

*                                                                  *

*                 ABRTSCR= (Y OR N)    Y = POST-ABORT BROWSE       *

*                                          SCREEN WILL BE DISPLAYED*

*                                          QREVIEW ENTRY SAVED IF  *

*                                          ACTIVITY LOG IS YES.    *

*                                          (DEFAULT = Y)           *

*                                      N = POST-ABORT BROWSE

*                                          SCREEN WILL NOT BE      *

*                                          DISPLAYED.              *

*                                          QREVIEW ENTRY SAVED IF  *

*                                          ACTIVITY LOG IS YES.    *

*                 SKPUG18= (Y OR N)    Y = ALLOW OVERRIDE OF MSGS  * 

*                                          USG0012E AND USG0018E   * 

*                                          AND ALLOW ANIMATION TO  * 

*                                          PROCEED. USG0072W MSG   * 

*                                          WILL BE DISPLAYED A     * 

*                                          WARNING MESSAGE.        * 

*                                      N = DO NOT ALLOW USG0018E   * 

*                                          MESSAGES TO BE IGNORED. * 

*                                          ANIMATION WILL STOP     * 
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*                                          AT DISPLAY USG0018E MSG.* 

*                                          (DEFAULT=N)             * 

*                                                                  * 

*                 DSPLTAB= (Y OR N)    Y = ALTER DEFAULT CHARACTER * 

*                                          DISPLAY TABLE.          * 

*                                          ALLOWS ANY GIVEN HEX    * 

*                                          CHARACTER TO BE DEFINED * 

*                                          AS EITHER VALID OR NOT  * 

*                                          FOR DISPLAY PURPOSES IN * 

*                                          THE 256 BYTE TABLE THAT * 

*                                          IS DEFINED AT LABEL     * 

*                                          'CHARTAB' BELOW.        * 

*                                          SEE INSTRUCTIONS BELOW. * 

*                                          ON HOW TO ALTER THIS    *

*                                          IF REQUIRED. NOTE: IT   *

*                                          IS NOT NECESSARY TO     *

*                                          ALTER THE TABLE IF THE  *

*                                          DEFAULT VALUES ARE      *

*                                          ACCEPTABLE.             *

*                                      N = DO NOT ALTER THE DEFAULT*

*                                          CHARACTER DISPLAY TABLE.*

*                                          USE DEFAULT TABLE BELOW.*

*                                                                  *

*                                                                  *
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*ASSEMBLED VALUES AT INSTALLATION:                                 *

*       USGTPARM USGTSK='ADSALIVE',                                *

*                HLPDICT='        ',                               *

*                HLPNODE='        ',                               *

*                HLPVERS=1,                                        *

*                SWEEP=Y,                                          *

*                AUTO=Y,                                           *

*                QKEEP=3,                                          *

*                PROKEEP=255,                                      *

*                DICTDEF=P,                                        *

*                ABRTSCR=Y,                                        *

*                SKPUG17=N,                                        *

*                DSPLTAB=N                                         *

*------------------------------------------------------------------*

         USGCPARM USGTSK=ADSALIVE,                                     X

               HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,                                       X

               HLPNODE=,                                               X

               HLPVERS=1,                                              X

               PCHOFF=3800,                                            X

               SWEEP=Y,                                                X

               AUTO=Y,                                                 X

               QKEEP=3,                                                X

               PROKEEP=10,                                             X

               DICTDEF=D,                                              X

               ABRTSCR=Y,                                              X
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               SKPUG18=N,                                              X 

               DSPLTAB=N                                                 

/*

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

* OPTIONALLY ALTER ANY GIVEN HEXADECIMAL CHARACTER TO BE EITHER VALID  

* OR NOT VALID FOR ADS/ALIVE RECORD DISPLAY PURPOSES BY SETTING THE    

* APPROPRIATE BYTE TO EITHER X'00' (VALID) OR X'01' (NOT VALID) IN     

* THE 256 BYTE DISPLAY TABLE THAT FOLLOWS.                             

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

CHARTAB  DS    0CL256                                             R18.0

         DC    64X'1',X'0',9X'1',7X'0'                                 

         DC    9X'1',8X'0',9X'1'                                       

         DC    5X'0',10X'1',6X'0',X'1'                                 

         DC    9X'0',7X'1',9X'0'                                       

         DC    8X'1',8X'0',23X'1'                                      

         DC    9X'0',7X'1',9X'0'                                       

         DC    8X'1',8X'0',6X'1'                                       

         DC    10X'0',6X'1'                                            

         EJECT                                                         

 #MOPT ENV=USER,PROD=TOOL,REGS=NO,AMODE=NO,RMODE=NO,CSECT=USGTPARM     

 

CA Database Extractor Runtime Parameters

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------
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 *CA IDMS/DATABASE EXTRACTOR RUNTIME PARAMETERS

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 *            MODIFY PRODUCT TUNING PARAMETERS

 *            ────────────────────────────────

 *USVTPARM ── THIS MEMBER IS USED TO SPECIFY THE RUNTIME VALUES TO

 *            BE USED AS INPUT TO THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO,

 *            USVCPARM.

 *

 *            RUNTIME VARIABLES

 *            ──────────────────

 *            TASK='1-8 CHAR'      TASK USED TO INVOKE DBX.

 *

 *            HLPDICT='1-8 CHAR'   DICTNAME OF DICTIONARY INTO WHICH

 *                                 USVTUTOR MODULES WERE ADDED.  NULL FOR

 *                                 DEFAULT DICTIONARY.

 *

 *            HLPNODE='1-8 CHAR'   DICTNODE FOR "HLPDICT" - NULL IF NO DDS.

 *

 *            HLPVERS=INTEGER      VERSION NUMBER AT WHICH USVTUTOR MODULES

 *                                 WERE ADDED: MUST BE   1 - 9999

 *

 *            STKENTS=INTEGER      # OF 8 BYTE ENTRIES TO ALLOCATE FOR DBX

 *                                 SET STACK: MUST BE 30 - 1000

 *                                 THE NUMBER OF SETS THAT WILL BE TRAVERSED

 *                                 IN YOUR EXTRACT PATH BEGINNING AT THE
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 *                                 DATABASE ENTRY POINT. A SAFE NUMBER WOULD

 *                                 BE ONE FOR EACH SET IN YOUR SUBSCHEMA. FOR

 *                                 EXAMPLE, 200 IS A SUITABLE VALUE FOR IDMSNWKA.

 *

 *            COPY='1-8 CHAR'      WHO A USER CAN COPY OTHER JCL MEMBERS

 *                                 AND SPECIFICATIONS FROM:

 *                                   'USER' ───── FROM ONLY HIM/HERSELF;

 *                                   'DBXADMIN' - FROM HIM/HERSELF PLUS ANY

 *                                                GLOBAL MEMBERS UNDER THE

 *                                                'DBXADMIN' USER-ID;

 *                                   'ANYONE' ─── FROM ANYONE ON THE DBX

 *                                                DATABASE.

 *

 *            RETSEQ=Y│YES│N│NO    DEFAULT 'RETAIN PHYSICAL SEQUENCE OF

 *                                 MEMBER RECORDS IN THE SET?' VALUE ON

 *                                 THE RECORD LEVEL SELECTION CRITERIA SCREEN.

 *

 *            XRECURO=Y│YES│N│NO   DEFAULT 'EXTRACT ALL OWNERS FOR

 *                                 EXTRACTED RECURSIVE RECORDS?' VALUE ON

 *                                 THE RECORD LEVEL SELECTION CRITERIA SCREEN.

 *

 *            BGINMID=Y│YES│N│NO   DEFAULT 'BEGIN VIEWING/EDITING IN THE

 *                                 MIDDLE OF A PATH DEFINITION' VALUE ON THE

 *                                 SPECIFY DATABASE EXTRACT SPECIFICATION SCREEN.
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 *

 *            NLYZ008=W│WARNING│   HAVE MESSAGE NLYZ008 AS A WARNING OR

 *                    E│ERROR      ERROR MESSAGE.  NLYZ008 IS DISPLAYED

 *                                 AT EXTRACT TIME WHEN A MANDATORY MEMBER

 *                                 IS BEING EXTRACTED WITHOUT ITS OWNER.

 *                                 AN ERROR MESSAGE PREVENTS THE

 *                                 SPECIFICATION FROM BEING USED.

 *            SYSIDMS_DMCL=Y|YES|N|NO BY DEFAULT THE DMCL SPECIFIED IN THE   

 *                                 SOURCE SUBSCHEMA WILL BE USED IN THE      

 *                                 LOAD STEP. IF YOU WISH TO RUN THE LOAD    

 *                                 IN A SEPARATE CV THIS WILL ALLOW YOU      

 *                                 TO SPECIFY THE TARGET DMCL NAME USING     

 *                                 THE SYSIDMS PARAMETERS.                   

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 *  DEFAULT VALUES AS SUPPLIED WITH INSTALLATION:

 *       USVCPARM TASK=DBX,

 *                HLPDICT=,         NULL

 *                HLPNODE=,         NULL

 *                HLPVERS=1,

 *                STKENTS=50,

 *                COPY=ANYONE,

 *                RETSEQ=YES,

 *                XRECURO=YES,

 *                BGINMID=YES,

 *                NLYZ008=WARNING,
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 *                SYSIDMS_DMCL=NO

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 *********************************************************************   

 ****    MODIFY THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS TO CHANGE THE DEFAULTS   ****   

 *********************************************************************   

 *                                                                       

      USVCPARM  TASK=DBX,              INVOKING TASK FOR DBX            X

                HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,      HELP SOURCE DICTIONARY           X

                HLPNODE=,              HELP SOURCE NODE                 X

                HLPVERS=1,             HELP VERSION NUMBER              X

                STKENTS=50,            # OF ENTRIES IN DBX STACK        X

                COPY=ANYONE,           WHO A USER CAN COPY FROM         X

                RETSEQ=YES,            RETAIN PHYS SEQ OF MBR RECS      X

                XRECURO=YES,           EXTRACT OWNERS OF RECURSIVE RECS X

                BGINMID=NO,            BEGIN VIEW/EDIT IN MIDDLE OF PATHX

                NLYZ008=WARNING,       HAVE NLYZ008 A WARNING|ERROR MSG X

                SYSIDMS_DMCL=NO        SPECIFY TARGET DMCL IN SYSIDMS    

  #MOPT ENV=USER,PROD=TOOL,REGS=NO,AMODE=NO,RMODE=NO,CSECT=USVTPARM      

 USVTPARM AMODE ANY                                               *P2C   

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Assistant Runtime Parameters

*------------------------------------------------------------------*

* DICTIONARY MIGRATOR ASSISTANT RUNTIME PARAMETERS

*------------------------------------------------------------------*
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*XDMCPARM THIS IS THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO USED BY THE     *

*DMA SYSTEM TO PROVIDE RUN-TIME VALUES.                            *

*OPERANDS:                                                         *

*                 DMATSK='1-8 CHAR'    TASK USED TO INVOKE DMA.    *

*                 HLPDICT='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE DICTIONARY USED   *

*                                      FOR GSIHELP.                *

*                 HLPNODE='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE NODE USED         *

*                                      FOR GSIHELP.                *

*                                                                  *

*                 HLPVERS=INTEGER      VERSION NUMBER OF HELP      *

*                                      MODULES.                    *

*                                                                  *

*                 PROKEEP=INTEGER      NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN    *

*                                      DMA PROFILE QUEUE RECORDS   *

*                                      MUST BE NUMERIC INTEGER     *

*                                      BETWEEN 0 AND 255.          *

*                                      DEFAULTS TO 255 (FOREVER)   *

*                                                                  *

*                                                                  *

*ASSEMBLED VALUES AT INSTALLATION:                                 *

*       XDMCPARM DMATSK='DMA    ',                                 *

*                HLPDICT='        ',                               *

*                HLPNODE='        ',                               *

*                HLPVERS=0,                                        *

*                PROKEEP=255                                       *
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*                                                                  *

*------------------------------------------------------------------*

***********************************************************************

*                                                                     *

*******         MODIFY THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IF NEEDED       *******

*                                                                     *

***********************************************************************

         XDMCPARM DMATSK=DMA,                                          X

               HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,                                       X

               HLPNODE=,                                               X

               HLPVERS=1,                                              X

               PROKEEP=255

         END

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Runtime Parameters

**********************************************************************

* CA IDMS/DICTIONARY MIGRATOR RUNTIME PARAMETERS

**********************************************************************

*

*  DICTIONARY MIGRATOR

*  RELEASE nn.n

*  Product Customization Instructions

*

*  The following instructions explain what customization options are
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*  available for Dictionary Migrator and how to implement any option

*  chosen.

*

*  NOTE: If all default values are used, Dictionary Migrator will 

*  execute a correct migration for the entity(s) named in the 

*  parameter statements.

*

*  GENERAL:

*

*  The customization options for Dictionary Migrator are found in

*  this module. Each option is listed with its default value. To

*  change an option, change the value of the relevant parameter. 

*  The only valid values for any parameter in USMTPARM are listed in 

*  this supplement; any other value will result in a level 8 error 

*  during assembly.

*

*  Assembly and Linkage:

*

*  Any level of IBM assembler and linkage editor can be used to

*  create the USMTPRM module.  Only the following modifications

*  need to be made:

*

*  1.  MACLIB of the Assembler step:  Add the DBMS.SRCLIB from

*  installation to the files named in MACLIB.

*  2.  SYSLMOD of the Link edit step: Use same DBMS.LOADLIB that
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*  defined in the installation as the library from which DBMS products

*  will be executed.

*  3. Name of the module is USMTPARM.

*

*  A note on numbering in these instructions:

*

*  The numbers which precede the options listed in these instructions

*  can also be used as the offset to the relevant byte within the

*  load module.  This is useful when verifying which options are

*  in effect.

*

*  When an option has no number preceding it, the option does not

*  affect a single byte,  but rather affects the values of several

*  bytes. XUDNREF and XUDNXRT are the primary occurrences of such

*  "group" options.

*

           EJECT

*  Individual Options

*

*  1. XPICOVR (Exclude Picture Overrides)

*  -  Purpose: Produce ADD RECORD syntax without PICTURE OVERRIDE

*     clauses for RECORD ELEMENTS.

*  -  Default:  RECORD syntax is created including PICTURE OVERRIDE

*     clauses for all RECORD ELEMENTS.
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*  -  To invoke this option, code: XPICOVR=Y

*  -  To use the default, code: XPICOVR=N

*  -  Comments:  Picture overrides are needed for correct migration

*     any time that the element picture and the picture as used in the

*     record are not identical.  Using the default value insures that

*     the record added to the object dictionary will be identical to

*     the source dictionary without an added step of manual

*     verification.

*

*

*

*  2.  XSUBEL   (Exclude Subordinate elements)

*  -   Purpose: Produce ADD RECORD syntax without SUBORDINATE ELEMENT

*      IS clause.

*  -   Default:  RECORD syntax is created including SUBORDINATE

*      ELEMENTS clauses for all RECORD ELEMENTS.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: EXSUBEL=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: EXSUBEL=N

*  -   Comments:  The subordinate element clause provides more complete

*      documentation of the structure of the record and also verifies

*      that group elements definitions are identical to the use of

*      the group element within the record.

*

*

*
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*

*

*  3.  MAPDCMP   (Map Decompile)

*  -   Purpose: Use the Batch Mapping Facility option

*      PROCESS=DECOMPILE when producing Map (RHDCUPD) syntax.

*  -   Default:  Map syntax is created using the PROCESS=TERSE unless

*      either 1) NEWVERSION or 2) CHANGEONLY and RUN=AUDIT are

*      elected, in which case PROCESS=DECOMPILE is automatically used.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: MAPDCMP=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: MAPDCMP=N

*  -   Comments:  PROCESS=TERSE produces map syntax which is very much

*      more concise than PROCESS=DECOMPILE.  Normally, that option

*      should be used.  However, PROCESS=TERSE omits all parameters

*      where the value is the default, thus errors may be introduced

*      when migrating between unlike environments.  Likewise,

*      migration between different release levels of IDMS may be

*      unpredictable using PROCESS=TERSE.

*

*

*  4.  SHARRDY   (Ready in Shared update)

*  5.  EXCLRDY   (Ready in Exclusive update)

*  -   Purpose: Define the usage mode to be used in the upload steps

*      of Dictionary Migrator.

*  -   Default:  Dictionary areas are readied in protected update.
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*  -   SHARRDY and EXCLRDY are mutually exclusive, at most, only one

*      can be coded as 'Y'.

*  -   To ready in Protected Update (default): SHARRDY=N,EXCLRDY=N

*  -   To ready in Shared Update: SHARRDY=Y,EXCLRDY=N

*  -   To ready in Exclusive Update: SHARRDY=Y,EXCLRDY=N

*  -   Comments:  Refer to CA/IDMS Programmers Guide for an overview

*      of usage modes.

*      Because migration usually involves updates to a large number

*      of dictionary records,  protected update is recommended.

           EJECT

*

*  6.  DFLTOFF   (Default is OFF)

*  -   Purpose: Set Options for Sessions for the upload steps

*      of Dictionary Migrator to 'DEFALUT IS OFF'

*  -   Default:  'DEFAULT IS ON' is used.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: DFLTOFF=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: DFLTOFF=N

*  -   Comments:  This option affects the dispositon of ADD statements

*      during the upload steps.  When the default is used, if an ADD

*      statement is encountered for an entity occurrence already in

*      the dictionary, the ADD will be changed to a MODIFY.  With the

*      option DFLTOFF=Y, the ADD will be treated as an error, and no

*      update will occur.

*  -   Note: DEFAULT IS OFF is always used for records as the ADD

*      RECORD syntax is not compatible with the MODIFY command.
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*

*

*

*

*

*  7.  PROGALL   (Display program with all)

*  -   Purpose: Create DDDLPGM statements in which program entities

*      are displayed with all relationships.

*  -   Default:  Programs are displayed with a limited range of

*      relationships.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: PROGALL=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: PROGALL=N

*  -   Comments:  In an ADSO environment, the DDDLPGM program

*      statements are primarily for documentational entries.  The

*      ADSOBGN step established a majority of the program's

*      relationships and they need not be repeated in this step.

*

*      In other environments, this option can be useful in

*      eliminating the need to rerun the IDMSDMLX preprocessor to

*      reestablish program statistics.

*

*

*

*
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*

*  8.  XCLIST    (Omit Clist creation)

*  -   Purpose: Eliminate the creation of the DCMT VARY NEW COPY Clist

*  -   Default: The Clist is created

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XCLIST=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XCLIST=N

*  -   Comments:  The Clist feature of Dictionary Migrator is a very

*      convenient method of immediately implementing a migrated

*      change.  In some environments,  however, changes are not

*      scheduled to take effect until the system is recycled.  In such

*      cases, the Clist is not needed and can be omitted.

           EJECT

*

*  The next 3 parameters all make modifications to the standard

*  clist format of "DCMT VARY PROGRAM program-name N C I".

*

*

*

*  9.  XCLIMM    (Omit Immediate option from Clist syntax)

*  -   Purpose: Create the Clist syntax without Immediate option

*  -   Default: The Clist is created with complete syntax

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XCLIMM=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XCLIMM=N

*  -   To use QUIESCE rather than IMMEDIATE, code: XCLIMM=Q

*  -   Comments:  The Immediate option in VARY NEW COPY causes the
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*      updated load module to be loaded immediately after execution of

*      the command.  If an application is in use at this time, some

*      unexpected results may occur, including abnormal termination

*      of users' sessions.  Omitting the immediate parameter will

*      cause the update load module to be loaded at the first

*      opportunity when no one is using the module.

*

*      The Quiesce option formats the VARY PRO ... N C QUIESCE.  In

*      this case activity using the program named will be quiesced.

*      When no one is left using the program, a new copy

*      will be loaded.

*

*

*

*

*  10. XCLDBN    (Omit Dictname from Clist syntax)

*  -   Purpose: Create the Clist syntax without Dictname entry

*  -   Default: The Clist is created with complete syntax

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XCLDBN=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XCLDBN=N

*  -   Comments:  The Dictname entry in the Clist is the one named as

*      object dictionary in the Dictionary Migrator run.  Hence, it

*      is also the dictionary into which the changed load modules were

*      moved or generated.  Omitting this parameter allows another
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*      set of load modules to be new copied, or the use of the DCUF

*      command to control the Dictname used.

*

*

*

*

*

*  11. XCLVER    (Omit Version from  Clist syntax)

*  -   Purpose: Create the Clist syntax without Version entry

*  -   Default: The Clist is created with complete syntax

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XCLVER=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XCLVER=N

*  -   Comments:  The version entry in the Clist is the specific

*      version of the load module moved or generated in the object

*      dictionary.  It is not recommended to change the value of the

*      option.

           EJECT

*

*  12. NOUDC     (Exclude User Defined Comments)

*  -   Purpose: Create DDDLUPD and DDDLPGM file syntax without any

*      user defined comments.

*  -   Default: The syntax is created including any user defined

*      comment text that is present in the source dictionary.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: NOUDC=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: NOUDC=N
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*  -   Comments:  User Defined Comments are comments with headers

*      other than those defined in the IDD as delivered.  This option

*      creates upload syntax which does not include this

*      category of comments. Refer to the CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator

*      User's Guide for additional information regarding the successful

*      migration of user defined comments.

           EJECT

*

*      XUDNREF   (Exclude All User Defined Nest References)

*

*  -   Purpose: Create upload syntax without any references to

*      user defined nests.

*  -   Default: The syntax is created including all references to user

*      defined nests which are present.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNREF=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNREF=N

*  -   Comments:

*      This option serves as a group election for all of the options

*      related to including references to User Defined Nests in the

*      syntax created.

*      If this option is 'Y' all of the flags begining XUDNR

*      are set to 'Y'.  It is not possible to override this option on

*      an individual entity basis.  If user defined nests references

*      are desired for some entity types, but not others, code
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*      XUDNREF=N and code 'Y' for the particular entity types desired.

*

*      User defined nests are normally documentational entries which

*      are not needed for an executable dialog or application.

*      Some users wish to eliminate such entries when migrating.

*      Review the options taken for the extraction of user defined

*      nests (XUDNXRT and associated parameters).  If user defined

*      nest for an entity type are excluded from extraction, then

*      refer to the CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator User's Guide for more

*      information regarding the successful migration of user defined

*      comments.

*

*

*

*

*

*  13. XUDNREL   (Exclude User Defined Nest References for elements)

*  -   Purpose: Create upload syntax without references to

*      user defined nests for elements.

*  -   Default: The syntax is created including references to user

*      defined nests for elements

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNREL=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNREL=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNREF.

*
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*

*

*

*  14. XUDNRAT   (Exclude User Defined Nest References for Attributes)

*  -   Purpose: Create upload syntax without references to

*      user defined nests for Attributes.

*  -   Default: The syntax is created including references to user

*      defined nests for Attributes

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNRAT=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNRAT=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNREF.

           EJECT

*

*  15. XUDNRSY   (Exclude User Defined Nest References for Systems)

*  -   Purpose: Create upload syntax without references to

*      user defined nests for Systems.

*  -   Default: The syntax is created including references to user

*      defined nests for Systems

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNRSY=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNRSY=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNREF.

*

*

*
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*  16. XUDNRRC   (Exclude User Defined Nest References for Records)

*  -   Purpose: Create upload syntax without references to

*      user defined nests for records.

*  -   Default: The syntax is created including references to user

*      defined nests for records

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNRRC=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNRRC=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNREF.

*

*

*

*  17. XUDNRMD   (Exclude User Defined Nest References for modules)

*  -   Purpose: Create upload syntax without references to

*      user defined nests for modules.

*  -   Default: The syntax is created including references to user

*      defined nests for modules

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNRMD=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNRMD=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNREF.

*

*

*

*  18. XUDNRPG   (Exclude User Defined Nest References for programs)

*  -   Purpose: Create upload syntax without references to

*      user defined nests for programs.
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*  -   Default: The syntax is created including references to user

*      defined nests for programs

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNRPG=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNRPG=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNREF.

*

*

*

*  19. XUDNRUS   (Exclude User Defined Nest References for users)

*  -   Purpose: Create upload syntax without references to

*      user defined nests for users.

*  -   Default: The syntax is created including references to user

*      defined nests for users

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNRUS=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNRUS=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNREF.

           EJECT

*  20. DBQUOTE   (Double Quote)

*  -   Purpose: Use a double quote (") throughout IDD syntax.

*  -   Default: A single quote (') is used for all IDD syntax.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: DBQUOTE=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: DBQUOTE=N

*  -   Comments:  This option should be used at sites where the

*      dictionary standard is a double quote.
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*

*

*

*  21. EXNTWK    (Extract IDMSNTWK)

*  -   Purpose: Extract the IDMSNTWK schema and related component.

*  -   Default: No portion of the IDMSNTWK schema is migrated.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: EXNTWK=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: EXNTWK=N

*  -   Comments:  This option should only be used in very special

*      circumstances.  Normally, extraction of the IDMSNTWK schema

*      and its components would cause increased processing time with

*      no tangible results.  The IDMSNTWK schema is available to

*      every dictionary.  Many of the components cannot be uploaded

*      using IDMS utilities.

*

*

*

*  22. XELEMNT   (Exclude elements)

*  -   Purpose: Omit all elements from migration.

*  -   Default: Relevant elements are migrated.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XELEMNT=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XELEMNT=N

*

*

*
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*

*  23. XELECOB   (Exclude elements when COBOLFORMAT is used)

*  -   Purpose: Omit all elements from migration when COBOLFORMAT is

*      used for records.

*  -   Default: Relevant elements are migrated.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XELECOB=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XELECOB=N

*  -   Comments: When COBOLFORMAT is used, elements referenced in the

*      records are automatically defined when the records are added.

*      The migration of elements is not necessary. However, if

*      additional documentation has been added to elements, such

*      documentation would be lost unless elements are explicitly

*      migrated.  In such cases, this option should not be used.

           EJECT

*

*  24. EXSYREC   (Extract System Records)

*  -   Purpose: Extract certain system records.

*  -   Default: The records in question are omitted from migration.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: EXSYREC=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: EXSYREC=N

*  -   System records are:

*           ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD

*           ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD

*           ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC
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*           SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

*  -   Comments: The system records are normally omitted from

*      migration. These records are in every dictionary and usually

*      have no changes.  Because migration without CHANGEONLY would

*      create DELETE RECORD syntax for these records and thus

*      disconnect the records from all dialogs currently using them in

*      the target dictionary, they should be omitted from migration.

*      This option should only be used for special migrations when

*      one of these records has changed and processing is planned to

*      regenerate all affected dialogs in the target dictionary.

           EJECT

*      XUDNXRT   (Exclude All User Defined Nest from Extraction)

*

*  -   Purpose: Omit entities related by user defined nests.

*  -   Default: Entities related by user defined nests are extracted.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNXRT=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNXRT=N

*  -   Comments:  If this option is 'Y' all of the flags begining

*      XUDNX are set to 'Y'.  It is not possible to override this

*      opton on an individual entity basis.  If user defined nests

*      extraction is desired for some entity types, but not others,

*      code XUDNXRT=N and code 'Y' for the particular entity types

*      desired.

*

*      During the extraction phase of migration, Dictionary
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*      Migrator follows User Defined Nests as well as system defined

*      nests to find all entities related to the entity named on the

*      Extract Statement.  In some cases, the relationships found are

*      tenuous or documentation not related to the purpose of the

*      migration.  In such cases, user defined nests may be excluded

*      from extraction in order to limit the number of entities

*      migrated.  Furthermore, occasionally a system nest and a user

*      defined nest may relate the same entities by different paths.

*      Dictionary Migrator may then produce a message 'ES00514E -

*      ENTIY NEST EXPLOSION TABLE SIZE EXCEEDED'.  These options

*      may be used to circumvent this condition.

*

*

*

*

*  25. XUDNXEL   (Exclude Extraction of User Defined Nest - Elements)

*  -   Purpose: Omit elements related by user defined nests.

*  -   Default: elements related by user defined nests are extracted.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNXEL=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNXEL=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNXRT.

*

*

*
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*

*  26. XUDNXRC

*  -   Purpose: Reserved byte

*  -   Code:  XUDNXRC=N

*  -   Comments:  This option is reserved for future use.

*

*

*

*

*  27. XUDNXMD   (Exclude Extraction of User Defined Nest - Modules)

*  -   Purpose: Omit modules related by user defined nests.

*  -   Default: Modules related by user defined nests are extracted.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNXMD=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNXMD=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNXRT.

           EJECT

*

*  28. XUDNXUS   (Exclude Extraction of User Defined Nest - Users)

*  -   Purpose: Omit users related by user defined nests.

*  -   Default: Users related by user defined nests are extracted.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNXUS=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNXUS=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNXRT.

*

*
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*

*

*  29. XUDNXAT  (Exclude Extraction of User Defined Nest - Attributes)

*  -   Purpose: Omit Attributes related by user defined nests.

*  -   Default: Attributes related by user defined nests are extracted.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNXAT=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNXAT=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNXRT.

*

*

*

*

*  30. XUDNXSY   (Exclude Extraction of User Defined Nest - Systems)

*  -   Purpose: Omit systems related by user defined nests.

*  -   Default: Systems related by user defined nests are extracted.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNXSY=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNXSY=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNXRT.

*

*

*

*

*  31. XIMSYNR   (Suppress the Syntax File Display Report)

*  -   Purpose: Suppress the Syntax File Display Report when
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*      RUN=IMPORT

*  -   Default: The Syntax File Display Report is produced when

*      RUN=IMPORT or RUN=AUDIT.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XIMSYNR=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XIMSYNR=N

*  -   Comments: The Syntax File Display Report prints the contents of

*      all syntax files.  When RUN=IMPORT, and particularly with

*      CHANGEONLY this report is useful, but not essential.  If the

*      user believes that the report is not needed, this option

*      may be used. The option does not apply to RUN=AUDIT as the only

*      difference between RUN=MIGRATE and RUN=AUDIT is the creation

*      of this report.

*

*

*

*  32. DELADDS   (Use Delete and Add verbs for syntax)

*  -   Purpose: Instead of MODIFYING entities in the object dictionary,

*      delete the entity and add it later.

*  -   Default: Enitities will be modified whenever possible.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: DELADDS=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: DELADDS=N

*  -   Comments:  The MODIFY verb insures that existing relationships

*      in the object dictionary will not be lost when a migration

*      updates an entity.  In some circumstances, a user may wish to

*      still use DELETE/ADD.  If this option is used, syntax is created
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*      without accessing the target dictionary;  also, the DDDLDEL file

*      contains valid syntax and should be part of the upload process.

*      Note:  This option invokes processing that is the same as

*      non-changeonly processing prior to release 12.0.

*

*

*  33. EXTSAME   (Extract Same as relationships)

*  -   Purpose: Include in the extraction phase entities which are

*      related to extracted entities by a same as relationship.

*  -   Default: Same as relationships are ignored.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: EXTSAME=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: EXTSAME=N

*  -   Comments: Using the default value limits the scope of the

*      migration and also can avoid table overflow due to multiple

*      relationships between two entities.

*

*

*

*

*

*  34. DBABEND   (ABend on Database Error)

*  -   Purpose: Force an Abend (and a dump) if an unexpected error

*      status is returned from a database call.

*  -   Default: Unexpected Error status result in program termination
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*      with user condition code 2222.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: DBABEND=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: DBABEND=N

*  -   Comments: If this option is taken, the system completion code

*      will be S0C1.

*      Regardless of the value of this option, the relevant contents

*      of subschema-ctrl will be displayed in the AUDIT file.

*      In most cases, this information is sufficient for problem

*      determination.

*      This option is only available for OS and VM.  In a DOS

*      environment, a unexpected database error status will always

*      produce an operation exception.

*

*

*

*

*

*  35. NOEXATT   (Omit Extraction of Class-Attributes)

*  -   Purpose: Migrate entities including any reference to attributes

*      but do not migrate any class-attribute structures.

*  -   Default: All entity types are migrated

*  -   To invoke this option, code: EXNOATT=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: EXNOATT=N

*  -   Comments: This option should only be considered when the

*      CHANGEONLY parameter cannot be used.
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*      The extraction of Class-Attribute structures may significantly

*      lengthen run times of migrations.   As attributes are a

*      documentational entities, they tend to have a low volatility.

*      Hence, it is not neccessary to migrate them on every migration.

*      This option eliminates the extraction of attributes, but all

*      references to the attributes are retained in all other entity

*      occurrences.  If the target dictionary contains the same

*      class-attribute structures, all documentation will be

*      preserved.

*      When using this option, the user must insure that all Classes

*      to be referenced exist in the target dictionary and that all

*      attributes to be referenced either exist or will be added

*      automatically to the target dictionary.

*

*

*

*

*

*  36. NOEXCLS   (Omit Extraction of Class)

*  -   Purpose: Migrate attributes but do not migrate classes.

*      (The class will still be referenced in the attribute statement.)

*  -   Default: All entity types are migrated

*  -   To invoke this option, code: EXNOCLS=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: EXNOCLS=N
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*  -   Comments: This option should only be considered when the

*      CHANGEONLY parameter cannot be used.

*      As Class entities are changed infrequently, it may not be

*      necessary to include them in every migration.   Using this

*      option will cause extraction of attribute structures, but no

*      classes will be migrated.

*      When using this option, the user must insure that all Classes

*      to be referenced exist in the target dictionary.

*

*

*

*

*  37. NOEXSYS   (Omit Extraction of Systems)

*  -   Purpose: Migrate entities including references to systems

*      but do not migrate SYSTEM entity occurrences.

*  -   Default: All entity types are migrated

*  -   To invoke this option, code: EXNOSYS=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: EXNOSYS=N

*  -   Comments: This option should only be considered when the

*      CHANGEONLY parameter cannot be used.

*      As system entities are changed infrequently, it may not be

*      necessary to include them in every migration.   Using this

*      option will all references to systems to be preserved in any

*      entity occurrence, but no system entities occurrences will be

*      migrated.
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*      When using this option, the user must insure that all systems

*      to be referenced exist in the target dictionary.

*

*  38. STOPVER   (Stop after Validation error)

*  -   Purpose: When a critical level error is encountered during

*      validation, stop execution at the end of the validation process.

*  -   Default: Execution continues until all processing defined by the

*      run type is completed.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: STOPVER=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: STOPVER=N

*  -   Comments: This option is only relevant when the run type is

*      MIGRATE, AUDIT, or IMPORT.

*      If this option is used, a critical error will terminate

*      processing before the syntax is created, and a condition code of

*      8 will also be set in MVS.  If no errors are detected during

*      validation, the syntax will be created.  The same job can

*      contain the upload steps using conditional processing

*      which checks the cc of the migrator step. The upload steps would

*      only be run when there are no errors requiring review.

*      Note:  No messages have a default severity of critical.  The

*      user must decide which errors should be considered critical and

*      update the message severity table accordingly.

*

*  39. NOATRXP   (Do not explode attribute network if LEVEL=ONLY)
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*  -   Purpose: If LEVEL=only migration is specified for CLASS,

*      CLSATTR or ATTRIBUTES the attribute explosion set is followed

*      which can result in the migration of a network of attributes.

*  -   Default: Explosion sets are followed

*  -   To invoke this option, code: NOATRXP=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: NOATRXP=N

*  -   Comments: This option only applies in the case of a

*      LEVEL=ONLY migration.

*      If this option is applied then only the referenced attribute

*      (attribute migration) or attributes within the class (class

*      migration) will be extracted from the source dictionary.

*

*  40. NOSAUTH   (Bypass source dictionary security checking)

*  -   Purpose: Userid/Password are verified as having display

*      authority in the source dictionary, for signon, override

*      authorization (if specified) and for each extracted entity

*      type. If this authorization check fails MIGRATOR will abort.

*  -   Default: Security checking will be performed

*  -   To invoke this option, code: NOSAUTH=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: NOSAUTH=N

*

*  41. NOTAUTH   (Bypass target dictionary security checking)

*  -   Purpose: Userid/Password are verified as having update

*      authority in the target dictionary, for signon, override

*      authorization (if specified) and for each extracted entity
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*      type. If this authorization check fails MIGRATOR will abort.

*  -   Default: Security checking will be performed

*  -   To invoke this option, code: NOTAUTH=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: NOTAUTH=N

*

*  42. ENTLAB    (Entity type labels)

*  -   Purpose: Place a marker at the beginning of each new entity

*      type in the DDDLUPD file showing an entity type code.

*  -   Default: No labels will be inserted

*  -   To invoke this option, code: ENTLAB=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: ENTLAB=N

*

*  43. ABGNSRC   (Adsobgen Source for Dialogs)

*  -   Purpose: Format the ADSOBGN file so it may be used as input

*      to a culprit report which creates syntax for 'Generate from

*      source' for the ADSOBGEN utility.

*  -   Default: 'Generate from load ' syntax is created.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: ABGNSRC=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: ABGNSRC=N

*

*

*  44. XSIGNON   (Omit Signon From Syntax Files)

*  -   Purpose: Format all Syntax files without a Signon statement.

*  -   Default: Signon statements using data from run time parameters
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*               is generated for as appropriate for each syntax file.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XSIGNON=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XSIGNON=N

*  -   Comments:  This option allows a separate file with signon

*      information to be concatenated to the syntax file at upload

*      time.

*      Warning:  Certain files may be empty if this option is used

*      when  no separate signon statement file is concatenated and

*      no occurrences of a given entity type are migrated.

*      Empty files will cause the upload utilities to abend.

*

*

*  45. XSIGMAP   (Omit Signon From MAP Syntax Files RHDCDEL/RHDCUPD)

*  -   Purpose: Format Map Compiler Syntax Files without A Signon.

*  -   Default: Signon statements using data from run time parameters

*               are generated as appropriate for MAP syntax file.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XSIGMAP=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XSIGMAP=N

*  -   Comments:  The Batch Mapping compiler RHDCMAP1 has been

*      enhanced to allow access to a signon-required dictionary when

*      no signon card is provided if the userid of the person who

*      submitted the job has access to the dictionary. This allows

*      Dictionary Migrator users to utilize this facility regardless

*      of the format of the other syntax files.

*      Warning:  MAP syntax files may be empty if this option is used
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*      when  no separate signon statement file is concatenated and

*      no occurrences of a given entity type are migrated.

*      Empty files will cause the upload utilities to abend.

*

*  46. XEQUDAT   (Skip extraction of entities with equal dates)

*  -   Purpose: To avoid extraction of entites with equal dates where

*               timestamps are not supported in CHANGEONLY migration.

*  -   Default: Entities with equal dates and no time stamps will be

*               marked for extraction in a CHANGEONLY migration.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XEQUDAT=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XEQUDAT=N

*  -   Comments:  Date and Timestamps are used are the basis for

*      comparison in a CHANGEONLY migration. Where dates are equal

*      are no timestamp is supported, the entity will be marked for

*      extraction. This can result in unnecessary migration of many

*      entities. Elements are an example. By setting XEQUDAT=Y you

*      will avoid the migration of such entities.

*

*  47. DDLMOD    (Create DDL syntax using MODIFY verb)

*  -   Purpose: To create SCHEMA and SUBSCHEMA DDL Syntax files

*               using the MODIFY verb rather than the ADD/DELETE.

*  -   Default: DDL Syntax files will be created using ADD/DELETE

*               syntax.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: DDLMOD=Y
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*  -   To use the default, code: DDLMOD=N

*  -   Comments:  If DDLMOD is selected the SCHMDEL and SUBSDEL

*      files will be created but all lines contained therein will be

*      commented out.

*

*  48. DDDLREP   (Create DDDL syntax using REPLACE verb)

*  -   Purpose: To create DDDL Syntax files using the MODIFY

*               verb rather than the ADD/DELETE or MODIFY.

*  -   Default: DDDL Syntax files will be created using ADD/DELETE

*               or MODIFY syntax as specified.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: DDDLREP=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: DDDLREP=N

*  -   Comments:  None

*

*  49. TABNULL   (Add an 'EXCLUDE VALUES NULL' to TABLE syntax)        

*  -   Purpose: To Add an 'EXCLUDE VALUES NULL' clause to TABLE        

*               syntax.                                                

*               This option may be useful when a 'MODIFY TABLE'        

*               is used to add a TABLE containing values to the        

*               target dictionary and the values get duplicated        

*               therein - Addition of above clause prevents this.      

*  -   Default: TABLE syntax will be created without the addition of   

*               an 'EXCLUDE VALUES NULL' clause.                       

*  -   To invoke this option, code: TABNULL=Y                          

*  -   To use the default, code: TABNULL=N                             
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*  -   Comments:  None                                                 

*                                                                      

*  50. EXPMOD    (Use 'MODIFY' verb for EXPORT CHANGEONLY syntax)      

*  -   Purpose: To force use of 'MODIFY' verb in syntax files for      

*               EXPORT CHANGEONLY runs only.                           

*               ADD RECORD does not include a 'REMOVE ALL' option.     

*               If the records already exist in the target dictionary  

*               use of MODIFY verb may be preferable.                  

*  -   Default: ADD verb is used in Syntax File creation for           

*               EXPORT CHANGEONLY runs.                                

*  -   To invoke this option, code: EXPMOD=Y                           

*  -   To use the default, code: EXPMOD=N                              

*  -   Comments:  None

USMTPARM CSECT                                                           

     USMCPARM  XPICOVR=N,     1   EXCLUDE PICTURE OVERRIDES            X 

               XSUBEL=N,      2   EXCLUDE SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS         X 

               MAPDCMP=N,     3   MAP DECOMPILE OPTION                 X 

               SHARRDY=N,     4   READY IN SHARED UPDATE (OBJECT DICT) X 

               EXCLRDY=N,     5   READY IN EXCLUSIVE UPDATE "     "    X 

               DFLTOFF=N,     6   DEFAULT IS OFF                       X 

               PROGALL=N,     7   DISPLAY PROGRAMS WITH ALL            X 

               XCLIST=N,      8   EXCLUDE CLIST (DCMT V NEW COPIES)    X 

               XCLIMM=N,      9   EXCLUDE IMMEDIATE IN CLIST           X 

               XCLDBN=N,      11  EXCLUDE DICTIONARY NAME IN CLIST     X 
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               XCLVER=N,      10  EXCLUDE VERSION IN CLIST             X 

               NOUDC=N,       12  NO UDC COMMENT SYNTAX                X 

               XUDNREF=N,    G13  EXCLUDE ALL UDN REFERENCES           X 

               XUDNREL=N,     13  EXCLUDE ELEMENT UDN REFERENCES       X 

               XUDNRAT=N,     14  EXCLUDE ATTRIBUTE UDN REFERENCES     X 

               XUDNRSY=N,     15  EXCLUDE SYSTEM UDN REFERENCES        X

               XUDNRRC=N,     16  EXCLUDE RECORD UDN REFERENCES        X 

               XUDNRMD=N,     17  EXCLUDE MODULE UDN REFERENCES        X 

               XUDNRPG=N,     18  EXCLUDE PROGRAM UDN REFERENCES       X 

               XUDNRUS=N,     19  EXCLUDE USER   UDN REFERENCES        X 

               DBQUOTE=N,     20 DOUBLE QUOTE                          X 

               EXNTWK=N,      21  EXTRACT IDMSNTWK COMPONENTS          X 

               XELEMNT=N,     22  OMIT ELEMENTS FROM EXTRACTION        X 

               XELECOB=N,     23  OMIT ELE FROM EXTRACT WHEN COBOLFMT  X 

               EXSYREC=N,     24  EXTRACT SYSTEM RECORDS               X 

               XUDNXRT=N,    G25  SKIP ALL     UDN EXTRACTION          X 

               XUDNXEL=N,     25  SKIP ELEMENT UDN EXTRACTION          X 

               XUDNXRC=N,     26  SKIP RECORD  UDN EXTRACTION          X 

               XUDNXMD=N,     27  SKIP MODULE UDN EXTRACTION           X 

               XUDNXUS=N,     28  SKIP USER   UDN EXTRACTION           X 

               XUDNXAT=N,     29  SKIP ATTRIBUTE UDN EXTRACTION        X 

               XUDNXSY=N,     30  SKIP SYSTEM UDN EXTRACTION           X 

               XIMSYNR=N,     31  OMIT SYNTAX FILE DISPLAY RPT ON IMP  X 

               DELADDS=N,     32  use delete/add syntax (not modify)   X 

               EXTSAME=N,     33  EXTRACT SAME AS ENTITIES             X 
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               DBABEND=N,     34  ABEND ON DATABASE ERROR              X 

               NOEXATT=N,     35  OMIT EXTRACTION OF CLASS-ATTRIBUTES  X 

               NOEXCLS=N,     36  OMIT EXTRACTION OF CLASS             X 

               NOEXSYS=N,     37  OMIT EXTRACTION OF SYSTEMS           X

               STOPVER=N,     38  Stop after vald if errors (cc=8)     X

               NOATRXP=N,     39  LEVEL=ONLY NO ATTR EXPLOSION         X

               NOSAUTH=N,     40  BYPASS SOURCE DICT SECURITY CHECKING X

               NOTAUTH=N,     41  BYPASS target DICT SECURITY CHECKING X

               ENTLAB=N,      42  PUT ENTITY TYPE LABELS IN DDDLUPD    X

               ABGNSRC=N,     43  CREATE ADSOBGEN SOURCE GEN KEYFILE   X

               XSIGNON=N,     44  OMIT SIGNON FROM ALL SYNTAX FILES    X

               XSIGMAP=N,     45  OMIT SIGNON FROM MAP SYNTAX FILES    X

               XEQUDAT=N,     46  OMIT ENTITIES EQUAL DATE NO TIME     X

               DDLMOD=N,      47  CREATE DDL Syntax files using MODIFY X

               DDDLREP=N,     48  CREATE DDDL syntax using REPLACE     X

               TABNULL=N,     49  ADD EXCLUDE VALUES NULL to TABLE syn X

               EXPMOD=N       50  Use MODIFY verb in EXPORT CHANGEONLY  

         EJECT                                                          

 #MOPT ENV=USER,PROD=TOOL,REGS=NO,AMODE=NO,RMODE=NO,CSECT=USMTPARM     

**********************************************************************

CA IDMS DME Runtime Parameters

*********************************************************************** 00000100

* CA IDMS/DICTIONARY MIGRATOR EDITOR RUNTIME PARAMETERS
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          *** 00000200

*********************************************************************** 00001300

*            MODIFY PRODUCT TUNING PARAMETERS                        *

*            --------------------------------                        *

*USETPARM -- THIS MEMBER IS USED TO SPECIFY THE RUN-TIME VALUES TO   *

*            BE USED AS INPUT TO THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO,   *

*            USECPARM, WHICH IS DYNAMICALLY LOADED BY ONLINE MENU    *

*            USEAMEN, AND THE ACTIVE AND PASSIVE D.M.E. MODULES.     *

*                                                                    *

*            RUN-TIME VARIABLES                                      *

*            ------------------                                      *

*                                                                    *

*            HLPDICT=(1-8 CHAR)   ALTERNATE DICT FOR ONLINE HELP     *

*            HLPNODE=(1-8 CHAR)   ALTERNATE NODE FOR ONLINE HELP     *

*            HLPVERS=(1-9999 NUM) VERSION NUMBER OF HELP MODULES.    *

*                                                                    *

*            LOCK=(Y/N)        IDD DB LOCKING  (YES OR NO)           *

*                                                                    *

*                                 Y = LONGTERM DBKEY LOCKS ARE       *

*                                     SET ON A MODULE WHEN AN        *

*                                     EDIT SESSION IS STARTED        *

*                                                                    *

*                                 N = LONGTERM DBKEY LOCKS ARE NOT   *

*                                     SET,  SHOULD ONLY BE DONE ON   *

*                                     ADVICE FROM CA TECHNICAL       *
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*                                     STAFF.                         *

*                                                                    *

*            SCROLL=PAGE     SCROLL AMOUNT                           *

*                                 PAGE|HALF|CSR                      *

*                                                                    *

*            DELIMIT=;       COMMAND DELIMIT                         *

*                                                                    *

*                                                                    *

*            PAD=            PAD  CHARACTER                          *

*                                 N|B     NULLS|BLANKS               *

*                                                                    *

*            VERSION=HIGHEST  DEFAULT IDD VERSION NUMBER             *

*                                 HIGHEST - SELECT THE HIGHEST VER   *

*                                                                    *

*                                 LOWEST  - SELECT THE LOWEST  VER   *

*                                                                    *

*            SECURTY=I         SECURTY SYSTEM IN FORCE               *

*                                 (RESERVED)                         *

*                                 I = IDD (DEFAULT)                  *

*                                 D = DBMS                           *

*                                 B = DBMS AND IDD                   *

*                                                                    *

*            USERID =INPUT    ALLOW CHANGES TO USERID FROM           *

*                             WITHIN DME SESSION                     *
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*                                 INPUT = USERID CHANGE ALLOWED      *

*                                 PROT  = USERID CHANGE NOT ALLOWED  *

*                                                                    *

*            MODSORT=Y        DEFAULT TO SORTED MODULE LIST          *

*                                 Y = MODULE SORT ASSUMED            *

*                                 N = MODULE SORT NOT ASSUMED        *

*                                       (LARGE SHOP OPTION)          *

*                                                                    *

*            SETDB=N         RESET DATABASE                          *

*                                 Y = RESET DATABASE/NODE TO         *

*                                     ORIGINAL  VALUE ON DME ENTRY   *

*                                 N = DO NOT RESET DATABASE/NODE     *

*                                           DEFAULT                  *

*                                                                    *

*            CLRKEND=Y        CLEAR KEY = END                        *

*                                 Y = CLEAR KEY = END                *

*                                     ORIGIONAL VALUE ON DME ENTRY   *

*                                           DEFAULT                  *

*                                 N = CLEAR KEY = RESHOW             *

*                                                                    *

*            PRTCLASS=        SET DEFAULT PRINT CLASS                *

*                                  DC   OBTAIN THIS VALUE FROM       *

*                                       DME OR DC PROFILE            *

*                                           DEFAULT                  *

*                                       ALL OTHER SETTINGS - USE     *
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*                                       THIS VALUE AS PRINT CLASS    *

*                                       BLANKS ARE ACCEPTABLE        *

*                                                                    *

*            EDITMOD=         SET DEFAULT ENTRY MODE TO EDIT MODULE  *

*                                 N     DME ENTRY SCREEN MAIN MENU   *

*                                           DEFAULT                  *

*                                 Y     DME ENTRY SCREEN DEFAULTS    *

*                                       TO MODULE SELECTION SCREEN   *

*                                                                    *

*            PROKEEP=INTEGER      NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN           *

*                                 DME PROFILE QUEUE RECORDS          *

*                                 MUST BE NUMERIC INTEGER            *

*                                 BETWEEN 0 AND 255.                 *

*                                 DEFAULTS TO 255 (FOREVER)          *

*                                                                    *

*  DEFAULT VALUES AS SUPPLIED WITH INSTALLATION:                     *

*       USECPARM HLPDICT='        ',   HELP DICTIONARY               *

*                HLPNODE='        ',   HELP NODE                     *

*                HLPVERS=1,            VERSION OF HELP TEXT          *

*                   LOCK=Y,            LOCK (YES|NO)                 *

*                 SCROLL=PAGE,         SCROLL AMOUNT                 *

*                DELIMIT=;,            COMMAND DELIMIT               *

*                    PAD=N,            PAD  CHARACTER                *

*                VERSION=HIGHEST,      DEFAULT IDD VERSION NUMBER    *
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*               SECURTY=I,             SECURTY SYSTEM IN FORCE       *

*                 USERID=INPUT,        CHANGE ALLOWED TO USER ID     *

*                MODSORT=Y,            MODULE SORT ON                *

*                  SETDB=Y,            SET DATABASE                  *

*                CLRKEND=Y,            CLEAR KEY IS END  COMMAND     *

*                PRTCLASS='  ',        DEFAULT VALUE USE GETPROF     *

*                EDITMOD=N,            ENTRY SCREEN MODULE SELECTION *

*                PROKEEP=255                                         *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

         USECPARM HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,                                    X

               HLPNODE=,                                               X

               HLPVERS=1,                                              X

               LOCK=,                                                  X

               SCROLL=,                                                X

               DELIMIT=;,                                              X

               PAD=N,                                                  X

               VERSION=HIGHEST,                                        X

               SECURTY=I,                                              X

               USERID=INPUT,                                           X

               MODSORT=Y,                                              X

               SETDB=Y,                                                X

               CLRKEND=Y,                                              X

               PRTCLASS=,                                              X

               EDITMOD=N,                                              X

               PROKEEP=255
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         END

CA IDMS DQF Runtime Parameters

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 * CA IDMS/DICTIONARY QUERY FACILITY RUNTIME PARAMETERS

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 *

 *DADTPARM THIS IS THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO USED BY THE DQF

 *SYSTEM TO PROVIDE RUNTIME VALUES.

 *OPERANDS:

 *                 HLPDICT='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE DICTIONARY USED FOR

 *                                      GSIHELP.

 *                 HLPNODE='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE NODE USED FOR GSIHELP.

 *

 *                 HLPVERS=INTEGER      VERSION NUMBER OF HELP MODULES.

 *

 *ASSEMBLED VALUES AT INSTALLATION:

 *       DADCPARM HLPDICT='        ',

 *                HLPNODE='        ',

 *                HLPVERS=1

 *       END

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 *********************************************************************** 

 *                                                                     * 
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 *******         MODIFY THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IF NEEDED       ******* 

 *                                                                     * 

 *********************************************************************** 

          DADCPARM HLPDICT=,                                            X

                HLPNODE=,                                               X

                HLPVERS=1                                                

          EJECT                                                          

  #MOPT ENV=USER,PROD=TOOL,REGS=NO,AMODE=NO,RMODE=NO,CSECT=DADTPARM      

CA IDMS/DML Online Runtime Parameters

*********************************************************************** 00000100

* CA IDMS/DML ONLINE RUNTIME PARAMETERS                                  0000100

*********************************************************************** 00001300

*                                                                    *

*       YOUR RESPONSIBILITY AS INSTALLER IS TO :                     *

*                                                                    *

*   1.  SELECT APPROPRIATE VALUES FOR THE MACRO PARAMETERS AT THE END*

*                                                                    *

*   2.  UPDATE THE FOLLOWING SOURCE MODULES AS APPROPRIATE :         *

*                                                                    *

*       .. USD@MOPS            MENU-MODE DML OP CODES                *

*       .. USD@MTXT            MENU-MODE DESCRIPTIVE TEXT            *

*       .. USD@MSTL            MENU-MODE STATIC AREA DESCRIPTION     *

*       .. USD@SSEX            SUBSCHEMA EXCLUSION LIST              *

*       .. USD@DSPC            DISPLAYABLE CHARACTERS                *
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*       .. USD@KYWD            STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS                *

*                                                                    *

*   3.  ASSEMBLE AND LINKEDIT PROGRAM USDTPARM                       *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* FOLLOWING IS AN EXPLANATION FOR EACH PARAMETER OF MACRO USDCPARM   *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (1)  :  ==>  HLPDICT    ALTERNATE DICTIONARY USED FOR HELP MODULES *

*                                                                    *

*         DICTIONARY NAME (DICTNAME) OF DICTIONARY INTO WHICH THE    *

*         ONLINE DOCUMENTATION / HELP MODULES HAVE BEEN PLACED       *

*         PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS '        '.        *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (2)  :  ==>  HLPNODE    ALTERNATE DICTNODE   USED FOR HELP MODULES *

*                                                                    *

*         DICTIONARY NODE (DICTNODE) OF DICTIONARY INTO WHICH THE    *

*         ONLINE DOCUMENTATION / HELP MODULES HAVE BEEN PLACED       *

*         PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS '        '.        *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *
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* (3)  :  ==>  HLPVERS    VERSION NUMBER OF THE HELP MODULES         *

*                                                                    *

*         VERSION OF DICTIONARY ONLINE DOCUMENTATION MODULES.        *

*         PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS 1.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (4)  :  ==>  LOWCASE    LOWER CASE OPTION  (Y/N)                   *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE "LOWER CASE DATA ACCEPTED" OPTION ON THE    *

*          DMLO SIGNON SCREEN.                                       *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET LOWCASE  (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                   *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'Y' OR 'N'                          *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'N'.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (5)  :  ==>  DPRTCL     DC PRINT CLASS                             *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF "PRINT CLASS" OPTION ON DMLO SIGNON    *

*          SCREEN.                                                   *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION FROM OPTIONS SCREEN.   *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE '1'.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *
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* (6)  :  ==>  TPRTCL     TSO PRINT CLASS                            *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF "PRINT CLASS" OPTION ON DMLO SIGNON    *

*          SCREEN.                                                   *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION FROM OPTIONS SCREEN.   *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'A'.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (7)  :  ==>  CPRTCL     CICS PRINT CLASS                           *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF "PRINT CLASS" OPTION ON DMLO SIGNON    *

*          SCREEN.                                                   *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION FROM OPTIONS SCREEN.   *

*          *** PRINTING IS NOT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FROM CICS ***     *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'A'.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (8)  :  ==>  DISPLAY    DISPLAY FMT  (COBOL/VERTICAL)              *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF DISPLAY OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.       *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *
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*             WITH  SET COBOL (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                      *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'COBOL' OR 'VERTICAL'               *

*            WHERE COBOL    = LEVELED, INDENTED, COBOL-LIKE FORMAT   *

*                  VERTICAL = R4.6 AND EARLIER NON-LEVELED FORMAT    *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'COBOL'.             *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (9)  :  ==>  AUTOHEX    AUTOHEX   OPTION (ON/OFF)                  *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF AUTOHEX OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.       *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET AUTOHEX (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                    *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'ON' OR 'OFF'                       *

*            WHERE  ON   ==> FIELDS CONTAINING INVALID DATA WILL BE  *

*                            AUTOMATICALLY DISPLAYED IN HEX FORMAT.  *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'ON'.                *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (10) :  ==>  AUTOBND    AUTO-BIND OPTION (ON/OFF)                  *

*                                                                    *
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*          INITIAL SETTING OF AUTOBIND OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.      *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET AUTOBIND (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                   *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'ON' OR 'OFF'                       *

*            WHERE  ON   ==> RECORDS WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY BOUND     *

*                            AT THE FIRST REFERENCE IN DML COMMANDS  *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'ON'.                *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (11) :  ==>  MAPIN      DATA/COMMAND INP (FAST/STEP)               *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF  MAPIN   OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.      *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET MAPIN  (FAST/STEP) COMMAND                   *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'FAST' OR 'STEP'                    *

*            WHERE FAST  ==> DATA UPDATES AND COMMAND/PFKEY INPUT    *

*                            WILL BE ACCEPTED IN THE SAME            *

*                            PSUEDO-CONVERSE.                        *

*                                                                    *
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*          NOTE THAT RELEASES PRIOR TO R5.5 DMLO ONLY                *

*               FUNCTIONED IN 'STEP' MODE.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'FAST'               *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (12) :  ==>  CLIST      CLIST EXECUTION  (FAST/STEP)               *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF CLIST EXECUTION OPTION FOR SESSION.    *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET CLIST  (FAST/STEP) COMMAND                   *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'FAST' OR 'STEP'                    *

*            WHERE FAST  ==> CLIST EXECUTION WILL BE IN FAST MODE.   *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'FAST'               *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (13) :  ==>  DSPCMND    COMMAND DISPLAY  (INPUT/USED)              *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF COMMAND DISPLAY OPTION FOR SESSION.    *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET CMND (INPUT/USED)  COMMAND                   *
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*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'USED' OR 'INPUT'                   *

*            WHERE USED  ==> COMMAND LINE ECHO WILL BE IN THE        *

*                            EXPANDED FORMAT AS USED BY THE          *

*                            COMMAND PROCESSOR                       *

*                  INPUT ==> COMMAND LINE ECHO WILL BE AS ENTERED    *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'INPUT'              *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (14) :  ==>  LRFSCRN    LRF SCREEN FMT   (NORM/MAX)                *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF LRF SCREEN FORMAT OPTION.              *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH      SHOW OPTIONS      COMMAND                    *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'NORM' OR 'MAX'                     *

*            WHERE NORM  ==> SCREEN FORMAT FOR LRF SUBSCHEMAS        *

*                            INITIALLY WILL BE STANDARD              *

*                            'EXPERT' FORMAT                         *

*                  MAX   ==> SCREEN FORMAT FOR LRF SUBSCHEMAS        *

*                            INITIALLY WILL ALLOW FOR MAXIMUM        *

*                            COMMAND LENGTH                          *
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*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'NORM'               *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (15) :  ==>  MODE       SESSION MODE    (EXPERT/MENU)              *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL DEFAULT SETTING FOR MENU-MODE OPERATION.          *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET MENU (ON/OFF)      COMMAND                   *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'NEMU' OR 'EXPERT'                  *

*            WHERE MENU   ==> DMLO WILL STARTUP IN MENU-MODE FORMAT  *

*                  EXPERT ==> DMLO WILL STARTUP IN EXPERT    FORMAT  *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'EXPERT'             *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (16) :  ==>  USERXIT    USER EXIT OPTION                           *

*                                                                    *

*          USER EXIT OPTION.                                         *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'NO'                 *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE :                                   *

*                                                                    *

*            YES           = USER EXIT MODULE IS AVAILABLE, WILL BE  *
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*                            INVOKED FOR EACH DML VERB EXECUTED, AND *

*                            OPTION IS NOT CHANGEABLE BY THE USER    *

*                            DURING THE DMLO SESSION                 *

*                                                                    *

*            NO            = USER EXIT WILL NOT BE INVOKED, AND      *

*                            OPTION IS NOT CHANGEABLE BY THE USER    *

*                            DURING THE DMLO SESSION                 *

*                                                                    *

*            (DYNAMIC,OFF) = USER EXIT MODULE IS AVAILABLE, BUT IS   *

*            (DYNAM,OFF)     NOT ACTIVE FOR THE SESSION UNTIL THE    *

*                            SET EXIT ON COMMAND IS ISSUED. ALL      *

*                            DML VERBS ARE ELIGIBLE FOR THE EXIT     *

*                            UNLESS SPECIFICALLY TURNED OFF DURING   *

*                            THE SESSION.                            *

*                                                                    *

*            (DYNAMIC,ON)  = USER EXIT MODULE IS AVAILABLE, AND WILL *

*            (DYNAM,ON)      BE ACTIVE FOR THE SESSION UNTIL THE     *

*                            SET EXIT OFF COMMAND IS ISSUED. ALL     *

*                            UNLESS SPECIFICALLY TURNED OFF DURING   *

*                            THE SESSION.                            *

*                                                                    *

*            DYNAMIC       = EQUIVALENT TO (DYNAMIC,OFF)             *

*            DYNAM                                                   *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*
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*                                                                    *

* (17) :  ==>  GLOBID     GLOBAL (SYS OWNED) PROFILE/CLIST OWNER     *

*                                                                    *

*          INTERNAL OWNER ID FOR GLOBAL (SYSTEM-OWNED)               *

*          PROFILES AND CLISTS                                       *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE ONLY BY REASSEMBLY OF USDTPARM        *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'DMLOSYS'               *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (18) :  ==>  ADMIN      DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON (1)              *

* (19) :  ==>  ADMIN2     DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON (2)              *

*                                                                    *

*          SIGNON USERIDS FOR WHICH DMLO WILL ALLOW RESTRICTED       *

*          PROFILE AND CLIST MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS                   *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE ONLY BY REASSEMBLY OF USDTPARM        *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUES 'USERID01' 'USERID02'  *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (20) :  ==>  USERID     CHG USERID ?  (INPUT/PROT)                 *
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*                                                                    *

*          INDICATES WHETHER USERID FROM IDMS/DC SIGNON MAY BE       *

*          BE CHANGED AT DMLO SESSION SIGNON.                        *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUES ARE :  INPUT  ==>  USERID/PASSWORD MAY BE ENTERED  *

*                                    ON THE DMLO SIGNON SCREEN       *

*                        PROT   ==>  USERID/PASSWORD PROTECTED       *

*                                    ON THE DMLO SIGNON SCREEN       *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE  INPUT               *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (21) :  ==>  NONDSPL    NONDISPLAY TRANSLATION                     *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE FOR TRANSLATION OF CHARACTERS WHICH         *

*          ARE CONSIDERED TO BE NON-DISPLAYABLE BASED ON             *

*          CONTENTS OF TABLE DESCRIBED BY MEMBER USD@DSPC            *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET NONDISPLAY X  COMMAND                        *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE C'_'                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *
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* (22) :  ==>  DEFDICT    DEFAULT SIGNON DICTIONARY                  *

* (23) :  ==>  DEFNODE    DEFAULT SIGNON DICT. NODE                  *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT SIGNON SCREEN DICTIONARY NAME.                     *

*         DEFAULT SIGNON SCREEN DICTIONARY NODE.                     *

*                                                                    *

*         ANY VALUES SPECIFIED HERE WILL APPEAR EACH TIME THE        *

*         DMLO SIGNON SCREEN IS PRESENTED                            *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (24) :  ==>  PRFDBNM    PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NAME                  *

* (25) :  ==>  PRFDBND    PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NODE                  *

*                                                                    *

*         SEGMENT NAME AND NODE (DBNAME/DBNODE)                      *

*         FOR PROFILE/CLIST SUBSCHEMA                                *

*                                                                    *

*         PARAMETERS SET BY INSTALLATION PROCESS TO MATCH DMCL       *

*         CHANGES.                                                   *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (26) :  ==>  SBUFNM     DEFAULT SCRATCH REC NAME PREFIX            *

*                                                                    *

*         PREFIX FOR DEFAULT SCRATCH RECORD NAMES                    *

*                                                                    *

*         IF NO OTHER RECORD NAME SPECIFIED FOR SCRATCH I/O          *
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*         REQUESTS, DMLO WILL CREATE A RECORD/ELEMENT STRUCTURE      *

*         WHOSE NAME IS SSSSN WHERE SSSS IS SPECIFIED BY SBUFNM      *

*         AND N IS 0-9.                                              *

*                                                                    *

* (27) :  ==>  QBUFNM     DEFAULT QUEUE   REC NAME PREFIX            *

*                                                                    *

*         PREFIX FOR DEFAULT  QUEUE  RECORD NAMES                    *

*                                                                    *

*         IF NO OTHER RECORD NAME SPECIFIED FOR  QUEUE  I/O          *

*         REQUESTS, DMLO WILL CREATE A RECORD/ELEMENT STRUCTURE      *

*         WHOSE NAME IS QQQQN WHERE QQQQ IS SPECIFIED BY QBUFNM      *

*         AND N IS 0-9.                                              *

*                                                                    *

* (28) :  ==>  SQBUFL     DEFAULT SCR/QUE REC MAX LEN                *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT SCRATCH/QUEUE BUFFER LENGTH                        *

*                                                                    *

*         THIS VALUE IS THE BUFFER LENGTH FOR ALL RECORDS            *

*         WHICH DMLO ALLOCATES USING THE DEFAULT SCRATCH AND         *

*         QUEUE RECORD NAME PREFIXES.                                *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (29) :  ==>  ATTNKEY    ATTENTION/INTERRUPT                        *
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*                                                                    *

*         INITIAL VALUE OF "INTERRUPT" KEY WHICH APPEARS ON THE      *

*         DMLO SIGNON SCREEN. NOTE IT IS CHANGEABLE AT THAT TIME.    *

*         ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PA1-PA3, OR PF1-PF24.                *

*                                                                    *

*         PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS 'PA1'.             *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (30-37)   THESE REPRESENT INITIAL VALUES OF PF KEY SETTINGS.       *

*           ALLOWED FORMATS ARE :                                    *

*                  ....KEY=(PFX,PFY)                                 *

*                  ....KEY=(PFX)                                     *

*                  ....KEY=PFX                                       *

*                                                                    *

*           ALL KEYS ARE CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION EXCEPT        *

*                  SNONKEY == SIGNON SCREEN HELP                     *

*                  PROFKEY == SIGNON PROFILE LIST                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (30) :  ==>  SNONKEY    HELP (SIGNON)                              *

*                                                                    *

*         INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO     *

*         INVOKE ONLINE DOCUMENTATION FOR SIGNON SCREEN              *

*                                                                    *

*         KEYS CHANGEABLE ONLY AT INSTALLATION                       *
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*                                                                    *

*         ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                            *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF2'   AND  'PF14'                      *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (31) :  ==>  PROFKEY    SIGNON PROFILE LIST                        *

*                                                                    *

*         INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO     *

*         REQUEST A PROFILE LIST FROM SIGNON SCREEN                  *

*                                                                    *

*         KEYS CHANGEABLE ONLY AT INSTALLATION                       *

*                                                                    *

*         ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                            *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF4'   AND  'PF16'                      *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (32) :  ==>  HELPKEY    HELP (DMLO)                                *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          INVOKE DMLO ONLINE DOCUMENTATION (HELP) DISPLAYS.         *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION.                           *
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*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF1'   AND  'PF13'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (33) :  ==>  SHOWKEY    SHOW PFKEYS                                *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          REQUEST DISPLAY/UPDATE OF ALL PF KEYS.                    *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF2'   AND  'PF14'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (34) :  ==>  PENDKEY    END / GOBACK FUNCTION                      *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          REQUEST END/GOBACK FROM SECONDARY DMLO DISPLAYS           *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *
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*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF3'   AND  'PF15'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (35) :  ==>  DISPKEY    DISPLAY &D.                                 *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          REQUEST REDISPLAY FUNCTION.                               *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF4'   AND  'PF16'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (36) :  ==>  PGUPKEY    SCROLL UP                                  *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          PAGE/SCROLL DISPLAY UP (TOWARD THE FIRST LINE)            *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *
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*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF7'   AND  'PF19'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (37) :  ==>  PGDNKEY    SCROLL DOWN                                *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          PAGE/SCROLL DISPLAY DOWN  (TOWARD THE LAST LINE)          *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF8'   AND  'PF20'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (38) :  ==>  DEFENTK    DEFAULT ENTER KEY USAGE (Y/N)              *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT PROCESSING MODE WHEN ENTER KEY ALONE IS HIT,      *

*          WITH NO OTHER DATA TYPED/OVERTYPED ON COMMAND LINE.       *

*          DEFAULT VALUE IS 'Y'. DEFAULT ACTION CLEAR COMMAND LINE.  *

*                                                                    *

*          ALTERNATE SETTING IS 'N'. THIS WILL CAUSE THE LAST        *
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*          COMMAND ON THE COMMAND LINE (IF ANY) TO BE RE-EXECUTED.   *

*          THIS CAN BE USED TO REPEAT OBTAIN NEXT/PREVIOUS           *

*          DML COMMAND WITHOUT HAVING TO OVERTYPE ANY CHARACTERS.    *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS ALSO DYNAMICALLY CHANGEABLE FOR SESSION          *

*          DURATION USING THE : SET DEFENTK (ON/OFF) COMMAND.        *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUE:    DEFENTK = 'Y' DO NOT RE-EXECUTE COMMAND *

*          ALTERNATE VALUE:  DEFENTK = 'N' DO RE-EXECUTE COMMAND     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (39) :  ==>  DEFDBNM    DEFAULT SIGNON DBNAME                      *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT SIGNON SCREEN DBNAME.                              *

*                                                                    *

*         ANY VALUES SPECIFIED HERE WILL APPEAR EACH TIME THE        *

*         DMLO SIGNON SCREEN IS PRESENTED                            *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (40) :  ==>  STKSIZE    DEFAULT PUSH STACK SIZE                    *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT PUSH STACK SIZE IN BYTES - 4K - (4096)             *

*                                                                    *

*         ALTER THIS VALUE IF REQUIRED TO A MAXIMUM OF 16K (16384)   *
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*         A 4K VALUE MAY OCCASIONALLY CAUSE D002 ABENDS DURING       *

*         LARGE SUBSCHEMA ANALYSIS.                                  *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-********************-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

*         ENTER VALUES FOR YOUR INSTALLATION BELOW                   *

*                                                                    *

*  THE EXPLANATION OF EACH PARAMETER IS ABOVE.                       *

*  NOTE:   UNLESS MARKED WITH A (P) THE PARAMETERS REPRESENT THE     *

*  DEFAULT OR INITIAL VALUES, AND CAN BE CHANGED DURING THE DMLO     *

*  SESSION.                                                          *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

      USDCPARM HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,      1 DICTNAME FOR ONLINE DCMNTN (P) X

               HLPNODE=,              2 DICTNODE FOR ONLINE DCMNTN (P) X

               HLPVERS=1,             3 VERSION  FOR ONLINE DCMNTN (P) X

               LOWCASE=N,             4 LOWER CASE OPTION  (Y/N)       X

               DPRTCL=1,              5 DC PRINT CLASS                 X

               TPRTCL=A,              6 TSO PRINT CLASS                X

               CPRTCL=A,              7 CICS PRINT CLASS               X

               DISPLAY=COBOL,         8 DISPLAY FMT  (COBOL/VERTICAL)  X

               AUTOHEX=ON,            9 AUTOHEX   OPTION (ON/OFF)      X

               AUTOBND=ON,           10 AUTO-BIND OPTION (ON/OFF)      X

               MAPIN=FAST,           11 DATA/COMMAND INP (FAST/STEP)   X
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               CLIST=FAST,           12 CLIST EXECUTION  (FAST/STEP)   X

               DSPCMND=INPUT,        13 COMMAND DISPLAY  (INPUT/USED)  X

               LRFSCRN=NORM,         14 LRF SCREEN FMT   (NORM/MAX)    X

               MODE=EXPERT,          15 SESSION MODE    (EXPERT/MENU)  X

               USERXIT=(DYNAM,OFF),  16 USER EXIT OPTION               X

               GLOBID=DMLOSYS,       17 SYS. PROF/CLIST OWER ID        X

               ADMIN=USERID01,       18 DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON      X

               ADMIN2=USERID02,      19 DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON      X

               USERID=INPUT,         20 CHG USERID ?  (INPUT/PROT)     X

               NONDSPL=C'_',         21 NONDISPLAY TRANSLATION         X

               DEFDICT=,             22 DEFAULT SIGNON DICTIONARY      X

               DEFNODE=,             23 DEFAULT SIGNON DICT. NODE      X

               PRFDBNM=DMLO,         24 PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NAME      X

               PRFDBND=,             25 PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NODE      X

               SBUFNM=SBUF,          26 DEFAULT SCR REC NAME PFX       X

               QBUFNM=QBUF,          27 DEFAULT QUE REC NAME PFX       X

               SQBUFL=4096,          28 DEFAULT S/Q REC MAX LEN        X

               ATTNKEY=PA1,          29 ATTENTION/INTERRUPT            X

               SNONKEY=(PF2,PF14),   30 SIGNON HELP           (P)      X

               PROFKEY=(PF4,PF16),   31 PROFILE LIST          (P)      X

               HELPKEY=(PF1,PF13),   32 SESSION HELP                   X

               SHOWKEY=(PF2,PF14),   33 SHOW PFKEYS                    X

               PENDKEY=(PF3,PF15),   34 END                            X

               DISPKEY=(PF4,PF16),   35 REDISPLAY                      X
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               PGUPKEY=(PF7,PF19),   36 SCROLL UP                      X

               PGDNKEY=(PF8,PF20),   37 SCROLL DOWN                    X

               DEFENTK=Y,            38 DEFAULT USE OF ENTER KEY       X

               DEFDBNM=,             39 DEFAULT SIGNON DBNAME          X

               STKSIZE=              40 DEFAULT PUSH STACK SIZE

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

*     1) ALTER ANY/ALL OF THE PRECEEDING USDCPARM PARAMETERS, AS     *

*        NEEDED.  (A DETAILED EXPLANATION IS PRESENTED ABOVE.)       *

*                                                                    *

*     2) ALTER ANY/ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SOURCE MODULES (AS NEEDED)   *

*        FOR YOUR INSTALLATION BEFORE ASSEMBLY OF USDPARM1.  (A      *

*        DETAILED EXPLANATION IS PRESENTED WITHIN EACH MODULE        *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

         COPY  USD@MOPS            MENU-MODE DML OP CODES             

         COPY  USD@MTXT            MENU-MODE DESCRIPTIVE TEXT         

         COPY  USD@MSTL            MENU-MODE STATIC AREA DESCRIPTION  

         COPY  USD@SSEX            SUBSCHEMA EXCLUSION LIST           

         COPY  USD@DSPC            DISPLAYABLE CHARACTERS             

         COPY  USD@KYWD            STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS             

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

*     1) OPTIONALLY ALTER ANY/ALL OF THE FOLLOWING 32 BYTE MESSAGES. *

*        AS REQUIRED. WHEN A USERCODE VALUE OF 1-9 IS RETURNED       *
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*        FROM THE USDMLXIT USEREXIT PROGRAM DMLO WILL DISPLAY AN     *

*        F880X MESSAGE ( WHERE X IS 1-9 ) FOLLOWED BY THE TEXT       *

*        BELOW. EACH MESSAGE CAN BE UP TO 32 BYTES IN LENGTH WITH    *

*        THE DEFAULT VALUES PROVIDED BELOW.                          *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

#MSG8801 DC    CL32'F8801 USDMLXIT(01)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8802 USDMLXIT(02)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8803 USDMLXIT(03)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8804 USDMLXIT(04)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8805 USDMLXIT(05)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8806 USDMLXIT(06)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8807 USDMLXIT(07)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8808 USDMLXIT(08)              '               

         DC    CL32'F8809 USDMLXIT(09)              '               

         EJECT                                                      

#MOPT ENV=USER,PROD=TOOL,REGS=NO,AMODE=NO,RMODE=NO,CSECT=USDTPARM

CA IDMS Enforcer Runtime Parameters

*********************************************************************** 00000100

* CA IDMS/ENFORCER RUNTIME PARAMETERS

***********************************************************************

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*            MODIFY PRODUCT TUNING PARAMETERS                        *
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*            --------------------------------                        *

*ESXTPARM -- This member is used to specify the run-time values to   *

*            be used as input to the installation tailoring macro,   *

*            ESXCPARM, which is dynamically loaded by online menu    *

*            ESXAMEN, and the active and passive enforcement modules.*

*                                                                    *

*            RUN-TIME VARIABLES                                      *

*            ------------------                                      *

*            ENFTSK=(1-8 CHAR)    Task used to invoke The Enforcer.  *

*                                                                    *

*            HLPDICT=(1-8 CHAR)   Alternate dictionary used          *

*                                 for GSIHELP.                       *

*                                                                    *

*            HLPNODE=(1-8 CHAR)   Alternate node used for GSIHELP.   *

*                                                                    *

*            HLPVERS=(1-9999 NUM) Version number of HELP modules.    *

*                                                                    *

*            LOKMODE=(D/B/M)      IDD deadlock processing directive  *

*                                 where:                             *

*                                 D = DEADLOCK--Allow full Enforcer  *

*                                     diagnostics.  This mode will   *

*                                     cause deadlocks agsinst con-   *

*                                     current update of the same     *

*                                     entity type in the same        *

*                                     dictionary.                    *
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*                                 B = BATCH MODE--Only allows IDD-   *

*                                     FORMAT error messages but      *

*                                     precludes deadlock errors.     *

*                                 M = IDDM ONLY--Allows full         *

*                                     Enforcer diagnostics for       *

*                                     IDDM transactions.  All        *

*                                     other processing is identical  *

*                                     to BATCH MODE.                 *

*                                                                    *

*            PROKEEP=INTEGER      Number of days to retain           *

*                                 ENFORCER Profile Queue Records     *

*                                 Must be numeric integer            *

*                                 between 0 and 255.                 *

*                                 Defaults TO 255 (forever)          *

*                                                                    *

*USPS: New PARMS to indicate which delimiters are valid for element  *

*      designation for bracket mode templates.                       *

*            DSPACE=(Y/N)          SPACE delimited words allowed.    *

*                                  Y = Yes (Allowed)                 *

*                                  N = No  (Allowed)                 *

*            DDASH=(Y/N)           DASH (-) Delimited words allowed. *

*                                  Y = Yes (Allowed)                 *

*                                  N = No  (Allowed)                 *

*            DULINE=(Y/N)          ULINE(_) Delimited words allowed. *
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*                                  Y = Yes (Allowed)                 *

*                                  N = No  (Allowed)                 *

*                                                                    *

*                                                                    *

*  Default values as supplied with Installation:                     *

*       ESXTPARM ENFTSK='ENFORCER',                                  *

*                HLPDICT='        ',                                 *

*                HLPNODE='        ',                                 *

*                HLPVERS=1,                                          *

*                LOKMODE=D,                                          *

*USPS: Delimiter values for bracket templating.                      *

*                DSPACE=Y,                                           *

*                DDASH=Y,                                            *

*                DULINE=Y,                                           *

*                PROKEEP=255                                         *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

         ESXCPARM ENFTSK=ENFORCER,                                     X

               HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,                                       X

               HLPNODE=,                                               X

               HLPVERS=1,                                              X

               LOKMODE=D,                                              X

               DSPACE=Y,                                               X

               DDASH=Y,                                                X

               DULINE=Y,                                               X
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               PROKEEP=255

         END

CA IDMS Masterkey Runtime Parameters

*********************************************************************** 00000100

* CA IDMS/MASTERKEY RUNTIME PARAMETERS                                   0000100

*********************************************************************** 00000100

*------------------------------------------------------------------*

*SSKCPARM THIS IS THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO USED BY THE     *

*MASTERKEY SYSTEM TO PROVIDE RUN-TIME VALUES.                      *

*OPERANDS:                                                         *

*                 HLPDICT='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE DICTIONARY USED   *

*                                      FOR GSIHELP.                *

*                                                                  *

*                 HLPNODE='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE NODE USED         *

*                                      FOR GSIHELP.                *

*                                                                  *

*                 HLPVERS=INTEGER      VERSION NUMBER OF HELP      *

*                                      MODULES.                    *

*                                                                  *

*                 CLTDICT='1-8 CHAR'   DICTNAME FOR TRANSIENT      *

*                                      CLISTS.                     *

*                                                                  *

*                 CLTNODE='1-8 CHAR'   DICTNODE FOR TRANSIENT      *
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*                                      CLISTS.                     *

*                                                                  *

*                 PROKEEP=INTEGER      NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN    *

*                                      MASTERKEY PROF QUEUE RECS.  *

*                                      MUST BE NUMERIC INTEGER     *

*                                      BETWEEN 0 AND 255.          *

*                                      DEFAULTS TO 255 (FOREVER)   *

*                                                                  *

*ASSEMBLED VALUES AT INSTALLATION:                                 *

*       SSKCPARM HLPDICT='        ',                               *

*                HLPNODE='        ',                               *

*                HLPVERS=1,                                        *

*                CLTDICT='        ',                               *

*                CLTNODE='        ',                               *

*                PROKEEP=255                                       *

*                                                                  *

*------------------------------------------------------------------*

***********************************************************************

*                                                                     *

*******         MODIFY THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IF NEEDED       *******

*                                                                     *

***********************************************************************

         SSKCPARM HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,                                    X

               HLPNODE=,                                               X

               HLPVERS=1,                                              X
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               CLTDICT=,                                               X

               CLTNODE=,                                               X

               PROKEEP=255

         END

CA IDMS Online Log Display Runtime Parameters

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 * CA IDMS/ONLINE LOG DISPLAY RUNTIME PARAMETERS

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 *

         PRINT OFF

         COPY  USKCPARM

         PRINT ON

USKTPARM CSECT                        CONTROL TABLE FOR LOGD

 *------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *USKCPARM THIS IS THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO USED BY THE

 *LOGD SYSTEM TO PROVIDE RUN-TIME VALUES.

 *OPERANDS:

 *                 LOGDTSK='1-8 CHAR'   TASK USED TO INVOKE LOGD.

 *                 HLPDICT='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE DICTIONARY USED FOR

 *                                      GSIHELP.

 *                 HLPNODE='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE NODE USED FOR GSIHELP.

 *
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 *                 HLPVERS=INTEGER      VERSION NUMBER OF HELP MODULES.

 *

 *ASSEMBLED VALUES AT INSTALLATION:

 *       USKCPARM LOGDTSK='LOGD    ',

 *                HLPDICT='        ',                               *

 *                HLPNODE='        ',                               *

 *                HLPVERS=1                                         *

 *                                                                  *

 *------------------------------------------------------------------*

 ***********************************************************************

 *                                                                     *

 *******         MODIFY THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IF NEEDED       *******

 *                                                                     *

 ***********************************************************************

         USKCPARM LOGDTSK=LOGD,                                        X

               HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,                                       X

               HLPNODE=,                                               X

               HLPVERS=,

         END

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

CA IDMS SASO Runtime Parameters

*********************************************************************** 00000100

* CA IDMS/SASO RUNTIME PARAMETERS                                   *** 00000200

*********************************************************************** 00001300
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*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*            MODIFY PRODUCT TUNING PARAMETERS                        *

*            --------------------------------                        *

*ESSTPARM -- This member is used to specify the run-time values to   *

*            be used as input to the installation tailoring macro,   *

*            ESSCPARM, which is dynamically loaded by SASO product   *

*            installation utility function to initially establish    *

*            online system defaults and by online menu ESSAMENU.     *

*                                                                    *

*            RUN-TIME VARIABLES                                      *

*            ------------------                                      *

*            SASOTSK=(1-8 CHAR)   Task used to invoke SASO.          *

*                                                                    *

*            HLPDICT=(1-8 CHAR)   Alternate dictionary used for      *

*                                 GSIHELP.                           *

*                                                                    *

*            HLPNODE=(1-8 CHAR)   Alternate node used FOR GSIHELP.   *

*                                                                    *

*            HLPVERS=(1-9999 NUM) Version number of HELP modules.    *

*                                                                    *

*            DEFDOC=(1-8 CHAR)    Default document database          *

*                                 name table entry (DBNAME).         *

*                                                                    *

*            JCL1=('1-79 CHAR')   Default JCL job card lines         *
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*                                 for initial user profiles.         *

*                                                                    *

*            JCL2=('1-79 CHAR')   Default JCL job card lines         *

*                                 for initial user profiles.         *

*                                                                    *

*            JCL3=('1-79 CHAR')   Default JCL job card lines         *

*                                 for initial user profiles.         *

*                                                                    *

*            NOTE:  JCL values MUST be enclosed in single quotes.    *

*                   Default values DO NOT require quotes.            *

*                                                                    *

*            PROKEEP=INTEGER      Number of days to retain           *

*                                 SASO Profile Queue records         *

*                                 Must be numeric integer            *

*                                 between 0 and 255.                 *

*                                 Defaults TO 255 (forever)          *

*                                                                    *

*  Default values as supplied with Installation:                     *

*      ESSCPARM SASOTSK='SASO    ',                                  *

*               HLPDICT='        ',                                  *

*               HLPNODE='        ',                                  *

*               HLPVERS=1,                                           *

*               DEFDOC='SPG     ',                                   *

*               JCL1=' ',                                            *

*               JCL2=' ',                                            *
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*               JCL3=' ',                                            *

*               PROKEEP=255                                          *

*                                                                    *

*  NOTE:  Null specification of JCL lines causes SASO to use the     *

*         predefined defaults related to the run-time operating      *

*         system in which the product is installed.                  *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

         ESSCPARM SASOTSK=SASO,                                        X

               HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,                                       X

               HLPNODE=,                                               X

               HLPVERS=1,                                              X

               DEFDOC=SPG,                                             X

               JCL1=,                                                  X

               JCL2=,                                                  X

               JCL3=,                                                  X

               PROKEEP=255

         END

General Sort Runtime Parameters

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 * CA IDMS/DC SORT RUNTIME PARAMETERS

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------
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 *

 *TPSCPARM THIS IS THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO USED BY THE

 *TP/SORT FACILITY TO PROVIDE RUNTIME STORAGE LIMITS AND ALGORITHMS

 *NECESSARY TO DISTRIBUTE THE SORT WORK RECORDS INTO THE SORTED

 *OUTPUT.

 *OPERANDS:

 *                 MAIN=(0 THRU N)      AMOUNT OF MAIN STORAGE

 *                                      USED FOR INTERNAL SORT BUFFERS.

 *                                      ZERO IS AN ALL-SCRATCH SORT.

 *                 AUX=(0 THRU N)       MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF SCRATCH STORAGE

 *                                      USED BY CA IDMS/DC SORT.

 *                 MINRBUF=(0-N)        MINIMUM DESIRABLE NUMBER OF RECORDS

 *                                      IN A SORT BUFFER.

 *                 LIMLOCK=(Y OR N)     (Y)ES OR (N)O PREVENT INDIVIDUAL

 *                                      PROGRAMS FROM EXCEEDING INSTALLATION

 *                                      LIMITS

 *                 EXIT=(PA1..PF24)     ADS PREPROCESSOR EXIT

 *                                      KEY DEFAULT IS PA2.

 *

 *EACH OF THE SUPPLIED VALUES MUST BE AN INTEGER CONSTANT.

 *THE NUMBER REPRESENTS THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF BYTES.

 *    10000        = 10,000 BYTES

 *    100000       = 100,000 BYTES

 *

 *THIS PLACES A RESPONSIBILITY UPON THE INSTALLER TO KEEP IT WITHIN
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 *REASON.

 *

 *ASSEMBLER VALUES AT INSTALLATION:

 *       TPSCPARM MAIN=10000,AUX=10000,MINRBUF=100,LIMLOCK=N,

 *             EXITKEY=PA2

 *

 *EXAMPLE

 *

 *MAIN=10000

 *AUX=10000

 *MINRBUF=20

 *record-length=100

 *

 *The sort buffer used by CA IDMS/DC SORT will be 2012 bytes:

 *

 *      20 * 100 = 2000

 *      2000 is a multiple of 2000

 *      20000 + 12 = 2012

 *

 *CA IDMS/DC SORT CAN STORE FOUR SORT BUFFERS (80 RECORDS) IN A MAIN STORAGE

 *OF 10,000 BYTES AND FOUR SORT BUFFERS (80 RECORDS) IN SCRATCH (AUXILIARY)

 *STORAGE OF 10,000 BYTES.

 *

 ***********************************************************************  
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 *                                                                     *  

 *******         MODIFY THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IF NEEDED       *******  

 *                                                                     *  

 ***********************************************************************  

          TPSCPARM MAIN=10000,                                          X 

                AUX=10000,                                              X 

                MINRBUF=100,                                            X 

                LIMLOCK=N,                                              X 

                EXITKEY=PF24                                      870701  

          EJECT                                                           

  #MOPT ENV=USER,PROD=TOOL,REGS=NO,AMODE=NO,RMODE=NO,CSECT=TPSPARM        

CA IDMS DMLO Security and Access Considerations
This appendix describes security and access restrictions that can be applied to any dictionary that contains subschemas
to be accessed using CA IDMS DMLO. CA IDMS DMLO provides security checking on three levels.

Level 1 security indicates that a security check is not needed. Any user who signs on to CA IDMS DMLO and specifies a
valid subschema for the requested dictionary is permitted to access the database. Level 1 is the default security level.

Level 2 security indicates that CA IDMS DMLO verifies that the user and password combination specified during CA
IDMS DMLO sign-on exist in the requested dictionary. If they do exist, the user can access any valid subschema in that
dictionary.

Level 3 security indicates that CA IDMS DMLO not only validates the user and password, but also verifies that the
user has authorization to access the requested subschema. The user must be registered for access to the requested
subschema in the requested dictionary.

Use the following syntax to register for access to a given subschema:

(ADD/MOD) USER userid PASSWORD pswd

INCLUDE ACCESS TO SUBSCHEMA subname OF SCHEMA schname V vers-nbr.

For both Level 2 and Level 3 security, special consideration is given to a situations in which the user ID used to sign on
to the CA IDMS DMLO session is the same as the user ID used to sign on to the CA IDMS/DC system. In this case, the
password is not checked even though the user must still be defined to the requested dictionary. Non-validation of the
password conforms to the processing done by the dictionary task.
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To implement security for CA IDMS DMLO, you must register program DBMSDMLO. with a version number of 1, 2 or
3. The version number corresponds to the desired security level. Use the following CA IDMS/DDDL syntax to add this
program:

ADD PROGRAM NAME IS DBMSDMLO. VERSION IS n.

You must register DBMSDMLO. in each dictionary for which security beyond the default is required.

CA IDMS DMLO Access Restrictions

CA IDMS DMLO has six possible usage modes:

• SR -- Shared Retrieval
• SU -- Shared Update
• PR -- Protected Retrieval
• PU -- Protected Update
• ER -- Exclusive Retrieval
• EU -- Exclusive Update

You can restrict the READY modes available both globally (all users in a given dictionary) and by user. Any such
restrictions are applied each time a user request is made to ready an area.

Restricting Usage Mode Access Globally

To restrict access to specific usage modes for all users for all subschemas in a given dictionary, use the PROGRAM
DESCRIPTION clause of the ADD PROGRAM statement. For example: 

ADD/MOD PROGRAM DBMSDMLO. VERSION IS 1

        PROGRAM DESCRIPTION IS 'SR,PR,ER'.

With this example, Level 1 security is established, but only retrieval modes are allowed for any subschema within the
dictionary with this registration. 
Note: When you specify more than one usage mode, the abbreviations must be separated by commas, must be free of
any imbedded blanks, and the string must be enclosed in single quotation marks.

 

Restricting Usage Mode Access by User

To restrict usage mode access by user within a given dictionary, you must have specified Level 2 or Level 3 security for
that dictionary.

For each user with particular restrictions, you must specify the allowable usage modes with the USER DESCRIPTION
clause. For example:

ADD/MOD USER userid PASSWORD pswd USER DESCRIPTION IS 'SR,SU' .

In this example, the specified user cannot access any subschemas in the given dictionary with other than “shared” access
modes.
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Central CA IDMS Security

Remember that the centralized CA IDMS security facility at all times is superior to any validation by CA IDMS DMLO. For
example, if access to a dictionary or database is prohibited by the central security facility, you cannot use CA IDMS DMLO
to bypass or override that level of security.

Installing CA IDMS DMLO on Multiple CVs under CICS
This section describes how to install CA IDMS DMLO on multiple CV's under CICS. Perform the following steps:

1. Create additional copies of the load module/relocatable USDTPIF5, naming the copied version with a unique suffix (for
example, USDTPIFA).

2. Add entries to the CSD for each of the programs created in Step 1. TOOLJCL library member USDCICS can be
modified for this purpose.

3. Add a unique transaction code to the CSD for each version of USDTPIFa*. The instructions in Step 6 or 7 require that
transaction codes are chosen that have the first three characters unique to CA IDMS DMLO. The fourth character of
each transaction code must be unique to that version of CA IDMS DMLO. TOOLJCL library member USDCICS can be
modified for this purpose.

4. Link the copied version of the USDTPIFa* to include the appropriate copy of IDMSCINT to interface with the desired
IDMS CV.
SRCLIB member USDLNKCS can be used as a template for the link step.
*Where a is a unique suffix described in Step 1.

 

Installation Job Return Codes
This appendix lists the possible installation job step messages and return codes.

Topics include the following:

• Installation job return codes
• CAIIJMP messages
• CAIIJMP return codes

The expected installation job step return codes are listed below. Review the expected return codes as you proceed with
the installation process. Bring any deviations from the expected return codes to the attention of CA's technical support.

Job Step Code Messages
Job 1 0
Job 2 Assemble SVC 0

Assemble SVC exit 0
Job 3 Assemble IDMSOPTI 0

Assemble RHDCFTAB 0
Link RHDCFTAB 0
Assemble ESVSSPVT 0 VSAM/T only
Link ESVSSPVT 0 VSAM/T only
ASMCULP 0
Assemble RHDCOPTF 0
Link RHDCOPTF 0
Assemble RHDCUXIT 0
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Link RHDCUXIT 0
Assemble CICSOPTS 0 Previously defined messages

are acceptable
Assemble IDMSCINT 0
Assemble IDMSINC1 0
Assemble UCFCICS 0
Link IDMSCINT 4 WXTRN DFHEI1
Link IDMSINTC 4 WXTRN @MAIN, IDMSENTX,

USRIDXIT
Link IDMSINC1 0
Link UCFCICS 4 WXTRN UCFPRINT
Assemble #PMOPT 0 Performance Monitor only
Link #PMOPT 0 Performance Monitor only
Assemble RHDCPINT 0
Link RHDCPINT 0
Assemble ADSOVCON 0
Link ADSOVCON 0
ASMDL1T 0 DL1/T only
Assemble RHDCCODE 0 Optional
Link RHDCCODE 0 Optional
ASMFPPRM 0
ASMF8PRM 0 Masterkey only
ASMF9PRM 0 Online Log Display only
ASMIVPRM 0 Tools Only
ASMKJPRM 0 DML Online only
ASMKPPRM 0 DC Sort only
ASMMUPRM 0 Dictionary Migrator only
ASMMVPRM 0 Dictionary Migrator only
ASMM3PRM 0 Dictionary Module Editor only
ASMM4PRM 0 Dictionary Query Facility only
ASMOTPRM 0 Database Extractor only
ASMO3PRM 0 Enforcer only
ASMO4PRM 0 SASO only
ASMO5PRM 0 ADS Alive only
Catalog IDMSHIST PROC 0
Catalog IDMS labels PROC 0 Name is user defined
Catalog SYSCTL PROC 0
Run CA DYNAM DYNCAT 0 Only if CA DYNAM/D is selected

Job 4 BUILDCAT 0
Load permanent catalog 0

Job 5 LOADSGEN 4 REPLACE changed to ADD is
allowable
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Job 6 LOADMSGS 4 REPLACE changed to ADD is
allowable

Job 7 SYSDIRL 4 REPLACE changed to ADD is
allowable

Job 8 APPLDICT 4 ADD changed to MODIFY is
allowable

Job 9 ASFDICT 4 ADD changed to MODIFY is
allowable

Job 10 TOOLDICT 0 Tools only
DBXDB 0 Database Extractor only
DMADB 0 Dictionary Migrator only
DMLODB 0 DML Online only
ENFRDB 0 Enforcer only
MKEYDB 0 Masterkey only
SASODB 0 SASO only

Job 11 DBDEMO 4 Warning during COBOL
compiles

Job 12 SQLDEMO 0
Job 13 DCDEMO 4 Warning during COBOL

complies
Job 14 0

CAIIJMP messages
The CAIIJMP program produces tailored installation JCL based on input parameters specified for the installation.
Additionally, CAIIJMP diagnoses errors and inconsistencies in the CAIIJMP input parameters, terminates processing, and
returns a code to indicate the severity of the errors found. These return codes correspond to step completion codes and
can be tested using normal JCL COND = parameters.

CAIIJMP return codes
0: indicates normal completion.

4: indicates that warning messages have been issued. The punching of the customized job control was completed.
Review the output listing before proceeding. To find the warning(s) locate the value ‘$$WRN’ in the output listing. You
should evaluate the message and determine if you need to make changes or if the condition is acceptable.

8: indicates that error messages have been issued. The punching of the customized job control has been suppressed.
Review the error message text in the output listing to determine the problem. To find the error message(s) locate the
value ‘$$ERR’ in the output listing. You should make corrections to your CAIIJMP parameters based on the information
in the error message text. CAIIJMP may display an error without the ‘$$ERR’ label if your enter an invalid parameter
name. If you do not find the ‘$$ERR’ label you could locate a value of ‘*****’ in columns 1-10 of the output to find the error
message.

16 or 20: indicates that a severe error has been encountered. CAIIJMP has terminated processing. Often, the problem is a
JCL error which leads to an I/O error or a failure to open a data set. Review the output listing to determine the problem.
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Installing IDMS Server
CA IDMS Server provides open access to data stored in CA IDMS databases, letting you maintain existing corporate
databases and make your data available to new client/server and web-based applications. CA IDMS Server provides
support for dynamic SQL using both the ODBC and JDBC application program interfaces.

CA IDMS Server r17 supports ODBC on Windows, and supports JDBC on all platforms supporting Java 1.6 or later,
including Windows, z/OS, Linux, and variants of UNIX. The ODBC driver implements the ODBC 3.5 specification. The
JDBC driver implements the JDBC 4.0 specification.

NOTE

Unless specifically designated, Windows refers to any supported Microsoft Windows operating environment.

This section assumes that you are a new user of CA IDMS Server with experience using Windows or z/OS, and are
familiar with CA IDMS and database access. The content is intended for the following users:

• Database administrators or end users can use this section to define data sources to access CA IDMS data from a
client application.

• System administrators can use this section to set up a CA IDMS system for access by CA IDMS Server.

System Requirements

System requirements vary by platform and installed options.  CPU speed and memory requirements are dictated by the
applications that use CA IDMS Server and by the Java Virtual Machine. The following list describes the minimum disk
requirements:

• 10 MB for the complete Windows installation (ODBC + JDBC)
• 4   MB for the complete z/OS installation
• 1   MB for the JDBC driver on all platforms

This section contains the following articles:

Acquiring CA IDMS Server Client
Download CA IDMS Server directly from the Download Management link on Broadcom Support.

Follow these steps:

1. From Broadcom Support, select MENU.
2. From the drop-down MENU list, select DOWNLOAD MANAGEMENT.
3. From the Download Management page, search for product CA IDMS - Database.
4. Select the Product Downloads tab.
5. Filter your search results on CA IDMS Server Option MVS and select the Download cloud icon (DOWNLOAD NOW).
6. Select your preferred download mechanism.

Preparing for CA IDMS Server Installation
CA IDMS Server requires the installation of the CA IDMS SQL option. The host component of CA IDMS Server is
delivered on the CA IDMS installation image. CA IDMS r16 SP2, or later, is required to use the Type 4 JDBC driver and
distributed transactions. CA IDMS r17, or later, is required to use the Wire Protocol ODBC driver. Use of the ODBC or
JDBC driver with the CCI protocol requires the installation of the CA Common Services components CAIENF (Event
Notification Facility) and CAICCI (Common Communications Interface) on the mainframe. For information on installing
CAIENF and CAICCI on the mainframe, see your CA Common Services documentation.

The CA Common Services components are not required to use the Type 4 JDBC driver or Wire Protocol ODBC driver.
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z/OS Software Prerequisites
The JDBC driver and JDBC server run in the UNIX System Services (USS) environment on z/OS. They must be installed
and set up on the mainframe. The IBM SDK for z/OS Java 2 Technology Edition V1.6 or later must also be installed and
available in the USS environment. TCP/IP must be installed and configured correctly to use the JDBC server. For more
information on installing USS, TCP/IP, and the SDK, see IBM's documentation.

Use of Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) with CAICCI requires r2.1, or later, of CAICCI which is part of CA Common Services
r11 SP6. For more information, see the CA Common Services documentation.

Use of SSL with the JDBC Type 4 driver or ODBC Wire Protocol driver requires z/OS r1.7, or later, and Application
Transparent - Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS). For more information, see PIB QI83006 on http://ca.com/support.

Linux Software Prerequisites
The Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.6, or later, is required to use the CA IDMS Server client on Linux and other
platforms.

Windows Software Prerequisites
The CA IDMS Server client can be installed under any of the following Microsoft Window operating systems. Both 32- and
64-bit editions of Windows are supported:

• Windows XP SP2
• Windows Server 2003 SP1
• Windows Vista
• Windows Server 2008
• Windows 7, 8 and 10

Java 1.6 or later is required for JDBC support. CAICCI/PC and the ODBC Driver Manager are required to use the ODBC
driver. 

CAICCI/PC

CAICCI/PC provides a common interface between CA IDMS Server and the TCP/IP protocol. CAICCI/PC r2.1 and higher
supports SSL when communicating with an SSL-enabled mainframe CCITCP address space on z/OS. CAICCI/PC is
distributed on the CA Common Services tape for your mainframe operating system. The 32-bit version CAICCI/PC is
included with CA IDMS Server as part of the CA IDMS Server installation for the Windows 32-bit editions. The 64-bit
version of CAICCI/PC is installed automatically with the 64-bit ODBC driver on Windows 64-bit editions.

CAICCI/PC must be installed to use ODBC with versions of CA IDMS earlier than r17 or to use JDBC with versions of CA
IDMS earlier than r16 SP2. You do not need to install CAICCI/PC on client workstations that use the ODBC Wire Protocol
or JDBC Type 3 or Type 4 drivers.

NOTE
For more information about CAICCI/PC, see the appropriate CA Common Services section.

ODBC Driver Manager

The ODBC Driver Manager provides the link between ODBC-enabled applications and ODBC drivers and is required by
the ODBC driver.

The ODBC Driver Manager is not required to use the JDBC driver, but it may be convenient to use the ODBC
Administrator included with it to define connection information that is used by the Type 2 JDBC driver.
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The ODBC Driver Manager is installed automatically by many Microsoft products, including Windows, Office, and Internet
Explorer. The driver is also included in the Microsoft Data Access Components (MDAC), with ActiveX Data Objects,
the OLE DB Provider for ODBC, and updated ODBC drivers for Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft Access, and Oracle.
Additional information about ODBC and MDAC is available from the Microsoft website.

The latest version of MDAC can be downloaded (at no cost) directly from the Microsoft website (www.microsoft.com).

Java Runtime Environment
A Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is an interpreter that executes Java programs, which are stored on disk as class files. CA
IDMS Server r17 conforms to the JDBC 4.0 specification and requires a Java 1.6 or later JVM.

The JVM is delivered in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE). The JRE is suitable for deploying applications. A Java
Software Development Kit (JDK) is required to develop applications. The JDK includes the JRE and is available from
Sun Microsystems. The JRE is available as a free download from Sun Microsystems (www.java.sun.com) and IBM
(www.ibm.com).

The Microsoft Java VM supports Java 1.1 and JDBC 1.2. It cannot run class files compiled with Java 1.2 or later. The
class file format is incompatible and necessary run-time classes are missing. For these reasons, the Microsoft Java VM is
not compatible with CA IDMS Server r17.

The Sun Java Plug-In is required to use the JDBC driver with applets running in Internet Explorer. The Java Plug-In is
installed with the Sun JRE.

NOTE
For detailed information about CA IDMS Server conformance to the JDBC standard, see the section "JDBC
Programmer Reference." Additional information about JDBC and Java is available from the Sun Microsystems
website.

Installing the Java Runtime Environment

The Type 4 JDBC driver performs all data conversion on the client platform, using the character converter classes
provided by the Java Runtime Environment (JRE). The JRE includes converter classes for most of the character
encodings in use around the world. However, by default, the JRE installer installs only European language support on
machines that support only European languages. The mainframe encodings based on EBCDIC, such as Cp037, are not
included.

The JDBC driver includes built-in support for Cp037 and Cp1047. For other mainframe character sets, include the
complete set of character encodings when installing the JRE by selecting the Custom option and then Support for
Additional Languages.

This is generally not necessary when using the JRE included with the Java Software Development Kit (JDK), which
includes charsets.jar.

For details about managing SSL certificates and keystores for JDBC Type 3 and 4 drivers, see the Sun documentation on
JSSE, the Java Secure Sockets Extension.

Delivery of Components
Delivery of the software components utilized by CA IDMS Server is shown in the following table:

Software Component Base Product Installation Medium
CA IDMS Server
ODBC and JDBC drivers

CA IDMS Server CA IDMS Server CD
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CAICCI/PC CA Common Services Base product tape or
CA IDMS Server CD

CAICCI and CAIENF CA Common Services Base product tape
CA IDMS CA IDMS CA IDMS tape
CA IDMS Server
(host component)

CA IDMS Server CA IDMS tape

ODBC Driver Manager MDAC Download
Java Virtual Machine JRE or JDK Download

Setting Up Your System
This section describes the mainframe procedures necessary to establish communications between Windows applications
and CA IDMS using CA IDMS Server, and provides information to help you access existing CA IDMS databases.
Also included is a description of how network records appear to SQL, and information on numeric data and pseudo-
conversational processing.

Setting Up CA IDMS Server
Each CV to be accessed by CA IDMS server must be generated with the following definitions:

• A CCI line to use the ODBC driver or JDBC driver with the CCI protocol.
• A CASERVER task for the CCI line
• A TCP/IP line to use the ODBC or JDBC deriver with the IDMS TCP/IP protocol.
• A listener PTERM for the TCP/IP line
• An IDMSJSRV task for the TCP/IP line
• A PTERM/LTERM pair for each concurrent connection on each line
• The SQL definitions in the catalog area of the dictionary associated with the CA IDMS database
• The startup JCL may also need to be modified for the TCP/IP line.

The following sections describe the procedure to define the CA IDMS system generation parameters to support
communications using CA IDMS Server.

The examples in this section assume that CA IDMS Server is used to access two sample CA IDMS systems, System 81
and System 82, from a PC.

An Inventory dictionary, INVDICT, is associated with System 81. Associated with System 82 is BENEDICT, a Benefits
dictionary. INVDICT and BENEDICT contain the definitions of the tables to be accessed from the PC. Data source
definitions on the PC refer to the mainframe dictionary names.

NOTE
For detailed information on these system generation statements and how to use the system generation compiler,
see the CA IDMS System Generation Section. For detailed information on configuring and maintaining CA IDMS
systems including startup JCL, see the CA IDMS System Operations Section.

Defining the CA IDMS System Using CAICCI
Contents

CAICCI provides communication between mainframes or between mainframes and PCs. CAICCI r2.1 and higher provides
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) support for the ODBC and JDBC drivers. The following diagram illustrates the sample CA
IDMS system network using CAICCI:
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Defining a CCI Line

A CAICCI line connects a CV with the CAICCI network. Define a CAICCI line in each CA IDMS system to be accessed by
CA IDMS Server.

Add one CAICCI line, plus a physical terminal (PTERM) and logical terminal (LTERM) pair for each concurrent connection
with the CA IDMS system.

Each ODBC or JDBC connection uses one PTERM/LTERM pair. For example, if you have a single PC running a World
Wide Web server application, and you want to support concurrent access to CA IDMS by 25 World Wide Web browser
clients, define 25 PTERM/LTERM pairs.

Example:

The following example defines a CAICCI line for System 81. The LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statements define a CAICCI
line with two physical terminals, allowing two PC users to be logged on to System 81 at the same time:

ADD SYSTEM 81
    SYSTEM ID IS SYST0081.

ADD LINE CCILINE
    TYPE IS CCI.

ADD PTERM PTECCI01
    TYPE IS BULK.

ADD LTERM LTECCI01
    PTERM IS PTECCI01.

ADD PTERM PTECCI02
    TYPE IS BULK.

ADD LTERM LTECCI02
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    PTERM IS PTECCI02.

Creating the CASERVER Task

The TASK statement defines a task and its characteristics, including the code used to invoke the task. The default task
code is CASERVER. You can override the default task code if you want to control resources per user or to apply additional
security.

The CASERVER task code is similar to the RHDCNP3S task code, which controls the resource limits and time-out values
for CA IDMS external user sessions.

To define a CASERVER task code

1. From the system-generation compiler, enter this command:

DISPLAY TASK RHDCNP3S AS SYNTAX.

The system-generation compiler displays the definition of the RHDCNP3S task code.
2. Erase the DISPLAY TASK statement at the top of the screen.
3. Change the name of the task code, RHDCNP3S, to CASERVER (or the task code name you have chosen). Modify the

task definition to add the INTERNAL parameter, if it is not already there, and to set an appropriate value, in seconds,
for the EXTERNAL WAIT parameter for your users (for example, set 1800 for a 30-minute wait).

NOTE
If you do not define a CASERVER task code, CA IDMS uses the RHDCNP3S task code to define the
characteristics for a CA IDMS Server session.

Defining the CA IDMS System Using TCP/IP
TCP/IP provides direct connection between a client system using the JDBC type 4 driver or using the ODBC wire protocol
driver and CA IDMS.

The following diagram illustrates the sample CA IDMS system network using TCP/IP:

Updating the System Startup JCL

For DNS functions to operate correctly, a SYSTCPD card must be added to the central version JCL.
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Defining a TCP/IP Line

Define a TCP/IP line in each CA IDMS system to be accessed by CA IDMS Server.

Add one TCP/IP line, a listener PTERM, plus a physical terminal (PTERM) and logical terminal (LTERM) pair for each
concurrent connection with the CA IDMS system.

Define the listener PTERM/LTERM pair for the built-in server program, IDMSJSRV. This PTERM must specify the
RHDCNP3J task defined during installation, SYSTEM mode, and the port used by the driver. The default port used by the
drivers and registered with the Internet Assigned Number Authority (IANA) for CA IDMS is 3709. This can be used if only
a single DC/UCF system is used on the host machine. Otherwise, a recommended convention is to append the system
number to 37. The listener PTERM should also specify a secured task.

Each JDBC or ODBC connection uses one PTERM/LTERM pair.

Example:

The following example defines a TCP/IP line for System 81. The LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statements define a TCP/IP
line with 100 physical terminals, allowing 100 concurrent JDBC or ODBC connections.

ADD LINE TCPIP
        TYPE IS SOCKET
        MODULE RHDCD1IP.
ADD PTERM TCPJSRV
        TYPE IS LISTENER
        PORT IS 3781
        TASK IS RHDCNP3J
        MODE IS SYSTEM
        PARM IS 'TASK=IDMSJSRV'.
ADD LTERM TCLJSRV
        PTERM IS TCPJSRV.
ADD PTERM TCP0001
        TYPE IS BULK
        REPEAT COUNT IS 99.
ADD LTERM TCL0001
        PTERM IS TCP0001.

The TCP/IP line can support SSL using the AT-TLS facility of z/OS 1.7 and later. For more information, see PIB QI83006
on supportconnect.ca.com.

Creating the IDMSJSRV Task

You must grant execute authority on task RHDCNP3J to group PUBLIC or all groups because the line driver invokes it
before the user id and password are received. Alternatively, you can turn off security for task RHDCNP3J by including an
entry in the SRTT.

The task specified in the listener PTERM definition PARM string can be restricted to specific users or groups. IDMSJSRV
is a sample task that is similar to the RHDCNP3J task that can be secured. You can also define and secure a different
task code and override it at runtime.

NOTE

More information:

• Administrating Security for IDMS
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Setting Up Database Access
Contents

The ODBC and JDBC drivers use dynamic SQL to access a CA IDMS database from an ODBC or JDBC application. Both
the SQL Option and the host component of CA IDMS Server must be installed on the CV. The database can be defined
using the Schema compiler or SQL Data Description Language (DDL). In either case, you must include the appropriate
SQL definitions in the dictionary associated with the CA IDMS system. The SQL definitions reside in the catalog area of
the dictionary.

Setting Up SQL Access

The following suggestions are useful when setting up SQL access to CA IDMS databases:

• To access a non-SQL-defined database using SQL, define an SQL schema that identifies the network schema and the
segment where the data is stored. The network schema must conform to the rules described throughout this section.

• If the application does not qualify table references with schema names, define one or more CA IDMS/DC profiles that
set a default schema name. You may need to ask your Database Administrator (DBA) for assistance.

• To limit the size of the list of tables returned by the driver metadata functions, create an Accessible Tables View that
returns a subset of the default view, and set it as an option for a specific data source. Using such a view of accessible
tables can generate a more meaningful list of tables for each user and improve performance.

• Define views in the catalog to provide easy access to non-SQL-defined databases or application-specific data. For
example, consider using a view when joining tables using the set-name condition. However, if you choose to do so,
remember that views created by joining two or more tables cannot be updated.

• Implement table procedures to provide easy access to non-SQL-defined databases or application-specific data. For
example, consider using a table procedure to navigate a complicated network database. Table procedures can also be
used to update databases.

Utilizing Page Groups

A page group is a physical database definition attribute set by the database administrator during database definition. The
catalog and the target database can be in different page groups. Unless the Mixed Page Group feature of CA IDMS is
activated, tables from mixed page groups cannot be accessed with a single request. Additionally, once a table from one
page group has been accessed, a COMMIT command must be issued before a table from a different page group can be
accessed.

To use data sources defining data from mixed page groups:

• Define a different data source and a different Accessible Tables View for each page group when the catalog contains
definitions of tables from mixed page groups. Each Accessible Tables View should include tables from a single page
group so that the end user cannot accidentally access mixed page groups after a table list function is performed.

• Use the Automatic Commit option when accessing tables in different page groups.

NOTE
Automatic Commit is enabled by default, and can be disabled using an ODBC or JDBC function.

Mixed page groups are supported starting with CA IDMS r14.1, so these restrictions do not apply when the data source is
on a 14.1 or later system and the Mixed Page Group Binds feature has been activated.

NOTE
For more information on using page groups, see the CA IDMS Database Administration Section - Volume 1.

Setting Up SQL Access to Non-SQL Databases

This section reviews the transformations used by the SQL engine when reading definitions of non-SQL records. When
using SQL to access non-SQL records, the entity names coded in the SQL syntax must follow the conventions described
in the following sections.
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Accessing Non-SQL Records Using SQL Statements

To reference an SQL table in SQL statements, code the table name preceded by a schema name qualifier. For example,
in this statement:

SELECT * FROM DEMOSCH.SAMPLE

SAMPLE is the table name and DEMOSCH is the SQL schema in which it is defined.

The combination of schema name and table name allows the SQL compiler to look up the definition of the table in the
SQL catalog.

To access a non-SQL record from an SQL statement, code the record name in the same way. Define an SQL schema that
maps to the corresponding non-SQL schema, and use the SQL schema name to qualify all subsequent references to non-
SQL records in SQL DML statements. For example:

CREATE SCHEMA SQLNET

   FOR NONSQL SCHEMA PRODDICT.CUSTSCHM;

SELECT * FROM SQLNET."ORDER-REC";

NOTE
For more information on defining SQL schemas, see the CA IDMS Database SQL Option Reference Section for
syntax and information on accessing non-SQL databases and CA IDMS Database Administration Section for
process-related information.

Transforming Non-SQL Record and Set Names

Non-SQL record and set names may contain embedded hyphens, which are allowed in the naming conventions for
non-SQL schemas, but not in the naming conventions for SQL schemas. To use record and set names with embedded
hyphens in an SQL statement, enclose the names in double quotes, for example, "CUST-REC-123."

Transforming Non-SQL Element Names

In non-SQL element names, CA IDMS automatically transforms embedded hyphens to underscores when they are
referenced through SQL. For example, to access the CUST-NUMBER element in a non-SQL record, you must code
CUST_NUMBER in an SQL statement.

Creating SQL Synonyms

When a FOR LANGUAGE SQL synonym is defined for a non-SQL record, CA IDMS uses the element synonyms for all
SQL access. SQL synonyms are used only for element names.

Defining SQL synonyms for non-SQL records is sometimes the only way to overcome column name limitations within
SQL. Some non-SQL element names do not make satisfactory SQL column names, even after hyphens are changed
to underscores. For example, if a non-SQL element name begins with a numeric character, you must still use double
quotes around the element name. For example, to access 123-ORD-NUM, you would code "123_ORD_NUM" in an SQL
statement.
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Elements that cannot be Transformed

Group elements, REDEFINES elements, FILLERS, and OCCURS DEPENDING ON elements are not available for access
by SQL. To the SQL user, it is as if these elements were not defined in the non-SQL record. The subordinate elements of
a group definition are available for access, as are the base elements to which a REDEFINES is directed.

Fixed OCCURS Element Definitions

Although OCCURS…DEPENDING ON declarations are not available for SQL access, fixed OCCURS definitions are
available. To the SQL user, a fixed OCCURS element appears as one column for each occurrence of the element. The
column name for each occurrence is the original element name followed by an underscore and an occurrence number. If
the element is declared with multiple OCCURS levels, the corresponding column names contain one underscore and one
occurrence number for each dimension of the OCCURS declaration.

For example, the element definition BUD-AMT OCCURS 12 TIMES generates the following column names:

BUD_AMT_01, BUD_AMT_02, BUD_AMT_03...BUD_AMT_12.

NOTE
The occurrence number attached to the column name must be large enough to accommodate the largest
subscript from the corresponding element definition.

The base element name, combined with the appended occurrence information, cannot have more than 32 characters. If it
does, you must define an SQL synonym for the non-SQL record.

Although the CA IDMS SQL implementation allows 32-character column names, other SQL implementations restrict
column names to 18 characters. Some ODBC client software, in particular, may require SQL synonyms for non-SQL
records to limit the size of the transformed column names to 18 characters.

NOTE
Another way to define shorter names is to create a view of the record and specify view column names.

Defining Keys

NOTE
To access a control-key definition (of a CALC, INDEX, or sorted set) using SQL, the control-key definition must
not include a FILLER element. If it does, change the non-SQL record definition, assigning a name other than
FILLER to the elements in question.

Additionally, the control-key definition cannot incorporate the subordinate elements of a group level REDEFINES when
these elements are smaller in size than the base element being redefined, as in the following example:

02 ELEM1 PIC X(8).
02 ELEM1REDEF REDEFINES ELEM1.
03 ELEM1A PIC S9(8) COMP.
03 ELEM1B PIC S9(8) COMP.

An error occurs if ELEM1A and ELEM1B are used in the control key definition, because they are smaller than the element
they redefine (although combined they are equal to ELEM1). When this condition occurs, change the redefining group,
which contains the smallest subordinate elements, into the base-element definition. Use the base-element definition in the
control key specification. For example, ELEM1REDEF should be the base-element definition in the sample above, and
ELEM1 should be coded so that it redefines ELEM1REDEF.
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NOTE
For more information on accessing non-SQL-defined databases using SQL, see the CA IDMS Database SQL
Option Reference Section.

Defining Sets as Referential Constraints

Because members of sets usually do not contain foreign keys that reference the owner record, the set specification
statement can be used to include the set name in the join criteria for two non-SQL records. For example:

SELECT M.NAME FROM OWNER O, MEMBER M
       WHERE O.NAME='BILL' AND "OWNER-MEMBER"

• The schema compiler SET definition PRIMARY KEY and FOREIGN KEY options can be used to define primary and
foreign keys for non-SQL records. Adding foreign keys to set definitions provides several advantages for applications
that use SQL and can enhance the compatibility of CA IDMS with tools that build SQL applications.

• Referential integrity is enforced when SQL is used to update non SQL records.
• Standard SQL predicates can be used in join statements.
• Standard JDBC and ODBC foreign key metadata APIs can be used to discover relationships between non-SQL

records accessed using SQL.
• The foreign key columns must be elements in the member record. If these elements are added to an existing record,

you must restructure the database, populate the foreign key fields, and recompile network applications that reference
the member record.

• Network applications that STORE or CONNECT members in the set must update the foreign keys to maintain
referential integrity. You can use subschema views that do not include the added fields to minimize changes to
programs that do not access the foreign keys.

NOTE
For more information on modifying set definitions, see the CA IDMS Database Administration Section.

Setting up Catalog Views

Both ODBC and JDBC provide metadata APIs that return information on schemas, tables, columns, and indexes from the
SQL catalog. CA IDMS Server uses table procedures and views in the SYSCA schema to access catalog information.
Typically, these are installed into the catalog when CA IDMS is installed. Additional views may require definition,
depending on the version of CA IDMS you use.

SYSCA.ODBC_INDEX

This table procedure is used to return index and CALC key information for network records as well as SQL tables. The
ODBC driver uses this table procedure to implement the SQLStatistics, SQLSpecialColumns, SQLPrimaryKeys, and
SQLForeignKeys functions. If this table procedure is not installed, the ODBC driver queries the catalog SYSTEM.INDEX
and SYSTEM.INDEXKEY tables, and returns information only for SQL defined tables.

The JDBC driver uses this table procedure to implement the corresponding DatabaseMetaData.getIndexInfo,
getBestRowIdentifer, getPrimaryKeys, getExportedKeys, getImportedKeys, and getCrossReference methods. This table
procedure is required for JDBC support.

This table procedure is defined for all releases since Genlevel 9506 of CA IDMS 12.01.
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SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_ SCHEMAS

This view returns a list of schemas containing tables accessible to the user. It is used by the JDBC driver to implement the
DatabaseMetaData.getSchemas method, and is required for JDBC support. The ODBC driver does not use this view. This
view is defined for releases after CA IDMS r15.0.

SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_PROCS

This view returns a list of procedures. It is used by the JDBC driver to implement the DatabaseMetaData.getProcedures
method and by the ODBC driver SQLProcedures function. This view is defined for CA IDMS r16.0 and later.

Defining Catalog Views

These views are added to the catalog when you upgrade CA IDMS and follow the instructions for upgrading the catalog.
DDL to create them is also provided in the file accviews.txt, which is installed in the Java subdirectory on Windows, and
the product installation root directory on other platforms. These views should be defined in all catalogs that are accessed
using CA IDMS Server.

Passing Auditing Information to CA IDMS
You can use CA IDMS Server to pass auditing information from the client to the CA IDMS system. This auditing
information includes be site-defined accounting information that is supplied when the application connects to the database
and the user identity (user ID) as is it known to the application, which may be different from the user ID that is used to sign
on to CA IDMS.

This article includes the following information:

Supplying Accounting Information

You can supply as many as 32 bytes of accounting information using one of the following methods:

• Enter the value in the Account field of the ODBC DriverConnect dialog.
• Pass the value as a connection attribute with the key ACCT to the ODBC SQLDriverConnect function.
• Pass the value as a DriverPropertyInfo object with the key acct to the JDBC DriverManager.getConnection method.
• Pass the value as an IdmsDataSource property.

The first character of accounting information must be a space or the information must be ignored.

Using Accounting Information

The supplied accounting information is passed to the back end, and is stored in an area accessible from the PTE for use
by accounting and security exits.

For example, the information could be used by either exit 4 or 5 to change header information in the statistics block that is
described by #STRDS.

The following table describes how the accounting data can be found:

Field Name Control Block Comments
TCELTEA TCE Points to the LTE. Determine whether it is a

CAICCI-related LTE (type is LTEBULK).
LTEPTEA LTE Points to the PTE.
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PTELACCT PTE Points to a 32-byte accounting information
area. This area must be binary zeros if no
accounting information was passed from
the PC or if the front end is not a PC.

When using the Type 4 JDBC driver, you can add this information to the user profile at sign on. Define a system or
user profile attribute and specify the ACCT=profile-key-name option in the listener PTERM definition. This allows SQL
statements to access the accounting information using the PROFILE function. Procedures that are written in COBOL or
CA ADS can use the IDMSIN01 GETPROF callable service to access the accounting information.

• For more information about programs that are invoked by user exits, see the CA IDMS System Operations Section.
• For more information about field names in various IDMS control blocks, see the CA IDMS DSECT Reference Section.
• For information about defining the listener for the Type 4 JDBC driver, see the "Setting Up Your System" section and

the CA IDMS System Generation Section.

Example

The following sample is the code for locating accounting information:

USING TCE,R9                                             

   L    R5,TCELTEA              Get the LTE             

USING LTE,R5                                             

   CLI  LTETYP,LTEBULK          Is this a BULK type      
BNE  RETURN                  No....Return             
L    R6,LTEPTEA              Get the PTE address     

USING PTE,R6                                             

   L    R7,PTELACCT             R7 points to 32-byte area

Setting the External Identity

The user of a web-based application is typically an external user or customer who logs on to the application using an
identity manager such as CA SiteMinder. The external user ID that is used to sign on to the web application is typically
not the user ID that is used to access the back end database. Instead, a generic user ID associated with the application is
used by all connections that are initiated by the application. CA IDMS Server and CA IDMS can record the external user
ID in the journal when a transaction is started. This provides an end-to-end audit trail that correlates database activity with
the external users who initiate each transaction.

When running in an application server that is managed by CA SiteMinder, the JDBC driver gets the external identity from
the SiteMinder Application Server Agent when a new transaction is started. If this identity has changed since the last
transaction, the driver sends it to CA IDMS.
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You can set an external user ID in a standalone JDBC application using the IdmsConnection setIdentity method.
You can set the external user ID in an ODBC application using the SQLSetConnectAttr function with the
IDMS_ATTR_EXTERNAL_IDENTITY attribute type.

Auditing the External Identity

When an external identity has been set for the user session, CA IDMS includes its value with actual user ID in the BGIN
transaction journal record. Journal reports can be used to audit this information.

Journal Analyzer Chronological Event Report

The report for the BGIN record includes the external user ID, if present.

--------EVENT--------- ----------IDENT--------- ---QUIESCE LVL/USER/EXT ID  - - 
TIME    TYPE   DURATION  RUN UNIT      PROGRAM

hh:mm:ss  BGIN                 1633 JAVAPROG ONL X    

• JREPORT 000
Supports a REC card that allows the use of the external identity as selection criteria when running existing JREPORTs.

• JREPORT 008
Displays the external identity information when reporting the BGIN record.

BGIN   TECHDC30  12/27/05  20.07.13.56     529276      170604 ….  
       USER ID                        EXTERNAL ID       
       ABBWI01                        BILL2007

• JREPORT 010
Lists the user ID, external identity, date, time, program name, and run unit id. This provides enough information to run
JREPORT 008 with SELECT criteria to provide details on any activity involving a particular user.

REPORT NO. 10                       IDMS JOURNAL REPORTS                     R16.0
       JREPORT 010                   EXTERNAL USER IDENTITY JOURNAL REPORT      
         USER                 EXT                TRANSACT  PROGRAM    LOCAL       LOCAL
          ID                   ID                  IDX      NAME      DATE        TIME
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        ABBWI01              JACK2006                  5  IDMSJDBC  12/22/05  14.19.29.66
        USER ID NOT CAPTURED EXT ID NOT CAPTURED       6  IDMSDDDL  12/22/05  14.19.29.67
        ABBWI01              EXT ID NOT CAPTURED       7  RHDCRUAL  12/22/05  14.19.29.68
        NO USER SIGNON                                 8  RHDCRUAL  12/22/05  14.19.29.69
        ABBWI01              SUSIE666                  9  JAVAPROG  12/22/05  14.19.29.70

       C750009 RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 10 --      8                 

Handling Invalid Numeric Data
One of the most useful features of CA IDMS is its ability to access network records using SQL. These network records
are often redefined and have multiple formats, causing problems when data in a record occurrence is not in the correct
format for the type of the SQL column derived from the network schema record definition. In particular, decimal fields are
sometimes redefined as character fields. They can contain spaces, low values, or other data that is not a valid packed
or zoned decimal value. This violates the data integrity provided by the CA IDMS SQL Option, which ensures that data
stored in an SQL table is valid for the column type.

In this situation, an application like the Online Command Facility (OCF), with direct access to the fetch buffer returned
by CA IDMS, can display a special indicator for the value (for example, a string of asterisks). Interfaces like ODBC
and JDBC, however, are expected to convert the data to the format requested by the application, and data integrity is
assumed.

CA IDMS Server provides an Invalid Decimal option to handle this situation, allowing the client to specify what the ODBC
and JDBC drivers should return to the application when invalid data is received from CA IDMS. Options are:

• Return Error
(Default) Drivers return an error to the application. The ODBC driver returns SQL_ERROR to the application, which
can use the SQLError function to retrieve the associated error message. The JDBC driver returns a SQLException
containing the error message. No value is returned in the output buffer provided by the application.

• Return Null
The drivers attempt to return NULL for the column value. The ODBC driver sets the length/indicator value to
SQL_NULL_DATA. It returns an error if the pointer to the length/ indicator buffer supplied by the application is 0. The
JDBC driver returns either 0 or null, as specified by the ResultSet.getXXX method, or true for ResultSet.wasNull. The
drivers attempt to return NULL even if the column in the result set is NOT NULL.

• Return 0
The driver always returns zero. This can be useful when the application does not provide a length/indicator buffer for a
column that is NOT NULL.

• Ignore
The value returned to the application is undefined. This option is provided for compatibility with previous versions of the
ODBC driver, and is not supported by the JDBC driver.

The ODBC driver prints a message to the log when tracing is enabled, no matter which option is selected.

The Return Null option does not work if the application does not check for a NULL value when the result set column is
defined as NOT NULL. By default, an SQL column returned for a network record is treated as NOT NULL because there
is no NULL indicator field in the database. Since a result set column that is an expression does allow NULL values, one
solution is to enclose the column name in a VALUE scalar function, as in the following example:

SELECT VALUE(WARD_TOTAL_0430) FROM EMPDEMO."HOSPITAL-CLAIM"
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This forces CA IDMS to build a result set that includes a NULL indicator for the WARD-TOTAL-430 field in the HOSPITAL-
CLAIM network record, and the drivers report that the column allows NULL values.

It may be convenient to define views on network records that wrap DECIMAL and NUMERIC columns in VALUE functions,
at least when the database is known to contain invalid data.

Pseudo-Conversational Processing
CA IDMS Server uses pseudo-conversational processing to minimize resource use on the CA IDMS system. The ODBC
and JDBC drivers support pseudo-conversational processing by automatically issuing an internal SUSPEND command,
which causes the current task to end, freeing resources on the CA IDMS CV.

By default, pseudo-conversational processing is optimized for interactive applications, in which a user enters a command
and then works with the results for a while before entering another command, similar to the way an on-line application
would be used. The drivers suspend the connection and end the task after most SQL commands.

You can customize this behavior can be by selecting a "suspend strategy" that specifies a set of suspend options
appropriate for a particular type of application. These suspend strategies are:

• Interactive -- Intended for use by applications with a user interface, in which database activity and user input are
intermixed. The driver suspends the connection when the transaction is committed. This is the default strategy for
ODBC and non-pooled JDBC connections.

• Service -- Intended for use by JDBC applications that run in an application server that pools connections and allocates
them temporarily to units of work that that access the database one or more times without waiting for user input. The
driver suspends only when it determines that the connection is idle. This is the default for pooled JDBC connections. It
is of limited use for ODBC applications, since the ODBC driver manager does not notify the driver when a connection
is returned to the idle pool.

• Batch -- Intended for use by applications access the database many times and terminate without waiting for user input.
The driver does not use pseudo-conversational processing at all.

• Custom -- Intended for compatibility with previous releases. The driver's behavior is determined by the options
specified in the Windows registry, or equivalently, in the USS configuration file or Java properties file. These options
are documented in the appendices.

The following table shows the detailed suspend options that correspond to each strategy, 0 = disabled, 1 = enabled, X =
either:

Option Strategy
INT SER BAT CUS

ConnectSuspend 0 1 0 X
CloseCommit 1 1 0 X
CommitSuspend 1 0 0 X
FetchSuspend 0 0 0 X

Configuring Secure Sockets
You may need to install certificates to use SSL with both the ODBC and JDBC drivers. Certificates are used to prove the
identity of one or both parties in a secure socket connection. Certificates are stored in a database called a keystore by
the Java implementation of SSL. Other implementations may use different terms for the certificate database, for example,
mainframe security systems call it a keyring.

The SSL software used within the IDMS ODBC driver does not use a keyring or a keystore per-se, but simply requires you
to name both the Client and Server certificate, as well as a common certificate directory where all signing certificates must
reside.
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A certificate that has been signed by a recognized Certificate Authority (CA) is automatically trusted by the SSL
implementation.

Certificates on the Client System

If your server does not have a certificate signed by a Certificate Authority, you must install the server's certificate as a
trusted certificate in the client keystore. If your server requires client authentication, you must install the client certificate in
the client keystore.

Sample certificates have been provided in the CA IDMS Server 'certificates' sub-directory that you can use for both Server
and Client authentication. The certificates are:

• JSRVCERT -- Server Certificate
• JCLICERT -- Client Certificate

Several different versions (or formats) of these certificates have been included for use with the ODBC driver, JDBC Driver,
and for importing on the mainframe. The file extensions for these versions are:

• .PEM -- (Privacy Enhanced Mail) Base64 encoded certificates. These certificates are suitable for use with the ODBC
Driver when used with the 'IDMS' communicatios protocol.

• .CERTDER.CER -- Public-Key Infrastructure (X.509), or PKIX, certificates. These certificates are suitable for use with
the JDBC Driver.

• .CER - DER encoded PKCS#12 package certificates. These certificates were used to create the '.PEM'-format
certificates, and are suitable for importing onto the keyring on the mainframe.

All certificates contain encoded data and should always be transmitted in BINARY mode

Certificates on the Server

You must install the server certificate in the server's certificate database (keystore, keyring, or equivalent). If your server
requires client authentication and your client does not have a certificate signed by a recognized CA, you must install the
client certificate as a trusted certificate in the server's keystore or keyring.

Certificate Administration

You can administer certificates on the client and server by using the tools described in this section.

JDBC Driver

Use the keytool utility supplied with the JDK tools to maintain the Java keystore file for standalone Java applications using
the JDBC driver and for the JDBC server. Define system properties on the Java command line to specify the keystore at
run time. For more information, see the JDK Tools documentation on java.sun.com. Refer to the vendor's documentation
on how to specify the keystore file when running a Java application in an application server such as Websphere or
Weblogic.

ODBC Driver

All certificates used by the CA IDMS ODBC driver must be in PEM format. If you wish to use your own certificates
(generated on the mainframe for example), then you can use the openssl utility to convert your certificate from
PKCS12DER format to PEM format. The openssl utility is provided with the CA IDMS Server installation, and can be
found in the CA IDMS Server installation directory. An example of the openssl command to perform this conversion
follows:

 openssl pkcs12 -in C:\temp\PKC12DER.CER -out C:\temp\PKC12DER.PEM
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For more information on the use of the OpenSSL utility, see the OpenSSL site: http://www.openssl.org/docs/apps/
openssl.html

Mainframe

Use your security system's commands to maintain the keyring and configuration policy for AT-TLS. If you chose to use
the sample certificates provided with the CA IDMS Server installation, then those certificates need to be uploaded and
installed on your mainframe security system. The certificates with the “.CER” extension are suitable for this purpose. All
certificates contain encoded data and should always be transmitted in BINARY mode.

Configuring Timeouts
Timeouts can be configured for each component used with CA IDMS Server, including the application server, CAICCI/PC,
the ODBC and JDBC drivers, the JDBC server, and CA IDMS. The ODBC and JDBC drivers also support setting timeouts
at runtime. Although there seem to be a large number of timeout settings, they can be grouped into three types:

• Reply Timeouts limit how long the client waits for a reply from the server after making a request.
• Idle Timeouts limit how long the server waits for the client to make a request.
• Other Timeouts are used to tune socket connections.

This section describes these timeouts and how they are related. On Windows, timeouts are generally defined in the
registry, using the CAICCI/PC and ODBC administrator applications. See the appropriate CA Common Services section
or section "Configuring the Client on Windows" for information on using these applications. Detailed descriptions of each
setting are included in the section "Windows Registry Information." On z/OS, timeouts are defined in the caidms.cfg
configuration file. For detailed information on these settings, see the section "Configuration File Information." Certain
timeouts can also be set in the caidms.properties Java properties file. For information on these settings, see the section
"Properties File Information."

Reply Timeouts

Reply timeouts are necessary to prevent a client from waiting indefinitely for a reply from the server. When an error occurs
that prevents the server from responding, the client receives an error after the timeout expires, and can retry the request
or report the error. If a timeout is not set or is set too high, the application thread never regains control, and it may be
necessary to terminate the entire application. When connection pooling is in use this can cause unusable connections to
remain in the pool.

The optimal length of the reply timeouts depends on the type of application. Short queries and updates can use a
relatively short timeout. Queries that require scanning large databases require longer timeouts, especially if they include
SORT BY or ORDER BY clauses, which cause CA IDMS to retrieve the entire result set before returning the first row.

NOTE
Reply timeouts should be longer the further away from the server they are set, to allow the client to handle
timeout errors more accurately and efficiently.

For ODBC or the JDBC type 2 driver, a reply timeout can be set globally within CAICCI/PC, for a specific CA IDMS CV
in the Server servername definition, or at run time. This timeout is used by CAICCI/PC on Windows or the CCI service of
ENF on z/OS (referred to as CAICCI/ENF). For JDBC type 3 and type 4 drivers, a reply timeout can be set globally using
the IdmsConnectionOptions WaitTimeOut property, or at run time. This timeout is used as the default socket timeout.
Reply timeouts can also be set for the JDBC Server and for the CASERVER and IDMSJSRV tasks.

CAICCI/PC

On Windows, you can use the TCP/IP tab of the CAICCI/PC Configuration dialog to set the default Reply Wait timeout for
all connections. This value is the timeout for the sockets that are used to communicate with the CCITCP address space
on the mainframe.
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The default is -1, which causes CAICCI/PC to wait indefinitely. Typical values range from 30 to 300 seconds.

Server servername Definition

You can use the Server servername definition to specify the reply timeout used by CAICCI for a specific data source or
group of data sources that connect to the same CV. It is supported on Windows and on z/OS.

On Windows, use the CA IDMS Server ODBC Administrator Server tab to set the Wait Timeout. The setting is passed to
CAICCI/PC when the connection is established, and overrides the CAICCI/PC setting. Setting the value to 0 causes the
CAICCI/PC value to be used.

On z/OS, you can define WaitTimeOut in a Server servername section in the caidms.cfg configuration file. This value is
used with CAICCI/ENF, and is not a socket timeout. The default is 0, which causes CAICCI/ENF to wait indefinitely. Unlike
the Windows setting, there is no global default setting.

ODBC Driver

An ODBC application can set the Server servername definition timeout for specific connection using the DRIVER, DICT,
NODE, and WAIT keywords with the SQLDriverConnect API. This overrides the CAICCI/PC Reply Timeout setting. A
connection established this way does not use a Data Source or Server servername definition in the registry.

Note: For more information, see the section "ODBC Programmer Reference."

JDBC Driver

A JDBC application can set the reply timeout for specific Connection or Statement object using the methods specified by
the JDBC API.

The application can use the DriverManager.setLoginTimeout method to set the reply timeout for JDBC Connections
established using the DriverManager.

The application can use the DataSource.setLoginTimeout method to set the reply timeout for all connections established
using a specific DataSource. Application servers may provide administrative tools to maintain these properties.

The IdmsConnectOptions LoginTimeout or WaitTimeOut properties can be set to define the default system login timeout.

A JDBC application can also use the Statement.setQueryTimeout method to set the reply timeout for all SQL requests
made using a specific Statement object. The IdmsConnectOptions QueryTimeout or WaitTimeOut properties can be set to
define the default system query timeout.

For the JDBC type 2 driver, setting a reply timeout to a non-zero value using any of these methods overrides the reply
wait timeout set for CAICCI/PC on Windows and sets the timeout for CAICCI/ENF on z/OS. For the JDBC type 3 and type
4 drivers, the reply timeout is used as the socket timeout. In this case, a value of zero means that the reply timeout is
disabled and the driver waits forever.

NOTE
For more information, see the section "JDBC Programmer Reference."

JDBC Server

When the JDBC driver is used with the JDBC Server, the reply timeout specified using one of the JDBC methods is
incremented slightly and used as the timeout value for socket requests from the JDBC driver to the JDBC server.

If the connection was made without a data source defined in the registry or configuration file, the original loginTimeout
value is passed to the JDBC server and used as the default for CAICCI/ENF.

If the connection is made using a data source defined in the registry or configuration file for the JDBC Server, the value
of the Server servername section WaitTimeOut is used as the default for CAICCI/ENF. In this case the loginTimeout is
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used only for the socket connection from the JDBC driver to the JDBC Server, and should be set at least as high as the
WaitTimeOut setting.

The original queryTimeout value is passed to the JDBC server and overrides the default for CAICCI/ENF no matter how it
was set.

When an intermediate JDBC Server is used, as might be done to support applets from a web server running on Linux, the
reply timeout for socket requests from the intermediate server to the server where the native SQL client runs should be
specified on the intermediate server.

On Windows, use the CA IDMS Server ODBC Administrator Proxy tab to set the Reply Timeout for the JDBC Server. On
z/OS and Linux, you can define ReplyTimeOut in the Proxy section in the caidms.cfg configuration file. You can define
this option in the caidms.properties file on all platforms. The intermediate server reply timeout is used only for the socket
connection between the two JDBC servers, and should be longer than the reply timeout set in the Server servername
section on the destination JDBC Server.

CASERVER and IDMSJSRV Task

In CA IDMS, you can define the INACTIVE INTERVAL on the CASERVER and IDMSJSRV task definitions to specify
how long the task waits for a resource (this can be modified dynamically using the DCMT VARY TASK STALL INTERVAL
command). This setting defines how long the task waits for a specific resource, such as a database record. This value
often defaults to a SYSTEM setting and should be shorter than any client reply timeout setting. There is no timeout
that can be set to specify how long the task should wait for the overall request to be satisfied (because the task is busy
satisfying the request and is not waiting).

Idle Timeouts

Idle timeouts are necessary to prevent a server from waiting indefinitely for a request from a client, which unnecessarily
ties up resources. When the timeout is exceeded, the server assumes that the client no longer needs the connection,
possibly because of an error, and frees connection resources in an orderly fashion. This includes closing any connections
to a server closer to the CV. Properly configured idle timeouts are particularly important for efficient connection pooling.
The optimal length of the idle timeouts depends on the type of application or application server.

NOTE
Idle timeouts should generally be shorter the further away from the server they are set, to allow the servers to
handle timeout errors more accurately and efficiently. Depending on how heavily loaded the servers are, the
differences may be relatively large.

Idle timeouts can be specified for the application server's connection pool, the JDBC driver, the JDBC Server, and the
CASERVER and IDMSJSRV tasks.

Application Servers

Application servers typically provide administrative tools to maintain idle timeouts for connections in their pool. When the
timeout is exceeded, the application server closes the connection and removes it from the pool.

Application servers might support global timeouts in an implementation specific way or might honor the timeout properties
specified in a ConnectionPoolDataSource object. The IdmsConnectionPoolDataSource class supports the maxIdleTime
and propertyCycle properties as recommended in the JDBC 4.0 specification. The effective idle time for an application
server that uses these or equivalent properties could be as large as the sum of the two intervals. The Type 4 JDBC driver
uses these properties to adjust the RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL of the task automatically. You may need to specify
the equivalent idle time property in both the application server's ConnectionPoolDataSource implementation and as a
custom property for the IdmsConnectionPoolDataSource that it references.

NOTE
Not all application servers use these properties.
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The idle timeout set for a pooled connection should be shorter than the idle timeouts set closer to the CV, possibly by as
much as 300 to 600 seconds.

JDBC Server

You can specify the interval that the JDBC server waits for a request from the JDBC driver. When this interval is
exceeded, the JDBC server assumes that an error has occurred, releases the SQL session with CA IDMS, and closes
the socket connection with the JDBC driver. If the application attempts to use the connection after this, the JDBC driver
returns a SQLException indicating that a communications error has occurred.

On Windows, you can use the CA IDMS Server ODBC Administrator Proxy tab to set the Wait Timeout for the JDBC
Server. On z/OS and Linux, you can define WaitTimeOut in the Proxy section in the caidms.cfg configuration file. You can
define this option in the caidms.properties file on all platforms. The idle timeout for the JDBC server should be longer than
the timeout set for the application server and shorter than the timeouts set for the CASERVER or IDMSJSRV task.

CASERVER and IDMSJSRV Task

You can specify two idle timeouts for the CASERVER and IDMSJSRV tasks:

• RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL
Specifies how long an idle connection persists before terminating the connection if no task is active.

• EXTERNAL WAIT
Specifies how long an idle connection persists before terminating the task and connection when a task is active.

When the application server's connection pool implementation recognizes the IdmsConnectionPoolDataSource or
the IdmsXADataSource, the RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL should be longer than the maxIdleTime or equivalent
application server property. When the application server uses the DriverManager of IdmsDataSource to get a connection,
both of these should be longer than timeouts set in the application server and JDBC server.

Other Timeouts

You can use other timeouts to tune the way CA IDMS Server uses TCP/IP sockets.

CAICCI/PC

On Windows, you can use the CAICCI/PC Properties TCP/IP tab to set two additional timeout values.

• Ready to Receive
Specifies how long CAICCI/PC waits for subsequent TCP/IP packets after receiving the initial reply packet. Unless the
network is extremely congested these usually arrive very quickly, and this timeout is seldom exceeded. The default
value is '-1', which causes CAICCI/PC to wait indefinitely. This rarely causes problems, but a value of 60 seconds is
reasonable to ensure that no reply can cause the application thread to hang.

• Ready to Send
Specifies how long CAICCI/PC waits to send data on a socket. Since sockets are full duplex, there is almost never any
wait at all. The default setting of 60 seconds is generally acceptable.

These timeouts are not needed when using the Type 4 JDBC driver.

JDBC Server

When the JDBC server does socket I/O, the thread is blocked and cannot check for events such as server shutdown. You
can specify the internal timeout interval that the JDBC server uses when reading from a socket or waiting for a connection
request. When this interval is exceeded, the JDBC server checks for shutdown and other events, then resumes reading
from the socket unless an idle or reply timeout has expired.
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This timeout is set by as the SocketTimeOut value in the Proxy section of the registry on Windows and the caidms.cfg
configuration file on z/OS. It can also be specified in the caidms.properties file on all platforms. The default setting of 60
seconds is generally acceptable.

Installing the Client on Windows

Installation Methodology

The ODBC driver and native client interface are installed in the product directory, rather than the Windows\System32
directory as in earlier CA IDMS releases. CA IDMS is the registered name for the CA IDMS Server r17 ODBC driver that
appears in the ODBC Administrator application. Any prior version of CA IDMS Server appears as CA-IDMS in the ODBC
Administrator. These changes allow CA IDMS Server r17 to be installed on a Windows system without uninstalling an
earlier release.

General Installation Considerations

Instructions are provided for the installation of CA IDMS Server on Windows for use with the ODBC driver, the Type
2 JDBC driver, and the JDBC server. The complete CA IDMS Server installation is not required for applications that
use only the Type 3 or Type 4 JDBC drivers. We suggest, however, installing the complete product to access the Java
documentation that describes the JDBC implementation, and the Java Command Facility (JCF) demo program. 

Because ODBC data source definitions in the Windows registry reference the driver DLL, existing data sources continue
to use the earlier release. During the driver installation process, you may select the migration utility that converts or copies
existing data source definitions to work with the new ODBC driver. 

Applications that use the DRIVER keyword with the ODBC SQLConnect function must be changed to specify the new
driver name — CA IDMS.  

Applications that use the type 2 JDBC driver must specify the path to the CA IDMS native libraries on Windows and z/OS.
 

NOTE

More

JDBC Programmer Reference

ODBC Programmer Reference

Using the Java Client on Any Platform

 

 

 

Preparing to Install CA IDMS Server
CA IDMS Server r17 can be installed on the same system without uninstalling an earlier version.

This topic describes the following information:

Considerations Regarding Earlier Releases

The following information describes information to consider before you install CA IDMS Server, with earlier releases of CA
IDMS Server:
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• The installer does not automatically uninstall earlier releases of CA IDMS Server. 
• Existing data sources use the earlier version of CA IDMS Server, unless the data sources are created with the

migration utility.
• After you test your applications with CA IDMS Server r17, we recommend that you uninstall earlier versions and

remove its data sources.

Required Components

The following items must be installed before you install CA IDMS Server:

• ODBC Driver Manager and Administrator, required to use the ODBC driver or Type 2 JDBC driver
• Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.6 or later, required to use the JDBC driver

Obtain the following information from your CA IDMS system administrator:

• The name of the dictionary containing the definitions of the tables you access.
• For the CA IDMS protocol, you need the host name and port for the CA IDMS system
• The task code that is defined for CA IDMS Server. The default for the CCI protocol is CASERVER and the default for

the CA IDMS protocol is IDMSJSRV.

Optional Components

CAICCI/PC, may be used with the ODBC driver as well as the Type 2 JDBC driver. 

• For your convenience, the complete CAICCI/PC installation is included in the CCI directory on the CA IDMS Server
install image. The CA IDMS Server installation can be started by invoking setup.exe within the root directory of the
install image.  

• You must use a user ID with administrative privileges when installing CA IDMS Server and CAICCI/PC.
• For the CCI protocol, you need the node name of the system that the dictionary resides and the host name and port for

CCITCP. The default port is 1202.

 

Installing CA IDMS Server on Windows
This article describes how to install CA IDMS Server on the Windows systems that are listed as the Windows Software
Prerequisites.

To install CA IDMS Server 

1. Log in with an Administrator-level user ID.
2. To allow shared components to update properly, exit all Windows applications before installing CA IDMS Server,

including Microsoft Office tool bars.
3. From the CA IDMS installation image, select the Install CA IDMS Server option.
4. Select one of the following installation options:

– Select Typical to install both the ODBC driver and the JDBC driver
– Select Compact to install the ODBC driver only
– Select Custom to choose which driver to install

NOTE
The ODBC driver is always selected, because it installs components also used by the JDBC driver.

5. User-defined settings, such as data sources and options that were created for an earlier release of CA IDMS Server
are not compatible with r17. The CA IDMS Data Source Utility provides a way of converting these settings to make
them usable. The utility is started automatically by the installer. Several conversion options are available:
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– No Conversion means that no data source conversion takes place. This is the default. Data sources for r17 must be
entered by the user after installation is complete, using the CA IDMS ODBC Administrator.

– Convert in Place changes existing data sources to use the r17 driver. These data sources no longer work with the
prior release of CA IDMS Server.

– Create Copies with Prefix copies the data sources to new data sources that use the r17 driver, named with a prefix
that you can specify.. The existing data sources are not changed.

– Global Defaults copies options settings from the prior release.
– JDBC Server copies settings for the JDBC server from the prior release.

6. If you are running a Windows system earlier than Windows 8 the installation is complete. 

WARNING

Step 7 is required if you use Windows 8 and later. The Start menu interface and options are different. You
need to re-arrange the items in the CA IDMS Server r17 Start menu folders.

7. Re-arrange the CA IDMS Server r17 Start menu folders by running the following command sequence, or by adding
them manually from the Windows Administrative Tools menu: 
To run the commands follow this procedure:
a. Verify that you have Administrator privileges, which is needed to run these commands:
b. Open a command prompt window and type the following: 

cd C:\ProgramData\Microsoft\Windows\Start Menu\Programs\CA

move "CA IDMS Server r17 (32-Bit)" "..\CA IDMS Server r17 (32-Bit)"
move "CA IDMS Server r17 (64-Bit)" "..\CA IDMS Server r17 (64-Bit)"

NOTE

In Windows 8 or later, the ODBC Administrator function does not appear in the Windows Start menu for CA
IDMS Server r17.  To access the ODBC Administrator, see the Microsoft documentation for "Open the ODBC
Data Source Administrator."

Uninstalling the CA IDMS Server ODBC Driver

WARNING

In Windows 8 and later, the CA IDMS Server ODBC driver uninstall function may not properly remove the
CA IDMS Server r17 bit directories from the Start menu options. To ensure that the directories are removed,
you delete them through Windows File Explorer. Navigate to C:\ProgramData\Microsoft\Windows\Start Menu
\Programs to find the directories.

 

 

Configuring the Client on Windows
Configuring the client on Windows involves defining a data source.

An ODBC data source specifies the information to connect to a database from an ODBC application. The Type 2 JDBC
driver can use ODBC data source definitions to access CA IDMS databases. To access CA IDMS databases with the
Type 2 JDBC driver, you specify the data source name as part of the JDBC URL or as a property in an IdmsDataSource
object. The JDBC driver does not use the ODBC driver at runtime.

Configuring Windows Applications
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CA IDMS Server and CAICCI/PC attempt to write messages to a log file when an error occurs. The user ID used to run
applications must have write access to the directories where these log files are written, including applications that run as
Windows services, such as the Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS).

Configuring CAICCI/PC
When you use the ODBC and Type 2 JDBC drivers you must specify the host name or TCP/IP address. You must specify
the host for CAICCI to use the ODBC and Type 2 JDBC drivers. You can also specify the port, socket timeouts, and
enable tracing for CAICCI.

Use the CAICCI Configurator to configure CAICCI with settings that apply to all data sources or you can use the CA IDMS
Server ODBC Administrator to configure CAICCI for a specific data source. You must have administrative authority to run
the CAICCI Configurator which is started from the CAICCI Menu. At run time the user ID used to run applications must
have write access to the directory specified for the trace file. For detailed information on CAICCI error messages as they
relate to CA IDMS Server and troubleshooting tips, see PIB QI43460 on supportconnect.ca.com.

SSL support for ODBC and JDBC type 2 drivers is provided by CAICCI and must be configured using the CAICCI
Configurator.

NOTE
For detailed information on setting the CAICCI/PC options, see the CA Common Services documentation.

Configuring CA IDMS Server
Use the CA IDMS Server ODBC Administrator to define data sources. Start the ODBC Administrator from the CA IDMS
menu. The CA IDMS Server ODBC Administrator provides a context-sensitive online Help facility. Click Help on any tab to
obtain Help about that dialog.

You can also use the ODBC Administrator to set default data source options, language options, and configure the JDBC
server. If you are using User Account Control (UAC) on Windows Vista, you must have administrative authority to set
these options. 

Defining Data Sources
You can define new data sources as User or System data sources. User data sources are available only to the user who
defined them. System data sources are available to all users and services. Typically, data sources meant to be used by
Windows services must be defined as System data sources. You must have administrative authority to define a system
data source.

This article describes the following information:

Adding a New Data Source

When adding a new data source, you must specify the type of data source, and include the name of the dictionary
where the SQL tables are defined, and the node name of the CV containing the dictionary. Use the ODBC Data Source
Administrator to begin the process of adding a new data source.

Accessing the ODBC Data Source Administrator

NOTE

Shortcuts are included to distinguish between the 32-bit and 64-bit version of the ODBC Administrator.
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Windows 7 and Earlier

To access the ODBC Data Source Administrator, select Start, Programs, CA, CA IDMS Server, ODBC Administrator. 

Window 8 and Later

To access the ODBC Data Source Administrator, from the Start screen select the Windows Administrative Tools option.

ODBC Data Source Administrator Dialog

The ODBC Data Source Administrator dialog lists the names of each defined data source, followed by the database driver
in parentheses. If no Data Source Name (DSN) is listed, click the User DSN or System DSN tab and click Add to invoke
the Create New Data Source dialog.

The Create New Data Source dialog lists all installed drivers. Select CA IDMS and select Finish. The CA IDMS Server
ODBC Administrator dialog appears:

The Data Source tab of the CA IDMS Server ODBC Administrator dialog lets you define a new data source or modify the
dictionary or server of an existing data source. You must supply the following essential information to define a new data
source or modify.

Options

The ODBC and Type 2 JDBC drivers use the following information:
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• Data Source
Specifies the data source name. To add a new data source, enter a character string of up to 32 characters in this field.
Use a combination of letters, numbers, spaces, or special characters. When modifying an existing data source, the
name cannot be changed.

• Dictionary
(Optional) Specifies the DBNAME or segment name of the dictionary containing the definitions of the tables you want
to access. This name must be defined in the DBNAME table on the CA IDMS system that is identified by the server
name. The default is the first eight characters of the Data Source.

• Server
Specifies a user-defined name which represents the CA IDMS system you want to access. Enter a new 1-to-32
character name or select an existing name from the pull-down list. This field is required. 'Server' is a logical construct,
which contains various options that are needed to access your IDMS CV.

• Default Schema
Specifies the name of the default SQL Schema. This is an optional 1-to-18 character field. When specified, this field is
used as the schema qualifier for all SQL table references that do not contain an explicit schema qualifier. The default is
blank (unspecified).

• Program Name
Specifies a program name that is associated with the task on the CA IDMS system. This name is recorded in the CA
IDMS journal and allows you to correlate a database update to a specific application. The default Program Name is
IDMSODBC.

Advanced Options

NOTE
Advanced Data Source options can be specified at both the Data Source level (by clicking the "Current" button)
and at the System level (by clicking the "System" button). Options specified at the Data Source level override
options specified at the System level. Details on these options are covered in the sections "Setting Advanced
Data Source Options" and "Setting System Default Data Source Options."
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Saving the Data Source Definition

After you have created your data source definition, click OK to save the definition to the registry, close the CA IDMS
Server ODBC Administrator dialog, and return to the Data Sources dialog. To save the definition without closing the
CA IDMS Server ODBC Administrator, click Apply. Click Cancel to return to the Data Sources dialog without saving the
definition.

Testing the Data Source Definition

You can verify that your data source is defined correctly, and that CA IDMS Server is installed correctly, using the Test
Connect application. Click Test to invoke the CA IDMS Test Connect dialog:

The DSN identified in the ODBC Administrator appears in the Data Source field, and cannot be changed. In the User ID
field, enter a valid user ID for the CA IDMS system. If required for the system, supply a password in the Password field
and click Connect. The test program connects to the data source using the ODBC driver.
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Editing the Data Source Definition

You might find it necessary to edit or update the information. To edit a data source definition, access the ODBC
Administrator and select the data source to be edited. Select Configure to invoke the CA IDMS Server ODBC
Administrator dialog. Edit the information and select Apply or OK.

Setting Advanced Data Source Options
This article describes the following information:

The Advanced Data Source Options panel is reached by selecting Current  from the Data Source tab. The Data Source
name appears at the top of the dialog.

Options specified at the Data Source level override options specified at the System level (see the section entitled "Setting
System Default Data Source Options"). All drop-down boxes specifying the value "<SYSTEM DEFAULT>" default to the
setting specified at the System level. Likewise, numeric fields having a value of 0 also default to the System level setting.
To enable the setting of the checkbox-style options, check the "Override System Defaults" box in the "Other Options"
section. A detailed description of each option follows:

Default Connection Attributes

• Access Mode
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Specifies the default setting for the access mode connection attribute, which is defined by both ODBC and JDBC. An
application can use the ODBC or JDBC interfaces to set and query this attribute at run-time. Options are:
– READ WRITE -- Allows applications to read and update the database.
– READ ONLY -- Allows applications to read the database. This option is recommended, unless you intend

to update data in the CA IDMS database. This option can be set and queried by the application using the
SQLSetConnectOption and SQLGetConnectOption functions.

– <SYSTEM DEFAULT> -- Indicates that the System-level setting for this option should be used.
If no specification is made at both the Data Source and the System level, then a runtime default of "READ WRITE" is
used.

• Transaction Isolation
Specifies the degree to which your transactions impact, and are impacted by, other users accessing the same data for
the ODBC driver. Choose one of the following:
– READ COMMITTED -- Prevents access to data updated by another user, before it has been committed. This

corresponds to the CURSOR STABILITY option of the SQL SET TRANSACTION statement, and is the default
setting.

– READ UNCOMMITTED -- Permits only retrieval operations to be executed by the user; update requests are
rejected. This option can only be selected in conjunction with a Read Only Access Mode, and corresponds to the
TRANSIENT READ option on the SET TRANSACTION statement.

– <SYSTEM DEFAULT> -- Indicates that the System-level setting for this option should be used.
If no specification is made at both the Data Source and the System level, then a runtime default of "READ
COMMITTED" is used.
This option can be set and queried by the application using the SQLSetConnectOption and SQLGetConnectOption
functions.

NOTE
For more information on the SET TRANSACTION statement, see the CA IDMS Database SQL Option
Reference Section.

• Commit Behavior
Specifies the way in which COMMIT operations affect cursors in the ODBC and JDBC drivers. Choose one of the
following options:
– CLOSE AND DELETE CURSORS -- Forces the application to prepare and execute the next statement.
– CLOSE CURSORS -- Allows applications to execute a statement without calling prepare again. This is the default

setting.
– PRESERVE CURSORS -- Maintains cursors in the same position as before the Commit operation, allowing

applications to execute or fetch without preparing the statement again.
– <SYSTEM DEFAULT> -- Indicates that the System-level setting for this option should be used.
If no specification is made at either the Data Source or the System level, then a runtime default of "CLOSE
CURSORS" is used.
This is a CA IDMS Server extension allowing you to optimize ODBC usage by different applications. An
ODBC application can use the SQLGetInfo function to query this setting. A JDBC application can use the
GetResultSetHoldability method.

• Invalid Decimal Action
Specifies how the CA IDMS ODBC and JDBC drivers handle invalid packed or zoned decimal data in a result set
column. This option is useful when accessing network databases, where records may be redefined so that decimal
fields can contain non-numeric data. Options are:
– RETURN ERROR -- The drivers return an error to the application. The ODBC driver returns SQL_ERROR to the

application, which can use the SQLError function to retrieve the associated error message. The JDBC driver throws
a SQLException containing the error message. No value is returned in the output buffer provided by the application.

– RETURN NULL -- The drivers attempt to return NULL for the column value. The ODBC driver does this by setting
the length/indicator value to SQL_NULL_DATA. It returns an error if the pointer to the length/value indicator supplied
by the application is 0. The JDBC driver returns either 0 or null as specified by the ResultSet getter method, and
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returns true for the ResultSet wasNull method. Note that the drivers attempt to return NULL even if the column in
the result set is defined as NOT NULL.

– RETURN 0 -- The driver always returns 0. This can be useful when the application does not provide the length/
indicator value for a column that is NOT NULL.

– IGNORE -- The value returned to the application is undefined. This option is provided for compatibility with previous
versions of the ODBC driver. It is not supported by the JDBC driver.

– <SYSTEM DEFAULT> -- Indicates that the System-level setting for this option should be used.
If not specified for a data source or as the system default, the default is RETURN ERROR. The ODBC driver prints a
warning message to the log when tracing is enabled, no matter which option is selected.

• Suspend Strategy
Specifies how the CA IDMS ODBC and JDBC drivers use SQL SUSPEND and COMMIT requests to optimize task
resource usage on the CA IDMS system. These strategies replace detailed suspend and commit options that were set
in the Windows registry directly for prior releases. The strategies are:
– INTERACTIVE -- Select this setting when the Data Source is to be used with an interactive ("fat client") application,

such as Visual Express or Visual DBA. The drivers SUSPEND after each COMMIT.
– SERVICE -- Select this setting when the Data Source is to be used as a service, such as an applications that

uses a pooled connection in an application server (WebSphere, Weblogic, etc). The drivers SUSPEND when the
connection is returned to the idle pool.

– BATCH -- Select this setting when the Data Source is to be used by a batch-type application, where pseudo-
conversational processing is not used. The drivers do not SUSPEND at all.

– CUSTOM -- Select this setting when you need to specify detailed suspend and commit options in the registry.
This setting should only be used by advanced users, or under the direction of CA Technical Support, and requires
section editing of the Windows Registry.

– <SYSTEM DEFAULT> -- Indicates that the System-level setting for this option should be used.
If no specification is made at either the Data Source or the System level, then a runtime default of "CUSTOM" is used.
Note that if no detailed options have been specified this is equivalent to "INTERACTIVE." Refer to Section3, "Setting
Up Your CA IDMS System", and the "Windows Registry Information" Appendix for information on using the detailed
options.

• Fetch Row Count
Specifies the number of database rows to be fetched in a single database request. CA IDMS supports a BULK FETCH
feature than can improve performance by fetching multiple rows with a single database request. This option specifies
the default value for the number of rows that the driver attempts to fetch. An application can use ODBC and JDBC
interfaces to set and query this value at run-time. Valid values are 0 to 30000. The drivers use a smaller value if the
value specified would require a buffer larger than the Fetch Buffer Size.
When the value is 0 for a data source, the drivers use the system default, if any. If the system default is also 0, the
drivers compute the number of rows that fit in the fetch buffer.
The default is usually appropriate for most applications.

• Fetch Buffer Size
Specifies the maximum size of the fetch buffer. The drivers adjust the number of rows to fit in the buffer if necessary.
Valid values are 0 to 1048576, although the maximum when using CCI is 30000.
When the value is 0 for a data source, the drivers use the system default, if any. When the system default is also 0 the
drivers use 30000 for the CCI communications protocol and 64000 for the IDMS communications protocol.
The default is usually appropriate for most applications.

Other Options

• Override System Defaults
If enabled, you can override all of the flag-type settings within the "Other Options" section of the Data Source Options
panel. This allows you to establish Data-Source-specific settings for these options.

• Cache SQL Tables
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Specifies that the ODBC driver caches table lists returned by the SQLTables function. This option improves
performance by reducing the amount of time it takes to retrieve a list of tables, but does not always provide the
most current view of existing tables. When selected, the ODBC driver uses the cached result to process repeated
SQLTables requests. The ODBC driver flushes the cache whenever you turn off this option, change the request
parameters, change the name of the Accessible Tables view, or disconnect from a session.

• Enable Ensure
Enables the ENSURE parameter of the ODBC SQLStatistics function.
The ENSURE parameter of the SQLStatistics function call usually causes the ODBC driver to issue an UPDATE
STATISTICS command to CA IDMS SQL against the named table. For large tables, this can cause deadlocks or
communication timeout errors. The default, disabling the Ensure option, is recommended unless a specific application
requires otherwise.

• Fetch Real as Double
Forces the ODBC driver to return single precision floating point numbers as double precision to avoid the rounding that
can occur when numbers are passed from the mainframe to the PC.
Note: Some loss of precision is unavoidable when converting between the floating point formats, because different
numbers of bits are used to encode the exponent and mantissa.

• Prompt for Account
Causes the SQLDriverConnect function to display a dialog if the optional Account parameter is not passed on the
connection string.

• Use Accessible Tables View Name
When enabled, you can enter the name of a view to use for the ODBC SQLTables function and JDBC
getTables method, instead of using the catalog tables directly. Use this field to specify the default view,
SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_TABLES, or define a different view in the catalog and enter it in this field.
When a catalog contains a large number of table definitions, performance can be improved by specifying a view name,
to create a tailored view of the tables of interest to the end user. For example, the SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_TABLES
view returns only those tables to which the user has Select authority. You can also limit tables based on schema or
authorization. In addition, this feature is useful when security requirements do not allow direct access to the catalog
tables.
If you specify a different name, be sure that it contains at least the same columns as SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_TABLES,
although it can contain additional columns.
The view definition must include the following columns:
– SCHEMA (CHAR(18)
– TABLE (CHAR(18))
– TYPE (CHAR(1))
Click Apply or OK to save changes to the defaults in the registry. Click Cancel to close the dialog without saving any
new changes.

NOTE
For more information on the SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_TABLES view, see the CA IDMS Database SQL Option
Reference Section.

Performance Considerations for ODBC Options

The following ODBC options can affect the performance of the ODBC driver:

• Cache SQL Tables
Reduces the time it takes to retrieve a list of tables, but does not always provide the most current view of existing
tables.

• Enable Ensure
Prevents the SQLStatistics function from issuing commands to update table statistics when disabled.

• Use Accessible Tables View
Specifies the name of a view, so that only a list of the tables of interest to the end user is returned.
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NOTE
For more information on the various ODBC functions mentioned in the previous descriptions, see Microsoft's
documentation for ODBC software.

Setting System Default Data Source Options
The System Default Data Source Options panel is reached by selecting System from the Data Source tab. Changes to
these options apply to all data sources on the Windows system. If you are using UAC on Windows Vista, you must have
administrative authority to set these options.

The fields on the System Default Data Source Options panel are identical to those on the Advanced Data Source Options
panel. For a description of each option, see Setting Advanced Data Source Options.

Setting Up and Deleting a Server
This article describes the following information:

Setting Up a Server

Use the Server tab to specify additional information needed to connect to a CA IDMS system. Depending on the
Communications Protocol selected, you may override certain default CAICCI connection options on this tab. The Type 3
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and Type 4 JDBC drivers do not use the Server definition. A Server definition can be shared by multiple data sources. Like
data sources, there are two types of servers, system and user.

A system server can be used by any data source. It is created when a new name is entered into the Server field of
the Data Source tab for a system data source. If you are using UAC on Windows Vista, you must have administrative
authority to define a system server.

A user server can only be used by the user data sources. It is created when adding or editing a user data source by typing
a new name in the Server field of the Data Source tab source or modifying an existing system server. When a user server
is copied from an existing system server, the system server remains unchanged.

Options

The following fields are present under the Options section:

• Name
Displays the selected Server name, from the Data Source tab. The name cannot be changed here.

• Node Name
Specifies the Node Name of the system containing the tables you want to access. This is the System ID specified in
the system generation parameters. This field is optional, and defaults to the first eight characters of the server name,
which must be in upper case, if nothing is specified.

• Delete Button
Deletes the server definition and close the dialog.
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Connection Options

• Communications Protocol
Specifies how the CA IDMS ODBC Driver (or Type 2 JDBC Driver) communicates with CA IDMS. Options are:
– IDMS -- The drivers use the CA IDMS TCP/IP feature to communicate directly with the CA IDMS system. CA IDMS

r17, or later, is required.
– CCI -- The drivers use the CA Common Services CCI feature to communicate with the CA IDMS system. This is the

default, and is supported for all releases of CA IDMS.
• SSL

Enables secure communications between the ODBC and Type 2 JDBC drivers and CA IDMS when using the IDMS
communications protocol. Use the SSL tab to configure SSL options.
You can enable SSL for the Type 3 and Type 4 JDBC drivers using a special format of the URL or a IdmsDataSource
object, and configure it using utilities supplied with the Java Run-time Environment.
You must use your mainframe security system to configure AT-TLS (Application Transparent Transport Level Security)
to enable and configure SSL on z/OS when communicating directly with CA IDMS. SSL is not currently supported
when communicating with z/VSE backend systems.
You can enable and configure SSL for the CCI communications protocol with the CAICCI Configuration application on
Windows. You must also configure the CCITCP address space on z/OS to use SSL.

• Host Name
Specifies the DNS name or TCP/IP address of the CCI server or the CA IDMS system. The Communication Protocol
setting determines how the Host Name is used.
When used with CCI, this value overrides the default CCI server name specified using the CCI Configurator for this
ODBC server only, and allows concurrent access to multiple CCI servers.

• Port
Specifies the TCP/IP port of the CCI server or the CA IDMS Listener The Communication Protocol setting determines
how the Host Name is used.
When used with CCI, this overrides the default CCI server port specified using the CCI Configurator for this ODBC
server only. Enter 0 to use the default value set by CCI, which is normally 1202.

• Wait Timeout
Specifies the number of seconds to wait for a reply from the server. This setting overrides the Reply Wait Timeout
specified using the CAICCI/PC Properties dialog for this Server only. When this limit is exceeded, a communications
error is returned and the connection can no longer be used. If multithreading is enabled, the application can continue
processing other connections. Choose one of the following options:
– Enter 0 to use the default value set by CAICCI/PC
– Enter - 1 to specify an indefinite wait (this is interpreted as the largest positive integer)
– Enter a specific time, in seconds

Advanced Options

Advanced Server options can be specified at the Server level, by selecting Current, and at the System level by selecting
System. Options specified at the Server level override options specified at the System level. Details on these options are
covered in the topics Setting System Default Data Source Options and Setting Advanced Data Source Options.

Deleting a Server

To delete a server select Delete on the Server tab. When the "Are you sure…?" confirmation dialog box appears, select
Yes.

Setting Advanced Server Options
The Advanced Server Options panel is reached by selecting Current from the Server tab. The Server name appears at the
top of the dialog.
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Options that are specified at the Server level override options specified at the System level. All numeric fields with a value
of zero default to the System level setting. A detailed description of each option follows:

DDS Routing

• Via Node
Used for DDS node hopping within CA IDMS. This option identifies the DDS node that is used when establishing a
connection with the IDMS CV.
This is an optional parameter. When specified, the Via Node must be defined in the RESOURCE name table on the CA
IDMS system. Use this option when the destination CV does not directly communicate with CCI.

CA IDMS Task Settings

• Task Code
Specifies an alternate Task Code to be used for statistics and limit checking. The value you enter must be defined to
the CA IDMS system using the TASK system generation statement. If no value is entered, the default Task Code of
CASERVER is used.

• Buffer Length
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Specifies the size of the buffer used by the CA IDMS Server listener for TCPIP send and receive requests. This
value overrides the BUFFLEN value specified for the CA IDMS Server listener using the PTERM system generation
statement.
This is optional. When set to 0, the System Default for all servers value is used, if any.

• External Wait
Specifies the number of seconds that the CA IDMS Server listener waits for a request from the client when a task
is active. This value overrides the EXTERNAL WAIT INTERVAL specified for the TASK when enabled by specifying
TIMEOUT=-1 in the CA IDMS Server listener PTERM definition.
This is optional. When set to 0, the System Default for all servers value is used, if any. For more information on TASK
and PTERM System Generation statements see the CA IDMS Server System Generation section.

• Resource Interval
Specifies the number of seconds that the CA IDMS Server listener waits for a request from the client when no task
is active. This value overrides the RESOURCE INTERVAL specified for the TASK when enabled by specifying
TIMEOUT=-1 in the CA IDMS Server listener PTERM definition.
This is optional. When set to 0, the System Default for all servers value is used, if any.

ASCII-EBCDIC Conversion

By default, CA IDMS Server translates between ASCII and EBCDIC using US English code pages. You can change this
behavior and use conversion tables for other languages. Country Extended Code Pages or CECP, can be used to convert
single byte character sets. CECP conversion table names can be specified for either your entire system or for a specific
Server.

Check the CECP button to specify a CECP table for your Server. This enables the Conversion Table File option, allowing
you to specify a CECP conversion file.

• Edit
Brings up the CA IDMS Code Page Editor, where you can modify the conversion tables to meet your specific
requirements.

• Browse
Brings up a standard “Browse” window where you can select a conversion table file.
For more information on CECP and other Internationalization options, see Setting Language Options.

Setting System Default Server Options
The System Default Server Options panel is reached by selecting System from the Server tab. Changes to these options
apply to all Servers on the Windows system. If you are using UAC on Windows Vista, you must have administrative
authority to set these options.
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The fields on the System Default Server Options panel are identical to those on the Advanced Server Options panel. For a
description of each option, see Setting Advanced Server Options.

Logging Errors and Trace Information
CA IDMS Server writes messages for some types of errors to a log file. Specify the name and directory of this log file
using the Log Options tab. You can also use this tab to override default log file specification and options, or to enable
tracing of JDBC, ODBC, SQL, and internal function calls.

If you are using UAC on Windows Vista, you must have administrative authority to update Logging and Trace parameters.
Alternately, you can remain signed on as a standard user, but right-click the ODBC Administrator executable and select
Run as Administrator.
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Log options affect all data sources. For example, if you specify a log file name, all trace entries are written to the specified
file. You cannot specify different log options for different data sources. A detailed description of each option follows:

Log File Options

• Log File
Specify the name of the log file for messages indicating the status of the database connection. The log file must be in a
directory available for write access by all users. The log file name cannot be set or queried at runtime. The default log
file name is caidms.log. If you omit path information in the file name, CA IDMS Server creates the file in the directory
recommended by Microsoft for common application data as follows:
– Non-Vista:

\Documents and Settings\All Users\ApplicationData\CA\IDMS Server
– Vista:

\ProgramData\CA\CA IDMS Server
• Max Size

Specifies the maximum size (in bytes) of the log file when the log file rollover feature is enabled. The default is zero,
which indicates no maximum size.

• Max Count
Specifies the maximum number of log files. When this is greater than zero, the driver appends a numeric suffix to the
"Log File Name." When the log file exceeds Max Size this number is incremented and a new log file is created. When
the Max Count value is exceeded the driver re-uses the lowest log file name. The default is zero, which disables the
log file rollover feature.
Both Max Size and Max Count must be greater than zero to enable the log file rollover feature.

• Append To Current Log File
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This option causes new information to be appended to the existing log file. If this option is chosen, care should be
taken to clean out file information that is no longer needed.
Typically, tracing is enabled only to research a problem in conjunction with Technical Support. Select the check boxes
under Client Trace Options as requested by Technical Support to collect trace information. Note that if Max Size and
Max Count are greater than zero, this option is not available.

Client Trace Options

Client trace options control tracing on the Windows system, as follows:

• ODBC
Enables tracing of calls to the ODBC driver.

• JDBC
Enables tracing of calls to the JDBC driver.

• SQL
Enables tracing of calls to the native SQL client interface.

• DLL
Enables tracing of the DLL initialization function.

• DTS
Enables tracing of calls to the Data Transport Services (DTS) interface.

• DTS CCI
Enables tracing of calls from DTS to CAICCI.

• DTS JCLI
Enables tracing of calls to the CA IDMS TCPIP interface.

• FDE
Enables tracing of Format Descriptor Element (FDE) conversion calls.

• FDE GEN
Usage is reserved.

• UTIL
Enables tracing of internal utility calls.

Setting SSL Options
CA IDMS Server uses Secure Socket Layer, or SSL, to provide secure communications between the Windows client
and the Mainframe server. The SSL Options tab applies only to the CA IDMS communications protocol. Use the CAICCI
Configuration application to configure SSL for the CCI protocol.
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The following options apply to all Servers that use the CA IDMS protocol. Note that you must use the Server tab to enable
the use of SSL for a connection. For more information on enabling SSL for a Server, see "Setting Up and Deleting a
Server."

Certificate Stores

• Client Certificate
Specifies the fully qualified name of the client certificate file. This file is typically generated on the mainframe and
transmitted to the Windows client. Use of this field is optional. A client certificate is only needed if client authentication
is required for all SSL connections. See your Network Security Administrator to determine the security configuration at
your site. All certificate files must be in PEM format.

• Server Certificate
Specifies the fully qualified name of the server certificate file. This file contains one or more "trusted" certificates
that terminate the certificate chain. A certificate in this file can identify the server itself or be a signing certificate.
A certificate for a server is typically generated on the mainframe and transmitted to the Windows client. All SSL
connections require either a Server Certificate or one or more signing certificates. All certificate files must be in PEM
format.

• Certificate Directory
Specifies the name of the certificate directory. This directory can contain individual certificates (in PEM format), and is
searched for the resolution of signing certificates.

• Password
Identifies the password used for the client certificate.
This is an optional field and is only necessary when a client certificate is specified.
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Setting Language Options
When CA IDMS Server transfers character data between the host system and a PC it uses translation tables based on
English as spoken in the United States (U.S. English). You can override the default and create a customized translation
table if your host system or Windows system uses code pages based on another language.

If you are using UAC on Windows Vista, you  must have administrative authority to update Language Options. Alternately,
you can remain signed on as a standard user, but right-click the ODBC Administrator executable and select "Run as
Administrator."

The Type 2 JDBC driver first converts Unicode to the local character encoding for Windows. This data is then converted
to mainframe format by the native SQL interface. The Type 3 and Type 4 JDBC drivers convert Unicode directly to
mainframe format, and these options are not used.

This article describes the following information:

Using the International Tab

Use the International tab to select the Country Extended Code Page (CECP) or Double Byte Character Set (DBCS) used
to translate character data transferred between the Windows system and the host.

In the ASCII-EBCDIC Conversion section, select one of the following options:

• Default
Specifies the use of the default conversion tables.

• CECP
Enables the CECP options in the Country Extended Code Pages box.

• DBCS
Enables the DBCS options in the Double Byte Character Set box.

• Custom
Enables Custom Conversion options.

Selecting, Creating, and Editing CECP Translation Tables

In the ASCII - EBCDIC Conversion section, select CECP to enable CECP to convert data transferred between CA IDMS
and the application. In the Country Extended Code Pages section, select the file containing the conversion tables.
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To select a translation table, enter the name of the table file in the Conversion Table File field or select Browse to select
from the list of available files.

Creating or Editing a Translation Table

In the Country Extended Code Pages section, select Edit to activate the translation editor to create or edit a translation
table.

To edit an existing table, select File > Open to open the list of existing translation tables.

For a new or existing translation table, select Edit >  Code Pages to access the CA IDMS Country Extended Code Page
Selection dialog. This dialog lets you select the code pages to use for your translation table.
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The Host Code Page list includes the following Code Pages for the EBCDIC character set on the mainframe:

• 037 English (U.S.)
English and most other European languages

• 273 German, Austrian
German and Austrian German

• 277 Norwegian
Norwegian

• 278 Finnish, Swedish
Finnish and Swedish

• 280 Italian
Italian

• 284 Spanish
Spanish

• 285 English (U.K.)
English and most European languages

• 297 French (AZERTY)
French, using the AZERTY keyboard

• 500 Belgian, Swiss
Belgian, Swiss French, and Swiss German

The PC Code Page list includes the following Code Pages for the ASCII character set:

• 437 English (U.S.)
English and most other European languages

• 850 Multilingual (Latin I)
Most languages using the Latin alphabet

• 852 Slavic (Latin II)
Slavic languages using the Latin alphabet

• 860 Portuguese
English and Portuguese

• 863 Canadian-French
English and French Canadian

• 865 Nordic
Scandinavian languages (Swedish, Norwegian)

Customizing a Translation Table

After creating a translation table, you may need to add EBCDIC/ASCII conversions that are not supported in the standard
code pages. The Translation Table Editor provides two edit windows: one for the ASCII to EBCDIC translation table and
the other for the EBCDIC to ASCII translation table. To activate either window, select the appropriate option from the Edit
menu.
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Each window displays a table of 256 hexadecimal values. Each entry in the table represents the output character set code
value indexed by the input character set code value.

For example, the following window represents the ASCII to EBCDIC translation table for Canadian French on the PC
and U.S. English on the host machine. The ASCII value for a space (' ') in the Canadian French code page is 20 (in
hexadecimal). The corresponding EBCDIC value for a space in the U.S. English code page is 40.

The generated tables convert control codes between their ASCII and EBCDIC equivalents, where possible. (Releases
prior to CA IDMS Server r4.0 converted all control codes to x'00' or null bytes.)

To customize the table select a hexadecimal value and replace it with another. The editor ignores all characters except
the numbers 0 through 9 and letters A - F (including lowercase). Use the mouse to move the cursor or use the following
keystrokes:

Key Moves Cursor
Arrow keys One digit in the direction of the arrow
Home To beginning of row
End To end of row
PageUp To top row
PageDown To bottom row
Enter Beginning of next row
Ctrl+Left Arrow, Right Arrow Left or right one entry
Ctrl+Home, End Beginning or end of table
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Saving a Translation Table

To save a translation table, select Save from the File menu. To save a translation table under a new name, select File >
Save As. The default file extension for translation table files is .tab.

Included Tables

Several code page conversion tables are provided with this release and are installed in the CA IDMS Server directory.
These files are identified by the extension .tab and contain tables used at runtime to convert between ASCII and EBCDIC.
These tables are:

Table Converts
cp037.tab Host code page 037 to ANSI 8859-1. The Type 3 and Type 4

JDBC drivers use this conversion table when the Cp037 converter
requested by the host is not available.

cp1047.tab Host code page 1047 to ANSI 8859-1. The Type 3 and Type
4 JDBC drivers use this conversion table when the Cp1047
converter requested by the host is not available.

danish.tab Host code page 037 to pc code page 850. Control codes are
converted to their corresponding values.

h237ansi.tab Host code page 237 (Austrian/German) to ANSI. Control codes
are converted from EBCDIC to x'01' and from ASCII to x'00'.

sgeransi.tab Siemens German to ANSI. Control codes are converted from
EBCDIC to x'01' and from ASCII to x'00'.

swedish.tab Host code page 037 to pc code page 850. Control codes are
converted to their corresponding values.

Enabling DBCS Processing

DBCS options enable the conversion of multi-byte character data exchanged by CA IDMS Server and the CA IDMS
system. In the ASCII-EBCDIC Conversion section, select DBCS.
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In the Double Byte Character Set section, set the following options:

• Conversion Table Type
Allows you to select the types of DBCS used by your CA IDMS system from a drop down menu.

• Conversion Table Path
Specifies the path of the subdirectory containing the DBCS conversion tables. Typically, the default is accepted.

• Enable Half Width Katakana
Enables half width Katakana support when DBCS is enabled when this box is checked. All lowercase characters in
CHAR and VARCHAR data are treated as half width Katakana. This does not affect GRAPHIC, VARGRAPHIC, and
mixed data within SO and SI in CHAR and VARCHAR types. Only uppercase Roman text can be transferred between
the mainframe and the Windows system when this option is enabled.

Using a Custom Conversion DLL
A Custom Conversion DLL is used to convert character data exchanged by CA IDMS Server and the CA IDMS system.
This can be useful when the ASCII - EBCDIC conversions cannot be specified by modifying the CECP tables. The
following sections describe implementation information for a Custom Conversion DLL.

This article describes the following information:
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Enabling a Custom Conversion DLL

From the International tab, ASCII-EBCDIC Conversion section, select Custom.

In the Custom Conversion section, for Conversion DLL Name specify the name of the Custom Conversion DLL. Include
the path if the DLL is not in a directory that is searched automatically by Windows, such as the SYSTEM32 sub-directory
or a directory specified in the PATH.

Developing a Custom Conversion DLL

You can develop a custom conversion DLL in any language that supports the Microsoft Windows DLL calling conventions.
See the ODBC Programmer's Reference for information on implementing a custom conversion DLL.

Configuring the Type 2 JDBC Server
Use the CA IDMS Server ODBC Administrator to configure the JDBC server to allow access to CA IDMS from client
programs using the type 3 JDBC driver. Neither the JDBC driver nor the JDBC server actually uses ODBC at runtime. To
configure the JDBC server, select any CA IDMS data source from the CA IDMS Server ODBC Administrator, and then
select the JDBC Server tab.
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If you are using UAC on Windows Vista, you must have administrative authority to update JDBC Server parameters.
Alternately, you can remain signed on as a standard user, but right-click the ODBC Administrator executable and select
"Run as Administrator."

This article describes the following information:

Server Options

• Port
Specify the TCP/IP port which the JDBC server uses to listen for connection requests. JDBC applications should
specify this value in the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) that identifies the database. The default is 3709.
Note: For information on the URL recognized by the JDBC driver, see the "JDBC Programmer Reference" appendix.

• Wait Timeout
The number of seconds the JDBC server waits for a request from the JDBC driver. When this value is exceeded,
the JDBC server considers the connection to have failed. The default setting, 0, causes the JDBC server to wait
indefinitely.

• Reply Timeout
Specifies the number of seconds the JDBC server waits for a response from CA IDMS. When this value is exceeded,
the JDBC server considers the connection to have failed. The default setting, 0, causes the JDBC server to wait
indefinitely.

Log and Trace Options

• Log Connection Events
Enables logging of connection requests and terminations by the JDBC server to the Windows Application Event Log.
By default, only startup, shutdown, and error events are logged. This option is deprecated, and kept for compatibility
with earlier versions of CA IDMS Server.

• Trace Internal Calls
Enables tracing of debugging information to the CA IDMS Server log file. Only internal method calls made by the Java
code are traced. Use the Log Options tab to enable tracing of native method calls.

• Snap Native Buffers
Enables display of the data buffers sent and received by the JDBC server in the CA IDMS Server log file.

Remote Server

It is possible to route JDBC connections to another JDBC server before communicating with CA IDMS. You can also route
connections directly to a CA IDMS r16 SP2 or later system. This can be useful when security requirements prevent the
machine on which the web server is running from directly connecting to the mainframe.

• Host Name
Specifies the DNS name or IP address of the remote JDBC server machine. For CA IDMS r16 SP2 or later, this could
also be the DNS name or TCP/IP address associated with the IDMS system's TCPIP line.

• Port
Specifies the listener port of the remote JDBC server. The default is 3709.

Property File Information

You can also specify options for the JDBC driver and JDBC server in the caidms.properties file, which has the same
format on all platforms. For more information, see Properties File Information.
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Installing the Client on Unix System Services
This topic describes how to install CA IDMS Server in the Unix System Services environment on z/OS, for use with the
Type 2 JDBC driver and the JDBC server.

To install the client on USS, follow these steps:

1. From the CA IDMS Sever install image, copy the 'hfs.tar' distribution file from the 'zos' directory to any directory on
your hard disk.

2. Upload the 'hfs.tar' file to z/OS using FTP, in BINARY mode.
3. Build and populate the CA IDMS Server HFS directory structure by invoking the 'tar' utility against the 'hfs.tar' file.

This part of the installation process is performed with a series of commands entered into the OMVS shell. The user ID
used to perform some of the steps may need to be authorized to allocate data sets on SMS packs, or to set up a new
OMVS group and owner, depending on the steps performed.

CA IDMS Server for z/OS calls CAICCI directly, and does not use the OMVS interface, libcci.so.

WARNING

More 

Configuring the Client on UNIX System Services 

Using the Client on z/OS 

 

 

 

Installing the Client Components
You install the CA IDMS Server client components for UNIX System Services in Windows and in z/OS, as described in the
following sections: 

Step 1 Load the Installation Files

Copy file "hfs.tar", within directory "zos" on the CA IDMS Server r16.1 CD, to a directory on your hard disk.

Step 2 Allocate the HFS

An HFS must be established to store the CA IDMS Database Server Option executables and configuration files. CA IDMS
Server requires approximately 2 MB in the HFS during the installation. Log files created at runtime may require additional
space, and can be allocated in a separate HFS devoted to temporary files.

You can install CA IDMS Server into an existing HFS if space is available, or you can set up a new HFS specifically for
CA IDMS Server. Only users with OMVS superuser authority can allocate and mount a new HFS. If you decide to set up
a new HFS, you can also establish a new OMVS UID and GID to serve as the owner and administrator of the CA IDMS
Server HFS files. Consult with your site Security Administrator for assistance in performing this step.

Step 3 Create the Installation Directory in the HFS

Under OMVS, create the CA IDMS Server installation directory in the HFS, referred to here as /idmsdir. If you allocated a
new HFS, the OMVS superuser must perform the following steps:

1. Create a mount point and mount the new HFS
2. Declare the owning group and user for the mount point
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3. Set up initial file permissions
4. Execute the following commands, invoked by entering the TSO OMVS command:

mkdir -m 775 /idmsdir
/samples/mountx /idmsdir IDMSSRV.HFS
chown ISADMIN:ISGROUP /idmsdir

NOTE
File permission bits are set to 775, indicating that only the owning user or users connected to the owning
group, can update this directory. All other users have only read and execute authority.

To make this mount permanent, update the BPXPRMxx member in SYS1.PARMLIB and add a mount entry. The
following is an example of the statement to add:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('HFSDSN')

    MOUNTPOINT('/idmsdir')

    TYPE(HFS) MODE(RDWR)

– HFSDSN
Specifies the name of the CA IDMS Server HFS data set.

– idmsdir
Specifies the name of the CA IDMS Server installation directory.

Step 4 Copy and Extract the TAR File

Perform the following steps to populate the CA IDMS Server HFS:

1. In Windows, use FTP to copy file "hfs.tar" which was downloaded in Step 1 to the CA IDMS Server HFS directory, as
defined in Step 2. Ensure that you specify BINARY mode on this transfer.

2. In OMVS, extract the CA IDMS Server subdirectories and files by positioning yourself in the CA IDMS Server directory,
and using the following command:

pax  - rvf hfs.tar

NOTE
The hfs.tar file is not used after this step and can be deleted from the HFS to save space.

Step 5 Copy the Sample JCL Files (Optional)

Several MVS jobstreams have been included on the CA IDMS Server HFS under directory "sampjcl" as follows:

• jsrvresu
Resumes execution of the IDMS Java Server

• jsrvstop
Stops the IDMS Java Server

• jsrvstrt
Starts the IDMS Java Server

• jsrvsusp
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Suspends execution of the IDMS Java Server
• A file called "jobcard" has also been included which should be tailored to your site-specific requirements and copied at

the beginning of each jobstream. The jobcard file has a symbolic variable called IDMSDIR that must be set to the USS
directory name where you installed your CA IDMS Server software. This directory name must begin with a forward
slash (/) and be fully qualified.

• You can copy all of these files into an MVS PDS using whatever means is easiest for you to facilitate the control of the
IDMS Java Server from an MVS batch job.

Configuring the Client on UNIX System Services
This topic describes the environment variable settings and configuration file information needed to access a CA IDMS
database, for use by JDBC-enabled applications. It assumes that you are familiar with the z/OS USS shell and HFS, and
includes the following topics:

  

 

CA IDMS Server is installed into a subdirectory in the HFS. This subdirectory, specified when the product is installed, is
referred to in this document as /idmsdir. Its structure is as follows:

•   /idmsdir 
Specifies the default location for the configuration file and example SQL script.

•   /idmsdir/bin
Specifies shell scripts to run the JDBC server and sample Java applications.

•   /idmsdir/bin/mvs
Specifies compiled executable files, including the JDBC server service wrapper.

•   /idmsdir/classes
Specifies the caidms.properties file and the IdmsExample sample application. It is also used for classes supplied as
part of an APAR and additional helper classes provided by CA.

•   /idmsdir/lib
Specifies the Java archive files (including the JDBC driver and JDBC server).

•   /idmsdir/lib/mvs
Specifies the shared object libraries used to implement the native methods and client interfaces.

•   /idmsdir/sampjcl 
Specifies the sample jobstreams for starting and stopping the CA IDMS Server from MVS. These jobs should be
copied to an MVS PDS and customized to meet your site requirements. The sample job card member should be
customized and included in each of the jobstreams.

•   /idmsdir/src
Specifies the sample Java source code.

For more information on configuring CA IDMS Server for use with applets and JDBC-enabled applications running on
other platforms, see the Using the JDBC Driver topic in the section "Using the Java Client on Any Platform."

Specifying Environment Variables

You must specify the locations of the executables, DLLs, and Java class files for a z/OS application to use CA IDMS
Server in the USS environment. Set the standard UNIX environment variables to specify these locations:

•  PATH
Specifies the locations of executable files.

•  LIBPATH
Specifies the locations of DLL files.

•  CLASSPATH
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Specifies the locations of Java class files.

For example, to run a JDBC application that uses the JDBC driver, these variables could be set as follows:

set PATH=$JAVA_HOME/bin:$PATH
export PATH
set LIBPATH=/idmsdir/mvs:$LIBPATH
export LIBPATH
set CLASSPATH=/idmsdir/classes:/idmsdir/lib/idmsjdbc.jar:$CLASSPATH
export CLASSPATH

In this case, $JAVA_HOME identifies the directory where Java is installed, and /idmsdir represents the directory chosen
when CA IDMS Server was installed. Note that it is not necessary to include the /idmsdir/bin directory in the PATH to run
a Java application. It is not necessary to set the PATH, LIBPATH, and CLASSPATH environment variables when using
the supplied shell scripts to run the JDBC server. These environment variables are automatically set in the shell scripts
installed in the /idmsdir/bin directory, equivalent to the following:

set PATH=$JAVA_HOME/bin/idmsdir/bin:$PATH
export PATH
set LIBPATH=/idmsdir/lib/mvs:$LIBPATH
export LIBPATH
set CLASSPATH=/idmsdir/classes:/idmsdir/lib/idmsjsrv.jar:$CLASSPATH
export CLASSPATH

NOTE
The shell scripts assume that JAVA_HOME has been set, typically in a user profile.

Optional environment variables specific to CA IDMS Server include:

•  IDMS_CFG_PATH
Specifies the configuration file name or path.

•  IDMS_CFG_RELOAD
Forces reloading of the configuration file.

WARNING
When invoking Unix scripts and programs using the BPXBATCH utility, it is possible to set environment variables
using the STDENV DD statement. This is particularly useful when scheduled batch jobs are used to automate
startup and shutdown of the JDBC server.

Specifying Environment Variables for IPv6

Special considerations apply to using IPv6 with the JDBC server:

• Customers who run multiple TCP/IP stacks must set stack affinity to the appropriate IPv6 stack using the
_BPXK_SETIBMOPT_TRANSPORT environment variable. In this instance you must also code the appropriate host
name or IP address in the Host parameter of the configuration file as detailed in "Configuring the JDBC Server" topic in
this section.

• It may be necessary to define a new TCPIP.DATA file which provides a special DNS Resolver configuration for IPv6
hosts and addresses. This file must be specified using the RESOLVER_CONFIG environment variable.

For example, prior to starting the JDBC server, the following statements can be run as part of a user signon profile.
Alternatively, they can be included at the beginning of the CA-IDMS Server .idms_wrapper script located in the CA IDMS
Server bin subdirectory, in which case they must be run when the JDBC server is started with the supplied shell script.

export JAVA_HOME="your-jvm 1.6 location here"
export _BPXK_SETIBMOPT_TRANSPORT="your-ipv6-proc-name-here"
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export RESOLVER_CONFIG="//'your.tcpipv6.data.file.here'"

Editing the Configuration File

The configuration file contains data source definitions, CA IDMS system access path information, global option settings,
and JDBC server options, corresponding to the information maintained in the registry on the Windows platform. The file is
formatted as a text file with sections containing lists of key-value pair parameters, similar to a Windows .ini file. You must
edit this file sectionly for z/OS.

The default file name is caidms.cfg. CA IDMS Server first looks for this file in the current directory. If it is not there, CA
IDMS Server looks in the installation directory. You can use the IDMS_CFG_PATH environment variable to specify a
different name or directory.

For example, to locate the caidms.cfg file in the application directory /idmsdir:

set IDMS_CFG_PATH=/idmsdir/
export IDMS_CFG_PATH

For performance reasons, the configuration file is cached in memory the first time the libidmsutil.so DLL is loaded
into a process. Therefore, changes to the configuration file may not take effect for a running process until the
process is quiesced and restarted. For the JDBC Server, use the suspend and resume commands documented in
the section on "Using the Client on z/OS." For testing and other implementations where performance is not critical,
the cached configuration file can be refreshed more frequently or caching can be turned off completely using the
IDMS_CFG_RELOAD environment variable, or with the CacheConfig option. For more information, see the section
"Configuration File Information."

Data Source Definitions

A JDBC-enabled application can connect to a CA IDMS database using the DriverManager class with a URL or using
JNDI with an IdmsDataSource object. Either technique can reference a data source name similar to an ODBC data
source. This DSN is defined in the configuration file, where it is associated with the dictionary name of the catalog defining
the SQL schema, a node name identifying the CA IDMS system, and other optional information.

The following sample illustrates a data source definition defined in the configuration file:

[APPLDICT]
Dictionary=APPLDICT
Server=SYST0001
[Server SYST0001]
Resource=SYST0001
AlternateTask=CASERVER

This syntax lets you use meaningful names for the data source and server names. Using an explicit server section lets
you specify optional information for a CA IDMS system. When using all default values, this is equivalent to the following
minimal data source definition:

[APPLDICT]
Server=SYST0001

Bracket characters "[" and "]" may be difficult to use on 3270 terminals or emulators. The dollar character "$" can be used
as a substitute as seen in the following example:

$APPLDICT$
Server=SYST0001
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You can also specify this information using DriverPropertyInfo objects or in the IdmsDataSource itself, instead of in the
configuration file.

NOTE
 For a complete description of the connection information, see the section "JDBC Programmer Reference."

Configuring the JDBC Server

The JDBC server can be customized with settings in the [Proxy] section of the configuration file as described in the
"Configuration File Information" section. The following options are often specified on z/OS:

•  Host
Forces the JDBC server to listen for connection requests on a specific TCP/IP stack. This is not needed when the host
has only one stack.

•  Port
Specifies the correct port in the URL by client applications if the port is changed from the default (3709).

•  Encoding
Specifies the default platform encoding (CP1047) on z/OS OMVS. CP037 is a standard IBM encoding supported by
the Sun and IBM Java implementations and is the default set in the configuration file when the product is installed. The
JDBC driver includes built-in support for these encodings. Other mainframe character converter classes may not be
available on all platforms. Since character conversion can be offloaded to the client when the character conversion
classes are available, performance may be improved by specifying an encoding that can be done on the client.

•  WaitTimeOut
(Recommended) Specifies how long the JDBC server waits for the next request from a connected client.

Other Configuration File Information 

You can specify global options, including the location of the CA IDMS log (trace) file, trace flags for debugging, and
character set encoding in the [Options] section of the configuration file.

NOTE
 For detailed information on all options and settings in the configuration file, see the section "Configuration File
Information."

Properties File Information

You can specify settings used by the JDBC driver and JDBC server in the caidms.properties file, which has the same
format on all platforms. This includes many settings in the Options section, and all settings in the Proxy section. Options
used by the native libraries must be specified in the configuration file.

Installing CA IDMS Visual DBA
This section describes how to install CA IDMS Visual DBA on the PC. To enable Enhanced Object Security for Visual
DBA in an IDMS Central Version (CV), an additional mainframe configuration step is required. This information is covered
in Enhanced Object Security, which also contains extensive examples illustrating its benefits.

If an installation in a CA IDMS CV is done without Enhanced Object Security, it can be added in a later phase. Also
Enhanced Object Security can be turned off and on at any time. For more information, see Using Visual DBA.

About Installing CA IDMS Visual DBA

CA IDMS Visual DBA uses CA IDMS Server to communicate with CA IDMS. For information about installing and
configuring CA IDMS Server, see Installing IDMS Server.
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Software Requirements
The following software requirements apply for running CA IDMS Visual DBA Version 18.1:

•  Mainframe: CA IDMS Release 16.0 or above on z/OS or z/VSE.
•  PC: Validation testing was performed on Windows® 8.1 and 10.0.

CA IDMS VDBA 18.1 can run on earlier Windows versions, and is also expected to run properly on later Windows
versions.

•  CA IDMS Server: The client component of CA IDMS Server can be downloaded from Broadcom Support. 

Install CA IDMS Visual DBA Version 18.1
This article describes how to obtain the installation files and install CA IDMS Visual DBA 18.1 (VDBA). 

  

Obtain the Installation File

You can obtain the CA IDMS Visual DBA installation files from the Broadcom Support page:

To obtain the installation file follow these steps:

1. Select DOWNLOAD MANAGEMENT and search for and select CA IDMS - Database. 
2. From the Product Downloads tab, search for and select CA IDMS/DB FOR Z/OS Plus MVS. 
3. Select the latest CA IDMS version from the RELEASE drop-down list.
4. Find CA IDMS Visual DBA from the list of products.
5. Select the ADD TO CART or DOWNLOAD option.
6. Unzip the File. 

Install CA IDMS Visual DBA 18.1

This section describes the suggested steps for installing CA IDMS Visual DBA v18.1.

Two files can be used to install CA IDMS Visual DBA v18.1: SETUP.EXE and SETUP.ISS: 

•  SETUP.EXE: Run this file standalone to interactively install VDBA,  
•  SETUP.EXE with SETUP.ISS: Run these files as a parameter to silently install VDBA, where you do not need to

answer prompts. 

NOTE

 If CA IDMS Visual DBA v18.0 is currently installed on your system, the installation of VDBA v18.1 removes and
replaces v18.0. 

 To install VDBA 18.1, follow these steps: 

1. Copy SETUP.EXE and SETUP.ISS to a new folder, for example to C:\VDBA181 
2. Install VDBA v18.1 using the interactive or silent method. 

Interactive Installation

1. Using File Explorer, navigate to the folder that includes SETUP.EXE and SETUP.ISS.
2. Double click SETUP.EXE to invoke the installation process.
3. Answer the prompts to select one of the following installation options:

a.  Typical: Copies all of the product components into the folder you specified during the installation.
b.  Compact: Copies the required program files, help files, and README files into the folder you specified during the

installation.
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However, this method does not copy the SQL installation scripts into the CA IDMS release specific sub-folders, the
example file, the user documentation files, or the bookshelf application to the product folder.

c.  Custom: Allows you to select which CA IDMS product components that you want to install. By default, all of the
components are selected for installation. You can optionally select or clear components, such as the SQL script
files, documentation files, and example files. By default, the required program files, help files, and README files
are installed.

4. A dialog appears that provides an option to display a README file, which is enabled by default. The README file
automatically displays when the installation completes. If you decide to disable this option and examine the README
file later, you can obtain the README file from the root folder that includes the installation files. 

NOTE

 We highly recommend that you examine the README file before you run VDBA. The file contains valuable
information about requirements for using CA IDMS Visual DBA 18.1, and includes reference information.

5. Select FINISH.

Silent Installation

The silent installation method does not display prompts and does not provide the option to display the README file
immediately after installation. 

To install VDBA 18.1 silently, use the RUN command and enter the following command:

"<path where setup.exe is located>\setup.exe” /s /f1"<path where setup.iss is located>
\setup.iss"

 Example 

The following example displays the command for a silent installation, where the installation files are in the folder C:
\VDBA181:

"C:\VDBA181\setup.exe” /s /f1"C:\VDBA181\setup.iss"

Prepare Your Mainframe Environment
This topic describes APARs and other maintenance that you must apply to your CA IDMS systems before installing the
mainframe SQL definition component of CA IDMS Visual DBA.

CA IDMS r16

If you did not install any Service Pack, apply APAR QO57823, 

If you do not have a license for the CA IDMS SQL option, SP2 or later is required, and you must also apply APAR
RO12770.

CA IDMS r17

If you have a license for CA IDMS SQL Option, no maintenance is required.

If you do not have a license for the CA IDMS SQL option, you must apply the following PTFs:

• z/OS: PTF RO12719
• z/VSE: PTF RO12720
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Post CA IDMS r17

There are no PTF requirements for CA IDMS versions 18.0 and later.

SQL Definitions for CA IDMS Visual DBA
CA IDMS Visual DBA (VDBA) requires that SQL definitions are installed in your mainframe environment to access all
of the CA IDMS mainframe objects that VDBA manages. The SQL definitions install the SQL DDL for schemas, views,
functions, and table procedures, and must be installed in the SQL catalog for each VDBA dictionary. 

WARNING

Installation of the SQL definitions, for use by VDBA on the mainframe, depends heavily on the mainframe
environment. Before you install the SQL definitions, it is important to know which version of CA IDMS is installed
in your environment. Knowing the release level determines which version of the IDMSVnnX or IDMSRnnX script
you use in the instructions that follow.

About Installing the SQL Definitions

You should be familiar with the following information before installing the SQL definitions:

• Each dictionary to be controlled must have a catalog that is assocociated with that dictionary. The catalog component
of different dictionaries can be shared. If multiple dictionaries share the same catalog, only one dictionary requires that
the SQL definitions installed.

• You may need to increase the catalog size to accommodate the added views and table procedures. If you used the
original installation defaults, you may need to increase the catalog size for the CATSYS segment files. You must have
at least 1000 pages in your DDLCAT area for all catalogs that are used with VDBA.

• CA IDMS Visual DBA Version 18.1 SQL definitions can coexist with definitions of earlier CA IDMS Visual DBA
releases.  There is no need to uninstall the earlier SQL definition versions. However, if you prefer to uninstall earlier
versions, see Uninstall and Reinstall CA IDMS Visual DBA.

The following two methods can be used for installing the CA IDMS Visual DBA SQL definitions:

• Using the mainframe Batch Command Facility IDMSBCF
• Using CA IDMS Visual DBA

Install SQL Definitions Using IDMSBCF

This option submits the SQL DDL statements directly to CA IDMS for processing.

To install CA IDMS Visual DBA SQL definitions using IDMSBCF

1. Locate the SQL script with the definitions that are needed by VDBA for your environment. The script files are located
in the IdmsR16X, IdmsR17x or IdmsV18x release folders of the CA Visual DBA product folder. The full path of the
release folders are typically named as follows:
– C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\CA IDMS Visual DBA V18x\ IdmsR16x
– C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\CA IDMS Visual DBA V18x\IdmsR17x
– C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\CA IDMS Visual DBA V18x\IdmsV18x

2. Option. To enable Enhanced Object Security and to define the names of the dictionaries that you want VDBA to
manage, edit the vdb<x>r <x>.sql script file as explained in the comments. Optionally, if the name of the IDMSDIRL
dictionary is not SYSDIRL, you can change the name. The vdb<x>r <x>.sql scripts contain three predefined
dictionaries: SYSTEM, APPLDICT, and SYSDICT on three separate lines. You can change the predefined names and
can add or remove lines with dictionary names.

3. Upload the file to the mainframe using a Text File Transfer Protocol.
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4. Execute the Batch Command Facility (IDMSBCF), using the uploaded file as input, against all dictionaries that you
want VDBA to manage.

NOTE
For more information about enabling Object Security, see Enable and Disable Enhanced Object Security.

Install SQL Definitions Using CA IDMS Visual DBA

You can use an SQL command console to execute the SQL DDL statements that are required for CA IDMS Visual DBA.

Even though Enhanced Object Security may be disabled, a profile for the installing user must exist on the CA IDMS
Central Version (CV). The profile must contain a rule that allows the SQL command processor to execute against the
target dictionary in update mode.

For example, if the target dictionary is SYSTEM, the following rule allows execution of the SQL command processor
against it:

    Cmd Console SQL/SYSTEM(U)   

To Install CA IDMS Visual DBA SQL Definitions follow these steps

1. Run CA IDMS Visual DBA. 
2. Make the Node window visible and active. 
3. Expand the root node, Node, to display the available nodes that are the ODBC data sources that use a CA IDMS

ODBC driver.
4. Select the Data Source for the target dictionary. If an appropriate node (ODBC data source) to your mainframe CV/

Dictionary does not exist, perform the following steps:
a. Add a node using Add on the Node menu, or select Add on the Node window toolbar.
b. Define the ODBC data source as a system or user ODBC data source. The dictionary that is specified in the ODBC

Data Source definition is the target dictionary for the installation.
5. Open a command console to your Central Version (CV) by one of the following methods:

a. From the Node menu, select Cmd Console
b. Select Cmd Console on the List of Virtual Nodes  window toolbar
c. Right-click the selected node and select Cmd Console. 
A dialog prompts you for a userid and password to connect with the CA IDMS CV.

6. After a successful connection, the Cmd Console & Result Cache window appears, which includes two active list
boxes. 
a. In the left list box, select the default dictionary of the node or ODBC data source.
b. In the right list box, verify that the default processor SQL is listed. Keep this default processor.

7. From the Script menu, select Open Script to select the installation SQL script that corresponds to your CA IDMS
release. The script files are located in the IdmsR16X, IdmsR17x or IdmsV18x release folders of the CA IDMS Visual
DBA product folder. The full path of the release folders are typically named as follows:
a. C:\Program Files(x86)\CA\CA IDMS Visual DBA V18x\ IdmsR16x
b. C:\Program Files(x86)\CA\CA IDMS Visual DBA V18x\IdmsR17x
c. C:\Program Files(x86)\CA\CA IDMS Visual DBA V18x\IdmsV18x

8. Option. To enable Enhanced Object Security and to define the names of the dictionaries that you want
VDBA to manage, edit the vdb<x>r <x>.sql script as explained in the comments. Optionally, if the name of
the IDMSDIRL dictionary is not SYSDIRL, you can change the name. The vdb<x>r <x>.sql scripts contain three
predefined dictionaries: SYSTEM, APPLDICT, and SYSDICT in three separate lines. You can change the predefined
names and can add or remove lines with dictionary names.

9. Select the Trace tab to display the execution of the script progress.
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10. Select GO or press F5.

NOTE

A disabled GO button in the command console of CA IDMS Visual DBA indicates that either a profile does
not exist for the user, or the profile does not allow execution of the SQL command processor against the
target dictionary.

Verify Successful Installation

If the script terminates without errors, the installation is successful. Warnings are acceptable.

Uninstall and Reinstall CA IDMS Visual DBA
This article describes how to uninstall and reinstall CA IDMS Visual DBA (VDBA), and uninstall the SQL definitions.

Uninstall the PC Client Component

It is not required to uninstall earlier VDBA versions before installing the current version. Different versions of VDBA can
coexist. 

If you prefer to uninstall VDBA, use the Uninstall program procedures for the Windows version on your PC.

Uninstall the Mainframe SQL Definitions

The procedure for uninstalling SQL definitions is the same regardless of which CA IDMS Visual DBA version the
definitions are associated.

However, during the uninstallation process, you need to choose the appropriate script for the version of VDBA that you
uninstall.

To uninstall CA IDMS Visual DBA SQL definitions follow these steps

1. Open an SQL command console session for the version of CA IDMS Visual DBA that is on the node (ODBC data
source) that contains the dictionaries that you want to uninstall.

2. Select the dictionary that you want to uninstall from the dictionary drop-down menu.
3. Execute the uninstallation for the the appropriate vdb<x>unr<x>.sql uninstallation script located in the

IdmsR<x> subfolders of the VDBA product folder. These are the folders that are created during the installation of CA
IDMS Visual DBA Version.

4. Repeat the previous two steps for each dictionary that you want to uninstall.

NOTE
Alternately, you can upload the vdb<x>unr<x>.SQL uninstallation file to the mainframe and run an IDMSBCF
batch job to execute the script. The IDMSBCF batch job must be run against each dictionary for the version of
CA IDMS Visual DBA SQL definitions to be uninstalled.

Reinstall CA IDMS Visual DBA 

To reinstall a CA IDMS Visual DBA version on top of the existing installed Version, you must first uninstall both the PC
Client and the mainframe SQL definitions of the existing installed version.

NOTE

For more information on installing these components, see Installing CA IDMS Visual DBA.
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Using
Download a PDF of this Using section.

This section provides CA IDMS usage information on the following components or features:

  

Syntax Diagram Notation
The syntax diagrams presented in this documentation use the following notation conventions:

UPPERCASE OR SPECIAL CHARACTERS

Represents a required keyword, partial keyword, character, or symbol that must be entered completely as shown.

lowercase

Represents an optional keyword or partial keyword that, if used, must be entered completely as shown.

italicized lowercase

Represents a value that you supply.

lowercase bold

Represents a portion of the syntax shown in greater detail at the end of the syntax or elsewhere in the document.

◄─

Points to the default in a list of choices.

►►────────────────────

Indicates the beginning of a complete piece of syntax.

────────────────────►◄

Indicates the end of a complete piece of syntax.

─────────────────────►
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Indicates that the syntax continues on the next line.

►─────────────────────

Indicates that the syntax continues on this line.

────────────────────►─

Indicates that the parameter continues on the next line.

─►────────────────────

Indicates that a parameter continues on this line.

►── parameter ─────────►

Indicates a required parameter.

►──┬─ parameter ─┬─────►

   └─ parameter ─┘

Indicates a choice of required parameters. You must select one.

►──┬─────────────┬─────►

   └─ parameter ─┘

Indicates an optional parameter.

►──┬─────────────┬─────►

   ├─ parameter ─┤

   └─ parameter ─┘

Indicates a choice of optional parameters. Select one or none.

  ┌─────────────┐

►─▼─ parameter ─┴──────►
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Indicates that you can repeat the parameter or specify more than one parameter.

  ┌─── , ─────────┐

►─▼─ parameter ───┴──────►

Indicates that you must enter a comma between repetitions of the parameter.

Sample Syntax Diagram

The following sample explains how the notation conventions are used:

Using CA ADS
This section describes using CA ADS Alive, Batch, Trace, ADS for IDMS, and CA Online Query (OLQ).

Using CA ADS Alive
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Overview

This section provides the information needed to run CA ADS Alive. In addition, the many features that CA ADS Alive
offers are documented to assist you.

This section includes general information on CA ADS Alive, an online tool that allows CA ADS developers to test dialogs
and intercept errors for review and analysis in an online environment. This section provides an overview of the features of
CA ADS Alive and provides suggestions for dialog testing.

CA ADS Alive A Powerful Interactive Tool

CA ADS Alive is a source-level testing and debugging tool that provides the CA ADS developer with complete control over
the execution of the CA ADS environment. Problems in coding and design can be quickly identified and corrected, and the
less experienced developer no longer needs to understand internal data representations or structure of CA ADS runtime
control blocks.

In addition, database analysts can use CA ADS Alive to monitor database errors. All CA IDMS status errors are fully
interpreted and the information is stored in the CA ADS Alive queue. Database administration personnel can review the
information in the queue periodically and use it to analyze database problems.

Using CA ADS Alive to Debug and Test Dialogs

CA ADS Alive is an excellent tool for debugging and testing dialogs. Programmers can use this tool to test dialogs not
known to have errors, as well as for debugging dialogs that are not terminating normally.

The extensive capabilities of CA ADS Alive provide the CA ADS programmer with many possibilities for testing. With CA
ADS Alive you can intercept and analyze errors, review error interpretation online, and interactively test dialogs. You can
then use CA IDMS DME to change CA ADS source online.

Using the features of CA ADS Alive, you can avoid the extra compiles, test data cases, and the need to understand the
internal data representations or structure of CA ADS runtime control blocks. This saves both time and resources.

Dialog Animation
The CA ADS Alive online process by which you can test and debug your dialogs is called dialog "animation." Animation is
an online view of CA ADS source execution. A typical animation session is described in detail in Section2, CA ADS Alive
Session.

Dialog Animation Capabilities

The CA ADS Alive dialog animation process has several important animation capabilities:

• Two Animation Modes
• Specifying & Altering Animation Stop Locations
• Post Abort Browse Facility
• Displaying & Modifying Record/Element Contents

Two Animation Modes

CA ADS Alive provides two animation modes:

• Non-Interruptible Animation Mode - Choose this mode if you do not want to specify animation stop (interrupt) points.
CA ADS Alive steps through the animation one line of code at a time, pausing for a specified length of time.
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NOTE
The Non-Interruptible Animation Mode causes all CA ADS Alive Animation Runtime Session commands to
be inoperative.

• Interruptible Animation Mode - Choose this mode if you want to set animation stop (interrupt) points.

Specifying and Altering Stop Locations

Using an EDITOR interface and a combination of primary commands and line specifications, you can specify animation
stop locations -- or locations in your source code where the animation process will stop, allowing you to take further action
before continuing the animation.

This gives you the ability to control the animation process and quickly and easily pinpoint errors.

Post-Abort Browse Facility

In the event of a dialog execution abort, CA ADS Alive displays a Post-Abort Browse Session of the process containing
the error. The line of source that caused the abort is preceded by the associated error message. From the Post-Abort
Browse Facility screen, you can expand CA IDMS and LRF messages, display all of the records in the dialog, and transfer
control to CA IDMS DME.

You can also save all Post-Abort Browse Facility diagnostic screens to a queue.

The Post-Abort Browse Facility is described in detail in Section2, CA ADS Alive Session. The queue review procedure is
described in detail in Section4, Operations.

Displaying & Modifying Record/Element Contents

During the animation session you can also display the contents of a record and its elements.

Suggestions for Testing
There are a number of ways programmers can use CA ADS Alive to test a dialog. Here are some possibilities:

• Test a dialog with an animation stop point at the beginning of each possible dialog path. Execution of the dialog will
temporarily halt when the stop point is reached, and you can quickly determine the logic through which the dialog is
passing.

• Test a dialog with stop points set at logical points to verify data fields. When data values such as status codes, control
fields, or intermediate work fields change during a single execution, you can set stop points to trap and review the
changing values.

• Test multiple conditions during one session, avoiding recompilation or regeneration. When data values control the
dialog flow, you can set stop points at decision points and alter data values as needed using the RECORD command.
In this way, you can exercise alternate dialog paths without creating new test data cases.

• Scroll through a record from beginning to end when the dialog has stopped. You can look for questionable values and
change invalid ones before they affect further processing.

• Use the STOP command to set animation stop points to stop only when a field reaches a specific value. This will aid in
determining invalid information stored in records or finding error codes when they occur.

• Run a test session in the Non-Interruptible Mode (without animation stop points). In the event of an abort, CA ADS
Alive takes you to a browse session from which you can expand error messages, move to an edit session, or go
back to an Animation Setup Session (the Animation Setup Session is described in detail in Section2, CA ADS Alive
Session).

CA ADS Alive Session
This section provides information about using CA ADS Alive.
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Typical CA ADS Alive Screen

 

The following display shows a typical CA ADS Alive screen. The typical screen includes a COMMAND or OPTION field
followed by a message area.

Online documentation is provided for every screen. Enter the HELP command in the COMMAND or OPTION field for
screen information.

In this section, the commands that are active are listed after the screen. The commands are described in detail in
Common Commands.

CA IDMS/ADS Alive Rnn.nn --  Dialog List  ---------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                           USGADLS

DICTIONARY:            NODE:

Enter "S" to specify a Dialog for Animation Processing

         DIALOG        DIALOG       DATE          TIME

         NAME          VERSION      UPDATED       UPDATED

          AAAABBBB      0001         mm/dd/yy      171733

          AA1           0001         mm/dd/yy      152751

          ABC           0001         mm/dd/yy      101316

          ABCD1234      0001         mm/dd/yy      171811

          ADSAlive      0001         mm/dd/yy      155237

          ADSCXIST      0001         mm/dd/yy      103947

          ALFDI002      0001         mm/dd/yy      144941

          ALFD002       0001         mm/dd/yy      122632

          ATSQLDLG      0001         mm/dd/yy      154443

          BEPPOD1       0001         mm/dd/yy      144834

          CUDI002       0001         mm/dd/yy      164951
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          CUDI003       0001         mm/dd/yy      114230

          CUDI004       0001         mm/dd/yy      090054

          CUID002       0001         mm/dd/yy      105116

          D1            0001         mm/dd/yy      165401

          GWGDIA01      0001         mm/dd/yy      143725

Active Commands

=

DOWN

END

EXIT

HELP

KEYS

QUIT

UP

Transfer Facility

An equal sign (=) followed by an alphanumeric string (=string) gives you the ability to transfer to the system-level function
represented by string. Below is a list of values for the various system levels.

• Session Specification Screen = 0
• Specify Dialog for Animation Screen = 1
• Session Control Screen = 3
• Exit - Leave Animation Session Intact = X
• Quit - Terminate Animation Session = Q

Post-abort Browse

In the event of an animation/execution abort, CA ADS Alive displays the Post-Abort Browse Session screen showing the
process containing the error. The line of source code that caused the abort is preceded by the associated error messages.

This screen is presented if DIAGNOSTIC SCREEN IS YES is specified as a CA ADS statement in your sysgen. See your
database administrator if you have any questions.

If ACTIVITY LOG IS YES is specified as a CA ADS statement in your sysgen, the Post-Abort Browse Facility diagnostic
screens are saved to a queue. See Section4, Operations for information on reviewing the CA ADS Alive diagnostic queue.
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BROWSE -DIALOG AA1 HAS ABENDED..                             COLUMNS 001 079

COMMAND ===>                                                SCROLL ===> PAGE

*** TOP OF DATA **************************************** CA IDMS/ADSAlive ***

DICTIONARY:           NODE:

    DIALOG: AA1

   VERSION: 0001

   PROCESS: AA1-RESPONSE-1

   VERSION: 0001

!THIS RESPONSE EXERCISES THE NEW ABORT INTERFACE FROM ADSODBUG

MOVE 9555 TO SKILL-ID-0455.

MOVE 'VERBALIZATION' TO SKILL-NAME-0455.

MOVE 'SHOOTING THE BREEZE' TO SKILL-DESCRIPTION-0455.

!I FORGOT TO EVER OBTAIN THE SKILL RECORD.

DC173008 APPLICATION ABORTED. BAD IDMS STATUS RETURNED;

STATUS=0809

MODIFY SKILL.

DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT 'SKILL MODIFIED'.

*** BOTTOM OF DATA ************************************* CA IDMS/ADSAlive ***

Active Commands

BOTTOM

CAPS

CURSOR

DOWN

EDITOR-ID
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ENTER

FIND

FIRST

LAST

LEFT

LOCATE

MEMORY

PROFILE

RESET

RESHOW

RFIND

RIGHT

TIME

TOP

UP

DME

ELEMENT

INFO

RECORD

SETUP

From the Post-Abort Browse Session screen, you can use the:

• DME command to terminate the session and move to a CA IDMS DME session. The abort message is presented prior
to the source line which caused the abort.

• INFO command to expand CA IDMS and LRF status information.
• SETUP command to return to a CA ADS Alive Setup Session.

For more information, see Section3, Commands for detailed descriptions of the Post-Abort Browse Facility commands.
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Record/Element Display &amp; Modification

You can use the RECORD command during an Animation Runtime Edit Session or a Post-Abort Browse Session to
display the content of a record and its elements.

You can use the ELEMENT command during an Animation Setup Edit Session to display a list of all records owned by the
dialog in which the specified element-name appears.

Displaying a Record using the RECORD Command

To display a record using the RECORD command, enter the RECORD command during an Animation Runtime Session or
Post-Abort Browse Session.

If you do not specify a record-name, CA ADS Alive responds by displaying the List of Records screen (shown below). You
can then select from all the records owned by the dialog you are animating.

CA IDMS/ADS Alive Rnn.nn --  List of Records  ----------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                         USGAESH

A RECORD command was entered without a Record Name

Enter "S" to select the RECORD for processing

Enter the "END" command to terminate processing

                                             DATE      DATE    USER

     RECORD NAME                       VERS  CREATED   UPDATED UPDATED

     AA-RECORD-1                       0001  mm/dd/yy

     AA-RECORD-2                       0001  mm/dd/yy

     ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC                 0001  mm/dd/yy
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     SKILL                             0100  mm/dd/yy  mm/dd/yy PUBLIC

     **END**

Active Commands

=

DOWN

END

EXIT

HELP

KEYS

QUIT

UP

If you specify a record-name and optionally version, CA ADS Alive responds by displaying the Record/Element Review
screen (shown below). See ADS Live Commands for detailed information on record/element display and modification
commands.

GSI Rnn.nn -----  Record/Element Review  ------ CA IDMS DC hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ==>                                                        GSIRECC0

RECORD: AA-RECORD-1 V 1                           DICT:

                                                          LINE 0001 OF 0003

05 AA-ELEMENT-1.............................A

05 AA-ELEMENT-2.............................F  +0000000000
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05 AA-ELEMENT-3.............................A

Active Commands

=

DISPLAY

DOWN

END

EXIT

INITIALIZE

HELP

KEYS

QUIT

SET AUTOHEX

SET HEX/NATIVE

SET LOWERCASE

SETUP

UP

Displaying a Record using the ELEMENT Command

Use the ELEMENT element-name command to display a list of all records in which the specified element-name appears.
You can use the ELEMENT command during any Animation Setup Session, Animation Runtime Session, or Post-Abort
Browse Session.

CA ADS Alive responds by displaying the List of Records Owning Element screen (shown below).

CA IDMS/ADS Alive Rnn.nn --  List of Records  ---------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                        USGAESH
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Element AA-ELEMENT-1

Enter the "END" command to terminate Inquiry List

                                             DATE        DATE     USER

     RECORD NAME                       VERS  CREATED     UPDATED  UPDATED

     AA-RECORD-1                       0001  mm/dd/yy

     **END**

Active Commands

=

DOWN

END

EXIT

HELP

KEYS

QUIT

UP

You can then view a list of all the records in which the specified element-name appears. If you want to modify a record/
element, return to an Animation Runtime Edit Session and use the RECORD command to access the record.
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For more information see ADS Alive Commands for detailed information on record/element display and modification
commands.

GSI Rnn.nn -------- Record/Element Review --------- CA IDMS DC hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ==>                                                         GSIRECC0

RECORD: AA-RECORD-1 V 1                           DICT:

                                                          LINE 0001 OF 0003

05 AA-ELEMENT-1.............................A

05 AA-ELEMENT-2.............................F  +0000000000

05 AA-ELEMENT-3.............................A

Active Commands

=

DISPLAY

DOWN

END

EXIT

INITIALIZE

HELP

KEYS

QUIT

SET AUTOHEX
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SET HEX/NATIVE

SET LOWERCASE

SETUP

UP

CA ADS Alive Operations
This section describes the CA ADS Alive operating environment, online documentation print facility, and customization
macro, and Post-Abort Browse Facility diagnostic queue.

CA ADS Alive operates in the following environments and operating systems:

• CA IDMS/DC
• CA IDMS UCF
• z/OS
• z/VSE
• z/VM

WARNING

CA ADS Alive should not be installed in production environments, because some of the buffer modification
facilities may cause security breaches unless stringently secured.

Online Documentation Print Utility

The Online Documentation Print Utility provided with CA ADS Alive allows error messages and other product information
to be printed upon request. The Target or Distribution source library member GSIPRINT (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member
GSIPRINT.S (z/VSE), or the GSIPRINT EXEC (z/VM), downloaded from the CA ADS Alive installation media, contains the
JCL to execute the Online Documentation Print Utility. The online documentation modules for CA ADS Alive processing
are listed in the following table.

The printed version of the online documentation is presented one screen per page and includes page reference indexes
for screen options. Characters highlighted in the online documentation appear bolded in the printed version.

NOTE
The characters "{ }", which are used to denote optional statements in online documentation modules, appear as
"& &" when printed with the Online Documentation Print Utility. The character "<|>", used to denote "or" in online
documentation modules, appears as ":" when printed with the Online Documentation Print Utility.

• COMMANDS
General Browse Commands

• USGAMEN
CA ADS Alive Tutorial Main Menu

• USGADLS
Dialog List screen

• USGAESH
List of Records Owning Element screen

• USGAKEY
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PF Key Values screen
• USGAPL

Process List screen
• USGASES

Animation Session Control screen
• USGASET

Specify Animation for DIALOG screen
• USGBRWS

Post Abort Browse Facility commands
• USGGNRC

Common commands
• USGMSG

CA ADS Alive messages
• USGRECL

Record/Element Review commands
• USGRUNT

Animation Runtime Session commands
• USGSETU

Animation Setup Session commands

CA ADS Alive Customization Macros

Two customization macros are provided with CA ADS Alive which allow you to change various CA ADS Alive runtime
options:

The CA ADS Alive customization macro gives the system administrator the ability to:

• Alter the task code used to invoke CA ADS Alive.
• Specify the dictionary, node, and version number of online documentation modules.
• Specify whether dialog wildcards are allowed when selecting a dialog at the Session Specification screen.
• Specify whether Non-Interruptible Animation Mode is allowed.
• Specify the number of days that CA ADS Alive queue records should be retained.
• Indicate whether or not the Post Abort Browse screen should be displayed when the Activity Log setting is Yes.

The CA IDMS/DC Sort subroutine customization macro gives the system administrator the ability to:

• Specify the amount of main storage and auxiliary storage to be made available to the CA IDMS/DC Sort subroutine
used by CA ADS Alive.

• Indicate how space is to be allocated to buffers at runtime. The allocation of buffers also depends on the record length
in a particular sort.

These runtime options can be changed at any time after initial product installation. The source statements are in the
USGTPARM and TPSPARM members of your CUSTOM.SRCLIB and the link statements are in the USGTPARM and
TPSPARM members of your CUSTOM.LNKLIB.

Reviewing the Post-Abort Browse Queue

This section describes the Post-Abort Browse Facility diagnostic queue and includes the following information:
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The Queue Review Procedure

You access the Queue Review Facility through CA IDMS/DC. Simply enter the task code QREVIEW and CA ADS Alive
responds by displaying the Queue Review screen that is shown below. The Queue Review screen lists each error for
which screens are stored. If there are many entries, you may need to view more than one Queue Review screen. To
review or delete an entry, move the cursor to the leftmost position of the line for the entry. Enter an S to select the entry for
review; enter a D to delete the entry.

When you delete an entry, all screens that are stored for the entry are deleted from the queue permanently.

NOTE
The autotask USGADEL automatically deletes from the queue all entries that are older than the number of days
that are specified in the runtime customization macro.

The Queue Review Screen

The following is a description of the Queue Review screen:

• Release Number
The number of the CA ADS Alive release being executed appears before the screen name on the first line.

• DATE
The date on which the error occurred appears in the left column below the screen name. The format is yyddd (Julian
date), where yy is the year (such as 99 for 1999) and ddd is the sequential day (such as 001 for January 1 or 033 for
February 2).

• TIME
The time at which the error occurred appears in the second column below the screen name. The format is hh:mm:ss.tt,
where hh is the hour (such as 14 for 1400 hours or 2 p.m.) and mm:ss.tt is minutes, seconds, and hundredths of
seconds past the hour (such as 21:08.02 for 21 minutes, eight and two-hundredths seconds).

• PROGRAM
The name of the CA ADS dialog in which an error occurred appears in the third column below the screen name.

• USER
The CA IDMS user ID of the user signed on when the error occurred appears in the fourth column below the screen
name. This field is blank if no user was signed on.

• LTERM
The logical terminal ID of the terminal being used when the error occurred appears in the fifth column below the screen
name.

• STATUS
The CA IDMS error status code of the error that occurred (ADSO for CA ADS dialogs) appears in the right column
below the screen name.

• DICTNAME
The dictionary name from which the code is executed.

Example
DIAGNOSTIC QUEUE R18.5 QUEUE REVIEW                  PROPERTY OF CA, INC. GSIQ011I  NO MORE IN QUEUE    

   DATE   TIME         PROGRAM   USER                LTRM       STATUS DICTNAME     18341   05:30:50.45 

 IJHDI001  HILIA03             LTVTM001   ADSO   APPLDB      18341   05:31:09.49  IJHDI001  HILIA03         

    LTVTM001   ADSO   APPLDB      18341   05:55:02.28  IJHDI002  HILIA03             LTVTM001   ADSO   APPLDB

     18341   05:58:14.26  IJHDI001  HILIA03             LTVTM001   ADSO   APPLDB      18341   06:00:43.04 

 IJHDI002  HILIA01             LTVTM001   ADSO   APPLDB      18341   06:28:30.01  IJHDI002  HILIA01         

    LTVTM001   ADSO   APPLDB      18341   06:29:16.94  IJHDI002  HILIA01             LTVTM001   ADSO   APPLDB

      19008   05:49:12.61  IJHDI001  HILIA03             LTVTM001   ADSO   APPLDB      19008   05:56:20.30 

 IJHDI002  HILIA03             LTVTM001   ADSO   APPLDB      19008   05:56:47.45  IJHDI002  HILIA03         

    LTVTM001   ADSO   APPLDB      19008   06:06:16.40  IJHDI002  HILIA03             LTVTM001   ADSO   APPLDB

      19008   06:06:43.65  IJHDI002  HILIA03             LTVTM001   ADSO   APPLDB      19008   06:09:49.86 
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 IJHDI002  HILIA03             LTVTM001   ADSO   APPLDB      19008   06:32:13.30  IJHDI002  HILIA01           

  LTVTM001   ADSO   APPLDB      19008   08:02:20.56  IJHDI001  HILIA01             LTVTM001   ADSO   APPLDB   

   19009   04:01:01.38  IJHDI001  HILIA03             LTVTM001   ADSO   APPLDB 

 ENTER-(S)ELECT OR (D)ELETE DETAIL  PF7-PRIOR PAGE PF8-NEXT PAGE PF3-EXIT

The PF8/PF20 key can be used to scroll forward when there is more than one Queue Review screen of entries.

NOTE

If ACTIVITY LOG IS YES is specified as an ADSO statement in your sysgen, all Post-Abort Browse Facility
diagnostic screens are saved to a queue.

Using ADS Batch
CA Application Development System/Batch (CA ADS Batch) is a facility that allows you to develop fourth-generation batch
applications that execute in the CA IDMS environment. CA ADS Batch applications can read data from input files, perform
CA IDMS/DB database update and retrieval, and write data to output files.

NOTE
Do not confuse batch application execution with batch application definition. CA ADS Batch refers to
Application Development System applications that execute in the batch environment. CA ADS Batch application
components can be defined in online or batch mode.

Common Facilities

CA ADS Batch uses many of the same facilities as CA ADS, including:

• The CA IDMS mapping facility, used to define maps through which all transaction input and output is performed. In
the CA ADS environment, map definitions control the transfer of data between a terminal operator's screen and dialog
variable storage. In the CA ADS Batch environment, map definitions control the transfer of data between input and
output files and variable storage.
Maps provide extensive automatic editing and error handling features that simplify application development. These
features, formerly available only in the online environment, are now also available in the batch environment.

• The dialog compiler, used to define dialogs that read, process, and write transactions at runtime.
• The application compiler, used to create a global structure of an application.
• The runtime system, used to execute applications.
• The Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD), used to define certain application components, such as process modules

and file definitions, and to provide centralized documentation of all application components. The data dictionary also
provides automatic cross-referencing of components, reporting facilities, and security features.

Differences

CA ADS Batch differs from CA ADS mainly in its handling of transaction input and output. Online transactions are typically
mapped in and mapped out through a terminal. Batch transactions are typically read from and written to files, such as
sequential data sets.

Batch Features

CA ADS Batch includes the following features in support of the batch runtime environment:
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• Input and output file support──CA ADS Batch provides access to input and output sequential files, such as disk,
tape, card, and printer, and to VSAM entry-sequenced data sets (ESDS) that are accessed sequentially. File records
can be any type except variable spanned.

• Suspense file support──CA ADS Batch can write erroneous input file records to a suspense file. After an application
has been executed, the user can correct the records in the suspense file, then resubmit them directly in another run of
the application.

• Log file support──CA ADS Batch accumulates in a system log runtime information, such as error messages and
dialog statistics. CA ADS Batch provides a log file archiving utility (z/OS), which writes log information to tape when the
log file is full. CA ADS Batch also provides a print log utility that prints formatted reports of selected log file information.

• Process commands──CA ADS Batch uses commands to read from and write to input, output, and log files, and to
send messages to the operator's console. Environment test conditions are also included (for example, IF $ONLINE
THEN DISPLAY. ..., or, IF $BATCH THEN DO. ...); thus, a process module can be used in both the online and batch
environments.

Sample Applications

The remainder of this section introduces two examples of CA ADS Batch applications. These examples are illustrated in
detail in CA ADS Batch Sample Applications.

Introduction to ADS Batch

Example 1 Employee-record Archiving Application

The employee-record archiving application writes selected employee records and their associated insurance coverage
records from an CA IDMS/DB database to tape.

The figure below shows the I/O performed by the application.
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Application Notes

The following notes describe the application:

• Each input file record contains the id of an employee record to be archived.
• Each specified employee record is retrieved from the CA IDMS/DB database and written to an output file.
• All insurance coverage records associated with an employee being archived are retrieved from the database and

written to the same output file.
• Coverage records are deleted as they are archived. Employee records are deleted after all associated coverage

records have been archived.
• A transaction summary report file is created.
• Invalid input records are written to a suspense file.
• A log file accumulates error messages and other information.
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Example 2 Employee-record Restore Application

The employee-record restore application restores to the database selected archived employee records and their
associated coverage records.

The following figure shows the I/O performed by the employee-record restore application.

 

 

Application Notes

The following notes describe the application:
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• One of the two input files contains the ids of employee records to be restored.
• The second input file contains the archived employee records and their associated coverage records.
• Based on employee ids specified in the first input file, the application restores employee and associated coverage

records from the second input file.
• A transaction summary report file is created.
• A suspense file stores all invalid records from the first input file.
• No suspense file is allocated for the second input file. It is assumed that the archived employee and coverage records

are formatted correctly. Note, however, that a suspense file can be allocated for each input file in an application.
• A log file accumulates error messages and other information.

 

CA ADS Batch Concepts
Developing an CA ADS Batch application is, in many ways, similar to developing an online application with CA ADS. The
major difference is that in CA ADS Batch you describe data transfer between variable storage and files, while in CA ADS,
you describe data transfer between variable storage and online terminals.

Steps

To develop and execute an CA ADS Batch application, you perform the following steps:

1. Create external file descriptions. You describe your input and output files in the data dictionary with file, record, and
element entities. You can define files by using DDDL.

2. Define file maps. You describe how data is to be transferred at runtime between the input and output files and
variable storage. You can define file maps by using the online mapping facility.

3. Create process modules. You define in the data dictionary the process logic required by the application. The process
command language includes new commands for batch processing. You can define process modules by using DDDL.

4. Define dialogs. You define dialogs that bring file maps and process modules together into an executable load module.
You can define dialogs by using the online dialog compiler.

5. Define the application structure. As an optional step performed at any time before executing the application,
you define an application structure that describes the application in terms of functions and responses. In the batch
environment, application structures have a special use in creating applications that access input files with multiple
record formats. You can define the application structure by using the online application compiler.

6. Execute the application. You execute the batch application by using the runtime system in batch mode. The
application can access an CA IDMS/DB database, read from input files, and write to output files. In addition, the
runtime system can write input records in error to a suspense file, and can write informational and error messages to a
log file. A trace facility is available to help you debug an CA ADS Batch application.

While CA ADS Batch is based on concepts familiar to developers of CA ADS applications, it also includes concepts
unique to batch application development. This section discusses the following CA ADS Batch concepts:

• Input and output files and file maps
• Suspense files
• Log files
• Batch dialog structure
• Application structure for applications defined using the application compiler

Input and Output Files and File Maps

Input and Output Files 
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Input files are sequential files from which batch transactions are read. Output files are sequential files to which batch
transactions are written. CA ADS Batch provides access to sequential files, such as disk, tape, card, and printer, and to
VSAM entry-sequenced data sets (ESDS) that are accessed sequentially. Records in input and output files (that is, file
records) can be any type except variable spanned.

NOTE
CA ADS Batch does not support user and nonstandard tape labels. On input, tape labels are bypassed; on
output, they cannot be written.

Describing Files 

You describe files, consisting of file, record, and element entities, in the data dictionary using the IDD DDDL compiler.

NOTE
For more information on describing file, record, and element entities, see the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference
Section. For more information about specifying file characteristics, see the "Runtime Considerations" topics in
the IDMS Reference documentation.

File Maps 

A file map is defined for each file record type in an application. File maps are used at runtime to transfer data between file
record elements and data fields in variable storage. The diagram below shows two file map definitions.
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Mapin Operation 

An input file map, such as INMAP in the above diagram, transfers data from fields in an input file record to data fields in
variable storage. Reading a file record using a map is called a mapin operation.

Mapout Operation 

An output file map, such as OUTMAP, transfers data from data fields in variable storage to fields in an output file record.
Writing a file record using a map is called a mapout operation.

Components of a File Map 

A file map consists of one external record and zero or more internal records, as follows:

• An external record describes the layout of data in a file. INPUT-RECORD of INPUT-FILE is the external record for
map INMAP. OUTPUT-RECORD of OUTPUT-FILE is the external record for map OUTMAP.

•  Internal records describe data in variable storage to which external record fields map. WORK-RECORD and
DATABASE-RECORD are internal records for both INMAP and OUTMAP.

Fields Mapping to Themselves 
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Fields can map to themselves. For example, in the diagram, IN-FIELD5 maps to itself. On a mapin operation at runtime,
IN-FIELD5 in the input buffer is moved into IN-FIELD5 in variable storage. Automatic editing and error handling can be
performed on the field; the length of the field, however, cannot be changed.

NOTE
If a field maps to itself, the entire record is available for access and update as an internal record in variable
storage; however, only those fields included in the map definition are mapped into or out of variable storage. In
the example, INPUT-RECORD is available in variable storage because IN-FIELD5 maps to itself. On a mapin
operation, however, data is moved only to IN-FIELD5 of INPUT-RECORD; nothing is moved to the other fields of
the record.

Internal Record Fields 

Map process commands refer to internal record fields. For example, a process module whose dialog is associated with
INMAP could issue commands such as the following:

IF FIELD WORK-FIELD1 IS IN ERROR...

MODIFY MAP FOR FIELD DB-FIELD1 EDIT IS ERROR.

A map process command could also reference IN-FIELD5, but could not reference any of the other fields in INPUT-
RECORD.

Input and Output File Maps 

File maps can be used for both input and output. You specify that a file map is for input or output during dialog definition
when you associate the map with a dialog. A map can be the input file map for one dialog and the output file map for
another dialog. A map can be the input and the output file map for the same dialog. In the diagram, INMAP could be
associated with a dialog as an output file map, and vice versa for OUTMAP.

Accessing Different Data Sets 

The same map can access different data sets. You associate input and output file maps with data sets on a dialog-by-
dialog basis. In this way, a single file map can be used to access several data sets in an application.

For example, in an application that copies one data set to another, only one file map is necessary. The map is the input file
map for one dialog, and in that capacity, is associated with the input data set. The same map is the output file map for the
same or another dialog, and in that capacity, is associated with the output data set.

Automatic Editing and Error Handling 

Automatic editing and error handling specifications can be part of the map definition. For example, a field can be
converted from a DISPLAY field to a COMPUTATIONAL field. Edit and code tables can be used to check fields for valid
values and to convert fields from one value to another.

Response Fields 

A response field can be included in the definition of a file map. You specify that a field is a response field by associating it
with $RESPONSE during map definition. In the example, IN-FIELD1 is a response field. On a mapin operation at runtime,
the value of the response field can determine the next dialog response process or application function that is executed,
just as in the online environment.

An output file map can also include a response field. On a mapout operation, the value of the $RESPONSE system-
supplied data field is mapped out to external record fields as appropriate.

A response field can be a single field or the concatenation of several fields in a file record. When two or more fields are
used to form the response field, you specify the sequence in which the fields are concatenated. For example, a record
consisting of fields A through F can have a response field made up of the concatenation of fields D, B, and F, in that order.
The maximum length of the concatenated response field is 32 bytes.
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Fields that compose a response field must have a usage of DISPLAY. Note that response fields used in applications
defined with the application compiler can have a maximum length of eight bytes.

Excluded Fields 

Fields can be excluded from a map definition. For example, in the diagram, IN-FIELD3 is not included in the definition for
INMAP, and OUT-FIELD2 is not included in the definition for OUTMAP. On a mapin operation, data in excluded fields is
not mapped into variable storage.

On a mapout operation, the excluded fields are initialized according to the following rules:

• Alphanumeric fields not defined with a VALUE clause are initialized to spaces.
• Numeric fields not defined with a VALUE clause are initialized to zero in the proper data format.
• Fields defined with a VALUE clause are initialized to the specified value in the proper data format.

NOTE
Because the output buffer is initialized, you can have an external record with FILLER fields.

For more information on mapping in and mapping out, see Batch Dialog Structure and Application Structure.

Suspense Files

Suspense files store input file records found to contain edit errors at runtime. An input record field can be set in error
either at mapin by automatic editing and error handling, or during premap or response process execution by a map
modification command.

Associating a Suspense File with a Dialog

One suspense file can be associated with each dialog that has an input file. You associate a suspense file with a dialog
simply by requesting one, either during dialog definition or at runtime.

Writing to a Suspense File

An input record in error is written to a suspense file at runtime by the dialog that performed the mapin operation on the
record. The record can be written either immediately after the mapin operation or on the next mapout operation, as
follows:

• Immediately after the mapin operation, if the selected response process has an EXECUTE ON EDIT ERRORS
specification of NO. The runtime system writes the record to the suspense file, then reads the next input record.

• On a mapout operation. The mapout operation is initiated by a WRITE TRANSACTION command. If the dialog's
input record is not in error, WRITE TRANSACTION performs a mapout to the dialog's output file. If the input record is
in error, WRITE TRANSACTION instead writes the input record to the suspense file.

NOTE
You can write the input record to the suspense file even if the record has no fields in error by including the
keyword SUSPENSE in the WRITE TRANSACTION command.

NOTE
If a suspense record is to be written by a dialog that is not associated with a suspense file, the record is not
written. However, error messages are still sent to the log file, which is described later in this section. The
suspense file identifier in the messages is '********'.

Maximum Number of Error Records

The maximum number of error records that can be written to a suspense file at runtime is a system-generation option
(ADSOBSYS). By default, an unlimited number of error records can be written. The ADSOBSYS default can be overridden
at runtime with control statements for each dialog.
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Log Files

Log files store error messages and other information produced during application execution. You can specify log
file characteristics by using the ADSOBSYS utility; these characteristics can be overridden at runtime using control
statements. For more information on specifying log file characteristics, ADSOBSYS and Control Statements.

Print Log Facility

CA ADS Batch provides a print log utility that enables the user to print information from the log based on selection criteria,
such as the user id and the type of record. For more information on this utility, see CA ADS Batch Print Log Utility.

The following topics are discussed below:

• Information stored in a log file
• The log file prefix
• Archiving

Log File Information

Types of Log Information

Log files can store the following types of information:

• User ──Informational messages issued by WRITE TO LOG and CONTINUE commands, and by WRITE
TRANSACTION commands that perform a mapout to the dialog's output file. The message is specified in the
MESSAGE parameter of the command.

• Debug──Debugging information issued by SNAP commands and by the CA ADS Batch trace facility.
• Edit error──Error messages issued when an input record is written to the suspense file. The runtime system writes

one record consisting of the associated suspense file record number and the first 32 bytes of the input record, followed
by one record for each applicable error message. In addition, if the input record was written to the suspense file by
a WRITE TRANSACTION command, any message specified in the MESSAGE parameter of the command is also
written to the log file as an edit error message.

• Operator──Operator informational messages issued by WRITE TO OPERATOR commands. All messages sent to the
operator are also sent to the log.

• Abend──Abnormal termination messages issued by the ABORT command and by the runtime system when an
application abends. Abend messages include snap dumps.

NOTE
If the abend occurs during a mapping operation, the snap dump goes instead to the z/OS data set associated
with the ddname IDMSSNAP file associated with the linkname IDMSSNAP or, in VSE, to SYSLST, as
described under JCL.

• Statistics──Statistics records written by the runtime system when dialog statistics are being collected for the
application.

Log File Prefix

Information Specified

Each log file record can include a prefix that specifies the following information:

• The date and time the record was written
• The name of the dialog that wrote the record
• The type of record written (for example, error text or statistics)
• The application user id

This information is used by the print log utility to select log records and format them for output.
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By default, a prefix is included when the log file output device is tape or disk, and is omitted when the output device is
printer. The default can be overridden through the ADSOBSYS utility and/or at runtime with control statements.

For developers creating their own reports from information in the log file, the DSECT for the log file prefix is provided in
CA ADS Batch Print Log Utility.

Archiving

Unlimited Log Information

Archiving enables z/OS users to archive unlimited log information to tape at runtime. The runtime system writes log
records to the first log file. When the file is full, the runtime system writes to the second log file and archives the first log
file to tape. When the second log file is full, the runtime system writes to the first log file and the second log file is archived,
and so forth.

When Archiving is not Requested

If archiving is not requested, the runtime system performs log file wraparound. Up to two log files can be allocated for an
application. If both are full, the runtime system overwrites the log records already written, starting at the beginning of the
first log file.

Batch Dialog Structure

The structure of an CA ADS Batch dialog is similar to that of an CA ADS dialog. Both consist of premap and response
processes, maps, work records, and a subschema. 

CA ADS Batch Differences

CA ADS Batch dialogs differ in a number of ways. Most importantly, batch dialogs use input and output file maps to
transfer data between variable storage and files, while online dialogs use online maps to transfer data between variable
storage and online terminals.

NOTE
Online and batch dialogs are differentiated by the type of map with which they are associated. Dialogs
associated with online maps can be executed only in the online environment. Dialogs associated with file maps
can be executed only in the batch environment. Mapless dialogs can be executed in either environment.

The following topics are discussed below:

• Components of an CA ADS Batch dialog
• Batch control events
• Batch response field values
• Batch dialog execution

CA ADS Batch Dialog Components

An CA ADS Batch dialog can include the following components:

• Work records
• A subschema
• An input file map
• An output file map
• A premap process
• Response processes

All of these components are optional. However, a dialog must have either a premap process, an input file map, or both. A
dialog that has no input file map cannot have any response processes.
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Batch Dialog Options

A batch dialog can include most of the dialog options available to online dialogs, such as the request for activity logging.
Additional dialog options are available that enable you to specify default z/OS ddnames (z/VSE filenames) for a dialog's
input, output, and suspense files. A suspense file is associated with a dialog when you specify its ddname or filename,
either during dialog definition or at runtime.

Batch Control Events

Batch control events are conditions that arise during file input. Batch control events include:

• End of file──The most recent input file read operation resulted in an end-of-file condition.
• I/O error──The most recent input file read operation resulted in a physical error condition. Note that errors on output

cause the runtime system to abend the application.

Associating Batch Control Events

Batch control events can be associated with dialog response processes and application responses. On a mapin operation,
the occurrence of a batch control event causes execution of its associated response process or of the application function
invoked by its associated application response. For more information on specifying selection criteria for responses and
response processes, see Response Definition Screen and "Response Process Definition Screen" in Section5.

Testing Batch Control Events

Batch control events can also be tested in premap or response processes, as in the following example:

IF $EOF

  LEAVE APPLICATION.

For more information on testing for batch control events, see Batch Control Event Status Conditions.

Batch Response Field Values

CA ADS Batch extends the online concept of response fields to the batch environment. An input file map can include one
or more external fields that make up the map's response field. On a mapin operation, the value of the response field helps
to determine the next dialog response process or application function that is executed, just as in the online environment.

For example, an input record can have a response field whose value is ADD, MOD, or DEL. A dialog can be defined with
one response process that is executed when the response field value is ADD, another when it is MOD, and another when
it is DEL. The response process executed at runtime after the dialog performs a mapin operation depends on the input
record's response field value.

Input Files with Multiple Record Layouts

Response fields are especially useful in accessing input files that have multiple record layouts, as described under
"Application structure" later in this section.

Batch Dialog Execution

Dialog Execution

Batch dialog execution is similar to online dialog execution: a batch dialog executes premap and response processes and
performs mapin and mapout operations. The major difference between batch and online dialogs is in the sequence and
handling of the mapin (read) and mapout (write) operations.

The diagram below shows a typical batch dialog. The dialog reads from an input file and writes to an output file.
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Premap Process

The premap process is executed at the beginning of the dialog, unless the dialog's entry point is its mapin operation.
The process executes until it issues a control command, including a READ TRANSACTION or WRITE TRANSACTION
command. In the example shown above, a READ TRANSACTION command is issued, which terminates the process and
passes control to the mapin operation.

Mapin Operation

The mapin operation is performed in any of the following cases:

• At the beginning of the dialog if the dialog's entry point is its mapin operation
• After a READ TRANSACTION command has been issued by a premap or response process
• After a mapout operation that has been issued by a WRITE TRANSACTION command that does not include the

CONTINUE or RETURN keyword
• After a CONTINUE command has been issued in a dialog without a premap process

The mapin operation performs the following functions:

1. Reads a record from the dialog's input file into the file's input buffer
2. Maps all correct fields into variable storage according to the dialog's input file map definition
3. Selects a response process based on batch control event or response field value

NOTE
If the application is defined using the application compiler, the runtime system first examines the response field
of the record and passes control to another application function, if required. Application execution using the
application compiler is described later in this section.

Response Process

The selected response process is executed after the mapin operation. The response process executes until it issues a
control command, including a batch READ TRANSACTION or WRITE TRANSACTION command. In the example, the
response process issues a WRITE TRANSACTION command, which causes a mapout operation.

Mapout Operation

A mapout operation is performed when a premap or response process issues a WRITE TRANSACTION command. The
mapout operation either maps a record to the dialog's output file or writes the input record to the dialog's suspense file, as
follows:

• A record is mapped to the output file if the dialog's current input file record (if any) contains no errors and if the
WRITE TRANSACTION command does not include the keyword SUSPENSE. The mapout operation writes a record to
the dialog's output file from variable storage according to the dialog's output file map definition.

• The input record is written to the suspense file if the dialog's current input file record contains errors or if the
WRITE TRANSACTION command includes the keyword SUSPENSE. Applicable error messages are written to the
log file. Note that an input field can be set in error either automatically on mapin or by map modification commands in
process code.

Determining How Control Will Be Transferred

After the mapout operation, transfer of control is determined by the keyword specified in the WRITE TRANSACTION
command that caused the mapout operation:
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• CONTINUE executes the dialog's premap process.
• RETURN returns control to a higher level dialog or application function.

If no keyword is provided, the dialog's mapin operation is performed; this is the case below.

NOTE
Because the WRITE TRANSACTION command passes control to another part of the application, and because
the command does not write to both the suspense file and the output file at the same time, it is difficult to write to
both files if that is what you want. An alternative is to associate the output file map with a second dialog. The first
dialog links to the second, which issues a WRITE TRANSACTION RETURN command. The command writes
a record to the output file and returns to the first dialog. The first dialog then issues a WRITE TRANSACTION
command that writes the input record to the suspense file.

Control Command Example

Control commands, including READ and WRITE TRANSACTION commands, the READ TRANSACTION and WRITE
TRANSACTION commands, affect runtime flow of control. A few of these commands are illustrated below.

Accessing Multiple Input and Output Files

Control commands enable a batch application to consist of multiple dialogs. Through multiple dialogs, an application can
access multiple input and output files, as shown below.
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Application Execution

Application execution is described below:

1. DIALOG1's premap process issues a READ TRANSACTION command, which reads a record from the dialog's input
file, then selects a response process.

2. DIALOG1's response process issues a LINK command, which passes control to DIALOG2.
3. DIALOG2's premap process issues a LINK command, which passes control to DIALOG3.
4. DIALOG3's mapin operation (the dialog's entry point) reads a record from the dialog's input file, then selects a

response process.
5. DIALOG3's response process issues a RETURN command, which returns control to DIALOG2 at the command that

immediately follows the LINK command.
6. DIALOG2's premap process issues a WRITE TRANSACTION RETURN command, which performs a mapout

operation, writing a record to the dialog's output file, and returns control to DIALOG1 at the command that immediately
follows the LINK command.

7. DIALOG1's response process issues a WRITE TRANSACTION command, which performs a mapout operation,
writing a record to the dialog's output file, and performs a mapin operation, reading another record from the dialog's
input file and selecting a response process.

For detailed information on the flow of control in a mapin operation, see Runtime Flow of Control.

Application Structure

This article describes the following information:
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Defining an Application Structure

A CA ADS Batch application structure can be defined using the application compiler. As with online applications, you
define the application structure in terms of functions, responses, task codes, and global records.

Batch application structures differ from online application structures in the following ways:

• Certain functions, such as menu functions, are disallowed.
• Flow of control is slightly different.
• Application structures have a special use in accessing multiple record layouts for input files.

The following sections describe the differences.

Disallowed Functions

The following types of functions are disallowed in a batch application structure:

• Menu functions
• Menu-related system functions, including POP, POPTOP, HELP, FORWARD, and BACKWARD
• Signon system functions, including SIGNON and SIGNOFF
• The ESCAPE system function

Specifying the Environment

The application compiler allows you to specify the environment in which an application can be executed, as follows:

• Batch-only applications can be executed only in the batch environment. The application compiler prevents you from
defining disallowed functions.

• Online-only applications can be executed only in the online environment.

Application Flow of Control

Flow of control in applications that is defined using the application compiler is generally similar for both batch and online
applications.

The following special considerations apply to CA ADS Batch applications.

Selection of Responses

Application responses are selected, based on batch control events and input record response field values. In the online
environment, responses are selected, based on a control key that is pressed or a response field value that is entered by
the terminal operator.

As in the online environment, batch application responses invoke application functions; when a response is selected, so is
the function that it invokes.

Immediately Executable Functions

Application functions are, by default, immediately executable. Using the application compiler, you can specify, whether
a function is immediately executable or deferred. The runtime system uses the specification on mapin operations
to determine the next dialog response process or application function to be executed. If, on a mapin operation, both a
response process and a function are valid selections, transfer of control depends on the specification for the selected
function:

• Immediately executable──Control passes to the selected function.
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NOTE
An exception is made when the selected function is the same as the current function. In such a case, the
response process is executed.

• Deferred──Control passes to the selected response process. To pass control to the deferred function, the selected
response process can issue an EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command.

In the batch environment, all functions are, by default, immediately executable. You can override the default for a function
by using the new Response Definition screen of the application compiler. The specification is made for the response that
invokes the function.

Differences Between Batch and Online

This difference between batch and online flow of control stems from the difference in transaction processing. In the
online environment, even if the terminal operator requests transfer to another function, data on the current screen may
still require processing by the current dialog before control is passed to the next function. Therefore, the current dialog
response process takes precedence.

In the batch environment, if the current record response field value selects a different function, it is assumed that that
function is required to process the current input record. Thus, by default, control passes immediately to that function.

Immediately executable functions enable applications to access input files that have multiple record layouts, as described
later in this section.

Mapin Operations

Mapin operations are performed by the appropriate functions. For input files that have response fields, the runtime system
first examines the response field. If the response field keeps control within the current function, the runtime system maps
the record into variable storage and executes a response process. If, instead, the response field selects another function,
the runtime system delays the mapin and passes control to the selected function. The next time a mapin operation is
performed for that file, the runtime system immediately maps in the record.

Delayed Mapin

The major points regarding delayed mapin are as follows:

• Delaying mapin allows control to be passed to the dialog whose map handles the type of record being read.
• The delayed mapin can be performed only if the application is defined using the application compiler.
• The application functions should be defined as immediately executable, as they are by default.
• A dialog receiving control after a delayed mapin must perform a mapin operation to map the record into variable

storage.

Delayed mapin enables applications to access input files that have multiple record layouts, as described in the following
sections.

For more information about flow of control, see Runtime Flow of Control.

Accessing Input Files with Multiple Record Layouts

Application structures have a special use in CA ADS Batch in enabling applications to access input files with multiple
record layouts.

For example, consider an application that reads a file containing two types of records that are stored together: TYPE1
records and TYPE2 records. Each type of record has its own record layout. Also, the first 2 bytes of each record identify
the record type: T1 for TYPE1 records and T2 for TYPE2 records.

You define a map for each record layout and associate each map with a dialog (DIALOG1 and DIALOG2). At runtime, the
runtime system must use the proper dialog for each input record. Because the sequence of record layouts on input is not
predictable, the runtime system must know ahead of time which dialog to execute for each possible record layout. This is
done by defining an application structure using the application compiler.
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The following diagram shows the application structure and provides sample input data. Response T1 invokes function
FUNCTION1, which executes dialog DIALOG1. Response T2 invokes function FUNCTION2, which executes dialog
DIALOG2. Both responses are valid from both functions.

Application Execution

Application execution is as follows:

1. FUNCTION1 executes DIALOG1. DIALOG1 performs a mapin operation.
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2. The runtime system examines the response field of the first input record; it is a T1 record. Because T1 invokes the
current function, the runtime system maps the record into variable storage and selects and executes a response
process. The response process processes the record, then issues a READ TRANSACTION command, which
terminates the current process and performs another mapin operation.

3. The runtime system examines the response field of the second input record; it, too, is a T1 record. The record is
mapped in and the response process is executed. The response process issues a READ TRANSACTION command,
which terminates the current process and performs another mapin operation.

4. The runtime system examines the third input record; it is a T2 record. Because T2 invokes FUNCTION2, control
passes immediately to FUNCTION2, which executes DIALOG2. The record has not yet been mapped into variable
storage. DIALOG2 performs a mapin operation.

5. The runtime system immediately maps the third record into variable storage (its response field was already examined)
and selects and executes a response process. The response process issues a WRITE TRANSACTION command,
which terminates the current process, maps a record to the dialog output file, then performs a mapin operation.

6. The runtime system examines the response field of the fourth input record; it is a T1 record. The runtime system
immediately invokes FUNCTION1, which executes DIALOG1. DIALOG1 performs a mapin operation.

7. The runtime system immediately maps the fourth record into variable storage, then selects and executes a response
process. The response process issues a READ TRANSACTION command, which terminates the current process and
performs a mapin operation.

8. The runtime system attempts to examine the response field of a fifth input record, but encounters an end-of-file
condition.
Two ways for the application to handle an end-of-file condition are:
– The application can be defined so that the end-of-file condition selects a function whose dialog handles the

condition.
– A response process in DIALOG1 and DIALOG2 can be associated with the end-of-file condition; the response

process would be selected and executed when the condition occurred.

 

Application Compiler
The application compiler lets you predefine an application structure in terms of functions, responses, task codes, and
global records.

This section presents all of the application compiler screens, with notes about fields and functionality specific to CA ADS
Batch.

Note: For more information about accessing these screens and field descriptions, see the ADS topics in the IDMS
Reference documentation.

Main Menu Screen (Application Compiler)

The Main Menu screen that follows lets you define basic information about the application.

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 _______________________________________________________________________

 

                          CA-ADS Application Compiler
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                                    CA

 

 

    Application name . . . .    ________

    Application version  . .    ____

    Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

 

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Responses and Functions

                                  3. Global records

                                  4. Task codes

 

     Copyright (C) yyyy CA

 

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

General Options Screens

                              General Options                Page 1  of 2

 

 Application name:  METAPPL1   Version:    1
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     Description . . .  MIKE T'S APPLICATION

 

     Maximum responses . . . . . . . . . . . . .   500

 

     Date format . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1   1. mm/dd/yy  2. dd/mm/yy

                                                      3. yy/mm/dd  4. yy/ddd

 

     Execution environment . . . . . . . . . . .  2   1. Online    2. Batch

 

     Default execution mode. . . . . . . . . . .  1   1. Step      2. Fast

 

     Default print destination . . . . . . . . .

 

     Default print class . . . . . . . . . . . .   1

 

 

 

 

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F8=Fwd

                              General Options                Page 2  of 2

 

 Application name:  METAPPL1   Version:    1

 

 

    Security class. . . . . . .   42
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    Menus are . . . . . . . . .  1   1. Not used   2. Security tailored

                                     3. Untailored

 

 

    Signon is . . . . . . . . .  1   1. Not used   2. Optional

                                     3. Required

 

    Signon function is. . . . .

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd

Batch Considerations

On the second General Options screen you can specify the environment in which the application can be executed, as
follows:

• BATCH specifies that the application can be executed only in the batch environment.
If BATCH is specified, the application compiler prevents you from entering online-only specifications, including:
– Security specifications
– Menu- and signon-related system functions in the Function invoked field on the Response/Function List screen.

These functions include POP, POPTOP, HELP, FORWARD, BACKWARD, SIGNON, and SIGNOFF. Additionally, the
ESCAPE system function cannot be specified.

– Menu and menu/dialog functions on the Response/Function List screen and the Function Definition screen.
• ONLINE specifies that the application can be executed only in the online environment. The application compiler

accepts all valid specifications on all screens.
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Global Records Screen

The Global Records screen that follows lets you specify records that are to be made available to all functions in an
application.

 Sample Screen 

                                 Global Records                Page  1 of  1

 Application name:  TESTAPP1   Version:    1

                    Record name                 Version     Drop record (/)
   1.    ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD              1            _

   2.    ________________________________         ____            _

   3.    ________________________________         ____            _

   4.    ________________________________         ____            _

   5.    ________________________________         ____            _

   6.    ________________________________         ____            _

   7.    ________________________________         ____            _

   8.    ________________________________         ____            _

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

NOTE
 For more information about the Global Records screen, see the ADS topics in the IDMS Reference
documentation.

Task Codes Screen

The Task Codes screen that follows lets you specify task codes that initiate execution of the application.

 Sample Screen 

                                   Task Codes                  Page  1 of  1

 Application name:  TEST1      Version:    1

               Task Code            Function                   Drop (/)
         1.    DOIT                 F1                            _

         2.    DOIT2                FUNC3                         _

         3.    UNKOLQ               IUADOLQF                      _
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         4.    ________             ________                      _

         5.    ________             ________                      _

         6.    ________             ________                      _

         7.    ________             ________                      _

         8.    ________             ________                      _

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

NOTE
 For more information on the Task Codes screen, see the ADS topics in the IDMS Reference documentation.

Response/Function List Screen

 Sample Screen 

                             Response/Function List          Page   1 of   1

 Application name:  METAPPL1   Version:    1

 Select    Response    Assigned      Select    Function             Program/
  (/)      name        key            (/)      name/type(1,2,3)*    Dialog name

   _       R1           ENTER          _       F1       / 1         JPKSQLD1

   _       R3           PF02           _       FUNC3    / 1         STEVEDLG

   _       R2           PF02           _       FUNC2    / 3         ________

   _       R4           PF04           _       FUNC4    / 1         DIAL4

   _       R5           PF05           _       FUNC5    / 1         DIAL5

   _       LINKOLQR     PF06           _       LINKOLQF / 2         IDMSOLQS

                                        * Type: 1. Dialog  2. Program  3. Menu

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Search  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

 Batch Considerations 

Special considerations apply to the following fields:

•  Response name—Lets you specify an input record response field value that initiates an application function.
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NOTE
 If the response field for an input record is the concatenation of several fields, the response name you specify
on the Response Definition screen must include any embedded blanks that would occur in a concatenation.
For example, if a response field is the concatenation of two fields, the first being six bytes long, you would
type the following response name to specify a response field value of ADD for the first field and E for the
second field:

ADD   E

•  Assigned key—This field lets you specify a batch control event.
Valid batch control events are as follows:
–  EOF—The most recent input file read operation resulted in an end-of-file condition.
–  IOERR—The most recent input file read operation resulted in a physical input-error condition. Note that in CA ADS

Batch, an output error causes the runtime system to terminate the application.
•  Function name—The POP, POPTOP, HELP, FORWARD, BACKWARD, SIGNON, SIGNOFF, and ESCAPE system

functions are disallowed entries for batch-only applications. In batch-only applications, you cannot specify a function
type of 3 (Menu).

NOTE
 For more information about the Response/Function List screen, see the ADS topics in the IDMS Reference
documentation.

Response Definition Screen

The Response Definition screen that follows lets you define application responses.

 Sample Screen 

                              Response Definition

 Application name:   TEST1      Version:    1
 Response name:      QUIT                                Drop response (/) _
 Function invoked:   QUIT
 Description . . . . ____________________________

 Response type. . . . . . . 2   1. Global      2. Local

 Response execution . . . . 2   1. Immediate   2. Deferred

 Assigned key . . . . . . . PF01
 Control command. . . . . .  1   1. Transfer               2. Invoke
                                 3. Link                   4. Return
                                 5. Return continue        6. Return clear
                                 7. Return continue clear  8. Transfer nofinish
                                 9. Invoke nosave         10. Link nosave
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 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next

 Batch Considerations 

•  Response execution specifies whether the invoked function is immediately executable or deferred. In a batch
environment, by default, all functions are set to 1. Immediate execution.
For more information about the Response execution options, see "Application Structure" in CA ADS Batch Concepts.

•  Control command displays the control command associated with the current application response. For more
information about control commands, see the ADS topics in the IDMS Reference documentation.

Function Definition Screen

The Function Definition screen that follows lets you provide basic information about a function.

 Sample Screen 

                          Function Definition (Dialog)

 Application name:  TEST1      Version:    1
 Function name:     F2                                   Drop function (/) _
 Description . . .  UNDEFINED

 Associated dialog . . . . . D2           User exit dialog . . . . . ________
 Default response  . . . . . ________

 Valid                                     Valid
 response(/)  Response Key   Function      response(/)  Response Key   Function

     _        ADD      PF02  F2                _        ________ _____ ________
     _        QUIT     PF01  QUIT              _        ________ _____ ________
     _        ________ _____ ________          _        ________ _____ ________
     _        ________ _____ ________          _        ________ _____ ________
     _        ________ _____ ________          _        ________ _____ ________
     _        ________ _____ ________          _        ________ _____ ________

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd
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NOTE
 For more information about the Function Definition screen, see the ADS topics in the IDMS Reference
documentation.

Dialog Compiler
The dialog compiler is used to define dialogs that perform transaction input and output, database retrieval and update, and
any required processing within an application.

Associated Map

The environment within which a dialog can be executed depends on the map with which it is associated, as follows:

• A dialog associated with an online map can be executed only in the online environment.
• A dialog associated with a file map can be executed only in the batch environment.
• A mapless dialog can be executed in either environment.

At runtime, if the runtime system encounters a disallowed dialog, it abends the application.

Process Modules

Process modules associated with batch dialogs can also include online-only commands and command parameters,
and vice versa. The dialog compiler, when compiling a process module, accepts both types of commands, regardless
of the environment of the dialog. This allows a process module to be used in both the online and batch environments.
If, however, the runtime system encounters a disallowed command or command parameter, the application abends. For
more information on process commands in the batch and online environments, see CA ADS Batch Concepts.

A dialog can be defined using the dialog compiler in either online or batch mode.

NOTE
Do not confuse batch and online definition modes with batch and online execution modes. The terms "batch"
dialog and "online" dialog refer to the environment in which the dialog can be executed. Batch dialogs and online
dialogs can be defined using the dialog compiler in online or batch mode, whichever is most convenient.

Batch Considerations

• You can associate a dialog with one input file map and one output file map.
• You can specify:

– The z/OS ddnames (z/VSE filenames) of the dialog's input, output, and suspense files
• You can specify:

– That the response process currently being defined is the dialog's default response process
– That batch input record response field values and batch control events to associated with the response process

Dialog Compiler in Online Mode

Contents

The dialog compiler in online mode displays screens on which you specify information on the dialog you are defining. All
screens are presented on the following pages, accompanied by notes on batch definition functionality.

NOTE
For more information on accessing screens and a description of each screen, see the CA ADS Reference
Section.

Main Menu Screen

The Main Menu screen, shown below, enables you to specify basic information on a dialog.
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Sample Screen

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

                                CA-ADS Online Dialog Compiler

                                          CA

     Dialog name . . . . . . .   ________

     Dialog version  . . . . .   ____

     Dictionary name . . . . .   ________

     Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

     Screen  . . . . . . . . .   _  1. General options

                                    2. Assign maps

                                    3. Assign database

                                    4. Assign records and tables

                                    5. Assign process modules

     Copyright (C) yyyy CA

  Command ===>

  Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action
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Map Specifications Screen

The Map Specifications screen, shown below, enables you to specify information on the map associated with a dialog.

Sample Screen

                               Map Specifications

                         Dialog  JPKTD10   Version     1

                                       │

   Map name  . . . .   ________        │    Input map . . . . .   ________

   Version . . . . .   ____            │    Version . . . . . .   ____

                                       │    Label . . . . . . .   ________

   Paging options    _ 1. Wait         │

                       2. No Wait      │    Output map  . . . .   ________

                       3. Return       │    Version . . . . . .   ____

                                       │    Label . . . . . . .   ________

   Paging mode . . . _ Update          │

                     _ Backpage        │    Suspense file label   ________

                     _ Auto display    │

                                       │
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 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Switch Protection

Use the F6 key to turn protection for the left and right side of the screen on and off. For example, press F6 if you want to
enter information on the right side of the screen; press it again to protect the information that is displayed.

Batch Considerations

The Map name field on the screen allows you to associate map with the dialog and, by doing this, allows you to specify
the environment in which the dialog can be executed, as follows:

• Input map specifies the name of an input file map and indicates that the dialog can be executed only in the batch
environment.

• Output map specifies the name of an output file map and indicates that the dialog can be executed only in the batch
environment.

• Version specifies the 1- to 4-digit version number of the corresponding map. If no version number is specified, Version
defaults to 1.

• Label allows you to specify the z/OS ddname (z/VSE filename) of a batch dialog's input file map or output file map.
Specifications made in these fields can be overridden at runtime.

• Suspense file label allows you to specify the z/OS ddname (z/VSE filename) of a batch dialog's suspense file.
Specifications made in this field can be overridden at runtime.
Runtime labels for an input map and suspense file can be specified only if the dialog is associated with an input file
map. A runtime label for an output map can be specified only if the dialog is associated with an output file map.

NOTE
When you supply a runtime label for a suspense file, either during dialog definition or at runtime, you
implicitly specify that a suspense file is required for the dialog.

A dialog associated with an online map cannot be associated with an input or output file map, and vice versa. A dialog can
be associated with both an input and an output file map. A dialog not associated with a map is called a mapless dialog
and can be executed in both the batch and online environments.

Database Specifications

The Database Specifications map is shown below.

Sample Screen

                             Database Specifications

                         Dialog  NAME1     Version     1

   Subschema . . . . . . . . . . . .   ________

   Schema  . . . . . . . . . . . . .   ________
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   Version . . . . . . . . . . . . .   ____

   Access Module . . . . . . . . . .   NAME1

   SQL Compliance  . . . . . . . . .   _ 1. ANSI-standard SQL

                                         2. FIPS

   Date Default Format . . . . . . .   _ 1. ISO   2. USA   3. EUR   4. JIS

   Time Default Format . . . . . . .   _ 1. ISO   2. USA   3. EUR   4. JIS

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next

Options and Directives Screen

The Options and Directives screen, shown below, enables you to specify special options for a dialog.

Sample Screen

                             Options and Directives

                         Dialog  JPKTD10   Version     1

   Message prefix  . . . . . . . . . . . DC
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   Autostatus record . . . . . . . . . . ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC

   Version . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .    1

   Description . . . . . . . . . . . . . ADS DIALOG

   Options and directives  . . . . . .   _ Mainline dialog

                                         _ Symbol table is enabled

                                         / Diagnostic table is enabled

                                         / Entry point is premap

                                         _ COBOL moves are enabled

                                         / Activity logging

                                         / Retrieval locks are kept

                                         / Autostatus is enabled

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next

Batch Considerations

Regardless of the entry point specification, a dialog without a batch input file map begins with its premap process. A dialog
without a premap process begins with its first mapping operation.

Records and Tables Screen

The Records and Tables screen, shown below, enables you to associate work records with the dialog and to assign the
new copy attribute to records known to the dialog.

Sample Screen

                               Records and Tables          Page    1 of 1
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                         Dialog  JPKTD1    Version     1

   Name                             Version    Work    New copy   Drop

1. WKB-INTERFACE-RECORD                 1       /         _        _

2. OTHER-REC                            1       /         _        _

3. ADSC-SCRATCH                         1       _         /        _

4. ADSC-PROD                            1       /         _        _

5. ADSC-DB                              2       /         _        _

6. ADSC-TR                              1       /         _        _

7. ADSC-PROTO-SYNTAX                    1       /         _        _

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

NOTE
For more information on the Records and Tables screen, see the CA ADS Reference Section.

Process Modules Screen

The Process Modules screen, shown below, enables you to associate a process (premap, response, or declaration) with
the dialog.

Sample Screen
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                              Process Modules               Page    1 of     1

                         Dialog  NAME1     Version     1

  Name    ________________________________                  _  Type

  Version ____                                              _  Execute on errors

  Key     _____   Value  ________________________________   _  Drop

  Name    ________________________________                  _  Type

  Version ____                                              _  Execute on errors

  Key     _____   Value  ________________________________   _  Drop

  Name    ________________________________                  _  Type

  Version ____                                              _  Execute on errors

  Key     _____   Value  ________________________________   _  Drop

  Name    ________________________________                  _  Type

  Version ____                                              _  Execute on errors

  Key     _____   Value  ________________________________   _  Drop

* Type : 1=Declaration  2=Premap  3=Response  4=Default Response

DC498166 Neither a map nor premap are defined

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd
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NOTE
For batch dialogs, if the Value for an input record is the concatenation of several fields, the response value you
specify on the Process Modules screen must include any embedded blanks that would occur in a concatenation.
For example, if a response value is the concatenation of two fields, with the first being six bytes long, you would
type the following value to specify a response field value of ADD for the first field and E for the second field:

ADD   E

Batch Considerations

Key specifies the batch control event that initiates the response process at runtime. Valid batch control events are listed
below:

• EOF──The most recent input file read operation resulted in an end-of-file condition.
• IOERR──The most recent input file read operation resulted in a physical input-error condition. Note that in CA ADS

Batch, output errors cause the runtime system to terminate the application.

NOTE
For more information on the Process Modules screen, see the CA ADS Reference Section.

Dialog Compiler in Batch Mode (ADSOBCOM)

ADSOBCOM enables you to compile a dialog in batch mode.

NOTE
For more information on complete syntax and syntax rules for ADSOBCOM, see the CA ADS Reference
Section.

CA IDMS/DC Mapping Facility
The CA IDMS/DC mapping facility enables you to define online maps and file maps. Maps can be compiled in both online
mode and batch mode. A file map is not in itself an input or output file map. Its use within a dialog, as specified during
dialog definition, determines whether it is an input file map, an output file map, or both.

The online and batch modes of the mapping facility are described separately below, following discussions of batch
automatic editing and error handling and variable array processing.

Batch Automatic Editing and Error Handling

The automatic editing and error handling facility operates in the batch environment in much the same manner as it does
in the online environment. On a mapin operation, the facility edits and performs error checking on data being transferred
from an input file to variable storage. On a mapout operation, the facility edits data being transferred from variable storage
to an output file.

The automatic editing and error handling facility in batch mode differs in the following ways.

Error Handling

In the online environment, the terminal operator's screen is redisplayed with error messages. In the batch environment,
the error record is written to a suspense file and error messages are written to the log file.

Automatic Editing and Error Handling Options

In the batch environment, several automatic editing and error handling options are not applicable. Options you can specify
for file map fields include:
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• An external picture
• An edit table
• A code table
• The data transfer option on input
• The data transfer option on output
• A user-written edit module on input
• A user-written edit module on output
• An error message text or code

You can specify these options in MAPB on the User-defined Edit Modules screen, the Additional Edit Criteria screen, and
the Map Read/Write options screen. With the batch mapping compiler, you use the MFLD statement.

Implied Decimal Point and Sign

The external picture of a file map field can include an implied decimal point (represented by the symbol V) and an implied
sign (represented by the symbol S). This differs from map fields in the online environment, in which external pictures,
which represent how fields are to be displayed on a screen, cannot include implied decimal points and signs.

Data Types

In the batch environment, the data type of an external field can be display, zoned decimal, packed decimal
(COMPUTATIONAL-3) or binary (COMPUTATIONAL). In the online environment, the data type must be display.

Null Values

In the online environment, if the terminal operator enters nothing in a field, nothing is mapped into the associated field
in variable storage. In the batch environment, unless the input data transfer option is set to NO, all input record fields
included in the map definition are mapped into variable storage.

Variable Array Processing

Variable array records are records that contain a field that occurs a certain number of times depending on the value of
another field in the record. An example is shown below:

SAMPLE-RECORD

03 FIELDA PIC S9(4) USAGE IS COMPUTATIONAL.

03 FIELDB PIC X(20) OCCURS 3 TO 10 TIMES

                    DEPENDING ON FIELDA.

Processing

When the external record of a file map includes a variable array, CA ADS Batch performs the following processing:

• On a mapin operation, the runtime system maps all fields included in the map definition into variable storage, even
array fields that do not actually exist for the current input record. For example, in SAMPLE-RECORD, if FIELDB occurs
seven times, the eighth, ninth, and tenth occurrences of FIELDB do not exist; however, the runtime system maps in
whatever is in the record buffer for these occurrences. The record's control field (that is, FIELDA in the example),
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should be included in the map definition; otherwise, the field will not be mapped in and the application will not be able
to distinguish the real data from the meaningless data in the array.

• On a mapout operation, the runtime system always maps out all fields that are included in the map definition,
regardless of the value of the control field. The maximum record length for the map's associated external record is
always written.

NOTE
If a field contains meaningless data that cannot be mapped out successfully (that is, fails the automatic
editing stage), the application aborts.

Online DC Mapping Facility

The online mapping facility (MAPB) lets you compile maps in online mode.

This article describes the following information:

Map Definition Screen

The Map Definition screen lets you provide basic information about the map.

NOTE

The Map Definition screen records are called internal records and refer to records in variable storage. A map's
external record is the record that describes a layout of data in the input or output file. Record elements in an
external record map to data fields in internal records. If an external record element maps to itself, you do not
specify the external record on the Map Definition screen.

                                    CA                                   volser

     CA IDMS/DC FILE MAPPING REL nn.n           ***  MAP DEFINITION  ***    STEP

 

 

 ACTION:     MAPNAME: JMAOUT   VER:    1   DICTNAME:          DICTNODE:

 EDIT(Y/N): Y

                                 USING RECORDS

         RECORD NAME                VER            ROLE NAME                 DEL

 :

 :

 :

 :

 ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
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 COPY FROM MAPNAME:          VER:

           COPY ACTION (ALL/FMT):

 

 

 ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 SELECT NEXT FUNCTION:      _ MAP DEFINITION

 _ EXTENDED MAP DEFINITION  _ FIELD SELECTION          _ ADDITIONAL RECORDS

 _ FILE FIELD SELECTION     _ FILE FIELD EDIT

                            _ QUIT                     _ SUSPEND

Batch Considerations

The Copy Format option on the Add activity on the action bar on the Map Definition screen has no meaning for file maps.
If you specify Format for file maps, MAPB changes the action to All.

Extended Map Definition Screen

The Extended Map Definition screen lets you provide further basic information on the map, including the external file and
record to be associated with a file map.

      CA IDMS/DC FILE MAPPING REL nn.n     *** EXTENDED MAP DEFINITION ***  STEP

 

 

 

 

 ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

       FOR EXTERNAL FILE ACCESS

           RECORD NAME: JMAOUT                            VER:    1

             FILE NAME: JMAOUT                            VER:    1
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 ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 MSG PREFIX: DC        DECIMAL POINT IS COMMA (Y/N): N

 ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

   WRITE CONTROL CHARACTER:   UNLOCK KEYBOARD.....: Y     RESET MDT: Y

                              START PRINT.........: N     ALARM....: N

                              NEWLINE(NL/40/64/80):

 ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 

 

 

 SELECT NEXT FUNCTION:     _ MAP DEFINITION

 _ EXTENDED MAP DEFINITION _ FIELD SELECTION         _ ADDITIONAL RECORDS

 _ FILE FIELD SELECTION    _ FILE FIELD EDIT

                           _ QUIT                    _ SUSPEND

Batch Considerations

Batch fields on this screen are described as follows:

• Record name
Specifies the name of an external record to be associated with a file map. The record must be described in the data
dictionary and included within a file.

• File name
Specifies the name of the external file in which the named record participates. If no file name is provided, MAPB uses
the first file in the dictionary's file-record set for the named record.
Note that the record's file description in the data dictionary need not include file characteristics; these can be specified
instead at runtime. Nevertheless, MAPB displays a warning message, such as the following:

FILE TYPE NOT DEFINED TO IDD

DETERMINED AT EXECUTION

• Version
Specifies the 1- to 4-digit version number of the corresponding record or file name. If Version is not specified, it
defaults to the data dictionary default version number, as defined by the DDDL SET OPTIONS statement.
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File Field Selection Screen

The File Field Selection screen lets you select external record elements for inclusion in the map definition and for editing
on the File Field Edit screen. Fields not included in the map definition are not mapped in or mapped out at runtime.

The File Field Selection screen lists all of the fields in the external record. If the record contains more fields than fit on
the screen, MAPB builds additional pages to accommodate all the fields. You can display other pages of the screen by
specifying a page or by pressing ENTER to display the next page.

You select fields on the File Field Selection screen by keying a nonblank, non-underscore character (except the D
character) at the underscore below the SELECT prompt that corresponds to the desired field. You cannot select both a
group field and any of its subordinate-level fields.

By selecting an external field for inclusion in the map, you also select it for editing on the File Field Edit screen, displayed
later in the map definition. Once a field has been selected and edited, you can again use the File Field Selection screen to
reselect the field for editing or to deselect the field from the map definition.

      CA IDMS/DC FILE MAPPING REL nn.n        *** FILE FIELD SELECTION *** STEP

 

 

 MAPNAME: JMAOUT                                            PAGE:    1 OF:    1

 VER....:    1                                              NEXT PAGE....:

 

     SELECT      LEVEL     FIELD NAME                          OCCURRENCE

       X          02       LAST-NAME

       X          02       FIRST-NAME

       X          02       ID

       _          02       FILLER
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 SELECT NEXT FUNCTION:           _ MAP DEFINITION

 _ EXTENDED MAP DEFINITION       _ FIELD SELECTION      _ ADDITIONAL RECORDS

 _ FILE FIELD SELECTION          _ FILE FIELD EDIT

                                 _ QUIT                 _ SUSPEND

Batch Considerations

The specific field on the screen is described as follows:

• SELECT
Specifies that the corresponding record field is to be included in the map definition. To select a field, key a nonblank,
non-underscore character (except the D character) at the underscore below the SELECT prompt that corresponds to
the desired field. You cannot select both a group field and any of its subordinate-level fields.
Selecting a field also selects it for editing on the File Field Edit screen. To reselect a field after it has been edited, key
another nonblank, non-underscore character (except for D) over the X.
To deselect a selected field, key a D, underscore, or blank over the X.

File Field Edit Screen

The File Field Edit screen lets you associate a selected external record field with an internal record field and to specify
special editing and error handling characteristics. The File Field Edit screen is displayed once for every external field
selected for editing on the File Field Selection screen.

NOTE
An error message that you specify for a map field is written to the log file at runtime if the field is in error and the
input record is being written to a suspense file.

               CA IDMS/DC FILE MAPPING REL nn.n          *** FILE FIELD EDIT ***

 

 

 MAP: JMAOUT       VER:    1                                               STEP

 

 EXTERNAL FIELD

   FIELD   : LAST-NAME                        OCCURS:

   OF REC  : JMAOUT                           VER:    1

   FILE-PIC: X(15)
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 INTERNAL FIELD

   DFLD    : LAST-NAME                        OCCURS:

   OF REC  : JMAOUT                           VER:    1

 

 EDIT TABLE:           VER:       _  (LINK Y/N) _  (VALID Y/N/D-DICT)

 CODE TABLE:           VER:       _  (LINK Y/N) Y  (EDIT Y/N)

 

 FOR INPUT   Y  (DATA Y/N)

             <EDIT MODULE:           _  (WITH EDIT B/A/N)>

 

 FOR OUTPUT  Y  (DATA Y/N/E)

             <EDIT MODULE:           _  (WITH EDIT B/A/N)>

 N  (ERROR MSG T-TEXT/I-ID/N-NULL)   PREFIX:       ID:                    TEXT:

Batch Considerations

Specific fields on the screen are described as follows:

• EXTERNAL FIELD
Identifies the external record field being edited and specifies its external picture, as described below:
– FIELD

Specifies the field name. This field is protected.
– OCCURS

Specifies the occurrence of the field if the field is multiply-occurring. This field is protected. Levels of occurrences
are separated by commas.

– OF REC
Specifies the external record to which the field belongs. This field is protected.

– VER
Specifies the version number of the external record. This field is protected.

– FILE-PIC
Specifies the external picture of the file field. You can modify the picture for use by automatic editing. If the external
field is to map to itself, you cannot specify a picture that changes the field's length.
Note: For more information on specifying external pictures, see Automatic Editing Criteria.

• INTERNAL FIELD
Identifies the internal record field with which the external record field is to be associated, as described below:
– DFLD

Specifies the name of an internal record field.
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NOTE
If an internal field is not specified, the external field maps to itself from the record buffer into variable
storage. For more information, see Input and Output Files and File Maps.

Alternatively, you can enter $RESPONSE (or $R) to specify that the associated external field is a response field.
Several external fields can be designated as response fields. In this case, the response field is composed of the
concatenation of all the fields designated as response fields. The maximum length of a concatenated response field
is 32 bytes. For more information about response fields, see Batch Dialog Structure.

– OCCURS
Specifies the occurrence of the field, if any. Up to three levels can be specified. Levels must be separated by
commas.
For a response field composed of the concatenation of several external fields, OCCURS is used to specify the
sequence of the external field in the concatenation. By default, external fields are concatenated in the order in which
they were associated with $RESPONSE.

– OF REC
Specifies the record to which the external field belongs. OF REC is required only if DFLD is not unique among the
fields in the records associated with the map.

– VER
Specifies the version number of the record. This field is required only if more than one version of the internal record
is associated with the map.

Batch Map Compiler (RHDCMAP1)

RHDCMAP1 lets you compile maps in batch mode. To define a file map in batch mode, use automatic panel definition
statements (MAP AUTOPANEL and MFLD).

NOTE
You cannot define a file map using the section panel definition statements.

Syntax for the MAP AUTOPANEL and MFLD statements can be found in Mapping Facility.

 

Runtime Considerations (ADS Batch)
CA ADS Batch applications are executed by running ADSBATCH, the batch version of the Application Development
System runtime system.

This section contains the following articles:

Runtime Flow of Control

Flow of control at runtime determines which dialog in an application is executed and, within a dialog, which premap
or response process is executed and whether a mapin or mapout operation is performed. Most batch flow of control
considerations are similar to those for online applications.

An overview of batch runtime flow of control is provided under "Batch Dialog Structure" and "Application Structure" in CA
ADS Batch Concepts. A detailed description of the flow of control on a mapin operation is provided below.

The diagram below shows the flow of control on a mapin operation for an application not defined using the application
compiler.
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Notes:

1 A response process is selected by the occurrence of a batch control event (BCE) or response field value (RFV). If the
BCE or RFV do not invoke a response process and if a physical input error did not occur, the dialog's default response
process, if any, is selected.

2 The response process is not executed if the record contains input errors and EXECUTE ON EDIT ERROS is NO for the
response process. Instead, the record is written to the suspense file, error messages are sent to the log file, and another
record is read and mapped in.

3 The application aborts if the same dialog encounters an end-of-line condition for a second time.

The following two diagrams show the runtime flow of control on a mapin operation for an application that is defined using
the application compiler, as follows:

• The first diagram below shows the examination of the input record's response field and the mapin of the record. At
runtime, when a mapin operation is to be performed, the runtime system first examines the record's response field, if
any. If the response field value invokes an immediately executable function that is different from the current function,
control passes to that function and the record is not mapped in. The next time a mapin operation is performed for that
file, the record is mapped in immediately.
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The runtime system maintains a MAPIN-READY flag for each input file in the application. The flag is set ON when the
response field for a record has been examined, but the record has not yet been mapped into variable storage. When the
flag is OFF, a mapin operation begins with an examination of the record's response field. When the flag is ON, a mapin
operation begins with the record being mapped into variable storage.

• The following diagram shows the selection of an application function or dialog response process. The order of
precedence in function or response process selection is as follows:
a. A valid immediately executable function that is not the same as the current function.
b. A valid dialog response process. If a response process is selected and the current record has not yet been mapped

in, it is mapped in and the MAPIN-READY flag is reset OFF.
c. A valid function.
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Notes:

1 A function is selected by the occurrence of a batch control event (BCE) or a response field value (RFV). If the BCE
or RFV is associated with an application response that is valid for the current function, then the function invoked by the
response is selected. The function invoked by the current function's default response is selected if no valid function is
selected, if a physical input error did not occur, and if the RFV is spaces (or the map has no response field or an end-of-
file condition has occurred).

2 By default, all functions in the batch environment are immediately executable.

3 A response process is selected by the occurrence of a BCE or RFV. If the BCE and RFV do not invoke a response
process, and if a physical input error did not occur, the dialog's default response process, if any, is selected.
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4 The response process is not executed if the record contains input errors and EXECUTE ON EDIT ERRORS is NO for
the response process. Instead, the record is written to the suspense file, error messages sent to the log file, and another
record is examined and/or mapped in.

5 If a deferred function was also selected, it can be executed by an EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command.

6 In this case, the selected function may be the same as the current function. If so, the associated dialog is reexecuted,
beginning with its premap process or mapin operation, as applicable.

7 The application abends if the same dialog encounters an end-of-file condition for a second time.

Runtime Flow of Control

The runtime flow of control is as follows:

1. A dialog performs a mapin operation that examines the response field value of the next input record. The record's
response field value invokes an immediately executable function that is not the same as the current function. Control
passes to that function, which executes its associated dialog. The record has not yet been mapped into variable
storage.

2. The second dialog performs a mapin operation on the same file. The record is immediately mapped into variable
storage.

3. The response field value for the record mapped in is associated with an immediately executable function; this time,
however, the function is the same as the current function, so the function is not reexecuted.

4. The runtime system selects and executes a response process. (If no response process can be selected, the current
function is re-executed from the beginning of the dialog).

Specifying File Characteristics

You specify file characteristics for each file that the application accesses. File characteristics include record format, block
size, logical record length, file type, and device type.

This article describes the following information:

Where to Specify File Characteristics

z/OS

Under z/OS, you can specify a file's characteristics at any of the following levels:

• In the file's associated IDD file entity -- Any characteristics you specify here do not have to be specified in the JCL or
data set label. However, characteristics specified in IDD are enforced at the other levels; if a characteristic is specified
both in IDD and at another level, the IDD specifications take precedence.

NOTE
Do not specify a file type or device type at the IDD level. If you specify a characteristic in IDD and you want
to change it later, you must recompile all maps that use the file. Therefore, you may not want to provide any
characteristics for a file at the IDD level.

• In the JCL -- Characteristics you specify in the JCL are enforced at the data set label level.
• As part of the data set's label

z/VSE

Under z/VSE, you can specify a file's characteristics at either of the following levels:

• In the file's associated IDD file entity -- Any characteristics you specify here do not have to be specified in IDMSFILE
control statements. However, characteristics specified in IDD are enforced at the IDMSFILE level; if a characteristic is
specified both in IDD and at the IDMSFILE level, the IDD specifications take precedence.
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NOTE
Do not specify a file type or device type at the IDD level. If you specify a characteristic in IDD and you want
to change it later, you must recompile all maps that use the file. Therefore, you may not want to provide any
characteristics for a file at the IDD level.

• In IDMSFILE control statements -- IDMSFILE is a program that enables you to specify file characteristics at runtime in
the form of control statements. For a detailed description of IDMSFILE, see z/VSE File Characteristics Program.

Defaults

CA ADS Batch applies defaults to characteristics that are not specified at any level. For physical sequential files, the
record format defaults to undefined, the logical record length to 0, and the block size to 6233 for disk files and 32760 for
tape files. For VSAM ESDS files, CA ADS Batch uses the information supplied from the catalog.

Specifying a Record Length

The record length you specify for a file must be consistent with the record lengths of the IDD record entities that are
associated with the file and that are used in the application, as follows.

Fixed Record Format

If the record format is fixed, the record length of the file must be equal to the record length of each associated record
entity.

Variable Record Format

If the record format is variable, the record length of the file must be greater than or equal to the record length of the
longest associated record entity plus four.

Undefined Record Format

If the record format is undefined, the record length of the file must be greater than or equal to the record length of the
longest associated record entity.

The RECORD SIZE specification for a file can be removed by using IDD to set it to 0 (zero).

Specifying a Block Size

The block size you specify for a file must be consistent with the logical record length of the file, as follows.

Fixed Blocked Record Format

If the record format is fixed blocked, the block size must be an integral multiple of the logical record length.

Fixed Unblocked Record Format

If the record format is fixed unblocked, the block size must equal the logical record length.

Variable Blocked Record Format

If the record format is variable blocked, the block size must be greater than or equal to the logical record length plus four.

Variable Unblocked Record Format

If the record format is variable unblocked, the block size must equal the logical record length plus four.

Undefined Record Format

If the record format is undefined, the block size must be greater than or equal to the logical record length.

The RECORD SIZE specification for a file can be removed by using IDD to set it to 0 (zero).
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Default File Characteristics

If you do not specify a file's record format, logical record length, and/or block size, CA ADS Batch supplies defaults for the
omitted characteristics.

If the record format is not specified, CA ADS Batch supplies one of the following characteristics:

• U (undefined), for a physical sequential file
• F (fixed), for a SYSIN file
• FA (fixed, with control characters), for a SYSOUT file

Once the record format is determined, CA ADS Batch supplies defaults for block size and logical record length based on
the record format:

Fixed or Fixed-block Record Format

• If the logical record length and the block size are zero (not specified), CA ADS Batch uses a block size of 6233 for
physical sequential files, 80 for SYSIN files, and 133 for SYSOUT files, and uses a logical record length equal to the
block size.

• If the logical record length is not zero and the block size is zero, CA ADS Batch uses a block size equal to the logical
record length.

• If the logical record length is zero and the block size is not zero, CA ADS Batch uses a logical record size equal to the
block size.

Variable or Variable-blocked Record Format

• If the logical record length and the block size are zero (not specified), CA ADS Batch uses a block size of 6233 for
physical sequential files, 80 for SYSIN files, and 133 for SYSOUT files, and uses a logical record length equal to the
block size minus 4.

• If the logical record length is not zero and the block size is zero, CA ADS Batch uses a block size equal to the logical
record length plus 4.

• If the logical record length is zero and the block size is not zero, CA ADS Batch uses a logical record size equal to the
block size minus 4.

Undefined Record Format

• If the logical record length is not zero and the block size is zero, CA ADS Batch uses a block size equal to the logical
record length.

• If the block size is zero, CA ADS Batch uses a block size of 6233 for physical sequential files, 80 for SYSIN files, and
133 for SYSOUT files.

Specifying Characteristics of a Concatenated Data Set

You define a concatenated data set (z/OS) by coding multiple DD statements in your JCL for a single ddname. For CA
ADS Batch, characteristics that you specify for the file at the IDD level are enforced for every data set.

Rules for Concatenated Data Sets

Concatenated data sets must conform to the following rules:

• Data sets can be of different device types; for example, disk, tape, or scheduler (SYSIN).
• The data set with the largest block size must appear first in the concatenation.
• The record formats must be equivalent; that is:

– All fixed or fixed blocked, or a mixture of the two
– All variable or variable blocked, or a mixture of the two
– All undefined

• The record lengths must correspond to the record format:
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– If the record format is fixed or fixed blocked, the logical record lengths must be equal.
– If the record format is variable or variable blocked, the logical record lengths must be less than or equal to the first

logical record length.
– If the record format is undefined, the logical record length is not applicable.

In addition, the data sets must conform to standard z/OS rules for concatenated data sets; for example, the maximum
number of data sets allowed in a concatenation is 255.

Specifying Characteristics of a Suspense File

Suspense files use the IDD-level characteristics specified for the file's associated input file. Suspense file characteristics
are enforced when they are defined in the IDD file entity associated with the map. For example, if an input file's IDD
description specifies a record format of fixed, that characteristic is enforced for the suspense file.

All characteristics supplied in the JCL or data set label of a suspense file must match those of the associated input file.

Tape Labels

Tape labeling options include the following:

SL IBM standard labels
SUL IBM standard and user labels
AL ANSI labels
AUL ANSI and user labels
NSL Nonstandard labels
NL No labels (unlabeled)

CA ADS Batch processes IBM standard and ANSI labels, but bypasses user labels and nonstandard labels on input. On
output, user labels and nonstandard labels cannot be written to a tape file.

Application Components and Physical Data Sets

The relationship between application components and physical data sets begins with IDD file entities and ends with the
description of the files in the JCL or data set labels.

IDD File Entities

You define IDD file entities to represent the input and output files in the application. You do not define file entities for
suspense and log files. Suspense files use the file entity descriptions of their associated input files. Log files are not
described in the data dictionary.

A single file entity can represent several files, as long as the characteristics included in the file entity are common to
all files that the entity represents. For example, you do not have to specify any characteristics as part of the file entity;
therefore, you can define one file entity to represent all files in an application.

More information on specifying file characteristics is provided earlier in this section.

IDD Record Entities

You define record entities that describe the layout of data for all input and output files in an application. You must
associate each record entity with the appropriate file entity; if you are using the IDD DDDL compiler, you do this by
specifying the INCLUDE WITHIN FILE clause of the RECORD statement.

Defining File Maps

You define file maps that associate file record entities with dialog variable storage.
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Defining Dialogs

You define dialogs that associate file maps with the application.

Described below are some different combinations you can use when associating maps with dialogs in an application:

• You can associate a map with several dialogs.
• You can specify that a map is one dialog's input map and is the same or another dialog's output map.
• In an application that accesses a file with multiple record layouts, you define a map for each layout and associate each

map with its own dialog.

You can associate a dialog with one input map, one output map, or both. You assign a suspense file to a dialog that is
associated with an input file by specifying the runtime label (z/OS ddname, z/VSE filename) of the suspense file either
during dialog definition or in a runtime control statement.

Note that IDD elements in records used by an CA ADS Batch application should not specify an external picture that
includes P (for numeric data).

Runtime Labels

Runtime labels (z/OS ddname, z/VSE filename) associate file maps and suspense files with physical data sets. You
specify runtime labels during dialog definition or in runtime control statements. Specifications made in control statements
supersede those made during dialog definition.

You can specify the same runtime label for different file maps. For example, in an application that accesses a file with
multiple record layouts, you define a file map for each record layout. During dialog definition or at runtime, you specify the
same runtime label for each file map.

You can specify different runtime labels for the same file map. For example, in an application that reads records from one
file and writes them to another, you can define a single file map for both files, since they have the same record layout. You
associate the file map with one dialog as its input file map, and specify the runtime label of the input file. You associate the
file map with the same dialog or another dialog as its output file map, and specify the runtime label of the output file.

Data Sets

You describe the application's physical data sets in the JCL and identify the data sets to the application by means of
runtime labels.

Application Restartability

An application is restartable if it can be resumed at some checkpoint after an abend occurs. A restartable application must
be able to reestablish the database, input, and output files, and the general application environment that existed at the
checkpoint.

This article describes the following information:

Checkpoint Record

The application should keep a checkpoint record that holds information about the status of the application. A checkpoint
record should include:

• A checkpoint identification number
• Counts of the number of records, by dialog, that have been written to or read from each input, output, and suspense

file
• A copy of all variable storage information that must be restored if the application abends, such as:

– Condition flags
– Subscripts
– Report totals
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Taking a Checkpoint at Runtime

Your application should take its checkpoints with the object of being able to restart after an abend at the highest level
dialog.

The highest level dialog should perform the checkpoint or should pass control to a dialog whose purpose is to take the
checkpoint. The checkpoint should do the following:

1. Update the input, output, and suspense file record count fields of the checkpoint record.
2. Close all files to clear the file buffers; the disposition of each file should be MOD.
3. Perform a database commit. Between checkpoints, you should leave the run unit open by using the NOSAVE

parameter in LINK and INVOKE commands, and the NOFINISH parameter in TRANSFER commands. Committing the
database at any point other than the checkpoint can jeopardize restartability.

4. Move required variable and status information to the checkpoint record.
5. Increment the checkpoint record identification number.
6. Write the checkpoint record to an output file or a queue file.
7. If the record is being written to an output file, close the file to ensure that the record is physically written.

The first two tasks must be performed by the dialogs that access the files. The dialog performing the checkpoint can link
to each of these dialogs, with a flag set that indicates that a checkpoint is being performed. The dialogs can have premap
processes that perform special processing when the flag is set. The processing includes incrementing the record count
fields of the checkpoint record and closing the files.

Considerations

The following considerations apply:

• Dialogs to which control is transferred during a checkpoint must not have as their entry points the mapin operation. If
such an entry point is desired, the premap process can issue a READ TRANSACTION command immediately, unless
a checkpoint is being performed.

• If a file has been accessed by more than one dialog, you must link to and issue a CLOSE command in each dialog that
has accessed the file. If you do not, the file will not be physically closed.

• The record counts for a dialog's input, output, and suspense files are contained in the system-supplied fields $INPUT-
COUNT, $OUTPUT-COUNT, and $ERROR-COUNT.

• You update the checkpoint record's record count fields by adding the system-supplied data fields for each dialog to the
checkpoint record fields. Each time you issue a CLOSE command in a dialog, the system-supplied data fields for the
closed files are reset to zero. At a checkpoint, therefore, the value of a data field equals the number of records that
were read or were written only since the last checkpoint.

Your application should have a checkpoint interval, based on a value such as the number of input records that were
read or the elapsed time since the last checkpoint was taken. The checkpoint interval should not be so frequent as to
substantially increase processing time, nor be so infrequent as to leave uncommitted more transactions than you would be
willing to have to reprocess should the application abend.

Restarting the Application After an Abend

In central version, if the application abends, the runtime system automatically rolls back the database to its state at the
time of the last database commit, which should have occurred at the time of the last checkpoint. (In local mode, you must
use journals and rollback utilities to roll back the database.) Therefore, the database should already be set for restart.

Restart at the Highest Level Dialog

Your application should be restarted at the highest level dialog; the dialog can link to a dialog that performs the restart and
then returns control to the highest level dialog.

Restart Steps
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The restart should include the following steps:

1. Read the checkpoint record -- Read the record, then, if the record is being stored in a sequential file, close the file.
2. Restore the variable fields -- Move the saved variable fields from the checkpoint record to the appropriate records in

dialog variable storage. You do not (and, in fact, cannot) restore the record count fields.
3. Set the input files' pointers -- For each input file to be restored, link to a dialog whose sole function is to read the file

until the file pointer is set at the proper position. The dialog determines how many records to read by using the record
count field that is stored in the checkpoint record. After setting the file pointers, the dialog should close the file. The
disposition of the restored file should be MOD.

NOTE
If the file was accessed by several dialogs, you may have several checkpoint record fields for the file. If so,
you should use the total count of the fields to determine how many records to read.

If the file has multiple record layouts, you must use multiple dialogs to read the record and you must have an
application structure that determines which dialog reads the various types of records.

4. Set the output and suspense files' pointers -- For each output and suspense file to be restored, link to a dialog whose
sole function is to copy the file to a new file, until the proper number of records have been written.
Consider the following scenario. An application writes 100 records to an output file before taking a checkpoint. The
application writes another ten records to the file, then abends. The runtime system empties the buffer; as a result, 110
records have been physically written to the file. Your restart procedure must create a new file that consists of only the
first 100 records.
The dialog responsible for restoring the output file reads the file's records and writes them to a new file. The dialog
determines how many records to copy by using the record count field that is stored in the checkpoint record. After the
file has been restored, the dialog should close both files. The disposition of the new file should be MOD. The dialogs
that are writing to the new output or suspense file should specify the runtime label of the new file.

NOTE
If the file was accessed by several dialogs, you may have several checkpoint record fields for the file. If so,
you should use the total count of the fields to determine how many records to read.

If the file has multiple record layouts, you must use multiple dialogs to copy the record and you must have an
application structure that determines which dialog reads the various types of records.

5. Return to the highest level dialog and resume processing.

CA ADS Batch Trace Facility

The CA ADS Batch trace facility is a debugging aid that traces the flow of control and commands that are executed in an
application at runtime.

 Steps in the Trace Facility 

To use the trace facility, perform the following steps:

1. During dialog definition, specify that a symbol table is to be included in the dialogs you want to trace. Symbol tables
are required by the facility to list the process commands that are executed at runtime. If you are using the online dialog
compiler, you request a symbol table on the Options and Directives screen.

2. At runtime, include TRACE statements as part of your control statements. TRACE statements specify:
– The dialogs to be traced -- One, several, or all dialogs in an application can be traced.
– When the dialogs are to be traced -- By default, a selected dialog is traced every time that it becomes operative in

the application thread. Alternatively, you can specify that tracing begin only after the dialog has become operative
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for the nth time, that tracing end when the dialog becomes operative for the nth time, or that tracing occur only
every nth time that the dialog becomes operative.

– The level of detail of the trace -- You can specify one of three levels of detail for the trace of a dialog:
a. Dialog and process module execution -- The trace facility documents the beginning of dialog and premap and

response process execution.
b. Subroutine execution -- The trace facility documents dialog and process module execution, as in level one, and

also documents the beginning of subroutine execution.
c. Command execution -- The trace facility documents dialog, process module, and subroutine execution, as in

level two, and also documents all commands that are executed within the dialog.
Detailed information is also provided on database commands and on database currency saves and restores.

Syntax for the TRACE statement is provided under Runtime Control Parameters.

The trace facility writes trace records to the log file as DEBUG records. You can print the records by using the CA ADS
Batch print log utility, as discussed in CA ADS Batch Print Log Utility. Alternatively, you can send all log file output directly
to the printer at runtime.

Sample Output 

Sample output from a trace facility run is shown in the report below. The output columns are as follows:

• Execution number (first column) -- The execution occurrence for the dialog. The lines in the sample were created
while the dialog was operative for the first time (00000001).

• Dialog name (second column) -- The name of the dialog currently executing. The sample shows that dialog
REPTEDIT executes first, then dialog HDRLINE, and then dialog REPTEDIT again.

• Process name (third column) -- The name of the premap or response process currently executing. JEB-EMPL-REPT-
EDIT is the first process that is executed in the sample trace facility run.

NOTE
 A line that documents the beginning of a dialog has the following literal in the process name field:

********  DIALOG-ENTRY  ********

•  Subroutine name (fourth column) -- The name of the process subroutine currently executing. PAGHDR is the first
subroutine that is executed in the sample trace facility run.

NOTE
 A line that documents the beginning of a dialog, the beginning of a process, or a process command that is
not within a subroutine has the following literal in the subroutine name field:

**MAIN**

• Sequence number field (fifth column) -- The IDD sequence number of the command being executed. The first four
commands that are executed in the sample trace facility run begin at lines 100, 300, 400, and 500. These line numbers
are the same ones that are used by ADSORPTS in its report of a dialog's processes.

NOTE
 For more information about ADSORPTS, see the ADS topics in the IDMS Reference documentation. The
line that documents the beginning of a dialog, process, or subroutine has 00000000 in this field.

• Process command (sixth column) -- The process command currently executing. The first command that is executed
in the sample trace facility run is IF.

NOTE
 A line that documents the beginning of a dialog, process, or subroutine has the literal ENTRY in this field.

• Command offset (last column) -- The hexadecimal offset of the command from the beginning of the dialog's fixed
dialog block (FDB). These offsets are the same ones that are used by ADSORPTS in its list of command elements
(CMEs) for a process.
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NOTE

 For more information about ADSORPTS, see the ADS topics in the IDMS Reference documentation.

The process being traced in the sample trace facility report does not include database commands or database currency
saves and restores. However, if a process did and if tracing were being performed at the command execution level, the
report would include detailed information about these database functions.

If the module is an included module, the included module name appears in the report after the last column.

00000001 REPTEDIT ********   DIALOG-ENTRY   ******** **MAIN** 00000000 ENTRY...
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . **MAIN** 00000000 ENTRY...
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . **MAIN** 00000100 IF     . 0004F8
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . **MAIN** 00000300 DC ACC . 000524
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . **MAIN** 00000400 MOVE   . 000538
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . **MAIN** 00000500 CALL   . 000574
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . CVRTDATE 00000000 ENTRY...
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . CVRTDATE 00013700 MOVE   . 0019DC
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . CVRTDATE 00013800 MOVE   . 001A94
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . CVRTDATE 00000000 MOVE   . 001B4C
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . CVRTDATE 00000000 GOBACK . 001C04
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . **MAIN** 00000600 MOVE   . 00058C
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . **MAIN** 00000700 CALL   . 0005C8
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . PAGHDR . 00000000 ENTRY...
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . PAGHDR . 00010000 MOVE   . 0013C0
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . PAGHDR . 00010100 ADD    . 0013FC
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . PAGHDR . 00010200 MOVE   . 001450
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . PAGHDR . 00010300 MOVE   . 00148C
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . PAGHDR . 00010400 MOVE   . 0014C8
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . PAGHDR . 00010500 MOVE   . 001504
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . PAGHDR . 00010600 CALL   . 001540
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . CENTJUST 00000000 ENTRY...
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . CENTJUST 00012400 MOVE   . 001774
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . CENTJUST 00012500 COMPUTE. 001818
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . CENTJUST 00012600 MOVE   . 00189C
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . CENTJUST 00012700 MOVE   . 0018D8
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . CENTJUST 00012800 GOBACK . 0019C4
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . PAGHDR . 00010700 MOVE   . 001558
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . PAGHDR . 00010800 LINK   . 001594
00000001 HDRLINE. ********   DIALOG-ENTRY   ******** **MAIN** 00000000 ENTRY...
00000001 HDRLINE. JEB-HEADER-WRITE                 . **MAIN** 00000000 ENTRY...
00000001 HDRLINE. JEB-HEADER-WRITE                 . **MAIN** 00000100 ADD    . 0003A0
00000001 HDRLINE. JEB-HEADER-WRITE                 . **MAIN** 00000200 WRT TRAN 0003F4
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . **MAIN** 00000000 ENTRY...
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . PAGHDR . 00010900 MOVE   . 0015A4
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . PAGHDR . 00011000 MOVE   . 0015E0
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . PAGHDR . 00011100 MOVE   . 00161C
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . PAGHDR . 00011200 CALL   . 001658
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . CENTJUST 00000000 ENTRY...
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00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . CENTJUST 00012400 MOVE   . 001774
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . CENTJUST 00012500 COMPUTE. 001818
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . CENTJUST 00012600 MOVE   . 00189C
00000001 REPTEDIT JEB-EMPL-REPT-EDIT               . CENTJUST 00012700 MOVE   . 0018D8

Multiple External Run Units Under CA ADS Batch

Preparing the system to handle multiple external run units (ERUs) for CA ADS Batch is a DBA or system administrator
issue, not a programmer issue.

However, a CA ADS Batch application that is run at a Distributed Database System (DDS) site should be designed so that
a single database run unit is maintained for the duration of the application. It is particularly important that the application
avoid saving and then restoring database currencies if the application's run unit is accessing a database at a different
DDS node than the default node for central version operations.

Database requests for a CA ADS Batch application are routed to the batch interface module (IDMSINTB). IDMSINTB
passes the request through the CA IDMS SVC (for central version requests) or directly to DC/UCF (for local mode
requests). In DC/UCF, the database request is handled as an external run unit as is any other batch database request.

At system generation, it is necessary to specify a value for the MAXIMUM ERUS parameter in the SYSTEM statement. A
CA ADS Batch application occasionally requires up to five ERUs simultaneously:

• User database run unit, required if a dialog is accessing the database
• Message run unit, required to retrieve message text from the dictionary
• Loader run unit, required to retrieve load modules from the load area

If the MAXIMUM ERUS count is exceeded at runtime, your CA ADS Batch will be unable to load modules (for maps,
dialogs, and so forth). If you receive a message to this effect, verify that the MAXIMUM ERUS specification for the system
is at least 3. This specification is made in the system generation SYSTEM statement.

NOTE
For more information, see Using System Generation.

Operator Shutdown

CA ADS Batch enables the console operator to instruct the runtime system to terminate an application.

If operator shutdown is enabled at runtime, the runtime system begins by issuing a WTOR (write-to-operator with reply)
macro. At any time during application execution, the operator can issue a SHUTDOWN command, described below, that
causes the runtime system to terminate the application with an optional dump. If shutdown is disabled, the operator can
terminate the application only by canceling the job.

The system default for operator shutdown is determined using the ADSOBSYS utility; the ADSOBSYS default is
DISABLED. Control statements that are specified at runtime can override the system default. For more information about
enabling operator shutdown, see ADSOBSYS, and Control Statements.

If operator shutdown is enabled, the operator can issue a SHUTDOWN command to terminate the application. Syntax for
the SHUTDOWN command is as follows:

►►──────┬─ Shutdown ─┬────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

        │            └─ Dump ─┘ │

        └─ SD ──────────────────┘
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• SHUTDOWN
Specifies that the runtime system is to terminate the application.

• DUMP
Specifies that a system dump of the application is to be produced.

• SD
Is equivalent to SHUTDOWN DUMP.

NOTE
Under BS2000/OSD, the SHUTDOWN command must be entered by the BS2000/OSD /INFORM-PROGRAM
command. For example, if the application runs as an interactive task, enter:

/INFORM-PROGRAM MSG='SHUTDOWN DUMP'

Runtime Control Parameters

Runtime control parameters determine the CA ADS Batch runtime environment. These parameters can be specified at
system generation using ADSOBSYS and/or at runtime using PARM field parameters and control statements.

When a runtime control parameter is specified in more than one place, the following order of precedence applies:

1. Control statements
2. PARM field parameters
3. ADSOBSYS

This article describes the following information:

  

ADSOBSYS is discussed in ADSOBSYS.

PARM Field Parameters

Input parameters let you specify:

•  A mainline dialog or application task code -- The runtime system begins application execution at the specified
dialog or at the function that is associated with the specified task code. The function must be associated with a
mainline dialog.
Alternatively, you can specify a dialog or task code using the ENTRY POINT control statement, as described later in
this section. The ENTRY POINT statement overrides the input parameter specification.

•  Runtime parameter -- You can optionally specify an alphanumeric character string as a parameter that is to be
passed to the application. Dialog processes can read the string into variable storage by issuing an ACCEPT RUN
PARAMETERS command, as described in the "Process Command Language" topic.

 Specifying Parameters 

Under z/OS and z/VSE, you specify input parameters in the PARMS field parameter of the EXEC statement. The
mainline dialog or application task code is specified as the first parameter. The runtime parameter is specified as the third
parameter. The second parameter is reserved for future use. Parameters must be separated by commas. The value that is
assigned to the job variable may not exceed ten characters. For example:

PARM='DIALOG1'

PARM='TASKA,,ABCDEFG'
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PARM=',,ABCDEFG'

Control Statements

Control statements help to establish the runtime environment for a CA ADS Batch application. Each control statement
must be terminated by a period. Control statements can appear in any order.

 Syntax 

Syntax for the control statements is as follows:

►►────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►
      └─ PRImary pool ─┬──────┬─ primary-pool-size ──── . ───┘
                       ├─ IS ─┤
                       └─ = ──┘

 ►────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►
      └─ SECondary pool ─┬──────┬─ secondary-pool-size ───── . ──┘
                         ├─ IS ─┤
                         └─ = ──┘

 ►────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
      └┬─ DIAlog ─┬─ STAtistics ──┬─ OFF ─────────────────────────────────────
       └─ DLG ────┘               └─ ON ─┬──────────────────────────────────┬─
                                         ├─ ALL ────────────────────────────┤
                                         │            ┌─────────/─────┐     │
                                         └─ FOR ── ( ─▼─ dialog-name ─┴─ ) ─┘

 ►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►
  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─── . ──┘
  ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘
    └─┬─ CHEckpoint ─┬─ interval ─┬──────┬─ checkpoint-interval ──┘
      └─ CKPT ───────┘            ├─ IS ─┤
                                  └─ = ──┘

 ►────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►
      │                               ┌──────────────┐             │
      └─ ROUting codes ─┬───────┬─ ( ─▼─ route-code ─┴─ ) ──── . ──┘
                        ├─ ARE ─┤
                        ├─ IS ──┤
                        └─ = ───┘

 ►────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►
      │                                  ┌───────────────────┐             │
      └─ DEScriptor codes ─┬───────┬─ ( ─▼─ descriptor-code ─┴─ ) ──── . ──┘
                           ├─ ARE ─┤
                           ├─ IS ──┤
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                           └─ = ───┘

 ►───┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
     └┬─ DIAlog ─┬─ dialog-name has ─┬─ MAXERR ────────┬──────────────────────
      └─ DLG ────┘                   └─ MAXimum ERRor ─┘

 ►───────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►
  ── count of maximum-errors ─── . ──┘

 ►────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►
      └─ OPErator SHUtdown ─┬───────┬─┬─┬─ ENAbled ─┬─┬─── . ──┘
                            ├─ IS ──┤ │ └─ YES ─────┘ │
                            └─ = ───┘ └─┬─ DISabled ─┬┘
                                        └─ NO ───────┘

 ►───┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►
     └─ MAXimum LINks ──┬──────┬── maximum-links ──── . ───┘
                        ├─ IS ─┤
                        └─ = ──┘
 ►───┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►
     └─ COMmit when files open causes ──┬──────┬───┬─ NOACTion ─┬─ . ─┘
                                        ├─ IS ─┤   ├─ WARNing ──┤
                                        └─ =  ─┘   └─ ABEND ────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────►
   │       ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐         │
   └─ LOG ─▼─┬─── FILE1 ──┬──────┬─ run-time-label ─────────┬─┴──── . ──┘
             │            ├─ IS ─┤                          │
             │            └─ = ──┘                          │
             ├─── COUNT1 ─┬──────┬─ file1-maximum-records ──┤
             │            ├─ IS ─┤                          │
             │            └─ = ──┘                          │
             ├─── FILE2 ──┬──────┬─ run-time-label ─────────┤
             │            ├─ IS ─┤                          │
             │            └─ = ──┘                          │
             ├─── COUNT2 ─┬──────┬─ file2-maximum-records ──┤
             │            ├─ IS ─┤                          │
             │            └─ = ──┘                          │
             ├─┬─ ARChive ────┬─────────────────────────────┤
             │ └─ NOARChive ──┘                             │
             ├─┬─ COMpress ───┬─────────────────────────────┤
             │ └─ NOCOMpress ─┘                             │
             └─┬─ PREfix ─────┬─────────────────────────────┘
               └─ NOPREfix ───┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
   └─▼─DIAlog ┬ dialog-name ┬ INput ───┬┬───────────────┬┬────┬ run-time-lbl─┘
     └ DLG ───┘             ├ OUTput ──┤├ runtime LABEL ┤├ IS ┤
                            └ SUSpense ┘├ FILe name ────┤└ = ─┘
                                        └ DDName ───────┘

 ►─── . ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►
   └─ DEFault print ──┬─ CLAss ──┬──────┬── print-class ────────────┬── . ──┘
                      │          ├─ IS ─┤                           │
                      │          └─ = ──┘                           │
                      └─ DEStination ─┬──────┬─ print-destination ──┘
                                      ├─ IS ─┤
                                      └─ = ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►
   └─ DBName ──┬──────┬── database-name ──── . ───┘
               ├─ IS ─┤
               └─ = ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►
   └─ DBNOde ──┬──────┬── database-node-name ──── . ───┘
               ├─ IS ─┤
               └─ = ──┘
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►
   └─ DICTNAme ──┬──────┬── dictionary-name ──── . ───┘
                 ├─ IS ─┤
                 └─ = ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►
   └─ DICTNOde ──┬──────┬── dictionary-node-name ──── . ───┘
                 ├─ IS ─┤
                 └─ = ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►
   └─┬─ REQuestor ──┬─┬──────┬── user-id ─── . ───┘
     └─ USEr ───────┘ ├─ IS ─┤
                      └─ = ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►
   └─ ENTry point ──┬─┬─ DIAlog ─┬─┬──────┬─ dialog-name ─────────┬── . ──┘
                    │ └─ DLG ────┘ ├─ IS ─┤                       │
                    │              └─ = ──┘                       │
                    └─── TASk ──┬──────┬─ application-task-code ──┘
                                ├─ IS ─┤
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                                └─ = ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄
   │ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐   │
   │ │                           ┌─────────────────────────────────────┐│   │
   └─▼─ TRAce ─┬─ dialog-name ─┬─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┴┴ .─┘
               └─ ALL ─────────┘   ├─ BEFore ──┬─ MAXimum ◄ ───────┬─┤
                                   │           └─ execution-count ─┘ │
                                   ├─ AFTer ───┬─ 0 ◄ ─────────────┬─┤
                                   │           └─ execution-count ─┘ │
                                   ├─ EVEry ───┬─ 1 ◄ ─────────────┬─┤
                                   │           └─ execution-count ─┘ │
                                   ├─ SUBRoutines ───────────────────┤
                                   └─ COMmands ──────────────────────┘

 Parameters 

 

•  PRIMARY POOL IS primary-pool-size 
Specifies the size, in bytes, of the primary buffer pool. Primary-pool-size is an integer in the range 0 through
2,147,483,647. The default is determined by specifications that are made using ADSOBSYS; the ADSOBSYS default
is set at system generation.

NOTE
For more information about specifying primary pools, see the discussion of the ADSO statement in the CA
IDMS System Generation Section.

•  SECONDARY POOL IS secondary-pool-size 
Specifies the size, in bytes, of the secondary buffer pool. The secondary pool is allocated from the system storage pool
when the primary buffer pool becomes full. Secondary-pool-size is an integer in the range 0 through 2,147,483,647.
The default is determined by specifications that are made using ADSOBSYS; the ADSOBSYS default is set at system
generation.

•  DIALOG STATISTICS OFF/ON
Specifies whether dialog statistics are to be collected during application execution.
OFF specifies that statistics are not to be collected.
ON specifies that statistics are to be collected. The default is determined by specifications that are made using
ADSOBSYS; the ADSOBSYS default is OFF.
Parameters included in the ON clause are as follows.
–  ALL/FOR (dialog-name)

Specifies whether dialog statistics are maintained for all dialogs (ALL) or for only selected dialogs in an application.
Multiple dialogs must be separated by commas.
The default is determined by specifications that are made using ADSOBSYS. ADSOBSYS allows you to specify
ALL or SELECTED. If you specify SELECTED, you must list the selected dialogs in the DIALOG STATISTICS
control statement at runtime.

–  CHECKPOINT INTERVAL IS checkpoint-interval 
Specifies the frequency with which dialog statistics are to be written to the log file. Statistics are written to the log
file once every checkpoint-interval time that statistics are accumulated. CA ADS Batch accumulates statistics every
time a dialog issues a control command. The default checkpoint interval is determined by specifications that are
made using ADSOBSYS; the ADSOBSYS default is set at system generation.

•  ROUTING CODES ARE (route-code)
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(z/OS only) specifies the z/OS operator-message routing codes, as described in the applicable operating system
supervisor services and macro instructions. This parameter supplies the value of the ROUTCDE parameter for WTO
(write-to-operator) macros that are issued by the system. Route-code is an integer in the range 1 through 16. Multiple
routing codes must be separated by commas. The default routing codes are determined by specifications that are
made using ADSOBSYS; the ADSOBSYS default is 11.

•  DESCRIPTOR CODES ARE (descriptor-code)
(z/OS only) specifies the z/OS operator-message description code, as described in the applicable operating system
supervisor services and macro instructions. This parameter supplies the descriptor code to the DESC parameter for
WTO (write-to-operator) macros that are issued by the system. Descriptor-code is an integer in the range 1 through
16. The default descriptor codes are determined by specifications that are made using ADSOBSYS; the ADSOBSYS
default is 7.

•  DIALOG dialog-name HAS MAXERR COUNT OF maximum-errors 
Specifies the maximum number of error records that can be sent to the suspense file of the specified dialog. If
this number is exceeded at runtime, the runtime system terminates the application. For example, if the maximum
error count is 1, the runtime system terminates the application when the second error record is to be written. If the
maximum error count is 0, the runtime system allows an unlimited number of error records to be sent to a suspense
file. Maximum-errors is an integer in the range 0 through 32,767. The default is determined by specifications that are
made using ADSOBSYS; the ADSOBSYS default is 0.

•  OPERATOR SHUTDOWN IS ENABLED/DISABLED
Specifies whether the operator can send a request to the runtime system to terminate an application. If operator
shutdown is enabled, the runtime system begins application execution by issuing a WTOR (write-to-operator with
reply) macro. At any time during application execution, the operator can issue a SHUTDOWN command, as described
earlier in this section. The SHUTDOWN command causes the runtime system to terminate the application with an
optional dump. If shutdown is disabled, the operator can terminate the application only by canceling the job. The
default is determined by specifications that are made using ADSOBSYS; the ADSOBSYS default is DISABLED.

•  COMMIT WHEN FILES OPEN CAUSES NOACTION/WARNING/ABEND
Specifies the action to be taken when a run unit is committed before all files that are used in the application have been
closed, as follows:
–  NOACTION specifies that no action is taken.
–  WARNING specifies that a warning message is sent to the log file.
–  ABEND specifies that the application is abended.
The default is determined by specifications that are made using ADSOBSYS; the ADSOBSYS default is ABEND.
Committing a run unit when files are open can jeopardize application restartability after an abend, as described
under Application Restartability.

•  LOG
LOG parameters specify defaults for the log file; all LOG parameters are optional.
–  FILE1 IS run-time-label 

Specifies the runtime label (z/OS ddname, z/VSE filename) of the primary log file. The default is determined by
specifications that are made using ADSOBSYS; the ADSOBSYS default is ADSLOGA.

–  COUNT1 IS file1-maximum-records 
Specifies the number of log records that are written to the primary log file before the file is considered full. This
parameter is meaningless for spool or tape log files.
If file1-maximum-records is reached at runtime, the runtime system switches to the secondary log file or, if no
secondary log file is allocated, wraps around to the beginning of the primary log file.
If 0 is specified, no predefined limit is placed on the number of records that are written to the primary log file. If
space for a disk log file is exceeded at runtime, the runtime system abnormally terminates the application.
File1-maximum-records is an integer in the range 1 through 99999. The default is determined by specifications that
are made using ADSOBSYS; the ADSOBSYS default is 0.

–  FILE2 IS run-time-label 
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Specifies the runtime label of the secondary log file. The default is determined by specifications that are made using
ADSOBSYS.

–  COUNT2 IS file2-maximum-records 
Specifies the number of log records that are written to the secondary log file before the file is considered full.
If file2-maximum-records is reached at runtime, the runtime system switches back to the primary log file.
If 0 is specified, no predefined limit is placed on the number of records that are written to the secondary log file. If
space for a disk log file is exceeded at runtime, the runtime system abnormally terminates the application.
File2-maximum-records is an integer in the range 1 through 99999. The default is determined by specifications that
are made using ADSOBSYS; the ADSOBSYS default is 0.

–  ARCHIVE/NOARCHIVE
(z/OS only) specifies whether log file archiving is to be performed at runtime when a log file is full. For more
information about log file archiving, see "Log files" in CA ADS Batch Concepts. The default is determined by
specifications that are made using ADSOBSYS; the ADSOBSYS default is NOARCHIVE.

–  COMPRESS/NOCOMPRESS
Specifies whether log records are compressed in the log file to save space at runtime. The default is determined
by specifications that are made using ADSOBSYS. If neither ADSOBSYS nor a runtime control statement specifies
COMPRESS or NOCOMPRESS, the runtime system uses the z/OS, or z/VSE device-type assignment to determine
whether to compress the records:
• In z/OS, records are not compressed if the assignment is SYSOUT; otherwise, records are compressed.
• In z/VSE, records are not compressed if the device type is PRINTER (as specified at system generation using

ADSOBSYS or at runtime); otherwise, records are compressed.
–  PREFIX/NOPREFIX

Specifies whether a prefix is to precede each log record. Prefixes are used by the print log utility to select records.
The default is determined by specifications that are made using ADSOBSYS. If neither ADSOBSYS nor a runtime
control statement specifies PREFIX or NOPREFIX, the runtime system uses the z/OS or z/VSE device type
assignment to determine whether to include a prefix:
• In z/OS, a prefix is not included if the assignment is SYSOUT; otherwise, a prefix is included.
• In z/VSE, a prefix is not included if the device type is PRINTER (as specified at system generation using

ADSOBSYS or at runtime); otherwise, a prefix is included.
•  DIALOG

The DIALOG statement associates dialog input, output, and suspense files with runtime labels (z/OS ddnames, z/VSE
filenames). Each input, output, and suspense file of each dialog must be associated with a runtime label.

NOTE
 You can also associate a file with a runtime label during dialog definition. In such a case, you do not have
to specify a runtime label in a control statement at runtime. If a runtime label is specified in both places, the
control statement specification takes precedence.

DIALOG statement parameters are as follows:
–   dialog-name 

The name of the dialog.
–  INPUT/OUTPUT/SUSPENSE

Specifies whether the file identification information that follows pertains to the dialog's input, output, or suspense
file.

–  RUNTIME LABEL/FILE NAME/DDNAME IS run-time-label 
Specifies the runtime label input, output, or suspense file. RUNTIME LABEL, FILE NAME, and DDNAME are
synonymous.

NOTE
 To request that a suspense file not be allocated for the input file, even though a suspense file runtime
label was specified during dialog definition, specify blanks within single quotation marks, as in the
following example:
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DIALOG XXX INPUT RUNTIME LABEL INFILE
           SUSPENSE RUNTIME LABEL ' '.

The following example specifies information about z/OS dialog input, output, and suspense files:
DIALOG DIALOG1
  INPUT DDNAME IS INPUT1
OUTPUT DDNAME IS OUTPUT1
  SUSPENSE DDNAME IS SUS1.

•  DEFAULT PRINT CLASS IS print-class/DESTINATION IS print-destination 
Specifies the default print class to which a report is assigned or the default print destination to which a report is routed.
A report is created using WRITE PRINTER commands. Print-class must be an integer in the range 1 through 64. Print-
destination is a 1- to 8-character destination not enclosed in quotation marks.

•  DBNAME IS database-name 
Optionally specifies the CA IDMS/DB database to be accessed by the application.

•  DBNODE IS database-node-name 
Optionally specifies the DDS node that controls the CA IDMS/DB database to be accessed by the application.

•  DICTNAME IS dictionary-name 
Optionally specifies the data dictionary in which the definitions and load modules for the requested application are
stored.

•  DICTNODE IS dictionary-node-name 
Optionally specifies the DDS node that controls the data dictionary in which the definitions and load modules for the
requested application are stored.

•  REQUESTOR IS user-id 
Specifies the 1- to 32-character ID of a user. The user ID can be accepted into dialog variable storage by issuing an
ACCEPT USER ID command, and is automatically moved to the prefix of all log file records that are written during the
application. User-id is not enclosed in quotation marks.

•  ENTRY POINT
Specifies the entry point into the application.
If the ENTRY POINT statement is not included, an entry point must be specified as an input parameter, as discussed
earlier in this section. The ENTRY POINT statement overrides the input parameter.
–  DIALOG IS dialog-name 

Specifies the name of a mainline dialog.
–  TASK IS application-task-code 

Specifies a task code that is associated with an application function. The function must be associated with a
mainline dialog.

•  TRACE
Activates the CA ADS Batch trace facility for a dialog.
For more information about the trace facility, see CA ADS Batch Trace Facility.
TRACE statement parameters are as follows:
–   dialog-name/ALL

Specifies the dialog for which tracing is activated; the parameters BEFORE, AFTER, EVERY, COMMANDS, and
SUBROUTINES apply to the named dialog.
ALL specifies that tracing is performed for all dialogs; the parameters BEFORE, AFTER, EVERY, COMMANDS, and
SUBROUTINES apply to all dialogs that have not been named explicitly in the TRACE statement.
To selectively activate tracing for several dialogs, repeat the parameters of the TRACE statement for each dialog.

–  BEFORE MAXIMUM/execution-count 
Specifies that tracing should be performed each time that the dialog becomes operative, up to but not including
the execution-count time. MAXIMUM (default) specifies tracing is to be performed every time that the dialog
becomes operative, unless restricted by AFTER and EVERY specifications.

–  AFTER 0/execution-count 
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Specifies that tracing is to be performed each time that the dialog becomes operative beyond  execution-count.
Zero (default) specifies tracing is to be performed every time that the dialog becomes operative, unless restricted by
BEFORE and EVERY specifications.

–  EVERY 1/execution-count 
Specifies that tracing should be performed each time the execution count for the dialog reaches a multiple
of execution-count. 1 (default) specifies tracing is to be performed every time that the dialog becomes operative,
unless restricted by AFTER and BEFORE specifications. A number greater than 1 specifies that tracing is to be
performed only every execution-count time that the dialog becomes operative.

–  SUBROUTINES
Specifies that subroutine entry points should be documented, in addition to dialog and process entry points.

–  COMMANDS
Specifies that process commands should be documented, in addition to dialog, process, and subroutine entry
points.

If neither SUBROUTINES nor COMMANDS is specified, only dialog and process entry points are documented for the
specified dialog.
Multiple TRACE statements can be specified for the same dialog. The last BEFORE, AFTER, and EVERY
specifications that are coded for a dialog apply to that dialog for the entire execution of the application. The most
detailed level of documentation that is coded applies to the dialog for the entire execution; COMMANDS is more
detailed than SUBROUTINES, which is more detailed than no specification at all.

 

Loading Runtime Components

Order of Precedence

Runtime components (such as subschema load modules, dialog load modules, application definition blocks, and map load
modules) can be stored in load areas and load libraries. The runtime system uses the following order of precedence when
loading a component:

1. Main memory of the batch region, if the component has already been loaded
2. The load area of the secondary dictionary, if any, specified in a control statement
3. The load area of the system's primary dictionary
4. A load library that is specified in the STEPLIB statement, if any

NOTE
If an application snaps the application definition block (ADB) or fixed dialog block (FDB) of an application or
dialog that was loaded from STEPLIB, only the header portion is snapped.

An error status of 1474 may be returned if a CA ADS Batch program running in local mode attempts to use a
subschema that was compiled for use on CA IDMS/DC without a DMCL name.
CA ADS Batch can link to a user-written program. The program can perform database commands. The program,
however, cannot perform QUEUE, WRITE PRINTER, or other DC/UCF-oriented commands.
A user-written COBOL, or PL/I program that is accessed by a CA ADS Batch application must have been submitted to
the DML preprocessor with a mode of BATCH.

JCL

The JCL for using the CA ADS Batch runtime system (ADSBATCH) to execute an application follows.

Sample z/OS JCL Under Central Version ADSBATCH (z/OS)

//ADSBATCH EXEC PGM=ADSBATCH,REGION=1024K,parm=parameter
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//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//              DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//IDMSSNAP DD   SYSOUT=A

//sysctl   DD   DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//adsloga  DD   DSN=log.file,DISP=OLD

//file.descriptions

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

DICTNAME=dictionary-name

Other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

/*

//SYSIPT   DD   *

control statements

/*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=A

Code Element Description
parm=parameter an optional PARM parameter
idms.dba.loadlib data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and

database name table load modules
idms.loadlib data set name of the load library containing the CA IDMS

executable modules
sysctl ddname of SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl data set name of SYSCTL file
adsloga ddname of the log file
log.file data set name of the log file
file.descriptions file descriptions of all input, output, and suspense files. The

ddnames that are specified must match the ddnames names
specified in control statements or dialog definitions.
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NOTE
To get a snap dump when an abend occurs during a mapping operation, you must specify a DD statement with
the name IDMSSNAP. The IDMSSNAP file stores the snap dump. an example of a mapping abend is when an
input record that contains errors cannot be written to a suspense file because the MAXIMUM ERRORS for the
dialog, which is specified at system generation or at runtime, has been exceeded.

Archive Log File

For an archive log file, specify a ddname of ARCLOGn, where n is 1 for the first archive file, 2 for the second archive file,
and so forth, up to 9. The following sample JCL allocates the first archive log file:

//ARCLOG1  DD  DSN=MEN.CC.RQE.ARCTAP1,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//          UNIT=(TAPE,,DEFER),LABEL=(,SL),VOL=(,RETAIN),

//          DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=320,BLKSIZE=12804)

Local mode

To execute ADSBATCH in local mode, the following steps are required:

1. Remove the sysctl DD statement.
2. Add the following statements:

//sysjrnl DD   DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=NEW,UNIT=tape

//dictdb  DD   DSN=idms.dictdb,DISP=OLD

//dloddb  DD   DSN=idms.dloddb,DISP=SHR

//dmsgdb  DD   DSN=idms.dmsgdb,DISP=SHR

//dlogdb  DD   DSN=idms.dlogdb,DISP=SHR

additional journal file assignments, as required

NOTE
Under local mode, if you are running a multi-level application which transfers control using a LINK command
without the NOSAVE option, you must code the LOCKING=ON parameter in the SYSIDMS parameter file.

Code Element Description
sysjrnl ddname of journal file
idms.tapejrnl data set name of journal file
tape symbolic device name of journal file
dictdb ddname of data dictionary
idms.dictdb data set name of data dictionary
dloddb ddname of data dictionary load area
idms.dloddb data set name of data dictionary load area
dmsgdb ddname of data dictionary message area
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idms.dmsgdb data set name of data dictionary message area
dlogdb ddname of data dictionary log area
idms.dlogdb data set name of data dictionary log area

Sample z/VSE JCL Under Central Version ADSBATCH (z/VSE)

// DLBL SYSCTL,'idms.sysctl', 1999/365,SD

// DLBL     ciln,'idms.cilib'

// EXTENT   ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF   *,SEARCH=(ciln),TEMP

// DLBL     adsloga,'log.file'

// EXTENT   sysnnn,VOLSER,,,start-track,end-track

// ASSGN    sysnnn,DISK,VOL=VOLSER,SHR

// DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT'

// file.descriptions

// EXEC     IDMSFILE,SIZE=(AUTO,128K)

SYSIDMS control statements

IDMSFILE control statements

ADSBATCH control statements

DIALOG control statements

Code Element Description
idms.sysctl data set name of SYSCTL file
ciln filename of core-image library
idms.cilib file-id of DC/UCF core-image library
nnnnnn volume serial number
adsloga filename of the log file
log.file file-id of the log file
sysnnn logical unit of the device on which the log file is located
start-track starting track of the log file data set
end-track ending track of the log file data set
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file.descriptions file descriptions of all input, output, and suspense files used in the
application. Filenames specified must match the filenames that
are specified in control statements.

SYSIDMS control statements control statements that are used by SYSIDMS to describe physical
runtime environments as described in Using Common Facilities.

IDMSFILE control statements control statements that are used by IDMSFILE to describe the
characteristics of the input, output, suspense, and log files used
in the application, as described in z/VSE File Characteristics
Program. This must include the 'RUN PROGRAM ADSBATCH'
card.

DIALOG control statements control statements that are required if any of the dialogs to be
executed have an input map with the 'SYSIPT' label.

ADSBATCH control statements control statements that are used by ADSBATCH to establish the
runtime environment.

What to Consider

A /* must follow each SYSIPT file. If an abend occurs during a file mapping operation, the snap dump is written
automatically to SYSLST.

Local Mode

To execute ADSBATCH in local mode, the following steps are required:

1. Remove the SYSCTL DLBL card
2. Add the following statements:

// DLBL     dictdb,'idms.dictdb',,DA

// EXTENT   sys005,nnnnnn

// ASSGN    sys005,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL     dloddb,'idms.dloddb',,DA

// EXTENT   sys017,nnnnnn

// ASSGN    sys017,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL     dmsgdb,'idms.dmsgdb',,DA

// EXTENT   sys016,nnnnnn

// ASSGN    sys016,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL     dlogdb,'idms.dlogdb',,DA

// EXTENT   sys019,nnnnnn

// ASSGN    sys019,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL     sysjrnl,'idms.tapejrnl',,nnnnnn,,f
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// ASSGN    sys009,TAPE,VOL=nnnnnn

additional journal file assignments, as required

Code Element Description
dictdb filename of data dictionary
idms.dictdb file-id of data dictionary
sys005 logical unit assignment for data dictionary
nnnnnn volume serial number
dloddb filename of data dictionary load area
idms.dloddb file-id of data dictionary load area
sys017 logical unit assignment for data dictionary load area
dmsgdb filename of data dictionary message area
idms.dmsgdb file-id of data dictionary message area
sys016 logical unit assignment for data dictionary message area
dlogdb filename of data dictionary log area
idms.dlogdb file-id of data dictionary log area
sys019 logical unit assignment for data dictionary log area
sysjrnl filename of tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl file-id of tape journal file
f file number of tape journal file
sys009 logical unit assignment for tape journal file

Local Mode

To execute ADSBATCH in local mode, the following steps are required:

1. Remove the ADD-FILE-LINK statement for sysctl
2. Add the following statements:

/ADD-FILE-LINK L-NAME=dictdb,F-NAME=idms.appldict.dictdb,SHARED-UPD=*YES

/ADD-FILE-LINK L-NAME=dloddb,F-NAME=idms.appldict.dloddb,SHARED-UPD=*YES

/ADD-FILE-LINK L-NAME=dcmsg,F-NAME=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,SHARED-UPD=*YES

/ADD-FILE-LINK L-NAME=sysjrnl,F-NAME=idms.tapejrnl

additional user database file assignments

additional journal file assignments, as required

Code Element Description
dictdb linkname of data dictionary file
idms.appldict.dictdb filename of data dictionary file
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dloddb linkname of data dictionary load
area file

idms.appldict.dloddb filename of data dictionary load
area file

dcmsg linkname of data dictionary
message area file

idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg filename of data dictionary
message area file

sysjrnl linkname of tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl filename of tape journal file

ADSOBSYS
ADSOBSYS is a utility that builds a load module (ADSOOPTI) that supplies system generation parameters to
ADSOBCOM and the CA ADS Batch runtime system. ADSOBSYS must be run once for each DC/UCF system at an
installation. Additionally, ADSOBSYS must be run whenever Application Development System system generation
parameters are changed.

Control statements

Control statements are available that enable you to specify default parameters for CA ADS Batch application execution.
At runtime, you can override any of these parameters by using control statements. See "Runtime Considerations (ADS
Batch)" for more information.

The control statements must follow the SYSTEM statement in the ADSOBSYS job stream. The ADSOBSYS parameters
shown in this appendix affect only the CA ADS Batch runtime environment. They do not affect the CA ADS online runtime
environment. For example, the STATISTICS parameters specifies how statistics are to be collected only for an CA ADS
Batch application. You specify the CA ADS online environment at system generation in the ADSO statement.

Syntax for the CA ADS Batch control statements is shown below:

►►────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►
      └─ PRImary pool ─┬──────┬─ primary-pool-size ──── . ───┘
                       ├─ IS ─┤
                       └─ = ──┘

 ►────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►
      └─ SECondary pool ─┬──────┬─ secondary-pool-size ───── . ──┘
                         ├─ IS ─┤
                         └─ = ──┘

 ►────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
      └┬─ DIAlog ─┬─ STAtistics ──┬─ OFF ─────────────────────────────────────
       └─ DLG ────┘               └─ ON ─┬─────────────┬──────────────────────
                                         ├─ ALL ───────┤
                                         └─ SELected ──┘

 ►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►
  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─── . ──┘
  ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘
    └─┬─ CHEckpoint ─┬─ interval ─┬──────┬─ checkpoint-interval ──┘
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      └─ CKPT ───────┘            ├─ IS ─┤
                                  └─ = ──┘

 ►────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►
      │                               ┌──────────────┐             │
      └─ ROUting codes ─┬───────┬─ ( ─▼─ route-code ─┴─ ) ──── . ──┘
                        ├─ ARE ─┤
                        ├─ IS ──┤
                        └─ = ───┘

 ►────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►
      │                                  ┌───────────────────┐             │
      └─ DEScriptor codes ─┬───────┬─ ( ─▼─ descriptor-code ─┴─ ) ──── . ──┘
                           ├─ ARE ─┤
                           ├─ IS ──┤
                           └─ = ───┘

 ►───┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►
     └┬─ DIAlog ─┬─ has ─┬─ MAXERR ────────┬─count of maximum-errors ─── . ─┘
      └─ DLG ────┘       └─ MAXimum ERRor ─┘

 ►────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►
      └─ OPErator SHUtdown ─┬───────┬─┬─┬─ ENAbled ─┬─┬─── . ──┘
                            ├─ IS ──┤ │ └─ YES ─────┘ │
                            └─ = ───┘ └─┬─ DISabled ─┬┘
                                        └─ NO ───────┘

 ►───┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►
     └─ MAXimum LINks ──┬──────┬── maximum-links ──── . ───┘
                        ├─ IS ─┤
                        └─ = ──┘
 ►───┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►
     └─ COMmit when files open causes ──┬──────┬───┬─ NOACTion ─┬─ . ─┘
                                        ├─ IS ─┤   ├─ WARNing ──┤
                                        └─ =  ─┘   └─ ABEND ────┘
 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────►
   │       ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐         │
   └─ LOG ─▼─┬─── FILE1 ──┬──────┬──┬─ ADSLOGA ◄ ──────┬────┬─┴──── . ──┘
             │            ├─ IS ─┤  └─ run-time-label ─┘    │
             │            └─ = ──┘                          │
             ├─── COUNT1 ─┬──────┬─ file1-maximum-records ──┤
             │            ├─ IS ─┤                          │
             │            └─ = ──┘                          │
             ├─── FILE2 ──┬──────┬─ run-time-label ─────────┤
             │            ├─ IS ─┤                          │
             │            └─ = ──┘                          │
             ├─── COUNT2 ─┬──────┬─ file2-maximum-records ──┤
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             │            ├─ IS ─┤                          │
             │            └─ = ──┘                          │
             ├─┬─ ARChive ────┬─────────────────────────────┤
             │ └─ NOARChive ◄ ┘                             │
             ├─┬─ COMpress ───┬─────────────────────────────┤
             │ └─ NOCOMpress ─┘                             │
             └─┬─ PREfix ─────┬─────────────────────────────┘
               └─ NOPREfix ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►
   └─┬─ SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL ─┬─┬────────┬─┬──────┬─ lrc-block-size ─── . ──┘
     └─ LRF ───────────────┘ └─ SIZe ─┘ ├─ IS ─┤
                                        └─ = ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►◄
   └─ DC ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬──────┬─ maximum-data ──── . ──┘
          └─ PACket ──┬────────┬─┘ ├─ IS ─┤
                      └─ SIZe ─┘   └─ = ──┘

• PRIMARY POOL IS primary-pool-size
Specifies the size, in bytes, of the primary buffer pool. Primary-pool-size is an integer in the range 0 through
2,147,483,647. The default is determined at system generation; the system generation default is 4,000.

NOTE
For more information on specifying primary pools, see the discussion of the ADSO statement in CA IDMS
System Generation Section.

• SECONDARY POOL IS secondary-pool-size
Specifies the size, in bytes, of the secondary buffer pool. The secondary pool is allocated from the system storage pool
when the primary buffer pool becomes full. Secondary-pool-size is an integer in the range 0 through 2,147,483,647.
The default is determined at system generation; the system generation default is 2,000.

• DIALOG STATISTICS OFF/ON
Specifies whether dialog statistics are to be collected during application execution.
OFF specifies that statistics are not to be collected.
ON specifies that statistics are to be collected.
The default is determined at system generation; the system generation default is OFF.
Parameters included in the ON clause are as follows.
– ALL/SELECTED

Specifies whether dialog statistics are maintained for all dialogs or for only selected dialogs in an application. The
default is determined at system generation.
Dialogs are selected at runtime through the DIALOG STATISTICS control statement.

– CHECKPOINT INTERVAL IS checkpoint-interval
Specifies the frequency with which dialog statistics are to be written to the log file. Statistics are written to the log file
once every time statistics are accumulated for the checkpoint-interval time. CA ADS Batch accumulates statistics
every time a dialog issues a control command. The default checkpoint interval is determined at system generation;
the system generation default is 200.

• ROUTING CODES ARE (route-code)
(z/OS) specifies the OS operator-message routing codes, as described in the applicable operating system supervisor
services and macro instructions. This parameter supplies the value of the ROUTCDE parameter for WTO (write-to-
operator) macros issued by the system. Route-code is an integer in the range 1 through 16; the default is 11. Multiple
routing codes must be separated by commas.

• DESCRIPTOR CODES ARE (descriptor-code)
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(z/OS ) specifies the z/OS operator-message description code, as described in the applicable operating system
supervisor services and macro instructions. This parameter supplies the descriptor code to the DESC parameter for
WTO (write-to-operator) macros issued by the system. Descriptor-code is an integer in the range 1 through 16; the
default is 7.

• DIALOG HAS MAXERR COUNT OF maximum-errors
Specifies the maximum number of error records that can be sent to the suspense file of any dialog. If this number is
exceeded at runtime, the runtime system terminates the application. For example, if the maximum error count is 1, the
runtime system terminates the application when the second error record is to be written. If the maximum error count is
0, the runtime system allows an unlimited number of error records to be sent to a suspense file. Maximum-errors is an
integer in the range 0 through 32,767; the default is 0.

• OPERATOR SHUTDOWN IS ENABLED/DISABLED
Specifies whether the operator can send a request to the runtime system to terminate an application. If operator
shutdown is enabled, the runtime system begins application execution by issuing a WTOR (write-to-operator with
reply) macro. At any time during application execution, the operator can issue a SHUTDOWN command.
The SHUTDOWN command causes the runtime system to terminate the application with an optional dump. If
shutdown is disabled, the operator can terminate the application only by abnormally terminating the runtime system.
The default specification is DISABLED.

• MAXIMUM LINKS IS maximum-links
Specifies the maximum number of dialog levels that can be established by each CA ADS Batch application thread.
Maximum-links is an integer in the range 0 through 32,767. The default is determined at system generation; the system
generation default is 10.

• COMMIT WHEN FILES OPEN CAUSES NOACTION/WARNING/ABEND
Specifies the action to be taken when a database commit is to be performed before all files used in the application
have been closed, as follows:
– NOACTION specifies that no action is taken.
– WARNING specifies that a warning message is sent to the log file.
– ABEND (default) specifies that the application is abended.

• LOG
Specify defaults for the log file. All LOG statement parameters are optional. The parameters are as follows.
– FILE1 IS ADSLOGA/run-time-label

Specifies the runtime label (z/OS ddname, z/VSE filename) of the primary log file.
– COUNT1 IS file1-maximum-records

Specifies the number of log records that are written to the primary log file before the file is considered full.
If file1-maximum-records is reached at runtime, the runtime system switches to the secondary log file or, if no
secondary log file is allocated, wraps around to the beginning of the primary log file. If archiving is requested, the
runtime system archives the primary log file to tape.
If 0 is specified, no predefined limit is placed on the number of records written to the primary log file. If space for a
disk log file is exceeded at runtime, the runtime system abnormally terminates the application.
File1-maximum-records is an integer in the range 1 through 99999; the default is 0.

– FILE2 IS run-time label
Specifies the runtime label of the secondary log file.

– COUNT2 IS file2-maximum-records
Specifies the number of log records that are written to the secondary log file before the file is considered full.
If file2-maximum-records is reached at runtime, the runtime system switches back to the primary log file. If archiving
is requested, the runtime system archives the secondary log file to tape.
If 0 is specified, no predefined limit is placed on the number of records written to the secondary log file. If space for
a disk log file is exceeded at runtime, the runtime system abnormally terminates the application.
File2-maximum-records is an integer in the range 1 through 99999; the default is 0.

– ARCHIVE/NOARCHIVE
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(z/OS only) specifies whether log file archiving is to be performed at runtime when a log file is full. For more
information on log file archiving, see "Log Files." The default is NOARCHIVE.

– COMPRESS/NOCOMPRESS
Specifies whether log records are compressed in the log file to save space at runtime. If neither COMPRESS nor
NOCOMPRESS is specified, the runtime system uses the z/OS and z/VSE device-type assignment to determine
whether to compress the records:
• In z/OS, records are not compressed if the assignment is SYSOUT; otherwise, records are compressed.
• In z/VSE, records are not compressed if the device type is PRINTER (as specified using ADSOBSYS or at

runtime); otherwise, records are compressed.
– PREFIX/NOPREFIX

Specifies whether a prefix is to precede each log record. Prefixes are required by the print log utility. If neither
PREFIX nor NOPREFIX is specified, the runtime system uses the z/OS and z/VSE device-type assignment to
determine whether to include a prefix:
• In z/OS , a prefix is not included if the assignment is SYSOUT; otherwise, a prefix is included.
• In z/VSE, a prefix is not included if the device type is PRINTER (as specified using ADSOBSYS or at runtime);

otherwise, a prefix is included.
• SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL SIZE IS lrc-block-size

Specifies the space, in bytes, reserved for the logical record request WHERE clause (PXE), which is passed internally
in the LRC block. The default is 512.
The larger the WHERE clause, the more space is required for the PXE. The default of 512 is large enough to include
approximately 32 operators, operands, and literals.
The SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL SIZE parameter enables you to override the default allocation, usually to enlarge it. If the
allocation is insufficient for a logical record command, the dialog abends with a minor code of 69.
Lrc-block-size can be any value from 1 through 32767.

• DC PACKET SIZE IS maximum-data
Specifies the maximum size, in bytes, for the data stream in a QUEUE or WRITE PRINTER command. The default is
952.
Maximum-data does not include the 72 bytes that the run-time system allocates in addition to hold system and packet-
header information in the data stream. Therefore, if you accept the default of 952, 1024 bytes will be allocated at run
time for the entire data stream.
The DC PACKET SIZE parameter enables you to override the default allocation, usually to enlarge it. If the allocation is
insufficient for a QUEUE or WRITE PRINTER command, the dialog abends with a minor code of 19.
Maximum-data can be any value from 1 through 32767.

z/VSE File Characteristics Program
The z/VSE file characteristics program (IDMSFILE) enables z/VSE users to specify file characteristics at runtime in the
form of control statements, providing z/VSE users with the flexibility enjoyed by z/OS users.

In the CA ADS Batch environment, you use IDMSFILE in conjunction with the CA ADS Batch runtime system
(ADSBATCH) and the CA ADS Batch print log utility (ADSOBPLG). For example, to execute an CA ADS Batch
application, you submit the JCL presented in Runtime Considerations. Note that the EXEC statement executes the
program IDMSFILE, and not ADSBATCH.

Control statements you supply as input to IDMSFILE describe the input, output, suspense, and log files used in the
application. The last control statement specifies the program you want to execute; in this example, ADSBATCH.

Types of Control Statements

IDMSFILE allows you to specify four types of control statements:
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• SET OPTIONS -- Used to define the beginning and ending columns for the control statements that follow.
• DEFINE CHARACTERISTICS -- Used to describe file characteristics. File characteristics include block size, record

length, record format, tape label format, device type, data set organization, logical unit assignment, and printer control
character format.

• ACCEPT CHARACTERISTICS -- Used to specify a file that contains IDMSFILE control statements. IDMSFILE
processes the control statements as regular input, then continues processing the explicitly coded control statements.

• RUN PROGRAM -- Used to specify the program to be executed (for example, ADSBATCH) and to supply any input
parameters that would, without IDMSFILE, be coded in the EXEC statement for the program.

Example 1

The example below illustrates the JCL and control statements you could provide to execute an CA ADS Batch application
that accesses a data set whose filename is PAYROLL and a log file whose filename is ADSLOGA:

// DLBL SYSCTL, 'idms.sysctl',0,SD

// DLBL       ciln,'idms.cilib'

// EXTENT     ,nnnnnn

// ASSGN      CL,SEARCH=(ciln),TEMP

// DLBL       ADSLOGA,'log.file'

// EXTENT     sysnnn,VOLSER,,,start-track,end-track

// ASSGN      sysnnn,DISK,VOL=VOLSER,SHR

// DLBL       PAYROLL,'payroll.file'

// EXTENT     sysnnn,VOLSER,,,start-track,end-track

// ASSGN      sysnnn,DISK,VOL=VOLSER,SHR

// DLBL       REPFILE,'report.file'

// EXTENT     sysnnn,VOLSER,,,start-track,end-track

// ASSGN      sysnnn,DISK,VOL=VOLSER,SHR

// EXEC       IDMSFILE,SIZE=(ADSBATCH,128K)

DEFINE CHARACTERISTICS FOR FILE ADSLOGA

   BLKSIZE=4096

   LRECL=4092

   RECFM=VARUNB
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   DEVTYPE=DISK ASSIGN TO SYS126.

DEFINE CHARACTERISTICS FOR FILE PAYROLL

   BLKSIZE=80

   LRECL=80

   RECFM=FIXUNB

   DEVTYPE=DISK ASSIGN TO SYS122.

DEFINE CHARACTERISTICS FOR FILE REPFILE

   BLKSIZE=132

   LRECL=132

   RECFM=FIXUNB

   DEVTYPE=DISK ASSIGN TO SYS125.

RUN PROGRAM ADSBATCH PARM='DIALOG1,,runtime-parm'.

/*

DICTNAME=APPLDICT.

LOG FILE1=ADSLOGA.

DIALOG DIALOG1 OUTPUT FILENAME IS PAYROL

DIALOG STATISTICS ON FOR(DIALOG1,DIALOG2).

/*

/*

Note that the control statements for the program to be executed (in this case, ADSBATCH) immediately follow the RUN
PROGRAM statement. Also note that the IDMSFILE control statements allow you to specify file characteristics with
JCL-like parameters. Alternatively, you can specify characteristics using COBOL- or IDD-like syntax or using greatly
abbreviated syntax.

Syntax rules for the four IDMSFILE control statements are described separately below. JCL for ADSBATCH is provided
in Runtime Considerations. JCL for ADSOBPLG is provided in CA ADS Batch Print Log Utility.

Example 2

The example below illustrates the JCL and control statements you could provide to execute an CA ADS Batch application
where ADSLOGA goes to the printer and input is from cards. It also shows the definition of the suspense, archive, and
report files:
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// DLBL       ARCFILE,'log.file'

// EXTENT     sysnnn,VOLSER,,,start-track,end-track

// ASSGN      sysnnn,DISK,VOL=VOLSER,SHR

// DLBL       SUSFILE,'payroll.file'

// EXTENT     sysnnn,VOLSER,,,start-track,end-track

// ASSGN      sysnnn,DISK,VOL=VOLSER,SHR

// DLBL       REPFILE,'report.file'

// EXTENT     sysnnn,VOLSER,,,start-track,end-track

// ASSGN      sysnnn,DISK,VOL=VOLSER,SHR

@SYSFILES

@SYSCTL

// DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT'

// EXEC    IDMSFILE,SIZE=(AUTO,128K)

@SYSPARMS

/*

DEFINE CHARACTERISTICS FOR FILE ADSLOGA

  LRECL=133 RECFM=FIXUNB

  CONTROL CHARACTERS ARE ASA

  DEVTYPE=PRINTER ASSIGN TO SYSLST.

DEFINE CHARACTERISTICS FOR FILE INFILE1

  LRECL=80         RECFM=FIXUNB

  SYSNO=SYSIPT

DEFINE CHARACTERISTICS FOR FILE SUSFILE

  LRECL=80 BLKSIZE=4000 RECFM=FIXBLK
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  DEVTYPE=DISK ASSIGN TO SYS124.

DEFINE CHARACTERISTICS FOR FILE ARCFILE

  LRECL=128 BLKSIZE=2564 RECFM=VARBLK

  DEVTYPE=DISK ASSIGN TO SYS123.

DEFINE CHARACTERISTICS FOR FILE REPFILE

  LRECL=132 BLKSIZE=132  RECFM=FIXUNB

  CONTROL CHARACTERS ARE ASA

  DEVTYPE=PRINTER ASSIGN TO SYSLST.

RUN PROGRAM ADSBATCH.

/*

DICTNAME=APPLDICT.

LOG FILE1 = ADSLOGA NOARCHIVE.

DIALOG ARCDM INP FIL INFILE1.

DIALOG ARCDM SUS FIL SUSFILE.

DIALOG ARCD2 OUT FIL ARCFILE.

DIALOG ARCD3 OUT FIL ARCFILE.

DIALOG ARCD5 OUT FIL REPFILE .

ENTRY DIALOG ARCDM.

/*

0028

0029

0458

0459

0450

/*
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SET OPTIONS Statement (z/VSE File Characteristics Program)

The SET OPTIONS statement enables you to define the beginning and ending columns for the IDMSFILE control
statements that follow. By default, the beginning column is 1 and the ending column is 72. You can code multiple SET
OPTIONS statements to set different ranges, as required.

Syntax

Syntax for the SET OPTIONS statement is as follows:

►►── SET ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

           └─ OPTions ─┬────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────

                       └─ for STEp ─┘

 ►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

      └─┬─────────┬── COLumns ─┬───────┬─ beginning-column ──────────────────

        └─ INPut ─┘            ├─ IS ──┤

                               ├─ ARE ─┤

                               └─ = ───┘

 ►─────────────────────────────────────────┬──────── . ──────────────────────►◄

  ───────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

  ────┬───────────────┬─ ending-column ──┘

      └─┬─ THRough ─┬─┘

        ├─ THRu ────┤

        └─ - ───────┘

• beginning-column
Specifies the column at which IDMSFILE should begin scanning in the control statement input records that follow.
Characters in columns preceding beginning-col are ignored.

• ending-column
Specifies the last column that IDMSFILE should scan in the control statement input records that follow. Characters in
columns following ending-col-n are ignored.
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DEFINE CHARACTERISTICS Statement

The DEFINE CHARACTERISTICS statement enables you to describe the characteristics of a file. File characteristics
include block size, record length, record format, tape label format, device type, data set organization, logical unit
assignment, and printer control character format. Multiple DEFINE CHARACTERISTICS statements can be coded to
describe several files.

Syntax for the DEFINE CHARACTERISTICS statement is shown below:

►►── DEFINE ──┬────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

              └─ OVErride ─┘ └─ CHAracteristics for ─┘

 

 ►───┬─────────────────────────────┬─ filename ──────────────────────────────►

     └─ FILE ─┬────────┬─┬──────┬──┘

              └─ NAMe ─┘ ├─ IS ─┤

                         └─ = ──┘

 

 ►───┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

     ├─ MAXimum ─┬─ BLKSZ ──────┬─┬──────┬──┬─ blocksize ─┬──────────────┬─┘

     │           ├─ BLKSIZE ────┤ ├─ IS ─┤  │             └─ CHAracters ─┘

     │           └─ BLOCK SIZE ─┘ └─ = ──┘  │

     └─ BLOCK CONTAINS ─────────────────────┘

 

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

     ├┬───────────┬─┬─ RECSIZE ─────────────────────┬───┬───┬──────┬─────────

     │└─ MAXimum ─┘ ├─ RECord SIZe ─────────────────┤   │   ├─ IS ─┤

     │              ├─ LRECL ───────────────────────┤   │   └─ = ──┘

     │              └─┬───────────┬─ RECord LENgth ─┘   │

     │                └─ LOGical ─┘                     │

     └─ RECORD CONTAINS ────────────────────────────────┘
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 ►───────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

  ──── logical-record-length ──┬──────────────┬──┘

                               └─ CHAracters ─┘

 

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

     ├─ RECFM ──────────┬──┬──────┬──────────────────────────────────────────

     ├─ RECord FORmat ──┤  ├─ IS ─┤

     ├─ RECording MODe ─┤  └─ = ──┘

     └─ RECFORM ────────┘

 

 ►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►

  ───┬─┬─ FIXUNB ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬──┘

     │ └─ F ──────┘                                          │

     ├─┬─ FIXBLK ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┤

     │ └─ FB ─────┘                                          │

     ├─── FIXed ──┬──────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬─────┤

     │            └─ LENgth ─┘ └─ and ──┬─ BLOCKED ◄ ─┬┘     │

     │                                  └─ UNBLOCKED ─┘      │

     ├─┬─ VARUNB ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┤

     │ └─ V ──────┘                                          │

     ├─┬─ VARBLK ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┤

     │ └─ VB ─────┘                                          │

     ├─── VARiable ──┬──────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬──┤

     │               └─ LENgth ─┘ └─ and ──┬─ BLOCKED ◄ ─┬┘  │
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     │                                     └─ UNBLOCKED ─┘   │

     └─── Undefined ─────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►

     └─┬────────┬─ LABels ─┬───────┬──┬─┬─ OMITTED ─────┬─┬──┘

       └─ TAPe ─┘          ├─ IS ──┤  │ └─ NO ──────────┘ │

                           ├─ ARE ─┤  ├─┬─ STANDARD ◄ ──┬─┤

                           └─ = ───┘  │ ├─ SL ──────────┤ │

                                      │ └─ STD ─────────┘ │

                                      ├─┬─ NONSTANDARD ─┬─┤

                                      │ ├─ NL ──────────┤ │

                                      │ └─ NSTD ────────┘ │

                                      └─┬─ USER ────────┬─┘

                                        └─ UL ──────────┘

►───┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

    └─┬─ DEVType ─────┬─┬──────┬─┬─ Disk ────┬─┘

      ├─ DEVice TYPe ─┤ ├─ IS ─┤ ├─ Tape ────┤

      └─ Unit ────────┘ └─ = ──┘ ├─ Card ────┤

                                 ├─ PRinter ─┤

                                 └─ List ────┘

 

►───┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►

    └─┬─ DSorg ────────────────┬─┬──────┬───┬─ VSAM ─────────┤

      └─ DATaset ORGanization ─┘ ├─ IS ─┤   ├─ SEQUENTIAL ◄ ─┤

                                 └─ = ──┘   └─ ESDS ─────────┘

►───┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►
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    └─┬─ LU ──────────────────────┬──┬──────┬─┬─ SYSLST ─┬──┘

      ├─ Logical Unit ─┬────────┬─┤  ├─ IS ─┤ ├─ SYSPCH ─┤

      │                └─ NAMe ─┘ │  └─ = ──┘ ├─ SYSIPT ─┤

      ├─ SYSno ───────────────────┤           ├─ SYSRDR ─┤

      └─ ASSIGN to ───────────────┘           └─ SYSnnn ─┘

►───┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─── . ───►◄

    └─┬─ CTLChar ────────────────────┬─┬───────┬──┬─┬─ YES ─────┬─┤

      └─ printer CONtrol CHAracters ─┘ ├─ IS ──┤  │ ├─ IBM ─────┤ │

                                       ├─ ARE ─┤  │ ├─ MC ──────┤ │

                                       └─ = ───┘  │ └─ Y ───────┘ │

                                                  ├─┬─ ASA ─────┬─┤

                                                  │ ├─ STD ─────┤ │

                                                  │ ├─ CC ──────┤ │

                                                  │ └─ A ───────┘ │

                                                  └─┬─ NO ◄ ────┬─┘

                                                    ├─ OMITTED ─┤

                                                    ├─ NONE ────┤

                                                    └─ N ───────┘

Note that the syntax allows you to specify characteristics in several formats, such as z/OS JCL, COBOL, and DDDL.
Additionally, the syntax allows you to code abbreviated keywords.

• DEFINE CHARACTERISTICS FOR FILE filename
Specifies the filename of the file being described.

• OVERRIDE
Specifies that the file characteristics in the current DEFINE CHARACTERISTICS statement are to override the default
characteristics of filename. OVERRIDE is valid only when the specified file is also named in a subsequent ACCEPT
CHARACTERISTICS statement. The default characteristics of a file in an ACCEPT CHARACTERISTICS statement
are:
– Logical record length of 80
– Block size of 80
– Record format of fixed
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Specify OVERRIDE if the DEFINE CHARACTERISTICS statement is overriding any of these characteristics.
• MAXIMUM BLOCK SIZE IS blocksize CHARACTERS

Specifies the block size of the file.
Note that BLKSZ, BLKSIZE, and BLOCK SIZE are synonymous. BLOCK CONTAINS is synonymous with MAXIMUM
BLOCK SIZE IS.

• MAXIMUM LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH IS lrecl CHARACTERS
Specifies the logical record length of the file.
Note that RECSIZE, RECORD SIZE, LRECL, and LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH are synonymous. RECORD
CONTAINS is synonymous with MAXIMUM LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH.

• RECFM IS FIXUNB/FIXBLK/FIXED/VARUNB/VARBLK/VARIABLE/UNDEFINED
Specifies the record format of the file, as follows:
– FIXUNB specifies that the record format is fixed unblocked.
– FIXBLK specifies that the record format is fixed blocked.
– FIXED LENGTH AND BLOCKED/UNBLOCKED specifies that the record format is fixed blocked or unblocked. The

default is BLOCKED.
– VARUNB specifies that the record format is variable unblocked.
– VARBLK specifies that the record format is variable blocked.
– VARIABLE LENGTH AND BLOCKED/UNBLOCKED specifies that the record format is variable blocked or

unblocked. The default is BLOCKED.
– UNDEFINED specifies that the record format is undefined.

• TAPE LABELS ARE OMITTED/STANDARD/NONSTANDARD/USER
Specifies the tape label format of the file. The default is STANDARD.

• DEVTYPE IS DISK/TAPE/CARD/PRINTER/LIST
Specifies the device type of the file.

• DSORG IS VSAM/SEQUENTIAL
Specifies the data set organization of the file. The default is SEQUENTIAL.

• LU IS SYSLST/SYSPCH/SYSIPT/SYSRDR/SYS nnn
Specifies the logical unit assignment of the file.

• CTLCHAR IS YES/ASA/NO
Specifies the printer control character format of a file assigned to a printer. The default is NO.

ACCEPT CHARACTERISTICS statement

The ACCEPT CHARACTERISTICS statement enables you to specify a file in which IDMSFILE control statements are
stored. IDMSFILE processes the control statements in the specified file as regular input, then continues to process
any explicitly coded control statements that follow the ACCEPT CHARACTERISTICS statement. Embedded ACCEPT
CHARACTERISTICS statements are allowed.

Note that the object file can contain only IDMSFILE control statements. Control statements for the program to be
executed, such as ADSBATCH, must be coded explicitly following the last IDMSFILE control statement. The object file
can, however, contain a RUN PROGRAM statement.

Syntax for the ACCEPT CHARACTERISTICS statement follows:

►►── ACCept ──┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

              └─ CHAracteristics ─┘
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 ►───┬────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬── filename ──── . ──────────────────►◄

     └─ FROm ─┘ └─┬────────┬─┬──────┬──┘

                  └─ NAMe ─┘ ├─ IS ─┤

                             └─ = ──┘

• filename
The name of the file that contains IDMSFILE control statements. Filename must be described by a DEFINE
CHARACTERISTICS statement coded earlier.
ACCEPT CHARACTERISTICS uses default file characteristics for filename, as follows:
– Logical record length of 80
– Block size of 80
– Record format of fixed
To override any of these characteristics, specify OVERRIDE in the DEFINE CHARACTERISTICS statement that
describes filename.

RUN PROGRAM Statement

The RUN PROGRAM statement enables you to specify the program to be executed, such as ADSBATCH or ADSOBPLG,
and to specify any parameters that would, without IDMSFILE, be included in an EXEC statement for the desired program.
RUN PROGRAM is the last IDMSFILE control statement you code, and is followed by control statements you code as
input to the program specified in the RUN PROGRAM statement.

Syntax for the RUN PROGRAM statement is shown below:

►►─── RUN ──┬───────────────────────────────┬── program-name ────────────────►

            └─ PROgram ─┬────────┬─┬──────┬─┘

                        └─ NAMe ─┘ ├─ IS ─┤

                                   └─ = ──┘

 

 ►────┬───────────────────────────────────────┬── . ─────────────────────────►◄

      └─┬───────────────────┬─── parm-list ───┘

        └─┬─ USIng ─────────┤

          └─ PARm ─┬──────┬─┘

                   ├─ IS ─┤

                   └─ = ──┘
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• RUN PROGRAM program-name
Specifies the program to be executed, such as ADSBATCH or ADSOBPLG.

• USING parm-list
Specifies a parameter list that would, without IDMSFILE, be included in an EXEC statement for program-name. Parm-
list must be enclosed in quotation marks if the list contains any delimiters, such as blanks, commas, semicolons, or
periods.

 

CA ADS Batch Print Log Utility
The CA ADS Batch print log utility (ADSOBPLG) enables you to print formatted reports of selected information from a log
file created during the execution of an CA ADS Batch application. The log file must contain an identifying prefix for each
record; otherwise, the print log utility can print only an unformatted listing of all records in the file.

The print log utility also enables you to extract selected records from the log file without formatting. With this feature, you
can, for example, extract all edit error messages from the log file in order to merge them with matching error records in the
suspense file.

How to Use the Print Log Utility

In a single execution of the print log utility, you can print any or all of the following types of information contained in the log
file:

• User -- Informational messages issued by WRITE TO LOG and CONTINUE commands, and by WRITE
TRANSACTION commands that perform a mapout to the dialog's output file. The message is specified in the
MESSAGE TEXT parameter of the command.

• Debug -- Debugging information issued by SNAP commands and by the CA ADS Batch trace facility.
• Edit error -- Error messages issued when an input record is written to the suspense file. The runtime system writes

one record consisting of the associated suspense file record number and the first 32 bytes of the input record, followed
by one record for each applicable error message.
In addition, if the input record was written to the suspense file by a WRITE TRANSACTION command, any message
specified in the MESSAGE TEXT parameter of the command is also written to the log file as an edit error message.

• Operator -- Operator informational messages issued by WRITE TO OPERATOR commands. All messages sent to the
operator are also sent to the log.

• Abend -- Abnormal termination messages issued by ABORT commands and by the runtime system when an
application abends. Abend messages include snap dumps.

NOTE
If an abend occurs during a mapping operation, the snap dump goes instead to the z/OS data set associated
with the ddname (linkname) IDMSSNAP or, in VSE, to SYSLST (as described under JCL). An example of
a mapping abend is when an input record that contains errors cannot be written to a suspense file because
the MAXIMUM ERRORS for the dialog, which is specified at system generation or at runtime, has been
exceeded.

• Statistics -- Statistics records written by the runtime system when dialog statistics are being collected for the
application.

Selecting Log File Records

The print log utility enables you to select log file records by:
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• Dialog -- You can specify that only log file records created by one or more specified dialogs are included in the report.
• User id -- You can specify that only log file records created by specific users are included in the report. The user

is determined at runtime by the current value of the $USER ($REQUESTOR) system-supplied data field; $USER
($REQUESTOR) can be initialized at runtime through an assignment command.

• Beginning time and date -- You can specify that only log file records created on or after a certain time and date are
included in the report.

• Ending time and date -- You can specify that only log file records created on or before a certain time and date are
included in the report.

You can specify any or all of the above selection criteria. Log file records must meet all criteria you specify in order to be
included in the report.

DSECT for the Log File Prefix

Each record written to the log file includes an optional prefix that specifies the following information:

• The date and time the record was written
• The name of the dialog that wrote the record
• The type of record written
• The application user id

This information is used by the print log utility to select log records and format them for output. The information may also
be required by reports that you create.

DSECT

The DSECT for the log file prefix, #BLPDS, is shown below:

*********************************************************************** 00001000

***                                                                 *** 00002000

*** BLP:   BATCH LOG PREFIX DSECT                                   *** 00003000

***                                                                 *** 00004000

*********************************************************************** 00005000

BLP      DSECT                            10:41:34 mm/dd/yy             00006000

BLPDTK   DS    0CL8                DATE/TIME (KEY)                      00007000

BLPDATE  DS    CL4                 DATE (00YYDDDC)                      00008000

BLPTIME  DS    CL4                 TIME (1/10000 SEC)                   00009000

BLPPGNAM DS    CL8                 PROGRAM/DIALOG NAME                  00010000

BLPTYPE  DS    X                   RECORD TYPE                          00011000

         SPACE                                                          00012000
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*   THE FOLLOWING ARE VALID VALUES FOR BLPTYPE                          00013000

*                                                                       00014000

BLPDBUG  EQU   1                   DEBUG                                00015000

BLPUSR   EQU   2                   USER MESSAGE                         00016000

BLPSPNSE EQU   3                   EDIT ERROR RECORD                    00017000

BLPWTO   EQU   4                   WRITE TO OPERATOR MESSAGE            00018000

BLPABND  EQU   5                   ABEND DUMP TEXT                      00019000

BLPSTAT  EQU   6                   STATISTICS                           00020000

BLPHITYP EQU   6                   HIGHEST VALID TYPE                   00021000

*                                                                       00022000

BLPRCMP  #FLAG X'80'               IF ON, LOG RECORD IS COMPRESSED      00023000

BLPFLG1  DS    X                   FLAG BYTE                            00024000

BLPRLEN  DS    H                   LEN OF LOG REC THAT FOLLOWS PREFIX   00025000

BLPULEN  DS    X                   LENGTH OF USER ID                    00026000

         DS    XL3                 RESERVED                             00027000

BLPLEN   EQU   *-BLP               LENGTH OF FIXED PORTION OF PREFIX    00028000

BLPUSER  DS    0X                  START OF USER ID                     00029000

         EJECT                                                          00030000

ADS Batch Control Statements

The print log utility's control statements enable you to specify the type of reports you want, the criteria to be applied in
selecting log file records, and the information on the log file.

Syntax for the control statements is shown below:

►►──┬────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ MODE ─┬──────┬─┬─ REPort ◄ ─┬─┘

             ├─ IS ─┤ └─ EXTract ──┘
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             └─ = ──┘

 

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

    └─┬─ PRInt ◄ ──┬───┬──────────────────────────┬─┘

      └─ EXClude ──┘   ├───── ALL ◄ ──────────────┤

                       │     ┌──────────────┐     │

                       └─ ( -v┬─ DEBug ────┬┴─ ) ─┘

                              ├─ USEr ─────┤

                              ├─ EDIterr ──┤

                              ├─ OPErator ─┤

                              ├─ ABEnd ────┤

                              └─ STAts ────┘

 

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►

    └─ FOR ──┬──── ALL ◄ ───────────────────────────────────┬───┘

             │                     ┌───────────────┐        │

             └───┬── DIAlogs ── ( ─▼─ dialog-name ─┴─ ) ──┬─┘

                 │                  ┌───────────┐         │

                 └┬─ USErids ─┬─ ( ─▼─ user-id ─┴─ ) ─────┘

                  └─ USERS ───┘

 

 ►───┬────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

     └─ FROm time-hhmmsstttt ──┬────────────┬─┘

                               └─ ON yyddd ─┘
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 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

    └─ TO time-hhmmsstttt ──┬────────────┬─┘

                            └─ ON yyddd ─┘

 

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

    └─ LOG File ──┬──────┬──┬─ ADSLOGA ◄ ───────┬──┘

                  ├─ IS ─┤  └─ run-time-label ──┘

                  └─ = ──┘

 

 ►──┬─ PREfix ◄ ──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ NOPrefix ──┘

• MODE IS REPORT/EXTRACT
Specifies whether the output is formatted:
– REPORT (default) specifies that the output is formatted with page headers and carriage control characters.
– EXTRACT specifies that the output is unformatted. The selected records are simply extracted from the log file; each

record includes the log file prefix.
The EXTRACT option enables you, for example, to extract all EDITERR records created during the execution of an
application. You can then merge these records with the suspense files that the records describe.

• PRINT/EXCLUDE
Specifies whether the named record types are included in or excluded from the report. PRINT is the default.

• ALL/(DEBUG/USER/EDITERR/OPERATOR/ABEND/STATS)
Specifies the types of records requested, as follows:
– ALL (default) specifies all record types.
– DEBUG specifies debugging information issued by SNAP commands and by the CA ADS Batch trace facility.
– USER specifies messages issued by WRITE TO LOG and CONTINUE commands, and by WRITE TRANSACTION

commands that perform a mapout to the terminal operator.
– EDITERR specifies error messages issued when an input record is written to the suspense file.
– OPERATOR specifies messages issued by WRITE TO OPERATOR commands.
– ABEND specifies messages issued by the ABORT command and by the runtime system when an application

abends. These messages also include snap dumps of memory produced by abends.
– STATS specifies statistics written by the runtime system when dialog statistics are being collected for the

application.
• FOR ALL/DIALOGS (dialog-name)/USERIDS (user-id)

Specifies selection criteria by dialog and/or user id, as follows:
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– ALL (default) specifies that the dialog name and user id are not used as selection criteria.
– DIALOGS (dialog-name) specifies that only log file records created by the named dialog or dialogs are included

in the report. Multiple dialog names must be separated by commas. If the DIALOGS parameter is not specified, the
dialog name is not used as a selection criterion.

– USERIDS (user-id) specifies that only log file records created by the named user or users are included in the
report. Multiple user ids must be separated by commas. If the USERIDS parameter is not specified, the user id is
not used as a selection criterion.

• FROM time-hhmmsstttt
Specifies that only log file records created on or after the specified time are included in the report. Time-hhmmsstttt
specifies the time in hours (1 through 24), minutes, seconds, and tenths of seconds. Two digits of the hour must be
specified; the remainder is optional. For example, 9:45 a.m. is specified as 0945. To include a date using the ON
parameter, you must specify a time; you can specify the beginning of a day as 00. The default is the beginning of the
day.

• ON  yyddd
Specifies that only log file records created on or after the specified Julian date are included in the report. The default is
the date on which the print log utility is executed.

• TO time-hhmmsstttt
Specifies that only log file records created on or before the specified time are included in the report. Time-hhmmsstttt
specifies the time in hours (1 through 24), minutes, seconds, and tenths of seconds. Two digits of the hour must be
specified; the remainder is optional. For example, 9:45 a.m. is specified as 0945. To include a date using the ON
parameter, you must specify a time; you can specify the end of a day as 24. The default is 24, which is the end of the
day.

• ON  yyddd
Specifies that only log file records created on or before the specified Julian date are included in the report. The default
is the date on which the print log utility is executed.

• LOG FILE IS ADSLOGA/ddname
Specifies the z/OS ddname or z/VSE filename of the log file. The default is ADSLOGA.

• PREFIX/NOPREFIX
Specifies whether the log file contains a prefix for each record. The default is PREFIX. NOPREFIX must be specified
if no prefix is included, so that the print log utility does not attempt to interpret the beginning portion of each log file
record as a prefix.

z/OS JCL for ADSOBPLG

z/OS JCL Under Central Version

JCL for running the print log utility (ADSOBPLG) is shown below:

ADSOBPLG (z/OS)

//ADSOBPLG EXEC PGM=ADSOBPLG,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//sysctl   DD   DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//adslog   DD   DSN=ads.log.file,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A
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//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

DICTNAME=dictionary-name

Other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

/*

//SYSIPT   DD   *

control statements

/*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=A

idms.dba.loadlib data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and
database name table load modules

idms.loadlib data set name of DC/UCF load library
sysctl ddname of SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl data set name of SYSCTL file
adslog ddname of CA ADS Batch log file
ads.log.file data set name of CA ADS Batch log file

Local Mode

To execute ADSOBPLG in local mode, the following steps are required:

1. Remove the sysctl DD statement.
2. Add the following statements:

//sysjrnl DD   DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=NEW,UNIT=tape

//dictdb  DD   DSN=idms.dictdb,DISP=OLD

//dloddb  DD   DSN=idms.dloddb,DISP=SHR

//dmsgdb  DD   DSN=idms.dmsgdb,DISP=SHR

//dlogdb  DD   DSN=idms.dlogdb,DISP=SHR

additional journal file assignments, as required
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sysjrnl ddname of journal file
idms.tapejrnl data set name of journal file
tape symbolic device name of journal file
dictdb ddname of data dictionary
idms.dictdb data set name of data dictionary
dloddb ddname of data dictionary load area
idms.dloddb data set name of data dictionary load area
dmsgdb ddname of data dictionary message area
idms.dmsgdb data set name of data dictionary message area
dlogdb ddname of data dictionary log area
idms.dlogdb data set name of data dictionary log area

z/VSE JCL Under Central Version ADSOBPLG (z/VSE)

// DLBL SYSCTL,'idms.sysctl',1999/365,SD

// DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT'

// DLBL     ciln,'idms.cilib'

// EXTENT   ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF   CL,SEARCH=(ciln),TEMP

// DLBL     adsloga,'log.file'

// EXTENT   sysnnn,nnnnnn

   ASSGN    sysnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC     IDMSFILE,SIZE=(ADSOBPLG,128K)

SYSIDMS control statements

IDMSFILE control statements

ADSOBPLG control statements

idms.sysctl data set name of SYSCTL file
ciln filename of core-image library
idms.cilib file-id of DC/UCF core-image library
nnnnnn volume serial number
adsloga filename of the log file
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log.file file-id of the log file
sysnnn logical unit of the device on which the log file is located
SYSIDMS control statements control statements used by SYSIDMS to describe physical runtime

environments as described in CA IDMS Common Facilities
Section.

IDMSFILE control statements control statements used by IDMSFILE to describe the
characteristics of the log file, as described in z/VSE File
Characteristics Program.

ADSOBPLG control statements control statements used by ADSOBPLG

NOTE
A /* card must follow each SYSIPT file.

Local Mode

To execute ADSOBPLG in local mode, the following steps are required:

1. Remove the SYSCTL DLBL card
2. Add the following statements:

// DLBL     dictdb,'idms.dictdb',,DA

// EXTENT   sys005,nnnnnn

// ASSGN    sys005,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL     dloddb,'idms.dloddb',,DA

// EXTENT   sys017,nnnnnn

// ASSGN    sys017,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL     dmsgdb,'idms.dmsgdb',,DA

// EXTENT   sys016,nnnnnn

// ASSGN    sys016,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL     dlogdb,'idms.dlogdb',,DA

// EXTENT   sys019,nnnnnn

// ASSGN    sys019,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL     sysjrnl,'idms.tapejrnl',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN    sys009,TAPE,VOL=nnnnnn

additional journal file assignments, as required
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dictdb filename of data dictionary
idms.dictdb file-id of data dictionary
sys005 logical unit assignment for data dictionary
nnnnnn volume serial number
dloddb filename of data dictionary load area
idms.dloddb file-id of data dictionary load area
sys017 logical unit assignment for data dictionary load area
dmsgdb filename of data dictionary message area
idms.dmsgdb file-id of data dictionary message area
sys016 logical unit assignment for data dictionary message area
dlogdb filename of data dictionary log area
idms.dlogdb file-id of data dictionary log area
sys019 logical unit assignment for data dictionary log area
sysjrnl filename of tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl file-id of tape journal file
f file number of tape journal file
sys009 logical unit assignment for tape journal file

Local Mode

To execute ADSOBPLG in local mode, the following steps are required:

1. Remove the ADD-FILE-LINK statement for sysctl
2. Add the following statements:

/ADD-FILE-LINK L-NAME=dictdb,F-NAME=idms.appldict.dictdb,SHARED-UPD=*YES

/ADD-FILE-LINK L-NAME=dloddb,F-NAME=idms.appldict.dloddb,SHARED-UPD=*YES

/ADD-FILE-LINK L-NAME=dcmsg,F-NAME=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,SHARED-UPD=*YES

/ADD-FILE-LINK L-NAME=sysjrnl,F-NAME=idms.tapejrnl

additional journal file assignments, as required

dictdb linkname of data dictionary file
idms.appldict.dictdb filename of data dictionary file
dloddb linkname of data dictionary load area file
idms.appldict.dloddb filename of data dictionary load area file
dcmsg linkname of data dictionary message area file
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg filename of data dictionary message area file
sysjrnl linkname of tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl filename of tape journal file
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CA ADS Batch Sample Applications
This appendix implements the following CA ADS Batch sample applications:

• Employee-record archive application──Archives selected employee records and their associated coverage records
from an CA IDMS/DB database to an output file

• Employee-record restore application──Restores selected employee records and their associated coverage records
from the archive file to the database

• Employee-record report application──Produces a report of employees by department

Subschema

All applications access the employee subschema. The subschema includes the following database records.

Database record Description

EMPLOYEE Stores employee records. The CALC key for EMPLOYEE is EMP-
ID-0415.

COVERAGE Stores insurance coverage records for each employee. Several
COVERAGE records can be associated with an EMPLOYEE
record. The relationship is described by the EMP-COVERAGE set.

DEPARTMENT Stores information on the company's departments. The CALC key
for DEPARTMENT is DEPT-ID-0410. Each employee belongs
to a department. The relationship is described by the DEPT-
EMPLOYEE set.

OFFICE Stores information on the company's offices. The CALC key for
OFFICE is OFFICE-CODE-0450. Each employee belongs to an
office. The relationship is described by the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE
set.

Employee-record Archive Application

 

The employee-record archive application writes selected employee records and their associated coverage records from
an CA IDMS/DB database to an output file. The following diagram shows the file access, components, and flow of control
for the application.
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The files accessed and the dialogs used by the application are as follows.

Files

Name Type Description
INFILE1 Input file Contains the ids of employee records to be

archived
SUSFILE1 Suspense file Contains records from INFILE1 found in

error
ARCFILE Output file Contains archived employee records and

their associated coverage records
REPFILE1 Output file Contains a transaction summary report for

the application
ADSLOGA Log file Contains informational and error messages

produced by the application
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Dialogs

Name Description
ARCD1 Reads input records and acts as a mainline routine, passing

control to dialogs ARCD2, ARCD3, and ARCD4, as required by
the application; writes erroneous input records to the suspense file

ARCD2 Writes an employee record to the archive file, then returns control
to ARCD1

ARCD3 Writes the coverage records associated with an archived
employee record to the archive file, then returns control to ARCD1

ARCD4 Determines the transaction report lines to be written to the report
output file; for each line to be written, passes control to ARCD5;
returns control to ARCD1 after all lines for the transaction have
been written

ARCD5 Writes a report line to the report output file, then returns control to
ARCD4

Steps to create the application

To create the application, you perform the following steps:

1. Describe the input and output files in the data dictionary.
2. Describe the layouts of file, map, and work records in the data dictionary.
3. Define the file maps that associate file records with variable storage.
4. Define the process modules for the application's dialogs.
5. Define the dialogs.

These steps are described below, followed by a discussion of executing the application.

Step 1 Describe the Files in the Data Dictionary

Each input and output file (excluding suspense and log files) must be described in the data dictionary as a file entity. You
can define the files by using the IDD DDDL compiler or the IDD menu facility.

You can describe the file entities without specifying file characteristics. At runtime, under z/OS, the runtime system uses
the file characteristics specified in the JCL or data set labels. Under VSE, the runtime system uses the characteristics
specified by IDMSFILE control statements.

The following IDD DDDL statements add file entity descriptions for the input, archive, and report files:

ADD FILE IDD-INFILE1.

ADD FILE IDD-ARCFILE.

ADD FILE IDD-REPFILE1.

Alternatively, since you are not including file characteristics as part of the file descriptions, you can use one generic file
entity to represent all three files:

ADD FILE IDD-GENERIC-FILE.
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Step 2 Describe the Records in the Data Dictionary

All file, map, and work records used in the application must be described in the data dictionary. The employee-record
archive application uses the following records.

Record Description
WORK-RECORD1 Contains miscellaneous variable fields required by the application
INPUT-RECORD1 Describes the layout of the input file
ARCHIVE-RECORD-EMP Describes the layout of archived employee records in the archive

file
ARCHIVE-RECORD-COV Describes the layout of archived coverage records in the archive

file
REPORT-RECORD Describes the layout of the report file
REPORT-HDR1
REPORT-HDR2
REPORT-DTL

Describe the heading and detail lines for the report

You can define records by using the IDD DDDL compiler or the IDD menu facility. The record definitions are illustrated on
the following pages.

WORK-RECORD1

WORK-RECORD1.

   03  WORK-DATE-YYMMDD.

       05  WORK-YY1             PICTURE IS   9(2).

       05  WORK-MM1             PICTURE IS   9(2).

       05  WORK-DD1             PICTURE IS   9(2).

   03  WORK-DATE-MMDDYY.

       05  WORK-MM2             PICTURE IS   9(2).

       05  FILLER               PICTURE IS   X        VALUE IS '/'.

       05  WORK-DD2             PICTURE IS   9(2).

       05  FILLER               PICTURE IS   X        VALUE IS '/'.

       05  WORK-YY2             PICTURE IS   9(2).

   03  WORK-LINE-CTR            PICTURE IS   99.

   03  WORK-PAGE-CTR            PICTURE IS   999.

   03  WORK-STATUS              PICTURE IS   X(10).
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   03  WORK-ARC-ID              PICTURE IS   9(4).

   03  WORK-ARCFILE-STATUS      PICTURE IS   X(3).

INPUT-RECORD1

INPUT-RECORD1.

   03  INPUT-ID                 PICTURE IS   9(4).

Include within file IDD-INFILE1.

ARCHIVE-RECORD- EMP

ARCHIVE-RECORD-EMP

   03  ARCHIVE-TYPE             PICTURE IS   X.

   03  ARCHIVE-DEPT-ID          PICTURE IS   9(4).

   03  ARCHIVE-OFFICE-CODE      PICTURE IS   XXX.

   03  ARCHIVE-EMPLOYEE-RECORD  PICTURE IS   X(116).

Include within file IDD-ARCFILE.

ARCHIVE-RECORD- COV

ARCHIVE-RECORD-COV.

   03  ARCHIVE-TYPE             PICTURE IS   X.

   03  ARCHIVE-COVERAGE-RECORD  PICTURE IS   X(16).

Include within file IDD-ARCFILE.

REPORT-RECORD

REPORT-RECORD.
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   03  REPORT-CC                PICTURE IS   X.

   03  REPORT-LINE              PICTURE IS   X(131).

Include within file IDD-REPFILE1.

REPORT-HDR1

REPORT-HDR1.

   03  FILLER                   PICTURE IS   X(15)    VALUE IS SPACES.

   03  FILLER                   PICTURE IS   X(27)

                                VALUE IS 'TRANSACTION REPORT   DATE:'.

   03  REPORT-DATE              PICTURE IS   X(8).

   03  FILLER                   PICTURE IS   X(8)     VALUE IS '  PAGE:'.

   03  REPORT-PAGE              PICTURE IS   999.

REPORT-HDR2

REPORT-HDR2.

   03  FILLER                   PICTURE IS   X(15)    VALUE IS 'EMPLOYEE ID'.

   03  FILLER                   PICTURE IS   X(28)    VALUE IS 'NAME'.

   03  FILLER                   PICTURE IS   X(6)     VALUE IS 'STATUS'.

REPORT-DTL

REPORT-DTL.

   03  FILLER                   PICTURE IS   X(4)     VALUE IS SPACES.

   03  REPORT-ID                PICTURE IS   9(4).

   03  FILLER                   PICTURE IS   X(7)     VALUE IS SPACES.

   03  REPORT-LNAME             PICTURE IS   X(15).

   03  FILLER                   PICTURE IS   X        VALUE IS SPACES.
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   03  REPORT-FNAME             PICTURE IS   X(10).

   03  FILLER                   PICTURE IS   X(2)     VALUE IS SPACES.

   03  REPORT-STATUS            PICTURE IS   X(30).

Step 3 Define the File Maps

You define a file map for each file record layout used in the application. The file maps in this application are described
below.

Map Description
MAP1 Associates record INPUT-RECORD1 with variable storage
MAP2 Associates record ARCHIVE-RECORD-EMP with variable storage
MAP3 Associates record ARCHIVE-RECORD-COV with variable storage
MAP4 Associates record REPORT-RECORD with variable storage

You define maps by using the CA IDMS/DC mapping facility. The file map definitions are illustrated below.

MAP1

Internal records:       None

External file:          INFILE1

External record:        INPUT-RECORD1

External field                  Internal field

INPUT-ID........................INPUT-ID

MAP2

Internal records:       DEPARTMENT

                        OFFICE

External file:          ARCFILE
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External record:        ARCHIVE-RECORD-EMP

External field                  Internal field

ARCHIVE-TYPE....................$RESPONSE

ARCHIVE-DEPT-ID.................DEPT-ID-0410

ARCHIVE-OFFICE-CODE.............OFFICE-CODE-0450

ARCHIVE-EMPLOYEE-RECORD.........ARCHIVE-EMPLOYEE-RECORD

MAP3

Internal records:       None

External file:          ARCFILE

External record:        ARCHIVE-RECORD-COV

External field                  Internal field

ARCHIVE-TYPE....................$RESPONSE

ARCHIVE-COVERAGE-RECORD.........ARCHIVE-COVERAGE-RECORD

MAP4

Internal records:       None

External file:          REPFILE1

External record:        REPORT-RECORD
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External field                  Internal field

REPORT-CC.......................REPORT-CC

REPORT-LINE.....................REPORT-LINE

Step 4 Define the Process Modules

The next step in creating the application is to define process modules consisting of Application Development System
process commands. You can define process modules by using the IDD DDDL compiler or the IDD menu facility.

The process modules required by the application are presented under "Step 5: Define the Dialogs," as part of the
discussion of the dialogs with which they are associated. In this way, you can see how the modules fit into the application
structure.

NOTE
The process modules shown in Step 5 have embedded comment lines, indicated by an exclamation point (!) in
column 1. You do not have to key in these lines.

Step 5 Define the Dialogs

The next step in defining the application is to define its dialogs. A dialog is a collection of application components created
in earlier steps, including file maps and process modules. You can define a dialog by using the online dialog compiler.

The dialogs in the archive application are described below.

Dialog Description
ARCD1 Reads input records and acts as a mainline routine, passing

control to ARCD2, ARCD3, and ARCD4, as required by the
application; writes erroneous input records to the suspense file

ARCD2 Writes the specified employee record to the archive file, then
returns control to ARCD1

ARCD3 Writes the coverage records associated with the specified
employee record to the archive file, then returns control to ARCD1

ARCD4 Determines the transaction report lines to be written to the report
output file; for each line to be written, passes control to ARCD5;
returns control to ARCD1 once all lines have been written for the
transaction

ARCD5 Writes a report line to the report output file, then returns control to
ARCD4

The definitions for these dialogs are provided separately below, along with the process modules associated with the
dialogs and the mapin or mapout operations that the dialogs perform at runtime. For an illustration of how these dialogs fit
together, see the diagram earlier in this section.

Dialog ARCD1

Dialog ARCD1 executes at the beginning of the application. ARCD1 reads an input file that contains a list of ids of
employee records to be archived. ARCD1 serves as a mainline dialog, passing control to other dialogs, as required,
to archive the employee and associated coverage records and to write report lines to a report file. ARCD1 also writes
erroneous input records to a suspense file.
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The dialog definition for ARCD1 is illustrated below:

The premap process, mapin operation, and response process are shown below.

Dialog ARCD1: Premap Process

!**********************************************************************

!*ARCD1-PM                                                            *

!*  -EXECUTED ONCE AT THE BEGINNING OF THE APPLICATION WHEN           *

!*   DLG ARCD1 BEGINS EXECUTION.                                      *

!*  -PERFORMS APPLICATION INITIALIZATION, THEN READS THE FIRST        *

!*   INPUT RECORD.                                                    *

!**********************************************************************

CALL INIT.

READ TRANSACTION.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*SUBROUTINE INIT                                *
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!*-SET UP FOR TRANSACTION REPORT.                *

!*************************************************

DEFINE INIT.

  MOVE DATE TO WORK-DATE-YYMMDD.

  MOVE WORK-YY1 TO WORK-YY2.

  MOVE WORK-MM1 TO WORK-MM2.

  MOVE WORK-DD1 TO WORK-DD2.

  MOVE WORK-DATE-MMDDYY TO REPORT-DATE.

  MOVE 55 TO WORK-LINE-CTR.

  GOBACK.

Dialog ARCD1: Mapin Operation

External field                  Internal field

INPUT-ID.......................>INPUT-ID

Dialog ARCD1: Response Process

!**********************************************************************

!*ARCD1-RESPONSE                                                      *

!*  -EXECUTED AFTER DLG ARCD1'S MAPIN OPERATION.  DEFAULT RESPONSE    *

!*   PROCESS FOR ARCD1.                                               *

!*  -PERFORMS MAINLINE PROCESSING OF INPUT RECORD.                    *

!**********************************************************************

READY USAGE-MODE UPDATE.

!

!
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!*************************************************

!*-TERMINATE APPLICATION ON AN EOF CONDITION     *

!*************************************************

IF $EOF

  DO.

  WRITE LOG TEXT '***EOF ON INPUT***'.

  LEAVE APPLICATION.

  END.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-INPUT-ID CONTAINS THE ID OF THE EMP REC       *

!* TO BE ARCHIVED.                               *

!*-ATTEMPT TO RETRIEVE THE RECORD FROM THE       *

!* DATABASE.                                     *

!*-IF THE RECORD DOES NOT EXIST, CALL AN         *

!* ERROR ROUTINE.                                *

!*-ON ANY OTHER DB ERROR, TERMINATE THE APP.     *

!*************************************************

MOVE INPUT-ID TO EMP-ID-0415.

OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

  CALL ERRRTN.

IF DB-ANY-ERROR

  ABORT TEXT 'DB ERROR ON EMPLOYEE OBTAIN'.
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!

!

!*************************************************

!*-PASS CONTROL TO DLG ARCD2, WHICH ARCHIVES     *

!* THE EMPLOYEE RECORD.                          *

!*-PASS CONTROL TO DLG ARCD3, WHICH ARCHIVES     *

!* THE ASSOCIATED COVERAGE RECORDS.              *

!*************************************************

LINK NOSAVE 'ARCD2'.

LINE NOSAVE 'ARCD3'.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-SET UP FOR TRANSACTION REPORT, THEN PASS      *

!* CONTROL TO DLG ARCD4, WHICH, ALONG WITH       *

!* ARCD5, WRITE A REPORT LINE.                   *

!*************************************************

MOVE 'RECORD ARCHIVED' TO REPORT-STATUS.

MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO REPORT-ID.

MOVE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 TO REPORT-LNAME.

MOVE EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 TO REPORT-FNAME.

LINK NOSAVE 'ARCD4'.

!

!
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!*************************************************

!*-DELETE THE EMPLOYEE RECORD FROM THE           *

!* DATABASE ALONG WITH ALL COVERAGE RECORDS.     *

!*-ON ANY DB ERROR, TERMINATE THE APPL.          *

!*************************************************

OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

ERASE EMPLOYEE ALL MEMBERS.

IF DB-ANY-ERROR

  ABORT TEXT 'DB ERROR ON EMPLOYEE ERASE'.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-READ THE NEXT INPUT RECORD.                   *

!*************************************************

READ TRANSACTION.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*SUBROUTINE ERRRTN                              *

!*-CALLED WHEN THE REQUESTED EMP REC IS NOT      *

!* FOUND IN THE DATABASE                         *

!*-SET UP FOR TRANSACTION REPORT, THEN           *

!* PASS CONTROL TO ARCD4, WHICH, ALONG WITH      *

!* ARCD5, WRITES A REPORT LINE.                  *

!*-SET INPUT-ID OF THE INPUT MAP IN ERROR.       *
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!*-ISSUE WRITE TRANSACTION COMMAND, WHICH        *

!* WRITES THE INPUT RECORD TO THE SUSPENSE       *

!* FILE, THEN READS THE NEXT INPUT RECORD.       *

!*************************************************

DEFINE ERRRTN.

  MOVE 'RECORD NOT FOUND' TO REPORT-STATUS.

  MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO REPORT-ID.

  MOVE SPACES TO REPORT-FNAME.

  MOVE SPACES TO REPORT-LNAME.

  LINK NOSAVE 'ARCD4'.

  MODIFY MAP TEMP FOR (INPUT-ID) EDIT ERROR.

  WRITE TRANSACTION.

Dialog ARCD2

Dialog ARCD2 executes when it receives control from ARCD1. ARCD2 archives an employee record.

The dialog definition for ARCD2 is illustrated below:

The premap process and mapout operation are shown below,

Dialog ARCD2: Premap Process

!**********************************************************************
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!*ARCD2-PM                                                            *

!*  -EXECUTED AT THE BEGINNING OF DLG ARCD2.                          *

!*  -ARCHIVES AN EMPLOYEE RECORD.                                     *

!*  -THE EMP ARCHIVE REC CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING FIELDS:            *

!*       -TYPE FIELD (INTERNAL FIELD IS $RESPONSE)                    *

!*       -DEPARTMENT ID                                               *

!*       -OFFICE ID                                                   *

!*       -EMPLOYEE RECORD                                             *

!**********************************************************************

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-MOVE RECORD TYPE TO $RESPONSE.                *

!*************************************************

MOVE 'E' TO $RESPONSE.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-RETRIEVE THE EMPLOYEE'S OFFICE AND            *

!* DEPARTMENT IDS.                               *

!*-ON ANY DATABASE ERROR, ABORT APPL.            *

!*************************************************

OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE.

IF DB-ANY-ERROR
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  ABORT TEXT 'DB ERROR ON OFFICE OBTAIN'.

OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

IF DB-ANY-ERROR

  ABORT TEXT 'DB ERROR ON DEPARTMENT OBTAIN'.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-MOVE EMPLOYEE RECORD TO ARCHIVE RECORD        *

!*************************************************

MOVE EMPLOYEE TO ARCHIVE-EMPLOYEE-RECORD.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-WRITE THE RECORD, THEN RETURN TO ARCD1.       *

!*************************************************

WRITE TRANSACTION RETURN.

Dialog ARCD2: Mapout Operation

Internal field                  External field

$RESPONSE......................>ARCHIVE-TYPE

DEPT-ID-0410...................>ARCHIVE-DEPT-ID

OFFICE-CODE-0450...............>ARCHIVE-OFFICE-CODE

ARCHIVE-EMPLOYEE-RECORD........>ARCHIVE-EMPLOYEE-RECORD
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Dialog ARCD3

Dialog ARCD3 executes when it receives control from ARCD1. ARCD3 archives all coverage records associated with the
employee record being archived.

The dialog definition for ARCD3 is illustrated below:

The premap process and mapout operation are shown below.

Dialog ARCD3: Premap Process

!**********************************************************************

!*ARCD3-PM                                                            *

!*  -EXECUTED AT THE BEGINNING OF DLG ARCD3.                          *

!*  -ARCHIVES ALL ASSOCIATED COVERAGE RECORDS.                        *

!*  -THE COVERAGE ARCHIVE REC CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING FIELDS:       *

!*       -TYPE FIELD (INTERNAL FIELD IS $RESPONSE)                    *

!*       -COVERAGE RECORD                                             *

!**********************************************************************

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-MOVE RECORD TYPE TO $RESPONSE.                *

!*************************************************
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MOVE 'C' TO $RESPONSE.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-RETRIEVE A COVERAGE RECORD.                   *

!*-ON END-OF-SET, RETURN TO ARCD1.               *

!*-IF ANY OTHER DB ERROR, ABORT APPL.            *

!*************************************************

IF FIRST-TIME

  OBTAIN FIRST COVERAGE WITH EMP-COVERAGE.

ELSE

  OBTAIN NEXT COVERAGE WITHIN EMP-COVERAGE.

IF DB-END-OF-SET

  RETURN.

IF DB-ANY-ERROR

  ABORT TEXT 'DB ERROR ON COVERAGE OBTAIN'.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-MOVE COVERAGE RECORD TO ARCHIVE RECORD        *

!*************************************************

MOVE COVERAGE TO ARCHIVE-COVERAGE-RECORD.

!

!

!*************************************************
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!*-WRITE THE RECORD, THEN REEXECUTE THE          *

!* PROCESS TO ARCHIVE THE NEXT COVERAGE REC.     *

!*************************************************

WRITE TRANSACTION CONTINUE.

Dialog ARCD3: Mapout Operation

Internal field                  External field

$RESPONSE......................>ARCHIVE-TYPE

ARCHIVE-COVERAGE-RECORD........>ARCHIVE-COVERAGE-RECORD

Dialog ARCD4

Dialog ARCD4 executes when it receives control from ARCD1. ARCD4 prepares report lines to be written to the report file
and passes control to ARCD5, which actually writes the lines to the output file.

The dialog definition for ARCD4 is illustrated below:

The premap process is shown below.

Dialog ARCD4: Premap Process

!**********************************************************************

!*ARCD4-PM                                                            *

!*  -EXECUTED AT THE BEGINNING OF DLG ARCD4.                          *

!*  -DETERMINES REPORT LINE(S) TO BE WRITTEN.                         *

!*  -THE REPORT RECORD CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING FIELDS:              *
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!*       -REPORT-CC ── CARRIAGE CONTROL CHARACTER                     *

!*       -REPORT-LINE ── ACTUAL REPORT LINE                           *

!*  -THIS PROCESS MOVES THE PROPER DATA INTO THESE FIELDS, THEN       *

!*   PASSES CONTROL TO ARCD5, WHICH WRITES A LINE.                    *

!**********************************************************************

ADD 1 TO WORK-LINE-CTR.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-IF LINE COUNTER > 55, CALL A ROUTINE THAT     *

!* PRINTS HEADING LINES, THEN MOVE 0 TO          *

!* REPORT-CC, SO THAT THE FIRST DETAIL LINE      *

!* IS DOUBLE SPACED.                             *

!*-IF LINE COUNTER IS NOT > 55, MOVE ' ' TO      *

!* REPORT-CC, SO THAT THE DETAIL LINE IS         *

!* SINGLE SPACED.                                *

!*************************************************

IF WORK-LINE-CTR > 55

  DO.

  CALL PRINTHDR.

  MOVE '0' TO REPORT-CC.

  END.

ELSE

  MOVE ' ' TO REPORT-CC.

!
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!

!*************************************************

!*-MOVE THE DETAIL LINE TO REPORT-LINE.          *

!*-PASS CONTROL TO ARCD5, WHICH WRITES THE       *

!* LINE.                                         *

!*-RETURN CONTROL TO ARCD1.                      *

!*************************************************

MOVE REPORT-DTL TO REPORT-LINE.

LINK NOSAVE 'ARCD5'.

RETURN.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*SUBROUTINE PRINTHDR                            *

!*-CALLED WHEN PAGE HEADERS ARE TO BE PRINTED    *

!*-SET UP FIRST HEADING LINE, THEN PASS          *

!* CONTROL TO ARCD5, WHICH WRITES IT.            *

!*-SET UP SECOND HEADING LINE, THEN PASS         *

!* CONTROL TO ARCD5, WHICH WRITES IT.            *

!*-GO BACK TO MAIN ROUTINE TO WRITE THE          *

!* DETAIL LINE.                                  *

!*************************************************

DEFINE PRINTHDR.

  MOVE 1 TO WORK-LINE-CTR.
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  ADD 1 TO WORK-PAGE-CTR.

  MOVE WORK-PAGE-CTR TO REPORT-PAGE.

  MOVE REPORT-HDR1 TO REPORT-LINE.

  MOVE '1' TO REPORT-CC.

  LINK NOSAVE 'ARCD5'.

  MOVE REPORT-HDR2 TO REPORT-LINE.

  MOVE '-' TO REPORT-CC.

  LINK NOSAVE 'ARCD5'.

  GOBACK.

Dialog ARCD5

Dialog ARCD5 executes when it receives control from ARCD4. ARCD5 writes a report line to the report file.

The dialog definition for ARCD5 is illustrated below:

The premap process and mapout operation are shown below.

Dialog ARCD5: Premap Process

!**********************************************************************

!*ARCD5-PM                                                            *

!*  -EXECUTED AT THE BEGINNING OF DLG ARCD5.                          *

!*  -WRITES A REPORT LINE, THEN PASSES CONTROL BACK TO ARCD4.         *
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!**********************************************************************

WRITE TRANSACTION RETURN.

Dialog ARCD5: Mapout Operation

Internal field                  External field

REPORT-CC......................>REPORT-CC

REPORT-LINE....................>REPORT-LINE

Executing the Application

You execute the application by executing the batch program ADSBATCH, as described in Runtime Considerations.

Physical File Characteristics

Characteristics of the physical files that the application accesses are shown below. Under z/OS, the JCL specifications or
data set label for each file should specify the record formats, logical record lengths, and block sizes indicated. Under z/
VSE, these characteristics should be specified in IDMSFILE control statements. The JCL for executing an CA ADS Batch
application is provided in Runtime Considerations.

Data set name DDNAME/ filename Record format Logical record size Block size
INFILE1 INFILE1 FB 4 4000
SUSFILE1 SUSFILE1 FB 4 4000
ARCFILE ARCFILE VB 128 3000
REPFILE1 REPFILE1 FB 133 1330
ADSLOGA ADSLOGA VB 320 12804

Control statements

The JCL can also include control statements. In the following sample set of control statements, you specify the application
entry point, the requestor's id, and the ddname of the log file:

ENTRY POINT DIALOG ARCD1.

REQUESTOR MPK.

LOG FILE1= ADSLOGA.

The contents of INFILE1 before the application is executed, and the contents of REPFILE1, SUSFILE1, ARCFILE, and
ADSLOGA after the application has been executed are shown below:
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NOTE
The employee-record restore application, implemented later in this appendix, assumes that the archive file
is ordered by employee id. Therefore, make sure that your input file for this application is also ordered by
employee id.

INFILE1

3000

4000

5001

REPFILE1

1               TRANSACTION REPORT   DATE: 10/18/99   PAGE:  001

-EMPLOYEE ID    NAME                         STATUS

0     3000      STERNS          JOSEPH       RECORD ARCHIVED

      4000                                   RECORD NOT FOUND

      5001      WATSON          BRIAN        RECORD ARCHIVED

SUSFILE1

4000

ARCFILE

E40000123000JOSEPH    STERMS            100 HANGER DRIVE     BOSTON ...

C800101830102M232

C830103850601M232

E40000125001BRIAN     WATSON            300 ST CATHERINE W.  MONTREAL ...

C850101      D123

ADSLOGA

IDMS DC506801 V1 SUSPENSE FILE SUSFILE1 ──  RECORD#   1  ──  IMAGE IS  '4000'

***EOF ON INPUT***
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IDMS DC507001 V1 BASE FILE INFILE1 CLOSED.

IDMS DC507003 V1   3 LOGICAL RECORDS READ.

IDMS DC507002 V1 BASE DATASET MEN.C0600.MPK.INFILE1 CLOSED.

IDMS DC507003 V1   1 PHYSICAL RECORDS READ.

IDMS DC507001 V1 BASE FILE ISUSFILE1 CLOSED.

IDMS DC507004 V1   1 LOGICAL RECORDS WRITTEN.

IDMS DC507002 V1 BASE DATASET MEN.C0600.MPK.SUSFILE1 CLOSED.

IDMS DC507004 V1   1 PHYSICAL RECORDS WRITTEN.

IDMS DC507001 V1 SUPPLEMENTARY FILE ARCFILE CLOSED.T

IDMS DC507004 V1   2 LOGICAL RECORDS WRITTEN.

IDMS DC507001 V1 BASE FILE ARCFILE CLOSED.E

IDMS DC507004 V1   3 LOGICAL RECORDS WRITTEN.

IDMS DC507002 V1 BASE DATASET MEN.C0600.MPK.ARCFILE CLOSED.

IDMS DC507004 V1   1 PHYSICAL RECORDS WRITTEN.

IDMS DC507001 V1 BASE FILE REPFILE1 CLOSED.

IDMS DC507004 V1   5 LOGICAL RECORDS WRITTEN.

IDMS DC507002 V1 BASE DATASET MEN.C0600.MPK.REPFILE1 CLOSED.

IDMS DC507004 V1   1 PHYSICAL RECORDS WRITTEN.

Employee-Record Restore Application

 

The employee-record restore application restores selected employee records and their associated coverage records from
an archive file (created in the employee-record archive application) to an CA IDMS/DB database. The following drawing
shows the file access, components, and flow of control for the application.
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The files accessed by this application are the same as those accessed in the archive application. ARCFILE, which was an
output file in the archive application, is an input file in the restore application.

The restore application uses a global application structure defined with the application generator. In the drawing above,
functions are represented by dotted rectangles; responses are represented by circles.

The application structure enables the application to access an input file that has more than one record layout (ARCFILE).
The structure ensures that type E (employee) records are mapped in by dialog RESD2, and that type C (coverage)
records are mapped in by dialog RESD3.

Processing

At runtime, the following processing occurs when RESD2 or RESD3 reads a record from the archive file:
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• If RESD2 reads a type E record, the record is mapped in using MAP2 and a response process is selected.
• If RESD2 reads a type C record, control passes immediately to dialog RESD3. The record is not mapped in; RESD3

must perform a read operation to map in the record.
• If RESD3 reads a type C record, the record is mapped in using MAP3 and a response process is selected.
• If RESD3 reads a type E record, control passes immediately to dialog RESD2. The record is not mapped in; RESD2

must perform a read operation to map in the record.

Dialogs Used

The dialogs used in the application are described below.

Dialog Description
RESD1 Reads input records and acts as a mainline routine, passing

control (by means of the application structure) to dialogs RESD2
and ARCD4, as required by the application; writes erroneous input
records to a suspense file

RESD2 Finds the requested employee record in the archive file; restores
the record; performs another read operation to begin reading
associated coverage records; if a coverage record is read, control
passes automatically to dialog RESD3; returns control to RESD1
when all associated coverage records have been restored

RESD3 Restores coverage records associated with the restored employee
record; if an employee record is read, control passes automatically
back to dialog RESD2

ARCD4 and ARCD5 Write transaction report lines to an output file

Steps

To create the application, you perform the following steps:

1. Define the application structure.
2. Define the process modules for the application's dialogs.
3. Define the dialogs.

Note that you do not define the files, records, and file maps used by the application, nor do you define dialogs ARCD4 and
ARCD5; you already defined these components as part of the archive application.

The steps you perform to define the restore application are described on the following pages, followed by a discussion of
executing the application.

Step 1 Define the Application Structure

You define the application structure by using the online application generator. The application structure consists of
responses, functions, and a task code. The specifications you make are shown below:

Application Specifications

Component Name Characteristics
Responses R2 Invokes F2

LINK command
NOSAVE option

 R4 Invokes F4
LINK command
NOSAVE option
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 E Invokes F2
TRANSFER command
NOFINISH option

 C Invokes F3
TRANSFER command
NOFINISH option

Functions F1 Assoc. with RESD1
Valid responses:
F1
F4

 F2 Assoc. with RESD2
Valid responses:
E
C

 F3 Assoc. with RESD3
Valid responses:
E
C

 F4 Assoc. with ARCD4
Task code RESAPPL Invokes F1

NOTE
For responses, you provide the NOSAVE and NOFINISH specifications.

Step 2 Define the Process Modules

As the next step in defining the employee-record restore application, you define process modules consisting of Application
Development System process commands. You can define process modules using the IDD DDDL compiler or the IDD
menu facility.

The process modules required by the application are presented under "Step 3: Define the Dialogs," together with the
dialogs with which they are associated. In this way, you can see how the modules fit into the application structure.

NOTE
The process modules shown in Step 3 have embedded comment lines, indicated by an exclamation point (!) in
column 1. You do not have to key in these lines.

Step 3 Define the Dialogs

The next step in defining the application is to define its dialogs. A dialog is a collection of application components created
in earlier steps, including file maps and process modules. You can define a dialog by using the online dialog compiler.

Dialogs Used

The dialogs in the restore application are described below.

Name Description
RESD1 Reads input records and acts as a mainline routine, passing

control (by means of the application structure) to dialogs RESD2
and ARCD4, as required by the application; writes erroneous input
records to a suspense file
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RESD2 Finds the requested employee record in the archive file; restores
the record; performs another read operation to begin reading
associated coverage records; if a coverage record is read, control
passes automatically to dialog RESD3; returns control to RESD1
when all associated coverage records have been restored

RESD3 Restores coverage records associated with the restored employee
record; if an employee record is read, control passes automatically
back to dialog RESD2

ARCD4
ARCD5

Write transaction report lines to an output file

The definitions for these dialogs (excluding ARCD4 and ARCD5, which were defined in the employee-record archive
application) are provided separately below, along with the process modules associated with the dialogs and the mapin
or mapout operations that these dialogs perform at runtime. For an illustration of how these dialogs fit together, see the
diagram earlier in this section.

Dialog RESD1

Dialog RESD1 reads input records and acts as a mainline routine, passing control (by means of the application structure)
to dialogs RESD2 and ARCD4, as required by the application. RESD1 also writes erroneous input records to a suspense
file.

The dialog definition for RESD1 is illustrated below:

The premap process, mapin operation, and response process are shown below.

Dialog RESD1: Premap Process

!**********************************************************************

!*RESD1-PM                                                            *
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!*  -EXECUTED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE APPLICATION WHEN                *

!*   DLG RESD1 BEGINS EXECUTION.                                      *

!*  -PERFORMS APPLICATION INITIALIZATION, THEN READS THE FIRST        *

!*   INPUT RECORD.                                                    *

!**********************************************************************

CALL INIT.

READ TRANSACTION.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*SUBROUTINE INIT                                *

!*-INITIALIZE WORK-ARC-ID, WHICH CONTAINS        *

!* THE ID OF THE MOST RECENTLY READ ARCHIVED     *

!* EMPLOYEE RECORD.                              *

!*-SET UP FOR TRANSACTION REPORT.                *

!*************************************************

DEFINE INIT.

  MOVE 0 TO WORK-ARC-ID.

  MOVE DATE TO WORK-DATE-YYMMDD.

  MOVE WORK-YY1 TO WORK-YY2.

  MOVE WORK-MM1 TO WORK-MM2.

  MOVE WORK-DD1 TO WORK-DD2.

  MOVE WORK-DATE-MMDDYY TO REPORT-DATE.

  MOVE 55 TO WORK-LINE-CTR.
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  GOBACK.

Dialog RESD1: Mapin Operation

External field                  Internal field

INPUT-ID.......................>INPUT-ID

Dialog RESD1: Response Process

!**********************************************************************

!*RESD1-RESPONSE                                                      *

!*  -EXECUTED AFTER DLG RESD1'S MAPIN OPERATION.  DEFAULT RESPONSE    *

!*   PROCESS FOR RESD1.                                               *

!*  -PERFORMS MAINLINE PROCESSING OF INPUT RECORD.                    *

!**********************************************************************

READY USAGE-MODE UPDATE.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-TERMINATE APPLICATION ON AN EOF CONDITION     *

!*************************************************

IF $EOF

  DO.

  WRITE LOG TEXT '***EOF ON INPUT***'.

  LEAVE APPLICATION.

  END.

!
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!

!*************************************************

!*-INPUT-ID CONTAINS THE ID OF THE EMP REC       *

!* TO BE RESTORED.                               *

!*-ATTEMPT TO RETRIEVE THE RECORD FROM THE       *

!* DATABASE.                                     *

!*-IF THE RECORD ALREADY EXISTS, CALL AN         *

!* ERROR ROUTINE.                                *

!*-ON ANY OTHER ERROR, TERMINATE THE APP.        *

!*************************************************

MOVE INPUT-ID TO EMP-ID-0415.

OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

IF DB-STATUS-OK

  CALL ERRRTN.

IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

  NEXT COMMAND.

ELSE

  IF DB-ANY-ERROR

    ABORT TEXT 'DB ERROR ON EMPLOYEE OBTAIN'.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-WORK-ARCFILE-STATUS IS SET TO EOF WHEN        *

!* THE ARCHIVE FILE HAS REACHED THE EOF.         *

!*-NOTFND IS A SUBROUTINE THAT IS CALLED         *
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!* WHEN THE EMP REC TO BE RESTORED CANNOT BE     *

!* FOUND IN THE ARCHIVE FILE.                    *

!*-IF WORK-ARCFILE-STATUS = EOF, CALL NOTFND.    *

!*************************************************

IF WORK-ARCFILE-STATUS = 'EOF'

  CALL NOTFND.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-PASS CONTROL TO FUNCTION F2, WHICH            *

!* EXECUTES DIALOG RESD2.                        *

!*-F2 (RESD2) AND F3 (RESD3), WHICH IS A VALID   *

!* FUNCTION FROM F2, READ THE ARCHIVE FILE       *

!* AND ATTEMPT TO RESTORE THE EMP REC AND ITS    *

!* ASSOCIATED COVERAGE RECS.  IF THE EMP REC     *

!* CANNOT BE FOUND, THESE DIALOGS SET WORK-      *

!* STATUS TO 'NOT FOUND'.                        *

!*************************************************

MOVE 'R2' TO AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE.

MOVE SPACES TO WORK-STATUS.

EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.

!

!

!*************************************************
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!*-IF THE REQUESTED EMP REC WAS NOT FOUND,       *

!* CALL THE NOTFND ERROR ROUTINE.                *

!*-IF THE RECORD WAS FOUND AND RESTORED,         *

!* CALL THE FOUND ROUTINE.                       *

!*************************************************

IF WORK-STATUS = 'NOT FOUND'

  CALL NOTFND.

ELSE

  CALL FOUND.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*SUBROUTINE ERRRTN                              *

!*-CALLED WHEN THE REQUESTED EMP REC IS          *

!* ALREADY ON THE DATABASE.                      *

!*-SET UP FOR TRANSACTION REPORT, THEN           *

!* PASS CONTROL TO FUNCTION F4 (DLG ARCD4),      *

!* WHICH, ALONG WITH ARCD5, WRITES A REPORT      *

!* LINE.                                         *

!*-SET INPUT-ID OF THE INPUT MAP IN ERROR.       *

!*-ISSUE WRITE TRANSACTION COMMAND, WHICH        *

!* WRITES THE INPUT RECORD TO THE SUSPENSE       *

!* FILE, THEN READS THE NEXT INPUT RECORD.       *

!*************************************************

DEFINE ERRRTN.
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  MOVE 'EMPLOYEE ALREADY ON DATABASE' TO REPORT-STATUS.

  MOVE INPUT-ID TO REPORT-ID.

  MOVE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 TO REPORT-LNAME.

  MOVE EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 TO REPORT-FNAME.

  MOVE 'R4' TO AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE.

  EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.

  MODIFY MAP TEMP FOR (INPUT-ID) EDIT ERROR.

  WRITE TRANSACTION.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*SUBROUTINE NOTFND                              *

!*-CALLED WHEN THE REQUESTED EMP REC IS          *

!* NOT ON THE ARCHIVE FILE.  (NOTE THAT THE      *

!* APPL. ASSUMES THAT THE INPUT FILE AND         *

!* ARCHIVE FILE ARE BOTH ORDERED BY EMP ID.)     *

!*-SET UP FOR TRANSACTION REPORT, THEN           *

!* PASS CONTROL TO FUNCTION F4 (DLG ARCD4),      *

!* WHICH, ALONG WITH ARCD5, WRITES A REPORT      *

!* LINE.                                         *

!*-SET INPUT-ID OF THE INPUT MAP IN ERROR.       *

!*-ISSUE WRITE TRANSACTION COMMAND, WHICH        *

!* WRITES THE INPUT RECORD TO THE SUSPENSE       *

!* FILE, THEN READS THE NEXT INPUT RECORD.       *
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!*************************************************

DEFINE NOTFND.

  MOVE 'EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND' TO REPORT-STATUS.

  MOVE INPUT-ID TO REPORT-ID.

  MOVE SPACES TO REPORT-LNAME.

  MOVE SPACES TO REPORT-FNAME.

  MOVE 'R4' TO AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE.

  EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.

  MODIFY MAP TEMP FOR (INPUT-ID) EDIT ERROR.

  WRITE TRANSACTION.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*SUBROUTINE FOUND                               *

!*-CALLED WHEN THE REQUESTED EMP REC HAS BEEN    *

!* FOUND ON THE ARCHIVE FILE AND RESTORED.       *

!*-SET UP FOR TRANSACTION REPORT, THEN           *

!* PASS CONTROL TO FUNCTION F4 (DLG ARCD4),      *

!* WHICH, ALONG WITH ARCD5, WRITES A REPORT      *

!* LINE.                                         *

!*-READ THE NEXT INPUT RECORD.                   *

!*************************************************

DEFINE FOUND.

  MOVE 'EMPLOYEE RESTORED' TO REPORT-STATUS.

  MOVE INPUT-ID TO REPORT-ID.
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  MOVE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 TO REPORT-LNAME.

  MOVE EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 TO REPORT-FNAME.

  MOVE 'R4' TO AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE.

  EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.

  READ TRANSACTION.

Dialog RESD2

Dialog RESD2 processes archived employee records. RESD2 finds the requested employee record in the archive file and
restores it. It then performs another read operation to begin reading associated coverage records; if a coverage record is
read, control passes automatically to dialog RESD3.

The dialog definition for RESD2 is illustrated below:

The premap process, mapin operation, and response process are shown below.

Dialog RESD2: Premap Process

!**********************************************************************

!*RESD2-PM                                                            *

!*  -EXECUTED AT THE BEGINNING OF DLG RESD2.                          *

!*  -IN THIS APPLICATION, CONTROL PASSES HERE WHEN:                   *

!*      -RESD1 PASSES CONTROL TO RESD2 IN ORDER TO FIND AND           *
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!*       RESTORE THE REQUESTED EMPLOYEE RECORD.                       *

!*      -RESD2-RESPONSE ISSUES A CONTINUE COMMAND AFTER AN            *

!*       EMPLOYEE RECORD HAS BEEN READ SO THAT RESD2-PM CAN PROCESS   *

!*       THE RECORD.                                                  *

!*      -DLG RESD3 IS TO READ THE NEXT RECORD FROM THE                *

!*       ARCHIVE FILE, BUT THE NEXT RECORD IS AN EMPLOYEE RECORD.     *

!*       IN THIS CASE, CONTROL PASSES AUTOMATICALLY BACK TO RESD2,    *

!*       AS SPECIFIED BY THE APPLICATION DEFINITION.                  *

!*      -RESD2-PM PROCESSES THE MOST RECENTLY READ ARCHIVE FILE.      *

!*      -NOTE THAT THE PREMAP PROCESS ASSUMES THAT BOTH THE INPUT     *

!*       AND ARCHIVE FILE RECORDS ARE ORDERED BY EMP ID.              *

!*      -NOTE THAT WORK-STATUS IS SET TO 'RESTORED' WHEN THE          *

!*       REQUESTED EMP HAS BEEN RESTORED ONTO THE DATABASE.           *

!**********************************************************************

READY USAGE-MODE UPDATE.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-IF THE ARCHIVED RECORD HAS BEEN RESTORED,     *

!* RETURN TO RESD1 TO READ THE NEXT INPUT        *

!* RECORD.                                       *

!*************************************************

IF WORK-STATUS = 'RESTORED'

  RETURN.
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!

!

!*************************************************

!*-WORK-ARC-ID IS THE ID OF THE MOST RECENTLY    *

!* READ ARCHIVED EMP REC.                        *

!*-INPUT-ID IS THE ID OF THE EMP-REC TO BE       *

!* RESTORED.                                     *

!*-IF THERE IS A MATCH, RESTORE THE EMP REC,     *

!* MOVE 'RESTORED' TO WORK-STATUS, THEN          *

!* READ THE NEXT ARCHIVE FILE RECORD IN ORDER    *

!* TO RESTORED THE EMPLOYEE'S ASSOCIATED         *

!* COVERAGE RECORDS.                             *

!*************************************************

IF WORK-ARC-ID = INPUT-ID

  DO.

  CALL RESTRTN.

  MOVE 'RESTORED' TO WORK-STATUS.

  READ TRANSACTION.

  END.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-WORK-ARC-ID > INPUT ID MEANS THAT NO MATCH    *

!* WAS FOUND.                                    *

!*-IN THIS CASE, MOVE 'NOT FOUND' TO WORK-       *
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!* STATUS, AND RETURN TO RESD1.                  *

!*************************************************

IF WORK-ARC-ID > INPUT-ID

  DO.

  MOVE 'NOT FOUND' TO WORK-STATUS.

  RETURN.

  END.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-WORK-ARC-ID < INPUT ID (THE ONLY REMAINING    *

!* POSSIBILITY) MEANS THAT THE ARCHIVE FILE      *

!* SHOULD BE READ UNTIL A MATCH IS FOUND OR      *

!* UNTIL THE ARCHIVE EMP ID IS GREATER THAN      *

!* THE INPUT EMP ID.                             *

!*************************************************

READ TRANSACTION.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*SUBROUTINE RESTRTN                             *

!*-CALLED WHEN A MATCH IS FOUND.                 *

!*-SET CURRENCY ON EMPLOYEE'S OFFICE AND         *

!* DEPARTMENT, WHOSE IDS WERE ARCHIVED ALONG     *
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!* WITH THE RECORD.                              *

!*-ON ANY DATABASE RROR, ABORT THE APPL.         *

!*-RESTORE THE ARCHIVED EMPLOYEE RECORD ONTO     *

!* THE DATABASE.                                 *

!*************************************************

DEFINE RESTRTN.

  FIND CALC OFFICE.

  IF DB-ANY-ERROR

    ABORT TEXT '***DB ERROR ON FIND OFFICE***'.

  FIND CALC DEPARTMENT.

  IF DB-ANY-ERROR

    ABORT TEXT '***DB ERROR ON FIND DEPARTMENT***'.

  STORE EMPLOYEE.

  IF DB-ANY-ERROR

    ABORT TEXT '***DB ERROR ON STORE EMPLOYEE***'.

  GOBACK.

Dialog RESD2: Mapin Operation

External field                  Internal field

ARCHIVE-TYPE...................>$RESPONSE

ARCHIVE-DEPT-ID................>DEPT-ID-0410

ARCHIVE-OFFICE-CODE............>OFFICE-CODE-0450

ARCHIVE-EMPLOYEE-RECORD........>$ARCHIVE-EMPLOYEE-RECORD

Dialog RESD2: Response Process
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!**********************************************************************

!*RESD2-RESPONSE                                                      *

!*  -EXECUTED AFTER AN EMPLOYEE RECORD HAS BEEN READ FROM THE         *

!*   ARCHIVE FILE, OR AFTER AN ARCHIVE FILE EOF.  RESD2'S DEFAULT     *

!*   RESPONSE PROCESS.                                                *

!*  -PASSES CONTROL AS APPROPRIATE, DEPENDING ON CURRENT              *

!*   CONDITIONS.                                                      *

!**********************************************************************

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-ON ARCHIVE FILE EOF, MOVE EOF TO WORK-        *

!* ARCFILE-STATUS.                               *

!*-IF THE REQUESTED EMPLOYEE HAS NOT BEEN RE-    *

!* STORED, MOVE 'NOT FOUND' TO WORK-STATUS       *

!*-RETURN TO RESD1.                              *

!*************************************************

IF $EOF

  DO.

  MOVE 'EOF' TO WORK-ARCFILE-STATUS.

  IF WORK-STATUS NE 'RESTORED'

    MOVE 'NOT FOUND' TO WORK-STATUS.

  ELSE

    NEXT.

  RETURN.
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  END.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-MOVE THE ARCHIVED RECORD TO THE EMPLOYEE      *

!* DATABASE RECORD.                              *

!*-MOVE THE EMP ID TO WORK-ARC-ID (ID OF THE     *

!* MOST RECENTLY READ ARCHIVED EMP REC).         *

!*-REEXECUTE THE PREMAP PROCESS TO PROCESS       *

!* THE RECORD JUST READ.                         *

!*************************************************

MOVE ARCHIVE-EMPLOYEE-RECORD TO EMPLOYEE.

MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO WORK-ARC-ID.

CONTINUE.

Dialog RESD3

Dialog RESD3 restores coverage records associated with the restored employee record. If an employee record is read,
control passes back automatically to dialog RESD2.

The dialog definition for RESD2 is illustrated below:
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The mapin operation and response process are shown below.

Dialog RESD3: Mapin Operation

External field                  Internal field

ARCHIVE-TYPE...................>$RESPONSE

ARCHIVE-COVERAGE-RECORD........>ARCHIVE-COVERAGE-RECORD

Dialog RESD3: Response Process

!**********************************************************************

!*RESD3-RESPONSE                                                      *

!*  -EXECUTED AFTER A COVERAGE RECORD HAS BEEN READ FROM THE          *

!*   ARCHIVE FILE, OR AFTER AN ARCHIVE FILE EOF.  RESD3'S DEFAULT     *

!*   RESPONSE PROCESS.                                                *

!*  -PROCESSES THE COVERAGE RECORD OR EOF CONDITION.                  *

!**********************************************************************

READY USAGE-MODE UPDATE.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-ON ARCHIVE FILE EOF, MOVE EOF TO WORK-        *

!* ARCFILE-STATUS.                               *

!*-IF THE REQUESTED EMPLOYEE HAS NOT BEEN RE-    *

!* STORED, MOVE 'NOT FOUND' TO WORK-STATUS.      *

!*-RETURN TO RESD1.                              *

!*************************************************

IF $EOF
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  DO.

  MOVE 'EOF' TO WORK-ARCFILE-STATUS.

  IF WORK-STATUS NE 'RESTORED'

    MOVE 'NOT FOUND' TO WORK-STATUS.

  ELSE

    NEXT.

  RETURN.

  END.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-IF WORK-STATUS NE 'RESTORED', THEN THE        *

!* COVERAGE RECORD SHOULDN'T BE RESTORED.        *

!* COVERAGE RECORDS ARE RESTORED ONLY IF         *

!* THEIR ASSOCIATED EMPLOYEE RECORDS ARE ALSO    *

!* RESTORED, AS INDICATED BY WORK-STATUS.        *

!*-INSTEAD, READ THE NEXT ARCHIVE FILE RECORD    *

!*************************************************

IF WORK-STATUS NE 'RESTORED'

  READ TRANSACTION.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-MOVE THE ARCHIVE COVERAGE RECORD TO THE       *
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!* COVERAGE DATABASE RECORD, SET CURRENCY        *

!* ON THE ASSOCIATED EMPLOYEE, AND STORE THE     *

!* RECORD.                                       *

!*-ON ANY DB ERROR, ABORT THE APPL.              *

!*-READ THE NEXT ARCHIVE FILE RECORD.            *

!*************************************************

MOVE ARCHIVE-COVERAGE-RECORD TO COVERAGE.

FIND CALC EMPLOYEE.

STORE COVERAGE.

IF DB-ANY-ERROR

  ABORT TEXT '***DB ERROR ON STORE COVERAGE***'.

READ TRANSACTION.

!

!

Executing the Application

You execute the application by executing the batch program ADSBATCH, as described in Runtime Considerations.

You should be able to use the same JCL and control statements that you used in the archive application (presented
earlier in this section), with the exception of the ENTRY POINT control statement, which is shown below for the restore
application:

ENTRY POINT TASK RESAPPL.

The contents of INFILE1 before the application is executed, and the contents of REPFILE1, SUSFILE1, and ADSLOGA
after the application is executed are shown below.

NOTE
The restore application assumes that both the input file of employee ids and the archive file are ordered by
employee id. Make sure that your input file is ordered properly.

INFILE1

3000
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3010

4000

5001

REPFILE1

                TRANSACTION REPORT   DATE: 10/18/99   PAGE:  001

 EMPLOYEE ID    NAME                         STATUS

      3000      STERNS          JOSEPH       EMPLOYEE RESTORED

      3010      PETERSON        RUTH         EMPLOYEE ALREADY ON DATABASE

      4000                                   EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND

      5001      WATSON          BRIAN        EMPLOYEE RESTORED

SUSFILE1

3010

4000

ADSLOGA

IDMS DC506801 V1 SUSPENSE FILE SUSFILE1 ──  RECORD#   1  ──  IMAGE IS  '3010'

IDMS DC506801 V1 SUSPENSE FILE SUSFILE1 ──  RECORD#   2  ──  IMAGE IS  '4000'

***EOF ON INPUT***

IDMS DC507001 V1 BASE FILE INFILE1 CLOSED.

IDMS DC507003 V1   4 LOGICAL RECORDS READ.

IDMS DC507002 V1 BASE DATASET MEN.C0600.MPK.INFILE1 CLOSED.

IDMS DC507003 V1   1 PHYSICAL RECORDS READ.

IDMS DC507001 V1 BASE FILE ISUSFILE1 CLOSED.

IDMS DC507004 V1   2 LOGICAL RECORDS WRITTEN.
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IDMS DC507002 V1 BASE DATASET MEN.C0600.MPK.SUSFILE1 CLOSED.

IDMS DC507004 V1   1 PHYSICAL RECORDS WRITTEN.

IDMS DC507001 V1 SUPPLEMENTARY FILE ARCFILE CLOSED.

IDMS DC507003 V1   3 LOGICAL RECORDS READ.

IDMS DC507001 V1 BASE FILE ARCFILE CLOSED.

IDMS DC507003 V1   3 LOGICAL RECORDS READ.

IDMS DC507002 V1 BASE DATASET MEN.C0600.MPK.ARCFILE CLOSED.

IDMS DC507003 V1   1 PHYSICAL RECORDS READ.

IDMS DC507001 V1 BASE FILE REPFILE1 CLOSED.

IDMS DC507004 V1   6 LOGICAL RECORDS WRITTEN.

IDMS DC507002 V1 BASE DATASET MEN.C0600.MPK.REPFILE1 CLOSED.

IDMS DC507004 V1   1 PHYSICAL RECORDS WRITTEN.

Employee-Record Report Application

 

The employee-record report application produces a report of employees by department. Sample output is shown below:

Sample Output

FC10001                             FICTIONAL COMPANY, INC.                     DATE      PAGE

                                  EMPLOYEE LISTING BY DEPARTMENT               11/05/99     1

DEPARTMENT ID: 5200    THERMOREGULATION

                 EMP ID  ──NAME--                STATUS   SOC SEC   START DATE   TERM DATE

                 0479    CLOTH        TERRY      ACT     028701666  11/02/79     00/00/00
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                 0329    FINN         PHINEAS    ACT     011787878  06/16/79     00/00/00

                 0469    KASPAR       JOE        LOA     036768888  06/05/82     00/00/00

                 4014    SHEPARD      LISA       UNK     000000000  00/00/00     00/00/00

                 0355    TIME         MARK       ACT     034560128  05/05/84     00/00/00

                 0439    WILCO        ROGER      ACT     111000023  11/11/79     00/00/00

                                                           DEPARTMENT 5200 TOTAL EMPLOYEES:  6

DEPARTMENT ID: 3100    INTERNAL SOFTWARE

                 EMP ID  ──NAME--                STATUS   SOC SEC   START DATE   TERM DATE

                 0024    DOUGH        JANE       ACT     022337878  08/08/76     00/00/00

                 0029    GALLWAY      JAMES      ACT     014567777  10/10/81     00/00/00

                 0003    GARFIELD     JENNIFER   ACT     021994516  01/21/77     00/00/00

                 0028    GRANGER      PERCY      ACT     011234545  05/27/83     00/00/00

                 0027    HEAROWITZ    VLADIMIR   ACT     031896154  09/09/89     00/00/00

                 0020    JACOBI       JAMES      ACT     018813465  11/11/89     00/00/00

                 0019    JENSEN       JULIE      ACT     033456718  09/29/82     00/00/00

                 0035    LITERATA     LARRY      ACT     023567831  09/09/80     00/00/00

                 0023    O'HEARN      KATHERINE  ACT     019556712  05/04/78     00/00/00

                 0021    TYRO         RALPH      ACT     019893456  12/12/21     00/00/00

                                                           DEPARTMENT 3100 TOTAL EMPLOYEES:  10

                                                           TOTAL EMPLOYEES ALL DEPARTMENTS:  61
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Employee-record Flow Example

The diagram below shows the file access, components, and flow of control for the application.

Files Accessed

This application accesses the following files.

Name Type Description
REPFILE1 Output file Contains the report
ADSLOGA Log file Contains informational and error messages

produced by the application

Dialogs
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The application consists of the following dialogs.

Name Description
REPTEDIT Acts as the mainline routine for the application, reading database

records and passing control to other dialogs as required; writes
department and report total lines, as shown below:
DEPARTMENT 3100 TOTAL EMPLOYEES: 10
TOTAL EMPLOYEES ALL DEPARTMENTS: 61

DEPTHDR Writes department header lines, as shown below:
DEPARTMENT ID: 5200 ...

COLMHDR Writes detail column header lines, as shown below:
EMP ID  ──NAME--  ...

DLINEOUT Writes detail lines, as shown below:
0479 CLOTH TERRY ...

HDRLINE Writes page header lines, as shown below:
FICTIONAL COMPANY, INC ...
EMPLOYEE LISTING BY DEPARTMENT ...

Steps

To create the application, you perform the following steps:

1. Describe the layouts of the records used in the application.
2. Define the file maps that associate file records with variable storage.
3. Define the process modules for the application's dialogs.
4. Define the dialogs.

Note that you do not have to describe the report file in the data dictionary; you can use file entity IDD-REPFILE1, which
you already described as part of the archive application.

The steps you perform to define the report application are described below, followed by a discussion of executing the
application.

Step 1 Describe the Records in the Data Dictionary

All records (except subschema records) used in the application must be described in the data dictionary. The employee-
record report application uses the following records.

Records Used

Name Description
WORK-PRINT-EDIT Contains miscellaneous variable fields required by the application
EMPL-DETAIL Describes the layout of detail and detail header lines in the report

file
REPT-HEADER Describes the layout of page header, department header, and total

lines in the report file

You can define the records by using the IDD DDDL compiler or the IDD menu facility. The record definitions are illustrated
below.

WORK-PRINT-EDIT
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WORK-PRINT-EDIT.

  03  WK-HDG                    PICTURE IS   X(100).

  03  WK-LENGTH                 PICTURE IS   999      USAGE IS COMP.

  03  WK-START-POS              PICTURE IS   999      USAGE IS COMP.

  03  WK-LINE-NBR               PICTURE IS   99       USAGE IS COMP.

  03  WK-CURR-DATE              PICTURE IS   X(8).

  03  WK-DATE-HOLD              PICTURE IS   9(6).

  03  WK-DATE-X                 PICTURE IS   X(6)     REDEFINES WK-DATE-HOLD.

  03  WK-DATE-WORK.

      05  WK-MO                 PICTURE IS   XX.

      05  FILLER                PICTURE IS   X        VALUES IS '/'.

      05  WK-DAY                PICTURE IS   XX.

      05  FILLER                PICTURE IS   X        VALUES IS '/'.

      05  WK-YR                 PICTURE IS   XX.

  03  WK-PAGE-NBR               PICTURE IS   999.

  03  WK-PAGE-PRINT             PICTURE IS   XXX.

  03  WK-DEPT-EE-COUNT          PICTURE IS   9999.

  03  WK-TOT-EE-COUNT           PICTURE IS   999.

  03  WK-DEPT-PRINT             PICTURE IS   X(4).

EMPL-DETAIL

EMPL-DETAIL.

  03  DTL-CTRL-CHAR             PICTURE IS   X.

  03  FILLER                    PICTURE IS   X(27).

  03  DTL-EMPL.
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      05  FILLER                PICTURE IS   X.

      05  DTL-EMP-ID            PICTURE IS   9999.

      05  FILLER                PICTURE IS   XX.

  03  DTL-NAME.

      05  DTL-LAST-NAME         PICTURE IS   X(15).

      05  FILLER                PICTURE IS   X.

      05  DTL-FIRST-NAME        PICTURE IS   X(10).

  03  FILLER                    PICTURE IS   XX.

  03  DTL-STATUS.

      05  FILLER                PICTURE IS   X.

      05  DTL-STAT-CODE         PICTURE IS   XXX.

      05  FILLER                PICTURE IS   XX.

  03  FILLER                    PICTURE IS   XX.

  03  DTL-SS-NBR                PICTURE IS   9(9).

  03  DTL-SS-TITLE              PICTURE IS   X(9)     REDEFINES DTL-SS-NBR.

  03  FILLER                    PICTURE IS   XX.

  03  DTL-START.

      05  FILLER                PICTURE IS   X.

      05  DTL-START-DATE        PICTURE IS   X(8).

      05  FILLER                PICTURE IS   X.

  03  FILLER                    PICTURE IS   X.

  03  DTL-TERM.

      05  FILLER                PICTURE IS   X.

      05  DTL-TERM-DATE         PICTURE IS   X(8).

      05  FILLER                PICTURE IS   XX.
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  03  FILLER                    PICTURE IS   X(31).

Include within file IDD-REPFILE1.

REPT-HEADER

REPT-HEADER.

  03  CTRL-CHAR                 PICTURE IS   X.

  03  LEFT                      PICTURE IS   X(16).

  03  CENTER                    PICTURE IS   X(100).

  03  RIGHT                     PICTURE IS   X(16).

Include within file IDD-REPFILE1.

Step 2 Define the File Maps

You define a file map for each file record layout used in the application. The file maps in this application are described
below.

File Maps

Name Description
HDRMAP Associates record REPT-HEADER with variable storage
DTLMAP Associates record EMPL-DETAIL with variable storage

You define the maps by using the CA IDMS/DC mapping facility. The file map definitions are illustrated below.

HDRMAP

Internal records:       None

External file:          IDD-REPFILE1

External record:        REPT-HEADER

External field                  Internal field
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CTRL-CHAR.......................CTRL-CHAR

LEFT............................LEFT

CENTER..........................CENTER

RIGHT...........................RIGHT

DTLMAP

Internal records:       None

External file:          IDD-REPFILE1

External record:        EMPL-DETAIL

External field                  Internal field

DTL-CTRL-CHAR...................DTL-CTRL-CHAR

DTL-EMPL........................DTL-EMPL

DTL-NAME........................DTL-NAME

DTL-STATUS......................DTL-STATUS

DTL-SS-NBR......................DTL-SS-NBR

DTL-SS-TITLE....................DTL-SS-TITLE

DTL-START.......................DTL-START

DTL-TERM........................DTL-TERM

Step 3 Define the Process Modules

As the next step in creating the application, you define process modules consisting of Application Development System
process commands. You can define process modules by using the IDD DDDL compiler or the IDD menu facility.
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The process modules required by the application are presented under "Step 4: Define the Dialogs," together with the
discussion of the dialogs with which they are associated. In this way, you can see how the modules fit into the application
structure.

NOTE
The process modules shown in Step 4 have embedded pointers, indicated by an exclamation point (!) that
precedes the comments. You do not have to key in these comments.

Step 4 Define the Dialogs

The next step in defining the application is to define its dialogs. A dialog is a collection of application components created
in earlier steps, including file maps and process modules. You can define a dialog by using the online dialog compiler.

The dialogs in the report application are described below.

Dialogs

Name Description
REPTEDIT Acts as a mainline routine, reading database records, setting up

report lines, and passing control to other dialogs, as required by
the application; writes department and report total lines to the
report file

DEPTHDR Writes department header lines to the report file
COLMHDR Writes detail column header lines to the report file
DLINEOUT Writes detail lines to the report file
HDRLINE Writes page header lines to the report file

The definitions for these dialogs are provided separately below, along with the process modules associated with the
dialogs and the mapout operations these dialogs perform at runtime. For an illustration of how these dialogs fit together,
see the diagram earlier in this section.

Dialog REPTEDIT

Dialog REPTEDIT executes at the beginning of the application. REPTEDIT reads database records required for the
report, sets up report lines, and passes control to other dialogs, as required by the application. REPTEDIT also writes
department and report total lines to the report file.

The dialog definition for REPTEDIT is illustrated below:
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The premap process and mapout operation are shown below.

Dialog DEPTEDIT: Premap Process

!**********************************************************************

!*EMPL-REPT-EDIT                                                      *

!**********************************************************************

IF FIRST-TIME

  DO.

    MOVE DATE TO WK-DATE-HOLD.          !*SET UP CURRENT DATE

    CALL CVRTDATE.

    MOVE WK-DATE-WORK TO WK-CURR-DATE.

    CALL PAGHDR.                        !*SET UP FIRST PAGE.

    OBTAIN FIRST DEPARTMENT WITHIN ORG-DEMO-REGION.

  END.

ELSE

  OBTAIN NEXT DEPARTMENT WITHIN ORG-DEMO-REGION.

IF DB-ANY-ERROR

  DO.

!

!*************************************************

!*-SET UP GRAND TOTAL EMPLOYEE COUNT LINE TO LOOK*

!* AS FOLLOWS:                                   *

!    TOTAL EMPLOYEES ALL DEPARTMENTS: ZZZ9       *

!*************************************************

    MOVE SPACES TO CENTER.

    MOVE INSERT(CENTER,'TOTAL EMPLOYEES ALL DEPARTMENTS:  ',68)
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      TO CENTER.

    MOVE WK-TOT-EE-COUNT TO WK-DEPT-EE-COUNT.

    CALL TOTEDIT.

    WRITE TO LOG MSG TEXT 'END OF EMPLOYEE REPORT RUN'.

    WRITE TRANSACTION RETURN.           !*LAST TOTAL LINE AND LEAVE APPL

  END.

!

!

MOVE DEPT-ID-0410 TO WK-DEPT-PRINT.     !*SET UP CURRENT DEPARTMENT ID

IF WK-LINE-NBR GE 52                    !*CHECK FOR PAGE BREAK ...

  CALL PAGHDR.                          !*... AND START NEW PAGE IF NEEDED

LINK NOSAVE TO 'DEPTHDR'.               !*PUT OUT DEPARTMENT HEADER

LINK NOSAVE TO 'COLMHDR'.               !*PUT OUT COLUMN HEADER

MOVE '0' TO DTL-CTRL-CHAR.              !*DOUBLE SPACE NEXT DETAIL

OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

!

WHILE NOT DB-END-OF-SET

  REPEAT.

    MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO DTL-EMP-ID.     !*EDIT ONE EMPLOYEE ... DETAIL LINE

    MOVE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 TO DTL-LAST-NAME.

    MOVE EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 TO DTL-FIRST-NAME.

    MOVE 'UNK' TO DTL-STAT-CODE.

    IF ACTIVE-0415

      MOVE 'ACT' TO DTL-STAT-CODE.

    IF ST-DISABIL-0415
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      MOVE 'STD' TO DTL-STAT-CODE.

    IF LT-DISABIL-0415

      MOVE 'LTD' TO DTL-STAT-CODE.

    IF LEAVE-OF-ABSENCE-0415

      MOVE 'LOA' TO DTL-STAT-CODE.

    IF TERMINATED-0415

      MOVE 'TRM' TO DTL-STAT-CODE.

    MOVE SS-NUMBER-0415 TO DTL-SS-NBR.

    MOVE START-DATE-0415 TO WK-DATE-HOLD.

    CALL CVRTDATE.

    MOVE WK-DATE-WORK TO DTL-START-DATE.

    MOVE TERMINATION-DATE-0415 TO WK-DATE-HOLD.

    CALL CVRTDATE.

    MOVE WK-DATE-WORK TO DTL-TERM-DATE.

    IF WK-LINE-NBR GE 58                !*PAGE BREAK?

      DO.

        CALL PAGHDR.                    !*PUT OUT PAGE HEADERS

        LINK NOSAVE TO 'COLMHDR'.       !*AND COLUMN HEADER

        MOVE '0' TO DTL-CTRL-CHAR.      !*DOUBLE SPACE NEXT DETAIL

      END.

    LINK NOSAVE TO 'DLINEOUT'.          !*PUT OUT A DETAIL LINE

    ADD 1 TO WK-DEPT-EE-COUNT.          !*PLUS 1 TO EMPLOYEE COUNT

    MOVE SPACE TO DTL-CTRL-CHAR.        !*SINGLE SPACE NEXT DETAIL

    OBTAIN NEXT EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE.
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  END.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*-SET UP DEPARTMENT TOTAL EMPLOYEE COUNT LINE TO*

!* LOOK AS FOLLOWS:                              *

!    DEPARTMENT XXXX TOTAL EMPLOYEES: ZZZ9       *

!*************************************************

MOVE CONCATENATE('DEPARTMENT ',WK-DEPT-PRINT,' TOTAL EMPLOYEES:')

  TO WK-HDG.

MOVE SPACES TO CENTER.

MOVE INSERT(CENTER,SUBSTRING(WK-HDG,1,32),68) TO CENTER.

CALL TOTEDIT.

ADD WK-DEPT-EE-COUNT TO WK-TOT-EE-COUNT.!*ROLL DEPT INTO GRAND TOTAL

MOVE 0 TO WK-DEPT-EE-COUNT.             !*INIT DEPT TOTAL

ADD 2 TO WK-LINE-NBR.                   !*INCREASE LINE COUNT

WRITE TRANSACTION CONTINUE.             !*OUTPUT DEPT TOTAL LINE

!

!

!*************************************************

!*SUBROUTINE TO EDIT AN EMPLOYEE COUNT TOTAL LINE*

!*************************************************

DEFINE TOTEDIT.

  MOVE LEFT-JUSTIFY(WK-DEPT-EE-COUNT) TO RIGHT.
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  MOVE SPACES TO LEFT.

  MOVE '0' TO CTRL-CHAR.                !*DOUBLE SPACE IT

  GOBACK.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*SUBROUTINE TO PUT OUT PAGE HEADER LINES        *

!*************************************************

DEFINE PAGHDR.

  MOVE 0 TO WK-LINE-NBR.                !*RESET LINE COUNTER

  ADD 1 TO WK-PAGE-NBR.                 !*INCREASE PAGE NUMBER

  MOVE WK-PAGE-NBR TO WK-PAGE-PRINT.    !*SET IT UP TO PRINT

  MOVE '1' TO CTRL-CHAR.                !*NEW PAGE

  MOVE ' FCI0001' TO LEFT.              !*REPORT ID

  MOVE 'FICTIONAL COMPANY, INC. '       !*COMPANY NAME

    TO WK-HDG.

  CALL CENTJUST.                        !*GO CENTER IT

  MOVE '   DATE    PAGE' TO RIGHT.      !*DATE/PAGE HEADERS

  LINK NOSAVE TO 'HDRLINE'.             !*OUTPUT 1ST HEADER LINE

  MOVE SPACES TO CTRL-CHAR.             !*SINGLE SPACE

  MOVE SPACES TO LEFT.

  MOVE 'EMPLOYEE LISTING BY DEPARTMENT' !*REPORT TITLE

    TO WK-HDG.

  CALL CENTJUST.                        !*GO CENTER IT
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  MOVE CONCATENATE(' ',WK-CURR-DATE,'  ',WK-PAGE-PRINT) TO RIGHT.

  LINK NOSAVE TO 'HDRLINE'.

  GOBACK.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*SUBROUTINE TO CENTER JUSTIFY HEADER TITLES     *

!*************************************************

DEFINE CENTJUST.

  MOVE STRING-LENGTH(EXTRACE(WK-HDG)) TO WK-LENGTH.

  COMPUTE WK-START-POS TRUNCATED = ((100 - WK-LENGTH) / 2 + 1.

  MOVE SPACES TO CENTER.

  MOVE INSERT(CENTER,EXTRACT(WK-HDG),WK-START-POS) TO CENTER.

  GOBACK.

!

!

!*************************************************

!*SUBROUTINE TO CONVERT A DATE FROM YYMMDD TO    *

!*MM/DD/YY                                       *

!*************************************************

DEFINE CVRTDATE.

  MOVE SUBSTRING(WK-DATE-X,3,2) TO WK-MO.

  MOVE SUBSTRING(WK-DATE-X,5,2) TO WK-DAY.
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  MOVE SUBSTRING(WK-DATE-X,1,2) TO WK-YR.

  GOBACK.

Dialog REPTEDIT: Mapout Operation

Internal field                  External field

CTRL-CHAR......................>CTRL-CHAR

LEFT...........................>LEFT

CENTER.........................>CENTER

RIGHT..........................>RIGHT

Dialog DEPTHDR

Dialog DEPTHDR executes when it receives control from REPTEDIT. DEPTHDR writes department header lines to the
report file.

The dialog definition for DEPTHDR is illustrated below:

The premap process and mapout operation are shown below.

Dialog DEPTHDR: Premap Process

!**********************************************************************

!*DEPT-HDR-EDIT                                                       *

!**********************************************************************
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MOVE '0' TO CTRL-CHAR.

MOVE ' DEPARTMENT ID:' TO LEFT.

MOVE CONCATENATE(DEPT-ID-0410,'     ',DEPT-NAME-0410) TO CENTER.

MOVE SPACES TO RIGHT.

ADD 2 TO WK-LINE-NBR.

WRITE TRANSACTION RETURN.

Dialog DEPTHDR: Mapout Operation

Internal field                  External field

CTRL-CHAR......................>CTRL-CHAR

LEFT...........................>LEFT

CENTER.........................>CENTER

RIGHT..........................>RIGHT

Dialog COLMHDR

Dialog COLMHDR executes when it receives control from REPTEDIT. COLMHDR writes detail column header lines to the
report file.

The dialog definition for COLMHDR is illustrated below:

NOTE
EMPL-DETAIL should be associated with the dialog as a new copy record.
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The premap process and mapout operation are shown below.

Dialog COLMHDR: Premap Process

!**********************************************************************

!*COLM-HDR-EDIT                                                       *

!**********************************************************************

MOVE '0' TO DTL-CTRL-CHAR.

MOVE 'EMP ID' TO DTL-EMPL.

MOVE SPACES TO DTL-NAME.

MOVE INSERT(DTL-NAME,'--NAME--',2) TO DTL-NAME.

MOVE 'STATUS' TO DTL-STATUS.

MOVE ' SOC SEC ' TO DTL-SS-TITLE.

MOVE 'START DATE' TO DTL-START.

MOVE 'TERM DATE' TO DTL-TERM.

ADD 2 TO WK-LINE-NBR.

WRITE TRANSACTION RETURN.

Dialog COLMHDR: Mapout Operation

Internal field                  External field

DTL-CTRL-CHAR..................>DTL-CTRL-CHAR

DTL-EMPL.......................>DTL-EMPL

DTL-NAME.......................>DTL-NAME

DTL-STATUS.....................>DTL-STATUS

DTL-SS-NBR.....................>DTL-SS-NBR

DTL-SS-TITLE...................>DTL-SS-TITLE

DTL-START......................>DTL-START
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DTL-TERM.......................>DTL-TERM

Dialog DLINEOUT

Dialog DLINEOUT executes when it receives control from REPTEDIT. DLINEOUT writes detail lines to the report file.

The dialog definition for DLINEOUT is illustrated below:

The premap process and mapout operation are shown below.

Dialog DLINEOUT: Premap Process

!**********************************************************************

!*DETAIL-WRITE                                                        *

!**********************************************************************

IF DTL-CTRL-CHAR = '0'

  ADD 2 TO WK-LINE-NBR.

ELSE

  ADD 1 TO WK-LINE-NBR.

WRITE TRANSACTION RETURN.

Dialog DLINEOUT: Mapout Operation

Internal field                  External field
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DTL-CTRL-CHAR..................>DTL-CTRL-CHAR

DTL-EMPL.......................>DTL-EMPL

DTL-NAME.......................>DTL-NAME

DTL-STATUS.....................>DTL-STATUS

DTL-SS-NBR.....................>DTL-SS-NBR

DTL-SS-TITLE...................>DTL-SS-TITLE

DTL-START......................>DTL-START

DTL-TERM.......................>DTL-TERM

Dialog HDRLINE

Dialog HDRLINE executes when it receives control from REPTEDIT. HDRLINE writes page headers to the report file.

The dialog definition for HDRLINE is illustrated below:

The premap process and mapout operation are shown below.

Dialog HDRLINE: Premap Process

!**********************************************************************

!*HEADER-WRITE                                                        *

!**********************************************************************

ADD 1 TO WK-LINE-NBR.

WRITE TRANSACTION RETURN.
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Dialog HDRLINE: Mapout Operation

Internal field                  External field

CTRL-CHAR......................>CTRL-CHAR

LEFT...........................>LEFT

CENTER.........................>CENTER

RIGHT..........................>RIGHT

Executing the Application

You execute the application by executing the batch program ADSBATCH, as described in Runtime Considerations.

You should be able to use the same JCL and control statements for the report and log files that you used in the previous
applications. The only exception is the ENTRY POINT control statement, which is shown below for the report application:

ENTRY POINT DIALOG REPTEDIT.

Report File Listing

A partial listing of the report file after the application is executed is shown below:

  FC10001                             FICTIONAL COMPANY, INC.                     DATE      PAGE

                                  EMPLOYEE LISTING BY DEPARTMENT               11/05/99     1

  DEPARTMENT ID: 5200    THERMOREGULATION

                   EMP ID  ──NAME--                STATUS   SOC SEC   START DATE   TERM DATE

                   0479    CLOTH        TERRY      ACT     028701666  11/02/79     00/00/00

                   0329    FINN         PHINEAS    ACT     011787878  06/16/79     00/00/00

                   0469    KASPAR       JOE        LOA     036768888  06/05/82     00/00/00

                   4014    SHEPARD      LISA       UNK     000000000  00/00/00     00/00/00
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                   0355    TIME         MARK       ACT     034560128  05/05/84     00/00/00

                   0439    WILCO        ROGER      ACT     111000023  11/11/79     00/00/00

                                                           DEPARTMENT 5200 TOTAL EMPLOYEES:  6

  DEPARTMENT ID: 3100    INTERNAL SOFTWARE

                   EMP ID  ──NAME──          STATUS   SOC SEC   START DATE   TERM DATE

                   0024    DOUGH        JANE       ACT     022337878  08/08/76     00/00/00

                   0029    GALLWAY      JAMES      ACT     014567777  10/10/81     00/00/00

                   0003    GARFIELD     JENNIFER   ACT     021994516  01/21/77     00/00/00

                   0028    GRANGER      PERCY      ACT     011234545  05/27/83     00/00/00

                   0027    HEAROWITZ    VLADIMIR   ACT     031896154  09/09/89     00/00/00

                   0020    JACOBI       JAMES      ACT     018813465  11/11/89     00/00/00

                   0019    JENSEN       JULIE      ACT     033456718  09/29/82     00/00/00

                   0035    LITERATA     LARRY      ACT     023567831  09/09/80     00/00/00

                   0023    O'HEARN      KATHERINE  ACT     019556712  05/04/78     00/00/00

                   0021    TYRO         RALPH      ACT     019893456  12/12/21     00/00/00

                                                             DEPARTMENT 3100 TOTAL EMPLOYEES:  10

                                                             TOTAL EMPLOYEES ALL DEPARTMENTS:  61

Using ADS for IDMS
This section is intended for the following users:

• New application developers who need to learn how to use CA ADS
• Experienced application developers who are unfamiliar with CA ADS
• Any application developers who want to look up basic steps for defining application components
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For more information, see the following topics:

Building a Prototype
The development of a prototype can be approached in a variety of ways, depending upon the needs of the design team.
The procedures suggested in this section are based on a three-stage approach:

1. The initial stage performs rudimentary navigation of the application
2. The second stage begins to perform data retrieval and update
3. The final stage incorporates refinements that reflect the more complex requirements of an application running in a

production environment

Stage 1 Building the Basic Prototype

Contents

First Stage

You can develop the first stage of the prototype quickly and easily because only skeletal maps and dialogs are needed
for execution by the CA ADS runtime system. Typically, you compile maps with just enough information to identify their
use in the application process, and one dialog is compiled for each map. The dialogs do not need a premap process or a
response process. With a minimum of time and effort, you can see how the application is going to work even before data
processing takes place.

Load Modules Needed

To build an executable prototype, you need to provide load modules for the runtime system by:

• Compiling the application -- The application and its components (the functions and responses) are defined and
compiled with ADSA.

• Compiling the maps -- Each map is formatted, defined, and compiled with MAPC.
• Compiling the dialogs -- Each dialog is identified, associated with the appropriate map, and compiled with ADSC.

The prototype can be executed when the application, map, and dialog load modules are available for use by the CA ADS
runtime system. At this point, you have a meaningful version of the prototype that can be presented for user review and
modification.

Each of the activities for building the basic prototype is discussed separately below, followed by user review
considerations.

Compiling the Application (ADSA)

The amount of detail you provide for a prototype can be as extensive as you like, but the basic prototype does not have to
be elaborate.

Steps in Compiling an Application

After signing on to ADSA, you can compile an application as follows:

1. Identify the application -- The name of the application and related information are supplied on the Main Menu
2. Name the task code -- The task code that designates an entry point into the application Task Codes screen. If there

are multiple entry points, each task code must be defined individually.
3. Define the responses -- The responses that initiate the functions of an application are defined on the Response/

Function List and the Response Definition screens. Each response is defined on a separate screen.
4. Define the functions -- The functions that are initiated by the responses are defined on the Response/Function List and

the Function Definition screens. Each function is defined on a separate screen.
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NOTE
Every function defined as a dialog function on the Function Definition screen in ADSA must be defined to
ADSC as a dialog. If the function is a menu, the menu type should be specified on the Function Definition
(Menu) screen.

5. Compile the application -- The application is compiled by selecting the compile option from the Main Menu.

Application Definition Block and Task Activity Table

When the above-named activities are completed successfully, ADSA defines an Application Definition Block (ADB) for
the application and updates the Task Activity Table (TAT). Both the ADB and the TAT are stored as load modules in the
dictionary and are used by the CA ADS runtime system when the application is executed.

Compiling the Maps (MAPC)

Steps in Compiling a Map

Maps that are compiled for the first stage of the prototype usually contain all literal fields. You sign on to MAPC and take
the following steps to produce the prototype screens:

1. Identify the map -- The map name and related information are supplied on the Main Menu.
2. Format the screen -- The map design can be painted automatically using the autopaint facility of MAPC, or can be

explicitly laid out using the Layout screen. The extent of the map design is left up to you. Some developers indicate
the purpose of the screen with a one-line caption (for example, SCREEN FOR UPDATING EMPLOYEE RECORDS).
Other developers prefer to format a screen that more closely resembles the final application version, but with literal
values (such as hyphens or underscores) assigned to the variable data fields.

3. Edit the map fields -- Each field on the map can be edited using the Field Definition screen. If all fields have been
defined as literals, you can accept the default attributes by pressing [Enter] and proceed to the next editing screen;
MAPC requires editing for each field on the map.

4. You can take the defaults in many areas, but you must specify element names for fields. Whenever you request
COMPILE, if adequate information is available, defaults are taken and the map is compiled.

5. Compile the map -- You compile the map by selecting the compile option on the Main Menu.

A map load module is stored in the DDLDCLOD area of the data dictionary when the map has been compiled
successfully.

Compiling the Dialogs (ADSC)

Using ADSC

One dialog needs to be compiled for each map used by the prototype. To compile a prototype dialog, sign on to ADSC
and specify the dialog name on the Main Menu.

In addition, specify the subschema (if there is one) and the map associated with the dialog on the Database Specifications
and Map Specifications screens.

Because these are map-only dialogs, there is no need to use any other ADSC screens for the first stage of the prototype.
Compile the dialog by selecting the compile function from the Main Menu. Each dialog is defined on a separate screen.

Considerations

The following considerations should be noted when compiling a dialog:

• If a dialog is defined as a function on the Response/Function List screen in ADSA, it must be defined on the Main
Menu screen in ADSC (using the same dialog name).

• If a dialog is associated with a task code, it must be defined as a mainline dialog.
• The associated map must be compiled before the dialog can be compiled.

Fixed Dialog Block
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ADSC defines a Fixed Dialog Block (FDB) for every dialog that is compiled successfully. The FDB is stored as a load
module in the dictionary and is used by the CA ADS runtime system when the application is executed.

User Review

With the creation of the dialog load module, the basic prototype is ready to be presented to the user for online review.
Modifications should be made to the existing prototype, the necessary load modules recompiled, and the prototype
resubmitted for review until the users are satisfied.

Stage 2 Adding Process Logic and Data Retrieval

Contents

Second Stage

The prototype becomes more functional in the second stage. You can add activities such as the following to the prototype:

• Global records (ADSA)
• Security restrictions such as signon menus (ADSA)
• Display capabilities (MAPC and IDD)
• Premap and response process logic (ADSC and IDD)

The ADSA, MAPC, ADSC, and IDD activities used for these enhancements are described separately below.

ADSA Enhancements

You can add the following ADSA features to the prototype at this point:

• Global records (that is, records that are available for use by all dialogs in the application) can be defined on the Global
Records screen.

NOTE
Note that the ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD appears on this screen and is always included
automatically as a global record.

• User-program records (that is, records that are to be passed to a user program) can be defined on the Function
Definition (Program) screen, if they are needed.

• Valid responses listed for a function can be resequenced or their display can be suppressed on the second screen of
the Function Definition (Menu) screen.

• Signon menu functions can be specified on the second page of the General Options screen. When security is
designated as REQUIRED or OPTIONAL on this screen, the following steps should be taken:
– Name a function as the application's signon function, using the second page of the General Options screen.
– Specify the above-named function as a menu function, using the Function Definition screen.
– Specify that the menu is a signon menu, using the Menu Specification screen.
– Specify the SIGNON system function as the function initiated by a response, using the Response/Function List

screen.
– Specify the response that initiates the SIGNON system function as a valid response for the named menu function,

using the Function Definition (Menu) screen.

When these changes have been made, recompile the application.

Populating the Data Dictionary (IDD)

The data dictionary must contain the following components if they are to be used by the application:
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• Dialog premap and response processes -- Premap and response processes must be stored as process modules in the
data dictionary. If premap or response processes are associated with a dialog, process modules must be defined in the
data dictionary before the dialog can be compiled.
Modules are added to the dictionary with the MODULE statement specifying LANGUAGE IS PROCESS.

• Map records and dialog work records -- All work records used by a dialog and all records associated with maps must
be defined in the data dictionary before the dialogs and maps can be compiled. Similarly, an application cannot be
compiled unless all global records associated with the application are defined in the data dictionary. Records are
added with the RECORD statement.

• Edit and code tables -- All stand-alone edit and code tables associated with map records must be defined in the data
dictionary before the map is compiled. Edit and code tables are added with the TABLE statement.

For complete details on adding process modules, records, and tables to the data dictionary, refer to the CA IDMS IDD
Quick Reference Section.

MAPC Enhancements

Variable map fields that were specified as literals for the first stage of the prototype should be redefined as data fields and
edited accordingly.

When the appropriate enhancements have been made, the map should be recompiled.

ADSC Enhancements

You now use ADSC, recompiling the dialog to include the premap and response processes, as well as the changes made
to the map associated with this dialog. After signing on to ADSC and naming the appropriate dialog on the Main Menu
screen, you can add the following features:

• Work records -- Supply the names of all work records associated with the dialog, using the Records and Tables screen.
If the dialog is using subschema records, they must belong to the same subschema as the dialog. Any dialog using the
ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD, must list this record on the Records and Tables screen.

• Premap process -- Supply the name of the premap process associated with the dialog, using the Process Modules
screen.

• Response Process -- Supply the name of the response process associated with the dialog and a control key and/or
response field value unique to that response process, using the Process Modules screen.

Recompile the dialog after making the appropriate enhancements.

Stage 3 Refining the Maps and Processes

Third Stage

The final stage of development can focus on refinement of the map design and the map field attributes. Some of the
following additions can be made:

• Incorporate additional fields in the maps
• Add or change map field attributes
• Specify automatic editing on selected map fields
• Provide informational messages
• Add error messages

Designing Maps
Maps displayed during the execution of the application interface directly with the terminal operator and, therefore, can
influence the success of an application. Consequently, you must consider the appearance of the menu screens and the
layout of the dialog maps.
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Successful Map Design

A successful map design should exhibit the following attributes:

• Consistency -- Entities (for example, fields, headings, labels, responses, messages, and control keys) should have
the same meaning or effect throughout the application. The meaning or effect need not be identical for every map, but
should be consistent within the broader confines of the system. In general, there are two special fields on any screen:
a message field and a response code field. These areas should appear in a constant location on the screen throughout
any application; for maximum effectiveness, they should remain standard for all applications at a site.

• Convenience -- Features of the system should be designed to associate related entities by using similar constructs,
positioning, and responses to produce similar reactions from the system. For example, assign one particular control
key to initiate the update function in all the dialogs of a given application.

• Supportiveness -- The reactions of the system should enable the user to handle normal contingencies conveniently.
Tutorial aids should be available when needed. Displayed informational and/or error messages should be meaningful.

The remainder of this section discusses the following aspects of map design:

• Standards to consider when designing maps
• Mapping procedures that can be adopted by an installation
• Choices available in the design of menu maps
• Suggestions for designing dialog maps

Design Standards for a Dialog Map

You need to consider the following standards when designing dialog maps:

• Design the map with the terminal operator in mind. For example, a very dense screen is tiring and difficult to use. In
general, the screen most pleasing to the eye is about 40% full.

• The placement of fields on the screen, the use of high intensity, and the neatness of the format have a great deal of
impact on the effectiveness of the system.

• When the screen is sent to the terminal, the cursor should be in the position most likely to be used for data entry. Other
frequently used fields should be easily accessible with the tab and return keys.

• The sequence of fields, when tabbed, should match the most common pattern used for data entry.
• Fields requiring special attention should be highlighted and clearly visible.
• The screens should be as uncluttered as possible. The common error of using one screen format for excessive and/or

dissimilar functions tends to produce cluttered or busy screens; separate screens with some common fields are more
usable.

• Terminal users should be able to initiate processing by typing in the necessary data and pressing a control key. They
should not be required to make decisions that could have been incorporated in program logic, nor should they be
forced to use control keys or responses needlessly.

Mapping Procedures

The following illustrate the mapping procedures that might be implemented by a specific site:
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• Have one individual (for example, the data administrator) responsible for creating and modifying all maps.
• As much as possible, use the features of MAPC to handle editing, error handling, error messages, and modifying field

attributes.
• Use a standard map template. Whenever possible, keep data fields in columns and double space rows of data.
• Use the BRIGHT attribute to contrast items on the screen that have different uses (for example, highlight required

fields). Be consistent in the use of attributes.
• Use the cursor in a consistent manner. For example, either place the cursor at the first field to be used for data entry or

at the field where the terminal operator is to enter the next function.
• Use the BRIGHT attribute for redisplaying data fields that are in error.

Choosing Menu Map

When designing an application, you need to decide if system- or user-defined menu maps are to be used. The system-
defined menu provides a standard format for the information provided by the developer during the definition of the
functions and responses of the application in an ADSA session. If a format other than the standard format is desired (for
example, you want to redefine certain literal fields on the map or wants to supply site-specific headers), the user-defined
menu map is used. Both types of maps are discussed separately below.

Contents

System-Defined Menu Maps

Menu Formats

If the menu map is to be system-defined, you have the option of using one of the following menu formats:

• Short description menu map (ADSOMUR1) -- The menu screen that lists 30 valid menu responses per page; a short
(12-byte) textual description is displayed for each response.

• Long description menu map (ADSOMUR2) -- The menu screen that lists 15 valid menu responses per page; a long
(28-byte) textual description is displayed for each response name.

• Signon menu map (ADSOMSON) -- The menu screen that requires a CA IDMS/DC or DC/UCF validation of user ID
and password before the menu request can be processed. The standard signon menu map can have 12 valid menu
response names per page with 28 bytes of descriptive text displayed for each.

For detailed information on compiling these maps, refer to the CA ADS Reference Section.

If none of the above menus meets the needs of the user, the system-defined menu map can be altered by the user or a
new menu (designated as a menu/dialog function) can be formatted. Both methods of creating user-defined maps are
discussed below.

User-Defined Menu Maps

When user-specific modifications to the existing system-defined menu maps are necessary, you can change the menu
maps by using either of the following techniques:

• Reformatting and recompiling the standard system-defined menu
• Designing a menu/dialog (that is, a menu map that is part of a menu/dialog function)

Each of these methods is discussed below.

Reformatting and Recompiling the System-Defined Menu

You can reformat and recompile the existing system-designed menu map, retaining the same name. This method allows
you to use the standard menu function rather than designing and using a menu/dialog function.
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Steps to Reformat the System Menu

Take the following steps to reformat the system menu:

1. Obtain the source for the map being used (that is, ASDSOMUR1, ADSOMUR2, or ADSOMSON) from the source data
sets created when the distribution tape was installed. The maps are stored as members under their own names.

2. Use the batch mapping compiler to store the source in the data dictionary.
3. Use MAPC to modify and recompile the menu map.

Considerations

When recompiling a menu map with MAPC, observe the following rules:

• ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD is a required map record. Optionally, the menu can map to additional records,
but it must always map to the ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU- RECORD.

• The menu must contain the same number of responses per page as the number of responses for the selected map
(that is, 30 for ADSOMUR1, 15 for ADSOMUR2, or 12 for ADSOMSON).

• The AMR-RESPONSE field of the ADSO-APPLICATION- MENU-RECORD record is a required field. The first
response name on the map must map to the first occurrence of AMR-RESPONSE. Each subsequent response name
must map to the next corresponding occurrence.

• The AMR-USER-ID and AMR-PASSWORD fields of the ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD are required on a
signon menu map. The user ID data field must map to AMR-USER-ID, and the password data field must map to AMR-
PASSWORD.

• All other fields on the ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD are optional. The map data fields that are used must be
associated with the appropriate fields on the record (for example, heading data must map to AMR-HEADING).
If using the AMR-KEY field, note that this field appears as a single byte (the AID byte) in the ADSO-APPLICATION-
MENU- RECORD. The AMR-KEY field is associated with a code table (ADSOAIDM) that translates the AID byte to
more easily readable characters (for example, 1 translates to PF1, % translates to PA1).

Refer to the CA IDMS Mapping Facility Section for more information on using MAPC to recompile a map.

Designing a Menu/Dialog

You can design and compile an entirely new menu with MAPC. This map must be defined as a menu/dialog function of the
application.

Steps for Defining a Menu/Dialog Function

Follow these procedures when defining a menu/dialog function:

1. Design and compile the map using MAPC. Observe the following rules when compiling the map:
– ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD must be one of the records associated with the map.
– The AMR-RESPONSE field is required for all menus. The number of required occurrences depends on the number

of responses per page (to a maximum of 50) specified on the ADSA Menu Specification screen. The first response
name on the map must map to the first occurrence of AMR-RESPONSE; each subsequent occurrence must map to
the next corresponding occurrence of AMR-RESPONSE.

– The AMR-USER-ID and AMR-PASSWORD fields are required for signon maps. The user ID data field must map to
AMR-USER-ID, and the password data field must map to AMR-PASSWORD.

– All other fields on the ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU- RECORD are optional. The map data fields used must be
associated with the appropriate fields on the record (for example, heading data must map to AMR-HEADING).

2. Add the process source to the data dictionary in an IDD session. (The dialog associated with the menu does not
have to include any process code, although the choice of a menu/dialog function suggests that some processing is
intended.)

3. Compile the dialog in an ADSC session, associating the map and any processes with the dialog using the ADSC
Map Specifications screen. Note that the dialog must be compiled to include the map before the application can be
executed at runtime.
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4. Define the dialog as a menu/dialog function for the application, using the ADSA Response/Function List screen.

An installation can develop standard map templates and the associated boilerplate code for site-specific menu/dialogs.
When a menu is needed, programmers can obtain a copy of the template/boilerplate, fill in the appropriate fields and the
edit/code tables needed for those fields, and submit it to the data administrator for approval.

Designing Dialog Maps

Design Questions

Each dialog map is associated with its own dialog and must be designed to reflect the function of the associated dialog.
The application specifications developed during the initial design stages can be used to answer design questions such as
the following:

• How many of the dialogs specified for this application will require maps?
• What premap and response processes are required for each map?
• What job is performed by each process?
• Will the map be used to pass data between processes and/or between dialogs? What data will be passed?
• What database and mapping work records are associated with the map?
• What editing criteria should apply to the map fields?

Map Templates

Just as site-specific standards can be established for menu/dialogs, an installation can use map templates to standardize
the formatting of maps associated with dialog functions. Programmers can obtain a copy of the template; fill in the
appropriate fields, indicating the corresponding map record fields; and submit this information to the data administrator.
The data administrator can then add the necessary map design, map records, and edit/code tables (if any) to the data
dictionary.

Designing Dialog
A dialog is a unit of work within a CA ADS application that enables interaction with the terminal operator. Because dialogs
are the basic building blocks of a CA ADS application, it is important that they be well-designed. This section discusses
characteristics and design features of dialogs that merit the attention of application developers.

Dialog Characteristics

 

The characteristics of a dialog determine its role within the application. Each dialog has an implicit level and status, and
can pass and receive control of the processing. The significance of the dialog level and status and the manner in which
control is passed are discussed below.

Dialog Level

The level of a dialog refers to its position within the application structure. You can pass processing control to a dialog at
the next lower level, the same level, the next higher level, or the top level of the application structure.

NOTE
The meaning of TOP changes whenever a LINK command is executed. The dialog issuing LINK becomes the
current TOP.

Impact of the Dialog Level

At runtime, the dialog level affects the following aspects of an application:
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• Availability of data -- When combined with the manner in which processing control is received, the level of a dialog
governs the data passed in the record buffer blocks and the currencies that are established, saved, stored, or
released.

• Use of system resources -- The runtime system maintains record buffer blocks, database currency blocks, and
variable dialog blocks for dialogs at each level. There is a direct correlation between the number of dialog levels in an
application and the size of the storage pool that is needed.

• Performance -- The number of dialog levels can affect the performance of an application. For example, performance
times are affected if a frequently accessed dialog is located three or four levels down in an application structure.

An application can be composed of any number of dialog levels, but the most efficient application uses many levels only
when absolutely necessary.

Mainline Dialog

The top-level dialog must be a mainline dialog and must be defined as such by the application developer. A mainline
dialog is the entry point to the application. An application can have more than one mainline dialog; entry points can also
be established at a lower level in the application structure. In addition to defining a task code for the top-level dialog, the
developer can identify an alternative entry point by using the Task Codes screen to associate a task code with a lower-
level function.

Dialog Status

Operative and Nonoperative Status

A dialog can have an operative or a nonoperative status within the application thread. A dialog becomes operative
when it receives control and begins executing; at a given level, only one dialog can be operative at a time. When control
passes to a dialog at another level, the issuing dialog can remain operative or can become nonoperative, depending upon
the level of the next dialog. For example, when control is passed with the LINK command, the issuing dialog remains
operative; when control is passed with the TRANSFER command, the issuing dialog becomes nonoperative.

As long as a dialog is operative, all data that it has acquired is retained. When a dialog becomes nonoperative, its data is
released. See "Database currencies" later in this section for a summary of the way in which a dialog's status is affected by
the successful execution of a control command.

Application Thread

Within the application structure, only one dialog executes at a time. The sequence of dialog execution within an
application structure is called the application thread. The response of the terminal operator determines the dialogs that
constitute a given application thread. The following diagram shows an application structure and one application thread.

One dialog can exist in several places within the application structure and be part of the same or different application
threads. A dialog can execute more than once within the application thread whether or not it remains operative.

In the diagram below, the shaded boxes represent an application thread that includes dialog A, dialog C, and dialog D.
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Dialog Control

A dialog passes control to another dialog based on the execution of a control command and/or the terminal operator's
selection of processing. The dialog that receives control can be a different dialog, a copy of the executing dialog, or all or
part of the executing dialog itself.

Operations Performed by Control Commands

You can use specific control commands to perform the following operations:

• Pass processing control from one dialog to another dialog or to a user program
• Display a dialog's map
• Terminate an existing dialog or application
• Exit CA ADS
• Pass processing control to specified points within a dialog and reinitialize the record buffers associated with a dialog
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Most of the control commands used are available to all applications. When designing dialogs that will become part of an
ADSA application, you can also use the EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command.

ADS - Design Considerations

You need to keep the following CA IDMS/DB, CA IDMS/DC and DC/UCF, and CA ADS features in mind when designing
the dialogs:

Each of these issues is presented below.

Database Currencies

In CA ADS, currency is maintained automatically for the user. To facilitate this feature, a currency control block is created
that maintains currency information. At runtime, a currency block is created for each dialog in the application structure that
performs database requests.

Passing Currencies

Database currencies are passed from one dialog to another dialog at a lower level, enabling dialogs to continue database
processing from an established position in the database. Currencies are cumulative. The currencies established by each
dialog are passed to lower-level dialogs, which, in turn, establish their own currencies; the cumulative currencies are
passed to the next lower-level dialog.

Currencies are established, saved, restored, and released as follows:

• Established -- Currency is established with the dialog's first functional database call. Established currencies are
updated when database commands (for example, FIND, OBTAIN, ERASE) are encountered during the transaction.
Currency is nulled when a dialog receives control with a RETURN or TRANSFER command.

• Saved -- When a LINK, DISPLAY, or INVOKE command is issued, the database currencies established with the last
database command in the dialog are saved. Saved currencies are available to lower-level dialogs and are restored to
the issuing dialog if processing control returns.

• Restored -- Saved currencies are restored when CA ADS opens a transaction in the dialog receiving control (that is,
saved currencies are restored just prior to the first database call).

• Released -- When a LEAVE, RETURN, or TRANSFER command is issued, all database currencies at the same and
lower levels are released. The dialog receiving control must establish its own currencies or use the currencies passed
to it from another higher-level dialog.

Note that currencies, as described in this section, pertain only to DML run units. SQL run units are not managed by the CA
ADS runtime system. Please refer to the CA IDMS SQL Programming Section for more information on SQL programming
techniques.

The following table shows the ways in which the passing and receiving of control affects the contents of the currency
block.

Record buffer management is affected by whether the record used by the dialog is a database, work, or map record; a
logical record; or a record that has been assigned the NEW COPY attribute. The manner in which the CA ADS system
allocates space for these records in the Record Buffer Block (RBB) is discussed below.

Database, Work, and Map Records

At the beginning of each application thread, the CA ADS runtime system allocates a primary Record Buffer Block (RBB)
and initializes a buffer in the RBB for each record associated with the top-level dialog.

Considerations

All lower-level dialogs can access records in any of the existing buffers, unless one of the following conditions is true:
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• The dialog that receives control accesses a database record or a work record that has been assigned the NEW COPY
attribute during dialog compilation.

• The dialog that receives control accesses a database record, work record, or logical record not used by a higher-level
dialog.

• The dialog that receives control accesses a database record that uses a subschema not used by a higher-level dialog.

If one or more of these conditions exist, CA ADS allocates and initializes an additional buffer for the record.

Additional Buffers

Additional buffers are also allocated and initialized when one of the following situations exists:

• The record is assigned the WORK RECORD attribute during dialog compilation.
• The record is associated with the map used by the dialog.
• The record is named explicitly in a database command.

The following diagram shows the sequence in which CA ADS initializes record buffers as a series of dialogs receives
control.

When dialog A begins executing, CA ADS allocates buffers for the EMPLOYEE and SKILL record types. Dialog B uses
the previously allocated EMPLOYEE record buffer, but requires a new buffer for the OFFICE record. Dialog C requests
and receives a new copy of the EMPLOYEE record buffer, but uses the previously allocated SKILL record buffer. Dialog D
requires new buffers for both the DEPARTMENT and JOB records. CA ADS allocates a secondary RBB to accommodate
the DEPARTMENT record, but uses the remaining space in the primary RBB for the JOB record.
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Logical Records

Considerations

When an application thread contains dialogs that use a combination of database records and logical records, special
considerations apply with respect to record buffer management. For each database record component of a logical record,
CA ADS initializes individual, contiguous record buffers. The logical record components are placed in the buffer in the
order named in the logical record definition.

For example, consider the EMP-JOB-LR logical record, which consists of four database records: EMPLOYEE,
DEPARTMENT, JOB, and OFFICE records. If dialog B accesses EMP-JOB-LR, CA ADS initializes new record buffers
for each of the four records listed above (in that order) regardless of whether buffers for one or more of the records were
initialized when dialog A, a higher-level dialog, began executing. Therefore, dialog B (and lower-level dialogs accessing
the same logical record) does not have access to data established in the record buffer by dialog A. However, dialogs at
levels lower than dialog B will use the buffers established by dialog A if those dialogs use the same database records as
dialog A.

When using both database records and logical records, the first dialog of the application thread should include an
INITIALIZE command for the logical record. This action associates the logical record with the top-level dialog and ensures
that the buffer for the entire logical record will be allocated and available to all lower-level dialogs. Lower-level dialogs will
use the component record buffers established at the highest level unless the logical record itself is referenced.

NEW COPY Records

Records can be assigned the NEW COPY attribute on the Records and Tables screen during the definition and
compilation of a dialog. The NEW COPY designation signifies that the record in question is to receive newly initialized
record buffers when the dialog is executed.

The NEW COPY attribute is used when the programmer wants to obtain another occurrence of a record type without
overwriting the data that is in the current buffer. To have the use of a second, temporary buffer for the same record type,
the programmer links to a lower-level dialog that has specified NEW COPY for that record. An occurrence of the record
type is brought into the new buffer and processed as directed. When control returns to the calling dialog, the record buffer
at the upper level contains the same data as before; the data in the lower-level record buffer is no longer available.

Dialogs at a level lower than the dialog with a NEW COPY record will not use the NEW COPY buffer, but will use the first
buffer allocated for the record.

Working Storage Areas

DC/UCF queue and scratch areas can be used by the CA ADS dialogs as working storage areas. The methods by which
dialogs can store and use records in the queue and scratch areas are presented below.

Queue Records

Queue records can be used as work records that are shared by tasks on all DC/UCF terminals. Entries are directed to
a queue with database commands embedded in the dialogs or batch programs. Queues can transfer data across the
entire DC/UCF system and are maintained across system shutdowns and crashes. Currencies and locks are not passed
between tasks.

Characteristics

Queue records have the following characteristics:

• A queue header record is allocated either at system compilation or by an application dialog.
• Queue records participate in a set in the data dictionary; this set is commonly referred to as a queue.
• Queue records are locked by each task; no other task can use them until the locks are released.
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Queues created at system compilation with the system QUEUE statement can be accessed by a CA ADS application.
Additionally, an application can create its own queues by requesting storage space with a GET QUEUE statement in the
dialog process code.

Functions

An application can use queue records to accomplish the following functions:

• Automatically initiate a task -- DC/UCF initiates a task that processes the queue entries when the number of entries in
a queue reaches a specified limit or when a specified time interval has passed. For example, an application can write
records to a queue and the system will route the records to a printer when the collected records exceed the specified
limit.

• Avoid prime time updating -- Records that need to be updated can be collected on a queue; the queue can be
accessed by a batch program at a low-use time.

• Prevent run-away tasks -- A maximum limit can be established for the number of entries permitted in a queue. The
UPPER LIMIT parameter of the QUEUE statement is especially useful in a test environment to prevent a looping
program from filling the scratch/queue area.

For detailed descriptions of the queue management commands, refer to the CA ADS Reference Section.

Scratch Records

Scratch records are shared between tasks and saved across the transactions of a CA ADS application. Used as a
temporary storage area, scratch records provide a means of passing data between tasks running on the same terminal;
they are not accessible to tasks that execute on other terminals and are not saved across a system shutdown or a system
crash.

Characteristics

The following characteristics are associated with scratch records:

• Scratch records are stored in the data dictionary.
• Multiple scratch areas are allowed for a task and multiple records can be maintained within a scratch area.
• Currency is maintained for each area and record, and can be passed between tasks.
• The scratch area is allocated dynamically within the storage pool. When all scratch records are deleted, the area will

also be deleted.

Functions

Scratch records can be used in the following ways within an application:

• To save input acquired from two or more dialogs over the course of the application.
• To allow multiple occurrences of a record to be mapped out at one time. For example, if the names, addresses,

and phone numbers of all department employees need to be mapped onto the same screen in multiples of five, the
following steps could be taken:
a. Walk the set of employee records, moving the required data to a work record that contains multiply-occurring fields.
b. When the work record contains the data on five employees, move the contents of the work record to the scratch

area with a PUT SCRATCH command so that, in effect, a screenful of data on five employees is put on each record
in the scratch file.

c. Walk the set of scratch records when the screens of information are to be displayed.
• To pass the contents of the record buffer when a dialog receives control with a TRANSFER command. Data acquired

by the dialog issuing a TRANSFER command is not available to the dialog receiving control. However, the dialog
receiving control could access buffer data that had been placed in a scratch record.

Refer to the CA ADS Reference Section for detailed descriptions of the scratch management commands.
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Extended Run Units

Typically, a CA ADS transaction begins when the dialog issues a command accessing the database (for example,
OBTAIN) and ends when the runtime system encounters the next control command issued by the dialog (that is, LINK,
INVOKE, DISPLAY, TRANSFER, LEAVE, or RETURN). An extended transaction is a transaction that is kept open when
the runtime system encounters the LINK command under the following circumstances:

• When the LINK is to the premap process of a dialog with no associated subschema
• When the LINK is to the premap process of a dialog with an associated schema and subschema identical to those of

the calling dialog
• When the LINK is to a user program

Implications

Implications of the extended transaction are as follows:

• Currencies are passed to the lower-level dialog and are restored upon return to the upper-level dialog.
• Currencies are not passed to user programs; currencies are saved and restored to the upper-level dialog when control

is returned.
• The lower-level dialog can perform error checking to decide whether to issue a ROLLBACK command.
• Because a FINISH is not issued, record locks held by the upper-level dialog are not released. A COMMIT can be

coded in the upper-level dialog if the developer needs to release locks before linking to the lower-level dialog.
• If a COMMIT is issued prior to the LINK command and an abend occurs in the lower-level dialog, the rollback will be

incomplete; the rollback will only go to the COMMIT checkpoint and not to the start of the transaction.
• If a lower-level user program opens its own transaction, a deadlock can occur. The possibility of a deadlock condition

can be avoided by taking either of the following actions:
– Issue a COMMIT prior to the LINK.
– Pass the subschema control block to the user program and let the program use the same transaction. Issue no

BINDs or FINISHes in the user program.

For more information on the extended transaction, refer to the CA ADS Reference Section.

Longterm Locks

The KEEP LONGTERM command sets or releases longterm record locks. Longterm locks are shared or exclusive
locks that are maintained across transactions. Once the longterm locks are set, all other transactions are restricted from
updating or accessing the named records until the dialog explicitly releases the locks. The following example requests the
release of all longterm locks associated with the current task:

KEEP LONGTERM ALL RELEASE

Monitoring Database Activity

The KEEP LONGTERM command can also be used to monitor the database activity associated with a record, set, or
area. When a dialog is updating records that could also be updated by another user, the following code can be included in
the premap process of the named dialog:

KEEP LONGTERM longterm-id NOTIFY CURRENT record-name

This command instructs the CA ADS runtime system to monitor the database activity associated with the current
occurrence of the named record type.

The following code is included in the response process of the same dialog:
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KEEP LONGTERM longterm-id

TEST RETURN NOTIFICATION INTO return-location-v

This command requests notification of any database activity against records that were specified in the KEEP LONGTERM
premap process. If appropriate, the dialog can check the return value placed in the specified work record field.

For more information on the KEEP LONGTERM command, refer to the CA ADS Reference Section.

Global Records

Global records are records that are available to all dialogs, maps, and user programs in an application. Subschema
records cannot be defined as global records.

System-Defined Global Record

The ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD is the system-defined global record that enables communication between
the application and the runtime system. To be accessed by a dialog, the ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD must
either be specified as a dialog work record or be associated with the dialog's map. This record is initialized when an
application is first loaded by the runtime system.

All fields in the ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD are addressable by dialogs or user programs. Selected fields
from the ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD are listed below. For a complete listing of these fields, refer to the CA
ADS Reference Section.

AGR-NEXT- FUNCTION

The AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION field contains the name of the next function that is to be executed. When the dialog
associated with the current function ends with an EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command, the function named in the
AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION field is executed by the runtime system. A dialog or user program can query this field to check
what the next function will be. Modification of the AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION field, however, does not change the next
function to be executed; a change in the next function can only be accomplished by modification of the AGR-CURRENT-
RESPONSE field (see below).

AGR-DEFAULT- RESPONSE

The AGR-DEFAULT-RESPONSE field contains the default response value specified on the Function Definition screen
when an application is compiled. When a value is specified and the screen includes a data field for a default response, the
terminal operator can type in a new value or can space out the value that appears.

AGR-CURRENT- RESPONSE

The AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE field contains the response specified by the terminal operator. The process code of a
dialog or user program can also move values into this field, overwriting the user response. Note that, if AGR-CURRENT-
RESPONSE is modified by a dialog, security is not checked for the response moving into the field, even if security is
associated with this response.

When EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION is encountered within process code, the response named in the AGR-CURRENT-
RESPONSE field is executed if it is a valid response for the current function. The AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE field
determines the next function in the application thread (that is, it determines the value moved into the AGR-NEXT-
FUNCTION field).

Moving a Value into AGR-CURRENT- RESPONSE
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The following diagram shows the manner in which the runtime system moves a value into the AGR-CURRENT-
RESPONSE field. The value in AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE depends upon whether the AGR-DEFAULT-RESPONSE
field contains a value; whether the terminal operator enters a new value in the response field; or whether there is a
response value associated with the control key (other than ENTER) pressed by the terminal operator. The runtime system
executes the response named in the AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE field after determining that it is a valid response for the
current function.
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AGR-EXIT-DIALOG

The AGR-EXIT-DIALOG field initially contains the name of the exit dialog specified on the Application Definition screen.
This field can be used to link to a special routine. For example, one department of a company might want the employee
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name specified as John Doe, while another department wants the name specified as Doe, John. The same dialog could
be used for both departments by linking to an exit dialog (that is, LINK TO AGR-EXIT-DIALOG) containing a name routine.

AGR-PRINT- DESTINATION

The AGR-PRINT-DESTINATION field initially contains the default name of the printer for the application as specified
on the ADSA Application Definition screen. Dialogs and user programs can use this print destination with the WRITE
PRINTER DESTINATION command.

AGR-USER-ID

The AGR-USER-ID field can be queried by dialogs and user programs.

AGR-PRINT-CLASS

The AGR-PRINT-CLASS field initially contains the default printer class for the application as specified on the ADSA
Application Definition screen. The dialog can reference this field with the WRITE PRINTER CLASS command.

AGR-SIGNON- SWITCH

The AGR-SIGNON-SWITCH field can be queried to determine if there has been a valid signon.

AGR-SIGNON- REGMTS

The AGR-SIGNON-REQMTS field indicates whether signon is optional, required, or not used for the signon menu, as
specified on the Security screen. This field can be referenced for additional security checking.

AGR-MAP- RESPONSE

The AGR-MAP-RESPONSE field can be used as a response field, in place of the $RESPONSE field, in any user-defined
nonmenu map. The dialog can initialize this response field before mapout so that the desired default response appears on
the map. For input purposes, the AGR-MAP-RESPONSE field works in the same manner as the $RESPONSE field. For
information on the $RESPONSE field, refer to the CA IDMS Mapping Facility Section.

AGR-MODE

The AGR-MODE field initially contains the value STEP or FAST as specified on the Application Definition screen.
Typically, the design of a dialog map includes a field that displays the value of AGR-MODE. The terminal operator can
change this field at any time.

The following examples show how the AGR-MODE field can be used, in conjunction with the EXECUTE NEXT
FUNCTION command, to implement a STEP/FAST mode for an ADSA application. The logic in the first example assumes
that all data field validation is handled by the automatic editing specifications in the dialog's map. The logic in the second
example assumes that additional data validation is required in the response process code. In both cases, any data
entered by the terminal operator is always processed. Note that the first pass flag field has no significance in FAST mode.

Example 1

This sample process code illustrates the manner in which a dialog can query the AGR-MODE field of the ADSO-
APPLICATION-GLOBAL- RECORD to determine what course to follow. If the dialog is in STEP mode, the dialog
redisplays the screen with a confirmation message for the terminal operator; if in FAST mode, control is passed
immediately to the next function. The initial value of AGR-MODE is supplied by the runtime system; the user can alter the
value of AGR-MODE at any time during application execution.

IF ANY OF (EMPLOYEE-NBR, SKILL-CODE, SKILL-LEVEL)

  ARE CHANGED

   DO.
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     MOVE 'Y' TO FIRST-PASS-FLAG.

     MOVE EMPLOYEE-NBR TO WK-EMPNBR.

     MOVE SKILL-CODE TO WK-SKLCODE.

     MOVE SKILL-LEVEL TO WK-SKLEVEL.

     LINK TO 'CEMDUEMP'.

   END.

IF AGR-STEP-MODE

   DO.

     IF FIRST-PASS-FLAG='Y'

       DO.

         MOVE 'N' TO FIRST-PASS-FLAG.

         DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS 'EMPLOYEE UPDATED'.

       END.

     MOVE 'Y' TO FIRST-PASS-FLAG.

   END.

EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.

Example 2

The sample code shown in the following example shows the use of the AGR-MODE field when data validation needs to
be handled by code in the response process. Note that the EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command is never encountered
while uncorrected validation errors still exist.

IF ANY OF (EMPLOYEE-NBR, SKILL-CODE, SKILL-LEVEL)

  ARE CHANGED

   DO.

     MOVE 'Y' TO FIRST-PASS-FLAG.

     IF EMPLOYEE-NBR GE 2000 AND SKILL-CODE='A'

        DO.
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          MOVE 'Y' TO ERROR-FLAG.

          DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS

             'EMPLOYEE NUMBER/SKILL CODE MISMATCH'.

        END.

     MOVE 'N' TO ERROR-FLAG.

     MOVE EMPLOYEE-NBR TO WK-EMPNBR.

     MOVE SKILL-CODE TO WK-SKLCODE.

     MOVE SKILL-LEVEL TO WK-SKLEVEL.

     LINK TO 'CEMDUEMP'.

     CALL EMPDTE25.

   END.

IF ERROR-FLAG='Y'

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS

       'EMPLOYEE NUMBER/SKILL CODE MISMATCH'.

CALL EMPDTE25.

!**************************************************

DEFINE EMPDTE25.

!**************************************************

IF AGR-STEP-MODE

   DO.

     IF FIRST-PASS-FLAG='Y'

       DO.

         MOVE 'N' TO FIRST-PASS-FLAG.

         DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS 'EMPLOYEE UPDATED'.
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       END.

     MOVE 'Y' TO FIRST-PASS-FLAG.

   END.

EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.

The following fields from the ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL- RECORD are often mapped to screens associated with
user-defined nonmenu maps:

• AGR-DIALOG-NAME
• AGR-APPLICATION-NAME
• AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION
• AGR-FUNCTION-DESCRIPTION
• AGR-DATE
• AGR-USER-ID
• AGR-MODE
• AGR-PASSED-DATA
• AGR-MAP-RESPONSE

For an illustration of how these fields can be used on maps, refer to "Designing maps" in Section4.

ADS Naming Conventions
The establishment of naming conventions reduces the accumulation of redundant data and improves the overall design of
an application. Naming convention standards apply to the components of an application as well as to the database entities
accessed by the application.

Naming Application Entities

Naming conventions make it easier to keep track of application components as they are created and maintained.
While mnemonic names can work well for less complex applications, mnemonics are inadequate when handling the
large volume of complex applications that typically exist at most sites. Adhering to a naming convention eases the
construction of component names, eases the reconstruction of component names if one is forgotten, and eases the use
and maintenance of an application.

Naming Convention Standards

The following table lists the naming convention standards used for the sample application in this section.

Position Value Meaning
1 C CA IDMS product
2-3 EM

IS
FS
MS
SY

Type of application:
Employee information
Information system
Financial system
Manufacturing system
System activities
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4 D
F
M
P
H
R
S
T
U

Component type:
Dialog
Function
Map
User-defined program
Help module
Report
Report
Subschema
Table
Menu

5 A
C
D
E
I
M
U

Component functions:
Add operation
Encode/decode (column 4 indicates table)
Delete operation
Edit operation (column 4 indicates table)
Inquiry operation
Modify operation
Update operation

6-8 xxx Component designator:
Three characters used as unique
identifiers for the component

Assigning Names

Names in an application can be assigned in the following manner:

• Dialogs, maps, tables, programs, help modules, and reports can use the conventions in preceding table as follows:

Dialog:         CEMDILIS

Map:            CEMMILIS

Code table:     CEMTCLIS

Edit table:     CEMTELIS

Menu:           CEMUILIS

User program:   CEMPILIS
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Help module:    CEMHILIS

Report:         CEMRILIS

• Dialog premap and response process names can be the concatenation of the dialog name and the suffix -PREMAP or
-RESPONSE, as in the following examples:

CEMDILIS-PREMAP

CEMDILIS-RESPONSE

If there are multiple response processes, the suffixes can be structured to reflect the function of each response
process, as follows:

CEMDILIS-ADDRESP

CEMDILIS-DELRESP

• Names for subroutines included in the premap and response processes can be made up of a meaningful name of up to
6 characters with a 2-digit suffix, as follows:

PASSDT05

MESSGE97

DBERR99

The numeric suffixes can be assigned and incremented as the subroutines appear in the dialog. This numbering
convention makes it easier to locate a subroutine in the dialog listing. For example, MESSGE97 is located near the
end of the listing while PASSDT05 is located near the beginning.

Naming Database Information

Glossary

The creation of a glossary can be an effective means of establishing naming conventions for database information. The
glossary can be stored in the dictionary where it is readily available as a reference tool. Tools such as the glossary also
aid in the development of consistent site-specific application coding standards.

Example

The following example shows sample entries from one type of glossary. This example shows one way in which a glossary
can be defined; each design team must determine the naming conventions that best suit its needs. Note that the word
WORD in this example is a user-defined entity defined to the data dictionary, as follows:
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The sample entries from this glossary show one way in which naming conventions can be implemented within an
installation. In this glossary, the application designers have determined that certain words are always to be abbreviated
and others are never to be abbreviated; the majority of words are to be spelled out completely whenever possible. When
stored on the data dictionary, the glossary is readily available as a reference section for programmers and developers.

ADD CLASS NAME IS WORD

CLASS TYPE IS ENTITY.

ADD WORD ABEND           ABBREVIATED NEVER

ADD WORD ABSOLUTE        ABBREVIATED NEVER

ADD WORD ACCEPT          ABBREVIATED NEVER

ADD WORD ACCOUNT         ABBREVIATED SOMETIMES ABBR ACCT

ADD WORD ACCRUAL         ABBREVIATED NEVER

ADD WORD ACCUMULATE      ABBREVIATED SOMETIMES ABBR ACCUM

ADD WORD ACKNOWLEDGE     ABBREVIATED SOMETIMES ABBR ACK

ADD WORD ADMINISTRATION  ABBREVIATED ALWAYS ABBR ADMIN

ADD WORD ADDRESS         ABBREVIATED ALWAYS ABBR ADDR

     .

     .

     .

     .

     .

     .

ADD WORD YIELD           ABBREVIATED SOMETIMES ABBR YLD

ADD WORD YTD             ACRONYM 'YEAR TO DATE'

ADD WORD YY              ABBREVIATED NEVER
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ADD WORD ZERO            ABBREVIATED NEVER

ADD WORD ZONE            ABBREVIATED NEVER

Information entities can use the following naming conventions:

• Database elements can be established using approved names from the glossary and can be further defined with
synonyms. Element names should have a maximum of 25 characters. The following example lists an element and
three synonyms:

EMPLOYEE-CODE

DB-REC-EMPLOYEE-CODE

MAP-EMPLOYEE-CODE

WORK-EMPLOYEE-CODE

• Database Records can be composed of approved, usable names (for example, EMPLOYEE). Records can be given
greater flexibility with the addition of suffixes. The following example lists employee records with identifying suffixes:

EMPLOYEE-0600

EMPLOYEE-2500

EMPLOYEE-6359

In CA ADS process source, as well as in COBOL, CA Culprit, and map source, the elements can be referenced by the
element name plus the suffix, as follows:

EMPLOYEE-CODE-6359

• Map work records are composed of the map name followed by the suffix -MAP-RECORD, as in the following example:

CEMMILIS-MAP-RECORD

Elements in the map record utilize the prefix MAP- and the element name, as follows:

MAP-OFFICE-CODE

If the map needs more than one work record, a number is added to the word MAP, as follows:

CEMMILIS-MAP2-RECORD (the second map record)
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MAP2-OFFICE CODE (a record element from the second record)

• Dialog work records are composed of the dialog name followed by the suffix -WORK-RECORD as in the following
example:

CEMDULIS-WORK-RECORD

Elements in the dialog work record utilize the prefix WORK- and the element name, as follows:

WORK-OFFICE-CODE

If the dialog needs more than one work record, a number is added to the word WORK, as follows:

CEMDILIS-WORK2-RECORD (the second dialog work record)

WORK2-OFFICE CODE (a record element from the second record)

• Set names are established by concatenating an abbreviation of the owner record (a 7-character maximum) with that of
the member record (a 6-character maximum), as follows:

EMPL-SKILL

Performance Considerations (CA ADS Runtime)
The performance of the CA ADS runtime system is dependent upon a number of factors, such as the size of the CA
IDMS/DC or DC/UCF system, the number of applications being run concurrently, and the number of users for a given
application. Rather than attempting to give definitive instructions for the improvement of performance, this section
discusses the following aspects of the CA ADS runtime system:

• Parameters affecting performance
• Resource management

Each of these considerations is discussed separately below.

CA ADS System Generation

 

The CA ADS system is generated by submitting ADSO, PROGRAM, and TASK statements to the DC/UCF system
generation compiler. Optionally, the KEYS statement is used to define site-specific control key functions.

Statements

These statements are used as follows:

• The ADSO statement includes parameters that define the CA ADS runtime environment, as follows:
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– The task code (ADS) that initiates the CA ADS runtime system
– The mainline dialog that can begin executing immediately
– The maximum number of dialog levels that can be established by each application
– The disposition of record buffers during a pseudo-converse (that is, whether they can be written to the scratch area

of the data dictionary)
– The size of the primary and secondary record buffers
– The AUTOSTATUS facility that handles errors generated by database, logical record, or queue and scratch record

processing
– The Status Definition Record that associates status codes returned by database, logical record, and queue and

scratch record access with condition names
– The treatment of numeric values placed into alphanumeric fields by arithmetic and assignment commands
– The display of the Dialog Abort Information screen when the runtime system detects an abend condition in an

executing dialog
– Whether dialog statistics will be collected
– How CA ADS is to perform a mapout when a dialog's map is already displayed as a result of a previous mapout in a

pageable map
– Whether record buffer blocks are to be compressed across a pseudo-converse when they are retained in the

storage pool
– How the amount of storage to be allocated for record buffer blocks is to be determined

• The PROGRAM statement defines the following CA ADS components as DC/UCF programs:
– The ADSORUN1, ADSORUN2, and ADSOMAIN runtime system programs
– The system maps (the menu map, runtime message map, and maps for each of the application and dialog compiler

screens)
– The application and dialog compiler programs (ADSA and ADSC)
– CA ADS dialogs (an optional parameter if null Program Definition Elements (PDEs) are defined in the SYSTEM

statement)
• The TASK statement defines the following task codes:

– ADS and ADS2 to initiate the runtime system
– ADSA to initiate the application compiler
– ADSC to initiate the dialog compiler
– ADSR to initiate the runtime system when returning from a linked user program

For detailed syntax and examples of the sysgen statements, refer to the CA IDMS System Generation Section.

The following discussion highlights selected aspects of system generation that have particular import when considering
system performance in a CA ADS environment. These features are as follows:

• Allocating primary and secondary storage pools
• Relocating resources
• Specifying the number of online tasks and external request units

Each of these considerations is discussed separately below.

Allocating Primary and Secondary Storage Pools

Record Buffer Block

The runtime system allocates and initializes record buffers for use by executing dialogs. When an application is initiated,
CA ADS allocates a Record Buffer Block (RBB) from the DC/UCF storage pool to hold the subschema, map, and work
records accessed by the dialogs in the application thread. The RBB must be large enough to accommodate the largest of
these records.
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There is one primary RBB for each application. CA ADS allocates a secondary RBB when the RBB becomes full during
execution of the application or does not have enough remaining space to hold a record. Additional secondary RBBs can
be allocated by the CA ADS runtime system as necessary.

The data communications administrator (DCA) can specify the size of the primary and secondary RBBs with the
PRIMARY POOL and SECONDARY POOL parameters of the ADSO statement. When allocating the primary and
secondary storage pools, the DCA needs to consider the size and number of the records used by the application as well
as the header records maintained by the buffers.

The primary RBB should be large enough to satisfy the records associated with the most-frequently used dialogs. The
secondary RBB should be large enough to accommodate the largest record.

Alternatively, the runtime system can be directed to calculate the size of the RBBs for an application or dialog and to use
the calculated size when acquiring storage space for the RBBs. Use the calculated size in systems where there is a high
number of records and storage space is a concern.

The following diagram shows the structure of the Record Buffer Block. Each record buffer contains a 24-byte header
to keep track of available space. For each record in the pool, CA ADS maintains a record header (RBE) that requires
44 bytes of storage for database records and 56 bytes of storage for logical records. There is also a header for each
element of a logical record. All records and headers are aligned on doubleword boundaries. Each buffer pool must be
large enough to accommodate the largest subschema, map, work, database, or logical record used by a dialog in the
application.
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Relocating Resources

The fast mode threshold is used by the CA ADS runtime system in conjunction with the RESOURCES ARE FIXED
specification to determine whether record buffers are written to disk or kept in main storage across a pseudo-converse.
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If the total size of all record buffers, in bytes, exceeds the fast mode threshold and RESOURCES ARE FIXED has been
specified, the record buffers are written to disk; otherwise, the record buffers are kept in the storage pool. Storage used
for currency blocks, CA ADS terminal blocks (OTBs), OTB extensions, and variable dialog blocks (VDBs) is not eligible for
writing to scratch.

Size of the Threshold

The size of the threshold is a site-specific determination that is based on the availability of general resources versus the
amount of available storage. I/Os for DC/UCF journaling and CPU cycles for record locking are used when record buffers
are written to the scratch/queue areas. Therefore, when buffers exceed the fast mode threshold, the increased use of
resources will slow down the transaction response time. On the other hand, if buffers are always under the threshold (that
is, if the fast mode threshold is high), more memory is required.

Alternative Method

Alternatively, the DCA can specify that storage used for RBBs and statistics control blocks is always written to scratch
across a pseudo-converse, regardless of the relocatable threshold that has been defined for primary and secondary
storage pools. In this situation, other storage (that used for currency blocks, OTBs, OTB extensions, and VDBs) is written
to scratch across a pseudo-converse only when the relocatable threshold is exceeded.

Specifying the Number of Online Tasks and External Request Units

The MAXIMUM TASKS and MAXIMUM ERUS parameters specify the maximum number of user tasks (online tasks) and
external request units that can be active concurrently. The size of these parameters can affect the amount of time spent
by DC/UCF in searching the queues for tasks that are waiting to be executed.

Considerations

The number of online tasks and external request units that should be specified is a site-specific determination and is
dependent upon factors such as the number of tasks processed each hour in a particular environment. When setting
the MAXIMUM TASKS and MAXIMUM ERUS parameters on the SYSTEM statement, the following statistics should be
considered:

• Increasing the MAXIMUM TASKS or MAXIMUM ERUS parameters by one (1) causes virtual storage requirements to
increase as shown below:

Resource Size of resource Total
TCE 248 bytes 248 bytes
STACKSIZE 320 words 1,280 bytes
DCE 40 bytes 40 bytes
ECB * 3 8 bytes 24 bytes
DPE * 20 16 bytes 320 bytes
RCE * 15 16 bytes 240 bytes
RLE * 25 8 bytes 200 bytes
Total increase per task  2,352 bytes

Note that a value larger than the default (420) should be specified for the STACKSIZE when using CA ADS. If the
STACKSIZE is at 420 and two tasks exceed stacksize and go into abend storage at the same time, the system will abort
with an abend code of 3995.
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• The following DC/UCF system parameters should be increased as specified for every increment of 1 in the size of
MAXIMUM TASKS or MAXIMUM ERUS:

Parameter Amount increased
ECB LIST 3
DPE COUNT 20
RCE COUNT 15
RLE COUNT 25

ADS Resource Management

 

In designing applications, consideration must be given to the efficient management of system resources. The
management of resources such as the database, the storage pool, and the program pool storage affects the performance
of online applications since many users may require access to these resources simultaneously.

The following diagram shows the resources used by an application in a non-SQL environment while a task is active and
after the task has terminated.

When a Task is Active
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After the Task has Terminated
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The remainder of this section discusses methods that can be used to monitor the resource consumption of an application
and ways in which to utilize available resources efficiently.

Monitoring Tools

As with any task running under DC/UCF, the major resources to be monitored in a CA ADS environment are as follows:

• Task processing support
• Variable storage pool
• Program pool storage
• Database locks
• I/Os (disk and terminal data transmission)
• CPU cycles

Each of these resources can be monitored with data dictionary reports and DC/UCF master terminal functions, as
discussed below.
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Task Processing Support

The following diagram shows the resources in use while a task is active (left diagram) and those in use after the task (right
diagram) terminates.

Example
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Displaying Internal Resources

The following DC/UCF master terminal functions display the internal resources used to support task processing:

• DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE TASK displays global statistics on active tasks and information on each active task thread.
• DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM displays information on the system including the peak task control element

(TCE) stack; and the maximum number of resource link elements (RLEs), resource control elements (RCEs), and
deadlock prevention elements (DPEs) used by the tasks.

Variable Storage Pool

The following sysgen reports (CREPORTS) and DCMT functions can be used to monitor the use of the storage pool:

• CREPORT 25 verifies the size of the storage pool and indicates whether storage protection has been enabled for the
system.

• DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE STORAGE shows the current fragmentation of the storage pool.
• DCMT DISPLAY LTERM RESOURCES indicates which terminals are active and own resources.
• DCMT DISPLAY LTERM lterm-id-a RESOURCES displays the specific resources (and the addresses of those

resources) owned by the named terminal.
• DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY hex-address-a displays an actual resource as it appears in memory.
• CREPORT 40 supplies the current parameters specified in the ADSO statement.

The CA IDMS Reports Section section describes CREPORTS; the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands
Section details the master terminal functions available to monitor system resources.

Information from the above displays and reports can be used to calculate the number of users the system can currently
support, assuming various storage pool sizes.

Program Pool Storage

The following DCMT commands can be used to provide information on the program pool:

• DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE PROGRAMS displays the following:
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– Statistics on program pool usage, including the total number of pages and total number of bytes in the pool; the
number of loads to the program pool; the number of pages loaded; and the number of load conflicts

– Information on currently active programs including the program name, type, and version number; count of users
currently using the programs; size of the program in K bytes; the number of times the program was called; and the
number of times the program was loaded into the program pool

– The program pool page allocation map that shows which pages are not in use; which pages are in use by one
program; and which pages are in used by more than one program

• DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE REENTRANT PROGRAMS displays the above information for the reentrant program pool
and the active reentrant programs. If no reentrant pool is defined, the standard program pool is shown.

Database Locks

The DCMT DISPLAY RUN UNIT and OPER WATCH DB RUN UNITS commands can be used to show the number of
database locks being requested for a particular run unit. The number of database locks maintained by a DC/DC system
has considerable impact on CPU usage.

These locks are specified at sysgen time by the RULOCKS and SYSLOCKS parameters of the SYSTEM statement.

For a discussion of database locks, refer to the CA IDMS Database Design Section. For information on factors to consider
when preparing the SYSTEM statement, refer to the CA IDMS System Generation Section.

Disk I/O

The following reports can be used for monitoring disk I/O:

• JREPORT 004 shows the average number of I/Os to disk for a given program.
• DCMT DISPLAY RUN UNITS or OPER W DB RU shows if any run units are waiting for a journal buffer (as indicated by

a run unit status value of IUH). IUHs occur most frequently when the fast mode threshold is set too low.

For information on the JREPORTS (journal reports), refer to the CA IDMS Reports Section.

Terminal I/O

Monitoring Steps

The following steps can be taken to monitor terminal I/Os:

1. Run the mapping utility (RHDCMPUT) for a report on a specific map. This report will display a picture of the map
and the attributes currently assigned to the map. The report will also indicate whether BACKSCAN is enabled for
any mapping fields. If BACKSCAN is in effect and the NEWPAGE option on the ADSO statement has been selected,
extraneous data from the previous mapout may be left on the screen when a map is redisplayed. It is advantageous to
have NEWPAGE in effect, however, because this option increases runtime efficiency by reducing the number of data
fields that need to be transmitted to the terminal. For more information on the NEWPAGE feature, refer to the CA ADS
Reference Section.

2. Use DCMT VARY PTERM pterm-id TRACE ALLIO FF to cause the datastream being transmitted to the terminal to be
written to the log as well.

3. Use SHOWMAP map-name in conjunction with DCUF USERTRACE to cause the datastream of a particular map to be
traced.

4. Use DCMT VARY PTERM pterm-id TRACE ALLIO OFF to turn off the trace, suppressing any further transmission of
datastreams to the log.

5. Run the print log utility (RHDCPRLG) to show the actual trace. Specify the following parameters in the utility JCL:

PRINT ALL FOR ALL

FROM time ON date
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TO time ON date

Transmission times can be calculated by analyzing the length of the datastream.

CPU Usage

To monitor CPU cycles and obtain CPU usage by task, the system can be instructed to collect task statistics. It is
advisable not to request task statistics unless there is a demonstrated need as they require considerable overhead
and generate a large volume of data. Task statistics are requested by specifying TASK STATISTICS WRITE or TASK
STATISTICS COLLECT on the SYSTEM statement. The statistics are written to the DC/UCF log.

For detailed information on collecting task statistics, refer to CA IDMS System Operations Section.

Conserving Resources

Resources can be conserved as follows:

• Enable storage protection -- Storage protection is enabled by specifying PROTECT in the SYSTEM statement at
system generation. The benefits of using storage protection are as follows:
– CPU overhead is reduced because there are shorter chains for the system to walk.
– Resources are clustered.
To avoid SVC overhead, it is advisable to enable storage protection (that is, specify PROTECT) on the SYSTEM
statement and to disable storage protection (that is, specify NOPROTECT) on the PROGRAM statement.

• Specify buffer sizes in multiples of 4084 bytes -- The 4084-byte limit represents a multiple of 4K (4096 bytes) less the
12 bytes for pointer information and task ID address, as shown below:

If a 4K page were selected, storage would have to be taken from two contiguous pages. The benefits of placing a 4084-
byte limit on the amount of storage acquired are as follows:

• Fragmentation of the storage pool is reduced when only one page is requested. Space is allocated in contiguous
frames for a particular request. It is easier for the system to find one page rather than two contiguous pages.

• Less CPU overhead is required because partial pages do not have to be calculated or scanned. When the system
finds a request for a multiple of 4K (less the pointer information), it will immediately scan the pool looking for entirely
empty pages, thus saving overhead.

• Limit the size of subschemas -- Subschemas should be specified to the requirements of the application. The size of
the currency block is directly related to the storage requirements of the variable subschema storage block (VB50)
used at runtime; the runtime system maintains currency tables for every record, set, and area accessed by the dialog.
Therefore, it is worthwhile to make subschemas as streamlined as possible.

• Limit the number of dialog levels -- The MAXIMUM LINKS parameter of the ADSO sysgen statement specifies the
maximum number of dialog levels that can be established by each respective CA ADS application; keep this parameter
low. A well designed application has as few levels as possible. The number of levels should be limited because, for
each level established in the application, kept storage is acquired for the Variable Dialog Block (VDB) and the currency
block. Storage established at a particular level is not released until control is passed upward.
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To limit the number of levels established, use the TRANSFER command whenever possible; build the application
horizontally (that is, pass control laterally) rather than vertically.

• Control the size of the application -- The size of dialog premap and response processes, the number of data
fields included in a map, the size of the subschemas, and the size of database, map, and work records affect the
performance of the CA ADS runtime system. The actual number of I/Os required to load a complete program is
dependent upon the size of a page in the DDLDCLOD area, the amount of overflow that will be encountered to
load that record, and the size of the actual program being loaded. Therefore, the following benefits are realized by
minimizing the size of programs:
– A reduction in the work required to load a small program as compared to a large program
– A reduction in time spent loading a particular program in the program pool or reentrant pool
– A reduction in time spent waiting for space in the program pool or reentrant pool
Under DC/UCF, the term program refers to CA ADS dialogs, tables, maps, subschemas, and online and batch
programs.

• Make frequently called programs resident -- A frequently called program (such as ADSOMAIN) is virtually a resident in
the program pool or the reentrant pool. The program should be made resident because the operating system can page
more rapidly than IDMS-DC/UCF can read in a page from the DDLDCLOD area. By making the program resident,
the operating system, rather than DC/UCF, will be requested to bring the page in core. Additionally, the program and
resident pool will be less fragmented when a frequently used program is made resident. A program can be specified as
resident on the PROGRAM statement at system generation.

• Free the resources of an inactive terminal -- The resource timeout facility can be activated on the SYSTEM statement
at system generation, specifying the amount of time a terminal is permitted to be inactive (that is, have no task
executing) before all resources owned by the terminal are deleted and control is returned to the system. Because
longterm storage resources are associated with a terminal even though a program is not active, freeing those
resources will free space for other users of the system. This is particularly important if longterm locks are being
implemented.

Overview of CA ADS Application Development
CA' Application Development System (CA ADS) enables you, as an application developer, to develop and execute online
applications that query and update a CA IDMS/DB database or VSAM file.

Development Tools

The CA ADS application development environment features menu-driven development tools that simplify and speed the
definition of applications. Components developed by using CA ADS development tools are modular and can be reused in
one or more applications.

Process Language

To enable an application to access the database, perform calculations, and perform other customized processing, you
use the high-level process language provided by CA ADS. Easily recognizable commands (such as DISPLAY) greatly
simplify many frequently performed operations. Modules written in this process language can be added to an application
whenever processing is required.

CA ADS is fully integrated with CA' Application Development System/Batch (CA ADS Batch). Developers who use CA
ADS Batch to define batch applications can use the same development tools used by CA ADS developers.

For more information on CA ADS Batch, see the CA ADS Batch User Section.

Additionally, CA ADS applications can accommodate components developed by using the CA IDMS Automatic System
Facility (ASF). Execution of CA ADS applications can be traced and debugged by using the CA IDMS online debugger
or CA ADS Alive. Runtime performance and resource usage of an application can be tracked by using the CA IDMS
Performance Monitor.

This section introduces CA ADS by discussing:
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• Application development in the CA ADS environment
• Application development tools that will be discussed in this user's section

Application Development

Flexible Application Development Environment

CA ADS provides a flexible application development environment. You can define application components in whatever
order makes the most sense given the application you need to define. For example, you can define the executable
structure, screen displays, and runtime flow of control for the entire application before you define any modules of process
code for the application. Alternatively, you can fully define all components, including modules of process code, for a
subset of the application before even beginning to define components for the remaining application.

Methodology

This section illustrates CA ADS concepts by showing you how they apply to the definition of a sample application. The
methodology presented here shows you one way to efficiently develop a new application by using CA ADS development
tools. At your site, other application development strategies may be employed.

Structure Diagram

A useful first stage in developing a new CA ADS application is to develop a structure diagram based on the
specifications for the application. Drawing a structure diagram for an application is useful because:

• The application's functional requirements are clarified before any specific development occurs. Potential
design and development misunderstandings are often caught in the process of developing a structure diagram.

• The structure diagram is a development resource for application developers throughout the development
cycle. While developing application components, the developer can use the structure diagram as a reminder of how
each component relates to the entire application. CA ADS application components fit directly into an application
structure diagram.

Sample Application

The structure diagram for a small Personnel application is shown below. This application allows users to maintain
information on departments and users. Related data, such as office addresses and insurance information, is also collected
and stored by using this application. You will develop the Department portion of this application in this section.
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Functions

As shown in this sample structure diagram, the application structure is made up of functions. Each function is related to
work performed by the end user on a single screen. For example, the Personnel application includes functions such as
ADDDEP, MODDEP, and DELDEP, which allow you to add, modify, and delete department records in the database. Menu
functions, such as MAINMENU and DEPTMENU, allow you to select other functions in the application. Other functions
allow you to return to previous menus (functions BACK and TOP) and to exit from the application (function EXIT).

To reduce repetition of information, this section presents steps for developing only the Department portion of this sample
Personnel application. Remaining portions of the Personnel application can be added to the Department application at
any time. The strategy of defining different portions of applications at different times is particularly useful when developing
large applications.

Defining the Application

As soon as the application structure diagram is completed and approved, you can begin to define the application in the
data dictionary. In this section, you will define the sample Department application in two steps:

1. You will develop a prototype application based on the approved structure diagram for the application.
The CA ADS runtime system simplifies the definition of prototypes by automatically performing many basic processing
activities, such as displaying a screen. You can define a prototype without writing any process logic. Additionally, you
can execute a prototype application before the database is developed.

2. You will enhance the tested and approved prototype by adding process logic.

Advantages

Advantages to developing a prototype application before defining any process logic for the application include:
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• Timely feedback -- End users and other interested people can execute the completed prototype application to see
how well screens meet their needs and to verify that flow of control from function to function makes sense based on
their job responsibilities.

• Ease of modification -- Improvements suggested by end users can be included in the prototype application quickly
because you do not have to modify any process logic or database definitions.

• Efficient use of development time -- The prototype application developed for early testing is itself developed into the
final production application. Components created for the prototype are all used in the final application.

Application Development Tools

CA ADS applications are developed and executed by using a variety of online tools. The following tools are used to
develop the sample Department application.

• CA ADS application compiler (ADSA) -- Used to define the executable structure of an application, based on the
structure diagram developed for the application.

• CA ADS dialog compiler (ADSC) -- Used to define CA ADS dialogs, which handle most runtime interactions with the
end user.

• Online mapping facility (MAPC) -- Used to define maps, which establish preformatted screens. Dialogs use maps to
display and allow end users to input information.

• Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD) menu facility -- Used to create data definitions and modules of process code.
• Runtime system -- Used to execute CA ADS applications at any stage in the application's life cycle.
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As an application developer, you can execute the application at any time in the development cycle by using the runtime
system. Additionally, end users execute the application by using the runtime system.

Components defined by using ADSA, ADSC, MAPC, and the IDD menu facility are all stored in the data dictionary.

You can access any of the above development tools from CA IDMS/DC, the CA IDMS teleprocessing (TP) monitor, or DC/
UCF, the teleprocessing monitor interface. Additionally, you can transfer directly among ADSA, ADSC, MAPC, and the
IDD menu facility by using the transfer control facility (TCF).

Transfer Control Facility You can use TCF at any time during an application development session to suspend one
development tool and transfer to another.

For example, while using ADSC to define a dialog, you might remember that the related map definition is still incomplete.
You can suspend your ADSC session, transfer directly to MAPC to complete the map, and then transfer back to ADSC to
resume your suspended dialog-definition session.

Task Codes

To invoke a development tool from CA IDMS/DC or DC/UCF (DC/UCF), or TCF, specify the task code associated with
the tool. A task code is a unique invocation name defined for a development tool at system generation time. Sample task
codes for CA ADS development tools are presented in the table below. The task codes shown allow you to operate under
TCF and, therefore, switch from tool to tool.
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NOTE
If you are not operating under TCF, you cannot switch to another tool without first returning to DC/UCF.

Task codes can vary from site to site.

Development tool Sample task code Site task code
CA ADS application compiler (ADSA) ADSAT  
CA ADS dialog compiler (ADSC) ADSCT  
IDD menu facility IDDMT  
Online mapping (MAPC) MAPCT  

Defining an Application Structure Using ADSA
As an application developer, you can begin defining application components as soon as the application structure diagram
is complete. You can use CA ADS development tools to define a preliminary, or prototype version of the application early
in the application development cycle. Application developers and users can execute the prototype to test and suggest
improvements to the application.

As soon as the prototype application is approved, definitions that make up the application can be enhanced to perform
all processing required by the final production application. In this part of the section, "Developing the Prototype," you
will develop a prototype Department application. Then you will take this prototype application and develop it into a fully
functional application.

The first step in defining a prototype application in the data dictionary is to define the application's structure, based on the
structure diagram, by using the CA ADS application compiler (ADSA). The structure of an application specifies how a user
moves from function to function when executing the application.

In this section, you will begin defining the sample Department application introduced in Section7, "Overview of CA ADS
Application Development". This section includes:

• An overview of developing an application structure in the CA ADS environment
• Instructions for defining the sample Department application
• A summary of what you've accomplished in this section

Functions

An application is made up of the various functions necessary to do the work of the application. Each function represents
a unit of work in the application. For example, different functions in the Department application:

• Display a menu to help the user navigate through the application
• Perform functional processing, such as allowing the user to add or modify a department record
• Perform standard system activities, such as returning control to the application's main menu or exiting the user from

the application

Responses

The development team must arrange application functions so that users can easily get from one function to another. The
team defines paths that a user can take between functions. Each path is called a response. At runtime, the user can
select from among available responses to get from one function to another.

Application structure

The arrangement of functions and responses constitutes the structure of a CA ADS application. The diagram below
shows the structure of the sample Department application. This diagram includes both functions and responses because
you need to define both types of application components. The structure diagram for an application serves as a blueprint
for application development. Functions and responses in this sample application will allow users to add, modify, and
delete information on departments.
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NOTE
In this sample application, you can substitute your initials for the XXX in the task code, application name, dialog
names, etc.

Types of functions
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Most functions in a CA ADS application, including the Department application, are menu, dialog, or system functions.

Menu function

A menu function displays a menu screen to an end user.

For example, the DEPTMENU function in the Department application is a menu function. The menu screen displayed by
DEPTMENU lists the ADD, MOD, DEL, and EXIT responses. At runtime, the user can select any of these responses from
the DEPTMENU menu screen. To define a menu function, all you have to do is specify where the menu belongs in the
application structure. CA ADS provides predefined screen formats and processing logic for menu functions.

Dialog function

A dialog function typically displays a screen that supplies information to or requests information from a user. Based on
entries made by the user, the function performs processing activities such as data retrieval and update. As a developer,
you define CA ADS programs, called dialogs, to handle runtime operations for dialog functions.

In the sample Department application, functions ADDDEP, MODDEP, and DELDEP are dialog functions. The user can use
ADDDEP to add a new department record, MODDEP to modify an existing department record, and DELDEP to delete a
department record from the database.

System function

A system function displays a screen and/or performs operations that are common to most applications.

For example, the POP system function in the sample Department application returns the user to the most recently used
menu screen (in this case, the DEPTMENU menu). The QUIT system function allows the user to exit from the application
at any point. To define a system function, all you have to do is specify where the function belongs in the application
structure. CA ADS provides all necessary logic and screens for system functions.

Paths between functions

Responses define paths between functions. At runtime, a user moves from one function to another by selecting a
response that leads from the first function to the next. For example, a user of the Department application can get from
DEPTMENU to ADDDEP by entering a nonblank in the selection field to the left of the ADD response on the menu.

The user selects a response either by typing its name (for example, ADD) in a special response field on the screen or
by pressing the function key (for example, [PF4]) associated with the response. Default responses can be defined for
functions, making it easier for users to get to frequently used functions. The structure diagram shown above gives the
name and function key for each response in the sample Department application.

Worksheets

A typical application has numerous responses and functions. Some responses and functions may be available in several
places in the application. To help keep track of the responses and functions in an application structure, some sites
develop a worksheet of responses and functions for the application. A standard worksheet that documents each response
and function is especially useful when you are defining the application structure in the data dictionary. Filling out a
worksheet for application responses and functions can simplify the application development process and can also provide
documentation of application development decisions.

A sample worksheet for the Department application is shown below.
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Task codes

To enable users to access an application, you define entry points into the application structure. You establish entry points
for CA ADS applications by defining task codes. When you define a task code, you associate it with a specific application
function. At runtime, you use the task code to begin executing the application at the associated function. Both application
developers and users invoke applications by using task codes.

For example, the XXXDEPT task code is associated with the DEPTMENU function in the sample Department application
shown previously. A user can invoke the application from a CA IDMS/DC or DC/UCF system by specifying XXXDEPT and
pressing [Enter]. The DEPTMENU menu screen is the first application screen shown to the user.

Multiple task codes

You can define more than one task code for an application. Defining multiple task codes, or entry points, is particularly
useful for very large applications. For example, if the sample Department application is incorporated into a large,
company-wide application, users who only need to use department information can use the XXXDEPT task code to enter
the application at the DEPTMENU function. Clerks in the Accounts Receivable office can use a different task code to enter
the company-wide application at a menu that lists billing and customer functions.

NOTE
In the sample application, you can substitute your initials for the XXX in the task code.

Instructions

 

As a member of the development team, you use the CA ADS application compiler (ADSA) to define an executable
structure for an application. ADSA screens lead you through the steps necessary to define the functions, responses, and
task codes that make up the application's structure.

When you define the application structure, you use ADSA to create a load module for the application. When you use
ADSA screens to define the application structure, you are implicitly coding the flow of control for the application.
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ADSA screens

ADSA screens are designed in accordance with the CUA definition of SAA. All screens have:

• A title at the top
• A data entry area
• PF keys at the bottom

Menu screens also have an action bar, a message area, and a command line.

 ┌-     Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 │   .______________________________________________________________________.

 └-

 ┌-                   CA ADS Application Compiler

 │

 └-              CA, Inc.

 ┌-

 │      Application name . . . .    ________

 │      Application version  . .    ____

 │      Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

 │      Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

 │

 │      Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

 │                                    2. Responses and Functions

 │                                    3. Global records

 │                                    4. Task codes

 └-

            Copyright (C) 1999 CA, Inc.
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    Command ===>

    Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Steps

To define the sample Department application structure, you will perform the following steps:

1. Invoke ADSA
2. Name the application
3. Specify basic information on the application
4. Define application response and function relationships
5. Further define the application responses
6. Further define the application functions
7. Define the application task code
8. Compile the application (creating an application load module)

After you finish defining the Department application structure, you can exit from ADSA and optionally execute the
application to test out the definitions that you have made. If you need additional information at any time about the use of
ADSA, see "Using ADSA" in section B.

NOTE
Only the menu access can be tested until prototype maps and dialogs are created.

The following diagram shows an overview of the flow and structure of ADSA.
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NOTE
This overall structure applies to the MAPC and ADSC compilers as well as to ADSA.

Step 1 Invoke ADSA

To invoke ADSA, you must be signed on to a DC/UCF system. Procedures for signing on to DC/UCF differ from site to
site. If you are not sure how to sign on, ask other users at your site for help.

Before you invoke ADSA, you may want to establish a default dictionary and/or Distributed Database (DDS) node for the
current definition session under DC/UCF. Naming a default dictionary is useful if you are working in a multiple-dictionary
environment. Naming a DDS node is useful only if you are working in a distributed database network.

At some sites, signon profiles for each user establish the appropriate default dictionary and/or node for each user that
signs on to CA IDMS/DC or DC/UCF.

If you want to establish defaults for your current DC/UCF session, enter the appropriate commands, one at a time, after
signing on to DC/UCF:

• You name a default dictionary by entering:

DCUF SET DICTNAME dictionary-name

• You name a default DDS node by entering:

DCUF SET DICTNODE node-name
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You can display the names of your default dictionary and DDS node at any time by entering, one at a time:

DCUF SHOW DICTNAME

DCUF SHOW DICTNODE

Specifying the task code for ADSA

When you've signed on to DC/UCF and optionally established a default dictionary name/node, you can invoke ADSA. To
do this, you enter the task code for ADSA1.

For example, if the task code for ADSA is ADSAT, you can invoke ADSA from CA IDMS/DC as shown:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

adsat 

                                         Press the ENTER

                                         key to input the --► [Enter]

                                         task code for

                                         ADSA.

Using the task code ADSAT means that you are invoking ADSA under TCF (the transfer control facility). Once you are in
the ADSA tool under TCF, you can switch to another application development tool without returning to DC/UCF.

Main menu screen

ADSA begins with the Main Menu screen:

     Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  .____________________________________________________________________________.

                        CA ADS Application Compiler

                      CA, Inc.
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     Application name . . . .    ________

     Application version  . .    ____

     Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

     Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

     Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                   2. Responses and Functions

                                   3. Global records

                                   4. Task codes

       Copyright (C) 1999 CA, Inc.

  Command ===>

  Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

If you are using a teleprocessing monitor other tha CA IDMS/DC, specify the task code for ADSA in response to the
prompt presented by that monitor. For more information on task codes for CA ADS development tools, see Application
Development Tools.

After you invoke ADSA, you can begin defining the application, as described below.

Step 2 Name the Application

The ADSA Main Menu screen allows you to specify the name of the application, its version number, and the dictionary
in which it resides. This dictionary name overrides the current default (if one has been set) and becomes the new default
dictionary.

Screen prompts

When you begin an application definition, you typically enter information after one or more of the following Main Menu
screen prompts:
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• Application name -- You must supply an application name. The name you specify must be unique among all program
names (including applications, dialogs, maps, tables, help modules, etc.)

• Application version -- You can optionally type a version number for the application after this prompt. When following
the example in this section, use the default version number of 1.
In a development environment, you might select a different test version number, such as 5. You would give all
test components the same test version number. You would then set up the system so that, when you execute the
application, test components are executed rather than production components.
For more information on maintaining separate test and production definitions in the same data dictionary, see CA IDMS
System Operations Section

• Dictionary name -- A dictionary name may already be displayed after the Dictionary name prompt on your terminal.
A sample dictionary name (DEMO) is shown in examples throughout this section.
If a dictionary name is not displayed, check with others at your site to find out if you need to specify one. You typically
need to enter the name of your group's dictionary only when you are not using the default dictionary in a multiple-
dictionary environment.

• Dictionary node -- A dictionary node name may already be displayed after the Dictionary node prompt on your
terminal. Sample definition screens in this section do not show a node name.
If a dictionary node is not displayed, check with others at your site to find out if you need to specify one.

1

You can use the tab key to move the cursor quickly and easily between prompts. Begin defining your application on the
Main Menu screen as shown below:

      Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

    .__________________________________________________________________________.

                            CA ADS Application Compiler

                        CA, Inc.

       Application name . . . .    xxxappl_

       Application version  . .    1___

       Dictionary name  . . . .    demo____

       Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

Adding the application
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To add the application, position the cursor on the Add item on the action bar and press [Enter]. You can position the
cursor on Add by:

• Pressing [PF10] move to the action bar and then tabbing to Add and pressing [Enter]
• Tabbing to Add and pressing [Enter]
• Typing add on the command line and pressing [Enter]

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

 │                       │

 │  Copy from application│A-ADS Application Compiler

 │    Name     ________  │

 │    Version     1      │ter Associates International, Inc.

 │-----------------------│

 │  F3=Exit              │

 │_______________________│

    Application name  . . . .   XXXAPPL_

    Application version . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO____

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

Once you have displayed the Add action item, press [Enter] to add the application to the dictionary. The action is
confirmed.

ADSA redisplays the Main Menu screen with an appropriate message:

• A confirming message is returned when your definition contains no errors.
• An error message is returned if ADSA detects any errors. Read the message to see what problem has occurred. You

can type over any fields in error and then press [Enter] again.

Step 3 Specify Basic Information

After you specify the name of the application, you can give some basic information on the Department application on the
General Options screen. You reach the General Options screen by entering 1 next to Screen on the Main Menu.

      Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

    ._________________________________________________________________________.
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                          CA ADS Application Compiler

                        CA, Inc.

       Application name . . . .    xxxappl_

       Application version  . .    1___

       Dictionary name  . . . .    demo____

       Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

       Screen . . . . . . . . . 1    1. General options

                                     2. Responses and Functions

                                     3. Global records

                                     4. Task codes

         Copyright (C) 1999 CA, Inc.

    Command ===>

    Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

The General Options screen is displayed.

The General Options screen

                              General Options                Page 1  of 2
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 Application name:  XXXAPPL    Version:    1

     Description . . .

     Maximum responses . . . . . . . . . . . . .   500

     Date format . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1   1. mm/dd/yy  2. dd/mm/yy

                                                      3. yy/mm/dd  4. ddd/yy

     Execution environment . . . . . . . . . . .  1   1. Online    2. Batch

     Default execution mode. . . . . . . . . . .  1   1. Step      2. Fast

     Default print destination . . . . . . . . .

     Default print class . . . . . . . . . . . .     1

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F8=Fwd

Screen prompts

You typically enter a description on the General Options screen:

• Description -- You can optionally type a one-line description of your application after this prompt.
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                              General Options                Page 1  of 2

 Application name:  XXXAPPL    Version:    1

     Description . . . department information application 

     Maximum responses . . . . . . . . . . . . .   500

     Date format . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1   1. mm/dd/yy  2. dd/mm/yy

                                                      3. yy/mm/dd  4. ddd/yy

     Execution environment . . . . . . . . . . .  1   1. Online    2. Batch

     Default execution mode. . . . . . . . . . .  1   1. Step      2. Fast

     Default print destination . . . . . . . . .

     Default print class . . . . . . . . . . . .     1

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F8=Fwd
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After you specify basic information on the Department application, you can define the application's responses and
functions as described below. Pressing [PF5] from the General Options screen will bring you to the Response/Function
List screen.

Step 4 Define Application Response and Function Relationships

The Response/Function List screen is the main ADSA screen. You can reach this screen by pressing [PF5] from the
General Options screen or by entering 2 at the Screen prompt on the Main Menu.

Sample screen

                             Response/Function List            Page  1 of  1

 Application name:  XXXAPPL    Version:    1

 Select    Response    Assigned      Select    Function             Program/

  (/)      name        key            (/)      name/type(1,2,3)*    Dialog name

   _       ________     _____          _       ________ / _         ________

   _       ________     _____          _       ________ / _         ________

   _       ________     _____          _       ________ / _         ________

   _       ________     _____          _       ________ / _         ________

   _       ________     _____          _       ________ / _         ________

   _       ________     _____          _       ________ / _         ________

                                        * Type: 1. Dialog  2. Program  3. Menu
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 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Each response in an application defines a path from one function to another. You are going to name the responses and
functions and identify the key associated with each response and the dialog (if any) associated with each function as well
as the function type.

Department application responses and functions

Below are the responses and functions invoked in the sample Department application. Each response is associated with a
control key and invokes a function. A function can be associated with a dialog.

Response name Key Function name Function type Dialog name  
BACK CLEAR POP   Takes the user from

ADDDEP, MODDEP,
or DELDEP back
to the DEPTMENU
function.

EXIT PF9 QUIT   Exits the user from
the appli- cation;
EXIT is avail- able
from any function
in the Depart- ment
appli- cation

ADD PF4 ADDDEP Dialog XXXDADD Takes the user from
the DEPTMENU
function to the
ADDDEP function,
which allows the use
to add a new depart-
ment record.

MOD PF5 MODDEP Dialog XXXDUPD Takes the user from
DEPTMENU to the
MODDEP function,
which allows the
user to modify an
existing depart- ment
record.

DEL PF6 DELDEP Dialog XXXDUPD Takes the user from
DEPTMENU to the
DELDEP function,
which allows the
user to delete an
existing depart- ment
record.

  DEPTMENU Menu  Provides a menu

Entering Department application responses and functions
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You name each response and function on the Response/Function List screen as shown below. Responses and dialog,
program, and menu functions need further definition on subsequent screens. Select each response and function requiring
further definition by entering a nonblank (nonunderscore) character under Select as you go along.

NOTE
System functions, such as pop and quit are defined by CA ADS and do not require further definition on the part
of the developer.

                             Response/Function List            Page  1 of  1

 Application name:  XXXAPPL    Version:    1

 Select    Response    Assigned      Select    Function             Program/

  (/)      name        key            (/)      name/type(1,2,3)*    Dialog name

   /       back____     clear          /       pop  _____ / _        ________

   /       exit____     pf9__          /       quit  ____ / _        ________

   /       add_____     pf4__          /       addep___ / 1             .xxxdad

   /       mod_____     pf5__          /       moddep___ / 1            .xxxdup

   /       del_____     pf6__          /       deldep___ / 1            .xxxdup

   _       ________     _____          /       deptmenu / 3___  ________

                                        * Type: 1. Dialog  2. Program  3. Menu
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 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Responses

For each response, enter the response name and name the assigned key.

Functions

For each function, enter the function name and specify the type (1 - dialog; 2 - program; 3 - menu) and the dialog
associated with it, if there is one.

NOTE
The dialog names can be specified early in the prototyping process; the dialogs need not exist.

Unique identifier for the response

The combination of the name, key, and associated function for a response makes up the unique identifier for the response
within the application definition. Because of this, you can have several different responses with the same name and/
or control key. For example, several ADD responses can be defined for an application. One ADD response can invoke
function ADDDEP. Another ADD response can invoke function ADDEMP. This capability allows you to define a consistent
user interface for an application, where all similar functions are invoked in similar ways.

Once you have named all responses and functions, you are ready to further define each one. Pressing [PF5] will advance
you through the responses and functions selected on the Response/Function List screen.

Below is a discussion of defining responses and functions.

Step 5 Further Define the Application Responses

You further define each application response by using the Response Definition screen. A sample Response Definition
screen is shown below:

Sample screen

                              Response Definition

 Application name:   XXXAPPL    Version:    1

 Response name:      ADD                                 Drop response (/) _

 Function invoked:   ADDDEP

 Description . . . . ____________________________        Security class:   0

 Response type. . . . . . . 2   1. Global      2. Local
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 Response execution . . . . 2   1. Immediate   2. Deferred

 Assigned key . . . . . . . PF04

 Control command. . . . . .  1   1. Transfer               2. Invoke

                                 3. Link                   4. Return

                                 5. Return continue        6. Return clear

                                 7. Return continue clear  8. Transfer nofinish

                                 9. Invoke nosave         10. Link nosave

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next

Screen prompts

Certain information will be presented to you when this screen is displayed:

• Application name -- The name of the application will be displayed.
• Version -- The version number of the application will be displayed.
• Response name -- The name of the response as listed on the Response/Function List screen will be displayed. At

runtime, the user can enter the response name on the screen to select the response.
• Function invoked -- The name of the function as listed on the Response/function List screen will be displayed. This

is the function that the response invokes at runtime. For example, the ADD response invokes the ADDDEP function at
runtime.

• Assigned key -- The key assigned to this response on the Response/Function List screen will be displayed. At
runtime, the user can press the specified control key to select the response.

When you define a response on the Response Definition screen, you typically enter information after the following
prompts:

• Description -- You can type a one-line description for each response. At runtime, the description is displayed on each
menu from which the response is available.

• Security class -- You can assign a security class to this response. Applicable to online applications only, security class
specifies the DC/UCF security class in the range 1 to 256, assigned to the application. Zero (0) is defined as always
unsecured. See your security administrator about the security class conventions being used at your site.
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For more information on security classes, refer to the CA ADS Reference Section.
• Response type -- (Applies at definition time only) The default response type, 2 (local), specifies that you must

explicitly make the response valid for any functions that use the response. You assign this response type to responses
that are not used by many functions in the application. For example, it is easier to define ADD as a local response
because you add it to only one function definition (DEPTMENU).
A response that is available from many application functions is typically defined as a 1 (global) response. A global
response is added to each function definition as the function is defined. You later deselect the global response from the
few functions that do not use the response. For example, you define BACK as a global response because it is used by
all but one function in the application. When defining functions, it is easier to deselect BACK from one function than to
explicitly select it for all other functions.

NOTE
It is often useful to list the global responses before local responses on the Response/Function List screen so
that they are available for all function definitions.

• Response execution -- You can specify whether the invoked function is immediately executable or deferred.
For more information on immediate and deferred execution, see CA ADS Reference Section.

• Control command -- You must specify the control command (for example, Transfer or Link) the response uses to
invoke the specified function at runtime. For prototype applications, which don't perform any significant processing,
you typically use the default control command, 1 (Transfer). When this command is used to pass control to another
function, the runtime system frees resources being held for the original function.
For more information on control commands, see CA ADS Reference Section.

Responses for Department application

The table below summarizes the specifications you will make for each of the five responses in the Department application.
You can define these responses in any order, although it is often useful to define the global responses first. In the sample
definition session shown in this section, these responses are defined in the order presented below.

Response name Description Control key Function invoked Response type
BACK Return to menu CLEAR POP Global
EXIT Terminate application PF9 QUIT Global
ADD Add a new department PF4 ADDDEP Local
MOD Modify a department PF5 MODDEP Local
DEL Delete a department PF6 DELDEP Local

To begin defining application responses, access the Response Definition screen by pressing [PF5] from the Response/
Function List screen and define an application response.

The first two responses, BACK and EXIT, are used by most functions in the application. To make the functions easier to
define later, you will define BACK and EXIT as global responses. When you define functions in ADSA, a global response
is automatically available from each function. You can selectively remove a global function from functions when you define
the functions.

You define the BACK response as shown:

Defining the BACK response

                              Response Definition

 Application name:   XXXAPPL    Version:    1
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 Response name:      BACK                                Drop response (/) _

 Function invoked:   POP

 Description . . . . return to menu 

 Response type. . . . . . . 1   1. Global      2. Local

 Response execution . . . . 2   1. Immediate   2. Deferred

 Assigned key . . . . . . . CLEAR

 Control command. . . . . .  1   1. Transfer               2. Invoke

                                 3. Link                   4. Return

                                 5. Return continue        6. Return clear

                                 7. Return continue clear  8. Transfer nofinish

                                 9. Invoke nosave         10. Link nosave

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next

After you press [Enter], ADSA adds the response definition if there are no errors, and then redisplays the Response
Definition screen.

Defaults

ADSA fills in default values for the following Response Definition screen prompts if you have not entered another value:
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• Response type returns the default value of 2 (Local). BACK is defined as a global response because it is available
from many functions in the Department application. To specify that this response is global, overtype 2 with 1.

• Response execution returns the default value of 2 (Deferred)
• Control command returns the default value of 1 (Transfer).

When you press [Enter], the screen will redisplay with a confirming message if the definition is correct, or an error
message if an error has been encountered.

NOTE
If you press [Enter] after providing information, the screen will redisplay. If you press [PF5] after providing
information and there are no errors, the appropriate Function Definition screen will be displayed. Since BACK
and EXIT are responses that invoke system functions, the Function Definition screen will not be displayed.

Press [PF5] and define the EXIT response in the same way:

Defining the EXIT response

                              Response Definition

 Application name:   XXXAPPL    Version:    1

 Response name:      EXIT                                Drop response (/) _

 Function invoked:   QUIT

 Description . . . . terminate application      Security class:   0

 Response type. . . . . . . 1   1. Global      2. Local

 Response execution . . . . 2   1. Immediate   2. Deferred

 Assigned key . . . . . . . PF09

 Control command. . . . . .  1   1. Transfer               2. Invoke

                                 3. Link                   4. Return

                                 5. Return continue        6. Return clear

                                 7. Return continue clear  8. Transfer nofinish

                                 9. Invoke nosave         10. Link nosave
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 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next

These responses invoke system functions. You do not have to further define any system function.

Defining the ADD response

The ADD response invokes the function, ADDDEP. The response definition is as follows:

                              Response Definition

 Application name:   XXXAPPL    Version:    1

 Response name:      ADD                                 Drop response (/) _

 Function invoked:   ADDDEP

 Description . . . . add department             Security class:   0

 Response type. . . . . . . 2   1. Global      2. Local

 Response execution . . . . 2   1. Immediate   2. Deferred

 Assigned key . . . . . . . PF04

 Control command. . . . . .  1   1. Transfer               2. Invoke

                                 3. Link                   4. Return

                                 5. Return continue        6. Return clear

                                 7. Return continue clear  8. Transfer nofinish
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                                 9. Invoke nosave         10. Link nosave

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next

ADD is defined as a local response because it is available only from the DEPTMENU function in the Department
application. You will make ADD valid for DEPTMENU when you define the DEPTMENU function in Step 6.

After you press [Enter], ADSA adds the response definition if there are no errors, and then redisplays the Response
Definition screen.

When you are finished defining a response for the Department application, you define the function it invokes as described
below. Pressing [PF5] will display the Function Definition screen.

Step 6 Further Define the Application Functions

Each function in an application represents a unit of work. For example, the DEPTMENU function lists available responses
and allows the user to select a response. In this step, you will further define the following Department application
functions:

• The DEPTMENU menu function, which displays a list of available responses (ADD, MOD, DEL, and EXIT)
• The ADDDEP dialog function, which allows the user to add a department record
• The MODDEP dialog function, which allows the user to modify an existing department record
• The DELDEP dialog function, which allows the user to delete an existing department record

NOTE
You do not have to define the POP or QUIT functions. POP and QUIT are system functions that have reserved
names and meanings. ADSA automatically will add complete definitions for these functions when you associate
them with the BACK and EXIT responses.

Function Definition screens

You define menu and dialog functions in the Department application by using one of several Function Definition screens:

• Function Definition (Dialog) screen allows you to define dialog functions
• Function Definition (Menu) screen allows you to define menu functions
• Function Definition (Program) screen allows you to define program functions

For further information on program functions, see CA ADS Reference Section.

Some of these screens are made up of multiple pages accessed through [PF7] and [PF8]. The appropriate screen will be
displayed based on the initial function definition you gave on the Response/Function List screen.

Screen prompts

Certain information will be presented to you when this screen is displayed:
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• Application name -- The name of the application will be displayed.
• Version -- The version number of the application will be displayed.
• Function name -- The name of the function as listed on the Response/Function List screen will be displayed.

ADDDEP, for each function.
• Associated dialog (dialog functions only) -- The name of the dialog associated with this function will be displayed. A

dialog is an application component that typically displays a screen to the user and processes information.

NOTE
The dialogs that you name in this section are not yet defined; you will define dialogs for the Department
application in Section10, "Defining Dialogs Using ADSC".

Use the Function Definition screen to define basic information on a function, such as:

• A description -- You can specify a one-line description to help you identify the purpose of each function. This
description is also available to the programmer (to place as a header on a map, for example) through the global record.

• The responses that the user can select from the function.
For example, as shown earlier in this section, ADD, MOD, DEL, and EXIT are valid from the DEPTMENU function.
EXIT is a global response, so it is automatically available from DEPTMENU. You will use the Function Definition screen
to make ADD, MOD, and DEL also available from DEPTMENU.

• Specify how menu screens are to appear at runtime (resequencing of menu items and addition of header information).
CA ADS uses your specifications to format and display menus at runtime.

For more information on these and other ADSA screens, see CA ADS Reference Section.

The Department application

The following table summarizes the specifications you will make for the functions in the Department application. You
define one application function at a time, transferring between ADSA screens as necessary. Instructions for defining the
DEPTMENU menu function and for defining the ADDDEP, MODDEP, and DELDEP dialog functions are presented below.

Function name Description Associated dialog Function type Valid responses
ADDDEP Add department XXXDADD 1 (Dialog) BACK

EXIT
MODDEP Mod department XXXDUPD 1 (Dialog) BACK

EXIT
DELDEP Del department XXXDUPD 1 (Dialog) BACK

EXIT
DEPTMENU Department menu Not applicable 3 (Menu) ADD

MOD
DEL
EXIT

Dialog and menu functions are discussed separately below. Remember, however, that these screens will be displayed in
the order in which you selected the functions on the Response/Function List screen. Pressing [PF5] will move you from a
response definition to a function definition and then on to the next response definition.

Dialog functions

The functions, ADDDEP, MODDEP, and DELDEP, are all dialog functions. You named these dialog functions on the
Response/Function List screen earlier in this section. At that time, ADSA automatically added skeleton definitions for the
associated ADDDEP, MODDEP, and DELDEP functions. When you further define a dialog function, you enhance these
skeleton function definitions.
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Pressing [PF5] from the Response Definition screen for the response ADD brings you to the dialog function definition for
dialog ADDDEP in the Department application.

Sample screen

                           Function Definition (Dialog)

 Application name:  XXXAPPL    Version:    1

 Function name:     ADDDEP                               Drop function (/) _

 Description . . .  UNDEFINED

 Associated dialog . . . . . XXXDADD      User exit dialog . . . . . ________

 Default response  . . . . . ________

 Valid                                     Valid

 response(/)  Response Key   Function      response(/)  Response Key   Function

     _        ADD      PF04  ADDDEP            _        ________ _____ ________

     _        MOD      PF05  MODDEP            _        ________ _____ ________

     _        DEL      PF06  DELDEP            _        ________ _____ ________

     /        BACK     CLEAR POP               _        ________ _____ ________

     /        EXIT     PF03  QUIT              _        ________ _____ ________

     _        ________ _____ ________          _        ________ _____ ________
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 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

You use the Function Definition (Dialog) screen to specify basic information for the dialog function, including a
description, and valid responses for that function.

Function description

When you display the Function Definition screen, the Description field will contain a value of UNDEFINED because you
have not yet provided a description. A description must be provided before the application can be compiled.

Valid responses

Valid responses are the responses (for example, BACK or EXIT) that a user can access directly from a function. You
specify a valid response by entering a nonblank character opposite the response. When the screen is refreshed, a slash
(/) is displayed.

A response that has been defined as global on the Response Definition screen will already be selected as a valid
response for this function. You can deselect a response by spacing over the slash.

To make it easier for you to define dialog functions, dialogs that you name on the Function Definition screen do not yet
have to be defined in the data dictionary. You will define dialogs for Department application dialog functions later in this
section, in Section10, "Defining Dialogs Using ADSC".

Defining the ADDDEP function

You specify basic information for the ADDDEP function as shown:

                            Function Definition (Dialog)

   Application name:  XXXAPPL    Version:    1

   Function name:     ADDDEP                               Drop function (/) _

   Description . . .  add department 

   Associated dialog . . . . . XXXDADD      User exit dialog . . . . . ________

   Default response  . . . . . ________

   Valid                                     Valid

   response(/)  Response Key   Function      response(/)  Response Key   Function

       _        ADD      PF04  ADDDEP            _        ________ _____ ________

       _        MOD      PF05  MODDEP            _        ________ _____ ________
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       _        DEL      PF06  DELDEP            _        ________ _____ ________

       /        BACK     CLEAR POP               _        ________ _____ ________

       /        EXIT     PF03  QUIT              _        ________ _____ ________

       _        ________ _____ ________          _        ________ _____ ________

   Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

When you press [Enter], ADSA redisplays the Function Definition screen with an appropriate message. A confirming
message is returned if there are no errors. In this case, you have successfully modified and enhanced the skeleton dialog
function.

An error message is returned if ADSA detects any errors. In this case, use the message to determine the problem. You
can type over any errors, and then press [Enter] again.

Press [PF5] to see the next Response Definition screen.

NOTE
If you press [PF5] rather than [Enter] after providing information and there are no errors, the appropriate
Response Definition screen (or Function Definition screen, if there are no more responses to be defined) is
displayed immediately.

Defining the MOD response

You can now define the MOD response.

                              Response Definition

 Application name:   XXXAPPL    Version:    1

 Response name:      MOD                                 Drop response (/) _

 Function invoked:   MODDEP

 Description . . . . modify department          Security class:   0
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 Response type. . . . . . . 2   1. Global      2. Local

 Response execution . . . . 2   1. Immediate   2. Deferred

 Assigned key . . . . . . . PF05

 Control command. . . . . .  1   1. Transfer               2. Invoke

                                 3. Link                   4. Return

                                 5. Return continue        6. Return clear

                                 7. Return continue clear  8. Transfer nofinish

                                 9. Invoke nosave         10. Link nosave

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next

Defining the MODDEP function

Press [PF5] to see the Function Definition screen for the function that response MOD invokes, MODDEP.

You now can define the MODDEP dialog function by using the Function Definition screen:

                          Function Definition (Dialog)

 Application name:  XXXAPPL    Version:    1

 Function name:     MODDEP                               Drop function (/) _

 Description . . .  modify department 
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 Associated dialog . . . . . XXXDUPD      User exit dialog . . . . . ________

 Default response  . . . . . ________

 Valid                                     Valid

 response(/)  Response Key   Function      response(/)  Response Key   Function

     _        ADD      PF04  ADDDEP            _        ________ _____ ________

     _        MOD      PF05  MODDEP            _        ________ _____ ________

     _        DEL      PF06  DELDEP            _        ________ _____ ________

     /        BACK     CLEAR POP               _        ________ _____ ________

     /        EXIT     PF09  QUIT              _        ________ _____ ________

     _        ________ _____ ________          _        ________ _____ ________

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

When you are finished defining MODDEP, press [PF5] to go directly to the next selected response.

Use the Response Definition and Function Definition screens to define the DEL response and the DELEMP function.

Defining the DEL response

                              Response Definition

 Application name:   XXXAPPL    Version:    1

 Response name:      DEL                                 Drop response (/) _
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 Function invoked:   DELDEP

 Description . . . . delete department 

 Response type. . . . . . . 2   1. Global      2. Local

 Response execution . . . . 2   1. Immediate   2. Deferred

 Assigned key . . . . . . . PF06

 Control command. . . . . .  1   1. Transfer               2. Invoke

                                 3. Link                   4. Return

                                 5. Return continue        6. Return clear

                                 7. Return continue clear  8. Transfer nofinish

                                 9. Invoke nosave         10. Link nosave

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next

Defining the DELDEP function

                          Function Definition (Dialog)

 Application name:  XXXAPPL    Version:    1

 Function name:     DELDEP                               Drop function (/) _
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 Description . . .  delete department 

 Associated dialog . . . . . XXXDUPD      User exit dialog . . . . . ________

 Default response  . . . . . ________

 Valid                                     Valid

 response(/)  Response Key   Function      response(/)  Response Key   Function

     _        ADD      PF04  ADDDEP            _        ________ _____ ________

     _        MOD      PF05  MODDEP            _        ________ _____ ________

     _        DEL      PF06  DELDEP            _        ________ _____ ________

     /        BACK     CLEAR POP               _        ________ _____ ________

     /        EXIT     PF09  QUIT              _        ________ _____ ________

     _        ________ _____ ________          _        ________ _____ ________

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Once you have defined the responses and functions above, press PF5 to bring you to another Function Definition screen.
There is one function as yet undefined: DEPTMENU. DEPTMENU is a menu function.

Menu functions

The last function listed in the table above is DEPTMENU, a menu function. You specified that it was a menu function on
the Response/Function List screen in Step 3. To further define DEPTMENU, you must access the Function Definition
screen by pressing [PF5] from the Response Definition screen.

Sample screen
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                           Function Definition (Menu)           Page  1 of  2

  Application name:  XXXAPPL    Version:    1

  Function name:     DEPTMENU                             Drop function (/) _

  Description . . .  UNDEFINED

  Associated dialog . . . . .  ________

  Default response  . . . . .  ________     User exit dialog . . . .  ________

  Use signon menu (/). . . . . . . . . . _

  Menu defined by:                   2  1. User      2. System

  Description length . . . . . . . . . . 1  1. Long (28) 2. Short (12)

  Responses per page . . . . . . . . . . 15

  Number of heading lines (0-3). . . . . 0

  Heading line text

 _______________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

  Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F8=Fwd

You use the Function Definition (Menu) screen to specify basic information on a menu function. Each Function Definition
(Menu) screen is made up of two pages. You can access the second page of the screen by pressing [PF8].
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Menu screens

Menu screens are supplied by CA ADS; you do not have to write any statements to handle the display or operation of a
menu. To tailor the appearance of a menu display, you can define a header to be displayed at the top of the menu screen.
This header can include a title, instructions, or any other appropriate text.

You specify basic information for function DEPTMENU as shown:

Defining the DEPTMENU function

                          Function Definition (Menu)           Page  1 of  2

 Application name:  XXXAPPL    Version:    1

 Function name:     DEPTMENU                             Drop function (/) _

 Description . . .  department menu 

 Associated dialog . . . . .  ________

 Default response  . . . . .  ________     User exit dialog . . . .  ________

 Use signon menu (/). . . . . . . . . . _

 Menu defined by:                   2  1. User      2. System

 Description length . . . . . . . . . . 1  1. Long (28) 2. Short (12)

 Responses per page . . . . . . . . . . 15

 Number of heading lines (0-3). . . . . 2 

 Heading line text

  _________________________department information application____________________

  ____________________________________main menu__________________________________

  _______________________________________________________________________________

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....
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 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F8=Fwd

After you press [Enter], ADSA redisplays the Function Definition screen with a confirming message. An error message
is returned if ADSA detects any errors. In this case, use the message to determine the problem. You can type over any
errors, and then press [Enter] again.

Second page of Function Definition (Menu)

You use the second page of the Function Definition (Menu) screen to specify the responses (such as ADD) that a user
can access directly from the function. You also specify the sequence that the response will be displayed on the menu. You
access the second page by pressing [PF8]. Second and subsequent pages are response sequence screens.

Access the second page and make the ADD, MOD, DEL, and EXIT responses valid from the DEPTMENU function as
shown:

                           Function Definition (Menu)          Page  2 of  2

 Application name:  XXXAPPL    Version:    1

 Function name:     DEPTMENU

 Valid   Seq.   Response  Key  Function  Valid   Seq.   Response  Key  Function

 resp.    #                              Resp.    #

   _    ______  BACK     CLEAR POP         _    ______  ________ _____ ________

   /    400___  EXIT     PF09  QUIT        _    ______  ________ _____ ________

   /    100___  ADD      PF04  ADDDEP      _    ______  ________ _____ ________

   /    200___  MOD      PF05  MODDEP      _    ______  ________ _____ ________

   /    300___  DEL      PF06  DELDEP      _    ______  ________ _____ ________
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   _    ______  ________ _____ ________    _    ______  ________ _____ ________

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd  F9=Update Seq

Specifying menu sequence

You can use this screen to specify the sequence in which valid responses are displayed on the menu screen.

You do this by entering sequence numbers for each valid response.

If you want to change the sequence numbers, you can change those numbers:

100    ADD

200    DEL

300    EXIT          To display MOD between ADD

150    MOD      ◄--- and DEL, you would change

                     400 to some value between

                     100 (ADD) and 200 (DEL).

                     For example: 101 or 150.

Response sequence numbers displayed on the Function Definition screen are not displayed to users.

Inhibiting response display

You can also use this screen to inhibit the display of valid responses on the menu screen.

You do this by replacing the sequence number for the response with 0 (zero):

100    EMPINFO

200    DEPTINFO      To inhibit display of the

000    SALARIES ◄--- SALARIES response, you

400    EXIT          would replace 300 with
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                     0 (zero).

Invisible responses can still be accessed by any user who knows the response name or control key. To actively restrict
responses, see information on security in the CA ADS Reference Section.

For more information on other uses of the Function Definition (Menu) screen, see CA ADS Reference Section.

The DEPTMENU function is now fully defined.

After you finish defining functions and responses for the Department application, press [PF5] to return to the Response/
Function List screen. Processed selections on the Response/Function List screen will be de-selected; unprocessed
selections will still be selected and are accessed when you press [PF5].

It is helpful to re-access the Response/Function List screen to remind yourself where you are in the definition process.

Press [PF5] again to go to the Global Records screen.

Press [PF5] again to go on to the Task Codes screen where you define a task code for the application. (Alternatively, you
can press [PF3] from the Response/Function List screen to return to the Main Menu and choose option 4.)

Step 7 Define a Task Code

A task code defines an entry point into an application. At run time, developers and users can execute an application by
using the application's task code. An application can have more than one task code; each one can be associated with a
different function in the application.

As an application developer, you must define at least one task code for an application before you can successfully create
a load module for the application. When you define a task code, you name:

• A task code (for example, XXXDEPT) that a user can supply to invoke the application
• The function (for example, DEPTMENU) to be executed first when a user supplies the associated task code

You use the Task Codes screen to define task codes for an application. You can access the Task Codes screen from the
Response/Function List screen by pressing [PF5].

Define a task code as shown:

Defining the task code

                                   Task Codes                  Page  1 of  1

 Application name:  XXXAPPL    Version:    1

               Task Code            Function                   Drop (/)

         1.    xxxdept              deptmenu                      _

         2.    ________             ________                      _
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         3.    ________             ________                      _

         4.    ________             ________                      _

         5.    ________             ________                      _

         6.    ________             ________                      _

         7.    ________             ________                      _

         8.    ________             ________                      _

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

After you press [Enter], ADSA redisplays the Task Codes screen with a confirming message. An error message is
returned if ADSA detects any errors. In this case, use the message to determine the problem. You can type over errors,
and then press [Enter] again.

When you have defined a task code for the Department application, you can create a load module for the application as
described below.

Step 8 Compile the Application

When you compile an application, ADSA creates a load module that incorporates all of your specifications. You compile
an application by selecting the Compile activity from the action bar on the Main Menu screen.

You compile an application from the Main Menu screen. To get to the Main Menu screen from the Task Codes screen,
press [PF5].

Compiling the application

To compile the application, position the cursor on the Compile item on the action bar and press ENTER. You can position
the cursor on Compile by:
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• Tabbing to Compile and pressing [Enter]
• Pressing [PF10] to move to the action bar and then tabbing to Compile and pressing [Enter]
• Typing compile on the command line and pressing [Enter]

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

              │                       │

              │  1  1. Compile        │ ation Compiler

              │     2. View messages  │

              │-----------------------│ s International, Inc.

              │ F3=Exit               │

              │_______________________│

    Application name  . . . .   XXXAPPL

    Application version . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   4  1. General options

                                   2. Responses and Functions

                                   3. Global records

                                   4. Task codes

 Command ===>
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 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Once you have displayed the Compile action item, choose 1 and press [Enter] to compile the application.

After you press [Enter] to compile the application, ADSA displays messages to indicate whether the application has been
compiled successfully

If you receive an error message you can display diagnostic information by selecting the View messages option from the
Compile activity on the action bar. Based on this information, you can correct the application and then compile it again.

Exit from ADSA

You can return directly to DC/UCF from the Main Menu by pressing PF3. Alternatively, you can use the Switch activity on
the action bar of the Main Menu screen to transfer to another development tool.

In this sample session, you'll exit to DC/UCF so you can execute your application structure. Press [PF3] to exit.

NOTE
If you leave ADSA without successfully compiling the current application definition, ADSA saves the suspended
definition in a queue record associated with your user ID. In an actual production environment, other users will
not be able to access the application definition. To enable them to access the definition, specify the Release
option from the Modify activity on the action bar on the Main Menu.

After you exit from ADSA, you can execute your application as described below.

Optionally Execute the Application

In the previous steps, you defined an executable application structure by using ADSA screens. At this stage, your menu
and system functions are fully defined. Your application prototype is not fully operational, however, until you associate the
dialog functions in your application with executable dialogs.

In a typical development environment, application developers don't execute an application until the prototype is complete.
If you would like to execute your application to see what you've already created, you can invoke and test the application
as described below.

Invoke the application

CA ADS applications execute under the CA ADS runtime system. To invoke the Department application from DC/UCF, you
can enter the task code for the runtime system, followed by the application task code.

For example, assume that ADS is the task code for the runtime system and XXXDEPT is the task code for the Department
application. You can invoke the Department application as shown:

ads xxxdept

 ▲       ▲

 │       │

 │       Sample task code for

 │       the Department application

 │
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Sample task code

for the runtime system

                                                                [Enter]

The DEPTMENU screen is the first screen displayed.

DIALOG:                                                  PAGE:   1 OF:   1

  DATE:  08/19/99                                        NEXT PAGE:

                     DEPARTMENT INFORMATION APPLICATION

                                 MAIN MENU

      ┌-   _ ADD        (PF4)      ADD A NEW DEPARTMENT

      │    _ MOD        (PF5)      MODIFY A DEPARTMENT

      │    _ DEL        (PF6)      DELETE A DEPARTMENT

      └-   _ EXIT       (PF9)      TERMINATE APPLICATION

Alternatively, you can enable developers and users to simultaneously invoke the runtime system with an application. To do
this, you associate the application task code with the runtime system in either of the following ways:

• At system runtime you issue a DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK command while using DC/UCF to dynamically
associate a task code with the runtime system. Use of the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK command is shown in , later
in this section.

• At system-generation time you use the TASK statement in the system definition to associate the application task
code with the CA ADS runtime system.
This procedure typically is used for a production application. For more information, see CA IDMS System Generation
Section

After you invoke the Department application from DC/UCF, you can test out features that you've already implemented, as
described below.

Test current features

Using ADSA, you made the ADD, MOD, DEL, and EXIT responses valid from the DEPTMENU function in Step 6. Of
these responses, EXIT is the only response that is associated with a fully defined function.

To see how the EXIT response works, select EXIT from the menu screen in any of the following ways:

  DIALOG:                                                  PAGE:   1 OF:   1

    DATE:  08/19/99                                        NEXT PAGE:
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                       DEPARTMENT INFORMATION APPLICATION

                                   MAIN MENU

            _ ADD        (PF4)      ADD A NEW DEPARTMENT

            _ MOD        (PF5)      MODIFY A DEPARTMENT

            _ DEL        (PF6)      DELETE A DEPARTMENT

            x EXIT       (PF9)      TERMINATE APPLICATION

  RESPONSE:

To test out other features of the Department application, you can invoke the application again, as described earlier in
Invoke the application.

You can try pressing a control key (such as &pf4). that is not associated with a response on this menu. The runtime
system automatically detects undefined control keys and returns the following message:

*** UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSE. PLEASE TRY AGAIN ***

Requesting a function that requires further definition

You can try the ADD, MOD, and DEL responses if you want. Since the associated ADDDEP, MODDEP, and DELDEP
functions still require further definition, selecting ADD, MOD or DEL will cause the application to terminate. In this case,
the runtime system displays the Dialog Abort Information screen:

Dialog Abort Information screen

        CA ADS RELEASE nn.n           *** DIALOG ABORT INFORMATION ***    ABRT
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DC171028 APPLICATION NOT EXECUTED. DIALOG LOAD MODULE XXXDADD MISSING

 DATE....: 91.078      TIME....: 10:30:51.30        TERMINAL....: LV35003

 ERROR OCCURRED IN DIALOG......: XXXDADD

                AT OFFSET......:

                IN PROCESS.....:                                  VERSION:    0

                AT IDD SEQ NO. : 00000000

SEQUENCE

NUMBER:         SOURCE :

00000000

00000000

00000000

 HIT ENTER TO RETURN TO DC OR ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

The Dialog Abort Information screen is particularly useful when you are developing and debugging process logic for
dialogs. At that time, this screen can help you determine where in a module of process code the dialog fails.

The display of this diagnostic screen can be disabled when the application is ready for final release.

Summary

Creating the executable structure

In this section, you used ADSA screens to create the executable structure for the sample Department application. The
structure includes:
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• Responses, which define the possible runtime paths available to users of the application
• Functions, which define the activities that users can perform while using the application
• A task code that defines an entry point into the application and allows users to invoke the application

You built the application structure by establishing relationships between responses and functions as you defined them:

• For each response, you named the function to be invoked by the response.
• For each function, you named the responses to be valid from the function. At runtime, the user can select any of the

valid responses from the function.

For menu function DEPTMENU, you also specified how options for the user and the menu's title are to appear on the
menu screen at runtime. For each of the application's dialog functions, you also named the executable component (that
is, the dialog) to be executed at runtime when the user invokes the associated function. You will actually define these
dialogs in Section10, "Defining Dialogs Using ADSC".

Creating the load module

When you finished defining the structure of the Department application, you created a load module for the application.
You created this executable load module without explicitly writing any lines of procedural code. By using ADSA screens,
you have implicitly coded all potential flow of control for the application.

Even at this early stage in the application development cycle, your application contains fully executable components, such
as function DEPTMENU. Your dialog functions (ADDDEP, MODDEP, and DELDEP) are not yet developed fully, so you
cannot execute them. As soon as you develop the ADDDEP, MODDEP, and DELDEP dialog functions, your application
will be fully executable.

The first step in developing dialogs is to create screens that the dialogs will display to users. You will create the screen
display for the ADDDEP, MODDEP, and DELDEP dialog functions in the next section.

Defining a Screen Display Using MAPC
In the previous section, you used ADSA to define the structure of the sample Department application. As another step in
creating an application, you define screen displays by using the map compiler (MAPC). This section provides instructions
for defining the XXXMAP screen display for use in the sample Department application.

NOTE
When creating your map, you can substitute your initials for the XXX in the map name.

This section includes:

• An overview of how maps are used in the CA ADS environment
• Instructions for defining maps for the sample Department application
• A summary of what you've accomplished in this section

What is a Map :P A .* * map is a predefined screen display used by dialogs in an application. At runtime, dialogs use
maps to interact with users. For example, the sample map XXXMAP that you create in this section is used to display
existing department records to users for modification or deletion. XXXMAP also allows users to add new department
records. The XXXMAP layout is shown in the diagram below. This sample map allows users to input and display a
department's ID number and name, and the ID number of the department head.

XXXMAP Layout

   FUNCTION: ________

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION
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   DEPARTMENT ID .......: ____

              NAME .....: ____________________________________________________

              HEAD ID ..: ____

   NEXT RESPONSE:  ________

  ______________________________________________________________________________

Defining a Map

You define the layout of a map by defining individual fields on the map. You can define two types of fields:

• Literal fields display unchanging literal strings.
Titles, instructions, and prompts often are defined as literal fields. For example, the DEPARTMENT INFORMATION
title shown in the map layout is a literal field.

• Variable fields display stored values and allow users to store new values at runtime.
For example, the field to the right of the DEPARTMENT ID field on the map layout is a variable field. At runtime, this
field displays the ID number for a department record. Additionally, the user can type a new id number into this variable
field to modify or add a department record. The last field on the screen, the message field, is also a variable field. At
runtime, this field displays a message (message field is blank in this sample screen).

You will use the online mapping facility (MAPC) to define map XXXMAP shown in the map layout.

A typical MAPC screen is shown below:

 ┌─     Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 │   .______________________________________________________________________.
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 └─

                        CA IDMS/DC Online Map Compiler

                   CA, Inc.

 ┌─

 │      Map name   . . . . . . .    ________

 │      Map version  . . . . . .    ____

 │      Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

 │      Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

 └─

 ┌─     Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

 │                                    2. Map-Level help text definition

 │                                    3. Associated records

 │                                    4. Layout

 │                                    5. Field definition

 └─

              Copyright (C) 1999 CA, Inc.

    Command ===>

    Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Define Maps Instructions

You use MAPC to define maps. To define XXXMAP in this section, perform the following steps:
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After you compile the map, you can exit from MAPC and optionally display the map you have just defined. Steps for
defining map XXXMAP are presented below.

Step 1 Invoke MAPC

You can invoke MAPC from CA IDMS/DC or DC/UCF by specifying the task code for MAPC (for example, MAPCT) in
response to the prompt presented by DC/UCF. For example, you can invoke MAPC from CA IDMS/DC as shown:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

mapct 

                                        Press the ENTER

                                        key to input the -─►  [Enter]

                                        task code for

                                        MAPC.

For more information on task codes for CA ADS development tools, see Application Development Tools. MAPC begins by
displaying the Main Menu screen, on which you specify basic information on a map. Use the Main Menu screen to begin
defining map XXXMAP, as described in Step 2.

Step 2 Name the map

The first screen in an MAPC session is the Main Menu screen. A sample Main Menu is shown below:

Sample Main Menu Screen

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  _____________________________________________________________________________.

                         CA IDMS/DC Online Map Compiler

                     CA, Inc.

    Map name . . . . . . . .    ________
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    Map version  . . . . . .    ____

    Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

           Copyright (C) 1999 CA, Inc.

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Screen Prompts

When you begin a map definition, you typically enter information after one or more of the following Main Menu screen
prompts:

• Map name -- You must supply a map name. The name you specify must be unique among all programs. (For example,
it cannot be the same name as a dialog.)

• Map version -- You type the version number of the map after the Map version prompt. If not specified, the map
version defaults to the version number specified as a dictionary option.

• Dictionary name -- You must specify the same dictionary (if any) as you specified for your application definition in
Step 2: Name the Application. The correct dictionary name may already be displayed in this field.

• Dictionary node -- You must specify the same dictionary node (if any) as you specified for your application definition in
Section7. The correct dictionary node may already be displayed in this field.

You specify basic information on map XXXMAP on the Main Menu screen.

Defining the XXXMAP Map

You can use the tab key to move the cursor quickly and easily between prompts. Begin defining your application on the
Application Definition screen as shown below:

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch
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  _____________________________________________________________________________.

                    CA IDMS/DC Online Map Compiler

                 CA, Inc.

    Map name . . . . . . . .    xxxmap 

    Map version  . . . . . .    1 

    Dictionary name  . . . .    demo 

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

        Copyright (C) 1999 CA, Inc.

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Adding the Map

To add the map, position the cursor on the Add item on the action bar and press [Enter]. You can position the cursor on
Add by:
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• Tabbing to Add and pressing [Enter]
• Pressing [PF10] to move to the action bar and then tabbing to Add and pressing [Enter]
• Typing add on the command line and pressing [Enter]

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

 │ Copy from Map     │

 │   Name ________   │ CA IDMS/DC Online Map Compiler

 │   Version _____   │

 │__________________ │CA, Inc.

 │   1.  All         │

 │   2.  Format      │

 │___________________│

 │ F3=Exit           │

 │___________________│          XXXMAP__

    Map version . . . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO____

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

           Copyright (C) 1999 CA, Inc.
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 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Once you have displayed the Add action item, press [Enter] to add the map to the dictionary. After you press [Enter], the
action is confirmed.

MAPC redisplays the Main Menu screen with a message:

• Map XXXMAP version 1 has been added is returned when your definition contains no errors.
• An error message is returned if MAPC detects any errors. Read the message to see what problem has occurred. You

can type over any errors and then press [Enter] again.

After you provide basic information on the map, you can specify the records you want to use on the map.

Step 3 Name the records

The Associated Records screen is used to enter the schema or work records to be used by the map, and optionally
specifies role names for records.

The auto paint feature is invoked from this screen. The auto paint feature automatically paints the map based on the
elements you select.

You access the Associated Records screen from the Main Menu by entering the number 3 next to the Screen prompt and
pressing [Enter].

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  _____________________________________________________________________________.

                         CA IDMS/DC Online Map Compiler

                     CA, Inc.

    Map name . . . . . . . .    XXXMAP__

    Map version  . . . . . .    1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    DEMO____

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________
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    Screen . . . . . . . . . 3    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

           Copyright (C) 1999 CA, Inc.

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Sample Associated Records Screen

                           Associated Records                  Page  1 of  1

 Map name:  XXXMAP    Version:    1

              Record name           Version            Role name            Drop

                                                                             (/)

  1 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

  2 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

  3 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

  4 ________________________________        ________________________________  _
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  5 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

  6 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

  7 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd  F9=Autopaint

Screen Prompts

On the Associated Records screen, you name the records that will be used on the map:

• Record name -- You associate existing database and work records with the map by naming the records in the lines
below the Record name prompt.
Associating a record with a map allows the map to display and store data for that record. Records associated with
maps sometimes are referred to as map records to indicate that the records define data used by the map.
Records contain record elements, which define data. In relational terminology, a record is a data table that contains
columns defining data to be stored. An example of a record is the DEPARTMENT database record. One of the
elements in the DEPARTMENT record is DEPT-NAME-0410. This element stores department names. The layout of the
sample DEPARTMENT record is provided in .

• Version -- You type the version number of the record below the Version prompt.
For example, the demonstration database at your site might have a few different versions of the DEPARTMENT
record, each reserved for specific testing or development purposes. In this case, each different version of the record
has a unique version number (for example: 1, 2, or 100). To ensure that MAPC uses the correct version of the record,
you specify the record version number along with the record name.

Records Associated with XXXMAP

The following table lists the records you will associate with map XXXMAP.

Record Purpose

DEPARTMENT
Version: 1 *

A database record in the demonstration database. DEPARTMENT
includes elements for department ID number, department name,
and the employee ID of the department head.

ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-
RECORD
Version: 1

A special CA ADS record that contains information on the
application at runtime. For example, this record includes a
record element that at runtime contains the name of the currently
executing function.

* A different version of the DEPARTMENT record may be provided
for use at your site.
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Associating Records with XXXMAP

                           Associated Records                  Page  1 of  1

 Map name:  XXXMAP    Version:    1

              Record name           Version            Role name            Drop

                                                                             (/)

  1 department______________________ 1      _______

.ct _________________________  _

  2 adso-application-global-record__   1    _______

.ct _________________________  _

  3 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

  4 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

  5 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

  6 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

  7 ________________________________        ________________________________  _

 DC366601 Map options processed successfully
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 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd  F9=Autopaint

After you have entered the names of the records on the Associated Records screen, press [PF9] to use the auto paint
facility to create the map.

Step 4 Create the map with the autopaint facility

You can create a map either sectionly or through the autopaint facility.

To create a map sectionly, you would name the records on the Associated Records screen and then place each literal and
variable field explicitly on the map using the Layout screen. Then you would further define each variable field to associate
a record element with that field.

For further information, see CA IDMS Mapping Facility Section.

The autopaint facility quickly creates a standard map layout based on the records you have named on the Associated
Records screen. The autopaint facility is useful for maps which require little or no explicit screen placement.

You will use the autopaint facility to create the XXXMAP for the Department application.

The first step in using the autopaint facility to create a map is to go to the Automatic Screen Painter screen to identify
the fields you want to have displayed on the map. Here you determine what record elements will be displayed on the
screen.

A record element is a data definition that is contained in a record.

For example, the DEPARTMENT record contains a record element for a department's name, DEPT-NAME-0410.

If the dialog retrieves a department record from the database, the record is temporarily stored in variable storage.
The record name in variable storage is automatically displayed when the map is displayed. If the user enters a valid
department name in this map field, the data is automatically moved into variable storage. It can then be saved in the
database or used to access other data, depending on the dialog code.

To access the Automatic Screen Painter screen, press [PF9] from the Associated Records screen.

Sample Automatic Screen Painter Screen

                          Automatic Screen Painter           Page  1  of  3

 Map name:  XXXMAP    Version:     1

  Select (/)               Element Level and Name                       Occurs

       01 DEPARTMENT    VERSION 0001

   _    02 DEPT-ID-0410

   _    02 DEPT-NAME-0410

   _    02 DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410

       01 ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD    VERSION 0001

   _     03 AGR-APPLICATION-NAME
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   _     03 AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION

   _     03 AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION

   _     03 AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE

   _     03 AGR-DEFAULT-RESPONSE

   _     03 AGR-TASK-CODE

   _     03 AGR-EXIT-DIALOG

   _     03 AGR-PRINT-DESTINATION

   _     03 AGR-DATE

   _     03 AGR-USER-ID

 DC365503 Select the fields that are to appear on the screen

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Screen Prompts

On the Automatic Screen Painter screen, you can select the fields that will be used on the map. The fields will be listed
under the appropriate record name. Use a nonblank character to select the fields you want displayed.

• Element level and name -- Each element within a record listed on the Associated Records screen will be displayed.
Each element is associated with its level number as defined in the dictionary.

• Occur -- If the element is a repeating element, you can define the occurrence number in this column.

There can be multiple pages of elements. Press [PF8] to continue to the next page.

Fields on XXXMAP

The following table lists the records and fields to be displayed on XXXMAP.

Record Fields
DEPARTMENT DEPT-ID-0410

DEPT-NAME-0410
DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410

ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL- RECORD AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION

NOTE

The database does not have to be defined before you create the prototype map layout. If the database were not already
defined, you would define all literal fields sectionly. (See )
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Selecting Fields for Use with XXXMAP

                          Automatic Screen Painter           Page  1  of  3

 Map name:  XXXMAP    Version:     1

  Select (/)               Element Level and Name                       Occurs

       01 DEPARTMENT    VERSION 0001

   /    02 DEPT-ID-0410

   /    02 DEPT-NAME-0410

   /    02 DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410

       01 ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD    VERSION 0001

   _     03 AGR-APPLICATION-NAME

  /     03 AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION

   _     03 AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION

   _     03 AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE

   _     03 AGR-DEFAULT-RESPONSE

   _     03 AGR-TASK-CODE

   _     03 AGR-EXIT-DIALOG

   _     03 AGR-PRINT-DESTINATION

   _     03 AGR-DATE

   _     03 AGR-USER-ID

 DC365503 Select the fields that are to appear on the screen

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

After you have selected the names of the fields on the Automatic Screen Painter screen, press [PF5] to paint the map.
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NOTE
You can press [Enter] first if you want the screen to be redisplayed to check your choices.

If there are multiple pages of elements, you would use [PF8] to move to subsequent screens for further selection.

The autopainted screen will be displayed on the Layout screen. Now you can modify the placement of the fields and
request that some fields be further defined.

Step 5 Modify the map layout

You use the Layout screen to modify the layout of fields on a map. There are two types of fields on the screen:

• Map literal fields display predefined literal strings at runtime.
• Map variable fields display stored values and allow users to store new values at runtime.

When you modify map XXXMAP in this section, you will:

• Add new literal fields
• Modify literal fields
• Change the placement of variable and literal fields

Accessing the Layout Screen

Once you have pressed [PF5] from the Automatic Screen Painter screen, the Layout screen is displayed to you with the
automatically-created map presented. Fields at the bottom of the screen show key functions and a scale.

To reveal the hidden portion of the screen, press [PF8].

Sample Layout Screen with Additional Fields Displayed

    ;DEPT-ID-0410              ;____*

    ;DEPT-NAME-0410            ;_____________________________________________*

    ;DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410         ;_____________________________________________*

    ;AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION      ;_____________________________________________*
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;NEXT RESPONSE;________*

________________________________________________________________________________

 ...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....8

 Enter  F1=Help  F2=Select  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F7=Top

 F9=SetCursor  F10=Deselect  F11=AltKeys

NOTE
Although you did not specify a response or message field, ADSA provided both. Since you associated the
global record with this map, ADSA provided AGR-MAP-RESPONSE and AGR-MESSAGE as the response and
message variable fields. If you had not associated the ADSO-APPLICATION- GLOBAL-RECORD with this map,
ADSA would have provided $RESPONSE and $MESSAGE as the response and message variable fields.

Notice that the field mark for the message field is in column 80 so that the message will begin in column 1 of the following
line.

Press [PF11] to reveal the alternate PF key set used for tailoring the screen.

Sample Layout Screen with Alternate Set of PF Keys Displayed

    ;DEPT-ID-0410          ;____*

    ;DEPT-NAME-0410        ;_____________________________________________*

    ;DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410     ;____*

    ;AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION  ;________*
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 ...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....8

 F1=Help  F2=Mark  F3=Copy  F4=Move  F5=Delete  F6=Preview  F8=Bottom

 F9=SetCursor  F10=ClrMark  F11=MainKeys

When you first display the Layout screen for an existing map, each field on the map is preceded by a start-field character,
as shown above. While using the Layout screen, you can select a field for editing by:

• Pressing [PF2] while on the field you want to select (with the main set of function keys displayed at the bottom of the
screen)
or

• Typing a select-field character (%) in place of the start-field character for the field.

You use the start-field and select-field characters based on the following sectionlines:

• The start-field character (default is ; or {) defines the start of a field on the Layout screen.
• The select-field character (default is %) defines the start of a field and simultaneously selects the field for editing.

You use the Layout screen to modify the layout of map XXXMAP and to select fields on the map for further editing:

Selecting Multiple Fields to Edit

You can mark two fields with [PF2] to select either all literal fields or all data fields in the area bounded by the two fields
you mark.

If the first field you marked with [PF2] was a literal field, all literal fields between the two marked fields are selected. If the
first field you marked with [PF2] was a data field, all data fields between the two marked fields are selected.

Adding Literal Fields

You place each field on the Layout screen in the following manner:

1. Position the cursor by using any of the cursor movement keys.
2. Type a start-field character for each literal and variable field.

NOTE
In this document, the start-field character is shown as a ";". Do not confuse this with a semi-colon.

On the Layout screen, the start-field character signals the start of a field. For example:

Sample start-field

character.

│

▼

;sample literal field 
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 ▲

 │

 The field itself starts in the column that

 immediately follows the start-field character.

At runtime, the start-field character is not shown to users with 3270-type terminals. Instead, each field is preceded
by a nondisplayable attribute byte. The attribute byte specifies the runtime characteristics of the field, such as input
restrictions and display intensity.

The default start-field character for the Layout screen is:

• For IBM-type terminals, the field mark character (;)

NOTE
The field mark is not the same as the semicolon character. To type a field mark, you press the FIELD MARK
key.

• For Siemens-type terminals, the left brace character ({)

NOTE
The start-field character for the Layout screen is defined at system-generation time, and can vary from site to
site.

• Type the literal string (for literal fields only) after the start-field character.

NOTE
To add a variable field, you need only type the start-field character. (See .)

Changing the Content of a Literal Field

To change the content of an existing literal field, type characters or spaces over the fields that you want to change.

NOTE
Use the ERASE EOF key only if you want to erase everything that can be seen on the Layout screen starting at
the current cursor position.

Moving Fields, Lines, and Blocks

You can move fields or groups of fields:

• Moving one field -- Move the cursor to the field you want to move and press [PF2] with the alternate set of function
keys displayed at the bottom of the screen. This marks the field.

• Moving a line -- Move the cursor to the starting position of the block you want to move and press [PF2] twice. This
marks the line.

• Moving a block -- Move the cursor to the starting position of the block you want to move and press [PF2]. Move the
cursor to the ending point of the block and press [PF2] again. This marks a block.

Move the cursor to the desired target location for the field, line, or block, and press [PF4].

Deleting Fields, Lines, and Blocks

Mark the field, line, or block. Then press [PF5].

Copying Fields, Lines, and Blocks

Mark the field, line, or block. Then press [PF3].

When you copy literal or variable fields, the complete definition of the literal or variable field (including attributes, etc.) is
copied. Copying a data field that occurs increments the subscript to the next available value.
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Modifying the Map Layout for XXXMAP

For map XXXMAP, you selected four variable fields that are now shown on the Layout screen. These are associated with
four literal fields. Each literal and variable field is shown with the field mark (;) used as the start-field character.

    ;DEPT-ID-0410          ;____*

    ;DEPT-NAME-0410        ;_____________________________________________*

    ;DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410     ;____*

    ;AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION  ;________*

 ...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....8

 F1=Help  F2=Mark  F3=Copy  F4=Move  F5=Delete  F6=Preview  F8=Bottom

 F9=SetCursor  F10=ClrMark  F11=MainKeys

You are going to modify this map so that it looks like the following layout:

     FUNCTION:   ________

                        DEPARTMENT INFORMATION
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   ┌─  DEPARTMENT ID......:    ____*

   │

   │             NAME.....:    _____________________________________________*

   │

   └─            HEAD ID..:    ____*

  NEXT RESPONSE: _

Your modifications involve:

• Changing the AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION literal field to FUNCTION
• Moving the FUNCTION literal and variable fields
• Adding a title
• Modifying the remaining literal fields

Modifying the FUNCTION Fields for XXXMAP

The AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION fields (literal and variable) should be placed in the upper left corner of the screen and
the literal changed to FUNCTION according to the sample screen.

To change the FUNCTION field:

1. Overtype the literal field (leaving the field mark) with the word FUNCTION
2. Mark the variable field
3. Move the variable field closer to the FUNCTION literal field
4. Mark the line containing the literal and variable fields
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5. Move the line to the upper left corner

Add the Title

1. Place the cursor where you want the title to begin.
2. Type a field mark
3. Type the title, DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

Modify the Remaining Literal Fields

There are three literal fields relating to the DEPARTMENT record. Modify these fields so that they match the XXXMAP
screen shown above.

1. Overtype the literal fields with the appropriate words
2. Mark each field that needs to be moved
3. Move the field

Remember that there is more room for screen layout hidden at the bottom of the screen. To see this hidden area, press
[PF8].

The completed screen should look like the one below.

 ;FUNCTION:;

                         ;DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

 ;DEPARTMENT ID .......:;

            ;NAME .....:;

            ;HEAD ID ..:;

 ;NEXT RESPONSE: ;

                                                                                ;                                                                          
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After you press [Enter], MAPC redisplays the Layout screen so that you can inspect the screen for errors. At this point, it is
a good idea to verify that:

• You have preceded each literal field with a start-field character.
• You have defined each variable field with a start-field character, including the field that starts on the bottom right-hand

margin of the screen and wraps around to the last line on the screen.

Correcting Errors

If you find any mistakes in the map layout, you can correct the Layout screen in either of the following ways:

• To change a few fields, type over the characters that you want to change and press [Enter] again.
• To erase all fields that you just placed on the screen, press the CLEAR key. If you press CLEAR, you must then

place fields on the Layout screen again, as described earlier.

When you are satisfied with the Layout screen, press [PF11] to return to the main keys. You can now go on to Step 6,
where you will select fields for further definition.

Step 6 Select fields for further definition

In Step 5, you modified the position of fields on your map and redefined some of the literal fields.

At this point, literal fields (for example, DEPARTMENT ID) are fully defined, although you can modify their definitions at
any time.

Variable fields may not be fully defined. In this step, you will select fields for further definition. You will edit the field
definitions in Steps 7 and 8.

Selecting Fields

While on the Layout screen, you can select fields for further definition. To do this, you press [PF2] once while the cursor
is on the field you want to select. Pressing [PF2] marks a field for selection. (Alternatively, you can overtype the start-field
character with a percent sign - %.)

Select XXXMAP Fields

The XXXMAP fields you need to further define are:

• The FUNCTION variable field
• The DEPARTMENT INFORMATION literal field
• The DEPARTMENT ID variable field
• The NAME variable field
• The HEAD ID variable field
• The message variable field

   ;FUNCTION: %________

                              %DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   ;DEPARTMENT ID .......: %____*
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              ;NAME .....: %______________________________________________*

              ;HEAD ID ..: %____*

   ;NEXT RESPONSE: ;_

_

Select the fields for further definition. Then press [PF5] to continue to the Literal Definition and Field Definition screens
shown below. MAPC will bring up the appropriate Literal Definition or Field Definition screen depending on the fields you
selected on the Layout screen. Pressing [PF5] will bring you to the next definition screen in order of your selection.

This section separates the discussion of variable and literal fields, but remember that MAPC will intermix the two.

Step 7 Edit variable fields

In this step, you will edit a variable field's definition to determine what characteristics the field will have at runtime. You
access the Field Definition screen from the Layout screen by pressing [PF5] after you have selected fields from the
screen, or by pressing [PF5] from another definition screen (either Field or Literal Definition).

There are seven pages of data field screens. Navigate through these pages using [PF7] or [PF8], or move directly to the
desired page by overtyping the page number.

Sample Field Definition Screen - page 1

                              Field Definition                 Page  1 of  7

 Map name:  XXXMAP    Version:     1

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

 ;FUNCTION: ;________*
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 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

 Field at row   1   column  1                                   Drop field (/) _

      Element name: AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION              Subscript

      In record     ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD    Version  1

      Edit Picture  X(8)

      Display intensity  2  1. Normal    2.  Bright         3. Hidden

      At end of field    1  1. Auto-tab  2.  Lock keyboard  3. Take no action

      Unprotected (/) . . . . .  /       Required (/). . . . . .  _

      Automatically edited (/)   /       Skipped by tab key (/)   _

 DC366004 Specify the variable field and any attributes

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F8=Fwd

Notice that the Field Definition screen shows the field to be defined plus two scales to help you position the field.

You use the Field Definition screen to edit one map field at a time. After you edit a field (using [PF8] if you need to go to
further pages), press [PF5]. MAPC displays either the Field Definition screen or the Literal Definition screen for the next
field that you've selected. When you've edited all selected fields, MAPC returns you to the Main Menu screen.

NOTE
Pressing [Enter] on any screen causes it to redisplay so that you can make changes if you want.

Prompts

In this step, you use the following prompts on page 1 of the Field Definition screen:

• Element name -- Name of a record element or special system field to be displayed and input in the variable map field.
When you autopainted the map, you selected the record elements you wanted displayed in the variable fields on that
map (such as the department-name record element for the variable map field that follows the literal FUNCTION field).
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These element names are displayed on the Field Definition screen. At runtime, that variable map field displays and
allows users to input department names.
If you were to create a map sectionly, you would have to specify the element names on this screen at this time.
For further information, see CA IDMS Mapping Facility Section.
A special system field is a field that has a reserved use in a CA ADS application.
For example, $MESSAGE is a special system field that contains messages (such as error messages) at runtime. A
variable field associated with $MESSAGE can display those messages to the user.

• Edit Picture -- If you autopaint this map, the length of the field (as defined in the dictionary) will be displayed here.
If you create this map sectionly, the length of the field (as defined in the dictionary) will be displayed here after you
press [Enter].
You can create an external picture used for display by entering a different value in Edit picture. For example, you
might want to change 9(4).99 to $9(4).99 for a monetary value for display purposes.

• Display intensity -- You can specify the runtime display intensity for the variable map field.
The default, 1 (Normal), causes the field to be displayed at normal intensity. You specify 2 (Bright) to make a field
display at bright intensity or 3 (Hidden) to make a field invisible to the user.

• At end of field -- You can specify whether the user is restricted from typing beyond the end of the variable map field.
The default, 1 (Auto-tab), specifies that the field is explicitly delimited. In this case, the user cannot type beyond the
end of the field. The cursor will skip to the next unprotected field when the user fills the current field with characters.
2 (Lock keyboard) causes the keyboard to lock when the user attempts to enter data beyond the end of the field.
3 (Take no action) specifies that the field is not explicitly delimited. In this case, the user can type beyond the end of
the field (although excess characters are truncated on input).

• Unprotected (/) -- You can specify whether the user can enter data into the variable map field. Spacing over the slash
(/) indicates that the map field is protected and restricts the user from changing the contents of the field.

• Required (/) -- You can specify whether the user must enter data into the variable map field. Entering a nonblank
character indicates that data must be entered into the field before the map data will be processed.

• Automatically edited (/) -- You can enable the automatic data editing feature of CA ADS.
For map XXXMAP, you will enable this feature for numeric fields (such as the field that displays department numbers)
to make them readable.

• Skipped by tab key (/) -- You can specify that that tab key will not stop on this map field.

For more information on using Field Definition screen prompts, see the CA IDMS Mapping Facility Section.

XXXMAP Field Specifications

The following table summarizes the specifications that you will make when you edit map fields in this step. You will edit
each field definition as indicated in this table.

Location of field on map Purpose of field Specifications for field
After FUNCTION literal field (in the upper
left corner)

Displays the name of the application
function being executed at runtime

Protected
Bright display

DEPARTMENT INFORMATION literal field Displays the title for the screen Bright display
After DEPARTMENT ID literal field Displays a department's unique ID number Auto-tab

Automatically edited
After NAME literal field Displays a department's name Auto-tab

Pad character - space1
After HEAD ID literal field Displays the ID number for the head of the

department
Auto-tab
Automatically edited
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Last field on the map (on the bottom right
side)

Displays runtime messages to the use Element name: AGR- MESSAGE
Length: 80 bytes
1 The pad character is defined
on page 2 of the Field
Definition screen.

Modifying XXXMAP

Modify the variable field shown on the Field Definition screen (AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION).

NOTE
The FUNCTION literal field will not be available for modification because you did not select it on the Layout
screen.

Notice that:

• The record element (AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION) is already displayed for the element name.
• The position of the variable field is shown.
• The edit picture shows the actual length of the function variable field.
• Several defaults are indicated.

To enter the field specifications shown in the preceding table, enter 2 following the Display intensity prompt to indicate
bright. Space over the slash following Unprotected to make this a protected field.

                              Field Definition                 Page  1 of  7

 Map name:  XXXMAP    Version:     1

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

 ;FUNCTION: ;________

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

 Field at row   1   column  1                                   Drop field (/) _

      Element name: AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION              Subscript

      In record     ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD    Version  1

      Edit Picture  X(8)
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      Display intensity  2  1. Normal    2.  Bright         3. Hidden

      At end of field    1  1. Auto-tab  2.  Lock keyboard  3. Take no action

      Unprotected (/) . . . . .          Required (/). . . . . .  _

      Automatically edited (/)   /       Skipped by tab key (/)   _

 DC366004 Specify the variable field and any attributes

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F8=Fwd

After you press [Enter], MAPC redisplays the Field Definition screen with a message:

• Map options processed successfully is returned when the definition contains no errors.
• An error message is returned when MAPC detects an error in your definition. In this case, read the message to

determine the problem. You can type over any errors and press [Enter] again.

When the current field definition is correct, press [PF5] to see the next definition to be enhanced.

Step 8 Edit literal fields

The next field selected on the Layout screen was the title, DEPARTMENT INFORMATION. When you press [PF5] from
the previous Field Definition screen, the Literal Definition screen is displayed.

In this step, you will edit a literal field's definition to determine what the field will look like at runtime. You access the Literal
Definition screen from the Layout screen by pressing [PF5] after you have selected fields from the screen, or by pressing
[PF5] from another definition screen (either Field or Literal Definition).

There are two pages of data field screens. Navigate between these screens using [PF7] or [PF8], or move directly to the
desired page by overtyping the page number.

Sample Literal Definition Screen - page 1

                             Literal Definition                Page  1 of  2

 Map name:   XXXMAP    Version:     1

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                        DEPARTMENT INFORMATION 

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80
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 Literal at row    4  column   24                             Drop literal (/) _

      Display intensity  1  1. Normal  2. Bright  3. Hidden

      Highlighting . . . _  1. Blink   2. Reverse video   3. Underline

      Color  . . . . . . 8  1. White   3. Green   5. Yellow   7. Turquoise

                            2. Red     4. Blue    6. Pink     8. Device default

      Outline options (/) . . . . _ Top  _ Bottom  _ Left  _ Right

      Sensitive to light pen (/)  _

 DC366505 Select literal field attributes

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F8=Fwd

Notice that each definition screen shows the field to be defined plus two scales to help you position the field.

You use the Literal Definition screen to edit one map field at a time. After you edit a field (using [PF8] if you need to go to
the second page), press PR5. MAPC displays either the Field Definition screen or the Literal Definition screen for the next
field that you've selected.

When you've edited all selected fields, MAPC returns you to the Main Menu screen.

NOTE
Pressing [Enter] on any screen causes it to redisplay so that you can make additional changes if necessary.

Prompts

In this step, you will use the following prompts on page 1 the Literal Definition screen:

• Display intensity -- You can specify the runtime display intensity for the literal map field.
The default, 1 (Normal), causes the field to be displayed at normal intensity. You specify 2 (Bright) to make a field
display at bright intensity or 3 (Hidden) to make a field invisible to the user.

For more information on using Literal Definition screen prompts, see the CA IDMS Mapping Facility Section.

Modifying XXXMAP
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Modify the literal field shown on the Literal Definition screen.

                             Literal Definition                Page  1 of  2

 Map name:   XXXMAP    Version:     1

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                        DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

 Literal at row    4  column   24                             Drop literal (/) _

      Display intensity  2  1. Normal  2. Bright  3. Hidden

      Highlighting . . . _  1. Blink   2. Reverse video   3. Underline

      Color  . . . . . . 8  1. White   3. Green   5. Yellow   7. Turquoise

                            2. Red     4. Blue    6. Pink     8. Device default

      Outline options (/) . . . . _ Top  _ Bottom  _ Left  _ Right

      Sensitive to light pen (/)  _

 DC366501 Map options processed successfully

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F8=Fwd

After you press [Enter], MAPC redisplays the Literal Definition screen with a message:
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• Map options process successfully is returned when the definition contains no errors.
• An error message is returned when MAPC detects an error in your definition. In this case, read the message to

determine the problem. You can type over any errors and press [Enter] again.

When the current field definition is correct, press [PF5] to see the next definition to be enhanced.

Defining the Variable Field, DEPT-ID-0410

The next variable field according to the previous table, DEPT-ID-0410, is automatically edited and associated with the
auto-tab attribute. These attributes are defaults, and no change needs to be made to this variable field definition on the
Field Definition screen.

Defining the Variable Field, DEPT-NAME-0410

Edit the next variable field according to the previous table. This variable fields requires the auto-tab attribute and a pad
character.

NOTE
The pad character is specified on page 2 of the Field Definition screen.

                              Field Definition                 Page  1 of  7

 Map name:  XXXMAP    Version:     1

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                ;NAME .......: ;_______________________________

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

 Field at row   7   column  32                                  Drop field (/) _

      Element name: DEPT-NAME-0410                    Subscript

      In record     DEPARTMENT                        Version  1

      Edit Picture  X(45)

      Display intensity  1  1. Normal    2.  Bright         3. Hidden

      At end of field    1  1. Auto-tab  2.  Lock keyboard  3. Take no action
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      Unprotected (/) . . . . .  /       Required (/). . . . . .  _

      Automatically edited (/)   /       Skipped by tab key (/)   _

 DC366004 Specify the variable field and any attributes

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F8=Fwd

Auto-tab is the default.

To define a pad character, you must go to the second page of the Field Definition screen by pressing [PF8].

Sample Field Definition Screen -- Page 2

                           Map Read/Write Options              Page  2 of  7

 Map name:  XXXMAP    Version:     1

      Element name  DEPT-NAME-0410                    Subscript

      In record     DEPARTMENT                        Version    1

 Map Read      Transmit data entry (/) . . . . . . . . /

 options       Zero when null (/). . . . . . . . . . . /

               Translate to upper case (/) . . . . . . _

               Justify data. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1  1. Left  2. Right

               Pad character format  . Display . . . . _

                                       Hexadecimal . . 40 

 Map Write     Blank when zero (/) . . . . . . . . . . _

 options       Underscore blank fields (/) . . . . . . _

               Display without trailing blanks . . . . _
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               Set modified data tag (/) . . . . . . . _

               Transmit. . . . . . 1 1. Data and attribute byte  3. Erase field

                                     2. Attribute byte only      4. Nothing

 DC366404 Select input/output edit options

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Screen Prompts

• Pad character format -- You can identify a pad character for a map field.
For map XXXMAP, you will assign a pad character to the field that displays department names. Entering "40" (the
hexadecimal equivalent of a blank) next to Hexadecimal for this field ensures that remaining characters are not stored
if the user replaces a long department name (for example, SYSTEMS ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT) with a shorter
name (for example, SYSTEMS GROUP) and then clears the rest of the field by pressing the ERASE EOF key.

When the current field definition is correct, press [PF5] to see the next definition to be enhanced.

Defining the Variable Field, DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410

You can edit the next variable field, DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410, according to the previous table:

                              Field Definition                 Page  1 of  7

 Map name:  XXXMAP    Version:     1

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                   ;HEAD ID..:  ;____

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

 Field at row   7   column  32                                  Drop field (/) _

      Element name: DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410                 Subscript

      In record     DEPARTMENT                        Version  1
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      Edit Picture  9(4)

      Display intensity  1  1. Normal    2.  Bright         3. Hidden

      At end of field    1  1. Auto-tab  2.  Lock keyboard  3. Take no action

      Unprotected (/) . . . . .          Required (/). . . . . .  _

      Automatically edited (/)   /       Skipped by tab key (/)   _

 DC366004 Specify the variable field and any attributes

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F8=Fwd

The default is yes for Automatically edited and Auto-tab for At end of field.

When the current field definition is correct, press [PF5] to see the next definition to be enhanced.

Modifying the Length of the Message Field

You can edit the next variable field, the message field, according to the previous table:

                              Field Definition                 Page  1 of  7

 Map name:  XXXMAP    Version:     1

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

                                                                               ; 

_

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

 Field at row  21   column  79                                  Drop field (/) _

      Element name: AGR-MESSAGE                         Subscript

      In record     ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD      Version   1
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      Edit Picture  x(80) 

      Display intensity  1  1. Normal    2.  Bright         3. Hidden

      At end of field    1  1. Auto-tab  2.  Lock keyboard  3. Take no action

      Unprotected (/) . . . . .  /       Required (/). . . . . .  _

      Automatically edited (/)   /       Skipped by tab key (/)   _

 DC366004 Specify the variable field and any attributes

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F8=Fwd

Change the length to 80. The Edit picture is automatically updated when you press [Enter].

When you are finished editing fields, you can compile the map, as shown in the next step.

Press [PF5] to return to the Main Menu so that you can compile the map.

Step 9 Compile the map

When you compile a map, MAPC creates a load module that incorporates all of your specifications. You compile an map
by selecting the Compile activity from the action bar on the Main Menu screen.

You compile the XXXMAP map as shown:

Compiling the Map

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

              │                       │

              │  1  1. Compile        │  Map Compiler

              │     2. View messages  │

              │-----------------------│   International, Inc.
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              │ F3=Exit               │

              │_______________________│

    Map name  . . . . . . . .   XXXMAP

    Map version . . . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

To compile the application, position the cursor on the Compile item on the action bar and press [Enter]. You can position
the cursor on Compile by:

• Tabbing to Compile and pressing [Enter]
• Pressing [PF10] to move to the action bar and then tabbing to Compile and pressing [Enter]
• Typing compile on the command line and pressing [Enter]

Once you have displayed the Compile action item, press [Enter] to compile the map.
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After you press [Enter] to compile the map, MAPC displays messages to indicate whether the map has been compiled
successfully. You will receive a confirming message if the map has compiled successfully.

An error message is displayed when the application cannot be compiled because of an error. In this case, you can display
diagnostic information by selecting the View messages option on the Compile activity on the action bar. Based on this
information, you can correct the map and then try to compile the application again.

Exit from MAPC

You can return directly to DC/UCF by pressing [PF3]. Alternatively, you can use the Switch activity on the action bar of the
Main Menu screen to transfer to another development tool.

In this sample session, you'll exit to DC/UCF so you can execute your application structure. Press [PF3] to exit.

NOTE
If you suspend MAPC successfully compiling the current map definition, MAPC saves the suspended definition
in a queue record associated with your user ID. In an actual production environment, other users will not be
able to access the map definition. To enable them to access the definition, specify the Release option from the
Modify activity on the action bar on the Main Menu.

After you exit from MAPC, you can display your map as described below.

Optionally display the map

Map XXXMAP will be displayed at runtime by dialogs that you define in the next section (Section10, "Defining Dialogs
Using ADSC"). To display the map before defining any dialogs, do either of the following:

• In MAPC, you can display the map on the MAPC Map Image screen. You will do this later in this section, in Section11,
"Modifying a Map Using MAPC".

• From DC/UCF, where you are now, you can display the map by issuing a SHOWMAP command.

Both of the above methods allow you to see how the map will look to an user at runtime. For example, start-field
characters are not displayed on the screen; bright fields are displayed in bright intensity on the screen.

Since you have exited from MAPC, you can display map XXXMAP directly from DC/UCF:

showmap xxxmap

                                                                [Enter]

 FUNCTION:

                            DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

 DEPARTMENT ID .......:                                                      

            NAME .....:                                                      

            HEAD ID ..:                                                      
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 NEXT RESPONSE:             

Testing the Map

While displaying the map, test out how convenient the map is to use. For example:

• Try typing data into unprotected variable fields
Variable fields on the displayed map do not display or store real data.

• Try pressing the tab key to advance the cursor from field to field.

When you press [Enter], you return to the DC/UCF display.

Summary (Using MAPC)

In this section, you defined a screen, or map, by using MAPC. XXXMAP contains two types of fields:

• Literal fields -- At runtime, literal fields display literal strings.
• Variable fields -- At runtime, variable fields display stored values and allow users to input values.

You defined the layout of fields on the map:

1. You named the records that would appear on the map.
2. You named the elements of those records that would be displayed.
3. You used the autopaint facility of MAPC to create a map automatically.
4. You modified the placement of the elements and added further literal and variable fields.
5. You edited fields by using the Field Definition and Literal Definition screens. You associated each map variable field,

not already associated, with a record element or special system field. You also provided additional field characteristics,
such as a pad character.

A map can be used by any number of dialogs. For example, XXXMAP is used by dialogs XXXDADD and XXXDUPD in the
sample Department application. You will define these dialogs in Section9.

Defining Dialogs Using ADSC
You define dialogs by using the CA ADS dialog compiler (ADSC). The XXXDADD and XXXDUPD dialogs defined in this
section are intended for use in the Department application introduced in Section7, "Overview of CA ADS Application
Development".

This section includes:

• An overview of developing dialogs for CA ADS applications
• Instructions for defining the sample XXXDADD and XXXDUPD dialogs
• Instructions for executing the sample Department application
• A summary of what you've accomplished in this section

To complete the prototype Department application, you need to define dialogs for the ADDDEP, MODDEP, and DELDEP
dialog functions that you created in Section8, "Defining an Application Structure Using ADSA". When you created
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ADDDEP, you named XXXDADD as the associated dialog. When you created the MODDEP and DELDEP dialog
functions, you named XXXDUPD as the associated dialog for each function. The XXXDADD and XXXDUPD dialogs did
not exist when you named them in Section8.

In this section, you will define the dialogs XXXDADD and XXXDUPD. The diagram below shows how XXXDADD and
XXXDUPD fit into the Department application. Function ADDDEP invokes dialog XXXDADD at runtime. Both MODDEP
and DELDEP invoke dialog XXXDUPD.

NOTE
You can substitute your initials for XXX in the dialog names.
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What is a Dialog

A dialog is an executable module that consists of components defined by using other development tools. For example, a
dialog can include a map defined using MAPC, and modules of process code defined using the IDD menu facility.
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At runtime, a dialog:

1. Displays a screen to a user
2. Retrieves entries made by the user

Dialogs in the Department Application

For example, in the Department application:

• Dialog XXXDADD displays a screen that allows users to add department records to the database.
• Dialog XXXDUPD displays a screen that allows the user to modify or delete existing department records.

Process code can be executed both before the dialog's screen is displayed and after user input is retrieved.

Runtime Execution

Dialogs are executed at runtime whenever control passes to the dialog functions with which they are associated. For
example, you associated dialog XXXDADD with the ADDDEP dialog function when you defined ADDDEP in Dialog
functions. At runtime, dialog XXXDADD will be executed whenever a user invokes the ADDDEP function.

NOTE
It is possible to create mapless dialogs that consist only of process logic. For example, a mapless dialog can
be defined to perform database operations. You will not create any mapless dialogs for the sample Department
application.

Dialog Components

As shown in the diagram, a dialog can consist of several components. When you are developing dialogs for a prototype
application, it is only necessary to include maps in the dialogs. Defining basic, skeleton dialogs for a prototype application
allows users to execute the application and review the screen displays. Later in the application development cycle, you
define process modules that perform processing for the dialogs.
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In this section, you will define skeleton dialogs by using the CA ADS dialog compiler (ADSC). A typical ADSC screen is
shown below:

 ┌─

 │     Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 └─ .____________________________________________________________________.
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                                CA ADS Online Dialog Compiler

                            CA, Inc.

 ┌─

 │

 │

 │     Dialog name . . . . . . .   ________

 │     Dialog version  . . . . .   ____

 │     Dictionary name . . . . .   ________

 │     Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

 └─

 ┌─    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

 │                                    2. Assign maps

 │                                    3. Assign database

 │                                    4. Assign records and tables

 │                                    5. Assign process modules

 └─

             Copyright (C) 2003 CA, Inc.

  Command ===>

  Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Define Dialogs
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You use ADSC to define dialogs. To define a skeleton dialog, you invoke ADSC, specify basic information on the dialog,
and then create a load module for the dialog.

In this section, you will define skeleton versions of dialogs XXXDADD and XXXDUPD by using ADSC, as follows:

After you compile dialogs XXXDADD and XXXDUPD, you can exit from ADSC.

Dialogs for the Department Application

The following table lists specifications for defining skeleton dialogs XXXDADD and XXXDUPD. If you need additional
information at any time about the use of ADSC, see .

Dialog name Associated map Purpose of dialog
XXXDADD XXXMAP1 Allows a user to add a new department

record. XXXDADD is invoked by the
ADDDEP dialog function.

XXXDUPD XXXMAP1 Allows a user to modify or delete an
existing department record. XXXDADD is
invoked by the MODDEP and DELDEP
dialog functions.

1 You defined map XXXMAP earlier in this sample application development
session

Step 1 Invoke ADSC

You can invoke ADSC from CA IDMS/DC or DC/UCF. by specifying the task code for ADSC (for example, ADSCT) in
response to the prompt presented by DC/UCF. For example, you can invoke ADSC from CA IDMS/DC as shown:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

adsct 

                                         Press the ENTER

                                         key to input the -─► [Enter]

                                         task code for

                                         ADSC.

For more information on task codes for CA ADS development tools, see Application Development Tools. ADSC begins by
displaying the Main Menu screen. You define a dialog by using the Main Menu screen as described below.

Step 2 Define Dialog XXXDADD

You use the Main Menu screen to specify basic information on a dialog. A sample Main Menu screen is shown below:

Sample Main Menu Screen

      Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch
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   .___________________________________________________________________________.

                           CA ADS Online Dialog Compiler

                       CA, Inc.

      Dialog name . . . . . . .   ________

      Dialog version  . . . . .   ____

      Dictionary name . . . . .   ________

      Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

      Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                     2. Assign maps

                                     3. Assign database

                                     4. Assign records and tables

                                     5. Assign process modules

             Copyright (C) 2003 CA, Inc.

  Command ===>

  Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Screen Prompts

When you define a skeleton dialog, you typically enter information after one or more of the following Main Menu screen
prompts:
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• Dialog name -- You must specify the same dialog name that you specified when you used ADSA to define the
associated dialog function.
For example, when you define dialog XXXDADD, you must use the same name that you used when you defined the
associated ADDDEP function in Section8, "Defining an Application Structure Using ADSA".

• Dialog version -- You must specify a version number, in the range 1 through 9999. The default version is 1.
• Dictionary name -- You must specify the same dictionary (if any) as you specified for your application definition in

Section8, "Defining an Application Structure Using ADSA". The correct dictionary name may already be displayed.
• Dictionary node -- You must specify the same dictionary node (if any) as you specified for your application definition.

The correct dictionary node may already be displayed.

Defining XXXDADD Dialog

You can define the XXXDADD dialog on the Main Menu screen:

      Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

   .___________________________________________________________________________.

                           CA ADS Online Dialog Compiler

                       CA, Inc.

      Dialog name . . . . . . .   xxxdadd 

      Dialog version  . . . . .   1 

      Dictionary name . . . . .   demo 

      Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

      Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                     2. Assign maps

                                     3. Assign database

                                     4. Assign records and tables

                                     5. Assign process modules
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             Copyright (C) 2003 CA, Inc.

  Command ===>

  Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Adding the Dialog

To add the dialog, position the cursor on the Add item on the action bar and press ENTER. You can position the cursor on
Add by:

• Tabbing to Add and pressing [Enter]
• Pressing [PF10] to move to the action bar and then tabbing to Add and pressing [Enter]
• Typing add on the command line and pressing [Enter]

     Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

 │                       │

 │  Copy from dialog     │A-ADS Dialog Compiler

 │    Name     ________  │

 │    Version     1      │ter Associates International, Inc.

 │-----------------------│

 │  F3=Exit              │

 │_______________________│

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   XXXAPPL_

    Dialog version  . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO____

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

Once you have displayed the Add action item, press [Enter] to add the dialog to the dictionary. After you press [Enter], the
action is confirmed. If there is an error, an error message is displayed.
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Step 3 Name the Associated Map

After you specify the name of the dialog, you can name the associated map on the Map Specifications screen. You
reach the Map Specifications screen by entering 2 next to Screen on the Main Menu screen.

      Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

   .___________________________________________________________________________.

                           CA ADS Online Dialog Compiler

                       CA, Inc.

      Dialog name . . . . . . .   XXXDADD

      Dialog version  . . . . .      1

      Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

      Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

      Screen  . . . . . . . . .   2  1. General options

                                     2. Assign maps

                                     3. Assign database

                                     4. Assign records and tables

                                     5. Assign process modules

             Copyright (C) 2003 CA, Inc.

  Command ===>
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  Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

The following screen is displayed.

Sample Map Specifications Screen

                               Map Specifications

                         Dialog  XXXDADD   Version     1

                                       │

   Map name  . . . .   ________        │    Input map . . . . .   ________

   Version . . . . .   ____            │    Version . . . . . .   ____

                                       │    Label . . . . . . .   ________

   Paging options    _ 1. Wait         │

                       2. No Wait      │    Output map  . . . .   ________

                       3. Return       │    Version . . . . . .   ____

                                       │    Label . . . . . . .   ________

   Paging mode . . . _ Update          │

                     _ Backpage        │    Suspense file label   ________

                     _ Auto display    │

                                       │
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 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Switch Right

Screen Prompts

• Map name -- You must specify the name of a map created using MAPC. (See Section9, "Defining a Screen Display
Using MAPC".)

• Map version -- You must specify an existing version of this map.

Associating a Map with the Dialog

                               Map Specifications

                         Dialog  XXXDADD   Version     1

                                       │

   Map name  . . . .   XXXMAP          │    Input map . . . . .   ________

   Version . . . . .   1               │    Version . . . . . .   ____

                                       │    Label . . . . . . .   ________

   Paging options    _ 1. Wait         │

                       2. No Wait      │    Output map  . . . .   ________

                       3. Return       │    Version . . . . . .   ____

                                       │    Label . . . . . . .   ________

   Paging mode . . . _ Update          │

                     _ Backpage        │    Suspense file label   ________

                     _ Auto display    │

                                       │
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 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Switch Right

After you successfully define skeleton dialog XXXDADD, you can compile a load module for the dialog as described in the
next step. Request the Main Menu by pressing [PF3].

Step 4 Create the XXXDADD Dialog Load Module

When you compile a dialog, ADSC creates a load module that incorporates all of your specifications. You compile a dialog
by selecting the Compile activity from the action bar on the Main Menu screen.

Compiling the Dialog

You compile the XXXDADD dialog as shown:

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

              │                         │

              │  1  1. Compile          │ log Compiler

              │     2. Display messages │

              │-------------------------│ nternational, Inc.

              │ F3=Exit                 │

              │_________________________│

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   XXXDADD

    Dialog version  . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options
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                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

To compile the application, position the cursor on the Compile item on the action bar and press ENTER. You can position
the cursor on Compile by:

• Tabbing to Compile and pressing [Enter]
• Pressing [PF10] to move to the action bar and then tabbing to Compile and pressing [Enter]
• Typing compile on the command line and pressing [Enter]

Once you have displayed the Compile action item, press [Enter] to compile the dialog.

After you press [Enter] to compile the dialog, ADSC displays a message to indicate whether the dialog was compiled
successfully.

A confirming message is displayed on the Main Menu screen if the dialog was compiled successfully.

If the dialog could not be compiled, a different message, depending on the nature of the error condition, is displayed. In
this case, read the message to determine the problem. After correcting all indicated problems, compile the dialog again.

After you successfully compile the XXXDADD dialog, you can define and compile dialog XXXDUPD as described below.

Step 5 Define and Compile Dialog XXXDUPD

To define XXXDUPD, you use the Main Menu screen. If you have just compiled dialog XXXDADD as described in Step 4,
you can define dialog XXXDUPD on the Main Menu screen by typing over the dialog name on the screen.

The Department application structure you defined earlier associates dialog XXXDUPD with both dialog functions
MODDEP and DELDEP. When you define XXXDUPD, you must use the same name that you used defining functions
MODDEP and DELDEP.

You use the Main Menu screen to define dialog XXXDUPD:

Name the Dialog

      Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

   .___________________________________________________________________________.
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                           CA ADS Online Dialog Compiler

                       CA, Inc.

      Dialog name . . . . . . .   xxxdupd 

      Dialog version  . . . . .   1 

      Dictionary name . . . . .   demo 

      Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

      Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                     2. Assign maps

                                     3. Assign database

                                     4. Assign records and tables

                                     5. Assign process modules

             Copyright (C) 2003 CA, Inc.

  Command ===>

  Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Add the dialog to the dictionary by specifying the Add activity from the action bar on the Main Menu. After adding the
dialog, choose the Assign maps option at the Screen prompts to access the Map Specifications screen.

Name the Map Associated with the Dialog

Go to the Map Specifications screen and name the map. The map is the same map as that associated with the
XXXXDADD dialog, XXXMAP.
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                               Map Specifications

                         Dialog  XXXDUPD   Version     1

                                       │

   Map name  . . . .   XXXMAP          │    Input map . . . . .   ________

   Version . . . . .   1               │    Version . . . . . .   ____

                                       │    Label . . . . . . .   ________

   Paging options    _ 1. Wait         │

                       2. No Wait      │    Output map  . . . .   ________

                       3. Return       │    Version . . . . . .   ____

                                       │    Label . . . . . . .   ________

   Paging mode . . . _ Update          │

                     _ Backpage        │    Suspense file label   ________

                     _ Auto display    │

                                       │

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Switch Right

Create the Load Module
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After you define the XXXDUPD dialog, you can create a load module for the dialog. Return to the Main Menu by pressing
[PF3] and select the Compile activity.

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

              │                         │

              │  1  1. Compile          │ log Compiler

              │     2. Display messages │

              │-------------------------│ nternational, Inc.

              │ F3=Exit                 │

              │_________________________│

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   XXXDUPD

    Dialog version  . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action
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After you successfully compile the XXXDUPD dialog, you can exit from ADSC or use the Switch activity to access
another tool.

Exit from ADSC

In this sample session, you'll exit to DC/UCF so you can execute your application structure again. Press [PF3] to exit from
the Main Menu screen to exit.

NOTE
If you suspend ADSC without successfully compiling the current dialog definition, ADSC saves the suspended
definition in a queue record associated with your user ID. In an actual production environment, other users will
not be able to access the dialog definition. To enable them to access the definition, specify the Release option
from the Modify activity on the action bar on the Main Menu.

After you exit from ADSC, you can execute your application again as described below.

Test the Application

 

Once you define dialogs for functions ADDDEP, MODDEP, and DELDEP, all menu, system, and dialog functions in the
sample Department application are executable.

You now can fully test the prototype Department application, as follows:

Step 1 Invoke the Application

You execute a CA ADS application under the CA ADS runtime system. When you executed the partially defined
Department application in Section8, "Defining an Application Structure Using ADSA", you invoked the application by
entering two task codes. The first task code (ADS) invoked the runtime system; the second (XXXDEPT) invoked the
application itself.

Dynamically Associating the Task Code

To make it easier to execute the application, you can dynamically associate the application's task code with the runtime
system. To do this, you issue a DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK command while using DC/UCF.

For example, you can enter this DCMT command while using CA IDMS/DC as shown:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

dcmt vary dynamic task xxxdept invokes adsorun1 . 

                                            ▲

                                            │

                                      Required space

                                      and period
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                                                                [Enter]

ADSORUN1 is the internal name for the CA ADS runtime system. After you issue the above DCMT command, entering
task code XXXDEPT invokes the runtime system and then causes the Department application to be executed. This
association remains in effect until the system is recycled.

Invoke the Application

You can now invoke the Department application from DC/UCF by entering the task code for the application:

xxxdept 

    ▲

    │

 The Department application's

 task code has been associated

 with the runtime system.

                                                                [Enter]

DEPTMENU Screen

The DEPTMENU screen is the first screen displayed.

DIALOG:                                                  PAGE:   1 OF:   1

  DATE:  08/19/99                                        NEXT PAGE:

                     DEPARTMENT INFORMATION APPLICATION

                                 MAIN MENU

          _ ADD        (PF4)      ADD A NEW DEPARTMENT

          _ MOD        (PF5)      MODIFY A DEPARTMENT

          _ DEL        (PF6)      DELETE A DEPARTMENT

          _ EXIT       (PF9)      TERMINATE APPLICATION
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RESPONSE:              SEND DATA-─►                       MODE: STEP 

After you invoke the Department application from DC/UCF, you can test out features that you've implemented in the
prototype Department application, as described below.

Step 2 Test Features of the Prototype

The first function executed in the sample application is DEPTMENU. According to your application design, the following
responses are valid from DEPTMENU:

• ADD selects dialog function ADDDEP. In the final application, ADDDEP will allow users to add new department
information in the database.

• MOD selects dialog function MODDEP, which will allow users to modify existing department information in the
database.

• DEL selects dialog function DELDEP, which will allow users to delete department information.
• EXIT selects system function QUIT, which will allow users to leave the application.

Test out each of the above responses while you are executing the Department application prototype. For example, try
specifying the ADD response:

Specifying the ADD Response

To specify the ADD response, you can use any of the following methods:

• Press [PF4] to select the ADD response
• Type a nonblank character in front of a response and press [Enter] to select the response.
• Type the response name (ADD) after the RESPONSE: prompt, and press [Enter].

DIALOG:                                                  PAGE:   1 OF:   1

  DATE:  08/19/99                                        NEXT PAGE:

                     DEPARTMENT INFORMATION APPLICATION

                                 MAIN MENU

          x ADD        (PF4)      ADD A NEW DEPARTMENT

          _ MOD        (PF5)      MODIFY A DEPARTMENT
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          _ DEL        (PF6)      DELETE A DEPARTMENT

          _ EXIT       (PF9)      TERMINATE APPLICATION

RESPONSE:   add        SEND DATA-─►                       MODE: STEP

ADDDEP Function

The ADDDEP function is displayed with the XXXMAP.

  FUNCTION: ADDDEP

                             DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

  DEPARTMENT ID .......:

             NAME .....:

             HEAD ID ..:
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  NEXT RESPONSE:

The ADDDEP function allows the user to enter information on a department. Try tabbing between variable fields and
entering sample department information. You cannot type anything in the FUNCTION: field because you made it a
protected field.

   FUNCTION: ADDDEP

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   DEPARTMENT ID .......: 9012 

              NAME .....: Application Testing 

              HEAD ID ..: 3456 

   NEXT RESPONSE:

ADDDEP is a skeleton dialog, which means that you haven't added any process logic to the dialog. The dialog cannot
access the database. Therefore, your sample data is not stored when you press [Enter].

Input-Handling Operations

Other input-handling operations are performed automatically at runtime. For example, your sample input is:

• Echoed on the screen after you press [Enter].
• Tested for invalid values and redisplayed in bold when errors are found.

For example, try entering invalid values in the DEPARTMENT ID and HEAD ID variable fields:

 FUNCTION: ADDDEP

                            DEPARTMENT INFORMATION
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 DEPARTMENT ID .......: xyz 

            NAME .....: Quality Assurance 

            HEAD ID ..: xyz 

 RESPONSE:

In this case, the runtime system returns an error message:

**ERROR AT 7,24** **ERROR AT 9,24**

Nonnumeric data is invalid for the DEPARTMENT ID and HEAD ID variable fields because you enabled the CA ADS
automatic editing feature for these numeric fields in in Section8.

For more information on how automatic editing can be used to keep users from entering invalid values, see the CA IDMS
Mapping Facility Section.

You also can test the NEXT RESPONSE variable field. You can try entering undefined responses (for example, UPDATE)
or responses that are valid for the application but not for the ADDDEP function (for example, MOD). In fact, a user testing
the Department application prototype probably would try to access the MODDEP function from ADDDEP to see if newly
added department information can be modified easily if, for example, the department name is misspelled.

Enter new department values on the screen, and then specify the MOD response to try accessing MODDEP from
ADDDEP:

Specifying the MOD Response from ADDDEP

   FUNCTION: ADDDEP

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   DEPARTMENT ID .......: 4567 

              NAME .....: System Software Division 
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              HEAD ID ..: 9521 

   NEXT RESPONSE: mod 

     FUNCTION: ADDDEP

                                DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

     DEPARTMENT ID .......: 4567

                NAME .....: SYSTEM SOFTWARE DIVISION

                HEAD ID ..: 9521

     RESPONSE:

  DC172008 *** UNACCEPTABLE RESPONSE. PLEASE TRY AGAIN ***

Even though MOD is defined for the application, it is not valid from the ADDDEP function. According to your application
definition, only the following responses are valid from ADDDEP:
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• BACK selects system function POP, which returns execution to the previous menu function (in this case,
DEPTMENU).

• EXIT selects system function QUIT, which terminates the application.

Display the MODDEP Function

To display the MODDEP function from ADDDEP, you must first access a function from which MODDEP is valid. Since
MOD is valid for the DEPTMENU function, use the BACK response to return to DEPTMENU, and then invoke MOD from
DEPTMENU:

 FUNCTION: ADDDEP

                            DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

 DEPARTMENT ID .......: 4567

            NAME .....: SYSTEM SOFTWARE DIVISION

            HEAD ID ..: 9521

 RESPONSE: back

Choose MOD from the DEPTMENU screen to display the MODDEP function.

DIALOG:                                                  PAGE:   1 OF:   1

  DATE:  08/19/99                                        NEXT PAGE:

                     DEPARTMENT INFORMATION APPLICATION

                                 MAIN MENU

          _ ADD        (PF4)      ADD A NEW DEPARTMENT
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          x MOD        (PF5)      MODIFY A DEPARTMENT

          _ DEL        (PF6)      DELETE A DEPARTMENT

          _ EXIT       (PF9)      TERMINATE APPLICATION

The MODDEP function is displayed

   FUNCTION: MODDEP

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   DEPARTMENT ID .......:

              NAME .....:

              HEAD ID ..:

Display the DELDEP Function

To display function DELDEP, you first return to the DEPTMENU function. From DEPTMENU, you can invoke DELDEP as
shown:

   FUNCTION: MODDEP

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   DEPARTMENT ID .......: 0000

              NAME .....:

              HEAD ID ..: 0000
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   RESPONSE: back 

Select the DEL response to display DELDEP

DIALOG:                                                  PAGE:   1 OF:   1

  DATE:  08/19/99                                        NEXT PAGE:

                     DEPARTMENT INFORMATION APPLICATION

                                 MAIN MENU

          _ ADD        (PF4)      ADD A NEW DEPARTMENT

          _ MOD        (PF5)      MODIFY A DEPARTMENT

          x DEL        (PF6)      DELETE A DEPARTMENT

          _ EXIT       (PF9)      TERMINATE APPLICATION

The DELDEP function is displayed.

 FUNCTION: DELDEP

                            DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

 DEPARTMENT ID .......: 0000

            NAME .....:

            HEAD ID ..: 0000
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 RESPONSE:

Continue to test the application prototype until you are familiar with the Department application prototype. When you are
finished testing the application, exit from the application as described below.

Step 3 Exit from the Application

When you are ready to exit from the application, select the EXIT response. The EXIT response invokes the QUIT system
response, which terminates the application and returns control to DC/UCF.

When you defined the Department application structure, you defined EXIT to be available from all functions in the
application. You can exit from the Department application by selecting EXIT from any function and pressing the [Enter]
key. For example, while using the DELDEP function, you can exit from the Department application as shown:

   FUNCTION: DELDEP

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   DEPARTMENT ID .......: 0000

              NAME .....:

              HEAD ID ..: 0000

   RESPONSE: exit 

You can also press ────► [PF9]

the control key

associated with EXIT.
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If you want to execute the prototype again, specify the application's task code to DC/UCF and press [Enter], as described
above in “Step 1: Invoke the Application".

Summary (Defining Dialogs)

Developers and users can execute a preliminary (that is, prototype) application early in the development cycle.
The prototype can be used to test the user interface of the application and to provide a milestone in the application
development cycle. In this section, you completed and executed the prototype of the Department application. By executing
the prototype, you were able see how a user might use the application.

You created the Department application prototype by defining application components as described below:

1. You defined the application structure as described in Defining an Application Structure Using ADSA. The
application structure consists of:
– Functions, which represent the units of work to be performed by the application. You defined menu, system, and

dialog functions for the Department application.
– Responses, which establish runtime paths between the application functions.
– Task codes, which establish entry points into the application.

2. You defined a map, or screen display, as described in Defining a Screen Display Using MAPC. The map you created
will be displayed by the dialogs in the Department application.

3. You defined skeleton dialogs for the ADDDEP, MODDEP, and DELDEP dialog functions in this section. Defining
skeleton dialogs allowed you to execute the application and test flow of control and screen displays. In later sections,
you will create modules of process code for the ADDDEP, MODDEP, and DELDEP dialogs.

Changes to the Application

Based on tests made using the prototype, users and developers often suggest modifications to the application. For
example, users who test out the Department application probably would request that a path be defined that leads directly
from ADDDEP to the MODDEP function.

Other changes to the application may be suggested to make the application conform to site conventions. For example,
one convention is to use the [PF3] to leave an application Both of the above changes to the Department application can
be made by using the application compiler (ADSA), as detailed in the next section.

Users also can suggest changes to maps. For example, users might request that key data be displayed in bright intensity
and that error messages for variable fields provide specific information. MAPC is used to make changes to maps, as
described in Section11.

Modifying the Application Structure Using ADSA
Developers and end users can execute the prototype of a CA ADS application to review the application's structure and
user interface. Based on the prototype, they can suggest changes to the application. This section provides instructions for
modifying the Department application structure.

This section includes:

• An overview of modifying an application structure in the CA ADS environment
• Instructions for modifying the sample Department application
• A summary of what you've accomplished in this section

User requests and design alterations can be incorporated easily into a prototype application. Minor changes, such as
changing the function key that invokes a response, and major changes, such as adding new responses and functions to
the application, can be performed quickly and easily.

You modify application components by using the same tools you use to define the components. To modify the Department
application structure, you will use the CA ADS application compiler (ADSA).
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In this section, you will use ADSA to:

1. Modify the EXIT response so that [PF3] invokes the response
2. Modify the ADDDEP function so that the MOD response is valid directly from ADDDEP

The following diagram shows how the modifications affect the structure of the Department application. Using ADSA, you
will make the MOD response valid from the ADDDEP function and also change the function key for the EXIT response.
Instructions for modifying the sample application and executing the modified application are provided on the following
pages.
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Steps to Modify Department Application

To modify the Department application, you will perform the following steps:

After you modify the application, you can exit from ADSA and execute the application to see how your changes impact
runtime flow of control. If you need additional information at any time about the use of ADSA, see Defining an Application
Structure Using ADSA.

Step 1 Retrieve the Application to be Modified

Invoking ADSA

In order to modify an application, you must first invoke ADSA and then use ADSA to retrieve the application definition.

You invoke ADSA from CA IDMS/DC or DC/UCF by specifying the task code for ADSA (for example, ADSAT) in response
to the prompt presented by DC/UCF. For example, when using CA IDMS/DC, you invoke ADSA as shown:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

adsat

                                                                [Enter]

For more information on invoking ADSA, see Step 1: Invoke ADSA.

ADSA begins by displaying the Main Menu screen. You use the ADSA Main Menu screen to retrieve an application
definition for modification. To retrieve an application, you typically enter information after one or more of the following Main
Menu screen prompts:

Screen prompts

• Application name -- You must specify the name (for example, XXXDEPT) that you used when you defined the
application.

• Dictionary name -- You must specify the same dictionary, if any, as you specified for your application definition. The
correct dictionary name may already be displayed in this field.

• Dictionary node -- You must specify the same dictionary node, if any, as you specified for your application definition.
The correct dictionary node may already be displayed in this field.

Retrieving the Department application

Use the ADSA Main Menu screen to retrieve the Department application:

     Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  ._____________________________________________________________________________.

                        CA ADS Application Compiler
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                      CA, Inc.

     Application name . . . .    xxxappl

     Application version  . .    1

     Dictionary name  . . . .    demo

     Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

     Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                   2. Responses and Functions

                                   3. Global records

                                   4. Task codes

After you press [Enter], ADSA redisplays the Main Menu screen with a message confirming that the application is
available for modification.

NOTE
If the application has not been explicitly released (using the Release option of the Modify action on the action
bar of the Main Menu), naming the application on the Main Menu screen retrieves that definition for modification.
If the application has been released, you use the ADSA Main Menu screen to check out the application definition
for modification (using the Checkout option of the Modify action on the action bar of the Main Menu).

For information on checking out an application, see CA ADS Reference Section.

If the application has been released, subsequently checked out to another developer and not released by that developer,
you will not be able to check it out.

If you made any errors in your application specification, ADSA displays information on another application, and/or displays
an error message. In either case, make sure that you typed the correct application name, dictionary, and node, as
necessary. You can type over any errors, and then press [Enter] again.

After you successfully retrieve the Department application, you can modify the EXIT response.

Step 2 Select Responses and Functions

In this step, you will select the response and the function that you want to modify (EXIT response and ADDDEP function).

Response/Function List screen

Choose 2 at the Screen prompt on the Main Menu screen and press [Enter]. This will bring you to the Response/
Function List screen. On the Response/Function List screen, select the response and function you want to change.
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                             Response/Function List            Page  1 of  1

 Application name:  XXXAPPL    Version:    1

 Select    Response    Assigned      Select    Function             Program/

  (/)      name        key            (/)      name/type(1,2,3)*    Dialog name

   /       EXIT____     PF09_          _       QUIT____ / _         ________

   _       ADD_____     PF01_          /       ADDDEP__ / 1         XXXDADD

   _       MOD_____     PF02_          _       MODDEP__ / 1         XXXDUPD

   _       DEL_____     PF03_          _       DELDEP__ / 1         XXXDUPD

   _       BACK____     CLEAR          _       POP_____ / _         ________

   _       ________     _____          _       DEPTMENU / 3         ________

                                        * Type: 1. Dialog  2. Program  3. Menu

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Pressing [PF5] will display the Response Definition screen.
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Step 3 Modify the EXIT Response

Modifying the EXIT response definition

In this step, you will change the control key for the EXIT response from [PF9] to [PF3]. You use either the Response/
Function List screen or the Response Definition screen to modify an application response assigned key. Use the
Response Definition screen to modify the EXIT response in the sample application.

Response Definition screen

Press [PF5] to display the Response Definition screen for the EXIT response.

Type the name of the new control key over the previous control key:

                                Response Definition

   Application name:   XXXAPPL    Version:    1

   Response name:      EXIT                                Drop response (/) _

   Function invoked:   QUIT

   Description . . . . TERMINATE APPLICATION

   Response type. . . . . . . 1   1. Global      2. Local

   Response execution . . . . 2   1. Immediate   2. Deferred

   Assigned key . . . . . . . pf3

   Control command. . . . . .  1   1. Transfer               2. Invoke

                                   3. Link                   4. Return

                                   5. Return continue        6. Return clear

                                   7. Return continue clear  8. Transfer nofinish

                                   9. Invoke nosave         10. Link nosave
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   Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next

After you modify the EXIT response and press [Enter], ADSA redisplays the Response Definition screen with a confirming
message.

As soon as you successfully modify the EXIT response, you can modify the ADDDEP function. Press [PF5] to access the
Function Definition screen for the ADDDEP function.

Step 4 Modify the ADDDEP Function

Make the MOD response valid from ADDDEP by selecting the response on the Function Definition screen.

                          Function Definition (Dialog)

 Application name:  XXXAPPL    Version:    1

 Function name:     ADDDEP                               Drop function (/) _

 Description . . .  ADD DEPARTMENT

 Associated dialog . . . . . XXXDADD      User exit dialog . . . . . ________

 Default response  . . . . . ________

 Valid                                     Valid

 response(/)  Response Key   Function      response(/)  Response Key   Function

     _        ADD      PF01  ADDDEP            _        ________ _____ ________

     /        MOD      PF02  MODDEP            _        ________ _____ ________

     _        DEL      PF03  DELDEP            _        ________ _____ ________

     /        BACK     CLEAR POP               _        ________ _____ ________
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     /        EXIT     PF09  QUIT              _        ________ _____ ________

     _        ________ _____ ________          _        ________ _____ ________

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Pressing [PF5] brings you back to the Response/Function List since no other responses or functions has been selected.
Press [PF3] to return to the Main Menu.

Now you can recompile the application as described below.

Step 5 Recompile the Application

After you modify an application, you must recompile the application to create an updated load module for the application.
You recompile the Department application by selecting the Compile activity.

Compiling the application

To compile the application, position the cursor on the Compile item on the action bar and press [Enter]. You can position
the cursor on Compile by:

• Tabbing to Compile and pressing [Enter]
• Pressing [PF10] to move to the action bar and then tabbing to Compile and pressing [Enter]
• Typing compile on the command line and pressing [Enter]

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

              │                       │

              │  1  1. Compile        │ ation Compiler

              │     2. View messages  │

              │-----------------------│ s International, Inc.

              │ F3=Exit               │

              │_______________________│
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    Application name  . . . .   XXXAPPL

    Application version . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   4  1. General options

                                   2. Responses and Functions

                                   3. Global records

                                   4. Task codes

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Once you have displayed the Compile action item, press [Enter] to compile the application.

After you press [Enter] to compile the application, ADSA displays either a confirming message to indicate the you
successfully compiled the application, or an error message when the application cannot be compiled because of an error.

In the case of compilation errors, you can display diagnostic information by selecting the View messages activity from the
action bar. Based on this information, you can correct the application and then try to compile the application again.

Exit From ADSA

You can also return directly to DC/UCF by pressing [PF3]. Alternatively, the Switch activity on the action bar of the Main
Menu screen allows you to exit from ADSA and transfer to another development tool.

In this sample session, you'll exit to DC/UCF so you can execute your application structure. Press [PF3] to exit.

NOTE
If you leave ADSA without successfully compiling the current application definition, ADSA saves the suspended
definition in a queue record associated with your user ID. In an actual production environment, other users will
not be able to access the application definition. To enable them to access the definition, specify the Release
option from the Modify activity on the action bar on the Main Menu.

After you exit from ADSA, you can execute your application.
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Execute the Application

In the previous steps, you made the following changes to the structure of the Department application:

• You assigned [PF3] to the EXIT response.
• You made the MOD response valid from the ADDDEP function.

You can now execute the Department application and see how your changes affect the way that end users of the
Department application move from one function to another.

You invoke an application from DC/UCF by entering the task code (XXXDEPT) for the application. For example, from CA
IDMS/DC, you invoke the Department application as shown:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

xxxdept

                                                                [Enter]

For more information on invoking the Department application, see Instructions For Executing the Application.

After you invoke the application, display the ADDDEP function. To test how you transfer from ADDDEP to function
MODDEP, you select the MOD response:

   FUNCTION: ADDDEP

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   DEPARTMENT ID .......: 0000

              NAME .....:

              HEAD ID ..: 0000
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   NEXT RESPONSE: mod

The MODDEP function is displayed.

   FUNCTION: MODDEP

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   DEPARTMENT ID .......:

              NAME .....:

              HEAD ID ..:

Testing the BACK response

According to your application design, both the BACK and EXIT responses are valid from MODDEP. Try requesting BACK:

   FUNCTION: MODDEP

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   DEPARTMENT ID .......:

              NAME .....:

              HEAD ID ..:

   NEXT RESPONSE:  back
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Notice that the BACK function takes you to DEPTMENU, rather than to ADDDEP. This is because BACK invokes the POP
system function, which returns control to the most recently executed menu in the application.

Pressing [PF3] to invoke the EXIT response

When you are ready to leave the application, you can test out the EXIT response. You can test the EXIT response from
any function in the Department application. To test EXIT, try pressing [PF3] to select the EXIT response:

   FUNCTION: MODDEP

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   DEPARTMENT ID .......: 0000

              NAME .....:

              HEAD ID ..: 0000

                                  PF3 is now associated --►   [PF3]

                                  with the EXIT response

                                  throughout the application.

When you press [PF3], the EXIT response is invoked. The associated system function, QUIT, exits you from the
Department application. To test out other features of the Department application, you can invoke the application again, as
described earlier.

Summary (Using ADS to Modify the Application Structure)

You can use ADSA to modify the application structure at any time. You can use ADSA to add, modify, and delete
functions, responses, and task codes, as necessary.

In this section, you used ADSA as follows:

1. You modified the EXIT response to make [PF3] invoke the EXIT response.
2. You modified the ADDDEP function to make the MOD response available directly from ADDDEP.

You can modify any part of the Department application structure at this stage. For example:

• If administrators decide that a particular function is no longer necessary due to changes in regulations, you can use
ADSA to quickly delete the function and the response that invokes it.

• If end users decide that a summary or list screen would be useful at some point in the application, you can use ADSA
to define a new function to display the summary screen. You can then add a response to invoke the new function, and
make other responses valid from the new function.
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Additionally, you can modify other application components at any time in an application's life cycle. As an application
developer, you can make changes to maps, for example, as soon as end user suggestions are approved. In the next
section, you will use MAPC to modify map XXXMAP.

Modifying a Map Using MAPC
In the previous section, you modified the structure of the Department application based on preferences at the site. Map
layouts can also be modified to satisfy end-user and site requirements. As a developer, you can modify a map's layout as
soon as the modifications are suggested and approved.

This section provides instructions for using MAPC to modify the layout of XXXMAP, and includes:

• An overview of modifying maps
• Steps for modifying sample map XXXMAP
• Steps for associating the updated map with dialogs that use the map
• Steps for executing the application
• A summary of what you've accomplished in this section

Maps can be modified easily during development or at any other time in an application's life cycle. Modifications can
be suggested by development staff and end users. For example, end users who execute the prototype Department
application can request that the department ID variable field be displayed in bright intensity to make it easier to locate on
the screen.

You can modify a map to make the map conform to screen-display conventions at a given site. For example, it may be
necessary to display the current date on each map, or to change the location of particular fields on the map.

Changes to XXXMAP

In this section, you will make changes to map XXXMAP so that:

• The current date is displayed on the map -- You will add a variable field to display the current date at runtime, and
an adjacent literal field (DATE) to label the displayed information.

• The department ID number is displayed in bright intensity -- You will modify the variable field that displays
department ids to make the data display in bright intensity at runtime.

• Error messages for fields provide specific information -- You will modify definitions for both the department ID and
department head ID variable fields to define specific error messages for the fields.

• The NEXT RESPONSE literal and variable fields are displayed at a higher row on the screen -- You will modify
the NEXT RESPONSE literal and variable fields to move them to row 18 (to make map XXXMAP conform to other
nonmenu screens at the site).

The following screen shows the layout of the modified map. To modify map XXXMAP, you will use the online mapping
facility (MAPC), which you used to define the map in Section8, "Defining an Application Structure Using ADSA". After you
modify map XXXMAP, you need to update dialogs that use the modified map. To do this, you will use the CA ADS dialog
compiler (ADSC), which you used to define dialogs in Section10, "Defining Dialogs Using ADSC".

     FUNCTION: ________

   DATE....: ________

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION
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   DEPARTMENT ID .......: ____

              NAME .....: ____________________________________________________

              HEAD ID ..: ____

   NEXT RESPONSE:  ________

  ______________________________________________________________________________

MAPC and ADSC procedures are presented below, followed by a discussion of executing the application.

Modifying a Map Using MAPC 1

In this procedure, you will use MAPC to modify the layout of map XXXMAP. You will perform the following steps:

1. Retrieve the map to be modified.
2. Add and select map fields.
3. Edit selected fields.
4. Optionally display the map layout.
5. Recompile the map load module.

These steps are described below. Instructions for associating the modified map definition with dialogs that use the map
are presented in "Updating Modified Maps In Dialogs Using ADSC", later in this section.

Step 1 Retrieve the Map To Be Modified

In order to modify a map, you must first invoke MAPC.

You can invoke MAPC from CA IDMS/DC or DC/UCF by specifying the task code for MAPC (for example, MAPCT) in
response to the prompt presented by DC/UCF. For example, when using CA IDMS/DC, you invoke MAPC as shown:
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ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

mapct

                                                                [Enter]

For more information on invoking MAPC, see Step 1: Invoke MAPC.

Screen Prompts

To retrieve a map, you typically enter information after one or more of the following Map Definition screen prompts:

• Map name -- You must specify the name (XXXMAP) that you used when you defined the map in Section9, "Defining a
Screen Display Using MAPC".

• Dictionary name -- You must specify the same dictionary, if any, as you specified for your map. The correct dictionary
name may already be displayed in this field.

• Dictionary node -- You must specify the same dictionary node, if any, as you specified for your map definition in
Section14, "Modifying Process Logic in a Dialog". The correct dictionary node may already be displayed in this field.

Use the MAPC Main Menu screen to retrieve map XXXMAP:

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  _____________________________________________________________________________.

                        CA IDMS/DC Online Map Compiler

                     CA, Inc.

    Map name . . . . . . . .    xxxmap

    Map version  . . . . . .    1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    demo

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________
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    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

           Copyright (C) 2003 CA, Inc.

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

After you press [Enter], MAPC redisplays the Main Menu screen with a message confirming that the map is available for
modification.

NOTE
If the map has not been explicitly released (using the Release option of the Modify action on the action bar of
the Main Menu), naming the map on the Main Menu screen retrieves that definition for modification. If the map
has been released, you use the MAPC Main Menu screen to check out the map definition for modification (using
the Checkout option of the Modify action on the action bar of the Main Menu).

For information on checking out a map, see CA IDMS Mapping Facility Section.

If the map has been released, subsequently checked out to another developer and not released by that developer, you will
not be able to check it out.

After you successfully check out XXXMAP, you can modify the map layout by adding and selecting map fields.

Step 2 Add and Select Map Fields

When you defined the layout for XXXMAP in Step 5: Modify the map layout, you modified the placement of fields on the
map by using the Layout screen. In this section, you will use the Layout screen to add new fields to the map layout and to
select existing fields for modification.

From the Main Menu screen, proceed to the Layout screen entering 4 for the Screen prompt and pressing [Enter]:

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  _____________________________________________________________________________.

                         CA IDMS/DC Online Map Compiler
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                     CA, Inc.

    Map name . . . . . . . .    XXXMAP

    Map version  . . . . . .       1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    DEMO

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . 4    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

           Copyright (C) 2003 CA, Inc.

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Layout Screen

The Layout screen for the map is displayed:

   ;FUNCTION: ;________

                              ;DEPARTMENT INFORMATION
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   ;DEPARTMENT ID .......: ;____*

              ;NAME .....: ;____________________________________________________*

              ;HEAD ID ..: ;____*

   ;NEXT RESPONSE:  ;________*                                                  ;

   ______________________________________________________________________________

NOTE
The example above shows the entire map. On the Layout screen, the bottom of the map is hidden by the list of
available function keys. Use [PF8] to see the hidden portion of the map.

When you first display the Layout screen for an existing map, each field on the map is preceded by a start-field character,
as shown above. While using the Layout screen, you can select a field for editing by:

• Pressing [PF2] while on the field you want to select
or

• Typing a select-field character (%) in place of the start-field character for the field.

You use the start-field and select-field characters based on the following sectionlines:

• The start-field character (default is ; or {) defines the start of a field on the Layout screen.

NOTE
On the screens shown in this section, ; indicates a start-field character.

• The select-field character (default is %) defines the start of a field and simultaneously selects the field for editing.
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You use the Layout screen to modify the layout of map XXXMAP and to select fields on the map for further editing:

Modifying the Map Layout

Make the indicated specifications:

• Begin the new DATE literal field with a start-field character (shown here as ;)
• Begin the DATE variable field with a select-field character (shown here as ;)
• Type a select-field character (or press [PF2]) over the start-field character for variable fields to select them for editing

(DEPARTMENT ID variable field and HEAD ID variable field).
• Select the NEXT RESPONSE literal and variable fields for editing by using the select-field character or [PF2].

   ;FUNCTION: ;________

   ;date....: ;

                              ;DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   ;DEPARTMENT ID .......: %____*

              ;NAME .....: ;____________________________________________________*

              ;HEAD ID ..: %____*

   %NEXT RESPONSE:  %________*

                                                                               ;

  ______________________________________________________________________________
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After you press [Enter], MAPC redisplays the Layout screen so that you can inspect the screen. You can correct any
errors on the Layout screen in either of the following ways:

• To change a few fields, type over the characters that you want to change and press [Enter] again.
• To erase the modifications that you just made, press the CLEAR key.

In this section, pressing CLEAR on the Layout screen does not erase fields that you defined when you originally
generated the map in Section9, "Defining a Screen Display Using MAPC".

Step 3 Edit the Selected Fields

To edit new and existing fields in this section, you will use the Field and Literal Definition screens to make specifications
for fields, such as the display intensity of the runtime field, define error messages for the department ID and department
head ID variable field, and so forth.

You selected fields for editing by using the Layout screen earlier in this section, in Step 2: Add and Select Map Fields.
The following table summarizes the specifications that you will make when editing each selected field. You will edit each
selected field's definition as indicated in this table.

For more information on using prompts to edit field definitions, see Step 5: Modify the map layout.

Location of field on map Purpose of field Specifications for field
After DATE literal field (in the upper right
corner)

Displays the current date Element name: AGR-DATE1
Protected
Edit Picture XX/XX/XX

After DEPARTMENT ID literal field Displays a department's unique ID number Bright display
Error message:
*ENTER A NUMERIC
DEPT ID*

After HEAD ID literal field Displays the ID number for the head of the
department

Error message:
*ENTER A NUMERIC
DEPT ID*

Literal NEXT RESPONSE in lower left
corner

Prompts the user to input a response name ROW .......... : 18

After NEXT RESPONSE literal field Allows a user to input a response name ROW .......... : 18

1 AGR-DATE is an element in ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD

Press [PF5] from the Layout screen to begin editing fields. This brings you to the first definition screen, a Field Definition
screen for the DATE variable field.

Editing the DATE Variable Field

On the Field Definition screen, you edit the DATE variable field information as shown:

• The field being edited is highlighted on the screen.
• Name the record element (in this example, AGR-DATE) to be associated with the variable field.
• Specify an edit picture of xx/xx/xx.

                              Field Definition                 Page  1 of  7

 Map name:  XXXMAP    Version:     1

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80
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  DATE.....: _ 

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

 Field at row   2   column  16                                  Drop field (/) _

      Element name: agr-date

                                                      Subscript

      In record                                       Version

      Edit Picture  xx/xx/xx

      Display intensity  1  1. Normal    2.  Bright         3. Hidden

      At end of field    1  1. Auto-tab  2.  Lock keyboard  3. Take no action

      Unprotected (/) . . . . .  /       Required (/). . . . . .  _

      Automatically edited (/)   /       Skipped by tab key (/)   _

 DC366004 Specify the variable field and any attributes

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F8=Fwd

When you press [Enter], the Field Definition screen is redisplayed with a confirming message.

                              Field Definition                 Page  1 of  7

 Map name:  XXXMAP    Version:
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 ...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....8

     FUNCTION:  ________

     DATE....:  ________

 ...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....8

 Field at row   2   column  16                                  Drop field (/) _

      Element name: AGR-DATE                      Subscript

      In record     ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD    Version      1

      Edit Picture  XX/XX/XX

      Display intensity  1  1. Normal    2.  Bright         3. Hidden

      At end of field    1  1. Auto-tab  2.  Lock keyboard  3. Take no action

      Unprotected (/) . . . . .  /       Required (/). . . . . .  _

      Automatically edited (/)   /       Skipped by tab key (/)   _

  DC366001 Map options processed successfully

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F8=Fwd

This message informs you that the new field definition contains no errors and has been successfully added to the map.
Underscores displayed for the field show you the length of the variable field.

Editing the DEPARTMENT ID Variable Field

The next map field selected for editing is the DEPARTMENT ID variable field. To edit this field, you will:

1. Make data in the field display in bright intensity.
2. Define an error message for the field. To do this, you will use page 3 - Additional Edit Criteria - of the Field Definition

screen.
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Pressing [PF5] brings the Field Definition screen highlighting the variable field for the department ID.

                              Field Definition                 Page  1 of  7

 Map name:  XXXMAP    Version:     1

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

  DEPARTMENT ID ..........: _____

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

 Field at row   2   column  16                                 Drop field (/) _

      Element name: DEPT-ID-0410                      Subscript

      In record     DEPARTMENT                        Version    100

      Edit Picture  9(4)

      Display intensity  2  1. Normal    2.  Bright         3. Hidden

      At end of field    1  1. Auto-tab  2.  Lock keyboard  3. Take no action

      Unprotected (/) . . . . .  /       Required (/). . . . . .  _

      Automatically edited (/)   /       Skipped by tab key (/)   _

 DC366004 Specify the variable field and any attributes

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F8=Fwd

When you press [Enter] to input your modification, the Field Definition screen displays a confirming message.
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This message informs you that an existing field definition contains no errors and has been successfully modified in the
map.

Defining an Error Message

To define a message for this field, press [PF8] twice (or change the page number in the upper right corner) to get to page
3 - Additional Edit Criteria - of the Field Definition screen.

Sample Additional Edit Criteria Screen

                            Additional Edit Criteria           Page  3 of  7

 Map name:  XXXMAP    Version:     1

      Element name  DEPT-ID-0410                      Subscript

      In record     DEPARTMENT                        Version      1

    Edit table name . . . ________    Version ____    Link with map (/) _

      Edit type . . . . . _   1.Valid values  2.Invalid values

    Code table name . . . ________    Version ____    Link with map (/) _

    Error message (specify ID or text)

      ID. . . . . . . . . Prefix __    Number ______

      Text. . . . . . . . ________________________________________

                          ________________________________________

 DC365804 Specify edit options
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 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Screen Prompts

Error message -- :i1.ERROR MSG Enter the text for the message that will display for the field when an error is
encountered.

Add the error message associated with the DEPARTMENT ID variable field as shown:

                            Additional Edit Criteria           Page  3 of  7

 Map name:  XXXMAP    Version:     1

      Element name  DEPT-ID-0410                      Subscript

      In record     DEPARTMENT                        Version      1

    Edit table name . . . ________    Version ____    Link with map (/) _

      Edit type . . . . . _   1.Valid values  2.Invalid values

    Code table name . . . ________    Version ____    Link with map (/) _

    Error message (specify ID or text)

      ID. . . . . . . . . Prefix __    Number ______

      Text. . . . . . . . *enter a numeric dept id*_______________

                          ________________________________________
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 DC365804 Specify edit options

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

A confirming message is displayed when your specifications on the Additional Edit Criteria screen contain no errors and
have modified the field definition.

Press [PF5] to have the Field Definition screen for the next select field displayed.

Editing the HEAD ID Variable Field

The next field selected for editing is the HEAD ID variable field. You need to define an error message for this field by using
the Additional Edit Criteria screen.

                            Additional Edit Criteria           Page  3 of  7

 Map name:  XXXMAP    Version:     1

      Element name  DEPT-ID-0410                      Subscript

      In record     DEPARTMENT                        Version      1

    Edit table name . . . ________    Version ____    Link with map (/) _

      Edit type . . . . . _   1.Valid values  2.Invalid values

    Code table name . . . ________    Version ____    Link with map (/) _

    Error message (specify ID or text)

      ID. . . . . . . . . Prefix __    Number ______

      Text. . . . . . . . *dept head ids are numeric*_____________
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                          ________________________________________

 DC365804 Specify edit options

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

When you have successfully defined an error message for the DEPT-HEAD-ID variable field, you can edit the next
selected field. To display the next selected field, press [PF5]. MAPC displays the Literal Definition screen for the NEXT
RESPONSE literal field.

Displaying and Moving the NEXT RESPONSE Literal Field

To move the NEXT RESPONSE literal field, change the row number to reflect the new position. (Remember that you could
have used the Layout screen with the alternate PF keys to move both this literal field and its variable field.)

                              Literal Definition               Page  1 of  2

 Map name:  XXXMAP    Version:

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

  NEXT RESPONSE:   ________

                                                                               _

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

 Field at row  18   column  3                                   Drop field (/) _

After you press [Enter], the NEXT RESPONSE literal field is displayed in its new location.

Displaying and Moving the NEXT RESPONSE Variable Field

Press [PF5] to see the next field to be defined. The next field is the NEXT RESPONSE variable field. Move this field to
row 18.

                              Field Definition                 Page  1 of  7

 Map name:  XXXMAP    Version:

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80
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  NEXT RESPONSE:   ________

                                                                               _

 ...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

 Field at row  18   column  19                                  Drop field (/) _

      Element name: AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE              Length       8

      Display intensity  2  1. Normal    2.  Bright         3. Hidden

      At end of field    3  1. Auto-tab  2.  Lock keyboard  3. Take no action

      Unprotected (/) . . . . .  /       Required (/). . . . . .  _

      Automatically edited (/)   _       Skipped by tab key (/)

 DC366001 Map options processed successfully

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F6=Preview  F8=Fwd

After you press [Enter], the Field Definition screen for the response variable field is redisplayed with a confirming
message.

You have edited all of the fields you selected for editing when you used the Layout screen earlier in this section, in Step 2:
Add and Select Map Fields.

Pressing [PF5] brings you to Main Menu screen.

Before you recompile the map, you can display the current layout for map XXXMAP.

Step 4 Optionally Display the Map Layout

You can use the Map Image screen in MAPC to see how the modified map will look to a user. This allows you to see how
modifications affect a map layout before you recompile the map load module.
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You can display the Map Image screen by selecting Image option from the Display activity on the action bar:

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

                               │  3  1. Browse  │

                         CA-ID │     2. Summary │ piler

                               │     3. Image   │

                     Computer  │________________│ onal, Inc.

                               │ F3= Exit       │

                               │________________│

    Map name . . . . . . . .    XXXMAP

    Map version  . . . . . .       1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    DEMO

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . 5    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action
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If you note any errors while displaying the Map Image screen, you can quickly correct the map while still using MAPC. You
can then redisplay the Map Image screen to check your corrections.

When you are satisfied with the modified map layout as displayed on the Map Image screen, you can recompile the map.

Press [PF3] from the Map Image screen to return to the Main Menu.

Step 5 Recompile the Map

By using MAPC screens, you modified map XXXMAP by adding new map fields and changing existing fields. You now
need to create an updated load module for the map. You compile the XXXMAP map as shown:

Compiling the Map

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

              │                       │

              │  1  1. Compile        │  Map Compiler

              │     2. View messages  │

              │-----------------------│   International, Inc.

              │ F3=Exit               │

              │_______________________│

    Map name  . . . . . . . .   XXXMAP

    Map version . . . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records
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                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

To compile the application, position the cursor on the Compile item on the action bar and press [Enter]. You can position
the cursor on Compile by:

• Tabbing to Compile and pressing [Enter]
• Pressing [PF10] to move to the action bar and then tabbing to Compile and pressing [Enter]
• Typing compile on the command line and pressing [Enter]

Once you have displayed the Compile action item, press [Enter] to compile the map.

When you press [Enter] to recompile the map, MAPC displays messages to indicate whether the map load module
recompiled successfully.

• If the map recompiled successfully, MAPC a confirming message.
• If the map could not be recompiled, MAPC displays an error message. In this case, read the message to determine

the problem. After correcting the errors, try again to recompile the map.

Exit from MAPC

After you successfully compile your map, you can exit from MAPC by using the Switch activity on the Main Menu screen.
In this example, you use Switch to transfer directly to ADSC to associate modified map XXXMAP with dialogs that use the
map:

Selecting the Switch Activity

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

                                        │                       │

                     CA IDMS/DC Online  │ Task code   adsct___  │

                                        │-----------------------│

                CA Int │ F3=Exit               │
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                                        │_______________________│

    Map name  . . . . . . . .   XXXMAP

    Map version . . . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

In this example, ADSCT is the sample task code for ADSC.

NOTE
You cannot use the switch action unless you entered MAPC using the transfer control facility task code
(MAPCT).

Updating Modified Maps In Dialogs Using ADSC

After you modify map XXXMAP, you use ADSC to associate the modified map with dialogs XXXDADD and XXXDUPD. To
do this, you will perform the following steps:

1. Retrieve dialog XXXDADD.
2. Recompile the dialog load module.
3. Retrieve and recompile dialog XXXDUPD.

Step 1 Retrieve Dialog XXXDADD

In order to retrieve a dialog load module, you use ADSC.
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If you did not transfer directly to ADSC earlier in this section when you exited from MAPC, you need to invoke ADSC by
using the task code (for example, ADSCT) for ADSC.

NOTE
Using the task code ADSCT means that you are invoking ADSC under TCF (the transfer control facility). Once
you are in the ADSC tool under TCF, you can switch to another application development tool without returning to
DC/UCF.

:P ADSC begins by displaying the Main Menu screen. You use the Main Menu screen to retrieve a dialog definition for
update.

Screen Prompts

You typically enter information after one or more of the following Main Menu screen prompts:

• Dialog name -- You must specify the name (XXXDADD) that you used when you defined the dialog.  
• Dictionary name -- You must specify the same dictionary, if any, as you specified for your dialog in Section10,

"Defining Dialogs Using ADSC". The correct dictionary name may already be displayed in this field.
• Dictionary node -- You must specify the same dictionary node, if any, as you specified for your dialog. The correct

dictionary node may already be displayed in this field.

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

                         CA IDMS/DC Online Dialog Compiler

                     CA, Inc.

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   xxxdadd

    Dialog version  . . . . .   1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   demo

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps
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                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Press [Enter] to retrieve the dialog.

NOTE
If the dialog has not been explicitly released (using the Release option of the Modify action on the action
bar of the Main Menu), naming the dialog on the Main Menu screen retrieves that definition for modification.
If the dialog has been released, you use the ADSC Main Menu screen to check out the dialog definition for
modification (using the Checkout option of the Modify action on the action bar of the Main Menu).

If the dialog has been released, subsequently checked out to another developer and not released by that developer, you
will not be able to check it out.

After you press [Enter], ADSC redisplays the Main Menu screen with either a confirming message or an error message.

Make sure that you typed the correct dialog name, dictionary, and node, as necessary. You can type over any errors and
then press [Enter] again.

After you successfully retrieve XXXDADD, you can recompile the dialog load module as described below.

Step 2 Recompile Dialog XXXDADD

To include modified map XXXMAP in dialog XXXDADD, you need only recompile the dialog:

Compiling the Dialog

You compile the XXXDADD dialog as shown:

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

              │                         │

              │  1  1. Compile          │ log Compiler

              │     2. Display messages │

              │-------------------------│ nternational, Inc.
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              │ F3=Exit                 │

              │_________________________│

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   XXXDADD

    Dialog version  . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

To compile the application, position the cursor on the Compile item on the action bar and press [Enter]. You can position
the cursor on Compile by:

• Tabbing to Compile and pressing [Enter]
• Pressing [PF10] to move to the action bar and then tabbing to Compile and pressing [Enter]
• Typing compile on the command line and pressing [Enter]

Once you have displayed the Compile action item, press [Enter] to compile the dialog.

When you press [Enter], ADSC attempts to recompile the dialog load module using the new map. ADSC displays a
message to indicate whether the dialog has been successfully recompiled or whether errors are present. In the case of
errors, read the message to determine the problem. Use ADSC to correct any errors, and then recompile the dialog as
described above.

After you successfully recompile dialog XXXDADD, you can retrieve and recompile dialog XXXDUPD as described below.
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Step 3 Retrieve and Recompile Dialog XXXDUPD

You display dialog XXXDUPD by overtyping the Dialog name on the Main Menu screen and retrieving it.

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

                         CA IDMS/DC Online Dialog Compiler

                     CA, Inc.

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   xxxupdd

    Dialog version  . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

When you have successfully retrieving the dialog, you can immediately recompile the dialog load module.
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Compiling the Dialog

You compile the XXXDADD dialog as shown:

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

              │                         │

              │  1  1. Compile          │ log Compiler

              │     2. Display messages │

              │-------------------------│ nternational, Inc.

              │ F3=Exit                 │

              │_________________________│

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   XXXDUPD

    Dialog version  . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

 Command ===>
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 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

After you successfully recompile dialog XXXDUPD, you can exit from ADSC and return to DC/UCF to execute the
application. You press [PF3] from the ADSC Main Menu to exit from ADSC.

Executing the Application

At some sites, modified maps are not automatically loaded in the program pool when an old copy of the map already is in
the pool.

NOTE
The new copy of a map load module is loaded automatically in the program pool at your site if the system
generation program specifies that NEW COPY IS YES for OLM The default is NEW COPY IS NO.

This strategy allows users who are executing the old copy of the map to complete their work. When no users are
executing the map, developers can make the modified map available for execution. As an application developer, you do
this by updating the map in dialogs that use the map and then dynamically loading the modified map in the program pool.

You included modified map XXXMAP in dialogs XXXDADD and XXXDUPD above, in Updating Modified Maps In Dialogs
Using ADSC. If modified maps are not automatically loaded in the program pool at your site, you now need to dynamically
load modified map XXXMAP in the program pool.

Dynamically loading a modified map in the program pool is discussed below, followed by steps for invoking and executing
the application.

Optionally Loading the Modified Map

You can sectionly load modified maps in the program pool by issuing a DCMT VARY PROGRAM NEW COPY command.
If you are not sure whether modified maps are automatically loaded at your site, go ahead and issue this DCMT command
for your modified map.

NOTE
Do not confuse these commands:

• DCMT VARY PROGRAM loads a modified map.
• DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM dynamically redefines characteristics of programs and maps and can interfere

with your ability to execute the map.

You enter the DCMT VARY PROGRAM command in response to the DC/UCF prompt displayed at your site. The following
example shows how to enter this command while using CA IDMS/DC:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

dcmt vary program demo..xxxmap new copy.

                                                                [Enter]

If the DCMT command is successful, DC/UCF displays a confirming message.

If a different message is displayed, verify that you specified the correct map in the DCMT command. You can type the
DCMT command again using the correct map name.
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NOTE

If there are multiple components with the same name, you will be presented with a list of the components and asked to
identify the one to be varied.

If you did type the correct map name, you can proceed to execute the Department application. In this case, the program
pool doesn't contain a copy of the old map, so a new copy will be loaded automatically the next time a dialog displays the
map.

Invoking and Executing the Application

To invoke the Department application from DC/UCF, you enter the task code (XXXDEPT) for the application. For example,
when using CA IDMS/DC, you invoke the Department application as shown:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

xxxdept

                                                                [Enter]

For more information on invoking the Department application, see Instructions For Executing the Application.

To test modifications you made to map XXXMAP, you need to execute either dialog XXXDADD or XXXDUPD. According
to your application design, each of the following responses selects a function that executes either dialog XXXDADD or
XXXDUPD:

• ADD selects dialog function ADDDEP. In the final application, ADDDEP will allow end users to add new department
information. ADDDEP executes dialog XXXDADD.

• MOD selects dialog function MODDEP, which will allow end users to modify existing department information. MODDEP
executes dialog XXXDUPD.

• DEL selects dialog function DELDEP, which will allow end users to delete existing department information. DELDEP
executes dialog XXXDUPD.

Testing Error Messages

To quickly test out error messages that you defined for map XXXMAP, you can invoke function ADDDEP. The modified
map, XXXMAP, is displayed for the function ADDDEP.

Try entering invalid department and department head ID numbers as shown:

 FUNCTION: ADDDEP

 DATE....: 10/29/99

                            DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

 DEPARTMENT ID .......: aaaa
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            NAME .....: bbbbbbbbb

            HEAD ID ..: cccc

 NEXT RESPONSE:

When you press [Enter], your error messages are displayed in the map's message field. For example:

* ENTER A NUMERIC DEPT ID * * DEPT HEAD IDS ARE NUMERIC *

Verify the Modified Map

You can verify that functions MODDEP and DELDEP also display modified map XXXMAP by displaying these functions.
Try transferring from ADDDEP to MODDEP:

 FUNCTION: ADDDEP

 DATE....: 10/29/99

                            DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

 DEPARTMENT ID .......: 0000

            NAME .....:

            HEAD ID ..: 0000
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 NEXT RESPONSE: mod

The MODDEP function is displayed. MODDEP also displays modified map, XXXMAP.

 FUNCTION: MODDEP

 DATE....: 10/29/99

                            DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

 DEPARTMENT ID .......: 0000

            NAME .....:

            HEAD ID ..: 0000

 NEXT RESPONSE: mod

You also can transfer to function DELDEP if you want.

Exit from the Application

To exit from the Department application, you can use the EXIT response anywhere in the application.
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Summary 4

You can use MAPC to modify maps during development or at any other time in an application's life cycle. For example,
you can modify a map:

• To display information that becomes available as the application is expanded. For example, the name of each
department head can be displayed on map XXXMAP when the Department application includes employee data.

• To collect additional information. For example, new government or tax regulations can require the collection of new
data.

• To display fields in conformity with end-user requests and site conventions. For example, you modified map XXXMAP
in this section for these reasons.

In this section, you used MAPC to modify the layout of map XXXMAP as described below:

1. You added two new map fields on the Layout screen. You added the DATE literal field and an adjacent variable
field.

2. You selected fields for editing on the Layout screen. You used the select-field character (default is %) to select the
new variable field and four existing map fields for editing.

3. You edited the five selected fields on the Field Definition and Literal Definition screens. You associated the new
variable field with AGR-DATE to display the current calendar date in the runtime field.
You modified the variable field for department ids so that ids display in bright intensity at runtime. You modified the
department ID field and the department head id field to define specific error messages for these fields. You then
moved the RESPONSE literal field and the adjacent variable field to a different location on the map.

When you recompiled map XXXMAP, MAPC informed you of a critical change on the map. When you make a critical
change to a map, you must recompile dialogs that use the map.

In this section, you used ADSC to recompile dialogs XXXDADD and XXXDUPD, which both use map XXXMAP. After you
exited from ADSC, you optionally issued a DCMT VARY PROGRAM NEW COPY command for map XXXMAP to load the
new map load module in the program pool for execution.

No Process Statements

You then executed the prototype application. Notice that you do not need to write any process statements to develop a
working prototype for an application. This is true regardless of the application's size. An application's user interface can be
defined, tested, and tailored for your users before you have any process logic to modify.

End users and application development staff can execute the prototype and implement changes until the prototype is
approved. You can then use CA ADS development tools to enhance the application so that it can be used to store, display,
modify, and delete data in the application database.

As the application developer, you will enhance the Department application by writing process code and creating work
records for dialogs, as described in Part III of this section.

Adding Process Logic to a Dialog
You defined a prototype Department application in Part II of this section. You executed this prototype to test out the flow of
control between application functions at runtime. Executing the prototype enabled you to see how screens are displayed
to users.

Because you have not yet written any process commands to access the database, the prototype Department application
does not retrieve or store data in the database. For example, sample department data that you type on the screen while
viewing the ADDDEP function does not get stored in the database when you press [Enter].

In CA ADS, components of a prototype application can be developed directly into the production application. In Part III
of this section, you will complete the Department application so that it is fully functional. To do this, you will add modules
of process commands to dialogs XXXDADD and XXXDUPD, which you defined in Part II. The process modules that you
define for these dialogs will allow users to store, display, modify, and delete department records in the database.
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In this section, you will define the two process modules required for dialog XXXDADD. This section includes:

• An overview of defining process modules for dialogs
• Steps for defining process modules
• Steps for adding process modules to dialogs
• Steps for executing the application
• A summary of what you've accomplished in this section

Because CA ADS is a fourth-generation application development system, major portions of a CA ADS application can be
defined without writing any code. For example, you defined the entire Department application prototype in Part II of this
section without writing any code.

To enable dialogs to perform runtime processing, you define modules of process commands for the dialogs. For example,
you can define process modules to retrieve and display database information, to display messages, to receive input from
users, and to evaluate and store valid data.

Process Language

You write process modules by using the CA ADS process language. This language incorporates all the processing
capabilities found in a traditional programming language. For example, you can evaluate strings, perform arithmetic
functions, and perform conditional tests and loops. Additionally, the CA ADS process language benefits from complete
integration with the CA ADS environment.

Categories of Process Commands

The following table lists categories of process commands. For detailed information on process commands, see the CA
ADS Reference Section.

Category of command Capabilities
Arithmetic and assignment Perform calculations and move data
Conditional Perform testing and looping
Control Specify the next application component executed, govern data

passed to that component, and display maps
Database Perform database retrieval and update functions and specify

recovery options
Map modification Request temporary or permanent changes to a map at runtime
Pageable map Create, display, and retrieve sets of fields (detail occurrences) for

a pageable map
Queue and scratch management Define and access temporary disk storage
Subroutine control Define and call subroutines
Utility Retrieve runtime system status information, request memory

dumps, initialize record buffers, direct output to a printer, and
display diagnostic information

Process Modules

Process modules can be executed before and after the dialog's map is displayed to the user.

Premap Process

The process module is called a premap process when executed before the map. A dialog can have a maximum of one
premap process.

A premap process typically includes commands that prepare the map for display. For example, commands in a premap
process can retrieve stored values from the database and then display the values along with a message on the dialog's
map.
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Response Process

The process module is called a response process when executed after the map. A dialog can have any number of
response processes. The response process executed at runtime is determined by actions that the user takes when
inputting data on the map.

A response process typically includes commands that accept end-user input for evaluation and storage.

Declaration Module

A dialog can have a maximum of one declaration module. The modules is not executed, but contains declaration
statements for SQL that are used during dialog compilation.

For information on declaration statements, see CA IDMS SQL Programming Section.

Accessing the Database

Some process modules access the database; for example, to store a new department record.

Process modules accessing a non-SQL defined database can use SQL DML statements or non-SQL DML statements to
access that data. Process modules accessing an SQL-defined database can use SQL DML statements.

A dialog using non-SQL DML statements to access a non-SQL defined database must know which portion of the
database to access at runtime. You supply this information by adding a predefined subset of the database (that is,
a subschema) with the dialog. The subschema that you name for dialog XXXDADD, for example, identifies the
portion of the sample database that contains the DEPARTMENT record. Subschemas usually are defined by database
administrators (DBAs) at a site.

A dialog that uses SQL statements to access an SQL-defined (or non-SQL defined) database will access tables that have
been defined through SQL statements. To execute the SQL statements, an access module must be created based on the
SQL statements in one or more programs. The access module is created after dialog compilation; it does not have to be
predefined.

Note: For more information on programming using SQL DML statements, see CA IDMS SQL Programming Section and
CA IDMS SQL Reference Section. For more information on programming using non-SQL DML statements, see CA ADS
Reference Section and CA IDMS Navigational DML Programming Section.

Work Records

You also can have work records associated with a map or associated directly with a dialog. A work record does not
participate in a subschema. Data defined by work records is not stored in the database. You will not add a work record to
dialog XXXDADD.

The following figure shows the components of a fully developed dialog:

• A premap process is executed before the dialog's map is displayed to the user.
• A response process is executed when the user inputs data on the map.
• A subschema specifies the subset of the application database (schema) that is available to the dialog.
• Work records define data that is used at runtime but not stored in the database.
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Integrated Data Dictionary

As an application developer, you define premap and response processes by using the Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD)
menu facility.

You will use IDD in this section to define one premap process (XXXDADD-PREMAP) and one response process
(XXXDADD-RESPONSE) for dialog XXXDADD:

Dialog Compiler

When you finish using IDD to define process modules, you use the CA ADS Catalog compiler (ADSC) to associate
the process modules with dialogs. For example, after you use IDD to define process modules XXXDADD-PREMAP and
XXXDADD-RESPONSE, you use ADSC to associate these process modules with dialog XXXDADD.

Enhancing Sample Application Dialogs
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In this section, you will enhance dialog XXXDADD by adding a premap process, response process, and subschema to
the dialog, as shown below. Process modules XXXDADD-PREMAP and XXXDADD-RESPONSE perform all processing
required for dialog XXXDADD. Subschema EMPSS01 specifies the portion of the database available to process
XXXDADD-RESPONSE, which stores department data in the database.

Process name Type Function
XXXDADD-PREMAP Premap Displays the dialog's map with a message
XXXDADD-RESPONSE Response Accepts department information supplied

by the end user on the map; stores new
department information in the database;
redisplays the stored input to the user with
a confirming message

Steps for defining process modules and associating the modules and a subschema with a dialog are discussed below.
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Defining Process Modules Using IDD

You define process modules in the data dictionary. You can associate a given process module with any number of dialogs.
You use the IDD menu facility to define process modules in the data dictionary. A typical IDD menu facility screen is
shown below.

┌-

│                        CA                CAGJF0

└-        IDD REL 15.0              *** MASTER SELECTION ***                 TOP

   ->

┌-

│               DICTIONARY NAME...: DEMO         NODE NAME..:

│

│               USER NAME.........:

│               PASSWORD..........:

│

│               USAGE MODE........: X UPDATE    _ RETRIEVAL

│

│               PFKEY SIMULATION..: X OFF       _ ON

└-

┌-

│   _ ATTR  =  ATTRIBUTE     <PF2>              _ PROC  =  PROCESS        <PF3>

│   _ CLAS  =  CLASS         <PF4>              _ PROG  =  PROGRAM        <PF5>

│   _ ELEM  =  ELEMENT       <PF6>              _ RECD  =  RECORD         <PF7>

│   _ FILE  =  FILE          <PF8>              _ TABL  =  TABLE          <PF9>

│   _ MODU  =  MODULE        <PF10>             _ USER  =  USER           <PF11>

│   _ ENTL  =  USER DEFINED ENTITY LIST         _ SYST  =  SYSTEM
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│   _ MSGS  =  MESSAGE

│   _ QFIL  =  QFILE                            _ OPTI  =  OPTIONS

└-  _ DISP  =  DISPLAY ALL                      _ HELP  =  HELP           <PF1>

• Heading and system message area -- Names the IDD screen and returns messages to you.
• Command area -- Allows you to enter commands and IDD screen names.
• Specification area -- Prompts you for specifications.
• Activity selection area -- Allows you to select the next IDD activity from a list of available activities.

If you need any more information on IDD while using the IDD menu facility, see .

Steps

To define process modules XXXDADD-PREMAP and XXXDADD-RESPONSE, you will perform the following steps:

1. Invoke the IDD menu facility.
2. Define process module XXXDADD-PREMAP.
3. Define process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE.
4. Exit from the IDD menu facility.

These steps are described below. Steps for adding these modules to dialog XXXDADD are presented later in this section.

Step 1 Invoke the IDD Menu Facility

You can invoke IDD from DC/UCF by entering the task code for the IDD menu facility (for example, IDDMT) in response to
the prompt presented by DC/UCF For example, you can invoke IDD from CA IDMS/DC as shown:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

iddmt

                                                                [Enter]

For more information on task codes for CA ADS development tools, see Application Development Tools.

Master Selection Screen

IDD begins by displaying the Master Selection screen:

                      CA                  CAGJF0

      IDD REL 15.0              *** MASTER SELECTION ***                   TOP

 ->
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             DICTIONARY NAME...: DEMO         NODE NAME..:

             USER NAME.........:

             PASSWORD..........:

             USAGE MODE........: X UPDATE    _ RETRIEVAL

             PFKEY SIMULATION..: X OFF       _ ON

 _ ATTR  =  ATTRIBUTE     <PF2>              _ PROC  =  PROCESS        <PF3>

 _ CLAS  =  CLASS         <PF4>              _ PROG  =  PROGRAM        <PF5>

 _ ELEM  =  ELEMENT       <PF6>              _ RECD  =  RECORD         <PF7>

 _ FILE  =  FILE          <PF8>              _ TABL  =  TABLE          <PF9>

 _ MODU  =  MODULE        <PF10>             _ USER  =  USER           <PF11>

 _ ENTL  =  USER DEFINED ENTITY LIST         _ SYST  =  SYSTEM

 _ MSGS  =  MESSAGE

 _ QFIL  =  QFILE                            _ OPTI  =  OPTIONS

 _ DISP  =  DISPLAY ALL                      _ HELP  =  HELP           <PF1>

Screen Prompts

When you start an IDD menu facility session, you may need to sign on to IDD. To do so, supply information after one or
more of the following Master Selection screen prompts, as appropriate:
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• DICTIONARY NAME -- You must specify the same dictionary, if any, as you specified for all other Department
application components. The correct dictionary name may already be displayed in this field.

• NODE NAME -- You must specify the same dictionary node, if any, as you specified for all other Department
application components. The correct dictionary node may already be displayed in this field.

• USER NAME -- You may need to supply your user ID after this prompt. You can check with others at your site to see if
you are required to sign on to the IDD menu facility. If you have a user ID, you can go ahead and enter it, just in case.

• PASSWORD -- If you need to supply signon information for IDD, you also may need to enter your password after this
prompt. Your password is not displayed on the screen when you type it. If you have a password, you can go ahead and
enter it.

Signing On

You can sign on to the IDD menu facility as shown:

                      CA                  CAGJF0

      IDD REL 15.0              *** MASTER SELECTION ***                   TOP

 ->

             DICTIONARY NAME...: DEMO         NODE NAME..:      

             USER NAME.........:  xxxx

             PASSWORD..........:      

             USAGE MODE........: X UPDATE    _ RETRIEVAL

             PFKEY SIMULATION..: X OFF       _ ON

When you are successfully signed on to the IDD menu facility, the following message is displayed on the Master Selection
screen:

SIGNON TO IDD WAS SUCCESSFUL

From the Master Selection screen, you can display the Process Entity screen and define process module XXXDADD-
PREMAP, as described in Step 2.
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Step 2 Define Process Module XXXDADD-PREMAP

In this step, you will define process module XXXDADD-PREMAP. This process module displays the dialog's map with a
message. This processing is performed by the DISPLAY command, as shown below.

DISPLAY MSG TEXT

    'ENTER DEPARTMENT INFORMATION, OR SELECT: MOD, BACK, OR EXIT'.

The map is displayed the message that is defined here between single quotation marks. In this example, the DISPLAY
command is entered on two lines and is ended by a period (.).

You use the following IDD menu facility screens to define process modules:

1. Use the Process Entity screen to specify basic information on the process module, including the module's name.
2. Use the Process Source screen to enter source commands for the process module.

Process Entity Screen

To begin defining process module XXXDADD-PREMAP, you display the Process Entity screen in any of the following
ways:

• Type the identifier for the screen in the command area and press [Enter].
• Type a nonblank character in front of a screen identifier and press [Enter].
• Press a control key to display the associated screen.

                      CA                  CAGJF0

      IDD REL 15.0              *** MASTER SELECTION ***                   TOP

 -> proc

                          SIGNON TO IDD WAS SUCCESSFUL

             DICTIONARY NAME...: DEMO         NODE NAME..:

             USER NAME.........:

             PASSWORD..........:

             USAGE MODE........: X UPDATE    _ RETRIEVAL

             PFKEY SIMULATION..: X OFF       _ ON
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 _ ATTR  =  ATTRIBUTE     <PF2>              x PROC  =  PROCESS        <PF3>

 _ CLAS  =  CLASS         <PF4>              _ PROG  =  PROGRAM        <PF5>

 _ ELEM  =  ELEMENT       <PF6>              _ RECD  =  RECORD         <PF7>

 _ FILE  =  FILE          <PF8>              _ TABL  =  TABLE          <PF9>

 _ MODU  =  MODULE        <PF10>             _ USER  =  USER           <PF11>

 _ ENTL  =  USER DEFINED ENTITY LIST         _ SYST  =  SYSTEM

 _ MSGS  =  MESSAGE

 _ QFIL  =  QFILE                            _ OPTI  =  OPTIONS

 _ DISP  =  DISPLAY ALL                      _ HELP  =  HELP           <PF1>

Process Entity Screen

The Process Entity screen is displayed.

      IDD REL 15.0                *** PROCESS ENTITY ***                   PROC

 ->

                                  DICT=DEMO

 X DISPLAY      PROCESS NAME....:

 _ MODIFY

 _ ADD          VERSION NUMBER..: 1       _ HIGHEST    _ NEXT HIGHEST

 _ DELETE                                 _ LOWEST     _ NEXT LOWEST

                DESCRIPTION.....:
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 _ SRCE  =  PROCESS SOURCE    <PF9>          _ PROX  =  PROCESS EXTENSION <PF11>

 _ PRSY  =  WITHIN SYSTEM

 _ REGN  =  USER REGISTRATION <PF2>          _ PUBL  =  PUBLIC ACCESS     <PF3>

 _ CLAT  =  CLASS/ATTRIBUTES  <PF4>          _ RKEY  =  RELATIONAL KEYS   <PF5>

 _ COMM  =  COMMENTS          <PF6>          _ COML  =  COMMENT KEY LIST  <PF7>

 _ HIST  =  HISTORY           <PF8>          _ COPY  =  SAME AS/COPY FROM

 _ XREF  =  CROSS REFERENCE   <PF10>         _ HELP  =  HELP              <PF1>

Screen Prompts

When you define a process module, you usually specify information for the following Process Entity screen prompts:

• PROCESS NAME -- You must supply a process module name. The name that you specify must be unique.
• DISPLAY -- You deselect the DISPLAY action when you intend to add a new process module.

To do this, type a blank over the X displayed to the left of the action.
• ADD -- You select the ADD action to specify that you are defining a new process module.

To do this, type a nonblank character to the left of the action.
• DESCRIPTION -- You optionally type a brief description of the process module.

Defining the XXXDADD-PREMAP Process Module

You define the above basic information for a process module by using the Process Entity screen. For example, you define
process module XXXDADD-PREMAP by:

• Deselecting the DISPLAY action by typing a space over the X to its left.
• Typing the name for the process module. (You can use your initials instead of XXX.)
• Selecting the ADD action.
• Optionally typing a description of the process.

      IDD REL 15.0                *** PROCESS ENTITY ***                   PROC

 ->

                                  DICT=DEMO
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    DISPLAY      PROCESS NAME....: xxxdadd-premap

 _ MODIFY

 x ADD          VERSION NUMBER..: 1       _ HIGHEST    _ NEXT HIGHEST

 _ DELETE                                 _ LOWEST     _ NEXT LOWEST

                DESCRIPTION.....: display map to add departments

 _ SRCE  =  PROCESS SOURCE    <PF9>          _ PROX  =  PROCESS EXTENSION <PF11>

 _ PRSY  =  WITHIN SYSTEM

 _ REGN  =  USER REGISTRATION <PF2>          _ PUBL  =  PUBLIC ACCESS     <PF3>

 _ CLAT  =  CLASS/ATTRIBUTES  <PF4>          _ RKEY  =  RELATIONAL KEYS   <PF5>

 _ COMM  =  COMMENTS          <PF6>          _ COML  =  COMMENT KEY LIST  <PF7>

 _ HIST  =  HISTORY           <PF8>          _ COPY  =  SAME AS/COPY FROM

 _ XREF  =  CROSS REFERENCE   <PF10>         _ HELP  =  HELP              <PF1>

When you press [Enter], IDD redisplays the Process Entity screen with a message:

• If the process module is successfully defined, the Process Entity screen displays a message like:

PROCESS 'XXXDADD-PREMAP' VERSION 1 ADDED

• If the process module cannot be defined, the Process Entity screen displays a different message than the message
indicated above.
Read the message to determine the problem. You can type over any errors, and then press [Enter] again.
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Entering Source Statements

After you specify basic information on a process module, you use the Process Source screen to enter process
commands for the process module.

To display the Process Source screen:

• Type the identifier for the screen in the command area and press [Enter].
• Type a nonblank character in front of a screen identifier and press [Enter].
• Press a control key to display the associated screen.

      IDD REL 15.0                *** PROCESS ENTITY ***                   PROC

 -> srce

                    PROCESS 'XXXDADD-PREMAP' VERSION 1 ADDED

 _ DISPLAY      PROCESS NAME....: XXXDADD-PREMAP

 _ MODIFY

 X ADD          VERSION NUMBER..: 1       _ HIGHEST    _ NEXT HIGHEST

 _ DELETE                                 _ LOWEST     _ NEXT LOWEST

                DESCRIPTION.....: DISPLAY MAP TO ADD DEPARTMENTS

 x SRCE  =  PROCESS SOURCE    <PF9>          _ PROX  =  PROCESS EXTENSION <PF11>

 _ PRSY  =  WITHIN SYSTEM

 _ REGN  =  USER REGISTRATION <PF2>          _ PUBL  =  PUBLIC ACCESS     <PF3>

 _ CLAT  =  CLASS/ATTRIBUTES  <PF4>          _ RKEY  =  RELATIONAL KEYS   <PF5>

 _ COMM  =  COMMENTS          <PF6>          _ COML  =  COMMENT KEY LIST  <PF7>

 _ HIST  =  HISTORY           <PF8>          _ COPY  =  SAME AS/COPY FROM
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 _ XREF  =  CROSS REFERENCE   <PF10>         _ HELP  =  HELP              <PF1>

Entering Process Statements

Enter the process statements in the text entry area.

WARNING
Do not type any characters beyond column 72.

      IDD REL 15.0           *** PROCESS SOURCE ***                        SRCE

 ->                                             NO DATA LINES CURRENTLY EXIST

                       PROCESS 'XXXDADD-PREMAP' VERSION 1

 ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----

display msg text

    'enter department information, or select: mod, back, or exit'.

Considerations

• Enclose the message text in single quotation marks.
• End the DISPLAY command with a period.

After pressing [Enter], the Process Source screen is redisplayed. Look over the redisplayed process statement for
possible syntax errors in the process code.

NOTE
IDD does not compile the process code; the code is compiled when the process module is associated with a
dialog under ADSC.

      IDD REL 15.0           *** PROCESS SOURCE ***                        SRCE

 ->                                             PAGE 1 LINE 1              1/2

                   PROCESS 'XXXDADD-PREMAP' VERSION 1 MODIFIED

 ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----

DISPLAY MSG TEXT

    'ENTER DEPARTMENT INFORMATION, OR SELECT: MOD, BACK, OR EXIT'.
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After you press [Enter], IDD adds the process module to the data dictionary and redisplays the Process Source screen
with a message like:

PROCESS 'XXXDADD-PREMAP' VERSION 1 MODIFIED

Syntax Errors

It is a good idea to look over the redisplayed commands for syntax errors. This is because your syntax does not get
compiled until you add the process module to a dialog by using ADSC. Typical syntax errors include:

• Process statements that extend beyond column 72
• Omitted keywords
• Misspelled comments or record element names
• Omitted periods
• Omitted or misplaced single quotation marks
• Single quotation marks entered as double quotation marks
• Double quotation marks entered as single quotation marks within a quoted string

If you make any errors on the Process Source screen, you can type over them and press [Enter] again.

After you finish using the Process Source screen for process module XXXDADD-PREMAP, you can proceed to define
process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE.

Step 3 Define Process Module XXXDADD-RESPONSE

Process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE processes data entered by the user. To add a department record to the
database, source commands for process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE need to:

1. Verify that the department is new. To do this, the process module must determine that the unique department ID
specified by the user does not already exist in the database.

2. Add the department record to the database if it is a new record.
3. Redisplay the screen with a confirming message and allow the user to add another department record.

Additionally, the process module needs to be able to transfer the user to another dialog function (for example, to
MODDEP) when requested by the user.

Commands for XXXDADD- RESPONSE

Below are the sample commands for process module XXXDADD- RESPONSE. These commands handle all of the above
processing. Notice that CA ADS does not require you to code MOVE statements for data in this case because the record
displayed on the screen is the database record itself. Also notice that one STORE command stores the entire Department
record in the database. You define a message for display to the user by including the message in the DISPLAY command.
In this example, the DISPLAY command is entered on two lines and is ended by a period (.). This process module
evaluates data input by the user and stores new department records in the database.

                                                -┐

READY USAGE-MODE UPDATE.                         │

IF AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE NE SPACES                │

AND FIELD DEPT-ID-0410 NOT CHANGED               │  1
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THEN                                             │

EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.                           │

                                                -┘

                                                -┐

OBTAIN CALC DEPARTMENT.                          │

IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND                              │  2

THEN DO.                                         │

                                                -┘

                                                -┐

STORE DEPARTMENT.                                │

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT                             │

'DEPARTMENT ADDED'.                              │  3

END.                                             │

                                                -┘

                                                -┐

DISPLAY MSG TEXT                                 │  4

'TRY AGAIN, OR SELECT: MOD, BACK, OR EXIT'.      │

                                                -┘

• 1 If the user enters a valid response name (such as MOD) in the map's $RESPONSE field and doesn't try to add a
new department, the runtime system terminates this response process and transfers execution to the function (such
as MODDEP) requested by the user. (The runtime system stores valid responses in system field AGR-CURRENT-
RESPONSE.)

• 2 This statement attempts to locate the specified department in the database.
• 3 If the specified department is not in the database, these statements store the department in the database and then

redisplay the screen with the DEPARTMENT ADDED message.
• 4 If the specified department already exists in the database, this statement redisplays the screen with the TRY AGAIN

error message.

Specifying Basic Information for the Process Module

You start defining process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE by using the IDD Process Entity screen to define basic
information for the process module.
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Display a blank Process Entity screen.

      IDD REL 15.0           *** PROCESS SOURCE ***                        SRCE

 -> proc                                            PAGE 1 LINE 1              1/2

                   PROCESS 'XXXDADD-PREMAP' VERSION 1 MODIFIED

 ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----

DISPLAY MSG TEXT

    'ENTER DEPARTMENT INFORMATION, OR SELECT: MOD, BACK, OR EXIT'.

Process Entity Screen

The Process Entity screen is displayed.

      IDD REL 15.0                *** PROCESS ENTITY ***                   PROC

 ->

                                  DICT=DEMO

    DISPLAY      PROCESS NAME....: xxxdadd-response

 _ MODIFY

 x ADD          VERSION NUMBER..: 1       _ HIGHEST    _ NEXT HIGHEST

 _ DELETE                                 _ LOWEST     _ NEXT LOWEST

                DESCRIPTION.....: test input and add new department

After you press [Enter], the Process Entity screen is redisplayed with a message like:

PROCESS 'XXXDADD-RESPONSE' VERSION 1 ADDED

This message indicates that your process module specifications have been added to the data dictionary.

To continue defining process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE, you use the Process Source screen to enter source
commands.
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Display the Process Source Screen

      IDD REL 15.0                *** PROCESS ENTITY ***                   PROC

 -> srce

                   PROCESS 'XXXDADD-RESPONSE' VERSION 1 ADDED

 _ DISPLAY      PROCESS NAME....: XXXDADD-RESPONSE

 _ MODIFY

 X ADD          VERSION NUMBER..: 1       _ HIGHEST    _ NEXT HIGHEST

 _ DELETE                                 _ LOWEST     _ NEXT LOWEST

                DESCRIPTION.....: TEST INPUT AND ADD NEW DEPARTMENT

Enter process statements on the Process Source screen.

Considerations

• Periods and single quotation marks shown on this screen are required.
• Don't extend statements beyond column 72.
• You can enter blank lines in your source to improve readability.
• You can type spaces to indent lines, making source statements easier to read and debug.

      IDD REL 15.0           *** PROCESS SOURCE ***                        SRCE

 ->                                             PAGE 1 LINE 1              1/3

                      PROCESS 'XXXDADD-RESPONSE' VERSION 1

 ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----

ready usage-mode update.

if agr-current-response ne spaces

and field dept-id-0410 not changed

then
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    execute next function.

obtain calc department.

if db-rec-not-found

then do.

    store department.

    display msg text

        'department added'.

end.

display msg text

    'try again, or select: mod, back, or exit'.

After you press [Enter], the Process Source screen is redisplayed. Look over the redisplayed process statements for
possible syntax errors. Make sure that the period is outside the single quote on the message.

      IDD REL 15.0           *** PROCESS SOURCE ***                        SRCE

 ->                                             PAGE 1 LINE 1             1/14

                  PROCESS 'XXXDADD-RESPONSE' VERSION 1 MODIFIED

 ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----

READY USAGE-MODE UPDATE.

IF AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE NE SPACES

AND FIELD DEPT-ID-0410 NOT CHANGED

THEN

EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.
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OBTAIN CALC DEPARTMENT.

IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

THEN DO.

STORE DEPARTMENT.

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT

'DEPARTMENT ADDED'.

END.

DISPLAY MSG TEXT

'TRY AGAIN, OR SELECT: MOD, BACK, OR EXIT'.

After you press [Enter], IDD adds the process module to the data dictionary and redisplays the Process Source screen
with a message like:

PROCESS 'XXXDADD-RESPONSE' VERSION 1 MODIFIED

This message indicates that the entry for your process module in the data dictionary has successfully been modified.

If you notice any errors on the redisplayed screen, you can type over the errors to correct them, and then press [Enter]
again.

After you finish defining process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE, you can exit from IDD.

Step 4 Exit from IDD

When you are using the IDD menu facility under the transfer control facility (TCF), you can exit from IDD by using the
SWITCH command.

You can use SWITCH to either transfer to another development tool or return to DC/UCF. In the this sample session, you
will transfer to ADSC so that you can associate process modules XXXDADD-PREMAP and XXXDADD-RESPONSE with
dialog XXXDADD.

To transfer to ADSC, enter the task code for ADSC (for example, ADSCT) along with the SWITCH command in the
command area of any IDD menu facility screen:

      IDD REL 15.0           *** PROCESS SOURCE ***                        SRCE

 -> adsct                                           PAGE 1 LINE 1             1/14

                  PROCESS 'XXXDADD-RESPONSE' VERSION 1 MODIFIED

 ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----
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READY USAGE-MODE UPDATE.

IF AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE NE SPACES

AND FIELD DEPT-ID-0410 NOT CHANGED

THEN

EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.

OBTAIN CALC DEPARTMENT.

IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

THEN DO.

STORE DEPARTMENT.

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT

'DEPARTMENT ADDED'.

END.

DISPLAY MSG TEXT

'TRY AGAIN, OR SELECT: MOD, BACK, OR EXIT'.

Adding Process Modules to Dialogs Using ADSC

 

You use ADSC to add process modules XXXDADD-PREMAP and XXXDADD-RESPONSE to dialog XXXDADD. You
associate a subschema with the dialog to make a subset of the database available to dialog XXXDADD and its process
modules. Additionally, you specify dialog options to help you debug the dialog.

 

Steps for viewing and correcting compile-time errors in process modules are discussed later in this section, see Correct
Errors in Process Modules.

Step 1 Retrieve Dialog XXXDADD

In order to retrieve a dialog, you use ADSC.

If you did not transfer to ADSC earlier in this section when you exited from IDD, you need to invoke ADSC by using the
task code (for example, ADSCT) for ADSC. 

ADSC begins by displaying the Main Menu screen. You use a blank Main Menu screen to retrieve a dialog.

Screen Prompts
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You typically enter information after one or more of the following Main Menu screen prompts:

• Dialog name -- You must specify the name (XXXDADD) that you used when you defined the dialog.
• Dictionary name -- You must specify the same dictionary, if any, as you specified for your dialog in Section4. The

correct dictionary name may already be displayed in this field.
• Dictionary node -- You must specify the same dictionary node, if any, as you specified for your dialog definition. The

correct dictionary node may already be displayed in this field.

You use the ADSC Main Menu screen to retrieve dialog XXXDADD:

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

                         CA ADS Online Dialog Compiler

                     CA, Inc.

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   xxxdadd

    Dialog version  . . . . .   1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   demo

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

            Copyright (C) 2003 CA, Inc.
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 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Press [Enter] to retrieve the application.

After you press [Enter], ADSC redisplays the Main Menu screen with a message confirming that the dialog is available for
modification.

NOTE
If the dialog has not been explicitly released (using the Release option of the Modify action on the action
bar of the Main Menu), naming the dialog on the Main Menu screen retrieves that definition for modification.
If the dialog has been released, you use the ADSC Main Menu screen to check out the dialog definition for
modification (using the Checkout option of the Modify action on the action bar of the Main Menu).

For information on checking out a dialog, see CA ADS Reference Section.

If the dialog has been released, subsequently checked out to another developer and not released by that developer, you
will not be able to check it out.

After you press [Enter], ADSC displays dialog XXXDADD on the Main Menu screen, with appropriate messages.

You can now specify dialog options on the Options and Directives screen. You access the Options and Directives screen
by choosing option 1 from the Main Menu.

Step 2 Specify Dialog Options

You use the Options and Directives screen to specify options to help you develop and debug dialogs. A sample Options
and Directives screen is shown below:

Sample Options and Directives Screen

                             Options and Directives

                         Dialog  XXXDADD   Version     1

   Message prefix  . . . . . . . . . . .   DC

   Autostatus record . . . . . . . . . .   ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC

   Version . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      1
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   Options and directives  . . . . . .   _ Mainline dialog

                                         _ Symbol table is enabled

                                         _ Diagnostic table is enabled

                                         / Entry point is premap

                                         _ COBOL moves are enabled

                                         / Activity logging

                                         / Retrieval locks are kept

                                         / Autostatus is enabled

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next

Screen Prompts

During development, you typically use the following Options and Directives screen prompts to enable options for the
dialog:

• Symbol table is enabled -- You can create a symbol table to detect, trace, and resolve programming errors in dialogs.
The symbol table stores information on the dialog, such as record element names and internal line numbers for
commands in process modules. This information allows the online debugger to track, set breakpoints in, and alter
execution of a dialog.
For more information on using the online debugger with CA ADS, see CA ADS Reference Section.

• Diagnostic table is enabled -- You can create a diagnostic table to help locate the causes for dialog abends during
development.
When a dialog abends, the dialog's diagnostic table allows the Dialog Abort Information screen to display the
process command that was being executed when the abend occurred.
>> For more information on diagnostic tables, see CA ADS Reference Section.

When the application is ready for production use, you can disable dialog symbol and diagnostic tables and disable display
of the Dialog Abort Information screen.

Specifying XXXDADD Options

To specify development options for dialog XXXDADD, display and use the Options and Directives screen. Enable the
symbol table and diagnostic table.
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                             Options and Directives

                         Dialog  XXXDADD   Version     1

   Message prefix  . . . . . . . . . . .   DC

   Autostatus record . . . . . . . . . .   ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC

   Version . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      1

   Options and directives  . . . . . .   _ Mainline dialog

                                         / Symbol table is enabled

                                         / Diagnostic table is enabled

                                         / Entry point is premap

                                         _ COBOL moves are enabled

                                         / Activity logging

                                         / Retrieval locks are kept

                                         / Autostatus is enabled

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next

After you press [Enter], ADSC displays a confirming message on the Options and Directives screen to inform you that
your specifications contain no errors.
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You are now ready to add database information to the dialog definition. Return to the Main Menu by pressing [PF3].

Step 3 Add a Subschema

Using Non-SQL DML Statements to Access a Database

A non-SQL defined database is defined by a schema. A schema typically includes definitions for the database records
required by your application. For example, the schema for a fully developed personnel application probably would include
records for employee information, job descriptions, and hospital and dental insurance information.

To promote efficient use of the database and other system resources at runtime, you restrict each dialog to a specific
subset of the database. Each subset of the database is defined by a subschema. The subschema identifies the subset of
the database that the dialog can access at runtime.

The way that a subschema relates a dialog to the application's database is shown below. Schemas and subschemas
usually are defined by database administrators (DBAs) or system administrators, based on application requirements. A
subschema determines the portion of the database (schema) available to the dialog at runtime.

You need to associate a subschema with each dialog that accesses a non-SQL defined database using non-SQL DML
statements. For example, you will associate a subschema with dialog XXXDADD because commands in process module
XXXDADD-RESPONSE access the database to store new department information using non-SQL DML statements.

You associate the subschema with the dialog before you add process XXXDADD-RESPONSE so that ADSC can verify
the process module's database commands.
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You use the Database Specifications screen to associate a subschema with dialog XXXDADD.

Using SQL Statements to Access a Database

An SQL-defined application database is defined by tables associated with a schema. A schema typically includes
definitions for the tables required by your application. For example, the schema for a fully developed personnel application
probably would include tables for employee information, job descriptions, and hospital and dental insurance information.

To promote efficient use of the database and other system resources at runtime in the SQL environment, you identify an
access module to be associated with the dialog. An access module identifies the method of access that the dialog will
use at runtime.

Access modules are made up of relational command modules (RCMs), and are usually created by the application
developer.

For information on creating an access module, see CA IDMS SQL Programming Section.

Modifying the Sample Dialogs

In the XXXDADD and XXXDUPD dialogs, you are accessing a non-SQL defined database. Therefore, you must associate
a subschema with each of these dialogs.

You use the Database Specifications screen to associate a subschema with dialog XXXDADD.

Accessing the Database Specifications Screen

To access the Database Specifications screen, you enter 3 at the Screen prompt on the Main Menu.

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

                         CA ADS Online Dialog Compiler

                     CA, Inc.

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   XXXDADD

    Dialog version  . . . . .   1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________
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    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   3  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

            Copyright (C) 2003 CA, Inc.

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Sample Database Specifications Screen

The Database Specifications screen is displayed.

                             Database Specifications

                         Dialog  XXXDADD   Version     1

   Subschema . . . . . . . . . . . .   ________

   Schema  . . . . . . . . . . . . .   ________

   Version . . . . . . . . . . . . .   ____

   Access Module . . . . . . . . . .   XXXDADD

   SQL Compliance  . . . . . . . . .   _ ANSI-standard SQL
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   Date Default Format . . . . . . .   _ 1. ISO

   Time Default Format . . . . . . .   _ 2. USA

                                         3. EUR

                                         4. JIS

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next

Screen Prompts

To associate a subschema with a dialog, you use the following Database Specifications screen prompts:

• Subschema -- You name an existing subschema in response to this prompt. A sample subschema name (EMPSS01)
is used in this section; a different name may be required at your site.

• Schema -- You may need to name the schema for your application in response to this prompt. Naming a schema
usually is required only when your schema is not unique.
For example, schemas typically are not unique when duplicate, identical development and production databases are
defined.
If you know the name of your schema, go ahead and specify it here.

Modifying XXXDADD Dialog

Modify the XXXDADD dialog to include the subschema EMPSS01.

                             Database Specifications

                         Dialog  XXXDADD   Version     1

   Subschema . . . . . . . . . . . .   empss01
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   Schema  . . . . . . . . . . . . .         

   Version . . . . . . . . . . . . .       

   Access Module . . . . . . . . . .   XXXDADD

   SQL Compliance  . . . . . . . . .   _ ANSI-standard SQL

   Date Default Format . . . . . . .   _ 1. ISO

   Time Default Format . . . . . . .   _ 2. USA

                                         3. EUR

                                         4. JIS

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next

NOTE
By default, the access module is given the same name as the dialog.

When you press [Enter], ADSC associates the named subschema with the dialog if there are no errors, and then
redisplays the screen with a confirming message.

A different message is displayed if ADSC detects any errors.

Read the message to determine the problem. Make sure that you have specified the correct subschema on the Database
Specifications screen. If you didn't specify a schema name, ask others at your site whether a schema name is required.
After you change information on the screen, press [Enter] again.

If the error persists, verify that you specified the correct version of the subschema.

You are now ready to add process modules to the dialog definition. Return to the Main Menu by pressing [PF3].

Step 4 Add Process Modules

Premap Processes
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You add a premap process to a dialog so the dialog can perform processing or access database information before the
dialog's map is displayed. If a dialog has a premap process, that process is executed as soon as the dialog begins.

You add a premap process to a dialog by using the ADSC Process Modules screen.

Response Processes

A response process enables a dialog to perform processing after the user inputs data on the map.

You can add any number of response processes to a dialog, enabling a dialog to perform many different processing
operations. At runtime, the response process executed for the dialog is determined by actions taken by the user during
dialog execution, as described later in this step.

You add a response process to a dialog by using the ADSC Process Modules screen.

Accessing the Process Modules Screen

You access the Process Modules screen by entering 5 at the Screen prompt on the Main Menu and pressing [Enter].

Sample Process Modules Screen

The Process Modules screen is displayed.

                              Process Modules               Page    1  of     1

                         Dialog  XXXDADD   Version     1

  Name    ________________________________                  _  Type

  Version ____                                              _  Execute on errors

  Key     _____   Value  ________________________________   _  Drop

  Name    ________________________________                  _  Type

  Version ____                                              _  Execute on errors

  Key     _____   Value  ________________________________   _  Drop

  Name    ________________________________                  _  Type

  Version ____                                              _  Execute on errors

  Key     _____   Value  ________________________________   _  Drop
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  Name    ________________________________                  _  Type

  Version ____                                              _  Execute on errors

  Key     _____   Value  ________________________________   _  Drop

* Type : 1=Declaration  2=Premap  3=Response  4=Default Response

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

Screen Prompts

You specify information on the process modules after prompts on the Process Modules screen:

• Name -- You specify a process module name after the Name prompt. By doing this, you associate the process module
with the dialog.

• Version -- You specify the version number of the associated process module as specified in the dictionary.
• Type -- You specify the type of process module you have just named.

– 1 indicates that this is a declaration module used with SQL only.
>> For information on declaration modules, see CA IDMS SQL Programming Section.

– 2 indicates that this is a premap process.
– 3 indicates that this is a response process.
– 4 indicates that this is the default response process for the dialog.

At runtime, the dialog's default response process (if any) is executed when the user inputs information on the
dialog's map without specifying any response process to be executed.
You will define a premap process and a response process for dialog XXXDADD. You will not define a default
response process.

• Key -- If the process module is defined as a response process, you can associate a key (for example, [Enter] or [PF1])
with the process.
At runtime, the response process is executed for the dialog if the user presses the associated control key while viewing
the dialog's map.
You will associate [Enter] with response process XXXDADD-RESPONSE.

• Value -- If the process module is defined as a response process, you can associate a value (for example, MOD) with
the process.
At runtime, the response process is executed when the dialog's user enters the response field value in the screen's
$RESPONSE field.
For example, assume that you defined response process XXXDADD-MOD to be executed when the user requests
transfer to function MODDEP. In this case, you would give response process XXXDADD-MOD a response field value
of MOD. This way, MOD first executes XXXDADD-MOD, which then transfers control to function MODDEP.
You will not add a response field value to response process XXXDADD-RESPONSE.

Using ENTER as a Key

When you add response process XXXDADD-RESPONSE to dialog XXXDADD, you will associate the process with
[Enter]. ENTER is a good key for this response process because users are accustomed to pressing [Enter] to input
information, and are more likely to press [Enter] than a PF key when unfamiliar with the application.
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At runtime, whenever the user presses [Enter] to input data for dialog XXXDADD, response process XXXDADD-
RESPONSE is executed.

ENTER is often associated with the response process that performs the dialog's major processing. To make it easier for
users to input information, the runtime system automatically executes a dialog's ENTER response process when the user
inputs information without otherwise specifying a response process to execute.

In the sample application, when using dialog XXXDADD, response process XXXDADD-RESPONSE is executed if the
user:

• Inputs a new department record by pressing [Enter]
• Requests transfer to the MODDEP function by using the MOD response or by pressing [PF2]. This is true in this dialog

because:
a. Response process XXXDADD-RESPONSE is associated with [Enter].
b. No response process is associated with MOD or with [PF5], both of which are valid the current function (ADDDEP).

Immediately Executable Function

As an application developer, you can inhibit execution of XXXDADD-RESPONSE when the user requests transfer to
MODDEP. To do this, you make function MODDEP an immediately executable function.

At runtime, when the user requests transfer to an immediately executable function, control transfers immediately to that
function. No response process is executed before transfer occurs.

For more information on immediately executable functions, see the CA ADS Reference Section.

The EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION Command

In this section, you will not make function MODDEP an immediately executable function. Instead, you will enable response
process XXXDADD-RESPONSE to transfer control. To do this, you include an EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION command in
the process module. When executed, this command transfers control to the function specified by the user.

For example, when you defined XXXDADD-RESPONSE by using IDD earlier in this section, you included the EXECUTE
NEXT FUNCTION command in the following conditional structure:

IF AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE NE SPACES

AND DEPT-ID-0415 NOT CHANGED

THEN

    EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.       ◄-- Control transfers to the next

                                     function only when the

                                     above two conditions are met.

AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE is an element in the system-supplied ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD that the
runtime system uses for flow-of-control processing.

This conditional structure causes the following different events to occur at runtime:

• A department is added and control remains in dialog XXXDADD whenever the user enters new department
information.

• Control transfers when the user enters a valid response name (AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE NE SPACES) without
entering a new department ID.
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Adding Process Modules to the Dialog

You use the Process Modules screen to add two processes to the dialog:

Process module name Type Comments
XXXDADD-PREMAP Premap  
XXXDADD-RESPONSE Response Key: [Enter]

                              Process Modules               Page    1  of     1

                         Dialog  XXXDADD   Version     1

  Name    xxxdadd-premap__________________                  2  Type

  Version ____                                              _  Execute on errors

  Key     _____   Value  ________________________________   _  Drop

  Name    xxxdadd-response________________                  3  Type

  Version ____                                              _  Execute on errors

  Key     enter   Value  ________________________________   _  Drop

  Name    ________________________________                  _  Type

  Version ____                                              _  Execute on errors

  Key     _____   Value  ________________________________   _  Drop

  Name    ________________________________                  _  Type

  Version ____                                              _  Execute on errors

  Key     _____   Value  ________________________________   _  Drop

* Type : 1=Declaration  2=Premap  3=Response  4=Default Response
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 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd

ADSC displays a message confirming that the named process module was found in the dictionary. After the processes
have been identified, you can recompile the dialog.

Step 5 Recompile the Dialog

In this section, you have enhanced dialog XXXDADD by adding a subschema, premap process, and response process to
the dialog definition. To update these modifications to the dialog load module, you must recompile the process modules
and recompile the dialog by selecting the compile activity from the action bar on the Main Menu:

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

              │                         │

              │  1  1. Compile          │ log Compiler

              │     2. Display messages │

              │-------------------------│ nternational, Inc.

              │ F3=Exit                 │

              │_________________________│

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   XXXDADD

    Dialog version  . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables
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                                   5. Assign process modules

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

After you press [Enter] to recompile the dialog, ADSC compiles the process module source code.

ADSC displays a confirming message if no errors are found.

This indicates that the compiled process modules were successfully added to the dialog. If there are no errors, ADSC then
creates the dialog load module and redisplays the Main Menu.

Error Messages

If ADSC finds errors while compiling a process, it displays an error message.

In this case, you display and correct errors in the process module as discussed in Correct Errors in Process Modules, later
in this section.

Different messages are displayed depending on the nature of the error.

Read the message to determine the problem. Verify that you have correctly typed the process module name on the
Process Modules screen. You can type over errors on the screen, and then press [Enter] again.

After you successfully recompile dialog XXXDADD, you can exit from ADSC by pressing [PF3].

NOTE
When a dialog is added or checked out, a queue is established. The queue is deleted only when:

• The dialog is released with no uncompiled changes
• The dialog is deleted

A dialog with changes that is released can be retrieved by another developer, but the queue remains.

Correct Errors in Process Modules

When you add a premap or response process to a dialog, ADSC compiles the related process module commands. A fully
compiled copy of the process module is stored in the dialog.

Compile Time Errors

When errors arise at compile time:

1. ADSC inserts diagnostic messages in the dialog's copy of the process module.
2. ADSC redisplays the Main Menu screen, as appropriate, with a message indicating that there is an error in a particular

process module.

In this case, the process module is not added to the dialog. If ADSC indicates that there are compile errors, you must:

1. Display diagnostic messages for the process module.
2. Correct errors, including:
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– Discrepancies between the process module and other dialog components
– Syntax errors in the process module source.

3. Recompile the process module and update the process module in the dialog by recompiling the dialog load module.

Display structural messages

Some errors occur from the definition of the process module in ADSC. These are called structural errors.

When a message indicates that there are structural errors in your definition, access the Structural Error Display screen
using the Display messages option from the Compile activity on the action bar.

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

              │                         │

              │  2  1. Compile          │ log Compiler

              │     2. Display messages │

              │-------------------------│ nternational, Inc.

              │ F3=Exit                 │

              │_________________________│

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   XXXDADD

    Dialog version  . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules
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 Select 2, then Enter to see structural errors.

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Structural Error Display Screen

                         Structural Error Display

DC498163 Response process XXXDADD-PREMAP must have a PFKEY or $Response

Use this screen to find discrepancies between the process module and other components of the dialog. A missing or
incorrect dialog component (for example, a subschema, map, or work record) causes compile-time errors for process
commands that reference the component.

Display diagnostic messages

You display the ADSC Dialog Process Source screen to view a listing of the process module with diagnostic messages.
You use this screen to find syntax errors in process module commands. Syntax errors (for example, mistyped commands
and omitted periods) are the most frequent cause of compile-time errors.

Accessing the Dialog Process Source Screen

To access the Dialog Process Source screen,

When a message indicates that there are compile errors in your process code, use the Display messages option from
the Compile activity on the action bar first to access the Compiled Process Modules screen.

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

              │                         │

              │  2  1. Compile          │ log Compiler

              │     2. Display messages │

              │-------------------------│ nternational, Inc.

              │ F3=Exit                 │

              │_________________________│
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    Dialog name . . . . . . .   XXXDADD

    Dialog version  . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

 Select 2, then Enter to see compile errors.

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Compiled Process Modules Screen

                          Compiled Process Modules          Page    1 of    1

                          Dialog XXXDADD   Ver    1

  Name XXXDADD-PREMAP                                        1 Commands

  Version 0001    Type 3                                     1 Errors

  Key PF3         Value                                      2 1. Display
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                                                               2. Print

  Name ________________________________                        Commands

  Version ____    Type _                                       Errors

  Key _____       Value                                      _ 1. Display

                                                               2. Print

  Name ________________________________                        Commands

  Version ____    Type _                                       Errors

  Key _____       Value                                      _ 1. Display

                                                               2. Print

  Name ________________________________                        Commands

  Version ____    Type _                                       Errors

  Key _____       Value                                      _ 1. Display

                                                               2. Print

 Type: 1=Declaration  2=Premap  3=Response  4=Default Response

Select a process for Display or Print.

 F1=Help  F3=Exit  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd  F11=Dialog-level messages

The Compiled Process Modules screen shows the total number of commands in the process module and the number of
errors encountered. You have the option of displaying the process code with the errors noted or printing them.

To display the process code, select 2 next to the process module you want to see and press [Enter].

The Dialog Process Source screen is then displayed.

Dialog Process Source Screen

                             Dialog Process Source            Page    1 of     1

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

 <PROCESS> XXXDADD-PREMAP                   0001
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     100   DSPLAY MSG TEXT

             'ENTER DEPARTMENT INFORMATION, OR SELECT: MOD, BACK, OR EXIT'.

           $

   <E>   DC157001 INVALID INITIATING KEYWORD FOR COMMAND. STMT FLUSHED.

 .____________________________________________________________________________.

 F3=Exit  F5=IDD  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd  F11=Next.error

Some errors cause error messages to be displayed for subsequent correct commands. For example, if you forget to put a
period after a command, the next command line is incorrectly treated as a continuation of the first command.

Determining the Causes for Compile-Time Errors

When you attempt to add this process module to a dialog, compile errors will occur. You use the Dialog Process Source
screen to determine the causes for compile-time errors. To do this, you:

1. View the Compiler Process Modules screen by selecting the Display messages option from the Display activity on
the action bar of the Main Menu.
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2. View the Dialog Process Source screen by selecting the Display activity from the Compiled Process Modules
screen.
Messages are displayed on this screen after statements that ADSC cannot compile. For example, assume that you
made the following mistakes when you defined process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE earlier in this section:

READY USAGE MODE UPDATE.                 ◄-- There should be a dash (-)

IF AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE NE SPACES            between USAGE and MODE.

AND FIELD DEPT-ID-0410 NOT CHANGED

THEN

    EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.

OBTAIN CALC DEPARTMENT                   ◄-- There should be a period at

IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND                          the end of this statement.

THEN DO.

    STORE DEPARTMENT.

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT

        'DEPARTMENT ADDED'.

END.

DISPLAY MSG TEXT

    'TRY AGAIN, OR SELECT: MOD, BACK, OR EXIT'.

– A dollar sign ($) is displayed below the first character in a statement in error.
– The dash missing from the preceding USAGE-MODE keyword causes an error message.
– The period missing from the OBTAIN command causes the subsequence IF statement to be in error.
– The error in the above IF statement causes the error for the END statement.
In this example, the error in the USAGE-MODE keyword results in diagnostic messages for two correct commands
that follow the OBTAIN command. You do not need to change these two correct commands.

3. Page the screen back and forth if necessary:
– Press [PF8] to page forward.
– Press [PF7] to page backward.

4. Note what requires correction in the process module source or in other dialog components.
It is a good idea to write down the errors that you note.
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When you have looked at your errors, press [PF5] to go directly to IDD. The process module is question will be displayed
on the screen.

Correct structural errors

At compile time, errors in a process module can arise because of discrepancies between the process module and other
dialog components. These are called structural errors.

For example, you may have added the wrong subschema to the dialog. In this case, error messages are returned for
process commands that reference records that exist in the correct subschema but don't exist in the specified subschema.

To correct discrepancies caused by other dialog components, you display the ADSC screen that associates the
component with the dialog:

• For a map, display the Map Specifications screen.
• For a subschema, display the Database Specifications screen.
• For a work record, display the Records and Tables screen.

Dialog XXXDADD doesn't contain a work record, so you don't need to check for work-record errors in the dialog.

Checking the Subschema Definition

For example, you check the subschema definition for dialog XXXDADD by displaying the Database Specifications screen:

                             Database Specifications

                         Dialog  XXXDADD   Version     1

   Subschema . . . . . . . . . . . .   EMPSS01

   Schema  . . . . . . . . . . . . .   EMPSCHM

   Version . . . . . . . . . . . . .      1

   Access Module . . . . . . . . . .   XXXDADD

   SQL Compliance  . . . . . . . . .   _ ANSI-standard SQL

   Date Default Format . . . . . . .   _ 1. ISO
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   Time Default Format . . . . . . .   _ 2. USA

                                         3. EUR

                                         4. JIS

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next

When checking a component specification, you need to verify that both the correct name and version number are
specified.

For example, dialog XXXDADD uses subschema EMPSS01. This subschema is defined in version 1 of schema
EMPSCHM. Some sites define different copies of schema EMPSCHM. In this case, you check the Database
Specifications screen:

• Expected specification:

   SUBSCHEMA.: EMPSS01      SCHEMA: EMPSCHM    VERSION:    1

• Incorrect specification:

   SUBSCHEMA.: EMPSS01      SCHEMA: EMPSCHM    VERSION:    2

To correct any specifications, type the correct information over the previous specification. When dialog components are all
specified correctly, you can proceed to correct any syntax errors in the process module.

Correct syntax errors

IDD is used to define process modules and to correct syntax errors in the process modules. To transfer from ADSC to
IDD, you press [PF5] from the Dialog Process Source screen.

NOTE
When you transfer to IDD, your current ADSC session is saved. You can transfer back to ADSC and resume the
saved definition session when you are done with IDD.

The IDD screen will display the process module in question.

                      IDD 15.0 ONLINE      NO ERRORS      DICT=DEMO      1/4

MOD PROCESS XXXDADD-PREMAP

  PROCESS SOURCE FOLLOWS
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      DSPLAY MSG TEXT

        'ENTER DEPARTMENT INFORMATION, OR SELECT: MOD, BACK, OR EXIT'.

  MSEND.

Correct the errors in the process module and press [Enter] to store the revised code.

After you correct all errors in a process module, you can return to the dialog definition in ADSC. To do this, enter end
command area at the top of the IDD screen:

-> end

                                                                [Enter]

Update dialogs that use the process module

After you correct errors in a process module, you use ADSC to update the corrected process module in the dialog. When
you do this, ADSC attempts to compile the source commands in the corrected process module. If the module compiles
without errors, ADSC adds the process module to the dialog.

Recompile the Dialog

One way to update modified process modules in a dialog is to recompile the dialog:

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

              │                         │

              │  1  1. Compile          │ log Compiler

              │     2. Display messages │

              │-------------------------│ nternational, Inc.

              │ F3=Exit                 │

              │_________________________│

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   XXXDADD

    Dialog version  . . . . .      1
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    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

When you press [Enter], ADSC attempts to compile corrected process modules. If there are no errors:

1. ADSC adds the compiled module to the dialog.
2. ADSC recompiles the dialog load module.
3. ADSC displays the Main Menu screen with a confirming message

When the process module is successfully corrected and updated to the dialog, you can resume definition and testing
procedures for the dialog.

Test Process Logic

To test process logic in dialog XXXDADD, you do the following:

Invoke the Department  Application

To invoke the Department application from DC/UCF, you enter the task code (XXXDEPT) for the application. For example,
when using CA IDMS/DC, you invoke the Department application as shown:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

xxxdept
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                                                                [Enter]

For more information on invoking the Department application, see Instructions For Executing the Application.

While testing dialog XXXDADD in this section, it is recommended that you write down the ID number of each sample
department record that you add to the database. This will help you later in this section, when you need to locate, modify,
and delete your sample department records.

From DEPTMENU, you can display the ADDDEP function and try out dialog XXXDADD:

 x ADD

                                                                [Enter]

Enter sample information.

NOTE
You must specify a unique ID number for each department. Try entering the last four digits of your home phone
number.

Entering Sample Information

   FUNCTION: ADDDEP

   DATE....: 10/30/99

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   DEPARTMENT ID .......: 9876

              NAME .....: test department

              HEAD ID ..: 1234

   RESPONSE:
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Display Function ADDDEP

The data is redisplayed after it is added.

   FUNCTION: ADDDEP

   DATE....: 10/30/99

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   DEPARTMENT ID .......: 9876

              NAME .....: TEST DEPARTMENT

              HEAD ID ..: 1234

   RESPONSE:

  DEPARTMENT ADDED

Notice the message you defined in response process XXXDADD-RESPONSE. It confirms that the redisplayed data has
been added to the database.

When you press [Enter] to add a new department, response process XXXDADD-RESPONSE is executed. Statements
in this response process test your input data and, for a new department, add the data to the sample database. The
following diagram shows how components of dialog XXXDADD are executed at runtime when you use the dialog to add a
department to the database. Dialog XXXDADD allows you to add new departments to the database. Execution remains in
the dialog until the user requests another function (for example, MOD).
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In dialog XXXDADD, you add a new department to the database by pressing [Enter]. To verify that your process logic
keeps you from adding duplicate departments, try pressing [Enter] again to add the redisplayed department information.

After you press [Enter], the screen redisplays the department values along with an error message:

TRY AGAIN, OR SELECT: MOD, BACK, OR EXIT
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You defined this error message in process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE. The message is displayed whenever the
specified department record already exists in the database. In this case, the duplicate record is not added to the database.

Test the XXXDADD Dialog

Try seeing what happens if you enter a new department record and also specify a valid response:

• Type new values over the redisplayed department information.
• Enter a valid response name (for example, MOD).

   FUNCTION: ADDDEP

   DATE....: 10/30/99

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   DEPARTMENT ID .......: 5432

              NAME .....: sample department

              HEAD ID ..: 1111

   RESPONSE: mod

TRY AGAIN, OR SELECT: MOD, BACK, OR EXIT

Notice the message displayed when you added TEST DEPARTMENT above does not affect your current add operation.

After you press [Enter], dialog XXXDADD's screen is redisplayed with the following message:

DEPARTMENT ADDED

Mode of Execution

Even when you specify a valid response, control remains in dialog XXXDADD when you add a new department. This type
of execution is called STEP mode execution. In STEP mode, the screen is always redisplayed with a confirming message
after a successful add, modify, or delete operation.
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Dialog XXXDADD executes in STEP mode because of the following conditional command that you coded at the beginning
of response process XXXDADD-RESPONSE:

IF AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE NE SPACES   ◄-- If the user specifies

                                        a valid response

AND DEPT-ID-0415 NOT CHANGED        ◄-- and doesn't enter a new

                                        department ID,

THEN

    EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.          ◄-- control transfers to the

                                        next function.

Dialogs do not have to execute in STEP mode. As an application developer, you can make use of the following execution
strategies when developing an application:

• Dialog response processes can execute in FAST mode. In this case, you write process logic that can handle
necessary data operations and then transfer control without first redisplaying the screen. If the user inputs errors, the
current screen can be redisplayed with an error message.
This strategy benefits experienced users, who can input data and advance directly to the next function without any
extra keystrokes.

• Application functions can be immediately executable. In this case, the runtime system executes the function as soon
as the user requests transfer to the function. Process logic is not executed before the transfer occurs.
This strategy ensures that users do not inadvertently alter the database when transferring to another function. To make
a function immediately executable, you use the ADSA Response Definition screen.
For more information on immediately executable functions, see the CA ADS Reference Section.

Another Test

Now, test whether your process logic allows users to transfer control to other functions. According to your application
design, for example, you can transfer to function MODDEP in either of the following ways:

• You can press the control key ([PF5]) associated with MODDEP.
• You can enter the associated response name (MOD) in the map's response field and press [Enter].

When you request transfer to MODDEP:

1. The runtime system stores the name (MOD) of the specified response in system-supplied element AGR-CURRENT-
RESPONSE.

2. The runtime system executes process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE for the dialog, whether you pressed [Enter] or
[PF5] to request transfer.

If you haven't already, transfer to MODDEP:

RESPONSE: mod

                                                                [Enter]
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Since you didn't enter a department record along with the response name, control transferred to the indicated function.
This processing was handled by the following conditional command at the beginning of process module XXXDADD-
RESPONSE:

IF AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE NE SPACES   ◄-- You entered a valid response

AND DEPT-ID-0415 NOT CHANGED        ◄-- and didn't enter a new department;

THEN

    EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.          ◄-- therefore, control transferred.

How Components are Executed

The following diagram shows how components for dialog XXXDADD are executed at runtime when you request transfer to
another application function. Dialog XXXDADD has a response process associated with [Enter]. No response process is
associated with [PF5], the control key defined for the MOD response.
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It is unnecessary to test function MODDEP at this time since you have not yet defined any process logic for the associated
dialog. You can exit from the Department application by specifying the EXIT response in the RESPONSE field:

 RESPONSE:  exit

                                                                [Enter]

Summary 5

In this section, you enhanced dialog XXXDADD so that it performs all operations necessary for final production use. You
added processing logic to the dialog by performing the following steps:

1. You defined two process modules by using the IDD menu facility:
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– Process module XXXDADD-PREMAP displays the dialog's map with a message for the user.
– Process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE evaluates end-user input and stores department information in the

database.
2. You added the process modules to dialog XXXDADD by using ADSC:

– As a premap process, process module XXXDADD-PREMAP will be executed whenever dialog XXXDADD begins
execution.

– As a response process associated with [Enter],R process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE will be executed
whenever the user presses [Enter] input data on the map for dialog XXXDADD.

3. You executed the Department application to see how the process modules affect execution of dialog XXXDADD:
– You added new departments, one at a time, by entering department information on the dialog's map.
– You transferred to function MODDEP when you were finished using ADDDEP to add new departments.

Both developers and users can execute a dialog to test its process logic. Based on tests, developers and users often
suggest modifications to process logic.

For example, after testing a fully developed dialog, users might find it confusing that the current screen is redisplayed if it
contains input errors when the user enters BACK or EXIT. As an application developer, you might modify the application
so that BACK and EXIT exit the user unconditionally from a dialog. To do this, you would use ADSA to modify BACK and
EXIT, making the associated functions immediately executable.

As another example, users testing dialog XXXDADD might request that, after a new department is successfully added,
the screen be redisplayed without the department's information. This modification would make it more obvious that the
redisplayed screen can be used to add another department.

In the next section, you will modify process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE so that it redisplays an initialized screen after
a new department is added to the database.

Modifying Process Logic in a Dialog
In the previous section, you defined a premap and a response process for dialog XXXDADD. You then executed the
Department application to see how these processes affect dialog XXXDADD at runtime.

Based on runtime tests, it may be necessary to modify a dialog's premap or response process. This section provides
instructions for modifying process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE, which you defined in the previous section. This
section includes:

• An overview of modifying process logic
• Steps for modifying process modules
• Steps for updating modified process modules in dialogs
• A summary of what you've accomplished in this section

You can modify a dialog's premap or response process at any time in an application's life cycle. For example, assume
that users who test out dialog XXXDADD ask you to change processing so that successfully added department data is not
redisplayed to the user. To accomplish this change, you need to modify process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE, which
evaluates, stores, and redisplays department data input by users.

Initializing the Map

To initialize map XXXMAP after new department data is added to the database, you will add an INITIALIZE command to
process XXXDADD-RESPONSE. The modified process module is shown below.

READY USAGE-MODE UPDATE.

IF AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE NE SPACES
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AND FIELD DEPT-ID-0410 NOT CHANGED

THEN

    EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.

OBTAIN CALC DEPARTMENT.

IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

THEN DO.

    STORE DEPARTMENT.

    INITIALIZE (DEPARTMENT).  ◄--- This command initializes the

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT               DEPARTMENT record buffer after the values

        'DEPARTMENT ADDED'.        in the buffer are stored in the database.

END.

DISPLAY MSG TEXT

    'TRY AGAIN, OR SELECT: MOD, BACK, OR EXIT'.

When you modify process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE in this section, you will:

1. Modify source commands for the process module by using the IDD menu facility. You used the IDD menu facility in
"Adding Process Logic to a Dialog", to define process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE.

2. Update the modified process module in dialogs that use the process by using the CA ADS catalog compiler
(ADSC). In this section, you will use ADSC to update modified process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE in dialog
XXXDADD.

Steps for modifying a process module and updating the modified process module in a dialog are presented below.

Modifying Process Modules Using IDD

You can use IDD menu facility screens to modify a process module. In this section, you modify process module
XXXDADD-RESPONSE by performing the following steps:
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Step 1 Retrieve the Process Module Definition

To retrieve a process module, you must first invoke the IDD menu facility. For example, when using CA IDMS/DC, you can
invoke the IDD menu facility using task code IDDMT as follows:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

iddmt 

 

[Enter]

NOTE

• After you invoke the IDD menu facility, you may need to provide signon information.
• For more information about invoking and signing on to the IDD menu facility, see Step 1: Invoke the IDD

Menu Facility in Defining Process Modules Using IDD.

You display a process module definition on the Process Entity screen. You can transfer to this screen and request
display of an existing process module simultaneously. To do this, enter the identifier for the screen (PROC) in the
command area of an IDD menu facility screen, followed by the name of the process module.

Displaying a Process Module Definition

You can display process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE from the Master Selection screen by specifying PROC and the
process module name in the command area as follows:

                      CA                  CAGJF0

      IDD REL 15.0              *** MASTER SELECTION ***                   TOP

 -> proc xxxdadd-response

 

 

             DICTIONARY NAME...: DEMO         NODE NAME..:

 

             USER NAME.........:

             PASSWORD..........:

 

             USAGE MODE........: X UPDATE    _ RETRIEVAL
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             PFKEY SIMULATION..: X OFF       _ ON

The process module definition is displayed.

Process Entity Screen

      IDD REL 15.0                *** PROCESS ENTITY ***                   PROC

 ->

                                  DICT=DEMO

 

 X DISPLAY      PROCESS NAME....: XXXDADD-RESPONSE

 _ MODIFY

 _ ADD          VERSION NUMBER..: 1       _ HIGHEST    _ NEXT HIGHEST

 _ DELETE                                 _ LOWEST     _ NEXT LOWEST

 

                DESCRIPTION.....:

After you press [Enter], IDD displays basic information about the specified process module on the Process Entity screen,
with a message such as:

PROCESS 'XXXDADD-RESPONSE' VERSION 1 DISPLAYED

If necessary, you can modify specifications on the Process Entity screen. Press [Enter] to save the changes.

Step 2 Modify Source Statements

You defined process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE in Step 3 Define Process Module XXXDADD-RESPONSE of
Defining Process Modules Using IDD. In this step, you modify source commands in the process module so that the dialog
screen is initialized for redisplay after the user inputs a new department record.

To modify source commands for a process module, use the Process Source screen. You can display the Process Source
screen for process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE as shown in the following example.

Displaying the Process Source Screen

Type the screen identifier (SRCE) in the command area.

-> srce

[Enter]
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The Process Source screen is displayed.

      IDD REL 15.0           *** PROCESS SOURCE ***                        SRCE

 ->                                             PAGE 1 LINE 1             1/17

                  PROCESS 'XXXDADD-RESPONSE' VERSION 1

 

 ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----

READY USAGE-MODE UPDATE.

IF AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE NE SPACES

AND FIELD DEPT-ID-0410 NOT CHANGED

THEN

    EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.

 

OBTAIN CALC DEPARTMENT.

IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

THEN DO.

 

    STORE DEPARTMENT.

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT

        'DEPARTMENT ADDED'.

END.

 

DISPLAY MSG TEXT

    'TRY AGAIN, OR SELECT: MOD, BACK, OR EXIT'.

Modifying the Process Module
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To modify process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE, you must insert an INITIALIZE RECORDS command in the source
commands for the process module:

1. Place the cursor on the line after which new statements are to be added.
2. Press the control key that inserts new lines on IDD screens (a different control key may be defined at your site).

      IDD REL 15.0           *** PROCESS SOURCE ***                        SRCE

 ->                                             PAGE 1 LINE 1             1/17

                  PROCESS 'XXXDADD-RESPONSE' VERSION 1

 

 ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----

READY USAGE-MODE UPDATE.

IF AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE NE SPACES

AND FIELD DEPT-ID-0410 NOT CHANGED

THEN

    EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.

 

OBTAIN CALC DEPARTMENT.

IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

THEN DO.

 

    STORE DEPARTMENT.

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT

        'DEPARTMENT ADDED'.

END.

 

DISPLAY MSG TEXT

    'TRY AGAIN, OR SELECT: MOD, BACK, OR EXIT'.
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Add the INITIALIZE statement and press the control key defined at your site that applies changed or inserted lines to IDD
screens.

      IDD REL 15.0           *** PROCESS SOURCE ***                        SRCE

 ->                                             INSERTING NEW DATA LINES

                  PROCESS 'XXXDADD-RESPONSE' VERSION 1

 

 ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----

    STORE DEPARTMENT.

    initialize (department).

The updated process statements are displayed.

Press [Enter] to store the updated process module in the data dictionary:

      IDD REL 15.0           *** PROCESS SOURCE ***                        SRCE

 ->                                             PAGE 1 LINE 1             1/18

                  PROCESS 'XXXDADD-RESPONSE' VERSION 1

 

 ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----

READY USAGE-MODE UPDATE.

IF AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE NE SPACES

AND FIELD DEPT-ID-0410 NOT CHANGED

THEN

    EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.

 

OBTAIN CALC DEPARTMENT.

IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

THEN DO.
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    STORE DEPARTMENT.

    INITIALIZE (DEPARTMENT).

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT

        'DEPARTMENT ADDED'.

END.

 

DISPLAY MSG TEXT

    'TRY AGAIN, OR SELECT: MOD, BACK, OR EXIT'.

When you press [Enter], IDD updates the process module in the data dictionary. Then, the Process Source screen
displays a message such as:

PROCESS 'XXXDADD-RESPONSE' VERSION 1 MODIFIED

NOTE

For more information about inserting lines in a process module, see Using Common Facilities.

Exit from IDD

After you successfully modify process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE, you can exit from IDD. In this sample session, you
transfer directly from IDD to ADSC to update dialog XXXDADD. To do this, use the SWITCH command, followed by the
task code for ADSC.

You enter the SWITCH command in the command area of any IDD menu facility screen:

-> switch adsct

[Enter]

After you exit from IDD, you can use ADSC to update the modified process module in any dialog that uses it.

Updating Modified Process Modules In Dialogs Using ADSC

Contents

In the above step, you used the IDD menu facility to modify process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE. Now, you will
recompile dialog XXXDADD, which uses this process module. When you recompile the dialog, ADSC compiles the
modified source statements for the process module.
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You will perform the following steps:

1. Retrieve and check out the dialog to be updated.
2. Recompile the dialog.

After you recompile the dialog and exit from ADSC, you can execute the application to test the modified dialog.

Step 1 Retrieve and Check Out the Dialog

In order to retrieve a dialog definition, you must be using ADSC.

If you did not transfer directly to ADSC earlier in this section when you exited from IDD, you need to invoke ADSC by
using the task code (for example, ADSCT) for ADSC.

ADSC begins by displaying the Main Menu screen. You use the Main Menu screen to retrieve a dialog definition for
update.

Retrieving the Dialog

For example, you can retrieve dialog XXXDADD:

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

                         CA ADS Online Dialog Compiler

                     CA, Inc.

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   xxxdadd

    Dialog version  . . . . .   1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   demo

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables
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                                   5. Assign process modules

            Copyright (C) 2003 CA, Inc.

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Checking Out an Application

To check the application out for modification, position the cursor on the Modify item on the action bar and press [Enter].
You can position the cursor on Modify by:

• Pressing [PF10] to move to the action bar and then tabbing to Modify and pressing [Enter]
• Tabbing to Modify and pressing [Enter]
• Typing modify on the command line and pressing [Enter]

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

      │                       │

      │  1  1. Checkout       │ Online Dialog Compiler

      │     2. Release        │

      │     3. List Checkouts │ssociates International, Inc.

      │-----------------------│

      │ F3=Exit               │

      │_______________________│

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   XXXDADD

    Dialog version  . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________
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    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Press [Enter] to check the dialog out.

NOTE
If the dialog has been checked out to another developer and has not been either compiled or released by that
developer, you will not be able to check it out. The other developer must release the dialog.

After you press [Enter] to retrieve the dialog, ADSC displays basic information on dialog XXXDADD on the Main Menu
screen along with the following message:

NO ERRORS DETECTED

After you successfully check out XXXDADD, you can update the modified process module in the dialog.

Step 2 Recompile the Dialog

Earlier in this section, you modified source statements for process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE. In order to include
the modified process module in dialog XXXDADD, you must recompile the dialog. When you recompile the dialog, the
modified source module is compiled. If the compilation is successful, the compiled process module is included in the
dialog load module.

To recompile dialog XXXDADD, select the Compile activity from the action bar on the Main Menu of the dialog compiler.

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 ._____________________________________________________________________________.

              │                         │

              │  1  1. Compile          │ log Compiler
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              │     2. Display messages │

              │-------------------------│ nternational, Inc.

              │ F3=Exit                 │

              │_________________________│

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   XXXDADD

    Dialog version  . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

After you press [Enter], ADSC displays either:

• A confirming message when process modules contain no errors and the dialog load module has been successfully
recompiled.

• An error message when errors in a process module prevent ADSC from successfully recompiling the dialog.
In this case, you correct errors in the process module as described in .

After you successfully recompile the dialog, you can exit from ADSC by pressing [PF3].
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Execute the Application

You can now execute the Department application to see how adding an INITIALIZE RECORDS command to process
module XXXDADD-RESPONSE affects dialog XXXDADD at runtime.

You can invoke the Department application from DC/UCF by entering the task code (for example, XXXDEPT) for the
application. For example, when using CA IDMS/DC, you invoke the Department application as shown:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

xxxdept

                                                                [Enter]

According to your application design, ADDDEP is the only function that executes dialog XXXDADD.

The ADDDEP function allows you to add new department information. When you used the ADDDEP function to add
sample departments in , your sample data was redisplayed to you after you added the data to the application database by
pressing [Enter].

Entering Sample Information

Display ADDDEP and then try adding a sample department now that you have modified process module XXXDADD-
RESPONSE.

NOTE
Enter different department data than shown here.

   FUNCTION: ADDDEP

   DATE....: 10/30/99

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   DEPARTMENT ID .......: 1098

              NAME .....: sample department

              HEAD ID ..: 1098
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   RESPONSE:

Screen is Redisplayed

An initialized screen is displayed after you add new department data.

   FUNCTION: ADDDEP

   DATE....: 10/30/99

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   DEPARTMENT ID .......:

              NAME .....:

              HEAD ID ..:

   RESPONSE:

  DEPARTMENT ADDED

When you are finished testing the ADDDEP function, you can exit from the Department application by entering the EXIT
response in the screen's RESPONSE field.

Summary 6

In this and previous sections, you developed dialog XXXDADD to add new departments to the database for the
Department application by performing the following steps:

1. You defined dialog XXXDADD as a skeleton dialog for the prototype Department application in Section10, "Defining
Dialogs Using ADSC" by adding map XXXMAP to the dialog.

2. You enhanced the dialog to full production capability in Section13, "Adding Process Logic to a Dialog", by adding
a subschema, premap process, and response process to the dialog.
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3. You completed the dialog in this section by modifying the dialog's response process based on end-user testing of the
dialog.

Now that you have completed dialog XXXDADD, you can proceed to enhance dialog XXXDUPD by defining a work record
and modules of process code for the dialog.

Defining Work Records Using IDD
In previous sections, you used the IDD menu facility to define and modify process modules for use in dialog XXXDADD.
You also can use IDD to define work records for use by dialogs.

Instructions for defining work records are provided in this section. The sample work record defined in this section
will be used by process modules that you will define for dialog XXXDUPD in Section16, "Completing the Department
Application". This section includes:

• An overview of defining work records for CA ADS applications
• Instructions for defining work records
• A summary of what you've accomplished in this section

NOTE
At some sites, all records and elements are defined by database administrators (DBAs). Even if this is the case
at your site, go ahead and read this section to find out more about records in the CA ADS environment.

Each item of data used and stored by your application must be defined as an element in the data dictionary. Most
elements describe database values. For example, DEPT-ID-0410, DEPT-NAME-0410, and DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410 are
elements that store information on a department in the database.

Elements are grouped together in records. For example, elements DEPT-ID-0410, DEPT-NAME-0410, and DEPT-HEAD-
ID-0410 are grouped together in the DEPARTMENT record because they all store information on a department. The
DEPARTMENT record is called a database record because it describes information in the database. Database records
are defined by using the schema compiler. (Alternatively, in an SQL environment, tables are defined by using SQL.) DBAs
usually are responsible for defining and maintaining database records.

You also can define work records for an application. Work records describe temporary storage for a dialog. Elements in a
work record describe data that is not stored in the application database. You define work records by using the IDD menu
facility.

NOTE
Work records are sometimes referred to as IDD records to differentiate them from schema-defined database
records.

Database and work records must be associated with each dialog that uses them.

Associating Database Records with a Dialog

You associate database records with a dialog when you add a subschema containing the records to the dialog.

For example, subschema EMPSS01 contains the DEPARTMENT record. When you added subschema EMPSS01 to
dialog XXXDADD in , you made the DEPARTMENT record available to that dialog.

Associating Work Records with a Dialog

You associate work records with a dialog either by naming the record when you define the dialog's map or when you
define the dialog itself, depending on how the work record is to be used:

• If the work record is to be displayed on the dialog's map (and optionally used in the dialog's process logic), you
add the record with the map.
Work records named on a map are automatically available to dialogs that use the map.

• If the work record is to be used only by process module commands (and not displayed on the dialog's map), you
add the work record directly to the dialog.
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Note that both database and work records that define data to be displayed on a map must be directly associated with the
map. Because of this, records on a map are often referred to collectively as map records.

NOTE
Work records associated with a map are automatically available to dialogs that use the map. For database
records associated with a map, you still must give the dialog a subschema to make the records available to
the dialog. This is because information on the database itself is defined in the subschema, and is required by
dialogs that access database records.

In this section, you will define a work record for dialog XXXDUPD. Data for the record will be used internally by process
modules but will not be displayed to the end user. Therefore, you will associate this record directly with dialog XXXDUPD
(rather than with map XXXMAP) when you add process logic to the dialog in Section16, "Completing the Department
Application".

Instructions For Defining Work Records

Work records typically are small and contain only elements that are needed by a particular dialog or process module, to
reduce the amount of storage that is reserved for a given dialog during execution. For example, in this section you define
a one-element work record for dialog XXXDUPD.

You use the IDD menu facility to define:

• Element XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME -- An element for use in response process XXXDUPD-ENTER.
Element XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME stores either Y (yes) or N (no) to indicate whether response process XXXDUPD-
ENTER is processing a department record for the first time, or not. Different commands in process module XXXDUPD-
ENTER are performed, based on the value in element XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME.

• Record XXX-WK-RECORD -- A work record for dialog XXXDUPD. Record XXX-WK-RECORD contains element XXX-
WK-FIRST-TIME.

More elements can be added to a work record at any time. For example, if a response process for dialog XXXDUPD is
modified to require a counter, you can add an element (for example, XXX-WK-COUNTER) to record XXX-WK-RECORD
to store the counter value.

To define a work record in this section, you perform the following steps:

Step 1 Define an Element

Each element that you add to the data dictionary describes a unit of data that can be used in an application.

To define an element, you must invoke and log in to the IDD menu facility. For example, when using IDMS-DC, you invoke
the IDD menu facility as shown:

 ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:
 iddmt
                                                                 [Enter]
 

For more information about invoking and signing on to the IDD menu facility, see .

You use the Element Entity screen to define elements in the data dictionary. You display the Element Entity screen as
shown:

 -> elem
                                                                 [Enter]
 

Element Entity Screen
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       IDD REL 15.0                *** ELEMENT ENTITY ***                   ELEM
  ->
                                   DICT=DEMO
  
  X DISPLAY      ELEMENT NAME....:
  _ MODIFY
  _ ADD          VERSION NUMBER..: 1       _ HIGHEST    _ NEXT HIGHEST
  _ DELETE                                 _ LOWEST     _ NEXT LOWEST
  
  DESCRIPTION:
  
  PICTURE....:                                      NO SYNC: X   SYNC: _
  
  USAGE......: X DISPLAY                   _ CONDITION NAME (LEVEL 88)
               _ COMP/COMP-4 (BINARY)      _ COMP-3 (PACKED DECIMAL)
               _ COMP-1 (SHORT FLOATING)   _ COMP-2 (LONG FLOATING)
               _ BIT                       _ POINTER
  
  _ ELMX  =  ELEMENT EXTENSION <PF9>          _ SUBE  =  SUBORD ELEMENTS   <PF11>
  _ REGN  =  USER REGISTRATION <PF2>          _ PUBL  =  PUBLIC ACCESS     <PF3>
  _ CLAT  =  CLASS/ATTRIBUTES  <PF4>          _ RKEY  =  RELATIONAL KEYS   <PF5>
  _ COMM  =  COMMENTS          <PF6>          _ COML  =  COMMENT KEY LIST  <PF7>
  _ HIST  =  HISTORY           <PF8>          _ COPY  =  SAME AS/COPY FROM
  _ XREF  =  CROSS REFERENCE   <PF10>         _ HELP  =  HELP              <PF1>
 

Screen Prompts

When you use the Element Entity screen to define an element, you typically enter specifications for the following Element
Entity screen prompts:

• ELEMENT NAME -- You must supply an element name. The name that you specify must be unique.
• DISPLAY -- You deselect the DISPLAY action when you intend to add a new element.

Type a blank over the X displayed to the left of the action.
• ADD -- You must select the ADD action to specify that you are defining a new element.
• DESCRIPTION -- You optionally specify a brief description of the element.
• PICTURE -- You must specify the storage layout (that is, picture) for the element after the PICTURE prompt. A picture

specifies:
– The type of data that can be stored for the element:

• For alphanumeric data, enter an X.
• For alphabetic data, enter an A.
• For numeric data, enter a 9.

– The number of characters that can be stored for the element.
By default, an element can store single-character values.
You optionally enable an element to store larger values by specifying, in parentheses, the maximum number of
characters to be stored by the element. For example, a picture of X(6) enables an element to store values that
contain up to six alphanumeric characters.
For example, the element that you define in this section is used to store the single-character value Y or N

• USAGE -- You optionally specify the storage format for data after the USAGE prompt.
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For element XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME, you retain the default usage, DISPLAY, because DISPLAY usage is appropriate
for the flag values (Y and N) stored for the element.
For more information about DISPLAY and other USAGE specifications, see the CA IDMS IDD Quick Reference
Section.

Defining an Element

To define XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME as an element that stores single-character alphanumeric values, you use the Element
Entity screen to:

• Type the name of the element. You can use your initials instead of XXX
• Deselect the DISPLAY action and select the ADD action.
• Type an optional description for the element.
• Specify a picture of X, to enable the element to store single-character alphanumeric flag values.

       IDD REL 15.0                *** ELEMENT ENTITY ***                   ELEM
  ->
                                   DICT=DEMO
  
     DISPLAY      ELEMENT NAME....: xxx-wk-first-time
  _ MODIFY
  x ADD          VERSION NUMBER..: 1       _ HIGHEST    _ NEXT HIGHEST
  _ DELETE                                 _ LOWEST     _ NEXT LOWEST
  
  DESCRIPTION: passes flag value for dialog xxxdupd
  
  PICTURE....: x                                       NO SYNC: X   SYNC: _
  
  USAGE......: X DISPLAY                   _ CONDITION NAME (LEVEL 88)
               _ COMP/COMP-4 (BINARY)      _ COMP-3 (PACKED DECIMAL)
               _ COMP-1 (SHORT FLOATING)   _ COMP-2 (LONG FLOATING)
               _ BIT                       _ POINTER
  
  _ ELMX  =  ELEMENT EXTENSION <PF9>          _ SUBE  =  SUBORD ELEMENTS   <PF11>
  _ REGN  =  USER REGISTRATION <PF2>          _ PUBL  =  PUBLIC ACCESS     <PF3>
  _ CLAT  =  CLASS/ATTRIBUTES  <PF4>          _ RKEY  =  RELATIONAL KEYS   <PF5>
  _ COMM  =  COMMENTS          <PF6>          _ COML  =  COMMENT KEY LIST  <PF7>
  _ HIST  =  HISTORY           <PF8>          _ COPY  =  SAME AS/COPY FROM
  _ XREF  =  CROSS REFERENCE   <PF10>         _ HELP  =  HELP              <PF1>
 

After you press [Enter], the Element Entity screen displays a message to indicate whether the element definition has been
added to the data dictionary:

• If you successfully defined a new element, IDD displays a message like:
 ELEMENT 'XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME' VERSION 1 ADDED
 

• If the element cannot be added to the data dictionary, IDD displays a different message.
Read the message to determine the problem. You can type over any errors and press [Enter] again.

After you successfully add element XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME to the data dictionary, you define work record XXX-WK-
RECORD.
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Step 2 Define a Work Record

You define a record to describe a collection of one or more existing elements. To define a work record to the data
dictionary, you perform the following steps using the IDD menu facility:

1. You specify basic information for the record by using the Record Entity screen.
2. You add one or more existing elements to the record by using the Record Element screen. In this section, you use

this screen to add element XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME to record XXX-WK-RECORD.

The way that you specify basic information for a work record and add elements to the record are shown below.

Step 3 Specifying Basic Information

You use the Record Entity screen to define a work record. You display the Record Entity screen as shown:

 -> recd
                                                                 [Enter]
 

Record Entity Screen

The Record Entity screen is displayed.

       IDD REL 15.0                *** RECORD ENTITY ***                    RECD
  ->
                                   DICT=DEMO
  
  X DISPLAY      RECORD NAME.....:
  _ MODIFY
  _ ADD          VERSION NUMBER..: 1       _ HIGHEST    _ NEXT HIGHEST
  _ DELETE                                 _ LOWEST     _ NEXT LOWEST
  
                 DESCRIPTION.....:
  
                 RECORD LENGTH...:
  
  
  
  
  
  _ RELM  =  RECORD ELEMENTS   <PF9>          _ COBL  =  COBOL ELEMENTS    <PF11>
  _ RELL  =  REC ELEMENT LIST  <PF10>         _ RECX  =  RECORD EXTENSION
  _ REGN  =  USER REGISTRATION <PF2>          _ PUBL  =  PUBLIC ACCESS     <PF3>
  _ CLAT  =  CLASS/ATTRIBUTES  <PF4>          _ RKEY  =  RELATIONAL KEYS   <PF5>
  _ COMM  =  COMMENTS          <PF6>          _ COML  =  COMMENT KEY LIST  <PF7>
  _ HIST  =  HISTORY           <PF8>          _ COPY  =  COPY FROM/SAME AS
  _ XREF  =  CROSS REFERENCE                  _ HELP  =  HELP              <PF1>
 

Screen Prompts

When adding a new work record, you usually specify information for the following Record Entity screen prompts:
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• RECORD NAME -- You must supply a record name. The name that you specify must be unique.
• DISPLAY -- You deselect the DISPLAY action when you intend to add a new record.
• ADD -- You select the ADD action to specify that you are defining a new record.
• DESCRIPTION -- You optionally provide a brief description of the record.

To specify basic information for record XXX-WK-RECORD. You use the Record Entity screen and enter the indicated
specifications:

• Type the name of the record. You can use your initials instead of XXX
• Deselect the DISPLAY action and select the ADD action.
• Type an optional description for the record

       IDD REL 15.0                *** RECORD ENTITY ***                    RECD
  ->
                                   DICT=DEMO
  
     DISPLAY      RECORD NAME.....: xxx-wk-record
  
  _ MODIFY
  x ADD          VERSION NUMBER..: 1       _ HIGHEST    _ NEXT HIGHEST
  _ DELETE                                 _ LOWEST     _ NEXT LOWEST
  
                 DESCRIPTION.....: work record for dialog xxxdupd
  
                 RECORD LENGTH...:
  
  
  
  
  
  _ RELM  =  RECORD ELEMENTS   <PF9>          _ COBL  =  COBOL ELEMENTS    <PF11>
  _ RELL  =  REC ELEMENT LIST  <PF10>         _ RECX  =  RECORD EXTENSION
  _ REGN  =  USER REGISTRATION <PF2>          _ PUBL  =  PUBLIC ACCESS     <PF3>
  _ CLAT  =  CLASS/ATTRIBUTES  <PF4>          _ RKEY  =  RELATIONAL KEYS   <PF5>
  _ COMM  =  COMMENTS          <PF6>          _ COML  =  COMMENT KEY LIST  <PF7>
  _ HIST  =  HISTORY           <PF8>          _ COPY  =  COPY FROM/SAME AS
  _ XREF  =  CROSS REFERENCE                  _ HELP  =  HELP              <PF1>
 

After you press [Enter], the Record Entity screen displays a message to inform you whether the record definition has been
stored in the data dictionary:

• If you successfully defined a new record, IDD displays a message like:
 RECORD 'XXX-WK-RECORD' VERSION 1 ADDED
 

• If the record cannot be added to the data dictionary, IDD displays a different message.
In this case, read the message to determine the problem. You can change specifications on the Record Entity screen
and press [Enter] again.

After you successfully specify basic information for a record, you can add elements to the record by using the Record
Element screen.
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Adding Elements

You defined element XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME in the data dictionary in "Step 1: Define an Element" earlier in this section. In
this step, you add element XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME to record XXX-WK-RECORD. Elements that are used in records are
referred to as record elements.

You use the IDD Record Element screen to add elements to work records:

 -> relm
                                                                 [Enter]
 

RELM identifies the Record Element screen.

The Record Element screen is displayed.

       IDD REL 15.0                *** RECORD ELEMENT ***                   RELM
  ->                                             NO DATA LINES CURRENTLY EXIST
                         RECORD 'XXX-WK-RECORD' VERSION 1
  
  _ REMOVE       RECORD ELEMENT NAME.....:
  _ REPLACE      VERSION NUMBER..........:        _ HIGHEST   _ LOWEST
                 LINE NUMBER.............:          LEVEL NUMBER..:
  
    REDEFINES...........:
    OCCURS..............:        TO          TIMES
    DEPENDING ON........:
  
    PICTURE.............:                                  _ NO SYNC   _ SYNC
    USAGE...............: _ DISPLAY   _ CONDITION NAME   _ BIT      _ POINTER
                          _ COMP      _ COMP-1           _ COMP-2   _ COMP-3
  VALUE(S):
                                       THRU
                                       THRU
                                       THRU
  _ EXCLUDE VALUES
  
    ELEMENT SYNONYM NAME.................:
    FOR RECORD SYNONYM...................:
        VERSION NUMBER...................:        _ HIGHEST   _ LOWEST
 

Screen Prompts

When you add an element to a record, you typically specify the following information:

• Element name -- You must name an existing element after the RECORD ELEMENT NAME prompt.
• More specifications -- You optionally can redefine how the element is used in the current record by using prompts

on the Record Element screen. For example, you could override the PICTURE or USAGE specifications you gave to
element XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME in "Step 1: Define an Element" earlier in this section.
You most often override specifications for an element when the element is used in different ways by several work
records. Specifications that are made on the Record Element screen do not alter the actual element definition in
the data dictionary. For more information about Record Element screen specifications, see the CA IDMS IDD Quick
Reference Section.
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You do not change any values when you add element XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME to record XXX-WK-RECORD in this
section.

You use the Record Element screen to type in the name of the element that you defined earlier in this section.

       IDD REL 15.0                *** RECORD ELEMENT ***                   RELM
  ->                                             NO DATA LINES CURRENTLY EXIST
                         RECORD 'XXX-WK-RECORD' VERSION 1
  
  _ REMOVE       RECORD ELEMENT NAME.....: xxx-wk-first-time
  
  _ REPLACE      VERSION NUMBER..........:        _ HIGHEST   _ LOWEST
                 LINE NUMBER.............:          LEVEL NUMBER..:
  
    REDEFINES...........:
    OCCURS..............:        TO          TIMES
    DEPENDING ON........:
  
    PICTURE.............:                                  _ NO SYNC   _ SYNC
    USAGE...............: _ DISPLAY   _ CONDITION NAME   _ BIT      _ POINTER
                          _ COMP      _ COMP-1           _ COMP-2   _ COMP-3
  VALUE(S):
                                       THRU
                                       THRU
                                       THRU
  _ EXCLUDE VALUES
  
    ELEMENT SYNONYM NAME.................:
    FOR RECORD SYNONYM...................:
 

After you press [Enter], the Record Element screen displays a message to indicate whether the element has been added
to the work record in the data dictionary:

• If the element is successfully added to the record, IDD displays a message like:
 RECORD 'XXX-WK-RECORD' VERSION 1 MODIFIED
 

• If the element cannot be added to the record, IDD displays a different message than the one shown above.
In this case, read the message to determine the problem. You can type over any errors and press [Enter] again.

After you finish defining work elements and records, you can exit from IDD. In this sample session, exiting from IDD is
optional because you use the IDD menu facility again in the next section.

If you want to exit from IDD, enter the SWITCH SUSPEND command in the command area of any IDD menu facility
screen:

 -> switch suspend
                                                                 [Enter]
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Summary of Defining Work Records

You can define a work record to establish temporary storage for a dialog. Elements in the work record describe the data to
be stored.

In this section, you used the IDD menu facility to create a work record for use in dialog XXXDUPD by performing the
following steps:

1. You defined element XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME to store a single-character, alphanumeric status value. When used in
dialog XXXDUPD, this element contains either Y (yes) or N (no). This value establishes whether response process
XXXDUPD-ENTER is processing a department for the first time or not.

2. You defined record XXX-WK-RECORD to contain element XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME.

To see how you use work records and elements in dialogs, proceed to the next section, section 10, where you enhance
dialog XXXDUPD by adding process modules and data definitions to the dialog.

Completing the Department Application
When you created the prototype of the Department application, you defined skeleton dialogs XXXDADD and XXXDUPD
to be displayed by dialog functions in the application. In previous sections, you completed dialog XXXDADD by adding
modules of process commands for the dialog.

In this section, you will complete the sample Department application by adding process logic to dialog XXXDUPD.
The process modules that you define for the dialog will allow the end user to modify and delete existing department
information.

This section includes:

• An overview of process modules and dialog execution
• Steps for defining process modules
• Steps for associating process modules with dialogs
• Steps for executing the application
• A summary of what you've accomplished in this section

The final structure of the sample Department application is shown below. Dialog XXXDUPD is the only component in the
application that requires further development. In this section, you will enhance dialog XXXDUPD by writing three process
modules for the dialog. When you complete dialog XXXDUPD, you will have finished defining the sample Department
application. Dialog XXXDUPD, which is executed by functions MODDEP and DELDEP, is the only component in the
sample application that requires further development.
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As the diagram indicates, dialog XXXDUPD is executed by both functions MODDEP and DELDEP. Therefore, process
modules that you write for dialog XXXDUPD must be able to both modify and delete department information in the
database.
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To handle all processing requirements for dialog XXXDUPD, you will define the following premap and response processes
for the dialog:

Process module Type Function performed
XXXDUPD-PREMAP Premap Displays the dialog's map with a message

prompting the end user for the department
to be modified or deleted.

XXXDUPD-ENTER Response (associated with the [Enter] key) Handles most modification and deletion
operations.

XXXDUPD-PA2 Response (associated with the [PA2] key) Allows the end user to cancel the current
modification or deletion operation before
the database is updated.

When you add these process modules to dialog XXXDUPD, you also must enable the process modules to access
temporary storage and database information. To do this, you will associate with the dialog any records that define
temporary storage and database records. You will add:

1. Work record XXX-WK-RECORD -- Includes element XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME, which stores a status value (Y or N)
used by response processes in dialog XXXDUPD.
You defined work record XXX-WK-RECORD in num=14.Defining Work Records Using IDD.

2. Subschema EMPSS01 -- Includes the DEPARTMENT record, which is the database record for department
information.
At run time, the dialog can access any database record in the dialog's subschema. Database administrators (DBAs)
typically define subschemas for use by dialogs.

The following diagram shows dialog XXXDUPD with all of its components. To enable dialog XXXDUPD to perform all
necessary processing, you will add a premap process, two response processes, a work record, and a subschema to the
dialog.
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Cancelling a Modification

To protect data in the database, your process modules should make it easy for end users to cancel a modification or
deletion operation. As an application developer, you will do this by defining a two-stage procedure for modifying or
deleting department records:

1. First, the end user specifies a department to modify or delete. When the end user presses [Enter] to specify a
department, response process XXXDUPD-ENTE is executed. This response process accesses and displays the
complete department record.

2. Then, the end user either cancels or continues the current operation, based on the record displayed on the
screen:
– To cancel, the end user presses [PA2].
– To continue, the end user types any necessary modifications to the record and presses [Enter]. This time,

response process XXXDUPD-ENTER modifies or deletes the department record in the database.
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Response process XXXDUPD-ENTER performs both stages of a completed modification or deletion operation. This is
accomplished at run time by having the status value (Y or N) in element XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME determine which stage is
performed. Commands in your process modules change the value in XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME, as appropriate.

Instructions for defining process modules, adding the modules to a dialog, and executing the final application are given on
the following pages.

Define Process Modules Using IDD

According to your application definition, dialog XXXDUPD is executed by functions MODDEP and DELDEP:

• Function MODDEP executes dialog XXXDUPD to modify department records.
• Function DELDEP executes dialog XXXDUPD to delete department records.

Process modules that you write must be able to handle both modification and deletion operations. To accomplish this, you
will include commands that:

1. Test which function (MODDEP or DELDEP) is currently in use
2. Invoke subroutines appropriate to the current function

You test which function is currently in use by querying AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION, which is an element in the system-
supplied ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD. At run time, AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION stores the name of the
current function. Your process module can access AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION because ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-
RECORD belongs to the dialog's map (and thus to the dialog).

For example, the following conditional command tests the value in AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION:

IF AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION EQ 'MODDEP'    ◄-- If function MODDEP is executing

THEN                                      the dialog,

    CALL MODRTN.                       ◄-- call subroutine MODRTN to

                                          modify the department record.

In this section, you will define process modules for dialog XXXDUPD. You will:

1. Define process module XXXDUPD-PREMAP.
2. Define process module XXXDUPD-ENTER.
3. Define process module XXXDUPD-PA2.

Step 1 Define Process Module XXXDUPD-PREMAP

In order to define a process module, you must be using IDD. If you did not remain signed on to IDD at the end of the
previous section, you should now sign on to the IDD menu facility, as described in Step 1: Invoke the IDD Menu Facility.

The first process module you will define in this section is process module XXXDUPD-PREMAP. Statements that you will
input for the process module are shown below. This process module will be the premap process for dialog XXXDUPD.

MOVE 'Y' TO XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME.                                          1
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IF AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION EQ 'MODDEP'                                  -┐

THEN                                                                  │  2

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT                                                  │

        'MODIFY -- ENTER THE DEPARTMENT ID, OR SELECT: BACK OR EXIT'.-┘

ELSE                                                                 -┐

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT                                                  │  3

        'DELETE -- ENTER THE DEPARTMENT ID, OR SELECT: BACK OR EXIT'.-┘

1 This statement sets the flag value in XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME to Y (YES).

2 If the MODDEP function is in use, the dialog's map is displayed with the MODIFY message (defined here between the
single quotation marks).

3 If the DELDEP function is in use, the dialog's map is displayed with the DELETE message.

Specifying Basic Information About the Process Module

You use the Process Entity screen to specify basic information for a process module. You can display and use the
Process Entity screen as shown:

                      CA                  CAGJF0

      IDD REL 15.0              *** MASTER SELECTION ***                   TOP

 -> proc

                          SIGNON TO IDD WAS SUCCESSFUL

             DICTIONARY NAME...: DEMO         NODE NAME..:

[Enter]

Enter the indicated specifications:
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• Type the name of the process module. You can use your initials instead of XXX.
• Deselect the DISPLAY action and select the ADD action.
• Optionally type a description of the process.

      IDD REL 15.0                *** PROCESS ENTITY ***                   PROC

 ->

                                  DICT=DEMO

    DISPLAY      PROCESS NAME....: xxxdupd-premap

 _ MODIFY

 x ADD          VERSION NUMBER..: 1       _ HIGHEST    _ NEXT HIGHEST

 _ DELETE                                 _ LOWEST     _ NEXT LOWEST

                DESCRIPTION.....: display map to mod/del departments

When you press [Enter], IDD redisplays the Process Entity screen with a message. If the process module is defined
successfully, the Process Entity screen displays a message like:

PROCESS 'XXXDUPD-PREMAP' VERSION 1 ADDED

If a different message is displayed, read the message to determine the problem. You can type over any errors, and then
press [Enter] again.

After you specify basic information on a process module, you can use the Process Source screen to enter process
commands for the process module. For example, enter process commands for process module XXXDUPD-PREMAP as
shown:

-> srcs

                                                                [Enter]

SRCE identifies the Process Source screen.

The Process Source screen is displayed.

      IDD REL 15.0           *** PROCESS SOURCE ***                        SRCE

 ->                                             NO DATA LINES CURRENTLY EXIST
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                       PROCESS 'XXXDUPD-PREMAP' VERSION 1

 ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----

Entering Process Statements

Enter source statements for the process module:

• Enter keywords, periods, and single quotes as shown.
• The exclamation point in any column signals the start of a comment.
• You can types spaces to indent statements, making the process source easier to read and debug.

NOTE
Don't type any characters beyond column 72.

      IDD REL 15.0           *** PROCESS SOURCE ***                        SRCE

 ->                                             NO DATA LINES CURRENTLY EXIST

                       PROCESS 'XXXDUPD-PREMAP' VERSION 1

 ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----

move 'y' to'xxx-wk-first-time.

!

if agr-current-function eq 'moddep'

then

      display msg text

          'modify -- enter the department id, or select: back or exit'.

!

else

    display msg text

        'delete -- enter the department id, or select: back or exit'.

[Enter]
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The Process Source screen is redisplayed.

      IDD REL 15.0           *** PROCESS SOURCE ***                        SRCE

 ->                                                                       1/10

                       PROCESS 'XXXDUPD-PREMAP' VERSION 1

 ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----

MOVE 'Y' TO XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME

!

IF AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION EQ 'MODDEP'

THEN

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT

        'MODIFY -- ENTER THE DEPARTMENT ID, OR SELECT: BACK OR EXIT'.

!

ELSE

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT

        'DELETE -- ENTER THE DEPARTMENT ID, OR SELECT: BACK OR EXIT'.

After you press [Enter], IDD adds the process module to the data dictionary and redisplays the Process Source screen
with a message like:

PROCESS 'XXXDUPD-PREMAP' VERSION 1 MODIFIED

After you finish using the Process Source screen for process module XXXDUPD-PREMAP, you can proceed to define
process module XXXDUPD-ENTER.

Step 2 Define Process Module XXXDUPD-ENTER

Now you will define process module XXXDUPD-ENTER for dialog XXXDUPD. This process module will be executed
when the end user presses [Enter].

Process XXXDUPD-ENTER allows an end user to specify a department, verify that the correct department is specified,
and then enter modification or deletion instructions by performing the following processing:

1. When the end user first specifies the department to be processed and presses [Enter], response process
XXXDUPD-ENTER:
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– Retrieves information stored for the specified department
– Displays the department information for verification and prompts the end user to modify or delete the displayed

record
2. When the end user presses [Enter] again, response process XXXDUPD-ENTER:

– Modifies or deletes the department in the database
– Displays the dialog's map to the end user with a message confirming the modification or deletion operation

To enable process module XXXDUPD-ENTER to perform the above processing, commands in the process module store
and evaluate a status value in element XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME:

• A value of Y (yes) indicates that the process module is executing for the first time for a given department, and so must
retrieve the department from the database.
Before redisplaying the screen to the end user, the response process changes the value in element XXX-WK-FIRST-
TIME from Y to N.

• A value of N (no) indicates that the process module is executing for the second time for the department, and so must
modify or delete information stored for the department.
After processing the department, the response process resets the value in element XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME from N to Y.

Process module XXXDUPD-ENTER is shown below. Statements that retrieve the specified department from the database,
modify the department, and delete the department are organized into subroutines.

READY USAGE-MODE UPDATE.

                                                                  -┐

IF AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE NE SPACES                                  │

AND NO FIELDS CHANGED                                              │

AND XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME EQ 'Y'                                       │   1

THEN                                                               │

    EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION.                                        -┘

IF XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME EQ 'Y'                                       -┐

THEN                                                               │   2

    CALL FRSTRTN.                                                 -┘

IF AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION EQ 'MODDEP'                               -┐

THEN                                                               │

    CALL MODRTN.                                                   │   3
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ELSE                                                               │

    CALL DELRTN.                                                  -┘

DEFINE FRSTRTN.                                                    --  4

OBTAIN CALC DEPARTMENT.                                            --  5

IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND                                                -┐

THEN                                                                │

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT                                                │  6

        'DEPARTMENT DOES NOT EXIST--SPECIFY A DIFFERENT DEPARTMENT'.│

                                                                   -┘

ELSE DO.                                                           -┐

    MOVE 'N' TO XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME.                                  │  7

    PROTECT FIELD DEPT-ID-0410 TEMPORARY.                          -┘

    IF AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION EQ 'MODDEP'                            -┐

    THEN                                                            │

        DISPLAY MSG TEXT                                            │

            'MODIFY DEPARTMENT AND PRESS ENTER (PA2 TO CANCEL)'.    │

                                                                    │  8

    ELSE                                                            │

        DISPLAY MSG TEXT                                            │
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            'PRESS ENTER TO DELETE THIS DEPARTMENT (PA2 TO CANCEL)'.│

                                                                   -┘

END.

DEFINE MODRTN.                                                      -- 9

MODIFY DEPARTMENT.                                                  -- 10

INITIALIZE (DEPARTMENT).                                           -┐

                                                                    │

MOVE 'Y' TO XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME                                       │  11

DISPLAY MSG TEXT                                                    │

    'DEPARTMENT MODIFIED--SPECIFY ANOTHER DEPARTMENT TO MODIFY'.   -┘

DEFINE DELRTN.                                                      -- 12

ERASE DEPARTMENT ALLOWING ('0230').                                 -- 13

MOVE 'Y' TO XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME.                                      -- 14

IF ERROR-STATUS EQ '0230'                                          -┐

THEN                                                                │

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT                                                │  15

        'CANNOT DELETE THIS DEPARTMENT--SPECIFY ANOTHER DEPARTMENT'.│
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                                                                   -┘

ELSE DO.                                                           -┐

    MOVE 'Y' TO XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME.                                  │

    INITIALIZE (DEPARTMENT).                                        │   16

                                                                    │

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT                                               -┘

        'DEPARTMENT DELETED--SPECIFY ANOTHER DEPARTMENT TO DELETE'.

END.

1 Transfers control to another application function when the user enters a valid application response and doesn't try to
input other information on the screen.

2 The first time this process is executed for a given department. subroutine FRSTRTN is called.

3 The next time the process is executed for the department, the appropriate subroutine is called (MODRTN for function
MODDEP or DELRTN for function DELDEP).

FRSTRTN subroutine

4 Subroutine FRSTRTN begins.

5 Uses the department ID supplied by the user to retrieve the department.

6 If the specified department does not exist in the database, the dialog's map is redisplayed with the DEPARTMENT
DOES NOT EXIST error message.

7 If the department does exist, the flag in XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME is set to N (NO) and the map field that displays
department ID numbers is temporarily protected from user input.

8 The retrieved department record is displayed on the dialog's map with an appropriate message.

MODRTN subroutine

9 Subroutine MODRTN begins.

10 The department is modified in the database based on the user's input.

11 After the department is modified, dialog buffers for DEPARTMENT data are initialized, the flag in XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME
is reset to Y (YES), and the map is redisplayed with a confirming message.

DELRTN subroutine

12 Subroutine DELRTN begins.

13 The department is deleted from the database. Your code tests for errors that cause error code 0230 (see below).

14 Resets the flag in XXXWK-FIRST-TIME to Y (YES).
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15 If status code 0230 is returned, the department cannot be deleted because it owns other records (for example,
employee records). In this case, the map is redisplayed with a message and the department is not deleted.

16 After the department is deleted, dialog buffers are initialized and the dialog's map is redisplayed with a confirming
message.

Specifying Basic Information for the Process Module

To specify basic information for process module XXXDUPD-ENTER, you use the IDD Process Entity screen:

-> proc

                                                                [Enter]

Enter the screen identifier (PROC) in the command area.

Enter the indicated specifications on the Process Entity screen. Don't forget to deselect the DISPLAY action.

      IDD REL 15.0                *** PROCESS ENTITY ***                   PROC

 ->

                                  DICT=DEMO

    DISPLAY      PROCESS NAME....: xxxdupd-enter

 _ MODIFY

 x ADD          VERSION NUMBER..: 1       _ HIGHEST    _ NEXT HIGHEST

 _ DELETE                                 _ LOWEST     _ NEXT LOWEST

                DESCRIPTION.....: retrieve dept and then mod/del dept

[Enter]

Entering Source Statements for the Process

To enter source commands for a process module, you display and use the Process Source screen, as shown below for
process XXXDUPD-ENTER:

-> srcs
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                                                                [Enter]

SRCE identifies the Process Source screen.

The Process Source screen is displayed. Enter a full screen of source statements. Enter keywords, periods, and quotes
as shown below. Don't type characters beyond column 72.

For more information on entering, moving, and deleting text on the Process Source screen, refer to CA IDMS Common
Facilities Section

After you type the first page of source commands for the process module, open up new lines at the end of the Process
Source screen by performing the following steps:

1. Move the cursor to the line containing the final source command on the screen.
2. Press [PF4] (default) to insert new lines after the cursor.

You can press [PF5] (default) at any time to apply the new lines to the work file maintained by the IDD menu facility.

For process module XXXDUPD-ENTER, you open up new lines at the end of the Process Source screen and enter
more source commands. Place the cursor on the final line of text and press the control key that inserts new lines on IDD
screens at your site.

      IDD REL 15.0           *** PROCESS SOURCE ***                        SRCE

 ->                                             NO DATA LINES CURRENTLY EXIST

                       PROCESS 'XXXDUPD-PREMAP' VERSION 1

 ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----

ready usage-mode update

!

if agr-current-response ne spaces

and no fields changed

and xxx-wk-first-time eq 'y'

then

    execute next function.

!

if xxx-wk-first-time eq 'y'

then
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    call frstrtn.

!

if agr-current-function eq 'moddep'

then

    call modrtn.

else

    call delrtn.

!

define frstrtn.

[PF4]

Add source statements to the end of the process. Notice that the final line from the previous page of the Process Source
screen is displayed as the first line of this screen.

      IDD REL 15.0           *** PROCESS SOURCE ***                        SRCE

 ->                                             INSERTING NEW DATA LINES

                       PROCESS 'XXXDUPD-PREMAP' VERSION 1

 ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----

DEFINE FRSTRTN.

obtain calc department.

if db-rec-not-found

then

    display msg text

        'department does not exist--specify a different department'.

!
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else do.

    move 'n' to xxx-wk-first-time

    protect field dept-id-0410 temporary.

!

    if agr-current-function eq 'moddep'

    then

        display msg text

            'modify department and press enter (pa1 to cancel) '.

!

    else

        display msg text

            'press enter to delete this department (pa1 to cancel) '.

[PF4]

Place the cursor on the final source line and use [PF4] to insert another page of source statements.

      IDD REL 15.0           *** PROCESS SOURCE ***                        SRCE

 ->                                             INSERTING NEW DATA LINES

                       PROCESS 'XXXDUPD-PREMAP' VERSION 1

 ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----

            'PRESS ENTER TO DELETE THIS DEPARTMENT (PA2 TO CANCEL)'.

end

!

define modrtn.

modify department.
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!

initialize (department).

!

move 'y' to xxx-wk-first-time

display msg text

        'department modified--specify another department to modify'.

!

define delrtn.

erase department allowing ('0230').

!

move 'y' to xxx-wk-first-time

!

if error-status eq '0230'

then

[PF4]

Entering the Final Page of Source Statements

Type source statements on the screen. Don't forget to place the periods outside of the single quote for DISPLAY
commands.

      IDD REL 15.0           *** PROCESS SOURCE ***                        SRCE

 ->                                             INSERTING NEW DATA LINES

                       PROCESS 'XXXDUPD-PREMAP' VERSION 1

 ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----

THEN
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end

    display msg text

        'cannot delete this department--specify another department'.

!

else do.

    move 'y' to xxx-wk-first-time

    initialize (department).

!

    display msg text

        department deleted--specify another department to delete'.

end.

[Enter]

After you press [Enter], IDD adds the process module source commands to the data dictionary, and then redisplays the
Process Source screen with a message like:

PROCESS 'XXXDUPD-ENTER' VERSION 1 MODIFIED

It is a good idea at this stage to inspect the process module for any syntax errors (such as omitted single quotation marks
or periods). You can page the Process Source screen forward and backward:

• Press [PF8] (default) to page forward.
• Press [PF7] (default) to page backward.

If you notice any errors, you can type over the errors to correct them. After you correct all errors, you can press [Enter]
again.

After you finish defining process module XXXDUPD-ENTER, you can define process XXXDUPD-PA2.

Step 3 Define Process Module XXXDUPD-PA2

Process module XXXDUPD-PA2 is the final process module that you will create for dialog XXXDUPD. Sample commands
for process module XXXDUPD-PA2 are shown below. Statements in this process module allow the end user to cancel the
current modification or deletion operation.

MOVE 'Y' TO XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME.                                     -┐

INITIALIZE (DEPARTMENT).                                           -┘  1
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IF AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION EQ 'MODDEP'                                -┐

THEN                                                                │  2

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT                                                │

        'MODIFICATION CANCELLED--SPECIFY A DEPARTMENT TO MODIFY'.  -┘

ELSE                                                               -┐

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT                                                │  3

        'DELETION CANCELLED--SPECIFY A DEPARTMENT TO DELETE'.      -┘

1 These statements set the flag in XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME to Y and then initialize the dialog buffers for DEPARTMENT
data.

2 For the MODDEP function, the dialog's map is redisplayed with this MODIFICATION CANCELLED message.

3 For the DELDEP function, the dialog's map is redisplayed with this DELETION CANCELLED message.

To define process module XXXDUPD-PA2, you use the Process Entity and Process Source screens:

-> proc

                                                                [Enter]

Enter the screen identifier (PROC) in the command area.

Enter the indicated specifications on the Process Entity screen. Don't forget to deselect the DISPLAY action.

      IDD REL 15.0                *** PROCESS ENTITY ***                   PROC

 ->

                                  DICT=DEMO

    DISPLAY      PROCESS NAME....: xxxdupd-pa2

 _ MODIFY
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 x ADD          VERSION NUMBER..: 1       _ HIGHEST    _ NEXT HIGHEST

 _ DELETE                                 _ LOWEST     _ NEXT LOWEST

                DESCRIPTION.....: cancel mod/del department operation

[Enter]

After specifying basic information for process module XXXDUPD-PA2, you can proceed to add source commands on the
Process Source screen:

-> srcs

                                                                [Enter]

SRCE identifies the Process Source screen.

The Process Source screen is displayed. Enter a full screen of source statements. Enter keywords, periods, and quotes
as shown. Don't type characters beyond column 72.

      IDD REL 15.0           *** PROCESS SOURCE ***                        SRCE

 ->                                             NO DATA LINES CURRENTLY EXIST

                       PROCESS 'XXXDUPD-PREMAP' VERSION 1

 ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----

move 'y' to xxx-first-time

initialize (department).

!

if agr-current-function eq 'moddep'

then

    display msg text

        'modification cancelled--specify a department to modify'.

else
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    display msg text

        'deletion cancelled--specify a department to delete'.

[Enter]

After you press [Enter], IDD adds the process module source commands to the data dictionary and then redisplays the
Process Source screen with a message like:

PROCESS 'XXXDUPD-PA2' VERSION 1 MODIFIED

If you notice any errors on the redisplayed screen, you can type over the errors to correct them, and then press [Enter]
again.

After you finish defining process module XXXDUPD-PA2, you can exit from the IDD menu facility. In this sample session,
you will transfer from IDD to ADSC in order to associate the process modules you defined above with dialog XXXDUPD.
To do this, you use the SWITCH command:

-> switch adsct

                                                                [Enter]

Completing Dialog XXXDUPD Using ADSC

When you have defined process modules for dialog XXXDUPD, perform the following steps to complete the dialog:

Step 1 Retrieve Dialog XXXDUPD

NOTE

You must use ADSC to retrieve a dialog.

If you did not transfer to ADSC earlier in this section when you exited from the IDD menu facility, you must invoke ADSC.
To do this, enter the task code (for example, ADSCT) for ADSC. For more information about invoking ADSC, see "Step 1:
Invoke ADSC" in "Define Dialogs."

ADSC begins by displaying the Main Menu screen. To retrieve a dialog, you identify the dialog on a blank Main Menu
screen:

     Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch
  ._____________________________________________________________________________.
  
                          CA ADS Online Dialog Compiler
  
                      CA, Inc.
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     Dialog name . . . . . . .   xxxdupd
     Dialog version  . . . . .   1
     Dictionary name . . . . .   demo
     Dictionary node . . . . .   ________
  
     Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options
                                    2. Assign maps
                                    3. Assign database
                                    4. Assign records and tables
                                    5. Assign process modules
  
             Copyright (C) 2003 CA, Inc.
  
  Command ===>
  Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action
 

 [PF10]
 

To check out the application for modification, position the cursor on the Modify item on the action bar and press [Enter].
You can position the cursor on Modify by:

• Pressing [PF10] to move to the action bar and then tabbing to Modify and pressing [Enter]
• Tabbing to Modify and pressing [Enter]
• Typing modify on the command line and pressing [Enter]

     Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch
  ._____________________________________________________________________________.
       │                       │
       │  1  1. Checkout       │ Online Dialog Compiler
       │     2. Release        │
       │     3. List Checkouts │ssociates International, Inc.
       │-----------------------│
       │ F3=Exit               │
       │_______________________│
     Dialog name . . . . . . .   XXXDUPD
     Dialog version  . . . . .      1
     Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO
     Dictionary node . . . . .   ________
  
     Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options
                                    2. Assign maps
                                    3. Assign database
                                    4. Assign records and tables
                                    5. Assign process modules
  
  
  
  Command ===>
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  Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action
 

 [Enter]
 

Press [Enter] to check out the application.

NOTE
If the dialog has been checked out to another developer and has not been released by that developer, you
cannot check it out.

After you press [Enter], ADSC displays dialog XXXDUPD on the Main Menu screen with the following messages:

 NO SCHEMA/SUBSCHEMA - NO DATABASE CALLS ALLOWED
 NO ERRORS DETECTED
 

You should look for the NO ERRORS DETECTED message after retrieving a dialog definition. After you successfully
retrieve XXXDUPD, you can associate a subschema with the dialog.

Step 2 Add a Subschema

In this step, you associate a subschema with dialog XXXDUPD so that process modules for the dialog can retrieve,
modify, and delete departments in the database at run time.

You use the Database Specifications screen to associate a subschema with a dialog. For example:

Accessing the Database Specifications Screen

To access the Database Specifications screen, you enter 3 at the Screen prompt on the Main Menu.

     Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch
  ._____________________________________________________________________________.
  
                          CA ADS Online Dialog Compiler
  
                      CA, Inc.
  
  
     Dialog name . . . . . . .   XXXDADD
     Dialog version  . . . . .   1
     Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO
     Dictionary node . . . . .   ________
  
     Screen  . . . . . . . . .   3  1. General options
                                    2. Assign maps
                                    3. Assign database
                                    4. Assign records and tables
                                    5. Assign process modules
  
             Copyright (C) 2003 CA, Inc.
  
  Command ===>
  Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action
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 [Enter]
 

Sample Database Specifications Screen

The Database Specifications screen is displayed.

                              Database Specifications
  
                          Dialog  XXXDUPD   Version     1
  
  
  
  
  
    Subschema . . . . . . . . . . . .   empss01
    Schema  . . . . . . . . . . . . .       
    Version . . . . . . . . . . . . .      1
  
    Access module . . . . . . . . . .   XXXDADD
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next
 

For more information about subschemas, see Step 3: Add a Subschema in Adding Process Modules to Dialogs Using
ADSC.

When you press the [Enter] key, ADSC associates the named subschema with the dialog if there are no errors, and then
redisplays the screen with the following message:

 NO ERRORS DETECTED
 

If a different message is displayed, read the message to determine the problem. If you did not specify a schema name,
ask others at your site whether a schema name is required. After you type new values, press [Enter] again.

After you successfully associate a subschema with the dialog, you can proceed to add work record XXX-WK-RECORD to
the dialog.

Step 3 Define Dialog Options

You use the Options and Directives screen to specify options to help you develop and debug dialogs. In this section, you
use the Options and Directives screen to add a symbol table and a diagnostic table to dialog XXXDUPD. These tables
are often useful when debugging dialogs.
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You can display and use the Options and Directives screen as shown: The diagnostic table is enabled by default. Enable
the symbol table.

                              Options and Directives
  
                          Dialog  XXXDUPD   Version     1
  
  
    Message prefix  . . . . . . . . . . .   DC
    Autostatus record . . . . . . . . . .   ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC
    Version . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      1
  
    Options and directives  . . . . . .   _ Mainline dialog
                                          / Symbol table is enabled
                                          / Diagnostic table is enabled
                                          / Entry point is premap
                                          _ COBOL moves are enabled
                                          / Activity logging
                                          / Retrieval locks are kept
                                          / Autostatus is enabled
  
  
  
  
  
  Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next
 

 [Enter]
 

After you press [Enter], the Options and Directives screen displays the following message to inform you that your
specifications contain no errors:

 INPUT HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED
 

For more information about the Options and Directives screen, see Step 2: Specify Dialog Options in Adding Process
Modules to Dialogs Using ADSC.

Step 4 Add a Work Record

Process modules that you defined for dialog XXXDUPD use element XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME. To enable the process
modules to use the element at run time, you add to the dialog the work record (XXX-WK-RECORD) that contains the
element.

Some work records define data to be displayed on the dialog map. In this case, the work record is automatically added to
the dialog when the map is added.

Work record XXX-WK-RECORD does not define data for display on the dialog map. Therefore, you must explicitly add the
record to the dialog. To do this, you use the ADSC Records and Tables screen.

You access and use the Records and Tables screen as shown:

                                Records and Tables
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                          Dialog  XXXDUPD   Version     1
  
                                                           Page      1 of     1
                                                                       More
  
    Name                             Version    Work    New copy   Drop
    xxx-wk-record___________________   ___       _         _        _
    ________________________________  ____       _         _        _
    ________________________________  ____       _         _        _
    ________________________________  ____       _         _        _
    ________________________________  ____       _         _        _
    ________________________________  ____       _         _        _
    ________________________________  ____       _         _        _
    ________________________________  ____       _         _        _
    ________________________________  ____       _         _        _
    ________________________________  ____       _         _        _
    ________________________________  ____       _         _        _
  
  
  
  
  Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd
 

When you press [Enter], ADSC associates the named work record with the dialog if there are no errors, and then
redisplays the Records and Tables screen with a message:

• Records and Tables PROCESSED SUCCESSFULLY is displayed when you successfully associate a work record
with the dialog.

• A different message is displayed if ADSC detects any errors.
In this case, read the message to determine the problem. If the work record was provided to you by other developers
at your site, determine whether you must supply a version number for the record under the Version prompt. You can
type over any mistakes and press [Enter] again.

After you successfully associate work record XXX-WK-RECORD with dialog XXXDUPD, you can proceed to add process
modules to the dialog.

Step 5 Add Premap and Response Processes

You use the ADSC Process Modules screen to associate premap and response processes with a dialog.

Earlier in this section, you defined a premap process, XXXDUPD-PREMAP, and two response processes for dialog
XXXDUPD: XXXDUPD-ENTER and XXXDUPD-PA2.

The premap process executes before the map is displayed to the end user.

When the end user presses a control key to input data on the dialog map, only one of the response processes can be
executed. To make it easy for the end user to select the appropriate response process, you associate each response
process with its own control key.

As an application developer, you associate control keys with response processes when you add the processes to the
dialog:
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• When you add XXXDUPD-ENTER, you specify that this response process is invoked when the end user presses the
[Enter] key.

• When you add XXXDUPD-PA2, you specify that this response process is invoked when the end user presses [PA2]:

Enter 5 at the Screen prompt on the Main Menu and press [Enter] to access the Process Modules screen.

Process Modules Screen

The Process Modules screen is displayed. You type the name of the process module after the Name prompt:

                               Process Modules               Page    1  of     1
                                                                      More
                          Dialog  XXXDADD   Version     1
  
   Name    xxxdupd-premap__________________                  2  Type
   Version ____                                              _  Execute on errors
   Key     _____   Value  ________________________________   _  Drop
  
   Name    xxxdupd-enter___________________                  3  Type
   Version ____                                              _  Execute on errors
   Key     enter   Value  ________________________________   _  Drop
  
   Name    xxxdupd-pa2_____________________                  3  Type
   Version ____                                              _  Execute on errors
   Key     pa2__   Value  ________________________________   _  Drop
  
   Name    ________________________________                  _  Type
   Version ____                                              _  Execute on errors
   Key     _____   Value  ________________________________   _  Drop
  
  * Type : 1=Declaration,2=Premap,3=Response,4=Default Response
  
  
  Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prev  F5=Next  F7=Bkwd  F8=Fwd
 

 [Enter]
 

When you press [Enter], ADSC compiles the process module source code and adds the compiled representation of each
module to the dialog if there are no errors. ADSC redisplays the Process Modules screen with a message:

• PROCESS HAS COMPILED SUCCESSFULLY is displayed when the compiled process module was successfully
added to the dialog as a premap process.

• TO SEE ERRORS SELECT DISPLAY OR PRINT is displayed when ADSC cannot successfully compile the process
module because of errors.
In this case, you display and correct errors in the process module, as discussed in Correct Errors in Process Modules
in Adding Process Modules to Dialogs Using ADSC.

After the process modules have compiled successfully, you can recompile the dialog.

Step 6 Recompile the Dialog

In this section, you completed dialog XXXDUPD by adding a subschema, dialog options, a work record, a premap
process, and two response processes.
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To update the load module for dialog XXXDUPD, recompile the dialog by selecting the Compile activity:

     Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch
  ._____________________________________________________________________________.
               │                         │
               │  1  1. Compile          │ log Compiler
               │     2. Display messages │
               │-------------------------│ nternational, Inc.
               │ F3=Exit                 │
               │_________________________│
  
     Dialog name . . . . . . .   XXXDUPD
     Dialog version  . . . . .      1
     Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO
     Dictionary node . . . . .   ________
  
     Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options
                                    2. Assign maps
                                    3. Assign database
                                    4. Assign records and tables
                                    5. Assign process modules
  
  
  
  Command ===>
  Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action
 

 [Enter]
 

When you press [Enter], ADSC attempts to recompile the dialog. ADSC then displays a message:

• DIALOG HAS BEEN MODIFIED is displayed on the Dialog Definition screen when the dialog was successfully
recompiled.

• A different message is displayed if an error in the dialog definition prevents ADSC from recompiling the dialog.
In this case, correct the errors and then recompile the dialog as described previously.

After you successfully recompile dialog XXXDUPD, you can use [PF3] to exit from ADSC.

After you exit from ADSC, you can execute the application.

Test the Department Application

Once you enhance dialog XXXDUPD, the sample Department application is complete. You can execute the application to
test out all application features and see how end users would use them, as follows:

When testing functions MODDEP and DELDEP, you can modify and delete the sample departments that you added when
you tested function ADDDEP in section "Adding Process Logic to a Dialog". When you modify departments in this section,
it is a good idea to write down the changes that you make.
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Invoke the Department Application

To invoke the Department application from IDMS-DC/UCF, you enter the task code (XXXDEPT) for the application. For
example, when using IDMS-DC, you invoke the Department application as shown:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

xxxdept

                                                                [Enter]

For more information on invoking the application, see Test the Application.

Display MODDEP Function

You can display the MODDEP function and modify a department, as shown below for a sample department named TEST
DEPARTMENT:

x MOD

                                                                [Enter]

Select the MOD response to display MODDEP.

The MODDEP function screen is displayed. Specify the department to be modified.

   FUNCTION: MODDEP

   DATE....: 10/30/99

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   DEPARTMENT ID .......: 9876

              NAME .....:

              HEAD ID ..: 0000
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   RESPONSE:

MODIFY -- ENTER THE DEPARTMENT ID, OR SELECT: BACK OR EXIT

[Enter]

You defined the message in premap process XXXDUPD-PREMAP.

Modify the displayed information by typing over and erasing old values.

Remember that to promote data integrity, you protected the DEPARTMENT ID variable field (which contains a
department's unique ID number) from user updates.

   FUNCTION: MODDEP

   DATE....: 10/30/99

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   DEPARTMENT ID .......: 9876

              NAME .....: TEST DEPARTMENT -- purchasing 

              HEAD ID ..: 5555 

   RESPONSE:

MODIFY -- ENTER THE DEPARTMENT ID, OR SELECT: BACK OR EXIT

[Enter]
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The department is modified.

Notice the message you defined in response process XXXDUPD-ENTER for display when department data has been
modified.

   FUNCTION: MODDEP

   DATE....: 10/30/99

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   DEPARTMENT ID .......: 0000

              NAME .....:

              HEAD ID ..: 0000

   RESPONSE:

DEPARTMENT MODIFIED--SPECIFY ANOTHER DEPARTMENT TO MODIFY

The process logic that you defined for dialog XXXDUPD allows you to modify department records in two steps:

1. The first time you press [Enter], response process XXXDUPD-ENTER retrieves the specified department from the
database.

2. The second time you press [Enter], the same response process modifies information for the department in the
database.

The following diagram shows how components for dialog XXXDUPD are executed at run time when you use the dialog
to modify a department record. Response process XXXDUPD-ENTER executes twice when you use dialog XXXDUPD to
modify a department.
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Verify the Modifcations

After you modify a department, you can verify that your modifications have been updated to the database by specifying
the department ID again:

DEPARTMENT ID.......:  9876 

                                                              [Enter]

Modified values are retrieved from the database and the modified department is redisplayed.

   FUNCTION: MODDEP

   DATE....: 10/30/99

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   DEPARTMENT ID .......: 9876
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              NAME .....: TEST DEPARTMENT -- PURCHASING

              HEAD ID ..: 5555

   RESPONSE:

MODIFY DEPARTMENT AND PRESS ENTER (PA2 TO CANCEL)

Instead of modifying this department again, you can try pressing [PA2] to see how process module XXXDUPD-PA2 allows
you to cancel a modification operation:

   FUNCTION: MODDEP

   DATE....: 10/30/99

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   DEPARTMENT ID .......: 0000

              NAME .....:

              HEAD ID ..: 0000

   RESPONSE:
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MODIFICATION CANCELLED--SPECIFY A DEPARTMENT TO MODIFY

You defined this message in response process XXXDUPD-PA2 to confirm cancellation of a modification operation.

When you press [PA2], response process XXXDUPD-PA2 is executed. This response process cancels your current
operation without modifying the database. The following diagram shows how components for dialog XXXDUPD are
executed when you press [PA2] to cancel a modification operation. XXXDUPD-PA2 and cancel a modification operation.
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While executing the Department application, you also can test out how dialog XXXDUPD handles deletion operations. To
do this:

1. Transfer from MODDEP to DELDEP.
2. Then, specify the ID number of a department to be deleted.

 

Deleting a Sample Department

Function DELDEP allows you to delete existing departments from the database. You should be careful, when you test this
function, that you delete only your own sample departments from the database.

You can use the DELDEP function to delete a department.

Specify the department to be deleted by entering the ID number for an existing department.

DEPARTMENT ID........: 9876

                                                              [Enter]

The department record is display for your verification.
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   FUNCTION: DELDEP

   DATE....: 10/30/99

                              DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

   DEPARTMENT ID .......: 9876

              NAME .....: TEST DEPARTMENT -- PURCHASING

              HEAD ID ..: 5555

   RESPONSE:

PRESS ENTER TO DELETE THIS DEPARTMENT (PA2 TO CANCEL)

[Enter]

When you press [Enter], the screen is redisplayed with the message you defined in response process XXXDUPD-ENTER:

DEPARTMENT DELETED--SPECIFY ANOTHER DEPARTMENT TO DELETE

The process logic that you defined for dialog XXXDUPD allows you to delete a department record in two steps:

1. The first time you press [Enter], process module XXXDUPD-ENTER retrieves and displays the specified department.
2. The second time you press [Enter], process module XXXDUPD-ENTER deletes the department from the database.

You can verify that process module XXXDUPD-ENTER actually deleted the department from the database by specifying
the department ID number again:

DEPARTMENT ID........: 9876

                                                              [Enter]
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When you press [Enter], the screen is redisplayed with the message you defined in response process XXXDUPD-ENTER:

DEPARTMENT DOES NOT EXIST--PRESS ENTER TO SPECIFY ANOTHER

While testing dialog XXXDUPD, you also can verify that [PA2] allows an end user to cancel a deletion operation. To do
this, you specify an existing department, as shown:

DEPARTMENT ID.........: 9876

                                                                [Enter]

Then, when dialog XXXDUPD displays the department record, you press [PA2].

Display DELDEP Function

Before you exit from the application, you can use the DELDEP function to delete all sample departments that you've
added to the database.

While you are executing this production version of the Department application, you also can test out all other capabilities
of the sample Department application to see how the application allows you to perform all operations needed to add,
modify, and delete departments in the database.

When you are ready to exit from the Department application, you can select the EXIT response.

Summary 8

The sample Department application is now fully developed. The steps you performed while developing the Department
application throughout this section could have been performed in a different order, depending on the preferences and
requirements of the site. For example, you could have added process logic to dialogs before associating the dialogs with
ADSA application functions.

In Part II of this section, "Developing the Prototype," you began developing the Department application based on
a structure diagram for the application. You created a prototype of the application by defining components for the
application:

1. You defined the executable application structure in Section8, "Defining an Application Structure Using ADSA". The
structure consists of:
– Functions (for example, MODDEP) that represent units of work (such as dialogs) to be performed by the

application
– Responses (for example, EXIT) that define run-time paths between functions in the application
– A task code (XXXDEPT) that defines an entry point for the application

2. You defined a map in Section9, "Defining a Screen Display Using MAPC". The map allows dialogs in the application
to display department information.

3. You defined skeleton versions of dialogs in Section10, "Defining Dialogs Using ADSC". At run time, these dialogs
are executed when control passes to the application functions that invoke them.

Based on tests of the completed prototype, you modified the prototype to make the application easier to use. You
changed flow of control and screen displays without having to alter any code.
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After the prototype application was approved, you developed a fully functional application from the prototype in Part
III of this section, "Enhancing the Application Definition." You added process logic and a work record to the application's
skeleton dialogs:

1. You defined process modules for dialog XXXDADD in Section13, "Adding Process Logic to a Dialog" and
Section14, "Modifying Process Logic in a Dialog". These processes allow end users to add new departments to the
database.

2. You defined a work record in Section14, "Modifying Process Logic in a Dialog". The record stores a value that
determines the processing performed by dialog XXXDUPD at run time.

3. You defined process modules for dialog XXXDUPD in this section. These processes allow end users to modify and
delete departments in the database.

After completing the Department application, you executed the completed application to test its full capabilities.

Even though you have tested the Department application, you still may need to make modifications either now or in the
future. For example, consider the following sources of change:

• Tests and preliminary use of the application can cause developers, end users, and managers to suggest changes.
For example, end users of the Department application might prefer blanks to be displayed instead of zeros (0000) in
fields where they enter numeric values (for example, the DEPARTMENT ID variable field).
End users might request that execution of the application be changed from STEP to FAST mode. In FAST mode, the
end user can enter values on one screen and transfer to another screen at the same time.
End users might have difficulty remembering the ID numbers for all departments to be modified or deleted. One
solution would be to add a dialog function that alphabetically lists all departments and allows the end user to select a
department from the list.

• Changes in regulations, updated business functions, and other planned and unplanned developments can
require developers to modify an application.
For example, new contractors might require the collection of additional information for departments.
Long-term plans for the sample Department application could call for you to add EMPLOYEE and OFFICE functions to
the existing application structure.

CA ADS application development tools can be used at any time to modify individual application components and
to add new components to the application. For example, you can add EMPLOYEE and OFFICE functions to the
Department application by defining maps and process modules for EMPLOYEE and OFFICE dialogs. When the dialogs
are developed, you can incorporate the dialogs into the application structure by using ADSA to add the necessary
functions and responses to the application.

Sample Application Components
Components in the Sample Application

This section provides information for all components created for and used by the sample Department application.
Components are presented in the order in which you first define them or use them in this section. Names of components
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in this table that begin with XXX can be changed when you define the components. For example, you can use your initials
instead of XXX.

Component type Sample name Characteristics
Application structure XXXAPPL Defined in Steps 2 through 8 of Section7.

Modified in Steps 2 through 4 of Section10.
Contains:
BACK response
EXIT response
ADD response
MOD response
DEL response
ADDDEP function
MODDEP function
DELDEP function
DEPTMENU function
XXXDEPT task code

Application responses BACK Defined in Steps 4 and 5 of Section7:
Assigned key: CLEAR
Function invoked: POP
Response type: GLOBAL

Application responses EXIT Defined in Steps 4 and 5 of Section7:
Assigned key: [PF9]
Function invoked: QUIT
Response type: GLOBAL
Modified in Steps 2 and 3 of Section10:
Assigned key: [PF3]

Application responses ADD Defined in Steps 4 and 5 of Section7:
Assigned key: [PF4]
Function invoked: ADDDEP
Response type: LOCAL

Application responses MOD Defined in Steps 4 and 5 of Section7:
Assigned key: [PF5]
Function invoked: MODDEP
Response type: LOCAL

Application responses DEL Defined in Steps 4 and 5 of Section7:
Assigned key: [PF6]
Function invoked: DELDEP
Response type: LOCAL

Application functions ADDDEP Defined in Steps 4 and 6 of Section7:
Dialog name: XXXDADD
Function type: 1 (dialog)
Valid responses: BACK
EXIT
Modified in Steps 2 and 4 of Section10:
Valid responses: MOD
BACK
EXIT
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Application functions MODDEP Defined in Steps 4 and 6 of Section7:
Dialog name: XXXDUPD
Function type: 1 (dialog)
Valid responses: BACK
EXIT

Application functions DELDEP Defined in Steps 4 and 6 of Section7:
Dialog name: XXXDUPD
Function type: 1 (dialog)
Valid responses: BACK
EXIT

Application functions DEPTMENU Defined in Steps 4 and 6 of Section7:
Function type.....: 3 (menu)
Valid responses...: ADD
MOD
DEL
EXIT

Task code XXXDEPT Defined in Step 7 of Section7:
Assoc. function...: DEPTMENU

Database record DEPARTMENT Added to map XXXMAP in Step 3 of
Section8; describes department information
to be stored in the database.

Map XXXMAP Defined in Steps 1 through 9 of Section8.
Associated records:
DEPARTMENT
ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD
Modified in Section11.

Subschema EMPSS01 Added to dialog XXXDADD in Step 1 in
Section12.
Added to dialog XXXDUPD in "Completing
dialog XXXDUPD using ADSC" in
Section15; contains the DEPARTMENT
database record and makes it available to
dialogs using navigational DML statements.

Dialogs XXXDADD Defined in Steps 2 and 3 of Section9:
Associated map....: XXXMAP
Updated due to modifications in map
XXXMAP in Steps 1 through 3 in Section11.
Enhanced in "Adding process modules to
dialogs using ADSC" in Section12:
Subschema.........: EMPSS01
Premap process....:
XXXDADD-PREMAP
Response process..:
XXXDADD-RESPONSE
Modified in "Updating modified process
modules in dialogs using ADSC" in
Section13.
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Dialogs XXXDUPD Defined in Step 5 of Section9:
Associated map....: XXXMAP
Updated due to modifications in map
XXXMAP in "Updating modified maps in
dialogs using ADSC" in Section11.
Enhanced in "Completing dialog XXXDUPD
using ADSC" in Section15:
Subschema.........: EMPSS01
Premap process....:
XXXDUPD-PREMAP
Response processes:
XXXDUPD-ENTER
XXXDUPD-PA2

Process module XXXDADD-PREMAP Defined in "Defining process modules using
IDD" in Section12:
Purpose..: Premap process for
dialog XXXDADD

Process module XXXDADD-RESPONSE Defined in "Defining process modules using
IDD" in Section12:
Purpose..: Response process
for dialog XXXDADD
Modified in "Modifying process modules
using IDD" in Section13.

Element XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME Defined in Step 2 of Section14.
Purpose..: Stores a single-
character status value (Y or N)
for process modules in dialog
XXXDUPD
Usage ...: DISPLAY
Picture..: X
Added to work record XXX-WK-RECORD in
Step 3 of Section14.

Work record XXX-WK-RECORD Defined in Step 3 of Section14:
Purpose..: Work record for
process modules
in dialog XXXDUPD
Element..: XXX-WK-FIRST-TIME

Process modules XXXDUPD-PREMAP Defined in "Defining process modules using
IDD" in Section15:
Purpose..: Premap process
for dialog XXXDUPD

Process modules XXXDUPD-ENTER Defined in "Defining process modules using
IDD" in Section15:
Purpose..: Response process
for dialog XXXDUPD

Process modules XXXDUPD-PA2 Defined in "Defining process modules using
IDD" in Section15:
Purpose..: Response process
for dialog XXXDUPD
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Development Tools in the CA ADS Environment
You use the following development tools when you define a CA ADS application:

• CA ADS application compiler (ADSA) -- Used to define the executable structure of an application
• CA ADS dialog compiler (ADSC) -- Used to define the dialogs that display and request data at runtime
• Online mapping facility (MAPC) -- Used to define the screens (maps) displayed by dialogs at runtime
• Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD) menu facility -- Used to define records and process modules

Types of Definitions

The types of definitions created by using ADSA, ADSC, MAPC, and IDD are listed in following table. Following a general
discussion of the use of CA ADS development tools, operations that are commonly performed when using ADSA, ADSC,
MAPC, and IDD are presented for each tool. The definitions created by each CA ADS development tool are listed in this
table.

Development tool Definitions created
CA ADS application compiler (ADSA) Application structures composed of:

Functions
Responses
Task codes

CA ADS dialog compiler (ADSC) Dialogs
Online mapping facility (MAPC) Maps
IDD menu facility Data definitions1:

Work records
Elements
Code and edit tables (to translate and verify data)2
Process modules

1 At some sites, the application developer is not responsible
for creating data definitions. 2 For information on code and edit
tables, refer to CA IDMS Mapping Facility Section.

CA ADS Development Tools

ADSA, ADSC, MAPC, and the IDD menu facility all display definition screens to help you define application components.
Prompts and default values are displayed whenever possible. When using definition screens, you can:

• Type specifications in fields on the screen.
Specification fields typically precede or immediately follow prompts. For example, when naming an application on the
ADSA Main Menu screen:

Application name . . . .  xxxappl

                             ▲

                    You type the application name in the

                    specification field that follows the

                    Application name prompt.
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You enter these specifications when you press [Enter] or any valid PF key (such as [PF5]).
• Move the cursor from prompt to prompt by using the forward tab key, backward tab key, or return key. Additionally,

you can use any of the cursor movement keys to move the cursor up, down, left, or right.
• Move from screen to screen by selecting an activity from the Main Menu or pressing a control key:

– You can select an activity from the Main Menu.
For example, on the ADSA Main Menu screen, you can select the Task Codes screen by entering 4 opposite the
Screen prompt.

– You can press a control key that is defined for use in the current development tool.
For example, [PF5] is used to display the next screen in the definition process.

You can invoke a CA ADS development tool from CA IDMS/DC or DC/UCF or from another CA ADS development tool.
You can exit from a development tool at any time. Invoking and exiting from development tools are discussed below.

Invoking Development Tools

To invoke a CA ADS development tool, you must be signed on to DC/UCF. The method you use to invoke a development
tool depends on your current location:

• From DC/UCF, you use the task code defined for the development tool.
For example, if ADSAT is the task code for the CA ADS application compiler, you invoke ADSA from CA IDMS/DC:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

adsat

                                                                [Enter]

Using the task code ADSAT means that you are invoking ADSA under TCF (the transfer control facility). Once you are
in the ADSA tool under TCF, you can switch to another application development tool without returning to DC/UCF.

NOTE
Using the task code ADSA, rather than ADSAT, also invokes ADSA. However, TCF is not involved and,
because ADSA is not running under TCF, you are not able to switch to another application development tool
without returning to DC/UCF first.

For more information on task codes, see Application Development Tools.
• From another development tool under the transfer control facility (TCF), use the command or function key that

transfers control from that tool to another. The method used depends on the tool you currently are using:
– From ADSA, ADSC, or MAPC, you can transfer directly to another tool by specifying the task code for the tool after

the Switch activity on the action bar at the top of the Main Menu.
– From IDD, you can transfer directly to another tool by typing the SWITCH command in the command area at the top

of the screen, followed by the task code for that tool.
For example, if MAPCT is the task code for the online mapping facility (MAPC), you can transfer from IDD to
MAPC:

switch mapct

                                                                [Enter]

• From the TCF Selection Screen, select the development tool's task code from the screen and press [Enter].
For example, if ADSCT is the task code for the CA ADS dialog compiler, you can invoke ADSC from the Selection
Screen:
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                     CA                  CAGJF0

    TRANSFER CONTROL FACILITY               *** SELECTION SCREEN ***

_ SUSPEND TCF SESSION   (PF9)           DBNAME..:           DBNODE..:

_ TERMINATE TCF SESSION (PF3)           DICTNAME: DEMO      DICTNODE:

         *TCF TASKCODES*                           *SUSPENDED SESSIONS*

SELECT ONE TO START A NEW SESSION          SELECT ONE TO RESUME AN OLD SESSION

                                                  TASKCODE        DESCRIPTOR

_ TCF

_ SYSGENT    SYSGEN COMPILER

_ ADSAT      APPLICATION COMPILER

_ MAPCT      MAP COMPILER

_ ADSCT      DIALOG COMPILER

_ IDDT       IDD COMMAND MODE

_ SSCT       SUBSCHEMA COMPILER

_ SCHEMAT    SCHEMA COMPILER

_ DMCLT      DMCL COMPILER

_ IDDMT      IDD MENU MODE

_ OLQ        OLQ COMMAND MODE

_ OLQT       OLQ COMMAND MODE

For more information on TCF, refer to CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Exiting from Development Tools

You can exit from ADSA, ADSC, MAPC, or the IDD menu facility at any time during a definition session. Exit methods
available for these development tools include those listed below:

• The SWITCH command (under TCF only) allows you to save the definition currently in progress when you exit from a
development tool.
You can use SWITCH to:
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– Transfer to another development tool as described above in Invoking Development Tools.
– Exit directly to DC/UCF:

• From ADSA, ADSC, or MAPC, specify the SUSPEND keyword after the SWITCH TASK activity at the bottom of
the screen:
x SWITCH TASK: suspend  [Enter]

• From IDD, type the SUSPEND keyword after the SWITCH command in the command area at the top of the
screen:
switch suspend  [Enter]

For more information on using the SWITCH command, refer to CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.
• The [PF3] key takes you backward through definition screens until you exit from the tool.

In IDD, the SUSPEND and QUIT commands allow you to exit. You type SUSPEND in the screen's command area. Neither
SWITCH nor QUIT allows you to specify a task code (for example, IDDMT) or any keywords (for example, the SUSPEND
keyword).

Using ADSA

ADSA is an application design and prototyping tool that is used to define the structure of an application.

The first screen in an ADSA session is the Main Menu screen.

ADSA Main Menu Screen

┌─     Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch
│   .______________________________________________________________________.
└─
                         CA ADS Application Compiler
                    CA, Inc.
┌─
│      Application name . . . .    ________
│      Application version  . .    ____
│      Dictionary name  . . . .    ________
│      Dictionary node  . . . .    ________
└─
┌─     Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options
│                                    2. Responses and Functions
│                                    3. Global records
│                                    4. Task codes
└─
           Copyright (C) 2003 CA, Inc.
   Command ===>
   Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Enter information in the dialog after prompts in the Specification area. To get from one ADSA screen to another, you
can either select the activity from the Screen Specification area on the Main Menu or, from other screens, press [PF5] to
proceed through the definition.

Select an action by tabbing to the action bar or selecting with the command line.

You can use ADSA to perform the following procedures:
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• Adding an application
• Modifying an application
• Deleting an application
• Adding a response
• Modifying a response
• Deleting a response
• Adding a function
• Modifying a function
• Deleting a function
• Adding a task code
• Modifying a task code
• Deleting a task code

The table that follows describes how to use ADSA to perform the procedures. Instructions in the table assume that you
have already invoked ADSA, as described in the "CA ADS Development Tools" topic.

For more information about these and other ADSA procedures, see the ADS Reference information in the CA IDMS
Reference documentation.

Operation Procedure
Adding an application
Procedure to add a new application structure (including
responses, functions, and task codes).
To define dialogs, maps, and process modules, see ADSC,
MAPC, and IDD.

Enter basic information about the application on a Main Menu
screen:
• An application name
• A dictionary name/node (where applicable)
Select the Add activity from the action bar to register the
application in the dictionary and check it out (reserve it) to the
programmer.
Add required components on appropriate ADSA screens:
• Add responses and functions by using the Response/

Function List screen as described under "Adding Responses
and Functions" later in this table.

• Further define responses by using the Response Definition
screen, as described in "Adding a Response" later in this table.

• Further define functions by using the appropriate Function
Definition screen, as described in "Adding a Function" later in
this table.

• Add task codes by using the Task Codes screen, as
described in "Adding a Task Code" later in this table.

(Optional) Make more specifications on other ADSA screens.
For more information about available ADSA screens, see the
the ADS Reference information in the CA IDMS Reference
documentation.
Create a load module for the application by selecting the
Compile activity from the action bar on the Main Menu.
For an example of using ADSA to add an application, see the topic
"Defining an Application Structure Using ADSA."
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Modifying an application
Procedure to modify an existing application structure (including
responses, functions, and task codes).
This procedure cannot be used to modify an application name.
(See note 1.)
To modify dialogs, maps, and process modules, see ADSC,
MAPC, and IDD.

Display the application definition (if not already displayed) by
entering the following information about the application Main Menu
screen:
• The application name
• A dictionary name/node (when applicable)
If the application has been released (after having been added),
check the application out through the Check out option under
the Modify activity on the action bar.
Modify application specifications, as necessary, on appropriate
ADSA screens:
• Add and select responses and functions by using the

Response/Function List screen, as described later in this table.
• Add, modify, or delete responses by using the Response

Definition screen, as described later in this table.
• Add, modify, or delete functions by using the Function

Definition screens, as described later in this table.
• Add, modify, or delete task codes by using the Task Codes

screen, as described later in this table.
Recompile the application load module by selecting the
Compile activity from the action bar on the Main Menu.
For an example of using ADSA to modify an application, see
Modifying the Application Structure Using ADSA.

Deleting an application
Procedure to delete an application structure (including responses,
functions, and task codes).
To delete dialogs, maps, and process modules, see ADSC,
MAPC, and IDD.

Enter the following information on the application Main Menu
screen:
• The application name
• A dictionary name/node (when applicable)
Choose the Delete application option from the Delete activity
on the action bar on the Main Menu.
After you press [Enter], ADSA displays a confirmation window
so that the request to delete the application can be confirmed or
rescinded.
Confirm or reject the deletion.
For an example of using ADSA, see Defining an Application
Structure Using ADSA.

Adding response and function relationships
Procedure to add an application response and function
relationships to an application.
Do not confuse application responses with dialog response
processes. (See note 2.)

Display the Response/Function List screen by entering a 2
opposite the Screen prompt on the Main Menu.
Enter the following information on the Response/Function List
screen:
• The response name
• (Optional) An associated activity key
• The name of the function that is invoked by the response (See

note 3.)
• The type of function (declaration, premap, response, default

response)
• The program or dialog name
• A non-blank character to indicate which responses and

functions need further definition
For an example of using ADSA to add responses and functions,
see Steps 4 through 6 in Instructions.
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Enhancing the response definition
Procedure to further define an application response to an
application.
Do not confuse application responses with dialog response
processes.

Select responses for further definition by entering a non-blank
character next to the responses on the Response/Function List
screen
Display the Response Definition screen by pressing [PF5] from
the Response/Function List screen
Enter the following information on the Response Definition
screen:
• The response type (local or global)
• The control command (optional) used to invoke the associated

function
For an example of using ADSA to further define responses, see
Steps 4 and 5 in Instructions.

Modifying a response
Procedure to modify an application response.
This procedure cannot be used to modify a response name. (See
note 4.)
Do not confuse application responses with dialog response
processes. (See note 5.)

Display the responses and functions on the Response/Function
List screen.
Make any changes required.
Optionally select the response to be modified by placing a
non-blank character next to the response and pressing [PF5] to
access the Response Definition screen.
Modify any specifications on the Response Definition screen,
including:
• The response type (global or local)
• The control command that is used to invoke the function
For an example of using ADSA to modify a response, see Steps 2
and 3 in Steps to Modify Department Application.

Deleting a response
Procedure to delete an application response from an application.
Do not confuse application responses with dialog response
processes. (See note 6.)

Display the responses and functions on the Response/Function
List screen.
Select the response to be deleted by placing a non-blank
character next to the response and pressing [PF5] to access the
Response Definition screen.
Display the response definition (if not already displayed) on
the Response Definition screen as described in "Modifying a
response" in this table.
Place a non-blank character next to the Drop prompt
For an example of using the Response Definition screen, see
"Step 5: Further define application responses" in Instructions.

Enhancing the dialog function definition
Procedure to further define a dialog function to an application.
(See note 7.)

Display the responses and functions on the Response/Function
List screen.
Select the function to be defined by placing a non-blank
character next to the function and pressing [PF5].
Display the Function Definition (Dialog) screen by pressing
[PF5] from the Response/Function List screen.
Enter the following information on the Function Definition
screen:
• A description of the function
• Valid responses for this function
For an example of using ADSA to further define functions, see
"Step 6: Further define application functions" in Instructions.
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Enhancing the menu function definition
Procedure to further define a menu function to an application.
(See note 7.)

Display the responses and functions on the Response/Function
List screen.
Select the menu function to be defined by placing a non-blank
character next to the function and pressing [PF5].
Display the Function Definition (Menu) screen by pressing
[PF5] from the Response/Function List screen.
Enter the following information on the Function Definition
screen:
• A description of the function
• Specify heading text to be displayed on the runtime menu:

a. Enter the number of heading lines after the Heading lines
prompt.

b. Enter the heading text in lines below the Heading line text
prompt.

Identify the valid responses for this function.
• Display the second page of the Function Definition (Menu)

screen by pressing [PF8] from page 1.
• Enter a non-blank character next to each response that is valid

for the menu.
Customize the menu display for a menu function: (See note 9.)
• (Optional) Change how responses are displayed on the

runtime menu:
a. Change the sequence of responses by typing new

sequence numbers for the responses to be moved
b. Suppress the display of a valid response by entering zeros

over the sequence number for the response; the response
remains available from the menu even though it is not
displayed.

For an example of changing the response sequence for a menu
function, see "Menu function" in Defining an Application Structure
Using ADSA.
For an example of using ADSA to further define functions, see
"Step 6: Further define application functions" in Instructions.

Modifying a function
Procedure to modify an application function.
This procedure cannot be used to modify a function name. (See
note 10.)

Display the responses and functions on the Response/Function
List screen.
Make any changes required.
Optionally select the function to be further modified by placing
a non-blank character next to the function and pressing [PF5] to
access the Function Definition screen.
Modify any specifications on the Function Definition screen,
including:
• Description
• Associated dialog
• Default response
• Valid responses
For an example of using ADSA to modify a function, see "Step
4: Modify the ADDDEP function" in Steps to Modify Department
Application.

Deleting a function
Procedure to delete a function and all responses that invoke that
function.

Display the function definition (if not already displayed) on the
Function Definition screen as described in "Modifying a function"
in this table.
Place a non-blank character next to the Drop prompt
For an example of using the Function Definition screen, see "Step
6: Further define application functions" in Instructions.
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Adding a task code
Procedure to add an entry point to the application.

Display the Task Codes screen by selecting 5 from the Main
Menu.
Add the task code:
• Enter a task code below the Task code heading
• Enter a function name below the corresponding Function

heading.
For an example of using ADSA to define a task code, see "Step 7:
Define a task code" in Instructions.

Modifying a task code
Procedure to modify the name or entry-point function for an
application.

Display the Task Codes screen by selecting 5 from the Main
Menu.
Erase the task code from the screen by pressing the ERASE
EOF key or typing spaces over the task code.
For an example of using the Task Codes screen, see "Step 7:
Define a task code" in Instructions.

Notes:

1. To modify an application name:
a. Add the application definition to the data dictionary, this time using the new name. Copy the existing definition

using the Copy option under the Add activity on the action bar of the Main Menu. For instructions, see "Adding an
application" in the previous table.

b. Delete the old application. For instructions, see "Deleting an application" in the previous table.
2. To add a response process to a dialog, see topic "Using ADSC."
3. If the function does not already exist, ADSA automatically adds a skeleton function with the specified name.
4. To modify a response name:

a. Add the response definition again, this time using the new name. For instructions, see "Adding a response" in the
previous table.

b. Delete the old response. For instructions, see "Deleting a response" in the previous table.
5. To modify a dialog response process, which is a module of process-language code, see the topic "Using ADSC."
6. To delete a response process from a dialog, see the topic "Using ADSC."
7. For system functions (such as QUIT), you do not need to follow this procedure; system functions are added to the

application automatically when you define responses to invoke the system functions.
8. In addition to the listed function types, you also specify the function type for either a user program or menu/dialog

function. For more information about these function types, see the ADS Reference information in the CA IDMS
Reference documentation.

9. Valid also for menu/dialog functions.
10. To modify a function name:

a. Make a note of specifications for the function on the Function Definition screen.
b. Delete the function. For instructions, see  "Deleting a function" in the previous table.
c. Add the function using the new name. For instructions, see "Adding a function" in the previous table.

Using ADSC

ADSC is the application development tool that is used to define dialogs. Dialogs are associated with dialog functions in
applications. At runtime, a dialog interacts with the user with a map (screen). A dialog also performs processing, such as
updating the database.

The first screen in an ADSC session is the Main Menu screen.

ADSC Main Menu Screen

 ┌─
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 │     Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch
 └─ .____________________________________________________________________.
                                CA ADS Online Dialog Compiler
                            CA, Inc.
 ┌─
 │  Type and select. Then Enter or select an action.
 │
 │     Dialog name . . . . . . .   ________
 │     Dialog version  . . . . .   ____
 │     Dictionary name . . . . .   ________
 │     Dictionary node . . . . .   ________
 └─
 ┌─    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options
 │                                    2. Assign maps
 │                                    3. Assign database
 │                                    4. Assign records and tables
 │                                    5. Assign process modules
 └─
             Copyright (C) 2003 CA, Inc.
  Command ===>
  Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action
 

Enter information in the dialog after prompts in the Specification area.

Select the next ADSC activity or screen from Screen prompt.

To get from one ADSC screen to another, you can either enter the number that is associated with the screen on the
Main Menu (and press [Enter]) or press [PF5] to move through the sequence of screens.

Select an action by tabbing to the action bar or selecting with the command line.

You can use ADSC to perform the following procedures:
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• Adding a dialog
• Modifying a dialog
• Deleting a dialog
• Adding a work record to a dialog
• Modifying a work record in a dialog
• Deleting a work record from a dialog
• Adding a declaration module to a dialog
• Modifying a declaration module specification
• Deleting a declaration module from a dialog
• Adding a premap process to a dialog
• Modifying a premap process specification
• Deleting a premap process from a dialog
• Adding a response process to a dialog
• Modifying a response process specification
• Deleting a response process from a dialog
• Viewing process module errors
• Correcting syntax errors
• Correcting discrepancies between dialog components

The table that follows describes how to use ADSC to perform the procedures. Instructions in the table assume that you
have already invoked ADSC, as discussed in "Invoking Development Tools."
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For more information about these and other ADSC procedures, see ADS Reference.

Operation Procedure
Adding a dialog
Procedure to define a skeleton dialog (for a prototype application)
or a fully functional dialog.

Enter basic information about the dialog on the dialog Main
Menu screen:
• The dialog name
• A dictionary name/node (when applicable)
Associate a map with the dialog on the Map Specifications
screen.
Associate a subschema or access module with the dialog on the
Database Specifications screen. (See note 1.)
If you are creating a skeleton dialog, you can now proceed
immediately to Step 5 of Define Dialogs to compile the dialog.
(Optional) Make more specifications on appropriate ADSC
screens:
• Specify more dialog options (for example, symbol and

diagnostic tables to simplify the application development
process) by using the Options and Directives screen.

For more information about the Options and Directives screen,
see "Step 2 Specify Dialog Options" in Adding Process Modules to
Dialogs Using ADSC.
• Associate one or more work records or SQL-defined tables

with the dialog by using the Records and Tables screen, as
described in "Adding a work record to a dialog" later in this
table.

• Associate a declaration module, premap process, and one
or more response processes with the dialog by using the
Process Modules screen, as described in "Adding processes
to a dialog" later in this table.

Create a dialog load module by selecting the Compile activity
from the action bar on the Main Menu.
For an example of using ADSC to add dialogs, see Defining
Dialogs Using ADSC.
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Modifying a dialog
Procedure to modify a dialog definition. This procedure cannot be
used to modify a dialog name. (See note 2.)

Display the dialog definition (if not already displayed) by
entering the following information on the Main Menu screen:
• The dialog name
• The dictionary name/node (when applicable)
Modify dialog specifications on appropriate ADSC screens:
• (Optional) Add or modify dialog options by using the Options

and Directives screen. For more information about the Options
and Directives screen, see "Step 2: Specify Dialog Options" in
Adding Process Modules to Dialogs Using ADSC.

• (Optional) Add or modify map information on the Map
Specifications screen. For more information about the Map
Specifications screen, see "Step 3 Name the Associated Map"
in Define Dialogs.

• (Optional) Add or modify subschema or access module
information on the Database Specifications screen. For more
information about the Database Specifications screen, see
"Step 3: Add a Subschema" in Adding Process Modules to
Dialogs Using ADSC.

• (Optional) Add, modify, or delete work record specifications
or tables on the Records and Tables screen, as described
later in this table.

• (Optional) Add, modify, or delete the process module
specifications on the Process Modules screen, as described
later in this table.

Recompile the dialog load module by selecting the Compile
activity on the Main Menu.
For examples of modifying dialogs, see Updating Modified Maps in
Dialogs Using ADSC and Updating Modified Process Modules in
Dialogs Using ADSC.

Deleting a dialog
Procedure to delete a dialog from the data dictionary.

Enter the following information on a blank Main Menu screen:
• The dialog name
• The dictionary name/node (when applicable)
Choose the Delete activity from the action bar.
Confirm or rescind the deletion.
For an example of using ADSC, see Defining Dialogs Using
ADSC.

Adding a work record to a dialog
Procedure to make an existing work record or table available to a
dialog and its processes. (See note 3.)
To add a work record to the data dictionary, see Using the IDD
Menu Facility.

Display the Records and Tables screen by selecting 4 from the
Main Menu screen.
Enter the name of the work record or table to be associated
with the dialog under the Record name prompt.
For a work record, enter a non-blank character under the prompt
Work.
For an example of adding a work record to a dialog, see "Step
4 Add a Work Record" in Completing Dialog XXXDUPD Using
ADSC.

Deleting a work record from a dialog
Procedure to delete a work record or table from a dialog.
This procedure does not delete a work record from the data
dictionary. (See note 4.)

Display the Records and Tables screen by selecting 4 from the
Main Menu screen.
Enter a non-blank character in the Drop column opposite the
work record or table to be deleted.
For an example of how to use the Records and Tables screen,
see "Step 4 Add a Work Record" in Completing Dialog XXXDUPD
Using ADSC.
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Adding process modules to a dialog
Procedure to associate existing process modules with a dialog.
To define a process module in the data dictionary, see Using the
IDD Menu Facility.

Display the Process Modules screen by selecting 5 from the Main
Menu.
Enter the name of the process module to be associated with the
dialog after the Name prompt.
Specify the type of process module it is: declaration, premap,
response, default response.
If this is a response process, enter the following information:
• A control key (optional) specified after the Key prompt
• A response field value (optional) specified after the Value

prompt
Note: Each response process must have a key and/or a
response field value, or be the default response.

• Execution status on input errors (optional) enabled by
entering a non-blank character before the Execute on edit
errors prompt; in this case, the response process is executed
at runtime even when input errors are entered.

For information about automatic editing, see Mapping Facility.
Press [Enter] to add the process module to the dialog definition.
For an example of using ADSC to associate a process module
with a dialog, see Adding Process Modules to Dialogs Using
ADSC.
For more information about the Process Module screen, refer to
ADS Reference.

Modifying a process module
Procedure to associate a modified process module with a dialog or
to replace the current process module.
This procedure does not modify source statements for the process
module in the data dictionary. (See note 5.)

Display the Process Modules screen.
(Optional) Change the process module name by typing over the
displayed name. The new name must identify an existing process
module in the data dictionary.
(Optional) Modify specifications:
• Key
• Value
• Execute on errors
• Type (1=Declaration, 2=Premap, 3=Response, 4=Default

response)
Press [Enter] to input modified Process Modules screen
specifications.
For an example of modifying a process module specification, see
Updating Modified Process Modules in Dialogs Using ADSC.

Deleting a process module from a dialog
Procedure to delete a process module from a dialog.
This procedure does not delete the process module from the data
dictionary. (See note 6.)

Display the Process Modules screen (if it not already displayed)
by selecting 5 from the Main Menu.
Enter a non-blank character next to the Drop prompt.
For an example of using the Process Modules screen, see Adding
Process Modules to Dialogs Using ADSC.

Compiling the dialog
Procedure to compile process code and create the dialog load
module.

Create a load module for the application by selecting the
Compile activity from the action bar on the Main Menu.
ADSC attempts to compile all process modules associated with
the dialog and, if successful, create a load module. (See note 10.)
Note: If ADSC finds errors during the compile, the process module
is not added to the dialog. ADSC displays an error message.
In this case, you must view and correct process module errors and
then recompile the process module. For more information, see
"Viewing process module errors" in this table.
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Viewing process module errors
Procedure to view compile-time errors and error messages found
by ADSC in a process module.
To correct errors in process modules, see "Correcting syntax
errors" and "Correct discrepancies between dialog components" in
this table.

Display a listing of the module and its errors:
• Choose the View messages option from the Compile activity

on the action bar on the Main Menu.

Correcting syntax errors
Procedure to correct syntax errors (such as omitted periods or
misspelled words) in a process module.
To view error messages for a process module, see "Viewing
process module errors" earlier in this table.

Choosing the View messages option from the Compile activity
on the action bar of the Main Menu brings you to the Compiled
Process Modules screen.
On the Compiled Process Modules screen, choose Display to
go to the Dialog Process Source screen. The Dialog Process
Source screen shows you the process source and errors that were
encountered by the compiler.
Press [PF5] to move to IDD to correct errors. (See note 11.)
For an example of using IDD and ADSC to correct syntax errors,
see "Correct syntax errors" in Adding Process Modules to Dialogs
Using ADSC.

Correcting discrepancies between dialog components
Procedure to correct discrepancies between a process module
and another dialog component (for example, a map, record, record
element, or subschema).
To view error messages for a process module, see "Viewing
process module errors" earlier in this table.

Choosing the View messages option from the Compile activity on
the action bar of the Main Menu brings you to the Structural Error
Display screen.
Correct the errors by using the appropriate development tool:
• For errors made on ADSC screens (such as an incorrect

subschema name), proceed to the appropriate screen and
change the specification.

• For errors made in a different development tool (such as a
record definition made by using the IDD menu facility):
– Transfer to the development tool by selecting the Switch

activity from the action bar on the Main Menu (if you are
operating under TCF) and specify the task code for the
development tool.

For more information about transferring to other development
tools, see "Invoking Development Tools" in CA ADS
Development Tools.

• Correct and recompile the definition:
– To modify maps, see Using MAPC later in this section.
– To modify work records, elements, and process modules,

see Using the IDD Menu Facility.
• Transfer back to ADSC (if necessary) by using the Switch

activity.
Recompile the dialog.

For information about correcting discrepancies between dialog
components, see "Correct Errors in Process Dialogs" in Adding
Process Modules to Dialogs Using ADSC.

Notes:

1. You do not have to name the subschema and schema in the following situations:
– If you are creating a skeleton dialog for the basic prototype of an application.
– If the dialog uses only SQL statements to access the database
– If the dialog does not access a database
An access module must be named only if the dialog is accessing a database using SQL statements and an existing
access module is going to be used.

2. To modify a dialog name, copy the dialog definition to a new dialog name using the Copy option of the Add activity on
the action bar on the Main Menu. Delete the old dialog.
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3. Work records that are associated with the dialog's map are automatically available to the dialog and do not need to be
added to the dialog separately.

4. To delete a work record from the data dictionary, see Using the IDD Menu Facility.
5. To modify process module source statements in the data dictionary, see Using the IDD Menu Facility.
6. To delete a process module from the data dictionary, see Using the IDD Menu Facility.
7. To define a process module in the data dictionary, see Using the IDD Menu Facility.
8. You can associate a response process with several control keys and/or response field values. To do this, add the

response process to the dialog several times, each time specifying a different control key and/or response field value
for the response process. Only one copy of the compiled response is included in the dialog load module.

9. To modify process module source statements, see Using the IDD Menu Facility.
10. Whenever you select the Compile activity, ADSC compiles all process modules before creating a load module for the

dialog.
11. When you switch to IDD from ADSC after encountering compile errors, you are in full-screen mode in IDD.

For more information about IDD full-screen mode, see Using Common Facilities.

Using MAPC

MAPC is the application development tool used to define online maps. In CA ADS applications, maps are displayed by
dialogs.

The first screen in an MAPC session is the Main Menu screen. A sample Main Menu screen is shown below:

┌─     Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

│   .______________________________________________________________________.

└─

                       CA IDMS/DC Online Map Compiler

                  CA, Inc.

┌─

│      Map name   . . . . . . .    ________

│      Map version  . . . . . .    ____

│      Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

│      Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

└─

┌─     Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

│                                    2. Map-Level help text definition

│                                    3. Associated records
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│                                    4. Layout

│                                    5. Field definition

└─

             Copyright (C) 2003 CA, Inc.

   Command ===>

   Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

You can display an MAPC screen by entering a value opposite the Screen prompt and pressing [Enter].

The following table describes how to use MAPC to perform the following procedures:

• Adding a map
• Modifying a map
• Deleting a map
• Adding new fields to a map
• Modifying existing fields on a map
• Deleting fields from a map

For more information on these and other MAPC procedures, refer to CA IDMS Mapping Facility Section.

Instructions in the table assume that you have already invoked MAPC, as discussed earlier in this section.

Operation Procedure
Adding a map
Procedure to add a map definition to the data dictionary
To add an existing map to a dialog, see "Using ADSC" earlier in
this section.

Specific basic information about the map on the MAPC Main
Menu:
The map name
The dictionary name/node (when applicable)
Names the associated database and work records on the
Associated Records screen.
Autopaint the map by naming the map fields on the Automatic
Screen Painter screen.
Optionally make additional specifications on other MAPC screens.
For more information on available MAPC screens and definition
options, refer to CA IDMS Mapping Facility Section.
Optionally modify the map layout using the Layout screen.
Create a map load module using the Compile4 activity from the
action bar on the Main Menu.
For an example of using MAPC to add a map definition, see
Section9, "Defining a Screen Display Using MAPC".
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Modifying a map
Procedure to modify an existing map.
This procedure cannot be used to modify a map name1.
To update a modified map definition in a dialog, recompile the
dialog as described in "Using ADSC" earlier in this section.

Display the map definition by entering on a Main Menu screen:
The map name
the dictionary name/node (when applicable)
Optionally add and modify basic information about the map,
including names of associated database and work records.
Optionally add, modify, and/or delete fields. You can add,
modify, and delete fields at the same time:
To add new fields, see "Adding new fields to a map" later in this
table.
To modify fields, see "Modifying existing fields on a map" later in
this table.
To delete fields, see "Deleting fields from a map" later in this table.
Optionally add, modify, and/or delete specifications on other
MAPC screens.
For more information on available MAPC specifications, see CA
IDMS Mapping Facility Section.
Recompile the map load module: by specifying the Compile4
activity from the action bar on the Main Menu.
Note: If new copies of maps are not automatically loaded in the
program pool at your site, return to CA IDMS/DC or DC/UCF and
issue the following command before executing the modified map:
DCMT VARY PROGRAM modified-map-name
NEW COPY.
This command causes a new copy of the map to be loaded in the
program pool.
For an example of using MAPC to modify a map, see Section12,
"Modifying a Map Using MAPC".

Deleting a map
Procedure to delete a map from the data dictionary.
To delete a map from a dialog, modify the dialog as described in
"Using ADSC" earlier in this section.

Identify the map to be deleted on the Main Menu screen by
entering:
The map name
the dictionary name/node (when applicable)
Choose the Delete action4 from the action bar
Confirm or rescind the action
The next time you modify a dialog associated with a deleted map,
ADSC displays a message warning you that the map has been
deleted. Users can continue to execute a deleted map until a
new copy of the map is loaded in the program pool, provided that
automatic load is not specified in the system generation OLM
statement.
For an example of using MAPC, see Section9, "Defining a Screen
Display Using MAPC".
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Adding new fields to a map
Procedure to add new fields to a map.
To move or modify fields, see "Modifying existing fields on a map"
later in this table. To delete fields, see "Deleting fields from a map"
later in this table.

Display the Layout screen from the Main Menu by entering 2
opposite the Screen prompt and pressing [Enter].
Define each new field on the Layout screen as described below:
Move the cursor to the screen position that immediately precedes
the starting position of the field.
Type a start-field character2 to signal the start of the field. The
field starts in the column immediately after the start-field character.
For a literal field only, specify the value to be displayed at
runtime by typing a literal string after the start-field character, as
shown below for a field that displays the value DEPARTMENT
INFORMATION:

   ;DEPARTMENT INFORMATION

Note: For a variable field, you will specify the value to be
displayed at runtime in Step 3 later in this procedure.
Optionally add additional new fields as described in Steps 1, 2,
and 3 above.
Press [Enter] to save the current map layout for further definition.
Select fields for further editing by positioning the cursor on the
field and pressing [PF2] or by overtyping the start-field character
with the field-select character (the default is a percent sign).3

Editing fields
Procedure to edit variable fields on a map.

Press [PF5] from the Layout screen to access the Literal or
Field Definition screen.
Edit variable fields on the Field Definition screen as described
below:
Specify the value to be displayed by the field by naming
a record element or system-supplied field ($RESPONSE,
$MESSAGE, or $PAGE) after the Element prompt.
Optionally override default specifications for the variable field:
For an example of adding fields to a map, see Section9, "Defining
a Screen Display Using MAPC".

Modifying existing fields on a map
Procedure to modify or move existing fields on a map.
Adding new fields to a map is presented in "Adding new fields to a
map" earlier in this table.
To associate the modified map with any dialogs that use the map,
you recompile the dialog load module. See "Using ADSC" earlier
in this section.

Display the Layout screen from the Main Menu screen by
entering 4 at the Screen prompt.
Use the alternate set of function keys to mark and move the
fields
Select one or more fields to be modified by positioning the
cursor on the field and pressing [PF2] or by overtyping the start-
field character with a percent sign.
Modify each field definition selected as described below:
Display the Field Definition or Literal Definition screen.
Modify any specifications for the field.
Recompile the map load module if there are no more updates to
be made to the map by selecting the Compile4 activity from the
action bar on the Main Menu.
For an example of modifying fields on a map, see Section12,
"Modifying a Map Using MAPC".
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Deleting fields from a map
Procedure to delete existing fields from a map
To associate the modified map with any dialogs that use the map,
recompile the dialog load module. See "Using ADSC" earlier in
this section.

Display the Layout screen by entering 4 at the Screen prompt
on the Main Menu.
Make sure that insert-character mode is disabled by pressing
the RESET key.
Select the fields to be deleted by positioning the cursor on the
field or fields and pressing [PF2] or by overtyping the start-field
character with the field-select character.
Press [PF5] to move to the Literal Definition or Field Definition
screen.
Enter a nonblank character next to the Drop field prompt to
delete the field.
Recompile the map load module (if there are no more updates
to be made to the map) by selecting the Compile activity from the
action bar on the Main Menu.

Notes:

1 To modify a map name:

• Make a copy of the original map, using the new name for the copy.
For more information on copying a map, refer to CA IDMS Mapping Facility Section.

• Create a load module for the new copy.

2 The start-field character is defined at system generation time; for example, default start-field characters are the field
mark (;) or the left brace ({).

3 The select-field and start-field characters are defined at system-generation time and can vary from site to site; the
default select-field character is the percent sign (%).

4 The dictionary is updated only on a Compile or a Delete action. A record becomes map-owned only after the map is
compiled.

Using the IDD Menu Facility

As an application developer, you can use the IDD menu facility to define data (records and elements) and process
modules in the data dictionary.

Alternatively, you can use online IDD to define data and process modules.

For information on how to use online IDD, see the CA IDMS IDD Quick Reference Section.

The first screen in an IDD menu facility session is the Master Selection screen. A sample Master Selection screen is
shown below:

                        CA                  CAGJF0

        IDD REL 15.0              *** MASTER SELECTION ***                   TOP

   ─►

┌─

│

│               DICTIONARY NAME...: DEMO         NODE NAME..:
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│

│               USER NAME.........:

│               PASSWORD..........:

│

│               USAGE MODE........: X UPDATE    _ RETRIEVAL

│

│               PFKEY SIMULATION..: X OFF       _ ON

└─

┌─

│   _ ATTR  =  ATTRIBUTE     <PF2>              _ PROC  =  PROCESS        <PF3>

│   _ CLAS  =  CLASS         <PF4>              _ PROG  =  PROGRAM        <PF5>

│   _ ELEM  =  ELEMENT       <PF6>              _ RECD  =  RECORD         <PF7>

│   _ FILE  =  FILE          <PF8>              _ TABL  =  TABLE          <PF9>

│   _ MODU  =  MODULE        <PF10>             _ USER  =  USER           <PF11>

│   _ ENTL  =  USER DEFINED ENTITY LIST         _ SYST  =  SYSTEM

│   _ MSGS  =  MESSAGE

│   _ QFIL  =  QFILE                            _ OPTI  =  OPTIONS

│   _ DISP  =  DISPLAY ALL                      _ HELP  =  HELP           <PF1>

└─

To get from one IDD screen to another, you can enter the identifier for the next screen in the current screen's command
area, select the screen identifier from the Activity Selection area, or press the control key associated with the screen.
Identifiers and control keys for available screens are listed in the Activity Selection area of IDD menu facility screens.

The following table describes how to use the IDD menu facility to perform the following procedures:
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• Adding an element
• Modifying an element
• Deleting an element
• Adding a work record
• Modifying a work record
• Deleting a work record
• Adding a process module
• Modifying a process module
• Copying a process module
• Deleting a process module

For more information on using the IDD menu facility, refer to CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

For information on other operations you can perform by using IDD, refer to CA IDMS IDD Quick Reference Section.

Instructions in table assume that you have already invoked IDD, as discussed earlier in this section.

Operation Procedure
Adding an element
Procedure to add a new element to the data dictionary
To add an existing element to a work record, see "Adding a work
record" later in this table.

Display the Element Entity screen by entering the
identifier(elem) for the screen in the command area, as shown
below1:

-─► elem

Define the element on the Element Entity screen:
Type an element name.
Select the ADD action and deselect (space over) DISPLAY.
Optionally type a description of the element.
Specify a picture; for example, PIC X(20).
Select a usage mode; for example, COMP-3 (default is DISPLAY).
For an example of using the IDD menu facility to define an
element, see "Step 1: Define an element" in Section14.

Modifying an element
Procedure to modify an element definition in the data dictionary.
To update the modified element in any records that contain the
element, see "Modifying a work record" later in this table.
This procedure cannot be used to modify an element name2.

Display the element to be modified on the Element Entity
screen by typing the identifier (ELEM) for the screen in the
command area, followed by the name of the element, as shown
below for an element named ELEMENT1:

─► elem element1

Modify the element:
Select the MODIFY action and deselect DISPLAY.
Modify any of the following specifications:
Description
Picture
Usage mode
For an example of using the Element Entity screen, see "Step 1:
Define an element" in Section14.
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Deleting an element
Procedure to delete an element definition from the data dictionary.
This procedure cannot be used to delete an element that already
belongs to a work record3.

Display the element to be deleted on the Element Entity screen
bytyping the identifier (ELEM) for the screen in the command
area, followed by the name of the element, as shown below for an
element named ELEMENT1:

─► elem element1

Delete the element:
Select the DELETE action.
Deselect the DISPLAY action.
For an example of using the Element Entity screen, see "Step 1:
Define an element" in Section14.

Adding a work record
Procedure to add a work record to the data dictionary.
To add elements to the data dictionary, see "Adding an element"
earlier in this table.

Display the Record Entity screen by entering the identifier(recd)
for the screen in the command area:

─► recd

Define the work record on the Record Entity screen:
Type a record name.
Select the ADD action and deselect DISPLAY.
Optionally make additional specifications for the work record.
For more information on available record options and screens,
refer to CA IDMS IDD Quick Reference Section.
Associate existing elements with the work record by using the
Record Element screen:
Display the Record Element screen from the Record Entity screen
by entering the identifier (relm) for the screen in the command
area:

─► relm

Associate an element with the work record:
Type the name of an existing element.
Optionally override any existing element specifications for:
Picture
Usage mode
Optionally make other specifications for the element.
For more information on available record options and screens,
refer to CA IDMS IDD Quick Reference Section.
Optionally associate another element with the work record as
described in Step 3.2 above, after first pressing the page-forward
key (default is [PF8]) to display a blank Record Element screen.
For an example of using the Element Entity screen, see "Step 2:
Define a work record" in Section14.
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Modifying a work record -- continued on next two pages
Procedure to modify a work record in order to replace elements in
the record or to modify specifications for record elements.
This procedure cannot be used to modify a work record name4.

Display the work record to be modified by typingthe identifier
(RECD) for the Record Entity screen in the command area,
followed by the name of the record, as shown below for a record
named WK-RECORD1:

─► recd wk-record1

Optionally add, modify, or delete work record specifications.
For more information on record specifications and screens, refer
to CA IDMS IDD Quick Reference Section.
Optionally modify element specifications for the record:
To associate an element with the work record:
Display the Record Element screen by entering the identifier
(relm) for the screen in the command area:

─► relm

Associate an element with the record:
type the name of an existing element5.
Optionally override any existing element specifications for:
Picture
Usage mode
Optionally make other specifications for the element.
For more information on record element specifications, refer to CA
IDMS IDD Quick Reference Section.
Optionally associate another element with the record as described
in Step b above, after first pressing the page-forward key (default
is [PF8]) to display a blank Record Element screen.
To replace an element in the record:
Display the record element specification in either of the following
ways:
When the record contains a few record elements:
Display the Record Element screen by entering the identifier
(relm) for the screen in the command area:

─► relm

Page through record elements in the record (if necessary) to
display the required record element. To do this, press the page-
forward key (default is [PF8]).
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Modifying a work record -- continued When the record contains several record elements:
Display the Record Element List screen by entering the
identifier(rell) for the screen in the command area:

─► rell

From the displayed list of elements, select the record element
to be replaced by entering a nonblank character in the SELECT
column for the element.
Modify the record element specification:
Select the REPLACE action.
Note: The REPLACE action:
Deletes the element from the work record
Adds a new copy of the element to the record.
REPLACE does not modify the original element in the data
dictionary.
Optionally type a new element name to replace the existing
element with another.
Optionally override any existing element specifications for:
Picture
Usage mode
Optionally modify other specifications
For more information on available record element specifications,
refer to CA IDMS IDD Quick Reference Section.
Optionally select and modify another record element
specification:
Return to the Record Element List screen by pressing CLEAR
(after pressing [Enter] to make sure that all record element
specifications are entered).
Select the record element to be modified by entering a nonblank
character in the SELECT column for the element.
Modify the record element as described in Step b above.

Modifying a work record -- continued To remove an element from the record:
Display the record element specification:
Display the Record Element List screen by entering the identifier
(rell) for the screen in the command area:

─► rell

From the displayed list of elements, select the record element
specification to be removed by entering a nonblank character in
the SELECT column for the element.
Remove the element by selecting the REMOVE action.
Note: The REMOVE action deletes the record element
specification from the record but not from the data dictionary.
For an example of using the IDD menu facility for records, see
Section15, "Defining Work Records Using IDD".
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Deleting a work record
Procedure to delete a record from the data dictionary.
This procedure cannot be used to delete a work record used by a
map or a dialog6.
This procedure does not delete record elements from the data
dictionary7.

Display the work record to be deleted on the Record Entity
screen by typing the identifier (RECD) for the screen in the
command area, followed by the name of the record to be deleted,
as shown below for a record named WK-RECORD1:

─► recd wk-record1

Delete the work record:
Select the DELETE action.
Deselect the DISPLAY action.
For an example of using the IDD menu facility for work records,
see num=14.Defining Work Records Using IDD.

Adding a process module
Procedure to add a process module definition and source
statements to the data dictionary.
To make an existing process module the premap or response
process for a dialog, see "Using ADSG" earlier in this section.

Display the Process Entity screen by entering the identifier
(proc) for the screen in the command area:

─► proc

Specify basic information on the process module on the Process
Entity screen:
Type the process module name.
Select the ADD action and deselect DISPLAY.
Optionally type a description for the process module.
Display the Process Source screen from the Process Entity
screen by entering srce in the command area:

─► srce

Enter process source statements for the module8.
Type one or more lines of process statements on a page of the
Process Source screen.
Note: Do not extend process source statements beyond column
72.
Optionally enter additional pages of process source statements.
For each new page:
Place the cursor on the line after which new source statements
are to be inserted.
Press [PF4] (default) to open new lines after the cursor.
Enter lines of process statements on the new page.
Press [PF5] (default) to apply your changes to the work file
maintained by the IDD menu facility.
Press [Enter] to add the process source statements to the
process module in the data dictionary.
For an example of using the IDD menu facility to define a process
module, see "Defining process modules using IDD" in Section12.
A process module's source statements are compiled when the
process module is added to a dialog. For information on adding
process modules (as premap and response processes) to a
dialog, see "Using ADSC" earlier in this section.
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Modifying a process module
Procedure to modify a process module in the data dictionary.
This procedure does not update dialogs that use the process
module9.
This procedure cannot be used to modify a process module
name10.

Display the process module to be modified on the Process
Entity screen by typing the identifier (PROC) for the screen in the
command area, followed by the name of the process module, as
shown below for a process module named PROCESS1:

─► proc process1

Modify process statements, as necessary:
Display process statements for the module on the Process Source
screen by entering the identifier (srce) for the screen in the
command area:

─► srce

Add, modify, and delete process statements. To insert one or more
lines of statements:
Place the cursor on the line after which new source statements
are to be inserted.
Press [PF4] (default) to open new lines after the cursor.
Enter lines of process statements on the new page.
Press [PF5] (default) to apply the new statements to the work file
maintained by the IDD menu facility.
Note: Do not extend statements beyond column 72.
Optionally page through the Process Source screen:
Press [PF8] (default) to page forward.
Press [PF7] (default) to page backward.
Press [Enter] to modify the process module stored in the data
dictionary.
For an example of modifying a process module, see Section14,
"Modifying Process Logic in a Dialog".
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Copying a process module
Procedure to copy source statements from one process module to
a new process module11.

Display the Process Entity screen by entering the identifier
(proc) for the Process Entity screen in the command area:

─► proc

Specify basic information on the new process module on the
Process Entity screen:
Type the name of the new process module.
Select the ADD action and deselect DISPLAY.
Optionally type a description for the new process.
Display the Copy screen by entering the identifier (copy) for the
screen in the command area:

─► copy

Enter process module specifications:
Type the name of the original process module after the COPY
FROM PROCESS NAME prompt.
Select the PROCESS TEXT action to copy the process
commands in the original process module to the current process
module.
Modify process statements if necessary, by using the Process
Source screen as described in "Modifying a process module"
earlier in this table.
For an example of using IDD for process modules, see Section13
"Adding Process Logic to a Dialog".

Deleting a process module
Procedure to delete a process module from the data dictionary.
To delete a process module (premap or response process) from a
dialog, see "Using ADSC" earlier in this section.

Display the process module to be deleted by typing the
identifier (PROC) for the Process Entity screen in the command
area, followed by the name of the process module, as shown
below for a process module named PROCESS1:

─► proc process1

Delete the process module:
Select the DELETE action.
Deselect the DISPLAY action.
For an example of using IDD for process modules, see Section13
"Adding Process Logic to a Dialog".

Notes:

1 You can also display any IDD menu facility screen by using either of the following methods:

• Select the activity that identifies the screen (in this case, ELEM) from the Activity Selection area of the current screen
and press [Enter].

• Press the control key listed for the screen (in this case, [PF6]).

2 To modify an element name:
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• Add the element definition to the data dictionary again, this time using the new name. For instruction, see "Adding an
element", earlier in the table.

• Add the new element to and remove the old element from any work records that contain the element, as described in
"Modifying a work record" later in the table.

• Then delete the old element from the data dictionary, as described below in "Deleting an element".

3 To delete an element that belongs to a work record:

• Remove the element from the record, as described in "Modifying a work record" later in the table.
• Delete the element from the data dictionary.

4 To modify a work record name:

• Add the work record definition to the data dictionary again, this time using the new name. For instruction, see "Adding
an element", earlier in the table.

• Delete the old record from the data dictionary as described in "Deleting a work record" later in the table.

5 If the element already belongs to the record, specifications on the Record Element screen modify previous specifications
for the record element.

6 If the work record participates in maps and/or dialogs:

• Delete the record from each map (by using the MAPC Associated Records screen) and/or from each dialog (by using
the ADSC Records and Tables screen).

• Delete the record from the data dictionary.

7 To delete elements from the data dictionary, see "Deleting an element" earlier in the table.

8 For information on specific process statements, refer to CA ADS Reference Section.

9 To update dialogs that use the module, see "Modifying a premap process specification" or "Modifying a response
process specification" as appropriate, in "Using ADSC" earlier in this section. At this point, the process module's source
statements are compiled.

10 To modify a process module name:

• Add a new process module, using the new name, on the Process Entity screen.
• Copy the source statements from the original process module by using the Copy screen, as described in "Copying a

process module" later in the table.
• If appropriate, delete the original process module from the data dictionary, as described in "Deleting a process module"

later in the table.

11 You can also use one process module's source statements in another process module by using the INCLUDE
command. The INCLUDE command names the process module whose source statements are included in the current
process module at compile time.

Layout Of the DEPARTMENT Record
This section presents the layout and configuration of the sample DEPARTMENT record. DEPARTMENT is defined in the
non-SQL defined demonstration database that can be installed with the system.

Definition

As defined at installation time:

• The DEPARTMENT record owns the EMPLOYEE record.
In order to delete a department that owns employees, you must either disconnect or delete the department's
employees. To delete a department along with its employees, you use a process command like:

ERASE DEPARTMENT ALL MEMBERS.
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• The DEPARTMENT record is defined in the ORG-DEMO-REGION.

Sample DEPARTMENT Record Layout

What is below shows the layout of the DEPARTMENT record as defined at installation time.

NOTE
The demonstration database and the DEPARTMENT record may be defined differently at your site.

 Record:  DEPARTMENT             Version:  100

   Location mode:  CALC

   CALC field...:  DEPT-ID-0410

   Duplicates records are not allowed

      Element:  DEPT-ID-0410

              Picture:  9(4)

              Usage..:  Display

      Element:  DEPT-NAME-0410

              Picture:  X(45)

              Usage..:  Display

      Element:  DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410

              Picture:  9(4)

              Usage..:  Display
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Using ADS Trace
The online trace of a dialog, or of specific processes within a dialog, provides a convenient, efficient method of searching
for errors. The flexible organization of CA ADS Trace allows comprehensive tracing or selective tracing of:

• Control commands
• Specified element values
• Database verbs
• DEFINE SUBROUTINE statements
• A specified segment of a process.

CA ADS Trace adds the necessary statements to the dialog code automatically. After the traced dialog is executed, a
replay can be viewed at a terminal, printed, or moved to a special queue.

During execution of an CA ADS dialog, CA ADS Trace produces an online trace that can be replayed as often as
necessary. By using this trace utility, programmers and application developers can pinpoint the causes of dialog errors
right at their terminals. For more information, see the following topics:

Online Trace

Building the Trace

Before a specific dialog is executed, you can select trace options from a special screen. Using those options, CA ADS
Trace automatically enters the trace code in the dialog.

Replaying the Trace

After the dialog is recompiled and executed with the selected trace options, a trace replay can be viewed, printed, or
saved in a queue. If the dialog execution terminates abnormally, the replay shows the sequence of execution right up to
the termination; CA ADS Trace preserves the sequence in the replay, without any rollback.

CA ADS Trace traces not only the specified dialog, but also all subroutines through which dialog control passes. While the
dialog is executing, the Trace option captures and highlights information on DML command processing and the DML error
status. It can also trace the execution-time contents of any exhibited dialog work record, database field, or map variable.

Environment

CA ADS Trace operates under CA IDMS and CA ADS. It provides full-screen display on all IBM 3270-type terminals.

Flexibility

CA ADS Trace is a flexible tool. It allows tracing of a particular dialog without affecting the execution of that dialog at
another terminal. You can easily make a variety of choices.

Initially, you select trace options for trace generation. After the traced dialog is executed, you select replay options. Then,
you can use several commands and PF keys to select options for viewing the replay.

Easy Selection of Options

You make selections from menus and formatted selection screens. PF keys facilitate moving to other functional screens,
or paging up and down through a series of screens.
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Trace Options

When specifying trace options, you can:

• Direct CA ADS Trace to enter the trace code automatically, by entering a single letter next to the process name on the
Build Trace Code screen.

• Exclude control commands from the trace.
• Trace only DEFINE SUBROUTINE commands. (After reviewing the trace replay that shows the DEFINE

SUBROUTINE commands, you can decide whether or not to trace the whole dialog or part of the dialog, and which
options to use.)

• Direct CA ADS Trace to display the execution-time contents of any exhibited dialog work records, database fields, or
map variables.

• Direct the Trace option to display user-supplied literal statements so that specific events in the trace replay will be
highlighted.

• Direct the Trace option to trace a segment of the dialog (internal trace), marked by TRACE ON and TRACE OFF
statements.

• Select individual process modules for tracing (and exclude other process modules). This feature is especially useful in
a complex transaction with many transfers of control.

• Trace only database verbs. After each database verb, the trace replay shows the error status of the verb.
• Limit the number of lines to be stored in the scratch area.
• Specify a Generate Wait Interval to control the number of times the interrupt routine is called during module trace

generation.
• Review the status of existing traced processes and dialogs.
• Remove trace statements from a process or dialog.

Replay Options

Once the dialog is traced, you can:

• Display the trace replay on the screen.
• Print the trace replay.
• Move the trace replay into a queue for later observation. On the Move Replay screen, you can enter a 20 character

description indicating the purpose of the trace, or other information, to help identify which trace it is.
• Delete the trace replay.
• Recall a replay from the queue, for viewing or printing.

View Replay Options

The system displays the trace replay on the screen in pages that each contain 15 lines of trace data. You can:

• Scroll up and down among the pages.
• Search for a particular string of characters.
• Skip up or down any specified number of lines.
• Switch directly to the Move, Print, or Delete screen.

Typical Session

In a typical session, a programmer might be trying to debug a dialog that terminates abnormally when executed. The
sequence of events shown in Figure 1.1 illustrates a session where the programmer uses CA ADS Trace to help find the
errors in a dialog that terminated abnormally.
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The programmer wants to see the values of designated elements exhibited when the trace is replayed, and also
wants special literal statements displayed in the replay for quick reference. The programmer can add exhibit and literal
statements to the code before accessing CA ADS Trace by using CA IDMS DME

When CA ADS Trace is accessed in the typical session described here, the first choice is Build Trace Code. On the Build
Trace Code screen, the programmer names the dialog and selects the trace options.

When the options have been entered, the system begins automatically placing trace code in the dialog. A confirmation
message in the message area signals that the trace code has been built. After the trace code is in the dialog, the
programmer adds a special work record to the dialog, and then recompiles and executes it.

When the execution has terminated (in this example, abnormally), a replay of the trace is ready and is listed on the Select
Replay screen of CA ADS Trace. The programmer scrolls through the replay to find the cause of termination.

When a TRACE OFF option is entered on the Build Trace Code screen, CA ADS Trace automatically removes the trace
statements. To correct errors in the dialog, the programmer uses CA IDMS DME

The programmer must then remove the special work record from the dialog. When this step is complete, the corrected
dialog is recompiled and ready for normal execution. The following figure shows a typical CA ADS Trace session.
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CA ADS Trace Access

To access the CA ADS Trace option, enter task code ADST at the System Prompt on the system's main screen.

Entry Screen

Upon system access, CA ADS Trace displays the CA ADS Trace Entry screen. To proceed to the Main Menu, press the
ENTER key.

      CCCCCCCCC
    CCCCCCCCCC
  CCC
 CCC      AAAA                                   CA IDMS/ADS TRACE
 CCC     AAAAA
 CCC    AAAAAA
 CCC   AAA AAA
  CCC AAA  AAA
   CCAAACCCCCC
    AAACCCCCCCC
   AAA     AAA
  AAA      AAA
 AAA       AAA
                          PRESS ENTER TO RECEIVE MAIN MENU
 

     Rnn.nn  COPYRIGHT yyyy            CA, INC.                ALL RIGHTS     RESERVED
 

Common Fields on Functional Screens

Several fields are common to all functional screens in CA ADS Trace. Here are descriptions of the fields designated by
numbers in the following screen.

Screen title

Current time -- In the format hh:mm:ss, where the time is on a 24-hour clock.

Current date -- In the format mm/dd/yy.

Message

area -- CA ADS Trace messages appear in the third line of the screen. Complete explanations of all messages are in
Section6, Messages.

  ADST               Rnn.nn ────  PRINT REPLAY  ────────────── hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy
  DICTIONARY: ACCT
  REPLAY NUMBER:   3     DIALOG: ACDPAY01     VERSION NBR: 0001
        OPTIONS: P=PRINT REPLAY
                 D=PRINT REPLAY AND DELETE
                 PRINT OPTION:
                 PRINTER CLASS (1 THRU 64):  1
                 PRINTER DESTINATION:
                 LINES PER PAGE (50 THRU 99): 55
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Main Menu

The Main Menu fields are described as follows:

OPTION -- The field in which to enter the number or letter of a menu selection.

DICTIONARY -- The name of the dictionary to which you are signed on. The first time the Main Menu is displayed, this
field is blank. You can enter a dictionary name or use the default, which is the Primary dictionary. If you return to the Main
Menu during a session, you can access another dictionary by typing over the dictionary name in this field.

NODE -- The DDS node in which the dictionary resides. If you enter the name of a secondary dictionary, be sure that the
node and dictionary correspond.

Menu Selections -- Numbers and descriptions of the available options. In the OPTION field, you can enter any of the
numbers 1 to 4, corresponding to the listed selections. To leave CA ADS Trace from the Main Menu, enter an X in the
OPTION field or press CLEAR.

  ADST   Rnn.nn ─── ADS/TRACE MAIN MENU ──────────────────── hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy
  OPTION ===>
  DICTIONARY ===> ACCT                               NODE ===>
                            1 - BUILD TRACE CODE
                            2 - SELECT REPLAY
                            3 - CREATE REPLAY FROM QUEUE
                            4 - REVIEW TRACE STATUS
                            X - EXIT ADS/TRACE
 

Conceptual View of CA ADS Trace

 

This section presents an overview of the CA ADS Trace organization and the PF keys. It then describes a typical session,
including compiling the traced dialog, executing the dialog, replaying the trace, and removing the trace code.

CA ADS Trace performs two important functions—building the trace statements into the source code of the processes in a
dialog, and replaying the trace after the dialog is executed. The following diagram outlines these functions.
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Building a Trace

You can start automatic entry of trace statements into the source code by selecting an option from those listed on the
Build Trace Code screen. (Before the trace code is built, you can add LITERAL or EXHIBIT statements to the source
code. You can also add internal trace statements if you want to trace only a segment of a process.)

The Review Trace Status screen presents a record of which processes have traces turned on or off and what types
of traces were applied to each process. From the Review Trace Status screen, you can position the cursor to select a
process to go back to the Build Trace Code screen.

 

Recompiling and Executing a Dialog

After the trace statements are in place in the process source code, leave CA ADS Trace and enter the CA ADS Dialog
Compiler (ADSC) to add a work record, recompile the dialog, and execute the dialog. When the dialog has executed
successfully or terminated abnormally, a replay of the trace (up to the point of termination) is available back in CA ADS
Trace.

 

Replaying the Trace

The Select Replay option from the Main Menu allows you to select viewing the replay at the terminal, moving it to a
special queue, printing it, or deleting it.

Once a replay has been moved to the queue, the Create Replay from Queue screen allows a replay to be brought back to
the active replay area. The Create Replay from Queue screen displays a list of the replays currently in the queue. You can
select one of the replays to move to the Select Replay option screen, or delete one or more replays.

 

Removing the Trace

After reviewing the trace replay, return to the Build Trace Code screen and select TRACE OFF options, which direct CA
ADS Trace to remove the trace statements from the source code. Finally, return to ADSC to remove the work record and
recompile the dialog.

 

Program Function Keys

Program Function (PF) keys provide easy movement to another level or to scroll within a series of screens with more than
one screen of data. PF3 through PF8 are not listed on the screens. The functions are described in following table and
diagram.

Key Meaning Function
CLEAR EXIT Exit to CA-IDMS.
PF1 or PF13 Review Status Jump to Review Trace Status from Build

Trace Code screen.
PF2 or PF14 Build Code Jump to Build trace code screen from

Review Trace Status screen.
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PF3 or PF15 END Exit to the next higher level.
Select Replay from Delete Replay, Print
Replay, Move Replay, or View Replay.
To Create Replay from Confirm Delete.

PF4 or PF16 RETURN Return to the CA ADS Trace Main Menu.
PF5 or PF17 TOP In a series of screens, go to the first page of

the current display.
PF6 or PF18 BOTTOM In a series of screens, go to the last page of

the current display.
PF7 or PF19 UP Move the "window" one page toward the

first page of the current display. CA ADS
Trace replay screens indicate the current
page and the number of pages in the
series. Also used with SKIP and SEARCH
commands.

PF8 or PF20 DOWN Move the "window" one page toward the
last page of current display. CA ADS Trace
replay screens indicate the current page
and the number of pages in the series. Also
used with SKIP and SEARCH commands.

PF9 or PF21 Select Replay Jump to Select Replay from Create Replay.
PF10 or PF22 Move Replay Jump to Move Replay from View Replay or

from Print Replay.
PF11 or PF23 Print Replay Jump to Print Replay from View Replay.
PF12 or PF24 Delete Replay Jump to Delete Replay from View Replay.
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Trace Generation

Contents

This section describes a typical sequence of events for trace generation. The events of the sequence are explained in
more detail on the following pages. This is only one possible sequence. For descriptions of all possibilities, see Trace
Generation.

Adding EXHIBIT and LITERAL Statements

Before entering CA ADS Trace, add LITERAL and EXHIBIT statements at appropriate places in the source code of a
specific process. The IDD Online Compiler can be used for this task (see the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference Section)
Also, if you have installed the product, CA IDMS DME is an efficient tool for entering the statements.

Building Trace Code

Next, from the CA ADS Trace Main Menu, the user selects option 1, Build Trace Code. For this sample sequence, the
dialog selected for tracing is in the primary dictionary, which is the default dictionary.

On the Build Trace Code screen, the user enters the dialog name. CA ADS Trace then redisplays the screen, showing the
first ten processes of the specified dialog. The dialog version number defaults to 0001 because no version number was
entered.

In the Trace On column, the user enters trace options for various processes. CA ADS Trace automatically inserts the
appropriate trace code in the process and then comes back with a message for each process, indicating the trace option
selected.

Adding Work Record, Regenerating Dialog, Executing Dialog

The user then leaves CA ADS Trace and enters ADSC, where the work record AT-LINK-RECORD (version 1) is added to
the dialog. The dialog is then recompiled and executed.

Viewing the Replay

After the dialog has either executed successfully or terminated abnormally, the user signs back on to CA ADS Trace to
view the replay. A typical replay sequence is described later in Typical Sequence.

Building Trace Code

The following screen shows the Build Trace Code screen with a dialog name entered. Here are descriptions of the fields.

DIALOG NAME -- The user enters the name of the dialog to be traced in the space under DIALOG NAME. In the
following figure the user has entered a dialog module named ACDPAY01. After the dialog name is entered, CA ADS Trace
responds by listing the processes in the dialog.

VER -- The version number of the dialog. The user can enter a version number or use the default. The default is 0001.
The second screen shows the Build Trace Code screen after the dialog name has been processed.

PROCESSES -- The names of the processes in the dialog.

TRACE ON -- The column in which letters indicating the trace options are entered for each process to be traced. The
trace options are listed at the bottom of the screen. You can choose one or more of the processes.
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 ADST              Rnn.nn ───  BUILD TRACE CODE  ───────────── hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACCT                                             PAGE:   1  OF:   1

  DIALOG   TRACE                                          I

   NAME    ON OFF          PROCESS NAME             VER   N        MESSAGE

 ────────  ────── ────────────────────────────────  ────  -  ───────────────────

 ACDPAY01

 VER 0001

 ──TRACE ON OPTIONS--

 A=TRACE ALL WITH CTL

 X=TRACE ALL NO CTL                 REPLAY LINES LIMIT:      3000

 D=DEFINE SUBRTN ONLY               LINES AVAILABLE:         3000

 E=EXHIBITS ONLY                    GENERATE WAIT INTERVAL:    75

 V=DB VERBS ONLY

 I=INTERNAL TRACE

                                    PF1=REVIEW TRACE STATUS

 ADST              Rnn.nn ───  BUILD TRACE CODE  ───────────── hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACCT                                              PAGE:   1 OF:   1

  DIALOG   TRACE                                          I

   NAME    ON OFF          PROCESS NAME             VER   N        MESSAGE

 ────────  ────── ────────────────────────────────  ────  -  ───────────────────

 ACDPAY01  A      ACDPAY01-PM-GET-DATE                       TRACE OFF

 VER 0001  X      ACDPAY01-RP-PF15-EXIT                      TRACE OFF
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           D      ACDPAY01-RP-PF3-END                        TRACE OFF

               A  ACDPAY01-RP-PF7-UP                         TRACE ON

           E      ACDPAY01-RP-PF8-DOWN                       TRACE OFF

 ──TRACE ON OPTIONS--

 A=TRACE ALL WITH CTL

 X=TRACE ALL NO CTL                 REPLAY LINES LIMIT:      3000

 D=DEFINE SUBRTN ONLY               LINES AVAILABLE:         2895

 E=EXHIBITS ONLY                    GENERATE WAIT INTERVAL:    75

 V=DB VERBS ONLY

 I=INTERNAL TRACE

                                    PF1=REVIEW TRACE STATUS

Confirmation

The following screen shows the Build Trace Code screen after CA ADS Trace has inserted trace code in the processes.

Confirmation Message -- The message PROCEED WITH ADSC FOR TRACED DIALOGS - INCLUDE AT-LINK-
RECORD appears in the common message area as a reminder to the user to include AT-LINK-RECORD (version 1) on
the ADSC work record screen.

MESSAGES -- The generator confirms the options selected by displaying a message next to each traced process.

 ADST              Rnn.nn ───  BUILD TRACE CODE  ───────────── hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACCT                                              PAGE:   1 OF:   1

 ATGT021I PROCEED WITH ADSG FOR TRACED DIALOGS - INCLUDE AT-LINK-RECORD

  DIALOG   TRACE                                          I

   NAME    ON OFF          PROCESS NAME             VER   N        MESSAGE

 ────────  ────── ────────────────────────────────  ────  -  ───────────────────

 ACDPAY01         ACDPAY01-PM-GET-DATE                       TRACE ON

 VER 0001         ACDPAY01-RP-PF15-EXIT                      TRACE ON
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                  ACDPAY01-RP-PF3-END                        SUBRTN TRACE ON

                  ACDPAY01-RP-PF7-UP                         TRACE OFF

                  ACDPAY01-RP-PF8-DOWN                       TRACE ON

 ──TRACE ON OPTIONS--

 A=TRACE ALL WITH CTL

 X=TRACE ALL NO CTL                 REPLAY LINES LIMIT:      3000

 D=DEFINE SUBRTN ONLY               LINES AVAILABLE:         3000

 E=EXHIBITS ONLY                    GENERATE WAIT INTERVAL:    75

 V=DB VERBS ONLY

 I=INTERNAL TRACE

                                    PF1=REVIEW TRACE STATUS

Adding Work Record, Recompiling Dialog

The user presses the CLEAR key to exit the CA ADS Trace system, and the System Prompt screen appears. The user
proceeds to ADSC, adds the AT-LINK-RECORD (version 1), and recompiles the dialog ACDPAY01.

Executing the Dialog

After the dialog is recompiled, it is executed.

Reviewing Trace Status

The Review Trace Status screen lists dialogs that have been recompiled. The following screen shows an example of
processes listed on this screen. By placing the cursor on one of the process names in the list and pressing PF2, the user
can transfer the process name and version to the Build Trace Code screen. CA ADS Trace automatically enters the name
and version of the dialog.

 ADST              Rnn.nn ───  REVIEW TRACE STATUS  ────────── hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACCT                                              PAGE:   1 OF:   1

 USER ID: TPC12251

                                                                     DATE  TIME
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          PROCESS NAME            VER     TRACE OPTION     USER ID  MMDDYY HHMM

 ──────────────────────────────── ──── ─────────────────── ──────── ────── ────

 ACDPAY01-PM-GET-DATE             0001 TRACE ON            TPC12251 mmddyy hhmm

 ACDPAY01-RP-PF15-EXIT            0001 TRACE ON            TPC12251 mmddyy hhmm

 ACDPAY01-RP-PF3-END              0001 SUBRTN TRACE ON     TPC12251 mmddyy hhmm

 ACDPAY01-RP-PF8-DOWN             0001 TRACE ON            TPC12251 mmddyy hhmm

               PF2=BUILD TRACE CODE

Trace Replay

Contents

Typical Sequence

The following pages more fully describe a typical sequence of events in a trace replay. This sequence is a sample
sequence. Trace Replay gives complete details of every replay option.

Selecting a Replay

From the Main Menu, the user enters option 2 to select the Select Replay screen. On the Select Replay screen, CA ADS
Trace displays a list of current replays. By entering a V (View Replay) in the OPT (option) column, the user selects a
display of the replay on the terminal.

The user reviews the replay of the trace, scrolling up and down by pages, by number of lines, or to the top or bottom of the
replay. CA ADS Trace has added information lines. The replay also shows the values of exhibits and any literals entered
by the user.

Printing the Replay, Moving the Replay to a Queue

At the end of the day, the user presses PF11 to access the Print Replay screen and print the replay. Then he/she presses
PF10 to access the Move Replay screen and move the replay to a queue. The user then exits CA ADS Trace by pressing
the CLEAR key.

Creating a Replay from a Queue

The next day, the user creates the replay from the queue, studies it a while, and, since a printed copy exists, deletes it. CA
ADS Trace confirms the delete request before carrying it out. While studying the printed copy of the replay, the user finally
finds an error in the process.
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Removing a Trace

To remove the trace code from the dialog, the user enters an A in the TRACE OFF column on the Build Trace Code
screen. CA ADS Trace removes all trace code created by CA ADS Trace, as well as the exhibit and literal statements
entered by the user, and then displays a TRACE OFF message next to the process name.

Correcting an Error

The user exits CA ADS Trace and corrects the error in the source code.

Removing the Work Record, Recompiling the Dialog

Before executing the dialog in the application, the user goes into ADSC, removes the work record, and recompiles the
dialog.

Selecting Replay Options

The Select Replay screen is chosen from the Main Menu. It functions as a secondary menu of replay options. On the
display is a list of dialogs for which replays exist. This screen offers four choices:

• View Replay
• Move Replay
• Print Replay
• Delete Replay.

On the sample screen the user placed a V in the OPT (option) column to view the replay at the terminal.

 ADST              Rnn.nn ───  SELECT REPLAY  ──────────────── hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACCT                                              PAGE:   1 OF:   1

 OPTIONS: V=VIEW REPLAY

          M=MOVE REPLAY

          P=PRINT REPLAY

          D=DELETE REPLAY

 OPT     REPLAY NBR    DIALOG    VERSION NBR   NBR OF LINES     DATE    TIME

 ───     ──────────   ────────   ───────────   ────────────   ────────  ─────

  V           1       ACDPAY01       0001           0250      mm/dd/yy  hh:mm

              2       ACDPAY01       0001           0043      mm/dd/yy  hh:mm

              3       ACDPAY01       0001           0125      mm/dd/yy  hh:mm
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Common Fields on Replay Screens

Several fields are common to the replay screens.

DICTIONARY -- Name of the dictionary. This field is only for information. To change the dictionary, return to the Main
Menu.

REPLAY NUMBER -- The number assigned to this replay of the dialog. Every time the dialog is executed with the trace
on, a new number is assigned for the replay of each process. If three processes are traced within the dialog, each process
is assigned a different number.

Replays moved back from the queue receive new numbers. The total number of replay numbers that can be assigned for
one dialog is 100. To generate more replays after this limit is reached, leave CA-IDMS or sign off on the System Prompt
screen. This action clears the scratch area.

DIALOG -- Name of the dialog.

VERSION NBR -- The version number of the dialog.

 ADST              Rnn.nn  ───  MOVE  REPLAY  ──────────────── hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACCT

 REPLAY NUMBER:   3     DIALOG: ACDPAY01     VERSION NBR: 0001

            REPLAY DESCRIPTION:

            QUEUE FILE RETENTION PERIOD IN DAYS (1 THRU 9): 1

Viewing the Replay

The following screen shows a page of a sample trace replay. You can move between screens by using PF7 and PF8 for
UP and DOWN, or PF5 and PF6 for the first and last pages of the display.

Here are descriptions of the fields.

LINE nnnn OF nnnn -- The line number of the line at the top of the display and the total number of lines in the display.

SKIP -- The number of lines to skip up or down. Enter a number in this field and press PF7 or PF8 to move up or down a
specified number of lines.

SEARCH -- An alphanumeric character string to be found. Type in up to 20 characters (including blanks) and press PF7 or
PF8 to initiate the search. PF7 initiates an upward search, toward line 1. PF8 initiates a downward search, toward the last
line.

Line Number

Trace Descriptor -- A word that identifies the type of trace content that follows.

Trace Content -- Contents of the trace at the current point in execution of the dialog.

PF Keys -- Special PF keys assigned to this screen.

Examples of data lines

In the typical sequence of events, after viewing the replay, the user presses PF11 to print the replay.
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 ADST              Rnn.nn ───  VIEW REPLAY  ────────────────── hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: DEMO                                            LINE:   16 OF:   19

 ATRP007I END OF ADS/O TRACE DATA

 REPLAY NUMBER:   2     DIALOG: ICDVPL01     VERSION NBR: 0001

 SKIP:                  SEARCH:

   16 DBACCESS    OBTAIN NEXT PART WITHIN VENDOR-PART.

   17 DBACCESS ERROR-STATUS = 0000

   18 DBACCESS    OBTAIN NEXT PART WITHIN VENDOR-PART.

   19 DBACCESS ERROR-STATUS = 0307

           PF10=MOVE REPLAY    PR11=PRINT REPLAY    PF12=DELETE REPLAY

Printing the Replay

The following screen shows the Print Replay screen. The field descriptions are listed below.

PRINT OPTION -- Enter P to print the replay. You can then switch directly to the Move Replay screen by pressing PF10,
or return to the Select Replay screen (PF3) or to the Main Menu (PF4).

Enter D to both print and delete the replay.

PRINTER CLASS -- Enter an integer from 1 through 64 to designate the printer class.

Default value: 1

PRINTER DESTINATION -- (optional) Enter a destination for the printer. If you enter a printer destination, do not enter a
printer class.

LINES PER PAGE (50 THRU 99) -- Enter the number of lines per page for printing replays.

Default value: 55

In the typical sequence, after printing the replay, the user presses PF10 to access the Move Replay screen.

 ADST              Rnn.nn ───  PRINT REPLAY  ───────────────── hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACCT

 REPLAY NUMBER:   3     DIALOG: ACDPAY01     VERSION NBR: 0001

       OPTIONS: P=PRINT REPLAY
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                D=PRINT REPLAY AND DELETE

                PRINT OPTION:

                PRINTER CLASS (1 THRU 64):  1

                PRINTER DESTINATION:

                LINES PER PAGE (50 THRU 99): 55

Moving the Replay to a Queue

The field descriptions listed below correspond to the fields on the Move Replay screen shown below.

REPLAY DESCRIPTION -- A brief description (up to 20 characters) that helps you identify the trace replay. The
description is displayed on the Create Replay from Queue screen where this replay is listed.

QUEUE FILE RETENTION PERIOD -- The time period, in days, indicating how long this particular replay is to be retained
in the queue file.

Default: 1 day

When these fields have been entered, the Move Replay screen reappears with a message that the replay has been
moved to the queue.

When the replay is moved to the queue, it is deleted from the scratch area. The user cannot choose this replay from the
Select Replay screen without creating it from the queue.

In the typical sequence, the user presses CLEAR to exit to the System Prompt screen. After lunch, the user comes back
to CA ADS Trace and selects option 3, Create Replay from Queue.

 ADST              Rnn.nn ───  MOVE REPLAY  ────────────────── hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACCT

 REPLAY NUMBER:   3     DIALOG: ACDPAY01     VERSION NBR: 0001

            REPLAY DESCRIPTION:

            QUEUE FILE RETENTION PERIOD IN DAYS (1 THRU 9): 1

Creating a Replay from the Queue

The following screen shows the CA ADS Trace Create Replay from Queue screen, with the names of all dialogs that
have been copied to the replay queue file. If there are more replays listed than will fit on one screen, use the PF keys for
scrolling up and down.

In the typical sequence of replay events, the user enters a C in the OPT (option) column. The C instructs CA ADS Trace
to send the replay back to the replay selection list on the View Replay screen. When a replay has been created from the
queue, it is deleted from the queue.
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 ADST              Rnn.nn ──  CREATE REPLAY FROM QUEUE  ────── hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACCT                                             PAGE:   1 OF:   1

 OPTIONS: C=CREATE REPLAY        DISPLAY QUEUE FOR USER ID: TPC12251

          D=DELETE FROM QUEUE

 OPT  NBR   DIALOG   #LINES  USER ID     DATE   TIME   RET      DESCRIPTION

 ───  ───  ────────  ──────  ────────  ──────── ─────  ───  ────────────────────

        1  ACDPAY01    105   TPC12251  mm/dd/yy hh:mm   1   TRACE DSUBS FOR PR1

  C     2  ACDPAY01     50   TPC12251  mm/dd/yy hh:mm   1   EXHIBITS FOR PR1

        3  ACDPAY01    280   TPC12251  mm/dd/yy hh:mm   1   CORRECTED

          PF9=SELECT REPLAY

Deleting a Replay

After viewing the replay for a while, the user deletes it, because a printed copy exists. When PF12 is pressed, the Delete
Replay screen is displayed so the deletion can be confirmed.

 ADST              Rnn.nn ───  DELETE REPLAY  ──────────────── hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACCT

 REPLAY NUMBER:   3     DIALOG: ACDPAY02     VERSION NBR: 0001

                   PRESS  ENTER  TO DELETE REPLAY

                   OR

                   PRESS   PF3   TO CANCEL DELETE

Preparing Dialog for Normal Use

Before using the traced process in the dialog, you must remove the trace statements, correct the errors in the dialog,
remove the work record from the source code, and recompile the dialog.
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Removing Trace Code

To remove trace statements, reenter CA ADS Trace and access the Build Trace Code screen. Enter either an A or an X
in the TRACE OFF column. If you enter an A, the system removes all of the trace code, including user-entered EXHIBIT
and LITERAL statements, and displays a TRACE OFF message next to the process name. The following screen is an
example of the Build Trace Code screen with TRACE OFF options entered.

If you enter an X in the TRACE OFF column, CA ADS Trace removes all of the generated trace code, but leaves the
exhibits and literals. The only valid characters in the TRACE OFF column are A and X.

 ADST              Rnn.nn ───  BUILD TRACE CODE  ───────────── hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACCT                                              PAGE:   1 OF:   1

  DIALOG   TRACE                                          I

   NAME    ON OFF          PROCESS NAME             VER   N        MESSAGE

 ────────  ────── ────────────────────────────────  ────  -  ───────────────────

 ACDPAY01      A  ACDPAY01-PM-GET-DATE                       TRACE ON

 VER 0001      A  ACDPAY01-RP-PF15-EXIT                      TRACE ON

               A  ACDPAY01-RP-PF3-END                        TRACE ON

               X  ACDPAY01-RP-PF7-UP                         TRACE ON

 ──TRACE ON OPTIONS--

 A=TRACE ALL WITH CTL

 X=TRACE ALL NO CTL                 REPLAY LINES LIMIT:      3000

 D=DEFINE SUBRTN ONLY               LINES AVAILABLE:         2637

 E=EXHIBITS ONLY                    GENERATE WAIT INTERVAL:    75

 V=DB VERBS ONLY

 I=INTERNAL TRACE

                                    PF1=REVIEW TRACE STATUS
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Correcting an Error

In this typical sequence, the user finds the error in the process while studying the printed copy of the replay. You can
correct an error by leaving CA ADS Trace and modifying the source code with CA IDMS DME or CA IDMS IDD Online.

Removing Work Record

Leave CA ADS Trace, enter ADSC, and remove the work record by spacing over the entry in the WK field on the Work
Record screen.

Recompiling Dialog

Recompile the dialog.

Trace Generation Overview
This section contains an overview of trace generation, and an alphabetically organized reference section containing
complete descriptions of all of the procedures used in generating or removing the trace.

Introduction to Trace Generation

 

The following diagram illustrates the procedure for trace generation.
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Add Exhibits and Literals

If element values (exhibits) or literal statements are to be displayed in the trace, add them before accessing CA ADS
Trace. You can insert them directly into the source code by using the CA IDMS DME (Dictionary Module Editor). At this
time, you can also add TRACE ON and TRACE OFF statements for an internal trace.

Access CA ADS Trace

Then, from the System Prompt screen, enter the task code for CA ADS Trace. At the CA ADS Trace entry screen, press
the ENTER key, and the CA ADS Trace Main Menu is displayed. For trace generation, select the Build Trace Code screen
from the menu.

Build Trace Code

The Build Trace Code screen lists several options. After the options have been entered for the processes to be traced,
CA ADS Trace automatically enters appropriate statements in the source code for the processes, and then displays a
message opposite each process name. The message indicates which trace option was applied to the process.

Add Work Record, Recompile and Execute Dialog

After the trace statements have been added to the process source code, you must specify, on the the CA ADS Dialog
Compiler (ADSC) Work Record screen, the CA ADS Trace work record (AT-LINK-RECORD, version 1) for the dialog. The
dialog can then be recompiled and executed.

Whether the dialog executes successfully or not, a replay of the trace is ready in CA ADS Trace. If the dialog terminated
abnormally, the trace continues right up to the termination, with no rollback. If abnormal termination occurs before any
trace statements in the dialog, no lines appear under the header in the replay.

Trace Replay, describes replay alternatives.

Review Trace Status of Dialogs

To see which dialogs currently contain trace statements, select Review Trace Status, option 4, from the Main Menu.

 ADST              Rnn.nn ───  REVIEW TRACE STATUS  ────────── hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACCT                                              PAGE:   1 OF:   1

 USER ID: TPC12251

                                                                     DATE  TIME

          PROCESS NAME            VER     TRACE OPTION     USER ID  MMDDYY HHMM
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 ──────────────────────────────── ──── ─────────────────── ──────── ────── ────

 ACDPAY01-PM-GET-DATE             0001 TRACE ON            TPC12251 mmddyy hhmm

 ACDPAY01-RP-PF15-EXIT            0001 TRACE ON            TPC12251 mmddyy hhmm

 ACDPAY01-PR-PF3-END              0001 SUBRTN TRACE ON     TPC12251 mmddyy hhmm

 ACDPAY01-PR-PF8-DOWN             0001 TRACE ON            TPC12251 mmddyy hhmm

               PF2=BUILD TRACE CODE

When the Review Trace Status screen appears, the USER ID field is blank, and all traced processes are listed. To obtain
a list of the processes traced by only one user, key in the user id and press ENTER.

From the Review Trace Status screen, you can select one of the processes and pass it to the Build Trace Code screen
by positioning the cursor anywhere on the process name and pressing PF2. CA ADS Trace automatically lists the dialog
name and version on the Build Trace Code screen.

Multiple Users

If another user is going to execute a dialog containing a process that already has trace statements in it, the AT-LINK-
RECORD, version 1, must be added on the work record screen in ADSC before the dialog can be recompiled. The second
user can check the Review Trace Status screen to see if there are trace statements in any processes being used.

Changing the Trace Option

When you want to change a trace option, you do not need to remove the trace before entering the new option on the Build
Trace Code screen. For example, if a process was traced using the Define Subroutine option (D), you can then access the
Build Trace Code screen and enter an A for Trace All with Control. CA ADS Trace removes the old trace and applies the
new one.

Specifying Trace Options

Use the Build Trace Code screen to specify the dialog or process names in which tracing is to be turned on or turned off.
Enter a dialog name and its version number (default: version 0001), or one or more process names (but not both a dialog
name and process names at the same time).

 ADST              Rnn.nn ───  BUILD TRACE CODE  ───────────── hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACCT                                             PAGE:   1  OF:   1

  DIALOG   TRACE                                          I

   NAME    ON OFF          PROCESS NAME             VER   N        MESSAGE
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 ────────  ────── ────────────────────────────────  ────  -  ───────────────────

 ACDPAY01  A

 VER 0001

 ──TRACE ON OPTIONS--

 A=TRACE ALL WITH CTL

 X=TRACE ALL NO CTL                 REPLAY LINES LIMIT:      3000

 D=DEFINE SUBRTN ONLY               LINES AVAILABLE:         3000

 E=EXHIBITS ONLY                    GENERATE WAIT INTERVAL:    75

 V=DB VERBS ONLY

 I=INTERNAL TRACE

                                    PF1=REVIEW TRACE STATUS

Trace Entire Dialog

If you enter a dialog name plus one of the TRACE ON or TRACE OFF options, the generator automatically applies the
option specified to all the processes associated with the dialog name entered. This is a fast method of generating trace
statements for the entire dialog.

Trace Processes Within a Dialog

If you key in only a dialog name and then press the ENTER key, CA ADS Trace retrieves all the processes associated
with the dialog, and displays the current trace status of each process. You can then enter the trace options to the left of
each process name.

Each process may have its own unique TRACE ON or TRACE OFF option. For example, the premap process can have
TRACE ALL, option X, turned on, and the response process can have DEFINE SUBRTN ONLY, option D, turned on. Only
code that corresponds to the TRACE ON option specified for a process will be generated.

 ADST              Rnn.nn ───  BUILD TRACE CODE  ───────────── hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACCT                                              PAGE:   1 OF:   1

  DIALOG   TRACE                                          I
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   NAME    ON OFF          PROCESS NAME             VER   N        MESSAGE

 ────────  ────── ────────────────────────────────  ────  -  ───────────────────

 ACDPAY01  A      ACDPAY01-PM-GET-DATE                       TRACE OFF

 VER 0001  X      ACDPAY01-RP-PF15-EXIT                      TRACE OFF

           D      ACDPAY01-RP-PF3-END                        TRACE OFF

               A  ACDPAY01-RP-PF7-UP                         TRACE ON

           E      ACDPAY01-RP-PF8-DOWN                       TRACE OFF

 ──TRACE ON OPTIONS--

 A=TRACE ALL WITH CTL

 X=TRACE ALL NO CTL                 REPLAY LINES LIMIT:      3000

 D=DEFINE SUBRTN ONLY               LINES AVAILABLE:         3000

 E=EXHIBITS ONLY                    GENERATE WAIT INTERVAL:    75

 V=DB VERBS ONLY

 I=INTERNAL TRACE

                                    PF1=REVIEW TRACE STATUS

Trace Included Modules

CA ADS Trace does not trace included modules unless you key in the name of the process, indicate an option, and place
any character in the IN column. For more information, see INCLUDE (IN).

NOTE
If trace statements are inserted in processes thatare used by other dialogs, those dialogs cannot be recompiled
unless you add the AT-LINK-RECORD, version 1, to the work record screen in ADSC. Consider carefully adding
trace statements to processes that already execute successfully.

Completing Trace Generation

Once trace statements have been entered in the code, the message TRACE ON or the message TRACE ON/EXHIBIT
ON appears, confirming the insertion of trace statements in the code.

Then proceed to ADSC, add the special work record, and recompile the traced dialog. Once the dialog has been
successfully recompiled, it is ready for execution as usual. As the dialog executes, CA ADS Trace accumulates trace
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statistics that are transparent to the application developer. When the dialog has been executed, the CA ADS Trace replay
facility is ready to playback the dialog's execution path.

Change the Trace Option

If you want to change the trace option for a process, access the Build Trace Code screen and enter the new option in the
TRACE ON column. CA ADS Trace removes any unnecessary trace statements before inserting the new statements.

 ADST              Rnn.nn ───  BUILD TRACE CODE  ───────────── hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACCT                                              PAGE:   1 OF:   1

  DIALOG   TRACE                                          I

   NAME    ON OFF          PROCESS NAME             VER   N        MESSAGE

 ────────  ────── ────────────────────────────────  ────  -  ───────────────────

 ACDPAY01  A      ACDPAY01-PM-GET-DATE                       TRACE OFF

 VER 0001  X      ACDPAY01-RP-PF15-EXIT                      TRACE OFF

           D      ACDPAY01-RP-PF3-END                        TRACE OFF

           A      ACDPAY01-RP-PF7-UP                         TRACE OFF

           E      ACDPAY01-RP-PF8-DOWN                       TRACE OFF

 ──TRACE ON OPTIONS--

 A=TRACE ALL WITH CTL

 X=TRACE ALL NO CTL                 REPLAY LINES LIMIT:      3000

 D=DEFINE SUBRTN ONLY               LINES AVAILABLE:         3000

 E=EXHIBITS ONLY                    GENERATE WAIT INTERVAL:    75

 V=DB VERBS ONLY

 I=INTERNAL TRACE

                                    PF1=REVIEW TRACE STATUS
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Trace Selection Tables

The following tables show the selections available on the Build Trace Code screen, with brief descriptions of each
alternative. The rest of this section gives complete information on each of these alternatives. They are presented in
alphabetical order.

Trace On Selections

Description
A TRACE ALL WITH CTL Trace all control commands, DEFINE

SUBROUTINE statements, exhibits, literals,
and database commands.

X TRACE ALL NO CTL Trace all of the above except control
commands.

D DEFINE SUBRTN ONLY Trace only DEFINE SUBROUTINE
commands.

E EXHIBITS ONLY Trace only the exhibit statements and
display the values of the elements
exhibited.

V DB VERBS ONLY Trace only the database verbs and display
the error status of each verb.

I INTERNAL TRACE Trace the segment of the dialog marked by
user-inserted trace statements. This option
is equivalent to a TRACE ALL, except
the trace applies only to a segment of the
process module.

LINE LIMIT For each dialog, place a limit on the number
of lines to be stored in scratch, so that a
loop does not fill up the space. 3000 to
5000. Default: 3000.

LINES AVAILABLE Lists the number of lines remaining in the
scratch area for this dialog.

GENERATE WAIT INTERVAL Allows control of the number of times the
interrupt routine is called during module
trace generation. 1 to 500. Default: 75.

Trace Off Selections

Selection Description
A TRACE OFF ALL Entered in the TRACE OFF column,

removes all CA ADS Trace generated
statements and all EXHIBIT and LITERAL
statements. Regenerate the dialog.

X TRACE OFF GENERATED STATEMENTS Entered in the TRACE OFF column,
removes CA ADS Trace generated
statements. Recompile the dialog.
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IN INCLUDE An X in the IN column shows that this
process is an included module. At least one
process in the list must not be an included
module.

Trace Generated Only if Command is First Word

Trace statements are generated for commands only if one of the commands is the first word on a given source statement
line. For example, in the statement

 IF DB-STATUS-OK

     OBTAIN CALC CUSTOMER-RECORD.

trace statements are generated for the OBTAIN command because it is the first word on the line.

But in the statement

 IF DB-STATUS-OK

     THEN OBTAIN CALC CUSTOMER-RECORD.

no trace statements are generated because the word THEN precedes the OBTAIN command.

DATABASE VERBS ONLY (V)

Use the DATABASE VERBS ONLY option to trace for only database verbs (and other commands listed below). The CA
ADS Trace replay facility echoes the command and follows the command with the error status. See below for a list of
commands that are traced.

CONNECT

DELETE QUEUE

DELETE SCRATCH

DISCONNECT

ERASE

FIND

GET

GET DETAIL
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GET SCRATCH

MODIFY

OBTAIN

PUT DETAIL

PUT QUEUE

PUT SCRATCH

STORE

ROLLBACK

CA ADS Trace does not trace PUT NEW DETAIL and PUT CURRENT DETAIL commands.

Use this option as a shorthand method of determining which verbs the dialog went through at execution time. If you
require further tracing information, select the TRACE ALL A or X option, and recompile the dialog.

DEFINE SUBROUTINE labels, control commands, exhibits, and literals are not traced when using this option.

DEFINE SUBRTN ONLY (D)

Use the DEFINE SUBRTN ONLY option to trace only DEFINE SUBROUTINE statements. The CA ADS Trace replay
facility will show the DEFINE SUBROUTINE labels that the dialog went through during program execution.

Since database verbs and control commands are not traced when using this option, you can use it as a quick method of
determining what the dialog did at execution time. Then, if you require further tracing information, select the TRACE ALL A
or X option, and recompile the dialog.

EXHIBITS

An exhibit allows you to observe the specific value of an element as the dialog is executed. In most cases, exhibits are
used with the TRACE ALL (A or X) option. The option EXHIBITS ONLY also traces exhibit statements.

Add EXHIBIT statements to the process code by using CA IDMS DME Here is the syntax:

 EXHIBIT element-name

 EXHIBIT element-name OF record-name

If you use an EXHIBIT statement as the first statement of a dialog, the statement must end with a period.

CA ADS Trace comments out the EXHIBIT statement and adds code acceptable to ADSC. The syntax of the commented
EXHIBIT statement is:
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 !<> EXHIBIT element-name.

During subsequent trace generations, you do not need to uncomment this statement; CA ADS Trace recognizes this
syntax and adds any code necessary to trace the value of the exhibited variable.

If exhibits for numeric data elements that have decimal points are specified, CA ADS Trace rounds up elements that have
values of .5 to .9, and rounds down elements that have values of .1 to .4. For example, if you are exhibiting a field called
WK-AMOUNT which has a picture of 999.99 and a value of 100.95, the CA ADS Trace replay shows this value as 101.00.
Numeric elements which have no decimal points show the actual value.

Removing EXHIBIT Statements

When tracing is no longer desired, remove the EXHIBIT statements from the process source code or choose TRACE
OFF option A. Entering an A in the TRACE OFF column directs CA ADS Trace to remove all trace statements, including
EXHIBITS and LITERALS.

EXHIBITS ONLY (E)

Use the EXHIBITS ONLY option to trace only EXHIBIT statements. Database verbs, control commands, and DEFINE
SUBROUTINE labels are not traced when using this option.

Generate Wait Interval

The GENERATE WAIT INTERVAL field on the Build Trace Code screen allows control of the number of times the interrupt
routine is called during module trace generation. CA ADS Trace issues a HICCUP WAIT to remind CA IDMS that CA ADS
Trace is still executing. This reminder prevents a runaway task abnormal termination from occurring during CA ADS Trace
generation.

The valid range is from 1 to 500.

Default value: 75

This parameter can be useful when tracing modules that have few DEFINE SUBROUTINE, database verb, control
command, or EXHIBIT statements (that is, modules which have many MOVE and/or COMPUTE statements). Since CA
ADS Trace does not record the MOVE and COMPUTE statements, the operating system needs a reminder that CA ADS
Trace is still running properly.

If the RUNAWAY INTERVAL defined in your CA IDMS sysgen is high (for example, 30 seconds), the default value, 75, can
be used.

If the RUNAWAY INTERVAL defined in your CA IDMS sysgen is low (for instance, 10 seconds) a smaller CA ADS Trace
generate wait interval should be used.

INCLUDE (IN)

CA ADS Trace allows tracing to be turned on or off for included modules. Included modules are not traced unless
specifically designated. If you want to trace an entire dialog with tracing of an included module, enter the dialog name and
version on the Build Trace Code screen. When the list of processes is displayed, enter trace options for the processes
listed. Then key in the included process name and enter the appropriate TRACE ON option and any non-blank character
in the IN column.
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If the process is not designated in the IN column, CA ADS Trace generates extra subroutines for that process. When
tracing is turned on for other non-included processes in the dialog, the following error messages occur during recompiling:

 DC167062 DUPLICATE SUBROUTINE NAME

 DC157008 UNRESOLVED CALL SUBROUTINE AT END OF PROCESS

If one of these messages appears, return to the Build Trace Code screen and enter a non-blank character in the IN
column next to the included process name.

Tracing Only an Included Process

During development of a process that will be included in several dialogs, you may want to trace only that process, within
a dialog. In that case, on the Build Trace Code screen, enter the process name and the trace option and leave the IN
column blank. There must be at least one process in the dialog that is not marked in the IN column.

Included Process in Several Dialogs

If an included module (for example, a global response) is used in several dialogs, the included TRACE ON option affects
all of the dialogs. To execute each dialog using a traced included process, you must add the AT-LINK-RECORD (version
1) in ADSC. The Review Trace Status screen shows which modules have a trace on.

Internal Trace (I)

You can use an internal trace if TRACE ON and TRACE OFF commands are included within the source module itself.

Any DEFINE SUBROUTINE, database verb, control command or EXHIBIT command encountered within the TRACE ON/
TRACE OFF boundaries is traced. The internal trace is the same as a TRACE ALL WITH CONTROL (option A) within the
boundaries.

Any commands outside the boundary are not traced. If EXHIBIT commands are placed outside the TRACE ON/TRACE
OFF boundaries, recompiling errors occur.

CA ADS Trace generates trace statements only for code that falls within the TRACE ON and TRACE OFF boundaries. If
no TRACE OFF statement is found following a TRACE ON, CA ADS Trace generates trace statements until the end of the
source code is reached.

Adding TRACE ON and TRACE OFF Statements

Add the TRACE ON and TRACE OFF statements by using CA IDMS DME You can enter a TRACE ON or TRACE
OFF statement anywhere in columns 1 through 72, but it must be wholly contained in one source line and be the only
statement in the source line.

CA ADS Trace Comments Commands

When CA ADS Trace encounters a TRACE ON statement, it comments the command as follows:
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!>> TRACE ON

During subsequent trace generations, you do not need to uncomment this command. CA ADS Trace recognizes this
syntax and turns tracing on at this point.

When CA ADS Trace encounters a TRACE OFF statement, it comments the command as follows:

!<< TRACE OFF

Again, you do not need to uncomment this command for subsequent trace generations. CA ADS Trace recognizes this
syntax and turns tracing off at this point.

Only Option (I) is Valid

CA ADS Trace only processes the TRACE ON and TRACE OFF statements if I is entered in the TRACE ON column. If
TRACE ON or TRACE OFF statements are included in the source code and any other option is chosen, the statements
are not commented out. If the user then tries to recompile the dialog using ADSC, recompilation errors occur. At this
point, the user must either physically remove the TRACE ON and TRACE OFF statements, or select option I next to the
appropriate process name on the Build Trace Code screen.

If I is specified as a TRACE ON option, and if no TRACE ON or TRACE OFF statements are found in the source code, CA
ADS Trace returns the following message for the first module in error and stops processing:

ATGT057W OPTION I' SPECIFIED UNDER TRACE ON, BUT NO TRACE ON STMNT FOUND

To correct the situation, either include TRACE ON or TRACE OFF statements in the source code, or choose another
option.

Removing an Internal Trace

If you want to stop the internal trace, you must remove the TRACE ON and TRACE OFF statements from the process
source code.

Line Limit

The LINE LIMIT field on the Build Trace Code screen allows control of the number of traced lines to be written to the
replay file in the scratch area when the traced dialog is executed.

Valid range: 3000 to 5000 lines

Default value: 3000

A maximum of 5000 traced lines is allowed per dialog. Since the amount of scratch area in CA IDMS is limited, the line
limit prevents the scratch area from filling up if a traced dialog gets into a loop.

When the line limit for a dialog is exceeded at execution time, all further tracing on that dialog stops, and a message is
displayed after the last line of the replay.
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Changing the Line Limit

To change the line limit for a particular dialog, access the Build Trace Code screen, enter a new LINE LIMIT. Then execute
the dialog again, using the revised line limit.

As long as the dialog still has any trace statements, you can only increase the line limit, not decrease it. If you remove
traces from all of the processes within the dialog, then any value from 3000 to 5000 is again valid.

Limit on Number of Replays

For a specific dialog, 100 replays are allowed. Every time the dialog is executed, the replay of each process traced
receives a new replay number. Replays moved back from the queue also receive new numbers.

Deleting a replay or moving a replay to the queue does not change the dialog line availability, nor does it reclaim the
space in the scratch area, unless the replay was the only one remaining in the scratch area for that dialog.

Clearing the Scratch Area

After the replay number limit of 100 is reached or the line limit 5000 is reached, to generate more replays, leave CA IDMS
or sign off on the System Prompt screen. This action clears the scratch area.

Lines Available

The LINES AVAILABLE field tells how many lines are left in the scratch area for this dialog.

Literals

In addition to exhibiting values, the user can display LITERALS that are not defined as elements in map or work records.
The syntax of the LITERAL command is as follows:

LITERAL alphanumeric characters

The limit is 61 alphanumeric characters, including blanks.

If you use a LITERAL statement as the first statement of a dialog, the statement must end with a period.

For example, the command

LITERAL I AM IN SUBROUTINE PUTMAP05

is a valid example of a literal that may be coded in the process. When CA ADS Trace encounters this statement, it
comments the command as follows:

!<>LITERAL I AM IN SUBROUTINE PUTMAP05

For subsequent trace generations, you do not need to uncomment this statement. CA ADS Trace recognizes this syntax
and adds the code necessary to trace the user-defined literals.
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When tracing is no longer desired, remove the LITERAL statement from the source code or choose TRACE OFF option
A. Option A directs CA ADS Trace to remove all trace statements, including generated trace statements and EXHIBITS,
LITERALS, and TRACE ON and TRACE OFF statements.

TRACE ALL WITH CONTROL (A)

The TRACE ALL WITH CTL option is the most powerful of the TRACE ON options. If A is entered in the TRACE ON
column, this option directs CA ADS Trace to generate trace statements for all of the commands shown below.

TRACE ALL NO CONTROL (X)

The TRACE ALL NO CTL option is similar to the TRACE ALL WITH CTL option except that it does not cause generation
of trace statements for control commands. When X is specified, only the Database Commands below cause trace
statements to be generated.

Database Commands

CONNECT

DEFINE SUBROUTINE

DELETE SCRATCH

DELETE QUEUE

DISCONNECT

ERASE

EXHIBIT element-name

FIND

GET

GET DETAIL

GET SCRATCH

LITERAL alphanumeric characters

MODIFY

OBTAIN

PUT DETAIL
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PUT QUEUE

PUT SCRATCH

ROLLBACK

STORE

Control Commands 1

DISPLAY

DISPLAY CONTINUE

EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION INVOKE

LEAVE

LINK

RETURN

TRANSFER

Trace Generated Only if Command is First Word 1

Trace statements are generated for the Database and Control commands shown only if one of the commands is the first
word on a given source statement line.

For example, in the statement

IF DB-STATUS-OK

    OBTAIN CALC CUSTOMER-RECORD.

trace statements are generated for the OBTAIN command because it is the first word on the line.

But in the statement

IF DB-STATUS-OK

   THEN OBTAIN CALC CUSTOMER-RECORD.

no trace statements are generated because the word THEN precedes the OBTAIN command.
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TRACE OFF (A) or (X) Removing a Trace

Use the TRACE OFF option to turn tracing off in dialogs or processes that have had one of the TRACE ON options
applied to them. After the trace statements are no longer needed, return to the Build Trace Code screen and enter either
A or X in the TRACE OFF column for each process.

TRACE OFF X--CA ADS Trace Statements

Use TRACE OFF option X to remove all CA ADS Trace generated statements for process source.

TRACE OFF A--CA ADS Trace and User Statements

Use TRACE OFF option A to remove all CA ADS Trace generated statements, plus all EXHIBIT and LITERAL commands
inserted by the user. This option also removes the internal trace statements TRACE ON and TRACE OFF.

When either A or X is entered in the TRACE OFF column, CA ADS Trace deletes all tracing statements that were placed
into the source code; the process code appears as it did before any tracing was done.

When tracing has been turned off, the message TRACE OFF appears next to the appropriate process name. The dialog
must then be recompiled.

If future tracing is to be done on the dialog, keep the AT-LINK-RECORD on the ADSC work record screen. If no further
tracing is desired, before recompiling, delete the AT-LINK-RECORD by spacing over the character in the WK column on
the work record screen.

ADS Trace Replay
This section contains an overview of the replay functions of CA ADS Trace and complete descriptions of all options. The
replay of a trace can be viewed at a terminal, printed, deleted, or moved to a special queue. It can also be deleted from
the queue.

Conceptual View of Replay Options

 

After a dialog containing trace code is executed, when you reenter CA ADS Trace, the Main Menu offers two replay
options: Select Replay and Create Replay from Queue.

The following figure diagrams these options.
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Select Replay

The Select Replay screen lists the replays available, by dialog. There are four choices: View Replay, Move Replay, Print
Replay, and Delete Replay.

The View Replay option presents a replay of the trace on the terminal screen. To find information, you can page up and
down, search for a character string, or skip a specified number of lines.

If you anticipate recalling the replay data later, move the replay to a special queue. Before moving the replay to the queue,
you can enter a 20-character description to indicate the nature of the trace.

You can also save the replay data for later review by printing a hard copy.

When finished with a specific replay, you can delete it.

 

Create Replay from Queue

If CA ADS Trace has replays in the queue, you can access the Create Replay from Queue screen by selecting option 3 on
the Main Menu.

From the Create Replay from Queue screen, you can delete the replay entirely, or create the replay--that is, move it into
the scratch area from the queue so that the dialog name, version number, replay number (newly assigned), and total
number of lines are listed on the Select Replay screen. From the Select Replay screen, all of the replay selection options
are available.

If you specify delete from queue for a dialog on the Create Replay from Queue screen, a Delete Confirmation screen
appears; it offers a chance to cancel the deletion before it is actually carried out.

Screen Descriptions

This section describes all of the options on each replay screen. To make this section easy to use for reference, the
screens are presented in alphabetical order.

Common Fields on Replay Screens

Several fields are common to the replay screens. The fields listed here correspond to the fields in the following screen.

DICTIONARY -- Name of the dictionary. This field is only for information. To change the dictionary, return to the Main
Menu.

REPLAY NUMBER -- The number assigned to this replay of the dialog. Every time the dialog is executed with the trace
on, the replay of each process receives a new number. If three processes are traced within the dialog, each process is
assigned a different number.

Replays moved back from the queue also receive new numbers. The total number of replay numbers that can be
assigned for one dialog is 100. To generate more replays after this limit is reached, leave CA IDMS or sign off on the
System Prompt screen. This action clears the scratch area, so that you can reenter CA ADS Trace and generate more
trace replays.

DIALOG -- Name of the dialog. If only the process name was entered when the trace code was built, the dialog name on
replay screens is blank.

VERSION NBR -- Version number of the dialog.

 ADST         Rnn.nn  ---  MOVE  REPLAY  ---------------- hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACCT
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 REPLAY NUMBER:   3     DIALOG: ACDPAY01     VERSION NBR: 0001

            REPLAY DESCRIPTION:

            QUEUE FILE RETENTION PERIOD IN DAYS (1 THRU 9): 1

Create Replay from the Queue

Use the CA ADS Trace, Create Replay From Queue screen to review all dialog replays that have been moved to the
queue file. The screen appears when you enter option 3 on the Main Menu screen. When the screen is displayed, the
USER ID field is blank, and all replays in the queue are listed. To obtain a list of the replays generated by one user, type in
the user ID in the USER ID field and press the ENTER key.

If you enter a C in the OPT (option) column, the replay will be ready for selection from the Select Replay screen. A new
replay number is assigned when the replay is created from the queue. You can select only one dialog at a time.

A replay that has been sent to the replay scratch area is deleted from the queue file. Before creating the replay, you may
want to compare the number of lines in the replay against the number of lines available listed on the Build Trace Code
screen.

If more than one dialog is to be selected, type another C next to the appropriate dialog, and press the ENTER key again.

 ADST       Rnn.nn --  CREATE REPLAY FROM QUEUE  ------ hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACCT                                     PAGE: 1 OF1

 OPTIONS: C=CREATE REPLAY        DISPLAY QUEUE FOR USER ID: TPC12251

          D=DELETE FROM QUEUE

 OPT  NBR   DIALOG   #LINES  USER ID     DATE   TIME   RET      DESCRIPTION

 ---  ---  --------  ------  --------  -------- -----  ---  --------------------

        1  ACDPAY01    105   TPC12251  mm/dd/yy hh:mm   1   TRACE DSUBS FOR PR1

  C     2  ACDPAY01     50   TPC12251  mm/dd/yy hh:mm   1   EXHIBITS FOR PR1

        3  ACDPAY01    280   TPC12251  mm/dd/yy hh:mm   1   CORRECTED

          PF9=SELECT REPLAY
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When the queue file contains more replays than fit on one screen, use PF keys to move the "window" (your terminal
screen) up and down the file.

 PF5  Top

 PF6  BOTTOM

 PF7  UP

 PF8  DOWN

 

Deletion of a Replay from the Queue

To delete a replay from the queue file, enter a D in the OPT (option) column next to the replay number. That version of
the replay will be deleted. The other replays do not change their replay numbers. When D is entered for a replay, another
screen is displayed to let you confirm the deletion.

If you have not deleted a replay from the queue by the end of the retention period, the replay is automatically deleted at
the end of the retention period listed in the RET column. (You can specify the retention period on the Move Replay screen.
The default retention period is one day.)

 

Delete Queue Confirmation

After you have decided to delete a replay from the queue and entered a D on the Create Replay from Queue screen, a
confirmation screen is displayed to let you confirm the deletion.

 ADST       Rnn.nn ---  DELETE QUEUE CONFIRMATION  ---- hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACCT

 REPLAY NUMBER:     2        DIALOG:   ACDPAY01       VERSION NBR: 0001

 NUMBER OF LINES:  105    USER ID:  TPC12251    DESCRIPTION:  EXHIBITS

 DATE:        mm/dd/yy    TIME:     hh:mm       RETENTION:    1

                   PRESS  ENTER  TO DELETE QUEUE

                   OR

                   PRESS   PF3   TO CANCEL DELETE
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Delete Replay

To access the Delete Replay screen, type D in the OPT (option) column of the Select Replay screen. You can also access
the Delete Replay screen by pressing PF12 from the View Replay screen.

Pressing the ENTER key completes the deletion. This deletion does not change the replay numbers of other replays for
this dialog.

When PF3 is pressed, the display returns to the Select Replay screen without deleting the replay.

If you delete a replay, you do not reclaim the scratch area space unless the deleted replay was the last replay remaining in
the scratch area for the dialog. The scratch area for a dialog only clears when all of the replays for that dialog have been
deleted.

 ADST         Rnn.nn ---  DELETE REPLAY  -------------- hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACCT

 REPLAY NUMBER:   3     DIALOG: ACDPAY02     VERSION NBR: 0001

                   PRESS  ENTER  TO DELETE REPLAY

                   OR

                   PRESS   PF3   TO CANCEL DELETE

Move Replay

To access the Move Replay screen, enter an M in the OPT (option) column, to the left of a dialog name on the Select
Replay screen. You can also access the Move Replay screen by pressing PF10 from the View Replay or Print Replay
screens.

On the Move Replay screen, the Dictionary name, replay number, dialog name, and version number appear near the top
of the screen. These fields are only for information.

The other two fields are for entering variables:

REPLAY DESCRIPTION -- User-supplied description of the replay. Before moving the replay, you can enter a replay
description of up to 20 characters. This description is displayed on the Create Replay from Queue screen. The description
can provide information to distinguish one replay from another for the same dialog.

QUEUE FILE RETENTION PERIOD -- Number of days the replay is to be retained in the queue file. You can change the
queue file retention period by entering an integer from 1 through 9 in this field.

Default value: 1

When these fields have been entered, the Move Replay screen is displayed with a message that the replay has been
moved to the queue.

When the replay is moved to the queue, it is deleted from the scratch area. You cannot then choose the replay from the
Select Replay screen without first creating it from the queue.

 ADST        Rnn.nn ---  MOVE REPLAY  ---------------- hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy
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 DICTIONARY:

 REPLAY NUMBER:   3     DIALOG: ACDPAY01     VERSION NBR: 0001

            REPLAY DESCRIPTION:

            QUEUE FILE RETENTION PERIOD IN DAYS (1 THRU 9): 1

Print Replay

To access the Print Replay screen, enter a P in the OPT (option) column on the Select Replay screen. You also access
the Print Replay screen from the View Replay screen by pressing PF11.

The dictionary name, replay number, dialog name, and version number are displayed near the top of the screen for
information.

 ADST         Rnn.nn ---  PRINT REPLAY  ----------------- hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACCT

 REPLAY NUMBER:   3     DIALOG: ACDPAY01     VERSION NBR: 0001

       OPTIONS: P=PRINT REPLAY

                D=PRINT REPLAY AND DELETE

                PRINT OPTION:

                PRINTER CLASS (1 THRU 64):  1

                PRINTER DESTINATION:

                LINES PER PAGE (50 THRU 99): 55

The variable fields are described below.

PRINT OPTION -- Enter a P in this field to print the replay and retain it in the scratch area for further online access.

Enter a D to print the replay and delete it from the list.

The following screen shows an example of a printed replay.

Enter a printer class or a printer destination, but not both.

PRINTER CLASS -- Enter an integer from 1 through 64 to designate the printer class.

Default value: 1

PRINTER DESTINATION (optional) -- Enter a destination for the printer.

LINES PER PAGE (50 THRU 99) -- Enter the number of lines per page for printing replays.
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Default value : 55

Once the print request has been successfully submitted, a message is displayed in the message area. You can then
return to the Select Replay screen by pressing PF3, or proceed directly to the Move Replay screen by pressing PF10.

 ──────

 ID          RELEASE       CA IDMS/ADS TRACE   DATE      TIME       PAGE

 ATyymm       Rnn.nn         PRINT REPLAY     mm/dd/yy  hh:mm:ss    nnnn

 LINE          REPLAY TEXT

 ---- -------- -----------------------------------------------------------------

    1 DADQD547 DADQ-PM-547-GET-ELEMENTS                mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss

    2 DADQD547 DEFINE SUBROUTINE VALIDATE.

    3 DBACCESS        GET SCRATCH AREA ID W003-SCRATCH-AREA-NME KEEP

    4 DBACCESS            INTO          W003-DQF-SCRATCH-CONTROL

    5 DBACCESS            RECORD ID     W003-SCRATCH-REC-ID-CDE.

    6 DBACCESS ERROR-STATUS = 0000

    7 DADQD547 DEFINE SUBROUTINE SETUPMAP.

    8 DBACCESS       GET SCRATCH AREA ID         W003-SCRATCH-AREA-NME KEEP

    9 DBACCESS                   INTO            W341-DQF-SCRATCH

   10 DBACCESS                   RECORD          W341-CURRENT-CNT

   11 DBACCESS ERROR-STATUS = 0000

   12 DBACCESS       GET SCRATCH AREA ID         W003-SCRATCH-AREA-NME KEEP

   13 DBACCESS                   INTO            W341-DQF-SCRATCH

   14 DBACCESS                   RECORD          W341-CURRENT-CNT

   15 DBACCESS ERROR-STATUS = 0000

   16 DBACCESS       GET SCRATCH AREA ID         W003-SCRATCH-AREA-NME KEEP

   17 DBACCESS                   INTO            W341-DQF-SCRATCH

   18 DBACCESS                   RECORD          W341-DQF-SCRATCH
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   19 DBACCESS ERROR-STATUS = 0000

 ──────

Select Replay Screen

The Select Replay screen displays a list of processes for which replays exist. This screen offers four choices:

• View Replay
• Move Replay
• Print Replay
• Delete Replay.

To select one of the replay options, enter the one-letter code in the OPT (option) field to the left of the Replay number. In
screen a V has been entered for Replay Nbr 1.

When the Select Replay file contains more replays than fit on one screen, use PF keys to move the "window" (your
terminal screen) up and down the file.

 PF5  TOP

 PF6  BOTTOM

 PF7  UP

 PF8  DOWN

If you entered any process names without a dialog name, the DIALOG field for the replay is blank on all replay screens.
All such replays are included in the 5000 line limit of the "blank" dialog.

 ADST         Rnn.nn ---  SELECT REPLAY  ---------------- hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACCT                                              PAGE:   1 OF:   1

 OPTIONS: V=VIEW REPLAY

          M=MOVE REPLAY

          P=PRINT REPLAY

          D=DELETE REPLAY

 OPT     REPLAY NBR    DIALOG    VERSION NBR   NBR OF LINES     DATE    TIME

 ---     ----------   --------   -----------   ------------   --------  -----

  V           1       ACDPAY01       0001           0250      mm/dd/yy  hh:mm
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              2       ACDPAY01       0001           0043      mm/dd/yy  hh:mm

              3       ACDPAY01       0001           0125      mm/dd/yy  hh:mm

View Replay

Contents

The View Replay screen is displayed below; it is followed by a description of its fields.

 ADST         Rnn.nn ---  VIEW REPLAY  ------------------ hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: DEMO                                            LINE:    1 OF:    3

 ATRP006I BEGINNING OF ADS/O TRACE DATA

 REPLAY NUMBER:   2     DIALOG: ICDVEN01     VERSION NBR: 0001

 SKIP:                  SEARCH:

    1 ICDVEN01 ICDVEN01-RP-INQVEN

    2 DBACCESS    OBTAIN CALC VENDOR.

    3 DBACCESS ERROR-STATUS = 0326

           PF10=MOVE REPLAY    PR11=PRINT REPLAY    PF12=DELETE REPLAY

LINE nnnn OF nnnn -- The line number of the line at the top of the display and the total number of lines in the display.

Line number -- The number of the replay line.

Trace Descriptor -- One of the following:

• Name of currently executing program
• EXHIBIT (followed by the element-name)
• VALUE-─► (followed by the value of the element at this point in dialog execution)
• LITERAL (followed by a user-supplied literal)
• DBACCESS (followed by a database verb or the error status of a preceding verb).

SEARCH -- The Search parameter allows you to scan for a literal string from 1 to 20 characters (including embedded
blanks). After entering the string, press PF7 (UP) or PF8 (DOWN). The replay text lines with matching SEARCH
characters are highlighted as the first text line on the View Replay screen. To find another occurrence of replay text lines
with the same SEARCH characters, press PF7 or PF8 again. While an entry exists in this field, the SKIP value is ignored.
To begin scrolling by skip again, delete the characters in the SEARCH field.

SKIP -- The SKIP parameter allows you to control the number of replay text lines to skip in a forward or backward
direction. To skip a specified number of lines, enter the number of lines in the SKIP field and press PF7 (UP) or PF8
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(DOWN). The valid skip range is from 1 through 5000, but less than the total number of lines in the replay (see LINE).
If the number specified is greater than the number of lines to the top or bottom of the display, the first or last page is
displayed.

Trace Content -- The content of the trace at that point in execution.

PF Keys -- Special PF keys to switch directly to other replay screens.

Control Command Replay Separators

In order to help the user see more graphically the flow of control of the traced dialog, CA ADS Trace displays separator
lines before the control commands. The control commands are traced when A (TRACE ALL--With Control) is specified
during trace generation.

Depending on the control command found, one of the following separator lines appears at the point in the dialog where
the command is executed:

Control Command Separator Line
DISPLAY ....ABOUT TO DISPLAY....
DISPLAY CONTINUE ....ABOUT TO DISPLAY CONTINUE....
EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION ....ABOUT TO EXECUTE NEXT FUNCTION....
INVOKE ....ABOUT TO INVOKE DIALOG....
LEAVE ....ABOUT TO LEAVE....
LINK ....ABOUT TO LINK....
RETURN ....ABOUT TO RETURN....
TRANSFER ....ABOUT TO TRANSFER TO DIALOG....

CA ADS Trace displays the above information only when the control command is the first word on a given source line text.

If the process has only one line of code, the separator line is not displayed.

 ADST         Rnn.nn ---  VIEW REPLAY  ------------------ hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 DICTIONARY: ACQ1                                            LINE:   61 OF:   66

 ATRP007I END OF ADS/O TRACE DATA

 REPLAY NUMBER:   1     DIALOG: ATDSTA01     VERSION NBR: 0001

 SKIP:                  SEARCH:

   61 DBACCESS ERROR-STATUS = 0000

   62 ATDSTA01 DEFINE SUBROUTINE GETPAGE.

   63 DBACCESS                 GET SCRATCH AREA ID MODPAGES KEEP INTO

   64 DBACCESS                     ATMP001-STA FIRST.

   65 DBACCESS ERROR-STATUS = 0000
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   66 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ABOUT TO DISPLAY . . . . . . . . . . . .

           PF10=MOVE REPLAY    PR11=PRINT REPLAY    PF12=DELETE REPLAY

Using CA Online Query (OLQ)
In this section CA OLQ (Online Query) is a query tool and report writer that accesses data stored in a CA IDMS/DB
database.

You can use CA OLQ to:

• Query a CA IDMS/DB database. For example, if you want to know the phone number of an employee, you can use
CA OLQ to retrieve the phone number from the database.

• Create reports. For example, if you want to list the names, phone numbers, and sales quotas for a group of
salespeople, you can use CA OLQ to create this report.

Learning CA IDMS SQL
This section provides self-training about how to use interactive SQL data manipulation language (DML).

After reading this section and doing the exercises, you should be able to:

• Describe a relational database and state its benefits.
• Create SQL statements to retrieve data, based on specific criteria.
• Create SQL statements to insert, modify, and delete data from a table

Anyone who uses basic SQL DML or SQL in programs can benefit from the exercises in this section.

Online Exercises

You can do the exercises in this section online in any one of several processing environments. The exercises are
designed to be used in the interactive environment.

If you want to do the exercises in this section online, you must:

• Have online access to the demonstration database that is provided with the product installation and is used by the
examples and exercises in this section

• Know how to access and submit statement syntax to the interactive SQL tool in your environment.
• Be familiar with the keyboard and terminal in your environment

Check with your system administrator for access to the appropriate system, database, and interactive SQL tool.

Accessing CA IDMS/DB

Before you begin doing the exercises in this section in the CA IDMS/DB environment, be familiar with documentation of
the tool you use to submit SQL statements, such as Using Common Facilities. Also, check with your system administrator
to learn:

• The CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF system to which you should sign on so that you can access the demonstration
database online.
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NOTE

The exercises in this section use mixed upper and lower case characters. Before you invoke the interactive
SQL tool, issue the DCUF SET UPLOW command to CA IDMS.

• The dictionary to which your SQL session should be connected.
• The qualifiers of the demonstration database table names—a table name in an SQL statement must include the

qualifier unless the qualifier matches the default schema for your SQL session.

NOTE

You can set the default schema by submitting this statement: SET SESSION CURRENT SCHEMA schema-
name.

• Whether you should roll back (eliminate) changes you make to the demonstration database with INSERT, UPDATE,
and DELETE statements.

If so, submit the following statement to the CA IDMS Command Facility before you begin the exercises:

set options autocommit off;

Then, after you finish a session of doing online exercises that update the database but before you exit the CA IDMS
Command Facility, issue this statement:

rollback work;

How to Proceed

If you have had no experience with relational databases, begin with Relational Database Concepts. Read the sections in
order, do the exercises, and review exercise answers in each section.

If you are familiar with relational database concepts, begin with What Is SQL? and read the sections in order.

Allow five to eight hours to complete the entire self-training section including the online practice exercises. You can
complete the self-training section in one sitting or in several sessions as follows:

• Session 1:
– Relational Database Concepts
– What is SQL?
– Retrieving Data in SQL
– Using Conditional Retrieval

• Session 2:
– Using Aggregate Functions
– Accessing Multiple Tables

• Session 3:
– Nesting SELECT Statements
– Updating a Table

Practice exercises begin in the Retrieving Data in SQL section. Each exercise builds on the previous exercise. If you are
doing the exercises online, you can check your work by looking at the results that are shown after the exercise.

In the sections beginning with Retrieving Data, complete examples with the label "How it's done" are provided. When you
enter these statements online, you see a result table with the same contents as the example. The table in the example
may be abbreviated.
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After each example and its result, exercises are provided where the SQL statements are not given. Instead, a description
of the requested information is given, and you write the statements necessary to achieve the result. These exercises are
identified by the labels "Now you try it" and "Try another."

Practicing Without Access to a Database

You can go through these exercises without having access to a database. Simply write out your answers and view the
correct answers in Answers to Exercises.

In the Sample Data Description Language section, sample statements appear for database definition that you do not
enter. They are for your information only.

Review exercises covering the material that you have just studied are provided at the end of each section. These
exercises allow you to evaluate how well you have learned the material presented. We encourage you to do them.

In addition, the Retrieving Data in SQL, Using Conditional Retrieval, Using Aggregate Functions, Accessing Multiple
Tables, and Nesting SELECT Statements sections include scenarios at the section end. Each scenario requires you to
create SQL statements to retrieve or update data based on a specific business requirement.

Answers to Exercises

Answers to online exercises, reviews, and scenarios are provided in Answers to Exercises.

The Demonstration Database

In the online practice exercises, you access data from the personnel database that was developed for a company called
Commonwealth Auto.

Commonwealth Auto requires data to be maintained on all employees, jobs, skills, departments, benefits, and projects.
Other associated employee information is also maintained, but you do not access it in these exercises.

The Human Resources and Accounting departments use the database for many of their activities. In this section, these
departments make requests for reports or information that you satisfy through your knowledge and use of SQL. The
requests concern salary and budget information, department lists, and vacation and project updates. They range from the
simple to the complex.

The requests are based on actual information that is maintained by a small corporation.

The Commonwealth Auto database consists of two schemas:

• DEMOEMPL tables containing employee information
• DEMOPROJ tables containing project-related information

The information is maintained in several tables in the database. These are the tables in the portion of the database that
are used:

Table Schema Contents
ASSIGNMENT DEMOPROJ The assignment of employees to projects
BENEFITS DEMOEMPL The benefits an employee has with the

company
CONSULTANT DEMOPROJ Each consultant that is associated with the

company
COVERAGE DEMOEMPL Employee's insurance information
DEPARTMENT DEMOEMPL Each department within the company
DIVISION DEMOEMPL Each division within the company
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EMPLOYEE DEMOEMPL Personal information on each employee
working for the company

EXPERTISE DEMOPROJ The skills each employee possesses
INSURANCE_PLAN DEMOEMPL Details of each insurance plan
JOB DEMOEMPL The jobs within the company
POSITION (see note) DEMOEMPL The jobs an employee has held and is

currently holding within the company
PROJECT DEMOPROJ The projects within the company
SKILL DEMOPROJ The skills throughout the company

Table Descriptions presents a description of each column in each table in the database.

NOTE

POSITION is also an SQL keyword. When it is used to qualify a column name, the table name must be enclosed
in double quotation marks. For example, "POSITION".column-name. For information about qualifying column
names, see Qualifying a Column Name.

More Information:

The following sections provide additional information that is related to this section.

• Programming IDMS SQL
• SQL Reference
• Using Visual DBA
• Using Common Facilities

Relational Database Concepts
At the end of this section, you will be able to:

• Define basic relational database terms
• List the components of a relational database

Summary

A relational database is a collection of tables containing data. A table consists of columns (attributes that describe the
table) and rows (actual occurrences of data). Data can be accessed easily and quickly in a relational database and is
viewed in a tabular format.

Benefits of a Relational Database

• You can access data in tables easily and quickly.
• It's easy to understand the data you see because it is in a tabular format.
• Relational databases are becoming standard on various computers.
• When you are designing application programs to access the database, you don't have to be aware of all the details of

underlying physical database structures.
• You can make changes to the database without affecting application programs.

Tables
Relational databases present information as a collection of tables. Unless empty, each table contains related data.
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Sample Tables

This diagram shows the EMPLOYEE, SKILL, DEPARTMENT, and PROJECT tables from the database for Commonwealth
Auto:

   EMPLOYEE                                           DEPARTMENT
┌────────┬───────────┬───────────┬─────────┐       ┌─────────┬─────────────────────┐
│EMP_ID  │EMP_LNAME  │EMP_FNAME  │DEPT_ID  │       │DEPT_ID  │DEPT_NAME            │
├────────┼───────────┼───────────┼─────────┤       ├─────────┼─────────────────────┤
│2096    │CARLSON    │THOMAS     │4600     │       │5200     │CORPORATE MARKETING  │
│        │           │           │         │       │         │                     │
│2437    │THOMPSON   │HENRY      │4600     │       │4600     │MAINTENANCE          │
│        │           │           │         │       │         │                     │
│2598    │JACOBS     │MARY       │5100     │       │5100     │BILLING              │
└────────┴───────────┴───────────┴─────────┘       └─────────┴─────────────────────┘

               SKILL                               PROJECT
            ┌──────────┬────────────────┐       ┌─────────┬───────────────────┐
            │SKILL_ID  │SKILL_NAME      │       │PROJ_ID  │PROJ_DESC          │
            ├──────────┼────────────────┤       ├─────────┼───────────────────┤
            │4250      │DATA ENTRY      │       │C200     │NEW BRAND RESEARCH │
            │          │                │       │         │                   │
            │4370      │FILING          │       │C240     │SERVICE STUDY      │
            │          │                │       │         │                   │
            │4490      │GENERAL LEDGER  │       │D880     │SYSTEM ANALYSIS    │
            └──────────┴────────────────┘       └─────────┴───────────────────┘

The EMPLOYEE table contains data about employees. The SKILL table contains information on skills that are used in
Commonwealth Auto. The DEPARTMENT table contains information on the departments in the company. The PROJECT
table contains information on projects.

A table is made up of columns and rows. A portion of the EMPLOYEE table in the Commonwealth Auto database looks
like this:

                    Columns
            ┌──────────┬────────────┐
            │          │            │
        ┌───▼────┬─────▼─────┬──────▼────┐
        │EMP_ID  │EMP_LNAME  │EMP_FNAME  │
        ├────────┼───────────┼───────────┤
     ┌──►2096    │CARLSON    │THOMAS     │
     │  │        │           │           │
Rows ├──►2437    │THOMPSON   │HENRY      │
     │  │        │           │           │
     └──►2598    │JACOBS     │MARY       │
        └────────┴───────────┴───────────┘
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Columns

A table has one or more columns. Each column:

• Has entries containing a single type of data
• Is displayed vertically
• Is identified by a name

For example, the employee ID (EMP_ID) column contains employee IDs, each of which is a number. The employee IDs
are listed one below the other. At the top of the column is a heading based on the kind of data in the column.

Rows

A table has zero or more rows. Each row:

• Contains one value in each column
• Is displayed horizontally
• Is not named

The first part of one row from the EMPLOYEE table looks like this:

┌────────┬───────────┬───────────┐
│2096    │CARLSON    │THOMAS     │
└────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

Primary Keys

A business often needs to prevent duplicate rows of data from being stored in the same table. For example, each
employee in the company needs an employee ID different from all other IDs. This is a way of distinguishing two
employees who have the same name. You do not want to store two employees who have the same employee ID.

To ensure that duplicate rows are not stored, a column or combination of columns is identified as a primary key of
the table when the table is defined. Each entry in the primary key column or columns must be unique; there can be no
duplicates. As a result, the primary key uniquely identifies each row in the table.

A row of employee information in the EMPLOYEE table is uniquely identified by the employee ID. There is only one row
with employee ID 2096 and only one row with employee ID 2437. However, there can be more than one employee with a
first name of Mary. The column containing the first name is not a unique key:

 ┌────────┬───────────┬───────────┐
 │EMP_ID  │EMP_LNAME  │EMP_FNAME  │
 ├────────┼───────────┼───────────┤
 │2096    │CARLSON    │THOMAS     │
 │        │           │           │
 │2437    │THOMPSON   │HENRY      │
 │        │           │           │
 │2598    │JACOBS     │MARY       │
 └────────┴───────────┴───────────┘
     ▲
     │
     │
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Primary key

When you request data from a table and specify a value for the primary key, you see only one row returned.

Relationships Among Tables
Normally, a database contains many tables holding related information. For example, in the Commonwealth Auto
database, there is a table storing employee information and a table storing department information. Since each employee
is associated with a department, there is a logical relationship between the two tables.

Foreign Keys

The database designer establishes relationships among tables by defining foreign keys. A foreign key is a value or
combination of values in a table that exists as the primary key in another table. The names of the columns that make up
the foreign key do not have to be the same as the primary key column names.

When you need to retrieve data in two tables at the same time, you use a foreign key and a primary key as common
columns (columns that are common between the tables).

An illustration of the relationship between the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT tables follows:

   EMPLOYEE
┌────────┬───────────┬───────────┬─────────┐
│EMP_ID  │EMP_LNAME  │EMP_FNAME  │DEPT_ID  │
├────────┼───────────┼───────────┼─────────┤
│2096    │CARLSON    │THOMAS     │4600     │
│        │           │           │         │
│2437    │THOMPSON   │HENRY      │4600     │
│        │           │           │         │
│2598    │JACOBS     │MARY       │5100     │
└────────┴───────────┴───────────┴─┬───────┘
                                   │
                                   │
                                   │         DEPARTMENT
                                   │      ┌─────────┬──────────────────────┐
                                   └──────┤DEPT_ID  │DEPT_NAME             │
                                          ├─────────┼──────────────────────┤
                                          │5200     │CORPORATE MARKETING   │
                                          │         │                      │
                                          │4600     │MAINTENANCE           │
                                          │         │                      │
                                          │5100     │BILLING               │
                                          └─────────┴──────────────────────┘

The department ID, DEPT_ID, is the primary key in the DEPARTMENT table and a foreign key in the EMPLOYEE table.

To find the name of the department that an employee is associated with, you would match the two tables based on this
common column.
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To find the name of the department that employee 2096 is associated with, you would look up the employee in the
EMPLOYEE table based on the employee ID, 2096, and find department ID 4600. Then you would find the matching
department ID 4600 in the DEPARTMENT table to find the department name, Maintenance.

SQL Relational Operations
You can manipulate tables to form new tables with relational operations. The three types of operations that you use most
often against a relational database involve accessing specified rows, particular columns, and more than one table.

Specified Rows (SELECT)

You can request that specific rows of data be retrieved from a table or tables.

For example, you can retrieve all information on employees whose last names are Carlson or Jacobs. Information on
other employees is not returned. This type of operation is called a select operation.

  EMPLOYEE
┌────────┬───────────┬───────────┬─────────┐
│ EMP_ID │ EMP_LNAME │ EMP_FNAME │ DEPT_ID │      ┌────────┬───────────┬───────────┬─────────┐
├────────┼───────────┼───────────┼─────────┤      │ EMP_ID │ EMP_LNAME │ EMP_FNAME │ DEPT_ID │
│ 2096   │ CARLSON   │ THOMAS    │ 4600    ├──┐   ├────────┼───────────┼───────────┼─────────┤
│        │           │           │         │  │   │ 2096   │ CARLSON   │ THOMAS    │ 4600    │
│ 2437   │ THOMPSON  │ HENRY     │ 4600    │  ├──►│        │           │           │         │
│        │           │           │         │  │   │ 2598   │ JACOBS    │ MARY      │ 5100    │
│ 2598   │ JACOBS    │ MARY      │ 5100    ├──┘   └────────┴───────────┴───────────┴─────────┘
└────────┴───────────┴───────────┴─────────┘

Particular Columns (PROJECT)

You can identify particular columns of data to be retrieved.

For example, you can retrieve only the last name and first name of each employee in the company, in order to create a
personnel list. This type of operation is called a project operation.

┌────────┬───────────┬───────────┬─────────┐
│ EMP_ID │ EMP_LNAME │ EMP_FNAME │ DEPT_ID │
├────────┼───────────┼───────────┼─────────┤
│ 2096   │ CARLSON   │ THOMAS    │ 4600    │
│        │           │           │         │
│ 2437   │ THOMPSON  │ HENRY     │ 4600    │
│        │           │           │         │
│ 2598   │ JACOBS    │ MARY      │ 5100    │
└────────┴─────┬─────┴─────┬─────┴─────────┘
               │           │
               └─────┬─────┘
                     ▼
         ┌───────────┬───────────┐
         │ EMP_LNAME │ EMP_FNAME │
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         ├───────────┼───────────┤
         │ CARLSON   │ THOMAS    │
         │           │           │
         │ THOMPSON  │ HENRY     │
         │           │           │
         │ JACOBS    │ MARY      │
         └───────────┴───────────┘

More than one table (JOIN)

You can retrieve data from more than one table at the same time.

For example, to create a list of department names and employees in each department, you need to retrieve information on
each employee along with information on the department in which the employee works.

This data is in two tables: the employee information and department ID are in the EMPLOYEE table, and the department
ID and department name are in the DEPARTMENT table. You can join the two tables to see both the employee and
department information as a single table. This type of operation is called a join operation:

   EMPLOYEE
┌────────┬───────────┬───────────┬─────────┐
│EMP_ID  │EMP_LNAME  │EMP_FNAME  │DEPT_ID  │
├────────┼───────────┼───────────┼─────────┼───┐
│2096    │CARLSON    │THOMAS     │4600     │   │
│        │           │           │         │   │
│2437    │THOMPSON   │HENRY      │4600     │   │   ┌────────┬───────────┐
│        │           │           │         │   │   │EMP_ID  │DEPT_NAME  │
│2598    │JACOBS     │MARY       │5100     │   │   ├────────┼───────────┤
└────────┴───────────┴───────────┴─────────┘   ├──►│2096    │MAINTENANCE│
                                               │   │        │           │
              DEPARTMENT                       │   │2437    │MAINTENANCE│
           ┌─────────┬─────────────────────┐   │   │        │           │
           │DEPT_ID  │DEPT_NAME            │   │   │2598    │BILLING    │
           ├─────────┼─────────────────────┼───┘   └────────┴───────────┘
           │5200     │CORPORATE MARKETING  │
           │         │                     │
           │4600     │MAINTENANCE          │
           │         │                     │
           │5100     │BILLING              │
           └─────────┴─────────────────────┘

You use one or more of these basic operations to retrieve data from the database. For example, you may want to access
two tables to see employee and department information (join) but show only the employee last name and the department
name (project).
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Review: Relational Database Concepts
Match each description on the left with a term or terms on the right. Terms can match more than one description.

Description Term
1. Components of a relational database that hold the data
2. Components of a table
3. A column or combination of columns holding values that form
the primary key of another table
4. The types of operations you can perform against a relational
database
5. A way to establish a relationship between two tables
6. A column or combination of columns that uniquely identifies a
row in a table

a. Foreign key
b. Primary key
c. Tables
d. Rows and columns
e. Select, project, and join

To check your answers, see Review Answers.

What Is SQL?
At the end of this section, you will be able to do the following:

• Define the term "SQL"
• Specify why SQL is used and what you can do with it
• Identify the components of an SQL statement
• Compare interactive and embedded SQL

Summary

Structured Query Language (SQL) is a standardized non-procedural language used to retrieve and update information in
a relational database. SQL serves as a standard language that:

• Can be used either for ad hoc queries and updates or in application programs.
• Eliminates the need for the user to know how the database is physically structured.
• Facilitates the exchange of information from computer to computer and from database to database.

Benefits of a Standard Language

• You need less training when you move from one computer or product to another.
• One database management system can communicate with another if they use a standard interface.

What Can SQL Do?

You can use SQL to:

• Define a database
• Manipulate data in the database
• Control access to data in the database in a multi-user environment

Data Definition

You use SQL data description language (DDL) statements to define a database and tables within the database.
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Data Manipulation

You use SQL DML statements to manipulate the data in tables.

There are four basic SQL DML statements:

• SELECT
• INSERT
• UPDATE
• DELETE

The SELECT statement is used to retrieve data. The result of a query is a result table. INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE
(all called update operations) are used to make changes to the data.

Data Control

You use SQL DDL to control access to data in a multi-user environment. There are two basic SQL DDL commands:

• GRANT
• REVOKE

The GRANT command allows another user to access data and the REVOKE command removes that access.

If you cannot access a table, it probably means that you have not been granted access to it.

Components of an SQL Statement
An interactive SQL statement consists of a structured set of English-like elements:

• A verb that tells the action you want performed.
• Additional options that modify verbs and further define the operation.
• Named entities that identify the object of the action.
• Clauses (required or optional) to identify the table in which the data is located and to specify more about how you want

the action performed.
• A delimiter (;) that signals the end of the statement.

Basic SQL statement:

select distinct city from employee where emp_id > 5555;

  │       │     │    └───────────┘      └─────────────────┘ │
  │       │     │    │           │      │                 │ │
Verb  Options  Named   Clause          Clause specifying   Delimiter
               entity  identifying     selection criteria
                       table

A delimiter is required for interactive SQL commands. If you enter SQL commands in an application program, you may
need to use a different delimiter or none at all.

Statement Length

A statement can span several lines. It will not be executed until the delimiter is encountered.

Interactive and Embedded SQL
You can issue SQL statements either interactively or from within an application program.
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Interactive SQL

When you use interactive SQL to enter a request or to change data, you get immediate results. This is the typical way of
entering ad hoc statements.

For example, you might want to identify all employees who live in Boston. This SQL statement would return a table that
includes the last name and first name of all employees residing in Boston:

select emp_lname, emp_fname

       from employee
       where city = 'Boston';

Embedded SQL

You can embed SQL statements in host application programs. With embedded SQL, the program receives the result
of the request and acts on it, displays it, or prints it. For example, this embedded SQL statement returns to a COBOL
program the last name and first name for employees living in the city requested by the program:

exec sql

select emp_lname, emp_fname
       into :emp_lname, :emp_fname
       from employee
            where city = :city_in
end-exec

Review: What is SQL?
Fill in the blanks with the appropriate term or response:

1. SQL stands for _______ _______ _______.
2. You use SQL _______ statements to define tables.
3. You use SQL _______ statements to change data in a table.
4. The three SQL update operations are _______, _______, and _______.
5. An interactive SQL statement ends with a _______.
6. An SQL statement begins with a _______.
7. An interactive SQL statement _______ (can/cannot) span several lines.
8. Interactive SQL gives you _______ results.
9. Embedded SQL returns the results to the _______.

To check your answers, see Review Answers.

Retrieving Data in SQL
After completing this section, you will be able to respond to requests for information from Commonwealth Auto by creating
SQL statements that:
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• Retrieve data from all columns and rows in a table.
• Retrieve data from specified columns in a table.
• Give new names to column headings.
• Display the results of calculations.
• Eliminate duplicate rows from your results.
• Sort the information displayed.

Summary

To retrieve data from the database, you use the SELECT statement, probably the most frequently used SQL statement.

Online Exercises

The online exercises for this self-training begin in this section.

WARNING
Before you begin, be sure to read Online Exercises in Learning IDMS SQL.

When you see a complete statement ending with a delimiter (;) and the label How it's done, you can enter the statement
online. The result you obtain should have the same content as the one in the example.

In most cases, after you have entered a statement, you will see another suggested retrieval with the label Now you try it.
At that time, you use the knowledge you have gained to create your own statement online.

If your result does not match the one shown in the section, or if you are unable to compose a statement, you can look up
the correct syntax at Answers to Exercises.

At the end of this section, there are additional scenarios and review exercises to give you extra practice with SQL.

The Database That You Use

You use the Commonwealth Auto database for these online exercises. The tables in this database contain data about
employees, jobs, skills, projects, and departments.

Before you begin the online exercises review Table Descriptions for the type of information kept in each table.

Retrieving all Columns from a Table
The basic statement for retrieving data from a table is SELECT. SELECT specifies which data you want to retrieve. The
FROM clause in the SELECT statement specifies which table holds the data.

 How It's Done 

The DEPARTMENT table contains the following columns:

• DEPT_ID
• DEPT_HEAD_ID
• DIV_CODE
• DEPT_NAME

In order to list all information on each department, you need to access this table and select all columns. To do this, enter:

select *
       from department;

You can enter this statement all on one line or spanning several lines. You can use either lowercase or uppercase.

 What does the asterisk (*) mean? 
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It means that you want to see all the columns in the table. You don't have to list the column names explicitly.

 What does DEPARTMENT indicate? 

It's the name of the table from which you want to access data.

 Why is there a semicolon at the end of the statement? 

SQL will not process an interactive statement until it encounters a semicolon.

 What You See 

The result looks like this:

                      OCF nn.n ONLINE IDMS NO ERRORS
SELECT * FROM DEPARTMENT;
*+
*+ DEPT_ID  DEPT_HEAD_ID  DIV_CODE  DEPT_NAME
*+ -------  ------------  --------  ---------
*+    1120          2004  D06       PURCHASING - SERVICE
*+    4200          1003  D04       LEASING - NEW CARS
*+    4900          2466  D09       MIS
*+    2210          2010  D04       SALES - NEW CARS
*+    3520          3769  D04       APPRAISAL NEW CARS
*+    5000          2466  D09       CORPORATE ACCOUNTING
*+    4500          3222  D09       HUMAN RESOURCES
*+    4600          2096  D06       MAINTENANCE
*+    2200          2180  D02       SALES - USED CARS
*+    5100          2598  D06       BILLING
*+    6200          2461  D09       CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION
*+    3530          2209  D06       APPRAISAL - SERVICE
*+    6000          1003  D09       LEGAL
*+    3510          3082  D02       APPRAISAL - USED CARS
*+    1100          2246  D02       PURCHASING - USED CARS
*+
*+ 17 rows processed

 Rows Are Not Ordered 

There is no inherent order to the rows as they are stored in the database. The rows in your result, therefore, may be in a
different order from those displayed here. The message specifying the number of rows returned may be worded differently
and appear in a different position on your screen.

Exercise 1

 Now You Try It 

Commonwealth Auto maintains information on all the skills the company requires to do business. This information is
maintained in the SKILL table.

Enter a statement to access all skill information. It isn't important whether you use uppercase or lowercase in your SQL
statement.

 What table do you need to access? 

You need to access the SKILL table.
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The result looks like this:

SKILL_ID  SKILL_NAME            SKILL_DESC
--------  ----------            ----------
    5420  Writing               General writing skills
    4444  Assembly              Auto body assembly experience
    5160  Calculus              Knowledge of advanced mathematics
    1000  Management            Experience managing people
    4420  Telephone             Basic customer support
    7000  Sales                 Background in sales techniques
    4410  Typing                Minimum 60 wpm
    6666  Billing               Basic billing procedures
    3065  Electronics           Electronic diagnosis and repair
    5430  Mktng Writing         Background in promotional writing
    6470  Window Installation   Installation of automotive windows
    5130  Basic Math            Knowledge of basic math functions
    5500  Gen Mktng             Knowledge of basic marketing concepts
    5180  Statistics            Creating & evaluating statistics
    6670  Gas Engine Repair     Experience in gasoline engine repair
    6770  Purchasing            Basic buying & negotiation procedures
    4370  Filing                Ability to organize correspondence/invoices
    1030  Acct Mgt              Experience in managing acctng activities
    5309  Appraising            Used car evaluation
    4490  Gen Ledger            Experience with general ledger
    6650  Diesel Engine Repair  Experience in diesel engine repair
    4430  Interviewing          Basic interviewing experience
    3333  Bodywork              Experience in repairing auto bodies
    3088  Brake work            Brake diagnosis and repair
    5200  Gen Acctng            Familiarity with basic AR and AP
    4250  Data Entry            Familiarity with computer keyboard
26 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Retrieving Selected Columns from a Table
You just retrieved all columns and all rows from a table. If you want to see only some of the columns, specify the names of
the columns you want to see. Put a comma between column names.

How It's Done 

If you want to see only the department ID and name for each department in the company, enter:

select dept_id, dept_name
       from department;

The result of this SELECT statement is a list of the values in the DEPT_ID and DEPT_NAME columns.

Where did you get the column names? 

They come from the table descriptions.
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The result looks like this:

DEPT_ID  DEPT_NAME
-------  ---------
   1120  PURCHASING - SERVICE
   4200  LEASING - NEW CARS
   4900  MIS
   2210  SALES - NEW CARS
   3520  APPRAISAL NEW CARS
   5000  CORPORATE ACCOUNTING
   4500  HUMAN RESOURCES
   4600  MAINTENANCE
   2200  SALES - USED CARS
   5100  BILLING
   6200  CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION
   3530  APPRAISAL - SERVICE
   6000  LEGAL
   3510  APPRAISAL - USED CARS
   1100  PURCHASING - USED CARS
   5200  CORPORATE MARKETING
   1110  PURCHASING - NEW CARS
  17 rows processed

How does this compare with the results displayed when you specified SELECT *? 

You see only the columns you selected rather than all columns.

What determines the order of the columns? 

It's based on the order in which you listed the columns in your SELECT statement.

Exercise 2

Now You Try It 

The Human Resources department is responsible for keeping track of all skill information for the company. Right now, they
need to see which skill IDs and names are currently on file. Create a SELECT statement to retrieve and display skill IDs
and names from the SKILL table.

Look in Table Descriptions to identify the column names.

The result looks like this:

SKILL_ID  SKILL_NAME
--------  ----------
    5420  Writing
    4444  Assembly
    5160  Calculus
    1000  Management
    4420  Telephone
    7000  Sales
    4410  Typing
    6666  Billing
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    3065  Electronics
    5430  Mktng Writing
    6470  Window Installation
    5130  Basic Math
    5500  Gen Mktng
    5180  Statistics
    6670  Gas Engine Repair
    6770  Purchasing
    4370  Filing
    1030  Acct Mgt
    5309  Appraising
    4490  Gen Ledger
    6650  Diesel Engine Repair
    4430  Interviewing
    3333  Bodywork
    3088  Brake work
    5200  Gen Acctng
    4250  Data Entry

If your results do not match what you see above, see Exercise 2 in Review Answers: Retrieving Data in SQL for the
correct SQL syntax. Remember that result tables may be shortened in this section.

Exercise 3

Try Another 

The president of the company wants a Christmas card list of all employees. He wants to see the first and last names for
each employee and the street and community in which they live.

Enter a SELECT statement to do this, using the EMPLOYEE table.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_FNAME   EMP_LNAME     STREET                   CITY
 ---------   ---------     ------                   ----
 Samuel      Spade         47 London St             Canton
 Catherine   Williams      566 Lincoln St           Boston
 Janice      Dexter        399 Pine St              Medford
 Cora        Parker        2 Spring St              Boston
 Mark        White         560 Camden St            Canton
 Marylou     Hamel         11 Main St               Medford
 James       Gallway       12 East Speen St         Stoneham
 Ronald      Wilder        30 Heron Ave             Natick
 Frank       Lowe          25 Rutland St            Natick
 Mary        Umidy         895A Braintree Circle    Medford
 Cynthia     Taylor        201 Washington St        Concord
 John        Brooks        129 Bedford St           Camden
 Carl        Smith         18 South St              Newton
 Martin      Loren         401 Cross St             Grover
 Bruce       MacGregor     254 Waterside Rd         Camden
 Michael     Smith         201 Summer St            Brookline
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 William     Griffin       390 Sherman St           Taunton
 Jason       Thompson      3 Flintlock St           Natick
 Stephen     Wills         34 Avon Dr               Canton
 David       Alexander     18 Cross St             
 Grover
55 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

What message do you see? 

You see a message stating the number of rows that have been retrieved.

Renaming Column Headings
In your results, each column has a heading. The heading is the name of the column as it was specified in the table
definition.

 EMP_FNAME   EMP_LNAME     STREET                   CITY
 ---------   ---------     ------                   ----
 Samuel      Spade         47 London St             Canton
 Catherine   Williams      566 Lincoln St           Boston
 Janice      Dexter        399 Pine St              Medford
 Cora        Parker        2 Spring St              Boston
 Mark        White         560 Camden St            Canton
                        .
                        .
                        .
55 rows processed

 How It's Done 

To make a column heading more meaningful, you can rename it. To do this, add AS and the name you want to use after
each column name:

select emp_fname as "First Name",
       emp_lname as "Last Name",
       street as "Street",
       city as "City"
       from employee;

Enclose new heading names in double quotation marks.

Don't forget the commas between column names.

This is the same SELECT statement you used to retrieve selected columns. However, in this case, the headings will have
a more meaningful appearance.

These new column headings assigned using AS are temporary names and appear only in the display.

The result looks like this:

 First Name          Last Name           Street                 City
 ----------          ---------           ------                 ----
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 Samuel              Spade               47 London St           Canton
 Catherine           Williams            566 Lincoln St         Boston
 Janice              Dexter              399 Pine St            Medford
 Cora                Parker              2 Spring St            Boston
 Mark                White               560 Camden St          Canton
 Marylou             Hamel               11 Main St             Medford
 James               Gallway             12 East Speen St       Stoneham
 Ronald              Wilder              30 Heron Ave           Natick
 Frank               Lowe                25 Rutland St          Natick
 Mary                Umidy               895A Braintree Circle  Medford
 Cynthia             Taylor              201 Washington St      Concord
 John                Brooks              129 Bedford St         Camden
 Carl                Smith               18 South St            Newton
 Martin              Loren               401 Cross St           Grover
 Bruce               MacGregor           254 Waterside Rd       Camden
 Michael             Smith               201 Summer St          Brookline
 William             Griffin             390 Sherman St         Taunton
 Jason               Thompson            3 Flintlock St         Natick
 Stephen             Wills               34 Avon Dr             Canton
 David               Alexander           18 Cross St            Grover
                        .
                        .
                        .
55 rows processed

Exercise 4

 Now You Try It 

Earlier, you produced a report that displayed department ID and name from the DEPARTMENT table. Produce the same
report and rename the headings "Department ID" and "Name."

The result looks like this:

 DEPARTMENT ID  NAME
 -------------  ----
          1120  PURCHASING - SERVICE
          4200  LEASING - NEW CARS
          4900  MIS
          2210  SALES - NEW CARS
          3520  APPRAISAL NEW CARS
          5000  CORPORATE ACCOUNTING
          4500  HUMAN RESOURCES
          4600  MAINTENANCE
          2200  SALES - USED CARS
          5100  BILLING
          6200  CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION
          3530  APPRAISAL - SERVICE
          6000  LEGAL
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          3510  APPRAISAL - USED CARS
          1100  PURCHASING - USED CARS
          5200  CORPORATE MARKETING
          1110  PURCHASING - NEW
 CARS
17 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Displaying Calculations in the Columns
You can use arithmetic expressions to calculate new values from a column.

Use the following symbols for arithmetic operations:

 Symbol  Meaning 
* Multiplication
/ Division
+ Addition
- Subtraction

 Order of Evaluation 

Multiplication and division are performed first, from left to right. Addition and subtraction are performed second, from left
to right. You can control the order in which operations are performed by using parentheses to enclose the operations you
want performed first.

Computing with Null Values 

Unless the column definition specifies otherwise, a column can contain no value. No value is also called null, or a null
value. The result table usually shows null values as '<null>'.

The result of any calculation involving a null value is always a null value.

How It's Done 

This year, the base rate for all jobs is rising 5 percent above last year's rates. The budget group needs a report showing
job ID, last year's rate, and last year's rate plus 5 percent. This information is contained in the JOB table. To display the
new rate, you will have to multiply the current rate by 1.05.

To create a table showing job ID, last year's rate, and this year's rate, enter:

select job_id as "Job", min_rate as "Minimum Rate",
       min_rate * 1.05 as "Adjusted Rate"
       from job;

You can omit the space on either side of the arithmetic symbol.

The result looks like this:

   JOB    MINIMUM RATE     ADJUSTED RATE
   ---    ------------     -------------
  8001        90000.00        94500.0000
  2077        17000.00        17850.0000
  9001       111000.00       116550.0000
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  3051            8.50            8.9250
  4700        33000.00        34650.0000
  3029        25000.00        26250.0000
  6011        59400.00        62370.0000
  4130        35000.00        36750.0000
  4666        41000.00        43050.0000
  4123        35000.00        36750.0000
  5555        30000.00        31500.0000
  4025        31000.00        32550.0000
  4023        44000.00        46200.0000
  2051            8.80            9.2400
  4734        25000.00        26250.0000
  5110        40000.00        42000.0000
  2053            8.80            9.2400
  6004        66000.00        69300.0000
  5111        27000.00        28350.0000
  4012        21000.00        22050.0000
  2055        17000.00        17850.0000
  4560           11.45           12.0225
  5890        45000.00        47250.0000
  3333        21600.00        22680.0000
  6021        76000.00        79800.0000
25 rows processed

Why did you provide a heading for the calculated column? 

You provided a heading to have a more meaningful name. If you hadn't, the heading would have been (EXPR)
or Expression.

Exercise 5

Now You Try It 

The Corporate Marketing department is considering revamping the bonus system. They want a report showing employee
IDs, how much salary they earned and, if any, the bonus percentage and how much bonus each employee earned. This
information is maintained in the POSITION table as SALARY_AMOUNT and BONUS_PERCENT.

Enter a SELECT statement to display this information. Rename the columns appropriately.

The result looks like this:

EMPLOYEE          SALARY  BONUS PERCENTAGE            BONUS PAID
--------          ------  ----------------            ----------
    3411        53665.00            <null>                <null>
    3411        44001.40            <null>                <null>
    4773        45240.00            <null>                <null>
    2010        76440.00             0.275           21021.00000
    3338        22048.84            <null>                <null>
    2246        59488.00            <null>                <null>
    2246        29536.00            <null>                <null>
    1034          <null>            <null>                <null>
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    2424          <null>            <null>                <null>
    3767        50440.50             0.230           11601.31500
    3767         2200.00            <null>                <null>
    3449        74776.00            <null>                <null>
    3082        68016.00            <null>                <null>
    3341        48465.80            <null>                <null>
    4660        36400.00             0.250            9100.00000
    4660        24000.00            <null>                <null>
    2209        66144.00            <null>                <null>
    2894       111593.00            <null>                <null>
    4001        36921.00             0.230            8491.83000
    5090        48568.48             0.205            9956.53840
    1765        47009.34            <null>                <null>
    4456          <null>            <null>                <null>
    1765        18001.00            <null>                <null>
    3991        42016.00             0.235            9873.76000
    3991        27976.00            <null>                <null>
    3778          <null>            <null>                <null>
    4358        57824.50            <null>                <null>
    4962        30680.00            <null>                <null>
    2180        76961.00            <null>                <null>
    2180        19000.10            <null>                <null>
    2106        23920.00            <null>                <null>
    3222       110448.00            <null>                <null>
    4002        28601.80            <null>                <null>
    2437          <null>            <null>                <null>
    2096        85280.00            <null>                <null>
    2096          <null>            <null>                <null>
    2004        59280.00            <null>                <null>
    2004          <null>            <null>                <null>
    5103          <null>            <null>                <null>
    5008        47944.00            <null>                <null>
    4321        56977.80            <null>                <null>
    2598          <null>            <null>                <null>
    3764        54184.00             0.260           14087.84000
    3764        28912.00            <null>                <null>
    2448        70720.00             0.255           18033.60000
    2461        43784.00            <null>                <null>
    1234       117832.68            <null>                <null>
    1003       146432.00            <null>                <null>
    4027        28081.40            <null>                <null>
    2466        94953.52            <null>                <null>
    2174        49921.76            <null>                <null>
    2781        43888.00            <null>                <null>
    3704        22880.00            <null>                <null>
    4008        24441.00            <null>                <null>
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    3433          <null>            <null>                <null>
    3288          <null>            <null>                <null>
    3841        33800.00            <null>                <null>
    4703        24857.00            <null>                <null>
    3294        53665.56            <null>                <null>
    3769        41600.00            <null>                <null>
    3118        45241.94            <null>               
 <null>
61 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Why the '<null>' entries? 

Most positions are not sales positions and do not have bonuses attached.

Using Parentheses 

Use parentheses to specify the order in which you want the arithmetic evaluation to take place.

How It's Done 

You have been asked to produce a report that shows what weekly salaries would look like before and after a raise of
$1,000 per year. Show yearly salary as well.

Try this without using parentheses first:

select salary_amount,
       salary_amount / 52 as "Current Wkly Sal",
       salary_amount + 1000 / 52 as "Adjusted Wkly Sal"
       from position;

The result looks like this:

  SALARY_AMOUNT  CURRENT WKLY SAL  ADJUSTED WKLY SAL
  -------------  ----------------  -----------------
       53665.00          1032.019           53684.00
       44001.40           846.180           44020.40
       45240.00           870.000           45259.00
       76440.00          1470.000           76459.00
       22048.84           424.016           22067.84
       59488.00          1144.000           59507.00
       29536.00           568.000           29555.00
         <null>            <null>             <null>
         <null>            <null>             <null>
       50440.50           970.009           50459.50
        2200.00            42.307            2219.00
       74776.00          1438.000           74795.00
       68016.00          1308.000           68035.00
       48465.80           932.034           48484.80
       36400.00           700.000           36419.00
       24000.00           461.538           24019.00
       66144.00          1272.000           66163.00
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      111593.00          2146.019          111612.00
       36921.00           710.019           36940.00
       48568.48           934.009           48587.48
       47009.34           904.025           47028.34
         <null>            <null>             <null>
       18001.00           346.173           18020.00
       42016.00           808.000           42035.00
       27976.00           538.000           27995.00
         <null>            <null>             <null>
       57824.50          1112.009           57843.50
       30680.00           590.000           30699.00
       76961.00          1480.019           76980.00
       19000.10           365.386           19019.10
       23920.00           460.000           23939.00
      110448.00          2124.000          110467.00
       28601.80           550.034           28620.80
         <null>            <null>             <null>
       85280.00          1640.000           85299.00
         <null>            <null>             <null>
       59280.00          1140.000           59299.00
         <null>            <null>             <null>
         <null>            <null>             <null>
       47944.00           922.000           47963.00
       56977.80          1095.726           56996.80
         <null>            <null>             <null>
       54184.00          1042.000           54203.00
       28912.00           556.000           28931.00
       70720.00          1360.000           70739.00
       43784.00           842.000           43803.00
      117832.68          2266.013          117851.68
      146432.00          2816.000          146451.00
       28081.40           540.026           28100.40
       94953.52          1826.029           94972.52
       49921.76           960.033           49940.76
       43888.00           844.000           43907.00
       22880.00           440.000           22899.00
       24441.00           470.019           24460.00
         <null>            <null>             <null>
         <null>            <null>             <null>
       33800.00           650.000           33819.00
       24857.00           478.019           24876.00
       53665.56          1032.030           53684.56
       41600.00           800.000           41619.00
       45241.94           870.037          
 45260.94
 61 rows processed
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Is the result correct? 

Take one salary and do your own pencil and paper calculation to check your answers:

24,000.00 + 1,000 = 25,000.00 / 52 = 480.76923

The result is wrong: In the calculation involving the increase, the division occurred before the addition instead of after.
Remember that the default order of evaluation is multiplication and division, performed left to right, and then addition and
subtraction, performed left to right.

Use parentheses to specify that you want the addition to take place before the division. Enter:

select salary_amount,
       salary_amount / 52 as "Current Wkly Sal",
       (salary_amount + 1000) / 52 as "Adjusted Wkly Sal"
       from position;

The result looks like this:

  SALARY_AMOUNT  CURRENT WKLY SAL  ADJUSTED WKLY SAL
  -------------  ----------------  -----------------
       53665.00          1032.019           1051.250
       44001.40           846.180            865.411
       45240.00           870.000            889.230
       76440.00          1470.000           1489.230
       22048.84           424.016            443.246
       59488.00          1144.000           1163.230
       29536.00           568.000            587.230
         <null>            <null>             <null>
         <null>            <null>             <null>
       50440.50           970.009            989.240
        2200.00            42.307             61.538
       74776.00          1438.000           1457.230
       68016.00          1308.000           1327.230
       48465.80           932.034            951.265
       36400.00           700.000            719.230
       24000.00           461.538            480.769
       66144.00          1272.000           1291.230
      111593.00          2146.019           2165.250
       36921.00           710.019            729.250
       48568.48           934.009            953.240
       47009.34           904.025            923.256
         <null>            <null>             <null>
       18001.00           346.173            365.403
       42016.00           808.000            827.230
       27976.00           538.000            557.230
         <null>            <null>             <null>
       57824.50          1112.009           1131.240
       30680.00           590.000            609.230
       76961.00          1480.019           1499.250
       19000.10           365.386            384.617
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       23920.00           460.000            479.230
      110448.00          2124.000           2143.230
       28601.80           550.034            569.265
         <null>            <null>             <null>
       85280.00          1640.000           1659.230
         <null>            <null>             <null>
       59280.00          1140.000           1159.230
         <null>            <null>             <null>
         <null>            <null>             <null>
       47944.00           922.000            941.230
       56977.80          1095.726           1114.957
         <null>            <null>             <null>
       54184.00          1042.000           1061.230
       28912.00           556.000            575.230
       70720.00          1360.000           1379.230
       43784.00           842.000            861.230
      117832.68          2266.013           2285.243
      146432.00          2816.000           2835.230
       28081.40           540.026            559.257
       94953.52          1826.029           1845.260
       49921.76           960.033            979.264
       43888.00           844.000            863.230
       22880.00           440.000            459.230
       24441.00           470.019            489.250
         <null>            <null>             <null>
         <null>            <null>             <null>
       33800.00           650.000            669.230
       24857.00           478.019            497.250
       53665.56          1032.030           1051.260
       41600.00           800.000            819.230
       45241.94           870.037           
 889.268
 61 rows processed

How does this result match your written calculation? 

If you did your written calculation correctly, it should match this result.

Eliminating Duplicate Rows
Sometimes a row in a selected column contains information that is the same as information in another row.

Why Duplicates Occur 

The EXPERTISE table contains skill IDs, the IDs of employees who have the skills, the level of ability an employee has in
a skill, and the date the ability was acquired. Commonwealth Auto may have several employees who match a particular
skill in the SKILL table and may have no employees who match another skill.

How It's Done 

To obtain a list of skill IDs associated with at least one employee, enter:
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select skill_id
       from expertise;

This gives a list of skill IDs that have been matched to employees who have that skill. Any skill that has no employees
associated with it will not show up in the result.

The result looks like this:

SKILL_ID
--------
    1000
    6470
    1000
    6770
    6770
    7000
    3065
    3333
    6770
    4430
    7000
    5309
    1000
    6670
    6470
    3333
    4444
    7000
    4250
    4370
    5180
    1030
    4490
    5200
    6666
    5420
    5430
    1000
    5500
    5309
    5180
    1000
    4430
    3333
    6650
    6670
    6770
    6770
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    5309
    5500
    6650
    5200
    7000
    7000
    7000
    5309
    5200
    6666
    4370
    4410
    7000
    7000
    4370
    4410
    4420
    7000
    1000
    4430
    5500
    3065
    6670
    7000
    4250
    5130
    5309
    5130
    6770
    7000
   
 5200
 69 rows processed

Why are some of the skill IDs repeated? 

The result shows the skill ID for each employee. If more than one employee has that particular skill, the skill ID is
repeated.

To see this more clearly, look at the skills and the associated employees by entering:

select skill_id, emp_id
       from expertise;

The result looks like this:

SKILL_ID EMP_ID
--------  ------
    1000    1003
    6470    1034
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    1000    1234
    6770    1765
    6770    2004
    7000    2010
    3065    2096
    3333    2096
    6770    2106
    4430    2174
    7000    2180
    5309    2209
    1000    2246
    6670    2246
    6470    2424
    3333    2437
    4444    2437
    7000    2448
    4250    2461
    4370    2461
    5180    2461
    1030    2466
    4490    2466
    5200    2466
    6666    2598
    5420    2781
    5430    2781
    1000    2894
    5500    2894
    5309    3082
    5180    3118
    1000    3222
    4430    3222
    3333    3288
    6650    3288
    6670    3288
    6770    3294
    6770    3338
    5309    3341
    5500    3411
    6650    3433
    5200    3449
    7000    3704
    7000    3764
    7000    3767
    5309    3769
    5200    3778
    6666    3778
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    4370    3841
    4410    3841
    7000    3991
    7000    4001
    4370    4002
    4410    4002
    4420    4008
    7000    4027
    1000    4321
    4430    4321
    5500    4358
    3065    4456
    6670    4456
    7000    4660
    4250    4703
    5130    4703
    5309    4773
    5130    4962
    6770    5008
    7000    5090
    5200   
 5103
 69 rows processed

You want to eliminate the duplicate rows resulting from your first SELECT statement in order to see each skill ID only
once.

To eliminate these rows, you can use the DISTINCT option immediately after the word SELECT.

How It's Done with DISTINCT 

Using the first SELECT statement, add DISTINCT after SELECT:

select distinct skill_id
       from expertise;

The result looks like this:

 SKILL_ID
 --------
     1000
     1030
     3065
     3333
     4250
     4370
     4410
     4420
     4430
     4444
     4490
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     5130
     5180
     5200
     5309
     5420
     5430
     5500
     6470
     6650
     6666
     6670
     6770
    
 7000
 24 rows processed

Now the result shows a list of skill IDs with no duplicates.

Since using DISTINCT eliminates duplicate rows, fewer rows are returned.

Exercise 6

Now You Try It 

The Accounting department needs a list of communities represented by employees in this company in order to identify
applicable city taxes. One of the columns in the EMPLOYEE table contains the name of the community in which the
employee resides. Enter a SELECT statement to list the communities in the table without showing any duplicates.

The result looks like this:

 CITY
 ----
 Boston
 Brookline
 Camden
 Canton
 Concord
 Dedham
 Grover
 Medford
 Natick
 Newton
 Stoneham
 Taunton
 Wilmington
 13 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.
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Organizing Data
When you retrieve data from the database, the rows are in an order selected by the database management system. If you
want the data sorted in a particular order, use the ORDER BY clause. The ORDER BY clause must be the last clause in a
SELECT statement.

How It's Done 

You can order an employee list by entering:

select emp_id, emp_lname
       from employee
       order by emp_lname;

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  EMP_LNAME
 ------  ---------
   2180  Albertini
   1765  Alexander
   2461  Anderson
   1003  Baldwin
   2466  Bennett
   4321  Bradley
   3082  Brooks
   2096  Carlson
   2145  Catlin
   4008  Clark
   4027  Courtney
   3433  Crane
   3841  Cromwell
   4773  Dexter
   3769  Donelson
   5103  Ferguson
   3778  Ferndale
   5008  Fordman
   1034  Gallway
   2894  Griffin
   4703  Halloran
   2246  Hamel
   2598  Jacobs
   2004  Johnson
   3294  Johnson
   3199  Loren
   3767  Lowe
   2448  Lynn
   4660  MacGregor
   1234  Mills
   3704  Moore
   3764  Park
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   2010  Parker
   4358  Robinson
   4002  Roy
   3288  Sampson
   2209  Smith
   3341  Smith
   2299  Spade
   3449  Taylor
   4001  Thompson
   2437  Thompson
   4456  Thompson
   2781  Thurston
   2898  Umidy
   3222  Voltmer
   3338  White
   4962  White
   2106  Widman
   2424  Wilder
   3991  Wilkins
   3411  Williams
   5090  Wills
   3118  Wooding
   2174 
 Zander
 55 rows processed

You can specify either ascending (ASC) or descending (DESC) order. The default order is ascending.

If you sort on a column that contains null values, the null values are grouped together.

Exercise 7

Now You Try It 

Change the example above so that it is sorted in descending order. Specify DESC after the column name in the ORDER
BY clause.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  EMP_LNAME
 ------  ---------
   2174  Zander
   3118  Wooding
   5090  Wills
   3411  Williams
   3991  Wilkins
   2424  Wilder
   2106  Widman
   3338  White
   4962  White
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   3222  Voltmer
   2898  Umidy
   2781  Thurston
   2437  Thompson
   4456  Thompson
   4001  Thompson
   3449  Taylor
   2299  Spade
   2209  Smith
   3341  Smith
   3288  Sampson
   4002  Roy
   4358  Robinson
   2010  Parker
   3764  Park
   3704  Moore
   1234  Mills
   4660  MacGregor
   2448  Lynn
   3767  Lowe
   3199  Loren
   2004  Johnson
   3294  Johnson
   2598  Jacobs
   2246  Hamel
   4703  Halloran
   2894  Griffin
   1034  Gallway
   5008  Fordman
   3778  Ferndale
   5103  Ferguson
   3769  Donelson
   4773  Dexter
   3841  Cromwell
   3433  Crane
   4027  Courtney
   4008  Clark
   2145  Catlin
   2096  Carlson
   3082  Brooks
   4321  Bradley
   2466  Bennett
   1003  Baldwin
   2461  Anderson
   1765  Alexander
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   2180 
 Albertini
 55 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Exercise 8

Try Another 

Display the skills available in the company, as you did earlier, but list them in numeric order to make it easier to scan.
Show both skill ID and skill name from the SKILL table.

The result looks like this:

 SKILL_ID  SKILL_NAME
 --------  ----------
     1000  Management
     1030  Acct Mgt
     3065  Electronics
     3088  Brake work
     3333  Bodywork
     4250  Data Entry
     4370  Filing
     4410  Typing
     4420  Telephone
     4430  Interviewing
     4444  Assembly
     4490  Gen Ledger
     5130  Basic Math
     5160  Calculus
     5180  Statistics
     5200  Gen Acctng
     5309  Appraising
     5420  Writing
     5430  Mktng Writing
     5500  Gen Mktng
     6470  Window Installation
     6650  Diesel Engine Repair
     6666  Billing
     6670  Gas Engine Repair
     6770  Purchasing
     7000 
 Sales
 26 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Multiple Sort Columns 
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You've seen how to sort selected rows by specifying ORDER BY and a column name. If you specify more than one
column name after ORDER BY, SQL sorts rows by the first column named, then by the second column named, and so on.

How It's Done 

You often want to sort all employees by first name within last name for an employee list. To do this, enter:

select emp_lname, emp_fname
       from employee
       order by emp_lname, emp_fname;

The result looks like this:

 EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME
 ---------             ---------
 Albertini             Joan
 Alexander             David
 Anderson              Alice
 Baldwin               James
 Bennett               Patricia
 Bradley               George
 Brooks                John
 Carlson               Thomas
 Catlin                Martin
 Clark                 Robert
 Courtney              Cecile
 Crane                 Herbert
 Cromwell              Michelle
 Dexter                Janice
 Donelson              Julie
 Ferguson              Adele
 Ferndale              Jane
 Fordman               Timothy
 Gallway               James
 Griffin               William
 Halloran              Martin
 Hamel                 Marylou
 Jacobs                Mary
 Johnson               Carolyn
 Johnson               Eleanor
 Loren                 Martin
 Lowe                  Frank
 Lynn                  David
 MacGregor             Bruce
 Mills                 Thomas
 Moore                 Richard
 Park                  Deborah
 Parker                Cora
 Robinson              Judith
 Roy                   Linda
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 Sampson               Ralph
 Smith                 Carl
 Smith                 Michael
 Spade                 Samuel
 Taylor                Cynthia
 Thompson              Henry
 Thompson              Jason
 Thompson              Thomas
 Thurston              Joseph
 Umidy                 Mary
 Voltmer               Louise
 White                 Mark
 White                 Peter
 Widman                Susan
 Wilder                Ronald
 Wilkins               Fred
 Williams              Catherine
 Wills                 Stephen
 Wooding               Alan
 Zander               
 Jonathan
 55 rows processed

Exercise 9

Now You Try It 

Management needs a list of all employees assigned to each department. Enter a SELECT statement to show the
department ID, last name, and employee ID from the EMPLOYEE table. Order the list by last name within each
department. Use the table descriptions in "Review Answers" to find the correct column names.

The result looks like this:

DEPT_ID  EMP_LNAME             EMP_ID
-------  ---------             ------
   1100  Fordman                 5008
   1100  Hamel                   2246
   1100  Halloran                4703
   1110  Widman                  2106
   1110  Alexander               1765
   1120  White                   3338
   1120  Johnson                 3294
   1120  Johnson                 2004
   1120  Umidy                   2898
   2200  Moore                   3704
   2200  Lowe                    3767
   2200  Albertini               2180
   2200  Lynn                    2448
   2200  MacGregor               4660
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   2210  Wills                   5090
   2210  White                   4962
   2210  Park                    3764
   2210  Thompson                4001
   2210  Courtney                4027
   2210  Clark                   4008
   2210  Parker                  2010
   2210  Wilkins                 3991
   3510  Dexter                  4773
   3510  Brooks                  3082
   3520  Donelson                3769
   3530  Smith                   3341
   3530  Smith                   2209
   4500  Zander                  2174
   4500  Voltmer                 3222
   4500  Wooding                 3118
   4600  Thompson                2437
   4600  Gallway                 1034
   4600  Crane                   3433
   4600  Thompson                4456
   4600  Carlson                 2096
   4600  Spade                   2299
   4600  Loren                   3199
   4600  Wilder                  2424
   4600  Sampson                 3288
   5000  Ferguson                5103
   5000  Taylor                  3449
   5000  Bennett                 2466
   5100  Ferndale                3778
   5100  Jacobs                  2598
   5200  Griffin                 2894
   5200  Catlin                  2145
   5200  Thurston                2781
   5200  Williams                3411
   5200  Robinson                4358
   6200  Cromwell                3841
   6200  Mills                   1234
   6200  Anderson                2461
   6200  Bradley                 4321
   6200  Roy                     4002
   6200  Baldwin                
 1003
55 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Identifying columns by number 
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Each column named after SELECT has an assumed number corresponding to the order in which it is named. You can use
this number to identify columns in the ORDER BY clause:

select emp_id, emp_fname, emp_lname from employee
          ▲       ▲          ▲
          │       │          │
          │       │         
 │
          1       2         
 3
       order by 3;

 How It's Done 

Earlier you wrote a SELECT statement to display the skills available in the company in numeric order by skill ID. Modify
the ORDER BY clause in that statement to identify the column by number rather than by name:

select skill_id, skill_name
       from skill
       order by 1;

The result looks like this:

 SKILL_ID  SKILL_NAME
 --------  ----------
     1000  Management
     1030  Acct Mgt
     3065  Electronics
     3088  Brake work
     3333  Bodywork
     4250  Data Entry
     4370  Filing
     4410  Typing
     4420  Telephone
     4430  Interviewing
     4444  Assembly
     4490  Gen Ledger
     5130  Basic Math
     5160  Calculus
     5180  Statistics
     5200  Gen Acctng
     5309  Appraising
     5420  Writing
     5430  Mktng Writing
     5500  Gen Mktng
     6470  Window Installation
     6650  Diesel Engine Repair
     6666  Billing
     6670  Gas Engine Repair
     6770  Purchasing
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     7000 
 Sales
 26 rows processed

You must refer to a column by number when the column is a calculated column like salary_amount / 52.

You can also use a column number when you select all columns from a table with SELECT *.

Exercise 10

Now You Try It 

Enter a SELECT statement to list employee IDs, salary, bonus percentage, and bonus paid, taken from the POSITION
table. Sort the result by the bonus paid. Use numbers to identify the columns in the ORDER BY clause and rename the
columns appropriately.

The result looks like this:

 EMPLOYEE     BASE SALARY  BONUS PERCENTAGE            BONUS PAID
 --------     -----------  ----------------            ----------
     4001        36921.00             0.230            8491.83000
     4660        36400.00             0.250            9100.00000
     3991        42016.00             0.235            9873.76000
     5090        48568.48             0.205            9956.53840
     3767        50440.50             0.230           11601.31500
     3764        54184.00             0.260           14087.84000
     2448        70720.00             0.255           18033.60000
     2010        76440.00             0.275           21021.00000
     3082        68016.00            <null>                <null>
     2424          <null>            <null>                <null>
     2246        29536.00            <null>                <null>
     2246        59488.00            <null>                <null>
     1034          <null>            <null>                <null>
                        .
                        .
                        .
61 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Another Way to Name the Column 

You've seen that you can use ORDER BY with column names and column numbers. You can also use ORDER BY with a
column heading you named with AS.

How It's Done 

The Human Resources department needs to see a list of all consultants ordered by the hourly compensation taken from
the lowest rate to the highest. You now have three ways you can retrieve this information. Try all three:

select con_id as "Consultant",
       rate as "Hourly Rate"
       from consultant
       order by rate desc;
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select con_id as "Consultant",
       rate as "Hourly Rate"
       from consultant
       order by 2
 desc;
select con_id as "Consultant",
       rate as "Hourly Rate"
       from consultant
       order by "Hourly Rate" desc;

For each of these,

The result looks like this:

CONSULTANT  HOURLY RATE
----------  -----------
      9000       148.00
      9388        76.00
      9443        50.00
      9439       
 47.00
4 rows processed

You can use any of these methods or a combination of them in an ORDER BY clause.

Review: Retrieving Data in SQL
Choose the correct answers for the questions below. More than one answer can apply for each question.

1. How many columns would be retrieved by the following statement:
select * from sample_table;

– a. One
– b. Five
– c. All

2. How can you limit the number of columns returned by your SELECT statement?
– a. Use a FROM clause
– b. List the columns you want to see
– c. Use * after SELECT
– d. Leave out the * between SELECT and FROM

3. How can you give heading names to columns?
– a. Put a comma after the column name and specify the heading
– b. Use AS after the column name and specify the heading
– c. Use the heading in place of the column name

4. Given a table called SUPPLY_PRICE and a column in that table called PART_NUMBER, which of the following
statements will find the number of unique part numbers in the table?
– a. select part_number from supply_price; 
– b. select * from supply_price; 
– c. select distinct part_number from supply_price; 
– d. select part_number distinct from supply_price; 

5. How can you name the column you want to sort by?
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– a. Use the column name
– b. Use the heading name
– c. Use the table name
– d. Use the column number

To check your answers, see "Review" in Review Answers: Retrieving Data in SQL.

Scenarios: Retrieving Data in SQL
Create the appropriate statements online to retrieve the needed data:

1. You need to list all jobs the company has for a government report. The report should show job ID, job title, and
minimum and maximum rate for the job. Use the JOB table from Table Descriptions.

2. The report you just created (in Scenario 1) has all the necessary information but is difficult to read because it is not
sorted. Modify the SELECT statement to create the same report sorted by job title.

3. Periodically, a company list is produced showing each department and all employees assigned to that department.
This list should be sorted first by department ID and then by employee ID within each department. Display department
ID, employee ID, and employee last name. Create the appropriate SQL SELECT statement to produce this list using
the EMPLOYEE table.

4. The report you just created is very useful except that the headings are difficult to understand. Rewrite the statement so
that the column headings are "Department", "Employee ID", and "Last Name".

5. The Human Resources department needs a report of all employees listing ID, amount of vacation accrued for each
employee, and vacation accrued incremented by 32 hours, in order to see whether any employees will have over the
maximum allowable vacation once the accruals have been applied. Create this report using the BENEFITS table.
Name the column headings appropriately, and order the report by employee ID.

To check your answers, see "Scenarios" in Review Answers: Retrieving Data in SQL.

Using Conditional Retrieval
When you have completed this section, you will be able to create SQL statements to retrieve selected rows of data from
a table and to use multiple predicates in a WHERE clause. You will also understand the order in which multiple conditions
are evaluated.

Summary

Usually you want to retrieve only some rows from a table just as you want to retrieve only some columns in that table.
You have already seen how to limit the number of columns displayed. Now you will see how to limit the number of rows
displayed using a WHERE clause. A WHERE clause specifies criteria used in selecting rows to be retrieved.

The WHERE Clause
You can screen the data being retrieved by using the WHERE clause in a SELECT statement, and you can specify
selection criteria. The WHERE clause filters out rows that do not meet the selection criteria. The WHERE clause follows
the FROM clause:

select ...

       from ...
       where ...
       order by ...;
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Components of the WHERE Clause

The WHERE clause is made up of the following two components:

• The keyword WHERE
• A search condition

A search condition is made up of predicates. In general, predicates compare values to one another. If the values meet
the comparison, the row is selected.

Comparison Operators and Keywords in Predicates
You use a predicate to compare one value to another. The values compared in the predicate must be of compatible data
types. For example, a column defined as a character data type cannot be compared to a column defined as an integer
data type even though the character string contains numbers.

Check the Data Type When Comparing

The table layout specifies if the column you want to compare is defined as a character data type. A column may appear
to contain numeric data when you look at the values stored in the database, although it is actually defined as character.
For example, the SKILL_LEVEL column in the EXPERTISE table is defined as a character column but usually contains
numeric data.

Entering Character Literals

Use single quotation marks if you use a character literal, such as 'Smith', and enter the literal with uppercase and
lowercase letters exactly as you expect it exists in the database.

Ways You Can Compare Values

You can use the following operators to compare values:

Comparison operator Meaning
= Equal to
<> Not equal to
> Greater than
< Less than
>= Greater than or equal to
<= Less than or equal to

You can use these keywords to compare values:

Keyword Meaning
IS NULL Checks whether a value is null
BETWEEN Locates values within a range of values
IN Locates values identified by specific values in a list
LIKE Retrieves rows based on character combinations in a nonnumeric

column

Using Comparison Operators in Predicates
The search value in the predicate can be:
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• A numeric literal (for example, vac_accrued >= 40).
• A character literal (for example, emp_lname = 'Smith').

You can also use two column names in a predicate (for example, vac_taken <= vac_accrued).

The column name you use in the WHERE clause need not appear in the SELECT column list.

How It's Done 

The Human Resources department needs to see a list of all employees and the number of vacation hours they have
accrued in 1999. The BENEFITS table contains this information. Enter:

select emp_id, vac_accrued
       from benefits
       where fiscal_year = 2000;

The result looks like this:

EMP_ID  VAC_ACCRUED
------  -----------
  3411        68.00
  4773        68.00
  2010        92.75
  3338        68.00
  2246        92.50
  1034        92.50
  2424        92.50
  3767        68.00
  3449        68.00
  3082        68.00
  3341        68.00
  4660        68.00
  2209        92.50
  2894        68.00
  4001        68.00
  5090        46.00
  1765        92.50
  4456        68.00
  3991        68.00
  3778        68.00
  4358        68.00
  4962        68.00
  2180        92.50
  2106        92.50
  3222        68.00
  4002        68.00
  2437        68.00
  2096        92.50
  2004        92.50
  5103        46.00
  5008        46.50
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  4321        68.00
  2598        60.00
  3764        68.00
  2448        68.00
  2461        68.00
  1003        92.00
  1234        92.00
  4027        68.00
  2466        92.50
  2174        92.00
  2781        68.00
  3704        68.00
  4008        68.00
  3433        68.00
  3288        68.00
  3841        68.00
  4703        46.75
  3294        68.00
  3769        68.00
  3118       
 68.00
51 rows processed

Exercise 1

Now You Try It 

The manager of the Marketing department is looking at a resource plan that assigns employee 5103 to a project coming
up. However, the manager doesn't know who employee 5103 is.

Create a SELECT statement to retrieve all rows in the EMPLOYEE table that have an employee with an ID of 5103.
Display employee ID and first and last name.

The result looks like this:

EMP_ID  EMP_FNAME             EMP_LNAME
------  ---------             ---------
  5103  Adele                
 Ferguson
1 row processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax.

Why do you see only one row? 

The employee ID is a unique key, so there is only one employee with this ID.

Exercise 2

Try Another 

The new company fiscal year is approaching and the Accounting department's budget director is compiling some salary
statistics.
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The budget director needs a list of employee IDs, job IDs, and salaries where the salary is greater than $100,000. The
POSITION table contains this information.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  JOB_ID   SALARY_AMOUNT
 ------  ------   -------------
   2894    6021       111593.00
   3222    6004       110448.00
   1234    8001       117832.68
   1003    9001      
 146432.00
 4 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Exercise 3

And Another 

Commonwealth Auto has employees who live in several different communities. The Accounting department needs to
know which employees live in Boston because a city tax is being levied on those residents and the payroll must be
adjusted.

Use the EMPLOYEE table to write a SELECT statement that selects all employees who live in Boston. Type in the
value exactly as you expect to find it in the table, using uppercase and lowercase letters. Enclose the value in quotes
because CITY is defined as a character column. Display employee ID, first and last name, and city and order the result by
employee ID.

The result looks like this:

EMP_ID  EMP_FNAME             EMP_LNAME             CITY
------  ---------             ---------             ----
  1003  James                 Baldwin               Boston
  2010  Cora                  Parker                Boston
  2437  Henry                 Thompson              Boston
  3411  Catherine             Williams              Boston
  3841  Michelle              Cromwell              Boston
  4962  Peter                 White                
 Boston
6 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Exercise 4

Try It Using NOT 

Use NOT following the word WHERE to select rows that do not meet the search condition.

Employees who do not live in Boston are not affected by the new tax. Create another SELECT statement to retrieve all
employees who do not live in Boston. Use the keyword NOT after WHERE. Display employee ID, first and last name, and
city.
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The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  EMP_FNAME             EMP_LNAME             CITY
 ------  ---------             ---------             ----
   2299  Samuel                Spade                 Canton
   4773  Janice                Dexter                Medford
   3338  Mark                  White                 Canton
   2246  Marylou               Hamel                 Medford
   1034  James                 Gallway               Stoneham
   2424  Ronald                Wilder                Natick
   3767  Frank                 Lowe                  Natick
   2898  Mary                  Umidy                 Medford
   3449  Cynthia               Taylor                Concord
   3082  John                  Brooks                Camden
   3341  Carl                  Smith                 Newton
   3199  Martin                Loren                 Grover
   4660  Bruce                 MacGregor             Camden
   2209  Michael               Smith                 Brookline
   2894  William               Griffin               Taunton
   4001  Jason                 Thompson              Natick
   5090  Stephen               Wills                 Canton
   1765  David                 Alexander             Grover
   4456  Thomas                Thompson              Newton
   2145  Martin                Catlin                Wilmington
   3991  Fred                  Wilkins               Taunton
   3778  Jane                  Ferndale              Medford
   4358  Judith                Robinson              Wilmington
   2180  Joan                  Albertini             Medford
   2106  Susan                 Widman                Medford
   3222  Louise                Voltmer               Brookline
   4002  Linda                 Roy                   Wilmington
   2096  Thomas                Carlson               Brookline
   2004  Eleanor               Johnson               Medford
   5103  Adele                 Ferguson              Brookline
   5008  Timothy               Fordman               Brookline
   4321  George                Bradley               Grover
   2598  Mary                  Jacobs                Camden
   3764  Deborah               Park                  Brookline
   2461  Alice                 Anderson              Medford
   2448  David                 Lynn                  Natick
   1234  Thomas                Mills                 Brookline
   2466  Patricia              Bennett               Medford
   4027  Cecile                Courtney              Natick
   2174  Jonathan              Zander                Brookline
   2781  Joseph                Thurston              Stoneham
   3704  Richard               Moore                 Dedham
   4008  Robert                Clark                 Brookline
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   3433  Herbert               Crane                 Newton
   3288  Ralph                 Sampson               Newton
   4703  Martin                Halloran              Brookline
   3294  Carolyn               Johnson               Brookline
   3118  Alan                  Wooding               Canton
   3769  Julie                 Donelson             
 Grover
 49 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

What is another way of getting this information? 

You could have used <> (not equal) instead of the keyword NOT.

Using Keywords in Predicates
You have been using comparison operators in predicates to compare one value to another. You can also use keywords in
predicates.

 Testing for Null Values 

You use the keyword IS NULL to retrieve rows for which no value has been stored in the specified column.

 How It's Done 

The company needs to have a list of employees who do not have a home telephone so that the Human Resources
department can get in touch with them by other means in case of emergency.

To retrieve all employees who do not have a telephone, enter:

select emp_id, phone
       from employee
       where phone is null;

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID    PHONE
 ------    -----
     2299  <null>
     3411  <null>
     2010  <null>
     3199  <null>
     2598  <null>
     4008 
 <null>
 6 rows processed

Exercise 5

 Now You Try It 

Only sales employees at Commonwealth Auto receive bonuses as part of their earnings. Payroll wants a list of all
employees who do not receive bonuses.
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Enter a SELECT statement to retrieve all employees from the POSITION table for which the database does not have a
bonus percentage. Display employee ID.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID
 ------
   3411
   3411
   4773
   3338
   2246
   2246
   1034
   2424
   3767
   3449
   3082
   3341
   4660
   2209
   2894
   1765
   4456
   1765
   3991
   3778
   4358
   4962
   2180
   2180
   2106
   3222
   4002
   2437
   2096
   2096
   2004
   2004
   5103
   5008
   4321
   2598
   3764
   2461
   1234
   1003
   4027
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   2466
   2174
   2781
   3704
   4008
   3433
   3288
   3841
   4703
   3294
   3769
  
 3118
53 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

 IS NOT NULL 

Use IS NOT NULL to eliminate rows containing nulls in a specified column.

Exercise 6

 Now You Try It 

Commonwealth Auto needs to be able to reach employees in case of emergency. The Human Resources department
knows that not all employees have telephones. They need to have a list of telephone numbers for those employees
who do have telephones.

Enter the SELECT statement to list all employees from the EMPLOYEE table who have a telephone. Display employee
ID, first and last name, and telephone.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  EMP_FNAME             EMP_LNAME             PHONE
 ------  ---------             ---------             -----
   4773  Janice                Dexter                5083847566
   3338  Mark                  White                 6179238844
   2246  Marylou               Hamel                 5083457789
   1034  James                 Gallway               6172251178
   2424  Ronald                Wilder                5083347700
   3767  Frank                 Lowe                  5082844094
   2898  Mary                  Umidy                 6173458860
   3449  Cynthia               Taylor                5082684508
   3082  John                  Brooks                5089273644
   3341  Carl                  Smith                 6179658099
   4660  Bruce                 MacGregor             5092344620
   2209  Michael               Smith                 6175563331
   2894  William               Griffin               5088449008
   4001  Jason                 Thompson              5082649956
   1765  David                 Alexander             5087394772
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   4456  Thomas                Thompson              6179660089
   2145  Martin                Catlin                5087486625
   3991  Fred                  Wilkins               5081840883
   3778  Jane                  Ferndale              6173450099
   4358  Judith                Robinson              5087488011
   4962  Peter                 White                 6177732280
   2180  Joan                  Albertini             5083145366
   2106  Susan                 Widman                5083346364
   3222  Louise                Voltmer               6176635520
   4002  Linda                 Roy                   5088477701
   2437  Henry                 Thompson              6179264105
   2096  Thomas                Carlson               6175553643
   2004  Eleanor               Johnson               5089253998
   5103  Adele                 Ferguson              6176600684
   5008  Timothy               Fordman               6176642209
   4321  George                Bradley               5087463300
   3764  Deborah               Park                  6179458377
   2461  Alice                 Anderson              5083873664
   2448  David                 Lynn                  5082844736
   1003  James                 Baldwin               6173295757
   1234  Thomas                Mills                 6176646602
   2466  Patricia              Bennett               5089487709
   4027  Cecile                Courtney              5089445386
   2174  Jonathan              Zander                6176633854
   2781  Joseph                Thurston              6173286008
   3704  Richard               Moore                 6177739440
   3841  Michelle              Cromwell              6173298763
   3433  Herbert               Crane                 6178653440
   3288  Ralph                 Sampson               6179654443
   4703  Martin                Halloran              6176648290
   3294  Carolyn               Johnson               6175567551
   3118  Alan                  Wooding               5083766984
   3769  Julie                 Donelson              5084850432
 49 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

 BETWEEN Predicate 

Use the BETWEEN predicate to specify a range of values you are searching for. BETWEEN selects all rows that have
values in a specified column in between or equal to the starting or ending values of the specified range.

 How It's Done 

Human Resources is interested in obtaining a list of employees who have between 1 and 3 dependents being covered by
their insurance plan.

To retrieve this data, enter:

select emp_id, num_dependents
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       from coverage
       where num_dependents between 1 and 3;

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  NUM_DEPENDENTS
 ------  --------------
   2299               1
   3411               3
   3411               3
   3338               2
   2246               2
   2246               2
   3767               2
   3767               2
   3199               2
   3199               2
   2894               3
   2894               3
   5090               3
   4456               1
   1765               2
   1765               2
   4358               1
   4358               1
   3222               2
   2437               2
   2096               1
   2096               3
   2096               3
   5103               1
   5103               1
   5008               2
   5008               2
   2598               1
   2448               3
   1003               3
   1003               3
   2781               2
   4008               1
   3704               3
   3433               1
   3433               1
   3433               1
   3288               1
   3288               1
   4703               1
   4703               1
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   3118              
 1
 42 rows processed

Exercise 7

 Now You Try It 

Human Resources is doing a salary comparison and needs some information on jobs, employees, and salaries. They
have asked you to show them all employees whose salary is between $20,000 and $35,000.

 What table holds this information? 

The information is stored in the POSITION table.

Enter the appropriate SELECT statement.

The result looks like this:

 JOB_ID  EMP_ID   SALARY_AMOUNT
 ------  ------   -------------
   2077    3338        22048.84
   2077    2246        29536.00
   3333    4660        24000.00
   3333    3991        27976.00
   3333    4962        30680.00
   2077    2106        23920.00
   4012    4002        28601.80
   3333    3764        28912.00
   3333    4027        28081.40
   3333    3704        22880.00
   3333    4008        24441.00
   4012    3841        33800.00
   2077    4703       
 24857.00
 13 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Use NOT BETWEEN to retrieve all rows that do not fall into the specified range.

 IN Predicate 

You can compare a value to a list of values using the IN predicate.

 How It's Done 

Human Resources needs to identify employees who reside in three communities for potential car pooling. To do this,
enter:

select emp_id, city
       from employee
       where city in ('Camden', 'Brookline', 'Canton');

Enclose the list of values in parentheses and separate values with a comma.
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The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  CITY
 ------  ----
   2299  Canton
   3338  Canton
   3082  Camden
   4660  Camden
   2209  Brookline
   5090  Canton
   3222  Brookline
   2096  Brookline
   5103  Brookline
   5008  Brookline
   2598  Camden
   3764  Brookline
   1234  Brookline
   2174  Brookline
   4008  Brookline
   4703  Brookline
   3294  Brookline
   3118 
 Canton
 18 rows processed

Exercise 8

 Now You Try It 

The Payroll department needs to identify employees whose salaries are $41,600, $45,240, or $50,440 for tax rate
purposes. Using the BENEFITS table, write a SELECT statement to display employee ID and salary.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID   SALARY_AMOUNT
 ------   -------------
   4773        45240.00
   3769       
 41600.00
 2 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax.

You can insert NOT before IN to identify values you do not want returned.

 The LIKE Predicate and Masks 

You can use the keyword LIKE and mask characters to find a character string when you know or are concerned
about only some of the characters. Mask characters are symbols that serve as place holders for other characters. For
example, LIKE 'Th%' means everything beginning with Th. The % is the mask specifying that any number of characters
can follow.
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This table shows the symbols you can use as mask characters:

 Mask  Meaning 
Percent (%) Specifies any number of unknown characters (including none)
Underscore (_) Specifies a single unknown character

 How It's Done 

The company nurse wants to identify all employees whose last names begin with S in order to notify them that their yearly
physical examination is due. Enter:

select emp_lname
       from employee
       where emp_lname like 'S%';

Enter the character string to be matched exactly as you expect to find it in the database. Use uppercase and lowercase
letters as necessary.

The result looks like this:

EMP_LNAME
---------
Sampson
Smith
Smith
Spade
4 rows processed

 Where to Place Mask Characters 

Mask characters can come anywhere in the search string.

If you want to find all employees whose names contain mp, enter:

select emp_lname
       from employee
       where emp_lname like '%mp%';

The result looks like this:

EMP_LNAME
---------
Sampson
Thompson
Thompson
Thompson
4 rows processed

Exercise 9

 Now You Try It 

How would you display all departments associated with NEW CARS?

The result looks like this:
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DEPT_ID  DEPT_NAME
-------  ---------
   4200  LEASING - NEW CARS
   2210  SALES - NEW CARS
   3520  APPRAISAL NEW CARS
   1110  PURCHASING - NEW
 CARS
4 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax. Remember, result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Use NOT in front of LIKE to search for rows containing all values except those that match the mask.

Exercise 10

 Try Another 

Enter a SELECT statement to display all departments that are not associated with associated with NEW CARS.

The result looks like this:

DEPT_ID  DEPT_NAME
-------  ---------
   1120  PURCHASING - SERVICE
   4900  MIS
   5000  CORPORATE ACCOUNTING
   4500  HUMAN RESOURCES
   4600  MAINTENANCE
   2200  SALES - USED CARS
   5100  BILLING
   6200  CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION
   3530  APPRAISAL - SERVICE
   6000  LEGAL
   3510  APPRAISAL - USED CARS
   1100  PURCHASING - USED CARS
   5200  CORPORATE
 MARKETING
13 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax. Remember, result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Using Calculated Values in Predicates
You can use arithmetic expressions to calculate a value for a search condition. Use the following symbols for arithmetic
operations:

Symbol Meaning
 * Multiplication
 / Division
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 + Addition
 - Subtraction

Remember that multiplication and division are performed first, from left to right, and addition and subtraction second, from
left to right. You can control the order in which operations are performed by using parentheses to enclose the operations
you want performed first.

How it's done 

As part of the salary review process, Human Resources needs to identify all jobs where the difference between the
maximum and minimum salaries is greater than $10,000. To do this, use the JOB table and enter:

select job_id, job_title, min_rate,
       max_rate, max_rate - min_rate
       from job
       where max_rate - min_rate > 10000;

The result looks like this:

JOB_ID  JOB_TITLE                   MIN_RATE        MAX_RATE        (EXPR)
------  ---------                   --------        --------        ------
  8001  Vice President              90000.00       136000.00      46000.00
  2077  Purch Clerk                 17000.00        30000.00      13000.00
  9001  President                  111000.00       190000.00      79000.00
  4700  Purch Agnt                  33000.00        60000.00      27000.00
  3029  Computer Operator           25000.00        44000.00      19000.00
  6011  Manager - Acctng            59400.00       121000.00      61600.00
  4130  Benefits Analyst            35000.00        56000.00      21000.00
  4666  Sr Mechanic                 41000.00        91000.00      50000.00
  4123  Recruiter                   35000.00        56000.00      21000.00
  5555  Salesperson                 30000.00        79000.00      49000.00
  4025  Writer - Mktng              31000.00        50000.00      19000.00
  4023  Accountant                  44000.00       120000.00      76000.00
  4734  Mktng Admin                 25000.00        62000.00      37000.00
  5110  CUST SER MGR                40000.00       108000.00      68000.00
  6004  Manager - HR                66000.00       138000.00       72000.00
  5111  CUST SER REP                27000.00        54000.00       27000.00
  4012  Admin Asst                  21000.00        44000.00       23000.00
  2055  PAYROLL CLERK               17000.00        30000.00       13000.00
  5890  Appraisal Spec              45000.00        70000.00       25000.00
  3333  Sales Trainee               21600.00        39000.00       17400.00
  6021  Manager - Mktng             76000.00       150000.00      
 74000.00
21 rows processed

Exercise 11

Now You Try It 

The corporate planning group wants to know what projects have been completed in less time than originally estimated.

Use the PROJECT table to identify the columns and display project ID as well as the number of hours saved.
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The result looks like this:

PROJ_ID          (EXPR)
-------          ------
C203             
 58.50
1 row processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax.

Combining Predicates
You can combine predicates with AND and OR:

• Use AND when all predicates must be true
• Use OR when only one predicate must be true

The default order of evaluation is AND before OR. You can use parentheses to override the default order.

 How It's Done 

The Human Resources department needs to identify employees who live in Camden, Brookline, or Canton and who have
telephones in order to set up a calling network. You created both of these search conditions earlier in this section. Now
you want to combine them.

To produce this list, enter:

select emp_id, city, phone
       from employee
       where city in ('Camden', 'Brookline',
 'Canton')
 and phone is not null;

The result looks like this:

EMP_ID  CITY                  PHONE
------  ----                  -----
  3338  Canton                6179238844
  3082  Camden                5089273644
  4660  Camden                5092344620
  2209  Brookline             6175563331
  5090  Canton                5083389935
  3222  Brookline             6176635520
  2096  Brookline             6175553643
  5103  Brookline             6176600684
  5008  Brookline             6176642209
  3764  Brookline             6179458377
  1234  Brookline             6176646602
  2174  Brookline             6176633854
  4703  Brookline             6176648290
  3294  Brookline             6175567551
  3118  Canton               
 5083766984
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15 rows processed

Exercise 12

 Now You Try It 

Change this SELECT statement from AND to OR.

Your result looks like this:

EMP_ID  CITY                  PHONE
------  ----                  -----
  2299  Canton                <null>
  4773  Medford               5083847566
  3338  Canton                6179238844
  2246  Medford               5083457789
  1034  Framingham            6172251178
  2424  Natick                5083347700
  3767  Natick                5082844094
  2898  Medford               6173458860
  3449  Concord               5082684508
  3082  Camden                5089273644
  3341  Newton                6179658099
  4660  Framingham            5092344620
  2209  Brookline             6175563331
  2894  Taunton               5088449008
  4001  Natick                5082649956
  5090  Canton                5083389935
  1765  Grover                5087394772
  4456  Newton                6179660089
  2145  Wilmington            5087486625
  3991  Taunton               5081840883
  3778  Medford               6173450099
  4358  Wilmington            5087488011
  4962  Boston                6177732280
  2180  Medford               5083145366
  2106  Medford               5083346364
  3222  Brookline             6176635520
  4002  Wilmington            5088477701
  2437  Boston                6179264105
  2096  Brookline             6175553643
  2004  Medford               5089253998
  5103  Brookline             6176600684
  5008  Brookline             6176642209
  4321  Grover                5087463300
  2598  Camden                <null>
  3764  Brookline             6179458377
  2461  Medford               5083873664
  2448  Natick                5082844736
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  1003  Boston                6173295757
  1234  Brookline             6176646602
  2466  Medford               5089487709
  4027  Natick                5089445386
  2174  Brookline             6176633854
  2781  Stoneham              6173286008
  3704  Dedham                6177739440
  4008  Brookline             <null>
  3841  Boston                6173298763
  3433  Newton                6178653440
  3288  Newton                6179654443
  4703  Brookline             6176648290
  3294  Brookline             6175567551
  3118  Canton                5083766984
  3769  Grover               
 5084850432
 52 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember, result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Compare the result of the first SELECT statement with the result of the second.

The first SELECT statement gives a more limited list because an employee must both live in one of the three
communities and have a telephone in order to be included in the list.

The second SELECT statement results in a longer list because an employee must either live in one of the three
communities or have a telephone (and live anywhere) in order to be included. Thus, the result table lists everyone who
has a telephone and everyone who lives in the three communities.

 Try One with Both AND and OR 

You can have multiple predicates, connecting them with either AND or OR.

The Human Resources department needs a list of employees who have a telephone and live in Brookline and all
employees who live in Boston regardless of whether they have a telephone.

To produce this list, enter:

select emp_id, city, phone
       from employee
       where phone is not null and city = 'Brookline'
            or city = 'Boston';

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  CITY                  PHONE
 ------  ----                  -----
   3411  Boston                <null>
   2010  Boston                <null>
   2209  Brookline             6175563331
   4962  Boston                6177732280
   3222  Brookline             6176635520
   2437  Boston                6179264105
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   2096  Brookline             6175553643
   5103  Brookline             6176600684
   5008  Brookline             6176642209
   3764  Brookline             6179458377
   1003  Boston                6173295757
   1234  Brookline             6176646602
   2174  Brookline             6176633854
   3841  Boston                6173298763
   4703  Brookline             6176648290
   3294  Brookline            
 6175567551
16 rows processed

 Using Parentheses 

The default order of evaluation is AND before OR. You use parentheses to override the default order of evaluation.
Multiple search conditions enclosed in parentheses are evaluated as a single search condition.

 How It's Done 

If the Human Resources department wants a list of employees living in Brookline or Boston who have a telephone, you
would insert parentheses to group the Brookline and Boston predicates. The parentheses specify that you want the OR
portion of the clause to be evaluated first:

select emp_id, city, phone
       from employee
       where phone is not null
         and (city = 'Brookline' or city = 'Boston');

The result looks like this:

EMP_ID  CITY                  PHONE
------  ----                  -----
  2209  Brookline             6175563331
  4962  Boston                6177732280
  3222  Brookline             6176635520
  2437  Boston                6179264105
  2096  Brookline             6175553643
  5103  Brookline             6176600684
  5008  Brookline             6176642209
  3764  Brookline             6179458377
  1003  Boston                6173295757
  1234  Brookline             6176646602
  2174  Brookline             6176633854
  3841  Boston                6173298763
  4703  Brookline             6176648290
  3294  Brookline            
 6175567551
14 rows processed
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Compare this result with the result from the previous statement. The previous SELECT statement without parentheses
listed employees who have a telephone and who also live in Brookline as well as employees who live in Boston whether
or not they have a telephone.

The second SELECT statement with parentheses listed employees who live in either Brookline or Boston and who have a
telephone, no matter which community they live in.

When you create a complex combination of predicates as in the last example, use parentheses to group predicates and
establish the order of evaluation.

 The placement of Parentheses 

You've just seen that using parentheses can make a difference in the order in which the predicates are evaluated.

Look at these two SELECT statements. They are exactly the same except for the placement of the parentheses.

Enter both SELECT statements and compare the results:

1.   select emp_id, phone, city, dept_id
            from employee
            where phone is not null
               or (city = 'Boston' and dept_id =
 5200);
2.   select emp_id, phone, city, dept_id
            from employee
            where (phone is not null or city = 'Boston')
              and dept_id = 5200;

Now take all parentheses out of the request.

 How are the results different? 

The first SELECT statement specifies that the employee must either live in Boston and work in department 5200 or have a
telephone in order to be on the list.

The second SELECT statement specifies that the employee must either have a telephone or live in Boston. In either case,
the employee must also work in department 5200 in order to be placed on the list.

If you take out all the parentheses, SQL evaluates the conditions in the same order as for the first SELECT statement.

Review: Using Conditional Retrieval
Choose the correct answers for the questions below. More than one answer can apply for each question.

1. The clause that allows the user to specify a search condition that filters the rows to be selected is:
– a. The WHERE clause
– b. The FROM clause
– c. The SELECT clause
– d. The AS clause

2. What are the components of the WHERE clause?
– a. The keyword FROM
– b. The keyword WHERE
– c. A search condition
– d. A table name

3. You can compare a character column to a:
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– a. FROM clause
– b. Mask
– c. WHERE clause
– d. Table name

4. Masks are used with:
– a. The IN predicate
– b. The BETWEEN predicate
– c. The LIKE predicate
– d. The FROM clause

5. Which of the following are mask characters?
– a. #
– b. _
– c. *
– d. %

6. The IS NULL predicate causes:
– a. Retrieval of rows where a column contains the value zero
– b. Retrieval of rows where a column contains no value
– c. No retrieval of rows
– d. No retrieval of rows where all columns contain zero

7. Parentheses are used to:
– a. Set up the sequence of arithmetic evaluation
– b. Set up the sequence of evaluation of AND and OR with multiple predicates
– c. Set off table names
– d. Set up alternate headings

To check your answers, see Review Answers.

Scenarios: Using Conditional Retrieval
Create the appropriate statements online to retrieve the needed data:

1. Periodically, a list is published giving divisions and their departments. A new department was recently added
to division D09, so a new list for that division is needed. Use the DEPARTMENT table and show division code,
department ID, and department name. Order by department ID.
Hint: DIV_CODE is a character column.

2. All Commonwealth Auto employees whose last names begin with L and Mare due to have flu shots. The medical office
needs to have the complete names of these individuals and the department to which each is assigned. Sort the list by
last name. (Use the EMPLOYEE table.)

3. The Marketing department has a large project coming up and needs employees who have at least a medium level of
competence (greater than 02) in skill 3333. Display employee ID and level of competence for each employee using the
EXPERTISE table.
Hint: SKILL_LEVEL is a character column.

4. In order to identify employees involved in media projects, the Human Resources department needs a list of employees
associated with a project ID that begins with P (indicating media-related). Order the list by employee ID. (Use the
EMPLOYEE table to find this information.)

5. The budget group needs a list of employees who hold a position that pays less than $25,000. Show employee ID and
salary.
Hint: The POSITION table contains information on positions held in Commonwealth Auto.

To check your answers, see Review Answers.
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Using Aggregate Functions
When you have completed this section, you will be able to use aggregate functions to count rows of data and to calculate
averages, sums, maximums, and minimums for groups of data.

Summary

You can use the aggregate functions AVG, COUNT, MAX, MIN, and SUM to perform calculations within your SELECT
statement to summarize information on groups of rows in a table.

This section contains the following articles:

Aggregate Functions
There are five aggregate functions. Except for COUNT, these functions operate on a collection of values in one column of
a table and produce a single result:

Function Meaning
AVG Returns the average of all values in the named column
COUNT Counts the number of rows that satisfy a condition
MAX Returns the highest value in the named column
MIN Returns the lowest value in the named column
SUM Returns the total of all values in the named column

How to Use Aggregate Functions 

To use an aggregate function, you specify the name of the function followed by the name of the column in parentheses, as
in SUM(SALARY_AMOUNT).

You can use the aggregate functions AVG, MAX, MIN, and SUM with a column name (SALARY_AMOUNT) or, if you are
using &U$IDBGJ., you can use these functions with an arithmetic expression (SALARY_AMOUNT/52) as well.

Where to Use Aggregate Functions 

• Instead of a column name with SELECT
• In a HAVING clause as a value in a predicate

 AVG 

The aggregate function AVG calculates the average value of all rows in a specified column.

How It's Done 

The president of Commonwealth Auto wants to know the average salary for all employees in the company. To produce
this information, use the POSITION table and enter:

select avg(salary_amount)
       from position;

The result looks like this:

                          (EXPR)
                          ------
                       
 51101.16
1 row processed
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Exercise 1

Now You Try It 

Use the COVERAGE table to write a SELECT statement to display the average number of dependents for all employees
in Commonwealth Auto. The Human Resources department needs this information for statistical purposes.

The result looks like this:

                          (EXPR)
                          ------
                              
 1
1 row processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax.

NOTE
 If the column being averaged has an integer data type, the result is an integer (that is, a whole number). Refer
to the SQL reference section for your environment to learn how to convert an integer data type to a decimal data
type in the result of your query.

Exercise 2

Using WHERE 

Use the BENEFITS table to write a SELECT statement to display the average vacation accrued in fiscal year 1999 for all
employees in Commonwealth Auto. The Human Resources department needs this information for statistical purposes.

The result looks like this:

                          (EXPR)
                          ------
                         
 121.01
1 row processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax.

COUNT 

Use the aggregate function COUNT to count the number of rows in a table.

You use an asterisk in parentheses after COUNT when you want all rows to be counted. You use a column name in
parentheses after COUNT when you want all rows with a value in that column to be counted.

How It's Done 

Human Resources needs a total count of employees working at Commonwealth Auto. To find this number, enter:

select count(*)
       from employee;

The result looks like this:

     (EXPR)
     ------
        
 55
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1 row processed

Every row in the EMPLOYEE table was counted.

Exercise 3

Now You Try It 

The Human Resources department would like to know how many different types of skills there are in the company. Enter
the appropriate statement to determine the total number of skills in the SKILL table.

The result looks like this:

     (EXPR)
     ------
        
 26
1 row processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax.

Specifying a Column Name with COUNT 

If you specify a column name with COUNT, only the rows containing a value in that column are counted.

How It's Done 

Human Resources has made another request. They would like to know how many employees have telephones in their
homes. You can comply with this request by creating a SELECT statement using COUNT and the column name PHONE
from the EMPLOYEE table:

select count(phone)
       from employee;

The result looks like this:

     (EXPR)
     ------
        
 49
1 row processed

There were fewer rows returned with this request than there were when you specified COUNT(*). This time, COUNT
counted only the rows that had a telephone number. It did not count the rows that contain a null value for PHONE. When
you used COUNT(*), all rows are counted.

Exercise 4

Using WHERE 

How many employees in department 5200 have telephones? Add a WHERE clause to your previous statement to find out.

The result looks like this:

     (EXPR)
     ------
         
 4
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1 row processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax.

MAX 

Use the aggregate function MAX (maximum) to determine the highest value in a specified column.

How It's Done 

The Human Resources department would like to know the highest salary in the company. Salaries are stored in the
POSITION table. To show this information, enter:

select max(salary_amount)
       from position;

The result looks like this:

       (EXPR)
       ------
   
 146432.00
1 row processed

Exercise 5

Now You Try It 

Human Resources also needs to know the highest salary held for job 3333. Enter an appropriate SELECT statement
using a WHERE clause.

The result looks like this:

       (EXPR)
       ------
    
 30680.00
1 row processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax.

MIN 

Use the aggregate function MIN (minimum) to determine the lowest value in a specified column.

How It's Done 

Human Resources needs to determine the lowest salary in the company. To obtain this, enter:

select min(salary_amount)
       from position;

The result looks like this:

       (EXPR)
       ------
     
 2200.00
1 row processed
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Exercise 6

Now You Try It 

The Human Resources department is concerned that the company have a healthy group of employees. They need to see
the smallest amount of sick time taken. The BENEFITS table contains this information.

The result looks like this:

   (EXPR)
   ------
    
 0.00
1 row processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax.

SUM 

Use the aggregate function SUM to total numeric columns.

How It's Done 

The budget group in the Accounting department needs to allocate funds for next year's budget based on this year's
salaries.

To obtain a sum of all salaries, enter:

select sum(salary_amount)
       from position;

The result looks like this:

                          (EXPR)
                          ------
                     
 2555058.42
1 row processed

Exercise 7

Now You Try It 

Also as part of the budget process, the budget group needs to identify all vacation hours taken. (This information is in the
BENEFITS table.)

Enter a statement to display this sum.

The result looks like this:

                          (EXPR)
                          ------
                       
 17469.50
1 row processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax.

Aggregate Functions and Null Values 
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There may be null values in columns included in a calculation. Aggregate functions ignore rows where a null value is
found.

Eliminating the Duplicate Rows
You can eliminate duplicate rows when using SUM, AVG, and COUNT by using DISTINCT. This causes the duplicate rows
to be eliminated before the aggregate function is applied.

Using DISTINCT

If you use DISTINCT, you must name a column explicitly; you cannot use an arithmetic expression.

How It's Done

Put DISTINCT immediately before the column name.

Count the number of communities represented by the employees at Commonwealth Auto by entering:

select count(distinct city)

       from employee;

The result looks like this:

     (EXPR)
     ------
         13

1 row processed

Exercise 8

Now You Try It

Count the number of different projects on which at least one person is working.

What table do you need to use?

You'll find this information in the CONSULTANT table.

The result looks like this:

     (EXPR)
     ------
          1

1 row processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax.
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Grouping Information
You can use aggregate functions to display information for groups of rows rather than for a whole table. For example,
the president wants to know the average salary for employees assigned to each job rather than the average salary for all
employees in the whole company. The POSITION table, where the salary information is maintained, has more than one
row for each job. In order to retrieve the information for the president, you need to group all rows with the same job ID and
then find the average salary for that group.

Using GROUP BY 

To summarize information for groups of rows, such as all employees who have the same job ID, use the GROUP BY
clause. The GROUP BY clause indicates which columns contain values to be grouped together.

How It's Done 

To find the average salary for employees by job, use the GROUP BY clause and enter:

select job_id, avg(salary_amount)
       from position
       group by job_id;

The result looks like this:

 JOB_ID                            (EXPR)
 ------                            ------
   2051                            <null>
   2053                            <null>
   2077                          23672.56
   3333                          23130.05
   4012                          37546.80
   4023                          74776.00
   4025                          43888.00
   4123                          49921.76
   4130                          45241.94
   4560                            <null>
   4666                          85280.00
   4700                          53477.38
   4734                          55744.75
   5110                          56977.80
   5555                          54738.99
   5890                          53893.16
   6004                         110448.00
   6011                          94953.52
   6021                         111593.00
   8001                         117832.68
   9001                        
 146432.00
 21 rows processed

The GROUP BY clause grouped the rows of data by job and then AVG took the average salary for each group. For
example, nine salaries are averaged for JOB_ID 3333. Three jobs have null for an average salary because they have only
hourly employees.
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Exercise 9

Now You Try It 

For statistical purposes, you need to know the number of employees in each department. Enter a SELECT statement to
retrieve this information from the EMPLOYEE table.

The result looks like this:

DEPT_ID       (EXPR)
-------       ------
   1100            3
   1110            2
   1120            4
   2200            5
   2210            8
   3510            2
   3520            1
   3530            2
   4500            3
   4600            9
   5000            3
   5100            2
   5200            5
   6200           
 6
14 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Exercise 10

Try Another 

The budget group needs to identify the total salaries for each job in order to determine salary budgets for next year.

Using the POSITION table, enter a SELECT statement to show the sum of salaries for employees by job. Display job ID
and sum for each job.

The result looks like this:

 JOB_ID                            (EXPR)
 ------                            ------
   2051                            <null>
   2053                            <null>
   2077                         118362.84
   3333                         208170.50
   4012                         150187.20
   4023                          74776.00
   4025                          43888.00
   4123                          49921.76
   4130                          45241.94
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   4560                            <null>
   4666                          85280.00
   4700                         267386.90
   4734                         111489.50
   5110                          56977.80
   5555                         492650.98
   5890                         269465.80
   6004                         110448.00
   6011                          94953.52
   6021                         111593.00
   8001                         117832.68
   9001                        
 146432.00
 21 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Things to remember when using GROUP BY 

• You can use GROUP BY with any aggregate function
• You can specify more than one column in the GROUP BY clause
• Columns listed in the SELECT statement that are not part of the calculation by an aggregate function must be

identified in the GROUP BY clause

Using ORDER BY with Aggregate Functions 

When you want to sort a result table based on an aggregate function, you must specify the aggregate function by number
(or heading name) rather than specifying the function itself.

How It's Done 

Earlier you found the average salary for employees by job using GROUP BY. To sort this result by the average salary,
enter:

select job_id, avg(salary_amount)
       from position
       group by job_id
       order by 2;

The result looks like this:

 JOB_ID                            (EXPR)
 ------                            ------
   3333                          23130.05
   2077                          23672.56
   4012                          37546.80
   4025                          43888.00
   4130                          45241.94
   4123                          49921.76
   4700                          53477.38
   5890                          53893.16
   5555                          54738.99
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   4734                          55744.75
   5110                          56977.80
   4023                          74776.00
   4666                          85280.00
   6011                          94953.52
   6004                         110448.00
   6021                         111593.00
   8001                         117832.68
   9001                         146432.00
   2053                            <null>
   4560                            <null>
   2051                           
 <null>
 21 rows processed

Using HAVING
You can add a search condition to use with an aggregate function.

The HAVING clause allows you to search for a particular condition within each group. HAVING takes the same predicates
as WHERE. The clause must specify an aggregate function because it applies to summary rows only. You use a HAVING
clause to eliminate groups from the result, just as you use a WHERE clause to eliminate rows.

You can have both a WHERE clause and a HAVING clause in your SELECT statement.

How It's Done 

The company is concerned that there are several departments with only a very few employees. To display those
departments that have fewer than three employees, enter:

select dept_id, count(emp_id)
       from employee
       group by dept_id
       having count(emp_id) < 3;

The result looks like this:

DEPT_ID       (EXPR)
-------       ------
   1110            2
   3510            2
   3520            1
   3530            2
   5100           
 2
5 rows processed

Exercise 11

Now You Try It 

Some Commonwealth Auto employees live in the same community. Since the company is encouraging car pooling, the
car pooling group needs to know which communities have more than two people living there.
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Enter a SELECT statement to list the name of the community and the number of employees living in that community.
Show only those communities that have more than two employees. This information is contained in the EMPLOYEE table.

The result looks like this:

CITY                       (EXPR)
----                       ------
Boston                          6
Brookline                      11
Camden                          3
Canton                          4
Grover                          4
Medford                         9
Natick                          5
Newton                          4
Wilmington                     
 3
9 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Exercise 12

Try Another 

The budget director has given you another request. She needs to see which jobs have an average salary greater than
$25,000. Use the POSITION table to write the appropriate SELECT statement using HAVING and display the job ID and
the average salary amount.

The result looks like this:

 JOB_ID                            (EXPR)
 ------                            ------
   4012                          37546.80
   4023                          74776.00
   4025                          43888.00
   4123                          49921.76
   4130                          45241.94
   4666                          85280.00
   4700                          53477.38
   4734                          55744.75
   5110                          56977.80
   5555                          54738.99
   5890                          53893.16
   6004                         110448.00
   6011                          94953.52
   6021                         111593.00
   8001                         117832.68
   9001                        
 146432.00
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 16 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Renaming Column Heading
Remember that you can request new headings for the result table. This is particularly useful when you use aggregate
functions because the default heading is not meaningful.

Exercise 13

Now You Try One

Use the statement above, and rename the column with the aggregate function. Use the AS keyword, and make the
heading "Average Salary".

The result looks like this:

 JOB_ID                    AVERAGE SALARY
 ------                    --------------
   4012                          37546.80
   4023                          74776.00
   4025                          43888.00
   4123                          49921.76
   4130                          45241.94
   4666                          85280.00
   4700                          53477.38
   4734                          55744.75
   5110                          56977.80
   5555                          54738.99
   5890                          53893.16
   6004                         110448.00
   6011                          94953.52
   6021                         111593.00
   8001                         117832.68
   9001                         146432.00

 16 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers: Using Aggregate Functions for the correct SQL
syntax. Remember that result tables may be shortened in this section.

Review: Using Aggregate Functions
Fill in the blank with the correct term:

1. You use ______ to perform calculations within a SELECT statement.
2. An aggregate function can be used instead of a column name with ______ or in the _______ clause.
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3. When the aggregate function AVG encounters a null value, it _______ the row.
4. The _______ clause acts as a search condition with an aggregate function.
5. You rename an aggregate function column heading by using ______ and the heading you want.

To check your answers, see Review Answers.

Scenarios: Using Aggregate Functions
Create the appropriate statements online to retrieve the needed data:

1. In order to plan for the Christmas party for Commonwealth Auto, the Human Resources department needs a count of
employees by department. (The EMPLOYEE table contains this information.)

2. As part of its salary research, the Human Resources department needs to know the minimum and maximum salaries
being earned for each job ID in the company. (Use the POSITION table.)

3. Upper management needs to know how many subordinate employees there are for each manager in order to evaluate
the span of control within the company. The EMPLOYEE table contains this information.

4. A project is coming up that requires project members having the skill ID 3333 (body work). The project leader
needs to find out how many employees have a skill level greater than 02 for this skill to see whether he needs to
hire consultants to staff the project. Keep in mind that the SKILL_LEVEL column contains character data. (Use the
EXPERTISE table.)

NOTE
Use a WHERE clause with more than one predicate.

5. The Human Resources department is conducting research into salaries.They have asked you for a report showing:
– Job ID
– Average salary by job
– Minimum salary by job
– Maximum salary by job
They need this report only for positions with a job ID less than 4000 (indicating training and clerical positions) where
the average salary is less than $25,000. Use the POSITION table and rename the column headings so that the report
makes sense.

6. The training group is concerned that there are few people in the company who have certain crucial skills. They have
asked you to give them a report listing the number of employees who have either a medium level of competence (02 or
above) for skill 3333 (body work) or a high level of competence (04) for skill 4444 (assembly). The report should list a
skill only if there are more than two employees that fit that category.

NOTE
Hint: The column SKILL_LEVEL is a character column.

To check your answers, see Review Answers: Using Aggregate Functions.

Accessing Multiple Tables
When you have completed this section, you will be able to create SQL statements that retrieve data from more than one
table.

Summary

Until now, you have been retrieving data from only one table at a time. Often, however, the data you want resides in more
than one table. For example, you may want information on the department an employee works in as well as the employee
information itself. The join operation allows you to do this.
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What Is a Join Operation?
A join is a type of select in which you request data from more than one table.

Look at the table descriptions for EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT in “Table Descriptions.” The EMPLOYEE table carries
employee information plus the employee's department ID. The name of the department is not carried in this table.

If you want to see more information on the department, you need to look at the DEPARTMENT table where you find the ID
and name of the department. To display both employee and department information at the same time, you need to access
both tables at once to join them.

Common Columns

A join can occur when tables have a column in common. Each table must have at least one column that corresponds to a
column in at least one other table in the join.

Usually these common columns are planned as part of the database design. In Error! Reference source not found. you
read about foreign keys, which are columns or combination of columns in one table corresponding to the primary key of
another table. These are planned common columns:

   EMPLOYEE
┌────────┬───────────┬───────────┬─────────┐
│EMP_ID  │EMP_LNAME  │EMP_FNAME  │DEPT_ID  │
├────────┼───────────┼───────────┼─────────┤
│2096    │CARLSON    │THOMAS     │4600     │
│        │           │           │         │
│2437    │THOMPSON   │HENRY      │4600     │
│        │           │           │         │
│2598    │JACOBS     │MARY       │5100     │
└────────┴───────────┴───────────┴─┬───────┘
                                   │
                                   │
                                   │            DEPARTMENT
                                   │         ┌─────────┬─────────────────────┐
                                   └─────────┤DEPT_ID  │DEPT_NAME            │
                                             ├─────────┼─────────────────────┤
                                             │5200     │CORPORATE MARKETING  │
                                             │         │                     │
                                             │4600     │MAINTENANCE          │
                                             │         │                     │
                                             │5100     │BILLING              │
                                             └─────────┴─────────────────────┘

Joining Tables on Common Columns
To join two tables, you must associate one or more columns in one table to one or more columns in a second table. The
joining columns must:

• Exist in both tables
• Have data of equivalent type
• Appear in the WHERE clause
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Normally, a row from one table is joined with a row from the other when the common columns contain equal values.

Statement Used 

The statement used to join tables is composed of:

• The columns to be displayed listed after SELECT
• A FROM clause identifying the tables from which data is being retrieved
• A WHERE clause indicating the column to be matched and any additional search conditions

NOTE
If you are joining tables from different schemas, you mustpreface the table name with the schema name.

In the WHERE clause, you specify a column name from one table, a comparison operator (usually =), and a column name
from the other table.

How It's Done 

Periodically, the Human Resources department produces a list of the employees who head departments.

The ID of the employee who heads a particular department is found in the DEPARTMENT table. The employee's name is
found in the EMPLOYEE table. You need to join these two tables to get all the information for the list.

To join the DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE tables based on the head of the department, you use the DEPT_HEAD_ID
column in the DEPARTMENT table and the EMP_ID column in the EMPLOYEE table. The columns have different names,
but both contain employee IDs.

To join the two tables, enter:

select emp_id, emp_lname, emp_fname, dept_name
       from employee, department
       where dept_head_id = emp_id;

In this statement, all the join columns have unique names. The SELECT statement specifies that you want to see
employee ID, employee last name and first name, and name of department. This information is going to come from two
different tables. The common columns are matched in the WHERE clause.

The result looks like this:

EMP_ID  EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME       DEPT_NAME
------  ---------             ---------       ---------
  2004  Johnson               Eleanor         PURCHASING - SERVICE
  1003  Baldwin               James           LEASING - NEW CARS
  2466  Bennett               Patricia        MIS
  2010  Parker                Cora            SALES - NEW CARS
  3769  Donelson              Julie           APPRAISAL NEW CARS
  2466  Bennett               Patricia        CORPORATE ACCOUNTING
  3222  Voltmer               Louise          HUMAN RESOURCES
  2096  Carlson               Thomas          MAINTENANCE
  2180  Albertini             Joan            SALES - USED CARS
  2598  Jacobs                Mary            BILLING
  2461  Anderson              Alice           CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION
  2209  Smith                 Michael         APPRAISAL - SERVICE
  1003  Baldwin               James           LEGAL
  3082  Brooks                John            APPRAISAL - USED CARS
  2246  Hamel                 Marylou         PURCHASING - USED CARS
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  2894  Griffin               William         CORPORATE MARKETING
  1765  Alexander             David           PURCHASING - NEW CARS
 17 rows processed

Exercise 1

Now You Try It 

The Human Resources department needs information on divisions. They have asked you for a list of division descriptions
and division heads by name.

Enter a SELECT statement to display each division description and employee last and first name.

What tables do you need to join? 

You need to join the DIVISION and EMPLOYEE tables.

What are the common columns? 

DIV_HEAD_ID in the DIVISION table and EMP_ID in the EMPLOYEE table are the common columns.

The result looks like this:

DIV_CODE  DIV_NAME    EMP_ID    EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME
--------  --------    ------    ---------             ---------
D06       SERVICE       4321    Bradley               George
D04       NEW CARS      2010    Parker                Cora
D09       CORPORATE     1003    Baldwin               James
D02       USED CARS     2180    Albertini            
 Joan
4 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Why Include the Join Condition 

Without the join condition in the WHERE clause, the request would return a huge table containing every possible row
combination from the tables being joined. This type of join is called a Cartesian product. It is very inefficient and contains a
great deal of redundant information.

Qualifying a Column Name
In some cases, the join columns from two tables have the same name. Then you must add a qualification to the column
names to distinguish one name from the other.

How It's Done

The EMPLOYEE table does not carry the department name, and the DEPARTMENT table does not carry the employee
ID. If you want to see the names of the departments that the employees are associated with, you need to join the
EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT tables. These two tables have a common column, DEPT_ID.

Because the column DEPT_ID has the same name in each table, you need to qualify each common column name with
the name of its table. Enter:

select emp_id, department.dept_id, dept_name
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       from department, employee
       where department.dept_id = employee.dept_id;

This statement specifies that the rows to be retrieved and joined from the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT tables
are those that have matching department IDs. If a department ID is present in the DEPARTMENT table but not in the
EMPLOYEE table (as when a department has no employees), that row will not be returned.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  DEPT_ID  DEPT_NAME
 ------  -------  ---------
   2299     4600  MAINTENANCE
   3411     5200  CORPORATE MARKETING
   4773     3510  APPRAISAL - USED CARS
   2010     2210  SALES - NEW CARS
   3338     1120  PURCHASING - SERVICE
   2246     1100  PURCHASING - USED CARS
   1034     4600  MAINTENANCE
   2424     4600  MAINTENANCE
   3767     2200  SALES - USED CARS
   2898     1120  PURCHASING - SERVICE
   3449     5000  CORPORATE ACCOUNTING
   3082     3510  APPRAISAL - USED CARS
   3341     3530  APPRAISAL - SERVICE
   3199     4600  MAINTENANCE
   4660     2200  SALES - USED CARS
   2209     3530  APPRAISAL - SERVICE
   2894     5200  CORPORATE MARKETING
   4001     2210  SALES - NEW CARS
   5090     2210  SALES - NEW CARS
   1765     1110  PURCHASING - NEW CARS
   4456     4600  MAINTENANCE
   2145     5200  CORPORATE MARKETING
   3991     2210  SALES - NEW CARS
   3778     5100  BILLING
   4358     5200  CORPORATE MARKETING
   4962     2210  SALES - NEW CARS
   2180     2200  SALES - USED CARS
   2106     1110  PURCHASING - NEW CARS
   3222     4500  HUMAN RESOURCES
   4002     6200  CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION
   2437     4600  MAINTENANCE
   2096     4600  MAINTENANCE
   2004     1120  PURCHASING - SERVICE
   5103     5000  CORPORATE ACCOUNTING
   5008     1100  PURCHASING - USED CARS
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   4321     6200  CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION
   2598     5100  BILLING
   3764     2210  SALES - NEW CARS
   2461     6200  CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION
   2448     2200  SALES - USED CARS
   1003     6200  CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION
   1234     6200  CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION
   2466     5000  CORPORATE ACCOUNTING
   4027     2210  SALES - NEW CARS
   2174     4500  HUMAN RESOURCES
   2781     5200  CORPORATE MARKETING
   3704     2200  SALES - USED CARS
   4008     2210  SALES - NEW CARS
   3841     6200  CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION
   3433     4600  MAINTENANCE
   3288     4600  MAINTENANCE
   4703     1100  PURCHASING - USED CARS
   3294     1120  PURCHASING - SERVICE
   3118     4500  HUMAN RESOURCES
   3769     3520  APPRAISAL NEW CARS

 55 rows processed

Does it matter which of the two department ID columns you choose to display?

No. The values in each of the two matching columns is the same.

Qualifying a Table Name
In some cases, the tables are in different schemas. Then you must add a qualification to the table name to specify which
schema the table is associated with.

How It's Done 

The EMPLOYEE table doesn't contain project id and description information, and the PROJECT table doesn't carry the
project leader's first and last name. If you want to see the projects and their respective project leaders, you must join the
EMPLOYEE and PROJECT tables using the PROJ_LEADER_ID and EMP_ID columns. However, the EMPLOYEE table
is assigned to the DEMOEMPL schema and the PROJECT table is assigned to the DEMOPROJ schema. To access data
from both schemas, you must qualify the table names with the schema name. Enter:

select emp_id, emp_lname, emp_fname, proj_desc from
       demoempl.employee, demoproj.project
       where emp_id=proj_leader_id;

EMP_ID  EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME      PROJ_DESC
------  ---------             ---------      ---------
  3411  Williams              Catherine      TV ads - WTVK
  3411  Williams              Catherine      New brand research
  2894  Griffin               William        Consumer study
  4358  Robinson              Judith         Service study
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  2466  Bennett               Patricia       Systems
 analysis
5 rows processed

Exercise 2

Now You Try It 

You have to give the Human Resources department a list of employees and the skills each has. However, it is easier to
read this report if the employees' names are listed as well.

Enter a SELECT statement to list employee ID, last name, first name, and skill ID using the EMPLOYEE and EXPERTISE
tables. Qualify the column name that is the same in both tables. The EXPERTISE table is in DEMOPROJ and the
EMPLOYEE table is in DEMOEMPL.

The result looks like this:

EMP_ID  EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME             SKILL_ID
------  ---------             ---------             --------
  1003  Baldwin               James                     1000
  1034  Gallway               James                     6470
  1234  Mills                 Thomas                    1000
  1765  Alexander             David                     6770
  2004  Johnson               Eleanor                   6770
  2010  Parker                Cora                      7000
  2096  Carlson               Thomas                    3065
  2096  Carlson               Thomas                    3333
  2106  Widman                Susan                     6770
  2174  Zander                Jonathan                  4430
  2180  Albertini             Joan                      7000
  2209  Smith                 Michael                   5309
  2246  Hamel                 Marylou                   1000
  2246  Hamel                 Marylou                   6670
                        .
                        .
                        .
69 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Using an Alias 

You use an alias as a shorthand method for qualifying a column name.

You specify the alias in the FROM clause:

from expertise x, employee e

You then use the alias as a prefix on the column name.

How It's Done 

To use an alias instead of the table name to qualify the column names from the previous example, enter:

select x.emp_id, emp_lname,
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       emp_fname, skill_id
       from expertise x, employee e
       where x.emp_id = e.emp_id;

The result is the same as the previous statement.

Sorting the Result
You can sort the table resulting from a join operation with ORDER BY.

Exercise 3

Now You Try It 

Sort your last request in descending order by employee last name and employee first name.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME             SKILL_ID
 ------  ---------             ---------             --------
   2174  Zander                Jonathan                  4430
   3118  Wooding               Alan                      5180
   5090  Wills                 Stephen                   7000
   3411  Williams              Catherine                 5500
   3991  Wilkins               Fred                      7000
   2424  Wilder                Ronald                    6470
   2106  Widman                Susan                     6770
   4962  White                 Peter                     5130
   3338  White                 Mark                      6770
   3222  Voltmer               Louise                    1000
   3222  Voltmer               Louise                    4430
   2781  Thurston              Joseph                    5420
   2781  Thurston              Joseph                    5430
   4456  Thompson              Thomas                    3065
   4456  Thompson              Thomas                    6670
   4001  Thompson              Jason                     7000
   2437  Thompson              Henry                     3333
   2437  Thompson              Henry                     4444
   3449  Taylor                Cynthia                   5200
   2209  Smith                 Michael                   5309
   3341  Smith                 Carl                      5309
   3288  Sampson               Ralph                     6670
   3288  Sampson               Ralph                     6650
   3288  Sampson               Ralph                     3333
   4002  Roy                   Linda                     4410
   4002  Roy                   Linda                     4370
   4358  Robinson              Judith                    5500
   2010  Parker                Cora                      7000
   3764  Park                  Deborah                   7000
   3704  Moore                 Richard                   7000
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   1234  Mills                 Thomas                    1000
   4660  MacGregor             Bruce                     7000
   2448  Lynn                  David                     7000
   3767  Lowe                  Frank                     7000
   2004  Johnson               Eleanor                   6770
   3294  Johnson               Carolyn                   6770
   2598  Jacobs                Mary                      6666
   2246  Hamel                 Marylou                   1000
   2246  Hamel                 Marylou                   6670
   4703  Halloran              Martin                    5130
   4703  Halloran              Martin                    4250
   2894  Griffin               William                   5500
   2894  Griffin               William                   1000
   1034  Gallway               James                     6470
   5008  Fordman               Timothy                   6770
   3778  Ferndale              Jane                      6666
   3778  Ferndale              Jane                      5200
   5103  Ferguson              Adele                     5200
   3769  Donelson              Julie                     5309
   4773  Dexter                Janice                    5309
   3841  Cromwell              Michelle                  4370
   .
   .
  
 .
 69 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Additional Search Criteria in a Join
Remember that you specify the columns to be joined in the WHERE clause. You can have additional search criteria in the
WHERE clause as well by using AND and OR.

Exercise 4

Now You Try It 

Human Resources wants a list of managers in charge of projects. You need to create a list of those managers with their
IDs, last and first names.

What tables will you join? 

You'll join the EMPLOYEE and CONSULTANT tables.

What are the join columns? 

EMP_ID in EMPLOYEE and MANAGER_ID in CONSULTANT are the join columns.

Do you need to qualify any column name? 

Yes, both tables have MANAGER_ID columns.
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What additional search criteria do you need? 

You need to specify that you only want each manager listed once.

The result looks like this:

MANAGER_ID  EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME
----------  ---------             ---------
      1003  Baldwin               James
      2466  Bennett              
 Patricia
2 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Things to Remember about Joining Tables
When you join tables:

• You are combining rows of data from two or more tables to form one result table
• The join is based on common columns
• If a column name in the SELECT statement has the same name in two or more tables, it must be prefixed to specify

the table
• The FROM clause contains the names of all the tables you are joining
• You should use a WHERE clause to limit the result table

Joining a Table to Itself
You join a table to itself when two rows in a table contain information that you want to combine together. This is called a
reflexive join.

How It's Done

The Human Resources department needs to identify Catherine William's manager. The EMPLOYEE table contains the
employee ID and the manager ID. To find the name of Catherine William's manager, first you find Catherine William's
employee ID (3411) in the EMP_ID column. The row containing Catherine William's employee ID also contains her
manager's employee ID (2894) in the MANAGER_ID column. Now you look in the EMPLOYEE table again to find the
manager's ID (2894) in the employee ID column. You'll find the manager's name in this row:

                      EMPLOYEE
                   ┌────────┬───────────┬────────────┐
                   │EMP_ID  │EMP_LNAME  │MANAGER_ID  │
                   ├────────┼───────────┼────────────┤
                   │2096    │CARLSON    │4321        │
                   │        │           │            │
                   │3411    │WILLIAMS   │2894        │
                   │        │           │            │
                   │2894    │GRIFFIN    │1003        │
                   └────────┴─────┬─────┴────────────┘
                                  │
                                  │
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                                  │
                                  ▼
┌────────┬───────────┬────────────┬────────┬───────────┬────────────┐
│EMP_ID  │EMP_LNAME  │MANAGER_ID  │EMP_ID  │EMP_LNAME  │MANAGER_ID  │
├────────┼───────────┼────────────┼────────┼───────────┼────────────┤
│3411    │WILLIAMS   │2894        │2894    │GRIFFIN    │1003        │
└────────┴───────────┴────────────┴────────┴───────────┴────────────┘

To access this information, enter:

select mgr.emp_lname as "Manager",

       sub.emp_lname as "Subordinate"
       from employee mgr, employee sub
       where mgr.emp_id = sub.manager_id
         and sub.emp_id = 3411;

The result looks like this:

Manager               Subordinate
-------               -----------
Griffin               Williams

1 row processed

Things to Remember about a Reflexive Join

• You assign aliases so that the manager's employee ID can be distinguished from the subordinate's employee ID
• You name the table twice in the FROM clause and give each reference an alias
• You compare the two columns that share the same type of information in the WHERE clause (MGR.EMP_ID =

SUB.MANAGER_ID)

Using UNION
You can use UNION to append the rows returned by one set of selection criteria to the rows returned by another set.

Appending is different from joining. To join tables, you merge selected columns of one table with selected columns of
another table. To append tables, you combine selected rows of one table to selected rows of another table.

How It's Done

To combine the CONSULTANT and EMPLOYEE tables to get a complete list of all people on the payroll, enter:

select con_id, con_lname, con_fname

       from consultant
       union
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       select emp_id, emp_lname, emp_fname
              from employee;

This statement adds rows from the EMPLOYEE table to the rows in the CONSULTANT table.

The result looks like this:

EMP_ID  EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME
------  ---------             ---------
                   .
                   .
                   .
  4321  Bradley               George
  4358  Robinson              Judith
  4456  Thompson              Thomas
  4660  MacGregor             Bruce
  4703  Halloran              Martin
  4773  Dexter                Janice
  4962  White                 Peter
  5008  Fordman               Timothy
  5090  Wills                 Stephen
  5103  Ferguson              Adele
  9000  Legato                James
  9388  Candido               Linda
  9439  Miller                Charles
  9443  Jones                 Diane
59 rows processed

Things to Remember about UNION

• UNION combines rows from separate SELECT statements and removes duplicate rows
• The columns you pair must have compatible data types.
• You must name the same number of columns in each of the SELECT statements
• Column names do not have to match
• If you want to sort the result table, use a single ORDER BY clause after the last SELECT statement
• The column names from the second table are used as column headings
• You can specify column headings using AS on the second table

Adding Rows Selectively

By adding WHERE clauses, you can use UNION to selectively add rows from one or more tables to another table.

How It's Done

To see information on both employees and consultants working in a particular department, enter:

select con_id, con_lname, con_fname

       from consultant
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       where dept_id =
 5200
       union
       select emp_id, emp_lname, emp_fname
              from employee
              where dept_id = 5200;

This statement adds selected rows from the EMPLOYEE table to selected rows in the CONSULTANT table.

The result looks like this:

EMP_ID  EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME
------  ---------             ---------
  2145  Catlin                Martin
  2781  Thurston              Joseph
  2894  Griffin               William
  3411  Williams              Catherine
  4358  Robinson              Judith
  9388  Candido               Linda
  9443  Jones                 Diane

7 rows processed

Review: Accessing Multiple Tables
Match each statement on the left with a term on the right. There will be one term left over.

Description Term
1. Needed to join two or more tables
2. Resolves the problem of joining table columns that have the
same name
3. Where the joining is specified
4. Where an alias is identified
5. Used to append one table to another

a. The WHERE clause
b. Common columns
c. The UNION clause
d. The FROM clause
e. The SELECT clause
f. Aliases

To check your answers, see Review Answers.

Scenarios: Accessing Multiple Tables
Create the appropriate statements online to retrieve the needed data:

1. Management would like to see which employees are involved in which projects. Write a SELECT statement to retrieve
this information by joining the EMPLOYEE and PROJECT tables that contain the data. Display the information by
project description.
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2. The Human Resources department needs a list of employees and their remaining vacation time. This information is
contained in the EMPLOYEE and BENEFITS tables. Display employee ID and last name as well as the vacation time
remaining for fiscal year 2000. Order your report by employee ID.

3. More statistics are being gathered on vacation hours. You have been asked to produce a report of average vacation
hours taken for each department. Display department ID and average vacation taken for fiscal year 1999. Order the
report by department ID.

4. The budget committee needs a list of job titles, names of employees holding those jobs, and current salaries of those
employees. They are interested only in jobs offering salaries of more than $55,000. Order your list by job title and
include the job ID.

NOTE
You need to join three tables to get this information.Specify the three tables in the FROM clause. Join two
tables at a time in the WHERE clause. Use aliases to qualify column names.

5. Employee 2004 has just had a review and is due to get a pay increase. The increase is stored as REVIEW_PERCENT
in the BENEFITS table. Employee 2004's manager has asked you to show her how much the increase is in dollar
amount. To get this information, you need to multiply the current salary for fiscal year 2000 by the review percent.
Show the employee ID, current salary, percent increase, and increase as a dollar amount.

NOTE
You need to perform a calculation involving columnsfrom two different tables.

To check your answers, see Review Answers.

Nesting SELECT Statements
When you have completed this section, you will be able to nest a SELECT statement within another SELECT statement to
retrieve specified data.

Summary

An SQL request that is nested inside another SELECT statement is called a subquery. The subquery returns a set of
values for use in the outer SELECT statement:

select

from

where column =  ◄───────────┐

                            │

               (select  ────┘

               from

               where column =  ◄───────────┐

                                           │

                              (select  ────┘

                              from

                              where column = ));

You nest SELECT statements when you want to use data from one table as part of the criteria of another table. A
subquery is often used in conjunction with predicates IN and EXISTS.

SELECT Statement in a WHERE Clause
You use a SELECT statement in a WHERE clause to create a result table that limits the rows that can be retrieved by the
outer SELECT statement.

Generally, the SELECT statement nested within a WHERE clause can return only one column.
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Using a Subquery with IN
Often, you want to retrieve rows from a table provided that values in a particular column are in another table. You can use
IN as you did in Using Comparison Operators in Predicates. The nested SELECT statement provides the list that follows
IN.

How It's Done 

You might want the last names and telephones of employees who are department heads. To retrieve the information
from the EMPLOYEE table, first determine the employees that are the heads of departments. You can do this through a
subquery. You must enclose the subquery in parentheses. Enter:

select emp_lname, phone, dept_id
       from employee
       where emp_id in
             (select
 dept_head_id
 from department);

The subquery first retrieves all the employee IDs of department heads from the DEPARTMENT table. The outer
SELECT statement then uses this list to retrieve the last name, phone, and department ID of these employees from the
EMPLOYEE table.

The result looks like this:

EMP_LNAME             PHONE       DEPT_ID
---------             -----       -------
Albertini             5083145366     2200
Alexander             5087394772     1110
Anderson              5083873664     6200
Baldwin               6173295757     6200
Bennett               5089487709     5000
Brooks                5089273644     3510
Carlson               6175553643     4600
Donelson              5084850432     3520
Griffin               5088449008     5200
Hamel                 5083457789     1100
Jacobs                <null>         5100
Johnson               5089253998     1120
Parker                <null>         2210
Smith                 6175563331     3530
Voltmer               6176635520    
 4500
15 rows processed

 

Exercise 1

Now You Try It 

The Human Resources department needs to find out which departments have employees with more than 80 hours of
vacation remaining for fiscal year 1999 so that the department head can be notified.
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Enter a SELECT statement using a subquery to identify the IDs of those departments.

What tables are involved? 

You need to access the BENEFITS table first to find out about remaining vacation hours. Then access the EMPLOYEE
table to find the department ID.

You can use DISTINCT to eliminate duplicates.

The result looks like this:

 DEPT_ID
 -------
    4600
   
 6200
 2 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Using an Aggregate Function in a Nested SELECT Statement
You can use an aggregate function in a nested SELECT statement when you want to compare a value in a table with
another value derived through an aggregate function.

How It's Done 

You want to see job IDs with current salaries that are higher than the average salary for all jobs. To do this, you use the
POSITION table and enter:

select job_id, salary_amount
       from position
       where salary_amount >
             (select avg(salary_amount)
                     from position);

This statement first finds the average salary for all jobs in the POSITION table and then looks at all jobs to see which
exceed that average.

The result looks like this:

JOB_ID   SALARY_AMOUNT
------   -------------
  4734        53665.00
  5555        76440.00
  4700        59488.00
  4023        74776.00
  5890        68016.00
  5890        66144.00
  6021       111593.00
  4734        57824.50
  5555        76961.00
  6004       110448.00
  4666        85280.00
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  4700        59280.00
  5110        56977.80
  5555        54184.00
  5555        70720.00
  8001       117832.68
  9001       146432.00
  6011        94953.52
  4700       
 53665.56
19 rows processed

Enter the subquery SELECT statement alone to check these results by looking at the average salary itself.

Exercise 2

Now You Try It 

As part of the Human Resources department's research on insurance claims, they need a list of employees who have
more than the average number of dependents. To get this information, you need access to the COVERAGE table. Your
report should display employee ID and number of dependents.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  NUM_DEPENDENTS
 ------  --------------
   3411               3
   3411               3
   3338               2
   2246               2
   2246               2
   3767               2
   3767               2
   3199               2
   3199               2
   2894               3
   2894               3
   5090               3
   1765               2
   1765               2
   3991               5
   3991               5
   3991               5
   4962               4
   3222               2
   2437               2
   2096               3
   2096               3
   5008               2
   5008               2
   2448               3
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   1234               5
   1003               3
   1003               3
   2781               2
   3704              
 3
 30 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Exercise 2B

Human Resources has requested you remove duplicate employees from the report.

 EMP_ID  NUM_DEPENDENTS
 ------  --------------
   1003               3
   1234               5
   1765               2
   2096               3
   2246               2
   2437               2
   2448               3
   2781               2
   2894               3
   3199               2
   3222               2
   3338               2
   3411               3
   3704               3
   3767               2
   3991               5
   4962               4
   5008               2
   5090              
 3
 19 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Using EXISTS
When you want to retrieve rows from a table based on the existence of rows in another table, use the EXISTS predicate.
The EXISTS predicate includes a subquery. If rows in a table meet the selection criteria in the subquery, the outer
SELECT statement proceeds. With the EXISTS predicate, you usually use * rather than a column name with SELECT in
the subquery for simplicity.

How It's Done 
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You want to retrieve the names of employees who have a certain level of a certain skill. You need to access both the
EXPERTISE and EMPLOYEE tables to do this. Enter:

select emp_lname, emp_fname
       from employee
       where exists
             (select *
                     from expertise
                     where skill_id = 4444
                       and skill_level = '04'
                       and employee.emp_id = expertise.emp_id);

The outer SELECT statement looks at the first row in the EMPLOYEE table and passes the employee ID to the subquery.
The subquery then evaluates this row by checking the employee ID against the criteria in the WHERE clause.

The outer SELECT statement and the subquery are connected by comparing common columns in the WHERE clause of
the subquery.

The result looks like this:

EMP_LNAME EMP_FNAME
--------- ---------
Thompson
 Henry
1 row processed

 Here's Another 

If you want to list all the jobs in which an employee earns more than $65,000, enter:

select job_id, job_title
       from job
       where exists
             (select *
                     from position
                     where salary_amount > 65000
                       and "position".job_id = job.job_id);

Notes 

POSITION is the table name and an SQL keyword; therefore, when the POSITION table name is used as an identifier, it
must be enclosed in double quotation marks.

As an alternative, you can use an alias for the table name. For example:

select job_id, job_title
       from job
       where exists
             (select *
                     from position p
                     where salary_amount > 65000
                       and p.job_id = job.job_id);

The outer SELECT statement looks at the first row of the JOB table and passes the job ID to the subquery. If the row
meets the selection criteria set up by the WHERE clause in the subquery, the row is displayed.
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You need to qualify the column names in this example because the name, JOB_ID, is the same in both tables.

The result looks like this:

 JOB_ID  JOB_TITLE
 ------  ---------
   8001  Vice President
   9001  President
   6011  Manager - Acctng
   4666  Sr Mechanic
   5555  Salesperson
   4023  Accountant
   6004  Manager - HR
   5890  Appraisal Spec
   6021  Manager -
 Mktng
 9 rows processed

Exercise 3

Now You Try It 

The budget group needs to know the department IDs of all departments where an employee earns more than $50,000.
Enter a SELECT statement that will show this information using the POSITION and EMPLOYEE tables.

NOTE

 Use DISTINCT to eliminate duplicates.

The result looks like this:

 DEPT_ID
 -------
    1100
    1120
    2200
    2210
    3510
    3530
    4500
    4600
    5000
    5200
   
 6200
 11 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Using NOT EXISTS 

You may also want to retrieve information from a table provided that no rows in another table meet the selection criteria.
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For example, you might want to look for possible job openings by finding jobs that have no associated employee. To
retrieve this information from the JOB table, first determine which jobs do not exist in the POSITION table. Enter:

select job_id, job_title

       from job
       where not exists
             (select * from position
                     where "position".job_id = job.job_id);

Notes 

POSITION is the table name and an SQL keyword; therefore, when the POSITION table name is used as an identifier, it
must be enclosed in double quotation marks.

As an alternative, you can use an alias for the table name. For example:

select job_id, job_title
       from job
       where not exists
             (select * from position p
                     where p.job_id = job.job_id);

The result looks like this:

JOB_ID  JOB_TITLE
------  ---------
  3051  Data Entry Clerk
  3029  Computer Operator
  5111  CUST SER REP
  2055  PAYROLL
 CLERK
4 rows processed

Things to Remember about Subqueries
Remember the following points about subqueries:

• You usually use SELECT * in a subquery in an EXISTS predicate
• You must enclose the nested SELECT statement in parentheses
• You join the outer SELECT statement and the subquery when using the EXISTS predicate by comparing columns in

the WHERE clause of the subquery
• You can use aliases to qualify column names

Review: Nesting SELECT Statements
Fill in the blanks with the appropriate words or phrases:

1. A nested SELECT statement is also known as a ______.
2. A subquery is located in a ______ clause.
3. A subquery must be enclosed in ___________________.
4. You use the ______ predicate to retrieve rows based on the existence of rows in another table.
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5. When using an EXISTS predicate, the outer SELECT statement and the subquery are linked by matching ______ in
the WHERE clause in the subquery.

6. If you are using the ______ keyword, you can use an asterisk (*) in the subquery.

To check your answers, see Review Answers.

Scenarios: Nesting SELECT Statements
Create the appropriate statements online to retrieve the needed data:

1. For tax purposes, the Accounting department needs to keep track of all jobs for which employees earn more than
$65,000. A list of job titles is sufficient. (Use the JOB and POSITION tables.)

2. Upper management is concerned about the equality of salaries within Commonwealth Auto. They must have a list by
name of all jobs for which at least one employee earns less than $35,000. (Use the JOB and POSITION tables.)

3. Over the years, lots of department information has been added to the database. The Human Resources department
is responsible for this portion of the database and knows there are some departments still listed for which there are
no longer any associated employees. They have asked you for a list showing these departments. Order the list by
department ID. (Use the DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE tables.)

To check your answers, see Review Answers.

Updating a Table
When you have completed this section, you will be able to store rows of data in a table and change and delete existing
data in a table.

Summary

Up to this time, you have been retrieving data that exists in a table in the database. Now you are going to add, modify, and
delete rows of data in a table. The statements you will use are:

• INSERT, to add a row of data to a table
• UPDATE, to change the values in one or more columns in all rows of a table or in rows that satisfy a search condition
• DELETE, to remove one or more rows from a table

This section contains the following articles:

Inserting Data into a Table
To add complete new rows of data to an existing table, use the INSERT statement and specify the values you want to add.

How It's Done without Column Names 

Suppose the company sets up a new department, the Audit department, and you need to add this information to the
DEPARTMENT table. To do this, enter:

insert into department

values (4040, 1234,'D09', 'Audit');

The statement above adds the row into the table with the other department information.

Things to Remember when Using INSERT 
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• You can add only one row of values with one INSERT statement using the VALUE clause.
• Use INSERT INTO to identify the table to which you are going to add a new row
• Use the VALUES clause to identify the column values
• Enclose the column values in parentheses, separating them with commas
• Enclose values for character string data in single quotation marks
• The order of the column values must match the order of the columns defined for the table.
• Refer to the SQL reference section for your environment to determine how to enter dates, money, and other types of

data

Using the Keyword NULL 

If you do not have data available for a particular column, you can insert the keyword NULL as a place holder if the column
has been defined to allow null values.

Exercise 1

Now You Try It 

Add another department to Commonwealth Auto. The only values you have right now are the department ID, 6060,
the department name, Claims, and the division code, D09. The department name and division code columns contain
character data. You do not know the ID of the head of the department.

Enter a SELECT statement to display all departments in order by department id and confirm your addition.

The result looks like this:

 DEPT_ID  DEPT_HEAD_ID  DIV_CODE  DEPT_NAME
 -------  ------------  --------  ---------
    1100          2246  D02       PURCHASING - USED CARS
    1110          1765  D04       PURCHASING - NEW CARS
    1120          2004  D06       PURCHASING - SERVICE
    2200          2180  D02       SALES - USED CARS
    2210          2010  D04       SALES - NEW CARS
    3510          3082  D02       APPRAISAL - USED CARS
    3520          3769  D04       APPRAISAL NEW CARS
    3530          2209  D06       APPRAISAL - SERVICE
    4040          1234  D09       Audit
    4200          1003  D04       LEASING - NEW CARS
    4500          3222  D09       HUMAN RESOURCES
    4600          2096  D06       MAINTENANCE
    4900          2466  D09       MIS
    5000          2466  D09       CORPORATE ACCOUNTING
    5100          2598  D06       BILLING
    5200          2894  D09       CORPORATE MARKETING
    6000          1003  D09       LEGAL
    6060        <null>  D09       Claims
    6200          2461  D09       CORPORATE
 ADMINISTRATION
 19 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.
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Using INSERT with Column Names 

If you want to insert only one or a few columns in a row, specify the column names.

How It's Done 

Suppose you want to add yet another department to the company, but you have only a department ID, department name,
and division code. Enter:

insert into department (dept_id, dept_name, div_code)
     values (5050, 'Research', 'D09');

The column names are in parentheses and separated by commas.

The values must be given in the correct column order. You can use the word NULL when you don't have a value in a
column as long as the column accepts null values.

If you do not specify a column and a value for that column, a null value will be inserted for you. If the column does not
accept null values, the insert is rejected.

Enter a SELECT statement to display the DEPARTMENT table in Department id order to confirm the insertion.

The result looks like this:

DEPT_ID  DEPT_HEAD_ID  DIV_CODE  DEPT_NAME
-------  ------------  --------  ---------
   1100          2246  D02       PURCHASING - USED CARS
   1110          1765  D04       PURCHASING - NEW CARS
   1120          2004  D06       PURCHASING - SERVICE
   2200          2180  D02       SALES - USED CARS
   2210          2010  D04       SALES - NEW CARS
   3510          3082  D02       APPRAISAL - USED CARS
   3520          3769  D04       APPRAISAL NEW CARS
   3530          2209  D06       APPRAISAL - SERVICE
   4040          1234  D09       Audit
   4200          1003  D04       LEASING - NEW CARS
   4500          3222  D09       HUMAN RESOURCES
   4600          2096  D06       MAINTENANCE
   4900          2466  D09       MIS
   5000          2466  D09       CORPORATE ACCOUNTING
   5050        <null>  D09       RESEARCH
   5100          2598  D06       BILLING
   5200          2894  D09       CORPORATE MARKETING
   6000          1003  D09       LEGAL
   6060        <null>  D09       Claims
   6200          2461  D09       CORPORATE
 ADMINISTRATION
20 rows processed

Exercise 2

Try a Few More 

Add two more departments that you choose. Leave the department head column null.
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Enter a SELECT statement to display the table to confirm the insertions. To check your answers, see "Review Answers".

Exercise 3

Try Another 

A project is about to get underway. You know that the project ID is P434 and that its name is Mass Media Campaign Blitz.

Insert a row into the PROJECT table giving this information. The PROJ_ID and PROJ_DESC columns contain character
data.

Confirm the insertion. To check your answers, see "Review Answers."

The result looks like this:

 PROJ_ID     PROJ_DESC
 -------     ---------
 C200        New brand research
 C203        Consumer study
 C240        Service study
 P400        Christmas media
 P434        Mass Media Campaign Blitz
 P634        TV ads - WTVK
 D880        Systems
 analysis
 7 rows processed

Inserting rows with SELECT 

You can copy selected rows from one table and put them into another table using the SELECT statement within the
INSERT statement. A SELECT statement in an INSERT statement is referred to as a query specification.

Include a WHERE clause in the SELECT statement to insert only those rows meeting the search condition.

How It's Done 

Your company has decided to hire one of the consultants, 9388, as a full-time employee. To add the employee information
from the CONSULTANT table into the ASSIGNMENT table, enter:

insert into assignment (emp_id, proj_id, start_date)
select con_id, proj_id, start_date
       from consultant
       where con_id = 9388;

The columns in the receiving table must have data compatible with the data of the corresponding columns in the sending
table.

You can use SELECT * if you are using all columns in the same order as in the table to which you are adding the row.

Enter a SELECT statement to display the table and confirm the insertion.

The result looks like this:

EMP_ID  PROJ_ID     START_DATE  END_DATE
------  -------     ----------  --------
  2894  P634        2000-02-15  <null>
  3411  P634        2000-03-01  <null>
  4358  C240        1998-06-01  1998-08-15
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  2466  D880        1999-11-01  <null>
  9388  D880        1997-12-21 
 <null>
5 rows processed

Modifying Data in a Table with SET
You use the UPDATE statement to modify columns or rows in a table.

Modifying Values in a Column 

If you want to modify every value in a column throughout the table, you need to:

Identify the table you intend to modify by specifying UPDATE and the table name

Name the column in which the modification is to take place and give the new data with a SET clause

How It's Done 

At certain times during the year, every employee's accrued vacation is increased by eight hours.

Exercise 4

Enter a SELECT statement to display the employees and vacation hours accrued. To check your SELECT statement,
see Review Answers. Jot down a couple of the employees and their vacation hours accrued so you can check them after
you have made the changes.

To make the vacation hour changes, enter:

update benefits
    set vac_accrued = vac_accrued + 8
    where fiscal_year = 2000;

What message do you see? 

You see a message specifying the number of rows that have been updated.

Display the Changes 

Enter a SELECT statement sorted by employee id to display the updated table.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  VAC_ACCRUED
 ------  -----------
   1003       100.00
   1034       100.50
   1234       100.00
   1765       100.50
   2004       100.50
   2010       100.75
   2096       100.50
   2106       100.50
   2174       100.00
   2180       100.50
   2209       100.50
   2246       100.50
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   2424       100.50
   2437        76.00
   2448        76.00
   2461        76.00
   2466       100.50
   2598        68.00
   2781        76.00
   2894        76.00
   3082        76.00
   3118        76.00
   3222        76.00
   3288        76.00
   3294        76.00
   3338        76.00
   3341        76.00
   3411        76.00
   3433        76.00
   3449        76.00
   3704        76.00
   3764        76.00
   3767        76.00
   3769        76.00
   3778        76.00
   3841        76.00
   3991        76.00
   4001        76.00
   4002        76.00
   4008        76.00
   4027        76.00
   4321        76.00
   4358        76.00
   4456        76.00
   4660        76.00
   4703        54.75
   4773        76.00
   4962        76.00
   5008        54.50
   5090        54.00
   5103        54.00
 51 rows processed

Modifying Selected Rows 

Often you want to change the value in a column only in rows that meet a certain search condition.

How It's Done 

All employees who have accrued more than 80 hours of vacation time are supposed to have an additional eight hours
added to their accrued vacation. To do this, add a WHERE clause to the previous statement:
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update benefits
   set vac_accrued = vac_accrued + 8
   where vac_accrued >
 80:ehp2
 and fiscal_year = 2000;

Display the Changes 

Enter a SELECT statement to display the BENEFITS table to confirm the change.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  VAC_ACCRUED
 ------  -----------
   2010       108.75
   2246       108.50
   1034       108.50
   2424       108.50
   2209       108.50
   1765       108.50
   2180       108.50
   2106       108.50
   2096       108.50
   2004       108.50
   1003       108.00
   1234       108.00
   2466       108.50
   2174      
 108.00
 14 rows processed

The only rows for which that column is updated are the rows that meet the condition.

Exercise 5

Now You Try It 

It was recently discovered that the name of department 6060 is incorrect. Instead of Claims, it should be Lost Claims.
Make the appropriate change to the DEPARTMENT table.

Confirm the modification by writing an appropriate SELECT statement. To check your answers, see "Review Answers."

Exercise 6

Try Another 

Update the EMPLOYEE table so that employee 3433 is associated with department 6200.

Confirm the modification by issuing an appropriate SELECT statement. To check your answers, see "Review Answers."

Exercise 7

And Another 
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Three employees (1034, 3704, and 4660) have recently moved to Framingham. Update the EMPLOYEE table
appropriately.

Confirm the modification by issuing an appropriate SELECT statement. To check your answers, see "Review Answers."

Removing Data from a Table
Use the DELETE statement to remove one or more rows from a database table.

 How It's Done 

One of the departments you entered previously, department 4040, shouldn't exist at all. Delete it by entering:

delete from department
     where dept_id = 4040;

This will delete only information on department 4040.

 What message do you see? 

You see a message stating that one row was deleted.

 Display the Changes 

Enter a SELECT statement to display the DEPARTMENT table to confirm the deletion.

The result looks like this:

 DEPT_ID  DEPT_HEAD_ID  DIV_CODE  DEPT_NAME
 -------  ------------  --------  ---------
    1100          2246  D02       PURCHASING - USED CARS
    1110          1765  D04       PURCHASING - NEW CARS
    1120          2004  D06       PURCHASING - SERVICE
    2200          2180  D02       SALES - USED CARS
    2210          2010  D04       SALES - NEW CARS
    3510          3082  D02       APPRAISAL - USED CARS
    3520          3769  D04       APPRAISAL NEW CARS
    3530          2209  D06       APPRAISAL - SERVICE
    4200          1003  D04       LEASING - NEW CARS
    4500          3222  D09       HUMAN RESOURCES
    4600          2096  D06       MAINTENANCE
    4900          2466  D09       MIS
    5000          2466  D09       CORPORATE ACCOUNTING
    5100          2598  D06       BILLING
    5200          2894  D09       CORPORATE MARKETING
    6000          1003  D09       LEGAL
    6060        <null>  D09       Claims
    6200          2461  D09       CORPORATE
 ADMINISTRATION
 19 rows processed

Exercise 8

 Now You Try It 
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Department 5050 also should not be in the database. Delete it from the DEPARTMENT table.

Enter a SELECT statement to confirm the deletion. To check your answers, see Review Answers.

 Omitting the WHERE Clause 

If you do not use the WHERE clause in the DELETE statement, all rows of data are deleted from the table. The empty
table remains in the database.

Exercise 9

 Try Another 

Create a DELETE statement to erase department 6060 and the other two departments you added from the
DEPARTMENT table while practicing INSERT.

Confirm the deletion by issuing an appropriate SELECT statement. To check your answers, see Review Answers.

Review: Updating a Table
Choose the correct answers for the questions below. More than one answer can apply for each question.

1. You use a SELECT statement with INSERT to:
a. Copy specific rows from one table to another
b. Add a completely new row to a database
c. Modify a row in a table

2. If you don't have a value for every column you are adding to a table, you can:
a. Identify only the columns you are going to insert values into
b. Use the keyword NULL for the columns where the value is unknown
c. Use two quotes with a space between for the columns where the value is unknown

3. You can update all rows in a table by:
a. Using a WHERE clause with an *
b. Omitting the WHERE clause
c. Using an * after the keyword UPDATE

4. You can update selected rows in a table by:
a. Specifying columns after the keyword UPDATE
b. Using a WHERE clause with an *
c. Specifying a search condition in a WHERE clause

5. You are updating all columns in a table but do not know the specific value to put into one column. You can:
a. Use the keyword UNKNOWN for the column where the value is unknown
b. Use two quotes with a space between for the column where the value is unknown
c. Use the keyword NULL for the column where the value is unknown

6. If you do not have a WHERE clause in a DELETE statement:
a. All the rows are deleted and the table is deleted as well
b. The table is deleted
c. All the rows are deleted but the table remains

To check your answers, see Review Answers.

Sample Data Description Language
Up to now, you have been using SQL DML statements to retrieve or update data. You haven't been concerned with table
design or layout, and you have had full access to all tables. This appendix shows how a system administrator might use
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DDL to define a database and users' access to it. If you use SQL against a multi-user database, your use can be affected
by decisions made by the system administrator who:

• Creates databases and tables using SQL DDL
• Specifies which database the tables are associated with and identifies the physical files in which to store data
• Defines constraints on the data so that only valid data is stored in the database
• Restricts access to tables and creates views of them

Each of these functions can have an impact on the way you access data from tables.

No Online Exercises

There are no online exercises in this section. Please do not enter any of the statements online.

This section contains the following articles:

Table Creation
Before you can access a table, it must be defined to the database management system.

For example, to set up the EMPLOYEE table, you or the system administrator uses an appropriate tool to create the
following DDL statement:

create table employee           

(emp_id integer not null,   
manager_id  integer     
emp_fname   varchar(2_) not null,   
emp_lname   varchar(2_) not null,   
dept_id integer not null,   
street  varchar(4_) not null,   
city    char(2_)    not null,   
state   char(_4)    not null,   
zip_code    char(_9)    not null,   
phone   char(1_),       
status  char(_1),       
ss_number   integer not null,   
start_date  date    not null,   
termination_date    date,       
birth_date  date    not null);  

The system administrator specifies the column names and the kind of data you can put into each column.

Common Columns

The system administrator identifies potential relationships between tables and plans for common columns that can
become foreign keys. You use these common columns when you want to join tables.

Temporary Tables

In a multi-user database environment, there are times when you need to store data for only a short period of time, perhaps
as long as a program is running. When tables are set up for this purpose, they are called temporary tables.

The data in temporary tables is not stored in the database and is not accessible to other users.
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For example, you may need to access all the company's accounts receivable data for the past five years. This information
is stored in an accounts receivable history table that covers the past 15 years. You want to retrieve data in different forms,
so you'll use several SELECT statements.

Rather than access the very large history table every time you need to retrieve data, you can define a temporary table
that has data from just the past five years and retrieve from this smaller table. This allows you quicker and more efficient
access to the data.

Indexes
An index is a way to order a table logically to speed the retrieval of data.

For example, an index could be defined to order the EMPLOYEE table by employee last name. Another index could be
established to order the same table by social security number.

An index is established on a column or combination of columns:

• To improve processing efficiency
• To prevent duplicate rows (when an index is specified as unique)

Identifying an Index

The system administrator examines all the columns and the programs that will run against the table to determine how the
data is most likely to be accessed.

For example, assume several programs access the EMPLOYEE table to list employees alphabetically by last name.
The system administrator would place an index on the employee last name to allow these programs to access the data
efficiently.

There can be several indexes associated with one table.

When you issue a SELECT statement, SQL uses the indexes to access the data as efficiently as possible.

Creating an Index

To create an index on employee last name, the system administrator uses the following DDL statement:

create index lname_index

       on employee (emp_lname);

Indexes can be added or dropped as necessary.

Views
You don't always need to see an entire table. In fact, a table may contain data (like salary information) that shouldn't be
seen by everyone.

You may also frequently want to see two or more tables together.

In these situations, the systems administrator creates a view.

What is a View

A view is defined using DDL and can be:

• A subset of columns and rows in one or more tables
• Two or more joined tables
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A view is represented internally by a stored command, not stored data. A view can display data from one or more tables or
from other views.

Each view has a name, just as a table has a name. You can use all SQL SELECT commands that you use against a table
against a view as well.

When you display the view, you see only the subset of columns and rows specified in the view definition.

Here is a table and one view of it:

   POSITION
┌────────┬────────┬───────────────┐
│EMP_ID  │JOB_ID  │SALARY_AMOUNT  │
├────────┼────────┼───────────────┤
│2096    │4666    │42640          │
│        │        │               │
│2437    │4560    │21944          │
│        │        │               │
│2598    │2053    │13520          │
└──┬─────┴──┬─────┴───────────────┘
   └──────┐ └──────┐
          │        │
 POS_INFO │        │
      ┌───▼────┬───▼────┐
      │EMP_ID  │JOB_ID  │
      ├────────┼────────┤
      │2096    │4666    │
      │        │        │
      │2437    │4560    │
      │        │        │
      │2598    │2053    │
      └────────┴────────┘

Data Integrity
Data integrity means correctness of data throughout the database. When you add data to a table, you want that data to be
correct and consistent with other data in the table.

If you add an employee to the EMPLOYEE table, you want to make sure that the employee has an ID. Every employee
must have an ID to keep the employee entries consistent with one another. This is an example of data integrity.

In other cases, the value in a given column cannot be repeated. The employee ID is unique for each employee; two
employees cannot have the same ID. This is another example of data integrity.

To ensure that the data is consistent across tables, integrity constraints are set up as part of the data definition. The data
you enter is checked against these constraints.

Table Descriptions
This topic describes various table items:
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ASSIGNMENT

Table Description
EMP_ID Unique employee ID
PROJ_ID ID of project to which consultant is assigned
START_DATE Date employee was assigned to the project
END_DATE Date employee completed work on the project

 

BENEFITS

Table Description
FISCAL_YEAR Fiscal year for which this data applies
EMP_ID Unique employee ID
VAC_ACCRUED Vacation hours accrued to date
VAC_TAKEN Vacation hours taken to date
SICK_ACCRUED Sick days accrued to date
SICK_TAKEN Sick days taken to date
STOCK_PERCENT Percentage of earnings allocated to stock purchase
STOCK_AMOUNT Year-to-date amount deducted for stock purchase
LAST_REVIEW_DATE Date of last employee review
REVIEW_PERCENT Percent increase at last review
PROMO_DATE Date of last promotion
RETIRE_PLAN Retirement fund identifier: STOCK, BONDS, 401K
RETIRE_PERCENT Percentage of earnings deducted for retirement
BONUS_AMOUNT Amount of last bonus
COMP_ACCRUED Hours of compensation time accrued
COMP_TAKEN Hours of compensation time taken
EDUC_LEVEL Level of education: GED, HSDIP, JRCOLL, COLL, MAS, PHD
UNION_ID Union identification number
UNION_DUES Amount of dues deducted per pay period

 

CONSULTANT

Table Description
CON_ID Unique consultant ID
CON_FNAME Consultant's first name
CON_LNAME Consultant's last name
MANAGER_ID Employee ID of consultant's manager
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DEPT_ID ID of department to which consultant is assigned
PROJ_ID ID of project to which consultant is assigned
STREET Consultant's street address
CITY Consultant's city
STATE Consultant's state
ZIP_CODE Consultant's zip code
PHONE Consultant's phone
BIRTH_DATE Birth date
START_DATE Consultant's date of hire
SS_NUMBER Social security number
RATE Hourly rate of pay

 

COVERAGE

Table Description
PLAN_CODE Code of insurance plan providing the coverage
EMP_ID Unique employee ID
SELECTION_DATE Date employee selected this insurance plan
TERMINATION_DATE Date employee terminated this insurance plan; if null, plan is still in

force
NUM_DEPENDENTS Number of dependents covered under this insurance plan

 

DEPARTMENT

Table Description
DEPT_ID Unique department ID
DEPT_HEAD_ID Employee ID of department head
DIV_CODE Code of the division to which this department belongs
DEPT_NAME Department name

 

DIVISION

Table Description
DIV_CODE Unique division ID
DIV_HEAD_ID Employee ID of division head
DIV_NAME Division name
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EMPLOYEE

Table Description
EMP_ID Unique employee ID
MANAGER_ID Employee ID of employee's manager
EMP_FNAME Employee's first name
EMP_LNAME Employee's last name
DEPT_ID ID of department to which employee is assigned
STREET Employee's street address
CITY Employee's city
STATE Employee's state
ZIP_CODE Employee's zip code
PHONE Employee's phone
STATUS Status of employee: (A) Active; (S) Short-term disability; (L) Long

term disability
SS_NUMBER Social security number
START_DATE Employee's date of hire
TERMINATION_DATE Date of termination
BIRTH_DATE Birth date

 

EXPERTISE

Table Description
EMP_ID Employee ID
SKILL_ID Skill ID
SKILL_LEVEL Level of ability in this skill: 01 (low) to 04 (high)
EXP_DATE Date this level of ability was achieved

 

INSURANCE_PLAN

Table Description
PLAN_CODE Unique plan code for company offering the insurance
COMP_NAME Name of insurance company
STREET Street address of insurance company
CITY City address of insurance company
STATE State address of insurance company
ZIP_CODE Zip code of insurance company
PHONE Telephone number of insurance company
GROUP_NUMBER Commonwealth's group number for this insurance company
DEDUCT Dollar amount deductible per year for this insurance plan
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MAX_LIFE_BENEFIT Maximum dollar amount to be paid to insured employee
FAMILY_COST Amount deducted per paycheck for family coverage
DEP_COST Additional amount deducted per paycheck per dependent
EFF_DATE Date this coverage plan becomes effective

 

JOB

Table Description
JOB_ID Unique job ID
JOB_TITLE Job title
MIN_RATE Minimum salary/hourly rate for this job
MAX_RATE Maximum salary/hourly rate for this job
SALARY_IND Indicator for type of salary: (S) salaried; (H) hourly
NUM_OF_POSITIONS Total number of positions for this job
NUM_OPEN Number of positions currently open
EFF_DATE Date this job became effective
JOB_DESLINE_1 First line of job description
JOB_DESLINE_2 Second line of job description

 

POSITION

Table Description
EMP_ID Employee ID
JOB_ID Job ID associated with this employee
START_DATE Date employee began this job
FINISH_DATE Date employee ended this job (null if current)
HOURLY_RATE Hourly rate earned while in this job (if hourly position)
SALARY_AMOUNT Yearly salary earned while in this job (if salaried position)
BONUS_PERCENT Bonus percent amount for this position (if sales position)
COMM_PERCENT Commission percent for this position (if sales position)
OVERTIME_RATE Overtime rate for this position (if hourly position)

 

PROJECT

Table Description
PROJ_ID Unique project ID
PROJ_LEADER_ID Employee ID of project leader
EST_START_DATE Estimated date project is to begin
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EST_END_DATE Estimated date project is to end
ACT_START_DATE Actual date project began
ACT_END_DATE Actual date project ended
EST_MAN_HOURS Total number of hours estimated for project
ACT_MAN_HOURS Actual number of hours required for project
PROJ_DESC Project description

 

SKILL

Table Description
SKILL_ID Unique skill ID
SKILL_NAME Skill name
SKILL_DESC Skill description

Answers to Exercises
This section provides answers to the Learning CA IDMS SQL exercises.

Review Answers: Relational Database Concepts

Description Term
1. Components of a relational database that hold the data
2. Components of a table
3. A column or combination of columns holding values that form
the primary key of another table
4. The types of operations you can perform against a relational
database
5. A way to establish a relationship between two tables
6. A column or combination of columns that uniquely identifies a
row in a table

c. Tables
d. Rows and columns
a. Foreign key
e. Select, project, and join
a. Foreign key
b. Primary key

Review Answers: What is SQL?
These are the answers for Review.

1. SQL stands for Structured Query Language.
2. You use SQL data description language (DDL) statements to define tables.
3. You use SQL data manipulation language (DML) statements to change data in a table.
4. The three SQL update operations are INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE.
5. An interactive SQL statement ends with a delimiter/semicolon.
6. An interactive SQL statement begins with a verb.
7. An interactive SQL statement can span several lines.
8. Interactive SQL gives you immediate results.
9. Embedded SQL returns the results to the program.
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Review Answers: Retrieving Data in SQL

Exercises

Exercise 1 - Retrieving all Columns from a Table 

This is the answer for Exercise 1. 

select *
       from skill;

 Exercise 2 - Retrieving Selected Columns from a Table 

This is the answer for Exercise 2.  

select skill_id, skill_name
       from skill;

 Exercise 3 - Retrieving Selected Columns from a Table 

This is the answer for Exercise 3.  

select emp_fname, emp_lname, street, city
       from employee;

 Exercise 4 - Renaming Column Headings 

This is the answer for Exercise 4.  

select dept_id as "Department ID", dept_name as "Name"
       from department;

 Exercise 5 - Displaying Calculations in the Columns 

This is the answer for Exercise 5.

select emp_id as "Employee",
       salary_amount as "Salary",
       bonus_percent as "Bonus Percentage",
       bonus_percent * salary_amount as "Bonus Paid"
       from position;

 Exercise 6 - Eliminating Duplicate Rows 

This is the answer for Exercise 6.  

select distinct city
       from employee;

 Exercise 7 - Organizing Data 

This is the answer for Exercise 7.

select emp_id, emp_lname
       from employee
       order by emp_lname desc;

 Exercise 8 - Organizing Data 

This is the answer for Exercise 8.
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select skill_id, skill_name
       from skill
       order by skill_id;

 Exercise 9 - Organizing Data 

This is the answer for Exercise 9.

select dept_id, emp_lname, emp_id
       from employee
       order by dept_id, emp_lname;

 Exercise 10 - Organizing Data 

This is the answer for Exercise 10.

select emp_id as "Employee",
       salary_amount as "Base Salary",
       bonus_percent as "Bonus Percentage",
       bonus_percent * salary_amount as "Bonus Paid"
       from position
       order by 4;

Review 

Answers for the Review section are as follows:

1. How many columns would be retrieved by the following statement:
select * from sample_table;

–  c. All 
2. How can you limit the number of columns returned by your SELECT statement?

–  b. List the columns you want to see 
3. How can you give heading names to columns?

–  b. Use AS after the column name and specify the heading 
4. Given a table called SUPPLY_PRICE and a column in that table called PART_NUMBER, which of the following

statements will find the number of unique part numbers in the table?
–  c. select distinct part_number from supply_price; 

5. How can you name the column you want to sort by?
–  a. Use the column name 
–  b. Use the heading name 
–  d. Use the column number 

Scenarios

Answers for the Scenarios section are as follows:

1. You need to list all jobs the company has for a government screen. The screen should show job ID, job title, and
minimum and maximum rate for the job. Use the JOB table, checking Appendix C for table descriptions.
select job_id, job_title, min_rate, max_rate
       from job;

 JOB_ID  JOB_TITLE                   MIN_RATE        MAX_RATE
 ------  ---------                   --------        --------
   8001  Vice President              90000.00       136000.00
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   2077  Purch Clerk                 17000.00        30000.00
   9001  President                  111000.00       190000.00
   3051  Data Entry Clerk                8.50           11.45
   4700  Purch Agnt                  33000.00        60000.00
   3029  Computer Operator           25000.00        44000.00
   6011  Manager - Acctng            59400.00       121000.00
   4130  Benefits Analyst            35000.00        56000.00
   4666  Sr Mechanic                 41000.00        91000.00
   4123  Recruiter                   35000.00        56000.00
   5555  Salesperson                 30000.00        79000.00
   4025  Writer - Mktng              31000.00        50000.00
   4023  Accountant                  44000.00       120000.00
   2051  AP Clerk                        8.80           14.60
   4734  Mktng Admin                 25000.00        62000.00
   5110  CUST SER MGR                40000.00       108000.00
   2053  AR Clerk                        8.80           14.60
   6004  Manager - HR                66000.00       138000.00
   5111  CUST SER REP                27000.00        54000.00
   4012  Admin Asst                  21000.00        44000.00
   2055  PAYROLL CLERK               17000.00        30000.00
   4560  Mechanic                       11.45           21.00
   5890  Appraisal Spec              45000.00        70000.00
   3333  Sales Trainee               21600.00        39000.00
   6021  Manager - Mktng             76000.00      
 150000.00
 25 rows processed

2. The screen you just created (in Scenario 1) has all the necessary information but is difficult to read because it is not
sorted. Modify the SELECT statement to create the same screen sorted by job title.
select job_id, job_title, min_rate, max_rate
       from job
       order by job_title;

 JOB_ID  JOB_TITLE                   MIN_RATE        MAX_RATE
 ------  ---------                   --------        --------
   4023  Accountant                  44000.00       120000.00
   4012  Admin Asst                  21000.00        44000.00
   5890  Appraisal Spec              45000.00        70000.00
   2051  AP Clerk                        8.80           14.60
   2053  AR Clerk                        8.80           14.60
   4130  Benefits Analyst            35000.00        56000.00
   3029  Computer Operator           25000.00        44000.00
   5110  CUST SER MGR                40000.00       108000.00
   5111  CUST SER REP                27000.00        54000.00
   3051  Data Entry Clerk                8.50           11.45
   6011  Manager - Acctng            59400.00       121000.00
   6004  Manager - HR                66000.00       138000.00
   6021  Manager - Mktng             76000.00       150000.00
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   4560  Mechanic                       11.45           21.00
   4734  Mktng Admin                 25000.00        62000.00
   9001  President                  111000.00       190000.00
   4700  Purch Agnt                  33000.00        60000.00
   2077  Purch Clerk                 17000.00        30000.00
   2055  PAYROLL CLERK               17000.00        30000.00
   4123  Recruiter                   35000.00        56000.00
   3333  Sales Trainee               21600.00        39000.00
   5555  Salesperson                 30000.00        79000.00
   4666  Sr Mechanic                 41000.00        91000.00
   8001  Vice President              90000.00       136000.00
   4025  Writer - Mktng              31000.00       
 50000.00
 25 rows processed

3. Periodically, a company list is produced showing each department and all employees assigned to that department.
This list should be sorted first by department ID and then by employee ID within each department. Display department
ID, employee ID, and employee last name. Create the appropriate SQL SELECT statement to produce this list using
the EMPLOYEE table.
select dept_id, emp_id, emp_lname
       from employee
       order by dept_id, emp_id;

DEPT_ID  EMP_ID  EMP_LNAME
-------  ------  ---------
   1100    2246  Hamel
   1100    4703  Halloran
   1100    5008  Fordman
   1110    1765  Alexander
   1110    2106  Widman
   1120    2004  Johnson
   1120    2898  Umidy
   1120    3294  Johnson
   1120    3338  White
   2200    2180  Albertini
   2200    2448  Lynn
   2200    3704  Moore
   2200    3767  Lowe
   2200    4660  MacGregor
            .
            .
            .
55 rows processed

4. The screen you just created is very useful except that the headings are difficult to understand. Rewrite the statement
so that the column names are "Department", "Employee ID", and "Last Name".
select dept_id as "Department", emp_id as "Employee ID",
       emp_lname as "Last Name"
       from employee
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       order by 1, 2;

Department  Employee ID  Last Name
----------  -----------  ---------
      1100         2246  Hamel
      1100         4703  Halloran
      1100         5008  Fordman
      1110         1765  Alexander
      1110         2106  Widman
      1120         2004  Johnson
      1120         2898  Umidy
      1120         3294  Johnson
      1120         3338  White
      2200         2180  Albertini
      2200         2448  Lynn
      2200         3704  Moore
      2200         3767  Lowe
      2200         4660  MacGregor
            .
            .
            .
55 rows processed

Review Answers: Using Conditional Retrieval

Exercises 

Exercise 1 - Using Comparison Operators in Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 1.

select emp_id, emp_fname, emp_lname
       from employee
       where emp_id = 5103;

Exercise 2 - Using Comparison Operators in Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 2.

select emp_id, job_id, salary_amount
       from position
       where salary_amount > 100000;

Exercise 3 - Using Comparison Operators in Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 3.

select emp_id, emp_fname, emp_lname, city
       from employee
       where city = 'Boston'
       order by emp_id;

Exercise 4 - Using Comparison Operators in Predicates 
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This is the answer for Exercise 4.

select emp_id, emp_fname, emp_lname, city
       from employee
       where not city = 'Boston';

Exercise 5 - Using Keywords in Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 5.

select emp_id
       from position
       where bonus_percent is null;

Exercise 6 - Using Keywords in Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 6.

select emp_id, emp_fname, emp_lname, phone
       from employee
       where phone is not null;

Exercise 7 - Using Keywords in Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 7.

select job_id, emp_id, salary_amount
       from position
       where salary_amount between 20000 and 35000;

Exercise 8 - Using Keywords in Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 8.

select emp_id, salary_amount
       from position
       where salary_amount in (41600, 45240, 50440);

Exercise 9 - Using Keywords in Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 9.

select dept_id, dept_name from department
       where dept_name like '%NEW CARS%';

Exercise 10 - Using Keywords in Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 10.

select dept_id, dept_name from department
       where dept_name not like '%NEW CARS%';

Exercise 11 - Using Calculated Values in Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 11.

select proj_id, est_man_hours - act_man_hours
       from project
       where est_man_hours - act_man_hours > 0;
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Exercise 12 - Combining Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 12.

select emp_id, city, phone
       from employee
       where city in ('Camden', 'Brookline', 'Canton')
          or phone is not null;

Review

These are the answers for Review.

1. The clause that allows the user to specify search conditions that filter the rows to be selected is:
–  a. The WHERE clause 

2. What are the components of the WHERE clause?
–  b. The keyword WHERE 
–  c. A search condition 

3. You can compare a character column to a
–  b. Mask 

4. Masks are used with
–  c. The LIKE predicate 

5. Which of the following are mask characters?
–  b. _ 
–  d. % 

6. The IS NULL predicate causes:
–  b. The retrieval of rows where a column contains no value 

7. Parentheses are used to:
–  a. Set up the sequence of arithmetic evaluation 
–  b. Set up the sequence of evaluation of AND and OR in a compound WHERE clause 

Scenario 

These are the answers for Scenarios.

1. Periodically, a list is published giving divisions and their departments. A new department was recently added
to division D09, so a new list for that division is needed. Use the DEPARTMENT table and show division code,
department ID, and department name. Order by department ID.
select div_code, dept_id, dept_name
       from department
       where div_code = 'D09'
       order by dept_id;

DIV_CODE  DEPT_ID  DEPT_NAME
--------  -------  ---------
D09          4500  HUMAN RESOURCES
D09          4900  MIS
D09          5000  CORPORATE ACCOUNTING
D09          5200  CORPORATE MARKETING
D09          6000  LEGAL
D09          6200  CORPORATE
 ADMINISTRATION
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6 rows processed

2. All Commonwealth Auto employees whose last names begin with L and M are due to have flu shots. The medical
office needs to have the complete names of these individuals and the department to which each is assigned. Sort the
list by last name. (Use the EMPLOYEE table.)
select emp_lname, emp_fname, dept_id
       from employee
       where emp_lname like 'L%' or emp_lname like 'M%'
       order by emp_lname;

EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME             DEPT_ID
---------             ---------             -------
Loren                 Martin                   4600
Lowe                  Frank                    2200
Lynn                  David                    2200
MacGregor             Bruce                    2200
Mills                 Thomas                   6200
Moore                 Richard                 
 2200
6 rows processed

3. The Marketing department has a large project coming up and needs employees who have at least a medium level of
competence (greater than 02) in skill 3333. Display employee ID and level of competence for each employee using the
EXPERTISE table.
select emp_id, skill_level
       from expertise
       where skill_id = 3333
         and skill_level > '02';

EMP_ID  SKILL_LEVEL
------  -----------
  2437  04
  3288 
 04
2 rows processed

4. In order to identify employees involved in media projects, the Human Resources department needs a list of employees
associated with a project ID that begins with P (indicating media-related). Order the list by employee ID. (Use the
ASSIGNMENT table to find this information.)
select emp_id, proj_id
       from assignment
       where proj_id like 'P%'
       order by emp_id;

EMP_ID  PROJ_ID
------  -------
  2894  P634
  3411 
 P634
2 rows processed

5. The budget group needs a list of employees who hold a position that pays less than $25,000. Show employee ID and
salary.
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select emp_id, salary_amount
       from position
       where salary_amount < 25000;

 EMP_ID   SALARY_AMOUNT
 ------   -------------
   3338        22048.84
   3767         2200.00
   4660        24000.00
   1765        18001.00
   2180        19000.10
   2106        23920.00
   3704        22880.00
   4008        24441.00
   4703       
 24857.00
 9 rows processed

Review Answers: Using Aggregate Functions

Exercises 

Exercise 1 - Aggregate Functions 

This is the answer for Exercise 1.

select avg(num_dependents)
       from coverage;

Exercise 2 - Aggregate Functions 

This is the answer for Exercise 2.

select avg(vac_accrued)
       from benefits
       where fiscal_year = 1999;

Exercise 3 - Aggregate Functions 

This is the answer for Exercise 3.

select count(*)
       from skill;

Exercise 4 - Aggregate Functions 

This is the answer for Exercise 4.

select count(phone)
       from employee
       where dept_id = 5200;

Exercise 5 - Aggregate Functions 

This is the answer for Exercise 5.
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select max(salary_amount)
       from position
       where job_id = 3333;

Exercise 6 - Aggregate Functions 

This is the answer for Exercise 6.

select min(sick_taken)
       from benefits;

Exercise 7 - Aggregate Functions 

This is the answer for Exercise 7.

select sum(vac_taken)
       from benefits;

Exercise 8 - Eliminating the Duplicate Rows 

This is the answer for Exercise 8.

select count(distinct proj_id)
       from consultant;

Exercise 9 - Grouping Information 

This is the answer for Exercise 9.

select dept_id, count(emp_id)
       from employee
       group by dept_id;

Exercise 10 - Grouping Information 

This is the answer for Exercise 10.

select job_id, sum(salary_amount)
       from position
       group by job_id;

Exercise 11 - Using HAVING 

This is the answer for Exercise 11.

select city, count(emp_id)
       from employee
       group by city
       having count(emp_id) > 2;

Exercise 12 Answer - Using HAVING 

This is the answer for Exercise 12.

select job_id, avg(salary_amount)
       from position
       group by job_id
       having avg(salary_amount) > 25000;
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Exercise 13 - Renaming Column Heading 

This is the answer for Exercise 13.

select job_id, avg(salary_amount) as "Average Salary"
       from position
       group by job_id
       having avg(salary_amount) > 25000;

Review

These are the answers for Review.

1. You use aggregate functions to perform calculations within a SELECT statement.
2. An aggregate function can be used instead of a column name with SELECT or in the HAVING clause.
3. When the aggregate function AVG encounters a null value, it ignores the row.
4. The HAVING clause acts as a search condition with an aggregate function.
5. You rename an aggregate function column heading by using AS and the heading you want.

Scenarios 

These are the answers for Scenario.

1. In order to plan for the Christmas party for Commonwealth Auto, the Human Resources department needs a count of
employees by department. (The EMPLOYEE table contains this information.)
select dept_id, count(emp_id)
       from employee
       group by dept_id;

DEPT_ID       (EXPR)
-------       ------
   1100            3
   1110            2
   1120            4
   2200            5
   2210            8
   3510            2
   3520            1
   3530            2
   4500            3
   4600            9
   5000            3
   5100            2
   5200            5
   6200           
 6
14 rows processed

2. As part of its salary research, the Human Resources department needs to know the minimum and maximum salaries
being earned for each job ID in the company. (Use the POSITION table.)
select job_id, min(salary_amount), max(salary_amount)
       from position
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       group by job_id;

 JOB_ID          (EXPR)          (EXPR)
 ------          ------          ------
   2051          <null>          <null>
   2053          <null>          <null>
   2077        18001.00        29536.00
   3333         2200.00        30680.00
   4012        28601.80        44001.40
   4023        74776.00        74776.00
   4025        43888.00        43888.00
   4123        49921.76        49921.76
   4130        45241.94        45241.94
   4560          <null>          <null>
   4666        85280.00        85280.00
   4700        47009.34        59488.00
   4734        53665.00        57824.50
   5110        56977.80        56977.80
   5555        36400.00        76961.00
   5890        41600.00        68016.00
   6004       110448.00       110448.00
   6011        94953.52        94953.52
   6021       111593.00       111593.00
   8001       117832.68       117832.68
   9001       146432.00      
 146432.00
 21 rows processed

3. Upper management needs to know how many subordinate employees there are for each manager in order to evaluate
the span of control within the company. The EMPLOYEE table contains this information.
select manager_id, count(emp_id)
       from employee
       group by manager_id;

 MANAGER_ID       (EXPR)
 ----------       ------
       1003            5
       1034            3
       1234            1
       1765            1
       2004            2
       2010            6
       2096            3
       2180            3
       2209            1
       2246            2
       2448            1
       2461            2
       2466            6
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       2894            7
       3082            1
       3222            2
       3778            1
       3991            1
       4321            1
       4358            1
     <null>           
 5
 21 rows processed

4. A project is coming up that requires project members having the skill ID 3333 (body work). The project leader
needs to find out how many employees have a skill level greater than 02 for this skill to see whether he needs to
hire consultants to staff the project. Keep in mind that the SKILL_LEVEL column contains character data. (Use the
EXPERTISE table.)
select count(emp_id)
       from expertise
       where skill_id = 3333
         and skill_level > '02';

     (EXPR)
     ------
         
 2
1 row processed

5. The Human Resources department is conducting research into salaries. They have asked you for a screen showing:
– Job ID
– Average salary by job
– Minimum salary by job
– Maximum salary by job
They need this screen only for current positions with a job ID less than 4000 (indicating training and clerical positions)
where the average salary is less than $25,000. Use the POSITION table and rename the column headings so that the
screen makes sense.
select job_id as "Job",
       avg(salary_amount) as "Average Salary",
       min(salary_amount) as "Minimum Salary",
       max(salary_amount) as "Maximum Salary"
       from position
       where job_id < 4000
       group by job_id
       having avg(salary_amount) < 25000;

 Job                    Average Salary  Minimum Salary  Maximum Salary
 ---                    --------------  --------------  --------------
2077                          23672.56        18001.00        29536.00
3333                          23130.05         2200.00        30680.00
2 rows processed

6. The training group is concerned that there are few people in the company who have certain crucial skills. They have
asked you to give them a screen listing the number of employees who have either a medium level of competence (02
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or above) for skill 3333 (body work) or a high level of competence (04) for skill 4444 (assembly). The screen should list
a skill only if there are more than two employees that fit that category.
select skill_id, count(emp_id)
       from expertise
       where (skill_id = 3333 and skill_level >= '02')
          or (skill_id = 4444 and skill_level = '04')
       group by skill_id
       having count(emp_id) > 2;

 SKILL_ID       (EXPR)
 --------       ------
     3333           
 3
 1 row processed

Review Answers: Accessing Multiple Tables

Exercises 

Exercise 1 - Joining Tables on Common Columns 

This is the answer for Exercise 1.

select div_code, div_name, emp_id, emp_lname, emp_fname
       from employee, division
       where emp_id=div_head_id;

Exercise 2 - Qualifying a Table Name 

This is the answer for Exercise 2.

select expertise.emp_id, emp_lname,
       emp_fname, skill_id
       from demoproj.expertise, demoempl.employee
       where expertise.emp_id = employee.emp_id;

Exercise 3 - Sorting the Result 

This is the answer for Exercise 3.

select expertise.emp_id, emp_lname, emp_fname, skill_id
       from demoproj.expertise, demoempl.employee
       where employee.emp_id = expertise.emp_id
       order by emp_lname desc, emp_fname desc;

Exercise 4 - Additional Search Criteria in a Join 

This is the answer for Exercise 4.

select distinct consultant.manager_id, emp_lname, emp_fname
       from demoproj.consultant, demoempl.employee
       where consultant.manager_id = employee.emp_id;
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Review 

These are the answers for Review.

 Statement  Term 
1. Needed to join two or more tables b. Common columns
2. Resolves the problem of joining table columns that have the
same name

f. Aliases

3. Where the joining is specified a. The WHERE clause
4. Where an alias is identified d. The FROM clause
5. Used to append one table to another c. The UNION clause

Scenarios

These are the answers for Scenarios.

1. Management would like to see which employees are involved in which projects. Write a SELECT statement to retrieve
this information by joining the ASSIGNMENT and PROJECT tables that contain the data. Display the information by
project description.
select assignment.proj_id, proj_desc, emp_id
       from assignment, project
       where project.proj_id = assignment.proj_id
       order by proj_desc;

PROJ_ID     PROJ_DESC                                                    EMP_ID
-------     ---------                                                    ------
C203        Consumer study                                                 2894
C240        Service study                                                  4358
D880        Systems analysis                                               2466
D880        Systems analysis                                               9388
P634        TV ads - WTVK                                                 
 3411
5 rows processed

2. The Human Resources department needs a list of employees and their remaining vacation time. This information is
contained in the EMPLOYEE and BENEFITS tables. Display employee ID and last name as well as the vacation time
remaining in fiscal year 2000. Order your screen by employee ID.
select benefits.emp_id, emp_lname,
      (vac_accrued - vac_taken)
      from benefits, employee
      where benefits.emp_id = employee.emp_id
           and fiscal_year = 2000
      order by benefits.emp_id;

 EMP_ID  EMP_LNAME                 (EXPR)
 ------  ---------                 ------
   1003  Baldwin                   108.00
   1034  Gallway                    36.50
   1234  Mills                      68.00
   1765  Alexander                  76.50
   2004  Johnson                    68.50
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   2010  Parker                     92.75
   2096  Carlson                    28.50
   2106  Widman                     76.50
   2174  Zander                     60.00
   2180  Albertini                 108.50
   2209  Smith                      76.50
   2246  Hamel                      36.50
   2424  Wilder                     60.50
   2437  Thompson                   76.00
   2448  Lynn                       55.50
   2461  Anderson                   36.00
   2466  Bennett                    68.50
   2598  Jacobs                     60.00
   2781  Thurston                   16.00
   2894  Griffin                    76.00
   3082  Brooks                     24.00
   3118  Wooding                    68.00
   3222  Voltmer                    76.00
   3288  Sampson                    20.00
   3294  Johnson                    60.00
   3338  White                      76.00
   3341  Smith                      43.50
   3411  Williams                    8.00
   3433  Crane                      36.00
   3449  Taylor                     20.00
   3704  Moore                      28.00
   3764  Park                       -4.00
   3767  Lowe                        8.00
   3769  Donelson                   76.00
   3778  Ferndale                   36.00
   3841  Cromwell                   76.00
   3991  Wilkins                     8.00
   4001  Thompson                   36.00
   4002  Roy                        36.00
   4008  Clark                      76.00
   4027  Courtney                   36.00
   4321  Bradley                    28.00
   4358  Robinson                   76.00
   4456  Thompson                   36.00
   4660  MacGregor                  20.00
   4703  Halloran                   38.75
   4773  Dexter                      8.00
   4962  White                      60.00
   5008  Fordman                    14.50
   5090  Wills                      54.00
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   5103  Ferguson                  
 54.00
 51 rows processed

3. More statistics are being gathered on vacation hours. You have been asked to produce a screen of average vacation
hours taken for each department. Display department ID and average vacation taken for fiscal 1999. Order the screen
by department ID.
select dept_id, avg(vac_taken)
       from benefits, employee
       where benefits.emp_id = employee.emp_id
            and fiscal_year = 1999
       group by dept_id
       order by dept_id;

 DEPT_ID                            (EXPR)
 -------                            ------
    1100                            106.66
    1110                            160.00
    1120                            133.33
    2200                            120.00
    2210                            115.00
    3510                            100.00
    3520                            120.00
    3530                            120.00
    4500                            133.33
    4600                             99.42
    5000                             84.00
    5100                            120.00
    5200                            100.00
    6200                            
 86.66
 14 rows processed

4. The budget committee needs a list of job titles, names of employees holding those jobs, and current salaries of those
employees. They are interested only in jobs offering salaries of more than $55,000. Order your list by job title and
include the job ID.
select j.job_id, job_title, emp_lname,
       emp_fname, salary_amount
       from job j, position p, employee e
       where j.job_id = p.job_id
         and p.emp_id = e.emp_id
         and salary_amount > 55000
       order by job_title;

 JOB_ID  JOB_TITLE             EMP_LNAME        EMP_FNAME        SALARY_AMOUNT
 ------  ---------             ---------        ---------        -------------
   4023  Accountant            Taylor           Cynthia               74776.00
   5890  Appraisal Spec        Smith            Michael               66144.00
   5890  Appraisal Spec        Brooks           John                  68016.00
   5110  CUST SER MGR          Bradley          George                56977.80
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   6011  Manager - Acctng      Bennett          Patricia              94953.52
   6004  Manager - HR          Voltmer          Louise               110448.00
   6021  Manager - Mktng       Griffin          William              111593.00
   4734  Mktng Admin           Robinson         Judith                57824.50
   9001  President             Baldwin          James                146432.00
   4700  Purch Agnt            Hamel            Marylou               59488.00
   4700  Purch Agnt            Johnson          Eleanor               59280.00
   5555  Salesperson           Albertini        Joan                  76961.00
   5555  Salesperson           Parker           Cora                  76440.00
   5555  Salesperson           Lynn             David                 70720.00
   4666  Sr Mechanic           Carlson          Thomas                85280.00
   8001  Vice President        Mills            Thomas              
 117832.68
16 rows processed

5. Employee 2004 has just had a review and is due to get a pay increase. The increase is stored as REVIEW_PERCENT
in the BENEFITS table. Employee 2004's manager has asked you to show her how much the increase is in dollar
amount. To get this information, you need to multiply the current salary by the review percent. Show employee ID,
current salary, percent increase, and increase as a dollar amount.
select position.emp_id, salary_amount,
       review_percent, (review_percent * salary_amount)
       from benefits, position
       where "position".emp_id = benefits.emp_id
         and "position".emp_id = 2004
         and fiscal_year = 2000
         and finish_date is null;

Notes 

POSITION is the table name and an SQL keyword; therefore, when the POSITION table name is used as an identifier, it
must be enclosed in double quotation marks.

As an alternative, you can use an alias for the table name. For example:

select position.emp_id, salary_amount,
       review_percent, (review_percent * salary_amount)
       from benefits b,  position p
       where p.emp_id = b.emp_id
         and p.emp_id = 2004
         and fiscal_year = 2000
         and finish_date is null;

 EMP_ID   SALARY_AMOUNT  REVIEW_PERCENT                (EXPR)
 ------   -------------  --------------                ------
   2004        59280.00           0.030           
 1778.40000
 1 row processed
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Review Answers: Nesting SELECT Statements

Exercises 

Exercise 1 - Using a Subquery with IN 

This is the answer for Exercise 1.

select distinct dept_id
       from employee
       where emp_id in
             (select emp_id
                     from benefits
                     where (vac_accrued - vac_taken) > 80)
                            and fiscal_year = 1999;

 Exercise 2 - Using an Aggregate Function in a Nested SELECT Statement 

This is the answer for Exercise 2.

select emp_id, num_dependents
       from coverage
       where num_dependents >
             (select avg(num_dependents)
                     from coverage);

Exercise 2b - Using an Aggregate Function in a Nested SELECT Statement 

This is the answer for Exercise 2b.

select distinct emp_id, num_dependents
       from coverage
       where num_dependents >
             (select avg(num_dependents)
                     from coverage);

 Exercise 3 - Using EXISTS 

This is the answer for Exercise 3.

select distinct dept_id
       from employee
       where exists
             (select *
                     from position
                     where salary_amount > 50000
                       and employee.emp_id = "position".emp_id);

Or,

select distinct dept_id
       from employee
       where exists
             (select *
                     from position p
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                     where salary_amount > 50000
                       and employee.emp_id = p.emp_id);

Review

These are the answers for Review.

1. A nested SELECT statement is also known as a subquery.
2. A subquery is located in a WHERE clause.
3. A subquery must be enclosed in parentheses.
4. You use the EXISTS predicate to retrieve rows based on the existence of rows in another table.
5. When using an EXISTS predicate, the outer SELECT statement and the subquery are linked by matching columns in

the WHERE clause in the subquery.
6. You can use an asterisk (*) in the subquery if you are using the EXISTS keyword.

Scenarios

These are the answers for Scenarios.

1. For tax purposes, the Accounting department needs to keep track of all jobs for which employees earn more than
$65,000. A list of job titles is sufficient. (Use the JOB and POSITION tables.)
select job_title
       from job
       where job_id in
             (select job_id from position
                     where salary_amount > 65000);

JOB_TITLE
---------
Accountant
Appraisal Spec
Manager - Acctng
Manager - HR
Manager - Mktng
President
Salesperson
Sr Mechanic
Vice
 President
9 rows processed

2. Upper management is concerned about the equality of salaries within Commonwealth Auto. They need to have a list
by name of all jobs for which at least one employee earns less than $35,000. (Use the JOB and POSITION tables.)
select job_title
       from job
       where job_id in
             (select job_id from position
                     where salary_amount < 35000);

 JOB_TITLE
 ---------
 Admin Asst
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 Purch Clerk
 Sales
 Trainee
 3 rows processed

3. Over the years, lots of department information has been added to the database. The Human Resources department
is responsible for this portion of the database and knows that there are some departments still listed for which there
are no longer any associated employees. They have asked you for a list showing these departments. Order the list by
department ID. (Use the DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE tables.)
select dept_id
       from department
       where not exists
             (select *
                     from employee
                     where employee.dept_id = department.dept_id)
       order by dept_id;

DEPT_ID
-------
   4200
   4900
  
 6000
3 rows processed

Review Answers: Updating a Table

Exercises 

Exercise 1 - Inserting Data into a Table 

This is the answer for Exercise 1.

insert into department
       values (6060, null, 'D09', 'Claims');
select *
       from department
       order by dept_id;

Exercise 2 - Inserting Data into a Table 

This is the answer for Exercise 2.

insert into department
       values (dept_id, null, 'div_code', 'dept_name');

insert into department
       values (dept_id, null, 'div_code', 'dept_name');

select *
       from department
       order by dept_id;
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Exercise 3 - Inserting Data into a Table 

This is the answer for Exercise 3.

insert into project (proj_id, proj_desc)
       values ('P434', 'Mass Media Campaign Blitz');
select proj_id, proj_desc
       from project
       order by proj_id;

Exercise 4 - Modifying Data in a Table with SET 

This is the answer for Exercise 4.

select emp_id, vac_accrued
       from benefits
       where fiscal_year = 2000
       order by emp_id;

Exercise 5 - Modifying Data in a Table with SET 

This is the answer for Exercise 5.

update department
       set dept_name = 'Lost Claims'
       where dept_id = 6060;
select dept_id, dept_name
       from department
       where dept_id = 6060;

Exercise 8-6 - Modifying Data in a Table with SET 

This is the answer for Exercise 6.

update employee
       set dept_id = 6200
       where emp_id = 3433;
select emp_id, dept_id
       from employee
       where emp_id = 3433;

Exercise 7 - Modifying Data in a Table with SET 

This is the answer for Exercise 7.

update employee
       set city = 'Framingham'
       where emp_id in (1034, 3704, 4660);
select emp_id, city
       from employee
       where emp_id in (3433, 8377, 1034);

Exercise 8 - Removing Data from a Table 

This is the answer for Exercise 8.

delete from department
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       where dept_id = 5050;
select *
       from department
       order by dept_id;

Exercise 9 - Removing Data from a Table 

This is the answer for Exercise 9.

delete from department
       where dept_id = 6060;
select *
       from department
       order by dept_id;

Review 

These are the answers for Review.

1. You use a SELECT statement with INSERT to:
–  a. Copy specific rows from one table to another 

2. If you don't have a value for every column you are adding to a table, you can:
–  a. Identify only the columns you are going to insert values into 
–  b. Use the keyword NULL for the columns where the value is unknown 

3. You can update all rows in a table by:
–  b. Omitting the WHERE clause 

4. You can update selected rows in a table by:
–  c. Specifying a search condition in a WHERE clause 

5. You are updating all columns in a table but do not know the specific value to put into one column. You can:
–  c. Use the keyword NULL for the column where the value is unknown 

6. If you do not have a WHERE clause in a DELETE statement:
–  c. All the rows are deleted but the table remains 

Using DB Analyzer
CA IDMS/DB Analyzer is a parameter-driven utility for CA IDMS that produces a series of analytical reports describing
the physical organization of a database. These reports give you the necessary statistical basis for both planning and
assessing database reorganization. With CA IDMS/DB Analyzer you can analyze an entire database or a portion of a
database. CA IDMS/DB Analyzer also allows you to compare current physical organization conditions with past ones, or
two sets of past conditions with each other.

The Physical Analysis/Reorganization Challenge

The physical organization of your database plays a crucial role in determining efficient and cost-effective application
performance. But, because of the dynamic nature of corporate information, the effectiveness of even the most carefully
structured database deteriorates over time. Application performance decreases, operating costs increase, and the DBA is
confronted with a formidable challenge -- database analysis and reorganization.
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CA IDMS/DB Analyzer Meets Your Needs

CA IDMS/DB Analyzer is a comprehensive database analysis tool. It replaces the less comprehensive utilities previously
available for understanding the physical organization of a database.

CA IDMS/DB Analyzer gives you the analytical capability necessary for performing timely, accurate, and easy to justify
database reorganization. It is specifically designed to help you:

• Manage the database environment using meaningful physical organization information
• Forecast the performance of proposed applications
• Monitor database growth
• Establish the need for database expansion
• Identify undesirable trends in the database environment
• Assess the benefits derived from database reorganization.

What Does CA IDMS/DB Analyzer Do?
CA IDMS/DB Analyzer is a parameter-driven batch utility that examines the physical structure of a database, creates an
iterative statistical data file based on this examination and then produces a series of user-requested analytical reports.

CA IDMS/DB Analyzer examines a database and collects data on important physical characteristics within areas, within
record and set types, and within the index or indexes associated with the database.

This data is stored in the statistical data file. Since the statistical file is iterative, storing several generations of historical
data, CA IDMS/DB Analyzer can compare current statistics with historical statistics or two different sets of historical
statistics with each other. This capability allows you to detect trends in the database over a period of time or to assess the
effects of reorganization.

CA IDMS/DB Analyzer creates reports by using information either taken directly from the database or computed from the
contents of the statistical file.

Statistic Collection

CA IDMS/DB Analyzer produces statistics that provide a firm foundation for decision making. These statistics show raw
counts, percentages, means, minimum and maximum values, and the distribution of values across page ranges and other
types of ranges. Statistics are collected at four different levels of physical organization -- AREA, RECORD, SET, and
INDEX. These statistics permit:

An analysis by AREA and RECORD TYPE of such characteristics as:

• Total record occurrences
• Relocated record occurrences
• Fragmented record occurrences
• Logically deleted record occurrences
• Savings due to record compression
• Space used

An analysis by AREA of characteristics such as:

• Space allocated for pointers, data, line indexes, and headers/footers
• Free space
• Physically and logically full pages
• Space management pages
• Empty pages

An analysis by SET TYPE of such characteristics as:
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• Owner record occurrences
• Owner occurrences with one or more members
• Page distribution of set occurrences
• Member record occurrences on target page
• Member record occurrences on overflow
• Page changes when set walking

An analysis by INDEX SET of such characteristics as:

• Upper level blocks, page spread, and table entries
• Upper level blocks stored inside and outside bottom level offset
• Bottom level blocks, page spread, and table entries
• Number of index levels.

Reporting with Quick Reference Histograms

CA IDMS/DB Analyzer produces four different reports: Area, Record, Set, and SR8 Index -- which include quick reference
histograms. CA IDMS/DB Analyzer can also produce a comparative version of each of these four reports.

Area Reports -- CA IDMS/DB Analyzer can produce an Area Report for every area in your database. This report
is composed of four sections. The Area Statistics Section provides you with raw counts and percentages for a
comprehensive list of area characteristics. The distribution of certain characteristics over meaningful ranges (page ranges,
for example) is shown in the Distribution Section. The Histogram Section displays Distribution Section information in the
form of a histogram or bar chart for easy reference.

The Analysis by Record Section provides summary statistics by record type for both active and logically deleted records.

Record Reports -- A three-section report for each record type in your database can be produced. Statistics for distribution
of selected characteristics is shown in the Distribution Section and displayed as a bar chart in the Histogram Section.

Set Reports -- Statistics for each set type in your database are shown in Set Reports. A Set Report consists of four
sections. The Set Statistics Section, Distribution Section, and Histogram Section, which apply to set type characteristics,
are similar to those in the Area and Record Reports.

The Multi-Member Set Analysis Section shows an analysis of each record type in a multi-member set.

SR8 Index Reports -- A three-section SR8 Index Report can be produced for each SR8 index set in your database. Index
definition; upper and bottom level statistics; table entry distributions; and histograms are shown in the SR8 Index Report.
Integrated index sets (indexed sets) are referred to as SR8 sets in this user section.

Comparative Reports -- Area, Record, Set, and SR8 Index Reports are each available in a comparative version.

If you want to compare the status of a specific area at two different times, you can produce a Comparative Area Report.
Comparative reports draw information from two different statistical files. Old and new values, as well as the variance or
difference between them, are shown.

Parameter Statement Syntax Checking

CA IDMS/DB Analyzer is driven by one mandatory and four optional parameter statements. These parameter statements
make it easy for you to perform processing that meets your exact needs no matter how general or specific they may be.

In addition, you can check the syntax of all entered parameter statements before processing is begun. This makes it
possible for you to run CA IDMS/DB Analyzer over a weekend, or at some other time when you are not present, without
the possibility of abnormal termination of a program because of a syntax error. If CA IDMS/DB Analyzer does encounter
a syntax error during a processing run, it checks all other parameter statement syntax for correctness before terminating
abnormally. Consequently, you can correct all syntax errors before requesting another processing run.
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CA IDMS/DB Analyzer and Database I/O
CA IDMS/DB Analyzer uses the following features of CA IDMS database I/O:

• XA database buffers and control blocks
• Memory cache support
• Dynamic database file allocation
• Unrestricted SEGMENT name usage as database names

See CA IDMS Database Administration Section and CA IDMS System Operations Section. Additionally, features of the
CA IDMS database engine and SYSIDMS PREFETCH parameter for read-ahead and EXCP I/O processing perform the
functions once defined by the FASTSCAN and GSDTPARM installation defaults, respectfully. Refer to CA IDMS Common
Facilities Section for details.

DB Analyzer Parameters

CA IDMS/DB Analyzer Parameter Statements
This section describes how to use CA IDMS/DB Analyzer parameter statements.

CA IDMS/DB Analyzer performs two basic functions: Statistics accumulation and report production. These two functions
can be performed for any subschema by using a single PROCESS parameter statement.

The PROCESS statement can be used alone to generate a complete set of statistics and reports.

You can also limit or modify these functions by using three additional parameter statements: AREA, SET, and REPORT.
These optional statements allow you to limit or modify the statistics collected, and to specify which reports you want
generated.

The PROCESS statement initiates CA IDMS/DB Analyzer processing. It is a mandatory statement and must be entered
first. By specifying a process and a subschema name, you can automatically analyze the entire database described by the
subschema. Or, if you need to analyze only part of the database, you can specify explicitly the areas, sets, index sets and/
or reports that you want to process.

You can use the PROCESS statement to:

• Request the accumulation of statistics, the production of reports, or both
• Specify the subschema to be analyzed
• Select either the AUTOMATIC or the EXPLICIT processing mode
• Request comparative reports
• Create a file of logically deleted record(s)(LDEL)

Before CA IDMS/DB Analyzer processes a database, you can check the syntax of your parameter statements by choosing
the SYNTAX option in the PROCESS statement.

Processing Modes

The SELECTION parameter of the PROCESS statement allows you to process either all of the database described by a
subschema or only the parts of the database you specify. When you choose to process all of the database, you can also
specify parts of it to be excluded from processing.

SELECTION=AUTOMATIC directs CA IDMS/DB Analyzer to process the entire database described by a subschema,
except for those parts that you specify for exclusion. You can exclude specific areas, sets, SR8 sets, and/or reports.

SELECTION=EXPLICIT directs CA IDMS/DB Analyzer to process only the areas, sets, SR8 index sets, and/or reports
specified by using the optional parameter statements.
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Optional Statements

The AREA, SET, and REPORT statements are optional. Their functions depend on the mode--AUTOMATIC or EXPLICIT--
that you select in the PROCESS statement. Use of the optional statements is described in detail, separately for the
AUTOMATIC mode and the EXPLICIT mode, after the description of the PROCESS statement in this section.

AUTOMATIC Mode

In the AUTOMATIC mode:

The AREA Statement allows you to exclude an area from processing, to limit processing to a portion of an area, or to
specify the page ranges used in reporting the distribution of characteristics across an area.

The SET Statement is used to exclude a set type from processing, or to specify length ranges for reporting the
distribution of set occurrence lengths. Use this statement to exclude SR8 (integrated index) sets, as well as non-index
sets.

The REPORT Statement is used to eliminate production of specific reports.

EXPLICIT Mode

In the EXPLICIT mode:

The AREA Statement allows you to include an area or part of an area in processing and to specify distribution page
ranges.

The SET Statement is used to include a set type in processing and to specify length distribution ranges. Use this
statement to include SR8 (integrated index) sets, as well as non-index sets.

The REPORT Statement is used to produce specific reports.

PROCESS Statement
Use the PROCESS parameter statement to initiate CA IDMS/DB Analyzer processing. This statement consists of
parameters that control all processing for the Analyzer option. The PROCESS statement must be the first statement
entered. The PROCESS statement is described as follows:

• P ROCESS = initiates execution of CA IDMS/DB Analyzer and indicates that processing options follow.
• ACCUMULATE indicates that you want CA IDMS/DB Analyzer to accumulate statistics from the database into an

archive file, but that you do not want reports to be produced at this time.
• REPORTS indicates that you want one or more reports produced using statistics from a previously accumulated

statistical file.
• ALL indicates that you want a current set of statistics to be accumulated and you want one or more reports to be

produced showing this current set of statistics.
• SYNTAX indicates that you want CA IDMS/DB Analyzer to validate parameter syntax. Use this option prior to a full run

to eliminate premature termination due to syntax errors.

Default: There is no default. You must choose one of these options.
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Exhibit 3.5: PROCESS Statement Syntax

SUBSCHEMA Parameter
  , SU BSCHEMA=name
 

SUBSCHEMA specifies the name that defines the database for which you want statistics accumulated. If you want to
process the entire database, enter the name of a subschema that defines the entire database.

If the specified subschema is missing record definitions that are required to satisfy selected processing, database analysis
may end prematurely with errors, including an 0361 error status.
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Default: There is no default. You must supply a valid subschema name.

Rule: The subschema specified cannot contain native VSAM records.

SELECTION Parameter

,SELECTION= < AUTOMATIC >
\ EXPLICIT /

SELECTION specifies whether to accumulate statistics and create reports automatically for the whole database defined
by the subschema (except those parts specifically excluded or limited), or to accumulate statistics and create reports only
for explicitly specified parts of the database.

  AUTOMATIC 
 

AUTOMATIC indicates that statistics are to be accumulated for all areas, records, and sets (including index sets) in the
subschema unless a subsequent parameter statement is used to limit the accumulation. It also indicates that all CA
IDMS/DB Analyzer reports are to be produced unless REPORT statements are used to exclude the production of specific
reports.

  EXPLICIT 
 

EXPLICIT indicates that you will specify the areas, records, and/or sets of the database for which you want statistical
accumulation. You must specify these parts in a subsequent parameter statement or statements. Otherwise, statistics
for the database will not be accumulated. It also indicates that you will specify the reports to be produced by using
subsequent REPORT statements. If you do not include one or more REPORT statements, no reports will be produced.

Default: The default is AUTOMATIC.

You will find a complete description of all the parameters available in the AUTOMATIC Mode after this section on the
PROCESS statement, followed by a complete description of all the parameters available in the EXPLICIT Mode.

COMPARE/NOCOMPARE Parameter

, < COMPARE >
\ NOCOMPARE /

The COMPARE/NOCOMPARE option allows you to create a comparative report or reports, comparing statistics
accumulated at two different times. This option is applicable only when you are requesting the creation of reports by using
the REPORTS option or the ALL option of the PROCESS parameter.

  C OMPARE 
 

COMPARE indicates that you want to produce a comparative report.

  NOC OMPARE 
 

NOCOMPARE indicates that you do not want to produce a comparative report.

Default: The default is NOCOMPARE.

LDEL/NOLDEL Parameter

, < LDEL >
\ NOLDEL /
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The LDEL/NOLDEL option enables you to create a file containing the db-keys of database records that have been
logically deleted. Each LDEL record may contain one to 20 db-keys. (For Release 10.2 or earlier, you can use this file of
LDEL records as input to the IDMSLDEL utility.)

LDEL indicates that you want to create an LDEL file. The LDEL option is applicable only when you are requesting the
accumulation of statistics from the subschema by using the ACCUMULATE option or the ALL option of the PROCESS
parameter.

  NOL DEL 
 

NOLDEL indicates that you do not want to create an LDEL file.

Default: The default is NOLDEL.

FSBUFFER Parameter

,FSBUFFER=number-of-buffers

FSBUFFER indicates how many buffers are to be reserved for the fast-scan buffer pool. Each buffer can store one page.

The FSBUFFER parameter is used during an area sweep. Using FSBUFFER can help reduce the amount of I/O wait time
when an area being swept contains many pages.

It is difficult to define an ideal FSBUFFER value because of the many possible variations in a CA IDMS database.
Furthermore, a large FSBUFFER value may cause CA IDMS/DB Analyzer to use additional CPU cycles to manage these
buffers. The minimum FSBUFFER is 9. The maximum value is taken from the MAXBUF value in the GSDTPARM module.

Default: The default value is taken from the DEFBUF value in the GSDTPARM module.

AUTOMATIC
Statistics for a subschema's areas, records, and sets are automatically accumulated in the AUTOMATIC Mode, except for
those specifically excluded or modified with optional statements. At the end of the AUTOMATIC Mode subsection, Exhibits
3.10a-c show which set statistics will be collected with various combinations of parameters.

AREA Statement

In the AUTOMATIC Mode, an AREA statement is used to exclude or modify the accumulation of statistics for a specific
area. An AREA statement is meaningful only if you selected either the ACCUMULATE option or the ALL option in the
PROCESS statement.

Cross-Area Sets

A cross-area set is a set whose owner resides in one area and whose members reside in one or more other areas. Set
statistics for cross-area sets, as well as for single-area sets, can be excluded by using the NOMEMBERSET and/or
NOOWNERSET options of the AREA statement.
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Exhibit 3.6: AREA Statement Syntax

AREA Parameter

A
REA=area-name

In the AUTOMATIC Mode, AREA identifies an area that you want to exclude or limit. The area you specify must be one
that is defined by the subschema you are using to process the database.
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Default Parameters

You do not have to specify default parameters such as SWEEP, MEMBERSET, and OWNERSET. They may, however, be
coded for documentation purposes.

AREADIST Parameter

,
A
READIST=(hpage1,hpage2,...hpage10)

AREADIST allows you to specify the high page numbers for up to 10 distribution ranges. For example, if the area started
on page 1 and ended on page 100, AREADIST=(10,20,30) would represent page ranges of 1-10, 11-20, 21-30, and
31-100. These distribution ranges are used to show the spread of various physical characteristics across an area.

Default: The default ranges are 10 page ranges having equal numbers of pages. The number of pages in each range is
equal to

 ( stop page - start page + 1 )

                 10

Rules:

• You must enter values in numerical order from lowest to highest.
• The first entry must be equal to or greater than the number of the area start page. The last entry must be less than or

equal to the number of the area stop page.
• If you enter 10 values, the tenth entry must be equal to the number of the area stop page.
• If you enter fewer than 10 values, CA IDMS/DB Analyzer inserts the number of the area stop page as an additional

entry.

SWEEP/NOSWEEP Parameter

, < SWEEP >
\ NOSWEEP /

The SWEEP/NOSWEEP option allows you to specify whether statistics from the area are to be accumulated. See Exhibit
3.7 for an example.

 SW
EEP

SWEEP indicates that you want to accumulate area, record, and set statistics for sets with owners residing in the named
area.

In the AUTOMATIC Mode, specify an area to be swept when you want to change the parameters START, STOP, or
AREADIST, or when you are using NOMEMBERSET or NOOWNERSET, but want some statistics from the area.
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 NOSW
EEP

NOSWEEP indicates that you do not want to accumulate area or record statistics, or set statistics for sets whose owners
reside in the area. Member records for cross-area sets whose owners reside in another swept area will be processed
unless NOMEMBERSET is specified along with NOSWEEP.

Default: The default is SWEEP.

MEMBERSET/NOMEMBERSET Parameter

, < MEMBERSET >
\ NOMEMBERSET /

The MEMBERSET/NOMEMBERSET option allows you to accumulate set statistics for member records whose owners
reside in a sweep area. See Exhibit 3.7 for an example.

 M
EMBERSET

MEMBERSET indicates that you want to accumulate statistics for cross-area sets whose member records are in this area.
When you are in the AUTOMATIC Mode and are using an AREA statement to change one or more of the parameters
STOP, START, and AREADIST, then MEMBERSET and SWEEP are set by default.

When you are using the AREA statement to exclude an area from processing by using NOSWEEP, MEMBERSET (set by
default) will allow accumulation of set statistics for cross-area sets whose member records are in the specified area.

 NOM
EMBERSET

NOMEMBERSET means that you do not want to accumulate statistics for sets whose member records are in the specified
area.

Use NOMEMBERSET with NOSWEEP to completely exclude an area from processing.

Default: The default is MEMBERSET.

OWNERSET/NOOWNERSET Parameter

The OWNERSET/NOOWNERSET option allows you to control accumulation of set statistics for all sets whose owners
reside in the area named in the AREA statement. See Exhibit 3.7 for examples.

 O
WNERSET
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OWNERSET specifies all sets whose owners reside in the area named in the area statement. NOSWEEP overrides
OWNERSET.

 NOO
WNERSET

NOOWNERSET indicates that you do not want to accumulate set statistics for any set whose owner resides in the area
named in the AREA statement.

Default: The default is OWNERSET.
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Exhibit 3.7: Use of Parameter Statements to Collect Statistics

START Parameter

,
STA
RT=page-number
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START limits processing to a specified portion of an area. You specify the beginning page number for the portion of the
area you want to sweep.

Default: The default value is the lowest page number for the entire area.

STOP Parameter

,
STO
P=page-number

STOP limits processing to a specified portion of an area. You specify the ending page number for the portion of the area
you want to sweep.

Default: The default value is the highest page number for the entire area.

SET Statement

In the AUTOMATIC Mode, a SET statement is used to exclude or to modify the accumulation of statistics for a specific set
type. Use this statement for SR8 (integrated index) sets.

To use the SET statement, you must select either the ACCUMULATE option or the ALL option of the PROCESS
statement.

Exhibits 3.10a-c, at the end of the AUTOMATIC Mode subsection, show which set statistics are collected with each
parameter combination.
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Exhibit 3.8: SET Statement Syntax

SET Parameter

S
ET=set-name

SET identifies the set type or SR8 index set type that you want to exclude or modify.
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WALK/NOWALK Parameter

, < WALK >

\ NOWALK /

The WALK/NOWALK option allows you to define whether statistics for a set type are to be accumulated.

 W
ALK

WALK indicates that you want to accumulate statistics for a set type. WALK is set by default; it can be coded for
documentation purposes.

In the AUTOMATIC Mode, use WALK when you are using a SET statement to specify the length distribution ranges for a
set type. See LNTHDIST Parameter.

 NOW
ALK

NOWALK indicates that you do not want to accumulate statistics for a set type. Use NOWALK when you are in
AUTOMATIC mode to exclude a set type from processing.

Default: The default is WALK.

NOTE
The meanings of AREA statements take precedence over those of SET statements. Therefore, to execute a
SET statement whose purpose is to include a set type in processing, you must be sure that anyassociated
AREA statements do not exclude access to owner or member records for the set type. If an AREA statement
(using the NOMEMBERSET or NOOWNERSET options) excludes access to any part of a set, no statistics for
the set will be collected and an error message will appear in the Audit Report.

IIXWALK/NOIIXWALK Parameter

, < IIXWALK >
\ NOIIXWALK /

The IIXWALK/NOIIXWALK option allows you to control access of integrated index set members.

IIXW ALK- indicates that you want to accumulate statistics for the integrated index set members for this integrated index
set. IIXWALK is a set by default; it can be coded for documentation purposes.

NOIIXW ALK - indicates that you do not want to accumulate statistics for the integrated index set members of this
integrated index set. Use NOIIXWALK when you are in automatic mode to bypass access of each IIX set member.

LNTHDIST Parameter

,LNTHDIST=(hbound1,hbound2,...hbound9)

LNTHDIST indicates upper limits for up to nine set length distribution ranges. Set length is defined as the number of
member records in a given set occurrence. A set occurrence with nine member records falls within the distribution range
1-10. CA IDMS/DB Analyzer always sets 0-0 as the first distribution range. You can specify up to nine upper limits for
other ranges.
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Default:  The default values are 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 99999999. These are the upper limits for the set length
distribution ranges 1-10, 11-20, 21-30 ... 81-99999999.

Rule:

• You must enter numeric values from lowest to highest.

Cluster Distribution Ranges

In the AUTOMATIC Mode, statistics for reporting the page-spread of VIA clusters are automatically accumulated, unless
a set type is excluded by using NOWALK. This reporting is done by means of program-defined page ranges called cluster
distribution ranges. The cluster distribution ranges are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6-7, 8-10, 11-15, 16-20, 21+. Each of the first five
ranges consists of a single page. A cluster that is wholly contained on one page falls within range 1. A cluster spread
across two pages falls within range 2. A cluster spread across nine pages falls within range 8-10. You cannot modify the
cluster distribution ranges.

REPORT Statement

When you specify either PROCESS=REPORTS or PROCESS=ALL, in the AUTOMATIC Mode all CA IDMS/DB Analyzer
reports are produced. In this case, use the REPORT statement to suppress the production of a specific CA IDMS/DB
Analyzer report. Use a separate REPORT statement for each report you want to suppress.
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Exhibit 3.9: REPORT Statement Syntax

 R
EPORT=

REPORT identifies the REPORT statement and is followed by the name of the CA IDMS/DB Analyzer report you want to
suppress. Select only one report name for each REPORT statement that you use.

In AUTOMATIC Mode when none of the optional parameters are present:
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 AREA

AREA indicates that the Area Report is not to be produced.

 RECORD

RECORD indicates that the Record Report is not to be produced.

 SET

SET indicates that the Set Report is not to be produced. In addition, for an SR8 (integrated index) set the SR8 Index
Report is not to be produced.

Use the NO version of the optional parameters to indicate that the report is to be produced, but the indicated selection of
the report is to be bypassed.

 

 < 
S
TATISTICS >

,
 \ 
NOS
TATISTICS /

Indicates whether the Statistics section of the report is to be produced.

Default: The default is STATISTICS and does not need to be specified.

 

 < 
R
ECORD >
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 ,
 \ 
NOR
ECORD /

Indicates whether the Record section of the report is to be produced.

NOTE
The RECORD/NORECORD parameter is only valid with the AREA report to bypass the Analysis By Record
section, or with the SET report to bypass the Multi-member Set section.

Default: The default is RECORD and does not need to be specified.

 

 < 
DISTRIBUTION
 >

 ,
 \ 
NOD
ISTRIBUTION /

Indicates whether the Distribution section of the report is to be produced.

Default: The default is DISTRIBUTION and does not need to be specified.

< HISTOGRAM >

, \ NOHISTOGRAM /

Indicates whether the Histogram section of the report is to be produced.

Default: The default is HISTOGRAM and does not need to be specified.

Automatic Mode Exhibits

This table shows (on several pages) which set statistics will be collected, from a database containing areas A1 and A2
and Set Z, by using the parameters in the left column. An X indicates that statistics will be collected for the set designated
at the top of the column. You can locate the row of X's that corresponds to the set statistics you want to accumulate and
then use the parameters shown in that row; or you can locate specific parameters in the left column and use the table to
verify which statistics will be accumulated.

Area Statement  Set Occurrences   
AREA = A1 Owner in A1 Member in

A1
Owner in A1 Member in
A2

Owner in A2 Member in
A2

Owner in A2 Member in
A1
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(no coded parameters) X X X X
OWNERSET X X X X
NOOWNERSET   X X
MEMBERSET X X X X
NOMEMBERSET  X X  
OWNERSET,
MEMBERSET

X X X X

OWNERSET,
NOMEMBERSET

 X X  

NOOWNERSET,
MEMBERSET

  X X

NOOWNERSET,
NOMEMBERSET

  X  

NOSWEEP   X X
NOSWEEP,
MEMBERSET

  X X

NOSWEEP,
NOMEMBERSET

  X  

NOSWEEP, OWNERSET   X X
NOSWEEP,
NOOWNERSET

  X X

NOSWEEP,
OWNERSET,
MEMBERSET

  X X

NOSWEEP,
OWNERSET,
NOMEMBERSET

  X  

NOSWEEP,
NOOWNERSET,
MEMBERSET

  X X

NOSWEEP,
NOOWNERSET,
NOMEMBERSET

  X  

Exhibit 3.10a: Use of Parameters to Collect Set Statistics in AUTOMATIC Mode

Set Statement  Set Occurrences    
SET = Z Owner in A1 Member

in A1
Owner in A1 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A1

Set Z

(no coded
parameters)

X X X X X

WALK X X X X X
NOWALK X X X X  
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Exhibit 3.10b: Use of Parameters to Collect Set Statistics in AUTOMATIC Mode

Area and Set
Statements

 Set Occurrences    

AREA = A1 Owner in A1 Member
in A1

Owner in A1 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A1

Set Z

OWNERSET
SET = Z

X X X X X

MEMBERSET
SET = Z

X X X X X

NOMEMBERSET
SET = Z (1)

 X X  X

NOOWNERSET
SET = Z (2)

  X X X

MEMBERSET,
OWNERSET
SET = Z

X X X X X

NOMEMBERSET,
OWNERSET
SET = Z (1)

 X X  X

MEMBERSET,
NOOWNERSET
SET = Z (2)

  X X X

NOMEMBERSET,
NOOWNERSET
SET = Z (3)

  X  X

MEMBERSET
SET = Z,
NOWALK

X X X X  

NOMEMBERSET
SET = Z, (1)
NOWALK

 X X   

NOOWNERSET
SET = Z, (2)
NOWALK

  X X  

MEMBERSET,
OWNERSET
SET = Z,
NOWALK

X X X X  

NOMEMBERSET,
OWNERSET
SET = Z (2)
NOWALK

 X X   

MEMBERSET,
NOOWNERSET
SET = Z, (2)
NOWALK

 X X   
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NOMEMBERSET,
NOOWNERSET
SET = Z, (3)
NOWALK

 X    

NOSWEEP
SET = Z, (2)

 X X X  

NOSWEEP
SET = Z, (2)
NOWALK

 X X   

NOTES:

(1)If a member of Set Z is in AREA A1, an error message is produced, and none of the other statistics are accumulated.

(2)If the owner of SET Z is in AREA A1, an error message is produced, and none of the other statistics are accumulated.

(3)If the owner or member of SET Z is in AREA A1, an error message is produced, and none of the other statistics are
accumulated.

Exhibit 3.10c: Use of Parameters to Collect Set Statistics in AUTOMATIC Mode

Automatic Mode Exhibits

This table shows (on several pages) which set statistics will be collected, from a database containing areas A1 and A2
and Set Z, by using the parameters in the left column. An X indicates that statistics will be collected for the set designated
at the top of the column. You can locate the row of X's that corresponds to the set statistics you want to accumulate and
then use the parameters shown in that row; or you can locate specific parameters in the left column and use the table to
verify which statistics will be accumulated.

Area Statement  Set Occurrences   
AREA = A1 Owner in A1 Member in

A1
Owner in A1 Member in
A2

Owner in A2 Member in
A2

Owner in A2 Member in
A1

(no coded parameters) X X X X
OWNERSET X X X X
NOOWNERSET   X X
MEMBERSET X X X X
NOMEMBERSET  X X  
OWNERSET,
MEMBERSET

X X X X

OWNERSET,
NOMEMBERSET

 X X  

NOOWNERSET,
MEMBERSET

  X X

NOOWNERSET,
NOMEMBERSET

  X  

NOSWEEP   X X
NOSWEEP,
MEMBERSET

  X X

NOSWEEP,
NOMEMBERSET

  X  

NOSWEEP, OWNERSET   X X
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NOSWEEP,
NOOWNERSET

  X X

NOSWEEP,
OWNERSET,
MEMBERSET

  X X

NOSWEEP,
OWNERSET,
NOMEMBERSET

  X  

NOSWEEP,
NOOWNERSET,
MEMBERSET

  X X

NOSWEEP,
NOOWNERSET,
NOMEMBERSET

  X  

Exhibit 3.10a: Use of Parameters to Collect Set Statistics in AUTOMATIC Mode

Set Statement  Set Occurrences    
SET = Z Owner in A1 Member

in A1
Owner in A1 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A1

Set Z

(no coded
parameters)

X X X X X

WALK X X X X X
NOWALK X X X X  

Exhibit 3.10b: Use of Parameters to Collect Set Statistics in AUTOMATIC Mode

Area and Set
Statements

 Set Occurrences    

AREA = A1 Owner in A1 Member
in A1

Owner in A1 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A1

Set Z

OWNERSET
SET = Z

X X X X X

MEMBERSET
SET = Z

X X X X X

NOMEMBERSET
SET = Z (1)

 X X  X

NOOWNERSET
SET = Z (2)

  X X X

MEMBERSET,
OWNERSET
SET = Z

X X X X X

NOMEMBERSET,
OWNERSET
SET = Z (1)

 X X  X

MEMBERSET,
NOOWNERSET
SET = Z (2)

  X X X
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NOMEMBERSET,
NOOWNERSET
SET = Z (3)

  X  X

MEMBERSET
SET = Z,
NOWALK

X X X X  

NOMEMBERSET
SET = Z, (1)
NOWALK

 X X   

NOOWNERSET
SET = Z, (2)
NOWALK

  X X  

MEMBERSET,
OWNERSET
SET = Z,
NOWALK

X X X X  

NOMEMBERSET,
OWNERSET
SET = Z (2)
NOWALK

 X X   

MEMBERSET,
NOOWNERSET
SET = Z, (2)
NOWALK

 X X   

NOMEMBERSET,
NOOWNERSET
SET = Z, (3)
NOWALK

 X    

NOSWEEP
SET = Z, (2)

 X X X  

NOSWEEP
SET = Z, (2)
NOWALK

 X X   

NOTES:

(1)If a member of Set Z is in AREA A1, an error message is produced, and none of the other statistics are accumulated.

(2)If the owner of SET Z is in AREA A1, an error message is produced, and none of the other statistics are accumulated.

(3)If the owner or member of SET Z is in AREA A1, an error message is produced, and none of the other statistics are
accumulated.

Exhibit 3.10c: Use of Parameters to Collect Set Statistics in AUTOMATIC Mode

EXPLICIT
In the EXPLICIT Mode, statistics for areas, records, and sets are only accumulated for areas or sets that you specify
with optional statements. Area statistics and record statistics are accumulated for any SWEEP area. Accumulation of
set statistics is controlled by the MEMBERSET and OWNERSET parameters of the AREA statement, and by the SET
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statement. At the end of the EXPLICIT mode section, Exhibits 3.15a-e show which set statistics will be collected with
various combinations of parameters.

The REPORTS statement allows you to specify which reports you want produced.

AREA Statement

In the EXPLICIT Mode, the AREA statement is used to include an area, or a portion of an area, in processing. (CA IDMS/
DB Analyzer will also sweep an area if the owner of a set specified in a SET statement resides in the area.) The AREA
statement is meaningful only if you selected either ACCUMULATE or ALL in the PROCESS statement.

Exhibit 3.11: AREA Statement Syntax
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AREA Parameter

A
REA=area-name

In the EXPLICIT mode, the AREA parameter identifies an area you want to include in processing. It must be an area that
is defined in the subschema you are processing.

Default Parameters

You do not have to specify default parameters such as SWEEP. They may, however, be entered for documentation
purposes.

SWEEP Parameter

,
SW
EEP

SWEEP indicates that you want to accumulate area and record statistics from the area.

In the EXPLICIT Mode, each area named is automatically swept even when you do not specify SWEEP. If you enter a
SET statement, the area in which the owner resides is swept.

Default: The default is SWEEP.

NOTE
Do not use NOSWEEP in the EXPLICIT Mode. You will get an error message.

MEMBERSET/NOMEMBERSET Parameter

 

, < MEMBERSET >
\ NOMEMBERSET /

The MEMBERSET/NOMEMBERSET option allows you to control accumulation of set statistics for sets whose member
records reside in the specified area.

 M
EMBERSET

MEMBERSET indicates that you want to accumulate statistics for all sets whose member records are in this area and
whose owner records are in an area being swept. No SET statement is necessary to explicitly name these sets.

 NOM
EMBERSET
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NOMEMBERSET indicates that you do not want to accumulate statistics for any sets whose member records are in
the specified area, unless a SET statement explicitly names the set. Set statistics for sets whose owners are in an area
designated OWNERSET are accumulated even if members are in a NOMEMBERSET area. (OWNERSET overrides
NOMEMBERSET.)

Default: The default is NOMEMBERSET.

OWNERSET/NOOWNERSET Parameter

 

, < OWNERSET >
\ NOOWNERSET /

The OWNERSET/NOOWNERSET option allows you to control the accumulation of set statistics for all sets whose owners
reside in the area named in the area statement.

 O
WNERSET

OWNERSET indicates that you want to accumulate set statistics for all sets whose owners reside in the area named in the
area statement. No SET statement is necessary to explicitly name those sets.

 NOO
WNERSET

NOOWNERSET indicates that you do not want to accumulate set statistics for any set whose owner resides in the area
named in the area statement, unless a SET statement explicitly names the set. Statistics will be accumulated for a set
whose owner resides in the specified area if any of its members are in an area for which MEMBERSET is specified.
(MEMBERSET overrides NOOWNERSET.)

Default: The default is NOOWNERSET.
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Exhibit 3.12: Use of Parameter Statements to Collect Statistics

START Parameter

,
STA
RT=page-number
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START limits processing to a specified portion of an area. You specify the beginning page number for the part of the area
you want to sweep.

Default: The default value is the lowest page number for the entire area.

STOP Parameter

,
STO
P=page-number

STOP limits processing to a specified portion of an area. It indicates the ending page number for the part of the area you
want to sweep.

Default: The default value is the highest page number for the entire area.

AREADIST Parameter

,
A
READIST=(hpage1,hpage2,...hpage10)

AREADIST allows you to specify the high page numbers for up to 10 distribution ranges. For example, if the area started
on page 1 and ended on page 100, AREADIST=(10,20,30) would represent page ranges of 1-10, 11-20, 21-30, and
31-100. These distribution ranges are used to show the spread of various physical characteristics across an area.

Default: The default ranges are 10 page ranges having equal numbers of pages. The number of pages in each range is
equal to

  ( stop page - start page + 1 )

                     10

Rules:

• You must enter values in numerical order from lowest to highest.
• The first entry must be equal to or greater than the number of the area start page. The last entry must be less than or

equal to the number of the area stop page.
• If you enter 10 values, the tenth entry must equal the number of the area stop page.
• If you enter fewer than 10 values, CA IDMS/DB Analyzer inserts the number of the area stop page as an additional

entry.

AREA Parameter
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A
REA=area-name

In the EXPLICIT mode, the AREA parameter identifies an area you want to include in processing. It must be an area that
is defined in the subschema you are processing.

Default Parameters

You do not have to specify default parameters such as SWEEP. They may, however, be entered for documentation
purposes.

SWEEP Parameter

,
SW
EEP

SWEEP indicates that you want to accumulate area and record statistics from the area.

In the EXPLICIT Mode, each area named is automatically swept even when you do not specify SWEEP. If you enter a
SET statement, the area in which the owner resides is swept.

Default: The default is SWEEP.

NOTE
Do not use NOSWEEP in the EXPLICIT Mode. You will get an error message.

MEMBERSET/NOMEMBERSET Parameter

 

, < MEMBERSET >

\ NOMEMBERSET /

The MEMBERSET/NOMEMBERSET option allows you to control accumulation of set statistics for sets whose member
records reside in the specified area.

 M
EMBERSET

MEMBERSET indicates that you want to accumulate statistics for all sets whose member records are in this area and
whose owner records are in an area being swept. No SET statement is necessary to explicitly name these sets.

 NOM
EMBERSET
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NOMEMBERSET indicates that you do not want to accumulate statistics for any sets whose member records are in
the specified area, unless a SET statement explicitly names the set. Set statistics for sets whose owners are in an area
designated OWNERSET are accumulated even if members are in a NOMEMBERSET area. (OWNERSET overrides
NOMEMBERSET.)

Default: The default is NOMEMBERSET.

OWNERSET/NOOWNERSET Parameter

, < OWNERSET >

\ NOOWNERSET /

The OWNERSET/NOOWNERSET option allows you to control the accumulation of set statistics for all sets whose owners
reside in the area named in the area statement.

 O
WNERSET

OWNERSET indicates that you want to accumulate set statistics for all sets whose owners reside in the area named in the
area statement. No SET statement is necessary to explicitly name those sets.

 NOO
WNERSET

NOOWNERSET indicates that you do not want to accumulate set statistics for any set whose owner resides in the area
named in the area statement, unless a SET statement explicitly names the set. Statistics will be accumulated for a set
whose owner resides in the specified area if any of its members are in an area for which MEMBERSET is specified.
(MEMBERSET overrides NOOWNERSET.)

Default: The default is NOOWNERSET.
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Exhibit 3.12: Use of Parameter Statements to Collect Statistics

START Parameter

,
STA
RT=page-number
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START limits processing to a specified portion of an area. You specify the beginning page number for the part of the area
you want to sweep.

Default: The default value is the lowest page number for the entire area.

STOP Parameter

,
STO
P=page-number

STOP limits processing to a specified portion of an area. It indicates the ending page number for the part of the area you
want to sweep.

Default: The default value is the highest page number for the entire area.

AREADIST Parameter

,
A
READIST=(hpage1,hpage2,...hpage10)

AREADIST allows you to specify the high page numbers for up to 10 distribution ranges. For example, if the area started
on page 1 and ended on page 100, AREADIST=(10,20,30) would represent page ranges of 1-10, 11-20, 21-30, and
31-100. These distribution ranges are used to show the spread of various physical characteristics across an area.

Default: The default ranges are 10 page ranges having equal numbers of pages. The number of pages in each range is
equal to

  ( stop page - start page + 1 )

                     10

Rules:

• You must enter values in numerical order from lowest to highest.
• The first entry must be equal to or greater than the number of the area start page. The last entry must be less than or

equal to the number of the area stop page.
• If you enter 10 values, the tenth entry must equal the number of the area stop page.
• If you enter fewer than 10 values, CA IDMS/DB Analyzer inserts the number of the area stop page as an additional

entry.
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SET Statement

In the EXPLICIT Mode, the SET statement is used to accumulate statistics for a specific set type. Use this statement for
SR8 (integrated index) sets, as well as non-index sets.

To use the SET statement, you must select either the ACCUMULATE option or the ALL option in the PROCESS
statement.

Exhibit 3.13: SET Statement Syntax

SET Parameter
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S
ET=set-name

SET identifies the set type or SR8 index set type you want to include. The SET statement is not necessary if
MEMBERSET is specified for the area containing the set members and the owner resides in an area being swept, or if
OWNERSET is specified for the area containing the set owner.

When you use a SET statement, the area containing the set owner will always be swept, even though there is no AREA
statement; area and record statistics will be accumulated for the area in which the owner of the set resides.

WALK Parameter

,
W
ALK

WALK allows you to accumulate set statistics for a set type. WALK is set by default. It can be entered for documentation
purposes.

NOTE
Do not use NOWALK in the EXPLICIT Mode. You will get an error message.

IIXWALK/NOIIXWALK Parameter

 

 < 
IIXW
ALK >

,
 \ 
NOIIXW
ALK /

The IIXWALK/NOIIXWALK option allows you to control access of integrated index set members.

IIXW ALK- indicates that you want to accumulate statistics for the integrated index set members for this integrated index
set. IIXWALK is a set by default; it can be coded for documentation purposes.

NOIIXW ALK- indicates that you do not want to accumulate statistics for the integrated index set members of this
integrated index set. Use NOIIXWALK when you are in explicit mode to bypass access of each IIX set member.
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LNTHDIST Parameter

,LNTHDIST=(hbound1,hbound2,...hbound9)

LNTHDIST indicates upper limits for up to nine set length distribution ranges. Set length is defined as the number of
member records in a given set occurrence. A set occurrence with nine member records falls within the distribution range
1-10. CA IDMS/DB Analyzer always sets 0-0 as the first distribution range. You can specify up to nine upper limits for
other ranges.

Default: The default values are 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 99999999. These are the upper limits for the set length
distribution ranges 1-10, 11-20, 21-30 ... 81-99999999.

Rule:

• You must enter numeric values from lowest to highest.

Cluster Distribution Ranges

In the AUTOMATIC Mode, statistics for reporting the page-spread of VIA clusters are automatically accumulated, unless
a set type is excluded by using NOWALK. This reporting is done by means of program-defined page ranges called cluster
distribution ranges. The cluster distribution ranges are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6-7, 8-10, 11-15, 16-20, 21+. Each of the first five
ranges consists of a single page. A cluster that is wholly contained on one page falls within range 1. A cluster spread
across two pages falls within range 2. A cluster spread across nine pages falls within range 8-10. You cannot modify the
cluster distribution ranges.

SET Parameter

S
ET=set-name

SET identifies the set type or SR8 index set type you want to include. The SET statement is not necessary if
MEMBERSET is specified for the area containing the set members and the owner resides in an area being swept, or if
OWNERSET is specified for the area containing the set owner.

When you use a SET statement, the area containing the set owner will always be swept, even though there is no AREA
statement; area and record statistics will be accumulated for the area in which the owner of the set resides.

WALK Parameter

,
W
ALK

WALK allows you to accumulate set statistics for a set type. WALK is set by default. It can be entered for documentation
purposes.

NOTE
Do not use NOWALK in the EXPLICIT Mode. You will get an error message.
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IIXWALK/NOIIXWALK Parameter

 

 < 
IIXW
ALK >

,
 \ 
NOIIXW
ALK /

The IIXWALK/NOIIXWALK option allows you to control access of integrated index set members.

IIXW ALK - indicates that you want to accumulate statistics for the integrated index set members for this integrated index
set. IIXWALK is a set by default; it can be coded for documentation purposes.

NOIIXW ALK - indicates that you do not want to accumulate statistics for the integrated index set members of this
integrated index set. Use NOIIXWALK when you are in explicit mode to bypass access of each IIX set member.

LNTHDIST Parameter

,LNTHDIST=(hbound1,hbound2,...hbound9)

LNTHDIST indicates upper limits for up to nine set length distribution ranges. Set length is defined as the number of
member records in a given set occurrence. A set occurrence with nine member records falls within the distribution range
1-10. CA IDMS/DB Analyzer always sets 0-0 as the first distribution range. You can specify up to nine upper limits for
other ranges.

Default: The default values are 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 99999999. These are the upper limits for the set length
distribution ranges 1-10, 11-20, 21-30 ... 81-99999999.

Rule:

• You must enter numeric values from lowest to highest.

Cluster Distribution Ranges

In the EXPLICIT Mode, statistics for reporting the page-spread of VIA clusters are accumulated for each set type
specified. This reporting is done by means of program-defined page ranges called cluster distribution ranges. The cluster
distribution ranges are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6-7, 8-10, 11-15, 16-20, 21+. Each of the first five ranges consists of a single page. A
cluster that is wholly contained on one page falls within range 1. A cluster spread across two pages falls within range 2. A
cluster spread across nine pages falls within range 8-10.

You cannot modify the cluster distribution ranges.
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REPORT Statement

When you specify either PROCESS=REPORTS or PROCESS=ALL, in the AUTOMATIC Mode all CA IDMS/DB Analyzer
reports are produced. In this case, use the REPORT statement to suppress the production of a specific CA IDMS/DB
Analyzer report. Use a separate REPORT statement for each report you want to suppress.

Exhibit 3.9: REPORT Statement Syntax

 R
EPORT=
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REPORT identifies the REPORT statement and is followed by the name of the CA IDMS/DB Analyzer report you want to
suppress. Select only one report name for each REPORT statement that you use.

In AUTOMATIC Mode when none of the optional parameters are present:

 AREA

AREA indicates that the Area Report is not to be produced.

 RECORD

RECORD indicates that the Record Report is not to be produced.

 SET

SET indicates that the Set Report is not to be produced. In addition, for an SR8 (integrated index) set the SR8 Index
Report is not to be produced.

Use the NO version of the optional parameters to indicate that the report is to be produced, but the indicated selection of
the report is to be bypassed.

 

 < 
S
TATISTICS >

,
 \ 
NOS
TATISTICS /

Indicates whether the Statistics section of the report is to be produced.

Default: The default is STATISTICS and does not need to be specified.
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 < 
R
ECORD >

 ,
 \ 
NOR
ECORD /

Indicates whether the Record section of the report is to be produced.

NOTE
The RECORD/NORECORD parameter is only valid with the AREA report to bypass the Analysis By Record
section, or with the SET report to bypass the Multi-member Set section.

Default: The default is RECORD and does not need to be specified.

 

 < 
DISTRIBUTION
 >

 ,
 \ 
NOD
ISTRIBUTION /

Indicates whether the Distribution section of the report is to be produced.

Default: The default is DISTRIBUTION and does not need to be specified.

< HISTOGRAM >

, \ NOHISTOGRAM /

Indicates whether the Histogram section of the report is to be produced.

Default: The default is HISTOGRAM and does not need to be specified.

AREA Statement

In the EXPLICIT Mode, the AREA statement is used to include an area, or a portion of an area, in processing. (CA IDMS/
DB Analyzer will also sweep an area if the owner of a set specified in a SET statement resides in the area.) The AREA
statement is meaningful only if you selected either ACCUMULATE or ALL in the PROCESS statement.
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Exhibit 3.11: AREA Statement Syntax

SET Statement

In the EXPLICIT Mode, the SET statement is used to accumulate statistics for a specific set type. Use this statement for
SR8 (integrated index) sets, as well as non-index sets.

To use the SET statement, you must select either the ACCUMULATE option or the ALL option in the PROCESS
statement.
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Exhibit 3.13: SET Statement Syntax

REPORT Statement

In the EXPLICIT Mode, use the REPORT statement to specify reports that you want generated. To use the REPORT
statement, you must select either the REPORTS option or the ALL option of the PROCESS statement.

In the EXPLICIT Mode, you must include a REPORT statement for each report you want produced. If you do not enter any
REPORT statements, no reports will be produced.
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Exhibit 3.14: REPORT Statement Syntax

 R
EPORT

REPORT identifies the REPORT statement and is followed by the names of the CA IDMS/DB Analyzer reports available.
Select one and only one report name for each REPORT statement.

In the EXPLICIT Mode:
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 AREA

AREA indicates that you want to include the Area Report.

 RECORD

RECORD indicates that you want to include the Record Report.

 SET

SET indicates that you want to include the Set Report. For an SR8 (integrated index) set, in addition to the Set Report, the
SR8 Index Report will be generated.

<STATISTICS >

, \NOSTATISTICS /

Explicit Mode Exhibits

This table shows (on several pages) which set statistics will be collected, from a database containing areas A1 and A2
and Set Z, by using the parameters shown in the left column. Set Z has neither owner nor members in A1 or A2. An X
indicates that statistics will be collected for the set designated at the top of the column. You can locate the row of X's
that corresponds to the set statistics you want to accumulate and then use the parameters shown in that row; or you
can locate specific parameters in the left column and use the table to verify which statistics will be accumulated. Default
parameters shown with an asterisk (*) need not be coded.

Area Statement  Set Occurrences   
AREA = A1 Owner in A1 Member in

A1
Owner in A1 Member in
A2

Owner in A2 Member in
A2

Owner in A2 Member in
A1

(no coded parameters)
(1)

    

OWNERSET,
MEMBERSET

X X   

OWNERSET,
NOMEMBERSET*

X X   

NOOWNERSET,*
MEMBERSET

X    

NOOWNERSET,*
NOMEMBERSET*

    

NOSWEEP (2)     

NOTES:

(1) An AREA statement without any parameters will produce no set statistics in EXPLICIT mode. (It will produce area and
record statistics. See Exhibit 3.13)
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(2) NOSWEEP is not used in the EXPLICIT Mode. If you use NOSWEEP, an error message will result.

Exhibit 3.15a: Use of Parameters to Collect Set Statistics in EXPLICIT Mode

Set Statement  Set Occurrences    
SET = Z Owner in A1 Member

in A1
Owner in A1 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A1

Set Z

(no coded
parameters)

    X

WALK*     X
NOWALK (1)      

NOTE
(1) NOWALK is not used in the EXPLICIT Mode. An error message will result.

Exhibit 3.15b: Use of Parameters to Collect Set Statistics in EXPLICIT Mode

Statement  Set Occurrences    
SET = A1 Owner in A1 Member

in A1
Owner in A1 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A1

Set Z

MEMBERSET,
OWNERSET
SET = Z

X X   X

NOMEMBERSET,*
OWNERSET
SET = Z

X X   X

MEMBERSET,
NOOWNERSET*
SET = Z

X    X

NOMEMBERSET,*
NOOWNERSET*
SET = Z

    X

Exhibit 3.15c: Use of Parameters to Collect Set Statistics in EXPLICIT Mode

EXPLICIT Mode
In the EXPLICIT Mode, statistics for areas, records, and sets are only accumulated for areas or sets that you specify
with optional statements. Area statistics and record statistics are accumulated for any SWEEP area. Accumulation of
set statistics is controlled by the MEMBERSET and OWNERSET parameters of the AREA statement, and by the SET
statement. At the end of the EXPLICIT mode section, Exhibits 3.15a-e show which set statistics will be collected with
various combinations of parameters.

The REPORTS statement allows you to specify which reports you want produced.

DB Analyzer Operations
This section contains the JCL necessary for executing CA IDMS/DB Analyzer in a z/OS, OS/390, VSE/ESA, or z/VM
environment. It contains sample JCL for using various PROCESS options of CA IDMS/DB Analyzer.
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CA IDMS/DB Analyzer JCL
This section contains the JCL necessary for executing CA IDMS/DB Analyzer in a z/OS, OS/390, VSE/ESA, or z/
VM environment. It contains sample JCL for using various PROCESS options of CA IDMS/DB Analyzer. For each
environment, a key to the variables is given, followed by JCL for the following options:

• Statistics Accumulation only
• Statistics Accumulation and Report Preparation
• Individual Report Preparation
• Comparative Report Preparation.

A summary of file use is given at the end of the section in Exhibit 4.1.

z/OS and OS/390 Environment
Contents

Samples of JCL for a z/OS or OS/390 environment are given on the following pages. A key to the user variables for all
options precedes the JCL.

• tool.loadlib -- The dataset name of the z/OS or OS/390 library into which you downloaded CA IDMS/DB Analyzer.
• idms.loadlib -- The dataset name of the z/OS or OS/390 library in which your DMCL and subschema reside.
• sort.loadlib -- The dataset name of the z/OS or OS/390 library in which your sort modules reside.
• disk -- The unit address of the disk drive you want to use for the CA IDMS/DB Analyzer execution file or a generic

assignment to indicate a disk drive allocation.
• dbfil01/dbfilnn -- The DDNAMEs of the database files to be accessed.
• user.dbfil01/user.dbfilnn -- The dataset names of the database files to be accessed.
• a -- The appropriate SYSOUT class for your installation.
• dbnlyzr.file1 -- The dataset name assigned to your statistics file.
• dbnlyzr.file2 -- The dataset name assigned to your "old" statistics file for comparative reports. Only statistics from a

single release of CA IDMS/DB Analyzer can be compared.
• dbnlyzr.file3 -- The dataset name assigned to your LDEL file.

Statistics Accumulation Only

The JCL for statistics accumulation only follows.

//*

//* THIS JCL IS FOR STATISTICS ACCUMULATION ONLY

//*

//DBANLYZR EXEC PGM=USNDRVR

//STEPLIB        DD  DSN=your.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//               DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SORTLIB        DD  DSN=sort.loadlib,DISP=SHR
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//SORTWK01       DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,1)

//SORTWK02       DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,1)

//SORTWK03       DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,1)

//SORTMSG        DD  SYSOUT=a

//dbfil01        DD  DSN=user.dbfil01,DISP=SHR

//                  .

//                  .

//                  .

//dbfilnn        DD    DSN=user.dbfilnn,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST         DD    SYSOUT=a

//SYSPRINT       DD    SYSOUT=a

//DBMSDMP        DD    SYSOUT=a

//DBMSOUT        DD    SYSOUT=a

//SYSUDUMP       DD    SYSOUT=a

//OUTPUT         DD    SYSOUT=a

//STAT1          DD    DSN=dbnlyzr.file1,

//                     DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//                     UNIT=disk,

//                     SPACE=(TRK,(1,2),RLSE)

//LDEL           DD    DSN=dbnlyzr.file3,

//                     DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),
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//                     UNIT=disk,

//                     SPACE=(TRK,(1,2),RLSE)

//SYSIPT         DD    *

  PROCESS=ACCUMULATE,...

/*

//SYSIDMS        DD    *

  SYSIDMS PARAMETERS...

/*

Statistics Accumulation and Report Preparation

JCL for statistics accumulation and report preparation follows. This JCL is identical to the JCL for statistics accumulation
except for the PROCESS statement.

//*

//* THIS JCL IS FOR STATISTICS ACCUMULATION AND

//* REPORT PREPARATION

//*

//DBANLYZR EXEC PGM=USNDRVR

//STEPLIB        DD    DSN=your.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//               DD    DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SORTLIB        DD    DSN=sort.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SORTWK01       DD    UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,1)

//SORTWK02       DD    UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,1)

//SORTWK03       DD    UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,1)

//sortmsg        DD    SYSOUT=a

//dbfil01        DD    DSN=user.dbfil01,DISP=SHR
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//                     .

//                     .

//                     .

//dbfilnn        DD    DSN=user.dbfilnn,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST         DD    SYSOUT=a

//SYSPRINT       DD    SYSOUT=a

//DBMSDMP        DD    SYSOUT=a

//DBMSOUT        DD    SYSOUT=a

//SYSUDUMP       DD    SYSOUT=a

//OUTPUT         DD    SYSOUT=a

//STAT1          DD    DSN=dbnlyzr.file1,

//                     DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//                     UNIT=disk,

//                     SPACE=(TRK,(1,2),RLSE)

//LDEL            DD   DSN=dbnlyzr.file3,

//                     DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//                     UNIT=disk,

//                     SPACE=(TRK,(1,2),RLSE)

//SYSIPT          DD   *

  PROCESS=ALL,...

/*

//SYSIDMS         DD    *
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  SYSIDMS PARAMETERS...

/*

Individual Report Preparation

The JCL for individual report preparation only follows.

//*

//* THIS JCL IS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF

//* INDIVIDUAL REPORTS ONLY

//*

//DBANLYZR EXEC PGM=USNDRVR

//STEPLIB        DD    DSN=your.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//               DD    DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST         DD    SYSOUT=a

//SYSPRINT       DD    SYSOUT=a

//DBMSDMP        DD    SYSOUT=a

//DBMSOUT        DD    SYSOUT=a

//SYSUDUMP       DD    SYSOUT=a

//OUTPUT         DD    SYSOUT=a

//STAT1          DD    DSN=dbnlyzr.file1,DISP=SHR

//SYSIPT         DD    *

  PROCESS=REPORTS,...

/*
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//SYSIDMS        DD    *

  SYSIDMS PARAMETERS...

/*

Comparative Report Preparation

JCL for comparative report preparation only follows. This JCL is identical to the JCL for individual report preparation
except that the name of an additional statistical file has been added and the PROCESS statement includes the
COMPARE option.

NOTE
Only statistics from a single release of CA IDMS/DB Analyzer can be compared.

//*

//* THIS JCL IS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF

//* COMPARISON REPORTS ONLY

//*

//DBANLYZR EXEC PGM=USNDRVR

//STEPLIB       DD    DSN=your.tool library,DISP=SHR

//              DD    DSN=your.idms.library,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST        DD    SYSOUT=a

//SYSPRINT      DD    SYSOUT=a

//DBMSDMP       DD    SYSOUT=a

//DBMSOUT       DD    SYSOUT=a

//SYSUDUMP      DD    SYSOUT=a

//OUTPUT        DD    SYSOUT=a

//STAT1         DD    DSN=dbnlyzr.file1,DISP=SHR
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//STAT2         DD    DSN=dbnlyze.file2,DISP=SHR

//SYSIPT        DD    *

  PROCESS=REPORTS,COMPARE

/*

//SYSIDMS       DD    *

  SYSIDMS PARAMETERS...

/*

VSE/ESA Environment
The following topics provide sample JCL for a VSE/ESA environment. A key to the user variables for all options precedes
the JCL.

VSE/ESA File Assignments

Even if you use a storage management tool such as BrightStor CA-Dynam/T Tape Management for VSE, CA IDMS/
DB Analyzer requires an ASSGN statement for every file except SORTWKnn (including STAT1, STAT2, LDEL, and
diagnostics files). This ASSGN is required because CA IDMS/DB Analyzer has its own device-independent support which
dynamically builds a DTF based on the device type indicated by the ASSGN. Unless the ASSIGN specifies VSAM or
BDAM, the file may be defined with either DLBL or TLBL.

File Processing Alternate Method

Occasionally you will receive a message that a file is not VSAM. The message indicates that the dataset will be processed
SAM instead of VSAM because CA IDMS/DB Analyzer was not able to find the dataset in the VSAM catalog. The
allocation will not affect processing results.
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• sort.work1/sort.work4 -- The file ID of each of the four sort work files.
• volser -- The volume serial number or generic assignment of the disk volume on which the file, specified in the

preceding DLBL statement, resides.
• rel-trk-blk -- Relative track or relative block numbers: the starting position on the DASD for storage of the work file

specified in the previous statement.
• amount -- The space allocation you need to store the file specified in the previous statement.
• dbfil01/dbfilnn -- The file name of each of the database files to be accessed.
• user.dbfil01/user.dbfilnn  -- The file ID of each of the database files to be accessed.
• SYSnnn -- The programmer logical units of the database files to be accessed.
• dbnlyzr.file1 -- The file ID assigned to your "new" statistics file.
• dbnlyzr.file2 -- The file ID assigned to your "old" statistics file. Only statistics from a single release of CA IDMS/DB

Analyzer can be compared.
• dbnlyzr.file3 -- The file ID assigned to your LDEL file.
• #k -- The number of kilobytes of storage to be made available to the sort phase.
• tool.loadlib -- The data set name of the library into which you installed CA IDMS/DB Analyzer.
• idms.loadlib -- The data set name of the library in which your DMCL and subschema reside.
• TOOL.sublib/IDMS.sublib -- The sublibrary names into which you installed the CA IDMS tools and CA IDMS

products.

Statistics Accumulation Only

The JCL for statistics accumulation only follows.

 // JOB DBNLYZR
 // OPTION LOG,PARTDUMP
 *
 *       -------- WORK FILES -------------
 // DLBL SORTWK1,'sort.work1',0,SD       SORT WORK #1
 // EXTENT SYS001,,,rel-trk-blk,amount 
 // ASSGN  SYS001,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // DLBL SORTWK2,'sort.work2',0,SD       SORT WORK #2
 // EXTENT SYS002,,,rel-trk-blk,amount 
 // ASSGN  SYS002,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // DLBL SORTWK3,'sort.work3',0,SD       SORT WORK #3
 // EXTENT SYS003,,,rel-trk-blk,amount 
 // ASSGN  SYS003,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // DLBL SORTWK4,'sort.work4',0,SD       SORT WORK #4
 // EXTENT SYS004,,,rel-trk-blk,amount 
 // ASSGN  SYS004,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 *       -----DATABASE FILES -------------
 // DLBL DBFIL01,'user.dbfil01',,DA     USER DATABASE FILE #01
 // EXTENT SYSnnn,
 // ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
    .
    .
    .
 // DLBL DBFILnn,'user.dbfilnn',,DA     USER DATABASE FILE #NN
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 // EXTENT SYSnnn 
 // ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 *       -----ANALYZER FILES -------------
 // DLBL   STAT1,'dbnlyzr.file1,0,SD    STATS ACCUMULATION FILE 1
 // EXTENT SYS010,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount 
 // ASSGN  SYS010,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // DLBL   STAT2,'dbnlyzr.file2',0,SD    STATS ACCUMULATION FILE 2
 // EXTENT SYS011,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount 
 // ASSGN  SYS010,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // ASSGN  SYS012,SYSLST       CA, DIAGNOSTICS - OUTPUT
 // ASSGN  SYS013,SYSLST       CA, DIAGNOSTICS - OUTPUT
 // ASSGN  SYS015,SYSLST       USNDRVR OUTPUT LIST FILE
 // DLBL   LDEL,'dbnlyzr.file3',0,SD     LDEL FILE - OUTPUT
 // EXTENT SYS014,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount 
 // ASSGN  SYS014,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 *
 *       ---- LIBRARY DEFINITIONS --------
 // DLBL TOOL,'tool.loadlib'
 // EXTENT ,volser 
 // DLBL IDMS,'idms.loadlib'
 // EXTENT ,volser 
 *
 // LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(TOOL.sublib,IDMS.sublib)
 *
 // DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD
 // EXEC USNDRVR,SIZE=(USNDRVR,NK)
 *
 *  Rxx.xx SYSIDMS PARAMETERS
 /*
 PROCESS=ACCUMULATE,...
    .
    .  (ADDITIONAL PARAMETER STATEMENTS)
    .
 /*
 /&
 

Statistics Accumulation and Report Preparation

The JCL for statistics accumulation and report preparation follows. This JCL is identical to the JCL for statistics
accumulation except for the PROCESS statement.

 // JOB DBNLYZR
 // OPTION LOG,PARTDUMP
 *       -------- WORK FILES -------------
 // DLBL SORTWK1,'sort.work1',0,SD       SORT WORK #1
 // EXTENT SYS001,,,rel-trk-blk,amount 
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 // ASSGN  SYS001,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // DLBL SORTWK2,'sort.work2',0,SD       SORT WORK #2
 // EXTENT SYS002,,,rel-trk-blk,amount 
 // ASSGN  SYS002,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // DLBL SORTWK3,'sort.work3',0,SD       SORT WORK #3
 // EXTENT SYS003,,,rel-trk-blk,amount 
 // ASSGN  SYS003,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // DLBL SORTWK4,'sort.work4',0,SD       SORT WORK #4
 // EXTENT SYS004,,,rel-trk-blk,amount 
 // ASSGN  SYS004,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 *       -----DATABASE FILES -------------
 // DLBL DBFIL01,'user.dbfil01',,DA     USER DATABASE FILE #01
 // EXTENT SYSnnn,
 // ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
    .
    .
    .
 // DLBL DBFILnn,'user.dbfilnn',,DA     USER DATABASE FILE #NN
 // EXTENT SYSnnn 
 // ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 *       -----ANALYZER FILES -------------
 // DLBL   STAT1,'dbnlyzr.file1,0,SD    STATS ACCUMULATION FILE 1
 // EXTENT SYS010,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount 
 // ASSGN  SYS010,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // DLBL   STAT2,'dbnlyzr.file2',0,SD    STATS ACCUMULATION FILE 2
 // EXTENT SYS011,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount 
 // ASSGN  SYS010,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // ASSGN  SYS012,SYSLST       CA, DIAGNOSTICS - OUTPUT
 // ASSGN  SYS013,SYSLST       CA, DIAGNOSTICS - OUTPUT
 // ASSGN  SYS015,SYSLST       USNDRVR OUTPUT LIST FILE
 // DLBL   LDEL,'dbnlyzr.file3',0,SD     LDEL FILE - OUTPUT
 // EXTENT SYS014,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount 
 // ASSGN  SYS014,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 *       ---- LIBRARY DEFINITIONS --------
 // DLBL TOOL,'tool.loadlib'
 // EXTENT ,volser 
 // DLBL IDMS,'idms.loadlib'
 // EXTENT ,volser 
 *
 // LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(TOOL.sublib,IDMS.sublib)
 *
 // DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD
 // EXEC USNDRVR,SIZE=(USNDRVR,NK)
 *
 *  Rxx.xx SYSIDMS PARAMETERS
 /*
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 PROCESS=ALL,...
    .
    .  (ADDITIONAL PARAMETER STATEMENTS)
    .
 /*
 /&
 

Individual Report Preparation

The sample JCL for individual report preparation only follows.

  // JOB DBNLYZR
  // OPTION LOG,PARTDUMP
  *
  // DLBL   STAT1,'dbnlyzr.file1,0,SD    STATISTICS FILE - INPUT
  // EXTENT SYS010,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount 
  // ASSGN  SYS010,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
  // ASSGN  SYS012,SYSLST       CA, DIAGNOSTICS - OUTPUT
  // ASSGN  SYS013,SYSLST       CA, DIAGNOSTICS - OUTPUT
  // EXEC USNDRVR,SIZE=(USNDRVR,#k)
  *
  *  Rxx.xx SYSIDMS PARAMETERS
  /*
  PROCESS=REPORTS,...
  /*
  /&
 

Comparative Report Preparation

JCL for comparative report preparation only follows. This JCL is identical to the JCL for individual report preparation
except that the name of an additional statistical file has been added and the PROCESS statement includes the
COMPARE option.

NOTE
Only statistics from a single release of CA IDMS/DB Analyzer can be compared.

 // JOB DBNLYZR
 // OPTION LOG,PARTDUMP
 *
 // DLBL   STAT1,'dbnlyzr.file1,0,SD    "NEW" STATISTICS FILE - INPUT
 // EXTENT SYS010,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount 
 // ASSGN  SYS010,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // DLBL   STAT2,'dbnlyzr.file2,0,SD    "OLD" STATISTICS FILE - INPUT
 // EXTENT SYS011,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount 
 // ASSGN  SYS011,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // ASSGN  SYS012,SYSLST       CA, DIAGNOSTICS - OUTPUT
 // ASSGN  SYS013,SYSLST       CA, DIAGNOSTICS - OUTPUT
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 // EXEC USNDRVR,SIZE=(USNDRVR,#k)
 *
 *  Rxx.xx SYSIDMS PARAMETERS
 /*
 PROCESS=REPORTS,COMPARE
 /*
 /&
 

Sample z/VM EXEC Part 1 -- USNEXEC1
Contents

The sample z/VM EXEC in the exhibit below can be used to accumulate statistics only or to accumulate statistics and
prepare reports. You identify which of these functions you want using CA IDMS/DB Analyzer parameter statements. See
Section3, "Parameters." Variables (shown in bold) are explained in the key on the following page.

Statistics Accumulation and/or Report Preparation

/*  */

TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR

/*                                                                   */

/*                                                                   */

TOOL_LOADLIB_FN     = 'toollib'

IDMS_LOADLIB_FN     = 'idmslib'

SORTLIB_FN          = 'sortlib'

/*                                                                   */

/* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required libraries */

/* and database file(s).                                             */

/*                                                                   */

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

 'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' TOOL_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

 'GLOBAL  TXTLIB ' SORTLIB_FN
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/*                                                                   */

/* Insert FILEDEFS as needed to define all required database files.  */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF dbfil01 DISK fn ft fm ( dcb'

 'FILEDEF dbfilnn DISK fn ft fm ( dcb'

/*                                                                   */

/* Product specific files.                                           */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SYSUDUMP PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF DBMSDMP  PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF DBMSOUT  PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SORTMSG  PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF LDEL     DISK ldel_fn ldel_ft ldel_fm'

 'FILEDEF STAT1    DISK stat1_fn stat1_ft stat1_fm'

/*                                                                   */

Exhibit 4.11a: z/VM EXEC for Statistics Accumulation and/or Report Preparation

/*                                                                   */

/*  You must create a file 'SYSIDMS INPUT A' containing the SYSIDMS  */

/*  parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.          */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS INPUT A'

/*                                                                   */

/*                                                                   */
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/*  You must create a file 'USNEXEC1 SYSIPT A' containing the input  */

/*  parameter statements prior to executing this EXEC.               */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYSIPT   DISK USNEXEC1 SYSIPT A'

/*                                                                   */

/*  Insert FILEDEF statements for SORT work space as required by     */

/*  your SORT product.                                               */

/*                                                                   */

SAY 'STARTING DATABASE ANALYZER'

SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 'EXECOS OSRUN USNDRVR'

 USNEXEC1_RC = RC

IF USNEXEC1_RC > 4

 THEN DO

  CALL ERROR

 END

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME DBNLYZR LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 SAY 'USNEXEC FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' USNEXEC1_RC

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 EXIT USNEXEC1_RC

/*                                                                   */
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/*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

ERROR:

/*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR_RC = RC

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL

'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USNLYZR LISTING'

'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 EXIT ERROR_RC

/*                                                                   */

• toollib -- The file name of the load library into which you downloaded CA IDMS/DB Analyzer.
• idmslib -- The file name of the load library containing your CA IDMS SUBSCHEMA and DMCL modules.
• sortlib -- The file name of the text library containing your sort modules.
• dbfil01/dbfilnn -- The name of each of the database files to be accessed.
• fn fm ft -- The file name, file type, and file mode of the relevant file. The file mode number of your database files must

be 6.
• stat1_fn stat1_ft stat1_fm -- The file name, file type, and file mode assigned to your statistics file.
• ldel_fn ldel_ft ldel_fm -- The file name, file type, and file mode assigned to your LDEL file.
• dcb -- The data control block (DCB) information for the files.

Sample z/VM EXEC Part 2 -- USNEXEC2
The sample z/VM EXEC for preparing individual reports only is shown below. Variables (shown in bold) are explained in
the key that follows.

/*  */

TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR
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CA_LOADLIB_FN       = 'yourlib'

IDMS_LOADLIB_FN     = 'idmslib'

SORTLIB_FN          = 'sortlib'

/*                                                                   */

/* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required libraries */

/*                                                                   */

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

 'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' CA_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

 'GLOBAL  TXTLIB ' SORTLIB_FN

/*                                                                   */

/* Product specific files.                                           */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SYSUDUMP PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF DBMSDMP  PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF DBMSOUT  PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SORTMSG  PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF STAT1    DISK stat1_fn stat1_ft stat1_fm'

/*                                                                   */

/*  You must create a file 'SYSIDMS INPUT A' containing the SYSIDMS  */

/*  parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.          */

/*                                                                   */
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 'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS INPUT A'

/*                                                                   */

/*  You must create a file 'USNEXEC2 SYSIPT A' containing the input  */

/*  parameter statements prior to executing this EXEC.               */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYSIPT   DISK USNEXEC2 SYSIPT A'

/*                                                                   */

SAY 'STARTING DATABASE ANALYZER'

SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 'EXECOS OSRUN USNDRVR'

 USNEXEC2_RC = RC

IF USNEXEC2_RC > 4

 THEN DO

  CALL ERROR

 END

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME DBNLYZR LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 SAY 'USNEXEC FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' USNEXEC2_RC

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 EXIT USNEXEC2_RC

/*                                                                   */

/*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
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ERROR:

/*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR_RC = RC

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL

'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USNLYZR LISTING'

'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 EXIT ERROR_RC

/*                                                                   */

• yourlib -- The file name of the load library into which you downloaded CA IDMS/DB Analyzer.
• idmslib -- The file name of the load library containing your CA IDMS SUBSCHEMA and DMCL modules.
• sortlib -- The file name of the text library containing your sort modules.
• stat1_fn stat1_ft stat1_fm -- The file name, file type, and file mode assigned to your statistics file.

Sample z/VM EXEC Part 3 -- USNEXEC3
The sample z/VM EXEC for preparing comparative reports is shown below. Variables (shown in bold) are explained in the
key that follows.

NOTE
Only statistics from a single release of CA IDMS/DB Analyzer can be compared.

 /*  */
 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR
 /*                                                                   */
 CA_LOADLIB_FN       = 'yourlib'
 IDMS_LOADLIB_FN     = 'idmslib'
 SORTLIB_FN          = 'sortlib'
 /*                                                                   */
 /* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required libraries */
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 /*                                                                   */
  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'
  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'
  'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' CA_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN
  'GLOBAL  TXTLIB ' SORTLIB_FN
 /*                                                                   */
 /* Product specific files.                                           */
 /*                                                                   */
  'FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER'
  'FILEDEF SYSUDUMP PRINTER'
  'FILEDEF DBMSDMP  PRINTER'
  'FILEDEF DBMSOUT  PRINTER'
  'FILEDEF SORTMSG  PRINTER'
  'FILEDEF STAT1    DISK stat1_fn stat1_ft stat1_fm'
  'FILEDEF STAT2    DISK stat2_fn stat2_ft stat2_fm'
 /*                                                                   */
 

 /*  You must create a file 'SYSIDMS INPUT A' containing the SYSIDMS  */
 /*  parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.          */
 /*                                                                   */
  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS INPUT A'
 /*                                                                   */
 /*                                                                   */
 /*  You must create a file 'USNEXEC3 SYSIPT A' containing the input  */
 /*  parameter statements prior to executing this EXEC.               */
 /*                                                                   */
  'FILEDEF SYSIPT   DISK USNEXEC3 SYSIPT A'
 /*                                                                   */
 SAY 'STARTING DATABASE ANALYZER'
 SIGNAL OFF ERROR
  'EXECOS OSRUN USNDRVR'
  USNEXEC3_RC = RC
 IF USNEXEC3_RC > 4
  THEN DO
   CALL ERROR
  END
  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'
  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME DBNLYZR LISTING'
  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'
  SAY 'USNEXEC FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' USNEXEC3_RC
  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'
  'GLOBAL TXTLIB'
  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'
  EXIT USNEXEC3_RC
 /*                                                                   */
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 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
 ERROR:
 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
  ERROR_RC = RC
  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR
  SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'
 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USNLYZR LISTING'
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'
  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'
  'GLOBAL TXTLIB'
  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'
  EXIT ERROR_RC
 /*                                                                   */
 

• yourlib -- The file name of the load library into which you downloaded CA IDMS/DB Analyzer.
• idmslib -- The file name of the load library containing your CA IDMS SUBSCHEMA and DMCL modules.
• sortlib -- The file name of the text library containing your sort modules.
• stat1_fn stat1_ft stat1_fm -- The file name, file type, and file mode assigned to your statistics file.
• stat2_fn stat2_ft stat2_fm -- The file name, file type, and file mode assigned to the statistics file used to produce

comparative reports.

FILE PROCESS USE
SORTWK01-SORTWK03 or SORTWK1-
SORTWK4

ACCUMULATE ALL These are sort work files. ACCUMULATE
and ALL cause statistics to be gathered and
sorted.

SORTLIB ACCUMULATE ALL This PDS file contains your sort product.
sortmsg ACCUMULATE ALL This is the message file for your SORT

product.
dbfil01-dbfilnn ALL ACCUMULATE ALL These are database files. ACCUMULATE

and cause statistics to be gathered from the
user database.

STAT1 ACCUMULATE ALL REPORTS This is a file to which accumulated
statistics are written. The sort function
reads and rewrites STAT1 after statistics
accumulation. The report functions always
read STAT1.

STAT2 ALL ,COMPARE REPORTS This is the "old" statistics file for
comparative reports.

LDEL ACCUMULATE ,LDEL ALL LDEL is an output file containing the
db-keys of database records that have
been logically deleted. (For Release 10.2
or earlier, it is suitable for input to the
IDMSLDEL utility.)

SYSPRINT This file contains Pascal/VS run-time error
messages.
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SYSIPT This file is always required for parameter
statement input to be read.

SYSIDMS This file is always required for the CA IDMS
physical environment parameter input to
be read. For instance, DMCL=xxxxxxxx
must be specified, where xxxxxxxx is the
name of the specific DMCL. See the CA
IDMS Common Facilities Section for more
detailed information.

SYSLST This file is always required for audit report
output to be written. Diagnostic routines
write output to SYS012 and SYS013. These
programmer logical units should normally
be assigned to SYSLST.

Statistics Accumulation File
This section shows the form of the CA IDMS/DB Analyzer Statistics Accumulation File. The structure of the file shown
here allows you to use the data with other utilities or programs.

When the parameters ACCUMULATE or ALL are used in the PROCESS statement, CA IDMS/DB Analyzer creates a
statistics file which can be used with other utilities or programs. You can create your own customized reports or use the
file as input to a graphics utility.

Statistics Accumulation File Structure
This section comprises several figures which show the structure of the Statistics Accumulation File. The record length for
each statistics record is shown in Exhibit A.1. Exhibits A.2-9 show the data type, the size in bytes, and the location of each
field in the statistics file.

Fields are described for the following records:

• Exhibit A.2 -- Header Statistics Record
• Exhibit A.3a-d -- Area Statistics Record, Area Record-Type
• Exhibit A.4a-d -- Area Statistics Record, Record Record-Type
• Exhibit A.5 -- Record Statistics Record
• Exhibit A.6a-d -- Set Statistics Record, Set Record-Type
• Exhibit A.7 -- Set Statistics Record, Member Record-Type
• Exhibit A.8a-d -- SR8 Index Statistics Record, SR8 Index Record-Type
• Exhibit A.9 -- Footer Statistics Record

File Form
A statistics accumulation file that includes several areas contains the complete records for each area before beginning the
next area. For example, the AREA-1 area record is followed by all the record records for AREA-1. Then the AREA-2 area
record is followed by all the record records for AREA-2.

THE CA-IDMS/DB ANALYZER STATISTICS ACCUMULATION FILE IS OF THE FOLLOWING FORMAT
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         RECORD       STATISTIC             NUMBER OF             RECORD

     TYPE    VALUE  TYPE    VALUE          OCCURRENCES            LENGTH

     _____________  _____________  _____________________________  ____

     HEADER     00  HEADER     00  1                               152

     AREA       01  AREA       01  1 PER AREA                      392

                    RECORD     02  1 PER RECORD TYPE PER AREA      448

     RECORD     02  RECORD     02  1 PER RECORD TYPE               448

     SET        03  SET        03  1 PER SET                       372

                    MEMBER     04  1 PER MEMBER TYPE PER SET       136

     SR8 INDEX  05  SR8 INDEX  05  1 PER SR8 INDEX                 388

     FOOTER     08  FOOTER     08  1                               113

Exhibit A.1: Record Lengths of Statistics Records

                             HEADER RECORD

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________
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 BINARY        4     1    4  RDW (2 BYTES LRECL, 2 BYTES RECFM)

 ****************************** SORT KEY ******************************

 BINARY        1     5    5  RECORD TYPE;  VALUE = 00                 *

 CHARACTER    18     6   23  VALUE = 'HEADER          '               *

 CHARACTER    18    24   41  VALUE = SPACES                           *

 **********************************************************************

 BINARY        1    42   42  STATISTIC TYPE;  VALUE = 00

 CHARACTER     8    43   50  NAME OF SUBSCHEMA FOR WHICH DATA WAS

                             COLLECTED

 CHARACTER    16    51   66  FILE ID;  VALUE = 'DB/ANALYZER     '

 CHARACTER    16    67   82  DATE/TIME STATISTICS WERE ACCUMULATED

 CHARACTER     5    83   87  RELEASE NUMBER

 CHARACTER     1    88   88  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 BINARY        4    89   92  TOTAL NUMBER OF STATISTICS FILE RECORDS

                             WRITTEN

 CHARACTER    60    93  152  FILLER
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Exhibit A.2: Header Statistics Record

                              AREA RECORD

                           AREA STATISTIC-TYPE

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4     1    4  RDW (2 BYTES LRECL, 2 BYTES RECFM)

 ****************************** SORT KEY ******************************

 BINARY        1     5    5  RECORD TYPE;  VALUE = 01                 *

 CHARACTER    18     6   23  AREA NAME                                *

 CHARACTER    18    24   41  VALUE = SPACES                           *

 **********************************************************************

 BINARY        1    42   42  STATISTIC TYPE;  VALUE = 01

 CHARACTER     2    43   44  NOT USED (FOR ALIGNMENT)

 BINARY        4    45   48  PAGE NUMBER OF AREA LOW PAGE

 BINARY        4    49   52  PAGE NUMBER OF AREA HIGH PAGE
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 BINARY        4    53   56  PAGE NUMBER FOR START OF AREA SWEEP

 BINARY        4    57   60  PAGE NUMBER FOR END OF AREA SWEEP

 BINARY        4    61   64  LENGTH OF PAGE IN BYTES

 BINARY        4    65   68  NUMBER OF RECORD OCCURRENCES

 BINARY        4    69   72  NUMBER OF LDEL RECORD OCCURRENCES

                        (CONTINUED)

Exhibit A.3a: Area Statistics Record, Area Record-Type

 AREA RECORD

 AREA STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 FLOAT PT      8    73   80  TOTAL NUMBER OF BYTES USED

 BINARY        4    81   84  NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS
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 BINARY        4    85   88  GREATEST NUMBER OF BYTES OF ACTUAL FREE

                             SPACE FOUND ON A SINGLE, NON-EMPTY PAGE

 BINARY        4    89   92  FEWEST NUMBER OF BYTES OF ACTUAL FREE

                             SPACE FOUND ON A SINGLE, NON-FULL PAGE

 CHARACTER     4    93   96  NOT USED (FOR ALIGNMENT)

 FLOAT PT      8    97  104  TOTAL BYTES OF FREE SPACE MINUS PAGE

                             RESERVE

 BINARY        4   105  108  GREATEST NUMBER OF BYTES OF FREE SPACE

                             FOUND ON A SINGLE, NON-EMPTY PAGE AFTER

                             SUBTRACTING THE PAGE RESERVE

 BINARY        4   109  112  FEWEST NUMBER OF BYTES OF FREE SPACE

                             FOUND ON A SINGLE, NON-FULL PAGE AFTER

                             SUBTRACTING THE PAGE RESERVE

 FLOAT PT      8   113  120  NUMBER OF BYTES USED FOR POINTERS

 FLOAT PT      8   121  128  NUMBER OF BYTES USED FOR LINE INDEXES

 BINARY        4   129  132  NUMBER OF BYTES USED FOR PAGE HEADERS
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                        (CONTINUED)

Exhibit A.3b: Area Statistics Record, Area Record-Type

 AREA RECORD

 AREA STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4   133  136  NUMBER OF BYTES USED FOR PAGE FOOTERS

 FLOAT PT      8   137  144  NUMBER OF BYTES USED FOR DATA STORAGE

 BINARY        4   145  148  NUMBER OF PAGES WITH A HEADER SPACE

                             AVAILABLE COUNT OF ZERO

 BINARY        4   149  152  NUMBER OF PAGES WITH SCHEMA DEFINED

                             MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RECORDS

 BINARY        4   153  156  NUMBER OF PAGES WITH 0 DATA RECORDS

 BINARY        4   157  160  NUMBER OF SR7 RECORD OCCURRENCES

 FLOAT PT      8   161  168  NUMBER OF BYTES USED TO STORE SR7 RECORDS
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 BINARY        4   169  172  NUMBER OF SR8 RECORD OCCURRENCES

 CHARACTER     4   173  176  NOT USED (FOR ALIGNMENT)

 FLOAT PT      8   177  184  NUMBER OF BYTES USED TO STORE SR8 RECORDS

                             (COMPRESSED)

 FLOAT PT      8   185  192  NUMBER OF BYTES USED TO STORE SR8 RECORDS

                             (DECOMPRESSED)

 CHARACTER    34   193  226  FILLER

                        (CONTINUED)

Exhibit A.3c: Area Statistics Record, Area Record-Type

 AREA RECORD

 AREA STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 CHARACTER     2   227  228  NOT USED (FOR ALIGNMENT)

 BINARY        4   229  232  NUMBER OF SPACE MANAGEMENT PAGES
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 BINARY       40   233  272  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS A PAGE NUMBER THAT DELIMITS

                             A RANGE OF PAGE NUMBERS USED TO GATHER

                             DISTRIBUTION STATISTICS

 BINARY       40   273  312  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS A RANGE BOUND OF NUMBER OF

                             BYTES SAVED DUE TO COMPRESSION

 BINARY       40   313  352  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF PAGES OCCURRING

                             WITHIN EACH PERCENTAGE RANGE.  RANGES

                             OCCUR IN 10% INCREMENTS

 BINARY       40   353  392  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS A NUMBER OF BYTES OF FREE

                             SPACE FOR THAT SPECIFIC PAGE RANGE

Exhibit A.3d: Area Statistics Record, Area Record-Type

                              AREA RECORD

                           RECORD STATISTIC-TYPE

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION
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 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4     1    4  RDW (2 BYTES LRECL, 2 BYTES RECFM)

 ****************************** SORT KEY ******************************

 BINARY        1     5    5  RECORD TYPE;  VALUE = 01                 *

 CHARACTER    18     6   23  AREA NAME                                *

 CHARACTER    18    24   41  RECORD NAME                              *

 **********************************************************************

 BINARY        1    42   42  STATISTIC-TYPE;  VALUE = 02

 CHARACTER     2    43   44  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 BINARY        4    45   48  RECORD ID

 BINARY        1    49   49  LOCATION MODE;

                             00 = VIA

                             01 = CALC

                             02 = DIRECT

 CHARACTER     3    50   52  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 BINARY        4    53   56  PAGE NUMBER FOR START OF AREA SWEPT
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 BINARY        4    57   60  PAGE NUMBER FOR END OF AREA SWEPT

 BINARY        4    61   64  LENGTH OF PAGE IN BYTES

 BINARY        1    65   65  FIXED LENGTH RECORD INDICATOR;

                             00 =VARIABLE

                             01 = FIXED

 CHARACTER     3    66   68  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

                        (CONTINUED)

Exhibit A.4a: Area Statistics Record, Record Record-Type

 AREA RECORD

 RECORD STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4    69   72  LENGTH OF RECORD, IF FIXED

 FLOAT PT      8    73   80  TOTAL NUMBER OF BYTES USED TO STORE THIS RECORD

                             TYPE (COMPRESSED BYTES DATA ONLY)

 FLOAT PT      8    81   88  TOTAL NUMBER OF BYTES NEEDED TO STORE THIS RECORD
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                             TYPE IF COMPRESSED RECORDS WERE DECOMPRESSED ZERO

                             FOR FIXED LENGTH (DECOMPRESSED BYTES)

 BINARY        4    89   92  LARGEST COMPRESSED LENGTH OF ONE

                             OCCURRENCE OF THIS RECORD TYPE

 BINARY        4    93   96  SMALLEST COMPRESSED LENGTH OF ONE

                             OCCURRENCE OF THIS RECORD TYPE

 BINARY        4    97  100  LARGEST DECOMPRESSED LENGTH OF ONE

                             OCCURRENCE OF THIS RECORD TYPE

 BINARY        4   101  104  SMALLEST DECOMPRESSED LENGTH OF ONE

                             OCCURRENCE OF THIS RECORD TYPE

 BINARY        4   105  108  NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES WITH FRAGMENTS

 BINARY        4   109  112  GREATEST NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS FOR ONE

                             RECORD OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4   113  116  FEWEST NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS FOR ONE

                             RECORD OCCURRENCE WITH FRAGMENTS

 CHARACTER     4   117  120  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

                        (CONTINUED)
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Exhibit A.4b: Area Statistics Record, Record Record-Type

 AREA RECORD

 RECORD STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 FLOAT PT      8   121  128  NUMBER OF BYTES TO STORE FRAGMENTS DATA ONLY

 FLOAT PT      8   129  136  NUMBER OF BYTES THAT COULD BE RETURNED

                             TO HOME PAGE IF A REORG WAS PERFORMED

                             (FRAGMENT BYTES)

 BINARY        4   137  140  NUMBER OF RECORDS THAT WERE COMPRESSED

 CHARACTER     4   141  144  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 FLOAT PT      8   145  152  NUMBER OF BYTES SAVE BY COMPRESSION

 BINARY        4   153  156  GREATEST NUMBER OF BYTES SAVED BY

                             COMPRESSION FOR A SINGLE RECORD OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4   157  160  FEWEST NUMBER OF BYTES SAVED BY

                             COMPRESSION FOR A SINGLE RECORD OCCURRENCE
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 BINARY        4   161  164  NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES THAT WERE RELOCATED

 CHARACTER     4   165  168  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 FLOAT PT      8   169  176  NUMBER OF BYTES USED TO STORE RELOCATED

                             OCCURRENCES DATA ONLY

 FLOAT PT      8   177  184  NUMBER OF BYTES THAT COULD BE RETURNED

                             TO HOME PAGE IF A REORG WAS PERFORMED

                             (RELOCATED BYTES)

 BINARY        4   185  188  NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES THAT WERE LOGICALLY

                             DELETED

 CHARACTER     4   189  192  FILLER

                        (CONTINUED)

Exhibit A.4c: Area Statistics Record, Record Record-Type

 AREA RECORD

 RECORD STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________
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 FLOAT PT      8   193  200  NUMBER OF BYTES USED TO STORE LDEL

                             OCCURRENCES

 BINARY        4   201  204  NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES STORE OUT OF

                             PHYSICAL SEQUENTIAL

 CHARACTER    44   205  248  FILLER

 BINARY       40   249  288  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS A PAGE NUMBER THAT DELIMITS

                             A RANGE OF PAGE NUMBERS USED TO GATHER

                             DISTRIBUTION STATISTICS

 BINARY       40   289  328  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             DELIMITS A RANGE BOUND OF NUMBER OF

                             BYTES SAVED DUE TO COMPRESSION

 BINARY       40   329  368  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF RECORDS

                             OCCURRING WITHIN EACH PAGE RANGE

 BINARY       40   369  408  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS
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                             OCCURRING WITHIN EACH PAGE RANGE

 BINARY       40   409  448  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF RECORDS WITH

                             COMPRESSION SAVINGS FOR EACH OF TEN RANGES

Exhibit A.4d: Area Statistics Record, Record Record-Type

                             RECORD RECORD

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4     1    4  RDW (2 BYTES LRECL, 2 BYTES RECFM)

 ****************************** SORT KEY ******************************

 BINARY        1     5    5  RECORD TYPE;  VALUE = 02                 *

 CHARACTER    18     6   23  RECORD NAME                              *

 CHARACTER    18    24   41  VALUE = SPACES                           *

 **********************************************************************

 THE RECORD RECORD IS IDENTICAL TO THE AREA RECORD RECORD STATISTIC-TYPE

 FROM BYTE 42 TO 448.

Exhibit A.5: Record Statistics Record
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                               SET RECORD

                            SET STATISTIC-TYPE

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4     1    4  RDW (2 BYTES LRECL, 2 BYTES RECFM)

 ****************************** SORT KEY ******************************

 BINARY        1     5    5  RECORD TYPE;  VALUE = 03                 *

 CHARACTER    18     6   23  SET NAME OR AREA NAME IF THE CALC SET    *

 CHARACTER    18    24   41  VALUE = SPACES                           *

 **********************************************************************

 BINARY        1    42   42  STATISTIC TYPE;  VALUE = 03

 BINARY        1    43   43  VIA SET INDICATOR;

                             00 = OWNS NO VIA RECORDS

                             01 = OWNS A VIA RECORD

 BINARY        1    44   44  MULTI-MEMBER SET INDICATOR;

                             00 = NOT A MULTIMEMBER SET

                             01 = A MULTIMEMBER SET
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 BINARY        1    45   45  CALC SET INDICATOR;

                             00 = NOT THE CALC

                             01 = CALC SET

 BINARY        1    46   46  SR8 INDEX SET INDICATOR;

                             00 = NOT IIX SET

                             01 = IIX SET

 CHARACTER    18    47   64  OWNER RECORD NAME

 CHARACTER    18    65   82  MEMBER RECORD NAME

 CHARACTER     2    83   84  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 BINARY        4    85   88  NUMBER OF OWNER RECORD OCCURRENCES

 FLOAT PT      8    89   96  NUMBER OF BYTES TO STORE ALL OWNER RECORDS

                        (CONTINUED)

Exhibit A.6a: Set Statistics Record, Set Record-Type

 SET RECORD

 SET STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION
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 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4    97  100  NUMBER OF MEMBER RECORD OCCURRENCES

 CHARACTER     4   101  104  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 FLOAT PT      8   105  112  NUMBER OF BYTES TO STORE ALL MEMBER

                             RECORDS

 FLOAT PT      8   113  120  NUMBER OF BYTES TO STORE ALL SR8

                             RECORDS

 BINARY        4   121  124  NUMBER OF LDEL RECORD OCCURRENCES

 CHARACTER     4   125  128  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 FLOAT PT      8   129  136  NUMBER OF BYTES TO STORE ALL LDEL RECORDS

 BINARY        4   137  140  GREATEST NUMBER OF MEMBER RECORDS

                             ENCOUNTERED WHILE WALKING A SINGLE SET

                             OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4   141  144  FEWEST NUMBER OF MEMBER RECORDS

                             ENCOUNTERED WHILE WALKING A SINGLE SET

                             OCCURRENCE
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 BINARY        4   145  148  THE SUM OF THE CLUSTER SPREADS FOR ALL

                             SET OCCURRENCES (CLUSTER SPREAD = THE

                             NUMBER OF DIFFERENT PAGES ON WHICH

                             MEMBER RECORDS OCCUR WHILE WALKING A SET)

 BINARY        4   149  152  GREATEST NUMBER OF DIFFERENT PAGES

                             ENCOUNTERED WHILE WALKING A SINGLE SET

                             OCCURRENCE

                        (CONTINUED)

Exhibit A.6b: Set Statistics Record, Set Record-Type

 SET RECORD

 SET STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4   153  156  FEWEST NUMBER OF DIFFERENT PAGES

                             ENCOUNTERED WHILE WALKING A SINGLE SET

                             OCCURRENCE
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 BINARY        4   157  160  TOTAL NUMBER OF VIA RECORDS

 BINARY        4   161  164  TOTAL NUMBER OF VIA RECORDS ON TARGET PAGE

 BINARY        4   165  168  GREATEST NUMBER OF VIA RECORDS ON TARGET

                             PAGE FOR A SINGLE SET OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4   169  172  FEWEST NUMBER OF VIA RECORDS ON TARGET

                             PAGE FOR A SINGLE SET OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4   173  176  TOTAL NUMBER OF VIA RECORDS ON OVERFLOW

 BINARY        4   177  180  GREATEST NUMBER OF VIA RECORDS ON OVERFLOW

                             FOR A SINGLE SET OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4   181  184  FEWEST NUMBER OF VIA RECORDS ON OVERFLOW

                             FOR A SINGLE SET OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4   185  188  TOTAL NUMBER OF TIMES THE PAGE NUMBER

                             CHANGED WHILE WALKING ALL SET OCCURRENCES

 BINARY        4   189  192  GREATEST NUMBER OF TIMES THE PAGE NUMBER

                             CHANGED WHILE WALKING A SINGLE SET

                             OCCURRENCE
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 BINARY        4   193  196  FEWEST NUMBER OF TIMES THE PAGE NUMBER

                             CHANGED WHILE WALKING A SINGLE SET

                             OCCURRENCE

                        (CONTINUED)

Exhibit A.6c: Set Statistics Record, Set Record-Type

 SET RECORD

 SET STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4   197  200  NUMBER OF SET OCCURRENCES WITHOUT ANY

                             PAGE CHANGES WHILE WALKING THE MEMBERS

                             OF THE SET

 BINARY        4   201  204  NUMBER OF MEMBER OCCURRENCES IN A NON-

                             CALC MULTI-MEMBER SET NOT STORED VIA

                             THE MULTI-MEMBER SET OWNER

 BINARY        4   205  208  GREATEST NUMBER OF MEMBER OCCURRENCES

                             IN A NON-CALC MULTI-MEMBER SET NOT

                             STORED VIA THE MULTI-MEMBER SET OWNER
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                             ENCOUNTERED WHILE WALKING A SINGLE

                             SET OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4   209  212  FEWEST NUMBER OF MEMBER OCCURRENCES

                             IN A NON-CALC MULTI-MEMBER SET NOT

                             STORED VIA THE MULTI-MEMBER SET OWNER

                             ENCOUNTERED WHILE WALKING A SINGLE

                             SET OCCURRENCE

 BINARY       80   213  292  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS:

                               - THE NUMBER OF MEMBER OCCURRENCES

                                 HI-BOUND (4 BYTES)

                               - THE NUMBER OF OWNER OCCURRENCES WHICH

                                 FALL WITHIN THE RANGE (4 BYTES)

 BINARY       80   293  374  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS:

                               - THE CLUSTER SPREAD HI-BOUND (4 BYTES)

                               - THE NUMBER OF SET OCCURRENCES WHICH

                                 FALL WITHIN THE RANGE (4 BYTES)

Exhibit A.6d: Set Statistics Record, Set Record-Type

                              SET RECORD
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                          MEMBER STATISTIC-TYPE

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4     1    4  RDW (2 BYTES LRECL, 2 BYTES RECFM)

 ****************************** SORT KEY ******************************

 BINARY        1     5    5  RECORD TYPE;  VALUE = 03                 *

 CHARACTER    18     6   23  SET NAME OR AREA NAME IF THE CALC SET    *

 CHARACTER    18    24   41  MEMBER RECORD NAME                       *

 **********************************************************************

 BINARY        1    42   42  STATISTIC TYPE;  VALUE = 04

 CHARACTER     2    43   44  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 BINARY        4    45   48  RECORD ID

 BINARY        4    49   52  NUMBER OF MEMBER RECORD OCCURRENCES

 CHARACTER     4    53   56  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 FLOAT PT      8    57   64  NUMBER OF BYTES TO STORE MEMBER RECORDS
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 BINARY        4    65   68  GREATEST NUMBER OF MEMBER OCCURRENCES OF

                             OF THIS RECORD TYPE ENCOUNTERED WHILE

                             WALKING A SINGLE SET OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4    69   72  FEWEST NUMBER OF MEMBER OCCURRENCES OF

                             OF THIS RECORD TYPE ENCOUNTERED WHILE

                             WALKING A SINGLE SET OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4    73   76  NUMBER OF LOGICALLY DELETED RECORDS

 CHARACTER     4    77   80  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 FLOAT PT      8    81   88  NUMBER OF BYTES TO STORE LDEL RECORDS

 CHARACTER    48    89  136  FILLER

Exhibit A.7: Set Statistics Record, Member Record-Type

                           SR8 INDEX RECORD

                         SR8 INDEX STATISTIC-TYPE

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________
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 BINARY        4     1    4  RDW (2 BYTES LRECL, 2 BYTES RECFM)

 ****************************** SORT KEY ******************************

 BINARY        1     5    5  RECORD TYPE;  VALUE = 05                 *

 CHARACTER    18     6   23  SR8 INDEX NAME                           *

 CHARACTER    18    24   41  VALUE = SPACES                           *

 **********************************************************************

 BINARY        1    42   42  STATISTIC TYPE;  VALUE = 05

 CHARACTER    18    43   60  RECORD NAME OF SR8 INDEX SET OWNER

 CHARACTER    18    61   78  SR8 INDEXED RECORD NAME

 CHARACTER     2    79   80  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 FLOAT PT      8    81   88  TOTAL SIZE OF SR8 INDEX SET IN BYTES

 BINARY        4    89   92  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BYTES FOR AN SR8 IN

                             THIS INDEX SET

 BINARY        4    93   96  MAXIMUM LENGTH OF ONE TABLE ENTRY

                             NOT INCLUDING SYMBOLIC KEY LENGTH
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 BINARY        4    97  100  MAXIMUM LENGTH OF SYMBOLIC KEY

 BINARY        4   101  104  HOME PAGE NUMBER FOR THIS INDEX SET

                        (CONTINUED)

Exhibit A.8a: SR8 Index Statistics Record, SR8 Index Record-Type

 SR8 INDEX RECORD

 SR8 INDEX STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4   105  108  DISPLACEMENT OF SR8 FOR HOME PAGE

                             DEFINED IN SCHEMA

 BINARY        2   109  110  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN AN SR8 AS

                             DEFINED BY SUBSCHEMA

 BINARY        2   111  112  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF LEVELS FOR A SINGLE

                             OCCURRENCE OF AN INDEX SET

 BINARY        4   113  116  NUMBER OF UPPER LEVEL SR8 RECORDS
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 BINARY        4   117  120  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PAGES UPPER LEVEL IS

                             SPREAD ACROSS

 BINARY        4   121  124  NUMBER OF BOTTOM LEVEL SR8 RECORDS

 BINARY        4   125  128  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PAGES BOTTOM LEVEL IS

                             SPREAD ACROSS

 BINARY        1   129  129  SET MEMBERSHIP TYPE;

                             0 MA

                             1 MM

                             2 OA

                             3 OM

 BINARY        1   130  130  DUPLICATE CONTROL OPTION;

                             0 DN

                             1 DF

                             2 DL

 BINARY        1   131  131  SEQUENCE OPTION;

                             0 ASC

                             2 DES

                             2 MATCH

                             3 NOT SORTED
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 BINARY        1   132  132  COMPRESSED SYMBOLIC KEY OPTION;

                             O COMPRESSED

                             1 NOT COMPRESSED

 BINARY        1   133  133  SET ORDER OPTION;

                             0 PRIOR/LAST

                             1 SORTED

                             2 NEXT FIRST

 BINARY        1   134  134  SORTED SET TYPE;

                             0 UNSORTED

                             1 SORTED DBK

                             2 SORTED SYMK

                        (CONTINUED)

Exhibit A.8b: SR8 Index Statistics Record, SR8 Index Record-Type

 SR8 INDEX RECORD

 SR8 INDEX STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 CHARACTER     2   135  136  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)
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 BINARY        4   137  140  NUMBER OF UPPER LEVEL TABLE ENTRIES USED

                             IN ALL SR8 RECORDS

 BINARY        4   141  144  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF UPPER LEVEL TABLE

                             ENTRIES USED IN A SINGLE SR8 RECORD

 BINARY        4   145  148  MINIMUM NUMBER OF UPPER LEVEL TABLE

                             ENTRIES USED IN A SINGLE SR8 RECORD

 BINARY        4   149  152  NUMBER OF BOTTOM LEVEL TABLE ENTRIES USED

                             IN ALL SR8 RECORDS

 BINARY        4   153  156  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BOTTOM LEVEL TABLE

                             ENTRIES USED IN A SINGLE SR8 RECORD

 BINARY        4   157  160  MINIMUM NUMBER OF BOTTOM LEVEL TABLE

                             ENTRIES USED IN A SINGLE SR8 RECORD

 BINARY        4   161  164  MAXIMUM UPPER LEVEL SYMBOLIC KEY

                             COMPRESSED LENGTH

 BINARY        4   165  168  MAXIMUM BOTTOM LEVEL SYMBOLIC KEY

                             COMPRESSED LENGTH

 FLOAT PT      8   169  176  TOTAL NUMBER OF UPPER LEVEL ORPHAN COUNTS
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 FLOAT PT      8   177  184  TOTAL NUMBER OF BOTTOM LEVEL ORPHAN

                             COUNTS

 BINARY        4   185  188  NUMBER OF BOTTOM LEVEL SR8 RECORDS

                             THAT ARE ALSO TOP LEVEL SR8 RECORDS

                        (CONTINUED)

Exhibit A.8c: SR8 Index Statistics Record, SR8 Index Record-Type

 SR8 INDEX RECORD

 SR8 INDEX STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 CHARACTER     4   189  192  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 FLOAT PT      8   193  200  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF UPPER LEVEL ORPHANS

                             FOR A SINGLE OWNER OCCURRENCE

 FLOAT PT      8   201  208  MINIMUM NUMBER OF UPPER LEVEL ORPHANS

                             FOR A SINGLE OWNER OCCURRENCE
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 FLOAT PT      8   209  216  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BOTTOM LEVEL ORPHANS

                             FOR A SINGLE OWNER OCCURRENCE

 FLOAT PT      8   217  224  MINIMUM NUMBER OF BOTTOM LEVEL ORPHANS

                             FOR A SINGLE OWNER OCCURRENCE

 CHARACTER     4   225  228  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 BINARY       40   229  268  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS THE HI-BOUND VALUES FOR

                             BOTTOM LEVEL TABLE ENTRIES

 BINARY       40   269  308  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS THE HI-BOUND VALUES FOR

                             UPPER LEVEL TABLE ENTRIES

 BINARY       40   309  348  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF TABLE ENTRIES

                             USED IN THE UPPER LEVEL SR8 RECORDS

                             FOR A PARTICULAR RANGE

 BINARY       40   349  388  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF TABLE ENTRIES

                             USED IN THE BOTTOM LEVEL SR8 RECORDS

                             FOR A PARTICULAR RANGE
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Exhibit A.8c: SR8 Index Statistics Record, SR8 Index Record-Type

                             FOOTER RECORD

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4     1    4  RDW (2 BYTES LRECL, 2 BYTES RECFM)

 ****************************** SORT KEY ******************************

 BINARY        1     5    5  RECORD TYPE;  VALUE = 08                 *

 CHARACTER    18     6   23  VALUE = 'FOOTER          '               *

 CHARACTER    18    24   41  VALUE = SPACES                           *

 **********************************************************************

 BINARY        1    42   42  STATISTIC TYPE;  VALUE = 08

 CHARACTER     5    43   47  RELEASE NUMBER

 CHARACTER     6    48   53  INSTALLATION TAPE ID

 CHARACTER    60    54  113  FILLER

Exhibit A.9: Footer Statistics Record
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Using Journal Analyzer
This section is intended to serve as a comprehensive reference for the following CA IDMS database options:

• CA IDMS Database Dictionary Loader
• CA IDMS Database Dictionary Migrator
• CA IDMS Database Dictionary Query Facility
• CA IDMS Database Dictionary Module Editor
• CA IDMS Database Presspack

CA IDMS Specifications

If CA IDMS Journal Analyzer encounters a run unit whose program name is missing, it substitutes '$-NULL-$' for the name
to alert the user of the situation. A possible cause of the missing name is a CA IDMS application program which does
not issue 'COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS', but issues its own BINDS. In doing so, the program did not move a literal
definition of the program's name to the PROGRAM-NAME field in the SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

If CA IDMS Journal Analyzer encounters a run unit whose 8-byte task ID is binary zeros, it substitutes 'BATC' for the first
four bytes (the environment type). Normally, the environment is signified by values such as 'BATC' and 'CICS'. A zero task
ID can be the result of a batch program creating disk journals in a local environment.

If CA IDMS Journal Analyzer deems the SELECT LOCKS HELD count being too large (that is, larger than,
1,677,216-16Meg), CA IDMS Journal Analyzer will adjust the count to what is considers to be a reasonable value by
subtracting the value from 1,677,216.

Program Registration

CA IDMS Journal Analyzer is able to produce a PROGRAM DISPLAY in the subschema format (SUBSCHEMA DISPLAY)
only when the journaled program is registered to a subschema. A program is associated with a subschema in the data
dictionary through one of the following methods:

1. The program is registered to a given subschema for authorized DML processing by the IDMSDDDL utility.
2. The program is complied by a DML processor which automatically maintains compile-time statistics.

If a program is not already registered, the following statements must be processed via IDMSDDDL:

 / ADD \

< >

\ MODIFY /

 

PROGRAM program-name
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INCLUDE SUBSCHEMA subschema-name

OF SCHEMA schema-name.

NOTE
This specification can be changed, so that different subschemas are defined for compilation and for the
Subschema Display. CA IDMS Journal Analyzer uses the subschema most recently registered for each
program.

Program registration is also required if a user supplied decompression routine has been specified and if this routine
requires a valid subschema name in the Applications Control Block (ACB).

CA IDMS Journal Analyzer System Output
CA IDMS Journal Analyzer produces three classes of printed output for user analysis:

• Journal Reports
• Journal Displays
• Audit Report

The Journal Reports contain statistical information that provides numerous views of database activity recorded in the
Archive Journal file.

These views include:

• Run unit activity
• Detail and summary statistics
• Problem solving information
• Highlights/rankings of program performance.

The Journal Displays provide a detailed view of specific database changes. These views include:

• Before and after images of database modifications shown in character/hexadecimal representation
• An optional subschema view of field changes.

The Audit Report provides a listing of any messages generated by CA IDMS Journal Analyzer and provides a summary of
all processing.

Printed Output
CA IDMS Journal Analyzer produces three classes of printed output:

• Journal Reports
• Journal Displays
• Audit Report

Journal Reports 1
The first class of output generated by CA IDMS Journal Analyzer is the Journal Reports. These reports contain statistical
information that provides views of the database activity recorded in the Archive Journal file. Each Journal Report type can
be produced for selected time periods or for the entire duration represented in the Archive Journal file.
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ACTIVITY Report

The ACTIVITY Report summarizes run unit activity in the Archive Journal file based on user-specified time intervals. The
activity summarized can span the entire file, or can be from selected time periods. The reports can be used to monitor run
unit activity on an ongoing basis, with special attention paid to peak periods.

By examining the reported totals such as the Maximum Concurrent Run Unit Count, you can evaluate the adequacy of
the CV generation parameters. In addition, ACTIVITY Reports can help to verify the system activity. Journal Reports or
Journal Displays can provide more details for the time intervals in question.

The activity statistics are reported by user-specified time intervals. For each time interval, activity is divided into ONLINE
and BATCH run units, and reported accordingly. If both ONLINE and BATCH run units are reported, a TOTAL summary
line is also produced. A set of GRAND TOTALS summarize all activity within the reporting periods.

PROGRAM Reports

The PROGRAM Reports feature detailed and summarized statistics by application program within selected time intervals.
There are three levels of reporting available:

• Program Details -- includes run time counts (CA IDMS statistics) for all run units ordered by the selected program
names.

• Program Summary -- records the sum of all run units for an application program.
• System Summary -- presents a sum of all Program summaries within a time interval.

The level of reporting (Detail vs. Summary) selection of the time interval length, and the programs to be analyzed are
controlled by you. Each program's totals are also reflected as a ratio of the system totals (the percentage of all CA IDMS
resources consumed that were accounted for by the program).

If Program Summary is the reporting level, you can optionally request program highlights that are statistics of the run
units with lowest and highest duration (up to 10 each). A lower reporting level includes all higher summary reporting
(Program Details are accompanied by Program and System Summaries). When only one time interval is reported, the
System Summary is the total of all selected run units. Whenever multiple time intervals are reported, a Grand Summary is
produced for all run units. The Grand Summary is simply a total of all the System Summaries.

SPECIAL Reports

The SPECIAL Reports provide key information with which to monitor and control the database environment. There are two
SPECIAL Reports:

• CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report
• ABORT COINCIDENCE Report

Each report presents a different perspective from which to identify and correct performance problems and system abuses.

The CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report outlines all recorded activity in a time wise sequence. You can visualize all run
unit events within selected time intervals. Each event (BGIN, COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT) is reported with a time stamp
and the current quiesce level. The termination of each recovery unit (COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT) is accompanied by
totals of critical resource consumption, and all ABRTs are flagged. Periods of inactivity or with no posted events are also
highlighted on the report.

The ABORT COINCIDENCE Report provides a daily analysis of all aborted run units in two parts.

The first part of the analysis lists all programs executing concurrently with an aborted program along with their coincidence
ratios. The second part of the analysis relates the coincident programs with the programs which aborted whenever the
coincident programs were active.
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NOTE
The coincidence of the RHDCRUAL program is automatically eliminated by CA IDMS Journal Analyzer (one
or more RHDCRUAL run units will always be coincident) to eliminate unnecessary skewing. CA IDMS Journal
Analyzer automatically sets the periodic time interval values to report

MANAGEMENT Reports

The MANAGEMENT Reports feature two formats:

• Highlights
• Rankings

The Highlight reports contain summarized information of system performance and resource consumption derived from the
original PROGRAM Report. These reports present totals, highest, lowest, means, medians of program attributes (quiesce
levels, etc.), and program consumption (CA IDMS statistics).

The Ranking reports contain system performance and resource consumption information derived from the original
PROGRAM Report that is ranked, rather than summarized. You can designate the particular item to be ranked (Pages
Read, %ABORTED, etc.), and can designate the ranking process to be used (program type to be used, number of items
to be ranked, etc.).

Journal Displays 1
The second class of output generated by CA IDMS Journal Analyzer is the Journal Displays. The Journal Displays provide
you with the means to effectively monitor changes to sensitive record types, to scrutinize performance problems, and to
assist in program debugging. The displays are extremely effective whenever you are most precise in defining the display
selection parameters. The choice of parameter values can be influenced by close examination of the statistics produced
by the Journal Reports.

The before and after images of database record modifications can be reported by several Journal Display types:

• RECORD Display
• DATABASE KEY Display
• PROGRAM Display

Each Journal Display type can be produced for selected time periods or for the entire duration represented by the Archive
Journal file. The Journal Displays can be produced in two formats:

• Full Format -- all record positions or fields are displayed with the changed values highlighted
• Sparse Format -- only the changed positions or fields are displayed.

While the Journal Reports present you with a broad survey of the database activity recorded in the Archive Journal file,
the Journal Displays enable you to view the database changes at a precise, almost microscopic level in three logical
sequences:

• RECORD Display -- displays changes for particular record types during specific time periods
• DATABASE KEY Display -- displays changes for particular record occurrences or particular database pages during

specific time periods.
• PROGRAM Display -- displays database changes effected by particular application programs during specific time

periods. Fragmented records are automatically recomposed.

In addition, you can request the PROGRAM Display to provide a program's subschema view of database changes as
defined in the data dictionary. The Subschema Display provides PROGRAM Display information in a format which is
better suited for the less technical end-user. The data is presented as individual fields, rather than complete records.
Changes are paired in a Before/After, side-by-side format. All fields are identified similar to the original subschema
definitions, and all values are converted to externally printable formats. Therefore, programmers and/or auditors can
examine the Subschema Display with little or no interpretation by a database technician.
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Audit Report 1
The third class of output generated by CA IDMS Journal Analyzer is the Audit Report. This report contains the informative,
error, and processing messages generated by CA IDMS Journal Analyzer, and provides a summary of all processing.

ACTIVITY Report Summary

The ACTIVITY Report summarizes run unit activity in the Archive Journal file. The activity summarized can span the entire
file, or can be from selected time periods. The report can be used to monitor run unit activity on an ongoing basis, with
special attention paid to peak periods.

The ACTIVITY Report provides statistics on such items as:

• Number of run units initiated (START)
• Number of recovery checkpoints issued (COMMIT)
• Number of units successfully terminated (FINISH)
• Number of recovery units which terminated abnormally (ABORT)
• Number of run units active within the reported time interval (ACTIVE)
• Duration of run units within the reported time interval (DURATION)

The activity statistics are reported in the time intervals you specify (for example hourly). For each time interval, activity
is divided into online (ONL) and batch (BTC) run units, and reported accordingly. If both ONL and BTC run units are
reported, a total (TOT) summary line is also produced. A set of GRAND TOTALS summarize all activity within the
reporting periods.

By examining the reported totals such as the Maximum Concurrent Run Unit Count, the adequacy of the CV generation
parameters can be evaluated. In addition, the ACTIVITY Report can help to verify your suspicions of undue or unusual
system activity. This may lead you to the use of other Journal Reports or Journal Displays for the time intervals in
question.

NOTE
It is recommended that the ACTIVITY Report be generated on a daily basis in order to get an overall view of
system activity.

ACTIVITY Report Fields

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the ACTIVITY Report.

PERIOD - Start and stop date/time intervals.

START (BGIN) - Number of run units initiating activity within the reported time interval.

COMMIT (COMT) - Number of recovery unit checkpoints issued by run units activated within the reported time interval.

FINISH (ENDJ) - Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated successfully.

ABORT (ABRT) - Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated abnormally.

ACTIVE - Number of run units active within the time interval. When both ONL and BTC run units are present, an ACTIVE
count is reported for the TOT summary line only.

NOTE
The value of ACTIVE can exceed the value of START if run units were active at the start of the current time
interval.

DURATION (SEC)
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• LOW - Lowest run unit duration encountered within the reported time interval.
• HIGH - Highest run unit duration encountered within the reported time interval.
• MEAN - Average run unit duration encountered within the reported time interval.
• MEDIAN - Median run unit duration encountered within the reported time interval, except for the TOT summary line.

Processing Type - Online (ONL), Batch (BTC), or total (TOT). When both ONL and BTC run units are present within a
time interval, a TOT summary line is produced.

MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS - Highest quiesce level encountered in a BGIN archive record within the reported
time interval.

The following example shows the Activity Report:

ID               RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME          PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                             ACTIVITY REPORT                    mm/
dd/yy          hh:mm:ss           2

   PERIOD               START        COMMIT       FINISH     ABORT    ACTIVE       ---------------
DURATION (SEC)-------------
                        (BGIN)       (COMT)       (ENDJ)     (ABRT)                LOW          HIGH       MEAN       MEDIAN

   mm/dd/
yy hh:mm ONL       18           53           12          6     *            0.04    88,285.96   5,152.66        0.15
   mm/dd/
yy hh:mm BTC        6            0            6          0     *            8.65        78.83      41.23       60.78
                     TOT       24           53           18          6        24        0.04    88,285.96   3,874.80       *
                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =        2

   mm/dd/
yy hh:mm BTC        4            0            4          0         5        9.34        73.64      47.57       73.18
   mm/dd/yy hh:mm
                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =        2

   mm/dd/
yy hh:mm ONL        1           25            0          1         1   18,096.92    18,096.92  18,096.92   18,096.92
   mm/dd/yy hh:mm
                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =        1

   mm/dd/
yy hh:mm ONL        1            9            0          1         1   65,333.88    65,333.88  65,333.88   65,333.88
   mm/dd/yy hh:mm
                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =        1
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   mm/dd/
yy hh:mm BTC        1            0            1          0         2        1.80         1.80       1.80        1.80
   mm/dd/yy hh:mm
                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =         2

   mm/dd/
yy hh:mm ONL        1           20            0          1         1    2,491.42     2,491.42   2,491.42    2,491.42
   mm/dd/yy hh:mm
                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =        1

   mm/dd/
yy hh:mm ONL        1            2            1          0         1   81,644.72    81,644.72  81,644.72   81,644.72
   mm/dd/yy hh:mm
                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =        1

   mm/dd/
yy hh:mm BTC        2            0            2          0         3        9.53        78.43      43.98       78.43
   mm/dd/yy hh:mm
                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =        2

   mm/dd/
yy hh:mm ONL        5            0            5          0         6        0.22         3.95       1.47        0.68
   mm/dd/yy hh:mm
                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =        2

   mm/dd/
yy hh:mm BTC        1            0            1          0         2       10.40        10.40      10.40       10.40
   mm/dd/yy hh:mm
                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =        2

      *GRAND TOTALS*
      mm/dd/
yy hh:mm ONL       27          109           18          9     *            0.04    88,285.96   9,641.56       *
      mm/dd/
yy hh:mm BTC       14            0           14          0     *            1.80        78.83      36.70       *
                     TOT       41          109           32          9        41        0.04    88,285.96   6,361.85       *
                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =        2
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PROGRAM Reports Summary

The PROGRAM Reports feature detailed and summarized statistics by application program within selected time intervals.
There are three levels of reporting available:

• Program Details - presents run-time counts (CA IDMS statistics) for all run units ordered by the selected program
names

• Program Summary - presents the sum of all run units for an application program
• System Summary - presents a sum of all program summaries within a time interval.

The level of reporting (Detail vs Summary), selection of the time interval length, and the programs to be analyzed are
controlled by you. Each program's totals are also reflected as a ratio of the system totals (the percentage of all CA IDMS
resources consumed that were accounted for by the program).

If Program Summary is the reporting level, you can optionally request program highlights which are statistics of the run
units with lowest and highest duration (up to 10 each). A lower reporting level includes all higher summary reporting (e.g.,
Program Details are accompanied by Program and System Summaries). When only one time interval is reported, the
System Summary is the total of all selected run units. Whenever multiple time intervals are reported, a Grand Summary is
produced for all run units. The Grand Summary is simply a total of all the System Summaries.

NOTE
The most practical method of monitoring program activity periodically is to request program summary/highlights
without a specific time interval (LEVEL=SUMMARY, HILITES=YES).

Program Details (LEVEL=DETAILS) should be reported on those occasions where there are more than 20 run unit
occurrences for a program, when a strictly timewise sequence of all program activity is desired, or where it is necessary to
view all occurrences of a program for detailed investigation.

Program highlights (HILITES=YES) represent those run units which are the lowest and the highest in duration for an
application program. Up to ten (10) run units in each category are reported, and are sorted sequentially by length of
duration.

When reviewing the Summaries (Program, System, or Grand) attention should be focused on the COUNTS and RATIOS.
These statistics can reveal the trends which reflect upon the 'vitality' of the database environment.

In the Program Summary, attention should be paid to the highlighted run units with the longest duration. The cause of the
lengthy duration could be:

• An extraordinary amount of processing was performed -- check COUNTS
• High run unit activity occurred at the time of execution of the run units -- check the ACTIVITY Report
• Inefficient database processing is indicated -- check COUNTS and RATIOS
• Program was locked out or had some resource conflict with a concurrently executing program -- check the

CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report.

NOTE
If a more precise view of the suspected problem is needed, a PROGRAM Display can be requested using a
narrow time interval. The run unit IDs and start date/time in the PROGRAM Reports can assist you in selecting
the desired time interval.

Program Details

Program Details depict selected run unit activity in timewise order for each application program. The majority of the
statistics is commonly known as CA IDMS statistics, and are additionally summarized in the summary reports. The
information for each run unit is presented on two report lines.

Description of the Program Details layout starts on the following page.
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Program Details Report Fields

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the Program Details Report.

Start and stop date/time of the time interval.

PROGRAM -- Application program name.

START -- Starting date/time of run unit.

END -- Ending date/time of run unit.

ABRT -- Abort flag (*) if the run unit is aborted.

DURATION (SEC) -- Run unit duration, shown in seconds.

AREAS OPENED -- Number of areas opened in an update mode.

RUN UNIT -- Run unit numeric ID.

QUIESCE LEVEL -- Highest quiesce level encountered at the run unit initiation (BGIN).

COUNTS -- The fields listed below are fields containing CA IDMS statistics

PAGES

• READ -- Number of pages read from database.
• WRITTEN -- Number of pages written to database.
• REQUESTED -- Number of pages requested from database.

CALC RECORDS

• HOME PAGE -- Number of CALC records stored on the home page.
• OVERFLOW -- Number of CALC records stored on an overflow page.

LOCKS

• REQUESTED -- Number of record locks requested by run unit.
• SELECT -- Number of select (shared) locks maintained by run unit.
• UPDATE -- Number of update (exclusive) locks held at the termination of the run unit.

RECORDS

• UPDATED -- Number of database records updated.
• REQUESTED -- Number of records requested.
• CURRENT -- Number of records made current by run unit.
• OWNER -- Number of VIA records stored on owner page.
• OVERFLOW -- Number of VIA records stored on an overflow page.

CALLS TO IDMSDBMS -- Number of DML verbs executed.

• FRAGMENTS STORED -- Number of record fragments stored.
• ROOTS/RCDS RELOCATED -- Number of records relocated because of restructuring.

The following example shows the PROGRAM REPORT (Details):

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME          PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                               PROGRAM REPORT                    mm/
dd/yy         hh:mm:ss           2
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                                                    mm/dd/yy hh:mm - mm/dd/yy hh:mm

PROGRAM   START             A  DURATION AREAS      ----------PAGES-----------  ----
CALC RECORDS----  -------------LOCKS-----------
                             B    (SEC) 0PENED      READ    WRITTEN  REQUESTED  HOME PAGE   OVERFLOW  REQUESTED     SELECT   UPDATE
NODE NAME END               R   RUN QUIESCE  -----------RECORDS---------- -----
VIA RECORDS-----   CALLS TO  FRAGMENTS ROOTS/RCDS
                             T   UNIT LEVEL   UPDATED  REQUESTED   CURRENT OWNER PAGE   OVERFLOW   IDMSDBMS     STORED  RELOCATED

 IDMSDDDL  mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss      77.29      1      1,407       844     22,902          4          0     32,280        253   15,266
           mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss     1706    2     20,594     25,915     8,859        340         528    11,546         29        0

 IDMSDDDL  mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss      47.45      1      1,018       938      5,533          0          0     14,998        154    7,948
           mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss     1708    2      7,754      8,129       233           0          0       344          0        0

 IDMSDDDL  mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss      60.78      1      1,198       685     19,724         17         49     20,656        128    7,611
           mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss     1713    2     14,658     20,935     8,641        229         670    10,958         34        0

 IDMSDDDL  mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss      78.83      1      1,441       901     23,984          0          0     32,577        240   15,395
           mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss     1724    2     20,761     26,159     8,911        229         637    11,599         43        0

 IDMSDDDL  mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss      73.18      1      1,442       903     23,929          0          0     32,539        221   15,378
           mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss     1766    2     20,683     26,159     8,911        229         637    11,599         34        0

 IDMSDDDL  mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss      73.64      1      1,442       902     23,927          0          0     32,538        232   15,366
           mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss     1771    2     20,681     26,159     8,911        229         637    11,599         34        0
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 IDMSDDDL  mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss       1.80      1         38         1        146          0          0        123         19      2
           mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss     1803    2          1        178       123           0          0       135           0       0

 IDMSDDDL  mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss      78.43      1      1,442       902     23,929          0          0     32,543        230   15,372
           mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss     1873    2     20,682     26,162     8,912        229         637    11,601         34        0

Program Summary/Highlights

A Program Summary Report presents a sum-total of all run unit totals for an application program. Optionally, whenever
a program has three or more run units, detailed statistics of those run units with the lowest and highest durations can be
reported. Up to ten run units with the lowest duration are presented with the lowest duration depicted as number '1'. Also,
up to ten run units with highest duration are presented with the highest duration depicted as number '1'.

Program Summary/Highlights Report Fields

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the Program Summary Report.

SUMMARY -- Application program name and processing type.

Start and stop date/time interval of report.

LOWEST/HIGHEST -- category of program highlights.

Sequence, relative to duration, within the highlight category.

Starting date/time of run unit.

Ending date/time of run unit.

ABRT -- Abort flag (*) if run unit is aborted.

NOTE
Some run units may show up as aborted when, in fact, they have not. The reason is that CA IDMS Journal
Analyzer did not detect an ENDJ checkpoint record for the run unit.

DURATION -- Run unit duration.

AREAS OPENED -- Number of areas opened in an update mode.

RUN UNIT -- Run unit numeric ID.

QUIESCE LEVEL -- Highest quiesce level encountered at the run unit initiation (BGIN).

COUNTS -- (See Program Details for definitions).

NODE NAME -- The name of a CA IDMS System in a data sharing group or '*LOCAL*' if data sharing is not in use.

The following example shows the PROGRAM Report (Summary/Highlights):

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME          PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                               PROGRAM REPORT                    mm/
dd/yy         hh:mm:ss           2
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                                                        SUMMARY = IDMSDDDL BTC
                                                    mm/dd/yy hh:mm - mm/dd/yy hh:mm

 ******    START             A  DURATION AREAS      ----------PAGES-----------  ----
CALC RECORDS----  -------------LOCKS-----------
 LOWEST                      B    (SEC) 0PENED      READ    WRITTEN  REQUESTED  HOME PAGE   OVERFLOW  REQUESTED     SELECT   UPDATE
 ******    END               R   RUN QUIESCE  -----------RECORDS---------- -----
VIA RECORDS-----   CALLS TO  FRAGMENTS ROOTS/RCDS
                             T   UNIT LEVEL   UPDATED  REQUESTED   CURRENT OWNER PAGE   OVERFLOW   IDMSDBMS     STORED  RELOCATED

   1       mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss       1.80      1         38         1        146          0          0        123         19        2
           mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss     1803    2          1        178       123          0          0        135          0        0

   2       mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss      47.45      1      1,018       938      5,533          0          0     14,998        154    7,948
           mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss     1708    2      7,754      8,129       233          0          0        344          0        0

   3       mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss      60.78      1      1,198       685     19,724         17         49     20,656        128    7,611
           mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss     1713    2     14,658     20,935     8,641        229        670     10,958         34        0

   4       mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss      73.18      1      1,442       903     23,929          0          0     32,539        221   15,378
           mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss     1766    2     20,683     26,159     8,911        229        637     11,599         34        0

 *******   START             A  DURATION AREAS      ----------PAGES-----------  ----
CALC RECORDS----  -------------LOCKS-----------
 HIGHEST                     B    (SEC) 0PENED      READ    WRITTEN  REQUESTED  HOME PAGE   OVERFLOW  REQUESTED     SELECT   UPDATE
 *******   END               R   RUN QUIESCE  -----------RECORDS---------- -----
VIA RECORDS-----   CALLS TO  FRAGMENTS ROOTS/RCDS
                             T   UNIT LEVEL   UPDATED  REQUESTED   CURRENT OWNER PAGE   OVERFLOW   IDMSDBMS     STORED  RELOCATED
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   4       mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss      73.64      1      1,142       902     23,927          0          0     32,538        232   15,566
           mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss     1771    2     20,681     26,159     8,911        229        637     11,599         34        0

   3       mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss      77.29      1      1,407       884     22,902          4          0     32,280        253   15,266
           mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss     1706    2     20,59 4    25,915     8,859        340        528     11,546         29        0

   2       mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss      78.43      1      1,442       902     23,929          0          0     32,543        230   15,372
           mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss     1873    2     20,682     26,162     8,912        229        637     11,601         34        0

   1       mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss      78.83      1      1,441       901     23,984          0          0     32,577        240   15,395
           mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss     1724    2     20,761     26,159     8,911        229        637     11,599         43        0

Program Summary/Totals

A Program Summary Report presents a sum-total of all run unit totals of an application program. In addition to a summary
of the CA IDMS statistics, statistics for run unit occurrence, duration, and quiesce level are reported along with several key
processing ratios.

Program Summary/Totals Report Fields

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the Program Summary/Totals Report.

SUMMARY -- Application program name and processing type.

Start and stop date/time interval of report.

RUN UNITS

• SUCCESSFUL (ENDJ) -- Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated
successfully.

• ABORTED (ABRT) -- Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated
abnormally.

• TOTAL (BGIN) -- Total number of run units activated within the reported time interval.
• CHECKPOINT (COMT) -- Number of recovery unit checkpoints issued within the reported time interval.

DURATION (SEC)
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• LOWEST -- Lowest run unit duration encountered.
• HIGHEST -- Highest run unit duration encountered.
• MEAN -- Average run unit duration encountered.
• MEDIAN -- Median run unit duration encountered.

QUIESCE LEVEL

• MEAN -- Average quiesce level encountered.
• HIGHEST -- Highest quiesce level encountered.

COUNTS -- The CA IDMS statistics (see the Program Details for definitions) are reported in three values.

• MEAN VALUE -- Average value per run unit occurrence within the reported time interval.
• ACCUMULATED VALUE -- Total value for all run unit occurrences within the reported time interval.
• PERCENT OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES -- Ratio of the accumulated value for this program against the accumulated

value for all programs active within the reported time interval. Highlights the programs which consume the largest
amount of system resources.

The following example shows the PROGRAM Report (Summary/Totals):

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                                PROGRAM REPORT                    mm/
dd/yy        hh:mm:ss        3

                                                        SUMMARY = IDMSDDDL  BTC
                                                    mm/dd/yy hh:mm - mm/dd/yy hh:mm

  RUN UNITS------SUCCESSFUL   (ENDJ)                                    8 1.00
                 ABORTED      (ABRT)                                    0 0.00
                 TOTAL        (BGIN)                                    8

  DURATION-------LOWEST                                              1.80
  (SEC)          HIGHEST                                            78.83
                 MEAN                                               61.43
                 MEDIAN                                             73.64

  QUIESCE LEVEL--MEAN                                                2.00
                 HIGHEST                                                2

                                                                     MEAN VALUE            ACCUMULATED             PERCENT OF
                                                                                              VALUE            SYSTEM OCCURRENCES

  COUNTS---------
RECORDS UPDATED                                   15,726.75                 125,814                   1.00
                 PAGES READ                                         1,178.50                 9,428                     1.00
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                 PAGES WRITTEN                                        764.50                 6,116                     1.00
                 PAGES REQUESTED                                   18,009.25               144,074                     1.00
                 CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE                                 2.63                    21                     1.00
                 CALC RCDS OVERFLOW                                     6.13                    49                     1.00
                 VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE                               185.63                 1,485                     1.00
                 VIA RCDS OVERFLOW                                    468.25                 3,746                     1.00
                 RECORDS REQUESTED                                 19,974.50               159,796                     1.00
                 RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT                           6,687.63                53,501                     1.00
                 CALLS TO IDMSDBMS                                  8,672.63                69,381                     1.00
                 FRAGMENTS STORED                                      26.00                   208                     1.00
                 ROOTS OR RCS RELOCATED                                 0.00                     0                     0.00
                 LOCKS REQUESTED                                   24,781.75               198,254                     1.00
                 SELECT LOCKS HELD                                    184.63                 1,477                     1.00
                 UPDATE LOCKS HELD                                 11,542.25                92,338                     1.00

  RATIOS---------PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ                          15.28
                 RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ                        16.95
                 RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS CURRENT                    2.99
                 CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS HOME                    2.33
                 VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS OWNER                     2.52

  AREAS----------
SHR UPD DDLDML            LOW=       60,001 HIGH=          62,000 COUNT=        5
                 SHR UPD DDLDML            LOW=       60,001 HIGH=          62,000 COUNT=        1
                 SHR UPD DDLDML            LOW=       60,001 HIGH=          62,000 COUNT=        1
                 SHR UPD DDLDML            LOW=       60,001 HIGH=          62,000 COUNT=        1

RATIOS -- The ratios are calculated from the accumulated values of the appropriate counts.

PAGES REQUESTED/PAGES READ -- Measures the effectiveness of buffer pool size and allocation. Small ratios (less
than 2.00) can indicate random processing, inadequate buffer pool size, or the need for additional buffer pools.

RECORDS REQUESTED/PAGES READ -- Measures the overall effectiveness of space management, CALC synonym
handling, VIA options, and buffer management. Large ratios (greater than 20) usually indicate effective buffering (the
minimizing of database I/O).

RECORDS REQUESTED/RECORDS CURRENT -- Measures the amount of processing transparency provided by the
database management system. High ratios (greater than 20) indicate a large amount of database traversing is occurring
before target records are retrieved. Close examination must be paid to sorted sets, sets without PRIOR or OWNER
pointers, or improper program strategy which does not adequately capitalize on currency.

CALC RCDS OVERFLOW/CALC RCDS HOME -- Measures the randomness of the CALC field values, or the fullness
of database areas. Large ratios (greater than 1 or 2) or steadily increasing ratio values indicate a large number of CALC
synonyms, or that space use is increasing and that an area needs reorganizing or enlarging.

VIA RCDS OVERFLOW/VIA RCDS OWNER  -- Measures the effectiveness of the storage of VIA records, or the fullness
of database areas. Large ratios (greater than 1 or 2) or steadily increasing ratios can indicate very large clustering or
packing of VIA records (near the associated OWNER records), or a lack of randomness of the OWNER record types
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or VIA member records. Space utilization may be getting high that may indicate that the area should be reorganized or
enlarged.

AREAS -- List of up to 8 areas opened by the program with the following information: usage mode, area name, page
range, and ready count.

System Summary

A System Summary Report presents totals of all Program Summary accumulated values within a time interval. All
statistical categories are reported by processing type: ONLINE, BATCH, and SYSTEM (total of all ONL and BTC run unit
activity during time interval).

System Summary Report Fields

The fields of the System Summary Report are described below.

Start and stop date/time of the time interval of the report. RUN UNITS -- (see below)

SUCCESSFUL (ENDJ) -- Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated
successfully.

ABORTED (ABRT) -- Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated abnormally.

TOTAL (BGIN) -- Total number of run units activated within the reported time interval.

CHECKPOINT (COMT) -- Number of recovery unit checkpoints issued within the reported time interval.

DURATION (SEC)

• LOWEST -- Lowest run unit duration encountered.
• HIGHEST -- Highest run unit duration encountered.
• MEAN -- Average run unit duration encountered.

QUIESCE LEVEL

• MEAN -- Average quiesce level encountered.
• HIGHEST -- Highest quiesce level encountered.

COUNTS -- The CA IDMS statistics are reported. (See Program Details for definitions.) The ratio of ONLINE or BATCH to
SYSTEM is presented for all non-zero counts.

RATIOS -- See Program Summary/Totals Report for definitions.

The ratios are calculated from the appropriate counts.

Grand Summary

A Grand Summary Report is produced for all run units whenever multiple time intervals are reported (in effect, a total of all
System Summaries). The format of the Grand Summary Report is identical to the System Summary Report.

The following example shows the PROGRAM System Summary Report:

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                                PROGRAM REPORT                    mm/
dd/yy        hh:mm:ss          2
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                                                              SYSTEM SUMMARY
                                                    mm/dd/yy hh:mm - mm/dd/yy hh:mm

 ***   CATEGORY   ***                                        ***   ONLINE  ***        ***   BATCH   ***         ***   SYSTEM   ***

 RUN UNITS------
SUCCESSFUL   (ENDJ)                                    12 0.55                 10 0.45                   22  0.79
                ABORTED      (ABRT)                                     6 1.00                  0 0.00                    6  0.21
                TOTAL        (BGIN)                                    18                      10                        28
                                                                     0.64                    0.36

                CHECKPOINT   (COMT)                                    53                       0                        53

 DURATION-------
LOWEST                                               0.04                    8.65                      0.04
 (SEC)          HIGHEST                                         88,285.96                   78.83                 88,285.96
                MEAN                                             5,152.66                   41.37                  3,327.20

 QUIESCE LEVEL--
MEAN                                                 1.67                    2.00                      1.79
                HIGHEST                                                 2                       2                         2

 COUNTS---------
RECORDS UPDATED                                     9,670 0.07            125,739 0.93              135,409
                PAGES READ                                          7,300 0.51              7,080 0.49               14,380
                PAGES WRITTEN                                       1,242 0.22              4,430 0.78                5,672
                PAGES REQUESTED                                    22,489 0.14            134,648 0.86              157,137
                CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE                                 60 0.70                 26 0.30                   86
                CALC RCDS OVERFLOW                                     14 0.22                 49 0.78                   63
                VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE                                146 0.04              3,195 0.96                3,341
                VIA RCDS OVERFLOW                                      56 0.02              3,163 0.98                3,219
                RECORDS REQUESTED                                  20,898 0.12            150,726 0.88              171,624
                RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT                            9,662 0.17             48,208 0.83               57,870
                CALLS TO IDMSDBMS                                  11,649 0 16             62,475 0.84               74,124
                FRAGMENTS STORED                                        0 0.00                408 1.00                  408
                ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED                                 0                       0                         0
                LOCKS REQUESTED                                    27,656 0.13            188,616 0.87              216,272
                SELECT LOCKS HELD                                     189 0.12              1,415 0.88                1,604
                UPDATE LOCKS HELD                                  10,593 0.11             88,632 0.89               99,225
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 RATIOS---------
PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ                         3.08                   19.02                     10.93
                RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ                       2.86                   21.29                     11.93
                RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS CURRENT                  2.16                    3.13                      2.97
                CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS HOME                  0.23                    1.88                      0.73
                VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS OWNER                   0.38                    0.99                      0.96

The following example shows the PROGRAM Grand Summary Report:

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                                PROGRAM REPORT                    mm/
dd/yy        hh:mm:ss          6

                                                             GRAND SUMMARY
                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm - mm/dd/yy hh:mm

 ***   CATEGORY   ***                                        ***   ONLINE  ***        ***   BATCH   ***         ***   SYSTEM   ***

 RUN UNITS------
SUCCESSFUL   (ENDJ)                                    18 0.56                 14 0.44                   32  0.78
                ABORTED      (ABRT)                                     9 1.00                  0 0.00                    9  0.22
                TOTAL        (BGIN)                                    27                      14                        41
                                                                     0.66                    0.34

                CHECKPOINT   (COMT)                                   109                       0                       109

 DURATION-------
LOWEST                                               0.04                    1.80                      0.04
 (SEC)          HIGHEST                                         88,285.96                   78.83                 88,285.96
                MEAN                                             9,641.56                   36.70                  6,361.85

 QUIESCE LEVEL--
MEAN                                                 1.63                    2.00                      1.76
                HIGHEST                                                 2                       2                         2

 COUNTS---------
RECORDS UPDATED                                    11,235 0.07            158,324 0.93              169,559
                PAGES READ                                          8,552 0.50              8,624 0.50               17,176
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                PAGES WRITTEN                                       1,271 0.19              5,397 0.81                6,668
                PAGES REQUESTED                                    26,249 0.14            167,133 0.86              193,382
                CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE                                 63 0.69                 28 0.31                   91
                CALC RCDS OVERFLOW                                     14 0.22                 49 0.78                   63
                VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE                                166 0.04              4,190 0.96                4,356
                VIA RCDS OVERFLOW                                      57 0.01              3,822 0.99                3,879
                RECORDS REQUESTED                                  24,144 0.11            187,886 0.89              212,030
                RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT                           11,413 0.16             58,813 0.84               70,226
                CALLS TO IDMSDBMS                                  13,560 0 15             76,259 0.85               89,819
                FRAGMENTS STORED                                        2 0.00                534 1.00                  536
                ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED                                 0                       0                         0
                LOCKS REQUESTED                                    31,909 0.12            237,816 0.88              269,725
                SELECT LOCKS HELD                                     224 0.11              1,808 0.89                2,032
                UPDATE LOCKS HELD                                  12,415 0.10            112,662 0.90              125,077

 RATIOS---------
PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ                         3.07                   19.38                     11.26
                RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ                       2.86                   21.79                     12.34
                RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS CURRENT                  2.12                    3.19                      3.02
                CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS HOME                  0.22                    1.75                      0.69
                VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS OWNER                   0.34                    0.91                      0.89

CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report

The CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report outlines all recorded activity in a timewise sequence. The user is presented a
detailed view of run unit events in contrast to the ACTIVITY Report which summarizes run unit activity during user-defined
time intervals (for example, hourly). Although much of the information contained in the CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT report
is identical to the PROGRAM Reports, the information is reported in a strictly chronological order.

Each reported event includes the current quiesce level which indicates the degree of total run unit concurrency.

NOTE
In CA IDMS environments, the quiesce level can be non-zero although no user tasks are active because
all active RHDCRUAL system run units are reflected in the quiesce level count. Events for the RHDCRUAL
program will not be reported unless RHDCRUAL=YES was specified on the PROCESS parameter card when
the journal extract records were produced.

The CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report is normally requested on special demand only. For example, when unusual
activity is recorded in the ACTIVITY Report, you can use the CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report to acquire a detailed
view of such activity by specifying the appropriate time intervals on the REPORT parameter cards.

If a PROGRAM Report shows run units with excessively long durations, or a large number of program aborts, the cause
may be resource contention among concurrently executing run units. In which case, the CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT
Report of the time period in question will reveal the contending programs, and the ABORT COINCIDENCE Report will
reaffirm coincidence of such programs.

If you are required to manually recover part of the CA IDMS database, the following functions are generally performed:

1. A quiesce point must be determined in order to limit the extent of the recovery by the ROLLBACK or the
ROLLFORWARD utilities.
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2. The ROLLFORWARD utility is executed with the PRINT parameter to list the before and after images.
3. You search through a stack of ROLLFORWARD image reports to establish a quiesce point on which to synchronize

the recovery.
4. The ROLLBACK or ROLLFORWARD utility is executed with the appropriate DATE and TIME parameters.

NOTE
The CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report offers you a reasonable alternative to steps 2 and 3. A significant
savings in computer resources, paper, and research time can be realized if this report is used to establish the
recovery quiesce point. The concise format of the CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report eases your burden in this
most unenviable task.

CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report Fields

The following is a description of the various fields that make up the CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report.

EVENT

• TIME -- Time recorded for each event.
• TYPE -- BGIN, COMT, ENDJ, or ABRT. ABRT's are further highlighted by "- >" next to the event time.
• DURATION -- Run unit duration reported in seconds, for ENDJ and ABRT events.

IDENT

• RUN UNIT -- Run unit numeric ID.
• PROGRAM -- Application program name and processing type (ONL or BTC).

QUIESCE LVL/USER/EXT ID -- Quiesce level at the time of the event, reported as a number of X's. A fully quiesce
system is represented by a zero. If the number of concurrent run units exceeds 20, that number is reported.

User ID reported on the BGIN checkpoint journal record. If the report is run against journal files created prior to r16 SP4
(the user ID is not present in the BGIN), the report displays USER ID NOT CAPTURED. If the report is run against journal
files created after r16 SP4, but the user does not sign on, the user ID field in the BGIN is filled with spaces, and the report
displays NO USER SIGNON.

Ext ID reported on the BGIN checkpoint journal record. IF the report is run against journal files created before IDMS
Server r16.1 or before IDMS r16 SP6 (the external ID is not present in the BGIN), the report displays spaces. If the
report is run against journal files created after IDMS Server r16.1 or after IDMS r16 SP6 and the external ID field is not
populated, the report displays spaces.

NOTE
Whether a run-unit affects the quiesce level is determined by the manner that an area is READY. Since the
READY may occur sometime after the BIND RUNUNIT, the quiesce level may sometime appear to change
erratically.

The following example shows the CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report:

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME        PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                         CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT REPORT             mm/
dd/yy          hh:mm:ss         2

 ---------EVENT---------  --------IDENT--------  ---QUIESCE LVL/USER/
EXT ID---  ---------PAGES---------  ------------LOCKS----------
 TIME     TYPE  DURATION  RUN UNIT      PROGRAM                        READ       WRITTEN  REQUESTED  REQUESTED   SELECT   UPDATE
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 mm/dd/yy

 hh:mm START*************************************                     *************************************************END hh:mm

 hh:mm:ss BGIN               27414 FILLJNL1 BTC  X
                                                 USER01
                                                 CUSTOMER99
                                                                      SHR  UPD EMP-DEMO-
REGION   LOW=       75,001  HIGH=   75,050
                                                                        SHR UPD ORG-
DEMO-REGION   LOW=       75,151  HIGH=   75,175
 hh:mm:ss COMT               27414 FILLJNL1 BTC  X                        19           15      65         94         4       38
 hh:mm:ss ENDJ     hh:mm     27414 FILLJNL1 BTC  0                         0            8      32         67         0       30
 hh:mm:ss BGIN               27415 FILLJNL2 BTC  X
                                                 USER01
                                                                      SHR  UPD ORG-DEMO-
REGION   LOW=       75,151  HIGH=   75,175

PAGES

• READ -- Number of pages read from the database.
• WRITTEN -- Number of pages written to the database.
• REQUESTED -- Number of pages requested that were satisfied by a read of a database page or an access into the

buffer pool.

LOCKS

• REQUESTED -- Number of record locks requested by the run (recovery) unit, automatically or upon request.
• SELECT -- Number of select (shared) locks maintained by the run (recovery) unit.
• UPDATE -- Number of update (exclusive) locks held at the termination of the run (recovery) unit.

TIME LINE -- A line of asterisks is printed for each hour of activity.

AREAS OPENED -- Each area readied by the run unit is listed with the following information: usage mode, area name,
and page range.

NO EVENTS POSTED -- A line of asterisks is printed for each hour when no events were posted although at least one run
unit was active.

NO ACTIVITY -- A line of asterisks is printed for each hour when no run units were active.

NOTE
The CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report manipulates data on the Archive Journal file to show PAGES and
LOCKS in relation to the work accomplished by the 'recovery unit'. A recovery unit is that segment of CA IDMS
activity bounded by BIND, COMMIT, ROLLBACK, and/or FINISH. In this context, a run unit may be one or
several recovery units. As maintained by CA IDMS, these values are incremented throughout the run unit and
are only reset to zero at the end of the run unit. UPDATE LOCKS is the exception. It is reset to zero at the end of
each recovery unit. Therefore it is reported without manipulation.
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ABORT COINCIDENCE Report

The ABORT COINCIDENCE Report provides a daily analysis of all aborted recovery units. The report is in two parts. In
the first part, the report is ordered by aborted program name. You should be alerted to programs that were concurrently
executing when a program aborted, especially when the coincidence ratio exceeds 50%. The excessive consumption of
database resources by one run unit can cause other run units to prematurely terminate with resource acquisition delays or
deadly embraces.

The second part of the ABORT COINCIDENCE Report, that is only produced when at least one program was executing
when another program aborted, is ordered by coincident program name. The associated aborted programs are ranked
by their coincidence ratios. A high ratio may reveal resource contention between program types, or possibly between run
units of the same program.

The instances of program aborts are recorded in the PROGRAM Reports and the CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report, if
available. The CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report explicitly lists the concurrent programs. This may reveal a pattern such
as excessive contention at certain periods of the day.

ABORT COINCIDENCE Report Fields (Part 1)

The following is a description of the various fields which make up Part 1 of the ABORT COINCIDENCE Report.

DATE -- Date of activity.

ABORTED PROGRAM -- Name of aborted application program.

ABORTS -- Number of run units aborted.

COINCIDENT PROGRAM -- Name of application program active when the program aborted.

OCCURS -- Total occurrences of coincident program when the program aborted.

COINCIDENCE RATIO -- Ratio of occurrences of a coincident program to the number of aborts for the program. Ratios of
50 percent or greater are flagged with asterisks (*).

The following example shows the ABORT COINCIDENCE Report (Part 1):

ID   RELEASE         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME          PAGE
     Rnn.nn         ABORT COINCIDENCE REPORT PART 1           mm/dd/
yy         hh:mm:ss         1
                                                              mm/dd/yy

                             ABORTED                        COINCIDENT                COINCIDENCE
                             PROGRAM        ABORTS           PROGRAM       OCCURS        RATIO
                             -------        ------          ----------     ------     -----------

                             RHDCRUAL            5

ABORT COINCIDENCE Report Fields (Part 2)

The following is a description of the various fields that make up Part 2 of the ABORT COINCIDENCE Report.

DATE -- Date of activity.

COINCIDENT PROGRAM -- Name of application program active when program aborted.
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OCCURS -- Total occurrences of coincident program when the program aborted.

ABORTED PROGRAM -- Name of aborted application program.

ABORTS -- Number of recovery units aborted.

COINCIDENCE RATIO -- Ratio of occurrences of the coincident program to the number of aborts for a program. Ratios of
50 percent or greater are flagged with asterisks (*).

RANK -- Relative order by the magnitude of the coincidence ratio. The highest rank is "1".

The following example shows the ABORT COINCIDENCE Report (Part 2):

ID       RELEASE        CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                DATE             TIME        PAGE
         Rnn.nn        ABORT COINCIDENCE REPORT PART 2          mm/dd/
yy         hh:mm:ss    nnnn
                                                                mm/dd/yy

                  COINCIDENT                      ABORTED                  COINCIDENCE
                  PROGRAM        OCCURS           PROGRAM       ABORTS        RATIO          RANK
                  -------        ------          ----------     ------     -----------       ----
                  DBMSNNNN            6          DBMSEEEE           8          75.0**          1
                                      2          DBMSAAAA           4          50.0**          2
                                      2          DBMSBBBB           6          33.3            3

                  DBMSMMMN            3          DBMSDDDD           4          75.0**          1
                                      2          DBMSEEEE           8          25.0            2
                                      1          DBMSBBBB           6          16.7            3

                  DBMSXXXX            4          DBMSAAAA           4         100.0**          1
                                      4          DBMSDDDD           4         100.0**          2

MANAGEMENT Reports Summary

The MANAGEMENT Reports are grouped into two formats:

Highlights

• Summaries
• Online Response Time
• Buffer Pool Utilization

Rankings

Management Highlights

The Highlight reports contain summarized information of system performance and resource consumption derived from the
original PROGRAM Report. The Highlight reports provide three levels of summaries:
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• Program Summary -- accumulation for one program in one time interval
• System Summary -- accumulation for one time interval
• Grand Summary -- accumulation of all system summaries whenever multiple time intervals are reported.

These summary reports present totals, highest, lowest, means, medians of program attributes (Quiesce Levels, etc.), and
program consumption (CA IDMS statistics).

The Highlight reports also include Online Response Time and BUFFER POOL UTILIZATION. Online Response Time
provides distribution of run unit duration, on an hourly basis, for each day's activities. In addition, Buffer Pool Utilization
distributes the ratios of Pages Requested to Pages Read into hourly brackets for each day's activities.

Program Summary Report

The Program Summary Report contains summarized information of system performance and resource consumption
accumulated by one program in one time interval. The information is derived from the Program Details Report.

MANAGEMENT Highlights/Program Summary Report Fields

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the MANAGEMENT Highlights/Program Summary
Report.

Application program name, processing type, and start/stop date and time of report.

RUN UNITS

• SUCCESSFUL (ENDJ) -- Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated
successfully.

• ABORTED (ABRT) -- Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated
abnormally.

• TOTAL (BGIN) -- Total number of run units activated within the reported time interval.
• CHECKPOINT (COMT) -- Number of recovery unit checkpoints issued within the reported time interval.

LOWEST -- Lowest value encountered for any run unit within the reported time interval.

HIGHEST -- Highest value encountered for any run unit within the reported time interval.

MEAN -- Average value for all run units within the reported time interval.

MEDIAN -- Median value for all run units within the reported time interval.

DURATION -- Run unit duration. QUIESCE

LEVEL -- Quiesce level encountered at the run unit initiation (BGIN). COUNTS -- The CA IDMS statistics (see Program
Details for definitions) are reported in four values: Lowest, Highest, Mean, and Median.

RATIOS -- The Ratios (see Program Summary/Totals for definitions) are calculated for each run unit and are reported in
four values: Lowest, Highest, Mean, and Median.

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/PROGRAM SUMMARY Report:

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME        PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                    MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/
PROGRAM SUMMARY       mm/dd/yy          hh:mm:ss         5
                                             RHDCRUAL ONL  mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm
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 RUN UNITS------SUCCESSFUL   (ENDJ)                                  2 1.00
                ABORTED      (ABRT)                                  0 0.00
                TOTAL        (BGIN)                                  2

                CHECKPOINTS  (COMT)                                 47

                                                                 LOWEST            HIGHEST                MEAN            MEDIAN

 DURATION (SEC)                                                      1.38           8,601.92            4,301.65          8,601.92

 QUIESCE LEVEL                                                       1                  1                   1.00              1

 COUNTS---------
RECORDS UPDATED                                      0                272                 136.00            272
                PAGES READ                                          17              1,308                 662.50          1,308
                PAGES WRITTEN                                       16                 80                  48.00             80
                PAGES REQUESTED                                    221              3,690               1,955.50          3,690
                CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE                               0                  8                   4.00              8
                CALC RCDS OVERFLOW                                   0                  2                   1.00              2
                VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE                               0                 35                  17.50             35
                VIA RCDS OVERFLOW                                    0                 20                  10.00             20
                RECORDS REQUESTED                                  261              2,875               1,568.00          2,875
                RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT                            10              2,251               1,130.50          2,251
                CALLS TO IDMSDBMS                                   24              2,931               1,477.50          2,931
                FRAGMENTS STORED                                     0                  0                   0.00              0
                ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED                              0                  0                   0.00              0
                LOCKS REQUESTED                                    472              2,331               1,401.50          2,331
                SELECT LOCKS HELD                                    2                  5                   3.50              5
                UPDATE LOCKS HELD                                  108                329                 218.50            329

 RATIOS---------
PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ                         2.82              13.00                7.91             13.00
                RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ                       2.20              15.35                8.78             15.35
                RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS CURRENT                  1.28              26.10               13.69             26.10
                CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS HOME                  0.00               0.25                0.13              0.25
                VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS OWNER                   0.00               0.57                0.29              0.57
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System Summary Report

The System Summary Report contains summarized information of system performance and resource consumption
accumulated for one time interval.

MANAGEMENT Highlights/System Summary Report Fields

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the MANAGEMENT Highlights/System Summary
Report.

Start and stop date/time of the time interval of the report.

RUN UNITS

• SUCCESSFUL (ENDJ) -- Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated
successfully.

• ABORTED (ABRT) -- Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated
abnormally.

• TOTAL (BGIN) -- Total number of run units activated within the reported time interval.
• CHECKPOINT (COMT) -- Number of recovery unit checkpoints issued within the reported time interval.

DURATION

• LOWEST -- Lowest run unit duration encountered.
• HIGHEST -- Highest run unit duration encountered.
• MEAN -- Average run unit duration.

QUIESCE LEVEL

• LOWEST -- Lowest quiesce level encountered.
• HIGHEST -- Highest quiesce level encountered.
• MEAN -- Average quiesce level.

RATIOS -- See Program Summary/Totals for definitions. The ratios are reported in three values: Lowest, Highest, and
Mean.

COUNTS -- The CA IDMS statistics (see Program Details for definitions) are reported in three values: Lowest, Highest,
and Mean.

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/SYSTEM SUMMARY Report:

ID                    RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME          PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                     MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/
SYSTEM SUMMARY       mm/dd/yy          hh:mm:ss        21
                                                    mm/dd/yy  h:mm  - mm/dd/yy  hh:mm

        CATEGORY                                                  ONLINE                   BATCH                       SYSTEM

 RUN UNITS------
SUCCESSFUL   (ENDJ)                                 11 1.00                  0 0.00                      11 1.00
                ABORTED      (ABRT)                                  0 0.00                  0 0.00                       0 0.05
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                TOTAL        (BGIN)                                 11 1.00                  0 0.00                      11

                CHECKPOINTS  (COMT)                                 54                       0                           54

 DURATION-------
LOWEST                                               0.04                    0.00                         0.04
 (SEC)          HIGHEST                                          8,601.92                    0.00                     8,601.92
                MEAN                                               783.40                    0.00                       783.40

 QUIESCE LEVEL--
LOWEST                                               1                       0                            1
                HIGHEST                                              2                       0                            2
                MEAN                                                 1.82                    0.00                         1.82

 RATIOS---------
PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES              LOWEST          0.00                    0.00                         0.00
                                                     HIGHEST        17.80                    0.00                        17.80
                                                     MEAN            7.19                    0.00                         7.19

                RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ       LOWEST          0.00                    0.00                         0.00
                                                     HIGHEST        25.00                    0.00                        25.00
                                                     MEAN            9.10                    0.00                         9.10

                RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS CURRENT  LOWEST          1.06                    0.00                         1.06
                                                     HIGHEST        26.10                    0.00                        26.10
                                                     MEAN            4.27                    0.00                         4.27

                CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS HOME  LOWEST          0.00                    0.00                         0.00
                                                     HIGHEST         1.00                    0.00                         1.00
                                                     MEAN            0.20                    0.00                         0.20

                VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS OWNER   LOWEST          0.00                    0.00                         0.00
                                                     HIGHEST         0.57                    0.00                         0.57
                                                     MEAN            0.06                    0.00                         0.06

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/SYSTEM SUMMARY Report:

ID                    RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME          PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                     MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/
SYSTEM SUMMARY       mm/dd/yy          hh:mm:ss          8
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                                                    mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/dd/yy  hh:mm

        CATEGORY                                                  ONLINE                   BATCH                       SYSTEM

 COUNTS---------
RECORDS UPDATED                     LOWEST           0                       0                            0
                                                    -
HIGHEST       424                       0                          424
                                                    --
MEAN         105.09                    0.00                       105.09
                PAGES READ                          LOWEST           0                       0                            0
                                                    -
HIGHEST     1,559                       0                        1,559
                                                    --
MEAN         422.09                    0.00                       422.09
                PAGES WRITTEN                       LOWEST           1                       0                            1
                                                    -
HIGHEST        80                       0                           80
                                                    --
MEAN          16.45                    0.00                        16.45
                PAGES REQUESTED                     LOWEST           2                       0                            2
                                                    -
HIGHEST     9,691                       0                        9,691
                                                    --
MEAN       2,239.27                    0.00                     2,239.27
                CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE              LOWEST           0                       0                            0
                                                    -
HIGHEST         8                       0                            8
                                                    --
MEAN           1.36                    0.00                         1.36
                CALC RCDS OVERFLOW                  LOWEST           0                       0                            0
                                                    -
HIGHEST         2                       0                            2
                                                    --
MEAN           0.36                    0.00                         0.36
                VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE              LOWEST           0                       0                            0
                                                    -
HIGHEST        35                       0                           35
                                                    --
MEAN           8.27                    0.00                         8.27
                VIA RCDS OVERFLOW                   LOWEST           0                       0                            0
                                                    -
HIGHEST        20                       0                           20
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                                                    --
MEAN           2.00                    0.00                         2.00
                RECORDS REQUESTED                   LOWEST           3                       0                            3
                                                    -
HIGHEST     9,725                       0                        9,725
                                                    --
MEAN       2,208.64                    0.00                     2,208.64
                RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT            LOWEST           1                       0                            1
                                                    -
HIGHEST     6,849                       0                        6,849
                                                    --
MEAN       1,539.55                    0.00                     1,539.55
                CALLS TO IDMSDBMS                   LOWEST          18                       0                           18
                                                    -
HIGHEST    10,837                       0                       10,837
                                                    --
MEAN       2,352.09                    0.00                     2,352.09
                FRAGMENTS STORED                    LOWEST           0                       0                            0
                                                    -
HIGHEST         1                       0                            1
                                                    --
MEAN           0.18                    0.00                         0.18
                ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED             LOWEST           0                       0                            0
                                                    -
HIGHEST         0                       0                            0
                                                    --
MEAN           0.00                    0.00                         0.00
                LOCKS REQUESTED                     LOWEST           6                       0                            6
                                                    -
HIGHEST     9,709                       0                        9,709
                                                    --
MEAN       2,187.73                    0.00                     2,187.73
                SELECT LOCKS HELD                   LOWEST           1                       0                            1
                                                    -
HIGHEST        23                       0                           23
                                                    --
MEAN           6.82                    0.00                         6.82
                SELECT LOCKS HELD                   LOWEST           2                       0                            2
                                                    -
HIGHEST       329                       0                          329
                                                    --
MEAN          66.91                    0.00                        66.91
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Grand Summary Report

The Grand Summary Report contains summarized information of system performance and resource consumption
accumulated for all System Summaries whenever multiple time intervals are reported.

MANAGEMENT Highlights/Grand Summary Report Fields

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the MANAGEMENT Highlights/Grand Summary Report.

Start and stop date/time of the time interval of the report.

RUN UNITS

• SUCCESSFUL (ENDJ) -- Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated
successfully.

• ABORTED (ABRT) -- Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated
abnormally.

• TOTAL (BGIN) -- Total number of run units activated within the reported time interval.
• CHECKPOINT (COMT) -- Number of recovery unit checkpoints issued within the reported time interval.

DURATION

• LOWEST -- Lowest run unit duration encountered.
• HIGHEST -- Highest run unit duration encountered.
• MEAN -- Average run unit duration.

QUIESCE LEVEL

• LOWEST -- Lowest quiesce level encountered.
• HIGHEST -- Highest quiesce level encountered.
• MEAN -- Average quiesce level.

RATIOS -- Refer to Program Summary/Totals for definitions. The ratios are reported in three values: Lowest, Highest, and
Mean.

COUNTS -- The CA IDMS statistics (refer to Program Details for definitions) are reported in three values: Lowest, Highest,
and Mean.

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/GRAND SUMMARY Report:

ID                    RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME          PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                     MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/
GRAND SUMMARY        mm/dd/yy          hh:mm:ss        19
                                                   mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/dd/yy  hh:mm

        CATEGORY                                                  ONLINE                   BATCH                       SYSTEM

 RUN UNITS------
SUCCESSFUL   (ENDJ)                                 37 1.00                  0 0.00                      37 0.95
                ABORTED      (ABRT)                                  2 1.00                  0 0.00                       2 0.05
                TOTAL        (BGIN)                                 39 1.00                  0 0.00                      39
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                CHECKPOINTS  (COMT)                                167                       0                          167

 DURATION-------
LOWEST                                               0.03                    0.00                         0.03
 (SEC)          HIGHEST                                          8,601.92                    0.00                     8,601.92
                MEAN                                               456.73                    0.00                       456.73

 QUIESCE LEVEL--
LOWEST                                               1                       0                            1
                HIGHEST                                              2                       0                            2
                MEAN                                                 1.85                    0.00                         1.85

 RATIOS---------
PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES              LOWEST          0.00                    0.00                         0.00
                                                     HIGHEST        63.50                    0.00                        63.50
                                                     MEAN            8.29                    0.00                         8.29

                RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ       LOWEST          0.00                    0.00                         0.00
                                                     HIGHEST       121.50                    0.00                       121.50
                                                     MEAN           11.04                    0.00                        11.04

                RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS CURRENT  LOWEST          1.06                    0.00                         1.06
                                                     HIGHEST        26.10                    0.00                        26.10
                                                     MEAN            3.39                    0.00                         3.39

                CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS HOME  LOWEST          0.00                    0.00                         0.00
                                                     HIGHEST         1.00                    0.00                         1.00
                                                     MEAN            0.13                    0.00                         0.13

                VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS OWNER   LOWEST          0.00                    0.00                         0.00
                                                     HIGHEST         0.80                    0.00                         0.80
                                                     MEAN            0.13                    0.00                         0.13

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/GRAND SUMMARY Report:

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME        PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                     MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/
GRAND SUMMARY        mm/dd/yy          hh:mm:ss        20
                                                    mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/dd/yy  hh:mm
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        CATEGORY                                                  ONLINE                   BATCH                       SYSTEM

 COUNTS---------
RECORDS UPDATED                     LOWEST           0                       0                            0
                                                    -
HIGHEST       424                       0                          424
                                                    --
MEAN          98.33                    0.00                        98.33
                PAGES READ                          LOWEST           0                       0                            0
                                                    -
HIGHEST     2,573                       0                        2,573
                                                    --
MEAN         330.82                    0.00                       330.82
                PAGES WRITTEN                       LOWEST           1                       0                            1
                                                    -
HIGHEST       224                       0                          224
                                                    --
MEAN          22.36                    0.00                        22.36
                PAGES REQUESTED                     LOWEST           2                       0                            2
                                                    -
HIGHEST    14,338                       0                       14,338
                                                    --
MEAN       1,789.36                    0.00                     1,789.36
                CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE              LOWEST           0                       0                            0
                                                    -
HIGHEST        17                       0                           17
                                                    --
MEAN           1.69                    0.00                         1.69
                CALC RCDS OVERFLOW                  LOWEST           0                       0                            0
                                                    -
HIGHEST         3                       0                            3
                                                    --
MEAN           0.28                    0.00                         0.28
                VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE              LOWEST           0                       0                            0
                                                    -
HIGHEST       101                       0                          101
                                                    --
MEAN          10.72                    0.00                        10.72
                VIA RCDS OVERFLOW                   LOWEST           0                       0                            0
                                                    -
HIGHEST        81                       0                           81
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                                                    --
MEAN           5.00                    0.00                         5.00
                RECORDS REQUESTED                   LOWEST           2                       0                            2
                                                    -
HIGHEST    14,741                       0                       14,741
                                                    --
MEAN       1,802.67                    0.00                     1,802.67
                RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT            LOWEST           1                       0                            1
                                                    -
HIGHEST    11,076                       0                       11,076
                                                    --
MEAN       1,287.69                    0.00                     1,287.69
                CALLS TO IDMSDBMS                   LOWEST          10                       0                           10
                                                    -
HIGHEST    17,063                       0                       17,063
                                                    --
MEAN       1,951.64                    0.00                     1,951.64
                FRAGMENTS STORED                    LOWEST           0                       0                            0
                                                    -
HIGHEST         3                       0                            3
                                                    --
MEAN           0.41                    0.00                         0.41
                ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED             LOWEST           0                       0                            0
                                                    -
HIGHEST         0                       0                            0
                                                    --
MEAN           0.00                    0.00                         0.00
                LOCKS REQUESTED                     LOWEST           3                       0                            3
                                                    -
HIGHEST    10,749                       0                       10,749
                                                    --
MEAN       1,591.62                    0.00                     1,591.62
                SELECT LOCKS HELD                   LOWEST           0                       0                            0
                                                    -
HIGHEST        24                       0                           24
                                                    --
MEAN           5.44                    0.00                         5.44
                SELECT LOCKS HELD                   LOWEST           1                       0                            1
                                                    -
HIGHEST       329                       0                          329
                                                    --
MEAN          61.21                    0.00                        61.21
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Online Response Time

The Online Response Time Report is used to distribute run unit duration, on an hourly basis, for each day's activities.
This report can be help you gain an understanding of how response time patterns change over periods of time based on
system activity.

MANAGEMENT Highlights/Online Response Time Report Fields

The following is a description of the various fields that make up the MANAGEMENT Highlights/Online Response Time
Report.

Date of the report.

HOUR -- Hour of the day for which reporting occurred. The numbers of run units whose duration, in seconds, falls within
the indicated range are listed with the associated percentage of the total run units for the indicated hour.

TOTAL -- Number of run units reported in the indicated hour time frame.

MEAN DURTN -- Average duration of run units reported.

MEDN DURTN -- Median duration of run units reported.

Buffer Pool Utilization

The Buffer Pool Utilization Report is used to distribute the ratio of Pages Requested to Pages Read into hourly time
brackets for each day's activities.

MANAGEMENT Highlights/Buffer Pool Utilization Report Fields

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the MANAGEMENT Highlights/Buffer Pool Utilization
Report.

Date of the report.

HOUR -- Hour of the day for which reporting occurred. The numbers of run units whose ratios are within the indicated
range are listed with the associated percentage of the total run units for the indicated hour.

TOTAL -- Number of run units reported in the indicated hour time frame.

MEAN RATIO -- Average ratio value of run units reported.

MEDN RATIO -- Median ratio value of run units reported.

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/Online Response Time Report:

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME        PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                 MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/
ONLINE RESPONSE TIME      mm/dd/yy         hh:mm:ss        21
                                                             mm/dd/yy

 HOUR    00.00 - 00.99  01.00 - 01.99  02.00 - 03.99  04.00 - 07.99  08.00 - 15.99  16.00 - ...    TOTAL   MEAN DURTN    MEDN DURTN
 -----   -------------  -------------  -------------  -------------  -----------  -------------  --------  ----------    ----------

 09:00         0  0.00        1  0.50        0  0.00        0  0.00        0  0.00        1  0.50       2    4,301.65      8,601.92
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 11:00         5  0.56        2  0.22        1  0.11        1  0.11        0  0.00        0  0.00       9        1.57          0.60

 12:00         6  0.55        2  0.18        0  0.00        0  0.00        1  0.09        2  0.18      11      781.99          0.78

 13:00         1  0.50        0  0.00        1  0.50        0  0.00        0  0.00        0  0.00       2       1.30           2.55

 14:00         2  0.40        1  0.20        1  0.20        0  0.00        0  0.00        1  0.20       5     117.15           1.52

 16:00         1  1.00        0  0.00        0  0.00        0  0.00        0  0.00        0  0.00       1        0.44          0.44

 17:00         8  0.89        1  0.11        0  0.00        0  0.00        0  0.00        0  0.00       9        0.48          0.37

 TOTAL        23  O.59        7  0.18        3  0.08        1  0.03        1  0.03        4  0.10      39      456.73            *

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/Buffer Pool Utilization Report:

ID                    RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME          PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/
BUFFER POOL UTILIZATION    mm/dd/yy         hh:mm:ss        22
                                                             mm/dd/yy

 HOUR    00.00 - 00.99  01.00 - 01.99  02.00 - 03.99  04.00 - 07.99  08.00 - 15.99  16.00 - ...    TOTAL   MEAN RATIO    MEDN RATIO
 -----   -------------  -------------  -------------  -------------  -----------  -------------  --------  ----------    ----------

 09:00         0  0.00        0  0.00        1  0.50        0  0.00        1  0.50        0  0.00       2        7.91         13.00

 11:00         2  0.22        2  0.22        0  0.00        2  0.22        1  0.11        2  0.22       9        7.03          6.21

 12:00         3  0.27        0  0.00        2  0.18        3  0.27        1  0.09        2  0.18      11        6.25          5.56

 13:00         1  0.50         0  0.00      0  0.00          0  0.00       0  0.00        1  0.50       2        9.02          18.03

 14:00         2  0.40        0  0.00       0  0.00         1  0.20        0  0.00        2  0.40       5        8.26          5.57
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 16:00         0  0.00        0  0.00        0  0.00        0  0.00        1  1.00        0  0.00       1        8.73          8.73

 17:00         2  0.22        0  0.00        1  0.11        2  0.22        3  0.33        1  0.11       9       11.93          6.86

 TOTAL        10  0.26        2  0.05        4  0.10        8  0.21        7  0.18        8  0.21      39        8.29            *

Management Rankings

The Ranking reports contain system performance and resource consumption information derived from the original
PROGRAM Report which is ranked, rather than summarized. The user can designate the particular items(s) to be ranked,
and can designate the ranking process to be used (program type to be used, number of items to be ranked, etc.). The
following information is listed for each ranked item:

• Rank of run unit
• Run Unit ID (ABSOLUTE value type only)
• Program Name
• Processing Type (ONL or BTC)
• Start date/time (ABSOLUTE value type only)
• Item value

The Ranking reports can specify the value type of the item to be ranked:

ABSOLUTE -- indicates value of an individual run unit from a single execution of the named program.

MEDIAN -- indicates a middle value for all executions of the named program.

MEAN -- indicates an average value for all executions of the named program.

The Ranking Report also provides cumulative values for all like named program executions for the following attributes:

• LOCKS REQUESTED
• PAGES READ
• PAGES WRITTEN
• PAGES WRITTEN + PAGES READ (TOTAL I/O's)
• RECORDS UPDATED

The following example shows the Management Ranking Report Attributes:

    RANKWHAT            RANKITEM                   
 ATTRIBUTE

         #RU                     1                        #RUN UNITS (#BGIN)
         #SUCCESS                2                        #SUCCESSFUL (#ENDJ)
         #ABORT                  3                        #ABORTED (#ABRT)
         %ABORT                  4                        %ABORTED (#ABRT/#BGIN)
         DURATION                5                        DURATION
         REC-UPD                 6                        RECORDS UPDATED
         PG-READ                 7                        PAGES READ
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         PG-WRITTEN              8                        PAGES WRITTEN
         PG-
IO                   9                        PAGES WRITTEN + PAGES READ (TOTAL I/O's)
         LOCK-REQ               10                        LOCKS REQUESTED
         PG-RATIO               11                        PAGES REQUESTED/PAGES READ
         CALC-RATIO             12                        CALC RECORDS OVERFLOW/
                                                             RECORDS ON HOME PAGE
         VIA-RATIO              13                        VIA RECORDS OVERFLOW/
                                                             RECORDS ON OWNER PAGE

MANAGEMENT Ranking Report Fields

The following are descriptions of the various fields that make up the MANAGEMENT Ranking Reports.

MANAGEMENT Ranking Report (ABSOLUTE value type).

Start and stop date/time of the report.

Description of report function.

RANK -- Ranking of run unit as requested by report.

RUN UNIT -- Run unit numeric ID.

PROGRAM -- Program name and processing type.

START -- Start date/time of the run unit.

VALUE -- Value of run unit (seconds, percentage, etc.).

MANAGEMENT Ranking Report (MEDIAN value type).

Start and stop date/time of report.

Description of report function.

RANK -- Ranking of run unit as requested by report.

PROGRAM -- Program name and processing type.

VALUE -- Value of run unit (seconds, percentage, etc.).

MANAGEMENT Ranking Report (MEAN value type).

Start and stop date/time of report.

Description of report function.

RANK -- Ranking of run unit as requested by report.

PROGRAM -- Program name and processing type.

VALUE -- Value of run unit (seconds, percentage, etc.).

The MANAGEMENT RANKING Report (%ABORTED) is an example of a Ranking Report using a different attribute
(%ABORTED). The field descriptions are identical to the MEDIAN and MEAN value type reports.

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT RANKING Report (ABSOLUTE Value Type):

 ID                   RELEASE                      CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER              DATE             TIME         PAGE
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                      Rnn.nn                         MANAGEMENT RANKINGS               mm/
dd/yy         hh:mm:ss         23
                                                mm/dd/yy hh:mm - mm/dd/yy hh:mm

                                 ALL RUN UNITS RANKED HIGHEST (TO LOWEST) BY PAGES READ + WRITTEN
                                 RANK   RUN UNIT     PROGRAM            START            VALUE
                                 ----   --------   ------------   -----------------   ------------
                                    1     2090437   IDMSDDDL ONL   mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss         1,113
                                         TOTALS     IDMSDDDL                          1,113
                                    2     2092894   ADSOGEN1 ONL   mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss           403
                                    3     2092734   ADSOGEN1 ONL   mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss           389
                                    4     2090152   ADSOGEN1 ONL   mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss           379
                                    5     2092617   ADSOGEN1 ONL   mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss           375
                                         TOTALS     ADSOGEN1                          1,546
                                    6     2090589   RHDCSGEN ONL   mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss           366
                                    7     2090664   RHDCSGEN ONL   mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss           361
                                    8     2090509   RHDCSGEN ONL   mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss           358
                                    9     2090365   RHDCSGEN ONL   mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss           355
                                   10     2090269   RHDCSGEN ONL   mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss           351
                                         TOTALS     RHDCSGEN                          1,791

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT RANKING Report (MEDIAN Value Type):

ID                    RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                             MANAGEMENT RANKINGS                 mm/
dd/yy         hh:mm:ss        32
                                                    mm/dd/yy hh:mm - mm/dd/yy hh:mm

                                  ALL PROGRAMS RANKED HIGHEST (TO LOWEST) BY MEDIAN PAGE/
BUFFER RATIO

                                         RANK              PROGRAM                   VALUE
                                         ----            ------------             -----------
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                                           1             ADSOGEN1 ONL                    17.80
                                           2             RHDCRUAL ONL                    13.00
                                           3             RHDCSGEN ONL                     6.22
                                           4             IDMSDDDL ONL                     1.10
                                           5             ADSOEDIT ONL                     0.00

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT RANKING Report (MEAN Value Type):

ID                    RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                             MANAGEMENT RANKINGS                 mm/
dd/yy         hh:mm:ss        26
                                                    mm/dd/yy hh:mm - mm/dd/yy hh:mm

                               ALL PROGRAMS RANKED HIGHEST (TO LOWEST) BY AVERAGE PAGES READ + WRITTEN

                                         RANK              PROGRAM                   VALUE
                                         ----            ------------             -----------

                                           1             RHDCSGEN ONL                   788.50
                                           2             RHDCRUAL ONL                   710.50
                                           3             IDMSDDDL ONL                   122.00
                                           4             ADSOGEN1 ONL                    67.50
                                           5             ADSOEDIT ONL                     1.00

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT RANKING Report (%ABORTED):

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                             MANAGEMENT RANKINGS                 mm/
dd/yy         hh:mm:ss         29
                                                    mm/dd/yy hh:mm - mm/dd/yy hh:mm

                                          ALL PROGRAMS RANKED HIGHEST (TO LOWEST) BY %ABORTED

                                         RANK              PROGRAM                   VALUE
                                         ----            ------------             -----------

                                           1             ADSOEDIT ONL                     0.00
                                           2             ADSOGEN1 ONL                     0.00
                                           3             IDMSDDDL ONL                     0.00
                                           4             RHDCRUAL ONL                     0.00
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                                           5             RHDCSGEN ONL                     0.00

About Record Display

The Record Display is used to display changes for particular record types during specific time periods, or for the duration
of the Archive Journal file. The Record Display can be produced in two formats:

• Full Format -- all record positions are displayed with the changed values highlighted.
• Sparse Format -- only the changed values are displayed.

Record Display Report Fields (Full Format)

The following is a description of the various fields that make up the Record Display (Full Format).

Display type, record ID, and record name.

Starting date/time of the run unit.

RU -- Run unit numeric ID.

IMAGE TYPE -- Indicates either a before image (BFOR), or an after image (AFTR).

Abort Flag -- If run unit (or recovery unit) terminates abnormally, "ABORTED" is displayed following image type.

PREFIX LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the prefix portion (pointers) of the database record.

DATA LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the data portion of the database record.

Program name and database key.

DML VERB -- Verb that caused the creation of the before or after image.

PREFIX  -- All pointers are displayed. The pointer position, relative to 1, appears to the left of the database key. If the
pointer was modified, an asterisk (*) appears between the pointer position and the database key.

DATA -- Five display lines present the character/hexadecimal representation of each record position and any changes.
The CHGS line flags any data change as "A" (added character), "D" (deleted character), or "*" (modified character). The
CHAR line lists the EBCDIC character value of each record position. The ZONE line lists the hex equivalent of the zone
bits of each record position. The NUMR line lists the hex equivalent of the numeric bits of each record position. The fifth
line numbers the character position within the record.

The following example shows the Record Display (Full Format):

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                               RECORD DISPLAY                    mm/
dd/yy         hh:mm:ss         2
                                                SR0036 SR-036

 **    mm/dd/
yy    RU =     1,707    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             60,086:0010
       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =   188        MODIFY RECORD        SEQ # =                  621,934

   PREFIX             1       60,086:0011   2        60,086:0009   3        60,086:0010   4     60,086:0010    5       60,086:0010
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                      6       60,086:0010   7        60,086:0010   8        60,086:0010   9     60,086:0010   10       60,086:0010
                     11       60,086:0010  12        60,086:0010  13        60,086:0011  14     60,086:0011   15       60,086:0012
                     16       60,086:0012  17        61,948:0012  18        60,945:0023  19     60,086:0010

   DATA      CHGS
             CHAR     LITERAL-100                           U  D                                    mm/
dd/yy
             ZONE  0B00DCECDCD6FFF44444444444444444444400000E06C4444444444444444444444444444444444444444FF6FF6FF4444444
             NUMR  0C00393591301000000000000000000000000000040440000000000000000000000000000000000000000101251940000000
                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95.....

             CHGS
             CHAR           F  mm/dd/yyFULJO02 FULJO02  010322431
             ZONE  444444444C00FF6FF6FFCEDDDFF4CEDDDFF44FFFFFFFFFF00044000044444444444444444444444444444444
             NUMR  0000000006001011319464316020643160200010322431F00000000000000000000000000000000000000000
                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...

 **    mm/dd/
yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             60,086:0010
       hh:mm:ss    AFTR              DATA   LEN =   188        MODIFY RECORD        SEQ # =                  621,935

   PREFIX             1       60,086:0011   2        60,086:0009   3        60,086:0010   4     60,086:0010    5       60,086:0010
                      6       60,086:0010   7        60,086:0010   8        60,086:0010   9     60,086:0010   10       60,086:0010
                     11       60,086:0010  12        60,086:0010  13        60,086:0011  14     60,086:0011   15       60,086:0012
                     16       60,086:0012  17        61,948:0012  18        60,945:0023  19     60,086:0010

   DATA      CHGS
             CHAR     LITERAL-100                           U  D                                    mm/
dd/yy
             ZONE  0B00DCECDCD6FFF44444444444444444444400000E06C4444444444444444444444444444444444444444FF6FF6FF4444444
             NUMR  0C00393591301000000000000000000000000000040440000000000000000000000000000000000000000101251940000000
                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95.....

             CHGS                                          * ****
             CHAR           F  mm/dd/yyFULJO02 FULJO02  010525245
             ZONE  444444444C00FF6FF6FFCEDDDFF4CEDDDFF44FFFFFFFFFF00044000044444444444444444444444444444444
             NUMR  0000000006001011319464316020643160200010525245F00000000000000000000000000000000000000000
                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...

 **    mm/dd/
yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             60,086:0010
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       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =   108        ERASE RECORD ALL    SEQ # =                  621,952

   PREFIX             1       60,086:0011   2        60,086:0009   3        60,086:0010   4     60,086:0010    5       60,086:0010
                      6       60,086:0010   7        60,086:0010   8        60,086:0010   9     60,086:0010   10       60,086:0010
                     11       60,086:0010  12        60,086:0010  13        60,086:0011  14     60,086:0011   15       60,086:0012
                     16       60,086:0012  17        61,948:0012  18        60,945:0023  19     60,086:0010

 **    mm/dd/
yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             60,086:0010
       hh:mm:ss    AFTR              DATA   LEN =   108        ERASE RECORD ALL    SEQ # =                  621,953

Record Display Report Fields (Sparse Format)

The following is a description of the various fields that make up the Record Display (Sparse Format).

Display type, record ID, and record name.

Starting date/time of the run unit.

RU -- Run unit numeric ID.

IMAGE TYPE -- Indicates either a before image (BFOR), or an after image (AFTR).

Abort Flag -- If run unit (or recovery unit) terminates abnormally, "ABORTED" is displayed following image type.

PREFIX LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the prefix portion (pointers) of the database record.

DATA LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the data portion of the database record.

Program name and database key.

DML VERB -- Verb that caused the creation of the before or after image.

PREFIX CHANGES -- Only pointers which were modified are displayed. The pointer position, relative to 1, appears to the
left of the database key. If none of the pointers were modified, *** NONE *** appears.

DATA -- Four display lines present the character/hexadecimal representation of each record position whose value has
changed. Only those positions that have changed are displayed. The CHAR line presents the EBCDIC character value of
each record position. The ZONE line presents the hex equivalent of the zone bits of each record position. The NUMR line
presents the hex equivalent of the numeric bits of each record position. The fourth line numbers character positions within
the record. If a record position has been deleted (shortening of a variable-length record), a "D" appears on the ZONE
line at the corresponding record position. If the data portion was not changed, *** NONE *** appears in place of the four
display lines.

NOTE
The data portion of a database record will be decompressed if it can be uniquely determined that the record type
is compressed by the IDMSCOMP program. NONUNIQ=Y may be required on the PROCESS parameter card.

The following example shows the Record Display (Sparse Format):

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                               RECORD DISPLAY                    mm/
dd/yy         hh:mm:ss          2
                                                SR0036 SR-036
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 **    mm/dd/
yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             60,086:0010
       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =   188        MODIFY RECORD        SEQ # =                  621,934

   PREFIX CHANGES     1       60,086:0011   2        60,086:0009   3        60,086:0010   4     60,086:0010    5       60,086:0010
                      6       60,086:0010   7        60,086:0010   8        60,086:0010   9     60,086:0010   10       60,086:0010
                     11       60,086:0010  12        60,086:0010  13        60,086:0011  14     60,086:0011   15       60,086:0012
                     16       60,086:0012  17        61,948:0012  18        60,945:0023  19     60,086:0010

   DATA      CHAR     LITERAL-100                           U  D                                    mm/
dd/yy
             ZONE  0B00DCECDCD6FFF44444444444444444444400000E06C4444444444444444444444444444444444444444FF6FF6FF4444444
             NUMR  0C00393591301000000000000000000000000000040440000000000000000000000000000000000000000101251940000000
                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60..65...70...75...80...85...90...95......

             CHAR           F  mm/dd/yyFULJO02 FULJO02  010322431
             ZONE  444444444C00FF6FF6FFCEDDDFF4CEDDDFF44FFFFFFFFFF00044000044444444444444444444444444444444
             NUMR  0000000006001011319464316020643160200010322431F00000000000000000000000000000000000000000
                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...

 **    mm/
dd yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             60,086:0010
       hh:mm:ss    AFTR              DATA   LEN =   188        MODIFY RECORD        SEQ # =                  621,935

   PREFIX CHANGES  *** NONE ***

   DATA      CHAR                                          5 5245
             ZONE                                          F FFFF
             NUMR                                          5 5245
                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...

 **   mm/
dd yy     RU =      1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76         IDMSDDDL                  60,086:0010
      hh:mm:ss     BFOR               DATA   LEN =   108       ERASE RECORD ALL          SEQ # =             621,952

   PREFIX CHANGES  *** NONE ***
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 **   mm/
dd yy     RU =      1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76         IDMSDDDL                  60,086:0010
      hh:mm:ss     AFTR               DATA   LEN =   108       ERASE RECORD ALL          SEQ # =             621,953

   PREFIX CHANGES    15        60,086:0010  16        60,086:0010

 **   mm/
dd yy     RU =      1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76         IDMSDDL                   60,086:0010
      hh:mm:ss     BFOR               DATA   LEN =   108       STORE RECORD              SEQ # =             621,956

   PREFIX CHANGES *** NONE ***

 **   mm/
dd yy     RU =      1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76         IDMSDDDL                  60,086:0010
      hh:mm:ss     AFTR               DATA   LEN =   108       STORE RECORD              SEQ # =             621,958

   PREFIX CHANGES    15        60,086:0012  16        60,086:0012

 **   mm/
dd yy     RU =      1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76         IDMSDDL                   60,086:0010
      hh:mm:ss     BFOR               DATA   LEN =   188       MODIFY RECORD             SEQ # =             621,968

About DATABASE KEY Display

The Database Key Display is used to display changes for particular record occurrences, or particular database pages
during specific time periods. The Database Key Display can be produced in two formats:

• Full Format -- all record positions are displayed with the changed values highlighted.
• Sparse Format -- only the changed values are displayed.

DATABASE KEY Display Report Fields (Full Format)

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the Database Key Display (Full Format).

Display type, page and line of database record.

Starting date/time of the run unit.

RU -- Run unit numeric ID.

IMAGE TYPE -- Indicates either a before image (BFOR), or an after image (AFTR).

Abort Flag -- If run unit (or recovery unit) terminates abnormally, "ABORTED" is displayed following image type.

PREFIX LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the prefix portion (pointers) of the database record.

DATA LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the data portion of the database record.
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Program name, record ID, and record name.

DML VERB -- Verb that caused the creation of the before or after image.

PREFIX  -- All pointers are displayed. The pointer position, relative to 1, appears to the left of the database key. If the
pointer was modified, an asterisk (*) appears between the pointer position and the database key.

DATA -- Five display lines present the character/hexadecimal representation of each record position and any change
flags. The CHGS line flags any data change as "A" (added character), "D" (deleted character), or "*" (modified character).
The CHAR line presents the EBCDIC character value of each record position. The ZONE line presents the hex equivalent
of the zone bits of each record position. The NUMR line presents the hex equivalent of the numeric bits of each record
position. The fifth line numbers the character positions within the record.

The following example shows the DATABASE KEY Display (Full Format):

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                            DATABASE KEY DISPLAY                 mm/
dd/yy         hh:mm:ss          2
                                                                 60,086:0010

 **    mm/dd/
yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             SR0036 SR-036
       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =   188        MODIFY RECORD               SEQ # =                  621,934

   PREFIX             1       60,086:0011   2        60,086:0009   3        60,086:0010   4     60,086:0010    5        60,086:0010
                      6       60,086:0010   7        60,086:0010   8        60,086:0010   9     60,086:0010   10        60,086:0010
                     11       60,086:0010  12        60,086:0010  13        60,086:0011  14     60,086:0011   15        60,086:0012
                     16       60,086:0012  17        61,948:0012  18        60,945:0023  19     60,086:0010

   DATA      CHGS
             CHAR     LITERAL-100                           U  D                                    mm/
dd/yy
             ZONE  0B00DCECDCD6FFF44444444444444444444400000E06C4444444444444444444444444444444444444444FF6FF6FF4444444
             NUMR  0C00393591301000000000000000000000000000040440000000000000000000000000000000000000000101251940000000
                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95.....

             CHGS
             CHAR           F  mm/dd/yyFULJO02 FULJO02  010322431
             ZONE  444444444C00FF6FF6FFCEDDDFF4CEDDDFF44FFFFFFFFFF00044000044444444444444444444444444444444
             NUMR  0000000006001011319464316020643160200010322431F00000000000000000000000000000000000000000
                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...

 **    mm/dd/
yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             SR0036 SR-036
       hh:mm:ss    AFTR              DATA   LEN =   188        MODIFY RECORD               SEQ # =                  621,935
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   PREFIX             1       60,086:0011   2        60,086:0009   3        60,086:0010   4     60,086:0010    5        60,086:0010
                      6       60,086:0010   7        60,086:0010   8        60,086:0010   9     60,086:0010   10        60,086:0010
                     11       60,086:0010  12        60,086:0010  13        60,086:0011  14     60,086:0011   15        60,086:0012
                     16       60,086:0012  17        61,948:0012  18        60,945:0023  19     60,086:0010

   DATA      CHGS
             CHAR     LITERAL-100                           U  D                                    mm/
dd/yy
             ZONE  0B00DCECDCD6FFF44444444444444444444400000E06C4444444444444444444444444444444444444444FF6FF6FF4444444
             NUMR  0C00393591301000000000000000000000000000040440000000000000000000000000000000000000000101251940000000
                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95.....

             CHGS                                         *  ****
             CHAR           F  mm/dd/yyFULJO02 FULJO02  010525245
             ZONE  444444444C00FF6FF6FFCEDDDFF4CEDDDFF44FFFFFFFFFF00044000044444444444444444444444444444444
             NUMR  0000000006001011319464316020643160200010525245F00000000000000000000000000000000000000000
                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...

 **    mm/dd/
yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             SR0036 SR-036
       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =   108        ERASE RECORD ALL            SEQ # =                  621,952

   PREFIX             1       60,086:0011   2        60,086:0009   3        60,086:0010   4     60,086:0010    5        60,086:0010
                      6       60,086:0010   7        60,086:0010   8        60,086:0010   9     60,086:0010   10        60,086:0010
                     11       60,086:0010  12        60,086:0010  13        60,086:0011  14     60,086:0011   15        60,086:0012
                     16       60,086:0012  17        61,948:0012  18        60,945:0023  19     60,086:0010

 **    mm/dd/
yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             SR0036 SR-036
       hh:mm:ss    AFTR              DATA   LEN =   108        ERASE RECORD ALL            SEQ # =                  621,953

DATABASE KEY Display Report Fields (Sparse Format)

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the DATABASE KEY Display (Sparse Format).

Display type, page and line of database record.

Starting date/time of the run unit.

RU -- Run unit numeric ID.

IMAGE TYPE -- Indicates either a before image (BFOR), or an after image (AFTR).

Abort Flag -- If run unit (or recovery unit) terminates abnormally, "ABORTED" is displayed following image type.
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PREFIX LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the prefix portion (pointers) of the database record.

DATA LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the data portion of the database record.

Program name, record ID, and record name.

DML VERB -- Verb which caused the creation of the before or after image.

PREFIX CHANGES -- Only pointers which were modified are displayed. The pointer position, relative to 1, appears to the
left of the database key. If none of the pointers were modified, *** NONE *** appears.

DATA -- Four (4) display lines present the character/hexadecimal representation of each record position whose value
has changed. Only those positions which have changed are displayed. The CHAR line presents the EBCDIC character
value of each record position. The ZONE line presents the hex equivalent of the zone bits of each record position. The
NUMR line presents the hex equivalent of the numeric bits of each record position. The fourth line numbers the character
positions within the record. If a record position has been deleted (shortening of a variable-length record), a "D" appears on
the ZONE line at the corresponding record position. If the data portion was not changed, *** NONE *** appears in place of
the four display lines.

NOTE
The data portion of a database record will be decompressed if it can be uniquely determined that the record type
is compressed by the IDMSCOMP program. NONUNIQ=Y may be required on the PROCESS parameter card.

The following example shows the DATABASE KEY Display (Sparse Format):

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                            DATABASE KEY DISPLAY                 mm/
dd/yy         hh:mm:ss          2
                                                                 60,086:0010

 **    mm/dd/
yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             SR0036 SR-036
       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =   188        MODIFY RECORD               SEQ # =                  621,934

   PREFIX CHANGES     1       60,086:0011   2        60,086:0009   3        60,086:0010   4     60,086:0010    5       60,086:0010
                      6       60,086:0010   7        60,086:0010   8        60,086:0010   9     60,086:0010   10       60,086:0010
                     11       60,086:0010  12        60,086:0010  13        60,086:0011  14     60,086:0011   15       60,086:0012
                     16       60,086:0012  17        61,948:0012  18        60,945:0023  19     60,086:0010

   DATA      CHAR     LITERAL-100                           U  D                                    mm/
dd/yy
             ZONE  0B00DCECDCD6FFF44444444444444444444400000E06C4444444444444444444444444444444444444444FF6FF6FF4444444
             NUMR  0C00393591301000000000000000000000000000040440000000000000000000000000000000000000000101251940000000
                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60..65...70...75...80...85...90...95......

             CHAR           F  mm/dd/yyFULJO02 FULJO02  010322431
             ZONE  444444444C00FF6FF6FFCEDDDFF4CEDDDFF44FFFFFFFFFF00044000044444444444444444444444444444444
             NUMR  0000000006001011319464316020643160200010322431F00000000000000000000000000000000000000000
                  101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...
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 **    mm/
dd yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             SR0036 SR-036
       hh:mm:ss    AFTR              DATA   LEN =   188        MODIFY RECORD               SEQ # =                  621,935

   PREFIX CHANGES  *** NONE ***

   DATA      CHAR                                          5 5245
             ZONE                                          F FFFF
             NUMR                                          5 5245
                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...

 **   mm/
dd yy     RU =      1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76         IDMSDDDL                  SR0036 SR-036
      hh:mm:ss     BFOR               DATA   LEN =   108       ERASE RECORD ALL                 SEQ # =             621,952

   PREFIX CHANGES  *** NONE ***

 **   mm/
dd yy     RU =      1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76         IDMSDDDL                  SR0036 SR-36
      hh:mm:ss     AFTR               DATA   LEN =   108       ERASE RECORD ALL                 SEQ # =             621,953

   PREFIX CHANGES    15        60,086:0010  16        60,086:0010

 **   mm/
dd yy     RU =      1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76         IDMSDDL                   SR0036 SR-036
      hh:mm:ss     BFOR               DATA   LEN =   108       STORE RECORD                     SEQ # =             621,956

   PREFIX CHANGES *** NONE ***

 **   mm/
dd yy     RU =      1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76         IDMSDDDL                  SR0036 SR-36
      hh:mm:ss     AFTR               DATA   LEN =   108       STORE RECORD                     SEQ # =             621,958

   PREFIX CHANGES    15        60,086:0012  16        60,086:0012
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 **   mm/
dd yy     RU =      1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76         IDMSDDL                   SR0036 SR-036
      hh:mm:ss     BFOR               DATA   LEN =   188       MODIFY RECORD                    SEQ # =             621,968

PROGRAM Display (Regular View)

The Program Display is used to display database changes effected by particular application programs during specific time
periods. The Program Display can be produced in two formats:

• Full Format -- all record positions are displayed with the changed values highlighted
• Sparse Format -- only the changed values are displayed.

PROGRAM Display Report Fields (Full Format)

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the PROGRAM Display (Full Format).

Display type and program name.

Starting date/time of the run unit.

RU -- Run unit numeric ID.

IMAGE TYPE -- Indicates either a before image (BFOR), or an after image (AFTR).

Abort Flag -- If run unit (or recovery unit) terminates abnormally, "ABORTED" is displayed following image type.

PREFIX LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the prefix portion (pointers) of the database record.

DATA LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the data portion of the database record.

Database key, record ID, and record name.

DML VERB -- Verb that caused the creation of the before or after image.

PREFIX  -- Appears unless DATA-ONLY was specified. All pointers are displayed. The pointer position, relative to 1,
appears to the left of the database key. If the pointer was modified, an asterisk (*) appears between the pointer position
and the database key.

DATA -- Five display lines present the character/hexadecimal representation of each record position and any change
flags. The CHGS line flags any data change as "A" (added character), "D" (deleted character), or "*" (modified character).
The CHAR line presents the EBCDIC character value of each record position. The ZONE line presents the hex equivalent
of the zone bits of each record position. The NUMR line presents the hex equivalent of the numeric bits of each record
position. The fifth line numbers the character position within the record.

The following example shows the PROGRAM Display (Full Format):

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                               PROGRAM DISPLAY                   mm/
dd/yy         hh:mm:ss          2
                                                               IDMSDDDL

 **    mm/dd/
yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76                60,196:0025 SR0036 SR-036
       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =   188       MODIFY RECORD             SEQ # =              621,261
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   PREFIX             1       60,196:0026   2        60,196:0024   3        60,196:0025   4     60,196:0025    5       60,196:0025
                      6       60,196:0025   7        60,196:0025   8        60,196:0025   9     60,196:0025   10       60,196:0025
                     11       60,196:0025  12        60,196:0025  13        60,196:0026  14     60,196:0026   15       60,196:0027
                     16       60,196:0027  17        61,479:0003  18        60,196:0018  19     60,196:0025

   DATA      CHGS
             CHAR      MESSAGE-77                           U  D                                    mm/
dd/yy
             ZONE  0B00DCEECCC6FF444444444444444444444400000E03C4444444444444444444444444444444444444444FF6FF6FF4444444
             NUMR  0C00452217507700000000000000000000000000040C40000000000000000000000000000000000000000101251940000000
                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95.....

             CHGS
             CHAR           F  mm/dd/yyFULJO02 FULJO02  010322213
             ZONE  444444444C00FF6FF6FFCEDDDFF4CEDDDFF44FFFFFFFFFF00044000044444444444444444444444444444444
             NUMR  0000000006001011319464316020643160200010322213F00000000000000000000000000000000000000000
                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...

 **    mm/dd/
yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76                 60,196:0025 SR0036 SR-036
       hh:mm:ss    AFTR              DATA   LEN =   188        MODIFY RECORD             SEQ # =             621,262

   PREFIX             1       60,196:0026   2        60,196:0024   3        60,196:0025   4     60,196:0025    5       60,196:0025
                      6       60,196:0025   7        60,196:0025   8        60,196:0025   9     60,196:0025   10       60,196:0025
                     11       60,196:0025  12        60,196:0025  13        60,196:0026  14     60,196:0026   15       60,196:0027
                     16       60,196:0027  17        61,479:0003  18        60,196:0018  19     60,196:0025

   DATA      CHGS
             CHAR      MESSAGE-77                           U  D                                    mm/
dd/yy
             ZONE  0B00DCEECCC6FFF44444444444444444444400000E03C4444444444444444444444444444444444444444FF6FF6FF4444444
             NUMR  0C00452217507700000000000000000000000000040C40000000000000000000000000000000000000000101251940000000
                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95.....

             CHGS                                          *  ****
             CHAR           F  mm/dd/yyFULJO02 FULJO02  010524988
             ZONE  444444444C00FF6FF6FFCEDDDFF4CEDDDFF44FFFFFFFFFF00044000044444444444444444444444444444444
             NUMR  0000000006001011319464316020643160200010524988F00000000000000000000000000000000000000000
                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...
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 **    mm/dd/
yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    56                 60,196:0028 SR0083 NAMESYN-083
       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =   144        ERASE RECORD ALL          SEQ # =             621,263

   PREFIX             1       60,196:0026   2        60,196:0026   3        60,196:0026   4     60,196:0027    5       60,196:0027
                      6       60,196:0027   7        60,196:0024   8        60,196:0022   9     60,196:0024   10       60,196:0028
                     11       60,196:0028  12        60,196:0028  13        60,196:0028  14     60,196:0028

   DATA      CHGS
             CHAR      MESSAGE-77
             ZONE  0900DCEECCC6FF44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444
             NUMR  0000452217507700000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95.....

PROGRAM Display Report Fields (Sparse Format)

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the PROGRAM Display (Sparse Format).

Display type and program name.

Starting date/time of the run unit.

RU -- Run unit numeric ID.

IMAGE TYPE -- Indicates either a before image (BFOR), or an after image (AFTR).

Abort Flag -- If run unit (or recovery unit) terminates abnormally, "ABORTED" is displayed following image type.

PREFIX LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the prefix portion (pointers) of the database record.

DATA LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the data portion of the database record.

Database key, record ID, and record name.

DML VERB -- Verb that caused the creation of the before or after image.

PREFIX CHANGES -- Only pointers which were modified are displayed. The pointer position, relative to 1, appears to the
left of the database key. If none of the pointers were modified, *** NONE *** appears.

DATA -- Four display lines present the character/hexadecimal representation of each record position whose value has
changed. Only those positions that have changed are displayed. The CHAR line presents the EBCDIC character value of
each record position. The ZONE line presents the hex equivalent of the zone bits of each record position. The NUMR line
presents the hex equivalent of the numeric bits of each record position. The fourth line numbers the character positions
within the record. If a record position has been deleted (shortening of a variable-length record), a "D" appears on the
ZONE line at the corresponding record position. If the data portion was not changed, *** NONE *** appears in place of the
four display lines.

NOTE
The data portion of a database record will be decompressed if it can be uniquely determined that the record type
is compressed by the IDMSCOMP program. NONUNIQ=Y may be required on the PROCESS parameter card.

The following example shows the PROGRAM Display (Sparse Format):

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE
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                      Rnn.nn                               PROGRAM DISPLAY                   mm/
dd/yy         hh:mm:ss           2
                                                               IDMSDDDL

 **    mm/dd/
yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76                60,196:0025 SR0036 SR-036
       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =   188       MODIFY RECORD             SEQ # =              621,261

   PREFIX  CHANGES    1       60,196:0026   2        60,196:0024   3        60,196:0025   4     60,196:0025    5       60,196:0025
                      6       60,196:0025   7        60,196:0025   8        60,196:0025   9     60,196:0025   10       60,196:0025
                     11       60,196:0025  12        60,196:0025  13        60,196:0026  14     60,196:0026   15       60,196:0027
                     16       60,196:0027  17        61,479:0003  18        60,196:0018  19     60,196:0025

   DATA      CHAR      MESSAGE-77                           U  D                                    mm/
dd/yy
             ZONE  0B00DCEECCC6FF444444444444444444444000000E03C4444444444444444444444444444444444444444FF6FF6FF4444444
             NUMR  0C00452217507700000000000000000000000000040C40000000000000000000000000000000000000000101251940000000
                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95.....

             CHAR           F  mm/dd/yyFULJO02 FULJO02  010322213
             ZONE  444444444C00FF6FF6FFCEDDDFF4CEDDDFF44FFFFFFFFFF00044000044444444444444444444444444444444
             NUMR  0000000006001011319464316020643160200010322213F00000000000000000000000000000000000000000
                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...

 **    mm/dd/
yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76                 60,196:0025 SR0036 SR-036
       hh:mm:ss    AFTR              DATA   LEN =   188        MODIFY RECORD             SEQ # =             621,262

   PREFIX  CHANGES *** NONE ***

   DATA      CHAR                                          5 4988
             ZONE                                          F FFFF
             NUMR                                          5 4988
                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...

 **    mm/dd/
yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    56                 60,196:0028 SR0083 NAMESYN-
O83
       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =   144        ERASE RECORD ALL          SEQ # =             621,263
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   PREFIX  CHANGES    1       60,196:0026   2        60,196:0026    3        60,196:0026   4        60,196:0027   5    60,196:0027
                      6       60,196:0027   7        60,196:0024    8        60,196:0022   9        60,196:0024  10    60,196:0028
                     11       60,196:0028  12        60,196:0028   13        60,196:0028  14        60,196:0028

   DATA      CHAR      MESSAGE-77
             ZONE  0900DCEECCC6FF44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444
             NUMR  0000452217507700000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95.....

             CHAR            D
             ZONE  0444444400C444444444444444444444444444444444
             NUMR  00000000014000000000000000000000000000000000
                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...4

 **    mm/dd/
yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    52                 60,196:0024 SR0085 ELEMSYN-085
       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =    44        ERASE RECORD ALL          SEQ # =             621,264

   PREFIX  CHANGES    1       60,196:0025   2        60,196:0023   3        60,196:0022   4     60,196:0028    5       60,196:0023
                      6       60,196:0023   7        60,196:0023   8        60,196:0024   9     60,196:0024   10          -
NULL-
                     11       -NULL-       12        -NULL-       13        60,196:0024

 **    mm/dd/
yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    52                 60,196:0024 SR0085 ELEMSYN-085
       hh:mm:ss    AFTR              DATA   LEN =    44        ERASE RECORD ALL          SEQ # =             621,265

PROGRAM Display (Subschema View)

You can request the PROGRAM Display to provide a program's subschema view of database changes as defined in the
data dictionary. The Subschema Display provides PROGRAM Display information in a format that is better suited for the
less technical end-user. The data is presented as individual fields, rather than complete records. Changes are paired in a
Before/After, side-by-side format. All fields are identified similar to the original subschema definitions, and all values are
converted to externally printable formats. Therefore, programmers and/or auditors can examine the Subschema Display
with little or no interpretation by a database technician.

This optional subschema view for the PROGRAM Display can be requested for all programs or for selected programs by
specifying 'VIEW=SUBSC' on the appropriate DISPLAY parameter.

NOTE
The record identification portion of the PROGRAM Display is revised for the Subschema View.

As defined in a program's registered subschema, each prefix pointer and each field for every valid record is individually
identified and presented in a columnar before/after format. For additions, an AFTER-ONLY image is formatted; for
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updates, a BEFORE-AFTER pair is formatted side-by-side; and for deletions, a BEFORE-ONLY image is formatted. The
display of a record's prefix portion can be optionally suppressed by specifying 'DATA=ONLY' on the DISPLAY parameter.

Prefix pointers are individually identified by pointer position, Owner/Member relationship, set name, and pointer type. The
Database Key values are presented in Page:Line formats. When sparse formatting is specified, only the pointers which
were changed are displayed. When DATA=ONLY is specified, no pointer information is displayed.

The Subschema Display fields are identified by COBOL level, field name, and field subscript value (if applicable). When
sparse formatting is specified, only the elementary items which were changed are displayed along with any preceding
group items to ensure non-ambiguous identification. Field values are only formatted for elementary items having (a
PICTURE clause). Each item value is automatically converted to a printable character format as necessary. Display
numeric (signed or unsigned), binary (COMP) and packed (COMP-3) values are treated as numerical quantities and
are zero-suppressed and left-justified. Eight byte binary values are handled as exceptions and are formatted as 2-byte
hexadecimal pairs (16 hexadecimal digits). All other non-character data types are also converted to a hexadecimal format
along with any fields that do not conform to their defined data types.

The Program Display (Subschema View) can be produced in two formats:

• Full Format -- all fields are displayed.
• Sparse Format -- only the changed fields are displayed.

Subschema Display Report Fields (Full Format)

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the Subschema Display (Full Format).

Display type and program name.

RECORD IDENT -- Record name.

Record ID.

DATABASE KEY -- Database key of the record.

RUN UNIT -- Run unit numeric ID.

Starting date/time of the run unit.

Abort Flag -- If run unit (or recovery unit) terminates abnormally, "ABORTED" is displayed.

DML VERB -- Verb that caused the creation of the before or after image.

Image Type -- Image types affected by DML VERB: AFTER-ONLY; BEFORE-AFTER; BEFORE-ONLY.

PREFIX -- The first 64 pointers are displayed. The following information is formatted for each pointer: the position (relative
to 1); Owner or member relationship; set name; pointer type (NEXT, PRIOR, OWNER); and the before and after values of
the database key.

DATA -- All fields (defined in subschema) are displayed. The following information is formatted for each field: COBOL
level number; field name; before/after field values (for elementary items) converted to printable characters.

Subschema Display Report Fields (Sparse Format)

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the Subschema Display (Sparse Format).

Display type and program name.

RECORD IDENT -- Record name.

Record ID.

DATABASE KEY -- Database key of the record.

RUN UNIT -- Run unit numeric ID.
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Starting date/time of the run unit.

Abort Flag -- If run unit (or recovery unit) terminates abnormally, "ABORTED" is displayed.

DML VERB -- Verb that caused the creation of the before or after image.

Image Type -- Image types affected by DML VERB: AFTER-ONLY; BEFORE-AFTER; BEFORE-ONLY.

PREFIX -- The first 64 pointers are processed, and only those that were modified are displayed. The following information
is formatted for each pointer: the position (relative to 1); Owner or member relationship; set name; pointer type (NEXT,
PRIOR, OWNER); and the before and after values of the database key.

DATA -- Only those fields which were modified are displayed. All pertinent group level fields are included for
completeness. The following information is formatted for each field: COBOL level number; field name; before/after field
values (for elementary items) converted to printable characters.

The following example shows the Subschema Display (Full Format):

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                               PROGRAM DISPLAY                   mm/
dd/yy         hh:mm:ss          2
                                                               IDMSDDDL

      *--------------------IDENTIFICATION-----------------------*  *------------
BEFORE------------*  *-----------AFTER-----------*

 **RECORD IDENT:  SR-036                                SR0036     SEQ # =                  621,261  SEQ # =               621,262
   DATABASE KEY:         60,196:0025
   RUN UNIT    :           1,706  mm/dd/yy  hh:mm:ss
   DML VERB    :  MODIFY RECORD                   BEFORE-AFTER

   PREFIX    1 MEMBER IN CALC                            NEXT          60,196:0026                           60,196:0026
             2 MEMBER IN CALC                            PRIOR         60,196:0024                           60,196:0024
             3 OWNER OF  SR-
USERRCD                      NEXT          60,196:0025                           60,196:0025
             4 OWNER OF  SR-
USERRCD                      PRIOR         60,196:0025                           60,196:0025
             5 OWNER OF  SR-
EXPL                         NEXT          60,196:0025                           60,196:0025
             6 OWNER OF  SR-
EXPL                         PRIOR         60,196:0025                           60,196:0025
             7 OWNER OF  SR-
IMPL                         NEXT          60,196:0025                           60,196:0025
             8 OWNER OF  SR-
IMPL                         PRIOR         60,196:0025                           60,196:0025
             9 OWNER OF  SR-
RCDATTR                      NEXT          60,196:0025                           60,196:0025
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            10 OWNER OF  SR-
RCDATTR                      PRIOR         60,196:0025                           60,196:0025
            11 OWNER OF  SR-
RCDCMT                       NEXT          60,196:0025                           60,196:0025
            12 OWNER OF  SR-
RCDCMT                       PRIOR         60,196:0025                           60,196:0025
            13 OWNER OF  SR-
RCDSYN                       NEXT          60,196:0026                           60,196:0026
            14 OWNER OF  SR-
RCDSYN                       PRIOR         60,196:0026                           60,196:0026
            15 OWNER OF  SR-
SDR                          NEXT          60,196:0027                           60,196:0027
            16 OWNER OF  SR-
SDR                          PRIOR         60,196:0027                           60,196:0027
            17 MEMBER IN OOAK-
SR                         NEXT          61,479:0003                           61,479:0003
            18 MEMBER IN OOAK-
SR                         PRIOR         60,196:0018                           60,196:0018
            19 VARIABLE  FRAGMENT  POINTER               NEXT          60,196:0025                           60,196:0025

   DATA     02 SR-
NAM-036                                          MESSAGE-77                        MESSAGE-77
            02 OCCURS-036                                          0                                 0
            02 RCD-
VERS-036                                        228                               228
            02 DLGTH-036                                           60                                60
            02 BUILDER-036                                         D                                 D
            02 DESCR-036
            02 DATE-LU-036                                         mm/dd/
yy                          mm/dd/yy
            02 RECTYPE-036
            02 REC-
FORMAT-036                                      F                                 F
            02 ALT-PIC-
TYPE-036                                    0                                 0
            02 DATE-CREATED-036                                    mm/dd/
yy                          mm/dd/yy
            02 PREP-
BY-036                                         FULJO02                           FULJO02
            02 REV-
BY-036                                          FULJO02                           FULJO02
            02 ENT-TYPE-036
            02 ERR-036                                             0                                 0
            02 TIME-
LU-036                                         10322213                          10524988
            02 PUB-ACCESS-FLAG-036
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            02 FLAG-036
            02 USER-
COUNT-036                                      0                                 0
            02 FILLER
            02 LOGICAL-RECORD-USE-
COUNT-036                        0                                 0
            02 FILLER

 **RECORD IDENT:  NAMESYN-083                           SR0083     SEQ # =                  621,263
   DATABASE KEY:         60,196:0028
   RUN UNIT    :           1,706  mm/dd/yy  hh:mm:ss
   DML VERB    :  ERASE RECORD ALL                BEFORE-ONLY

The following example shows the Subschema Display (Sparse Format):

ID                    RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                               PROGRAM DISPLAY                   mm/
dd/yy         hh:mm:ss          2
                                                               IDMSDDDL

      *--------------------IDENTIFICATION-----------------------*  *------------
BEFORE------------*  *-----------AFTER-----------*

 **RECORD IDENT:  SR-036                                SR0036     SEQ # =                  621,261  SEQ # =               621,262
   DATABASE KEY:         60,196:0025
   RUN UNIT    :           1,706  mm/dd/yy  hh:mm:ss
   DML VERB    :  MODIFY RECORD                   BEFORE-AFTER

   PREFIX    *** NO CHANGES ***

   DATA     02 TIME-
LU-036                                         10322213                          10524988

 **RECORD IDENT:  NAMESYN-083                           SR0083     SEQ # =                  621,263
   DATABASE KEY:         60,196:0028
   RUN UNIT    :           1,706  mm/dd/yy  hh:mm:ss
   DML VERB    :  ERASE RECORD ALL                BEFORE-ONLY
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   PREFIX    1 MEMBER IN RCDSYN-NAMESYN                  NEXT          60,196:0026
             2 MEMBER IN RCDSYN-NAMESYN                  PRIOR         60,196:0026
             3 MEMBER IN RCDSYN-NAMESYN                  OWNER         60,196:0026
             4 MEMBER IN SDR-NAMESYN                     NEXT          60,196:0027
             5 MEMBER IN SDR-NAMESYN                     PRIOR         60,196:0027
             6 MEMBER IN SDR-NAMESYN                     OWNER         60,196:0027
             7 MEMBER IN ELEMSYN-NAMESYN                 NEXT          60,196:0024
             8 MEMBER IN ELEMSYN-NAMESYN                 PRIOR         60,196:0022
             9 MEMBER IN ELEMSYN-NAMESYN                 OWNER         60,196:0024
            10 OWNER OF  NAMESYN-MAPFLD                  NEXT          60,196:0028
            11 OWNER OF  NAMESYN-MAPFLD                  PRIOR         60,196:0028
            12 OWNER OF  NAMESYN-NAMEDES                 NEXT          60,196:0028
            13 OWNER OF  NAMESYN-NAMEDES                 PRIOR         60,196:0028
            14 VARIABLE  FRAGMENT  POINTER               NEXT          60,196:0028

   DATA     02 SYN-NAME-083                                        MESSAGE-77
            02 RDF-NAM-083
            02 DEPEND-ON-083
            02 NAMESYN-FLAG-083
            02 FILLER
            02 DR-LPOS-083                                         1
            02 BUILDER-083                                         D
            02 FILLER

 **RECORD IDENT:  ELEMSYN-085                           SR0085     SEQ # =                  621,264  SEQ # =               621,265
   DATABASE KEY:         60,196:0024
   RUN UNIT    :           1,706  mm/dd/yy  hh:mm:ss
   DML VERB    :  ERASE RECORD ALL                BEFORE-AFTER

   PREFIX    4 OWNER OF  ELEMSYN-
NAMESYN                 PRIOR         60,196:0028                           60,196:0022

 **RECORD IDENT:  NAMESYN-083                           SR0083     SEQ # =                  621,266  SEQ # =               621,267
   DATABASE KEY:         60,196:0022
   RUN UNIT    :           1,706  mm/dd/yy  hh:mm:ss
   DML VERB    :  ERASE RECORD ALL                BEFORE-AFTER
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Audit Report Summary

The third class of output generated by CA IDMS Journal Analyzer is the Audit Report. This report contains the informative,
error, and processing messages generated by CA IDMS Journal Analyzer, and provides a summary of all processing.

The following is a description of the various fields that make up the AUDIT Report.

Report title.

Informative messages.

PROCESS parameters.

Error Messages.

Valid parameters.

Extracting phase.

Report phase.

Processing messages.

The following example shows the AUDIT Report:

ID                    RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                                AUDIT REPORT                     mm/
dd/yy         hh:mm:ss           2

 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                          P=ALL          ,CONT=N,NONUNIQ=Y ,RHDCRUAL=Y ,IDMS=Y ,ABEND=N,FORMAT=FULL
 I001 - PROCESSING OPTIONS ...                         PROCESS = EXTRACTS/REPORTS/
DISPLAYS
 I001 - PROCESSING OPTIONS ...                                DISCONTINUE IF ERRORS
 I001 - PROCESSING OPTIONS ...                                DISPLAY FORMAT = FULL
 I001 - PROCESSING OPTIONS ...                                PROCESS RHDCRUAL RUN UNITS
 I001 - PROCESSING OPTIONS ...                                PROCESS IDMS.... PROGRAMS
 I001 - PROCESSING OPTIONS ...                                ALLOW NON-UNIQUE SCHEMAS
 I001 - PROCESSING OPTIONS ...                                NO USER DECOMPRESS MODULE SPECIFIED
 I001 - PROCESSING OPTIONS ...                                RETURN CODE OF 16 IF SERIOUS ERROR
 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=ACTV,   A   LL=Y, INTVL=120
 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=PROG,   N   AME=IDMSDDDL,  LEVEL=DETAIL
 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=PROG,   N   AME=IDMSDDDL,  LEVEL=SUMMARY , HILIGHTS=Y
 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=CHRONO,    ALL=Y,
 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                                                START=1025941030,STOP=1025941200
 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=ABORTC, A   LL=Y
 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=HI-
SUM, A   LL=Y,  LEVEL=PROGRAM
 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                                                START=1025941030,STOP=1025941200
 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=HI-ONL, A   LL=Y,
 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                                                START=1025941030,STOP=1025941200
 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=HI-BPU, A   LL=Y,
 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                                                START=1025941030,STOP=1025941200
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  I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=RANK,  RANKWHAT=PGIO,    RANKHOW=HIGH, RANK# = 50,RANKV=ABSOLUTE,
 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                                                START=1025941030,STOP=1025941200
 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=RANK,   R   ANKWHAY=PG-
RATIO, RANKHOW=HIGH, RANK# = 50,RANKV=MEDIAN,
 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                                                START=1025941030,STOP=1025941200
 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=RANK,   R   ANKWHAT=PGIO,    RANKHOW=HIGH, RANK# = 50,RANKV=MEAN,
 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                                                START=1025941030,STOP=1025941200
 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=RANK,   R   ANKWHAY=
%ABORT,  RANKHOW=HIGH, RANK# = 50,RANKV=ABSOLUTE,
 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                                                START=1025941030,STOP=1025941200

 I004 - EXTRACT RECORDS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...           ACTIVITY
 I005 - EXTRACT RECORDS WILL BE SUPPRESSED FOR ...        DATABASE/AREA
 I005 - EXTRACT RECORDS WILL BE SUPPRESSED FOR ...        DATABASE/RECORD
 I004 - EXTRACT RECORDS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...           PROGRAM
 I004 - EXTRACT RECORDS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...           CHRONO-EVENT
 I004 - EXTRACT RECORDS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...           ABORT-COINCIDENCE
 I004 - EXTRACT RECORDS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...           MANAGEMENT
 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                                AUDIT REPORT                     mm/
dd/yy         hh:mm:ss          3

 I009 - EXTRACT PROCESSING                                   STARTED     mm/dd/
yy  hhmmss
 I010 - JSEG RECORD - DATE, TIME, # ELEMENTS                 mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss     0
 I011 - ARCHIVE RECORDS BYPASSED TO FIRST BGIN                      4,699    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss
 I012 - FIRST AND LAST TIME RECORDS                          mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss      mm/
dd/yy  hh:mm:ss
 I013 - TOTAL RUN UNITS FORCED TO ABRT                                 2
 I014 - ARCHIVE RECORDS BYPASSED AFTER FIRST BGIN                      0
 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          ABRT                             9
 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          AFTR                        90,448
 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          AREA                            60
 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          BFOR                        90,455
 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          BGIN                            43
 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          COMT                           137
 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          ENDJ                            33
 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          JSEG                             1
 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          TIME                         9,993
 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          DSEG                             0
 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          RTSV                             0
 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          CKPT                             0
 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          JHDA                             0
 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          JHDR                             0
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 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          JHDS                             0
 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          USER                             0
 I016 - TOTAL ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED                      ****                       191,179
 I017 - EXTRACT RECORDS CREATED FOR ........                 ACTIVITY                       191
 I017 - EXTRACT RECORDS CREATED FOR ........                 PROGRAM                        249
 I017 - EXTRACT RECORDS CREATED FOR ........                 CHRONO-
EVENT                   281
 I017 - EXTRACT RECORDS CREATED FOR ........                 ABORT-
COINCIDENCE                9
 I017 - EXTRACT RECORDS CREATED FOR ........                 MANAGEMENT                     191
 I018 - TOTAL EXTRACT RECORDS CREATED                        ****                           921
 I019 - DISPLAY RECORDS CREATED FOR ........                 DISPLAY-
RECORD                   0
 I019 - DISPLAY RECORDS CREATED FOR ........                 DISPLAY-
DBKEY                    0
 I019 - DISPLAY RECORDS CREATED FOR ........                 DISPLAY-
PROGRAM                  0
 I020 - TOTAL DISPLAY RECORDS CREATED                        ****                             0
 I021 - TOTAL RUN UNITS PROCESSED                                     43
 I022 - MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS ENCOUNTERED                       2
 I099 - EXTRACT PROCESSING                                   ENDED       mm/dd/
yy  hhmmss
ID                    RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                                AUDIT REPORT                     mm/
dd/yy         hh:mm:ss         4

 I023 - REPORT PROCESSING                                    STARTED     mm/dd/
yy  hhmmss
 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      ACTIVITY REPORT - ALL        120  8107010000 - 9912312359
 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      EVENT REPORT - ALL                9410251030 - 9410251200
 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      ABORT COINCIDE RPT - ALL   1,400  8107010000 - 9912312359
 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      PROGRAM                           8107010000 - 9912312359
 I025 -                                                           IDMSDDDL  PROGRAM DETAILS
 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      PROGRAM                           8107010000 - 9912312359
 I025 -                                                           IDMSDDDL  PROGRAM SUMMARIES      LOW-
HIGH
 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      MANAGEMENT PROGRAM SUMMRY         9410251030 - 9410251200
 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      MANAGEMENT ONLINE RESPNSE         9410251030 - 9410251200
 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      MANAGEMENT BUFFER UTILIZE         9410251030 - 9410251200
 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      MANAGEMENT RANKING                9410251030 - 9410251200
 I025 -                                                           50 SYS ITEM #09 HIGHEST                          ABSOLUTE
 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      MANAGEMENT RANKING                9410251030 - 9410251200
 I025 -                                                           50 SYS ITEM #11 HIGHEST                          MEDIAN
 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      MANAGEMENT RANKING                9410251030 - 9410251200
 I025 -                                                           50 SYS ITEM #09 HIGHEST                          MEAN
 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      MANAGEMENT RANKING                9410251030 - 9410251200
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 I025 -                                                           50 SYS ITEM #04 HIGHEST                          ABSOLUTE
 I023 - REPORT PROCESSING                                    ENDED       mm/dd/
yy  hhmmss

Summary of Examples
The following table lists the various examples described in this section:

Example Report/Display Remarks
1 ACTIVITY

ABORT COINCIDENCE
MANAGEMENT

Creates a set of Journal Reports to
evaluate system performance and resource
consumption.

2 CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Reports all significant events recorded in a
30 minute period.

3 RECORD Display Displays the first 20 before/after sets
created by online run units using a full
format.

4 DATABASE KEY Display Displays a sampling of every 5th before/
after set in a sparse format.

5 PROGRAM Display Displays one program in sparse format, and
suppresses SR1 records.

6 ROGRAM Display Programs starting with 'DBM' are displayed
in the sparse format.

7 PROGRAM Display Displays one run unit in sparse format.
8 SUBSCHEMA Display PROGRAM Display with a subschema view

and limiting the amount of display.
9 SUBSCHEMA Display PROGRAM Display with a subschema view

and suppressing all SR1 records.

Each example consists of an operational description and a sample of the parameter statement(s) required, which
produces the desired output. 

PROCESS Parameter Summary

The PROCESS parameter is used to specify the input required, and the output(s) to be created by the execution of CA
IDMS Journal Analyzer. It also indicates if processing is to be discontinued if a parameter error is detected. A single valid
PROCESS parameter is required as the first request in the Parameter file.

The following is a listing of the default values assigned to the operands associated with the PROCESS parameter
statement.

NOTE
There is no default value for the USERDCOM operand.

The following example shows default values:

PROCESS=EXTRACTS,

CONT=N,
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FORMAT=SPARSE,

RHDCRUAL=N,

IDMSXXXX=N,

NONUNIQ=N

The following is a listing of replacement values that can be used in place of the default values assigned to the operands of
the PROCESS parameter statement.

NOTE
There is no default value for the USERDCOM operand, users must specify the appropriate name when this
operand and its implied features are required.

The following example shows replacement values:

PROCESS=ALL,

CONT=Y,

FORMAT=FULL,

RHDCRUAL=Y,

IDMSXXXX=Y,

NONUNIQ=Y,

USERDCOM=DBMSDCOM

Example Conventions
This section contains examples that show how the various parameter statements can be coded to produce CA IDMS
Journal Analyzer Reports and Displays.

The examples in this section consist of a mandatory PROCESS statement and the other parameter statements that are
required to attain the desired output.

The examples are divided into two groups: Journal Reports and Journal Displays.

Example One

This example creates a set of Journal Reports for each Archive Journal file. The reports include an ACTIVITY Report,
an ABORT COINCIDENCE Report, and several MANAGEMENT reports (Highlights and Rankings). These reports will
provide measurements with which to evaluate system performance and resource consumption. This set of reports is
an example of the types of reports which could be run regularly (e.g., daily) as a means of monitoring the CA IDMS
environment.
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NOTE
Records for all other report types are suppressed by using the SUPPRESS=#3 parameter statement. Changes
to the SUPPRESS parameter are required if extract records are to be created for other report types. Proper
use of the SUPPRESS parameter can significantly reduce the time and cost required to run CA IDMS Journal
Analyzer.

The following example shows journal reports for each archive journal file:

 PROCESS=ALL, CONT=N, RHDCRUAL=N, IDMSXXXX=N, NONUNIQ=N

 *

 SUPPRESS=#3

 $

 $                ACTIVITY AND ABORT COINCIDENCE REPORTS

 $

 REPORT=ACTV, ALL=Y, I=15, START=0101920000

 R=ABORTC, ALL=Y, START=0101820000

 $

 $                HIGHLIGHTS:  SUMMARIES, ONLINE RESPONSE,BUFFER POOL UTILIZ

 $

 R=HI-SUM, LEV=PROGRAM, START=0101920000

 R=HI-ONL, START=0101920000

 R=HI-BPU, START=0101920000

 $

 $                RANKINGS:  HIGHEST BY ABSOLUTE DURATION, PAGE I/O, PAGE RATIO

 $

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=05, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=AB, START=010192000

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=09, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=AB, START=010192000

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=11, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=AB, START=010192000
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 $

 $                RANKINGS:  HIGHEST BY ABSOLUTE #RUN UNITS, #SUCCESSFUL,

 $                                                            #ABORTED, %ABORTED

 $

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=01, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=AB, START=010192000

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=02, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=AB, START=010192000

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=03, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=AB, START=010192000

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=04, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=AB, START=010192000

 $

 $                RANKINGS:  HIGHEST BY AVERAGE DURATION, PAGE I/O, PAGE RATIO

 $

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=05, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=MN, START=010192000

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=09, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=MN, START=010192000

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=11, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=MN, START=010192000

 $

 $                RANKINGS:  HIGHEST BY MEDIAN DURATION, PAGE I/O, PAGE RATIO

 $

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=05, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=MD, START=010192000

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=09, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=MD, START=010192000

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=11, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=MD, START=010192000

Example Two

This example specifies a CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report which reports all significant events recorded in a 30 minute
period. This type of report can be useful in establishing a quiesce point on which to synchronize a recovery job. For this
example, assume that an Extract file was previously created using either PROCESS=EXTRACTS or PROCESS=ALL.

NOTE
The CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report is normally run on a special request basis.
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The following example shows the PROGRAM Report (Activity of One Type):

PROCESS=REPORTS, CONT=N, RHDCRUAL=N, IDMSXXXX=N, NONUNIQ=Y

*

$                CHRONOLOGICAL REPORT:  LIMITED TO + HOUR PERIOD

$

R=CHRONO, ALL=Y, START=0115921015, STOP=0115921044

Example Three

This example specifies a RECORD Display which displays one record type using a full format. The amount of display is
limited to the first twenty before/after sets created by online run units. More efficient displays can be realized if the START
and STOP operands are specified to indicate a limited time period.

NOTE
The RECORD Display is normally run on a special request basis and would not be combined with a request for
Journal Reports.

The following example shows the PROGRAM Report (Activity of One Type):

PROCESS=DISPLAYS, CONT=N, FORMAT=FULL, RHDCRUAL=N, IDMSXXXX=N,

                    NONUNIQ=N

*

$                RECORD DISPLAY:  FULL FORMAT, LIMITED TO ONLINE RUN UNITS,

$                                              LIMITED TO 20 BEFORE/AFTER SETS

$

DISPLAY=REC, RECID=8823

DLIMITS=REC, TYPE=ONL, #SETS=20

Example Four

This example specifies a DATABASE KEY Display that selects one record occurrence for display in the sparse format.
The amount of display is limited to the modifications performed by batch run units, and by a sampling of every fifth before/
after set. More efficient displays can be realized if the START and STOP operands are specified to indicate a limited time
period.
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NOTE
The DATABASE KEY Display is normally run on a special request basis and would not be combined with a
request for Journal Reports.

The following example shows the DATABASE KEY display:

PROCESS=DISPLAYS, CONT=N, FORMAT=SPARSE, RHDCRUAL=N, IDMSXXXX=N,

                 NONUNIQ=N

*

$                DATABASE DISPLAY:  SPARSE FORMAT, LIMITED TO BATCH RUN UNITS,

$                                             SAMPLING EVERY 5TH BEFORE/AFTER SET

$

D=DBKEY, PAGE=19025, LINE=3

DLIMITS=DBKEY, TYPE=BTC, NTH=5

Example Five

This example specifies a PROGRAM Display (Regular View) that selects one program for display in the sparse format. All
display images for SR1 records are suppressed. More efficient displays can be realized if the START and STOP operands
are specified to indicate a limited time period.

NOTE
The PROGRAM Display is normally run on a special request basis and would not be combined with a request
for Journal Reports.

The following example shows the PROGRAM display:

PROCESS=DISPLAYS, CONT=N, FORMAT=SPARSE, RHDCRUAL=N,IDMSXXXX=N,

                NONUNIQ=N

*

$               PROGRAM DISPLAY:  SPARSE FORMAT, SUPPRESSING SR1's

$

D=PROG, NAME=USERPROG

DSUPPS=RECID, id=1
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Example Six

This example specifies a PROGRAM Display (Regular View) that presents, in the sparse format, all programs whose
names begin with 'DBM'. The amount of display is limited to five online run units and to the first ten before/after sets for
each run unit. More efficient displays can be realized if the START and STOP operands are specified to indicate a limited
time period.

NOTE
The PROGRAM Display is normally run on a special request basis and would not be combined with a request
for Journal Reports.

The following example shows the PROGRAM display (regular view) names that begin with DBM:

PROCESS=DISPLAYS, CONT=N, FORMAT=SPARSE, RHDCRUAL=N, IDMSXXXX=N,

                NONUNIQ=N

*

$               PROGRAM DISPLAY:  SPARSE FORMAT, PROGRAMS START WITH 'DBM',

$                                          LIMITED TO 5 ONLINE UNITS AND ONLY

$                                          10 BEFORE/AFTER SETS PER RUN UNIT

$

D=PROG, NAME=*DBM

DLIMITS=PROG, TYPE=ONL, #RUS=5, #RUSETS=10

Example Seven

This example specifies a PROGRAM Display (Regular View) which displays one run unit in the sparse format. The
amount of display is limited to one run unit.

NOTE
Multiple DLIMITS parameters can be specified to individually select more than one run unit. The run unit IDs are
available from the PROGRAM, CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT, or MANAGEMENT Reports.

The following example shows the PROGRAM display (regular view) one run unit:

PROCESS=DISPLAYS, CONT=N, FORMAT=SPARSE, RHDCRUAL=N, IDMSXXXX=N,

                NONUNIQ=N

*

$               PROGRAM DISPLAY:  SPARSE FORMAT, LIMITED TO RUN UNIT #551168
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$

D=PROG, ALL=Y

DLIMITS=PROG, TYPE=SYS, RU=551168

Example Eight

This example specifies a SUBSCHEMA Display (PROGRAM Display with a subschema view) which displays one program
in the sparse format. The amount of display is limited to twenty run units. More efficient displays can be realized if the
START and STOP operands are specified to indicate a limited time period.

NOTE
The SUBSCHEMA Display is normally run on a special request basis and would not be combined with a request
for Journal Reports.

The following example shows the PROGRAM display with subschema view:

PROCESS=DISPLAYS, CONT=N, FORMAT=SPARSE, RHDCRUAL=N, IDMSXXXX=N,

                NONUNIQ=N

*

$                SUBSCHEMA DISPLAY:  SPARSE FORMAT, LIMITED TO 20 RUN UNITS

$

D=PROG, NAME=USERPROG, VIEW=SUBSC

DLIMITS=PROG, TYPE=SYS, #RUS=20

Example Nine

This example specifies a SUBSCHEMA Display (PROGRAM Display with a subschema view) which displays one program
in the sparse format. The prefix pointers and a range of record IDs are suppressed. Multiple DSUPPS parameters can be
specified to suppress more than one range of record IDS. More efficient displays can be realized if the START and STOP
operands are specified to indicate a limited time period.

NOTE
The SUBSCHEMA Display is normally run on a special request basis and would not be combined with a request
for Journal Reports.

The following example shows the subschema display:

PROCESS=DISPLAYS, CONT=N, FORMAT=SPARSE, RHDCRUAL=N, IDMSXXXX=N,

                NONUNIQ=N
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*

$                SUBSCHEMA DISPLAY:  SPARSE FORMAT, SUPPRESS PREFIX CHANGES,

$                                                   SUPPRESS SR4015 THRU SR4089

$

D=PROG, NAME=USERPROG, VIEW=SUBSC, DATA=ONLY

DSUPPS=RANGE, LOWID=4015, HIGHID=4089

Operations (Journal Analyzer)
This section describes operational procedures for the z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM environments. It provides execution JCL or
EXECs and information on determining the storage requirements for those environments.

NOTE

The Extract record length has changed in IDMS release 15.0. See Extract File Format for more information.

CA IDMS Journal Analyzer Control Statements
CA IDMS Journal Analyzer produces reports and displays in a large variety of combinations.

The sample parameter statements that follow are recommended for an evaluation of CA IDMS Journal Analyzer. They can
be used in any environment--z/OS, z/VSE, or z/VM.

 P=ALL,CONT=N,DMCL=DBMSDMCL,F=SPARSE,RHDC=N,NON=Y
 R=ACTV,ALL=Y,START=0101820000,I=15
 R=PROG,ALL=Y,LEV=SUM,HILITES=Y
 R=CHRONO,ALL=Y
 R=ABORTC,ALL=Y
 R=HI-SUM,LEV=PROG
 R=HI-ONL
 R=HI-BPU
 R=RANK,RANKH=HIGH,RANKW=#RU
 R=RANK,RANKH=HIGH,RANKW=DURATION
 

z/OS Operation
The operation of CA IDMS Journal Analyzer in a z/OS environment can be accomplished in a single job step. CA IDMS
Journal Analyzer processes display images up to 32K in length.

Execution JCL (z/OS)

The following example shows the execution JCL for CA IDMS Journal Analyzer, where variables (lowercase, bold) are
explained in the key opposite the JCL:
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 //JNLA                       EXEC  PGM=USJMAIN,REGION=#K
 //STEPLIB         DD         DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR
 //                DD         DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR
 //                DD         DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR
 //SYSIDMS         DD         *
                                 ECHO = ON
                                 JOURNAL = OFF
                                 LOCAL = on-or-off 
                                 TESTDBN = on-or-off 
                                 DMCL = dmclname 
                                 DBN = dbname 
 //dictdb         dd         dsn=your.idms.dictionary,disp=shr 
 //SYSOUT         DD         SYSOUT=a 
 //JASRTMSG       DD         sort-message 
 //SYSLST         DD         SYSOUT=a,
 //                          DCB=BLKSIZE=1330
 //SYSLSTR        DD         SYSOUT=r,
 //                          DCB=BLKSIZE=1330
 //SYSLSTD        DD         SYSOUT=d,
 //                          DCB=BLKSIZE=1330
 //SYSUDUMP       DD         SYSOUT=a 
 //SORTWK01       DD         UNIT=SYSDA,
 //                          SPACE=(CYL,(sort-space))
 //SORTWK02       DD         UNIT=SYSDA,
 //                          SPACE=(CYL,(sort-space))
 //SORTWK03       DD         UNIT=SYSDA,
 //                          SPACE=(CYL,(sort-space))
 //SORTWK04       DD         UNIT=SYSDA,
 //                          SPACE=(CYL,(sort-space))
 //SORTWK05       DD         UNIT=SYSDA,
 //                          SPACE=(CYL,(sort-space))
 //SORTWK06       DD         UNIT=SYSDA,
 //                          SPACE=(CYL,(sort-space))
 //ARCHIVE        DD         DSN=your.archive.journal,
 //                          DISP=OLD,
 //                          DCB=(blksize=archive-blksize,BUFNO=4),
 //                          unit=tape,label=(,sl),vol=ser=serial-number 
 //EXTRACT        DD         dsn=your.extract.file, 
 //                          UNIT=disk,
 //                          SPACE=(CYL,(extract-space),RLSE),
 //                          DCB=(LRECL=311,BLKSIZE=6220,BUFNO=4),
 //                          disp=extract-disp 
 //DISPLAY        DD         UNIT=disk,
 //                          SPACE=(CYL,(display-space),RLSE),
 //                          DCB=(BLKSIZE=display-blksize,BUFNO=4)
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 //RANKING        DD         UNIT=disk,
 //                          SPACE=(CYL,(ranking-space,RLSE),
 //                          DCB=(LRECL=60,BLKSIZE=6120,BUFNO=4)
 //sortlib        dd         dsn=sys1.sortlib,disp=shr 
 //sortcntl       dd         * 
   your-sort-control-statements 
 //SYSIPT         DD         *
   your-journal-analyzer-control-statements 
 

The variables in the execution JCL are:

• #
Defines the number of kilobytes of storage to be made available. The region size is between 1200K and 1800K,
depending on CA IDMS Journal Analyzer's mode of accessing IDMS (Local Mode or CV), the BUFNOs specified for
the various files, and the SIZE option of your sort.

• idms.dba.loadlib (required for Local Mode)
Defines the dataset name of the library that contains the DMCL used by your dictionary subschema, IDMSNWKA. Omit
if running through CV.

• idms.custom.loadlib
Defines the dataset name of the library that contains customized load modules.

• idms.cagjload
Defines the dataset name of the library that contains CA IDMS Journal Analyzer modules and IDMSINTB.

• dbname
Defines the DBNAME needed to access the appropriate DDLDML area of the CA IDMS dictionary for the DMCL name
used.

• on-or-off
Specify LOCAL=ON if you want Display processing to access the CA IDMS dictionary in LOCAL mode. Specify
LOCAL=OFF for Central Version (CV) mode. Specify TESTDBN=ON if you want Display processing to access a
secondary dictionary. Specify TESTDBN=OFF for the primary dictionary.

• dmclname
Defines the DMCLNAME to be used when Display processing accesses the CA IDMS dictionary.

• dictdb dd dsn=your.idms.dictionary,disp=shr (required for Local Mode)
Specify the correct DDNAME and dataset name of your CA IDMS dictionary's DDLDML area. Omit this statement if
running through CV, or if the correct information is supplied in the DMCL.

• a
An appropriate SYSOUT class for your installation.

• sort-message
To print sort messages, specify SYSOUT=a. To suppress printing of sort messages, specify DUMMY.

• r
An appropriate SYSOUT class for Journal Reports. This should be different from a. If SYSLSTR is assigned to a file
rather than to SYSOUT, specify DISP=MOD to ensure that Management Reports do not overlay other reports.

• d
An appropriate SYSOUT CLASS FOR Journal Displays. This should be different from a.

• sort-space
A space specification appropriate to the number of records to be sorted. If PROCESS=EXTRACTS, provide space to
sort the entire extract file. If PROCESS=DISPLAYS, provide space to sort the entire display file. If PROCESS=ALL,
provide space to sort the larger of the display file or the extract file. If PROCESS=REPORTS, provide space to sort the
extracted records for a single report interval.

• your.archive.journal
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Defines the dataset name of your archive journal file. This file should come from the FIX ARCHIVE utility, or
from a batch job that ran in Local Mode. Do not use the output from IDMSJFIX. (You may specify NULLFILE if
PROCESS=REPORTS.)

• blksize=archive-blksize
Defines the current block size of your archive journal file. (This parameter may be omitted if your file has standard
labels.)

• unit=tape,label=(,sl),vol=ser=serial-number
Defines the proper unit, label, and volume-serial information for your archive journal file. (These parameters may be
omitted for a cataloged file.)

• dsn=your.extract.file
Defines the dataset name of the extract file. This parameter may be omitted, and a temporary file created, if
PROCESS=DISPLAY, or if PROCESS=ALL and you do not intend to run PROCESS=REPORTS at a later time. If
PROCESS=REPORTS, do not concatenate extract files. Multiple extract files must be sorted or merged on the first 46
bytes of the record before being input to CA IDMS Journal Analyzer.

• disk
Defines the device type of the extract, display, and ranking work files. (If this is a tape device, the following SPACE
parameter should be omitted.)

• extract-space
If PROCESS=ALL or PROCESS=EXTRACTS, CA IDMS Journal Analyzer extracts archive records for each report
type that is not suppressed. All reports use the BGIN, AREA, COMT, ABRT, and ENDJ records present for each run-
unit. DBAREA and DBRECD reports also use the BFOR and AFTR records present for each run-unit. The amount of
space depends on the number of run-units in the archive file, the number of areas readied, and the number of commits
issued by those run-units (and if DBAREA and DBRECD reports are not suppressed, the number of database records
processed by each run-unit).

• disp=extract-disp
Defines a disposition for the extract file. If PROCESS=EXTRACTS, specify DISP=(NEW,CATLG). If
PROCESS=REPORTS, specify DISP=OLD. (This parameter should be omitted if the extract dataset name was
omitted.)

• display-space
If journal displays are specified, CA IDMS Journal Analyzer writes a record to the display file for each BFOR/AFTR
record that meets selection criteria for DISPLAY=DBKEY or for DISPLAY=RECORD and for each BFOR/AFTR record
for every run-unit that meets selection criteria for DISPLAY=PROGRAM. All ABRT records are also written for the
displays specified. The amount of space depends on the number and size of these BFOR/AFTR/ABRT records.

• display-blksize
Specifies the BLKSIZE for the DISPLAY file. Specify a value that contains at least one occurrence of your largest
DISPLAY record plus a 4-byte block descriptor word. (A DISPLAY record contains a 4-byte record descriptor word, an
84-byte header, and a database record image.)

• ranking-space
CA IDMS Journal Analyzer writes a record to the ranking file for every run-unit that meets the selection criteria of each
REPORT=RANK specification. The amount of space depends on the number of rank reports specified and the number
of run-units that satisfy the selection criteria.

• sortlib dd dsn=sysl.sortlib,disp=shr
This statement is optional. Its specification is dependent on your installation.

• sortcntl dd *
This statement is optional (see below). Consult the programmer documentation for your sort utility to determine the
DDNAME of this file.

• your-sort-control-statements
These statements are optional. Include them to override the options of your sort utility. (CA IDMS Journal Analyzer
should be run with sort options that specify printing of critical messages, setting a return code of 16 if there is an
unsuccessful sort, and sorting into EBCDIC sequence.) You may also want to specify a size different from the default.
If you specify maximum size, further ensure that you have the sort use all but 256K (that is, SIZE=MAX-256) so that
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a BIND RUN-UNIT can be processed while sorting. Consult the programmer documentation for your sort utility to
determine the format of these statements.

• your-journal-analyzer-control-statements
Specify a PROCESS statement and other statements for the reports and displays that you want generated. You can
find more information in Summary of Examples.

z/VSE Operation
The z/VSE operation of CA IDMS Journal Analyzer can be accomplished in a single job step. Sample JCL is contained in
TOOLJCL library member USJEXEC.S. The JCL and key are shown below.

z/VSE File Assignments

Even if you use a storage management tool such as CA-DYNAM, CA IDMS Journal Analyzer requires an ASSGN
statement for every file except SORTWKnn. This ASSGN is required because CA IDMS Journal Analyzer has its own
device-independent support which dynamically builds a DTF based on the device type indicated by the ASSGN. Unless
the ASSIGN specifies VSAM or BDAM, the file may be defined with either DLBL or TLBL.

Execution JCL (z/VSE)

// OPTION PARTDUMP,LOG

*     **** CREATE A SYSIDMS PARAMETER FILE  *****

// UPSI  1

// DLBL     anyname,'work.file.sysidms',0,SD

// EXTENT   SYS041,sysidms-extent

// ASSGN    SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// EXEC     DITTO

$$DITTO CSQ FILEOUT=anyname

  ECHO=ON

  JOURNAL=OFF

  LOCAL=ON-OR-OFF

  TESTDBN=ON-OR-OFF

  DMCL=dmclname
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  DBN=dbname

/*

/*     CARD AND PRINT FILES

// ASSGN  SYS016,SYSIPT                         PARAMETER FILE

// ASSGN  SYS017,SYSLST                         AUDIT REPORT

// ASSGN  SYS018,printer                        JOURNAL REPORTS

// ASSGN  SYS019,printer                        JOURNAL DISPLAYS

/*

/*     IDMS FILES

// UPSI   upsi-byte

// ASSGN  SYS005,disk

// DLBL   DICTDB,'idms-dictionary',,DA

// EXTENT SYS005,dictionary-extent

// ASSGN  SYS009,ign

/*     SORTWORK FILES FOLLOW

// ASSGN  SYS001,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK1,'sort.work.1',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS001,sort-extent

// ASSGN  SYS002,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK2,'sort.work.2',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS002,sort-extent
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// ASSGN  SYS003,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK3,'sort.work.3',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS003,sort-extent

// ASSGN  SYS004,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK4,'sort.work.4',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS004,sort-extent /*

/*     Journal Analyzer WORK FILES

// ASSGN  SYS012,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   EXTRACT,'jnla.extract',0,SD           EXTRACT FILE - OUTPUT

// EXTENT SYS012,extract-extent

// DLBL   EXTRAC1,'jnla.extract',0,SD           EXTRACT FILE - INPUT

// EXTENT SYS012

// ASSGN  SYS013,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   DISPLAY,'jnla.display',0,SD           DISPLAY FILE - OUTPUT

// EXTENT SYS013,display-extent

// DLBL   DISPLA1,'jnla.display',0,SD           DISPLAY FILE - INPUT

// EXTENT SYS013

// ASSGN  SYS014,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   RANKING,'jnla.ranking',0,SD           RANKING FILE - OUTPUT

// EXTENT SYS014,ranking-extent

// DLBL   RANKIN1,'jnla.ranking',0,SD           RANKING FILE - INPUT

// EXTENT SYS014
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/*

/*     ARCHIVE JOURNAL FILE

// ASSGN  SYS011,tape

// TLBL   ARCHIVE,'archive.journal',,volser     ARCHIVE JOURNAL FILE

/*

/*     PRIVATE CORE IMAGE LIBRARY(S)

// DLBL   CILIB1,'your-journal-corelib'         Journal Analyzer LIBRARY

// EXTENT ,VOL=volser

// DLBL   CILIB2,'your-idms-corelib'            IDMS LIBRARY

// EXTENT ,VOL=volser

// LIBDEF CL,SEARCH=(CILIB1,CILIB2),TEMP

/*

// DLBL SYSIDMS,'work.file.sysidms',0,D

// EXTENT SYS041,volser

// ASSGN SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

/*

// EXEC USJMAIN,SIZE=(USJMAIN,#k)

*

 your-journal-analyzer-control-statements

*

/*
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• printer
An appropriate unit address/device class for printing reports and displays. This should be different than SYSLST.

• anyname
Any suitable name for your SYSIDMS file. The name chosen must be identical to the fileout value in the DITTO copy
step.

• sysidms-extent
Specify extent information for the SYSIDMS file. One track is adequate.

• upsi-byte
The UPSI byte settings appropriate to the IDMSOPTI module that you have linked with CA IDMS Journal Analyzer, and
appropriate to whether you will be accessing CA IDMS in local mode or central version.

• ASSGN SYS005,disk
Specify the proper ASSGN information for logical unit SYS005, your CA IDMS dictionary, if running in local mode. Omit
this statement if running through central version.

• idms-dictionary
Required for local mode processing. Specify the filename and file ID of your local CA IDMS dictionary's DDLDML area.
Omit this statement if running through central version.

• dictionary-extent
Specify the proper extent information for logical unit SYS005, your IDMS dictionary, if running in local mode. Omit this
statement if running through central version.

• ASSGN SYS009,ign
Specify an ASSGN for logical unit SYS009, your CA IDMS local journal file, if running in local mode. Since CA IDMS
Journal Analyzer accesses your CA IDMS dictionary in retrieval mode only, it is necessary to journal that activity. Omit
this statement if running through central version.

• sort.work.1/sort.work.4
Specify the file ID of your sortwork files. Note that CA IDMS Journal Analyzer should be run with sort options that
specify printing of critical messages, not abending if there is an unsuccessful sort and sorting into EBCDIC sequence.

• volser
The volume serial number of the disk or tape to be used for the file.

• jnla.extract
Specify the file ID of the extract file. This statement may specify 'IGN' if PROCESS=DISPLAY. The retention period
for the extract file depends on your use of PROCESS options. Specify a retention period that will allow you to fully
generate desired reports from the extract file. If you never intend to specify PROCESS=REPORTS, your retention
period may define this as a temporary file. If you specify PROCESS=REPORTS, this file must already exist.

• extract-extent
Specify extent information adequate to hold all of the records extracted from the archive journal file. If PROCESS=ALL,
or PROCESS=EXTRACTS, is specified, CA IDMS Journal Analyzer extracts archive records for each report type
that is not suppressed. All reports use the BGIN, AREA, COMT, ABRT, and ENDJ records present for each run-unit.
DBAREA and DBRECD reports also use the BFOR and AFTR records present for each run-unit. The amount of space
will depend on the number of run-units on the archive file, the number of areas readied, and the number of COMMITs
issued by those run-units (and if DBAREA and DBRECD reports are not suppressed, the number of database records
processed by each run-unit).

• jnla.display
Specify the file ID of the display file. This statement may specify 'IGN' if you do not request journal displays. The
display file is created each time you request journal displays, so the retention period may define this as a temporary
file.

• display-extent
Specify extent information adequate to hold all of the records selected from the archive journal file. If journal displays
are requested, CA IDMS Journal Analyzer writes a record to the display file for each BFOR/AFTR record that meets
selection criteria for DISPLAY=DBKEY or for DISPLAY=RECORD and for each BFOR/AFTR record for every run-
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unit that needs selection criteria for DISPLAY=PROGRAM. Each ABRT record will also be written for each display
requested. The amount of space will depend on the number and size of these BFOR/AFTR/ABRT records.

• jnla.ranking
Specify the file ID of the ranking file. This statement may specify 'IGN' if you do not request rank reports. The ranking
file is created each time you request rank reports, so the retention period may define this as a temporary file.

• ranking-extent
Specify extent information adequate to hold all of the records selected from the extract file if REPORT=RANK was
specified. CA IDMS Journal Analyzer writes a record to the ranking file for every run-unit that meets the selection
criteria for each REPORT=RANK request. The amount of space will depend on the number of requests for rank reports
and the number of run-units that satisfy the selection criteria. Since the ranking file is created each time you request
REPORT=RANK, the retention period may define this as a temporary file.

• archive.journal
Specify the file ID of your archive journal file. This file should come from ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility, or from
a batch job that ran in local mode. Do not use the output from IDMSJFIX. This statement may specify 'IGN' if
PROCESS=REPORTS.

• tape
Specify an appropriate unit address for your archive journal file. This must be a tape device.
your-journal-corelib -- Specify the file ID of the core image library containing your IDMSINTB module.

• #k
The amount of your partition to reserve for program storage. The remainder of the partition is used for GETVIS. #k
designates additional program storage to be made available for CA IDMS Journal Analyzer programs (about 800K)
and for your sort.
The total partition requirements will be between 1300K and 2100K.
LOCAL ON/OFF -- Specify LOCAL=ON if you want journal displays processing to access the CA IDMS dictionary in
local mode. Specify LOCAL=OFF for CV mode.

• dmclname
Specify the name of the DMCL that should be used when accessing the dictionary for information about records
represented by the BFOR and AFTR images of the CA IDMS archive journal being processed.

• dbname
Specify the DBNAME needed to access the appropriate DDLDML area of the dictionary for the DMCLNAME used.

• your.idms.dictionary
Required for local mode when the correct data set name is not supplied in the DMCL. Specify the correct DDNAME
and data set name for the DDLDML area of your CA IDMS dictionary.

• your-journal-analyzer-control-statements
Specify a PROCESS statement and other statements as desired.

Sample z/VM EXEC--USJEXEC
A sample EXEC for executing CA IDMS Journal Analyzer is shown below. Variables (lowercase) are explained in the key
below the EXEC.

NOTE
The PROCESS=DISPLAYS option should not be used in a z/VM/CMS environment. The Journal must be
archived using the CA IDMS utility with a file mode of x4 to indicate z/OS file-type simulation, and a DCB of:
(RECFM F LRECL 4096.

/*  */

TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR

/*                                                                   */
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CA_LOADLIB_FN       = 'yourlib'

IDMS_LOADLIB_FN     = 'idmslib'

SORTLIB_FN          = 'sortlib'

JNLA_ARCHIVE_FN     = 'your.journal.archive'

JNLA_ARCHIVE_FT     = 'filetype'

JNLA_ARCHIVE_FM     = '*'

/*                                                                   */

/* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required librarie(s) */

/* and database file(s).                                             */

/*                                                                   */

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

 'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' CA_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

 'GLOBAL  TXTLIB ' SORTLIB_FN

/*                                                                   */

/* Dictionary and Journal file definitions.                          */

/* When running in local mode remove the comments from around the    */

/* next 4 statements.                                                */

/*

 'FILEDEF DICTDB   DISK dictdb_fn dictdb_ft dictdb_fm ( dcb extent'

 'FILEDEF SYSJRNL  DUMMY'

 'FILEDEF J1JRNL   DUMMY'

 'FILEDEF J2JRNL   DUMMY'

*/
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/* Files needed for all runs.                                        */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF JASRTMSG PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SYSUDUMP PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SYSOUT   PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SYSLSTD  DISK JNLA SYSLSTD fm'

 'FILEDEF SYSLSTR  DISK JNLA SYSLSTR fm'

 'FILEDEF AUDIT    DISK JNLA AUDIT   fm'

 'FILEDEF EXTRACT  DISK JNLA EXTRACT fm'

 'FILEDEF DISPLAY  DISK JNLA DISPLAY fm ( BLKSIZE dddd'

 'FILEDEF RANKING  DISK JNLA RANKING fm ( BLKSIZE rrrr'

/*                                                                   */

/* Archive Journal Disk File                                         */

/*                                                                   */

 'FIL ARCHIVE DISK JNLA_ARCHIVE_FN JNLA_ARCHIVE_FT JNLA_ARCHIVE_FM'

/*                                                                   */

/* You must create a file 'SYSIDMS INPUT A' containing the SYSIDMS   */

/* parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.           */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS INPUT A'

/*                                                                   */

/* You must create a file 'USJEXEC SYSIPT A' containing the input    */

/* parameter statements prior to executing this EXEC.                */

/* This file must include a PROCESS statement and other statements   */
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/* for the reports and displays that you want generated. See CA IDMS */

/* Journal Analyzer User Guide for further details.                  */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYSIPT   DISK USJEXEC SYSIPT   A'

 'FILEDEF SYSCTL   DISK fn SYSCTL fm'

/*                                                                   */

/* Insert FILEDEF statements for SORT work space as required by      */

/* your SORT product.                                                */

/*                                                                   */

SIGNAL OFF ERROR

SAY 'STARTING EXECUTION OF CA IDMS Journal Analyzer'

 'EXECOS OSRUN USJMAIN'

 USJEXEC_RC = RC

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME JNLA LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

SAY 'USJEXEC FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' USJEXEC_RC

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 EXIT USJEXEC_RC

/*                                                                   */

/*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

ERROR:
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/*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR_RC = RC

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL

'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME JNLA LISTING'

'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 EXIT ERROR_RC

/*                                                                   */

• yourlib
The file name of the load library into which you downloaded CA IDMS Journal Analyzer.

• idmslib
The file name of the load library containing your CA IDMS SUBSCHEMA and DMCL modules.

• sortlib
The file name of the text library containing your sort modules.

• your.journal.archive
The file name of your journal archive file. This file should come from the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility, or from a batch
job that ran in local mode. Do not use the output from the FIX ARCHIVE utility. If you request any Journal Displays,
you should pre-sort the archive file so that each record is sequenced on RUNUNIT-ID and ARC-SEQUENCE-NBR.
USJSORT may be used for this purpose.

• filetype
The file type of your journal archive file.

• dictdb_fn
The file name of your CA IDMS dictionary file.

• dictdb_ft
The file type of your CA IDMS dictionary file.

• dictdb_fm
The file mode of your CA IDMS dictionary file.

• fm
The file mode of the relevant file.

• fn SYSCTL fm
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The file name, file type, and file mode of the SYSCTL file for the Central Version (CV) used during batch processing.
• JNLA EXTRACT fm

The EXTRACT file. CA IDMS Journal Analyzer writes extracts of Archive records for each report type that is not
suppressed. All reports use the BGIN, AREA, COMT, ABRT, and ENDJ records present for each run-unit. The amount
of space needed depends on the number of run-units in the Archive file, the number of Areas readied, and the number
of Commits issued by those run-units.

• JNLA DISPLAY fm
The DISPLAY file. If Journal Displays are requested, CA IDMS Journal Analyzer writes a record to the Display File for
each BFOR/AFTR record that meets the selection criteria for DISPLAY=DBKEY or for DISPLAY=RECORD, and for
each BFOR/AFTR record for every run-unit that meets the selection criteria for DISPLAY=PROGRAM. Each ABRT
record will also be written for each DISPLAY requested. The amount of space needed depends on the number and
size of these records.

• JNLA RANKING fm
The RANKING file. CA IDMS Journal Analyzer writes a record to the Ranking File for every run-unit that meets the
selection criteria of each REPORT=RANK request. The amount of space needed depends on the number of requests
for RANK reports and the number of run-units that satisfy the selection criteria.

• JNLA SYSLSTD fm
The file name, file type, and file mode of the Journal Display file. This should be different from PRINTER.

• JNLA SYSLSTR fm
The file name, file type, and file mode of the Journal Reports file. This should be different from PRINTER.

• dcb extent
The information required for your CA IDMS dictionary file.

• rrrr
The BLKSIZE for the Ranking File. Must be a multiple of 60 (LRECL).

• dddd
The BLKSIZE for the DISPLAY file. Specify a value that will contain at least one occurrence of your largest DISPLAY
record plus a 4-byte block descriptor word. (A DISPLAY record contains a 4-byte record descriptor word, an 84-byte
header, and a database record image.)

Parameters and Keywords
This section lists all of the major and minor keywords and their value fields. In addition, all valid synonyms for both the
keywords and value fields are listed. The listings are grouped by parameter type.

PROCESS Parameter (Journal Analyzer)
The PROCESS parameter specifies the input required, and the output(s) to be created by this execution of CA IDMS
Journal Analyzer. It also indicates whether processing is to be discontinued if a parameter error is detected. A single valid
PROCESS parameter is required as the first request in the Parameter file.

The PROCESS parameter syntax is as follows.

             / 
ALL
       \    ┌          / 
Y
 \  ┐
 P
ROCESS =   < 
REPORTS
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   >    │ ,
CONT
 =         │

             │ 
DISPLAYS
  │    └          \ 
N
 /  ┘

             \ 
EXTRACTS
  /

 ┌            / 
FULL
    \  ┐

 │ ,
F
ORMAT =               │

 └            \ 
SPARSE
  /  ┘

 ┌               / 
Y
 \  ┐     ┌               / 
Y
 \  ┐

 │ ,
RHDC
RUAL =          │     │ ,
IDMS
XXXX =          │

 └               \ 
N
 /  ┘     └               \ 
N
 /  ┘
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 ┌              / 
Y
 \  ┐

 │ ,
NON
UNIQ =          │    ┌ ,
USERD
COM = 
procedure name
 ┐

 └              \ 
N
 /  ┘    └                            ┘

 ┌            / 
Y
 \  ┐

 │ ,
A
BEND =          │

 └            \ 
N
 /  ┘

 │ ,UTC
           │

 where:

            / 
ALL
       \
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P
ROCESS =  < 
REPORTS
   >

            │ 
DISPLAYS
  │

            \ 
EXTRACTS
  /

Identifies the type of processing to be performed by CA IDMS Journal Analyzer. You can use one of four options to define
the type of processing:

ALL - This option directs CA IDMS Journal Analyzer to create an Extract file and any Journal Reports and Journal
Displays requested by appropriate parameters.

REPORTS - This option indicates that an Extract file is to be input and that only Journal Reports are to be produced.

NOTE
An Extract file must be input to CA IDMS Journal Analyzer when the REPORTS option is specified.

DISPLAYS - this option indicates that an Archive Journal is input and that journal displays are to be created. No Extract
file creation is performed, and no reports are produced.

EXTRACTS - This option indicates that only an Extract file is to be created (no journal displays, and no reports are
produced). Input is one or more Archive Journal files.

┌           /  Y  \    ┐
│   ,CONT  =          │
└           \  N  /    ┘

Indicates whether processing should continue if parameter errors are detected.

Y - Indicates that processing is to continue.

N - Indicates that processing is to terminate. This option is the default value.

NOTE
Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

┌              /  FULL    \    ┐
│    ,F ORMAT = <        >    │
└              \  SPARSE  /    ┘

Designates the format of the journal displays.

FULL - Indicates that all record positions are to be displayed with the changed values highlighted.

NOTE
No highlighting occurs for SUBSCHEMA DISPLAYS.

SPARSE - indicates that only the changed values are to be displayed. This option is the default value.

┌                 /  Y   \    ┐
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│   ,RHDC RUAL  =            │
└                 \  N   /    ┘

Allows extract and display records to be produced for run units whose program name is Y - causes the extract and display
records to be produced.

N - Indicates that the extract and display records are not required. This option is the default value.

NOTE
Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

┌                /  Y   \    ┐
│   ,IDMS SXXXX =           │
└                \  N   /    ┘

Allows extract and display records to be produced for run units whose program name begins with IDMS.

Y - Causes the extract and display records to be produced.

N - Indicates that the extract and display records are not required. This option is the default value.

NOTE
Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

┌              /  Y   \   ┐
│   ,NON UNIQ =          │
└              \  N   /   ┘

Specifies the action to be taken when a record id is not uniquely defined in the data dictionary (is described in multiple
schemas).

Y - Causes only the first description for the record id to be processed.

N - Causes only the first description for the record id to be processed, prevents the record from being decompressed if it is
compressed, and causes an error message (***NON-UNIQUE RECORD TYPE***) to replace the record name if multiple
record descriptions are encountered for a record id. This option is the default value.

NOTE
Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

 [ ,
USER
DCOM = procedure name ]

Designates the database procedure name of a user-written decompression routine for Journal Displays. This routine,
substitutes for the CA IDMS supplied module IDMSDCOM, and must not issue any CA IDMS Central Version macros
such as #GETSTG and #FREESTG. If IDMSDCOM is replaced with a user version of the same name, then USERDCOM
= IDMSDCOM must be entered. If the compressed version of the database record is to be retained for displays, then a
'dummy' procedure name must be specified (e.g., USERDCOM = NONE).

NOTE
If your decompression routine requires that the valid subschema name be placed in the Applications Control
Block, then the programs must be registered to their subschemas.

┌           /  Y   \   ┐
│   A BEND =          │
└           \  N   /   ┘
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Specifies that upon certain processing errors CA IDMS Journal Analyzer will either produce an operation exception abend,
or that it will terminate with a return code of 16.

Y - causes termination with an operation exception.

N - causes termination with a return code of 16. This option is the default value.

NOTE
Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

| UTC |

Specifies that the journal record times on all reports and displays are shown in UTC time. By default all journal record
times are shown in local time.

SUPPRESS Parameter Details
The SUPPRESS parameter is used to inhibit the automatic generation of extract records for a specific Journal Report
type. A report cannot be produced if that report type has been suppressed. A SUPPRESS parameter is not required to
suppress a Journal Display because the absence of a valid DISPLAY parameter effectively suppresses the production of
the display.

NOTE
The use of the SUPPRESS parameter can influence the operational efficiency of CA IDMS Journal Analyzer, by
reducing the volume of data written to the EXTRACT file. The SUPPRESS parameter syntax is as follows.

            /  ACTIVITY            \
            │ PROGRAM             │
S UPPRESS =  <  CHRONO-EVENT        >
            │  ABORT-COINCIDENCE   │
            │  MANAGEMENT          │
            │  ALL                 │
            \  #n                  /

where:

S
UPPRESS =

indicates the Journal Report type whose extract records are to be suppressed.

NOTE
The SUPPRESS parameter has no default value.

ALL - indicates that all Journal Report types will be suppressed.

The #n operand is used to suppress multiple journal report types.

• #1 - suppresses all Journal Reports except MANAGEMENT.
• #2 - suppresses all Journal Reports except PROGRAM and CHRONO-EVENT.
• #3 or #4 - suppresses all Journal Reports except ACTIVITY, ABORT-COINCIDENCE, and MANAGEMENT.
• #4 - suppresses all Journal Reports except ACTIVITY, DATABASE/RECORD, ABORT-COINCIDENCE, and

MANAGEMENT.
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REPORT Parameter (Journal Analyzer)
The REPORT parameter specifies the Journal Report type to be printed, and the criteria by which to select extract records
for the report. It is possible to define multiple selection criteria for a particular report type by submitting multiple REPORT
parameters for that report type. The only restrictions imposed on multiple selection criteria for a given report type are that
the report options be identical, and that the time periods do not overlap. However, the time periods can differ between the
different Journal Report types.

NOTE
Up to twenty system output requests (REPORT and/or DISPLAY parameters) can be specified per program run.
Additionally, up to twenty requests for Management Ranking (REPORT=RANK) can be specified.

The REPORT parameter contains keywords common to all report types and some that are specific to a report type. The
common REPORT keywords are described first, followed by the specific keywords by report type.

Common Syntax

The common REPORT parameter syntax is as follows.

 R
EPORT = report type
 [ 
,ALL
 = 
Y
 ]

 [ ,START
 = start date/time ]

[ ,
STOP
 = stop date/time ]
 [ ,
I
NTVL = length ]
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where:

REPORT = report type

specifies the Journal Report type to be printed. The values for report type are described with specific keywords for a
particular report (see the specific report types in this section).

[ ,
ALL
 = 
Y
 ]

specifies whether extract records for a particular report type, within a designated time period, are to be included in the
production of the Journal Report.

Y - causes all extract records to be processed. This option will override certain selection criteria of several report types.

[ ,
START
 = start date/time ]

defines the start of a selection time period for a single REPORT request. If this keyword is omitted, the assumed value for
the start date is taken from the first TIME record on the input file, and for start time is 0000.

start date/time - this value must be specified in the MMDDYYHHMM format, where MMDDYY is the Gregorian date and
HHMM is the time (24 hr. clock)

NOTE
Run units are associated with their initiation time (BGIN) and not their termination time (ENDJ, ABRT). Reports
will show all selected activity for run units that begin during the selection time period.

[ ,
STOP
 = stop date/time ]

defines the end of a selection time period for a single REPORT request. If this keyword is omitted, the assumed value is
1231992359.

stop date/time - this value must be specified in the MMDDYYHHMM format, where MMDDYY is the Gregorian date and
HHMM is the time (24 hr. clock).
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[ ,
I
NTVL = length ]

defines the constant length (in minutes) by which the selection time period is to be divided. If this keyword is omitted, the
time period is not divided.

length - this value must be specified in the MMMMM (minutes) format. It is not necessary to include leading zeros.

NOTE
It is recommended that a START keyword accompany the use of the INTVL keyword.

ACTIVITY Report (Journal Analyzer)

The following is the REPORT parameter syntax for designating an ACTIVITY report.

NOTE
The following syntax contains all the keywords which can be used for designating this report. However, only the
keywords not previously defined will be described in detail.

                             /           /  Y  \  \
 R EPORT =  ACTV                │ , SEL ECT =        │
                             <           \  N  /  >
                             │ , ALL  =  Y          │
                             \                  /
 [ , START  = start date/time ]
 [ , STOP  = stop date/time ]
 [ , I NTVL = length ]

where:

R EPORT =  ACTV - specifies the Journal Report type to be printed.

ACTV - indicates that an ACTIVITY report is to be printed.

/ / 
Y
 \ \

< SELECT =               >

\                 \ N /  /

used when the user submits multiple requests for ACTIVITY reports for several distinct time periods. This keyword is
mutually exclusive from the ALL keyword.

Y- used when the definition of multiple time periods is required (i.e., multiple REPORT = ACTV parameters).

N - indicates that all extract records are to be produced. As a result, it is not necessary to include the SELECT keyword
phrase.
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NOTE
Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

PROGRAM Report

The following is the REPORT parameter syntax for designating a PROGRAM report.

NOTE
The following syntax contains all the keywords which can be used for designating this report. However, only the
keywords not previously defined will be described in detail.

 R EPORT =  PROG
 / ,NAME  = name  \
 <               >
 \ , ALL  =  Y       /
          /  DETAIL    ┌             /  Y  \  ┐  \
 , LEV EL = <  SUMMARY   │, HILITES  =         │  >
          \  SYSTEM    └             \  N  /  ┘  /
 [ , START  = start date/time ]
 [ , STOP  = stop date/time ]
 [ , I NTRVL = length ]

where:

R EPORT =  PROG

specifies the Journal Report type to be printed.

PROG - indicates that a PROGRAM report is to be printed.

, NAME  = name

allows the user to select a program by name. This keyword is mutually exclusive from the ALL keyword.

name - this field specifies the name of the selected program.

Note: If the first character of the name field is an asterisk (*), all programs whose names begin with the remaining
characters of the name field will qualify for reporting. For example, if NAME=*ABC, all programs whose names begin with
ABC will be reported.

         / DETAIL   \
,LEVEL = < SUMMARY  >
         \ SYSTEM   /

specifies the level of reporting.

Note: There is no default value for the LEVEL keyword.

DETAIL - indicates that program details (run units in time-wise sequence) are required. In addition, program summaries
and a system summary are produced for each time interval.

SUMMARY - indicates that program summaries are required. In addition, a system summary is produced for each time
interval.

SYSTEM - indicates that only system summaries are produced for each time interval. A grand summary is produced if
multiple intervals are reported.

           / Y \
,HILITES =
           \ N /
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used to request the highlighting of the run units with the lowest and highest durations. This keyword is honored only when
the level of reporting begins with program summaries (LEVEL = SUMMARY).

Y - causes program highlights to be produced with the program summaries.

N - indicates that no program highlights are required.

Note: Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report (Journal Analyzer)

The following is the REPORT parameter syntax for designating a CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT report.

Note: The following syntax contains all the keywords which can be used for designating this report. However, only the
keywords not previously defined will be described in detail.

 REPORT = CHRONO  /           / Y \  \
                  │ ,SELECT =        │
                  <           \ N /  >
                  │ ,ALL = Y         │
                  \                  /
 [ ,START = start date/time ]
 [ ,STOP = stop date/time ]

where:

R EPORT =  CHRONO

specifies the Journal Report type to be printed.

CHRONO - indicates that a CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT report is to be printed.

          / Y \
,SELECT =
          \ N /

used when submitting multiple requests for CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT reports for several distinct time periods. This
keyword is mutually exclusive from the ALL keyword.

Y - used when the definition of multiple time periods is required (multiple REPORT = CHRONO parameters).

N - indicates that all extract records are to be processed. Therefore, it is not necessary to include the SELECT keyword
phrase.

Note: Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

ABORT COINCIDENCE Report (Journal Analyzer)

The following is the REPORT parameter syntax for designating an ABORT COINCIDENCE report.

Note: The following syntax contains all the keywords which can be used for designating this report. However, only the
keywords not previously defined will be described in detail.

 REPORT = ABORTC /           / Y \  \
                  │ ,SELECT =        │
                  <           \ N /  >
                  │ ,ALL = Y         │
                  \                  /
 [ ,START = start date/time ]
 [ ,STOP = stop date/time ]
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where:

R EPORT =  ABORTC

specifies the Journal Report type to be printed.

ABORTC - indicates that an ABORT COINCIDENCE report is to be printed.

          / Y \
,SELECT =
          \ N /

used to submit multiple requests for ABORT COINCIDENCE reports for several distinct time periods. This keyword is
mutually exclusive from the ALL keyword.

Note: A report interval of INTVL = 1440 is always assumed.

Y - used when the definition of multiple time periods is required.

N - indicates that all extract records are to be processed. Therefore, it is not necessary to include this keyword phrase.

Note: Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHT Reports

The following are the REPORT parameter syntaxes for designating the various MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHT reports.

Note: The following syntax contains all the keywords which can be used for designating this report. However, only the
keywords not previously defined will be described in detail.

Selection time periods specified for MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHT reports must not overlap. Also, all such reports must be
for the same INTVL.

 REPORT = HI-SUM, ┌           / PROGRAM  \  ┐
                  │ ,LEVEL =  < SYSTEM   >  │
                  │           \ GRAND    /  │
                  └                         ┘
 [ ,START = start date/time ]
 [ ,STOP = stop date/time ]
 [ ,INTVL = length ]

where:

R EPORT = HI-SUM

specifies the Journal Report type to be printed.

HI-SUM - indicates that a MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHT/ SUMMARIES report is to be printed.

          / PROGRAM  \
,LEVEL =  < SYSTEM   >
          \ GRAND    /

specifies the level of reporting.

PROGRAM - indicates accumulation for each program in a time interval.

SYSTEM - indicates accumulation for a time interval.

GRAND - indicates accumulation of all system summaries whenever multiple time intervals are reported. This option is the
default value.
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Online Response Time (Journal Analyzer)

 REPORT = HI-ONL

 [ ,START = start date/time ]

 [ ,STOP = stop date/time ]

 [ ,INTVL = length ]

where:

R EPORT =  HI-ONL

specifies the Journal Report type to be printed.

HI-ONL - indicates that a MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHT/ ONLINE RESPONSE TIME report is to be printed.

Note: Regardless of what you specify, the report is produced as though start time is 0000, stop time is 2359, and
INTVL=1440.

Buffer Pool Utilization (Journal Analyzer)

 REPORT = HI-BPU
 [ ,START = start date/time ]
 [ ,STOP = stop date/time ]
 [ ,INTVL = length ]

where:

R EPORT =  HI-BPU

specifies the Journal Report type to be printed.

HI-BPU - indicates that a MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHT/BUFFER POOL UTILIZATION report is to be printed.

Note: Regardless of what you specify, the report is produced as though start time is 0000, stop time is 2359, and
INTVL=1440.

MANAGEMENT RANKING Report

The following is the REPORT parameter syntax for designating the MANAGEMENT RANKING report.

Up to twenty requests for Management Ranking reports can be specified in a single run of CA IDMS Journal Analyzer.

Note: The following syntax contains all the keywords which are used for designating this report. However, only the
keywords not previously defined will be described in detail.

 REPORT = RANK [ ,RANK# = number of items ]
 ┌              /ONL\ ┐
 │ ,RANKPROG =  <BTC> │
 └              \SYS/ ┘
 / ,RANKWHAT = item  \
 \ ,RANKITEM = nn    /
             /           \
             │ LOW       │
             │ HIGH      │
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             │ LT: value │
 ,RANKHOW =  < LE: value >
             │ GT: value │
             │ GE: value │
             \           /
 ┌             / MEAN     \  ┐
 │ ,RANKVALU = < MEDIAN   >  │
 └             \ ABSOLUTE /  ┘
 [,START = start date/time ]
 [ ,STOP = stop date/time ]
 [ ,INTVL = length ]

where:

R EPORT =  RANK

indicates that a MANAGEMENT RANKING report is to be printed.

,  RANK#  = number of items

indicates the number of items to be ranked. The maximum number is 50. The default value is 20.

            /ONL \
,RANKPROG = <BTC >
            \SYS /

indicates the type of program to be used in the ranking.

ONL - indicates that only ONLINE programs are to be ranked.

BTC - indicates that only BATCH programs are to be ranked.

SYS - indicates that ONLINE and BATCH programs are to be ranked. This option is the default value.

,  RANKW HAT = item

specifies the attribute to be ranked in the report. This keyword is mutually exclusive from the RANKITEM keyword. There
is no default value.

,  RANKI TEM = nn

specifies a numeric identifier (1 to 13) for the attribute to be ranked. This keyword is mutually exclusive from the
RANKWHAT keyword. There is no default value.

The following example shows Management Ranking Report Attributes:

RANKWHAT    RANKITEM   ATTRIBUTE
 #RU         1      #RUN UNITS (#BGIN)
 #SUCCESS    2      #SUCCESSFUL (#ENDJ)
 #ABORT      3      #ABORTED (#ABRT)
 %ABORT      4      %ABORTED (#ABRT/#BGIN)
 DURATION    5      DURATION
 REC-UPD     6      RECORDS UPDATED
 PG-READ     7      PAGES READ
 PG-WRITTEN  8      PAGES WRITTEN
 PG-10       9      PAGES WRITTEN + PAGES READ (TOTAL I/O'S)
 LOCK-REQ   10      LOCKS REQUESTED
 PG-RATIO   11      PAGES REQUESTED/PAGES READ
 CALC-RATIO 12      CALC RECORDS OVERFLOW/
                    RECORDS ON HOME PAGE
 VIA-RATIO  13      VIA RECORDS OVERFLOW/
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                    RECORDS ON OWNER PAGE

           / LOW        \
           │ HIGH       │
           │ LT:value   │
,RANKHOW = < LE:value   >
           │ GT:value   │
           \ GE:value   /

specifies how the attribute is to be ranked.

LOW - the attribute will be ranked from its lowest value in an ascending order.

HIGH - the attribute will be ranked from its highest value in a descending order.

LT:value - the attribute will be ranked from a point less than the specified value in ascending order.

LE:value - the attribute will be ranked from a point less than or equal to the specified value in ascending order.

GT:value - the attribute will be ranked from a point greater than the specified value in ascending order.

GE:value - the attribute will be ranked from a point greater than or equal to the specified value in ascending order.

Note: If RANKITEM = 1, 2, 3, 4 or RANKVALU = MEAN or MEDIAN, then RANKHOW will default to HIGH if anything
other than LOW is specified.

The specified values for LT, LE, GT, and GE must include two (2) decimal positions when ranking durations or ratios (e.g.,
duration of 5 seconds is 500; a ratio of 3.14 is 314).

Note: There is no default value for the RANKHOW operand.

/  MEAN  \

,RANKV ALU = <  MEDIAN  >

\  ABSOLUTE  /

specifies the value type of the attribute to be ranked.

MEAN - indicates an average value for all executions of the ranked program.

MEDIAN - indicates a middle value for all executions of the ranked program.

ABSOLUTE - indicates a value from a single execution of the ranked program. This option is the default value.

Note: If RANKITEM = 1, 2, 3, or 4, then RANKVALU must be specified as ABSOLUTE.

DISPLAY Parameter (Journal Analyzer)
The DISPLAY parameter specifies the criteria by which the before and after images of database records are selected from
the Archive Journal file. For the archive records meeting the selection criteria, display records are created and passed to
the DISPLAY phase for printing. It is possible to define multiple selection criteria for a particular display type by submitting
multiple DISPLAY parameters for that display type.

NOTE
Up to twenty system output requests (REPORT and/or DISPLAY parameters) can be specified per program run.
Additionally, up to twenty requests for Management Ranking reports (REPORT=RANK) can be specified.

The DISPLAY parameter contains keywords common to all display types and some which are specific to a display type.
The common DISPLAY keywords are described first, followed by the specific display type keywords.

The DISPLAY parameter syntax is as follows.

 DISPLAY = display type ,ALL = Y
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 ,START = start date/time
 ,STOP = stop date/time

where:

DISPLAY = display type

specifies the Journal Display type to be printed. The values for display type are described with the specific keywords for a
particular display (see specific display types in this section).

, ALL = Y

indicates whether all display records for a particular display type are to be included in the production of the Journal
Display.

Y - causes start/stop to be ignored, and all display records to be processed.

, START  = start date/time

defines the start of a selection time period for a single DISPLAY request. If this keyword is omitted, the assumed value is
0701810000. This keyword is mutually exclusive from the ALL keyword for PROGRAM displays.

start date/time - this value must be specified in the MMDDYYHHMM format, where MMDDYY is the Gregorian date and
HHMM is the time (24 hr. clock).

Note: Run units are associated with their initiation time (BGIN) and not their termination time (ENDJ, ABRT).

STOP  = stop date/time

defines the end of a selection time period for a single DISPLAY request. If this keyword is omitted, the assumed value is
1231992359. This keyword is mutually exclusive from the ALL keyword for PROGRAM displays.

stop date/time - this value must be specified in the MMDDYYHHMM format, where MMDDYY is the Gregorian date and
HHMM is the time (24 hr. clock).

NOTE
During DISPLAY processing, the data dictionary is navigated to determine the characteristics of the data records
to be displayed. This information is obtained by relating schemas with their associated schema records. Only
the highest version schema number for any given schema is processed. Therefore, you must ensure that the
definitions in the highest version schema number for a given schema match the data contained in the actual
archive journal records.

RECORD Display Parameter

The following is the DISPLAY parameter syntax designating a RECORD display.

Note: The following syntax contains all the keywords which can be used for designating this display. However, only the
keywords not previously defined are described in detail.

 DISPLAY = REC
 / ,ALL = Y          \
 \ RECID = record ID /
 [ ,START = start date/time ]
 [ ,STOP = stop date/time ]

where:

D ISPLAY =  REC

specifies the Journal Display type to be printed.

REC - indicates that a RECORD display is to be printed.
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,  RECID  = record ID

allows the user to select a record type by record ID. This keyword is mutually exclusive from the ALL keyword.

record ID - this value must be specified in the RRRR format (numeric record ID). It is not necessary to include leading
zeros.

DATABASE/KEY Display

The following is the DISPLAY parameter syntax for designating a DATABASE/KEY display.

Note: The following syntax contains all the keywords which can be used for designating this display. However, only the
keywords not previously defined will be described in detail.

 DISPLAY = DBKEY
 / ,ALL = Y                                      \
 \ PAGE = page number     [,LINE = line-number ] /
 [,START = start date/time ]
 [ ,STOP = stop date/time ]

where:

D ISPLAY =  DBKEY

specifies the Journal Display type to be printed.

DBKEY - indicates that a DATABASE/KEY display is to be printed.

,  PAGE  = page-number

specifies the page portion of the database key. All Archive Journal BEFORE or AFTER record images which reside on the
specified page will be displayed. This keyword is mutually exclusive from the ALL keyword.

Note: Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

page-number - the page number can have up to 10 digits. It is not necessary to include leading zeros.

,  LINE  = line-number

specifies the line portion of the database key. This option is used when a single database key is specified for display. This
keyword is mutually exclusive from the ALL keyword.

line-number - the line number can have up to four digits. It is not necessary to include leading zeros. If this value is
omitted and all images with matching database pages are selected for display.

PROGRAM Display (Journal Analyzer)

The following is the DISPLAY parameter syntax for designating a PROGRAM display.

Note: The following syntax contains all the keywords that can be used for designating this display. However, only the
keywords not previously defined will be described in detail.

 DISPLAY = PROG
 
 / ,ALL = Y     \
 \ ,NAME = name /
 [ ,START = start date/time ]
 [ ,STOP = stop date/time ]
 ┌         / SUBSC \  ┐
 │,VIEW =  <       >  │ [ DATA = ONLY ]
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 └         \ FULL  /  ┘

where:

D ISPLAY =  PROG

specifies the Journal Display type to be printed.

PROG - indicates that a PROGRAM display is to be printed.

,  NAME  =

allows user to select records that were modified by a certain program.

name - specifies the selected program by name.

Note: If the first character of the name field is an asterisk (*), all programs whose names begin with the remaining
characters of the name field will qualify for display. For example, if NAME=*ABC, all programs with names beginning with
ABC will be displayed.

        / SUBSC  \
,VIEW =
        \ FULL   /

specifies the scope of the program display.

SUBSC - indicates that the records will be displayed by data fields (i.e., Subschema Display).

Note: All programs selected for the Subschema Display must be registered to a valid subschema.

FULL - indicates that the records will be displayed in a continuous character string. This option is the default value.

Note: Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

Note: The VIEW keyword is used in conjunction with the FORMAT keyword of the PROCESS parameter. For example,
if VIEW = SUBSC and FORMAT = SPARSE, the PROGRAM display will show after images of data fields that have
changed.

,  DATA  =  ONLY

indicates that only the data portion of the database records will be displayed for subschema displays.

DISPLAY LIMITS

The following is the parameter syntax for designating a DISPLAY LIMITS request. Up to 20 DLIMITS requests can be
submitted.

           / REC   \ ┌                  ┐
 DLIMITS = < DBKEY > │         / ONL \  │
           \ PROG  / │ ,TYPE = < BTC >  │
                     └         \ SYS /  ┘
 / ,RU = run unit ID      \
 \ ,#RUS = # of run units /
 / ,#SETS = # of before/after sets                 \
 < ,#RUSETS = # of before/after sets per run unit  >
 \ ,#NTH = sampling frequency                      /

where:

          / REC   \
DLIMITS = < DBKEY >
          \ PROG  /
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specifies the Journal Display type to be limited.

REC - indicates a RECORD display.

DBKEY - indicates a DATABASE/KEY display.

PROG - indicates a PROGRAM display.

        / ONL \
,TYPE = < BTC >
        \ SYS /

specifies the type of programs to be used in the display.

ONL - indicates that only ONLINE programs are to be used.

BTC - indicates that only BATCH programs are to be used.

SYS - indicates ONLINE and BATCH programs are to be used. This option is the default value.

,  RU  =

indicates that the display output will be limited to a selected run unit ID. This operand is mutually exclusive from the #RUS
operand.

,  #RU S = # of run units

indicates that the display output will be limited by the number of run units. This operand is mutually exclusive from the RU
operand. This operand applies only to the PROGRAM display.

,  #SET S = # of before/after sets

indicates that the display output will be limited by the number of before/after sets. This operand is mutually exclusive from
the #RUSETS and NTH operands.

,  #RUSET S = # of before/after sets per run unit

indicates that the display output will be limited by the number of before/after sets per run unit. This operand is mutually
exclusive from the #SETS, and NTH operands. This operand applies only to the PROGRAM display.

Note: Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

,  N TH = sampling frequency

indicates that the display output will be limited by a sampling of every NTH set. This operand is mutually exclusive of the
#SETS and #RUSETS operands. The value of this operand must be 2 or more.

 / ,RU = run unit ID      \
 <                        >
 \ ,#RUS = # of run units /
 / ,#SETS = # of before/after sets                 \
 < ,#RUSETS = # of before/after sets per run unit >
 \ ,#NTH = sampling frequency                      /

Program Display Suppression

The following are DSUPPS parameter syntaxes for designating suppression of PROGRAM displays. Multiple DSUPPS
requests can be submitted.

Record ID

 DSUPPS
 / RECID ,ID=record ID           \
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 < RANGE ,LOWID=lowest record ID >
 \        HIGHID=highest ID      /

where:

DSUPPS

indicates that the PROGRAM display output will be qualified.

RECID - indicates that the display output will be suppressed by record ID.

ID = record ID specifies the record ID to be suppressed in the display output.

RANGE indicates that the display output will be suppressed by a range of record IDs.

,LOWID = lowest record ID

specifies the lowest record ID in the range to be suppressed.

,HIGHID = highest record ID

specifies the highest record ID in the range.

Note: SR4's should not be suppressed because of the automatic fragment recomposition feature. Any requests to
suppress SR4's will be ignored.

Parameter Summary

On the following pages is a summary of the Journal Analyzer parameters. Default values are listed at the bottom of a set
of options.

Note: Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

           / ALL      \
           │ REPORTS  │ ┌        / Y \ ┐ ┌          / FULL   \ ┐
 PROCESS = <          > │,CONT =       │ │,FORMAT =            │
           │ DISPLAYS │ └        \ N / ┘ └          \ SPARSE / ┘
           \ EXTRACTS /

           ┌            / Y \ ┐ ┌            / Y \ ┐
           │,RHDCRUAL =       │ │,IDMSXXXX =       │
           └            \ N / ┘ └            \ N / ┘

 ┌            / Y \  ┐ │ ,NONUNIQ =        │ [,USERDCOM = procedure-name ]
 └            \ N /  ┘

 ┌ /           Y  \  ┐
 │   ,ABEND          │
 └ \           N  /  ┘
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            / ACTIVITY          \
            │ PROGRAM           │
 SUPPRESS = < CHRONO-EVENT      >
            │ ABORT-COINCIDENCE │
            │ MANAGEMENT        │
            │ ALL               │
            \ #n                /

Suppress Options

 1.        Suppress all EXCEPT
             Management
             HI-SUM
             HI-ONL
             RANK
 2.        Suppress all EXCEPT
             Program
             Chrono-Event

 3. and 4. Suppress all EXCEPT
             Activity
             Abort-Coincidence
             Management

 4.        Activity
             Abort-Coincidence
             Management
         /       /          / Y \ \                                   \
         │       │ SELECT =       │                                   │
         │ACTV   <          \ N / >                                   │
         │       │,ALL=Y          │                                   │
         │       \                /                                   │
         │                                                            │
         │       /,NAME=name  \        / DETAIL  ┌         / Y  \ ┐ \ │
         │PROG                 ,LEVEL= < SUMMARY │,HILITES        │ > │
         │       \,ALL=Y      /        \ SYSTEM  └         \ N  / ┘ / │
         │                                                            │
         │                  / Y \                                     │
         │       /,SELECT=        \                                   │ 

REPORT = <CHRONO <          \ N / >        (Do not specify INTVL)     >
         │       │                │                                   │
         │       \,ALL=Y          /                                   │
         │                                                            │
         │                  / Y \                                     │
         │       /,SELECT =       \                                   │
         │ABORTC <          \ N / > (INTVL=1440=1 day automatically)  │
         │       \,ALL=Y          /                                   │
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         │                                                            │
         │       ┌        / PROGRAM \ ┐                               │
         │HI-SUM │,LEVEL= < SYSTEM  > │                               │
         │       │        \ GRAND   / │                               │
         │       └                    ┘                               │
         │                                                            │
         │HI-ONL          / start time = 0000    \                    │
         │                │ stop time = 2359     │                    │
         │                \ INTVL = 1440 = 1 DAY /                    │
         │                                                            │
         │HI-BPU                                                      │
         │                                                            │
         │       ┌         / number-of-items \ ┌           / ONL \ ┐  │
         │RANK   │,RANK# =                     │,RANKPROG= < BTC > │  │
         │       └         \ 20              / └           \ SYS / ┘  │
         │                                                            │
         │       /,RANKWHAT=item  \                                   │
         │                            (see next page for options)     │
         │       \,RANKITEM=number/                                   │
         │                                                            │
         │                  / LOW       \ ┌                        ┐  │
         │                  │ HIGH      │ │           / MEAN     \ │  │
         │                  │ LT:value  │ │,RANKVALU= < MEDIAN   > │  │
         │        ,RANKHOW= < LE:value  > │           \ ABSOLUTE / │  │
         │                  │ GT:value  │ │                        │  │
         \                  \ GE:value  / └                        ┘  /

REPORT=RANK Options

RANKWHAT RANKITEM
DURATION 1
REC-UPD 2
PG-READ 3
PG-WRITTEN 4
PG-IO 5
LOCK-REQ 6
PG-RATIO 7
CALC-RATIO 8
VIA-RATIO 9
#RU 10
#SUCCESS 11
#ABORT 12
%ABORT 13

The following example shows the CA IDMS Journal Analyzer Parameter Summary:
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 [,START=mmddyyhhmm ]

 [,STOP=mmddyyhhmm ]

 [,INTVL=minutes ]

 ┌          /                                                    \ ┐
 │          │      / ,ALL=Y            \                         │ │
 │          │ REC                                                │ │
 │          │      \ ,RECID=record-id  /                         │ │
 │          │       / ,ALL=Y                                   \ │ │
 │ DISPLAY= < DBKEY <                    [ ,LINE=line-number ] > > │
 │          │       \ ,PAGE=page-number                        / │ │
 │          │                                                    │ │
 │          │       / ,ALL=Y     \       ┌       / SUBSC \  ┐    │ │
 │          │ PROG                       │ ,VIEW            │    │ │
 │          │       \ ,NAME=name /       │       \ FULL  /  │    │ │
 │          │                            └                  ┘    │ │
 │          │                                                    │ │
 └          \                            [ ,DATA=ONLY ]          / ┘

 ┌                                                                    ┐
 │         / REC   \ ┌       / ONL\  /,RU=run-unit-id     \           │
 │ DLIMITS < DBKEY > │,TYPE= < BTC>                                   │
 │         \ PROG  / │       \ SYS/  \,#RUS=#-of-run-units/           │
 │                   └                                                │
 │                                                                    │
 │                                   /,#SETS=#-of-sets               \│
 │                                   <,#RUSETS=#-of-sets-per-run-unit>│
 └                                   \,NTH=sampling-frequency        /┘

 ┌        /RECID ,ID=record-id                                         \
 │DSUPPS=
 │        \RANGE ,LOWID=lowest-record-id ,HIGHID=highest-record-id     /
 └

BYPASS Parameter (Journal Analyzer)
The BYPASS Parameter is used to define a specific Program Name that will be bypassed during Data Extraction and
Reporting.

Each BYPASS parameter identifies one such program. Up to ten BYPASS Parameters can be specified as follows:
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BYPASS = < Program name >

Extract File Format
This article describes the Extract file and the various extract data formats and report types with which the extracts are
associated. This file can be used as input to user written Special Purpose reporting programs.

Extract Record

The following is a COBOL definition of the extract record.

      *-------------------------------------------------------- *

      *T                                                               *

      *    EXTRACT RECORD                                              *

      *                                                                *

      *----------------------------------------------------------------*

           SKIP1

       01  JOURNAL-EXTRACT     VALUE LOW-VALUES    PIC X(311).

           SKIP1

       01  FILLER  REDEFINES JOURNAL-EXTRACT                       SYNC.

           05  JER-REPORT-IDENT.

               10  JER-REPORT-TYPE                 PIC X(02).

                 88  JER-ACTIVITY                  VALUE '11'.

                 88  JER-DB-AREA                   VALUE '21'.

                 88  JER-DB-RECORD                 VALUE '22'.

                 88  JER-PROGRAM                   VALUE '31'.

                 88  JER-EVENT                     VALUE '91'.

                 88  JER-ABORTC                    VALUE '92'.

20               88  JER-MGMT                      VALUE '95'.

           05  FILLER                              PIC X(02).
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           EJECT

           05  JES-SORT-DATA                       PIC X(52).

           SKIP1

           05  JES-ACTIVITY-SORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-ACTV-KEY.

                   15  JES-ACTV-DATE.

                       20  YY                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH1                  PIC X(01).

                       20  MM                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH2                  PIC X(01).

                       20  DD                      PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-ACTV-TIME.

                       20  HH                      PIC X(02).

                       20  MIN                     PIC X(02).

                       20  SEC                     PIC X(02).

                       20  TTH                     PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-ACTV-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                       20  JES-ACTV-RUNUNIT-QUAL   PIC X(8).

                       20  JES-ACTV-RUNUNIT-ID     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

                       20  JES-ACTV-RUNUNIT-SEQ    PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JES-ACTV-ONLINE-BATCH           PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-ACTV-ONLINE               VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-ACTV-BATCH                VALUE '2'.

               10  JES-ACTV-RECORD-TYPE            PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-ACTV-BGIN                 VALUE '1'.
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                 88  JES-ACTV-ENDJ                 VALUE '2'.

                 88  JES-ACTV-ABRT                 VALUE '3'.

                 88  JES-ACTV-COMT                 VALUE '4'.

                 88  JES-ACTV-AREA                 VALUE '5'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(06).

               10  JES-ACTV-ARCHIVE-SEQ            PIC S9(18) COMP.

                 88  JES-ACTV-FLUSH                VALUE ZERO.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(04).

           SKIP1

           05  JES-ACTIVITY-RESORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-ACTV-RS-ONLINE-BATCH        PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-ACTV-RS-ONLINE            VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-ACTV-RS-BATCH             VALUE '2'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(03).

               10  JES-ACTV-RS-DURATION            PIC S9(5)V99 COMP-3.

               10  JES-ACTV-RS-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                   15  JES-ACTV-RS-RUNUNIT-QUAL    PIC X(8).

                   15  JES-ACTV-RS-RUNUNIT-ID      PIC S9(9)  COMP.

                   15  JES-ACTV-RS-RUNUNIT-SEQ     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JES-ACTV-RS-RECORD-TYPE         PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-ACTV-RS-BGIN              VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-ACTV-RS-ENDJ              VALUE '2'.

                 88  JES-ACTV-RS-ABRT              VALUE '3'.

                 88  JES-ACTV-RS-COMT              VALUE '4'.
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                 88  JES-ACTV-RS-AREA              VALUE '5'.

               10  JES-ACTV-RS-FORCED-ABRT-SW      PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-ACTV-RS-FORCED-ABRT       VALUE '1'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(26).

           EJECT

           05  JES-DB-AREA-SORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-DBAREA-KEY.

                   15  JES-DBAREA-DATE.

                       20  YY                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH1                  PIC X(01).

                       20  MM                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH2                  PIC X(01).

                       20  DD                      PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-DBAREA-TIME.

                       20  HH                      PIC X(02).

                       20  MIN                     PIC X(02).

                       20  SEC                     PIC X(02).

                       20  TTH                     PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-DBAREA-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                       20  JES-DBAREA-RUNUNIT-QUAL PIC X(8).

                       20  JES-DBAREA-RUNUNIT-ID   PIC S9(9)  COMP.

                       20  JES-DBAREA-RUNUNIT-SEQ  PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JES-DBAREA-ARCHIVE-SEQ          PIC S9(18) COMP.

                 88  JES-DBAREA-FLUSH              VALUE ZERO.

               10  JES-DBAREA-PAGE                 PIC S9(9)  COMP.
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               10  JES-DBAREA-ONLINE-BATCH         PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-DBAREA-ONLINE             VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-DBAREA-BATCH              VALUE '2'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(01).

               10  JES-DBAREA-RECORD-ID            PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JES-DBAREA-RECORD-TYPE          PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-DBAREA-BFOR               VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-DBAREA-AFTR               VALUE '2'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(03).

           SKIP1

           05  JES-DB-AREA-RESORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-DBA-RS-PAGE                 PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JES-DBA-RS-RECORD-ID            PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JES-DBA-RS-ONLINE-BATCH         PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-DBA-RS-ONLINE             VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-DBA-RS-BATCH              VALUE '2'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(01).

               10  JES-DBA-RS-DATE                 PIC X(08).

               10  JES-DBA-RS-TIME                 PIC X(06).

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(02).

               10  JES-DBA-RS-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                   15  JES-DBA-RS-RUNUNIT-QUAL     PIC X(8).

                   15  JES-DBA-RS-RUNUNIT-ID       PIC S9(9)  COMP.

                   15  JES-DBA-RS-RUNUNIT-SEQ      PIC S9(9)  COMP.
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               10  JES-DBA-RS-ARCHIVE-SEQ          PIC S9(18) COMP.

               10  JES-DBA-RS-RECORD-TYPE          PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-DBA-RS-BFOR               VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-DBA-RS-AFTR               VALUE '2'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(03).

           EJECT

           05  JES-DB-RECORD-SORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-DBRCD-KEY.

                   15  JES-DBRCD-DATE.

                       20  YY                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH1                  PIC X(01).

                       20  MM                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH2                  PIC X(01).

                       20  DD                      PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-DBRCD-TIME.

                       20  HH                      PIC X(02).

                       20  MIN                     PIC X(02).

                       20  SEC                     PIC X(02).

                       20  TTH                     PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-DBRCD-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                       20  JES-DBRCD-RUNUNIT-QUAL  PIC X(8).

                       20  JES-DBRCD-RUNUNIT-ID    PIC S9(9)  COMP.

                       20  JES-DBRCD-RUNUNIT-SEQ   PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JES-DBRCD-ARCHIVE-SEQ           PIC S9(18) COMP.

                 88  JES-DBRCD-FLUSH               VALUE ZERO.
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               10  JES-DBRCD-RECORD-ID             PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JES-DBRCD-ONLINE-BATCH          PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-DBRCD-ONLINE              VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-DBRCD-BATCH               VALUE '2'.

               10  JES-DBRCD-RECORD-TYPE           PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-DBRCD-BFOR                VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-DBRCD-AFTR                VALUE '2'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(08).

           SKIP1

           05  JES-DB-RECORD-RESORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-DBR-RS-RECORD-ID            PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JES-DBR-RS-ONLINE-BATCH         PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-DBR-RS-ONLINE             VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-DBR-RS-BATCH              VALUE '2'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(05).

               10  JES-DBR-RS-DATE                 PIC X(08).

               10  JES-DBR-RS-TIME                 PIC X(06).

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(02).

               10  JES-DBR-RS-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                   15  JES-DBR-RS-RUNUNIT-QUAL     PIC X(8).

                   15  JES-DBR-RS-RUNUNIT-ID       PIC S9(9)  COMP.

                   15  JES-DBR-RS-RUNUNIT-SEQ      PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JES-DBR-RS-ARCHIVE-SEQ          PIC S9(18) COMP.

               10  JES-DBR-RS-RECORD-TYPE          PIC X(01).
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                 88  JES-DBR-RS-BFOR               VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-DBR-RS-AFTR               VALUE '2'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(03).

           EJECT

           05  JES-PROGRAM-SORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-PROG-KEY.

                   15  JES-PROG-DATE.

                       20  YY                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH1                  PIC X(01).

                       20  MM                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH2                  PIC X(01).

                       20  DD                      PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-PROG-TIME.

                       20  HH                      PIC X(02).

                       20  MIN                     PIC X(02).

                       20  SEC                     PIC X(02).

                       20  TTH                     PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-PROG-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                       20  JES-PROG-RUNUNIT-QUAL   PIC X(8).

                       20  JES-PROG-RUNUNIT-ID     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

                       20  JES-PROG-RUNUNIT-SEQ    PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JES-PROG-PROGRAM-NAME           PIC X(08).

               10  JES-PROG-RECORD-TYPE            PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-PROG-FLUSH                VALUE LOW-VALUES.

                 88  JES-PROG-BGIN                 VALUE '1'.
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                 88  JES-PROG-ENDJ                 VALUE '2'.

                 88  JES-PROG-ABRT                 VALUE '3'.

                 88  JES-PROG-COMT                 VALUE '4'.

                 88  JES-PROG-AREA                 VALUE '5'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(11).

           SKIP1

           05  JES-PROGRAM-RESORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-PROG-RS-PROGRAM-NAME        PIC X(08).

               10  JES-PROG-RS-LEVEL               PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-PROG-RS-RU                VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-PROG-RS-DUR               VALUE '2'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(03).

               10  JES-PROG-RS-DURATION            PIC S9(5)V99 COMP-3.

               10  JES-PROG-RS-RUNUNIT.

                   15  JES-PROG-RS-DATE            PIC X(08).

                   15  JES-PROG-RS-TIME            PIC X(08).

                   15  JES-PROG-RS-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                       20  JES-PROG-RS-RUNUNIT-QUAL PIC X(8).

                       20  JES-PROG-RS-RUNUNIT-ID  PIC S9(9)  COMP.

                       20  JES-PROG-RS-RUNUNIT-SEQ PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(04).

           EJECT

           05  JES-CHRONO-SORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-CE-DATE.
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                       20  YY                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH1                  PIC X(01).

                       20  MM                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH2                  PIC X(01).

                       20  DD                      PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-CE-TIME.

                       20  HH                      PIC X(02).

                       20  MIN                     PIC X(02).

                       20  SEC                     PIC X(02).

                       20  TTH                     PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-CE-TIME-X REDEFINES JES-CE-TIME.

                       20  JES-CE-HH               PIC S9(2).

                       20  JES-CE-MIN              PIC S9(2).

               10  JES-CE-ARCHIVE-SEQ              PIC S9(18) COMP.

               10  JES-CE-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                   15  JES-CE-RUNUNIT-QUAL         PIC X(8).

                   15  JES-CE-RUNUNIT-ID           PIC S9(9)  COMP.

                   15  JES-CE-RUNUNIT-SEQ          PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JES-CE-ONLINE-BATCH             PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-CE-ONLINE                 VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-CE-BATCH                  VALUE '2'.

               10  JES-CE-RECORD-TYPE              PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-CE-BGIN                   VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-CE-ENDJ                   VALUE '2'.

                 88  JES-CE-ABRT                   VALUE '3'.
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                 88  JES-CE-COMT                   VALUE '4'.

                 88  JES-CE-AREA                   VALUE '5'.

                 88  JES-CE-DPRP                   VALUE 'A'.

                 88  JES-CE-DIND                   VALUE 'B'.

                 88  JES-CE-DCOM                   VALUE 'C'.

                 88  JES-CE-DBAK                   VALUE 'D'.

                 88  JES-CE-DPND                   VALUE 'E'.

                 88  JES-CE-DFGT                   VALUE 'F'.

                 88  JES-CE-DLID                   VALUE 'G'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(10).

           SKIP1

           05  JES-ABORTC-SORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-ABORTC-DATE.

                   15  YY                          PIC X(02).

                   15  SLASH1                      PIC X(01).

                   15  MM                          PIC X(02).

                   15  SLASH2                      PIC X(01).

                   15  DD                          PIC X(02).

               10  JES-ABORTC-TIME.

                       20  HH                      PIC X(02).

                       20  MIN                     PIC X(02).

                       20  SEC                     PIC X(02).

                       20  TTH                     PIC X(02).

               10  JES-ABORTC-PROGRAM-NAME         PIC X(08).
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               10  JES-ABORTC-COINCIDENT-NAME      PIC X(08).

                 88  JES-ABORTC-ABORTED            VALUE LOW-VALUES.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(20).

           SKIP1

           05  JES-ABORTC-RESORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-ABORTC-RS-COINCIDENT        PIC X(08).

               10  JES-ABORTC-RS-RATIO             PIC S9(3)V99 COMP-3.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(01).

               10  JES-ABORTC-RS-ABORTED           PIC X(08).

               10  JES-ABORTC-RS-OCCURS            PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JES-ABORTC-RS-ABORTS            PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(28).

           EJECT

           05  JES-MANAGEMENT-SORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-MGMT-KEY.

                   15  JES-MGMT-DATE.

                       20  YY                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH1                  PIC X(01).

                       20  MM                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH2                  PIC X(01).

                       20  DD                      PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-MGMT-TIME               PIC X(08).

                   15  JES-MGMT-PROGRAM-NAME       PIC X(08).

                   15  JES-MGMT-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                       20  JES-MGMT-RUNUNIT-QUAL   PIC X(8).
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                       20  JES-MGMT-RUNUNIT-ID     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

                       20  JES-MGMT-RUNUNIT-SEQ    PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JES-MGMT-RECORD-TYPE            PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-MGMT-FLUSH                VALUE LOW-VALUES.

                 88  JES-MGMT-BGIN                 VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-MGMT-ENDJ                 VALUE '2'.

                 88  JES-MGMT-ABRT                 VALUE '3'.

                 88  JES-MGMT-COMT                 VALUE '4'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(11).

           SKIP1

           05  JED-EXTRACT-DATA                    PIC X(255).

           SKIP1

           05  JD1-TYPE1-DATA REDEFINES JED-EXTRACT-DATA.

               10  JD1-PROGRAM-NAME                PIC X(08).

               10  JD1-PROGRAM-DURATION REDEFINES

                   JD1-PROGRAM-NAME                PIC S9(5)V99 COMP-3.

               10  JD1-QUIESCE-LEVEL               PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JD1-TASK-ID.

                   15  JD1-TASK-ID-PREFIX          PIC X(04).

                    88  JD1-BATCH                  VALUE 'BATC'.

                   15  JD1-TASK-ID-SUFFIX          PIC X(04).

               10  JD1-USER-ID                     PIX X(32).

               10  JD1-EXT-USERID                  PIX X(32).

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(173).
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           EJECT

           05  JD2-TYPE2-DATA REDEFINES JED-EXTRACT-DATA.

               10  JD2-PROGRAM-NAME                PIC X(08).

                 88  JD2-PROGRAM-ABORTED           VALUE LOW-VALUES.

               10  JD2-CHKPT-DATE.

                   15  YY                          PIC X(02).

                   15  SLASH1                      PIC X(01).

                   15  MM                          PIC X(02).

                   15  SLASH2                      PIC X(01).

                   15  DD                          PIC X(02).

               10  JD2-CHKPT-TIME.

                   15  HH                          PIC X(02).

                   15  MIN                         PIC X(02).

                   15  SEC                         PIC X(02).

                   15  TTH                         PIC X(02).

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(02).

               10  JD2-QUIESCE-LEVEL               PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JD2-TASK-ID                     PIC X(08).

               10  JD2-AREA-COUNT                  PIC S9(5)  COMP.

               10  JD2-BFOR-COUNT                  PIC S9(5)  COMP.

               10  JD2-AFTR-COUNT                  PIC S9(5)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COMT-COUNT                  PIC S9(5)  COMP.

               10  JD2-RECORDS-UPDATED             PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-PAGES-READ                  PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-PAGES-WRITTEN               PIC S9(9)  COMP.
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               10  JD2-PAGES-TOTAL                 PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-CALC-HOME-PAGE              PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-CALC-OVERFLOW               PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-VIA-OWNER-PAGE              PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-VIA-OVERFLOW                PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-RECORDS-REQUESTED           PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-RECORDS-CURRENT             PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-CALLS-TO-DBMS               PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-FRAGMENTS-STORED            PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-ROOTS-RCDS-RELOC            PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-LOCKS-REQUESTED             PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-SEL-LOCKS-HELD              PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-UPD-LOCKS-HELD              PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT17                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT18                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT19                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT20                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT21                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT22                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT23                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT24                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT25                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT26                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT27                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.
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               10  JD2-COUNT28                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT29                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT30                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(83).

           SKIP1

           05  JD2B-TYPE2-DATA REDEFINES JED-EXTRACT-DATA.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(52).

               10  JD2B-COUNT OCCURS 30 TIMES      PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(83).

           EJECT

           05  JD2C-SORT-DATA REDEFINES JED-EXTRACT-DATA.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(253).

               10  JD2C-SORT-EXTENSION.

                   15  JES-PROG-RS-RECORD-TYPE     PIC X(01).

                     88  JES-PROG-RS-BGIN          VALUE '1'.

                     88  JES-PROG-RS-ENDJ          VALUE '2'.

                     88  JES-PROG-RS-ABRT          VALUE '3'.

                     88  JES-PROG-RS-COMT          VALUE '4'.

                     88  JES-PROG-RS-AREA          VALUE '5'.

                   15  JES-PROG-RS-FORCED-ABRT-SW  PIC X(01).

                     88  JES-PROG-RS-FORCED-ABRT   VALUE '1'.

           SKIP1

           05  JD3-TYPE3-DATA REDEFINES JED-EXTRACT-DATA.

               10  JD3-VERB                        PIC S9(2)  COMP.

               10  JD3-DISPLACE-CALL               PIC S9(4)  COMP.
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               10  JD3-DBK-PAGE                    PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD3-DBK-LINE                    PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JD3-RECORD-ID                   PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JD3-PAGE-DISPLACE               PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JD3-RECORD-LENGTH               PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JD3-PREFIX-LENGTH               PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JD3-PREFIX  OCCURS 236 TIMES    PIC X(01).

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(01).

           SKIP1

           05  JD4-TYPE4-DATA REDEFINES JED-EXTRACT-DATA.

               10  JD4-AREA-NAME                   PIC X(20).

               10  JD4-LOW-PAGE                    PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD4-HIGH-PAGE                   PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD4-OPEN-MODE                   PIC S9(4)  COMP.

                 88  JD4-RETRIEVAL                 VALUE +1.

                 88  JD4-UPDATE                    VALUE +2.

               10  JD4-OPEN-ACCESS                 PIC S9(4)  COMP.

                 88  JD4-SHARED                    VALUE +1.

                 88  JD4-EXCLUSIVE                 VALUE +2.

                 88  JD4-PROTECTED                 VALUE +4.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(223).

           05  JED-DXXX-DATA REDEFINES JED-EXTRACT-DATA.

               10  JED-DXXX-NODE                   PIC X(8).

               10  JED-DXXX-DTRID                  PIC X(24).
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               10  JED-DXXX-FILLER                 PIC X(8).

               10  JED-DXXX-LIDOF                  PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JED-DXXX-LIDNUM                 PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(211).

           05  JED-DXXX-LID  REDEFINES JED-EXTRACT-DATA.

               10  JED-DXXX-PGM-ID                 PIC X(8).

               10  JED-DXXX-LOC-ID                 PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(243).

_

Display File Format
This article describes the Display file and the various display record formats and the display types with which the records
are associated. This file can be used as input to user written Special Purpose reporting programs.

Display File

The Display file is created by the EXTRACT phase and is input to the DISPLAY phase. It contains selected before and
after images from the Archive Journal file. Normally, the Display file is of a transient nature (passed from the MAIN
phase to the DISPLAY phase and then released); however, the Display file can be kept for your own special reporting
requirements.

The display record is a variable-length record composed of an 84-byte sort header and a database record image. A 4-byte
segment (record descriptor word - RDW) physically precedes each display record but is logically transparent to COBOL
programs.

Display Record

The following is a COBOL definition of the display record.

01  DISPLAY-RECORD.

    05  DVL-RDW

        10  DVL-LENGTH                              PIC     S9(4)  COMP.

        10  DVL-FILLER                              PIC     X(2).

    05  DDI-DISPLAY-IDENT.

        10  DDI-DISPLAY-TYPE                        PIC     X(2).
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            88    DDI-RECORD-ID                     VALUE   'D1'.

            88    DDI-RECORD-DBKEY                  VALUE   'D2'.

            88    DDI-PROGRAM                       VALUE   'D3'.

    10 FILLER                                       PIC     X(2)

    EJECT

    05  DSD-SORT-DATA                               PIC     X(40).

    05  FILLER REDEFINES DS1-SORT-DATA

        10  DS1-SORT-DATA-1                         PIC     X(8).

        10  DS1-RECORD-ID-SORT REDEFINES DS1-SORT-DATA-1.

            15  DS1-RECORD-ID                       PIC     S9(4)  COMP.

        10  DS1-RECORD-DBKEY-SORT REDEFINES DS1-SORT-DATA-1.

            15  DS1-DBK-PAGE                        PIC     S9(9)  COMP.

            15  DS1-DBK-LINE                        PIC     S9(4)  COMP.

        10  DS1-PROGRAM-SORT REDEFINES DS1-SORT-DATA-1.

            15  DS1-PROGRAM-NAME                    PIC     X(8).

        10  DS2-SORT-DATA-2.

            15  DS2-KEY.

                20  DS2-DATE                        PIC     X(8).

                20  DS2-TIME                        PIC     X(8).

                20  DS2-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                    25  DS2-RUNUNIT-ID              PIC     S9(9)  COMP.

                    25  DS2-RUNUNIT-SEQ             PIC     S9(9)  COMP.

            15  DS2-ARCHIVE-SEQ                     PIC     S9(18) COMP.

                88  DS2-ABORT  VALUE ZERO.

05  DAD-ADDITIONAL-DATA                         PIC     X(32).
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05  FILLER REDEFINES DAD-ADDITIONAL-DATA.

    10  DAD-PROGRAM-NAME                        PIC     X(8).

    10  DAD-DBKEY-FORMAT                        PIC     S9(9)  COMP.

    10  DAD-DBKEY.

        15  DAD-DBK-PAGE                        PIC     S9(9)  COMP.

        15  DAD-DBK-LINE                        PIC     S9(4)  COMP.

    10  DAD-VERB                                PIC     S9(3)  COMP.

    10  DAD-RECORD-ID                           PIC     S9(4)  COMP.

    10  DAD-RECORD-LENGTH                       PIC     S9(4)  COMP.

    10  DAD-PREFIX-LENGTH                       PIC     S9(4)  COMP.

    10  DAD-TYPE                                PIC     X(1).

        88  DAD-BFOR                            VALUE   '1'.

        88  DAD-AFTR                            VALUE   '2'.

    10  DAD-PROGRAM-VIEWS.

        15  DAD-SUBSCHEMA-VIEW                  PIC     X(1).

            88  DAD-VIEW                        VALUE   '1'.

        15  DAD-DATA-VIEW                       PIC    X(1).

            88  DAD-DATA-ONLY                   VALUE   '1'.

    10  DAD-ABORT-FLAG                          PIC     X(1).

        88    DAD-ABORT                         VALUE HIGH-VALUES.

    10  DAD-PREFIX-ONLY                         PIC     X.

        88    PREFIX ONLY                       VALUE   'Y'.

    10 FILLER                                   PIC     X

05  DDC-DISPLAY-CHAR                            PIC     X(1).
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                  OCCURS 32676 TIMES

                  DEPENDING ON DAD-RECORD-LENGTH.

Concatenation Utility
This article describes the z/VSE Journal Concatenation Utility program (USJCNCT) that lets you concatenate multiple
Archive Journal files into a single tape file, including an example of JCL for installing and using the utility.

Archive Journal File

If several disk journals are offloaded to tape during a processing day, it is possible that run unit information might straddle
multiple archive files. If an individual archive file is processed by CA IDMS Journal Analyzer, some run unit statistics may
be lost. To avoid this situation, CA IDMS Journal Analyzer accepts concatenated archive files as input. The files must be
concatenated in timewise sequence for proper processing.

In z/VSE environments, a user can execute the DITTO utility to concatenate multiple archive tapes, in lieu of a data
management facility or another z/VSE utility program. One alternative is to use CAs concatenation utility (USJCNCT) to
accomplish the concatenation task.

z/VSE Journal Concatenation Utility

The z/VSE Journal Concatenation Utility (USJCNCT) program allows the z/VSE user to concatenate multiple Archive
Journal files into a single tape file. All input tapes are mounted on the SYS011 tape unit, and the output tape is mounted
on the SYS012 device.

The CPU operator is prompted with mounting and dismounting messages for the input files. The operator is also queried
whether another tape file is available. The valid operator responses are: 'TAPE', 'TAP', 'TA', and 'T'. All other responses
cause the termination of the utility program.

The following is an example of the JCL required to install the concatenation utility.

// JOB CATALOG*** CATALOG CONCATENATION UTILITY ***

// OPTION CATAL

  PHASE USJCNCT,*

  INCLUDE USJCNCT

// LBLTYP TAPE

// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

/&

The following is an example of the USJCNCT JCL.
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// JOB USJCNCT                       * TAPE CONCATENATION UTILITY*

// TLBL TAPEIN                       INPUT TAPE FILES

// ASSGN SYS011,TAPE

// TLBL TAPEOUT,'ARCHIVE.JOURNAL'    OUTPUT TAPE FILE

// ASSGN SYS012,TAPE

// EXEC USJCNCT

/*

//

Character Set
This section describes the use for the Subschema View of Program Displays EBCDIC character set is used. If a field
contains data not listed here, that field is shown in hexadecimal format.

The following is a listing of the character set used:

SPACE

CENT                       _

PERIOD                     .

LESS

LEFT PAREN                 (

PLUS                       +

OR

AMPERSAND                  &

EXCLAMATION                !

DOLLAR                     $

ASTERISK                   *

RIGHT PAREN                )

SEMI COLON                 ;
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NOT

HYPHEN                     -

SLASH                      /

COMMA                      ,

PERCENT                    %

UNDER                      _

GREATER

QUESTION                   ?

COLON                      :

POUND (NUMBER)             #

AT                         @

APOSTROPHE (single quote)  '

EQUAL                      =

QUOTE (double quote)       "

UPPERCASE English ALPHA    A-Z

NUMBERS                    0-9

Using the IDMS Database Automatic System Facility (ASF)
This section applies to the CA IDMS Database Automatic System Facility (ASF). It serves as a user section to creating
data tables and developing applications through the CA IDMS Database Automatic System Facility.

This section is intended for two groups of ASF users:

• End users who have little or no data processing experience
• Experienced data processing professionals, including the database administration staff

The Automatic System Facility
What is ASF

The Automatic System Facility (ASF) is an online, menu-driven facility that enables all users in the corporation to take
advantage of database management system capabilities. ASF is a facility of the CA IDMS/DB database management
system. ASF is also a component of the Information Center Management System (CA-ICMS), which uses an CA IDMS/
DB database. Thus, ASF is a tool for both the development center and the information center.

You Define Data Tables
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Through ASF, you can accomplish your own data processing tasks, no matter what level of data processing expertise you
have. ASF is the interface between you and the database. Through ASF, you define data tables by describing the data
you want to manage. ASF automatically generates an application program to store and access data in the table you
define.

ASF Creates Support Structures

You need only define a data table; ASF creates all the supporting structures needed to use that table. ASF performs the
following application development tasks for you:

• Formats screens for displaying/updating data
• Generates programming logic for adding, updating, deleting, and displaying data
• Stores definitions for formatting data

Create Your Own Database

By using ASF, you can create private databases without requiring assistance from the data processing department.
Private databases give users direct control over data that is of interest to an individual or to a small group. Users can
also have easy access to corporate data that is stored in production databases. ASF enables you to easily develop
applications that answer many of your data processing needs.

Use or Add to Existing Database

You can define a table that adds new data elements to the database, or define a table that relates elements already
existing in the database. Relational operations can be performed through ASF when defining data tables. ASF includes
all the functions necessary to define data tables and to use those tables through the online applications created by ASF.

For more information, see the following topics:

Data Tables
Contents

Data tables are two-dimensional tables that consist of columns and rows. A column:

• Has entries containing a single type of data
• Is displayed vertically
• Is identified by name

A row:

• Contains one value in each column
• Is displayed horizontally
• Is not named

     Column

    ┌-------┐

    │ NUMBER│  FIRST NAME  LAST NAME     ADDRESS          CITY        STATE

    │       │

    │ 2453  │  CATHERINE   HALBURN       57 MAIN ST       BOSTON      MA

    │ 1134  │  JON         BURKE         23 SOUTH ST      NEWTON      MA
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    │ 1469  │  SUSAN       MAYO          60 COMMONS ST    BOSTON      MA

    │ 0921  │  LINDA       IOSSA         82 THOMAS AVE    WESTWOOD    MA

    │ 0286  │  ANGELA      CAMPANIELLO   27 SHELBY ST     WORCESTER   MA

   ┌┼-------┼------------------------------------------------------------┐

Row││ 1373  │  MARGARET    BARBER        86 JONES AVE     DEDHAM      MA │

   └┼-------┼------------------------------------------------------------┘

    └-------┘

Two Kinds of Data Tables

Data tables can be either stored tables or views:

• Stored tables are physically stored in the database and are independent of any other tables.
• Views are derived from other tables and records; they do not contain data themselves, but contain a definition of data

from the source tables. When a view is accessed, data is retrieved from the source tables in which it is stored.

Stored tables and views are illustrated in the figure below.
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Stored Tables

Defining

You can define stored tables, as an end user, with:

• ASF -- Name the table columns and define the characteristics of these columns. This description of the data is
independent of existing data definitions.
End users and programmers building a prototype can describe the data they want stored in the database.

• CA OLQ -- Build reports and then save the reports as stored tables. You build reports by selecting columns and rows
from data elements that already exist in the database.
End users and programmers can save reports as data tables. By saving the report as a stored table, you can
manipulate the data without disturbing the original source data.

• CA Culprit -- Read input from several types of database and file structures and write the data to a data table.
• The Information Center Management System (CA-ICMS) -- save stored tables through supported PC software, or

minicomputer software.
Personal computer users can load objects created through supported PC software. When objects defined as data
tables are uploaded from the personal computer, they can be accessed through mainframe products, such as ASF and
CA OLQ.

Using

All tables created using these methods share the following characteristics:

• The underlying structures are created automatically; you do not need to be aware of them.
• You can display the table definition through ASF.
• You can use ASF to create an application that enables you to display, add, change, and erase rows in the table.
• You can manage the table through CA-ICMS.

Non-SQL Defined Records

Database administrators can code Data Description Language (DDL) statements and submit these statements to the
schema compiler or the DDDL compiler and create non-SQL defined records.

In this manner, the DBA creates all the underlying structures, taking full advantage of the tuning options available when
the schema compiler is used directly.

The definitions of non-SQL defined records cannot be displayed through ASF, nor can these records be categorized
through CA-ICMS. The DBA can make the records available to ASF so that they can be used as sources for views.

Views

Views are data tables that are derived from one or more existing stored tables or non-SQL defined records. By defining
a view, you can combine several tables or records and present them as one table. Alternatively, views also enable you to
select certain columns and rows from stored tables and records. By defining a view, you can create a table that presents a
subset of information in the database.

When a view is accessed, data is retrieved directly from the source tables or records. Thus, a view always presents a
current picture of data stored in the database. Source tables and records can be modified through a view if the user has
the authority to do so.

Using

Views can be used to:
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• Apply security. A view can be defined for a user that contains only certain columns or rows of data, rather than the
entire source table or record.

• Combine several tables or records in order to display them as one relational view.
• Analyze data based on the relationships between tables or records.
• When a user has update authority, modify several source tables or records through one online transaction.

Creating

Views can be created in two ways:

• Using ASF, an end user can define views of data tables created through ASF, CA OLQ, CA Culprit, or the Information
Center Management System (CA-ICMS). Additionally, a programmer or DBA can define views of records (defined
through the schema compiler) that have been made available to ASF.

• Using the subschema compiler, a DBA can define logical records; these logical records represent views of records.

Limits on Use

Views created through ASF can be used in ASF as source tables for other views. Logical record views created through
the subschema compiler cannot be used in ASF as source tables for other views. Likewise, you cannot derive views from
views derived from non-SQL defined records.

Relational Operations
The three relational operations (select, project, and join) can be used to define and access data tables.

Select

Select enables you to choose the rows to be included in a table.

┌----------------------------------┐

│           SALESPERSON            │

├-------------------┬--------------┤           ┌------------------------------┐

│ SALESPERSON       │ HOME OFFICE  │           │    SALESPERSON IN MUNCIE     │

├-------------------┼--------------┤           ├---------------┬--------------┤

│ Robyn Akert       │ Muncie       ├----┐      │ SALESPERSON   │ HOME OFFICE  │

│ Timothy Benson    │ St. Louis    │    │      ├---------------┼--------------┤

│ David Emmons      │ Austin       │    ├-----►│ Robyn Akert   │ Muncie       │

│ Bob Hogan         │ Phoenix      │    │      │ Dan Strauch   │ Muncie       │

│ Dan Strauch       │ Muncie       ├----┘      └---------------┴--------------┘

│ Rebecca Zonderman │ Phoenix      │

└-------------------┴--------------┘
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Project

Project enables you to choose the columns for a table.

Join

Join enables you to combine two or more tables on the basis of a common column. The tables below are joined using the
HOME OFFICE column.

Perform Relational Operations with ASF

ASF enables you to perform relational operations easily in various combinations. You can join several tables, project
the required columns, and specify detailed criteria for selecting rows of data. Use of the relational operations in ASF is
discussed in .
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ASF in the Corporate Environment
 

ASF is a component of both the information center and the development center. The information center centralizes the
corporate data resource by linking personal computers, departmental minicomputers, and the corporation's mainframe
computers. The development center creates and maintains the corporation's production systems that keep the business
running.

ASF in the Information Center

For All Users

The information center addresses the need for end-user computing. The information center products, illustrated in the
following figure provide end users with the ability to:

• Develop database applications themselves, without going through the data processing department.
• Share information among personal computers, departmental computers, and mainframe computers.
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Managing the Information Center

The Information Center Management System (CA-ICMS) is a mainframe software product for managing the corporate
information center. ASF is an integral component of this information center system and is the primary data definition tool
for the information center.

Easy Access to Information

Data is a corporate resource. Managers and other decision-making personnel need access to production data in order to
make informed decisions. Through ASF, an information center administrator can define views of production data that can
be downloaded to a personal computer, providing managers and other decision-making personnel with immediate access
to current data through supported PC software.

All Users Develop Applications

Information center users can take advantage of the mainframe's computing power by developing database applications
through ASF. Data can be stored centrally in the database and shared by all users. CA Culprit and CA OLQ provide users
with mainframe reporting capabilities while supported PC software can provide PC users other types of report capabilities.

ASF in the Development Center

The development center is the corporate data processing department. In the development center, programmers develop
management information systems for a production environment. The development center products illustrated in the
following figure provide database administrators and programmers with a comprehensive set of database and application
development tools.
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ASF is a facility of the CA IDMS/DB database management system. ASF has the following functions in the development
center:

• Prototyping tool -- Programmers can use ASF to prototype database applications.
• Design tool -- Database administrators can design a database online, using ASF to determine relationships between

data elements.
• Generating skeletal program views -- Database administrators can use ASF to automatically generate application

program views of the database.

Using ASF
ASF operates in the CA IDMS/DC and CA IDMS UCF environment. You can access ASF from a 3270-type terminal or
from an IBM Personal Computer using 3270 emulation.

This section presents general introductory material on topics that will help you to use ASF effectively. For more
information, see the following topics:

The Structure and Functions of ASF
 

ASF consists of a series of menu-driven screens. The screens are grouped into functional categories, as illustrated in the
figure below.
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The functions and screens in ASF are listed below:

• Session control screens enable you to begin and end an ASF session:
– Signon (SIGN)
– Activity Selection (ASEL)

• Information screens provide information on using ASF:
– Help (HELP)
– Message (MSGS)

• Query enables you to access OnLine Query (CA OLQ) directly through ASF if CA OLQ is installed at your site.
• Definition screens enable you to define data tables (both stored tables and views):

– Table Definition (TDEF)
– Column Definition (CDEF)
– Extended Column Definition (XCOL)
– Extended Table Definition (XTAB)
– Extended Table Derivation (XDER)
– Extended Selection Definition (XSEL)
– Extended Key Definition (XKEY)

• Data access screens enable you to manipulate the data in a table:
– Data Selection (DSEL)
– A data display screen accessed through the Load Data (DLOD) and Display/Change Data (DDIS) functions

• Passkey screens enable you to give other users access to tables you create:
– Passkey Function (PASS)
– Give Passkeys (GPAS)
– Delete Passkeys (DPAS)
– Show Passkeys Given (PASG)
– Show Passkeys Held (PASH)

• Administrative screens enable authorized personnel to administer the ASF system:
– Administrative Control (CNTL)
– Catalog Control (CTLG)
– User Limits and Defaults (ULIM)
– User Maintenance (USER)
– System Table Maintenance (SYST)

• Row-level security screens enable you to restrict other users' access to rows of data within tables:
– Display/Change Row-Level Security (RDIS)
– Load Row-Level Security (RLOD)
– Row-Level Security (RSEC)
– Select Row-Level Security (RSEL)

The functional categories and the screens each includes are discussed in more detail below.

Session Control

An ASF session involves signing on to an ASF system and selecting tables and activities. The two screens used to control
an ASF session are:

• Signon (SIGN) allows the user to:
– Sign on to ASF as an authorized user
– Sign on to the appropriate ASF system
– Exit ASF if the user does not sign on

• Activity Selection (ASEL) allows the user to:
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– Name a new table to be defined
– Select an existing table
– Select an activity
– Exit ASF

Information

Online Assistance

ASF provides information screens that help you through an ASF session:

• Help (HELP) provides tutorials on the use of the ASF screens. Help text is provided for each ASF screen. The Help
facility displays the appropriate text for the screen being used when help is requested.

• Message (MSGS) provides informational messages related to ASF processing.

Query

CA OLQ

The OnLine Query menu facility can be accessed directly from ASF. If you have CA OLQ installed, you can select the
Query function ([PF13] on the Activity Selection screen) and immediately display the CA OLQ Column Select screen for
the table you were using in ASF. You can use CA OLQ to format a report for a table. If you haven't chosen a table in ASF,
the Query function takes you to the Data Table Processing screen in CA OLQ.

For more information on using CA OLQ to process a table, see the OnLine Query documentation.

Definition

Applications are developed through ASF by defining data tables. Data tables can be defined easily by all users through
the basic definition screens. ASF also provides extended definition screens for use by data processing professionals.

Two Basic Definition Screens

The following basic definition screens are always used in defining a data table:

• Table Definition (TDEF) allows the user to:
– Specify the type of table being defined: STORED or VIEW
– Specify a simple table derivation to define a view
– GENERATE the table and an application for immediate online use of the table
– DELETE the table definition, the generated application structures, and, for stored tables, all data stored in the table

• Column Definition (CDEF) allows the user to define each column to be contained in the stored table and specify the
characteristics of each column.

Six Extended Definition Screens

The following extended screens are intended primarily for use by data processing professionals in further defining a data
table:

• Extended Column Definition (XCOL) allows the user to define additional characteristics for a column and to edit the
attributes automatically defined for a column.

• Extended Table Definition (XTAB) allows the user to override the default space allocation for the table, to specify
access restrictions to be included in the ASF-created application, to review information, and if necessary, modify
information supplied by ASF about the table.

• Extended Table Derivation (XDER) allows the user to perform the following activities:
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– Identify the sources from which a view is being derived
– Name the owner of the source table or the subschema if the source table was defined through a subschema
– Specify the conditions on which the source tables are to be joined

• Extended Selection Definition (XSEL) allows the user to specify one or more selection criteria that become part of
the table definition and are used as edit criteria for loading and/or displaying data.

• Extended Key Definition (XKEY) allows the user to define keys used to index the table.
• Row-Level Security (RSEC) allows the user to specify the security name for the table and any generic column names.

Data Access

When you generate a table through ASF, an application program that allows you to use the table online can be
generated automatically. The application allows you to display, add, modify, and delete rows in the stored table and
display and modify rows in a view. As part of the application, a Data Display screen is formatted for the table, displaying
the columns defined for the table and providing response fields for adding and displaying rows of the table. Though not
actually an ASF screen, the Data Display screen for a particular table can be accessed directly from ASF in the following
ways:

Selecting Data to View: Through the Data Selection (DSEL) screen -- ASF provides a run-time selection screen
similar to the Extended Selection Definition screen described earlier. The Data Selection screen allows you to specify a
value or range of values for one or more columns in the table. Only the rows whose columns match the values specified
will be displayed on the Data Display screen.

When you have specified the rows to be selected, the Data Selection screen transfers control directly to the Data Display
screen, which displays the first row that matches the selection conditions specified.

The selection criteria do not affect what data is stored in the table, only what data is displayed in this run of the ASF-
created application.

Adding Data : Through the Load Data (DLOD) function -- The Data Display screen displays the column headings so
you can enter new data online, one row at a time, and add the new data to the database.

Row by Row Changes : Through the Display/Change Data (DDIS) function -- The Data Display screen lists the
column headings and one row of data and allows you to:

• Modify the table in the database by changing, adding, or deleting data
• Display the entire table, one row at a time

When you access the Data Display screen, you are using the application developed by ASF for the data table. After
completing all data access transactions (displaying, adding, changing, and deleting rows) through the table's online
application, you return to ASF to continue or to conclude the ASF session.

Passkey

Control Access by Other Users

You can allow other users to access the applications you develop through ASF by issuing passkeys for your tables.
Passkeys provide security for data tables. By granting and removing passkeys, you control what other users can do with
the tables you create. For example, if you give a user an ADD passkey for your table, the user can add rows to the table.

You can give a passkey for an individual table, your user ID, which allows the user receiving the passkey to access all
of your tables, or to a folder (CA-ICMS users only). Passkeys can be given, deleted, and displayed through the following
screens:
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• Passkey Function (PASS) provides a menu of passkey activities.
• Give Passkeys (GPAS) allows you to issue passkeys to another user. The passkeys given determine what the user

can do with your table(s).
• Delete Passkeys (DPAS) allows you to remove passkeys previously given to another user.
• Show Passkeys Given (PASG) allows you to display a list of all the users to whom you have issued passkeys for a

particular table, or for your user ID. The list shows which passkeys you have given each user.
• Show Passkeys Held (PASH) allows you to display a list of all the passkeys you have received from other users.

Administrative

Running ASF

The administrative screens enable personnel authorized as ASF administrators to control and maintain the ASF system.
You must have administrative authority in order to access any of these screens. ASF administrators have access to the
following screens:

Control the System

Administrator Control (CNTL) allows an ASF administrator to initialize the ASF system, identify database areas that
ASF can use to store relational tables, set system-wide defaults, and perform maintenance activities.

Control Users and Tables

Catalog Control (CTLG) allows an ASF administrator to prevent a user from accessing ASF, to give and remove
administrative authority, and to maintain the catalog associated with ASF. The catalog is a directory of ASF users and their
tables.

Set User Defaults

User Limits and Defaults (ULIM) allows an ASF administrator to set the following defaults for an individual user:

• Database space allocation defaults
• Default models used to create the application
• Global passkey limitations for the ASF system
• Default area name for table data
• Specify limits for unstructured objects

User defaults override the defaults set for the ASF system.

Add, Delete Users

User Maintenance (USER) allows an ASF administrator to add and delete users from the catalog.

Low Level Security for Users

System Table Maintenance (SYST) allows an ASF administrator to initiate row-level security for chosen ASF users.

Low Level Security for Tables

Row-Level Security screens allow you to assign row-level security to stored tables.

RDIS -- Display/Change Row-Level Security

RLOD -- Load Row-Level Security

• RSEL -- Select Row-Level Security

ASF Screen Format
The First Two Lines
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All ASF screens have a similar design. The first two lines of all screens (after the masthead) contain the same fields.
These lines and the fields they contain are shown below; explanations of the fields follow.

                      CA

  ASEL1  CA - Automatic System Facility  nn.n2     ** Activity Selection3**     4

  DC560122 SIGNON COMPLETED, SELECT A TABLE5

Screen name

Product name and release number

1. Screen title
2. Simulated PF-key field
3. Message display field

The first line contains the product name, release number, and screen title. To the right is a simulated PF-key field; to the
left is the screen name field:

• The simulated PF-key field is an untitled field that you can use to simulate PF-keys when actual keys are unavailable.
The use of this field is explained in detail under "ASF Screen Management Features" later in this section.

• The screen name field is an untitled field that displays the four-character screen name. This field can be used
to move from one screen to another by changing the screen name. Use of this field is explained in detail under
"Conducting an ASF Session" later in this section.

The second line contains the system message display field. This untitled field is used by the system to respond to your
use of the screen. Messages are displayed to request additional information or action, to indicate that the information
supplied has been processed, or to explain why information has not been processed.

The remaining lines on each screen contain menus, information display, prompts, and response fields into which you can
enter information. Part III, "Automatic System Facility Screens," contains detailed presentations of each ASF screen.

ASF Screen Management Features
Contents

ASF provides the following features that allow you to access and use the ASF screens efficiently:

• Function key assignments are predefined
• Cursor movement
• Message display and field highlighting
• Default value assignment

Function Key Assignments Are Predefined

The association between function keys and specific functions is predefined under ASF. You cannot change ASF function
key associations. Function key assignments are either global or local.

Seven Global Keys

Global function keys perform the same functions at any point in an ASF session:
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• Press [Enter] to submit information to ASF for processing.
• Press [Clear] to display the prior screen; press [Clear] from the Activity Selection screen to leave ASF and return to

DC/UCF.
• Press [PA1] to access the Activity Selection screen from any screen. When on the Activity Selection screen, [PA1]

displays the previously listed table directory.
• Press [PA2] to refresh the screen. Pressing [PA2] cancels the changes you have just typed on the screen, rewriting the

screen as of the last time you pressed [Enter].
• Press [PF1] to invoke the Help function of ASF; the appropriate Help screen is displayed for the activity you are

performing.
• Press [PF7] to scroll backward to the previous page of the currently displayed pageable screen. Pageable screens are

indicated by the field Page__Of__.
• Press [PF8] to scroll forward to the next page of the currently displayed pageable screen.

Local Keys Vary with Screens

Local function keys perform different functions depending on the screen. The menu on each screen tells you the local
function key assignments in effect for that screen.

When you are using a terminal that does not have PF-keys, you can perform PF-key-related functions by entering the
appropriate PF-key number in the simulated PF-key field in the upper right corner of the screen. For example, to perform
the function associated with [PF2], type 2 in the simulated PF-key field.

On screens with activity selection menus, you can select a PF-key-related function by entering any character in the
response field associated with the listed function.

Cursor Movement

On all ASF screens, you can enter or change information only in response fields; you cannot change information in menu,
display, or prompt fields. To ensure quick access to ASF response fields, use the [Tab], [Backtab], [Home], or [Return] key
to move the cursor.

When the cursor is at a response field, you can key in new information or replace existing information. Additionally, you
can press the space bar or the erase end-of-field key to delete characters across the response field. You can use the
cursor control keys to move across the response field without deleting characters.

Message Display and Field Highlighting

Message Display

Messages are displayed in the system message display field on the second line of a screen. Messages perform the
following functions:

• Request that you supply additional information
• Tell you what action is required next
• Inform you about what has been done with information you entered for processing
• Tell you why information has not been processed
• Report on the status of tables and processing

Field Highlighting

Highlighting is sometimes used in conjunction with a message to indicate the field on the screen referenced by the
message. Highlighting can appear in any information display field on a screen.
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Default Value Assignment

ASF supplies default values in the response fields of some screens. These default values allow you quick access to
the information most likely to be used in response fields. Additionally, some default values are supplied as a result of
processing performed on a screen.

Use or Change Defaults

You can decide to use the default values or change them by typing the appropriate value in place of the default value.
More information on specific default values is provided in Part III, "Automatic System Facility Screens."

Conducting an ASF Session
Contents

An ASF session begins when you access ASF from DC/UCF; the session ends when you exit from ASF and return control
to DC/UCF. During an ASF session, you can use any number and combination of screens to perform various activities.

A Session Has Three Parts

• Beginning an ASF session
• Moving between the various ASF screens
• Ending an ASF session

Beginning an ASF session

To begin an ASF session, sign on to DC/UCF. At the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt, type asf, as shown below:

             ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

             ?asf

NOTE
The task code prompt and/or the task code to invoke ASF may be different at your installation; check with your
ASF administrator if you are unsuccessful in accessing ASF.

Press [Enter]. If your DC/UCF signon is sufficient to access the ASF system, the Activity Selection screen is displayed. If
your DC/UCF signon is not sufficient to access the ASF system, the Signon screen is displayed, enabling you to sign on
successfully to ASF:

• Sign on as an authorized ASF user by entering a valid user name and/or password.
• Sign on to the correct ASF system by entering the appropriate catalog.

Press [Enter]. When signon is successful, the Activity Selection screen is displayed.

Moving Between ASF Screens

When you have accessed an ASF screen, you can move to another screen in any of several ways.

Use the Menu

Select the function associated with the screen from the activity selection menu:

• Press the appropriate PF-key.
• Enter any character in the response field and press [Enter].
• Type the PF-key number in the upper right corner of the screen and press [Enter].
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Specify a Screen

Enter the screen name in the upper left corner of the screen.

You can always move directly to a screen by entering the screen name in the upper left corner, even if the screen is not
listed in the activity selection menu.

                                            CA

  tdef1  CA - Automatic System Facility  nn.n     ** Activity Selection **   22

  DC560002 SELECT NEXT ACTIVITY

  User Name: SNELL

  _ PF1 - Help                  _ PF5 - Select Data     _ PF13  - Query

  x3PF2 - Define Table          _ PF7 - Page Backward   _ PF14  - Signon

  _ PF3 - Load Data             _ PF8 - Page Forward    _ PA1   - Prior Level

  _ PF4 - Display/Change Data   _ PF9 - Passkey         _ CLEAR - Leave ASF

Enter screen name in the screen name field.

1. Enter the PF-key number in the simulated PF-key field.
2. Enter a character in the response field or press the PF-key.

Return

Once you have moved to a screen, you can:

• Press [Clear] to return to the prior screen.
• Press [PA1] to move to the Activity Selection screen.

NOTE
Moving forward to another screen causes changes on the current screen to be processed. Returning to the prior
screen by pressing [Clear] does not process changes on the current screen.

The following table shows ASF screens and the four-character screen name that can always be used to move directly to
the screen.

NOTE
You can review the screen names at any time during an ASF session by accessing the online Help facility (press
[PF1]).

Screen title Screen name
Activity Selection ASEL
Signon SIGN
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Data Display *
* The screen formatted by ASF for the online application created
for the table

DDIS
DLOD

Data Selection DSEL
Table Definition TDEF
Column Definition CDEF
Extended Column Definition XCOL (valid from CDEF only)
Extended Table Definition XTAB
Extended Selection Definition XSEL
Extended Key Definition XKEY
Extended Table Derivation XDER
Passkey Function PASS
Give Passkeys GPAS
Delete Passkeys DPAS
Show Passkeys Given PASG
Show Passkeys Held PASH
Administrator Control (available with administrator authority only) CNTL
Catalog Control (available with administrator authority only) CTLG
User Limits and Defaults (available with administrator authority
only)

ULIM

User Maintenance (available with administrator authority only) USER
System Table Maintenance (available with administrator authority
only)

SYST

Help HELP
Message MSGS
Column Select screen of OnLine Query menu facility * CA OLQ
Display/Change Row-Level Security RDIS
Load Row-Level Security RLOD
Row-Level Security RSEC
Select Row-Level Security RSEL

* Other CA OLQ screens can then be accessed from this screen.

Ending an ASF Session

To end an ASF session, return to the Activity Selection screen by pressing [PA1], then press [Clear] from the Activity
Selection screen. This ends the session and returns control to DC/UCF. At this point, you can use another DC/UCF facility,
or sign off from the system by entering bye at the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt.

Selecting Tables
Most often, an ASF session involves creating a new table or selecting an existing table for processing.

Naming a New Table

New tables are created by entering a unique name in the Table Name field of the Activity Selection screen. A table name:
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• Can be 1 to 32 characters long
• Can include letters, numbers, spaces, and special characters
• Cannot include a period (.), underscore (_), accent grave (&grave.), or backslash (\), and should not include a cent sign

(&cent.)
• Cannot be the same as your user ID
• Cannot begin with spaces

When you enter the name of a new table, you must select DEFINE TABLE as your first activity.

Listing Tables

Existing tables are listed in the directory at the bottom of the Activity Selection screen. You can browse through the
directory to display the names of all your existing tables. Press [PF8] to page the directory forward and [PF7] to page
backward.

You can browse through the directory of another user if the user has given you a passkey to do so. For information
on passkeys, see the section "Granting Access to Tables", and the section "Passkey Screens". To list another user's
directory, enter the user's ID in the Table Owner field, leaving the Table Name field blank.

Selecting a Table

To select an existing table:

• Type the table name in the Table Name field. If the table is owned by another user, type the user's ID in the Table
Owner field.

• Type any character next to the name of a table listed in the directory, whether you are displaying your directory or
another user's directory.

When you select an existing table, you can select any activity that you have passkey authorization to perform.

Tables in Folders

When CA-ICMS is installed, the ASF directory can include folders as well as data tables. Data tables can be placed in
folders through CA-ICMS. Folders are indicated by three periods (...) after a listed item. The following considerations apply
to the use of folders in ASF:

• When you select a folder from the directory, the folder's access path is displayed in the Table Name field and the
contents of the folder are listed in the directory.

• As you move down the levels of a folder, ASF adds to the access path displayed in the Table Name field. If the access
path exceeds 64 characters, the Table Name field displays the minimum path needed to uniquely identify the folder or
table selected.

• You can redisplay the prior directory level of a folder by pressing [PA1].
• You can select a table within a folder by finding the table in the directory and selecting it, or by entering an access path

that identifies the table in the Table Name field.
• When creating a new table through ASF, you cannot add it to a folder. You can include tables in folders only through

CA-ICMS.

Leaving a Table

Once a table is selected, the directory is no longer displayed. To redisplay the directory and cancel the table selection,
press [PA1].

A sample directory is illustrated below. Note that the directory includes two folders, which are indicated by three periods
(...) after the folder name.

Table Directory with Folders

                                            CA
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  Table Name.:

  Table Owner: SNELL

                                                                 Page:  1  of  1

  _ APPLICANT

  _ BUDGET

  _ EMPLOYEE

  _ MONTHLY REPORTS...

  _ PERSONNEL...

Creating and Using Stored Tables
Why Use Tables

You create stored tables so you can store, retrieve, and process information. The information may be of concern only to
yourself, or it may be used by many people in the corporation.

Before creating stored tables, you must decide what information you need and how you want to use that information.

An Example

For example, Fran Snell, personnel director of Acme Insurance, wants to keep a record of all the positions in the
company, both filled and unfilled. Fran also wants to store information on applicants for positions at Acme Insurance. Fran
would like to use the job and applicant information stored in the database to help personnel fill open positions at Acme.

Outlining an Application
Contents

To outline her employment application, Fran:

1. Determines the required tables by identifying the major categories of information to be processed.
2. Defines the columns for each table that label items of information within each category.
3. Specifies a unique key for each table: one column or a combination of columns that uniquely identifies each row of

data in the table.
4. Establishes join columns: columns common to two tables that are used to combine the tables.

Step 1 Determining the Required Tables

Fran wants her employment application to do the following:
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• Collect, sort, and store job information
• Collect, sort, and store applicant information
• Match qualified applicants with available positions

Fran determines that she needs three tables in her application, as follows:

A stored table to contain the job information

• A stored table to contain the applicant information
• A view that combines information from the JOB and APPLICANT stored tables

Step 2 Defining the Columns for Each Table

Now that Fran has established the table categories, she has to decide which items within each category she wants to
include. She writes down the column headings for each table and estimates how wide each column should be.

• The JOB table has the following columns:

Column name Contents
JOB NUMBER 4 characters
DEPARTMENT 20 characters
TITLE 30 characters
SALARY 7 digits
CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN) 6 characters

• The APPLICANT table has the following columns:

Column name Contents
NAME 30 characters
STREET 30 characters
CITY 25 characters
STATE 2 characters
ZIP CODE 5 characters
PHONE NUMBER 13 characters, with area code
POSITION APPLIED FOR 30 characters
SALARY REQUIREMENT 7 digits
EVALUATION OF APPLICANT (STRONG, WEAK, OR MEDIUM) 6 characters

• The JOBS AND APPLICANTS view contains columns from the JOB and APPLICANT tables. It also contains an
additional column, SALARY DIFFERENTIAL, which is used to calculate the difference between the salary paid for a
particular job and the salary required by an applicant for that job.

32-Character Limit for Names

Upon reviewing the list of columns, Fran realizes that the EVALUATION OF APPLICANT (STRONG, WEAK, OR
MEDIUM) column name in the APPLICANT table is more than the 32 characters allowed by ASF. Fran abbreviates the
column name to EVALUATION: STRONG, WEAK, MEDIUM.

Step 3 Specifying the Unique Keys

What Is a Unique Key
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A column or combination of columns is designated as a unique key to uniquely identify each row in a table. By
establishing a unique key, you prevent duplicate rows from being stored in a table.

At Acme Insurance, each job in the company is given a unique job number, so Fran designates the JOB NUMBER column
as the unique key for the JOB table.

A Concatenated Key

Since an applicant can apply for more than one position, and more than one applicant can have the same name, Fran
decides that the NAME column is not sufficiently unique to serve as the unique key for the APPLICANT table. However,
the NAME column combined with the PHONE NUMBER column and POSITION APPLIED FOR column is unique
and can be the unique key for the APPLICANT table. This unique key is also called a concatenated key since it is a
concatenation of three columns.

Views do not Have Unique Keys

A view cannot have a unique key since data is not actually stored in a view, but in the source tables from which the view is
derived. Therefore, no unique key is specified for the JOBS AND APPLICANTS view.

Step 4 Establishing Join Columns

What Join Columns Do

Since Fran plans to combine the JOB and APPLICANT tables to create the JOBS AND APPLICANTS view, she must
establish a join column in each source table. A join column is a column in one table that is repeated in another table so
that the two tables can be related.

Fran realizes that the TITLE column in the JOB table and the POSITION APPLIED FOR column in the APPLICANT
table refer to the same piece of information. Since these columns will contain common values, they can serve as the join
columns needed to create the JOBS AND APPLICANTS view.

Defining a Stored Table
Contents

To define a stored table through ASF:

• Name the table
• Define the columns
• Generate the table definition and its supporting structures

Sign on to ASF and follow steps 1 through 3 outlined below to create the JOB table for Fran's employment application.

Step 1 Name the Table

When you first sign on to ASF, the Activity Selection (ASEL) screen is displayed. This screen has three sections:

Section Purpose
User information Shows your user ID
Activity selection menu Lists the ASF functions from which you can choose
Table directory Shows the tables you own

Name the Table

The cursor is positioned at the first entry in the directory, or at the Table Name field if the directory is empty. Position the
cursor in the Table Name field. Type job in the Table Name field, as shown below:
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                                            CA

  ASEL   CA - Automatic System Facility           ** Activity Selection **

  DC560004 SELECT A TABLE

  User Name: SNELL

  _ PF1 - Help                  _ PF5 - Select Data     _ PF13  - Query

  _ PF2 - Define Table          _ PF7 - Page Backward   _ PF14  - Signon

  _ PF3 - Load Data             _ PF8 - Page Forward    _ PA1   - Prior Level

  _ PF4 - Display/Change Data   _ PF9 - Passkey         _ CLEAR - Leave ASF

  Table Name.: job

  Table Owner: SNELL

                                                                 Page:  1  of  1

Select Define Table Function

After you name the table, select the Define Table function from the activity selection menu in one of the following ways:

• Press [PF2].
• Type 2 in the simulated PF-key field and press [Enter].
• Enter any character (except a blank or underscore character) in the response field for the Define Table function.
• Type tdef in the screen name field.

NOTE
In subsequent steps, the PF-key associated with a function is shown in parentheses. You can select any
function by pressing the PF-key shown, entering the PF-key number in the simulated PF-key field, typing a
character in the response field for the listed function, or entering the appropriate screen name in the screen
name field. In any sample screens where the next function is indicated, the function is selected from the menu
by typing x in the response field, or the appropriate screen name is entered in the screen name field.

Table Definition Screen

The Table Definition (TDEF) screen is now displayed. Notice that the table name JOB is in the Table Name field. Your user
ID is in the Table Owner field.

The View/Stored field below the Table Owner field contains the default value STORED.
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The Defn Number (definition number) field is blank. The Status field below the Defn Number field contains the value NEW,
indicating that this is a new table that has not yet been defined.

Select Define Columns Function

Now you are ready to define the columns of the JOB table. Select the Define Columns function ([PF2]) from the activity
selection menu, as illustrated below.

                                            CA

  TDEF   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Table Definition **

  DC560005 MODIFY AND/OR SELECT NEXT ACTIVITY

         _ PF1 - Help                     _ PF4 - Extended Table Definition

         x1PF2 - Define Columns           _ PF5 - Delete Table Definition

         _ PF3 - Generate                 _ PF6 - Message Screen

  Table Name.: JOB

  Table Owner: SNELL                                 Defn Number:

  View/Stored: STORED2                               Status.....: NEW3

  Comments...:

Select the DEFINE COLUMNS function.

1. The JOB table is being defined as a stored table.
2. The table status is NEW since the JOB table is not yet defined.

Step 2 Defining the Columns

The Column Definition Screen

The Column Definition (CDEF) screen is now displayed. Notice that the table name JOB is in the Table Name field.

The cursor is positioned below the Column Name field heading. The first column name to be defined for the JOB table is
JOB NUMBER. Type job number in the Column Name response field.

Move the cursor to the Width field. The column width is the number of characters the column will accept. Assign the JOB
NUMBER column a width of four by typing 4 in the Width field.

Column Data Type

You can optionally specify the type of entry the column can accept. The entry types can be TEXT, NUMERIC, or
CURRENCY. Since TEXT is the default, and the JOB NUMBER column can accept alphanumeric values, you do not need
to complete the Type field. Press [Return].
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                                            CA

  CDEF   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Column Definition **

  DC560306 NO COLUMNS DEFINED FOR TABLE

  Table Name: JOB

      _ PF1 - Help                         _ PF3 - Extended Selection Definition

      _ PF2 - Extended Column Definition   _ PF4 - Extended Key Definition

        Page:  1  of  1

                                                 Unique  Display   Ext

           Column Name             Width   Type    Key     Seq    Screen

  job number1                      42

 _3

Enter JOB NUMBER to name the column.

1. Give JOB NUMBER a width of 4.
2. Position the cursor to define the next column.

Enter the remaining columns, shown below, for the JOB table:

Column name Width Type
DEPARTMENT 20
TITLE 30
SALARY 7 C
CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN) 6

Define the Columns

To define the columns:

1. Type department (the first column name listed above) below the JOB NUMBER column you have already entered.
2. Position the cursor in the Width field.
3. Type the width shown for the column.
4. Move the cursor to the next Column Name field position.
5. Repeat until all the column names and widths have been entered.
6. For the SALARY column, also tab to the Type field and type c to indicate that the entry type is CURRENCY.
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The CURRENCY column type causes ASF to provide two decimal positions for a numeric column, enabling you to enter
dollar and cent amounts as column values.

                                            CA

  CDEF   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Column Definition **

  DC560306 NO COLUMNS DEFINED FOR TABLE

  Table Name: JOB

      _ PF1 - Help                         _ PF3 - Extended Selection Definition

      _ PF2 - Extended Column Definition   _ PF4 - Extended Key Definition

        Page:  1  of  1

                                                 Unique  Display   Ext

           Column Name             Width   Type    Key     Seq    Screen

  job number                       4

  department                       20

  title                            30

  salary                           7     c

  current status (filled or open)  6

ASF Updates the Screen

When you have entered all the columns, press [Enter]. ASF rewrites the screen and fills in appropriate default values, as
follows:

• The Type field has a default value of TEXT for each column, except the SALARY column, for which it has the value
CURRENCY.

• The Unique Key field displays an underscore (_) for each column, since you did not specify a unique key.
• The Display Seq field has a display sequence number for each column, numbered consecutively.
• The Ext Screen field displays an underscore (_) for each column, which can be typed over to access the extended

definition for a particular column.

Your screen should look like the Column Definition screen below.

                                            CA
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  CDEF   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Column Definition **

  DC560307 COLUMNS UPDATED

  Table Name: JOB

      _ PF1 - Help                         _ PF3 - Extended Selection Definition

      _ PF2 - Extended Column Definition   _ PF4 - Extended Key Definition

        Page:  1  of  1

                                                 Unique  Display   Ext

           Column Name             Width   Type    Key     Seq    Screen

  JOB NUMBER                           4 TEXT       _        1      _

  DEPARTMENT                          20 TEXT       _        2      _

  TITLE                               30 TEXT       _        3      _

  SALARY                               7 CURRENCY   _        4      _

  CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN)      6 TEXT       _        5      _

Modify Column Definitions

Once ASF accepts the column definitions, you can add columns and/or modify columns. For this example, make the
following changes to the column definitions you have entered:

• Tab to the Unique Key field for the JOB NUMBER column. Type x to designate the JOB NUMBER column as the
unique key for the JOB table. ASF will create an index on JOB NUMBER, thus preventing any duplicate job numbers
from being stored in the table.

• Change the Display Seq field for each column by numbering the display sequence 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. This causes ASF to
leave a blank line between each column when the table is displayed on the Data Display screen.

NOTE
These characteristics could have been entered when you defined the columns initially, but are being entered
as modifications for the purpose of this example.

                                            CA

  CDEF   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Column Definition **

  DC560307 COLUMNS UPDATED
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  Table Name: JOB

      _ PF1 - Help                         _ PF3 - Extended Selection Definition

      _ PF2 - Extended Column Definition   _ PF4 - Extended Key Definition

        Page:  1  of  1

                                                 Unique  Display   Ext

           Column Name             Width   Type    Key     Seq    Screen

  JOB NUMBER                           4 TEXT       _        1      _

  DEPARTMENT                          20 TEXT       _        2      _

  TITLE                               30 TEXT       _        3      _

  SALARY                               7 CURRENCY   _        4      _

  CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN)      6 TEXT       _        5      _

Type X to define JOB NUMBER as the unique key.

1. Renumber the columns' display sequence.

Press [Enter] to record the changes with ASF. When ASF accepts the changes, press [Clear] to return to the Table
Definition screen.

The Table Definition Number

Notice on the Table Definition screen (now displayed) that a definition number has been assigned to the table and is
displayed in the Defn Number field. The table definition number is a unique number assigned to the table by ASF. The
Status field displays the message UNGENERATED. This indicates that you have successfully defined the stored table and
must now generate it.

Step 3 Generating the Table

When you generate a table through ASF, the table definition is completed and an application that enables you to access
the table through ASF is created.

Select the Generate Function

To generate the JOB table, select the Generate function ([PF3]) from the activity selection menu on the Table Definition
screen.

NOTE
There is no screen name associated with the Generate function. This function must be selected from the Table
Definition screen.
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ASF Generates the Table

The Table Definition screen remains displayed while ASF:

• Completes the table definition
• Generates programming logic for accessing the table
• Formats a screen for displaying the table
• Creates an application program for adding, modifying, and deleting data in the table
• Documents the table definition and application components in the data dictionary

When the generation is complete, the Status field changes from UNGENERATED to GENERATED, and the message
TABLE GENERATED SUCCESSFULLY is displayed.

                                            CA

  TDEF   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Table Definition **

  DC560005 MODIFY AND/OR SELECT NEXT ACTIVITY

         _ PF1 - Help                     _ PF4 - Extended Table Definition

         _ PF2 - Define Columns           _ PF5 - Delete Table Definition

         x PF3 - Generate                 _ PF6 - Message Screen

  Table Name.: JOB

  Table Owner: SNELL                                  Defn Number:    127

  View/Stored: STORED                                Status.....: UNGENERATED

  Comments...:

                      CA

  TDEF   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Table Definition **

  DC560208 TABLE GENERATED SUCCESSFULLY1

         _ PF1 - Help                     _ PF4 - Extended Table Definition

         _ PF2 - Define Columns           _ PF5 - Delete Table Definition

         _ PF3 - Generate                 _ PF6 - Message Screen
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  Table Name.: JOB

  Table Owner: SNELL                                  Defn Number:    127

  View/Stored: STORED                                Status.....: GENERATED2

  Comments...:

The message tells you when the table is generated.

1. The table status changes to GENERATED.

You Can Use the Table

Now that the table is generated, you can use the application that was created for it to load data into the table.

Press [PA1] to return to the Activity Selection screen.

Using a Data Table
Contents

The purpose of defining a table is to use the table as a vehicle for storing data in the database. The Automatic System
Facility not only provides a convenient means of defining data tables, but it also automatically provides online applications
for adding, retrieving, and updating the rows of those tables. The application you created when you generated the JOB
table enables you to perform the following activities through ASF:

• Loading data into the table
• Displaying data
• Changing data
• Deleting data
• Selecting data for display
• Displaying a table through OnLine Query

Define Columns, Use Rows

When you defined the JOB table, you were concerned with the column headings. When you use the JOB table, you will
be concerned with the column entries, or rows, which contain the actual data you are storing in the database. When you
load data, you assign values to the columns. Each row gives you all the information on a particular job.

Now that you have defined and generated a stored table, you can load data into the table and manipulate that data.
Follow steps 1 through 6 outlined below to load and manipulate the rows of the JOB table.

Step 1 Loading Data

Select Load Data Function

The Activity Selection screen is displayed. The JOB table has been selected; JOB is displayed in the Table Name field.
Select the Load Data ([PF3]) function from the menu on the Activity Selection screen.

The Data Display Screen

The Data Display screen is displayed. This is the screen that was formatted for the table as part of the application you
generated.
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The column names you defined for the table are listed down the left-hand side of the screen. The cursor is positioned in
the response field for the first column.

Each row of the table is loaded individually. Type the column entries for the first row as follows:

   Columns                               Column Entries

   JOB NUMBER                             a261

   DEPARTMENT                             underwriting

   TITLE                                  assistant underwriter

   SALARY                                 13500

   CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN)        filled

Load the Row

When you have entered all the column entries for the row, load it into the JOB table by pressing [PF1]. When the row is
loaded, the message display field displays the message ROW HAS BEEN ADDED.

                                            CA

 PF1 = ADD; PF2 = CHANGE; PF3 = DELETE; ENTER = NEXT; CLEAR = EXIT

  JOB

  JOB NUMBER

  DEPARTMENT

  TITLE

  SALARY                                 .00

  CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN)
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                                            CA

 PF1 = ADD; PF2 = CHANGE; PF3 = DELETE; ENTER = NEXT; CLEAR = EXIT

  JOB

  JOB NUMBER                       a261

  DEPARTMENT                       underwriting

  TITLE                            assistant underwriter

  SALARY                           13500

  CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN)  filled                      

Press [Enter] to clear the data from the screen. The column names remain fixed so you can enter the next row. Enter and
load all the rows for the JOB table shown below:

JOB NUMBER DEPARTMENT TITLE SALARY CURRENT STATUS
(FILLED OR OPEN)

C417 CLAIMS CLAIMS ADJUSTER 17000.00 OPEN
O198 OFFICE SERVICES MAIL CLERK 7000.00 OPEN
B359 BILLING BILLING CLERK 10000.00 OPEN

Load Rows One at a Time

Remember to load each row individually by selecting the Add function ([PF1]) after typing in the data. Wait for the ROW
HAS BEEN ADDED message before pressing [Enter].

NOTE
You do not have to clear the data from the screen before entering the next row; you can type over the data
already loaded. This can save keystrokes when some entries are the same in several rows. Be sure to erase
any data from the previous row that does not belong in the current row.

Return

When you have loaded all the rows for the JOB table, press [Clear] to return to the Activity Selection screen.
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Step 2 Displaying Data

Select Display/Change Data

The Activity Selection screen is displayed. Select the Display/Change Data function ([PF4]) from the activity selection
menu.

Individual Rows

The Data Display screen is displayed. The columns of the JOB table are listed down the left-hand side of the screen. The
first row in the table is displayed beside the column names.

Press [Enter]. The first row is replaced by the next. Notice that the column names remain fixed on the screen; only the
data is rewritten.

To examine all the rows of the JOB table, continue to press [Enter]. Each row is displayed individually. Notice that the rows
have been sorted by job number. The unique key is used by ASF to sort the rows of the table.

After the Last Row

When you have displayed the last row, the data is cleared from the screen and the message ALL ROWS HAVE BEEN
DISPLAYED appears in the message display field. Press [Enter] one more time to redisplay the first row.

Step 3 Changing Data

Check the Data

Review the first row once again. Check to see that it was entered correctly. If there are any keying errors, move the cursor
to the entry you want to correct and edit the data as necessary.

For this sample application, move the cursor to the Current Status field. Change the job status from FILLED to OPEN.

Registering Changes

When the row is displayed on the screen the way you want it stored in the database, you must modify the data in the
database by selecting the Change function ([PF2]).

The message ROW HAS BEEN CHANGED displays in the message display field.

Continue to End

Press [Enter] to display the next row. Make any necessary modifications to this row. Press [PF2] to implement the change
in the database. Wait for the ROW HAS BEEN CHANGED message to display.

Press [Enter] to display the next row. Edit this and the remaining rows, as needed. Remember to press [PF2] to modify
each edited row in the database.

Step 4 Deleting Data

Display the first row once again. For this sample application, delete this row by selecting the Delete function ([PF3]).

The message ROW HAS BEEN DELETED displays in the message display field. This message indicates that the data
has been erased from the database. Press [Clear] to return to the Activity Selection screen.

Step 5 Selecting Data

The Activity Selection screen is displayed. Select the Select Data function ([PF5]) from the activity selection menu.

The Data Selection Screen

The Data Selection screen appears. This screen enables you to specify selection criteria. ASF will display only the rows
that match the criteria you specify.

Columns Have ID Numbers
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The column names of the table are listed below the Column Name field heading. Each column has been assigned an
identification number, which is listed below the ID field heading to the left of the Column Name field. You can use the ID
numbers in place of column names when specifying selection criteria.

In this example, you want to select the rows from the JOB table that have a current status of OPEN.

Select Open Jobs

The cursor is at the first position under the Selection Criteria heading. Press [Return] to move the cursor to the CURRENT
STATUS column name. Type 'open', enclosed in single quotation marks, in this field.

EQ is the Default Selector

You do not need to include the conditional operator EQ in the selection criteria because it is assumed by ASF. You can
also select rows on other conditions, such as less than (LT), greater than (GT), or not equal (NE). When using other
conditions, you must specify the conditional operator. For example, you can enter ne 'open' to select the rows where the
CURRENT STATUS column entry is not equal to OPEN.

ASF Saves the Criteria

You have just specified that you want to display the rows of the JOB table in which the CURRENT STATUS column entry
is OPEN. Press [Enter].

ASF saves the selection criteria you have entered and displays the message SELECTION MODIFIED, HIT ENTER TO
PROCEED TO DATA SELECTION. Press [Enter] again.

ASF Displays Open Jobs

The Data Display screen is displayed automatically. This screen displays the columns of the JOB table and the first row
that matches the selection criteria you specified. Notice that the Current Status field has a value of OPEN.

NOTE
If you make an error when entering the selection criteria, you remain on the Data Selection screen. The field
names to which the erroneous selection criteria apply are highlighted. The message display line instructs you to
access the Message screen, which lists all the error conditions.

                                            CA

  DSEL   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Data Selection **

  DC560603 ENTER SELECTION CRITERIA

  Table Name: JOB

               _ PF1 - Help      _ PF2 - Message Screen          Page:  1  of  1

   ID           Column Name                      Selection Criteria

  0001 JOB NUMBER

  0002 DEPARTMENT

  0003 TITLE
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  0004 SALARY

  0005 CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN)  'open'

                          Additional Selection Criteria

                                            CA

  DSEL   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Data Selection **

  DC560604 SELECTION MODIFIED, HIT ENTER TO PROCEED TO DATA SELECTION

  Table Name: JOB

               _ PF1 - Help      _ PF2 - Message Screen          Page:  1  of  1

   ID           Column Name                      Selection Criteria

  0001 JOB NUMBER

  0002 DEPARTMENT

  0003 TITLE

  0004 SALARY

  0005 CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN)  'OPEN'
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                          Additional Selection Criteria

                                               CA

 PF1 = ADD; PF2 = CHANGE; PF3 = DELETE; ENTER = NEXT; CLEAR = EXIT

  JOB

  JOB NUMBER                       B359

  DEPARTMENT                       BILLING

  TITLE                            BILLING CLERK

  SALARY                            10000.00

  CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN)  OPEN

Press [Enter] to display the next selected row. Continue to press [Enter] until all the rows you selected have been
displayed.

After using Data
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Press [Clear] to return to the Data Selection screen. Press [Clear] again to return to the Activity Selection screen.

Step 6 Displaying a Table Through CA OLQ

Display or Print Tables

If you have OnLine Query, and you are defined as a user of CA OLQ, you can use the Query function of ASF. The Query
function enables you to display a data table in table format and to print a table as a report.

Select QUERY

Select QUERY ([PF13]) from the Activity Selection screen. The Column Select screen of CA OLQ is displayed, listing the
columns of the JOB table.

NOTE
The column names listed by CA OLQ are in the stored format used internally by ASF. In the stored format,
spaces and special characters are replaced with hyphens (-).

      CA-OLQ                                       *** COLUMN SELECT ***

  ->                                                       PAGE     1 OF     1

 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press ENTER key

    COLUMNS CURRENTLY SELECTED:    5         SELECTION CRITERIA

  _ JOB

  X 03 JOB-NUMBER                      *

  X 03 DEPARTMENT-0002

  X 03 TITLE

  X 03 SALARY

  X 03 CURRENT-STATUS-FILLED-OR-OPEN

Select Columns and Rows

This screen enables you to select the columns of the table you want to display, and to specify criteria for selecting rows of
the table. Depending on the default in effect at your site, either all the columns in the table are selected (marked by X) or
none of the columns are selected (marked by D). For this example, select all the columns in the table.

Press [Enter]. The Retrieval Completed screen is displayed. This screen lists the activities you can perform on the table.
By default, the Display Report function is selected.

     CA-OLQ                                  *** Retrieval Completed ***

  ->
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 130000 Select activity and press the ENTER key

  Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .        4

  Total number of records read. . . .        4

  Total number of records selected. .        4

  Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

      Select                                                 Command/

      Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

        X        Display report                             DISplay

        _        Save report                                SAVe

        _        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt

        _        Change column headers                      HEAder

        _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder

        _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture

        _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt

        _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY

        _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Press [Enter]. The Display Report screen is displayed. This screen shows the columns and rows of the JOB table.

CA-OLQ                                       *** Display Report ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
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 104009 DISPLAY RIGHT to see more report columns

 125004 Press ENTER for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                    JOB REPORT

                                     mm/dd/yy

    JOB NUMBER       DEPARTMENT                   TITLE                SALARY

    ----------  --------------------  ------------------------------  ---------

    B359        BILLING               BILLING CLERK                    10000.00

    C417        CLAIMS                CLAIMS ADJUSTER                  17000.00

    O198        OFFICE SERVICES       MAIL CLERK                        7000.00

      END OF REPORT

      CA-OLQ                                       *** Display Report ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

 125004 Press ENTER for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                    JOB REPORT

                                     mm/dd/yy

                TITLE                SALARY    CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN)

    ------------------------------  ---------  -------------------------------

    ASSISTANT UNDERWRITER            13500.00  FILLED

    BILLING CLERK                    10000.00  OPEN

    CLAIMS ADJUSTER                  17000.00  OPEN

    MAIL CLERK                        7000.00  OPEN

      END OF REPORT
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                                       - 1 -

  1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       10=LEFT       11=RIGHT

To display the entire table, press the appropriate PF-keys to page horizontally, or type the commands DISPLAY RIGHT
and DISPLAY LEFT on the command line.

Returning from CA OLQ

When you have displayed the entire table, press [Clear].

The Menu screen appears, listing all the activities you can perform with CA OLQ. For more information on CA OLQ
activities, see the CA OLQ Online Query for CA IDMS User Section

Press [Clear] from the CA OLQ Menu screen to return to the Activity Selection screen of ASF.

Stored Table Summary
The following list summarizes the steps involved in defining and using stored tables through the Automatic System
Facility:

1. Name the table by entering the table name in the Table Name field on the Activity Selection screen and selecting the
Define Table function ([PF2]).

2. Define the columns by selecting the Define Columns function ([PF2]) from the Table Definition screen. On the
Column Definition screen, enter the column names and widths. Optionally, enter an entry type of NUMERIC or
CURRENCY to override the default type of TEXT. Press [Enter] to register the columns with ASF. ASF assigns default
values to the Type and Display Seq fields.

3. Modify the column definitions as needed and press [Enter] to record the changes with ASF.
4. Generate the table by returning to the Table Definition screen from the Column Definition screen (press [Clear]) and

selecting the Generate function ([PF3]).
5. Load data into the table by returning to the Activity Selection screen (press [PA1]) and selecting the Load Data

function ([PF3]). Enter the rows on the Data Display screen, loading each one individually by pressing [PF1].
6. Display, change, and remove rows by returning to the Activity Selection screen (press [PA1]) and selecting the

Display/Change Data function ([PF4]).
7. Select rows for display by returning to the Activity Selection screen (press [PA1]) and selecting the Select Data

function ([PF5]). Enter your selection criteria and press [Enter]. Press [Enter] again to display the selected data on the
Data Display screen.

8. Return to the Activity Selection screen from the Data Display screen by pressing [PA1] once to return to the Data
Selection screen, and [PA1] a second time to return to the Activity Selection screen.

9. Display the table through CA OLQ by selecting the Query function ([PF13]) from the Activity Selection screen if you
have OnLine Query.

Create APPLICANT Table

To review stored tables, create the APPLICANT stored table for Fran Snell's employment application. The APPLICANT
stored table contains information on applicants for positions at Acme Insurance, as shown below.
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Define the APPLICANT table by naming it on the Activity Selection screen and defining the following columns on the
Column Definition screen:

COLUMN NAME WIDTH TYPE UNIQUE KEY
NAME 30  X
STREET 30   
CITY 25   
STATE 2   
ZIP CODE 5   
PHONE NUMBER 13  X
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POSITION APPLIED FOR 30  X
SALARY REQUIREMENT 7 C  
EVALUATION: STRONG,
WEAK, MEDIUM

6   

Note that the unique key is made up of three columns. Specify the unique key by typing x in the Unique Key field for the
NAME, PHONE NUMBER, and POSITION APPLIED FOR columns. Generate the APPLICANT table and load the rows
shown above. You will use the JOB and APPLICANT tables that you have just created to define a view as described in the
section "Deriving Views".

Deriving Views
Views are tables that are derived from one or more source tables or non-SQL defined records. When you create a view,
you create a definition of how data already existing in the database is to be presented. When a view is accessed, the
data is retrieved from the stored tables or non-SQL defined records in which it is stored and is presented in the format
specified in the view definition. Updates to data made through a view are actually made to the source data that the view is
presenting.

Combine and Select as Needed

The relational operations (select, project, and join) can be used in any combination to create a view that meets your
needs. You can derive a view by joining two or more source tables, projecting the columns from the source tables that
you want to include in your view, and selecting rows from the source tables.

Use Your Own or Others' Tables

ASF enables you to derive views easily, using existing tables as source tables. You can derive a view from tables that you
own or from tables owned by others that have been made available to you through the COPY passkey (See the section
"Granting Access to Tables").

Defining Views
Contents

The Steps

Defining a view involves some or all of the following steps:

1. Naming the view
2. Identifying the source table(s) and join criteria
3. Choosing columns
4. Defining additional columns
5. Selecting rows
6. Generating the view

Example, Continued

To illustrate the steps involved in defining a view, the example presented in the section "Creating and Using Stored
Tables" will be continued. In that section, you created the JOB and APPLICANT tables for the employment application
that Fran Snell is developing for the personnel office of Acme Insurance. In this sample application, you will use those
stored tables to derive the JOBS AND APPLICANTS view. This view will match applicants with open positions at Acme
Insurance. To derive this view, you will perform the following relational operations:

• Join the JOB and APPLICANT tables based on position name.
• Project the desired columns.
• Select the positions that are open.
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Follow steps 1 through 6 outlined below to derive the JOBS AND APPLICANTS view.

Step 1 Naming the View

Name the View

The Activity Selection screen is displayed. The JOB and APPLICANT tables should be listed in the table directory. Type
the new table name, jobs and applicants, in the Table Name field:

                TABLE NAME.:  jobs and applicants

                TABLE OWNER:  SNELL

Remember that the table name can be any alphanumeric combination, including embedded spaces, of up to 32
characters.

Now that you have named the view, select the Define Table function ([PF2]) from the activity selection menu.

Replace 'Stored' with 'View'

The Table Definition screen is now displayed. Notice that the table name JOBS AND APPLICANTS is in the Table Name
field. Your user ID is in the Table Owner field. The View/Stored field below the Table Owner field contains the default value
of STORED.

The cursor is positioned at the View/Stored field. Type view in place of STORED:

                                            CA

  TDEF   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Table Definition **

  DC560203 TABLE UNDEFINED

         _ PF1 - Help                     _ PF4 - Extended Table Definition

         _ PF2 - Define Columns           _ PF5 - Delete Table Definition

         _ PF3 - Generate                 _ PF6 - Message Screen

  Table Name.: JOBS AND APPLICANTS

  Table Owner: SNELL                                  Defn Number:

  View/Stored: view                                  Status.....: NEW

  Comments...:

ASF Adds a New Table
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Press [Enter]. The message TABLE ADDED displays on the message display line. The Defn Number field to the right
of the Table Owner field displays the definition number for the table. The Status field below the Defn Number field has
changed from NEW to UNGENERATED.

Now you are ready to specify both the source tables from which the view is being derived and the criteria on which the
source tables are being joined.

Step 2 Specifying the Source Tables and Join Criteria

The Table Definition screen is still displayed. This screen enables you to perform a table derivation. Specify the following
derivation information:

Specify Source Table(s)

• Type job in the Table Name field under the Source Table #1 heading in the Table Derivation section of the screen. This
indicates that the JOB table is your first source table.

• Type applicant in the Table Name field under the Source Table #2 heading. This indicates that the APPLICANT table
is your second source table.

Specify Join Columns

• Move the cursor to the Column #1 field. Enter the name of the column in the first source table that is related to a
column in the second source table. This is the column on which you are joining the two tables. In this example, the
TITLE column in the JOB table is related to the POSITION APPLIED FOR column in the APPLICANT table. Type title
in the Column #1 field.

• Type position applied for in the Column #2 field.

Notice the statement Where Column #1 EQ Column #2 on the line with the Column #2 field. This indicates that you are
joining the JOB table with the APPLICANT table, where the value of the TITLE column in JOB is the same as the value of
the POSITION APPLIED FOR column in APPLICANT.

Join Does not Require Equality

You may not always want to join tables on an equal condition. For example, you may want to join two tables when the
value of one join column is greater than the value of the other join column. You can change the EQ operator to specify
other join conditions, such as GT (greater than) or LT (less than).

                             Table Derivation

  Source Table #1

   Table Name.: job1

   Table Owner:

  Source Table #2

   Table Name.: applicant2

   Table Owner:
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  Column #1: title3

  Column #2  position applied for              Where Column #1 EQ4Column #2

Type JOB for the first source table.

1. Type APPLICANT for the second source table.
2. Enter TITLE and POSITION APPLIED FOR as the join columns.
3. Accept the default join operator EQ.

Select Define Columns

You have just defined the source tables and join criteria. You are now ready to define the columns for the JOBS AND
APPLICANTS view. Select the Define Columns function ([PF2]) from the activity selection menu.

Step 3 Choosing the Columns

The Column Definition screen is displayed, listing all the columns from the JOB and APPLICANT source tables. ASF
automatically supplies these columns for the JOBS AND APPLICANTS view:

                                               CA

  CDEF   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Column Definition **

  DC560302 ADD/MODIFY COLUMNS

  Table Name: JOBS AND APPLICANTS

      _ PF1 - Help                         _ PF3 - Extended Selection Definition

      _ PF2 - Extended Column Definition   _ PF4 - Extended Key Definition

        Page:  1  of  1

                                                 Unique  Display   Ext

           Column Name             Width   Type    Key     Seq    Screen

  JOB NUMBER                           4 TEXT                1      _

  DEPARTMENT                          20 TEXT                2      _

  TITLE                               30 TEXT                3      _

  SALARY                               7 CURRENCY            4      _

  CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN)      6 TEXT                5      _
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  NAME                                30 TEXT                6      _

  STREET                              30 TEXT                7      _

  CITY                                25 TEXT                8      _

  STATE                                2 TEXT                9      _

  ZIP CODE                             5 TEXT               10      _

  PHONE NUMBER                        13 TEXT               11      _

  POSITION APPLIED FOR                30 TEXT               12      _

  SALARY REQUIREMENT                   7 CURRENCY           13      _

  EVALUATION: STRONG,WEAK,MEDIUM       6 TEXT               14      _

You can project a table that contains some or all of the source table columns by choosing the columns you want to
include in the view. You can choose from the supplied column definitions in the following two ways:

• Delete columns you do not want to include in the table definition.
• Exclude columns that you want to include in the table definition, but that you do not want displayed on the Data Display

screen.

Delete Unused Columns

To continue this sample application, choose columns for the JOBS AND APPLICANTS view as follows:

• Delete the following columns from the table definition:
– STREET
– CITY
– STATE
– ZIP CODE
– PHONE NUMBER

NOTE
Even though the phone number is a unique key in the APPLICANT source table, you can delete it from the
view definition.

To delete each column:
– Move the cursor to the name of the column being deleted.
– Erase the column name.
– When you have erased the names of all the columns being deleted, press [Enter].
Erasing the column name causes the column definition to be deleted from the view (the column still exists in the source
table). The Column Definition screen is rewritten to reflect the changes.

Exclude Unviewed Columns

• Exclude the following columns from the screen display:
– POSITION APPLIED FOR
– CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN)
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To exclude each column from the screen display:
– Move the cursor to the Display Seq field for the column being excluded.
– Erase the display sequence number for the column.
– When you have erased the display sequence numbers of the columns you want to exclude from the table display,

press [Enter].
Erasing the display sequence number of a column causes ASF to exclude the column from the screen display of the
table; however, the columns remain part of the table definition.

Exclude Columns Used, not Seen

You are excluding these columns rather than deleting them because they are needed to define the view:

The POSITION APPLIED FOR column is used to join the two source tables. Since it will always contain the same value as
the TITLE column when the view is displayed, both columns do not need to be displayed.

• The CURRENT STATUS column will be used to select rows for the view as part of the definition. You are excluding the
CURRENT STATUS column because, once the selection condition is defined, it will always contain the value OPEN.

Renumber Columns

When you have deleted and excluded the appropriate columns, renumber the display sequence of the remaining columns.
The process of projecting columns for the JOBS AND APPLICANTS view is illustrated below.

                                        CA

  CDEF   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Column Definition **

  DC560302 ADD/MODIFY COLUMNS

  Table Name: JOBS AND APPLICANTS

      _ PF1 - Help                         _ PF3 - Extended Selection Definition

      _ PF2 - Extended Column Definition   _ PF4 - Extended Key Definition

        Page:  1  of  1

                                                 Unique  Display   Ext

           Column Name             Width   Type    Key     Seq    Screen

  JOB NUMBER                           4 TEXT                1      _

  DEPARTMENT                          20 TEXT                2      _

  TITLE                               30 TEXT                3      _

  SALARY                               7 CURRENCY            4      _
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  CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN)      6 TEXT                5      _

  NAME                                30 TEXT                6      _

                                      30 TEXT                7      _

                                      25 TEXT                8      _

                                       2 TEXT                9      _

                                       5 TEXT               10      _

                             13 TEXT               11      _

  POSITION APPLIED FOR                30 TEXT               12      _

  SALARY REQUIREMENT                   7 CURRENCY           13      _

  EVALUATION: STRONG,WEAK,MEDIUM       6 TEXT               14      _

                      CA

  CDEF   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Column Definition **

  DC560307 COLUMNS UPDATED

  Table Name: JOBS AND APPLICANTS

      _ PF1 - Help                         _ PF3 - Extended Selection Definition

      _ PF2 - Extended Column Definition   _ PF4 - Extended Key Definition

        Page:  1  of  1

                                                 Unique  Display   Ext

           Column Name             Width   Type    Key     Seq    Screen

  JOB NUMBER                           4 TEXT             2         _

  DEPARTMENT                          20 TEXT             4         _

  TITLE                               30 TEXT             6         _

  SALARY                               7 CURRENCY         8         _
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  CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN)      6 TEXT                       _

  NAME                                30 TEXT             10        _

  POSITION APPLIED FOR                30 TEXT                       _

  SALARY REQUIREMENT                   7 CURRENCY         12        _

  EVALUATION: STRONG,WEAK,MEDIUM       6 TEXT             14        _

                                                CA

  CDEF   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Column Definition **

  DC560302 ADD/MODIFY COLUMNS

  Table Name: JOBS AND APPLICANTS

      _ PF1 - Help                         _ PF3 - Extended Selection Definition

      _ PF2 - Extended Column Definition   _ PF4 - Extended Key Definition

        Page:  1  of  1

                                                 Unique  Display   Ext

           Column Name             Width   Type    Key     Seq    Screen

  JOB NUMBER                           4 TEXT                2      _

  DEPARTMENT                          20 TEXT                4      _

  TITLE                               30 TEXT                6      _

  SALARY                               7 CURRENCY            8      _

  CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN)      6 TEXT                       _

  NAME                                30 TEXT               10      _

  POSITION APPLIED FOR                30 TEXT                       _
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  SALARY REQUIREMENT                   7 CURRENCY           12      _

  EVALUATION: STRONG,WEAK,MEDIUM       6 TEXT               14      _

Step 4 Adding a Column

Added Columns not Stored

You might want to add a column to a view so you can perform calculations on data supplied by the view. The added
column is for display purposes only; it is not stored in the database because it is not part of the source tables from which
the view is derived.

Define the Column

To continue the example, add the SALARY DIFFERENTIAL column to the JOBS AND APPLICANTS view, as follows:

• Type salary differential in the next available Column Name field (after the EVALUATION: STRONG, WEAK, MEDIUM
column).

• Enter a WIDTH of 7 for the SALARY DIFFERENTIAL column.
• Enter a TYPE of c (for CURRENCY).
• Enter a display sequence number of 16 for the column in the Display Seq field.
• Tab to the Ext Screen field for the SALARY DIFFERENTIAL column and type x.
• Select the Extended Column Definition function ([PF2]).

                                                      CA

  CDEF   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Column Definition **

  DC560307 COLUMNS UPDATED

  Table Name: JOBS AND APPLICANTS

      _ PF1 - Help                         _ PF3 - Extended Selection Definition

      X PF2 - Extended Column Definition   _ PF4 - Extended Key Definition

        Page:  1  of  1

                                                 Unique  Display   Ext

           Column Name             Width   Type    Key     Seq    Screen

  JOB NUMBER                           4 TEXT                2      _
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  DEPARTMENT                          20 TEXT                4      _

  TITLE                               30 TEXT                6      _

  SALARY                               7 CURRENCY            8      _

  CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN)      6 TEXT                       _

  NAME                                30 TEXT               10      _

  POSITION APPLIED FOR                30 TEXT                       _

  SALARY REQUIREMENT                   7 CURRENCY           12      _

  EVALUATION: STRONG,WEAK,MEDIUM       6 TEXT               14      _

  salary differential              7     c                16        x

Extended Column Definition

The Extended Column Definition (XCOL) screen is displayed. This screen shows the column characteristics that are
supplied by ASF when you define a column. For most columns, you do not need to review the extended definition; the
characteristics supplied by ASF are sufficient for the column definition. For columns added to views, you have to supply
additional information to fully define the column.

Define the Calculation

You want the SALARY DIFFERENTIAL column to calculate the difference between the salary an applicant requires and
the salary available for the position. Define the SALARY DIFFERENTIAL column by entering the arithmetic expression
column(salary requirement) - salary in the Calculation field.

Embedded Spaces

Since the SALARY REQUIREMENT column name contains an embedded space, you must refer to it using
COLUMN(column-name).

For more information on specifying calculations, see the section "Extended Functions of ASF".

                                                      CA

  XCOL   CA - Automatic System Facility          *Extended Column Definition*

  DC560407 MODIFY COLUMN DEFINITION

  Table Name: JOBS AND APPLICANTS

          _ PF1 - Help      _ PF2 - Next Column      _ PF3 - Message Screen

           Displayed Column Name                    Stored Column Name
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     SALARY DIFFERENTIAL                     SALARY-DIFFERENTIAL

              Display Format                          Stored Format

     -Z(05).9(02)                            S9(05)V9(02)

  Usage: 3 D/0/1/2/3  Display/Comp/Comp-1/Comp-2/Comp-3        IDD Version:

  Comments.....:                                           Column Level: WORK

  Initial Value:

  Calculation..: column(salary requirement) - salary

  Edit Table:           Version:           Code Table:           Version:

   U  U/P   Unprotected/Protected  N  B/R/P/T/G/Y/W/N  Blue/Red/Pink/Turquoise

                                                       Green/Yellow/White/Nocolor

   N  Y/N   Blank When Zero        N  N/R  Normal/Reverse Video

   D  B/D/K Bright/Display/Dark    N  Y/N  Blink/Noblink

What You Will See

Whenever the JOBS AND APPLICANTS view is accessed, ASF will subtract the value in the SALARY column from the
value in the SALARY REQUIREMENT column and display the result in the SALARY DIFFERENTIAL column.

Press [Enter]. The message COLUMN DEFINITION MODIFIED is displayed on the message display line. Press [PF2] to
return to the Column Definition screen.

Step 5 Selecting Rows

As part of the view definition, you can specify criteria to select rows from the source tables. Only the rows that meet the
criteria specified will be included in the view.

Open Jobs Only
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In the JOBS AND APPLICANTS view, you want to include only the positions that are open, so you want to select the rows
in which the CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN) column has a value of OPEN. To specify criteria for selecting these
rows, select the Extended Selection Definition function ([PF3]) from the Column Definition screen.

Extended Selection Definition

The Extended Selection Definition (XSEL) screen is displayed. This screen looks exactly like the Data Selection screen
you used in . Use of the two screens is exactly the same as well. The selection criteria you enter on this screen, however,
become part of the table definition.

The column names of the view are listed below the Column Name field heading. Each column has been assigned an
identification number, which is listed below the ID field heading to the left of the Column Name field. You can use the ID
numbers when specifying selection criteria.

Define Selection Criteria

Define the selection criteria for the JOBS AND APPLICANTS view, as follows:

• Move the cursor to the Selection Criteria field next to the CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN) column name.
• Type 'open' in single quotation marks.

EQ is the Default Selector

You do not need to include the conditional operator EQ in the selection criteria because it is assumed by ASF. You can
also select rows on other conditions, such as less than (LT), greater than (GT), or not equal (NE). When using other
conditions, you must specify the conditional operator. For example, you can enter ne 'open' to select the rows where the
CURRENT STATUS column entry is not equal to OPEN.

                                                      CA

  XSEL   CA - Automatic System Facility       *Extended Selection Definition*

  DC560603 ENTER SELECTION CRITERIA

  Table Name: JOBS AND APPLICANTS

               _ PF1 - Help      _ PF2 - Message Screen          Page:  1  of  1

   ID           Column Name                      Selection Criteria

  0001 JOB NUMBER

  0002 DEPARTMENT

  0003 TITLE

  0004 SALARY

  0005 CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN)  'open'

  0006 NAME
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  0007 PHONE NUMBER

  0008 POSITION APPLIED FOR

  0009 SALARY REQUIREMENT

  0010 EVALUATION: STRONG,WEAK,MEDIUM

  0011 SALARY DIFFERENTIAL

                          Additional Selection Criteria

Enter Criteria

Press [Enter]. The message SELECTION UPDATED is displayed, indicating that the selection criteria have been accepted
by ASF.

NOTE
If you make an error in entering the selection criteria, the erroneous items are highlighted and you are instructed
to access the Message screen ([PF2]). The Message screen lists the syntax errors that need to be corrected.

Press [Clear] to return to the Column Definition screen.

Step 6 Generating the View

When you generate a view through ASF, the view definition is completed and an application is created for accessing the
view. When the view is accessed, the data is retrieved from the source tables from which the view is derived.

Use Table Definition Screen

To generate the JOBS AND APPLICANTS view, press [Clear] from the Column Definition screen to access the Table
Definition screen. Select the Generate function ([PF3]) from the activity selection menu on the Table Definition screen.

The Table Definition screen remains displayed while ASF generates the view. When the generation is complete, the
Status field changes from UNGENERATED to GENERATED, and the message display field displays the message TABLE
GENERATED SUCCESSFULLY.

NOTE
If the generation is unsuccessful, you are instructed to access the Message screen ([PF6]). The Message
screen lists all the errors that caused the table generation to fail.

Now that the view is generated, you can use the view through the online application that ASF generated for it.

Using Views
Contents

The application created when you generate a view enables you to:
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• Display rows
• Select rows
• Change rows

You create a view to access data stored in the database and display that data in a new way. The data presented in a view
is accessed directly from the source tables. When you change data presented in a view, you are actually modifying the
data stored in the source tables.

Follow steps 1 through 3 to use the JOBS AND APPLICANTS view.

Step 1 Displaying Rows

Use Display/Change Data screen

To display the JOBS AND APPLICANTS view you have just generated, return to the Activity Selection screen ([PA1]) and
select the Display/Change Data function.

                                                      CA

 PF1 = ADD; PF2 = CHANGE; PF3 = DELETE; ENTER = NEXT; CLEAR = EXIT

  JOBS AND APPLICANTS

  JOB NUMBER                       C417

  DEPARTMENT                       CLAIMS

  TITLE                            CLAIMS ADJUSTER

  SALARY                            17000.00

  NAME                             JOHN BURCHILL

  SALARY REQUIREMENT                20000.00

  EVALUATION: STRONG,WEAK,MEDIUM   WEAK
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  SALARY DIFFERENTIAL                3000.00

Notice that the POSITION APPLIED FOR and CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN) columns do not appear in
the screen display. Note also that the SALARY DIFFERENTIAL column contains the difference between the SALARY
REQUIREMENT and SALARY column entries.

Press [Enter] to display the next row. Continue to press [Enter] to look at all of the rows in the view. Press [Clear] to return
to the Activity Selection screen.

Step 2 Selecting Rows

Use Data Selection Screen

The Activity Selection screen is displayed. Select the Select Data function ([PF5]) from the activity selection menu.

The Data Selection (DSEL) screen is displayed. This screen enables you to specify selection criteria for displaying rows of
the view. ASF will display only the rows that match the criteria you specify.

The column names of the view are listed below the Column Name field heading. Each column has been assigned an
identification number, which is listed below the ID field heading to the left of the Column Name field. You can use the ID
numbers in place of column names when specifying selection criteria.

Required Salary &le. Salary

In this example, you want to select the rows from the JOBS AND APPLICANTS view in which the salary required by the
applicant is less than or equal to the salary being offered for the position.

The cursor is positioned at the first field under the Selection Criteria field heading. Press [Return] to move the cursor to
the SALARY REQUIREMENT column name. Type the selection criterion le #4 in this field. Note that the ID number 4,
preceded by a pound sign (#), enables you to reference the SALARY column name in your selection criterion.

                                                      CA

  DSEL   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Data Selection **

  DC560603 ENTER SELECTION CRITERIA

  Table Name: JOBS AND APPLICANTS

               _ PF1 - Help      _ PF2 - Message Screen          Page:  1  of  1

   ID           Column Name                      Selection Criteria

  0001 JOB NUMBER

  0002 DEPARTMENT

  0003 TITLE

  0004 SALARY
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  0005 CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN)

  0006 NAME

  0007 PHONE NUMBER

  0008 POSITION APPLIED FOR

  0009 SALARY REQUIREMENT               le #4

  0010 EVALUATION: STRONG,WEAK,MEDIUM

  0011 SALARY DIFFERENTIAL

                          Additional Selection Criteria

You have just specified that you want to display the rows of the JOBS AND APPLICANTS view in which the entry in the
SALARY REQUIREMENT column is less than or equal to the entry in the SALARY column.

ASF Uses your Selection

Press [Enter]. ASF saves the selection criteria you have entered, and the message SELECTION MODIFIED, HIT ENTER
TO PROCEED TO DATA SELECTION is displayed. Press [Enter] again.

The Data Display screen is displayed automatically. It displays the columns of the JOBS AND APPLICANTS table and the
first row that matches the selection criteria you specified. Notice that the value in the SALARY REQUIREMENT column is
less than or equal to the value in the SALARY column and that the SALARY DIFFERENTIAL column contains a value that
is less than or equal to zero.

NOTE
If you make an error when entering the selection criteria, you remain on the Data Selection screen. The field
names to which the erroneous selection criteria apply are highlighted. The message display line instructs you to
access the Message screen, which lists all the error conditions.

                                                      CA

 PF1 = ADD; PF2 = CHANGE; PF3 = DELETE; ENTER = NEXT; CLEAR = EXIT

  JOBS AND APPLICANTS

  JOB NUMBER                       O198
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  DEPARTMENT                       OFFICE SERVICES

  TITLE                            MAIL CLERK

  SALARY                             7000.00

  NAME                             TIMOTHY MURRAY

  SALARY REQUIREMENT                 6000.00

  EVALUATION: STRONG,WEAK,MEDIUM   STRONG

  SALARY DIFFERENTIAL               -1000.00

Press [Enter] to display the next selected row. Continue to press [Enter] until all the rows you selected have been
displayed.

Press [Enter] again to redisplay the first selected row.

Step 3 Changing Rows

Changes Made to Stored Table(s)

With the online application created for a view you can display the rows of the view and make changes to them. The
changes are made directly to the stored tables from which the view is derived.

You Cannot Add or Delete Rows

You cannot add rows to a view or delete rows from a view; additions and deletions can be made only to stored tables.

For this sample application, change the value in the SALARY column. Press [PF2] to modify the source table in the
database. Notice that the value of the SALARY DIFFERENTIAL column is recalculated when the row is modified.

You Cannot Make Join Criteria Untrue

When modifying data through a view, keep in mind that you cannot change an entry in a join column so that the join
condition is no longer true. For example, in this sample application you cannot change the TITLE column because it must
equal the POSITION APPLIED FOR column, which is not displayed.

ASF Processes Changes

Return to the Activity Selection screen ([PA1]) and access the JOB table (type job in the Table Name field and press
[Enter]). Display the job that you just modified through the JOBS AND APPLICANTS view. Notice that the SALARY
column reflects the change that you made through the view.
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View Summary
The following list summarizes the steps involved in deriving a view through the Automatic System Facility:

1. Name the view by typing a unique name in the Table Name field on the Activity Selection screen.
2. Designate the table as a VIEW by selecting the Define Table function ([PF2]) from the Activity Selection screen and

entering view in the View/Stored field on the Table Definition screen.
3. Specify the source tables and the join criteria by typing the name of the first source table in the Table Name field

under the Source Table #1 heading, and the name of the second source table in the Table Name field under the
Source Table #2 heading. Type the names of the columns on which the two tables are to be joined.

4. Choose the columns by deleting columns from the table definition or by excluding columns from the screen display.
Delete columns by erasing the column names; exclude columns by erasing the columns' display sequence numbers.

5. Add columns by entering column names and widths and, optionally, column entry types on the Column Definition
screen. Access the Extended Column Definition screen for the columns added and specify a CALCULATION that
defines each column. Columns added to views are work columns. The data displayed in a work column is not stored in
the database.

6. Select the rows to be included in the view by selecting the Extended Selection Definition function ([PF3]) from the
Column Definition screen. Define selection conditions on the Extended Selection Definition screen.

7. Generate the view by returning to the Table Definition screen and selecting the Generate function ([PF3]).
8. Display, select, and change rows in the view by selecting the Display/Change Data ([PF4]) and Select Data ([PF5])

functions from the Activity Selection screen.

Granting Access to Tables
You can allow other users to access tables that you create by assigning passkeys. A passkey defines the type of access
allowed. Two types of access are granted by passkeys:

• Data access allows access to tables (data and definitions). For example, the ADD data access passkey allows a user
to add rows to a table; the REDEFINE data access passkey allows a user to modify the definition of a table.

• Catalog access allows access to the catalog, which is the directory of users and tables. For example, the BROWSE
catalog access passkey allows a user to list the directory of another user or, in conjunction with data access passkeys,
to access an individual table in another user's directory.

ASF provides individual passkeys that allow you to be very specific in assigning data and catalog access. Additionally,
ASF provides predefined passkey combinations that enable you to specify useful combinations of data and catalog
access with a single passkey.

For more information about each passkey type, see the section "Passkey Screens."

Row-level Security

In addition to passkeys that restrict or allow access to entire tables, you can use row-level security to restrict access to
separate rows. Row-level security is discussed in the section "Restricting Access to Rows."

Assigning Passkeys
Contents

Example Continued

To illustrate how you can assign passkeys through ASF, the example presented in the section "Creating and Storing Used
Tables" and "Deriving Views", will be continued. In this section, you will follow Fran Snell as she performs the following
passkey activities:
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• Giving passkeys
• Displaying passkeys
• Deleting passkeys

Giving Passkeys

Different Access for Different People

Now that she has developed the employment application, which consists of the JOB and APPLICANT stored tables and
the JOBS AND APPLICANTS view, Fran wants to delegate the responsibility of keeping the data updated. She wants to
assign passkeys to other ASF users in the personnel department so they can use and update the employment application.
Fran selects the following individuals to use her employment application:

• Karen Cross, who updates job information at Acme Insurance
• John Forrest, who processes applications for positions at Acme Insurance
• Stan White, who schedules interviews for employment candidates
• Allen Fites, who, as Fran's supervisor, is given access to all of Fran's tables

Fran takes the following steps to assign passkeys to the users listed above:

1. Selects the Passkey and Give Passkeys functions
2. Gives data access and BROWSE passkeys
3. Gives a predefined passkey combination

Step 1 Selecting the Passkey and Give Passkeys Functions

The Activity Selection screen is displayed. Fran selects the Passkey function from the activity selection menu by pressing
[PF9]. The Passkey Function screen, which provides a menu of passkey activities, is displayed.

From the menu listed on the Passkey Function screen, Fran chooses the Give Passkeys function by typing x next to that
listed selection.

                                            CA

  PASS   CA - Automatic System Facility          *** Passkey Function ***

 DC422007 SELECT AN ACTION

                                                        _ PF1 - Help

    Select Action To Be Performed:

         x Give Passkeys

         _ Delete Passkeys

         _ Show Passkeys Given
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         _ Show Passkeys Held

Step 2 Giving Data Access and BROWSE Passkeys

The Give Passkeys screen lists all the passkey types in three columns: the data access passkeys are on the left, the
catalog access passkeys are in the middle, and the predefined passkey combinations are listed on the right.

Determine Needs

Passkeys can be assigned either for individual tables, a user's ID (gives access to all of the user's tables), or a folder (CA-
ICMS users only). Fran wants to assign data access passkeys for individual tables. Fran determines each user's needs as
follows:

• Karen Cross needs to add and change rows in the JOB table.
• John Forrest needs to add and change rows in the APPLICANT table.
• Stan White needs to display the JOBS AND APPLICANTS view and to derive the INTERVIEW SCHEDULE view from

the APPLICANT table.

The data access passkeys that Fran assigns to each user are shown below:

Give the passkeys to this user For access to this table Passkey types
CROSS JOB ADD

MODIFY
FORREST APPLICANT ADD

MODIFY
WHITE JOBS AND APPLICANTS

APPLICANT
LIST
COPY

Need BROWSE for Data Access

In addition to the data access passkeys, Fran must also give the users a BROWSE passkey that enables them to access
the individual tables from her directory. The BROWSE passkey is a catalog access passkey that allows users to select
tables from a directory. You must give a user a BROWSE passkey, which allows access to your directory, before the
user can access any tables in your directory. Like the data access passkeys, the BROWSE passkey can be given for an
individual table or for your user name.

When given for an individual table, the BROWSE passkey must be accompanied by data access passkeys in order
to access the table. When given for a user name, the BROWSE passkey enables you to list the contents of the user's
directory. Again, in order to access any of the tables in the directory, you must have data access passkeys for the tables.

In this example, Fran decides to give data access and BROWSE passkeys for individual tables. She begins by assigning
passkeys to user CROSS for access to the JOB table:

1. Fran types x next to Add, Modify, and Browse to give those passkeys.
2. She moves the cursor to the Give The Passkey(s) To This User Or Group field and types the name of the user to

whom she is assigning passkeys; Fran types cross in this field.
3. In the For Access To The Following Entry field, Fran types the table name job.
4. She leaves the default value snell in the The Owner Of The Entry Is field because user SNELL is the owner of the

JOB table.

                                            CA
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  GPAS   CA - Automatic System Facility          *** Give Passkeys ***

 DC422007 SELECT AN ACTION

                                                        _ PF1 - Help

    Select Passkey Type(s):

     _ Copy        x Browse          _ DBA

     _ Create      _ Management      _ Read

     x Add                           _ Alter

     x Modify                        _ Write

     _ Erase                         _ Update

     _ Redefine                      _ All

     _ List

    Give The Passkey(s) To This User Or Group:

     cross

    For Access To The Following Entry:

     job

    The Owner Of The Entry Is: SNELL

Fran presses [Enter] to give the ADD, MODIFY, and BROWSE passkeys to ASF user Karen Cross. Karen Cross now has
access to Fran's JOB table. She can display the table definition and the table's rows, and she can add and modify rows in
the table.
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To give the passkeys to the other ASF users, Fran changes the appropriate entries on the Give Passkeys screen to give
John Forrest access to the APPLICANT table and give Stan White access to the APPLICANT table and to the JOBS AND
APPLICANTS view.

Step 3 Giving a Predefined Passkey Combination

Fran wants to grant Allen Fites access to all the tables she owns. She wants him to have access to her directory through
the BROWSE passkey and to have complete data access to all of her tables. She can grant both data and catalog access
by assigning one predefined passkey combination.

Fran decides to give user FITES a WRITE passkey. Fran types x next to the WRITE passkey.

Fran types the user name fites in the Give The Passkey(s) To This User Or Group field. She enters her user name in the
For Access To The Following Entry field.

                                            CA

  GPAS   CA - Automatic System Facility          *** Give Passkeys ***

 DC422018 ENTITY NOT FOUND: CROSS

                                                        _ PF1 - Help

    Select Passkey Type(s):

     _ Copy        _ Browse          _ DBA

     _ Create      _ Management      _ Read

     _ Add                           _ Alter

     _ Modify                        x Write

     _ Erase                         _ Update

     _ Redefine                      _ All

     _ List

    Give The Passkey(s) To This User Or Group:

     fites
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    For Access To The Following Entry:

     snell

    The Owner Of The Entry Is: SNELL

Since Fran gave the passkey for access to her user name, the passkey applies to all of the tables Fran owns. With the
WRITE passkey Fran has given him, Allen Fites can perform the following activities:

• Browse through Fran's directory
• Copy Fran's tables for derivation
• Create tables for Fran
• Add rows to her tables
• Modify rows in her tables
• Erase her tables
• Redefine her tables

Displaying Passkeys

Fran now wants to review the passkey assignments she has made and display the passkey assignments others have
made for her. To display passkey assignments, Fran takes the following steps:

1. Shows passkeys she gave to various users to access her tables
2. Shows passkeys she holds to access other users' tables

Each of these steps is discussed separately on the following pages.

Step 1 Showing Passkeys Given

Fran presses [Clear] to return to the Passkey Function screen from the Give Passkeys screen. Fran selects the Show
Passkeys Given function from the menu on the Passkey Function screen.

The Show Passkeys Given screen is displayed. This screen enables Fran to specify a user name or table name, and
requests ASF to display the users who have access to the user or table specified.

Fran enters the table name APPLICANT in the Entry Name field. Since she owns the table, she leaves the default value
SNELL in the Owner Name field.

When Fran presses [Enter], the Passkeys Given screen is displayed. This screen lists the users who have passkeys for
the APPLICANT table, and shows which passkeys each user holds.

                                            CA

  PASG   CA - Automatic System Facility          *** Show Passkeys Given ***

 DC422007 SELECT AN ACTION
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                                                        _ PF1 - Help

    Entry Name: applicant

    Owner Name: SNELL

    Requested Action:

         Show The Users And Groups Which Have Access To The Entry Which Is

         Specified Above.

                                            CA

  PASG   CA - Automatic System Facility          *** Passkeys Given ***

    List Of Passkeys Given For:

     APPLICANT

                                                                  Passkeys

                                                              B L C C A M E R M

                                                              R S P R D O R D A

    Entry Name                         Entry Type             S T Y E D D S F N

    WHITE                              USER                   Y   Y     Y

    FORREST                            USER                   Y       Y Y

Fran presses [Clear] to return to the Show Passkeys Given screen. She returns to the Passkey Function screen by
entering PASS in the screen name field and pressing [Enter].
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Step 2 Showing Passkeys Held

The Passkey Function screen is displayed. Fran selects the Show Passkeys Held function from the menu.

The Show Passkeys Held screen is displayed. This screen enables Fran to request a list of the passkeys she holds for
tables owned by other users.

To request that ASF show the users and tables to which she has access, Fran leaves the default value SNELL in the Entry
Name field and presses [Enter].

When Fran presses [Enter], the Passkeys Held screen is displayed. This screen shows the tables and users to which Fran
has access, and the type of access she has.

                                            CA

  PASH   CA - Automatic System Facility          *** Show Passkeys Held ***

 DC422007 SELECT AN ACTION

                                              _ PF1 - Help

    Entry Name: SNELL

    Requested Action:

         Show The Entries To Which The User Or Group Specified Above Has Access.

                                            CA

  PASH   CA - Automatic System Facility          *** Passkeys Held ***

    List Of Passkeys Held By:

     SNELL

                                                                  Passkeys

                                                              B L C C A M E R M
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                                                              R S P R D O R D A

    Entry Name                         Entry Type             S T Y E D D S F N

    CROSS

     Owner: CORP                       USER                   Y   Y Y Y Y Y Y

    FITES

     Owner: CORP                       USER                   Y              

    FORREST

     Owner: CORP                       USER                   Y   Y Y Y Y Y Y

    MONTHLY REPORT

     Owner: FITES                      DATA TABLE                     Y Y Y Y

    WHITE

     Owner: CORP                       USER                   Y   Y Y Y Y Y Y

Deleting Passkeys

As needs change, Fran can adjust the passkey assignments she has made. For example, when Karen Cross moves to
another department in Acme, Fran wants to remove the passkeys she has given Karen. To remove passkeys that have
been given, Fran selects the Delete Passkeys function from the menu on the Passkey Function screen.

The Delete Passkeys screen is displayed. This screen enables Fran to delete the passkeys she has given to Karen Cross.
Fran gave Karen passkeys that allowed her to access the JOB table. Since Fran wants to delete all the passkeys she has
given to Karen, she completes the Delete Passkeys screen as follows:

• She types X next to each of the passkeys she had given to Karen:
– Add
– Modify
– Browse

• She types CROSS in the Delete The Passkey(s) From This User Or Group field.
• She types JOB in the For Access To The Following Entry field.
• She leaves the default value SNELL in the The Owner Of The Entry Is field.

NOTE
When deleting passkeys, you must specify only passkeys that have been assigned previously, or no passkeys
are deleted. For example, unless you have assigned all passkeys to a user, you cannot specify ALL when
deleting passkeys.
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                                            CA

  DPAS   CA - Automatic System Facility          *** Delete Passkeys ***

 DC422007 SELECT AN ACTION

                                                        _ PF1 - Help

    Select Passkey Type(s):

     _ Copy        x Browse          _ DBA

     _ Create      _ Management      _ Read

     x Add                           _ Alter

     x Modify                        _ Write

     _ Erase                         _ Upate

     _ Redefine                      x All

     _ List

    Delete The Passkey(s) From This User Or Group:

     cross

    For Access To The Following Entry:

     job

    The Owner Of The Entry Is: SNELL
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Passkey Summary
Passkeys offer ASF users control over the data they store in the database. With passkey security, you can decide who
can access your tables and what type of access they are allowed. Additionally, the ASF administrator can place global
passkey restrictions on users, thereby restricting the activities the users can perform through ASF.

You have full passkey authority, barring any global restrictions, over tables you own, and you can assign passkeys to other
users that allow them to access those tables. The passkey functions of ASF enable you to perform the following activities:

• Give passkeys to other users
• Delete passkeys you have given to other users
• Show passkeys you have given to other users
• Show passkeys other users have given to you

When CA ICMS is installed, users achieve the same results when they perform passkey functions through ASF as when
they perform passkey functions through CA-ICMS. For example, passkeys can be assigned to groups as well as to users.

For more information on each passkey type, see the section "Passkey Screens".

Restricting Access to Rows
Just as access to an entire table or view is controlled by the assignment of passkeys, access to rows within a table is
controlled by row-level security. Access to rows within a data table is controlled by the association between security
names, tables, and users.

Security Names Control Row Access

Row-level security involves assigning a security name to one or more tables and associating that security name with
a user. By matching security names of tables with users, the system can tell which users are allowed to access which
tables. You can also associate selection criteria with the security name. The selection criteria tells ASF which rows of the
table the associated user is allowed to see.

DBA allows Row-level Security

To implement row-level security, users must be authorized to use row-level security. Authorization is granted by the
database administrator (DBA). The DBA is authorized to access row-level security upon installation of ASF. Generally, the
DBA will maintain row-level security on corporate objects while users maintain the security on privately owned objects.
For more information on initializing row-level security in the ASF environment and authorizing users to access row-level
security, see the section "Administrative functions of ASF".

Assigning Row-level Security to Data Tables
Contents

Row-level security is provided through system tables that keep track of the relationship between each security name,
table, and user.

Three Tables Maintain Security

• The $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$ (SRT) is a table through which you associate the security name with users and
WHERE criteria. The figure below shows several rows that have been entered in an SRT.

┌-----------┬-------┬--------┬----------------┬---------┬----------------┐

│ GROUP    │ USER│ OWNER  │ SECURITY-NAME  │ STATUS  │ WHERE-CLAUSE   │

├-----------┼-------┼--------┼----------------┼---------┼----------------┤
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│ DBA GROUP │ MON   │ IIZ    │ SECNAME        │ (V)     │ DEPTID EQ 'SLS'│

├-----------┼-------┼--------┼----------------┼---------┼----------------┤

│ SYS GROUP │ BRM   │ LPN    │ DOC            │ (V)     │ TECH EQ 'PUBS' │

├-----------┼-------┼--------┼----------------┼---------┼----------------┤

│ SYSTECH   │ DPW   │ JJM    │ AUD            │ (V)     │ TAX EQ 'IRS'   │

├-----------┼-------┼--------┼----------------┼---------┼----------------┤

│ TECHREV   │ LLM   │ BDR    │ RULE           │ (V)     │ ACT EQ 'AUD'   │

└-----------┴-------┴--------┴----------------┴---------┴----------------┘

• The $OBJECT-SECURITY-NAME-TABLE$ (OST) is a table through which the table name, owner name, security
name, and table-definition number of the table to which you are applying row-level security are registered. This
information is maintained internally by ASF.

• The $SRT-OST-CROSS-REFERENCE$ (SXRF) combines information from the SRT and the OST and allows you to
review the security names and criteria you have associated with your own tables.

When you assign row-level security to a table, the information is stored in these tables. When a user tries to access a
table protected by row-level security, ASF checks these tables to see if that user is allowed to access the table.

Assigning Security

The steps to assigning row-level security are:

• Assign a security name to a table. Security names tell the system that row-level security is in effect.
• Associate users and WHERE criteria with a security name. This limits access to data in tables associated with a

specific security name.

With row-level security, you can also:

• Assign security names at the group level, to associate security names and WHERE criteria with more than one
user.

• Assign generic names to columns that contain the same type of data in different tables. This enables you to create a
single entry in the $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$ with the same restrictions that apply to two or more tables.

Regenerate the Table(s)

Assigning row-level security to a table changes the definition of that table. In order to access the stored data after applying
row-level security, you must regenerate the table. You should, however, wait until you are finished assigning row-level
security to the table; including assigning WHERE criteria and generic column names as described later in this section.

NOTE
This regeneration does not cause data conversion.

Assigning Row-level Security

Follow the steps presented below to restrict access to rows of a stored table. Steps 1 and 2 indicate how to assign row-
level security for a single user. Steps 3 and 4 indicate how to assign row-level security for multiple users.
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Step 1 Assigning a Security Name to a Table

Fran Snell's APPLICANT table contains information on job applicants and their salary requirements. Fran has already
assigned passkeys to Forrest that allow him to modify and add to this table. To be sure that the salary information over
$50,000 is not accessible to Forrest, Fran puts row-level security on the table.

To assign a security name to a table, perform the following steps:

1. Enter APPLICANT in the Table Name field of the Activity Selection (ASEL) screen.
2. Type RSEC in the screen name field of the ASEL screen to access the Row-Level Security screen:

                                            CA

  rsec   CA - Automatic System Facility           ** Activity Selection **

  DC560004 SELECT A TABLE

  User Name: SNELL

  _ PF1 - Help                  _ PF5 - Select Data     _ PF13  - Query

  _ PF2 - Define Table          _ PF7 - Page Backward   _ PF14  - Signon

  _ PF3 - Load Data             _ PF8 - Page Forward    _ PA1   - Prior Level

  _ PF4 - Display/Change Data   _ PF9 - Passkey         _ CLEAR - Leave ASF

                                                        _ PF15  - Administrator

  Table Name.: applicant

  Table Owner: SNELL

                                                                 Page:  1  of  1

  _ APPLICANT

  _ JOB

  _ JOB AND APPLICANT

3. Press [Enter] to access the RSEC screen. Once on the RSEC screen, specify the security name of the table
(SALSEC) next to the Security Name field:
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                                                CA

  RSEC   CA - Automatic System Facility           ** Row Level Security **

  DC560314 ADD/MODIFY SECURITY NAME AND GENERIC COLUMN NAMES

  Table Name: APPLICANT

                                                   _ PF1 - Help  Page:  1  of  1

  Security Name: salsec

           Column Name                      Generic Column Name

  NAME

  STREET

  CITY

  STATE

  ZIP CODE

  PHONE NUMBER

  POSITION APPLIED FOR

  SALARY REQUIREMENT

  EVALUATION: STRONG, WEAK, MEDIUM

4. Press [Enter] to allow ASF to record the security name in the SRT table.

Step 2 Associating a User and WHERE Criteria with the Security Name

To restrict access to the table by Forrest and prevent him from viewing salary information exceeding $50,000, Fran Snell
wants to specify WHERE criteria. If no criteria are specified, Forrest will be able to view the entire APPLICANT table
including all the salaries.

To enter WHERE criteria for the table, perform the following steps:

1. Type RLOD in the screen name field of any screen and press [Enter] to access the Load Data option for the SRT:

                                              CA
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 PF1 = ADD;PF2 = CHANGE;PF3 = DELETE;PF4 = VALIDATE;ENTER = NEXT;CLEAR = EXIT

  $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$

  GROUP

  USER

  OWNER

  SECURITY-NAME

  STATUS

  WHERE-CLAUSE

Specify the following information on the RLOD screen:
– USER -- The user ID of Forrest (FORREST) so he can access the table.
– OWNER -- Snell's user ID (SNELL).
– SECURITY-NAME -- The security name of the table to which you are applying row-level security (SALSEC).
– WHERE-CLAUSE -- The restrictions that define the data Forrest will be allowed to see (COL(SALARY

REQUIREMENT) LT 50000).

                                              CA

 PF1 = ADD;PF2 = CHANGE;PF3 = DELETE;PF4 = VALIDATE;ENTER = NEXT;CLEAR = EXIT

  $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$

  GROUP

  USER                             forrest
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  OWNER                            snell

  SECURITY-NAME                    salsec

  STATUS

  WHERE-CLAUSE                     col(salary requirement) lt 50000

2. Press [PF1] to add the row.
3. Press [PF4] to validate the entry:

                                              CA

 NO ERRORS ON VALIDATION

  $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$

  GROUP

  USER

  OWNER

  SECURITY-NAME

  STATUS

  WHERE-CLAUSE
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WHERE Criteria Considerations

The WHERE criteria specified must conform to the format of the selection criteria defined on the Data Selection screen.
When specifying WHERE criteria, the following considerations apply:

• Omitting WHERE criteria permits access to the entire table.
• You can specify WHERE criteria for a view. When the view is accessed, the criteria specified for its source tables and

its own criteria are combined. For example, suppose one source table has criteria of A LT B, the other source table has
criteria of B GT C, and the view has criteria of F NE 10. At run time, the criteria for the view will be processed as: A LT
B and B GT C and F NE 10.

• Columns that contain special characters (including hyphens, spaces, and periods) must be enclosed in parentheses
following the literal column, which can be abbreviated to col. An example is:

COL(EMP-ID)

At validation time, ASF checks to see if catalog entries actually exist and checks the format of the WHERE-CLAUSE.

Validate Once Only

At validation time, ASF validates all rows of the SRT that the user has access to. Due to this, you should wait until you
have made all entries and changes to the SRT for all tables before validating anything. Then you need only perform the
validation once in order for all these entries to be validated.

Correcting Errors

If any of the catalog entries (user, group, owner) that have been entered don't exist or the format of the WHERE criteria
is incorrect, the system displays the message: ERROR ON VALIDATION, PROCEED TO MESSAGE SCREEN. If this
happens, identify and correct the error by performing the steps described below.

1. Press [PF5] to view the error messages on the Message screen. For example, if you tried to enter a group ID that was
not entered in the catalog, you would get the message:

                                            CA

  MSGS   CA - Automatic System Facility           ** Message Screen **

                                         _ PF2 - Print Messages  Page:  1  of  1

  DC432065 (E) GROUP C1500, NOT DEFINED IN CATALOG

2. Press [Clear] to return to the RLOD screen. At the RLOD screen, press [Clear] again to return to the ASEL screen. On
the ASEL screen, type RSEL in the screen name field. Press [Enter] to access the RSEL screen.

3. On the RSEL screen, next to the STATUS column, enter NE 'V' to select entries with validation errors:

                                            CA

  RSEL   CA - Automatic System Facility       *Row Level Security Selection*

  DC560603 ENTER SELECTION CRITERIA

  Table Name:
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               _ PF1 - Help      _ PF2 - Message Screen          Page:  1  of  1

   ID           Column Name                      Selection Criteria

  0001 GROUP

  0002 USER

  0003 OWNER

  0004 SECURITY-NAME

  0005 STATUS                           ne 'v'

  0006 WHERE-CLAUSE

  0007 GROUP-SEQUENCE-NUMBER

  0008 TIME-STAMP

  0009 DATE-STAMP

  0010 WORK-GROUP

                          Additional Selection Criteria

4. Press [Enter] twice to display the invalid SRT entries on the RLOD screen:

                                              CA

 PF1 = ADD;PF2 = CHANGE;PF3 = DELETE;PF4 = VALIDATE;ENTER = NEXT;CLEAR = EXIT

  $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$

  GROUP                            C1500
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  USER

  OWNER                            SNELL

  SECURITY-NAME                    SALSEC

  STATUS                           (E) ERROR IN VALIDATION

  WHERE-CLAUSE                     SALARY LT 1

5. Enter the correct information on the RLOD screen. Press [PF2] to change the row and then [PF4] to validate.

Assigning Security to a Group

If CA-ICMS is installed, you can associate security names with entire groups of users at once by associating the group ID
(instead of the user ID) with a security name.

Step 3 Associating Security Names with Groups

Assigning group IDs allows Fran Snell to define a single SRT entry for the group instead of defining individual entries for
each user in the group. This would allow her to limit access to Forrest and White instead of just Forrest.

At validation time, the system automatically creates SRT entries for each member of the primary group but not for
members of subgroups within the group. In order to associate a group ID with the security name for the APPLICANT table,
follow the same steps used to assign a security name and WHERE criteria to an individual user. The only difference is that
you specify a group ID in the GROUP field rather than a user ID in the USER field.

Considerations

• When you initially validate an SRT entry with a group ID, ASF stores the following fields for each member of the group
at validation:
– OWNER
– SECURITY-NAME
– WHERE-CLAUSE

• If you change the SRT entry and a group ID is specified, ASF changes the following fields, for each member of the
group, after validation:
– OWNER
– SECURITY-NAME
– WHERE-CLAUSE

In either case, when fields are initially stored and when they are changed, if validation fails, then no fields are stored or
changed.

Disassociating Individual from Group
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• When you modify an individual SRT entry that was generated as a result of a group entry, the individual entry is
disassociated from the group as defined to the $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$. If you later modify the group entry, the
individual entry is not modified.

• When you modify a group entry, the group field cannot be changed.
• When you delete a group entry, all the associated member entries that were generated at validation time are also

deleted from the SRT.

Step 4 Assigning Generic Names to Columns

In addition to associating a security name with more than one user, you can also assign a single security name to more
than one table. This allows you to create a single SRT entry for tables with the same restrictions.

In the JOB table, Fran has information on the type of job under the column name TITLE. In the APPLICANT table, Fran
has similar information on the type of job under the column name POSITION APPLIED FOR. Ideally, she would like
to apply row-level security to both tables so that Forrest and White will see only the job positions that apply to their
department (Office Services).

WHERE Criteria Apply to One Column Name

To assign the same row-level security restrictions to both columns (TITLE and POSITION APPLIED FOR) in both tables
(JOB and APPLICANT), you must be able to assign WHERE criteria to both of the columns. In the WHERE criteria you
can name only one column at a time, for instance, WHERE TITLE EQ 'OFFICE SERVICES'.

Assigning a generic name to both columns allows you to use one name to refer to both columns. To assign a generic
column name to the TITLE column in the JOB table and the POSITION APPLIED FOR column in the APPLICANT table,
perform the following steps:

1. On the ASEL screen, select the JOB table.
– Type RSEC in the screen name field and press [Enter] to access the RSEC screen.
– Enter the security name of the table (SALSEC) in the Security Name field.
– Enter the generic column name (POSITION) beside the TITLE column and press [Enter]:

                                            CA

  RSEC   CA - Automatic System Facility           ** Row Level Security **

  DC560314 ADD/MODIFY SECURITY NAME AND GENERIC COLUMN NAMES

  Table Name: JOB

                                                   _ PF1 - Help  Page:  1  of  1

  Security Name: salsec

           Column Name                      Generic Column Name

  JOB NUMBER
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  DEPARTMENT

  TITLE                                      position

  SALARY

  CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN)

NOTE
The generic column name cannot contain special characters.

On the ASEL screen, select the APPLICANT table.

• Type RSEC in the screen name field and press [Enter] to access the RSEC screen:

                                            CA

  RSEC   CA - Automatic System Facility           ** Row Level Security **

  DC560314 ADD/MODIFY SECURITY NAME AND GENERIC COLUMN NAMES

  Table Name: APPLICANT

                                                   _ PF1 - Help  Page:  1  of  1

  Security Name: SALSEC

           Column Name                      Generic Column Name

  NAME

  STREET

  CITY

  STATE

  ZIP CODE

  PHONE NUMBER

  POSITION APPLIED FOR
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  SALARY REQUIREMENT

  EVALUATION: STRONG, WEAK, MEDIUM

Enter the generic column name (POSITION) beside the POSITION APPLIED FOR column and press [Enter].

• Generate the table.

Make an SRT entry associating the security name with the WHERE criteria:

• Type RLOD in the screen name field.
• Specify the following information:

– Group -- The group ID of White's group (C1300)
– Owner -- Snell's user ID (SNELL)
– Security Name -- The single security name assigned to both of the tables (SALSEC)
– WHERE criteria -- The appropriate criteria using the generic column name assigned to the columns in each table

(POSITION)
• Press [PF1] to add the row.
• Validate the entry by pressing [PF4]. The validation process checks the format of the information.

If the message ERROR ON VALIDATION, PROCEED TO MESSAGE SCREEN occurs, correct it by performing the steps
listed in "Correcting Errors" discussed earlier in this section.

NOTE
Remember, assigning row-level security changes the definition of the table. In order to access the table, you
must regenerate it.

Considerations

When assigning security names to multiple tables, make sure the criteria apply only to the columns you intend them to.
For example:

Distinguishing Columns

When two columns in different tables have the same name and you want to apply WHERE criteria to only one of the
columns, do one of the following:

Change the name of one of the columns, preventing the WHERE criteria from being applied to both columns.

• Change the security name of one table, so the WHERE criteria will not apply to both tables.
• Assign a generic column name to one of the tables. This changes the name of that column.

Grouping Columns

When two columns in different tables have different names and you want to use one SRT entry to apply the same
WHERE criteria to both columns, assign a generic column name to the columns. When WHERE criteria are written using
generic column names, the system regards the two columns as one and applies criteria to both. Generic column names
must be alphanumeric character strings that do not contain hyphens or special characters.

Row-level Security Summary
Row-level security offers you the ability to secure individual rows of data. With row-level security, if authorized to do so by
the ASF administrator, you can decide which rows of a stored table a user is allowed to see.

The row-level security functions of ASF allow you to perform the following activities:
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• Assign row-level security to a table by associating a security name with the table.
• Allow a user access to certain rows of a stored table by associating a user and WHERE criteria with a security name.
• Apply the same row-level security to multiple tables by assigning the same security name to the tables.
• Apply the same row-level security to columns in different tables by assigning a generic name to the columns

Assigning row-level security to a table changes the table definition. In order to access a table with row-level security, the
table must be generated or regenerated after the row-level security has been applied.

Row-level security applies to other products, as follows:

• The Information Center Management System (CA-ICMS) -- Supported
• Automatic System Facility (ASF) -- Supported
• OnLine Query (CA OLQ) -- Supported
• CA Culprit -- Supported
• Application Development System (CA ADS) -- Not supported
• Device Media Language (DML) -- Not supported

NOTE
None of the tools mentioned above will respect the row-level security defined to records that are used in any
subschema except the RU subschema.

ASF Processing
In its processing, ASF uses a number of other products and facilities, including:

• The data dictionary (IDD)
• The catalog structure within the data dictionary
• The schema and subschema compilers of CA IDMS/DB
• The Logical Record Facility (LRF)
• The CA ADS dialog compiler
• The CA IDMS/DC and CA IDMS UCF mapping compiler

This section is intended for those (most likely programmers and DBAs) who need or want to know how ASF works in order
to use ASF's extended and administrative functions effectively.

Table Definition
Definition Records Defined

Tables created through ASF are defined in a system-supplied schema named IDMSR. The schema IDMSR is provided at
installation. When installed, it contains the definitions of definition records, which are used to store table definitions. The
following definition records are defined in the system-supplied IDMSR schema:
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• RDEFREC -- Defines a table.
• FDEFREC -- Defines the external column characteristics of a stored table.
• EDEFREC -- Specifies the internal column (field) characteristics of a stored table.
• RDERREC -- Specifies derivation information. This record is used to connect columns in views to the tables from

which the views were derived. Additionally, this record specifies if the view is derived from a stored table or a stored
non-SQL defined record.

• NDERREC -- Identifies a table definition that was derived from a stored record.
• JOINREC -- Specifies the information necessary to connect two RDERRECs together with join criteria. This construct

provides the information necessary to build a logical-record path for accessing the source records.
• RSELREC -- Saves selection criteria during table definition.
• WHERREC -- Contains selection criteria used to build logical-record path DML commands.
• VALUREC -- Contains calculations defined for columns in the table.
• KEYHREC -- Defines an index key for a table.
• KEYEREC -- Defines the elements in an index key.
• GCTLREC -- Contains ASF system defaults and control information.
• AREAREC -- Defines an area managed by ASF.
• RIDSREC -- Contains a list of available record IDs.
• RDNSREC -- Contains a list of available table definition numbers.
• ORGNREC -- Defines the characteristics of a stored table as it relates to a logical record.

Definition Records Have Owners

Each definition record has a corresponding owner record. The first four characters of the owner record name are the
same as the first four characters of the member record name. The last three characters of each owner record name are
OWN. For example, the owner of the RDEFREC record is named RDEFOWN.

The definition records and their owners are stored in the definition area of the database.

User and Table Catalog

The catalog, which is part of the data dictionary, is a directory of users and tables. ASF references and updates the
catalog as it defines data tables. In CA-ICMS installations, ASF and CA-ICMS share the same catalog. The figure below
illustrates the dictionary and database components required by ASF.
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Defining Tables

As you go through the table definition process, the following steps take place:

1. When you enter a table name on the Activity Selection screen, ASF checks the catalog to see if the table exists. If
the table does not exist, ASF instructs you to proceed with the table definition.
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2. When you press [Enter] from the Table Definition screen, ASF adds the table. Selecting a function, such as Define
Columns, also causes the table to be added. ASF adds the table as follows:
– ASF assigns the table a table definition number.
– Using the table definition number to identify the table, ASF adds an occurrence of the Record Definition record

(RDEFREC).
– The table name and definition number are entered in the catalog.

3. As you define the characteristics of the table, ASF adds occurrences to the appropriate definition records. For
example:
– One FDEFREC occurrence is added for each column in the table.
– One KEYHREC occurrence is added for each index key defined for the table.

The definition records store the table specifications you enter through ASF.

Table Storage
Each stored table has the following structure in the database:

• An OOAK (one-of-a-kind) owner record
• A DATA member record, which is defined using the specifications entered by the user
• At least one indexed set that connects the OOAK record and the DATA member record

The rows of a table are stored as occurrences of the DATA record. The table is accessed by walking the indexed set that
connects the OOAK and DATA records and obtaining all DATA records in the set.

The following figure  illustrates the internal table structure:
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Table Generation
When you generate a table through ASF, the following steps take place:

1. Record and element definitions are added to the data dictionary. The naming conventions are as follows:
– Records are named RFUR-nnnnnn-DATA, where nnnnnn is the table definition number.
– Element names are the Stored Column Name shown on the Extended Column Definition screen.

2. Record and set descriptions are added to the schema IDMSR (nnnnnn is the table definition number) as shown in the
following table.

Name Object Description
RFUR-nnnnnn-DATA record The record type in which rows of the table

are stored as record occurrences.
RFUR-nnnnnn-OOAK record The CA IDMS/DB-defined OOAK record.
RFUS-nnnnnn-SET set An unsorted indexed set defined if the

storage sequence of the table is NEXT,
PRIOR, FIRST, or LAST.

RFPS-nnnnnn-SET set An indexed set defined if the storage
sequence of the table is designated by the
key number of an index key.

RFFS-nnnnnn-yyyy set One for each fast access key defined on
the Extended Key Definition screen (refer to
the section "Extended Functions of ASF").
Yyyy refers to the field definition number for
the column, assigned in the FDEFREC.

RFKS-nnnnnn-zzzz set One for each additional key defined on the
Extended Key Definition screen that is not
used as the storage sequence.
Zzzz is the key number of the additional
key.

1. A subschema (named RUnnnnnn) is generated consisting of:
– A logical record containing the elements shown in the following table.

Name Description
ASF-RDEF-REC The table definition record
RFUR-nnnnnn-OOAK The system-defined OOAK record
RFUR-nnnnnn-DATA The record used to store rows of the table
RFUR-nnnnnn-WORK An IDD work record, included if any work fields are defined for the

table

The logical record is named by modifying the table name to conform to COBOL naming conventions, as shown below.

Special characters and spaces are changed to hyphens:

• JOBS AND APPLICANTS becomes JOBS-AND-APPLICANTS
• $$SALARY$$ becomes --SALARY--

Leading and trailing hyphens are deleted:

• --SALARY -- becomes SALARY

Lowercase letters are translated to uppercase letters:
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• phone list becomes PHONE-LIST

Multiple repeating embedded hyphens are reduced to one hyphen:

• EMPLOYEES----NEW be comes EMPLOYEES-NEW

Numbers in the first position are preceded by an R:

• 1985 BUDGET becomes R1985-BUDGET

Names longer than 16 characters are truncated:

JOBS AND APPLICANTS becomes JOBS-AND-APPLICA

• Logical-record paths, which allow an application programto OBTAIN, STORE, MODIFY, and ERASE occurrences of
the logical record.

A map is created in which the columns defined for the table are the data fields for the map. The map is named RMnnnnnn
(nnnnnn is the table definition number). This step can be suppressed at the user's discretion. If you suppress this step,
step 5 is also suppressed.

A dialog that uses the subschema and map is generated to allow online access of the table through ASF. The dialog
is named RDnnnnnn (nnnnnn is the table definition number). In addition to the subschema (RUnnnnnn) and map
(RMnnnnnn), the dialog has the following components:

• ASF-PARM-REC -- A parameter record included in every ASF-generated dialog
• The following Process modules.

Name Description
RDnnnnnn-PREMAP The premap process
RDnnnnnn-CLEAR The response process for the [Clear] key
RDnnnnnn-ENTER The response process for the [Enter] key
RDnnnnnn-PA1 The response process for the [PA1] key
RDnnnnnn-PF1 The response process for the [PF1] key
RDnnnnnn-PF2 The response process for the [PF2] key
RDnnnnnn-PF3 The response process for the [PF3] key

The first two steps above apply only to stored tables. For views, ASF performs steps 3 through 5 only.

Extended Functions of ASF
The basic functions of ASF enable end users to develop applications that answer some of their data processing needs.
ASF also provides programmers and data processing professionals with extended functions to perform a variety of
functions.

Specifying Underlying Table Characteristics
Contents

Each table defined through ASF includes underlying characteristics automatically supplied by ASF. You can use the
Extended Table Definition screen to control aspects of the table definition process usually handled by ASF.

A sample Extended Table Definition screen is shown below.

                                                    CA
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  XTAB   CA - Automatic System Facility          *Extended Table Definition*

  DC560501 MODIFY TABLE DEFINITION

  Table Name: JOB

     _ PF1 - Help                            _ PF4 - Extended Key Definition

     _ PF2 - Extended Table Derivation       _ PF5 - Row Level Security

     _ PF3 - Extended Selection Definition

  Area: IDMSR-AREA2

  Primary Number Of Rows..:       20   Subschema: RU000239

  Secondary Number Of Rows:       20   Map......: RM000239   Version:     1

  Maximum Number Of Rows..:       40   Dialog...: RD000239   Version:     1

  Display Access..........: YES        Table Definition Length:   120

  Load Access.............: YES

  Change Access...........: YES        Date/Time Created......:mm/dd/yy 10:20:4

  Erase Access............: YES        Date/Time Last Updated.:mm/dd/yy 10:50:3

  Generate Map/Dialog.....: YES        Process Standard Area Data: YES

  C/ICMS Modify Option....: YES        C/ICMS Selective Update: YES

  Logical Record Name.....: JOB

Extended Table Definition Functions
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The Extended Table Definition screen can be used to:

• Assign a table to an area other than the default area automatically assigned by ASF, or move the table to a new area.
• Specify how space in the database is to be allocated for storing rows of the table.
• Limit the use of the table, both through ASF and outside ASF.

Assigning a Table to an Area

A table is assigned to an area in one of several ways.

Assigned by Administrator

An ASF administrator can assign a table to a particular area by entering the area name in the Area field. The area must
be a valid area that has been identified to ASF through the Add Area function of the Administrator Control screen (see the
section "Administrative Functions of ASF"). The Area field is protected if the user does not have administrative authority.

Default Assignment

The table is assigned to the default area designated for the user defining the table. On the User Limits and Defaults
screen, an ASF administrator can assign a default area for all of a user's tables (see the section "Administrative Functions
of ASF").

System Default

If no default area has been assigned for the user, ASF assigns the table to the default area for the system, as specified on
the Administrator Control screen (see the section "Administrative Screens").

Changing the Area

The area name is displayed in the Area field when the table is defined.

Once the table is generated, an ASF administrator can assign the table to a new area by changing the name in the Area
field. When the table is regenerated, the table's data is moved to the new area.

Storing a Table in an Area

A Table Goes in one Area

Space in an area is preallocated. The area should, therefore, be large enough to accommodate the maximum number of
rows that will be stored for the table. If you know in advance that a data table will be very large, you can create an area for
the table before you load any of the table rows.

When storing a table in an area, you have the following options available on the Extended Table Definition screen:

• Choosing whether or not to restructure the table at regeneration
• Choosing whether or not to delete the table when deleting the table definition

MAINTAIN ASF Utility

Tables can be loaded through MAINTAIN ASF, the table load utility. This utility:

• Provides a fast load capability for large tables with multiple indexes
• Supports definition-only table redefinition, which allows you to redefine the table without converting the data
• Supports definition-only table deletion, which allows you to delete the table definition without erasing the data

To achieve optimal use of MAINTAIN ASF, you should store only one table per area. This way, you can simply reinitialize
the area when you want to delete table data. For more information on MAINTAIN ASF, see the section "MAINTAIN ASF".
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Limiting the Use of a Table

By default, when you generate a table through ASF, an online application is created that enables you to display, add,
change, and delete data in the table. You can choose not to generate an application for the table, or you can limit the
functions that can be performed by both the ASF-generated application and any other applications that use the table.

Prevent Table Generation

To instruct ASF not to generate an application for the table, change the Generate Map/Dialog field from YES (default) to
NO. The table will not be available for use through the Load Data, Display/Change Data, and Select Data functions of
ASF. The table can be loaded and updated through batch or online programs developed outside ASF, as well as through
OnLine Query (CA OLQ) and CA Culprit.

NOTE
The Generate Map/Dialog field can also be used to generate an application for a table created outside ASF (for
example, through OnLine Query or CA Culprit). Change the NO (the default for tables created outside ASF) to
YES and regenerate the table.

Restrict Table Use

To restrict the functions that can be performed with the table, both through the ASF-generated application and applications
developed outside ASF, use the following fields:

• Display Access -- Enter NO to prevent users from displaying the table. The OBTAIN logical-record path is omitted
from the generated subschema.

• Load Access -- Enter NO to prevent users from loading data into the table. The STORE logical-record path is omitted
from the generated subschema.

• Change Access -- Enter NO to prevent users from modifying the table. The MODIFY logical-record path is omitted
from the generated subschema.

• Erase Access -- Enter NO to prevent users from deleting data from the table. The ERASE logical-record path is
omitted from the generated subschema.

Since the above restrictions apply to the generated subschema, any applications that use that subschema, such as a DML
program, are also restricted.

The remaining fields on the Extended Table Definition screen give information on a generated table and application.

For more information on fields on the Extended Table Definition screen ,see the section "Extended Screens"

Defining Column Attributes
Contents

The Extended Column Definition screen, shown below, enables you to specify additional characteristics for a column
defined on the Column Definition screen and to change the default values assigned for the column by ASF, as follows:

• Specify the storage and display format of a column.
• Define an initial value or calculation for a column.
• Change the mapping attributes automatically defined for a column.

Each of these topics is discussed separately below.

                                                    CA

  XCOL   CA - Automatic System Facility          *Extended Column Definition*

  DC560407 MODIFY COLUMN DEFINITION
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  Table Name: EMPLOYEE

          _ PF1 - Help      _ PF2 - Next Column      _ PF3 - Message Screen

           Displayed Column Name                    Stored Column Name

     DEPT-ID-0410                            DEPT-ID-0410

              Display Format                          Stored Format

     Z(0004)                                 9(0004)

  Usage: D D/0/1/2/3  Display/Comp/Comp-1/Comp-2/Comp-3

  Comments.....:                                           Column Level: ELEMENT

  Initial Value:

  Calculation..:

  Edit Table:           Version:           Code Table:           Version:

   U  U/P   Unprotected/Protected  N  B/R/P/T/G/Y/W/N  Blue/Red/Pink/Turquoise

                                                       Green/Yellow/White/Nocolor

   N  Y/N   Blank When Zero        N  N/R  Normal/Reverse Video

   D  B/D/K Bright/Display/Dark    N  Y/N  Blink/Noblink

Specifying Column Formats

ASF generates an internal and external picture for each column you define, based on the type and width specified on the
Column Definition screen. The external picture is displayed in the Display Format field of the Extended Column Definition
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screen; the internal picture is displayed in the Stored Format field. The following table shows the default formats for each
column type.

Default Display and Storage Formats

Column type Display format (external picture) Storage format (internal picture)
TEXT X(n) X(n)
NUMERIC -Z(n) S9(n)
CURRENCY -Z(n-2).99 S9(n-2)V99

Note: The length of text fields is limited
only by the size of the database page. The
lengths of numeric fields and currency
fields are 18 characters.

Change Defaults

You can change the default format provided:

• The Display Format can be modified for all table types (stored or view).
• The Stored Format can be modified for stored tables only.

NOTE
The Width on the Column Definition screen corresponds to the Stored Format (internal picture). The Display
Format (external picture) determines the size of the response field on the generated map.

Specify New Formats

Specify the display and storage formats, as follows:

• Alphanumeric data is described by using the following characters:
– X -- The character X represents one alphanumeric character.
– (n) -- An integer in parentheses after an X represents n repetitions of the alphanumeric character; for example, X(4)

is equivalent to XXXX.
• Alphabetic data is described by using the following characters:

– A -- The character A represents one alphabetic character (A-Z, a-z).
– (n) -- An integer in parentheses after an A represents n repetitions of the alphabetic character.

• Numeric data is described by using the following characters:
– 9 -- The character 9 represents one numeric character.
– (n) -- An integer in parentheses after a 9 represents n repetitions of the numeric character.
– V -- The character V represents an assumed decimal point. No more than one V can appear in a column format. If

the V is omitted and the P option (described below) is not used, the assumed decimal point is after the rightmost 9.
– P -- The character P represents an assumed zero. Any number of Ps can appear in the leftmost or the rightmost

positions of a column format. An assumed decimal point is automatically placed before the first P or after the last P.
– S -- The character S identifies the number as signed, positive or negative. When used, the S must be the first

character in the column format. When the S is omitted, values for the column are assumed to be positive.
• Numeric edited data is described by using the characters described above for numeric data, along with the following

editing characters:
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– Z -- A zero-suppression indicator is replaced from right to left with the corresponding digit unless the digit is a
leading zero. A Z replaces any zeros to the left of the first nonzero digit with blanks.

– $ -- A dollar sign indicator outputs a dollar sign in the position it occupies in the edit mask.
– + -- A sign indicator is always included in the picture.
– - -- A minus sign indicator is included in the picture when the number is negative. No sign is included if the number

is positive.
– . -- A decimal point indicator is included in the picture in the position it occupies in the edit mask.
– , -- A comma outputs a comma in the position it occupies in the edit mask.
These characters represent edit symbols and can be used only for the display format of a column.

• If Double Byte Character Set support (DBCS) is installed, Graphic display format may be specified to describe
graphic data using the following characters:
– G --  The character G represents one graphic (DBCS) character.
– (n) --  An integer in parentheses after a G represents n repetitions of the graphic (DBCS) character.

Specify Usage

The value specified in the Usage field can affect the storage and display formats of a column. By default, the column
usage is DISPLAY for text columns and COMP-3 (packed decimal) for numeric columns. The default display and storage
formats shown in :tref refid=formats. above apply to the default usage. If the usage COMP (binary) is specified for a
numeric column, the default display and storage formats also apply.

Floating Point Numbers

ASF also supports floating point numbers, both short (single-precision) and long (double-precision). If a usage of COMP-1
(short floating point) or COMP-2 (long floating point) is specified, the display and storage formats are altered as follows:

• The Stored Format field is erased because no internal picture applies to floating point numbers. Either a full word
(COMP-1) or a double word (COMP-2) of storage is allocated for the column.

• The display format determines the size of the map field associated with the column in the ASF-generated application.
The original default in the Display Format field remains unchanged when the usage is modified. It is recommended that
you erase the display format currently displayed and allow it to default to the appropriate display format for the usage
specified. This provides a map field large enough for the maximum number that can be stored.

• The Width field on the Column Definition screen is automatically modified to reflect the usage specified. The width is 4
for COMP-1 and 8 for COMP-2.

Defining Column Levels and Values

Three Levels of Columns

A column can be one of three column levels, as follows:

• Element is the default for columns in stored tables and for most derived columns in views. Element-level column
entries are stored in the database.

• Work is the default for columns added to views. Work columns are for display purposes only, and are usually defined
by a calculation or participate in a calculation elsewhere in the table. A column in a stored table can be defined as a
work column.

NOTE
You cannot apply selection criteria to work columns. You can, however, apply the criteria to the columns
involved in the calculation that results in the work column.

• Group can apply only to columns that are derived from non-SQL defined records. Group-level columns do not contain
data themselves, but serve as headings for subordinate elements. You cannot delete a group-level column; you can
exclude the column from the screen display.

Predefined Column Values
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For element-level and work-level columns, you can include a value for the column as part of the column definition. Column
values can be predefined in various ways.

Initial Value

You can specify an initial value that provides a default value for any column except one with a display format of G. You
can define an initial value for a column that is appropriate for most rows in the table. The initial value must be consistent
with the column width and type, and can be a number or a literal (literals must be enclosed in quotation marks). If no initial
value is specified, ASF provides the following initial values:

• Blank for alphanumeric columns
• Zero for numeric columns

Calculated Value

You can specify a calculation for a column that is computed when the column is displayed or stored.

You can define both an initial value and a calculation for a single column, but most often you will use one or the other.

The initial value for a column appears as the column entry when you display the table to add a row. If no other value is
supplied for the column when the table is stored, the initial value is stored as the column entry.

A calculation is an expression that is evaluated by ASF, as follows:

• If the calculation is for an element-level column, the expression is evaluated when the row is stored or modified.
• If the calculation is for a work-level column, the expression is evaluated when the row is displayed and is reevaluated

when the row is modified. When adding rows, the expression is evaluated when a row is added. The evaluation is for
display purposes or for calculating intermediate results only, since the entry in a work column is not actually stored.

Fixed Value

A calculation can be a single value, like an initial value, that ensures a fixed value for a column. The value specified as the
calculation overrides any value entered in the column and is always the value displayed or stored. The value specified can
be a number, literal (enclosed in quotation marks), or another column in the table. The most common use of a single-value
calculation is to reference another column in the table, as shown in Example 2 below.

Though single-value calculations are allowed, a calculation is typically an arithmetic expression that is calculated for a
numeric column or for a text column containing numeric data.

As noted above, a calculation overrides any value entered in a column, though an entered value can be used to evaluate
the expression in the calculation.

Arithmetic expressions can include:

• Numeric values
• References to one or more columns in the table, including the column for which the calculation is being defined.

References can be designated:
– By entering the column name
– If the column name includes special characters, by entering COL(column-name)
– By entering the ID assigned to the column on the Extended Selection Definition screen, preceded by a pound sign:

#column-id
• Arithmetic operators:

– + -- Addition
– - -- Subtraction
– * -- Multiplication
– / -- Division

• Parentheses to separate operations
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ASF follows the standard order of precedence when evaluating arithmetic expressions. The order is: multiplication or
division from left to right, then addition and subtraction from left to right, with operations in parentheses resolved first. If
more than one calculation has been defined in a table, the calculations are evaluated in the order in which the columns
were defined.

Examples

The following examples illustrate how initial values and calculations can be used in applications developed by ASF.

Defining an Initial Value for a Column

The initial value for the HOURS column is:

INITIAL VALUE:  40

The EMPLOYEE (OT) table is displayed through the Load function:

EMPLOYEE (OT)

NAME

NUMBER

GRADE

HOURS                           40

WAGE

REGULAR PAY

OVERTIME PAY

TOTAL PAY

Defining a Single-Value Calculation

The EMPLOYEE table and the POSITION table are joined on the NUMBER and EMPLOYEE NUMBER columns. The
EMPLOYEE NUMBER column is not displayed in the EMPLOYEES AND THEIR POSITIONS view. To ensure that the join
columns are always equal, a calculation is defined for the EMPLOYEE NUMBER column, as follows:

CALCULATION: NUMBER

When the NUMBER column of the EMPLOYEE table is modified through the view, the EMPLOYEE NUMBER column is
automatically modified in the POSITION table. The modification is allowed through the view because both join columns
are modified and the join condition remains true.

Defining an Arithmetic Calculation for a Column

The calculation defined for the OVERTIME PAY column is:
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CALCULATION: (HOURS - 40) * (WAGE + (WAGE * .5))

The result displayed in the EMPLOYEE (OT) table is:

EMPLOYEE (OT)

NAME                            SAM MORRIS

NUMBER                          4236715B

GRADE                           C

HOURS                           50

WAGE                            12.75

REGULAR PAY

OVERTIME PAY                    191.25

TOTAL PAY

Defining Calculations for More than One Column

The calculation for the OVERTIME PAY column is:

CALCULATION: (HOURS - 40) * (WAGE + (WAGE * .5))

The calculation for the REGULAR PAY column is:

CALCULATION: 40 * WAGE

The calculation for the TOTAL PAY column is:

CALCULATION: REGULAR PAY + OVERTIME PAY

The results displayed in the EMPLOYEE (OT) table are:

EMPLOYEE (OT)

NAME                            SAM MORRIS

NUMBER                          4236715B
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GRADE                           C

HOURS                           50

WAGE                            12.75

REGULAR PAY                     510.00

OVERTIME PAY                    191.25

TOTAL PAY                       701.25

Mapping Considerations

The bottom third of the Extended Column Definition screen defines the following map characteristics for the online
application generated by ASF:

• Automatic editing criteria for a column
• Map attributes for a column

Each of these topics is discussed separately.

Defining Automatic Editing Criteria

Automatic editing can be used to edit and validate data being entered into a table. The following criteria can be defined for
automatic editing:

1.Edit Table

An edit table defines a set of valid or invalid values or ranges of values for a column. The edit table is used to validate
data added to the column. An edit table can contain either valid or invalid values:

• If the edit table contains valid values, data input in the column is valid only if it is listed in the table.
• If the edit table contains invalid values, data input in the column is valid only if it is not listed in the table.

2.Code Table

A code table defines values for encoding and decoding data. The code table is used to convert data typed in a column to
its encoded form for storage and to decode the stored data for display.

Define Edit, Code Tables with IDD

Both edit and code tables must be defined through IDD. You can identify an edit or code table to ASF for a particular
column by entering the table names in the Edit Table and/or Code Table field of the Extended Column Definition screen.

Defining Map Attributes

Screen Display

An attribute is a characteristic provided by a terminal. Different characteristics can be assigned to fields on a map. For
example, the BRIGHT attribute can be assigned to fields that should be displayed at a brighter-than-normal intensity. The
BLINK attribute can be assigned to fields that should blink at run time.

You can specify the map attributes for a column on the Extended Column Definition screen. If you do not specify attributes
for a column, default attributes are used for the column.
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The attributes for a column take effect when the table is displayed on the screen at run time. The following table describes
the attributes typically provided by 3270- and 3279-type terminals.

Attributes Provided by 3270- and 3279-type Terminals

Terminal Attribute Description
3270 PROTECTED/

UNPROTECTED
A PROTECTED column will not accept
data from a terminal operator. An
UNPROTECTED column will accept data
from a terminal operator.

3270 DISPLAY/BRIGHT/
DARK

DISPLAY specifies that the column entry
will appear on the screen at normal
intensity. BRIGHT specifies that the column
entry will appear at high intensity. DARK
specifies that the contents of a field are not
visible on the screen at run time.

3279 BLINK/NOBLINK BLINK specifies that the column will blink
at run time. NOBLINK specifies that the
column will not blink.

3279 NORMAL VIDEO/
REVERSE VIDEO

NORMAL VIDEO specifies that the color of
the column and of the background are not
reversed. REVERSE VIDEO specifies that
the colors are reversed.

3279 BLUE/RED/PINK/
GREEN/TURQUOISE/
YELLOW/WHITE/
NOCOLOR

Any one of these color attributes can be
assigned to a column. NOCOLOR specifies
that the default display color for the terminal
will be used at run time.

ASF defines the following default attributes for columns:

• UNPROTECTED
• DISPLAY
• NOBLINK
• NORMAL VIDEO
• NOCOLOR

REVERSE VIDEO and BLINK are mutually exclusive; they can be specified in conjunction with other attributes, but they
cannot be specified with each other.

The Blank When Zero field, which is listed with the map attributes, indicates how a numeric column is to be displayed
when the value of the column is zero. The default is N (zeros are displayed), but you can specify Y so that the column is
blank when zero.

Selecting Data at Definition Time
The Extended Selection Definition screen is used to define selection criteria for a table. The criteria specified are used
to select the data to be included in the table. Selection definition is applied most often to views, but can be specified for
stored tables. Defining selection criteria can serve the following purposes:

• When defined for a view, the criteria are used to select the source data to be included in the view.
• When defined for a stored table or view, the criteria are used to edit data added to the table.

Use Edit Table for Editing
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The use of selection definition for editing data is limited, particularly through the application generated by ASF. When a
row being added does not meet the selection criteria defined, the message INVALID DATA is displayed, with no indication
as to which column entry is in error. Edit tables are more effective and should be used when appropriate. The primary
purpose of selection definition is to select rows for inclusion in a view.

Defining Selection Criteria

Criteria for selection definition are specified in the same way as criteria for data selection at display time. Selection criteria
are defined in the following two ways:

• Fixed-format expressions allow you to define selection criteria on a column-by-column basis, using simple logical
expressions (including arithmetic expressions) that contain a single operand (such as EQ, GT, or MATCHES). With
fixed-format expressions, you can define criteria for more than one column. The system then selects rows where all
expressions are true (that is, using an implied AND as a conjunction between each fixed-format expression).

• Freeform expressions allow you to define selection criteria using compound logical expressions that contain several
operands connected with AND, OR, and NOT. Freeform expressions can be used in addition to, or instead of, fixed-
format expressions.

• Freeform and fixed-format expressions used together simply are treated as one expression with AND as the
operator.

The Extended Selection Definition screen shown below illustrates the use of both fixed-format and freeform expressions
to define selection criteria. For more information on rules on entering selection criteria, see the discussion on the Data
Selection screen in the section "Basic Screens".

                                                    CA

  XSEL   CA - Automatic System Facility       *Extended Selection Definition*

  DC560603 ENTER SELECTION CRITERIA

  Table Name: EMPLOYEE1

               _ PF1 - Help      _ PF2 - Message Screen          Page:  1  of  1

   ID           Column Name                      Selection Criteria

  0001 EMP-ID-0415

  0002 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415

  0003 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

  0004 EMP-STREET-0415

  0005 EMP-CITY-0415

  0006 EMP-STATE-0415

  0007 EMP-ZIP-0415                     MATCHES '02###'     1
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  0008 EMP-PHONE-0415                   MATCHES '617#######'

  0009 EMP-STATUS-0415                  '01'                

  0010 EMP-START-YEAR-0415              GE '1980'           

                          Additional Selection Criteria

 $7 OR $82

Fixed-format expression

1. Freeform expression

Deriving Views from Various Sources
Contents

Using the Table Definition screen, you can derive a view from one or two existing data tables. With the Extended Table
Derivation screen, you can:

• Derive a view from up to six sources
• Derive a view from non-SQL defined records

A sample Extended Table Derivation screen is shown below.

                                      CA

  XDER   CA - Automatic System Facility           *Extended Table Derivation*

  DC560802 ADD/MODIFY DERIVATIONS

  Table Name: EMPLOYEES AND DEPARTMENTS

                                                  _ PF1 - Help   Page:  1  of  1

                           Derivation Source 01            1

  Source Name.: EMPLOYEE                                   

  Source Owner:                                            
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  Subschema...: EMPSS01     Schema: IDMSR       Version: 1 

                                                           

                           Derivation Source 02            

  Source Name.: DEPARTMENT                                 

  Source Owner:                                            

                                                           

  Subschema...: EMPSS01     Schema: IDMSR       Version: 1 

           Column #1/Set       Of Der   Oper               Column #2       Of Der1

  DEPT-EMPLOYEE2                   023    ST4                                  05

• 1 Identifying the source tables

Joining the tables on an owner-member set relationship

• 2 Set name
• 3 Number of set owner
• 4 Join operator
• 5 Number of set member

The Extended Table Derivation screen is divided into two sections, as follows:

• The top half of the screen is used to identify source tables. This portion of the screen can be paged. A total of six
sources can be identified for derivation.

• The lower half of the screen is used to specify join information.

To Identify Sources

To identify sources for table derivation enter the appropriate information for each source, depending on its type:

• If the source is a stored record created by coding schema DDL, enter the Source Name and Subschema.
• If the source is a data table created through ASF, CA-ICMS, CA OLQ, or CA Culprit, enter the Source Name and

Source Owner. The source table itself may be a derived view, so long as the source table is not derived from non-SQL
defined records.

NOTE
Data tables and non-SQL defined records cannot be joined to each other. All derivation sources must be of the
same type.

Page the top half of the screen forward ([PF8]) to identify additional sources for derivation. ASF numbers each source
consecutively. The source table numbers are used to specify join criteria.
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Specify Join Criteria

When all the source tables have been identified, you can specify join criteria for a view in the lower half of the screen:

• Join data tables based on common column values
• Join non-SQL defined records on set relationships

When entering join information, you can page the top half of the screen to reference the numbers assigned to the source
tables. Since the join criteria apply to the entire view, it does not matter which sources are displayed in the top half of the
screen at any given time.

NOTE
When deriving a view from more than one source, every derivation source identified must participate in at least
one join operation.

Use the Extended Table Derivation to:

• Derive views from data tables
• Derive views from non-SQL defined records

Each of these topics is discussed separately on the following pages.

Deriving Views from Data Tables

When deriving views from data tables, the Extended Table Derivation screen is an extension of the derivation portion of
the Table Definition screen. It enables you to identify additional source tables and join criteria.

The first two source tables identified and the first join condition specified will be displayed on both screens.

Use the Extended Table Derivation screen to derive from additional tables.

Identify Sources

To identify tables for derivation, use the upper portion of the screen. Identify up to six source tables by completing the
Source Name and Source Owner fields under each Derivation Source heading. Page forward as needed to identify
additional source tables; a maximum of six source tables can be identified.

Specify Join Criteria

To specify join criteria, move the cursor to the lower portion of the screen. Use the following steps to enter each join
condition:

• Type the name of the first join column under Column #1/Set.
• Specify the source table to which the column belongs by typing the derivation source number under Of Der.
• Enter the operator on which the data in the two join columns is to be joined. The operators are EQ (equal), NE (not

equal), GT (greater than), LT (less than), GE (greater than or equal to), and LE (less than or equal to). .li Type the
name of the second join column under Column #2.

• Specify the source table to which the column belongs by typing the derivation source number under Of Der.

NOTE
When specifying the derivation source number for a join column, be sure to verify the number assigned to the
source table in the upper portion of the screen.

Join Considerations

When joining source tables, the following conditions apply:
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• Joining on a not equal (NE) condition does not imply a no match condition. For example, if you join the CUSTOMER
table to the ORDER table where the customer numbers are not equal, the view will not contain rows of customers
without orders. It will contain rows of customers with every order but their own.

• Reflexive joins are allowed, enabling a table to be joined to itself. The table must be identified twice and referenced
by two different derivation source numbers in the Of Der fields. It is recommended that the resulting view be used
for display purposes only; updates are applied only to one of the rows in the source table rather than to the two rows
displayed through the view.

• Additional conditions for joining two tables can be specified using the Extended Selection Definition screen.

A source table used to derive a view can be a view itself so long as the source was not non-SQL defined records.

Deriving Views from Non-SQL Defined Records

Non-SQL defined records are defined by the DBA using schema DDL and the schema compiler.

Extended Derivation Required

You must use the Extended Table Derivation screen to derive views from non-SQL defined records. The derivation portion
of the Table Definition screen cannot be used for this type of derivation. The tables from which you can derive must be
made available to ASF in the following ways:

Define Records in IDMSR Schema

Their record descriptions must be included in the system-supplied schema, IDMSR, along with the appropriate related
structures, such as area and set descriptions (see CA IDMS Database Administration Section for details).

NOTE
It is recommended that any non-SQL defined records that are to be used in ASF be added to the schema
IDMSR immediately after ASF system initialization (see the section "Administrative Functions of ASF") to
prevent problems with duplicate record element names.

Include Records in Subschema of IDMSR

They must be included in a subschema generated from the schema IDMSR that is accessible to you through dictionary
security.

How To Do It

To derive views from non-SQL defined records:

1. Enter the record name, as defined in the schema, in the Source Name field in the upper portion of the screen. Specify
the subschema name in which the record is defined in the Subschema field. Page forward as necessary to identify
additional source records; a maximum of six source records can be identified. Each source record is numbered
consecutively. The derivation source number is used to specify join information.

NOTE
All records used to define a single view must be defined in the same subschema. The subschema name
must be specified for each source record identified.

2. Join the records on owner-member set relationships by entering the following join information:
– Type the set name under Column #1/Set.
– Type the derivation source number of the set owner under Of Der.
– Enter the operator ST to indicate a set join.
– Leave the Column #2 field blank.
– Type the derivation source number of the set member under Of Der.

The sample Extended Table Derivation screen shown below illustrates the information entered to join the EMPLOYEE and
DEPARTMENT tables on the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set.
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                                                    CA

  XDER   CA - Automatic System Facility           *Extended Table Derivation*

  DC560802 ADD/MODIFY DERIVATIONS

  Table Name: EMPLOYEES AND DEPARTMENTS

                                                  _ PF1 - Help   Page:  1  of  1

                           Derivation Source 01            1

  Source Name.: EMPLOYEE                                   

  Source Owner:                                            

                                                           

  Subschema...: EMPSS01     Schema: IDMSR       Version: 1 

                                                           

                           Derivation Source 02            

  Source Name.: DEPARTMENT                                 

  Source Owner:                                            

                                                           

  Subschema...: EMPSS01     Schema: IDMSR       Version: 1 

           Column #1/Set       Of Der   Oper               Column #2       Of Der1

  DEPT-EMPLOYEE2                   023    ST4                                  05

• 1 Identifying the source tables

Joining the tables on an owner-member set relationship

• 2 Set name
• 3 Number of set owner
• 4 Join operator
• 5 Number of set member
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Considerations

1. For ASF to find the non-SQL defined records, you must:
– Include the ASF dictionary segment in the DBNAME that holds the records.
– Issue a DCUF SET DBNAME command before entering ASF to set the session default database to the one that

holds the records.
2. Deriving from non-SQL defined records requires a knowledge of database navigation. The order in which you specify

source record and join information affects the data that is returned. The following considerations apply when deriving
from non-SQL defined records:
– The first record identified is obtained through an area sweep. All other records must be obtainable through set

relationships so that one logical retrieval path can be built. If ASF finds that it will perform two area sweeps to obtain
source records, then an error is issued for the join information because all the records are not connected in one
logical path.

– Since the first record is obtained through an area sweep, the order in which the records are identified determines
how the data will be obtained.

– The order in which the set joins are specified must coincide with the order in which the source records are
identified.

– A set join is disallowed if the owner and member derivation sources are already directly or indirectly connected.
Before accepting a set join as valid, ASF analyzes previously defined set joins to determine if the owner or member
derivation records are already directly or indirectly connected. If the records are already connected, the join is not
allowed.

The following examples illustrate the above.

Examples

Identifying Source Records in Different Orders to Change Results

The following diagram illustrates the records being used to derive a view:
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The records are identified in the following order:

             Source Record             Derivation Source #

             DEPARTMENT                     01

             EMPLOYEE                       02

             OFFICE                         03
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The records are joined on the following set relationships:

     Column #1/Set     Of Der   Oper         Column #2      Of Der

     DEPT-EMPLOYEE       01      ST                           02

     OFFICE-EMPLOYEE     03      ST                           02

The records are obtained as follows:

OBTAIN EACH DEPARTMENT WITHIN area-name

OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

In this example, any employee not connected to a department will not be returned.

The records are identified in the following order:

             Source Record             Derivation Source #

             EMPLOYEE                       01

             OFFICE                         02

             DEPARTMENT                     03

The records are joined on the following set relationships:

     Column #1/Set     Of Der   Oper         Column #2      Of Der

     OFFICE-EMPLOYEE     02      ST                           01

     DEPT-EMPLOYEE       03      ST                           01

The records are obtained as follows:

OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN area-name
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OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

In this example, all employees are returned, though not every employee may be connected to a department or an office.

Defining an Ambiguous Path

The previous diagram illustrates the records being used for derivation.

The records are identified in the following order:

             Source Record             Derivation Source #

             DEPARTMENT                     01

             OFFICE                         02

             EMPLOYEE                       03

The records are joined on the following set relationships:

     Column #1/Set     Of Der   Oper         Column #2      Of Der

     DEPT-EMPLOYEE       01      ST                           03

     OFFICE-EMPLOYEE     02      ST                           03

ASF would attempt to build a retrieval path as follows:

OBTAIN EACH DEPARTMENT WITHIN area-name

OBTAIN EACH OFFICE WITHIN area-name

OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

The OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set join would cause an error because ASF is unable to connect the OFFICE record, which was
already obtained, to the EMPLOYEE record obtained through the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set. Since the DEPARTMENT and
OFFICE records are not connected through any set relationship, a logical path cannot be built.

Joining Records that Are Already Directly Connected

The following diagram illustrates the records being used for derivation:
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The records are identified as follows:

             Source Record             Derivation Source #

             EMPLOYEE                           01

             STRUCTURE                          02
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The join information is entered as follows:

    Column #1/Set     Of Der   Oper         Column #2      Of Der

    REPORTS-TO           01      ST                           02

    MANAGES              01      ST                           02

The MANAGES set join would not be allowed because the EMPLOYEE and STRUCTURE records are already directly
connected through the first join defined.

NOTE
To include the MANAGES set in the table, identify the EMPLOYEE record again as a separate derivation source
(derivation source #3) and specify the following join information:

Column #1/Set    Of Der   Oper       Column #2     Of Der

REPORTS-TO          01      ST                        02

MANAGES             03      ST                        02

Note that the resulting view returns two records of the same record type. Only the last record obtained will be updated in
the database when updates are made through the view.

Joining Records that Are Already Indirectly Connected

The following diagram illustrates the records being used for derivation:
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The records are identified as follows:

              Source Record             Derivation Source #

              CUSTOMER                       01

              SALES                          02

              PRODUCT                        03

              ITEM                           04
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              ORDER                          05

The join information is entered as follows:

    Column #1/Set     Of Der   Oper         Column #2      Of Der

    CUSTOMER-SALES       01      ST                           02

    PRODUCT-SALES        03      ST                           02

    PRODUCT-ITEM         03      ST                           04

    ORDER-ITEM           05      ST                           04

    CUSTOMER-ORDER       01      ST                           05

The CUSTOMER-ORDER set join would not be allowed because the CUSTOMER and ORDER records are already
indirectly joined through the previously defined set relationships.

When you derive a view from non-SQL defined records, the elements of the schema records become the columns for the
view. The following considerations apply:

• Occurring fields, including nested occurring fields, are defined as separate columns. For example, a record element
is defined as follows:

02  REGION

    OCCURS 3.

    04 REGIONAL-MANAGER   PIC X(20).

    04 SALES-MANAGER      PIC X(20)

       OCCURS 2.

The above element would result in the following columns:

REGION.1

REGIONAL-MANAGER.1

SALES-MANAGER.1.1

SALES-MANAGER.1.2

REGION.2
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REGIONAL-MANAGER.2

SALES-MANAGER.2.1

SALES-MANAGER.2.2

REGION.3

REGIONAL-MANAGER.3

SALES-MANAGER.3.1

SALES-MANAGER.3.2

NOTE
Varying OCCURS clauses (for example, OCCURS DEPENDING ON) are not supported by ASF.

Multiple levels of OCCURS clauses, such as the SALES-MANAGER columns above, are supported by ASF. Online
mapping, which creates the screen format for the ASF-generated application, supports first-level OCCURS clauses
only. The SALES-MANAGER columns are part of the table definition, but cannot be displayed online through the ASF-
generated application.

• You cannot delete group fields. You can remove a group field from the screen display in the application generated by
ASF by erasing its display sequence number.

• ASF supplies the external picture for a column, which is displayed in the Display Format field on the Extended
Column Definition screen. ASF does not use the external picture defined in the record for the element from which the
column is derived.

• The external characteristics of an element, such as the element name, can be changed when defining a column, but
the internal Stored Column Name and Stored Format, defined on the Extended Column Definition screen, cannot be
changed.

• Fields defined as bit are ignored by ASF and are not included in the view definition.
• Columns can be deleted from the view definition, but the fields remain part of the subschema built for the view.

NOTE
Views derived from non-SQL defined records cannot be used as source tables for other views.

Creating Indexes
Contents

Advantages

The Extended Key Definition screen is used to index a table. Place indexes on a table:

• To have control over the data being stored in a table. By placing a unique key on a table, you prevent duplicate rows
from being included in the table.

• To sort the data stored in a table. The rows can be sorted according to the value of a key column, in either ascending
or descending order.

• To help ASF process join and selection criteria efficiently.

Types of Indexes

On the Extended Key Definition screen, you can define the following index keys:
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• Multiple keys for a table
• Unique or nonunique keys for a table
• Concatenated keys that consist of multiple columns

You can also specify the order in which you want the rows of a table to be stored and displayed.

Keys can be defined for stored tables only. Since data is not actually stored in a view, keys are unnecessary and are not
allowed for views. Columns that are defined as work fields cannot be included in an index key.

A sample Extended Key Definition screen is shown below.

                                                    CA

  XKEY   CA - Automatic System Facility          *Extended Key Definition*

  DC560906 ADD/MODIFY KEYS

  Table Name: JOB

                                                   _ PF1 - Help  Page:  1  of  1

  Storage Sequence: 00001  Next/Prior/First/Last/Key Number

  Display Sequence: 00001  Same/Key Number                 Additional Keys

                                         Key Number: 01   02   03   04   05   06

                                  Fast   Duplicates: NO   LAS  LAS  LAS  LAS  LAS

                                 Access  Ascending.: YES  YES  YES  YES  YES  YES

           Column Name            Keys                       Column Order

  JOB NUMBER                       _                  11

  DEPARTMENT                       _                      22

  TITLE                            x3                      

  SALARY                           _                      1

  CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN)  x

A unique key

1. A concatenated key consisting of two columns
2. Individual non-unique keys

The Extended Key Definition screen is used to specify the following:
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• Fast access keys
• Additional index keys
• Storage and display sequence for data

Each of these topics is discussed separately below.

Fast Access Keys

Use for Join, Select Columns

Columns that are used for joining and selecting data should be defined as fast access keys. A fast access key consists
of one column, and is indexed as duplicates last, sorted in ascending order.

You can define more than one fast access key for a single table. Type x in the Fast Access Keys field for each column you
want to define as a fast access key.

Additional Index Keys

The Additional Keys portion of the Extended Key Definition screen gives you more flexibility in your key definitions. You
can define additional keys with the following options:

• Duplicates last, first, or not allowed
• Index sort order either ascending or descending

Concatenated Keys

Additional keys can consist of one column or more than one column. Keys that consist of more than one column are
concatenated keys. When defining a concatenated key, you specify the order in which the columns are to be combined,
as shown below:

NAME                      2

ADDRESS

CITY/ST/ZIP

TELEPHONE                 1

Each additional key is identified by the key number under which it is defined. The key number can be used to specify the
storage sequence and display sequence of the table.

Defining Additional Keys

To define an additional key:

• In the Duplicates field, accept the default value LAS (duplicates last), or enter FIR (first) to store duplicates first or NO
to specify that duplicates are not allowed.

• In the Ascending field, accept the default value YES to have the order ascending, or enter NO to make the order
descending.

• Under the Column Order heading, number the columns that make up the key in the order that you want them
concatenated. If the key consists of only one column, enter a field order of 1 for that column.

Unique Keys are Additional Keys
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When a unique key is specified on the Column Definition screen, it displays as an additional key on the Extended Key
Definition screen. If the unique key consists of more than one column, the Column Order is the order in which the columns
are defined. You can modify the definition of the unique key on the Extended Key Definition screen if desired.

Defining the Storage and Display Sequence

The storage sequence indicates the order in which data will be stored in the database. The storage sequence of a table
can be any of the following:

• Next stores a new row after the most recently displayed row.
• Prior stores a new row before the most recently displayed row.
• First stores a new row before the rows already stored.
• Last stores a new row after the rows already stored.
• Sorted stores rows according to a specified key.

You can specify the storage sequence by entering next, prior, first, last or the key number of a specified key in the
Storage Sequence field. The storage sequence defaults as follows:

• If no key is defined for the table, the storage sequence is NEXT.
• If a unique key is defined on the Column Definition screen, the storage sequence is according to that key, which

displays as the first additional key.
• If additional keys are defined for the table, the storage sequence is according to the key you specify, or it defaults to

NEXT.

Display Sequence

The display sequence is the order in which data will be displayed through the online application created by ASF for the
table. The display sequence can be either of the following:

• The same as the storage sequence to display rows in the order in which they are stored
• The key number of a defined key to display rows in a particular sorted order

The display sequence defaults to SAME, but you can specify a different display sequence by entering a key number other
than that specified for the storage sequence.

NOTE
A table has only one storage sequence and one display sequence. You cannot specify the display sequence for
a table at run time, although it is influenced by run-time selection criteria.

Redefining, Regenerating, and Deleting Tables
ASF enables users to create and manage data tables. Managing involves redefining, regenerating, and deleting tables.
Through ASF, users can tailor existing tables to meet changing business needs.

Redefining Tables
During the definition process, you can adjust and readjust the table definition until it fits your needs exactly. Once the table
is generated, you can redefine the table as your needs change.

You can change the definition of a generated table in several ways.

Table Definition

On the Table Definition screen (TDEF), you can change only the derivation information (sources, join fields, and join
criteria); column definitions are automatically modified to reflect changes in the derivation information. You cannot change
the table type; for example, you cannot redefine a view as a stored table.

Extended Table Definition
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On the Extended Table Definition screen (XTAB), you can modify:

• Table access restrictions (display, load, change, and erase access)
• Generate map/dialog instruction

An ASF administrator can change the area in which the table is stored.

Column Definition

On the Column Definition screen (CDEF), you can modify:

• Column name
• Column width (stored tables only)
• Display sequence number
• Unique key specification

When you modify columns, ASF updates the table definition upon regeneration. ASF performs data conversion for
updates as shown below:

Update Command Column Criteria Keys Fields * Selection
ADD X X X
DELETE X X X
MODIFY X X X
* Length and data type

You can add and delete unique keys. If the unique key is a concatenated key, you should delete the entire key, not part
of it. If you add a unique key, and a duplicate row is encountered, the regeneration of the table is interrupted and the
duplicate row is written to the log.

Extended Column Definition

On the Extended Column Definition screen (XCOL), you can change the following information for stored tables:

• Display name and format
• Stored name and format
• Initial value and/or calculation
• Edit and code table associations
• Mapping attributes

For views, you can change the following information:

• Display name and format
• Calculation
• Edit and code table associations
• Mapping attributes

Extended Table Derivation

On the Extended Table Derivation screen (XDER), you can modify:

• Source tables/records
• Join criteria

Note that changes to the derivation information are reflected automatically in the column definitions.

Extended Selection Definition

On the Extended Selection Definition screen (XSEL), you can define new selection criteria for the table, or change or
delete selection conditions that have been previously defined.
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Extended Key Definition

On the Extended Key Definition screen (XKEY), you can change the storage and display sequence of the table, define
new index keys with duplicates allowed, or modify or delete existing keys.

Row-level Security

On the Row-Level Security screen (RSEC), you can change the security name and generic column names assigned to the
table.

Redefinition Status

Modifying the definition of a generated table places the table in REDEFINITION status. You can continue to use the table
through the Load Data and Display/Change Data functions of ASF, but the table will not reflect the changes you have
made. The Select Data and Query functions are not available for tables in REDEFINITION status.

You can continue to access the table outside ASF through the generated subschema, but this is the previously generated
subschema and it does not reflect the changes you have made to the table definition.

Regenerating Tables
Effecting Changes

After you modify the table definition, you must regenerate the table before the changes will take effect. To regenerate the
table, select the Generate function on the Table Definition screen. Regenerating a table involves some or all of:

• Updating the record and element definitions in the data dictionary
• Modifying the schema
• Regenerating the subschema
• Regenerating the map and dialog
• Restructuring the data in the database

Regeneration Can be Expensive

Because regeneration potentially involves extensive processing on ASF's part, use some constraint in the frequency with
which you redefine and regenerate data tables.

Any action causing a data conversion during table regeneration causes the data to be restructured. This can take a
considerable amount of time, particularly for tables with a large number of rows. Since restructuring the data involves
copying the entire table, the amount of space required should also be considered when regenerating tables with large
amounts of data.

Regenerate with No Restructure

You can choose to regenerate the table definition without restructuring the table data. To obtain this definition-only
regeneration, follow these steps:

1. Make sure the Process Standard Area Data field on the Extended Table Definition screen is set to NO. This causes
ASF to modify only the table definition, when the Generate function is invoked. Note that you must have administrative
authority to access this field.

2. Select the Generate function from the Table Definition screen. ASF will now regenerate the table definition and return a
status of GENERATED.

3. Prepare the area for new data as follows:
– If there is only one table in the area, use the formatting utility (FORMAT) to reinitialize the area. FORMAT is

documented in CA IDMS Utilities Section.
– If there is more than one table in the area, run MAINTAIN ASF to erase the table data.

Reloading Data
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Now, you can optionally reload the table data. The steps you follow to reload the table depend on the facilities you choose
to use:

• To reload data by using MAINTAIN ASF:
a. Run MAINTAIN ASF to reload the data, as documented in the section "MAINTAIN ASF".
b. Invoke the ASFOOAKD dialog to update the table definition with the new location of the table data. You must

supply the appropriate table definition number when you invoke this dialog.
• To reload data by using ASF screens, CA Culprit, CA OLQ or supported PC software:

a. Invoke the ASFOOAKD dialog to update the table definition with the new location of the data table.
b. Reload the table with the appropriate facility.

Unsuccessful Regenerate

Possible Reasons

If you receive the message ERROR ON GENERATE, your table did not generate properly. This could be due to several
reasons:

• Creating a duplicate key by removing a field from a unique concatenated key
• Adding a unique key
• Lessening the width of a numeric field causing a truncation error when moving the numeric value to its new field

Use Log

At this point, ASF has interrupted the data conversion to write the rows in question to the log. You can look at this log to
determine where the problem lies. When the ERROR ON REGENERATE warning displays:

1. Look at the Message screen ([PF6]). The Message screen displays a WARNING ON REGENERATE statement. This
means that some of the rows you tried to add were not added to the table.

2. Press [Clear] to return to the Table Definition screen.
3. Finish generating the table ([PF3]) to continue processing where it was interrupted.
4. After the table is generated, look at the log to determine the rows that need to be reentered. (Duplicate rows are

written to the log, and cannot be added to the table until they have been corrected.)
5. Reenter the rows, taking care to correct the problems.

Deleting Tables
Delete Definition and Data

To delete a table, select the Delete Table Definition function from the Table Definition screen. The Delete Table Definition
function does all of the following:

• Removes the generated map, dialog, and subschema
• Deletes the table definition from the schema, if the table is a stored table
• If the table is stored, erases all the data stored in the table from the database
• Removes the catalog entry for the table

Delete Definition Only

You can choose to delete the table definition without erasing the table data. To perform a definition-only delete, follow
these steps:

1. Make sure the Process Standard Area field in the Extended Table Definition screen is set to NO.
2. Select the Delete Table Definition function from the Table Definition screen.

Once you have deleted the table definition, you can delete the table data as follows:
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• If there is only one table in the area, run FORMAT to reinitialize the standard area.
• If there is more than one table in the area, use MAINTAIN ASF to erase the table data.

Modifying and Deleting Source Tables
May Affect Views

A source table is a table from which another table is derived. Any table, whether a stored table or a view (except views
derived from non-SQL defined records), can be used as a source from which to derive another table. Since views can use
other views as source tables, the original source table may be logically removed from a view, as illustrated below.

Regenerate Affected Views

Modifying or deleting a table, therefore, can have far-reaching effects. Every view that uses the modified or deleted table
as a source, either directly or through another view, is given a MUST REGENERATE status. When you try to access a
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view with a MUST REGENERATE status through the Display/Change Data, Select Data, or Query functions, you are
notified that the view must be regenerated before it can be used.

Views Change Automatically

The definition of the view reflects the changes made to the source table, as follows:

• If the source table is modified, the portion of the view definition derived from that source table is modified automatically
except when one or more columns are added to the source table. In this case, select the view flagged for regeneration,
erase the source table name from the table definition screen (TDEF) or extended table derivation screen (XDER), and
then re-enter the same name to update the derivation. When the size of a column in a stored table is modified, the
view's column definition record reflects the original display format. Go to the extended column definition screen (XCOL)
and modify the display format.
When derivation information is deleted and re-added, it may be necessary to go to the column definition screen
(CDEF) and renumber the display sequence numbers before regenerating the view. When the derivation is updated,
ASF uses a value from the view's definition record to determine the beginning sequence number for columns. It will
now be one greater than the number of columns in the original view. As a result, some or all of the data may not be
displayed.
Definition selection criteria and work columns must be redefined after the derivation is re-added.

• If the source table was deleted, all references to the source table in the view definition are deleted automatically.

Since the source table modifications are reflected automatically in the definition of the view, you do not have to make the
same changes to both tables. You can select the Generate function on the Table Definition screen and regenerate the
view and its supporting structures.

Regenerate in Proper Order

Views derived from views must be regenerated in the order that they were defined. For example, in the figure above, if
Table A is modified, both View A-B and View A-B-C would be placed in MUST REGENERATE status. View A-B must be
regenerated before View A-B-C.

View Meaning May Change

Changes to a source table can affect the meaning of a view. If the source table is modified, the portion of the view
definition derived from that source table is modified automatically except when one or more columns are added to the
source table. In this case, select the view flagged for regeneration, erase the source table name from the Table Definition
screen or Extended Table Derivation screen, and then reenter the same name to update the derivation.

May Have to Renumber Columns

Before regenerating the view, it may be necessary to renumber the display sequence numbers on the Column Definition
screen. When the derivation is updated, ASF uses a value from the view's definition record to determine the beginning
sequence number for columns. It will now be one greater than the number of columns in the original view. As a result,
some or all of the data may not be displayed.

May Delete View

In some cases, you may choose to delete a view as a result of changes to a source table. For example, in the figure
above, if Table A is deleted, View A-B-C could be modified so that it is derived directly from Table B, becoming View B-C;
View A-B could be deleted since it would probably be the same as Table B.

Be Careful

Since one table can be used as a source table in many views, the effects of modifying or deleting a table should be
considered before any action is taken.

Administrative Functions of ASF
Screens to Use
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Administrative functions are performed on the following ASF screens:

• Administrator Control -- CNTL
• Catalog Control -- CTLG
• User Limits and Defaults -- ULIM
• User Maintenance -- USER
• System Table Maintenance -- SYST

Refer to the section "Administrative Screens"for a complete description of each administrative screen.

These screens are restricted to users with administrative authority only. Using these screens, the database administrator
and other authorized personnel can perform the following tasks:

• Initialize the Definition area
• Specify the Default Area for the system
• Acquire and distribute administrative authority
• Specify system and user defaults
• Perform general ASF administration
• Restrict ASF users
• Delete all object entities in the catalog

Initializing the Definition Area
Contents

The IDMSR Schema

A system-supplied schema, IDMSR, is provided with the installation of CA IDMS/DB. This schema describes the areas,
sets, and records that ASF uses to define data tables:

• Descriptions of the definition records used to store information on data tables defined through ASF
• The definition area, IDMSR-AREA, where the definition records are stored
• One secondary area, IDMSR-AREA2, where the data tables are stored

Before ASF can be used to define data tables, the definition records must be loaded into the definition area by performing
the Initialize Definition Area function on the Administrator Control screen.

In addition to loading the definition records, the initialization function also establishes defaults for the ASF system, which
can be changed at any time.

The Steps of Initialization

Step 1. Sign on

Sign on to ASF as the user CULL DBA (password=DBAPASS).

When ASF is installed, the user ID 'CULL DBA' is provided so that the DBA can access the administrative functions of
ASF.

After 'CULL DBA' signs on, the Administrator Control screen comes up automatically. Notice that the Definition Area
Name field displays IDMSR-AREA, which is the definition area defined in the schema.

Step 2. Access Administrator Control

Complete the fields on the Administrator Control screen.

Default Models
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You can specify default models used to generate subschemas, dialogs, and maps for tables (see "Defaults for Models
Used by ASF" later in this section). If no models are specified by the user, the following defaults are supplied by ASF:

• MODEL MAP..............: ASF@@MAP VERSION: 1
• MODEL DIALOG.......: ASFDGMOD VERSION: 1
• MODEL SUBSCHEMA: ASFSSMOD VERSION: 1

Step 3. Initialize the Area

Press [PF3] to invoke the Initialize Definition Area function. This function stores the following records in the definition area:

• The OOAK owner records for the relational definition records
• One RDEFREC (record definition record) for each definition record type
• The AREAREC (area record)
• The GCTLREC (generation control record)

The definition records need to be loaded into the definition area only. The Initialize Definition Area function of the
Administrator Control screen is used only when the ASF system is initialized.

Add Non-SQL Defined Records

Non-SQL defined records that are to be made available to ASF should be added to the schema IDMSR as soon as the
system is initialized, before any tables are created through ASF. This ensures that you will not be adding record, area, and
set descriptions whose names duplicate names of schema components created by ASF.

Specifying the Default Area for the System
Once the definition area has been initialized, you should identify the secondary area, IDMSR-AREA2, to the ASF system:

1. Enter IDMSR-AREA2 in the Secondary Area Name field
2. Press [PF2]

This first area you add will automatically be the default area for the ASF system. To change the default area later,
overwrite the name of the area in the default area name field.

Acquiring and Distributing Administrative Authority
Acquire

Once the ASF system has been initialized and the default area has been specified, as the DBA, you should acquire
administrative authority:

• Access the User Maintenance screen (either press [PF7] or type user in the upper left corner).
• Enter your user ID in the User Name field (your user ID must be established in the dictionary with authority for ASF).
• Select the Add User function.
• Access the Catalog Control screen by typing ctlg in the upper left corner.
• Select Give Administrator Authority and type your user ID In the User Name field.

Once you have acquired administrator authority, you should sign on to ASF as yourself and remove administrator authority
from CULL DBA, since the user ID CULL DBA is common knowledge.

Alternatively, you can let CULL DBA keep administrative authority, but change the default password (DBAPASS).

Distribute

Any user with administrator authority can give and remove that authority from others. The DBA can distribute the
administrative responsibilities for ASF by giving authority to other users on the DBA staff. Before users can be given
administrator authority, they must:
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• Be established in the dictionary with authority for ASF
or

• Be entered in the catalog either through the Add User function on the User Maintenance screen or by signing on to
ASF

Specifying System and User Defaults
Contents

ASF has two levels of defaults, as follows:

• System defaults, which are specified on the Administrator Control screen. System defaults are set at initialization but
can be changed at any time.

• User defaults, which are specified on the User Limits and Defaults screen. User defaults are assigned on an individual
user basis and override the defaults set for the system.

The following two types of defaults are involved:

• Defaults for space allocation
• Defaults for models used by ASF

The defaults for models are discussed below.

Defaults for Models Used by ASF

Default models are provided with the ASF system. The models are used by ASF to generate the subschema, dialog, and
map for each table. The models are stored in the data dictionary as the following modules and map:

• ASFSSMOD is the dictionary module source that contains the model subschema.
• ASFDGMOD is the dictionary module source that contains the model dialog.
• ASF@@MAP is the model map.

Options

ASF needs a model to generate an application. The following options are available for specifying the default models used
by ASF:

• Use the models provided with the ASF system. These models become the default models used by the system and
no other models need to be specified. When the ASF system is initialized, the model names listed above are displayed
on the Administrator Control screen.

• Modify the models provided to meet the needs of an individual user site, as follows:
– Change the names of the subschema and dialog to adhere to standard naming conventions.

WARNING
The names of the model subschema and dialog can be changed to conform to the naming conventions of
an individual site; the model subschema and dialog should not be modified in any way.

– Modify the model map. When you modify the model map, it is recommended that you store the modified model map
as a separate version, or under a different name, and keep the original model map intact.

You can designate the modified model as the default model for the system by entering the appropriate name and
version number on the Administrator Control screen.

• Store several models by storing the model subschema and dialog under several different names or by defining
several different model maps. You can specify, on the Administrator Control screen, the models to be used as the
system defaults. You can assign different models as the defaults for individual users by using the User Limits and
Defaults screen.
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NOTE
Source for the model map, dialog, and subschema must be in the data dictionary. The dialog and subschema
must be stored as modules, qualified by LANGUAGE IS ASF

The Model Map(s)

Typically, you will want to modify the model map to make it site-specific. The default model map provided with ASF,
ASF@@MAP, is shown below.

                                                    CA

  @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Since the source definition of the model map is stored in the data dictionary, the model map can be modified through
the CA IDMS/DC and CA IDMS UCF online mapping facility to meet the standards of the user site. For example, Acme
Insurance modified the model map as shown below.

                                 ACME INSURANCE

  @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Model Map Considerations

The following should be considered when modifying the model map:

• The at signs (&atsign.) are converted to the table name when the individual screen is formatted. If they are deleted, the
table name is not displayed on the Data Display screen.

• ASF begins formatting the screen for the individual table on the first available blank line at the end of the model map.
The heading information, message text, and table name should be defined in as few lines as possible to allow the
maximum number of lines for displaying the column names and response fields for the table.

Performing General ASF Administration
The following functions are available to help the DBA maintain the ASF system:

• Adding secondary areas
• Unlocking table definitions

Adding Secondary Areas

The definition area contains occurrences of the definition tables needed to define data tables. Data tables are stored
in secondary areas. One secondary area, IDMSR-AREA2, is provided when ASF is installed. It is recommended that
IDMSR-AREA2 be used as the default area for the system. You can also add additional secondary areas for use by ASF.

To add a secondary area, follow the steps outlined in the CA IDMS Database Administration Section. When the area has
been initialized and added to the IDMSR schema, identify the area to ASF by completing the Secondary Area Name field
on the Administrator Control screen and selecting the Add Secondary Area function ([PF2]).
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Unlocking Table Definitions

When a user modifies a table definition through ASF, a lock is placed on the table for that user ID. The lock is removed
automatically when the user selects another table or ends the ASF session. If the ASF session is interrupted while a lock
is in place, the table definition remains locked for update until the user completes the modification and unlocks the table,
or until the DBA unlocks the table through the Administrator Control screen.

To unlock a table definition, the DBA takes the following steps:

1. Enters the definition number assigned to the locked table in the Unlock Table Definition Number field on the
Administrator Control screen

2. Selects the Unlock Table Definition function by pressing [PF4]

The lock on the table definition is released and can be updated by another user.

Restricting ASF Users
Contents

The following functions are available to enable the DBA to restrict individual users in their use of ASF:

• Limiting passkey authorization
• Limiting row-level security authorization
• Locking and unlocking users
• Deleting users from the catalog

Limiting Passkey Authorization

When a user is defined in IDD as having authority for ASF, the user automatically has full passkey authorization. An
ASF administrator can limit what a user can do through ASF by disallowing some of the user's global passkeys. The
restrictions apply throughout the ASF system, not only to the user's own tables, but also to tables owned by others. The
passkey authorization a user has for ASF determines the passkeys the user can be granted by other users.

For example, if the DBA wanted to prevent you from defining tables through ASF, the administrator would disallow the
global CREATE passkey for your user ID. Without a CREATE passkey:

• You cannot define tables for yourself.
• You cannot be given a CREATE passkey to define tables for another user.

However, you can own tables that have been defined for you, and you can also be given access to tables owned by
others.

How To Do It

To limit a user's passkey authorization, do the following:

1. Access the User Limits and Defaults screen
2. Enter the user's ID in the User Name field
3. Type n next to the passkey(s) being disallowed

Limiting Row-level Security Authorization

A database administrator must establish row-level security on the system before users can begin assigning row-level
security to their tables. Establishing row-level security involves two steps:

• Generating system administration tables
• Authorizing users to employ row-level security

Row-level security is managed through the three system tables:
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• SRT -- $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$
• OST -- $OBJECT-SECURITY-NAME-TABLE$
• SXRF -- $SRT-OST-CROSS-REFERENCE$

Generating System Administration Tables

Finding the Tables

You can access the system administrator tables through the System Table Maintenance (SYST) screen. To access the
SYST screen:

1. Sign on with the user ID cull dba and the password assigned to CULL DBA. Your system is installed with the
password DBAPASS, but this is often changed for security reasons.

2. Enter syst in the screen name field and press [Enter]. The SYST screen is shown below:

                                                    CA

  SYST   CA - Automatic System Facility           *System Table Maintenance*

  DC560727 SELECT A SYSTEM TABLE

  Table Name:

         _ PF1 - Help                       _ PF4 - Display/Change Data

         _ PF2 - Define Table               _ PF5 - Select Data

         _ PF3 - Load Data                  _ PF6 - Query

                     _ $UNSTRUCTURED-IDB-OBJECT$

                     _ $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$

                     _ $OBJECT-SECURITY-NAME-TABLE$

                     _ $SRT-OST-CROSS-REFERENCE$
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From the SYST screen you can access table definition screens for the system tables.

Security Runtime Table

To generate the $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$ (SRT):

• Choose the SRT from the SYST screen and press [PF2] to access the Table Definition (TDEF) screen:

                                                    CA

  TDEF   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Table Definition **

  DC560029 INQUIRY ONLY, SYSTEM TABLES CAN ONLY BE GENERATED THROUGH THIS SCREEN

         _ PF1 - Help                     _ PF4 - Extended Table Definition

         _ PF2 - Define Columns           _ PF5 - Delete Table Definition

         _ PF3 - Generate                 _ PF6 - Message Screen

  Table Name.: $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$

  Table Owner: IDBSYSTEM                             Defn Number:     20

  View/Stored: STORED                                Status.....: UNGENERATED

  Comments...:

                             Table Derivation

  Source Table #1

   Table Name.:

   Table Owner:

  Source Table #2

   Table Name.:

   Table Owner:
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  Column #1:

  Column #2                                    Where Column #1 EQ Column #2

• Press [PF3] to generate the table.
• Press [Clear] to return to the SYST screen.

Object Security Table

To generate the $OBJECT-SECURITY-NAME-TABLE$ (OST):

• Choose the OST from the SYST screen and press [PF2] to access the Table Definition (TDEF) screen:

                                                    CA

  TDEF   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Table Definition **

  DC560029 INQUIRY ONLY, SYSTEM TABLES CAN ONLY BE GENERATED THROUGH THIS SCREEN

         _ PF1 - Help                     _ PF4 - Extended Table Definition

         _ PF2 - Define Columns           _ PF5 - Delete Table Definition

         _ PF3 - Generate                 _ PF6 - Message Screen

  Table Name.: $OBJECT-SECURITY-NAME-TABLE$

  Table Owner: IDBSYSTEM                             Defn Number:     21

  View/Stored: STORED                                Status.....: UNGENERATED

  Comments...:

                             Table Derivation

  Source Table #1

   Table Name.:

   Table Owner:

  Source Table #2
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   Table Name.:

   Table Owner:

  Column #1:

  Column #2                                    Where Column #1 EQ Column #2

• Press [PF3] to generate the table.
• Press [Clear] to return to the SYST screen.

Cross References

To generate the $SRT-OST-CROSS-REFERENCE$ (SXRF):

• Choose the SXRF from the SYST screen and press [PF2] to access the Table Definition (TDEF) screen:

                                                    CA

  TDEF   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Table Definition **

  DC560029 INQUIRY ONLY, SYSTEM TABLES CAN ONLY BE GENERATED THROUGH THIS SCREEN

         _ PF1 - Help                     _ PF4 - Extended Table Definition

         _ PF2 - Define Columns           _ PF5 - Delete Table Definition

         _ PF3 - Generate                 _ PF6 - Message Screen

  Table Name.: $SRT-OST-CROSS-REFERENCE$

  Table Owner: IDBSYSTEM                             Defn Number:     22

  View/Stored: VIEW                                  Status.....: UNGENERATED

  Comments...:

                             Table Derivation

  Source Table #1

   Table Name.: $OBJECT-SECURITY-NAME-TABLE$
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   Table Owner: IDBSYSTEM

  Source Table #2

   Table Name.: $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$

   Table Owner: IDBSYSTEM

  Column #1: OWNER-FROM-OST

  Column #2  OWNER                             Where Column #1 EQ Column #2

• Press [PF3] to generate the table.
• Press [Clear] to return to the SYST screen.

Authorizing Users for Row-level Security

Give Access to SRT

At installation time, the only user authorized to use row-level security is CULL DBA. If users are to apply row-level security
to their tables, they must have the authority to access the SRT. However, the SRT itself is protected by row-level security.
As a result, users must be associated with the SRT's security name, SRTSECNM.

To give users authority to access the SRT, the DBA must first access the RLOD screen:

1. Type rlod in the screen name field of any screen or choose the SRT on the SYST screen and press [PF3].
2. At the RLOD screen, enter the information listed below. If you are granting access to an individual user, enter the user

ID and leave the group ID blank. If you are granting access to a group (you must have CA-ICMS installed), leave the
user ID blank and enter the group ID.
– GROUP -- The group to have access to row-level security.
– USER -- The user to have access to row-level security.
– OWNER -- The owner of the SRT table; type idbsystem.
– SECURITY-NAME -- The security name associated with the SRT; type srtsecnm.
– WHERE-CLAUSE -- The user or group ID of the person or group being authorized to establish security. You should

normally allow each user to see only the information associated with his own tables. To do this, specify owner eq
user-id.
If you leave this field blank, you automatically grant DBA authority to that user or group.

3. Press [PF1] to add the row to the SRT table.
4. Press [PF4] to validate the entry.

                                                    CA

 NO ERRORS ON VALIDATION

  $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$
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  GROUP

  USER

  OWNER

  SECURITY-NAME

  STATUS

  WHERE-CLAUSE

Note: When a table is deleted, the SRT entries are not automatically deleted.

If you delete the CULL DBA entry in the SRT without having previously added another user to the SRT (with administrator
authority), you will have to initialize ASF in order to access the SRT again.

Handling Errors

If any of the catalog entries (group, user, owner) that you entered do not exist or the format of the WHERE clause is
incorrect, the system displays the message: ERROR ON VALIDATION, PROCEED TO MESSAGE SCREEN. If this
happens, identify and correct the error by performing these steps:

• Press [PF5] to view the error messages on the Message screen. For example, if you tried to enter a user who was not
entered in the catalog, the message DC432065 (E) USER xxx, NOT DEFINED IN CATALOG is displayed.

• Press [Clear] to return to the RLOD screen. At the RLOD screen, press [Clear] again to return to the ASEL screen.
• At the ASEL screen, type rsel in the screen name field.
• On the RSEL screen, next to the STATUS column, enter ne 'v' and press [Enter] twice to display those SRT entries

with validation errors.
• Enter the correct information on the RLOD screen. Press [PF2] to change the row and [PF4] to validate.
• Validate the corrected entries by performing the validation process once.

Locking and Unlocking Users

The DBA may need to temporarily restrict a user's ability to sign on to ASF. To lock a user out of ASF, take the following
steps from the Catalog Control screen:

1. Select the Lock User activity from the menu
2. Complete the User Name field

The user is prevented from signing on to ASF until the DBA removes the restriction through the Unlock User function.
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Deleting Users from the Catalog

The DBA may need to permanently restrict a user's access to ASF. To revoke a user's access to ASF, the DBA must take
the following steps:

1. Delete all tables owned by the user. The user cannot be deleted from the catalog as long as the user owns tables.
Alternatively, if CA-ICMS is installed, you can move the tables to a new owner.

2. Access the User Maintenance screen, enter the user's ID In the User Name field, and select the Delete User
function.

The user no longer has access to ASF and has been removed from the catalog. Note that if the user is deleted from IDD,
the user's catalog entry is deleted automatically and it is not necessary to perform the Delete User function on the User
Maintenance screen.

Deleting All Object Entities in the Catalog
The Delete All Object Entities In The Catalog function on the Catalog Control screen is performed only when the definition
area has been reinitialized. For more information on this function and when it can be used, see the CA IDMS Database
Administration Section.

Accessing Tables Outside ASF
The tables created through ASF can be accessed through the following facilities and products:

• The Information Center Management System (CA-ICMS)
• OnLine Query (CA OLQ)
• CA Culprit
• CA IDMS/DB Data Manipulation Language (DML)
• Application Development System (CA ADS)
• Supported PC software

When using a table through these facilities, identify the table as follows:

• In CA-ICMS, CA OLQ, and CA Culprit, provide the table name as displayed in the directory.
• In DML and CA ADS, provide the logical record name, as displayed on the Extended Table Definition screen.

To access the map, dialog, or subschema generated by ASF for a table, use the following format:

Map          RMnnnnnn

Dialog       RDnnnnnn

Subschema    RUnnnnnn

Nnnnnn is the table definition number assigned by ASF on the Table Definition screen.

These names are also available on the Extended Table Definition screen. For more information, see the following topics:

Information Center Management System
CA-ICMS links personal computers and minicomputers to the mainframe. ASF is a component of CA-ICMS. When CA-
ICMS is installed with CA IDMS/DB, ASF is a component of both the information center and development center systems.
Since both systems share the catalog, which defines the relationships between tables and users, ASF users can take
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advantage of full catalog functionality. Full catalog services are provided by the CA-ICMS Manager, a component of CA-
ICMS. ASF users can place tables into folders and users into groups.

Because the information center and development center share the same catalog, tables defined through ASF are
available to PC users through supported PC software.

CA OLQ
Display Tables

OnLine Query (CA OLQ) is designed to retrieve information from the database. With CA OLQ, tables defined through ASF
can be displayed in row and column format. CA OLQ also enables you to specify criteria for selecting the rows you want
displayed in the table.

CA OLQ Menu Mode

CA OLQ menu mode is directly accessible from ASF. Access CA OLQ by selecting the Query function from the Activity
Selection screen or by entering the screen name OLQ.

Create, Update Tables

CA OLQ can also be used to create data tables. The definitions of tables created through CA OLQ can be displayed and
modified through ASF. Optionally, ASF can generate an application for a CA OLQ-created table.

CA Culprit
Print Tables

CA Culprit is the CA IDMS report generator. ASF-defined tables can be retrieved by CA Culprit and printed on user-
defined reports. CA Culprit enables you to produce a printed copy of the contents of a table.

Create, Update Tables

CA Culprit can also be used to create and update data tables. The definitions of tables created through CA Culprit can be
displayed and modified through ASF. Optionally, you can generate an application through ASF for a table created through
CA Culprit.

CA IDMS/DB Data Manipulation Language (DML)
ASF-defined tables are implemented as logical records. Application programs using DML statements can access tables
through the Logical Record Facility (LRF). The LRF DML commands OBTAIN, STORE, MODIFY, and ERASE are used
to manipulate data in tables defined through ASF.

Build Access Paths

For a program to access a particular table, a predefined access path must exist in the subschema for the DML verb being
used. The paths are defined according to the responses contained in the following fields on the Extended Table Definition
screen:

• Display Access -- If YES (default), an OBTAIN path is built, allowing a program to retrieve the table.
• Load Access -- If YES, a STORE path is built, allowing a program to load data into the table. YES is the default for

stored tables. For views, this field is always NO and cannot be changed, though the DBA can define a STORE path for
the view by using the subschema compiler.

• Change Access -- If YES (default), a MODIFY path is built, allowing a program to change data in the table.
• Erase Access -- If YES, an ERASE path is built, allowing a program to delete data from the table. YES is the default

for stored tables. For views, this field is always NO and cannot be changed, though the DBA can define an ERASE
path for the view by using the subschema compiler.
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Access Tables from Programs

Data tables can be accessed through LRF DML programs written in COBOL, PL/I, or Assembler.

To access a stored table or view through a DML program, specify the logical record name. The logical record name
and the subschema name can be obtained from the Extended Table Definition screen. The schema name assigned at
installation is IDMSR.

NOTE
When accessing a data table through a DML program, any selection criteria and/or calculations defined for the
table will apply.

This product ignores row-level security.

Application Development System (CA ADS)
Table Access

ASF-defined tables can be accessed by CA ADS dialogs. Data table access in the CA ADS dialog is accomplished
through the Logical Record Facility. The considerations outlined above for using data tables in DML programs also apply
when using data tables through CA ADS. Note that only one ASF-defined table can be accessed in each dialog.

Application Development

Since the application created through ASF is the CA ADS dialog, you can modify the ASF-generated dialog through
CA ADS to customize the application. You can also use the CA ADS application compiler to combine ASF-created
application components into an application system accessed as the CA ADS task.

NOTE
This product ignores row-level security.

Basic Screens
The Automatic System Facility includes the following basic screens, which are used by all users to define and use data
tables. For more information, see the following topics:

 

Signon Screen -- SIGN
Description

The Signon screen enables you to:

• Sign on to the valid catalog for the desired ASF system.
• Sign on as an authorized ASF user.
• Sign on with the appropriate password.
• Sign on to ASF as a different user than the one you are currently signed on as.

Access

You can access the Signon screen in one of the following ways:

• Enter the task code ASF from DC/UCF; the Signon screen is displayed if your DC/UCF signon is not sufficient to
access the ASF system.

• Select the Signon function from the Activity Selection screen; you can select the function by pressing [PF14].
• Enter the screen name SIGN from any other ASF screen.

You can exit the Signon screen in one of the following ways:
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• If signon is successful, the Activity Selection screen is displayed. You can begin the ASF session as the signed-on
user.

• If signon is unsuccessful, press [Clear] to leave ASF and return to DC/UCF.
• If you are already signed on and make no changes on the Signon screen, press [Clear] to return to the prior screen

or enter a screen name in the upper left corner of the screen to move to another screen. You can resume the current
ASF session.

Sample screen

                                                      CA

  SIGN   CA - Automatic System Facility            *** Signon Screen ***

  DC560002 SELECT NEXT ACTIVITY

                                                        _ PF1 - Help

                                                                fffffffffff

                                                              fffffffffffffff

       aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa            ssssssssssssss             fffff        ffff

     aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa         ssssssssssssssssss          fffff          ffff

    aaaaa          aaaaa       sssss           ssss         fffff          ffff

    aaaa            aaaa      sssss                         fffff

                   aaaaa       sssss                    fffffffffffff

       aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa         sssssssssssssss            fffff

      aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa            ssssssssssssss          fffff

     aaaaa         aaaaa                      sssss         fffff

    aaaaa           aaaa                       sssss        fffff

    aaaaaa         aaaaaa      ssss           sssss         fffff

     aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa      ssssssssssssssssss          fffff

      aaaaaaaaaaaaaa   aaaa       ssssssssssssss            fffff

                  User Name: SNELL
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                  Password.:

                  Catalog..: ASFDICT

Fields

• [PF1] - Help
Invokes the Help screen.

• User Name
By default, contains the user ID used to sign on to DC/UCF. You can sign on to ASF as a different user by replacing the
default DC/UCF user ID with a different user ID.

• Password
A dark field used to enter the user's password. The password defaults to the DC/UCF password of the current user. If
the DC signon password is not sufficient, or if a different user ID is supplied, a valid password must be supplied.

• Catalog
Contains the name of the dictionary in which the catalog resides. Optionally, enter the correct catalog name for the
ASF system. The catalog can also be set with a DCUF SET DICTNAME command in DC/UCF.

Activity Selection Screen -- ASEL
Description

The Activity Selection screen presents the activities and tables available to you during an ASF session. The Activity
Selection screen enables you to perform the following functions:

• Select an activity
• Name a new table to be defined
• Select an existing table to which you have access
• Browse the table directory

Access

You can access the Activity Selection screen in one of the following ways:

• Sign on successfully to ASF. If your DC/UCF signon is sufficient to access the ASF system, the Activity Selection
screen is displayed immediately. Otherwise, you must sign on to ASF using the Signon screen discussed previously.
The Activity Selection screen is displayed automatically when your signon is accepted.

• Press [PA1] from any other ASF screen.
• Enter ASEL in the screen name field of another ASF screen.

You can leave the Activity Selection screen and end the ASF session by pressing [Clear]; this returns you to DC/UCF.

Sample Screen

                                                      CA

  ASEL   CA - Automatic System Facility           ** Activity Selection **
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  DC560122 SIGNON COMPLETED, SELECT A TABLE

  User Name: SNELL

  _ PF1 - Help                  _ PF5 - Select Data     _ PF13  - Query

  _ PF2 - Define Table          _ PF7 - Page Backward   _ PF14  - Signon

  _ PF3 - Load Data             _ PF8 - Page Forward    _ PA1   - Prior Level

  _ PF4 - Display/Change Data   _ PF9 - Passkey         _ CLEAR - Leave ASF

                                                        _ PF15  - Administrator

  Table Name.:

  Table Owner: SNELL

                                                                 Page:  1  of  1

  _ APPLICANT

  _ EMPLOYEES

  _ JOB

  _ JOBS AND APPLICANTS

Fields

• User Name
Displays the name of the user currently signed on.

• [PF1] - Help
Invokes the Help screen.

• [PF2] - Define Table
Invokes the Table Definition screen, which enables you to define a new table or to modify or delete an existing table.

• [PF3] - Load Data
Invokes the Data Display screen for an existing table, which enables you to load data to be stored in the table.

• [PF4] - Display/Change Data
Invokes the Data Display screen for an existing table, which enables you to display, change, delete, and load data.

• [PF5] - Select Data
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Invokes the Data Selection screen for a generated table, which enables you to select data for display by specifying
selection criteria.

• [PF7] - Page Backward
Causes the previous page of directory listings to be redisplayed. The table directory is in the lower portion of the
screen.

• [PF8] - Page Forward
Causes the next page of directory listings to be displayed. The table directory is in the lower portion of the screen.

NOTE
[PF7] and [PF8] are global PF-keys and can be used on any ASF screen that has paging.

• [PF9] - Passkey
Invokes the Passkey Function screen, which enables you to select passkey activities.

• [PF13] - Query
Invokes OnLine Query, which enables you to display a generated table in row and column format. This function applies
only if OnLine Query is installed at your site.

• [PF14] - Signon
Invokes the Signon screen, which enables you to sign on to ASF as a different user or to sign on to a different catalog.

• [PA1] - Prior Level
Displays the previous level of directory listings.

• [Clear] - Leave ASF
Returns you to DC/UCF and ends the ASF session. You must return to the Activity Selection screen and press [Clear]
to end an ASF session.

• [PF15] - Administrator
Appears only when the user has administrative authority; invokes the Administrator Control screen.

• Table Name
Displays the name of the table currently in use in the ASF session. At first signon, this field is blank until a table is
accessed. To access a table, enter the name of a new or existing table, as described below.

• Table Owner
Displays the user ID of the table owner. By default, this is the user ID of the signed-on user. You can replace the
contents of this field with another user ID, as described below, to list or use tables owned by others.

• Page: ___ of ___
Displays the current page number and the total number of pages in the table directory. You can move to a particular
page by specifying its page number, page forward by using [PF8], and page backward by using [PF7].

Table Directory

The Table directory lists the tables available for your use. At first signon, the tables listed are those owned by the user
currently signed on to ASF. If a different table owner is specified in the Table Owner field and you have a BROWSE
passkey for the owner name, the tables owned by that user are listed. To access a table, type any character in the
response field next to the table name.

NOTE
In CA-ICMS installations, the table directory can also include folders, which are indicated in the table directory
by three trailing periods (...). To list the contents of a folder, select the folder from the table directory and press
[Enter]. The folder name displays in the Table Name field and the tables contained in the folder are listed in the
table directory.

Special Considerations

Use the table directory, the Table Name field, and the Table Owner field to list and select tables, as follows:

• To develop a new table in this ASF session, enter the name of the new table in the Table Name field. Table names
can contain 1 to 32 characters. Any character is valid, except a period (.), underscore (_), accent grave (&grave.), and
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backslash (\). A cent sign (&cent.) is allowed, but not recommended. Table names can include embedded spaces, but
cannot begin with a space. A table name cannot be the same as the owner name.

• To process an existing table that you own, enter the name of the table in the Table Name field or select the table
from the table directory.

• To list the directory of another user, enter the owner's name in the Table Owner field. The Table Name field must be
blank. Note that you must have a BROWSE passkey for the owner name in order to list the directory.

• To process an existing table owned by another user, select the table from the user's directory or enter the table
name in the Table Name field and the owner's name in the Table Owner field. Note that you must have the appropriate
passkeys in order to access the table.

• To list the contents of a folder, select the folder from the directory or enter the folder name in the Table Name field.
Folders are indicated in the table directory by three trailing periods (...). (Do not enter the periods after the folder
name.) Press [Enter] to list the tables contained in the folder. (This applies only when CA-ICMS is installed.)

• To redisplay the prior level of folders, press [PA1].
• To redisplay the directory after a table has been selected, press [PA1]. This cancels the table selection. If no table

has been selected, but you are listing the directory of another user, [PA1] enables you to redisplay your own directory.

Table Definition Screen -- TDEF
Description

The Table Definition screen allows you to:

• Define a new table
• Review or update the definition of an existing table
• Delete a table

To define a new table, you specify the table type, either view or stored. If the table is a view, you can specify table
derivation information. You can identify one or two source tables used to derive the view and specify the conditions used
to join two source tables.

NOTE
If the view is derived from more than two source tables or from one or more records, specify the derivation
information on the Extended Derivation screen, discussed in the section "Extended Screens".

Access

You can access the Table Definition screen in the following ways:

• Select the Define Table function on the Activity Selection screen; you can select the function by pressing [PF2].
• Enter TDEF in the screen name field of any screen.

Sample Screen

                                                      CA

  TDEF   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Table Definition **

  DC560005 MODIFY AND/OR SELECT NEXT ACTIVITY

         _ PF1 - Help                     _ PF4 - Extended Table Definition

         _ PF2 - Define Columns           _ PF5 - Delete Table Definition
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         _ PF3 - Generate                 _ PF6 - Message Screen

  Table Name.: APPLICANT

  Table Owner: SNELL                                  Defn Number:    416

  View/Stored: STORED                                Status.....: REDEFINITION

  Comments...:

                             Table Derivation

  Source Table #1

   Table Name.:

   Table Owner:

  Source Table #2

   Table Name.:

   Table Owner:

  Column #1:

  Column #2                                    Where Column #1 EQ Column #2

Fields

• Table Name
Displays the name of the table specified on the Activity Selection screen.

• Table Owner
Displays the name of the table owner specified on the Activity Selection screen.

• View/Stored
Enter the table type VIEW or STORED. The default value for this field is STORED. To define a view, specify VIEW.
Enter a minimum of one character (V or S) to indicate the table type. The table type can only be changed when the
table's status is NEW (see the Status field below).

• Comments
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Enter an optional short (up to 40 characters) description of the table. If DBCS is installed, this field allows both EBCDIC
and DBCS characters.

• Defn Number
Displays the table definition number generated by the system when the table is defined.
This field can be set by a DBA (or someone with administrative authority), before ASF assigns a number. If ASF has
already set a number, it cannot be changed. If the definition number is set to a number other than the default number
that ASF would use, ASF will use the skipped numbers for subsequent tables in reverse order. ASF will start with
the number preceding the one specified in this field, and work backwards until the skipped numbers are used up. For
instance, if the last table's definition number was 120, and you changed the definition of this table to 140, the next table
generated will have a table definition number of 139.

• Status
Shows the current status of the table, as follows:
– NEW indicates that the table has been named, but not defined. If defining a view, you must change the View/Stored

field to VIEW while the table has a status of NEW. Pressing [Enter] or any valid PF-key causes the table to be
added to the catalog, changing the status from NEW to UNGENERATED.

– UNGENERATED indicates that the table has been defined, but is not yet available for use in an application.
– GEN-PHASE-1/GEN-PHASE-2/GEN-PHASE-3 indicates that the generation of the table was interrupted and the

table should be generated again. The table can only be generated or deleted. You cannot modify the table definition
if a GEN-PHASE status applies, with one exception: if the generation failed due to improper space allocations, you
can modify the Primary Number Of Rows, Secondary Number Of Rows, and Maximum Number Of Rows fields on
the Extended Table Definition screen.

– GENERATED indicates that the table can be used.
– REDEFINITION indicates that the definition of a generated table has been modified, but the table must be

regenerated for the modifications to take effect. You can use a table with this status, but you cannot perform run-
time selection (DSEL) or access the table through CA OLQ until you have generated the table again.

– MUST REGENERATE indicates that the table must be regenerated before it can be used in an application. This
status usually applies to views when changes have been made to the derivation source tables (the tables that make
up the view).

• [PF1] - Help
Invokes the Help screen.

• [PF2] - Define Columns
Invokes the Column Definition screen, which allows you to define, modify, or delete columns for the table.

• [PF3] - Generate
Creates the application components that allow you to use the table.

• [PF4] - Extended Table Definition
Invokes the Extended Table Definition screen, which allows you to specify additional characteristics for the table and
displays more information on the table.

• [PF5] - Delete Table Definition
Deletes the table definition and its application components. For a stored table, this action erases from the database all
data stored in the table. When this function is selected, you are prompted to press [Enter] to delete the table.

• [PF6] - Message Screen
Indicates that additional error messages can be displayed on a separate screen. The message display line will instruct
you to press [PF6] when there are error messages to be displayed.

• Table Derivation
Enter the source table names and criteria to create a new table from one or two existing tables. Note that you must
hold a COPY passkey for the source tables to perform table derivation. Through table derivation, you can perform
the relational operations project, select, and join. You can specify a single source table and derive a new table by
choosing columns (projecting) or by choosing specific rows in the table (selecting). Alternatively, you can specify two
source tables and join them on a common column value. From the joined tables you can then choose columns and
select rows.
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Define a table through a simple table derivation by completing the response fields under the Table Derivation heading,
as follows:
– Source Table #1 first (or only) source table, as follows:

• Table Name of the table to be used as the first source table.
• Table Owner -- Enter the name of the table's owner. If you own the table, you need not specify the table owner.
If you are deriving a table from only one source table, you do not have to enter any other information for the simple
table derivation.

– Source Table #2 -- Enter information on the second source table (if any) in the simple table derivation, as follows:
• Table Name -- Enter the table name (or access path) of the table to be used as the second source table.
• Table Owner -- Enter the name of the table's owner. If you own the table, you need not specify the table owner.

Complete the following fields to specify the criteria that join the two source tables. Typically, a simple table derivation is
based on a column common to both source tables. This column is called the join column.
– Column #1 -- Enter the name of the join column contained in derivation table #1. The join column must be related to

a column contained in derivation table #2.
– Column #2 -- Enter the name of the join column contained in derivation table #2. This column must be related to

Column #1.
– Where Column #1 EQ Column #2 -- Specifies the condition on which the two columns are joined. The two source

tables are joined each time the values in the join columns are equal. The default value EQ is the most common
condition used to join two tables. Unequal conditions, represented by NE, GT, LT, LE, or GE, can be specified
instead of EQ but are not typically used in simple derivations.

NOTE
You can use the Table Definition screen to begin defining a table derivation, then access the Extended Table
Derivation screen to identify additional sources and/or join criteria. To access the Extended Table Derivation
screen, type xder in the screen name field.

Column Definition Screen -- CDEF
Description

The Column Definition screen allows you to add, modify, and delete columns in data tables. The column definitions are
used to store data in the table and to format a screen for displaying the table online.

NOTE
While there is virtually no limit to the number of columns you can define for a table, the screen format generated
to display the table is limited by the size of the terminal screen.

Use the Column Definition screen to define columns, as follows:

• If you are creating a new stored table, supply the column names, length, type, and other characteristics to be
included in the definition.

• If you are deriving the table from existing tables, modify the definitions of the source table columns on the Column
Definition screen. You can also delete columns you do not need and add new columns if you wish. When you delete
columns, they are deleted from the table definition and cannot be added back. When you add columns, they are work
columns and are not used to store data.

• If you are modifying the definition of an existing table, you can change column names and/or characteristics and
delete entire column definitions. The modifications you make will automatically be reflected in the storage and display
formats for the columns when the table is regenerated.

NOTE
If you delete a column from a table, be sure to remove any references to that column in calculations or
selection criteria defined for the table.

Access
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You can access the Column Definition screen in the following ways:

• Select the Define Columns function on the Table Definition screen; you can select the function by pressing [PF2].
• Enter CDEF in the screen name field of any screen.

Sample Screen

                                                      CA

  CDEF   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Column Definition **

  DC560302 ADD/MODIFY COLUMNS

  Table Name: APPLICANT

      _ PF1 - Help                         _ PF3 - Extended Selection Definition

      _ PF2 - Extended Column Definition   _ PF4 - Extended Key Definition

        Page:  1  of  1

                                                 Unique  Display   Ext

           Column Name             Width   Type    Key     Seq    Screen

  NAME                                30 TEXT       X        1      _

  STREET                              30 TEXT       _        2      _

  CITY                                25 TEXT       _        3      _

  STATE                                2 TEXT       _        4      _

  ZIP CODE                             5 TEXT       _        5      _

  PHONE NUMBER                        13 TEXT       X        6      _

  POSITION APPLIED FOR                30 TEXT       X        7      _

  SALARY REQUIREMENT                   7 CURRENCY   _        8      _

  EVALUATION: STRONG,WEAK,MEDIUM       6 TEXT       _        9      _

Fields

• Table Name
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Displays the name of the table, as specified on the Activity Selection screen.
• [PF1] - Help

Invokes the Help screen.
• [PF2] - Extended Column Definition

Invokes the Extended Column Definition screen, which allows you to specify additional characteristics for the column
and displays more information on the column

• [PF3] - Extended Selection Definition
Invokes the Extended Selection Definition screen, which allows you to select, at definition time, the data to be included
in the table.

• [PF4] - Extended Key Definition
Invokes the Extended Key Definition screen, which allows you to establish indexes for a table.

• Page: ___ of ___
Displays the current screen page number and the total number of pages in the page set. You can move to a particular
page by specifying its page number, page forward by using [PF8], and page backward by using [PF7].

• Column Name
Enter, modify, or delete the column name, as follows:
– To create names for new columns, enter a 1- to 32-character alphanumeric value. Special characters, including

embedded blanks and hyphens, are allowed. This field also allows DBCS characters, with the restriction that
the stored column name, generated by ASF from the displayed column name, must be unique within the table
definition.

– To modify existing column names, replace existing column names with new column names.
– To delete existing columns, erase the column names by spacing over the existing names or by using the ERASE

EOF key. Erasing the column name causes the column definition to be deleted. Note that if you delete a column in a
view, you cannot restore the column by reentering the column name. Once deleted, the column is no longer part of
the view definition.

NOTE
You cannot delete a column from a view if the column is defined as an index key in the source table.

• Width
Enter the width of each column. The width is the number of characters or digits the column is to contain. If the column
type is CURRENCY (see the Type field below), the minimum column width specified must be 2, for the two decimal
places. You cannot change the width of derived columns in views.

NOTE
When defining the width of numeric columns, you are specifying the number of digits the column can contain,
not the length of the response field needed to display the column on the formatted screen. The external
picture of the column, which is displayed in the Display Format field of the Extended Column Definition
screen, determines how long the response field for the column will be.

When considering the format of the screen that the system will generate for the table, keep in mind that the width
determines how many lines on the screen a column requires to display data. Assuming an 80-character screen, the
first 46 characters of data can be displayed on the same line as the column name. Columns wider than 46 characters
will be displayed on more than one line on the formatted Data Display screen.

• Type
Enter the column type as TEXT, NUMERIC, or CURRENCY. You can enter a 1-character response (T, N, or C) for each
column, as follows:
– TEXT alphanumeric, or graphic (DBCS) values. TEXT is the default column type; if you do not specify anything in

the Type column, the system will supply TEXT.
– NUMERIC numeric values. To allow for decimal point entry in a numeric value (other than currency), use the

Extended Column Definition screen.
– CURRENCY monetary values. When you specify CURRENCY, the system automatically inserts a decimal point

followed by two decimal places.
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You cannot change the column type once the column has been added.
• Unique Key

Designates one or more columns as an index key for the table. The system creates an index using the unique key to
store the rows of the table. By default, the unique key is used to display the rows of a table in ascending order. The
display sequence can be changed by using the Extended Key Definition screen. To specify a column or columns as
a unique key, enter any character in the Unique Key field for the chosen column(s). You can define a unique key for
stored tables only.

NOTE
The data contained in the key column(s) must be unique to the table; duplicate data is not allowed. The key
column(s) is used to sort the rows, in ascending order, for storage and display.

• Display Seq
Specifies the order in which columns are to appear when the table is displayed online through the generated
application. The following considerations apply to the use of this field:
– Number the columns in the order you want them to appear on the screen. Each sequence number must be unique;

duplicate numbers are ignored.
– Erase the display sequence number for any column you do not want displayed (or specify a display sequence of 0

(zero)).
– To leave a blank line between columns when they are displayed, number the display sequence by increments of two

(for example, 1, 3, 5, and so on).
– You can enter the display sequence numbers for all columns when you add the column definitions, or you can make

changes to the display sequence of individual columns during a subsequent modification.
The default display sequence is the order in which the columns are defined.

NOTE
Although all columns are given a display sequence number, whether specified by you or automatically
assigned by the system, the number of columns actually displayed on the formatted screen depends on the
number of available lines on the terminal screen. Columns that do not appear on the formatted screen do
exist in the table, but they cannot be displayed.

Derived columns that result from a second-level (or greater) OCCURS clause cannot be displayed through ASF. They
are automatically assigned a display sequence of 0 (zero), which cannot be changed. For example, the following
column definitions were derived from a table:

REGION.1

REGIONAL-MANAGER.1

SALES-MANAGER.1.1

SALES-MANAGER.1.2

REGION.2

REGIONAL-MANAGER.2

SALES-MANAGER.2.1

SALES-MANAGER.2.2

REGION.3
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REGIONAL-MANAGER.3

SALES-MANAGER.3.1

SALES-MANAGER.3.2

The SALES-MANAGER columns cannot be displayed because they are derived from a field that has a second-level
OCCURS clause. Online mapping, which creates the screen format for the ASF-generated application, supports first-
level OCCURS clauses only. The SALES-MANAGER columns are part of the table definition, but cannot be displayed
online through the ASF-generated application.

• Ext Screen
Selects a column for display through the Extended Column Definition screen. Enter any character in the Ext Screen
response field for the columns you want to display and press [PF2]. The Extended Column Definition screen is
displayed for the first column selected. Continue to press [PF2] to display the extended definitions for the remaining
selected columns.
To display the extended definitions for all columns, leave the Ext Screen field blank for all columns and press [PF2].
The Extended Column Definition screen is displayed for the first column defined on the Column Definition screen.
Continue to press [PF2] to display the extended definition for each remaining column on the page. To display extended
definitions for columns on a subsequent page, you must go to that page of the Column Definition screen and press
[PF2].

Data Selection Screen -- DSEL
Contents

Description

The Data Selection screen is used to select rows from a table for display through the ASF-generated application.

Access

The Data Selection screen can be accessed for any table with a status of GENERATED. You can access the Data
Selection screen in the following ways:

• Select the Select Data function from the Activity Selection screen; you can select the function by pressing [PF5].
• Enter DSEL in the screen name field of any screen.

To display selected rows, enter selection criteria and press [Enter]. When ASF saves the criteria you have specified, press
[Enter] again to access the Data Display screen, which displays the selected rows.

Sample Screen

                                                      CA

  DSEL   CA - Automatic System Facility            ** Data Selection **

  DC560603 ENTER SELECTION CRITERIA

  Table Name: APPLICANT

               _ PF1 - Help      _ PF2 - Message Screen          Page:  1  of  1
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   ID           Column Name                      Selection Criteria

  0001 NAME

  0002 STREET

  0003 CITY

  0004 STATE

  0005 ZIP CODE

  0006 PHONE NUMBER

  0007 POSITION APPLIED FOR

  0008 SALARY REQUIREMENT

  0009 EVALUATION: STRONG,WEAK,MEDIUM

                          Additional Selection Criteria

$5 OR $6 OR #6 MATCHES '617'

Fields

• Table Name
Displays the name of the table as specified on the Activity Selection screen.

• [PF1] - Help
Invokes the Help screen.

• [PF2] - Message Screen
Invokes the display of additional error messages on a separate screen. The message display line will tell you when
there are error messages to be displayed.

• Page: ___ of ___
Displays the current screen page number and the total number of pages in the page set. You can move to a particular
page by specifying its page number, page forward using [PF8], or page backward using [PF7].

• ID
Displays the column ID number that can be used to reference the column in selection criteria or in calculations defined
on the Extended Column Definition screen.

• Column Name
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Displays the name of each column defined for the table.
• Selection Criteria

Enter fixed-format expressions to select rows based on column values. Fixed-format expressions are explained below.
Enter the expression next to the name of the appropriate column(s). If you enter selection criteria for more than one
column, you are indicating that only those rows that meet all criteria for all columns are to be displayed.

• Additional Selection Criteria
Enter freeform expressions to select rows based on compound conditions. Freeform expressions can include
compound conditions using the logical operators AND, OR, NOT, &, |, and ¬. You can use parentheses to affect the
order in which logical operators are evaluated. Freeform expressions can be used in addition to, or instead of, fixed-
format expressions to specify selection criteria. When used in conjunction with fixed-format expressions, freeform
expressions can be used to override the implied AND connecting fixed-format expressions. Freeform expressions are
discussed below.

Special Considerations

To select rows for display, specify selection conditions in the Selection Criteria and/or the Additional Selection Criteria
fields. The Selection Criteria field accepts fixed-format expressions; the Additional Selection Criteria field accepts freeform
expressions:

• Fixed-format expressions allow you to define selection criteria on a column-by-column basis, using simple logical
expressions (including arithmetic expressions) that contain a single operator (such as EQ, GT, or MATCHES). With
fixed-format expressions, you can define criteria for more than one column. The system then selects rows where all
expressions are true (that is, using an implied AND as a conjunction between each fixed-format expression). :tref
refid=ffsel. illustrates the format of fixed-format expressions used to specify selection criteria.

• Freeform expressions allow you to define selection criteria using compound logical expressions (including arithmetic
expressions) that contain several operators connected with AND and OR. Freeform expressions also enable you to
specify criteria using NOT. Freeform expressions can be used in addition to, or instead of, fixed-format expressions.

The following rules govern all selection criteria, both fixed-format and freeform:

• To specify an alphanumeric string, enclose the string in quotation marks. If the string contains a quotation mark,
double the embedded quotation mark; for example, 'O' 'BRIEN'.

• To specify a column name containing special characters (including hyphens, spaces, and periods), enclose the
column name in parentheses following the literal COLUMN, which can be abbreviated to COL; for example, COL(LATE
PAYMENT COUNT).

• To evaluate a column entry character by character, use a mask to specify the exact or generic character to appear
in each position. Use the following mask characters to specify generic characters:
– * to represent any character
– @ to represent any alphabetic character
– # to represent any numeric character
A string containing mask characters can be used with the operators CONTAINS and MATCHES and must be enclosed
in quotation marks. Column positions not included in the mask are assumed to contain any character.

• To refer to a column by column ID number, precede the column ID number by # (pound sign); for example, #4.
• To select column entries based on a computed value, enter an arithmetic expression after the conditional operator.

Arithmetic expressions can include:
– Numeric values
– References to one or more columns in the table, including the column for which the calculation is being defined.

References can be designated as follows:
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• By entering the column name
• If the column name includes special characters, by entering COL(column-name)
• By entering the ID assigned to the column on the Extended Selection Definition screen, preceded by a pound

sign: #column-id
– Arithmetic operators:

Operator Meaning
+ Addition
- Subtraction
* Multiplication
/ Division

Parentheses to separate operations or alter the order of evaluation

ASF follows the standard order of precedence when evaluating arithmetic expressions. The order is multiplication and
division from left to right, then addition and subtraction from left to right, with operations in parentheses resolved first. If
more than one arithmetic expression has been defined in the selection criteria, they are evaluated in the order in which the
columns were defined.

To specify a range of values in a fixed-format expression, use the keyword THRU to separate the first and last values in
the range.

To specify a list of values in a fixed-format expression, separate each value in the list by a comma, which acts as an
implied OR.

To refer to a fixed-format expression in a freeform expression, precede the column ID number by $ (dollar sign); for
example, $4.

Fixed format selection criteria:

First Operand Conditional Operator Second Operand
Column name
(Provided by the system)

EQ (assumed)
=
NE
GT
>
LT
<
GE
LE
CONTAINS
MATCHES

Expression*

EQ
=
NE

Expression THRU expression
Expression, expression...

*Expression can be any of the following:
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• Quoted string
• Quoted string including mask characters (valid for CONTAINS and MATCHES only)
• Decimal number with optional sign
• Name of another column in the table
• Column ID number in the form #column-id
• Arithmetic expression

NOTE
Only the EQ(=) and NE operators can be used with a range (represented by THRU) or with a list of values joined
by implied ORs (represented by commas).

Freeform selection criteria:

First Operand Logical Operator Second Operand

* NOT (¬)
$column-id
comparison

AND (&) OR (|) * NOT (¬)
$column-id
comparison

*NOT is optional

Using $column-id as the comparison allows you to override the implied AND invoked when multiple fixed-format
expressions are specified. For example, if you have specified fixed-format criteria for columns #1, #3, and #6, using fixed-
format criteria alone implies that all three conditions must be true for a row to be selected. By using freeform selection
criteria, you can specify $1 OR $3 as additional criteria. Then, the condition for column #1 or column #3 and the condition
for column #6 must be true for the row to be selected.

Valid comparisons for freeform selection criteria:

First Operand Conditional Operator Second Operand
#Column id
Column name

EQ
=
NE
GT
>
LT
<
GE
LE
CONTAINS
MATCHES

Expression*

*Expression can be any of the following:

• Quoted string
• Quoted string including mask characters (valid for CONTAINS and MATCHES only)
• Decimal number with optional sign
• Name of another column in the table
• Column ID number in the form #column-id
• Arithmetic expression

The following examples illustrate the use of fixed-format and freeform expressions to specify selection criteria.
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Examples

Selecting from a Range of Values

To select customers with sales in the $25,000.00 to $30,000.00 range, specify selection criteria as follows:

 ID           Column Name                      Selection Criteria

0001 CUSTOMER NAME

0002 STATE

0003 CUSTOMER CLASS

0004 AMOUNT OF SALES                  25000 THRU 30000

0005 EARLY PAYMENT COUNT

0006 ONTIME PAYMENT COUNT

0007 LATE PAYMENT COUNT

This expression selects all rows with a sales amount between $25,000.00 and $30,000.00

Selecting from a List of Values

To select all customers in New England, specify selection criteria as follows:

 ID           Column Name                      Selection Criteria

0001 CUSTOMER NAME

0002 STATE                            'MA','ME','VT','CT','RI','NH'

0003 CUSTOMER CLASS

0004 AMOUNT OF SALES

0005 EARLY PAYMENT COUNT

0006 ONTIME PAYMENT COUNT

0007 LATE PAYMENT COUNT

This expression selects all rows with a state column containing the abbreviation of a New England state.

Selecting Based on Equal Values

To select customers named O'Brien that have an AAA class rating, specify selection criteria as follows:

 ID           Column Name                      Selection Criteria
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0001 CUSTOMER NAME                    'O''BRIEN'

0002 STATE

0003 CUSTOMER CLASS                   'AAA'

0004 AMOUNT OF SALES

0005 EARLY PAYMENT COUNT

0006 ONTIME PAYMENT COUNT

0007 LATE PAYMENT COUNT

These expressions select all rows with the name O'Brien and a customer class of AAA.

Selecting Based on Relative Values

To select customers who consistently make late payments, specify selection criteria as follows:

 ID           Column Name                      Selection Criteria

0001 CUSTOMER NAME

0002 STATE

0003 CUSTOMER CLASS

0004 AMOUNT OF SALES

0005 EARLY PAYMENT COUNT

0006 ONTIME PAYMENT COUNT

0007 LATE PAYMENT COUNT               GE #5 + #6

This expression selects all rows in which the LATE PAYMENT COUNT is greater than or equal to the EARLY PAYMENT
COUNT (referenced by its column ID number 5) plus the ONTIME PAYMENT COUNT (referenced by its column ID
number 6).

Selecting Based on a Contained Value

To select all customers who have one of the class A ratings, specify selection criteria as follows:

 ID           Column Name                      Selection Criteria

0001 CUSTOMER NAME

0002 STATE
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0003 CUSTOMER CLASS                   CONTAINS 'A'

0004 AMOUNT OF SALES

0005 EARLY PAYMENT COUNT

0006 ONTIME PAYMENT COUNT

0007 LATE PAYMENT COUNT

This expression selects the following customer classes: A, AA, AB, AAA, and BAA.

Selecting Based on Matching Values

To select all customers whose names begin with O' (such as O'Brien), specify selection criteria as follows:

 ID           Column Name                      Selection Criteria

0001 CUSTOMER NAME                    MATCHES 'O''@'

0002 STATE

0003 CUSTOMER CLASS

0004 AMOUNT OF SALES

0005 EARLY PAYMENT COUNT

0006 ONTIME PAYMENT COUNT

0007 LATE PAYMENT COUNT

This expression selects only rows that contain a customer name beginning with O'. The mask character @ (representing
any alphabetic character) is used to delimit the doubled quotation marks.

Using Freeform Selection Criteria Alone

To select rows based on an OR condition, specify additional selection criteria as follows:

   ID           Column Name                      Selection Criteria

  0001 CUSTOMER NUMBER

  0002 NUMBER OF SALES

  0003 AMOUNT OF SALES
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                         Additional Selection Criteria

  COL(NUMBER OF SALES) GT 500 OR COL(AMOUNT OF SALES) GT 5000

This expression selects all rows with either more than 500 sales or more than $5,000 in sales. The criteria can also be
specified using the column ID numbers rather than the column names, as follows:

                         Additional Selection Criteria

  #2 GT 500 OR #3 GT 5000

Using Freeform Selection Criteria with Fixed-Format Expressions

The selection condition in the above example can also be specified as follows:

   ID           Column Name                      Selection Criteria

  0001 CUSTOMER NUMBER

  0002 NUMBER OF SALES                  GT 500

  0003 AMOUNT OF SALES                  GT 5000

                         Additional Selection Criteria

  $2 OR $3

Note that the OR in the freeform expression overrides the implied AND in the fixed-format expressions.

Data Display Screen -- DLOD (or) DDIS
Description

A Data Display screen is formatted by ASF for each data table for which an application is generated. The Data Display
screen lists the columns in the table that were included in the screen display, along with response fields that allow you to
display, load, change, and remove data.
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ASF formats the Data Display screen for a table by using a model map. Though the model used at your site may have
variations, the model generally used allows 32 characters for each column name and begins each column name on a new
line; response fields for the columns are allocated based on the width (or external picture) of the column. When formatted,
the Data Display screen lists as many columns and their appropriate response fields as can be displayed on the terminal
screen. If the Data Display screen formatted by ASF is inadequate for displaying a particular table, you can modify the
Data Display screen sectionly by using the online mapping facility.

Access

You can access the Data Display screen for a particular table in the following ways:

• Select the Load Data function from the Activity Selection screen; you can select the function by pressing [PF3].
When accessed through the Load Data function, the Data Display screen displays the column names so that you can
enter new data online, one row at a time.

• Select the Display/Change Data function from the Activity Selection screen; you can select the function by pressing
[PF4]. When accessed through the Display/Change Data function, the Data Display screen displays the column names
and one row of data at a time. You can display, add, change, and remove data from the table.

• Specify selection criteria on the Data Selection screen and press [Enter]. The Data Display screen is displayed
automatically. When accessed through the Data Selection screen, the Data Display screen has the Display/Change
Data function, but displays only those rows that meet the selection criteria.

• Enter DLOD or DDIS in the screen name field of any screen. When you enter DLOD, the Data Display screen has
the Load Data function; when you enter DDIS, the Data Display screen has the Display/Change Data function.

To leave the Data Display screen, press [Clear]. This returns you to the Data Selection screen if the Data Display screen
was accessed from the Data Selection screen, or to the Activity Selection screen if the Data Display screen was accessed
from any other ASF screen. Note that the Data Display screen is part of the application created for the table and is not
actually an ASF screen. Therefore, the Data Display screen does not have a screen name field that can be used to move
to any ASF screen. When you leave the Data Display screen, you must return to the prior ASF screen.

Sample screen

                                                      CA

 PF1 = ADD; PF2 = CHANGE; PF3 = DELETE; ENTER = NEXT; CLEAR = EXIT

  JOB

  JOB NUMBER                       B359

  DEPARTMENT                       BILLING

  TITLE                            BILLING CLERK

  SALARY                            10000.00
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  CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN)  OPEN

Fields

The fields on the Data Display screen vary according to the model used to format the screen and the columns included in
the individual table. Generally, the Data Display screen contains the following information:

• Heading information is displayed according to the screen model in use at your site.
• Message text is displayed, providing instructions and information on the use of the Data Display screen.
• The table name of the specified table is displayed.

The remainder of the screen contains a sequential list of columns in the table. If the Display/Change function applies, the
screen will also display one row of data. No data is displayed for the Load Data function.

Message Screen -- MSGS
Description

The Message screen lists informative messages about ASF processing. At times, you may be instructed to access the
Message screen to review error conditions.

Access

You can access the Message screen in one of the following ways:

• Select the Message Screen function from the Table Definition screen ([PF6]), Data Selection screen ([PF2]), or
Extended Selection Definition screen ([PF2]).

• Enter MSGS in the screen name field of any screen.

To leave the Message screen and return to the prior screen, press [Clear].

Sample Screen

                                                      CA

  MSGS   CA - Automatic System Facility           ** Message Screen **

                                         _ PF2 - Print Messages  Page:  1  of  1

DC562100  SYNTAX ERROR IN $00002

DC562009 COLUMN NAME NOT FOUND

DC562101 (E) - SYNTAX ERRORS WERE DISCOVERED BY IDMSREXP

Fields

• [PF2] - Print Messages
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Initiates printing of the displayed messages if a printer is associated with the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF system.
Press [PF2] to print the page of the screen currently displayed; you must press [PF2] for each page.

• Page: __ of __
Displays the current screen page number and the total number of pages in the page set. You can move to a particular
page by specifying its page number, page forward by pressing [PF8], and page backward by pressing [PF7].

The Messages Area

The remainder of the screen lists system messages. Since ASF uses other products and facilities in its processing, the
messages listed may be from another product. For example, the Message screen lists messages from the subschema
compiler and CA ADS, as well as messages from ASF itself.

Help Screens -- HELP
Description

The Help screens contain information that explain the structure and use of the Automatic System Facility and its screens.
The help text displayed applies to the screen that was current when the Help facility was accessed. Having accessed the
Help facility, you can display the help text for any ASF screen by entering the screen name in the HELP FOR field.

Access

You can access the Help facility in one of the following ways:

• Select the Help function from any screen; you can select the function by pressing [PF1].
• Enter Help in the screen name field of any screen.

To leave the Help facility, press [Clear] to return to the prior screen.

Sample Screen

                                                      CA

  HELP   CA - Automatic System Facility             ** Help Screen **

  Help For: ASEL                                                 Page:  1  of 16

     -----------------------------------------------------------------------

     ACTIVITY SELECTION HELP

                  Overview.............................................  2

                  The activities.......................................  3

                  Selecting and listing tables.........................  4
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                  Screen names and titles..............................  6

                  ASF overview.........................................  8

        Return to ASF       Paging      Activity Selection       Refresh

            CLEAR            PF7/8             PA1                 PA2

     ----------------------------------------------------------(continued)--

Fields

• Help For
Displays the screen name for which help text is currently being displayed. You can change the screen name to display
the help text for another ASF screen.

• Page: __ of __
indicates the number of pages in the help text. You can page through Help by pressing [PF7] and [PF8] or by changing
the page number.

• Table of contents
Lists the topics discussed in the help text for the current screen. Page numbers are provided so you can go directly to
a particular topic.

• A brief explanation on how to use Help
Provided near the bottom of the first page.

• The global PF-keys for ASF
Listed at the bottom of the first page.

• Screen-specific help text
Provided on pageable screens.

• Screen names and titles
Listed at the end of the screen-specific help text. The titles of all ASF screens and their 4-character screen names are
listed. You can go directly to any ASF screen by entering the screen name in the upper left corner of any screen.

• An overview of ASF
Included at the end of each help text.
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Passkey Screens
The Automatic System Facility includes several passkey screens, which are used by all users to grant access to data
tables. This section includes a discussion of passkey security in ASF and describes the passkey screens used to assign,
delete, and review passkeys.

Passkey Security
 

Passkey authorization applies only to data access passkeys, and they determine access to data tables.. When
authorization for a passkey is revoked, assignments of that passkey are not honored. For example, if you are not
authorized for the ADD passkey, you cannot add data to tables. If another user assigns you an ADD passkey for one of
his tables, the passkey is not honored; you cannot add data to your own tables or to another user's tables.

Implementation

Passkey security is implemented at two levels, as follows:

• Passkey authorization determines what you can do with data tables through ASF. By default, ASF users have full
passkey authorization, enabling them to create data tables for themselves and be given access to tables owned
by others. The ASF administrator can limit the passkey authorization of an individual user through the User Limits
and Defaults screen (see the section "Administrative Functions of ASF" and the section "Administrative Screens").
For example, if the ASF administrator revokes your CREATE passkey authorization, you are not able to define and
generate tables through ASF, either for yourself or for other users.

• Passkey assignments determine what other users can do with your tables and what you can do with tables owned by
others. Table ownership gives you the right to grant or deny another user access to your table. The only way another
user, even an ASF administrator, can access a table you own is if you explicitly assign the user a passkey to the table.

 

Three types of passkeys can be assigned, as follows:

• Data access passkeys allow access to data tables and table definitions.
• Catalog access passkeys allow access to the catalog, which is the directory of users and tables.
• Predefined passkey combinations combine data and catalog access passkeys, enabling you to specify useful

combinations of data and catalog access with a single passkey.

Each of the three types of passkeys that can be assigned through ASF is discussed separately below.

Data Access Passkeys

Data access passkeys govern access to tables and table definitions. The following are the seven data access passkeys:

• Copy allows you to use a table as a source for derivation.
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NOTE
You should be cautious when issuing the Copy passkey. Once a user creates a view using your table(s) as
a source for derivation, that user can access your table(s) through the view even if the Copy passkey to the
table(s) is removed.

• Create allows you to define and store tables through ASF.
• Add allows you to add new rows of data to a table and modify and delete existing rows.
• Modify allows you to modify and delete rows of data in a table.
• Erase allows you to delete a table from ASF through the Delete Table Definition function. If the table is stored, the data

is erased from the database.
• Redefine allows you to change the definition of a table.
• List allows you to display a table, both the data and definition.

For practical considerations, some passkeys are assigned implicitly, as follows:

• Holding any data access passkey grants the List passkey. Therefore, you can display the tables associated with the
passkey.

• Holding an Add passkey also implies that you hold a Modify passkey for the tables associated with the passkey. If you
can add new rows to a table, you can also modify existing rows.

• Holding a Redefine passkey also implies that you hold a Modify passkey for the tables associated with the passkey. If
you can change the definition of a table, you can also modify data in the table.

• Holding a Create passkey grants all data access passkeys to the creator of a table for that table, as long as the Create
passkey is held.

Data access passkeys can be held for a user, generally allowing access to all of a user's tables, or for an individual table.
The following table shows the data access passkeys and how they work when held for users and tables.

Data Access Passkeys

Passkey For access to Function
COPY User Derive from any table owned by the user
 Table Derive from the table specified
CREATE User Create a table for the user
ADD User Add additional rows of data to any existing

table owned by the user
 Table Add additional rows of data to the table

specified
MODIFY User Modify rows in any table owned by the user
 Table Modify rows in the table specified
ERASE User Erase any table owned by the user
 Table Erase the table specified
REDEFINE User Redefine any table owned by the user
 Table Redefine the table specified
LIST User List any table owned by the user
 Table List the table specified

NOTE
Note that List does not imply Copy; therefore, a table with only a List passkey cannot be used for derivation.
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Catalog Access Passkeys

Catalog access passkeys govern access to the catalog, which is the directory of users and tables. The following are the
two catalog access passkeys:

• Browse allows you to access another user's directory or a table in that directory. To access another user's tables you
must hold a Browse passkey to the table or the table's owner, as well as data access passkeys to the table or table
owner. Holding a Browse passkey for a user allows you to list the user's directory.

• Management allows you to assign passkeys for another user or for another user's table. For example, if you hold a
Management passkey for user SNELL, you can grant user CROSS access to tables owned by user SNELL. If you hold
a Management passkey for one of user SNELL's tables, you can grant user CROSS access to that table. In CA-ICMS
installations, the Management passkey allows manipulation of catalog entities and their relationships through CA-ICMS
Manager.

Predefined Passkey Combinations

ASF supplies predefined passkey combinations that allow you to specify useful combinations of data and catalog
access with a single passkey. The predefined passkey combinations can be given for a user or for a table, as follows:

• DBA -- Dba passkey When given for a user, DBA allows you to list a user's directory, create tables for the user, and
assign passkeys for the user. When given for a table, DBA allows you to assign passkeys for that table and to access
the table if any data access passkeys are assigned.

• Read -- Read passkey When given for a user, Read allows you to list a user's directory and derive views from tables
owned by the user. When given for a table, READ allows you to derive a view from the table.

• Alter -- Alter passkey When given for a user, Alter allows you to add and modify data in tables owned by the user and
to modify definitions of tables owned by the user. When given for a table, Alter allows you to add and modify data in
the table and modify the table definition. Note that Alter does not include a Browse passkey, which must be assigned
separately.

• Write -- Write passkey When given for a user, Write allows you to list the user's directory and create tables for the user,
and gives you complete data access to tables owned by the user. When given for a table, Write gives you complete
data access to the table.

• Update -- Update passkey When given for a user, Update allows you to create tables for the user and gives you
complete data access to tables owned by the user. When given for a table, Update gives you complete data access to
the table. Note that the Update passkey does not include a Browse passkey, which must be assigned separately.

• All -- All passkey When given for a user, All allows you to list a user's directory, create tables for the user, and assign
passkeys for the user, and gives you complete data access to tables owned by the user. When given for a table, All
allows you to assign passkeys for the table and gives you complete data access to the table.
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The screens used to assign passkeys, delete passkeys, and review passkey assignments are discussed separately
below.

Passkey 1
Function Screen -- PASS

Description

contains a menu of passkey activities. From the menu, you select whether you want to:

• Give passkeys to a user
• Delete passkeys you have already given to a user
• Display the passkeys you have given to other users
• Display the passkeys other users have given to you

When you make your selection and press [Enter], the appropriate screen is displayed for the activity you have selected.

Access You can access the Passkey Function screen in one of the following ways:

• Select the Passkey function from the Activity Selection screen; you can select the function by pressing [PF9].
• Enter PASS in the screen name field of any screen.

You can leave the Passkey Function screen in one of the following ways:
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• Select an activity from the menu and press [Enter]; the appropriate screen for performing the activity you select will
be displayed.

• Press [Clear] to return to the prior screen.
• Enter the screen name of another screen in the screen name field.

Sample Screen

                                            CA

  PASS   CA - Automatic System Facility          *** Passkey Function ***

 DC422007 SELECT AN ACTION

                                                        _ PF1 - Help

    Select Action To Be Performed:

         x Give Passkeys

         _ Delete Passkeys

         _ Show Passkeys Given

         _ Show Passkeys Held

Fields

• [PF1] - Help
Invokes the Help screen.

• Give Passkeys
Enter any character to give passkeys to a user; ASF displays the Give Passkeys screen, which allows you to assign
passkeys.

• Delete Passkeys
Enter any character to delete passkeys; ASF displays the Delete Passkeys screen.

• Show Passkeys Given
Enter any character to display all passkeys given for a specified user name or table; ASF displays the Show Passkeys
Given screen.

• Show Passkeys Held
Enter any character to display all passkeys held by a user; ASF displays the Show Passkeys Held screen.

Give Passkeys Screen -- GPAS
Description
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The Give Passkeys screen allows you to give passkeys to a user that allow that user to access one or all of your tables or
folders. You can assign passkeys for an individual table or for your user name. You select the type of access you want the
user to have.

Access

You can access the Give Passkeys screen in one of the following ways:

• Select the Give Passkeys function from the Passkey Function screen.
• Enter GPAS in the screen name field of any other screen.

Sample Screen

                                            CA

  GPAS   CA - Automatic System Facility          *** Give Passkeys ***

 DC422007 SELECT AN ACTION

                                                        _ PF1 - Help

    Select Passkey Type(s):

     _ Copy        _ Browse          _ DBA

     _ Create      _ Management      _ Read

     _ Add                           _ Alter

     _ Modify                        x Write

     _ Erase                         _ Update

     _ Redefine                      _ All

     _ List

    Give The Passkey(s) To This User Or Group:

     fites

    For Access To The Following Entry:
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     snell

    The Owner Of The Entry Is: SNELL

Fields

• [PF1] - Help
Invokes the Help screen.

• Select Passkey Type(s)
Enter any character next to the passkey type to be given. One or more passkey types can be selected. The passkey
types are explained under "Passkey Security" earlier in this section.

• Give The Passkey(s) To This User Or Group
Enter the name of the user to receive the passkey(s). If CA-ICMS is installed, you can also enter the name of a group
or CORP.

• For Access To The Following Entry
Enter the name of the user or table for which the passkey is given. If CA-ICMS is installed, you can also enter the
name or access path of a table, folder, or CORP.

• The Owner Of The Entry Is
Enter the name of the owner of the entry for which the passkey is given. For example, if you are giving passkeys for
access to one of your tables, enter your user name in this field. Since this is the default, you usually do not need to
change the value in this field.

Delete Passkeys Screen -- DPAS
Description

The Delete Passkeys screen allows you to delete passkeys you have given to another user. You can delete some or all of
the passkeys the user holds for your user name or for an individual table.

Access

You can select the Delete Passkeys screen in one of the following ways:

• Select the Delete Passkeys function from the Passkey Function screen.
• Enter DPAS in the screen name field of any other screen.

Sample Screen

                                            CA

  GPAS   CA - Automatic System Facility          *** Give Passkeys ***

 DC422007 SELECT AN ACTION

                                                        _ PF1 - Help
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    Select Passkey Type(s):

     _ Copy        _ Browse          _ DBA

     _ Create      _ Management      _ Read

     _ Add                           _ Alter

     _ Modify                        x Write

     _ Erase                         _ Update

     _ Redefine                      _ All

     _ List

    Give The Passkey(s) To This User Or Group:

     fites

    For Access To The Following Entry:

     snell

    The Owner Of The Entry Is: SNELL

Fields

• [PF1] - Help
Invokes the Help screen.

• Select Passkey Type(s)
Enter any character next to the passkey type to be deleted. One or more passkey types can be selected at one time.
The passkey types are explained under "Passkey Security" earlier in this section.

• Delete The Passkey(s) From This User Or Group
Enter the name of the user for which the passkey(s) is deleted. If CA-ICMS is installed, you can also enter the name of
a group or CORP.

• For Access To The Following Entry
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Enter the name of the user or table for which the passkey is deleted. If CA-ICMS is installed, you can also enter the
name or access path of a table, folder, or CORP.

• The Owner Of The Entry Is
Enter the name or access path of the owner of the entry for which the passkey is deleted.

Show Passkeys Given Screen -- PASG
Contents

Description

The Show Passkeys Given screen allows you to request a passkey listing for a user or table. On the Show Passkeys
Given screen, you enter a table name or your user name. All users who have access to the specified table or user are
displayed on the Passkeys Given screen. You can see who you have given passkeys to and which passkeys were given.

Access

You can access the Show Passkeys Given screen in one of the following ways:

• Select the Show Passkeys Given function from the Passkey Function screen.
• Enter PASG in the screen name field of any other screen.

Sample Screen

                                            CA

  PASG   CA - Automatic System Facility          *** Show Passkeys Given ***

 DC422007 SELECT AN ACTION

                                                        _ PF1 - Help

    Entry Name: applicant

    Owner Name: snell

    Requested Action:

         Show The Users And Groups Which Have Access To The Entry Which Is

         Specified Above.

Fields

• [PF1] - Help
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Invokes the Help screen.
• Entry Name

Enter the name of a user or table.
• Owner Name

Displays your user name. Enter the appropriate owner name if the specified Entry Name is not your user name or a
table you own.

• Requested Action
Displays the action you have requested by choosing this screen.

Passkeys Given Screen -- (No screen name)

Description

The Passkeys Given screen displays the users who have access to the user or table specified on the Show Passkeys
Given screen.

Access

The Passkeys Given screen can only be accessed from the Show Passkeys Given screen. To exit from the Passkeys
Given screen, press [Clear] to return to the Show Passkeys Given screen.

Sample Screen

                                            CA

  PASG   CA - Automatic System Facility          *** Passkeys Given ***

    List Of Passkeys Given For:

     APPLICANT

                                                                  Passkeys

                                                              B L C C A M E R M

                                                              R S P R D O R D A

    Entry Name                         Entry Type             S T Y E D D S F N

    WHITE                              USER                   Y   Y     Y

    FORREST                            USER                   Y       Y Y

Fields

• List Of Passkeys Given For
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Specifies the entity named on the Show Passkeys Given screen.
• Entry Name

Lists the names of users who hold passkeys for the entity named on the Show Passkeys Given screen.
• Entry Type

Identifies the holder of the passkeys by type. This typically displays USER, but if CA-ICMS is installed, it can also
display GROUP or CATALOG.

• Passkeys
Specifies which passkeys are held for the entity named on the Show Passkeys Given screen. Possession of a passkey
is indicated by a Y in the column under the passkey type. Note that the passkey names listed on the screen are read
from top to bottom. The abbreviations for the passkey types are listed below:
– BRS (Browse)
– LST (List)
– CPY (Copy)
– CRE (Create)
– ADD
– MOD (Modify)
– ERS (Erase)
– RDF (Redefine)
– MAN (Management)

Show Passkeys Held Screen -- PASH
Contents

Description

The Show Passkeys Held screen allows you to request a list of the passkeys held by a specified user. You can specify
your user name and see all the tables and users to which you have access. If you have a Management passkey for
another user, you can specify that user's name and see what passkeys that user holds.

Access

You can access the Show Passkeys Held screen in one of the following ways:

• Select the Show Passkeys Held function from the Passkeys Function screen.
• Enter PASH in the screen name field of any other screen.

Sample Screen

                                            CA

  PASH   CA - Automatic System Facility          *** Show Passkeys Held ***

 DC422007 SELECT AN ACTION

                                              _ PF1 - Help

    Entry Name: SNELL
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    Requested Action:

         Show The Entries To Which The User Or Group Specified Above Has Access.

Fields

• [PF1] - Help
Invokes the Help screen.

• Entry Name
Enter the name of the user whose passkeys are to be displayed. If CA-ICMS is installed, this can also be the name of
a group or CORP.

• Requested Action
Displays the action you have requested by choosing this screen.

Passkeys Held Screen -- (no screen name)

Description

The Passkeys Held screen displays the passkeys held by a specified user that allow access to a user or a table.

Access

The Passkeys Held screen can only be accessed from the Show Passkeys Held screen. To exit from the Passkeys Held
screen, press [Clear] to return to the Show Passkeys Held screen.

Sample Screen

                                            CA

  PASH   CA - Automatic System Facility          *** Passkeys Held ***

    List Of Passkeys Held By:

     SNELL

                                                                  Passkeys

                                                              B L C C A M E R M

                                                              R S P R D O R D A

    Entry Name                         Entry Type             S T Y E D D S F N
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    CROSS

     Owner: CORP                       USER                   Y   Y Y Y Y Y Y

    FITES

     Owner: CORP                       USER                   Y

    FORREST

     Owner: CORP                       USER                   Y   Y Y Y Y Y Y

    MONTHLY REPORT

     Owner: FITES                      DATA TABLE                     Y Y Y Y

    WHITE

     Owner: CORP                       USER                   Y   Y Y Y Y Y Y

Fields

• List Of Passkeys Held By
Specifies the user named on the Show Passkeys Held screen.

• Entry Name
Lists the names of the users and tables to which the user named above has access.

• Entry Type
Lists the type of entry to which access is granted (USER or DATA TABLE). If the entry type is a table, the owner of the
table is also listed. If CA-ICMS is installed, the entry type can also be CATALOG, GROUP, or FOLDER.

• Passkeys
Specifies which passkeys are held for the entry named above. Possession of a passkey is indicated by a Y in the
column under the passkey type. Note that the passkey names listed are read from top to bottom. The abbreviations for
passkey types are listed below:
– BRS (Browse)
– LST (List)
– CPY (Copy)
– CRE (Create)
– ADD
– MOD (Modify)
– ERS (Erase)
– RDF (Redefine)
– MAN (Management)
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Row-Level Security Screens
The Automatic System Facility includes several row-level security screens, which are used by all users to restrict access
to certain rows of their tables. This section includes a discussion of row-level security in ASF and describes the row-level
security screens used to assign, delete, and review row-level security. 

Row-level Security
Row-level security determines access to rows of data tables. Row-level security is implemented at two levels, as follows:

• Row-level security authorization determines what you can do with row-level security through ASF. By default, no
users have access to row-level security unless explicitly authorized by a DBA.
The DBA gives users access to row-level security tables which enables the users to assign row-level security to their
tables.

• Row-level security assignment determines how other users can use your data tables. You can assign security to
certain rows of your tables to limit access to those rows. Passkeys are checked first when a user tries to access a
table.

System Table Maintenance Screen -- SYST
Description

The System Table Maintenance screen allows the DBA (or anyone with DBA authority) to access the following tables
directly:

• $UNSTRUCTURED-IDB-OBJECT$
• $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$
• $OBJECT-SECURITY-NAME-TABLE$
• $SRT-OST-CROSS-REFERENCE$

Access

You can access the System Table Maintenance screen in one of the following ways:

• Select the System Table Maintenance function from the Administrator Control screen; you can select the function by
pressing [PF8].

• Enter SYST in the screen name field of any field.

You can leave the System Table Maintenance screen in one of the following ways:

• Select an activity from the menu and press [Enter]; the appropriate screen for performing the activity you select will
be displayed.

• Press [Clear] to return to the prior screen.
• Enter the screen name of another screen in the screen name field.

Sample Screen

                                                CA

  SYST   CA - Automatic System Facility           *System Table Maintenance*

  DC560727 SELECT A SYSTEM TABLE
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  Table Name:

         _ PF1 - Help                       _ PF4 - Display/Change Data

         _ PF2 - Define Table               _ PF5 - Select Data

         _ PF3 - Load Data                  _ PF6 - Query

                     _ $UNSTRUCTURED-IDB-OBJECT$

                     _ $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$

                     _ $OBJECT-SECURITY-NAME-TABLE$

                     _ $SRT-OST-CROSS-REFERENCE$

Fields

• Table Name
Displays the name of the table as specified on the System Table Maintenance screen.

• [PF1] - Help
Invokes the Help screen.

• [PF2] - Define Table
Invokes the Table Definition screen, which enables you to define a new table or to modify or delete an existing table.

• [PF3] - Load Data
Invokes the Data Display screen for an existing table, which enables you to load data to be stored in the table.

• [PF4] - Display/Change Data
Invokes the Data Display screen for an existing table, which enables you to display, change, delete, and load data.

• [PF5] - Select Data
Invokes the Data Selection screen for a generated table, which enables you to select data for display by specifying
selection criteria.

• [PF6] - Query
Invokes OnLine Query, which enables you to display a generated table in row and column format. This function applies
only if OnLine Query is installed at your site.

Row-level Security Screen -- RSEC
Description
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The Row-Level Security screen allows you to assign a security name and generic column names to an existing data table.

Access

You can access the Row-Level Security screen by typing RSEC in the screen name field of any screen.

Sample Screen

                                                CA

  RSEC   CA - Automatic System Facility           ** Row Level Security **

  DC560314 ADD/MODIFY SECURITY NAME AND GENERIC COLUMN NAMES

  Table Name: APPLICANT

                                                   _ PF1 - Help  Page:  1  of  1

  Security Name: salsec

           Column Name                      Generic Column Name

  NAME

  STREET

  CITY

  STATE

  ZIP CODE

  PHONE NUMBER

  POSITION APPLIED FOR

  SALARY REQUIREMENT

  EVALUATION: STRONG, WEAK, MEDIUM

Fields

• Table Name
Displays the name of the table specified on the Activity Selection screen.

• [PF1] - Help
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Invokes the Help screen.
• Page ___ of ___

Displays the current screen page number and the total number of pages in the page set. You can move to a particular
page by specifying its page number, page forward by using [PF8], and page backward by using [PF7].

• Security Name
Enter the security name you are assigning to the data table.

• Column Name
Displays the columns of the table specified in the Table Name field.

• Generic Column Name
Enter the generic column names you wish to assign to the existing column names.

Load Row-level Security Screen -- RLOD
Description

Allows you to load rows in the $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$ to specify who has access to the rows of your tables that
have row-level security applied to them.

Access

You can access the Load Row-Level Security screen by typing RLOD in the screen name field of any screen.

Sample Screen

                                                CA

 PF1 = ADD;PF2 = CHANGE;PF3 = DELETE;PF4 = VALIDATE;ENTER = NEXT;CLEAR = EXIT

  $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$

  GROUP

  USER

  OWNER

  SECURITY-NAME

  STATUS
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  WHERE-CLAUSE

Fields

• GROUP
Enter the name of the group you want to have access to your rows. You can do this only if CA-ICMS is installed.

• USER
Enter the name of the user you want to have access to your rows. Keep in mind that the GROUP field and the USER
field are mutually exclusive. You cannot make an entry in both fields at once.

• OWNER
Enter the name of the owner of the table to which you are applying row-level security.

• SECURITY-NAME
Enter the security name assigned to the table on the Row-Level Security screen.

• STATUS
Displays the status of the row-level security assignment. This field will be one of the following:
– (I) -- Validation Required
– (V) -- Validated
– (E) -- Error in Validation

• WHERE-CLAUSE
Enter the selection criteria that defines which rows of the table the user is allowed to access.

Row-level Security Selection Screen -- RSEL
Description

The Row-Level Security Selection screen allows you to select certain rows of the $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$ for
display.

Access

You can access the Row-Level Security Selection screen by typing RSEL in the screen name field of any screen.

Sample Screen

                                                CA

  RSEL   CA - Automatic System Facility       *Row Level Security Selection*

  DC560603 ENTER SELECTION CRITERIA

  Table Name:

               _ PF1 - Help      _ PF2 - Message Screen          Page:  1  of  1

   ID           Column Name                      Selection Criteria

  0001 GROUP

  0002 USER
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  0003 OWNER

  0004 SECURITY-NAME

  0005 STATUS                           ne 'v'

  0006 WHERE-CLAUSE

  0007 GROUP-SEQUENCE-NUMBER

  0008 TIME-STAMP

  0009 DATE-STAMP

  0010 WORK-GROUP

                          Additional Selection Criteria

Fields

• Table Name
Displays the name of the table, $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$.

• [PF1] - Help
Invokes the Help screen.

• [PF2] - Message Screen
Invokes the Message screen which displays error messages should you enter something incorrectly.

• Page ___ of ___
Displays the current screen page number and the total number of pages in the page set. You can move to a particular
page by specifying its page number, page forward by using [PF8], and page backward by using [PF7].

• ID
Displays the column ID number that can be used to reference the column in selection criteria.

• Column Name
Displays the name of each column defined for the table.

• Selection Criteria
Enter fixed-format expressions to select rows based on column values. Fixed-format expressions are explained in the
section "Basic Screens". Enter the expression next to the name of the appropriate column(s). If you enter selection
criteria for more than one column, you are indicating that only those rows that meet all criteria for all columns are to be
displayed.

• Additional Selection Criteria
Enter freeform expressions to select rows based on compound conditions. Freeform expressions can include
compound conditions using the logical operators AND, OR, NOT, &., |, and ¬. Freeform expressions can be used
in addition to, or instead of, fixed-format expressions to specify selection criteria. When used in conjunction with
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fixed-format expressions, freeform expressions can be used to override the implied AND connecting fixed-format
expressions. Freeform expressions are discussed in the section "Basic Screens".

Display Row-level Security Screen -- RDIS
Description

Allows you to display, load, change, and delete the rows of the $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$ you are allowed to
access.

Access

You can access the Display Row-Level Security screen by typing RDIS in the screen name field of any screen.

Sample Screen

                                                CA

 NO ROW TO DISPLAY

  $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$

  GROUP

  USER

  OWNER

  SECURITY-NAME

  STATUS

  WHERE-CLAUSE

Fields

• GROUP
The name of the group that has access to the rows, if CA-ICMS is installed.

• USER
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The name of the user who has access to the rows.
• OWNER

The name of the owner of the table to which row-level security is applied.
• SECURITY-NAME

The security name assigned to the table.
• STATUS

Displays the status of the row-level security assignment. This field will be one of the following:
– (I) -- Validation Required
– (V) -- Validated
– (E) -- Error in Validation
This field cannot be changed by the user.

• WHERE-CLAUSE
The selection criteria that define which rows of the table the user is allowed to access.

Extended Screens
The Automatic System Facility includes extended screens, which can be used by programmers and data processing
personnel to achieve full utilization of ASF's capabilities.

Extended Table Definition Screen -- XTAB
Description

The Extended Table Definition screen allows you to control aspects of the table definition process that are usually handled
automatically by the system. It also provides information on a table defined using ASF menus, so that the table can be
used in another environment (for example, in a DML program).

The Extended Table Definition screen can be used by programmers and database administrative personnel for the
following purposes:

• To assign a table to a particular area in the database
• To review table information supplied by the system
• To change access to stored tables

Use of this screen is optional; the user does not have to access the Extended Table Definition screen in order to define or
use a table through ASF.

Access

You can access the Extended Table Definition screen in one of the following ways:

• Select the Extended Table Definition function from the Table Definition screen; you can select the function by
pressing [PF4].

• Enter XTAB in the screen name field of any other screen.

Sample Screen

                                            CA

  XTAB   CA - Automatic System Facility          *Extended Table Definition*

  DC560501 MODIFY TABLE DEFINITION

  Table Name: JOB
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     _ PF1 - Help                            _ PF4 - Extended Key Definition

     _ PF2 - Extended Table Derivation       _ PF5 - Row Level Security

     _ PF3 - Extended Selection Definition

  Area: IDMSR-AREA2

  Display Access..........: YES        Subschema: RU000239

  Load Access.............: YES        Map......: RM000239   Version:     1

  Change Access...........: YES        Dialog...: RD000239   Version:     1

  Erase Access............: YES

                                       Table Definition Length:   120

  Generate Map/Dialog.....: YES

                                       Date/Time Created......:mm/dd/yy 10:20:4

  C/ICMS Modify Option....: YES        Date/Time Last Updated.:mm/dd/yy 10:50:3

  C/ICMS Selective Update:  YES        Process Standard Area Data: YES

  Logical Record Name.....: JOB

Fields

• Table Name
Displays the name of the table specified on the Activity Selection screen.

• [PF1] - Help
Invokes the Help screen.

• [PF2] - Extended Table Derivation
Invokes the Extended Table Derivation screen, which allows you to specify a complex table derivation.

• [PF3] - Extended Selection Definition
Invokes the Extended Selection Definition screen, which allows you to select the data to be included in the table.

• [PF4] - Extended Key Definition
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Invokes the Extended Key Definition screen, which allows you to establish indexes for the table.
• [PF5] - Row Level Security

Invokes the Row-level Security screen, which allows you to assign a security name and generic column names to your
table.

• Area
Contains the name of the database area in which the table's data is stored. An ASF administrator can assign the table
to a particular area by entering the name of a valid area defined to ASF in this field.

• Display Access
Controls the generation of an OBTAIN logical-record path in the ASF-generated subschema. YES is the default.

• Load Access
Controls the generation of a STORE logical-record path in the ASF-generated subschema. YES is the default for
stored tables; for views, this field is always NO and cannot be changed.

• Change Access
Controls the generation of a MODIFY logical-record path in the ASF-generated subschema. YES is the default.

• Erase Access
Controls the generation of an ERASE logical-record path in the ASF-generated subschema. YES is the default for
stored tables; for views, this field is always NO and cannot be changed.

• Generate Map/Dialog
Indicates whether the system automatically generates a screen format (map) and processing logic (dialog) for
accessing the table. The default is YES. When the table is generated, you can access it online through ASF, using this
map and dialog. Enter NO if you do not want ASF to generate an online application for using the table.

• C/ICMS Modify Option
Displays the status of the table as it relates to the SAVE UPDATES option of supported PC software. When you
request SAVE UPDATE from the PC, ASF acts as follows:
– If the row exists on the mainframe, the request is processed as a MODIFY by ASF.
– If the row doesn't exist on the mainframe, the request is processed as an ADD by ASF.
The valid values for this field are:
– YES -- If the row doesn't exist on the mainframe, and the request came as a MODIFY from the PC, ASF is allowed

to ADD the row.
– REJECT -- If the row doesn't exist on the mainframe, and the request came as a MODIFY from the PC, ASF is not

allowed to ADD the row.
• C/ICMS Selective Update

Enter the status of the table as it relates to the selective update feature applicable to the supported PC software. When
a table is to be used with the selective update feature, ASF generates and adds special code to the logical record. This
code is generated automatically if the table has only one unique key. The possible values for this field are:
– YES -- The table has only one unique key and therefore is eligible for selective update. ASF has generated the

additional logical record code required to support a selective update.
– NO -- Selective updates for the table are not allowed, and ASF is not to generate the additional logical record path

code.
– INELIGIBLE -- The table has more than one unique key, or it does not have a unique key; ASF will not generate the

additional code.
– DISABLED -- The table is eligible for selective update, and ASF has generated the additional code. You can

change the field to this value and regenerate the table to temporarily suspend selective update activities. The
modification of the field in this way does not cause a regeneration of the subschema, it only causes ASF to disallow
selective update requests. To return to normal operations, change the field back to YES and regenerate the table.

• Logical Record Name
Displays the name of the logical record defined for a stored table or view in the subschema.

• Subschema
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Displays the name of the subschema generated for the table. Subschema names are RUnnnnnn, where nnnnnn is the
table definition number.

• Map
Displays the name of the map generated for the table. Map names are RMnnnnnn, where nnnnnn is the table definition
number.

• Version
Displays the map version number.

• Dialog
Displays the name of the dialog generated for the table. Dialog names are RDnnnnnn, where nnnnnn is the table
definition number.

• Version
Displays the dialog version number.

• Table Definition Length
Displays the current length of the underlying logical record.

• Date/Time Created
Shows the date and time the table definition was generated.

• Date/Time Last Updated
Shows the date and time the table definition was last updated.

• Process Standard Area Data
Indicates whether ASF will restructure the table when it regenerates the table and whether ASF will delete the table
when it deletes the table definition. The default is YES. This field will only appear to those who have administrator
authority:
– When a table is deleted
– When a table is regenerated
Enter NO if you do not want ASF to modify the table data when a table definition is regenerated or deleted.

Extended Column Definition Screen -- XCOL
Description

The Extended Column Definition screen allows you to adjust the column storage and display criteria that are supplied
automatically by the system. The Extended Column Definition screen displays information on one column in the table at a
time. You can access the Extended Column Definition screen for selected columns or for all the columns in the table.

Access

The Extended Column Definition screen can only be accessed from the Column Definition screen. On the Column
Definition screen, you can select columns for which you want to display extended definitions. To select individual columns,
enter any character in the Ext Screen field on the Column Definition screen. If you access the Extended Column
Definition screen without selecting individual columns, all columns in the table are selected automatically.

You can access the Extended Column Definition screen from the Column Definition screen in one of the following ways:

• Select the Extended Column Definition function; you can select the function by pressing [PF2].
• Enter XCOL in the screen name field.

To access the extended definition of the next column that was selected on the Column Definition screen, select the Next
Column function from the Extended Column Definition screen; you can select the function by pressing [PF2].

You can exit from the Extended Column Definition screen and return to the Column Definition screen in one of the
following ways:
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• Display all selected columns. When all columns selected have been displayed, you are returned to the Column
Definition screen.

• Press [Clear]. You are returned to the Column Definition screen and any columns selected are still marked for
selection in the Ext Screen field.

Sample Screen

                                            CA

  XCOL   CA - Automatic System Facility          *Extended Column Definition*

  DC560407 MODIFY COLUMN DEFINITION

  Table Name: JOBS AND APPLICANTS

          _ PF1 - Help      _ PF2 - Next Column      _ PF3 - Message Screen

           Displayed Column Name                    Stored Column Name

     SALARY DIFFERENTIAL                     SALARY-DIFFERENTIAL

              Display Format                          Stored Format

     -Z(05).9(02)                            S9(05)V9(02)

  Usage: 3 D/0/1/2/3  Display/Comp/Comp-1/Comp-2/Comp-3

  Comments.....:                                           Column Level: WORK

  Initial Value:

  Calculation..: column(salary requirement) - salary

  Edit Table:           Version:           Code Table:           Version:

   U  U/P   Unprotected/Protected  N  B/R/P/T/G/Y/W/N  Blue/Red/Pink/Turquoise

                                                       Green/Yellow/White/Nocolor
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   N  Y/N   Blank When Zero        N  N/R  Normal/Reverse Video

   D  B/D/K Bright/Display/Dark    N  Y/N  Blink/Noblink

Fields

• Table Name
Displays the name of the table as specified on the Activity Selection screen.

• [PF1] - Help
Invokes the Help screen.

• [PF2] - Next Column
Indicates that you can display the extended column definition for the next column you selected on the Column
Definition screen by pressing [PF2].

• [PF3] - Message Screen
Indicates that additional system messages can be displayed on a separate screen. The message display line will
instruct you to press [PF3] when there are system messages to be displayed.

• Displayed Column Name
Displays the name of the column as specified on the Column Definition screen. To change the column name, replace
the existing name.

• Stored Column Name
Displays the system-generated name used to store the column. You can replace the existing name with a new name
to conform to preferred naming conventions. Note that this name will be changed by the system to conform to COBOL
naming conventions, as follows:
– Special characters and spaces are changed to hyphens: !*@#SILLY NAME to ----SILLY-NAME.
– Leading and trailing hyphens are deleted: ---SILLY NAME--- to SILLY-NAME.
– Lowercase letters are translated to uppercase letters: silly name to SILLY-NAME.
– Multiple repeating embedded hyphens are reduced to one hyphen: VERY---SILLY---NAME to VERY-SILLY-NAME.
– Numbers in the first position are preceded by an F: 2 VERY SILLY NAMES to F2-VERY-SILLY-NAMES.

NOTE
You cannot change the stored column name for derived columns. If a stored column name conflicts with an
existing record, set, or area name in the schema, or with the schema name itself, or if it duplicates the stored
column name of another column in the table, then the system-supplied definition number of the column is
added to the end of the stored column name. For example, SILLY NAME and !*@#SILLY NAME result in the
same stored column name, SILLY-NAME. The stored column name for !*@#SILLY NAME would be changed
to SILLY-NAME-0004.

• Display Format
Displays the external picture for the column (field). To change the external picture, replace the existing picture with a
new picture. Refer to "Specifying Column Formats" in the section "Extended Functions of ASF" for valid picture values.

• Stored Format
Displays the internal picture for the column (field). To change the internal picture, replace the existing picture with a
new picture. Refer to "Specifying Column Formats" in the section "Extended Functions of ASF"for valid picture values.

NOTE
You cannot change the stored format for derived columns.

• Usage
Specifies a column usage. Usage is part of the internal picture definition of a column. For more information on the
Usage field , see the section "Extended Functions of ASF". To create a usage definition, enter one of the following
values in the Usage response field:
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– D for DISPLAY usage (default for text columns)
– 0 for COMP usage
– 1 for COMP-1 usage
– 2 for COMP-2 usage
– 3 for COMP-3 usage (default for numeric columns)

• Initial Value
Establishes a default value for a column. Enter a 1- to 32-character value that conforms to IDD DDDL conventions for
specifying initial column values. Note that the initial value must be consistent with the column type and length. The
default initial value for numeric and currency columns is 0 (zero). For alphanumeric columns, the default is blank.

• Calculation
Establishes a calculation as the basis for obtaining values for column. A calculation can be defined for work-level
columns and element-level columns (see Column Level below), but not for group-level columns. Enter a 1- to 60-
character arithmetic expression or a literal that is consistent with the column type and length. Literals must be enclosed
in single quotation marks. Arithmetic expressions can refer to other columns in the table, either by name or by the ID
number assigned to the column on the Extended Selection Definition screen (#column-id). For more information on use
of this field, see the section "Extended Functions of ASF".

NOTE
If a column used in a calculation is deleted from the table, you must modify the calculation and remove any
references to the deleted column.

• Column Level
Indicates the column level, as follows:
– ELEMENT -- Indicates that the column is an elementary item that contains no subordinate items. When adding a

column to a stored table, the column level defaults to ELEMENT, but you can change it to WORK. Derived columns
in views are element-level or group-level columns and cannot be changed.

– WORK -- Indicates that the column is a work column used to store the results of a calculation. A work column is not
stored in the database; the Logical Record Facility performs the calculation. All columns added to views are work
columns and cannot be changed.

– GROUP -- Indicates that the column contains subordinate elements. GROUP is displayed only for tables derived
from records. You cannot create a group-level column or change GROUP if it is displayed. You cannot delete a
group-level column, but you can exclude the column from the screen display.

• Edit Table
Associates an edit table with a column or changes a table/column association. Enter the 1- to 8-character name of a
table that has already been defined and generated through IDD (use ADD TABLE syntax). Observe online mapping
conventions for specifying and using edit tables.

• Version
Specifies the version number of the table named in the Edit Table field. Enter the 1- to 4-character value, from 1
through 9999, of a valid table version.

• Code Table
Associates a code table with a column or changes a table/column association. Enter the 1- to 8-character name of a
table that has already been defined and generated through IDD.

• Version
Specifies the version number of the table named in the Code Table field. Enter the 1- to 4-character value, from 1
through 9999, of a valid table version.

• Column attributes
Define criteria for displaying a column. Observe online mapping conventions for specifying field attributes. Define
column attributes as follows:
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– UNPROTECTED/PROTECTED -- Enter U (UNPROTECTED) or P (PROTECTED). Values in unprotected columns
can be changed; values in protected columns cannot be changed.

– BLANK WHEN ZERO -- Enter Y (YES) or N (NO).
– BRIGHT/DISPLAY/DARK -- Enter B (BRIGHT), D (DISPLAY), or K (DARK). BRIGHT columns are displayed in high

intensity; DISPLAY columns are displayed in normal intensity; DARK columns are not displayed.
– BLUE/RED/PINK/TURQUOISE/GREEN/YELLOW/WHITE /NOCOLOR -- Enter B (BLUE), R (RED), P (PINK), T

(TURQUOISE), G (GREEN), Y (YELLOW), W (WHITE), or N (NOCOLOR) to specify the column color.
– NORMAL/REVERSE VIDEO -- Enter N (NORMAL) or R (REVERSE).
– BLINK/NOBLINK -- Enter Y (BLINK) or N (NOBLINK) to specify either a blinking or a constant column display.

Extended Selection Definition Screen -- XSEL
Description

The Extended Selection Definition screen allows you to specify, as part of a table definition, the data to be included in the
table. Selection definition is most often used when defining views; you can select the data from the derivation source(s)
that you want included in the view.

Access

You can access the Extended Selection Definition screen in one of the following ways:

• Select the Extended Selection Definition function from the Column Definition screen or from the Extended Table
Definition screen; you can select the function by pressing [PF3].

• Enter XSEL in the screen name field of any screen.

Sample Screen

                                            CA

  XSEL   CA - Automatic System Facility       *Extended Selection Definition*

  DC560603 ENTER SELECTION CRITERIA

  Table Name: EMPLOYEE1

               _ PF1 - Help      _ PF2 - Message Screen          Page:  1  of  1

   ID           Column Name                      Selection Criteria

  0001 EMP-ID-0415

  0002 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415

  0003 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

  0004 EMP-STREET-0415

  0005 EMP-CITY-0415
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  0006 EMP-STATE-0415

  0007 EMP-ZIP-0415                     MATCHES '02###'

  0008 EMP-PHONE-0415                   MATCHES '617#######'

  0009 EMP-STATUS-0415                  '01'

  0010 EMP-START-YEAR-0415              GE '1980'

                          Additional Selection Criteria

 $7 OR $8

Fields

The fields on the Extended Selection Definition screen are the same as those on the Data Selection screen. Refer to
"Data Selection Screen" in the section "Basic Screens"for field descriptions.

Extended Key Definition Screen -- XKEY
Description

The Extended Key Definition screen allows you to establish indexes on a table to sort rows for storage or retrieval.
Additionally, indexes can be established to increase access efficiency. Note that this screen displays information on any
unique key defined on the Column Definition screen. You can override the key information supplied from the Column
Definition screen.

The Extended Key Definition screen is intended to be used by personnel with a clear understanding of how data is to be
accessed. Refer to CA IDMS Database Administration Section for a detailed discussion of indexing in the CA IDMS/DB
environment.

Access

You can access the Extended Key Definition screen in one of the following ways:

• Select the Extended Key Definition function from the Column Definition screen or from the Extended Table
Definition screen; you can select the function from either screen by pressing [PF4].

• Enter XKEY in the screen name field of any screen.

Sample Screen

                                            CA

  XKEY   CA - Automatic System Facility          *Extended Key Definition*
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  DC560906 ADD/MODIFY KEYS

  Table Name: JOB

                                                   _ PF1 - Help  Page:  1  of  1

  Storage Sequence: 00001  Next/Prior/First/Last/Key Number

  Display Sequence: 00001  Same/Key Number                 Additional Keys

                                         Key Number: 01   02   03   04   05   06

                                  Fast   Duplicates: NO   LAS  LAS  LAS  LAS  LAS

                                 Access  Ascending.: YES  YES  YES  YES  YES  YES

           Column Name            Keys                       Column Order

  JOB NUMBER                       _                  1

  DEPARTMENT                       _                      2

  TITLE                            x

  SALARY                           _                      1

  CURRENT STATUS (FILLED OR OPEN)  x

Fields

• Table Name
Displays the name of the table specified on the Activity Selection screen.

• [PF1] - Help
Invokes the Help screen.

• Page: __ Of __
Displays the current screen page number and the total number of pages in the page set. You can move to a particular
page by specifying its page number, or page forward using [PF8] and backward using [PF7].

• Storage Sequence
Specifies the criteria used to store rows. The default is NEXT if no key is defined. If a unique key was specified on
the Column Definition screen, the default is the key number assigned to the unique key. You can enter NEXT, PRIOR,
FIRST, LAST, or a key number to indicate the order in which rows are to be stored. Specifying a key number stores
rows sorted by key, where the key number is a number between 1 and 6 that corresponds to a key in the Additional
Keys section of the screen, discussed below.

• Display Sequence
Specifies the sort criteria used to display rows of a table. The default, SAME, displays data in the same order in which
it is stored. You can enter a key number in this field to display data according to a defined sort key that differs from the
stored sequence.

• Column Name
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Displays the columns defined for the table.
• Fast Access Keys

Creates an index on the column. Enter any character next to the desired key column. Any number of columns in a
table can be designated as fast access keys. Each fast access key column is indexed in ascending order, duplicates
allowed, stored last.

• Additional Keys
Provides fields in which index keys are specified for the table. Up to six additional keys can be defined for the table.
The additional keys can be defined as unique or as allowing duplicates, and can be sorted in ascending or descending
order. Use the Duplicates, Ascending, and Column Order fields described below to define each additional key.

• Key Number
Contains the numbers 01 through 06, which identify the additional key being defined. This screen allows you to define
six index keys for the table. The key number is used with the Storage Sequence and Display Sequence fields above to
designate which index key is to be used for storing and displaying data.

• Duplicates
Specifies whether duplicates are allowed. Enter one of the following values to indicate the duplicates option:
– LAS (default) -- Duplicates are allowed, stored last.
– FIR -- Duplicates are allowed, stored first.
– NO -- Duplicates are not allowed.

• Ascending
Specifies the index order:
– YES (default) -- Order is ascending.
– NO -- Order is descending.

• Column Order
Specifies which columns are included in the index key. To designate a single column as the key, enter any numeric
value in the Column Order field for the selected column name. To designate a key column made up of multiple
columns, enter numbers in their response fields to indicate the order in which to concatenate the columns.

Extended Table Derivation Screen -- XDER
Description

The Extended Table Derivation screen allows you to perform derivation functions beyond the simple derivation possible on
the Table Definition screen. Using the Extended Table Derivation screen, you can:

• Derive a view from more than two data tables
• Derive a view from one or more records

The upper portion of the screen, which is used to identify the source tables, can be paged. Two source tables can be
identified on each page; up to six sources can be used to derive a view.

The lower portion of the screen is used to specify join information. Every source table identified must be joined to at least
one other source. The lower portion of the screen is not pageable; a maximum of five join operations can be specified.

Access

You can access the Extended Table Derivation screen in one of the following ways:

• Select the Extended Table Derivation function from the Extended Table Definition screen; you can select the
function by pressing [PF2].

• Enter XDER in the screen name field of any other screen.

Sample Screen

                                            CA
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  XDER   CA - Automatic System Facility           *Extended Table Derivation*

  DC560802 ADD/MODIFY DERIVATIONS

  Table Name: EMPLOYEES AND DEPARTMENTS

                                                  _ PF1 - Help   Page:  1  of  1

                           Derivation Source 01

  Source Name.: EMPLOYEE

  Source Owner:

  Subschema...: EMPSS01     Schema: IDMSR       Version: 1

                           Derivation Source 02

  Source Name.: DEPARTMENT

  Source Owner:

  Subschema...: EMPSS01     Schema: IDMSR       Version: 1

           Column #1/Set       Of Der   Oper               Column #2       Of Der

  DEPT-EMPLOYEE                    02     ST                                   01

Fields

• Table Name
Displays the name of the table as specified on the Activity Selection screen.

• [PF1] - Help
Invokes the Help screen.

• Page: __ Of __
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Displays the current screen page number and the total number of pages in the page set. Only the top portion of the
screen can be paged. You can move to a particular page by specifying its page number, or page forward using [PF8]
and backward using [PF7].

• Derivation Source
Numbers each source table identified. The derivation source numbers are used to specify join information. Two source
tables can be identified on each page. ASF numbers each source when it accepts the derivation information.

• Source Name
Specifies the name of a table, either a stored data table or a non-SQL defined record.

• Source Owner
Enter the name of the table owner if the source table is a stored data table. You do not need to complete this field if
you own the source table.

• Subschema
If the source table is a non-SQL defined record, enter the name of the subschema in which the record is defined. The
subschema must be generated from the system-supplied schema, IDMSR. The source record must be defined in the
system-supplied schema, IDMSR.

• Schema
Displays the schema name IDMSR when a non-SQL defined record has been identified as the source table.

• Version
Displays the version number of the schema (1).

NOTE
If the source table is a stored data table, complete the Source Name and Source Owner fields under each
Derivation Source heading. If the source table is a non-SQL defined record, complete the Source Name and
Subschema fields. The Schema and Version fields will be completed automatically.

Join Information

When all the source tables have been identified, use the following fields to specify join information. Five join conditions
can be specified; each source table identified must participate in at least one join operation.

• Column #1/Set
Enter the name of the column or set used in the join operation, as follows:
– If you are joining two stored data tables, enter the name of a column in one table that is related to a column in the

other table.
– If you are joining two non-SQL defined records, enter the name of the set that connects the two source tables.

• Of Der
Enter the Derivation Source number supplied for the source table, as follows:
– If you are joining two stored data tables, enter the number of the source table to which the column entered in the

Column#1/Set field belongs.
– If you are joining two non-SQL defined records, enter the number of the owner of the set specified in the Column#1/

Set field.
• Oper

Enter the operator that defines the condition for joining the two source tables, as follows:
– If you are joining two stored data tables, you will typically enter EQ in this field to join Column #1 and Column #2 on

the basis of equal values. The following operators can also be specified to join two source records:
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• NE specifies that the sources are to be joined when Column #1 is not equal to Column #2.
• GT specifies that the sources are to be joined when Column #1 is greater than Column #2.
• LT specifies that the sources are to be joined when Column #1 is less than Column #2.
• GE specifies that the sources are to be joined when Column #1 is greater than or equal to Column #2.
• LE specifies that the sources are to be joined when Column #1 is less than or equal to Column #2.

– If you are joining two non-SQL defined records, enter ST to specify that source table #1 is the owner of source
table #2. ST is valid only for non-SQL defined records joined on the basis of a predefined set relationship. The ST
operator indicates that the entry in the Column #1/Set field is a set name.

• Column #2
Enter the join column in another source table that is related to Column #1. Note that you do not specify Column #2
when joining tables on a set relationship.

• Of Der
Enter the Derivation Source number of the source table to which the column entered as Column #2 belongs. If you are
joining tables based on a set relationship, enter the number of the member of the set.

Administrative Screens
The Administrator Control screen allows you to perform administrative functions for ASF. The Administrator Control screen
is available only to users with administrative authority.

Administrator Control Screen -- CNTL
Access

If you have administrative authority, you can access the Administrator Control screen in one of the following ways:

• Select the Administrator function from the Activity Selection screen; you can select the function by pressing [PF15].
• Enter CNTL in the screen name field of any other screen.

Sample Screen

                                            CA

  CNTL   CA - Automatic System Facility           * Administrator Control *

  DC560005 MODIFY AND/OR SELECT NEXT ACTIVITY

       _ PF1 - Help                          _ PF5 - Catalog Services

       _ PF2 - Add Secondary Area            _ PF6 - User Limits And Defaults

       _ PF3 - Initialize Definition Area    _ PF7 - User Maintenance

       _ PF4 - Unlock Table Definition       _ PF8 - System Table Maintenance

  Unlock Table Definition Number:
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  Secondary Area Name...........:

                  System Defaults

  Default Area Name.............: IDMSR-AREA2

  Model Map......: ASF@@MAP     Version:    1

  Model Dialog...: ASFDGMOD     Version:    1

  Model Subschema: ASFSSMOD     Version:    1

Fields

• [PF1] - Help
Invokes the Help screen.

• [PF2] - Add Secondary Area
Adds the secondary area named in the Secondary Area Name field (described below). When added, the secondary
area is available to ASF for storing data tables.

• [PF3] - Initialize Definition Area
Initializes the definition area. Perform this function to bring up a new ASF system. This function loads the definition
records into the definition area and establishes initial system defaults.

• [PF4] - Unlock Table Definition
Removes the lock on the table whose definition number was entered in the Unlock Table Definition Number field.

• [PF5] - Catalog Services
Invokes the Catalog Control screen.

• [PF6] - User Limits And Defaults
Invokes the User Limits and Defaults screen.

• [PF7] - User Maintenance
Invokes the User Maintenance screen.

• [PF8] - System Table Maintenance
Invokes the System Table Maintenance screen.

• Unlock Table Definition Number
To unlock a table definition, enter the definition number assigned to the locked table and press [PF4].

• Secondary Area Name
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Enter the name of the secondary area you are adding. This field is used in conjunction with the Add Secondary Area
function. The secondary area named must already be prepared according to the procedure for adding database areas
outlined in CA IDMS Database Administration Section Once added, the area can be used by ASF to store data tables.

System Defaults

The following fields are used to specify System Defaults to be used by ASF:

• Default Area Name
Specify the system default area for storing data tables. It can be overridden for a user or a table by using the User
Limits and Defaults screen or the Extended Table Definition screen.

• Model Map
To replace the model map used to generate all ASF screens, enter the replacement map name, as defined in the data
dictionary. Use this option to change the map name or literals to meet site standards.

• Version
Specify the version number of the replacement model map.

• Model Dialog
To override the default model used to generate the ASF dialog, enter the new name of the model dialog, as defined in
the data dictionary. Use this option to change only the name to meet site standards.

• Version
Enter the version number of the new model dialog.

• Model Subschema
To override the default module containing model subschema syntax used to generate the subschema for a table, enter
the new name of the model subschema, as defined in the data dictionary. Use this option to change only the name to
meet site standards.

• Version
Enter the version number of the new model subschema.

Catalog Control Screen -- CTLG
Description

The Catalog Control screen allows you to perform special administrative functions for the catalog. This screen is available
only to users with administrative authority.

Access

If you have administrative authority, you can access the Catalog Control screen in one of the following ways:

• Select the Catalog Services function from the Administrator Control screen; you can select the function by pressing
[PF5].

• Enter CTLG in the screen name field of any screen.

Sample Screen

                                            CA

  CTLG   CA - Automatic System Facility          *** Catalog Control ***

 DC422007 SELECT AN ACTION

                                                        _ PF1 - Help
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    Select Desired Option:

              _ Lock User

              _ Unlock User

              _ Delete All Object Entities In The Catalog

              _ Give Administrator Authority

              _ Remove Administrator Authority

              _ Assign User Limits And Defaults

    User Name:

Fields

• [PF1] - Help
Invokes the Help screen.

• Lock User
Enter any character to prevent the named user from accessing ASF.

• Unlock User
Enter any character to allow a previously locked user to access ASF.

• Delete All Object Entities In The Catalog
Enter any character to delete all object entries from the catalog. When the area is initialized, all object entries must
be deleted from the catalog to ensure compatibility between catalog entries and the data. This allows you to retain
your catalog structure (other than objects) because you do not have to reinitialize the dictionary. You will be prompted
to press [Enter] before the objects are deleted. Use this option with extreme caution -- refer to CA IDMS Database
Administration Section for further details.

• Give Administrator Authority
Enter any character to give the named user administrative authority, which allows the user to use the administrator
screens.

• Remove Administrator Authority
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Enter any character to remove administrator authority from the named user.
• Assign User Limits And Defaults

Enter any character to access the User Limits and Defaults screen. The User Limits and Defaults screen allows you to
override the system default space allocation for the user, override the model defaults, and restrict passkeys.

• User Name
Enter the name of the user to be processed. The user name must be specified to lock or unlock a user, or to give or
remove administrator authority.

User Limits and Defaults Screen -- ULIM
Description

The User Limits and Defaults screen allows you to perform the following functions:

• Assign space allocations for the user that override the system defaults
• Display the amount of space currently available for storing the user's tables
• Assign an area for storing the user's tables
• Assign the default model map, dialog, and subschema for the user
• Assign default passkey authorization; for example, giving only LIST and COPY passkeys to a user allows the user to

access data but not to create or modify data

The changes made on the User Limits and Defaults screen do not affect the user's current ASF session. These changes
take effect either the next time the user signs on to ASF or when the user leaves ASF and gets back in. This screen is
available only to users with administrative authority.

Access

If you have administrative authority, you can access the User Limits and Defaults screen in one of the following ways:

• Select the User Limits And Defaults function from the Administrator Control screen; you can select the function by
pressing [PF6].

• Select the Assign User Limits And Defaults function from the Catalog Control screen.
• Enter ULIM in the screen name field of any screen.

Sample Screen

                                            CA

  ULIM   CA - Automatic System Facility          * User Limits And Defaults *

 DC422005 ENTER USER ID

  User Name:                                            _ PF1 - Help

  Allocation Limits And Defaults For User's Tables                Unstructured

                                                                    Objects

                                    (NO. OF TABLES)               (IN K BYTES)
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      Total Allocation Limit.......:

        Current Total Allocation...:

      Area Name..................................:

  Default Models For Tables

      Map......:           Version:

      Dialog...:           Version:

      Subschema:           Version:

  Passkey Authorization (Specify Y Or N)

      Add......:          Copy....:          Create:          Modify:

      Erase....:          Redefine:          List..:

Fields

• User Name
Enter the name of the user to whom the defaults apply. When you press [Enter], ASF will either display the existing
user limits and defaults or return a USER DEFAULTS HAVE NOT BEEN ASSIGNED message. Now you can proceed
to assign (or reassign) user limits and defaults.

• [PF1] - Help
Invokes the Help screen.

• Allocation Limits And Defaults For User's Tables
Establish the amount of storage allocated for the user's tables and unstructured objects, as follows:
– Total Allocation Limit (No. of Tables)

The first column displays the total number of tables allowed for the user. The second column (Unstructured Objects)
displays the total number of bytes of storage allowed for all unstructured objects owned by the user.

– Current Total Allocation
The first column displays the total number of tables allocated for the user. The second column displays the total
number of bytes currently allocated for the user's unstructured objects.

• Area Name
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Enter the name of the area that will hold tables owned by the user. This area name will override the system default
area and can be overridden on the Extended Table Definition screen by an ASF administrator.

• Default Models For Tables
Allows you to override system default model names for the user:
– Map

Enter the name of the default model map. This model map will override the system default map name.
– Version

Enter the version number of the default model map.
– Dialog

Enter the name of the module containing model dialog syntax to override the system default model module.
– Version

Enter the version number of the default model dialog.
– Subschema

Enter the name of the module containing model subschema syntax to override the system default model module.
– Version

Enter the version number of the default model subschema.
• Passkey Authorization (Specify Y Or N)

Establish authorizations for the user that override any passkeys held through ownership or assignment. For example,
disallowing Create access to DATA-ENTRY-CLERK means that the user can add rows to an existing table, but cannot
define a new table.
– Add

Enter Y or N to allow or disallow Add access, that is, to prevent the user from adding rows to existing tables.
– Erase

Enter Y or N to allow or disallow Erase access.
– Copy

Enter Y or N to allow or disallow Copy access.
– Redefine

Enter Y or N to allow or disallow Redefine access, that is, to prevent the user from altering the definition of an
existing table.

– Create
Enter Y or N to allow or disallow Create access.

– List
Enter Y or N to allow or disallow List access.

– Modify
Enter Y or N to allow or disallow Modify access, that is, to prevent the user from altering existing data in tables.

User Maintenance Screen -- USER
Description

The User Maintenance screen allows the ASF administrator to add a user to the catalog or delete a user from the catalog.
Users must be entered in the catalog in order to be assigned limits and defaults or to be given administrative authority.

Users are automatically entered in the catalog when they sign on to ASF for the first time. The User Maintenance screen
allows the ASF administrator to assign limits and defaults to the user before the user accesses ASF for the first time.

To add a user to the catalog, the user must be defined in the data dictionary. When added, the user will automatically be
given access to ASF in the data dictionary if access to ASF was not previously defined.

The ASF administrator can delete users from the catalog to revoke their access to ASF. To delete a user, the user's
directory must be empty (the user cannot own any tables). The user's dictionary definition is automatically modified; the
ACCESS TO ASF clause is deleted.
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Access

If you have administrative authority, you can access the User Maintenance screen in one of the following ways:

• Select the User Maintenance function from the Administrator Control screen; you can select the function by pressing
[PF7].

• Enter USER in the screen name field of any screen.

Sample Screen

                                            CA

  USER   CA - Automatic System Facility           ** User Maintenance **

  DC560920 ENTER USER NAME

                                                        _ PF1 - Help

    User Name:

    Select Action To Be Performed:

                   _ Add User

                   _ Delete User

Fields

• [PF1] - Help
Invokes the Help screen.

• User Name
Enter the name of the user to be added or deleted.

• Add User
Enter any character to add the named user to the catalog. The named user must already be defined in the data
dictionary; the user's dictionary definition is modified automatically, giving the user access to ASF.

• Delete User
Enter any character to delete the named user from the catalog. The user cannot own any tables. The user's data
dictionary definition is modified automatically, removing the user's access to ASF.

System Table Maintenance Screen -- SYST 1
Description
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The System Table Maintenance screen allows the DBA (or anyone with DBA authority) to access the following tables
directly:

• $UNSTRUCTURED-IDB-OBJECT$
• $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$
• $OBJECT-SECURITY-NAME-TABLE$
• $SRT-OST-CROSS-REFERENCE$

Access

You can access the System Table Maintenance screen in one of the following ways:

• Select the System Table Maintenance function from the Administrator Control screen; you can select the function by
pressing [PF8].

• Enter SYST in the screen name field of any screen.

You can leave the System Table Maintenance screen in one of the following ways:

• Select an activity from the menu and press [Enter]; the appropriate screen for performing the activity you select will
be displayed.

• Press [Clear] to return to the prior screen.
• Enter the screen name of another screen in the screen name field.

Sample Screen

                                            CA

  SYST   CA - Automatic System Facility           *System Table Maintenance*

  DC560727 SELECT A SYSTEM TABLE

  Table Name:

         _ PF1 - Help                       _ PF4 - Display/Change Data

         _ PF2 - Define Table               _ PF5 - Select Data

         _ PF3 - Load Data                  _ PF6 - Query

                     _ $UNSTRUCTURED-IDB-OBJECT$

                     _ $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$
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                     _ $OBJECT-SECURITY-NAME-TABLE$

                     _ $SRT-OST-CROSS-REFERENCE$

Fields

• Table Name
Displays the name of the table as specified on the System Table Maintenance screen.

• [PF1] - Help
Invokes the Help screen.

• [PF2] - Define Table
Invokes the Table Definition screen, which enables you to define a new table or to modify or delete an existing table.

• [PF3] - Load Data
Invokes the Data Display screen for an existing table, which enables you to load data to be stored in the table.

• [PF4] - Display/Change Data
Invokes the Data Display screen for an existing table, which enables you to display, change, delete, and load data.

• [PF5] - Select Data
Invokes the Data Selection screen for a generated table, which enables you to select data for display by specifying
selection criteria.

• [PF6] - Query
Invokes OnLine Query, which enables you to display a generated table in row and column format. This function applies
only if OnLine Query is installed at your site.

IDMSRADM
Using the relational database administration utility, IDMSRADM, you can:

• Monitor space utilization by user
• Import tables to specific areas
• Export table definitions to a sequential file with or without the table data
• Delete tables and (if CA-ICMS is installed) post office objects by owner and path name

These features let you manage and delete objects more specifically. 

For more information, see the following topics:

Input Parameter Statements
Contents

Parameter Statement Descriptions

IDMSRADM utility processing is controlled by input parameter statements:

Statement Description
SIGNON Initiates IDMSRADM processing
SET AREA Optionally specifies the default area into which to import tables
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SET OWNER Optionally specifies the default owner from which to import or
delete tables

SET COMMIT Optionally specifies the frequency at which IDMSRADM issues
COMMIT commands while importing or deleting tables

IMPORT Specifies table(s) to import
Can temporarily override SET AREA

EXPORT Specifies table(s) to export
DELETE Specifies table(s) to delete

Can temporarily override SET OWNER
PROCESS Specifies the area or file to be processed for REPORT.
REPORT Initiates the processing of the Space Utilization report.
ARCHIVE Exports all objects in the CA-ICMS archive directory
SIGNOFF/BYE Terminates IDMSRADM processing

SIGNON Statement

Purpose

The SIGNON statement initiates IDMSRADM processing. The statement specifies the name and password of a user and,
optionally, identifies the dictionary that describes the database containing the data tables to be exported or imported.

One SIGNON statement is required for each IDMSRADM run.

Syntax

►►── SIGnon user-name ─┬─────────────────────┬┬──────────────────────────┬─ . ─►◄

                       └─ PASsword password ─┘├─ DBName dictionary-name ─┤

                                              └─ NODename node-name ─────┘

Parameters

• user-name
The name of a user who has authority to access ASF.

• PASsword password
The password of the named user.
A password that contains embedded blanks must be enclosed in quotation marks.
The password must be specified if the named user is associated with a password in the data dictionary.

• DBName dictionary-name
The name of the data dictionary containing the catalog associated with the data tables to be exported or imported.
By default, if you do not specify a dictionary name, IDMSRADM uses the system default (primary) dictionary.
Code the DBNAME parameter only in a multiple dictionary environment.

• NODename node-name
DDS only.
The DDS node that controls the data dictionary to be accessed by IDMSRADM.

Usage

z/OS Systems

The DDS node name (NODENAME) and the data dictionary name (DBNAME) can be specified in //SYSIDMS DD *.
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SET AREA Statement

Purpose

The SET AREA statement assigns a default area to which tables are imported.

Syntax

►►─┬────────────────────────────┬──────────────── . ───────────────────────────►◄

   └─ SET AREa ─┬─ area-name ─┬─┘

                └─ " " ───────┘

Parameters

• area-name
The name of an area to which tables will be imported.

• " "
Specifies that the area to which data tables are imported is the same area from which they were exported.

Usage

You can override the default target area by specifying an area name in the IMPORT statement.

SET OWNER Statement

Purpose

The SET OWNER statement assigns a default owner to tables that are imported or deleted.

Syntax

►►─┬──────────────────────────────┬────────────── . ───────────────────────────►◄

   └─ SET OWNer ─┬─ owner-name ─┬─┘

                 └─ " " ────────┘

Parameters

• owner-name
The ID of a user defined to either ASF or CA-ICMS.

• " "
Specifies the current owner of the tables to be imported or deleted.

Usage

You can change the default owner name by:

• Repeating the SET OWNER statement before subsequent IMPORT or DELETE statements.
• Specifying a different owner in the DELETE statement.

SET COMMIT Statement

Purpose
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The SET COMMIT statement specifies the frequency at which IDMSRADM issues COMMIT commands when a table is
imported or deleted.

Syntax

►►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────── . ───────────────────────────►◄

   └─ SET COMmit ─┬────────────┬─┘

                  ├─ interval ─┤

                  └─ 0 ◄───────┘

Parameters

• interval
The number of STORE (for IMPORT) or ERASE (for DELETE) operations IDMSRADM is to perform before issuing a
COMMIT.
By default, if you do not specify an interval, IDMSRADM will not issue a COMMIT until the IMPORT or DELETE
operation is complete.

• 0
Directs IDMSRADM not to issue a COMMIT until the IMPORT or DELETE operation is complete.

IMPORT Statement

Purpose

Copies one table or all tables from a file to an area.

Syntax

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►─▼─ IMPort ┬──────────────────────────────────────┬┬──────────────────┬┴─ . ─►◄

             ├─ ALL ◄──┬────────────┬───────────────┤└─ AREa area-name ─┘

             │         └─ WITh TDN ─┘               │

             └─ TDN tbl-def-no ─┬──────────────────┬┘

                                ├─ AS TDN new-tdn ─┤

                                └─ WITh TDN ───────┘

Parameters

• ALL
Copies all tables from the file.
By default, if you do not specify a table definition number, each imported table will get the next available table definition
number.
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– WITh TDN
Specifies that each imported table get its original table definition number.

• TDN
Specifies the table to import.
– tbl-def-no

The table definition number of the table to import.
– AS TDN

Directs IDMSRADM to give the table a new table definition number.
new-tdn The new table definition number of the imported table.

– WITh TDN
Directs IDMSRADM to give the table its original table definition number.

• AREa area-name
The name of the area to import the table(s) into.

Usage

You can reset the default area with another SET statement.

You can override the default area by specifying another area on an IMPORT statement.

Specifying the area as a blank enclosed by double quotes (" ") sets the import area to the area from which the table was
exported.

Conflicting Table Definition Numbers

If the target area already contains a table with the specified or default table definition number of a table to be imported,
IDMSRADM prints an error message and does not import the table.

If you are importing more than one table, and some have conflicting table definition numbers, an error message will be
printed for each case of conflict, but tables with non-conflicting table definition numbers will be imported.

Default Area Names

If you do not specify an area in the IMPORT statement, IDMSRADM imports into the area specified by the SET AREA
statement. If you did not include a SET AREA statement, IDMSRADM uses the name of the area from which the table was
exported.

Importing Tables to a Specific Area

You can import either single or multiple tables to a named area.

Import single tables to an area

To import single tables to an area, specify the area on the IMPORT statement.

Import two or more tables to the same area

To import two or more tables to the same area, set a default area name prior to the IMPORT statement.

Subsequent imports to the same area

For subsequent imports to the same area, you don't have to re-specify the area. You can override the default area by
specifying an area on another IMPORT statement. You can also change the default by specifying another SET command.

Examples

Example 1

Importing specific tables to a default area

SET AREA ABC
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IMPORT TDN 123.

IMPORT TDN 204.

SET AREA " ".

IMPORT TDN 333.

IMPORT TDN 527.

BYE.

Example 2

Overriding the default area to import specific tables

SET AREA ABC

IMPORT TDN 123.

IMPORT TDN 572 AREA EMP.

IMPORT TDN 415.

IMPORT TDN 501 AREA EMP.

BYE.

Example 3

Specifying a default owner for importing

SET AREA DEPT

SET OWNER USER1.

IMPORT TDN 123.

IMPORT TDN 395.

SET OWNER " ".

IMPORT TDN 934.

BYE.

Example 4
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Specifying commits

SET COMMIT 25.

SET AREA DEPT.

IMPORT TDN 802.

BYE.

Example 5

Importing tables with table-definition numbers

SET AREA EMP.

SET OWNER USER1.

IMPORT TDN 415 WITH TDN.

IMPORT TDN 578 AS TDN 398.

EXPORT Statement

Purpose

Copies one table or all tables from an area to a sequential file.

The table(s) can optionally be deleted from the area.

Syntax

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►─▼─ EXPort ─┬──────────────────┬─┬──────────┬─┬──────────────┬─┴───── . ─────►◄

              ├─ ALL ◄───────────┤ └─ NODATA ─┘ ├─ DELete ─────┤

              └─ TDN tbl-def-no ─┘              └─ NODELete ◄──┘

Parameters

• ALL
Exports all tables from the area.

• TDN
Exports a specific table from the area.
– tbl-def-no

The table definition number of the table to be exported.
• NODATA
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Exports the definition of the table only.
• DELete

Deletes the table(s) from the area.
By default, if you do not specify DELETE, IDMSRADM does not delete the exported table(s) from the area.

• NODELete
Directs IDMSRADM not to delete the table(s) from the area.
This is the default.

Examples

Example 1

Exporting table definitions only

EXPORT ALL NODATA.

BYE.

Example 2

Deleting tables after export

SET OWNER USER1.

EXPORT PATH DEPT.

EXPORT TDN 218 DELETE.

EXPORT TDN 923 NODEL.

BYE.

DELETE Statement

Purpose

Deletes one or all tables from an area.

Syntax

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►─▼─ DELete ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┼────────────── . ─────►◄

              ├─ ALL ◄──────────────────────────────────┤

              ├─ TDN tbl-def-no ────────────────────────┤

              └─┬────────────────────┬─ PATh path-name ─┘

                └─ OWNer owner-name ─┘
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Parameters

• ALL
Deletes all tables from the area specified in the SET AREA statement.
This is the default.

• TDN tbl-def-no
Specifies a table to delete with its table definition number.
By default, if you do not specify a table to delete, all tables in the area specified in the SET AREA statement are
deleted.

• OWNer owner-name
Specifies a table to delete with the name of the table's owner.
The owner can also be specified with the SET OWNER statement.
By default, if you do not specify a table to delete, all tables in the area specified in the SET AREA statement are
deleted.

• PATh path-name
Specifies a table to delete with the path name of the table.
By default, if you do not specify a table to delete, all tables in the area specified in the SET AREA statement are
deleted.
Path-name consists of either the object name alone, if it is unique, or a string consisting of one or more folder names (if
CA-ICMS is installed) and an object name separated by a period to uniquely identify the object.
If a folder name or object name contains a space, period, or single quotation mark, enclose it in double quotation
marks (" ").

Usage

Deleting Tables by Owner and Path Names

To delete tables by owner and path

To delete tables by owner and path, specify the owner name and the path name instead of the table-definition number in
the DELETE statement.

To delete multiple tables for one owner

To delete multiple tables for one owner, set a default owner name on the SET statement. You don't have to re-specify the
owner name to delete subsequent tables for the same owner.

You can override the default by specifying an owner and path name in the DELETE statement. You can also change the
default by specifying another SET command.

When specifying a path name, include as many folder names (separated by periods) as it takes to uniquely identify the
object.

If the owner or path name contains a space, period, or single quote, then the owner or path name must be specified in
double quotes.

Deleting post office objects

You can delete a post office object by specifying its table definition number.

Alternatively, to delete a post office object by owner and path, assign "POST OFFICE" to owner-name, followed by the
path name for the post office object:

DELETE OWNER "POST OFFICE"

  PATH path-name
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Deleting a Post Office

A post office is deleted automatically when all of its objects are deleted.

Examples

Example 1

Deleting table by default owner names

SET OWNER USER1.

DELETE PATH ABC.

SET OWNER USER2..

DELETE PATH DEF.

BYE.

Example 2

Deleting tables by owner and path names

SET OWNER USER1.

DELETE PATH "FOLDERA.ABC"

SET OWNER USER2.

DELETE PATH "TABLE ONE".

DELETE OWNER GSR PATH EMP.

BYE.

Example 3

Specifying commits

SET COMMIT 10.

SET OWNER USER2.

DELETE PATH DEPT.

DELETE TDN 702.

BYE.
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PROCESS Statement

Purpose

The PROCESS statement specifies the area or file to be processed.

Syntax

►►── PROcess ─┬─ SEGment segment-name ─┬──────────────────┬─┬────────── . ─────►◄

              │                        └─ AREa area-name ─┘ │

              └─ FILe ──────────────────────────────────────┘

Parameters

• SEGment segment-name
Specifies the name of a specific segment in the DMCL.

• AREa area-name
Specifies the name of a specific area in the DMCL.

• FILe
Specifies the file that contains a previously created report.

Usage

Multiple PROCESS statements

You can specify multiple areas using multiple PROCESS statements.

When Gathering Information

If you are gathering information to use for processing subsequent reports, use the PROCESS SEGMENT parameter and
specify a new data set name on the SYS004 statement in the JCL.

Processing Information in a Data Set

If the information you want to process is in a data set, use the PROCESS FILE parameter and specify the name of the
data set on the SYS004 statement in the JCL.

REPORT Statement

Purpose

The REPORT statement initiates the processing of the Space Utilization report.

Syntax

►►── REPort ─┬─ ALL ◄───────────┬─┬─ DETail ◄──┬────────────────── . ───────►◄

             └─ USEr user-name ─┘ └─ SUMmary ──┘

Parameters

• ALL
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Specifies a Space Utilization report containing information on every user. ALL is the default.
• USEr user-name

Specifies a Space Utilization report containing information on the name of a specific user previously defined to ASF or
CA-ICMS.

• DETail
Generates a report with totals for each table of each user. Totals are listed for each user. DETAIL is the default.

• SUMmary
Generates a report of space with totals listed for each user.

Usage

You can monitor space utilization for a specific user or for all users by producing summary and detail reports. The table
below describes each kind of report:

Report type Description
USER SUMMARY Contains total of space used for one user
USER DETAIL Contains totals of space used for each table of one user
ALL SUMMARY Contains totals of space used for every user
ALL DETAIL Contains totals of space used for each table of every user

How to Generate a Space Utilization Report

Follow the steps below to generate a Space Utilization report:

1. Specify one or all areas, or specify no area if processing from a file
2. Specify the types of reports you want

ARCHIVE Statement

Purpose

The ARCHIVE statement exports all objects in the CA-ICMS archive directory.

Syntax

►►─── ARChive . ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

SIGNOFF/BYE Statement

Purpose

The SIGNOFF statement terminates IDMSRADM processing.

One SIGNOFF statement is required for each IDMSRADM run.

SIGNOFF and BYE are synonyms, and can be used interchangeably.

Syntax

►►─┬─ SIGNOFf ─┬─ . ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ BYE ─────┘
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General Usage
Input

Input to IDMSRADM consists of:

• The database or sequential file containing the objects to be processed
• Statements to control the utility processing

Output

The IDMSRADM utility generates a message listing that reports on the objects processed.

In addition, depending on the operation performed, IDMSRADM may change the contents of:

• The sequential file containing the processed objects
• The database
• The catalog segment of the dictionary

Function Exclusivity

IDMSRADM functions are exclusive. You cannot mix IMPORT, EXPORT, DELETE, or REPORT on the same IDMSRADM
run.

Execution Mode

You can execute the IDMSRADM utility in local mode or under central version.

Sample output

Below is a sample Space Utilization report:

mm/dd/yy 11:08:42             IDMSRADM              - CA/
ICMS DATABASE ADMINISTRATION UTILITY                         PAGE:     1

SIGNON USER "CULL DBA" PASSWORD ??????? DBNAME ASFDICT .

PROCESS SEGMENT ASFDICT .

REPORT ALL DETAIL  .

BYE .

mm/dd/yy 11:08:42             IDMSRADM              - CA/
ICMS DATABASE ADMINISTRATION UTILITY                         PAGE:     2

                                                      SPACE UTILIZATION BY USER

                                                    DMCL: CVDMCL       ALL  DETAIL

USER NAME                            OBJECT   TABLE

   OBJECT NAME                        TYPE    NUMBER    SEGMENT         AREA                             SPACE USED

CULL DBA
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   DEMO                             DATATABLE    107    ASFDICT     IDMSR-
AREA2                                 224

   USER LIMIT:              NONE    USER TOTALS:                                                                224

mm/dd/yy 11:08:42             IDMSRADM              - CA/
ICMS DATABASE ADMINISTRATION UTILITY                         PAGE:     3

                                                      SPACE UTILIZATION BY USER

                                                    DMCL: CVDMCL       ALL  DETAIL

USER NAME                            OBJECT   TABLE

   OBJECT NAME                        TYPE    NUMBER    SEGMENT         AREA                             SPACE USED

JPD

   MYTAB                            DATATABLE    115    ASFDICT     IDMSR-
AREA2                                  56

   USER LIMIT:              NONE    USER TOTALS:                                                                 56

mm/dd/yy 11:08:42             IDMSRADM              - CA/
ICMS DATABASE ADMINISTRATION UTILITY                         PAGE:     4

                                                      SPACE UTILIZATION BY USER

                                                    DMCL: CVDMCL       ALL  DETAIL

USER NAME                            OBJECT   TABLE

   OBJECT NAME                        TYPE    NUMBER    SEGMENT         AREA                             SPACE USED

USER1

   DATATYP                          DATATABLE    112    ASFDICT     IDMSR-
AREA2                                 312

   GENTAB2                          DATATABLE    114    ASFDICT     IDMSR-
AREA2                                  56

   GENTEST                          DATATABLE    111    ASFDICT     IDMSR-
AREA2                                  56

   STAMPTST                         DATATABLE    113    ASFDICT     IDMSR-
AREA2                                 192
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   TABLE1                           DATATABLE    101    ASFDICT     IDMSR-
AREA2                                 896

   TESTTAB-103                      DATATABLE    106    ASFDICT     IDMSR-
AREA2                               1,232

   TEST2                            DATATABLE    105    ASFDICT     IDMSR-
AREA2                                 388

   TEST8                            DATATABLE    110    ASFDICT     IDMSR-
AREA2                                  56

   USER LIMIT:               300    USER TOTALS:                                                              3,188

mm/dd/yy 11:08:42             IDMSRADM              - CA/
ICMS DATABASE ADMINISTRATION UTILITY                         PAGE:     5

                                                      SPACE UTILIZATION BY USER

                                                    DMCL: CVDMCL       ALL  DETAIL

USER NAME                            OBJECT   TABLE

   OBJECT NAME                        TYPE    NUMBER    SEGMENT         AREA                             SPACE USED

   TOTALS FOR THIS REPORT .........................                                                           3,468

mm/dd/yy 11:08:42             IDMSRADM              - CA/
ICMS DATABASE ADMINISTRATION UTILITY                         PAGE:     6

*** END OF JOB ***

JCL Support
Contents

z/OS -- Central Version (CV)

JCL to execute IDMSRADM in CV mode z/OS

//RADM     EXEC PGM=IDMSRADM,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR
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//         DD   DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//sysctl   DD   DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYS004   DD   DSN=radm.archive,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=nnnnnn,SPACE=(TRK,(nn,nn)),

//             DCB=BLKSIZE=5492

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

put other SYSIDMS parameters, as required, here

/*

//SYSIPT   DD   *

put IDMSRADM parameter statements here

Item Description
idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and

database name table load modules
idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing customized load

modules
idms.cagjload Data set name of the load library containing the CA IDMS

executable modules that do not require customization
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file
radm.archive Data set name of the sequential file; can be output to disk
disk Symbolic device name of the SYS004 file
5492 Block size of the SYS004 file; must be a multiple of 5492

NOTE
The DCB RECFM and LRECL specifications for the sequential file are built into IDMSRADM; the utility will
override user specifications for these parameters.
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z/OS -- Local Mode

JCL to execute IDMSRADM in local mode (z/OS)

//RADM     EXEC PGM=IDMSRADM,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//asfdml   DD   DSN=idms.asfdict.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//asflod   DD   DSN=idms.asfdict.asflod,DISP=SHR

//asfdefn  DD   DSN=idms.asfdict.asfdefn,DISP=SHR

//asfdata  DD   DSN=idms.asfdict.asfdata,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD   DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=???

//SYS004   DD   DSN=radm.archive,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//              UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=nnnnnn,SPACE=(TRK,(nn,nn)),

//              DCB=BLKSIZE=5492

//SORTWK01 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(nn,nn))

//SORTWK02 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(nn,nn))

//SORTMSG  DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

put other SYSIDMS parameters, as required, here

/*
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//SYSIPT   DD   *

put IDMSRADM parameter statements here

Item Description
idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and

database name table load modules
idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the CA IDMS

customized executable modules
idms.cagjload Data set name of the load library containing the CA IDMS

executable modules that do not require customization
asfdml Ddname of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.asfdict.ddldml Data set name of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
asflod Ddname of the asf dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
idms.asfdict.asflod Data set name of the asf dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)

area
asfdefn Ddname of the asf data definition (IDMSR-AREA) area
idms.asfdict.asfdefn Data set name of the asf data definition area (IDMSR-AREA) area
asfdata Ddname of the asf data (IDMSR-AREA2) area
idms.asfdict.asfdata Data set name of the asf data area (IDMSR-AREA2) area
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file
radm.archive Data set name of the sequential file; can be output to disk
disk Symbolic device name of the SYS004 file
5492 Block size of the SYS004 file; must be a multiple of 5492

NOTE
The DCB RECFM and LRECL specifications for the sequential file are built into IDMSRADM; the utility will
override user specifications for these parameters.

z/VSE -- Local Mode

NOTE
IDMSRADM may need to be relink edited with an IDMSDBLP module before being executed.

For information on the IDMSDBLP module, see the z/VSE JCL section in CA IDMS Utilities Section.

JCL to execute IDMSRADM in local mode (z/VSE)

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// DLBL radmarc,'radm.archive',0

// EXTENT SYS004,nnnnnn,1,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
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// DLBL SORTWK1,'sort.work1',0

// EXTENT sysnnn,nnnnnn,1,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN sysnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL SORTWK2,'sort.work2',0

// EXTENT sysnnn,nnnnnn,1,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN sysnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=CA IDMS nn.n libraries

// EXEC IDMSRADM

put SYSIDMS parameters, as required, here

/*

put IDMSRADM input parameters here

/*

/&

Item Description
IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation that contains the

file definitions for CA IDMS dictionaries and databases.
Note: IDMSLBLS, distributed on the installation media, should
be tailored to define site-specific files. The proc may be copied
and modified under another name so that one set of statements
could be invoked for central version execution (include a SYSCTL
definition and journal file definitions, for example) and another set
of statements could be invoked for local mode execution.
For a complete listing of IDMSLBLS, see IDMSLBLS Procedure
later in this section.

radmarc Filename of the sequential file
radm.archive File-ID of the sequential file
nnnnnn Volume serial id
ssss Starting track or block of disk extent
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tttt Number of tracks
sys004 Logical unit assignment of the sequential file
sort.work1 File name of the sort work 1 file
sort.work2 File name of the sort work 2 file

Note: If executing IDMSRADM for the purpose of reporting on
space utilization, two sort work files must be defined.

sysnnn Logical unit assignment for first sort work file
CA IDMS nn.n libraries CA IDMS libraries established at installation

NOTE
SYSIDMS is a parameter file added to the JCL stream of CA IDMS batch jobs that allows you to specify runtime
directives such as, the name of the DMCL and database to use at runtime, as well as operating system-
dependent file information. SYSIDMS is defined in the IDMSLBLS procedure.

z/VSE -- Central Version (CV)

JCL to execute IDMSRADM in CV mode (z/VSE)

// UPSI  b

// DLBL  sysctl,'cdms.sysctl',,DA

// EXTENT sysnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN  sysnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

Item Description
b A 1 through 8 character UPSI bit switch, as specified in the

IDMSOPTI module.
Note: If IDMSRADM is linked with an IDMSOPTI module which
includes an UPSI specification and a SYSCTL file is not defined
in the proc or JCL, you must insert the UPSI statement at the
beginning of the JCL (before the EXEC PROC=) and execute
a tailored IDMSLBLS proc which includes DLBL and EXTENT
statements for journal files.

sysctl Filename of the SYSCTL file
cdms.sysctl File-ID of the SYSCTL file.

Note: A SYSCTL statement defined in the JCL (in-line or within
the proc) is used to override the IDMSOPTI specification.

sysnnn Logical unit assignment of the SYSCTL file
nnnnnn Volume serial number

NOTE
For more information on SYSIDMS,see CA IDMS Common Facilities Section parameters.

z/VM -- Local Mode

JCL to execute IDMSRADM in local mode ('z/VM')
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FILEDEF userdb DISK user db f (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp XTENT nnnn

Additional database, dictionary file assignments, as required

FILEDEF SYS004 TAP1 SL VOLID nnnnnn (BLKSIZE 5492

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

FILEDEF sysjrnl TAP1 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL lll BLKSIZE bbb

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms input a

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK radm input a

GLOBAL LOADLIB dbalib

GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib

OSRUN IDMSRADM

Item Description
userdb Ddname of the user database file
user db f File identifier of the user database file
nnnnnn Volume serial number of the sequential file which can be output to

disk and is not required for a DELETE operation
5492 Block size of the sequential file which must be a multiple of 5492
sysjrnl File identifier of local mode journal file
sysidms input a File identifier of the file containing the input parameters for

SYSIDMS
radm input a File identifier of the file containing the IDMSRADM input

parameters
dbalib Filename of load library containing DMCL and DBname table
idmslib Filename of CA IDMS/DB load library containing subschema and

DMCL load modules

z/VM -- Central Version (CV)

To execute IDMSRADM in CV mode, modify the local mode JCL listed above as follows:

• Remove SYSJRNL and dictionary FILEDEF commands
• Identify the DC/UCF system to be accessed by IDMSRADM using the CVMACH and CVNUM SYSIDMS parameters

Runtime Parameters

IDMSFD references the SYSIDMS file, a file in which you can specify parameters that describe physical requirements
(such as DMCL or dictionary to access), runtime parameters, or operating system-specific file information.
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For information on all SYSIDMS parameters, see CA IDMS Common Facilities Section or CA IDMS Navigational DML
Programming Section.

Creating the SYSIPT File

To create the SYSIPT file, enter these CMS commands:

XEDIT sysipt data a (NOPROF

INPUT

 .

 .

 .

Enter IDMSRADM parameters, then press ENTER to end input

 .

 .

 .

FILE

IDMSLBLS Procedure

What is the IDMSLBLS Procedure

IDMSLBLS is a procedure provided during an CA IDMS z/VSE installation. It contains file definitions for the CA IDMS
components listed below. These components are provided during installation:

• Dictionaries
• Sample databases
• Disk journal files
• SYSIDMS file

Tailor the IDMSLBLS procedure to reflect the filenames and definitions in use at your site and include this procedure in z/
VSE JCL job streams.

The sample z/VSE JCL provided in this document includes the IDMSLBLS procedure. Therefore, individual file definitions
for CA IDMS dictionaries, sample databases, disk journal files, and SYSIDMS file are not included in the sample JCL.

IDMSLBLS Procedure Listing

* -------- LIBDEFS --------

// LIBDEF  *,SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// LIBDEF  *,CATALOG=user.sublib
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/*  ------------------------- LABELS -------------------------

// DLBL    idmslib,'idms.library',2099/365

// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn,,,ssss,1500

// DLBL    dccat,'idms.system.dccat',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,31

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dccatl,'idms.system.dccatlod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dccatx,'idms.system.dccatx',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcdml,'idms.system.ddldml',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dclod,'idms.system.ddldclod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,21

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dclog,'idms.system.ddldclog',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcrun,'idms.system.ddldcrun',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,68

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
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// DLBL    dcscr,'idms.system.ddldcscr',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,135

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dclscr,'idms.sysloc.ddlocscr',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dirldb,'idms.sysdirl.ddldml',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dirllod,'idms.sysdirl.ddldclod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    empdemo,'idms.empdemo1',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    insdemo,'idms.insdemo1',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    orgdemo,'idms.orgdemo1',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    empldem,'idms.sqldemo.empldemo',2099/365,DA
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// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    infodem,'idms.sqldemo.infodemo',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    projdem,'idms.projseg.projdemo',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    indxdem,'idms.sqldemo.indxdemo',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sysctl,'idms.sysctl',2099/365,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    secdd,'idms.sysuser.ddlsec',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dictdb,'idms.appldict.ddldml',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dloddb,'idms.appldict.ddldclod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqldd,'idms.syssql.ddlcat',2099/365,DA
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// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqllod,'idms.syssql.ddlcatl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqlxdd,'idms.syssql.ddlcatx',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asfdml,'idms.asfdict.ddldml',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asflod,'idms.asfdict.asflod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asfdata,'idms.asfdict.asfdata',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    ASFDEFN,'idms.asfdict.asfdefn',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j1jrnl,'idms.j1jrnl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j2jrnl,'idms.j2jrnl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54
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// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j3jrnl,'idms.j3jrnl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

/+

/*

Item Description
idmslib.sublib Name of the sublibrary within the library containing CA IDMS

modules
user.sublib Name of the sublibrary within the library containing user modules
idmslib Filename of the file containing CA IDMS modules
idms.library File-ID associated with the file containing CA IDMS modules
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
dccat Filename of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.system.dccat File-ID of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
dccatl Filename of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD)

area
idms.system.dccatlod File-ID of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area
dccatx Filename of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.system.dccatx File-ID of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
dcdml Filename of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.system.ddldml File-ID of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dclod Filename of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)

area
idms.system.ddldclod File-ID of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
dclog Filename of the system log area (DDLDCLOG) area
idms.system.ddldclog File-ID of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area
dcrun Filename of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
idms.system.ddldcrun File-ID of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
dcscr Filename of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
idms.system.ddldcscr File-ID of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
dcmsg Filename of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg File-ID of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
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dclscr Filename of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
idms.sysloc.ddlocscr File-ID of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
dirldb Filename of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
idms.sysdirl.ddldml File-ID of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
dirllod Filename of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
idms.sysdirl.dirllod File-ID of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
empdemo Filename of the EMPDEMO area
idms.empdemo1 File-ID of the EMPDEMO area
insdemo Filename of the INSDEMO area
idms.insdemo1 File-ID of the INSDEMO area
orgdemo Filename of the ORGDEMO area
idms.orgdemo1 File-ID of the ORDDEMO area
empldem Filename of the EMPLDEMO area
idms.sqldemo.empldemo File-ID of the EMPLDEMO area
infodem Filename of the INFODEMO area
idms.sqldemo.infodemo File-ID of the INFODEMO area
projdem Filename of the PROJDEMO area
idms.projseg.projdemo File-ID of the PROJDEMO area
indxdem Filename of the INDXDEMO area
idms.sqldemo.indxdemo File-ID of the INDXDEMO area
sysctl Filename of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl File-ID of the SYSCTL file
secdd Filename of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
idms.sysuser.ddlsec File-ID of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
dictdb Filename of the application dictionary definition area
idms.appldict.ddldml File-ID of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dloddb Filename of the application dictionary definition load area
idms.appldict.ddldclod File-ID of the application dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)

area
sqldd Filename of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.syssql.ddlcat File-ID of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
sqllod Filename of the SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatl File-ID of SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
sqlxdd Filename of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatx File-ID of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
asfdml Filename of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.asfdict.ddldml File-ID of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
asflod Filename of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
idms.asfdict.asflod File-ID of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
asfdata Filename of the asf data (ASFDATA) area
idms.asfdict.asfdata File-ID of the asf data area (ASFDATA) area
ASFDEFN Filename of the asf data definition (ASFDEFN) area
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idms.asfdict.asfdefn File-ID of the asf data definition area (ASFDEFN) area
j1jrnl Filename of the first disk journal file
idms.j1jrnl File-ID of the first disk journal file
j2jrnl Filename of the second disk journal file
idms.j2jrnl File-ID of the second disk journal file
j3jrnl Filename of the third disk journal file
idms.j3jrnl File-ID of the third disk journal file
SYSIDMS Filename of the SYSIDMS parameter file

MAINTAIN ASF
The MAINTAIN ASF utility statement deletes, loads, or extends an ASF-defined table. You can run MAINTAIN ASF all at
once or break it into steps.

Maintain ASF Description
Authorization

You must have DBAWRITE authority on the area(s) containing the table and its associated index(es).

Stick.Syntax

►►─── MAINTAIN ASF ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── IN SEGMENT segment-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── USING subschema-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TEST ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NOTIFY notify-record-count ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ FROM ─┬─ step-name ─┘
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   └─ STEP ─┘

 ►─┬─ DELETE ─┬─┬─ TABLE table-definition-number ─┬─┬─────────────┬───────────►

   ├─ LOAD ───┤ └─ RECORD record-name ────────────┘ ├─ CONNECT   ─┤

   └─ EXTEND ─┘                                     └─ NOCONNECT ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ RECFORM ─┬─ F ───┬─┘

               └─ V ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ INPUT input-filename ─┘

 ►─── as SORTEXIT ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── REUSE workfiles ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• IN SEGMENT
Specifies the segment containing the table to be processed.
– segment-name

The name of the segment.
• USING

Specifies the subschema that defines the table.
– subschema-name

The name of the subschema.
• TEST

Processes only the first 100 records of the database.
See "Usage", below.

• NOTIFY
Directs MAINTAIN ASF to send a message to the operator whenever a specified number of rows have been
processed.
The message states the step currently being executed and the number of rows that have been processed.
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– notify-record-count
The number of records to process before sending a message.

• FROM
Specifies that MAINTAIN ASF should begin at a specified step and complete all remaining steps.

• step-name
The name of the first step that MAINTAIN ASF should execute.
If the specified restart step is any step except IDMSTABX, all other parameters are ignored. In this case, MAINTAIN
ASF gets the information normally provided by the other parameters from the intermediate work files.

• STEP
Directs MAINTAIN ASF to execute only one step of the table maintenance process.
By default, if you do not specify STEP, MAINTAIN ASF will perform all steps.
If the specified step is any step except IDMSTABX, all other parameters are ignored. In this case, MAINTAIN ASF gets
the information normally provided by the other parameters from the intermediate work files.
– step-name

The name of the first or only step to execute.
The name must be one of the following:
• IDMSTABX
• SORT3
• IDMSDBL3
• SORT4
• IDMSDBL4

• DELETE
Directs MAINTAIN ASF to erase all rows of the specified table, and all associated index structures. The table definition
remains intact.

• LOAD
Directs MAINTAIN ASF to load the specified table from an external file.
All indexes associated with the table must be empty.

• EXTEND
Directs MAINTAIN ASF to add rows to the existing specified table.
At least one index must not be empty. If all indexes are empty, MAINTAIN ASF will perform a LOAD.

• TABLE
Specifies the table with its table definition number.
– "table-definition-number"

The table definition number assigned to the table when it was created.
The table definition must be enclosed in double quotes.

• RECORD
Specifies the table with its record name.
– "record-name"

The record name by which the table is identified in the schema.
The record name must be enclosed in double quotes.

• CONNECT
Directs MAINTAIN ASF to connect all rows added during a LOAD or EXTEND operation to all section and automatic
indexes.
By default, if you do not specify CONNECT or NOCONNECT, MAINTAIN ASF will connect added rows to the indexes.

• NOCONNECT
Directs MAINTAIN ASF not to build index structures during the LOAD or EXTEND operation.
If you specify NOCONNECT, you must use the MAINTAIN INDEX utility at a later time to build the index(es).
For more information on the MAINTAIN INDEX utility, see CA IDMS Utilities Section

• RECFORM
Specifies whether the input file has a fixed or variable format.
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By default, if you do not specify a format, MAINTAIN ASF assumes the file has a fixed format.
– F

Specifies that the file has a fixed format.
This is the default.

– V
Specifies that the file has a variable format.

• INPUT input-filename
Specifies the DD/ASSIGN/FILEDEF/FILE statement in the JCL that contains the input for a LOAD or EXTEND
operation.
By default, if you do not specify a DD/ASSIGN/FILEDEF/FILE, MAINTAIN ASF uses SYS001.

• as SORTEXIT
Causes each DBLx step in the utility to return its input data directly from the preceding sort instead of having the sort
write the data to a workfile. This option eliminates one workfile for each sort and saves the I/O it takes to write then
read the workfile.

• REUSE workfiles
Causes each step in the utility to reuse an existing workfile, if possible, when writing its output data, instead of writing
to a new one for each step. This reduces the number of workfiles that need to be allocated.

ASF JCL
In the sections to follow is JCL for CA IDMS/DB running in local mode for the z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM operating systems:

JCL Considerations

When you submit a MAINTAIN ASF statement to CA IDMS/DB through the batch command facility, the JCL to execute the
facility must include statements to define:

• The files containing the areas to be processed
• Sort space
• The intermediate work files

The following table indicates which workfiles are created and read by the different utility steps depending on the use of the
SORTEXIT and REUSE WORKFILE options.

Step Input Output
MAINTAIN ASF: NOT Sortexit mode and NOT reusing workfiles.
 
IDMSTABX  SYS003
SORT3 SYS003 SYS004
IDMSDBL3 SYS004 SYS005
SORT4 SYS005 SYS006
IDMSDBL4 SYS006  
MAINTAIN ASF: NOT Sortexit mode and REUSING workfiles.
 
IDMSTABX  SYS003
SORT3 SYS003 SYS004
IDMSDBL3 SYS004 SYS003
SORT4 SYS003 SYS004
IDMSDBL4 SYS004  
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MAINTAIN ASF: SORTEXIT mode and NOT reusing workfiles.
 
IDMSTABX  SYS003
SORT3/IDMSDBL3 SYS003 SYS005
SORT4/IDMSDBL4 SYS005  
MAINTAIN ASF: SORTEXIT mode and REUSING workfiles.
 
IDMSTABX  SYS003
SORT3/IDMSDBL3 SYS003 SYS003
SORT4/IDMSDBL4 SYS003  

NOTE
For sample JCL to run the Batch Command Facility, see CA IDMS Utilities Section.

z/OS

DD statements for the batch command facility (z/OS)

//asflod   DD   DSN=idms.asfdict.asflod,DISP=SHR ◄--- Only needed if the 'RU'

//userdb   DD   DSN=userdb,DISP=SHR                   subschema is in the ASF load exec.

//RELDCTL  DD   DSN=reldctl.file,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=disk,

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=60,BLKSIZE=bbb)

//infile   DD   DSN=input.file,DISP=OLD

//SYS003   DD   DSN=user.dbl003,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape003,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr003,BLKSIZE=bbb003)

//SYS004   DD   DSN=user.dbl004,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape004,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr004,BLKSIZE=9bb004)

//SYS005   DD   DSN=user.dbl005,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape005,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr005,BLKSIZE=bbb005)

//SYS006   DD   DSN=user.dbl006,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=tape006,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=rrr006,BLKSIZE=bbb006)

//SYSPCH   DD   DSN=&&sort,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=disk,

//             SPACE=(TRK,1),DCB=BLKSIZE=80
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Item Description
userdb Ddname of the existing database file
user.userdb Data set name of the existing database file
reldctl.file File containing control records; the logical record length of this file

must be a multiple of four.
bbb Block size of the RELDCTL file
disk Symbolic device name of the RELDCTL file
infile Ddname of the file containing input data for the table; If the

records are a fixed length, the length must match the record length
as defined in the subschema.

input.file Data set name of the file containing input data for the table
user.dbl003 Data set name of the intermediate work file containing index

descriptors from IDMSTABX
tape003 Symbolic device name of the SYS003 file
rrr003 Record size of the SYS003 file
bbb003 Block size of the SYS003 file
user.dbl004 Data set name of the intermediate work file containing the output

from SORT3
tape004 Symbolic device name of the SYS004 file
rrr004 Record size of the SYS004 file; should be the same as rrr003
bbb004 Block size of the SYS004 file; should be the same as bbb003
user.dbl005 Data set name of the intermediate work file containing pointers for

user owned index sets from IDMSDBL3
tape005 Symbolic device name of the SYS005 file
rrr005 Record size of the SYS005 file
bbb005 Block size of the SYS005 file
user.dbl006 Data set name of the intermediate work file containing sorted

pointers for user owned index sets from SORT4
tape006 Symbolic device name of the SYS006 file
rrr006 Record size of the SYS006 file; should be the same as rrr005
bbb006 Block size of the SYS006 file; should be the same as bbb005
&.&sort. Data set name of the SYSPCH file containing sort parameters

from IDMSTABX and IDMSDBL3
disk Symbolic device name of the SYSPCH file

z/VSE -- Local Mode

NOTE
MAINTAIN ASF may need to be relink edited with an IDMSDBLP module before being executed.

For information on the IDMSDBLP module, see the 'z/VSE JCL' section in CA IDMS Utilities Section.

JCL to execute MAINTAIN ASF in local mode (z/VSE)

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS
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// DLBL RELDCTL,'user.reldctl',,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL infile,'input.data',,SD

// EXTENT SYS001,nnnnnn,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN SYS001,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL SYSPCH,'sort.info'

// EXTENT SYSPCH,nnnnnn,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN SYSPCH,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL SYS003,'user.fil3',,SD

// EXTENT SYS003,nnnnnn,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN SYS003,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL SYS004,'user.fil4',,SD

// EXTENT SYS004,nnnnnn,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL SYS005,'user.fil5',,SD

// EXTENT SYS005,nnnnnn,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN SYS005,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL SYS006,'user.fil6',,SD

// EXTENT SYS006,nnnnnn,,,ssss,tttt

// ASSGN SYS006,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL SORTWK1,'sort.work.file'

// EXTENT SYSnnn,SYSWK0,,1,30

// ASSGN SYSnnn,SYS001,OUTPUT
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Put additional sort files, as required, here

// DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT'

// EXEC    IDMSBCF

Put parms for SYSIDMS here

/*

Put parms for MAINTAIN ASF here

/*

/&

Item Description
IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation that contains the

file definitions for CA IDMS dictionaries and databases.
Note: Tailor the IDMSLBLS proc provided on the installation
media to include the appropriate files (database, journal, etc.) for
local mode processing.

user.reldctl File containing control records
Note: The logical record length of this file must be a multiple of
four.

SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial ID
ssss Starting track of block of disk extent
tttt Number of tracks
infile Filename of the input data for LOAD or EXTEND operations

as specified in MAINTAIN ASF input statements. If not named
specifically, filename should be SYS001.

input.data File-ID of the input data for LOAD or EXTEND operations
sort.info sort control info for intermediate sorts which is punched by the

utility
user.fil3 Intermediate file written by utility steps
user.fil4 Intermediate file written by utility steps
user.fil5 Intermediate file written by utility steps
user.fil6 Intermediate file written by utility steps

NOTE
SYSIDMS is a parameter file added to the JCL stream of CA IDMS batch jobs that allows you to specify runtime
directives such as, the name of the DMCL and database to use at runtime, as well as operating system-
dependent file information. SYSIDMS is defined in the IDMSLBLS procedure.
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For more information on SYSIDMS,see CA IDMS Common Facilities Section parameters.

z/VM -- Local Mode

JCL to execute MAINTAIN ASF in local mode ('z/VM')

FILEDEF RELDCTL DISK user reldctl a (RECFM FB LRECL 60 BLKSIZE bbbctl

FILEDEF SYS001 DISK input data a (RECFM FB LRECL rrr BLKSIZE bbb

FILEDEF SYSPCH DISK sort maint a (RECFM F BLKSIZE 80

FILEDEF SYS003 DISK tabx out a (RECFM VB LRECL rrr BLKSIZE bbb

FILEDEF SYS004 DISK sort1 out a (RECFM VB LRECL rrr BLKSIZE bbb

FILEDEF SYS005 DISK dbl3 out a (RECFM VB LRECL rrr BLKSIZE bbb

FILEDEF SYS006 DISK sort2 out a (RECFM VB LRECL rrr BLKSIZE bbb

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms input a (RECFM FB LRECL rrr BLKSIZE bbb

OSRUN IDMSBCF

Item Description
user reldctl a File containing control records.

Note:The logical record length of this file must be a multiple of
four.

bbbctl Size of the RELDCTL file which should be a multiple of 60 with
max size of 32,760

input data a MAINTAIN ASF input statements
rrr Size of input record which must agree with the record length as

defined in subschema (SR51)
bbb Blocksize
sort maint a Sort control information punched by utility
tabx out a Filename of the utility's intermediate output file
sort1 out a Filename of the utility's intermediate output file
dbl3 out a Filename of the utility's intermediate output file
sort2 out a Filename of the utility's intermediate output file
sysidms input a File containing SYSIDMS parameters
IDMSBCF Program to be executed from the CMS LOADLIB

z/VM -- Central version (CV)

The CMS commands you use to run MAINTAIN ASF under the central version follow:

JCL to execute MAINTAIN ASF in CV mode ('z/VM')
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FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK sysipt data a (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp

EXEC IDMSFD

OSRUN IDMSBCF

Item Description
sysipt data a Filename, type, and mode of the file containing MAINTAIN ASF

parameters
ppp Record length of the sysipt data file
nnn Block size of the sysipt data file
IDMSFD Exec which defines all FILEDEFs, TXTLIBs, and LOADLIBs

required by the system
IDMSBCF Program to be executed from the CMS LOADLIB

Runtime Parameters

IDMSFD references the SYSIDMS file, a file in which you can specify parameters that describe physical requirements
(such as DMCL or dictionary to access), runtime parameters, or operating system-specific file information.

For more information on SYSIDMS,See CA IDMS Common Facilities Section parameters.

Creating the SYSIPT File

To create the SYSIPT file, enter these CMS commands:

XEDIT sysipt data a (NOPROF

INPUT

 .

 .

 .

Enter MAINTAIN ASF parameters, then press ENTER to end input

 .

 .

 .

FILE
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Logical Record Facility
The Logical Record Facility (LRF) is a runtime facility that allows application programmers to access CA IDMS data
without having to know the physical structure of the database. Under LRF, programmers do not have to use database
navigation statements to access information. This is because the DBA predefines database access logic that is typically
coded by programmers. The following steps take place when you generate a table through ASF with LRF:

1. Record and element definitions are added to the data dictionary (stored tables only):
– Records are named RFUR-nnnnnn-DATA, where nnnnnn is the table definition number.
– Element names are the STORED COLUMN NAME shown on the Extended Column Definition screen.

2. Record and set descriptions are added to the IDMS/R schema (stored tables only). The following descriptions are
added (nnnnnn is the table definition number):
– RFUR-nnnnnn-DATA record -- The record type in which rows of the table are stored as record occurrences.
– RFUR-nnnnnn-OOAK record -- An IDMS/R-defined OOAK record.
– RFUS-nnnnnn-SET set -- An unsorted indexed set defined if the storage sequence of the table is NEXT, PRIOR,

FIRST, or LAST.
– RFPS-nnnnnn-SET set -- An indexed set defined if the storage sequence of the table is designated by the key

number of an index key.
– RFFS-nnnnnn-yyyy set -- One for each fast access key defined on the Extended Key Definition screen. The

variable yyyy is the field definition number for the column, which is assigned in the FDEFREC.
– RFKS-nnnnnn-zzzz set -- One for each additional key defined on the Extended Key Definition screen that is not

used as the storage sequence. The variable zzzz is the key number of the additional key.
3. A subschema is generated, which consists of:

– A logical record that contains the following elements:
• ASF-RDEF-REC -- The table definition record
• RFUR-nnnnnn-OOAK -- The system-defined OOAK record
• RFUR-nnnnnn-DATA -- The record used to store rows of the table
• RFUR-nnnnnn-WORK -- An IDD work record, which is included if any work fields are defined for the table
ASF names the logical record by modifying the table name to conform to COBOL naming conventions.

– Logical-record paths, which allow an application program to access occurrences of the logical record:
• For a stored table, ASF generates an OBTAIN, STORE, MODIFY, and ERASE path by default.
• For a table definition (an ASF view), ASF generates an OBTAIN and MODIFY path only.

4. A map is created. The columns defined for the table become the data fields for the map. The map is named
RMnnnnnn (nnnnnn is the table definition number).

5. A dialog that uses the subschema and map is generated to allow online access of the table through ASF. The
dialog is named RDnnnnnn (nnnnnn is the table definition number). In addition to the subschema (RUnnnnnn) and
map (RMnnnnnn), the dialog has the following components:
– ASF-PARM-REC -- A parameter record included in every ASF-generated dialog
– Process modules, as follows:

• RDnnnnnn-PREMAP -- Premap process, which prepares the map for display
• RDnnnnnn-CLEAR -- Response process for the CLEAR key, which exits from the ASF screen
• RDnnnnnn-ENTER -- Response process for the ENTER key, which is used to retrieve the next table row
• RDnnnnnn-PA1 -- Response process for the PA1 key, which exits from ASF
• RDnnnnnn-PF1 -- Response process for [PF1], which stores a table row
• RDnnnnnn-PF2 -- Response process for [PF2], which modifies a table row
• RDnnnnnn-PF3 -- Response process for [PF3], which erases a table row

NOTE
For more information on table generation through ASF, see the section "Creating and Using Stored Tables".
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You can extend the capabilities of ASF by tailoring the subschemas it generates. You do this by using the
subschema compiler to change the ASF-generated paths. The following considerations apply:

• If you want to continue to access the subschema through ASF, you cannot change the way the RFUR-nnnnnn-
DATA records are accessed. You should leave intact the logic that uses the ASF-RDEF-OWN, ASF-RDEF-REC,
RFUR-nnnnnn-OOAK, and RFUR-nnnnnn-DATA records.

• If you ever regenerate the table in ASF, your changes will not be reflected in the new table.
• If you use the subschema compiler to add fields (such as work fields) to an ASF-generated table, the fields won't

be recognized by the IDB catalog. Therefore, it is best to add the fields through ASF and then modify them, as
appropriate.

• If tables generated through ASF are placed in extent areas, the application that uses the subschema must ready the
areas in a shared usage mode. This is done through the READY ALL statement.

NOTE
Be aware that when you change an ASF-generated subschema, you may also have to change the associated
map and dialogs.

In the examples shown below, modifications are enclosed in a box.

Checking Path Statuses
When accessing ASF tables you should always check for the following path statuses:

• INVALID_DATA is returned when the data violates the definition-time selection criteria (for example, WHERE STATE
EQ 'MA' and the program tries to replace the state with 'NY'). When INVALID_DATA is returned, the ERROR_STATUS
field in the IDMS communications block is set to 0000.

• DEFN_MISSING is returned when the record definition cannot be found. When DEFN_MISSING is returned, the
ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS communications block is set to 0000.

• OOAK_MISSING is returned when a one-of-a-kind record cannot be found. When OOAK_MISSING is returned, the
ERROR_STATUS field in the IDMS communications block is set to 0000.

• SYNC_ERROR is returned when the time stamp in the catalog and the table definition do not match. When
SYNC_ERROR is returned the ERROR-STATUS field in the IDMS communications block is set to 0000.

The return of any of these statuses indicates a fatal error; for more information, consult your DBA.

Performing UNLOAD/RELOAD Against an ASF Database
ASF data and definition areas can be processed by the UNLOAD and RELOAD utilities but additional steps must be taken
to insure that the operation is successful. 

Running an UNLOAD/RELOAD against an area associated with an ASF database requires the following steps:

1. Prepare the environment to run the UNLOAD/RELOAD utilities
2. Run the IDMSRSSM program to:

– Create a syntax for the IDMSRSSD subschema that you will use to unload and reload the ASF data areas
3. Review the IDMSRSSD subschema syntax produced by the IDMSRSSM program and generate it.
4. UNLOAD and RELOAD the ASF data or definition areas.
5. Run the IDMSRUPD program to update the RDEFREC records in the ASF definition area with the new db-keys of the

table header records (RFUR-nnnnnn-OOAK).

Each of these steps is described in the remainder of this appendix.

Preparing Your Environment
Contents
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To prepare your environment implement the following steps:

1. Identify the areas and the ASF-defined tables you want to unload and reload. Make sure that the tables you will
process are completely generated. A table that is not completely generated or does not have a validated subschema
will not be included in the unload/reload.

2. The IDMSRSSM program will identify all tables which cannot be processed. If you want to include such a table, you
must first generate or re-generate the table using ASF.

3. Run the PRINT SPACE utility against each ASF data and definition area you will unload/reload. You can compare the
records listed on the PRINT SPACE report with the output from the IDMSRSSM program to determine if all tables are
processed by IDMSRSSM.

4. Backup your ASF dictionary and areas.
5. Run the IDMSRSSM program.

Running the IDMSRSSM Program

Once the environment is prepared, run the IDMSRSSM program against the ASF dictionary. The IDMSRSSM program:

• Creates the subschema syntax for the IDMSRSSD subschema and places it in an out put file. The IDMSRSSD
subschema is used to unload and reload ASF data areas.

• Produces a listing of record ID's for the tables in the IDMSR schema version 1.

:Caution.

Tables that don't have an existing validated subschema are not included in the IDMSRSSD subschema.

You can run the IDMSRSSM program against the same ASF dictionary as often as necessary.

Syntax

   ┌──────────────────────────────────┐

►►─▼─ AREA=asf-data-area-name ────────┴──────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameter AREA=asf-data-area-name

Specifies the name of the ASF data area you wish to unload and reload. 'asf-data-area-name' must be in an ASF data
area defined in the dictionary.

You can specify a maximum of 20 area statements for each run of the IDMSRSSM program. If the unload/reload is to be
performed against the ASF definition area the IDMSRSSM parameters should include all ASF data areas that have table
definitions in the target ASF definition area.

IDMSRSSM Execution JCL

IDMSRSSM is a program in the load library provided at installation.

IDMSRSSM runs in a batch environment in either local mode or under the central version.

Execution JCL for the IDMSRSSM program is provided below.

z/OS JCL

IDMSRSSM

//BUILD    EXEC PGM=IDMSRSSM,REGION=
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//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//asfdict  DD  DSN=idms.asfdict.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg   DD  DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD  DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,KEEP),UNIT=TAPE

//SYS004   DD  DSN=output.file,DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=

//         DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=nnnn)

//SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD  *

 

   DMCL=dmcl-name

   DBNAME=dbname or segment-name

 

//SYSIPT   DD *

 

   AREA=ASF-data-area-name    AREA=ASF-data-area-name

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and
database name table load modules

idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing customized CA IDMS
load modules

idms.cagjload Data set name of the load library containing executable CA IDMS
modules that do not require customization

asfdict DDname of the ASF (DDLDML) dictionary area
idms.asfdict.ddldml Data set name of the ASF (DDLDML) dictionary area
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
sysjrnl DDname of a tape journal file, if journaling
idms.tapejrnl Dataset name of tape journal file
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sys004 DDname of the output file for the subschema produced by the
IDMSRSSM program

output.file Data set name of the output file for the subschema produced by
the IDMSRSSM program

dmcl-name The name of a DMCL
dbname or segment-name Database name or segment name identifying the DDLDML area of

the ASF dictionary
ASF-data-area-name The name of an ASF extent area

To run IDMSRSSM under the central version, add a SYSCTL file.

z/VSE JCL IDMSRSSM

// JOB   IDMSRSSM

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=idms libraries

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// ASSGN sysnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL SYS004,'output.file'

// EXEC   IDMSRSSM,SIZE=1048K

DMCL=dmcl-name

DBNAME=dbname or segment-name

/*

AREA=ASF-data-area-name    AREA=ASF-data-area-name

/*

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation that contains the
file definitions for CA IDMS dictionaries, databases, disk journal
files, and the SYSIDMS file.
For a complete listing of IDMSLBLS, see the CA IDMS Conversion
Section.

sys004 Filename of the output file for the subschema produced by
IDMSRSSM program

dmcl-name The name of a DMCL
dbname or segment-name Database name or segment name identifying the DDLDML area of

the ASF dictionary
ASF-data-area-name The name of an ASF extent area

To run IDMSRSSM under the central version, add a SYSCTL file.
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VM/ESA Commands

IDMSRSSM

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

FI asfdict DISK cdms asfdict fm (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

FI dcmsg DISK cdms dmsgdb fm (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

FILEDEF sysjrnl TAP1 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL lll BLKSIZE bbbb

FILEDEF SYS004 DISK sys004 output a

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms input a

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK idmsrssm input a

GLOBAL LOADLIB dbalib idmslib

OSRUN IDMSRSSM

asfdict DDname of the ASF (DDLDML) dictionary area
cdms asfdict fm File identifier of the ASF (DDLDML) dictionary area
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
cdms dmsgdb fm File identifier of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
ppp Page size of the database file
nnn Number of pages in the database file
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file, if journaling
nnnnnn Volume serial number of the tape journal file
lll Record length of the tape journal file
bbbb Block size of the tape journal file
sys004 output a File identifier of file containing subschema produced by

IDMSRSSM program
sysidms input a File identifier of the file containing the following:

dmcl-name -- Name of the DMCL
segment-name -- database name or segment name identifying the
DDLDML area of the ASF dictionary

idmsrssm input a File identifier of the file containing the names of the ASF extent
areas you will migrate

dbalib Filename of the load library containing the DMCL and database
name table load modules

idmslib Filename of the load library containing executable CA IDMS
modules
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Output from IDMSRSSM

What IDMSRSSM Produces

• An output listing that includes various information which is described in the table below.
• A subschema syntax for the IDMSRSSD subschema.

IDMSRSSM Output Listing Sample

Portions of sample output listing from IDMSRSSM are provided below. Allocation limits are represented as tables instead
of K bytes and allocation defaults are removed from the catalog.

   RECORD ID:  31839

   RECORD ID:  31840

   RECORD ID:  31841

   RECORD ID:  31842

  VALIDATE NOT DONE FOR SUBSCHEMA:

  RECORD:  RFUR-000217-OOAK                  WILL NOT BE INCLUDED

  IN SYNTAX FOR AREA: IDMSR-AREA2

 

   RECORD ID:  31913

  VALIDATE NOT DONE FOR SUBSCHEMA:

  RECORD:  RFUR-000217-DATA                  WILL NOT BE INCLUDED

  IN SYNTAX FOR AREA: IDMSR-AREA2

 

   RECORD ID:  31914

  VALIDATE NOT DONE FOR SUBSCHEMA:

  RECORD:  RFUR-000218-OOAK                  WILL NOT BE INCLUDED

  IN SYNTAX FOR AREA: IDMSR-AREA2

   RECORD ID:  31934

  RECORD:  RFOR-000135-OOAK                  WILL NOT BE INCLUDED

  IN SYNTAX FOR AREA: IDMSR-AREA2
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   RECORD ID:  31935

  RECORD:  RFOR-000135-DATA                  WILL NOT BE INCLUDED

  IN SYNTAX FOR AREA: IDMSR-AREA2

 

   RECORD ID:  31936

   RECORD ID:  31998

   RECORD ID:  31999

   AREAS ADDED: 0002  RECORDS ADDED: 0140   SETS ADDED: 0124

 

                  UPDATING CATALOG

 

   USER:  CORP                            EXG

VALUES FOUND: TOTAL USED:  00002291     COUNT OF BYTES:  00002291

REPLACED WITH TABLE COUNT:   00010

   COUNT OF TABLES UNALLOCATED:  00001

 

   USER:  CORP                            W FURR

VALUES FOUND: TOTAL USED:  00000000     COUNT OF BYTES:  00000000

   REPLACED WITH TABLE COUNT:   00000

   USER:  CORP                            DNT

VALUES FOUND: TOTAL USED:  00001014     COUNT OF BYTES:  00001014

   REPLACED WITH TABLE COUNT:   00004

COUNT OF TABLES UNALLOCATED:  00004
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   USER:  CORP                            SJG

USER DEFAULTS TOTAL ALLOCATION:  00000100

BEING REMOVED - PRIMARY:  00000  SECONDARY: 00000 MAXIMUM: 00000

VALUES FOUND: TOTAL USED:  00030468     COUNT OF BYTES:  00030968

   REPLACED WITH TABLE COUNT:   00011

 

   USER:  CORP                            CULL DBA

VALUES FOUND: TOTAL USED:  00001512     COUNT OF BYTES:  00001513

   REPLACED WITH TABLE COUNT:   00002

   COUNT OF TABLES UNALLOCATED:  00001

 

COUNT OF USERS UPDATED:   00025

For more information, see the CA IDMS Conversion Section.

Review the IDMSRSSM Output Listing

Much of the information produced on the output listing only had meaning when migrating of the ASF areas to a post-10.2
environment. The following table identifies those items of interest when performing an UNLOAD/RELOAD after an earlier
migration has completed.

Item in report Item meaning What to do
RECORD ID The record id of a table included in the

IDMSRSSD subschema
If you produced a PRINT SPACE report,
compare it with the list of record ids
produced by IDMSRSSM to determine if all
tables were processed.

VALIDATE NOT DONE FOR SUBSCHEMA Identifies the record ID of a table that does
not have a validated subschema.

If you want to unload this table, use the
ASF to determine why the subschema is
not validated, fix the problem and generate
the table.

Record:
RFOR-nnnnnn-DATA WILL NOT BE
INCLUDED IN SYNTAX

Identifies tables that have existing definition
record names preceded with 'RFOR-'.
These names indicated that a table was not
completely generated. These records are
not included in the IDMSRSSD subschema.

If you want to unload the data from tables
that correspond to an existing 'RFOR'
record, access the table through ASF and
complete the regeneration process.

Generate the IDMSRSSD Subschema

After reviewing the IDMSRSSM output, use the subschema compiler to generate the IDMSRSSD subschema.
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NOTE
IDMSRSSD is the default subschema name used by the IDMSRUPD programwhen an ASF definition is
processed by the UNLOAD/RELOAD utilities and a subschema name is not provided. You can change the
subschema name before generating it. If you do, be sure to specify the new name when running the UNLOAD
and RELOAD utility against ASF data areas and the IDMSRUPD program.

UNLOAD and RELOAD of ASF Data Areas

After you generate the IDMSRSSD subschema, you will need to:

1. Unload the ASF data area using the UNLOAD utility statement and the IDMSRSSD subschema.
2. Format each data area using the FORMAT utility statement.
3. Reload the data unloaded by the previous unload step into the formatted area using the RELOAD utility.

Note: For a complete description of the CA IDMS utility statements, see the CA IDMS Utilities Section.

UNLOAD and RELOAD ASF Definition Areas

If you need to unload and reload any ASF definition areas use the IDMSRSSA subschema which is installed with ASF.

1. Unload the ASF definition area using the UNLOAD utility statement.
2. Format the definition area using the FORMAT utility statement.
3. Reload the data unloaded by the previous unload step into the formatted definition area using the RELOAD utility

statement.

Note: For a complete description of the utility statements, see the CA IDMS Utilities Section.

Running the IDMSRUPD Program

If an ASF definition or data area have unloaded and reloaded, you must run the IDMSRUPD program to update
RDEFREC records in the ASF definition area with the new db-keys of related table header records (RFUR-nnnnnn-
OOAK).

The purpose of the IDMSRUPD program is:

• Accesses each RFUR-nnnnnn-OOAK record in the subschema produced by the IDMSRSSM program (default name is
IDMSRSSD) to get the table definition number of the table it represents.

• Accesses the RDEFREC that the table definition corresponds to in the definition area and updates the RDEFREC with
the db-key of its corresponding RFUR-nnnnnn-OOAK.

Syntax

►►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ SUB=subschema-name ─┬─────┘

   └─ SUB=IDMSRSSD ◄──────┘

Parameters

SUB=Subschema-name

Specifies the name of the subschema the IDMSRUPD program will use. 'subschema-name' must be a 1 through 8
character alphanumeric value.

If you do not specify a 'subschema-name' IDMSRUPD will use IDMSRSSD as the default subschema name.
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IDMSRUPD Execution JCL

IDMSRSSM is a program in the load library provided at installation.

IDMSRSSM runs in a batch environment in either local mode or under the central version.

Execution JCL for the IDMSRSSM program is provided below.

z/OS JCL

IDMSRSSM

//BUILD    EXEC PGM=IDMSRSSM,REGION=

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.cagjload.,DISP=SHR

//asfdict  DD  DSN=idms.asfdict.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg   DD  DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD  DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,KEEP),UNIT=TAPE

//SYS004   DD  DSN=output.file,DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=

//         DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=nnnn)

//SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD  *

 

   DMCL=dmcl-name

   DBNAME=dbname or segment-name

 

//SYSIPT   DD *

 

   ASF-data-area-name    ASF-data-area-name
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idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and
database name table load modules

idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing customized
executable CA IDMS load modules

idms.cagjload Data set name of the load library containing executable CA IDMS
modules that do not require customization

asfdict DDname of the ASF (DDLDML) dictionary area
idms.asfdict.ddldml Data set name of the ASF (DDLDML) dictionary area
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
sysjrnl DDname of a tape journal file, if journaling
idms.tapejrnl Dataset name of tape journal file
sys004 DDname of the output file for the subschema produced by the

IDMSRSSM program
output.file Data set name of the output file for the subschema produced by

the IDMSRSSM program
dmcl-name The name of a DMCL
dbname or segment-name Database name or segment name identifying the DDLDML area of

the ASF dictionary
ASF-data-area-name The name of an ASF extent area

To run IDMSRSSM under the central version, add a SYSCTL file.

z/VSE JCL

IDMSRSSM

// JOB   IDMSRSSM

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=idms libraries

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// ASSGN sysnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL SYS004,'output.file'

// EXEC   IDMSRSSM,SIZE=1048K

DMCL=dmcl-name

DBNAME=dbname or segment-name

/*

AREA=extent-area-name    AREA=extent-area-name
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/*

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation that contains the
file definitions for CA IDMS dictionaries, databases, disk journal
files, and the SYSIDMS file.
For a complete listing of IDMSLBLS, see the CA IDMS Conversion
Section

sys004 Filename of the output file for the subschema produced by
IDMSRSSM program

dmcl-name The name of a DMCL
dbname or segment-name Database name or segment name identifying the DDLDML area of

the ASF dictionary
extent-area-name The name of an ASF extent area

To run IDMSRSSM under the central version, add a SYSCTL file.

VM/ESA Commands

IDMSRSSM

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

FI asfdict DISK cdms asfdict fm (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

FI dcmsg DISK cdms dmsgdb fm (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp XTENT nnn

FILEDEF sysjrnl TAP1 SL VOLID nnnnnn (RECFM VB LRECL lll BLKSIZE bbbb

FILEDEF SYS004 DISK sys004 output a

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms input a

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK idmsrssm input a

GLOBAL LOADLIB dbalib idmslib

OSRUN IDMSRSSM

asfdict DDname of the ASF (DDLDML) dictionary area
cdms asfdict fm File identifier of the ASF (DDLDML) dictionary area
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
cdms dmsgdb fm File identifier of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
ppp Page size of the database file
nnn Number of pages in the database file
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file, if journaling
nnnnnn Volume serial number of the tape journal file
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lll Record length of the tape journal file
bbbb Block size of the tape journal file
sys004 output a File identifier of file containing subschema produced by

IDMSRSSM program
sysidms input a File identifier of the file containing the following:

dmcl-name -- Name of the DMCL
segment-name -- database name or segment name identifying the
DDLDML area of the ASF dictionary

idmsrssm input a File identifier of the file containing the names of the ASF extent
areas you will migrate

dbalib Filename of the load library containing the DMCL and database
name table load modules

idmslib Filename of the load library containing executable CA IDMS
modules

Output from IDMSRUPD

Output from IDMSRUPD

The IDMSRUPD program produces an output listing identifying the records processed and whether or not the RDEFREC
was updated with a db-key.

Sample IDMSRUPD Output Listing

A portion of the output listing produced by the IDMSRUPD program is provided below.

All errors that result from the execution of the IDMSRUPD program are due to a mismatch between the OOAK record and
the table definition. When any error results, the RDEF record is not updated with a db-key.

Date/time in OOAK record is not the same as found in the RDEF record.

Status of table is not 'G' for generated.

                  STARTING TO UPDATE IDMSR-AREA

 

PROCESSING RECORD ID:  31998   RFUR-000102-OOAK

DBKEY UPDATED IN RDEFREC FOR TDN:  000102

 

PROCESSING RECORD ID:  31996   RFUR-000101-OOAK

TABLE NOT GENERATED FOR TDN:  000101

 

PROCESSING RECORD ID:  31994   RFUR-000103-OOAK

DBKEY UPDATED IN RDEFREC FOR TDN:  000103
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PROCESSING RECORD ID:  31992   RFUR-000104-OOAK

DBKEY UPDATED IN RDEFREC FOR TDN:  000104

 

PROCESSING RECORD ID:  31990   RFUR-000106-OOAK

DBKEY UPDATED IN RDEFREC FOR TDN:  000106

 

PROCESSING RECORD ID:  31988   RFUR-000105-OOAK

RECORD: RFUR-000105-OOAK

NOT FOUND IN AREA:  IDMSR-AREA2

 

PROCESSING RECORD ID:  31986   RFUR-000108-OOAK

DATE/TIME MISMATCH FOR TDN:  000108            

 

PROCESSING RECORD ID:  31984   RFUR-000114-OOAK

DATE/TIME MISMATCH FOR TDN:  000114

 

PROCESSING RECORD ID:  31982   RFUR-000109-OOAK

DBKEY UPDATED IN RDEFREC FOR TDN:  000109

 

PROCESSING RECORD ID:  31980   RFUR-000111-OOAK

DBKEY UPDATED IN RDEFREC FOR TDN:  000111

 

PROCESSING RECORD ID:  31974   RFUR-000137-OOAK

DBKEY UPDATED IN RDEFREC FOR TDN:  000137
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PROCESSING RECORD ID:  31972   RFUR-000115-OOAK

DBKEY UPDATED IN RDEFREC FOR TDN:  000115

 

PROCESSING RECORD ID:  31970   RFUR-000116-OOAK

DBKEY UPDATED IN RDEFREC FOR TDN:  000116

 

PROCESSING RECORD ID:  31968   RFUR-000117-OOAK

TABLE NOT GENERATED FOR TDN:  000117           

 

PROCESSING RECORD ID:  31966   RFUR-000118-OOAK

DBKEY UPDATED IN RDEFREC FOR TDN:  000118

 

PROCESSING RECORD ID:  31964   RFUR-000205-OOAK

DBKEY UPDATED IN RDEFREC FOR TDN:  000205

 

PROCESSING RECORD ID:  31962   RFUR-000120-OOAK

DBKEY UPDATED IN RDEFREC FOR TDN:  000120

 

PROCESSING RECORD ID:  31960   RFUR-000121-OOAK

DBKEY UPDATED IN RDEFREC FOR TDN:  000121

Using Common Facilities
This section provides information on how to use the following CA IDMS/DB Database facilities and the SYSIDMS
parameter file:
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• The Command Facility lets you submit command statements in a batch or online environment.
• The Online Compiler Text Editor lets you edit compiler output and resubmit it as input using the CA IDMS development

tools.
• The Transfer Control Facility lets you transfer between CA IDMS development tools.
• The SYSIDMS parameter file contains parameters that you can add to a batch job running in local mode or under the

central version. These parameters let you specify environment requirements, runtime directives, and operating system-
dependent information.

Command Facility
The command facility is a CA IDMS tool that you use to submit several types of CA IDMS statements, using a batch or
online component, as follows:

• Batch command facility (IDMSBCF):  Allows you to submit command statements as part of a batch job stream.
• Online command facility (OCF): Allows you to submit command statements interactively and see the resulting output

on a display screen.

Types of Statements You Can Submit

Using the command facility, you can submit Physical DDL and Logical DDL statements .

Physical DDL Statements

Use physical DDL statements for SQL and non-SQL defined databases to define the following:

• Database name tables
• DMCLs
• Segments

Logical DDL Statements

Use logical DDL statements for SQL-defined databases to define the following:

• CALC keys
• Functions
• Indexes
• Procedures
• Referential constraints
• Schemas
• Table Procedures
• Tables
• Views
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Coding Considerations - Command Facility
Follow the coding guidelines described in the following table when you use the command facility.

Sectionline for: Description
Input For batch, the input must be in columns 1 to 72 or 80. The

default is 72. You can change the default by using the SYSIDMS
parameter BCF_INPUT_80. For more information, see SYSIDMS
Parameter File (Common Facilities). For online, the input must be
in columns 1 to 79.
Can be uppercase or lowercase characters (or mixed).
A statement can span any number of input lines. You can submit
multiple statements on the same input line.

Syntax Use the syntax rules that apply to the type of statement:
Physical DDL: See Components of a Physical DDL Statement
Logical DDL: See Programming in the CA IDMS Environment
SQL DML: See SQL DML Statements Operating on Network-
defined Records
Utilities: See Utilities
Security administration: See Notes on Security Statement Syntax

Statement terminator End each statement with a command terminator or delimiter.
Initially the command terminator is the semicolon (;), but it can
be modified by the SET OPTIONS COMMAND DELIMITER
command. The command delimiter can be on the line with the
statement, or it can be on the line following the statement.
You can omit the terminator at the end of your last statement.

Comments Begin comments with a double hyphen (--). Comments continue to
the end of an input line.

Connecting to a dictionary Use a CONNECT statement in a batch or online command facility
session. See Connecting to a Dictionary

Session control Use the SET OPTIONS statement. See Using SET OPTIONS to
Select Options

Output formatting control Use the SET OPTIONS statement: See Using SET OPTIONS to
Select Options

Special Coding for Command Facility Statements
As an alternative to switching to the command facility compiler, you can submit command facility statements using the
command facility. You can submit command facility statements singly or as a block of statements. These two methods
are described as follows. Also the considerations are described when you need to submit a command facility SIGNON
statement.

Submitting a Single Command Facility Statement

Submit the statement as you would to the command facility compiler except end each statement with a semicolon. Each
statement is processed in a separate call to the command facility compiler.

If an entity type is ambiguous, precede it in syntax with the keywords command facility. For example, to differentiate a
COMMAND FACILITY FILE from a DDL FILE, add the keywords command facility:

add command facility file name is ...
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display all command facility files.

You can mix command facility statements with other statements you submit using the command facility.

Submitting a Block of Command Facility Statements

If you want to enter several command facility statements without making several calls to the command facility compiler,
you can submit the command facility statements as a block. Place the command EXECIDD on a separate line preceding
the command facility statements, and place the command ENDIDD on a separate line following the command facility
statements. You can use a period or semicolon to terminate each command facility statement.

The following is an example of submitting multiple command facility statements for processing in a single call to the
command facility compiler:

EXECIDD

add attribute sql within class language.

add module sqlsel language sql

   module source follows

       select * from employee

       where proj_leader_id = emp_id

       and proj_id = project_number;

   msend.

ENDIDD

When to Enter a COMMAND FACILITY SIGNON Statement

Appropriate COMMAND FACILITY SIGNONs are generated when you enter command facility statements singly or as a
block.

However, when your signon user ID for a command facility secured dictionary does not match your signon user ID for the
system, enter a COMMAND FACILITY SIGNON statement as the first statement following EXECIDD. This signon must
include the user ID and password required to access the secured dictionary.

Connecting to a Dictionary
You can explicitly connect to a dictionary using the CONNECT statement.

NOTE
CONNECT is the OCF counterpart of a SIGNON statement, like COMMAND FACILITY SIGNON.

  
 
 ►►─── CONNECT TO dictionary-name ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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Dictionary-name is the name of the dictionary to be accessed during the batch or online command facility session;
specifies the dictionary where definitions are stored.

Connecting Automatically

If you do not use the CONNECT statement, the command facility automatically connects to the current dictionary, as
follows:

• Batch -- Current dictionary is determined by the DICTNAME parameter in the SYSIDMS parameters file.

NOTE
For more information about SYSIDMS parameters, see "SYSIDMS Parameter File (Common Facilities)".

• Online -- Current dictionary is determined according to how it is set by the user:
– DCUF SET DICTNAME
– User signon profile
– COMMAND FACILITY SIGNON

Using SET OPTIONS to Select Options
You can optionally include a SET OPTIONS statement in an IDMSBCF (batch) or OCF (online) session to do the
following:

• Control the processing of statements
• Format the output from the execution of SQL SELECT statements
• Control input and output of the batch command facility (IDMSBCF)
• Change the command delimiter

Syntax

                    ┌──────────────────────────────┐
►►─── SET OPTIONS ──▼─┬─ session-option ───────┬───┴───────cmd-delimiter───►◄
                      ├─ format-option ────────┤
                      ├─ io-option ────────────┤
                      └─ cmd-delimiter-option ─┘

Expansion of session-option

►►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄
   └─┬─ AUTOCOMMIT ──┬─ ON ◄──┬────────────┬─┬─┬─┘
     │               │        └─ CONTINUE ─┘ │ │
     │               ├─ COMMAND ─────────────┤ │
     │               └─ OFF ─────────────────┘ │
     └─ ON ERROR ─┬─ END ────────┬─────────────┘
                  ├─ CONTINUE ◄──┤
                  └─ ROLLBACK ───┘

Expansion of format-option
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►►──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄
    └─┬─ TITLE ─┬─ 'title' ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘
      │         └─ DEFAULT ─┘                                             │
      ├─ HEADINGS ─┬─ OFF ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┤
      │            └─ ON ◄──┘                                             │
      ├─ LINES ─┬─ 60 ◄────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────┤
      │         └─ line-count ─┘                                          │
      ├─ WIDTH ─┬─ PAGE character-count ────────────────────────────────┬─┤
      │         ├─ CHARacter ─┬─ 80 ◄─────────────────────┬─────────────┤ │
      │         │             └─ maximum-character-count ─┘             │ │
      │         ├─ NUMeric maximum-character-count ─────────────────────┤ │
      │         └─ COLUMN ─┬─ column-number  maximum-character-count ─┬─┘ │
      │                    └─ OFF ────────────────────────────────────┘   │
      ├─ UNDERLINE underline-character ───────────────────────────────────┤
      ├─ PAGEBREAK ─┬─ column-number ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┤
      │             │                 └ column-number ┬────────────────┬┘ │
      │             │                                 └ column-number ─┘  │
      │             └─ OFF ───────────────────────────────────────────────┤
      ├─ STATUS ─┬─ OFF ───┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┤
      │          └─ ON ◄───┘                                              │
      ├─ COMPRESS ─┬─ ON ────┬────────────────────────────────────────────┤
      │            └─ OFF ◄──┘                                            │
      └─ COLUMN WRAP ─┬─ OFF ──┬──────────────────────────────────────────┘
                      └─ ON ◄──┘

Expansion of io-option

►►─┬── OUTPUT TO ────┬─── SYSLST ◄────────┬───────────────────────────┬─────►◄
   │                 └─ output-ddname ────┘                           │
   └── INPUT FROM ────┬─ SYSIPT ◄──────┬──────────────────────────────┘
                      └─ input-ddname ─┘

Expansion of cmd-delimiter-option

►►──── COMMAND DELIMITER ───┬──── DEFAULT ◄─────────────┬────────────────────►◄
                            └─── 'new-cmd-delimiter' ───┘

Parameters

• cmd-delimiter
The current command delimiter to terminate the SET OPTIONS command. Initially the command delimiter is the
semicolon(;) character, but it can be modified with the SET OPTIONS cmd-delimiter-option command

• session-option
On a SET OPTIONS statement, specifies session control options such as when to commit and rollback work and
whether to continue processing when a statement execution results in an error.

• AUTOCOMMIT
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Specifies AUTOCOMMIT options after successful statement execution (for more information on options for statements
that return errors, see the ON ERROR parameter). AUTOCOMMIT options are shown in the following table.

NOTE
AUTOCOMMIT does not apply to utility statements.

Option IDMSBCF OCF OCFX
AUTOCOMMIT
ON
(default)

Executes a COMMIT WORK
RELEASE after the last
statement in the input stream.

Executes a COMMIT WORK
CONTINUE at the end of the
edit buffer. Executes a COMMIT
WORK RELEASE at the end of
the SQL session; resources are
released and temporary tables
are dropped.

Executes a COMMIT WORK
RELEASE at the end of the
module.

AUTOCOMMIT
ON CONTINUE

N/A Holds resources until a
COMMIT is issued, enabling
you to keep temporary tables;
note that this option can slow
performance and should be
used with caution.

N/A

AUTOCOMMIT
COMMAND

Executes a COMMIT WORK CONTINUE after each successfully
executed statement.

AUTOCOMMIT
OFF

No automatic COMMIT occurs; you must specify COMMIT WORK
RELEASE sectionly.
IDMSBCF and OCFX -- A release is issued at the end of
processing, and this may cause a rollback if any work has not
been committed.

• ON ERROR
Specifies whether the session ends when a statement returns an error status code (a code with a value less than
zero). Options are shown in the following table.

NOTE
ROLLBACK does not apply to utility statements.

Option IDMSBCF OCF OCFX
ON ERROR
CONTINUE
(default)

Continues executing. Continues executing. Continues executing.

ON ERROR
END

Ends job step and
session. Proceeds with the
AUTOCOMMIT option.

Ends execution of commands in
the current edit buffer and ends
the SQL session. Does not end
the OCF session. Proceeds with
the AUTOCOMMIT option.

Ends execution of commands
in the module and ends the
session. Proceeds with the
AUTOCOMMIT option.

ON ERROR
ROLLBACK

Issues a ROLLBACK RELEASE
and ends job step.

Issues a ROLLBACK RELEASE
and ends the SQL session.
Does not end the OCF session.

Issues a ROLLBACK RELEASE
and ends the execution of the
module.

• format-option
On a SET OPTIONS statement, specifies options for formatting the output of an SQL SELECT statement.

• TITLE
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Specifies a user-defined title line or resets the default title line. The TITLE parameter applies to IDMSBCF only.
• 'title'

Overrides the default title line with the specified title. You must enclose a title in single quotes.
• DEFAULT

Resets the title line to the default. The default title line is 'IDMS Batch Command Facility'.
• HEADINGS

Enables or suppresses page breaks and the output formatting that goes with them.
– OFF

Suppresses page breaks. The title and column headings appear only once. Use this parameter when you intend to
browse batch output online. OFF is the OCF default.

– ON
Enables page breaks so that column name headings appear at the top of each page. ON is the IDMSBCF default.

• LINES line-count
Sets the number of lines per page (the default is 60).

• WIDTH
Sets page and/or column widths, or resets default widths.
– PAGE character-count

Sets the width of a page for output. The range for IDMSBCF or OCFX is 40 to 132 (anything less than 40 is set to
40, anything greater than 132 is set to 132). The maximum value you should specify for OCF is 76; this reserves
three characters for the *+ and space character preceding output; to suppress these characters, specify WIDTH
PAGE 79.

NOTE
The PAGE parameter overrides the CHARACTER parameter.

– CHARacter maximum-character-count
Sets the maximum width of non-numeric columns. Range is 1 to the width of the page (the default is 80). Columns
longer than maximum-character-count are wrapped within the line. WIDTH CHAR must be less than the value
specified for WIDTH PAGE.

– NUMeric maximum-character-count
Sets the maximum width of numeric columns. Range is 1 to 32 (the default is the maximum length for the data
type). If an exact value (including the sign) contains more digits than maximum-character-count, the value is
replaced in output by a string of asterisks. Approximated values are rounded to fit the specified width of the column.

– COLUMN column-number maximum-character-count
Sets the maximum width of the column identified by column-number. The maximum value you can specify for
maximum-character-count is the width of the page. This parameter overrides WIDTH CHARACTER and WIDTH
NUMERIC parameters for the specified column.

– COLUMN OFF
Turns off all column width settings that were specified using the WIDTH COLUMN parameter.

• UNDERLINE underline-character
Specifies the character that is to be used to underline column headings in output. The default is a blank space.

• PAGEBREAK
Enables or disables settings required for a page break.
– column-number

Specifies the number of an output column that is to be used to control page breaks. A change in the value of a
column forces a page break. You can specify up to three column numbers. The HEADING OFF and COLUMN
WRAP ON parameters disable this parameter.

– OFF
Clears the column settings specified in the PAGEBREAK parameter of a previous SET OPTIONS statement.

• STATUS
Controls the display of return codes.
– OFF
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Specifies that only non-zero status codes are to be displayed after statement execution.
– ON

Specifies that return codes are to be displayed after the execution of every statement. ON is the default.
• COMPRESS

Controls truncation of the output resulting from the execution of an SQL SELECT statement.
– ON

Specifies truncation of output columns so that an entire row fits on one line.
– OFF

Specifies normal output without any truncation of lines. OFF is the default.
• COLUMN WRAP

Enables or disables line wrap for output columns.
– OFF

Specifies that non-numeric columns that are longer than the available output space are to be truncated.
– ON

Specifies that non-numeric columns that are longer than the available output space are to be displayed on multiple
lines. ON is the default unless the COMPRESS ON parameter is used.

• io-option
On a SET OPTIONS statement, specifies options for controlling the input and output of the command facility. The io-
option is for IDMSBCF (batch) only.

• OUTPUT TO
Specifies where to write data output.
– SYSLST

Writes data output to SYSLST. If the prior assignment of the OUTPUT stream was not SYSLST, the prior OUTPUT
assignment is closed.

– output-ddname
Specifies the z/OS DD name, z/VSE file name link name of a sequential data set to use for writing the data output.
When output is assigned to output-ddname, these rules apply:
• WIDTH PAGE is automatically set to the record length (or maximum record length for variable record files) that

was specified when the file associated with output-ddname was created. If no record length and record format
were specified, the record format defaults to variable and the record length to block size - 4; if no block size was
specified, a block size of 4096 is used.

• HEADINGS are set to OFF.
• The "non-data" information like the echoed command, eventual headers, the number of rows processed, and the

SQL return code are output to SYSLST.
• Output data are not prefixed by "*+".
• Data are represented in string format, not in the native format. For example, a column defined as INT with value

12345678 is internally stored as a 4-byte binary value X'00BC614E'; in the output data however, the column
value is 8-byte character string '12345678'.

• The width of each column in the output file is determined by the larger value of the column width and the column
header. For example, a column named "Date", defined as CHAR(10) uses 10 positions in the output file; a
column named "MiddleInitial", defined as CHAR(1) uses 13 positions.

• IDMSBCF inserts two blanks in between successive columns.
• The output-ddname file is closed on the next SET OPTIONS OUTPUT or at program end.

• INPUT FROM
Specifies where to read input.
– SYSIPT

Reads input from SYSIPT.
– input-ddname

Specifies the DD name of a sequential data set to use for reading commands.
When input is assigned to input-ddname, these rules apply:
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• Input from input-ddname can be any type and length supported by the operating system, that is, input is not
limited to 80 character lines.

• Columns 73 through 80 of the input are NOT considered as a line sequence number, that is, they should contain
valid input data.

• End-of-file on the input-ddname file automatically reassigns input to SYSIPT.
• cmd-delimiter-option

On a SET OPTIONS statement, specifies the command facility terminator.
• COMMAND DELIMITER

Specifies the character string whose value will be used to delimit command facility statements after the SET OPTIONS
command has been executed.
– new-cmd-delimiter

Specifies the character string literal to be used as a delimiter. 'Delimiter' must be a 1- to 32-character string.
– DEFAULT

Specifies that the default of a semicolon (;) will be used as a delimiter.

Usage

Statement terminator

Use the command delimiter, by default a semicolon, to terminate a SET OPTIONS statement. The use of an alternate
command delimiter is required when entering multi-statement SQL routine bodies using the CREATE PROCEDURE or
CREATE FUNCTION SQL DDL commands. According to the SQL procedural language, multiple SQL statements must be
separated by the semicolon. However, using the semicolon also as the command terminator would truncate the CREATE
command after the first semicolon, and any statements thereafter would erroneously be interpreted as new commands for
the command facility and not as statements that make up the rest of the SQL routine body.

NOTE
Specifying a command terminator string replaces the previous specified one or the default, the semicolon, if
none was specified. The specification of a command delimiter, just as any SET OPTIONS parameter remains
in effect until a new SET OPTIONS COMMAND DELIMITER is issued or until the end of the command facility
session.

Number of SET OPTIONS statements in a job step

You can use more than one SET OPTIONS statement in an IDMSBCF or OCF session. This enables you to change
session, formatting, io and command delimiter options without requiring you to end the session.

Each parameter you specify remains in effect to the end of the session unless you explicitly change that same parameter
in a subsequent SET OPTIONS statement.

Page breaks for ordered information

You can use the PAGEBREAK parameter of SET OPTIONS to separate information sorted by the ORDER BY clause of
the SQL SELECT statement.

Input and output assignment

You can use the OUTPUT TO parameter to output the resulting data of, for example, SQL commands to an intermediate
file, which can then be used as input to IDMSBCF or a user written program.

Combining the OUTPUT TO and INPUT FROM parameters allow you to write IDMSBCF scripts to perform the following
tasks:

• Unload/Load or copy of selective table(s) using SQL DML.
• Automatic access module recompile script for all access modules that are affected by an update statistics or change in

table or any other condition that can be detected by looking in the catalog/dictionary.
• Build LOAD file for loading data using SQL DML.
• Build XML scripts to unload/load data from/to CA IDMS to/from XML documents.
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Examples

Session control parameters

The following SET OPTIONS statement specifies that a COMMIT WORK CONTINUE is to be issued after the successful
execution of each statement; ON ERROR END specifies that the session is to end if the execution of a statement results
in an error.

set options autocommit command

        on error end;

Submitting batch and viewing online

The following example shows SET OPTIONS parameters that you might typically use to submit an IDMSBCF batch job
and view the output online.

set options title 'employee list'

        headings on

        underline *

        lines 24

        width page 80

        width char 10

        width num 5

        width column 2 6

        pagebreak 2 4

        column wrap off;

With these parameters specified, the output is formatted as follows:

• Headings appear at the top of each page and are underscored using asterisks (underline *).
• The page length is set to the number of lines on the screen (24).
• The page width is set to the width of the screen.
• Non-numeric and numeric output columns are set to 10 and 5, respectively, with a maximum width in column 2 of 6

characters.
• Any change in the value of column 2 or column 4 will force a new page.
• Non-numeric columns will be truncated as needed so output rows can appear on a single line (WRAP OFF).

Effects of WIDTH PAGE and COMPRESS ON
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The following example shows the output of a SELECT statement when the output exceeds the value specified by WIDTH
PAGE. Because the screen is not wide enough to display all four columns of data, the data for the fourth column is
displayed after all of the data for the first three columns is displayed.

                   OCF nn.n IDMS  PAGE 1 LINE 1                 1/137  cv

SELECT EMP_LNAME,EMP_FNAME,D.DEPT_ID, DEPT_NAME
FROM DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT D,DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE E
WHERE D.DEPT_ID=E.DEPT_ID;
*+
*+ EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME             DEPT_ID
*+ ---------             ---------             -------
*+ Brooks                John                     3510
*+ Park                  Deborah                  2210
*+ Smith                 Carl                     3530
*+ Spade                 Samuel                   4600
*+ Loren                 Martin                   4600
*+ Anderson              Alice                    6200
*+ MacGregor             Bruce                    2200
*+ Lynn                  David                    2200
*+
*+ DEPT_NAME
*+ ---------
*+ APPRAISAL - USED CARS
*+ SALES - NEW CARS
*+ APPRAISAL - SERVICE
*+ MAINTENANCE
*+ MAINTENANCE
*+ CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION
*+ SALES - USED CARS
*+ SALES - USED CARS
*+ 8 rows processed

As an alternative, you can specify COMPRESS ON. This truncates column output as needed so that all output can fit on a
single line.

If you specify too many columns in the SELECT statement, COMPRESS ON may not work. In this case, an error
message will alert you.

Effects of WIDTH CHARACTER and COLUMN WRAP OFF

The following example shows how output may be displayed when WIDTH CHARACTER is specified. The maximum
width of non-numeric columns is set to 10. This causes the output for the 20-character JOB_TITLE column to wrap to
subsequent output lines, as needed.

                   OCF nn.n IDMS  NO ERRORS                     1/59   cv
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SET OPTIONS WIDTH CHAR 10;
*+ Status = 0
SELECT
JOB_ID, JOB_TITLE, MIN_RATE, MAX_RATE, EFF_DATE FROM JOB;
*+
*+ JOB_ID  JOB_TITLE         MIN_RATE        MAX_RATE  EFF_DATE
*+ ------  ---------         --------        --------  --------
*+   4666  Sr Mechani        20500.00        45500.00  yyyy-mm-dd
*+         c
*+   5555  Salesperso        15000.00        39500.00  yyyy-mm-dd
*+         n
*+   4123  Recruiter         17500.00        28000.00  yyyy-mm-dd
*+
*+   4025  Writer - M        15500.00        25000.00  yyyy-mm-dd
*+         ktng
*+   4023  Accountant        22000.00        60000.00  yyyy-mm-dd
*+
*+   8001  Vice Presi        45000.00        68000.00  yyyy-mm-dd
*+         dent
*+   2077  Purch Cler         8500.00        15000.00  yyyy-mm-dd
*+         k
*+   2051  AP Clerk              4.80           10.60  yyyy-mm-dd
*+
 .
 .
 .

Additional space for wrapping the 20 characters in JOB_TITLE is provided even when the column output does not require
it. If you specify COLUMN WRAP OFF, the non-numeric columns will be truncated instead of wrapping.

Sample IDMSBCF script

The following IDMSBCF example is a fairly generic script to unload/load or copy a table or set of tables. The sample
script allows null values; however, it does not allow data containing quotes, more exotic data types, such as GRAPHIC,
VARGRAPHIC, BINARY, and so on.

Input Script

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

-- This scripts copies the rows from a source table to a target table.

-- It is assumed that the target table is already defined

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

--
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-- Helper view to set the params of the Table copy

--

drop   view usera01.CopyTabParm;

create view usera01.CopyTabParm as

  select SCHEMA     as SrcSchema

       , Name       as SrcTable

       , 'USERA01'  as TgtSchema  -- Set value of TgtSchema

       , 'EMPLOYEE' as TgtTable   -- Set value of TgtTable

   from SYSTEM.TABLE

  where SCHEMA = 'DEMOEMPL'       -- Set value of SrcSchema

    and NAME   = 'EMPLOYEE'       -- Set value of SrcTable

;

--

-- Create the Unload syntax

--

set options OUTPUT to Unload;

select 'select ''insert into '

     || trim(TgtSchema) || '.' || trim(TgtTable)

     || ' VALUES( '''

     , '-'||'-', 0 as sequence

from usera01.CopyTabParm

union

SELECT

 '||''' || SUBSTR(', ', CAST(1/NUMBER as SMALLINT) + 1, 1)
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 || '''||TRIM(VALUE('

 || SUBSTR('CAST(      ''''''''||     ''''''''||CAST('

         , (11 * (  LOCATE(TYPE, 'CHARACTER           ', 1)

                  + LOCATE(TYPE, 'VARCHAR             ', 1)

                  + LOCATE(TYPE, ' DATE               ', 1)) + 1)

         , 11)

 || trim(NAME) || ' '

 || SUBSTR(

    'as char(10))      ||''''''''            as char(10))||'''''''''

         , (18* (  LOCATE(TYPE, 'CHARACTER           ', 1)

                 + LOCATE(TYPE, 'VARCHAR             ', 1)

                 + LOCATE(TYPE, ' DATE               ', 1)) + 1)

         ,18)

 || ',''NULL''))'

  , '-'||'-', NUMBER as sequence

FROM SYSTEM.COLUMN, usera01.CopyTabParm

 WHERE TABLE  = SrcTable

   and schema = SrcSchema

union

select '||'');'' from '

     || trim(SrcSchema) || '.' || trim(SrcTable) || ';'

     , '-'||'-', 99999 as sequence

from usera01.CopyTabParm

order by sequence
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;

--

-- Create the Load syntax for the new Table

--

set options OUTPUT to Load;

set options INPUT from Unload;

--

-- Load the new Table

--

set options OUTPUT to SYSLST;

set options INPUT from Load;

Output from Sample Generic Table Copy Script

Unload OUTPUT

select 'insert into USERA01.EMPLOYEE VALUES( ' -- 0

||' '||TRIM(VALUE(CAST(      EMP_ID as char(10))      ,'NULL'))           --  1

||','||TRIM(VALUE(CAST(      MANAGER_ID as char(10))      ,'NULL'))       --  2

||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||     EMP_FNAME ||''''            ,'NULL'))        --  3

||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||     EMP_LNAME ||''''            ,'NULL'))        --  4

||','||TRIM(VALUE(CAST(      DEPT_ID as char(10))      ,'NULL'))          --  5

||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||     STREET ||''''            ,'NULL'))           --  6

||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||     CITY ||''''            ,'NULL'))             --  7

||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||     STATE ||''''            ,'NULL'))            --  8

||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||     ZIP_CODE ||''''            ,'NULL'))         --  9

||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||     PHONE ||''''            ,'NULL'))            --  10
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||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||     STATUS ||''''            ,'NULL'))           --  11

||','||TRIM(VALUE(CAST(      SS_NUMBER as char(10))      ,'NULL'))        --  12

||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||CAST(START_DATE as char(10))||'''','NULL'))       --  13

||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||CAST(TERMINATION_DATE as char(10))||'''','NULL')) --  14

||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||CAST(BIRTH_DATE as char(10))||'''','NULL'))       --  15

||');' from DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE; -- 99999

Load OUTPUT

insert into USERA01.EMPLOYEE VALUES(  2299,NULL,'Samuel

','Spade               ',4600,'47 London St

','Canton              ','MA','02020    ',NULL,'L',33892200,'1991-02-04',NULL,'1958-01-09');

insert into USERA01.EMPLOYEE VALUES(  3411,2894,'Catherine

','Williams            ',5200,'566 Lincoln St

','Boston              ','MA','02010    ',NULL,'A',83356561,'1993-09-30',NULL,'1967-10-28');

insert into USERA01.EMPLOYEE VALUES(  4773,3082,'Janice

','Dexter              ',3510,'399 Pine St

','Medford             ','MA','02432

','5083847566','A',89675632,'1997-06-14',NULL,'1969-11-19');

   ...

   ...

   ...

insert into USERA01.EMPLOYEE VALUES(  3118,3222,'Alan

','Wooding             ',4500,'196 School St
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','Canton              ','MA','02020

','5083766984','A',98746783,'1992-11-18',NULL,'1969-05-17');

insert into USERA01.EMPLOYEE VALUES(  3769,2894,'Julie

','Donelson            ',3520,'14 Atwood Rd

','Grover              ','MA','02976

','5084850432','A',67783532,'1994-08-31',NULL,'1967-08-15');

Using an alternate command delimiter

The definition of the following SQL procedure requires the use of an alternate command delimiter to avoid a collision of
the default, the semicolon, with the delimiter in the SQL procedural language.

set options command delimiter '++';

drop procedure PRODUCTION.PROCESS ++

commit++

create procedure PRODUCTION.PROCESS

 (PROC_TYPE integer,PROC_VALUE char(2_))

   external name DPROCESS language SQL

begin

  set PROC_TYPE = 12;

  set PROC_VALUE = 'High';

end

++

set options command delimiter DEFAULT ++

IDMSBCF Batch Processing
The Batch Command Facility (IDMSBCF) is the batch component of the command facility. To submit statements in a batch
environment, you enter the statements in an IDMSBCF job stream.

Description of Processing
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Unless you specify otherwise in a SET OPTIONS statement, IDMSBCF processes statements one at a time, and a
COMMIT WORK RELEASE is issued after the last statement in the input stream.

Note: For more information about the SET OPTIONS statement, see Using SET OPTIONS to Select Options.

IDMSBCF Job Stream

An IDMSBCF session consists of a single job step in a batch job stream. In this job step you include the following:

• A declaration of the program IDMSBCF
• All of the statements you want to execute, including optional SET OPTIONS statements

Batch Output

Output is assigned to the file you specify in the IDMSBCF job stream. Output from the execution of a statement includes
the following:

• A redisplay of the statement(s) you executed
• Status messages (error messages, warnings, system messages)

Output from the execution of an SQL SELECT statement might additionally include the following:

• Results of execution
• A message stating how many SQL table rows were processed

Return Codes

The following return codes can be issued by the IDMSBCF command processing program:

• 00 - All commands were processed. No errors or warnings were issued.
• 04 - All commands were processed. One or more commands had warnings issued.
• 08 - All commands were processed. One or more commands had errors and were not completely executed.
• 12 - An internal error has occurred. Other messages should have been issued.

IDMSBCF JCL for z/OS
Use the following JCL for an IDMSBCF session that will run under the central version.

IDMSBCF (z/OS)

//stepname EXEC PGM=IDMSBCF,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

           DD   DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//sysctl   DD   DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name
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DICTNAME=dictionary-name

Other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

/*

//SYSIPT   DD   *

Statements (including optional SET OPTIONS statements)

/*

NOTE
For more information on SYSIDMS parameters, see SYSIDMS Parameter File (Common Facilities).

Stepname Name of the job step
idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and

database name table load modules
idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing customized CA IDMS

executable load modules
idms.cagjload Data set name of the load library containing the CA IDMS

executable modules that do not require customization
sysctl Ddname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file (the link to the central version)
dcmsg Ddname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
dmcl-name Name of the DMCL
dictionary-name Name of the dictionary to access

You can specify DICTNAME as a SYSIDMS parameter or you
can use the CONNECT TO dictname statement. CONNECT TO
supersedes the SYSIDMS parameter.

If You Submit a PUNCH Statement

If you are going to submit any PUNCH statements, include a SYSPCH statement in JCL, for example:

//SYSPCH  DD DSN=dsname, DISP=(NEW,KEEP,DELETE),

             DCB=(RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=9040,LRECL=80),

                  SPACE=space-specification,
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                  UNIT=unit,VOL=SER=nnnnnn

If You Submit Physical DDL Statements

If you are going to submit any physical DDL statements, include the following DD statements:

//dccat    DD   DSN=idms.system.ddlcat,DISP=SHR

//dccatl   DD   DSN=idms.system.ddlcatlod,DISP=SHR

//dccatx   DD   DSN=idms.system.ddlcatx,DISP=SHR

dccat Ddname of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.system.ddlcat Data set name of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
dccatl Ddname of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area
idms.system.ddlcatlod Data set name of the system dictionary catalog load

(DDLCATLOD) area
dccatx Ddname of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.system.ddlcatx Data set name of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX)

area

If You Submit SQL Statements

If you are going to submit any SQL DDL or SQL DML statements, include the following DD statements:

//sqldd    DD DSN=idms.syssql.ddlcat,DISP=SHR

//sqllod   DD DSN=idms.syssql.ddlcatlod,DISP=SHR

//sqlxdd   DD DSN=idms.syssql.ddlcatx,DISP=SHR

//userdb   DD DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

sqldd Ddname of the SQL catalog area
idms.syssql.ddlcat Data set name of the SQL catalog area
sqllod Ddname of the SQL catalog load area
idms.syssql.ddlcatlod Data set name of the SQL catalog load area
sqlxdd Ddname of the SQL catalog index area
idms.syssql.ddlcatx Data set name of the SQL catalog index area
userdb Ddname of the user database file
user.userdb Data set name of the user database file

If You Submit Utility Statements

For more information on the file assignments specific to utility statements, see Utilities.
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Executing in Local Mode

To specify that an IDMSBCF job stream is executing in local mode, remove the SYSCTL DD statement from the job
stream and replace it with the following DD statements, as needed:

//dclscr   DD   DSN=idms.sysloc.ddlocscr,DISP=SHR

//secdd    DD   DSN=idms.sysuser.ddlsec,DISP=SHR

//dictdb   DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dloddb   DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddldclod,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD   DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=SHR

dclscr Ddname of the local mode scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
idms.sysloc.ddlocscr Data set name of the local mode scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
secdd Ddname of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
idms.sysuser.ddlsec Data set name of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
dictdb Ddname of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.appldict.ddldml Data set name of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML)

area
dloddb Ddname of the application dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)

area
idms.appldict.ddldclod Data set name of the application dictionary definition load

(DDLDCLOD) area
sysjrnl Ddname of the tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl Data set name of the tape journal file

Output File Attributes

If you are putting the SYSLST output from IDMSBCF to a file, the attributes of that file must be as follows:

• RECFM = FB
• LRECL = 133
• BLKSIZE = 133*n

IDMSBCF Commands for z/VM
Use the following z/VM commands for an IDMSBCF session that will run under the central version.

IDMSBCF (z/VM)

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK sysipt data a (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp

EXEC IDMSFD

OSRUN IDMSBCF
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sysipt data a Filename, type, and mode of the file containing source statements
ppp Record length of the input data file
nnn Block size of the input data file

IDMSFD Exec

The IDMSFD exec defines all FILEDEFs, TXTLIBs, and LOADLIBs required by the system.

NOTE
When executing local mode or batch-to-CV mode execs in CMS, filedefs for CDMSLIB loadlibs are optional.
However, if omitted, and multiple EXECOS OSRUN statements are coded in the same EXEC, you must code
the following CMS statement prior to the first EXECOS OSRUN statement in the EXEC:

SET STORECLR ENDCMD

You must also code the following CMS statement following the last EXECOS OSRUN statement:

SET STORECLR ENDSVC

Runtime Parameters

IDMSFD references SYSIDMS, a file in which you can specify runtime parameters (such as dictionary and DMCL).

NOTE
For more information on SYSIDMS parameters, see SYSIDMS Parameter File (Common Facilities).

Executing in Local Mode

To specify that IDMSBCF is executing in local mode, do one of the following:

• Link IDMSBCF with an IDMSOPTI program that specifies local execution mode
• Specify *LOCAL* as the first input parameter of the file identified in the FILEDEF SYSIPT statement
• Modify the OSRUN statement, as follows:

OSRUN IDMSBCF PARM='*LOCAL*'

NOTE
This option is valid only if you issue the OSRUN command from a System Product interpreter or an EXEC2
file.

Creating the SYSIPT File

To create the SYSIPT file, enter these z/VM commands:

XEDIT sysipt data a (NOPROF

INPUT

 .
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 .

 .

source statements

 .

 .

 .

FILE

IDMSBCF JCL for z/VSE
Use the following z/VSE JCL for an IDMSBCF session that will run under the central version.

IDMSBCF (z/VSE)

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// UPSI b

// DLBL      idmspch,'temp.bcf',0

// EXTENT    SYS020,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN     SYS020,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC IDMSBCF

Source statements

/*

b Appropriate UPSI switch, 1 through 8 characters, if specified in the
IDMSOPTI module

idms.pch File name of the data set output from IDMSBCF
temp.bcf File ID of the data set output from IDMSBCF
SYS020 Logical unit assignment of the output
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nnnnnn Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
llll Number of tracks (CKD) or blocks (FBA) of disk extent

Runtime Parameters

The procedure IDMSLBLS references SYSIDMS, a parameters file that allows you to specify physical requirements of
your environment (DMCL, dictionary), runtime directives, and operating system-dependent file information.

NOTE
For more information on SYSIDMS parameters, see SYSIDMS Parameter File (Common Facilities).

Executing in Local Mode

To execute IDMSBCF in local mode, remove the UPSI specification and add the following statements:

// TLBL   sysjrnl,'idms.tapejrnl',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN  SYS009,TAPE,VOL=nnnnnn

sysjrnl Name of the tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl ID of the tape journal file
f File number of the tape journal file
SYS009 Logical unit assignment for the journal file

IDMSLBLS Procedure

IDMSLBLS is a procedure that contains file definitions for the dictionaries, sample databases, and disk journal files
provided during installation.

You can tailor the following IDMSLBLS procedure (provided on the installation media) to reflect the filenames and
definitions in use at your site. Reference IDMSLBLS as shown in the previous z/VSE JCL job stream.

* -------- LIBDEFS --------

// LIBDEF  *,SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// LIBDEF  *,CATALOG=user.sublib

/*  ------------------------- LABELS -------------------------

// DLBL    idmslib,'idms.library',2099/365idms

// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn,,,ssss,1500

// DLBL    dccat,'idms.system.dccat',2099/365,DA
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// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,31

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dccatl,'idms.system.dccatlod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dccatx,'idms.system.dccatx',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcdml,'idms.system.ddldml',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dclod,'idms.system.ddldclod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,21

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dclog,'idms.system.ddldclog',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcrun,'idms.system.ddldcrun',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,68

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcscr,'idms.system.ddldcscr',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,135

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201
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// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dclscr,'idms.sysloc.ddlocscr',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dirldb,'idms.sysdirl.ddldml',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dirllod,'idms.sysdirl.ddldclod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    empdemo,'idms.empdemo1',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    insdemo,'idms.insdemo1',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    orgdemo,'idms.orgdemo1',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    empldem,'idms.sqldemo.empldemo',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    infodem,'idms.sqldemo.infodemo',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6
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// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    projdem,'idms.projseg.projdemo',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    indxdem,'idms.sqldemo.indxdemo',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sysctl,'idms.sysctl',2099/365,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    secdd,'idms.sysuser.ddlsec',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dictdb,'idms.appldict.ddldml',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dloddb,'idms.appldict.ddldclod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqldd,'idms.syssql.ddlcat',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqllod,'idms.syssql.ddlcatl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
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// DLBL    sqlxdd,'idms.syssql.ddlcatx',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asfdml,'idms.asfdict.ddldml',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asflod,'idms.asfdict.asflod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asfdata,'idms.asfdict.asfdata',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    ASFDEFN,'idms.asfdict.asfdefn',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j1jrnl,'idms.j1jrnl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j2jrnl,'idms.j2jrnl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j3jrnl,'idms.j3jrnl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
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// DLBL    SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

/+

/*

idmslib.sublib Name of the sublibrary within the library containing CA IDMS
modules

user.sublib Name of the sublibrary within the library containing user modules
idmslib Name of the file containing CA IDMS modules
idms.library ID associated with the file containing CA IDMS modules
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
dccat Filename of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.system.dccat ID of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
dccatl Filename of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD)

area
idms.system.dccatlod ID of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area
dccatx Name of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.system.dccatx ID of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
dcdml Name of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.system.ddldml ID of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dclod Name of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
idms.system.ddldclod ID of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
dclog Name of the system log area (DDLDCLOG) area
idms.system.ddldclog ID of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area
dcrun Name of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
idms.system.ddldcrun ID of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
dcscr Name of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
idms.system.ddldcscr ID of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
dcmsg Name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg ID of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
dclscr Name of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
idms.sysloc.ddlocscr ID of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
dirldb Name of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
idms.sysdirl.ddldml ID of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
dirllod Name of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
idms.sysdirl.dirllod ID of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
empdemo Name of the EMPDEMO area
idms.empdemo1 ID of the EMPDEMO area
insdemo Name of the INSDEMO area
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idms.insdemo1 ID of the INSDEMO area
orgdemo Name of the ORGDEMO area
idms.orgdemo1 ID of the ORDDEMO area
empldem Name of the EMPLDEMO area
idms.sqldemo.empldemo ID of the EMPLDEMO area
infodem Name of the INFODEMO area
idms.sqldemo.infodemo ID of the INFODEMO area
projdem Name of the PROJDEMO area
idms.projseg.projdemo ID of the PROJDEMO area
indxdem Name of the INDXDEMO area
idms.sqldemo.indxdemo ID of the INDXDEMO area
sysctl Name of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl ID of the SYSCTL file
secdd Name of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
idms.sysuser.ddlsec ID of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
dictdb Name of the application dictionary definition area
idms.appldict.ddldml ID of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dloddb Name of the application dictionary definition load area
idms.appldict.ddldclod ID of the application dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
sqldd Name of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.syssql.ddlcat ID of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
sqllod Name of the SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatl ID of SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
sqlxdd Name of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatx ID of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
asfdml Name of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.asfdict.ddldml ID of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
asflod Name of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
idms.asfdict.asflod ID of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
asfdata Name of the asf data (ASFDATA) area
idms.asfdict.asfdata ID of the asf data area (ASFDATA) area
ASFDEFN Name of the asf data definition (ASFDEFN) area
idms.asfdict.asfdefn ID of the asf data definition area (ASFDEFN) area
j1jrnl Name of the first disk journal file
idms.j1jrnl ID of the first disk journal file
j2jrnl Name of the second disk journal file
idms.j2jrnl ID of the second disk journal file
j3jrnl Name of the third disk journal file
idms.j3jrnl ID of the third disk journal file
SYSIDMS Name of the SYSIDMS parameter file
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Online Processing
The Online Command Facility (OCF) is the online component of the command facility. It allows you to submit command
statements interactively and see the resulting output on a display screen.

You can execute and submit statements in the OCF environment in one of the following ways:

• Dynamically
• At the system prompt
• As part of a system command list (CLIST)

Beginning an OCF Session
To begin an online session, you need to do the following:

1. Sign on to the host teleprocessing (TP) monitor, according to site-standard procedures.
2. Enter OCF after the system prompt, as shown, then press Enter:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE: OCF Enter

3. Optionally, enter a CONNECT statement to establish a dictionary to which to connect during the session (see
Connecting to a Dictionary).

4. Optionally, enter a SET OPTIONS statement to establish session-specific processing and output formatting options
(see Using SET OPTIONS to Select Options).

OCF Screen Format

OCF uses a standard screen, which contains the following:

• A preformatted top line
• An unformatted input/output area

                   OCF nn.n IDMS  PAGE 1 LINE 1  DICT=SYSTEM    1/303  cv

  CONNECT TO DEMODICT;
  *+ Status = 0
  SET SESSION CURRENT SCHEMA DEMOEMPL;
  *+ Status = 0
  SELECT JOB_ID, JOB_TITLE, MIN_RATE, MAX_RATE
     FROM JOB
     WHERE MAX_RATE >= 27000.00
        ORDER BY JOB_TITLE;
  │
  *+ JOB_ID  JOB_TITLE                  MIN_RATE       MAX_RATE
  *+ ------  ---------                  --------       --------
  *+ 4023  Accountant                 22000.00       60000.00
  *+ 5890  Appraisal Spec             22500.00       35000.00
  *+ 4130  Benefits Analyst           17500.00       28000.00
  *+ 5110  CUST SER MGR               20000.00       54000.00
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  *+ 5111  CUST SER REP               13500.00       27000.00
  *+ 6011  Manager - Acctng           29700.00       60500.00
  *+ 6004  Manager - HR               33000.00       69000.00
  *+ 6021  Manager - Mktng            38000.00       75000.00
  *+ 4734  Mktng Admin                12500.00       31000.00
     &bul.
     &bul.
     &bul.
  *+ 25 rows processed

Top Line

The top preformatted line of the screen contains the following areas:

• Command area -- Provides 20 spaces in columns 2 through 21 for entering commands that manipulate the work file or
communicate with OCF; these commands are described in Using Top-line Commands.

• Name area -- Displays the OCF header and the release number.
• Message area -- Displays one of the following, as appropriate: the work-file page and line number; the literal NO

ERRORS; the number of error messages issued for the last update; or a message describing the status of a session-
control command.

• Dictionary area -- Displays the current dictionary if you used the system DCUF SET DICTNAME statement or a
CONNECT TO statement.

• Line number area -- Displays the current line of the screen I/O area, followed by the total number of lines (last line) in
the work file.

Input/Output Area

In the area that follows the screen's top line, the input/output area covers the remainder of the screen. The default page
width for OCF is 79 for input (76 for output because of the *+ and space characters preceding output lines).

Conducting an Online Session
After you have signed on to OCF, you can begin the online OCF session. Any physical DDL, logical DDL, SQL DML,
command facility statements, utility statements, or security administration statements you enter on the OCF screen
become part of your work file.

Work File Options

Work file options are as follows:

• Enter and execute statements in the work file dynamically (see "Executing Statements Dynamically").
• Save the work file as a dictionary module (see "Creating, Editing, and Saving Modules").
• Display the contents of any dictionary module for editing (see "Creating, Editing, and Saving Modules").

Session Options

You can tailor your processing and output options for the session using the SET OPTIONS statement (see "Using SET
OPTIONS to Select Options"). You can use the SET OPTIONS statement at any time during the session.

You can also enter commands on the top line of the screen to control an OCF session (see "Using Top-line Commands")
or use the program function (PF) key assigned to the desired command function (see "Using Control Keys").

Editing Options

You can use line-editing commands to edit the statements contained in your OCF work file (see Using Line Commands).
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Coding Considerations

For more information on coding considerations, see "Coding Considerations."

Input and Output Are Displayed

OCF displays each input statement, followed by the requested output. Output (including messages) is preceded by *+,
indicating the text is commentary only; if you re-execute the statements on the screen, OCF ignores the text preceded by *
+.

NOTE
To turn off the *+ commenting, specify WIDTH PAGE 79 in the SET OPTIONS statement.

Error Handling

OCF responds to errors encountered in source input statements by listing status messages on the line immediately
following the line in error.

NOTE
The message *+ Status = 0 indicates successful processing.

Ending an OCF Session
To end an OCF session, choose one of the following options:

• Enter SIGNOFF, LOGOFF, BYE, or END on the first line of the screen input area and press Enter.
This action does the following:
– Terminates the text editor
– Deletes the contents of the work file
– Clears the default processing options established for the session
– Displays session statistics
Press Clear to exit this screen and return control to the system.

• Enter END in the command area and press Enter.

NOTE
No session statistics are returned when you use END in the command area.

Executing Statements Dynamically
Enter statements in your work file according to the coding considerations described in Coding Considerations. Press Enter
to execute the statements and display output.

To redisplay your input (without the output) for editing, press PF9. Edit the input and press Enter to execute the edited
statements.

Executing Statements Stored in Modules (OCFX)
You can use the OCFX statement to execute statements contained in modules with the language OCF. The following are
the two methods for execution:

• Execution at the system prompt
• Execution as part of a system command list (CLIST)

This section describes both methods and provides a table that lists and describes OCFX status codes.
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Executing at the System Prompt

To execute OCF-language modules at the system prompt, you enter the OCFX statement after the prompt.

Syntax

OCFX statement

►►─── OCFX module-name ──┬──────────────────────────┬─┬──────────┬───────────►◄
                         └─ Version version-number ─┘ ├─ Echo ◄──┤
                                                      └─ Noecho ─┘

Parameters

• OCFX
Executes the statements in a command facility source module, produces output, and returns control to the system (the
ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt returns).
module-name
Specifies a specific command facility source module which contains statements you want to execute. The module must
have a LANGUAGE attribute of OCF.

NOTE
For more information on the LANGUAGE parameter of the MODULE statement, see MODULE (PROCESS/
QFILE/TABLE).  

• Version version-number
Specifies a specific version for a load module to be used in an input session. The default version number is 1.

• Echo
Specifies that the input statements are to be displayed on the screen before the output is displayed.

• Noecho
Specifies that the named module's input statements are not to be displayed. If you use this parameter and also use
SET OPTIONS STATUS OFF (see Using SET OPTIONS to Select Options) as the first statement in the module's
source code, then the screen displays only non-zero status messages.

Usage

OCFX produces output and then returns control to the system. If output appears on more than one screen, a message in
the following format appears at the bottom of each screen:

PAGE nnn --  NEXT PAGE:

Nnn is a variable representing the number of the current screen. You can page forward and backward through the screens
as follows:

• Press Enter or PA1 to page to the following screen.
• Press PA2 to page to the previous screen.
• Type a page number after the NEXT PAGE prompt to select a specific screen, then press Enter to page to that screen.

Example

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE: OCFX ddlmod01 version 3 Enter
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Executing as Part of a Command List

To execute OCF-language modules as part of a system command list (CLIST), you need to do the following:

1. Include the OCFX statement as one of the statements in the command list.
2. Execute the command list.

NOTE
For more information on CLIST processing, see CLIST System Task .

OCFX Status Codes

The following table lists the status codes returned by OCFX processing.

Status code Message and description
DC394001 INVALID SYNTAX TOKEN FOUND

OCFX calls RHDCMISC/SCAN to parse input. When an improper
token is encountered, OCFX abends.

DC394002 INVALID MAJOR SCAN CODE <nnn>
OCFX calls RHDCMISC/SCAN to parse input. When an
unexpected major scan code is returned, OCFX abends.

DC394003 COMMAND EXCEEDS AVAILABLE SPACE
OCFX calls RHDCMISC/SCAN to parse input. Token values are
extracted and kept in a command buffer which is returned to
OCFX. The SCAN routine requires more space.

DC394004 INVALID DICTIONARY/NODE NAME
OCFX extracts the dictionary name and node name from the
current session PROFILE. It attempts to extract the command
facility module with commands to be executed from this dictionary/
node combination. The BIND failed.

DC394005 INTERNAL STORAGE EXCEEDED
OCFX counts the number of TEXT-088 records in the dictionary
module to be executed to determine how much storage to acquire
for the command buffer. If this size is incorrect, the error results.

DC394006 MODULE NOT FOUND
OCFX attempts to locate a specific command facility module name
with either a specified or default (1) version number. The module
must have a language attribute of OCF. If any of these conditions
fail, the module cannot be loaded.

DC394007 MODULE HAS NO TEXT
OCFX located the command facility module name with either a
specified or default (1) version number with a language attribute of
OCF. However, the module has no TEXT-088 records.

DC394008 UNEXPECTED DBMS ERROR
OCFX encountered a DBMS error which it does not have code to
handle.

NOTE
For more information on other status codes, see CA IDMS Messages.
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Creating, Editing, and Saving Modules
OCF allows you to create, save, and edit OCF-language modules.

NOTE
For more information on executing these modules, see "Executing Statements Stored in Modules (OCFX)."

Creating and Saving

To create a module that has the language OCF, do the following:

1. Enter source statements in your OCF work file.
2. Enter the SAVE command on any line in the work file. Everything after the command to the end of the work file (or to

a /* statement, whichever comes first) is saved in a module having the language OCF. Even input lines beginning with
comment characters (*+) are saved.

  
 ►►─── SAVE module-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬─────┬─────────────────►◄
                        └─ Version version-number ─┘ └─ ; ─┘
  
 

Editing

To retrieve the contents of an OCF-language module for editing, use the EDIT command.

  
 ►►─── EDIT module-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬─────┬─────────────────►◄
                        └─ Version version-number ─┘ └─ ; ─┘
  
 

The contents of the module are displayed as an OCF work file. Edit the file using the editing commands shown in Using
Line Commands.

NOTE
If you do not specify a version, the default is the version number set up in the command facility.

Using the Online Text Editor
The online compiler text editor is available in two types of CA IDMS development tools:

Online compilers

Throughout the section, the term online compilers refers to the following CA IDMS development tools:

• DDDL compiler
• Schema compiler
• Subschema compiler
• System generation compiler

IDD Menu Facility 

 The online text editor provides two types of editing commands:

• Top-line commands allow you to direct a development tool session. You enter top-line commands in the command area
of the screen. Using Top-line Commands discusses these commands.

• Line commands allow you to manipulate the contents of a work file. Line commands begin in the first column of a line.
Using Line Commands discusses these commands.
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The remainder of this section discusses screens available in the different development tools. 

Online Compilers
Online compilers process requests to add, modify, replace, delete, or display entity-occurrence definitions. The online
schema, subschema, DDDL, and system generation compilers use the same text editor to simplify the coding of compiler
input.

The text editor operates independently of the compilers, writing input to and output from the compiler to a work file
associated with each online session. A work file contains pages of compiler input or output. You use the online text editor
to display and modify the contents of the work file so you can edit compiler output and resubmit it as input.

Online Compilation Flow

The following illustration shows the online compilation process:
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Free-form Screen Format

The free-form screen for an online compiler session contains a preformatted pop line and an input/output (I/O) area in
which you can enter commands and definitions in a free-form manner.

You can enter characters in columns one through 79 on free-form screens, except when you enter process modules for
CA ADS Batch, in which case you should not enter characters past column 72.

The free-form screen consists of the following components:

• Command area -- Comprises columns 2-21 for entering top-line commands
• Compiler name and release -- Displays the online compiler name and release
• Message area -- Displays one of the following:

– Workfile page and line numbers
– A NO ERRORS message
– The number of error messages issued for the compile
– The status if the PRINT command

• Dictionary/database names -- Displays the name of the current dictionary and database, or the word BLK (if using
block editing commands)

• Current/last lines -- Displays the number of the current line and the last line of the work file, or the word EMPTY (if the
work file is empty)

• CV node name -- Displays the CV node name.

Example: Components of free-form screen

The components of the free-form screen appear in the following example.

Command area     Compiler name     Message       Dictionary/   Current/  CV node

                  and release       area         database      last line  name

        ▼               ▼             ▼             ▼             ▼         ▼

                   IDD nn.n       NO ERRORS      DICT=SYSDICT  1/29497 SYSTEM72

     DISPLAY RECORD NAME IS DC-AID-CONDITION-NAMES VERSION IS 1 .
*+   ADD
*+   RECORD NAME IS DC-AID-CONDITION-NAMES VERSION IS 1
*+       DATE CREATED IS      11/30/93
*+       TIME LAST UPDATED IS 11131732
*+       PREPARED BY HARRU01
*+       RECORD LENGTH IS 1
*+       PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL
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*+       RECORD NAME SYNONYM IS DC-AID-CONDITION-NAMES VERSION 1
*+       .
*+       RECORD ELEMENT IS DC-AID-IND-V VERSION 1
*+       LINE IS 000100
*+       LEVEL NUMBER IS 03
*+       PICTURE IS  X
*+       USAGE IS DISPLAY
*+       ELEMENT LENGTH IS 1
*+       POSITION IS 1
*+       .
*+       SUBORDINATE ELEMENT IS ENTER-HIT VERSION 1
*+       LINE IS 000200
*+       LEVEL NUMBER IS 88
*+       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

Repeated Parameters

If repeated parameters are entered within the definition statement, only the last statement is saved to the work file. 

Example: Repeated parameters

The following example shows that the WITHIN AREA is added multiple times:

                   SCHEMA 19.0    NO ERRORS                       1/23 TECHD155

ADD                                                                            

SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 101                                         

    .                                                                         

ADD                                                                            

AREA NAME IS EMP-DEMO-REGION                                                  

    ESTIMATED PAGES ARE 0                                                     

    .                                                                          

ADD                                                                           

AREA NAME IS ORG-DEMO-REGION                                                  

    ESTIMATED PAGES ARE 0                                                      

    .                                                                         

ADD                                                                           
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AREA NAME IS INS-DEMO-REGION                                                   

    ESTIMATED PAGES ARE 0                                                     

    .                                                                         

ADD                                                                           

RECORD NAME IS COVERAGE                                                       

    SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD COVERAGE VERSION 100                            

    RECORD ID IS 401                                                          

    LOCATION MODE IS VIA EMP-COVERAGE SET                                     

    WITHIN AREA EMP-DEMO-REGION                                               

    WITHIN AREA ORG-DEMO-REGION                                               

    WITHIN AREA INS-DEMO-REGION.         

EXAMPLE: Saved definition statement

The following example shows that the last WITHIN AREA parameter entry is saved: 

                   SCHEMA 19.0    NO ERRORS                      1/152 TECHD155

DIS SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 101.                                     

*+   ADD                                                                      

*+   SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 101                                    

*+       DATE CREATED IS      06/20/18                                         

*+       TIME CREATED IS      12503331                                        

*+       ASSIGN RECORD IDS FROM 1001                                          

*+       SCHEMA HAS ERRORS OR VALIDATE NOT DONE                               

*+       PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL                                     

*+       .                                                                    

*+   ADD                                                                      
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*+   AREA NAME IS EMP-DEMO-REGION                                             

*+       ESTIMATED PAGES ARE 0                                                

*+       .                                                                    

*+   ADD                                                                       

*+   AREA NAME IS ORG-DEMO-REGION                                             

*+       ESTIMATED PAGES ARE 0                                                

*+       .                                                                     

*+   ADD                                                                      

*+   AREA NAME IS INS-DEMO-REGION                                             

*+       ESTIMATED PAGES ARE 0                                                 

*+       .                                                                    

*+   ADD                                                                      

*+   RECORD NAME IS COVERAGE         

*+       SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD COVERAGE VERSION 100      

*+       RECORD ID IS 401                                    

*+       LOCATION MODE IS VIA EMP-COVERAGE SET               

*+       WITHIN AREA INS-DEMO-REGION                         

*+       RECORD NAME SYNONYM IS COVERGE FOR LANGUAGE ASSEMBLER

*+       RECORD NAME SYNONYM IS COVRGE FOR LANGUAGE FORTRAN  

*+       .                                                   

The IDD Menu Facility
The IDD Menu Facility is a menu-driven mode of the online DDDL compiler. The Menu Facility provides an alternative to
free-form input of many online DDDL commands.

Screen Formats

The IDD Menu Facility features three types of screen design:
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• Fixed (non-pageable)
• Pageable
• Free-form

Each type of screen design is described as follows.

Using Fixed Screens

Fixed screens provide session, entity-occurrence, the program function (PF) key information. Fixed screens prompt you to
enter the necessary specifications for the definitions you create.

Available Top-line Commands

You can use the following top-line commands on fixed screens:

• HELP
• SUSPEND
• SWITCH

NOTE
For more information on top-line commands, see "Using Top-line Commands."

Example

The following screen depicts that IDD Menu Facility fixed screens are divided into three areas:

• Heading and message area (first three lines)
• Specification area (beginning at X DISPLAY)
• Screen selection area (beginning at _RELM)

  Command 
 area   Compiler name 
   │    and release 
   │    │                                  Screen                         Screen 
   │    │                                  title                          name 
   ▼    ▼                                    ▼                            ▼ 
       IDD REL nn.n                *** RECORD ENTITY ***                    RECD
  ─►
                      RECORD 'EMPLOYEE' VERSION 100 DISPLAYED
 
  X DISPLAY      RECORD NAME.....: EMPLOYEE
  _ MODIFY
  _ ADD          VERSION NUMBER..: 100     _ HIGHEST    _ NEXT HIGHEST
  _ DELETE                                 _ LOWEST     _ NEXT LOWEST
 
                 DESCRIPTION.....:
 
                 RECORD LENGTH...:
 
 
 
  _ RELM  =  RECORD ELEMENTS   <PF9>          _ COBL  =  COBOL ELEMENTS    <PF11
  _ RELL  =  REC ELEMENT LIST  <PF10>         _ RECX  =  RECORD EXTENSION
  _ REGN  =  USER REGISTRATION <PF2>          _ PUBL  =  PUBLIC ACCESS     <PF3>
  _ CLAT  =  CLASS/ATTRIBUTES  <PF4>          _ RKEY  =  RELATIONAL KEYS   <PF5>
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  _ COMM  =  COMMENTS          <PF6>          _ COML  =  COMMENT KEY LIST  <PF7>
  _ HIST  =  HISTORY           <PF8>          _ COPY  =  COPY FROM/SAME AS
  _ XREF  =  CROSS REFERENCE                  _ HELP  =  HELP              <PF1>
 

Using Pageable Screens

Pageable screens are similar to fixed screens in that both screens display a group of requested information (prompts).
The difference is that pageable screens have multiple occurrences or multiple pages of the same group of prompts.

Two IDD Menu Facility pageable screens are the Systems Within Systems (SSYS) or Record Elements (RELM) screens.
The DDDL compiler considers each group of lines that represents an entity to be one line of data.

Example

The following screen shows an example of the Systems Within Systems (SSYS). The DDDL compiler considers the lines
beginning with _EXCLUDE and ending with TEXT... to be one line of data.

                                       Current page           Current/last lines 
                                       and line number        of pageable screens 
                                                   ▼               ▼ 
 

        IDD REL nn.n              *** WITHIN SYSTEMS ***                     SSYS
  ─►                                      PAGE 1 LINE 4          4/12  
                             SYSTEM 'OURSYS' VERSION 1
 
  _ EXCLUDE      WITHIN SYSTEM...: KKSSYS
                 VERSION NUMBER..: 9        _ HIGHEST    _ LOWEST
                     TEXT........:
 
  _ EXCLUDE       WITHIN SYSTEM...: DCSYSTEM
                  VERSION NUMBER..: 43      _ HIGHEST    _ LOWEST
                      TEXT........:
 
  _ EXCLUDE       WITHIN SYSTEM...: DCSYSTEM
                  VERSION NUMBER..: 82      _ HIGHEST    _ LOWEST
                      TEXT........:
 
  _ EXCLUDE       WITHIN SYSTEM...: DCSYSTEM
                  VERSION NUMBER..: 99      _ HIGHEST    _ LOWEST
                      TEXT........:
 
  _ EXCLUDE       WITHIN SYSTEM...: DCSYSTEM
                  VERSION NUMBER..: 44      _ HIGHEST    _ LOWEST
                      TEXT........:
 

Free-form screens, such as the Comments (COMM) or Module Source (SRCE) screens, are similar to the free-form
screens that the online compilers use.

The DDDL compiler considers each line of text to be one line of data.
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NOTE
For more information, see "Online Compilers."

Example

The following screen shows a sample of IDD Menu Facility free-form screen. The DDDL compiler considers the line
beginning with OBTAIN to be one line of data.

                                 Current page                    Current/last l 
                                 and line number                of pageable screens 
                                             ▼                       ▼ 
 

       IDD REL nn.n           *** MODULE SOURCE ***                         SRCE
 ─►                                          PAGE 1 LINE 1           1/1  
                           MODULE 'EMP-MOD' VERSION 1
 
 ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----
  OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR WHERE DESCRIPTION-0440 = 'PROGRAMMER/ANALYST'. 
 

Using Top-line Commands
You can use top-line commands in an OCF, online compiler, or IDD Menu Facility session. These commands manipulate
the contents of a work file, execute the statements in an OCF work file or execute the compiler, and suspend or terminate
a session.

Note: For more information on editing commands that you enter in the input/output area of the screen, see Using Line
Commands.

Entering Top-line Commands

To enter a top-line command, type the command on the top line of the screen and press Enter or use the program function
(PF) key assigned to the desired command function (see Using Control Keys).

You can abbreviate session-control commands to three characters, except for the following commands:

• FIND which can be abbreviated to F
• PRIOR which can be abbreviated to PRIO (four characters distinguish it from the keyword PRINT)

For more information, see the following topics:

Summary of Top-line Commands
The following table gives short descriptions of the top-line commands.

 

Command Description
APPLY Updates the screen and work file but does not execute the

statements in the OCF work file or execute the compiler.
CLEAR Deletes all data contained in the work file.
DISPLAY LINE Displays a page of the work file, starting with the specified line.
DISPLAY PAGE Displays the requested page from the work file.
END Immediately terminates the current session.
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ENTER=APPLY
ENTER=UPDATE

Sets the ENTER key to execute either the APPLY or the UPDATE
command.

ESCAPE Establishes the escape character that must be used with line
editing commands.

FIND Locates a character string by searching forward or backward in
the work file.

HELP Lists each top-line command and the associated PF key currently
assigned to execute that command.

INSERT Inserts lines into the work file after the line at which the cursor is
positioned.

PRINT Prints the contents of the work file.
REPEAT Repeats the line at which the cursor is positioned.
RESHOW Cancels all changes made to the current screen and redisplays

the previous screen.
SUSPEND Suspends the current session and returns control to the host TP

monitor.
SWAP Restores the screen and the work file to their condition prior to the

last execution.
SWITCH (only if the development tool is executing under the
control of the Transfer Control Facility)

Suspends the session and transfers control to the specified online
CA IDMS component or to the Selection Screen of the Transfer
Control Facility.

UPDATE Updates the work file and executes the statements in the OCF
work file or submits the work file to the compiler.

The rest of this section discusses each top-line command, its purpose, and its syntax.

APPLY
The APPLY command updates the screen and work file without executing the statements in the OCF work file or
executing the compiler. This command is useful for reviewing edits before executing the statements in the OCF work file
or submitting the work file to the compiler. An example of APPLY command usage follows:

1. Type INSERT. The text editor displays one line of existing text at the top of the I/O area, leaving the remainder of the
area blank for entry of new lines.

2. Enter new lines of text.
3. Issue the APPLY command to add your new lines to the existing lines in the file. This allows you to review the file

before executing the statements in the OCF work file or executing the compiler.
4. Make necessary corrections and issue the UPDATE command to execute the statements in the OCF work file or

submit the work file to the compiler.

Syntax

 

►►───APPly────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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CLEAR
The CLEAR command deletes all lines contained in the work file. Lines cleared from the work file cannot be restored.
CLEAR is available with the OCF and all online compilers except the IDD Menu Facility.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ CLEar ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ CLR ───┘

 

DELETE ALL
The DELETE ALL command (available only in the IDD Menu Facility) deletes all occurrences of information contained in
all the pages of a pageable screen, and a free-form screen.

Syntax

►►─┬─ DELete ──┬─ ALL ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ EXClude ─┤
   └─ REMove ──┘

DISPLAY LINE
The DISPLAY LINE command displays a specified line from the work file as the current work file line. If the requested line
is not the last line in the work file, subsequent lines are displayed beneath it.

In the IDD Menu Facility, DISPLAY LINE works slightly differently for pageable screens. For these screens, the DDDL
compiler considers each group of lines that represents a definition to be one line of data. DISPLAY LINE displays the first
line of the definition at the top of the screen I/O area.

NOTE
DISPLAY LINE can be used in all pageable screens except the Record Elements (RELM) screen. This is
because one RELM definition (viewed by the compiler as one line) is equal to one page. The DISPLAY PAGE
command is used to display multiple occurrences of the Record Elements screen.

Syntax

 

►►─── display LINe ─┬─ FIRst ────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
                    ├─ LASt ─────────┤
                    ├─ NEXt ─────────┤
                    ├─ PRIOr ────────┤
                    ├─ line-number ──┤
                    ├─ *+line-count ─┤
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                    └─ *-line-count ─┘

 

Parameters

• FIRst
Displays the first line in the work file.

• LASt
Displays the last line in the work file.

• NEXt
Displays the line immediately following the first line in the screen I/O area.

• PRIOR
Displays the line immediately preceding the first line in the screen I/O area. To avoid conflict with the PRINT command,
PRIOR can only be abbreviated to PRIO. In the IDD Menu Facility, PRIOR can be abbreviated to PRI.

• line-number
Displays the specified work file line.

• *+line-count
Displays the line derived by adding line-count to the current work file line number. For example, if the current work file
line number is 25, you display line 45 by specifying *+20.

• *-line-count
Displays the line derived by subtracting line-count from the current work file line number. For example, if the current
work file line number is 45, you display line 25 by specifying *-20.

DISPLAY PAGE
The DISPLAY PAGE command displays a specified page of the work file. A page is defined as the number of lines that the
screen will accommodate, minus one for the top line.

You can request an explicit page number or a symbolic page number that indicates the relative position of the page within
the work file. You can enter any DISPLAY PAGE options without having to precede the option with the words DISPLAY
PAGE. For example, you need only enter 12 to go to page 12 or LAST to go to the last page of the work file.

Syntax

 

►►─── display PAGE ─┬─ FIRst ────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
                    ├─ LASt ─────────┤
                    ├─ NEXt ─────────┤
                    ├─ PRIOr ────────┤
                    ├─ page-number ──┤
                    ├─ *+page-count ─┤
                    └─ *-page-count ─┘

 

Parameters

• FIRst
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Displays the first page in the work file.
• LASt

Displays the last page in the work file.
• NEXt

Displays the page in the work file immediately following the current page.
• PRIOr

Displays the page in the work file immediately preceding the current page.
To avoid conflict with the PRINT command, PRIOR can only be abbreviated to PRIO. In the IDD Menu Facility, PRIOR
can be abbreviated to PRI.

• page-number
Displays the specified page in the work file.

• *+page-count
Displays the page derived by adding page-count to the current page number. For example, if the current work file page
is 4, you display page 6 by specifying *+2.

• *-page-count
Displays the page derived by subtracting page-count from the current page number. For example, if the current work
file page is 6, you display 4 by specifying *-2.

END
The END command terminates the online session, deletes the contents of the work file, and signs you off from the OCF or
compiler.

Syntax

 

►►─── END ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

ENTER
The ENTER command sets the function of the ENTER key to either APPLY or UPDATE for the duration of the session or
until you issue another ENTER command.

Syntax

 

►►─── ENTer= ─┬─ UPDate ◄───┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
              └─ APPly ─────┘

 

Parameters

• UPDate
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Updates the work file and executes the commands in the OCF work file or submits the work file to the compiler.
UPDATE is the default.

• APPly
Updates the work file but does not execute the commands in the OCF work file or execute the compiler.

ESCAPE
The ESCAPE command establishes the escape character you must enter as the first character of a line command. Line
commands are discussed in more detail in Using Line Commands.

When specifying a line command, you type the current escape character in column 1 of the work file. The escape
character signals that subsequent characters should be evaluated as a line command, rather than as an input statement
or compiler input.

Syntax

 

►►─── ESCape escape-character ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameter

• escape-character
Specifies any single alphanumeric character. The percent sign (%) is the default.

FIND
The FIND command locates a specified character string by searching the work file. FIND begins the search at the current
page, displays the first page on which the character string is found, and highlights the lines that contain the object string.
To continue the FIND operation, press ENTER. To discontinue the FIND operation before reaching the end (or beginning)
of the work file, press PA1.

In the IDD Menu Facility, FIND works slightly differently for pageable screens. For these screens, the line that contains the
object string is not highlighted.

Syntax

 

►►─── Find 'character-string' ─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄
                               ├─ FWD ◄──┤
                               └─ BACk ──┘

 

Parameters

• Find character-string
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Initiates a search for the character-string in the direction specified by FWD or BACk. You must enclose character-string
in single quotes.

• FWD
Searches from the current line to the end of the work file. FWD is the default.

• BACk
Searches from the current line to the beginning of the work file.

HELP
The HELP command lists each top-line command and the PF key currently assigned to execute that command. To return
to the work file, press any PF key or press ENTER.

In the IDD Menu Facility, HELP can be issued from any screen. This displays the Help tutorial related to the screen from
which you issued the HELP command. Press PF1 to invoke the HELP command. To leave the Help tutorial and return to
the prior screen, press Clear.

Syntax

 

►►─── HELp ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

INSERT
The INSERT command allows you to insert lines into the work file.

Syntax

 

►►─── INSert ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

You use INSERT differently depending on whether you are using the OCF and online compilers or the IDD Menu Facility
as follows.

Using INSERT with the OCF and Online Compilers

To insert text into the work file during an OCF or online compiler session, do the following:

1. Issue the INSERT command, using one of the following methods:
– Top-line command -- Enter INSERT in the command area, position the cursor at the line that the inserted lines will

follow, and press Enter.
– PF key -- Position the cursor at the line that the inserted lines will follow. Press the PF key currently assigned to

execute the INSERT command (PF4 is the default).
2. Enter text on as many blank lines as necessary. The new text exists only on the terminal screen and has yet to be

placed into the work file.
3. Continue issuing INSERT commands as each page is filled until all input is entered.
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4. Merge the text with the work file by performing one of the following actions:
– APPLY -- To update the screen and the work file, enter the APPLY command, discussed earlier in this section. If

ENTER=APPLY, then you can press ENTER and get the same results.
The text editor inserts the new lines into the work file and updates the screen without executing the statements in
the OCF work file or executing the compiler. To execute the statements or to submit the work file to the compiler,
use the UPDATE command.

– UPDATE -- To execute the commands or execute the compiler, enter the UPDATE command, discussed later in this
section. If ENTER=UPDATE, then you can press ENTER and get the same results.
The text editor inserts the new lines into the work file and executes the commands in the updated OCF work file or
compiles the contents of the updated work file.

Using INSERT with the IDD Menu Facility

Example

In the IDD Menu Facility, special considerations apply to the use of INSERT on pageable screens. The DDDL compiler
considers each group of lines that represents a definition to be one line of data, as illustrated on the sample Program
Within System (PSYS) screen in the IDD Menu Facility:

       IDD REL nn.n              *** WITHIN SYSTEMS ***                     PSYS
  ─►                                             PAGE 1 LINE 1

1/5
                            PROGRAM 'PROG100' VERSION 1

 _ EXCLUDE       WITHIN SYSTEM...: DCSYSTEM
                 VERSION NUMBER..: 43      _ HIGHEST    _ LOWEST
                     TEXT........:

  _ EXCLUDE       WITHIN SYSTEM...: DCSYSTEM
                  VERSION NUMBER..: 44      _ HIGHEST    _ LOWEST
                      TEXT........:

  _ EXCLUDE       WITHIN SYSTEM...: DCSYSTEM
                  VERSION NUMBER..: 82      _ HIGHEST    _ LOWEST
                      TEXT........:

  _ EXCLUDE       WITHIN SYSTEM...: DCSYSTEM
                  VERSION NUMBER..: 99      _ HIGHEST    _ LOWEST
                      TEXT........:

  _ EXCLUDE       WITHIN SYSTEM...: ASF
                  VERSION NUMBER..:         _ HIGHEST    _ LOWEST
                      TEXT........:
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• To insert text after all existing definitions:
a. Display the last page of the pageable screen by scrolling forward or using the DISPLAY PAGE command.
b. If there is a blank formatted area at the bottom of the screen, enter a new definition; otherwise, scroll forward to

obtain a blank formatted area and enter a new definition.
c. Continue issuing INSERT commands as each page is filled until you have entered all definitions.
d. Press Enter or use the APPLY/UPDATE commands.

• To insert text before or between existing definitions:
a. Determine the line that the new definition is to precede.
b. Use a DISPLAY LINE command or scroll forward until the appropriate line is at the top of the screen.
c. Type INSERT in the command area and press Enter.
d. Enter text on any or all of the blank lines.
e. Continue issuing INSERT commands as each page is filled until you have entered all definitions.
f. Press Enter or use the APPLY/UPDATE commands.

PRINT
The PRINT command prints the contents of the work file on a hard-copy printer. The system acknowledges receipt of the
command with a PRINT INITIATED message in the message area. The PRINT command is valid for CA IDMS/DC and
CA IDMS UCF users only and is not available in the IDD Menu Facility.

Syntax

 

►►─── PRInt ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

REPEAT
The REPEAT command repeats a work file line a specified number of times. To issue a REPEAT command, enter
REPEAT in the command area, position the cursor at the line to be repeated, and press Enter. In the IDD Menu Facility,
you can use the REPEAT command only on free-form screens such as the Comments (COMM) or Module Source
(SRCE) screens.

Syntax

 

►►─── REPeat ─┬────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
              └─ repeat-count ─┘

 

Parameters

• REPeat
Repeats the specified line once.

• repeat-count
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Represents the number of times to repeat the line.
The maximum value for repeat-count is two less than the number of lines the terminal screen will accommodate. For
example, on a 24-line terminal the maximum for repeat-count is 22. Entering an integer larger than the maximum value
causes an error condition; reissue the command.
In the IDD Menu Facility, the maximum value for repeat-count is 18.

RESHOW
The RESHOW command cancels all changes made to the current screen, then redisplays the current screen as of the last
time a control key was pressed.

RESHOW is available with the OCF and all online compilers except the IDD Menu Facility. However, in the IDD Menu
Facility, PA2 performs the same function.

Syntax

 

►►─── REShow ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

SUSPEND
The SUSPEND command allows you to exit from a session without ending the session. The current session is suspended,
and control is returned to the DC/UCF system. The contents of the work file and session options are saved. You can
proceed to another online component, then return to the suspended session at the point at which you exited.

If you sign off from the DC/UCF system, or if the system is terminated while a session is suspended, the work file and all
session options are lost.

When the session is operating under the Transfer Control Facility (TCF), SUSPEND is synonymous with SWITCH,
described later in this section.

NOTE
For more information on the Transfer Control Facility, see Transfer Control Facility.

The SUSPEND command can be issued from any screen in the IDD Menu Facility.

For CA IDMS ASF Users

If you are using ASF in the same online session, do not use SUSPEND to exit the schema or subschema compilers. Use
the END or the SIGNOFF command.

Syntax

 

►►─── SUSpend ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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SWAP
The SWAP command restores the screen and the work file to their condition prior to the last execution of the OCF or
compiler. SWAP is a convenient means of editing OCF or compiler input. For example, if you receive error messages for
your input, you can use SWAP to redisplay the original input. You can correct the input and then re-execute or recompile
it.

Swapping screens does not revoke the results of the previous execution or compilation. Any definitions that were
successfully added to the data dictionary before you used the SWAP command remain in the dictionary after you use the
command.

The SWAP command is available with the OCF and all online compilers except the IDD Menu Facility.

Syntax

 

►►─── SWAp ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

SWITCH
The SWITCH command allows you to transfer directly from one development tool to another under the Transfer Control
Facility (TCF). For example, while under TCF you can use SWITCH to transfer from IDD to ADSC without having to return
to the TCF Selection Screen. Use SWITCH to perform any of the following operations:

• Initiate a new development tool session.
• Resume a suspended development tool session.
• Display the TCF Selection Screen.
• Terminate or suspend a TCF session and return control to the DC/UCF system.

NOTE
For more information on the TCF, see Transfer Control Facility.

Syntax

 

►►─── SWItch ─┬───────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄
              ├─┬─ product-code ─┬──┬───────┬─┤
              │ └─ task-code ────┘  ├─ OLD ◄┤ │
              │                     └─ NEW ─┘ │
              ├─ tcf-task-code ───────────────┤
              ├─┬─ CLEar ─┬───────────────────┤
              │ └─ CLR ───┘                   │
              └─ SUSpend ─────────────────────┘

 

Parameters
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• SWItch
Suspends the current development tool session. Control transfers back to the most recently suspended development
tool session. If no suspended session exists, SWITCH transfers control to the TCF Selection Screen.
– product-code

Specifies the development tool to which control should transfer.
Product-code identifies a development tool by a unique system-supplied invocation name defined at system
generation on the TASK statement.
For example, IDD is the product code for online IDD; SSC is the product code for the online subschema compiler.
Product codes are defined for use only within TCF.

– task-code
Identifies a development tool by its unique installation-defined invocation name.
For example, IDDT has been defined as the task code for online IDD; SSCT has been defined as the task code for
the online subschema compiler. Task codes are defined at system generation time and can vary from site to site.
OLD
OLD, the default, resumes the most recently suspended session of the specified development tool. If no suspended
session exists, OLD starts a new session of the development tool.
NEW
Starts a new session of the specified development tool.

NOTE
If you have a suspended IDD menu facility, online IDD, schema compiler, subschema compiler, or system
generation compiler session, NEW resumes that suspended session. This is because you can have only one
suspended session of each of these tools.

NOTE
The OLD and NEW options are not valid with the ADSA, ADSC, and MAPC task codes.

• tcf-task-code
Specifies the task code that invokes the TCF. When you specify it with the SWITCH command, the TCF Selection
Screen displays.
Tcf-task-code must be defined at system generation time and can vary from site to site. The default task code is TCF.
A sample TCF Selection Screen is shown at the end of these SWITCH command syntax rules.

• CLEar and CLR
Suspends the development tool session, ends the TCF session (clearing the list of suspended sessions and DB
defaults), and returns control to DC/UCF.

NOTE
Your suspended development tool sessions are not affected by this action. You can resume any of your
suspended sessions by invoking the appropriate development tool (while under TCF or directly from the
DC/UCF system) and specifying the name of the definition being created in the suspended session. These
suspended sessions exist until you sign off from the host TP monitor or the DC/UCF system terminates.

NOTE
The CLEar and CLR options are not used with ADSAT, ADSCT, or MAPCTtask codes.

• SUSpend
Suspends the development tool session, suspends the TCF session (saving the list of suspended sessions and DB
defaults), and returns control to DC/UCF.

NOTE
The ADSA, ADSC, and MAPC compilers automatically suspend sessions (and save the contents of the
session in queue records) when you leave the compiler. Therefore, the SUSPEND option has no affect when
used with ADSA, ADSC, or MAPC.

Your list will be available to you next time you invoke TCF. The list of suspended sessions is saved by TCF when you
sign off from the host TP monitor or the DC/UCF system terminates.
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You can resume any of your suspended development tool sessions by selecting the session from your list of
suspended sessions (while under TCF). You also can resume any suspended session by invoking the appropriate
development tool (while under TCF or directly from the DC/UCF system) and specifying the name of the definition
being created in the suspended session.

NOTE
Do not use SUSPEND to exit the schema or subschema compilers if you are using the Automatic System
Facility (ASF) in the same online session. In this case, use END or the signoff command.

Example

You display the TCF Selection Screen by specifying the SWITCH tcf-task-code.

The TCF Selection Screen provides the following information:

• A list of suspended sessions. From this list you can select a session to be restarted.
• A list of all development tools available under TCF. From this list you can start a new session.
• A list of database and data dictionary defaults (DB defaults) that includes dbname, dictname, nodename, and dictnode.

From this list you can set session defaults for these four options.

                                    CA,INC.
     TRANSFER CONTROL FACILITY         *** SELECTION SCREEN ***

  _ SUSPEND TCF SESSION   (PF9)           DBNAME..:           DBNODE..:
  _ TERMINATE TCF SESSION (PF3)           DICTNAME: TSTDICT   DICTNODE:

           *TCF TASKCODES*                           *SUSPENDED SESSIONS*
  SELECT ONE TO START A NEW SESSION          SELECT ONE TO RESUME AN OLD SESSION
                                                    TASKCODE        DESCRIPTOR
  _ TCF
  _ SYSGENT    SYSGEN COMPILER
  _ MAPCT      MAP DEFINITION
  _ ADSCT      DIALOG COMPILER
  _ ADSAT      APPLICATION COMPILER
  _ ASF
  _ ASFT
  _ IDDT       IDD COMMAND MODE
  _ SSCT       SUBSCHEMA COMPILER
  _ SCHEMAT    SCHEMA COMPILER
  _ IDDMT      IDD MENU MODE
  _ OLQ        OLQ COMMAND MODE
  _ OLQT       OLQ COMMAND MODE

Product and Task Code Usage
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In a SWITCH command, you can specify a development tool's product or task code to transfer to that development tool.
Additionally, you can use a task code defined for use under TCF to invoke the associated development tool directly from a
DC/UCF system.

The following table lists product codes and sample task codes for use under TCF.

Development Tool Product Code Sample Task Code1 Site Task Code
CA ADS application compiler
(ADSA)

ADSA ADSAT  

CA ADS dialog compiler (ADSC) ADSC ADSCT  
ASF ASF ASFT  
IDD menu facility IDDM IDDMT  
Online IDD IDD IDDT  
Online map compiler (MAPC) MAPC MAPCT  
Online command facility (OCF) OCF OCFT  
CA OLQ OLQ OLQT  
Online schema compiler SCHEMA SCHEMAT  
Online subschema compiler SSC SSCT  
Online system generation
compiler

SYSGEN SYSGENT  

1. Task codes for use under TCF are defined at system generation time and can vary from site to site.

SWITCH Command Specification Outcomes

Use SWITCH to transfer from one development tool session to another new or suspended development tool session, to
the TCF Selection Screen, or back to the DC/UCF system.

The following table shows the outcome for each SWITCH specification.

SWITCH command specification If you have suspended session(s) If you do not have suspended session(s)
SWITCH Resumes most recently suspended

development tool session
Displays TCF Selection Screen

SWITCH product or task code OLD Resumes most recently suspended session
of requested tool

Starts new session of requested tool if
tool is IDD or online compiler or displays
DC/UCF screen if tool is ADSA, ADSC, or
MAPC

SWITCH product or task code NEW Resumes most recently suspended session
of requested tool (IDD and online compilers
only)

Starts new session of requested tool, if
possible

SWITCH tcf-task-code Displays TCF Selection Screen Displays TCF Selection Screen
SWITCH CLEAR Clears list of suspended development tool

sessions and displays DC/UCF screen
Displays DC/UCF screen

SWITCH SUSPEND Saves list of suspended development tool
sessions and displays DC/UCF screen

 

Using the SWITCH Command

How to Specify the SWITCH Command

Specify the SWITCH command on the command line in a given development tool. For example, specify SWITCH as a top-
line command in IDD.
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When using ADSA, ADSC, or MAPC, you can also select the SWITCH activity from the action bar of the main menu.

Using SWITCH with Other Development Tools

When operating under TCF, you can specify SWITCH and any optional parameters in any development tool presented in
this table.

The following table describes methods for specifying SWITCH in development tools under TCF.

Development Tool Specifying the SWITCH Command Specifying Optional Parameters
ADSA, ADSC, MAPC Select the SWITCH activity from the action

bar of the main menu or
Type SWITCH in the command line.

Specify a task or product code on the TASK
ID field of the SWITCH activity.
Specify a task code or product code as a
SWITCH parameter on the command line.
Example: switch idd

IDD Type SWITCH in the command line. Specify a product code or task code as a
SWITCH parameter.
Specify OLD or NEW as a parameter after
a product or task code.
Example: switch sysgen old

OLQ Type SWITCH in the command line. Specify a task code as a SWITCH
parameter
Example: switch schema

Online schema, subschema, and system
generation compilers, and the OCF

Type SWITCH in the command line. Specify a product code, task code, or
keyword as a SWITCH parameter.
Specify OLD or NEW as a parameter after
a product or task code.
Example: switch idd new

UPDATE
The UPDATE command applies your most recent changes to the work file and executes the commands in the OCF work
file or submits the contents of the work file to the compiler. In contrast, you use the APPLY command if you only want to
update the work file.

Syntax

 

►►─── UPDate ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Using Line Commands
Line commands are editor commands that you can use to edit a work file on OCF screens or online compiler editor
screens. For example, you repeat a line by typing the repeat line command on the actual line to be repeated.

You use line commands to copy, delete, move, and repeat lines or blocks of lines within a work file. Additionally, the top
line command allows you to reposition the screen by moving a selected line to the top of the screen.
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NOTE

In the IDD Menu Facility, you can use line commands only on free-form screens, such as the Comments
(COMM) or Module Source (SRCE) screens.

Available Line Commands

The following table lists line command functions, actions that you can perform, and the format for single and block line
commands. The string "(space)" shown throughout this section represents the number of spaces that you must enter
following each line command.

Function Action to Perform Single Command Format Block Command Format
After (Line identifier)   //////////////

//////////////
%A(space)

Before (Line identifier)   //////////////
//////////////

%B(space)

Copy Lines Copy lines or blocks of lines %C[n](space) %CB(space). . .%CE(space)
Delete Lines Delete lines or blocks of lines %D[n](space) %DB(space). . .%DE(space)
Move Lines Move lines or blocks of lines %M[n](space) %MB(space). . .%ME(space)
Repeat Lines Repeat lines or blocks of lines %R[n](space) %RE(space)
Top Line Reposition lines on the screen %T(space) %T(space)

Considerations

Consider the following points when using line commands:

• Line commands must begin with the escape character in column 1. This section uses the default escape character, the
percent sign (%). You can define a different escape character using the ESCAPE command.

NOTE

For more information about the ESCAPE command, see Using Top-line Commands.
• Line commands cannot contain embedded spaces, but you must enter a space after a command as follows:

Line one
Line two
%r(space)Line three

• The text editor processes line commands when you press Enter or any PF key. When line commands are present in
the file, pressing a control key does not invoke OCF or the compiler (even if ENTER=UPDATE is in effect).

Copying Lines
To copy a line or a block of lines to another place in the work file, use any of the following forms of the copy (C) line
command:

Use: To:
%C(space) Copy the indicated line to the destination marked by the %A or %B

command.
%Cn(space) Copy the specified number of lines to the destination marked by

the %A or %B command. For example, %C5 copies the line on
which the command is located and the four lines immediately
following that line.
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%CB(space). . .%CE(space) Copy a block of lines to the destination marked by the %A or %B
command. The two lines marked with %CB and %CE and all
intervening lines are copied. The original lines are not deleted.
Note: You can enter block commands (%CB and %CE), so that
they span more than one page of the work file.

%A(space) or %B(space) Determine where the selected lines are copied:
%A(space) identifies the line after which the targeted lines are
copied.
%B(space) identifies the line before which the targeted lines are
copied.

Scenario -- Copying Lines

The following scenario illustrates how to copy lines on the online compiler screens. The following example shows the
original work file as it appears on the online compiler screen.

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 1 LINE 1                   1/3
 ADD RECORD IS KBR-DC-REC
    VERSION IS 3
    PREPARED BY KBR.
 RECORD ELEMENT IS
    ADDRESS-0415-KBR
    USAGE IS DISPLAY.
 RECORD ELEMENT IS
    EMP-ID-0415-KBR
    PICTURE 9(5)
    USAGE IS DISPLAY.
 RECORD ELEMENT IS
    EMP-NAME-0415-KBR
    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

The copy (%c) line command copies the COBOL picture for EMP-ID-0415 KBR to the line after the line designated by the
copy after (%a) command.

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 1 LINE 1                   1/3
 ADD RECORD IS KBR-DC-REC
    VERSION IS 3
    PREPARED BY KBR.
 RECORD ELEMENT IS
    ADDRESS-0415-KBR
    USAGE IS DISPLAY.
 RECORD ELEMENT IS
    EMP-ID-0415-KBR

 %c PICTURE
 9(5) 
    USAGE IS DISPLAY.
 RECORD ELEMENT IS
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 %a EMP-NAME-0415-
KBR 
    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

The following online compiler screen displays the results of the copy procedure in the modified work file:

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 1 LINE 1                   1/3
 ADD RECORD IS KBR-DC-REC
    VERSION IS 3
    PREPARED BY KBR.
 RECORD ELEMENT IS
    ADDRESS-0415-KBR
    USAGE IS DISPLAY.
 RECORD ELEMENT IS
    EMP-ID-0415-KBR
    PICTURE 9(5)
    USAGE IS DISPLAY.
 RECORD ELEMENT IS
    EMP-NAME-0415-KBR
    PICTURE
 9(5) 
    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

Deleting Lines
To delete a line or block of lines, use any of the following forms of the delete (D) command:

Use: To:
%D(space) Delete the indicated line.
%Dn(space) Delete the specified number of lines. For example, %D5 deletes

the command line and the four lines immediately following it.
%DB(space) . . . %DE(space) Delete a block of lines. The two lines marked with %DB and %DE

and all intervening lines are deleted.
Note: You can enter %DB/%DE so that it spans more than one
page of the work file.

Entering Block Commands
What to Consider

You can use line commands to modify a block of definition lines at one time. The following considerations apply when you
use line commands for a block of lines:

• You use block commands to perform an operation on two or more consecutive lines. For example, you can move three
consecutive lines by using the block move command, as follows:
Sample input:
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 %mb(space)This is the beginning of the text block

     This is the middle of the text block

 %me(space)This is the end of the text block

  %a(space)This is the line after which you move text

Sample results:

   This is the line after which you move text

   This is the beginning of the text block

   This is the middle of the text block

   This is the end of the text block

• You can enter line commands in any order. For example, you can specify the target line (%A or %B) either before or
after indicating the line or block of lines. After you have entered all the line commands for the specified operation, you
perform the operation by pressing Enter.

• The editor displays the literal BLK (block) in the message area of the screen after you have entered a block command.
The editor continues to display this literal as a reminder until you either complete or cancel the current copy, delete,
move, or replace operation.

Common Text Editing Errors

The text editor assumes that you made an error when you enter conflicting commands. In this case, the editor nullifies all
the line commands that you entered. The following table demonstrates text editing errors:

Type of error Example
Mixing block commands %CB(space) (copy begin)

.

.

.
%ME(space) (move end)

Specifying a target line inside a block %CB(space)
.
.
%A(space)◄ This is a target inside a block to be copied
%CE(space)

Specifying the start of the block after the end of the block %CE(space)◄ This is the end of a block
.
.
.
%CB(space)◄ This is the beginning of the block
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Moving Lines
To move a line or a block of lines to another place in the work file, use any of the following line commands:

Use: To:
%M(space) Move the indicated line to the destination marked by the %A

(after) or %B (before) command
%Mn(space) Move the specified number of lines to the destination marked

by the %A (after) or %B (before) command. For example, %M5
moves the line on which the command is located and the four lines
immediately following it.

%MB(space). . .%ME(space) Move a block of lines to the destination marked by the %A (after)
or %B (before) command. The two lines marked with %MB and
%ME and all intervening lines are moved.
Note: You can enter %MB...%ME so that it spans more than one
page of the work file.
For an example of moving lines, see Entering Block Commands.

%A(space) or %B(space) %A(space)identifies the line after which the targeted lines are
moved.
%B(space) identifies the line before which the targeted lines are
moved.

Scenario -- Moving Lines

The following scenario illustrates moving a block of text using line commands. Note that you type the line commands over
existing characters, and that you type a space at the end of each command.

The following sample screen shows the original work file as it appears on the online compiler screen.

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 1 LINE 1                   1/3
 ADD RECORD IS KBR-DC-REC
    VERSION IS 3
    PREPARED BY KBR.
 RECORD ELEMENT IS
    ADDRESS-0415-KBR
    USAGE IS DISPLAY.
 RECORD ELEMENT IS
    EMP-ID-0415-KBR
    PICTURE 9(5)
    USAGE IS DISPLAY.
 RECORD ELEMENT IS
    EMP-NAME-0415-KBR
    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

The move begin (%mb) and move end (%me) block commands specify the text block you want to move. The move after
(%a) command identifies the line after which you want to place the text block.

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 1 LINE 1                   1/3
 ADD RECORD IS KBR-DC-REC
    VERSION IS 3
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    PREPARED BY KBR.

 %mb RECORD ELEMENT
 IS 
    ADDRESS-0415-KBR

 %mb USAGE IS
 DISPLAY. 
 RECORD ELEMENT IS
    EMP-ID-0415-KBR
    PICTURE 9(5)
    USAGE IS DISPLAY.
 RECORD ELEMENT IS
    EMP-NAME-0415-KBR

 %a USAGE IS DISPLAY.

The following sample screen shows the results of the block move procedure.

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 1 LINE 1                   1/3
 ADD RECORD IS KBR-DC-REC
    VERSION IS 3
    PREPARED BY KBR.
 RECORD ELEMENT IS
    EMP-ID-0415-KBR
    PICTURE 9(5)
    USAGE IS DISPLAY.
 RECORD ELEMENT IS
    EMP-NAME-0415-KBR
    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 RECORD ELEMENT IS     

    ADDRESS-0415-KBR   

    USAGE IS DISPLAY. 

Repeating Lines
To repeat a line or block of lines, use any of the following forms of the repeat (R) line command:

Use: To:
%R(space) Repeats the indicated line one time.
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%Rn(space) Repeat the indicated line n times. For example, %R2 repeats the
line two times.

%RBn(space) . . . %RE(space) Repeat a block of lines n times. %RBn defines the beginning of
the block and the number of times the block is to be repeated.
%RE defines the end of the block.
Note: The %R line command is not subject to the same repetition
limit as the top-line command REPEAT. For example, %R100 is a
valid command, REPEAT 100 is not.

Scenario -- Repeating Lines

The following sample screens illustrate the process of repeating lines. The following screen shows the original work file:

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 1 LINE 1                   1/3
 02 WK-GROUP USAGE IS DISPLAY OCCURS 5 TIMES.
    05 WK-VARIABLE-A USAGE IS DISPLAY PIC X(2).
    05 WK-BIT-1 USAGE IS BIT PIC X(3).

To repeat a line, enter %r2 on the line you want to repeat.

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 1 LINE 1                   1/3
 02 WK-GROUP USAGE IS DISPLAY OCCURS 5 TIMES.
    05 WK-VARIABLE-A USAGE IS DISPLAY PIC X(2).

 %r2 5 WK-BIT-1 USAGE IS BIT PIC X(3).

After entering the repeat command, the repeated lines appear so that you can modify them in the work file.

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 1 LINE 1                   1/5
 02 WK-GROUP USAGE IS DISPLAY OCCURS 5 TIMES.
    05 WK-VARIABLE-A USAGE IS DISPLAY PIC X(2).
    05 WK-BIT-1 USAGE IS BIT PIC X(3).
    05 WK-BIT-1 USAGE IS BIT PIC
 X(3). 
    05 WK-BIT-1 USAGE IS BIT PIC X(3).

Repositioning Lines on the Screen
Use the top (T) line command to reposition the lines currently displayed on the screen. This command has only one
format:

%T(space)

When you enter this command at a specific line, the text editor moves the work file forward until the line specified by the
%T is the top line of the screen.
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Using Control Keys
You can use control keys (such as PF keys, PA keys, and Enter) as an alternative to top-line commands. Default control
key assignments differ between the OCF, online compilers, and IDD Menu Facility. To display the current control key
assignments, use the HELP command. Top-line and line commands override PF keys. When you enter a top-line or line
command, PF keys have the same function as Enter, which updates the work file. PA1, PA2, and Clear have priority over
the commands in the command area. If you press one of these keys, no data is transmitted from the terminal.

Simulating PF Keys
On terminals that have no PF keys, you can perform PF key-related functions in the IDD Menu Facility by using PF key
simulation. To activate PF-key simulation in the IDD Menu Facility:

1. Enter any character in the PF KEY SIMULATION ON response field on the Master Selection screen.
2. Enter a one- or two-digit PF key number in the simulated PF key field in the upper left corner of the screen. Note that

the HOME key moves the cursor to the simulated PF key field when PF key simulation is in effect.
3. Press Enter.

Example

On the following Master Selection screen, you enter 6 in the PF KEY SIMULATION ON field to simulate PF6, which
requests the Element Entity screen:

  6    IDD REL nn.n              *** MASTER SELECTION ***                 TOP
  ─►

              DICTIONARY NAME...: TSTDICT      NODE NAME..:

              USER NAME.........:
              PASSWORD..........:

              USAGE MODE........: X UPDATE    _ RETRIEVAL

              PFKEY SIMULATION..: _ OFF       X ON

  _ ATTR  =  ATTRIBUTE     <PF2>              _ PROC  =  PROCESS        <PF3>
  _ CLAS  =  CLASS         <PF4>              _ PROG  =  PROGRAM        <PF5>
  _ ELEM  =  ELEMENT       <PF6>              _ RECD  =  RECORD         <PF7>
  _ FILE  =  FILE          <PF8>              _ TABL  =  TABLE          <PF9>
  _ MODU  =  MODULE        <PF10>             _ USER  =  USER           <PF11>
  _ ENTL  =  USER DEFINED ENTITY LIST         _ SYST  =  SYSTEM
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  _ MSGS  =  MESSAGE
  _ QFIL  =  QFILE                            _ OPTI  =  OPTIONS
  _ DISP  =  DISPLAY ALL                      _ HELP  =  HELP           <PF1>

After entering 6 on the Master Selection screen, you access the Element Entity screen.

       IDD REL nn.n                *** ELEMENT ENTITY ***                   ELEM
  ─►
                                   DICT=TSTDICT

  X DISPLAY      ELEMENT NAME....:
  _ MODIFY
  _ ADD          VERSION NUMBER..: 1       _ HIGHEST    _ NEXT HIGHEST
  _ DELETE                                 _ LOWEST     _ NEXT LOWEST

  DESCRIPTION:

  PICTURE....:                                      NO SYNC: X   SYNC: _

  USAGE......: X DISPLAY                   _ CONDITION NAME (LEVEL 88)
               _ COMP/COMP-4 (BINARY)      _ COMP-3 (PACKED DECIMAL)
               _ COMP-1 (SHORT FLOATING)   _ COMP-2 (LONG FLOATING)
               _ BIT                       _ POINTER

  _ ELMX  =  ELEMENT EXTENSION <PF9>          _ SUBE  =  SUBORD ELEMENTS   <PF11
  _ REGN  =  USER REGISTRATION <PF2>          _ PUBL  =  PUBLIC ACCESS     <PF3>
  _ CLAT  =  CLASS/ATTRIBUTES  <PF4>          _ RKEY  =  RELATIONAL KEYS   <PF5>
  _ COMM  =  COMMENTS          <PF6>          _ COML  =  COMMENT KEY LIST  <PF7>
  _ HIST  =  HISTORY           <PF8>          _ COPY  =  SAME AS/COPY FROM
  _ XREF  =  CROSS REFERENCE   <PF10>         _ HELP  =  HELP              <PF1>

Using OCF and Online Compiler Control Keys
The following table lists the installation default control keys, their associated top-line commands, and their functions in the
OCF and online compilers. The table also provides space for you to associate site-specific control keys with the OCF and
online compiler functions.

 

Press (default) Site key To invoke Which

PF1, PF13 PF8, PF20  DISPLAY PAGE NEXT Scrolls forward one page.
PF2, PF14 PF7, PF19  DISPLAY PAGE PRIOR Scrolls backward one page.
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Press (default) Site key To invoke Which

PF3, PF15  DISPLAY LINE NEXT Scrolls forward one line.
PF4, PF16  INSERT Inserts up to a full screen of

lines.
PF5, PF17  APPLY Updates screen contents and

work file but does not invoke the
compiler.

PF6, PF18  UPDATE Updates work file and executes
the compiler.

PF9, PF21  SWAP Restores the work file contents.
PF12, PF24  PRINT Prints the work file contents.
PA1  Cancel FIND Cancels the FIND command.
PA2  RESHOW Cancels changes to the current

screen and redisplays the
screen.

Clear  CLEAR Clears the contents of the work
file.

Enter  =APPLY
=UPDATE

Updates the screen and the
work file.
Updates the work file and
executes the compiler.

 

 

Using IDD Menu Facility Global Control Keys
The following table lists global control keys for the IDD Menu Facility. The table does not include local control keys, which
are available only on specific IDD Menu Facility screens.

Press To invoke Which
PF1, PF13 HELP Displays online help tutorial associated with

the current screen.
PF7, PF19 DISPLAY PAGE PRIOR Scrolls backward one page (pageable and

free-form screens only).
PF8, PF20 DISPLAY PAGE NEXT Scrolls forward one page (pageable and

free-form screens only).
PA1 Restart Erases information typed on the screen

since the last control key was pressed.
PA2 Refresh screen Cancels changes to the current screen and

redisplays the screen.
Clear Prior screen Displays the prior screen.
Enter =APPLY

=UPDATE
Updates the screen and the work file.
Updates the work file and executes the
compiler.
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Using Transfer Control Facility (TCF)
The Transfer Control Facility (TCF) allows you to transfer from one CA IDMS online development tool to another without
having to return first to CA IDMS/DC (that is, without having to sign off from the first tool and sign on to the next). 

The TCF simplifies transfer between development tools by passing signon and session information between tools.

Use TCF to Transfer Directly to Another Tool

Using TCF, you can perform the following tasks:

1. Suspend a session of a development tool
2. Transfer directly to another development tool
3. Then transfer back to the suspended session of the first development tool and resume the session.

For example, if you have forgotten the exact names of dictionary records to be copied into a schema, you can temporarily
suspend your online schema compiler session while you use the online Data Dictionary (IDD). After verifying the record
names, you can resume work in the schema compiler where you left off.

For more information, see the following topics:

Tools You Can Invoke from TCF
Development tools and compilers invoked while you are using TCF are said to operate under TCF. The following
development tools and compilers can be used under TCF and are discussed in this document:

• Automatic System Facility (ASF)
• CA ADS
• CA OLQ
• IDD menu facility
• Online command facility
• Online IDD
• Online map compiler
• Online schema compiler
• Online subschema compiler
• Online system generation compiler

Each development tool is established separately for use under TCF at system generation time. TCF configuration can
vary from site to site. For more information on how development tools are established under TCF, see "Using System
Generation."

TCF Keeps Track of Your Sessions

TCF automatically keeps track of your suspended development tool sessions. You can view your current list of suspended
sessions at any time by displaying the TCF Selection Screen.

SWITCH Command

You can transfer directly from one development tool to another by using the SWITCH command. SWITCH also allows
you to transfer to the Selection Screen. With SWITCH and the Selection Screen you can initiate a new development tool
session or resume a suspended one.

NOTE
For more information on the SWITCH command, see "SWITCH."
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Examples: Transfer Control Facility
You can transfer to and from development tools under TCF at any time.

Transferring from ADSC to the Online Map Compiler

For example, while using ADSC to define a dialog, you remember that the related map definition is still incomplete. You
can suspend your ADSC session and transfer directly to MAPC as shown in the following screen:

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display Switch 
  _____________________________________________________________________________

                         CA ADS Online Dialog Compiler

                                    CA, Inc.

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   MODEMP__
    Dialog version  . . . . .   ___1
    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO
    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options
                                   2. Assign maps
                                   3. Assign database
                                   4. Assign records and tables
                                   5. Assign process modules

                  Copyright (C) <yyyy> CA. All rights reserved.
                 ADSC is currently running under control of TCF
 Command ===>
 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

   Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 _____________________________________________________________________________

                                        |                       |

                         CA ADS Online  | Task code   MAPC____  |
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                                        |-----------------------|

                                    CA, | F3=Exit               |

                                        |_______________________|

 

 

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   MODEMP

    Dialog version  . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

 

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   _  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

 

 

 

 

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  _____________________________________________________________________________

 

                           CA IDMS Online Map Compiler
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                                    CA, Inc.

 

 

 

    Map name . . . . . . . .    ________

    Map version  . . . . . .    ________

    Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

 

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

 

                  Copyright (C) <yyyy> CA. All rights reserved.

                 MAPC is currently running under control of TCF

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Transferring from MAPC to IDD

While using MAPC to complete your map, you need to verify information about a record associated with the map. You can
use the SWITCH command to suspend MAPC and transfer directly to online IDD to view the record definition.

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch
  _____________________________________________________________________________
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                           CA IDMS Online Map Compiler

                                    CA, Inc.

    Map name . . . . . . . .    EMPMAP__
    Map version  . . . . . .    ___1
    Dictionary name  . . . .    DEMO____
    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options
                                  2. Map-Level help text definition
                                  3. Associated records
                                  4. Layout
                                  5. Field definition

                  Copyright (C) <yyyy> CA. All rights reserved.
                 MAPC is currently running under control of TCF

 Command ===>switch idd 
 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Transferring from IDD back to MAPC

After using IDD to view the record definition, you can use the SWITCH command to transfer directly back to MAPC.

switch mapc IDD nn.n NO ERRORS                   DICT=DEMO      1/229  cvname
DISPLAY REC OFFICE V 100.
*+   ADD
*+   RECORD NAME IS OFFICE VERSION IS 100
*+       DATE CREATED IS      mm/dd/yy
*+       TIME LAST UPDATED IS 14440643
*+       RECORD LENGTH IS 76
*+       PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL
*+       RECORD NAME SYNONYM IS OFFICE VERSION 100
*+           SUFFIX IS -0450
*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA EMPSS01 SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100
*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA EMPSSLR2 SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100
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*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA EMPSS02 SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100
*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA LHNSS01 SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100
*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA ALPSS01 SCHEMA ALPSCHM VERSION 100
*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA ALPSS02 SCHEMA ALPSCHM VERSION 99
*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA ALPSS03 SCHEMA ALPSCHM VERSION 98
*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA ALPSS04 SCHEMA ALPSCHM VERSION 96
*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA ALPSS05 SCHEMA ALPSCHM VERSION 97
*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA ALPSS06 SCHEMA ALPSCHM VERSION 95
*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA ALPSS07 SCHEMA ALPSCHM VERSION 94
*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA SAMSS10 SCHEMA SAMSCHM VERSION 110
*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA LXASSLR SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  _____________________________________________________________________________

 

                           CA IDMS Online Map Compiler

 

                                    CA, Inc.

 

 

 

    Map name . . . . . . . .    EMPMAP__

    Map version  . . . . . .    ___1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    DEMO____

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

 

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout
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                                  5. Field definition

 

                  Copyright (C) <yyyy> CA. All rights reserved.

                 MAPC is currently running under control of TCF

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Transferring to TCF from MAPC

After you generate the map, you want to transfer to the TCF Selection Screen to see what options are currently available.
You can transfer to the TCF Selection Screen from MAPC by entering 'switch tcf' on the command line or by selecting the
SWITCH option from the action bar of the online map compiler main menu.

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch
  _____________________________________________________________________________
                                        │                   │
                           CA IDMS Onli │ Task ID TCF______ │
                                        │------------------ │
                                    CA  │ F3=Exit           │
                                        │___________________│

    Map name . . . . . . . .    EMPMAP__
    Map version  . . . . . .    ___1
    Dictionary name  . . . .    DEMO____
    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options
                                  2. Map-Level help text definition
                                  3. Associated records
                                  4. Layout
                                  5. Field definition

                  Copyright (C) <yyyy> CA. All rights reserved.
                 MAPC is currently running under control of TCF

 Command ===>switch tcf 
 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action
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The Selection Screen Is Displayed

The Selection Screen is displayed when transferring from the online map compiler to TCF.

If you decide to go back and complete the MODEMP dialog definition, you can resume your suspended ADSC session by
typing x in front of the session descriptor on the TCF Selection Screen.

                                    CA, INC.
TRANSFER CONTROL FACILITY               *** SELECTION SCREEN ***

_ SUSPEND TCF SESSION   (PF9)           DBNAME..:           DBNODE..:
_ TERMINATE TCF SESSION (PF3)           DICTNAME: DEMO      DICTNODE:

         *TCF TASKCODES*                           *SUSPENDED SESSIONS*
SELECT ONE TO START A NEW SESSION          SELECT ONE TO RESUME AN OLD SESSION
                                                  TASKCODE        DESCRIPTOR
_ TCF                                             x ADSCT        MODEMP 0001
_ ADSCT      DIALOG COMPILER                      _ MAPC         EMPMAP 0001
_ ADSAT      APPLICATION COMPILER_ MAPC           _ IDD
_ ASF        AUTOMATIC SYSTEM FACILITY
_ IDDMT      IDD MENU MODE
_ IDDT       IDD COMMAND MODE
_ MAPCT      MAP COMPILER
_ OCFT       ONLINE COMMAND FACILITY
_ OLQT       CA OLQ COMMAND MODE
_ SCHEMAT    SCHEMA COMPILER
_ SSCT       SUBSCHEMA COMPILER
_ SYSGENT    SYSGEN COMPILER

NOTE
TCF uses system generation parameters to construct the Selection Screen dynamically, so the TCF Selection
Screen displayed at your site may differ from the one shown. Furthermore, system administrators at each site
can add other online applications to the TCF environment.

Your Suspended ADSC Session Is Resumed

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display   Switch
  _____________________________________________________________________________

                         CA ADS Online Dialog Compiler
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                                    CA, Inc.

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   MODEMP__
    Dialog version  . . . . .   ___1
    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO
    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options
                                   2. Assign maps
                                   3. Assign database
                                   4. Assign records and tables
                                   5. Assign process modules

                  Copyright (C) <yyyy> CA. All rights reserved.
                 ADSC is currently running under control of TCF
 Command ===>
 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Basics of Using TCF
To use TCF, you must first invoke TCF from a DC/UCF system. Control remains within TCF until you exit from TCF and
return to DC/UCF. While you are under TCF, you can transfer directly between any of the development tools that operate
under TCF without losing your place within the various tools. TCF also allows you to transfer to and from the Selection
Screen at any time.

Invoking TCF from DC/UCF, transferring between development tools, invoking and exiting from a development tool, and
exiting from TCF are discussed in this section.

Using the TCF

 

Specifying a Task Code

Invoke TCF from a DC/UCF system by specifying any task code that is defined for use under TCF. For example, invoke
TCF from CA IDMS/DC by specifying a task code (such as 'tcf') after the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt, as follows:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

 tcf
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NOTE
A task code is the unique name (such as ADSAT) or the function key (such as PF3) that requests access to a
development tool or online compiler. Task codes for use under TCF are defined at system generation time and
can differ from site to site.

If you are using a teleprocessing monitor other than CA IDMS/DC, specify a task code after the prompt presented by that
monitor.

Selecting a Task Code

Decide which task code to use based on what you need to access under TCF. For example, you can use a task code to
access either:

• The TCF Selection Screen -- The Selection Screen displays and allows you to select options under TCF. A task code
for the Selection Screen is defined at system generation time. For example, TCF can be defined as the task code for
the Selection screen.

• A development tool -- Each development tool under TCF is associated with a unique task code at system generation
time. For example, IDDT can be defined as the task code for online IDD under TCF.

Invoking TCF from a DC/UCF System

TCF is invoked when you specify a task code defined for use under TCF. Then, TCF invokes the Selection Screen or the
development tool identified by the supplied task code.

The following diagram shows what happens when you supply a task code to a DC/UCF system.

Transferring Between Development Tools

While using TCF, you can transfer control to and from development tools whenever necessary. TCF handles all your
requests to invoke or exit from development tools and transfers control accordingly. How TCF evaluates your requests to
invoke and exit from development tools is discussed next. For more information on using specific tools under TCF, see
Development Tools under TCF.
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Invoking a Development Tool

Invoking Tools from Different Locations

You can invoke a development tool under TCF from any of the following locations:

• DC/UCF -- Specify the task code defined for the development tool under TCF.
It is important to invoke tools using the task code defined for use under TCF at system generation time. For a list
of sample task codes associated with specific product codes, see the product and task code table in SWITCH. For
example, specify the task code defined for ADSC under TCF (such as ADSCT) to invoke ADSC directly from DC/UCF.

• The TCF Selection Screen -- Select the development tool's task code from the screen.
Select a task code from the Selection Screen by typing a nonblank character in front of the task code name (even if the
task code is a function key name).
For example, if SSCT is the task code for the online subschema compiler under TCF, invoke the subschema compiler
by selecting SSCT from the list of task codes on the Selection Screen. For more information on the Selection Screen,
see TCF Selection Screen.

• Another development tool -- Use any command or function key that transfers control from that tool to another.
For example, use the SWITCH command in online IDD to transfer from IDD to ADSC. For more information on
transferring from specific tools under TCF, see Development Tools under TCF.

Beginning a New Session or Resuming a Session

When you invoke a development tool under TCF, you can request to do the following:

• Begin a new session of the tool.
For example, start a new session of MAPC to define a new map. TCF handles a request to start a new development
tool session as described in the table that follows.

• Resume a suspended session of the tool.
For example, resume a suspended ADSC session to continue working on the dialog being defined in the requested
ADSC session.

Requesting a New Development Tool Session

TCF handles your request to start a new development tool session based on the number of simultaneous sessions you
can have for the requested tool.

Development tool TCF response when you request a new development tool
session

ADSA
ADSC
MAPC

Because you can have two or more simultaneous sessions of
each of these tools, TCF starts a new session of the requested
tool.

IDD menu facility
Online command facility
Online IDD
Online schema compiler
Online system generation compiler

Because you can have only one session at a time of each of these
tools, TCF:
Resumes your suspended session of the requested tool, if you
have one
Starts a new session of the requested tool if you do not currently
have a suspended session of that tool

ASF
CA OLQ

Because you can have only one session at a time of each of these
tools, TCF restarts a session using retained signon and table
information.
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Exiting from a Development Tool

If you specify a destination when you exit a tool, TCF transfers you to the requested location. You can request transfer to
another development tool under TCF, the Selection Screen and DC/UCF.

If you do not specify a destination when you exit a tool, TCF transfers you to the most recently suspended development
tool session. If you have no suspended sessions, TCF transfers you to the DC/UCF system.

You remain under TCF when you exit from a development tool session unless you explicitly request exit from TCF or you
have no suspended TCF sessions. For more information on the transfer of control from a specific development tool, see
the discussion of that development tool in Development Tools under TCF.

The current development tool session can be either suspended or terminated when you exit from the tool session.

Suspending a Session

If the development tool session is suspended, the current definition or report is saved.

For example, if you are using ADSC to define a dialog and need to use IDD to verify the name of a process module, you
can suspend the current ADSC session to transfer to IDD. You can then resume the ADSC session when you are finished
using IDD.

When you suspend a development tool session under TCF, an identifier for the session is added to the end of your list
of suspended sessions. The identifier for the suspended development tool session remains in your list until you either
resume the suspended session or request that your list be cleared on exit from TCF (as described in "Exiting from TCF").

You can view your list of suspended sessions at any time by transferring to the Selection Screen. For example, if you have
forgotten the name of one of your suspended dialog definitions, you could transfer to the Selection screen and look at your
list of suspended sessions. You also can resume any of the listed sessions by selecting the session from your list on the
Selection Screen. For more information on the Selection Screen and your list of suspended sessions, see TCF Selection
Screen section.

Terminating a Session

If the development tool session is terminated, the current definition or report is cleared.

For example, you can terminate your current IDD session on exit if you are finished using IDD to verify information.

Exiting from TCF

Exiting from TCF returns control to the DC/UCF system. You can exit from either of the following locations:

• From the Selection Screen, as discussed in TCF Selection Screen section.
• From a development tool under TCF, by using the SWITCH command as discussed in SWITCH.

Suspending or Terminating TCF When You Exit

You can either suspend or terminate TCF when you exit. Decide whether to suspend or terminate TCF as follows:

• Suspend TCF to save your current list of suspended development tool sessions. Your list will be available the next time
you invoke TCF.
You can resume any of your suspended sessions by selecting the session from your list of suspended sessions (while
under TCF). You can also resume any suspended session by invoking the appropriate development tool (while under
TCF or directly from DC/UCF) and specifying the name of the definition being created in the suspended session.

• Terminate TCF to clear your current list of suspended development tool sessions. Your suspended sessions are not
affected by this action.
You can resume any of your suspended sessions by invoking the appropriate development tool (while under TCF or
directly from DC/UCF) and specifying the name of the definition being created.

Exiting from TCF to the DC/UCF System
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You can exit to the DC/UCF system from the Selection Screen or directly from a development tool. If the user suspends
TCF on exit, TCF saves the user's list of suspended development tool sessions. If the user terminates TCF on exit, TCF
clears the user's list of suspended development tool sessions. In both cases, the actual suspended development tool
sessions are saved.

The following diagram shows what happens when you exit from TCF.

 

TCF Selection Screen
The Selection Screen lists and allows you to select options that are currently available to you under TCF. Use the
Selection Screen to perform any of the following operations.

• View your list of suspended development tool sessions
• Specify a dictionary or database name to be passed between development tools
• Initiate a new development tool session
• Resume a suspended development tool session
• Return control to the DC/UCF system

Transferring to the Selection Screen

You can transfer to the Selection Screen at any time while under TCF. The Selection Screen lists the task codes of all
available development tools. Additionally, the Selection Screen displays an up-to-date list of your suspended development
tool sessions each time you transfer to the Selection Screen. The Selection Screen can display identifiers for up to 13
suspended development tool sessions.

NOTE
When you have 13 suspended sessions, TCF automatically transfers control to the Selection Screen after you
suspend each additional development tool session. A message on the Selection Screen informs you that your
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list is full, and that the suspended session's identifier has not been added to the list. To resume the additional
suspended session, invoke a new session of the tool and specify the name of the definition being created in the
suspended session.

Sample Selection Screen

The Selection Screen allows you to transfer control to a new development tool session, a suspended development tool
session, or back to the DC/UCF system. The following screen depicts a sample Selection Screen: Options available from
the Selection Screen are described in the table that follows. Sample identifiers made up of the session's task code and
descriptor are shown.

                                    CA, Inc.
TRANSFER CONTROL FACILITY               *** SELECTION SCREEN ***

_ SUSPEND TCF SESSION   (PF9)           DBNAME..:           DBNODE..:
_ TERMINATE TCF SESSION (PF3)           DICTNAME: DEMO      DICTNODE:

         *TCF TASKCODES*                           *SUSPENDED SESSIONS*
SELECT ONE TO START A NEW SESSION          SELECT ONE TO RESUME AN OLD SESSION
                                                TASKCODE        DESCRIPTOR
_ TCF                                           _ ADSAT        EMPINFO 001
_ ADSCT      DIALOG COMPILER                    _ ADSCT        MODEMP  0001
_ ADSAT      APPLICATION COMPILER               _ ADSCT        EMPLIST 0001
_ ASFT       AUTOMATIC SYSTEM FACILITY          _ MAPCT        EMPMAP  0001
_ IDDMT      IDD MENU MODE                      _ IDDT
_ IDDT       IDD COMMAND MODE
_ MAPCT      MAP DEFINITION
_ OCFT       ONLINE COMMAND FACILITY
_ OLQT       OLQ COMMAND MODE
_ SCHEMAT    SCHEMA COMPILER
_ SSCT       SUBSCHEMA COMPILER
_ SYSGENT    SYSGEN COMPILER

TCF Selection Screen Options

Option Field Description
Exit from TCF SUSPEND TCF SESSION (PF9) Returns control to DC/UCF.

Saves your list of suspended development
tool sessions.

TERMINATE TCF SESSION (PF3) Returns control to DC/UCF.
Clears your list of suspended development
tool sessions.
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USAGE: Select either exit option in one of
the following ways:
Type a nonblank character in front of either
field. For example, type an 'x' to select
SUSPEND TCF SESSION as shown in the
following code:
x SUSPEND TCF SESSION (PF9)
Press the associated function key. For
example, press PF9 to select SUSPEND
TCF SESSION.

Specify a database or dictionary name DBNAME Names the database (if any) that you have
most recently specified.

DBNODE Names the database node (if any) that you
have most recently specified.

DICTNAME Names the dictionary (if any) that you have
most recently specified.

DICTNODE Names the dictionary node (if any) that you
have most recently specified.

USAGE: Displays and allows you to specify
the database or dictionary name to be
passed between development tools. For
example, specify the DEMO dictionary as
shown in the following code:
DICTNAME: demo DICTNODE:
You also can specify database or dictionary
values in either of the following locations:
A development tool
DC/UCF (using a DCUF command)

Start a new development tool session TCF Task code for TCF Selection Screen
ADSCT Task code for ADSC
ADSAT Task code for ADSA
ASFT Task code for ASF
IDDMT Task code for IDD menu facility
IDDT Task code for online IDD
MAPCT Task code for MAPC
OCFT Task code for online command facility
OLQT Task code for OLQ
SCHEMAT Task code for online schema compiler
SSCT Task code for online subschema compiler
SYSGENT Task code for system generation compiler
USAGE: Request a new development tool
session by typing a nonblank character in
front of its task code. For example, select
online IDD from the Selection Screen by
typing an 'x' as shown in the following code:
x IDDT IDD COMMAND MODE
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Resume a suspended development tool
session

TASKCODE Lists the task code for each session in your
list of suspended sessions. For example,
the task code for ADSC (such as ADSCT)
is listed for each of your suspended ADSC
sessions.

DESCRIPTOR List descriptors for your suspended ADSA,
ADSC, and MAPC sessions. A descriptor is
created from the name and version number
of the entity being defined in the suspended
session.

USAGE: Displays your list of suspended
development tool sessions by task code
(and by descriptor when appropriate).
Resume a suspended session by typing
a nonblank character in front of the
session identifier. For example, resume a
suspended ADSC session by typing an 'x'
as shown in the following code:
x ADSCT EMPLIST 0001
In the preceding example, the suspended
ADSC session defines the EMPLIST dialog.

NOTE
A different task code may be defined for use under TCF at your site.

Development Tools under TCF
Development tools are established for use under TCF at system generation time. Any of the following development tools
and compilers can be used under TCF:

• CA ADS application compiler (ADSA)
• CA ADS dialog compiler (ADSC)
• CA OLQ (OLQ)
• Automatic System Facility (ASF)
• IDD menu facility
• Online command facility (OCF)
• Online map compiler (MAPC)
• Online IDD
• Online schema, subschema, and system generation compilers

This section describes transfer of control under TCF for each of these development tools.

CA ADS and the Online Map Compiler

To exit from the CA ADS application or dialog compiler or the online map compiler, you can use either of the following
methods:

• Select the SWITCH activity from the action bar of the main menu of the CA ADS application and dialog compilers or
the online map compiler.

• Use PF3 from the main menu screen.

These methods are discussed below.
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Select the SWITCH Activity from the Main Menu

To transfer from either of the CA ADS compilers or the online map compiler to other development tools or TCF, select
the SWITCH activity from the main menu. The SWITCH activity is only available from the main menu of the CA ADS
compilers or the online map compiler.

When you select the SWITCH activity another menu displays. You can enter the task or product code for the development
tool you want to transfer to from this activity. The table at the end of this section indicates where TCF transfers control
depending on how you exit the CA ADS compilers or the online map compiler.

Example

The following example shows how you use the SWITCH activity of the CA ADS application compiler. Remember that the
SWITCH activity works the same in both the CA ADS compilers and the online map compiler.

Using the SWITCH Activity

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display Switch 
  _____________________________________________________________________________

                          CA ADS Application Compiler

                                    CA, Inc.

    Application name . . . .    MODEMP__
    Application version  . .    ___1
    Dictionary name  . . . .    DEMO
    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options
                                  2. Responses and Functions
                                  3. Global records
                                  4. Task codes

           Copyright (C) <yyyy> CA. All rights reserved.

 Command ===>
 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action
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 Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  _____________________________________________________________________________

                                        │                    │

                          CA ADS Applic │ Task ID  ________  │

                                        │--------------------│

                                    CA, │ F3=Exit            │

                                        │____________________│

 

 

    Application name . . . .    MODEMP__

    Application version  . .       1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    DEMO

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

 

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Responses and Functions

                                  3. Global records

                                  4. Task codes

 

 

 

 

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action
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Using a Program Function Key

You can exit only from the main menu screen of the CA ADS compilers and the online map compiler using PF3.

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch
  _____________________________________________________________________________

                          CA ADS Application Compiler

                                    CA, Inc.

    Application name . . . .    ________
    Application version  . .    ____
    Dictionary name  . . . .    DEMO
    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options
                                  2. Responses and Functions
                                  3. Global records
                                  4. Task codes

                  Copyright (C) <yyyy> CA. All rights reserved.

 Command ===>
 Enter  F1=Help F3=Exit  F10=Action

Transferring from CA ADS Compilers or the Online Map Compiler

The way your current CA ADS and map compiler sessions end and TCF transfers control on exit depends on the exit
method. The following table summarizes what happens when you exit from either CA ADS or the map compiler under
TCF.
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Each suspended session is saved in a queue record. The length of time queue records are retained is specified at system
generation time and can vary from site to site.

Exit Method TCF Actions
Selecting the SWITCH activity from the action bar of the main
menu

• Suspends your session.
• Transfers control to the requested development tool. If you do

not request a tool, control transfers to:
– The DC/UCF screen, if you do not have a suspended

session.
– The development tool session that you most recently

suspended, if you have a suspended
For more information about SWITCH, see SWITCH.

PF3 • Terminates your session.
• Transfers control to your most recently suspended

development tool session, or to the DC/UCF screen if you
have no suspended sessions.

CA IDMS Online Compilers

Exiting from the Online Compilers

The online schema, subschema, and system generation compilers and the online command facility are separate
development tools. You can have one suspended session of each of these compilers at a given time. For example, if you
have a suspended schema compiler session, you can resume but not start a new schema compiler session. You can start
a new subschema or system generation compiler session.

The online schema, subschema, and system generation compilers and the online command facility use the same screen
format as online IDD (the online DDDL compiler). Commands used to exit from an online compiler session can be entered
in the command line of any online compiler screen. The command line is highlighted on the following sample online
schema compiler screen.

switch tcf SCHEMA nn.n NO ERRORS      DICT=DEMO      1/1796
DISPLAY SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100.
*+   ADD
*+   SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 100
*+       DATE CREATED IS      mm/dd/yy
*+       TIME CREATED IS      13435418
*+       DATE LAST UPDATED IS mm/dd/yy
*+       TIME LAST UPDATED IS 15420294
*+       REVISED  BY RPM
*+       SCHEMA DESCRIPTION IS 'EMPLOYEE DEMO DATABASE'
*+       ASSIGN RECORD IDS FROM 1001
*+       PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL
*+       COMMENTS
*+           'INSTALLATION: COMMONWEATHER CORPORATION'
*+       SUBSCHEMA IS EMPSS01
*+       SUBSCHEMA IS JPKSS01
*+       .
 .
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 .
 .

When you exit from an online compiler, TCF suspends or terminates your online compiler session and transfers control, as
described in the following table. The contents of each suspended online compiler session are kept in a scratch record and
saved until you sign off from the DC/UCF system.

NOTE
Do not use SUSPEND to exit the schema or subschema compilers if you are using the Automatic System
Facility (ASF) in the same online session. In this case, use END or the signoff command.

Transferring from the Online Compilers

The way your current online compiler session ends and TCF transfers control on exit depends on the exit method you use,
as described in the following table.

Exit Method TCF Actions
SUSPEND command Suspends your compiler session.

Transfers control to your most recently suspended development
tool session or to the Selection screen if you have no sessions.

SWITCH command Suspends your compiler session.
Transfers control to the requested development tool. If you do not
request a tool, control transfers as if you used SUSPEND (see the
description for SUSPEND command).
For more information on SWITCH, see SWITCH.

BYE, QUIT, or SIGNOFF command (or associated function key) Terminates your compiler session.
Transfers control to your most recently suspended development
tool session or to the Selection screen if you have no suspended
sessions.

CA OLQ under TCF

Exiting from CA OLQ

Commands that exit you from CA OLQ can be specified in the command line on CA OLQ screens. The command line is
highlighted on each of the following sample CA OLQ screens.

switch schema 

EMPLOYEE
EMPLOYEE-DBKEY   :      75011:13
EMP-ID-0415      :    349
EMP-NAME-0415    :
EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 :  ROGER
EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 :  WILCO
EMP-ADDRESS-0415 :
EMP-STREET-0415  :  671A SNOWBANK RD
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EMP-CITY-0415    :  TYNGSBORO
EMP-STATE-0415   :  MA
EMP-ZIP-0415     :
EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415 :  01879
EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415 :
EMP-PHONE-0415   :   6176490190
STATUS-0415      :  01
SS-NUMBER-0415   :  111000023
START-DATE-0415  :
START-YEAR-0415  :   79
START-MONTH-0415 :   11
START-DAY-0415   :   11
:..CONTINUED
    

                                CA, Inc.
       CA OLQ nn.n                               *** MENU ***
─►switch schema                                           Page     3  of      3

Select                                              Command/       Show
Pfkey  Option  Description                                Screen Name     Help

--─►  Control Activity  <---

PF3      _     Terminate OnLine Query session             QUIt              _
_     Change session options                     OPTions           _
_     Suspend OnLine Query session               SUSpend           _
PF9      _     Swap from menu mode to command mode        SWAp              _
_     Switch to Transfer Control Facility        SWItch            _

--─►  Additional Help  <---

Display list of commands and pfkeys        HELp COMmands     _
Display list of selected records           HELp RECord       _
Display list of selected columns           HELp COLumn       _
Display database access path               HELp PATh         _

1=HELP         2=GLOBAL HELP         3=QUIT         4=MESSAGE         7=BWD
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Function keys can also be used to exit from CA OLQ. Function keys for CA OLQ are defined at system generation time
and can vary from site to site.

When you exit from CA OLQ, TCF suspends or terminates your CA OLQ session and transfers control as described in the
following table. The contents of a suspended CA OLQ session are kept in a scratch record and saved until you sign off
from the DC/UCF system.

NOTE
You can have a maximum of one suspended CA OLQ session. For example, you can resume but not start a new
CA OLQ session if you already have a suspended CA OLQ command mode or menu facility session.

Transferring from CA OLQ

The way your current CA OLQ session ends and TCF transfers control on exit depends on the exit method you use, as
described in the following table.

Exit Method TCF Actions
SUSPEND command (command mode only) Suspends your CA OLQ session(1).

Transfers control to your most recently suspended development
tool session or to the Selection screen if you have no sessions.

SWITCH command Suspends your CA OLQ session.
Transfers control to the requested development tool. If you do not
request a tool, control transfers as if you used SUSPEND (see
above).
For more information on SWITCH, see SWITCH.

BYE, QUIT, or SIGNOFF command (or associated function key) Terminates your CA OLQ session.
Transfers control to your most recently suspended development
tool session or to the Selection screen if you have no suspended
sessions.

(1) An identifier for the suspended CA OLQ session is not added to your list of suspended sessions.

ASF

Exiting from ASF

Fields highlighted on the following sample ASF screen can be used to exit from ASF.

                                    CA, Inc.
ASEL  CA - Automatic System Facility  nn.n     ** Activity Selection **
DC560004 SELECT A TABLE

User Name: DOC1

_ PF1 - Help                  _ PF5 - Select Data _ PF13  -
 Query
_ PF2 - Define Table          _ PF7 - Page Backward _ PF14  - Signon
_ PF3 - Load Data             _ PF8 - Page Forward  _ PA1   - Prior Level
_ PF4 - Display/Change Data   _ PF9 - Passkey     _ CLEAR -  Leave ASF 
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Table Name.:
Table Owner: DOC1
Page:  1  of  1

_ ACCOUNTING
_ BUDGET
_ DEPARTMENT
_ EMPLOYEE

Function keys can also be used to exit ASF or to switch to CA OLQ. To leave ASF entirely, use CLEAR. To switch to CA
OLQ, use PF13 from the Activity Selection screen or type OLQ in the simulated PF key field of any screen.

When you exit from ASF, TCF maintains the ASF session and transfers control as described in the following table.
However, an ASF session is not suspended in the usual sense when you leave ASF by transferring control to CA OLQ.
Instead, TCF maintains your ASF signon information and retains currency on the table, if one was selected. When you
select ASF from your suspended sessions list, TCF uses the retained signon and table information, and displays the ASF
Activity Selection screen regardless of the screen you were using when you transferred control to CA OLQ.

Transferring from ASF

The way your current ASF session ends and TCF transfers control on exit depends on the exit method you use, as
described in the following table.

Exit Method TCF Actions
PF13--Query Transfers control to CA OLQ, saving signon and table information.
CLEAR--Leave ASF Terminates your ASF session.

Transfers control to your most recent suspended development
tool session, or to the DC/UCF screen if you have no suspended
sessions.

IDD

Exiting from IDD

Commands used to exit from IDD can be specified on the command line on IDD screens. The command line is highlighted
on each of the following sample IDD screens.

switch mapc IDD nn.n ONLINE      NO ERRORS      DICT=DEMO       1/559
DISPLAY RECORD EMPLOYEE VERSION 100.
*+   ADD
*+   RECORD NAME IS EMPLOYEE VERSION IS 100
*+       DATE CREATED IS      mm/dd/yy
*+       DATE LAST UPDATED IS mm/dd/yy
*+       TIME LAST UPDATED IS 11541503
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*+       REVISED  BY SYB
*+       RECORD LENGTH IS 116
*+       PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL
*+       RECORD NAME SYNONYM IS EMPLOYEE VERSION 100
*+           SUFFIX IS -0415
*+           LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER
*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA EMPSS01 SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100
*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA EMPSSLR2 SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100
*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA EMPSSLR SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100
*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA EMPSS02 SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100
*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA ALPSS01 SCHEMA ALPSCHM VERSION 100
*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA EMPLR40 SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100
*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA ALPSS02 SCHEMA ALPSCHM VERSION 99
             

                       CA, Inc.
IDD nn.n              *** MASTER SELECTION ***                   TOP

─► switch mapc  
SIGNON TO IDD WAS SUCCESSFUL

DICTIONARY NAME...: DEMO         NODE NAME..:

USER NAME.........:
PASSWORD..........:

USAGE MODE........: X UPDATE    _ RETRIEVAL

PFKEY SIMULATION..: X OFF       _ ON

_ ATTR  =  ATTRIBUTE     <PF2>              _ PROC  =  PROCESS        <PF3>
_ CLAS  =  CLASS         <PF4>              _ PROG  =  PROGRAM        <PF5>
_ ELEM  =  ELEMENT       <PF6>              _ RECD  =  RECORD         <PF7>
_ FILE  =  FILE          <PF8>              _ TABL  =  TABLE          <PF9>
_ MODU  =  MODULE        <PF10>             _ USER  =  USER           <PF11>
_ ENTL  =  USER DEFINED ENTITY LIST         _ SYST  =  SYSTEM
_ MSGS  =  MESSAGE
_ QFIL  =  QFILE                            _ OPTI  =  OPTIONS
_ DISP  =  DISPLAY ALL                      _ HELP  =  HELP           <PF1>
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When you exit from IDD, TCF suspends or terminates your IDD session and transfers control as described in the following
table. The contents of a suspended IDD session are kept in a scratch record and are retained until you sign off of the DC/
UCF system.

NOTE
You can have a maximum of one suspended online IDD session and one suspended IDD menu facility session.
For example, if you have a suspended online IDD session, you can start a new IDD menu facility session but
cannot start another new online IDD session. This is because an online IDD session is totally unrelated to a
simultaneous IDD menu facility session.

Transferring from IDD

The way your current IDD session ends and TCF transfers control on exit depends on the exit method you use, as
described in the following table.

Exit Method TCF Actions
SUSPEND command Suspends your IDD session.

Transfers control to your most recently suspended development
tool session, or to the Selection screen if you have no suspended
sessions.

SWITCH command Suspends your IDD session.
Transfers control to the requested development tool. If you do not
request a tool, control transfers as if you used SUSPEND
For more information on SWITCH, see SWITCH.

BYE, END, LOGOFF, or SIGNOFF command or CLEAR key, as
appropriate

Terminates your IDD session.
Transfers control to your most recently suspended development
tool session, or to the Selection screen if you have no suspended
sessions.

SYSIDMS Parameter File (Common Facilities)
A SYSIDMS parameter is a parameter that can be added to the JCL stream of a batch job running in local mode or under
the central version.

Key Benefits

You can use SYSIDMS parameters to specify the following:

• Physical requirements of the environment, such as the DMCL and database to use at runtime
• Runtime directives that assist in application execution
• Operating system-dependent file information

Establishing Site Defaults

Site-specific defaults can be established for all SYSIDMS parameters by assembling a SYSIDMS defaults load module.
If it exists, this load module is used at runtime to determine the default values for all SYSIDMS parameters. Defaults may
then be overridden in an individual job step by including a SYSIDMS parameter file in the execution JCL.

Creating a SYSIDMS Defaults Load Module

The following example illustrates how to code a SYSIDMS defaults load module. It is a table of 80-character constants,
each of which may contain one or more SYSIDMS parameters, as described in Parameter Descriptions. A parameter
and its value must be contained within a single 80-character constant, but more than one parameter may appear within a
constant. The last constant must have a value of "END SYSIDMS DEFAULTS."
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 TITLE 'SYSIDMS - Build load module for SYSIDMS defaults'
 SYSIDMS START 0
 **************************************************************
 * Code any SYSIDMS parms that you want to be part of this SYSIDMS
 * defaults load module. This SYSIDMS defaults load module will be
 * processed first before trying to process any SYSIDMS parms defined
 * in the JCL for any IDMS batch job.
 ***************************************************************
           SPACE
           DC CL80'ECHO=ON DMCL=GLBLDMCL'
           DC CL80'JOURNAL=OFF'
           SPACE
 * The following statement is mandatory and must be the last statement
 * in the SYSIDMS defaults load module.
           DC CL80'END SYSIDMS DEFAULTS'
           END
 

Linking a SYSIDMS Defaults Load Module

The load module must have both a name and an entry point of SYSIDMS. For operating systems that support XA storage,
the load module can be linked as AMODE 31, RMODE ANY.

Overriding SYSIDMS Parameter Defaults

SYSIDMS default values can be overridden for an individual job step by including a SYSIDMS parameter file in the
execution JCL.

In the following example, the SYSIDMS parameters included in the job stream instruct CA IDMS/DB to use the DMCL
LOCLDMCL to execute a job. DBNAME identifies EMPDB as the database to access at runtime, and the QSAM
parameters instruct CA IDMS/DB to use the IDMSQSAM look-ahead read facility when accessing EMPSEG.EMPAREA:

 //SYSIDMS DD *
 DMCL=LOCLDMCL DBNAME=EMPDB
 IDMSQSAM=ON QSAMAREA=EMPSEG.EMPAREA
 

In the following example, the SYSIDMS parameters used are typical for a batch job running under the central version:

 //SYSIDMS DD *
 DBNAME=EMPDB NODENAME=SYSTEM90
 

SYSIDMS Parameter Summary
The following tables show SYSIDMS parameters and usage.

 Debugging and Abend Control Parameters 

Parameter CV Batch z/OS z/VSE z/VM
ABEND_ON_DEAD
LOCK

X X X X
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ABEND_SVC_DUM
P

X X

ABENDTRACE (1)
ABENDTRACE_EN
TRIES

(1)

ABENDTRACE_
SUBSCHEMA_DISPLAY

(1)

ABENDTRACE_VIB
SNAP

(1)

ADJUNCT_TRACE_
TABLE

X X X X X

AREA_VALIDATION_
MSGS

X X X X

DB_DEADLOCK_D
UMP

X X X X

DC_DEADLOCK_D
UMP

X X X X

DC_DEADLOCK_00
29

X X X X

DEADLOCK_ABEN
D_ERUS

X X X X

DEADLOCK_ABEN
D_0029

X X X X

DEADLOCK_DETA
ILS

X X X X

DMLTRACE X X X X
ECHO X X X X X
PROCTRACE X X X X
QSAMTRACE X X X X
SQLTRACE X X X X
SYSTRACE X X X X
TRACE_TABLE_SI
ZE

X X X X

(1)  You must have CA Optimizer/II or CA SymDump Batch installed to use this parameter.

 Performance-Related Parameters 

Parameter CV Batch z/OS z/VSE z/VM
BUFFER_PURGE X X X X
BUFFERSTAT X X X X
DBIO_HICCUP X X X X
DLBLMOD X X
FILE_BUF X X X X
IDMSQSAM X X X X
LIMIT_PREFETCH X X X X
PREFETCH X X X X X
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PREFETCH_BUF X X X X
QSAMAREA X X X X
QSAMBUF# X X X
QSAM#BUF X
QSAMTRACE X X X X
SCRATCH_IN_STO
RAGE

X X X X

SQL_CACHE_ENTR
IES

X X X X

SQL_INTLSORT X X X X
TRANSACTION_SH
ARING

X X X X

 File-Related Parameters 

Parameter CV Batch z/OS z/VSE z/VM
DLBLMOD X X
DYNALLOC_WAIT (2) X X
DYNALLOC_WAIT_
SECONDS

(2) X X

FILE_BUF X X X X
LENGTH_PAGE X X X X
LIST X
LOCAL_DYNAMIC_
ALLOCATION

X X X X

MULTIDSN X X
OVERPRINT X
ROLLBACK3490 X X X X
SYS_MSG X X X X
SYSTRK_DDNAME
_PREFIX

X X X X X

UPPER X X X X
WIDTH_PAGE X X X X

(2) Applies to CV startup only.

 z/VSE File-Related Parameters 

Parameter CV Batch z/OS z/VSE z/VM
FILENAME X X
BLKSIZE X X
BLOCKS X X
DEVADDR X X
FILABL X X
FILETYPE X X
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LRECL X X
RECFM X X
REWIND X X

NOTE

 For more information on these parameters, see z/VSE File Parameters in SYSIDMS Parameter Descriptions. 

 Connection and Environment Parameters 

Parameter CV Batch z/OS z/VSE z/VM
CICS_NAME X
CVMACH X X
CVNUM X X
CVRETRY X X X X
CVRETRY_MSG_C
ODES

X X X X

DBNAME X X X X
DICTNAME X X X X
DICTNODE X X X X
DMCL X X X X X
ENABLE_RRS X X
LANG X X X X
LOCAL X X X X
NODENAME X X X X
REREAD_SYSCTL X X X X
SYSCTL X X X X

 Miscellaneous Runtime Directives 

Parameter CV Batch z/OS z/VSE z/VM
ARCHIVE_JOURNA
L_WARNING_PERC
ENT

X X X X

BCF_INPUT_80 X X X X
IGNORE_SYSTRK_
DMCL

X X X X

CV_STARTUP_XA_
REGION_MB

X X X X

DBAN_SORT_PAS
SES

X X X X

DC_SCRATCH X X X X
DCNAME X X
DISABLE_SVC_SC
REEN

X X X X

DMCL X X X X X
DSGROUP X X
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ERUS_FETCH_PRO
TECT_OFF

X X

EVAL_BASE_YEAR X X X X X
EVAL_CENTURY_V
ALIDATION

X X X X X

EVAL_LOW_CENT
URY

X X X X X

EVAL_HIGH_CENT
URY

X X X X X

IDMSIN01_ONLY
(CICS only)

X

JOURNAL X X X X
JRNLDTS X X X X
LOADAREA X X X X
LOCAL_NOJOURNAL_
RETRIEVAL

X X X X

LOCALPUR X X X X
MASTERKEY_EXIT
S

X X X X

MSGDICT X X X X
PARM X X X X
SORT FIELD MAX
LEN

X X X X

SORTSIZE X X X X
TASK_ANALYZER_
EXITS

X X X X

PDAT_LOCATION X X X
WORK X X
DATE_SIMULATOR
_SVC

X X X

SHUTDOWN_STAL
L_TIME

X X X X

PRMPT_MSG X X X X
SAVE_SQL_SYNTA
X

X X X X

 TCP/IP-Related Parameters 

Parameter CV Batch z/OS z/VSE z/VM
TCP/IP_STATUS X X X X
INCLUDE_TCP/IP_S
TACK

X X X

EXCLUDE_TCP/IP_
STACK

X X

TCP/IP_STACK_1 X X
TCP/IP_STACK_2 X X
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TCP/IP_STACK_3 X X
TCP/IP_STACK_4 X X
TCP/IP_STACK_5 X X
TCP/IP_STACK_6 X X
TCP/IP_STACK_7 X X
TCP/IP_STACK_8 X X

SYSIDMS Parameter Descriptions
This article describes the SYSIDMS parameters.

• ABEND_ON_DEADLOCK
Forces the abnormal termination of a task that encounters a database resource deadlock. In normal CV operations,
a database resource deadlock results in control being returned to the application program with an indication that a
deadlock occurred. This parameter causes the task to be abended.

NOTE
This parameter is meaningful only in the SYSIDMS file that is associated with a central version.

• ABEND_SVC_DUMP=ON|OFF
Causes an SVC dump to be requested when CV abends prematurely (ON) or not at all (OFF).
Default: ON

NOTE
Specifying OFF is not recommended. If the CV address space abends, a dump is required to determine the
cause of the abend.

• ABENDTRACE=ON|OFF
Activates the tracing of various pieces of CA IDMS data when using CA Optimizer/II or CA SymDump Batch. This
parameter is meaningful only in the SYSIDMS file that is associated with a batch job.
CA Optimizer/II or CA SymDump Batch is required to use this parameter.

NOTE
if CA Optimizer/II or CA SymDump Batch is not installed, and you do not specify ABENDTRACE=ON, you
can still get an abbreviated trace of CA IDMS activity by setting optional bit 265 in RHDCOPTF.

• ABENDTRACE_ENTRIES=nnn
Overrides the default number of entries being traced by ABENDTRACE. This parameter is meaningful only in the
SYSIDMS file that is associated with a batch job.
CA Optimizer/II or CA SymDump Batch is required to use this parameter.

• ABENDTRACE_SUBSCHEMA_DISPLAY=ON
Activates the display of information from the subschema in use at the time of abend when using ABENDTRACE. This
parameter is meaningful only in the SYSIDMS file that is associated with a batch job.
CA Optimizer/II or CA SymDump Batch is required to use this parameter.

• ABENDTRACE_VIBSNAP=ON
Causes the dump of the VIB at the time of abend when using ABENDTRACE. This parameter is meaningful only in the
SYSIDMS file that is associated with a batch job.
CA Optimizer/II or CA SymDump Batch is required to use this parameter.

• ADJUNCT_TRACE_TABLE=table-size KB|MB
Specifies the size of the adjunct trace table in kilobytes (KB) or megabytes (MB).
Limit: 0 - 9999
Default: 0
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Any non-zero adjunct table size that is established by a SYSIDMS parameter overrides the adjunct trace table size that
is specified in the system definition.

• ARCHIVE_JOURNAL_WARNING_PERCENT=percent-number
Specifies the threshold percent that ARCHIVE JOURNAL uses to issue a warning message that a journal file is nearly
full. If the amount of available space after condensing a journal is less than percent-number, ARCHIVE JOURNAL
issues a warning message indicating that the journal is nearly full of condensed segments.
Default: 10 percent

• AREA_VALIDATION_MSGS=ON|OFF
ON causes the informational messages DB347042 and DB347043 to be displayed on the JES log during startup
and shutdown for each area being shared in a SYSPLEX data sharing environment. Sharing many areas can cause
congestion on the JES log.Default: OFF
This parameter is only applicable in a SYSPLEX data sharing environment.

• BCF_INPUT_80=ON|OFF
IDMSBCF input is done over 80 characters by a #LINEIN INAREA=CARD,MAXIN=80,... statement. However,
afterwards, all information starting from column 73 until column 80 is cleared and overwritten by spaces. That is, the
actual maximum input size is only 72 characters.
Executing any SQL PUNCH command may produce a SYSPCH output exceeding column 72. Using this output as
input for an IDMSBCF job afterwards may result in possible syntax errors, because the input is truncated after column
72.
By specifying SYSIDMS parameter BCF_INPUT_80=ON, information between columns 73 and 80 is not cleared, and
input for BCF will be over 80 characters. In all other cases it defaults to 72 characters, for example, no BCF_INPUT_80
parameter or not specifying BCF_INPUT_80=OFF. .
Default: OFF

• BUFFER_PURGE
Causes updated pages to be written to the database whenever the number of buffers containing such pages exceeds
one-quarter of the number of pages in the buffer pool. This parameter may improve the performance of local mode
update jobs that do not frequently commit, because it makes buffers available for pre-fetch. This parameter is meant
for only local mode batch jobs.

• BUFFERSTAT
Produces a report containing buffer pool I/O statistics that can be used for tuning purposes. The report is written to
SYSLST at the end of the job. It is meant only for local mode batch jobs

NOTE
For a description of the fields in the report, see "BUFFERSTAT Report Field Descriptions."

• CICS_NAME=cics-name
Specifies a 1 to 4 character value that identifies the CICS system name.

• CVMACH=cms-machine-name
(z/VM only) Specifies the virtual machine in which the DC/UCF system is executing.

• CVNUM=nnn
(z/VM only) Specifies the number of the central version that is accessible by CMS and is used to route database
requests through the IDMSVMCF facility.
Limits: 0-255

• CVRETRY=ON|OFF
ON indicates that the following message is displayed on the operator console when the CA IDMS central version is not
active:
CV nnn NOT ACTIVE. REPLY RETRY OR CANCEL.

Default: ON
• CVRETRY_MSG_CODES=descriptor-route-codes

Specifies the descriptor and route codes, in an eight-hexadecimal format, to be used for batch message DC208002
(CV cv-number NOT ACTIVE. REPLY RETRY OR CANCEL).
The first four digits of descriptor-route-codes represent the descriptor codes and the last four digits represent the route
codes. Each bit within the descriptor or route codes represents a code value. The first bit (x’8000’) represents code
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value 1 and the last bit (x’0001’) represents code value 16. Multiple bits can be on in each set of codes so that x’8101’
represents code values 1, 8 and 16.
Default: 00004000 (representing descriptor code zero (0) and route code two)

• CV_STARTUP_XA_REGION_MB=nnn
Specifies the size of the initial XA storage pool that is acquired during early CV startup.
– nnn

Specifies the size in MB (megabytes) of the initial XA storage pool.
Default: 32 MB

• DATE_SIMULATOR_SVC=nnn
Causes CA IDMS to issue an SVC to call the DATE SIMULATOR instead of issuing STCK and STCKE commands.
The purpose of this parameter is to run DATE SIMULATOR without affecting CA IDMS modules.

• DB_DEADLOCK_DUMP
Specifies that a dump is produced for a task that abends due to a database resource deadlock. This parameter is used
with the ABEND_ON_DEADLOCK parameter. If not specified, a dump is not produced when a task abends due to a
database deadlock.

• DBIO_HICCUP=nn
By default, the Central Version (CV) generates a "hiccup wait" if a task accesses 100 pages without generating a wait.
This parameter allows 1-99 pages to be accessed before a wait is generated. Specifying a value greater than 100
results in a page count of 100.

NOTE
Specifying a value less than 99 pages could result in increased run times for some tasks, because they may
wait too often. We recommend experimenting with different values to choose the appropriate value for your
site.

• DBAN_SORT_PASSES=sort-passes
Specifies the number of sorts that IDMSDBAN uses when auditing index orphan chains.
Default: 1
The higher the number of sorts, the greater the number of errors that can be detected. However, increasing the
number of sorts also increases the overhead for auditing orphan chains, which can be significant when processing
large indexes. Because most errors are detected with a single sort, the default of one is usually sufficient. You should
increase the number of sorts beyond 1 only when you must identify every error in an index.

• DBNAME=database-name
Specifies the name of the database to access at run time for non-SQL applications. DBNAME is either a segment
name or a name defined in a database name table.

• DC_DEADLOCK_NODUMP
Specifies that a dump is not produced for a task that abends due to a DC resource deadlock. This parameter overrides
the DUMP/NODUMP sysgen parameter.

• DC_DEADLOCK_0029
Specifies that tasks that encounter a DC resource deadlock abend with a code of 0029 rather than a code of DEAD.

• DC_SCRATCH=ON|OFF
– ON: Directs local jobs to use the central version scratch area (DDLDCSCR) when defined in the DMCL.
– OFF: Directs local jobs to use the local scratch area (DDLOCSCR) when defined in the DMCL. When DDLOCSCR

is not defined, DDLDCSCR is used when SCRATCH_IN_STORAGE=ON, ANY, or XA is also specified.
Default: OFF

• DCNAME=member-name
(z/OS only) Specifies the member name of the system within a data sharing group. This name also becomes
the system (node) name, overriding the value that is specified in the system definition. DCNAME must consist of
characters A-Z, 0-9, $, #, or @.
Limits: 1-8 characters
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NOTE
This parameter is only applicable in a data sharing environment.

• DEADLOCK_ABEND_ERUS
Specifies that ERUS tasks that encounter a database resource deadlock be abnormally terminated. This parameter is
meaningful only if the ABEND_ON_DEADLOCK parameter is also specified.

• DEADLOCK_ABEND_0029
Specifies that tasks that abend due to database resource deadlocks use a code of 0029 rather xx29, where "xx"
represents the major code of the DML request that was being issued at the time of the abend. This parameter has
meaning only if the ABEND_ON_DEADLOCK parameter is also specified.

• DEADLOCK_DETAILS=ON|OFF
ON specifies that more detail be provided in a deadlock situation.
Default: OFF

• DICTNAME=dictionary-name
Specifies a dictionary to use when loading a subschema from a load area. For dictionary-related tools, for example, CA
IDMS compilers and pre-compilers, and IDMSBCF, DICTNAME specifies the dictionary to access at run time. For SQL
applications, DICTNAME specifies the name of the dictionary to connect to at run time.

• DICTNODE=dictionary-node-name
For SQL applications and dictionary-related tools under the central version, specifies the name of the DC/UCF
system that controls the dictionary to access at run time. For applications running in local mode, this parameter is not
applicable.

• DISABLE_SVC_SCREEN=SVC-number
Specifies the number of an SVC for which screening is to be disabled.
Limits: 0 - 255
Disabling screening of an SVC allows it to be issued by a program executing within the DC/UCF address space.
The DISABLE_SVC_SCREEN parameter can be specified multiple times.

NOTE
Use this parameter with caution, because issuing unscreened SVCs within the DC/UCF system can degrade
performance and result in abends. For more information about SVC screening, see "DML Reference for
Assembler" in the CA IDMS Reference documentation.

• DLBLMOD=ON|OFF
(z/VSE only) ON specifies that the DLBL type in the disk label changes from 'DA' to 'SD' when sequential processing
(IDMSQSAM) is activated. After the disk labels are processed as 'SD' during the QSAM file OPEN, the DLBLs are
changed back to 'DA' to allow random BDAM processing.
Default: OFF

• DMCL=dmcl-name
Specifies the name of the DMCL load module to use in local mode.
Default: IDMSDMCL

• DMLTRACE=ON|OFF
ON activates a trace facility that traces all navigational DML requests made by an application.
Default: OFF

• DSGROUP=data-sharing-group-name
(z/OS only) Specifies the name of the data sharing group, which this system is a member. All CA IDMS systems that
are members of the same group must specify the same group name. DSGROUP must consist of characters A-Z, 0-9,
$, #, or @. Names that begin with SYS or UNDESIG are reserved and cannot be used. Names that begin with A to I
may be in use by the operating system and should be avoided.
Limits: 1-8 characters

NOTE
This parameter is only applicable in a data sharing environment.

• DYNALLOC_WAIT=ON|OFF
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ON specifies that dynamic allocation does an ENQ wait for the DSN until it becomes available, when a data set is in
use.
OFF specifies that dynamic allocation request fails, when DYNALLOC_WAIT_SECONDS option is zero or not
specified.
This option applies to local mode jobs and to CV startup.
Default: OFF

• DYNALLOC_WAIT_SECONDS=nnn
Specifies that when a data set is in use, dynamic allocation waits for a specified interval and retries the allocation. If the
DSN is still unavailable, it repeats the process until the data set is available. If this option is specified with a non-zero
value, it overrides the DYNALLOC_WAIT option. If zero is specified and the DYNALLOC_WAIT option is OFF or not
specified; the dynamic allocation request fails.
This option applies to local mode jobs and to CV startup.
Limits: 255

• ECHO=ON|OFF
Indicates whether SYSIDMS parameters are displayed on the JES log.
Default: OFF

• ENABLE_RRS=ON|OFF
(z/OS only) ON activates RRS support for batch applications.
Default: OFF

• ERUS_FETCH_PROTECT_OFF
Indicates that the system allocates External Run Unit Storage (ERE, ESE) in a sub-pool that is not fetch protected.
Default: The system allocates storage in a sub-pool that is fetch protected.

• EVAL_BASE_YEAR=base-year
Specifies the base year to be assumed by the DATEDIFF and DATEOFF built-in functions. The base year is used to
determine whether a two-digit year is considered to be in the 20th or 21st centuries. A year whose value is greater than
the base year is considered to be in the 20th century. Values less than or equal to the base year are considered to be
in the 21st century.
Limits: 1 - 99
Default: 68

• EVAL_CENTURY_VALIDATION=ON|OFF
Specifies whether century values are to be validated by built-in functions that accept four-digit years such as
GOODDATEX.
– ON

Validate century values.
– OFF

Does not validate century values.
Default: OFF

• EVAL_LOW_CENTURY=low-century
Specifies the lowest century value to be considered valid. The value that is specified is used during century validation
in built-in functions that accept four-digit years such as GOODDATEX. Centuries are validated only if the EVAL
CENTURY VALIDATION is ON.
Limits: 1 - 99
Default: 19

• EVAL_HIGH_CENTURY=high-century
Specifies the highest century value to be considered valid. The value that is specified is used during century validation
in built-in functions that accept 4-digit years such as GOODDATEX. Centuries are validated only if EVAL CENTURY
VALIDATION is ON.
Limits: 1 - 99
Default: 20

• EXCLUDE_TCP/IP_STACK=stack=name
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(z/OS and z/VM only) Creates an EXCLUDE list of up to eight TCP/IP stack names to override the list of stacks that
are supplied by the operating system (z/OS) or through SYSGEN (and z/VM).
All the stack-names that are specified on these SYSIDMS parameters are excluded from the run-time list of stacks.
INCLUDE_TCP/IP_STACK and EXCLUDE_TCP/IP_STACK are mutually exclusive parameters and support wildcards.

• EXIT14_BATCH_RU
Restricts calling EXIT14 to batch run-units.

• FILE_BUF=ddname=nnnnn
Allows users to increase the number of pages in a buffer that is used by a specific file for a local mode job without
having to change the DMCL. In CV, a DCMT command can be used to alter the number of pages in a buffer. The
FILE_BUF parameter provides a similar capability for local mode jobs. If specified, the number of pages in the buffer
pool that is associated with the specified file is increased by nnnnn.
This parameter can be used to tune PREFETCH processing by allowing the local mode user to increase the number of
pages in a specific buffer for a job and thereby maximize the benefit of prefetch processing.

• IDMSIN01_ONLY
(CICS only) Used in conjunction with the SYSIDMS parameters DMLTRACE or SQLTRACE.
– DMLTRACE=ON or SQLTRACE=ON with IDMSIN01_ONLY causes DML or SQL tracing to be limited to programs

that call IDMSIN01 specifying TRACE.
– The IDMSIN01 calls can be made at any time, and an active run unit is not required.
– End tracing by calling IDMSIN01 specifying NOTRACE, or when the transaction terminates.

• IDMSQSAM=ON|OFF
ON activates the IDMSQSAM facility (sequential access for look-ahead database reads).
Default: OFF

• IGNORE_SYSTRK_DMCL=ON|OFF
Specifies whether to disable building the runtime DMCL from the SYSTRK file and instead force the use of the DMCL
load module.
– ON

Specifies to disable use of SYSTRK for building the runtime DMCL.
– OFF

Specifies to build the runtime DMCL from SYSTRK if the CV was not previously shut down normally.
Default: OFF

• INCLUDE_TCP/IP_STACK=stack-name
(z/OS and z/VM only) Creates an INCLUDE list of up to eight TCP/IP stack names to override the list of stacks that
are supplied by the operating system (z/OS) or through SYSGEN (z/OS and z/VM). For z/VM only, it can be used to
include a new stack.
All the stack-names that are not specified on these SYSIDMS parameters are excluded from the runtime list of stacks.
INCLUDE_TCP/IP STACK and EXCLUDE_TCP/IP_STACK are mutually exclusive parameters and support wildcards.

• JOURNAL=ON|OFF
Specifies whether journaling is performed in local mode. OFF specifies that local mode journaling is not performed,
even if journals are defined in the DMCL.
Default: ON

• JRNLDTS=yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.nnnnnn
Provides a way to bypass a date timestamp mismatch problem between the DMCL and the journal files. The yyy-mm-
dd-hh.mm.ss.nnnnnn is the date timestamp on the journal file. This should only be used if you know that the reason for
the mismatch will not cause a problem. Inappropriate use of this parameter may cause database corruption.

• LANG=xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Sets an alternate environment for DBCS support. This parameter is useful for local mode batch jobs and is equivalent
to issuing the DCUF SET LANG command for online users.
Limits: 19 characters

• LENGTH_PAGE=nnn
Specifies the allowable number of lines on a page.
Limits: 10 to 32,767 lines
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Default: 60
• LIMIT_PREFETCH=nnn

When a batch job is performing an area sweep, prefetch takes three-quarters of the number of buffers and divides the
value by the number of records per track to determine the maximum number of start I/Os it can issue. If the number is
greater than 100, a value of 100 is used. At the start of a job, this can swamp the system with I/O requests.
By coding LIMIT_PREFETCH=nnn prefetch will only issue nnn I/Os at any time. If this number is greater than the value
calculated by CA IDMS, the lower value is used.

• LOADAREA=ON|OFF
Specifies whether the dictionary load (DDLDCLOD) area is accessed when loading a module. If OFF is specified, the
dictionary load area is not accessed. Specify OFF only when all load modules are linked into an OPSYS load library.
Default: ON

• LOCAL=ON|OFF
Specifies whether a batch job executes in local mode. If ON is specified, all requests are processed locally even if an
IDMSOPTI is link-edited with the program, or a SYSCTL file is specified in the JCL.
Default: OFF

• LOCAL_DYNAMIC_ALLOCATION= ON|OFF
OFF directs a local CA IDMS batch job to ignore any DSN information that is defined in the DMCL for database files,
and requires that the DSN information be included in the JCL to access a database file.
Default: ON

• LOCAL_NOJOURNAL_RETRIEVAL
Specifies that local batch jobs not journal RETRIEVAL ONLY transactions.

• LOCALPUR=ON|OFF
ON forces purging of the local mode buffer pool whenever a transaction terminates.
This parameter addresses a change in the way local mode buffers are handled, between 10.21 and later releases, as
follows:
– In release 10.21, a local mode job with multiple transactions (run units) separates buffer pools for each transaction,

and each transaction has no knowledge of the others. When a transaction terminates its buffer pool purges.
– Starting in release 12.0, a local job with multiple transactions has only one buffer pool that is shared by all

transactions. When a transaction terminates the buffer remains unchanged until the last transaction terminates,
and the shared buffer pool is purged. To make the system purge the common buffer pool when each transaction
terminates (mimicking what happens in release 10.21), use the parm LOCALPUR=ON.
Default: OFF

NOTE
Use this parameter only if there is a compatibility problem, because there can be performance implications
by specifying LOCALPUR=ON.

• MSGDICT=ON|OFF
Specifies whether the dictionary message (SYSMSG) area is accessed to retrieve the text of messages. If OFF is
specified, the dictionary message area is not accessed. OFF should be specified only when using a DMCL that does
not contain the SYSMSG segment, such as during installation.
Default: ON

• MULTIDSN=ON|OFF
(z/VSE only) ON specifies that tape files may span multiple volumes. At the end of a tape reel, EOF (end of file) or
EOV (end of volume) prompts the user to specify an END OF JOB or an END OF VOLUME condition. OFF specifies
that END OF JOB is automatically the condition at the end of a tape reel.
Default: OFF

• NODENAME=nodename
For non-SQL applications running under the central version, identifies the DC/UCF system to bind to at run time.

• PARM='parameter-string'
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Allows you to specify parameters typically specified in a JCL EXEC PARM statement. The format is the same as the
IBM PARM parameter on the EXEC JCL statement. PARM can contain 1 to 256 characters, and can be specified on
multiple lines.

• PDAT_LOCATION=ANY|BELOW
Specifies whether the UCF line driver allocates PDAT storage above or below the 16-MB line. The default, ANY,
allocates PDAT storage above the line. BELOW allocates PDAT storage below the line. BELOW must be specified if a
back-end PDAT application runs with AMODE 24.
Default: ANY

• PREFETCH=ON|OFF
OFF overrides the default ON and prevents CA IDMS from prefetching database pages, the normal processing when
an area or index sweep is detected. Specify OFF, as follows:
– For a local batch job to prevent prefetching database pages for the job step.
– In the SYSIDMS file that is associated with a central version to prevent prefetching pages for all transactions

running with the central version.
Default: ON

• PREFETCH_BUF=nnnnn
Specifies the minimum number of pages in a buffer pool that must be present before CA IDMS uses prefetch
processing for non-area sweep requests. This parameter applies to both local and central version environments.

• PRMPT_MSG='prompt_message'
Customizes the WTOR (Write-To-Operator-With-Reply) message. Customizing this message lets you distinguish the
different CVs that are running.
Enclose prompt_message in single (') or double (") quotes. You can write the message in free-form, but, do not enter
internal quotes.
Limits: The message can be 1 to 58 characters (without quotes).
Default: If the parameter is not specified, the following message is displayed, where nnn is the system number that is
present, regardless if the default or a customized message is displayed.
REPLY WITH REQUEST TO IDMS Vnnn

• PROCTRACE=ON|OFF
ON activates a trace of key user blocks that participate in an SQL PROCEDURE call.
Default: OFF

• QSAMAREA=qsam-area-name
Specifies the physical area in the DMCL for which the IDMSQSAM facility does look-ahead reads. If this parameter is
omitted and the IDMSQSAM=ON parameter is specified, the look-ahead reads are performed on the first area that is
accessed by the transaction.

NOTE

This parameter may also be used against journal files when executing the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility, by
specifying QSAMAREA=ARCHIVE.JOURNAL in the utility's SYSIDMS file.

.
• QSAMBUF#=nnn

(z/OS only) Specifies the number of buffers to use when the IDMSQSAM facility is active. QSAMBUF# enables you to
set the number of QSAM buffers used without coding JCL for the file being processed by IDMSQSAM.
If QSAMBUF# is not specified, the number of buffers is determined by the DCB parameter BUFNO=nnn, or defaults to
5 buffers.
Limits: 1-255
Default: 5 buffers

• QSAMTRACE=ON|OFF
ON activates a trace of all the IDMSQSAM look-ahead I/O reads. This trace shows the name of one or more files
accessed by IDMSQSAM, each RBN that is read using QSAM or BDAM (DAM/EXCP), and a summary of the number
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of RBN's read through QSAM and BDAM. It also shows the area being accessed and the number of OPSYS QSAM
buffers used as determined by the JCL.
Default: OFF

• REREAD_SYSCTL=ON|OFF
ON directs local mode operations to reread the SYSCTL file for each new transaction. This lets you:
a. Include a SYSCTL in a batch job step's JCL.
b. Start a transaction that executes under central version, based on the contents of the SYSCTL file.
c. Deallocate the SYSCTL file that is defined in the JCL.
d. Start another transaction to execute in local mode.
Default: OFF

• RETRIEVAL_CV
Specifies that IDMS converts READY UPDATE requests to READY RETRIEVAL when accessing an area set to
RETRIEVAL mode on the CV.

• ROLLBACK3490
Enables the ROLLBACK utility to process archive files residing on devices that do not support backward read, such as
disk and 3490E devices.

• SAVE_SQL_SYNTAX=ON|OFF
If ON is specified during CV startup, all dynamic SQL syntax is saved before it gets optimized. The SQL server module
IDMSQSRV allocates a piece of long-term storage each time an sLTE (that is a secondary LTE representing the SQL
session) is acquired. That storage is anchored off the sLTE and is used to save the dynamic SQL syntax before it is
processed by the syntax parser and optimized.
The storage is obtained only once per session and is re-used if there is more SQL syntax to save for the same
session. The storage is released during the end of session processing just prior to freeing the sLTE.
You can obtain the saved SQL syntax by Exit 39 - SQL Syntax Collecting Exit.
Default: OFF

• SCRATCH_IN_STORAGE=ON|OFF|ANY|XA|64-bit
Enables storage allocation from the operating system for scratch processing.
– ON

Specifies the same as SCRATCH_IN_STORAGE=ANY.
– OFF

Specifies to allocate the scratch area as defined in the DMCL.
– ANY

Acquires 64-bit storage if possible. If the request to allocate 64-bit storage fails, XA storage is acquired.
– XA

Acquires 31-bit storage.
– 64-bit

Acquires 64-bit storage. If the request to allocate 64-bit storage fails, no attempt to acquire XA storage is done.
Default: OFF

NOTE
Usage of 64-bit storage is controlled by the MEMLIMIT parameter of the JOB or EXEC JCL statement on z/
OS, and by the MEMLIMIT option on the SYSDEF MEMOBJ command on z/VSE.

• SCRATCH_LIMIT=limit-with-unit
Specifies the maximum amount of scratch storage. The system continues to allocate more storage for scratch
processing until the sum of all allocations reaches the value that is specified by limit-with-unit. Enter a number in the
range 1 through 32767 followed by a unit of KB (Kilobyte: 2**10), MB (Megabyte: 2**20), GB (Gigabyte: 2**30), TB
(Terabyte: 2**40), or PB (Petabyte: 2**50).
The default value is determined as follows:
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– If the DMCL contains a scratch area definition, the default is the number of pages in the area multiplied by the page
size.

– If no scratch area is defined in the DMCL, the default is the size of the primary allocation plus 99 times the size of
the secondary allocation.

• SCRATCH_PRIMARY_EXTENT=prim-size-with-unit
Specifies the primary scratch allocation size. Enter a number in the range 1 through 32767 followed by a unit of KB
(Kilobyte: 2**10), MB (Megabyte: 2**20), GB (Gigabyte: 2**30), TB (Terabyte: 2**40), or PB (Petabyte: 2**50).
The default value is determined as follows:
– If the DMCL contains a scratch area definition, the default value is the number of pages in the area multiplied by the

page size.
– If no scratch area is defined in the DMCL, the system default value is 1 MB.

• SCRATCH_SECONDARY_EXTENT=sec-size-with-unit
Specifies the amount of storage to allocate when all existing storage is in use. Enter a number in the range 1 through
32767 followed by a unit of KB (Kilobyte: 2**10), MB (Megabyte: 2**20), GB (Gigabyte: 2**30), TB (Terabyte: 2**40), or
PB (Petabyte: 2**50).
The default size of the secondary allocation is equal to the size of the primary allocation.

• SHUTDOWN_STALL_TIME=nnn
Causes the stall interval for active user tasks to be set to nnn seconds after a SHUTDOWN command is issued. If the
parameter is not coded or an interval of 0 (zero) is specified, then there is no effect on SHUTDOWN processing. This
parameter allows normal SHUTDOWN processing even if a user task is in a long wait for an unavailable resource. The
specified interval is used to force user tasks to be aborted if a given wait exceeds the interval even if the task normally
has a longer STALL interval. This parameter affects online application tasks and ERUS tasks in either an INTERNAL or
EXTERNAL wait. It has no effect on system tasks such as service drivers, line drivers, factotums, and helots.

• SORT FIELD MAX LEN=n
Specifies the maximum sort key field length that is allowed by a sort.
Default (z/OS): 2000
Default (z/VSE): 256

• SORTSIZE=ON|OFF
Directs whether CA IDMS utilities generate the SIZE= sort parameter card. Some sort packages cannot handle the
SIZE= parameter.
Default: OFF. The SIZE= sort parameter is not generated.

• SQL_CACHE_ENTRIES=n
Specifies the maximum number of entries that used in the dynamic SQL cache. One entry holds one cached SQL
statement. Specify zero (0) to disable caching. The maximum theoretical value is 2,147,483,647. The actual maximum
depends on available memory.
Default: 200

• SQL_INTLSORT=ON|OFF
Allows you to force the internal CA IDMS sort to be used in local mode. If ON is specified, an internal SORT rather
than an operating system SORT is performed on SQL commands issued in a local batch job that contain an ORDER
BY clause. Often, an internal SORT is faster than an operating system SORT when you are not dealing with a large
amount of data. OFF is the default, indicating an operating system SORT is used.
Default: OFF

• SQLTRACE=ON|OFF
ON activates a trace facility of all the SQL database requests made by an application.
Default: OFF

• SUPPRESS_RECORD_ON_STATUS=<minor code>
Identifies the custom error status minor code that an AFTER GET DB procedure sets when suppressing a record
occurrence. This activates Record Suppression Assistance. You can duplicate this line up to three times to support
multiple codes. All alphanumeric minor codes, plus, the numeric code 99. Numeric codes 00-98 are reserved for IDMS
use.

• SYS_MSG=UPLOW|UPPER
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UPPER directs CA IDMS to translate the text of internal #WTL messages to uppercase before being displayed at
the output destination. The default is UPLOW. This allows the text of an internal #WTL message that is issued by CA
software to be displayed in mixed-case letters.
Specify UPPER in the following conditions:
– In local batch jobs to translate any internal #WTL messages issued by CA software to uppercase for that job step.
– In the SYSIDMS file that is associated with a central version to translate any internal #WTL messages issued by CA

software to uppercase for that CV region.
• SYSCTL=ddname

Specifies an alternate ddname for the SYSCTL file (other than the default ddname of SYSCTL).
• SYSTRACE=ON|OFF

Controls whether basic system tracing is enabled.
– ON

Enables basic system tracing.
If basic system tracing is enabled by the SYSIDMS SYSTRACE parameter, it remains enabled for a system even if
its system definition indicates that SYSTRACE is OFF.

– OFF
Does not enable basic system tracing.

• SYSTRK_DDNAME_PREFIX=xxxxxxx
Specifies the DDname prefix to be used for referencing SYSTRK files in execution JCL.
– xxxxxxx

Specifies the 1- to 7-character DDname prefix.
Default: SYSTRK

• TCP/IP_STACK_<1 to 8>=tcp/ip-stack-name
In CA IDMS Release 16, the default TCP/IP stack name was extracted from the SYSTCPD file, and the following
SYSIDMS parameters can be used to include eight more stacks to the CA IDMS TCP/IP environment. In Release
17, these parameters are supported for compatibility reasons, but, the method to define the TCP/IP stacks using
the INCLUDE STACK clause in SYSGEN, or the two new SYSIDMS parameters INCLUDE_TCP/IP_STACK and
EXCLUDE_TCP/IP_STACK take precedence on Release 16 definitions:
– TCP/IP_STACK_1=tcp/ip-stack-name
– TCP/IP_STACK_2=tcp/ip-stack-name
– TCP/IP_STACK_3=tcp/ip-stack-name
– TCP/IP_STACK_4=tcp/ip-stack-name
– TCP/IP_STACK_5=tcp/ip-stack-name
– TCP/IP_STACK_6=tcp/ip-stack-name
– TCP/IP_STACK_7=tcp/ip-stack-name
– TCP/IP_STACK_8=tcp/ip-stack-name

• TCP/IP_STATUS=ON|OFF
Specifies the default status of TCP/IP support at startup. It overwrites the DEFAULT STATUS value that is defined to
SYSGEN. OFF disables TCP/IP support for CA IDMS at startup. ON enables TCP/IP support.

• TRACE_TABLE_SIZE=table-size KB | MB
Specifies the size of the system trace table in kilobytes (KB) or megabytes (MB).
Limit: 0 - 9999
Default: 0

NOTE

If basic system tracing is enabled by the SYSIDMS SYSTRACE parameter and the table size is 0, the table
size is changed to 4 MB. Any non-zero table size that is established by a SYSIDMS parameter overrides the
trace table size specified in the system definition.

• TRANSACTION_SHARING=ON|OFF
ON activates the Transaction Sharing feature for all database activity that is used in a batch application.
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Default: OFF
• UPPER=INPUT|OUPUT|BOTH|OFF

Specifies whether input and/or output files are converted to uppercase:
– INPUT

Converts SYSIPT input files to uppercase.
– OUTPUT

Converts SYSLST output files to uppercase.
– BOTH

Converts both SYSIPT input files and SYSLST output files to uppercase.
– OFF

Does not convert SYSIPT input files or SYSLST output files to uppercase.
Default: OFF

• USERCAT=ON|OFF
Specifies whether the user catalog is to be accessed. Specify OFF only when formatting the user catalog or when the
DMCL does not have access to a user catalog.
Default: ON

• WIDTH_PAGE=nnn
Specifies a maximum number of characters to be printed on a SYSLST output line.
Limits: 71-132
Default: 132

• WORK=n
CA IDMS utilities that generate SORT input cards for use within a VSE environment typically hard code the number of
SORTWK files to be allocated. This value can be insufficient for the amount of data to be sorted. This parameter allows
sites to specify the number of SORTWK files to be allocated by their SORT.
Limits: 1-9
Any other values are ignored and the default value of the utility is used instead.

• XA_SCRATCH=ON|OFF
Specifies whether scratch space is allocated out of XA storage.
Default: OFF. Indicates that a scratch file is used.

NOTE
XA_SCRATCH=ON/OFF is maintained only for compatibility reasons. Instead, use
SCRATCH_IN_STORAGE instead.

BUFFERSTAT Report Field Descriptions

Fields displayed on the report that is produced by the BUFFERSTAT SYSIDMS parameter are as follows:

• *** Buffer Name ***
The name of the buffer from the DMCL which has been opened during the processing of this job. Only those buffers
which are open or have had some I/O activity against them appear in this report.

• *** Pages ***
The number of pages that are allocated to the buffer. This is the actual number of pages in use by this buffer for this
job. This number is the total from the definition of DMCL Local Mode Buffer Pages nnn, JCL DCB=BUFNO=nnn, or
SYSIDMS Parm FILE_BUF=ddname=nnn.

• *** Prefetch Minimum ***
The minimum number of buffers 'in use' needed to allow Prefetch to operate from Random access verbs (that is, non-
area sweep processing).

• DB Page Requests
The number of times IDMSDBMS requests a database page from the buffer pool by calling IDMSDBIO.

• Sequential Area Request
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Of the DB Page requests in the 'DB Page Requests' count, how many were GET/NEXT/PRIOR in AREA verbs.
• Random Request

Of the DB Page requests in the 'DB Page Requests' count, how many were not GET/NEXT/PRIOR in AREA verbs.
• Found in Buffer

Of the DB Page requests in the 'DB Page Requests' count, how many DB pages were already in the buffer pool and
did not require an I/O.

• Not Found in Buffer
Of the DB Page requests in the 'DB Page Requests' count, how many DB pages were not in the buffer pool and
therefore required an I/O.

• Buffer 'hit' Ratio
Calculated as 'Found in Buffer' times 100, divided by the DB Page Requests value.

• Found in Pref Buffer
Found in Prefetch Buffer. Of the 'DB Page Requests' count, how many DB pages were found in the buffer pool that had
been read by a Prefetch Read?

• Found in Cache
Of the 'DB Page Requests' count, how many DB pages were found in the shared cache?

• Total DB Pages Read
The total number of DB pages read by both Prefetch and standard I/O. This is not the number of I/O's or EXCPs, but
the number of DB pages read into a buffer as a standalone I/O, 'Start I/O - Reads', or as part of a Prefetch I/O 'Pages
Read - Prefetch'.

• DB Pg Req:Tot Pages Read
The number of 'DB Page Requests' count divided by the 'Total DB Pages Read' count.

• DB Pg Req:Strt I/O Read
The number of 'DB Page Requests' count divided by the 'Start I/O Reads' count.

• NonPrefetch I/O Rqst
The number of standard of non-Prefetch I/O requests. This is the number of the 'DB Pages Requests' which are 'Not
found in Buffer' and were not eligible for Prefetch. Prefetch was either not allowed, turned off, or the request was
started by a 'Random Request' for which the '*** Prefetch Minimum ***' is higher than the number of '*** Pages ***'.

• Start I/O - Reads
The number of standard or non-Prefetch I/O reads. This number is the result of 'DB Page Requests' which were 'Not
found in Buffer' and Prefetch is turned off, or the request was started by a 'Random Request' for which the '*** Prefetch
Minimum ***' is higher than the number of '*** Pages ***' count, or the request is not eligible for Prefetch processing.
Each of these shows up as 1 EXCP.

• Start I/O - Writes
The number of writes that were started against the database. Each of these show up as 1 EXCP.

• Read forces Write
To read a DB page into the buffer, a DB page had to be written out to the database first (based on the least recently
used algorithm). When this occurs, Prefetch is effectively turned off.

• Prefetch Requests
With Prefetch operating, the number of DB page requests 'Not found in Buffer', which were eligible for Prefetch
processing.

• Sequential Area Request
Of the 'Prefetch Requests' count, how many were GET NEXT/PRIOR in AREA type verbs.

• Random Request
Of the 'Prefetch Requests' count, how many were not GET NEXT/PRIOR in AREA type verbs.

• Pref Req Denied:Buffers
Of the 'Prefetch Requests' count, how many did not use Prefetch due to too many buffer pages with the 'must write
switch' on (over 1/2 the number of pages in the buffer pool).

• Start I/O - Prefetch
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The number of the 'Prefetch Requests' count that actually "Start an I/O" or "Start Subchannel". Each of these show up
as 1 EXCP.

• Pages Read - Prefetch
The number of DB pages that were "carried" with every 'Start I/O - Prefetch'. This number plus the 'Start I/O - Reads'
equals the 'Total DB Pages Read' count.

• Pref Strt I/O:Pref Req
The 'Start I/O - Prefetch' count divided by the 'Prefetch Requests' count.

• Pref Pages:Pref Strt I/O
The 'Pages Read - Prefetch' count divided by the 'Prefetch Requests' count.

• Pref Pages:Pref Strt I/O
The 'Pages Read - Prefetch' count divided by the 'Start I/O - Prefetch' count. This value shows how effective the
Prefetch operation is. Compare this number to the "pages per track" to see how effective each Prefetch I/O is. If this
number is around 3/1 or less, you probably will not see enough improvement in performance to warrant using Prefetch.

For each file in use, there is a set of counts:

• Filename -- The DDname of the file that is using this buffer. Only the files that are open show up in this report.
• Pgs read -- The number of DB pages that are read from this file. This is not the number of I/Os or EXCPs.
• Written -- The number of DB pages that are written to this file. This is the number of I/Os or EXCPs.
• In buffer -- The number of 'DB Page Requests' that were found in the buffer pool which this file maps to.
• In prefetch -- The number of 'DB Page Requests' that were found in the buffer pool which this file maps to due to

Prefetch.

z/VSE File Parameters

The following parameters can be used to override default values for z/VSE work files and for the system logical units
SYSRDR, SYSIPT, SYSPCH, and SYSLST in batch jobs only.

• FILENAME=file-name
Specifies the name of the file whose attributes are to be overridden by the following SYSIDMS parameters.

• BLKSIZE=block-size
Specifies the block size for a file. BLKSIZE and BLOCKS are mutually exclusive parameters.

• BLOCKS=block-count
Specifies a blocking factor for a file. BLKSIZE and BLOCKS are mutually exclusive parameters.

• DEVADDR=SYSxxx
Specifies a device address for a tape file (SYSIPT, SYSLST, SYSRDR, SYSPCH, or SYSlogical-unit-number).

• FILABL=STD/NO
Specifies a no-label option for a tape file. FILABL=STD is the default.
Default: FILABL=STD

• FILETYPE=T/D/I
Specifies a file type of tape, disk, or file independent.

• LRECL=logical-record-size
Specifies the logical record size for a file.

• RECFM=F/V
Specifies if the current file contains fixed-length or variable-length records. V is the default.
Default: V

• REWIND=YES/NO/UNLOAD
Specifies the position of a tape file when it is opened or closed. REWIND=UNLOAD is the default.
Default: REWIND=UNLOAD
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Using the Command Facility as a Subprogram
Any program can call the command facility compiler (IDMSOCF) as a subroutine to extract information from or update
information in the dictionary. The program or dialog passes to IDMSOCF an input file that contains the command facility
statements to be used to obtain the desired information. The command facility compiler places the extracted data in an
output file, which can be examined and processed by the program or dialog.

The command facility compiler uses these files:

• An input file (SYSIPT)
• A print file (SYSLST)
• A punch file (SYSPCH)

Each of these files consists of 80-byte records. Normally, the compiler controls these files, directing the input and print
files to the terminal and discarding the punch file. However, when a program or dialog calls IDMSOCF as a subroutine,
the calling program specifies that these three files can be directed to a work-area file, a scratch area, a queue, another
program, or a null file. Advantages and disadvantages associated with each of these storage mechanisms are as shown
in the following table.

Storage type Advantages/disadvantages
Work-area file Offers the fastest access but is limited in size; this mechanism is

the best choice for small files.
Scratch area Can accommodate a large volume of data; however, scratch areas

are volatile and may require the calling program to perform I/Os.
Queue Can accommodate a large volume of data; however, the calling

program must perform I/Os and initiate run units to access
queues.

User program exit Offers the most advantages. The user has maximum control over
the file's records, selecting certain records for special processing.

Null file Suppresses the output from IDMSOCF. If the program tries to read
the null file, an end-of-file condition is returned immediately.

Command Facility Subprogram Basics
Combining Storage Types

It may be advantageous to combine two mechanisms. For example, direct the file to a user program exit that directs a
work area's overflow to a scratch area. The work area is described under Work-Area File.

Input File Statements

The input file can contain any valid command facility statements. All standard compiler security applies to issuing these
statements.

First Statement -- CONNECT

To ensure proper access to the compiler, it is recommended that the first command in the input file be CONNECT.

The dictionary named in the CONNECT command must identify the dictionary to be accessed.

Last Statement -- END

If an END command is not passed to the compiler at each IDMSOCF invocation, a suspended session is leftover. Thus,
causing allocated storage to remain attached to the LTE until the user signs off or the LTE is recycled. It is therefore
recommended that the last command in the input file be END to prevent LTE storage build-up.

How the Compiler Is Called
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To call the command facility compiler, the user program issues a LINK request, naming the module IDMSOCF and
passing seven parameters: a compiler input/output (CIO) block, one compiler input/output file (CIOF) block for each of the
three command facility files (input, print, and punch), followed by a user parameter for each of the three files (input, print,
and punch).

Compiler Interface Parameters
The CIO block, CIOF block, and user parameters are described separately in this section.

CIO Block

The CIO block contains return codes that indicate the presence of invalid CIO or CIOF parameters and specify the
outcome of the RETURN operation from the compiler to the user program. This block also contains a value that indicates
which compiler is in error. The CIO block is formatted as follows:

Field Label Usage Size Picture Description
1 CIOID Char 4 X(4) Compiler I/O ID;

must be initialized to
'CIO'

2 CIOUSER Binary 4 S9(8)
COMP

Reserved for user
storage (normally, an
address); must be
initialized to 0

3 CIOIORC Binary 4 S9(8)
COMP

CIO return code

4 CIOCMPRC Binary 4 S9(8)
COMP

Compiler return code

5  Char 8 X(8) Reserved
6 CIOERRFI Char 8 X(8) If an error has

occurred, the name
of the file in error

Error conditions are returned to the calling program as a return code in the CIOIORC field of the CIO block. These error
codes are described as follows:

Error code Description
4 (X'04') An invalid parameter has been passed to the compiler interface;

typically, the CIO or CIOF block has not been properly initialized.
8 (X'08') The scratch id or queue id specified in the CIOF block could not

be found.
28 (X'1C') An I/O error has occurred during an attempt to access a scratch

area or queue file, or an output work-area file is exhausted.

The name of the file in error (SYSIPT, SYSLST, or SYSPCH) is placed in the CIOERRFI field of the CIO block for
examination by the user.

CIOF Block
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For each file, the user program passes a CIOF block. Each CIOF block describes the type of file being passed (for
example, work area); the number of records to be read from and written to the file; and the maximum number of records
the file can hold. The format of the CIOF block is as shown in the following table.

Field Label Usage Size Picture Description
1 CIOFTYPE Char 8 X(8) File type for data

block (see next
table)

2 CIOFNAME Char 16 X(16) File name (see next
table)

3 CIOFRC Binary 4 S9(8)
COMP

Program return
code, if file type is
'LINKPGM'/
'LINKEPA'.

4 CIOFZUS Binary 4 S9(8)
COMP

Number of records
read from or
written to file;
updated if file type
is 'WORKAREA',
'SCRATCH', or
'QUEUE'; can also
be updated by
program if file type is
'LINKPGM'/'LINKEPA'.

5 CIOFSZMX Binary 4 S9(8)
COMP

If file type is
'WORKAREA',
maximum number
of records that file
holds (SYSIPT) or
can hold (SYSLST or
SYSPCH).

Fields 1 and 2

The following table provides sectionlines for determining file types and names for fields 1 and 2 of the CIOF block.

File type File name
For a work area initialize to 'WORKAREA' Not applicable
For a scratch area initialize to 'SCRATCH ' Scratch area ID
For a queue initialize to 'QUEUE ' Queue ID
For a program initialize to 'LINKPGM ' or 'LINKEPA', based on the
LINK mechanism used

If 'LINKPGM' use the 8-character program name
If 'LINKEPA' use the 4-character entry point address

For a null file initialize to 'NULL' Not applicable

User Parameters

Each CIOF block must be followed by a user parameter that specifies the location of the work-area file within program
variable storage or defines the parameter list to be passed to the user program exit. The user parameters and the
information passed in each are as follows:

Parameter Information passed
1 CIO block
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2 CIOF block for input file
3 If CIOFTYPE='WORKAREA', the work area allocated in program

variable storage; if CIOFTYPE='LINKPGM' or 'LINKEPA',
parameter list to be passed to the user exit; otherwise, this should
be the literal 'NULL'

4 CIOF block for the output print file
5 If CIOFTYPE='WORKAREA', the work area allocated in program

variable storage; if CIOFTYPE='LINKPGM' or 'LINKEPA', the
parameter list to be passed to the user exit; otherwise, this should
be the literal 'NULL'

6 CIOF block for the output punch file
7 If CIOFTYPE='WORKAREA', the work area allocated in program

variable storage; if CIOFTYPE='LINKPGM' or 'LINKEPA', the
parameter list to be passed to the user exit; otherwise, this should
be the literal 'NULL'

Work-area File
The work-area file is a block of program variable storage that contains a series of 80-byte records. The following rules
apply to the work-area file:

• The maximum number of records in the work-area file must be placed in the CIOFSZMX field of the applicable CIOF
block by the user program before the program invokes the compiler interface.

• The size of the work-area file is determined by the user program; it must be a multiple of 80.
• If an compiler output file is exhausted when the work-area file is written to by the compiler, a return code of 28 (X'1C')

is placed in the CIOIORC field of the CIO block and the excess records are lost.
• If the compiler file is exhausted when the work-area file is read from by the compiler, an end-of-file condition is returned

to the compiler.

Upon return to the user program, the CIOFSZUS field contains the number of records actually read from or written to the
file.

Sample Program that Calls the Command Facility
The following sample COBOL program calls the command facility and requests the command facility to display an
element.

      **************************************************************

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

      **************************************************************

       PROGRAM-ID.             CALLIDD.

       DATE WRITTEN.           Month dd, yyyy.

       DATE COMPILED.

      **************************************************************
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      * REMARKS.

      **************************************************************

      *

      *  THIS IS A SAMPLE DC COBOL PROGRAM THAT DEMONSTRATES HOW

      *  AN APPLICATION PROGRAM CAN CALL

      *  COMMAND FACILITY AS A SUBPROGRAM AND

      *  PASS TO COMMAND FACILITY A REQUEST TO DISPLAY AN ELEMENT.

      *  THE OUTPUT

      *  OF THE REQUEST IS DISPLAYED BY THE COBOL PROGRAM.

      *

      **************************************************************

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

      **************************************************************

       CONFIGURATION SECTION.

       SOURCE-COMPUTER.        IBM-370.

       OBJECT-COMPUTER.        IBM-370.

       IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

       PROTOCOL.               MODE IS IDMS-DC DEBUG

                               IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL.

      **************************************************************

       DATA DIVISION.

      **************************************************************

       MAP SECTION.

           MAP CDSIMAP1.
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           EJECT

      **************************************************************

       WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

      **************************************************************

       01  BEGIN-WS.

           03 FILLER                   PIC X(40) VALUE

              '***** WORKING STORAGE BEGINS HERE ******'.

      **************************************************************

      *    SWITCHES-AREA - PROGRAM CONTROL SWITCHES                *

      **************************************************************

       01  SWITCHES-AREA.

           03 FILLER                   PIC X(08) VALUE 'SWITCHES'.

           03 COMMAND-FACILITY-EOF-SW               PIC 9 VALUE 0.

              88 COMMAND-FACILITY-EOF               VALUE 1.

           03 FIRST-TIME-SW            PIC 9 VALUE 0.

              88 FIRST-TIME            VALUE 1.

           03 ERROR-SW                 PIC 9 VALUE 0.

              88 NO-ERRORS             VALUE 0.

      **************************************************************

      *    WORK-FIELDS   - PROGRAM WORK FIELDS                     *

      **************************************************************

       01  WORK-FIELDS.

           03 FILLER                   PIC X(08) VALUE 'WORKAREA'.

           03 SUB                      PIC 99 VALUE 0.

           03 AID-BYTE                 PIC X.
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              88 CLEAR-HIT             VALUE '_'.

              88 PA1-HIT               VALUE '%'.

           03 TASK-CODE                PIC X(8).

           03 GOOD-RC                  PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

           03 Q-EL                     PIC X(32) VALUE ALL '?'.

      **************************************************************

      *    MESSAGES-AREA - OPERATOR MESSAGES                       *

      **************************************************************

       01  MESSAGES-AREA.

           03 FILLER                   PIC X(08) VALUE 'MESSAGES'.

           03 OK-MSG                   PIC X(40) VALUE

              'PROCESSING COMPLETE - PROCEED          '.

           03 NO-ELEMENT-MSG           PIC X(40) VALUE

              'ELEMENT NAME MISSING, PLEASE FILL IT IN'.

           03 CIO-ERROR-MSG.

              05 FILLER                PIC X(36) VALUE

              'CIO PROCESSING ERROR - RETURN CODE ='.

              05 CIO-ERROR-CODE        PIC X(4) VALUE '0000'.

      **************************************************************

      *    SCR-RCD       - SCRATCH RECORD AREA                     *

      **************************************************************

       01  SCR-RCD.

           03 SCR-DBK                  PIC S9(8) COMP.

           03 SCR-RCDID                PIC S9(8) COMP.
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           03 SCR-STATUS               PIC X.

           03 SCR-RCD-END              PIC X.

           EJECT

      **************************************************************

      *    PARAMETER 1 - THE COMPILER INOUT/OUTPUT BLOCK           *

      **************************************************************

       01  CIO-PARM1.

           03 CIO-ID                   PIC X(4)  VALUE 'CIO '.

           03 CIO-USER                 PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

           03 CIO-IO-RC                PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

           03 CIO-COMMAND FACILITY-RC      PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

           03 CIO-RESERVED             PIC X(8)  VALUE SPACES.

           03 CIO-ERROR-FILE           PIC X(8)  VALUE SPACES.

              88 SYSIPT-ERROR          VALUE 'SYSIPT'.

              88 SYSLST-ERROR          VALUE 'SYSLST'.

              88 SYSPCH-ERROR          VALUE 'SYSPCH'.

           03 CIO-NULL                 PIC X(4) VALUE 'NULL'.

      **************************************************************

      *    PARAMETER 2 - CIOF INPUT BLOCK                          *

      **************************************************************

       01  CIO-PARM2.

           03 CIOF-I-TYPE              PIC X(8) VALUE 'WORKAREA'.

           03 CIOF-I-NAME              PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.

           03 CIOF-I-F-RC              PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

           03 CIOF-I-SIZE-US           PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.
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           03 CIOF-I-SIZE-MAX          PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +4.

      **************************************************************

      *    PARAMETER 3 - INPUT DATA AREA                           *

      **************************************************************

       01  CIO-PARM3.

           03 CIO-I-LINE1.

              05 FILLER                PIC X(20) VALUE

                 'CONNECT TO '.

              05 CIO-I-DICT            PIC X(8)  VALUE SPACES.

              05 FILLER                PIC X(52) VALUE ';'.

           03 CIO-I-LINE2.

              05 FILLER                PIC X(80) VALUE

                 'SET SESSION READ ONLY;'.

           03 CIO-I-LINE3.

              05 FILLER                PIC X(20) VALUE

                 'SET CURRENT SCHEMA '.

              05 CIO-I-SCHEMA          PIC X(18) VALUE SPACES.

              05 FILLER                PIC X(52) VALUE ';'.

           03 CIO-I-LINE4.

              05 FILLER                PIC X(20) VALUE

                 'DISPLAY TABLE '.

              05 CIO-I-TABLE           PIC X(18) VALUE SPACES.

              05 FILLER                PIC X(52) VALUE ';'.

      **************************************************************
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      *    PARAMETER 4 - CIOF OUTPUT BLOCK                         *

      **************************************************************

       01  CIO-PARM4.

           03 CIOF-O-TYPE              PIC X(8) VALUE 'WORKAREA'.

           03 CIOF-O-NAME              PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.

           03 CIOF-O-F-RC              PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

           03 CIOF-O-SIZE-US           PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

           03 CIOF-O-SIZE-MAX          PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +100.

      **************************************************************

      *    PARAMETER 5 - OUTPUT DATA AREA                          *

      **************************************************************

       01  CIO-PARM5.

           03 CIOF-OUTPUT-LINE         PIC X(80)

               OCCURS 100 TIMES.

           EJECT

      **************************************************************

      *    PARAMETER 6 - CIOF PUNCH BLOCK                          *

      **************************************************************

       01  CIO-PARM6.

           03 CIOF-P-TYPE              PIC X(8) VALUE 'WORKAREA'.

           03 CIOF-P-NAME              PIC X(16) VALUE SPACES.

           03 CIOF-P-F-RC              PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

           03 CIOF-P-SIZE-US           PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

           03 CIOF-P-SIZE-MAX          PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +0.

      **************************************************************
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      *    PARAMETER 7 - PUNCH DATA AREA                           *

      **************************************************************

       01  CIO-PARM7                   PIC X(80) VALUE 'NULL'.

      **************************************************************

      *    IDMS AREA                                               *

      **************************************************************

       COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

       COPY IDMS MAP-CONTROLS.

       COPY IDMS MAP-RECORDS.

           EJECT

       PROCEDURE DIVISION.

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 0000-MAIN-LINE                                   *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE IS THE MAIN CONTROL OF THE PROGRAM, CALLING   *

      * THE OTHER ROUTINES TO DO THE ACTUAL WORK.                  *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       0000-MAIN-LINE.

           PERFORM 1000-GET-SCRATCH-REC THRU 1999-EXIT.

           IF FIRST-TIME

               PERFORM 2000-DISPLAY-MAP THRU 2999-EXIT

               GO TO 0800-RETURN-SCREEN.
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           PERFORM 3000-GET-MAP THRU 3999-EXIT.

           IF CLEAR-HIT

               GO TO 0900-DC-RETURN.

           PERFORM 4000-EDIT-DATA THRU 4999-EXIT.

           IF NO-ERRORS

               PERFORM 5000-CALL-COMMAND FACILITY THRU 5999-EXIT.

           MAP OUT USING CDSIMAP1 WAIT IO OUTPUT DATA YES.

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 0800-RETURN-SCREEN                               *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE SETS UP THE RETURN SO THAT THIS TRANSACTION   *

      * WILL BE THE NEXT TRANSACTION EXECUTED FROM THE TERMINAL.   *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       0800-RETURN-SCREEN.

           ACCEPT TASK CODE INTO TASK-CODE.

           DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE TASK-CODE.

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 0900-DC-RETURN                                   *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE DELETES THE SCRATCH RECORD AND THEN RETURNS   *

      * CONTROL TO THE DC SYSTEM.                                  *
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      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       0900-DC-RETURN.

           DELETE SCRATCH RECORD ID SCR-RCDID.

           DC RETURN.

           EJECT

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 1000-GET-SCRATCH-REC.                            *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE ATTEMPTS TO GET THE SCRATCH RECORD, WHICH     *

      * IS USED TO DETERMINE IF THIS IS THE FIRST TIME THE         *

      * TRANSACTION HAS BEEN EXECUTED.                             *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       1000-GET-SCRATCH-REC.

           MOVE 1 TO SCR-RCDID.

           GET SCRATCH RECORD ID SCR-RCDID KEEP

               INTO SCR-RCD TO SCR-RCD-END

               ON ANY-ERROR-STATUS

                  IF ERROR-STATUS NOT = '0000'

                      MOVE 1 TO FIRST-TIME-SW

                  ELSE

                      MOVE 0 TO FIRST-TIME-SW.

       1999-EXIT.
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           EXIT.

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 2000-DISPLAY-MAP                                 *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE CREATES A SCRATCH RECORD AND DOES THE INITIAL *

      * MAP OUT.                                                   *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       2000-DISPLAY-MAP.

           MOVE 0 TO SCR-DBK.

           MOVE '1' TO SCR-STATUS.

           PUT SCRATCH FROM SCR-RCD TO SCR-RCD-END

               RECORD ID SCR-RCDID.

           PERFORM 8000-INITILIZE-MAP THRU 8099-EXIT.

           MAP OUT USING CDSIMAP1 OUTPUT NEWPAGE.

       2999-EXIT.

           EXIT.

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 3000-GET-MAP                                     *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE GETS THE MAP.                                 *

      *                                                            *
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      **************************************************************

       3000-GET-MAP.

           PERFORM 8000-INITILIZE-MAP THRU 8099-EXIT.

           MAP IN USING CDSIMAP1.

           INQUIRE MAP CDSIMAP1 MOVE AID TO AID-BYTE.

       3999-EXIT.

           EXIT.

           EJECT

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 4000-EDIT-DATA                                   *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE CHECKS THE ELEMENT NAME TO SEE IF IT HAS BEEN *

      * FILLED IN.  IF IT IS BLANK OR NULLS, AN ERROR MESSAGE IS   *

      * DISPLAYED, AND THE MAP IS RETURNED TO THE OPERATOR FOR     *

      * CORRECTION.                                                *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       4000-EDIT-DATA.

           MOVE 0 TO ERROR-SW.

           IF (CDSIDICT = SPACES)

           OR (CDSIDICT = LOW-VALUES)

               MOVE 1 TO ERROR-SW

               MOVE NO-ELEMENT-MSG TO CDSIMSG
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               MOVE Q-EL TO CDSIELNM

               MODIFY MAP CDSIMAP1 TEMPORARY

                   FOR CDSIELNM ATTRIBUTES BRIGHT

               GO TO 4999-EXIT.

           MOVE CDSIELNM TO CIO-I-DICT.

           MOVE 0 TO ERROR-SW.

           IF (CDSISCHEMA = SPACES)

           OR (CDSISCHEMA = LOW-VALUES)

               MOVE 1 TO ERROR-SW

               MOVE NO-ELEMENT-MSG TO CDSIMSG

               MOVE Q-EL TO CDSIELNM

               MODIFY MAP CDSIMAP1 TEMPORARY

                   FOR CDSIELNM ATTRIBUTES BRIGHT

               GO TO 4999-EXIT.

           MOVE CDSIELNM TO CIO-I-SCHEMA.

           MOVE 0 TO ERROR-SW.

           IF (CDSITABLE = SPACES)

           OR (CDSITABLE = LOW-VALUES)

               MOVE 1 TO ERROR-SW

               MOVE NO-ELEMENT-MSG TO CDSIMSG

               MOVE Q-EL TO CDSIELNM

               MODIFY MAP CDSIMAP1 TEMPORARY

                   FOR CDSIELNM ATTRIBUTES BRIGHT

               GO TO 4999-EXIT.

           MOVE CDSIELNM TO CIO-I-TABLE.
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       4999-EXIT.

           EXIT.

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 5000-CALL-COMMAND FACILITY                       *

      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE CALLS COMMAND FACILITY,                       *

      * PASSING THE SEVEN PARAMETERS THAT                          *

      * ARE REQUIRED.  IF THE RETURN CODE FROM                     *

      * COMMAND FACILITY IS GOOD (ALL                              *

      * BINARY ZEROS) THE FIRST TEN LINES FROM THE CIOF OUTPUT     *

      * WORKAREA (THE COMMAND FACILITY SYSLST FILE)                *

      * ARE MOVED TO THE MAP.                                      *

      * IF THE RETURN CODE FROM                                    *

      * COMMAND FACILITY IS BAD (NOT BINARY ZEROS) AN              *

      * ERROR MESSAGE IS DISPLAYED WITH THE ERROR CODE.            *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       5000-CALL-COMMAND FACILITY.

           TRANSFER CONTROL TO 'IDMSOCF' RETURN

               USING CIO-PARM1

                     CIO-PARM2

                     CIO-PARM3

                     CIO-PARM4
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                     CIO-PARM5

                     CIO-PARM6

                     CIO-PARM7.

           IF CIO-IO-RC NOT = GOOD-RC

               MOVE CIO-IO-RC TO CIO-ERROR-CODE

               MOVE CIO-ERROR-MSG TO CDSIMSG

               GO TO 5999-EXIT.

           PERFORM 5100-MOVE-COMMAND FACILITY-OUTPUT THRU 5109-EXIT

               VARYING SUB FROM 1 BY 1

                   UNTIL COMMAND-FACILITY-EOF.

           MOVE OK-MSG         TO CDSIMSG.

           GO TO 5999-EXIT.

       5100-MOVE-COMMAND FACILITY-OUTPUT.

           MOVE CIOF-OUTPUT-LINE(SUB) TO CDSILINE(SUB).

           IF (SUB = 10) OR (SUB = CIOF-O-SIZE-US)

               MOVE 1 TO COMMAND-FACILITY-EOF-SW.

       5109-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       5999-EXIT.

           EXIT.

           EJECT

      **************************************************************

      *                                                            *

      * ROUTINE - 8000-INITILIZE-MAP                               *
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      *                                                            *

      * THIS ROUTINE DOES THE IDMS MAP BINDS.                      *

      *                                                            *

      **************************************************************

       8000-INITILIZE-MAP.

           COPY IDMS MAP-BINDS.

       8099-EXIT.

           EXIT.

       EJECT

           COPY IDMS IDMS-STATUS.

       IDMS-ABORT.

       IDMS-ABORT-EXIT.

           EXIT.

Using the Database Dictionary Query Facility Option
CA IDMS DQF gives you quick and easy online access to the contents of CA IDMS dictionaries. The menu structure of
CA IDMS DQF allows you to find whatever information you need, without using complicated syntax. Cross-references
are listed on the menus, eliminating a need for knowledge of dictionary structure. Instead of returning to menus to locate
additional details, you can transfer directly (jump) between screens.

Locate and Examine Dictionary Contents Easily Online
CA IDMS DQF helps you find detailed information in an Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD) quickly and easily. Information
about specific dictionary entities is available online. There is no longer a need to wait for batch reports about the
dictionary. Because CA IDMS DQF is a query-only product, there is no possibility of unwarranted changes in the
dictionary.

Developers, programmers, DBAs, analysts--any authorized users who need dictionary data--can readily examine the
contents of each dictionary, without using complicated syntax. Menus section you rapidly to specific information. Menus
allow access to details and cross-references about each entity. Knowledge of dictionary structure is not required.

In addition to making choices from the menus, you can transfer directly to any detail or cross-reference screen. For
example, after reviewing the definition of a specific dialog, you can jump directly to details about one of its records.
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Find Relationships Between Entities

Using cross-references listed on menus, you can examine entity relationships whether or not you know dictionary
structure. Thus, from the cross-reference list on the Dialog Menu, cross-reference screens are available, listing the
dialog's records, maps, or processes.

A Tool for Every Database User
Everyone who uses the Integrated Data Dictionary can benefit from CA IDMS DQF. The following display illustrates some
typical queries. With or without knowledge of IDD syntax or structure, you can find dictionary information easily by using
the menus.

Developers or Programmers do not need special syntax to locate information. With CA IDMS DQF they can:

• Review existing entities before starting a new application
• Compare record definitions while developing an application
• Verify definitions
• Study effects of proposed modifications on other entities
• Determine the far reaching effects of changes in a data element or record
• Standardize applications.

Database Administrators (DBAs) can manage dictionaries more efficiently by accessing information online. Many tasks
the DBA performs will benefit from easy access to facts from the dictionary. The DBA can use CA IDMS DQF to:

• Monitor entities being added to the IDD
• Manage schemas and subschemas
• Ensure that all systems and applications are documented
• Resolve conflicts such as similar names for elements
• Standardize routines.

System Analysts can analyze old and new systems faster. Online information from the IDD helps the analyst perform
several different tasks:

• Analyze proposed changes to systems
• Determine if existing entities can be used for new systems
• Verify components to be turned over for migration
• Standardize system documentation.
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Exhibit 2.1: Typical Queries for CA IDMS DQF

Special Features
Several special features make CA IDMS DQF exceptionally easy to use.

Comprehensive Menus

All of the information screens can be accessed with menus. The Dictionary Entity Main Menu lists all of the second level
menus. The following display illustrates the large variety of menus that are available. From a second level menu, you can
select detail information on an entity or select cross-reference information for the entity.

Access to More Than One Dictionary

A choice of dictionaries and nodes is available on the Dictionary Entity Main Menu. You can examine an entity in one
dictionary, return to the Dictionary Entity Main Menu, select another dictionary, and access information on a similar entity
in the second dictionary.

Knowledge of Dictionary Structure Not Required

Knowledge of the relationships between entities in the dictionary is not necessary. Second level menus list cross-
references to related entities. Specifying an entity name and version number and entering a simple code (such as REC for
record) from a second level menu takes you to the next screen. For example, REC entered from the Dialog Menu (alone
with the dialog name and version) calls up a Dialog/Record cross-reference screen.
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Exhibit 2.2: CA IDMS DQF Menus

Access to Any Detail Screen

As an alternative to accessing a detail information screen from a menu, you can transfer directly to the detail information
screen, without going back to a menu. From each second level menu or detail information screen, it is easy to access any
other detail information screen by entering a combination code (code.code) and specifying an entity name and version
number. For example, the combine code REC.ELE calls up a Records/Elements cross-reference screen, which lists all
the elements that make up the specified record, along with layout information. In the example illustrated below, the user
jumped from Dialog/Records to Record/Elements to Element/Basic Information.

Access to the Selection List

A selection list, used to find out what entity names are in the dictionary, is available from these second-level menus:

• Dialog
• Map
• Module
• Process
• Program
• QFile
• Record
• Schema
• Subschema
• Table

The selection list is easily accessed by first accessing one of the listed second-level menus. From that menu, you can
choose selection list (LST) from the detail options offered. Next, by choosing one of the entity names displayed in the
selection list, basic information on that entity is displayed, and information on cross-reference entities (for example,
dialogs and records related to that entity) can be quickly accessed.
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Session Suspension

At the end of a session you may want to retain the current entity names so that later on it is possible to return quickly to
the same information. If you leave an CA IDMS DQF session by using the END PF key from the Dictionary Entity Main
Menu, the scratch records are not deleted and the currency of the entities examined is retained, as long as you stay in CA
IDMS/DC. As a result, the most recently accessed entity names do not have to be entered the next time you access CA
IDMS DQF.

 DQF Rnn.nn ───  DIALOG / RECORDS  ───────────────────   CA, INC. hh:mm mm/dd/yy
 OPTION ===> DIA.REC                                           PAGE     1 OF   1
 

 NAME   ===> ACDPAY12                                          VERSION ===>    1
 

 RECORD                         VER
 ACWK001-DATE-TIME              0100
 ACWK001-MAP0100
 ACWK000-PAY-GLOBAL             0100
 ACWK003-PAY-SCRATCH-CONTROL    0100
 ACKW002-PAY-WORK               0100
 ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD 0001
 ADSO-STAT-DEF-RECORD           0001
 

 

 

             PF3= END   PF4= MAIN MENU   PF7= UP   PF8= DOWN
 DQF Rnn.nn ───  RECORD / ELEMENTS  ──────────────────   CA, INC. hh:mm mm/dd/yy
 OPTION ===> REC.ELE                                           PAGE     1 OF  13
 

 NAME   ===> ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD                    VERSION ===>    1
 

 LEVEL  NAME                          PICTURE        USAGE   LENGTH START  S/P/U
 01    ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD                           653
   03  AGR-APPLICATION-NAME           X(8)           DISPLAY      8     1
   03  AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION           X(8)           DISPLAY      8     9
   03  AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION              X(8)           DISPLAY      8    17
   03  AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE           X(8)           DISPLAY      8    25
   03  AGR-DEFAULT-RESPONSE           X(8)           DISPLAY      8    33
   03  AGR-TASK-CODE                  X(8)           DISPLAY      8    41
   03  AGR-EXIT-DIALOG                X(8)           DISPLAY      8    49
   03  AGR-PRINT-DESTINATION          X(8)           DISPLAY      8    57
   03  AGR-DATE                       X(8)           DISPLAY      8    65
   03  AGR-USER-ID                    X(32)          DISPLAY     32    73
   03  AGR-SECURITY-CODE              X(32)          DISPLAY     32   105
   03  AGR-INSTALLATION-CODE          X(32)          DISPLAY     32   137
 ...CONTINUED
 

 

             PF3= END   PF4= MAIN MENU   PF7= UP   PF8= DOWN
 DQF Rnn.nn ───  ELEMENT / BASIC INFO  ───────────────   CA, INC. hh:mm mm/dd/yy
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 OPTION ===> ele.bas                                           PAGE     1 OF   1
 

 NAME   ===> AGR-TASK-CODE                                     VERSION ===>    1
 

 DESCRIPTION           NAME OF TASK
 PICTURE               X(8)
 USAGE                 DISPLAY
 PREPARED              mm/dd/yy     BY  SMIJO01
 REVISED               mm/dd/yy     BY  SMIJO01
 

 

 

 

             PF3= END   PF4= MAIN MENU   PF7= UP   PF8= DOWN
 

Exhibit 2.3: Jumping Directly from One Information Screen to Another

A Typical DQF Query
In an CA IDMS DQF session you can access any information screen by using the menus or by transferring directly to any
detail information screen. Exhibit 1.4 illustrates a typical sequence of events for a user who is new to the facility.

The session begins at the Dictionary Entity Main Menu. From that menu the Record Menu is selected, and then the
Record/Element cross-reference screen.

While viewing Record/Element cross-references, the user selects a specific element and transfers directly to basic
information on that element.

From the Element/Basic Information screen the user jumps back to the Record/Element information by simply entering a
combination code (REC.ELE) for the screen, because CA IDMS DQF remembers the current record name and version.

When enough information on specific elements is gathered, the user transfers to the RECORD/DIALOG cross-reference
screen, to determine which dialogs use the record.

Pressing a PF key produces the Dictionary Entity Main Menu, showing all of the entities available for further selection.

How to Use CA IDMS DQF
Details of the steps used to access information using CA IDMS DQF are described in .

Screen Access &amp; Information
An illustration of each screen type is in . Descriptions of all the fields on the CA IDMS DQF screens are contained in the
Glossary.

The Environment
CA IDMS DQF operates under CA IDMS and CA ADS. It provides full-screen display on all IBM 3270-type terminals
(models 2 through 5).
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Exhibit 2.4: Sample Path to Find the Answer to a Query

The CA IDMS DQF Session
This section discusses how to use CA IDMS DQF to find dictionary information and describes a typical CA IDMS DQF
session.

CA IDMS DQF provides easy access to detail information and cross-reference information on entities in the dictionary.
Because CA IDMS DQF is a query-only product, access can be made available to many users without any possibility of
unwarranted changes in dictionary entities.

Accessing Information Screens

To access information screens (cross-reference or detail), you can select options from second level menus or you can
transfer directly.

In an CA IDMS DQF session, you can select options from the CA IDMS DQF menus and specify entity names and version
numbers. All information screens are accessible by selecting options from those listed on the menu.

Another method of accessing information screens is to enter combination codes that allow direct transfer between
screens; that is, you can jump directly to any information screen from any other screen by using a combination code
(code.code).

This section includes several typical sequences of screens which illustrate the use of menus and combination codes.

PF Keys

The use of Program Function (PF) keys is also described in this section. PF keys are set to transfer quickly to higher level
screens and to page up and down through a series of screens.

For more information, see the following topics:
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Conceptual View
A conceptual view of CA IDMS DQF is shown in Exhibit 2.1. After the Dictionary Query Facility entry screen, there are
three functional levels.

First Level

The Dictionary Entity Main Menu appears when you press Enter from the Dictionary Query Facility entry screen. The
Dictionary Entity Main Menu displays a list of dictionary entities. You can proceed to the second level menu from the list,
or you can jump to the third (detail) level.

At the first level you can also specify a dictionary name and/or a node name. If these names are not specified, the default
dictionary is accessed.

Second Level

A second level menu displays a list of detail options and cross-reference options for the entity selected from the Dictionary
Entity Main Menu. From a second level menu, you can display the detail information screen or a selection list.

Direct Transfer--Alternatively, you can proceed from a second level menu direction to any detail information screen. See
Transferring Directly to Any Information Screen (Jumping).

Third Level

Detail information screens and selection list screens are at the third level. A detail information screen contains either
specific data about an entity or cross-reference information relating the entity to other entities in the dictionary. A selection
list screen provides a list of the entity occurrences appearing in the dictionary for a given entity.

Direct Transfer--From each detail information screen or selection list screen, you can jump to any other detail level
screen by using combination codes. See Transferring Directly to Any Information Screen (Jumping).
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Exhibit 3.1: Conceptual View of CA IDMS DQF

Special Functions
Contents

CA IDMS DQF performs several functions that help you find information quickly. Current names and version numbers are
saved automatically. Other functions are activated by entering a command in the OPTION field or by pressing a PF key.

Automatically Saving Names and Version Numbers

CA IDMS DQF automatically saves the current name and version number of each entity accessed. Therefore, you can
return to the most recently accessed entity of a given type without entering the name and version again. Of course, if you
enter a new name and version number along with an option code, information on the newly named entity is displayed.

If you use the END PF key to leave CA IDMS DQF from the Dictionary Entity Main Menu, the most recent names and
version numbers are retained until you sign off of CA IDMS/DC.

OPTION Field

Near the top left of each screen is the OPTION field. You can enter commands or screen codes in the OPTION field. To
delete unwanted characters in the OPTION field, use the ERASE END OF FILE (ERASE EOF) key, the DELETE key, or
the space bar.
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Commands

Several commands can be entered in the OPTION field: BYE, RETURN, UP, and DOWN.

BYE

The BYE command returns the system to the CA IDMS/DC system prompt.

RETURN

The RETURN command takes you to the Dictionary Entity Main Menu from the second or third level.

UP and DOWN

On a detail information screen, when the display indicates that it is one of several pages (for example, PAGE 1 of 8), you
can use the UP and DOWN commands to view the other pages.

The UP command moves the physical "window" (your terminal screen) one page up toward the first page of the display.

The DOWN command moves the "window" one page toward the last page of the display.

PF Keys

Program Function (PF) keys are set to help you move easily to higher level screens or to scroll within a series of screens
when there is more than one screen of data.

Key Function
PF3 or PF15 END Exit to the next higher level of processing:

Exit to task code from the Dictionary Entity
Main Menu.
Exit to the Dictionary Entity Main Menu from
a second level menu.
Exit to a second level menu from a detail
screen.
Examples:
From Record/Element screen, exit to
Record Menu screen.
From Dialog/Map screen, exit to Dialog
Menu screen.

PF4 or PF16 RETURN Return to Dictionary Entity Main Menu from
third level (detail or second level (menu).

PF7 or PF19 UP Move the "window" one page toward the
first page of the current display. Detail
information screens indicate the current
page and the number of pages in the
series.

PF8 or PF20 DOWN Move the "window" one page toward the
last page of the current display. Detail
information screens indicate the current
page and the number of pages in the
series.
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Steps Used to Find Information
The following table lists the steps required to find information in the dictionary. The steps are described in detail in the rest
of this section.

User Action System Response For More Information See--
1. Invoke CA IDMS/DC System Prompt Screen Beginning the CA IDMS DQF Session
2. Enter the CA IDMS DQF Task Code Dictionary Query Facility Entry Screen Beginning the CA IDMS DQF Session
3. Press Enter Dictionary Entity Main Menu Beginning the CA IDMS DQF Session
4. Request a second level menu.
Enter: 3-letter option code
Optional: dictionary name node name

Second level menu Using the Menus

5. Request a detail information screen
(including the Selection List) using a menu
option.
Enter: 3-letter code of detail option or cross-
reference option Entity name (if applicable)
Entity version number (if applicable)

Entity detail or cross-reference information Using the Menus

Alternate Steps 4 or 5. Request a detail
information screen using a combination
code.
Enter: Combination code (code.code) Entity
name
Entity version number (if applicable)

Entity detail or cross-reference information Transferring Directly to Information Screen

6. Continue using menus and combination
codes until you have completed the
session.

Using the Menus or Transferring Directly

7. Exit from CA IDMS DQF System Prompt Screen Ending the CA IDMS DQF Session

Exhibit 3.3: Steps to Find Information

Beginning the CA IDMS DQF Session
Contents

Before starting to use CA IDMS DQF, you must invoke the system prompt screen of CA IDMS/DC. If you need information
on how to do this, see your system administrator.

Enter the CA IDMS DQF task code.

The Dictionary Query Facility entry screen displays.

      CCCCCCCCC

│││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││

    CCCCCCCCCC                                                                ││

  CCC                                                                         ││

CCC      AAAA                                                                 ││
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CCC     AAAAA                                                                 ││

CCC    AAAAAA                                                                 ││

CCC   AAA AAA                                                                 ││

 CCC AAA  AAA                                                                 ││

  CCAAACCCCCC              DICTIONARY QUERY FACILITY                          ││

   AAACCCCCCCC                                                                ││

  AAA     AAA                                                                 ││

 AAA      AAA                                                                 ││

 AA       AAA                                                                 ││

                        PRESS ENTER TO RECEIVE MAIN MENU                      ││

││                                                                            ││

││                                                                            ││

││                                                                            ││

││                                                                            ││

││                                                                            ││

││                                                                            ││

││                                                                            ││

││                                                                            ││

││ Rnn.nn  COPYRIGHT 2009            CA, INC.            ALL RIGHTS RESERVED  ││

│││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││

Exhibit 3.4: Dictionary Query Facility Entry Screen

Accessing the Dictionary Entity Main Menu

When the Dictionary Query Facility entry screen is displayed, press Enter.

The Dictionary Entity Main Menu displays.

DQF Rnn.nn ---  DICTIONARY ENTITY MAIN MENU  --------  CA, INC. hh:mm mm/dd/yy
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OPTION ===>

DICTIONARY ===> SYSDICT                 NODE ===>

    MENU

    OPTIONS

    --------------------    --------------------    --------------------

    APP APPLICATION         LOA LOAD MODULE         SCH SCHEMA

    ATT ATTRIBUTE           MAP MAP                 SEG SEGMENT

    CLA CLASS               MOD MODULE              SSC SUBSCHEMA

    DIA DIALOG              PRC PROCESS             SUB SUBSYSTEM

    ELE ELEMENT             PRO PROGRAM             SYS SYSTEM

    FIL FILE                QFI QFILE               TAB TABLE

                            REC RECORD              USE USER

            PF3= EXIT DQF

Exhibit 3.5: Dictionary Entity Main Menu Screen

Using the Menus
Contents

You can access all information screens by selecting options listed on the menus and specifying entity names and version
numbers when they are required. This section describes how to find information in the dictionary by using selections listed
on the menu and how to return to a higher level. The alternate method of accessing information screens is described in
Transferring Directly to Any Information Screen (Jumping).
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Accessing Another Dictionary or Node

If you have more than one dictionary, before selecting an option, you can specify the name of a dictionary in the
DICTIONARY field on the Dictionary Entity Main Menu screen. You can also return to the Dictionary Entity Main Menu
from another screen and select another dictionary.

If you are operating in a multiple machine environment, you can also specify the name of a DDS node in the NODE field.
Be sure that the specified dictionary is in the CV indicated in the NODE field.

Default dictionary: The default dictionary is the dictionary set for your logical terminal.

Accessing a Second Level Menu

To access a second level menu from the Dictionary Entity Main Menu, type a three-letter code in the OPTION field. (Each
code is listed on the menu screen to the left of the corresponding option description.)

                     DICTIONARY ENTITY MAIN MENU

  OPTION===>   REC

Press Enter. The Record Menu screen displays.

DQF Rnn.nn ---  RECORD MENU  ------------------------  CA, INC. hh:mm mm/dd/yy

OPTION ===>

NAME   ===>                                                   VERSION ===>    1

DICTIONARY ===> ADSDICT                 NODE ===>

    DETAIL                  CROSS-REFERENCE

    OPTIONS                 OPTIONS

    --------------------    --------------------------------------------

    BAS BASIC INFO          DIA DIALOGS             SSC SUBSCHEMAS

    LST SELECTION LIST      ELE ELEMENTS

    SYN SYNONYMS            FIL FILES

                            MAP MAPS

                            PRO PROGRAMS
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            PF4= MAIN MENU

Exhibit 3.6: Accessing a Second Level Menu

Accessing an Information Screen

To access a detail or cross-reference information screen from a second level menu, type:

• A three-letter code in the OPTION field (from the codes listed on the second level menu screen);
• The name of an entity in the NAME field if you requested BAS or SYN in the OPTION field; and
• The version number of the entity in the VERSION field (if a version number is applicable).

Press Enter. The RECORD/ELEMENTS cross-reference screen displays.

The following display shows an alphabetical list of the dictionary entities, with their codes in the left column. The options
on each second level menu are also listed under Valid Choices in the exhibit.

DQF Rnn.nn ---  RECORD / ELEMENTS  ------------------  CA, INC. hh:mm mm/dd/yy

OPTION ===> REC.ELE                                           PAGE     1 OF  13

NAME   ===> ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD                    VERSION ===>    1
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LEVEL  NAME                          PICTURE        USAGE   LENGTH START  S/P/U

01    ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD                           653

  03  AGR-APPLICATION-NAME           X(8)           DISPLAY      8     1

  03  AGR-CURRENT-FUNCTION           X(8)           DISPLAY      8     9

  03  AGR-NEXT-FUNCTION              X(8)           DISPLAY      8    17

  03  AGR-CURRENT-RESPONSE           X(8)           DISPLAY      8    25

  03  AGR-DEFAULT-RESPONSE           X(8)           DISPLAY      8    33

  03  AGR-TASK-CODE                  X(8)           DISPLAY      8    41

  03  AGR-EXIT-DIALOG                X(8)           DISPLAY      8    49

  03  AGR-PRINT-DESTINATION          X(8)           DISPLAY      8    57

  03  AGR-DATE                       X(8)           DISPLAY      8    65

  03  AGR-USER-ID                    X(32)          DISPLAY     32    73

  03  AGR-SECURITY-CODE              X(32)          DISPLAY     32   105

  03  AGR-INSTALLATION-CODE          X(32)          DISPLAY     32   137

...CONTINUED

            PF3= END   PF4= MAIN MENU   PF7= UP   PF8= DOWN

Exhibit 3.7: Accessing an Information Screen

Main Menu Entity Description   Detail           Cross-Reference

Selection

APP       APPLICATION          BAS

ATT       ATTRIBUTE            BAS              ELE  FIL  MOD  PRO  QFI  REC
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CLA       CLASS                BAS

DIA       DIALOG               BAS  LST         MAP  PRC  REC

ELE       ELEMENT              BAS  SYN         MAP  REC

FIL       FILE                 BAS              REC

LOA       LOAD MODULE          BAS

MAP       MAP                  BAS  LST         DIA  ELE  REC  TAB

MOD       MODULE               BAS  LST         PRO

PRC       PROCESS              BAS  LST         DIA

PRO       PROGRAM              BAS  LST         FIL  MOD  PRO  REC

QFI       QFILE                BAS  LST

REC       RECORD               BAS  LST  SYN    DIA  ELE  FIL  MAP  PRO  SSC

SCH       SCHEMA               BAS  LST         ARE  REC  SET  SSC

SEG       SEGMENT              BAS              ARE  DIA  FIL

SSC       SUBSCHEMA            BAS  LST         DIA  LRF  PRO  REC  USE

SUB       SUBSYSTEM            BAS

SYS       SYSTEM               BAS

TAB       TABLE                BAS  LST

USE       USER                 BAS

Exhibit 3.8: Option Codes and Valid Combination Choices

Additional Detail and Cross-Reference Option Descriptions:
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• ARE AREAS
• BAS BASIC INFORMATION Default option from second level menu
• LRF LOGICAL RECORDS
• LST SELECTION LIST
• SET SETS
• SYN SYNONYMS

Commands:

• BYE (clears CA IDMS DQF scratch records)
• RETURN
• UP
• DOWN

To jump to any information screen, enter:

code.code    name    version

Using the Selection List

A selection list (LST) information screen is available from these second level menus:

• Dialog
• Map
• Module
• Process
• Program
• QFile
• Record
• Schema
• Subschema
• Table

Accessing the General Selection List

You can access either a general selection list or a refined selection list. The general selection list provides a list of all
names appearing in the dictionary for the specified entity. The refined version of the selection list provides only the entity
names that include certain characters.

To access a general selection list from the second level menus listed above:

1. Type LST in the OPTION field.
2. Press the ERASE EOF key in the NAME field to ensure that the NAME field is blank.
3. Press Enter.

The selection list appears containing a list of all names in the dictionary for that entity.

Accessing the Refined Selection List

You can access a refined version of the selection list that lists only entity names that include certain characters. In the
NAME field, you can enter a partial entity name and any or all of the characters used to match alphanumeric characters.
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• @ matches any alphabetic character
• # matches any numeric character
• * matches any character

Any one or all of these characters are used to replace characters in the NAME field. For example:

DQF***## in the NAME field indicates that you want a selection list that includes only those entity names beginning with
DQF, followed by three alphanumeric characters, and with numeric characters in the last two positions.

@@@***## in the NAME field indicates that you want a selection list that includes those entity names beginning with any
three alphabetic characters, followed by three alphanumeric characters, and ending with two numeric characters.

Any spaces in the middle of the NAME field remain spaces. Spaces at the end of the NAME field are filled with asterisks
(**). For example:

DQF #### entered in the NAME field finds those entity names that include the characters DQF in the first three positions,
followed by one space, and ending with four numeric characters.

To access the refined selection list:

1. Type LST in the OPTION field.
2. Type the characters for a partial name, or include the characters used to match unspecified characters (@, #, or *) in

the NAME field.
3. Press Enter.

The selection list appears containing a list of all names for that entity that match the specified characters.

Accessing Basic Information

To access basic information from either the general selection list or the refined selection list:

1. Place the cursor to the left of an entity name.
2. Type any character.
3. Press Enter.

The basic information screen describing the selected entity name appears.

DQF Rnn.nn ---  SUBSCHEMA SELECTION  ----------------  CA, INC. hh:mm mm/dd/yy

OPTION ===>                                                   PAGE     1 OF   2

NAME   ===> DQF***##                                          VERSION ===>

  NAME       SCHEMA       VER

  DQFSUB00   DQFSCHEM     0001

s DQFSUB01   DQFSCHEM     0001

DQF Rnn.nn ---  SUBSCHEMA / BASIC INFO  -------------  CA, INC. hh:mm mm/dd/yy

OPTION ===>                                                   PAGE     1 OF   1
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NAME   ===> DQFSUB01                                          VERSION ===>    1

SCHEMA                DQFSCHEM     VER     0001

DMCL

LAST COMPILED         mm/dd/yy

TIME STAMP            34546789

AUTHORIZATION         N

ERROR FLAG            Y

LRF ACCESS FLAG       N

SPF FLAG              N

            PF3= END   PF4= MAIN MENU   PF7= UP   PF8= DOWN

Exhibit 3.9: Accessing Basic Information Example

OPTION Default

On a second level menu, if you enter only the entity name and version number, and leave the OPTION field blank, the
entity Basic Information screen displays.
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DQF Rnn.nn ---  RECORD / BASIC INFO  ----------------  CA, INC. hh:mm mm/dd/yy

OPTION ===>                                                   PAGE     1 OF   1

NAME   ===> ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD                    VERSION ===>    1

PREFIX

PRIMARY RECORD        ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD          VERSION:0001

DESCRIPTION

RECORD LENGTH         0000000653

PREPARED              mm/dd/yy     BY NORKE02

REVISED                            BY

            PF3= END   PF4= MAIN MENU   PF7= UP   PF8= DOWN

Exhibit 3.10: OPTION Default Example

Returning to the Second Level Menu

To return to a second level menu from an information screen press PF3/15.

Returning to the Dictionary Entity Main Menu

To return to the Dictionary Entity Main Menu, press PF4/16.

Typical Sequence of Events, Using Menu Selections

A typical sequence of events using menu selections is shown below. The query:

• What is the description of a record in the dialog Dialog1 (version 1) and what are the elements in that record?
• The spelling and the version number of the record are verified by accessing the Dialog/Record cross-reference screen

first.
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Exhibit 3.11: Typical Sequence of Events Using Menus

Transferring Directly to Any Information Screen (Jumping)

To transfer directly to a particular detail information screen without accessing other menus, use combination codes, as
described below.

From any second level menu or detail screen, to access another detail screen, type:

• The combination code (defined below) in the OPTION field.
• The entity name in the NAME field. The entity named must be of the same type as the first part of the combination

code.
• The entity version number in the VERSION field.

Press Enter.

Combination Code

The combination code consists of three parts:

• The code of a main menu selection (option-1-code).
• A period
• The code of a valid combination option (option-2-code).

No spaces are allowed in a combination code.

Valid choices for combinations are indicated in the following table. Choose either a detail option or a cross-reference
option, not both.

The exhibit below shows the entries for each field required to access a detail information screen directly.

Field Entry Example
OPTION option-1-code.option-2-code REC.ELE
NAME option-1-name ACWK001-DATE-TIME
VERSION option-1-version-number 100
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• Type the indicated information and press Enter.
• The Dialog/Record cross-reference screen displays for the specified dialog name and version number.

• Type the indicated information and press Enter.
• The Record/Basic Information screen displays for the specified record.

Combination Codes Entered on the Dictionary Entity Main Menu

You can enter a combination code on the Dictionary Entity Main Menu. If there is a current name and version for the
selection, the system displays the requested detail information.

If there is no current name and version, you can type a name and version at the detail level and press Enter.

Typical Sequence of Screens Using Combination Codes

The exhibit below shows a typical sequence of screens accessed by combination codes to answer the same question that
was asked for Option Defaults.

The query:
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• What is the description of a record in the dialog Dialog1 (version 1) and what are the elements in that record?
• The spelling and the version number of the record are verified by accessing the Dialog/Record cross-reference screen

first.

Exhibit 3.13: Typical Sequence of Events Using Combination Codes

Returning to a Screen from Which You Transferred

Sometimes you may want to return to a detail information screen that you left by a jump. For instance, you might want to
go back to check a version number on the previous screen. But PF3 would take you up a level to a second level menu for
the current entity.

The situation is illustrated above. After finding the name of the record on the Dialog/Record cross-reference screen, the
user entered REC.BAS and the name, leaving the version number displays. unchanged. The Record/Basic Information
screen appeared with a message. The user wanted to return to the Dialog/Record cross-reference screen to check the
spelling of the record name and check the version number, because the system displayed the message:

NAME AND/OR VERSION NOT FOUND

Like the user described above, you may want to return to a previous screen. Whether you are still at the detail level, or
you have pressed PF3 and you are at the menu level, you can transfer directly to the previous detail screen to verify the
name and the version number. To access the previous screen, transfer directly by typing:

• The combination code (code.code) in the OPTION field.
• The name of the entity (same type as first part of combination code) in the NAME field.
• The entity version number in the VERSION field.
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Press Enter.

                     ┌─────────────────┐                    ┌─────────────────┐

                     │     DIALOG      │                    │     RECORD      │

                     │      MENU       │                    │      MENU       │

                     │                 │                    │                 │

                     │                 │                    │                 │

                     └────────┬────────┘                    └─────────────────┘

                              │ OPTION=>DIA.REC                      ▲

                              │                                      │ PF3

                              ▼                                      │

                     ┌─────────────────┐                    ┌────────┴────────┐

                     │    DIALOG/      │                    │     RECORD/     │

                     │    RECORD       ├───────────────────►│   BASIC INFO    │

                     │    Record1      │ OPTION=>REC.BAS    │Name and/or ver- │

                     │    VER 100      │ NAME=>Record1      │ sion not found  │

                     └─────────────────┘ VERSION=>1         └─────────────────┘

                                                  ▲

                                                  │

                                                  │

                                   ┌──────────────┴─────────────┐

                                   │ Did not enter new version  │

                                   │ number, so version default-│

                                   │ ed to the dialog version   │
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                                   │ number.                    │

                                   └────────────────────────────┘

───────────────────────────────── ────────────────────────────────── ────────────────────────

To return to Dialog/Record from either Record/
Basic Information or Record Menu, transfer directly.

                                                            ┌─────────────────┐

                                                            │     RECORD      │

                              ┌─────────────────────────────┤      MENU       │

                              │ OPTION=>DIA.REC             │                 │

                              │ NAME=>Dialog1               │                 │

                              │ VERSION=>1                  └─────────────────┘

                              │

                              │

                              ▼

                     ┌─────────────────┐                    ┌─────────────────┐

                     │    DIALOG/      │                    │     RECORD/     │

                     │    RECORD       │ ◄──────────────────┤   BASIC INFO    │

                     │    Record1      │ OPTION=>DIA.REC    │                 │

                     │    VER 100      │ NAME=>Dialog1      │                 │

                     └─────────────────┘ VERSION=>1         └─────────────────┘

                              ▲

                              │

               ┌──────────────┴──────────┐
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               │ Check name and version. │

               │                         │

               └─────────────────────────┘

Exhibit 3.14: Returning to a Previous Display

Ending an CA IDMS DQF Session
To leave CA IDMS DQF from any screen, type BYE in the OPTION field and press Enter. The system returns to the CA
IDMS/DC prompt.

The END PF keys (PF3/15) can also be used to leave CA IDMS DQF from the Dictionary Entity Main Menu.

When you leave by using the END PF key, the most recent name and version of each entity accessed in the current
session is saved. The current names and version numbers are retained until you leave CA IDMS/DC.

Screens
This section contains descriptions of the screens in CA IDMS DQF

First, the Dictionary Query Facility entry screen is shown. Next is the Dictionary Entity main Menu, followed by a chart
showing all the options available. Also included are descriptions of the fields on second level menu screens and detail
information screens. Finally, diagrams showing screen access for all the entity types are shown in alphabetical order.

The terms used on the detail information screens are explained in the Glossary.

For a general discussion of how to access screens, see The CA IDMS DQF Session.

Dictionary Query Facility Entry Screen
Contents

After you enter the task code for CA IDMS DQF, the system displays the Dictionary Query Facility entry screen.

      CCCCCCCCC

│││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││

    CCCCCCCCCC                                                                ││

  CCC                                                                         ││

CCC      AAAA                                                                 ││

CCC     AAAAA                                                                 ││

CCC    AAAAAA                                                                 ││

CCC   AAA AAA                                                                 ││
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 CCC AAA  AAA                                                                 ││

  CCAAACCCCCC              DICTIONARY QUERY FACILITY                          ││

   AAACCCCCCCC                                                                ││

  AAA     AAA                                                                 ││

 AAA      AAA                                                                 ││

 AA       AAA                                                                 ││

                        PRESS ENTER TO RECEIVE MAIN MENU                      ││

││                                                                            ││

││                                                                            ││

││                                                                            ││

││                                                                            ││

││                                                                            ││

││                                                                            ││

││                                                                            ││

││                                                                            ││

││ Rnn.nn  COPYRIGHT 2009           CA, INC.            ALL RIGHTS RESERVED  ││

│││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││││

Exhibit 4.1: Dictionary Query Facility Entry Screen

Dictionary Entity Main Menu

The Dictionary Entity Main Menu screen is shown below.

• OPTION
Enter the three-letter code of any of the options listed on the menu, or a combination code (code.code) for a detail
information screen.

• DICTIONARY
Enter the name of the dictionary you want to access.
Default: The current dictionary for your terminal.

• NODE
Multiple machine environments only. Enter the name of a DDS node that is the communication link between central
versions and CPUs. By identifying the DDS node, you can access a dictionary that exists in a CPU or region other than
the one in which CA IDMS DQF is processing.
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Default: The node in which CA IDMS DQF is processing.

DQF Rnn.nn ---  DICTIONARY ENTITY MAIN MENU  --------  CA, INC. hh:mm mm/dd/yy

OPTION ===>

DICTIONARY ===> SYSDICT                 NODE ===>

    MENU

    OPTIONS

    --------------------    --------------------    --------------------

    APP APPLICATION         LOA LOAD MODULE         SCH SCHEMA

    ATT ATTRIBUTE           MAP MAP                 SEG SEGMENT

    CLA CLASS               MOD MODULE              SSC SUBSCHEMA

    DIA DIALOG              PRC PROCESS             SUB SUBSYSTEM

    ELE ELEMENT             PRO PROGRAM             SYS SYSTEM

    FIL FILE                QFI QFILE               TAB TABLE

                            REC RECORD              USE USER

            PF3= EXIT DQF
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Exhibit 4.2: Dictionary Entity Main Menu Screen

Dictionary Entity Main Menu Options

The options available from the main menu are illustrated in the followig illistration. The combination codes for the detail
screens are shown.

Added Information

When you specify a cross-reference, the system may show more information than you expected. For example, when
you specify REC.PRO (Record/Programs), the system displays information on programs that are related to the record.
The display may also show dialogs that are identified as programs with the same builder code. The extra information is
included because CA IDMS DQF examines the dictionary builder code to classify entities.
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Exhibit 4.3: Options

Typical Screens
Contents
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Common Fields

Below are descriptions of fields common to second level menu and detail option screens.

• Release Number
The version of CA IDMS DQF that is installed in your environment.

• Screen Title
• Current Time

In the format hh:mm where hh represents the hour on a 24-hour clock and mm represents the minutes.
• Current Date

In for the format mm/dd/yy where mm represents the month, dd represents the date of the month, and yy represents
the year.

• OPTION
The field in which you can enter either a menu selection, a combination code that represents an information screen
title, or a special function.

• Message Area
The message area is below the OPTION field. For an explanation of each message, see .

• NAME
The field in which you can enter the name of a specific entity.

• VERSION
The field in which you can enter the version number of the entity specified in the NAME field.

• PF Keys
Functions of PF keys available from the current screen are shown at the bottom of the screen.

Second Level Menu Screen

• Detail Options
Screens that show detailed information specified to the entity named in the NAME field.

• Cross-Reference Options
Screens that list entities related to the entity named in the NAME field.

Basic Information Screen

• Detailed Entity Information
Details specific to the named entity.

• PAGE
The page number of the screen in a series, and the total number of pages in the series.

DQF Rnn.nn ---  RECORD MENU  ------------------------  CA, INC. hh:mm mm/dd/yy

OPTION ===>

NAME   ===>                                                   VERSION ===>    1

DICTIONARY ===> ADSDICT                 NODE ===>
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    DETAIL                  CROSS-REFERENCE

    OPTIONS                 OPTIONS

    --------------------    --------------------------------------------

    BAS BASIC INFO          DIA DIALOGS             SSC SUBSCHEMAS

    LST SELECTION LIST      ELE ELEMENTS

    SYN SYNONYMS            FIL FILES

                            MAP MAPS

                            PRO PROGRAMS

            PF4= MAIN MENU

Exhibit 4.4: Typical Second Level Menu Screen

DQF Rnn.nn ---  DIALOG / BASIC INFO  ----------------  CA, INC. hh:mm mm/dd/yy

OPTION ===>                                                   PAGE     1 OF   1

NAME   ===> DADQDDQF                                          VERSION ===>    1

DESCRIPTION           ADS DIALOG

LAST COMPILED         mm/dd/yy

PREPARED              mm/dd/yy     BY SMIJO02

REVISED               mm/dd/yy     BY

SUBSCHEMA             IDMSNWKA
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            PF3= END   PF4= MAIN MENU   PF7= UP   PF8= DOWN

Exhibit 4.5: Typical Entity Basic Information Screen

Selection List Screen

• Entity Occurrence Name
The names of the specific occurrences of the entity chosen on the second level menu screen that match the characters
appearing in the NAME field.

• PAGE
The page number of the screen in a series, and the total number of pages in the series.

DQF Rnn.nn ---  SUBSCHEMA SELECTION  ----------------  CA, INC.  hh:mm mm/dd/yy

OPTION ===>                                                   PAGE     1 OF   2

NAME   ===> DQF***##                                          VERSION ===>

  NAME       SCHEMA       VER

  DQFSUB00   DQFSCHEM     0001

  DQFSUB01   DQFSCHEM     0001

  DQFSUB02   DQFSCHEM     0001

  DQFSUB03   DQFSCHEM     0001

  DQFSUB04   DQFSCHEM     0001

  DQFSUB05   DQFSCHEM     0001

  DQFSUB06   DQFSCHEM     0001

  DQFSUB07   DQFSCHEM     0001

  DQFSUB08   DQFSCHEM     0001

  DQFSUB09   DQFSCHEM     0001
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  DQFSUB10   DQFSCHEM     0001

  DQFSUB11   DQFSCHEM     0001

  DQFSUB12   DQFSCHEM     0001

  DQFSUB13   DQFSCHEM     0001

  DQFSUB14   DQFSCHEM     0001

  ...CONTINUED

            PF3= END   PF4= MAIN MENU   PF7= UP   PF8= DOWN

Exhibit 4.6: Typical Entity Selection List Screen

Synonym Screen

• SYNONYM Names
Alternate names for the entity (record or element) chosen on the second level menu screen.

• PAGE
The page number of the screen in a series, and the total number of pages in the series.

DQF Rnn.nn ---  RECORD / SYNONYMS    ----------------  CA, INC. hh:mm mm/dd/yy

OPTION ===>                                                   PAGE     1 OF   1

NAME   ===> DATE-TIME                                         VERSION ===>

  SYNONYM                 VER    PREFIX

  ACWK001-DATE-TIME       0001   PRIMARY

  DATE-TIME               0100

  CURRENT-DATE-TIME       0001

  W001-DATE-TIME          0100   W001-
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            PF3= END   PF4= MAIN MENU   PF7= UP   PF8= DOWN

Exhibit 4.7: Typical Entity Synonym Screen

Screen Access
This section contains diagrams which show screen access for the following entity types:

• Application
• Attribute
• Class
• Dialog
• Element
• File
• Load Module
• Map
• Module
• Process
• Program
• QFile
• Record
• Subschema
• Segment
• Schema
• Subsystem
• System
• Table
• User

The combination code (code.code) is shown for each screen.

                  ┌─────────────────────┐

                  │         APP         │

                  │                     │

                  │   APPLICATION MENU  │

                  │                     │

                  │                     │

                  └──────────┬──────────┘

                             │
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                             │

                             │                       ┌─────────────────────┐

                             │                       │       APP.BAS       │

                             │                       │                     │

                             └──────────────────────►│     APPLICATION     │

                                                     │  BASIC INFORMATION  │

                                                     │                     │

                                                     └─────────────────────┘

Exhibit 4.8: Application Screens

               ┌─────────────────────┐

               │         ATT         │

               │                     │                   ┌─────────────────────┐

               │   ATTRIBUTE MENU    │ ───────────────►  │       ATT.REC       │

               │                     │                   │  ATTRIBUTE/RECORDS  │

               │                     │                 ┌─┴───────────────────┐ │

               └──────────┬──────────┘                 │      ATT.QFI        │ │

                          │                            │  ATTRIBUTE/QFILES   │ │

                          │                          ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

                          ▼                          │       ATT.PRO       │ │

               ┌─────────────────────┐               │  ATTRIBUTE/PROGRAMS │ │

               │       ATT.BAS       │             ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

               │                     │             │       ATT.MOD       │ │

               │      ATTRIBUTE      │             │  ATTRIBUTE/MODULES  │ │

               │  BASIC INFORMATION  │           ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘
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               │                     │           │       ATT.FIL       │ │

               └─────────────────────┘           │   ATTRIBUTE/FILES   │ │

                                               ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

                                               │       ATT.ELE       │ │

                                               │ ATTRIBUTE/ELEMENTS  │ │

                                               │                     ├─┘

                                               │                     │

                                               │                     │

                                               └─────────────────────┘

 

Exhibit 4.9: Attribute Screens

 ┌─────────────────────┐

 │         CLA         │

 │                     │

 │     CLASS MENU      │

 │                     │

 │                     │

 └──────────┬──────────┘

            │

            │

            │                       ┌─────────────────────┐

            │                       │       CLA.BAS       │

            │                       │                     │

            └──────────────────────►│         CLASS       │

                                    │  BASIC INFORMATION  │
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                                    │                     │

                                    └─────────────────────┘

 

Exhibit 4.10: Class Screens

                                           ┌─────────────────────┐

                                           │       DIA.REC       │

                                           │   DIALOG/RECORDS    │

                                         ┌─┴───────────────────┐ │

                                         │       DIA.PRC       │ │

                                         │  DIALOG/PROCESSES   │ │

 ┌─────────────────────┐               ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

 │         DIA         │               │        DIA.MAP      │ │

 │                     │               │      DIALOG/MAPS    │ │

 │     DIALOG MENU     ├──────────────►│                     ├─┘

 │                     │               │                     │

 │                     │               │                     │

 └──────────┬───┬──────┘               └─────────────────────┘

            │   │

            │   └─────────────────┐

            ▼                     │

 ┌─────────────────────┐          │    ┌─────────────────────┐

 │       DIA.LST       │          └───►│       DIA.BAS       │

 │                     │               │                     │

 │        DIALOG       ├──────────────►│        DIALOG       │
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 │    SELECTION LIST   │               │  BASIC INFORMATION  │

 │                     │               │                     │

 └─────────────────────┘               └─────────────────────┘

Exhibit 4.11: Dialog Screens

 ┌─────────────────────┐

 │                     │

 │       ELEMENT       │                    ┌─────────────────────┐

 │         MENU        ├────────────────►   │       ELE.REC       │

 │                     │                    │   ELEMENT/RECORDS   │

 │                     │                  ┌─┴───────────────────┐ │

 └──────────┬──────────┘                  │        ELE.MAP      │ │

            │                             │     ELEMENT/MAPS    │ │

            │                             │                     ├─┘

            ▼                             │                     │

   ┌─────────────────────┐                │                     │

   │       ELE.SYN       │                └─────────────────────┘

   │  ELEMENT/SYNONYMS   │

 ┌─┴───────────────────┐ │

 │       ELE.BAS       │ │

 │                     │ │

 │       ELEMENT       ├─┘

 │  BASIC INFORMATION  │

 │                     │

 └─────────────────────┘
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Exhibit 4.12: Element Screens

 ┌─────────────────────┐               ┌─────────────────────┐

 │         FIL         │               │        FIL.REC      │

 │                     │               │      FILE/RECORDS   │

 │      FILE MENU      ├──────────────►│                     │

 │                     │               │                     │

 │                     │               │                     │

 └──────────┬──────────┘               └─────────────────────┘

            │

            │

            ▼

 ┌─────────────────────┐

 │       FIL.BAS       │

 │                     │

 │         FILE        │

 │  BASIC INFORMATION  │

 │                     │

 └─────────────────────┘

Exhibit 4.13: File Screens

 ┌─────────────────────┐

 │         LOA         │

 │                     │

 │  LOAD MODULE MENU   │
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 │                     │

 │                     │

 └──────────┬──────────┘

            │

            │

            │

            │                          ┌─────────────────────┐

            │                          │       LOA.BAS       │

            │                          │                     │

            └─────────────────────────►│     LOAD MODULE     │

                                       │  BASIC INFORMATION  │

                                       │                     │

                                       └─────────────────────┘

Exhibit 4.14: Load Module Screens

                                             ┌─────────────────────┐

                                             │       MAP.TAB       │

                                             │     MAP/TABLES      │

                                           ┌─┴───────────────────┐ │

                                           │       MAP.REC       │ │

                                           │     MAP/RECORDS     │ │

                                         ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

                                         │       MAP.ELE       │ │

                                         │    MAP/ELEMENTS     │ │

 ┌─────────────────────┐               ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘
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 │         MAP         │               │        MAP.DIA      │ │

 │                     │               │      MAP/DIALOGS    │ │

 │       MAP MENU      ├─────────────► │                     ├─┘

 │                     │               │                     │

 │                     │               │                     │

 └──────────┬─────┬────┘               └─────────────────────┘

            │     │

            │     └───────────────┐

            ▼                     │

 ┌─────────────────────┐          │    ┌─────────────────────┐

 │       MAP.LST       │          └───►│       MAP.BAS       │

 │                     │               │                     │

 │         MAP         ├──────────────►│         MAP         │

 │    SELECTION LIST   │               │  BASIC INFORMATION  │

 │                     │               │                     │

 └─────────────────────┘               └─────────────────────┘

Exhibit 4.15: Map Screens

 ┌─────────────────────┐               ┌─────────────────────┐

 │         MOD         │               │        MOD.PRO      │

 │                     │               │   MODULE/PROGRAMS   │

 │     MODULE MENU     ├──────────────►│                     │

 │                     │               │                     │

 │                     │               │                     │

 └──────────┬─────┬────┘               └─────────────────────┘
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            │     │

            │     │

            ▼     └─────────────┐

 ┌─────────────────────┐        │      ┌─────────────────────┐

 │       MOD.LST       │        └─────►│       MOD.BAS       │

 │                     │               │                     │

 │       MODULE        ├──────────────►│       MODULE        │

 │    SELECTION LIST   │               │  BASIC INFORMATION  │

 │                     │               │                     │

 └─────────────────────┘               └─────────────────────┘

Exhibit 4.16: Module Screens

 ┌─────────────────────┐               ┌─────────────────────┐

 │         PRC         │               │       PRC.DIA       │

 │                     │               │   PROCESS/DIALOGS   │

 │     PROCESS MENU    ├──────────────►│                     │

 │                     │               │                     │

 │                     │               │                     │

 └──────────┬─────┬────┘               └─────────────────────┘

            │     │

            │     │

            ▼     └─────────────┐

 ┌─────────────────────┐        │      ┌─────────────────────┐

 │       PRC.LST       │        └─────►│       PRC.BAS       │

 │                     │               │                     │
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 │       PROCESS       ├──────────────►│       PROCESS       │

 │    SELECTION LIST   │               │  BASIC INFORMATION  │

 │                     │               │                     │

 └─────────────────────┘               └─────────────────────┘

Exhibit 4.17: Process Screens

                                             ┌─────────────────────┐

                                             │       PRO.REC       │

                                             │  PROGRAM/RECORDS    │

                                           ┌─┴───────────────────┐ │

                                           │       PRO.PRO       │ │

                                           │   PROGRAM/PROGRAMS  │ │

                                         ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

                                         │       PRO.MOD       │ │

                                         │   PROGRAM/MODULES   │ │

 ┌─────────────────────┐               ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

 │         PRO         │               │       PRO.FIL       │ │

 │                     │               │    PROGRAM/FILES    │ │

 │    PROGRAM MENU     ├──────────────►│                     ├─┘

 │                     │               │                     │

 │                     │               │                     │

 └──────────┬─────┬────┘               └─────────────────────┘

            │     │

            │     │

            ▼     └─────────────┐
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 ┌─────────────────────┐        │      ┌─────────────────────┐

 │       PRO.LST       │        └─────►│       PRO.BAS       │

 │                     │               │                     │

 │       PROGRAM       ├──────────────►│       PROGRAM       │

 │    SELECTION LIST   │               │  BASIC INFORMATION  │

 │                     │               │                     │

 └─────────────────────┘               └─────────────────────┘

Exhibit 4.18: Program Screens

 ┌─────────────────────┐

 │                     │

 │         QFILE       │

 │         MENU        ├──────────────────────────┐

 │                     │                          │

 │                     │                          │

 └──────────┬──────────┘                          │

            │                                     │

            │                                     │

            ▼                                     ▼

 ┌─────────────────────┐               ┌─────────────────────┐

 │       QFI.LST       │               │       QFI.BAS       │

 │                     │               │                     │

 │        QFILE        ├──────────────►│        QFILE        │

 │    SELECTION LIST   │               │  BASIC INFORMATION  │

 │                     │               │                     │
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 └─────────────────────┘               └─────────────────────┘

Exhibit 4.19: QFILE Screens

                                                 ┌─────────────────────┐

                                                 │        REC.SSC      │

                                                 │  RECORD/SUBSCHEMAS  │

                                               ┌─┴───────────────────┐ │

                                               │        REC.PRO      │ │

                                               │   RECORD/PROGRAMS   │ │

                                             ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

                                             │        REC.MAP      │ │

                                             │     RECORD/MAPS     │ │

                                           ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

                                           │        REC.FIL      │ │

                                           │     RECORD/FILES    │ │

                                         ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

                                         │        REC.ELE      │ │

                                         │   RECORD/ELEMENTS   │ │

 ┌─────────────────────┐               ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

 │         REC         │               │        REC.DIA      │ │

 │                     │               │   RECORDS/DIALOGS   │ │

 │     RECORD MENU     ├──────────────►│                     ├─┘

 │                     │               │                     │

 │                     │               │                     │

 └──────────┬─────┬────┘               └─────────────────────┘
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            │     │

            │     │

            │     │                 ┌─────────────────────┐

            │     │                 │       REC.SYN       │

            ▼     └────────┐        │   RECORD/SYNONYMS   │

 ┌─────────────────────┐   │      ┌─┴───────────────────┐ │

 │       REC.LST       │   └─────►│       REC.BAS       │ │

 │                     │          │                     │ │

 │       RECORD        ├─────────►│       RECORD        ├─┘

 │    SELECTION LIST   │          │  BASIC INFORMATION  │

 │                     │          │                     │

 └─────────────────────┘          └─────────────────────┘

Exhibit 4.20: Record Screens

                                             ┌─────────────────────┐

                                             │        SCH.SSC      │

                                             │   SCHEMA/SUBSCHEMA  │

                                           ┌─┴───────────────────┐ │

                                           │        SCH.SET      │ │

                                           │      SCHEMA/SETS    │ │

                                         ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

                                         │        SCH.REC      │ │

                                         │    SCHEMA/RECORDS   │ │

 ┌─────────────────────┐               ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

 │         SCH         │               │        SCH.ARE      │ │
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 │                     │               │     SCHEMA/AREAS    │ │

 │     SCHEMA MENU     ├──────────────►│                     ├─┘

 │                     │               │                     │

 │                     │               │                     │

 └──────────┬─────┬────┘               └─────────────────────┘

            │     │

            │     │

            │     │

            │     │

            ▼     └────────┐

 ┌─────────────────────┐   │      ┌─────────────────────┐

 │       SCH.LST       │   └─────►│       SCH.BAS       │

 │                     │          │                     │

 │       SCHEMA        ├─────────►│       SCHEMA        │

 │    SELECTION LIST   │          │  BASIC INFORMATION  │

 │                     │          │                     │

 └─────────────────────┘          └─────────────────────┘

Exhibit 4.21: Schema Screens

                                                ┌─────────────────────┐

   ┌─────────────────────┐                      │       SEG.FIL       │

   │         SEG         │                      │    SEGMENT/FILES    │

   │                     │                    ┌─┴───────────────────┐ │

   │    SEGMENT MENU     ├────────────────►   │       SEG.DIA       │ │

   │                     │                    │   SEGMENT/DIALOGS   │ │
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   │                     │                  ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

   └──────────┬──────────┘                  │       SEG.ARE       │ │

              │                             │    SEGMENT/AREAS    │ │

              │                             │                     ├─┘

              ▼                             │                     │

   ┌─────────────────────┐                  │                     │

   │       SEG.BAS       │                  └─────────────────────┘

   │                     │

   │       SEGMENT       │

   │  BASIC INFORMATION  │

   │                     │

   └─────────────────────┘

Exhibit 4.22: Segment Screens

                                               ┌─────────────────────┐

                                               │       SSC.USE       │

                                               │   SUBSCHEMA/USERS   │

                                             ┌─┴───────────────────┐ │

                                             │       SSC.REC       │ │

                                             │  SUBSCHEMA/RECORDS  │ │

                                           ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

                                           │       SSC.PRO       │ │

                                           │  SUBSCHEMA/PROGRAMS │ │

                                         ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

                                         │       SSC.LRF       │ │
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                                         │    SUBSCHEMA/LRF    │ │

 ┌─────────────────────┐               ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

 │         SSC         │               │       SSC.DIA       │ │

 │                     │               │  SUBSCHEMA/DIALOGS  │ │

 │    SUBSCHEMA MENU   ├──────────────►│                     ├─┘

 │                     │               │                     │

 │                     │               │                     │

 └──────────┬─────┬────┘               └─────────────────────┘

            │     │

            │     │

            ▼     └─────────────┐

 ┌─────────────────────┐        │      ┌─────────────────────┐

 │       SSC.LST       │        └─────►│       SSC.BAS       │

 │                     │               │                     │

 │      SUBSCHEMA      ├──────────────►│      SUBSCHEMA      │

 │    SELECTION LIST   │               │  BASIC INFORMATION  │

 │                     │               │                     │

 └─────────────────────┘               └─────────────────────┘

Exhibit 4.23: Subschema Screens

 ┌─────────────────────┐               ┌─────────────────────┐

 │         SUB         │               │        SUB.PRO      │

 │                     │               │  SUBSYSTEM/PROGRAMS │

 │    SUBSYSTEM MENU   ├──────────────►│                     │

 │                     │               │                     │
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 │                     │               │                     │

 └──────────┬──────────┘               └─────────────────────┘

            │

            │

            ▼

 ┌─────────────────────┐

 │       SUB.BAS       │

 │                     │

 │      SUBSYSTEM      │

 │  BASIC INFORMATION  │

 │                     │

 └─────────────────────┘

Exhibit 4.24: Subsystem Screens

 ┌─────────────────────┐

 │         SYS         │

 │                     │

 │     SYSTEM MENU     │

 │                     │

 │                     │

 └──────────┬──────────┘

            │

            │

            │                          ┌─────────────────────┐

            │                          │        SYS.BAS      │
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            │                          │                     │

            └─────────────────────────►│        SYSTEM       │

                                       │  BASIC INFORMATION  │

                                       │                     │

                                       └─────────────────────┘

Exhibit 4.25: System Screens

 ┌─────────────────────┐

 │         TAB         │

 │                     │

 │     TABLE MENU      ├─────────────────────────┐

 │                     │                         │

 │                     │                         │

 └──────────┬──────────┘                         │

            │                                    │

            │                                    │

            ▼                                    ▼

 ┌─────────────────────┐              ┌─────────────────────┐

 │       TAB.LST       │              │        TAB.BAS      │

 │                     │              │                     │

 │         TABLE       ├─────────────►│         TABLE       │

 │    SELECTION LIST   │              │  BASIC INFORMATION  │

 │                     │              │                     │

 └─────────────────────┘              └─────────────────────┘

Exhibit 4.26: Table Screens
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                                              ┌─────────────────────┐

                                              │       USE.SUB       │

                                              │   USER/SUBSYSTEMS   │

                                            ┌─┴───────────────────┐ │

                                            │       USE.REC       │ │

                                            │     USER/RECORDS    │ │

                                          ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

                                          │       USE.QFI       │ │

 ┌─────────────────────┐                  │     USER/QFILES     │ │

 │         USE         │                ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

 │                     │                │       USE.PRO       │ │

 │      USER MENU      ├─────────────►  │    USER/PROGRAMS    │ │

 │                     │              ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

 │                     │              │       USE.MOD       │ │

 └──────────┬──────────┘              │    USER/MODULES     │ │

            │                       ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

            │                       │       USE.FIL       │ │

            ▼                       │     USER/FILES      │ │

 ┌─────────────────────┐          ┌─┴───────────────────┐ ├─┘

 │       USE.BAS       │          │       USE.ELE       │ │

 │                     │          │    USER/ELEMENTS    │ │

 │         USER        │          │                     ├─┘

 │  BASIC INFORMATION  │          │                     │

 │                     │          │                     │
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 └─────────────────────┘          └─────────────────────┘

Exhibit 4.27: User Screens

DQF Operations
This section discusses the operation of CA IDMS DQF and covers system requirements, storage requirements, and the
use of alternate dictionaries.

System requirements 

System requirements for CA IDMS DQF include the operating environment, the terminal type, and the subschema.

Terminal Type

CA IDMS DQF can be used from an IBM 3270-type terminal (models 2 through 5), including a 3279 color display.

Subschema

CA IDMS DQF uses the IDMSNWKA and IDMSNWKG subschemas.

Security

Normal CA IDMS/DC security applies. You can limit access to CA IDMS DQF by setting security on your CA IDMS DQF
task code.

Storage requirements 

CA IDMS DQF uses the program pool, the storage pool, and the scratch/queue area.

Program Pool

Because all CA IDMS DQF run-time modules are reentrant, only one copy of CA IDMS DQF is required to support
multiple users. CA IDMS DQF is required to support multiple users. CA IDMS DQF requires 6K to 200K of program
storage for an average session.

Session Storage Pool

A session storage block is used for communication between CA IDMS DQF modules. Each terminal user requires 10K to
200K for storage during an average session; the session storage is released at the end of the session.

Scratch/Queue Area

Detail displays create a scratch paging file. This file varies from one to several thousand pages depending on the size
of the detail block. This scratch area is released at the end of the session, if you leave CA IDMS DQF using the BYE
command. If you leave the facility by pressing the PF3 or PF15 key from the Main Menu, the scratch area is retained until
you leave CA IDMS/DC .

Alternative Dictionaries

CA IDMS DQF is an CA ADS application, and the installation process adds the CA IDMS DQF application to the CA IDMS
Task Application Table (TAT) in the TOOLDICT dictionary. You must update each additional dictionary under which you
intend to execute CA IDMS DQF.
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See the CA IDMS installation sections for instructions on updating the additional dictionary(ies).

Using the CA IDMS Database Dictionary Loader Option
This section provides the conceptual and operational information necessary to use the CA IDMS Database Dictionary
Loader Option including:

• Syntax and job control language
• Considerations relating to using the CA IDMS Dictionary Loader effectively

CA IDMS Dictionary Loader populates the dictionary

The CA IDMS Dictionary Loader is a syntax converter used in conjunction with the Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD)
to simplify the task of populating the dictionary with information contained in COBOL source programs. The CA IDMS
Dictionary Loader processes a system of programs (that is, programs that process common files and records) individually
and then collectively. This processing yields a collection of useful reports and the Data Dictionary Definition Language
(DDDL) source statements (that is, ADD PROGRAM, ADD RECORD, and ADD FILE) needed to populate the dictionary
with information on the programs.

What follows

To acquaint you with the CA IDMS Dictionary Loader, this section presents a system overview, a list of system capabilities,
and a description of the reports the CA IDMS Dictionary Loader generates. Sections 2, 3, and 4 discuss the input, output,
and operation of each of the three CA IDMS Dictionary Loader components separately.

System Overview
CA IDMS Dictionary Loader components

The CA IDMS Dictionary Loader consists of three components:

Program Processor

The Program Processor analyzes a single COBOL program and produces an intermediate file (data usage file) containing
information on data usage within the program (for example, an element name and the source lines that refer to the name).
A collection of data usage files (that is, one file for each COBOL program in a system of programs) is input to the DDDL
Generator and optionally to the Cross Reference Processor.

Cross Reference Processor

The optional Cross Reference Processor analyzes a collection of data usage files and produces reports that aid in
developing the file of control statements for running the DDDL Generator. Generally, the Cross Reference Processor is
executed for a system of programs (for example, several programs that process the same file).

DDDL Generator

The DDDL Generator reads data usage files produced by the Program Processor and generates the appropriate DDDL
source statements for subsequent input to the DDDL compiler.

Illustration of the components

The following figure illustrates how the three CA IDMS Dictionary Loader components are related:
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Function of the Program Processor

The Program Processor (PRANCOB) analyzes a single COBOL program. Output from this program is a set of reports
and a data usage file. The reports and the file contain information on the way that the program uses data. The data
usage file is used as input to the Cross Reference Processor and the DDDL Generator. Note that the Program Processor
is executed separately for each COBOL program in the system of programs to be processed. The functioning of the
Program Processor is illustrated in the following figure:
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Function of the Cross Reference Processor

The Cross Reference Processor (PRANXREF) analyzes a collection of data usage files to track all references to data
elements throughout a system of programs. Output from this component are reports that provide extensive cross-
reference information (for example, data items and the source lines that refer to each item) about the system of programs
being analyzed. The reports also aid in developing the control statements for running the DDDL Generator. You can
bypass the Cross Reference Processor in you want to. The following figure illustrates the functioning of the Cross
Reference Processor:

Function of the DDDL Generator

The DDDL Generator (PRANIDDG) reads a collection of data usage files and generates the appropriate DDDL source
statements for input to the IDD DDDL compiler. Optional control statements can be used to specify a VERSION clause
to be added to generated statements and to identify synonymous and nonunique names (that is, multiple names used
to refer to the same file or record or single names used to refer to two or more different files or records). This module
generates a file containing all DDDL ADD PROGRAM, ADD FILE, and ADD RECORD statements associated with
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the system of programs processed and produces a listing of a all generated statements. The functioning of the DDDL
Generator is illustrated in the following figure:

CA IDMS Dictionary Loader Capabilities
The CA IDMS Dictionary Loader has the capabilities described below.

Generates DDDL statements

The CA IDMS Dictionary Loader can process a system of up to 99 COBOL programs to generate a file of DDDL
statements that describe the programs and the files, records, and elements that the programs use. This file can be
submitted to the DDDL compiler to populate the data dictionary.

Generates VERSION clauses

The CA IDMS Dictionary Loader adds VERSION clauses to all generated statements. If directed by a control statement,
the DDDL Generator includes a user-specified VERSION clause in each generated statement; otherwise, the DDDL
Generator includes a VERSION 01 clause in each statement.

Processes synonyms

The CA IDMS Dictionary Loader can identify synonyms within generated ADD statements. When a single file or record is
referred to by many different names throughout the system of programs, the DDDL Generator can be directed to generate
a SYNONYM clause within each ADD statement to identify all other names used to refer to the file or record.

Processes nonunique names

The CA IDMS Dictionary Loader can differentiate between multiple uses of the same name. When multiple files or records
are referred to by a single name, the DDDL Generator can be directed to generate an ADD statement for each unique file
or record, assigning each occurrence of the name of a separate version number (NEXT HIGHEST/NEXT LOWEST) or
assigning all occurrences the same version.

Using NEXT HIGHEST/LOWEST

If NEXT HIGHEST/NEXT LOWEST is used in generating the DDDL statements with the DDDL Generator, the DDDL
compiler will add all of the entities to the data dictionary, using the same name and differentiating one from another by the
version number.
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Using explicit version numbers

If all entities are assigned an explicit version number (that is, the same version number) during DDDL Generator
processing, the DDDL compiler will process the statements in one of two ways depending on the setting of the DDDL
compiler option DEFAULT IS ON/OFF:

Setting Description
DEFAULT IS ON The DDDL compiler will process the first ADD statement

containing the nonunique entity-occurrence name and change
subsequent ADD statements that use the name to MODIFY
statements.

DEFAULT IS OFF The DDDL compiler will process only the first ADD statement that
contains the nonunique entity-occurrence name and will flag as
erroneous all subsequent ADD statements that use the name.

Editing the generated statements

You can edit the generated DDDL statements to eliminate unwanted ADDs, to establish different version numbers, or to
merge several ADD statements that describe the same record or file into a single ADD statement.

CA IDMS Dictionary Loader Reports
Program Processor reports

The Program Processor produces four reports that are useful in analyzing the program, as follows:

Report Description
Management Summary Report Lists the number of source lines in each division of the program,

the number of diagnostic messages issued, and file usage
information. The report aids in a quick assessment of the
program's complexity, conformance to standard and file usage.

Diagnostic Report Lists all source program lines found to contain a potential error
condition. The report aids in identifying COBOL syntax errors,
non-conformance to ANS standards, and logical errors that could
not be detected by a COBOL compiler.

File and Record Layouts Report Lists information on the attributes of each file and detail
information on the data items within each record. The report aids
in finding information on files and data items without having to
refer to the source listing.

DATA DIVISION Cross-Reference Report Lists all data items used in the program and all references to the
data items made in the PROCEDURE DIVISION of the program.
The report allows comprehensive tracking of the use of data items
within the program.

Cross-Reference Processor reports

The Cross-Reference Processor produces two reports that are useful in analyzing a collection of related programs as
follows:

Report Description
System Data Cross-Reference Report Lists data items and references to the items for a system of

programs. The report allows comprehensive tracking of the use of
data items within the entire system of programs.
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Dictionary of Data Names Lists alphabetically, all data element and record names used in a
system of programs together with extensive information on each
item listed. This report aids in tracking the use of data names.

Program Processor
Description

The Program Processor processes a single COBOL source program and produces a data usage file and reports. This
component is a full COBOL parser; it includes functional phases for reading, scanning, parsing, analyzing, sorting, and
reporting on a COBOL source program. The Program Processor produces the following reports:

• The Management Summary Report
• The Diagnostic Report
• The File and Records Layout Report
• The DATA DIVISION Cross-Reference Report

Data usage file

The data usage file produced is the input required for the Cross Reference Processor and the DDDL Generator. The
Program Processor must be executed once for each program in the system of programs being processed.

What follows

This section describes the input requirements and the reports associated with the Program Processor and provides
instructions for executing this component under z/OS and z/VSE.

Input Requirements
COBOL source program requirements

One execution of the Program Processor requires as input a single, complete COBOL source program. The program must
meet the following requirements:

• The program must be in a form suitable for COBOL compilation. Programs containing COBOL COPY statements are
expanded automatically. The library member being copied must contain the 01 level description.

• If the program contains embedded CA IDMS/DB navigational DML commands, it must be run through the DMLC
processor before being input to the Program Processor. The DMLC processor changes DML commands to COBOL
comments and generates CALLS, as appropriate, for requesting database services. The file output from the DMLC
processor can be input to the Program Processor.

• If the program resides in a library in compressed format, it must be run through the appropriate librarian utility to
expand it into standard 80-character format before being input to the Program Processor. Output from the librarian
utility can be input to the Program Processor.

z/VSE considerations

Note that z/VSE users can copy source code input to the Program Processor from a source statement library by using the
=COPY facility. To use this facility, specify the member containing the source code in the following syntax:

►►── =COPY IDMS ─┬──────────────────────┬─ member-name ───────────────────────►◄

                 ├─ sublibrary-name. ─┬─┘

                 └─ A. ◄ ─────────────┘
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If member-name is not in the A. sublibrary, specify the sublibrary (usually C.) name. Note that if a private source statement
library is used to store member-name, the DLBL file type must be specified as DA at run time.

An example of the use of this statement is shown below:

=COPY IDMS C.PRANDEM1

Other input form

The Program Processor accepts one other form of input: the parameter statement. This statement specifies override
processing options for executing the Program Processor. The following table is a summary of the options available with
this statement. For syntax and rules, see the Parameter Statement later in this section.

NOTE
For z/OS clients, parameters can be specified more conventionally in the execution JCL by using the PARM
clause of the EXEC statement.

Runtime Options for the Program Processor

The Program Processor operates with the default options listed in effect unless override options are specified.

Parameter Default Option Override Option
SYSREF/NOSYSREF SYSREF -- The data usage file is to be

produced
NOSYSREF -- The data usage file is not to
be produced

SOURCE/NOSOURCE NOSOURCE -- The COBOL source
program is not to be listed

SOURCE -- The COBOL source program is
to be listed

SUMM/NOSUMM SUMM -- The Management Summary
Report is to be printed

NOSUMM -- The Management Summary
Report is not to be printed

DMAP/NODMAP DMAP -- The File and Record Layouts
Report is to be printed

NODMAP -- The File and Records Layout
Report is not to be printed

DXREF/NODXREF DXREF -- The DATA DIVISION Cross-
Reference Report is to be printed

NODXREF -- The DATA DIVISION Cross-
Reference Report is not to be printed

DIAG/NODIAG DIAG -- The Diagnostic Report is to be
printed

NODIAG -- The Diagnostic Report is not to
be printed

ANS/ANS68/ANS74/NOANS NOANS -- ANS diagnostics are not to be
included in the Diagnostic Report

ANS -- All diagnostic messages are to be
included in the Diagnostic Report
ANS68-Only ANS 1968 diagnostic
messages are to be included in the
Diagnostic Report
ANS74-Only ANS 1974 diagnostic
messages are to be included in the
Diagnostic Report

FLO/NOFLO FLO -- FLO diagnostic messages are to be
included in the Diagnostic Report

NOFLO -- FLO diagnostic messages are
not to be included in the Diagnostic Report

NUM/NONUM NUM -- The line numbers present in
the source program are to be used for
referencing

NONUM-Line numbers are to be assigned
sequentially to all lines in the source
program for referencing

Output
Contents

Types of output
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The Program Processor automatically produces the following output:

• Data Usage File
• Management Summary Report
• Diagnostic Report
• File and Record Layouts Report
• DATA DIVISION Cross-Reference Report

Overrides

Note that override processing options are available to suppress the output of the data usage file and any of the reports,
and to request the inclusion of a source program listing (see Parameter Statement below).

Title page

Output from the Program Processor begins with a title page. The title page identifies the program and the date of the run,
and supplies a table of contents listing all reports produced for the run. If a program listing has been requested, it appears
after the Management Summary Report. Program Processor reports are discussed separately below.

Management Summary Report

Source program information

The Management Summary Report provides the following information on the source program:

• The number of source lines in each division of the program
• The number of diagnostic messages issued for each type of error
• File usage information for each file associated with the program

Sample report

This report aids in an overall assessment of the source program's complexity, conformance to standards, and file usage. A
sample Management Summary Report appears below:

      PRANDEM2   MANAGEMENT SUMMARY                                             DICTIONARY LOADER        dd mmm yy 1425   PAGE   1

      129    TOTAL SOURCE LINES

      8      LINES IN IDENTIFICATION DIVISION

      6      LINES IN ENVIRONMENT DIVISION

      62     LINES IN DATA DIVISION

      53     LINES IN PROCEDURE DIVISION

      5      (ANS) VIOLATIONS OF BOTH ANS-68 AND ANS-74

      0      (A68) VIOLATIONS OF ANS-68 ONLY
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      2      (A74) VIOLATIONS OF ANS-74 ONLY

      0      ($$$) COBOL SOURCE ERRORS

      0      (FLO) FLOW ANALYSIS

                                                                   OPENED FOR:     RECORD              BLOCK

      FILE NAME                      DEVICE                        IN OU IO EX     LENGTH              SIZE

      CUSTOMER-FILE                  UT-2400-S-
CUSTIN              X               104                 UNBLOCKED

      RPTFILE                        UT-S-
SYSLST                      X            133                 UNBLOCKED

Diagnostic Report

Lists incorrect source

The Diagnostic Report lists all source program lines found to contain a potential error condition. Each line listed is followed
by a diagnostic message. The message identifies the problem portion of the COBOL statement with an asterisk (*),
indicates the type of condition detected with a keyword indicator, and briefly describes the condition.

Sample report

      PRANDEM2   DIAGNOSTIC LISTING                                             DICTIONARY LOADER        dd mmm yy 1425   PAGE   2

      GEN-
LN   SOURCE CARD                                                                  REMARKS

               130000          MOVE SPACE TOO DETAIL-REC.

                                          *                                                 ($
$$) SYNTAX ERROR

Diagnostic Report messages

The Diagnostic Report lists three types of diagnostic messages:

Syntax ($$$)
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One of the following three messages appears following the $$$ indicator:

1. 'Character-string' NOT ALLOWED
The character string reported is a valid COBOL keyword or expression, but it cannot be used where it appears.

2. PROCEDURE NOT FOUND
The operand of the PERFORM statement is undefined.

3. SYNTAX ERROR
The word or construction does not conform to COBOL syntax rules.

ANS, ANS68, ANS74

The appropriate form of the following diagnostic message appears following the ANS, ANS68, or ANS74 indicators:

ANS/ANS-68/ANS-74 DOES NOT ALLOW 'keyword'

The keyword reported violates ANS 1968 standards for COBOL (ANS-68), 1974 standards (ANS-74), or both 1968 and
1974 standards (ANS).

Logical flow (FLO)

One of the following messages appears following the FLO indicator:

1.
ALTER TO procedure-name IN PROCEDURE

PERFORM procedure-name-1 THRU procedure-name-n

The ALTER statement causes the altered paragraph to transfer into the THRU range of a PERFORM procedure that
does not contain the altered paragraph.

2.
ALTER TO procedure-name OUT OF PROCEDURE

PERFORM procedure-name-1 THRU procedure-name-n

The ALTER statement sets the altered paragraph so that it will transfer out of the THRU range of the PERFORM procedure in which the altered paragraph resides.

3.
ALTERED PARAGRAPH NEVER REACHED

This paragraph is never reached when the program is executed. The paragraph is altered however, by a statement
that can be reached.

4.
END OF PROC DIV REACHED

Program flow can fall through the end of the last paragraph of the PROCEDURE DIVISION. Program flow, should be
ended by a STOP RUN statement.

5.
GO TO procedure-name IN PROCEDURE

PERFORM procedure-name-1 THRU procedure-name-n
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The GO TO statement resides outside the THRU range of the PERFORM procedure and transfers control to a
paragraph inside the PERFORM procedure.

6.
GO TO procedure-name OUT OF PROCEDURE

PERFORM procedure-name-1 THRU procedure-name-n

The GO TO statement transfers control out of the THRU range of the PERFORM in which the GO TO resides.
7.

PARAGRAPH NEVER REACHED

Program flow cannot reach this paragraph during execution of the program
8.

PERFORM EXIT BEFORE ENTRY

A statement of the form PERFORM procedure-name-1 THRU procedure-name-n has been found where the
procedure-name-n precedes procedure-name-1 in the program.

9.
PERFORM RANGE OVERLAPS

PERFORM procedure-name-1 THRU procedure-name-n

The range of this PERFORM statement overlaps the range of PERFORM procedure-name-1 THRU procedure-name-
n. Either the two names have a common entry or exit, or one range is not completely nested in the other.

10.
PROCEDURE EXIT NEVER REACHED

The procedure name in the statement flagged can never be reached at execution time. The name is referred to,
however, by a statement of the form PERFORM procedure-name-1 THRU procedure-name-n. This message is
also issued for a paragraph referred to by an ALTER statement of the form ALTER procedure-name-1 to procedure-
name-2, where either procedure-name-1 or procedure-name-2 cannot be reached.

11.
REACHED FROM LAST PARA/SECT AND

PERFORM procedure name-1 THRU procedure-name-2

Program flow can reach this statement in either of the following ways:
– From the end of the preceding paragraph or as the first paragraph of a performed section.
– From a PERFORM statement that refers to this paragraph as the entry point of the performed procedure.

12.
SENTENCE NEVER REACHED

This sentence will never be reached during program execution.
13.

STATEMENT NEVER REACHED

This statement (within a sentence) will never be reached during program execution.

Types of problems flagged
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Note that with the exception of two of the three syntax messages, Diagnostic Report messages identify problems that
normal COBOL compilation might not flag. These problems fall into two categories as follows:

Problem Description
Compatibility ANS messages flag areas of potential compatibility in successfully

compiled programs that might be run through another compiler.
Logical flow FLO messages flag potential flaws in logic that could not be

detected by the COBOL compiler. For example, FLO diagnostics
can aid in identifying statements that can never be reached during
execution.

Syntax errors in compiled programs

Note that messages identifying syntax errors may be issued for programs that have compiled successfully. Such error
messages usually identify minor differences in the syntax requirements enforced by the user's compiler and the Program
Processor. For example, some compilers do not flag as erroneous COBOL statements that begin in column 8 instead
of 12. The Program Processor flags such statements. If these syntax errors are not important to the user, they can be
ignored.

File and Record Layouts Report

Describe file and record layouts

The File and Record Layouts Report is a six part report that provides information on the attributes of each file and specific
details about the data items within each record:

• The first five parts of the report describe the five sections contained within the DATA DIVISION of a COBOL source
program (that is, the FILE, WORKING-STORAGE, LINKAGE, COMMUNICATION, and REPORT sections).

• The sixth section of the report lists source statement references to all ACCEPT, DISPLAY, STOP, and CALL
statements used the PROCEDURE DIVISION of the source program. This report allows quick access to information on
files and data items without having to refer to the source listing.

Sample report

The following figure shows the first page of a sample File and Record Layouts Report.

      PRANDEM2   FILE AND RECORD LAYOUTS (FILE SECTION)                          DICTIONARY LOADER       dd mmm yy 1425   PAGE   1

             FILE NAME:           CUSTOMER-FILE

             DEVICE NAME:         UT-2400-S-CUSTIN

             LABEL:               OMITTED

             BLOCK SIZE:          UNBLOCKED

             RECORD SIZE:         104 CHARACTERS

             RECORD FORMAT:       FIXED
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                                   079000 OPEN INPUT CUSTOMER-FILE

                                   084000 READ CUSTOMER-FILE RECORD

                                   125000 CLOSE CUSTOMER-FILE

         LV-DAT NAME                    SRC LN  POS  SIZE  USAGE   OCC   VALUE

         FD CUSTOMER-FILE               037000

         01 CUSTOMER                    043000  1    (104) GROUP

         03 CUST-NUM                    044000  1    10    DISP

         03 CUST-NAME                   045000  11   20    DISP

         03 CUST-ADDRESS                046000  31   (40)  GROUP

         05 CUST-ADDR1                  047000  31   20    DISP

         05 CUST-ADDR2                  048000  51   (20)  GROUP

         06 CUST-CITY                   049000  51   15    DISP

         06 CUST-ZIP-CODE               050000  66   5     DISP

         03 CUST-CREDIT                 051000  71   3     DISP

         88 CUST-CREDIT-EXEC            052000                           'AAA'

         88 CUST-GOOD                   053000                           '   '

         88 CUST-POOR                   054000                           'XXX'

         03 FILLER                      055000  74   31    DISP

Field descriptions

• FILE NAME
The file name.

• DEVICE NAME
The device name assigned to the file.

• LABEL
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Information about LABEL records. The report displays the keywords OMITTED or STANDARD, or the name of a user
LABEL record.

• BLOCK SIZE
The size of the physical block, if blocked.

• RECORD SIZE
The size of the file's data records.

• RECORD FORMAT
The RECORDING MODE of the record. The report displays FIXED, VARIABLE, UNDEFINED, or SPANNED.

• LV
The level number of the data item. For items for which level number is not applicable, codes provide information on the
item:
– FD-File description
– SD-Sort description
– DC-Communication description
– RD-Report description
No level number is provided for definitions of index names used by the INDEXED BY clause.

• DATA NAME
Name of the data item. DATA NAME can be a file name, record name, or an element name.

• SRC LN
The line number of the source line where the data item is defined.

• POS
Starting position associated with the data item.

• SIZE
The size of the data item. Parentheses enclose a size reported for a group item.

• USAGE
The form in which the data item is to be stored as the result of the source program's specifications:
– GROUP -- The data item contains subordinate items.
– DISP -- The data item is stored in character form.
– DISP-NM -- The data item is stored one digit per character position. The PIC contains only S, 9, and V.
– NM-EDIT -- The data item is a numeric item stored in character format. The PIC contains some or all of the editing

characters +, -, z, $, comma, B, CR, DB, ., or 0.
The following report writing specifications can also appear in this column:
– RH -- Report heading
– RF -- Report footing
– PH -- Page heading
– PF -- Page footing
– CH -- Control heading
– CF -- Control footing
– DE -- Detail

• OCC
The number of occurrences of the data item if the definition of the item uses an OCCURS clause.

• VALUE
The value assigned to the data item if the definition of the item uses a VALUE clause.

DATA DIVISION Cross-Reference Report

Lists all program fields

The DATA DIVISION Cross-Reference Report provides an alphabetic listing of each data item included in the program
and all references to the item in the PROCEDURE DIVISION of the program. The data item name is listed together with
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its attributes and the number of each source line that refers to the data name. This report allows comprehensive tracking
of the use of data items.

Sample report

 PRANDEM2   DATA DIVISION CROSS REFERENCE                                   DICTIONARY LOADER       dd mmm yy 1425   PAGE   6

       LV DATA-NAME             SRC-LN  SIZE  OCC  QUALIFICATION          REF-
LN STATEMENT                         REF-LINE-NBRS

       03 CUST-ADDRESS          046000  40         (CUSTOMER-FILE)

                                                   CUSTOMER

       05 CUST-ADDR1            047000  20         (CUSTOMER-
FILE)        092000 MOVE CUST-ADDR1 TO RPT-ADDR1      047000 030000

                                                   CUSTOMER CUST-ADDRESS

       05 CUST-ADDR2            048000  20         (CUSTOMER-
FILE)        093000 MOVE CUST-ADDR2 TO RPT-ADDR2      048000 032000

                                                   CUSTOMER CUST-ADDRESS

       06 CUST-CITY             049000  15         (CUSTOMER-FILE)

                                                   CUSTOMER CUST-ADDRESS

       03 CUST-CREDIT           051000  3          (CUSTOMER-FILE)

                                                   CUSTOMER

       88 CUST-CREDIT-EXEC      052000             (CUSTOMER-
FILE)        087000 IF NOT CUST-CREDIT-EXEC           052000

                                                   CUSTOMER CUST-CREDIT
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       88 CUST-CREDIT-GOOD      053000             (CUSTOMER-FILE)

                                                   CUSTOMER CUST-CREDIT

       88 CUST-CREDIT-POOR      054000             (CUSTOMER-FILE)

                                                   CUSTOMER CUST-CREDIT

       03 CUST-NAME             045000  20         (CUSTOMER-
FILE)        091000 MOVE CUST-NAME TO RPT-CUST-NAME   045000 028000

                                                   CUSTOMER

       03 CUST-NUM              044000  10         (CUSTOMER-
FILE)        090000 MOVE CUST-NUM TO RPT-CUST-NO      044000 026000

                                                   CUSTOMER

       06 CUST-ZIP-CODE         050000  5          (CUSTOMER-
FILE)        094000 MOVE CUST-ZIP-CODE TO RPT-ZIP     005000 034000

                                                   CUSTOMER CUST-ADDRESS

                                                   CUST-ADDR2

       01 CUSTOMER              043000  104

       FD CUSTOMER-
FILE         037000                                    079000 OPEN INPUT CUSTOMER-
FILE          037000

                                                                          084000 READ CUSTOMER-
FILE RECORD         037000
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                                                                          125000 CLOSE CUSTOMER-
FILE               037000

       01 DETAIL-
REC            024000  133                               081000 MOVE SPACES TO DETAIL-
REC         024000

                                                                          105000 WRITE DETAIL-
REC AFTER            024000 061000

                                                                                 POSITIONING POSITION-
IND-WS

                                                                          106000 MOVE SPACES TO DETAIL-
REC         024000

       01 PAGE-COUNT-
WS         060000 2                                  107000 ADD PAGE-INCREMENT-
WS TO          062000 060000

                                                                                 PAGE-
COUNT-WS

                                                                          108000 IF PAGE-
COUNT GREATER THAN +58    060000

                                                                          118000 MOVE +4 TO PAGE-
COUNT-WS          060000

       01 PAGE-INCREMENT-
WS     062000 1                                  104000 MOVE 1 TO PAGE-INCREMENT-
WS       062000

                                                                          107000 ADD PAGE-
INCREMENT-WS TO          062000 060000

                                                                                 PAGE-
COUNT-WS

Field descriptions

• LV
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The level number of the data item. For items for which level number is not applicable, codes provide information on the
item:
– FD -- File description
– SD -- Sort description
– DC -- Communication description
– RD -- Report description
No level number is provided for definitions of index names used by the INDEXED BY clause.

• DATA-NAME
Name of the data item. DATA NAME can be a file name, record name, or an element name.

• SRC-LN
The line number of the source line where the data item is defined.

• SIZE
The size of the data item. Parentheses enclose a size reported for a group item.

• OCC
The number of occurrences of the data item if the definition of the item uses an OCCURS clause.

• QUALIFICATION
The name(s) of other data item(s) to which the subject data item is subordinate. The file name is enclosed by
parentheses. Highest level qualifiers (for example, files) are listed first, followed by record names. The minimum
qualification needed to make the name unique is flagged with an asterisk (*). If there are two identical data names at
the same level in the same structure, those data names cannot be uniquely identified; a *$$$ diagnostic will appear in
the listing.

• STATEMENT
A list of statement (including starting source line numbers) that refer to the data item.

• REF-LN-NBRS
The source line number where each data item in the REF-LN STATEMENT entry is defined. REF-LN-NBRS are
reported for all data items (including the subject item) in order of occurrence in the statement.

Parameter Statement
Specifies overrides to Program Processor

The parameter statement specifies override processing options for the Program Processor. Under z/VSE, this statement
must be used to specify options; under z/OS, this statement can be used but it is usually more convenient to specify
options in the JCL in the PARM clause of the EXEC statement.

Coding rules

The following rules apply to coding parameter statements for the Program Processor:

• Parameter statements, if used, must be included at the beginning of the COBOL source program.
• Multiple statements can be entered.
• Statements can be coded in positions 1 through 72.
• Options can be specified in any order, with one or more options per statement and at least one blank or comma

between specifications.

Syntax

►►─── PRAN ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   ├─ SYSref ◄ ─┬─┘

   └─ NOSYsref ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ SOUrce ◄ ─┬─┘

   └─ NOSOurce ─┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ SUMm ◄ ─┬─┘

   └─ NOSUmm ─┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ DMAp ◄ ─┬─┘

   └─ NODMap ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ DXRef ◄ ─┬─┘

   └─ NODXref ─┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ DIAg ◄ ─┬─┘

   └─ NODIag ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ ANS ─────┬─┘

   ├─ ANS68 ───┤
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   ├─ ANS74 ───┤

   └─ NOAns ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ FLO ◄ ─┬─┘

   └─ NOFlo ─┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ NUM ◄ ─┬─┘

   └─ NONum ─┘

Parameter list

• PRAN
Identifies the statement. Note that this keyword must be used to distinguish this statement from COBOL source
statements.

• SYSref/NOSYsref
Specifies whether the data usage file is to be produced as follows:
– SYSREF (default) -- The file is to be produced.
– NOSYSREF -- The file is not to be produced.

• SOUrce/NOSOurce
Specifies whether the COBOL source program is to be listed in the output, as follows:
– SOURCE -- The source program is to be listed.
– NOSOURCE (default) -- The source program is not to be listed.

• SUMm/NOSUmm
Specifies whether the Management Summary Report is to be printed, as follows:
– SUMM (default) -- The report is to be printed.
– NOSUMM -- The report is not to be printed.

• DMAp/NODMap
Specifies whether the File and Record Layouts Report is to be printed, as follows:
– DMAP (default) -- The report is to be printed.
– NODMAP -- The report is not to be printed.

• DXRef/NODXref
Specifies whether the DATA DIVISION Cross-Reference Report is to be printed, as follows:
– DXREF (default) -- The report is to be printed.
– NODXREF -- The report is not to be printed.

• DIAg/NODIag
Specifies whether the Diagnostic Report is to be printed, as follows:
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– DIAG (default) -- The report is to be printed.
– NODIAG -- The report is not to be printed.

• ANS/ANS68/ANS74/NOAns
Specifies the type of errors to be reported in the Diagnostic Report, as follows:
– ANS -- Violations of both the 1968 and 1974 ANS standards are to be reported.
– ANS68 -- Only violations of the 1968 ANS standards are to be reported.
– ANS74 -- Only violations of the 1974 ANS standards are to be reported.
– NOANS (default) -- No ANS violations are to be reported.

• FLO/NOFlo
Specifies whether FLO diagnostics are to be reported in the Diagnostic Report, as follows:
– FLO (default) -- FLO diagnostics are to be reported.
– NOFLO -- FLO diagnostics are not to be reported.

• NUM/NONum
Specifies whether the original line numbers present in the COBOL source program are to be used in reports to refer to
source statements, as follows:
– NUM (default) -- The line numbers already associated with source statements are to be used in reports to refer to

source statements
– NONUM-Line numbers are to be assigned sequentially to all source statements, and these new line numbers are to

be used in reports to refer to source statements.

Executing the Program Processor
JCL for executing the Program Processor under z/OS and z/VSE is shown below. Under z/VSE, processing options must
be specified with the parameter statement. Under z/OS, although the parameter statement can be used, it is usually
easier to specify options by using the PARM clause of the EXEC statement.

z/OS JCL-PRANCOB

//PRANCOB   EXEC  PGM=PRANCOB,REGION=1024K,PARM='parameter options'

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//          DD   DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//          DD   DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//PRANLIB   DD   DSN=user.copylib,DISP=SHR ◄ Include only if program contains COBOL

                                             COPY statements

//PRANREF   DD   DSN=reflib(member-name),DISP=OLD ◄ Include only if using LIBRARY option

//PRANREF   DD   DSN=sysref,DISP=((NEW,catlg),  ◄ Include only if using DISK option

//               UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=nnnnnn,

//               SPACE=(trk,(10,10),rlse),

//               DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120
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//PRANWRK   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(5,5))

//dcmsg     DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl   DD   *

//SYSLST    DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS   DD   *

dmcl=dmcl-name

Insert other SYSIDMS parameters as appropriate

//SYSIPT    DD   *

Insert COBOL source statements

DSN Description
idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and

database name table load modules
idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing customized CA IDMS

system software modules
idms.cagjload Data set name of the load library containing CA IDMS system

software modules that do not require customization
BLKSIZE=3120 Block size of data usage file; must be multiple of 80
catlg disposition of new file: CATLG, PASS or KEEP
cyl,(5,5) file space allocation of work file
disk symbolic device name of disk file
nnnnnn serial number of disk volume
parameter options options associated with the Parameter statement for the Program

Processor. Multiple options can be specified; keywords must
be separated by blanks or commas; the entire entry must be
enclosed in single quotes. Note that the keyword PRAN shown in
the syntax for the parameter statement must not be included with
options specified here.

reflib(member-name) data set name of data usage file
sysref data set name of data usage file
trk,(10,10),rlse file space allocation of data usage file
user.copylib data set name of COBOL copy book library
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of system message (DDLDCMSG) area
SYSIDMS DDname of the CA IDMS parameter file specifying runtime

directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
Note: For a description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see the
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.
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NOTE
Note that the larger the value specified in the REGION parameter, the more efficiently the Program Processor
will run.

NOTE
The DISK option and LIBRARY option are documented in num=3.Cross Reference Processor.

z/VSE JCL-JCL PRANCOB

// DLBL    SSLn,'user.srclib'

// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF  SL,SEARCH=SSLn,TEMP

// DLBL    PRANREF,'sysref',2099/365,SD

// EXTENT  SYS010,nnnnnn,1,,ssss,200

// ASSGN   SYS010,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    PRANWRK,'pranwork',0,SD

// EXTENT  SYS011,nnnnnn,1,ssss,300

// ASSGN   SYS011,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC    PRANCOB,SIZE=750K

parameter statements(s)

=COPY IDMS member statement or COBOL source statements

/*

Parameter Description
nnnnnn serial number of disk volume
pranwork file-id for work file
ssss starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
sysref file-id for sequential file containing data usage file
SYS010 logical unit assignment for data usage file (SYS010 required)
SSLn filename of source statement library
SYS011 logical unit assignment for work file (SYS011 required)
user.srclib source statement library containing data usage files

NOTE
The keyword PRAN must appear at the beginning of each parameter statement. PRAN is only used in the
parameter statement for this component.
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NOTE
The Program Processor must run in a partition that is at least 750 K. The larger the partition size, the more
efficiently the Program Processor will run.

JCL for z/VSE source statement library

The optional JCL shown below places the data usage file generated by the Program Processor into a source statement
library. From the source statement library, data usage files can be accessed by the Cross Reference Processor and the
DDDL Generator.

If the source statement library option is to be used, add this JCL to the JCL for executing the Program Processor, shown
above.

//  DLBL    IJSYSIN,'sysref'

//  EXTENT  SYSIPT,nnnnnn

    ASSGN   SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

//  DLBL    SSLn,'user.srclib'

//  EXTENT  ,nnnnnn

//  LIBDEF  SL,TO=SSLn,TEMP

//  EXEC    LIBR

    CLOSE   SYSIPT,SYSRDR

Note that the output is placed in the X. sublibrary.

Parameter Description
SSLn filename of source statement library

Cross Reference Processor
The Cross Reference Processor analyzes a collection of data usage files to track all references to data elements
throughout a system of COBOL programs. Control statements assign a descriptive title to each subset of records to be
reported together (most commonly a file), specify the 01-level records that are to be associated with each title, and specify
processing options.

Output

Output form this module are two reports that provide extensive cross-reference information on the system of programs:
the System Data Cross-Reference Report and the Dictionary of Data Names Report. These reports aid in developing
control statements for the DDDL Generator.

What follows

This section presents an overview of the Cross Reference Processor, describes its control statements and reports, and
provides instructions for executing the Cross Reference Processor under z/OS and z/VSE.
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Cross Reference Processor Overview
Purpose of the processor

The main purpose of the Cross-Reference Processor is to produce the System Data Cross-Reference Report. The control
statements associated with running this component allow the user to specify the organization of the information to be
included in this report as follows:

• Group information on a file that has many different names.
Information about a file that has many different names can be grouped under one descriptive title. A single file (for
example, a transaction file) may be named differently (for example, TRANSFILE, TRANS-IN, TRANS-OUT) in the
system of programs. Control statements can be used to assign a descriptive name to such a file and to connect the
appropriate descriptions from specific programs to that name.

• Associate record descriptions with a specific file.
Record descriptions can be associated with a specific file. Within the DATA DIVISION of each program, any number
of record descriptions that apply to the same file can exist. Control statements can be used to specify which record
descriptions apply to a specific file.

• Associate record descriptions with a specific program section.
Record descriptions can be associated with a specific section of the program. Record descriptions can be present in
the FILE, WORKING-STORAGE, or LINKAGE sections of programs. Control statements can be used to designate the
appropriate section if necessary.

File of control statements

A file of control statements is illustrated in the following figure. The parameter statement specifies processing options
for the run. The rest of the file consists of sets of control statements (one set for each subset of records for which cross
referencing is desired). Each set contains a title statement and one or more selection statements. Syntax and rules for
control statements are presented later in this section.
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Establishing processing options

The parameter statement establishes processing options for the run. Each set of control statements identifies a group of
records (most commonly a file) for which an individual cross-reference report is to be produced.

Assigning a title to the report

A set of control statements assigns a descriptive title to the report on the subset of records with the title statement and
specifies, with selection statements, the 01-level records that are to be included in the report. Typically, many sets of
control statements are specified in the file of control statements.

System Data Cross-Reference report

During execution, the Cross Reference Processor cross references data elements throughout the system of programs, as
directed by the control file, and produces a series of reports (one for each set of control statements). These reports are
known collectively as the System Data Cross-Reference Report. In the reports, all PROCEDURE DIVISION statements
using a specific data element are listed below the element. Additionally, all data elements are identified by their data
names and associated with their program names and records names. Source line numbers for each data name and
PROCEDURE DIVISION statement are also supplied.

Sample report
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Because the System Data Cross-Reference Report lists data elements in order by starting columns, synonymous
elements are grouped together and overlapping data fields are close to one another in the report. Thus, all uses of any
column or range of columns is easy to research, as shown below:

      SYSTEM DATA CROSS REFERENCE   FOR REPORT:  CUSTOMER RECORD                 DICTIONARY LOADER       dd mmm yy 1425   PAGE   2

      FROM  TO  LV  DATA NAME           SRC LN PROG ID   REC NAME           SIZE  USAGE    OCCURS            QUALIFIER

                                                                                         REF LN REF STATEMENT

      1     10  03  CUST-
NUMBER         047000 PRANDEM1  CUSTOMER           10    DISP                       CUSTOMER-
FILE

                                                                                         131000 MOVE SPACES TO CUST-
NUMBER

                                                                                         138000 IF ORD-
CUST-NUMBER = CUST-NUMBER

                                                                                         144000 MOVE CUST-
NUMBER TO RPT-CUST-NO

                03  CUST-
NUM            044000 PRANDEM2  CUSTOMER           10    DISP                       CUSTOMER-
FILE

                                                                                         190000 MOVE CUST-
NUM TO RPT-CUST-NO

      11     30 03  CUST-
NAME           048000 PRANDEM1  CUSTOMER           20    DISP                       CUSTOMER-
FILE

                                                                                         145000 MOVE CUST-
NAME TO RPT-NAME

                03  CUST-
NAME           045000 PRANDEM2  CUSTOMER           20    DISP                       CUSTOMER-
FILE
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                                                                                         091000 MOVE CUST-
NAME TO RPT-CUST-NAME

                03  CUST-
NAME           041000 PRANDEM3  CUST               20    DISP                       CUSTFILE

                                                                                         064000 MOVE CUST-
NAME TO MAIL-LINE-1

Dictionary of Data Names reports

The Dictionary of Data Names Report is an optional report that can also be produced by a Cross Reference Processor
run. This report lists all data elements alphabetically with additional information that points to the definitions of data items
in the source code. Thus, this report can be used to control changes in programs, files, records, or data elements.

Developing a File of Control Statements
Control file specifies report organization

To direct the operation of the Cross Reference Processor, a file of control statements must be developed. The control file
specifies the organization of information to be reported in the System Data Cross-Reference Report by identifying groups
of records (most commonly files) for which individual cross-reference reports are needed. The control file uses three types
of statements:

• The parameter statement (to specify processing options)
• The title statement (to identify a group of records)
• The selection statement (to specify selection criteria for records in a group)

Worksheets

To aid in developing a file of control statements, a worksheet is provided. Information found in the File and Record Layouts
Reports and the DATA DIVISION Cross Reference Reports for the system of programs aids in filling out the worksheets.

Control file optional, but recommended

Note that the purpose of the control file is to limit the amount of information cross referenced together so that the report
can be used to research various descriptions of the same records easily. The control file can be omitted, in which case all
records from all programs and files will be reported together. But the value of the System Data Cross-Reference Report
depends upon its organization. A carefully planned control file results in a more useful report.

Steps

To develop a file of control statements, follow the four steps outlined below:

Step 1 -- Specify processing options

Refer to the following table and determine whether the default processing options in effect are acceptable. Select any
override processing options needed for the run. Specify the override options with a parameter statement. This statement,
if used, must be the first statement in the control file. For syntax and rules, refer to Parameter Statement later in this
section.

Parameter Default Option Override Option
FILLER/NOFILLER NOFILLER -- Data elements named

FILLER are not to be included in the
System Data Cross-Reference Report.

FILLER -- Data elements named FILLER
are to be included in the System Data
Cross-Reference Report.
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REFONLY/NOREFONLY REFONLY -- Only data items referred to by
a PROCEDURE DIVISION statement are
to be included in the System Data Cross-
Reference Report.

NOREFONLY -- All data items are to
be included in the System Data Cross-
Reference Report.

DICTIONARY/ NODICTIONARY NODICTIONARY -- The Dictionary of Data
Names Report is not to be printed.

DICTIONARY -- The Dictionary of Data
Names Report is to be printed.

LIBRARY/NOLIBRARY NOLIBRARY -- Data usage files are not
to be read from a library. The default
DISK (see below) must be taken with
NOLIBRARY.

LIBRARY -- Data usage files are to be read
from a partitioned data set (z/OS) or source
statement library (z/VSE).

DISK/NODISK DISK -- Data usage files are to be read
from a sequential data set.

NODISK -- Data usage files are not
to be read from a sequential data set.
LIBRARY (see above) must be specified
with NODISK.

MEMBER-NAME-IS-ID/ NOMEMBER-
NAME-IS-ID

MEMBER-NAME-IS-ID -- All of the
member names supplied with the LIBRARY
parameter are to be used as the program
IDs on the reports.

NOMEMBER-NAME-IS-ID -- The program
names in the source programs are to be
used as the program IDs on the reports.

PROGRAM-ID - PROGRAM-ID -- The source program
identified by source-program-name is to
be identified on reports by the new name
specified.

LIMIT/NOLIMIT LIMIT -- Complete reference statements for
each data item up to the limit specified are
to be listed. 10 is the default limit.

NOLIMIT -- An unlimited number of
complete reference statements are to be
listed for each data item.

Step 2 -- Identify groups of records

Determine the groups of records for which cross referencing is desired and assign a descriptive title to each group.
Any group of records can be cross referenced, but the most common group is the file. Therefore, consider first the files
common to multiple programs in the system of programs being processed and give each file a descriptive title. Then,
identify any other group of records for which cross referencing would be useful. For example, defining a group of records
to be all records from working storage from all programs yields a cross-reference report that allows extensive analysis of
the use of work records for the system of programs.

Step 3 -- Fill in worksheets

Determine which records are to be included in each group and identify these records by filling in worksheets. Completed
worksheets will be used to code title and selection statements. A sample worksheet is shown below. Instructions for filling
in worksheets are presented later in this session.

Step 4 -- Create the control file

When the worksheets are complete, create the control file by generating one statement for each line on each worksheet.
If used, the parameter statement must be first, followed by the title statement and its selection statements. Continue to
code a title statement and selection statements for all of the remaining worksheets. For syntax and rules for coding title
statements and selection statements, refer to Title Statement and Selection Statement later in this section.
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Filling in Worksheets
Write in the title first

Start a worksheet for each group of records, as shown in the figure above by writing the descriptive title (that is, file
or other group identifier) after the header REPORT=. The descriptive title clearly identifies the group of records, most
commonly a particular file that may be known by many different names in the system of programs. Next, enter from one to
three of the following variables, line by line, on each worksheet:

1. Program ID
2. Record name
3. Qualification

Each line represents one selection statement

Each line on the worksheet represents one selection statement. The variable(s) specified on each line causes the Cross
Reference Processor to select the defined subset of records. For example, supplying a program ID only specifies that
all records from the named program are to be included in the report, supplying a record name only specifies that the
record associated with that name is to be included. Often, a single record from a file is called by many different names in
a system of programs. In this case, many separate names are needed to specify the selection of all copies of the record.
Each line contains a different name for the record. Sectionlines for specifying various combinations of the three variables
are presented below.

Use Program Processor reports to fill in worksheets

The reports produced by the Program Processor can be helpful in filling in the worksheets:

• The File and Record Layouts Report can be used to find file names and record names without having to search
through the COBOL source code for all of the programs. This report can also be used to research READ INTO and
WRITE FROM statements to locate the resultant copies of records that may reside in the WORKING STORAGE or
LINKAGE sections under different names.

• The DATA DIVISION Cross Reference Report can be used to track MOVE statements that move 01-level records from
the FILE section to the WORKING STORAGE section or the reverse. This tracking aids in locating copies of records.

Sectionlines for specifying selection variables

The record name is the key variable in specifying selection criteria. Most commonly, the record name alone is used to
identify a member of the group of records to be reported on. However, it may be advantageous to further qualify record
name (because, for example, the name is not unique) or to request the inclusion of records without regard to record name
(because, for example, the objective of the report is to look at all records in the LINKAGE section of all programs). All
possible combinations of program id, record name, and qualification are valid. Listed below are sectionlines for supplying
the program id, the record name, and/or a qualification. Note that the qualification can be an FD file name or keywords to
indicate the WORKING STORAGE or LINKAGE sections.

Field Description
Record name only If the same record name is used in different programs and always

exclusively for the file under consideration, supply only the record
name.

Record name and FD file name (that is, qualification) If the same record name is used in a single program for multiple
files, supply the record name and the FD file name. Program ID
can be left blank unless the record name is used in other ways in
the system of programs being processed.
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Record name and program ID If the same record name is used for different files in different
programs, supply the record name and program ID for each record
that applies to the file under consideration. Qualification can be left
blank unless the record name is also used for multiple files in the
program.

FD file name (that is, qualification) If all record descriptions for an FD are to be included, supply
the FD file name under qualification. If, throughout the system
of programs, the FD file name is used only to refer to the file
to be cross referenced under the specified title, leave the
program ID and record name blank. All record descriptions for
the FD file name from any program in the system will be cross
referenced and reported. However, if the FD file name is used
for different files in different programs, a line must be completed
for each program. Each line must supply the FD file name, under
qualification, as well as the program id. All record descriptions
for the FD file name in the specified programs will be cross
referenced and reported.

WORKING STORAGE or LINKAGE (qualification) If all record descriptions from the WORKING STORAGE or
LINKAGE sections are to be included, supply the appropriate
keyword under qualification.

None of the three variables If all records from all programs are to be cross referenced
together, omit selection statements altogether.

Summary table

The following table summarizes the subsets of records selected based on the combination of variables specified.

Combination of variables Description
Blank Specified Blank The named record from all

programs with no qualification
(that is, from all FD files and
from all sections).

Blank Specified Specified The named record from all
programs as qualified (that is,
from the FD file specified or
from the working storage or
linkage sections).

Blank Blank Specified All records from all programs as
qualified.

Specified Blank Blank All records from the named
program (with no qualification).

Specified Blank Specified All records from the named
program as specified.

Specified Specified Blank The named record from the
named program (with no
qualification)

Specified Specified Specified The named record from the
named program as qualified.

Blank Blank Blank All records from all programs
(with no qualification).
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Parameter Statements
Specifies overrides

The parameter statement specifies override processing options for the Cross-Reference Processor.

Coding rules

The following rules apply to coding parameter statements.

• Parameter statements, if used, must be included at the beginning of the file of control statements.
• Multiple statements can be entered.
• Statements can be coded in positions 1 through 72.
• Options can be specified in any order, with one or more options per statement and at least one blank or comma

between specifications.
• If an option requires a list of information, the list must follow the option keyword immediately on the same statement. If

the list must be continued to a new line, the option keyword must be repeated. For the PROGRAM-ID option, source-
program-name (see syntax below) must also be repeated when a list of new names is being continued.

Syntax

►►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ FILler ─────┬─┘

   └─ NOFiller ◄ ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ REfonly ◄ ─┬─┘

   └─ NORefonly ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ DICtionary ─────┬─┘

   └─ NODICtionary ◄ ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

   │           ┌─────────────────────────────────────┐   │

   ├─ LIBrary ─▼── member-name ─┬──────────────────┬─┴─┬─┘

   │                            └─ = program-name ─┘   │
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   └─ NOLIBrary ◄ ─────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ DISk ◄ ─┬─┘

   └─ NODISk ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ MEMber-name-is-id ◄ ─┬─┘

   └─ NOMember-name-is-id ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►

   │              ┌──────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   │              │                        ┌───── , ──────┐  │ │

   └─ PROgram-id ─▼── source-program-name ─▼─ = new-name ─┴──┴─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ LIMit = ─┬─ 10 ◄ ───────┬─┬─┘

   │           └─ list-limit ─┘ │

   └─ NOLIMit───────────────────┘

Parameter list

• FILler/NOFiller
Specifies whether the System Data Cross-Reference Report is to include data elements named FILLER, as follows:
– FILLER -- Data elements named FILLER are to be included in the Syst em Data Cross-Reference Report.
– NOFILLER (default) -- Data elements named FILLER are not to be included in the System Data Cross-Reference

Report.
• REfonly/NORefonly

Specifies whether the System Data Cross-Reference Report is to include only the data items referred to by a
PROCEDURE DIVISION statement, as follows:
– REFONLY (default) -- Only those data items referred to be a PROCEDURE DIVISION statement are to included in

the System Data Cross-Reference Report.
– NOREFONLY -- All data items are to included in the System Data Cross-Reference Report. Note that this

parameter does not affect the inclusion of data items named FILLER.
• DICtionary/NODICtionary

Specifies whether to print the Dictionary of Data Names Report, as follows:
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– DICTIONARY -- The Dictionary of Data Names Report is to be printed.
– NODICTIONARY (default) -- The Dictionary of Data Names Reports is not to be printed.

• LIBrary/NOLIBrary
Specifies information on the data usage files to be input to the DDDL Generator, as follows:
– LIBRARY identifies the data usage file. Each occurrence of member-name identifies a data usage file. All member

names specified must be members of the same partitioned data set (z/OS) or source statement library (z/VSE). The
optional entry, program-name, can be specified for any member name and overrides the use of the member name
as the program ID on the generated ADD PROGRAM syntax.
LIBRARY must always be specified with NODISK (see below) if all of the data usage files are stored in a partitioned
data set (z/OS) or source statement library (z/VSE). It can be specified with DISK if data usage files are to be read
from both a sequential data set, and partitioned data set (z/OS) or a source statement library (z/VSE).

– NOLIBRARY (default) specifies that data usage files are not to be read from a partitioned data set (z/OS) or source
statement library (z/VSE). If the default of NOLIBRARY is taken, then the default of DISK (see below) must also be
taken.

• DISk/NODISk
DISK/NODISK are options that are used with LIBRARY/NOLIBRARY, as follows:
– DISK (default) specifies that data usage files are to be read from a sequential data set. DISK must always be

specified with NOLIBRARY. DISK can be specified with LIBRARY if the data usage files are to be read from both a
sequential data set and a partitioned data set (z/OS ) or source statement library (z/VSE).

– NODISK specifies that data usage files are not to be read from a sequential data set. LIBRARY (see above)
must be specified with NODISK if all of the data usage files are stored in a partitioned data set (z/OS) or source
statement library (z/VSE).

• MEMber/NOMember
Specifies the source of the program IDs to be used on reports, as follows:
– MEMBER-NAME-IS-ID (default) -- All of the member names supplied with the LIBRARY parameter are to be used

as program IDs on the reports. Note that once member names are assigned as program IDs with this parameter,
member names must also be used for program IDs on selection statements.

– NOMEMBER-NAME-IS-ID -- The program ID specified in the PROGRAM-ID paragraph in the COBOL source
program is to be used as the program id on the report.

NOTE
To guarantee unique identification of all programs whose data usage files are stored in a partitioned data set
or source statement library, operate under the default MEMBER-NAME-IS-ID and specify the LIBRARY and
NODISK parameters. To guarantee unique identification of all programs whose data usage files are stored in
sequential data sets, use the PROGRAM-ID parameter described below, as needed.

• PROgram-id
Provides unique program IDs for source programs that have the same name (that is, duplicate names in their internal
PROGRAM-ID paragraphs) or changes an internal PROGRAM-ID name to another name for printing in the reports.
This parameter is only used with data usage files that are stored in sequential data sets.
Source-program-name specifies the source PROGRAM-ID name that is to be changed. Occurrences of new-name
specify the names that will be assigned sequentially whenever the common PROGRAM-ID name (that is, source-
program-name) appears in the input data usage files. Source-program-name = new-name can be repeated to name
other PROGRAM-ID names and their associated new names.

NOTE
Whenever internal PROGRAM-ID names are changed in this way, the new names must be used for
specifying program-ID on selection statements.

• LIMit/NOLIMit
Establishes the maximum number of reference statements per data item to be listed completely in the System Data
Cross-Reference Report, as follows:
– LIMIT=10 (default)/list-limit -- To be listed are complete reference statements including line number and text for each

data item up to the default limit taken (10) or the limit specified. When the limit is reached, only line numbers are
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listed for the remaining references to the data item. Limit=O specifies that only line numbers are to be listed for all
references to the item.

– NOLIMIT -- To be listed are the line numbers and statements for all references to all data items.

Title Statement
Purpose

The title statement assigns a descriptive title to the report pages related to a specific group of records (for example, a file)
and marks the beginning of a new set of control statements.

Specify for each set of control statements

A title page must be specified for each set of control statements. The title specified is printed on the first line of every page
associated with the set of control statements. To avoid printing a title, the title statement supplied can specify only the
keyword identifier and an equal (=), omitting the descriptive text.

NOTE
If the title statement is omitted, the following text will be printed as the title "No Report Title" The Cross
Reference Processor will assume that all subsequent selection statements pertain to the same group of
records until it finds another title statement. The title statement can only be omitted for the first set of selection
statements.

The title statement can be coded anywhere using positions 1 through 72.

Syntax

►►─┬─ REPort ─┬─ = report-title ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ FILe ───┘

Parameter list

• REPort/FILe
Identifies the statement as a title statement. One of these keywords followed by an equal sign (=) must be specified.
The keyword specified, the equal sign, and report-title will appear on the report.
Report-title supplies a descriptive report title. It must be a 1- to 30-character alphanumeric value. Quotes are not
required and, if used, become a part of the title printed on the report.

Example

A sample title statement is shown below:

FILE=1   *** TRAFFIC FILE ***

Selection Statement
Purpose

The selection statement specifies criteria for selecting 01-level records to be included in the cross-reference information
for the descriptive title specified in the title record. This statement can specify three variables: the program name, the
record name, and a qualification (that is, and FD file name, WORKING STORAGE, or LINKAGE). The variables specified
restrict record selection. One, two, or all three of these variables can be specified. Typically, multiple selection statements
are specified following each title statement.
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Coding rules

The selection statement can be coded anywhere using positions 1 through 72.

Syntax

►►─┬────────────────┬─ : ─┬───────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ program-name ─┘     └─ record-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ IN ─┬─┬─ FD-file-name ──────┬─┘

   └─ OF-─┘ ├─ 'WORKING-STORAGE' ─┤

            └─ 'LINKAGE' ─────────┘

Parameter list

• program-name
Specifies a PROGRAM-ID name. This specification restricts record selection to records in the named program.
Program-name must be the internal program name unless that name has been changed by the runtime options
MEMBER-NAME-IS-ID and LIBRARY, or by the runtime option PROGRAM-ID. When these options are used to
rename programs (that is, in the parameter statement) the new name must be used when specifying program-name.

• :
The colon (:) is required and must be specified regardless of other entries specified.
record-name
Specifies the name of an 01-level record as it appears in a source program. This specification restricts record selection
to the named record.

• IN/OF
Specifies an FD file name used in a source program or the keywords 'WORKING-STORAGE' or 'LINKAGE'. This
specification restricts record selection to records associated with the FD name specified or to records located in the
WORKING STORAGE or LINKAGE sections of the programs being processed. WORKING-STORAGE and LINKAGE
must be enclosed in single quotes. At least one space is required on either side of IN or OF.

Example statement

A sample selection statement is shown below. This statement specifies that all records named TRF-IN-REC are to be
selected.

:TRF-IN-REC

Sample Control File
A sample control file is shown below. A parameter statement is shown first, followed by two sets of control statements
pertaining to two files.
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DICTIONARY

FILE=1   *** TRAFFIC FILE ***

         :TRF-IN-REC

         :TRF-IN-RECORD

         :TRF-OUT-REC

         :TRF-OUT-RECORD

ESTIMATE :WORK-TRF       IN 'WORKING-STORAGE'

         :WRK-TRF

FILE=2   *** MASTER PROFILE FILE ***

         :TAPE-IN

         :MPF-REC

         :MPF-RECORD

WRITREP  :MAST-REC

         :MAST-PROF-RECORD

         :MASTER-PROF-REC

         :MAST-REC       IN MASTER-FILE

         :NEW-PROF-REC

System Data Cross-Reference Report
Description

The System Data Cross-Reference Report provides extensive information on the use of data items throughout a system of
COBOL programs. The report begins with a header page that provides a formatted listing of the file of control statements
and a count of records found for each selection statement specified. Each subsequent page identifies the subset of
records being cross referenced (using the title form the title statement) and provides detail information on data elements
within the records.

Sample report

In the report sample below, the header page appears first, followed by the first page in the main body of the report.

      SYSTEM DATA CROSS REFERENCE   *LIST OF REQUESTED RECORDS*                  DICTIONARY LOADER       dd mmm yy 1425   PAGE   1
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      REPORT TITLE                    PROGRAM-ID     01-
LEVEL RECORD                   QUALIFIER                     COUNT

      CUSTOMER RECORD                 *ANY PROGRAM*  CUSTOMER                                                           2

                                      *ANY PROGRAM*  CUST                                                               1

      ORDOR RECORD                    *ANY PROGRAM*  ORDOR                                                              1

      SYSTEM DATA CROSS REFERENCE   FOR REPORT:  CUSTOMER RECORD                 DICTIONARY LOADER       28 JAN 99 1425   PAGE   2

      FROM  TO  LV  DATA NAME           SRC LN PROG ID   REC NAME           SIZE  USAGE    OCCURS            QUALIFIER

                                                                                         REF LN REF STATEMENT

      1     10  03  CUST-
NUMBER         047000 PRANDEM1  CUSTOMER           10    DISP                       CUSTOMER-
FILE

                                                                                         131000 MOVE SPACES TO CUST-
NUMBER

                                                                                         138000 IF ORD-
CUST-NUMBER = CUST-NUMBER

                                                                                         144000 MOVE CUST-
NUMBER TO RPT-CUST-NO

                03  CUST-
NUM            044000 PRANDEM2  CUSTOMER           10    DISP                       CUSTOMER-
FILE

                                                                                         190000 MOVE CUST-
NUM TO RPT-CUST-NO
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      11     30 03  CUST-
NAME           048000 PRANDEM1  CUSTOMER           20    DISP                       CUSTOMER-
FILE

                                                                                         145000 MOVE CUST-
NAME TO RPT-NAME

                03  CUST-
NAME           045000 PRANDEM2  CUSTOMER           20    DISP                       CUSTOMER-
FILE

                                                                                         091000 MOVE CUST-
NAME TO RPT-CUST-NAME

                03  CUST-
NAME           041000 PRANDEM3  CUST               20    DISP                       CUSTFILE

                                                                                         064000 MOVE CUST-
NAME TO MAIL-LINE-1

Field descriptions

• REPORT TITLE
The descriptive title used to identify the group of records and taken from the title statement.

• PROGRAM-ID
The PROGRAM-ID from the selection statement or, if PROGRAM-ID was blank, the entry *ANY PROGRAM*.

• 01-LEVEL RECORD
The 01-level record name from the selection statement, or if record name was blank, the entry *ANY RECORD*.

• QUALIFIER
The FD file name, the keywords WORKING STORAGE or LINKAGE, or blank as specified on the selection statement.

• COUNT
A count of the 01-level records selected as a result of the specifications on the selection statement.

• FOR REPORT
The descriptive title used to identify the group of records and taken from the title statement.

• FROM
The starting position of the data element.

• TO
The ending position of the data element.

• LV
The level number from the data item description entry.

• DATA NAME
The data name from the data item description entry.

• SRC LN
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The line number of the data item description entry in the source program.
• PROG ID

The program ID being used to identify the source program. The program ID may be the internal PROGRAM-ID from
the COBOL source program or a library member name, depending on the user-defined options in effect from the run.

• REC NAME
The 01-level record name from the record description entry where the data element was found.

• SIZE
The size of the data item field.

• USAGE
The form in which the data item is to be stored as the result of the source program's specifications:
– GROUP -- The data item contains subordinate items.
– DISP -- The data item is stored in character form.
– DISP-NM -- The data item is stored one digit per character position. The PIC contains only S, 9, and V.
– COMP -- The data item is stored as computational (1,2,3, or 4). The PIC entry contains only S, 9 and V.
– NM-EDIT -- The data item is a numeric item stored in character format. The PIC contains some or all of the editing

characters +, -, z, $, comma, B, CR, DB, ., or 0.
The following report writing specifications can also appear in this column:
– RH -- Report heading
– RF -- Report footing
– PH -- Page heading
– PF -- Page footing
– CH -- Control heading
– CF -- Control footing
– DE -- Detail

• OCCURS
The number of times the data item is repeated as the result of an OCCURS clause.

• QUALIFIER
The FD file name or the keywords WORKING STORAGE or LINKAGE to indicate where the data element was found.

• REF LN
The line number in the source program from the COBOL statement that follows.

• REF STATEMENT
A COBOL statement that refers in any way to the data element.

Dictionary of Data Names Report
Description

The Dictionary of Data Names Report lists all record and element names alphabetically, together with the following
information on each item listed:

• Its position in the record
• Size
• Usage
• Level
• Source line number
• Program ID
• Member name
• Internal program ID
• Record name
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This report aids in tracking the use of data elements throughout the system of programs.

Purpose

The purpose of this report is to aid in controlling change. The information supplied indicates the exact line in the
appropriate COBOL source program where any data item used throughout the system of programs is defined.

NOTE
This report is optional and is not produced automatically. To obtain this report, specify the option DICTIONARY
on a parameter control statement for the run.

Sample report

      SYSTEM DATA CROSS REFERENCE   *DICTIONARY OF DATA NAMES*                   DICTIONARY LOADER       dd mmm yy 1425   PAGE   1

      FROM TO     SIZE  USAGE    LVL  D A T A  N A M E                 SRCLN   PROGRAM   MEMBER   INTERNAL    01-
RECORD-NAME

                                                                                ID        NAME     PROG-
ID

      1    104    104   GROUP    01   CUST                             039000  PRANDEM3  (DISK)   PRANDEM3    CUST

      31   70      40   GROUP    03   CUST-
ADDRESS                     049000  PRANDEM1  (DISK)   PRANDEM1    CUSTOMER

      31   70      40   GROUP    03   CUST-
ADDRESS                     046000  PRANDEM2  (DISK)   PRANDEM2    CUSTOMER

      31   70      40   GROUP    03   CUST-
ADDRESS                     042000  PRANDEM3  (DISK)   PRANDEM3    CUST

Executing the Cross Reference Processor
Job Control Language (JCL) for executing the Cross Reference Processor under z/OS and z/VSE is shown below. Under
both z/OS and z/VSE, processing options must be specified with the parameter statement.

NOTE
(z/OS users only)-The PARM clause of the EXEC statement cannot be used to specify options when executing
this component.

z/OS JCL-PRANXREF

//PRANXREF EXEC PGM=PRANXREF,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR
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//         DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=A

//SORTMSG  DD  SYSOUT=A

//SORTLIB  DD  DSN=SYS1,SORTLIB,DISP=SHR

//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(5,5))

//SORTWK02 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(5,5))

//SORTWK03 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(5,5))   Include only if using

//PRANLIB  DD  DSN=reflib,DISP=SHR  ◄    LIBRARY option.

//PRANREF  DD  DSN=sysref1,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=sysref2,DISP=SHR              Include only

                  .                         ◄ if using DISK option

                  .

                  .

//         DD  DSN=sysrefn,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD  DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD  *

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=a

//SYSIDMS  DD  *

dmcl=dmcl-name

Insert other SYSIDMS parameters as appropriate

//SYSIPT   DD  *

Insert optional control statements here
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DSN Description
idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and

database name table load modules
idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing customized CA IDMS

system software modules
idms.cagjload Data set name of the load library containing CA IDMS system

software modules that do not require customization
cyl,(5,5) file space allocation of work file
disk symbolic device name of disk file
reflib data set name of partitioned data set containing data usage files
sysref1, sysref2,
sysrefn

data set names of sequential data sets containing data usage files

dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
SYSIDMS DDname of the CA-IDMS parameter file specifying runtime

directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
the CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

z/VSE JCL-PRANXREF

// DLBL    SSln,'user.srclib'

// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF  SL,TO=SSln,TEMP

// DLBL    PRANREF,'sysref',,SD   ◄   Include only if using DISK option

// EXTENT  SYS010,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYS010,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    SORTWK1,'WORK1',O,SD

// EXTENT  SYS001,nnnnnn,1,,ssss,200

// ASSGN   SYS001,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC    PRANXREF,SIZE=128K

optional control statements

/*
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DSN Description
nnnnnn serial number of disk volume
ssss starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
sysref file-id for sequential file containing data usage file
SYS001 logical unit assignment for sort work file
SYS010 logical unit assignment for data usage file (SYS010 required)
user.srclib source statement library containing data usage files
SSln filename of source statement library

DDDL Generator
Purpose

The DDDL Generator reads data usage files and generates the appropriate DDDL source statements for input to the IDD
DDDL compiler. Statements generated include ADD, PROGRAM, ADD RECORD, and ADD FILE. COBOL substatements
of the RECORD statement are generated for defining elements.

DDDL Generator control statements

Control statements can be used to control the operation of the DDDL Generator:

• Grouping-control statements specify to the DDDL Generator those file (or record) definitions that describe the same
file (or record) but have different names and those file (or record) definitions that have the same name but do not
define the same file (or record).

• The VERSION statement specifies a VERSION clause, causing the DDDL Generator to include the specified
VERSION clause (instead of the default of VERSION 01) in every ADD statement generated.

Output

The DDDL Generator produces a listing of statements generated and an output file containing the statements. This file
can be input to the DDDL compiler directly or edited first and then input to the compiler. The DDDL compiler processes the
generated statements to populate the data dictionary.

What follows

This section presents an overview of the DDDL Generator and instructions on how to develop a file of control statements,
edit the generated DDDL statements, and execute the DDDL Generator under z/OS and z/VSE.

DDDL Generator Overview
Without control statements

When operated without control statements, the DDDL Generator generates DDDL ADD statements for each unique
program, file, and record name in the system of programs being processed. An ADD statement is generated for the first
occurrence of each program, file, and record name. Subsequent occurrences are considered to be duplicates and are
ignored. The version clause VERSION 01 is generated for each ADD statement.

With control statements

The DDDL Generator operates as described above unless the user supplies control statements. These statements alter
the operation of the DDDL Generator as follows:

Parameter statement
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This statement specifies override processing options such as suppressing a listing of generated statements.

VERSION statement

This statement specifies an alternative VERSION clause. If this statement is used for a run, the DDDL Generator adds the
VERSION clause specified (instead of VERSION 01) to all generated ADD PROGRAM, ADD FILE, and ADD RECORD
statements. If grouping-control statements (described below) specify synonyms, the VERSION clause specified is also
added to generated SYNONYM clauses.

Grouping statement

This statement identifies files or records with synonymous or nonunique names. Synonymous names are different names
that refer to definitions of the same file or record; a nonunique name is a single name that refers to the definitions of
different files or records.

If a grouping statement identifying synonymous names for the same file or record is used for a run, the DDDL Generator
generates an ADD statement for each different name and a SYNONYM clause within each ADD statement. The
SYNONYM clause documents all other synonymous entities for which an ADD was generated during the run.

If a grouping statement identifying a nonunique name is used for a run, the DDDL Generator generates an ADD statement
for each unique entity referred to by the name (instead of just for the first occurrence of the name).

Note that an ADD statement is always generated for the first occurrence of every file or record name. If the name appears
in a grouping statement for the run, an ADD statement will be generated for the first occurrence of the name for each
group defined. Additionally, an ADD statement is generated for the first occurrence of the name that is not described by
any of the grouping statements.

Sample file of control statements

A file of control statements is illustrated below. The parameter statement is first and specifies override processing options
for the run. Next, the VERSION statement specifies a VERSION clause to be added to generated statements.The rest of
file consists of grouping statements.
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Output from the DDDL Generator

Output from the DDDL Generator consists of a file of DDDL statements and a listing of the generated statements. For a
breakdown of the DDDL clauses generated for each entity type, refer to the following table.

Use the output file to populate the dictionary

The output file can be input to the DDDL compiler to populate the data dictionary. Before being input to the compiler, this
file can be edited. Editing considerations are presented later in this section.

DDDL statement DDDL clauses
ADD FILE VERSION LABELS ARE STANDARD/OMITTED RECORD SIZE

RECORDING MODE BLOCK SIZE FILE NAME SYNONYM
ADD RECORD
(COBOL substatement)

VERSION LANGUAGE WITHIN FILE RECORD NAME
SYNONYM level-n element-name REDEFINES OCCURS
OCCURS DEPENDING ON ASCENDING/DESCENDING KEY
INDEXED BY (for one item) PICTURE VALUE SIGN BLANK
WHEN ZERO SYNCHRONIZED JUSTIFIED RIGHT

ADD PROGRAM VERSION LANGUAGE ESTIMATED LINES PROGRAM CALLED
INPUT/OUTPUT/I-O/EXTEND FILE ENTRY POINT RECORD
USED REFERENCED/ MODIFIED ELEMENT REFERENCED/
MODIFIED
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Developing File of Control Statement
Types of control statements

The DDDL Generator accepts three types of optional control statements:

• The parameter statement
• The VERSION statement
• The grouping statement

One or more parameter statements, a single VERSION statement, and one or more grouping statements make up the
control file.

Steps to develop a file

To develop a file of control statements, follow these steps:

Step 1: Specify the processing options

See the following table and determine whether the default processing options in effect are acceptable. Select any override
processing options needed for the run. Specify the override options with a parameter statement. Note that options can be
specified in z/OS execution JCL by using the PARM clause of the EXEC statement. For syntax and rules, see Parameter
Statement later in this section.

Parameter Default option Override option
LIBRARY/ NOLIBRARY NOLIBRARY -- Data usage files are not

to be read from a library. The default
DISK (see below) must be taken with
NOLIBRARY.

LIBRARY -- Data usage files are to be read
from a partitioned data set (z/OS) or source
statement library (z/VSE).

DISK/NODISK DISK -- Data usage files are to be read
from a sequential data set.

NODISK -- Data usage files are not to be
read from a partitioned data set (z/OS) or
source statement library(z/VSE).

LIST/NOLIST LIST -- The file of generated DDDL
statements is to be listed.

NOLIST -- The file of generated DDDL
statements is not to be listed.

Step 2: Specify a VERSION statement

Determine whether VERSION 01 is the appropriate clause to be added to generated DDDL statements. For
considerations relating to the use of the VERSION clause, see the Editing Generated DDDL Statements later in this
section. Specify a VERSION statement, if appropriate. For syntax and rules, see VERSION Statement later in this section.

Step 3: Identify file and record names

Identify nonunique or synonymous file and record names. Use the System Data Cross Reference Report and the
Dictionary of Data Names Report to research the use of entity names. Find multiple names for the same file or record and
instances when a single name is used to refer to different files or records.

Step 4: Specify grouping statements

Using the information gathered in Step 3, create the grouping statements necessary to ensure that an ADD statement will
be generated for each unique entity and that SYNONYM clauses will be generated for ADD statements that describe the
same file or record using different entity-occurrence names. See Grouping Statement later in this section.

Parameter Statements Summary
Purpose
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The parameter statement specifies override processing options for the DDDL generator. Under z/VSE, this statement
must be used to specify options; under z/OS, parameters can be specified in the execution JCL by using the PARM clause
of the EXEC statement.

Coding rules

The following rules apply to coding a parameter statement for the DDDL Generator:

• Parameter statements, if used, must be input first before the data usage files.
• Multiple parameter statements can be entered.
• Statements can be coded in positions 1 through 72.
• Options can be specified in any order, with one or more options per statement and at least one blank or comma

between specifications.

Syntax

►►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ LISt ◄ ─┬─┘

   └─ NOLISt ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

   │           ┌─────────────────────────────────────┐   │

   ├─ LIBrary ─▼─ member-name ──┬──────────────────┬─┴─┬─┘

   │                            └─ = program-name ─┘   │

   └─ NOLIBrary ◄ ─────────────────────────────────────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ DISk ◄ ─┬─┘

   └─ NODisk ─┘

Parameter list

• LISt/NOList
Specifies whether the file of generated DDDL statement is to be listed, as follows:
– LIST (default) -- The generated DDDL statements are to be listed.
– NOLIST -- The generated DDDL statements are not to be listed.

• LIBrary/NOLIBrary
Specifies information on the data usage files to be input to the DDDL Generator, as follows:
– LIBRARY -- Identifies the data usage files. Each occurrence of member-name identifies a data usage file. All

files specifies must be members of the same partitioned data set (z/OS) or source statement library (z/VSE). The
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optional entry, program-name, can be specified for any member and overrides the use of the specified member as
the program ID on the generated ADD PROGRAM syntax.
LIBRARY must always be specified with NODISK (see below) and must be specified with DISK if data usage files
are to be read from both sequential data sets and from a partitioned data set (z/OS) or a source statement library (z/
VSE).

– NOLIBRARY -- Specifies that data usage files are not to be read from a partitioned data set (z/OS) or source
statement library (z/VSE). If the default of NOLIBRARY is taken, then the default of DISK (see below) must also be
taken.

• DISk/NODisk
Are options used with LIBRARY/NOLIBRARY, as follows:
– DISK (default) -- Specifies that data usage files are to be read from a sequential data set. DISK must always be

specified with NOLIBRARY. DISK can be specified with LIBRARY if the data usage files are to be read from both
sequential data set and from partitioned data set (z/OS) or source statement library (z/VSE).

– NODISK -- Specifies that data usage files are not to be read from a sequential data set. LIBRARY (see above)
must be specified with NODISK if all of the data usage files are stored in a partitioned data set (z/OS) or source
statement library (z/VSE).

VERSION Statement
Purpose

The VERSION statement describes the VERSION clause to be added to each generated DDDL statement. This statement
is optional; if omitted, the DDDL Generator automatically adds a VERSION 01 clause to each generated ADD statement.

Syntax

►►── VERsion ─┬─ NEXT HIGhest ───┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              ├─ NEXT LOWest ────┤

              ├─ version-number ─┤

              └─ 01 ◄ ───────────┘

Parameter list

• VERsion
Identifies the statement and specifies that the clause described is to be added to all generated ADD PROGRAM, ADD
FILE, and ADD RECORD statements.

• NEXT HIGHest/NEXT LOWest
Specifies the version. Version-number, if specified, must be a 1- to 4-digit number in the range 1 through 9999.

Grouping Statement
Purpose

Grouping statements uniquely identify to the DDDL Generator the file or record definitions that have nonunique or
synonymous names. Synonymous file (or record) definitions describe the same file (or record) but are referred to by
different names. Nonunique file (or record) definitions have the same name but do not define the same file (or record).

Coding rules

The following rules apply to coding the grouping statement:
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• The keyword identifier must begin in position 1.
• Continuation lines must begin in position 2.
• Grouping statements can be coded in positions 1 or 2 through 72.
• One or more spaces must be included between entries in the statement.
• Punctuation is not allowed.
• Clauses can be specified on the same line as the keyword identifier or on subsequent lines.
• Continuation must occur at a natural space between words.

Syntax

                         ┌────────────────────────────────────────┐

                         │                   ┌───────────────────┐│

►►─┬─ FILE-GROUPING ───┬─▼─┬─ file-name ───┬─▼─ IN program-name ─┴┴───────────►◄

   └─ RECORD-GROUPING ─┘   └─ record-name ─┘

Parameter list

• FILE-GROUPING/RECORD-GROUPING
Identifies the statement as a grouping statement and specifies whether the statement applies to files or records.

• file-name/record name
Identifies the file or record to be grouped. The name must be specified exactly as it appears in one or more of the
programs being processed.

• IN program-name
Specifies a program in which file-name or record-name appears. Program-name must be the internal PROGRAM-ID
or, if the LIBRARY parameter has been used to rename the program, the member-name.
The entry IN program-name can be repeated (see note below) to name different programs in which the specified file or
record appears. Multiple specifications of IN program-name for a single file or record name mean that the file or record
uses the same name and is identical in each of the programs named.

Additionally, the entire specification of file-name/record-name IN program-name can be repeated (see note below).
Multiple entities of this specification indicate file or record synonyms. For example, the file name INPFILE in the program
TRAN and file name INPUT in program T2 both refer to the same file; INPFILE and INPUT are file synonyms.

NOTE
Up to a total of five program names can be specified in a single grouping statement. Each of the program
names can be associated with different file or record names (that is, by repeating the entire specification or file-
name/record-name IN program-name). Alternatively, multiple program names can be associated with the same
file or record (that is, by creating only the specification of IN program-name for a single file or record).

Sample

The sample grouping statement shown below specifies the maximum allowable number of program names (that is, 5):

FILE-GROUPING INPFILE IN PROG1 IN PROG2 IN PROG3

 INPUT IN PROG4 TRANFILE IN PROG5
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The names INPFILE, INPUT, and TRANFILE all refer to the same file, but these names appear in different programs.
INPFILE refers to the file in the programs PROG1, PROG2, and PROG3; INPUT refers to the file in PROG4; TRANFILE
refers to the file in PROG5.

Using the Grouping Statement
Use to identify synonyms and nonunique file or record names

Use the grouping statement to identify synonymous and nonunique file or record names to the DDDL Generator:

• Synonym names -- Specify the appropriate keyword identifier (FILE-GROUPING or RECORD-GROUPING). After the
keyword identifier, specify a file name (or record name) and its associated program name(s). Repeat the specification
of file name (record name) and program name(s) until all synonyms have been identified in the grouping statement.
The statement shown below illustrates grouping for two file names that refer to the same file: FILE-A names the file in
PROG-1 and PROG-2, and FILE-B names the file in PROG-3.

FILE-GROUPING FILE-A IN PROG-1 IN PROG-2 FILE-B IN PROG-3

Assuming the the data usage files are input in the order PROG-1, PROG-2, and PROG-3, the DDDL Generator generates the following statements:

(Under PROG-1)     ADD FILE FILE-A

                       FILE NAME SYNONYM IS FILE-B

(Under PROG-2)     (No statements)

(Under PROG-3)     ADD FILE FILE-B

                       FILE NAME SYNONYM IS FILE-A

Because a single name cannot be both the primary entity-occurrence name and a synonym, these statements must
be edited to designate one name as the primary name and the other name for the file as a synonym For a complete
discussion of synonym usage, see IDD User Section.

• Nonunique name -- Specify the appropriate keyword identifier (FILE-GROUPING or RECORD-GROUPING), followed
by the nonunique name and an IN clause for each program in which the name is used to refer to the file or record
being grouped by that statement. Repeat this process for each different file or record referred to by the nonunique
name.
The statements shown below illustrate file grouping for the name FILE-A, where FILE-A refers to one file in PROG-1
and PROG-2, and to another file in PROG-3 and PROG-4:

FILE-GROUPING FILE-A IN PROG-1 IN PROG-2

FILE-GROUPING FILE-A IN PROG-3 IN PROG4

Assuming that the data usage files are input in the order PROG-1 though PROG4, the DDDL Generator generates the
statements shown below:

(Under PROG-1)      ADD FILE FILE-A

(Under PROG-2)      (No statements)
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(Under PROG-3)      ADD FILE FILE-A

(Under PROG-4)      (No statements)

The two generated ADD FILE FILE-A statements can then be edited to establish different version numbers or to assign
a different name to one of the files.
Note that multiple IN clauses cause the DDDL Generator to generate an ADD statement for the first occurrence of
the entity description for each group. For a given name, one use of the name can be processed without grouping
statement; to obtain an ADD statement for each distinct IDD entity description, each additional use must be defined by
a separate grouping statement.
If grouping statements are omitted, an ADD statement is generated for the first occurrence of a file name or record
name. If the file name or record name appears again, no statement is generated; subsequent occurrences of the name
are considered to be duplicates.

Example 1

Five programs (PROG-1, PROG-2, PROG-3, PROG-4, PROG-5) are being processed. All five programs access files
named MASTER. The name MASTER refers to one file for PROG-1 and PROG-2, to a second files for PROG-3 and
PROG-4, and to a third file for PROG-5. The following grouping statements ensure that ADD statements will be generated
for each of the three unique files:

FILE-GROUPING MASTER IN PROG-1 IN PROG-2

FILE-GROUPING MASTER IN PROG-3 IN PROG-4

Note that PROG-5 in not mentioned in these statements; when the DDDL Generator encounters the file name MASTER in
PROG-5, it will treat the file as one of the group of all unqualified (that is, not explicitly mentioned in a grouping statement)
files named MASTER and automatically generate an ADD statement.

Assuming that the data usage files are input in the order PROG-1 through PROG-5, the DDDL Generator generates the
statements shown below. Note that SYNONYM clauses are not generated because all files have the same name.

(Under PROG-1)    ADD FILE MASTER...

(Under PROG-2)    (No statements)

(Under PROG-3)    ADD FILE MASTER...

(Under PROG-4)    (No statements)

(Under PROG-5)    ADD FILE MASTER...

The three ADD statements that use the file name MASTER can be edited to assure that the three distinct entities are
entered into the dictionary. The statement can be distinguished from one another by using different version numbers or by
changing the name MASTER for two of the three files.

Example 2

The file name SUM-FILE is used in five programs, PROG-1 through PROG-5. The name SUM-FILE refers to the same file
in all five programs but the record description for the file is different in PROG-5. The following grouping statement makes
the distinction:
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FILE-GROUPING SUM-FILE IN PROG-5

Assuming that the data usage files are input in the order PROG-1 through PROG-5, the DDDL Generator generates the
statements shown below:

(Under PROG-1)    ADD FILE SUM-FILE...

(Under PROG-2)    (No statements)

(Under PROG-3)    (No statements)

(Under PROG-4)    (No statements)

(Under PROG-5)    ADD FILE SUM-FILE...

These statements can then be edited (that is, versions added or file names changed) to assure that both entities will be
added to the dictionary.

Example 3

The file names SUM-FILE in PROG-1 and SUMMARY-IN in PROG-2 both refer to the same file. Each file name has its
own record descriptions. The following statement expresses the proper grouping:

FILE-GROUPING SUM FILE IN PROG-1 SUMMARY-IN IN PROG-2

Assuming that the data usage files are input in the order PROG-1, PROG-2, the DDDL Generator generates the
statements shown below:

(Under PROG-1)        ADD FILE SUM-FILE...

                          FILE NAME SYNONYM IS SUMMARY-IN

(Under PROG-2)        ADD FILE SUMMARY-IN...

                          FILE NAME SYNONYM IS SUM-FILE

Because a single name cannot be both the primary entity-occurrence name and a synonym, these statements must
be edited to designate one name as the primary name and all other names for the file as synonyms. For a complete
discussion of synonym usage, see IDD User Section.

Example 4

One file is named differently in four different programs. The file is named ABC in PROG-1, DEF in PROG-2, GHI in
PROG-3, and JKL in PROG-4. The following grouping statement describes this situation:

FILE-GROUPING ABC IN PROG-1 DEF IN PROG-2 GHI IN PROG-3 JKL IN PROG-4
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Assuming that the data usage files are input in the order PROG-1 through PROG-4, the DDDL Generator generates the
following statements:

(Under PROG-1)   ADD FILE ABC...

                     FILE NAME SYNONYM IS DEF

                     FILE NAME SYNONYM IS GHI

                     FILE NAME SYNONYM IS JKL.

(Under PROG-2)   ADD FILE DEF...

                     FILE NAME SYNONYM IS ABC

                     FILE NAME SYNONYM IS GHI

                     FILE NAME SYNONYM IS JKL.

(Under PROG-3)   ADD FILE GHI...

                     FILE NAME SYNONYM IS ABC

                     FILE NAME SYNONYM IS DEF

                     FILE NAME SYNONYM IS JKL.

(Under PROG-4)   ADD FILE JKL...

                     FILE NAME SYNONYM IS ABC

                     FILE NAME SYNONYM IS DEF

                     FILE NAME SYNONYM IS GHI.

These statements must be edited to establish one primary name for the file and to designate all other names for the file as
synonyms.

Editing Generated DDDL Statements
Edit before using as input to DDDL compiler

The output file of generated DDDL statements produced by running the DDDL Generator should be edited before being
input to the DDDL compiler. This editing aids in maintaining control of the information entered into the dictionary.

Sample output

   ADD FILE CUSTOMER-FILE VERSION NEXT HIGHEST
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       LABELS ARE OMITTED

       RECORD SIZE IS 104

       RECORDING MODE IS F

       FILE NAME SYNONYM IS CUSTFILE VERSION NEXT HIGHEST.

 

   ADD RECORD CUSTOMER VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

       LANGUAGE IS COBOL

       WITHIN FILE CUSTOMER-FILE VERSION HIGHEST

       RECORD NAME SYNONYM IS CUST VERSION NEXT HIGHEST.

           03 CUST-NUMBER              PIC X(10).

           03 CUST-NAME                PIC X(20).

           03 CUST-ADDRESS.

              05  CUST-ADDR1           PIC X(20).

              05  CUST-ADDR2.

                  06  CUST-CITY        PIC X(15).

                  06  CUST-ZIP-CODE    PIC X(5).

                  06  CUST-ZIPCODE REDEFINES CUST-ZIP-CODE

                                       PIC 9(5).

           03 CUST-CREDIT              PIC XXX.

              88 CUST-CREDIT-EXEC      VALUE 'AAA'.

              88 CUST-CREDIT-GOOD      VALUE '   '.

              88 CUST-CREDIT-POOR      VALUE 'XXX'.

 

           03 CUST-SALES-INFO.

              05  CUST-SALES-QTR       OCCURS 4.
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                  06  CUST-NUM-SALES   PIC 9(5) COMP-3.

                  06  CUST-AMT-SALES   PIC S9(7) COMP-3.

 

           03 FILLER                   PIC XXX.

 

   ADD FILE ORDER-FILE VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

       LABELS ARE OMITTED

       RECORD SIZE IS 50

       RECORDING MODE IS F

       BLOCK SIZE IS 5000.

Editing functions

You should perform the following editing functions, as needed:

Add comments

Add comments to the descriptions of programs, files, and records to document the function and characteristics of each
entity. Comments can be added easily and in an organized way at this point in the process of populating the dictionary.

Eliminate unnecessary entities

Delete the ADD statement for any entity that should not be a part of the dictionary. For example, report title records and
report detail records used within a single program generally should not be defined in the dictionary. While important in the
context of the specific program in which they are used, such records do not have global applications and tend to clutter
the dictionary.

Reconcile nonunique names

If the DDDL output contains multiple ADD statements for the same name, editing may be necessary to ensure that the
desired entities reach the dictionary when the ADD statements are processed by the DDDL compiler. Note the following
considerations:

• If the multiple ADD statements are associated with the same explicit version number (for example, VERSION 1) and
no editing is performed, the DDDL compiler will process these statements in one of the following ways:

Condition Description
If DEFAULT IS ON The DDDL compiler will process the first ADD statement

encountered for the nonunique name and change subsequent
ADDs to MODIFYs. This means that only the description
associated with the last ADD processed will be present in the
dictionary.
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If DEFAULT IS OFF The DDDL compiler will process only the first ADD statement
that refers to the nonunique name and will flag as erroneous
subsequent ADD statements for that name. This means that only
the description associated with the first ADD statement processed
will be present in the dictionary.

DEFAULT IS ON/OFF can be specified with the SET OPTIONS statement.

Note: For more information on this option, see IDD DDDL Reference Section.

• If the multiple ADD statements are associated with a VERSION NEXT HIGHEST/LOWEST and no editing is
performed, all ADD statements will be processed successfully; each occurrence of the name will be associated with a
different version number.

In either case described above, the editing needed depends upon the objectives for the dictionary. Version clauses can be
changed, ADD statements can be deleted or combined, or entity names can be changed (in the ADD statements and in
the programs that refer to the names).

Note that running the DDDL Generator with the version statement VERSION NEXT HIGHEST and appropriate grouping
statements assures that each entity occurrence with a duplicate name will be added to the dictionary when the generated
statements are run through the DDDL compiler. Each repetition of the name will be associated with a different version
number; the version number uniquely identifies the entity occurrence (for example, CUSTOMER record, version 1;
CUSTOMER record, version 2; on so on). This technique should not be used to avoid the thoughtful evaluation of the
generated statements and the editing necessary to develop a well organized dictionary.

Reconcile synonyms

Ideally, multiple ADD statements for synonymous file or record descriptions should be merged into a single ADD
statement. A single description of a file or record should be entered in the dictionary. This means that all descriptions
should be examined and combined. A single name should be chosen for the entity and associated record and or element
names reconciled (that is, one name and description for the element customer name). Subsequently, all programs that
use the entity must be changed to use the reconciled entity-occurrence name and to use any other associated reconciled
names.

Alternatively, if record and element synonyms are desired, the generated DDDL statements can be edited to include
ELEMENT NAME SYNONYM FOR RECORD NAME SYNONYM clauses.

NOTE
For additional information on element and record synonyms, see the IDD DDDL Reference Section.

The reconciliation of synonyms is an important user responsibility in building an effective dictionary. Although the DDDL
compiler accepts and processes multiple ADD statements that essentially define the same entity under different names,
the practice of populating the dictionary with such synonymous entities is generally undesirable.

 

Executing the DDDL Compiler
JCL for executing the DDDL Generator under z/OS and z/VSE is shown below. Under z/VSE, processing options must be
specified with the parameter statement. Under z/OS, options can be specified either with the parameter statement or in
the PARM clause of the EXEC statement.

z/OS JCL-PRANIDDG

//PRANIDDG   EXEC PGM=PRANIDDG,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB    DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR
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//           DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//           DD  DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST     DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP   DD  SYSOUT=A

//SORTMSG    DD  SYSOUT=A

//SORTLIB    DD  DSN=SYS1.SORTLIB,DISP=SHR

//SORTWK01   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(5,5))

//SORTWK02   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(5,5))

//SORTWK03   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(5,5))

//PRANLIB    DD  DSN=reflib,DISP=SHR     ◄ Include only if using LIBRARY option

//PRANREF    DD  DSN=sysref1,DISP=SHR    ◄ Included only if using DISK option

//           DD  DSN=sysref2,DISP=SHR

 .

 .

 .

//           DD  DSN=sysrefn,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg      DD  DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl    DD  *

//SYSOUT     DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS    DD  *

dmcl=dmcl-name

Insert additional SYSIDMS parameters as appropriate

//SYSIPT     DD  *

Insert optional control statements
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//SYSPCH     DD  DSN=dddlstmts,DISP=(NEW,catlg),

                 SPACE=(trk,(10,10),rlse),UNIT=disk,

                 VOL=SER=nnnnnn,DCB=BLKSIZE=blksize

DSN Description
idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and

database name table load modules
idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing customized CA IDMS

system software modules
idms.cagjload Data set name of the load library containing CA IDMS system

software modules that do not require customization
blksize block size of DDDL statement file (must be a multiple of 80)
catlg disposition of new file: CATLG, PASS, or KEEP
cyl(5,5) file space allocation of work file
dddlstmts dataset name of file to contain DDDL statements
disk symbolic device name of disk file
nnnnnn serial number of disk volume
reflib data set name of partitioned data set containing data usage files
sysref1 data set names of sequential data sets containing data usage files
(trk,(10,10),rlse) space allocation for DDDL statement file
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
SYSIDMS DDname of the CA-IDMS parameter file specifying runtime

directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
Note: For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file,
see the CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

z/VSE JCL-PRANIDDG

// DLBL    SLLn,'user.srclib'

// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF  SL,TO=SSLn,TEMP

// DLBL    PRANREF,'sysref',,SD         ◄ Include only if using DISK option

// EXTENT  SYS010,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYS010,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    SORTWK1,'WORK1',0,SD

// EXTENT  SYS001,nnnnnn,1,,ssss,200
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// ASSGN   SYS001,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    IDMSPCH,'dddl statements',99/365,SD

// EXTENT  SYS020,nnnnnn,1,,ssss,300

// ASSGN   SYS020,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC    PRANIDDG,SIZE=200K

optional control statements

/*

DSN Description
dddl statements file-id of the file to contain DDDL statements
nnnnnn serial number of disk volume
ssss starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
sysref file-id for sequential file containing data usage file
user.srclib source statement library containing data usage files
SSln filename of source statement library

Sample COBOL Input and DDDL Output
This section shows sample input to and output from the CA IDMS Dictionary Loader, as follows:

• Input to the Program Processor -- Three COBOL source programs
• Input to the DDDL Generator -- The control statements used in running the DDDL Generator
• Output from the DDDL Generator -- The DDDL statements generated by processing the data usage files associated

with the three COBOL programs

Note that the other examples (that is, example reports) shown throughout this section are all taken from the CA IDMS
Dictionary Loader runs made to process the three programs listed below. For more information, see the following topics:

Sample COBOL Input and DDDL Output 1

001000 ID DIVISION.

002000 PROGRAM-ID.            PRANDEM1.

003000 AUTHOR.                CA, INC.

004000 REMARKS.               SAMPLE PROGRAM CONTAINING FILES

005000                        CUSTOMER-FILE, ORDER-FILE, AND RPTFILE.
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006000                        CUSTOMER-FILE AND ORDER-FILE HAVE BEEN

007000                        SORTED ON CUSTOMER NUMBER.  THIS

008000                        PROGRAM MATCHES ORDERS TO THE CUSTOMER

009000                        AND PRODUCES A REPORT OF ALL ORDERS

010000                        FOR ALL CUSTOMERS.

011000

012000 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

013000 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

014000 FILE-CONTROL.

015000     SELECT CUSTOMER-FILE ASSIGN UT-2400-S-CUSTIN.

016000     SELECT ORDER-FILE    ASSIGN UT-2400-S-ORDERIN.

017000     SELECT RPTFILE       ASSIGN UT-S-SYSLST.

018000

019000 DATA DIVISION.

020000 FILE SECTION.

021000 FD  RPTFILE

022000     RECORDING MODE F

023000     LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED

024000     RECORD CONTAINS 133

025000     DATA RECORDS ARE TITLE-REC  DETAIL-REC.

026000

027000 01  TITLE-REC                   PIC X(133).

028000 01  DETAIL-REC.

029000     05  FILLER                  PIC X.

030000     05  RPT-CUST-NO             PIC X(10).
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031000     05  FILLER                  PIC XXX.

032000     05  RPT-NAME                PIC X(20).

033000     05  FILLER                  PIC X(5).

034000     05  RPT-ORD-IDENT.

035000         10  RPT-ORD             PIC X(7).

036000         10  FILLER              PIC XXX.

037000     05  RPT-DATE-REQ            PIC X(8).

038000     05  FILLER                  PIC X(76).

039000

040000 FD  CUSTOMER-FILE

041000     RECORDING MODE F

042000     LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED

043000     RECORD CONTAINS 104 CHARACTERS

044000     DATA RECORD IS CUSTOMER.

045000

046000   01 CUSTOMER.

047000      03  CUST-NUMBER            PIC X(10).

048000      03  CUST-NAME              PIC X(20).

049000      03  CUST-ADDRESS.

050000        05  CUST-ADDR1           PIC X(20).

051000        05  CUST-ADDR2.

052000         06  CUST-CITY           PIC X(15).

053000         06  CUST-ZIP-CODE       PIC X(5).

054000         06  CUST-ZIPCODE        REDEFINES CUST-ZIP-CODE
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055000                                 PIC 9(5).

056000      03  CUST-CREDIT            PIC XXX.

057000        88  CUST-CREDIT-EXEC     VALUE IS 'AAA'.

058000        88  CUST-CREDIT-GOOD     VALUE IS '   '.

059000        88  CUST-CREDIT-POOR     VALUE IS 'XXX'.

060000      03  CUST-SALES-INFO.

061000        05  CUST-SALES-QTR       OCCURS 4 TIMES.

062000         06  CUST-NUM-SALES      PIC 9(5)              COMP-3.

063000         06  CUST-AMT-SALES      PIC S9(7)             COMP-3.

064000      03  FILLER                 PIC XXX.

065000

066000

067000 FD  ORDER-FILE

068000     RECORDING MODE F

069000     LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED

070000     RECORD CONTAINS 50 CHARACTERS

071000     BLOCK  CONTAINS 100 RECORDS

072000     DATA RECORD IS ORDOR.

073000

074000   01 ORDOR.

075000      03  ORD-CUST-NUMBER        PIC X(10).

076000      03  ORD-NUMBER             PIC X(7).

077000      03  ORD-CUST-PO-NUMB       PIC X(10).

078000      03  ORD-DATES.

079000        05  ORD-REQ-DATE         PIC X(6).
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080000        05  ORD-DATE-REQ         REDEFINES ORD-REQ-DATE

081000                                 PIC 9(6).

082000        05  ORD-PROM-DATE        PIC X(6).

083000        05  ORD-DATE-PROM        REDEFINES ORD-PROM-DATE

084000                                 PIC 9(6).

085000        05  ORD-SHIPPED-DATE     PIC X(6).

086000        05  ORD-DATE-SHIPPED     REDEFINES ORD-SHIPPED-DATE

087000                                 PIC 9(6).

088000      03  ORD-SHIP-CODE          PIC XX.

089000        88  ORD-SHIP-ALL         VALUE IS 'AS'.

090000        88  ORD-SHIP-PART        VALUE IS 'PS'.

091000      03  FILLER                 PIC XXX.

092000

093000

094000 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

095000

096000 01  PAGE-COUNT-WS               PIC S99        VALUE +0.

097000 01  POSITION-IND-WS             PIC X.

098000 01  PAGE-INCREMENT-WS           PIC 9.

099000

100000 01  DATE-AS-INPUT-WS.

101000     05  INPUT-YY-WS             PIC 99.

102000     05  INPUT-MM-WS             PIC 99.

103000     05  INPUT-DD-WS             PIC 99.
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104000 01  DATE-FORMATTED-WS.

105000     05  FORMATTED-MM-WS         PIC 99.

106000     05  FILLER                  PIC X          VALUE '/'.

107000     05  FORMATTED-DD-WS         PIC 99.

108000     05  FILLER                  PIC X          VALUE '/'.

109000     05  FORMATTED-YY-WS         PIC 99.

110000

111000 01  TITLE-1-WS.

112000     05  FILLER                  PIC X(52)      VALUE SPACES.

113000     05  FILLER                  PIC X(29)      VALUE

114000                             'ORDER INFORMATION BY CUSTOMER'.

115000     05  FILLER                  PIC X(52)      VALUE SPACES.

116000 01  TITLE-2-WS.

117000     05  FILLER          PIC X(18) VALUE ' CUSTOMER NO      '.

118000     05  FILLER          PIC X(22) VALUE 'CUSTOMER NAME         '.

119000     05  FILLER          PIC X(9)  VALUE 'ORDER    '.

120000     05  FILLER          PIC X(12) VALUE 'DATE REQ    '.

121000     05  FILLER          PIC X(72) VALUE SPACES.

122000

123000

124000 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

125000

126000 0100-HOUSEKEEPING.

127000     OPEN INPUT  CUSTOMER-FILE.

128000     OPEN INPUT  ORDER-FILE.
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129000     OPEN OUTPUT RPTFILE.

130000     MOVE SPACES TO DETAIL-REC.

131000     MOVE SPACES TO CUST-NUMBER.

132000

133000 0200-GET-ORDER-INFO.

134000     READ ORDER-FILE RECORD

135000          AT END   GO TO 9200-EOJ.

136000

137000 0300-GET-CUST-INFO.

138000     IF ORD-CUST-NUMBER = CUST-NUMBER

139000        GO TO 0500-GET-ORDER-INFO.

140000

141000     READ CUSTOMER-FILE RECORD

142000          AT END   GO TO 9200-EOJ.

143000

144000     MOVE    CUST-NUMBER  TO  RPT-CUST-NO.

145000     MOVE    CUST-NAME    TO  RPT-NAME.

146000

147000 0500-GET-ORDER-INFO.

148000     MOVE ORD-NUMBER TO RPT-ORD.

149000     MOVE ORD-DATE-REQ TO DATE-AS-INPUT-WS.

150000     MOVE INPUT-YY-WS  TO FORMATTED-YY-WS.

151000     MOVE INPUT-MM-WS  TO FORMATTED-MM-WS.

152000     MOVE INPUT-DD-WS  TO FORMATTED-DD-WS.
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153000     MOVE DATE-FORMATTED-WS TO RPT-DATE-REQ.

154000

155000     PERFORM  9000-WRITE THRU 9010-EXIT.

156000     GO TO   0300-GET-CUST-INFO.

157000

158000*    THIS PARAGRAPH CAUSES A REPORT FILE RECORD TO BE WRITTEN.

159000*    IT CONTROLS SPACING AND PAGING OF THE REPORT.

160000

161000 9000-WRITE.

162000     MOVE    ' ' TO POSITION-IND-WS.

163000     MOVE    1 TO PAGE-INCREMENT-WS.

164000     IF      RPT-ORD  NOT = SPACES MOVE '0' TO POSITION-IND-WS

165000                 MOVE  2 TO PAGE-INCREMENT-WS.

166000     IF      RPT-CUST-NO NOT = SPACES MOVE '-' TO POSITION-IND-WS

167000                  MOVE 3 TO PAGE-INCREMENT-WS.

168000     WRITE   DETAIL-REC AFTER POSITIONING POSITION-IND-WS.

169000     MOVE    SPACES TO DETAIL-REC.

170000     ADD     PAGE-INCREMENT-WS TO PAGE-COUNT-WS.

171000     IF      PAGE-COUNT-WS GREATER THAN +58

172000                 PERFORM 9100-NEW-PAGE THRU 9110-EXIT.

173000 9010-EXIT.

174000     EXIT.

175000

176000 9100-NEW-PAGE.

177000     WRITE   TITLE-REC   FROM TITLE-1-WS AFTER POSITIONING 0.
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178000     MOVE SPACES TO TITLE-REC.

179000     WRITE   TITLE-REC   FROM TITLE-2-WS AFTER POSITIONING 3.

180000     MOVE SPACES TO TITLE-REC.

181000     MOVE    +4 TO PAGE-COUNT-WS.

182000 9110-EXIT.

183000     EXIT.

184000

185000*    CLOSE THE FILES AND EXIT FROM THE PROGRAM.

186000

187000 9200-EOJ.

188000     CLOSE CUSTOMER-FILE.

189000     CLOSE ORDER-FILE.

190000     CLOSE RPTFILE.

191000 9210-EXIT.

192000     STOP RUN.

193000

001000 ID DIVISION.

002000 PROGRAM-ID.            PRANDEM2.

003000 AUTHOR.                CA, INC.

004000 REMARKS.               SAMPLE PROGRAM CONTAINING FILE

005000                        CUSTOMER-FILE.  THIS PROGRAM PRODUCES

006000                        A REPORT OF ALL CUSTOMERS WITH A

007000                        CREDIT RATING OF EXCELLENT.

008000
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009000 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

010000 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

011000 FILE-CONTROL.

012000     SELECT CUSTOMER-FILE ASSIGN UT-2400-S-CUSTIN.

013000     SELECT RPTFILE       ASSIGN UT-S-SYSLST.

014000

015000 DATA DIVISION.

016000 FILE SECTION.

017000 FD  RPTFILE

018000     RECORDING MODE F

019000     LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED

020000     RECORD CONTAINS 133

021000     DATA RECORDS ARE TITLE-REC  DETAIL-REC.

022000

023000 01  TITLE-REC                   PIC X(133).

024000 01  DETAIL-REC.

025000     05  FILLER                  PIC X.

026000     05  RPT-CUST-NO             PIC X(10).

027000     05  FILLER                  PIC XXX.

028000     05  RPT-CUST-NAME           PIC X(20).

029000     05  FILLER                  PIC X(10).

030000     05  RPT-ADDR1               PIC X(20).

031000     05  FILLER                  PIC X(5).

032000     05  RPT-ADDR2               PIC X(20).

033000     05  FILLER                  PIC X(5).
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034000     05  RPT-ZIP                 PIC X(20).

035000     05  FILLER                  PIC X(19).

036000

037000 FD  CUSTOMER-FILE

038000     RECORDING MODE F

039000     LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED

040000     RECORD CONTAINS 104 CHARACTERS

041000     DATA RECORD IS CUSTOMER.

042000

043000   01 CUSTOMER.

044000      03  CUST-NUM               PIC X(10).

045000      03  CUST-NAME              PIC X(20).

046000      03  CUST-ADDRESS.

047000        05  CUST-ADDR1           PIC X(20).

048000        05  CUST-ADDR2.

049000         06  CUST-CITY           PIC X(15).

050000         06  CUST-ZIP-CODE       PIC X(5).

051000      03  CUST-CREDIT            PIC XXX.

052000        88  CUST-CREDIT-EXEC     VALUE IS 'AAA'.

053000        88  CUST-CREDIT-GOOD     VALUE IS '   '.

054000        88  CUST-CREDIT-POOR     VALUE IS 'XXX'.

055000      03  FILLER                 PIC X(31).

056000

057000
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058000 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

059000

060000 01  PAGE-COUNT-WS               PIC S99        VALUE +0.

061000 01  POSITION-IND-WS             PIC X.

062000 01  PAGE-INCREMENT-WS           PIC 9.

063000

064000 01  TITLE-1-WS.

065000     05  FILLER                  PIC X(46)      VALUE SPACES.

066000     05  FILLER                  PIC X(41) VALUE

067000           'CUSTOMERS WITH AN EXCELLENT CREDIT RATING'.

068000     05  FILLER                  PIC X(46)      VALUE SPACES.

069000 01  TITLE-2-WS.

070000     05  FILLER          PIC X(18) VALUE ' CUSTOMER NO      '.

071000     05  FILLER          PIC X(22) VALUE 'CUSTOMER NAME         '.

072000     05  FILLER          PIC X(5)  VALUE SPACES.

073000     05  FILLER          PIC X(9)  VALUE 'ADDRESS  '.

074000     05  FILLER          PIC X(79) VALUE SPACES.

075000

076000

077000 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

078000

079000     OPEN INPUT  CUSTOMER-FILE.

080000     OPEN OUTPUT RPTFILE.

081000     MOVE SPACES TO DETAIL-REC.

082000
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083000 0300-GET-CUST-INFO.

084000     READ CUSTOMER-FILE RECORD

085000          AT END   GO TO 9200-EOJ.

086000

087000     IF NOT CUST-CREDIT-EXEC  GO TO 0300-GET-CUST-INFO.

088000

089000

090000     MOVE CUST-NUM      TO  RPT-CUST-NO.

091000     MOVE CUST-NAME     TO  RPT-CUST-NAME.

092000     MOVE CUST-ADDR1    TO  RPT-ADDR1.

093000     MOVE CUST-ADDR2    TO  RPT-ADDR2.

094000     MOVE CUST-ZIP-CODE TO  RPT-ZIP.

095000

096000     PERFORM  9000-WRITE THRU 9010-EXIT.

097000     GO TO   0300-GET-CUST-INFO.

098000

099000*    THIS PARAGRAPH CAUSES A REPORT FILE RECORD TO BE WRITTEN.

100000*    IT CONTROLS SPACING AND PAGING OF THE REPORT.

101000

102000 9000-WRITE.

103000     MOVE    ' ' TO POSITION-IND-WS.

104000     MOVE    1 TO PAGE-INCREMENT-WS.

105000     WRITE   DETAIL-REC AFTER POSITIONING POSITION-IND-WS.

106000     MOVE    SPACES TO DETAIL-REC.
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107000     ADD     PAGE-INCREMENT-WS TO PAGE-COUNT-WS.

108000     IF      PAGE-COUNT-WS GREATER THAN +58

109000                 PERFORM 9100-NEW-PAGE THRU 9110-EXIT.

110000 9010-EXIT.

111000     EXIT.

112000

113000 9100-NEW-PAGE.

114000     WRITE   TITLE-REC   FROM TITLE-1-WS AFTER POSITIONING 0.

115000     MOVE SPACES TO TITLE-REC.

116000     WRITE   TITLE-REC   FROM TITLE-2-WS AFTER POSITIONING 3.

117000     MOVE SPACES TO TITLE-REC.

118000     MOVE    +4 TO PAGE-COUNT-WS.

119000 9110-EXIT.

120000     EXIT.

121000

122000*    CLOSE THE FILES AND EXIT FROM THE PROGRAM.

123000

124000 9200-EOJ.

125000     CLOSE CUSTOMER-FILE.

126000     CLOSE RPTFILE.

127000 9210-EXIT.

128000     STOP RUN.

129000

001000 ID DIVISION.

002000 PROGRAM-ID.            PRANDEM2.
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003000 AUTHOR.                CA, INC.

004000 REMARKS.               SAMPLE PROGRAM CONTAINING FILE

005000                        CUSTOMER-FILE.  THIS PROGRAM PRODUCES

006000                        A REPORT OF ALL CUSTOMERS WITH A

007000                        CREDIT RATING OF EXCELLENT.

008000

009000 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

010000 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

011000 FILE-CONTROL.

012000     SELECT CUSTOMER-FILE ASSIGN UT-2400-S-CUSTIN.

013000     SELECT RPTFILE       ASSIGN UT-S-SYSLST.

014000

015000 DATA DIVISION.

016000 FILE SECTION.

017000 FD  RPTFILE

018000     RECORDING MODE F

019000     LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED

020000     RECORD CONTAINS 133

021000     DATA RECORDS ARE TITLE-REC  DETAIL-REC.

022000

023000 01  TITLE-REC                   PIC X(133).

024000 01  DETAIL-REC.

025000     05  FILLER                  PIC X.

026000     05  RPT-CUST-NO             PIC X(10).
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027000     05  FILLER                  PIC XXX.

028000     05  RPT-CUST-NAME           PIC X(20).

029000     05  FILLER                  PIC X(10).

030000     05  RPT-ADDR1               PIC X(20).

031000     05  FILLER                  PIC X(5).

032000     05  RPT-ADDR2               PIC X(20).

033000     05  FILLER                  PIC X(5).

034000     05  RPT-ZIP                 PIC X(20).

035000     05  FILLER                  PIC X(19).

036000

037000 FD  CUSTOMER-FILE

038000     RECORDING MODE F

039000     LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED

040000     RECORD CONTAINS 104 CHARACTERS

041000     DATA RECORD IS CUSTOMER.

042000

043000   01 CUSTOMER.

044000      03  CUST-NUM               PIC X(10).

045000      03  CUST-NAME              PIC X(20).

046000      03  CUST-ADDRESS.

047000        05  CUST-ADDR1           PIC X(20).

048000        05  CUST-ADDR2.

049000         06  CUST-CITY           PIC X(15).

050000         06  CUST-ZIP-CODE       PIC X(5).

051000      03  CUST-CREDIT            PIC XXX.
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052000        88  CUST-CREDIT-EXEC     VALUE IS 'AAA'.

053000        88  CUST-CREDIT-GOOD     VALUE IS '   '.

054000        88  CUST-CREDIT-POOR     VALUE IS 'XXX'.

055000      03  FILLER                 PIC X(31).

056000

057000

058000 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

059000

060000 01  PAGE-COUNT-WS               PIC S99        VALUE +0.

061000 01  POSITION-IND-WS             PIC X.

062000 01  PAGE-INCREMENT-WS           PIC 9.

063000

064000 01  TITLE-1-WS.

065000     05  FILLER                  PIC X(46)      VALUE SPACES.

066000     05  FILLER                  PIC X(41) VALUE

067000           'CUSTOMERS WITH AN EXCELLENT CREDIT RATING'.

068000     05  FILLER                  PIC X(46)      VALUE SPACES.

069000 01  TITLE-2-WS.

070000     05  FILLER          PIC X(18) VALUE ' CUSTOMER NO      '.

071000     05  FILLER          PIC X(22) VALUE 'CUSTOMER NAME         '.

072000     05  FILLER          PIC X(5)  VALUE SPACES.

073000     05  FILLER          PIC X(9)  VALUE 'ADDRESS  '.

074000     05  FILLER          PIC X(79) VALUE SPACES.

075000
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076000

077000 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

078000

079000     OPEN INPUT  CUSTOMER-FILE.

080000     OPEN OUTPUT RPTFILE.

081000     MOVE SPACES TO DETAIL-REC.

082000

083000 0300-GET-CUST-INFO.

084000     READ CUSTOMER-FILE RECORD

085000          AT END   GO TO 9200-EOJ.

086000

087000     IF NOT CUST-CREDIT-EXEC  GO TO 0300-GET-CUST-INFO.

088000

089000

090000     MOVE CUST-NUM      TO  RPT-CUST-NO.

091000     MOVE CUST-NAME     TO  RPT-CUST-NAME.

092000     MOVE CUST-ADDR1    TO  RPT-ADDR1.

093000     MOVE CUST-ADDR2    TO  RPT-ADDR2.

094000     MOVE CUST-ZIP-CODE TO  RPT-ZIP.

095000

096000     PERFORM  9000-WRITE THRU 9010-EXIT.

097000     GO TO   0300-GET-CUST-INFO.

098000

099000*    THIS PARAGRAPH CAUSES A REPORT FILE RECORD TO BE WRITTEN.

100000*    IT CONTROLS SPACING AND PAGING OF THE REPORT.
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101000

102000 9000-WRITE.

103000     MOVE    ' ' TO POSITION-IND-WS.

104000     MOVE    1 TO PAGE-INCREMENT-WS.

105000     WRITE   DETAIL-REC AFTER POSITIONING POSITION-IND-WS.

106000     MOVE    SPACES TO DETAIL-REC.

107000     ADD     PAGE-INCREMENT-WS TO PAGE-COUNT-WS.

108000     IF      PAGE-COUNT-WS GREATER THAN +58

109000                 PERFORM 9100-NEW-PAGE THRU 9110-EXIT.

110000 9010-EXIT.

111000     EXIT.

112000

113000 9100-NEW-PAGE.

114000     WRITE   TITLE-REC   FROM TITLE-1-WS AFTER POSITIONING 0.

115000     MOVE SPACES TO TITLE-REC.

116000     WRITE   TITLE-REC   FROM TITLE-2-WS AFTER POSITIONING 3.

117000     MOVE SPACES TO TITLE-REC.

118000     MOVE    +4 TO PAGE-COUNT-WS.

119000 9110-EXIT.

120000     EXIT.

121000

122000*    CLOSE THE FILES AND EXIT FROM THE PROGRAM.

123000

124000 9200-EOJ.
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125000     CLOSE CUSTOMER-FILE.

126000     CLOSE RPTFILE.

127000 9210-EXIT.

128000     STOP RUN.

129000

Sample COBOL Input and DDDL Output 2

VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

FILE-GROUPING   CUSTOMER-FILE IN PRANDEM1 IN PRANDEM2

 CUSTFILE IN PRANDEM3

RECORD-GROUPING CUSTOMER      IN PRANDEM1 IN PRANDEM2

 CUST     IN PRANDEM3

Sample COBOL Input and DDDL Output 3

        ADD FILE CUSTOMER-FILE VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LABELS ARE OMITTED

            RECORD SIZE IS 104

            RECORDING MODE IS F

            FILE NAME SYNONYM IS CUSTFILE VERSION NEXT HIGHEST.

        ADD RECORD CUSTOMER VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LANGUAGE IS COBOL

            WITHIN FILE CUSTOMER-FILE VERSION HIGHEST

            RECORD NAME SYNONYM IS CUST VERSION NEXT HIGHEST.

                03  CUST-NUMBER    PIC X(10).
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                03  CUST-NAME      PIC X(20).

                03  CUST-ADDRESS.

                    05  CUST-ADDR1 PIC X(20).

                    05  CUST-ADDR2.

                        06  CUST-CITY

                                   PIC X(15).

                        06  CUST-ZIP-CODE

                                   PIC X(5).

                        06  CUST-ZIPCODE

                                    REDEFINES CUST-ZIP-CODE

                                   PIC 9(5).

                03  CUST-CREDIT    PIC XXX.

                    88 CUST-CREDIT-EXEC

                                   VALUE 'AAA'.

                    88 CUST-CREDIT-GOOD

                                   VALUE '   '.

                    88 CUST-CREDIT-POOR

                                   VALUE 'XXX'.

                03  CUST-SALES-INFO.

                    05  CUST-SALES-QTR

                                   OCCURS 4.

                        06  CUST-NUM-SALES

                                   PIC 9(5) COMP-3.

                        06  CUST-AMT-SALES
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                                   PIC S9(7) COMP-3.

                03  FILLER         PIC XXX.

        ADD FILE ORDER-FILE VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LABELS ARE OMITTED

            RECORD SIZE IS 50

            RECORDING MODE IS F

            BLOCK SIZE IS 5000.

        ADD RECORD ORDOR VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LANGUAGE IS COBOL

            WITHIN FILE ORDER-FILE VERSION HIGHEST.

                03  ORD-CUST-NUMBER

                                   PIC X(10).

                03  ORD-NUMBER     PIC X(7).

                03  ORD-CUST-PO-NUMB

                                   PIC X(10).

                03  ORD-DATES.

                    05  ORD-REQ-DATE

                                   PIC X(6).

                    05  ORD-DATE-REQ

                                    REDEFINES ORD-REQ-DATE

                                   PIC 9(6).

                    05  ORD-PROM-DATE

                                   PIC X(6).

                    05  ORD-DATE-PROM
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                                    REDEFINES ORD-PROM-DATE

                                   PIC 9(6).

                    05  ORD-SHIPPED-DATE

                                   PIC X(6).

                    05  ORD-DATE-SHIPPED

                                    REDEFINES ORD-SHIPPED-DATE

                                   PIC 9(6).

                03  ORD-SHIP-CODE  PIC XX.

                    88 ORD-SHIP-ALL

                                   VALUE 'AS'.

                    88 ORD-SHIP-PART

                                   VALUE 'PS'.

                03  FILLER         PIC XXX.

        ADD FILE RPTFILE VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LABELS ARE OMITTED

            RECORD SIZE IS 133

            RECORDING MODE IS F.

        ADD RECORD TITLE-REC VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LANGUAGE IS COBOL

            WITHIN FILE RPTFILE VERSION HIGHEST.

                02  TITLE-REC      PIC X(133).

        ADD RECORD DETAIL-REC VERSION NEXT HIGHEST
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            LANGUAGE IS COBOL

            WITHIN FILE RPTFILE VERSION HIGHEST.

                05  FILLER         PIC X.

                05  RPT-CUST-NO    PIC X(10).

                05  FILLER         PIC XXX.

                05  RPT-NAME       PIC X(20).

                05  FILLER         PIC X(5).

                05  RPT-ORD-IDENT.

                    10  RPT-ORD    PIC X(7).

                    10  FILLER     PIC XXX.

                05  RPT-DATE-REQ   PIC X(8).

                05  FILLER         PIC X(76).

        ADD RECORD PAGE-COUNT-WS VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LANGUAGE IS COBOL.

                02  PAGE-COUNT-WS  PIC S99

                                   VALUE +0.

        ADD RECORD POSITION-IND-WS VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LANGUAGE IS COBOL.

                02  POSITION-IND-WS

                                   PIC X.

        ADD RECORD PAGE-INCREMENT-WS VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LANGUAGE IS COBOL.

                02  PAGE-INCREMENT-WS
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                                   PIC 9.

        ADD RECORD DATE-AS-INPUT-WS VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LANGUAGE IS COBOL.

                05  INPUT-YY-WS    PIC 99.

                05  INPUT-MM-WS    PIC 99.

                05  INPUT-DD-WS    PIC 99.

        ADD RECORD DATE-FORMATTED-WS VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LANGUAGE IS COBOL.

                05  FORMATTED-MM-WS

                                   PIC 99.

                05  FILLER         PIC X

                                   VALUE '/'.

                05  FORMATTED-DD-WS

                                   PIC 99.

                05  FILLER         PIC X

                                   VALUE '/'.

                05  FORMATTED-YY-WS

                                   PIC 99.

        ADD RECORD TITLE-1-WS VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LANGUAGE IS COBOL.

                05  FILLER         PIC X(52)

                                   VALUE SPACES.
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                05  FILLER         PIC X(29)

                                   VALUE

                                     'ORDER INFORMATION BY CUSTOMER'.

                05  FILLER         PIC X(52)

                                   VALUE SPACES.

        ADD RECORD TITLE-2-WS VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LANGUAGE IS COBOL.

                05  FILLER         PIC X(18)

                                   VALUE ' CUSTOMER NO      '.

                05  FILLER         PIC X(22)

                                   VALUE 'CUSTOMER NAME         '.

                05  FILLER         PIC X(9)

                                   VALUE 'ORDER    '.

                05  FILLER         PIC X(12)

                                   VALUE 'DATE REQ    '.

                05  FILLER         PIC X(72)

                                   VALUE SPACES.

        ADD PROGRAM PRANDEM1 VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LANGUAGE IS COBOL

            ESTIMATED LINES ARE 195

            INPUT FILE IS CUSTOMER-FILE VERSION HIGHEST

            INPUT FILE IS ORDER-FILE VERSION HIGHEST

            OUTPUT FILE IS RPTFILE VERSION HIGHEST
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            RECORD USED IS CUSTOMER VERSION HIGHEST

            ELEMENT IS CUST-NUMBER

                REFERENCED 2 TIMES

                MODIFIED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS CUST-NAME

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS CUST-ADDRESS

            ELEMENT IS CUST-ADDR1

            ELEMENT IS CUST-ADDR2

            ELEMENT IS CUST-CITY

            ELEMENT IS CUST-ZIP-CODE

            ELEMENT IS CUST-ZIPCODE

            ELEMENT IS CUST-CREDIT

            ELEMENT IS CUST-SALES-INFO

            ELEMENT IS CUST-SALES-QTR

            ELEMENT IS CUST-NUM-SALES

            ELEMENT IS CUST-AMT-SALES

            RECORD USED IS ORDOR VERSION HIGHEST

            ELEMENT IS ORD-CUST-NUMBER

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS ORD-NUMBER

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS ORD-CUST-PO-NUMB

            ELEMENT IS ORD-DATES

            ELEMENT IS ORD-REQ-DATE
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            ELEMENT IS ORD-DATE-REQ

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS ORD-PROM-DATE

            ELEMENT IS ORD-DATE-PROM

            ELEMENT IS ORD-SHIPPED-DATE

            ELEMENT IS ORD-DATE-SHIPPED

            ELEMENT IS ORD-SHIP-CODE

            RECORD USED IS TITLE-REC VERSION HIGHEST

                MODIFIED 4 TIMES

            RECORD USED IS DETAIL-REC VERSION HIGHEST

                MODIFIED 3 TIMES

            ELEMENT IS RPT-CUST-NO

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

                MODIFIED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS RPT-NAME

                MODIFIED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS RPT-ORD-IDENT

            ELEMENT IS RPT-ORD

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

                MODIFIED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS RPT-DATE-REQ

                MODIFIED 1 TIME

            RECORD USED IS PAGE-COUNT-WS VERSION HIGHEST

                REFERENCED 1 TIME
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                MODIFIED 2 TIMES

            RECORD USED IS POSITION-IND-WS VERSION HIGHEST

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

                MODIFIED 3 TIMES

            RECORD USED IS PAGE-INCREMENT-WS VERSION HIGHEST

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

                MODIFIED 3 TIMES

            RECORD USED IS DATE-AS-INPUT-WS VERSION HIGHEST

                MODIFIED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS INPUT-YY-WS

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS INPUT-MM-WS

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS INPUT-DD-WS

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

            RECORD USED IS DATE-FORMATTED-WS VERSION HIGHEST

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS FORMATTED-MM-WS

                MODIFIED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS FORMATTED-DD-WS

                MODIFIED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS FORMATTED-YY-WS

                MODIFIED 1 TIME

            RECORD USED IS TITLE-1-WS VERSION HIGHEST

                REFERENCED 1 TIME
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            RECORD USED IS TITLE-2-WS VERSION HIGHEST

                REFERENCED 1 TIME.

        ADD PROGRAM PRANDEM2 VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LANGUAGE IS COBOL

            ESTIMATED LINES ARE 131

            INPUT FILE IS CUSTOMER-FILE VERSION HIGHEST

            OUTPUT FILE IS RPTFILE VERSION HIGHEST

            RECORD USED IS CUSTOMER VERSION HIGHEST

            ELEMENT IS CUST-NUM

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS CUST-NAME

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS CUST-ADDRESS

            ELEMENT IS CUST-ADDR1

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS CUST-ADDR2

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS CUST-CITY

            ELEMENT IS CUST-ZIP-CODE

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS CUST-CREDIT

            RECORD USED IS TITLE-REC VERSION HIGHEST

                MODIFIED 4 TIMES

            RECORD USED IS DETAIL-REC VERSION HIGHEST
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                MODIFIED 3 TIMES

            ELEMENT IS RPT-CUST-NO

                MODIFIED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS RPT-CUST-NAME

                MODIFIED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS RPT-ADDR1

                MODIFIED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS RPT-ADDR2

                MODIFIED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS RPT-ZIP

                MODIFIED 1 TIME

            RECORD USED IS PAGE-COUNT-WS VERSION HIGHEST

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

                MODIFIED 2 TIMES

            RECORD USED IS POSITION-IND-WS VERSION HIGHEST

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

                MODIFIED 1 TIME

            RECORD USED IS PAGE-INCREMENT-WS VERSION HIGHEST

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

                MODIFIED 1 TIME

            RECORD USED IS TITLE-1-WS VERSION HIGHEST

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

            RECORD USED IS TITLE-2-WS VERSION HIGHEST

                REFERENCED 1 TIME.
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        ADD FILE CUSTFILE VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LABELS ARE OMITTED

            RECORD SIZE IS 104

            RECORDING MODE IS F

            FILE NAME SYNONYM IS CUSTOMER-FILE VERSION NEXT HIGHEST.

        ADD RECORD CUST VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LANGUAGE IS COBOL

            WITHIN FILE CUSTFILE VERSION HIGHEST

            RECORD NAME SYNONYM IS CUSTOMER VERSION NEXT HIGHEST.

                03  FILLER         PIC X(10).

                03  CUST-NAME      PIC X(20).

                03  CUST-ADDRESS.

                    05  CUST-ADDR1 PIC X(20).

                    05  CUST-ADDR2 PIC X(20).

                03  FILLER         PIC X(34).

        ADD FILE MAILFILE VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LABELS ARE OMITTED

            RECORD SIZE IS 21

            RECORDING MODE IS F.

        ADD RECORD MAIL-REC-1 VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LANGUAGE IS COBOL

            WITHIN FILE MAILFILE VERSION HIGHEST.
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                03  FILLER         PIC X.

                03  MAIL-LINE-1    PIC X(20).

        ADD RECORD MAIL-REC-2 VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LANGUAGE IS COBOL

            WITHIN FILE MAILFILE VERSION HIGHEST.

                03  FILLER         PIC X.

                03  MAIL-LINE-2    PIC X(20).

        ADD RECORD MAIL-REC-3 VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LANGUAGE IS COBOL

            WITHIN FILE MAILFILE VERSION HIGHEST.

                03  FILLER         PIC X.

                03  MAIL-LINE-3    PIC X(20).

        ADD PROGRAM PRANDEM3 VERSION NEXT HIGHEST

            LANGUAGE IS COBOL

            ESTIMATED LINES ARE 81

            INPUT FILE IS CUSTFILE VERSION HIGHEST

            OUTPUT FILE IS MAILFILE VERSION HIGHEST

            RECORD USED IS CUST VERSION HIGHEST

            ELEMENT IS CUST-NAME

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS CUST-ADDRESS

            ELEMENT IS CUST-ADDR1
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                REFERENCED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS CUST-ADDR2

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

            RECORD USED IS MAIL-REC-1 VERSION HIGHEST

                MODIFIED 2 TIMES

            ELEMENT IS MAIL-LINE-1

                MODIFIED 1 TIME

            RECORD USED IS MAIL-REC-2 VERSION HIGHEST

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

                MODIFIED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS MAIL-LINE-2

                MODIFIED 1 TIME

            RECORD USED IS MAIL-REC-3 VERSION HIGHEST

                REFERENCED 1 TIME

                MODIFIED 1 TIME

            ELEMENT IS MAIL-LINE-3

                MODIFIED 1 TIME.

Using the CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator
The CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator User Section is a reference tool that provides information on how to use the CA IDMS
Dictionary Migrator and the CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Assistant.

Introduction

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator is the CA system migration tool for transferring systems from a testing environment to a
production environment. CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Assistant (DMA) is an online tool that assists you in selecting
parameters to supply to CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator. This section introduces CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator and DMA's
features and capabilities. It also explains how CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator can be used during system development and
for dictionary maintenance.
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Migration Steps

The steps for performing a migration are as follows:

1. Determine what needs to be migrated.
2. Determine where the information to be migrated is located.
3. Determine where the information to be migrated is placed.
4. Select CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator parameters sectionly, or select them using DMA.
5. Run CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator.
6. Review CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator (depending on how you installed and ran CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator).
7. Run the upload steps.
8. Review the output of the upload.
9. Activate (complete) using the new copy Clist.

NOTE
The information that is migrated becomes executable when the Clist is invoked or the central version is cycled.

Definition of Migration

Migration is the transfer of a set of related entities stored in a dictionary to another dictionary. A successful migration
ensures that all migrated entities function in the new environment producing results similar to those in the old environment
and that no entities in the new dictionary outside of the set of migrated entities are materially affected by the migration.

When to Use CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator

Use CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator whenever you need to transfer information from one dictionary to another. This section
will further explain performing migration.

To configure the migration you can migrate by PROGRAM and DIALOG. PROGRAM indicates that the specified program
is to extracted with its related entities. DIALOG indicates that the specified dialog is to be extracted with its related entities.

Migrate Systems Quickly and Accurately

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator is a powerful and comprehensive tool for transferring complete systems or portions of
systems from one dictionary to another.

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator eliminates the time-consuming tasks of researching and listing every component of a
system and of sectionly producing extensive syntax to migrate a system. CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator does the work
automatically. You can move systems into production quickly, as well as accurately reflect their testing environments.

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator is especially effective in a CA ADS environment. CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator copies from
the dictionary, the source, and load modules that store all CA ADS entities records, elements, files, dialogs, messages,
tables, schemas, subschemas, maps, and panels during development and transfers them to the production environment.
See the first graphic.

Take the Guesswork Out of Migration

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator takes the guesswork out of migration and puts you in complete control with its easy-to-use
parameters and comprehensive reports. CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator gives you a thorough review of every component in
a system, compares the testing environment to the production environment, and then migrates the data.

With CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator, moving systems from testing into production, you can accurately plan resources for
the final stages of development. The efficiency of CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator and the accuracy of its results let you free
resources for other projects by meeting deadlines on current projects.

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator also supports the transferring of dictionary entities to and from intermediate staging, or QA,
or integration dictionaries.
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CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator General Information
Migrating a system requires extracting its components from source dictionaries and transferring them to an object
dictionary. CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator performs the processing automatically. The second graphic illustrates CA IDMS
Dictionary Migrator processes.

You can direct and control this process easily with CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator's parameters. Parameters give you the
flexibility to perform simple or complex migration.

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Is Easy to Use

For a simple migration you need to specify the source and object dictionaries and the system that is going to be migrated.
For a more complex migration, select from many optional parameters that set up criteria and tailor the process to meet
your needs.
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Flexible Processing Capabilities

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator's processing capabilities are flexible. Parameters allow you to migrate:
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• Entire systems by specifying organizational structure
• Single components with or without system relationships
• Source components from the DDLDML area
• Load components from the DDLDCLOD area
• Selected messages from the DDLDCMSG area
• Changed entities only.
• SQL catalog definitions from the DDLCAT area

You can direct the migration process to:

• Access multiple machines and source dictionaries and/or catalogs
• Assign new or alternate version numbers to system components
• Qualify selection by version number and date criteria
• Make up to 50 changes in upload syntax
• Delete migrated entities from the source dictionary.

In addition, CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator allows you to review dictionary contents before and after a migration and to use
the dictionary sign-on security.

Variations of the migration process are nearly unlimited with CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator. The parameters give you the
freedom to configure a migration that is tailored to your system requirements and dictionary standards.

SQL Entity Migration

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator allows you to extract definitions of logical SQL entities from a source catalog and create
a syntax file containing these definitions for subsequent upload to a target catalog. Support for the following SQL entity
types is included:

• Table(s)
• Views(s)
• Schema(s)
• Table Procedure(s)
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Improve Development Productivity

With CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator you can improve productivity in both new applications development and existing
applications maintenance by moving systems quickly and accurately from dictionary to dictionary.

New Applications Environment

You can use CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator to copy a new application into production. The following graphic illustrates how
easily this can be done.
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Before the actual transfer to a production environment you can direct CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator to produce reports.
From the reports you can review system components and relationships as they exist in the source dictionary and the
syntax statements that CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator will provide for the actual migration.

When you have completed your review, you need only run the upload step of the migration you are performing. CA IDMS
Dictionary Migrator generates all the syntax necessary for the migration.

Existing Applications Environment

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator is as useful in an existing applications environment as it is in the new applications
environment. CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator allows you to perform testing and maintenance on a system without disturbing
its production environment. The following graphic illustrates how you can use CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator for existing
applications maintenance.

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator produces a comprehensive listing of the production system and its components. From
the listing you can select the necessary components--source and load modules that store dialogs, messages, tables,
schemas, subschemas, maps, and panels, that are moved to the test dictionary.
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The components can be assigned to a new version number to keep them distinct from current production entities. This
makes it easy to test changes in entity definitions and make system modifications while keeping the production system
intact.

When testing is complete, you can examine the reports to compare the system in maintenance to the original production
system. Once you've noted the changes, you can migrate the changed portions back to the production version.

By selecting only the modified components, you can significantly reduce the time it takes to copy tested applications back
into the production environment. CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator moves the modified system from its test dictionary to the
production dictionary accurately and quickly.
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Backup and Recovery

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator can also be used to backup and recovery systems. Before moving a system from one
dictionary to another you can back up the system to tape by using USMCOPY. If you discover that the new version is not
correct after you have migrated it, you can restore the original system.

Once a system is backed up to tape, you have an excellent way to access an individual system.

Configure the Migration to Meet Your Needs

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator offers many options for tailoring a migration to meet your needs. To highlight a few
possibilities, you can:

• Migrate an entire system by specifying its organizational structure or a related system component
• Migrate a single system component without relationships
• Migrate in a multiple machine environment
• Extract components from more than one source dictionary.

Migrate Entire Systems

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator provides you with methods of directing the migration of an entire system. You can direct
CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator to trace either organizational structures or program/dialog connections, or migrate an entire
ADSA application and all of the dialog programs and their components used in the application. Dictionary relationships are
followed with either method to locate every component of the system.

Migrate by Organizational Structure

Migrating a system by its organizational structure is especially useful when you have linked all programs to an attribute, a
system, a user, a program, or a dialog.

For example, if every dialog of your billing system is linked to the system structure named BILLING, you need only
identify how it is organized for a migration. By specifying SYSTEM=BILLING, you can direct CA IDMS Dictionary
Migrator to locate every program or dialog associated with the system. CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator will follow dictionary
relationships to locate every component used by the billing system's programs or dialogs.

This method provides an efficient way to trace systems that are very large or that have been in development for a long
time. For more information see the following flowchart.

Migrate by Organizational Structure Without Regard to Dialog

Migrating a system by its organizational structure is especially useful when you have linked an entire system to an
attribute.
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For example, if every component of your billing system is linked to the ATTRIBUTE structure named BILLING, you need
only identify how it is organized for a migration. By specifying ATTRIBUTE=BILLING, and LEVEL=ENTITY, you can direct
CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator to locate every entity occurrence associated with the system. CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator
follows dictionary relationships to locate every component used by those entity occurrences. For more information see the
following flowchart.
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Migrate by Component Relationship

Migrating an entire system by component relationship is useful when you have not linked a system to an organizational
structure and are not sure of an entire system's contents. If you specify one of the system components, CA IDMS
Dictionary Migrator locates the programs or dialogs that use the component and traces dictionary relationships to extract
the entire system.

For example, by specifying a schema name you can direct CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator to locate dialogs that use
subschemas related to the specified schema. CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator then extracts the schema, subschemas,
dialogs, and all dialog-related modules, maps, panels, tables, records, and elements.

This method can also be used when you change component definitions and need to research the effects of the change on
other components within a system before making a complete migration. For more information see the following flowchart.

Migrate a Single Dictionary Entity

You can identify a single system component and direct CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator to bypass its program or dialog
relationships. CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator locates the component and searches for direct relationships. For example,
when you specify a single record, the record is migrated only with its elements.
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Migrate in a Multiple-Machine Environment

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator can migrate when the object dictionary is not on the same machine as the source dictionary
or Central Version (CV). To access another machine or CV you can use node communication or a two-job execution.
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Single Job Execution--Using Node Communication

If you have node communication support, you can easily perform a migration in a multiple machine environment with a
single-job execution of CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator. You enter parameters that allow you to identify the source and object
central version nodes and the source and object dictionary.

The following graphic illustrates the single execution process.

Two-Job Execution

If you do not have node communication support, you can easily process the migration in two jobs.

During the first job, the requested information from the source dictionary CPU is exported and stored on tape.

During the second job, the tape is read and source dictionary information is imported to another CPU and loaded in the
object dictionary. Verification, discrepancy and cross-reference reports are also produced in this job. The following graphic
illustrates the two-job process.
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Advantages of the Two-Job Execution

The two-job execution allows you to communicate between different operating environments. A system developed in a z/
VSE environment can be easily transferred to a z/OS environment, and vice versa.

There is an added advantage to using the two-job execution to perform a migration. The two-job execution provides an
excellent method of logically backing up a system onto tape.

If you ever have to restore the system, CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator will produce verification reports about the system
backed up on tape and the current system in the object dictionary before the system is actually restored. 

Extract Entities from Multiple Source Dictionaries

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator's flexible processing also allows you to extract system components from several source
dictionaries in a single execution. If you are extracting from multiple source dictionaries, and node support is available,
and dictionaries can be accessible on any CV, specify all dictionaries and the system component on the EXTRACT
statement.

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Information
This section provides the following information:
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Comprehensive Reports

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator produces nine comprehensive reports that illustrate each activity in its process:

• Parameter Verification Report
• Source Dictionary Verification Report
• Extract Summary Report
• Extract Detail Report
• Entity Discrepancy Report
• Entity Cross Reference Report
• Syntax Production Report
• Syntax Files Display Report
• Catalog Navigation Report

These reports serve as information resources before and after a migration. Each report is illustrated and described in the
Reports section.

Before the actual migration is executed you can request reports that display the results of CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator's
validity and comparative activities. These reports give informative and error messages about parameter statement formats
and dictionary contents. The Extract Detail Report can be tailored to list a system and all of its relationships. This is helpful
when you are moving large systems from development to production and want a thorough listing of the system.

You can use these reports to preview the contents of a migration and determine if you will be migrating the components
you need. The reports can be used to give you the names and locations of additional entities that need to be migrated.
You can also use the report information to verify that the system being migrated will not affect other systems.

After a migration CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator's reports are useful for analyzing dictionary contents, documenting entire
systems and previous migrations, and planning future migrations. You can use the report information to make decisions
about applying and maintaining dictionary standards.

The thoroughness of CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator's reports eliminates the guesswork of performing a migration and
ensures that the object dictionary accurately reflects the source dictionary. You can also use CA IDMS Dictionary
Migrator's reports to plan the capacity of the object dictionary and to help select the best time to perform a migration.

Online Aid for Selecting Parameters

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Assistant (DMA) is an online tool that assists you in selecting parameters to submit to CA
IDMS Dictionary Migrator. You provide information on the source dictionary, the target (object) dictionary, and the starting
point. DMA converts this information into parameter statements which you can store and submit to CA IDMS Dictionary
Migrator. In addition, DMA stores dictionary and starting point values, stores JCL to run CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator, and
stores any messages you insert into the JCL.

DMA Your CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Connection

With DMA, you can:

• Select and store parameters to submit to CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator
• Store JCL required to run CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator
• Submit parameters to CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator and JCL to run CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator.

Establish Several Migration Setups in One Session

In a DMA session, from entry to exit, you can define setups for one or more migrations.

A setup is established if you press the ENTER key on the Describe Migration Environment screen. DMA then has enough
information to generate a set of parameter statements sufficient for a CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator run.
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A setup is also established if you select a parameter file from the list of parmfiles.

Before submitting the parameter statements to CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator, you must store the setup.

Choose Parameters for Migration

DMA, CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator, and you each perform actions essential to the migration process. These distinct
actions, described below, combine to permit quick and accurate migrations.

DMA Functions

DMA helps you choose parameters to submit to CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator. Optionally it can be used to store
parameter statements and submit them to CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator. DMA can also store JCL to run CA IDMS
Dictionary Migrator. When the job is submitted through DMA, the previously generated parameter statements are
concatenated to the JCL.

User Responsibilities

As the DMA user, you:

• Identify the source and target dictionaries, the starting point or starting points for each migration, and the source types
and load types you want to include for and exclude from each migration

• Type the source dictionary, target dictionary, and starting point values on DMA screens
• Modify the JCL to run CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator
• Select CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator output.

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Functions

When you use DMA to submit the CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator job, CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator will use the parameter
statements generated by DMA to perform the following activities:

• Check parameter statements for errors
• Check the source dictionary for requested entities and components
• Compare the extracted entities in the source dictionary to the entities in the target (object) dictionary
• Generate syntax in the order necessary for successful uploading to CA IDMS utilities and compilers
• Display the generated syntax
• Provide reports telling you about the results of the specific migration activities.

Use DMA to Set up a Migration Easily

You avoid the necessity of learning the uses and syntax of CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator parameter statements by using
DMA.

Alternative to Learning CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Parameters

Instead of learning CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator parameters, you can simply provide DMA with the dictionary and starting
point values necessary for performing a migration. The values you must enter in a DMA setup include:

• The source dictionary name
• The target (object) dictionary name
• One or more starting points for the migration.

Optionally you may specify:
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• Limits and conditions on selection of the migration components
• Up to 50 changes to be made in upload syntax
• Inclusion of all source component types for migration
• Exclusion of specific source component types from migration
• Inclusion of all load module types for migration
• Exclusion of specific load module types from migration
• Your choice of output.

Menu-Driven Parameter Selection

Dictionary Migrator Assistant (DMA) is menu-driven. You can move easily though DMA, screen-by-screen, to:

• Store source dictionary, target dictionary, and starting point values into a parameter file
• Access parameter files for examination or modification
• Select output that describes migration activities, and thereby obtain up to eight CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator reports
• Submit parameters to run CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator and JCL to run CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator.

The DMA screen titles correspond to each of the DMA functions you can select.

Parameter Storage

A parameter file (PARMFILE) database is used to store:

• Parameters generated by DMA
• Dictionary and starting point values
• JCL to run CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator
• Any user-defined messages inserted in the JCL.

Storing this information in a database permits quick access to the parameters generated through DMA.

Online Help

Whenever you have a question while viewing any DMA screen, you can obtain online information on the DMA function
you are using. Simply type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press PF1.

When to Review the Output

The reports produced by CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator allow you to verify that the migration will be complete and that you
will be able to determine what effect the migration will have on the target dictionary.

NOTE
For any method, the target dictionary must be backed up before beginning the upload steps.

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator provides three methods for reviewing the output, and completing the migration by updating
the target dictionary.

Method One

The first method allows you to :

• Run CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator
• Review CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator reports
• Upload (update) the syntax files to the target dictionary (if no problems exist).
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Method Two

The second method allows you to:

• Run CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator using RUN=VERIFY
• Review CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator reports
• Run CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator using CREATESYNTAX
• Upload (update) the syntax files to the target dictionary (if no problems exist).

Method Three

The third method requires advanced preparation and is usually done once during the installation. You can:

• Review the User Section message section and determine which messages reflect critical problems in a migration and
would want to start processing

• Code the USMSGSVT table (message severity table) listing all the messages that you have identified as critical
• Modify the USMTPARM module to STOP AFTER VALD ERROR (STOPVER=Y)
• Run CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator
• Upload the syntax files to the target dictionary using conditional processing on all upload steps that refer to a return

code of less than 8
• Review the CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator reports (optional).

NOTE
Processing would have stopped if any errors occurred that you determine were critical.

The review of CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator reports is only necessary when the job does not run to completion. If all of the
steps are processed, you can assume that no critical messages were written to the reports. You still would use the report
to see what has been migrated. Method three is only available on systems where the return code checking is possible.

Obtain Reports

When you submit parameters to CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator through DMA, you are directing CA IDMS Dictionary
Migrator to perform specific migration-related activities. Also, CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator produces reports with the
results of each activity.

Depending on the run that you select from the list on the Specify Migration Output screen, you can obtain a combination of
some or all of the following reports:

• Parameter Verification Report
• Source Dictionary Verification Report
• Extract Summary Report
• Extract Detail Report
• Entity Discrepancy Report
• Entity Cross-Reference Report
• Syntax Production Report
• Syntax Files Display Report
• Catalog Navigation Report

NOTE
For more information on the CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator reports, see the section "Reports."

View Syntax for Migration

To provide for easy examination of the parameters generated by DMA, DMA presents a Browse Syntax for Migration
screen.
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View JCL for Migration

To provide for easy examination and modification of the JCL accompanying the parameters, DMA presents an Edit JCL for
Migration screen.

These screens and reports are illustrated in the section "Dictionary Migrator Assistant."

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Operations
This section discusses CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator operations. It provides operational considerations, information on
allocating space for the work and syntax files, how the files are used, system flow, and additional features.

Contents

Operational Considerations

Before and during the execution of CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator there are some important operational factors to consider:

• Before running CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator, the object dictionary should be backed up.
• All CA IDMS conventions regarding locking the source and object dictionaries against access are used while CA IDMS

Dictionary Migrator is executing. To ensure accurate reporting prevent central version (CV) or local CA IDMS update
jobs from accessing the dictionaries while CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator is executing.

• The network schema, subschemas, and their entities cannot be extracted by CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator.
• When the source dictionaries defined in the PROCESS and EXTRACT statements are at different CA IDMS levels, the

EXTRACT statement is bypassed.
• Both dictionaries must be accessed in the same mode, local or CV. If SYSCTL file is used and names the Gateway

CV, both dictionaries must be accessible to the CV directly, or through node communication. Node communication is
discussed in the CA IDMS System Operations Section.

• The object dictionary is not updated by extracting and comparing entities, or producing syntax. Updating the object
dictionary occurs during the upload step, using the CA IDMS utilities.

• An CA IDMS environment is always started in the CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator region (partition).

Local Mode Processing

The following considerations must be taken into account for local mode processing:

• Additional JCL and EXEC statements may be needed to access files for: dictionaries, journals, UPSI, DDLDCMSG
area, and the dictionary load area depending on the contents of the DMCL.

• Both dictionaries areas must be defined in the same DMCL module.
• The SYSIDMS file contents control if the job runs in local mode.

NOTE
For more information on the necessary parameters, see the CA IDMS Common Facilities topic. Do not use
Dictname, Nodename, Dbname or Dictnode parameter in the SYSIDMS file.

Additional Tasks Performed by CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator

Although CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator's primary function is to transfer systems from testing to production, it can also be
used for these dictionary analysis and maintenance tasks:

• Thoroughly and accurately analyze a dictionary's contents. By identifying the same dictionary in both the DICTIONARY
and OBJDICTIONARY parameters and specifying RUN=VERIFY or MIGRATE or AUDIT, you can direct CA IDMS
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Dictionary Migrator to compare the source dictionary to itself. The reports produced from this type of run show all
existing relationships and entities within the source dictionary.

• Redefine schema records and elements as separate entities. When CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator decompiles a
schema, it produces syntax to add the records and elements to the object dictionary as separate entities. It also
produces record COPY statements for the schema definition. This enables fields to be modified without disrupting a
schema structure.

• Archive a system or dictionary to a permanent data set. By specifying RUN=EXPORT, you can direct CA IDMS
Dictionary Migrator to create an extract file from the source dictionary that can then be saved on tape or disk.

How CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Operates

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator is a parameter-driven process that uses work and syntax files. The work files are used
as temporary storage for dictionary entities as they are extracted from the source dictionary, sorted, compared to the
object dictionary, and retained for reports and syntax generation. CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator then produces the syntax
statements for entities that are to be transferred to the object dictionary and stores these statements on syntax files. The
syntax files are processed by CA IDMS utilities and compilers and the CA IDMS utilities provided with CA IDMS Dictionary
Migrator to populate the object dictionary.

Extracting and comparing entities, and producing syntax does not update the object dictionary. Updating the object
dictionary occurs during the final upload step, using the CA IDMS utilities and compilers and the CA utility provided with
CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator.

Two Methods of Operation

There are two methods of operating CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator--as a single job execution or as a two-job execution.
A single execution (see the following diagram) is used when the source and object dictionaries exist in the same CPU
or when the dictionaries exist in CPUs that can be accessed by node communication. A two-job execution (EXPORT/
IMPORT) is used when CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator is processed in one CPU and the object dictionary exists in another
CPU without node communication (see the next diagram).
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Allocating Space for Work Files and Syntax Files

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator requires space allocations for as many as eight work files and sixteen syntax files. One of
the work files-- VSAMEXT--must be a VSAM file. In addition to allocating space for the work and syntax files, the actual
run of CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator requires you to allocate adequate space for sort-work files.

The first of the following tables describes each work file and suggests space allocations.

The second table provides the following information on syntax files:

• The function of each file
• The order in which the files are used by CA IDMS utilities and compilers during the upload phase
• The region size needed for each utility or compiler
• The suggested space allocation for each file.

The actual number of tracks for the work and syntax files varies depending on the size of the system being migrated, and
upon the device types assigned. You may need to adjust the numbers listed in the following two tables.

Changing Block Size of Work Files and Syntax Files in z/OS

The block size of work files and syntax files can be changed by using the DCB parameter of the DD statement. The
LRECL (logical record length) of each work file is listed in the first of the following tables. The LRECL of each syntax file
used by the CA IDMS utility provided with CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator or CA IDMS utility or compiler is 80.

z/VSE File Assignments

An ASSIGN statement is required for every work and syntax file processed by CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator. This
assignment is necessary because CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator has its own device-independent support that dynamically
builds a DTF based on the device type indicated by the assignment of the logical unit. The logical unit required for each
work and syntax file is provided in the following two tables.

z/VSE File Allocation Alternate Method

Occasionally, you may receive the message "FILE ASSIGNED to SYSnnn IS NOT VSAM." This means that the data set
is processed SAM instead of VSAM because CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator was unable to find the data set in the VSAM
catalog. SYS016, however, must be a VSAM file.

File Name (z/VSE
Logical Unit)

Required Type LRECL Suggested Space Description

MIGPARM yes disk tape card 80 1,1 z/OS and z/VM--
Input file for CA
IDMS Dictionary
Migrator parameter
statement

SYS011 yes disk tape card 80 1,1 z/VSE only--
Input file for CA
IDMS Dictionary
Migrator parameter
statements

SYSIPT (SYS012) yes disk 80 30,60 Input to CA IDMS
IDMSDDDL,
IDMSSUBC,
RHDCMPUT, and
IDMSCHEM utilities
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SYSDPC (SYS018) yes disk 80 150,60 Output from
IDMSDDDL,
IDMSSUBC,
RHDCMPUT, and
IDMSCHEM utilities

SELECT (SYS014) ** disk 176 2,1 Contains encoded
extract statements

EXTRACT yes disk 228 150,60 Contains entities
from source
dictionary as they
are extracted

VSAMEXT ** VSAM KSDS 228 60,30 Contains extracted
entities for dictionary
comparisons

VALDRPT ** disk 138 5,2 Sorts and controls
information
from dictionary
comparisons for
reports

WORKFIL ** disk 80 60,30 Temporary
holding file for
syntax-creation or
modification

WORKFL2 (SYS034) ** disk 228 60,30 Required
to construct
combination file for
entities extracted
from the object
dictionary

SYSCTL *** disk 20 pre- allocated share Defines access to
the central version
which will be the
gateway CV if a
node is specified.

SYSIDMS *** card disk 80 pre- allocated share See the DBA
Reference. Never
specify DBNAME,
NODENAME,
DICTNODE, or
DICTNAME. Use
DMCL=dmclname,
LOCAL=ON, and
JOURNAL=OFF to
run local (minicv)
mode.

*Track Allocation expressed for 3350 disk device (30 tracks = 1 cylinder).

**File requirement depends on the run type.

***File requirement depends on environment.
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Exhibit 5.2: Work Files Table

Step Order Syntax File (z/VSE
logical unit)

Suggested Space CA IDMS Utility or
Compiler

Region Size Step Function

1 RHDCDEL
(SYS019)

5,2 RHDCMAP1 4000K Panel and map
deletion.

2 SCHMDEL
(SYS020)

5,2 IDMSCHEM 3000K Schema and
subschema source
deletion.

3 SUBSDEL
(SYS021)

5,2 IDMSSUBSC 2500K Subschema source
deletion. This step is
not necessary if you
deleted the schema.

4 DDDLDEL
(SYS022)

5,2 IDMSDDDL 3000K Element, record,
table deletion.

5 DDDLUPD
(SYS023)

60,30 IDMSDDDL 3000K ADD/MODIFY
for elements,
records, messages,
modules, class,
tables, attribute, and
system.

6 BCFUPD
(SYS040)

5,2 IDMSBCF 1024K Create statements
for tables, views, and
SQL schemas.

7 TABLLOD
(SYS024)

5,2 IDMSDDDL 3000K MODIFY for tables.
Generates table
load modules in the
DDLCOD area.

8 DDDLLOD
(SYS025)

5,2 IDMSDDDL 3000K ADD/Modify of
load modules
for subschemas,
maps, map editing
tables, and dialog
processes.

9 SCHMUPD
(SYS026)

5,2 IDMSCHEM 2500K Upload of schema
modifications --
source statements
written in schema
DDL and any data
copied from the
dictionary to add
schemas.

10 SUBSUPD
(SYS028)

5,2 IDMSSUBSC 2500K Upload of
subschemas.

11 SUBSLOD
(SYS029)

5,2 IDMSSUBSC 2500K Generates
subschema
load modules in
DDLDCLOD area.

12 RHDCUPD
(SYS030)

5,2 RHDCMAP 4000K ADD/MODIFY of
panels and maps.
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13 RHDCLOD
(SYS031)

60,30 RHDCMPUT 4000K Compiles maps
and stores map
load modules in
DDLDCLOD area.

14 ADSOBGN
(SYS032)

1,2 ADSOBCOM 5000K Generates dialogs.
This step can only
be executed if dialog
load modules were
migrated.

15 DDDLPGM
(SYS033)

5,2 IDMSDDDL 3000K ADD/MODIFY of
program statements.

16 ADSBTAT
(SYS037)

1,1 ADSOBTAT 3000K Updates Task
Application Table
(revised ADSA
applications only).

17 USERUPD
(SYS038)

1,1 USMULOD 3000K Updates passwords
on migrated user
records to reflect
source database.

*Track allocation expressed for 3350 disk device (30 tracks = 1 cylinder).

Running as a Single Job Execution Under Central Version

Executing CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator as a single job means that you are performing a migration between two
dictionaries that exist on the same machine or two machines that have node communication. You use the PARMCHECK,
VERIFY, MIGRATE, or AUDIT option in the RUN parameter for a single execution.

Migration Activities - Single Job Execution

The following pages present a description of the activities for a single job execution of CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator. The
complete JCL and key appear in the JCL members that were downloaded from your installation media. The JCL for a
single execution perform the following migration activities:

Step 1 -- USMVSAM

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMVSAM (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member
USMVSAM.S (z/VSE), or the USMVSAM EXEC (z/VM), allocates the VSAM work file. The key to the JCL is also
contained in USMVSAM.

Step 2--USMSYNTX -- z/OS Only

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMSYNTX (z/OS only) allocates the syntax files.
The key to the model JCL is also contained in USMSYNTX. In a z/VSE or z/VM environment, the syntax files are allocated
as part of the USMXTRCT step.

Step 3 -- USMXTRCT

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMXTRCT (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member
USMXTRCT.S (z/VSE), or the USMXTRCT EXEC (z/VM), allocates the work and syntax files (z/VSE only), extracts
information from the source dictionary, compares the extract to the object dictionary, reports on the comparison, and
produces the syntax files. The key to the model JCL is also contained in USMXTRCT.
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Step 4 -- USMLOAD1

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMLOAD1 (z/OS) TOOLJCL library member
USMLOAD1.S (z/VSE), or the USMLOAD1 EXEC (z/VM), each show a step for uploading a syntax file to the object
dictionary through an CA IDMS utility supplied by CA. The key to the JCL is also contained in USMLOAD1. There can
be from 1 to 16 steps involved in the upload, depending on your site and the type of migration being performed. See the
second of the previous tables to determine:

• The steps you need to perform
• The function of each step
• The order in which the syntax files must be processed
• The utility or compiler to be used for each file.

For each step, you must supply values for all the variables shown in the step.

NOTE
Some utilities are executed more than once. Do not combine syntax files for the same utility. Process the syntax
files in the order outlined in the second of the previous tables to correctly populate the object dictionary.

Step 5 -- USMLOAD3 (Optional)

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMLOAD3 (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member
USMLOAD3.S (z/VSE), or the UMLOAD3 EXEC (z/VM), is an optional step that, when executed, deletes the migrated
source from the source dictionary after migration. The key to the model JCL is also contained in USMLOAD3.

If you want to delete entities from the source dictionary after migration, make a second non-CHANGEONLY run using the
same parameters as the real migration, but specifying the same dictionary for both source and object.

Step 6 -- USMSQLOD (Optional)

If you are using CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator to extract SQL entity definitions from a source catalog, the JCL model
contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMSQLOD (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member USMSQLOD.S (z/
VSE), or the USMSQLOD EXEC (z/VM), can be used to update your target catalog with the syntax for the extracted SQL
entities.

Using CREATESYNTAX Run Type

You can use the files created in a VERIFY run as input to CREATESYNTAX run. As a result, you can create syntax files
using the data that already has produced the migration reports.

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMIMPRT (z/OS), executes the
CREATESYNTAX step.

CREATESYNTAX is useful when the VERIFY run does not show errors that require correcting. Therefore, the
CREATESYNTAX run begins where the VERIFY run stops.

Running as a Two-Job Execution

To perform a migration between two machines that do not share node communication, you must run CA IDMS Dictionary
Migrator twice (in two jobs) using the EXPORT/IMPORT options in the RUN parameter. The following flowchart illustrates
the system flow of a two-job execution for z/OS and z/VSE.

During the first job -- EXPORT -- CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator extracts information from a source dictionary in one
machine and produces syntax, and USMCOPY stores the information and syntax on tape.

During the second job -- IMPORT-- CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator compares the source dictionary information on tape to
the object dictionary in another machine and produces detailed reports of the analysis.
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The CA IDMS utilities and the CA IDMS utilities supplied with CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator then upload the syntax files to
the object dictionary.

Migration Activities - Two-Job Execution

The following pages present a description of the activities for a two-job execution of CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator. The
complete JCL and keys are contained in the JCL members that were downloaded from your installation media. A two-job
execution performs the migration activities listed below.
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Step 1 -- USMSYNTX--z/OS Only

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMSYNTX (z/OS) allocates the syntax files. The
key to the model JCL is also contained in USMSYNTX. In a z/VSE environment, the syntax files are allocated as part of
the USMEXPRT step.

Step 2 -- USMEXPRT

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMEXPRT (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member
USMEXPRT.S (z/VSE), or the USMEXPRT EXEC (z/VM), allocates the syntax files (z/VSE only), allocates the work files,
extracts information from the source dictionary and puts it onto disk, and produces syntax files on disk. The key to the
model JCL is also contained in USMEXPRT.

Step 3 -- Utility Copy

Use a copy utility to copy the extract file and all syntax files onto a medium that can be transported to the target machine.
Model z/OS JCL that performs this action and places all files on one tape can be found in source library member
USMCOPY (z/OS). The key to the model JCL is contained in USMCOPY.

Step 4 -- Utility Copy

Use the same copy utility used in Step 3 to copy the transported files onto disk on the target machine.

Step 5 -- USMVSAM

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMVSAM (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member
USMVSAM.S (z/VSE), or the USMVSAM EXEC (z/VM), allocates the VSAM work file. The key to the model JCL is also
contained in USMVSAM.

Step 6 -- USMIMPRT

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMIMPRT (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member
USMIMPRT.S (z/VSE), or the UMIMPRT EXEC (z/VM), imports the extract tape, compares extract to object dictionary,
and reports on the comparison. The key to the model JCL is also contained in USMIMPRT.

Step 7 -- USMLOAD1

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMLOAD1 (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member
USMLOAD1.S (z/VSE), or the USMLOAD1 EXEC (z/VM), is a step for uploading a syntax file to the object dictionary
through an CA IDMS utility or through the CA ADSA application upload utility supplied with CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator.
The key to the model JCL is also contained in USMLOAD1. There can be from 1 to 16 steps involved in the upload,
depending on your site, the type of migration being performed, and whether you want to delete the migrated syntax from
the source dictionary.

See the previous table to determine:

• The steps you need to perform.
• The function of each step.
• The order in which the syntax files must be processed.
• The utility or compiler to be used for each file.

For each step, you must supply values for all the variables shown in the step.
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NOTE
Some utilities are executed more than once. Do not combine syntax files for the same utility. Process the syntax
files in the order outlined in Exhibit 5.3 to correctly populate the object dictionary.

Step 8 -- USMLOAD3 (Optional)

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMLOAD3 (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member
USMLOAD3.S (z/VSE), or the USMLOAD3 EXEC (z/VM), deletes the migrated entities from the source dictionary after
migration. The key to the model JCL is also contained in USMLOAD3. This step is optional. If you want to delete entities
from the source dictionary after migration, make a second non-CHANGEONLY run using the same parameters as the real
migration, but specifying the same dictionary for both source and object.

Step 9 -- USMSQLOD (Optional)

If you are using CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator to extract SQL entity definitions from a source catalog, the JCL model
contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMSQLOD (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member USMSQLOD.S (z/
VSE), or the USMSQLOD EXEC (z/VM), can be used to update your target catalog with the syntax for the extracted SQL
entities.

Dictionary Migrator Assistant
Contents

Introduction

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Assistant (DMA) is an online tool that assists you in selecting parameters to supply to CA
IDMS Dictionary Migrator. This section provides an overview of DMA requirements and user authority, and tells you how to
use it.

DMA Requirements

The system and storage requirements for operating DMA are listed below.

Installation

You must upload CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator JCL to DMA before you can use DMA. For information on installing DMA
and uploading CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator JCL to DMA, see the Installation Section.

System Requirements

System requirements include the operating environment, terminal type, and security.

Terminal Type

DMA supports 3270 or 3270-compatible terminals, models 2, 3, 4, or 5.

Security

You can limit access to Dictionary Migrator Assistant by setting security on the task code DMA, or on the modified task
code specified in your sysgen tables.

Within a DMA session, you can delete or modify your own parameter files. You cannot delete or modify another user's
parameter files. You may have authority to copy another user's parameter files. Consult your DBA.
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Storage Requirements

DMA requires program storage, working storage, scratch storage, and database storage.

Program Storage

Because all DMA modules are reentrant, only one copy of DMA is required to support multiple users. When DMA is in
use, 498K is the most program storage required at any one time.

Working Storage

Each user who is currently using DMA may require up to 25K of working storage.

Scratch Storage

Scratch records are used during each DMA session. For each user, 0.5K of scratch storage is required unless the SHOW
or JCL function is in use. If the SHOW and/or the JCL function is in use, 5K is required.

Database Storage

For each parameter file stored in the PARMFILE database, 4K of database storage is required.

User Authority

Security may be in effect for your company's dictionaries. If so, you need authority to read the source dictionary and
modify the target (object) dictionary. See your DBA concerning any questions you may have about dictionary authority.

In addition, security may be in effect in your company for using CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator. If so, you need authority to
use CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator. Again, see your DBA for any questions you may have concerning authority to use CA
IDMS Dictionary Migrator.

You may also need authority to perform DMA activities. Depending upon your company policy, you may need authority for
all or selected DMA activities, including:

• Defining a new migration
• Modifying a previously-generated parameter file and JCL
• Copying another user's parameter files
• Submitting parameters (previously generated through DMA) and JCL to CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator

Types of Messages

DMA displays messages either in the message areas on DMA screens or on confirm screens.

Screen Messages

DMA displays informative, warning, and error messages in the message area on the third line of every screen. These
messages, along with reasons for occurrence and suggested actions, are listed in the section "Messages".

Confirm Screens

DMA displays confirmation messages on separate screens. A confirm screen appears when you enter:

• A RESET command
• An exit command (X)
• A D on the List of Starting Points Screen
• A D on the List of Parmfiles Screen
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Sample confirm screens are shown in the next screen.

The confirm screen reminds you of the consequences of executing the command. It also gives you a choice of either
executing the command or returning to the current setup without executing the command.

To execute the command:

• Press the ENTER key

To return to the current setup without executing the command:

• Type PREVIOUS in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press PF3

CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn ---  Confirm Setup RESET  ---------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMACFM

********************************************************************************

*                                                                              *

*       WARNING ----------------- WARNING ------------------- WARNING          *

*                                                                              *

*                                                                              *

*       A RESET command has been entered. If the RESET is executed:            *

*                                                                              *

*            1)  The current setup will be erased.                             *

*                                                                              *

*            2)  You will go to the 'Select DMA Activity' to restart the setup *

*                                                                              *

*       Press "ENTER" to execute the RESET.                                    *

*                                                                              *

*       Use the "PREVIOUS" command to continue the setup.                      *

*                                                                              *

********************************************************************************

CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn ---  Confirm Session Exit  --------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAXFM
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********************************************************************************

*                                                                              *

*       WARNING ----------------- WARNING ------------------- WARNING          *

*                                                                              *

*                                                                              *

*       An EXIT command has been entered. If the EXIT is executed:             *

*                                                                              *

*            1)  The current setup will be erased.                             *

*                                                                              *

*            2)  You will Exit CA-IDMS/Dictionary Migrator Assistant.          *

*                                                                              *

*       Press "ENTER" to execute the EXIT.                                     *

*                                                                              *

*       Use the "PREVIOUS" command to continue the session.                    *

*                                                                              *

********************************************************************************

DMA Commands

DMA commands allow you to execute DMA functions, transfer to other functions, or view more data within the same
function.

In the next screen, all of the valid DMA commands are listed. For each command that implements a transfer to another
screen, that screen is listed. Otherwise the function is described. The table also lists a default PF key for each command.

The screen currently displayed determines which commands are active. For example, when you are viewing the Confirm
Session EXIT screen, the only active commands are HELP, KEYS, ENTER, and PREVIOUS.

Enter a Command

To enter a command press the PF key associated with that command or:

• In the command line, type the whole command or only the first characters unique to the command. The optional portion
of each command is enclosed in square brackets. See the next screen for a list of commands.

• Press the ENTER key.
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CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn --- Display PF Key Values ---------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAKEY

PF KEY VALUES:  PRIMARY KEYS

PF1   ==> HELP

PF2   ==> NEXT

PF3   ==> PREVIOUS

PF4   ==> START

PF5   ==> SPOVER

PF6   ==> FILES

PF7   ==> UP

PF8   ==> DOWN

PF9   ==> OUTPUT

PF10  ==> ENVIRON

PF11  ==> JCL

PF12  ==> MENU

 

INSTRUCTIONS:  PRESS "ENTER" KEY TO PROCESS CHANGES AND DISPLAY ALTERNATE KEYS

               Enter "PREVIOUS" command to process changes and RETURN

CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn --- Display PF Key Values ---------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAKEY

PF KEY VALUES:  ALTERNATE KEYS

PF13  ==> RESET

PF14  ==> OVERRIDE
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PF15  ==> SWAP

PF16  ==> KEYS

PF17  ==> STORE

PF18  ==> SHOW

PF19  ==> WITHSRC

PF20  ==> SUBMIT

PF21  ==> SLISTT

PF22  ==> WITHLOAD

PF23  ==> ENTER

PF24  ==> =X

 

INSTRUCTIONS:  PRESS "ENTER" KEY TO PROCESS CHANGES AND DISPLAY ALTERNATE KEYS

               Enter "PREVIOUS" command to process changes and RETURN

System Commands Menu

DMA commands can be selected from the System Commands menu. At any time after you have selected a DMA activity,
you can access the System Commands Menu by typing MENU in the command line and pressing the ENTER key, or by
pressing PF12.

The System Commands Menu is shown in the next screen.

To select a command from the menu:

1. To the left of the command, type S
2. Press the ENTER key.

You can also enter a command in the command line on the System Commands screen.

CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn --- System Commands ---------------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAMNU

(S)elect one or more of the following functions OR enter one COMMAND:

       FILES    - LIST of PARMFILES

       STORE    - Store Setup into PARMFILE
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       ENVIRON  - Describe the Migration Environment

       OVERRIDE - Specify Migration Overrides

       OUTPUT   - Specify Migration Output

       START    - Specify a new STARTING POINT

       SPOVER   - Specify STARTING POINT Overrides

       SLIST    - LIST of STARTING POINTS

       WITHSRC  - Include/Exclude SOURCE Types

       WITHLOAD - Include/Exclude LOAD Types

       JCL      - Edit JCl for Migration

       SHOW     - BROWSE Parameters for Migration

       RESET    - ERASE setup and RESTART

       SUBMIT   - SUBMIT current setup to CA-IDMS/Dictionary Migrator

       KEYS     - DIsplay Key Values

       HELP     - Display HELP Screen

       X        - EXIT from DMA

Multiple Commands

To specify more than one command on the System Commands menu:

1. Type S to the left of each selected command.
2. Press the ENTER key.

The first (nearest the top) command is executed.

When you have finished with the first screen, Press PF3. .

The next command on the System Commands menu is then executed.

Display PF Key Values

To provide quick access to DMA functions, all of the system commands are assigned to PF keys. Values assigned to the
primary and alternate PF keys are displayed on the Display PF Key Values screen. The default values of the PF keys are
shown in the next screen.
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Access the Values Screen

To access the Display PF Key Values screen:

1. Type KEYS in the command line on any screen.
2. Press the ENTER key.
3. Alternate method: press PF16.

Change a PF Key Value

To change the value of a PF key:

1. On the Display PF Key Values screen, type the new value over the old value.

For example, to change PF5 to OUTPUT, place the cursor at the beginning of SPOVER after PF5, and type OUTPUT. If
you then press the ENTER key without changing PF9, both PF5 and PF9 will have the value OUTPUT.

Which PF Key Values Apply?

If you change any PF key values, the PF keys retain the new values throughout your current DMA session, until you exit
DMA.

The screen currently displayed determines which commands are active. For example, when you are at the Confirm
Session EXIT screen the only active commands are HELP (PF1), KEYS (PF16), ENTER (PF23), and PREVIOUS (PF3).

CA-IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn --- Display PF Key Values ---------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAKEY

PF KEY VALUES:  PRIMARY KEYS

PF1   ==> HELP

PF2   ==> NEXT

PF3   ==> PREVIOUS

PF4   ==> START

PF5   ==> SPOVER

PF6   ==> FILES

PF7   ==> UP

PF8   ==> DOWN

PF9   ==> OUTPUT

PF10  ==> ENVIRON

PF11  ==> JCL
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PF12  ==> MENU

 

INSTRUCTIONS:  PRESS "ENTER" KEY TO PROCESS CHANGES AND DISPLAY ALTERNATE KEYS

               Enter "PREVIOUS" command to process changes and RETURN

CA-IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn --- Display PF Key Values ---------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAKEY

PF KEY VALUES:  ALTERNATE KEYS

PF13  ==> RESET

PF14  ==> OVERRIDE

PF15  ==> SWAP

PF16  ==> KEYS

PF17  ==> STORE

PF18  ==> SHOW

PF19  ==> WITHSRC

PF20  ==> SUBMIT

PF21  ==> SLISTT

PF22  ==> WITHLOAD

PF23  ==> ENTER

PF24  ==> =X

 

INSTRUCTIONS:  PRESS "ENTER" KEY TO PROCESS CHANGES AND DISPLAY ALTERNATE KEYS

               Enter "PREVIOUS" command to process changes and RETURN

Questions and Answers About Using DMA

Here is a list of some questions that may arise in your use of DMA, and some recommended actions to take.
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What are the PF Key Values?

If you are unsure of the values assigned to PF keys, type KEYS in the command line of any screen and press the ENTER
key, or press PF16.

What are the System Commands?

If you are unsure of what the system commands are, type MENU in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press
PF12.

What Should I Enter On a DMA Screen?

If you are unsure of what to enter on a DMA screen, type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press
PF1.

Can I Perform DMA Activities?

Contact your DBA if you have questions about your authority to perform the following activities:

• Defining a new migration
• Modifying a previously-generated parameter file
• Submitting parameters and JCL to CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator
• Copying and using another user's DMA parameter file

How Will A Migration Affect The Target Dictionary?

You may be unsure what entities are to be extracted from the source dictionary. Or, you may be unsure how a migration
would affect the target dictionary. To find out, on the Specify Migration Output screen select VERIFY, MIGRATE, or
AUDIT. Then, submit the parameters to CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator. By selecting VERIFY, MIGRATE, or AUDIT, you can
expect CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator to perform the migration-related activities and then produce reports that display the
information you need.

How Do I Use the Dictionary?

If you have questions about using the dictionary, contact your DBA and/or see the appropriate CA IDMS sections.

First Steps in Using DMA

You must complete the steps described below any time you begin using DMA.

Access DMA

To access DMA, type the task code DMA on the CA IDMS/DC system prompt screen. Once you have done this, DMA
displays the Select DMA Activity Screen. To return to the CA IDMS/DC system prompt screen from the DMA entry screen,
press the CLEAR key.

Select DMA Activity

From the Select DMA Activity screen, you can begin to perform any of the major DMA activities. Choose one:

• Define a NEW Migration?--Type Y for yes, N for no. You can start a new migration setup by making this choice
• See a LIST of Parameter Files?--Type Y for yes, N for no. You can select a parameter file to modify or submit a

stored parameter file or copy a parameter file from another user.
• Start from Parameter File Name?--Specify a parameter file--a PARMFILE--stored under your user ID.
• Get HELP?--Type Y to access a help screen that tells you how to answer the questions on the Select DMA Activity

screen.
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After you have made one choice on the screen, press the ENTER key.

CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn ---  Select CA-IDMS/DMA Activity  -------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAWHA

       Do You Want to:

        Define a NEW Migration? ===> N  (Y)es or (N)o

 See a LIST of Parameter Files? ===> N  (Y)es or (N)o

Start from Parameter File Name? ===>

                      Get HELP? ===> N  (Y)es or (N)o

 

 

Please Make a Choice and Press the "ENTER" key

Reset and Exit DMA

If you want to begin a new DMA migration setup without exiting DMA, use the RESET command; if you want to exit DMA,
use the exit command (X). A migration setup terminates when you execute a RESET or an exit command.

Reset DMA

Resetting DMA permits you to:

• Erase all values entered since the last time you used the STORE function
• Continue to use DMA
• Return to the Select DMA Activity screen

To RESET DMA, type RESET in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press PF13. After using the RESET
command, DMA displays the Confirm Setup RESET screen (see the next screen). This screen reminds you of the
consequences of executing the RESET.

To execute the RESET function, press the ENTER key.

If you enter the RESET command by mistake, type PREVIOUS in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press
PF3. DMA displays the System Commands screen.

CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn ---  Confirm Setup RESET  ---------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMACFM

********************************************************************************

*                                                                              *
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*       WARNING ----------------- WARNING ------------------- WARNING          *

*                                                                              *

*                                                                              *

*       A RESET command has been entered. If the RESET is executed:            *

*                                                                              *

*            1)  The current setup will be erased.                             *

*                                                                              *

*            2)  You will go to the 'Select DMA Activity' to restart the setup *

*                                                                              *

*       Press "ENTER" to execute the RESET.                                    *

*                                                                              *

*       Use the "PREVIOUS" command to continue the setup.                      *

*                                                                              *

********************************************************************************

Exit DMA

Exiting DMA permits you to:

• Erase all values entered since the last time you used the STORE function
• Return to the CA IDMS/DC system prompt screen

To exit DMA, type X in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press PF24. When you enter the exit command,
DMA displays the Confirm Session EXIT screen (see next screen). This screen reminds you of the consequences of
executing the EXIT.

To execute the exit function, press the ENTER key.

If you enter the exit command by mistake, type PREVIOUS in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press PF3.
DMA returns to the previous screen.

CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn ---  Confirm Session Exit  --------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAXFM

********************************************************************************
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*                                                                              *

*       WARNING ----------------- WARNING ------------------- WARNING          *

*                                                                              *

*                                                                              *

*       An EXIT command has been entered. If the EXIT is executed:             *

*                                                                              *

*            1)  The current setup will be erased.                             *

*                                                                              *

*            2)  You will Exit CA IDMS/Dictionary Migrator Assistant.          *

*                                                                              *

*       Press "ENTER" to execute the EXIT.                                     *

*                                                                              *

*       Use the "PREVIOUS" command to continue the session.                    *

*                                                                              *

********************************************************************************

Common Fields on DMA Screens

Several fields are common to all DMA screens. Here are descriptions of the fields, designated in the next screen.

• DMA Release number--in the format Rnn.s, where nn represents the release number and s represents the subrelease
number.

• Screen title--identifies the DMA function or identifies a list of parameter files, starting points, or system commands
(System Commands).

• Current time--in the format hh:mm, representing the time at which the screen is displayed, in hours and minutes on a
24-hour clock.

• Current date--in the format mm/dd/yy, representing the current month, day, and year.
• Command line--the field where you can type System Commands. On some screens this field is labeled OPTION; in

an OPTION field type the number of an option listed on the screen.
• Message area--the third line of every screen displays DMA messages (DMA00601). For a complete explanation of

DMA messages, reasons for occurrence, and suggested actions, see the section "Messages".
• Screen name--the top right of the screen (XMANNU). Unique identifier for screen.

CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn --- System Commands ---------------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy
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COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAMNU

DMA0060I MIGRATION JOB SUBMITTED

(S)elect one or more of the following functions OR enter one COMMAND:

       FILES    - LIST of PARMFILES

       STORE    - Store Setup into PARMFILE

       ENVIRON  - Describe the Migration Environment

       OVERRIDE - Specify Migration Overrides

       OUTPUT   - Specify Migration Output

       START    - Specify a new STARTING POINT

       SPOVER   - Specify STARTING POINT Overrides

       SLIST    - LIST of STARTING POINTS

       WITHSRC  - Include/Exclude SOURCE Types

       WITHLOAD - Include/Exclude LOAD Types

       JCL      - Edit JCl for Migration

       SHOW     - BROWSE Parameters for Migration

       RESET    - ERASE setup and RESTART

       SUBMIT   - SUBMIT current setup to CA-IDMS/Dictionary Migrator

       KEYS     - DIsplay Key Values

       HELP     - Display HELP Screen

       X        - EXIT from DMA

DMA Activity Paths

Once you have accessed DMA, the Select DMA Activity screen is displayed. From this screen, four activities are
available:

• Defining a new migration
• Seeing a list of parameter files
• Starting with a parameter file that you name
• Getting help--for the Select DMA Activity Screen
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CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn ---  Select CA IDMS/DMA Activity  -------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAWHA

       Do You Want to:

        Define a NEW Migration? ===> N  (Y)es or (N)o

 See a LIST of Parameter Files? ===> N  (Y)es or (N)o

Start from Parameter File Name? ===>

                      Get HELP? ===> N  (Y)es or (N)o

 

Please Make a Choice and Press the "ENTER" key

Define a New Migration Sequence of Screens

The sequence of screens for defining a new migration is displayed in the next flowchart. When you have finished entering
information on a screen, to access the next screen in the sequence enter the NEXT command (or press PF2).

To begin defining a new migration, enter information on the following two screens:

1. Describe the Migration Environment.
2. Specify a New STARTING POINT.

DMA supplies defaults governing the overall migration. After you provide source dictionary, target dictionary, and
starting point values on the two screens listed above, DMA displays another screen:

3. Accept or Override DMA Defaults.

This screen lists two choices:

• Accept DMA-supplied defaults?
• View or Specify overrides of the defaults?
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1. Specify Overrides of DMA-Supplied Defaults

If you choose to specify overrides to the DMA-supplied defaults, then DMA presents the following sequence of screens:

1. Specify STARTING POINT Overrides.
2. Include/Exclude SOURCE Types (for the Current STARTING POINT).
3. Include/Exclude LOAD Types (for the Current STARTING POINT).
4. Specify Migration Output.
5. Store Setup into a PARMFILE.
6. Continue to Use DMA.

2. Accept DMA-Supplied Defaults

If you accept the DMA-supplied defaults, then DMA presents the last three screens in the sequence:

1. Specify Migration Output
2. Store Setup into a PARMFILE
3. Continue to Use DMA

Define a New Migration Overview

To define a new migration, use the sequence of screens as they are presented by DMA. Follow the instructions given
below and on the following pages.

Complete First Steps Using DMA

Sign on to DMA, completing the steps described under First Steps Using DMA. At the Select DMA Activity screen, type Y
to the right of the question:

Define a NEW Migration? Y

1. Describe the Migration Environment

Provide values for the source dictionary and the target dictionary on the Describe the Migration Environment screen.
Other sections in this user section refer to the target dictionary as the object dictionary.

Type the values for the source dictionary and the target dictionary in the appropriate positions.

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press the PF1 key to access information on the fields on
the Describe the Migration Environment screen.

Establish a Setup

Even if you do not change the values presented on Describe the Migration Environment screen, if you press the ENTER
key, you have established a migration setup. DMA has collected enough information to generate parameter statements for
CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator. To use the setup, you must store it in a parmfile.

Transfer to the Next Screen

To access the next screen in defining a new migration, type NEXT in the command line and press the ENTER key, or
press PF2.

2. Specify a New Starting Point

On the Specify a New STARTING POINT screen you can:
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• Replace an existing starting point
• Add a new starting point
• Specify additional starting points.

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press the PF1 key to access information on the fields on
the Specify a New STARTING POINT screen.

You can specify as many starting points as you need for a migration. To specify more than one starting point:

• Specify any necessary overrides for the current starting point (See the following pages)
• STORE (PF17) the starting point (See Part 11 for details)
• Use the START command (PF4) to re-access the Specify a New STARTING POINT screen
• Repeat the process as many times as necessary.

Transfer to the Next Screen

To access the next screen in defining a new migration, type NEXT in the command line and press the ENTER key, or
press PF2.

View a List of Starting Points

To view a list of starting points:

• Type SLIST in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press PF21.

An arrow points to the current (active) starting point.

You can select another current (active) starting point or delete non-current starting points from this screen by typing S or D
to the left of a starting point and pressing the ENTER key.

3. Accept or Override Defaults

By this time you have provided values for the source dictionary, the target dictionary, and the starting point; or, you have
accepted the dictionary and starting point values collected and supplied by DMA. DMA supplies additional defaults for the
overall migration. The defaults DMA supplies depend on whether:

• You are defining a new migration directly, without accessing a parameter file first.
• You selected a parameter file.
• You stored the current setup.
• If you are familiar with the defaults supplied by DMA, and decide to accept them as they are, then type Y to the right of:

Accept DMA-supplied defaults?
• If you want to see which specific defaults have been supplied for your current setup, or if you want to specify overrides

of the DMA-supplied defaults, type Y to the right of:
View or Specify overrides of defaults?

• If you want a general description of the types of defaults supplied for your current setup, type Y to the right of:
Obtain more information on your options?

Transfer to the Next Screen

After typing Y for one choice, press the ENTER key to go to the next screen in defining a new migration.

4. Specify Starting Point Overrides

Source dictionary values and three starting point overrides, which govern the extraction of entities from the source
dictionary, are displayed on the Specify STARTING POINT Overrides screen.
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Consider the source dictionary values and each override separately. You can specify information for one, any, or all of the
overrides displayed on this screen.

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press the PF1 key to access information on the Specify a
New STARTING POINT screen.

Transfer to the Next Screen

To access the next screen in defining a new migration, type NEXT in the command line and press the ENTER key, or
press PF2.

Parameter Reference

EXTRACT--IDSOURCE, LEVEL, DATE, DOMAIN, DICTIONARY

5. Include/Exclude Source Types (Current Starting Point)

When using DMA, you can limit the entities for migration by excluding some or all source types associated with the current
starting point. You can also choose to retain all source types associated with the current starting point.

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press the PF1 key to access information on the Include/
Exclude SOURCE Types screen.

Transfer to the Next Screen

To access the next screen in defining a new migration, type NEXT in the command line and press the ENTER key, or
press PF2.

Parameter Reference

EXTRACT--EXSOURCE

6. Include/Exclude Load Types (Current Starting Point)

When using DMA, you can limit the entities for migration by excluding some or all load types associated with the current
starting point. You can also choose to retain all load types associated with the current starting point.

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press the PF1 key to access information on the Include/
Exclude LOAD Types screen.

Transfer to the Next Screen

To access the next screen in defining a new migration, type NEXT in the command line and press the ENTER key, or
press PF2.

Parameter Reference

EXTRACT--EXLOADS

7. Obtain CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Reports

When you submit parameters to CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator, you are not updating the target dictionary. Instead, CA
IDMS Dictionary Migrator performs migration activities and produces reports that show the results of each activity. You
obtain information on the requested entities located in the source and target dictionaries.
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If you provided information on the target dictionary only on the Describe the Migration Environment screen, you can select
the output for the IMPORT run. If you provided information on the intended source dictionary only, you can select output
for the EXPORT run.

NOTE
For more information on CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator reports, see the section "Reports."

Specify Migration Output

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press the PF1 key to access information on specifying the
migration output and detailed information on each type of report that CA-IDMS/Dictionary Migrator produces.

Transfer to the Next Screen

To access the next screen in defining a new migration, type NEXT in the command line and press the ENTER key, or
press PF2.

Parameter Reference

PROCESS--RUN

NOXREF

CLIST CLISTVERSION

8. Store Setup into a PARMFILE

At any time after you have established a setup by:

• Selecting a DMA activity
• Accessing any of the possible subsequent screens
• Pressing the ENTER key,

you can store your current DMA setup.

A user would usually store a current setup after supplying to DMA all source dictionary, target dictionary, and starting point
values for a migration.

What You Can Store

From the Store Setup into PARMFILE screen you can use DMA to store:

• The source and target dictionary and starting point values
• Parameters for CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator that reflect the source and target dictionary and starting point values
• JCL to run CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator
• User-defined messages inserted into the JCL.

How to Store

To store the current DMA setup into a PARMFILE (parameter file), type appropriate responses in the fields identified in on
the Store Setup into PARMFILE screen.

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press the PF1 key to access information on the Store Setup
into PARMFILE screen.
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Transfer to the Next Screen

To access the next screen in defining a new migration, type NEXT in the command line and press the ENTER key, or
press PF2.

9. Continue to Use DMA

The Continue to Use DMA screen gives control over what happens after a new migration is defined. At this point, you can
continue to use DMA by selecting one of the major DMA functions, or you can exit.

Type Y to the right of the one function you want to use and press the ENTER key.

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press the PF1 key to access information on the DMA
processing options presented on the Continue to Use DMA screen.

Global Overrides

You may want to set up global conditions for most or all of the entities in the migration. The screens for global overrides
differ from the screens for starting point overrides in that the global override screens all have the words "OVERALL
migration" or simply "migration" either in the title or in the first line of text.

An example of a typical sequence of screens and commands for setting up global conditions is shown in the next
flowchart. Many of the screens in the sequence are described on the following pages. You can find descriptions of the
other screens in the section Define a New Migration: Sequence of Screens.

In the sequence shown, the user has specified most of the sequence on the System Commands screen, by typing S to the
left of each command in order. Then PF3 automatically takes the display to the next screen in the sequence. Each screen
can be accessed individually if the user enters a command when ready for a screen.
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DMA Provides a Default Starting Point

If you select CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator output without specifying a starting point, DMA supplies a default value for the
starting point: user ID entered when you accessed DMA.

Use a Series of Commands from the Menu

The System Commands menu allows you to select one command or several commands in a series.

In the example shown in the next screen, the user wants a series of six screens. Each screen will be displayed in order,
from top to bottom, when the user presses PF3 after finishing with the current screen.

CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn --- System Commands ---------------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAMNU

(S)elect one or more of the following functions OR enter one COMMAND:

       FILES    - LIST of PARMFILES

       STORE    - Store Setup into PARMFILE

       ENVIRON  - Describe the Migration Environment

    S  OVERRIDE - Specify Migration Overrides

       OUTPUT   - Specify Migration Output

    S  START    - Specify a new STARTING POINT

       SPOVER   - Specify STARTING POINT Overrides

       SLIST    - LIST of STARTING POINTS

    S  WITHSRC  - Include/Exclude SOURCE Types

    S  WITHLOAD - Include/Exclude LOAD Types

    S  JCL      - Edit JCl for Migration

    S  SHOW     - BROWSE Parameters for Migration

       RESET    - ERASE setup and RESTART

       SUBMIT   - SUBMIT current setup to CA-IDMS/Dictionary Migrator

       KEYS     - DIsplay Key Values

       HELP     - Display HELP Screen

       X        - EXIT from DMA
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Specify Migration Overrides

Several migration overrides, which govern the extraction of entities from the source dictionary, are displayed on the
Specify Migration Overrides screen. Consider each override separately. You can specify values for one, any, or all of the
overrides displayed on this screen.

The values you enter on the Specify Migration Overrides screen are retained as default values unless you enter other
values on the Specify STARTING POINT Overrides screen.

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press the PF1 key to access information on the Specify
Migration Overrides screen.

Transfer to the Next Screen

To access the next screen in the command sequence, type N[EXT] in the command line and press the ENTER key, or
press PF2.

Parameter Reference

PROCESS--LEVEL, DATE, VERSION, NEWVERSION, COBOLFORMAT, DISCONNECT

Limit Entities for Overall Migration

Using DMA, you can limit the entities for migration by excluding some or all source types and load types. You can also
retain all source and load types associated with the overall migration.

Include/Exclude SOURCE Types (Overall Migration)

The values entered on the Include/Exclude SOURCE Types screen for the OVERALL Migration are retained as default
values unless you enter other values on the Include/Exclude SOURCE Types screen for the Current STARTING POINT.

This permits you to specify just one time the starting point information that does not change for the migration, and to enter
only the entity values that change for each of the starting points you are using.

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press the PF1 key to access information on the Include/
Exclude SOURCE Types Screen.

Use the Command SWAP

To switch back and forth between the values specified for the Overall Migration and the values specified for the Current
Starting Point, type SWAP in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press PF15.

Transfer to the Next Screen

To access the next screen in defining a new migration, type N[EXT] in the command line and press the ENTER key, or
press PF2.

Parameter Reference

PROCESS -- EXSOURCE

Include/Exclude LOAD Types (Overall Migration)

By including some or all load types, and by excluding all source Types, you can set up a run-time environment without a
dictionary. To update this type of environment you need to again perform a similar migration.
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The values entered on the Include/Exclude LOAD Types screen for OVERALL Migration are become default values
unless you enter values on the Include/Exclude LOAD Types screen for the Current STARTING POINT.

This permits you to specify just one time the starting point information that does not change for the migration, and to enter
only the entity values that change for each of the starting points you are using.

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press PF1 to access information on the Include/Exclude
LOAD Types screen.

Use the Command SWAP

To switch back and forth between the values specified for the Overall Migration and the values specified for the Current
Starting Point, type SWAP in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press PF15.

Transfer to the Next Screen

To access the next screen in defining a new migration, type NEXT in the command line and press the ENTER key, or
press PF2.

Parameter Reference

PROCESS -- EXLOADS

View the Parameter Statements

The parameter statements generated by the typical sequence of screens shown on the preceding pages are available for
viewing on the Browse - Syntax for Migration screen.

An example of JCL is shown later in the DMA Parameters section.

To change the parameter statements, follow the procedure described in Modifying a DMA Parameter File.

STORE Before Submitting

Be sure to STORE (PF17) the setup into a parameter file before trying to submit it.

Select a DMA Parameter File

A DMA parameter file contains parameter statements and JCL.

To select a DMA parameter file:

1. Complete FIRST STEPS IN USING DMA.
2. Type Y to the right of

See a List of Parameter Files?
and press the ENTER key.
Alternate action: Enter the FILES command from any screen.
DMA displays the list of parameter files stored under your user ID. Use the UP and DOWN commands if the list of files
is longer than one screen.

3. Type S to the left of the parameter file with the parameters and JCL you want to examine. Make sure that the correct
user ID is displayed to the right of For USER ID

4. Press the ENTER key.

Select Multiple DMA Parameter Files

To select more than one DMA parameter file, follow the steps above, but type S to the left of each of the parameter files
you want to examine.
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After you have completed your examination of a parameter file, type PREVIOUS on the command line and press the
ENTER key, or press PF3. DMA displays the next parameter file you selected.

Specify a DMA Parameter File

To specify a DMA parameter file:

1. Complete FIRST STEPS IN USING DMA.
2. Type a parameter file name to the right of:

Start from Parameter File Name?
3. Press the ENTER key.

Modify a DMA Parameter File

You can modify all parameter files stored under your DMA user ID. You can examine all parameter files stored under other
users' IDs. You cannot modify or delete other users' parameter files, but, as explained on following pages, if you have
authority, you can copy them, modify the copies, and store them as parmfiles under your user ID.

Steps to Modify a DMA Parameter File

To modify a DMA parameter file, first select or specify a parameter file, as described on the previous pages. (If you are
already in a DMA setup, you can use the SHOW command.) Then, follow the appropriate steps described below.

Modify Dictionary/Starting Point Values

To modify the dictionary and/or starting point values, use any of the following commands. Select a command to display an
appropriate specification screen.

• ENV[IRON] PF10 -- Describe the Migration Environment
• STA[RT] PF4 -- Specify a new STARTING POINT
• SP[OVER] PF5 -- Specify STARTING POINT Overrides
• WITHS[RC] PF19 -- Include/Exclude SOURCE Types
• WITHL[OAD] PF22 -- Include/Exclude LOAD Types
• Slist (PF21) -- List of STARTING POINTS

Modify Parameters

To modify parameters:

• Modify the dictionary and/or starting point values, as described above
• Store the parameter file. (STORE or PF17)

In this case, when you store the parameter file, DMA re-converts the values into a new set of parameter statements.

BROWSE - SYNTAX FOR MIGRATION                                   COLUMNS 001  079

COMMAND ===>                                                    SCROLL ===> PAGE

*** TOP OF DATA ***************** CA-IDMS/DMA **********************************

PROCESS

   RUN=MIGRATE
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   CVSOURCE=(015,233)

   CVOBJECT=(015,233)

   DICTIONARY=DICT1,

   OBJDICTIONARY=DICT2,

   IDSOURCE=

   IDOBJECT=

   LEVEL=DIALOG

   CXSOURCE=(COMMENT,MAP),

   DATE=(mmddyy),

   NEWVERSION=0005,

   VERSION=0004,

EXTRACT

   PROGRAM=DIALOG1,

   LEVEL=DIALOG,

   VERSION=0002

*** BOTTOM OF DATA ************** CA-IDMS/DMA **********************************

Modify JCL

Before submitting JCL and parameters, you should modify the CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator JCL to reflect conditions at
your site. See for more information.

Be sure that there is a job card and that sample parameters are deleted in USMXTRCT.

If you already have CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator JCL prepared, you can copy it to DMA at installation time.

Display JCL

To display the JCL for modification or insertion of comments:

• Type JCL in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press PF11.

The EDIT JCL screen is displayed.

Then use the Dictionary Migrator Assistant JCL Editing Commands to edit the JCL. The editing commands are described
in the DMA online documentation. To access editing HELP, while viewing the Edit JCL screen enter the HELP command
or press PF1.
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Save Modifications

To save any modifications, you must use the STORE command or press PF17.

EDIT --- JCL FOR MIGRATION                                      COLUMNS 001  079

COMMAND ===>                                                    SCROLL ===> PAGE

*** TOP OF DATA ***************** CA-IDMS/DMA **********************************

000001  //XDMEXEC JOB (ARG,4083S),CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=R,TYPRUN=SCAN

000002  /*ROUTE PRINT IRCVM.ARG

000003  //*

000004  //*

000005  //*    MODIFY THE FOLLOWING SAMPLE JCL. SEE THE OPERATIONS SECTION OF

000006  //*    THE CA IDMS/Dictionary Migrator USER GUIDE FOR DETAILS.

000007  //*    SUBSTITUTE INFORMATION SUITABLE TO YOUR SITE'S STANDARDS FOR THE

000008  //*    FOLLOWING VARIABLES:

000009  //*

000010  //*       CA LOAD LIBRARY DSN: REPLACE 'YOUR.LOADLIB' WITH THE

000011  //*       DATASET NAME OF THE LIBRARY IN WHICH CA-IDMS/DICTIONARY

000012  //*       MIGRATOR AND THE SPECIAL VERSIONS OF THE CA-IDMS UTILITIES

000013  //*       RESIDE. IF THE BLOCK SIZE OF YOUR.LOADLIB IS LESS THAN THAT

000014  //*       OF THE IDMS.LOADLIB, SPECIFY THE LARGER BLOCK SIZE IN THE

000015  //*       DCB PARAMETER OF THE FIRST LIBRARY IN THE STEPLIB STATEMENT.

000016  //*

000017  //*       CA-IDMS LOAD LIBRARY DSN: REPLACE 'IDMS.LOADLIB' WITH THE

000018  //*       DATASET NAME OF THE LIBRARY IN WHICH THE IDMS MODULES RESIDE.

000019  //*

000020  //*       SYNTAX FILES DSN: THESE FILES WERE ALLOCATED IN A SEPARATE
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*** BOTTOM OF DATA ************** CA-IDMS/DMA **********************************

Change the Default JCL

To store the modified JCL in the DEFAULT parameter file for your user ID, follow these steps:

1. Complete the modification of JCL.
2. STORE (PF17) as parmfile DEFAULT.
3. Replace the existing parameter file by typing Y for the answer to the "Replace" question.

Copy a DMA Parameter File

Ask your DBA if you have the authority to copy another user's parameter files to your list of PARMFILES. If you have the
authority:

1. Access the List of PARMFILES screen by one of the following actions:
a. Enter the FILES command or press PF6.
b. Select FILES on the System Commands menu.
c. Answer Y to the "See a list of PARMFILES?" question on the Select DMA Activity screen.

2. After For USER-ID, type the user ID of the user whose parameter file you want to copy.
3. Press the ENTER key. A list of parmfiles for the specified user ID is displayed.
4. Type S to the left of the parameter file you want to copy.
5. Press the ENTER key.
6. When the data is displayed, enter the STO[RE] command or press PF17.
7. When the Store Setup into PARMFILE screen is displayed, type a new name for the parameter file.
8. Press the ENTER key.

A copy of the parameter file is now stored under your user ID. That copy can be modified.

Submit Parameters and JCL Online

To submit JCL for running CA-IDMS/Dictionary Migrator with the parameter statements generated by DMA concatenated:

1. Select or specify a DMA parameter file.
2. Type SUBMIT in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press PF20.
3. The SUBMIT command may be entered from any DMA screen, except for the 'JCL' and 'SHOW' screens.

DMA takes the parameter statements and JCL contained in the parameter file and submits the job to your operating
system reader.

File Allocations

Allocations for a VSAM work file and syntax files must either be included in the JCL or have been previously allocated.
These allocations are described in Part 1 and Part 2 of the model JCL in . The file allocations may be included in the JCL
installed as the DMA default JCL.

Submit Parameters and JCL from the Batch Environment

To submit parameter statements generated by DMA to CA IDMS/Dictionary Migrator, and the job containing JCL to run CA
IDMS/Dictionary Migrator, from the batch environment:

1. Create a sequential file containing the parameters generated by DMA. To do this:
a. Access source library member XDMBSYN (z/OS) or XDMBSYN.S (z/VSE). This member was downloaded into

your. srclib at installation.
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b. Replace the variables with appropriate values. To identify the appropriate values, see the key found in XDMBSYN.
2. Run the job contained in USMBSYN.
3. In the JCL you use to run CA IDMS/Dictionary Migrator in the batch environment:

a. Replace the statement:

//MIGPARM  DD  *

with:

//MIGPARM  DD  your.migrator.syntax

where your.migrator.syntax represents the name of the sequential file into which the parameters generated by
DMA are to be copied.

b. In the JCL, after the above statement, delete all migration parameter statements.
4. Submit the JCL to run CA IDMS/Dictionary Migrator.

Copy CA IDMS/Dictionary Migrator JCL to DMA

You must copy CA IDMS/Dictionary Migrator JCL to DMA before you can use DMA.

After you have installed DMA, you may want to use JCL other than the assigned default JCL. You can do so by using
the JCL batch upload utility to upload JCL from a sequential file to a DMA parameter file (PARMFILE). The JCL batch
upload utility, contained in XDMBJCL, is the same utility that was used to upload the assigned default JCL when DMA was
installed.

To copy JCL from a sequential file to a DMA parameter file:

1. Access source library member XDMBJCL (z/OS) or XDMBJCL.S (z/VSE). This member was downloaded into your.
srclib at installation.

2. Replace the indicated variables with appropriate values. The key to the variables is also contained in XDMBJCL.
3. Replace USER=DEFAULT with USER=user-id, where user-id is a 1- to 32-character ID. If blanks are embedded in the

user ID, quotation marks must be placed around it.
4. Replace PARMFILE=DEFAULT with PARMFILE=parmfile-id*****, where parmfile-id represents a 1- to 8-character

name for the PARMFILE.
5. Run the job contained in XDMBJCL.

Examine the output report for error messages. If the job ran successfully, the JCL from the sequential file is stored in the
specified parmfile.

NOTE
The migrator z/OS JCL to be uploaded should contain //MIGPARM DD*. The JCL must not contain any migrator
parameter statements.

Extract Paths
This section describes and illustrates the paths CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator takes when extracting entities from the
source dictionary. CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator extracts entities from the source dictionary based on the entity type and
the name specified in an EXTRACT statement. The entity-namemask can be the name of any occurrence of the entity
type, or mask using wild card characters for the entity type. Do not, however, use more than the maximum IDD characters.

This section contains the following topics:

This section provides descriptions and diagrams of the paths that CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator follows for these entities:
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EXTRACT, DIALOG=dialog, LEVEL=DIALOG

EXTRACT, RECORD=record-name, LEVEL=DIALOG

EXTRACT, RECORD=record-name, LEVEL=ENTITY

EXTRACT, ATTRIBUTE=attribute-name, LEVEL=DIALOG

EXTRACT, ATTRIBUTE=attribute-name, LEVEL=ENTITY

EXTRACT, ATTRIBUTE=attribute-name, LEVEL=ONLY

EXTRACT, SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name, LEVEL=DIALOG

EXTRACT, SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name, LEVEL=ENTITY

EXTRACT, APPLICATION=application-name, LEVEL=DIALOG

Symbol Definition
--(dotted line) Path from Entry Point to Starting Point of Extraction.
_ (solid line) Path from Starting Point to all extracted components.
* Points to where the Extract Statement goes.

 

Extract Path for DIALOG

This section describes the EXTRACT path for DIALOG.

EXTRACT, LEVEL = DIALOG, DIALOG = dialog-name

The following is extracted:

For each dialog named in the EXTRACT statement:

1. Extract the dialog
Extract the corresponding dialog load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area

2. For each process module connected to the dialog and for each included process module within the process module
– Extract the process module source
– For each message code in the process module source

• Extract the message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
– For each referenced dialog within the process module source

• Extract the dialog and its components (start at step 1. above)
3. For each record connected to the dialog

– Extract the record
– For each element connected to the dialog record

• Extract the dialog record element and all of its subordinate elements
– For each IDD defined file connected to the record
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• Extract the file
4. For each file used by the dialog

– Extract the file
5. For the subschema connected to the dialog

– Extract the schema connected to the subschema
– For each record connected to the schema

• Extract the schema record
– For each element connected to the schema record

• Extract the schema record element and all of its subordinate elements
– For each subschema connected to the schema

• Extract the subschema
• Extract the corresponding subschema load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area

– Extract each Logical Record Facility work record used by the subschema
– For each record connected to the subschema

• Extract the Record
• Extract the subschema record element and all of its subordinate elements.

6. Extract the map connected to the dialog
Extract the corresponding load module map from DDLDCLOD (load) area
For each message code in the map
– Extract message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
For each edit and/or code table used in the map
– Extract the table
– Extract the corresponding table load module from DDDLCLOD (load) area
For each work record used in the map
– Extract the map record
– For each element connected to the map record

• Extract the map record element and all of its subordinate elements

For the panel connected to the map

• Extract the panel

For each help module connected to the map

• Extract the module source
• Extract the map help load module

All attributes, systems and users associated with every entity are also extracted.
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Extract Path for RECORD

This section describes the EXTRACT path for RECORD.

EXTRACT, LEVEL = DIALOG, RECORD = record-name

The following is extracted:

For each dialog that uses the specified record:

1. Extract the dialog
Extract the corresponding dialog load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area

2. For each module connected to the dialog and for each included process module within the process module
– Extract the process module source
– For each message code in the process module source

• Extract the message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
For each referenced dialog within the process module source
– Extract the dialog and its components (start at step 1. above)

3. For each record connected to the dialog
– Extract the record
– For each element connected to the dialog record

• Extract the dialog record element and all of its subordinate elements
For each IDD defined file connected to the record
– Extract the file

4. For each file used by the dialog
– Extract the file

5. For the subschema connected to the dialog
– Extract the schema connected to the subschema
– For each record connected to the schema

• Extract the schema record
• For each element connected to the schema record

-Extract the schema record element and all of its subordinate elements
For each subschema connected to the schema
– Extract the subschema
– Extract the corresponding subschema load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area
– Extract each Logical Record Facility work record used by the subschema
– For each record connected to the subschema

• Extract the Record
• Extract the subschema record element and all of its subordinate elements.

6. Extract the map connected to the dialog
Extract the corresponding load module map from DDLDCLOD (load) area
For each message code in the map
– Extract message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
For each edit and/or code table used in the map
– Extract the table
– Extract the corresponding table load module from DDDLCLOD (load) area
For each work record used in the map
– Extract the map record
– For each element connected to the map record

• Extract the map record element and all of its subordinate elements
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For the panel connected to the map
– Extract the panel
For each help module connected to the map
– Extract the module source
– Extract the map help load module

All attributes, systems and users associated with every entity are also extracted.
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Extract Path for RECORD when LEVEL = ENTITY

This section describes the EXTRACT path for RECORD, when LEVEL = ENTITY..

EXTRACT, RECORD = record-name, LEVEL = ENTITY

For the record specified in the EXTRACT statement:

1. Extract the record
For each element connected to the record
– Extract the record element and all of its subordinate elements
For each IDD defined file connected to the record
– Extract the file

All attributes, systems and users associated with the record are also extracted.
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Extract Path for ATTRIBUTE when LEVEL = DIALOG

This section describes the EXTRACT path for ATTRIBUTE when LEVEL = DIALOG.

EXTRACT, ATTRIBUTE = attribute-name, LEVEL = DIALOG

The following are extracted:

For each dialog connected to the attribute specified in the EXTRACT statement, and for each dialog connected to an
attribute of the attribute specified in the extract statement:

1. Extract the dialog
Extract the corresponding dialog load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area

2. For each module connected to the dialog and for each included process module within the process module
– Extract the process module source
– For each message code in the process module source

• Extract the message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
– For each referenced dialog within the process module source

• Extract the dialog and its components (start at step 1. above)
3. For each record connected to the dialog

– Extract the record
– For each element connected to the dialog record

• Extract the dialog record element and all of its subordinate elements
For each IDD defined file connected to the record
– Extract the file

4. For each file used by the dialog
– Extract the file

5. For the subschema connected to the dialog
– Extract the schema connected to the subschema
– For each record connected to the schema

• Extract the schema record
• For each element connected to the schema record

-Extract the schema record element and all of its subordinate elements
• For each subschema connected to the schema

-Extract the subschema
-Extract the corresponding subschema load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area

• Extract each Logical Record Facility work record used by the subschema
• For each record connected to the subschema

-Extract the Record
-Extract the subschema record element and all of its subordinate elements

6. Extract the map connected to the dialog
Extract the corresponding load module map from DDLDCLOD (load) area
For each message code in the map
– Extract message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
For each edit and/or code table used in the map
– Extract the table
– Extract the corresponding table load module from DDDLCLOD (load) area
For each work record used in the map
– Extract the map record
– For each element connected to the map record

• Extract the map record element and all of its subordinate elements
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For each panel connected to the map
– Extract the panel
For the help module connected to the map
– Extract the module source
– Extract the map help load module

All attributes, systems and users associated with every entity are also extracted.
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EXTRACT Path for ATTRIBUTE when LEVEL = ENTITY

This section describes the EXTRACT path for ATTRIBUTE when LEVEL = ENTITY.

EXTRACT, ATTRIBUTE=attribute-name, LEVEL=ENTITY

For the attribute specified in the EXTRACT statement:

Find each entity connected to the named attribute, extract these entities and extract components of all these entities:

1. Extract all schemas connected to the attribute
– For each record connected to the schema

• Extract the schema record
• For each element connected to the schema record

-Extract the schema record element and all of its subordinate elements
2. Extract all subschemas connected to the attribute

– Extract the subschema
– Extract the corresponding subschema from DDLDCLOD (load) area
– For each record connected to the subschema

• Extract the subschema record
• For each element connected to the subschema record
• Extract the subschema record element and all of its subordinate elements

3. Extract all records connected to the attribute
– Extract the record
– For each element connected to the record

• Extract the record element and all of its subordinate elements
– For each IDD defined file connected to the record

• Extract the file
4. Extract all elements connected to the attribute

– For each element
– Extract all of its subordinate elements

5. Extract all modules connected to the attribute
– Extract the module source

6. Extract all programs connected to the attribute
– For each program connected to the attribute

• Extract the programs PROG-051 record
• Extract the programs load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area

7. Extract all maps connected to the attribute
– Extract the corresponding map from DDLDCLOD (load) area
– For each message code in the map

• Extract message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
– For each edit and/or code table used in the map

• Extract the edit and/or code table used in the map
• Extract the edit and/or code table from DDLDCLOD (load) area

– For each record connected to the map
• Extract the map record
• For each element connected to the map record

-Extract the map record element and all of its subordinate elements
• For the panel connected to the map
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-Extract the panel
• For each help module connected to the map

-Extract the module source
-Extract the map help load module

8. Extract all the panels connected to the attribute
9. Extract the class connected to the attribute

Extract the attribute

All attributes, systems and users associated with every entity are also extracted.
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Extract Path for ATTRIBUTE when LEVEL = ONLY

This section describes the EXTRACT path for ATTRIBUTE, when LEVEL = ONLY.

EXTRACT, ATTRIBUTE = attribute-name, LEVEL = ONLY

For the attribute specified in the EXTRACT Statement

1. Extract the class connected to the attribute
Extract the attribute

All users associated with the attribute are also extracted.
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Extract Path for SUBSCHEMA when LEVEL = DIALOG

This section describes the EXTRACT path for SUBSCHEMA when LEVEL = DIALOG.

EXTRACT, SUBSCHEMA = subschema-name, LEVEL = DIALOG

For each dialog that uses the specified subschema:

1. Extract the dialog
Extract the corresponding dialog load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area

2. For each process module connected to the dialog and for each included process module within the process module
– Extract the process module source
– For each message code in the process module source

• Extract the message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
– For each referenced dialog within the process module source

• Extract the dialog and its components (start at step 1. above)
3. For each record connected to the dialog

Extract the record
For each element connected to the dialog record
– Extract the dialog record element and all of its subordinate elements
For each IDD defined file connected to the record
– Extract the file

4. For each file used by the dialog
– Extract the file

5. For the subschema connected to the dialog
– Extract the schema connected to the subschema
– For each record connected to the schema

• Extract the schema record
• For each element connected to the schema record

-Extract the schema record element and all of its subordinate elements
– For each subschema connected to the schema

• Extract the subschema
• Extract the corresponding subschema load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area

– Extract each Logical Record Facility work record used by the subschema
– For each record connected to the subschema

• Extract the Record
• Extract the subschema record element and all of its subordinate elements

6. Extract the map connected to the dialog
Extract the corresponding load module map from DDLDCLOD (load) area
For each message code in the map
– Extract message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
For each edit and/or code table used in the map
– Extract the table
– Extract the corresponding table load module from DDDLCLOD (load) area
For each work record used in the map
– Extract the map record
– For each element connected to the map record

• Extract the map record element and all of its subordinate elements
For each panel connected to the map
– Extract the panel
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For the help module connected to the map
– Extract the module source
– Extract the map help load module

All attributes, systems, and users associated with every entity are also extracted.
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Extract Path for SUBSCHEMA when LEVEL = ENTITY

This section describes the EXTRACT path for SUBSCHEMA when LEVEL = ENTITY.

EXTRACT, SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name, LEVEL=ENTITY

For the subschema specified in the EXTRACT statement:

1. Extract the subschema
Extract the corresponding subschema load module from the DDLDCLOD (load) area
For each record connected to the subschema
– Extract the subschema record
– For each element connected to the subschema record

• Extract the subschema record element and all of its subordinate elements
– Extract all files associated with record

All attributes, systems, and users associated with every entity are also extracted.
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Extract Path for APPLICATION when LEVEL = DIALOG

 

1. For each record defined as a global record of the application
Extract the record
For each element connected to the global record
– Extract the global record element and all of its subordinate elements
For each IDD defined file connected to the record
– Extract the file

2. For each dialog named in a function of the application
Extract the dialog
Extract the corresponding dialog load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area

3. For each process module connected to the dialog and for each included process module within the process module
– Extract the process module source
– For each message code in the process module source

• Extract the message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
– For each referenced dialog within the process module source

• Extract the dialog and its components (start at step 2. above)
4. For each record connected to the dialog

– Extract the record
– For each element connected to the dialog record

• Extract the dialog record element and all of its subordinate elements
– For each IDD defined file connected to the record

• Extract the file
5. For each file used by the dialog

– Extract the file
6. For the subschema connected to the dialog

– Extract the schema connected to the subschema
– For each record connected to the schema

• Extract the schema record
• For each element connected to the schema record

-Extract the schema record element and all of its subordinate elements
– For each subschema connected to the schema

-Extract the subschema
• Extract the corresponding subschema load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area

– Extract each Logical Record Facility work record used by the subschema
– For each record connected to the subschema

• Extract the Record
• Extract the subschema record element and all of its subordinate elements

7. Extract the map connected to the dialog
Extract the corresponding map from DDLDCLOD (load) area
For each message code in the map
– Extract message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
For each edit and/or code table used in the map
– Extract the table
– Extract the corresponding table load module from DDDLCLOD (load) area
For each work record used in the map
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– Extract the map record
– For each element connected to the map record

• Extract the map record element and all of its subordinate elements
For the panel connected to the map
– Extract the panel
For each help module connected to the map
– Extract the module source
– Extract the map help load module

All attributes, systems, and users associated with every entity are also extracted.
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Customization
Contents

This appendix contains the following topics:

Introduction

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator can be customized in the following general areas:

Area Customization
Installation Parameters A set of options that are made to non-standard processing to meet

special situations described in the CA IDMS installation sections.
Message Severity The severity of some messages can be changed to correspond to

an installation's standards. Messages can be omitted from reports
or to stop processing.

Entity Exclusion Table The exclusion table can define any entity occurrences that you do
not want migrated.

Manipulation of the Extract File The format of the extract file is described to help you when you
want to use the extract file for any further processing.

Installation Parameters

NOTE
For more information on these parameters, see the CA IDMS installation sections.

Message Severity

This section contains information on message severity.

Customization Instructions

Dictionary Migrator provides a facility where the severity level of messages can be changed.

NOTE
You do not need to use this facility for the proper execution of CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator. The facility is
provided for users whose shop standards mandate some deviation from the basic migration strategy. This option
is not used in default execution mode of CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator. Therefore, no load module is provided as
part of the standard installation process.

General

This facility allows the CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator user to generate a table of specific messages along with their
required severity levels.

Message Severity Level Table Generation Steps

The following are Message Severity Level Table Generation Steps:

1. Customize the source member USMSGSVT from the SRCLIB library.
2. Assemble and link edit this member into your CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Loadlib.
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Message Severity Level Table Customization

Edit the source member USMSGSVT as follows:

First Line:

#EXCLTAB TBLNAME=USMSGSVT

For each Message that has a severity level that needs to be changed, add a line that invokes the #MSGSEV macro with
the required parameters.

#MSGSEV MSG=messageid,SEV=severitylevel

where:

messageid - is a 7 Character Message ID whose first four characters correspond to one of the following:

• EXTR
• ES00
• ES11
• VALD

The messages with the first four characters that do not correspond to one of the above may not have their severity levels
altered.

severitylevel - is a single character either:

• X
• W
• E
• C

These characters may be interpreted as:

• X - NO PRINT - Occurrences of this message do not generate a printed message on any report.
• W - WARNING - Warning Message printed.
• E - ERROR - Error Message printed.
• C - CRITICAL - Critical Error printed. This error type causes CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator to terminate processing at

the end of the current processing stage.

Last Lines:

#EXCLEND

END

Sample Table:

#EXCLTAB TBLNAME=USMSGSVT

#MSGSEV  MSG=ES00515,SEV=X
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#MSGSEV  MSG=VALD219,SEV=C

#EXCLEND

Assembly and Linkage

Any level of IBM assembler and linkage editor can be used to create the Message Severity Level table.

1. MACLIB of the assembler step: Add the SRCLIB from installation to the files named in MACLIB.
2. SYSLMOD of the link edit step: Use the same LOADLIB from which CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator is executed.

NOTE
No default Message Severity Level table is provided. If you wish to generate this table see the SRCLIB member
USMSGVT.

Entity Exclusion Table

The following instructions explain how to make use of the entity exclusion facility and detail what entity types may be
excluded.

Customization Instructions

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator provides a facility where specific entity occurrences can be excluded from the migration
process.

NOTE
You do not need to use this facility for the proper execution of CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator. The facility
is provided for users whose shop standards mandate some deviation from the basic migration strategy. A
default version of this module with no entities excluded is provided in load module form as part of the standard
installation process.

General

This facility allows the CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator user to generate a table of specific entities that are to be excluded
from the migration process.

Entity Exclusion Table Generation Steps

1. Customize the source member USMEXCLD from the SRCLIB library.
2. Assemble and link edit this member into your CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Loadlib.
3. At Execution time, define the Entity Exclusion Table to be used to CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator through the EXCLTAB

parameter. This step is only necessary if a table name other than the default USMEXCLT is to be used.

Entity Exclusion Table Customization

Edit the source member USMEXCLD as follows :

First Line:

#EXCLTAB TBLNAME=yourname.

Use any name up to 8 characters following standard naming rules.
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Default name=USMEXCLT.

For each entity occurrence to be excluded, add a source line that invokes the #EXCLENT macro with the required
parameters:

#EXCLENT TYPE=entitytype,

NAME=entityname,

VERS=version,  (if applicable)

QUAL=qualifier (if applicable)

where :

entitytype (Required) -- One of the following entity types that must be specified in uppercase and can be abbreviated to
the first two characters.

AT(TRIBUTE)

CL(ASS)

DI(ALOG)

EL(EMENT)

FI(LE)

MA(P)

MO(DULE)

PR(OGRAM)

RE(CORD)

SC(HEMA)

SU(BSCHEMA)

SY(STEM)

US(ER)

entityname (Required) -- Entity Occurrence Name in uppercase.

version (Optional) -- Defaults to version number 1. Version number or ALL (for all versions). Version numbers apply to all
entity types except from Attribute, Class, and User.
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qualifier -- Applies to the following entity types (must be in uppercase):

• Attribute -- qualifier is class name (required).
• Module -- qualifier is language name (optional). Language name should be specified if the module is stored in the Data

Dictionary with a LANG-067 field other than spaces. See Note below.
• Subschema -- qualifier is schema name (required).

NOTE
ADS process modules are stored in the Data Dictionary with a language name = PROCESS. If you want to
exclude an ADS module from the migration, you should specify QUAL=PROCESS on the #EXCLENT line entry
for the module to be excluded.

Last Lines:

#EXCLEND

END

Sample Table:

#EXCLTAB TBLNAME=EXCLTAB

#EXCLENT TYPE=RECORD,NAME=TESTREC,VERS=100

#EXCLENT TYPE=ATTRIBUTE,NAME=WORK,QUAL=STATUS

#EXCLEND

END

Assembly and Linkage

Any level of IBM assembler and linkage editor can be used to create the Entity Exclusion Table. As indicated above,
the default Entity Exclusion Table name is USMEXCLT. If you want to utilize a table with a different name, remember to
indicate the named table on the EXCLTAB CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator parameter. For example, EXCLTAB=mytable.

1. MACLIB of the assembler step: Add the product installation MACLIB to the files named in MACLIB.
2. SYSLMOD of the link edit step: Use the same LOADLIB from which CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator is executed.

Default Entity Exclusion Table (table name USMEXCLT)

#EXCLTAB

#EXCLEND
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END

Manipulation of the Extract File

The extract file is a set of extract records that can be manipulated.

Extract Record

The following is a COBOL definition of the extract record. A description of the various fields follows the definition.

 01     MIGRATOR-EXTRACT

        05     EXTR-CO-LOC.

               10      EXTR-CHANGEONLY              PIC    X(01).

               10      EXTR-EXTRACT-LEVEL           PIC    X(01).

        05     EXTR-VSAMEXT-KEY.

               10      EXTR-ENTITY-TYPE             PIC    S(4) USAGE IS COMP.

               10      EXTR-ENTITY-NAME             PIC    X(40).

               10      EXTR-SELECT-VERSION          PIC    S9(4) USAGE IS COMP.

               10      EXTR-ALT-ENTITY-NAME         PIC    X(40).

        05     EXTR-ENTITY-LEVEL                    PIC    X(2).

        05     EXTR-ENTITY-UTILITY                  PIC    X(2).

        05     EXTR-SELECT-DICTIONARY               PIC    X(8).

        05     EXTR-SELECT-NODE                     PIC    X(8).

        05     EXTR-SOURCE-USER                     PIC    X(32).

        05     EXTR-SOURCE-PASSWORD                 PIC    X(8).

        05     EXTR-COBOL-FORMAT                    PIC    X(01).

        05     EXTR-MOVESTAMP                       PIC    X(01).

        05     EXTR-SELECT-COMMENT-SOURCE           PIC    X(01).
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        05     EXTR-SELECT-DEFINITION-SOURCE        PIC    X(01).

        05     EXTR-GENERATE                        PIC    X(01).

        05     EXTR-RESERVED-1                      PIC    X(14).

        05     EXTR-LOAD-TYPE                       PIC    S9(4) USAGE IS COMP.

        05     EXTR-RESP-OVERRIDE                   PIC    X(01).

        05     EXTR-COMPARE-DATE.

               10      EXTR-COMPARE-MN              PIC    X(02).

               10      FILLER                       PIC    X(01).

               10      EXTR-COMPARE-DD              PIC    X(02).

               10      FILLER                       PIC    X(01).

               10      EXTR-COMPARE-YY              PIC    X(02).

        05     EXTR-COMPARE-TIME.

               10      EXTR-COMPARE-TIME-6.

                       15     EXTR-COMPARE-HH       PIC    X(02).

                       15     EXTR-COMPARE-MN       PIC    X(02).

                       15     EXTR-COMPARE-SS       PIC    X(02).

               10      EXTR-COMPARE-HN              PIC    X(02).

05     EXTR-RESERVED-2                      PIC    X(44).

Field Definitions and Values

• EXTR-CHANGEONLY -- CHANGEONLY Status of extract record. See ADDONLY, CHANGEONLY process
parameters and USMTPARM DELADDS option.

• 'D' -- Entity is dropped
• 'Y' -- Entity is selected for modify to object dictionary
• 'N' -- Entity is selected for ADD to object dictionary
• EXTR-EXTRACT-LEVEL -- Extract Level of migration. See LEVEL process and extract parameters.
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– 'S' -- "Dialog" Level
– 'E' -- "Entity" Level
– 'O' -- "Only" Level

• EXTR-VSAMEXT-KEY -- An 84 byte key used to create the VSAM work file that contains extracted entities for
dictionary comparisons.

• EXTR-ENTITY-TYPE -- 2 byte numeric field. Encoded type of entity. See entity type definitions table.
• EXTR-ENTITY-NAME -- 40 byte field name. It contains the entity occurrence name.
• EXTR-SELECT-VERSION -- 2 byte numeric version number of extracted entity. If the entity type does not have version

number, set to 0. If null, new version processing is used it contains -2.
• EXTR-ALT-ENTITY-NAME -- 40 byte field used to qualify certain entity types. Contains the following:

– Class name for Attributes
– Schema name for Subschema
– Language name (if any) for Modules
– Element details for Element definitions

• EXTR-ENTITY-LEVEL -- 2 byte character field. Relative level number for entities that have nest relationships. Used to
ensure that correct ordering of entity levels, for example elements, are maintained.

• EXTR-ENTITY-UTILITY -- 2 byte character field. Indicates which CA IDMS utility is used to process the extracted
entity. See utility type definitions table below.

• EXTR-SELECT-DICTIONARY -- 8 byte character field specifying the source dictionary name. See DICTIONARY
extract or process parameter.

• EXTR-SELECT-NODE -- 8 byte character field specifying the source database node name. See NODE extract or
process parameter.

• EXTR-SELECT-USER -- 32 byte character source dictionary user name. See IDSOURCE, EXTRACT, or PROCESS
parameter.

• EXTR-SELECT-PASSWORD -- 8 byte character source dictionary password. See IDSOURCE extract or process
parameter.

• EXTR-COBOL-FORMAT -- 1 byte character field. See COBOLFORMAT process parameter. Valid only for Record
type.
– 'Y' -- Generate COBOL like syntax
– 'N' -- Do not generate COBOL like syntax

• EXTR-MOVESTAMP -- 1 byte character field. See MOVESTAMP process parameter. Valid only for Map type.
– 'Y' -- Decompile map with DATETIME=YES
– 'N' -- Do not decompile with DATETIME=YES

• EXTR-SELECT-COMMENT-SOURCE -- 1 byte character field. See: EXSOURCE=COMMENT PROCESS, EXTRACT
parameter

• EXTR-SELECT-DEFINITION-SOURCE -- Determines whether or not definitions are extracted.
– "Y" -- Definitions are extracted
– "N" -- Definitions are not extracted

• EXTR-GENERATE -- Determines whether or not the entity needs to be generated.
– "Y" -- Entity needs to be generated
– "N" -- Entity does not need to be generated

• EXTR-RESERVED-1 -- Reserved for future use.
• EXTR-LOAD-TYPE -- 2 byte numeric field. The source type of entity that the load module represents. See entity type

definitions table.
• EXTR-RESP-OVERRIDE -- determines whether or not a registration override statement should be used.

– "Y" -- Override should be used
– "N" -- Override should not be used
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Values for Utility Types

Item Value
Special Record value '01'
IDMSQDDL value '06'
Idmsdddl value '10'
Tablddl value '12' IDMSDDDL for tables only
Loadddl value '15' IDMSDDDL for load modules only
reserved value '20'
Idmschem value '25'
Objdchem value '26' IDMSCHEM from object dictionary
reserved value '28'
Idmsubsc value '30'
Objdubc value '31' IDMSUBSC from object dictionary
Rhdcmput value '40'
Objdmput value '41' RHDCMPUT from object dictionary
Progdddl value '50' IDMSDDDL for programs only; also creates

ADSOBCOM statements for dialogs
Objpdddl value '51' ADSOBCOM statement from object dictionary.
reserved value '90'
reserved value '95'

Value for Entity Type Codes

Item Value
Special weight (used for CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator control) value +01
Message delete value +03
Load delete value +05
Dialog delete value +10
Program delete value +11
Subschema delete value +20
Reserved value +23
Schema delete value +25
Map delete value +28
Table delete value +29
Process delete value +30
Qfile delete value +31
Reserved value +33
Module delete value +35
File delete value +36
Panel delete value +37
Record delete value +39
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Report delete value +41
Transaction delete value +43
Element delete value +45
System delete value +46
Attribute delete value +47
User delete value +48
Class delete value +49
Class value +50
Module value +51
User (pre) value +52
Attribute value +54
System value +56
Application value +57
Element value +60
Reserved value +62
Qfile value +63
Process value +64
Table value +66
File value +68
Record value +70
Report value +71
Transaction value +72
Panel value +73
Schema value +75
Reserved value +85
User (post) value +88
Map value +78
Subschema value +79
Program value +80
Dialog value +82
Reserved value +86
Reserved value +87
Load Module value +90
SQL SCHEMA value +91
Reserved value +92
SQL TABLE value +93
SQL VIEW value +94
Message value +95
Reserved value +96
CONSTRAINT value +97
TABLE PROCEDURE value +98
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SQL KEY value +99

Change only

The method of CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator execution which limits selection to changed entities only.

Entry point

The entity that serves as a gateway (for CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator) to the entities that are to be extracted from the
source dictionary. You specify the entry point in the EXTRACT statement. For example, in the statement

EXTRACT, SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name, LEVEL=DIALOG

the subschema that has been specified is the entry point.

Extract path

The route CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator follows through the dictionary's set connections from the entity specified in the
EXTRACT statement to all of its related components. What you include in the EXTRACT statement determines the
beginning and direction of this route. For example, if you enter this statement:

EXTRACT, SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name, LEVEL=ENTITY

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator will follow the dictionary set connections from the subschema that you specify to all related
records and all of the elements related to the records.

Migration

The movement of entities from one or more source dictionaries to an object dictionary. Migration is comprised of extracting
entities from one or more source dictionaries, checking the effect of source dictionary entities upon the object dictionary,
creating the syntax necessary for input to the CA IDMS compilers, and uploading the entities into the object dictionary.

Object dictionary

A dictionary which acts as the destination for entities that are moved during the migration process. Your object dictionary
is populated by entities that are copied from your source dictionary(s). Only one object dictionary can be used during each
migration.

Source dictionary

The dictionary which acts as a reservoir for entities that are available for migration into another (object) dictionary. Your
source dictionary is not changed during the migration process. Multiple source dictionaries can be used during each
migration. And, if you desire, you can use your object dictionary as a source dictionary.

Starting point

This entity and all of its related entities are copied into your object dictionary. You determine what the starting point is
by specifying the entry point and whatever option you choose to include in the LEVEL parameter. For example, in the
statement
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EXTRACT, SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name, LEVEL=DIALOG

the dialog (or dialogs) related to the subschema that you specified is the starting point.

Syntax files

A collection of files that contain source statements used as input to the CA IDMS utilities and compilers. The syntax files
permit completion of the movement of entities and entity components from one or more source dictionaries to the object
dictionary.

Trace

To identify an entity, its related entities, its related components, and all of the connections among these entities.

Using DLI Transparency
CA IDMS DLI Transparency allows DL/I application programs to perform processing against CA IDMS/DB databases. DL/I
applications can run in the IMS-DB batch or DL/I batch environment or the DL/I CICS environment.

NOTE
DL/I refers to the DBMS in the z/OS or z/VSE environment.

This section presents an overview of the components you use to set up your CA IDMS DLI Transparency environment
to access a CA IDMS/DB database. CA IDMS Database Transparency Option for DLI permits application programs to
execute against a CA IDMS/DB Database. This section explains how to use CA IDMS Transparency for DLI and includes
all phases from designing and loading the CA IDMS/DB database(s) to executing the DL/I application programs.

This section is intended to serve as a comprehensive reference for CA IDMS DLI Transparency.

This document is intended for the person responsible for setting up the CA IDMS Transparency for DLI environment who
has a working knowledge of DL/I.

Introduction to CA IDMS DLI Transparency
What is CA IDMS DLI Transparency

CA IDMS DLI Transparency provides the basis for a gradual and orderly migration from DL/I to CA IDMS/DB. Specifically,
it lets you:

• Convert existing DL/I database definitions to equivalent CA IDMS/DB database definitions
• Load the existing data from the DL/I databases to the new CA IDMS/DB database
• Produce a run-time interface module to translate DL/I database requests in existing applications to equivalent CA

IDMS/DB database requests

CA IDMS DLI Transparency allows you to move from the DL/I environment to the CA IDMS/DB environment without
having to sacrifice the investment in your existing DL/I applications.

Once you have used CA IDMS DLI Transparency to make the transition to CA IDMS/DB, you can convert your DL/I
applications to native CA IDMS/DB applications at your own pace and in keeping with your site's manpower and machine
resources.

CA IDMS DLI Transparency is Transparent to Applications

Because CA IDMS DLI Transparency is generally transparent to DL/I applications, you have to perform little program
alteration. Recompilation of DL/I programs is required only if they contain nonsupported features such as logging calls.
Batch and CICS programs must be relinked with the CA IDMS DLI Transparency language interface.

DL/I Application Conversion Not Required
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Since your DL/I applications will continue to run as expected, you do not have to convert them. However, you may want to
convert them to take advantage of CA IDMS/DB's advanced features, including its relational capabilities. Additionally, you
may want to develop your own native CA IDMS/DB applications to run against the migrated DL/I databases.

NOTE
You cannot use CA IDMS/DB facilities to redesign a migrated DL/I database. The CA IDMS DLI Transparency
data structures must be maintained to ensure that your DL/I applications will continue to work as expected.

CA IDMS DLI Transparency Concepts and Facilities
Contents

CA IDMS DLI Transparency is an Interface to CA IDMS/DB

CA IDMS DLI Transparency serves as an interface between DL/I application programs and CA IDMS/DB databases. The
DL/I applications can be written in COBOL, Assembler, or PL/I.

What CA IDMS DLI Transparency Does at Run Time

At program run time, CA IDMS DLI Transparency intercepts DL/I retrieval and update requests and translates them into
CA IDMS/DB requests. The CA IDMS/DB requests are then processed by the CA IDMS/DB database management
system (DBMS) for retrieval or database update.

For data retrieval, CA IDMS/DB returns requested data and/or status information, including updated program control block
(PCB) information, to CA IDMS DLI Transparency. CA IDMS DLI Transparency places the data in a DL/I segment format
expected by the application. For updates, CA IDMS DLI Transparency places the updates in CA IDMS/DB record format
and transmits them to CA IDMS/DB to apply to the database. CA IDMS/DB, in turn, sends the resulting status information
to CA IDMS DLI Transparency for communication to the application.

CA IDMS DLI Transparency Components

CA IDMS DLI Transparency consists of the following major components:

• The CA IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator
• The interface program specification block (IPSB) compiler
• The CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface
• The CA IDMS DLI Transparency load utility

Each component is described briefly below and in detail in section B, 'CA IDMS DLI Transparency Software Components.'

The CA IDMS DLI Transparency Syntax Generator

What is the CA IDMS DLI Transparency Syntax Generator

The CA IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator helps to automate the conversion process on the database definition
level. It accepts as input control blocks (load modules) for the program specification blocks (PSBs) and database
definitions (DBDs). These are used by the DL/I application against the existing DL/I database(s).

The Syntax Generator Produces Source Statements

For output, the syntax generator produces the source statements necessary to create the interface program specification
block (IPSB). It also produces source definitions needed to create an appropriate schema, DMCL, and subschema.
Collectively, the schema, DMCL, and subschema definitions represent the database definitions for the new CA IDMS/DB
database.

After producing the sets of source statements, you can check them and modify them (particularly the DMCL), to address
capacity planning and performance and tuning concerns.You can then input the source statements to the CA IDMS/DB
compilers and the IPSB compiler, respectively.
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Figure 1. CA IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator

The IPSB Compiler

What is the IPSB Compiler

The interface program specification block (IPSB) compiler establishes the correspondences between the CA IDMS/DB
database and the DL/I databases, as expected by the DL/I application.

The IPSB Compiler Accepts Source Statements

The compiler accepts as input the source statements produced by the CA IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator, after
you have verified and modified these statements as necessary. The compiler also uses the associated subschema load
module.

The IPSB Compiler Produces IPSB Load Module

For output, the compiler produces IPSB load modules used by the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface. The
IPSB load modules provide the information required to convert the application's DL/I database requests to CA IDMS/
DB database requests. They also provide the control information required to update the application's DL/I program
communication blocks (PCBs). The updated PCBs are used at run time to pass status information to the application
program.
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Figure 2. Role of the IPSB compiler in CA IDMS DLI Transparency

Run-Time Interface

What the Run-Time Interface Does

The CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface accepts database calls from a DL/I application program, issues
corresponding CA IDMS/DB calls, and returns data and/or status information to the DL/I application program. Note that a
single DL/I call can result in several CA IDMS/DB requests. More specifically, CA IDMS DLI Transparency processing is
divided between the interface's front-end and back-end processors.

Front-End Processor

The front-end processor intercepts DL/I requests from the application program, reformats the requests, and passes them
to the back-end processor. When the back-end processor finishes with a request, it passes the results (data retrieved from
the database and/or status information) back to the front-end processor. It also passes back PCB status information. The
front-end processor then returns the status information to the DL/I application program.

Back-End Processor

Upon receiving a DL/I request from the front-end processor, the back-end processor accesses the IPSB load module to
formulate the corresponding CA IDMS/DB requests. The back-end processor then passes the request to CA IDMS/DB.
When CA IDMS/DB performs the requested operation(s), the back-end processor accepts the results from CA IDMS/DB
and passes them, along with the PCB status information, to the front-end processor.
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Figure 3. CA IDMS DLI Transparency runtime environment

The CA IDMS DLI Transparency Load Utility

What the Load Utility Does

The CA IDMS DLI Transparency load utility populates a CA IDMS/DB database with data unloaded from the existing DL/I
database(s) used by the DL/I application.

Before You Run the Load Utility

Before you can run the load utility, you must have:

• An already created and initialized CA IDMS/DB database in which to receive the DL/I data. To do this, you must have
created subschema and DMCL load modules for the database. These load modules are created by the appropriate CA
IDMS/DB compilers when you input the schema, subschema, and DMCL source definitions produced by the CA IDMS
DLI Transparency syntax generator.

• An IPSB load module for the CA IDMS/DB database. This load module is created by the IPSB compiler using the
source statements produced by the CA IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator.

• The unloaded DL/I database data, as formatted by the DL/I HD unload utility.

For output, the load utility stores the DL/I data in the CA IDMS/DB database in accordance with the supplied schema,
subschema, DMCL, and IPSB load modules.
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Figure 4. CA IDMS DLI Transparency load utility

Usage Requirements
Use of CA IDMS DLI Transparency involves the following six basic steps:

1. Assemble the source for your DL/I program specification block and database definitions using the CA-supplied
macros. Input the assembled PSB and DBDs to the CA IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator. The syntax
generator produces IPSB source statements and the appropriate CA IDMS/DB schema, subschema, and DMCL
source definitions. The use of the syntax generator is described in CA IDMS DLI Transparency Syntax Generator.

2. Check the generated schema, subschema, and DMCL source definitions for compatibility with the DL/I definitions.
Make any necessary changes and input the schema, subschema, and DMCL source definitions to the CA IDMS/DB
compilers to produce the required load modules. DL/I, CA IDMS/DB and their correspondences are described in DL/I
and CA IDMS/DB.

3. Check the generated IPSB source statements for compatibility with the DL/I definitions. Make any necessary changes
and input the IPSB source statements to the IPSB compiler to produce the IPSB load module, as described in IPSB
Compiler.

4. Create and initialize the new CA IDMS/DB database using the schema, subschema, and DMCL load modules from
Step 2.

5. Load the DL/I data from the original database(s) into the new CA IDMS/DB database. Instructions for using the CA
IDMS DLI Transparency load utility are provided in CA IDMS DLI Transparency Load Utility.

6. Execute your DL/I application against the CA IDMS/DB database using the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time
interface. The use of the run-time interface is described in CA IDMS DLI Transparency Run-Time Environment.

DLI Transparency Syntax Diagram Conventions
The syntax diagrams presented in this section use the following notation conventions:
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UPPERCASE OR SPECIAL CHARACTERS

Represents a required keyword, partial keyword, character, or symbol that must be entered completely as shown.

lowercase

Represents an optional keyword or partial keyword that, if used, must be entered completely as shown.

italicized lowercase

Represents a value that you supply.

lowercase bold

Represents a portion of the syntax shown in greater detail at the end of the syntax or elsewhere in the document.

◄─

Points to the default in a list of choices.

►►────────────────────

Indicates the beginning of a complete piece of syntax.

────────────────────►◄

Indicates the end of a complete piece of syntax.

─────────────────────►

Indicates that the syntax continues on the next line.

►─────────────────────

Indicates that the syntax continues on this line.

────────────────────►─

Indicates that the parameter continues on the next line.
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─►────────────────────

Indicates that a parameter continues on this line.

►── parameter ─────────►

Indicates a required parameter.

►──┬─ parameter ─┬─────►

   └─ parameter ─┘

Indicates a choice of required parameters. You must select one.

►──┬─────────────┬─────►

   └─ parameter ─┘

Indicates an optional parameter.

►──┬─────────────┬─────►

   ├─ parameter ─┤

   └─ parameter ─┘

Indicates a choice of optional parameters. Select one or none.

  ┌─────────────┐

►─▼─ parameter ─┴──────►

Indicates that you can repeat the parameter or specify more than one parameter.

  ┌─── , ─────────┐

►─▼─ parameter ───┴──────►

Indicates that you must enter a comma between repetitions of the parameter.

Sample Syntax Diagram

The following sample explains how the notation conventions are used:
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DL/I and CA IDMS/DB
The Parent/Child Hierarchy

In DL/I, the basic structure is the parent/child hierarchy. A parent segment can own one or more child segments.
(Segments are similar to records in conventional file-oriented, versus database-oriented, processing.) A child segment,
however, can have only one parent segment. Using the basic parent/child structure, you can extend the hierarchy to
deeper levels (that is, a child segment can also be a parent and have child segments of its own).

Database Description (DBD)

The top-level definition of the segments and their relationships is known as the Database description (DBD). A DBD
defines all of the segments, the fields for each segment, and all of the possible segment relationships for a given
database.

Program Specification Block (PSB)

The second-level definition is known as the program specification block (PSB). The PSB defines the run-time database
interface for an application.

Program Communication Blocks (PCB)
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Each PSB contains one or more program communication blocks (PCBs). Each PCB defines a subset of the segments
and possible relationships found in a specific DBD. Different PCBs within the same PSB can reference different DBDs or
multiple views of the same DBD, thereby allowing an application to access several physical databases.

Each PCB also maintains status information so that the application can check on the results of its function calls against a
particular database.

Taken collectively, the PCBs within a given PSB define an application's view of the available data. For more information,
see the following topics:

 

The DL/I Environment
Defining DL/I Databases

The database administrator defines DBDs and PSBs (including PCBs) using special source statements. The DBA then
compiles the prepared source files using the DBDGEN and PSBGEN utilities. Finally, the compiled DBDs and PSBs are
input to another utility that merges and expands them to produce an object-form control table for each PCB and DBD that
it references.

Executing DL/I Applications

When DL/I is invoked, it loads the application's DBD and PCB control tables and passes control back to the application.
The application is then ready to start issuing DL/I function calls for database operations.

 

Figure 5. Basic DL/I components

Segments - The Basic Unit Of Data
What is a Segment

Segments are the basic units of data that an application can access in DL/I. Segments consist of one or more fields, which
are the basic pieces of data that an application can use. For example, the EMPLOYEE segment might consist of the
employee name, id, and address fields.

Segments can be either fixed length or variable length. Within a segment, individual fields can occur either once or
multiple times.
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What is a Segment Occurrence

A specific instance of a segment that is stored in the database is known as an occurrence. For example, the data for
employee Bob Jones would be an occurrence of the EMPLOYEE segment. There can be any number of occurrences for a
given segment.

Hierarchies - Physical Relationships Between Segments
 

In DL/I, segments are related physically in terms of parent/child hierarchies. These hierarchical relationships determine
the physical organization of a database. They control how segments are stored in relation to each other. They also define
the access paths for getting from one segment to another. In a hierarchical (physical) relationship, the parent segment is
referred to as the physical parent, and the child segment is referred to as the physical child.

Parent and Child Segments

A parent segment can have zero, one, or more child segments, but a child segment can have only one parent. Each
occurrence of a parent segment can have any number of occurrences of a dependent child segment. For example, if
employee Bob Jones has two skills, there will be two occurrences of the SKILL child segment for the one occurrence of
the EMPLOYEE parent segment.

Parent and Child Occurrences

A child occurrence requires an existing parent occurrence, but a parent occurrence does not require a child occurrence.
Two or more child segment occurrences that have the same parent occurrence in a hierarchy are referred to as physical
twins. Such occurrences are twins only in the sense that they have the same parent occurrence ── not that they contain
duplicate data.

Root Segments and Database Records

What is a Root Segment

In a DL/I hierarchical structure, the top-level parent segment is known as the root segment. There can be only one root
segment in any hierarchy.

What is a Database Record

Collectively, all the parent/child occurrences that depend on a given root segment form a DL/I database record. Since
there can be only one occurrence of a root segment, the addition of a new root segment occurrence (for example, a new
employee) creates a new database record. Database records are variable in size because the number of occurrences for
dependent child segments may vary (for example, new skills can be added for a given employee).

A DL/I Physical Database

All of the database records for a particular parent/child hierarchy form a DL/I physical database. Since each child
segment can have only one parent segment, the resulting structure resembles an inverted tree, with the root segment at
the top. The maximum number of segments in a DL/I structure is 255: one root and up to 254 dependent child segments.

Hierarchical Access Path

A DL/I Hierarchy

The basic parent/child structure is hierarchical in that it requires traversing higher levels to reach a specific lower level. In
other words, to reach a given child segment occurrence, you must go from the root segment occurrence through all the
intermediate parent segment occurrences. This path is known as a hierarchical access path. Hierarchical paths require
that you traverse a structure in a top-to-bottom, left-to-right manner. There is a maximum of 15 levels (that is, 14 parent
segments, including the root) in a DL/I hierarchical path.
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The illustrations on the next few pages show different representations of the same DL/I hierarchy.

Physical Parent/Child Relationships

The illustration below illustrates the physical parent/child relationships among the segments. It is these physical
relationships that define the hierarchy. The names of the segments are SEGA, SEGB, SEGC, and SEGD.

Figure 6. Physical segment relationships

DBD Source Statements For the Hierarchy

The sample below shows the Database Description (DBD) source statements used to define the hierarchy and the parent/
child relationships among the segments.

 DBD      NAME=DBD1,ACCESS=HDAM,RMNAME=(DLZHDC20,2,13000,4500)

 DATASET  DD1=DBD1HDAM,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=4096,SCAN=3
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 SEGM     NAME=SEGA,BYTES=31,PTR=H,PARENT=0

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELDA,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=FIELDB,BYTES=10,START=22

 SEGM     NAME=SEGB,BYTES=30,PTR=H,PARENT=SEGA

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELDC,SEQ,U),BYTES=30,START=1

 SEGM     NAME=SEGC,BYTES=30,PTR=H,PARENT=SEGB

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELDD,SEQ,U),BYTES=10,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=FIELDE,BYTES=20,START=11

 SEGM     NAME=SEGD,BYTES=60,PTR=H,PARENT=SEGB

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELDF,SEQ,U),BYTES=10,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=FIELDG,BYTES=50,START=11

 DBDGEN

 FINISH

 END

Figure 7. DBD source statements for sample hierarchy

Hierarchy with Database Records

The illustration below shows a hierarchy with database records

Note that in the A1 record, segment SEGC has three occurrences. In the A2 record, segment SEGD has two occurrences.
The hierarchical path to the D2b occurrence is by way of the following occurrences: A2, B2, C2, D2a (from top to bottom
and left to right).
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Figure 8. Hierarchy with database records

Defining Segments
A segment in DL/I is defined using a single SEGM statement and one or more FIELD statements.

SEGM Statement

The SEGM statement names and defines segments. For each child segment, the PARENT parameter specifies the name
of the related parent segment. Note that the SEGM statement for SEGA (in Figure 7) specifies 0 (zero) for PARENT,
indicating that this segment is the root (that is, it has no parent). The BYTES parameter specifies the length of each
segment.

FIELD Statement

Each SEGM statement is followed immediately by one or more FIELD statements, which name and define the fields for
the segment. An application can access the desired database records by specifying selection criteria for the segment
fields. The application specifies the selection criteria in a segment search argument (SSA) on the appropriate function
call. Only those records whose segment occurrences match the search criteria will be returned to the application.

Sequence Fields
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If the NAME parameter on the FIELD statement contains the value SEQ, the field is a sequence field. A sequence field
can have different functions depending on whether it is specified for a root segment or a dependent child segment. The
differences are as follows:

• If specified for a root segment, a sequence field controls the physical placement of each root segment occurrence and
provides direct access to the associated database record.

• If specified for a child segment, a sequence field causes occurrences of the segment to be stored in ascending order,
based on the actual values in the sequence field.
A sequence field for a child segment assumes that the segment can have more than one occurrence within a given
parent occurrence (for example, C1a, C1b, and C1c in Figure 8). As the hierarchical path is traversed from right to left
within the parent occurrence, the child occurrence with the lowest value will be found first, and the child occurrence
with the highest value will be found last.

Unique or Duplicate Values in Sequence Fields

When defining child segments with sequence fields, you must also specify the value U or M in the NAME parameter. U
declares that each occurrence's sequence field value must be unique under the same parent occurrence. M declares
that multiple occurrences can have the same sequence field value under the same parent occurrence (that is, duplicate
sequence field values are allowed).

Storage Sequence for Duplicate Values

If sequence fields have duplicate values, the RULES parameter for the SEGM statement lets you control how new
occurrences of the child segment will be stored relative to existing occurrences under the same parent occurrence. The
possible RULES values are:

• FIRST -- Stores a new occurrence before all existing occurrences with the same value
• LAST -- Stores a new occurrence after the existing occurrences
• HERE -- Stores a new occurrence immediately before the current occurrence

Concatenated Keys

Concatenated keys provide an efficient way to access specific segment occurrences. Such a key is constructed by
concatenating the value in an occurrence's sequence field with the values in the sequence fields from each higher level
segment occurrence in the hierarchical path.

For example, using the hierarchical structure defined in Figure 7, the concatenated key for SEGC is made up of its own
sequence field (FIELDD), the sequence field (FIELDC) for SEGB, and the sequence field (FIELDA) for SEGA. The key for
a given SEGC occurrence would be determined by the actual values contained in the sequence fields.

Logical Relationships Between Segments
What Logical Relationships Do

Logical relationships provide a way of extending the basic hierarchical relationships. They have no effect on how
segments are physically stored, but they do let you define multiple access paths to the same physical data. The segments
defined in a logical relationship can be on the same hierarchical path or on different hierarchical paths.

Logical Parent and Logical Child

In a logical relationship, the parent segment is referred to as the logical parent, and the child segment is referred to as
the logical child.

In a given logical relationship, a child segment can have only one physical parent and only one logical parent. Note that
a parent segment can be both physical and logical parent to the same child segment. Also, the same child segment can
have more than one logical parent, but in different logical relationships.

If two or more logical child segment occurrences have the same logical parent occurrence, they are referred to as logical
twins. As with physical twins, they are twins only in the sense that they have the same parent occurrence.
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Hierarchical (physical) relationships always occur within the same database. Logical relationships can occur within the
same database or can involve segments from different databases.

DBD Source Statements for Two Databases

The example below shows sample DBD source statements for defining two databases (PHYSDB1 and PHYSDB2). Note
that the DBD definitions define both hierarchical and logical relationships.

Each hierarchical relationship involves only segments that are in the same database. A logical relationship, though, can
involve segments from its own database definition and segments from another database definition.

 DBD      NAME=PHYSDBD1,ACCESS=HDAM

 DATASET  DD1=HDAM1,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=2048,SCAN=3

 SEGM     NAME=SEG1,PTR=TWINBWD,RULES=LLV

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD1,SEQ,U),BYTES=60,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD2,BYTES=15,START=61

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD3,BYTES=75,START=76

 LCHILD   NAME=(SEG6,PHYSDB2),PAIR=SEG2,PTR=DBLE

 SEGM     NAME=SEG2,PARENT=SEG1,PTR=PAIRED

               SOURCE=(SEG6,DATA,PHYSDB2)

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD4,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD5,BYTES=20,START=22

 SEGM     NAME=SEG3,BYTES=200,PARENT=SEG1

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD6,SEQ,U),BYTES=99,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD7,BYTES=101,START=100

 SEGM     NAME=SEG4,BYTES=100,PARENT=SEG1

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD8,SEQ,U),BYTES=15,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD9,BYTES=15,START=51

 DBDGEN

 FINISH

 END
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 DBD      NAME=PHYSDBD2,ACCESS=HDAM,

               RMNAME=(DLZHDC20,7,700,250)

 DATASET  DD1=HDAM2,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=2048,SCAN=3

 SEGM     NAME=SEG5,BYTES=31,PTR=TWINBWD,RULES=(VLV)

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD9,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START,TYPE=P

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD10,BYTES=10,START=22

 SEGM     NAME=SEG6,

               PARENT=((SEG5,DBLE),(SEG1,P,PHYSDB1)),

               BYTES=80,PTR=(LPARNT,TWINBWD),RULES=VVV

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD11,SEQ,U),START=1,BYTES=60

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD12,BYTES=20,START=61

 SEGM     NAME=SEG7,BYTES=20,PTR=T,

               PARENT=(SEG6,SNGL)

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD13,BYTES=9,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD14,BYTES=11,START=10

 SEGM     NAME=SEG8,BYTES=75,PTR=T,

               PARENT=(SEG6,SNGL)

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD16,BYTES=50,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD17,BYTES=25,START=51

 DBDGEN

 FINISH

 END

Figure 9. DBD source statements for two databases
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Three Types of Logical Relationships

DL/I supports three types of logical relationships:

• Unidirectional
• Bidirectional virtual
• Bidirectional physical

Unidirectional Relationship

Access Data in One Direction

In a unidirectional relationship, access can go in only one direction: from a logical child segment to its logical parent
segment. A logical child segment cannot be accessed from its logical parent.

Unidirectional Structure

The illustration below illustrates the unidirectional logical structure. The structure shown involves segments from both
of the physical hierarchies (PHYSDB1 and PHYSDB2) defined in earlier in this section. The logical child is SEG6 (in
PHYSDB2), the physical parent is SEG5 (also in PHYSDB2), and the logical parent is SEG1 (in PHYSDB1).

Figure 10. Unidirectional structure

Defining a Unidirectional Structure

You define a unidirectional structure in the logical child's SEGM statement. The SEGM statement names the logical child
segment and identifies both the physical parent and the logical parent.

The PARENT parameter on the logical child's SEGM statement takes the following form:

Syntax

Parameters

• ppsegname
Identifies the name of a physical parent segment and must match a name specified for the NAME parameter in a
preceding SEGM statement.

• lpsegname
Identifies the name of a logical parent segment and must match the name specified for the NAME parameter on the
logical parent's SEGM statement. Note that this SEGM statement can be in the same DBD or a different DBD (see
Dbname below).

• VIRTUAL/PHYSICAL

Specifies whether the concatenated key of the logical parent is stored with the logical child (PHYSICAL) or is built at run
time (VIRTUAL). For more details, see IPSB Compiler.

• dbname
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Dbname is the name of the DBD that contains the logical parent's SEGM statement.

Bidirectional Virtual Relationship

Access Data in Two Directions

In a bidirectional virtual relationship, access can go in both directions: from a logical child segment to its logical parent
segment, and from the logical parent segment to its logical child segment.

A bidirectional virtual relationship requires that you define a virtual logical child segment, as well as a real logical child
segment. The virtual logical child is a pointer to the real logical child. (Compare to the bidirectional physical relationship,
described below, in which the virtual logical child is a physical duplicate of the real logical child.)

Unidirectional relationships involve three segments; bidirectional relationships always involve four segments.

Bidirectional Virtual Structure

The example below shows the bidirectional virtual relationship defined by the DBD source statements shown in Figure 9
earlier in this section. In this relationship, SEG6 is the real logical child, SEG5 is the physical parent, SEG1 is the logical
parent, and SEG2 is the virtual logical child. Note that SEG5 and SEG6 are in DBD PHYSDB2, and SEG1 and SEG2 are
in DBD PHYSDB1.

Figure 12. Bidirectional virtual structure

Defining the Virtual Logical Child

The physical parent, the physical child, the logical parent, and the real logical child are defined the same as for a
unidirectional relationship (see Unidirectional Relationship). You define the virtual logical child in two places:

• In the logical parent's LCHILD statement. This statement follows the logical parent's SEGM and FIELD statements. It
supplies the name of the real logical child segment and identifies the DBD in which it is defined. It also supplies the
name of the segment in the logical parent's DBD that is to serve as the virtual logical child.

• In the virtual logical child's SEGM statement. The virtual logical child must be defined in the same DBD as the logical
parent.

SEGM Statement for the Virtual Logical Child

The virtual logical child's SEGM statement must include the SOURCE parameter, which sets up a pointer to the real
logical child and takes the following form:

Syntax

SOURCE=((segname,DATA,dbname))
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Parameters

• segname
Identifies the name of the real logical child segment, as specified for the NAME parameter in the real logical child's
SEGM statement.

• dbname
Dbname is the name of the DBD that contains the real logical child's SEGM statement.

Bidirectional Physical Relationship

What is a Bidirectional Physical Relationship

Bidirectional physical relationships provide access in both directions between a logical parent segment and a logical child
segment. In this respect, they are the same as bidirectional virtual relationships. The difference between the two types of
relationships is that bidirectional physical employs a physical duplicate of the real logical child, while bidirectional virtual
employs a pointer to the real logical child, with no duplication of data.

Using Physical or Logical Virtual Bidirectional Relationships

The decision to use one type of bidirectional relationship instead of another depends on whether you want to optimize
performance or space usage. Bidirectional physical relationships provide faster access times, but incur more space
overhead because of the duplicate logical child data. They also require more maintenance overhead since updates made
to one logical child must be duplicated in the other. Bidirectional virtual relationships conserve on space, but provide
slower access times.

Bidirectional Physical Structure

The illustration below shows the bidirectional physical relationship defined by the DBD source statements in Figure 7. In
this relationship, SEG6 is a physical child for SEG5 and a logical child for SEG1, SEG4 is a physical child for SEG1 and a
logical child for SEG5. Note that SEG6 and SEG5 are in DBD PHYSDB2, and SEG4 and SEG1 are in DBD PHYSDB1.

Figure 12. Bidirectional physical structure

Defining a Bidirectional Physical Relationship

To create a bidirectional physical relationship, you must define a child segment as both physical child and logical child for
each parent, in each parent's physical hierarchy. In effect, you define the same unidirectional structure for each parent.
The two logical child segments contain duplicate data and together are referred to as physically paired logical child
segments. Note that the logical child SEGM statements cannot include the SOURCE parameter.
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Physical Databases
A Physical Database is a DBD Definition

In DL/I, a physical database is a DBD definition that specifies the allowable segments, segment fields, and segment
relationships for an actual database as stored on disk. Such a definition is known as a physical DBD. The term "physical"
in this context is somewhat misleading because the DBD serves as the top-level logical definition (or template) for the
database. All of the DBD definitions examined thus far are examples of physical databases, even though they define
logical as well as hierarchical relationships.

What is a Physical DBD

A physical DBD maps the definition of segments and their hierarchical relationships to physical storage. The sequence
in which the segments are defined in the DBD determines how their occurrences will be stored on disk. The hierarchical
relationships determine the access path that must be navigated to reach a specific segment occurrence.

A Physical DBD Specifies an Access Method

In addition to defining segments and their relationships, a physical DBD specifies the physical data organization to be
used and the corresponding access method. DL/I provides four physical access methods: HDAM, HISAM, HIDAM, and
HSAM. The choice of access method is the responsibility of the database designer and depends on the contents of the
database and the transaction load requirements. The choice of access method is described in more detail under Physical
Access Methods.

Sample DBD Statement

Physical DBDs can be easily identified because they specify one of the four access methods for the ACCESS parameter
in the DBD statement. For example, the DBD for PHYSDB1 in Figure 9 is a physical DBD. The DBD statement is as
follows:

                DBD NAME = PHYSDB1,ACCESS=HDAM

The diagram below shows the physical database (hierarchy) derived from the DBD source statements in Figure 7.
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Figure 13. Sample physical databases

Physical Access Methods
What Physical Access Methods Do

Physical access methods determine the physical organization and available access paths for DL/I databases. Each
physical DBD must be assigned an access method, which is specified for the ACCESS parameter in the DBD statement.

Sequential and Direct Access Methods

DL/I provides two general access methods: sequential and direct. The sequential method lays out the segment
occurrences as physically contiguous, like records in a tape file. The direct method provides random access via pointers
to segment occurrences, like records on a direct access storage device (disk). Each method is further qualified on the
basis of whether or not it supports indexing.

DL/I Supports Four Access Methods

The combination of sequential/direct and indexing/no indexing yields the following four access methods for DL/I:

• HSAM──Hierarchical sequential access method
• HISAM──Hierarchical indexed sequential access method
• HDAM──Hierarchical direct access method
• HIDAM──Hierarchical indexed direct access method

Note that all four access methods are hierarchical (H). This reflects the fact that an application always views a database
as hierarchical, regardless of the access method used or the physical location of the data.

HSAM Access

What HSAM Provides

The HSAM access method provides sequential access to root segments and child segments. The top-to-bottom, left-to-
right hierarchical sequence is reflected in the physical contiguity of the database records.

Use HSAM for Sequential File Processing

The HSAM organization requires fixed-length records and is intended exclusively for conventional sequential file
processing. There is no provision for making updates in place, without copying the database. Also, HSAM supports only
hierarchical relationships, not logical relationships.

For more information on HSAM access method, see DL/I Access Methods in CA IDMS/DB.

HISAM Access

What HISAM Provides

The HISAM access method provides indexed access to root segments and sequential access to child segments. The
index contains the root segment sequence field values and is maintained in ascending order as part of the physical
database.

As with the HSAM method, the hierarchical relationships are reflected in the physical contiguity of the database records.

HISAM uses two data sets: the primary data set and the overflow data set. Both data sets are defined with fixed-length
physical records.

Primary Data Set

The primary data set contains the root segment occurrences and as many of their dependent segment occurrences as
will fit. The primary data set supports indexing via the root segment sequence field values.
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Overflow Data Set

The overflow data set contains the dependent occurrences that will not fit in the primary data set. Chains between the
primary and overflow data sets maintain relationships and sequencing.

HISAM supports hierarchical relationships and unidirectional and bidirectional logical relationships with physical pairing.
HISAM does not support bidirectional virtual relationships.

HDAM Access

What HDAM Provides

The HDAM access method provides hashed access to root segments and pointer access to child segments. The hashing
algorithm calculates the physical address of a root segment occurrence based on the value in its sequence field.

HDAM Uses a Radomizing Routine

When a database record is first loaded, the HDAM method randomizes the root key value to a physical location, which
consists of a block number and an offset into the block. The root segment occurrence and all dependent segment
occurrences that will fit are loaded into the block. Dependent segment occurrences that will not fit are loaded into an
overflow area. Physical child and physical twin pointers are created to establish the appropriate connections.

Fast and Direct Access to Root Segments

HDAM provides fast, direct access to a root segment occurrence. With, at most, one additional I/O, it is possible to access
the first occurrence of the dependent segment at the next level by following the appropriate physical child pointer.

The HDAM method supports all of the DL/I hierarchical and logical relationships.

HIDAM Access

What HIDAM Provides

The HIDAM access method provides indexed access to root segments, via the root sequence field, and pointer access to
child segments. The index contains the root segment sequence field values and is maintained in ascending order.

A HIDAM database is made up of two separate databases. One database contains all of the data. The other database is
the index and contains the sequence field values for the root segment occurrences.

Index Database

The index database is never visible to an application, but it must be defined in its own set of DBD statements. A HIDAM
index database requires the value INDEX for the ACCESS parameter in the DBD statement. The illustration below shows
the DBD source statements for a HIDAM physical database (DB1) and its associated index database (DBINDEX).

 DBD      NAME=DB1,ACCESS=HIDAM

 DATASET  DD1=DBHIDAM,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=42,RECORD=48,SCAN=1

 

 SEGM     NAME=SEG1,BYTES=31,PTR=H,PARENT=0

 

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD1,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD2,BYTES=10,START=22
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 LCHILD   NAME=(SEG2,DBINDEX),PTR=INDX

 DBDGEN

 FINISH

 END

 DBD      NAME=DBINDEX,ACCESS=INDEX

 DATASET  DD1=DBINDEX,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=44,RECORD=46,SCAN=1

 SEGM     NAME=SEG2,BYTES=21

 

 LCHILD   NAME=(SEG1,DB1),INDEX=FIELD1

 

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD3,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START=1

 DBDGEN

 FINISH

 END

Figure 14. DBD definitions for a HIDAM database and its index database

Index Pointer Segments

An index database can contain only one segment, which is referred to as the index pointer segment. The single SEGM
statement in the index DBD names this segment. The index pointer segment points to the root segment in the physical
DBD. The root segment is referred to as the source segment because it is the source of the data needed to construct
the index pointer segment. The root segment is also the target segment because it is the segment that will be accessed
by the index pointer. The index pointer segment contains one field, which will carry the sequence field values for the root
segment occurrences. This field must also be defined as a sequence field.

LCHILD Statement Associates Databases

The physical (HIDAM) DBD and the index DBD both contain an LCHILD statement. Together, the two LCHILD statements
establish the association between the databases. The NAME parameter in the physical DBD's LCHILD statement
specifies the index pointer segment and the index DBD in which it is defined. The NAME parameter in the index DBD's
LCHILD statement specifies the root segment and the physical DBD in which it is defined. The INDEX parameter in the
index DBD's LCHILD statement specifies the sequence field in the named root segment.
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The HIDAM method supports all of the DL/I hierarchical and logical relationships.

Secondary Indexing (Index Databases)
 

A secondary index defines an alternative (or secondary) access path that overrides the underlying hierarchical access
path. DL/I supports the following types of secondary indexes:

• An index to a root or dependent segment on the basis of any field in the segment
• An index to a root or dependent segment on the basis of any field in a physically dependent segment

The key field for an index can be a single field or up to five fields in the same segment concatenated in any order. A
physical database can have multiple secondary indexes.

Define Secondary Index 

Secondary indexes must be defined as separate databases. The segment occurrences in a secondary index database
contain the values of the specified key field(s) and the pointers to the associated segment occurrences in the physical
database.  There are three types of segments, as follows:

• Pointer segment: The secondary index segment is known as the pointer segment.
• Source segment: The segment containing the key field(s) is known as the source segment
• Target segment: The source and target segments can be the same or different.

Secondary indexes differ from HIDAM indexes. They allow you to index segments other than root segments. In a
secondary index, the pointer segment can contain up to five concatenated fields, rather than just one field. Also, the
source and target segments do not have to be the same.

Secondary indexes are defined in a manner similar to HIDAM index databases. Related statements must be included in
both the index DBD and the associated physical DBD.

Sample DBD Definitions

The sample below shows the DBD definitions for a physical HDAM database (DB2) and an associated secondary index
database (DBINDX2).

 DBD      NAME=DB2,ACCESS=HDAM,

               RMNAME=(GLDHDC20,5,660,850)

 DATASET  DD1=DBHDAM,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=2048,SCAN=1

 

 SEGM     NAME=SEG1,PARENT=0,BYTES=15

 

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD1,SEQ,U),BYTES=5,START=1

 LCHILD   NAME=(SEG6,DBINDX2),PTR=INDX

 XDFLD    NAME=XDFLD1,SEGMENT=SEG2,
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               SRCH=FIELD2,DDATA=FIELD3

 

 SEGM     NAME=SEG2,PARENT=SEG1,BYTES=25

 

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD2,SEQ,U),BYTES=5,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD3),BYTES=10,START=6

 SEGM     NAME=SEG3,PARENT=SEG2,BYTES=15

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD4,SEQ,U),BYTES=10,START=1

 SEGM     NAME=SEG4,PARENT=SEG2,BYTES=30

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD5,SEQ,U),BYTES=20,START=1

 DBDGEN

 FINISH

 END

 DBD      NAME=DBINDX2,ACCESS=INDEX

 DATASET  DD1=INDX2,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=23,

               RECORD=88,SCAN=1

 

 SEGM     NAME=SEG6,PARENT=0,BYTES=15

 

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD6,SEQ,U),START=1,BYTES=15

 LCHILD   NAME=(SEG1,DB2),POINTER=SINGL,INDEX=XDFLD1

 DBDGEN
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 FINISH

 END

Figure 15. DBD definitions for a physical and secondary database

Index DBD Statements

The index DBD must contain the following statements:

• DBD statement ── ACCESS parameter must specify INDEX.
• SEGM statement ── Defines the index pointer segment as the root for the index database. Only one SEGM

statement is allowed.
• FIELD statement ── Defines the sequence field for the pointer segment. Only one FIELD statement is allowed.
• LCHILD statement ── Identifies the target segment and the physical DBD in which it is defined. The INDEX

parameter specifies the name of the indexed field (XDFLD) in the associated physical DBD. Only one LCHILD
statement is allowed.

Physical DBD Statements

The physical DBD must contain the following statements:

• DBD statement ── ACCESS parameter must specify HISAM, HDAM, or HIDAM. While it is possible to set up a
secondary index for a logical database (ACCESS=LOGICAL), it is not recommended for reasons of performance and
data independence. HSAM databases are restricted to sequential access.

• LCHILD statement ── Identifies the pointer segment and the index DBD in which it is defined. The PTR (pointer)
parameter must specify INDX (for index). The LCHILD statement must be included under the SEGM statement for the
target segment.

• XDFLD statement ── Identifies a source segment and its index field. The value for the NAME parameter is
referenced in the LCHILD statement in the index DBD. The SEGMENT parameter specifies the source segment. The
SRCH parameter specifies the sequence field in the source segment to be used for indexing. The DDATA parameter
specifies a data field in the source segment to be used for indexing.
Note that the values for the SRCH and DDATA fields will be concatenated to produce the actual index-key field values.
The XDFLD statement must be included under the SEGM statement for the target segment.

Restructuring a Hierarchy

If a secondary index points to a dependent segment, the effect is to restructure the hierarchy so that the dependent
segment appears as the root. In the new hierarchy, the higher level segments in the original hierarchy become
dependents of the new root. They appear as leftmost dependents in reverse hierarchical order. A secondary index is
similar to a logical relationship in that they both restructure an underlying hierarchy. However, a secondary index is
different from a logical relationship in that it can deal only with a single physical database. Logical relationships can
combine segments from one or more physical databases.

The following diagram illustrates an original, underlying hierarchy and the new hierarchy that results from indexing a
dependent segment (SEG2).
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Full and Sparse Indexing

A secondary index can be either full or sparse.

Full Index

A full index maintains an entry for each source segment occurrence in which the search field has a value.

Sparse Index

A sparse index maintains entries only for selected values in the search field. Because sparse indexing is more selective
than full indexing, it provides faster search times for the desired target segments.
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Logical Databases
 

What is a Logical Database

A logical database is a DBD definition that references structures already defined in one or more physical databases
(physical DBDs). Such a definition is known as a logical DBD.

To an application, a logical DBD always appears as a single hierarchical physical DBD. However, a logical DBD is derived
from the relationships (especially the logical relationships) defined in the associated physical DBDs.

Logical Databases Provide Flexibility

Logical databases provide flexibility for applications by allowing them to view the same physical data in many different
ways. It is important to remember that each logical DBD is still hierarchical in nature for all of the DL/I calls that use it.

Defining a Logical Database

Specify LOGICAL for ACCESS Parameter

To define a logical DBD, you must specify LOGICAL for the ACCESS parameter in the DBD statement. The bulk of a
logical DBD consists of SEGM statements that reference segments defined in one or more physical DBDs. (Segment
fields can be defined only on the physical DBD level.)

SEGM Statement

The SEGM statement specifies a NAME for the segment and must contain a SOURCE clause to identify the segment
as defined in a physical DBD. Similar to physical DBDs, the PARENT parameter specifies the parent segment within the
logical structure. For example, the statement below declares that segment SEG7 is based on the segment of the same
name in the PHYSDB2 physical DBD, and is a child of the LSEGB segment in this logical database:

Syntax

SEGM NAME=SEG7,SOURCE=((SEG7,PHYSDB2)),PARENT=LSEGB

Intersection and Concatenated Segments

Pointer and Target Segments

As mentioned above, logical databases are defined by referencing segments already defined in one or more physical
DBDs. In particular, logical databases rely on the logical relationships defined in the physical DBDs. Logical relationships
allow you to link a segment (logical child) in one physical DBD with a segment (logical parent) in another (or the same)
physical DBD. In such a relationship, the logical child segment is referred to as the pointer segment, and the logical parent
is referred to as the target segment.

Intersection and Concatenated Segments

In practice, the link between pointer and target segments is established via a pointer field in the pointer (logical
child) segment. If the pointer segment contains data fields in addition to the pointer field, such fields are said to carry
intersection data and the segment itself is referred to as an intersection segment. The intersection data is unique to
the relationship between a pointer segment occurrence and its associated target segment occurrence. An application
can retrieve and modify the data portions of the pointer and target segments separately, or it can retrieve and modify the
pointer and target segments as one concatenated segment.

Defining a Concatenated Segment
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The definition of individual pointer (logical child) and target (logical parent) segments occurs at the physical DBD level.
The definition of concatenated segments occurs at the logical DBD level and is specified via the SOURCE parameter in
the SEGM statement. The SOURCE parameter determines the contents of a concatenated segment, which can be:

• The concatenated key of the destination parent, the pointer segment's intersection data, and the destination parent's
data

• The concatenated key of the destination parent and the pointer segment's intersection data
• The destination parent's data only

The Destination Parent

The destination parent can be either the physical or logical parent of the pointer (logical child) segment. The choice
depends on the direction in which you want the access to proceed: from logical parent to physical parent via the logical
child, or from physical parent to logical parent via the logical child.

Syntax

The SOURCE parameter in the logical DBD SEGM statement takes the following form:

Parameters

• psegname
Identifies the name of the pointer (logical child) segment as defined in the physical DBD dbname1. This segment can
be either a virtual logical child or a real logical child. (See "Bidirectional Virtual Relationship" and "Bidirectional Physical
Relationship" earlier in this section.)

• KEY/DATA
KEY/DATA specifies whether an application will have access to only the key (sequence field) of the named segment, or
will have access to the segment's data portion as well as the key. KEY is the default.

• dsegname
Dsegname is the name of the destination parent as defined in the physical DBD dbname2. The destination parent can
be either the physical or logical parent for the pointer (logical child) segment named in psegname.

Sample Logical Database

DBD Definition for a Logical Database

The sample below shows the DBD source statements for a logical database. The DBD definitions for the underlying
physical databases are those shown in Figure 9. In the logical DBD shown below, LSEGB is the concatenated segment
that combines the SEG6 and SEG1 segments from PHYSDB1 and PHYSDB2, respectively.

 DBD      NAME=LOGDB,ACCESS=LOGICAL

 DATASET  LOGICAL

 SEGM     NAME=LSEGA,SOURCE=((SEG5,PHYSDB2))

 SEGM     NAME=LSEGB,PARENT=LSEGA,
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               SOURCE=((SEG6,DATA,PHYSDB2),(SEG1,DATA,PHYSDB1))

 SEGM     NAME=SEG3,PARENT=(LSEGB,((SEG3,PHYSDB1)))

 SEGM     NAME=SEG4,PARENT=LSEGB,SOURCE=((SEG4,PHYSDB1))

 SEGM     NAME=SEG7,SOURCE=((SEG7,PHYSDB2)),PARENT=LSEGB

 SEGM     NAME=SEG8,SOURCE=((SEG8,PHYSDB2)),PARENT=LSEGB

 DBDGEN

 FINISH

 END

Logical Database Structure

The illustration below shows the logical database produced by the logical DBD definition in the source statements shown
above. Compare the resulting logical structure with the hierarchical structures for the underlying physical databases.
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Figure 17. Logical database structure

Program Communication Blocks
Contents
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What the Program Communication Block (PCB) Does

A program communication block (PCB) selects segments from a specific physical or logical DBD. An application
using the PCB will have access to only those segments that are selected. Usually, a PCB selects only a subset (or
subhierarchy) of the segments defined in a DBD, but it can select all of the segments.

Multiple PCBs

Multiple PCBs can be defined for the same DBD, each selecting a different subset of the defined segments. PCBs can
overlap so that the same segment(s) can appear in different PCBs. Multiple applications can share the same PCB, but via
different program specification blocks (described later in this section).

Data Sensitivity and the PROCOPT Options

What is Data Sensitivity

In DL/I, an application's data sensitivity refers to those segments that are available to the application via the PCBs it
uses. In terms of data sensitivity, the basic purpose of a PCB is to effectively mask out segments from an application.

PROCOPT Processing Options

The PROCOPT processing options provide a number of access controls in addition to the basic access control based on
including or excluding a segment. PROCOPT options let you further qualify access to specified segments. For example,
PROCOPT=G permits the program to GET (that is, read) a segment. Some PROCOPT options can also be specified for
the entire DBD, thereby restricting access on the database level itself.

The PROCOPT options include:

• G ── Get (retrieve) access
• R ── Replace (update) access
• I ── Insert access (to store new segments)
• D ── Delete access
• P ── Path calls
• O ── Get calls only (no hold)
• A ── Any or all of the access options above
• L ── Load access (for database loading)
• x S ── Ascending sequence only for the option indicated by x (G, R, etc.)
• K ── Key access only

Multiple options can be specified in the same PROCOPT parameter.

The K Option

The K option allows a PCB to restrict an application to only the key portion of a segment, while masking out the data
portion. The K option is important because it removes access to a segment but still retains the hierarchical access path
to the segment's dependents. By default, when a PCB masks out a segment, it also masks out the segment's dependent
segments. The K option provides a way around this restriction.

Defining a PCB

Sample PCB

The example below shows the source statements for a sample PCB

 PCB     TYPE=DB,DBDNAME=DBDNEW,PROCOPT=G,

              KEYLEN=45,PROCSEQ=INDEX1
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 SENSEG  NAME=SEGRT1,PARENT=0

 SENSEG  NAME=SEG3,PARENT=SEGRT1

 SENSEG  NAME=SEG4,PARENT=SEG3

 SENSEG  NAME=SEG2,PARENT=SEGRT1

 PSBGEN  LANG=COBOL,PSBNAME=PSB1

 END

Figure 18. Sample PCB definition

The PCB Statement

To define a PCB, you must first specify the PCB statement. On the PCB statement, the DBDNAME parameter identifies a
physical or logical DBD from which to select segments. The PROCOPT parameter specifies a PROCOPT option for the
entire database.

The KEYLEN Parameter

The KEYLEN parameter specifies the maximum key length to be used when the key (sequence field value) of a segment
is concatenated with the keys of the higher-level segments in its hierarchical access path. The KEYLEN value is
determined by adding up the lengths of the sequence fields necessary to reach the lowest-level segment in the hierarchy
of available segments.

Sensitive Segment (SENSEG) Statements

The bulk of a PCB definition consists of SENSEG (sensitive segment) statements. Each SENSEG statement specifies
a segment to be included from the named DBD. The SENSEG statement can also include a PROCOPT option for the
segment.

Program Specification Block
The program specification block (PSB) defines all of the database views that are available to an application. A PSB
consists of one or more PCB definitions similar to the one shown in Figure 18. One PSB can contain up to 255 separate
PCBs.

For each PCB you define, you must include the PSBGEN statement. The PSBGEN statement names the PSB and
specifies the language in which the current applications are written.

Parallel Processing

If a PSB contains multiple PCBs, an application using the PSB can engage in parallel processing. Since each PCB can
reference a separate DBD, the application, by way of multitasking, can perform parallel processing on different databases
or on different views of the same database. DL/I maintains a separate PCB control block for each database in use.

Definition Summary
The DL/I process of defining databases and application views of these databases involves the following steps:

1. Define one or more physical databases using DBD source statements. The physical DBDs specify segments, fields
within segments, and the hierarchical relationships among segments. Logical relationships can also be defined to
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relate segments from one or more physical databases. Each physical DBD must also be assigned one of the four
physical access methods. If using HIDAM access, the associated index database must also be defined.

2. If desired, define one or more secondary index databases for individual physical databases.
3. Define one or more logical databases using DBD statements that reference segments in already defined physical

databases. Logical DBDs typically make explicit the logical relationships defined in the underlying physical DBDs.
Concatenated segments can also be defined to specify run-time access regarding the physical parent, the logical
parent, and the common (physical/logical) child.

4. Define one or more program communication blocks to define the application sensitivity for segments in a physical
or logical database. Run-time access options for segments and the entire database can also be specified via the
PROCOPT parameter.

5. Define a program specification block to collect all of the PCBs that can be used by an application.

DL/I Commands
Contents

The DL/I commands constitute the run-time database interface for an application. Collectively, the DL/I commands are a
procedural language for data access, data retrieval, and data manipulation. They are implemented as a set of subroutine
calls or preprocessed commands with various parameters. An application requests desired database operations by
embedding the appropriate calls at specific points in the source code. Separate DL/I compilers are provided for a number
of application programming languages.

The DL/I commands are both navigation- and access-path-oriented.

Basic Operations

The basic DL/I commands are:

• GET UNIQUE (GU) ── Retrieves a named segment occurrence (direct retrieval)
• GET NEXT (GN) ── Retrieves the next segment occurrence in the hierarchical access path
• GET NEXT WITHIN PARENT (GNP) ── Retrieves the next segment occurrence under the current parent occurrence
• GET HOLD UNIQUE (GHU) ── Same as GU, but permits a subsequent DELETE or REPLACE
• GET HOLD NEXT (GHN) ── Same as GN, but permits a subsequent DELETE or REPLACE
• GET HOLD NEXT WITHIN PARENT (GHNP) ── Same as GNP, but permits a subsequent DELETE or REPLACE
• REPLACE (REPL) ── Updates an existing segment occurrence in the database
• INSERT (ISRT) ── Inserts a new segment occurrence in the database
• DELETE (DLET) ── Deletes an existing segment occurrence and all of its dependents

Call Format

Syntax

Call-level DL/I has the following format:

CALL langDLI((#PARMS,)function,pcb-name,user-io-area,(ssa...))

Parameters

• langDLI
Specifies the language of the calling program (for example, PLITDLI for a PL/I program).

• #PARMS
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Specifies the number of parameters for the call, not including the #parms parameter itself.
• function

Specifies one of the DL/I command codes (GU, GN, REPL, etc.).
• pcb-name

Specifies the PCB to be used with the call.
• user-io-area

Identifies the name of the I/O area. See Program Communication.
• ssa

Specifies one or more optional segment search arguments (SSAs). There can be from 0 to 15 SSAs.

Segment Search Arguments

A segment search argument (SSA) specifies criteria for selecting a segment occurrence along the hierarchical access
path. SSAs take the following form:

Syntax

segment-name(field-name  operator  field-value)

Parameters

• segment-name
Identifies the name of the desired segment.

• field-name
Identifies the name of a field in the segment.

• operator
Specifies a standard relational operator (=, >=, <= , etc.).

• field-value
Specifies an actual value for field-name.

Call-level DL/I Example

The example below selects the EMPLOYEE segment occurrence whose ID field has the value 123456:

GU, EMP-PCB, IO-A, EMPLOYEE (ID = 123456)

DL/I searches the EMPLOYEE segment occurrences within the database identified by EMP-PCB (the PCB name) and
returns the contents of the found occurrence to IO-A (the user I/O area). If duplicate values are allowed for the search
field, DL/I returns the first qualifying occurrence into the I/O area.

You can construct more complex selection criteria by combining SSAs with logical operators (AND, OR, etc.). By
combining SSAs, you can direct the search to any level in the hierarchy.

Command-level DL/I (EXEC DLI) Example

DL/I database access is also possible using EXEC DLI commands. These commands allow similar functionality and
content as call-level DL/I. The example below selects the EMPLOYEE segment occurrence whose ID field has the value
123456 (assuming EMP-ID contains ‘123456’), and is equivalent to the call-level example above:

EXEC DLI GU USING PCB(EMP-PCB) SEGMENT(EMPLOYEE) WHERE(ID=EMPID) INTO(IO-A);
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You can construct more complex selection criteria by combining multiple SEGMENT statements. By combining
SEGMENT statements, you can direct the search to any level in the hierarchy.

Program Communication

The Program Communication Block (PCB)

When an application performs operations against a database, it always does so through a program communication block
(PCB). The PCB restricts the application's access to specific segments selected from the definition of an underlying
database.

Regardless of whether the definition is for a physical or a logical database, the database always appears to the application
as hierarchical. This is an important point because the flow of the application's processing must always conform to a
specific hierarchical path. In other words, application access to a database always starts at a root segment occurrence
and proceeds downward through the hierarchy, moving from left to right among segment occurrences on the same level.

PCB Provides for Transfer and Control of Information

At program run time, DL/I maintains an I/O area for each PCB defined in the PSB. The PCB area provides for the transfer
of data and control information between the application and DL/I. The PCB I/O area contains a control block with a
number of fields. DL/I updates the control fields after each DL/I call. An application's access to these fields is established
by declaring the fields as program variables. It is the application's responsibility to check the control fields, as appropriate,
after each DL/I call.

Basic DL/I Control Fields

The basic DL/I control fields (with sample names) are:

• DBD-NAME ── Name of the DBD referenced by the PCB. This DBD determines the access path available to the
application.

• SEG-LEVEL ── The current segment level in the hierarchy.
• STATUS-CODE ── DL/I result status code.
• PROCOPTS ── Processing options in effect, as specified in the PCB definition.
• SEG-NAME ── Segment name for the segment occurrence last accessed.
• KEY-LENGTH ── Length of the concatenated key for the segment occurrence last accessed.
• SEN-SEGS ── Number of segments available to the application, as specified in SENSEG statements in the PCB.
• KEY-AREA ── Key feedback area for the concatenated key of the segment occurrence last accessed.

Database Positioning

The SEG-LEVEL, SEG-NAME, and KEY-AREA fields in the PCB help the application to keep track of its current position
in the database. The application can use the current contents of these fields to direct subsequent database navigation
and/or retrieval operations.

The CA IDMS/DB Environment
 

In CA IDMS/DB, the basic structure is the set. A set consists of record types that are related as owner and member.
Individual record types can participate in more than one relationship (set) either as owner or member (that is, a member
record type can have more than one owner record type).

Multiple Ownership Support

Support for multiple ownership is the most basic difference between DL/I and CA IDMS/DB. In DL/I, a child segment
(equivalent to a member record type) can have one and only one parent segment (equivalent to an owner record type).
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NOTE
DL/I's support for bidirectional logical relationships provides the functional equivalent of multiple ownership.

Schema The Top-Level Definition

In CA IDMS/DB, the top-level definition is known as the schema. The schema names all of the allowable record types
and defines the elements (fields) that can appear in each record type. The schema also names and defines the possible
relationships among the record types; these defined relationships are the sets.

Subschema The Second-Level Definition

The second-level definition in CA IDMS/DB is known as the subschema. As its name indicates, the subschema defines
a subset of the top-level schema definition. (While a subschema is usually a subset of a schema, it can also duplicate a
schema in its entirety.) Any number of subschemas can be defined for a given schema.

Defining CA IDMS/DB Databases

Use Data Description Language (DDL)

The database administrator prepares the schema definition using source statements provided in the schema data
description language (Schema DDL). The database administrator codes the subschema definitions using similar source
statements provided in the subschema data description language (Subschema DDL).

You use CA IDMS physical data definition language statements to create a DMCL module that maps the schema areas to
physical files and defines buffers for database operations.

NOTE
For more information on defining a DMCL, see the CA IDMS Database Administration Section.

DDL Compilers Process Source Statements

Separate schema and subschema DDL compilers process the source statements. The CA IDMS Command Facility is
used to produce assembler source for the DMCL module. The DMCL assembler source must then be assembled to
produce object modules that map the logical areas into physical files and set up the necessary buffers.

Executing CA IDMS/DB Applications

At application run time, CA IDMS/DB loads the object-form subschemas and DMCL modules. The application is then
ready to start issuing data manipulation language (DML) calls for database operations. The object-form subschemas
serve as control tables for the application. These subschemas maintain status information so the application can check
the results of database requests.

Basic CA IDMS/DB Components

CA IDMS/DB Components

The diagram below illustrates the basic components in the CA IDMS/DB environment.

NOTE
For more information on complete descriptions of all of the CA IDMS/DB components, see the CA IDMS
Database Design Section and CA IDMS Database Administration Section.
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DL/I and CA IDMS/DB Correspondences
CA IDMS DLI Transparency allows a DL/I application program to access a CA IDMS/DB database. To support this
access, you must define a CA IDMS/DB schema and subschema that correspond to the specific DBD and PSB definitions
expected by the application. For example, for each DL/I segment, hierarchy, and logical relationship, you must make sure
that there is a corresponding CA IDMS/DB record type and set structure. For more information on the rules for defining
schemas and subschemas, see the CA IDMS Database Administration Section.

The following table summarizes the required correspondences between DL/I and CA IDMS/DB.

DL/I structure CA IDMS/DB equivalence
Segment Record
Parent segment Owner record
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Child segment Member record
Parent/child relationship Set relationship where parent is the owner and the child is the

member
Child segment with a sequence field Member record of a sorted set
Sequence field for a dependent segment Sort key
Unsequenced child segments with insert rules as follows:
HERE
FIRST
LAST

Member record of a set with an order option as follows:
PRIOR
FIRST
LAST

Child segments with nonunique sequence fields with an insert rule
as follows:
FIRST
LAST

Member record of a sorted set with the following duplicates option:
FIRST
LAST

Child segments with nonunique sequence fields with an insert rule
of HERE*

Member record of a set with a set order option of PRIOR

Logical relationship
Physical parent segment
Logical parent segment
Logical child segment

Many to many relationship
Owner record
Owner record
Junction record

Dependent segments in a physical access database Members of a CA IDMS/DB set
Root segment in an ACCESS=HDAM database CALC record
Root segment in an ACCESS=HISAM database DIRECT record in a SYSTEM-owned indexed set; ascending or

descending sort order on the record's symbolic key (equivalent to
the sequence field of the HISAM root segment)

Root segment in an ACCESS=INDEX database (pointer segment) Member record in a SYSTEM-owned indexed set; ascending sort
order on the record's symbolic key (equivalent to the sequence
field of the index pointer segment); also, VIA member in a set
owned by the target record

Pointer segment (root segment in the corresponding
ACCESS=INDEX database)

Member record in a SYSTEM-owned indexed set; ascending sort
order on the record's symbolic key (equivalent to the sequence
field of the index pointer segment); also, VIA member in a set
owned by the target record

Target segment (root segment) CALC record that owns the pointer record in the target-pointer set
Secondary index target segment Owner record of a target-pointer set
Pointer segment (root segment of the corresponding
ACCESS=INDEX database)

Record that is a member of an indexed set sorted in ascending
order on the value of the sort key (i.e. the sequence field for the
equivalent segment); record is also a VIA member of a set owned
by the target record

ACCESS=HIDAM database:
Root segment (target segment)

Record equivalents for ACCESS-HIDAM database:
CALC record that owns a pointer record through the target-pointer
set

NOTE
*Special considerations apply to insert rules (see Sequenced and Unsequenced Child Segments).
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Segments and Record Types

For each segment defined in a physical DBD, there must be a corresponding record type in a CA IDMS/DB schema.
Segments from logical DBDs are exceptions and must not appear in the schema. Logical segments are redefinitions of
segments already defined in physical DBDs.

NOTE
The CA IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator creates the necessary correspondences in the resulting
schema, subschema, and DMCL source. You do not have to code the CA IDMS/DB definitions sectionly.

Sequenced and Unsequenced Child Segments

CA IDMS/DB requires different definitions for child segments, depending on whether they are sequenced or unsequenced.

Sequenced Child Segments

Sequenced child segments correspond to member record types in sorted sets. The child segment's sequence field is used
for the sort key in the CA IDMS/DB sorted set.

• If the child segment is defined for U (unique) sequence field values, duplicates are not allowed for the set
(DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED).

• If the child segment is defined for M (multiple or duplicate) sequence field values, the value for the insert RULES
parameter determines where duplicate fields are stored within the set sequence:
– FIRST ── the set is ordered DUPLICATES FIRST.
– LAST ── the set is ordered DUPLICATES LAST.
– HERE ── the corresponding record type is a member in an unsorted set with a set order option of PRIOR.

Unsequenced Child Segments

Unsequenced child segments correspond to member record types in unsorted sets. The set ORDER option is determined
by the value for the RULES parameter on the child's SEGM statement:

• HERE ── Corresponds to an order option of PRIOR.
• FIRST ── Corresponds to an order option of FIRST.
• LAST ── Corresponds to an order option of LAST. Note that LAST is the DL/I default for unsequenced segments. If a

child segment does not have RULES specified, LAST is used for the order option in the corresponding unsorted set.

Deletable Segments

If a DL/I segment can be deleted, the corresponding record type must have prior pointers. As a rule, all sets should have
prior pointers.

Hierarchies and Sets

Parent/Child Relationships Correspond to Sets

DL/I parent/child relationships (hierarchies) correspond to CA IDMS/DB sets. There must be a CA IDMS/DB set for each
physical parent/child relationship. In a CA IDMS/DB set, the owner record type corresponds to the parent segment, and
the member record type corresponds to the child segment.

With CA IDMS DLI Transparency, CA IDMS/DB sets can have only one member record type. Multi-member sets are not
allowed.

DL/I Hierarchies and CA IDMS/DB Sets

The diagram below shows a sample DL/I hierarchy converted to a series of CA IDMS/DB sets.
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Figure 20. DL/I hierarchies and CA IDMS/DB sets

Logical Relationships and Sets

In CA IDMS DLI Transparency, each segment in a logical relationship corresponds to one of three CA IDMS/DB record
types.

Junction Record

The logical child segment is defined as a junction record that is a member of two sets. The owner of one set
corresponds to the physical parent segment; the owner of the other set corresponds to the logical parent segment.

Owner and Member Records

If the DL/I physical and logical parents are the same segment, one record type is used to represent both parents. In
this case, the record type is the owner of the two sets of which the junction record (equivalent to the logical child) is the
member.

The junction record must always have a location mode of VIA. The VIA set is the set of which the record type for the
physical parent is the owner. Note that database load procedures can override this consideration.

CA IDMS DLI Transparency requires that all logical relationships (that is, unidirectional, bidirectional virtual, and
bidirectional physical) be implemented as bidirectional virtual relationships. The conversion to bidirectional virtual
is transparent to an application. However, the conversion of bidirectional physical relationships requires special
consideration.

Implementing a Bidirectional Physical Relationship

To implement a bidirectional physical relationship as a bidirectional virtual relationship in CA IDMS/DB, a record type is
defined for each of the parent segments. Additionally, a single record type is used to represent the physically paired child
segments. This record type is defined as a VIA junction record in the set owned by each of the parent record types. In
bidirectional virtual terms, the junction record type becomes the equivalent of the real logical child and the virtual logical
child.

DL/I Logical Relationship and CA IDMS/DB Sets
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The following diagram illustrates a DL/I bidirectional virtual relationship and the CA IDMS/DB set structures used to
implement it.

Figure 21. DL/I logical relationship and corresponding CA IDMS/DB sets

DL/I Access Methods in CA IDMS/DB

Each of the four access methods allowed for physical DBDs requires a different implementation in CA IDMS/DB. The
HSAM, HISAM, HDAM, and HIDAM access methods are discussed below.

HSAM

CA IDMS DLI Transparency does not implement HSAM databases directly. However, the indirect implementation is
transparent to any DL/I application using an HSAM database. The CA IDMS DLI Transparency implementation depends
on whether the HSAM database is sequenced or unsequenced:

• A sequenced HSAM database has a root segment that is sorted on the basis of its sequence field. A sequenced
HSAM database is defined in the same way as a HISAM database (see "HISAM" below). In the schema, the root
segment of the HSAM database is treated as the root segment of a HISAM database. Once the HSAM database is
defined as a HISAM database, the appropriate structures are defined in the corresponding CA IDMS/DB schema.

• An unsequenced HSAM database is defined as a separate area in the CA IDMS/DB schema. This area contains only
the record types and sets needed to reflect the HSAM segments and their hierarchies. All record types are defined with
a location mode of DIRECT.

HISAM

CA IDMS DLI Transparency relates the root segment in the HISAM database to the member record type in a system-
owned indexed set. The member record has a location mode of DIRECT; its symbolic key corresponds to the root
segment's sequence field. If it is necessary to keep the member record (the root segment equivalent) in physical
sequential order, ascending or descending order is defined for its symbolic key.

NOTE
For more information on indexed sets, see the CA IDMS Database Administration Section.
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Sample HISAM Database and CA IDMS/DB Sets

The diagram below, shows a sample HISAM database and the CA IDMS/DB sets used to implement it.

Figure 22. Sample HISAM database and corresponding CA IDMS/DB sets

HDAM

In CA IDMS DLI Transparency, the root segment in an HDAM database corresponds to an owner record type with a
location mode of CALC. The root segment's sequence field is defined as the CALC key.

Sample HDAM Hierarchy and CA IDMS/DB Sets

The diagram below shows a sample HDAM hierarchy and the corresponding CA IDMS/DB set structures.
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Figure 23. Sample HDAM hierarchy and corresponding CA IDMS/DB sets

HIDAM

As with an HDAM database, the HIDAM root segment is defined as an owner record with a location mode of CALC. The
root segment's sequence field becomes the CALC key.

In a HIDAM database, the root segment is also the source and target segment for the associated index database. To
account for the index pointer segment, a member record type is defined with a location mode of VIA within an indexed set
owned by the CALC owner record type. The index record contains a single element to match the root segment's sequence
field (CALC key in the owner record type). The index record also contains any data fields defined in the index. During
processing, CA IDMS/DB maintains matching occurrences between the index (member) record and the owner of the set.

Sample HIDAM Hierarchy and CA IDMS/DB Sets

The diagram below shows a sample HIDAM hierarchy and the corresponding CA IDMS/DB set structures.
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Figure 24. Sample HIDAM hierarchy and corresponding CA IDMS/DB sets

DL/I Secondary Indexes in CA IDMS/DB

A DL/I secondary index involves a primary database and an index database. The primary database contains a source and
a target segment. The index database contains an index pointer segment, which is also the root segment.

Define Index Pointer Segment as Member Record

In CA IDMS DLI Transparency, the index pointer segment is defined as a member record type with a location mode of VIA
in a set owned by the target record. The pointer segment is also defined as a member record in a system-owned indexed
set. This set is sorted in ascending order on the pointer record's symbolic key, which is equivalent to the sequence field in
the pointer segment.

CA IDMS/DB does not require a separate set to reflect the source segment and pointer segment relationship.

Implementing Pointer and Target Relationships in CA IDMS/DB

The illustration below illustrates the CA IDMS/DB set structure that relates the pointer and target segments. Note that this
relationship is the same for a secondary index and a HIDAM index database.

Figure 25. CA IDMS/DB implementation of pointer and target relationship
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DL/I Secondary Index and CA IDMS/DB Sets

The following diagram shows a secondary index for an HDAM primary database and the corresponding CA IDMS/DB
set structures. Note that the primary database is an HDAM database and the pointer segment is in the index (secondary)
database.

Figure 26. DL/I secondary index and corresponding CA IDMS/DB sets

Parallel Processing Support in CA IDMS/DB

CA IDMS DLI Transparency supports DL/I parallel processing in two ways:

• Multiple PCBs ── A CA IDMS/DB subschema can include definitions to reflect any number of PCBs in a
corresponding PSB, with no limitation on the DL/I structures contained in the PCBs. For example, when two PCBs
that define the same hierarchy are both used by a DL/I application, CA IDMS DLI Transparency will maintain database
positioning (currency) independently for each PCB.

• Multiple positioning ── The DL/I PCB statement allows you to optionally specify separate positioning for each
hierarchical path in a database definition. CA IDMS DLI Transparency will maintain separate currency for each CA
IDMS/DB structure that corresponds to one of the DL/I hierarchies.

DL/I Calls in CA IDMS/DB

DL/I Database Calls

CA IDMS DLI Transparency supports all of the DL/I database calls and all of the DL/I command codes shown in the tables
below.

Call Function Meaning
GU GET UNIQUE
GN GET NEXT
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GNP GET NEXT WITHIN PARENT
GHU GET HOLD UNIQUE
GHN GET HOLD NEXT
GHNP GET HOLD NEXT WITHIN PARENT
ISRT INSERT
DLET DELETE
REPL REPLACE

DL/I Command Codes

Code Purpose
C Allows use of concatenated keys in SSAs
D Specifies path calls (that is, allows retrieval, modification, or

insertion of several segments with one call)
F Permits search for a segment to start at the first occurrence under

its parent, regardless of positions.
L Causes the last occurrence of a segment type to be used in

satisfying a call
N Prevents the replacement of the specified segment(s) following a

path retrieval call
P Establishes parentage at the specified level when used with a

retrieval call
U Maintains current positioning at the specified level
V Maintains current positioning at all levels higher than the specified

level
- (null command code) Causes no special processing to occur

Extensions to Basic Calls

As extensions to the basic calls shown in the DL/I command codes table above, CA IDMS DLI Transparency also
supports:

• Path calls ── Calls used to retrieve, modify, or insert multiple segments in a hierarchical path.
• Qualified and unqualified calls ── Calls specified with or without segment search arguments (SSAs).
• Qualified and unqualified SSAs ── SSAs with qualification statements or qualified by segment type only.

DL/I System Service Calls

The following DL/I system service calls are also supported under CA IDMS DLI Transparency:

• PCB ── Schedules a PSB call (used only with CICS)
• TERM ── Terminates a PSB call (used only with CICS)
• ROLL and ROLB ── Treated as a DML ROLLBACK request
• CHKP (CHECKPOINT) ── Treated as a DML COMMIT request

Usage Considerations

When defining the CA IDMS/DB equivalents for your DL/I structures, keep in mind the following usage considerations:
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• CA IDMS DLI Transparency does not support multiple noncontiguous sequence fields for a virtual logical segment. A
single sequence field, however, is supported.

• CA IDMS DLI Transparency always uses the following delete rules: physical, virtual, logical, for the physical parent,
logical child, and logical parent, respectively. Refer to the appropriate DL/I documentation for a description of the
delete rules.

• CA IDMS DLI Transparency supports sparse indexing through null-value specifications or index suppression exits. If
you use index suppression exits, you must convert the exits to CA IDMS/DB database procedures.

NOTE
For more information on a detailed description of index suppression exits, see Index Suppression Exit
Support.

• You must convert segment edit/compression exits to CA IDMS/DB database procedures.
• CA IDMS DLI Transparency supports PROCOPT E on the PCB statement. To reflect this processing option, you must

specify EXCLUSIVE for the CA IDMS/DB area ready option.
• CA IDMS DLI Transparency automatically supports PROCOPT O and requires no additional specification for it.

Unsupported DL/I Features
CA IDMS DLI Transparency does not support the following DL/I features:

Feature Comment
GSAM databases, which are sequential files. You must modify DL/I application programs that issue calls to

GSAM databases by removing the GSAM calls. Alternatively,
you can replace the GSAM calls with standard sequential file
processing requests.

The PCB PROCOPTs of L and LS. You can obtain the same results by changing the L or LS to an I.
This substitution is invalid when the application program is used in
conjunction with the DL/I calls load utilities.

The PCB PROCOPT of GS. You can obtain the same results by changing the GS to a G.
Field-level sensitivity in PCBs. You can reflect field-level sensitivity by excluding the

corresponding elements from their record type definitions in the
subschema.

DL/I utilities. CA IDMS/DB provides a complete set of utilities that perform all
the necessary functions.

DL/I logging. Remove calls for logging in the DL/I application / programs. CA
IDMS/DB journaling is used in place of DL/I logging.

The CHECKPOINT/RESTART function. However, CA IDMS DLI Transparency does support the
checkpoint call when used alone. CA IDMS DLI Transparency
honors the checkpoint call by issuing a CA IDMS/DB COMMIT.
Therefore, remove all restart calls from the DL/I application
program, and consider removing the checkpoint part of the call as
well.

The DL/I calls:
PURG GSCD
CHGN XRS
CMD DEQ
GCMD LOG
SNAP STAT
The Q command code. CA IDMS DLI Transparency bypasses this command code and

returns a blank status. If a DL/I program contains Q codes, you
don't have to remove them.
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Use of the L command code to override a DL/I ISRT call. CA IDMS DLI Transparency does support the L command code
when used with a DL/I GET call.

Use of MPS Batch EXEC DLI usage does not support MPS Batch
The EXEC DLI LOAD function CA IDMS DLI Transparency supports call-level DL/I load programs

using ISRT calls, and provides an independent load utility. An ‘AD’
status will be returned for this call.

CA IDMS DLI Transparency Syntax Generator
The CA IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator translates DL/I database definitions into syntax statements for a CA
IDMS DLI Transparency interface program specification block (IPSB) and corresponding CA IDMS/DB schema, DMCL,
and subschema definitions. This section describes how to use the CA IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator.

The CA IDMS DLI Transparency Syntax Generator 1

Syntax Generator Input

Input to the syntax generator consists of the following control blocks created by the CA-supplied macros:

• Database definition (DBD) control blocks -- Define the segment types, the physical hierarchical structure, and other
characteristics of each database for which a view is defined in the PSB. The DBD control blocks are used to produce
the CA IDMS/DB schema, DMCL, and subschema source statements.

• Program specification block (PSB) -- Defines the views of all physical and/or logical databases available to a DL/I
application that uses the PSB. The PSB control block is used to produce the IPSB source statements.

Syntax Generator Output

The syntax generator produces source statements for a CA IDMS/DB schema, DMCL, and subschema and a CA IDMS
DLI Transparency IPSB.

Schema, DMCL, and Subschema Source

The schema source statements produced by the syntax generator define CA IDMS/DB areas, record types, and set types
corresponding to the databases, segments, and parent/child (hierarchical) relationships defined in the DL/I DBD control
blocks.

The DMCL source statements define how the CA IDMS/DB areas are to be mapped to the physical database files. They
are derived from information in the DL/I DBD control blocks.

The subschema source statements define the CA IDMS/DB logical views that correspond to the views defined in the DL/I
DBD control blocks.

You can input the generated source definitions to the appropriate CA IDMS/DB compilers to create load modules for
use with the IPSB compiler, the CA IDMS DLI Transparency load utility, and the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time
interface.

IPSB Source

The IPSB source statements define the correspondences between the DL/I database referenced by the DL/I application
and the CA IDMS/DB database accessed by the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface.

The resulting IPSB source statements are organized as follows:
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• IPSB SECTION -- Relates the IPSB being defined to the corresponding DL/I program specification block (PSB)
• AREA SECTION -- Identifies the CA IDMS/DB database areas that are to be readied by the CA IDMS DLI

Transparency run-time interface in any usage mode other than shared retrieval (the default)
• RECORD SECTION -- Names the CA IDMS/DB record types needed to service DL/I calls and defines the DL/I fields to

be referenced by the DL/I calls
• INDEX SECTION -- Provides the information necessary to relate CA IDMS/DB records and sets to DL/I secondary

index structures and HIDAM index structures that are used and/or maintained by the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-
time interface

• PCB SECTION -- Replaces the program communication blocks (PCBs) defined for the PSB

After reviewing the IPSB source statements, you can input them to the IPSB compiler to create an IPSB load module for
use with the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface.

Special IPSB Load Module

To execute the CA IDMS DLI Transparency load utility, you need a special IPSB load module. You produce a load IPSB by
specifying the LOAD option in the GENERATE IPSB statement.

For specific considerations that apply only to the load IPSB, see CA IDMS DLI Transparency Load Utility.

Syntax Generator Operation

Operation of the CA IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator involves the following steps:

1. Select, assemble, and link edit all of the DBDs, including logical DBDs, associated with the PSB you want to use.
Select, assemble, and link edit the PSB. The PSB represents an application's view of the DL/I database(s) defined in
the DBDs.

NOTE
The DBDs and PSB must be assembled using the CA-supplied macros.

2. Code the appropriate syntax generator statements.
3. Execute the syntax generator.

Preparing Syntax Generator Input
The syntax generator analyzes the DBD control blocks to produce schema, DMCL, and subschema source statements. It
analyzes one PSB control block to produce a set of IPSB source statements.

You must assemble the DBDs and the PSB using the macros supplied with CA IDMS DLI Transparency. You must
then link edit the resulting assemblies to populate a new load library that contains a load module for each DBD and a load
module for the PSB. The load library must be available to the syntax generator when you run it. Be sure to keep your DL/I
and CA IDMS DLI Transparency load libraries separate.

When you execute the syntax generator, it will attempt to load the PSB and all referenced DBDs. Since it can be difficult
to keep track of all the DBD dependencies, you may find that the easiest course is simply to assemble and link edit all of
your DBDs.

DBD Control Blocks

Each database definition (DBD) control block defines the segment types, hierarchical structure, and other characteristics
of a database referenced in the PSB.

Note: Any given PSB can reference many DBDs, thus providing access to many databases.

You must create a CA IDMS DLI Transparency DBD control block for each physical or logical DBD associated with the
PSB. You must also create a DBD control block for each physical DBD that is referenced in a logical DBD.

Creating the DBD Control Block
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To create the DBD control blocks, perform the following steps for each DBD:

1. Select the DL/I source code for the DBD.
2. Assemble and link edit the source code for the DBD. You must use the CA IDMS DLI Transparency-supplied macros

when assembling the DBD source.

Assembly and Link Edit of a DBD

To assemble and link edit a DBD, use the DBD JCL shown in CA IDMS DLI Transparency JCL.

NOTE
A resulting load module has the same name as the DL/I DBD, but it can be used only with CA IDMS DLI
Transparency. Do not attempt to use a DBD load module in your native DL/I environment.

PSB Control Block

Creating a PSB Control Block

To create a PSB control block for use with the syntax generator, perform the following steps:

1. Select the DL/I source code for the PSB you want to use.
2. Assemble and link edit the source code for the PSB. You must use the CA IDMS DLI Transparency-supplied macros

when assembling the PSB source.

Assembly and Link Edit of a PSB

To assemble and link edit the PSB, use the PSB JCL shown in CA IDMS DLI Transparency JCL.

NOTE
The resulting load module has the same name as the DL/I PSB, but it can be used only with CA IDMS DLI
Transparency. Do not attempt to use the PSB load module in your native DL/I environment.

Coding Syntax Generator Statements
The syntax generator statements fall into three groups:

• Control statements -- Specify input formatting and checking controls and output formatting for the syntax generator's
report listing

• GENERATE statement -- Names the input DBD and PSB control blocks; also specifies the names for the output CA
IDMS/DB schema, DMCL, and subschema source and the output IPSB source

• Modification statements -- Specify names for the output areas, records, and sets; also redefine the output areas,
including the area usage modes

Control Statements 3
The control statements allow you to specify:

• The amount of storage to be used by the syntax generator
• The range of input columns for syntax generator statements
• Sequence checking for input statements
• Formatting for the syntax generator report listing

Syntax

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └── CORe size = ─┬── (48) ◄────┬─────── k ───┘
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                    └── (nnnnnn) ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ ICTL = ──┬── (1,80) ◄───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

               └─  (start-column-number,end-column-number) ───┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OCTL = ─┬── (60) ◄────────┬──┘

              └── (line-count) ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►

   └─ ISEQ = ──── (start-column-number,end-column-number) ───┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   │ ┌───────────────────────┐     │

   └─▼-- SPACE space-count ──┴─────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   │ ┌────────────┐      │

   └─▼-- EJECT ───┴──────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ *comments* ──┘

Parameters

• CORe size=(nnnnnn) k
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Specifies the amount of storage that the syntax generator will acquire to process the PSB and DBD control blocks.
Storage acquisition is performed by a GETMAIN under OS or a GETVIS or COMREG under z/VSE.
Nnnnnn is a 1- to 6-digit numeric value. If the K option is included, it specifies an nnnnnn multiple of 1,024 (1K) bytes.
If K is omitted, nnnnnn specifies the number of storage bytes desired (which the syntax generator rounds up to the
next doubleword).
The CORE SIZE default is 48K bytes.

• ICTL=(start-column-number,end-column-number)
Specifies a range of columns for coding input generator statements. The default and valid range of input columns is 1
through 80. If specified, ICTL must precede all noncontrol statements.

• OCTL=(line-count)
Specifies the page length (number of lines) for the printed syntax generator report.
The OCTL default is 60 lines per page. Valid values are from 1 to 66. If specified, OCTL must precede all noncontrol
statements.

• ISEQ=(start-column-number,end-column-number)
Specifies sequence checking for input syntax generator statements. The start column and end column values identify
the column range in which sequence numbers will appear. Valid values for the column start and end are 1 and 80,
respectively. The column range cannot be more than 10 column positions wide.
The default is no sequence checking. If specified, ISEQ must precede all noncontrol statements.

• SPACE space-count
Specifies line spacing for the printed syntax generator report. Valid values are 1 through 9. Note that only one blank
is allowed between SPACE and space-count. You can specify any number of SPACE statements and include them
anywhere in the syntax generator input statements.

• EJECT
Specifies a page break for the printed syntax generator report. You can specify any number of EJECT statements and
include them anywhere in the syntax generator input statements. The EJECT statement must appear on its own line.

• *comments*
Designates comment text. You can embed comment text anywhere in the syntax generator input statements.
Comment text is automatically terminated at the end of a line. To include comment text within a line, begin and end the
text with asterisks (be sure to keep track of the number of asterisks). An odd number turns on comment text; an even
number turns comment text off.

Example

 ICTL=(1,72)

 OCTL=(45)

 ISEQ=3,72

 EJECT

 SPACE 2

 *Begin comments with an asterisk

Figure 27. Sample control statements

GENERATE Statement Overview
The GENERATE statement identifies the DL/I DBD and PSB control blocks to be input to the syntax generator.
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The syntax generator uses the DBD control blocks to produce the CA IDMS/DB schema, DMCL, and subschema source
definitions. It uses the PSB control block to produce the source statements for the IPSB compiler.

Deriving Record, Set, and Area Names

The syntax generator derives the record, set, and area names for the output source statements from the DL/I control
blocks, as follows:

• Record names -- Derived from DL/I segment names.
• Set names -- Derived from the parent segment name and the child segment name in each DL/I hierarchy. The syntax

generator concatenates the names with the literal "-".
The resulting set names have a maximum length of 16 characters. If both names are 8 characters long, the syntax
generator truncates the last character in the child name. Note that the truncation may cause duplicate set names.

• Area name -- Derived from the DL/I DBD name. The syntax generator appends the literal "-REGION" to the resulting
area name.

You can override the generated names and specify different names using the modification statements (described later in
this section).

Four Forms of the GENERATE Statement

The syntax generator provides four forms of the GENERATE statement:

• GENERATE SCHEMA
• GENERATE DMCL
• GENERATE SUBSCHEMA
• GENERATE IPSB

Specify the GENERATE statement appropriate for the type of output you want.

Process One GENERATE Statement at a Time

Include only one GENERATE statement for each execution of the syntax generator. The syntax generator places its
output in a single SYSPCH file. The syntax generator can process multiple GENERATE statements, but all the output files
would go to the same file, and you would have to separate the output yourself.

The GENERATE statement must be coded immediately after the control statements and before any modification
statements.

GENERATE SCHEMA Statement
Syntax

 ►►─┬── GENerate ──┬────────┬───────── SCHema name is schema-name ──┬─────────►

    │              └─ LOAD ─┘                                       │

    │            ┌──── , ──────┐                                    │

    └── FOR dbd -▼- dbd-name. ─┴────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►── DICTionary name is dictionary-name. ────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters
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• GENerate SCHema name is schema-name
Specifies that you want the syntax generator to produce a schema source definition.
Schema-name is the 1- to 8-character name of the output source definition. This is the name that you will supply as
input to the CA IDMS/DB schema compiler.

• LOAD
Produces a schema definition suitable for use with the CA IDMS DLI Transparency load utility. Specifically, it creates
a schema in which the sets are defined as OPTIONAL MANUAL. Alternatively, you can use an already generated
schema definition and change its sets to OPTIONAL MANUAL. If you do this, be sure to change the set definitions
back to their original state after the load.

• FOR DBD dbd-name
Specifies the DBD control block(s) from which to derive the schema source. You can specify multiple DBDs, separated
by commas, to match the DBDs referenced in the associated PSB. Each dbd-name must be a 1- to 8-character name.
Be sure to specify all the DBDs associated with the PSB you will be using; this includes all physical, index, and logical
DBDs.

• DICTionary name is dictionary-name
Optionally identifies a dictionary name to be used in the SIGNON statement in the generated schema syntax.
If you omit the DICTIONARY NAME statement, the syntax generator will omit the DICTIONARY NAME IS clause in the
SIGNON statement. As a result, the generated schema source will be placed in the default dictionary.

Example

GENERATE SCHEMA NAME IS SCHEMA1 FOR DBD PHYSDB1, PHYSDB2, INDXDBD.

DICTIONARY NAME IS PRODDIC.

Figure 28. Sample Schema GENERATE and NAME statements

GENERATE DMCL Statement
Syntax

►►─┬─── GENerate DMCL name is dmcl-name ────┬────────────────────────────────►

   │                                        │

   │              ┌───── , ───────┐         │

   └─── FOR dbd ──▼-- dbd-name. ──┴─────────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ SEGMENT name is segment-name . ──┘

Parameters

• GENerate DMCL name is dmcl-name
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Specifies that you want the syntax generator to produce a DMCL source definition. Dmcl-name is the 1- to 8-character
name of the output source definition. This is the name that you will supply as input to the CA IDMS Command Facility.

• FOR DBD dbd-name
Specifies the DBD control block(s) from which to derive the DMCL source. You can specify multiple DBDs, separated
by commas, to match the DBDs referenced in the associated PSB. Each dbd-name must be a 1- to 8-character name.
Be sure to specify all the DBDs associated with the PSB you will be using; this includes all physical, index, and logical
DBDs.

• SEGment name is segment-name
Optionally supplies the name of a designated segment.
If you omit the SEGMENT NAME statement, the syntax generator will supply a default name for the segment. You will
then have to edit the output source definition to reflect your CA IDMS/DB naming conventions.

Example

GENERATE DMCL NAME IS DMCL1 FOR DBD PHYSDB1, PHYSDB2, INDXDBD.

SEGMENT NAME IS ESCAPE.

Figure 29. Sample DMCL GENERATE and NAME statements

GENERATE SUBSCHEMA Statement
Syntax

►►─┬─── GENerate SUBschema name is subschema name ─────┬─────────────────────►

   │             ┌───── , ───────┐                     │

   └─── FOR dbd -▼- dbd-name. ───┴─────────────────────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

   ├─ SCHema ─────┬── name is ─┬─ schema-name ─────┬── . ──────┘

   └─ DICTionary ─┘            └─ dictionary-name ─┘

Parameters

• GENerate SUBschema name is subschema-name
Specifies that you want the syntax generator to produce a subschema source definition.
Subschema-name is the 1- to 8-character name of the output source definition. This is the name that you will supply as
input to the CA IDMS/DB subschema compiler.

• FOR DBD dbd-name
Specifies the DBD control block(s) from which to derive the subschema source. You can specify multiple DBDs,
separated by commas, to match the DBDs referenced in the associated PSB. Each dbd-name must be a 1- to 8-
character name.
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Be sure to specify all the DBDs associated with the PSB you will be using; this includes all physical, index, and logical
DBDs.

• SCHema name is schema-name
Optionally supplies the name of the associated schema. If you omit the schema-name, the syntax generator will supply
a default schema name. You can only include one SCHEMA NAME statement.

• DICTionary name is dictionary-name
Optionally identifies the name of the dictionary to be used in the SIGNON statement in the generated subschema
syntax.
If you omit the DICTIONARY NAME statement, the syntax generator will omit the DICTIONARY NAME IS clause in the
SIGNON statement. As a result, the generated subschema source will be placed in the default dictionary.
You can only include one DICTIONARY NAME statement.

Example

GENERATE SUBSCHEMA NAME IS SUBSCHA FOR DBD PHYSDB1, PHYSDB2, INDXDBD.

SCHEMA NAME IS SCHEMA1.

DICTIONARY NAME IS PRODDIC.

Figure 30. Sample Subschema GENERATE and NAME statements

GENERATE IPSB Statement
Syntax

►►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ GENerate ─┬────────┬─── IPSB for PSB psb-name ─┘

                └─ LOAD ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

   └─ using SUBschema subschema-name ─── . ──────┘

Parameters

• GENerate IPSB FOR PSB psb-name
Specifies the PSB you want to use. Psb-name must specify the 1- to 8-character name of the PSB control block.

• LOAD
Optionally creates a special IPSB for use with the load utility. Specifically, the resulting sets will be defined as
OPTIONAL MANUAL for loading purposes. LOAD also automatically creates the load processing option required by
the load utility.

• using SUBschema subschema-name.
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the subschema that will be used by the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time
interface in conjunction with the IPSB load module.
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Example

GENERATE IPSB FOR PSB PSB1 USING SUBSCHEMA SUBSCH1.

Figure 31. Sample GENERATE IPSB statement

Modification Statements
Contents

The CA IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator modification statements allow you to override area, record, and set
definitions in generated schema, DMCL, subschema, and IPSB source. The modification statements can be used in
conjunction with any of the four GENERATE statements.

NOTE
Make sure that the schema, subschema, and IPSB source definitions remain consistent. That is, any
modifications made to a subschema must also be made to the associated schema. Any modifications made
to an IPSB must also be made to its associated schema and subschema. For example, if you add an area to
the generated IPSB source, you must also add the same area to both the associated schema and subschema
source.

Different Types

The modification statements are as follows:

• ADD AREA statement -- Generates source statements for defining a CA IDMS/DB database area
• MODIFY AREA statement -- Overrides a generated area name or changes the usage mode for a generated area
• MODIFY RECORD statement -- Overrides a generated record name
• MODIFY SET statement -- Overrides a generated set name

Each statement is described separately below.

ADD AREA Statement

The ADD AREA statement generates the source statements needed to define a CA IDMS/DB database area.

If you want to maintain index records in a separate area, you must include one ADD AREA statement for each index area.
Specify the ADD AREA statement with the GENERATE statement for the IPSB and with the GENERATE statements for
the associated schema and subschema.

Syntax

►►─┬────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ADD AREA NAME is area-name ───┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►◄

   └─ USAGE-mode is ──┬─ PROTECTED ──┬──┬─ RETRIEVAL ◄──┬─── . ───┘

                      └─ EXCLUSIVE ──┘  └─ UPDATE ──────┘
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Parameters

• ADD AREA NAME IS area-name
Specifies the CA IDMS/DB database area to be added.
Area-name must be a 1- to 16-character name.

• USAGE-mode is
Specifies the usage mode in which an application can ready the area. The usage mode specifies the run-time
operations that an application can perform against the CA IDMS/DB database area.
If neither PROTECTED nor EXCLUSIVE is specified, SHARED is the default. SHARED specifies that other
concurrently executing applications can access the named area.
– PROTECTED

PROTECTED prohibits update of the area by another concurrently executing application.
– EXCLUSIVE

EXCLUSIVE prohibits access to the area by another concurrently executing application.
– RETRIEVAL

Permits only retrieval (read-only) access for the database area
– UPDATE

Allows all DML functions (STORE, ERASE, MODIFY, etc.) for the database area

MODIFY AREA Statement

The MODIFY AREA statement allows you to specify a name for a generated area. The specified name overrides the
name supplied by the syntax generator. Note that the default area name consists of the DL/I DBD name concatenated
with the literal "-REGION".

If the name of an area in the associated schema is different from the syntax generator-supplied name, you must include
the MODIFY AREA statement to supply the correct schema-specific area name.

Syntax

►►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MODify AREA NAME is area-name ───┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NEW NAME is new-area-name ──┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►◄

   └─ USAGE-mode is ──┬─ PROTECTED ──┬──┬─ RETRIEVAL ◄──┬─── . ───┘

                      └─ EXCLUSIVE ──┘  └─ UPDATE ──────┘

Parameters

• MODify AREA NAME is area-name
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Identifies the generated area for which you want to specify a new name. Area-name must be a 1- to 16-character
name.

• NEW NAME is new-area-name
Specifies the new CA IDMS/DB database area name. New-area-name must be a valid 1- to 16-character CA IDMS/DB
area name.

• USAGE-mode is
Specifies the usage mode in which an application can ready the area. The usage mode specifies the run-time
operations that an application can perform against the CA IDMS/DB database area.
If neither PROTECTED nor EXCLUSIVE is specified, SHARED is the default. SHARED specifies that other
concurrently executing applications can access the named area.
– PROTECTED

PROTECTED prohibits update of the area by another concurrently executing application.
– EXCLUSIVE

EXCLUSIVE prohibits access to the area by another concurrently executing application.
– RETRIEVAL

Permits only retrieval (read-only) access for the database area
– UPDATE

Allows all DML functions (STORE, ERASE, MODIFY, etc.) for the database area

MODIFY RECORD Statement

The MODIFY RECORD statement allows you to specify a name for a generated record. The specified name overrides
the name supplied by the syntax generator. Note that the default record names are derived from the corresponding DL/I
segment names.

If the name of a record in the associated schema is different from the syntax generator-supplied name, you must include
the MODIFY RECORD statement to supply the correct schema-specific record name.

Syntax

►►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MODify RECord NAME is record-name ──┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ NEW NAME is new-record-name ─── . ──┘

Parameters

• MODify RECord NAME is record-name
Identifies the record for which you want to specify a new name. Record-name must be a 1- to 16-character name.

• NEW NAME is new-record-name
Specifies the new CA IDMS/DB database record name. New-record-name must be a valid 1- to 16-character CA
IDMS/DB record name.
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MODIFY SET Statement

The MODIFY SET statement allows you to specify a name for a generated set. The specified name overrides the name
supplied by the syntax generator. Note that the default set names are derived from the DL/I parent segment names and
their associated child segment names. The syntax generator concatenates each parent/child name pair with the literal "-".

If the name of a set in the associated schema is different from the syntax generator-supplied name, you must include the
MODIFY SET statement to supply the correct schema-specific set name.

Syntax

►►─┬────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MODify SET NAME is set-name ──┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ NEW NAME is new-set-name ─── . ──┘

Parameters

• MODify SET NAME is set-name
Identifies the set for which you want to specify a new name. Set-name must be a 1- to 16-character name.

• NEW NAME is new-set-name
Specifies the new CA IDMS/DB database set name. New-set-name must be a valid 1- to 16-character CA IDMS/DB
set name.

Executing the CA IDMS DLI Transparency Syntax Generator
Input

As described earlier in this section, syntax generator input consists of:

• The assembled DBD and PSB control blocks
• Control, GENERATE, and modification statements

Output

Depending on the GENERATE statements coded, output from a single execution of the syntax generator consists of:

• Source statements required to create a CA IDMS/DB schema in the data dictionary
• Source statements required to create a CA IDMS/DB DMCL and/or subschema load module
• Source statements required to create one IPSB load module
• A report listing the generated source statements

You must execute the syntax generator once for each set of IPSB source statements you want to produce. To execute the
syntax generator, use the JCL shown in CA IDMS DLI Transparency JCL.

Syntax Generator Execution

The diagram below illustrates the activities involved in executing the syntax generator.
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Figure 32. Syntax generator execution

IPSB Compiler
The IPSB Compiler

The CA IDMS DLI Transparency interface program specification block (IPSB) compiler converts user-supplied entries into
assembler statements that are assembled into load modules, known as IPSBs. The IPSBs are later used by the CA IDMS
DLI Transparency run-time interface as a source of control information for satisfying the database requests issued by a
DL/I application program.

DL/I and CA IDMS/DB Correspondences

The control information in the IPSB is, in fact, a series of correspondences between DL/I structures and CA IDMS/DB
structures. These correspondences serve two general purposes, as follows:

• To provide the run-time interface with the information needed to convert retrieval and update requests issued by the
DL/I application program into CA IDMS/DB requests.

• To provide the run-time interface with the information needed to update the DL/I application's program communication
blocks (PCBs). The updated PCBs are used to deliver the requested data and/or status information to the DL/I
application program.

Considerations For Preparing IPSB Compiler Input
 Input to the IPSB Compiler 

Input to the IPSB compiler consists of source statements that define the correspondences between the DL/I database
referenced by the application and the CA IDMS/DB database accessed by the run-time interface. The CA IDMS DLI
Transparency syntax generator produces these source statements from the program specification block (PSB) used by
the DL/I application.

 Review Statements Before Executing the IPSB Compiler 

Before inputting the generated statements to the compiler, you should review them using the material in this section. In
particular, you should make sure that the generated source statements reflect the dependencies in the DL/I definitions,
especially with regard to logical child/logical parent relationships.
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To review the IPSB statements, you will need the original source for the DL/I PSB and DBDs and the generated CA IDMS/
DB schema source. If you have to modify the IPSB statements, use the IPSB syntax presented in this section. When
reviewing the IPSB source, consult the table below, for a list of the IPSB and DL/I correspondences.

NOTE
 If you plan to use the resulting IPSB module with the load utility, there are special load considerations that you
must also incorporate in the IPSB source. See CA IDMS DLI Transparency Load Utility for a detailed description
of the IPSB load considerations.

 IPSB Source Statements 

In a single execution of the IPSB compiler, you can compile one IPSB. You must define and compile one IPSB for each
PSB expected by a DL/I application program. The IPSB source statements are organized into five sections and must
appear in the following order:

•  IPSB SECTION -- This section relates the IPSB to the corresponding PSB.
•  AREA SECTION -- This section identifies the CA IDMS/DB database areas, included in the subschema, that are to

be readied by the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface in any usage mode other than shared retrieval (the
default).

•  RECORD SECTION -- This section names the CA IDMS/DB records to be used either explicitly or implicitly to satisfy
DL/I calls and defines the DL/I fields to be referenced in parameter lists used in the application program.

•  INDEX SECTION -- This section provides the information necessary to relate CA IDMS/DB records and sets to
secondary index and HIDAM index structures to be used and/or maintained by the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-
time interface.

•  PCB SECTION -- This section corresponds to the associated DL/I PCBs within a PSB.

 Section Titles and Statements 

The syntax generator automatically produces section titles and appropriate statements for each section. Each section
must appear in every IPSB. Even if there are no statements for a specific section, do not remove the section title. In
addition to the sections, you can include compiler-directive statements before any of the IPSB sections. Note that the
syntax generator does not produce the compiler-directive statements for you.

 Locating IPSB Entries Within PSB and DBDs 

Although the IPSB input is free form, you must locate specific information within the PSB and DBDs. To simplify this task,
the table below,

• Lists each IPSB clause by section (see IPSB SECTION).
• Identifies the DL/I DBD or PSB statement and operand to which the clause corresponds; and indicates those clauses

that specify information pertinent only to CA IDMS/DB.
• The syntax rules for each statement contain, where necessary, references to pertinent DL/I parameters in the PSB and

DBDs.

For more information on locating IPSB entries within the PSB and DBDs, see DL/I and CA IDMS/DB.

 IPSB Input  DBD or PSB Correspondence 
 Section  Statement  Clause  Phase  Statement  Operand 
IPSB IPSB NAME PSB PSBGEN PSBNAME=

OF SUBSCHEMA *
LANGUAGE PSB PSBGEN LANG=
IOAREA PSB PSBGEN IOASIZE=
SSA PSB PSBGEN SSASIZE
COMPATIBILITY PSB PSBGEN COMPAT=

AREA AREA *
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RECORD RECORD NAME *
LENGTH DBD SEGM BYTES=

RECORD FIELD NAME DBD FIELD NAME=
fldname1 

STARTING DBD FIELD START=
LENGTH DBD FIELD BYTES=
USAGE DBD FIELD TYPE=

INDEX INDEX NAME DBD XDFLD NAME=
in indexed database (for secondary indexes)
DBD DBD NAME=
in INDEX database (for HIDAM)

USING INDEXED-
SET

*

TARGET DBD LCHILD NAME=
in INDEX database

POINTER DBD SEGM NAME=
in INDEX database

THRU SET *
SOURCE DBD XDFLD SEGMENT=

in indexed database (for secondary indexes)
DBD SEGM NAME
in HIDAM database (for HIDAM)

CONSTANT DBD XDFLD CONST=
SEARCH DBD XDFLD SRCH=

in indexed database (for secondary indexes)
DBD FIELD NAME=
in HIDAM database (for HIDAM database)

SUBSEQUENCE DBD XDFLD SUBSEQ=
DUPLICATE DBD XDFLD DDATA=
NULL VALUE DBD XDFLD NULLVAL=
EXIT ROUTINE DBD XDFLD EXTRTN=

PCB PCB ACCESS DBD DBD ACCESS=
DBDNAME DBD DBD NAME=
OPTIONS PSB PCB PROCOPT=
POSITIONING PSB PCB POS=
SEQUENCE *

PCB SEGMENT NAME DBDGEN SEGM NAME=
RECORD *
PARENT DBDGEN SEGM PARENT=

segname2 
THRU SET *
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LOGICAL DEST
PARENT

DBDGEN SEGM PARENT=
lpsegname 

PHYSICAL DEST
PARENT

DBDGEN LCHILD NAME=

INSERT/ REPLACE
RULES

DBDGEN SEGM RULES=

(combined from a logical and physical database)
USE DBDGEN SEGM SOURCE=

NOTE
*For CA IDMS/DB use only.

Compiler Directive Statements
IPSB compiler-directive statements allow you to:

• Specify the amount of storage required by the IPSB compiler to compile the IPSB
• The range of input columns in which IPSB statements can be coded
• Sequence checking of input to the ISPB compiler
• Formatting of reports output by the IPSB compiler

 Syntax 

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►
   └── CORe size = ─┬── (48) ◄────┬─────── k ───┘
                    └── (nnnnnn) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►
   └─ ICTL = ──┬── (1,80) ◄───────────────────────────────────┬─┘
               └─  (start-column-number,end-column-number) ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ OCTL = ─┬── (60) ◄────────┬──┘
              └── (line-count) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►
   └─ ISEQ = ──── (start-column-number,end-column-number) ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────┐     │
   └─▼-- SPACE space-count ──┴─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   | ┌────────────┐      |
   └─▼-- EJECT ───┴──────┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ *comments* ──┘

 Parameters 
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•  CORE size=nnnnnn k 
Specifies the amount of storage the IPSB compiler is to acquire (by a GETMAIN under OS and a GETVIS or COMREG
under z/VSE) for the IPSB being generated.
Nnnnnn is a 1- to 6-digit numeric value.
If the optional K is included, the amount of storage acquired is nnnnnn increments of K (1,024 bytes). If K is
omitted, nnnnnn represents the actual number of bytes of storage acquired, which the compiler rounds up to the next
doubleword.
If this statement is omitted, the IPSB compiler acquires 48K of storage.

•  ICTL=(start-column-n,end-column-n) 
Specifies the columns within which IPSB input statements can be coded. This compiler-directive statement, if coded,
must precede the input for the five IPSB sections.
Valid values for both start-column and end-column are 1 through 80.
The default values for start-column and end-column are 1 and 80, respectively.

•  OCTL=(line-count-number) 
Specifies the number of lines to print per page of printed output. If coded, this compiler-directive statement must
precede the input for the five IPSB sections.
The default value for line-count is 60: acceptable values are 1 through 66.

•  ISEQ=(start-column-number,end-column-number) 
Specifies that the compiler is to perform sequence checking on all input and specifies the start and end columns of the
sequence number generated for each input statement.
If coded, this statement must precede all IPSB input statements. If this statement is omitted, sequence checking is not
performed.
Valid values for start-column-number and end-column-number are in the range 1 through 80. The minimum allowable
difference between the entry for start-column and the entry for end-column is 10.

•  SPACE=space-count 
Directs the compiler to skip the specified number of lines on the output report. Only one blank is allowed between
SPACE and the value specified for space-count.
Acceptable values for space-count are 1 through 9. Several SPACE statements can appear in the compiler input.

•  EJECT
Directs the compiler to stop printing the current page and begin printing a new page. This statement must be on a
line by itself and can be interspersed among IPSB input control statements (that is, EJECT statements can appear
throughout compiler input).

•   *comments* 
Directs the compiler to interpret subsequent characters as comments.
Comments can be embedded in IPSB statements and are terminated automatically at the end of the input line, unless
the compiler encounters a second asterisk (*) in the input line, which causes explicit termination.
Be sure to keep track of the number of asterisks. An odd number turns on comment text; an even number turns it off.

 Example 

 ICTL=(1,72)
 OCTL=(45)
 ISEQ=3,72
 EJECT
 SPACE 2
 *Begin comments with an asterisk

 Figure 33. Sample compiler-directive statements 
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IPSB SECTION
The IPSB SECTION relates the IPSB to a particular PSB expected by the DL/I application program in a native DL/I
environment. The IPSB section contains one statement--the IPSB statement. This statement identifies the IPSB and
specifies global information related to the corresponding PSB.

The information supplied in the IPSB SECTION corresponds to the information that is specified to DL/I by the PSBGEN
statement in the PSB phase. The PSBGEN statement is located at the end of the PSB.

Syntax

►►─── IPSB SECTION ── . ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── IPSB name is ipsb-name ────── of SUBSchema subschema-name ─────────────►

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LANGuage is ──┬─ CObol ◄ ───┤

                    ├─ PL/i ──────┤

                    └─ ASsembler ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ MAXimum IOAREA size is maximum-io-area-size ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MAXimum SSA size is maximum-ssa-size ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ COMPATibility is ─┬─ yes ──┬─── . ─┘

                        └─ no ◄ ─┘

Parameters

• IPSB SECTION
IPSB SECTION must be the first entry in the IPSB section, followed by one IPSB statement.

• IPSB name is ipsb-name
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Identifies the IPSB being generated.
Ipsb-name is the 1- to 8-character PSB name used by the application program in a native DL/I environment. When the
IPSB is link edited, the load module or phase name is the same as the ipsb-name.

• of SUBSchema subschema-name
Identifies the subschema to be used by the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface.
Subschema-name is the 1- to 8-character name of the subschema used by CA IDMS DLI Transparency to access the
CA IDMS/DB database.

• LANGuage IS CObol/ PL/i /ASsembler
Specifies the programming language of the application program using this IPSB. The language specified in the
LANGUAGE parameter of the PSBGEN statement must be entered. The default is COBOL.

• MAXimum IOAREA size is maximum-io-area-size
Specifies the amount of space to be allocated for the application program's I/O area.
If this clause is omitted, the compiler calculates this size as the total length of all sensitive segments in the longest
possible path call issued by programs using this IPSB. Include this clause if a value is specified in the IOASIZE
parameter of the PSBGEN statement.
If the parameter is missing from the PSBGEN statement, the compiler calculates the space to be allotted for the
application program's I/O area. Refer to the appropriate DL/I documentation for further details on I/O area allocation.

• MAXimum SSA size is maximum-ssa-size
Specifies the maximum total length of all segment search argument (SSA) strings to be used in a given DL/I call issued
by programs using this IPSB.
If this clause is omitted, the compiler calculates the size as 280 times the maximum number of levels associated
with any PCB statement within this IPSB. Include this clause if a value is specified in the SSASIZE parameter of the
PSBGEN statement.
If this parameter is missing from the PSBGEN statement, the compiler calculates the maximum SSA size. Refer to the
appropriate DL/I documentation for further details on SSA size specification.

• COMPATibility is yes/no
Specifies whether the application program expects to find an I/O PCB in the PSB.
The default is NO.
If YES is specified, the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface creates a dummy I/O PCB as the first PCB. Note
that you do not define this dummy I/O PCB, nor is it to be used by the application program. You should include this
clause if CMPAT=YES is specified in the PSBGEN statement; otherwise, the compiler uses the default.

Usage

The PSBGEN statement in this example serves as the source for the IPSB SECTION.

In this example, the IPSB has a name of PSB1 and relates to DL/I requests to structures in the CA IDMS/DB subschema
SUBSCH1. As indicated in the PSBGEN statement:

• The application program is written in COBOL
• I0SIZE=2000
• SSASIZE=1500
• CMPAT=NO

The PSBGEN statement values above correspond in the IPSB SECTION to:

• IOAREA SIZE IS 2000
• MAX SSA SIZE IS 1500
• COMPATIBILITY IS NO

               DL/I PSBGEN Statement
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 PSBGEN  LANG=COBOL,PSBNAME=PSB1,MAXQ=0,CMPAT=NO,IOSIZE=2000,

             SSASIZE=1500

 

               CA IDMS DLI Transparency IPSB Section

 

 IPSB SECTION.

     IPSB NAME IS PSB1 OF SUBSCHEMA SUBSCH1

     LANG IS COBOL MAX IOAREA SIZE IS 2000

     MAX SSA SIZE IS 1500 COMPATIBILITY IS NO.

Figure 34. Sample DL/I PSBGEN and IPSB SECTION

AREA SECTION
The AREA SECTION identifies the CA IDMS/DB database areas that are to be readied by the CA IDMS DLI Transparency
run-time interface in any usage mode other than shared retrieval (the default). Specify one AREA SECTION statement for
each database area that is not to be readied in shared retrieval mode.

NOTE
Make sure that all database areas to be accessed by the run-time interface are included in the subschema. The
run-time interface automatically readies those areas required by this IPSB. Areas included in the subschema but
not required by the IPSB are not readied.

Syntax

►►─── AREA SECTION ── . ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─ AREA name is idms-area-name ──┘

 

  ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

-►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─┴────────────►◄

   └─ USAGE-MODE is ──┬─ SHARED ◄───┬──┬─ RETRIEVAL ◄───┬─┘
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                      ├─ PROTECTED ─┤  └─ UPDATE ───────┘

                      └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘

Parameters

• AREA SECTION.
AREA SECTION must be the first entry in the section, followed by as many AREA statements as required. You must
include the AREA SECTION clause whether or not the section contains any AREA statements.

• AREA name is idms-area-name
Identifies the CA IDMS/DB database area to be readied.
Idms-area-name is the 1- to 16-character area name and included in the subschema named in the IPSB SECTION.

• USAGE-MODE is
Specifies the usage mode in which the run-time interface is to ready the named area. The usage mode options specify
the conditions for readying and accessing the named area.

• PROTECTED
Specifies that the named area, once readied by CA IDMS/DB, cannot be readied in update usage mode by other
concurrently executing run units.

• EXCLUSIVE
Specifies that the named area, once readied by CA IDMS/DB, cannot be accessed by other concurrently executing run
units.

• RETRIEVAL
Specifies that the named area is to be readied for retrieval only. Other concurrently executing run units can ready the
area in any usage mode other than one that is qualified as EXCLUSIVE.
RETRIEVAL is the default.

• UPDATE
Specifies that the named area is to be readied for both retrieval and update. Other concurrently executing run units can
ready the area in any usage mode other than one that is qualified as EXCLUSIVE or PROTECTED.

Example

 AREA SECTION.

      AREA NAME IS IDMSDB-1

           USAGE-MODE IS EXCLUSIVE UPDATE.

      AREA NAME IS SPFAREA1.

      AREA NAME IS SPFAREA2

           USAGE-MODE IS PROTECTED UPDATE.

      AREA NAME IS IDSMDB-2

           USAGE-MODE IS RETRIEVAL.

Figure 35. Sample AREA SECTION
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RECORD SECTION
The RECORD SECTION names the CA IDMS/DB records to be used either explicitly or implicitly to satisfy DL/I calls, and
defines the DL/I fields to be referenced in SSA parameter lists used in DL/I database requests. The RECORD SECTION
consists of RECORD statements and FIELD statements.

The RECORD SECTION draws upon information in the:

• CA IDMS/DB schema
• DL/I PSB

Since each PSB requires a separate IPSB, the information in one PSBGEN statement is used to complete each
RECORD SECTION.

• DL/I DBDs
The DBDs required are those specified in the PCBs. You should have available all of the DBDs specified in each PCB
within the PSB.
If a PCB calls for a logical database or an index database, you also need the DBDs for the associated physical
databases or indexed databases, respectively.
When a PCB calls for a HIDAM database or a database with a secondary index(es), you should have available the
DBD for the associated index database.

Contents

Syntax

►►─── RECORD SECTION. ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── RECORD statements. ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── FIELD statements. ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• RECORD SECTION.
RECORD SECTION must be the first entry in the section followed by RECORD and FIELD statements.

• RECORD statements
Following the RECORD SECTION is one RECORD statement for each DL/I segment specified in every PCB in the
application program's PSB. The RECORD statement defines the CA IDMS/DB record that corresponds to the DL/I
segment.
In addition to these explicit correspondences, you must make sure that there are RECORD statements for those
records whose corresponding segments are not specified in the PCBs but must be accessed by DL/I to process DL/I
calls. These implicit correspondences are required for the following types of segments:
– Dependent segments of any segment specified in the PCB if the specified parent segment can be deleted (that is,

PROCOPT=A or PROCOPT=D appears in the PCB or SENSEG statement)
– All dependent segments of the preceding dependent segments
– Pointer segments for all target and source segments specified in the PCB
– Source segments for all target segments specified in the PCB
– All segments in the hierarchical path of the destination parent segment in its physical database

• FIELD statements
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There can be from 0 to 255 FIELD statements following each RECORD statement. The sources for these FIELD
statements consist of the appropriate FIELD statements within the relevant DBDs.

The RECORD and FIELD statements are discussed in detail below.

RECORD Statement

A RECORD statement names a CA IDMS/DB record and optionally specifies either the type of CA IDMS/DB ERASE
command issued or that a DISCONNECT command was issued. The CA IDMS/DB ERASE or DISCONNECT command
is issued in response to a DL/I DLET call for the segment corresponding to the named record.

To determine the RECORD statements required for an IPSB:

1. Locate the PSB that corresponds to the IPSB being coded
2. Locate the PCBs in this PSB
3. If a PCB names a physical DBD (that is, with ACCESS=HDAM, HSAM, HISAM, HIDAM, or INDEX), use the following

sectionlines:
– Locate the DBD named in the PCB.
– Prepare for each DBD a hierarchy diagram showing each segment defined in the DBD.
– Check off all the segments specified in each PCB within the PSB. Each of these segments will need a

corresponding CA IDMS/DB record, which is to be described in a RECORD statement.
– Check off all those segments in the hierarchy diagrams that meet one of the following conditions:

• The segment is a dependent segment of any segment that is both specified in the PCB and is subject to
deletion.

• The segment is a source segment associated with a target segment that is specified in the PCB.
• The segment is a pointer segment associated with a target segment that is a segment specified in the PCB

or a dependent of a segment specified in the PCB. The pointer segment for a target segment is located in the
associated index DBD.

4. If the PCB names a logical DBD (that is, with ACCESS=LOGICAL), use the following sectionlines:
– Find both the logical DBD and the associated physical DBDs.
– Note each SEGM statement in the logical DBD with only one SOURCE parameter. In each of these SEGM

statements, the SOURCE parameter identifies the segment in the physical database. Identify the corresponding CA
IDMS/DB record for each of these physical segments.

– Locate each SEGM statement that defines a concatenated segment. Identify the real logical child segment and the
destination parent segment and locate the names of their corresponding CA IDMS/DB records.

– Prepare hierarchy diagrams of the two associated physical databases. Using the diagram containing the destination
parent segment, check off all the segments in the hierarchical path of the destination parent segment. For each of
the checked off segments, identify the corresponding CA IDMS/DB record.

– Note if any of the identified segments from the above sectionlines can be deleted. If this is the case, note all of the
dependents of this segment. (Do not include virtual logical child segments.) For each noted segment, identify the
corresponding CA IDMS/DB record.

– Note if any of the segments identified in the above sectionlines is a source segment or a target segment of either
a HIDAM database or a secondary index. If this is the case, locate the associated index pointer segment, which is
defined in a DBD with ACCESS=INDEX. Then, identify the corresponding CA IDMS/DB record for the index pointer
segment.

– Make sure there is a RECORD statement for each of the records identified in the above sectionlines.

Syntax

►►─── RECORD SECTION ── . ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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 ►─── RECORD name is idms-record-name ───────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── LENGTH is ─┬─ dl1-segment-length ────────────────────────────┬─────────►

                 └─ dl1-max-segment-length dl1-min-segment-length ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DELete by ──┬── ERASE ALL ◄──────┬─── . ─────┘

                  ├── ERASE PERManent ─┤

                  ├── ERASE SELective ─┤

                  └── DISConnect ──────┘

Parameters

• RECORD name is idms-record-name
Identifies the CA IDMS/DB record to be accessed by the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface.
Idms-record-name must be a 1- to 16-character name that corresponds to a DL/I segment and must be defined in the
subschema named in the IPSB SECTION.

• LENGTH is
Specifies the length of the DL/I segment to which the idms-record-name corresponds.

• dl1-segment-length
Specifies the length of the DL/I segment if it is a fixed-length segment.

• dl1-max-segment-length dl1-min-segment-length
Specifies the maximum and minimum lengths of the DL/I segment if it is a variable-length segment. See "Determining
values for variable length segments" under "Examples" later in this section.

• DELete by
Specifies the CA IDMS/DB DML command that the interface will issue in response to a DL/I DLET call for the segment
corresponding to the named record.

• ERASE ALL
Specifies that the named record and all mandatory and optional member record occurrences it owns are to be erased.
All members that are owners of any set occurrences are treated as if they were the object of an ERASE ALL
statement.
ERASE ALL is the default.

• ERASE PERManent
Specifies that the named record and all mandatory member record occurrences it owns are to be erased from the
database. Optional member record occurrences are disconnected.
All erased mandatory members that are owners of set occurrences are treated as if they were the object of an ERASE
PERMANENT statement.
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NOTE
For more information on CA IDMS/DBset membership options, see the CA IDMS Database Administration
Section

• ERASE SELective
Specifies that the named record and all mandatory member record occurrences it owns are to be erased from the
database. Optional member record occurrences are erased only if they do not currently participate as members in
other set occurrences.
All erased members that are owners of set occurrences are treated as if they were the object of an ERASE
SELECTIVE statement.

• DISConnect
Specifies that the membership of the named record is cancelled from all sets in which it currently participates as an
optional member. The record, however, remains in the database.

Usage

Determining the Value for a Fixed Length Segment

To locate the dl1-segment-length, find the SEGM statement defining the segment that corresponds to the named record.
Use the entry in the SEGM statement's BYTES clause for dl1-segment-length.

Note that if the DL/I segment is a logical child segment, the length of the physical and/or logical parent concatenated key
may be required along with the BYTES clause entry when determining the value of dl1-segment-length.

Determining Values for Variable Length Segments

To locate dl1-max-segment-length and dl1-min-segment-length values, find the SEGM statement defining the segment
that corresponds to the named record. Use the first entry in the SEGM statement's BYTES clause for dl1-max-segment-
length; use the second entry in the SEGM statement's BYTES clause for dl1-min-segment-length.

Note that if the DL/I segment is a logical child segment, the length of the physical and/or logical parent concatenated key
may be required along with the BYTES clause entries when determining the value for dl1-max-segment-length and dl1-
min-segment-length.

Calculating the Length of a Concatenated Key

The length of a concatenated key equals the sum of the lengths of the sequence field, from the sequence field of the
named key through the root segment's sequence field.
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Figure 36. Finding the length of a concatenated key

Determining Record Length for Logical Child Equivalent

The examples below show how you can determine the record length for the logical child equivalent.

Refer to "LOGICAL PARENT FIELD Statement" later in this section for details on determining whether the physical parent
concatenated key and the logical parent concatenated key are stored virtually or physically.

Example 1

Assume the LPCK is stored virtually and the PPCK is stored physically.

1. Find the LPCK's length. Subtract this key length from the entry(ies) in the logical child's BYTES clause.
2. Find the PPCK's length. Add this key length to the value calculated in step 1 above:

For fixed-length segments:
dl/i-segment-length = (BYTES entry - LPCK-length) + PPCK-length
For variable-length segments:
dl/1-max-segment-length = (First BYTES entry - LPCK-length) + PPCK-length dl/1-min-segment-length = (Second
BYTES entry - LPCK-length) + PPCK-length

Example 2

Assume both the PPCK and the LPCK are stored virtually.
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Find the LPCK's length. Subtract this key length from the entry(ies) in the logical child's BYTES clause:

For fixed length segments:

dl/i-segment-length = BYTES entry - LPCK-length

For variable length segments:

dl/1-max-segment-length = First BYTES entry - LPCK-length

dl/1-min-segment-length = Second BYTES entry - LPCK-length

Example 3

Assume that the logical parent concatenated key (LPCK) is stored physically and the physical parent concatenated key
(PPCK) is stored virtually.

Use the BYTES parameter value(s) in the logical child's SEGM statement as the value(s) for the LENGTH parameter:

For fixed length segments:

dl/i-segment-length = BYTES entry in logical child's SEGM statement

For variable length segments:

dl/1-max-segment-length = First BYTES entry in logical child's SEGM statement

dl/1-min-segment-length = Second BYTES entry in logical child's SEGM statement

Example 4

Assume both the LPCK and the PPCK are stored physically.

Find the PPCK's length. Add this key length to the entry(ies) in the logical child's BYTES clause:

For fixed length segments:

dl/i-segment-length = PPCK-length + BYTES entry in logical child's SEGM statement

For variable length segments:

dl/1-max-segment-length = PPCK-length + first BYTES entry in logical child's SEGM statement

dl/1-min-segment-length = PPCK-length + second BYTES entry in logical child's SEGM statement

FIELD Statement

A FIELD statement defines a DL/I field within the named record and corresponds to the FIELD statement in the DBD.
Following each RECORD statement, there must be a FIELD statement for every field listed in the DBD for the segment
corresponding to the named record. Some records (that is, those corresponding to the logical child segments) will need
additional FIELD statements, as explained below. Up to 255 FIELD statements can follow each RECORD statement. If,
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however, a named record corresponds to a segment for which no fields are defined in the DBD, the RECORD statement
stands alone without any FIELD statements.

Five FIELD Statement Formats

There are five FIELD statement formats available:

• Sequence -- Defines DL/I sequence fields
• Field -- Defines DL/I search fields other than sequence fields
• Logical parent -- Defines logical parent concatenated key fields
• Physical parent -- Defines physical parent concatenated key fields
• Logical sequence -- Defines logical sequence fields (that is, sequence fields for the virtual logical child segments)

How to Determine the Appropriate FIELD Statement Format

To determine which format of the FIELD statement is appropriate to define a particular DL/I field, first consider the
segment equivalent of the record being described in the RECORD statement. Find the SEGM statement defining the
segment and determine whether the segment is a root segment, a dependent segment (that is, with only one parent), or
a logical child segment (that is, with two parents). After making this determination, apply the appropriate set of rules as
follows:

• Root and dependent segments -- If the segment is either a root segment or a dependent segment, note its sequence
field (if any). Define this sequence field by using the SEQUENCE FIELD statement. This FIELD statement must appear
immediately following the appropriate RECORD statement. Next, determine if the segment has search fields (that is,
fields defined without a SEQ in the NAME clause of the FIELD statement). If there are search fields, each one must be
defined by using the FIELD statement. Each of these FIELD statements must appear under the appropriate RECORD
statement.

• Logical child segment -- If the segment is a logical child segment, the RECORD statement must be followed by
LOGICAL PARENT FIELD and PHYSICAL PARENT FIELD statements to define the logical parent concatenated key
field and the physical parent concatenated key field, respectively. Additionally, the logical child segment corresponding
to the named record may have a sequence field. If so, define this sequence field with a SEQUENCE FIELD statement
following the RECORD statement.

Define Search Fields with Separate FIELD Statement

Define each of the segment's search fields to the IPSB with a separate FIELD statement following the LOGICAL PARENT
FIELD and PHYSICAL PARENT FIELD statements that define the logical parent concatenated key and the physical
parent concatenated key, respectively. Next, locate the SEGM statement that defines the associated virtual logical child
segment. This SEGM statement is generally not located in the same DBD as the SEGM statement that defines the logical
child segment.

If the virtual logical child segment has a sequence field, a LOGICAL SEQUENCE FIELD statement is required to define
the sequence field under the named record. For each of the remaining search fields for the virtual logical child segment,
there must be a FIELD statement. Each of these FIELD statements must appear under the RECORD statement that
identifies the record corresponding to the logical child segment.

USAGE Clause

Each of the five formats of the FIELD statement can end with the optional USAGE clause. As with DL/I, this clause is for
documentation purposes only. This clause and the five FIELD statement formats are described separately below.

USAGE clause

The USAGE clause defines the data type of the named field. It is used at the end of each of the five formats of the FIELD
statement and is not repeated for the individual formats of the FIELD statement.

Syntax
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>─┬──────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────><

  └─ USAGE is ──┬── DISplay ◄──┬─ . ─┘

                ├── BINary ────┤

                └── PACKed ────┘

Parameters

• USAGE is
Specifies the data type of the named field. To determine the appropriate option, note the FIELD statement in the DBD.

• DISplay
Specify if the FIELD statement in the DBD specifies TYPE=C. DISPLAY is the default value.

• BINary
Specify if the FIELD statement in the DBD specifies TYPE=F, TYPE=H, or TYPE=X.

• PACKed
Specify if the FIELD statement in the DBD specifies TYPE=P.

SEQUENCE FIELD statement

This format of the FIELD statement defines the sequence field for the named record. A sequence field can be defined for:

• Each record corresponding to a root segment
• A dependent segment ordered under its physical parent, including the logical child segment
• A pointer segment

Sequence fields defined for pointer records must comprise the concatenation of the constant, search, and subsequence
fields for the pointer segment. (Constant and subsequence fields are described below.)

A field defined as a sequence field can be used as a search field in an SSA.

Syntax

►►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ SEQuence FIELD name is dl1-field-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ STARTING POSition is starting-position ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LENgth is dl1-field-length ─┘

Parameters
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• SEQuence FIELD name is dl1-field-name
Specifies the name of the sequence field. Dl1-field-name is the entry in the NAME clause of the DL/I FIELD statement
defining the sequence field.

• STARTING POSition is starting-position
Specifies the position in the record in which the sequence field begins. Use the START clause value in the DL/I FIELD
statement defining the sequence field.

• LENgth is dl1-field-length
Specifies the length of the sequence field. Use the BYTES clause entry in the DL/I FIELD statement defining the
sequence field.

FIELD statement

This format of the FIELD statement defines the named record's search fields (that is, the search fields other than the
sequence fields).

There must be a separate statement to define each search field in each record that corresponds to a segment with search
fields.

For a record corresponding to a logical child segment, this format defines the search fields for the logical child segment
and for the virtual logical child segment.

DL/I fields whose names begin with /CK or /SX are treated like any other search fields and are defined with this format of
the FIELD statement.

Syntax

►►─┬────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ FIELD name is dl1-field-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ STARTING POSition is starting-position ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LENgth is dl1-field-length ─┘

Parameters

• FIELD name is dl1-field-name
Names the DL/I field being defined. Use the NAME clause entry in the DL/I FIELD statement that defines the search
field for the segment corresponding to the named record.
Ensure that dl1-field-name is identical to the field name by which the DL/I application will refer to the field.

• STARTING POSition is starting-position
Specifies the position in the record in which the search field begins. Use the START parameter value in the DL/I FIELD
statement that defines the search field. Omit this field if the name field is a /SX field.

• LENgth is dl1-field-length
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Specifies the length of the search field. Use the BYTES parameter value in the DL/I FIELD statement that defines the
search field.

LOGICAL PARENT FIELD statement

This format of the FIELD statement defines the logical parent concatenated key field for a record corresponding to a
logical child segment. A logical parent concatenated key is a symbolic pointer to the logical parent.

LOGICAL PARENT FIELD statements and PHYSICAL PARENT FIELD statements (for defining the physical parent
concatenated key field) are both required when the named record corresponds to a logical child segment.

Syntax

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►

   └─ LOGical PARENT CONCATenated KEY FIELD name is dl1-field-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ STORED ─┬── PHYSically ◄───┤

              └── VIRTually ─────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ STARTING POSition is starting-position ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LENgth is dl1-field-length ─┘

Parameters

• LOGical PARENT CONCATenated KEY FIELD name is dl1-field-name
Specifies the name by which the concatenated key to the logical parent segment is defined to DL/I. Any 1- to 8-
character name can be used for the dl1-field-name, since this name serves only as a filler.
Ensure that the name selected for dl1-field-name is not used to define any other field for the named record.

• STORED PHYSically/VIRTually
Specifies whether the logical parent concatenatecd key is stored with the record corresponding to the logical child
segment or is built by the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface.

• PHYSically
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Specifies that the logical parent concatenated key is stored with the record corresponding to the logical child segment.
The use of this option for the segment corresponding to the named record depends on the type of logical relationship
defined in the relevant DBDs as follows:

Relationship What to specify
Unidirectional and bidirectional virtual logical relationships If PHYSICAL or P is specified on the SEGM statement PARENT

parameter defining the real logical child segment, specify
PHYSICALLY.

For bidirectional physical logical relationships, the relationship
must appear like a bidirectional virtual logical relationship.
Choose one logical child segment to represent the real logical
child segment and the other to represent the logical virtual child
segment. Hence, the parent of the assigned real logical child
segment is considered the physical parent segment; the parent of
the assigned virtual logical child segment is considered the logical
parent segment.

If the entry in the PARENT parameter of the SEGM statement
defining the segment assigned as the real logical child segment is
PHYSICAL or P, specify PHYSICALLY.

The default for this IPSB clause is PHYSICALLY.

If either of the destination parent concatenated key fields is STORED PHYSICALLY, that field must be the first field in the
record.

If both destination parent concatenated key fields are STORED PHYSICALLY (see note below), they must be the first two
fields in the record. These however, can be preceded by the halfword-length field if the record is a variable-length record.
If PHYSICALLY is specified, the STARTING POSITION clause (see below) must be included in the FIELD statement.

• VIRTually
Specifies that the logical parent concatenated key is absent from the record corresponding to the logical child segment
and is built by the run-time interface. The use of this option for the segment corresponding to the named record
depends on the type of logical relationship defined in the relevant DBDs, as follows:

Relationship What to specify
Unidirectional and bidirectional virtual logical relationships Specify VIRTUALLY if VIRTUAL or V is specified in the PARENT

parameter of the SEGM statement defining the real logical child
segment.

For bidirectional physical logical relationships, the relationship
must appear as a bidirectional virtual logical relationship, as
described under bidirectional physical logical relationships above.

If the entry in the PARENT parameter of the SEGM statement
defining the segment assigned as the real logical child segment is
VIRTUAL or V, specify VIRTUALLY.
If VIRTUALLY is specified, you must omit the STARTING
POSITION clause.

NOTE
Although DL/I bidirectional virtual relationships permit only the logical parent concatenated key to be stored
physically in the logical child, CA IDMS DLI Transparency allows either one or both of the concatenated keys to
be stored physically or virtually.

• STARTING POSition is starting-position
Specifies the position in the record in which the concatenated key field begins, where the record begins in position 1.
What you specify on this clause depends upon what you specified on the STORED VIRTUALLY/PHYSICALLY clause:

STORED VIRTUALLY/PHYSICALLY clause STARTING POSITION clause
If STORED VIRTUALLY is specified for the named field Don't include it for the named field.
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If STORED PHYSICALLY is specified only for the named field
(that is, only for the LOGICAL PARENT CONCATENATED KEY
field)

START POSITION IS 1.

If both the named field and the PHYSICAL PARENT
CONCATENATED KEY field (PHYSICAL PARENT FIELD
statement) are STORED PHYSICALLY

One of the two fields will have a START POSITION of 1. The
other field will begin in the next available byte after its complement
concatenated key field is stored. For example, assume that the
length of the concatenated key for the physical parent is 15 and
the STARTING POSITION entered in the IPSB for the PHYSICAL
PARENT is 1. Therefore, the LOGICAL PARENT KEY field has a
START POSITION of 16.

When both concatenated keys are stored physically and the
record is a variable length record

Perform the above calculations and add 2 to the start position to
allow for the halfword containing the length of the record.

• LENgth is dl1-field-length
Specifies the length of the concatenated key for the logical parent.
To determine the entry for this clause, first find the DL/I FIELD statements that define the sequence fields of the logical
parent segment and of those segments in the logical parent's hierarchical path to the root segment. Add the BYTES
clause entries in these FIELD statements.

Usage

The Length of the Concatenated Key for the Logical Parent

To calculate the length of the concatenated key for the logical parent, assume the DBD has the following entries from the
root segment through the sequence field of the logical parent segment:

SEGM     NAME=SEGRT,PARENT=0,BYTES=31,PTR=TWINBWD

FIELD    NAME=(FIELD1,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START=,TYPE=C

FIELD    NAME=FIELD2,BYTES=10,START=22

SEGM     NAME=LPSEG,PARENT=SEGRT,BYTES=20,PTR=TWINBWD

FIELD    NAME=(FIELD3,SEQ,U),BYTES=60,START=1,TYPE=C

In this example, the sum of the sequence fields (FIELD1 and FIELD3) is 81, which is the value entered in the LENGTH
clause of the IPSB FIELD statement. For more details, see Figure 36.

PHYSICAL PARENT FIELD statement

This format of the FIELD statement defines the physical parent concatenated key field for the record corresponding to the
logical child segment. A physical parent concatenated key is a symbolic pointer to the logical parent. LOGICAL PARENT
FIELD and PHYSICAL PARENT FIELD statements (used to define the logical parent concatenated key field) are both
required when the named record corresponds to a logical child segment.

Syntax

►►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►

   └─ PHYSical PARENT CONCATenated KEY FIELD name is dl1-field-name ─┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ STORED ─┬── PHYSically ◄───┤

              └── VIRTually ─────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ STARTING POSition is starting-position ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LENgth is dl1-field-length ─┘

Parameters

• PHYSical PARENT CONCATenated KEY FIELD name is dl1-field-name
Specifies the name by which the concatenated key to the physical parent is defined to CA IDMS/DB. Any 1- to 8-
character name can be used for the dl1-field-name, since this name serves only as a filler.
Make sure that the name selected for dl1-field-name is not used to define any other field for the named record.

• STORED PHYSically/VIRTually
Specifies whether the physical parent concatenated key is stored with the record corresponding to the logical child
segment or is built by the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface.

• PHYSically
Specifies that the physical parent concatenated key is stored with the record equivalent of the logical child segment.
The default is PHYSICALLY. The following considerations apply to the use of this option:

Relationship What to specify
When the named record corresponding to the logical child
segment is participating in a bidirectional physical logical
relationship.
In such cases, CA IDMS DLI Transparency requires that the
logical relationship be made to appear as a bidirectional virtual
logical relationship. As described above (in the STORED
PHYSICALLY syntax rules under LOGICAL PARENT FIELD
Statement), one of the logical child segments must be treated as
the real logical child segment, and the other segment must be
assigned as the virtual logical child segment. If PHYSICAL or P is
entered in this parameter, specify PHYSICAL in the IPSB clause.

STORED PHYSICALLY.

If either of the destination parent concatenated key fields is stored physically, make that field the first physical field in the
record.

If both destination parent concatenated key fields are stored physically (see the discussion of STORED PHYSICALLY/
VIRTUALLY under "LOGICAL PARENT FIELD Statement"), they must be the first two physical fields in the record. These
fields, however, can be preceded by the halfword-length field if the record is a variable-length record. If PHYSICALLY is
specified, the STARTING POSITION clause (see below) must be included in the FIELD statement.
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• VIRTually
Specifies that the physical parent concatenated key is absent from the record corresponding to the logical child
segment and is built by the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface. The use of this option for the segment
corresponding to the named record depends on the type of logical relationship defined in the relevant DBDs, as
follows:

Relationship What to specify
For unidirectional logical relationships and bidirectional virtual
logical relationships

VIRTUALLY

For bidirectional physical logical relationships, CA IDMS DLI
Transparency requires that one logical child segment be treated
as the real logical child segment, and the other logical child
segment be treated as the virtual logical child segment. (See the
discussion of STORED PHYSICALLY under LOGICAL PARENT
FIELD Statement.)
If the entry in the PARENT parameter of the SEGM statement
defining the segment that is being treated as the virtual logical
child segment specifies VIRTUAL or V

VIRTUALLY
If VIRTUALLY is specified, the STARTING POSITION clause must
be omitted.

• STARTING POSition is starting-position
Specifies the position in the record in which the concatenated key field begins, where the record begins in position 1.
Omit this clause if STORED VIRTUALLY is specified for the named field.

Relationship What to specify
If STORED PHYSICALLY is specified only for the named field
(that is, only for the LOGICAL PARENT CONCATENATED KEY
field)

Specify START POSITION IS 1.
If both the named field and the LOGICAL PARENT
CONCATENATED KEY field are stored physically, one of the fields
will have a START POSITION of 1. The other field will begin in the
next available byte after its complement concatenated key field is
stored.
When both concatenated key fields are stored physically and the
record is a variable-length record, add 2 to the START POSITION
to allow for the halfword containing the length of the record.

• LENGTH IS dl1-field-length
Specifies the length of the concatenated key to the physical parent.
To determine the entry for this clause, first find the DL/I FIELD statements that define the sequence fields of the
physical parent segment and of those segments in the physical parent's hierarchical path to the root segment. Add the
BYTES clause entries in these FIELD statements. The result is the entry for dl1-field-length.

LOGICAL SEQUENCE FIELD statement

This format of the FIELD statement defines the logical sequence field and its attributes. A logical sequence field must be
defined for the named record corresponding to a logical child segment whenever the associated virtual logical child has a
sequence field. A field defined as a logical sequence field can be used as a search field in an SSA.

Syntax

►►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ LOGical SEQuence FIELD name is dl1-field-name ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ STARTING POSition is starting-position ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LENgth is dl1-field-length ─┘

Parameters

• LOGical SEQuence FIELD name is dl1-field-name
Identifies the sequence field of the virtual logical child segment. Use the NAME clause entry in the DL/I FIELD
statement defining the sequence field for the virtual logical child segment.

• STARTING POSition is starting-position
Specifies the position in the record in which the sequence field begins. Use the START clause entry in the DL/I FIELD
statement defining the sequence field for the virtual logical child segment.

• LENgth IS dl1-field-length
Specifies the length of the sequence field. Use the BYTES clause entry in the DL/I FIELD statement defining the
sequence field for the virtual logical child segment.

Usage

Sample PSB

This sample PSB calls for DBD1, which is shown in the hierarchy diagram in Figure 38. The DBD that defines DBD1 is
shown in Figure 39. Figure 40 shows the resulting RECORD SECTION that is developed.

     PCB     TYPE=DB,DBDNAME=DBD1,PROCOPT=G,KEYLEN=45,PROCSEQ=INDEX1

     SENSEG  NAME=SEGRT1,PARENT=0

     SENSEG  NAME=SEG3,PARENT=SEGRT1

     SENSEG  NAME=SEG4,PARENT=SEG3

     SENSEG  NAME=SEG2,PARENT=SEGRT1

     PSBGEN  LANG=COBOL,PSBNAME=PSB1

     END

Figure 37. Sample PSB

Hierarchy Diagram of DBD1

This hierarchy diagram corresponds to database DBD1. SEGRT1, SEG2, SEG3, and SEG4 are specified in the PSB
shown in Figure 37 and, therefore, require RECORD statements to define their equivalent records. SEG5 is indicated by
broken lines because it is a virtual logical child segment, which is not a real segment.
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Figure 38. Hierarchy diagram of DBD1

Sample DBDs

DBD1 is the database called for by the PCB shown in Figure 37 DBD2 is the database that contains the logical parent
segment of logical child SEG2 and the virtual logical child segment paired with SEG2. Information from the DBDs for both
databases is required to complete the RECORD SECTION shown in Figure 40.

        DBD      NAME=DBD1,ACCESS=HDAM,RMNAME=(DLZHDC30,3,1800,3000)

        DATASET  DD1=HDAM1,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=2048,SCAN=3

        SEGM     NAME=SEGRT1,PARENT=0,BYTES=115,POINTER=TWINBWD,RULES=PPV

        FIELD    NAME=RT1KEY,SEQ,U,BYTES=11,START=1

        FIELD    NAME=FIELD2,BYTES=5,START=1

        FIELD    NAME=FIELD3,BYTES=6,START=6

        SEGM     NAME=SEG2,PARENT=((SEGRT1),(LPSEGRT,P,DBD2)),

                  BYTES=120,POINTER=TWIN6WD),RULES=(PLV)

        FIELD    NAME=(KEY2,SEQ,U),BYTES=6,START=1

        SEGM     NAME=SEG3,PARENT=SEGRT1,BYTES=10,POINTER=TWIN

        FIELD    NAME=(KEY3,SEQ,U),BYTES=3,START=1
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        FIELD    NAME=FIELD5,BYTES=4,START=4

        SEGM     NAME=SEG4,PARENT=SEG3,BYTES=6,POINTER=TWIN

        FIELD    NAME=(KEY4,SEQ,U),BYTES=6,START=1

        SEGM     NAME=SEG5,PARENT=SEG4,PTR=PAIRED,

                  SOURCE=((LCSEG,DATA,DBD3))

        FIELD    NAME=(KEY5,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START=1,TYPE=F

        FIELD    NAME=FIELD-5,BYTES=20,START=22,TYPE=F

        DBDGEN

        FINISH

        END

 

 

        DBD      NAME=DBD2,ACCESS=HDAM

        DATASET  DD1=HDAM2,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=2048,SCAN=3

        SEGM     NAME=SEGRT2,PTR=TWINBWD,RULES=LLV

        FIELD    NAME=(KEY6,SEQ,U),BYTES=60,START=1

        FIELD    NAME=FIELD6,BYTES=15,START=61

        FIELD    NAME=FIELD-7,BYTES=75,START=76

        LCHILD   NAME=(SEG2,DBD1),PAIR=SEG6,PTR=DBLE

        SEGM     NAME=SEG6,PARENT=SEGRT2,PTR=PAIRED

                      SOURCE=(SEG2,DATA,DBD1)

        FIELD    NAME=(KEY7,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START=61

        FIELD    NAME=FIELD8,BYTES=20,START=22

        SEGM     NAME=SEG7 BYTES=200,PARENT=SEG1

        FIELD    NAME=(KEY8,SEQ,U)BYTES=99,START=1
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        FIELD    NAME=FIELD9,BYTES=101,START=100

        SEGM     NAME=SEG8,BYTES=100,PARENT=SEG1

        FIELD    NAME=(KEY9,SEQ,U),BYTES=15,START=1

        FIELD    NAME=FIELD10,BYTES=15,START=51

        DBDGEN

        FINISH

        END

Figure 39. Sample DBDs

Sample RECORD SECTION

The information used to define this RECORD SECTION example is based on information in Figure 37 through Figure 39.

SEG5, defined in the first DBD shown in Figure 39, is omitted from this RECORD SECTION example because SEG5
is a virtual logical child segment. However, the fields of a virtual logical child segment are entered under the record
corresponding to the logical child when the PSB calls for the associated logical child segment.

Thus, under REC2, which corresponds to SEG2 in DBD1, a logical sequence field and a search field are defined.

These two fields come from the virtual logical child segment (SEG6) located in DBD2, which is defined in the second DBD
in Figure 39.

        RECORD SECTION.

        RECORD NAME IS RECRT1 LENGTH IS 115.

          SEQ FIELD NAME IS RT1KEY START POS 1 LENGTH 11.

              FIELD NAME IS FIELD2 START POS 1 LENGTH 5.

              FIELD NAME IS FIELD3 START POS 6 LENGTH 6.

        RECORD NAME IS REC2 LENGTH IS 120

        LOGICAL PARENT CONCAT KEY FIELD NAME IS FILFLD1

                     STORED PHYSICALLY START POS 1 LENGTH 60.

        PHYSICAL PARENT CONCAT KEY FIELD NAME IS FILFLD2

                    STORED VIRTUALLY LENGTH 11.

          SEQ FIELD NAME IS KEY2 START POS 1 LENGTH 6.
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          LOGICAL SEQUENCE FIELD NAME IS KEY7

                    START POS 61 LENGTH 21.

              FIELD NAME IS FIELD8 START POS 22 LENGTH 20.

        RECORD NAME IS REC3 LENGTH IS 10.

          SEQ FIELD NAME IS KEY3 START POS 1 LENGTH 3.

              FIELD NAME IS FIELD5 START POS 4 LENGTH 4.

        RECORD NAME IS REC4 LENGTH IS 6.

          SEQ FIELD NAME IS KEY4 START POS 1 LENGTH 6.

Figure 40. Sample RECORD SECTION

INDEX SECTION
The INDEX SECTION provides the information required to relate CA IDMS/DB records and sets to secondary index and
HIDAM index structures to be used and/or maintained by the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface.

The only statement in the INDEX SECTION is the INDEX statement. Each INDEX statement does the following:

• Identifies a HIDAM database or a secondary index
• Identifies the CA IDMS/DB records and sets that correspond to the DL/I segments and segment relationships in that

index
• Names the DL/I fields used to build the index
• Names an index suppression exit routine to handle DL/I sparse indexing

Reviewing the INDEX SECTION requires that you identify the HIDAM databases and the secondary indexes that the run-
time interface will either use explicitly or maintain implicitly when processing DL/I database requests with this IPSB. An
index is used explicitly when one of the following occurs:

• A PCB refers to a DBD with ACCESS=HIDAM.
• A PCB contains a PROCSEQ parameter, which indicates the use of a secondary index to access the root segment.
• One of the SENSEG statements in the PCB has an INDICES parameter.

An index is used implicitly by a PCB when the PCB allows the index target segment or the index source segment to be
updated (that is, the PROCOPT parameter has a value of I, R, or D). If in doubt, include the indexes; extra indexes will not
affect CA IDMS DLI Transparency processing.

Syntax

►►─── INDEX SECTION ── . ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ INDEX name is indexed-field-name ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ using indexed-set indexed-set-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TARGET record is idms-record-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ POINTER record is idms-record-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ thru SET idms-set-name ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ SOURCE record is idms-record-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ CONSTANT is constant ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ SEARCH FIELDS are(is) ─── (dl1-field-name) ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─ SUBSEQuence FIELDS are(is) ─── (dl1-field-name) ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►
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   └─ DUPLicate data FIELDS are(is) ─── (dl1-field-name) ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NULL VALue is ─┬─ null-value ─┬───┘

                     ├─ BLANK ──────┤

                     └─ ZERO ───────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

   └─ EXIT routine is dl1-exit-routine-name ──── . ──┘

Parameters

• INDEX SECTION
INDEX SECTION must be the first entry in this section followed by as many INDEX statements as required. The
INDEX SECTION sentence must be present even if no INDEX statements are included.

• INDEX name is indexed-field-name
Names the indexed field by which the index is known. Indexed-field-name must be a 1- to 8-character name.
For a HIDAM database, indexed-field-name should be the name of the index DBD.
For a secondary index, indexed-field-name is the NAME parameter value in the XDFLD statement, which is in the
DBD defining the indexed database. For more information on finding the index field names for HIDAM databases and
secondary indexes, see DL/I and CA IDMS/DB.

• using indexed-set index-set-name
Identifies the CA IDMS/DB index set through which the DL/I secondary index or HIDAM index structure is
implemented.
Index-set-name must be a 1- to 16-character name and must be included in the subschema named in the IPSB
SECTION.

• TARGET record is idms-record-name
Identifies the CA IDMS/DB record that corresponds to the DL/I index target segment in this index.
Idms-record-name must be a 1- to 16-character record name included in the subschema named in the IPSB SECTION
and named in the RECORD SECTION.
To identify the target record, first locate in the DBD the SEGM statement that defines the target segment. After
identifying the name of the target segment, locate the name of the corresponding record as defined in the CA IDMS/
DB subschema in use. For more information on locating the SEGM statement that defines the target segment, see DL/
I and CA IDMS/DB.

• POINTER record is idms-record-name
Identifies the CA IDMS/DB record that corresponds to the DL/I index pointer segment in this index.
Idms-record-name must be a 1- to 16-character record name included in the subschema named in the IPSB SECTION
and named in the RECORD SECTION.
To identify the pointer record, first locate in the DBD the SEGM statement that defines the pointer segment. After
identifying the name of the pointer segment, find the name of the corresponding record as defined in the CA IDMS/DB
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subschema in use. For more information on locating the SEGM statement that defines the pointer segment, see DL/I
and CA IDMS/DB.

• thru SET idms-set-name
Identifies the target pointer set of which the target record is the owner and the pointer record is the member.
Idms-set-name must be a 1- to 16-character name in the subschema and named in the IPSB SECTION. For more
information on target pointer sets, see DL/I and CA IDMS/DB.

• SOURCE record is idms-record-name
Identifies the CA IDMS/DB record that corresponds to the DL/I index source segment in this index.
Idms-record-name must be a 1- to 16-character record name in the subschema named in the IPSB SECTION and
named in the RECORD SECTION.
The run-time interface uses fields from this record to build the key by which the target record is indexed. To locate the
source record, first locate in the DBD the SEGM statement that defines the source segment. After identifying the name
of the source segment, locate the name of the corresponding record as defined in the CA IDMS/DB subschema in use.
For further information on locating the SEGM statement that defines the source segment, see DL/I and CA IDMS/DB.

• CONSTANT is constant
Specifies a 1-byte field used to identify the index if it is a shared index. The byte value must be enclosed in double
quotation marks. (Shared indexes are also known as sparse indexes.)
Constant must be a 1- to 11-character Assembler constant that represents a 1-byte field (typically in character,
hexadecimal, or binary format). The following examples illustrate possible values for constant:

CONSTANT IS "C'A'"

CONSTANT IS "X'02'"

CONSTANT IS "B'00000001"

The CONSTANT clauses above specify a 1-byte constant in character, hexadecimal, and binary format. For constant,
enter the CONST parameter value located in the DL/I XDFLD statement. (This XDFLD statement is found in the DBD
defining the indexed database.)

• SEARCH FIELDS are (is) dl1-field-name
Identifies the DL/I search fields to be taken from the designated source record to build the index key for the target
record.
This mandatory clause must name at least one search field and can specify up to five search fields.
Make sure that the search fields identified in this clause are defined in RECORD SECTION FIELD statements.
These FIELD statements are associated with the RECORD statement that names the record designated as the source
record. The run-time interface concatenates these fields, uses them to build an index key, and places the key in the
designated pointer record. Each dl1-field-name must be a 1- to 8-character field name. When entering more than one
field name, separate each name by a comma and enclose all the names in parentheses. Enclosing parentheses are
optional if only one field name is included.
In a HIDAM database, the sequence field of the root segment is the search field. Therefore, dl1-field-name is the
NAME parameter value in the DL/I FIELD statement that defines the root segment's sequence field.
For a secondary index, each dl1-field-name entry can be found in the SRCH parameter of a XDFLD statement. Each
entry corresponds to the name of a DL/I FIELD statement following the SEGM statement that defines the source
segment.

• SUBSEQuence data FIELDS are (is) dl1-field-name
For secondary indexes only, optionally identifies the DL/I subsequence fields to be taken from the designated source
record to extend the index key. If specified, you must name at least one subsequence field and can name up to five
subsequence fields. The run-time interface concatenates these fields and uses them to extend the index key built
from search fields. The subsequence fields identified in this clause must be defined in the RECORD SECTION FIELD
statements associated with the RECORD statement that names the record designated as the source record.
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Make sure that each of the dl-field-names is a 1- to 8-character name. If more than one field name is included,
separate the field names with commas and enclose them in parentheses. The enclosing parentheses are optional if
only one field name is specified.
To determine an entry for dl1-field-name, note the SUBSEQ parameter in the DL/I XDFLD statement. The value in this
parameter specifies which of the fields for the index source segment are the subsequence fields. Therefore, although a
subsequence field is specified in a SUBSEQ parameter, it is defined in a FIELD statement following the definition of the
source segment.
A subsequence field can be a system-related field, in which case its name must begin with /CK or /SX.

• DUPLicate data FIELDS are (is) dl1-field-name
For secondary indexes only, identifies the DL/I duplicate-data fields to be copied from the designated source record to
the pointer record. If specified, this optional clause must name at least one duplicate-data field and can name up to five
duplicate-data fields. If named, these fields are concatenated and copied from the source record to the pointer record
to permit access to the duplicate data when processing the pointer record independently of the defined index structure.
Therefore, data placed in the pointer record has no impact on the key used to create the index. The duplicate-data
fields identified in this clause must be defined in RECORD SECTION FIELD statements associated with the RECORD
statement that names the record designated as the source record.
Make sure that dl1-field-name is a 1- to 8-character name. If more than one field name is included, separate the field
names with commas and enclose them in parentheses. The enclosing parentheses are optional if only one field name
is included.
To determine an entry for dl1-field-name, note the DDATA parameter in the DL/I XDFLD statement. An entry in this
parameter specifies which of the fields for the index source segment are the secondary index's duplicate-data fields.
Therefore, although a duplicate-data field is specified in a DDATA parameter, it is defined in a FIELD statement
following the definition of the source segment.
A duplicate data field can be a system-related field, in which case its name must begin with /CK.

• NULL VALue is
Identifies a 1-byte Assembler constant used to suppress the creation of a pointer record during index suppression. The
byte value must be enclosed in double quotation marks. Each byte in the named search fields is compared with the
NULL VALUE constant.

• null-value
Specify a 1- to 8-character Assembler constant that represents a 1-byte field (typically in character, hexadecimal, or
binary format). If each byte in the search field equals null-value, no pointer record is stored for the associated target
record.

• BLANK
Specify BLANK for a null value of blanks.

• ZERO
Specify ZERO for a null value of binary zeros (low value). The examples below illustrate possible values for null-value:

NULL VALUE IS "C'A'"

NULL VALUE IS "X'FF'"

NULL VALUE IS "B'00000000'"

The NULL VALUE clauses above specify a 1-byte term in character, hexadecimal, and binary format.
To complete this clause, specify the value in the NULLVAL parameter of the XDFLD statement (that is, the XDFLD
statement in the DBD that defines the indexed database).

• EXIT routine is dl1-exit-routine-name
Specifies a user-written exit routine for controlling the creation of selected DL/I secondary index entries.
Dl1-exit-routine-name must match the name specified for the EXTRTN parameter of the XDFLD statement in the
indexed DBD. Make sure that you place the named exit routine in an operating-system partitioned data set and that
you provide access to it via a CDMSLIB JCL statement.
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The CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface loads (invokes) the exit routine when the DL/I application issues
an ISRT or REPL call for a CA IDMS/DB record corresponding index source/ to a DL/I index source segment in one or
more index relationships.

Usage

Examples of INDEX SECTIONs are shown in the illustrations below along with the resources used to develop these
INDEX SECTIONs.

Sample DBDs for a HIDAM Database and Associated Index

The example below shows sample DBDs for a HIDAM database and its associated index database.

As with all HIDAM databases, the target and the source segments are the same segment (the root segment in the HIDAM
database), which in this case is SEG1. The pointer segment, SEG2, is the only segment in the index database. Since in a
HIDAM database the search field is always the root segment sequence field, the search field in this sample is FIELD1.

        DBD         NAME=DB1,ACCESS=HIDAM

        DATASET     DD1=DBHIDAM,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=42,RECORD=48,SCAN=1

        SEGM        NAME=SEG1,BYTES-31,PTR=H,PARENT=0

        FIELD       NAME=(FIELD1,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START=1

        FIELD       NAME=FIELD2,BYTES=10,START=22

        LCHILD      NAME=(SEG2,DBINDEX),PTR=INDX

        DBDGEN

        FINISH

        END

 

        DBD         NAME=DBINDEX,ACCESS=INDEX

        DATASET     DD1=DBXINDX,DEVICE 3350,BLOCK=44,RECORD=46,SCAN=1

        SEGM        NAME=SEG2,BYTES=21

        LCHILD      NAME=(SEG1,DB1),INDEX=FIELD1

        FIELD       NAME=(FIELD3,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START=1

        DBDGEN

        FINISH

        END
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Figure 41. Sample DBDs for a HIDAM database and associated index database

Sample INDEX SECTION Based on a HIDAM Database

The sample below is based on information supplied in the DBDs in Figure 41. The index set IX-SET1 indexes the index
pointer segment.

 INDEX SECTION.

    INDEX NAME IS DBINDEX

    USING INDEXED-SET IX-SET1

    TARGET RECORD IS REC1

    POINTER RECORD IS REC2

    THRU SET REC1-REC2

    SOURCE RECORD IS REC1

    SEARCH FIELD IS FIELD1.

Figure 42. Sample INDEX SECTION based on a HIDAM database

DBDs for a Secondary Index and its Associated Index Database

The example below shows the DBDs for a secondary index and its associated index database.

The target segment SEG5 is referenced in the LCHILD statement in the index DBD, while the source segment is
referenced in the SEGMENT parameter of the XDFLD statement in the indexed DBD.

The pointer segment, as in all secondary and HIDAM databases, is the only segment in the index database. In this
sample, the pointer segment is SEG6.

The search field for the secondary index is referenced in the SRCH parameter of the XDFLD statement in the indexed
DBD; the duplicate-data field is referenced in the DDATA parameter of the same XDFLD statement. Both the search field
and the DDATA field, however, appear under the SEGM statement defining SEG7.

        DBD         NAME=DB2,ACCESS=HDAM,RMNAME=(GLDHDC20,5,660,850)

        DATASET     DD1=DBHDAM,DEVICE 3350,BLOCK=2048,SCAN=1

        SEGM        NAME=SEG5,PARENT=0,BYTES=15

        FIELD       NAME=(FIELD5,SEQ,U),BYTES=5,START=1

        LCHILD      NAME=(SEG6,DBINDX2),PTR=INDX

        XDFLD       NAME=XDFLD1,SEGMENT=SEG7,
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                     SRCH=FIELD7,DDATA=FIELD6

        SEGM        NAME=SEG7,PARENT=SEG5,BYTES=25

        FIELD       NAME=(FIELD6,SEQ,U),BYTES=5,START=1

        FIELD       NAME=FIELD7,BYTES=20,START=5

        DBDGEN

        FINISH

        END

 

        DBD         NAME=DBINDX2,ACCESS=INDEX

        DATASET     DD1=INDX2,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=23,RECORD=88,SCAN=1

        SEGM        NAME=SEG6,PARENT=0,BYTES=25

        FIELD       NAME=(FIELD8,SEQ,U),START=1,BYTES=6

        LCHILD      NAME=(SEG5,DB2),POINTER=SNGL,INDEX=XDFLD1

        DBDGEN

        FINISH

        END

Figure 43. Sample DBDs for a secondary index and associated index database

Sample INDEX SECTION Based on a Secondary Index

This sample is based on information supplied in the DBDs in Figure 43. The CA IDMS/DB records in the sample INDEX
SECTION have been assigned the prefix REC, and the segment prefix SEG has been eliminated.

 INDEX SECTION.

    INDEX NAME IS XDFLD1

    USING INDEXED-SET IS-SET2

    TARGET RECORD IS REC5

    POINTER RECORD IS REC6

    THRU SET REC5-REC6
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    SOURCE RECORD IS REC7

    SEARCH FIELD IS FIELD5

    DUPLICATE DATA FIELD IS FIELD6.

Figure 44. Sample INDEX SECTION based on a secondary index

PCB SECTION

The PCB SECTION performs the following:

• Identifies the DL/I segments participating in the hierarchies viewed by a DL/I application
• Names the CA IDMS/DB records that represent these segments
• Defines paths that the DL/I application can follow by naming relevant segments and by defining their relationships to

other segments
• Provides a limited amount of DBD information (that is, the DBD names and the access method)

The information included in the PCB SECTION corresponds to the associated DL/I PCBs within a PSB.

The PCB SECTION consists of PCB statements and SEGMENT statements and is formatted as follows:

 PCB SECTION.
  PCB statement.
  SEGMENT statements.
   ...
 PCB statement.
  SEGMENT statements.
   ...
 

The syntax for the PCB statement and the SEGMENT statement are presented separately below.

PCB Statement

A PCB statement is composed of entries from DL/I DBD and PCB statements. The DBD statement is located in the DBD,
while the PCB statement is located in the PSB.

Syntax

 ►►─── PCB SECTION ─── . ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
  
  ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►
    └─ PCB ACCESS METHOD is ──┬─ HDAM ────────────┬──┘
                              ├─ HIDAM ───────────┤
                              ├─ HISAM ───────────┤
                              ├─ INDEX ───────────┤
                              ├─ SECONDary index ─┤
                              └─ HSAM ────────────┘
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  ►─┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ DBDNAME is dbd-name ─┘
  
  ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►
    └─ PROCessing OPTions are(is) ─── dl1-option ──┘
  
  ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ POSitioning is ─┬─ SINGLE ◄──┬───┘
                       └─ MULTIPLE ─┘
  
  ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►◄
    └─ PROCessing SEQuence ──┬─ SET is indexed-set-name ──────┬─── . ─┘
                             └─ INDEX is indexed-field-name ──┘
 

Parameters

• PCB SECTION.
PCB SECTION must be the first entry in this section, followed by as many PCB statements as required to define all
hierarchical views referenced by the DL/I application.
Each PCB statement must be followed by SEGMENT statements to identify the segments that participate in the
hierarchical view.
A PCB statement, in conjunction with subsequent SEGMENT statements, represents one DL/I hierarchical view. In
addition to presenting the hierarchical view, the SEGMENT statement defines the relationships between the named
segment and other DL/I segments, as represented by the corresponding CA IDMS/DB records and set relationships.

• PCB ACCESS METHOD is
Specifies the DL/I access method by which the root segment in this database is accessed.
To determine the appropriate entry for this clause:
– First decide if ACCESS METHOD IS SECONDARY INDEX is appropriate (see below). If this entry is inappropriate,

locate the DBD specified in the DBDNAME parameter of the DL/I PCB statement.
– Next, locate the DBD statement and use the value in the ACCESS parameter for the PCB ACCESS METHOD

clause.
If the PCB specifies a logical database and if the SECONDARY INDEX entry is inappropriate:
– Locate the SEGM statement defining the root segment of the logical database. The SOURCE parameter in this

SEGM statement references the source segment (first entry) and the physical database containing the source
segment (second entry).

– Locate the DBD that defines this physical database.
– Use the ACCESS parameter value in its DBD statement.
Specific sectionlines for the options of the PCB ACCESS METHOD clause follow:

• HDAM
Specifies an HDAM access method. If this entry is specified, omit the PROCESSING SEQUENCE clause (see below).

• HIDAM
Specifies a HIDAM access method. If this entry is specified, a PROCESSING SEQUENCE INDEX clause (see below)
must be included.

• HISAM
Specifies a HISAM access method. If this option is specified, a PROCESSING SEQUENCE SET clause (see below)
must be included to name the relevant indexed set.

• INDEX
Specifies an index access method. If this option is specified, a PROCESSING SEQUENCE SET clause must be
included to name the relevant indexed set.

• SECONDary index
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Specifies a secondary index access method. If this option is specified, a PROCESSING SEQUENCE INDEX clause
must be included to name the relevant indexed field.
 PCB  TYPE=DB,DBDNAME=DBA,PROCOPT=A,KEYLEN=46,PROCSEQ=INDEX1
 

• HSAM
Specifies an HSAM access method. If the root segment of the HSAM database is sequenced (that is, a sequenced
HSAM), a PROCESSING SEQUENCE SET clause must be included. If the root segment of the HSAM database is
unsequenced, omit the PROCESSING SEQUENCE clause. Although the HSAM access method is supported, consider
each sequenced HSAM as a HISAM database when defining DL/I databases in the schema (see DL/I and CA IDMS/
DB).

• DBDNAME IS dbd-name
Specifies the name of the DL/I DBD associated with the database view being defined. This name corresponds to the
DBD name found in the PCB mask in the application program. Use the name specified in the DBDNAME parameter of
the PCB statement.

• PROCessing OPTions are (is)
Specifies the DL/I processing options selected for this database view.
Processing options specify whether the DL/I application program can only read the segments in the database view
or can both read and update the segments. If updating is allowed, the processing options also specify what kind of
updating is permissible. You should include the processing options specified in the associated PROCOPT parameters
of the DL/I PCB statement and its associated SENSEG statements.

• dl1-option
Acceptable values for dl1-option are as follows:
  Value            Explanation
  
   G               The application program can read the segments.
  
   I               The application program can insert segments.
  
   R               The application program can read and replace
                   segments.
  
   D               The application program can read and delete
                   segments.
  
   A               The application program can read, insert, replace,
                   and delete segments.
  
   P               The application program can issue path calls.
 

A maximum of four options can be specified for each PCB statement. If more than one processing option is specified,
do not separate the option by commas or blanks. See the appropriate DL/I documentation for details on DL/I
processing options.
CA IDMS DLI Transparency requires that all processing options be specified for the PCB and does not permit any
overrides of global options for an individual segment. To accommodate this requirement, you must enter in the
PROCESSING OPTIONS clause the most inclusive DL/I processing option entered in the PSB's PCB statement and
its SENSEG statements. If, for example, a PCB statement has PROCOPT=G, and three of the subsequent SENSEG
statements have PROCOPT values of I, R, and A, respectively, you would enter the following:
 PROCESSING OPTION IS A
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By using the CA IDMS/DB access restrictions, you can restrict the type of access overrides/ for specific records and
duplicate DL/I overrides of global processing options.

NOTE
For more information on CA IDMS/DB access restrictions, see the CA IDMS Database Administration
Section.

• POSitioning is SINGLE/MULTIPLE
Specifies whether the interface is to maintain single or multiple positioning for this PCB. (Refer to the appropriate DL/
I documentation for details on single and multiple positioning.) The default is SINGLE. The entry for the POSITION IS
clause is found in the POS parameter of the DL/I PCB statement.

• PROCessing SEQuence
The format of the PROCESSING SEQUENCE clause and whether it is included is determined by the access method
specified in the PCB ACCESS METHOD clause above.
Omit the PROCESSING SEQUENCE clause if an HDAM access method is specified or if the database is an
unsequenced HSAM.

• SET is indexed-set-name
Include a PROCESSING SEQUENCE clause and specify the SET option if a HISAM or INDEX access method is
specified or if the database is an HSAM database with a sequenced root segment. Then, include an indexed-set-name
parameter.
Indexed-set-name is the 1- to 16-character name of the indexed set having as its member the record equivalent of the
root segment of the HISAM, index, or sequenced HSAM database.

• INDEX is indexed-field-name
Indexed-field-name identifies the index through which the root segment for this hierarchy view can be accessed.
Include the PROCESSING SEQUENCE clause and specify the INDEX option if a HIDAM or SECONDARY INDEX
access method is specified. Then, include an indexed-field-name parameter.
Indexed-field-name is the 1- to 8-character name of the index. Make sure that the entry in this parameter is defined in
the INDEX SECTION.

SEGMENT Statement

Each PCB statement must be followed by a SEGMENT statement for each DL/I segment participating in the DL/
I hierarchy. Each SEGMENT statement relates a DL/I segment to a CA IDMS/DB segment to an/ record; the run-
time interface uses the CA IDMS/DB record name to represent the segment. The SEGMENT statement also defines
relationships between the named segment and other DL/I segments, as represented by the corresponding CA IDMS/DB
records and set relationships.

To review SEGMENT statements, you need to locate the relevant PSB and the DBD specified in the DL/I PCB that
corresponds to this PCB. If the specified DBD defines a logical DBD, you must also find the accompanying DBDs that
define the physical databases and the index databases. Similarly, if the PCB calls for a HIDAM database or for a database
with a secondary index, you must locate the DBDs that define the associated index databases. Additionally, you must
have a copy of the relevant CA IDMS/DB schema.

There must be a SEGMENT statement for each segment specified in a SENSEG statement in the DL/I PCB. If the
processing options A or D have been entered in the PROCESSING OPTION clause of the PCB statement, you may have
to enter more SEGMENT statements to identify the dependent segments. The decision on whether additional segments
must be identified in a separate SEGMENT statement can be made only after looking at the accompanying DBD and,
optionally, a hierarchy diagram of the DBD. Note if any segment defined in the accompanying DBD is a dependent of a
segment that is specified in a SENSEG statement. You must define each of these dependent segments with a separate
SEGMENT statement if the segment identified in the SEGM statement can be deleted.

SEGMENT statements must appear in hierarchical order. The first SEGMENT statement under a given PCB statement
must identify the root segment for the hierarchy. All subsequent SEGMENT statements must be included in the order in
which the segments appear in the hierarchy. Similarly, if the DBD specified in the PCB defines a logical database, the
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SEGMENT statements must appear in the same order as the segments appear in the logical hierarchy. A logical DBD can
create inversions from a secondary index and/or from a logical relationship. In such cases, consider the following:

• A secondary index causes an inversion when the target segment of the index is the root segment of the logical
database but not of the physical database. In this case, the inversion of the segments is explicitly coded in the logical
DBD. By including the SEGMENT statements in the same order as the segments are defined in the logical DBD, you
automatically record the inversion. No additional SEGMENT statements are needed other than those coded for the
SENSEG statements in the PCB.

• A logical relationship causes an inversion when the PCB references a logical database and you include SEGMENT
statements to define the hierarchical path of the destination parent segment in its physical database. In this case,
you enter SEGMENT statements to define segments from the destination parent's physical database. The segments
being defined in the inversion, however, do not include the dependent segments of the destination parent segment.
Even though these dependent segments can require SEGMENT statement entries if they are included in the logical
database, they do not participate in the inversion.
The SEGMENT statements must be included to define the segments participating in the logical relationship inversion
in reverse hierarchical order. Therefore, the SEGMENT statement defining the destination parent segment must
be the first SEGMENT statement in the inversion, and the SEGMENT statement defining the root segment in the
destination parent segment's physical database must be the last segment statement in the inversion. Always include
the SEGMENT statements for the segments in the logical relationship inversion even if the segments are neither
identified in the PCB nor defined in the logical DBD. In such cases, you can assign the segments a status of NOT
SENSITIVE. (See the discussion of the USE clause below.)
You must also include SEGMENT statements for each of these segments even if some of them are defined in other
SEGMENT statements for the named DBD. If the same segment is included in the logical inversion and is specified
in the named DBD, make sure that the segment's name is different each time it is specified in a SEGMENT statement
for the named PCB. If the name is the same in both the logical and physical DBD, change the segment name in the
SEGMENT statement that is part of the logical inversion. Use instead any name you choose.

Syntax

 ►►─── SEGMent name is dl1-segment-name ──────────────────────────────────────►
  
  ►─── RECORD name is idms-record-name ───────────────────────────────────────►
  
  ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ PARENT is dl1-segment-name ─┘
  
  ►─┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ thru SET idms-set-name ─┘
  
  ►─┬─────────────┬───┬────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
    ├─ PARENT ◄───┤   └─ is OWNER ─┘
    └─ CHILD ─────┘
  
  ►─┬──────────────┬───┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►
    ├─ PHYSical ◄──┤   └─ DESTination PARENT is idms-record-name ─┘
    └─ LOGical ────┘
  ►─┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ thru SET idms-set-name ─┘
  
  ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►
    └─ INSERT RULES are ─┬─ Logical ◄──┬─,─┬ Logical ◄──┬─,─┬─ Logical ◄─┬─┘
                         ├─ Physical ──┤   ├ Physical ──┤   ├─ Physical ─┤
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                         └─ Virtual ───┘   └ Virtual ───┘   └─ Virtual ──┘
  
  ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►
    └─ REPLACE RULES are ─┬─ Logical ◄──┬─,─┬ Logical ◄──┬─,─┬─ Logical ◄──┬┘
                          ├─ Physical ──┤   ├ Physical ──┤   ├─ Physical ──┤
                          └─ Virtual ───┘   └ Virtual ───┘   └─ Virtual ───┘
  
  ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─
    └─ ACCESS METHOD is ─── HDAM ─────────────────────────────────────────────
 ─►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►
   ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘
    ├─ HIDAM PROCessing SEQuence INDEX is indexed-field-name ───┤
    └─ HISAM PROCessing SEQuence SET is indexed-set-name ───────┘
  
  ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►
    └─ SEQuence is by LOGical sequence field ─┘
  
  ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►◄
    └─ USE is ─┬─ NOT SENsitive ───────────────┬── . ───┘
               ├─ VIRTual LOGical CHILD (VLC) ─┤
               ├─ KEY ─────────────────────────┤
               ├─ DATA ◄───────────────────────┤
               ├─ KEY,KEY ─────────────────────┤
               ├─ KEY,DATA ────────────────────┤
               ├─ DATA,KEY ────────────────────┤
               └─ DATA,DATA ───────────────────┘
 

Parameters

• SEGment name is dl1-segment-name
Identifies a DL/I segment that participates in the hierarchy being defined. Dl1-segment-name must be a 1- to 8-
character name. Make sure that each dl1-segment-name is used only once within the named DBD.

• RECORD name is idms-record-name
Identifies the CA IDMS/DB record corresponding to the segment named in the SEGMENT NAME clause. Idms-record-
name must be the 1- to 16-character name of a record included in the subschema named in the IPSB SECTION and in
the RECORD SECTION. For all segments but those in logical databases, the record named here corresponds directly
to the segment named in the SEGMENT NAME clause.
When a segment participating in a logical database is named, use the record corresponding to the segment named
in the first entry of the SEGM statement's SOURCE parameter. For concatenated segments, which are found only
in logical databases, use the record corresponding to the real logical child segment. If the logical child specified in
the concatenated segment is the virtual logical child segment, you must first locate the SEGM statement defining the
virtual logical child segment to identify the name of the real logical child segment. (For more information, see DL/I and
CA IDMS/DB.)

• PARENT is dl1-segment-name
Identifies the parent of the segment named in the SEGMENT NAME clause. The PARENT IS clause must be included
for all child segments (that is, segments other than root segments). Dl1-segment-name must be a 1- to 8-character
segment name and must be the name of a DL/I segment specified in the SEGMENT NAME clause of a preceding
SEGMENT statement in the hierarchy.
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When entering segments from the database referred to by the PCB, the entry for the PARENT IS clause is the first
value in the PARENT parameter of the SEGM statement defining the child segment. Omit this entry, however, when
the SEGMENT statement defines a root segment. When entering the SEGMENT statements that define the segments
in a logical relationship inversion, the entry for the PARENT IS clause is the name of the SEGMENT defined in the
preceding SEGMENT statement. For example, if the destination parent segment is SEGA, and the next segment in
the hierarchical path of the destination parent segment in its physical database is SEGB, SEGA is the entry in the
SEGMENT statement for SEGB. This entry is correct even though the SEGM statement defining SEGA in its physical
DBD shows SEGB as the parent of SEGA.

• thru SET idms-set-name
Identifies the CA IDMS/DB set that relates the child and parent segments named in the SEGMENT NAME and
PARENT IS clauses. The THRU SET clause must be included when the PARENT NAME clause is present. Idms-set-
name must be a 1- to 16-character set name and must be included in the subschema named in the IPSB SECTION.

• PARENT/CHILD is OWNER
Identifies the owner of the parent/child set. The default is PARENT.

• PHYSical/LOGical DESTination PARENT is idms-record-name
Identifies the CA IDMS/DB record representing the destination parent in a concatenated segment structure. Include
this clause only if the record identified in the RECORD NAME clause corresponds to a logical child segment in a
logical database.
LOGICAL DESTINATION PARENT must be specified if the logical child named in the DL/I SOURCE parameter of
the SEGM statement defining the concatenated segment is the real logical child segment. PHYSICAL DESTINATION
PARENT must be specified if the logical child named in the DL/I SOURCE parameter of the SEGM statement defining
the concatenated segment is the virtual logical child segment.
Idms-record-name is the CA IDMS/DB record corresponding to the logical child entry in the concatenated segment.
This operand must be a 1- to 16-character name, must be included in the subschema named in the IPSB SECTION,
and must be named in the RECORD SECTION.

NOTE
When naming a destination parent, include subsequent SEGMENT statements to define the path back to the
root segment in the physical database in which the destination parent participates. All SEGMENT statements
included to define this path back to the root segment must specify CHILD IS OWNER for the set that relates
the child and parent segments.

• thru SET idms-set-name
Identifies the CA IDMS/DB set that relates the record equivalents of the logical child segment and destination parent
segment. Include this clause only if the DESTINATION PARENT clause is present. Idms-set-name name must be a 1-
to 16-character set name and must be included in the subschema named in the IPSB SECTION. Always identify the
record representing the destination parent segment as the owner of this set.

• INSERT RULES are (IS)
Specifies the insert rules to be applied to the physical parent, logical child, and logical parent segments in a
concatenated segment structure. This clause can be included only if the SEGMENT NAME clause identifies a
concatenated segment. PHYSICAL, LOGICAL, or VIRTUAL must be specified for the physical parent segment, real
logical child segment, and logical parent segment, respectively.
Regardless of which parent is used as the destination parent segment, always specify the insert rule for the physical
parent first, the insert rule for the logical child second, and the insert rule for the logical parent last. The default insert
rule for all three segment types is LOGICAL.
To determine the entry for the INSERT RULES clause, first identify the logical child in the concatenated segment.
Trace the logical child back to the DBD that defines its physical database. Locate the SEGM statement that defines the
logical child and determine if the segment is the real logical child. If this is the case, locate the RULES parameter in
this SEGM statement. The value in the first column of the RULES parameter identifies the insert rule. Using the value
in the first column of the RULES parameter, choose the appropriate option for the INSERT RULES clause, as follows:

• Physical
Is specified if P is the value in the first column of the RULES parameter.

• Logical
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Is specified if L is the value in the first column of the RULES parameter.
• Virtual

Is specified if V is the value in the first column of the RULES parameter.
If the logical child traced back to the DBD defining the physical database is found to be a virtual logical child segment:
a. Locate the SEGM statement defining the associated real logical child segment (see DL/I and CA IDMS/DB).
b. Then, interpret the RULES parameter in this SEGM statement as described above.
c. Next, locate the RULES parameter in the SEGM statement defining the physical parent segment and in the SEGM

statement defining the logical parent segment, and make the appropriate entries in the INSERT RULES clause.
Refer to the appropriate DL/I documentation for a description of the insert rules.

• REPLACE RULES are (is)
Specifies the replace rules to be applied to the physical parent, logical child, and logical parent segments in a
concatenated segment structure. This clause can be included only if the SEGMENT NAME clause names a
concatenated segment. Specify the PHYSICAL, LOGICAL, or VIRTUAL option for the physical parent segment, logical
child segment, and logical parent segment, respectively.
Regardless of which parent is used as the destination parent segment, always specify the replace rule for the physical
parent segment first, for the logical child segment second, and for the logical parent segment last. The default replace
rule for all three segment types is LOGICAL.
The last column in the SEGM statement's RULES parameter identifies the replacement rules for the segment. Refer to
the appropriate DL/I documentation for a description of the replace rules.

• Physical
Is specified if P is the value in the first column of the RULES parameter.

• Logical
Is specified if L is the value in the first column of the RULES parameter.

• Virtual
Is specified if V is the value in the first column of the RULES parameter.

NOTE
The run-time interface assumes that the delete rules for the physical parent, logical child, and logical parent
are PHYSICAL, VIRTUAL, and LOGICAL, respectively. Refer to the appropriate DL/I documentation for a
description of the delete rules.

• ACCESS METHOD is
Specifies information on the root segment of the hierarchy that contains the destination parent segment in its physical
database, as follows:
– Specifies the root segment's access method in the database containing the destination parent segment.
– Specifies, if applicable, the index through which the root segment is accessed in the database containing the

destination parent. This specification is omitted if the root segment is in an HDAM database (see HDAM below).
• HDAM

Specifies that the destination parent is in a physical database in which the root segment is accessed through HDAM.
Include this option only if the SEGMENT statement identifies the root segment in an HDAM database containing the
destination parent.
To determine if this option is appropriate, trace the destination parent, as referenced in the concatenated segment
(in the logical database), back to its definition in the physical DBD. If this DBD defines an HDAM database, ACCESS
METHOD IS HDAM becomes the appropriate entry when the SEGMENT statement specifying the root segment is
entered. If the destination parent in the physical database is the root segment in an HDAM database, include ACCESS
METHOD IS HDAM in the SEGMENT statement identifying the concatenated segment and its destination parent. A
separate SEGMENT statement is unnecessary for the root segment if the destination parent is the root segment. Omit
the PROCESSING SEQUENCE clause with an HDAM specification.

• HIDAM PROCessing SEQuence INDEX is indexed-field-name
Specifies that the destination parent is in a physical database in which the root segment is accessed through HIDAM.
Indexed-field-name specifies the field name by which the root segment is indexed. Include the ACCESS METHOD
IS HIDAM option only if the SEGMENT statement identifies the root segment in a HIDAM database containing the
destination parent.
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To determine if this option is appropriate, trace the destination parent, as referenced in the concatenated segment
(in the logical database), back to its definition in the physical DBD. If this physical DBD defines a HIDAM database,
ACCESS METHOD IS HIDAM becomes the appropriate entry when the SEGMENT statement specifying the root
segment is entered. Indexed-field-name is the NAME parameter value in the SEQUENCE FIELD statement defining
the sequence field of the root segment. This parameter must be a 1- to 8-character name and must be defined in an
INDEX statement in the INDEX SECTION.
If the destination parent identified is also the root segment, include this clause in the SEGMENT statement identifying
the concatenated segment and its destination parent. A separate SEGMENT statement is unnecessary for the root
segment if the destination parent is the root segment.

• HISAM PROCessing SEQuence SET is indexed-set-name
Specifies that the destination parent is located in a database in which the root segment is accessed through HISAM.
Indexed-set-name specifies the name of the indexed set that has the record equivalent of the root segment as a
member. Include the ACCESS METHOD IS HISAM option only if the SEGMENT statement identifies the root segment
in a HISAM database containing the destination parent.
To determine if this option is appropriate, trace the destination parent, as referenced in the concatenated segment
(in the logical database), back to its definition in the physical DBD. If this physical DBD defines a HISAM database,
ACCESS METHOD IS HISAM becomes the appropriate entry when the SEGMENT statement specifying the root
segment is entered. Indexed-set-name must be a 1- to 16-character name and must be included in the CA IDMS/DB
subschema specified in the IPSB SECTION.
If the destination parent is also the root segment in a HISAM database, include this option in the SEGMENT statement
identifying the concatenated segment and its destination parent. A separate SEGMENT statement is unnecessary for
the root segment if the destination parent is the root segment.

• SEQuence is by LOGical sequence field
Specifies that the logical child, as seen in a concatenated segment, is sequenced under its logical parent segment. If
this clause is specified, both of the following conditions must be met:
– The concatenated segment defined in the SEGMENT statement must refer to a physical parent segment as the

destination parent.
– The concatenated segment defined in the SEGMENT statement refers to a sequenced virtual logical child segment

(that is, the virtual logical child segment in its physical database includes a sequence field). Make sure that the
sequence field for the virtual logical child is defined in the RECORD SECTION with a LOGICAL SEQUENCE FIELD
statement. (See "LOGICAL SEQUENCE FIELD Statement" in the "Record Section" topic.)

• USE is
Defines the sensitivity of the segment identified in the SEGMENT NAME clause. The options must be specified as
described below. When defining segments other than concatenated segments, select the appropriate option from the
first four detailed below. When defining concatenated segments, however, select from the last four options. Note that
for concatenated segments, each of the options is a double option, requiring you to specify two options (for example,
KEY,KEY or DATA,KEY). For all other segments, one entry must be specified (for example, KEY or DATA).

• NOT SENsitive
The named segment is required for CA IDMS DLI Transparency processing but is not to be viewed by the DL/I
application. When this option is specified, CA IDMS DLI Transparency allows the segment's corresponding record to
be deleted when a DL/I application program calls for deleting any segment in the named segment's hierarchical path.
For example, assume that the DL/I application program calls for deleting occurrence B1 from SEGB. Also assume that
B1 is the parent of C1 and C2 in SEGC. If SEGC is specified in the SEGMENT statement as USE IS NOT SENSITIVE,
CA IDMS DLI Transparency responds to the DL/I deletion call by allowing the deletion of the record equivalents of B1,
C1, and C2. USE IS NOT SENSITIVE is appropriate for the named segment if the segment's name is missing from the
list of SENSEG statements in the PCB.

• VIRTual LOGical CHILD (VLC)
The named segment is available to CA IDMS DLI Transparency processing but is not to be viewed by the DL/I
application program. When this option is specified, a DL/I call for deleting this segment's parent (or any segment in its
hierarchical path) is honored only if there are no occurrences of this segment under its parent.
For example, assume that SEGC is specified in its SEGMENT statement as USE IS VIRTUAL LOGICAL CHILD, and
that SEGB is its parent. The DL/I application program calls for deleting occurrence B1 of segment type SEGB. The
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record corresponding to B1 is deleted only if B1 has no dependent segments of type SEGC. If B1 has a dependent
segment of type SEGC, CA IDMS DLI Transparency notifies the DL/I application that the deletion is not being
performed. Normal coding of SEGMENT statements does not require USE IS VIRTUAL LOGICAL CHILD; this option
is provided for flexibility.

• KEY
The DL/I application views only the key of the named segment. Use this option if either of the following conditions
exists:
– The named segment is defined in a logical DBD with a SEGM statement that contains a SOURCE parameter value

of KEY or K.
– The SENSEG statement identifying the segment in the PCB has a PROCOPT value of K.

• DATA
The named segment is to be viewed in its entirety by the DL/I application. Use this default option if either of the
following conditions exists:
– The named segment is defined in a logical DBD with a SEGM statement that contains a SOURCE parameter value

of DATA or that uses the DL/I default value of DATA for the SOURCE parameter.
– The SENSEG statement identifying the segment in the PCB either has no PROCOPT value or has any PROCOPT

value other than K.
• KEY,KEY

For concatenated segments only, the DL/I application program views the concatenated segment. This view is only
of the keys of the logical child segment and of the destination parent segment. This option is applicable if KEY is
specified in both the logical child portion and the destination parent portion of the SOURCE parameter in the SEGM
statement defining the concatenated segment.

• KEY,DATA
For concatenated segments only, the DL/I application program views the concatenated segment. This view is of the
key of the logical child segment and of the entire destination parent segment. This option is applicable if the SOURCE
parameter of the SEGM statement defining the concatenated segment contains KEY in the logical child portion and
DATA in the destination parent portion.

• DATA,KEY
For concatenated segments only, The DL/I application program views the concatenated segment. This view is of
the entire logical child segment and of only the key of the destination parent segment. This option is applicable if the
SOURCE parameter of the SEGM statement defining the concatenated segment contains DATA in the logical child
portion and KEY in the destination parent portion.

• DATA,DATA
For concatenated segments only the DL/I application program views the concatenated segment. This view is of the
entire logical child segment and of the entire destination parent segment. This option is applicable if the SOURCE
parameter of the SEGM statement defining the concatenated segment contains DATA in both the logical child portion
and the destination parent portion.

Usage

An example of a PCB SECTION is shown in the illustrations below, along with the resources that are required to develop
this PCB SECTION. The PCB in this PSB calls for a logical database. This logical database and its associated physical
databases are diagrammed in the hierarchies shown in Figure 46.

Hierarchy diagrams are often helpful aids in determining which segments are to be specified in the PCB SECTION. To
complete a PCB SECTION, however, you must have the applicable DBDs. In this example,

• The applicable DBDs are shown in Figure 46 and Figure 48.
• Figure 47 shows the DBD that defines the logical database
• Figure 48 shows the two DBDs that define the associated physical databases
• Figure 49 shows the data structure diagram for the corresponding CA IDMS/DB database
• The information in Figure 45 through Figure 49 is used to define the sample PCB SECTION shown in Figure 50.

Sample PSB
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Figure 45 below shows a sample PSB. Although a PSB can have several PCBs, the PSB shown in this illustration has
only one PCB.

         PCB         TYPE=DB,DBNAME=LOGDB,PROCOPT=G,POS=SINGLE,KEYLEN=12
         SENSEG      NAME=LSEGA,PARENT=0,PROCOPT=A
         SENSEG      NAME=LSEGB,PARENT=LSEGA,PROCOPT=A
         SENSEG      NAME=SEG3,PARENT=LSEGB,PROCOPT=A
         SENSEG      NAME=SEG4,PARENT=LSEGB
         SENSEG      NAME=SEG8,PARENT=LSEGB
         PSBGEN      LANG=COBOL,PSBNAME=PSB1
         END
 

Figure 45. Sample PSB

Hierarchies of Sample Databases

These hierarchies correspond to the DBDs in Figure 47 and 4-17. Although SEG7 is not used directly by the application
program, it can be affected if SEG6 is deleted.
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Figure 46. Hierarchies of sample databases

Sample DBD for a Logical Database

LSEGB is the concatenated segment in this example. The SEGM statement for the concatenated segment indicates that
SEG6 in PHYSDB2 is the logical child and SEG1 in PHYSDB1 is the destination parent. The DBDs shown in Figure 48
indicate that SEG6 is the real logical child.

         DBD         NAME=LOGDB,ACCESS=LOGICAL
         DATASET     LOGICAL
         SEGM        NAME=LSEGA,SOURCE=((SEG5,PHSDB2))
         SEGM        NAME=LSEGB,PARENT=LSEGA,
                          SOURCE=((SEG6,DATA,PHYSDB2),(SEG1,DATA,PHYSDB1))
         SEGM        NAME=SEG3,PARENT=LSEGB,((SEG3,PHYSDB1))
         SEGM        NAME=SEG4,PARENT=LSEGB,SOURCE=((SEG4,PHYSDB1))
         SEGM        NAME=SEG7,SOURCE=((SEG7,PHYSDB2)),PARENT=LSEGB
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         SEGM        NAME=SEG8,SOURCE=((SEG8,PHYSDB2)),PARENT=LSEGB
         DBDGEN
         FINISH
         END
 

Figure 47. Sample DBD for a logical database

Sample DBDs for Two Physical Databases

According to these DBDs, SEG2 in PHYSDB1 is the virtual logical child segment, and SEG6 in PHYSDB2 is the real
logical child segment.

         DBD         NAME=PHYSDB1,ACCESS=HDAM
         DATASET     DD1=HDAM1,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=2048,SCAN=3
         SEGM        NAME=SEG1,PTR=TWINBWD,RULES=LLV
         FIELD       NAME=(FIELD1,SEQ,U),BYTES=60,START=1
         FIELD       NAME=FIELD2,BYTES=15,START=61
         FIELD       NAME=FIELD3,BYTES=75,START=76
         LCHILD      NAME=(SEG6,PHYSDB2),PAIR=SEG2,PTR=DBLE
         SEGM        NAME=SEG2,PARENT=SEG1,PTR=PAIRED
                          SOURCE=(SEG6,DATA,PHYSDB2)
         FIELD       NAME=(FIELD4,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START=1
         FIELD       NAME=FIELD5,BYTES=20,START=22
         SEGM        NAME=SEG3,BYTES=200,PARENT=SEG1
         FIELD       NAME=(FIELD6,SEQ,U),BYTES=99,START=1
         FIELD       NAME=FIELD7,BYTES=101,START=100
         SEGM        NAME=SEG4,BYTES=100,PARENT=SEG1
         FIELD       NAME=(FIELD8,SEQ,U),BYTES=15,START=1
         FIELD       NAME=FIELD9,BYTES=15,START=51
         DBDGEN
         FINISH
         END
  
  
         DBD         NAME=PHYSDB2,ACCESS=HDAM,RMNAME=DLZHDC20,7,700,250
         DATASET     DDI=HDAM2,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=2048,SCAN=3
         SEGM        NAME=SEG5,BYTES=31,PTR=TWINBWD,RULES=(VLV)
         FIELD       NAME=(FIELD9,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START,TYPE=P
         FIELD       NAME=FIELD10,BYTES=10,START=22
         SEGM        NAME=SEG6,
                          PARENT=(((SEG5,DBLE),(SEG1,P,PHYSDB1)),
                          BYTES=80,PTR=(LPARNT,TWINBWD),RULES=VVV
         FIELD       NAME=(FIELD11,SEQ,U),START=1,BYTES=60
         FIELD       NAME=FIELD12,BYTES=20,START=61
         SEGM        NAME=SEG7,BYTES=20,,PTR=T
                          PARENT=((SEG6,SNGL))
         FIELD       NAME=FIELD13,BYTES=9,START=1
         FIELD       NAME=FIELD14,BYTES=11,START=10
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         SEGM        NAME=SEG8,BYTES=75,PTR=T
                          PARENT=(SEG6,SNGL)
         FIELD       NAME=FIELD16,BYTES=50,START=1
         FIELD       NAME=FIELD17,BYTES=25,START=51
         DBDGEN
         FINISH
         END
 

Figure 48. Sample DBDs for two physical databases

Sample CA IDMS/DB Data Structure Diagram

The data structure diagram shown in this illustration depicts the CA IDMS/DB schema for the database corresponding to
the DBDs shown in Figure 48.

Figure 49. Sample CA IDMS/DB data structure diagram

Sample PCB Section

Figure 45 through Figure 49 are the sources for this sample PCB SECTION.

        PCB SECTION.
           PCB ACCESS METHOD IS HDAM
             DBDNAME IS LOGDB
             PROCESSING OPTIONS ARE A
             POSITIONING IS SINGLE.
           SEGMENT NAME IS LSEGA RECORD NAME IS REC5
           SEGMENT NAME IS LSEGB RECORD NAME IS REC6
             PARENT IS LSEGA THRU SET REC5-REC6
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             LOGICAL DESTINATION PARENT IS REC1
             THRU SET REC1-REC6
             INSERT RULES ARE VIRTUAL,VIRTUAL,LOGICAL
             REPLACE RULES ARE VIRTUAL,VIRTUAL,VIRTUAL
             ACCESS METHOD IS HDAM
             USE IS DATA,DATA.
             SEGMENT NAME IS SEG3 RECORD NAME IS REC3
               PARENT IS LSEGB THRU SET REC1-REC3
               USE IS DATA.
             SEGMENT NAME IS SEG4 RECORD NAME IS REC4
               PARENT IS LSEGB THRU SET REC1-REC4
               USE IS DATA.
            SEGMENT NAME IS SEG7 RECORD NAME IS REC7
               PARENT IS LSEGB THRU SET RC6-REC7
               USE IS NOT SENSITIVE.
             SEGMENT NAME IS SEG8 RECORD NAME IS REC8
               PARENT IS LSEGB THRU SET REC6-REC8
               PARENT IS OWNER USE IS DATA.
 

Figure 50. Sample PCB SECTION

Executing the IPSB Compiler
To execute the IPSB compiler and assemble and link edit the output, use the JCL shown in CA IDMS DLI Transparency
JCL. The compiler requires as input the IPSB source statements that you have produced via the CA IDMS DLI
Transparency Syntax Generator.

CA IDMS DLI Transparency Run-Time Environment
CA IDMS DLI Transparency can run under z/OS or z/VSE in either a batch or CICS environment. CA IDMS supports z/OS
V1R10 as well as z/OS 1.1 and above. However, we will always refer to z/OS in this document.

This section describes:

• The DL/I run-time environment and the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time environment
• The modifications you must make to your system generation parameters for central version (CV) execution in either a

batch or CICS environment
• The steps required to run CA IDMS DLI Transparency in either a local mode or CV batch environment
• The steps required to run CA IDMS DLI Transparency in a CICS environment
• Testing the DL/I application in the run-time environment

Note that batch jobs are run in either local mode or under the central version. A CICS environment always operates with
the central version. See the following topics for more information:

DL/I and CA IDMS DLI Transparency Run-Time Environments
The DL/I Run-Time Environment

In the DL/I run-time environment:
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• A DL/I application issues a call against a DL/I database.
• DL/I controls the program's access to the database by using program specification blocks (PSBs) and Database

Definitions (DBDs) that are stored in a run-time library.
• Each PSB contains program communication blocks (PCBs), which define the program's database views.
• After servicing the call, DL/I returns the status information and requested data to the program by way of the appropriate

PCB. Note that in a CICS environment, DL/I also uses a user interface block (UIB) to communicate with the program.

Native DL/I Batch and CICS Environments

The following diagram shows the basic DL/I environments for both batch and CICS.

The CA IDMS DLI Transparency Environment

In CA IDMS DLI Transparency, the DL/I database is replaced by a CA IDMS/DB database. DL/I itself is replaced by CA
IDMS DLI Transparency and CA IDMS/DB. The DL/I applications remain unchanged.
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When a DL/I application issues a call that is addressed to the CA IDMS/DB database that contains the converted DL/I
data:

• CA IDMS DLI Transparency converts the call to the corresponding CA IDMS/DB DML call and passes it to CA IDMS/
DB, which accesses the database.

• CA IDMS/DB returns the status information and data back to CA IDMS DLI Transparency.
• In CA IDMS DLI Transparency, the PSBs, PCBs, and DBDs are replaced by interface program specification blocks

(IPSBs) and subschemas.
• Each IPSB serves as a control block that maps the definition and structure of the DL/I database to the CA IDMS/DB

database. Like the PCBs, the subschemas define the program's database views.

CA IDMS DLI Transparency Runtime Components

The following diagram shows the basic CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time components. The remainder of this section
describes how to set up the required CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time environment for both batch and CICS.
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Modifying System Generation Parameters
Before generating a CA IDMS system definition, you must set the following system generation parameters on the
SYSTEM statement:

• Maximum number of CA IDMS DLI Transparency users
• Program pool size
• Reentrant pool size
• Storage pool size
• Additional program statements

You must also add certain system generation PROGRAM statements.

NOTE
For more information about system generation parameters, see the CA IDMS System Generation Section.

These modifications are required only for a batch CV and CICS environment.

WARNING
if you are running CA IDMS DLI Transparency in a local mode environment, do not make these modifications .

Maximum Number of CA IDMS DLI Transparency Users

On the SYSTEM statement, change the MAXIMUM ERUS parameter to allow for the maximum number of concurrent CA
IDMS DLI Transparency users. The MAXIMUM ERUS value must reflect both the number of CA IDMS DLI Transparency
users and the maximum number of CA IDMS/DB users, for both batch and CICS.

Program Pool Size

Adjust the program pool size as specified for the PROGRAM POOL parameter on the SYSTEM statement. Use the
following formula to calculate the required number of bytes:

(ipsb-size * max-num-ipsb) + back-end-size

• Ipsb-size is the average size for an IPSB. For calculation purposes, you can use 4K as an average IPSB size. If you
have large IPSBs, you should adjust the average size accordingly. To determine the actual IPSB sizes, refer to the link
maps for the IPSBs.

• Max-num-ipsb is the maximum number of nonresident IPSBs.

Reentrant Pool Size

Adjust the reentrant pool size as specified for the REENTRANT POOL parameter on the SYSTEM statement. Use the
same formula as for program pool size above.

Storage Pool Size

Adjust the storage pool size as specified for the STORAGE POOL parameter on the SYSTEM statement. Use the
following formula to calculate the required number of bytes:

4K * maximum erus

Maximum erus is the maximum number of concurrent CA IDMS DLI Transparency users. Use the same value that is
calculated for MAXIMUM ERUS above.
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Additional PROGRAM Statements

You must include additional system generation PROGRAM statements to define:

• The IDMSDLVC database procedure
• The IDMSDLVD database procedure

You can optionally include PROGRAM statements for IPSBs and subschemas.

IDMSDLVC Database Procedure

Add the following system generation PROGRAM statement to define the IDMSDLVC database procedure. IDMSDLVC is a
database procedure for modifying variable-length records.

ADD PROGRAM IDMSDLVC

 LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER

 REENTRANT

 REUSABLE.

IDMSDLVD Database Procedure

Add the following PROGRAM statement to define the IDMSDLVD database procedure. IDMSDLVD is a database
procedure for retrieving variable-length records.

ADD PROGRAM IDMSDLVD

 LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER

 REENTRANT

 REUSABLE.

IPSBs and Subschemas

PROGRAM statements can be added for IPSBs and subschemas, but are not required. The PROGRAM statement for an
IPSB takes the following form where ipsb-name is the name of the IPSB:

ADD PROGRAM ipsb-name 

  LANGUAGE IS SUBSCHEMA.

Batch Considerations

CA IDMS DLI Transparency batch can run in either a local mode or CV environment.

The following diagram shows the local mode environment.
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The following diagram shows the batch CV environment.
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Steps to Set up Batch Environment

The steps for setting up the CA IDMS DLI Transparency batch environment (local mode or CV) are as follows:

1. Link edit the DL/I applications with the CA IDMS DLI Transparency language interface.
2. Execute the CA IDMS DLI Transparency region controller.

Link Editing Batch DL/I Applications

To prepare your DL/I applications to run in the CA IDMS DLI Transparency batch environment, you must link edit them
with the correct CA IDMS DLI Transparency language interface.Module IDMSDLLI should be link edited to call-level DL/
I applications, and module IDMSDLHI should be link edited to batch command - level DL/I applications (containing EXEC
DLI commands).

To link edit a DL/I application program with the language interface, use the JCL for z/OS and z/VSE provided in section D.
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Executing the CA IDMS DLI Transparency Region Controller

The Basic Execute Statement

To run CA IDMS DLI Transparency in a batch environment, you must execute the CA IDMS DLI Transparency region
controller (IDMSDLRC). Use the JCL provided in section D.

The basic execute statement (shown for z/OS) is as follows:

EXEC  PGM=IDMSDLRC,PARM='DLI,userpgm,ipsb,parms'

Parameter List

In the PARM list:

• Userpgm is the name of the DL/I batch application.
• Ipsb is the name of the IPSB that the application uses when accessing the CA IDMS/DB database.
• Parms are additional optional parameters, as follows:

– TRACE -- Traces the call sequence, the I/O areas, the PCBs, and the SSAs. In a central version environment,
the trace results are written to the CA IDMS/DB log. In a local mode environment, the trace results are placed in a
special dataset called ESCDUMP. If you use TRACE when running in local mode, make sure that you include a DD
statement for ESCDUMP. Generally, TRACE is used only for debugging internal problems.

– NOSPIE/NOSTAE/NOSTXIT -- Prevents recursive abends in the case of CA IDMS DLI Transparency abend exit
failures.The back-end module (RHDCDLBE) maintains a trace table of activity. If a DL/I application aborts, an
abend exit is invoked to format and output the trace information to the CA IDMS/DB log in central version, or to
the ESCDUMP DD in local mode. This information is valuable and used by support for diagnostic purposes. Under
the central version, if the abend exit also abends, this recursive abend will bring the central version down. These
parameters are available in case this situation should ever occur. This parameter should not be routinely specified.
When running under the central version, only specify one of these options. NOSPIE and NOSTAE are for z/OS only.
They turn off SPIES and STAES, respectively. NOSTXIT is for z/VSE only.

– DYN -- Allocates dynamic buffers to the front-end module for use by PL/I programs. In order to use this parameter
in a central version environment, you must make sure that the IPSB is available to both the region controller
(IDMSDLRC) and the front-end module (IDMSDLFE), as well as to the back-end module (RHDCDLBE).

Modifying Existing DL/I Batch JCL

You can construct the JCL to execute the region controller by modifying the existing JCL for a DL/I batch application. If
you do this, make sure you observe the following constraints.

Central Version Environment

• Change the program name to IDMSDLRC.
• Remove any statements that point to DL/I databases. Make sure that you point only to CA IDMS/DB load libraries, and

not to IMS or DL/I load libraries.
• Insert a SYSCTL statement.
• Remove all DL/I database definitions.

In a Local Mode Environment
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• Change the program name to IDMSDLRC.
• Remove any statements that point to DL/I databases. Make sure that you point only to CA IDMS/DB load libraries and

not to IMS or DL/I load libraries.
• Do not include a SYSCTL statement.
• Replace all DL/I file definitions with CA IDMS/DB file definition cards.
• Add journal definition cards. Remember that local mode needs a larger address space than a job accessing the central

version. This is because the local address space also includes CA IDMS/DB.

Using Dynamic File Allocation

• There are a number of advantages to utilizing FILE statements in the CA IDMS DMCL to have databases accessed
using Dynamic Allocation.
For more information on utilizing dynamic allocation, refer to the CA IDMS Database Administration Section Volume 1,
Section3, Defining Segments, Files, and Areas.

 

CICS Considerations

You can access CA IDMS/DB from a CICS DL/I application at call level or command-level depending on how your DL/I
applications are coded.

If call-level DL/I statements are utilized, DL/I applications can be relinked using the CA IDMS DLI Transparency CICS
application interface (IDMSDL1C for z/OS, IDMSDL1V for z/VSE).

If command-level DL/I statements are utilized (EXEC DLI), DL/I applications can be relinked using a CA IDMS DLI
Transparency CICS application interface specific to the application programming language and operating system.

For a description of IDMSDL1C, IDMSDL1V, and command-level DL/I application interfaces, see Runtime Interface.

DL/I CICS Environment

CICS DL/I Environment (z/OS)

As shown in the diagram, following, the native DL/I application runs as a CICS transaction.The transaction is linked
with the DL/I language interface (DFHDLIAI in z/OS or DLZLI000 in z/VSE) so that it can make DL/I calls. When the
transaction starts:

• The language interface loads the address for DFHDLI (or DLZDLI for z/VSE) in the CICS Common Storage Area
(CSA)

• DFHDLI (or DLZDLI for z/VSE), in turn, points to the address of the run-time DL/I
• When the transaction issues a DL/I call, the call is passed, via DFHDLIAI and DFHDLI, to DL/I, which services the

database request and passes status information and/or data back to the transaction
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CA IDMS DLI Transparency CICS Environment

z/OS CICS Environment (Using Command-Level CICS services)

The diagram, following, shows the z/OS CICS environment for CA IDMS DLI Transparency using command-level CICS
services.

• The CA IDMS DLI Transparency application interface(also referenced as the language interface), intercepts DL/I calls.
• The application interface gets the entry point address of IDMSDLFC (in IDMSINTC) from the CWA and passes control

to IDMSDLFC for DL/I parameter processing
• IDMSINTC passes control to the CA IDMS DLI Transparency back-end module, RHDCDLBE, for DL/I call translation

into processing against the CA IDMS/DB database
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Establishing the CA IDMS DLI Transparency CICS Environment

How to Set Up a CA IDMS DLI Transparency CICS Environment

To set up a CICS environment for CA IDMS DLI Transparency, perform the following steps, which are explained in detail in
the section directly after this:

1. Assemble the CICSOPTS module with parameter ESCDLI=YES. .
2. If applications utilize EXEC DLI calls, change the HLPI= parameter to YES.
3. Assemble the appropriate language interface module.
4. Link the DL/I application to the language interface module.

Use Appropriate CICS Language Interface

CICS DL/I applications must be re-linked with a CA IDMS DLI Transparency application/language interface module. For
call-level DL/I usage, IDMSDL1C (z/OS) and IDMSDL1V (Z/VSE) resolve the external references to CBLTDLI, ASMTDLI,
or PLITDLI.For EXEC DLI usages, the interface modules are language and operating system specific.For information on
assembling language interface modules, see CA IDMS DLI Transparency JCL. Note that the interface modules must be
assembled with a CWADISP value matching the corresponding CICSOPTS CWADISP value.

Assemble CICSOPTS

Initial Installation

A site-specific CICSOPTS module will be assembled and link edited as part of the installation process. All parameters for
CICSOPTS that are required for the DL/I Transparency will be automatically generated by the CAISAG (z/OS) or CAIIJMP
(z/VSE) installation utility when you indicate the product to be installed. The site-independent IDMSINTC module will
include all modules specifically required to run the DLI/Transparency.

Modifying CICSOPTS

You may need to reassemble CICSOPTS to change some of the original installation options.
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z/OS can find the CICSOPTS source in CUSTOM.SRCLIB(CICSOPTS) and the link statements in
CUSTOM.LNKLIB(IDMSINTC).

z/VSE clients should edit the CICSOPTS module and relink IDMSINTC. Job control to do this should be taken from the job
control that was generated by CAIIJMP for your initial base tape installation.

NOTE
For more information on the CICSOPTS macro and its parameters, see the CA IDMS System Operations
Section.

IDMSINTC is the standard CA IDMS/DB module for running CA IDMS/DB transactions under CICS.CICSOPT parameter
ESCDLI=YES specifies that you want to run not only standard CA IDMS/DB, but also CA IDMS DLI Transparency, under
CICS. The result of ESCDLI=YES is to expand CICSOPTS, so that it can also serve as the CA IDMS DLI Transparency
front end. If applications utilize EXEC DLI statements, HLPI=YES enables support for this DL/I usage. Note that it is
possible to link IDMSCINT with a transaction to allow the transaction to make both CA IDMS/DB and DL/I calls.

Prepare to run IDMSINTC in CICS

IDMSINTC itself runs as a transaction under CICS. For a detailed description of how to prepare for this, see the CA IDMS
System Operations Section.

Note that IDMSINTC can be executed either automatically at CICS start-up or sectionly after CICS start-up.

Assemble the language interface

Initial Installation

Language interfaces are automatically generated at installation. The appropriate language interface must be linked with
each CICS DL/I application that will access CA IDMS/DB. The value for CWADISP will be set to the same value that was
specified in the CICSOPTS assembly by the CAISAG (z/OS) or CAIIJMP (z/VSE) utility.

Modifying Language Interfaces

If you change the CWADISP value used by IDMSINTC, you will need to make the same change to the language
interfaces being utilized.

For a description of the language interfaces, see Runtime Interface. For information on assembling CICS language
interface modules, see CA IDMS DLI Transparency JCL .

z/OS can find the IDMSDL1C source in CUSTOM.SRCLIB and the IDMSSCL1C link statements in the CUSTOM.LNKLIB.

z/VSE clients should make the necessary change to the z/VSE DL/I language interfaces, using the job control that was
generated by CAIIJMP as part of your initial base tape installation.

NOTE
You will need to relink any DL/I application that included the language interfaces.

Testing the DL/I Application
After setting up your CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time environment, perform the following steps to test a DL/I
application:

1. Establish a pilot project using a subset of the DL/I database.
2. Use the CA IDMS DLI Transparency Load Utility (see CA IDMS DLI Transparency Load Utility) to convert database to/

a subset of the DL/I database to a CA IDMS/DB database.
3. Link the DL/I application program with the appropriate language interface.
4. Execute the application against the converted DL/I database.
5. Compare the results of the application's CA IDMS/DB and DL/I executions.
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CA IDMS DLI Transparency Load Utility
The CA IDMS DLI Transparency load utility populates an existing CA IDMS/DB database with data unloaded from a DL/I
database. This section presents:

• The initial requirements and preparations you need to make
• A description of the process of loading data with the DLI load utility
• Sample code
• A detailed explanation of each step

The CA IDMS DLI Transparency load utility requires:

• An initialized CA IDMS/DB database and all supporting software necessary to access the database. The supporting
software includes usable CA IDMS/DB schema, subschema, and DMCL modules.

• The CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface. The load utility runs under the control of the CA IDMS DLI
Transparency region controller. Also, the back-end processor performs special handling of the DL/I data during the
load.

• A CA IDMS DLI Transparency interface program specification block (IPSB) load module that accurately describes the
DL/I hierarchies involved.

• Unloaded DL/I data in a format compatible with that produced by the IBM DL/I HD unload utility. The load utility accepts
data only if it is in this format.

• A working knowledge of CA IDMS/DB, DL/I, and CA IDMS DLI Transparency. Knowledge of CA IDMS DLI
Transparency includes familiarity with the CA IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator, the IPSB compiler, and the
run-time interface.

The Database Load Process
The process of loading data with the CA IDMS DLI Transparency load utility can involve up to six steps, as follows:

Step Process
1. Preload CALC processing Calculates database pages for CALC records (DL/I root

segments). The actual database load (Step 2) can also perform
this operation, but it takes longer to do so. Pre-load CALC
processing is optional and is provided only to improve loading
performance.
If preload CALC processing is performed, the resulting data
should then be sorted to produce the optimum database loading
sequence.

2. Database load Stores the DL/I data in the prepared CA IDMS/DB database. If the
DL/I hierarchies involved do not contain logical relationships, this
is the only step required to complete the load process.
If logical relationships do exist, you must perform Steps 3 through
6 to resolve the logical child/logical parent relationships. Logical
relationships require special treatment for the following reasons:
The hierarchical nature of the DL/I data does not ensure that a
logical parent will be stored before its logical child.
The logical parent concatenated keys are not always present in a
logical child input record.
If the load utility encounters a logical relationship during the load, it
creates logical parent and logical child workfile records and writes
them to a separate workfile.
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3. Workfile sort/merge Sorts the workfile produced by Step 2 so that the logical child
records appear in proper sequence under their associated logical
parent records.

4. Prefix (concatenated key) resolution Uses the sorted workfile from Step 3 as input. For each logical
parent record in the workfile, it generates a correct prefix
(concatenated key) for each associated logical child record.

5. Workfile hierarchical sort Accepts the prefix-resolved workfile from Step 4 as input and
sorts the logical child records back into the original hierarchical
sequence.

6. Prefix update Retrieves logical child records already stored in the CA IDMS/DB
database (by Step 2 processing). Using the hierarchically sorted
workfile from Step 5, it adds the correct prefix (concatenated key)
to each logical child database record and connects it to its logical
parent record. This step completes the processing for DL/I data
that contains logical relationships.

Each of the steps in the database load process is described separately later in this section.

Preparing To Run the Load Utility
Before attempting to execute the load utility, take the following considerations into account.

Preparation of DL/I Data

Unload all DL/I data, including all access methods, by using the DL/I HD unload utility. The CA IDMS DLI Transparency
load utility expects the data to be in the format produced by the HD unload utility.

Unload all DL/I HDAM, HIDAM, secondary index, HISAM, and index databases. Index databases have to be unloaded
only if the index entries are not created by other record occurrences in the index relationship. See "CA IDMS DLI
Transparency Index Maintenance" below.

CA IDMS DLI Transparency Index Maintenance

CA IDMS DLI Transparency creates and updates DL/I index entries for the index relationships defined in the CA IDMS/DB
database. In other words, when a source record is inserted, replaced, or deleted in a CA IDMS/DB index relationship, CA
IDMS DLI Transparency makes sure that the index relationship's requirements can be met for the insert, replace, or delete
call.

You should not input to the load utility any DL/I index entries that would be created by CA IDMS DLI Transparency's index
maintenance routines. For example, assume that you have a DL/I index database that is populated whenever a particular
root segment is inserted into an associated HDAM database. Since loading of the HDAM database will also populate the
index database, there is no need to load the entries in the DL/I index database into the CA IDMS/DB index relationships.
CA IDMS DLI Transparency will do this for you.

You can use index suppression exits or null value criteria specifications to support DL/I sparse indexing during the load
process. See Index Suppression Exit Support for a discussion of index suppression exits.

Using the CA IDMS DLI Transparency Syntax Generator

It is strongly recommended that you use the syntax generator to produce the source statements for the IPSB load module
and the CA IDMS/DB schema, subschema, and DMCL modules. See CA IDMS DLI Transparency Syntax Generator for
instructions on creating the special load IPSB and using the GENERATE LOAD IPSB and GENERATE LOAD SCHEMA
statements. While you can hand-code the IPSB, use of the syntax generator is more efficient and less time consuming.
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Preparation of the IPSB and CA IDMS/DB Load Modules

To produce the CA IDMS/DB modules, input the generated source statements to the appropriate compilers. If you are
running the database load in local mode, the subschema and DMCL modules must reside in a library that is accessible by
a STEPLIB JCL statement.

To produce the IPSB load module, input the generated IPSB source statements to the IPSB compiler (see IPSB
Compiler). Note that the subschema module must be available to compile the IPSB.

The IPSB(s) produced by the syntax generator may not be appropriate for the database load. In this case, you will have to
edit the IPSB source to create special load IPSBs (see "Special Load IPSBs" below).

Special Load IPSBs

The IPSB Load Module

The IPSB load module provides the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface with a description of the DL/I database
hierarchies that are referenced in the PCBs (database views) defined for the DL/I application. The IPSB also defines those
logical relationships that involve other DL/I databases. Make sure that these logical relationships are correctly defined so
that the load utility can find the logical parent records necessary to populate the logical workfile.

Review the IPSB

Specifically, make sure that the IPSB defines:

• Each logically related database
• The physical segments in each database
• The physical path underlying the logical path

Note that logically related databases are defined by way of multiple PCBs within the IPSB. The multiple PCBs are
the equivalents of multiple logical DBD descriptions, with full hierarchical definitions, included within the same PSB.
Each logically related database is represented by at least one PCB. If the logical relationships do not cross database
boundaries, only one PCB that defines the logical relationships is required in the IPSB load module.

In the case of multiple DL/I databases, it is recommended, but not required, that you use one IPSB load module with
multiple PCBs.

PROCOPT for Special Load IPSBs

Each PCB included in the IPSB load module must have a PROCOPT of LOAD so the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run-
time interface can recognize that the load utility is active. Failure to specify the LOAD PROCOPT can result in load
processing errors. If you use the CA IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator, it will generate this PROCOPT for you
automatically. See CA IDMS DLI Transparency Syntax Generator for a description of the GENERATE LOAD IPSB
statement.

Availability of the IPSB Load Module

You must make sure that the IPSB load module is available to both the load utility and the CA IDMS DLI Transparency
run-time interface. For central version execution, the IPSB load module must be available to the central version and the
batch LOAD region.

CA IDMS/DB Schema Requirements

Junction Record Represents Logical Child Segment

For each logical relationship that exists in the DL/I database, the logical child segment must be represented by a CA
IDMS/DB junction record. For the junction to exist, there must be two CA IDMS/DB sets. Since there is no assurance that
the load process has stored the two set owners (parent records) before it stores the junction (logical child) record, the set
with the logical parent as owner must have a set connection option of OPTIONAL MANUAL.
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After completing the load process, you can change the set's connection option to MANDATORY AUTOMATIC, if desired.

Bill-of-Materials Relationship Exception

The only exception is the bill-of-materials type of relationship, which requires the junction record to be owned by two
different occurrences of the same record type. In this case, the set connection option must remain OPTIONAL MANUAL.

Use the Syntax Generator

It is recommended that you use the CA IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator to produce a basic load schema
with proper set connection options for logical relationships. See CA IDMS DLI Transparency Syntax Generator for a
description of the GENERATE LOAD SCHEMA statement.

Multi-Database Logical Relationships

Load Databases Separately

If logical relationships involve more than one database, you must load each database separately (Step 2, under "The
Database Load Process", earlier in this section).

Separate Logical Workfiles are Created

Each database load that you perform creates a separate logical workfile. You must make sure that the workfile from each
load is available for the workfile sort/merge processing (Step 3). If a required workfile is not available, the prefix resolution
processing (Step 4) encounters unresolved logical relationships, and you have to perform the database loads again.

Workfile Space Allocation

Load Utility Generates Separate Workfiles

The load utility generates four separate workfiles:

• The workfile produced by Step 2 (under "The Database Load Process", earlier in this section)
• The sorted workfile produced by Step 3
• The prefix-resolved workfile produced by Step 4
• The hierarchically sorted workfile produced by Step 5

General Considerations for Workfiles

Here are some general considerations for workfiles:

• The workfiles can be allocated to either disk or tape.
• Each workfile is a sequential fixed-block data set with a logical record size of 288 and a block size of 5760.
• If you are using DASD space, you can use the following formula to calculate the number of bytes required for the first

workfile produced by Step 2:

((# of logical children) + (# of logical parents)) X 288
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• Be sure to include all potential logical parents as well as all existing logical children. (Refer to "Workfile Usage for
HISAM Logical Parents," below.) If you do not know the numbers for logical children and logical parents, you can use
the preload CALC processing (Step 1) to get a count of all record occurrences that will appear in the logical workfile.

• Remember that there will be a separate workfile generated for each DL/I database that you load. (See "Multi-Database
Logical Relationships," above).

• Space requirements for the second (sorted workfile) are equal to the sum of the space requirements for all the
workfiles resulting from the load.

• To calculate the space requirements for the third (prefix-resolved) workfile, use the formula shown above for the first
workfile, but specify 0 (zero) for # of logical parents. This workfile contains only the logical child records, but with
adjusted prefixes (concatenated keys).

• Space requirements for the fourth (hierarchically sorted) workfile are the same as for the third workfile.

Workfile Usage for HISAM Logical Parents

During the database load, the load utility writes logical parent records that appear in HDAM, HIDAM, and secondary
index databases out to the logical workfile. However, the load utility does not write out logical parent records for HISAM
databases. Because logical parents from HISAM databases do not appear in the logical workfile, you can reduce its space
requirements accordingly. If you use the DASD space requirement formula shown above, you should adjust it so that it
does not include any HISAM logical parents.

Preload Sorting

Preload sorting sorts the DL/I input data into database page sequence for more efficient loading. You can preload sort only
DL/I data that has been successfully preload CALC processed (Step 1, under "The Database Load Process", earlier in this
section).

Diagnostic and Error Messages

The diagnostic and error messages that may be returned by the various steps in the load process are listed in CA IDMS
DLI Transparency Messages and Codes.

Sample Source Code For Database Load
Contents

This section presents sample source code for:

• A DL/I PSB and its associated DBDs
• An IPSB load module
• A CA IDMS/DB schema module

The samples illustrate the process of preparing the necessary modules for use with the CA IDMS DLI Transparency load
utility.

The IPSB source code and the CA IDMS/DB source code both derive from the DL/I PSB and DBDs.

The source code examples are also reflected in the sample reports that appear for the various steps in the database load
process (described later in the section).

Sample DL/I PSB and DBDs

Figure 58 shows the source for two logically related DL/I databases and a PSB. The DBD descriptions define:
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• Two HIDAM physical databases (ITEMDBDP and PARTDBDP)
• Two logical databases (ITEMDBDL and PARTDBDL)
• Two index databases (ITEMDBDI and PARTDBDI)

The PSB references the two logical databases.

The physical databases have root segments named ITEM and PART, respectively. They are logically related using the
DETAIL segment.

Source statements for DL/I PSB and DBDs:

 DL/I ITEM DATABASE PHYSICAL DBD EXAMPLE

         DBD      NAME=ITEMDBDP,ACCESS=HIDAM

         DATASET  DD1=ITEMDB,DEVICE=FBA

         SEGM     NAME=ITEM,PARENT=0,BYTES=150,POINTER=TB,RULES=PPV

         LCHILD   NAME=(ITEMNDX,ITEMDBDI),POINTER=INDX

         FIELD    NAME=(ITEMNO,SEQ),BYTES=7,START=1

         SEGM     NAME=DETAIL,PARENT=((ITEM,SNGL),                     X

               (PART,VIRTUAL,PARTDBDP)),BYTES=150,                     X

               RULES=PVV,POINTER=(TB,LTB)

         FIELD    NAME=(ITMDTAIL,SEQ),BYTES=3,START=19

         DBDGEN

         FINISH

         END

 DL/I PARTS DATABASE PHYSICAL DBD EXAMPLE

         DBD      NAME=PARTDBDP,ACCESS=HIDAM

         DATASET  DD1=PARTDB,DEVICE=FBA

         SEGM     NAME=PART,PARENT=0,BYTES=150,POINTER=TB,RULES=PPV

         LCHILD   NAME=(PARTNDX,PARTDBDI),POINTER=INDX
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         LCHILD   NAME=(DETAIL,ITEMDBDP),POINTER=SNGL,PAIR=DETAILV

         FIELD    NAME=(PARTNO,SEQ),BYTES=18,START=1

         SEGM     NAME=DETAILV,PARENT=PART,POINTER=PAIRED,             X

               SOURCE=((DETAIL,,ITEMDBDP))

         FIELD    NAME=(ITMDTAIL,SEQ,M),BYTES=3,START=8

         DBDGEN

         FINISH

         END

 DL/I ITEM INDEX DBD EXAMPLE

         DBD      NAME=ITEMDBDI,ACCESS=INDEX

         DATASET  DD1=ITEMIX,DEVICE=FBA

         SEGM     NAME=ITEMNDX,PARENT=0,BYTES=7

         LCHILD   NAME=(ITEM,ITEMDBDP),POINTER=SNGL,INDEX=(ITEMNO)

         FIELD    NAME=(ITEMNO,SEQ,U),BYTES=7,START=1

         DBDGEN

         FINISH

         END

Figure 58 (Part 1 of 2). Source statements for DL/I PSB and DBDs

 DL/I PARTS INDEX DBD EXAMPLE

         DBD      NAME=PARTDBDI,ACCESS=INDEX

         DATASET  DD1=PARTIX,DEVICE=FBA
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         SEGM     NAME=PARTNDX,PARENT=0,BYTES=18

         LCHILD   NAME=(PART,PARTDBDP),POINTER=SNGL,INDEX=(PARTNO)

         FIELD    NAME=(PARTNO,SEQ,U),BYTES=18,START=1

         DBDGEN

         FINISH

         END

 DL/I ITEM DATABASE LOGICAL DBD EXAMPLE

         DBD      NAME=ITEMDBDL,ACCESS=LOGICAL

         DATASET  LOGICAL

         SEGM     NAME=ITEM,PARENT=0,SOURCE=((ITEM,,ITEMDBDP))

         SEGM     NAME=DETAIL,PARENT=ITEM,                            X

               SOURCE=((DETAIL,,ITEMDBDP),(PART,,PARTDBDP))

         DBDGEN

         FINISH

         END

 DL/I PARTS DATABASE LOGICAL DBD EXAMPLE

         DBD      NAME=PARTDBDL,ACCESS=LOGICAL

         DATASET  LOGICAL

         SEGM     NAME=PART,PARENT=0,SOURCE=((PART,,PARTDBDP))

         SEGM     NAME=DETAIL,PARENT=PART,                            X

               SOURCE=((DETAIL,,ITEMDBDP),(ITEM,,ITEMDBDP))

         DBDGEN
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         FINISH

         END

Figure 58 (Part 2 of 2). Source statements for DL/I PSB and DBDs

Sample Load IPSB

GENERATE IPSB Statement

Assuming the DL/I PSB and DBD definitions in illustration 6-1 are assembled and are available to the syntax generator
using a CDMSLIB JCL statement, the following GENERATE statement will produce the appropriate IPSB source code for
use with the load process:

GENERATE LOAD IPSB FOR PSB ITEMPART USING SUBSCHEMA PRODSUBS.

This statement instructs the generator to produce an IPSB named ITEMPART and submit it to validity checking for use
with the load process.

Figure 59 shows the IPSB source code as it might be produced by the syntax generator using the DL/I DBD and PSB
definitions in Figure 58.

Considerations

Here are some points to note about the IPSB source code:

• Each PCB in the DL/I PSB appears as a separate entry in the IPSB's PCB section
• Each PCB entry describes both the physical segments involved and how the physical segments extend into the logical

path
• Once the IPSB source is compiled, the resulting IPSB load module can be used to load both of the logically related

databases (ITEMDBDL and PARTDBDL). A PCB for each of these DBDs must be included in the IPSB for a successful
load.

GENERATE IPSB Statement LOAD Parameter

The use of the LOAD parameter in the GENERATE statement ensures that the resulting IPSB includes all of the DL/I
dependencies necessary for a successful load. If a PCB does not identify the physical segment that corresponds to a
referenced logical parent, the syntax generator will return an error message and not create the IPSB source.

An example

For example, if the PARTDBDL PCB were not present in the assembled DL/I ITEMPART PSB, the syntax generator would
return an error message stating that it could not find the DBD for the logical parent in any PCB. In this case, the missing
DBD would be the physical DBD, as referenced by the logical DBDs, ITEMDBDL and PARTDBDL. Providing the PCB for
the logical DBD PARTDBDL would satisfy the load process requirements and produce the correct IPSB source.

Generated IPSB source statements:

 DL/I ITEM DATABASE LOGICAL DBD EXAMPLE

 DBD      NAME=ITEMDBDL,ACCESS=LOGICAL
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 DATASET  LOGICAL

 SEGM     NAME=ITEM,PARENT=0,SOURCE=((ITEM,,ITEMDBDP))

 SEGM     NAME=DETAIL,PARENT=ITEM,

                      SOURCE=((DETAIL,,ITEMDBD),(PART,,PARTDBDP))

 DBDGEN

 FINISH

 END

 DL/I PARTS DATABASE LOGICAL DBD EXAMPLE

 DBD      NAME=PARTDBDL,ACCESS=LOGICAL

 DATASET  LOGICAL

 SEGM     NAME=PART,PARENT=0,SOURCE=((PART,,PARTDBDP))

 SEGM     NAME=DETAIL,PARENT=PART,

                      SOURCE=((DETAIL,,ITEMDBDP),(ITEM,,ITEMDBDP))

 DBDGEN

 FINISH

 END

 DL/I PSB DESCRIBING ITEM AND PARTS LOGICAL DBDS
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 PCB      TYPE=DB,DBDNAME=ITEMDBDL,PROCOPT=AP,KEYLEN=28,POS=S

 SENSEG   NAME=ITEM,PARENT=0

 SENSEG   NAME=DETAIL,PARENT=ITEM

 PCB      TYPE=DB,DBDNAME=PARTDBDL,PROCOPT=AP,

               KEYLEN=28,POS=S

 SENSEG   NAME=PART,PARENT=0

 SENSEG   NAME=DETAIL,PARENT=PART

 PSBGEN   LANG=ASM,PSBNAME=ITEMPART

 END

 IPSB SECTION.

          IPSB NAME IS ITEMPART

          OF SUBSCHEMA PRODSUBS

          LANGUAGE IS ASM.

Figure 59 (Part 1 of 4). Generated IPSB source statements

 AREA SECTION.

          AREA NAME IS ITEMDBDP-REGION

               USAGE-MODE IS EXCLUSIVE UPDATE.

          AREA NAME IS PARTDBDP-REGION

               USAGE-MODE IS EXCLUSIVE UPDATE.

 RECORD SECTION.
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          RECORD NAME IS ITEM

               LENGTH IS  150.

          SEQUENCE

          FIELD NAME IS ITEMNO

               START POS  1

               LENGTH IS  7.

          RECORD NAME IS DETAIL

               LENGTH IS  157.

          SEQUENCE

          FIELD NAME IS ITMDTAIL

               START POS  26

               LENGTH IS  3.

          LOGICAL PARENT CONCAT KEY

          FIELD NAME IS DETALPCK

               START POS  1

               LENGTH IS  18.

          PHYSICAL PARENT CONCAT KEY

          FIELD NAME IS DETAPPCK

                START POS  19

                LENGTH IS  7.

          RECORD NAME IS PART

                LENGTH IS  150
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          SEQUENCE

          FIELD NAME IS PARTNO

                START POS  1

                LENGTH IS  18.

          RECORD NAME IS ITEMNDX

                LENGTH IS  7.

          SEQUENCE

          FIELD NAME IS ITEMNO

                START POS  1

                LENGTH IS  7.

Figure 59 (Part 2 of 4). Generated IPSB source statements

          RECORD NAME IS PARTNDX

                LENGTH IS  18.

          SEQUENCE

          FIELD NAME IS PARTNO

                START POS  1

                LENGTH IS  18.

 INDEX SECTION

          INDEX NAME IS ITEMDBDT

                USING INDEXED-SET IX-ITEMNDX

                TARGET RECORD IS ITEM

                POINTER RECORD IS ITEMNDX
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                      THRU SET ITEM-ITEMNDX

                SOURCE RECORD IS ITEM

                SEARCH FIELD (ITEMNO).

          INDEX NAME IS PARTDBDI

                USING INDEXED-SET IX-PARTNDX

                TARGET RECORD IS PART

                POINTER RECORD IS PARTNDX

                      THRU SET PART-PARTNDX

                SOURCE RECORD IS PART

                SEARCH FIELD (PARTNO).

 PCB SECTION.

          PCB ACCESS METHOD IS HIDAM

                DBDNAME IS ITEMDBDL

                PROCESSING OPTIONS LOAD

                PROC SEQ INDEX IS ITEMDBDI.

          SEGM NAME IS ITEM

          RECORD  NAME IS ITEM.

          SEGM NAME IS DETAIL

          RECORD  NAME IS DETAIL

                PARENT IS ITEM
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                      THRU SET ITEM-DETAIL

                LOGICAL DEST PARENT IS PART

                      THRU SET PART-DETAIL

                INSERT RULES P,P,P

                REPLACE RULES V,V,V

                ACCESS METHOD IS HIDAM

                PROC SEQ INDEX IS PARTDBDI.

Figure 59 (Part 3 of 4). Generated IPSB source statements

          PCB ACCESS METHOD IS HIDAM

                DBDMANE IS PARTDBDL

                PROCESSING OPTIONS LOAD

                PROC SEQ INDEX IS PARTDBDI.

          SEGM NAME IS PART

          RECORD   NAME IS PART.

          SEGM NAME IS DETAIL

          RECORD   NAME IS DETAIL

               PARENT  IS PART

                     THRU SET PART-DETAIL

               PHYSICAL DEST PARENT IS ITEM

                     THRU SET ITEM-DETAIL

               INSERT RULES P,L,P

               REPLACE RULES V,L,V
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               ACCESS METHOD IS HIDAM

               PROC SEQ INDEX IS ITEMDBDI

               SEQUENCE BY LOGICAL SEQ FIELD.

Figure 59 (Part 4 of 4). Generated IPSB source statements

Sample CA IDMS/DB Schema Module

GENERATE Schema Statement

Just as with the IPSB source code, you can use the syntax generator to make sure that you have a CA IDMS/DB schema
module that will support a successful database load. The GENERATE statement in this case takes the following form:

GENERATE LOAD SCHEMA NAME IS LOADSCHM FOR DBD ITEMDBDP, PARTDBDP.

Note that physical DBD names are all that you need to produce the schema source.

Figure 60 shows the schema source code as it might be produced by the syntax generator using the DL/I physical DBD
definitions in Figure 58.

Considerations

Here are some general considerations about the schema source code produced by the syntax generator:

• The generated schema has OPTIONAL MANUAL set connection options for each logical child/logical parent set.
• Generated schema source by itself is not sufficient for a database load. It must be edited to include site-specific

standards, optimized database page ranges, and so on.
• If you already have a suitable CA IDMS/DB schema, you can modify this schema without having to create a new load

schema. Specifically, you must make sure that the logical child/logical parent set description has OPTIONAL MANUAL
connection options. These options are required only during the load process and can be changed to MANDATORY
AUTOMATIC after the load. The only exception is in the case of bill-of-materials relationships.

• In this type of relationship the logical parent and physical parent of the child record are different occurrences of the
same record type. Bill of materials sets must have OPTIONAL MANUAL connection options.

• The page ranges specified for the CA IDMS/DB database in the schema/subschema must be consistent throughout
the load process. A change in the page ranges will invalidate the database pages calculated by the preload CALC
processing (Step 1). In this case, you will have to repeat both the CALC and load steps so the logical workfile
produced by the load can give correct results for the prefix update step.

Generated Schema source statements:

 SIGNON

          USAGE MODE IS UPDATE .

 SET OPTIONS FOR SESSION

          INPUT     1 THRU     72.
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 ADD SCHEMA NAME IS LOADSCHM VERSION     1

          MEMO DATE IS 12/22/86

          ASSIGN RECORD IDS FROM     101

          PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL.

 ADD AREA NAME IS PARTDBDP-REGION.

 ADD AREA NAME IS ITEMDBDP-REGION.

 ADD RECORD NAME IS PART

          RECORD ID IS AUTO

          LOCATION MODE IS CALC

          USING PARTNO

          DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED

          WITHIN AREA PARTDBDP-REGION.

 02       PARTNO            PIC X (18).

 02       FILLER            PIC X (132).

 ADD RECORD NAME IS ITEM

          RECORD ID IS AUTO
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          LOCATION MODE IS CALC

          USING ITEMNO

          DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED

          WITHIN AREA ITEMDBDP-REGION.

 02       ITEMNO            PIC X (7).

 02       FILLER            PIC X (143).

 ADD RECORD NAME IS DETAIL

          RECORD ID IS AUTO

          LOCATION MODE IS VIA ITEM-DETAIL

          WITHIN AREA ITEMDBDP-REGION.

 02       FILLER            PIC X (25).

 02       ITMDTAIL          PIC X (3).

 02       FILLER            PIC X (129).

Figure 60 (Part 1 of 4). Generated Schema source statements

 ADD RECORD NAME IS PARTNDX

          RECORD ID IS AUTO

          LOCATION MODE IS VIA PART-PARTNDX

          WITHIN AREA PARTDBDP-REGION.

 02       PARTNO            PIC X (18).

 ADD RECORD NAME IS ITEMNDX

          RECORD ID IS AUTO
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          LOCATION MODE IS VIA ITEM-ITEMNDX

          WITHIN AREA ITEMDBDP-REGION.

 02       ITEMNO            PIC X (7).

 ADD SET NAME IS ITEM-DETAIL

          ORDER IS SORTED

          MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

          OWNER IS ITEM

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          MEMBER IS DETAIL

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          LINKED TO OWNER

               OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

          ASCENDING KEY IS ITMDTAIL

          DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED.

 ADD SET NAME IS PART-DETAIL

          ORDER IS SORTED

          MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

          OWNER IS PART
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               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          MEMBER IS DETAIL

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          LINKED TO OWNER

               OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          OPTIONAL MANUAL

          ASCENDING KEY IS ITMDTAIL

          DUPLICATES ARE LAST.

Figure 60 (Part 2 of 4). Generated Schema source statements

 ADD SET NAME IS PART-PARTNDX

          ORDER IS SORTED

          MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

          OWNER IS PART

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          MEMBER IS PARTNDX

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          LINKED TO OWNER

               OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

          ASCENDING KEY IS PARTNO

          DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED.
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 ADD SET NAME IS ITEM-ITEMNDX

          ORDER IS SORTED

          MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

          OWNER IS ITEM

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          MEMBER IS ITEMNDX

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          LINKED TO OWNER

               OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

          ASCENDING KEY IS ITEMNO

          DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED.

 ADD SET NAME IS IX-PARTNDX

          ORDER IS SORTED

          MODE IS INDEX

               BLOCK CONTAINS  50 KEYS

          OWNER IS SYSTEM

          MEMBER IS PARTNDX

               INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          MANDATORY AUTOMATIC
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          ASCENDING KEY IS PARTNO

          DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED.

Figure 60 (Part 3 of 4). Generated Schema source statements

 ADD SET NAME IS IX-ITEMNDX

          ORDER IS SORTED

          MODE IS INDEX

               BLOCK CONTAINS  50 KEYS

          OWNER IS SYSTEM

          MEMBER IS ITEMNDX

               INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          MANDORY AUTOMATIC

          ASCENDING KEY IS ITEMNO

          DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED.

 VALIDATE.

 SIGNOFF.

Figure 60 (Part 4 of 4). Generated Schema source statements

Step 1 Preload CALC Processing
 

Preload CALC processing is an optional step that precedes the actual database load. Its intent is to improve the
performance of load processing and is especially recommended, as follows:

• There are large amounts of DL/I data.
• There are logical relationships in the DL/I database.
• Space requirements need to be determined for the logical workfile(s) that will be generated by the load (Step 2).
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Operation

Preload CALC processing performs the following operations:

1. Accessing the IPSB load module
2. Accessing the subschema module named in the IPSB
3. Reading the DL/I input data
4. Generating database page numbers for the DL/I root segments
5. Updating the DL/I data with the database page numbers and writing it out to the DL/I output file
6. Printing a report on the updated DL/I data

The following diagram shows the operations performed by preload CALC processing.

 

To execute the preload CALC processing step, use the JCL in CA IDMS DLI Transparency JCL.
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Report

The report produced by the preload CALC processing step lists the following:

• The DBDNAME for each DL/I database included in the input DL/I data
• The name and level for each DL/I segment, by database
• An indication if a segment is a logical child (LC) or logical parent (LP)
• The number of segment occurrences (records) found, by database
• The number of logical records found, by database

Following is an example of a report:

     *** CA IDMS/DLI TRANSPARENCY DATABASE LOAD

         PROCESS=CALC,IPSB=ITEMPART

         DBDNAME=ITEMDBDL

         SEGMENT COUNT LEVEL RECORD

         ITEM    1086    01  ITEM

     LC  DETAIL  3542    02  DETAIL

         TOTAL:  4628  RECORDS READ

                 3542  LOGICAL RECORDS

                    0  LOGICAL RECORDS WRITTEN

     *** CALC PROCESSING COMPLETE

     ___________________________________________________________________
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     *** CA IDMS/DLI TRANSPARENCY DATABASE LOAD

         PROCESS=CALC,IPSB=ITEMPART

         DBDNAME=PARTDBDL

         SEGMENT COUNT LEVEL RECORD

     LP  PART     789    01  PART

         TOTAL:   789  RECORDS READ

                  789  LOGICAL RECORDS

                     0 LOGICAL RECORDS WRITTEN

     *** CALC PROCESSING COMPLETE

Preload Sorting (step 1, part 2)

Use Your Own Sort/Merge Utility

To further optimize the CALC-processed data for loading, you can sort it using your own sort/merge facility. As input to the
sort/merge facility, supply the DL/I output file produced by the preload CALC processing. The output file will contain the
CALC-processed data in sorted form. You can then use the sorted output file as input to the database load (Step 2).

The preload sort is not strictly required, but it should be performed to produce the most effective ordering of the CALC-
processed data.

To perform the preload sort, you must use your own sort/merge facility.

What the Preload Sort Does

The preload sort performs the following operations:

1. Accessing the CALC DL/I data produced by the preload CALC processing (Step 1, Part1)
2. Sorting the data so that root segments (CALC records) are in descending database page sequence (the optimum CA

IDMS/DB database load order)
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To execute the preload sort processing step, use the JCL (Step 1, Part 2) in CA IDMS DLI Transparency JCL.

Step 2 Database Load
 

Using the unloaded DL/I data as input, database load processing invokes the CA IDMS DLI Transparency region
controller and populates the CA IDMS/DB database with the unloaded DL/I data. If you have CALC processed and,
optionally, sorted the DL/I data, you must input the DL/I file produced as a result of Step 1.

The Database Load, Step 2, completes the database load for DL/I data that does not contain logical relationships. If the
DL/I data involves logically related databases, you must continue with Steps 3 through 6.

Operation

Database load processing performs the following operations:

1. Accessing the IPSB load module
2. Reading the DL/I input data
3. Storing all records in the CA IDMS/DB database
4. Extracting all logical child records and writing them out to the logical workfile
5. Extracting all logical parent records and writing them out to the logical workfile
6. Printing a report showing the results of the load

To execute the database load step, use the JCL in CA IDMS DLI Transparency JCL. Following is a diagram of database
load processing.
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Report

The report produced by the database load step lists:

• The DBDNAME for each DL/I database included in the input DL/I data
• The name and level for each DL/I segment, by database
• An indication if a segment is a logical child (LC) or logical parent (LP)
• The number of segment occurrences (records) loaded, by database
• The number of logical records found, by database
• The number of logical records, by database, written out to the logical workfile

Following is a database load report:

     *** CA IDMS/DLI TRANSPARENCY DATABASE LOAD

         PROCESS=LOAD

         DBDNAME=ITEMDBDL

         SEGMENT COUNT LEVEL RECORD

         ITEM     1086  01   ITEM

     LC  DETAIL   3542  02   DETAIL

         TOTAL:   4628  RECORDS LOADED

                  3542  LOGICAL RECORDS

                  3542  LOGICAL RECORDS WRITTEN

     *** LOAD PROCESSING COMPLETE

     ___________________________________________________________________
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     *** CA IDMS/DLI TRANSPARENCY DATABASE LOAD

         PROCESS=LOAD

         DBDNAME=PARTDBDL

         SEGMENT COUNT LEVEL RECORD

     LP  PART    789    01   PART

         TOTAL:  789   RECORDS LOADED

                 789   LOGICAL RECORDS

                 789   LOGICAL RECORDS WRITTEN

     *** LOAD PROCESSING COMPLETE

Figure 64. Sample database load report

Step 3 Workfile Sort/Merge
 

The logical workfiles produced by the database load (Step 2) contain the logical child and logical parent records found in
the original DL/I data. The workfile sort/merge step sorts the logical child records under their related parents.

If the database load processed multiple DL/I databases, you will have a separate workfile for each database. If this is the
case, you must first merge all of the generated workfiles into one workfile. You can then sort this one workfile.

To perform the workfile sort/merge step, you must use your own sort/merge facility.

The workfile sort/merge performs the following operations:

1. Accessing the workfile(s) resulting from the database load
2. Merging multiple workfiles (from multiple, logically related DL/I databases)
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3. Sorting the workfile so that logical child records are sequenced under their logical parents

To execute the workfile sort/merge step, use the JCL in CA IDMS DLI Transparency JCL.  The following diagram shows a
workfile sort/merge:

Step 4 Prefix (Concatenated Key) Resolution
 

The sorted logical workfile produced by Step 3 contains the logical child and logical parent records from the DL/I logically
related databases. The logical child records are sorted correctly under their respective logical parents, but their prefix
(nondata) portions do not reflect the parent concatenated keys. The prefix resolution step updates the logical child records
with their parents' concatenated keys so the logical child records can be accessed within their CA IDMS/DB sets.

If the database load processed multiple DL/I databases, you will have a separate workfile for each database. If this is the
case, you must first merge all of the generated workfiles into one workfile. You can then sort this one workfile.

Operation

The prefix resolution step performs the following operations:

1. Accessing the IPSB load module
2. Accessing the sorted workfile from Step 3
3. From each logical parent record, generating the correct prefix (concatenated key) for its logical child record
4. Updating the logical child records with the correct prefixes and writing them out to a new workfile
5. Producing a report of the records processed

To execute the prefix resolution step, use the JCL in CA IDMS DLI Transparency JCL. Following is a diagram of a prefix
resolution
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Report

The report produced by the prefix resolution step lists:

• The DBDNAME for the DL/I logical child database
• The name and level for each DL/I segment
• An indication if a segment is a logical child (LC) or logical parent (LP)
• The number of logical parent records found
• The number of logical child records found
• The total number of records found in the sorted workfile
• The total number of logical child records updated and written out

Following is a sample prefix resolution report:

     *** CA IDMS/DLI TRANSPARENCY DATABASE LOAD
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         PROCESS=PFXR

         DBDNAME=ITEMDBDL

         SEGMENT COUNT LEVEL RECORD

     LP  PART     789   01   PART

     LC  DETAIL   3542  02   DETAIL

         TOTAL:   4331  RECORDS READ

                  3542  LOGICAL RECORDS WRITTEN

     *** PFXR PROCESSING COMPLETE

Step 5 Workfile Hierarchical Sort
 

The workfile produced by the prefix resolution step (Step 4) contains the logical child records with updated prefixes. The
logical child records, though, still remain as sorted by the workfile sort/merge (Step 3). In other words, they are sequenced
as they were under their logical parents (even though the logical parents do not appear in the prefix resolution workfile).
Before the updated logical child records can be written out to replace the records originally stored in the CA IDMS/DB
database (by Step 2), they must be resorted back into the original DL/I hierarchical sequence. The workfile hierarchical
sort performs this operation.

To perform the workfile hierarchical sort, you must use your own sort/merge facility.

The workfile hierarchical sort performs the following operations:

1. Accessing the prefix-resolved workfile from Step 4
2. Sorting the workfile so that the logical child records are sequenced as in the original DL/I hierarchy

To execute the workfile hierarchical sort step, use the JCL in CA IDMS DLI Transparency JCL. The following diagram
show a workfile hierarchical sort
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Step 6 Prefix Update
The prefix update step updates the logical child records in the CA IDMS/DB database with the prefixes (concatenated
keys) generated by the prefix resolution step (Step 4). For input, it uses the hierarchically sorted workfile from Step
5. After updating the logical child database records with the correct prefixes, it writes them back to the database and
connects them to their logical parents within the CA IDMS/DB sets.

Prefix update (step 6) completes the database load for logically related databases.

Operation

The prefix update step performs the following operations:

1. Accessing the IPSB load module
2. Accessing the hierarchically sorted workfile from Step 5
3. Obtaining the already loaded logical child records from the CA IDMS/DB database
4. Moving the prefix (logical parent concatenated key) from each workfile record into the corresponding database record
5. Writing the updated logical child records back to the database
6. Connecting each logical child database record with its related logical parent database record (that is, establish correct

set pointers)
7. Producing a report showing the results of the processing

To execute the prefix update step, use the JCL in CA IDMS DLI Transparency JCL. The following diagram shows a prefix
update:
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Report

The report produced by the prefix update step lists:

• The DBDNAME for the DL/I logical child database
• The name and level for each DL/I logical child segment
• The number of logical child records found and processed

Following is an example of a prefix update report:

     *** CA IDMS/DLI TRANSPARENCY DATABASE LOAD

         PROCESS=PFXU

         DBDNAME=ITEMDBDL

         SEGMENT COUNT LEVEL RECORD

     LC  DETAIL  3542   02   DETAIL

         TOTAL:  3542  RECORDS READ

     *** PFXU PROCESSING COMPLETE

Using CA IDMS DLI Transparency Within CA IDMS/DB Programs
CA IDMS DLI Transparency can be used in the CA IDMS/DB environment. A program written to use CA IDMS/DB must
conform to CA IDMS/DB programming standards. All CA IDMS DLI Transparency functions available to batch programs
are available to CA IDMS/DB programs. No restrictions are imposed, and no additional or special capabilities are added.

In addition to the conversion considerations for batch programs, using CA IDMS DLI Transparency in the CA IDMS/DB
environment requires these considerations. This section discusses the following topics:

Data Communications
When migrating programs from an IMS-DC environment to CA IDMS/DB, all IMS-DC data communications calls in the
programs must be recoded as CA IDMS/DB mapping calls. Any IMS message formatting services (MFS) maps must also
be recoded using MAPC.
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NOTE
Any IMS-DB (DL/1) database calls that are not supported by CA IDMS DLI Transparency in batch are also not
supported in the CA IDMS/DB environment and must be modified.

Language Interface
CA IDMS DLI Transparency provides a language interface module for use in the CA IDMS/DB environment. CA IDMS DLI
Transparency provides a language interface module, IDMSDLIF, for use only in the CA IDMS/DB environment. Programs
to be executed under CA IDMS/DB must be link edited with the CA IDMS/DB environment language interface (IDMSDLIF)
and must not be link edited with IDMSDLLI, the batch language interface.

Schedule (PCB) Call Processing
When using CA IDMS DLI Transparency in the CA IDMS/DB environment, the schedule (PCB) call processing
is performed on behalf of the application program. This is the same as in the CA IDMS DLI Transparency batch
environment.

• In the batch environments, (either CA IDMS DLI Transparency or native DL/1), the IPSB or PSB name is specified in
the region controller's parameters.

• In the IMS-DC online environment, the PSB name is associated with a program through the macro specifications
used to create a table at IMS system generation.

• In the CA IDMS/DB CA IDMS DLI Transparency environment, the method used to associate an IPSB name with an
application program is similar (but not identical) to the IMS-DC environment. An application program and an IPSB are
associated through a table created prior to the use of the application program, but not necessarily at the time of the CA
IDMS/DB system generation. This table is called the CA IDMS DLI Transparency program definition table.

The CA IDMS DLI Transparency Program Definition Table
How the Program Definition Table is Created

The CA IDMS DLI Transparency program definition table is created from user-supplied input to the CA IDMS DLI
Transparency program definition table compiler (IDMSDLTG). This compiler produces assembler source output which is
then assembled and link edited into a CDMSLIB load library (z/OS) or core-image library (z/VSE).

The CA IDMS DLI Transparency program definition table load module (z/OS) or phase (z/VSE) must always have the
name DLPDTAB. Each application program that is to have an IPSB automatically scheduled must have an entry in the
table. The information in each entry is the same as in a region controller's parameter list, but the format is different.

The CA IDMS DLI Transparency program definition table can be thought of as an extension to the CA IDMS/DB program
definition table. Before any program can be added to the CA IDMS DLI Transparency program definition table, it must
already be in the CA IDMS/DB program definition table. (For this to be true, you must have defined the program to the CA
IDMS/DB system with a system generation ADD PROGRAM statement.)

Syntax

►►─── MODify PROgram program-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬───────────────►

                                   └─ version is(=) nnnn ────┘

 

 ►─── IPSB name is(=) ipsb-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────►
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 ►─┬─────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ TRACE ─────┤

   └─ NOTRACE ◄ ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ STAE ◄ ────┤

   └─ NOSTAE ────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NODENAME is(=) nodename ──┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DBNAME is(=) dbname ──┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DICTNODE is(=) dictnode ──┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DICTNAME is(=) dictname ──┘

Parameters

• program-name
Identifies the name of the application program (already defined to the system through a system generation ADD
PROGRAM statement) to be modified to use CA IDMS DLI Transparency.

• nnnn
Identifies the 1- to 4-digit version number that further qualifies the program.

• ipsb-name
Identifies the name of the IPSB to be automatically scheduled for the program.

• TRACE/NOTRACE
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Indicates whether or not CA IDMS DLI Transparency will build and maintain an internal trace table for aid in
debugging. NOTRACE is the default.

• STAE/NOSTAE
Indicates whether or not CA IDMS DLI Transparency will trap program abnormal terminations and produce formatted
information for aid in debugging. NOSTAE is the default.

• NODENAME IS nodename
Specifies the nodename that will be used to bind the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run unit.

• DBNAME IS dbname
Specifies the dbname that will be used to bind the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run unit.

• DICTNODE IS nodename
Specifies the nodename for the dictionary that will be used to bind the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run unit.

• DICTNAME IS dictname
Specifies the dictname that will be used to bind the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run unit.

The JCL necessary to execute the CA IDMS DLI Transparency program definition table compiler (IDMSDLTG) and to
assemble and link edit the DLPDTAB output is shown below:

PROGRAM DEFINTION TABLE COMPILER

//DL  EXEC  PGM=IDMSDLTG

//STEPLIB DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST DD  SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=133

//SYSPCH DD  DSN=&&SYSPCH,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(4000,(100,50))

//              DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=4000),DISP=(NEW,PASS)

//SYSIPT DD  *

pdt input statements

/*

//ASM  EXEC  PGM=ASMA90

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIB DD  DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSUT2 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSUT3 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSPUNCH DD DSN=&&PDTB,UNIT=disk,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//    SPACE=(80,(400,40))
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//SYSIN  DD  DSN=&&SYSPCH,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//LINK      EXEC  PGM=HEWL

//SYSPRINT      SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIN DD  DSN=&&PDTB,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYSUT1 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(trk,(20,5))

//SYSLMOD DD  DSN=idms.loadlib(DLPDTAB),DISP=SHR

idms.loadlib data set name of the CA IDMS/DB load library containing the
subschema description and IDMSDLTG

cyl,(2,2) space to be allocated in bytes per cylinders
disk symbolic device type for the disk file
&&PDTB temporary data set containing the output from the assembly step
yourHLQ.CAGJMAC data set name of the macro library
&&SYSPCH temporary data set containing the output from program definition

table compiler (IDMSDLTG)
trk,(20,5) space to be allocated in bytes per tracks
4000,(100,50) space to be allocated in bytes per blocks
80,(400,40) space to be allocated in bytes per blocks
DLPDTAB required link edit module name in the SYSLMOD statement.

Operational Considerations 1

System Definition and Initialization

IDMSDLTI

Before any CA IDMS/DB application program can use CA IDMS DLI Transparency, the CA IDMS DLI Transparency
environment within CA IDMS/DB must be initialized. This is done using the initialization program called IDMSDLTI.

System Generation Statements Defining IDMSDLTI

The system generation must contain an ADD PROGRAM statement to define IDMSDLTI:

 ADD PROGRAM IDMSDLTI LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER REENTRANT REUSABLE.
 

The system generation must also contain an ADD TASK statement to define a task code that invokes IDMSDLTI:

 ADD TASK IDMSDLTI INVOKES IDMSDLTI.
 

No CA IDMS/DB programs may use CA IDMS DLI Transparency before IDMSDLTI has been run. It is recommended that
the system definition also contain an ADD AUTOTASK statement to automatically run IDMSDLTI immediately after CA
IDMS/DB has come up.
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 ADD AUTOTASK IDMSDLTI INVOKED AT STARTUP PREEMPT.
 

Note that the PREEMPT option is included on the autotask definition. This is recommended so that no application
programs that use CA IDMS DLI Transparency start before CA IDMS DLI Transparency initialization is completed.

System Execution

The automatic scheduling of an IPSB associated with an application program (as defined in the CA IDMS DLI
Transparency program definition table) is performed whenever the application program is linked to, either by the CA
IDMS/DB system itself or from another application program.

• If an application program named in the CA IDMS DLI Transparency program definition table (DLPDTAB) is also
associated with a CA IDMS/DB task code, then entering that task code in response to an ENTER NEXT TASK CODE
message causes automatic scheduling of the IPSB before CA IDMS/DB passes control to the application program.

• The automatic scheduling is done during the linking process (that is, after the program issuing the LINK command
gives up control but before the target program receives control) if an application program that is not named in the
DLPDTAB links to an application program that is named in the DLPDTAB.

All application programs receiving control from a region controller (following the automatic scheduling) must be set up to
receive the scheduled PCBs. This is the same as for CA IDMS DLI Transparency batch, IMS-DC, and IMS-DB.

Linking to lower level programs

An application program that receives control following the automatic scheduling may link (DC LINK) to lower level
programs.

• If one or more scheduled PCBs are passed as parameters to the lower level program, the lower level program may
issue DL1 calls using the passed PCBs.

• If a program is linked to as a lower level program, it must not be named in the DLPDTAB, since naming an application
program in the DLPDTAB causes automatic scheduling to be performed. Automatic scheduling must not be performed
on these lower level programs.

Termination processing

Automatic termination (TERM call) processing is performed for all application programs that have had an automatic
scheduling call done. The termination processing is done at the time when the application program that had the automatic
scheduling issues a DC RETURN. If the application program or any lower level programs it links to abnormally terminates
(that is, the task thread is interrupted), the CA IDMS DLI Transparency run unit is abnormally terminated as well and any
changes to the database are rolled back.

The Load Utility
The load utility consists of the IDMSDLLD module. It accepts data unloaded from a DL/I database (via IBM's HD unload
utility) and stores it in a CA IDMS/DB database. The CA IDMS/DB database must be prepared and initialized before
running the load utility.

To execute, the load utility also requires:

• An IPSB load module. The IPSB translates the DL/I segment and data structure definitions to equivalent CA IDMS/
DB record and set definitions. The load utility uses the DL/I-to-CA IDMS/DB equivalencies when storing the data in the
CA IDMS/DB database. The IPSB definition must reflect the special considerations for a load IPSB (IPSB used with
the load utility).

• CA IDMS/DB schema, subschema, and DMCL modules. The CA IDMS/DB modules constitute the runtime
environment for the CA IDMS/DB database.
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The process of loading the DL/I data can involve up to six steps. If the DL/I data does not include logical relationships, the
only step required is the actual database load (Step 2). The steps in the load process are:

1. Preload CALC processing ── Calculates CA IDMS/DB preload database pages for DL/I root segments to speed up
the actual load (Step 2). Included in this step is a sort of the preload CALC data.

2. Database load ── Stores the DL/I data in the CA IDMS/DB database. If logical relationships are found, the load utility
writes the logical child records and their related logical parents to a workfile for additional processing. If the DL/I data
comes from multiple databases (DBDs), a separate workfile is produced for each source database.

3. Workfile sort/merge ── Merges multiple workfiles from Step 2 and sorts the resulting file to arrange logical child
records under their logical parents.

4. Prefix (concatenated key) resolution ── Processes the sorted workfile and generates correct prefixes
(concatenated keys) for the logical child records.

5. Workfile hierarchical sort ── Sorts the workfile with resolved prefixes so that the logical child records are in their
original DBD hierarchical sequences.

6. Prefix update ── Updates the logical child records in the CA IDMS/DB database with the generated prefixes. The
prefixes are needed to establish the CA IDMS/DB set pointers for the logical child (member) sets and their logical
parent (owner) sets.

Only Steps 1, 2, 4, and 6 invoke the IDMSDLLD module. Steps 3 and 5 (the sorts) take place outside of the load utility and
CA IDMS DLI Transparency. They require use of the user's native sort/merge facility.

The IDMSDLLD Steps 1, 2, 4, and 6 produce reports that show the results of the processing and a count of the records
involved.

Runtime Interface
 

The characteristics of the runtime interface are as follows:

• Accepts retrieval and update requests from the DL/I application programs
• The interface then processes the requests into appropriate CA IDMS/DB requests and sends them to CA IDMS/DB
• After CA IDMS/DB processes the requests, the runtime interface accepts the retrieved data and status information

from CA IDMS/DB for placement in a format acceptable to the DL/I application program
• To accomplish these functions, the runtime interface consists of special-purpose components, a front end, and a back

end.

The special-purpose components, the front end, and the back end are discussed in the remainder of this section.

Special-Purpose Components

The CA IDMS DLI Transparency special-purpose components consist of the following modules and database procedures:
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• IDMSDLRC module ── IDMSDLRC is the module used in place of the DL/I region controller.
• IDMSDLLI module ── IDMSDLLI (the CA IDMS/DLI Transparency language interface used in place of native DL/I

language interfaces) is for batch call-level DL/I application programs only.
• IDMSDLHI module ── IDMSDLHI is the CA IDMS DLI Transparency language interface used for batch command-

level DL/I (EXEC DLI) applications.
• IDMSDL1C module ── IDMSDL1C is the language interface used with CICS call-level DL/I applications in z/OS.
• IDMSDL1V module ── IDMSDL1V is the CA IDMS DLI Transparency language interface used for CICS call-level DL/

I applications in z/VSE.
• IDMSDLHC module ── IDMSDLHC is the language interface used for CICS COBOL command-level DL/I (EXEC DLI)

applications in z/OS.
• IDMSDLCV module ── IDMSDLCV is the language interface used for CICS COBOL command-level DL/I (EXEC DLI)

applications in z/VSE.
• IDMSDLHP module ── IDMSDLHP is the language interface used for CICS PL/I command-level DL/I (EXEC DLI)

applications in z/OS.
• IDMSDLPV module ── IDMSDLPV is the language interface used for CICS PL/I command-level DL/I (EXEC DLI)

applications in z/VSE.
• IDMSDLHA module ── IDMSDLHA is the language interface used for CICS Assembler command-level DL/I (EXEC

DLI) applications in z/OS.
• IDMSDLAV module ── IDMSDLAV is the CA IDMS DLI Transparency CICS Assembler command-level DL/I (EXEC

DLI) applications in z/VSE.
• IDMSDLVC database procedure ── IDMSDLVC is a system-provided database procedure for modifying variable-

length records.
• IDMSDLVD database procedure ── IDMSDLVD is a system-provided database procedure for retrieving variable-

length records.

Each of the above components is discussed below. Additionally, diagrams are provided to illustrate the relationship among
the components at runtime in both a batch and CICS environment.

Runtime Components in a Batch Environment

In a batch environment, CA IDMS DLI Transparency processing of a DL/I application program:

• Begins in the IDMSDLRC module. The IDMSDLRC module's functions include
– Issuing a call to the front-end (IDMSDLFE) module
– Loading the DL/I application program and passing control to the DL/I application program

• From the DL/I application program, call-level DL/I calls are passed to the language interface, IDMSDLLI. EXEC DLI
type commands are passed to the command-level language interface IDMSDLHI.

• The language interface transfers control to the IDMSDLFE module
• IDMSDLFE issues, as appropriate, a BIND RUN-UNIT or a FINISH, or sends the DL/I call to RHDCDLBE
• RHDCDLBE then converts the DL/I call to the appropriate CA IDMS/DB request

The following illustration shows the runtime components in a batch environment:
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!

Components in a CICS Runtime Environment

• The DL/I application program issues a DL/I call through the language interface. The language interface locates the
address of the IDMSDLFC module in the CICS common workarea (CWA) and passes control to IDMSDLFC.

• IDMSDLFC is part of the IDMSINTC module created for CA IDMS DLI Transparency (see Section 5, "CA IDMS DLI
Transparency Runtime Environment") and is the CA IDMS DLI Transparency's equivalent of native DL/I's online
nucleus. At runtime, IDMSDLFC validates the call and control is passed to the IDMSDLFE module (the front end).

• IDMSDLFE issues a BIND RUN-UNIT or FINISH, or sends the DL/I call information to RHDCDLBE (the back end).
• RHDCDLBE converts the DL/I call to the appropriate CA IDMS/DB request.

The following illustration shows the runtime components in a CICS environment:
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IDMSDLRC module

The IDMSDLRC module is the replacement for the DL/I region controller. In DL/I, the operating system executes a region
controller and the region controller loads and passes control to the DL/I application program. IDMSDLRC performs the
following functions:
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• Accepts from the JCL the user-specified parameters. In z/OS ,these parameters are specified in the JCL in the PARM
clause of the EXEC statement; in z/VSE, they are specified in the JCL in the SYSIPT file. The parameters identify the
DL/I application program to be processed and the IPSB that is to be accessed at runtime.

• Issues a call to the front end (IDMSDLFE), requesting the front end to issue a BIND RUN-UNIT. Along with this call,
IDMSDLRC provides the front end with the name of the IPSB to be used at run time.

• Receives the addresses of the PCBs used by the DL/I application program.
• Loads and passes control to the DL/I application program. As IDMSDLRC passes control, it provides the DL/I

application with the PCB parameter list.
• Issues a termination call to IDMSDLFE after the DL/I application has executed. This call requests the front end to issue

a FINISH.

IDMSDLLI module

The IDMSDLLI module is used for batch DL/I application programs only. This module replaces the following DL/I language
interfaces:

• Native DL/I COBOL language interface (CBLTDLI)
• Native DL/I PL/I language interface (PLITDLI)
• Native DL/I Assembler language interface (ASMTDLI)

At runtime, the CA IDMS DLI Transparency user link edits IDMSDLLI to each DL/I application program to be processed by
CA IDMS DLI Transparency. When link edited to the DL/I application, the IDMSDLLI performs the following functions:

• Receives control on a DL/I call from the DL/I application program
• Reformats the call parameter list and sends the list to the front end
• Passes control to the front end, which establishes, controls, and terminates communication with the back end

NOTE
In XA environments, if the COBOL DYNAMIC link-edit optionis used, and the DL/I application program does
not run in XA mode, relink module IDMSDLLI with RMODE=24.

IDMSDL1C module

IDMSDL1C is for use only under z/OS CICS for call-level DL/I applications. This module replaces the DL/I application
interface resolving the entry points CBLTDLI, ASMTDLI, and PLITDLI.

IDMSDL1V module

IDMSDL1V is for use only under z/VSE CICS for call-level DL/I applications. This module replaces the DL/I application
interface resolving the entry points CBLTDLI, ASMTDLI, and PLITDLI.

IDMSDLHI module

IDMSDLHI is for use with batch command-level (EXEC DLI) COBOL and PL/I programs in z/OS. This module replaces
modules DFSLICBL, DFSLIPLI. IDMSDLHI must be ordered first in the link edit with the application program.

IDMSDLHC module

IDMSDLHC is for use with CICS command-level (EXEC DLI) COBOL programs in z/OS. This module replaces module
DFHECI. IDMSDLHC must be ordered first in the link edit with the application program.

IDMSDLCV module

IDMSDLCV is for use with CICS command-level (EXEC DLI) COBOL programs in z/VSE. This module replaces module
DFHECI. IDMSDLCV must be ordered first in the link edit with the application program.
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IDMSDLHP module

IDMSDLHP is for use with CICS command-level (EXEC DLI) PL/I programs in z/OS. This module replaces module
DFHEPI. IDMSDLHP must be ordered first in the link edit with the application program.

IDMSDLPV module

IDMSDLPV is for use with CICS command-level (EXEC DLI) PL/I programs in z/VSE. This module replaces module
DFHPL1I. IDMSDLPV must be ordered first in the link edit with the application program.

IDMSDLHA module

IDMSDLHA is for use with CICS command-level (EXEC DLI) Assembler programs in z/OS. This module replaces module
DFHEAI. IDMSDLHA must be ordered first in the link edit with the application program.

IDMSDLAV module

IDMSDLAV is for use with CICS command-level (EXEC DLI) Assembler programs in z/VSE. This module replaces module
DFHEAI. IDMSDLAV must be ordered first in the link edit with the application program.

IDMSDLVC database procedure

IDMSDLVC is a database procedure provided with CA IDMS DLI Transparency for modifying variable-length records that
correspond to variable-length segments. Before a variable-length record is modified, IDMSDLVC is called to maintain the
length of the CA IDMS/DB variable-length record. IDMSDLVC is specified in a CALL sentence as part of the RECORD
DESCRIPTION in the schema (see the CA IDMS Database Administration Section).

IDMSDLVD database procedure

IDMSDLVD is a database procedure provided with CA IDMS DLI Transparency for retrieving variable-length records that
correspond to variable-length segments. Before a variable-length record is retrieved, IDMSDLVD is called to maintain the
length of the CA IDMS/DB variable-length record. IDMSDLVD is specified in a CALL sentence as part of the RECORD
DESCRIPTION in the schema (see the CA IDMS Database Administration Section).

CA IDMS DLI Transparency Front End

The CA IDMS DLI Transparency front-end components consist of the IDMSDLFE module and, if CA IDMS DLI
Transparency is used under CICS, the IDMSDLFC module.

IDMSDLFE module

The IDMSDLFE module establishes, controls, and terminates communication with the back end (the RHDCDLBE
module). When IDMSDLFE receives an initialization call from the IDMSDLRC module in a batch environment or from
IDMSDLFC under CICS (see below), it performs the following functions:

• Acquires work area
• Issues a BIND RUN-UNIT to the back end (RHDCDLBE)
• Issues a call to RHDCDLBE for PCB information

Once the initialization functions are complete, IDMSDLFE accepts DL/I calls from the language interface and performs the
following functions:
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• Sends the DL/I calls to the back end.
• Accepts the retrieved data and status information from the back end.
• Receives from the back end the updated PCB control blocks, which are used to return retrieved data and status

information to the DL/I application. When the DL/I application finishes executing, the front end receives a termination
call from the region controller and performs the following:
– Issues a FINISH to the back end
– Frees storage

IDMSDLFC module

The IDMSDLFC module is a component in the reassembled IDMSINTC macro (see CA IDMS DLI Transparency Run-
Time Environment). Used only under CICS, IDMSDLFC is initialized by a special signon transaction and performs the
following functions:

• Linking a CICS DL/I application with IDMSDL1C or any other CA IDMS DL/I Transparency language interface
establishes the intent to use CA IDMS DLI Transparency (see CA IDMS DLI Transparency Run-Time Environment).

• Receives control on a DL/I call from the DL/I application program.
• Reformats the call parameter list and sends the list to the front end.
• Passes control to the front end, which establishes, controls, and terminates communication with the back end.

CA IDMS DLI Transparency Back End

The back end consists of the RHDCDLBE module The back end processing is initiated by a BIND RUN-UNIT issued by
IDMSDLFE. The back end performs the following functions during initiation of the run unit:

• Loads the appropriate fixed IPSB
• Acquires storage
• Acquires PCB information from the IPSB and then uses the information to build the PCBs

Once the run unit is initiated, the back end performs the following functions for it:

• Issues appropriate CA IDMS/DB calls to service DL/I requests
• Accepts from CA IDMS/DB retrieved data and/or status information
• Sends retrieved data and/or status information to the front end

After the DL/I application program has executed, RHDCDLBE receives a FINISH from either the front end (in batch
processing) or IDMSINTC (in CICS processing) and terminates processing.

The IPSB Compiler 1
What the IPSB Compiler Does

The IPSB compiler, consisting of the IDMSDLMG module, accepts user-supplied input statements and subschema
tables as input. Compiler output consists of the IPSBs and a listing of any diagnostic messages. The resulting IPSBs are
known as fixed IPSBs. At runtime, when CA IDMS DLI Transparency processes a DL/I application, the back end of the
runtime interface loads the relevant fixed IPSB. The fixed IPSB then serves the back end as the source for creating a
variable IPSB. A variable IPSB keeps track of the DL/I and CA IDMS/DB information during CA IDMS DLI Transparency
processing.

IPSB Must Be in Load (Core-Image) Library at Runtime

The fixed IPSB must be available in a load (core-image) library at runtime. Hence, the user must run the IPSB compiler to
create the appropriate IPSBs before using the runtime interface. Once an IPSB is compiled, assembled, and link edited,
however, it is available for use during all subsequent executions of the DL/I application program (assuming no changes
are made to the DL/I applications).
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The Syntax Generator
Input to the Syntax Generator

The syntax generator consists of the IDMSDLPG module. For input, it accepts a DL/I PSB and the DBDs referenced by
the PCBs included in the PSB. The source code for the PSB and DBDs must be assembled using the CA-supplied macros
before inputting them to the syntax generator.

In addition to the assembled PSB and DBDs, the syntax generator requires user-supplied input statements. The input
statements direct the generator to produce source statements for an IPSB load module and any of the following CA IDMS/
DB entities:

• Schema
• DMCL
• Subschema

Output from the Syntax Generator

When executed, the syntax generator reads in and extracts the DL/I definitions reflected in the assembled PSB and
DBDs. Based on the DL/I definitions, the generator creates corresponding source statements for the IPSB load module
and the requested CA IDMS/DB modules.

Review the Source Statements

The user must review the IPSB and CA IDMS/DB source statements to make sure that they reflect the dependencies that
are present, either explicitly or implicitly, in the DL/I definitions. For example, does every logical child segment have its
physical parent segment defined? If an IPSB is to be used with the load utility, there are special load utility considerations
that the user must include in the IPSB source.

After reviewing and, if necessary, modifying the source statements, the user must input them to the appropriate compiler
to produce the required load module. Operation of the IPSB compiler is described below. Operation of the CA IDMS/DB
schema and subschema compilers and sectionlines for creating a DMCL module are described in the CA IDMS Database
Administration Section.

Index Suppression Exit Support
Use Your Own Index Suppression Exit Routine

CA IDMS DLI Transparency allows you to write your own index suppression exit routines for use with DL/I sparse indexes.
If you have a DL/I secondary index, you can specify the exit routine so that it receives control immediately before the
pointer records are stored in the secondary index. The exit routine can then indicate to CA IDMS DLI Transparency
whether to process or ignore the store request.

How to Define and Exit Routine

To define an exit routine to CA IDMS DLI Transparency, specify the name of the routine for the EXIT ROUTINE parameter
on the INDEX statement in the IPSB INDEX SECTION (described in IPSB Compiler). The name of the routine must match
the name specified for the EXTRTN parameter on the XDFLD statement in the DL/I DBD definition. Note that the syntax
generator will generate a corresponding EXIT ROUTINE in the IPSB source for each EXTRTN parameter it finds in the
DL/I DBD definitions.

Run Time Operation
When the Exit Routine is Invoked

At program run time, the exit routine comes into play when the DL/I application issues an ISRT (insert) or REPL (replace)
call for a CA IDMS/DB record that has been defined as an index source record in the INDEX SECTION of the active IPSB.
When CA IDMS DLI Transparency encounters the ISRT or REPL call, it attempts to load the exit routine. To make sure the
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exit routine is available to CA IDMS DLI Transparency, you must place it in an operating system partitioned data set that
can be accessed via a CDMSLIB JCL statement. An unsuccessful load of the routine will result in a PCB error status of
NX.

ISRT Call

For an ISRT call, CA IDMS DLI Transparency determines whether the record to be stored participates in an index
relationship as the index source record. If CA IDMS DLI Transparency finds such a relationship, it builds a suitable index
pointer record. After checking for null value criteria, CA IDMS DLI Transparency calls the exit routine specified in the IPSB
and passes control to it. It is the responsibility of the routine to determine whether the index pointer record should be
stored or suppressed. The routine indicates its decision via a return code in register 15.

REPL Call

For a REPL call, the same process occurs as for an ISRT. The only difference is that prior to storing or suppressing an
index pointer record CA IDMS DLI Transparency removes all existing index pointer records from the secondary index.

Interface
CA IDMS DLI Transparency expects an index exit routine to perform standard assembler linkage and provides a save
area in register 13 for this purpose. Upon entry, the exit routine must save the contents of register 13. Upon return, it must
restore the contents of registers 1 through 14. Under no circumstances should the routine alter data addressed by the
registers at entry.

CA IDMS DLI Transparency initializes the registers to the following values:

• Register 2 - Address of the index pointer record
• Register 3 - Address of the index exit PARMS DSECT (described in figure 73 available further below)
• Register 4 - Address of the index source record
• Register 13 - Address of the save area
• Register 14 - Return address in CA IDMS DLI Transparency
• Register 15 - Address of the index exit entry point

The exit routine controls CA IDMS DLI Transparency's action by the return code it places in register 15, as follows:

• 4 ── Suppresses the index pointer record
• 0 ── Stores the index pointer record as part of the secondary index relationship

Figure 73 shows the format of the index exit PARMS DSECT (NDXXITDS DSECT), as passed to the exit routine.

                        NDXXITDS DSECT

   Offset   Field Name        Type/             Description

                                     Length

       0    NDXRECNM     DS    CL8        Index pointer record name

       8    NDXFLDNM     DS    CL8        Index definition field name

      16    NDXXITNM     DS    CL8        Index exit name

      24    NDXXITEP     DS    A           Index exit entry point
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Figure 73. Index Exit PARMS DSECT

CA IDMS DLI Transparency JCL
This section presents all of the JCL required for the following:

• Syntax Generator JCL
• IPSB Compiler JCL
• Run-time Interface JCL
• Load Utility JCL
• IPSB Decompiler JCL

NOTE
z/VSE JCL is presented using UPSI. z/VSE users can optionallyuse a SYSCTL statement or utilize a SYSIDMS
parameter at runtime. In some cases, having SYSIDMS parameters in inline JCL (SYSIPT) may produce
undesirable results due to application parameter usage. In such cases, SYSIDMS should be implemented as a
DATASET. Otherwise, SYSIDMS parameters should be placed before the DL/I SYSIPT parameter information.
For more information on all SYSIDMS parameters, see Using Common Facilities.

Syntax Generator JCL
Contents

Assemble a PSB

The JCL to assemble a PSB for use when generating IPSB source statements is shown below:

PSB (z/OS)

//JOB

//ASM  EXEC PGM=ASMA90

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIB DD DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1 DD DSN=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(1700,(600,100))

//SYSUT2 DD DSN=&&SYSUT2,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(1700,(300,50))

//SYSUT3 DD DSN=&&SYSUT3,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(1700,(30,50))

//SYSPUNCH  DD DUMMY

//SYSGO  DD DSN=&&OBJSET,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(80,(200,50)),

    DISP=(MOD,PASS)

//SYSIN  DD  *
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Insert PSB source code here.

/*

//SYSIN  DD  *

//LINK   EXEC PGM=HEWL

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSUT1 DD DSN=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(1024,(50,20))

//SYSLMOD   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=user.loadlib(psbname) 

//SYSLIN DD DSN=&&OBJSET,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//       DD  DDNAME=SYSIN

//

yourHLQ.CAGJSRC data set name of the CA IDMS/DB source library
disk symbolic device type for a disk file
psbname member name of the PSB
user.loadlib data set name of the load library that is to contain the resulting

assembled PSB

PSB (z/VSE)

// JOB

// LIBDEF *, SEARCH=idms.library

// LIBDEF *, CATALOG=user.library

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE psbname,*

// EXEC  ASSEMBLY

insert PSB source code here

/*

// EXEC  LNKEDT
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idms.library name of the CA IDMS/DB source library
user.library name of the library that is to contain the resulting assembled PSB
psbname name of the PSB source statements

Assemble DBDs

The JCL to assemble DBDs for use when generating IPSB source statements is shown below:

DBD (z/OS)

//JOB

//ASM       EXEC  PGM=ASMA90

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIB    DD DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1    DD DSN=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(1700,(600,100))

//SYSUT2    DD DSN=&&SYSUT2,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(1700,(300,50))

//SYSUT3    DD DSN=&&SYSUT3,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(1700,(30,50))

//SYSPUNCH  DD DUMMY

//SYSGO     DD DSN=&&OBJSET,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(80,(200,50)),DISP=(MOD,PASS)

//SYSIN     DD  *

DBD source code 

/*

//LINK      EXEC  PGM=HEWL

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSUT1 DD DSN=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(1024,(50,20))

//SYSLMOD   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=user.loadlib(dbdname) 

//SYSLIN DD DSN=&&OBJSET,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//
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yourHLQ.CAGJMAC data set name of the CA IDMS/DB macro library
dbdname member name of the DBD
disk symbolic device type for a disk file
user.loadlib data set name of the load library that is to contain the resulting

assembled DBD

DBD (z/VSE)

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=idms.library'

// LIBDEF *,CATALOG=user.library

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE dbdname,*

// EXEC  ASSEMBLY

insert DBD source code here 

/*

// EXEC  LNKEDT

idms.library name of the CA IDMS/DB source library
user.library name of the library that is to contain the resulting assembled DBD
dbdname name of the DBD source statements

Execute the Syntax Generator

The JCL to execute the syntax generator is shown below:

SYNTAX GENERATOR (z/OS)

//JOB

//IPSBGEN   EXEC  PGM=IDMSDLPG

//STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.loadlib 

//       DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.loadlib 

//SYSLST DD  SYSOUT=A
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//SYSPCH DD DSN=user.syntax,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,5),

    DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=4000,RECFM=FB)

//SYSIPT DD  *

compiler-directive statements

generator statements 

/*

idms.loadlib data set name of the CA IDMS/DB load library
user.loadlib data set name of the load library that contains the assembled PSB

and DBDs
user.syntax data set name for the file that is to contain the resulting source

statements

SYNTAX GENERATOR (z/VSE)

// JOB

// DLBL IDMSPCH,'idms.user.syntax'

// EXTENT SYS016,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=user.library

// EXEC IDMSDLPG

compiler-directive statements

generator statements 

/*

/&

idms.user.syntax name of the source library that is to contain the generated
SCHEMA, SUBSCHEMA, DMCL or ISPSB source statements

nnnnnn volume serial identifier
user.library name of the library that contains the assembled DBDs/PSBs

IPSB Compiler JCL
The JCL necessary to execute the IPSB compiler to assemble and link edit the output is shown below:
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IPSB COMPILER (z/OS)

//DLMG  EXEC  PGM=IDMSDLMG

//STEPLIB DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST DD  SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=133

//SYSPCH DD  DSN=&&SYSPCH,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(4000,(100,50))

//              DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=4000),DISP=(NEW,PASS)

//SYSIPT DD  *

ipsb input statements

/*

//ASM  EXEC  PGM=ASMA90

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIB DD  DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSUT2 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSUT3 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSPUNCH DD DSN=&&IPSB,UNIT=disk,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//    SPACE=(80,(400,40))

//SYSIN  DD  DSN=&&SYSPCH,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//LINK      EXEC  PGM=HEWL

//SYSPRINT      SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIN DD  DSN=&&IPSB,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYSUT1 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(trk,(20,5))

//SYSLMOD DD  DSN=idms.loadlib(ipsb),DISP=SHR
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idms.loadlib data set name of the CA IDMS/DB load library containing the
subschema description and IDMSDLMG

cyl,(2,2) space to be allocated in bytes per cylinders
disk symbolic device type for the disk file
&&IPSB temporary data set containing the output from the assembly step
yourHLQ.CAGJMAC data set name of the macro library
&&SYSPCH temporary data set containing the output from IPSB compiler

(IDMSDLMG)
trk,(20,5) space to be allocated in bytes per tracks
4000,(100,50) space to be allocated in bytes per blocks
80,(400,40) space to be allocated in bytes per blocks

IPSB COMPILER (z/VSE)

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=idms.library

// LIBDEF *,CATALOG=ipsb.library

// DLBL IJSYSPH,'===.compiler.output',0

// EXTENT SYSPCH,nnnnnn,1,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN SYSPCH,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC IDMSDLMG

insert IPSB source statements here

/*

CLOSE SYSPCH,PUNCH

/*

// DLBL  IJSYSIN,'===.compiler.output',0

// EXTENT SYSIPT,nnnnnn,1,,ssss,llll

   ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,PERM,VOL=TECHD1,SHR

// OPTION DECK,NOEDECK,LIST,NORLD,NOXREF

// EXEC  ASSEMBLY
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/*

CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

CLOSE SYSPCH,OOD

/*

DLBL IJSYSIN,'===.assembler.output',0:

// EXTENT SYSIPT,nnnnnn,1,,ssss,llll

   ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE ipsbname,*

   INCLUDE

// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

   CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/*

idms.library name of the library
ipsb.library name of the library that is to contain the compiled IPSB modules
ijsysin file name of the input file to the linkage editor
ijsyspch file name of the output file
llll number of tracks required for the disk file
nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit
ssss relative starting track of the disk file
sysipt logical-unit assignment of the input file to the linkage editor
syspch logical-unit assignment of the output file
ipsbname name of the IPSB runtime module

The JCL necessary to execute the CA IDMS DLI Transparency program definition table compiler (IDMSDLTG) and to
assemble and link edit the DLPDTAB output is shown below:

PROGRAM DEFINITION TABLE COMPILER (z/OS)

//DLTG  EXEC  PGM=IDMSDLTG

//STEPLIB DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR
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//SYSLST DD  SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=133

//SYSPCH DD  DSN=&&SYSPCH,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(4000,(100,50))

//              DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=4000),DISP=(NEW,PASS)

//SYSIPT DD  *

pdt input statements

/*

//ASM  EXEC  PGM=ASMA90

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIB DD  DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSUT2 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSUT3 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSPUNCH DD DSN=&&PDTB,UNIT=disk,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//    SPACE=(80,(400,40))

//SYSIN  DD  DSN=&&SYSPCH,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//LINK      EXEC  PGM=HEWL

//SYSPRINT      SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIN DD  DSN=&&PDTB,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYSUT1 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(trk,(20,5))

//SYSLMOD DD  DSN=idms.loadlib(DLPDTAB),DISP=SHR

idms.loadlib data set name of the CA IDMS/DB load library containing the
subschema description and IDMSDLTG

cyl,(2,2) space to be allocated in bytes per cylinders
disk symbolic device type for the disk file
&&PDTB temporary data set containing the output from the assembly step
yourHLQ.CAGJMAC data set name of the macro library
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&&SYSPCH temporary data set containing the output from program definition
table compiler (IDMSDLTG)

trk,(20,5) space to be allocated in bytes per tracks
4000,(100,50) space to be allocated in bytes per blocks
80,(400,40) space to be allocated in bytes per blocks
DLPDTAB required link edit module name in the SYSLMOD statement.

PROGRAM DEFINITION TABLE COMPILER (z/VSE)

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=idms.library

// LIBDEF *,CATALOG=pdtb.library

// DLBL IJSYSPH,'===.compiler.output',0

// EXTENT SYSPCH,nnnnnn,1,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN SYSPCH,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC IDMSDLTG

insert PDT  source statements here

/*

CLOSE SYSPCH,PUNCH

/*

// DLBL  IJSYSIN,'===.compiler.output',0

// EXTENT SYSIPT,nnnnnn,1,,ssss,llll

   ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,PERM,VOL=TECHD1,SHR

// OPTION DECK,NOEDECK,LIST,NORLD,NOXREF

// EXEC  ASSEMBLY

/*

CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

CLOSE SYSPCH,OOD

/*
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DLBL IJSYSIN,'===.assembler.output',0:

// EXTENT SYSIPT,nnnnnn,1,,ssss,llll

   ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE pdtbname,*

   INCLUDE

// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

   CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/*

idms.library name of the library
pdtb.library name of the library that is to contain the compiled PDT modules
ijsysin file name of the input file to the linkage editor
ijsyspch file name of the output file
llll number of tracks required for the disk file
nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit
ssss relative starting track of the disk file
sysipt logical-unit assignment of the input file to the linkage editor
syspch logical-unit assignment of the output file
pdtbname name of the PDT runtime module (DLPDTAB)

Run-Time Interface JCL
Contents

 

Link Edit Batch Call-Level DL/I Applications

To link edit the DL/I application program with the language application program with the language interface/ interface, the
JCL for z/OS and for z/VSE is provided below:

IDMSDLLI (LINK EDIT) (z/OS)

//LINK   EXEC  PGM=HEWL
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//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//IDMSLIB  DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIB  DD  DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(trk,(20,5))

//SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN  DD  *

INCLUDE IDMSLIB(IDMSDLLI)

INCLUDE SYSLIB(userpgm)

ENTRY DLITCBL     (or appropriate entry point name) 

NAME userpgm(R)

/*

//

idms.loadlib data set name of the IDMS object library
trk,(20,5) space to be allocated in bytes per track
user.loadlib data set name of the load library that is to contain the resulting

linked user application program
userpgm name of the DL/I application program to be link edited to

IDMSDLLI

IDMSDLLI (LINK EDIT) (z/VSE)

//JOB

//LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library, user.library)

//LIBDEF *,CATALOG=user.library

//OPTION CATAL

  PHASE userpgm,*

  INCLUDE IDMSDLLI

  INCLUDE userpgm}

  ENTRY userpgm  }      Assembler programs
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//EXEC  LNKEDT

/*

CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/*

idms.library data set name of the CA IDMS DLI Transparency
user.library data set name of the library containing the DL/I application

program object
user.library name of the library that is to contain the resulting linked user's

application program
userpgm name of the DL/I application program in the user's object library

COBOL and PL/I Programs

COBOL and PL/I programs should add an INCLUDE statement and replace the ENTRY statement, as follows:

• COBOL:

INCLUDE IDMSDLBC

ENTRY CBLCALLA

• PL/I:

INCLUDE IDMSDLBP

ENTRY PLICALLB

Link Edit Batch Command-Level DL/I (EXEC DLI) Applications

To link edit the DL/I application program using EXEC DLI commands with the language application program with the
language interface/ interface, the JCL for z/OS and for z/VSE is provided below:

IDMSDLHI (LINK EDIT) (z/OS)

 

//LINK   EXEC  PGM=HEWL

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//IDMSLIB  DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIB  DD  DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR
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//SYSUT1  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(trk,(20,5))

//SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN  DD  *

INCLUDE IDMSLIB(IDMSDLHI)

INCLUDE SYSLIB(userpgm)

ENTRY DLITCBL     (or appropriate entry point name) 

NAME userpgm(R)

/*

//

  

idms.loadlib data set name of the IDMS object library
trk,(20,5) space to be allocated in bytes per track
user.loadlib data set name of the load library that is to contain the resulting

linked user application program
userpgm name of the DL/I application program to be link edited to

IDMSDLHI

IDMSDLHI (LINK EDIT) (z/VSE)

 

//JOB

//LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library, user.library)//LIBDEF *,CATALOG=user.library//OPTION CATAL PHASE userpgm,*
INCLUDE IDMSDLHI INCLUDE userpgm} ENTRY userpgm } Assembler programs//EXEC LNKEDT/*CLOSE
SYSIPT,SYSRDR/*

idms.library data set name of the CA IDMS DLI Transparency
user.library data set name of the library containing the DL/I application

program object
user.library name of the library that is to contain the resulting linked user's

application program
userpgm name of the DL/I application program in the user's object library
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Execute DL/I Batch Application Program

The JCL to execute a DL/I batch application program is shown below: batch application program is shown below:

Central Version

EXECUTE BATCH APPLICATION (z/OS)

//DLI  EXEC  PGM=IDMSDLRC,PARM='DLI,userprog,ipsb'

//STEPLIB DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//        DD  DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//sysctl  DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST  DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS DD *

 

Put SYSIDMS parameters here 

 

DBNAME=database name or segment name 

DMCL=DMCL name if other than default of IDMSDMCL 

/*

//SYSIN  DD  *

any additional statements required to run DL/I application

program 

/*

NOTE
The user can specify either DLI or DB in the PARM parameter. If ipsb and userprog have the same names,
ipsb can be omitted. For more information on all SYSIDMS parameters, see the CA IDMS Common Facilities
Section.

idms.loadlib data set name of the CA IDMS DLI Transparency load library
idms.sysctl data set name of the SYSCTL file
ipsb the name of the IPSB associated with the DL/I application program
sysctl ddname of the SYSCTL file
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user.loadlib data set name of the load library containing the DL/I application
program

userprog the name of the DL/I application program

Local Mode

To execute the DL/I batch application program in local mode:

• Remove the SYSCTL statement.
• Replace the SYSCTL statement with the following:

//sysjrnl DD DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,KEEP),UNIT=tape

//userdb  DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

idms.tapejrnl data set name of the tape journal file
sysjrnl ddname of the tape journal file
tape symbolic device type for the tape journal file
userdb ddname of the user database
user.userdb data set name of the user database

Central Version

EXECUTE BATCH APPLICATION (z/VSE)

NOTE
The following JCL is for use if IDMSDLRC includes IDMSDLPC in thelinkedit.

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,user.library)

// OPTION LOG

// DLBL  SYSCTL,'idms.sysctl',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS000,nnnnnn

// ASSGN SYS000,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

// EXEC IDMSDLRC

sysidms parameter statements

/*

DLI,userprog,ipsbname
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/*

 

additional JCL as required to run DL/I application program

NOTE
The user can specify either DLI or DB. The user can omit ipsb if it has the same name as userprog.

idms.library data set name of the CA IDMS DLI Transparency library
user.library name of the library that contains the user's application program
idms.sysctl name of the DL/I application program in the user's library
ipsbname name of the IPSB (Interface PSB) that is used by the application

program
nnnnnn volume serial number
userprog the name of the DL/I application program

NOTE
The following Run-Time interface JCL is for use if IDMSDLPC is not included in IDMSDLRC.

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,user.library)

// OPTION LOG

// DLBL  SYSCTL,'idms.sysctl',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS000,nnnnnn

// ASSGN SYS000,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

// EXEC IDMSDLRC PARM='DLI,userprog,ipsbname'

sysidms parameter statements

/*

 

additional JCL as required to run DL/I application program
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NOTE
The user can specify either DLI or DB. The user can omit ipsb if it has the same name as userprog.

idms.library data set name of the CA IDMS DLI Transparency library
user.library name of the library that contains the user's application program
idms.sysctl name of the DL/I application program in the user's library
ipsbname name of the IPSB (Interface PSB) that is used by the application

program
nnnnnn volume serial number
userprog the name of the DL/I application program

Local Mode JCL

To execute the DL/I application program in local mode:

• Remove the UPSI statement.
• Insert the following after the ASSGN statement:

// TLBL  journal,'idms.tapejrnl'

// ASSGN sys009,X'ttt'

// DLBL  userdb,'user.userdb'

// EXTENT sys018,nnnnnn,1,ssss,llll

// ASSGN sys018,dddd,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

idms.tape.jrnl file-id of the tape journal
dddd device assignment for the disk file
journal filename of the tape journal
llll number of tracks required for the disk file
nnnnnn volume serial identifier of the appropriate disk volume
sys009 logical-unit assignment of the tape journal file
sys018 logical-unit assignment of the user database
ssss relative starting track of the disk file
ttt channel-unit assignment of the journal file
userdb filename of the user database
user.userdb file-id of the user database

Assemble IDMSDL1C For CICS Call-Level DL/I Usage (z/OS)

Use the following JCL to assemble IDMSDL1C:

IDMSDL1C (z/OS)

//      EXEC HLASMCL
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//C.SYSLIB   DD DSN=cics.maclib,DISP=OLD

//                  DD DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=OLD

//C.SYSIN DD *

               COPY  #LREDS

               COPY  #OPIDS

IDMSDL1C CWADISP=nn 

         END

/*

//L.SYSLMOD DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=OLD

//L.SYSIN DD *

ENTRY IDMSDL1C

MODE AMODE(31),RMODE(24)

NAME  IDMSDL1C(R)

//

yourHLQ.CAGJMAC Data set name of the IDMS macro library
cics.maclib Data set name of the CICS macro library
idmsdl1c Name of the IDMSDL1C module
idms.loadlib Data set name of the CA IDMS load library containing CA IDMS

system modules

Syntax

►►── IDMSDL1C CWADISP=cwa-intc-address-displacement ─────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• CWADISP=
Identifies the displacement within the CICS CWA of a fullword that holds the address of the IDMSINTC module.

• cwa-intc-address-displacement
Specify the same value given to the CWADISP parameter of the CICSOPTS macro.

NOTE
When IDMSDL1C is link edited to the CICS DL/I application program, DFHEAI0 must be included in the linkage
editor input (if not already included). Also ensure that entry point DFHEI1 has been resolved in this application
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link edit. For command-level programs entry point DFHEI1 is typically resolved in the language- dependent
command-level interface module already present in the link edit. IDMSDL1C requires that entry points DFHEI1
and DFHEAI0 be resolved for successful operation.

Assemble IDMSDL1V For CICS Call-Level DL/I Usage (z/VSE)

The JCL to assemble IDMSDL1V in a z/VSE environment is shown below:

IDMSDL1V (z/VSE)

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library, cics.library)

// OPTION CATAL,DECK

// EXEC ASSEMBLY

         COPY  #LREDS

         COPY  #OPIDS

         END

/*

NOTE
IDMSDL1V and the IDMS macros and copy books must be accessible from the assigned source-statement
library.

cics.library data set name of the IBM-supplied CICS library
idms.library data set name of the CA IDMS DLI Transparency library
nn CWADISP specifications corresponding to the IDMSINTC

CWADISP

Syntax

►►── IDMSDL1V CWADISP=cwa-intc-address-displacement ─────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• CWADISP=
Identifies the displacement within the CICS CWA of a fullword that holds the address of the IDMSINTC module.

• cwa-intc-address-displacement
Specify the same value given to the CWADISP parameter of the CICSOPTS macro.

 

Assemble Language Interfaces For Command-Level DL/I (EXEC DLI) Usage

Use the following JCL to assembe the language interfaces:
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IDMSDLHC/IDMSDLHP /IDMSDLHA (z/OS)

 

//ASM   EXEC PGM=ASMA90

//SYSLIB DD DSN=cics.maclib,DISP=SHR

//       DD DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSUT2 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSUT3 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSPUNCH DD DSN=&&syspch,UNIT=disk,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//       SPACE=(80,(400,40))

//SYSIN  DD *

         IDMSDLHC CWADISP=nn      ß for COBOL applications, use this line only

         IDMSDLHP CWADISP=nn      ß for PL/I applications, use this line only

         IDMSDLHA CWADISP=nn      ß for ASM applications, use this line only

         END

/*

//LINK   EXEC PGM=HEWL

//SYSLMOD DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN DD DSN=&&syspch,UNIT=disk,DISP=(OLD,DELETE),

 ENTRY IDMSDLXX                   ß change to the particular interface used

 MODE AMODE(31),RMODE(ANY)

 NAME  IDMSDLXX(R)                ß change to the particular interface used

//

yourHLQ.CAGJMAC Data set name of the IDMS macro library
cics.maclib Data set name of the CICS macro library
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idmsdlxx:
IDMSDLHC
IDMSDLHP
IDMSDLHA

Name of the COBOL interface module
Name of the PL/I interface module
Name of the Assembler interface module

idms.loadlib Data set name of the CA IDMS load library containing CA IDMS
system modules

The JCL to assemble in a z/VSE environment is shown below:

IDMSDLCV/IDMSDLPV/IDMSDLAV (z/VSE)

 

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library)

// OPTION CATAL,DECK

// EXEC ASSEMBLY

         IDMSDLCV CWADISP=nn        ß for COBOL applications, use this line only

         IDMSDLPV CWADISP=nn        ß for PL/I applications, use this line only   

         IDMSDLAV CWADISP=nn        ß for ASM applications, use this line only 

         END

/*

NOTE
The IDMS macros and copy books must be accessible from the assigned source-statement library. Only one
of the interfaces listed above should be assembled at a time. Each interface is specific to a programming
language.

idms.library data set name of the CA IDMS DLI Transparency library
nn CWADISP specifications corresponding to the IDMSINTC

CWADISP

Parameters

• CWADISP=
Identifies the displacement within the CICS CWA of a fullword that holds the address of the IDMSINTC module. 

 

Load Utility JCL
Contents
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Preload CALC Processing (Step 1)

The JCL to perform CALC processing and preload sorting on the unloaded DL/I data is shown below:

Preload CALC Processing (Step 1, Part 1) (z/OS)

//CALC  EXEC PGM=IDMSDLRC,PARM='CALC,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname'

//STEPLIB DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//        DD DSN=ipsb.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSLST DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYS001 DD DSN=unloaded.dli.data,DISP=OLD

//SYS002 DD DSN=unsorted.dli.calc.data,

//    UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(NEW,KEEP)

//

//

idms.loadlib data set name of the CA IDMS DLI Transparency load library
ipsb.loadlib data set name of the IPSB load library
ipsbname name of the IPSB load module
unloaded.dli.data data set name of the unloaded DL/I data
unsorted.dli.calc.data data set name of the unsorted DL/I CALC data

PreLoad CALC Processing (Step 1, Part 1) (z/VSE)

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,user.library)

// DLBL fileid,'idms.database',,DA

// EXTENT SYS018,nnnnnn

// ASSGN SYS018,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL  SYS001,'unloaded.dli.data'
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// ASSGN SYS001,nnn

// TLBL  SYS002,'unsorted.dli.data'

// ASSGN SYS002,nnn

// EXEC IDMSDLRC

sysidms parameter statements

/*

CALC,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname

/*

DMCL=dmclname

/*

idms.library data set name of the CA IDMS DLI Transparency library
user.library name of the load library that contains the IPSB and

SUBSCEHEMA modules.
fileid DCML database file assignment
idms.database name of the CA IDMS database file
nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit
unloaded.dli.data name of the tape data set that contains the HD UNLOAD DLI data
unsorted.dli.data name of the tape data set that contains the CALC DLI data output
nnn cuu address of the tape unit
ibsbname name of the LOAD IPSB (Interface PSB with processing options of

'LOAD')
dmclname name of the CA IDMS DMCL module

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,user.library)

// DLBL fileid,'idms.database',,DA

// EXTENT SYS018,nnnnnn

// ASSGN SYS018,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL  SYS001,'unloaded.dli.data'
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// ASSGN SYS001,nnn

// TLBL  SYS002,'unsorted.dli.data'

// ASSGN SYS002,nnn

// EXEC  IDMSDLRC,PARM='CALC,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname'

sysidms parameter statements

/*

DMCL=dmclname

/*

idms.library data set name of the CA IDMS DLI Transparency library
user.library name of the load library that contains the IPSB and

SUBSCEHEMA modules.
fileid DCML database file assignment
idms.database name of the CA IDMS database file
nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit
unloaded.dli.data name of the tape data set that contains the HD UNLOAD DLI data
unsorted.dli.data name of the tape data set that contains the CALC DLI data output
nnn cuu address of the tape unit
ibsbname name of the LOAD IPSB (Interface PSB with processing options of

'LOAD')
dmclname name of the CA IDMS DMCL module

PreLoad CALC Sort (Step 1, Part 2) (z/OS)

//SORT  EXEC  SORT

//SORTIN DD DSN=unsorted.calc.dli.data,DISP=OLD,UNIT=TAPE

//SORTOUT DD DSN=sorted.calc.dli.data,DISP=OLD,UNIT=TAPE

//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(n),,CONTIG)

//SORTWKO2 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(n),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK03 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(n),,CONTIG)

//SYSIN  DD *

SORT  FIELDS=(20,4,BI,D,24,4,BI,A)
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/*

//

n number of cylinders for space allocation
sorted.calc.dli.data data set name of the sorted DL/I CALC data
unsorted.calc.dli.data data set name of the unloaded DL/I CALC data (from Step 1, Part

1)

NOTE
This step requires that you use your own sort/merge facility.

PreLoad CALC Sort (Step1, Part 2) (z/VSE)

// TLB  SORTIN1,'unsorted.dli.data',,SD

// ASSGN SYS001,nnn

// TLBL SORTOUT,'sorted.dli.data',,SD

// ASSGN SYS002,nnn

// DLBL SORTWK1,'work.file1',,SD

// EXTENT SYS003,nnnnnn,1,0,ssss,llll

// ASSGN SYS003,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL SORTWK2,'workfile2',,SD

// EXTENT SYS004,1,0,ssss,llll

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL SORTWK3,'work.file3',,SD

// EXTENT SYS005,ERES00,1,0,ssss,llll

// ASSGN SYS005,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC SORT

   SORT FIELDS=(20,4,BI,D,24,4,BI,A),FILES=1,WORK=3

   RECORD TYPE=V

   INPFIL BLKSIZE=8000
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   OUTFIL BLKSIZE=8000

/*

//

unsorted.dli.data data set name of the file created by the CALC processing step
sorted.dli.data data set name of the sorted workfile produced by this sort step
nnn cuu address of the tape unit
nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit
work.file1 file id of the 1st SORT work file
work.file2 file id of the 2nd SORT work file
work.file3 file id of the 3rd SORT work file
logical.workfile name of the data set that will receive data concerning logical

relationships
ssss starting track in disk extent
llll number of tracks required for the disk file

Database Load (Step 2)

The JCL to load the DL/I data in the CA IDMS/DB database is shown below:

Central Version

Database Load (Step 2) (z/OS)

//LOAD  EXEC PGM=IDMSDLRC,PARM='LOAD,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname'

//STEPLIB DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//        DD DSN=ipsb.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//sysctl DD DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSLST DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=A

//SYS001 DD DSN=unloaded.dli.data,

//    UNIT=TAPE,VOL=SER=nnnnnn,DISP=OLD

//SYS003 DD DSN=step2.workfile,

//              UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(NEW,KEEP),
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//    DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=288,BLKSIZE=5760)

//

idms.loadlib data set name of the CA IDMS DLI Transparency load library
ipsb.loadlib data set name of the IPSB load library
idms.sysctl data set name of the SYSCTL file
ipsbname name of the IPSB load module
nnnnnn volume serial identifier for the tape/disk volume
step2.workfile logical workfile output by the load
sysctl ddname of the SYSCTL file
unloaded.dli.data data set name of the unloaded DL/I data

Local Mode

To execute the load process in local mode, remove the SYSCTL statement and replace with the following:

//dictdb DD DSN=idms.dictdb 

//sysjrnl DD DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,KEEP),UNIT=tape

//userdb DD DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

idms.dictdb data set name of the data dictionary
idms.tapejrnl data set name of the tape journal file
dictdb ddname of the data dictionary
sysjrnl ddname of the tape journal file
tape symbolic device type for the tape journal file
user.userdb data set name of the user database
userdb ddname of the user database

Central Version

Database Load (Step 2) (z/VSE)

NOTE
Use this Load utility JCL if the IDMSDLPC is included in the IDMSDLRC linkedit.

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,user.library)

// DLBL fileid,'idms.database',,DA

// EXTENT SYS018,nnnnnn
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// ASSGN SYS018,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL SYS001,'sorted.dli.data'

// ASSGN SYS001,nnn

// TLBL  SYS003,'logical.workfile'

// ASSGN SYS003,nnn

// EXEC  IDMSDLRC

sysidms parameter statements

/*

LOAD,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname

/*

/DMCL=ipsbname

/*

idms.library data set name of the DLI Transparency library
user.library name of the library that contains the IPSB and SUBSCHEMA

modules
fileid DMCL database file assignment
idms.database name of the CA IDMS database file
nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit
sorted.dli.data name of the tape data set that contains the sorted CALC DLI data
logical.workfile name of the data set that will receive data concerning logical

relationships
nnn cuu address of the tape unit
ipsbname name of the LOAD IPSB (Interface PSB with processing options of

'LOAD')
dmclname name of CA IDMS DMCL module

NOTE
This LOAD utility JCL is for use if IDMSDLPC is not included in IDMSDLRC.

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,user.library)

// DLBL fileid,'idms.database',,DA
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// EXTENT SYS018,nnnnnn

// ASSGN SYS018,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL SYS001,'sorted.dli.data'

// ASSGN SYS001,nnn

// TLBL  SYS003,'logical.workfile'

// ASSGN SYS003,nnn

// EXEC IDMSDLRC,PARM='LOAD,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname

sysidms parameter statements

/*

LOAD,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname

/*

/DMCL=dmclname

/*

idms.library data set name of the DLI Transparency library
user.library name of the library that contains the IPSB and SUBSCHEMA

modules
fileid DMCL database file assignment
idms.database name of the CA IDMS database file
nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit
sorted.dli.data name of the tape data set that contains the sorted CALC DLI data
logical.workfile name of the data set that will receive data concerning logical

relationships
nnn cuu address of the tape unit
ipsbname name of the LOAD IPSB (Interface PSB with processing options of

'LOAD')
dmclname name of CA IDMS DMCL module

Local Mode JCL

To execute the load process in local mode, remove the UPSI statement and insert the following after the ASSGN
statement:

// DLBL  dictdb,'idms.dictdb'
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// EXTENT sys015,nnnnnn,1,,SSSS,LLLL

// ASSGN sys015,dddd,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL  journal,'idms.tapejrnl'

// ASSGN SYS009,X'ttt'

// DLBL  userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT sys018,nnnnnn,1,,SSSS,LLLL

// ASSGN sys018,dddd,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

idms.dictdb file-id of the data dictionary
idms.tapejrnl data set name of the tape journal file
dddd device assignment for the disk file
dictdb filename of the data dictionary
journal filename of the tape journal
nnnnnn volume serial number
sys018 logical-unit assignment of the user database
sys015 logical-unit assignment of the data dictionary
ttt channel-unit assignment of the journal file
user.userdb file-id of the user database
userdb name of the user database

Workfile Sort/Merge (Step 3)

The JCL to merge/sort the logical workfiles produced by the load step is shown below:

Workfile Sort/Merge (Step 3) (z/OS)

// SORT  EXEC  SORT

//SORTIN DD DSN=step2.workfile,DISP=OLD,UNIT=TAPE

//SORTOUT DD DSN=step3.workfile,DISP=OLD,UNIT=TAPE

//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(n),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK02 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(n),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK03 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(n),,CONTIG)

//SYSIN  DD *
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SORT  FIELDS=(25,5,BI,A)

/*

//

n number of cylinders for space allocation
step2.workfile the workfile output from Step 2
step3.workfile the sorted workfile output by this step

NOTE
This step requires that you use your own sort/merge facility.

Workfile Sort/Merge (Step 3) (z/VSE)

// TLBL  SORTIN1,'logical.workfile'

// ASSGN  SYS001,nnn

// TLBL  SORTOUT,'sorted.workfile'

// ASSGN  SYS002,nnn

// DLBL  SORTWK1,'work.file1'

// EXTENT  SYS003,1,0,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS003,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  SORTWK2,'work.file2'

// EXTENT  SYS004,1,0,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS004,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  SORTWK3,'work.file3'

// EXTENT  SYS005,ERES00,1,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS005,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC SORT

   SORT FIELDS=(25,5,BI,A),FILES=1,WORK=3

   RECORD TYPE=F,LENGTH=288

   INPFIL BLKSIZE=32544
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   OUTFIL BLKSIZE=32544

/*

logical.workfile data set name of the logical workfile produced by LOAD
processing

sorted.workfile data set name of the sorted workfile produced by this SORT set
nnn cuu address of the tape unit
nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit
work.file1 file-id of the first SORT work file
work.file2 file id of the second SORT work file
work.file3 file id of the third SORT work file
ssss starting track in disk extent
llll number of tracks in disk extent

Prefix (Concatenated Key) Resolution (Step 4)

The JCL to resolve the prefixes (concatenated keys) for the logical records in the workfile from Step 3 is shown below:

Prefix (Concatenated Key) Resolution (Step 4) (z/OS)

//PFXR  EXEC   PGM=IDMSDLRC,PARM='PFXR,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname'

//STEPLIB DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//        DD DSN=ipsb.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSLST DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYS004 DD DSN=step3.workfile,DISP=OLD,UNIT=TAPE

//SYS003 DD DSN=step4.workfile.DISP=OLD,UNIT=TAPE

//

idms.loadlib data set name of the CA IDMS DLI Transparency load library
ipsb.loadlib data set name of the IPSB load library
ipsbname name of the IPSB load module
step3.workfile sorted output from Step 3
step4.workfile the workfile output by this step
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Prefix (Concatenated Key) Resolution (Step 4) (z/VSE)

NOTE
For use if IDMSDLPC is included in the IDMSDLRC linkedit.

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,user.library)

// TLBL SYS004,'sorted.workfile'

// ASSGN SYS004,nnn

// TLBL SYS003,'hierarchic.workfile'

// ASSGN SYS003,nnn

// EXEC  IDMSDLRC

sysidms parameter statements

PFXR,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname

/*

idms.library data set name of the CA IDMS DLI Transparency library
user.library name of the library that contains the IPSB and SUBSCHEMA

modules
sorted.workfile name of the tape data set that contains the output of the previous

step's SORT
hierarchic.workfile name of the tape data set that contains the output of this step's

SORT
nnn cuu address of the tape unit
ipsbname name of the LOAD IPSB (Interface PSB with processing options of

'LOAD' )

NOTE
For use if IDMSDLRC does not include IDMSDLPC in the linkedit.

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,user.library)

// TLBL SYS004,'sorted.workfile'

// ASSGN SYS004,nnn

// TLBL SYS003,'hierarchic.workfile'
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// ASSGN SYS003,nnn

// EXEC IDMSDLRC,PARM='PFXR,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname

sysidms parameter statements

/*

idms.library data set name of the CA IDMS DLI Transparency library
user.library name of the library that contains the IPSB and SUBSCHEMA

modules
sorted.workfile name of the tape data set that contains the output of the previous

step's SORT
hierarchic.workfile name of the tape data set that contains the output of this step's

SORT
nnn cuu address of the tape unit
ipsbname name of the LOAD IPSB (Interface PSB with processing options of

'LOAD' )

Workfile Hierarchical Sort (Step 5)

The JCL to hierarchically sort the workfile from Step 4 is shown below:

Workfile Hierarchical Sort (Step 5) (z/OS)

//SORT  EXEC  SORT

//SORTIN DD DSN=step4.workfile,DISP=OLD,UNIT=TAPE

//SORTOUT DD DSN=step5.workfile,DISP=OLD,UNIT=TAPE

//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1),,CONTIG)

//SORTWKO2 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK03 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1),,CONTIG)

//SYSIN  DD *

SORT  FIELDS=(17,8,BI,A)

/*

//
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NOTE
This step requires that you use your own sort/merge facility.

step4.workfile the workfile output from Step 4
step5.workfile hierarchically sorted workfile output by this step

Workfile Hierarchical Sort (Step 5) (z/VSE)

// TLBL SORTIN1,'hierarchic.workfile',,SD

// ASSGN  SYS001,nnn

// TLBL  SORTOUT,'final.workfile',,SD

// ASSGN  SYS002,nnn

// DLBL  SORTWK1,'work.file1',,SD

// EXTENT  SYS003,1,0,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS003,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  SORTWK2,'work.file2',,SD

// EXTENT  SYS004,1,0,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS004,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  SORTWK3,'work.file3'

// EXTENT  SYS005,ERES00,1,0,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS005,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC SORT

   SORT FIELDS=(17,8,BI,A),FILES=1,WORK=3

   RECORD TYPE=F,LENGTH=288

   INPFIL BLKSIZE=32544

   OUTFIL BLKSIZE=32544

/*

hierarchic.workfile data set name of the output from the PFXR step
final.workfile data set name of the sorted workfile produced by this SORT step
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nnn cuu address of the tape unit
nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit
work.file1 file id of the third SORT work file
work.file2 file id of the second SORT work file
work.file3 file id of the third SORT work file
ssss starting track in disk extent
llll number of tracks in disk extent

Prefix Update (Step 6)

The JCL to update the logical child database records with the resolved prefixes is shown below. This step uses the
hierarchically sorted workfile from Step 5.

Central Version

Prefix Update (Step 6) (z/OS)

//PFXU  EXEC PGM=IDMSDLRC,PARM='PFXU,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname'

//STEPLIB DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//   DD DSN=ipsb.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//sysctl DD DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSLST DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYS004 DD DSN=step5.workfile,DISP=OLD,UNIT=TAPE

//

idms.loadlib data set name of the CA IDMS DLI Transparency load library
idms.sysctl data set name of the SYSCTL file
ipsb.loadlib data set name of the IPSB load library
ipsbname name of the IPSB load module
step5.workfile hierarchically sorted workfile from step 5
sysctl ddname of the SYSCTL file

Local Mode JCL

To execute the prefix update process in local mode, remove the SYSCTL statement and replace with the following:

//dictdb DD DSN=idms.dictdb 
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//sysjrnlDD DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,KEEP),UNIT=tape

//userdb DD DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

idms.dictdb data set name of the data dictionary
idms.tapejrnl data set name of the tape journal file
dictdb ddname of the data dictionary
sysjrnl ddname of the tape journal file
tape symbolic device type for the tape journal file
user.userdb data set name of the user database
userdb ddname of the user database

Central Version

Prefix Update (Step 6) (z/VSE)

NOTE
Use the following LOAD utility if IDMSDLPC is included in the IDMSDLRC linkedit.

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,user.library)

// DLBL fileid,'idms.database',,DA

// EXTENT SYS018,nnnnnn

// ASSGN SYS018,DISK,VOL,=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL  SYS004,'final.workfile'

// ASSGN SYS004,nnn

// EXEC  IDMSDLRC

system parameter statements

/*

PFXU,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname

/*

/&
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idms.library data set name of the CA IDMS DLI Transparency library
user.library name of the library that contains the IPSB and SUBSCHEMA

modules
fileid DMCL database file assignment
idms.database name of the CA IDMS database file
nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit
final.workfile name of the tape dataset that contains the previous step's sorted

output
ipsbname name of the LOAD IPSB (Interface PSB with processing options of

'LOAD')

NOTE
The following LOAD utility JCL is for use if IDMSDLPC is not included in the IDMSDLRC linkedit.

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,user.library)

// DLBL fileid,'idms.database',,DA

// EXTENT SYS018,nnnnnn

// ASSGN SYS018,DISK,VOL,=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL  SYS004,'final.workfile'

// ASSGN SYS004,nnn

// EXEC IDMSDLRC,PARM='PFXU.IDMSDLLD,ipsbname

system parameter statements

/*

/&

idms.library data set name of the CA IDMS DLI Transparency library
user.library name of the library that contains the IPSB and SUBSCHEMA

modules
fileid DMCL database file assignment
idms.database name of the CA IDMS database file
nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit
final.workfile name of the tape dataset that contains the previous step's sorted

output
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ipsbname name of the LOAD IPSB (Interface PSB with processing options of
'LOAD')

Local Mode JCL

To execute the prefix update process in local mode, remove the UPSI statement and insert the following after the ASSGN
statement:

// DLBL  dictdb,'idms.dictdb'

// EXTENT sys015,nnnnnn,1,,SSSS,LLLL

// ASSGN sys015,dddd,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL  journal,idms.tapejrnl'

// ASSGN SYS009,X'ttt'

// DLBL  userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT sys018,nnnnnn,1,,SSSS,LLLL

// ASSGN sys018,dddd,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

idms.dictdb file-id of the data dictionary
idms.tapejrnl data set name of the tape journal file
dddd device assignment for the disk file
dictdb filename of the data dictionary
journal filename of the tape journal
nnnnnn volume serial number
sys015 logical-unit assignment of the data dictionary
sys018 logical-unit assignment of the user database
ttt channel-unit assignment of the journal file
user.userdb file-id of the user database
userdb filename of the user database

IPSB Decompiler JCL
The JCL necessary to execute the IPSB decompiler is shown below:

IPSB Decompiler (z/OS)

//DECOMPIL EXEC PGM=IDMSDLID

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=A
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//SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSPCH   DD  DSN=ipsb.source.library(ipsbname),DISP=OLD

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSIPT   DD  *

IPSB=ipsb-load-module-name

/*

//

idms.loadlib data set name of the CA IDMS DLI Transparency load library
ipsb.loadlib data set name of the IPSB load library
ipsb.source.library data set name of the IPSB source library
IPSB=ipsb-load-module-name identifies the IPSB (required)

IPSB Decompiler (z/VSE)

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,ipsb.library)

// DLBL ijsyspch 'ipsb.source'

// EXTENT syspch,nnnnnn,1,0,ssss,llll

// ASSGN syspch,x,'ddd'

// ASSGN syslst,x'00E'

// EXEC IDMSDLID

sysidms parameter statements

/*

IPSB=ipsbname

/&

idms.library data set name of the CA IDMS DLI Transparency library
ipsb.library name of the library that contains the IPSB load modules
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ipsb.source data set name of the IPSB source statements
ijsyspch filename of the output file
nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit
syspch logical unit assignment of the output file
ddd device assignment of the disk file
llll number of tracks required for the disk file
ssss relative starting track of the disk file
ipbsname identifies the IPSB for decompiliation

CA IDMS DLI Transparency IPSB Decompiler
CA IDMS DLI Transparency includes an IPSB decompiler that creates CA IDMS DLI Transparency IPSB source
statements from CA IDMS DLI Transparency IPSB load modules. This section describes how to use the IPSB decompiler.

Follow these steps when using the IPSB decompiler:

1. Identify all IPSB load modules for decompilation.
2. Allocate a direct access data set to receive the newly created IPSB source.
3. Create appropriate JCL for IPSB decompilation (as described in CA IDMS DLI Transparency JCL).
4. Run the IPSB decompiler once for each IPSB load module to be decompiled.
5. Review SYSLST messages for each decompilation run to be sure the job was successful.

NOTE
Although the IPSB compiler requires the subschema load module, the decompiler does not.

IPSB Decompiler Run-Time Operations
IPSB Decompiler Functions

The IPSB decompiler performs the following functions:

• Reads SYSIPT for IPSB-directive control statement
• Accesses the IPSB named in the control statement
• Validates the identity of the IPSB
• Writes representative IPSB source statements to SYSPCH
• Writes informative messages to SYSLST

The following diagram shows the Decompilation process:
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IPSB Decompiler Run-Time Considerations
To execute the decompiler:

• The IPSB load module to be decompiled must be available through use of a STEPLIB JCL statement.
• The utility control statement (IPSB-directive) must be supplied for input using a SYSIPT JCL statement.
• If the IPSB source statements are to be reviewed, the SYSPCH JCL statement should be directed to an output device.
• If the IPSB source statements are to be used for recompilation, The SYSPCH JCL statement should be directed to a

direct access library suitable for containing IPSB source statements.
• The SYSLST JCL statement should be directed to an output device. Check the messages issued by the decompiler

for errors. Correct the errors and rerun until there are no errors. Note that return codes are not used. The SYSLST
messages are the indicators of the actual results of the process.
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For more information on file usage with the decompiler, see CA IDMS DLI Transparency JCL.

Using VSAM Transparency
What is CA IDMS VSAM Transparency?

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency is a program interface that allows VSAM-based applications to access and update an CA
IDMS/DB database. Through CA IDMS VSAM Transparency, users can execute the following against CA IDMS/DB data:

• Batch VSAM programs
• CICS VSAM programs
• VSAM-based packaged software programs

Because CA IDMS VSAM Transparency supports all commonly used VSAM features, modification or recompilation of the
VSAM application is generally not required.

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency provides an easy and efficient way to migrate from a non-CA IDMS/DB file structure to CA
IDMS/DB. CA IDMS VSAM Transparency allows you to:

• Run old VSAM applications and new CA IDMS/DB programs against the same database. This allows the conversion to
CA IDMS/DB technology to occur gradually and without loss of investment in existing application systems.

• Run the same VSAM application against both the CA IDMS/DB database and VSAM files. This prevents the disruption
of normal data processing procedures during the migration process.

This section provides introductory information on the following:

• How CA IDMS VSAM Transparency converts and integrates data to an CA IDMS/DB format
• How CA IDMS VSAM Transparency processes requests using control information
• The general architecture of CA IDMS VSAM Transparency
• CA IDMS VSAM Transparency operating requirements

For more information, see the following topics:

Introduction to CA IDMS VSAM Transparency
CA IDMS VSAM Transparency is totally integrated into the regular CA IDMS/DB environment. This integration allows
access to the following database services and facilities:

• CA IDMS/DB central version (CV) and local mode operations
• Integrated data dictionary control
• Record locking
• Automatic recovery
• Journaling
• Batch application execution
• CICS online application execution
• Concurrent access to data by multiple programs that run simultaneously
• CA application development tools, such as CA ADS, CA OLQ, CA ICMS, and the Automatic System Facility (ASF)

Data Access Method Conversion Process
Conventional Access Method

The following diagram illustrates the conventional access method conversion process. Typically, conversion from one data
access method to another requires simultaneous conversion of application programs and data files.
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CA IDMS VSAM Transparency Access Method

The following diagram illustrates the access method conversion process with CA IDMS VSAM Transparency. Existing
VSAM applications can run as they are against CA IDMS/DB files. Only the data must be converted to CA IDMS/DB
format, not the programs.

Integration with CA IDMS/DB
 

Translating Requests

The interface between VSAM application programs and the CA IDMS/DB database depends on user-defined control
information. This information establishes a correspondence between the data viewed by the VSAM program and the
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database structures defined in the CA IDMS/DB schema. At run time, CA IDMS VSAM Transparency uses the control
information to translate VSAM processing requests into CA IDMS/DB database calls.

Processing Requests

Requests pass between the VSAM application and the database as follows:

1. CA IDMS VSAM Transparency accepts processing requests from the calling program.
2. CA IDMS VSAM Transparency converts processing requests to CA IDMS/DB calls.
3. CA IDMS/DB accesses the database and performs requested updates and retrievals.
4. CA IDMS VSAM Transparency returns status information and data (as appropriate) in VSAM format to the application

program.

Flow Diagram

The following diagram illustrates how CA IDMS VSAM Transparency processes VSAM requests against an CA IDMS/
DB database. CA IDMS VSAM Transparency acts as a translator between VSAM and CA IDMS/DB, allowing VSAM
application programs to access an CA IDMS/DB database.

Database Environment

The CA IDMS/DB database used in the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency environment is a standard CA IDMS/DB database
that can be used by other CA IDMS VSAM Transparency and CA IDMS/DB applications. Physical database details such
as areas, record location modes, set orders, and indexing are transparent to the application program. You can change
the physical database details to provide for better run-time performance without affecting the application program or the
control information used to describe VSAM and CA IDMS/DB correspondences.

Note that the Mixed Page Group Binds Allowed feature may not be used with CA IDMS VSAM Transparency.

Implementation
To implement CA IDMS VSAM Transparency, follow these steps:

1. Prepare the database by following the procedures detailed in CA IDMS Database Administration Section.
2. Transfer data from VSAM files to the CA IDMS/DB database by using the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency migration

utility. This utility is described in .
3. Prepare the control tables that will be used by CA IDMS VSAM Transparency at runtime. Instructions on preparing

control tables are presented in .
4. Modify the application JCL. Sample JCL is presented in Section5, Runtime Operations.

General Architecture
CA IDMS VSAM Transparency is a front-end to back-end design that contains dedicated modules and routines. The
modules used by CA IDMS VSAM Transparency are summarized below.
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• An operating system services manager interface module provides operating-system-dependent open and close
services for CA IDMS VSAM Transparency files. There is one system services manager for each operating system that
CA IDMS VSAM Transparency supports.

• Front-end and back-end request processing modules perform:
– Open and close processing that is operating system independent, such as the acquisition of buffer space and BIND

requests
– All simulation of VSAM functions, after an CA IDMS VSAM Transparency file is opened or closed

• A CICS interface module (used in the CICS environment only) allows communication to occur between CICS
transactions and the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency front-end module.

• Control tables define the correspondence between VSAM data structures and CA IDMS/DB data sets. There are two
types of control tables in CA IDMS VSAM Transparency
– The file management table (FMT) maps each VSAM data structure used by the application program to an CA

IDMS/DB database record and set. This table is required for each VSAM data structure used, regardless of the
processing environment (batch or CICS).

– The transaction name table (TNT) maps the CICS online application transaction names to CA IDMS/DB
subschema names. This table is optional for the CICS environment and is not applicable to the batch environment.

More information:

For more information on preparing control table information see Section4, Preparing Control Information.

For more detailed information on CA IDMS VSAM Transparency architecture, refer to Appendix A, CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency Architecture.

Operating Requirements
CA IDMS VSAM Transparency requires the following system components:

• Operating system -- CA IDMS VSAM Transparency runs under the various releases supported for CA IDMS. Please
see the product information distributed with your installation package for specific release levels.

• Memory requirements -- CA IDMS VSAM Transparency requires the following components:
– The front end requires approximately 20K, distributed in the following areas:

• For z/OS in the Common System area (CSA). This release of CA IDMS supports z/OS 1.1 and above. However,
we will always refer to z/OS in this section.

• For z/VSE, in the System GETVIS area
In addition, the front end causes the loading of the IDMS external request unit environment, which loads IDMS
components that are needed for the passing of requests and data between the front end and the back end.

– The back end requires approximately 16K, distributed in the following areas:
• For local mode, in the user's region/partition
• For central version, in either a reentrant pool or a program pool

– Each task will require space on the CV storage pool, or in local storage, of sufficient storage needed for processing
an CA IDMS/DB run unit.

• CA software -- The release of CA IDMS VSAM Transparency must be the same as the release of CA IDMS/DB with
which CA IDMS VSAM Transparency is running.

• Operating mode -- CA IDMS VSAM Transparency runs in CA IDMS/DB local mode and under the CA IDMS/DB
central version. Use of the central version allows concurrent use of the CA IDMS/DB database by multiple application
programs, including batch programs, CICS CA IDMS VSAM Transparency programs, and other CA IDMS/DB
applications.

CA IDMS/DB Schema and VSAM File Correspondences
Relate VSAM Structures to CA IDMS/DB Structures
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CA IDMS VSAM Transparency supports VSAM data structures by establishing a one-to-one correspondence between a
VSAM data structure and an CA IDMS/DB non-SQL set. All VSAM data structure types are supported, including:

• Key-sequenced data set (KSDS)
• Entry-sequenced data set (ESDS)
• Relative-record data set (RRDS)
• Alternate index (PATH)

Before CA IDMS VSAM Transparency can establish the correspondence between VSAM and CA IDMS/DB, you must
represent the VSAM data structures in an CA IDMS/DB schema. Each VSAM data structure corresponds to a record
within a system-owned indexed set. The record type, location mode used to store the data, and set order of the indexed
set vary for each VSAM data structure type.

The remainder of this section presents:

• The record definitions, set definitions, and location mode options that correspond to each of the data structures that CA
IDMS VSAM Transparency supports

• General area and file considerations for defining CA IDMS VSAM Transparency data structures to the CA IDMS/DB
schema

Note: Special considerations apply to KSDS, ESDS, and PATH data structures that contain variable-length records.
These considerations are described in Length Record Considerations.

Key-Sequenced Data Set
In VSAM, a key-sequenced data set (KSDS) contains records that are indexed by a prime key. When a KSDS is initially
loaded, the physical sequence of the records may match the logical key sequence. After updates are made, the physical
sequence and logical key sequence may or may not be in sync with each other.

The following rules apply to a VSAM KSDS:

• The prime key must be unique (duplicates are not allowed).
• The prime key must reside at a fixed displacement in the record-key field, even if the records are of variable length.

Record and Set Representations

In an CA IDMS/DB database, a KSDS data set corresponds to a system-owned indexed set sorted on prime key. To
represent a VSAM KSDS in an CA IDMS/DB database, you must include the following definitions in the schema:

• A record type whose description corresponds to the KSDS record
• An indexed set whose owner is SYSTEM and whose member record is the record type described above
• A set order of SORTED (on the prime key)
• A duplicates option of DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

Location Mode Options

The location mode options for a KSDS data set are:
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• VIA (the indexed set) stores records in physical key sequence. This option is recommended.
• CALC (on prime key) stores records by using a randomizing algorithm on the prime-key field. This option may be

used for direct retrieval.
• VIA (other set) stores records in physical key sequence near their owner records. This option may be used if the

majority of processing occurs through CA IDMS/DB programs that access the data through the specified set. VIA
(other set) is not recommended if access is primarily through CA IDMS VSAM Transparency.

• CALC (on other field) stores records by using a randomizing algorithm on a field other than the prime-key field. This
option may be used if the majority of processing is through CA IDMS/DB programs that access the data through the
specified key field. This option is not recommended if access is primarily through CA IDMS VSAM Transparency.

• DIRECT stores records on or near a user-specified database page. This option may be used if the majority of
processing occurs through CA IDMS/DB programs that access the data directly, by using the database key. It is not
recommended if access is primarily through CA IDMS VSAM Transparency.

Example of Schema Definition

The DDL statements necessary to represent a KSDS department record in the CA IDMS/DB database might be as
follows:

         ADD RECORD NAME IS DEPARTMENT
             LOCATION MODE IS VIA DEPARTMENT-NDX SET.
 

         ADD SET NAME IS DEPARTMENT-NDX
             ORDER IS SORTED
             MODE IS INDEX
             OWNER IS SYSTEM
             MEMBER IS DEPARTMENT
                ASCENDING KEY IS DEPARTMENT-ID
                   DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED.
 

Entry-Sequenced Data Set
In VSAM, an entry-sequenced data set (ESDS) contains records that are physically stored in the order in which they are
entered. ESDS records can be deleted logically, but not physically; they can be updated only if the length of the record is
not changed.

Record and Set Representations

In an CA IDMS/DB database, a VSAM ESDS data set corresponds to a system-owned indexed set with a set order of
SORTED (on db-key) or LAST. To represent a VSAM ESDS in an CA IDMS/DB database, you must include the following
definitions in the schema:

• A record type whose description corresponds to the ESDS record
• An indexed set whose owner is SYSTEM and whose member record is the record type described above
• A set order of SORTED (on db-key) or LAST

Location Mode Options

The location mode options for an ESDS are:
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• VIA (the indexed set) stores records in physical key sequence. This option must be used when the set order is
SORTED (on db-key) and is recommended when the set order is LAST.

• VIA (other set) stores records in physical key sequence near their owner records. This option may be used when the
set order is LAST, if the majority of processing occurs through CA IDMS/DB programs that access the data through the
specified set. It is not recommended if access is primarily through CA IDMS VSAM Transparency.

• CALC (on other field) stores records by using a randomizing algorithm on a field other than the prime-key field. This
option may be used when the set order is LAST, if the majority of processing occurs through CA IDMS/DB programs
that access the data through the specified key field. It is not recommended if access is primarily through CA IDMS
VSAM Transparency.

• DIRECT stores records on or near a user-specified database page. This option may be used when the set order is
LAST, if the majority of processing occurs through CA IDMS/DB programs that access the data directly, by using the
database key. It is not recommended if access is primarily through CA IDMS VSAM Transparency.

Examples of Schema Definition

Sorted Set

The DDL statements necessary to represent a VSAM ESDS employee record in the CA IDMS/DB database as a sorted
set might be as follows:

      ADD RECORD NAME IS EMPLOYEE
          LOCATION MODE IS VIA EMPLOYEE-NDX SET.
 

      ADD SET NAME IS EMPLOYEE-NDX
          ORDER IS SORTED
          MODE IS INDEX
          OWNER IS SYSTEM
          MEMBER IS EMPLOYEE
             ASCENDING KEY IS DBKEY.
 

Unsorted Set

The DDL statements necessary to represent a VSAM ESDS employee record in the CA IDMS/DB database as an
unsorted set might be as follows:

      ADD RECORD NAME IS EMPLOYEE
          LOCATION MODE IS VIA EMPLOYEE-NDX SET.
 

      ADD SET NAME IS EMPLOYEE-NDX
          ORDER IS LAST
          MODE IS INDEX
          OWNER IS SYSTEM
          MEMBER IS EMPLOYEE.
 

Relative-Record Data Set
In VSAM, a relative-record data set (RRDS) is always preformatted into fixed-length slots that contain unique relative-
record numbers. These numbers indicate a record's relative position within the file. The RRDS record length is always
fixed and equal to the length of the RRDS slot, which may or may not contain a record. Records can be added, updated,
or deleted only within the predefined slots; no new slots can be added after the RRDS is formatted. Direct access to an
RRDS is by relative-record number.
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Record and Set Representations

In an CA IDMS/DB database, an RRDS data set corresponds to a system-owned indexed set with a set order of SORTED
(on an added control field). To represent a VSAM RRDS in an CA IDMS/DB database, you must include the following
definitions in the schema:

• A record type whose description corresponds to the RRDS record.
• A four-byte control field added to the end of the record. This field will contain the relative-record number. It must be

included in the subschema definition of the record for all applications that access the record.

NOTE
The control field will not be passed back to the application program.

• An indexed set whose owner is SYSTEM and whose member record is the record type described above.
• A set order of SORTED (on the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency control field that holds the relative-record number).
• A duplicates option of DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED.

Location Mode Options

The location mode options for an RRDS are described below:

• VIA (the indexed set) stores records in control field sequence. This option is recommended.
• CALC (on control field) stores records by using a randomizing algorithm on the control field. This option may be used

for direct retrieval.
• VIA (other set) stores records in physical key sequence near their owner records. This option may be used if the

majority of processing occurs through CA IDMS/DB programs that access the data through the specified set. VIA
(other set) is not recommended if access is primarily through CA IDMS VSAM Transparency.

• CALC (on other field) stores records by using a randomizing algorithm on a field other than the prime-key field. This
option may be used if the majority of processing is through CA IDMS/DB programs that access the data through the
specified key field. It is not recommended if access is primarily through CA IDMS VSAM Transparency.

• DIRECT stores records on or near a user-specified database page. This option may be used if the majority of
processing occurs through CA IDMS/DB programs that access the data directly, by using the database key. It is not
recommended if access is primarily through CA IDMS VSAM Transparency.

Example of Schema Definition

The DDL statements necessary to represent a VSAM RRDS department record in the CA IDMS/DB database might be as
follows:

         ADD RECORD NAME IS DEPARTMENT
             LOCATION MODE IS VIA DEPARTMENT-NDX SET.
 

         ADD SET NAME IS DEPARTMENT-NDX
             ORDER IS SORTED
             MODE IS INDEX
             OWNER IS SYSTEM
             MEMBER IS DEPARTMENT
                ASCENDING KEY IS CONTROL-FIELD
                   DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED.
 

Alternate Index
Contents
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In VSAM, an alternate index is a structure that allows you to access data in an existing KSDS or ESDS data set by
using an alternate symbolic key. Alternate keys may be nonunique; the alternate key and prime key can overlap. The
combination of an alternate index and its base KSDS or ESDS data set is known as a PATH.

A VSAM alternate index may or may not be a member of the UPGRADE set for the base KSDS or ESDS. VSAM
automatically maintains the index if it is a member of this set.

Record and Set Representations

In an CA IDMS/DB database, an alternate index corresponds to a system-owned indexed set sorted on the alternate
key. Index maintenance is performed automatically for all CA IDMS VSAM Transparency alternate indexes. The VSAM
UPGRADE set is not applicable to CA IDMS VSAM Transparency.

To represent a VSAM alternate index in the CA IDMS/DB database, you must include the following definitions in the
schema:

• The record type whose description corresponds to the base KSDS or ESDS. Note that the base KSDS or ESDS must
already be defined in the schema.

• An indexed set whose owner is SYSTEM and whose member record represents the base KSDS or ESDS.
• A set order of SORTED (on the alternate key).
• For nonunique alternate indexes, a duplicates option of LAST.
• For unique alternate indexes, a duplicates option of DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED.

Location Mode Options

A record can have only one location mode in CA IDMS/DB. You can choose one of the location mode options described
earlier in this section for the base KSDS or ESDS record. Or, if an alternate index exists, you can choose one of the
following location mode options for the base record:

• VIA (the alternate index set) stores records in physical alternate key sequence. This option may be used for
sequential processing through the alternate index.

• CALC (on alternate key) stores records by using a randomizing algorithm on the alternate key. This option may be
used for direct retrieval through the alternate key.

Example of Schema Definition

Sample DDL statements that represent a VSAM KSDS with an alternate index in the CA IDMS/DB database are shown
below. In this example, the DEPARTMENT record is stored via the alternate index set.

Primary Index

        ADD RECORD NAME IS DEPARTMENT

            LOCATION MODE IS VIA DEPARTMENT-NDX SET.

        ADD SET NAME IS DEPARTMENT-NDX      <---- Primary index

            ORDER IS SORTED

            MODE IS INDEX
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            OWNER IS SYSTEM

            MEMBER IS DEPARTMENT

               ASCENDING KEY IS CONTROL-FIELD

                  DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED.

Alternate Index

ADD SET NAME IS DEPARTMENT-NAME-NDX     <---- Alternate index

    ORDER IS SORTED

    MODE IS INDEX

    OWNER IS SYSTEM

    MEMBER IS DEPARTMENT

       ASCENDING KEY IS DEPARTMENT-NAME

          DUPLICATES LAST.

Schema Definition Summary
The following diagram illustrates the set orders that establish correspondences between CA IDMS/DB and VSAM data
structures. VSAM data structures correspond to system-owned indexed sets.
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Schema Definitions for VSAM Data Structures

The following table shows the CA IDMS/DB schema definitions for each VSAM data structure type.

CA IDMS/DB schema
definitions

KSDS data structure ESDS data structure RRDS data structure Alternate index data
structure

Record type and set
member

KSDS record definition ESDS record definition RRDS record definition  

Set type System-owned index System-owned index System-owned index System-owned index
Set order Sorted on prime key Sorted on db-key or

LAST
Sorted on the added
control field

Sorted on the alternate
key

Duplicates Not allowed Not allowed Not allowed Not allowed or LAST
Location mode VIA indexed set

or other set
CALC prime key
or other field
DIRECT

VIA indexed set
or other set
CALC other field
DIRECT

VIA indexed set
or other set
CALC control field
or other field
DIRECT

VIA alternate
key
CALC alternate
key

Area and File Considerations
To represent a VSAM data structure in the CA IDMS/DB database, you must specify the area in which you want the data
to reside. Additionally, you must associate the area with an CA IDMS/DB file, and assign the file to an external ddname (z/
OS) or filename (z/VSE).

More information:

Instructions for defining areas and files are presented in CA IDMS Database Administration Section.

Design Considerations

The following design considerations apply to schema area and file definitions for VSAM data structures:
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• You can put any number of CA IDMS VSAM Transparency files in the same CA IDMS/DB area, as long as you have
space for these files. If you put more than one CA IDMS VSAM Transparency file in the same area, each file will be
readied in the same usage mode.

NOTE
For optimal performance, you should put only one CA IDMS VSAM Transparency file in an area.

• Each ddname (z/OS) or filename (z/VSE) must be unique for an application program. This means that the external file
name specified in the ASSIGN TO clause of the physical database DDL FILE statement must be different than the file
name used in the VSAM application.
For example, suppose a VSAM application program contains the following COBOL SELECT statement:

SELECT CUSTFILE ASSIGN TO SYS030.

You could code the following file assignment:

ADD FILE CUSTOMER-FILE ASSIGN TO CSTFILE.

The JCL for running the VSAM application in local mode will include one DD or DLBL statement for each of the files
described above:

//SYS030 DD SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=fmtname','SUBSCHEMA=ssname', ... )

//CSTFILE  DD DSN=CUST-FILE,DISP=SHR

More information:

For more information on CA IDMS/DB database definition, refer to CA IDMS Database Administration Section.

Record Access and Processing
Processing Options

Both VSAM and CA IDMS VSAM Transparency allow data access by key or by address. VSAM can access and process
records by relative byte displacement from the beginning of the file (RBA), by relative-record number (RRN), or by prime
or alternate key. CA IDMS/DB accesses and processes records through Data Manipulation Language (DML) statements
that operate on schema-defined records and sets.

At runtime, CA IDMS VSAM Transparency translates the most commonly used VSAM processing options into DML
statements. This translation is transparent to the VSAM program. These discussions are followed by a table that
summarizes the correspondences between VSAM commands and DML commands, and a discussion of additional VSAM
options.

Keyed Access
Contents

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency supports keyed access for key-sequenced data sets, relative-record data sets, and
alternate index paths. VSAM uses prime keys, alternate keys, or relative-record numbers to locate records; CA IDMS
VSAM Transparency translates the VSAM keys into sort keys for system-owned indexed sets.

Keyed Access Processing Methods

Keyed access can be used with:
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• Direct processing
• Sequential processing
• Skip-sequential processing
• Backward processing

Direct, sequential, skip-sequential and backward processing are discussed below.

Keyed Direct Processing

Processing Method

VSAM keyed direct processing locates records by using a GET call with a user-supplied search argument. The search
condition can be either equal to a whole key, or greater than or equal to the leading portion of a key.

Keyed direct processing does not depend on any previously established position within the VSAM file; however, it can set
the position for subsequent requests.

DML Commands

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency translates VSAM calls for direct GETs into the OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORTKEY
DML command.

Keyed Sequential Processing

Processing Method

VSAM keyed sequential processing works as follows:

• A position in the file can be established with a POINT call that uses a prime key, alternate key, or relative-record
number.

• Records are then retrieved in ascending, logical, keyed sequential order (GET NEXT).

DML Commands

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency translates VSAM calls for keyed sequential processing into the following commands:

• A POINT call is translated into the FIND WITHIN SET USING SORTKEY DML command.
• A GET call is translated into the OBTAIN FIRST/NEXT WITHIN SET DML command.

Keyed Skip-Sequential Processing

Processing Method

VSAM keyed skip-sequential (SKP-sequential) processing works in a way similar to VSAM keyed sequential processing:

• A position in the file can be established with a POINT call that uses a prime key, alternate key, or a relative-record
number.

• Records are then retrieved in ascending, logical, keyed sequential order (GET NEXT).

User-specified skips to other positions in the file can be made to a key or relative-record number that is greater than the
current key or relative-record number. Backward SKP-sequential processing is not allowed.

DML Commands

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency translates VSAM calls for keyed SKP-sequential processing into the following commands:

• A POINT call is translated into the FIND WITHIN SET USING SORTKEY DML command.
• A GET call is translated into the OBTAIN FIRST/NEXT WITHIN SET DML command.
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Keyed Backward Processing

Processing Method

VSAM keyed backward processing accesses records sequentially in descending order from a specified position in the file.
The starting position in the file can be established with a POINT call either on a prime key or on a relative-record number.
Backward processing cannot be used with SKP-sequential processing.

DML Commands

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency translates VSAM calls for keyed backward processing into the following commands:

• A POINT call is translated into the FIND WITHIN SET USING SORTKEY DML command.
• A GET call is translated into the OBTAIN LAST/PRIOR WITHIN SET DML command.

Addressed Access
CA IDMS VSAM Transparency supports addressed access for key-sequenced data sets and entry-sequenced data sets.
When addressed access is used, CA IDMS VSAM Transparency uses the CA IDMS/DB db-key in place of the RBA.

Addressed access can be used with:

• Direct processing
• Sequential processing
• Backward processing

Direct, sequential, and backward processing are discussed below.

Addressed Direct Processing

Processing Method

VSAM addressed direct processing allows access to a record through specification of the RBA. No generic partial key
is allowed. Although direct processing is independent of any previously established position within the file, it can set the
position for subsequent requests.

DML Commands

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency translates VSAM calls for addressed direct processing into the OBTAIN DBKEY DML
command.

Addressed Sequential Processing

Processing Method

VSAM addressed sequential processing allows access to records in physical order by RBA. Access can be either from the
beginning of the file or from an established position in the file. Specification of the RBA in a call is not allowed.

DML Commands

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency translates VSAM calls for addressed sequential processing into the OBTAIN FIRST/NEXT
WITHIN SET DML command.

Addressed Backward Processing

Processing Method

VSAM addressed backward processing accesses records in descending order from a position in the file that can be
established with a POINT call on an RBA. Backward processing cannot be used with SKP-sequential processing.

DML Commands
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CA IDMS VSAM Transparency translates VSAM calls for addressed backward processing into the OBTAIN LAST/PRIOR
WITHIN SET DML command.

DML Correspondences To VSAM Commands
CA IDMS VSAM Transparency converts VSAM commands to DML commands, which are passed to the database
management system for processing.

The following table shows the DML correspondences to VSAM commands.

VSAM Command CA IDMS/DB DML Command
READ BY KEY OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORTKEY
START/STARTBR FIND WITHIN SET USING SORTKEY
READ NEXT OBTAIN FIRST/NEXT WITHIN SET
READ PREVIOUS OBTAIN LAST/PRIOR WITHIN SET
WRITE STORE
REWRITE MODIFY
DELETE ERASE

Additional VSAM Options
Supported Options

In addition to the processing modes described above, CA IDMS VSAM Transparency supports these options:

• Chained request parameter lists
• Concurrent access
• Reusable files
• Variable-length records
• The following z/OS VSAM exits:

– End of data (EODAD) exit
– Logical error (LERAD) exit
– Physical error (SYNAD) exit
– Journal (JRNAD) exit, which will be ignored by CA IDMS VSAM Transparency
– User wait (UPAD) exit, which will be ignored by CA IDMS VSAM Transparency

• The following z/VSE VSAM exits:
– End of data (EODAD) exit
– Logical error (LERAD) exit
– Physical error (SYNAD) exit
– Journal (JRNAD) exit, which will be ignored by CA IDMS VSAM Transparency
– User wait (EXCPAD) exit, which will be ignored by CA IDMS VSAM Transparency

• User exits
• Synchronous processing
• Asynchronous processing

Unsupported Options

These less frequently used processing options are not supported by CA IDMS VSAM Transparency:
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• Index-component-processing user buffering
• User-buffering deferred writes and transaction ids
• Deferred writes and transaction ids
• Shared resources
• Control interval access
• ISAM interface
• VSAM error message area
• The exception exit
• The user security verification exit

Preparing Control Information
CA IDMS VSAM Transparency uses two control tables to establish the correspondences between VSAM and the
database:

• The file management table (FMT) maps VSAM data structures to CA IDMS/DB records and sets. CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency requires one file management table for each VSAM data set to be processed.

• The transaction name table (TNT) maps CICS transactions to CA IDMS/DB subschemas. The TNT is optional if all
transactions are to use the same subschema; it is required if different subschemas are to be used.

Before an application program can be run with CA IDMS VSAM Transparency, you must compile, assemble, and link
edit the appropriate FMTs and TNTs. Only one FMT or TNT can be compiled in a single execution of the corresponding
compiler.

This section describes how to execute file management and transaction name tables and presents information as follows:

• Compiler-directive statements specify in-stream processor control information for the FMT and TNT compilers.
• FMT statements establish the correspondence between VSAM data structures and CA IDMS/DB records and sets.
• TNT statements establish the correspondence between CICS transaction names and CA IDMS/DB subschema

names.

Preparing Control Information Overview
 

Flow Diagram

The following diagram illustrates the compilation, assembly, and link editing of the user-supplied FMT or TNT statements
that must occur before an application program can be run with CA IDMS VSAM Transparency.
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Compiler-Directive Statements 3
Contents

Purpose

Compiler-directive statements specify:

• The amount of storage required to compile a control table
• The range of input columns within which control table statements can be coded
• The sequence checking of input to the compiler
• The formatting of compiler report output

Syntax

►►──┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─ CORE size=nnnnn ─┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ICTL=(start-column,end-column) -─┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ OCTL=(line-count) -─┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ISEQ=(start-column,end-column) ─┘
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 ►──┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►
    │ ┌─────────────────────┐  │
    └─▼─ SPACE space-count ─┴──┘

 ►──┬────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    │ ┌──────────┐   │
    └─▼─ EJECT -─┴───┘

 ►──┬──────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─ *comments* ─┘

Parameters

CORE size=nnnnnn

Specifies the amount of storage the compiler is to acquire (by a GETMAIN under z/OS or by a GETVIS or COMREG
under z/VSE) for the VSAM CA IDMS VSAM Transparency control table being generated. Nnnnnn is a 1- to 6-digit
numeric value.

The amount of storage acquired is rounded up to the next doubleword by the compiler. If CORE SIZE is not coded, the
compiler automatically acquires 48K of storage.

• ICTL=(start-column,end-column)
Identifies the columns within which control table input statements can be coded. These columns must be in the range
1 through 80. Default values are 1 and 80, respectively. If coded, this statement must precede input for the CA IDMS
VSAM Transparency control table.

• OCTL=(line-count)
Specifies the number of printed lines per page of printed output. The value specified must be a number in the range 1
through 66. The default value is 60. If coded, this statement must precede input for the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency
control table.

• ISEQ=(start-column,end-column)
Causes the compiler to check the sequencing of all input. The start and end columns of the sequence number
generated for each input statement have numeric values that range from 1 through 80. The maximum allowable
difference between entries is 10. If coded, this statement must precede input for the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency
control table.

• SPACE space-count
Causes the compiler to skip the specified number of lines on the output report. Space-count is a number in the range
1 through 9. One blank is allowed between SPACE and space-count. Several SPACE statements can appear in the
compiler input.

• EJECT
Directs the compiler to stop printing the current page and to begin printing a new page. This statement must occupy a
line by itself and can be inserted between control table input statements.

• *comments*
Directs the compiler to interpret as comments those characters placed after an initial asterisk. Comments can be
embedded in control table statements; they are terminated automatically at the end of the input line, unless the
compiler encounters a second asterisk in the line. A second asterisk causes explicit termination.

NOTE
Be sure to use an even number of asterisks when you are writing comments. An odd number of asterisks will
turn the comments back on.
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Example

The following example illustrates entries for the compiler-directive statements:

CORE=16

ICTL=(1,72)

OCTL=(45)

ISEQ=(3,72)

SPACE 2

EJECT

* END OF STATEMENTS *

File Management Table
Contents

Purpose

The file management table is a control block that establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the VSAM data set
referenced by the application program and the CA IDMS/DB database record accessed by CA IDMS VSAM Transparency.
Each CA IDMS VSAM Transparency file is required to have a file management table. User-supplied parameters are
compiled with the FMT compiler and linked into the CA IDMS/DB load library or z/VSE CA IDMS/DB library.

You must define and compile one FMT for each CA IDMS VSAM Transparency data set used by the VSAM application
programs. FMT control statements must be entered in the order presented in the syntax below.

See the tables located under later in this section for VSAM data set definitions, CA IDMS schema definitions and
corresponding FMT compiler statements. See later in this section for z/VSE CICS SYSESVS file management
parameters.

Syntax

►►──── FMT NAME is file-management-table-name ──.─────────────────────────────►

 ►──── FILE TYPE is ─┬─ KSDS ─────────────────────────────────────────────┬─.─►
                     ├─ ESDS ─────────────────────────────────────────────┤
                     ├─ RRDS ─────────────────────────────────────────────┤
                     └─ PATH -─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘
                               └─ BASE -─┬───────────┬─ is ─┬─ KSDS ◄ ─┬┘
                                         └─ cluster ─┘      └─ ESDS ───┘

Required for KSDS and a PATH Only
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►►─── KEY LENgth is vsam-key-length ──.───────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── KEY POSition is vsam-key-displacement ──.───────────────────────────────►◄

Required and Valid for RRDS Only

►►─── RELative RECord NUMber POSition is control-field-displacement ──.────►◄

 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►
    └─ BUFFERSPACE is front-end-buffer-space ─ . ┘

 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►─
    └─ VSAM RECord LENgth is record-length variable ─ . ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►
    └─ FILE is ─┬───────────────────┬─ . ─┘
                ├─ REUSABLE ────────┤
                └─ NOT REUSABLE ◄ -─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►
    └─ CALL exit-name ─┬───────────┬─ PROCessing REQuest ─ . ─┘
                       ├─ BEFORE ─┬┘
                       └─ AFTER -─┘

 ►──── RECord name is idms-record-name ── . ────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ SET name is idms-set-name ─ . ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄
   └─ ERASE option is ─┬─ ERASE ALL ◄ ─────┬─ . ───┘
                       ├─ ERASE PERMANENT ─┤
                       ├─ ERASE SELECTIVE ─┤
                       ├─ ERASE RECORD ────┤
                       └─ DISCONNECT ──────┘

Expansion of record-length variable:

►►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►─
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   ├─ vsam-record-length ──────────────────────────────┤
   └─ VARiable UP TO MAXimum of maximum-record-length ─┘

Parameters

You must enter FMT control statements in the order presented below.

FMT NAME is file-management-table-name

Specifies a 1- to 8-character user-defined FMT name. FMT NAME is a required statement.

• FILE TYPE is KSDS/ESDS/RRDS/PATH
Identifies the type of VSAM file that you are defining to CA IDMS/VSAM Transparency. FILE TYPE is a required
statement.
More information:
For specific VSAM cluster statements that indicate the file type, see Usage

• KEY LENgth is vsam-key-length
Specifies the length of the key of a KSDS record or a PATH. Vsam-key-length can be a 1- to 3-digit value in the range
1 through 255. Note that the KEY LENGTH statement is required for a KSDS and a PATH, and is invalid for a RRDS
and an ESDS.

• KEY POSition is vsam-key-displacement
Specifies the location of the key in a KSDS or PATH record. Vsam-key-displacement can be 1 to 5 digits in the range
0 through 32,767. (The first byte of a record is considered to be position zero.) This statement is required for a KSDS
and a PATH; it is invalid for a RRDS and an ESDS.

• BUFFERSPACE is front-end-buffer-space
Specifies the amount of buffer space to be reserved by the front-end module to receive the results of VSAM LOCATE
MODE requests. Buffer space can be allocated for any of the data set types. If not specified, this variable defaults to
the VSAM record length.
Front-end-buffer-space can be a 1- to 5-digit value that ranges from the maximum VSAM record length to 32,767.
CA IDMS VSAM Transparency automatically reserves buffer space by using the greatest of the following values:
– The buffer space value specified in the access method control block (ACB)
– The greater of the following two values:

((String number or number of data buffers specified in the ACB) * maximum VSAM record length)
The buffer space value specified in the FMT

• VSAM RECord LENgth is vsam-record-length
Specifies the length of the VSAM record for any of the VSAM data set types. The length specified can be different from
that of the CA IDMS/DB record. For a RRDS, the length specified should not include the control-field length.

• VARiable UP TO MAXimum of maximum-record-length
Optional. Specifies the size of the largest possible record for a variable-length record. The numeric value can be 1 to 5
digits in the range 1 through 32,768.

• FILE is REUSABLE/NOT REUSABLE
Specifies whether the file can be reset when opened. When a reusable file is opened RESET, all existing records are
erased. The default is NOT REUSABLE. FILE IS REUSABLE/NOT REUSABLE does not apply to a RRDS.

• CALL exit-name BEFORE/AFTER PROCessing REQuest
Names the exit routine that will be invoked either before or after DML calls are issued by CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency. Exit-name can be 1 to 8 characters in length. Note that duplicate names are allowed within a single FMT
or in different FMTs.

• RELative RECord NUMber POSition is control-field-displacement
Specifies the position within an CA IDMS/DB record of a user-defined relative-record-number control field for an RRDS
record. Control-field-displacement can be 1 to 5 digits in the range 0 through 32,764. (The first byte of a record is
considered to be position zero.) RELATIVE RECORD NUMBER POSITION is a required statement for RRDS data
sets and is invalid for KSDS, ESDS, and PATH data sets.
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The user-assigned relative-record number constitutes an RRN control field that requires four additional bytes in the
schema record definition. The control field must be placed at the end of the CA IDMS/DB record.

• RECord name is idms-record-name
Names the CA IDMS/DB record that corresponds to a VSAM record of each data set type used. RECORD NAME can
be 1 to 16 characters in length.

• SET name is idms-set-name
Names the CA IDMS/DB system-owned indexed set. SET NAME is required for all file types, with the exception of
RRDS data sets. Idms-set-name can be 1 to 16 characters in length.

• ERASE option is ERASE ALL/ERASE PERMANENT/ERASE SELECTIVE/ERASE RECORD/DISCONNECT
Identifies the type of ERASE that CA IDMS VSAM Transparency will perform when processing VSAM ERASE
requests. The default is ERASE ALL.

Usage

Input Preparation

Parameters for the user-supplied input to the file management table are taken from two sources:

• The VSAM data set definition (from LISTCAT)
• The schema record description

The table below presents the correspondences between VSAM data set definitions and FMT compiler statements.

Data set attribute VSAM data set definition FMT compiler statement
KSDS DEFINE CLUSTER INDEXED (IXD) FILE TYPE IS KSDS
ESDS DEFINE CLUSTER NONINDEXED (NIXD) FILE TYPE IS ESDS
RRDS DEFINE CLUSTER NUMBERED (NUMD) FILE TYPE IS RRDS.
PATH DEFINE PATH PATHENTRY (alternate

index or base cluster)
FILE TYPE IS PATH

Key length DEFINE CLUSTER KEYS (length,
displacement)

KEY LEN IS length

Key position DEFINE CLUSTER KEYS (length,
displacement)

KEY POS IS displacement

Buffer space DEFINE CLUSTER BUFSPC (size) BUFFERSPACE IS size
Record size (fixed-length record) DEFINE CLUSTER RECSZ (min length,

max length)
VSAM REC LEN IS max length

Record size (variable-length record) DEFINE CLUSTER RECSZ (min length,
max-length)

VSAM REC LEN IS VAR UP TO MAX max-
length

Relative-record -number position Not defined REL REC NUM POS IS position
Reusable file REUSE FILE IS REUSABLE
Nonreusable file NOREUSE FILE IS NOT REUSABLE

The following table provides the correspondences between CA IDMS/DB schema definitions and FMT compiler
statements.

Attribute CA IDMS/DB schema definition Sample FMT statement
Record name ADD RECORD NAME IS DEPARTMENT. REC IS DEPARTMENT.
Set name ADD SET NAME IS DEPARTMENT-NDX SET IS DEPARTMENT-NDX
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Examples

The following tables show the required FMT statements used for VSAM KSDS, VSAM ESDS, VSAM RRDS, and VSAM
PATH.

VSAM KSDS

In a sample employee database, the required FMT statements for a VSAM KSDS and the corresponding LISTCAT
description might be as follows:

FMT statements LISTCAT description
FMT NAME IS EMPFMT  
FILE TYPE IS KSDS INDEXED
KEY LENGTH IS 44 KEYLEN----------------44
KEY POSITION IS 0 RKP------------------------0
VSAM RECORD LENGTH IS 805 MAXLRECL------------805
FILE IS NOT REUSABLE NOREUSE
RECORD NAME IS EMPLOYEE  
SET NAME IS EMP-NDX  

VSAM ESDS

The required FMT statements for a VSAM ESDS and the corresponding LISTCAT description might be as follows:

FMT statements LISTCAT description
FMT NAME IS DEPFMT  
FILE TYPE IS ESDS NONINDEXED
VSAM RECORD LENGTH IS 17 MAXLRECL-------------17
FILE IS REUSABLE REUSE
RECORD NAME IS DEPARTMENT  
SET NAME IS DEPT-NDX  

VSAM RRDS

The required FMT statements for a VSAM RRDS and the corresponding LISTCAT description might be as follows:

FMT statements LISTCAT description
FMT NAME IS EXPFMT  
FILE TYPE IS RRDS NUMBERED
RELATIVE RECORD NUMBER POSITION IS 9  
VSAM RECORD LENGTH IS 9 MAXLRECL-------------9
RECORD NAME IS EXPERTISE  
SET NAME IS EXP-NDX  

VSAM PATH
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The required FMT statements for a VSAM PATH and the corresponding LISTCAT description might be as follows:

FMT statements LISTCAT description
FMT NAME IS MGTFMT  
FILE TYPE IS PATH  
BASE CLUSTER IS KSDS  
KEY LENGTH IS 8 KEYLEN----------------8
KEY POSITION IS 5 RKP----------------------5
VSAM RECORD LENGTH IS 17 MAXLRECL-----------17
FILE IS REUSABLE REUSE
RECORD NAME IS EMPLOYEE  
SET NAME IS MANAGES-NDX  

 

FMT JCL

The JCL used to compile, assemble, and link edit an FMT is presented below.

FMT (z/OS)

//*******************************************************************

//*                                                                 *

//*        COMPILE FMT                                              *

//*                                                                 *

//*******************************************************************

//FMTC     EXEC PGM=ESVSFMTC,REGION=512K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

           DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=133

//SYSPCH   DD   DSN=&.&fmt.,DISP=(NEW,PASS)

//              DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=4560),

//              SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

//              UNIT=disk

//SYSIDMS  DD   *
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Input SYSIDMS parameters, as required

//SYSIPT   DD   *

Insert FMT input statements here

/*

//*******************************************************************

//*                                                                 *

//*        ASSEMBLE COMPILER OUTPUT                                 *

//*                                                                 *

//*******************************************************************

//ASM      EXEC PGM=ASMA90,PARM='NOLOAD,DECK',COND=(4,LT,S1),

//              REGION=512K

//SYSPRINT DD   DUMMY

//SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSUT2   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSUT3   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSPUNCH DD   DSN=&.&fmtobj.,UNIT=disk,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//              SPACE=(80,(400,40))

//SYSIN    DD   DSN=&.&fmt.,DISP=(OLD,PASS)

//*******************************************************************

//*                                                                 *

//*        LINK FMT TO CA IDMS/DB LOAD LIBRARY                      *

//*                                                                 *

//*******************************************************************
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//LINK     EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='XREF,LIST,LET,SIZE=(196K,12K)',

//              REGION=512K

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIN   DD   DSN=&.&fmtobj.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(20,5))

//SYSLMOD  DD   DSN=user.loadlib(fmtname),DISP=SHR

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the CA IDMS/DB load library containing CA
IDMS DMCL and database name table load modules

idms.loadlib Data set name of the CA IDMS/DB load library containing
ESVSFMTC

&.&fmt. Temporary data set that contains output from the compile step
disk Symbolic device type for the disk file
&.&fmtobj. Temporary data set that contains output from the assembly step
user.loadlib Data set name of the user load library where the FMT load module

will be placed
fmtname Name of the FMT load module
SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by CA IDMS to specify

runtime directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

FMT (z/VSE)

*********************************************************************

*                                                                   *

*           COMPILE FMT                                             *

*                                                                   *

*********************************************************************

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// DLBL     idmslib,'idms.lib'

// EXTENT   ,xxxxxx

// LIBDEF   PHASE, SEARCH=idmslib.sublib
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// DLBL     IDMSPCH,'work',,SD

// EXTENT   SYS020,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN    SYS020,disk

// EXEC     ESVSFMTC

Input SYSIDMS parameters, as required

Insert FMT input statements here

/*

*********************************************************************

*                                                                   *

*           ASSEMBLE COMPILER OUTPUT                                *

*                                                                   *

*********************************************************************

// DLBL     IJSYSIN,'work',,SD

// EXTENT   SYSIPT,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

   ASSGN    SYSIPT,disk

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE fmtname,*

// EXEC ASMA90

   CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/*

*********************************************************************

*                                                                   *
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*           LINK FMT TO CA IDMS/DB LIBRARY                           *

*                                                                   *

*********************************************************************

// EXEC LNKEDT

/&

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation containing the file
definitions for CA IDMS dictionaries, database, SYSIDMS, and
other CA IDMS files.

nnnnnn Volume serial number of disk unit
idmslib Filename of the CA IDMS Library
cdmscl Filename of the CA IDMS/DB library
idms.lib File-id of the CA IDMS Library
work File-id of work file
ssss Relative starting track of disk file
llll Number of tracks required for disk file
disk Device assignment of disk file
fmtname Name of the FMT PHASE

Transaction Name Table

Purpose

The transaction name table (CICS only) specifies correspondences between a CICS transaction and the CA IDMS/DB
subschema that the transaction will use. A TNT is optional if all CA IDMS VSAM Transparency CICS transactions use the
same subschema. It is required if different CA IDMS VSAM Transparency CICS transactions use different subschemas.

If no TNT is specified, CA IDMS VSAM Transparency uses the subschema named in the JCL, or from the SYSESVS
parameters (under z/VSE CICS only).

More information:

For more information on z/VSE CICS SYSESVS parameters, see z/VSE CICS SYSESVS Parameters

Syntax

►►─── TNT NAME is transaction-name-table-name ────────────────────────────────►

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────┐
 ►─▼─ TRANSaction NAME is transaction-name -─┴────────────────────────────────►─

─►─── SUBschema NAME is subschema-name ───────────────────────────────────────►
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────►◄
   └─ NODENAME is nodename -─┘  └─ DBNAME is database-name ───┘

Parameters

TNT NAME is transaction-name-table-name

A user-defined TNT name of 1 to 8 characters.

• TRANSaction NAME is transaction-name
Specifies a 1- to 8-character transaction code or transaction name. There can be several occurrences of this statement
for each TNT. The transaction names can be obtained from a CICS program control table (PCT) listing.
If the transaction is not specified in the TNT, CA IDMS VSAM Transparency uses the subschema specified in the
application JCL, or from the SYSESVS parameters (under z/VSE CICS only).
More information:
For more information on z/VSE CICS SYSESVS parameters, see z/VSE CICS SYSESVS Parameters If no default has
been specified, the transaction is not processed.

• SUBschema NAME is subschema-name
Specifies a 1- to 8-character subschema name that will be used by CA IDMS VSAM Transparency to process the
named transaction.

• NODENAME is nodename
Specifies the node name that contains the database to be accessed by CA IDMS VSAM Transparency for this
transaction. Nodename can be from 1 to 8 characters.

• DBNAME is database-name
Specifies the name of the database to be accessed by CA IDMS VSAM Transparency for this transaction. Database-
name can be from 1 to 8 characters long.

Examples

Example 1

In the following example, all CA IDMS VSAM Transparency CICS transactions use the EMPSS01 subschema. Because
this subschema is specified in the application JCL, no TNT has been defined.

Example 2

In this example, the EMP1 transaction uses the EMPSS01 subschema. All other transactions use the subschema
specified in the application JCL, or from the SYSESVS parameters (under z/VSE CICS only).

More information:

For more information on z/VSE CICS SYSESVS parameters, see

TNT NAME IS EMPTNT.

TRANSACTION NAME IS EMP1

   SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS01.

Example 3

In this example, the EMP1 and EMP2 transactions use the EMPSS01 subschema, the EMP3 transaction uses the
EMPSS02 subschema, the ORD1 transaction uses the ORDSS01 subschema, and the ORD2 transaction uses the
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ORDSS02 subschema. All other transactions use the subschema specified in the application JCL, or from the SYSESVS
parameters (under z/VSE CICS only).

More information:

For more information on z/VSE CICS SYSESVS parameters, see num=G.z/VSE CICS SYSESVS Parameters

TNT NAME IS EMPTNT.

TRANSACTION NAME IS EMP1

  SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS01.

TRANSACTION NAME IS EMP2

  SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS01.

TRANSACTION NAME IS EMP3

  SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS02.

TRANSACTION NAME IS ORD1

  SUBSCHEMA NAME IS ORDSS01.

TRANSACTION NAME IS ORD2

  SUBSCHEMA NAME IS ORDSS02.

TNT JCL

The JCL used to compile, assemble, and link edit a TNT is presented below.

z/OS (TNT)

//*******************************************************************

//*                                                                 *

//*        COMPILE TNT                                              *

//*                                                                 *

//*******************************************************************

//TNTC     EXEC PGM=ESVSTNTC,REGION=512K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR
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//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=133

//SYSPCH   DD   DSN=&.&tnt.,DISP=(NEW,PASS)

//              DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=4560),

//                  SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

//                  UNIT=disk

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

Input SYSIDMS parameters, as required

//SYSIPT   DD   *

Insert TNT input statements here

/*

//*******************************************************************

//*                                                                 *

//*        ASSEMBLE COMPILER OUTPUT                                 *

//*                                                                 *

//*******************************************************************

//ASM      EXEC PGM=ASMA90,PARM='NOLOAD,DECK',COND=(4,LT,S1),

//         REGION=512K

//SYSPRINT DD   DUMMY

//SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSUT2   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSUT3   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSPUNCH DD   DSN=&.&tntobj.,UNIT=disk,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//              SPACE=(80,(400,40))
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//SYSIN    DD   DSN=&.&tnt.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//*******************************************************************

//*                                                                 *

//*        LINK TNT TO CA IDMS/DB LOAD LIBRARY                      *

//*                                                                 *

//*******************************************************************

//LINK     EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='XREF,LIST,LET,SIZE=(196K,12K)',

//         REGION=512K

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIN   DD   DSN=&.&tntobj.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(20,5))

//SYSLMOD  DD   DSN=user.loadlib(tntname),DISP=SHR

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the CA IDMS/DB load library containing CA
IDMS DMCL and database name table load modules

idms.loadlib Data set name of the CA IDMS/DB load library containing
ESVSTNTC

&.&tnt. Temporary data set that contains output from the compile step
disk Symbolic device type for disk file
&.&tntobj. Temporary data set that contains output from the assembly step
user.loadlib Data set name of the user load library where the TNT load module

will be placed
tntname Name of the TNT load module
SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by CA IDMS to specify

runtime directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
A complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see CA
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

z/VSE (TNT)

*********************************************************************

*                                                                   *

*           COMPILE TNT                                             *
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*                                                                   *

*********************************************************************

//EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

//DLBL     idmslib,'idms.lib'

//EXTENT   ,xxxxxx

//LIBDEF   PHASE, SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

//DLBL     IDMSPCH,'work',,SD

//EXTENT   SYS020,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

//ASSGN    SYS020,disk

//EXEC     ESVSTNTC

Input SYSIDMS parameters, as required

Insert TNT input statements here

/*

*********************************************************************

*                                                                   *

*           ASSEMBLE COMPILER OUTPUT                                *

*                                                                   *

*********************************************************************

//DLBL     IJSYSIN,'work',,SD

//EXTENT   SYSIPT,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

  ASSGN    SYSIPT,disk

//OPTION CATAL
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  PHASE tntname,*

//EXEC ASMA90

  CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/*

*********************************************************************

*                                                                   *

*           LINK TNT TO CA IDMS/DB LIBRARY                           *

*                                                                   *

*********************************************************************

//EXEC LNKEDT

/&

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation containing the file
definitions for CA IDMS dictionaries, database, SYSIDMS, and
other CA IDMS files.

cdmscl Filename of the CA IDMS/DB library
nnnnnn Volume serial number of disk unit
idmslib Filename of the CA IDMS Library
idms.lib File-id of the CA IDMS Library
work File-id of work file
ssss Relative starting track of disk file
llll Number of tracks required for disk file
disk Device assignment of disk file
tntname Name of the TNT PHASE
SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by CA IDMS to specify

runtime directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
A complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see CA
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Runtime Operations
Preparing for CA IDMS VSAM Transparency

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency accesses the CA IDMS/DB database in the same way that CA IDMS/DB application
programs access the database. As a result, most of the preparation required to run CA IDMS VSAM Transparency is
standard for the CA IDMS/DB database environment. For general information on database preparation and operation,
see CA IDMS Database Administration Section.
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This section discusses the operational considerations that are specific to CA IDMS VSAM Transparency and are
presented as follows:

Database Preparation
CA IDMS VSAM Transparency database preparation requires you to:

1. Install and prepare the CA IDMS/DB central version or DC/UCF system (unless all CA IDMS VSAM Transparency
applications are to be run in local mode).

2. Prepare the CA IDMS/DB database.
3. Create and compile the control tables that CA IDMS VSAM Transparency will use at runtime.
4. Load the CA IDMS/DB database.

The above steps are described in the discussions that follow.

Step 1 Install and Prepare the DC/UCF System

Unless all CA IDMS VSAM Transparency application programs are run in local mode, you must prepare the central
version or the DC/UCF system.

More information:

For information on system generation and startup, refer to CA IDMS System Generation Section and CA IDMS System
Operations Section.

Step 2 Prepare and Install the CA IDMS/DB Database

To prepare and install the CA IDMS/DB database, you must define the following database elements:

• Schema -- Define the records and sets that best represent the VSAM data set in the CA IDMS/DB schema. Schema
definitions are discussed in .

• DMCL modules -- Define and link edit DMCL modules into a load library so these modules are available at runtime.
Information on loading DMCL modules can be found in CA IDMS Database Administration Section.

• Subschemas -- Define one or more subschemas, which can reside in either the dictionary load area or a load library.
(Local mode requires the subschema to reside in a load library.)
For information on defining a subschema, and on transferring load modules to a load library, refer to CA IDMS
Database Administration Section.

NOTE
All areas that will be accessed by CA IDMS VSAM Transparency must be given a default usage mode. This
usage mode must be defined in the subschema. If you are going to update the database through CA IDMS
VSAM Transparency, be sure the default usage mode is an update usage mode.

Step 3 Create and Compile the Control Tables

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency requires user-defined control tables that translate VSAM application program requests into
CA IDMS/DB database requests.

The FMT and TNT must be prepared, compiled, and linked as part of the preparation to run CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency.

More information:

For instructions on preparing and compiling the control tables can be found in Section4, Preparing Control Information.
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Step 4 Migrate Data to the CA IDMS/DB Database

Convert Data Structures Using the Migration Utility

You can use the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency migration utility (ESVSMIGR) to migrate VSAM data to an CA IDMS/DB
database. This utility works with CA IDMS VSAM Transparency to convert KSDS, ESDS, RRDS, and alternate index data
structures to CA IDMS/DB data.

Steps to Follow

To use the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency migration utility:

1. Use the FORMAT utility statement to initialize the area where the converted data will reside. (The FORMAT utility
statement is described in CA IDMS Utilities Section) If the area has already been initialized, you do not have to follow
this step.

NOTE
You can load VSAM data into any standard CA IDMS/DB area, including an existing area that already
contains data.

2. Run the migration utility, using the FMT defined for the file to be migrated. If you have not already defined an
appropriate FMT, refer to Preparing Control Information, for instructions.

Sample migration utility JCL -- z/OS

The z/OS JCL used to migrate VSAM data to the CA IDMS/DB database under the central version and in local mode is
shown below.

Central Version ESVSMIGR (z/OS)

//STEPCONV  EXEC  PGM=ESVSMIGR,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB   DD    DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//          DD    DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSCTL    DD    DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg     DD    DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//INPUT     DD    DSN=vsam.file,DISP=SHR

//OUTPUT    DD    SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=fmtname','SUBSCHEMA=ssname',

//                'RBUFSZ=nnnnn')

//SYSLST    DD    SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS   DD    *

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate
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idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing DMCL and database
name table load modules

idms.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the CA IDMS
executable modules

idms.sysctl Data set name of the CA IDMS/DB SYSCTL file
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
vsam.file Data set name of the VSAM file to be migrated
fmtname Name of the file management table for the file to be migrated
ssname Subschema name
nnnnnn Size of the buffer that CA IDMS VSAM Transparency will use

for communication between the front end and back end; if not
specified, the default is 512 bytes

SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by CA IDMS to specify
runtime directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Local Mode ESVSMIGR (z/OS)

//STEPCONV  EXEC  PGM=ESVSMIGR,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB   DD    DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//          DD    DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//dcdml     DD    DSN=idms.system.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dclod     DD    DSN=idms.system.ddldclod,DISP=SHR

//dclog     DD    DSN=idms.system.ddldclog,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg     DD    DSN=idms.system.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYSJRNL   DD    DUMMY

//userdb    DD    DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

Additional DD statements as required

//INPUT     DD    DSN=vsam.file,DISP=SHR
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//OUTPUT    DD    SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=fmtname','SUBSCHEMA=ssname',

//                'RBUFSZ=nnnnn')

//SYSLST    DD    SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS   DD    *

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the CA IDMS/DB load library containing the
DMCL and database name table load modules

idms.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the CA IDMS
executable modules

dcdml DDname of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.system.ddldml Data set name of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dclod DDname of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)

area
idms.system.ddldclod Data set name of the system dictionary definition load

(DDLDCLOD) area
dclog DDname of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area
idms.system.ddldclog Data set name of the system log (DDLDCLOD) area
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
userdb DDname of the user database file to contain the migrated data
user.userdb Data set name of the user database file to contain the migrated

data
vsam.file Data set name of the VSAM file to be migrated
fmtname Name of the file management table for the file to be migrated
ssname Subschema name
nnnnnn Size of the buffer that CA IDMS VSAM Transparency will use

for communication between the front end and back end; if not
specified, the default is 512 bytes.
The value must accommodate the sum of the longest record
length plus its key.

SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by CA IDMS to specify
runtime directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.
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Sample migration utility JCL -- z/VSE

The z/VSE JCL used to migrate VSAM data to the CA IDMS/DB database under the central version and in local mode is
shown below.

Central Version ESVSMIGR (z/VSE)

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// DLBL    usercl,'user.usercl'

// EXTENT  ,xxxxxx

// LIBDEF  PHASE, SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// DLBL    INPUT,'vsam.file',,VSAM

// EXTENT  ,xxxxxx

// DLBL    OUTPUT,'FMT=fmtname',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS

// DLBL    ESVS,'SUBSCHEMA=ssname,RBUFSZ=nnnnn',,VSAM

// ASSGN   SYSLST,PRINTER

// EXEC    ESVSMIGR

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as required

/&

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation containing the
file definitions for CA IDMS dictionaries, databases, SYSIDMS,
parameter file and other files.

xxxxxx Volume serial number of disk unit
idmslib Filename of the CA IDMS Library
idms.lib File-id of the CA IDMS Library
vsam.file File-id of the VSAM file to be migrated
fmtname Name of the file management table for the file to be migrated
ssname Subschema name
nnnnnn Size of the buffer that CA IDMS VSAM Transparency will use

for communication between the front end and back end; if not
specified, the default is 512 bytes
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SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by CA IDMS to specify
runtime directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Local Mode ESVSMIGR (z/VSE)

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,IGN

// DLBL    idmslib,'idms.lib'

// EXTENT  ,xxxxxx

// LIBDEF  PHASE, SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,SD

// EXTENT  ,xxxxxx

Additional DLBL statements as required

// DLBL    INPUT,'vsam.file',,VSAM

// EXTENT  ,xxxxxx

// DLBL    OUTPUT,'FMT=fmtname',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS

// DLBL    ESVS,'SUBSCHEMA=ssname,RBUFSZ=nnnnn',,VSAM

// ASSGN   SYSLST,PRINTER

// EXEC    ESVSMIGR

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as required
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/&

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation containing the
file definitions for CA IDMS dictionaries, databases, SYSIDMS,
parameter file and other files.

nnn Logical unit assignment for the SYSJRNL in the DMCL
xxxxxx Volume serial number of disk unit
idmslib Filename of the CA IDMS Library
idms.lib File-id of the CA IDMS Library
userdb Filename of the user database file to contain the migrated data
user.userdb File-id of the user database file to contain the migrated data
vsam.file File-id of the VSAM file to be migrated
fmtname Name of the file management table for the file to be migrated
ssname Subschema name
nnnnnn Size of the buffer that CA IDMS VSAM Transparency will use

for communication between the front end and back end; if not
specified, the default is 512 bytes

SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by CA IDMS to specify
runtime directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Application Preparation
Contents

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency application preparation requires you to:

1. Modify the JCL of each job that will be processed by CA IDMS VSAM Transparency.
2. Modify and recompile VSAM application programs if any features used are not supported by CA IDMS VSAM

Transparency.

Step 1 Modify the Application JCL

Two DD or DLBL Statements for Each File

Each ddname (z/OS) or filename (z/VSE) must be unique for an application program. This means that in local mode, you
will have two DD or DLBL statements for each file:

• One statement must describe the ddname or filename specified in the assembler ACB, COBOL SELECT statement, or
PL/I DECLARE statement.

• The other statement must describe the external file name specified in the CA IDMS/DB DMCL.

Example

Suppose a VSAM application program contains this COBOL SELECT statement:

SELECT CUSTFILE ASSIGN TO SYS030.
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And suppose the DMCL definition of the VSAM data structure contains this file assignment:

ADD FILE CUSTOMER-FILE ASSIGN TO CSTFILE.

The JCL used to run the VSAM application in local mode will include one DD or DLBL statement for each of the files
described above:

//SYS030 DD SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=fmtname','SUBSCHEMA=ssname', ... )

//CSTFILE  DD DSN=CUST-FILE,DISP=SHR

Instructions for modifying the application JCL in z/OS and z/VSE are presented below.

Modify the application JCL -- z/OS

SUBSYS Parameter

In z/OS, CA IDMS VSAM Transparency is a subsystem and each CA IDMS VSAM Transparency file is considered a
subsystem data set. This means that each data definition card for an CA IDMS VSAM Transparency file must contain the
SUBSYS parameter.

Central Version

The JCL used to run a CICS CA IDMS VSAM Transparency application program under the central version is shown
below.

CICS (z/OS)

//ESVSCICS  EXEC  PGM=DFHSIP

//STEPLIB   DD    DSN=cics.system.loadlib1,DISP=SHR

//DFHRPL    DD    DSN=cics.system.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//          DD    DSN=cics.system.loadlib2,DISP=SHR

//          DD    DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//          DD    DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//          DD    DSN=user.loadlib, DISP=SHR

//dcmsg     DD    DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysctl    DD    DSN=user.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//userdd    DD    SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=fmtname','SUBSCHEMA=ssname'

//               'MODE=CICS','RBUFSZ=nnnnn','TNT=tntname'
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//               'CWADISP=disp')

//               DSN=dataset-name,DISP=SHR

//SYSIDMS   DD    *

 

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

user.loadlib Data set name of the user load library
userdd DDname of the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency file, as it appears

in the application
cics.system.loadlib,
loadlib1, loadlib2

Names of the CICS system load libraries

idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and

database name table load modules
idms.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the CA IDMS

executable system modules
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
fmtname Name of the file management table that defines the escaped file
ssname Subschema name
nnnnnn Buffer size
tntname Name of the transaction name table; optional when only one

subschema exists for use with CA IDMS VSAM Transparency
programs; required if more than one subschema exists

disp Value equal to the CWADISP specified in the assembly of
IDMSINTC

data set name Name of a VSAM KSDS file defined in the VSAM catalog.
This dummy file should be a KSDS dataset, even if the file
being escaped was an ESDS file, to prevent VSAM catalog
management from doing special processing associated with ESDS
datasets. It should contain one or more records to prevent VSAM
from opening the file I/O. CA IDMS VSAM Transparency does not
require any special naming convention. The DSNAME parameter
is not needed with CICS Releases prior to Release 1.7.

SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by CA IDMS to specify
runtime directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

More information:

For more information on these and additional CA IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters, refer to located later in this
section.
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Example

The following statements illustrate the JCL used to run a sample CICS system that uses two CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency files:

//ESVSCICS  EXEC  PGM=DFHSIP

//STEPLIB   DD    DSN=CICS.SYSTEM.LOADLIB1, DISP=SHR

//DFHRPL    DD    DSN=CICS.SYSTEM.LOADLIB, DISP=SHR

//          DD    DSN=CICS.SYSTEM.LOADLIB2, DISP=SHR

//          DD    DSN=IDMS.DBA.LOADLIB, DISP=SHR

//          DD    DSN=IDMS.LOADLIB, DISP=SHR

//          DD    DSN=USER.LOADLIB, DISP=SHR

//dcmsg     DD    DSN=IDMS.SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG, DISP=SHR

//sysctl    DD    DSN=USER.SYSCTL, DISP=SHR

//SYSIDMS   DD    *

//EMPFILE   DD    SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=EMPFMT','SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01',

//                'MODE=CICS','RBUFSZ=500','TNT=CICSTNT','CWADISP=16'),

//                DSN=VSAM.ESVS.EMPFILE,DISP=SHR

//DEPFILE DD      SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=DEPFMT')

//                DSN=VSAM.ESVS.DEPFILE,DISP=SHR

The JCL used to run a batch CA IDMS VSAM Transparency application program under the central version and in local
mode are shown below.

Central Version (z/OS)

//userpgm  EXEC  PGM=userpgm

//STEPLIB  DD    DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD    DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD    DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR
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//dcmsg    DD    DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysctl   DD    DSN=user.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//userdd   DD    SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=fmtname','SUBSCHEMA=ssname'

//               'MODE=modetype','RBUFSZ=nnnnn')

//SYSIDMS  DD    *

 

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

userpgm Application program name
user.loadlib Data set name of the user load library
cics.system.loadlib,
loadlib1, loadlib2

Names of the CICS system load libraries

idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and

database name table load modules
idms.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the CA IDMS

executable system modules
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
sysctl DDname of the user SYSCTL file
user.sysctl Data set name of the user SYSCTL file
userdd DDname of the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency file, as it appears

in the application
fmtname Name of the file management table that defines the escaped file
ssname Subschema name
modetype Optional indicator of BATCH or CICS mode; if not specified, the

default is BATCH
nnnnnn Buffer size
SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by CA IDMS to specify

runtime directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

More information:

For more information on these and additional CA IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters, refer to located later in this
section.

Example

The following statements illustrate the JCL used to run a sample batch CA IDMS VSAM Transparency application
program under the central version; this program uses one file and one subschema.
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//EMPLIST EXEC  PGM=EMPLIST

//STEPLIB DD    DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//        DD    DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//        DD    DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSCTL  DD    DSN=IDMS.SYSCTL,DISP=SHR

//DEPFILE DD    SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=EMPFMT','SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01',

//              'RBUFSZ=nnnnn'

//dcmsg   DDDSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYSIDMS DD    *

Local Mode (z/OS)

//userpgm  EXEC  PGM=userpgm

//STEPLIB  DD    DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD    DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD    DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//dcdml    DD    DSN=idms.system.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dclod    DD    DSN=idms.system.ddldclod,DISP=SHR

//dclog    DD    DSN=idms.system.ddldclog,DISP=SHR

//SYSJRNL  DD    DSN=idms.journal.local, DISP=(NEW, KEEP), unit=devtype

//userdb   DD    DSN=user.userdb.file,DISP=SHR

//userdd   DD    SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=fmtname','SUBSCHEMA=ssname')

Additional database file specifications

//SYSIDMS  DD    *
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Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

userpgm Application program name
user.loadlib Data set name of the user load library
idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the CA IDMS DMCL

and database name table load modules
idms.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the CA IDMS system

executable modules
dcdml DDname of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.system.ddldml Data set name of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dclod DDname of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)

area
idms.system.ddldclod Data set name of the system dictionary definition load

(DDLDCLOD) area
dclog DDname of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area
idms.system.ddldclog Data set name of the system log (DDLDCLOD) area
userdb DDname of the user CA IDMS/DB file
user.userdb Data set name of the user CA IDMS/DB file
userdd DDname of the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency file, as it appears

in the application
fmtname Name of the file management table that defines the escaped file
ssname Subschema name
nnnnnn Buffer size
devtype Disk or tape
SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by CA IDMS to specify

runtime directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

More information:

For more information on these and additional CA IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters, refer to CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency parameters located later in this section.

Example

The following statements illustrate the JCL used to run a sample batch CA IDMS VSAM Transparency application
program in local mode:

//EMPLIST EXEC  PGM=EMPLIST

//STEPLIB  DD    DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD    DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR
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//         DD    DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD    DSN=IDMS.EMPLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSJRNL  DD    DSN=idms.journal.local, DISP=(NEW, KEEP), unit=devtype

//MYDB    DD    DSN=MY.EMPDB.EMPFILE,DISP=SHR

//EMPFILE DD    SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=EMPFMT','SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01')

 

additional DD statements to run VSAM application

Modify the application JCL -- z/VSE

Setting up DLBL Statements

The use of DLBL statements with CA IDMS VSAM Transparency has specific rules that do not correspond to standard z/
VSE DLBL statement rules:

First Statement

To set up the first DLBL statement:

1. Specify 'FMT=fmtname' in place of the file-id. Fmtname is the name of the file management table that defines the
escaped file.

2. Specify CAT=ESVS at the end of the DLBL statement.

A sample DLBL statement is shown below:

// DLBL  EMPESC,'FMT=EMPFMT',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS

Second Statement

To set up the second DLBL statement:

1. Specify ESVS in place of the filename.
2. Specify a string of CA IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters in place of the file-id. The parameters must be

separated by commas; the string must be enclosed in quotes and can contain no more than 44 characters (including
the commas, but not including the quotes).

3. Specify CAT=ESVS1 if you want to continue the string of CA IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters on the third DLBL
statement.

A sample DLBL statement is shown below:

// DLBL  ESVS,'SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01,MODE=BATCH',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS1

All Subsequent Statements
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To set up all subsequent DLBL statements:

1. Specify ESVSn in place of the filename, where n is a number from 1 to 9. ESVSn must be the same as the value
specified in the CAT parameter of the previous DLBL statement.

2. Specify CAT=ESVSn+1 if you want to continue the string of CA IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters on the next
DLBL statement.

A sample DLBL statement is shown below:

// DLBL  ESVS1,'RBUFSZ=500',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS2

Example

The DLBL statements required to define one CA IDMS VSAM Transparency file and its associated parameters might be
set up as follows:

// DLBL  EMPESC,'FMT=EMPFMT',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS

// DLBL  ESVS,'SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01,MODE=BATCH',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS1

// DLBL  ESVS1,'RBUFSZ=500',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS2

// DLBL  ESVS2,'TRACE=0500,WRAP'

CICS

The JCL required to run a CICS system running CA IDMS VSAM Transparency application programs is shown below.

CICS (z/VSE)

// DLBL userdd,'IDMS.CICS.VSAMT',,VSAM

// DLBL SYSESVS,'sysesvs.parms'

// EXEC DFHSIP

/&

userdd Filename of the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency file, as it appears
in the application

IDMS.CICS.VSAMT Name of a VSAM dataset that is defined in the VSAM catalog.
This dummy file should be a KSDS dataset, even if the file
being escaped was an ESDS file, to prevent VSAM catalog
management from doing special processing associated with ESDS
datasets. It should contain one or more records to prevent VSAM
from opening the file I/O.

sysesvs.parms File ID of the SYSEVS parameters file

More information:
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For more information on CA IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters, see , later in this section. For more information on
CICS SYSESVS parameters, see .

Example

The following statements illustrate the JCL used to run a sample CICS system running CA IDMS VSAM Transparency
applications; this program uses two CA IDMS VSAM Transparency files:

// DLBL EMPFILE,'IDMS.CICS.VSAMT',,VSAM

// DLBL DEPFILE,'IDMS.CICS.VSAMT',,VSAM

// DLBL SYSESVS,'sysesvs.parms'

// EXEC DFHSIP

/&

The JCL required to run a batch CA IDMS VSAM Transparency application program under the central version and in local
mode are shown below.

Central Version (z/VSE)

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// DLBL   idmslib,'idms.lib'

// EXTENT ,xxxxxx

// LIBDEF PHASE, SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// DLBL   userdd,'FMT=fmtname',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS

// DLBL   ESVS,'SUBSCHEMA=ssname,MODE=modetype',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS

// DLBL   ESVS1,'RBUFSZ=nnnnn'

// EXEC   userpgm

 

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as required

 

/&
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IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation containing the
file definitions for CA IDMS dictionaries, databases, SYSIDMS,
parameter file and other files.

xxxxxx Volume serial number of disk unit
idmslib Filename of the CA IDMS Library
idms.lib File-id of the CA IDMS Library
userdd Filename of the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency file, as it appears

in the application
$ESVS.FMT.FMTNAME Name of a VSAM dataset that is defined in the VSAM catalog.

You must specify ESVS.FMT. and then replace fmtname with your
FMT name.

fmtname Name of the file management table that defines the escaped file
ssname Subschema name
modetype Optional indicator of BATCH or CICS mode; if not specified, the

default is BATCH
nnnnn Buffer size
userpgm Application program name
SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by CA IDMS to specify

runtime directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

More information:

For more information on these and additional CA IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters, refer to located later in this
section.

Example

The following statements illustrate the JCL used to run a sample batch CA IDMS VSAM Transparency application
program under the central version; this program uses one file:

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// DLBL   USRLIB,'User.Library'

// EXTENT ,SYSWK4

// LIBDEF PHASE,Search=(IDMSLIB.sublib,USRLIB.sublib)

// DLBL EMPFILE,'FMT=EMPFMT',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS

// DLBL ESVS,'SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01,RBUFSZ=500'

// EXEC EMPLIST
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dmcl=idmsdmcl

 

/&

Local Mode (z/VSE)

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// DLBL   idmslib,'idms.lib'

// EXTENT ,xxxxxx

// LIBDEF PHASE, SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// DLBL userdd,'FMT=fmtname',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS

// DLBL ESVS,'SUBSCHEMA=ssname,MODE=modetype',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS1

// DLBL ESVS1,'RBUFSZ=nnnnn'

 

Additional database file specifications

 

// EXEC userpgm

 

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as required

 

/&

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation containing the
file definitions for CA IDMS dictionaries, databases, SYSIDMS,
parameter file and other files.

nnn Logical unit assignment for the SYSJRNL in the DMCL
xxxxxx Volume serial number of disk unit
idmslib Filename of the CA IDMS Library
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idms.lib File-id of the CA IDMS Library
userdd Filename of the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency file, as it appears

in the application
fmtname Name of the file management table that defines the escaped file
ssname Subschema name
Modetype Optional indicator of BATCH or CICS mode; if not specified, the

default is BATCH
nnnnnn Buffer size
userpgm Application program name
SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by CA IDMS to specify

runtime directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

More information:

For more information on these and additional CA IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters, refer to CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency parameters located later in this section.

Sample

The following statements illustrate the JCL used to run a sample batch CA IDMS VSAM Transparency application
program in local mode:

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// DLBL   idmslib,'idms.lib'

// EXTENT ,xxxxxx

// LIBDEF PHASE, SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// DLBL   EMPFILE,'FMT=EMPFMT',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS

// DLBL   ESVS,'SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01,MODE=CICS',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS1

// DLBL   ESVS1,'RBUFSZ=500'

 

Additional DLBL statements required to run VSAM application

 

// EXEC  EMPLIST

dbname=empdb

/&
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CA IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters

The table below presents a detailed list of the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters, which you can use in the
application program JCL.

Considerations

The following considerations apply:

• Unless otherwise specified, the parameters in this table are optional.
• The FMT parameter must be included in all CA IDMS VSAM Transparency DD or DLBL statements for both z/OS and

z/VSE.
• All other parameters must be coded as follows:

– In z/OS, the parameters can be included in any DD statement, but must appear only once per application.
– In z/VSE, the parameters must be included in the DLBLfile statement that starts with ESVS.

Parameter Description
CWADISP=nnnn Specifies a value equal to the CWADISP specified in the assembly

of IDMSINTC. The CWADISP parameter is mandatory for CICS
processing and is invalid for batch processing. It can be up to 4
digits long and is typically around 16.

DBNAME=database-name Specifies the default database to be used with the CA IDMS
VSAM Transparency application program (BATCH mode) or
the default database to be used with all CICS CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency transactions (CICS mode). This parameter is
used in a multiple-database environment. You can override
this parameter for each CICS CA IDMS VSAM Transparency
transaction by using the transaction name table. The DBNAME
parameter can be from 1 to 8 characters long.

FMT=fmt-name Identifies the file management table that defines the file to be
escaped. The FMT parameter is mandatory for all CA IDMS
VSAM Transparency files. It can be from 1 to 8 characters long
and must be included in all file statements.

MSG=LOG/CONS/OFF Displays the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency key feedback
(runtime) messages during program execution. The options are:
LOG (the default) writes the key feedback messages to the log
file.
CONS writes the key feedback messages to the operator console.
OFF turns off the display of key feedback messages.
CA IDMS VSAM Transparency writes key feedback messages for
any open call, close call, or call that is in error. The format is as
follows:
FDBK=nnnnnnnn
Nnnnnnnn is an 8-byte field that contains the key feedback
message code.

MODE= BATCH/CICS Indicates whether the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency application
program is to run in BATCH or CICS mode. The default is BATCH.
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NODENAME=nodename Specifies the nodename to be used with the CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency application program (BATCH mode) or the
default nodename to be used with all CICS CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency transactions (CICS mode). This parameter is
used in a multiple-database environment. You can override
this parameter for each CICS CA IDMS VSAM Transparency
transaction by using the transaction name table.
The NODENAME parameter can be from 1 to 8 characters long.

OCMSGS=ALL/ERROR Specifies which messages you want displayed on the console.
The options are:
ALL indicates both informational and error messages are
displayed on the console.
ERROR indicates that only error messages are displayed on the
console.

RBUFSZ=nnnnn Indicates the size of the buffer that CA IDMS VSAM Transparency
will use for communication between the front end and the back
end. The default is 512 bytes.
The RBUFSZ parameter can be from 1 to 5 digits long and is valid
for the central version only.
The value must accommodate the sum of the longest record
length plus its key length. CA IDMS VSAM Transparency adds the
length of its overhead to the RBUFSZ you specify.

STATS= ON/FILE Requests that database statistics be collected for all CA IDMS
VSAM Transparency files accessed either by the CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency application program (BATCH mode) or by all CA
IDMS VSAM Transparency CICS transactions (CICS mode). The
options are:
ON places the statistics for all CA IDMS VSAM Transparency files
together on the system log.
FILE places the statistics for each CA IDMS VSAM Transparency
file separately on the system log.
The STATS parameter is not available in local mode.

SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name Identifies the subschema to be used with the CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency application program (BATCH mode) or the default
subschema to be used with all CA IDMS VSAM Transparency
CICS transactions (CICS mode). This parameter is mandatory
for both BATCH mode and CICS mode. You can override the
SUBSCHEMA parameter for each CICS CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency transaction by using the transaction name table.
The SUBSCHEMA parameter can be from 1 to 8 characters long.

TNT=tnt-name Identifies the transaction name table that CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency will use for processing CICS transactions. This
parameter is optional if all transactions are to use the same
subschema. It is required if more than one subschema is to be
used. The TNT parameter is invalid in the batch environment.
The TNT parameter can be from 1 to 8 characters long.
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TRACE=nnnn,WRAP/LOG Requests that a trace of calls made by the CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency application program be displayed on the system log.
Nnnn is the number of fullwords allowed in the trace table and can
be from 1 to 4 digits long. The TRACE options are as follows:
WRAP (the default) enables the trace table to wrap around if the
fullword limit is reached. This means that subsequent program
calls will be recorded over the existing trace table.
LOG writes the trace table to CDMSLOG and then clears the trace
table, if the limit for the trace table is reached. This means that
subsequent program calls will be recorded on the cleared trace
table. The LOG option is not available in local mode.

 

Step 2 Modify and Recompile the Application Program

If any features used in the application program are not supported by CA IDMS VSAM Transparency, you must modify and
recompile the application program. To modify and recompile the application program, follow the instructions presented in
the VSAM documentation.

System Execution
Contents

Requirements

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency system execution requires you to:

1. Run the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency command interface with the proper commands to start up CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency.

2. Bring up the central version (unless running in local mode).

You must perform these steps each time the operating system is cycled, before you run any CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency jobs. You can perform these steps in any order, but you must perform them before bringing up CICS.

Step 1 Run the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency Command Interface

A list of CA IDMS VSAM Transparency system commands is presented below, followed by separate instructions for
running the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency command interface in z/OS and z/VSE.

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency system commands

Considerations

The following considerations apply to CA IDMS VSAM Transparency system commands:

• In z/OS, you enter these commands directly from an operator console.
• In z/VSE, you can enter these commands in one of two ways:

– You can run ESVSINIT with these parameters. The END parameter must always be the last statement included in
the job stream for ESVSINIT.

– You can enter these commands from the operator console if you use the CONSOLE command.

System Command Descriptions

The CA IDMS VSAM Transparency system commands are described below:
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• CONSOLE (z/VSE only) redirects the relay of operator commands from SYSIPT to the operator console.
• DISPLAY causes all active CA IDMS VSAM Transparency jobs to be displayed on the operator console.
• END causes the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency command interface to terminate without affecting the status of CA

IDMS VSAM Transparency.
• SHUTDOWN prevents new users from accessing CA IDMS VSAM Transparency and brings down CA IDMS VSAM

Transparency when the last current user is finished.
• SHUTDOWN,I causes CA IDMS VSAM Transparency to terminate immediately. As a result, any jobs that are currently

using CA IDMS VSAM Transparency are aborted and their updates backed out.
More information:
For more information on abnormal termination, see , later in this section.

• START brings up CA IDMS VSAM Transparency and causes it to be initialized. START is valid only when CA IDMS
VSAM Transparency is INACTIVE.

• STATUS shows the current status of CA IDMS VSAM Transparency.

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency initialization -- z/OS

Startup Procedure

For z/OS, the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency command interface startup procedure must reside in SYS1.PROCLIB. For
information on the command interface startup procedure, refer to .

To run the startup procedure in z/OS, perform these steps from an operator console:

Step 1

s esvs

[Enter]

nn ES227002:  VSAM/T INACTIVE, ENTER REPLY

Step 2

R nn,start

[Enter]

nn ES227001:  VSAM/T ACTIVE, ENTER REPLY

Step 3

R nn,end

[Enter]

More information:
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A complete list of CA IDMS VSAM Transparency command interface messages for the z/OS environment is presented in
Appendix D, CA IDMS VSAM Transparency Return Codes and Messages.

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency initialization -- z/VSE

Startup Procedure

For z/VSE, the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency command interface startup program may be in any private library.
CASAUTIL must be run prior to the startup program.

To initiate the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency system in z/VSE, execute the job stream shown below:

ESVSINIT (z/VSE)

// DLBL   idmslib,'idms.lib'

// EXTENT ,xxxxxx

// LIBDEF PHASE, SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// ASSGN  SYSLST, PRINTER

// ASSGN  SYSRDR, READER

// EXEC   ESVSINIT

START

END

/*

/&

idmslib Filename of the CA IDMS Library
idms.lib File-id of the CA IDMS Library
xxxxxx Volume serial number of disk unit

Note that parameters specified as input to ESVSINIT must start in column 1.

Return Messages

For a startup that proceeds normally, the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency command interface will return the following
messages:

    ES227107:  VSAM/T INITIALIZATION STARTED

ES227101:  VSAM/T ACTIVE

               VSAM/T ACTIVE, ENTER REPLY
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A complete list of CA IDMS VSAM Transparency command interface messages for the z/VSE environment is presented in
Appendix D, CA IDMS VSAM Transparency Return Codes and Messages.

Step 2 Bring Up the DC/UCF System

You must bring up the DC/UCF system, unless all CA IDMS VSAM Transparency applications are to be run in local mode.

More information:

For instructions on bringing up a DC/UCF system, refer to CA IDMS System Operations Section.

Application Execution
Contents

At this point, you can execute your VSAM application by using the JCL described earlier in this section. Information on CA
IDMS VSAM Transparency program termination and recovery responses is presented below.

Normal Termination

Batch Application

For a batch application, all CA IDMS VSAM Transparency files are accessed through a single run unit. When the
application terminates normally or closes all CA IDMS VSAM Transparency files, CA IDMS VSAM Transparency finishes
the run unit. Normal completion of a transaction results in updates being committed to the database.

NOTE
If the same job subsequently opens any CA IDMS VSAM Transparency file, a new run unit will begin.

CICS Processing

Under CICS, each transaction accesses all CA IDMS VSAM Transparency files through its own run unit. When the
transaction terminates normally or closes all CA IDMS VSAM Transparency files, CA IDMS VSAM Transparency finishes
the run unit. Normal completion of a transaction results in updates being committed to the database.

Abnormal Termination

VSAM Error Codes

Any error that occurs in CA IDMS VSAM Transparency is translated into a VSAM error code and is returned to the
application.

Data is Protected

Because CA IDMS VSAM Transparency is integrated with the CA IDMS/DB database, data integrity is protected by CA
IDMS/DB's journaling and recovery services.

More information:

For more information on backup and recovery procedures can be found in CA IDMS Database Administration Section.

Considerations

The following considerations apply to the abnormal termination of an CA IDMS VSAM Transparency application program:

• For a CICS transaction, all CA IDMS VSAM Transparency updates are rolled back to a point before the CA IDMS
VSAM Transparency files were processed.

• Under central version, all recovery is handled automatically by CA IDMS/DB recovery procedures.
• In local mode, the database that contains the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency files must be restored sectionly.
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CA IDMS VSAM Transparency shutdown procedures -- z/OS

To shutdown CA IDMS VSAM Transparency, perform the following steps from an operator console:

Step 1

s esvs

[Enter]

nn ES227001:  VSAM/T ACTIVE, ENTER REPLY

Step 2

R nn,shutdown

[Enter]

nn ES227002:  VSAM/T INACTIVE, ENTER REPLY

Step 3

R nn,end

[Enter]

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency Architecture
The CA IDMS VSAM Transparency system services manager provides operating-system-dependent services for CA
IDMS/VSAM Transparency files. When an application program issues a request to open or close an CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency file, the system services manager performs the appropriate operating-system open or close function. The
system services manager then transfers the request to the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency front-end module.

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency Architecture -- Batch Processing
The following diagram illustrates the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency components used for batch processing.
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The functions of each CA IDMS VSAM Transparency module are presented in detail below.

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency Architecture -- CICS Processing
The following diagram illustrates the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency components used for CICS processing.
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CICS Uses Additional Components

CICS CA IDMS VSAM Transparency processing uses all of the request processing routines described above, except for
the batch interface routine. CICS CA IDMS VSAM Transparency processing also uses these additional components:

• The CA IDMS VSAM Transparency CICS interface communicates directly with the front-end communication
manager routine. Each CICS transaction uses its own CA IDMS VSAM Transparency run unit for efficient
multithreaded processing, task-level journaling, and recovery.

• The CA IDMS CICS interface (IDMSINTC) establishes communication between the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency
front end and back end. Requests are transmitted to the back end; data and status code information are returned to
the front end. IDMSINTC must be assembled with CA IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters.

• The transaction name table maps the transaction names of CICS applications to CA IDMS/DB subschema names.
This table is discussed later in this section under Control Tables.

CICS Interface Points

At runtime, CA IDMS VSAM Transparency interfaces with CICS at the following points:

• Open/Close -- When IDMSINTC is started, the opens are processed and then CA IDMS VSAM Transparency writes
error messages showing the feedback code.

• Transaction start initialization -- Transaction start is handled by the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency CICS interface.
This interface:
– Uniquely identifies the transaction before passing control to CA IDMS VSAM Transparency
– Initializes the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency environment for the transaction at the first VSAM request
– Enables each CICS transaction to run as a separate CA IDMS/DB run unit
– Takes the place of the front-end batch interface routine. The CA IDMS VSAM Transparency CICS interface:

• Saves the user environment
• Sets up the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency environment for the individual transactions
• Calls the front-end communication manager routine

• Transaction end -- IDMSINTC contains code that checks for normal or abnormal termination of transactions.
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More information:
For more information on the IDMSINTC macro and its parameters, refer to CA IDMS installation section for your
operating system

Request Processing Modules
CA IDMS VSAM Transparency processes VSAM requests by using two modules: the front end and the back end. These
modules simulate VSAM functions and are operating system independent.

The CA IDMS VSAM Transparency Front End

The CA IDMS VSAM Transparency front end is the application request processing module that does the following:

• Initializes and terminates files through the open/close processing routine. This routine:
– Opens and closes files
– Initializes and terminates the front-end control blocks at the job level (for batch processing), transaction level (for

CICS processing), and file level (for either batch or CICS processing)
– Calls the back-end module for back-end control block initialization or termination

• Interfaces with batch applications through the batch interface routine. This routine:
– Receives batch process calls (GET, PUT, POINT, ERASE, ENDREQ, CHECK)
– Saves the user environment
– Sets up the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency environment
– Calls the communication manager routine
For CICS, the batch interface is functionally replaced by the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency CICS interface.

• Handles all communication between the VSAM application and the back end through the communication
manager routine. This routine:
– Validates application requests
– Transmits processing requests to the back-end module
– Receives data and status information from the back end and transmits this information back to the VSAM

application

The CA IDMS VSAM Transparency Back End

The CA IDMS VSAM Transparency back end accepts requests from the front end and translates VSAM requests to CA
IDMS/DB database calls. The back end does the following:

• Initializes the run unit. The back end:
– Validates open and close requests.
– Initializes and terminates the back-end control blocks. This includes loading the file management tables, which

establish correspondences between VSAM requests and the database, and loading the transaction name table,
which establishes correspondences between CICS transactions and CA IDMS/DB subschemas.

• Translates VSAM requests. The back end:
– Processes VSAM request parameter lists (RPLs)
– Uses the file management table to convert VSAM requests to the corresponding DML statements

• Accesses the database. The back end:
– Issues standard DML calls to access the database
– Receives requested data from the database, including CA IDMS/DB status codes
– Converts database output to VSAM format
– Sends the VSAM data and status information to the front-end communication manager routine, which then returns

the output to the application program
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Control Tables
FMT and TNT Control Tables

There are two types of control tables in CA IDMS VSAM Transparency:

• The file management table (FMT) defines the correspondences between VSAM data structures and CA IDMS/DB
records and sets.

• The transaction name table (TNT) maps the transaction names of CICS applications to CA IDMS/DB subschema
names.

Each control table must be compiled separately and stored in a load library before runtime.

Table Requirements

The following requirements apply to these tables:

• Control tables are compiled from user-supplied statements.
• Control tables are linked into the CA IDMS/DB load library.
• Control tables are specified by name in the JCL.

File Management Table

Mandatory Control Table

The file management table is a mandatory control table. One FMT is required for each VSAM data set used, regardless of
the processing environment (batch or CICS).

Contents

The FMT includes the following information:

• The table name
• The VSAM data set type
• The CA IDMS/DB record name that corresponds to the VSAM record
• The CA IDMS/DB set name that will contain the CA IDMS/DB records

The FMT can also include key length, key position, relative-record number, record length, buffer size, and erase options.

More information:

For detailed information on the FMT, refer to Preparing Control Information.

Transaction Name Table

Use for Different Subschemas

The transaction name table maps the CICS application transaction names to CA IDMS/DB subschema names. If all CICS
transactions to be run under CA IDMS/VSAM Transparency are to use the same subschema, it is not necessary to create
a TNT. Instead, CA IDMS VSAM Transparency will use the subschema name coded in the JCL. If the CICS transactions
are not to use the same subschema, a TNT must be created.

Required Statements

The following user statements are required for a TNT:

• The TNT name
• The transaction name
• The subschema name

More information:
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For detailed information on the TNT, refer to .

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency Installation
This section provides detailed information about the installation of CA IDMS VSAM Transparency in conjunction with the
z/OS and z/VSE operating systems.

CICS considerations are addressed under the corresponding operating system.

z/OS Installation
Steps to Follow

To install CA IDMS VSAM Transparency under z/OS, complete the following steps:

1. Install the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency software into the CA IDMS/DB library by using integrated installation
procedures. These procedures are described in CA IDMS Installation and Maintenance Section -- z/OS.

2. Copy ESVSINIT, ESVSSBLD, and ESVSSSSM to an APF-authorized library that will be used for the CA IDMS
VSAM Transparency command interface startup procedure. (If the library used in Step 1 is APF authorized, you do not
have to recopy these modules.)

3. Include an ADD PROGRAM statement for ESVSAMBE in the system definition of all DC/UCF systems to be used
with CA IDMS VSAM Transparency. Specify the ADD PROGRAM statement as follows:

ADD PROGRAM ESVSAMBE

  LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER

  REENTRANT

  RESIDENT.

NOTE
As part of the normal installation process for CA IDMS VSAM Transparency, your system definition will be
updated with the definition of all programs required for this product. If you need to add these definitions to
another system, source module DLODEVSM in your installed library contains the definition of all the CA
IDMS VSAM Transparency programs.

More information:
For more information on the ADD PROGRAM statement, refer to CA IDMS System Generation Section.

4. Make additions to the CA IDMS system for variable length records, as detailed in Appendix C, Variable-Length
Record Considerations.

5. Set up an CA IDMS VSAM Transparency command interface procedure to start up the CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency system. The procedure must be a member of SYS1.PROCLIB. (z/OS) requires all subsystem startup
procedures to be in SYS1.PROCLIB.)
The name of this procedure is assumed to be ESVS in this section. If you want to use different versions, for example
one to test and one for production, then the name of the version on the PROC statement must match the name on the
SUBSYS= control statement.
Startup JCL
To set up a startup procedure, use the JCL exactly as shown below. ESVSINIT (z/OS)

//ESVS PROC
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//STEPESVS EXEC PGM=ESVSINIT,TIME=1440

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.apf.loadlib,DISP=SHR,VOL=SER=nnnn,

//              UNIT=unit

//APFLIB   DD   DSN=idms.apf.loadlib,DISP=SHR,VOL=SER=nnnn,

//              UNIT=unit

idms.apf.loadlib Data set name of the APF-authorized CA IDMS/DB load library
that includes ESVSINIT and ESVSSSSM

nnnn Volume serial number for the APF-authorized CA IDMS/DB load
library

unit Disk type

1. Define CA IDMS VSAM Transparency as a subsystem in z/OS. You do this by adding the subsystem name, ESVS,
to member IEFSSN00 of SYS1.PARMLIB.

2. You can define ESVS as a subsystem by executing the program ESVSSBLD with parm=(<ESVS>).. In this way,
you don't need to wait for a system IPL before using VSAM/T. ESVSSBLD must be on an authorized library, where
<ESVS> is the chosen subsystem name. The job does not require dd statements. If the subsystem name has not been
defined in SYS1.PARMLIB subsystem name member, then this program must be executed whenever an IPL of z/OS
has been done.

3. Cycle the z/OS system to implement the definition of the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency subsystem.

NOTE
It is not necessary to cycle the system if you reinstall CA IDMS VSAM Transparency.

Installing CA IDMS VSAM Transparency in the CICS Environment

Initial Installation

When installing CA IDMS VSAM Transparency in the CICS environment, CICSOPTS will be assembled and IDMSINTC
at CICS startup and shutdown. Additionally, be sure that PPT link edited to create IDMSINTC. This is done automatically
if CA IDMS VSAM Transparency is installed as part of an integrated installation. All parameters for CICSOPTS that are
required for the VSAM Transparency will be automatically generated by the CAISAG installation utility when you indicate
the product is to be installed, either as part of an integrated install or as a single product during ADDON processing.

Modifying CICSOPTS

If you need to re-assemble CICSOPTS to change the installation options, edit the CICSOPTS member in
CUSTOM.SRCLIB, link it with the IDMSINTC LNK member in CUSTOM.LNKLIB and place the output into your
CUSTOM.LOADLIB.

NOTE
For more information on the CICSOPT macro and its parameters, refer to the CA IDMS System Operations
Section.

Important

Be sure the PLT entries are created to execute entries for CA IDMS modules have been added to you CICS system.
These are used by IDMSINTC in setting up the CA IDMS environment.
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Files to be accessed through the VSAM/T must be defined through the FCT assemblies to be initially closed, enabled so
that CICS does not attempt to open them until IDMSINTC has been started.

In order for VSAM/T to work when IDMSINTC is defined in the PLT to be executed at startup, CA IDMS CV must be
brought up. If CICS is brought up before CA IDMS CV is brought up, IDMSINTC must be started through a transaction
code. Before starting IDMSINTC, take measures to prevent applications from attempting to access the VSAM/T files so
that you can avoid OPEN errors.

NOTE
For more information on adding PPT entries, see the CA IDMS Installation Section for your operating
environment. For information on the IDMSINTC macro and its parameters, refer to CA IDMS System Operations
Section.

z/VSE Installation
Steps to Follow

To install CA IDMS VSAM Transparency under z/VSEA, complete the following steps:

1. Install the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency software into the CA IDMS/DB library by using the integrated installation
procedures.
These procedures are described in CA IDMS Installation and Maintenance Section -- z/VSE.

2. Install the CA IDMS SVC as described in CA IDMS installation section for your operating system.
If using variable-length CA IDMS VSAM Transparency records, there are additional installation considerations. See
Variable-Length Record Considerations for a list of these considerations.

3. If you intend to reassemble ESVSSPVT without using the integrated installation procedures, assemble and link edit
ESVSSPVT as SVA eligible.
Sample JCL Link Edit ESVSSPVT (z/VSE)

// DLBL   idmslib,'idms.lib'

// EXTENT ,xxxxxx

// LIBDEF SEARCH=idmslib.sublib,CATALOG=idmslib.sublib

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE ESVSSPVT,*,SVA

// EXEC ASMA90

   ESVSSPVT SVC=nnn

   END

/*

// EXEC LNKEDT,SIZE=500K

/&
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idmslib Filename of the CA IDMS Library
idms.lib File-id of the CA IDMS Library
xxxxxx Volume serial number of disk unit
nnn This is the number of the Advantage CA IDMS SVC

1. Add the following phases to the System Directory List:
– ESVSDOSM,SVA
– ESVSCBMM,SVA
– ESVSSPVT,SVA
You can add these phases in one of two ways:
– Issue a SET SDL command after the operating system is cycled and prior to executing CA IDMS VSAM

Transparency startup.
– Add the phases to the automatic system initialization procedure (ASIPROC).

2. Include an ADD PROGRAM statement for ESVSAMBE in the system definition of all DC/UCF systems to be used
with CA IDMS VSAM Transparency. Specify the ADD PROGRAM statement as follows:

ADD PROGRAM ESVSAMBE

  LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER

  REENTRANT

  RESIDENT.

NOTE
As part of the normal installation process for CA IDMS/VSAM Transparency, your system definition will be
updated with the definition of all programs required for this product. If you need to add these definitions to
another system, source module DLODEVSM in your installed library contains the definition of all the CA
IDMS VSAM Transparency programs.

More information:
For more information on the ADD PROGRAM statement, refer to CA IDMS System Generation Section.

3. Make additions to the CA IDMS system for variable length records, as detailed in .

Installing CA IDMS VSAM Transparency in the CICS Environment

Initial Installation

When installing CA IDMS VSAM Transparency in the CICS environment, a CICSOPTS module will be assembled and link
edited as part of module IDMSINTC. All parameters for CICSOPTS that are required for the VSAM Transparency will be
automatically generated by the CAIIJMP installation utility when you indicate the product is to be installed, either as part of
an integrated solution or as a single product during ADDON install.

Modifying CICSOPTS

If you need to reassemble CICSOPTS to change any installation options, edit the CICSOPTS member, re-assemble your
CICSOPTS module and linkedit IDMSINTC. Take the job control to do this from the job control that was generated by
CAIIJMP for your initial base tape installation.
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NOTE
For more information on the CICSOPT macro and its parameters, refer to the CA IDMS System Operations
Section

Important

Be sure PLT entries are created to execute IDMSINTC at CICS startup and shutdown. Additionally, be sure that PPT
entries for CA IDMS modules have been added to your CICS system. These are used by IDMSINTC in setting up the CA
IDMS environment.

Files to be accessed through VSAM/T must be defined through the FCT assemblies to be initially closed, enabled, so that
CICS does not attempt to open them until IDMSINTC has been started.

In order for VSAM/T to work when IDMSINTC is defined in the PLT to be executed at startup, CA IDMS CV must be
brought up before CICS is brought up. If CICS is to be brought up before CA IDMS CV is brought up, IDMSINTC must be
started through a transaction code. Before starting IDMSINTC, take measures to prevent applications from attempting to
access the VSAM/T files so that you can avoid "open" errors.

NOTE
For information on adding PPT entries, see the CA IDMS Installation Section for your operating environment.

Variable-Length Record Considerations
This section contains the procedure you need to follow when using variable-length CA IDMS VSAM Transparency
records.

You must follow these steps to use a variable-length CA IDMS VSAM Transparency record:

1. Define the VSAM data structure to the CA IDMS/DB schema. In general, you define this data structure in the same
way that you define a VSAM data structure that does not contain variable-length records.
Additionally, you should do the following when you define the VSAM data structure to the CA IDMS/DB schema:
– Define the records as variable. You do this by using the MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH and MINIMUM FRAGMENT

LENGTH clauses of the schema ADD RECORD Data Description Language (DDL) statement.
– Specify that the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency variable-length record procedure (ESVSPVLR) will be called

at runtime. You do this by using the CALL clause of the ADD RECORD statement, as follows:

CALL ESVSPVLR AFTER GET

CALL ESVSPVLR BEFORE STORE

CALL ESVSPVLR BEFORE MODIFY

More information:
For a complete description of the ADD RECORD statement, refer to CA IDMS Database Administration Section.

2. Specify the maximum length of the variable-length record to the FMT compiler. You specify this value by using
the VARIABLE UP TO option of the VSAM RECORD LENGTH IS statement. The record length can be obtained from
the MAXLRECL field of the corresponding VSAM LISTCAT.
More information:
For more information on FMT syntax, refer to .

3. Include an ADD PROGRAM statement for ESVSPVLR in the DC/UCF system definition of all DC/UCF systems to
be used with CA IDMS VSAM Transparency. Specify the ADD PROGRAM statement as follows:

ADD PROGRAM ESVSPVLR
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 LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER

 REENTRANT

 RESIDENT.

NOTE
As part of the normal installation process for CA IDMS VSAM Transparency, your system definition will be
updated with the definition of all programs required for this product. If you need to add these definitions to
another system, source module DLODEVSM in your installed library contains the definition of all the CA
IDMS VSAM Transparency programs.

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency User Exits
This section provides information on how to write user exit programs in COBOL and Assembler languages.

User exit programs

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency supports the use of user exit programs. You can define two exits for each FMT and write
them in either COBOL or Assembler.

• A before exit is issued before CA IDMS VSAM Transparency processing begins or before the database is accessed.
In a before exit, you can build the VSAM record layout from the CA IDMS/DB structure.

• An after exit is issued after CA IDMS VSAM Transparency processing finishes or after the database is accessed. In
an after exit, you can build the CA IDMS/DB structure from the VSAM record layout.

COBOL User Exit Program
When programming a COBOL user exit for CA IDMS VSAM Transparency, fulfill the requirements noted below. This
discussion is followed by a description of the user exit control block, and a sample COBOL user exit.

Contents

Program Requirements

Quasi-Reentrant Exit

The exit must be quasi-reentrant. Under central version, this requires no additional processing. Under local mode, the
exit must initialize all work fields programmatically. A quasireentrant program retains the working storage values last set
by a previous call to the program. CA IDMS/DB and CA IDMS VSAM Transparency do not re-initialize the fields when
executing in local mode.

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION

In the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION, specify MODE IS BATCH, even if the exit is to run under CA IDMS/DC.

LINKAGE SECTION

In the LINKAGE SECTION, include:

• The user exit control block used to obtain information from CA IDMS VSAM Transparency that the user exit requires.
• The subschema control block that can be used by the user exit to perform its own DML calls for database access.
• The user record that the exit is building and storing. This is the record used by the VSAM program.

Example
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LINKAGE SECTION.

01  USER-EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK.

    .

    .

    .

COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

    .

    .

    .

01  USER-RECORD.

    .

    .

    .

PROCEDURE DIVISION

       USING USER-EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK, SUBSCHEMA-CTRL, USER-RECORD.

PROCEDURE DIVISION

In the PROCEDURE DIVISION, do not copy SUBSCHEMA-BINDS. The rununit is bound prior to the exit receiving control.
CA IDMS VSAM Transparency binds the record defined in the FMT the first time it attempts to access it. The exit must
issue a bind only for additional records it needs.

• If the exit attempts to access the record defined in the FMT prior to CA IDMS VSAM Transparency, the exit must bind
this record.

• The exit must issue a GOBACK when it is complete. It must not issue a STOP RUN.

More information:

For more information on coding CA IDMS/DB and DC/UCF programs see CA IDMS Navigational DML Programming
Section.

Compiling and Linking the Program

Compile and link the program once the user exit is complete and you have run the program through the DMLC
preprocessor. Link the following modules with the exit:

INCLUDE libname(ESVSIDMS)
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INCLUDE libname(IDMSBALI)

NOTE
Libname is the DD name of the file in the JCL that contains the CA IDMS/DB-supplied object modules.

Defining the Exit

Define the exit to CA IDMS/DB by including an ADD PROGRAM statement for the exit program in the system generation.
The ADD PROGRAM statement should appear as follows:

ADD PROGRAM exitname

    LANGUAGE IS COBOL

    QUASIREENTRANT

    NOPROTECT.

NOTE
The exit accesses DC/UCF system control blocks, therefore storage protection must be off (NOPROTECT).

COBOL User Exit Control Block

The user exit control block contains fields that can be used by the user exit. Some fields can be modified, some can not.
The COBOL code describing the record layout follows:

01  USER-EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK.

    05  EXB-ID                  PIC X(4).

    05  EXB-USER                PIC S9(8) COMP.

    05  EXB-ADDR-RWA            PIC S9(8) COMP.

    05  EXB-ADDR-STACK          PIC S9(8) COMP.

    05  EXB-ADDR-SSC            PIC S9(8) COMP.

    05  FILLER                  PIC S9(8) COMP.

    05  EXB-ADDR-RPL            PIC S9(8) COMP.

    05  EXB-ADDR-ARGUMENT       PIC S9(8) COMP.

    05  EXB-ADDR-RECORD-BUFFER  PIC S9(8) COMP.

    05  EXB-MAX-KEY-LENGTH      PIC S9(4) COMP.
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    05  EXB-REC-BUFFER-LENGTH   PIC S9(4) COMP.

    05  EXB-VSAM-REC-LENGTH     PIC S9(4) COMP.

    05  EXB-VSAM-KEY-LENGTH     PIC S9(4) COMP.

    05  EXB-VSAM-KEY-POSITION   PIC S9(4) COMP.

    05  EXB-FMT-NAME            PIC X(8).

    05  EXB-DD-NAME             PIC X(8).

    05  EXB-IDMS-REC-NAME       PIC X(16).

    05  EXB-IDMS-SET-NAME       PIC X(16).

    05  EXB-RESERVED            PIC S9(2) COMP.

    05  EXB-FEEDBACK            PIC X(4).

    05  EXB-RPL-REQUEST-TYPE    PIC X(6).

        88  GET-REQUEST            VALUE 'GET'.

        88  PUT-REQUEST            VALUE 'PUT'.

        88  POINT-REQUEST          VALUE 'POINT'.

        88  ENDREQ-REQUEST         VALUE 'ENDREQ'.

        88  ERASE-REQUEST          VALUE 'ERASE'.

    05  EXB-RPL-OPTION-1.

        10  EXB-DIRECT          PIC X.

            88  DIRECT-REQUEST     VALUE 'X'.

        10  EXB-SEQUENTIAL      PIC X.

            88  SEQUENTIAL-REQUEST VALUE 'X'.

        10  EXB-SKIP            PIC X.

            88  SKIP-REQUEST       VALUE 'X'.

        10  EXB-KEY-GT-EQ       PIC X.

            88  KEY-GT-EQ-REQUEST  VALUE 'X'.
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        10  EXB-GENERIC         PIC X.

            88  GENERIC-REQUEST    VALUE 'X'.

        10  FILLER              PIC X(3).

    05  EXB-RPL-OPTION-2.

        10  EXB-KEYED-ACCESS    PIC X.

            88  KEYED-ACCESS       VALUE 'X'.

        10  EXB-ADDRESS-ACCESS  PIC X.

            88  ADDRESS-ACCESS     VALUE 'X'.

        10  EXB-BACKWARD-ACCESS PIC X.

            88  BACKWARD-ACCESS    VALUE 'X'.

        10  EXB-LAST-REC-ACCESS PIC X.

            88  LAST-REC-ACCESS    VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-UPDATE-ACCESS   PIC X.

        88  UPDATE-ACCESS      VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-SET-POSITION    PIC X.

        88  SET-POSITION       VALUE 'X'.

    10  FILLER              PIC X(2).

05  EXB-VSAM-FILE-TYPE.

    10  EXB-KSDS            PIC X.

        88  KSDS               VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-PATH            PIC X.

        88  PATH               VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-RRDS            PIC X.

        88  RRDS               VALUE 'X'.
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    10  EXB-ESDS            PIC X.

        88  ESDS               VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-BASE-CLUS-ESDS  PIC X.

        88  BASE-CLUS-ESDS     VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-SET-DEFINED     PIC X.

        88  SET-DEFINED        VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-NATIVE-VSAM     PIC X.

        88  NATIVE-VSAM        VALUE 'X'.

    10  FILLER              PIC X.

05  EXB-EXIT-FLAGS.

    10  EXB-EXIT-TYPE       PIC X.

        88  BEFORE-EXIT        VALUE 'B'.

        88  AFTER-EXIT         VALUE 'A'.

    10  EXB-SKIP-TO-AFTER   PIC X.

        88  SKIP-TO-AFTER      VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-RETURN-IMMED    PIC X.

        88  RETURN-IMMED       VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-EXIT-SET-REC-LENGTH  PIC X.

        88  EXIT-SET-REC-LENGTH     VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-EXIT-SET-ARGUMENT    PIC X.

        88  EXIT-SET-ARGUMENT       VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-EXIT-SET-FEEDBACK    PIC X.

        88  EXIT-SET-FEEDBACK       VALUE 'X'.

    10  FILLER              PIC X(2).

05  FILLER                  PIC X(8).
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05  FILLER                  PIC X(2).

05  EXB-SAVE-AREA           PIC X(72).

05  FILLER                  PIC X(12).

Field Descriptions

The following table gives a detailed description of the fields in the exit control block.

NOTE
In the Type column, A means alphanumeric and N means numeric (COMP).

Offset Name Type Len Description
0 EXB-ID A 4 Contains the literal 'EXB'.
4 EXB-USER N 4 Can not be used by the

COBOL exit. Reserved
for the Assembler exit.

8 EXB-ADDR-RWA N 4 Can not be used by the
COBOL exit. Reserved
for the Assembler exit.

12 EXB-ADDR-STACK N 4 Can not be used by the
COBOL exit. Reserved
for the Assembler exit.

16 EXB-ADDR-SSC N 4 Can not be used by the
COBOL exit. Reserved
for the Assembler exit.

20 FILLER N 4 Can not be used by the
COBOL exit. Reserved
for the Assembler exit.

24 EXB-ADDR-RPL N 4 Can not be used by the
COBOL exit. Reserved
for the Assembler exit.

28 EXB-ADDR-
ARGUMENT

N 4 Can not be used by the
COBOL exit. Reserved
for the Assembler exit.

32 EXB-ADDR-RECORD -
BUFFER

N 4 Can not be used by the
COBOL exit. Reserved
for the Assembler exit.

36 EXB-MAX-KEY-
LENGTH

N 2 Maximum key length.

38 EXB-REC-BUFFER-
LENGTH

N 2 Current length of record
in the record buffer.

40 EXB-VSAM-REC-
LENGTH

N 2 Contains the VSAM
record length obtained
from FMT.

42 EXB-VSAM-KEY-
LENGTH

N 2 Contains the VSAM key
length obtained from
FMT.
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44 EXB-VSAM-KEY-
POSITION

N 2 Contains the VSAM key
position obtained from
FMT.

46 EXB-FMT-NAME A 8 FMT name.
54 EXB-DD-NAME A 8 DD name.
62 EXB-IDMS-REC-NAME A 16 CA IDMS/DB record

name.
78 EXB-IDMS-SET-NAME A 16 CA IDMS/DB set name.
94 EXB-RESERVED N 2 Reserved field.
96 EXB-FEEDBACK A 4 Allows you to set a

feedback code (return
code) from the exit
program. By placing
a value here (such as
subschema control
status) and by moving
an 'X' to EXIT-SET-
FEEDBACK, CA IDMS
VSAM Transparency will
display an error message
on the job log including
the feedback code you
set:
Internal error id
Return code
Component code
Error code

     
100 EXB-RPL-REQUEST A 6 Identifies the type of

VSAM call issued. Use
this field in conjunction
with EXB-EXIT-FLAGS
to determine what type
of processing will be
required. Valid values
are:

100 GET-REQUEST A 6 'GET '
100 PUT-REQUEST A 6 'PUT '
100 POINT-REQUEST A 6 'POINT '
100 ENDREQ-REQUEST A 6 'ENDREQ'
100 ERASE-REQUEST A 6 'ERASE '
106 EXB-RPL-OPTION-1 A 8  
     
106 EXB-RPL-OPTION-1 A 8 Further qualifies the

request type:
106 DIRECT-REQUEST A 1 Direct request
107 SEQUENTIAL-

REQUEST
A 1 Sequential request

108 SKIP-REQUEST A 1 Skip request
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109 KEY-GT-EQ-REQUEST A 1 Key gt/eq request
110 GENERIC-REQUEST A 1 Generic request
111 FILLER A 3 Filler
     
114 EXB-RPL-OPTION-2 A 8 Further qualifies the

request type:
114 KEYED-ACCESS A 1 Keyed access
115 ADDRESS-ACCESS A 1 Address access
116 BACKWARD-ACCESS A 1 Backward access
117 LAST-REC-ACCESS A 1 Last record access
118 UPDATE-ACCESS A 1 Update access
119 SET-POSITION A 1 Set position
120 FILLER A 2 Filler
     
122 EXB-VSAM-FILE-TYPE A 8 Identifies the VSAM file

type:
122 KSDS A 1 KSDS
123 PATH A 1 PATH
124 RRDS A 1 RRDS
125 ESDS A 1 ESDS
126 BASE-CLUS-ESDS A 1 Base cluster ESDS
127 SET-DEFINED A 1 Set defined
128 NATIVE-VSAM A 1 Native VSAM
129 FILLER A 1 Filler
     
130 EXB-EXIT-FLAGS A 8 Exit flags that control

CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency processing

130 EXB-EXIT-TYPE A 1 Indicates the exit type:
130 BEFORE-EXIT A 1 Before = 'B'
130 AFTER-EXIT A 1 After = 'A'
The next 5 bytes describe exit processing. Put an X in the byte to turn the character switch on. The default is blank.
131 SKIP-TO-AFTER A 1 Tells CA IDMS VSAM

Transparency to invoke
the after exit immediately
after the before exit
and bypass CA IDMS
VSAM Transparency
processing.

132 RETURN-IMMED A 1 Tells CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency to return
immediately to the user
and bypass CA IDMS
VSAM Transparency
processing.
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133 EXIT-SET-REC-LENGTH A 1 Tells CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency that the
exit modified the length of
the record in the buffer.

134 EXIT-SET-ARGUMENT A 1 Tells CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency that the
exit set the argument.

135 EXIT-SET-FEEDBACK A 1 Tells CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency that the
exit set the feedback
code. CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency will display
a message with this
feedback code to the job
log.

     
136 FILLER A 2 Filler
138 FILLER A 8 Filler
146 FILLER A 2 Filler
148 EXP-SAVE-AREA A 72  
218 FILLER A 12 Filler

 

Sample COBOL User Exit

Functions

This is a sample CA IDMS VSAM Transparency user exit written in COBOL. It is functionally equivalent to the sample
Assembler exit located later in this section. The source code for this program is provided on the installation media with CA
IDMS VSAM Transparency (member name ESVSXITC).

This exit allows you to convert the VSAM structure into the CA IDMS/DB structure.

VSAM Structure (Variable Length KSDS Record)

CA IDMS Structure

The user exit must navigate the database and build the record that the VSAM application program is expecting.
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Functions as a Before Exit

This exit is invoked both before and after any DML processing. As a before exit, it performs the following functions:

• Before a PUT, it moves zero to the control (OCCURS) field from a packed format to a binary format.
• Before a GET, it is not required.
• Before an ERASE, it obtains the policy record and does an ERASE ALL, erasing the POLICY and all COVERAGE

records. The exit then sets a flag (EXB-RETURN-IMMED) to tell CA IDMS VSAM Transparency to bypass its
processing and return immediately to the user.

Functions as an After Exit

As an after exit, it performs the following functions:

• After a PUT, it stores all the dependent (MEMBER) records in the set.
• After a GET, it obtains all the dependent (MEMBER) records in the set and then converts the control (OCCURS) field

from a binary format to a packed format.
• After an ERASE, it is not required.

NOTE
The POLICY record is the record defined in the FMT.

Sample COBOL Exit Program

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

       PROGRAM-ID. ESVSXITC.

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

         IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

         PROTOCOL.     MODE IS BATCH   DEBUG

                       IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL.
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      *

       INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

      *

       DATA DIVISION.

      *

       SCHEMA SECTION.

       DB  EXITSUB  WITHIN EXITCHEM.

      *

       WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

      *

       01  FILLER                      PIC X(8) VALUE 'WS START'.

      *

       COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-NAMES.

       COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS.

      *

       01  INDEX-1                     PIC 9(1) VALUE 0.

      *

 

       LINKAGE SECTION.

       01  USER-EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK.

           05  EXB-ID                  PIC X(4).

           05  EXB-USER                PIC S9(8) COMP.

           05  EXB-ADDR-RWA            PIC S9(8) COMP.

           05  EXB-ADDR-STACK          PIC S9(8) COMP.

           05  EXB-ADDR-SSC            PIC S9(8) COMP.
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           05  FILLER                  PIC S9(8) COMP.

           05  EXB-ADDR-RPL            PIC S9(8) COMP.

           05  EXB-ADDR-ARGUMENT       PIC S9(8) COMP.

           05  EXB-ADDR-RECORD-BUFFER  PIC S9(8) COMP.

           05  EXB-MAX-KEY-LENGTH      PIC S9(4) COMP.

           05  EXB-REC-BUFFER-LENGTH   PIC S9(4) COMP.

           05  EXB-VSAM-REC-LENGTH     PIC S9(4) COMP.

           05  EXB-VSAM-KEY-LENGTH     PIC S9(4) COMP.

           05  EXB-VSAM-KEY-POSITION   PIC S9(4) COMP.

           05  EXB-FMT-NAME            PIC X(8).

           05  EXB-DD-NAME             PIC X(8).

           05  EXB-IDMS-REC-NAME       PIC X(16).

           05  EXB-IDMS-SET-NAME       PIC X(16).

           05  EXB-RESERVED            PIC S9(2) COMP.

           05  EXB-FEEDBACK            PIC X(4).

           05  EXB-RPL-REQUEST-TYPE    PIC X(6).

               88  GET-REQUEST            VALUE 'GET'.

               88  PUT-REQUEST            VALUE 'PUT'.

               88  POINT-REQUEST          VALUE 'POINT'.

               88  ENDREQ-REQUEST         VALUE 'ENDREQ'.

               88  ERASE-REQUEST          VALUE 'ERASE'.

           05  EXB-RPL-OPTION-1.

               10  EXB-DIRECT          PIC X.

        88  DIRECT-REQUEST     VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-SEQUENTIAL      PIC X.
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        88  SEQUENTIAL-REQUEST VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-SKIP            PIC X.

        88  SKIP-REQUEST       VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-KEY-GT-EQ       PIC X.

        88  KEY-GT-EQ-REQUEST  VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-GENERIC         PIC X.

        88  GENERIC-REQUEST    VALUE 'X'.

    10  FILLER              PIC X(3).

05  EXB-RPL-OPTION-2.

    10  EXB-KEYED-ACCESS    PIC X.

        88  KEYED-ACCESS       VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-ADDRESS-ACCESS  PIC X.

        88  ADDRESS-ACCESS     VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-BACKWARD-ACCESS PIC X.

        88  BACKWARD-ACCESS    VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-LAST-REC-ACCESS PIC X.

        88  LAST-REC-ACCESS    VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-UPDATE-ACCESS   PIC X.

        88  UPDATE-ACCESS      VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-SET-POSITION    PIC X.

        88  SET-POSITION       VALUE 'X'.

    10  FILLER              PIC X(2).

05  EXB-VSAM-FILE-TYPE.

    10  EXB-KSDS            PIC X.
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        88  KSDS               VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-PATH            PIC X.

        88  PATH               VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-RRDS            PIC X.

        88  RRDS               VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-ESDS            PIC X.

        88  ESDS               VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-BASE-CLUS-ESDS  PIC X.

        88  BASE-CLUS-ESDS     VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-SET-DEFINED     PIC X.

        88  SET-DEFINED        VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-NATIVE-VSAM     PIC X.

        88  NATIVE-VSAM        VALUE 'X'.

    10  FILLER              PIC X.

05  EXB-EXIT-FLAGS.

    10  EXB-EXIT-TYPE       PIC X.

        88  BEFORE-EXIT        VALUE 'B'.

        88  AFTER-EXIT         VALUE 'A'.

    10  EXB-SKIP-TO-AFTER   PIC X.

        88  SKIP-TO-AFTER      VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-RETURN-IMMED    PIC X.

        88  RETURN-IMMED       VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-EXIT-SET-REC-LENGTH  PIC X.

        88  EXIT-SET-REC-LENGTH     VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-EXIT-SET-ARGUMENT    PIC X.
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                   88  EXIT-SET-ARGUMENT       VALUE 'X'.

               10  EXB-EXIT-SET-FEEDBACK    PIC X.

                   88  EXIT-SET-FEEDBACK       VALUE 'X'.

               10  FILLER              PIC X(2).

           05  FILLER                  PIC X(8).

           05  FILLER                  PIC X(2).

           05  EXB-SAVE-AREA           PIC X(72).

           05  FILLER                  PIC X(12).

      *

       COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

      *

       01  IO-RECORD.

           05  POLICY-HEADER.

               10  POLICY-KEY1         PIC X(11).

               10  POLICY-TYPE         PIC 9(4).

           05  POL-DATA-1              PIC X(10).

           05  POLICY-OCCURS           PIC S9(4) COMP.

           05  COV-DATA                PIC X(10)

               OCCURS 4 TIMES.

 

       PROCEDURE DIVISION

                 USING EXIT-DSECT, SUBSCHEMA-CTRL, IO-RECORD.

       BEGIN SECTION.

           IF BEFORE-EXIT AND PUT-REQUEST

              PERFORM BEFORE-PUT-EXIT
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           ELSE

               IF BEFORE-EXIT AND ERASE-REQUEST

                  PERFORM BEFORE-ERASE-EXIT

               ELSE

                   IF AFTER-EXIT AND GET-REQUEST

                      PERFORM AFTER-GET-EXIT

                   ELSE

                       IF AFTER-EXIT AND PUT-REQUEST

                          PERFORM AFTER-PUT-EXIT.

           GOBACK.

       BEGIN-XIT.

           EXIT.

       BEFORE-PUT-EXIT SECTION.

           MOVE 0 TO POLICY-OCCURS.

       BEFORE-PUT-EXIT-XIT.

           EXIT.

       BEFORE-ERASE-EXIT SECTION.

           BIND POLICY.

           IF NOT DB-STATUS-OK

              PERFORM SET-FEEDBACK.

           MOVE POLICY-HEADER TO POLICY-KEY.

           OBTAIN CALC POLICY.

           IF NOT DB-STATUS-OK

              PERFORM SET-FEEDBACK.
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    ERASE POLICY ALL.

    IF NOT DB-STATUS-OK

       PERFORM SET-FEEDBACK.

    MOVE 'X' TO EXB-RETURN-IMMED.

BEFORE-ERASE-EXIT-XIT.

    EXIT.

AFTER-GET-EXIT SECTION.

    MOVE 0 TO INDEX-1.

    MOVE SPACES TO COV-DATA (1).

    MOVE SPACES TO COV-DATA (2).

    MOVE SPACES TO COV-DATA (3).

    MOVE SPACES TO COV-DATA (4).

    BIND COVERAGE.

    IF NOT DB-STATUS-OK

       PERFORM SET-FEEDBACK.

    IF POLICY-TYPE = '1040'

        PERFORM OBTAIN-COVERAGE-RECORDS 4 TIMES

    ELSE

        IF POLICY-TYPE = '1041'

            PERFORM OBTAIN-COVERAGE-RECORDS 3 TIMES.

    MOVE 'X' TO EXB-EXIT-SET-REC-LENGTH.

AFTER-GET-EXIT-XIT.

    EXIT.

OBTAIN-COVERAGE-RECORDS SECTION.

    ADD 1 TO INDEX-1.
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    OBTAIN NEXT COVERAGE WITHIN POLICY-COVG.

    IF DB-STATUS-OK

       MOVE COVERAGE TO COV-DATA (INDEX-1)

    ELSE

       PERFORM SET-FEEDBACK.

OBTAIN-COVERAGE-RECORDS-EXIT.

    EXIT.

AFTER-PUT-EXIT SECTION.

    MOVE 0 TO INDEX-1.

    BIND COVERAGE.

    IF NOT DB-STATUS-OK

       PERFORM SET-FEEDBACK.

    IF POLICY-TYPE = '1040'

        PERFORM PUT-COVERAGE-RECORDS 4 TIMES

    ELSE

        IF POLICY-TYPE = '1041'

            PERFORM PUT-COVERAGE-RECORDS 3 TIMES.

AFTER-PUT-EXIT-XIT.

    EXIT.

PUT-COVERAGE-RECORDS SECTION.

    ADD 1 TO INDEX-1.

    MOVE  COV-DATA (INDEX-1) TO COVERAGE.

    STORE COVERAGE.

    IF NOT DB-STATUS-OK
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       PERFORM SET-FEEDBACK.

PUT-COVERAGE-RECORDS-EXIT.

    EXIT.

SET-FEEDBACK SECTION.

    MOVE ERROR-STATUS TO EXB-FEEDBACK.

    MOVE 'X' TO EXB-EXIT-SET-FEEDBACK.

    GOBACK.

SET-FEEDBACK-XIT.

    EXIT.

Assembler User Exit Program
 

When programming an Assembler user exit for CA IDMS VSAM Transparency, fulfill the requirements noted below. This
discussion is followed by the control block layout (DSECT), a user exit template, a sample Assembler user exit, and a
discussion of the CA IDMS/DB-supplied macros available for use with Assembler user exits.

Program Requirements

Parameter List Address

A parameter list address in register 1 points to the following addresses:

• The exit control block
• The subschema control block
• The record buffer

Reentrant Exit

The exit must be reentrant. You may elect to issue a #GETSTG to obtain a work area for the program to use and a
#FREESTG to release the storage prior to the end of the exit. See for more information.

@MODE Compiler Directive Statement

In the @MODE compiler directive statement, specify MODE=BATCH even if the exit is to run under the DC/UCF
environment.

Subschema Control DSECT

Copy the subschema control DSECT (#SSCDS). In addition to this DSECT, an additional field is required for expansion of
DML macros. The field definition is:

DMLSEQ   DC    F'0'            DML SEQUENCE NUMBER FOR DEBUGGING
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Issue a @BIND

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency binds the record defined in the FMT the first time it attempts to access it. The exit must
issue a bind only for additional records it needs. Issue a @BIND statement for the first access of each additional record:

@BIND REC=recname,IOAREA=rec-location

Issue CA IDMS/DB Verbs

After the bind is complete you can issue CA IDMS/DB verbs to access the record. For a complete description of all DML
verbs see CA IDMS DML Reference Section for Assembler.

Assemble and Link Edit Requirements

INCLUDE libname(ESVSIDMS)

INCLUDE libname(IDMSBALI)

NOTE
Libname is the DD name of the file in the JCL that contains the CA IDMS/DB-supplied object modules.

Defining the Exit to CA IDMS/DB

Include an ADD PROGRAM statement for the exit program in the system generation. The ADD PROGRAM statement
should appear as follows:

ADD PROGRAM exitname

    LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER

    REENTRANT

    NOPROTECT.

NOTE
The exit accesses DC/UCF system control blocks, therefore storage protection must be off (NOPROTECT).

Assembler User Exit Control Block

Field Descriptions

In the Type column, C means character, F means fullword binary, and H means halfword binary. The macro is provided in
the CA IDMS/DB macro library.

Hex Offset Name Type ength Description
0 EXBID C 4 Contains the literal 'EXB'
4 EXBUSER F 4 Can be used by the exit
8 EXBARWA F 4 Exit must not modify this

field
C EXBSTACK F 4  
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10 EXBSSCA F 4 Address of the
Subschema Control

14 FILLER F 4 Filler
18 EXBRPLA F 4  
1C EXBARGA F 4  
20 EXBBUFA F 4 Address of the record in

the buffer
24 EXBMXKL H 2 Maximum key length.
26 EXBBUFL H 2 Current length of record

in the record buffer
28 EXBRECL H 2 Contains the VSAM

record length obtained
from FMT

2A EXBKEYL H 2 Contains the VSAM key
length obtained from FMT

2C EXBKEYP H 2 Contains the VSAM key
position obtained from
FMT

2E EXBFMTNM C 8 FMT name
36 EXBDDNM C 8 DD name
3E EXBRECNM C 16 CA IDMS/DB record

name
4E EXBSETNM C 16 CA IDMS/DB set name
5E EXBRESV H 2 Reserved field
60 EXBFDBK C 4 Allows you to set a

feedback code (return
code) from the exit
program. By placing
a value here (such as
subschema control
status) and by moving
an 'X' to EXIT-SET-
FEEDBACK, CA IDMS
VSAM Transparency will
display an error message
on the job log including
the feedback code you
set.

60 EXBERID C 1 Internal error id
61 EXBRTCD C 1 Return code
62 EXBCOMP C 1 Component code
63 EXBERCD C 1 Error code
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64 EXBRTYPE C 6 Identifies the type of
VSAM call issued. Use
this field in conjunction
with EXB-EXIT-FLAGS
to determine what type
of processing will be
required. Valid values
are:
'GET '
'PUT '
'POINT '
'ENDREQ'
'ERASE '

6A EXBOPT1 C 8 Further qualifies the
request type:

6A EXBDIR C 1 Direct request
6B EXBSEQ C 1 Sequential request
6C EXBSKP C 1 Skip request
6D EXBKGE C 1 Key gt/eq request
6E EXBGEN C 1 Generic request
6F FILLER C 3 Filler
72 EXBOPT2 C 8 Further qualifies the

request type:
72 EXBKEYA C 1 Keyed access
73 EXBADDA C 1 Address access
74 EXBBWD C 1 Backward access
75 EXBLRD C 1 Last record access
76 EXBUPD C 1 Update access
77 EXBNSP C 1 Set position
78 FILLER C 2 Filler
7A EXBFTYPE C 8 Identifies the VSAM file

type:
7A EXBKSDS C 1 KSDS
7B EXBPATH C 1 PATH
7C EXBRRDS C 1 RRDS
7D EXBESDS C 1 ESDS
7E EXBBCES C 1 Base cluster is ESDS
7F EXBSET C 1 Set is defined
80 EXBNVSAM C 1 Data is in native VSAM
81 FILLER C 1 Filler
82 EXBXFLAG C 8 Exit flags that describe

exit processing:
82 EXBEXIT C 1 The first byte identifies

the exit type:
Before = B
After = A
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The next 5 bytes describe exit processing. Put an X in the byte to turn the character switch on. The default is blank.
83 EXBSKPA C 1 Skip to after tells

CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency to invoke
the after exit immediately
after the before exit and
bypass its processing.

84 EXBXRETN C 1 Return immediately
tells CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency to return
immediately to the
user and bypass its
processing.

85 EXBSETLN C 1 Exit set record length
tells CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency the exit
modified the length of the
record in the buffer.

86 EXBSETAR C 1 Exit set argument
tells CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency the exit set
argument.

87 EXBSETFB C 1 Exit set feedback
tells CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency the
exit set the feedback
code. CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency will display
a message with this
feedback code to the job
log.

88 FILLER C 2 Filler
8A FILLER C 8 Filler
94 EXBSAVE C 72 Exit save area
DC FILLER C 12 Filler

 

Assembler User Exit Template

Assembler exits for CA IDMS VSAM Transparency use standard z/OS and z/VSE linkage. Use the following code as a
template. Insert your functional code as indicated.

 EXITNAME CSECT
          #MOPT  ENV=USER            SET EXIT TO USER MODE
          @MODE  MODE=BATCH,QUOTES=YES,DEBUG=YES
 *                                   DEFINE ENVIRONMENT
          STM    R14,R12,12(R13)     SAVE CALLER'S REGISTERS
          BALR   R12,0               ESTABLISH R12 AS BASE
          USING  *,R12
          B      START               BRANCH AROUND LITERAL
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          DC     CL8'EXITNAME'       EYECATCHER
          USING  SSC,R2              SUBSCHEMA CONTROL
          USING  EXBDS,R3            EXIT DSECT ADDRESSABILITY
          USING  RECORD,R8           USER RECORD ADDRESSABILITY
          USING  CSA,R10             COMMON SYSTEM AREA

 START    LR     R7,R13              SAVE R13
          L      R3,0(R1)            R3 ─► EXB
          L      R2,4(R1)            R2 ─► SSC
          L      R8,8(R1)            R8 ─► RECORD BUFFER
          LA     R13,EXBSAVE         R13 ─► USER SAVE AREA
          ST     R13,4(0,R13)        BACKCHAIN SAVE AREA
          *
          *

insert your functional code here
          *
          *

 RTN      EQU    *
          L      R13,4(0,R13)        RESTORE ADDRESS OF R13 SAVE AREA
          LM     R14,R12,12(R13)     RESTORE CALLER'S REGISTERS
          SR     R15,R15             ZERO RETURN CODE
          BR     R14                 RETURN TO CALLER

Sample Assembler User Exit

Functions

This is a sample CA IDMS VSAM Transparency user exit written in Assembler. It is functionally equivalent to the
sample COBOL exit in . The source code for this program is provided on the installation media with CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency (member name ESVSXITA).

This exit allows you to convert the VSAM structure into CA IDMS/DB structure.

VSAM Structure (Variable Length KSDS Record)

CA IDMS Structure

The user exit must navigate the database and build the record that the VSAM application program is expecting.
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Functions as Before Exit

This exit is invoked both before and after any DML processing. As a before exit, it performs the following functions:

• Before a PUT, it moves zeroes to the control (OCCURS) field.
• Before a GET, it is not required.
• Before an ERASE, it obtains the POLICY record and obtains and erases all COVERAGE records.

Functions as After Exit

As an after exit, it performs the following functions:

• After a PUT, it stores all the dependent (MEMBER) records in the set.
• After a GET, it obtains all the dependent (MEMBER) records in the set and then converts the control (OCCURS) field

from a binary format to a packed format.
• After an ERASE, it is not required.

Sample Assembler Exit

***                                                                 *
***      THIS EXIT IS INVOKED USING STANDARD z/OS LINKAGE;          *
***         BALR 14,15         (FROM CALLING PROGRAM)               *
***         STM  14,12,12(13)  (FIRST THING IN CALLED PROGRAM)      *
***         BR   14            (TO RETURN)                          *
***                                                                 *

***      REGISTER USAGE CONVENTIONS ARE:                            *
***                                                                 *
***         R1     -─►  SET UP TO SSC FOR EXITIDMS                  *
***         R2     -─►  SUBSCHEMA CONTROL DSECT                     *
***         R3     -─►  EXIT DSECT                                  *
***         R4     -─►  COVERAGE RECORD DSECT/WORK REGISTER         *
***         R5     -─►  WORK AREA FOR MOVE OF RECORD                *
***         R6     -─►  WORK REGISTER                               *
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***         R7     -─►  WORK AREA FOR CONVERSION                    *
***         R8     -─►  POLICY RECORD DSECT                         *
***         R9     -─►  TCE                                         *
***         R10    -─►  CSA                                         *
***         R11    -─►  SAVE AREA                                   *
***         R12    -─►  BASE REGISTER                               *
***         R13    -─►  SAVE AREA                                   *
***         R14    -─►  USED BY CALL CONVENTION                     *
***         R15    -─►  USED BY CALL CONVENTIONS                    *
***                                                                 *

***      INPUT:                                                     *
***                                                                 *
***         R1     -─►  PARAMETER LIST                              *
***         R1+0   -─►    ADDRESS OF EXB                            *
***         R1+4   -─►    ADDRESS OF SSC                            *
***         R1+8   -─►    ADDRESS OF RECORD BUFFER                  *
*********************************************************************

         EJECT
ESVSXITA CSECT
         #MOPT ENV=USER
         @MODE MODE=BATCH,QUOTES=YES,DEBUG=YES
*                                   SPECIFY OPERATING ENVIRONMENT,
*                                   NOTATION CONVENTION, DEBUG OPTION

BEGIN    STM   R14,R12,12(R13)      SAVE CALLER'S REGISTERS
         BALR  R12,0                ESTABLISH R12 AS BASE
         USING *,R12
         SPACE
         B     START                BRANCH AROUND LITERAL
*
         DC    CL8'ESVSXITA'        EYECATCHER
*

         USING SSC,R2               SUBSCHEMA CONTROL ADDRESSIBILITY
         USING EXBDS,R3             EXIT DSECT ADDRESSABILITY
         USING COVERAGE,R4          COVERAGE RECORD ADDRESSIBILITY
         USING RECORD,R8            POLICY RECORD ADDRESSIBILITY
         USING CSA,R10              COMMON SYSTEM AREA ADDRESSIBILITY
         SPACE

START    EQU   *
         LR    R7,R13               SAVE R13
         L     R3,0(R1)             R3  ─► EXB
         L     R2,4(R1)             R2  ─► SSC
         L     R8,8(R1)             R8  ─► RECORD BUFFER
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         LA    R13,EXBSAVE          R13 ─► USER SAVE AREA
         SPACE
***

***  ACQUIRE STORAGE FOR EXIT TO USE
***

GETSTG   #GETSTG TYPE=(USER,SHORT),PLIST=*,LEN=50,INIT=0,              X
               ADDR=(R4),ERROR=STGERROR
         SPACE
*
         EJECT

*     CHECK TO SEE IF THIS IS A BEFORE EXIT WITH A PUT REQUEST

CHKBEFOR CLI   EXBXEXIT,C'B'        CALLING BEFORE EXIT??
         BNE   CHKAFTER             NO, CHECK FOR AFTER EXIT
         CLC   EXBRTYPE,=CL6'PUT'   IS THIS A PUT REQUEST??
         BNE   CHKERASE             NO, DON'T DO ANYTHING ELSE
         SPACE
*     BEFORE EXIT - PUT REQUEST
*     MOVE ZERO TO CONTROL FIELD

BEFORPUT MVC   CNTLFLD,=H'00'       MOVE ZERO TO OCCURS FIELD
         B     RTN                  RETURN
         EJECT

*     CHECK TO SEE IF THIS IS AN BEFORE EXIT WITH A ERASE REQUEST

CHKERASE CLI   EXBXEXIT,C'B'        YES, CALLING BEFORE EXIT??
         BNE   RTN                  NO, DON'T DO ANYTHING ELSE
         CLC   EXBRTYPE,=CL6'ERASE' IS THIS AN ERASE REQUEST??
         BNE   RTN                  NO, DON'T DO ANYTHING ELSE
         SPACE
*     BEFORE EXIT - ERASE REQUEST
*     GET POLICY RECORD AND ERASE ALL COVERAGE RECORDS WITHIN
*     POLICY-COVG SET.
         SPACE

BEFORERA EQU   *
         CLC   POLTYP,=CL4'1040'    IS RECORD TYPE 1040??
         BNE   REC1041              NO, CHECK FOR TYPE 1041
         LA    R6,4                 R6 ─► 4 COVERAGE RECORDS TO GET
         B     BINDPOL              GO BIND POLICY RECORD
REC1041  CLC   POLTYP,=CL4'1041'    IS RECORD TYPE 1041??
         BNE   RTN                  NO, DON'T DO ANYTHING ELSE
         LA    R6,3                 R6 ─► 3 COVERAGE RECORDS TO GET
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         SPACE

***  BIND POLICY RECORD
BINDPOL  EQU   0
         @BIND REC=POLREC,IOAREA=(R4)   BIND COVERAGE RECORD TO R4
         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS ZERO
         BNE   RTNERR               NO, RETURN ERROR
         SPACE

***  OBTAIN POLICY RECORD
OBTPOLCY @FIND   CALC,REC=POLREC    OBTAIN CALC POLICY RECORD
*
         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS ZERO??
         BNE   RTNERR               NO, RETURN ERROR
***  BIND COVERAGE RECORD
         @BIND REC=COVGREC,IOAREA=(R4)   BIND COVERAGE RECORD TO R4
         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS ZERO
         BNE   RTNERR               NO, RETURN ERROR
         SPACE

***  OBTAIN COVERAGE RECORDS
OBTCOVG  @OBTAIN NEXT,SET=SETNAME,REC=COVGREC
*                                   OBTAIN ALL COVERAGE RECORDS FOR
*                                      THIS POLICY
         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS ZERO??
         BNE   RTNERR               NO, RETURN ERROR
         SPACE

***  ERASE COVERAGE RECORD
         @ERASE ALL,REC=COVGREC     ERASE COVERAGE RECORD FOR
*                                      THIS POLICY
         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS ZERO??
         BNE   RTNERR               NO, RETURN ERROR
         BCT   R6,OBTCOVG           WALK THE SET, OBTAIN THE NEXT
         SPACE
         B     RTN                  RETURN
         EJECT

*     CHECK TO SEE IF THIS IS AN AFTER EXIT WITH A GET REQUEST
CHKAFTER CLI   EXBXEXIT,C'A'        YES, CALLING AFTER EXIT??
         BNE   RTN                  NO, DON'T DO ANYTHING ELSE
         CLC   EXBRTYPE,=CL6'GET'   IS THIS A GET REQUEST??
         BNE   CHKPUT               NO, CHECK FOR PUT REQUEST
         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS OF LAST CALL = ZERO??
         BNE   RTN                  NO, RETURN
         SPACE
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*     AFTER EXIT - GET REQUEST
*     GET MEMBERS IN IDMS SET AND BUILD VSAM RECORD IN BUFFER
*     WE HAVE THE OWNER RECORD.  OBTAIN ALL MEMBERS WITHIN
*     POLICY-COVG SET, AND BUILD VSAM TYPE RECORD FOR PROGRAM.
AFTERGET EQU   *
         CLC   POLTYP,=CL4'1040'    IS RECORD TYPE 1040??
         BNE   TYP1041              NO, CHECK FOR TYPE 1041
         LA    R6,4                 R6 ─► 4 COVERAGE RECORDS TO GET
         B     SETUP                GO OBTAIN THE RECORDS

TYP1041  CLC   POLTYP,=CL4'1041'    IS RECORD TYPE 1041??
         BNE   NOTREC               NO, DON'T DO ANYTHING ELSE
         LA    R6,3                 R6 ─► 3 COVERAGE RECORDS TO GET
         SPACE

SETUP    MVC   OCCURS,=CL40' '      CLEAR OUT AREA TO STORE COVERAGE
         LA    R5,27(0,R8)          R5 ─► START OF COVERAGE RECORDS
*                                         IN POLICY RECORD
***  BIND COVERAGE RECORD
         @BIND REC=COVGREC,IOAREA=(R4)   BIND COVERAGE RECORD TO R4
         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS ZERO
         BNE   RTNERR               NO, RETURN ERROR
         SPACE

***  OBTAIN COVERAGE RECORD
GETREC   @OBTAIN NEXT,SET=SETNAME   OBTAIN NEXT COVERAGE RECORD
*                                      WITHIN POLICY-COVG SET
         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS ZERO??
         BNE   RTNERR               NO, RETURN ERROR
         MVC   0(10,R5),COVERAGE    MOVE COVERAGE REC INTO POLICY REC
         LA    R5,10(0,R5)          R5 ─► LOC OF NEXT COVERAGE RECORD
         BCT   R6,GETREC            WALK THE SET, OBTAIN THE NEXT
*     MOVE ZERO TO CONTROL FIELD
PACK     MVC   CNTLFLD,=PL2'00'     MOVE ZERO TO OCCURS FIELD
         MVI   EXBSETLN,C'X'        HAVE PRPL SET NEW RECORD LENGTH
         B     RTN                  RETURN
         EJECT

*     CHECK TO SEE IF THIS A PUT REQUEST AND CALLING AFTER  EXIT
CHKPUT   CLI   EXBXEXIT,C'A'        CALLING AFTER EXIT??
         BNE   RTN                  NO, DON'T DO ANYTHING ELSE
         CLC   EXBRTYPE,=CL6'PUT'   IS THIS A PUT REQUEST??
         BNE   RTN                  NO, DON'T DO ANYTHING ELSE
         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS OF LAST CALL = ZERO??
         BNE   RTN                  NO
         SPACE
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*     AFTER EXIT - PUT REQUEST
*     STORE COVERAGE (MEMBER) RECORDS WITHIN POLICY-COVG SET
*   WE HAVE THE OWNER RECORD.  STORE ALL MEMBERS WITHIN POLICY-COVG
*   SET.
AFTERPUT EQU   *
         CLC   POLTYP,=CL4'1040'    IS RECORD TYPE 1040??
         BNE   TYPE1041             NO, RECORD CHECK FOR TYPE 1041
         LA    R6,4                 R6 ─► 4 COVERAGE RECORDS TO STORE
         B     SETUPS               GO STORE THE RECORDS

TYPE1041 CLC   POLTYP,=CL4'1041'    IS RECORD TYPE 1041??
         BNE   RTN                  NO, DON'T DO ANYTHING ELSE
         LA    R6,3                 R6 ─► 3 COVERAGE RECORDS TO STORE
         SPACE

SETUPS   LA    R5,27(0,R8)          R5 ─► START OF COVERAGE RECORDS
*                                         IN POLICY RECORD
***  BIND COVERAGE RECORD
         @BIND REC=COVGREC,IOAREA=(R4)   BIND COVERAGE RECORD TO R4
         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS ZERO
         BNE   RTNERR               NO, RETURN ERROR
         SPACE

***  STORE COVERAGE RECORD
PUTREC   MVC   DATA,0(R5)           MOVE POLICY/COVG INFO TO COVG REC
         @STORE REC=COVGREC         STORE COVERAGE RECORD
         SPACE
         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS ZERO
         BNE   RTNERR               NO, RETURN ERROR
         LA    R5,10(0,R5)          R5 ─► LOC OF NEXT COVERAGE RECORD
         BCT   R6,PUTREC            STORE THE NEXT RECORD
         B     RTN                  RETURN
         EJECT

NOTREC   MVC   OCCURS,=CL40' '      CLEAR OUT AREA TO STORE COVERAGE

         SPACE

RTNERR   EQU   *

         MVI   EXBSETFB,C'X'        TELL ESVS EXIT SET FEEDBACK CODE

         MVC   EXBFDBK,SSCSTAT      MOVE SSCSTAT TO EXBFDBK

RTN      EQU   *

         #FREESTG ADDR=(R4)         FREE ACQIURED STORAGE
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         LR    R13,R7               RESTORE R13

         LM    R14,R12,12(R13)      RESTORE CALLER'S REGISTERS

         SR    R15,R15              ZERO RETURN CODE

         BR    R14                  RETURN TO CALLER

         SPACE

STGERROR EQU   *

         DC    H'0'                 ABEND WITH 0C1

         BR    R14                  RETURN TO CALLER

         SPACE

         EJECT

STARS    DC    CL8'********'        END OF EXECUTABLE CODE

 

DMLSEQ   DC    F'0'                 NEEDED AT DML EXPANSION TIME

SETNAME  DC    CL16'POLICY-COVG'    SET-NAME

COVGREC  DC    CL16'COVERAGE'       RECORD-NAME

POLREC   DC    CL16'POLICY'         RECORD-NAME

         LTORG

RECORD   DSECT                      POLICY RECORD LAYOUT

         DS    0F

POLICY   DS    0CL27

POLKEY   DS    0CL15

POLKEYDA DS    CL11

POLTYP   DS    CL4

POLDAT   DS    CL10

CNTLFLD  DS    CL2
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OCCURS   DS    0CL40

COVG1    DS    CL10

COVG2    DS    CL10

COVG3    DS    CL10

COVG4    DS    CL10

         SPACE

COVERAGE DSECT                      COVERAGE RECORD LAYOUT

DATA     DS    CL10

         EJECT

         COPY  #EVEXBDS

         EJECT

         COPY  #SSCDS

         EJECT

         PRINT OFF

         PRINT NOGEN

         COPY  #CSADS

         PRINT GEN

         END   ESVSXITA

Macros

There are three macros supplied with CA IDMS/DB that can be used in Assembler:

#GETSTG

#GETSTG acquires variable storage from a storage pool or obtains the address of a previously acquired storage area.
Syntax is shown below:

{label} #GETSTG TYPE=(USER,SHORT),PLIST=*,

                LEN=stg-len,INIT=init-val,

                ADDR=(R1),ERROR=error-label
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• TYPE is used to indicate the type of storage acquired.
• PLIST indicates where the 6-fullword #GETSTG parameter list will be built. * indicates that the list will be built inline.
• LEN specifies the size, in bytes, of a new storage area. Stg-len is an absolute expression.
• INIT specifies an initial value for the storage. Init-val is an absolute expression of the initial value.
• ADDR=(R1) specifies where CA IDMS/DC will return the address of the acquired storage.
• ERROR specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned to in case of an error.

NOTE
If the user exit is acquiring storage, a #FREESTG must be done before the end of the program.

#FREESTG

#FREESTG requests CA IDMS/DC to release a block of variable storage. Syntax is shown below:

{label} #FREESTG ADDR=(R1)

ADDR=(R1) specifies the address of the storage area to be released.

#MOPT

#MOPT sets up the options for the issuing module. The only code that should appear prior to the #MOPT is 'TITLE',
COMMENTS, or source macro definitions. Syntax is shown below:

#MOPT   ENV=USER

ENV=USER specifies that this is a DC/UCF user module.

NOTE
The #MOPT macro also equates register 0 through register 15 to R0 through R15.

For a complete definition of these macros see CA IDMS DML Reference Section for Assembler.

TSO File Allocation with CA IDMS VSAM Transparency
This section provides the syntax and parameter descriptions used under TSO file allocation.

Purpose

Under TSO, each CA IDMS VSAM Transparency file must be directed to the subsystem. The ESVSALLO command
allocates an CA IDMS VSAM Transparency file under TSO. It establishes a connection to the CA IDMS VSAM
Transparency subsystem and defines the attributes of the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency file.

Syntax

►►─── ESVSALLO ────┬─ FILE(filename) ────┬────────────────────────────────────►
                   └─ DDNAME (filename) ─┘

 ►─── FMT (fmtname) ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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 ►──┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ SSc (subschema-name) ─┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
    └─ SUbsys ( ─┬── ESVS ◄ ─────────┬─ ) ─┘
                 └── subsystem-name ─┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ Rbufsz ( ─┬─ 512 ◄ -─┬─ ) -─┘
                 └─ nnnnn -─┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ DBname (database-name) -─┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ Nodename (nodename) ─┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ DICTNAme (dictionary-name) ─┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ DICTNOde (nodename) ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ MSg ( ─┬─ LOG ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┘
              ├─ CONS -─┤
              └─ OFF ───┘

 ►──┬────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ STats ( ─┬─ FILE ─┬─ ) ───┘
                └─ ON ───┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─ Trace ( ── nnnn -─┬─ WRAP ─┬─ ) ───┘
                         └─ LOG -─┘

Parameters

FILE(filename)/DDNAME(filename)
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Specifies the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency file. Filename is a 1- to 8-character name that must be included in each
invocation of the command.

• FMT(fmtname)
Specifies the name of the file management table that defines the file to be escaped. Fmtname is a 1- to 8-character
name that must be included in each invocation of the command.

• SSc(subschema-name)
Specifies the name of the subschema to be used with the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency program. You must specify
the subschema for the first file allocated; it is optional for subsequent files. The subschema specified for the first file
allocated is used for all subsequent file allocations (whether or not a different subschema is specified) unless all CA
IDMS VSAM Transparency file allocations are freed within TSO. Then, the last subschema defined on an allocation will
be the one used.

• SUBsys(subsystem-name)
Specifies the name of the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency subsystem. The default is ESVS.

• Rbufsz(nnnnn)
Specifies the size of the buffer that CA IDMS VSAM Transparency uses for communication between the front end and
the back end. The default is 512. Nnnnn is a 1- to 5-digit number that is valid for central version only. RBUFSZ must
be specified before the first file is opened (readied). It may be re-specified on subsequent file allocation statements as
long as all previously allocated files have been closed.

• DBname(database-name)
Specifies the name of the CA IDMS/DB database. DBNAME must be specified before the first file is opened (readied).
It may be re-specified on subsequent file allocation statements as long as all previously allocated files have been
closed.

• Nodename(nodename)
Specifies the nodename of a DC/UCF system. NODENAME must be specified before the first file is opened (readied).
It may be re-specified on subsequent file allocation statements as long as all previously allocated files have been
closed.

• DICTNAme(dictionary-name)
Specifies the name of the data dictionary containing the subschema. DICTNAME must be specified before the first file
is opened (readied). It may be re-specified on subsequent file allocation statements as long as all previously allocated
files have been closed.

• DICTNOde(nodename)
Specifies the location of the dictionary. DICTNODE must be specified before the first file is opened (readied). It may be
re-specified on subsequent file allocation statements as long as all previously allocated files have been closed.

• MSg(LOG/CONS/OFF)
Specifies the destination of the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency key feedback messages. LOG is the default. CONS
writes the feedback messages to the console and the log. OFF turns off the display of feedback messages.
MSG must be specified before the first file is opened (readied). It may be re-specified on subsequent file allocation
statements as long as all previously allocated files have been closed.

• STats(FILE/ON)
Requests that database statistics be collected for all CA IDMS VSAM Transparency files accessed. ON places
statistics for all files together on the log file. FILE places statistics for each file separately on the log file. STATS must
be specified before the first file is opened (readied). It may be re-specified on subsequent file allocation statements as
long as all previously allocated files have been closed.

• Trace(nnnn,WRAP/LOG)
Requests that a trace of calls made by the CA IDMS VSAM Transparency program be displayed on the system log.
Nnnn is the number of fullwords allowed in the trace table and can be a 1- to 4-digit number.
WRAP allows the trace table to wrap around when the limit is reached.
LOG writes the trace table to the log and clears the trace table when the limit is reached. TRACE must be specified
before the first file is opened (readied). It may be re-specified on subsequent file allocation statements as long as all
previously allocated files have been closed.

More information:
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For more information on these parameters see Runtime Operations.

Example

The following example allocates two files and their file management tables. Both files use the same subschema.

ESVSALLO FILE(TESTFILE) FMT(TESTFMT) SSC(TESTSSC)

ESVSALLO DDNAME(TESTFIL2) FMT(TESTFMT2) MSG(CONS)

Support

TSO file allocation support consists of two modules:

• Command processor (ESVSALLO)
The TSO file allocation command (ESVSALLO) must be linked into SYS1.CMDLIB or any other library concatenated to
the SYS1.CMDLIB data set.

• Help data set (ESVSALLH)
The help dataset (ESVSALLH) must be renamed to ESVSALLO and moved into SYS1.HELP or any other library
concatenated to the SYS1.HELP data set using the IEBUPDTE utility.

z/VSE CICS SYSESVS Parameters
This section provides information on z/VSE CICS SYSESVS parameters.

Purpose

At z/VSE CICS VSAM/T startup, CA IDMS reads a SYSESVS parameter file. The purpose of this file is to accommodate
all the VSAM/T parameters required to run VSAM/T transactions in a z/VSE CICS environment.

What the File Contains

The SYSESVS parameter file consists of 80-character records which can contain any number of keyword operands and
keyword values. The file contains the following types of parameters:

• Global parameters -- Describe VSAM/T characteristics that will be in affect for all VSAM/T activity
• File-specific parameters -- Specify the file name and file management table for each VSAM/T file defined to the CICS

system.

The table below provides the layout of the SYSESVS record:

Cols Description
1-72 Keyword operands and keyword values
73-80 Reserved for record sequence numbers

What to Consider

If a '--' character string is encountered in any position in a SYSESVS line, the rest of the line is treated as comments. Any
number of blanks, commas, or semicolons can separate the keyword operands.

Global Parameters

The SYSESVS keyword operands and their values are:

CWADISP=nnnn

Specifies the 1- to 4-digit value equal to the CWADISP specified in the assembly of IDMSINTC. The CWADISP parameter
is required and its value is typically around 16.

• DBNAME=xxxxxxxx
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Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the default database to be used with all CICS VSAM/T transactions. This
parameter is used in a multiple-database environment. You can override this parameter for each CICS VSAM/T
transaction by using the transaction name table (TNT).

• NODENAME=xxxxxxxx
Specifies the 1- to 8-character default DDS node to be used with all CICS VSAM/T transactions. This parameter is
used in a multiple-database environment. You can override this parameter for each CICS VSAM/T transaction by using
the transaction name table (TNT).

• DICTNAME=xxxxxxxx
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the data dictionary containing the VSAM/T SUBSCHEMA. This parameter
is used in a multiple-dictionary environment. You can override this parameter for each CICS VSAM/T transaction by
using the transaction name table (TNT).

• DICTNODE=xxxxxxxx
Specifies the 1- to 8-character location of the data dictionary containing the VSAM/T SUBSCHEMA. This parameter
is used in a multiple-dictionary environment. You can override this parameter for each CICS VSAM/T transaction by
using the transaction name table (TNT).

• SUBSCHEMA=xxxxxxxx
Specifies the 1- to 8-character default subschema name to be used with all CICS VSAM/T transactions. This
parameter is required. You can override this parameter for each CICS VSAM/T transaction by using the transaction
name table (TNT).

• TNT=xxxxxxxx
Specifies the 1- to 8-character transaction name table that will be used when processing CICS VSAM/T transactions.
If all transactions will use the same subschema, this parameter is optional. If you use more than one subschema, this
parameter is required.

• RBUFSZ=nnnnn
Specifies the 1- to 5-digit size of the buffer that VSAM/T uses for communication between the front end and the back
end. The default buffer size is 1024 bytes.

• MSG=LOG/CONS/ALL/OFF
Displays the VSAM/T key feedback (run-time) messages during program execution. Values are:
– LOG Writes the key feedback messages to the log file (default)
– CONS Writes the key feedback messages to the operator console
– ALL Writes all RPL messages to the log file
– OFF Turns off the display of key feedback messages and RPL messages
– VSAM/T writes key feedback messages for any open call, close call, or call that is in error, in the following format:
– FDBK=nnnnnnnn
– Nnnnnnnn is an 8-byte field that contains the key feedback message code.

• STATS=ON/FILE
Requests that database statistics be collected for all CICS VSAM/T transactions. Values are:
– ON Places statistics for all VSAM/T files together on the system log
– FILE Places the statistics for each VSAM/T file separately on the system log

• OCMSGS=ALL/ERROR
Specifies which messages you want to appear on the console. Values are:
– ERROR Indicates that only error messages will appear on the console (default)
– ALL Indicates that both informational and error messages will appear on the console

• TRACE=nnnn
Requests that a trace of calls made by the VSAM/T application program be displayed on the system log, where nnnn is
the 1- to 4-digit number of fullwords allowed in the trace table.

• TRACETYPE=WRAP/LOG
Specifies the trace options to be in affect when the TRACE parameter has been specified. Values are:
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– WRAP Enables the trace table to wrap around if the fullword limit is reached (default). This means that subsequent
program calls will be recorded over the existing trace table.

– LOG Writes the trace table to CDMSLOG and then clears the trace table, if the fullword limit for the trace table is
reached. This means that subsequent program calls will be recorded on the cleared trace table.

File-Specific Parameters

You must specify the following parameters for each VSAM/T file that is to be processed during the CICS session:

FILENAME=xxxxxxxx

Specifies a 1- to 7-character FILENAME of a VSAM/T file that is to be processed during this CICS session.

• FMT=xxxxxxxx
Specifies the 1 to 8-character file management table that defines the VSAM/T file characteristics for the file name
specified in the FILENAME parameter, where xxxxxxxx is the table name. This parameter is required and must follow
the associated FILENAME parameter immediately.

SYSESVS Parameter File

Using Transparency for DBOMP
The CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency facilitates conversion from DBOMP or its Z/OS equivalent, CFMS, to CA IDMS/DB.
By simulating the DBOMP environment, the transparency allows you to run existing DBOMP application programs after
the DBOMP files have been converted to CA IDMS/DB database files. This allows for a gradual conversion from DBOMP
to CA IDMS/DB.

Minimal User Involvement

The CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency is usually transparent to the DBOMP retrieval and update programs that it bridges,
requiring little or no program alteration and usually no reassembly.

Conversion Tool

To aid you in converting DBOMP load and maintenance programs, the transparency package includes a prototype CA
IDMS/DB bill-of-materials application program. This program shows the logic required to add records to and delete
records from a CA IDMS/DB database.

This program is in Sample Application and Procedures.

System Requirements

The transparency requires no operating system facilities other than those necessary for CA IDMS/DB.

Two of the CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency modules, IMBSBRDG and IMBSTAB, require 5Kb memory in addition to that
needed for standard CA IDMS/DB processing. Disk storage and all other memory requirements are the same as for CA
IDMS/DB. The transparency operates under the CA IDMS/DB central version or in local mode.

This section is intended for:

• – Database administrators who are converting DBOMP databases to CA IDMS/DB databases
– Application programmers who are using existing DBOMP application programs to access CA IDMS/DB databases

The remainder of this section discusses the following topics:

Functions and Modules
This section describes what the CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency does and the modules it uses to do it.
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Functions

The transparency acts as a bridge between the DBOMP application program and CA IDMS/DB, as follows:

• Accepts data and processing requests from the calling program
• Converts the data to CA IDMS/DB record formats
• Converts the processing requests to CA IDMS/DB commands
• Passes the converted information to the CA IDMS/DB database management system

Conversely, the transparency also:

• Retrieves data from the CA IDMS/DB database
• Converts the data to DBOMP record formats
• Returns the converted data, along with CA IDMS/DB control information, to the calling program

All communication occurs between the DBOMP program and the transparency or between transparency and CA IDMS/
DB. The transparency does not interface directly with the operating system.

The following figure illustrates the CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency processing sequence.

Modules

The two central transparency modules are IMBSBRDG and IMBSTAB:

• IMBSBRDG -- handles all application program requests for database services
• IMBSTAB (user-customized bridge module) -- supplies IMBSBRDG with the CA IDMS/DB and DBOMP record

descriptions necessary to simulate DBOMP processing

IMBSBRDG and IMBSTAB are discussed briefly below. These and other transparency components are described in detail
in Transparency Programs and Macros.

IMBSBRDG

The IMBSBRDG module replaces the DBOMP modules:

• BM$PIO
• AP$SEQ
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IMBSBRDG simulates DBOMP retrieval processing and update processing at the BM$PIO and AP$SEQ entry points,
as shown in the following table.

Simulation of: Description
Retrieval processing Accepts a DBOMP call to entry point BM$PIO or AP$SEQ

Validates the DBOMP file name and process indicator
Converts the process indicator to a CA IDMS/DB call
Retrieves the requested record from the CA IDMS/DB database
Converts the retrieved CA IDMS/DB record to a DBOMP record
Returns the converted record to the calling program
Converts the CA IDMS/DB error status to the appropriate DBOMP
error code
Updates the work area prefix
Returns control to the calling program

Update processing Accepts a DBOMP call to entry point BM$PIO or AP$SEQ
Validates the DBOMP file name and process indicator
Converts the process indicator to a CA IDMS/DB call
Reconstructs a CA IDMS/DB record from the updated DBOMP
record
Returns the reconstructed record to the CA IDMS/DB database
Converts the CA IDMS/DB error status to the appropriate DBOMP
error code
Updates the work area prefix
Returns control to the calling program

IMBSTAB

The IMBSTAB customized bridge module is generated by the user-coded customizing macro, IMBS. IMBSTAB consists
entirely of buffers and tables that describe the DBOMP files and their equivalent CA IDMS/DB record types and set
relationships. IMBSTAB provides IMBSBRDG with the environmental information necessary to build DBOMP records to
be returned to the calling program and to reconstruct CA IDMS/DB records to be returned to the CA IDMS/DB database.

Data Description Guidelines
Adhere to the data description sectionlines presented below when you describe the parts of the CA IDMS/DB database
that will be accessed by bridged DBOMP programs:

• Make sure there is one CA IDMS/DB record type for every DBOMP file to be simulated.
• Check the schema description of the CA IDMS/DB record types. Make sure the description allows the generation

of a subschema view that represents the data exactly as it appears on the DBOMP files, with the exception of disk
addresses, which are not part of the schema description.

• Define record types that are members of more than one set in the schema with next, prior, and owner pointers, so that
an end-of-set condition can be detected by the transparency and communicated to the calling program.

• Store DBOMP master files as CALC or DIRECT (for sequential processing) record types on the CA IDMS/DB
database.

• Store DBOMP chain files as VIA record types on the CA IDMS/DB database; however, these member records can also
be described as owners of other sets.

Programming Requirements
You must do the following for any DBOMP application program you want to bridge with the transparency:
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• Make all database service requests using the following Assembler macros:
– CA$LL
– CHA$E
– GE$T
– PU$T
– ST$KY
– ST$DA
For PL/I equivalents of these macros, see PL/I Considerations. For COBOL equivalents of these macros, see COBOL
Considerations.

• Remove MF$SQ and FI$LE macros from the application program; replace them with the transparency macro IMBSEQ.
For more information on IMBSEQ, see Transparency Programs and Macros.

• COBOL ConsiderationsUse an index for the logical sequential ordering of master records.

NOTE
For more information on indexing, see the CA IDMS Database Administration Section.

• Make sure that the application program does not combine DBOMP calls with CA IDMS/DB calls.
For more information on using CA IDMS/DB verbs in a bridged DBOMP program, see How to Include CA IDMS DML
Statements.

• Convert any application program that performs structural maintenance functions to CA IDMS/DB.
For more information on converting maintenance programs, see Converting DBOMP Load and Maintenance
Programs.

Installation
Use the CA IDMS installation media to install the CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency software.

NOTE
For more information on installation, see the CA IDMS Installation Section for your operating system.

The following three tables list the object, source, and load modules placed in CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency or CA
IDMS/DB libraries at the time of installation.

Object and Load Modules Placed During Installation

Items listed in the following table exist as both object and load modules.

Module Description
IMBSBRDG Bridge program
IMBSPROC Database procedure

Source Modules Placed During Installation

Modules listed in the following table exist as source only.

Module Description
BRDGSAMP Z/OS JCL for BRDGSAMP procedure

(for more information, see Sample Application and Procedures)
IMBS Customizing macro
IMBSBILL Sample CA IDMS/DB COBOL manufacturing application program
IMBSBRDG Assembler source code for IMBSBRDG object module
IMBSCOBL IMBS COBOL interface macro
IMBSDBMP Sample COBOL DBOMP program (to be bridged)
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IMBSDMCL Sample DMCL description module
IMBSINP1 Sample input to IMBSBILL
IMBSINP2 Sample input to IMBSDBMP
IMBSPL1 CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency PL/I interface macro
IMBSPROC Source code for database procedure object module
IMBSSAMP Z/OS JCL for IMBSSAMP procedure

(for more information, see Sample Application and Procedures)
IMBSSCHM Sample CA IDMS/DB schema description
IMBSSUBS Sample CA IDMS/DB subschema description
IMBSTAB Sample input to IMBS customizing macro

The Transparency Environment
CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency for DBOMP Transparency functions include:

• Simulation of the logic generated by DBOMP retrieval and update macros and process indicators
• Limited maintenance of the Run Activity Control Number (RACN)
• Support of a limited number of CA IDMS verbs issued from bridged programs

This section discusses support for the following entities in the transparency environment:

DBOMP Macros Supported
The transparency supports, to varying degrees, DBOMP programs that issue retrieval and update macros. Support
of DBOMP programs that issue macros to entry point BM$PIO is unconditional and requires no program modification;
Support of DBOMP programs that issue macros to AP$SEQ requires that the programs be modified and reassembled. To
modify these programs, you replace DBOMP macros that provide logic routines for sequential and consecutive processing
with the transparency's macros.

This section describes the following categories of DBOMP Assembler macros in the transparency environment:

For more information on PL/I equivalent macros, see PL/I Considerations. For more information on COBOL equivalent
macros, see COBOL Considerations.

Macros Supported Unconditionally

The transparency simulates unconditionally the processing generated by macros issued to entry point BM$PIO. Programs
that issue macros only to this entry point need not be altered or reassembled. The transparency interprets these macros
as follows:

• CA$LL (issued directly or as part of the CHA$E macro expansion) -- Establishes linkage with the transparency by
passing the work area prefix to the bridge program

• CHA$E -- Walks a set

Macros That Require Program Modification and Reassembly

The transparency requires that programs issuing macros to entry point AP$SEQ be altered and subsequently
reassembled before interfacing with the bridge. The transparency can simulate the following macros only if you remove
the prerequisite MF$SQ and FI$LE macros from the issuing program and replace them with the transparency macro
IMBSEQ (see Transparency Programs and Macros):
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• GE$T -- Sequential retrieval
• PU$T -- Sequential update
• ST$KY -- Skip-sequential retrieval using logical key
• ST$DA -- Skip-sequential retrieval using disk address

Transparency support of the sequential processing logic generated by the ST$KY and ST$DA macros assumes the use
of indexing. Indexing allows the transparency to support logical sequential dependencies in DBOMP programs. If indexing
hasn't been defined for the database, all programs using ST$KY and ST$DA must be altered to remove logical sequential
dependencies before interfacing with the bridge.

The transparency handles GE$T, PU$T, ST$KY, and ST$DA as follows:

• GE$T -- The transparency retrieves the first record in the logical or physical sequence of the named file and returns
it to the work area. Subsequent GE$T macros issued for the same file cause the transparency to retrieve records in
logical sequential order from that point if the record type is indexed, or in physical sequential order from that point if the
record type is not indexed. Each retrieved record becomes current of run unit and current of its record type.

• PU$T -- The transparency verifies that the named record is current of the transaction, updates the record with the
information in the user work area, and returns the record to the CA IDMS/DB database. If the record is not current of
run unit when PU$T is issued, CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency performs a direct read to establish currency.

• ST$KY -- The transparency retrieves a record by the key specified in the work area prefix for the named file and
returns the record to the work area. Currency for the file (record type) is set at the retrieved record. Subsequent GE
$T macros cause the transparency to retrieve records in logical sequential order from that point if the record type is
indexed, or in physical sequential order from that point if the record type is not indexed.

• ST$DA -- The transparency retrieves a record by the disk address specified in the work area prefix for the named
file and returns the record to the work area. Currency for the file (record type) is set at the retrieved records in logical
sequential order from that point if the record type is indexed, or in physical sequential order from that point if the record
type is not indexed.

Macros Not Supported

The following list shows the DBOMP macros you should remove from your bridged programs and what to replace them
with.

Remove this macro: Replace it with:
MF$SQ IMBSEQ
FI$LE IMBSEQ
CF$RT IMBSEQ
CGE$T GE$T
CPU$T PU$T

Macros Processed Independently of the Transparency

The following macros are executed independently of the transparency. Do not alter them or remove them from bridged
programs:

• BM$DS -- Generates dummy sections
• BM$WA -- Generates the work area prefix
• EQ$RG -- Equates registers to a symbol
• MO$VE -- Moves a variable number of bytes from one field to another
• MSG -- Displays a message on the console
• TY$PE -- Displays data on the console
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DBOMP Process Indicators Supported
 

The transparency supports most DBOMP process indicators that request retrieval and update functions. That support is
achieved when the transparency does the following:

1. Accepts DBOMP process indicators that are passed in the work area prefix when a CA$LL macro is issued.
2. Converts those process indicators to CA IDMS/DBB calls.

The transparency does not support any DBOMP process indicators that request structural maintenance functions. For
more information, see the following topics:

Process Indicators Fully Supported

The following process indicators are supported by the transparency in the same manner they are supported by DBOMP:

• MRAN -- Reads master file record by key and return data
• MRKY -- Reads master file record by key

(positioning only)
• MDIR -- Reads master file record by disk address and return data
• MRDR -- Reads master file record by disk address

(positioning only)
• MUPD -- Updates current master file record
• CDIR -- Reads chain file record by disk address and return data
• CRDR -- Reads chain file record by disk address

(positioning only)
• CUPD -- Updates current chain file record

Process Indicators Supported with Exceptions

The following process indicators are supported by the transparency but are handled in a manner that is different from
DBOMP:

• CMPR -- The transparency moves the disk address from the work area prefix, simulating compression. Since CA
IDMS/DBB uses only 4-byte relative addresses, actual compression is unnecessary. This operation is transparent to
the calling program, and no program changes need be made.

• EXPN -- The transparency moves the disk address to the work area prefix, simulating expansion. Since CA IDMS/
DBB uses only 4-byte relative addresses, actual expansion is unnecessary. This operation is transparent to the calling
program, and no program changes need be made.

• OPEN -- The first CA$LL issued by the DBOMP program moves an OPEN process indicator to the work area prefix
of each file. The first OPEN encountered by the transparency opens the entire CA IDMS/DBB database: BINDs
are issued for the run unit and all record types, and database areas are READYed. In addition, the OPEN process
indicator for the first and all other files causes the transparency to determine, for future processing purposes, how the
corresponding record type is stored on the CA IDMS/DB database (CALC or DIRECT for master files; VIA for chain
files). OPEN also causes the transparency to determine from information in IMBSTAB whether the file named in the
CA$LL is the one for which RACN processing has been requested. If so, the transparency returns the file control
record to the work area for that record (for information on the transparency's support of RACN, see DBOMP Routines
Supported.

• CLOS -- The first CLOS encountered by the transparency closes the entire CA IDMS/DB database: the transparency
updates the file control record if RACN processing has been requested for a file, and then issues a FINISH command.
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Process Indicators Not Supported

The following DBOMP retrieval and update process indicators are not supported by the transparency. Remove them from
bridged programs:

• MWRT
• CWRT
• CCHG
• CCSR

DBOMP Routines Supported
The transparency provides the logic for limited maintenance of the Run Activity Control Number (RACN). If you want
to retain RACN logic in bridged programs, modify RACN processing within each program to accommodate the limited
support provided by the transparency.

NOTE
The transparency does not acknowledge low-level code logic or chain count logic. The presence of low-level
code or chain count fields in a DBOMP file does not necessitate program modification. These fields are ignored.

The transparency supports RACN logic as follows:

• RACN processing is maintained for only one DBOMP file
• OPEN processing causes the transparency to return to the calling DBOMP program the file control record for the file

for which RACN has been specified
• CLOS processing causes the transparency to MODIFY the file control record, thereby returning it to the database

Once the file control record has been made available to the program, the transparency ignores it until a CLOS process
indicator is issued. All RACN logic is executed independently of the transparency so the contents of the file control record
can be manipulated by the executing program as you wish. When the transparency encounters a CLOS process indicator,
it modifies the file control record, whether or not the DBOMP program has updated that record.

You are responsible for storing (in the CA IDMS/DB database) one occurrence of the record for which RACN processing is
specified. The database key for this record must be initialized to binary zeros.

CA IDMS DML Statements Supported in Bridged Programs
The transparency supports certain CA IDMS DML statements issued from a DBOMP program. These DML statements
(for Assembler) are as follows:

• @BIND PROC
• @COMMIT(ALL)
• @ROLLBAK(CONTINUE)
• @ACCEPT(STATS/PROC)

How to Include CA IDMS DML Statements
For each CA IDMS DML statement you want to include in a bridge program, do the following:

1. Build a three-field argument in the program variable storage of the bridged DBOMP program.
2. Pass the arguments to the bridge program. The transparency converts the values in the arguments to CA IDMS DML

statements.

Step 1 -- Build the argument
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Use the information in the following table to build the three-field argument for the DML statement.

Field Usage Length Contents
1 Character 8 The literal value of the CA IDMS

verb issued by the bridged
program. Acceptable values are:
@BIND
@COMMIT
@ROLLBAK
@ACCEPT
PL/I or COBOL equivalents are
also acceptable.

2 Character 8 The literal value of the CA IDMS
keyword associated with the CA
IDMS verb entered in field 1.
Acceptable values are as shown
in the list following this table.

3 Character 1-256 The variable data passed by :
@BIND PROC
@ACCEPT PROC
or
@ACCEPT STATS
This field is necessary only if
one of these DML statements is
issued.

The acceptable values for field 2 (shown in the preceding table) are:

• Name of the database procedure, if @BINDing to or @ACCEPTing from a data procedure
• STATS, if @ACCEPTing database statistics
• ALL, if issuing the @COMMIT verb and releasing locks on current records; enter spaces if issuing an unqualified

@COMMIT verb
• CONTINUE, if issuing the @ROLLBAK verb and terminating the run unit; enter spaces if issuing an unqualified

@ROLLBAK verb

In the following example, the bridged DBOMP Assembler program builds the argument IDMSREQ to issue the CA IDMS
DML statement @ACCEPT STATS:

IDMSREQ         DS      OD

IDMSVERB        DC      CL8'@ACCEPT '

IDMSKEY         DC      CL8'STATS   '

IDMSAREA        DS      CL256

Step 2 -- Pass the argument to the bridge program

Bridged DBOMP Assembler program

Include this statement in a bridged DBOMP Assembler program to pass the CA IDMS DML statement argument to the
bridge program:
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CA$LL BMP$IO,argument-name

Bridged DBOMP PL/I program

Include this statement in a bridged DBOMP PL/I program to pass the CA IDMS DML statement argument to the bridge
program:

CALL CA$LL(argument_name,'END.')

Bridged DBOMP COBOL program

Include this statement in a bridged DBOMP COBOL program to pass the CA IDMS DML statement argument to the bridge
program:

CALL BMPCALL USING argument-name.

Using the Transparency as a Bridge to CA IDMS/DB
You can use the CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency as a bridge between your existing unconverted DBOMP application
program and a database that has been converted from DBOMP to CA IDMS/DB Using the transparency involves these
activities:

This section explains the procedures you use to prepare and execute Assembler programs and for diagnosing errors in
bridged Assembler, see PL/I Considerations and COBOL Considerations. 

 

Preparing DBOMP Assembler Programs
The amount of preparation necessary to make a DBOMP Assembler program acceptable to the transparency varies
based on the functions performed by the program. Before submitting a DBOMP Assembler application program via the
transparency, make the following changes:

• Remove any MF$SQ, FI$LE, or CF$RT macros from the program. Replace the macros with the IMBSEQ macro.

NOTE
The IMBSEQ macro must appear only once in the program.

• Remove any program logic that depends on RACN support for more than one file (record type). IMBSBRDG ignores
program reference to file control records for files other than the one designated in IMBSTAB as using RACN.

• If the program issues any allowable CA IDMS/DB verbs, insert the proper calls to IMBSBRDG (see The Transparency
Environment). Use IDMS-REQUEST as the work area file name.

• If any retrieval or update process indicators other than those supported by the transparency are used in the program,
replace them with process indicators that are supported (see The Transparency Environment).

Executing DBOMP Assembler Programs
Contents
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Perform these steps to execute a DBOMP Assembler program using the transparency:

1. Assemble IMBSTAB by submitting the user customizing parameters to the IMBS macro. (Omit this step and the next
step if an existing version of IMBSTAB is compatible with the application program.) The third and fourth steps are
required only for sequential processing of DBOMP files.

2. Link edit IMBSTAB.
3. Assemble the IMBSEQ macro with the IMBSASMB interface macro, specifying the user-defined parameters for the

IMBSEQ macro.
4. Link edit the IMBSEQ macro.
5. Reassemble and link edit the DBOMP application program, including IMBSBRDG, IMBSTAB, IMBSEQ, and IDMS.

NOTE
IDMS 16.0 supports Z/OS V2R10 as well as z/OS 1.1 and above. However, we will always refer to z/OS
in this document. Programs running under z/OS need only be reassembled if any of the changes detailed
above have been made; programs running under Z/VSE must be reassembled whether or not any of these
changes have been made, unless the programs exist in the relocatable library.

6. Execute the DBOMP application program. The program is now bridged to CA IDMS/DB.

The JCL you use to execute each of these tasks is provided on the following pages.

Assembling and Executing Under z/OS

z/OS/Central Version

The following is the JCL for assembling and executing DBOMP Assembler programs using the transparency, in a z/OS
operating system, under the central version.

Assemble/Execute DBOMP Assembler Program Using the Transparency (IMBSBRDG) (z/OS)

//ASMTABLE    EXEC ASMA90

//ASM.SYSLIB    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC

//              DD DISP=SHR,DSN=imbs.srclib

//ASM.SYSIN     DD DISP=SHR,DSN-yourHLQ.CAGJSRC(imbstab)

//LKED.SYSLMOD  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=imbs.loadlib(imbstab)

//*

//ASMPROG       EXEC ASMA90

//ASM.SYSLIB    DD DISP=SHR,DNS=cfms.srclib

//ASM.SYSIN     DD *

  DBOMP program statements

  END

/*
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//LKED.SYSLMOD  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.loadlib(pgmname)

//LKED.IDMSLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.loadlib

//LKED.IMBSLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=imbs.loadlib

  INCLUDE IDMSLIB(IDMS)

  INCLUDE IMBSLIB(IMBSBRDG

  INCLUDE IMBSLIB(imbstab)

  INCLUDE IMBSLIB(IMBSEQ)

/*

//RUNPROG    EXEC PGM=pgmname 

//STEPLIB      DD DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

               DD DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

               DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

additional JCL for application program, as required 

//SYSOUT       DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP     DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSCTL       DD DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//SYSIDMS      DD *

DMCL=dmcl-name 

Other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate 

/*

program input, as required

Include as many STEPLIB DD statements as there are libraries containing program, CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency
Transparency, and CA IDMS/DB load modules.

NOTE
If you are going to use the transparency frequently under the central version, consider making IMBSPROC and
any applicable subschemas resident. Assemble and link IMBSEQ as described previously and include it on the
link edit of the application. For more information on optional SYSIDMS runtime parameters, see the CA IDMS
Common Facilities Section.
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z/OS/Local Mode

To run the same job in local mode, substitute the following statements after the //STEPLIB statement:

//STEPLIB      DD DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//             DD DSN=imbs.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//             DD DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//             DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//                UNIT=tape 

//userdd       DD DSN=database,DISP=(OLD,PASS)

//SYSIDMS      DD *

DMCL=dmcl-name 

additional SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate 

/*

additional database file assignments, as required 

additional JCL for application program, as required 

//SYSOUT       DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP     DD SYSOUT=A

program input, as required

Explanation of Variables

yourHLQ.CAGJMAC Dataset name for CA IDMS/DB macro library
imbs.srclib Dataset name for the transparency or CA IDMS/DB source library

containing IMBS customizing macro
disk Symbolic device name for disk unit
&.&object. Temporary dataset name for IMBSTAB object module
imbs.srclib(imbstab) Dataset name for user parameters input to IMBS customizing

macro
idms.dba.loadlib Dataset name for the load library containing the DMCL and

database name table load modules
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idms.loadlib Dataset name for the load library containing CA IDMS executable
modules

imbs.loadlib Dataset name for the transparency or CA IDMS/DB load library
containing transparency modules

imbstab Dataset name for link edited output from IMBS macro
cfms.maclib Dataset name for user macro library
user.loadlib Dataset name for load library containing DBOMP application

program
pgmname Name of DBOMP application program
dmcl-name Name of the CA IDMS DMCL describing the CA IDMS files used

by the transparency
sysjrnl DD name for CA IDMS/DB journal file
idms.tapejrnl Dataset name for CA IDMS/DB journal file
tape Symbolic device name for CA IDMS/DB journal file
userdb DD name for CA IDMS/DB database file
user.userdb Dataset name for CA IDMS/DB database file
sysctl Dataset name for the SYSCTL file

CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency database procedure

Assembling and Executing Under Z/VSE

Z/VSE/Central Version

The following is the JCL for assembling and executing DBOMP Assembler programs using the transparency, in a Z/VSE
operating system, under the central version. Note that you can use either an UPSI statement or a SYSCTL statement to
indicate central version.

Assemble/Execute DBOMP Assembler Program Using the Transparency (IMBSBRDG) (Z/VSE)

// ASSGN SYSPCH,X'281'

// OPTION DECK

   CATALR imbstab 

// EXEC ASMA90

user input parameters for IMBS customizing macro 

   END

/*

// MTC REW,X'281'

// ASSGN SYSIPT,X'281'

// EXEC MAINT
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/*

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE pgmname 

// EXEC ASMA90

program statements 

   END

/*

   INCLUDE IMBSBRDG

   INCLUDE imbstab 

   INCLUDE IDMS

// EXEC LNKEDT

/&

// JOB EXECPGM

// UPSI     1

// DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

DMCL=dmcl-name 

Other SYSIDMS runtime parameters, as appropriate 

/*

additional JCL for application program, as required 

// EXEC pgmname 

program input, as required 

/*

NOTE
If you are going to use the transparency frequently under the central version, consider making IMBSPROC and
any applicable subschemas resident.

Z/VSE/Local Mode
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To run the same job in local mode, substitute the following JCL after the // JOB EXECPGM statement:

// ASSGN sys009,X'281'

// ASSGN sys010,X'137'

// DLBL sys010,'database',,DA

// EXTENT sys010,444444,1,76,1776 

additional database assignments, as required 

additional JCL for application program, as required 

// EXEC pgmname 

// DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

DMCL=dmcl-name 

Other SYSIDMS runtime parameters, as appropriate 

program input, as required 

/*

Explanation of Variables

pgmname Name of DBOMP application program
imbstab Dataset name for link edited output from IMBS customizing macro
sys009 Logical unit assignment for CA IDMS/DB journal file
281 Physical device assignment for CA IDMS/DB journal file
sys010 Logical unit assignment for CA IDMS/DB database file
137 Physical device assignment for CA IDMS/DB database file
database Dataset name for CA IDMS/DB database file
444444 Serial number of disk containing CA IDMS/DB database file
76 Relative track where CA IDMS/DB database file begins
1776 Number of tracks used by CA IDMS/DB database file
dmcl-name Name of the CA IDMS DMCL describing the CA IDMS files used

by the transparency

Diagnosing Errors
Since the CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency does not issue diagnostic messages, you must locate and diagnose errors that
occur during the execution of a bridged DBOMP program.
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NOTE
If the bridge system aborts:

• z/OS issues an S0C2 program check message
• Z/VSE issues a PRIVILEGED OPERATION EXCEPTION message

What to Look For When Errors Occur During Program Processing

Error-byte Field

Check the error-byte field in the work area prefix of each file processed by the program. The contents of the error-byte
field indicate:

• Whether the error occurred during IMBSBRDG processing
• Which file was being handled at the time the error occurred

If the error-byte field of a work area prefix contains a value other than '0000', the error occurred while that file was being
handled by IMBSBRDG.

For more information on error-byte values, see IMBSBRDG program module.

CA IDMS/DB Communications Block

Check the CA IDMS/DB communications block (SSCTRL) in IMBSTAB. If an error occurred during CA IDMS/DB
processing, the IDMS Communications Block will contain an error status code other than '0000' and the name of the
record last involved in the operation that resulted in the error.

NOTE
For more information on the complete listing of CA IDMS/DB error codes, see the CA IDMS Messages and
Codes Section.

Process Indicators

Check which process indicator in the work area prefix was being handled at the time that the error occurred.

IMBSBRDG generates this process indicator: In response to:
MGET GE$T
MPUT PU$T
STKY ST$KY
STDA ST$DA

Table Generation and Accuracy

Verify that the IMBSEQ, IMBSCOBL, or IMBSPL1 table has been generated and is accurate if any sequential processing
functions are requested by the program.

Subschema and DMCL Module

Verify that the subschema name known to CA IDMS/DB is available, and that the DMCL module is available.

IMBS Parameters

Verify the accuracy of the parameters input to the IMBS customizing macro.

What to Look For When Inaccurate Data is Returned

If your program runs successfully but returns inaccurate data to the work area, make sure:
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• The CA IDMS/DB subschema record descriptions agree with the DBOMP file descriptions
• The file table in IMBSTAB contains correct file types and pointer displacements
• The CA IDMS/DB files are loaded properly

Where to Find Values During Debugging

The following table lists the registers that point to the location of transparency components containing values pertinent to
the debugging process.

Register Points to:
R5 IMBSTAB
R6 Active work area prefix
R7 Active file and file table in IMBSTAB
R8 Active record name
R11 CA IDMS/DB logical record buffer in IMBSTAB
R12 Beginning of active IMBSBRDG routine
R14 Instruction following a branch to FORCEDMP; important only

when the message program check S0C2 (z/OS) or PRIVILEGED
OPERATION EXCEPTION (Z/VSE) has been issued

Transparency Programs and Macros
This section provides information on the transparency components that are described briefly in the following table.

Component Brief description
IMBS customizing macro Describes the DBOMP files and the equivalent CA IDMS/DB

database. The IMBS macro generates IMBSTAB.
IMBSTAB Contains (in tabular format) the data that the bridge program uses

to convert CA IDMS/DB records to DBOMP records.
IMBSPROC database procedure Moves pointers from the subschema table into a CA IDMS/DB

dummy record.
IMBSBRDG program module Simulates DBOMP records and processing using IMBSTAB,

IMBSPROC, IMBSEQ (or equivalent COBOL or PL/I macros), and
CA IDMS/DB.

IMBSEQ macro Supports the DBOMP GE$T, PU$T, ST$KY, and ST$DA macros
in Assembler programs and replaces the MF$SQ, FI$LE, and CF
$RT macros.
For more information on equivalent PL/I and COBOL macros, see
PL/I Considerations and see COBOL Considerations.

IMBS Customizing Macro
IMBS is an Assembler macro that describes DBOMP files and the CA IDMS/DB database that replaces them.

Input statements for IMBS are as follows:
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These statements require set names, file names, record types, logical record length, and pointer displacement in DBOMP
records. To get this information, use the IDMSRPTS utility (see the CA IDMS Utilities Section), running these reports:

Report name Gives information on:
RECDES Record types defined in a schema
SETDES Sets defined in a schema
DATDIR Record types copied into a subschema (general)
SUBREC Record types copied into a subschema (comprehensive)
SUBAREA Areas copied into a subschema
SUBSET Sets copied into a subschema

Syntax for the input statements is provided in the following sections.

Control Statement

The control statement specifies control information for the run, including usage mode and required names.

►►─── IMBS ──┬────────────────────────────┬─ SUBSCH=subschema-name ───────────►

             └─ SYSTEM= ─┬─ DBMP ◄ ─┬─ , ─┘

                         └─ CFMS ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IMBSREC= ─┬─ IMBS-RECORD ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                 └─ idms-dummy-record-name ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,RACN= ─┬─ ITEM-MASTER ◄ ────┬─┘

              └─ racn-record-name ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,USAGE= ─┬─ PU ◄ ─┬─┘

               ├─ PR ───┤

               ├─ SU ───┤
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               ├─ SR ───┤

               ├─ ER ───┤

               └─ EU ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PGMNAME=program-name ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,SETLMT= ─┬─ 16 ◄ ─────────┬─┘

                └─ limit-number ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DBPROC= ─┬─ IMBSPROC ◄ ────────┬─┘

                └─ db-procedure-name ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,CATALR= ─┬─ NO ◄ ────────────────────┬─┘

                ├─ YES ─────────────────────┤

                └─ relocatable-module-name ─┘

• IMBS
Constant; Code anywhere after column one.

• SYSTEM=DBMP/CFMS
Specifies DBMP or CFMS, as appropriate. The default value is DBMP.

• SUBSCH=subschema-name
Specifies the subschema name as it is known to CA IDMS/DB.

• IMBSREC=IMBS-RECORD/idms-dummy-record-name
Specifies the name of the CA IDMS/DB dummy record as defined in the schema. The default value is IMBS-RECORD.

• RACN=ITEM-MASTER/racn-record-name
Specifies the name of the record for which RACN processing is requested. The default value is ITEM-MASTER.

• USAGE=
Specifies the CA IDMS/DB usage mode in which all areas named in the subschema are to be READYed.
– PU
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Protected update (the default)
– PR

Protected retrieval
– SU

Shared update
– SR

Shared retrieval
– ER

Exclusive retrieval
– EU

Exclusive update
• PGMNAME=program-name

Specifies the name of the program to be bridged. This parameter defaults to IDMSDBMP if DBMP is indicated in the
SYSTEM= parameter, or to IDMSCFMS if CFMS is indicated in the SYSTEM= parameter.

• SETLMT=limit-number
Sets the maximum number of sets that can be defined in a single IMBSTAB. The default is 16. The largest allowed
number is 255.

• DBPROC=IMBSPROC/db-procedure-name
Specifies the name of a database procedure that passes pointers from the subschema table to the CA IDMS/DB
dummy record. The default value, IMBSPROC, should be used unless a database procedure by that name already
exists.

• CATALR=
Specifies the CATALR option (Z/VSE only).
– NO

Specifies that a CATALR card is not to be provided at the front of the object deck. NO is the default.
– YES

Specifies that a CATALR card is to be provided at the front of the object deck, naming IMBSTAB as the relocatable
module.

– relocatable-module-name
Specifies the relocatable module to be named on the CATALR card placed at the front of the object deck.

Set Identification Statement

The set identification statement names a CA IDMS/DB set. One set identification statement must exist for each set type to
be accessed by the bridged program.

►►─── IMBS SET=(set-number,set-name) ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

• IMBS
Constant; Code anywhere after column one.

• set-number
Specifies a 2-digit number indicating the set number. Set identification statements must be entered in sequence by this
number.
Set-number cannot exceed the value of the SETLMT parameter in the control statement.

• set-name
Specifies the name of the set as it appears in the subschema.
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File/Record Type Description Statement

The file/record type description statement describes the characteristics of the DBOMP file and names the CA IDMS/
DB record type to which it corresponds. There must be one file/record type description statement for each DBOMP file
referenced by the bridged program.

This statement must be followed by a pointer/set relationship statement for each pointer that is established for the record
type and that is to be passed to the calling program by the database procedure.

►►─── IMBS RECNAME=(dbomp-file-name,idms-record-type-name) ───────────────────►

 ►─── ,TYPE= ─┬─ M ─┬─ ,KEYL=key-length ──────────────────────────────────────►

              ├─ C ─┤

              └─ S ─┘

 ►─── ,LRECL=record-length ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

• IMBS
Constant; Code anywhere after column one.

• dbomp-file-name
Specifies the 7-character name of the DBOMP file.

• idms-record-type-name
Specifies the name of the corresponding CA IDMS/DB record type as it appears in the subschema.

• TYPE=
Specifies the type of DBOMP file.
– M

Master file
– C

Chain file linked to more than one master file; note that if C is specified, the corresponding record type must have
next, prior, and owner pointers.

– S
Chain file linked to only one master file; any file/record type description statement specifying TYPE=S must be
preceded by a file/record type description statement for the master file to which it is linked.

• KEYL=key-length
Specifies the length of the record key as it is specified in the work area prefix of the DBOMP file. Key-length must be
between 0 and 256; specify 0 for all chain files except those with product-structure characteristics where the master-
record key length is used.

• LRECL=record-length
Specifies the length, in bytes, of the record as it appears on the DBOMP record layout. The length of the work area
prefix should not be included in this value.
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Pointer/Set Relationship Statement

Pointer/set relationship statements provide CA IDMS DML with information on the pointers established for each record
type that is to be passed from the database to the user work area. One pointer/set relationship statement must exist for
each pointer that is to be passed for the record type described in the preceding file/record type description statement.

►►─── IMBS POINTER=(pointer-number,pointer-type,pointer-displacement-number) ─►◄

• IMBS
Constant; Code anywhere after column one.

• pointer-number
Specifies the two-digit number corresponding to the sequential number in the set identification statement (see above)
for the set to which the pointer links the record.

• pointer-type
Specifies the type of pointer, as follows:
– N -- Next pointer
– P -- Prior pointer
– O -- Owner pointer
– X -- Dummy pointer; causes the constant END to be moved to the specified pointer position in the simulated

DBOMP record
• pointer-displacement-number

Specifies the displacement of the pointer in the DBOMP logical record, where the record begins at byte 1.

Delimiter Statement

The delimiter statement indicates the end of the input statement entries. Code the constant IMBS anywhere after column
one.

►►─── IMBS END ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Output From IMBS Macro -- IMBSTAB
IMBSTAB is an Assembler program module generated by the IMBS macro. It consists of storage (DS) and storage
constants (DC), in the form of tables and buffers. IMBSTAB:

• Supplies IMBSPROC with information needed to move pointers for current records from the CA IDMS/DB subschema
table into the dummy CA IDMS/DB record

• Provides IMBSBRDG with information needed to build DBOMP records from retrieved CA IDMS/DB records
• Supplies IMBSBRDG with the information needed to return updated records from the user work area to the CA IDMS/

DB database

The IMBSTAB module contains the following four tables:

Table Contains:
Control table Control information
Set table An entry for each set described to the IMBS macro
Pointer table Pointers for each set described to the IMBS macro; the groups of

pointers are in the same order as the corresponding sets in the set
table.
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File table A group of entries for each file described to the IMBS macro

The control table, set table, pointer table, and file table layouts are shown in the figures on the following pages.

Control Table

Set Table

The set table contains one entry for each set described to the IMBS macro.

Pointer Table

The pointer table contains one group of pointers (owner, prior, current, and next) for each set described to the IMBS
macro, in the same order as the sets to which they correspond are named in the set table.
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File Table

The file table contains one group of entries for each DBOMP file and corresponding CA IDMS/DB record type described to
the IMBS macro.
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The IMBS macro generates a CA IDMS/DB logical record buffer from which the bridge program constructs the DBOMP
logical record. The size of this buffer is equivalent to the size of the largest CA IDMS/DB record described in the file table.

Assembling and Linking IMBSTAB

You can reassemble IMBSTAB as often as you like. This allows you to change control information and accommodate the
requirements of multiple DBOMP applications. The information most likely to vary is the program name, the usage mode,
the name of the record for which RACN is to be maintained, and the CATALR option (Z/VSE only).

Each time you change any input statements, do the following:

1. Submit all of the IMBS input statements.
2. Link edit IMBSTAB to the library containing IMBSBRDG.

For the JCL you use to assemble and link edit the IMBSTAB module, see Using the Transparency as a Bridge to CA
IDMS/DB.

The following flowchart illustrates IMBSTAB assembly and linkage.
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IMBSTAB Error Messages

Error messages that are issued during the assembly of the IMBSTAB customized bridge program are called MNOTES. An
MNOTE appears in the source code listing directly below the input statement to which it applies.

NOTE
The line number of an MNOTE appears on the Assembler Diagnostics and Statistics page of the Assembler
output listing.

MNOTEs (and their descriptions) are as follows:

• INCORRECT USAGE MODE SPECIFIED
There is an invalid usage mode in the USAGE= parameter of the control statement.

• SET SPECIFIED OUT OF SEQUENCE
A set identification statement is not in numeric sequence by the set number parameter.

• SUBSCHEMA NOT SPECIFIED
The SUBSCH= parameter is missing from the control statement.

• SET TABLE LIMIT EXCEEDED
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The number of sets defined in the IMBS macro has been exceeded.
• UNRECOGNIZED KEYWORD PARAMETER

The Assembly program has encountered an unrecognizable keyword parameter.

You must correct input statements that are flagged by MNOTES, then resubmit the statements to the IMBS macro for
assembly of IMBSTAB. Repeat the process until all user input statements are free of errors.

The error-detection capabilities of the IMBS macro are limited, and it is recommended that you check all input statements
for errors not covered by MNOTES. In particular, check:

• The subschema name
• File and record type names
• File types
• Linkage options
• Pointer displacement
• CA IDMS/DB set names

If errors exist in the above values and are not detected when you generate and assemble IMBSTAB, the bridge program
will encounter discrepancies between information requested by the calling program and information supplied by IMBSTAB.
The results are unpredictable.

Sample IMBS and IMBSTAB
Sample Input to IMBS

The following is a sample of statements input to the IMBS macro.

  IMBS  SYSTEM=DBMP,SUBSCH=IMBSSUBS

  IMBS  SET=(01,ITEM-STRUCTURE)

  IMBS  SET=(02,ITEM-WHERE-USED)

  IMBS  SET=(03,WORK-ROUTING)

  IMBS  SET=(04,ITEM-ROUTING)

  IMBS  RECNAME=(ITEMFLE,ITEM-MASTER),TYPE=M,KEYL=5,LRECL=68

  IMBS  POINTER=(01,X,1)

  IMBS  POINTER=(01,N,10)

  IMBS  POINTER=(02,N,14)

  IMBS  POINTER=(04,N,18)

  IMBS  POINTER=(04,P,22)
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  IMBS  RECNAME=(PRODSTR,PROD-STRUCTURE),TYPE=C,KEYL=5,LRECL=36

  IMBS  POINTER=(01,O,1)

  IMBS  POINTER=(01,N,5)

  IMBS  POINTER=(02,O,9)

  IMBS  POINTER=(02,N,13)

  IMBS  POINTER=(02,P,17)

  IMBS  RECNAME=(WORKCTR,WORK-CENTER),TYPE=M,KEYL=5,LRECL=32

  IMBS  POINTER=(01,X,1)

  IMBS  POINTER=(03,N,10)

  IMBS  POINTER=(03,P,14)

  IMBS  RECNAME=(ROUTING,ROUTINGS),TYPE=C,KEYL=0,LRECL=84

  IMBS  POINTER=(04,O,1)

  IMBS  POINTER=(04,N,5)

  IMBS  POINTER=(03,O,9)

  IMBS  POINTER=(03,N,13)

  IMBS  POINTER=(03,P,17)

  IMBS  END

  END

Sample Output from IMBS

The following is a sample IMBSTAB source listing, the output from the IMBS macro.

  LOC  OBJECT CODE    ADDR1 ADDR2  STMT   SOURCE STATEMENT

                                      1          IMBS  SYSTEM=DBMP,SUBSCH=IMBSSU
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000000                                2+IMBSTAB  CSECT

000000 47F0 E000            00000     3+         BC    15,0(,14)

000004 00000020                       4+         DC    A(IMBSCNTL)

000008 5C5CC9D4C2E240E3               5+         DC    C'**IMBS TABLE V12.0**'

                                      6+*

000020                                7+IMBSCNTL DS    0D

000020 C4C2D4D7                       8+         DC    CL4'DBMP'

000024 00000298                       9+         DC    A(R1)

000028 000003F0                      10+         DC    A(BUFFER)

00002C 00000148                      11+         DC    A(SETABLE)

000030 00000190                      12+         DC    A(PTRTAB)

000034 C9D4C2E260D9C5C3              13+         DC    CL16'IMBS-RECORD'

000044 C9D4C2E2D7D9D6C3              14+         DC    CL8'IMBSPROC'

00004C C9D4C2E2E2E4C2E2              15+         DC    CL8'IMBSSUBS'

000054 C9C4D4E2C4C2D4D7              16+         DC    CL8'IDMSDBMP'

00005C C9E3C5D460D4C1E2              17+         DC    CL16'ITEM-MASTER'

00006C 000000F5                      18+         DC    A(SSCIDBCM+38-1)

000070                               19+         DS    0D

000070                               20+SSCTRL   DS    0CL200

000070 4040404040404040              21+PGMNAME  DC    CL8' '

000078 F1F4F0F0                      22+ERRSTAT  DC    C'1400'

00007C 00000000                      23+DBKEY    DC    F'0'

000080 4040404040404040              24+RECNAME  DC    CL16' '

000090 4040404040404040              25+AREANAME DC    CL16' '

0000A0 4040404040404040              26+ERRORSET DC    CL16' '
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0000B0 4040404040404040              27+ERRORREC DC    CL16' '

0000C0 4040404040404040              28+ERRAREA  DC    CL16' '

0000D0                               29+SSCIDBCM DS    0F

0000D0 0000000000000000              30+IDBMSCOM DC    25F'0'

000134 00000000                      31+DIRDBKEY DC    F'0'

000138                               32+DBSTATUS DS    0CL7

000138 4040                          33+DBSTMTCD DC    CL2' '

00013A 404040404040                  34+DBSTATCD DC    CL5' ',CL1' '

000140 00000000                      35+RECOCCUR DC    F'0'

000144 00000000                      36+DMLSEQ   DC    F'0'

000148                               37+SETABLE  DS    0D

                                     38 *

                                     39          IMBS  SET=(01,ITEM-STRUCTURE)

000148 C9E3C5D460E2E3D9              40+SET1     DC    CL16'ITEM-STRUCTURE'

                                     41          IMBS  SET=(02,ITEM-WHERE-USED)

000158 C9E3C5D460E6C8C5              42+SET2     DC    CL16'ITEM-WHERE-USED'

                                     43          IMBS  SET=(03,WORK-ROUTING)

000168 E6D6D9D260D9D6E4              44+SET3     DC    CL16'WORK-ROUTING'

                                     45          IMBS  SET=(04,ITEM-ROUTING)

000178 C9E3C5D460D9D6E4              46+SET4     DC    CL16'ITEM-ROUTING'

                                     47 *

                                     48          IMBS  RECNAME=(ITEMFLE,ITEM-MAS

000188 FFFFFFFF                      49+         DC    F'-1'

                                     50+*
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000190                               51+PTRTAB   DS    0D

000190 0000000000000000              52+         DC    16XL16'FF'

                                     53+*

000290                               54+FTABLE   DS    0D

000290 FFFFFFFF                      55+         DC    F'-1'

000294 0000                          56+         DC    H'0'

000296 FFFF                          57+         DC    H'-1'

000298                               58+R1       DS    0F

000298 000002F0                      59+         DC    A(R2)

00029C C9E3C5D4C6D3C5                60+         DC    CL7'ITEMFLE'

0002A3 D4                            61+         DC    C'M'

0002A4 C9E3C5D460D4C1E2              62+         DC    CL16'ITEM-MASTER'

0002B4 0005                          63+         DC    H'5'

0002B6 0044                          64+         DC    H'68'

0002B8 0000000000000000              65+         DC    2F'0'

                                     66          IMBS  POINTER=(01,X,1)

0002C0 00000190                      67+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(01-1))

0002C4 0000                          68+         DC    AL2(1-1)

0002C6 E7                            69+         DC    CL1'X'

0002C7 40                            70+         DC    CL1' '

                                     71          IMBS  POINTER=(01,N,10)

0002C8 00000190                      72+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(01-1))

0002CC 0009                          73+         DC    AL2(10-1)

0002CE D5                            74+         DC    CL1'N'
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0002CF 40                            75+         DC    CL1' '

                                     76          IMBS  POINTER=(02,N,14)

0002D0 000001A0                      77+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(02-1))

0002D4 000D                          78+         DC    AL2(14-1)

0002D6 D5                            79+         DC    CL1'N'

0002D7 40                            80+         DC    CL1' '

                                     81          IMBS  POINTER=(04,N,18)

0002D8 000001C0                      82+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(04-1))

0002DC 0011                          83+         DC    AL2(18-1)

0002DE D5                            84+         DC    CL1'N'

0002DF 40                            85+         DC    CL1' '

                                     86          IMBS  POINTER=(04,P,22)

0002E0 000001C0                      87+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(04-1))

0002E4 0015                          88+         DC    AL2(22-1)

0002E6 D7                            89+         DC    CL1'P'

0002E7 40                            90+         DC    CL1' '

                                     91 *

                                     92          IMBS  RECNAME=(PRODSTR,PROD-STR

0002E8 FFFFFFFF                      93+         DC    F'-1'

0002EC 0044                          94+         DC    H'68'

0002EE FFFF                          95+         DC    H'-1'

0002F0                               96+R2       DS    0F

0002F0 00000348                      97+         DC    A(R3)

0002F4 D7D9D6C4E2E3D9                98+         DC    CL7'PRODSTR'

0002FB C3                            99+         DC    C'C'
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0002FC D7D9D6C460E2E3D9             100+         DC    CL16'PROD-STRUCTURE'

00030C 0005                         101+         DC    H'5'

00030E 0024                         102+         DC    H'36'

000310 0000000000000000             103+         DC    2F'0'

                                    104          IMBS  POINTER=(01,O,1)

000318 00000190                     105+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(01-1))

00031C 0000                         106+         DC    AL2(1-1)

00031E D6                           107+         DC    CL1'O'

00031F 40                           108+         DC    CL1' '

                                    109          IMBS  POINTER=(01,N,5)

000320 00000190                     110+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(01-1))

000324 0004                         111+         DC    AL2(5-1)

000326 D5                           112+         DC    CL1'N'

000327 40                           113+         DC    CL1' '

                                    114          IMBS  POINTER=(02,O,9)

000328 000001A0                     115+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(02-1))

00032C 0008                         116+         DC    AL2(9-1)

00032E D6                           117+         DC    CL1'O'

00032F 40                           118+         DC    CL1' '

                                    119          IMBS  POINTER=(02,N,13)

000330 000001A0                     120+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(02-1))

000334 000C                         121+         DC    AL2(13-1)

000336 D5                           122+         DC    CL1'N'

000337 40                           123+         DC    CL1' '
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                                    124          IMBS  POINTER=(02,P,17)

000338 000001A0                     125+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(02-1))

00033C 0010                         126+         DC    AL2(17-1)

00033E D7                           127+         DC    CL1'P'

00033F 40                           128+         DC    CL1' '

                                    129 *

                                    130          IMBS  RECNAME=(WORKCTR,WORK-CEN

000340 FFFFFFFF                     131+         DC    F'-1'

000344 0024                         132+         DC    H'36'

000346 FFFF                         133+         DC    H'-1'

000348                              134+R3       DS    0F

000348 00000390                     135+         DC    A(R4)

00034C E6D6D9D2C3E3D9               136+         DC    CL7'WORKCTR'

000353 D4                           137+         DC    C'M'

000354 E6D6D9D260C3C5D5             138+         DC    CL16'WORK-CENTER'

000364 0005                         139+         DC    H'5'

000366 0020                         140+         DC    H'32'

000368 0000000000000000             141+         DC    2F'0'

                                    142          IMBS  POINTER=(01,X,1)

000370 00000190                     143+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(01-1))

000374 0000                         144+         DC    AL2(1-1)

000376 E7                           145+         DC    CL1'X'

000377 40                           146+         DC    CL1' '

                                    147          IMBS  POINTER=(03,N,10)

000378 000001B0                     148+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(03-1))
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00037C 0009                         149+         DC    AL2(10-1)

00037E D5                           150+         DC    CL1'N'

00037F 40                           151+         DC    CL1' '

                                    152          IMBS  POINTER=(03,P,14)

000380 000001B0                     153+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(03-1))

000384 000D                         154+         DC    AL2(14-1)

000386 D7                           155+         DC    CL1'P'

000387 40                           156+         DC    CL1' '

                                    157 *

                                    158          IMBS  RECNAME=(ROUTING,ROUTINGS

000388 FFFFFFFF                     159+         DC    F'-1'

00038C 0020                         160+         DC    H'32'

00038E FFFF                         161+         DC    H'-1'

000390                              162+R4       DS    0F

000390 000003E8                     163+         DC    A(R5)

000394 D9D6E4E3C9D5C7               164+         DC    CL7'ROUTING'

00039B C3                           165+         DC    C'C'

00039C D9D6E4E3C9D5C7E2             166+         DC    CL16'ROUTINGS'

0003AC 0000                         167+         DC    H'0'

0003AE 0054                         168+         DC    H'84'

0003B0 0000000000000000             169+         DC    2F'0'

                                    170          IMBS  POINTER=(04,O,1)

0003B8 000001C0                     171+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(04-1))

0003BC 0000                         172+         DC    AL2(1-1)
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0003BE D6                           173+         DC    CL1'O'

0003BF 40                           174+         DC    CL1' '

                                    175          IMBS  POINTER=(04,N,5)

0003C0 000001C0                     176+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(04-1))

0003C4 0004                         177+         DC    AL2(5-1)

0003C6 D5                           178+         DC    CL1'N'

0003C7 40                           179+         DC    CL1' '

                                    180          IMBS  POINTER=(03,O,9)

0003C8 000001B0                     181+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(03-1))

0003CC 0008                         182+         DC    AL2(9-1)

0003CE D6                           183+         DC    CL1'O'

0003CF 40                           184+         DC    CL1' '

                                    185          IMBS  POINTER=(03,N,13)

0003D0 000001B0                     186+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(03-1))

0003D4 000C                         187+         DC    AL2(13-1)

0003D6 D5                           188+         DC    CL1'N'

0003D7 40                           189+         DC    CL1' '

                                    190          IMBS  POINTER=(03,P,17)

0003D8 000001B0                     191+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(03-1))

0003DC 0010                         192+         DC    AL2(17-1)

0003DE D7                           193+         DC    CL1'P'

0003DF 40                           194+         DC    CL1' '

                                    195 *

                                    196          IMBS  END

0003E0 FFFFFFFF                     197+         DC    F'-1'
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0003E4 0054                         198+         DC    H'84'

0003E6 FFFF                         199+         DC    H'-1'

0003E8                              200+R5       DS    0F

0003E8 C5D5C44B                     201+         DC    CL4'END.'

0003F0                              202+BUFFER   DS    0D

0003F0 0000000000000000             203+         DC    XL148'0'

000484 C5D5C44B                     204+         DC    CL4'END.'

                                    205          END

IMBSPROC Database Procedure
IMBSPROC, supplied in source and object form on the CA IDMS DML installation media, is a database procedure. This
procedure moves pointers of current records (that participate in the sets described in IMBSTAB) from the subschema
table to a CA IDMS/DB dummy record. The bridge program BINDs the dummy record to the IMBSTAB pointer table.

Integration of IMBSPROC into the Bridge Program

Integration of IMBSPROC into the bridge program is as follows:

• When a DBOMP program issues a retrieval or update request, the bridge program issues a GET of the dummy record
before:
– Moving the CA IDMS/DB record to the CA IDMS/DB logical record buffer

or
– Returning the DBOMP record to the database

• When the bridge program issues a GET of the dummy record, CA IDMS/DB calls IMBSPROC. IMBSPROC places
currency information (pointers) in the dummy record.

• IMBSPROC moves pointers for the sets identified in the IMBSTAB set table from the subschema table to the dummy
record and cancels the GET command issued to CA IDMS/DB.

• IMBSPROC returns the updated dummy record to the bridge program.
• The bridge program proceeds to move the pointers for the requested record from the dummy record into the DBOMP

file work area, placing them as specified in IMBSTAB.

NOTE
To protect the integrity of the CA IDMS/DB database, pointers are not returned with record data to the
database when a write function has been requested.

What You Need To Do

The bridge program and IMBSPROC logic is transparent to the calling program. You must, however:

• Define the dummy record in the schema
• Include the dummy record in any subschema as that bridged programs use, thereby making it available to IMBSPROC

and IMBSBRDG
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In the schema RECORD description that describes the dummy record, include a CALL statement that directs CA IDMS/
DB to call IMBSPROC before GETting the dummy record.

For example, see this sample COBOL RECORD description:

          record name is imbs-record.

          record id is 799.

          location mode is direct.

          within bill-of-matrl area.

          call imbsproc before get.

              05 imbs-pointers occurs n times.

                 10 imbs-pointer pic x(4) occurs 4 times.

Code the RECORD description paragraph as shown in the sample, changing the values for RECORD NAME, RECORD
ID, and AREA name as necessary. Supply a value for n (in the 05-level OCCURS statement) that is less than or equal to
the value specified in the SETLMT clause of the IMBS macro control statement.

IMBSBRDG program module
IMBSBRDG is the CA IDMS DML Assembler program module that replaces the DBOMP runtime executable code.
Specifically, it replaces:

• The BM$PIO root module
• The AP$SEQ module
• All FILEORG modules
• The routines generated by the MF$SQ, FI$LE, and CF$RT macros

IMBSBRDG Interface Between Applications and CA IDMS/DB

IMBSBRDG is an interface between application programs and CA IDMS/DB, and simulates IBM bill-of-materials systems
(BOMP, DBOMP, CFMS). IMBSBRDG is linked at runtime with IMBSTAB, IDMS, and the DBOMP application program,
and appears to CA IDMS/DB as an application program.

NOTE
CA IDMS DML does not include operating system and input/output interfaces, and does not issue any messages
to the console.

IMBSBRDG simulates the DBOMP environment by:

• Converting DBOMP retrieval or update macros and process indicators to CA IDMS/DB commands
• Converting CA IDMS/DB records to DBOMP records, using information supplied by IMBSTAB.

After converting the DBOMP command and the object record, IMBSBRDG returns the requested data and processing
information to the calling program.
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Converting DBOMP Calls to CA IDMS/DB Statements

The IMBSBRDG program module simulates DBOMP processing by converting DBOMP calls to CA IDMS/DB statements.
IMBSBRDG uses its process indicator table to make the conversion. The executing program:

• Examines the process indicator (found in the work area prefix of the object record)
• Searches the process indicator table for the name of the IMBSBRDG routine that issues the equivalent CA IDMS

statement
• Passes control to the appropriate IMBSBRDG routine, which performs the requested retrieval or update function

IMBSBRDG Routines

The following table describes the IMBSBRDG routines.

The IMBSBRDG module supplied on the installation media includes comments for each of these routines as well as for
the routines that move pointers and data to and from the DBOMP file work area.

Name of routine What it does
HOUSEKEEPING
(performed on each entry to BM$PIO and AP$SEQ)

Saves registers
Establishes addressability
Sets sequential flag for entry to AP$SEQ

MAINLINE Routes all calls to IMBSBRDG:
On first call, passes control to INITIALIZATION routine
For all subsequent calls, passes control to PROCESS
INDICATOR routine and to FILENAME VERIFICATION routine

INITIALIZATION
(performed on initial entry to IMBSBRDG)

Establishes location of IMBSTAB tables and loads their addresses
Signs on to CA IDMS/DB
BINDs CA IDMS/DB dummy record to pointer table in IMBSTAB
BINDs all record types to CA IDMS/DB logical record buffer in
IMBSTAB
READYs the CA IDMS/DB database areas in the specified usage
mode
Initializes the general CA IDMS/DB call
Initializes registers

FILENAME VERIFICATION Equates the DBOMP file name to a CA IDMS/DB record type
name

PROCESS INDICATOR Equates the DBOMP process indicator to a CA IDMS/DB function
MOVE RECORD For retrieval functions, builds the expected DBOMP record from

the CA IDMS/DB logical record buffer and passes the record to
the named DBOMP file work area
For update functions, extracts the data from the DBOMP file work
area and passes the data to the CA IDMS/DB logical record buffer
(pointers are not moved from the work area to the CA IDMS/DB
logical record buffer)

MRAN MRKY Performs random record retrieval
DIRECT READ Performs direct record retrieval
MODIFY RECORD Updates in place master and chain file records
SEQUENTIAL READ Performs processing requested by GE$T
START KEY Performs processing requested by ST$KY
START DA Performs processing requested by ST$DA
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OPEN Determines location mode of CA IDMS/DB record type that
corresponds to named DBOMP file
Determines, for future MGET processing, whether CA IDMS/DB
record type belongs to an indexed set
Determines if RACN function is permitted for named DBOMP file
and if so returns file control record to named DBOMP file work
area

CLOSE Returns file control record to CA IDMS/DB database and closes
database

EXPAND Moves disk address to named work area prefix from indicated
sending field

COMPRESS Moves disk address from named work area prefix to indicated
receiving field

Converting Records Retrieved from CA IDMS/DB

The IMBSBRDG program converts retrieved CA IDMS/DB records to DBOMP records, reconstructs CA IDMS/DB records
from updated DBOMP records, and returns the updated records to the database.

Converting Records

To convert records retrieved from the CA IDMS/DB database, IMBSBRDG performs the following tasks:

• Reads the CA IDMS/DB record into the CA IDMS/DB logical record buffer
• Retrieves the CA IDMS/DB dummy record updated by IMBSPROC
• Moves the pointers for the requested record from the CA IDMS/DB dummy record to the DBOMP file work area (using

displacement information in IMBSTAB to determine where to place each pointer)
• Moves segments of data from the CA IDMS/DB logical record buffer to the DBOMP file work area, accounting for the

pointers already in place
Pointer displacement information is used in determining the size of each data segment moved:
– The size of the first data segment moved equals the number of bytes between the beginning of the DBOMP logical

record and the first pointer
– The size of the second segment moved equals the number of bytes between the first and second pointers
– This process continues until all of the data in the CA IDMS/DB logical record buffer has been moved into the file

work area, where the simulated DBOMP record is available for processing by the calling program

Reconstructing and Returning Records

To reconstruct updated DBOMP records and return them to the CA IDMS/DB database, CA IDMS DML performs the
following tasks:

• Moves segments of data from the updated DBOMP logical record in the file work area to the CA IDMS/DB logical
record buffer.
Pointer displacement information is used in determining the size of each data segment:
– The size of the first segment moved equals the number of bytes between the beginning of the DBOMP record and

the first pointer
– The size of the second segment moved equals the number of bytes between first and second pointers
– This process continues until all data in the DBOMP logical record (except pointers) has been moved to the CA

IDMS/DB logical record buffer.
• Issues a MODIFY command to CA IDMS/DB, returning the updated record in the buffer to the database.

The following two figures illustrate how IMBSBRDG moves data between the CA IDMS logical record buffer and the work
area of the DBOMP file.

Transfer from IDMS to DBOMP
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The following figure shows the transfer of data from the CA IDMS/DB logical record buffer to the work area of the DBOMP
file. Note that when the transfer of data takes place, the pointers already have been moved from the CA IDMS/DB dummy
record to the DBOMP file work area.

Transfer from DBOMP to IDMS

This figure shows the transfer of data from the work area of the DBOMP file to the CA IDMS/DB logical record buffer. Note
that pointers are not returned with record data to the CA IDMS/DB logical record buffer.
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Values Returned to the Calling Program

IMBSBRDG returns values to the calling program, as shown in the following table.

Values returned to: Description of values returned
Work area prefix A hexadecimal value in the error-byte field, returned after a

DBOMP request:
0000 -- Requested function performed successfully
0400 -- File name not found in IMBSTAB
0004 -- Process indicator not found in process indicator table
0008 -- Invalid record at disk address (MDIR and CDIR process
indicators)
FFFF -- Failure in IMBSBRDG program
Current disk address, returned when a successful random read
(MRAN or MRKY) has been performed
Current record key, returned when a successful direct read
(MDIR, MRDR, CDIR, or CRDR) has been performed

Work area of the DBOMP file A DBOMP logical record; after successful execution of a retrieval
request

Currency field in IMBSEQ tables Current address of a record retrieved by a successful execution of
the ST$DA or ST$KY macro
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IMBSEQ macro
IMBSEQ is the Assembler macro that replaces:

• The MF$SQ macro
• All FI$LE macros
• The CR$RT macro in DBOMP Assembler application programs

IMBSEQ generates tables containing information to support the sequential processing requested by GE$T, PU$T ST$DA,
and ST$KY macros in bridged programs. You can place this macro anywhere in the application program, however, it must
appear only once.

►►─── IMBSEQ (file-name,set-name,end-of-data-address) ────────────────────────►◄

• IMBSEQ
A required constant that identifies the macro; you can code it anywhere after column 1.

• file-name
Specifies the seven-character name of the DBOMP file. One file-name entry must exist for every master file referenced
in the bridged program.

• set-name
Specifies the name of the set as it appears in the subschema.

• end-of-data-address
Specifies the end-of-data address for the accompanying file-name. One end-of-data-address entry must exist for every
file-name.

IMBSEQ builds one sequential table for each file named in the macro. Each table contains the following values:

• The DBOMP file name
• A last-file flag
• The name of the area for which an area sweep is performed or the name of the index used for sequential access
• The address of the end-of-file routine to which program control is to branch when the end of the file is reached
• The currency field updated after each sequential retrieval

Sequential File Table Layout

The following figure illustrates the layout of the sequential file table.

The IMBSEQ macro requires entries for only those files that are processed sequentially by the DBOMP program. In
IMBSTAB, you must describe all files entered in this macro and referenced in the program.
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The macros that generate the PL/I and COBOL interfaces include the logic necessary to generate the tables required for
sequential processing. The layout for these tables is the same as for those generated by the IMBSEQ macro.

For more information on the PL/I interface, see PL/I Considerations. For more information on the COBOL interface, see
COBOL Considerations.

Converting DBOMP to CA IDMS/DB
This section provides detailed instructions for converting DBOMP data and programs to CA IDMS/DB.

Conversion Steps

To convert a DBOMP system to CA IDMS/DB, you must:

1. Design the CA IDMS/DB database. Use DBOMP file organization modules, I/O modules, and file description modules
as design aids and then discard them; these modules are not integrated into a CA IDMS/DB runtime system. Note:
The Mixed Page Group Binds Allowed feature may not be used with CD IDMS/DBOMP Transparency. For more
information on this step, see the CA IDMS Database Design Section.

2. Convert and transfer existing data from the DBOMP database to the CA IDMS/DB database.
3. Convert DBOMP load, maintenance, and retrieval/update programs to CA IDMS/DB.

Cautions on the Duplication of Logic

Because of the basic differences between CA IDMS/DB processing and DBOMP processing, don't expect CA IDMS/DB to
duplicate DBOMP logic in all applications. This applies particularly to RACN and chain count routines. Since CA IDMS/DB
handles these functions internally, it is usually not necessary to maintain the routines in converted programs.

However, should these routines be required, you must integrate the necessary logic into converted programs. For
example, if RACN is implemented in the converted program, you must establish a file control record for each applicable
master file and insert the program logic to update it.

Converting Data
To convert and transfer data from a DBOMP database to a CA IDMS/DB database, you write a conversion program that
issues calls to DBOMP and to IDMSDBLU.

NOTE
For more information on IDMSDBLU, see the FASTLOAD section in the CA IDMS Utilities Section.

What the Conversion Program Does

A conversion program does the following:
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• Describes each DBOMP master file and equivalent CA IDMS/DB record type (see the information on occurrence
descriptors in the FASTLOAD section in the CA IDMS Utilities Section)

• Describes sets, set owners, and record keys to be established on the CA IDMS/DB database (see the information on
owner descriptors in the FASTLOAD section in the CA IDMS Utilities Section)

• Issues a DBOMP call to retrieve a record from the parent master file
• Reformats the retrieved DBOMP parent master record into a CA IDMS/DB record
• Issues a call to IDMSDBLU to store the reformatted record on the CA IDMS/DB database
• Establishes set names and record keys
• Issues a DBOMP command for a primary chain chase of the product-structure (internal) chain file anchored in the

retrieved parent master record
• Reformats each subordinate master record, as it is retrieved, into a CA IDMS/DB record
• Issues a call to IDMSDBLU for each reformatted subordinate master record to store the record on the CA IDMS/DB

database and to connect the record to the appropriate set(s)
• Uses the record key for the parent master record to return it to the user work area; this occurs when the end of the

internal chain file is reached
• Issues a DBOMP command for a primary chain chase to retrieve the subordinate master records associated with the

parent master record in external relationships
• Reformats each subordinate master record as it is retrieved
• Issues a call to IDMSDBLU to store each reformatted subordinate master record on the CA IDMS/DB database and to

connect the record to the appropriate set(s)
• Repeats all of the preceding tasks until the entire parent master file has been read; this occurs when the end of the

external chain file is reached

NOTE
It is recommended that you retain low-level codes when you transfer DBOMP data to a CA IDMS/DB database.
If you want to retain sequential dependencies, convert and transfer the DBOMP data as outlined above and
describe the record as being stored via its owner, as described under the clause via set-name set of the record
statement of Schema statements in the Database Administration section. To keep all occurrences of a given
record type in physical sequence, they must be stored via a system owned index.

COBOL Example of Conversion Program

The following is an example of a COBOL program that converts DBOMP data to CA IDMS/DB records and loads them
into the CA IDMS/DB database.

 data division.
 

 working-storage section.
 01 dbomp-item.
    03 item-pi.
    03 item-key.
 

 01 CA IDMS/db-item             Refer to CA IDMS Utilities documentation 
    03 part-no.                 for information on occurrence descriptors. 
 

 01 dbomp-prodstr.
 

 01 idms-prodstr.
 

 01 dbomp-workctr.
 

 01 idms-workctr.
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    03 work-no.
 

 01 dbomp-routing.
 

 01 idms-routing.
 

 01 owner-1.                    Refer to CA IDMS Utilities documentation 
    03 set-1.                   for information on owner descriptors. 
    03 key-1.
 01 owner-2.
    03 set-2.
    03 key-2.
 

 procedure division.
    call 'bmpeof' using dbomp-item end-job.
 next-item.
    call 'bmpget' using dbomp-item.
    reformat dbomp-item, giving idms-item 
    call 'idmsdblu' using idms-item.
    move part-no to key-1.
    move 'item-struct' to set-1.
    move 'where-used' to set-2.
 next-structure.
    end-of-chain go to first-route.
    call 'chase' using anlnk nxlnk addnf dbomp-prodstr dbomp-item.
    reformat dbomp-prodstr, giving idms-prodstr 
    move part-no to key-2.
    call 'idmsdblu' using idms-prodstr owner-1 owner-2.
    go to next-structure.
 first-route.
    move key-1 to item-key.
    move 'mran' to item-pi.
    call 'bmpcall' using dbomp-item.
    move 'item-routing' to set-1.
    move 'work-routing' to set-2.
 next-route.
    end-of-chain go to next-item.
    call 'chase' using anlnk nxlnk addnf dbomp-routing dbomp-workctr.
    reformat dbomp-routing, giving idms-routing 
    call 'idmsdblu' using idms-routing owner-1 owner-2.
    reformat dbomp-workctr, giving idms-workctr 
    call 'idmsdblu' using idms-workctr.
    go to next-route.
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Converting DBOMP Load and Maintenance Programs
 

You must convert all DBOMP load and maintenance programs to CA IDMS/DB before you can run them against the CA
IDMS/DB database.

Converting these programs involves:

• Inserting the necessary CA IDMS/DB DML control statements to prepare the database for processing
• Replacing all DBOMP calls, process indicators, and associated logic with CA IDMS/DB DML statements and

associated logic

Steps for Converting Load and Maintenance Programs

Follow the eight steps presented below to convert DBOMP Assembler, PL/I, and COBOL load and maintenance
programs. To obtain the proper record names and descriptions, set names, area names, and subschema names, consult
the dictionary reports produced by the IDMSRPTS utility (see the CA IDMS Utilities Section).

1. Remove all program references to work areas and work area prefixes.
2. Provide a CA IDMS/DB Communications Block for the program, as shown in the figure following this procedure.
3. Allocate space in program variable storage for each CA IDMS/DB record type to be referenced in the converted

program. The structure of each record type is described in the data dictionary Subschema Record Description Listing,
the SUBREC report generated by the IDMSRPTS utility (see the CA IDMS Utilities Section).

4. Issue an @MODE macro (Assembler only).
5. BIND the subschema and all record types to be referenced in the program.
6. READY those database areas that will be accessed by the program; one READY statement can be issued for all

areas, or each area can be READYed explicitly.
7. Replace each DBOMP CA$LL or BMPCALL with an CA IDMS DML statement equivalent to the function requested

by the process indicator in the DBOMP work area prefix. Alter the associated logic as necessary to conform with
CA IDMS/DB programming requirements. The section following this list of sectionlines shows the DBOMP process
indicators (and commands) and their equivalent CA IDMS DML statements and associated logic.

8. Check the CA IDMS/DB error status after every call to CA IDMS/DB (see DBOMP Error Codes With CA IDMS/DB
Equivalents).

NOTE
Maintain low-level codes in converted structural maintenance programs. You can incorporate this logic
into user programs as a subroutine that is invoked following routines that add records to the CA IDMS/DB
database. For an example of this low-level code logic, Sample Application and Procedures; you can apply
this example to user maintenance programs.

Communications Block from Step 2 of Conversion
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DBOMP Process Indicators and Corresponding DML

Replacing DBOMP process indicators with equivalent CA IDMS DML statements is part of program conversion (see the
steps for converting programs). On the following pages, DBOMP process indicators are shown with their equivalent DML
statements (and associated logic, where appropriate). DML statements are shown in this order:

• Assembler
• COBOL
• PL/I

OPEN

►►─── @READY ─┬─ ALL ───┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ AREA= ─┘

►►─── READY ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── READY ─┬─────────┬─ ; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             └─ AREA= ─┘

CLOS
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►►─── @FINISH ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── FINISH ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── FINISH; ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

MADD and MCRT

►►─── @STORE REC= ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── STORE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── STORE RECORD; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

Build record in user work area and move key to required field before STORE.

MDEL and MTAG

►►─── @ERASE ─┬─ REC ───────┬─ ,REC= ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              ├─ PERMANENT ─┤

              ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤

              └─ ALL ───────┘

►►─── ERASE ──┬────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─┬─ PERMANENT ─┬─ MEMBERS ──┘

                ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤

                └─ ALL ───────┘

►►─── ERASE RECORD ─┬─────────────┬─ ; ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

                    ├─ PERMANENT ─┤

                    ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤

                    └─ ALL ───────┘

Associated Logic

For MTAG, insert user logic to accomplish tagging.
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CADD

►►─── @STORE REC= ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── STORE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── STORE RECORD; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

Move parent master record key to program variable storage; FIND CALC parent master record; build 'chain' record; move
subordinate master key to program variable storage; FIND CALC subordinate master record; CONNECT subordinate
master record to appropriate set; perform low-level code routine; set membership for product-structure relationship is MM.

CADD (Subordinate Master)

►►─── @STORE REC= ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── STORE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── STORE RECORD; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

Move parent master record key to program variable storage; move subordinate master record key to program variable
storage; build 'chain' record in program variable storage; FIND CALC parent master record; FIND CALC subordinate
master record; STORE 'chain' record; NOTE: set membership for subordinate master record is assumed MA.

CADD (No Subordinate Master)

►►─── @STORE REC= ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── STORE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── STORE RECORD; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

Move master record key to program variable storage; build 'chain' record; FIND CALC master record; STORE 'chain'
record.

CDLS

►►─── @ERASE ─┬─ REC ───────┬─ ,REC= ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              ├─ PERMANENT ─┤

              ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤

              └─ ALL ───────┘
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►►─── ERASE ──┬────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─┬─ PERMANENT ─┬─ MEMBERS ──┘

                ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤

                └─ ALL ───────┘

►►─── ERASE RECORD ─┬─────────────┬─ ; ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

                    ├─ PERMANENT ─┤

                    ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤

                    └─ ALL ───────┘

Associated Logic

Move master record key to program variable storage; FIND CALC master record; OBTAIN NEXT record within set; check
error status; loop until record is found or end of set reached; delete found record.

CDLM

►►─── @ERASE ─┬─ REC ───────┬─ ,REC= ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              ├─ PERMANENT ─┤

              ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤

              └─ ALL ───────┘

►►─── ERASE ──┬────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─┬─ PERMANENT ─┬─ MEMBERS ──┘

                ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤

                └─ ALL ───────┘

►►─── ERASE RECORD ─┬─────────────┬─ ; ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

                    ├─ PERMANENT ─┤

                    ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤

                    └─ ALL ───────┘

Associated Logic
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Move master record to program variable storage; FIND CALC master record; OBTAIN NEXT record within set; delete
'chain' record; check error status; loop until end of set.

CCSR

►►─── @MODIFY REC= ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── MODIFY ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── MODIFY RECORD; ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

Move subordinate master record key to program variable storage; OBTAIN CALC subordinate master record; change
subordinate master record key to desired value; MODIFY subordinate master record.

CEQL

►►─── @STORE REC= ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── STORE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── STORE RECORD; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

Move parent master record key to program variable storage; FIND CALC parent master record; OBTAIN NEXT record
within set; move key of obtained record to program variable storage for parent master record; FIND CALC record; STORE
retrieved ('chain') record.

CCHG

►►─── @MODIFY REC= ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── MODIFY ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── MODIFY RECORD; ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

Move master record key to program variable storage; FIND CALC master record; MODIFY record as required.

CFIN and CEND

Have no IDMS equivalents

Associated Logic

If end of set is desire, FIND OWNER within set.

SADD

►►─── @CONNECT REC=,SET= ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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►►─── CONNECT TO ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── CONNECT RECORD SET; ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

Move master record key to program variable storage; FIND CALC master record; OBTAIN NEXT record within set; move
subordinate record key to master record key in program variable storage; FIND CALC master record; CONNECT found
master record to appropriate set.

SDEL

►►─── @DISCON REC=,SET= ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── DISCONNECT FROM ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── DISCONNECT RECORD SET; ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

FIND CALC record; OBTAIN NEXT record within set; DISCONNECT retrieved record.

CCRT

See information for CADD

MRKY

►►─── @FIND CALC,REC= ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── FIND CALC ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── FIND CALC RECORD; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

MRAN

►►─── @OBTAIN CALC,REC= ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── OBTAIN CALC ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── OBTAIN CALC RECORD; ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

MDIR

►►─── @OBTAIN DBKEY= ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── OBTAIN DB-KEY IS ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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►►─── OBTAIN DBKEY; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

MRDR

►►─── @FIND DBKEY= ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── FIND DB-KEY IS ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── FIND DBKEY; ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

MUPD

►►─── @MODIFY REC= ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── MODIFY ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── MODIFY RECORD; ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

MWRT

Has no CA IDMS/DB equivalent

CDIR

►►─── @OBTAIN DBKEY= ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── OBTAIN DB-KEY IS ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── OBTAIN DBKEY ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

CUPD

►►─── @MODIFY REC= ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── MODIFY ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── MODIFY RECORD; ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

OBTAIN record before issuing MODIFY.

CWRT

Has no CA IDMS/DB equivalent

CMPR and EXPN

Have no CA IDMS/DB equivalents; addresses are not compressed in CA IDMS/DB
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DBOMP Commands and Corresponding DML

Replacing DBOMP commands with equivalent CA IDMS DML statements is part of program conversion (see the previous
list of sectionlines for conversion). On the following pages DBOMP commands are shown with their equivalent DML
statements (and associated logic, where appropriate). DML statements are shown in this order:

• Assembler
• COBOL
• PL/I

CHA$E BMPCHASE

See associated logic

Associated Logic

FIND CALC set owner record; OBTAIN NEXT record (member) within set; check for the end of the set; repeat OBTAIN
NEXT and check error status until the end of the set.

GE$T BMPGET

►►─── @OBTAIN NEXT, ─┬─ SET= ──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                     └─ AREA= ─┘

►►─── OBTAIN NEXT WITHIN ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── OBTAIN NEXT ─┬─ SET ──┬─ ; ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                   └─ AREA ─┘

PU$T BMPPUT

►►─── @MODIFY REC= ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── MODIFY ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── MODIFY RECORD; ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

ST$KY BMPSTKY

►►─── @OBTAIN,REC=,SET=,USING= ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── OBTAIN WITHIN USING ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── OBTAIN RECORD SET USING; ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

Obtains a record in an indexed set using a symbolic key.

ST$DA BMPSTDA
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►►─── @OBTAIN DBKEY=DIRCTKY,REC= ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── OBTAIN DB-KEY IS DIRECTKY ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── OBTAIN DBKEY DIRCTKY; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

Record retrieved in physical sequential order by symbolic key. (DIRCTKY)

CA$LL BMPCALL

See process indicator equivalents

Commands having no equivalents

These DBOMP commands have no CA IDMS/DB equivalents:

• BM$WA
• MSG
• TY$PE
• MO$VE
• EQ$RG
• BM$DS
• MF$SQ
• CF$RT
• FI$LE
• CGE$T
• CPU$T
• BM$FO
• BMPFO
• EO$F
• BMPEOF
• BM$RACN
• BMPRACN
• BM$OFAD
• BMPOFFAD

Sequence of Logic in Converted Programs

The general sequence of logic in the converted load and maintenance programs should be as follows:

1. Read input data or transaction record.
2. Format the input data into the CA IDMS/DB record work area. (The COBOL code to accomplish this is generated

automatically.)
3. Establish necessary currencies.
4. Issue the appropriate DML Assembler macro:
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– @STORE -- Add a record occurrence to the database.
– @ERASE -- Delete a record occurrence from the database.
– @MODIFY -- Alter a record key or sequence field.
– @CONNECT -- Add a record occurrence to a set occurrence.
– @DISCONNECT -- Remove a record occurrence from a set occurrence.

5. Check the status code returned by CA IDMS/DB (see DBOMP Error Codes With CA IDMS/DB Equivalents).

NOTE
Check the CA IDMS/DB status after every call to CA IDMS/DB to determine whether the requested function
was performed. The status codes returned to the program may indicate program errors, or they may be tested
by program logic to determine subsequent program action. For more information on status codes and their
meanings, see the CA IDMS DML Reference Section for COBOL and the CA IDMS DML Reference Section for
PL/I.

Converting DBOMP Retrieval and Update Programs
The final task in conversion to CA IDMS/DB is converting DBOMP retrieval and update programs.

Steps for Converting Retrieval and Update Programs

Follow the eight steps presented below to convert DBOMP Assembler, PL/I, and COBOL load and maintenance programs
to CA IDMS/DB. To obtain the proper record names and descriptions, set names, area names, and subschema names,
consult the data dictionary reports produced by the IDMSRPTS utility (see the CA IDMS Utilities Section).

1. Remove all program references to DBOMP file work areas and work area prefixes.
2. Provide a CA IDMS/DB Communications Block for the program (see the same step under Converting DBOMP Load

and Maintenance Programs, in this section).
3. Allocate space in the CA IDMS/DB program variable storage for each CA IDMS/DB record type to be referenced in the

converted program. The structure of each record type is described in the dictionary Subschema Record Description
Listing, or SUBREC report.

NOTE
For more information on SUBREC, see IDMSRPTS in the CA IDMS Utilities Section.

4. Issue an @MODE macro (Assembler only).
5. BIND the subschema and all record types to be referenced in the program.
6. READY those database areas that will be accessed by the program; one READY statement can be issued for all

areas, or each area can be READYed explicitly.
7. Convert each DBOMP command and accompanying process indicator to an equivalent DML command. Alter the

program logic associated with the DBOMP command as necessary to conform with CA IDMS/DB programming
requirements. Refer to the syntax shown under Converting DBOMP Load and Maintenance Programs for the CA
IDMS/DB statements that are equivalent to DBOMP commands save process indicators.

8. Check the status code returned by CA IDMS/DB after every call to CA IDMS/DB (see the table under DBOMP Error
Codes With CA IDMS/DB Equivalents).

DBOMP Error Codes With CA IDMS/DB Equivalents

DBOMP Code DBOMP P.I. IDMS Status IDMS Macro Meaning
0400 Any 0308 Any Invalid record type
0200 Addition 1211 @STORE No space in area
0008 File read 0326 @FIND/@OBTAIN Record not found
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0008 File read 0302 @FIND/@OBTAIN Db-key not within page
range for specified record

0004 Any xx63 -- Invalid function
0001 Addition 1205 @STORE Duplicate record
0001 Deletion 0230 @ERASE Record occurrence is

owner of nonempty set
END CHA$E 0307 @OBTAIN NEXT,

SET=
AREA=

End of set or area

PL/I Considerations
This section provides you with additional information necessary to use DBOMP PL/I programs with CA IDMS DBOMP
Transparency.

Except as noted here, CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency bridges DBOMP PL/I programs in the same manner it bridges
DBOMP Assembler programs.

Transparency Support For DBOMP PL/I Commands
The transparency's support of DBOMP PL/I commands parallels that of DBOMP Assembler macros. The following table
shows DBOMP PL/I commands and their interpretation by the CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency.

NOTE
See IBM DBOMP documentation for the syntax for these commands.

DBOMP PL/I command CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency interpretation of command
OP$EN The first call to OP$EN causes IMBSBRDG to open the entire

CA IDMS/DB database and prepare it for processing: BINDs
are issued for the run unit and all record types described in the
subschema, and database areas are READYed. The transparency
returns the file control record for the file for which RACN has been
specified in IMBSTAB. Subsequent calls to OP$EN are ignored
once the database has been opened.

CLO$E The first call to CLO$E causes IMBSBRDG to close all areas
in the CA IDMS/DB database by issuing a FINISH command.
Subsequent calls to CLO$E are ignored once the database has
been closed. If any command other than CLO$E is issued after
the first CLO$E, the transparency automatically reopens the CA
IDMS/DB database and processes the command; a subsequent
CLOSE causes the transparency to close the database again.

CA$LL The work area prefix for the named file is passed to IMBSBRDG,
which interprets the process indicator contained in the work
area prefix and performs the requested function. See Section3,
"The Transparency Environment" for those process indicators
supported by the transparency.

GE$T IMBSBRDG retrieves the first record in the named file and returns
it to the work area. Subsequent calls to GE$T using the same file
cause IMBSBRDG to retrieve records in logical sequential order
from that point if the record type is not indexed. When an end-of-
file condition is detected, control is passed to the routine specified
for the file in the EO$F command (discussed below).
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EO$F IMBSBRDG handles EO$F in the same manner as does DBOMP,
but obtains the necessary file information from the module
generated by the IMBSPL1 interface macro (see below) rather
than from the module generated by the DBOMP PL$BM macro.
A call to EO$F must specify the end-of-file routines in the same
sequence as the corresponding files are entered in the IMBSPL1
macro.

ST$KY IMBSBRDG retrieves a record by the key specified in the work
area prefix for the named file and returns the record to the work
area. The currency for the file is set at the retrieved record.
Subsequent GE$T commands for the file retrieve records in
logical sequential order from that point if the record type is not
indexed. Note that the transparency support of logical sequential
processing assumes the use of an index.

ST$DA IMBSBRDG retrieves a record by the disk address specified in the
work area prefix for the named file and returns the record to the
work area. The currency for the file is set at the retrieved record.
Subsequent GE$T commands for the file retrieve records in logical
sequential order from that point if the record type is indexed, or in
physical sequential order from that point if the record type is not
indexed. Note that the transparency's support of logical sequential
processing assumes the use of indexing.

PU$T IMBSBRDG writes back to the CA IDMS/DB database the last
record retrieved by a GE$T command. Chain address fields
(pointers) are not updated or written back to the database.

CHASE The transparency supports this command unconditionally.
Programs that request only the CHASE function need not be
modified before interfacing with the bridge, and should be
linked with the PL$CH macro as indicated in IBM DBOMP
documentation.

BM$OFAD The transparency does not support this command. If a call to BM
$OFAD is encountered by the bridge, no action takes place and
control returns to the calling program.

BM$FO The transparency does not support this command. If a BM$FO
command is encountered, an unresolved external reference
results in the link edit map.

BM$RACN The transparency does not support this command. If a BM$RACN
command is encountered, no action takes place and control
returns to the calling program. The transparency's maintenance of
RACN in PL/I programs is the same as for Assembler programs.

IMBSPL1 Interface Macro
The IMBSPL1 interface macro replaces the DBOMP PL$BM macro. This Assembler macro generates tables containing
the information necessary to establish communication between the DBOMP PL/I program and IMBSBRDG. Also
incorporated in these tables is the information required to support the sequential processing requested by calls to GE$T,
PU$T, ST$KY, and ST$DA.

Syntax

IMBSPL1 macro

►►─── IMBSPL1 (file-name, ─┬─ index-set-name ─┬─ ), ─┬─ YES ─┬─ ; ────────────►◄
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                           └─ NOTSEQ ─────────┘      └─ NO ──┘

Parameters

• IMBSPL1
A required constant that identifies the macro; you can code it anywhere after column 1.

• file-name
The seven-character name of the DBOMP master file as specified in the program work area. You must enter the
routines named in the EO$F command in the same order as you enter the corresponding file names in the IMBSPL1
macro. This ensures that the address of the proper routine is passed to IMBSBRDG when the end of a file named in a
GE$T command is reached. One file-name entry must be present for each DBOMP file that is processed.

• index-set-name/NOTSEQ
The name of the index set to be used for logical sequential processing; specify NOTSEQ if the file is not to be
processed in logical sequential order. One index-set-name/NOTSEQ entry must be present for each file-name entry.

• YES/NO
The compiler option indicator; specified as follows:
– YES if the optimizing compiler is used and IMBSPL1 is not identified as an assembler entry
– NO if the D- or F-level compiler is used

NOTE
It is recommended that you name every file on the DBOMP database in one execution of the IMBSPL1 macro so
that this macro does not need to be assembled and link edited more than once.

Assembling and Linking IMBSPL1

To assemble and link-edit IMBSPL1, you must use SMP/E (Z/OS) or MSHP (Z/VSE).

NOTE
For more information on using SMP/E and MSHP, see the CA IDMS Installation -- Z/OS or the CA IDMS
Installation -- Z/VSE.

DBOMP PL/I Program Preparation and Execution
The sectionlines for preparing a DBOMP PL/I program and executing it using the transparency parallel those detailed for
DBOMP Assembler programs in Using the Transparency as a Bridge to CA IDMS/DB.

Preparing the PL/I Program

• Remove the PL$BM macro.
• Remove those DBOMP PL/I commands that are not supported by CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency and modify

associated program logic as necessary.
• Modify the PL/I logic as necessary to conform with CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency specifications for sequential

processing and RACN processing.
• If the program issues any of the allowable CA IDMS DML statements, insert the following call to IMBSBRDG, making

sure that the CA IDMS DML statement argument is available in program variable storage (see The Transparency
Environment):

call ca$ll (argument_name,'end.')

• If any retrieval or update process indicators except for those supported by CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency (see The
Transparency Environment) are used in the program, replace them with those that are supported.

Executing the Program
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• Assemble and link edits IMBSTAB if a version compatible with the application does not exist in the load library.
• Recompile and link edit the DBOMP PL/I program, including IMBSBRDG, IMBSTAB, IMBSPL1, and CA IDMS/DB. This

step assumes that IMBSPL1 has been assembled and link edited as discussed above.

NOTE
You do not need to recompile programs that run under Z/OS unless any of the changes listed above have
been made; you must, however, recompile programs that run under Z/VSE whether or not any of these
changes have been made, unless the programs exist in the relocatable library.

• Submit the DBOMP PL/I program for execution.

COBOL Considerations
This appendix provides you with additional information necessary to interface DBOMP COBOL programs with CA IDMS
DBOMP Transparency.

Except as noted in this appendix, CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency bridges DBOMP COBOL programs in the same
manner as it bridges DBOMP Assembler programs.

Transparency Support For DBOMP COBOL Commands
The transparency's support for DBOMP COBOL commands parallels its support for DBOMP Assembler macros. The
following table shows DBOMP COBOL commands and their interpretation by the transparency.

NOTE
See IBM DBOMP documentation for the syntax for these commands.

DBOMP PL/I command CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency interpretation of command
BMPOPEN The first call to BMPOPEN causes IMBSBRDG to open the entire

CA IDMS/DB database and prepare it for processing: BINDs
are issued for the run unit and all record types described in the
subschema, and database areas are READYed. The transparency
returns the file control record for the file for which RACN has
been specified in IMBSTAB. Subsequent calls to BMPOPEN are
ignored once the database has been opened.

BMPCLOSE The first call to BMPCLOSE causes IMBSBRDG to close all areas
in the CA IDMS/DB database by issuing a FINISH command.
Subsequent calls to BMPCLOSE are ignored once the database
has been closed. If any command other than BMPCLOSE is
issued after the first BMPCLOSE, the transparency automatically
reopens the CA IDMS/DB database and processes the command;
a subsequent BMPCLOSE causes the transparency to close the
database again.

BMPCALL The work area prefix for the named file is passed to IMBSBRDG,
which interprets the process indicator contained in the work area
prefix and performs the requested function. For information on
process indicators that are supported by the transparency, see
Section3, "The Transparency Environment".

BMPGET IMBSBRDG retrieves the first record in the named file and returns
it to the work area. Subsequent calls to BMPGET using the same
file cause IMBSBRDG to retrieve records in logical sequential
order from that point if the record type is indexed, or in physical
sequential order from that point if the record type is not indexed.
When an end-of-file condition is detected, control passes to the
routine specified for the file in the BMPEOF command (discussed
below).
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BMPEOF IMBSBRDG handles BMPEOF in the same manner as does
DBOMP, but obtains the necessary file information from
the module generated by the DBOMP CB$BM macro. A
call to BMPEOF must specify the end-of-file routines in the
same sequence as the corresponding files are entered in the
IMBSCOBL macro.

BMPSTKY IMBSBRDG retrieves a record by the key specified in the work
area prefix for the named file and returns the record to the work
area. The currency for the file is set at the retrieved record.
Subsequent BMPGET commands for the file retrieve records
in logical sequential order from that point if the record type is
indexed, or in physical sequential order from that point if the
record type is not indexed. Note that the transparency's support of
logical sequential processing assumes the use of indexing.

BMPSTDA IMBSBRDG retrieves a record by the disk address specified in
the work area prefix for the named file and returns the record
to the work area. The currency for the file is set at the retrieved
record. Subsequent BMPGET commands for the file retrieve
records in logical sequential order from that point if the record type
is indexed, or in physical sequential order from that point if the
record type is not indexed. Note that the transparency's support of
logical sequential processing assumes the use of indexing.

BMPPUT IMBSBRDG writes back to the CA IDMS/DB database the last
record retrieved by a BMPGET command. Chain address fields
(pointers) are not updated or written back to the database.

CHASE The transparency supports this command unconditionally.
Programs that request only the CHASE function need not be
modified before interfacing with the bridge, and should be
linked with the CB$CH macro as indicated in IBM DBOMP
documentation.

BMPOFFAD The transparency does not support this command. If a call to
BMPOFFAD is encountered by the bridge, no action takes place
and control returns to the calling program.

BMPFO The transparency does not support this command. If a BMPFO
statement is encountered, an unresolved external reference
results in the link edit map.

BMPRACN The transparency does not support this command. If a BMPRACN
command is encountered, no action takes place and control
returns to the calling program. The transparency's maintenance
of RACN in COBOL programs is the same as for Assembler
programs.

IMBSCOBL Interface Macro
The IMBSCOBL interface macro replaces the DBOMP CB$BM macro. This Assembler macro generates tables containing
the information necessary to establish communication between the DBOMP COBOL program and IMBSBRDG. Also
incorporated in these tables is the information required to support sequential processing requested by calls to BMPGET,
BMPPUT, BMPSTKY, and BMPSTDA.

Syntax

IMBSCOBL macro

►►─── IMBSCOBL (file-name, ─┬─ index-set-name ─┬─ ) ──────────────────────────►◄
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                            └─ NOTSEQ ─────────┘

Parameters

• IMBSCOBL
A required constant that identifies the macro; it can be coded anywhere after column 1.

• file-name
The seven-character name of the DBOMP master file as specified in the program work area. You must enter the
routines named in the BMPEOF command in the same order as you enter the corresponding file names in the
IMBSCOBL macro. This ensures that the address of the proper routine is passed to IMBSBRDG when the end of a
file named in a BMPGET command is reached. One file-name entry must be present for every DBOMP file that is
processed.

• index-set-name/NOTSEQ
The name of the index set to be used for logical sequential processing; specify NOTSEQ if the file is not to be
processed in logical sequential order. One index-set-name/NOTSEQ entry must be present for each file-name entry.

NOTE
It is recommended that you name every file on the DBOMP database in one execution of the IMBSCOBL macro
so that this macro does not need to be assembled and link edited more than once.

Assembling and Linking IMBSCOBL

To assemble and link-edit IMBSCOBL, you must use SMP/E (Z/OS) or MSHP (Z/VSE).

NOTE
For more information on using SMP/E and MSHP, see the CA IDMS Installation -- Z/OS or the CA IDMS
Installation -- Z/VSE.

DBOMP COBOL Program Preparation and Execution
The sectionlines for preparing and executing a DBOMP COBOL program using the transparency parallel those detailed
for DBOMP Assembler programs in Using the Transparency as a Bridge to CA IDMS/DB.

Preparing the COBOL Program

• Remove the CB$BM macro.
• Remove DBOMP COBOL commands that are not supported by CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency, and modify

associated program logic as necessary.
• Modify the COBOL logic as necessary to conform with CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency specifications for sequential

processing and RACN processing.
• If the program issues any of the allowable CA IDMS DML statements, insert the following call to IMBSBRDG, making

sure that the CA IDMS DML statement argument is available in working storage (see The Transparency Environment):

call 'bmpcall' using argument-name.

• If any retrieval or update process indicators except for those supported by CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency (see The
Transparency Environment) are used in the program, replace them with those that are supported.

Executing the Program

• Assemble and link edit IMBSTAB if a version compatible with the application does not exist in the load library.
• Recompile and link edit the DBOMP COBOL program, including IMBSBRDG, IMBSTAB, IMBSCOBL, and CA IDMS/

DB. This step assumes that IMBSCOBL has been assembled and link edited as discussed above.
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NOTE
You do not need to recompile programs that run under Z/OS unless any of the changes listed above have
been made; you must, however, recompile programs that run under Z/VSE whether or not any of these
changes have been made, unless the programs exist in the relocatable library.

• Submit the DBOMP COBOL program for execution.

Sample Application and Procedures
This topic contains the following sample application and JCL for z/OS:

IMBSBILL Sample Application

IMBSBILL Illustrates the sequence and structure of database access procedures necessary to perform standard bill-of-
materials functions against a CA IDMS/DB manufacturing database. IMBSBILL is written in ANS COBOL and issues CA
IDMS/DB COBOL Data Manipulation Language statements requesting database services.

IMBSMJ01 Sample JCL for z/OS

IMBSMJ01 is a collection of EXEC statements that you can use as a reference when you convert a DBOMP database to a
CA IDMS/DB database.

IMBSMJ02 Sample JCL for z/OS

IMBSMJ02 is a collection of EXEC statements that you can use as a reference when you execute DBOMP applications
using the transparency.

IMBSBILL Sample Application
IMBSBILL Functions

IMBSBILL serves two purposes:

• To aid in the conversion of DBOMP load, maintenance, and retrieval/update programs to CA IDMS/DB
• To serve as a prototype for the development of systems oriented to the manufacturing environment

Record Types Referenced by IMBSBILL

IMBSBILL references these CA IDMS/DB record types:

• ITEM-MASTER
• PROD-STRUCTURE
• WORK-CENTER
• ROUTINGS

IMBSBILL retrieves, modifies, adds, and deletes occurrences of each of these record types. It demonstrates single-level,
indented, and summarized explosion and implosion, and performs a serial retrieval of occurrences of the ITEM-MASTER
record type. IMBSBILL also contains the CA IDMS/DB logic necessary to implement RACN, low-level coding, and chain
counts.

Database Accessed by IMBSBILL

The design for the sample database accessed by IMBSBILL is shown in the following figure.
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IMBSBILL Flow of Logic

The general flow of logic in IMBSBILL is as follows:

1. BIND the run unit and all record types
2. Read a transaction
3. Branch to the routine indicated by the transaction code
4. Access the CA IDMS/DB database using the appropriate DML commands
5. Display the results of the transaction on the printer
6. Repeat the above steps until all transactions have been processed

IMBSBILL Code

The following is the code for IMBSBILL.

• IMBSBILL - The program described here
• IMBSCHM - The schema IMBSBILL uses
• IMBDMCL - The DMC IMBSBILL uses
• IMBSUBS - The subschema IMBSBILL uses

IMBSMJ01 Sample JCL for z/OS
Explanation of Statements in IMBSMJ01

Each EXEC statement in IMBSMJ01 is a job step. The steps are described in the following table.

EXEC statement What happens
IDMSCHEM Compiles the sample schema, IMBSSCHM
IDMSDMCL Processes the sample DMCL module, IMBSDMCL
LINKDMCL Link edits the assembled output from the DMCL processor
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SUBSCHEM Compiles the sample subschema, IMBSSUBS, and punches load
module

LINKSUB Link edits IMBSSUBS
DMLC Submits the sample COBOL source program, IMBSBILL, to the

CA IDMS DML compiler
COB Compiles the output from DMLC
LINKCOB Link edits the compiled COBOL program
IDMSRPTS Prints reports from the data dictionary
INITSAMP Initializes the sample database
EXECPGM Executes the sample CA IDMS/DB application program,

IMBSBILL

NOTE
Be sure to modify the parameters in the EXECPGM step to suit your installation requirements.

IMBSMJ02 Sample JCL for z/OS
Explanation of Statements in IMBSMJ02

Each EXEC statement in IMBSMJ02 is a job step. The steps are described in the following table.

EXEC statement What happens
ASMCBDG Assembles IMBSTAB
LINKCBDG Link edits IMBSTAB
ASMCOBL Assembles IMBSCOBL interface
LINKCOBL Link edits IMBSCOBL module
DMLC Submits sample COBOL DBOMP source program, IMBSDBMP, to

the CA IDMS DML compiler
COB Compiles output from DMLC
LINKCOB Link edits IMBSDBMP
EXECPGM Executes the sample DBOMP application program, IMBSDBMP,

using the CA IDMS/DBOMP Transparency bridge program
IMBSBRDG

NOTE
Be sure to modify the parameters in the EXECPGM step to suit your installation requirements.

Setting Up CA IDMS/DBOMP Transparency Under z/OS
Object Modules

The following table lists the object modules placed into the CA IDMS/DB object library during the install.

Module Description

IMBSPROC Database procedure
IMBSBRDG Bridge program

Source Modules
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The following table lists the source modules placed into the CA IDMS/DB source library during the install.

Module Description

IMBSMJ02 JCL for IMBSMJ02 procedure
IMBS Customizing macro
IMBSASMB IMBS Assembler interface macro
IMBSBILL Sample CA IDMS/DB COBOL manufacturing application program
IMBSBRDG Assembler source code for IMBSBRDG object module
IMBSCOBL CA IDMS/DBOMP Transparency COBOL interface macro
IMBSDBMP Sample COBOL DBOMP program (to be bridged)
IMBSDMCL Sample DMCL description module
IMBSEQ CA IDMS/DBOMP Transparency Assembler interface macro
IMBSINP1 Sample input to IMBSBILL
IMBSINP2 Sample input to IMBSDBMP
IMBSPL1 CA IDMS/DBOMP Transparency PL/I interface macro
IMBSPROC Source code for database procedure object module
IMBSMJ01 JCL for IMBSMJ01 procedure
IMBSSCHM Sample CA IDMS/DB schema description
IMBSSUBS Sample CA IDMS/DB subschema description
IMBSTAB Sample input to IMBS customizing macro

Load Modules

The following table lists the load modules placed in the CA IDMS/DB load library during the install.

Module Description

IMBSBRDG Bridge program
IMBSPROC Database procedure

Customizing and Executing IMBSMJ01 and IMBSMJ02
The JCL is shown in the IMBSMJ01 and IMBSMJ02 procedures as they exist in the source library.

Source library member IMBSMJ01 contains a procedure that compiles the schema, DMCL, and subschema for the
sample database. It then initializes the database and runs the sample DML program, IMBSBILL.

Member IMBSMJ02 compiles a sample DBOMP program, IMBSDBMP, and CA IDMS/DBOMP Transparency, which uses
the same database as was set up by IMBSMJ01.

Explanation of EXEC Statements in IMBSMJ01 Procedure

The IMBSMJ01 procedure uses the 15 EXEC statements described in the following table.

EXEC statement What happens
IDMSCHEM Compiles the sample schema, IMBSSCHM
IDMSDMCL Processes the sample DMCL module, IMBSDMCL and punches

the load module
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LINKDMCL Link edits the assembled output from the DMCL processor
SUBSCHEM Compiles the sample subschema, IMBSSUBS
LINKSUB Link edits IMBSSUBS
DMLC Submits the sample COBOL source program, IMBSBILL, to the

CA IDMS DML compiler
COB Compiles the output from DMLC
LINKCOB Link edits the compiled COBOL program
IDMSRPTS Prints reports from the data dictionary
INITSAMP Initializes the sample database
EXECPGM Executes the sample CA IDMS/DB application program,

IMBSBILL

NOTE
You must modify the parameters in the EXEC IMBSMJ01 statement (the last EXEC statement in the procedure)
to suit your installation requirements. For more information, see Customizing IMBSMJ01.

Customizing IMBSMJ01

You must modify the defaults shown in the EXEC IMBSMJ01 statement (the last JCL statement) in the IMBSMJ01
procedure. The following JCL shows the exec IMBSMJ01. Change the items shown in italics to suit your installation
requirements.

IMBSMJ01 (z/OS)

//SAMPLE   EXEC   IMBSMJ01

//                PRT='SYSOUT=A',

//                UNIT=disk,

//                LIB='imbs.loadlib',

//                IDMSLIB='idms.loadlib',

//                COBLIB='coblib',

//                COBSTEP='cob.steplib',

//                PGSIZE=2496,

//                DISP=CATLG,

//                BASE='data.direct',

//                IMBSBILL='imbs013',

//                IMBSWORK='IMBSWORK',

//                SRCLIB='imbs.srclib',
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//                IDMSSRC='yourHLQ.CAGJMAC',

//                VOL='VOL=SER=nnnnnn,'

//                SYSCTLDS='idms.sysctl',

//                IDMSDMCL='cvdmcl',

//                MSGDD='dcmsg',

//                MSGDSN='idms.ddldcmsg',

//                DDLDD='sysddl',

//                DDLDSN='idms.sysddl',

//                DICTNAME='appldict',

Parameter Description
disk Symbolic device name for data dictionary and database files
imbs.loadlib Dataset name of CA IDMS/DBOMP Transparency load library if

a load library was allocated in optional ALLOC step of INSTALL
procedure; or dataset name of CA IDMS load library if CA IDMS
DBOMP Transparency load library was not allocated

idms.loadlib Dataset name of CA IDMS load library
coblib Dataset name of COBOL library
cob.steplib Dataset name of COBOL step library
data.direct Dataset name of data dictionary; may be a sample or user

directory
IMBSBILL Dataset name of sample CA IDMS database file
IMBSWORK Dataset name of sample CA IDMS database file
imbs.srclib Dataset name of CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency source library if

a source library was allocated in optional ALLOC step of INSTALL
procedure; or dataset name of CA IDMS source library if CA IDMS
DBOMP Transparency source library was not allocated

yourHLQ.CAGJMAC Dataset name of CA IDMS macro library
nnnnnn Volume serial number of disk where data dictionary and sample

CA IDMS database files are stored
idms.sysctl Dataset name of IDMS SYSCTL file for running CV
cvdmcl Name of the DMCL that IDMS uses, for CV or local
dcmsg The ddname or IDMS message area
idms.ddldcmsg Dataset name of the IDMS message area, for CV and local jobs
ddldd The ddname of the IDMS dictionary
idms.sysddl Dataset name of the IDMS dictionary
appldict Dictionary to be used
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Explanation of EXEC Statements in IMBSMJ02 Procedure

The IMBSMJ02 procedure uses the eight EXEC statements described in the following table.

EXEC statement What happens
ASMCBDG Assembles IMBSTAB
LINKCBDG Link edits IMBSTAB
ASMCOBL Assembles IMBSCOBL interface
LINKCOBL Link edits IMBSCOBL module
DMLC Submits sample COBOL DBOMP source program, IMBSDBMP, to

the CA IDMS DML compiler
COB Compiles output from DMLC
LINKCOB Link edits IMBSDBMP
EXECPGM Executes the sample DBOMP application program, IMBSDBMP,

using the CA IDMS/DBOMP Transparency bridge program
IMBSBRDG

NOTE
You must modify the parameters in the EXEC IMBSMJ02 statement (the last EXEC statement in the procedure)
to suit your installation requirements. For more information, see Customizing IMBSMJ02.

Customizing IMBSMJ02

You must modify the defaults shown in the EXEC IMBSMJ02 statement (the last JCL statement) in the IMBSMJ02
procedure. The following JCL shows the exec IMBSMJ02. Change the items shown in italics to suit your installation
requirements.

IMBSMJ02 (z/OS)

//SAMPLE   EXEC   IMBSMJ02

//                PRT='SYSOUT=A',

//                UNIT=disk,

//                LIB='imbs.loadlib',

//                IDMSLIB='idms.loadlib',

//                IDMSSRC='yourHLQ.CAGJMAC',

//                COBLIB='coblib',

//                COBSTEP='cob.steplib',

//                BASE='data.direct',

//                IMBSBILL='imbs013',

//                IMBSWORK='IMBSWORK',
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//                SRCLIB='imbs.srclib',

Parameter Description
disk Symbolic device name for data dictionary and database files
imbs.loadlib Dataset name of CA IDMS/DBOMP Transparency load library if

a load library was allocated in optional ALLOC step of INSTALL
procedure; or dataset name of CA IDMS load library if CA IDMS
DBOMP Transparency load library was not allocated

idms.loadlib Dataset name of CA IDMS load library
yourHLQ.CAGJMAC Dataset name of CA IDMS macro library
coblib Dataset name of COBOL library
cob.steplib Dataset name of COBOL step library
data.direct Dataset name of data dictionary; may be a sample or user

directory
IMBSBILL Dataset name of sample CA IDMS database file
IMBSWORK Dataset name of sample CA IDMS database file
imbs.srclib Dataset name of CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency source library if

a source library was allocated in optional ALLOC step of INSTALL
procedure; or dataset name of CA IDMS source library if CA
IDMS/DB source library was not allocated

Executing IMBSMJ01 and IMBSMJ02

After you tailor the IMBSMJ01 and IMBSMJ02 procedures to your installation requirements, you can submit them together
as a job.

Setting Up CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency under Z/VSE
Learn more about customizing and executing IMBSVJ01 and IMBSVJ02.

Customizing and Executing IMBSVJ01 and IMBSVJ02
The JCL is shown in the IMBSVJ01 and IMBSVJ02 procedures as they exist in the source library.

Source library member IMBSVJ01 contains a procedure that compiles the schema, DMCL, and subschema for the sample
database. It then initializes the database and runs the sample DML program, IMBSBILL.

Member IMBSVJ02 compiles a sample DBOMP program, IMBSDBMP, and the components needed to run it through CA
IDMS DBOMP Transparency, which uses the same database as was set up by IMBSVJ01.

Explanation of EXEC Statements in IMBSVJ01 Procedure

The IMBSVJ01 procedure uses the EXEC statements described in the following table.

EXEC statement What happens
IDMSCHEM Compiles the sample schema, IMBSSCHM
IDMSDMCL Compiles the sample and punches DMCL module, IMBSDMCL
LNKEDT Link edits sample DMCL module, IMBSDMCL
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IDMSUBSC Compiles the sample and punches subschema, IMBSSUBS
ASSEMBLY Assembles IMBSSUBS
LNKEDT Link edits IMBSSUBS
IDMSDMLC Submits the sample COBOL program, IMBSBILL, to the CA IDMS

Data Manipulation Language compiler
FCOBOL Submits IMBSBILL to the COBOL compiler
LNKEDT Link edits IMBSBILL
IDMSRPTS Prints all dictionary/directory reports
IDMSBCF Initializes the sample database
IMBSBILL Executes the sample program, IMBSBILL

Explanation of EXEC Statements in IMBSVJ02 Procedure

The IMBSVJ02 procedure uses the eight EXEC statements described in the following table.

EXEC statement What happens
ASSEMBLY Assembles the IMBS customizing macro
MAINT Catalogs IMBSTAB to relocatable library
ASSEMBLY Assembles the IMBSCOBL macro
MAINT Catalogs assembled IMBSCOBL to relocatable library
IDMSDMLC Submits the sample COBOL DBOMP program, IMBSDBMP, to the

Data Manipulation Language compiler
FCOBOL Submits IMBSDBMP to the COBOL compiler
LNKEDT Link edits IMBSDBMP
DEMOPROG Executes the sample DBOMP program, IMBSDBMP, against CA

IDMS DBOMP Transparency

Modules placed in the relocatable library

The following table lists the modules placed in the relocatable library during installation.

Module Description
IMBSBRDG Bridge program
IMBSPROC Database procedure

Modules placed in the source statement library

The following table lists the modules placed in the source statement library during installation.

Module Description
IMBS Customizing macro
IMBSASMB Interface module (Assembler)
IMBSBILL Sample CA IDMS/DB COBOL manufacturing application program
IMBSBRDG Assembler source code for IMBSBRDG object module
IMBSCOBL CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency COBOL interface macro

(Assembler)
IMBSDBMP Sample COBOL DBOMP program to be bridged
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IMBSDMCL Sample DMCL description module
IMBSEQ Interface module (Assembler)
IMBSINP1 Sample input to IMBSBILL
IMBSINP2 Sample input to IMBSDBMP
IMBSPL1 CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency interface macro (PL/I)
IMBSPROC Source code for database procedure object module
IMBSSCHM Sample CA IDMS/DB schema description
IMBSSUBS Sample CA IDMS/DB subschema description
IMBSTAB Sample input to IMBS customizing macro

Running IMBSVJ01
Run IMBSVJ01, which executes a CA IDMS/DB manufacturing application, using test data provided on the installation
media and cataloged in the source statement library.

Running IMBSVJ02
Run IMBSVJ02, which executes a DBOMP program with the CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency bridge, using test data
provided on the installation media and cataloged in the source statement library.

The JCL in IMBSVJ01 and IMBSVJ02 must first be edited so that the dataset names are correct for your site.

Using DML Online
This section provides the information needed to navigate smoothly through a database using CA IDMS DMLO. In addition,
the many features that CA IDMS DMLO offers are documented to assist you.

CA IDMS DMLO is an interactive CA IDMS productivity tool which allows ad hoc navigation, retrieval, and update of
CA IDMS/DB. CA IDMS DMLO is a full-screen editor for database records that is as easy to use as a text editor. For
database navigation, CA IDMS DMLO uses an interactive data manipulation language compatible with CA IDMS DMLC.
CA IDMS DMLO accesses dictionary information to provide COBOL-like structured record displays with element values,
and to allow updating the database with changed values. Because CA IDMS DMLO uses CA IDMS DMLC commands,
it is an excellent learning tool for database navigation techniques. Commands are executed interactively, and results are
immediately available.

CA IDMS DMLO also provides an extensive set of control commands which allow you to manage the online session. CA
IDMS DMLO includes security and audit capabilities for protecting the database from unauthorized access.

CA IDMS DMLO Features
You can perform the following IDMS DMLO tasks: 

Multiple/Distributed Database Support

CA IDMS DMLO fully supports multiple and distributed database and dictionary configurations described by the CA IDMS
DBNAME/DBNODE and DICTNAME/DICTNODE parameters.

Multiple Teleprocessing Environment Support

CA IDMS DMLO operates in the CA IDMS/DC, CICS/VS, TSO, and VM/ESA teleprocessing environments. Some
functions may not be available in all environments.
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Support of CA IDMS DML Commands

CA IDMS DMLO supports all CA IDMS Data Manipulation Language commands associated with database navigation.
These commands are implemented in their COBOL syntax (CA IDMS DMLC).

Support of CA IDMS LRF Commands

CA IDMS DMLO supports access to both LR and mixed subschemas. All LRF commands are available. Support for the
WHERE clause supports complex arithmetic and boolean expressions.

Because an LRF command can be quite lengthy, CA IDMS DMLO provides for a much expanded command area which
can be requested by an option of the CA IDMS DMLO SET command.

CA IDMS DMLO provides an excellent vehicle for the database administrator to develop, debug, and evaluate LRF path
definitions.

Support of CA IDMS/DC SCRATCH/QUEUE Commands

CA IDMS DMLO provides a complete implementation of CA IDMS/DC scratch/queue processing, including all standard
CA IDMS DMLC syntax, as well as powerful enhancements.

Access to Dictionary Records

CA IDMS DMLO allows you to access record descriptions stored in the dictionary which are not part of the subschema
being processed. These records may be used as work areas or scratch/queue data areas.

Extensive Set of CA IDMS DMLO Commands

CA IDMS DMLO provides an extensive set of commands which allow you to optimize your online session. These
commands supplement the CA IDMS/DMLC commands and allow you to manipulate data, control the data display, define
abbreviations, use PF keys, and analyze the environment.

Session PROFILES

At session termination CA IDMS DMLO provides an opportunity to preserve user-defined characteristics of a CA IDMS
DMLO session, allowing convenient restoration of those parameters when another session is started. This set of session
parameters is called a PROFILE and includes specifications of the following:

• Session Control Parameters
– Subschema, schema, version
– DBNAME, DBNODE, DICTNAME, DICTNODE
– Display and processing options
– User exit specifications

• READY modes for areas
• Abbreviations and Macro Commands (EQUATE settings)
• PF Key Assignments

Multiple PROFILEs are allowed for each user. The concept of "global" PROFILES is also supported; i.e., the system
administrator may define generically useful PROFILEs which are available to all users. For efficiency, these PROFILEs
are stored in a small database structure established at product installation.

At session signon you may also request a selection list of available PROFILEs. This same screen provides PROFILE
maintenance capabilities, allowing you to COPY, RENAME, and KILL (delete) PROFILES.
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CLIST Programming

The CA IDMS DMLO CLIST facility provides a means for creating and executing sequences of CA IDMS/DML and CA
IDMS DMLO commands. Up to nine variable arguments (%1-%9) may appear within the CLIST, and provide a means
for defining general purpose routines. The CLIST processor includes structured constructs for IF-ELSE, looping, data
manipulation, nesting of CLIST calls, and a prompt facility for arguments. CA IDMS DMLO includes an SPF-like text editor
for entry and updates to the CLIST programs.

While the CA IDMS DMLO CLIST processor is not intended to be a full-featured interpretive programming language, it
does offer adequate facilities to prepare utility routines of some complexity.

THE CLIST facility also provides for "global" CLISTs which may be created and maintained by the CA IDMS DMLO
administrator but accessed by all users.

At any time during the session you may request a selection list of available CLISTs. You may also request COPY,
RENAME, and KILL (delete) maintenance functions.

Comprehensive Online Documentation

At any time during the CA IDMS DMLO session, you may press an installation-defined PF key to access CA IDMS DMLO
online documentation. The online documentation is intended to provide extensive information at the terminal when you
need it.

Online documentation includes:

• CA IDMS DMLO screen information
• CA IDMS DML command restrictions which apply in CA IDMS DMLO
• Comprehensive section to CA IDMS DMLO commands
• Online message facility.

Data Manipulation and Display

CA IDMS DMLO uses the dictionary to obtain record and element definitions necessary to allow a COBOL-format
structured display of database and work records. CA IDMS DMLO allows you to select the format for display and entry of
data into these fields. Possible formats are NATIVE (dictionary definition), HEX, and DUMP (simultaneous character and
hex).

CA IDMS DMLO performs extensive data editing of data content and entry, and will detect and indicate invalid or non-
displayable data. You may select AUTOHEX display mode, in which CA IDMS DMLO will automatically alter the display
format to HEX for fields containing invalid data.

PF Key Usage

CA IDMS DMLO allows you to associate frequently used commands with PF keys, thus reducing your keystrokes. You
may assign commands to PF keys in two ways. First, you may enter an executable command and press a PF key rather
than the ENTER key. This assigns the command to the PF key. Second, you may enter the "KEYS" command. This will
display all current PF key settings, and allow updates to multiple keys, by simply entering the desired command opposite
the PF key number. An additional capability of PF key processing is the ability to merge command line input with the
command string represented by the PF key.

Any PF key assignments you make can be saved in a PROFILE.

EQUATE Facility

Another time-saving facility of CA IDMS DMLO is the availability of a logical set of predefined abbreviations for CA IDMS
DML keywords, and the ability for you to define additional abbreviations (EQUATEs) for frequently used subschema
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entities and command phrases. These phrases may be partial or prototype macro commands, and may include previously
equated words or phrases. Any EQUATES you define can be saved in a PROFILE.

Selection Lists

CA IDMS DMLO provides "pop-up" selection lists for subschema entities. Such lists can eliminate the need for the user
to recall the names of all records, sets, and areas in a given subschema, or active scratch ID's. These selection lists are
invoked by the appearance of ?R, ?S, ?A or ?T within, or instead of, a command.

Macros and Variables

CA IDMS DMLO provides for the use of variable symbols to construct executable CA IDMS DML commands. These
symbols are of two types. First, there are the symbols representing active DB/DC entities &D, &R, &S, &A, &T, &Q.
Second, there are the macro variables, &1 - &9, @1 - @9, which represent positional tokens from the command line to be
merged with a prototype command.

For a complete description of the capabilities, of CA IDMS DMLO variable processing, see CA IDMS DMLO Session.

Access to CA IDMS Statistics

CA IDMS DMLO allows you to evaluate the efficiency of database access strategies by providing access to CA IDMS
statistics. These statistics are always available as cumulative values since the start of the session. In addition, you
may "reset" the values to allow determination of incremental statistics associated with execution of a smaller number of
commands. Effectively, CA IDMS DMLO calculates the difference in cumulative statistics between two points that you
specify.

Extensive DBKEY Capabilities

CA IDMS DMLO provides extensive facilities for manipulation and display of database keys. Whenever a CA IDMS DMLC
command requires a database key, you may use page-line, hexadecimal, or decimal literals. In addition, CA IDMS DMLO
provides ten KEYPADS which may serve as source/target fields for commands. The SHOW KEYPADS command will
display all three formats of these KEYPADS. Thus, you can use CA IDMS DMLO as a modest hex calculator.

In addition to providing data-base keys, page-information values may be supplied on the FIND/OBTAIN DML statement.
CA IDMS DMLO provides ten page-info KEYPADS PGR0 - PGR9. The SHOW KEYPADS command will display both
DBKEY and PAGE-INFO values.

Menu/Assist Mode

The Menu/Assist Mode of CA IDMS DMLO can provide the less experienced CA IDMS user with a more structured
environment which requires far less detailed knowledge of CA IDMS DML syntax. This mode can also assist in learning
the full syntax while being productive with CA IDMS/DMLO.

CA IDMS DMLO provides the following features in Menu/Assist Mode:

• Structured, simplified presentation and entry of CA IDMS DMLC commands
• Instructional echo of standard syntax
• Installation-defined menu/assist display format
• Full access to all CA IDMS DMLO capabilities
• Ability to enter or exit Menu/Assist Mode using CA IDMS DMLO SET MENU or OPTIONS command

Access Security

Three levels of security are available to CA IDMS DMLO users. You can select the degree of database protection that is
needed at your installation.
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• Level One Security -- You may choose to bypass the CA IDMS DMLO security feature. If you decide not to use
security, CA IDMS DMLO will verify only that the subschema name entered at signon is valid and usable.

• Level Two Security -- Security is achieved through user ID and password entered at signon. CA IDMS DMLO allows
you three chances to enter your correct password and ID.

• Level Three Security -- At this security level CA IDMS DMLO verifies both password and ID (Level Two) and also
makes certain that the user is authorized to access the subschema requested.

NOTE
Any access restrictions imposed by Level Three security will be reflected in the list of subschemas presented if a
subschema selection list is requested at signon.

You can augment any CA IDMS DMLO level by also restricting access by ready mode. You can change the standard
ready modes CA IDMS DMLO will process at a global level, and at the user ID level. For more information, see the
appropriate CA IDMS Installation and Maintenance Section.

Installation Customization

A customization program USDTPARM distributed with CA IDMS DMLO allows the specification of CA IDMS DMLO
parameters at installation. Note that some of these parameters are changeable by each user during a CA IDMS DMLO
session (and those changes preserved in a PROFILE); while others are permanent in the sense that USDTPARM must be
changed.

USDTPARM allows specification of the following session defaults:

• System administrator user IDs
• Signon screen options and default values
• SET command options
• PF key assignments
• Standard abbreviations
• Displayable characters -- those which will not trigger an 'INVALID DATA' indication
• User exit specifications and messages
• Menu/Assist display format
• Permanently excluded subschemas, independently of normal CA IDMS DMLO security.

For more information, see the CA IDMS Installation and Maintenance Section -- z/OS.

Mixed Page Group Support

CA IDMS DMLO allows a single CA IDMS rununit to access data from different page groups using the mixed page group
support feature.

This feature also permits a single rununit to access a database with segments that have been defined with a different
maximum for the number of records that can be stored on a page. You can specify a different maximum for each page
group.

You can define up to 32,767 different page groups. A single page group can qualify up to 16 million pages which
significantly increases the size of a database that can be accessed from a single rununit. Furthermore, by allowing
portions of a database to have different maximum records per page, you can use the available pages more effectively.

Exit 34 is provided for use with the mixed page group support feature. You can use this exit to help identify and correct
applications that may require modification to function correctly when the mixed page group support feature is enabled. For
more information on user exits, see the CA IDMS System Operations Section.
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Enter Key Usage

CA IDMS DMLO allows you to change the default setting for the Enter key. By changing the default, the last command on
the DMLO command line is re-executed. This feature is useful, for example, when navigating a database to repeat FIND/
OBTAIN NEXT/PRIOR records without having to overtype data on the command line.

User Exit Module

CA IDMS DMLO gives you the ability to customize an assembler user exit module which can be invoked after each
DML command is executed. Upon return from the user exit to DMLO a return code value can be set to indicate an error
condition and termination or continued processing.

How Can CA IDMS DMLO Improve Productivity?
Uses for CA IDMS DMLO span all aspects of database activity, including application development, database design and
analysis, performance evaluation, production support, and CA IDMS training.

CA IDMS DMLO allows you to do the following:

• Create OOAK records
• Create and maintain test database structures
• Check the results of program testing
• Locate and fix data integrity problems in production databases
• Validate navigation logic before coding
• Test LRF path definitions
• Analyze the I/O efficiency of access strategies.

It is even possible to perform complicated mass changes to the database-all without special programs.

Is CA IDMS DMLO Easy to Use?
CA IDMS DMLO allows you to read and update database records without learning a new access language, and without
writing special programs. Further, the data is presented in a familiar structured format.

Although CA IDMS DMLO supports standard CA IDMS DML syntax, it has a broad range of features and extensions
which allow you to perform the above functions using shorthand notation, PF keys, macro commands, and repeatable
series of commands.

CA IDMS DMLO is a powerful interactive query/update tool for the experienced CA IDMS technician.

CA IDMS DMLO also provides facilities by which the less experienced CA IDMS programmer can gain familiarity with
database techniques and CA IDMS DML syntax in a more structured environment.

CA IDMS DMLO Session
This section is a step-by-step section that shows you how to use CA IDMS DMLO. It includes a conceptual view of the CA
IDMS DMLO session, gives information on initiating a session and executing commands, and describes how to interrupt
and terminate a session. More detailed CA IDMS DMLO screen information is available through the online documentation.

Text Split Command

TS number-of-lines
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where:

number-of-lines-specifies the number of lines to be inserted between the split line. The default is 1.

The TS line command splits the text at the cursor so that you can insert text. The text following the cursor is moved to the
left margin of the paragraph and an additional line is inserted.

See the online documentation for examples of the TS line command.

Text Flow Command

TF rb

where:

rb-specifies the right bound for the text.

The TF command starts processing at the current line and flows text upward to the end of a paragraph. The end of a
paragraph may be indicated by a:

• Blank line
• Change in indentation
• Special characters

Temporary lines such as COLS or BNDS are deleted before text is flowed.

A single blank separates existing text from the words that are flowed upward from a lower line. When the end of a
sentence is detected, two blanks are inserted.

See the online documentation for examples of Text Flow parameters.

Text Entry Command

TE number-of-lines

where:

number-of-lines-specifies the number of blank lines requested.

The TE line command formats the screen with an unnumbered open text entry area which may be used without regard for
line overflow. The cursor is positioned at the beginning of the first line and the remainder of the screen is blank. After you
type the data and press the ENTER key, the text is flowed into a paragraph format.

If you type a number after the TE command, open the text entry area provided for only that number of lines.

See the online documentation for examples of TE command examples.

Destructive Line Shift Examples

number-of-columns
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where:

number-of-columns-specifies the number of lines to shift. The default is 1.

• ([number-of-columns])[number-of-columns] (([number-of-columns]. . .(( ))[number-of-columns]. . .))
Destructive line shift moves the text a specified number of columns to the right-) or left-(. When the shift causes text to
exceed the bound position, that text is discarded.
See the online documentation for line shift examples.

• number-of-columns
Specifies the number of columns to shift. The default is 1.

• ( )
Specifies that the line be shifted to the left or right one column.

• (n )n
Specifies that the line be shifted to the left or right n columns.

• (( ))
Specifies the first and last lines of a block to be shifted to the left or right one column.

• ((n ))n
Specifies the first line of a block to be shifted to the left or right n columns. Use a (( or )) to mark the last line of the
block.

Protective Line Shift Command

number-of-columns

where:

number-of-columns

Specifies the columns to shift. The default is 1.

• <[number-of-columns] >[number-of-columns] <<[number-of-columns]. . .<< >>[number-of-columns]. . .>>
Protective line shift moves the text a specified number of columns to the right-> or left-<. When the shift causes the text
to exceed the bound position, that text is retained and the shift operation is not completed.
See the online documentation for protective line shift examples.

• number-of-columns
Specifies the number of columns to shift. The default is 1.

• < >
Specifies that the line be shifted to the left or right one column.

• <n >n
Specifies that the line be shifted to the left or right n columns.

• << >>
Specifies the first and last lines of a block to be shifted to the left or right one column.

• <<n >>n
Specifies the first line of a block to be shifted to the left or right n columns. Use a << or >> to mark the last line of the
block.
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Introduction to the CA IDMS DMLO Session
A typical CA IDMS DMLO session resembles the logic of a CA IDMS batch program. The comparison shown below
illustrates the similarities:

CA IDMS DMLO Session Component Batch Program Component
SIGNON BIND subschema

* BIND records BIND records
* READY areas READY areas

CA IDMS DML and CA IDMS DMLO
commands

Body of program

FINISH/ROLLBACK FINISH/ROLLBACK
* PROFILE save STOP RUN

*Those components marked with "*" are optional in a CA IDMS DMLO session. The functions are still essential parts of a
CA IDMS DMLO session, but capabilities allow for automatic processing of these functions.

The CA IDMS DMLO Session
The detailed steps you will follow during a CA IDMS DMLO session will not follow a fully structured sequence. This is
because CA IDMS DMLO allows you to determine not only what functions are appropriate for your processing needs, but
also the sequence in which they are applied. However, the following list summarizes required and optional steps to be
followed:

1. Invoke CA IDMS DMLO by entering the task code assigned at installation.
2. If quick-in startup is not used, complete the Signon screen.

– From the Signon screen, you can request the Subschema List screen
– From the Subschema List screen, you can select a subschema
– From the Signon screen, you can request the PROFILE List screen
– From the PROFILE Selection/Maintenance screen, you can perform PROFILE maintenance
– From the PROFILE Selection/Maintenance screen, you can select a PROFILE

3. After startup is complete, CA IDMS DMLO may present the Record Display screen.
– You may BIND records at this point, or defer the BIND

4. If the Record Display Screen is not presented, CA IDMS DMLO presents the Area Display screen showing READY
mode of each area.
– You may READY areas at this point, or defer the READY

5. From this point on, all screen displays are determined by your actions.
6. You may issue any CA IDMS DML command. These normally result in the display of the Data Manipulation screen.

– You can alter the data content of that record.
– You can issue CA IDMS DML modification commands for that record.

7. You may issue any CA IDMS DMLO command. Many of these commands result in a particular screen being displayed.
Details are described below in the discussions of each screen format.

8. When you have completed all database activities, you may issue a ROLLBACK or FINISH command.
– If you specify the SAVE or NOSAVE option, that option will be applied to the specified PROFILE, and the session

will be terminated.
– If neither SAVE nor NOSAVE is specified, the PROFILE Save screen is displayed.

9. You may specify which, if any, components of a PROFILE you wish to save, and the PROFILE name to be created or
updated.
– The session will be terminated after performing the requested PROFILE function.
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Invoking CA IDMS DMLO

There are two ways to begin a CA IDMS DMLO session. Standard session startup requires that you complete the Signon
Screen before entering the session mainline. Quick-in session startup allows you to specify a PROFILE name at the time
the CA IDMS DMLO task is invoked, and to bypass the Signon screen.

Standard Session Startup

The standard method of session startup consists of the following steps:

1. Enter the CA IDMS DMLO task code. This results in display of the Signon screen.
2. Enter required information on the Signon screen.
3. If you enter an unknown PROFILE name or press the indicated PF key CA IDMS DMLO will display the PROFILE

Selection/Maintenance screen. (See the following example).
4. If you press the indicated PF key, you can request online documentation for the Signon details.
5. If you enter a "?" in the subschema or schema field, CA IDMS DMLO displays a list of subschemas which you are

authorized to access.
6. When you have provided sufficient Signon screen information CA IDMS DMLO will complete the session startup and

proceed to the next screen.
7. If the AUTOBIND is not in effect and you did not specify a ready mode on the Signon screen, CA IDMS DMLO will

present the Record Display screen.
– You may BIND records in the list.
– You may enter the BIND command now, or at any time during the session.
– You may SET AUTOBIND ON to eliminate the necessity for doing any explicit BIND.

8. If AUTOBIND is in effect or you specified a ready mode on the Signon screen, CA IDMS DMLO will present the Area
Display screen. This list will show the current ready mode, if any, of each area in the current subschema.
– You may enter a ready mode next to any area(s) in the list.
– You may issue an explicit CA IDMS DML READY command.
– You may defer any further READY activity to a later point in the session.

9. You may now enter any CA IDMS DML or CA IDMS DMLO commands.

==============   CA IDMS DML ONLINE RELEASE  nn.nn   ====================

 USER ID     ==> FULAL01                               PASSWORD ==>

 PROFILE NAME==>             READY MODE==>    (R=RETR/U=UPDT/P=PROF)

 SUBSCHEMA   ==>             SCHEMA    ==>             VERSION  ==>

                             DICTNAME  ==>             DICTNODE ==>

                             DBNAME    ==>             DBNODE   ==>

                             PRINT CLASS=> A           INTERRUPT==> PA1
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                   LOGICAL DISPLAY WIDTH=> 080         LOWER CASE=> N

 PF1 /PF13 : HELP
 PF5 /PF17 : PROFILE LIST

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED                                                (C) 2007
======================  CA, INC.  ===============================================

 

Required Signon Parameters

The CA IDMS DMLO online documentation provides a detailed explanation of the contents of the Signon screen.
However, it is important to note that you must provide a subschema name in order to begin a CA IDMS DMLO session.
You may provide the subschema explicitly by entry on the Signon screen or selection from a list, or implicitly by requesting
a PROFILE.

Entry of a schema name and version on the Signon screen is only necessary if the subschema name entered is not
unique in the dictionary specified by DICTNAME/DICTNODE.

Whether you specify PROFILE or subschema on the Signon screen, you may specify READY mode.

NOTE
When you are communicating across CV's, you must specify DICTNAME and DICTNODE on the DMLO Signon
Screen.

Quick-In Session Startup (CA IDMS/DC only)

If you know the name of a PROFILE you wish to use, you may bypass the Signon screen as follows:

1. Enter the following command at "ENTER NEXT TASK CODE" :

DMLO profile-name ready-mode

Where:
profile-name
The PROFILE to be used for this CA IDMS DMLO session
ready-mode
Abbreviation for area READY specification (optional):
– U (shared Update)
– R (shared Retrieval)
– P (as previously stored in the PROFILE)

2. CA IDMS DMLO loads the specified PROFILE, readies all areas as indicated, and displays the Area Display screen.
– You may enter a ready mode next to any area(s) in the list.
– You may issue an explicit CA IDMS DML READY command.
– You may defer any further READY activity to a later point in the session.

3. You may now enter any CA IDMS DML or CA IDMS DMLO commands.

If a profile name is unknown, the Profile Selection screen will be displayed. Thus, you may bypass the Signon screen and
directly enter the Profile Selection screen by typing "DMLO ?" at the "ENTER NEXT TASK CODE" prompt.
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PROFILE Selection/Maintenance

The PROFILE Selection/Maintenance screen is displayed if you press the indicated PF key from the Signon screen. It will
also be displayed if you request an unknown PROFILE name (in either standard or quick-in session startup).

You may take the following actions from this screen:

• You may select a PROFILE for use in this session by placing an "S" next to the item of interest.
• You may delete any non-global PROFILES (i.e., owner not = "SYS") by placing "K" next to the item(s) to be deleted.
• You may enter any PROFILE maintenance commands.
• You may enter the "LIST" command to refresh the list of PROFILES being displayed. Execution of maintenance

commands will not result in an automatic refresh.

For more information on the commands that may be used at this screen, see PROFILE Maintenance Commands.

 ACTION  PROFILE  SRC SUBSCH   SCHEMA   DBNAME   DICTNAME  USED   UPDT
    _    EMPDEMO      EMPSS01  EMPSCHM  EMPDEMO           mmddyy mmddyy
    _    EMPPROF      EMPSS01  EMPSCHM                    mmddyy mmddyy
    _    RALPH        IDMSNWKA IDMSNTWK                   mmddyy mmddyy
    _    TESTINVC     EMPSS01  EMPSCHM                    mmddyy mmddyy
    _    X            EMPSS01  EMPSCHM                    mmddyy mmddyy
    _    IDMSNWKA SYS IDMSNWKA IDMSNTWK                   mmddyy mmddyy

DML/O Rnn.nn ========================================================= CA, INC.
 RECORD=                 STATUS=      DBKEY=0000000000-0000 KEY0=0000000000-0000

 I6011  ACTION = (K)ill or (S)elect, enter maint command or PA1 to exit
 SUBSCHEMA=          SCHEMA=          VER=0000    COL 001-080  LINE 0001 OF 0006

 

Subschema Selection

The Subschema Selection screen is displayed if you enter at least one "?" in either the subschema or schema field of the
Signon screen. The list presented contains only subschemas for which you have access. The list is further restricted by
matching subschema and schema names to the "mask" patterns entered as subschema and/or schema name.

Mask patterns are processed as follows:

1. "?", "*" (asterisk), or " " (space) in the pattern will match any character in the name.
2. Any other character in the pattern must exactly match the corresponding character in the name.

For example, "???SSRT " will match "IDMSSRT " and "ABCSSRTX".
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The list is sorted by subschema name if "?" appears anywhere in the subschema pattern, otherwise the list is sorted by
schema.

You can enter "S" next to an item to use that subschema for this CA IDMS DMLO session.

 ACTION  SCHEMA   VERSION    SUBSCHEMA   ERROR
    _    EMPSCHM   0100      EMPSSLR1
    _    EMPSCHM   0100      EMPSS01
    _    ESSSCHEM  0001      ESSSUB00
    _    IDMSNTWK  0001      IDMSNWKA
    _    IDMSSECQ  0001      IDMSSECQ
    _    IDMSSECS  0001      IDMSSECS
    _    IDMSSECU  0001      IDMSSECU
    _    SSKSCHEM  0001      SSKSUB00
    _    USDSCHEM  0001      USDSUB00
    _    USOSCHM2  0001      USOSUB02

DML/O Rnn.nn ========================================================= CA, INC.
RECORD=                 STATUS=      DBKEY=0000000000-0000 KEY0=0000000000-0000

I6015  ACTION = (S)elect or PA1 to exit
SUBSCHEMA=?         SCHEMA=          VER=0000    COL 001-080  LINE 0001 OF 0010

CA IDMS DMLO Session Mainline Screens
Descriptions of the following screens encountered in a CA IDMS DMLO session mainline are as follows:

Record Display Screen

The Record Display screen is displayed:

• After signon if AUTOBIND is not in effect and you did not specify a ready mode.
• If you enter a simple BIND command.
• If you enter the SHOW RECORDS command.
• The selection variable ?R appears as part of, or instead of, a command. Possible actions are indicated by the

informational message.

For information on selection variable processing., see CA IDMS DMLO Session.

ACTION    RECORD                                AREA            BND
   _  001 COVERAGE                              INS-DEMO-REGION
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   _  002 DENTAL-CLAIM                          INS-DEMO-REGION
   _  003 DEPARTMENT                            ORG-DEMO-REGION
   _  004 EMPLOYEE                              EMP-DEMO-REGION
   _  005 EMPOSITION                            EMP-DEMO-REGION
   _  006 EXPERTISE                             EMP-DEMO-REGION
   _  007 HOSPITAL-CLAIM                        INS-DEMO-REGION
   _  008 INSURANCE-PLAN                        INS-DEMO-REGION
   _  009 JOB                                   ORG-DEMO-REGION
   _  010 NON-HOSP-CLAIM                        INS-DEMO-REGION
   _  011 OFFICE                                ORG-DEMO-REGION
   _  012 SKILL                                 ORG-DEMO-REGION
   _  013 STRUCTURE                             EMP-DEMO-REGION

DML/O Rnn.nn ========================================================= CA, INC.
RECORD=                 STATUS=0000  DBKEY=0000000255-0008 KEY0=0000000000-0000
BIND
I6005  ACTION = (B)ind, (I)nit
SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01   SCHEMA=EMPSCHM   VER=0100    COL 001-080  LINE 0001 OF 0013

 

Area Display Screen

The Area Display screen is displayed:

• After signon if AUTOBIND is in effect or you specified a ready mode.
• If you enter the SHOW AREA command.
• If the selection variable ?A appears as part of, or instead of, a command.

Possible actions are indicated by the informational message on the screen.

For information on selection variable processing., see CA IDMS DMLO Session.

ACTION      AREA              MODE
 __    001 EMP-DEMO-REGION
 __    002 INS-DEMO-REGION
 __    003 ORG-DEMO-REGION
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DML/O Rnn.nn ========================================================= CA, INC.
RECORD=                 STATUS=0000  DBKEY=0000000255-0008 KEY0=0000000000-0000
I6006  ACTION = READY mode
SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01   SCHEMA=EMPSCHM   VER=0100    COL 001-080  LINE 0001 OF 0003

 

Data Manipulation Screen

After session startup, you may issue CA IDMS DML commands to access database records or scratch/queue records.
Any command that results in data transfer will cause the appropriate record buffer to be formatted and displayed, that is,
FIND will not alter the display, but OBTAIN and GET will.

You may alter data values on this screen and issue modification commands.

The presentation format of data may be controlled in some detail with CA IDMS DMLO options and commands. For
detailed information on the SET and DISPLAY commands, see CA IDMS DMLO Session.

mm/dd/yy........................RECORD : EMPLOYEE......................hh:mm:ss
02 EMP-ID-0415..............................N  0120
02 EMP-NAME-0415............................G
 03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415.....................A  MICHAEL
 03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415......................A  ANGELO
02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415.........................G
 03 EMP-STREET-0415.........................A  507 CISTINE DR
 03 EMP-CITY-0415...........................A  WELLESLEY
 03 EMP-STATE-0415..........................A  MA
 03 EMP-ZIP-0415............................G
  04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415................A  01568
  04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415.................AX 40404040
02 EMP-PHONE-0415...........................N  6178870235
02 STATUS-0415..............................A* FFFF
02 SS-NUMBER-0415...........................N  127675593
02 START-DATE-0415..........................G
 03 START-YEAR-0415.........................N  79
 03 START-MONTH-0415........................N  09
 03 START-DAY-0415..........................N  08
DML/O Rnn.nn ========================================================= CA, INC.
RECORD=EMPLOYEE         STATUS=0000  DBKEY=0000075083-0001 KEY0=0000000000-0000
DIS EMPLOYEE
SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01   SCHEMA=EMPSCHM   VER=0100    COL 001-080  LINE 0001 OF 0027

mm/dd/yy........................RECORD : MPLOYEE......................hh:mm:ss
02 EMP-ID-0415..............................NX F0F1F2F0
02 EMP-NAME-0415............................AX D4C9C3C8C1C5D3404040C1D5C7C5D3D6
   =============+0016.......................AX 404040404040404040
 03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415.....................AX D4C9C3C8C1C5D3404040
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 03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415......................AX C1D5C7C5D3D6404040404040404040
02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415.........................AX F5F0F740C3C9E2E3C9D5C540C4D94040
   ================+0016....................AX 40404040E6C5D3D3C5E2D3C5E8404040
   ================+0032....................AX 404040D4C1F0F1F5F6F840404040
 03 EMP-STREET-0415.........................AX F5F0F740C3C9E2E3C9D5C540C4D94040
    ===============+0016....................AX 40404040
 03 EMP-CITY-0415...........................AX E6C5D3D3C5E2D3C5E8404040404040
 03 EMP-STATE-0415..........................AX D4C1
 03 EMP-ZIP-0415............................AX F0F1F5F6F840404040
  04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415................AX F0F1F5F6F8
  04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415.................AX 40404040
02 EMP-PHONE-0415...........................NX F6F1F7F8F8F7F0F2F3F5
02 STATUS-0415..............................AX FFFF
02 SS-NUMBER-0415...........................NX F1F2F7F6F7F5F5F9F3
DML/O Rnn.nn ========================================================= CA, INC.
RECORD=EMPLOYEE         STATUS=0000  DBKEY=0000075083-0001 KEY0=0000000000-0000
DIS EMPLOYEE HEX
 SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01   SCHEMA=EMPSCHM   VER=0100    COL 001-080  LINE 0001 OF 0031

 

Preceding the data portion of the Data Manipulation screen there is a 2-character indicator of each field's data format.
The first position describes the storage mode of the field. The second position indicates if the data is being displayed in
its native mode (" "), is being displayed in hex based on the SET command ("X"), or is being displayed in hex because the
AUTOHEX option is effective and the field contains invalid data for its usage mode ("*"). AUTOHEX display formats are
also highlighted.

mm/dd/yy........................RECORD : EMPLOYEE......................hh:mm:ss
       0.1.2.3. 4.5.6.7. 8.9.A.B. C.D.E.F.      0...4...8...C...
 0000  F0F1F2F0 D4C9C3C8 C1C5D340 4040C1D5   => 0120MICHAEL   AN <=
 0016  C7C5D3D6 40404040 40404040 40F5F0F7   => GELO         507 <=
 0032  40C3C9E2 E3C9D5C5 40C4D940 40404040   =>  CISTINE DR      <=
 0048  40E6C5D3 D3C5E2D3 C5E84040 40404040   =>  WELLESLEY       <=
 0064  D4C1F0F1 F5F6F840 404040F6 F1F7F8F8   => MA01568    61788 <=
 0080  F7F0F2F3 F5FFFFF1 F2F7F6F7 F5F5F9F3   => 70235__127675593 <=
 0096  F7F9F0F9 F0F8F0F0 F0F0F0F0 F5F7F0F4   => 7909080000005704 <=
 0112  F0F50000                              => 05__ <=

DML/O Rnn.nn ========================================================= CA, INC.
RECORD=EMPLOYEE         STATUS=0000  DBKEY=0000075083-0001 KEY0=0000000000-0000
DIS EMPLOYEE DUMP
 SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01   SCHEMA=EMPSCHM   VER=0100    COL 001-080  LINE 0001 OF 0008
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Options Screen

The Options screen is displayed when you enter the SHOW OPTIONS command. This screen displays information from
the Signon screen, as well as a series of options controlled by the SET command. Any or all of these options can be
changed at once. Make any desired changes, and press the ENTER key to return to the prior display.

For detailed information on the SET command options., see CA IDMS DMLO Session The specific forms of the SET
command which correspond to the entries on the Options Screen are as follows:

1. SET MENU
2. SET COBDISPLAY
3. SET AUTOHEX
4. SET CMDDISPLAY
5. SET LRF
6. SET AUTOBIND
7. SET MAPIN
8. SET CLIST
9. SET EXIT
10. SET INVCHAR

=============   CA IDMS DML ONLINE RELEASE nn.nn   ======================
USER ID     ==> FULAL01
PROFILE NAME==> EMPPROF     READY MODE==>
SUBSCHEMA   ==> EMPSS01     SCHEMA    ==> EMPSCHM     VERSION  ==> 0100
                            DICTNAME  ==>             DICTNODE ==>
                            DBNAME    ==>             DBNODE   ==>
                            PRINT CLASS=> A           INTERRUPT==> PA1
                  LOGICAL DISPLAY WIDTH=> 080         LOWER CASE=> N

        1. DML/O "MENU" MODE   ==> N        6. AUTO BIND RECORDS   ==> Y
        2. COBOL DISPLAY FORMAT==> Y        7. FAST DATA INPUT MODE==> Y
        3. AUTOHEX DATA DISPLAY==> Y        8. FAST CLIST EXEC MODE==> Y
        4. AS USED CMND DISPLAY==> Y        9. ACTIVE USER EXIT    ==> N
        5. LRF EXPAND CMND AREA==> N       10. INVALID CHAR REPLACE==> _

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED                                                (C) 2007
================   CA, INC.   ==================================================
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PF Key Display Screen

The PF Key Display screen appears when you enter the SHOW KEYS command. You may view settings of all PF/PA keys
by scrolling up/down. You may also enter or change any PF key text assignment by keying a command or phrase next to
any PF key label.

NOTE
A PF key may also be assigned by pressing that PF key rather than the ENTER key to execute a command. For
more information., see Extended Command Processing.

mm/dd/yy.......................PF KEY ASSIGNMENTS......................hh:mm:ss
PA1 : INTERRUPT KEY
PA2 : FINISH NOSAVE
PA3 :
PF1 : HELP
PF2 : KEYS
PF3 : END
PF4 : DISPLAY &D
PF5 :
PF6 :
PF7 : UP
PF8 : DOWN
PF9 :
PF10:
PF11:
PF12:
DML/O Rnn.nn ========================================================= CA, INC.
RECORD=                 STATUS=0000  DBKEY=0000000255-0008 KEY0=0000000000-0000
KEYS
 SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01   SCHEMA=EMPSCHM   VER=0100    COL 001-080  LINE 0001 OF 0030

 

EQUATE Display Screen

The EQUATE Display screen appears when you enter the SHOW EQUATES command. This display is a list of all
abbreviations created during this session or loaded as part of a PROFILE. Standard abbreviations are not displayed.

This screen has no provisions for data update. Changes are made only with the EQUATE command. See CA IDMS
DMLO Session for detailed information on the EQUATE command and its use in Extended Command Processing.

mm/dd/yy......................USER-DEFINED EQUATES.....................hh:mm:ss
EMPID...... EMP-ID-0415
EMPLNAME... EMP-LAST-NAME-0415
EMPFNAME... EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415
EMPNAME.... EMP-NAME-0415
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DML/O Rnn.nn ========================================================= CA, INC.
RECORD=                 STATUS=0000  DBKEY=0000000255-0008 KEY0=0000000000-0000
SHOW EQUATES
 SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01   SCHEMA=EMPSCHM   VER=0100    COL 001-080  LINE 0001 OF 0004

 

Database Key Display Screen

The Database Key Display screen appears when you enter the SHOW KEYPADS command. It displays database keys
and page-information which are part of the subschema-control-block as well as the ten CA IDMS DMLO database work
areas for DBKEYS (KEY0 - KEY9) and PAGE-INFO values (PGR0 - PGR9). Note that three equivalent formats are
displayed.

This screen has no provision for data update. Changes to DBKEY and PAGE-INFO values occur as a result of executing
CA IDMS DML commands, or in the case of DBKEYS as a result of MOVE commands which specify one of the database
key fields as a target.

 mm/dd/yy.......................DATABASE KEY FIELDS....................hh:mm:ss
 SSCTRL: DBKEY........        75008-0001    X'00928001'    F'9601025'
 SSCTRL: DIRECT-DBKEY.
 SSCTRL: PGINFO                1001-0000    X'03E90007'    F'65601543'
 KEYPAD: KEY0.........
 KEYPAD: KEY1.........
 KEYPAD: KEY2.........
 KEYPAD: KEY3.........
 KEYPAD: KEY4.........
 KEYPAD: KEY5.........
 KEYPAD: KEY6.........
 KEYPAD: KEY7.........
 KEYPAD: KEY8.........
 KEYPAD: KEY9.........
 KEYPAD: PGR0.........        1001-0000    X'03E90007'    F'65601543'
 KEYPAD: PGR1.........
 KEYPAD: PGR2.........        1001-0000    X'03E90007'    F'65601543'
 KEYPAD: PGR3.........
 KEYPAD: PGR4.........
 KEYPAD: PGR5.........
 KEYPAD: PGR6.........
 KEYPAD: PGR7.........
 KEYPAD: PGR8.........
 KEYPAD: PGR9.........
 DML/O Rnn.nn ========================================================= CA, INC.
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 RECORD=EMPLOYEE        STATUS=0000  DBKEY=0000075008-0001 KEY0=000000000000000
 SHOW KEYPADS

 SUBSCHEMA=EMPXSS01  SCHEMA=EMPXSCHM  VER=0100   COL 001-080  LINE 0001 OF 0024

 

Sets Display Screen

This screen is displayed if:

• You enter the SHOW SETS command
• You use the selection variable ?S as part of, or instead of, a CA IDMS DML or CA IDMS DMLO command.

If ?S is part of a command, you may select a setname by entering "S" next to the item of interest. Otherwise, the display is
informational only.

For more information on selection variables, see CA IDMS DMLO Session.

ACTION     SET              OWNER            MEMBERS
   _   001 COVERAGE-CLAIMS  COVERAGE         DENTAL-CLAIM     HOSPITAL-CLAIM
   _                                         NON-HOSP-CLAIM
   _   003 DEPT-EMPLOYEE    DEPARTMENT       EMPLOYEE
   _   004 EMP-COVERAGE     EMPLOYEE         COVERAGE
   _   005 EMP-EMPOSITION   EMPLOYEE         EMPOSITION
   _   006 EMP-EXPERTISE    EMPLOYEE         EXPERTISE
   _   007 EMP-NAME-NDX     SYSTEM           EMPLOYEE
   _   008 JOB-EMPOSITION   JOB              EMPOSITION
   _   009 JOB-TITLE-NDX    SYSTEM           JOB
   _   010 MANAGES          EMPLOYEE         STRUCTURE
   _   011 OFFICE-EMPLOYEE  OFFICE           EMPLOYEE
   _   012 REPORTS-TO       EMPLOYEE         STRUCTURE
   _   013 SKILL-EXPERTISE  SKILL            EXPERTISE
   _   014 SKILL-NAME-NDX   SYSTEM           SKILL

DML/O Rnn.nn ========================================================= CA, INC.
RECORD=                 STATUS=0000  DBKEY=0000000255-0008 KEY0=0000000000-0000
OBT FIR IN ?S

 

Scratch Display Screen

This screen is displayed if:
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• You enter the SHOW SCRATCH command.
• You use the selection variable ?T as part of, or instead of, a CA IDMS DML or CA IDMS DMLO command.

You may delete a SCRATCH area by entering "K" next to the item(s) to be deleted.

If ?T is part of a command, you may select a scratch area by entering "S" next to the item of interest. Otherwise, the
display is informational only.

For detailed information on selection variables, see CA IDMS DMLO Session.

SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01   SCHEMA=EMPSCHM   VER=0100    COL 001-080  LINE 0001 OF 0003
        *================== SCRATCH AREA ID ==================*
ACTION  *----- CHAR ─────* *------------- HEX ────────────────*
   _    ALFTEST1           C1D3C6E3C5E2E3F140404040404040404040
   _    ALFTEST2           C1D3C6E3C5E2E3F240404040404040404040
   _    ALFTEST3           C1D3C6E3C5E2E3F340404040404040404040

DML/O Rnn.nn ========================================================= CA, INC.
RECORD=EMPLOYEE         STATUS=0000  DBKEY=0000075008-0001 KEY4=0000075007-0001
GET SCR ?T FIRST
ISQ01  ACTION = (K)ill, (S)elect -or- PA1  to exit
SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01   SCHEMA=EMPSCHM   VER=0100    COL 001-080  LINE 0001 OF 0003

 

Menu/Assist Mode Screen

The Menu/Assist Mode of CA IDMS DMLO provides a more structured environment which can relieve the less
experienced CA IDMS user of needing detailed knowledge of CA IDMS DML syntax.

The initial Menu/Assist Mode screen is displayed when you enter the SET MENU ON command, or when you specify this
option on the OPTIONS screen. This screen contains installation-defined instructional messages in the data display area.

After entry of the first command in Menu Mode, the upper portion of the screen becomes a data display and entry area.

You may switch back and forth between Menu/Assist Mode and "Expert" Mode as desired using the SET MENU OFF/ON
command or the Options screen (by using the SHOW OPTIONS command).

 You have selected the "MENU/ASSIST" mode of DML/O.
 Please note the following :
 ►► All DML and DML/O commands will continue
 to be recognized
 ►► Shorthand commands are now possible.
 Each command consists of a code (formed
    by concatenating parenthesized letters) and one or subschema
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    entities.
 ►► Notation for subschema entities is as follows:
    R = record   S = set   A = area   K = dbkey   F = sortfield
   <R> => record is optional    S/A => either set or area is
   required
 ►► If a name is not known, entering ?R, ?S, ?A will
 display a selection list.
 ►► Any abbreviations entered via EQUATE commands
 commands will be honored.
 ►► Entity variables &R, &S, &A will
 be honored.
 ►► For example, the DML command OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMPLOYEE-AREA
    could be entered as  OF EMPLOYEE EMPLOYEE-AREA  -or-  OF EMPLOYEE &A

 DML/O Rnn.nn ================ ERROR STATUS : 0000 ================== CA, INC.
 *-------- (O)BTAIN / (F)IND ────────*
 (C)ALC    R          (F)IRST  <R> S/A      (E)RASE (A)LL  R        (FIN)ISH
 (D)BKEY  <R> K       (N)EXT   <R> S/A      (CO)NNECT      R S      (COM)MIT
 (DU)P     R          (P)RIOR  <R> S/A      (DI)SCONNECT   R S      (ROL)LBACK
 (CU)RRENT R/S/A      (L)AST   <R> S/A      (M)ODIFY       R
 (O)WNER     S        (U)SING   R  S F      (S)TORE        R        PF1: HELP
 ..COMMAND  INPUT..
 ..MESSAGE OUTPUT..                                          DBKEY: 255-8

mm/dd/yy........................RECORD : EMPLOYEE......................hh:mm:ss
02 EMP-ID-0415..............................N  0023
02 EMP-NAME-0415............................G
 03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415.....................A  KATHERINE
 03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415......................A  O'HEARN
02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415.........................G
 03 EMP-STREET-0415.........................A  12 EAST SPEEN ST
 03 EMP-CITY-0415...........................A  NATICK
 03 EMP-STATE-0415..........................A  MA
 03 EMP-ZIP-0415............................G
  04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415................A  02364
  04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415.................A  9999
02 EMP-PHONE-0415...........................N  6178897134
02 STATUS-0415..............................A  01
                       OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE WITHIN &A
DML/O Rnn.nn ================ ERROR STATUS : 0000 ==================== CA, INC.
*--------- (OB)TAIN / FIND ─────────*
(C)ALC    R          (F)IRST  <R> S/A      (E)RASE (A)LL  R        (FIN)ISH
(D)BKEY  <R> K       (N)EXT   <R> S/A      (CO)NNECT      R S      (COM)MIT
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(DU)P     R          (P)RIOR  <R> S/A      (DI)SCONNECT   R S      (ROL)LBACK
(CU)RRENT R/S/A      (L)AST   <R> S/A      (M)ODIFY       R
(O)WNER     S        (U)SING   R  S F      (S)TORE        R        PF1: HELP
OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE WITHIN &A
-OK-                                                        DBKEY: 75007-1

 

Expanded Command (LRF) Screen

The standard Data Manipulation screen contains only one line for entry of CA IDMS DML and CA IDMS DMLO
commands. This is normally sufficient. However, CA IDMS DML does allow for the possibility of very long commands. This
could occur particularly in the case of complex WHERE expressions for LRF records. The Expanded Command screen is
displayed when you enter the command SET LRF ON, or when you specify that option on the Options screen. This screen
format allows for a multi-line command input area. If this is still insufficient for a particular command, you may use the
EQUATE facility to establish abbreviations for phrases/words in the command.

You may switch back and forth between expanded command and standard format via the SET LRF OFF/ON command or
the OPTIONS screen as desired.

mm/dd/yy........................RECORD : EMPLOYEE......................hh:mm:ss
02 EMP-ID-0415..............................N  0023
02 EMP-NAME-0415............................G
 03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415.....................A  KATHERINE
 03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415......................A  O'HEARN
02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415.........................G
 03 EMP-STREET-0415.........................A  12 EAST SPEEN ST
 03 EMP-CITY-0415...........................A  NATICK
 03 EMP-STATE-0415..........................A  MA
 03 EMP-ZIP-0415............................G
  04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415................A  02364
  04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415.................A  9999
02 EMP-PHONE-0415...........................N  6178897134
02 STATUS-0415..............................A  01
02 SS-NUMBER-0415...........................N  019556712
02 START-DATE-0415..........................G
DML/O Rnn.nn ========================================================= CA, INC.
OBT FIR EMPLOYEE IN &A

 -OK-
                                 STATUS=0000                 LINE 0001 OF 0027
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Interrupt Screen

The Interrupt screen is displayed when you press the "interrupt" key during the mainline CA IDMS DMLO session. The
interrupt key is a key pre-defined at CA IDMS DMLO installation and changeable for each session.

The Interrupt screen prompts you to enter an indicator of your "intentions"; i.e., to CONTINUE the session or to
ROLLBACK/CONTINUE and terminate the session.

The screen exists for compatibility with earlier versions as well as protection against inadvertent use of the interrupt key.

NOTE
The interrupt key is also used to escape from selection lists which expect a selection to complete the syntax of a
command. In such a case, the Interrupt screen will not be displayed.

=============   CA IDMS DML ONLINE RELEASE nn.nn ====================

                     SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CHOICES

                     FINISH

                     ROLLBACK

                     CONTINUE

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED                                                (C) 2007
================   CA, INC.   =================================================

CA IDMS DMLO Session Termination
Contents

You may terminate the CA IDMS DMLO session by entering the FINISH command, or the ROLLBACK command without
the CONTINUE option. If you do not specify a SAVE/NOSAVE option, the PROFILE Save screen is displayed. If you did
specify one of those options, the requested PROFILE is performed and CA IDMS DMLO terminates. For more information
on the FINISH and ROLLBACK commands, see CA IDMS DMLO Session.
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PROFILE Save Screen

The PROFILE Save screen is displayed based on the session termination request as described above. This screen allows
you to update the active PROFILE, or to create a new PROFILE. If a PROFILE was loaded at session startup, its name
will appear on this screen. You may change the PROFILE name to create/update another. You may also specify which
PROFILE components are to be updated. Only those items with a "Y" will be used for update.

=============   CA IDMS DML ONLINE RELEASE nn.nn ====================

        SAVE SESSION PARAMETERS AS           ==> EMPPROF

        SELECT/EXCLUDE (Y/N) ITEMS TO BE SAVED :

                       SIGNON SCREEN VALUES  ==> Y

                       BIND/READY OPTIONS    ==> Y

                       PF KEY SETTINGS       ==> Y

                       EQUATE SETTINGS       ==> Y

        AND PRESS ENTER TO SAVE     OR     PRESS PA1  TO BYPASS FUNCTION

       I5012  ERROR-STATUS 0000 RETURNED FROM FINISH

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED                                                (C) 2007
================   CA, INC.    =================================================

Using the CA IDMS DMLO CLIST Processor
The CA IDMS DMLO CLIST processor provides the facility for creating, maintaining, and executing sequences of CA
IDMS DML and/or CA IDMS DMLO commands. Storage of CLIST modules and module-level maintenance is similar to
storage and maintenance of PROFILES.

What is a CLIST?

A CA IDMS DMLO CLIST is a sequence of CA IDMS DML and CA IDMS DMLO commands which may be executed as
a mini-program. Any CA IDMS DML and CA IDMS DMLO command may be incorporated in a CLIST. In addition, there
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are special CLIST commands and constructs which allow a CA IDMS DMLO CLIST to incorporate looping and conditional
capabilities.

A CLIST may be written using variable arguments which are supplied when execution of the CLIST is requested. This
allows you to write general-purpose routines for frequently needed database functions.

Global CLISTs are supported. These CLISTs are prepared by the CA IDMS DMLO system administrator, and are
accessible in read-only form to all users of the system. When you request a list of available CLISTs, global CLISTs are
flagged "SYS".

CLIST Creation

Use the EDIT command to create or update a CLIST. This command invokes the CA editor for CLIST text processing.
This command is available only in a CA IDMS/DC environment.

EDIT [S.]clist-name

Where:

• S. -- forces access to global CLIST if both a user and global CLIST of same name exist.
• clist-name -- 1-8 character CLIST identifier.

Details of the CA IDMS DMLO CLIST editing commands are discussed in CLIST Editing Commands.

If you are not the CA IDMS DMLO system administrator, an attempt to edit a global CLIST forces you into a BROWSE
rather than an EDIT session. You may, however, copy global CLISTs into one of your own CLISTs during an EDIT session.

 EDIT ─── EDIT  CLIST : GETCALC                                COLUMNS 001 072
 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE
 ****** *** TOP OF DATA *************************************** CA IDMS/DMLO ***
 000001 * GENERIC OBTAIN CALC ROUTINE
 000002 :%1 = RECORD TO BE OBTAINED
 000003 :%2 = CALC-KEY FIELD NAME
 000004 :%3 = VALUE OF CALC-KEY TO BE READ
 000005 *
 000006 CINIT %1
 000007 MOVE %3 TO %2
 000008 OBTAIN CALC %1
 000009 ENDC
 ****** *** BOTTOM OF DATA ************************************ CA IDMS/DMLO 

CLIST Selection/Maintenance

At any time during the session you may enter the LIST command. This will result in a selection list of available CLIST
modules. The list includes CLISTs stored under your user ID as well as global CLISTs. If the first statement in a CLIST is a
comment ("*" in column 1), part of that comment will be displayed in the list.
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You may enter module-level maintenance commands for your CLISTs. These commands allow you to COPY (possibly
from another user), RENAME, and KILL (delete) CLISTs. For complete descriptions of the maintenance commands., see
CA IDMS DMLO Session.

You may enter CLIST maintenance commands at anytime during a session, not only when the CLIST Selection/
Maintenance screen is displayed.

 ACTION  CLIST     SRC   DESCRIPTION                       USED  ADDED
    _    PUTTESTQ        * BUILD TEST QUEUES              mmddyy mmddyy
    _    PUTTESTS        * BUILD TEST SCRATCH             mmddyy mmddyy
    _    TEST01          * NULL TEST CLIST                mmddyy mmddyy
    _    TEST02          * NULL TEST CLIST                mmddyy mmddyy
    _    TEST03          * NULL TEST CLIST                mmddyy mmddyy
    _    OBTCALC   SYS   * GENERIC OBTAIN CALC            mmddyy mmddyy

 DML/O Rnn.nn ====================================================== CA, INC.
 RECORD=employee         STATUS=0000  DBKEY=0000075008-0001 KEY4=0000075007-0001
 LIST
 I6010  ACTION = (E)dit, e(X)ecute, or (K)ill

CLIST Execution

Use the following command to request execution of a CLIST:

EXEC [S.]clist-name a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9

Where:

• S. - forces access to global CLIST if both a user and global CLIST of same name exist.
• clist-name - 1-8 character CLIST identifier.
• a1 ... a9 - represent optional arguments for replacement of CLIST variables appearing within the body of the CLIST.

You may incorporate CLIST variables within any CLIST statements. These variables are of the form %1 ... %9. This
variable capability allows you to prepare general-purpose modules for frequently used functions.

Arguments supplied with the EXEC statement may be record, area, set, scratch/queue names, element names, keywords,
or literals of any acceptable format. The arguments will replace all occurrences of the corresponding variables within the
CLIST statements at the time the statement is executed.
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You may indicate that an optional argument is null by entering "," for that argument. This will cause the corresponding
symbol to be replaced by a null string in the CLIST command. You may test if argument n is null with a conditional test for
%NULLn. This conditional name is "true" if the corresponding argument is supplied as a null value.

The CLIST facility allows you to use DEFINE symbols (:%n) for documenting the use of CLIST arguments ahead of the
executable CLIST commands. Not only will this provide documentation for a user who is editing the CLIST, but it allows
the CLIST processor to prompt for missing arguments. If a CLIST command is encountered which includes a CLIST
variable for which a corresponding argument has not been provided, the processor will display a screen which allows you
to supply the missing argument value. If a DEFINE exists for the missing argument, the associated documentation is also
displayed as shown below.

For more information, see CLIST Editing Commands.

mm/dd/yy.....................GETCALC  COMMAND PROMPT...................hh:mm:ss
THE FOLLOWING COMMAND CONTAINS UNRESOLVED CLIST ARGUMENTS. YOU MUST PROVIDE
VALUE(S) TO CONTINUE EXECUTION. AFTER ENTERING VALUES, PRESS THE "END" KEY

CINIT %1

:%1 = RECORD TO BE OBTAINED
:%1 001-064..
:%1 065-128..
:%1 129-192..
:%1 193-256..

DML/O Rnn.nn === CLIST = GETCALC              DEPTH C=01 R=00 ======== CA, INC.
RECORD=EMPLOYEE         STATUS=0000  DBKEY=0000075008-0001 KEY0=0000000000-0000
EXEC GETCALC

SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01   SCHEMA=EMPSCHM   VER=0100    COL 001-080  LINE 0001 OF 0012

If you have no idea of what arguments are needed for a given CLIST, "EXEC clist-name ?" will cause the CLIST processor
to prompt for all arguments, and display all DEFINE information. Such documentation for any non-trivial CLIST is highly
recommended. Note that a CLIST may EXEC another CLIST. Thus, you may define CLIST subroutines called by other
CLISTs. CA IDMS DMLO will ensure that recursion does not occur; i.e., a CLIST does not appear at multiple levels in an
active EXEC nest.

CLIST Execution Modes

CA IDMS DMLO provides the following CLIST execution modes:

• FAST Mode
• STEP Mode
• STEP/LEARN Mode
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Selection of execution mode is done with the SET CLIST FAST/STEP command or with the Options screen.

Specification of LEARN Mode is done with the LEARN ON/OFF command or with the Options screen.

FAST Mode Execution

FAST Mode execution executes series of commands without interruption until a stopping point is reached. A stopping
point is any error condition, a PAUSE or PROMPT command, or end of the CLIST. If an error condition occurs, execution
will revert to STEP Mode. FAST Mode does not provide any screen displays until a stopping point occurs.

STEP Mode Execution

STEP Mode execution executes one command at a time and displays the results of that command. You must press
the ENTER key to cause the next command to be executed. In between CLIST commands you may enter additional
commands to be executed. When you press the ENTER key without a command line entry, the CLIST will execute its next
command.

During STEP Mode, CA IDMS DMLO displays the next command to be executed in the message area of the display.

STEP/LEARN Mode Execution and Command Input

The LEARN Mode for command input during STEP Mode CLIST execution will execute and permanently insert into the
CLIST source any commands which you enter when the CLIST is paused.

IFC and REPEAT commands may not be entered during LEARN Mode execution.

Use the LEARN ON/OFF command to initiate/terminate LEARN Mode. You may enter the command before starting CLIST
execution, or at any time during execution. It may also appear as a command within the CLIST itself.

The CA IDMS DMLO display indicates that you are in LEARN/STEP Mode.

CLIST Commands

CA IDMS DMLO's CLIST processor provides extensive CLIST capabilities. Detailed information on CLIST command
syntax can be found in the online documentation and in CA IDMS DMLO Session.

• CLIST Control Commands
– EXEC
– EXITC
– ENDC
– QUIT

• CLIST Iteration Commands
– REPEAT
– EXITR
– ENDR

• CLIST Status Test Command
– ON

• CLIST Conditional Commands
– IFC
– ENDIF
– ELSE

• CLIST Data Manipulation Command
– MOVE

• CLIST Interrupt Commands
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– PAUSE
– RESUME
– PROMPT

• CLIST Record Processing Commands
– CBIND
– CINIT

CLIST Examples

This section contains three CLIST examples which use a variety of CA IDMS DMLO CLIST processing features:

NOTE
For detailed CLIST command syntax information, see the section "CA IDMS DMLO Sessions"

CLIST Example #1

This CLIST deletes a specified record.

 EXEC CALCDEL record-name calc-field calc-key del-
opt

 (1)  CINIT %1
 (2)  MOVE %3 to %2
 (3)  OBTAIN CALC %1
 (4)  ON ANYERR QUIT REQUESTED RECORD NOT FOUND
 (5)  IFC %NULL4
        ERASE %1
      ELSE
        ERASE %1  %4 MEMBERS
      ENDIF
 (6)  ENDC

 (1)  Conditionally BIND and load the dictionary elements of record
 (2)  Set calc-field to calc-
key
 (3)  Obtain the selected record (record-name)
 (4)  If any CA IDMS error, stop execution and display 'REQUESTED RECORD NOT FOUND'.
 (5)  Determine format of CA IDMS DML ERASE command based on content (or NULL status) of del-
opt.
 (6)  Required CLIST terminator

CLIST Example #2

This CLIST sweeps an area or set, looking for a field value in a record. It makes use of variable processing/prompting and
conditional statements.
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 EXEC SCANFOR record set/area search-fld search val max-
rec

 (1)  **** SWEEP AREA OR SET LOOKING FOR FIELD VALUE IN A RECORD

 (2)  :%1 = PRIMARY RECORD NAME
      :%2 = SET OR AREA NAME TO BE SWEPT
      :%3 = FIELD NAME TO BE TESTED
      :%4 = VALUE TO LOCATE
      :%5 = MAX RECORDS TO CHECK W/O HIT
      *

 (3)  OBTAIN FIRST %1 IN %2

 (4)  REPEAT %5

 (5)  ON 0307 EXITR

 (6)  IFC %3 = %4
         EXITR
      ENDIF

 (7)  OBTAIN NEXT %1 IN %2

 (8)  ENDR

 (9)  ENDC

 (1)  COMMENT line
 (2)  Define lines (used during variable prompting)
 (3)  Start search process
 (4)  Start of loop
 (5)  On end-of-set, leave loop
 (6)  If item of interest found, leave loop
 (7)  Get next record
 (8)  Required loop terminator
 (9)  Required CLIST terminator
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NOTE
In order for SCANFOR to work, you must establish currency for the owner if a set is selected.

CLIST Example #3

This CLIST is an example of an 'application' CLIST which incorporates nesting of CLISTs. For a specified R-CUSTOMER
record, locate the first R-PO (in CUST-PO set) for which PO-DATE is a specified value. If for that record, PO-UNSHIP =
0.00, delete the record.

 EXEC DELZERO 'SMITH'
 890501

 (1)  **** DELETE SELECTED R-PO RECORDS

 (2)  :%1 = R-CUSTOMER RECORD KEY (MAX 20 BYTES)
      :%2 = PO-DATE VALUE TO BE LOCATED (YYMMDD)
      *

 (3)  CINIT R-CUSTOMER

 (4)  MOVE %1 TO RCUST-KEY

 (5)  OBTAIN CALC R-CUSTOMER

 (6)  ON DB-REC-NOT-FOUND QUIT RECORD NOT FOUND

 (7)  EXEC SCANFOR R-PO CUST-PO PO-DATE %2 UNTIL

 (8)  ON DB-END-OF-SET   QUIT NO PO FOR %2

 (9)  IFC PO-UNSHIP = 0.00
         ERASE R-PO ALL MEMBERS
      ELSE
         QUIT PO HAS NONZERO UNSHIP
      ENDIF

 (10) ENDC
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 (1-2) COMMENT / DEFINEs
 (3)   Ensure R-CUSTOMER field definitions loaded, and bound
 (4)   Set desired record key
 (5)   Read record of interest
 (6)   If not found, exit with message
 (7)   Call CLIST SCANFOR to walk CUST-PO set (see CLIST Example #2)
 (8)   If not found, exit with message
 (9)   Delete record or exit with message depending on PO-UNSHIP
 (10)  Required CLIST terminator

Commands (DMLO)
CA IDMS DMLO includes a powerful syntax processor which allows you to combine command-line entry, variable
symbols, PF key text, and abbreviations (EQUATEs) to create executable commands.

See CLIST Editing Commands for a complete description of the CLIST editing commands.

CA IDMS DML Commands and Restrictions
CA IDMS DMLO supports all CA IDMS DML commands except for those exceptions listed below.

This section assumes that you are generally familiar with CA IDMS DML commands and understand the concept of CA
IDMS currency. See the appropriate CA IDMS sections for detailed information on these topics.

CA IDMS DML Control Statements
The following is a list of CA IDMS DML control statements in the formats accepted by CA IDMS DMLO

NOTE

For a description of the statements, see "COBOL Data Manipulation Language (DML) Statements."

       ┌/             \┐ 
  BIND │< record-name >│ 
       └\ ALL         /┘ 
 
                     ┌                 ┌/           \┐ /           \┐ 
  READY [area-name]  │ USAGE-mode [IS] │< PROTected >│ < RETRieval >│ 
                     └                 └\ EXCLusive /┘ \ UPDate    /┘ 
 
  COMMIT [TASK] [ALL] 
 
                ┌/ NOSAVE            \┐ 
  FINISH [TASK] │< SAVE              >│ 
                └\ SAVE=profile-name /┘ 
 
                  ┌/ CONTinue          \┐ 
  ROLLBACK [TASK] │< NOSAVE            >│ 
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                  ││ SAVE              ││ 
                  └\ SAVE=profile-name /┘ 
 
  IF set-name IS [NOT] EMPty [imperative-statement] 
 
  IF [NOT] set-name MEmber [imperative-statement] 
 
  KEEP [EXCLusive] CUrrent record-name 
 
                           /        \ /           \ 
  KEEP [EXCLusive] CUrrent < WIthin > < set-name  > 
                           \ IN     / \ area-name / 
 

CA IDMS DML Retrieval Statements
The following is a list of CA IDMS DML retrieval statements in the formats accepted by CA IDMS DMLO:

Format 1

< FIND > [KEEP [EXCLusive]]  [record-name] DB-KEY [IS] < KEYn >

\ OBTain /                                              \ dbkey-literal /

Format 1B

< FIND > [KEEP [EXCLusive]]  DB-KEY [IS] < KEYn >

\ OBTain /                                 \ dbkey-literal /

     PAGE-INFO  <     PGRn      >

                 \ pgr-literal /
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Format 2

 

 < FIND > [KEEP [EXCLusive]]  CUrrent record-
name

 \
 OBTain /

 < FIND > [KEEP [EXCLusive]]  CUrrent < WIthin > < set-name
 >

 \ OBTain / \ IN / \ area-name /

Format 3

                               / Next   \

                               │ PRior  │

 < FIND   > [KEEP [EXCLusive]]  < First  > [record-
name]

 \ OBTain /                    │ Last   │

                               \ number /

       / WIthin \ / set-
name  \

       < IN     > < area-
name >

                              

Format 4
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< FIND > [KEEP [EXCLusive]]  OWner < WIthin > set-name

\ OBTain /                          \ IN     /

Format 5

 / CALC
 \

< FIND > [KEEP [EXCLusive]]  < ANY > record-
name

\ OBTain / \ DUPlicate /

Format 6

 

 < FIND > [KEEP [EXCLusive]]  record-name < WIthin > area-
name

 \ OBTain / \
 IN /

 / SORTKEY
 \

 set-name [CUrrent] USing < field-name
 >

 \ literal /

Get
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GET record-name

Using FIND/OBTAIN Commands

In the FORMAT 3 FIND/OBTAIN the clause 'WITHIN set-name/area-name' may be omitted. If omitted, this will default to
'WITHIN area-name' and CA IDMS DMLO will determine the correct area-name for the record requested.

FORMAT 1, 5, and 6 of the FIND/OBTAIN commands require definition of a symbolic key or database key before
execution. The following discussion explains how to execute these commands in the CA IDMS DMLO environment.

Format 1

< FIND > [KEEP [EXCLusive]]  [record-name] DB-KEY [IS] < KEYn >

\ OBTain /                                              \ dbkey-literal /

The Format 1 FIND/OBTAIN command requires a database key. The db-key value may be provided as a literal or in
one of the ten CA IDMS DMLO KEYPAD fields. The dbkey-literal may be specified as PPPPPP-LLLL (page-line format),
X'hhhhhhhh' (hexadecimal format), or F'nnnnnnnnn' (decimal format).

A value may be established in the KEYn KEYPAD by using one of the following commands:

1. ACCEPT KEYn FROM ..... CURRENCY
2. RETURN KEYn FROM .....
3. MOVE ..... TO KEYn

Format 1B

< FIND > [KEEP [EXCLusive]]  DB-KEY [IS] < KEYn > PAGE-INFO < PGRn >

\ OBTain /                                 \ dbkey-literal /              \ pgr-
literal /

The PAGE-INFO value may be provided as a literal or in one of the ten CA IDMS DMLO PGR0 - PGR9 KEYPAD fields.
The pgr-literal may be specified as X'hhhhhhhh' (hexadecimal format) or F'nnnnnnnn' (decimal format).

A value may be established in the PGRn KEYPAD by using one of the following commands:

ACCEPT PGRn FOR record-name

ACCEPT KEYn FROM ... CURRENCY
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Format 5

 / CALC
 \

< FIND > [KEEP [EXCLusive]]  < ANY > record-
name

\ OBTain / \ DUPlicate /

To execute a FORMAT 5 FIND/OBTAIN CALC command you must set the record elements comprising the calc key. To
accomplish this use one of the following procedures:

1. Using the Data Manipulation Screen
a. Display the record type to be retrieved.
b. Enter appropriate data in the calc key field(s).
c. Press the ENTER key.
d. Enter the FORMAT 5 command in the command area.
e. Press the ENTER key or a PF key.

2. Using the Command Line (Option 1)
a. MOVE key-value TO sort-key-field (for each element of sort key)
b. Enter the FORMAT 6 command and press the ENTER key or a PF key.
c. Using the Command Line (Option 2)

3. Enter the format 6 command with an appropriate literal and press the ENTER key or a PF key.

Format 6

 

 < FIND > [KEEP [EXCLusive]]  record-name < WIthin > area-
name

 \ OBTain / \
 IN /

 / SORTKEY
 \

 set-name [CUrrent] USing < field-name
 >

 \ literal /
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The Format 6 FIND/OBTAIN USING command needs the symbolic key of a sorted set key to execute.

The method for executing the Format 6 statement is similar to the method used to execute the Format 5 statement.
However, the Format 6 statement pertains to indexed records and sorted sets.

To execute this statement CA IDMS DMLO must be given the value of the sorted or index key.

To supply CA IDMS DMLO with the information, use one of the following methods:

1. Using the Data Manipulation Screen
a. Display the record type to be retrieved.
b. Enter appropriate data in the sort key field(s).
c. Press the ENTER key.
d. Enter the Format 6 command and press the ENTER key or a PF key.

2. Using the Command Line (Option 1)
a. MOVE ... sort-key-field
b. Enter the Format 6 command press the ENTER key or a PF key.
c. Using the Command Line (Option 2)

3. Enter Format 6 command with literal of appropriate type.

FIND/OBTAIN Special Considerations

Symbolic Keys

In the Format 6 FIND/OBTAIN command, there are three options for specifying the symbolic key:

• SORTKEY causes CA IDMS DMLO to gather multiple sort-keys into an internal work area for the use of the actual CA
IDMS DML call to CA IDMS. The SORTKEY parameter provides support for multiple non-contiguous sort-key fields,
but may also be used for records with contiguous or single sort-key fields.
If SORTKEY is entered for a set sorted by db-key, then the KEY field, as shown in the command/status area, will be
used as the key for the CA IDMS DML call to CA IDMS.

• field-name names a field which will be used as the key for the set or index named in the command. This option is used
for contiguous or single sort-key fields. The specified field-name need not be an element within the specified record.

• literal may be specified for any sorted set. The literal may be in character, hexadecimal, or dbkey format as may be
appropriate. Use of a literal behaves as though the data had in fact been keyed into the record fields comprising the
SORTKEY (literal length need not match the sum of fields).

• See the discussion of CLIST Example #2 for allowable literal formats.

CA IDMS DML Modification Statements
The following is a list of CA IDMS DML modification statements in the formats accepted by CA IDMS DMLO:

 STOre record-
name

                   ┌/ PERManent   \┐

 ERAse record-
name │< SELective   >│
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                   └\ ALL MEmbers /
┘

 MODify record-
name

 CONNect record-name TO set-
name

 DISConnect record-name FROM set-name

CA IDMS DML Save Statements
Contents

The following is a list of CA IDMS DML save statements in the formats accepted by CA IDMS DMLO:

                   /             \         
  

 ACCept KEYn FROM /  record-name  \ CUrrency /     
 \

                  \   set-name    /          \ PGRn /    

                   \  area-
name  / 

                          
  / NEXT  \

 ACCept KEYn FROM set-name <  PRIOR  > CUrrency /     
 \

                            \ OWNER /           \
 PGRn / 
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 ACCept PGRn FOR record-
name

         / IDMS-
STATISTICS \

 ACCept <  STATISTICS 
      > [RESET] [DELTA]
         \ STATS           /

                               
   / Currency                \

                                
  │ First [Currency]        │

                                 
 │ Last [Currency]         │

 RETURN KEYn FROM index-set-name < Next [Currency]           > [KEY [INto] field-
name]

    
                              │ Prior [Currency]        │

                                  │ USING index-key-value-
v │

                                  \ USING SORTKEY           /

ACCEPT/RETURN Special Considerations

Keyn always refers to one of the ten CA IDMS DMLO KEYPAD fields.

PGRn always refers to one of the ten CA IDMS DMLO PAGE-INFO values.

In the RETURN statement:

• index-key-value-v may be an element within a previously referenced record, or may be a literal value
• field-name is any element within a previously referenced record.

In the ACCEPT IDMS-STATISTICS statement:
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• RESET and DELTA are CA IDMS DMLO extensions to standard CA IDMS DML syntax which permit display of
incremental statistics.

• If neither RESET nor DELTA is used, statistics values displayed are cumulative since the start of your CA IDMS DMLO
session.

• If DELTA is used, the statistics represent the incremental change since RESET was last used as an ACCEPT
parameter, or if RESET was never used, since the beginning of your session.

• If RESET is used, a new "zero" point is established for later DELTA usage.

LRF Commands
The Logical Record Facility of CA IDMS DMLO allows access to both LR and mixed subschemas. All LRF commands are
available, as well as some WHERE clause capabilities.

CA IDMS DMLO supports all WHERE clause features except:

• Subscripted fields
• More than 4 levels of qualification

WHERE clause syntax is described below.

The WHERE clause can be used in conjunction with the following LRF commands:

  OBTAIN FIRST <logical-record-name> WHERE . . . 
  OBTAIN NEXT  <logical-record-name> WHERE . . . 
  MODIFY       <logical-record-name> WHERE . . . 
  ERASE        <logical-record-name> WHERE . . . 
  STORE        <logical-record-name> WHERE . . . 
 

See the appropriate CA ADS or CA IDMS DML section for additional information on these commands.

Entering LRF Commands

Because LRF commands have the potential to be much longer than CA IDMS DML commands, a new optional format for
the static part of the screen is available to deal with LRF commands. The new format may be selected using the SET LRF
ON/OFF command.

CA IDMS DMLO, CA IDMS DML, and LR commands may always be entered in the MENU/ASSIST Mode or standard
screen formats; the larger command area in the 'LR' format is available if needed.

To enter commands longer than the available command line(s), use the EQUATE phrase capability of CA IDMS DMLO to
create a shorthand form of the command. The expanded command length may exceed the input area length.

NOTE
The LRF screen is applicable not only for LRF commands, but may be used whenever an expanded command
area is needed.

WHERE Clause

                          /     \ 
 WHERE [NOT] expression1 < AND > [NOT] expression2]. . . 
                         \ OR  / 
 

Where:

expression-DBA keyword or comparison
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dbakeyword-DBA-designated keyword to select path

comparison-item1 relational item2

relational-MATCHES, CONTAINS, EQ, =, GT, >, LT, <, NE, GE, LE

item-literal

idd-defined-field-name [OF group-ID] ...

logical-rec-field-name [OF group-ID] ... [OF LR]

arithmetic expression involving any of the above

CA IDMS DML SCRATCH/QUEUE Processing
Contents

The following is a list of CA IDMS DML scratch/queue processing statements in the formats accepted by CA IDMS DMLO.

See the appropriate CA IDMS DML section for detailed information on scratch/queue syntax.

CA IDMS DMLO not only provides support for standard CA IDMS DML syntax for scratch/queue processing but also
includes some powerful extensions which simplify your use of these commands. The extensions include the following :

• Abbreviations for most keywords
• SHOW SCRATCH command and selection variable (?T) to display those scratch areas associated with your signon
• Scratch/queue entity variables (&T and &Q)
• Default scratch/queue buffer areas
• Logic to assign data area and length when not included in the command.

Abbreviations

The standard abbreviations and default parameters are described below in the detailed syntax for the scratch/queue
processing commands.

Scratch Display

The SHOW SCRATCH command (or ?T selection variable) allows you to list the scratch areas associated with your CA
IDMS/DC terminal. You may also invoke this list by using the ?T selection variable.

Scratch/Queue Entity Variables

You may always reference the most recent scratch area ID or queue ID by using the entity variables &T and &Q. These
variables may appear anywhere a scratch area ID or queue ID are required.

Default Buffer Areas

You may specify any subschema or dictionary-owned record (or elements within such records) as buffer areas for scratch/
queue commands. You may also use SBUFn and QBUFn (n=0-9) which will be automatically allocated by CA IDMS
DMLO. SBUF and QBUF are the default values for installation-defined prefixes. Consult your system administrator for the
prefix chosen at your installation.

Default Data and Length Assignment

You may omit specification of data area and/or length for a GET or PUT command. CA IDMS DMLO attempt to establish a
logical value for the omitted parameter. The rules for establishing such values are as follows:
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• If you specify a record name as a data area, the default length will be the record length.
• If you specify a field name as a data area, the default length will be from the start of that field to the end of its record.
• If you omit the data area from a PUTSCR request, the default will be the area and length used in a prior PUT for the

same scratch area ID.
• If you omit the data area from a GETSCR request, the default area and length will be selected from:

– Prior GETSCR request for the same scratch area ID
– Prior PUTSCR request for the same scratch area ID
– Unused SBUFn default buffer name

• If you omit the data area from a PUTQUE request, the default will be the area and length used in a prior PUT for the
same queue ID.

• If you omit the data area from a GETQUE request, the default area and length will be selected from:
– Prior GETQUE request for the same queue ID
– Prior PUTQUE request for the same queue ID
– Unused QBUFn default buffer name

GET SCRatch

 [[AREA] [ID] scratch-
area]

 ┌ / Next◄                \ ┐

 │ │ First                │ │

 │ < Last                 > │

 │ │ Prior                │ │

 │ │ Current              │ │

 └ \ RECord ID scr-rec-
id / ┘

 /         \

 < Delete◄ >

 \ Keep    /

 ┌                 ┌/                       \┐┐
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 │ INto buff-start │<  TO buff-
end          >││

 └                 └\ MAX Length max-reclen /
┘┘

  [RETurn LENgth [INto] len-field]

PUT SCRatch

 [[AREA] [ID] scratch-
area]

 ┌                 ┌/                    \┐┐

 │ FROM buff-start │<  TO buff-
end       >││

 └                 └\  Length scr-reclen /
┘┘

 [RECord ID scr-rec-
id [REPlace]] 

 [RETurn RECord ID [INto] rid-field]

DELETE SCRatch

 [[AREA] [ID] scratch-
area]

 ┌ / Next                 \ ┐
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 │ │ First                │ │

 │ < Last                 > │

 │ │ Prior                │ │

 │ │ Current◄             │ │

 └ \ RECord ID scr-rec-
id / ┘

 [RETurn RECord ID [INto] rid-field]

GET QUEUE

 [[ID] queue-
area]

 ┌ / Next◄                    
 \ ┐

 │ │ First                    
 │ │

 │ < Last                    
  > │

 │ │ Prior                    
 │ │

 │ │ N th                      │ │

 | | Sequence record-id-number | | 

 └ \ RECord ID scr-rec-id    
  / ┘
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 /         \

 < Delete◄ >

 \ Keep    /

 /        \

 < LOck◄  >

 \ NOLock /

 /         \

 < Wait    >

 \ NOWait◄ /
 ┌                 ┌/                       \┐┐
 │ INto buff-start │< TO buff-end           >││
 └                 └\ MAX Length max-reclen /┘┘

 [RETurn LENgth [INto] len-field]

PUT QUEUE

 [[ID] queue-
area]

 /       \

 < FIrst >

 \ Last  /

 ┌                 ┌/                   \┐┐

 │ FROM buff-start │< TO buff-
end       >││
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 └                 └\ Length scr-reclen /
┘┘

 [RETurn RECord ID [INto] rid-
field]

 [RETENtion retn-days]

DELETE QUEUE

 [[ID] queue-
area]
 

 /
 \

 < Current◄
 >

 \ All /

CA IDMS DML Command Restrictions
Almost all of the CA IDMS DML commands are supported by CA IDMS DMLO. However, there are a few exceptions. The
CA IDMS DML commands that are not supported or supported with restrictions are described below:

• These commands are not supported by CA IDMS DMLO:

ACCEPT bind-address-v FROM record-name BIND

ACCEPT proc-control-location-v FROM proc-name PROCEDURE

BIND PROCEDURE FOR proc-name TO proc-control-location-v
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• In the Format 3 FIND command, the integer must be explicit; no variable can be referenced. For example:

FIND 4 ORDER WITHIN CUSTOMER-ORDER

• The IF command can be entered with or without a second compound command. When the IF command is entered as
a single command the appropriate error-status and the message TRUE or FALSE is displayed. When the expression is
true, the second command (if present) will be executed.

• The ACCEPT and RETURN commands normally refer to the user-defined database key and page-info identifiers.
In CA IDMS DMLO, database key identifiers are of the form KEY0 - KEY9. KEY is equivalent to KEY0. Page-
info identifiers are of the form PGR0-PGR9. Contents of these fields can be displayed with the SHOW KEYPADS
command.

• The FIND DB-KEY IS command may specify one of the KEY identifiers or a database key literal in one of three
acceptable formats are:

PPPPPP-LLLL  (page-line format)

X'hhhhhhhh'  (hexadecimal format)

F'nnnnnnnn'  (decimal format)

Examples

OBTAIN <record> DB-KEY 20510-11

OBTAIN <record> X'00501E0B'

OBTAIN <record> F'5250571'

OBTAIN <record> KEY3

A value may be established in a KEYn field by using ACCEPT, RETURN, MOVE, or by specifying those clauses of scratch
and queue commands which return RECORD IDs.
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• ACCEPT db-statistics-v FROM IDMS-STATISTICS has been changed to ACCEPT IDMS-STATISTICS.
• The BIND RECORD command syntax has been extended to include BIND and BIND ALL. The BIND command causes

the Record Display screen to appear. If BIND ALL is entered, all of the records in the subschema are bound. If BIND
RECORD is entered, only the specified record will be bound.

• CA IDMS DML READY command syntax is fully supported. Note that READY issued with no optional clauses readies
all areas in a subschema in shared retrieval usage mode.
Areas can also be readied on the Area Display screen. Access the Area Display screen by using the CA IDMS DMLO
READYLIST, SHOW AREAS, or ?A commands.

• CA IDMS DMLO performs complete syntactical checks on all commands entered. For example, CA IDMS DMLO will
verify that area, record, and set names used in commands are valid (i.e., they exist in the subschema).
CA IDMS will check the semantics of all commands and the CA IDMS error status returned in the command area will
indicate the nature of any semantic errors.

• A field with multiple subscripts is displayed with only its low-order subscript. Higher subscripts are displayed on the
high-order occurring group.

CA IDMS DMLO Commands

CA IDMS DMLO commands are entered in the command area. These commands are summarized below.

Command Function
DISPLAY Display a record, group, or element within a record using various

display options.
EDIT Create or edit a CLIST.
EQUATE Establish abbreviations for any keyword, phrase, or subschema

entity.
EXEC Execute a CLIST.
HELP Access CA IDMS DMLO online documentation.
INIT Load record description from the dictionary and/or initialize buffer.
LISTC Access the CLIST Selection/Maintenance screen.
LEARN Activate Learn Mode during CLIST Step Mode execution.
MOVE Transfer data.
PRINT Print the complete current formatted display or the currently

displayed screen.
READYLIST Display the Area Selection screen.
SAVE Display the PROFILE Save screen for intermediate PROFILE

saves.
SET Set various session values.
SHOW Display various session parameters and subschema entities.

 

DISPLAY Command

 DISplay ┌ ┌ / record-
name    \ ┐  ┌ / CONTINUE \ ┐ ┐
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         │ │ < SUBSCHEMA-
CTRL > │  │ │ HEX      │ │ │

         │ └ \ SSCTRL         / ┘  │ < NATive   > │ │

         │                         │ │ DUMP     │ │ │

         └                         └ \ NODUMP   / ┘ ┘

 DISplay field-name ┌ / OF     \  record-
name ┐ ┌ / HEX    \ ┐

                    │ < WIthin >              │ │ │ NATive > │

                    │ │ IN     │              │ │ │ DUMP   │ │

                    └ \ NODUMP /              ┘ └ \        / ┘

The DISPLAY command displays a record, group, element within a record, or field. Each record has an I/O buffer that can
be displayed independently of any CA IDMS DML command.

You can display a record or field in hex or native, or use the DUMP option to display a record or field in side-by-side
hex and character formats. The DUMP option overrides, but does not replace, the current HEX/NATIVE setting for the
specified record or field. The NODUMP option causes the display option to revert to HEX or NATIVE, whichever was
active when DUMP was specified.

When using the DUMP display option, you can make updates in either format at the same time. Data changes are
processed left-to-right as follows:

1. Any changed hex data is applied to the record/field buffer.
2. Any character data which differs from the original buffer contents is applied to the record/field buffer.
3. The changed line is completely reformatted.

A group or element can be displayed to initialize a key field prior to obtaining a calc, indexed, or sorted record. CA IDMS
DMLO assigns a unique number to each FILLER field (e.g., FILLER#004). The optional 'WITHIN record-name' clause can
be used to request a non-unique element or group name. The DISPLAY command can also display the current contents of
the Subschema-Control block. DISPLAY record-name CONTINUE allows you to begin formatting at the point in the record
where storage was exhausted.

DISPLAY Command Rules

1. Group and element names cannot be subscripted.
2. A record display may exhaust available CA IDMS DMLO display storage before all fields (or occurrences) are

formatted. A warning message is issued to inform you of this condition. DISPLAY CONTINUE allows you to begin
formatting at the point in the record where storage was exhausted.

3. CONTINUE may only be requested for the most recently OBTAINed or DISPLAYed record.
4. If neither field-name nor record-name is specified, the most recently displayed record will be redisplayed according to

and format parameter specified.
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EDIT Command

EDit [S.]clist-name

Where:

S.-forced access to a global CLIST when there is a global CLIST with the same name as a CLIST associated with your
user ID.

clist-name-1-8 character CLIST identifier.

Use the EDIT command to create or edit a CLIST. This invokes an editor session. See CLIST Editing Commands for more
information on CLIST editing commands.

You may also request an EDIT session for a CLIST by entering "E" next to an item on the CLIST Selection/Maintenance
screen.

EQUATE Command

 / old-word
 \

EQuate new-word < phrase
 >

 \ null /

Where:

new-word-alphanumeric token which begins with a letter, and does not include an "&", "@", or "%".

old-word-any word currently defined to the CA IDMS DMLO session. This includes commands, keywords, literals, area-
names, record-names, set-names, field-names, or other EQUATE symbols.

phrase-an arbitrary set of tokens which may include any symbols eligible for old-word as above, as well as macro variable
symbols ("&" and "@").

NULL-removes the association of new-word from the list of session EQUATEs. You can re-use new-word during the
session.

Use the EQUATE command to establish convenient abbreviations for frequently used entities, commands, or partial
commands. Some examples of EQUATE usage are listed below.

See the discussion of Extended Command Processing for a more detailed description of the iteration of PF keys,
EQUATEs, variables, and command specification.

EQUATE Command Examples

EQUATE EMP EMPLOYEE
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This example establishes a simple abbreviation for the record EMPLOYEE. Anywhere the record-name could be used, the
EQUATE symbol EMP may appear.

EQUATE OFR OBTAIN FIRST

This example establishes an EQUATE symbol for a partial command. You could enter OFR IN EMP-DEMO-REGION as
an acceptable CA IDMS DML command.

EQUATE ONWR OBTAIN NEXT &1 WITHIN &2

This example establishes an EQUATE symbol for partial command. You could enter ONRW EMP &A to result in an
effective CA IDMS DML command of OBTAIN NEXT EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-DEMO-REGION.

EQUATE Command Rules

1. EQUATE symbols you define during a session may be preserved in a PROFILE when you end the session. They will
then be re-established at the start of subsequent session if you request that PROFILE.

2. EQUATEs may be nested three deep; i.e., you may EQUATE a symbol to a phrase which includes EQUATE symbols,
and some of those symbols may be phrases which include EQUATE symbols which reference phrases.

3. EQUATE symbols may be incorporated in PF/PA key text.
4. CLIST variable symbols (%n) may not be contained within EQUATE phrases or as part of EQUATE symbols.

EXEC Command

 EXEC [S.]clist-name < A1. . .A9
 >

 \ ? /

Where:

S.-forced access to a global CLIST when there is a global CLIST with the same name as a CLIST associated with your
user ID.

clist-name-1-8 character CLIST identifier.

a1...a9-represent optional arguments used for macro-like replacement within the body of the CLIST. These arguments
may be keywords, subschema entity names, or literals of any acceptable format. Within the CLIST, a1 will replace each
occurrence of %1, etc.

?-causes the CLIST processor to prompt for all arguments and display all DEFINE information.

Use the EXEC command to execute an existing CLIST.
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You may incorporate CLIST variables within any CLIST statements. These variables are of the form %1 ... %9. This
variable capability allows you to prepare general-purpose modules for frequently used functions.

Arguments supplied with the EXEC statement may be record, area, set, scratch/queue names, element names, keywords,
or literals of any acceptable format. The arguments will replace all occurrences of the corresponding variables within the
CLIST statements at the time the statement is executed.

You may indicate that an optional argument is null by entering "," for that argument. This will cause the corresponding
symbol to be replaced by a null string in the CLIST command. You may test if argument n is null with a conditional test for
%NULLn. This conditional name is "true" if the corresponding argument is supplied as a null value.

The CLIST facility allows you to use DEFINE symbols (:%n) for documenting the use of CLIST arguments ahead of the
executable CLIST commands. Not only will this provide documentation for a user who is editing the CLIST, but it allows
the CLIST processor to prompt for missing arguments. If a CLIST command is encountered which includes a CLIST
variable for which a corresponding argument has not been provided, the processor will display a screen which allows you
to supply the missing argument value. If a DEFINE exists for the missing argument, the associated documentation is also
displayed.

If you have no idea of what arguments are needed for a given CLIST, "EXEC clist-name ?" will cause the CLIST processor
to prompt for all arguments, and display all DEFINE information. Such documentation for any non-trivial CLIST is highly
recommended. Note that a CLIST may EXEC another CLIST. Thus, you may define CLIST subroutines called by other
CLISTs. CA IDMS DMLO will ensure that recursion doesn't occur; i.e., a CLIST doesn't appear at multiple levels in an
active EXEC nest.

HELP Command

HELP

Use the HELP command to access CA IDMS DMLO online documentation.

CA IDMS DMLO online documentation includes:

• Complete descriptions of all CA IDMS DMLO screens
• Comprehensive information concerning various CA IDMS DMLO processing topics
• New features summaries
• Online message facility. You can access the online message text by entering option M at the first screen of any online

documentation module.

The CA IDMS DMLO online documentation print utility gives you the ability to create a structured hardcopy printout of any
CA IDMS DMLO online documentation module, including CA IDMS DMLO messages. See Commands for instructions on
using the online documentation print utility.

INIT Command

              ┌           / nnnn    \ ┐

INIT rec-
name │ [Version] < Highest > │ [REPL]

              └           \ Lowest  / ┘
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Where:

nnnn-record version number

REPL-force reload of the record element descriptions for dictionary-owned records

Use the INIT command to ensure that all subschema or dictionary-owned record element descriptions are available and to
initialize all elements to null values appropriate to their usage: numeric fields to zero, and others to spaces.

Normally, CA IDMS DMLO will automatically issue an INIT for a record the first time that record appears in an CA
IDMS DML command. However, if you need to refer to an element within that record before the record itself has been
referenced, you must issue the INIT command to force the load of record elements from the dictionary.

Once a subschema record has been loaded, you cannot reload the elements from the dictionary. However, you can reload
a dictionary-owned record to allow access to a different version, or to refresh the currently loaded version if an update to
the dictionary has occurred since you started the CA IDMS DMLO session.

Dictionary-owned records may be used as CLIST work areas or as input/output areas for scratch and queue processing.

LEARN Command

 / ON
 \

LEARN < OFF
 >

 \ /

Use the LEARN command to activate the Learn Mode of command input during CLIST Step Mode execution. This mode
allows you to key in commands. The commands are then executed and inserted into the active CLIST at the current point.
IF and REPEAT statements are not eligible for Learn Mode.

The Learn Mode gives you the ability to dynamically update CLISTs during your normal CA IDMS DMLO processing.

You can initiate Learn Mode before the CLIST is executed or at any time during CLIST execution. It can also be used
within a CLIST itself.

CA IDMS DMLO displays (LEARN) on the screen to let you know that you are in Learn/Step Mode.

LIST Command

LIST

Use the LIST command to:

• During session startup to redisplay the PROFILE Maintenance screen.
• At any other time during the CA IDMS DMLO session mainline to access the CLIST Selection/Maintenance screen.
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MOVE Command

MOVe source TO target

Where:

source and target are any of the following:

• Fields in records
• Subschema control entities

– ERROR-STATUS
• CA IDMS DMLO keypads (KEY0-KEY9)

– DBKEY
– DIRECT-DBKEY

• Figurative constants
– SPACES
– ZEROS
– LOW-VALUES
– HIGH-VALUES

• Literals of all types
– alpha
– numeric
– hex
– database key
– full word

Use the MOVE command to move data without having to display the records containing the target fields.

PRINT Command

PRINT [ALL] [optional-heading]

Where:

ALL-Print the complete current formatted display

optional-heading-An optional heading line

Use the PRINT command to instruct CA IDMS DMLO to print the currently displayed screen or the complete current
formatted display (ALL keyword specified).

Print Command Rules

1. PRINT is valid in a TSO environment.
2. A valid PRINT command causes one of the following messages:

PRINT SUCCESSFUL (self explanatory)
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PRINT ERROR (open or allocation error)

If no message occurs, you are in an unsupported environment for the PRINT command (CICS).
3. CA IDMS DMLO does not verify that the current formatted display matches the actual contents of the database. CA

IDMS DMLO prints field modifications even if a record has not been stored or modified on the database.
4. Maximum length for the optional heading is restricted to the remainder of the command area following the PRINT

command.
5. PRINT can be issued only from screens which have a command line area.

READYLIST Command

< READYList >

\ RL        /

Use the READYLIST command to display the Area Display screen.

You can use the Area Display screen to check the ready status of areas in the subschema and to ready areas. The Area
Display screen displays the following information:

• The names of the areas in the subschema
• The usage mode of each area that has been readied

This command is included only for compatibility with earlier versions of CA IDMS DMLO. It is equivalent to the SHOW
AREAS command.

SAVE Command

SAVE

Use the SAVE command to display the PROFILE Save screen to perform intermediate PROFILE saves.

SET AUTOBIND Command

                   ┌       ┐

[SET] < AUTOBind > │< ON  >│

      \ ABIND    / └\ OFF /┘
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Use the SET AUTOBIND command to specify requirements for BINDing subschema records during an CA IDMS DMLO
session. AUTOBIND ON will cause CA IDMS DMLO to automatically issue a BIND record-name command the first time
that record-name is referenced in a command. AUTOBIND OFF forces you to enter an explicit BIND command before you
can use a record. Note that it is more efficient to use the AUTOBIND ON option rather than issuing BIND ALL or individual
BIND commands.

If ON or OFF is not specified, the option is toggled. SET AUTOBIND corresponds to "AUTO BIND RECORDS" on the
Options Screen.

                  ┌       ┐

[SET] < AUTOHex > │< ON  >│

      \ AHEX    / └\ OFF /┘

Use the SET AUTOHEX command to automatically change the display format of any element whose data contents does
not match its PICTURE and/or USAGE to hexadecimal. Items with valid data are not affected.

If ON or OFF is not specified, the option is toggled.

If AUTOHEX is specified while a record is being displayed, enter the DISPLAY command to change the fields on the
current display. SET AUTOHEX corresponds to "AUTOHEX DATA DISPLAY" on the Options Screen.

SET CLIST Command

                ┌        ┐

[SET] < CLIST > │< FAST >│

                └\ STEP /┘

Use the SET CLIST command to change the execution mode for execution of CA IDMS DMLO CLISTs. If FAST or STEP
is not specified, the option is toggled.

SET CLIST corresponds to "FAST CLIST EXEC MODE" on the Options Screen.

FAST mode execution will execute CLIST commands continuously until a PAUSE, PROMPT, QUIT, or ENDC command
is encountered. STEP mode execution executes one CLIST command at a time. You must press ENTER after each
command to continue execution. The next command in the CLIST will be displayed in the message display area.

NOTE
Display of status and error messages takes precedence over pending command display.

SET CMDDISPLAY Command

                  ┌/   \┐
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 [SET] CMDDisplay │< I >│

                  └\ U /┘

Use the CMDDISPLAY command to specify whether commands will be displayed as I(input) or U(used) -- i.e., after the
expansion of variables.

If I or U is not specified, the option is toggled. SET CMDDISPLAY corresponds to "AS USED CMND DISPLAY" on the
Options Screen.

Example

As an example of this option, consider the following:

• PF3 has been set to OBT N &1 in &2
• TEACHER &A was keyed into the command line and PF3 pressed

If option "I" is in effect, the command line will be unchanged.

If option "U" is in effect, the command line will contain:

OBT N TEACHER IN &A

SET COBDISPLAY Command

      /            \ ┌/     \┐

[SET] < COBDisplay > │< ON  >│

      \ COBOL      / └\ OFF /┘

Use the SET COBDISPLAY command to change the display format to one with indentation and level numbers similar to
the standard COBOL record layout.

CA IDMS DMLO displays the native and the display usage of the item.

If OFF is specified, the display format will be vertical. If ON or OFF is not specified, the option is toggled.

The SET COBDISPLAY corresponds to "COBOL DISPLAY FORMAT" on the Options Screen.

SET DEFENTK Command

SET DEFEntk < ON or OFF >
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Use the SET DEFENTK command to change the default ENTER key use, when the ENTER key alone is hit, with no other
data being typed/overtyped on the command line. By default, hitting the ENTER key alone will clear the line. If DEFENTK
is set to OFF, then the last command on the DMLO command line (if any) will be re-executed. This feature is useful, for
example, when navigating a database to repeat FIND/OBTAIN NEXT/PRIOR records without having to overtype data on
the command line.

This value is initially set at install time and may be subsequently altered by changing the source of parameter module
USDTPARM and re-assembling/re-linking same. It can also be switched dynamically at run time with the above SET
DEFENTK command.

SET EXIT Command

           ┌/     \┐ ┌/      \┐

[SET] EXIT │< ON  >│ │< ALL  >│

           └\ OFF /┘ └\ Verb /┘

Use the SET EXIT command to turn on/off calls to the installed exit program, either completely or for specified CA IDMS
DML verbs.

The ability to use the SET USEREXIT command is specified at product installation using the customization macro. See
your system administrator if you have any questions.

If ON or OFF is not specified, the option is toggled.

SET HEX/NATIVE Command

 SET record-
name / HEX    \

                 < NATive >

                 │ DUMP   │

                 \ NODUMP /

 SET field-name ┌/ OF     \  record-
name ┐ / HEX    \

                │< WIthin >              │ < NATive >

                └
\ IN     /              ┘ │ DUMP   │

                                           \ NODUMP /
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Use the SET HEX/NATIVE command to explicitly change the display format of the specified entity to/from hexadecimal
format or the subschema-defined format, or in side-by-side hex and character formats (DUMP option).

The command does not cause the record, group, or element to be displayed. The new mode takes effect only when you
enter the DISPLAY command or when a new occurrence of the record is obtained from the database.

When you specify NATIVE at the element level, CA IDMS DMLO displays the level number and usages (as shown below)
of the specified element in the message area.

The DUMP option overrides, but does not replace, the current SET HEX/NATIVE setting for the specified record.

The NODUMP option causes the display option to revert to HEX or NATIVE, whichever was active when DUMP was
specified.

You can make updates in either format at the same time. Data changes are processed left-to-right as follows:

1. Any changed hex data is applied to the record buffer.
2. Any character data which differs from the original buffer contents is applied to the record buffer.
3. The changed line is completely reformatted.

SET INVCHAR Command

[SET] INVCHAR C

Where "c" represents a character which will be substituted for any non-displayable character when DUMP is selected as
the display option.

SET INVCHAR corresponds to "INVALID CHAR REPLACE" on the Options Screen.

CA IDMS DMLO Descriptions Schema Description Usage Schema Description Picture
GROUP N/A X(n)
FILLER N/A X(n)
BIT BIT X(n)
DISPLAY DISPLAY X(n)
SDISPLAY DISPLAY S9(n)
UDISPLAY DISPLAY 9(n)
SPACKED COMP-3 S9(n)
UPACKED COMP-3 9(n)
SBINARY COMP S9(n)
UBINARY COMP 9(n)

 

SET LOWERCASE Command

                ┌/     \┐
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[SET] LOWERcase │< ON  >│

                └\ OFF /┘

Use the SET LOWERCASE command to allow CA IDMS DMLO to accept lowercase data.

If ON or OFF is not specified, the option is toggled.

NOTE
In an CA IDMS/DC environment, this option will be ineffective unless the DC LTE will accept lowercase input;
i.e., specified via the DCUF SET UPLOW command (or CA task code CAPS OFF).

SET LRF Command

          ┌/     \┐

[SET] LRF │< ON  >│

          └\ OFF /┘

Use the SET LRF command to change the display format to create a larger command area to allow for longer LRF
command input.

If ON or OFF is not specified, the option is toggled. The SET LRF corresponds to "LRF EXPAND CMND AREA" on the
Options Screen.

NOTE
You do not need to be using an LRF subschema for this command to be possible.

SET MAPIN Command

            ┌/      \┐

[SET] MAPIN │< FAST >│

            └\ STEP /┘

Where:

FAST-Allow you to enter a command and change data in a record buffer in the same converse.

STEP-Do not allow command entry and data change in a record buffer in the same converse.

If neither FAST nor STEP is specified, the option is toggled. The SET MAPIN corresponds to "FAST DATA INPUT MODE"
on the Options Screen.
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SET MENU Command

           ┌/     \┐

[SET] MENU │< ON  >│

           └\ OFF /┘

Use the SET MENU command to select the Menu Mode operation of CA IDMS DMLO.

The Menu Mode provides the less experienced CA IDMS user with a friendlier, structured environment, as well as a tool
by which user CA IDMS DML syntax can be learned.

The following features are provided with the CA IDMS DMLO Menu Mode:

• Structured presentation of CA IDMS DML commands
• User-tailorable menu
• Entity selection lists
• Instructional command echo.

If ON or OFF is not specified, the option is toggled. The SET MENU corresponds to "DML/O 'MENU' MODE" on the
Options Screen.

SHOW AREANAMES Command

       ┌             ┐

[SHOW] │< AREANAMES >│

       └\ AREAS     /┘

Use the SHOW AREANAMES command to display all areas in the subschema. CA IDMS DMLO responds by displaying
the Area Display screen. Entry of the selection variable ?A as the command results in the same effect as if a SHOW
AREA NAMES command were entered.

SHOW EQUATES Command

[SHOW] EQuates

Use the SHOW EQUATES command to display all user-defined EQUATE symbols. CA IDMS DMLO responds by
displaying the Equates Display screen. An example of this screen is shown in Data Manipulation and Display.

SHOW KEYPADS Command
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[SHOW] KEYPads

Use the SHOW KEYPADS command to display all database key and page-information values. CA IDMS DMLO responds
by displaying the Database Key Display screen. An example of this screen is shown in PF Key Usage.

SHOW OPTIONS Command

[SHOW] OPTions

Use the SHOW OPTIONS command to display the Options screen. The Options screen is used to set various session
parameters specified on the Signon screen or using various options of the SET command. An example of this screen is
shown in CLIST Programming.

SHOW PFKEYS Command

[SHOW] PFKeys

Use the SHOW PFKeys command to display the current PF key settings on the PF Key Display screen. An example of
this screen is shown in Comprehensive Online Documentation.

For more information on using the PF Key Display screen, see the Comprehensive Online Documentation.

SHOW RECORDNAMES Command

       ┌               ┐

[SHOW] │< RECordnames >│

       └\ RECS        /┘

Use the SHOW RECORDNAMES command to display all records in the subschema. CA IDMS DMLO responds by
displaying the Record Display screen.

Entry of the selection variable ?R as the command results in the same effect as if a SHOW RECORDNAMES command
were entered.

SHOW SCRATCH Command

[SHOW] SCRatch
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Use the SHOW SCRATCH command to display all scratch areas. CA IDMS DMLO responds by displaying the Scratch
Display screen. An example of this screen is shown in Selection Lists.

Entry of the selection variable ?T as the command results in the same effect as if a SHOW SCRATCH command were
entered.

SHOW SETNAMES Command

       ┌            ┐

[SHOW] │< SETNAMES >│

       └\ SETS     /┘

Use the SHOW SETNAMES command to display all sets in the subschema. CA IDMS DMLO responds by displaying the
Sets Display screen. An example of this screen is shown in EQUATE Facility.

Entry of the selection variable ?S as the command results in the same effect as if a SHOW SETNAMES command were
entered.

SHOW VARIABLES Command

[SHOW] VARiables

Use the SHOW VARIABLES command to display the current values of subschema variables. CA IDMS DMLO responds
by displaying current value of the variables in the message area.

PROFILE Maintenance Commands
Contents

PROFILE maintenance commands can only be entered on the PROFILE Selection/Menu screen. PROFILE maintenance
command syntax can be divided into the following groups:

• User Maintenance Commands-allow maintenance of PROFILEs associated with the signon user ID.
• System Administrator Maintenance Commands-allow the system administrator to act upon PROFILEs of any/all

users of the system.

User PROFILE Maintenance Commands

User PROFILE maintenance commands include:

• LIST
• KILL
• COPY
• REPL
• RENAME
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LIST Command

LIST [userid]

Use the LIST command to refresh the list of available PROFILEs. By specifying a userid, you can view the PROFILEs
associated with another user. The list includes global PROFILEs.

KILL Command

KILL profile-name

Use the KILL command to delete a PROFILE associated with your user ID. You may also delete a PROFILE by entering a
"K" next to a PROFILE associated with your user ID on the PROFILE Maintenance screen.

After entering the KILL command, enter the LIST command to refresh the display.

COPY/REPL Command

┌        ┐

│< COPY >│ [S.]profile1 [OF user1] [TO profile2]

└\ REPL /┘

Where:

S.-forces access to globally-owned profile1 if you have a PROFILE of the same name.

profile1-name of source PROFILE.

OF USER1-specifies a user ID other than your own.

TO profile2-specified target PROFILE name. The default is source name.

REPL-must be used to overlay a pre-existing PROFILE whose name matches the target name in the request.

Use the COPY command to copy a PROFILE.

After entering this command, enter the LIST command to refresh the display.

RENAME Command

RENAME profile1 TO profile2

Use the RENAME command to change the name of a PROFILE associated with your user ID.
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After entering this command, enter the LIST command to refresh the display.

System Administrator PROFILE Maintenance Commands

System administrator PROFILE maintenance commands include:

• KILL ALL
• RENAME ALL

KILL ALL Command

KILL ALL PROFILE < OF userid        >

                 \ BY DATE mm/dd/yy /

Where:

OF userid-specifies a mass delete of all PROFILEs associated with the specified userid.

BY DATE mm/dd/yy-specifies the mass delete of all PROFILEs which have not been accessed since the specified date.

Use the KILL ALL command to delete all the PROFILEs associated with a user ID or all the PROFILEs that have not been
accessed since the specified date.

NOTE
CA IDMS DMLO updates a PROFILE with the current date whenever it is selected for a session. The BY DATE
option allow you to purge dormant PROFILEs. You may enter "U" next to a PROFILE on the selection list to
force the last-used date to be updated to the current date. This allows you to quickly protect a set of PROFILEs
from BY DATE deletion.

RENAME ALL Command

RENAME ALL user1 TO user2 [REPL]

Use the RENAME ALL command to remove a PROFILE from ownership of user1 and associate it with user2. If user2 has
a PROFILE of the same name as user1, that PROFILE remains with user1 unless the REPL (replace) option is specified.
If user2 doesn't exist, it is created.

NOTE
The system administrator also has the ability to execute the "LIST userid" command, and delete PROFILEs
directly from the list by entering "K" next to the selected items. Users other than the system administrator may
issue the LIST userid command, but may not perform any update/delete functions against them.

CLIST Maintenance Commands
CLIST maintenance commands may be entered at any time after the session startup procedure is complete. Normally
they are entered in the command line of the CLIST Maintenance screen. Use the LIST command to display the CLIST
Maintenance screen.
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CLIST maintenance command syntax can be divided into the following groups:

• User Maintenance Commands - allow maintenance of CLISTs associated with the signon user ID.
• System Administrator Maintenance Commands - allow the system administrator to act upon CLISTs of any/all users

of the system.

User CLIST Maintenance Commands

User CLIST maintenance commands include:

• LIST
• KILL
• COPY
• REPL
• RENAME

LIST Command

LIST [userid]

Use the LIST command to refresh the list of available CLISTs. By specifying a userid, you can view the CLISTs associated
with another user. If no user ID is specified, the list includes global CLISTs.

KILL Command

KILL clist-name

Use the KILL command to delete a CLIST associated with your user ID. You may also delete a CLIST by entering a "K"
next to a CLIST associated with your user ID on the CLIST Maintenance screen.

After entering the KILL command, enter the LIST command to refresh the display.

COPY/REPL Command

┌        ┐

│< COPY >│  [S.]clist1 [OF user1]

[TO clist2]

└\ REPL /┘

Where:

S.-forces access to globally-owned clist1 if you have a CLIST of the same name.
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clist1-name of source CLIST/

OF user1-specifies a user ID other than your own.

TO clist2-specified target CLIST name. The default is source name.

REPL - must be used to overlay a pre-existing PROFILE whose name matches the target name in the request.

Use the COPY command to copy a CLIST.

After entering this command, enter the LIST command to refresh the display.

RENAME Command

RENAME clist1 TO clist2

Use the RENAME command to change the name of a CLIST associated with your user ID.

After entering this command, enter the LIST command to refresh the display.

System Administrator CLIST Maintenance Commands

System administrator CLIST maintenance commands include the following:

• KILL ALL
• RENAME ALL

KILL ALL Command

KILL ALL CLIST < OF userid        >

               \ BY DATE mm/dd/yy /

Where:

OF userid-specifies a mass delete of all CLISTs associated with the specified userid.

BY DATE mm/dd/yy-specifies the mass delete of all CLISTs which have not been accessed since the specified date.

Use the KILL ALL command to delete all the CLISTs associated with a userid or all the CLISTs that have not been
accessed since the specified date.

NOTE
CA IDMS DMLO updates a CLIST with the current date whenever it is selected for a session. The BY DATE
option allows you to purge dormant CLISTs. You may enter "U" next to a CLIST on the selection list to force
the last-used date to be updated to the current date. This allows you to quickly protect a set of CLISTs from BY
DATE deletion.

RENAME ALL Command
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RENAME ALL user1 TO user2 [REPL]

Use the RENAME ALL command to remove a CLIST from ownership of user1 and associate it with user2. If user2 has a
CLIST of the same name as user1, that CLIST remains with user1 unless the REPL (replace) option is specified. If user2
doesn't exist, it is created.

NOTE
The system administrator also has the ability to execute the "LIST userid" command, and delete CLISTs directly
from the list by entering "K" next to the selected items. Users other than the system administrator may issue the
"LIST userid" command, but may not perform any update/delete functions against them.

CLIST Commands 1
CLIST command syntax can be divided into the following groups:

• Control Commands
• Documentation Commands
• Iteration Commands
• Status Test Command
• Conditional Commands
• Data Manipulation Command
• Interrupt Commands
• Record Processing Commands

Additional instructions on using CLIST commands, including CLIST examples, can be found in Enter Key Usage.

CLIST Control Commands

CLIST control commands include:

• EXEC
• ENDC
• EXITC
• QUIT

EXEC Command

EXEC

Use the EXEC command to invoke execution of a CLIST. CLIST executions may be nested 9 deep. See CLIST Execution
for more information on executing CLISTs.

ENDC Command

ENDC
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Use the ENDC command to indicate the physical end of a CLIST module. If encountered during execution, it functions as
a GOBACK; i.e., it returns to the next higher CLIST, or to the native CA IDMS DMLO session controller.

EXITC Command

EXITC

Use the EXITC command to provide for immediate exit from the currently active CLIST. EXITC behaves like a GOBACK.

QUIT Command

QUIT

Use the QUIT command to provide a POPTOP function. It has the effect of consecutive EXITC's for each level of active
CLIST. Any text following the QUIT verb on the command line will be displayed in the message area. Thus, it provides a
convenient "panic-abort" function.

CLIST Documentation Commands

CLIST documentation commands are identified by symbols rather than by keywords. The documentation commands are:

• COMMENT identified by "*" in column 1 of the CLIST command
• DEFINE identified by ":%n" in column 1 of the CLIST command

COMMENT Command

A COMMENT is a non-executable CLIST command which you may use for any documentational purpose within the
body of a CLIST. The only COMMENT of any significance to the CLIST processor is the first command of a CLIST. If this
command is a COMMENT, it will appear on the CLIST Maintenance screen as part of the informational display.

DEFINE Command

The DEFINE command is used to document the use of variable symbols within a CLIST. You may use one DEFINE
command (:%n) for each CLIST variable (%n) appearing in the CLIST. The DEFINE command is not executable, but does
have special significance to the CLIST processor. If you fail to supply a value (or NULL indicator) for a CLIST variable
when you EXEC the CLIST, the CLIST processor will recognize that fact when it encounters a command using that CLIST
variable (%n). The CLIST processor will construct the CLIST Command Prompt screen using the DEFINE command(s) for
the missing variable(s) in the current command. You may then supply a value for the CLIST variable(s) which will be used
until CLIST execution terminates.

CLIST Iteration Commands

CLIST iteration commands include:

• REPEAT
• ENDR
• EXITR

REPEAT Command
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REPEAT
 UNTIL

REPEAT nnnn

Where:

UNTIL-signifies the loop is indefinite (i.e. commands within the loop will indicate termination).

nnnn-an integral literal representing a specific number of iterations. REPEAT groups may be nested to a level of 9. Each
group must begin with REPEAT and end with ENDR.

Use the REPEAT command to provide an iteration facility for the CA IDMS DMLO CLIST.

ENDR Command

ENDR

Use the ENDR command to indicate the end of a REPEAT group.

EXITR Command

EXITR

Use the EXITR command to cause the CLIST execution to continue with the first command following the next ENDR
command; i.e., to immediately exit the current level of REPEAT.

CLIST Status Test Command

ON Command

ON x....x   s......................s

Where:

x....x-one of the following:

• nnnn-4-digit CA IDMS ERROR-STATUS code
• mnemonic-equivalent of 4-digit code
• lrf-status-text to match LR-STATUS

s.....s-any CA IDMS DML or CA IDMS DMLO command (except IFC and REPEAT)

Use the ON command to provide an easy way to test the CA IDMS ERROR-STATUS or LR-STATUS.
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Examples

 ON 0307 
 EXITR
 (If end-of-set exit current loop.)
 
 ON ANYERR  OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN EMP-
POSITION
 (If error-status non-zero execute CA IDMS DML obtain.)
 
 ON DB-REC-NOT-FOUND  QUIT SELECTED RECORD NOT
 FOUND
 (If record-not-found stop the CLIST processing and display message.)
 
 ON LR-NOT-FOUND  QUIT SELECTED LR RECORD NOT
 FOUND
 (If specified LR not found, stop CLIST processing and display message.)
 
 ON LR-PROBLEM  QUIT LR MISHAP TOOK
 PLACE
 (If DBA-defined path status occurs, stop CLIST and display message.)

Standard Mnemonics Provided

The following are standard mnemonics. Additional mnemonics can also be established using the EQUATE command.

0000 DB-STATUS-OK
nnnn ANYERROR
0307 DB-END-OF-SET
0326 DB-REC-NOT-FOUND
1205 DB-DUP-ON-STORE
0805 DB-DUP-ON-MOD
0705 DB-DUP-ON-CONN

CLIST Conditional Commands

CLIST conditional commands include:

• IFC
• ELSE
• ENDIF

These commands provide a conditional facility for the CA IDMS DMLO CLIST. Allowable formats are:

 IFC
 conditional
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    true-
stmt1

   
 ...

    true-
stmtn

 ELSE

    false-
stmt1

   
 ...

    false-
stmtn

 ENDIF

 IFC
 conditional

    true-
stmt1

   
 ...

    true-
stmtn

 ENDIF

Where:

true-stmtx-represents any CA IDMS DML or CA IDMS DMLO commands, including EXEC, IFC, and REPEAT.

false-stmtx-represents any CA IDMS DML or CA IDMS DMLO commands, including EXEC, IFC, and REPEAT.

valid conditionals-operand1, relational, operand2, or %NULLn

valid relationals- = < > EQ GT LT GE LE NE NG NL MATCHES CONTAINS

valid operands-all the following are valid operands:
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• field-name [OF record-name]
• ERROR-STATUS (subschema control)
• DIRECT-DBKEY (subschema control)
• DBKEY (subschema control)
• CA IDMS DMLO KEYPADS (KEY0 - KEY9)
• Character literal 'ABCDEFG'
• Hexadecimal literal X'hhhhhhhh'
• Numeric literal 123 or 12.345
• Fullword literal F'1234567'
• Database key literal pppppp-lll
• Figurative constant HIGH-VALUES LOW-VALUES SPACES ZEROS
• %NULLn (only to test %n for null value)

CLIST Data Manipulation Command

MOVE Command

MOVE source TO target

Where:

source and target may be any of the following:

• Fields in records
– ERROR-STATUS

• CA IDMS DMLO KEYPADS (KEY0-KEY9)
• Figurative constants

– SPACES, ZEROS
– LOW-VALUES, HIGH-VALUES

• Subschema control entities
– DBKEY, DIRECT-DBKEY

• Literals of all types
– alpha 'HERE IS A LITERAL' or 'J' 'JONES'
– numeric -123.45
– hexadecimal X'005A2E0B
– database key 20510-11
– fullword F'5250571'

The generalized MOVE command, although not a CLIST-only command, provides a powerful capability for CLIST
execution, and thus is included here.

CLIST Interrupt Commands

CLIST interrupt commands include:

• PAUSE
• PROMPT
• RESUME
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PAUSE Command

PAUSE display-string

Where:

display-string-any displayable string

Use the PAUSE command to provide for a temporary interruption of the CLIST execution.

Execution will temporarily be suspended and the display-string will be displayed in the message area. Execution will
restart whenever the ENTER key is pressed with no command entry. You may enter commands while CLIST execution is
suspended.

PROMPT Command

PROMPT display-string

Where:

display-string-any displayable string

Use the PROMPT command to provide for a temporary interruption of the CLIST execution.

Execution will temporarily be suspended and the display-string will be displayed in the message area. Execution will
restart only when RESUME is entered on the command line. Until such time, commands and data may be freely entered.

RESUME Command

RESUME

Use the RESUME command to restart CLIST execution after a PROMPT command is encountered.

NOTE
RESUME may not be part of a CLIST; it is only for section entry on the command line.

CLIST Record Processing Commands

CLIST record processing commands include:

• CBIND
• CINIT

CBIND Command

CBIND record-name
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Where:

record-name-any record name

Use the CBIND command to provide for a conditional BIND of a subschema record if it has not previously been bound.

CINIT Command

CINIT record-name

Where:

record-name-any record name

Use the CINIT command to provide for a conditional loading of record elements from the dictionary.

CINIT initializes the buffer of the named record. If necessary, the record will be bound, and the elements of the record will
be loaded from the dictionary.

PF Key Processing
CA IDMS DMLO allows commands or partial commands to be assigned to PF keys. This can greatly reduce the command
data entry requirements during an CA IDMS DMLO session. PF keys assignments may be established in the following
ways:

• Your data administrator may assign default PF key values during product installation.
• You can press a PF key (rather than the ENTER key) immediately after keying a command. This will assign the keyed

command text to the PF key.
• You can enter the SHOW PFKEYS command to display all PF key settings, and enter text directly on the screen.

PF key settings can be preserved as part of the session PROFILE.

The only formal restriction as to what text may be associated with a PF key is the restriction against using CLIST
variable symbols (%1-%9) within the text. PF keys may contain EQUATE symbols and full or partial commands, and may
incorporate variable symbols.

Length of the text associated with a PF key is initially set to the physical screen width. If a longer text area is required
(probably in an LRF context), it may be established by keying in a long command on the command line and pressing the
desired PF key. Available length will be expanded to the next higher multiple of screen width sufficient to contain the long
text string. Once the text area has been expanded, you may use the PF Key Display screen to update whatever length
has been allocated.

Text associated with a PF key is normally treated as though it had been keyed ahead of any command line text (unless
the command line begins with an CA IDMS DML or CA IDMS DMLO verb, in which case the PF key is assigned to the
command line text).

NOTE
For a detailed explanation of how the CA IDMS DMLO command processor uses PF key text, see Extended
Command Processing and Command Processing Examples.
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Variable Symbols
To provide flexible processing, CA IDMS DMLO recognizes the following types of variable symbols for use in constructing
executable commands:

Subschema Variables

The subschema variables (&R, &D, &A, &S, &T, and &Q) can appear in any CA IDMS DML or CA IDMS DMLO command
where an entity of the type represented by the variable is appropriate.

Variable entities are:

• &R-RECORD which is current of transaction.
• &D-RECORD most recently displayed; not necessarily the same as &R.
• &A-AREA associated with whatever record is mentioned in the CA IDMS DML command, or if no RECORD is

mentioned, the AREA associated with current RECORD of transaction.
• &S-SET most recently mentioned in any CA IDMS DML command.
• &T-SCRATCH AREA ID most recently mentioned in any CA IDMS DML command.
• &Q-QUEUE ID most recently mentioned in any CA IDMS DML command.

The SHOW VARIABLES command may be used to display current values of &R, &D, &A, and &S.

Macro Variables

The macro variables (&1. . . &9) give you the ability to replace variable symbols within a predefined (EQUATE or PF key)
text string with tokens entered in the command line.

For example, assume the following EQUATE is in effect:

EQUATE ONRW OBTAIN NEXT &1 within &2

If you entered ONRW EMP-REC &A on the command line, the CA IDMS DML command actually executed would be:

OBTAIN NEXT EMP-REC WITHIN &A

Each &n encountered requires that there be a token on the command line available for substitution. The number itself is
not really significant; i.e. the first macro variable in the command text string is replaced by the first available token, the
next macro variable by the second available token, etc. Thus, the following two text strings would be processed exactly
the same by CA IDMS DMLO:

OBT NEXT &1 IN &2 

OBT NEXT &7 IN &3
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NOTE
For more information on using macro variables, see Extended Command Processing and Command Processing
Examples.

Positional Variables

Positional variables (@1. . .@9) give you the ability to replace variable symbols within a predefined (EQUATE or PF key)
text string with tokens entered on the command line. Positional variables differ from macro variables in that the number
(@n) is significant; i.e. @2 always refers to the second available token, and @4 always refers to the fourth. Also, because
the number specifies exactly which token is referred to, that token can be used for replacement multiple times.

Suppose the following EQUATE is in effect:

EQUATE ONRW OBT NEXT @1 IN @2

This example behaves exactly as if the positional variables were macro variables:

Command line entry: ONRW EMP-REC &A

Executed command: OBTAIN NEXT EMP-REC WITHIN &A

Suppose the following EQUATE is in effect:

EQUATE OLRW OBT NEXT @1 WHERE @2 = @3 OR @2 = ZERO

This example illustrates the difference between positional and macro variables.

Command line entry: OLRW EMP-LR EMP-PAY 12.34

Executed command: OBTAIN NEXT EMP-REC WHERE EMP-PAY = 12.34 OR EMP-PAY = ZERO

Note the multiple use of @2 ( = EMP-PAY) in decoding the command.

NOTE
For more information on using positional variables, see Extended Command Processing and Command
Processing Examples.

Selection Variables

You can use selection variables (?R, ?A, ?S, ?T, and ?) in any CA IDMS DML or CA IDMS DMLO command where an
entity of the type represented by the variable is appropriate.

?R, ?A, ?S, and ?T display selection lists of subschema RECORDS, AREAS, SETS, and SCRATCH AREA ID's
respectively. If an item is selected, that item will replace the selection variable in the command. The unqualified selection
variable (?) displays a list of items based on context; e.g., if either SET or AREA is allowed by the CA IDMS DML syntax,
"?" would cause a list of SETS to be presented first.

If no SET selection is made, a list of AREAS is presented.

Whenever a list is displayed for selection into an CA IDMS DML command, the command line is protected. Selection of
an item "unprotects" the command line. To escape the selection process without making a selection, use the INTERRUPT
key, or the PF key assigned to the END command.
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The entity-specific selection variables (?R, ?A, ?S, and ?T) may also be entered as commands to provide lists of the
entities.

CLIST Variables

When executing a CLIST, you may specify up to 9 arguments which are used to replace CLIST variables imbedded in the
CLIST source commands. The syntax of the EXEC command is:

EXEC [S.]clist-name arg1 arg2 arg3 . . . arg9

where the optional arg1 through arg9 will be used to replace CLIST variables %1 - %9 which may occur throughout the
CLIST source.

Each argn may be any type of token acceptable to CA IDMS DMLO. Examples of acceptable tokens are names of
RECORDS, SETS, AREAS, FIELDS, literals, figurative constants, keywords, arithmetic or logical operators. Each CLIST
command is expanded by replacement of %n with the argn argument string.

CLIST variable symbols (%1-%9) may not be used within EQUATES, and should not be used in PF key- assigned text.
These restrictions do not apply to other types of variables.

See CLIST Examples for CLIST examples using CLIST variables.

Extended Command Processing
Contents

This section will give you the concepts used in constructing CA IDMS DMLO and CA IDMS DML commands, together with
a comprehensive set of examples.

You can access detailed information concerning CA IDMS DMLO and CA IDMS DML command syntax using the online
documentation.

Preparation of commands by the CA IDMS DMLO interpreter makes use of the following:

• Text keyed on the command line
• Text associated with PF/PA keys
• EQUATEd phrases
• Variable symbol substitution

Creating Executable Commands

Use these steps to create an executable command:

1. Determine "raw" command text
2. Expand all levels of EQUATE phrases
3. Substitute variable symbols

Step 1: Determine "Raw" Command

There are 3 possible command entry combinations:

• Command Line Entry WITHOUT PF Key Selection
. . . Raw Command = Entered text from command line

• PF/PA Key Selection WITHOUT Command Line Entry
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. . . Raw Command = Text associated with PF/PA key.
• Command Line Entry AND PF Key Selection

. . . IF first token in command line represents an CA IDMS DML or CA IDMS DMLO verb (either directly or as part of an
equate phrase), assign command line text to PF key:
Raw command = Entered text from command line.
. . . ELSE
. . . IF first token in command line is 'NULL', Clear any text associated with PF key
. . . ELSE
. . . Raw command = Concatenation of (PF text and command line text)

NOTE
This also provides one of the techniques for assigning (and clearing) text to a PF key; i.e., enter text on the
command line and press the desired PF key. Another method of changing PF key associates is by using the
SHOW PFKEYS command to access the PF Keys Display screen.

Step 2: Expansion of All Levels of EQUATE Phrases

The raw command created above is scanned for any words which have been EQUATEd to phrases. All such words are
expanded. If any words within the expanded text present EQUATE phrases, they also are expanded -- until no further
expansion is possible.

Step 3: Substitution for Variable Symbols

The final step in preparing an executable command is the resolution of any symbols requiring variable substitution
contained in the raw command text. Note that there are four categories of variable symbols-only two of which are resolved
at this time:

• Subschema Entity Variables - &R &A &S &D These variables are resolved later, as the command is executed.
• CLIST Variables - %1, %2, . . . %9 These variables were resolved earlier by the CLIST processor to create a text

string similar to a command line entry.
• MACRO Variables - &1, &2, . . . &9 These variables are resolved at this stage. See the discussion below.
• POSITION Variables - @1, @2, . . . @9 These variables are resolved at this stage. See the discussion below.

CA IDMS DMLO replaces variable symbols by tokens which appear at the end of the raw command text. The number and
placement of those tokens which are necessary to create a valid command depend on the type of variables which appear
in the raw command.

MACRO Variable Processing

CA IDMS DMLO processes MACRO variables such that the first "&" variable, regardless of its number, receives the
first token available. The second "&" variable, again regardless of its number, receives the second available token. For
example, CA IDMS DMLO processes the following raw commands identically:

OBT NEXT &1 IN &2  VENDOR  VENDOR-
AREA

OBT NEXT &4 IN &5  VENDOR  VENDOR-AREA

The resultant command in both cases would be:

OBT NEXT VENDOR IN VENDOR-AREA
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NOTE
Use of "&" variables precludes multiple use of a token in a command. That is, the appearance of &1 twice in a
command is always regarded as a requirement for two different tokens to be substituted rather than for a single
token in two places.

Positional Variable Processing

Use of positional variables, on the other hand, provides a direct correlation between the number of the "@" variable, and
the position of the token available of substitution. That is, the appearance of @4 within a raw command requires that
there be at least four tokens for use in replacing "@" variables. Also, because the variable number and the position of the
replacement are fixed, the same variable can be used more than once. Consider the following raw command example:

OBT FIR LR-VENDOR WHERE @1 = @2 OR @1 = @3 VENDOR-ID 123 456

The resultant command is:

OBT FIR LR-VENDOR WHERE VENDOR-ID = 123 OR VENDOR-ID = 456

Combining "&" and "@" Variables

Both types of variable symbols can appear in the same raw command. In this case, tokens associated with "&" symbols
must precede tokens associated with "@" symbols. For example:

OBT FIR &1 WHERE @1 = @2 or @1 = @3 LR-VENDOR VENDOR-ID 123 456

would be interpreted as follows:

OBT FIR LR-VENDOR WHERE VENDOR-ID = 123 OR VENDOR-ID = 456

Commands Summary

To summarize, the final tokens of the raw command must comprise one replacement token for each "&" symbol which
appears, followed by as many replacement tokens as the highest number associated with any "@" symbol appearing in
the raw command text.

Variable Symbol Restrictions

There are restrictions on the use of variable symbols:
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• CLIST variable symbols may NOT be contained within EQUATE phrases. However, this does not preclude the use of
CLIST variables as replacement tokens within the raw command.

• Replacement tokens (for MACRO and positional variables) must appear at the end of the raw command text. The
variable symbols themselves may be buried arbitrarily deeply within a nest of EQUATE phrases.

Command Processing Examples
This section provides a variety of command processing examples:

• Example 1 - EQUATE, macro variables
• Example 2 - EQUATE, macro variables, PF key assignment
• Example 3 - EQUATE, macro variables, PF key usage
• Example 4 - EQUATE, macro variables, PF key usage, command entry
• Example 5 - EQUATE, macro variables, PF key usage, command entry
• Example 6 - EQUATE, macro variables, PF key usage, command entry
• Example 7 - Multiple EQUATEs, macro and positional variables, command entry

Examples 1-4 Assume That The Following Equate Is In Effect:

EQUATE ONRW OB NEXT &1 IN &2

Example #1

Command Line Entry

ONRW VENDOR &A

Key Pressed

ENTER

Result

Execute

Example #2

Command Line Entry

ONRW VENDOR &A

Key Pressed

PF5

Result

Assign ONRW VENDOR &A to PF5

Execute OBT NEXT VENDOR IN &A

NOTE
Because the phrase represented by ONRW begins with a verb (OBT), CA IDMS DMLO assigns the text to PF5
regardless of whether PF5 already had text associated with it.

Example #3

Command Line Entry
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ONRW

Key Pressed

PF5

Result

Assign ONRW to PF5 (See note above). No execution of CA IDMS DML command (unresolved variables).

Example #4

Command Line Entry

VENDOR ?S

Key Pressed

PF5

Result

Create command ONRW VENDOR ?S (by concatenating PF text ahead of the command line text).

Execute OBT NEXT VENDOR IN ?S (results in SET selection list).

NOTE
Because the command line entry did not begin with a verb, no assignment of text to PF5 was made, but rather
currently assigned text was used.

Examples 5-7 Assume That The Following Equates And Pf Key Assignments Are In Effect:

EQUATE ONWP OBT NEXT LR-WARE-
PART

EQUATE OLRW OBT &1 LR-VEND-
PART

EQUATE XWHE WHERE @1 = @2 OR @1 =
 @3

  PF4 
 ONWP

  PF5 
 OLRW

  PF6  OLRW XWHE

Example #5

Command Line Entry

WHERE WAREHSE-NBR = '012'

Key Pressed
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PF4

Result

Execute OBT NEXT LR-WAREHSE-PART WHERE WAREHSE-NBR = '012'

Example #6

Command Line Entry

FIRST

Key Pressed

PF5

Result

Execute OBT FIRST LR-VEND-PART

NOTE
The concatenation of PF text is ahead of command line text giving OLRW FIRST. All EQUATE phrases are
expanded giving:

OBT &1 LR-VEND-PART FIRST

&1  <----(variable substitution)

After performing the substitution as indicated, the resultant command as shown above is executed.

Example #7

Command Line Entry

FIRST PART-SUFFIX 6 7

Key Pressed

PF6

Result

Execute

OBT FIRST LR-VEND-PART
WHERE PART-SUFFIX = 6 OR
PART-SUFFIX = 7

NOTE
The concatenation of PF text is ahead of command line text giving OLRW XWHE FIRST PART-SUFFIX 6 7.

ALL EQUATE phrases are expanded, giving:

OBT &1 LR-VEND-PART
WHERE @1 = @2 OR @1 = @3    FIRST   PART-SUFFIX     6       7

(variable substitution)---─►  @1 @1 @2 @3

After performing the substitution as indicated, the resultant command as shown above is executed.
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Operation
 

CA IDMS DMLO System Requirements

Terminal Type

IBM3270-type terminal (models 2 through 5), including the 3279 color display

Library Requirements

Library requirements depend on the operating environment under which CA IDMS DMLO is executing.

Security Requirements

CA IDMS DMLO offers different levels of security. You decide which level of security checking you want CA IDMS DMLO
to perform. Based on this decision, you may need to register user and subschema information in the CA IDMS dictionary.

For more information on installing CA IDMS DMLO, see the appropriate CA IDMS Installation and Maintenance Section.

About Online Documentation Print Utility
The Online Documentation Print Utility provided with CA IDMS DMLO allows error messages and other product
information to be printed upon request.

The Target or Distribution source library member GSIPRINT (z/OS), TOOL JCL library member GSIPRINT.S (z/VSE), or
the GSIPRINT EXEC (z/VM), downloaded from the CA IDMS DMLO installation media, contains the JCL to execute the
Online Documentation Print Utility. The online documentation modules for CA IDMS DMLO processing are as follows.

The printed version of the online documentation is presented one screen per page and includes page reference indices
for screen options. Characters highlighted in the online documentation appear bolded in the printed version.

NOTE
The characters "{ }", which are used to denote optional statements in online documentation modules, appear as
"& &" when printed with the Online Documentation Print Utility. The character "|", used to denote "or" in online
documentation modules, appears as ":" when printed with the Online Documentation Print Utility.

Module Name Description
COMMANDS CLIST Editing Commands
USDACMD Product-specific editing commands
USDAKEY Update PF Keys (CLIST Edit)
USDBIND Bind Screen
USDCEDIT CLIST Editing Screen
USDCLSEX CLIST Examples
USDCMAIN CLIST Maintenance Screen (selection list)
USDCOMEX Command Processing Examples
USDDATA Data Manipulation Screen
USDDML DML Commands
USDDMLO CA IDMS DMLO Commands
USDEQUAT Show Equate Screen
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USDFG55 New Features Part 1.
USDFG12 New Features Part 2.
USDINTER Interrupt Screen
USDMABBR Standard Abbreviations
USDMENU Menu Mode Startup Screen
USDMSG Error Messages
USDOPTN SHOW Options/Environment Screen
USDPARAM Save Session Parameters Screen
USDPFKEY CA IDMS DMLO Mainline PF Key Assignment
USDPRMNT PROFILE Maintenance Screen
USDRDYLS Ready Mode Information Discussion
USDSELAR Selection List - AREA
USDSELRE Selection List - RECORD
USDSELSE Selection List - SET
USDSIGN Signon Screen
USDTERM Termination Status Screen
USDTUT00 Primary Menu
USDWHERE Where Clause Syntax
USDX0001 Secondary Menu

UserExit Module
CA IDMS DMLO gives you the ability to customize a user exit module which can be invoked after each DML command
is executed. At installation time the dummy user exit module USDMLXIT is provided. This module simply returns control
immediately to the DMLO session.

The calling of the user exit is controlled by the installation parameter option USEREXIT in the USDTPARM module.

• If USEREXIT=YES USDMLXIT is invoked after each DML command executed.
• If USEREXIT=NO USDMLXIT is never invoked.
• If USEREXIT=(DYNAMIC, ON) USDMLXIT is not invoked after each DML command is executed and is active for the

session until the SET EXIT OFF command is executed.
• If USEREXIT=(DYNAMIC, OFF) USDMLXIT is not invoked but can be activated for the session with the SET ON

command. This is the default setting.

NOTE
For more information, see the appropriate CA IDMS Installation and Maintenance Section.

The user exit source member Assembler module USDMLXIT is delivered in source and can be customized by the user.

USDMLXIT is dynamically loaded at runtime and invoked by DMLO upon completion of all DML commands. This
includes the SCRATCH and QUEUE commands. The module is delivered as a dummy module that simply returns control
immediately to the DMLO session via a 'BR R14' instruction.

To customize the module, follow these rules:

1. Use standard IBM linkage conventions.
2. DSECT USDGLOB2 is used to pass information to and from USDMLXIT. Change only certain fields in this DSECT. If

the restrictions are ignored, results are unpredictable and can cause subsequent DMLO errors. See source member
USDGLOB2 for complete details.
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3. Upon return from USDMLXIT to the DMLO session the USERCODE value in USDGLOB2 is processed as follows:
– If USERCODE=1-9, DMLO terminates with the error message F8801 - F8809. Otherwise the DMLO session

continues as normal.
– If USERCODE is set by the user to a 1-9 value, DMLO processes the USERQUIT code as a completion indicator

as follows:
• 0 ROLLBACK
• 1 FINISH

– If USERCODE=99, a 64-byte message field is passed back from the User Exit program. If the actual message
length to be displayed is less than 64 bytes, then the 64-byte field must be padded with blank characters.

4. The customized source member USDMLXIT should be assembled and the link edited to create an executable load
module named USDMLXIT. The link edit input statements to do this are as follows:

 

z/OS      INCLUDE OBJLIB(USDMLXIT)

          MODE AMODE(31), RMODE(ANY)

          ENTRY USDMLXIT

          NAME USDMLXI(R)

 

z/VSE     PHASE USDMLXIT,*

          MODE AMODE(31), RMODE(ANY)

          INCLUDE USDMLXIT

          ENTRY USDMLXIT

See source members USDMLXIT and USDGLOB2 for complete details on the User Exit functionality.

CLIST Editing Commands
This section provides a section to the CLIST editing commands that are available in the CA IDMS DML Online CLIST
editor. This appendix describes each command and its syntax. If you are not the CA IDMS DMLO system administrator,
an attempt to edit a global CLIST forces you into a browse rather than an edit session. You may, however, copy global
CLISTs into one of your own CLISTs during an edit session.

How to Use Editing Commands
There are the following types of editing commands:

Scroll Options

Scroll options are used to determine how many lines or columns of the module to scroll up, down, right, or left when using
a primary command or a PF key.
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Primary Commands

Primary commands are used to:

• Locate the desired line of a module
• Find the next occurrence of a string
• Reset the screen display to remove all line commands, column markers, and extraneous messages
• Cancel changes made with the editor to a module
• Turn the CAPS Mode on or off
• Display the time and date
• Copy source lines from one CLIST module to another
• Terminate Editor session, save changes made to the CLIST, and return to CA IDMS DMLO session mainline
• Save changes made to a CLIST and remain in Editor session

Line Commands

Line commands are used to:

• Copy source lines within the module
• Move source lines within the module
• Specify the location at which source lines are to be copied or moved
• Repeat source lines in the module
• Delete source lines
• Insert blank source lines
• Display a line with column markings across the screen

Program Function Keys

PF keys are set to many frequently used commands. This allows you to enter a command from any position on the Edit
screen with one keystroke. In addition, the PA1, PA2, and CLEAR keys are set to redisplay the screen. Use the KEYS
primary command to change Editor PF key settings.

To execute a single command set for a PF, press that key. The command executes when you press the PF key.

Entering Commands

The following are descriptions of where commands are entered:

• Primary Commands -- Enter these commands at the left side of the second line, after the word COMMAND. This field
is called the COMMAND line.

• Scroll Options -- Enter these options at the far right side of the second line on the screen, after the word SCROLL.
• Line Commands -- Enter these commands in the line number fields at the left of the source.

Example Function
SUSpend Keywords appear in mixed case.

The minimum required portion of each keyword appears in
uppercase.

Find string Variables appear in lowercase. You substitute an appropriate
value for each variable.

Up [number-of-lines] Brackets indicate optional clauses or commands.
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     ┌/     \┐
CAPS │< ON  >│
     └\ OFF /┘

Braces enclose two or more options. Select an option.

     ┌/     \┐
CAPS │< ON◄ >│
     └\ OFF /┘

A left arrow indicates the default value.

Item Meaning
Order of Commands You must enter a B (before) or an A (after) line command in

conjunction with the COPY primary command and the C (copy)
and M (move) line commands to indicate where to copy or move
the lines.

Entering Blanks
In Commands

Blanks (character spaces) are ignored in line command
sequences, so you can enter blanks between a command and a
value without affecting processing.
You must enter at least one blank (character space) between a
primary command and a primary command value. You cannot
embed blanks in a keyword.

Command Stacking You can enter multiple primary and line commands. Primary
commands must be separated by a semicolon (;).

 

Scroll Options

/ Page            \

< Half            >

│ Csr             │

\ number-of-lines /

where:

Page-specifies that a whole screen is to be scrolled whenever an UP, DOWN, RIGHT, or LEFT command is used.

Half- specifies that a half screen is to be scrolled whenever an UP, DOWN, RIGHT, or LEFT command is used.

Csr-specifies that the line with the cursor on it is to become: the bottom line displayed whenever the UP command is
used, the top line whenever the DOWN command is used, the left-most column whenever the RIGHT command is used,
or the right-most column whenever the LEFT command is used.

number-of-lines-specifies that this number of lines are to be scrolled whenever an UP, DOWN, RIGHT, or LEFT
command is used.
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Scroll options are used to specify how much of the screen is scrolled when you use an UP, DOWN, RIGHT, or LEFT
primary command (or corresponding PF key) by itself.

At the far-right side of the second line on the Edit screen, the word SCROLL appears followed by one of the scroll options.
To change the current setting, enter one of the other options over the current setting. The scroll option you set will remain
in effect until you enter a different setting.

Primary Commands 4
Contents

Primary commands are entered on the second line of the Edit screen after the word COMMAND. You can enter more than
one primary command at a time. Use the following syntax:

command;command

BOTTOM Command

BOTtom

The BOTTOM command displays the last full screen at the bottom of the module.

This command is available in Edit and Browse Modes.

BOUNDS Command

BOUnds

The BOUNDS command sets the left and right column bounds. These bounds are saved in the edit profile. In addition, the
BOUNDS command alters the action of the FIND, CHANGE, Line Shifts, and other commands that are column-sensitive.

You must specify left and right bounds, or neither, and the left bound must be smaller than the right bound. If bounds are
specified incorrectly or without an operand, the default is the dataset minimum.

This command is available in Edit Mode.

CANCEL Command

CANcel

Use the CANCEL command to cancel all changes made to the module since the last SAVE and to exit the Edit screen.
You are returned to the previous display.
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This command is available in Edit Mode.

CAPS Command

     ┌/ ON ◄ \┐

CAPS │< OFF  >│

     └\      /┘

The CAPS command is used to turn the CAPS Mode on and off. With the CAPS Mode on, all new alpha data is translated
into uppercase. With the CAPS Mode off, the data remains unaffected. Data that was initially entered with the CAPS Mode
off will remain in lowercase unless you edit the field.

This command is available in Edit and Browse Modes.

CHANGE Command

       ┌/       \┐ ┌/        \┐ ┌/                    \┐┌/      \┐

CHANGE │< ALL   >│ │< string >│ │< replacement-string >││[lb[rb]]
 │< X  >│

       └\ FIRST /┘ └\ *      /┘ └\ *                  /┘└\ NX   /┘

where:

string-specifies the string of characters to find and replace by replacement-string.

replacement-string-specifies the string of characters used to replace string.

* (asterisk)-specifies the string value from the last FIND or CHANGE command entered.

ALL-specifies that all occurrences of a string are to be replaced in scanned lines.

lb rb-specifies left and right bounds (column positions) for the find. If specifying just the left bound, the string can be found
anywhere within those bounds.

X-specifies only excluded lines are to be scanned.

NX-specifies only non-excluded lines are to be scanned.

Use the CHANGE command to search for and change the next occurrence of a string in the module. The Editor begins
searching at the position of the cursor when you enter the command, and it searches downward until the string is found. If
the cursor is on the COMMAND line when you enter the command, the editor begins searching at the top line displayed. If
the string is not found, it is changed to the replacement string.

This command is available in Edit Mode.

Change Command Rules
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• ALL, FIRST, and the 'lb rb' can appear in any order, but the replacement-string must follow string.
• If a string has embedded blanks, enclose the string in either single or double quotes. For example:

CHANGE 'program nmae' 'program name'

CHANGE 'program nmae' 'program name'

• If a string has a single asterisk (*), number, ALL, or FIRST, enclose string in quotation marks:

CHANGE '*' 'comments'

• If a string has leading quotation mark (single or double), enclose the string in quotation marks of the opposite kind. For
example:

CHANGE '"t' t

• If CAPS Mode is OFF, enter the string as it appears in the text and the replacement-string as it should appear in the
text. If CAPS Mode is ON, all lowercase characters are translated to uppercase characters.

COPY Command

COPY [S.]clist-name[OF userid]

where:

[S.]-forces access to a global CLIST (if there is a CLIST of the same name under your user ID).

clist-name-the name of the CLIST from which you want to copy source lines.

[OF userid]-allows you to specify a CLIST belonging to another CA IDMS DMLO user ID.

Use the COPY command to copy source lines from another CLIST. To specify the location where lines will be copied,
enter an 'A' (after) or 'B' (before) line command.

This command is available in Edit Mode.

CURSOR Command

CURsor

The CURSOR command moves the cursor directly to the COMMAND line. It functions in the same way as the home key.

This command is available in Edit and Browse Modes.

The default keys are PF12 and PF24.

DOWN Command
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      ┌/ number-of-
lines \┐

 DOWN │< Max             >│

      ││ Half            ││

      └\ Page            /┘

where:

Max-specifies the last full screen at the bottom of the text.

Half-specifies to scroll down half a screen.

Page-specifies to scroll down a full screen.

The DOWN (scroll down) command is used to display source lines below your current view. The amount you scroll is
determined by the Scroll setting. The setting can be overridden at any time.

This command is available in Edit and Browse Modes.

The default keys are PF8 and PF20.

EDITOR-ID Command

EDITOR-ID

The EDITOR-ID command displays the release number for the version of the Editor invoked. The release is displayed in
message format.

This command is available in Edit and Browse Modes.

ECHO Command

Use the ECHO command to preserve the primary command line. If ECHO is turned on, the last command entered on
the command line is preserved and redisplayed. If ECHO is turned off, the last command entered is not preserved. The
ECHO setting is maintained in the Editor profile for the signed on CA IDMS/DC user id. The PROFILE command can be
used to display all environmental settings, which will include the ECHO setting. The syntax for the ECHO command is the
following:

ECHO {ON
       OFF}

Default: OFF

This command is available in edit and browse modes.
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END Command

END

Use the END command to save the current CLIST module (if changed) and return to the CA IDMS DMLO session
mainline.

This command is available in Edit Mode.

ENTER Command

ENTER

The ENTER command redisplays the current screen with any changes made.

This command is available in Edit and Browse Modes. The default key is ENTER.

EXCLUDE Command

        ┌/ first-
line \┐

EXCLUDE │< last-
line  >│

        └\ ALL        /┘

where:

first line-specifies that the first line number is to be excluded from the display.

last-line-specifies that the last line in the block of lines is to be excluded from the display. If this is left blank, the default is
the last line in the text.

ALL-specifies that all lines in the text are excluded from the display.

The EXCLUDE command limits your display to specific lines within the text being edited. Redisplay excluded lines with the
RESET command.

This command is available in Edit Mode.

FIND Command

     ┌/       \┐ ┌/        \┐┌/      \┐
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FIND │< ALL   >│ │< string >││[lb[rb]]
 │< X  >│

     └\ FIRST /┘ └\ *      /┘└\ NX   /┘

where:

ALL-specifies that all occurrences of a string are to be found in scanned lines.

FIRST-specifies that the first occurrence of a string is to be found.

string-specifies the string is to be found.

* (asterisk)-specifies the string value from the last FIND command entered.

lb rb-specifies the left and right bounds (column positions) for the find. If specifying just the left bound, the string to found
must begin in that same column. If specifying both left and right bounds, the string to be found can appear anywhere
within those bounds.

X-specifies only excluded lines are to be scanned.

NX-specifies only non-excluded lines are to be scanned.

Use the FIND command to search for a string in the module.

The Editor begins searching at the position of the cursor when you enter the command. It searches downward until the
string is found. If the cursor is on the COMMAND line when you enter the command, the Editor begins searching at the
top line displayed.

The operands of this command can appear in any order.

This command is available in Edit Mode.

FIRST Command

FIRst

The FIRST command displays the first screen of the module.

This command is available in Edit and Browse Modes.

KEYS Command

KEYS

Use the KEYS command to view or change editor PF key settings.

This command is available in Edit and Browse Modes.

LAST Command
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LASt

The LAST command presents the last screen of the module.

This command is available in Edit and Browse Modes.

LEFT Command

LEft [number-of-columns]

The LEFT command scrolls the current display to the left the specified number of columns. If the number parameter is
blank, the Scroll Options are used.

This command is available in Edit and Browse Modes.

LOCATE Command

Locate line-number

where:

line-number-specifies the number of the line to which you want to move. The line you specify will be the top line
displayed on the screen.

Use the LOCATE command to move the display to a specific source line or to the beginning or the end of the module.

This command is available in Edit and Browse Modes.

Using the LOCATE Command

To move to a specific line, you specify the line number of the line you want displayed.

To move to the beginning of the module, you can specify 0 as the line number, and the first line of the module will be the
top line displayed.

To move to the end of the module, you can specify the last line number or any larger number, and the last line of the
module will be the top line displayed. For example, if the last line of the module is numbered 307 and you use 999, line
number 307 will be the top line displayed.

MEMORY Command

       ┌/         \┐

MEMory │< STATIC  >│

       └\ DYNAMIC /┘
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where:

STATIC-specifies to obtain storage one time and track until the end of the session.

DYNAMIC-specifies to obtain new storage and free it each time the Editor driver module is called.

Internal storage is determined by the MEMORY command.

This command is available in Edit and Browse Modes.

NULLS Command

      ┌/     \┐

Nulls │< ON◄ >│

      └\ OFF /┘

The NULLS command is used to turn the NULLS Mode on and off. ON is the default. In the NULLS ON Mode, null
characters replace all but the first blank in a line. If the line is completely blank, null characters are not substituted.

To easily use the keyboard insert mode key to insert characters, turn NULLS Mode ON so that edit will automatically insert
trailing nulls in each data line in the display.

Normally, each data line is one field on the display. However, by using the TABS Mode, 3270 tab characters can be
created in selected columns and is a way to break up a line into several fields. NULLS will replace trailing blanks in each
field.

If edit places the cursor into a field, only blanks that follow the cursor on the line will be changed to NULLS. If a character
is deleted with the DELETE key, all of the characters in the field are shifted left one position and a NULL character is
inserted into the last position in the field. If the ERASE EOF key is pressed, NULL characters fill the field on which the
cursor is located from the cursor to the end of the field.

This command is available in Edit Mode.

PROFILE Command

PROFile

Use the PROFILE command to display the environmental parameters under which your Edit session is operating.

The PROFILE identifiers that are displayed correspond to the primary commands. When you change parameters that are
unique to your profile, the changes are saved to the CA IDMS/DC user signon.

Use the RESET command to clear the display of any line commands, column markers, or extraneous messages.

This command is available in Edit and Browse Modes.
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RCHANGE Command

RCHANGE

The RCHANGE command repeats the last CHANGE command that was executed.

The Editor begins searching at the first line of the display. When it reaches the bottom of data, the message "BOTTOM OF
DATA REACHED" appears in the top line of the screen.

The default keys are PF6 and PF18.

This command is available in Edit Mode.

Using the RCHANGE and RFIND PF Keys to Selectively

Change Strings

You can use the RFIND PF key in conjunction with the RCHANGE PF key to selectively change strings. For example,
consider the following sequences:

First Sample Sequence

Step Command Action
Part 1 CHANGE Work-Name-1 Work-Name-2 In Part 1, you enter the CHANGE command

to change the next occurrence of Work-
Name-1 to Work-Name-2.

Part 2 RFIND key In Part 2, you want to find the next
occurrence of Work-Name-1, but you are
not sure if you will want to change the
string. By pressing the RFIND key, the next
occurrence of Work-Name-1 which was
specified in the CHANGE command during
Part 1, will be found.

Part 3 RCHANGE key In Part 3, you want to change the
occurrence of Work-Name-1 that was found
during Part 2 to Work-Name-2. By pressing
the RCHANGE key, the occurrence will be
changed.

Part 4 RFIND key
RFIND key

In Part 4, you press the RFIND key to find
the next occurrence of Work-Name-1. This
time you do not want to change the string,
so instead of pressing the RCHANGE key,
you press the RFIND key again. The next
occurrence of Work-Name-1 will be found.
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Second Sample Sequence

Step Command Action
Part 1 CHANGE Work-Name-1 Work-Name-2

RFIND key
In Part 1, you want to find the next
occurrence of Work-Name-1, but if you
are not sure if you want to change it to
Work-Name-2. If you key in the CHANGE
command and press the RFIND key instead
of the ENTER key, the RFIND will be
executed. The next occurrence of Work-
Name-1 that was specified in the CHANGE
command will be found.

Part 2 RFIND key In Part 2, you decide that you do not want
to change the string that was found during
Part 1, press the RFIND key. The next
occurrence of Work-Name-1 will be found.

Part 3 RCHANGE key In Part 3, you want to change the string
that was found during Part 2, press the
RCHANGE key. This changes Work-
Name-1 to Work-Name-2.

RESET Command

RESet

Use the RESET command to clear the display of any line commands, column markers, or extraneous messages.

This command is available in Edit and Browse Modes.

The default keys are PF9 and PF21.

RESHOW Command

RESHOW

Use the RESHOW command to redisplay the original contents of a screen. This command is only valid when you have
typed a screen of data but have not pressed the ENTER key.

NOTE
If you use the RESHOW Command you will overlay the current screen with the previous screen.

This command is available in Edit and Browse Modes.

RFIND Command

RFIND
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The RFIND command repeats the last FIND command that was entered.

The RFIND search begins at the position of the cursor. When it reaches the end of the file, it will reach the bottom and the
message line will state, BOTTOM OF DATA REACHED. Entering RFIND again will resume the search at the top of the
file. Then if the string is not found in the file, the message line will state: NO CHAR:  string Found. Entering the RFIND
command has no effect.

To selectively change strings, use the RFIND PF key in conjunction with the RCHANGE PF key.

This command is available in Edit and Browse Modes.

The default keys are PF5 and PF17.

RIGHT Command

Right [number-of-columns]

The RIGHT (scroll right) command scrolls the current display to the right the specified number of columns. If the number
parameter is blank, the scroll options are used.

This command is available in Edit and Browse Modes.

The default keys are PF11 and PF23.

SAVE Command

SAVE

Use the SAVE command to save the current CLIST module (if changed). The CLIST edit session will remain active.

This command is available in Edit Mode.

TABB Command

TABB

The TABB (tab backward) command is used to move to the previous tab setting when TABS Mode is ON.

This command is invoked more efficiently if you assign it a PF key value.

This command is available in Edit Mode.

TABF Command

TABF
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The TABF (tab forward) command is used to move to the next tab setting when TABS Mode is ON.

This command is invoked more if you assign it a PF key value.

This command is available in Edit Mode.

TABS Command

      ┌/ ON            \┐

 TABS │< OFF           >│

      ││ tab-
character ││

      └\ operand       /┘

where:

tab-character-specifies any character used to signify a tab.

operand-specifies any of the following and their settings:

• ADS specifies every five positions from 1 through 65.
• ASM specifies the positions 1, 10, 16, and 36.
• COBOL specifies the positions 8, 12, 16, and 20.
• STND specifies the positions 1, 10, 16, and 36.

The TABS command sets software tabbing. The commands TABF (tab forward) and TABB (tab backward) are used to
move a tab setting within the text. To customize tab settings, use the TABS line command.

This command is available in Edit Mode.

TIME Command

TIME

The TIME command displays the time-of-day and the date in the message area of the screen. The TIME is given in
military hh:mm:ss format. The date is given in standard mm/dd/yy format.

This command is available in Edit and Browse Modes.

TOP Command

TOP
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The TOP command displays the first full screen at the top of the source.

This command is available in Edit and Browse Modes.

UP Command

    ┌/ number-of-
lines \┐

 UP │< Max             >│

    ││ Half            ││

    └\ Page            /┘

where:

number-of lines-specifies the number of lines to scroll. If this is blank, then scrolling is determined by the Scroll Option.

Max-specifies that you want to scroll to the first screen of text.

Page-specifies that you want to scroll a full screen of text.

The UP (scroll up) command is used to display source lines above your current view. The amount you scroll is determined
by the scroll option setting. The setting can be overridden at any time.

This command is available in Edit and Browse Modes.

The default keys are PF7 and PF19.

Line Commands 4
Contents

Line commands are entered in Edit Mode with the cursor positioned to the left of the source lines, in the line number
fields. To use a line command, type over the line numbers.

Entering Line Commands

Line commands are entered within the line number at the left of the line data. A line command is considered to be any
characters entered at or to the left of the cursor in the line sequence number fields.

How to Use Line Commands

If you wanted to repeat the line 10 times, here is how the line would appear:

000003 Before entering R (repeat) Command
R10003 After entering R (repeat) Command
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For the Editor to read the command as R10:

• Type 'R10' in the line number field and press the ENTER key.
• Position the cursor immediately after R10 (type 'R1' and move the cursor to the right one position) and press the

ENTER key.

A (after) Command

A

The A (after) line command is used in conjunction with the C (copy) and M (move) line commands, and the COPY primary
command to copy another CLIST after the line containing the A (after) line command.

B (before) Command

B

The B (before) line command is used in conjunction with the C (copy) and M (move) line commands and the COPY
primary command to copy another CLIST before the line containing the B (before) line command.

BNDS (bounds) Command

BNDS

The BNDS command displays and allows changes to the current boundary settings. The bounds line is displayed at the
line where you entered the command.

Change the current bounds setting by using the < character to define the left bound and the > character to define the right
bound.

To remove the bounds line from the display, use the D (delete) line command or the RESET primary command.

COLS (columns) Command

COLS

The COLS command displays a line with the column markings for you to use as a reference. This line is for reference
purposes only. It is not given a line number and is not saved with the text.

The column markings line appears before the line in which you enter the COLS command.

To remove the COLS line from the display, use the D (delete) line command or the RESET primary command.
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C (copy) Command

C[number-of-lines]

where:

number-of-lines-specifies the number of lines to be copied. The default is 1.

C-specifies a single line to be copied.

Cn - specifies the first of n lines to be copied.

CC...CC-specifies the first and last lines of a block of lines to be copied.

Use the C (copy) line command to copy one line or block of lines. The B (before) and A (after) line commands are used to
specify the destination of the line or block to be copied. No other line commands can be entered on the lines to be copied.

Rules for Using the Copy Line Command

• When using the C number-of-lines or the CC form of the command, you cannot enter any other commands on the lines
being copied.

• Each CC must be paired with another CC.
• You must pair a B (before) or an A (after) line command with every C or pair of CC commands.

D (delete) Command

D[number-of-lines]

where:

number-of-lines-specifies the number of lines to be deleted.

D-specifies a single line to be deleted.

Dn-specifies the first of n lines to be deleted.

DD...DD-specifies the first and last lines of a block of lines to be deleted.

The D (delete) command is used to delete a line or block of lines. No other line commands can be entered on the lines to
be deleted.

Rules for Using the D (delete) Line Command

• When using the D number-of-lines or the DD form of the command, you cannot enter any other commands on the lines
being deleted.

• Each DD must be paired with another DD.

X (exclude) Command

X[number-of-lines]
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where:

number-of-lines &ndash. specifies the number of lines excluded.

X-specifies a single line to be excluded.

Xn-specifies the first of n lines to be excluded.

XX...XX-specifies the first and last lines of a block of lines to be excluded.

Use the X (exclude) command to exclude lines from the display.

I (insert) Command

I[number-of-lines]

where:

number-of-lines-specifies the number of lines to be inserted. The default is 1.

Use the I (insert) command to insert blank lines after the line in which the I command is entered. The I command is not
used with the A (after) and B (before) line commands. If no data is typed on an inserted line, the blank inserted line is
deleted from the display after the ENTER key is pressed or the RESET, UP, or DOWN primary command is entered.

M (move) Command

M[number-of-lines]

where:

number-of-lines-specifies the number of lines to be moved. The default is 1.

M-specifies a single line to be moved.

Mn-specifies the first of n lines to be moved.

MM...MM-specifies the first and last lines of a block.

Use the M (move) command to move a line or block of lines. The B (before) or A (after) line commands are used to
specify the destination of the lines to be moved. No other commands can be entered on the lines to be moved.

Rules for Using the Move Line Command

• When using the M number-of-lines or the MM form of the command, you cannot enter any other commands on the
lines being moved.

• Each MM must be paired with another MM.
• You must pair a B (before) or an A (after) line command with every M or pair of MM commands.

R (repeat) Command

R[number-of-times]
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where:

number-of-times-specifies the number of times a line or block of lines is repeated. The default is 1.

R-specifies a single line to be repeated.

Rn-specifies a single line to be repeated n times.

RR -specifies the first and last lines of a block to be repeated one time.

The R (repeat) line command is used to repeat a line or block of lines directly after the last line to be repeated.

Rules for Using the R (repeat) Line Command

• Pair each RR number-of-lines with another RR number-of-lines to complete a block command.
• If number-of-lines on the RR block commands differ, the greater number is used.
• No other line commands can be used on lines being repeated.

TABS Command

Type TABS in the line number field to view the current tab settings. You can also use the TABS command to change the
tabs by over striking the current setting (indicate by tab character with the new positions you choose.

The TABS line may be deleted from the display by the D (delete) line command or the RESET primary command.

Batch CLIST Processing
This appendix provides a description of the batch CLIST processor, USDBCLST. This utility provides an easy way to
migrate CLISTs between CA IDMS systems.

The batch CLIST processor supports the following functionality:

• Uploading one or more new CLISTs to the system.
• Printing one or more existing CLISTs from the system.
• Downloading one or more existing CLISTs from the system in a format which can be submitted directly for upload

processing.
• Removing one or more existing CLISTs from the system.

The CA IDMS installation media contains the following sample JCL (intended for demonstration purposes only):

• USDBCLST - Contains a skeleton of the JCL required to invoke the batch CLIST processor.

For more information, see

Work Files

For z/OS

Input datasets

DD Name Description Usage LRECL
SYSIPT Request cards Required for PRINT,

DOWNLOAD, REMOVE
80

UPLOAD Source of CLISTs to add Required for UPLOAD 80
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Output datasets

DD Name Description Usage LRECL
REPORT Source of printed CLISTs Optional for all functions 133
AUDIT Status of requests Required for all functions 133
DOWNLOAD Listings of downloaded CLISTs Required for DOWNLOAD 80

 

For z/VSE

Input Datasets

DD Name Logical Unit Description Usage LRECL
SYSIPT SYS015 Request Cards Required for PRINT,

DOWNLOAD, REMOVE
80

UPLOAD SYS016 Source of CLISTs to add Required for UPLOAD 80

 

Output Datasets

DD Name Logical Unit Description Usage LRECL
REPORT SYS017 Source of printed CLISTs Optional for all functions 133
AUDIT SYS018 Status of Requests Required for all functions 133
DOWNLOAD SYS019 Listings of downloaded

CLISTs
Required for
DOWNLOAD

80

Batch CLIST Request Cards

Use request cards to download, print, or remove one or more CLISTs. Note: Request cards are not required to upload a
CLIST.

A request card describes the CLIST to be processed and the desired function. All variables must start in the appropriate
columns. Values should be padded with spaces when necessary. The request card is described in detail below.

Columns Variable Description
01 - 08 user-name Variable specifies a 1-8 character user

name for whom the requested CLIST is
stored

09 - 16 clist-name Variable specifies a 1-8 character CLIST
identifier

17 - 17 operation code Variable specifies a 1 character operation
code

 

The following table describes the operation code variable.

Code Function Description
P Print only Print the requested CLIST
D Download only Download the requested CLIST
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X Print and Download Print and download the requested CLIST
R Remove Delete the requested CLIST

 

For example, the following request card will prompt the batch CLIST processor to delete the CLIST named SAMPLE
belonging to user USER0001:

USER0001SAMPLE  R

The following request card prompts the batch CLIST processor to print the CLISTs SAMP1 and SAMP2 belonging to
USER0002 in the report file. Additionally, the source for these CLISTs will be stored into the download file:

USER0002SAMP1   X

USER0002SAMP2   X

Batch CLIST Upload File

The upload file is used to add one or more CLISTs to the CA IDMS system. Each CLIST described in this file must begin
with a parameter card which names the CLIST and assigns it to a user. Each request must end with an end card.

NOTE
No request cards are required to upload a CLIST. If a CLIST is already present on the system, the existing
version is overwritten.

The parameter card is described below. All variables must start in the appropriate columns. Values should be padded with
spaces when necessary.

Columns Values Description
01 - 01 ‘~’ constant Specifies a constant representing the start

of a parameter or end card
02 - 09 user-name Specifies a 1-8 character name of the user

for whom the CLIST will be stored
10 - 17 clist-name Specifies a 1-8 character CLIST identifier

 

One or more data cards follow a parameter card. Each data card contains one line of CLIST source. These lines should
follow the standard CLIST conventions. Detailed information on CLIST command syntax can be found in CA IDMS DMLO
Session.

Every CLIST must end with an end card. The end card is described in detail below. All variables must start in the
appropriate columns. Values should be padded with spaces when necessary.

Columns Values
01 - 01 ‘~’ constant
02 - 09 ‘**END***’ constant
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For example, the following lines coded in an upload file would prompt the batch CLIST processor to add CLISTs SAMP1
and SAMP2 belonging to USER0001:

~USER0001SAMP1

 

* OBTAIN CLIST

 

OBTAIN FIRST %1 WITHIN %2

 

ENDC

 

~**END***

 

~USER0001SAMP2

 

* STORE CLIST

 

STORE %1

 

ENDC

 

~**END***

Using IDMS Enforcer
CA IDMS Enforcer provides automatic verification and enforcement of naming standards, entered into the CA IDMS
integrated data dictionary. You can maximize the benefit of establishing standards through the use of CA IDMS Enforcer
online definition and maintenance utilities in combination with active and/or passive enforcement components.

CA IDMS Enforcer provides automatic verification and enforcement of naming standards, entered into the CA IDMS
integrated data dictionary. You can maximize the benefit of establishing these standards through the use of CA IDMS
Enforcer.
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Product components are available to:

• Define and maintain enforcement standards
• Actively enforce these standards, both online and in batch
• Audit the data dictionary for compliance with naming standards.

With the menu-driven online system, you can define and maintain enforcement standards. Active and Passive
Enforcement facilitate the enforcement of your site specific standards.

Standards Installed on CA IDMS Database

CA IDMS Enforcer uses CA IDMS as its database management system.

When CA IDMS Enforcer is fully implemented on a CA IDMS database, features inherent to CA IDMS are available as
follows:

• Share-ability
• CA IDMS Recoverability
• CA IDMS Backup and Restoration.

Environment

Teleprocessing Environment:

• CA IDMS/DC

Terminal Type:

• 3270 or 3270-compatible terminals including models 2, 3, 4, and 5.

IDMS Enforcer Product Features
The following features of CA IDMS Enforcer facilitate the enforcement of naming standards:

• Online definition and maintenance of naming standards for data dictionary entities including user-defined entity names
• Active enforcement--enforcement for entities entered using system generation, schema, subschema, and CA-DDDL

compilers and the data dictionary Menu Facility
• Passive enforcement--audit reporting against the data dictionary for compliance
• Flexible, user-defined levels of enforcement
• Batch utilities to support multiple machines and central versions
• Standard compiler exit protocol is used
• Runtime optimizing techniques to minimize the impact of enforcement
• Print facility (batch)
• Online documentation.

Synopsis of a Typical Enforcement Strategy
The following steps indicate one of the ways an enforcement strategy may be approached:

Step 1--Develop standards using Online Definition and Maintenance utility functions

Step 2--Execute Passive Enforcement against the data dictionary

• Use the Dictionary Audit utility in the Terse mode to determine the areas of concern
• Rerun the audit with the Expanded mode to present diagnostics to development management

Step 3--Develop an implementation schedule
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• Enable Active Enforcement at the Informational level
• Generate enforcement at a preventive level with a pre-determined implementation date

Recovery to Previous Session of CA IDMS Enforcer
The recovery feature allows you to recover to the screen you were accessing when an abnormal exit from CA IDMS
Enforcer occurred.

In order to recover successfully, you must specify either of the following at the CA IDMS Enforcer Recovery screen:

• The user ID entered during CA IDMS/DC sign on
• The logical terminal identifier.

If the central version (CV) becomes inactive for any reason, recovery to the previous session of CA IDMS Enforcer is not
possible.

Using CA IDMS Enforcer
This section helps you to get started with CA IDMS Enforcer. It describes how to:

• Sign on to CA IDMS Enforcer, user profile information available at sign on and possible security requirements for
signing on

• Access the five options available to you from the Primary Menu screen: Browse, Edit, Utilities, Tutorial, and Exit
• Sign off of CA IDMS Enforcer.

Sign On To CA IDMS Enforcer
Follow the steps below to sign on to CA IDMS Enforcer (unless your DBA or Security Administrator has implemented a
different procedure).

1. Access your online CA IDMS/DC system.
2. At the CA IDMS/DC system prompt, types the task code assigned to CA IDMS Enforcer system and press the Enter

key. Obtain the task code, which is assigned at the time of installation, from your DBA.

The Primary Menu screen is displayed.

User Profile Information

User profile information is acquired in one of these ways: through the CA IDMS user ID if you are signed on to the CA
IDMS/DC or through the logical terminal identifier (LTERM-ID) if you are not signed on to CA IDMS/DC. User screen
entries are retained between sessions to recall last structure, entity, template, or system-owned values specified.

CA IDMS Enforcer Security

If your company has implemented task CA IDMS Enforcer structure security, access into CA IDMS Enforcer is limited
to the level of authority assigned to a user in conjunction with task and activity resources contained in your centralized
security system.

For more details on CA IDMS Enforcer security, see Utilities Option and Section5, "Operations".

CA IDMS Enforcer Primary Menu Screen

CA IDMS Enforcer Primary Menu screen provides five options, a message area, copyright information, and system
identification. The fields described below are shown in Exhibit 3.1.
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• OPTION--Select the option that you want by typing the character that precedes the option name in this field.
• Message Area--Messages are displayed below the list of options. You can access the online documentation, which

includes the Online Message Facility, by selecting option T from the Primary Menu screen.

At any point in the online session, you can use the HELP command to access the online documentation which includes:

• Information about CA IDMS Enforcer screens
• Complete details on each of the commands, options, and keys used to edit a template
• Necessary commands used to scroll through template documentation
• Message text.

If task security has been defined for CA IDMS Enforcer, your user ID used to signon to CA IDMS/DC will require execution
privileges for the task category resource assigned to access the CA IDMS Enforcer Primary Menu. See ADS Alive
Operations for more information on task security.

      CCCCCCCCC
    CCCCCCCCCC
  CCC                                            CA IDMS/Extractor
 CCC      AAAA                                        Rnn.n
 CCC     AAAAA                                        Online
 CCC    AAAAAA                              Definition and Maintenance
 CCC   AAA AAA                                    mm/dd/yy hh:mm
  CCC AAA  AAA
   CCAAACCCCCC   OPTION ===>
    AAACCCCCCCC   1  Browse    - Display Enforcement Standards
   AAA     AAA    2  Edit      - Create or Change Naming Standards
  AAA      AAA    3  Utilities - Perform Enforcement Structure Utility
 AAA       AAA                      Functions
                  T  Tutorial  - Display Information about CA IDMS/Extractor
                  X  Exit      - Exit from the CA IDMS/Extractor System

        Copyright (c) 2003 CA 

Exhibit 3.1 CA IDMS Enforcer Primary Menu Screen

CA IDMS Enforcer Options

These options are available to you from CA IDMS Enforcer Primary Menu screen:

Browse

The Browse Option allows you to view details about the dictionary entity name values enforced at your site. This option
does not allow you to add, change, or delete any values.

Selection lists containing the names of dictionaries, nodes, entity-types, and templates in CA IDMS Enforcer database
are available. Templates are the lowest level in this hierarchy. You can directly access a specific template by entering the
name of the dictionary, node, entity-type, and template.
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Edit

The Edit Option allows you to modify or delete enforcement values through CA IDMS Enforcer Edit Template Format/
Fields screen, commands, and PF keys.

Utilities

Use the Utilities Option to:

• Define security, environment, and structure
• Add or copy dictionaries, entities, or templates
• Add, modify, or delete system-level value tables and value ranges.

Three definition utilities are available: Security, Environment, and Structure. The Security utility is used to define security
for structures. The Environment utilities are used to define severity levels, runtime directives, and also to activate or
inactivate enforcement. The Structure utilities are used to delete enforcement structures or modify generation options.

There are three add/copy function utilities available. With these utilities you can add or copy new or existing enforcement
structures.

In addition, the System Level Entities utility allows you to add, modify, and delete system-level values tables and value
ranges. This prevents the storage of redundant versions of value sets and value ranges at multiple field levels.

Tutorial

The Tutorial Option provides you with information on CA IDMS Enforcer. You can view the online documentation
sequentially or, by making selections from the menus offered within this documentation, you can view information on
specific topics.

Exit

When you select the Exit Option, all of CA IDMS Enforcer operations are terminated and you are returned to the CA
IDMS/DC Entry screen.

Browse Option

The Browse Option allows you to display the contents of each enforcement template in the CA IDMS Enforcer database.
This option does not allow you to add, modify, or delete any values.

Accessing an Enforcement Template

You can access an enforcement template directly or indirectly.

Direct Access

You can directly access an enforcement template from the Standards Enforcement Access screen by typing specific
dictionary, node, entity type, and template names and pressing the Enter key. It is not necessary to type the dictionary
and node names if you want to access the default dictionary and node. After you press the Enter key, the contents of the
template is displayed on the Browse Template screen. You can browse a template definition using browse commands to
scroll. For more information on these commands, see the online documentation.

Indirect Access

You can also access an enforcement template indirectly from the Standards Enforcement Access screen by using a series
of selection list screens that enable you to choose dictionary, node, entity type, and template names.
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Use CA IDMS Enforcer commands to scroll forward and backward through selection lists of more than one page. For
information on these commands, see the online documentation.

Browse Option Screens

CA IDMS Enforcer provides a series of screens within each option. The Browse Option uses the following screens:
Standards Enforcement Access, Dictionary/Node List, Entity List, Template List, and Browse Template.

Browse Security

If task or CA IDMS Enforcer structure security is defined in your centralized security system, your CA IDMS/DC user ID
used to signon to your central version (CV) will require the following execution privileges for:

• The task category resource assigned to Standards Enforcement Access for the Browse option
• The Browse activity resource assigned to the dictionary/node structure defined in the CA IDMS Enforcer database.

Standards Enforcement Access Screen (Browse)

To display the Standards Enforcement Access screen from the Primary Menu screen:

1. Type the character 1 (which represents the Browse Option) in the OPTION field.
2. Press the Enter key.

This screen provides direct and indirect access to CA IDMS Enforcer's Browse structure.

 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── Standards Enforcement Access ──────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXABAC
 
 
 Specify "DICTIONARY" and "NODE" name for Entity/Template List:
    Dictionary   ==> *                 ( * for List of all Dictionaries within
                                           Node, blank for default Dictionary)
    Node         ==> *                 ( * for List of all Nodes within
                                           Dictionary, blank for default Node)
 
 
 ENTITY-TYPE NAME:                     (Blank for Entity-Type List)
    Entity Type  ==>
 
 TEMPLATE NAME:                        (Blank for Template List)
    Template     ==>
 

Exhibit 3.2: Standards Enforcement Access (Browse)

Dictionary/Node List Screen

The Dictionary/Node List screen presents a list of dictionary/node structures.

To select a dictionary/node structure name:

1. Type S in the selection field (to the left of the dictionary/node structure name).
2. Press the Enter key.

The Entity List screen is displayed.
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 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── Dictionary/Node List ──────────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                             ESXADL
 
         DICT       NODE       PENDING     CURRENT     LAST       LAST
         NAME       NAME       GENERATION  GENERATION  UPDATED    USER
         PROD       NODELD09   mm/dd/yy    mm/dd/yy    mm/dd/yy   UPLOAD
         TEST                  mm/dd/yy    mm/dd/yy    mm/dd/yy   UPLOAD
         **END**
 

Exhibit 3.3: Dictionary/Node List Screen (Browse)

Entity List Screen

The Entity List screen presents a list of all entity-type names within the selected or specified dictionary/node structure.
Entity types appear in alphabetically ascending order.

To select an entity-type name:

1. Type S in the selection field (to the left of the entity-type name).
2. Press the Enter key.

The Template List screen is displayed.

 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn ─── Entity List ───── ──────────────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                             ESXAEL
 
 DICTIONARY: PROD       NODE: NODELD09
 
         ENTITY-TYPE                       INCLUDE/  LAST        LAST
         NAME                              EXCLUDE   UPDATED     USER
         AREA                                 I      mm/dd/yy    UPLOAD
         ATTRIBUTE                            I      mm/dd/yy    UPLOAD
         CLASS                                I      mm/dd/yy    UPLOAD
         COBOL ELEMENT                        I      mm/dd/yy    UPLOAD
         DESTINATION                          I      mm/dd/yy    UPLOAD
         ELEMENT                              I      mm/dd/yy    UPLOAD
         ELEMENT SYNONYM                      I      mm/dd/yy    UPLOAD
         ENTRY POINT                          I      mm/dd/yy    UPLOAD
         FILE                                 I      mm/dd/yy    UPLOAD
         FILE SYNONYM                         I      mm/dd/yy    UPLOAD
         LINE                                 I      mm/dd/yy    UPLOAD
         LOAD MODULE                          I      mm/dd/yy    UPLOAD
         LOGICAL RECORD                       I      mm/dd/yy    UPLOAD
         LOGICAL-TERMINAL (LTERM)             I      mm/dd/yy    UPLOAD
         MAP                                  I      mm/dd/yy    UPLOAD
         MESSAGE                              I      mm/dd/yy    UPLOAD
         MODULE                               I      mm/dd/yy    UPLOAD
 

Exhibit 3.4: Entity List Screen (Browse)
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Template List Screen

The Template List screen presents a list of templates within a specified or selected entity type. Templates appear in
Search Order sequence.

To select a template name:

1. Type S in the selection field (to the left of the template's Search Order).
2. Press the Enter key.

The Browse Template screen is displayed.

Additional Information

For information on the commands available at the list screens, see the online documentation.

 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── Template List ─────────────────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                             ESXATL
 
 DICTIONARY: PROD       NODE: NODELD09  ENTITY: AREA
 
   SEARCH TEMPLATE                     INCLUDE/ SEVRTY BRACKET LAST     LAST
   ORDER  NAME                         EXCLUDE  CLASS  MODE    UPDATED  USER
      01  AREA-NAME                        I     001     N     mm/dd/yy UPLOAD
      02  EMPDB-AREA-NAME                  I     001     N     mm/dd/yy UPLOAD
      03  PAYR-AREA-NAME                   I     001     Y     mm/dd/yy UPLOAD
      04  ACCT-RECV-AREA-NAME              I     001     N     mm/dd/yy UPLOAD
      05  PARTS-DB-AREA-NAME               I     001     N     mm/dd/yy UPLOAD
      06  BLNG-DB-AREA-NAME                I     001     N     mm/dd/yy UPLOAD
      07  CONTR-DB-AREA-NAME               I     001     N     mm/dd/yy UPLOAD
      50  DELQT-DB-AREA-NAME               E     002     Y     mm/dd/yy UPLOAD
      51  DEPR-DB-AREA-NAME                E     002     Y     mm/dd/yy UPLOAD
      52  EMPLR-DB-AREA-NAME               E     002     Y     mm/dd/yy UPLOAD
      53  DISCRP-DB-AREA-NAME              E     003     N     mm/dd/yy UPLOAD
      70  FST-AREA-NAME                    I     001     N     mm/dd/yy UPLOAD
      71  FLD-AREA-NAME                    I     001     N     mm/dd/yy UPLOAD
      72  FIN-AREA-NAME                    I     001     N     mm/dd/yy UPLOAD
      73  FIFO-AREA-NAME                   I     001     N     mm/dd/yy UPLOAD
      74  FXD-AREA-NAME                    I     001     N     mm/dd/yy UPLOAD
      75  FLW-AREA-NAME                    I     001     N     mm/dd/yy UPLOAD
 

Exhibit 3.5: Template List Screen (Browse)

Browse Template Screen

The Browse Template screen can be accessed through the Standards Enforcement Access screen, the Template List
screen, or by using the DISPLAY command at the Active Enforcement screen. Detailed information on the specified
template appears on this screen including: template identification, template format, and template field detail.

Identification--The names of the dictionary, node, entity type, and template.
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Format--The format of the template is displayed in two lines: the symbolic representation and the numeric grid. The
symbolic representation presents the contents of each field. The numeric grid is provided as an aid to locating field
position.

Field Detail--Template field detail provides information on each field of the template. This information includes template
bracket mode, the length to be enforced for the template, the severity level, field position and length, data type, field
description, and a list of possible values.

Browse Commands

See the online documentation for information on the Browse commands.

  BROWSE -TEMPLATE                                              COLUMNS 001 079
 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR
 *** TOP OF DATA **************************************** CA IDMS Enforcer  ***
 
 Enforcement for:
     Dictionary PROD
     Node       NODELD09
     Entity     AREA
     Template   AREA-NAME
 
 
     ────+----1----+-
     sssssssstAREA***
 
 where:
 
     Template mode is bracketed.
     Enforcement template length is 16.
     Severity class is 001 and severity level is E-error.
 
 
     ssssssss Position: 01 Length: 08
     Data type is Alphanumeric.
           "s" = The 8 character descriptor of the database
 

Exhibit 3.6: Browse Template Screen

Utilities Option

Use the Utilities Option to define security, environment, and structure; add or copy dictionaries, entities, or templates; and
add, modify, or delete system-level value tables and value ranges.

Utilities Option Screens

CA IDMS Enforcer provides a series of screens within each option. The Utilities Option uses the following screens:

Standards Enforcement Utilities

• Dictionary/Node Security List
• Environment Utilities
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– Environment--Severity Levels
– Environment--Runtime Directives
– Environment--Runtime Generation

• Structure Utility Access
– Dictionary/Node List (Utilities)
– Confirm Dictionary Delete
– Entity List (Utilities)
– Confirm Entity Delete
– Template List (Utilities)
– Confirm Template Delete

• Add/Copy Enforcement Structure
– Confirm Structure Replace

• Add/Copy Entity Type
– Confirm Entity Replace

• Add/Copy Template
– Confirm Template Replace

• System Table Maintenance
– System Table List
– Confirm System Table Delete
– System Table Field Value(s)
– System Table Field Range Value(s)

Standards Enforcement Utilities Security

If task security has been implemented at your site, your CA IDMS/DC user ID used at signon will be required to have
access privileges to the Standards Enforcement Utilities task resources contained in your system catalog.

If CA IDMS Enforcer dictionary/node structure security has been defined in your centralized security system, the user
or group ID you use to signon to your central version (CV) will be required to have execution privileges for the activity
resources assigned for structure update and read/browse access.

For more information on securable Utilities tasks and structure security, see Operations.

Standards Enforcement Utilities Screen

The Standards Enforcement Utilities screen provides access to CA IDMS Enforcer's structure utilities. These utilities are
used to maintain all enforcement database structures above the template level.

To access the Standards Enforcement Utilities screen from the Primary Menu:

1. Type the character 3 (which represents the Utilities Option) in the OPTION field.
2. Press the Enter key.

To access one of the utilities available in the online definition and maintenance system:

1. Type the number of the chosen utility in the OPTION field.
2. Press the Enter key.

 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── Standards Enforcement Utilities ───── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 OPTION ===>                                                             ESXAUTL
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 DEFINITION UTILITIES:
    0  Security      - Define CA IDMS Security for Dictionary/Node Structures
    1  Environment   - Define Severity Class Codes, Specify Runtime Directives,
                           or Generate Runtime Enforcement Values
    2  Structure     - Delete Enforcement Structures, or Modify Generation
                           Options

 ADD/COPY FUNCTIONS:
    3  Dictionary    - Add a new Enforcement Structure or Copy an existing
                           Structure
    4  Entity        - Add a new Entity-Type name or Copy an existing
                           Entity-Type and Templates
    5  Template      - Add a new Template or Copy existing Templates

 SYSTEM LEVEL ENTITIES:
    6  Tables        - Add, Modify or Delete System Tables, Table Values
                           and Table Range Value Sets 

Exhibit 3.15:  Standards Enforcement Utilities Screen

Definition Utilities

The Definition Utilities are Security, Environment and Structure.

The Security Option allows you to define security codes for CA IDMS Enforcer dictionary/node database structures.

The Environment Options enable the association of runtime error levels with class codes, modification of runtime
enforcement directives, or the generation of a relocatable table for runtime enforcement.

The Structure Options enable the deletion of dictionary/node structures, entities, and templates, and the modification of
generation options.

Add/Copy Functions

The Dictionary Option of the Add/Copy function allows you to add a new or initialized dictionary/node structure to the CA
IDMS Enforcer database. You can also copy an existing dictionary/node structure contained on the database.

The Entity Option of the Add/Copy function allows you to add a new entity type to a specified dictionary/node entity within
the CA IDMS Enforcer database. You can also use this function to copy an existing CA IDMS Enforcer entity type or
entities.

The Template Option of the Add/Copy function allows you to add a new template to a specified dictionary/node structure
within the CA IDMS Enforcer database. You can also use this function to copy an existing template or templates.

System Level Entities

The Tables Option allows you to specify value sets and value ranges which are owned by CA IDMS Enforcer and
accessible from any structure in the system.
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Dictionary/Node Security List Screen

The Dictionary/Node Security List screen is displayed when you select option 0 at the Standards Enforcement Utility
screen.

The structure list presents all dictionary/node combinations contained within the CA IDMS Enforcer database. To modify
the security activity numbers shown in the Browse and Update fields:

1. Type M in the selection field to the left of the dictionary name to position the cursor at the Browse field.
2. Modify the value displayed (use a numeric value from 0 to 255) in either or both fields.
3. Press the Enter key.

If the values you enter are valid, the dictionary and node structure is modified and subsequent operations to browse
or update the secured structure are compared against your centralized security system. Any user requesting structure
access must have access privilege for the browse or update activity resource assigned. For more information on security,
see Operations.

NOTE
This utility in no way establishes security for CA IDMS dictionaries and does not define CA IDMS resources in
the centralized security system.

 CA IDMS Enforcer  Rnn.n ─── Dictionary/Node Security ────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                             ESXASL

         DICT       NODE       LAST         LAST     ACTIVITY NUMBERS
         NAME       NAME       UPDATED      USER      BROWSE/UPDATE
                               mm/dd/yy   UPLOAD       000    000
         PROD       NODELD09   mm/dd/yy   UPLOAD       000    000
         QAUNIPK               mm/dd/yy   UPLOAD       000    000
         TEST                  mm/dd/yy   UPLOAD       000    000
         **END**

Exhibit 3.16: Dictionary/Node List Security Screen

Environment Utilities Screen

The Environment Utilities screen is used to access the environment utility options. To access one of these options:

1. Type the number of the chosen option in the OPTION field.
2. Press the Enter key.

You must also indicate the name of the dictionary/node structure you want to access in the Dictionary and Node fields.
You can specify a name in each field, type an asterisk (*) in either or both fields for the selection list, or leave these fields
blank to use the default dictionary/node structure.

Environment Options

The following options are available:
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• Associate Runtime Severity Levels with Template Class Codes. Use this option to review and modify the severity
levels (I--Informational, W--Warning, or E--Error) and classes for a specified or selected dictionary/node structure. The
Environment--Severity Class Code screen is displayed if you select this option.

• Specify or Modify Runtime Enforcement Directives. Use this option to review and modify the runtime enforcement
options for a specified or selected dictionary/node structure. The Environment Runtime Directives screen is displayed if
you select this option.

• Generate/Create Relocatable Table for Runtime Enforcement. Use this option to produce a new generation of
enforcement table or disable an existing enforcement table for a specified or selected dictionary/node structure. The
Environment Runtime Generation screen is displayed if you select this option.

 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── Environment Utilities ─────────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 OPTION ===>                                                             ESXAUEN

    1 - Associate Runtime Severity Levels with Template Class Codes
    2 - Specify or Modify Runtime Enforcement Directives
    3 - Generate/Create Relocatable Table for Runtime Enforcement

 Specify "DICTIONARY" and "NODE" name for utility function:
    Dictionary ==> PROD                ( * for List of all Dictionaries within
                                           Node, blank for default Dictionary)
    Node       ==> NODELD09            ( * for List of all Nodes within
                                           Dictionary, blank for default Node)

Exhibit 3.17: Environment Utilities Screen

Environment--Severity Levels Screen

The Environment--Severity Levels screen is used to review and modify Template severity classes and their associated
severity level (I--Informational, W--Warning, or E--Error).

To alter the severity level for a severity class, type M in the selection field to the left of the Severity Class of the Severity
Level you want to alter. Modify the value displayed in the Severity Level field (use I, W, or E) and press the Enter key. A
message will indicate the outcome of the operation.

 CA IDMS Enforcer  Rnn.n ─── Environment - Severity Levels ───── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAUES

   DICTIONARY: PROD            NODE: NODELD09

 LAST UPDATED: mm/dd/yy   LAST USER: UPLOAD
 Specify Starting value or paging commands to select a CLASS for modification:
     Start with CLASS ==> 000
           SEVERITY CLASS       SEVERITY LEVEL (I)nformational (W)arning (E)rror
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                 000                  I
                 001                  E
                 002                  W
                 003                  I
                 004                  E
                 005                  W
                 006                  I
                 007                  E
                 008                  W
                 009                  I
                 010                  E
                 011                  W
                 012                  I
                 013                  E
                 014                  W

Exhibit 3.18: Environment--Severity Levels Screen

Environment--Runtime Directives Screen

The Environment--Runtime Directives screen is used to specify the severity levels, encountered at runtime, that display
errors and prevent update of the data dictionary.

 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── Environment - Runtime Directives ──── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAUED

 DICTIONARY: PROD       NODE: NODELD09

       DISPLAY ERRORS FOR:
          Informational ==> Y            ( Y-Yes, N-No )
          Warning       ==> Y            ( Y-Yes, N-No )
          Fatal Errors  ==> Y            ( Y-Yes, N-No )

       PREVENT DICTIONARY UPDATES FOR:
          Informational ==> N            ( Y-Yes, N-No )
          Warning       ==> N            ( Y-Yes, N-No )
          Fatal Errors  ==> Y            ( Y-Yes, N-No ) 

Exhibit 3.19:  Environment--Runtime Directives Screen

Environment--Runtime Generation Screen

The Environment--Runtime Generation screen is used to order the new generation of a dictionary/node structure or to
disable an existing structure generation.
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 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n .── Environment - Runtime Generation ──── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAUEG

 A New Generation has been requested for:
    DICTIONARY: PROD
          NODE: NODELD09

 Initiate the Generation Process after specifying "GENERATION OPTIONS" below:

    CONFIRM GENERATION:
       Initiate Generation Process? ==> N                          (Y-Yes, N-No)

    GENERATION OPTIONS:
       Activate Generation On              ==> mm / dd / yy        (MM/DD/YY)
       Create Enforcement Structure Backup ==> N                   (Y-Yes, N-No)
                       Disable Enforcement ==> N                   (Y-Yes, N-No)

Exhibit 3.20: Environment--Runtime Generation Screen

Structure Utility Access Screen

The Structure Utility Access screen is used to access CA IDMS Enforcer's utility structure. The names of the last
dictionary, node, entity, and template accessed are displayed on the screen.

CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── Structure Utility Access ──────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAUAC

 Specify "DICTIONARY" and "NODE" name for Entity/Template List:
    Dictionary   ==> *                 ( * for List of all Dictionaries within
                                           Node, blank for default Dictionary)
    Node         ==> *                 ( * for List of all Nodes within
                                           Dictionary, blank for default Node)

 ENTITY-TYPE NAME:                     (Blank for Entity-Type List)
    Entity Type  ==>

 TEMPLATE NAME:                        (Blank for Template List)
    Template     ==>
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 * The following line commands will be available when the list is displayed:

    S - Select item for more detail in a Dictionary, Entity, or Template List
    M - Modify Entity or Template generation options (ie., Include/Exclude
           status, Template Search Order and Severity Class codes)
    D - Delete Templates, Entities, or an entire Dictionary and Node Structure

Exhibit 3.21: Structure Utility Access Screen

Browse Template Access

If a name is specified in each field, the Browse Template screen is displayed. Information about the Browse Template
screen is detailed within the Browse Option and in the online documentation.

Selection List Access

If a name is not specified in each field, you access CA IDMS Enforcer Selection List screens. Through these lists, you
can:

• Modify entity or template generation options
• Delete dictionary/node, entity type, or template structures.

The line commands and functions available to you vary with each list screen (Dictionary/Node, Entity, or Template). Line
commands available from each list screen are given on the next page.

For information on selection list screens, see Browse Option and the online documentation.

NOTE
Delete functions do not affect dictionaries defined in your central version (CV). Entity types or entity-name
occurrences are not removed from a dictionary contained in your CV using CA IDMS Enforcer delete functions.

Selection List Line Commands

Dictionary/Node List

These line commands are available from the Dictionary/Node List screen: S--select and D--delete. To use these line
commands:

1. Type one or more line commands the selection field to the left of the Dictionary/Node structure for utility function or
selection.

2. Press the Enter key.
– S--Select indicates that you have selected a dictionary structure. The Entity List screen is displayed after you press

the Enter key. Multiple selects are automatically processed upon return requests to the Dictionary/Node List screen.
– D--Delete indicates that you want to delete the entire dictionary/node structure from the CA IDMS Enforcer

database. The Confirm Dictionary/Node Delete screen is displayed to verify this deletion. Multiple deletes can be
specified and are automatically processed in the order the deletes are encountered.

Entity List

These line commands are available from the Entity List screen: S--select, M--modify, and D--delete. You can specify
one or more line commands at this screen. Multiple entries are automatically processed, in the order in which they are
encountered, when you return to the Entity List screen. To use these line commands:

1. Type the letter of the chosen function in the selection field, to the left of the Entity type.
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2. Press the Enter key.
– S--Select indicates that you have selected an entity type name. The Template List screen is displayed after you

press the Enter key.
– M--Modify indicates that you want to modify the Include/Exclude status of the chosen entity type.
– D--Delete indicates that you want to delete the entire entity structure from the CA IDMS Enforcer database. The

Confirm Entity Delete screen is displayed to verify this deletion.

Template List

These line commands are available from the Template List screen: S--Select, M--Modify, and D--Delete. To use one or
more of these line commands:

1. Type the letter of the chosen line command in the selection field, to the left of the Search Order field.
2. Press the Enter key.

– S--Select indicates that you have selected a template structure. The Browse Template screen is displayed after you
press the Enter key.

– M--Modify indicates that you want to modify the search order, include/exclude status, and severity class of the
template structure.

– D--Delete indicates that you want to delete the entire template structure from the CA IDMS Enforcer database. The
Confirm Template Delete screen is displayed to verify this deletion.

Multiple line commands can be specified at this screen. Line commands are automatically processed in the order they
appear on the screen when you return to the Template List from the Browse Template screen using the END command.

Confirm Dictionary/Node Delete Screen

The Confirm Dictionary/Node Delete screen is used to verify the deletion of a dictionary/node structure from the CA
IDMS Enforcer database. This deletion includes all source and generated load structures owned by the dictionary/node
structure.

There are two options available at this screen:

• Press the Enter key to complete the deletion.
• Type END in the COMMAND field and press the Enter key to cancel the deletion.

After you press the Enter key, you are returned to the Dictionary/Node List screen.

NOTE
This function does not affect dictionaries that have been defined using CA IDMS or CA IDMS/DC utility
functions.

 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── Confirm Dictionary/Node Delete ────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAUDC

  ****************************************************************************
  **                                                                        **
  **      ACTION: The indicated Dictionary and Node structure has been      **
  **              selected for deletion.                                    **
  **                                                                        **
  **     WARNING: All Entities, Templates, Template Definitions, and        **
  **              Structure Generations associated with the following       **
  **              Dictionary and Node will be erased.                       **
  **                                                                        **
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  **         DICTIONARY: PROD                                               **
  **               NODE: NODELD09                                           **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **       INSTRUCTIONS: Press "ENTER" key to confirm delete request.       **
  **                     Enter "END" command to cancel delete request.      **
  **                                                                        **
  ****************************************************************************

Exhibit 3.22: Confirm Dictionary/Node Delete Screen

Confirm Entity Delete Screen

The Confirm Entity Delete screen is used to verify the deletion of a user-defined entity type. The deletion includes all
templates, template fields, and field values or value ranges associated with each template.

The Confirm Entity Delete screen offers two options:

• Press the Enter key to confirm the deletion.
• Type END in the COMMAND field and press the Enter key to cancel the deletion.

If the entity structure you have chosen to delete does not contain a template which is indirectly referenced by another
template structure, the Confirm Entity Delete screen (1), shown below, is presented with a warning message indicating
that the entity and all associated templates will be erased.

NOTE
Entity types and entity-name occurrences contained on dictionaries defined in your central version (CV) are in
no way affected by CA IDMS Enforcer delete functions.

CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ── Confirm Entity Delete ─────────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAUEC

  ****************************************************************************
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **  WARNING: The indicated Entity Type has been selected for deletion.    **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **   ACTION: All template definitions associated with the following       **
  **           Entity Type will be erased.                                  **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **     ENTITY TYPE: DBNAME                                                **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **       INSTRUCTIONS:  Press "ENTER" key to confirm delete request.      **
  **                      Enter "END" command to cancel delete request.     **
  **                                                                        **
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  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  ****************************************************************************

Exhibit 3.23: Confirm Entity Delete Screen (1)

If the entity structure you have chosen to delete does contain a template which is indirectly referenced by another
template, the Confirm Entity Delete screen (2), shown below, appears with a warning message indicating the existence of
indirect referencing and the type of action that will be taken if the operation is completed.

If you complete the deletion, all indirect references are resolved to wildcards (*) and bracket mode templates containing
the indirect reference will be converted to non-bracketed templates.

NOTE
Entity types and entity-name occurrences contained on dictionaries defined in your central version (CV) are in
no way affected by CA IDMS Enforcer delete functions.

 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── Confirm Entity Delete ─────────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAUEC

  ****************************************************************************
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **   WARNING: The Entity Type selected for deletion contains one or       **
  **            more templates which are indirectly referenced.             **
  **                                                                        **
  **    ACTION: The field in templates containing the indirect reference    **
  **            will be converted to wildcards (*) and bracket mode         **
  **            templates will be reset to non-bracketed template status.   **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **      ENTITY TYPE: AREA USER ENTITY                                     **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **       INSTRUCTIONS:  Press "ENTER" key to confirm delete request.      **
  **                      Enter "END" command to cancel delete request.     **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  ****************************************************************************

Exhibit 3.24: Confirm Entity Delete Screen (2)
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Confirm Template Delete Screen

The Confirm Template Delete screen appears to verify the deletion of a template structure. This deletion includes all field
and value source structures associated with that template structure.

There are two options available at this screen:

• Press the Enter key to confirm the deletion.
• Type END in the COMMAND line and press the Enter key to cancel the deletion.

If the template structure you have chosen to delete is not indirectly referenced by another template structure, The Confirm
Template/Indirect Delete screen (1), shown below, appears with a warning message indicating that the template structure
will be erased.

 CA IDMS Enforcer  Rnn.n ─── Confirm Template Delete ─────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAUTC

  ****************************************************************************
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **  WARNING: The indicated Template has been selected for deletion.       **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **   ACTION: All fields, and field values or value ranges associated      **
  **           with the following Template will be erased.                  **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **        ENTITY TYPE: AREA                                               **
  **      TEMPLATE NAME: AREA-NAME                                          **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **       INSTRUCTIONS:  Press "ENTER" key to confirm delete request.      **
  **                      Enter "END" command to cancel delete request.     **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  ****************************************************************************

Exhibit 3.25: Confirm Template Delete Screen (1)

If the template structure you have chosen to delete is indirectly referenced by another template structure, the Confirm
Template Delete screen (2), shown below, appears with a warning message indicating the existence of indirect referencing
and the type of action that will be taken if the operation is completed.

If you complete the deletion, any template that may have indirectly referenced the deleted template is changed to
wildcards (*) with no value references and the template's bracket mode is set to non-bracketed mode.

 CA IDMS Enforcer  Rnn.n ─── Confirm Template Delete ─────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAUTC
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  ****************************************************************************
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **  WARNING: The Template selected for deletion is indirectly             **
  **           referenced by one or more templates.                         **
  **                                                                        **
  **   ACTION: The field in templates containing the indirect reference     **
  **           will be converted to wildcards (*) and bracket mode          **
  **           templates will be reset to non-bracketed template status.    **
  **                                                                        **
  **        ENTITY TYPE: AREA USER ENTITY                                   **
  **      TEMPLATE NAME: AR-US-ENT-NAME                                     **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **       INSTRUCTIONS:  Press "ENTER" key to confirm delete request.      **
  **                      Enter "END" command to cancel delete request.     **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  ****************************************************************************

Exhibit 3.26: Confirm Template Delete Screen (2)

Add/Copy Enforcement Structure Screen

The Add/Copy Enforcement Structure screen is used to add or copy a dictionary/node structure to the CA IDMS Enforcer
database.

Adding a Dictionary/Node Structure

When a structure is added to CA IDMS Enforcer, all supported entity types for active and passive enforcement are
automatically included in that structure. Templates must be defined separately.

To add a structure:

1. Type A in the OPTION field.
2. Specify information in the Dictionary and Node fields in the ADD/COPY TO portion of the Add/Copy Enforcement

Structure screen to create a unique structure name.
3. Press the Enter key.

NOTE
Adding a dictionary/node structure to the CA IDMS Enforcer database in no way establishes a dictionary in the
central version where CA IDMS Enforcer is installed.

 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ── Add/Copy Enforcement Structure ────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 OPTION ===>                                                             ESXAUCD

 A - Add a new Dictionary, Node, and Entities
 C - Copy an existing Dictionary/Node to a new or existing structure
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 ADD/COPY TO:
    Specify an existing or new "DICTIONARY" and "NODE" for utility function:
       Dictionary ==>                  (Blank for Default Dictionary)
       Node       ==>                  (Blank for Default Node)
       Replace    ==> N                (Y-Yes, N-No)

 COPY FROM:
    Specify "DICTIONARY" and "NODE" name for direct COPY:
       Dictionary ==>                  ( * for List of all Dictionaries within
                                           Node, blank for default Dictionary)
       Node       ==>                  ( * for List of all Nodes within
                                           Dictionary, blank for default Node

Exhibit 3.27: Add/Copy Enforcement Structure Screen

Copying a Dictionary/Node Structure

The Add/Copy Enforcement screen is also used to copy an existing dictionary/node structure, including all entities and
associated templates, to a new or existing dictionary/node structure. To copy a structure:

1. Type C in the OPTION field.
2. Specify required information in both the ADD/COPY TO and COPY FROM portions of the screen.
3. Press the Enter key.

When the Replace option has been specified with Y, the Confirm Structure Replace screen is displayed to verify this
replacement.

Confirm Structure Replace Screen

The Confirm Structure Replace screen appears to verify the replacement of a dictionary/node structure. The replacement
includes all entities and template definitions.

The Confirm Structure Replace screen offers two options:

• Press the Enter key to confirm the replacement (which has no effect on dictionaries defined in your central version)
• Type END in the Command line and press the Enter key to cancel the replacement.

 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── Confirm Structure Replace ─────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAUCC

  ****************************************************************************
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **  WARNING:  The indicated Dictionary and Node Structure has been        **
  **            selected for replacement.                                   **
  **                                                                        **
  **   ACTION:  All entities and template definitions associated with       **
  **            the following structure will be replaced.                   **
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  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **     DICTIONARY: PROD                                                   **
  **           NODE: NODELD09                                               **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **       INSTRUCTIONS:  Press "ENTER" key to confirm replace request.     **
  **                      Enter "END" command to cancel replace request.    **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  ****************************************************************************

Exhibit 3.28: Confirm Structure Replace Screen

Add/Copy Entity Type Screen

The Add function of the Add/Copy Entity Type screen is used to add a new entity-type name to an existing dictionary/node
structure.

The Copy function is used to:

• Copy an existing entity to a new or existing entity type
• Copy multiple entities associated with a dictionary/node.

NOTE
Adding an entity type to the CA IDMS Enforcer database in no way establishes that entity type as a data
resource component in a CA IDMS data dictionary.A "user-defined entity" must be established following Data
Dictionary Definition Language (DDDL) conventions.

 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── Add/Copy Entity Type ──────────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 OPTION ===>                                                             ESXAUCE

 A - Add a new Entity-Type name
 C - Copy an Entity-Type and templates to a new/existing Entity or
     copy MULTIPLE Entities

 ADD/COPY TO:
    Dictionary ==>                                   (Blank for Default Dict)
    Node       ==>                                   (Blank for Default Node)
    Entity     ==>                                   (Blank for MULTIPLE copies)
    Replace    ==> N                                 (Y-Yes, N-No)
    If option "A" has been selected, enter the following:
       Include/Exclude in Next Generation ==> I      (I-Include, E-Exclude)

 COPY FROM:
    Dictionary ==>                     ( * for List of all Dictionaries within
                                        Node, blank for default Dictionary)
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    Node       ==>                     ( * for List of all Nodes within
                                           Dictionary, blank for default Node)
    Entity     ==>                                   (Blank for Entity List)

Exhibit 3.29: Add/Copy Entity Type Screen

Adding an Entity Type

To add a new entity type name to a dictionary/node structure that exists in the CA IDMS Enforcer database:

1. Type A in the OPTION field.
2. Specify information in the fields detailed below.
3. Press the Enter key.

NOTE
User-defined entity types must also be established in your data dictionary by using the CLASS TYPE IS ENTITY
CLAUSE of the CLASS statement before name occurrences can be enforced.

If you select the Add Option:

• No templates, value sets, value ranges, or indirect references are added
• The Replace field and the fields in the COPY FROM portion of the screen are disregarded
• The entity type is not added to a dictionary defined in your central version.

Copying Single or Multiple Entity Types

The Copy function of the Add/Copy Entity screen is used to copy one or more entity types associated with a specified
dictionary and node in the CA IDMS Enforcer database.

To use the Copy function

1. Type C in the OPTION field.
2. Specify required information in both the ADD/COPY TO and COPY FROM portions of the screen.
3. Press the Enter key.

If the entity type you specify already exists, it will be overlaid with the entity specified or selected in the COPY FROM
portion of the screen. The Replace field response must be Y to request the overlay. A confirmation screen is displayed
before completing the replace function. This function has no effect on entity types contained in dictionaries defined in your
central version.

All templates, and template field value sets and value ranges are copied; template indirect references are stored as
wildcards (*).

NOTE
The maximum entity occurrence name length for user-defined entities is 40 characters. Therefore, COPY FROM
entity types must have the same name occurrence length requirements as the COPY TO structure.

Confirm Entity Replace Screen

The Confirm Entity Replace screen appears to verify the replacement of an entity type. The replacement includes all
templates, template fields and field values or value ranges associated with each template.

The Confirm Entity Replace screen offers two options:

• Press the Enter key to confirm the replacement.
• Type END in the Command line and press the Enter key to cancel the replacement.
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If the entity structure you have chosen to replace does not contain a template which is indirectly referenced by another
template structure the Confirm Entity Replace screen (1), shown below, appears with a warning message indicating that
templates associated with the entity will be replaced.

NOTE
Entities contained in dictionaries defined in your central version are not affected by this operation.

 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── Confirm Entity Replace ────────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAUUC

  ****************************************************************************
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **  WARNING:  The indicated Entity Type has been selected for             **
  **            replacement.                                                **
  **                                                                        **
  **   ACTION:  All template definitions associated with the following      **
  **            Entity Type will be replaced.  (NOTE: Indirect references   **
  **            will be converted to wildcards "*").                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **     ENTITY TYPE:  ATTRIBUTE                                            **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **       INSTRUCTIONS:  Press "ENTER" key to confirm replace request.     **
  **                      Enter "END" command to cancel replace request.    **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  ****************************************************************************

Exhibit 3.30: Confirm Entity Replace Screen (1)

If the entity structure you have chosen to replace does contain a template which is indirectly referenced by another
template, the Confirm Entity Replace screen (2), shown below, appears with a warning message indicating the existence
of indirect referencing and the type of action that will be taken if the operation is completed.

If you complete the replacement, all indirect references are resolved to wildcards (*) and bracket mode templates
converted to non-bracket mode.

NOTE
Entity types contained in dictionaries defined in your central version are not affected by the confirmation of the
function.

 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── Confirm Entity Replace ────────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAUUC

  ****************************************************************************
  **                                                                        **
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  **                                                                        **
  **  WARNING:  The Entity Type selected for replacement contains one       **
  **            or more templates which are indirectly referenced.          **
  **                                                                        **
  **   ACTION:  The field in templates containing the indirect reference    **
  **            will be converted to wildcards (*) and bracket mode         **
  **            templates will be reset to non-bracketed template status.   **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **     ENTITY TYPE:  AREA USER ENTITY                                     **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **       INSTRUCTIONS:  Press "ENTER" key to confirm replace request.     **
  **                      Enter "END" command to cancel replace request.    **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  ****************************************************************************

Exhibit 3.31: Confirm Entity Replace Screen (2)

Add/Copy Template Screen

The Add function of the Add/Copy Template screen is used to add an initialized template to an existing dictionary/node
structure.

The Copy function is used to:

• Copy an existing template to a new or existing template
• Copy multiple templates associated with a dictionary/node and entity type.

 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ── Add/Copy Template ─────────────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 OPTION ===>                                                             ESXAUCT

 A - Add a new Template
 C - Copy a Template to a new/existing Template or copy MULTIPLE Templates

 ADD/COPY TO:
    Dictionary ==>                                   (Blank for Default Dict)
    Node       ==>                                   (Blank for Default Node)
    Entity     ==>
    Template   ==>                                   (Blank for MULTIPLE copies)
    Replace    ==> N                                 (Y-Yes, N-No)
    If option "A" has been selected, enter the following:
       Runtime Enforcement Search Order   ==> 01     (0-99)
       Include/Exclude in Next Generation ==> I      (I-Include, E-Exclude)
       Enforcement Severity Class Code    ==> 001    (0-999)
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 COPY FROM:
    Dictionary ==>                     ( * for List of all Dictionaries within
                                        Node, blank for default Dictionary)
    Node       ==>                     ( * for List of all Nodes within
                                           Dictionary, blank for default Node)
    Entity     ==>                                   (Blank for Entity List)
    Template   ==>                                   (Blank for Template List)

Exhibit 3.32: Add/Copy Template Screen

Adding an Initialized Template

To add an initialized template to a dictionary/node structure that already exists in the CA IDMS Enforcer database:

1. Type A in the OPTION field.
2. Specify information in the fields detailed below.
3. Press the Enter key.

If you specify the Add Option:

• No value sets, value ranges, or indirect references are added
• The Replace field and all fields in the COPY FROM portion of the screen are disregarded.

Copying Single or Multiple Templates

The Copy function of the Add/Copy Template screen is used to copy one or all of the templates associated with a
specified dictionary, node, and entity type.

To use the Copy function:

1. Type C in the OPTION field.
2. Specify information in the fields detailed below or use a series of selection list screens to select structure information.
3. Press the Enter key.

To replace an existing template, the Replace field response must be Y. A confirmation screen appears prior to completing
the overlay.

Confirm Template Replace Screen

The Confirm Template Replace screen appears to verify the replacement of an entity type. The replacement includes the
replacement of all templates, template fields and field values or value ranges associated with each template.

The Confirm Template Replace screen offers two options:

• Press the Enter key to confirm the replacement.
• Type END in the Command line and press the Enter key to cancel the replacement.

If the template structure you have chosen to replace is not indirectly referenced by another template structure the Confirm
Template Replace screen (Exhibit 3.33) appears with a warning message indicating that the template structure will be
erased.

 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── Confirm Template Replace ──────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAURC
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  ****************************************************************************
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **  WARNING: The indicated Template has been selected for                 **
  **           replacement.                                                 **
  **                                                                        **
  **   ACTION: All fields and field values or value ranges associated       **
  **           with the following Template will be replaced.  (NOTE:        **
  **           Indirect references will be converted to wildcards "*").     **
  **                                                                        **
  **        ENTITY TYPE: ATTRIBUTE                                          **
  **      TEMPLATE NAME: ATTRIBUTE-NAME                                     **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **       INSTRUCTIONS:  Press "ENTER" key to confirm replace request.     **
  **                      Enter "END" command to cancel replace request.    **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  ****************************************************************************

Exhibit 3.33: Confirm Template Replace Screen (1)

If the template structure you have chosen to replace is indirectly referenced by another template structure, the Confirm
Template Replace screen (2), shown below, appears with a warning message indicating the existence of indirect
referencing and the type of action that will be taken if the replacement is completed.

If you complete the replacement, any template that may have indirectly referenced the replaced template is changed
to wildcards (*), with no value references. In addition, if the template containing the indirect reference is a bracketed
template, that template is changed to a non-bracketed template.

 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── Confirm Template Replace ──────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAURC

  ****************************************************************************
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **  WARNING: The Template selected for replacement is indirectly          **
  **           referenced by one or more templates.                         **
  **                                                                        **
  **   ACTION: The field in templates containing the indirect reference     **
  **           will be converted to wildcards (*) and bracket mode          **
  **           templates will be reset to non-bracketed template status.    **
  **                                                                        **
  **        ENTITY TYPE: AREA USER ENTITY                                   **
  **      TEMPLATE NAME: AR-US-ENT-NAME                                     **
  **                                                                        **
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  **                                                                        **
  **       INSTRUCTIONS:  Press "ENTER" key to confirm delete request.      **
  **                      Enter "END" command to cancel delete request.     **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  ****************************************************************************

Exhibit 3.34: Confirm Template Replace Screen (2)

System Table Maintenance Screen

Use the System Table Maintenance screen to:

• Add a system table to the CA IDMS Enforcer system
• Modify existing system tables
• Delete existing system tables.

You can specify the name of the system table you want to modify or delete or you can select the system table name from
the System Table List screen (Exhibit 3.36).

To access the System Table List screen from the System Table Maintenance screen, either leave the OPTION field blank
and press the Enter key or leave the Table Name field blank and press the Enter key.

Additional Information

For more information on using the System Table Maintenance screen, see the online documentation.

 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── System Table Maintenance ──────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 OPTION ===>                                                             ESXASTB

 A     - Add a new System Table
 M     - Modify an existing System Table
 D     - Delete a System Table
 BLANK - Display/Maintenance Tables in a System Table List

 Specify "TABLE" name for add, modify or delete:
    Table Name ==>

    If option "A" or "M" has been selected, enter the following:
       Include/Exclude in Next Generation ==> E      (I-Include, E-Exclude)
       Set of Values or Set of Ranges     ==> V      (V-Values, R-Ranges)
       Length of Table Entries            ==> 40     (1-40)

 * The following line commands may be specified in Table Maintenance Lists:
      S - Select a Table to review or change Table Values or Range Values
      A - Add a new Value or Range Directive and Values to a Table
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      M - Modify an existing System Table, Table Value or Range Values
      D - Delete a System Table, a Table Value or a Range Value Set

Exhibit 3.35: System Table Maintenance Screen

System Table List Screen

The System Table List screen lists the names of all existing system tables in alphabetically ascending order.

Use the selection field (to the left of the system table name) to indicate the action you want to take:

• S indicates that you want to select the System Table to change the content of the table's value set or range values.
• M indicates that you want to modify the generation option (Include or Exclude for next generation) or the length of the

value set or range associated with the system table.
• D indicates that you want to remove a system table and its value set or ranges from the CA IDMS Enforcer structure. If

you indicate D, a confirmation screen appears.

Additional Information

See the online documentation for more information on the System Table List screen.

 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ── System Table List ─────────────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXASTL

         TABLE                             INCL/ VAL/ ENTRY   LAST      LAST
         NAME                              EXCL  RNG  LENGTH  UPDATED   USER
         ELEMENT_DESIGNATORS                I     V     40    mm/dd/yy  UPLOAD
         EMPLOYEE                           E     R     05    mm/dd/yy  UPLOAD
         EMPLOYEE NUMBER                    E     R     05    mm/dd/yy  UPLOAD
         STATE                              E     V     02    mm/dd/yy  UPLOAD
         ZIP                                I     V     10    mm/dd/yy  UPLOAD
         **END**

Exhibit 3.36: System Table List Screen

Confirm System Table Delete Screen

The Confirm System Table Delete screen is used to confirm the deletion of a system table including the adjustment of
all associated templates and template fields. Template fields referencing the indicated system table will be converted to
wildcards (*) with a field value type of "D" representing a data-only type field, and bracket mode templates will be reset to
non-bracketed template status.

The Confirm System Table Delete screen offers two options:

• Press the Enter key to confirm the deletion.
• Type END in the Command line and press the Enter key to cancel the deletion.

  CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── Confirm System Table Delete ─&$CONT.─save mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXASTC
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  ****************************************************************************
  **                                                                        **
  **  WARNING: Deletion of the indicated System Table has been requested.   **
  **   ACTION: If confirmed, all fields contained in CA IDMS Enforcer       **
  **           referencing this table will be converted to wildcards (*)    **
  **           and bracket mode templates will be reset to non-bracketed    **
  **           template status.                                             **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **            System Table: ELEMENT_DESIGNATORS                           **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **     INSTRUCTIONS: Press "ENTER" key to confirm delete request.         **
  **                   Enter "END" command to cancel delete request.        **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **************************************************************************** 

Exhibit 3.37:  Confirm System Table Delete Screen

System Table Field Value(s) Screen

The System Table Field Value(s) screen is used to specify one or more values into a system table. Values and value
descriptions can be added, modified, or deleted through line command specifications. The entire value set can be
included or excluded from the enforcement structure generation.

Use the selection field (to the left of the field value) to indicate the action you want to take:

• A indicates a new value is being added to the system table
• M indicates that you want to modify the value description
• D indicates that you want to remove that value from the table.

For Adds, key over blank or existing entries and specify the REFRESH command to review the altered field value list.

The following fields echo, as protected literals, the name of the System Table, field length indicator, and the Data Type.

Additional Information

See the online documentation for more information on the System Table Field Value(s) screen.

CA IDMS Enforcer  Rnn.n  System Table  Field Value(s) ─&$CONT. ── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAEFV

   DICTIONARY: N/A       NODE: N/A      ENTITY: SYSTEM TABLE
        TABLE: ZIP
        FIELD: ────+----1                                DATA TYPE: ALPHANUMERIC
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 Include/Exclude Field Value(s) for next generation? ==> I (I-include/E-exclude)
        FIELD VALUE                               VALUE DESCRIPTION
        11530-4787                                GARDEN CITY NY
        23860-3860                                HOPEWELL VA
        29710-8763                                LAKE WYLIE SC
        33618-5510                                TAMPA FL
        52556-3757                                FAIRFIELD IA
        60532-8532                                LISLE IL
        60631-8631                                CHICAGO IL
        64801-4801                                JOPLIN MO
        76011-8601                                ARLINGTON TX
        76086-8086                                WEATHERFORD TX
        77705-7705                                BEAUMONT TX
        77845-2517                                COLLEGE STATION TX
        78217-8217                                SAN ANTONIO TX
        78570-8570                                MERCEDES TX
        79545-9545                                ROSCOE TX

Exhibit 3.38: System Table Field Value(s) Screen

System Table Field Range Value(s) Screen

The System Table Field Range Value(s) screen is used to specify one or more range values into a system table. Range
values and descriptions can be added, modified, or deleted through line command specifications. The entire value set can
be included or excluded from the enforcement structure generation.

Use the selection field (to the left of the Include/Exclude field) to indicate the action you want to take:

• A indicates a new range value is being added to the system table
• M indicates that you want to modify the range value description
• D indicates that you want to remove that range value from the table.

The following fields echo, as protected literals, the name of the System Table, field length indicator, and the Data Type.

Additional Information

See the online documentation for more information on the System Table Field Range Value(s) screen.

 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── System Table  Field Range Value(s) ── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAEFR

   DICTIONARY: N/A       NODE: N/A      ENTITY: SYSTEM TABLE
        TABLE: EMPLOYEE NUMBER
        FIELD: ────+                                     DATA TYPE: ALPHANUMERIC

 ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
        INCLUDE/EXCLUDE? ==> I  (I/E)   DESC ==> Information Systems
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              FROM RANGE ==> 00001
                TO RANGE ==> 69999
 ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
        INCLUDE/EXCLUDE? ==> I  (I/E)   DESC ==> Insurance
              FROM RANGE ==> 40001
                TO RANGE ==> 49999
 ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
        INCLUDE/EXCLUDE? ==> I  (I/E)   DESC ==> Personnel
              FROM RANGE ==> 50001
                TO RANGE ==> 59999
 ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
        INCLUDE/EXCLUDE? ==> I  (I/E)   DESC ==> Accounting
              FROM RANGE ==> 70001
                TO RANGE ==> 79999
 ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────\

Exhibit 3.39: System Table Field Range Value(s)

Exit Option

Select the Exit Option to sign off of CA IDMS Enforcer. When the Exit Option is selected, all of CA IDMS Enforcer
operations are terminated and you are returned to the CA IDMS/DC Entry screen.

Signing Off of CA IDMS Enforcer

To exit CA IDMS Enforcer from the Primary Menu screen:

1. Type X (for exit) in the OPTION field.
2. Press the Enter key.

To exit CA IDMS Enforcer from any lower level screen:

1. Type =X in the COMMAND field.
2. Press the Enter key.

Edit Option

The Edit Option allows authorized users to modify or delete template structures that exist in the CA IDMS Enforcer
database.

Accessing an Enforcement Template

You can access an enforcement template directly or indirectly.

Direct Access

You can directly access an enforcement template from the Standards Enforcement Access screen by typing specific
dictionary, node, entity type, and template names and pressing the Enter key. It is not necessary to type the dictionary
and node names if you want to access the default dictionary and node. After you press the Enter key, the Edit Template
Format/Fields screen is displayed.
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Indirect Access

You can also access an enforcement template indirectly from the Standards Enforcement Access screen by using a series
of selection list screens that enable you to choose dictionary, node, entity type, and template names.

Use CA IDMS Enforcer scroll commands to scroll forward and backward through selection lists of more than one page.
For information on these commands, see the online documentation.

NOTE
Following an Edit session, you must generate or regenerate the relocatable table used for runtime enforcement.
See Utilities Option.

Edit Security

If task or CA IDMS Enforcer structure security is defined in your centralized security system, your CA IDMS/DC user ID
used to signon to CA IDMS/DC will require the following execution privileges for:

• The task category resource assigned for the CA IDMS Enforcer Edit option
• The Edit activity resource assigned to the dictionary/node structure defined in the CA IDMS Enforcer database.

Edit Option Screens

CA IDMS Enforcer provides a series of screens within each option. The Edit Option uses the following screens:

• Standards Enforcement Access (Edit)
• CA IDMS Enforcer Dictionary/Node List
• CA IDMS Enforcer Entity List
• Template List
• Edit Template Format/Fields

– Confirm Field Modification
– Confirm Field Deletion
– Indirect Field Reference
– Edit Template Field Range Value(s)
– System Table Reference
– Edit Template Field Value(s).

Selection List Screens

The Selection List screens, detailed previously within the Browse Option, are also used to select dictionary/node, entity
type, and template names for the Edit Option.

To select an item from any of these list screens:

1. Type S in the selection field (to the left of the item name).
2. Press the Enter key.

CA IDMS Enforcer Dictionary/Node List Screen

The Dictionary/Node List screen (Exhibit 3.3) presents a list of dictionary/node structures.

The Entity List screen is displayed after you make your selection.

CA IDMS Enforcer Entity List Screen

The Entity List screen (Exhibit 3.4) presents a list of all entity type names within the selected or specified dictionary/node
structure established in the CA IDMS Enforcer database.
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The Template List screen is displayed after you make your selection.

Template List Screen

The Template List screen (Exhibit 3.5) presents a list of templates within a specified or selected entity type.

The Edit Template screen is displayed after you make your selection.

Additional Information

See the online documentation for additional information on the Edit option, commands, and PF keys for scrolling and
template editing.

Standards Enforcement Access Screen (Edit)

To display the Standards Enforcement Access screen (Edit) from the Primary Menu screen:

1. Type the character 2 (which represents the Edit Option) in the OPTION field.
2. Press the Enter key.

This screen provides direct and indirect access to CA IDMS Enforcer's Edit structure.

CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── Standards Enforcement Access ──────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAEAC

 Specify "DICTIONARY" and "NODE" name for Entity/Template List:
    Dictionary   ==> PROD              ( * for List of all Dictionaries within
                                           Node, blank for default Dictionary)
    Node         ==> NODELD09          ( * for List of all Nodes within
                                           Dictionary, blank for default Node)

 ENTITY-TYPE NAME:                     (Blank for Entity-Type List)
    Entity Type  ==> AREA

 TEMPLATE NAME:                        (Blank for Template List)
    Template     ==> AREA-NAME

 * The following line commands will be available as indicated:

    S - Select item for more detail in a Dictionary, Entity, or Template List
    A - Add a new Field Value or Range Values in a Field Edit List
    M - Modify a Field Value or Field Range Values in Field Edit Lists
    D - Delete Field Value or Range Values in Field Edit Lists

Exhibit 3.7: Standards Enforcement Access Screen (Edit)
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Edit Template Format and Fields Screen

The Edit Template Format/Fields screen is used to edit template field formats and enforcement value specifications.

For a description of each field presented on this screen and information on the commands available, see the online
documentation. For details on template bracket mode, refer to Operations.

 CA IDMS/ENFORCER Rnn.n ─── Edit Template Format/Fields ───────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAETF

 DICTIONARY: PROD     NODE: NODELD09 ENTITY: AREA
 ENTITY LENGTH: 16                   TEMPLATE: AREA-NAME
 TEMPLATE FIELD NUMBER: 01           FIELD POSITION: 01         FIELD LENGTH: 08
 For Field Detail, position cursor under a Field and press the "ENTER" key:
                                V
 Template Field(s) Format   ==> sssssssstAREA***
                                ────+----1----+-
 Template Bracket Mode On?  ==> Y        (Y-Yes, N-No)
 Enforcement Template Length ==> 16
 Action on Template Field   ==> M        (A-Add, D-Delete, I-Inquire,  M-Modify)
    Field Identifier  ==> iiiiiiii
    Field Value Type  ==> I   (D-Data, I-Indirect, R-Range, S-Systable, V-Value)
    Field Data Type   ==> A   (A-Alphanumeric, B-alphaBetic, N-Numeric)
    Field Description ==> "s" = The 8 character descriptor of the database
                          system the area name definition is for. Example:
                             CUSTOMER-FIL1-AREA
                             CUSTOMER-FIL2-AREA
                             CUSTOMER-FIL3-AREA
                          Where CUSTOMER represents the "s" field designa-
                          tor portion of the template format.
 Extended Field Edit? ==> Y   (Y-Yes, N-No, to specify "Field Value Type".)

Exhibit 3.8: Edit Template Format/Fields Screen

Confirm Field Modification Screen

The Confirm Field Modification screen appears to verify the modification of a template field on the Edit Template Format/
Fields screen.

To complete the modification:

• Press the Enter key.

To terminate the modification:

• Type END in the COMMAND field and press the Enter key.

After completing or terminating the modification, you return to the Edit Template Format/Fields screen.

CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── Confirm Field Modification ────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
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 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAEMC

  ****************************************************************************
  **    WARNING:  A FIELD has been selected for length/type modification.   **
  **     ACTION:  Field Value Types associated with the indicated FIELD     **
  **              will be erased and the TEMPLATE adjusted for length by    **
  **              appending wildcards (*), or by compressing existing "*".  **
  **                                                                        **
  **     ENTITY:  AREA                                                      **
  **   TEMPLATE:  AREA-NAME                                                 **
  **              V                                                         **
  **      FIELD:  sssssssstAREA***                                          **
  **              ────+----1----+-                                          **
  **       DESC:  "s" = The 8 character descriptor of the database          **
  **              system the area name definition is for. Example:          **
  **                 CUSTOMER-FIL1-AREA                                     **
  **                 CUSTOMER-FIL2-AREA                                     **
  **                 CUSTOMER-FIL3-AREA                                     **
  **              Where CUSTOMER represents the "s" field designa-          **
  **              tor portion of the template format.                       **
  **       INSTRUCTIONS:  Press "ENTER" key to confirm modify request.      **
  **                      Enter "END" command to cancel modify request.     **
  ****************************************************************************

Exhibit 3.9: Confirm Field Modification Screen

Confirm Field Deletion Screen

The Confirm Field Deletion screen appears to verify the deletion of a template field on the Edit Template Format/Fields
screen.

To complete the deletion:

• Press the Enter key.

To terminate the deletion:

• Type END in the COMMAND field and press the Enter key.

After completing or terminating the deletion, you return to the Edit Template Format/Fields screen.

CA IDMS Enforcer  Rnn.n ─── Confirm Field Deletion ────────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAEDC

  ****************************************************************************
  **    WARNING:  A FIELD has been selected for deletion.                   **
  **     ACTION:  The indicated FIELD will be removed, subsequent fields    **
  **              compressed, and equivalent wildcards (*) appended to      **
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  **              the TEMPLATE.                                             **
  **                                                                        **
  **     ENTITY:  AREA                                                      **
  **   TEMPLATE:  AREA-NAME                                                 **
  **              V                                                         **
  **      FIELD:  sssssssstAREA***                                          **
  **              ────+----1----+-                                          **
  **       DESC:  "s" = The 8 character descriptor of the database          **
  **              system the area name definition is for. Example:          **
  **                 CUSTOMER-FIL1-AREA                                     **
  **                 CUSTOMER-FIL2-AREA                                     **
  **                 CUSTOMER-FIL3-AREA                                     **
  **              Where CUSTOMER represents the "s" field designa-          **
  **              tor portion of the template format.                       **
  **       INSTRUCTIONS:  Press "ENTER" key to confirm delete request.      **
  **                      Enter "END" command to cancel delete request.     **
  ****************************************************************************

Exhibit 3.10: Confirm Field Deletion Screen

Indirect Field Reference Screen

The Indirect Field Reference screen is used to indirectly reference a pre-defined template structure for entity occurrence
naming standards.

Rules for Indirect References

Indirect references have some restrictions:

• Indirect references may only be made to structures within the same dictionary and node as the structure being
accessed or edited.

• The template being referenced cannot itself contain an indirect reference.
• Indirect references must be made with respect to the rules governing the template being referenced.
• The length of the indirect field must be exactly equal to the maximum length of the specified entity.

Information about the template/field from the Edit Template Format/Fields screen appear as protected literals: Dictionary,
Node, Entity, Template, Field Identifier, Data Type, Field Number, and Template Bracket Mode status.

CA IDMS Enforcer  Rnn.n ─── Indirect Field Reference ──────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAEFI

   DICTIONARY:  PROD       NODE:  NODELD09 ENTITY:  AREA
     TEMPLATE:  AREA-NAME
        FIELD:  ssssssss
 FIELD NUMBER:  01         TEMPLATE BRACKET MODE:  Y
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 FIELD INDIRECT REFERENCE:

    Reference Entity   ==>
    Reference Template ==>
    Description        ==>

Exhibit 3.11: Indirect Field Reference Screen

Edit Template Field Range Value(s) Screen

The Edit Template Field Range Values screen is used to specify a FROM and TO set of values into which the characters
in a particular field must fit.

A field may have both included and excluded value ranges. For example, a 5-byte field in a template may represent an
accounting code. The code may be defined to fit into the following two value ranges:

 INCLUSIONARY RANGE:   00001-66666
 EXCLUSIONARY RANGE:   55555-55557
 INCLUSIONARY RANGE:   88888-99999
 EXCLUSIONARY RANGE:   90137-90935

The following fields echo, as protected literals, the name of the template structure displayed on the Edit Template Format/
Fields screen: Dictionary, Node, Entity, Template, Field Identifier, and Data Type, Field Number, and Template Bracket
Mode status.

CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── Edit Template Field Range Value(s) ── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAEFR

   DICTIONARY:  PROD       NODE:  NODELD09 ENTITY:  AREA
     TEMPLATE:  AREA-NAME
        FIELD:  ssssssss                                 DATA TYPE: ALPHANUMERIC
 FIELD NUMBER:  01         TEMPLATE BRACKET MODE:  Y
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       INCLUDE/EXCLUDE? ==>     (I/E)    DESC ==>
             FROM RANGE ==>
               TO RANGE ==>
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       INCLUDE/EXCLUDE? ==>     (I/E)    DESC ==>
             FROM RANGE ==>
               TO RANGE ==>
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       INCLUDE/EXCLUDE? ==>     (I/E)    DESC ==>
             FROM RANGE ==>
               TO RANGE ==>
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       INCLUDE/EXCLUDE? ==>
             FROM RANGE ==>
*** END ***    TO RANGE ==>
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

Exhibit 3.12: Edit Template Field Range Value(s) Screen

System Table Reference Screen

Use the System Table Reference screen to associate a field with a system-owned value set or value range.

To make this association:

• The system table must be defined to the CA IDMS Enforcer system
• If the system table represents a value range, the associated field cannot be compressible
• The length of the system table entry must be greater than or equal to the field's length.

Information about the template/field from the Edit Template Format/Fields screen appear as protected literals: Dictionary,
Node, Entity, Template, Field Identifier, Data Type, Field Number, Template Bracket Mode, and the Table Type.

CA IDMS Enforcer  Rnn.n ─── System Table Reference ────────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXASTE

   DICTIONARY:  PROD       NODE:  NODELD09     ENTITY:  AREA
     TEMPLATE:  AREA-NAME
        FIELD:  ssssssss
 FIELD NUMBER:  01         TEMPLATE BRACKET MODE:  Y
   TABLE TYPE:             (V-VALUE SET, R-RANGE SET)

 FIELD SYSTEM TABLE REFERENCE:

    System Table Name ==>
    Table Description ==>

Exhibit 3.13: System Table Reference Screen

Edit Template Field Value(s) Screen

The Edit Template Field Values screen is used to specify those values that must be included or excluded for the field
position and length in a template for the entity occurrence. A field value may not exceed the maximum length of the field.
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The following fields echo, as protected literals, the name of the template structure displayed on the Edit Template Format/
Fields screen: Dictionary, Node, Entity, Template, Field Identifier, Data Type, Field Number, and Template Bracket Mode
status.

 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── Edit Template Field Value(s) ──────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            ESXAEFV
 ENF0088W NO VALUES/VALUE RANGES HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED TO FIELD
   DICTIONARY: PROD       NODE: NODELD09 ENTITY: AREA
     TEMPLATE: AREA-NAME
        FIELD: ssssssss                                  DATA TYPE: ALPHANUMERIC
 FIELD NUMBER: 01         TEMPLATE BRACKET MODE: Y
 Include/Exclude Field Value(s) for next generation? ==> I (I-include/E-exclude)
        FIELD VALUE                               VALUE DESCRIPTION

        **END**

Exhibit 3.14: Edit Template Field Value(s) Screen

Tutorial Option

The Tutorial Option provides you with information on CA IDMS Enforcer. You can view the online documentation
sequentially or, by making selections from the menus offered within this documentation, you can view information on
specific topics.

Accessing the Online Documentation

To access the online documentation:

1. Type T (for Tutorial) in the OPTION field of the Primary Menu screen.
2. Press the Enter key.

You can exit the tutorial at any time by pressing PF3.

You can also access the online documentation from any screen within CA IDMS Enforcer by using the HELP command.
To do this:

1. Type HELP in the COMMAND field.
2. Press the Enter key.

Information about the current screen is displayed.

Signing Off CA IDMS Enforcer
You can exit CA IDMS Enforcer from the Primary Menu screen or from any of the lower level screens.

To exit CA IDMS Enforcer from the Primary Menu screen:
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• Type an X (indicating the Exit Option) in the OPTION field and press the Enter key.

To exit CA IDMS Enforcer from any lower level screen:

• Type =X in the COMMAND field and press the Enter key.

Online Definition and Maintenance
This portion of the section details CA IDMS Enforcer's online definition and maintenance system. It includes information to
help you display, add, modify, or delete the enforcement values found in the CA IDMS Enforcer database.

NOTE
CA IDMS Enforcer is not a front-end processor to CA IDMS security features and in no way establishes CA
IDMS or CA IDMS/DC data resource structures or components.

Specifically:

• Adding a dictionary and node structure to the CA IDMS Enforcer database does not establish a dictionary in the central
version where CA IDMS Enforcer is installed.

• Assigning security to a CA IDMS Enforcer internal dictionary and node structure does not define security counterparts
required for CA IDMS centralized security feature implementation.

• Adding an entity type to the CA IDMS Enforcer database in no way establishes that entity type as a data resource
component in a CA IDMS dictionary. (A "user-defined entity" must be established following Data Dictionary Definition
Language (DDDL) conventions.)

Using the CA IDMS Enforcer Online System
CA IDMS Enforcer online system is used to define and maintain enforcement values. By using the menu-driven screens
that make up the online system, you can add, modify, delete, or display these enforcement values.

Establishing Enforcement Values

Enforcement values can be established at your site by adding, modifying, or deleting enforcement structures, entity types,
and template definitions using the Utilities and Edit options.

Active Enforcement
This portion of the section details active enforcement available both online and batch. Best-fit templates are described and
examples of diagnostic documentation are given.

What is Active Enforcement?

What is Active Enforcement?

Active enforcement prevents the update of the data dictionary with entity names that do not comply with the standards
established at your site. The level of enforcement is user-specified and may vary for each dictionary/node structure.

Active Enforcement can be established for the:

• System Generation compiler
• Schema compiler
• Subschema compiler
• Data Dictionary Definition Language compiler
• Data Dictionary Menu Facility.
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For details on entity types actively enforced, see Operations.

In addition, CA IDMS Enforcer delivers diagnostics, both online and in batch, so that you can more easily comply with the
established standards.

Authorized users can override active enforcement online by using the OVERRIDE command. See the online
documentation for information on CA IDMS Enforcer commands. Different types of override capabilities are described in
Operations.

Levels of Enforcement

Levels of enforcement are user-specified. Through the online definition and maintenance system's environment utilities,
you can:

• Assign runtime severity levels
• Specify runtime enforcement directives
• Generate the runtime enforcement table

For more information on the levels of enforcement, see Environment Utilities Screen.

Activating Enforcement Online
Activating enforcement for one or all of the online CA IDMS compilers is described in Active Enforcement. This section
also provides instructions for installing your CA IDMS compiler user exit. Security Options describes how to install CA
IDMS Enforcer enforcement exits as subordinate exits to CA-ACF2 security exits.

Active Enforcement--Online

Based upon the runtime specifications made during online definition and maintenance, update of the data dictionary may
or may not be allowed.

• If an attempted entity name occurrence matches the naming standard template that is first in the search order for that
entity, no errors result and the name is allowed.

• If the attempted entity name occurrence does not match the first naming standard template, CA IDMS Enforcer
searches through all remaining templates. If the attempted name complies with a template that is not first in the search
order, the name is allowed and an informational message is registered.

• If no templates match, CA IDMS Enforcer determines the best-fit template.

Best-fit Template

The best-fit template is the template that most closely matches the attempted entity name. CA IDMS Enforcer selects the
template that:

• Registers the least severe error level (I--Informational, W--Warning, or E--Error)
• Has the least number of fields in error.

If the DISPLAY ERRORS feature has been enabled, the Active Enforcement screen, (Exhibit 3.40) is displayed.

Active Enforcement Screen

The Active Enforcement screen, displayed when naming compliance fails, offers information on the best-fit template. Each
of the fields presented on this screen are detailed below. Refer to the Active Enforcement screen shown below and the
online documentation for more information.

The names of the dictionary/node structure and the entity type against which update was attempted are displayed as
protected literals in the DICTIONARY, NODE, and ENTITY fields. These literals represent the data dictionary and entity
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type in the central version for current activity and the dictionary/node structure and entity type of the CA IDMS Enforcer
database structure against which naming compliance is being determined.

 CA IDMS Enforcer Rnn.n ─── Active Enforcement ────────────────── mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 COMMAND ===>                                                            IDDUXIT

     DICTIONARY:  PROD
           NODE:  NODELD09
         ENTITY:  ELEMENT
       TEMPLATE:  ELEMENT-NAME
       SEVERITY:  E - ERROR
 TOTAL # ERRORS:  05

 The following NAME OCCURRENCE is invalid.
 The NAME failed all templates for the indicated ENTITY above.
 The following represents the "best-fit" FORMAT which failed update criteria.

     TEMPLATE FORMAT:  COST-ssssss+++-qqq+++++++++++x
     NAME OCCURRENCE:  NICK
                       ────+----1----+----2----+----3--

 Specify the "DISPLAY" command to expand the requirements of this TEMPLATE.
 Specify the "HELP" command for more information on your options.
 Specify the "END" command to continue the Dictionary session.
 Specify the "OVERRIDE" command to bypass naming compliance.

Exhibit 3.40: Active Enforcement Screen

The TEMPLATE field contains the name of the best-fit template--the template that most closely matches the attempted
entity name.

The SEVERITY field displays the severity level (I--Informational, W--Warning, or E--Error) of the best-fit template.

The number of errors found in the best-fit template is displayed in the TOTAL # ERRORS field.

The TEMPLATE FORMAT field provides a symbolic representation of the best-fit template.

The actual entity-name occurrence that failed compliance appears in the NAME OCCURRENCE field.

For additional information to enable or disable presentation of the Active Enforcement screen and alternative processing,
see Modify CA IDMS Enforcer Tuning Parameters.

Active Enforcement Screen Commands

After you review the information presented on the Active Enforcement screen, you must enter one of these commands:
DISPLAY, HELP, END, or OVERRIDE. To do so:

1. Type the command in the COMMAND field.
2. Press the Enter key.
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If you specify the DISPLAY command, the Browse Template screen is displayed. This screen offers more detailed
information on the best-fit template. For more information on the Browse Template screen, see Browse Option and the
online documentation.

If you enter the HELP command, online documentation about the current screen is displayed.

With the END command, you acknowledge the error information presented and return to the active compiler for utility exit
processing.

Authorized users can bypass naming compliance with the OVERRRIDE command. The entity-name occurrence displayed
on the Active Enforcement screen is accepted. For additional information on overriding active enforcement and the
different types of override processing, see Operations.

For more information on these commands, see the online documentation.

Active Enforcement Exit Processing--Online

If you enter the END command at the Active Enforcement screen, you are returned to the active compiler for further utility
processing.

Data dictionary updates are allowed or not allowed based on the template's severity level and the PREVENT
DICTIONARY UPDATE error level specifications (I--Informational, W--Warning, or E--Error). For more information on
these specifications, see Environment Utilities Screen.

If the best-fit template's severity level has PREVENT DICTIONARY UPDATE enabled, dictionary update is aborted. If
PREVENT DICTIONARY UPDATE is not enabled, dictionary update is allowed.

CA IDMS Enforcer directs further CA IDMS utility processing by returning one of these codes:

• 8 -- . PREVENT DICTIONARY UPDATE enabled and the attempted entity name occurrence does not match templates
for that entity. *+ E CA IDMS utility message-type is generated for this error level.

• 4 -- . PREVENT DICTIONARY UPDATE disabled and the attempted entity name occurrence does not match templates
for that entity. *+ W CA IDMS utility message-type is generated for this error level.

• 1 -- . PREVENT DICTIONARY UPDATE enabled or disabled and enforcement passed due to a subordinate template
(other than first). *+ I CA IDMS utility message-type is generated for this error level.

• 0 -- . PREVENT DICTIONARY UPDATE enabled or disabled and the attempted entity name occurrence matched the
first template encountered. No messages are generated for this error level and CA IDMS utility processing continues.

Active Enforcement Messages

Regardless of error display levels specified, active enforcement for a data dictionary results in naming compliance
messages presented in CA IDMS utility message format. These messages, which are displayed in the CA IDMS Utility
Scratch Pad, offer information on compliance or non-compliance.

An example of CA IDMS Enforcer messages presented during attempted dictionary update is shown below. These
messages are distinguished by the utility identifier Extractor, and preceded by *+ I, *+ W, or *+ E. See the Online Message
Facility for an explanation of each message.

 IDD 15.0 ONLINE    3 ERRORS    1/17
 ADD PROGRAM NAME IS ARBUDT02.
 *+ I Extractor ENF0067I ENFORCEMENT PASSED DUE TO SUBORDINATE
 *+ - Extractor TEMPLATE (OTHER THAN FIRST)
 ADD PROGRAM NAME IS ESAUPD99
 *+ E Extractor ENF0076W UPDATE ABORTED- ENFORCEMENT FAILED FOR
 *+ - Extractor PROGRAM
 *+ W DC60107 FORWARD SPACING TO NEXT PERIOD                    WORD 6
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 ADD ELEMENT NAME IS ADDR-EMPLOYEE-CLAIM-PROCESSED.
 ADD ELEMENT NAME IS ADDR-CLIENT-CLAIM-PROCESSED.
 *+ E Extractor ENF0076W UPDATE ABORTED- ENFORCEMENT FAILED FOR
 *+ - Extractor ELEMENT
 *+ W DC601017 FORWARD SPACING TO NEXT PERIOD                   WORD 6
 ADD CLASS NAME IS CA-UDNS CLASS TYPE IS ENTITY.
 ADD CA-UDNS NAME IS CA-UDNS-NAME.
 *+ E Extractor ENF0076E UPDATE ABORTED- ENFORCEMENT FAILED FOR
 *+ - Extractor CA-UDNS
 *+ W DC601017 FORWARD SPACING TO NEXT PERIOD                   WORD 6

Exhibit 3.41: Enforcement Message Format for Active Enforcement--Online

Activating Enforcement--Batch
Activating enforcement for one or all of the batch counterparts to online CA IDMS compilers is described in Active
Enforcement. That section also provides instructions for installing your CA IDMS compiler user exit. Security Options
describes how to install CA IDMS Enforcer enforcement exits as subordinate exits to CA-ACF2 security exits.

Active Enforcement--Batch

Active Enforcement for batch jobs is also based upon the runtime specifications made through the online definition and
maintenance system. You can specify the level of enforcement and also tailor the display of diagnostic information. For
more information, see Online Definition and Maintenance.

• If an attempted entity name occurrence matches the naming standard template that is first in the search order for that
entity, no errors result and the name is allowed.

• If an attempted entity name occurrence does not match the naming standard template that is first in the search
order, CA IDMS Enforcer searches through all naming standard templates for that entity. An informational message is
registered and the name is allowed if the attempted name complies with a template that is not first in the search order.

• If no templates match, CA IDMS Enforcer determines the best-fit template.

Best-fit Template

The best-fit template is the template that most closely matches the attempted entity name. CA IDMS Enforcer selects the
template that:

• Registers the least severe error level
• Has the least number of fields in error.

If the DISPLAY ERRORS feature is enabled, diagnostic documentation is generated.

Diagnostic Documentation

If the DISPLAY ERRORS feature is enabled by the enforcement administrator, the best-fit template compliance
information is written to the SYSLST output of the CA IDMS Batch Utility. Requirements for executing this utility, including
input parameters, is detailed in Batch Utilities. An example of the diagnostic documentation generated is shown in Exhibit
3.42.

 IDMSDDDL rr.r                    CA          DATE        TIME      PAGE
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                          INTEGRATED DATA DICTIONARY ACTIVITY LIST     mm/dd/
yy     hhmmss     nnnn

 0001            SIG DIC '' USE 'CULL DBA' PAS ?    .
 0002            SET OPT SESS INP 1 THRU 72.
 0003            ADD EL AMT-PAYROLL-PROCESSED VERSION IS 1
 0004                ELEMENT DESCRIPTION IS
 0005                      'TEST ELEMENT DESCRIPTION ADD'
 0006                PICTURE IS X(2) USAGE IS DISPLAY.
 0007            ADD EL AMT-RECEIVABLE-PROCESSED.
 0008            ADD EL AMT-RECEIVABLE-CREDIT.
 0009            ADD RECORD NAME IS CUSTOMER-MAST VERSION IS 1
 0010                     RECORD DESCRIPTION IS 'TEST RECORD DESCRIPTION ADD'
 *+ENF0083I NAMING ENFORCEMENT FAILURE ANALYSIS FOLLOWS:
 *+TEMPLATE: RECORD-SYNONYM-NAME              E - ERROR
 *+     KEY: aaaaaaa*************************
 *+          V
 *+    NAME: CUSTOMER-MASTER
 *+          ────+----1----+----2----+----3--
 *+Position 01. Length 07. Literal.    The following value(s) may be used:
 *+                                        PAYR001
 *+                                        PAYR002
 *+ENF0084I END OF ENFORCEMENT FAILURE ANALYSIS

Exhibit 3.42: Diagnostic Format for Active Enforcement--Batch

Active Enforcement Exit Processing--Batch

Dictionary updates for batch jobs (central version or local mode runs) is based on PREVENT DICTIONARY UPDATE
specifications made through the online definition and maintenance system.

Dictionary updates are allowed or not allowed based on the template's severity level and the PREVENT DICTIONARY
UPDATE error level specifications (I--Informational, W--Warning, or E--Error). For more information on these
specifications, Environment Utilities Screen.

If the best-fit template's severity level has PREVENT DICTIONARY UPDATE enabled, dictionary update is not allowed. If
PREVENT DICTIONARY UPDATE is not enabled, dictionary update is allowed.

CA IDMS Enforcer directs further CA IDMS Batch Utility processing by returning one of these codes:

• 8 -- . PREVENT DICTIONARY UPDATE enabled and the attempted entity name occurrence does not match templates
for that entity. *+ E CA IDMS Batch Utility message-type is generated for this error level.

• 4 -- . PREVENT DICTIONARY UPDATE disabled and the attempted entity name occurrence does not match templates
for that entity. *+ W CA IDMS Batch Utility message-type is generated for this error level.

• 1 -- . PREVENT DICTIONARY UPDATE enabled or disabled and enforcement passed due to a subordinate template
(other than first). *+ I CA IDMS Batch Utility message-type is generated for this error level.

• 0 -- . PREVENT DICTIONARY UPDATE enabled or disabled and the attempted entity name occurrence matched the
first template encountered. No messages are generated and CA IDMS Batch Utility processing continues for this error
level.
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Message Displays--Batch

Regardless of DISPLAY ERROR specification, active enforcement for a data dictionary results in naming compliance
messages presented in CA IDMS Batch Utility message format. These messages offer information on entity compliance or
non-compliance.

An example of CA IDMS Enforcer messages written to the utility SYSLST is shown below. These messages are
distinguished by the utility identifier Extractor, and preceded by *+ I, *+ W, or *+ E. See the Online Message Facility for an
explanation of each message.

 0003           ADD PROGRAM NAME IS ARBUDT02.
 0003*
+ I Extractor ENF0067I ENFORCEMENT PASSED DUE TO SUBORDINATE TEMPLATE (OTHER THAN FIRST)
 0004           ADD PROGRAM NAME IS ESAUPD99.
 0004*+ E Extractor ENF0076W UPDATE ABORTED- ENFORCEMENT FAILED FOR PROGRAM
 0004*+ W DC601017 FORWARD SPACING TO NEXT PERIOD
 0005           ADD ELEMENT NAME IS ADDR-EMPLOYEE-CLAIM-PROCESSED.
 0006           ADD ELEMENT NAME IS ADDR-CLIENT-CLAIM-PROCESSED.
 0006*+ E Extractor ENF0076W UPDATE ABORTED- ENFORCEMENT FAILED FOR ELEMENT
 0006*+ W DC601017 FORWARD SPACING TO NEXT PERIOD
 0007           ADD CLASS NAME IS CA-UDNS CLASS TYPE IS ENTITY.
 0008           ADD CA-UNDS NAME IS CA-UNDS NAME.
 0008*+ E Extractor ENF0076E UPDATE ABORTED- ENFORCEMENT FAILED FOR CA-UNDS
 0008*+ W DC601017 FORWARD SPACING TO NEXT PERIOD

Exhibit 3.43: CA IDMS Batch Utility SYSLST Output Messages

Passive Enforcement
This portion of the section describes the passive enforcement component of CA IDMS Enforcer. The Dictionary Audit
Utility used for this purpose is explained and examples of the two report modes are given.

What is Passive Enforcement?
Passive enforcement audits established naming standards against simulated data dictionary updates using CA IDMS
Enforcer enforcement values as the basis for naming compliance determinations. This is accomplished through the
Dictionary Audit Utility (ESXAUDIT). Entity name occurrences already contained in the dictionary are audited against the
naming standards established at your site through CA IDMS Enforcer's online definition and maintenance system.

Batch reports in both Terse and Expanded modes are available to help you determine the level of naming compliance at
your site. You can tailor output for a dictionary/node structure by:

• Selecting or excluding specific entity types.
• Limiting selection to entities added within a start and/or end date.

In addition, CA IDMS Enforcer delivers summary information with both modes of reporting.
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Activating Passive Enforcement--Batch
The CA IDMS Enforcer enforcement table generated in the Environment Utilities of the online definition and maintenance
system is the only requirement for activating enforcement for the Dictionary Audit Utility. CA IDMS compilers do not apply
to this procedure. For more details on activating enforcement, see Operations.

Dictionary Audit Utility (ESXAUDIT)

This utility audits the specified data dictionary for naming compliance by simulating Active Enforcement. Each entity
name occurrence for a specified entity type is logically re-applied against the dictionary as an ADD function which passes
through Active Enforcement. Theoretical update of the dictionary may or may not be allowed, resulting in diagnostic
information on the level of compliance.

You can limit the number of entities audited and also limit the amount of information yielded for each entity. Details on the
parameters used to make these specifications are given on the following pages.

Parameter Keyword Example

A parameter keyword example is shown below:

 PROC
ESS,

    DICTIONARY=dictionary-
name,

  
  
NODE
=
node-
name
,

  
  
TE
RSE

 
SE
LECT=
select-
value(s)
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EX
CLUDE=
exclude-
value(s)

 
ST
ARTDATE=
mmddyy

 
EN
DDATE=
mmddyy

Structure Specification Parameters

PROCESS is the required keyword which signals the beginning of the parameter set.

Use the keywords DICTIONARY and NODE to specify the name of the data dictionary in the central version to be audited.

Report Specification Parameters

The expanded version of the Dictionary Audit Report offers diagnostic information on the naming compliance for a
specified data dictionary. Details about this report are given on the following pages.

TERSE is an optional keyword used to request a limited version of the Dictionary Audit Report. If you do not use this
keyword, the expanded version of the Dictionary Audit Report is given. Details about this report, shown in Exhibit 3.46, are
given on the following pages.

The required keyword SELECT allows you to specify which entities are included in the dictionary audit. The table of
values for this keyword is shown in Exhibit 3.44.

The optional keyword EXCLUDE allows you to specify which entities are excluded from the dictionary audit. The table of
values for this keyword is shown in Exhibit 3.44.

You can further qualify the output generated by specifying the STARTDATE and ENDDATE keyword parameters.

If STARTDATE is specified, it is compared against the date that each entity name occurrence was added to the dictionary.
If the name occurrence was added prior to the STARTDATE, it is not included in the audit.

If ENDDATE is specified, it is compared against the date that each entity name was added to the dictionary. If the name
occurrence was added after the ENDDATE, it is not included in the audit.

Refer to Batch Utilities for additional information on the Dictionary Audit Utility and keyword parameter specifications.

Value Value Value
AREA LOGICAL-TERMINAL REPORT-SYNONYM
ATTRIBUTE MAP SCHEMA
CLASS MESSAGE SCHEMA-RECORD
COBOL-ELEMENT MODULE SET
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DESTINATION PANEL SUBSYSTEM
ELEMENT PHYSICAL-TERMINAL SYSTEM
ELEMENT-SYNONYM PROCESS TABLE
ENTRY-POINT PROGRAM TASK
FILE QFILE TRANSACTION
FILE-SYNONYM QUEUE TRANSACTION- SYNONYM
LINE RECORD USER
LOAD-MODULE RECORD-SYNONYM user-defined- entity-type
LOGICAL-RECORD REPORT VIEW-ID

Exhibit 3.44: SELECT/EXCLUDE Table Values

Report Output--Expanded Mode

The Naming Compliance Audit Detail Report, shown in Exhibit 3.45, provides a single line entry for each selected
occurrence name which passed enforcement or failed with a severity level of I--Informational, W--Warning, or E--Error.
These are presented in TERSE report format.

For compliance status other than passed, detailed diagnostic information shows the selected occurrence name in
comparison to the naming standard template. The total number of compliance failures is indicated by one or more pointers
directly above the error.

All versions of an entity name occurrence for a specified entity are validated. Each name occurrence is compared against
every template defined for an entity type. Once all names have been processed against a template, the entire procedure
is restarted for the next template.

Literal information describing the report appears at the top of each page. The name of the entity-type against which the
audit was run is displayed above the column headings. Each entity-type is treated as a single report with unique sets of
page numbers.

The following fields are found on the report:

ENTITY NAME--all entity name occurrences audited for the specified entity type appear in this column.

VERSION--the entity name occurrence version number appears adjacent to the name in this column.

TEMPLATE ERROR ANALYSIS--CA IDMS Enforcer entity type's template name used to compare against the occurrence
name appears after the literal

TEMPLATE: Detailed diagnostic information is also presented under this column heading.

USER:--identifying name of the user that last prepared or revised the entity name occurrence.

LEVEL--the severity level of the template (I--Informational, W--Warning, E--Error).

Diagnostic Detail--the template used for a name occurrence comparison is shown above the attempted dictionary update
name. One or more pointers positioned directly above an entity name display the location of the error as well as the total
number of errors.

KEY:--the template format key which is used to validate an entity name occurrence is shown after this literal.

Pointer--the pointer to error locations in the name occurrence is depicted by the literal V placed directly above the entity
name occurrence. One or more of these pointers indicate the location and total number of errors.

Column-indicator--a column indicator is provided below the entity name occurrence. This is used as a section for
additional information on the field position and length of the template format key.

Position nn--the integer position of the first and subsequent fields contained in a template KEY is shown for each field.
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Length nn--the length of a field is shown for each field contained in the template KEY.

Values--field value sets, value ranges, or indirect references to another template's field values or ranges appears
following the position and length requirements. Whether the value or range is a valid or invalid entry is also indicated.

 CA-
TOOLS     RELEASE               CA IDMS Enforcer        DATE          TIME          PAGE
              Rnn.nn               NAMING COMPLIANCE AUDIT DETAIL    mm/dd/
yy      hh:mm:ss        nnnn

 ***************************************  AREA  *******************************************************
 ENTITY NAME        VERSION    TEMPLATE ERROR ANALYSIS

 INS-DEMO-REGION    0000       TEMPLATE: AREA-
NAME                        E - ERROR     USER:  DBA
                                    KEY: aaa***************
                                         V
                                   NAME: INS-DEMO-REGION
                                         ────+----1----+---
                               Position 01. Length 03. Literal.    The following value(s) may be used:
                                                                       ATA
                                                                       ESS
                                                                       GSD
                                                                       GSI
                                                                       GSM
                                                                       GSS
                                                                       SSK
                                                                       TPS
                                                                       USA
                                                                       USD
                                                                       USE
                                                                       USF
                                                                       USG
                                                                       USL
                                                                       USM
                                                                       USN
                                                                       USR
                                                                       USS
                                                                       USX
                                                                       XDM
 SSK-DATA-AREA      0000       TEMPLATE: AREA-
NAME                            PASSED   USER: DBA
 ESS-TXT-AREA       0000       TEMPLATE: AREA-
NAME                            PASSED   USER: DBA
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 ACCT-RECV-1-AREA   0000       TEMPLATE: AREA-
NAME                         E - ERROR   USER: DBA
                                    KEY: aaa***************
                                         V
                                   NAME: ACCT-RECV-1-AREA
                                         ────+----1----+--
                               Position 01. Length 03. Literal.    The following value(s) may be used:
                                                                       ATA
                                                                       ESS
                                                                       GSD
                                                                       GSI
                                                                       GSM
                                                                       GSS
                                                                       SSK
                                                                       TPS
                                                                       USA
                                                                       USD
                                                                       USE
                                                                       USF
                                                                       USG
                                                                       USL
                                                                       USM
                                                                       USN
                                                                       USR
                                                                       USS
                                                                       USX
                                                                       XDM 

Exhibit 3.45: Naming Compliance Audit Detail Report--Expanded

Report Output--Terse Mode

The Naming Compliance Audit Detail Report--Terse, shown in Exhibit 3.46, provides only the template name and
compliance status for each selected occurrence name for every template of its entity type.

The compliance status is either the severity level of the template (I--Informational, W--Warning, or E--Error) or PASSED.

All versions of an entity name occurrence for a specified entity are validated. Each name occurrence is compared against
every template defined for an entity type. Once all names are processed against a template, the entire procedure is
restarted for the next template.

Literal information describing the report appears at the top of each page. The name of the entity-type against which the
audit was run is displayed above the column headings. Each entity-type is treated as a single report with a unique set of
page numbers.

ENTITY NAME--all entity name occurrences audited for the specified entity type appear in this column.

VERSION--the entity name occurrence version number appears adjacent to the name in this column.

TEMPLATE NAME--CA IDMS Enforcer entity type's template name used to compare against the occurrence name
appears under this heading.
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LEVEL--the severity level of the template (I--Informational, W--Warning, E--Error).

USER RESPONSIBILITY--the identifying name of the user that last prepared or revised the entity name occurrence.

 CA-TOOLS      RELEASE                CA IDMS/
Extractor             DATE         TIME       PAGE
               Rnn.nn              NAMING COMPLIANCE AUDIT DETAIL        mm/dd/
yy     hh:mm:ss     nnnn

 ************************************************  ELEMENT  *******************************************
 ENTITY NAME                 VERSION        TEMPLATE NAME           LEVEL       USER RESPONSIBILITY

 INDIRECT-TEMPLATE           0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 VALUE-RANGE                 0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 VALUE-SET                   0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 DATA-ONLY                   0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 FLD-VALUE-TYPE              0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 TMP-USER-LAST-UPDATED       0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 TMP-DATE-LAST-UPDATED       0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 TMP-TEMPLATE-NAME           0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 TMP-SEARCH-ORDER            0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 FLD-DESCRIPTION             0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 FLD-DESCRIPTION-LENGTH      0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 FLD-FILLER-20               0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 FLD-LITERAL                 0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 FLD-FILLER                  0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 ENT-USER-LAST-UPDATED       0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 ENT-DATE-LAST-UPDATED       0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
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 ENT-MAX-TEMPLATE-LENGTH     0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 ENT-ENTITY-NAME             0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 WARNING                     0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 SEV-CLASS                   0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 SEV-TABLE                   0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 INFORMATIONAL               0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 ERROR                       0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 SEV-LEVEL                   0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 SEV-USER-LAST-UPDATED       0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 SEV-DATE-LAST-UPDATED       0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 SEV-CODES-PER-RECORD        0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA
 HDR-FILLER-8                0001           ELEMENT-
NAME              E                 DBA

Exhibit 3.46: Naming Compliance Audit Detail Report--Terse

Naming Compliance Audit Summary

The Naming Compliance Audit Summary Report provides the total number of successful logical dictionary update
attempts. Error, warning, and informational messages generated by the dictionary are also included in the totals. The
CA IDMS Enforcer audit utility totals the error level response for each ADD entity name performed during the dictionary
update simulation.

Each entity name occurrence is counted once based upon the lowest CA IDMS Enforcer return code, from comparison
against all templates for that entity type, as if the name occurrence had been added through Active Enforcement.

Literal information describing the report appears at the top of each page. Entity types are listed to the left of the totals
column.

Following is a description of the columns containing totals. Totals are shown for the entity types selected for utility function.

NOTE
User-defined entity types are not included in the summary. However, the expanded and terse report detail shows
diagnostic information for these entities.

SUCCESSES--this column contains the totals for the entity name occurrences which passed the first template in the
search order.

ERRORS--the totals in this column indicate the total number of entity name occurrences that failed all templates, where
none of the templates allowed dictionary update (that is, prevent dictionary update for all template severity levels was
enabled).
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WARNINGS--the totals in this column indicate name occurrences which failed all templates, where one or more of the
templates would have allowed dictionary update (that is, prevent dictionary update for one or more template severity
levels was disabled).

INFORMATIONALS--the totals in this column indicate name occurrences which passed at least one template other than
the first in search order.

(%)--the percentage in these columns indicate the equivalent percentile of successes, errors, warnings, and informationals
totals.

TOTAL FOR ENTITY--the sum total of successes, errors, warnings, and informationals.

 CA-TOOLS          RELEASE             CA IDMS/
Extractor                           DATE           TIME           PAGE
                   Rnn.nn       Naming Compliance Audit Summary Report           mm/dd/
yy       hh:mm:ss        nnnn

 ENTITIES SUMMARIZED BY SEVERITY LEVEL:

     ENTITY TYPE        SUCCESSES------(%) ERRORS---------(%) WARNINGS-------
(%) INFORMATIONALS-(%) TOTAL FOR ENTITY

     AREA               0000000008-(014%)  0000000048-(085%)  0000000000-
(000%)  0000000000-(000%)  0000000056
     ATTRIBUTE          ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ──────────
     CLASS              ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ──────────
     COBOL ELEMENT      ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ──────────
     DESTINATION        ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ──────────
     ELEMENT            ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ──────────
     ELEMENT SYNONYM    ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ──────────
     ENTRY POINT        ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ──────────
     FILE               ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ──────────
     FILE SYNONYM       ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ──────────
     LINE               ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ──────────
     LOAD MODULE        ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ──────────
     LOGICAL RECORD     ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ──────────
     LOGICAL-
TERMINAL   ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ──────────
     MAP                ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ──────────
     MESSAGE            ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ──────────
     MODULE             ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────────────── ────────── 

Exhibit 3.47: Naming Compliance Audit Summary Report
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Batch Utilities
This section contains explanations of each batch utility for CA IDMS Enforcer and descriptions of input parameters for job
execution and sample z/OS and Z/OS and Z/VSE JCL are also provided for each batch utility.

NOTE
This release of CA IDMS supports Z/OS V2R10 as well as z/OS 1.1 and above. However, we will always refer to
z/OS and Z/OS in this document.

CA IDMS Enforcer Batch Utilities
 

There are five batch utilities that you can run in CA IDMS Enforcer. These utilities may generate messages when they are
run. Refer to the Online Message Facility for an explanation of each message.

• Download Enforcement Structure (ESXDLOD)
• Upload Enforcement Structure (ESXULOD)
• Enforcement Structure Print (ESXPRINT)
• Dictionary Audit (ESXAUDIT)
• Batch Compiler Utilities--Enforcer Example (ESXSAMPL)

For more information on the Enforcer Batch Utilities, see the following topics.

CA IDMS Enforcer Parameter Statement

CA IDMS Enforcer has one parameter statement--PROCESS--with subparameters available to it. All keywords appear in
UPPERCASE. The minimum required portion of each keyword is underscored. You can omit the portion of a keyword that
is not underscored without altering the meaning of the statement, for example:

PRO
CESS,
DICT
IONARY=dictionary-name

Variables appear in LOWERCASE underscored. You must substitute an appropriate value for each variable (i.e.,
dictionary-name).

Audit Reporting

After executing a batch utility, review the Audit Report for messages. Successful execution produces informative and/
or warning messages. Informative messages do not require remedial action. Warning messages may require corrective
action, depending upon individual analysis of the warning message.

If the utility does not execute successfully, error messages appear on the Audit Report. Correct any errors and resubmit
the batch job.
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Download Enforcement Structure (ESXDLOD)

This utility downloads CA IDMS Enforcer's installed enforcement database structure to a transportable file. When you
execute this utility, database structures for the indicated dictionary/node are encoded into a sequential file or partitioned
data set (z/OS and Z/OS).

The model JCL and keys to variables are contained in Target or Distribution source library member ESXDLOD (z/OS and
Z/OS), TOOLJCL library member ESXDLOD.S (Z/VSE), or the ESXDLOD EXEC (Z/VM). These members are shown
below.

Keyword Parameter Example

 PROC
ESS,

    DICT
IONARY=dictionary-name,

 
NODE
=node-name,

 
TABL
ES

Optional Parameters

• dictionary-name
This one-to eight-character subparameter is used to specify the CA IDMS Enforcer database dictionary name for
enforcement structure download.

• node-name
This one- to eight-character subparameter is used to specify the node name for enforcement structure download.

• TABLES
The TABLES optional keyword directs download processing to extract all system table definitions contained in the
installed database. If TABLES is specified, DICTIONARY and NODE are ignored.

Download Enforcement Report Output

After executing ESXDLOD, review the Audit Report. If ESXDLOD does not execute successfully, warning and/or error
messages appear on the report. Correct any errors and resubmit the job.

 //ESXDLOD  JOB (job card parameters),CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A
 //ESXDLOD  EXEC PGM=ESXBDLD,REGION=1000K
 //STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.ca.loadlib
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 //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.loadlib
 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.sysctl
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=your.dmcl.name
 //AUDIT    DD SYSOUT=a
 //LODFILE  DD DSN=your.enforcer.structure,
 //         DISP=(NEW,CATLG),
 //         UNIT=SYSDA,
 //         SPACE=(CYL,(6,2))
 //SYSIPT   DD *
  PROCESS,
    DICTIONARY=dictionary-name,
    NODE=node-name,
    TABLES
 /*
 //

Exhibit 4.1: Model z/OS and Z/OS JCL (ESXDLOD)

Key to Variables

• job card parameter -- The job card parameters required at your company.
• your.ca.loadlib -- The name of the load library into which CA IDMS Enforcer load modules were link edited.
• your.idms.loadlib -- The name of the load library into which the CA IDMS load modules were link edited.
• your.idms.sysctl -- The dataset name of the SYSCTL file for the Central Version (CV) used during CA IDMS Enforcer

batch processing.
• your.dmcl.name -- The name of your runtime system DMCL.
• a -- An appropriate SYSOUT class for your company.
• your.enforcer.structure -- The disk file into which the CA IDMS Enforcer structure will be downloaded.
• dictionary-name -- Is optional. If specified, must be a 1- to 8-character name of the dictionary specified for utility

function.
• node-name -- Is optional. If specified, must be a 1- to 8-character name of the node specified for utility function.

 * $$ JOB JNM=ESXDLOD
 // JOB ESXDLOD
 // OPTION NODUMP
 // UPSI   a
 // ASSGN  SYS009,IGN

 *  *** CORE IMAGE LIBRARY FOR PRODUCT
 // DLBL   ca,'your.corelib'
 // EXTENT ,volserc
 // LIBDEF PHASE,SEARCH=(ca.sublibrary,idms.sublibrary),TEMP
 *
 *  *** INPUT - SYNTAX
 // ASSGN  SYSIPT,SYSRDR
 *
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 *  *** OUTPUT - AUDIT REPORT FILE
 // ASSGN  SYS011,SYSLST
 *
 *  *** OUTPUT  - STRUCTURE DOWNLOAD FILE
 // DLBL   LODFILE,'your.enforcer.structure',0,SD
 // EXTENT SYS014,volserw,,,strtrks,trks
 // ASSGN  SYS014,DISK,VOL=volserw,SHR
 *
 *  *** DOWNLOAD Enforcer STRUCTURE
 // DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD
 // EXEC   ESXBDLD,SIZE=(ESXBDLD,400K)
  PROCESS,
   DICTIONARY=dictionary-name,
   NODE=node-name
 /*
 *
 *  Rnn.n OPTIONAL SYSIDMS PARAMETERS
 *
 /*
 * $$ EOJ

Exhibit 4.2: Model Z/VSE JCL (ESXDLOD.S)

Key to Variables

• a -- The UPSI switch to be replaced with specifications from the IDMSOPTI module.
• ca or ca.sublibrary - The file name of the core image library into which the executable phases of CA IDMS Enforcer

were installed.
• your.corelib - The name of the core image library into which the executable phases of CA IDMS Enforcer were

installed.
• volser - The volume serial number or generic assignment of the disk volume on which the library, as specified in the

previous statement, resides. The following letters identify the type of library or installation media: c=core image library,
w=work file, r=relocatable library, and s=source statement library.

• idms or idms.sublibrary - The file name of the core image library into which the executable phases of CA IDMS were
installed.

• your.enforcer.structure - The name of the file to which the CA IDMS Enforcer structure is downloaded.
• strtrks - The starting track of the disk file specified in the previous statement.
• trks - The number of tracks of the disk file specified in the previous statement.
• dictionary-name - The name of the alternate dictionary specified for download.
• node-name - The name of the node specified for download.

 /*  */
 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR
 /*                                                                   */
 /* ESXDLOD                                                           */
 /*                                                                   */
 CA_LOADLIB_FN      = 'yourlib'
 IDMS_LOADLIB_FN    = 'idmslib'
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 IDMS_TXTLIB_FN     = 'txtlib'
 /*                                                                   */
 /* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required librarie(s) */
 /*                                                                   */
 'GLOBAL TXTLIB  IDMS_TXTLIB_FN'
 'GLOBAL LOADLIB CA_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN'
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'
 /*                                                                   */
 /* Create the input parameter file.                                  */
 /*                                                                   */
  CALL CREATE_INPUT_PARM_FILE
 /*                                                                   */
 /* Product specific files.                                           */
 /*                                                                   */
 'FILEDEF  AUDIT    PRINTER'
 'FILEDEF  LODFILE  DISK LODFILE SYSIPT A'
 'FILEDEF  SYSIPT   DISK ESXDLOD SYSIPT A'
 /*                                                                   */
 /* You must create a file 'SYSIDMS INPUT A' containing the SYSIDMS   */
 /* parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.           */
 /*                                                                   */
 'FILEDEF  SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS INPUT A'
 /*                                                                   */
 SIGNAL OFF ERROR
 SAY 'STARTING RUN OF CA IDMS/Enforcer DOWNLOAD'
 'EXECOS OSRUN ESXBDLD'
 ESXBDLD_RC = RC
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'
 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME ESXDLOD LISTING'
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'
 SAY 'Enforcer DOWNLOAD FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF ' ESXBDLD_RC
 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'
 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'
 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'
 EXIT ESXBDLD_RC
 /*                                                                   */
 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
 CREATE_INPUT_PARM_FILE:
 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
 SIGNAL OFF ERROR
 'ERASE ESXDLOD  SYSIPT A'
 /*                                                                   */
  PUSH 'FFILE'
  PUSH
  PUSH 'TABLES'
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  PUSH 'NODE=node-name,'
  PUSH 'DICTIONARY=dictionary-name,'
  PUSH 'PROCESS,'
  PUSH 'INPUT'
  PUSH 'SET LRECL 80'
  PUSH 'SET RECFM F'
  'XEDIT ESXDLOD SYSIPT A' ,
   '(NOPROFILE NOSCREEN NOMSG'
 RETURN
 /*                                                                   */
 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
 ERROR:
 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
 ERROR_RC = RC
 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR
 /*                                                                   */
 SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL
 /*                                                                   */
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'
 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME ESXDLOD LISTING'
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'
 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'
 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'
 EXIT ERROR_RC
 /*                                                                   */

Exhibit 4.3: Model Z/VM EXEC -- ESXDLOD

Key to Variables

• yourlib -- The file name of the load library into which you downloaded CA IDMS Enforcer.
• idmslib -- The file name of the load library containing your CA IDMS SUBSCHEMA and DMCL modules.
• txtlib -- The name of the text library containing your CA IDMS text files.
• LODFILE SYSIPT A -- The name of the disk file into which the CA IDMS Enforcer structure will be downloaded. If

necessary, rename the file to suit your site's naming standards.
• dictionary-name -- The name of the alternate dictionary specified for download.
• node-name -- The name of the node specified for download.

Upload Enforcement Structure (ESXULOD)

This utility uploads a downloaded enforcement structure into the installed database. When you execute this utility, a file
that has been downloaded is reconstituted into an enforcement structure.

Keyword parameters direct upload processes to a specific structure contained in the database or to CA IDMS Enforcer
system-owned structures. As an option, you can replace the entire contents of an existing dictionary and node structure
with the contents of the downloaded structure file (LODFILE) by specifying the REPLACE option in the PROCESS input
file (see keyword parameters below). System TABLES can be uploaded exclusively or WORDSETS can replace existing
system tables.
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The model JCL and key to variables are contained in Target or Distribution source library member ESXULOD (z/OS and
Z/OS), TOOLJCL library member ESXULOD.S (Z/VSE), or the ESXULOD EXEC (Z/VM). These members are shown
below.

Keyword Parameter Example

PROC
ESS,

   DICTIONARY=dictionary-name,

 
NODE
=node-
name,

 
REP
LACE,

 
WORD
SET=wordset-
name,

 
TABL
E

Optional Parameters

• dictionary-name -- This one- to eight-character subparameter is used to specify the CA IDMS Enforcer database
dictionary name for enforcement structure upload. Dictionary name is ignored for WORDSET or TABLES upload.

• node-name -- This one- to eight-character subparameter is used to specify the node name for enforcement structure
upload. Node name is ignored for WORDSET or TABLES upload.

• REP LACE -- REPLACE is optional. If specified, the existing CA IDMS/Enforcer dictionary/node structure contained
on the database will be replaced using the downloaded enforcement structure file, LODFILE, as input. If REPLACE
is not specified and a target enforcement structure exists, an error is printed and processing terminates. REPLACE is
ignored for TABLES upload.

• wordset-name -- This 1- to 32-character subparameter is the system table name into which the contents of the comma
delimited file, CDFILE, will be uploaded. If specified, DICTIONARY and NODE are ignored. LOADFILE is ignored when
this parameter has been specified.

• TABL ES -- TABLES is required if the downloaded structure file (LODFILE) contains system tables from the
downloaded utility (ESXDLOD). If specified, DICTIONARY, NODE, and REPLACE are ignored.
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Upload Enforcement Report Output

After executing ESXULOD, review the Audit Report. If ESXULOD does not execute successfully, error messages appear
on the Audit Report. Correct any errors and resubmit the job.

 //ESXULOD  JOB (job card parameters),CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A
 //ESXULOD  EXEC PGM=ESXBULD,REGION=1000K
 //STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.ca.loadlib
 //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.loadlib
 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.sysctl
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=your.dmcl.name
 //AUDIT    DD SYSOUT=a
 //LODFILE  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.enforcer.structure
 //CDFILE   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.enforcer.cdfile
 //WORKFIL  DD DSN=your.enforcer.workfile,
 //         DISP=(NEW,DELETE,DELETE),
 //         UNIT=SYSDA,
 //         SPACE=(CYL,(2,1))
 //SYSIPT   DD *
  PROCESS,
    DICTIONARY=dictionary-name,
    NODE=node-name,
    REPLACE,
    WORDSET=wordset-name,
    TABLES
 /*
 //

Exhibit 4.4: Model z/OS and Z/OS JCL (ESXULOD)

Key to Variables

• job card parameters -- The job card parameters required at your company.
• your.ca.loadlib -- The name of the load library into which CA IDMS Enforcer load modules were link edited.
• your.idms.loadlib -- The name of the load library into which CA IDMS load modules were link edited.
• your.idms.sysctl -- The dataset name of the SYSCTL file for the Central Version (CV) used during CA IDMS Enforcer

batch processing.
• a -- An appropriate SYSOUT class for your company.
• your.enforcer.structure -- The disk file that contains the CA IDMS Enforcer downloaded enforcement structure or

system tables.
• your.enforcer.cdfile -- The disk file that contains 80 byte records of comma delimited word-sets for system table

upload.
• your.enforcer.workfile -- The work file used by this utility.
• dictionary-name -- Is optional. If specified, must be a 1- to 8-character name of the dictionary specified for utility

function.
• node-name -- Is optional. If specified, must be a 1- to 8-character name of the node specified for utility function.
• wordset-name -- Is optional. If specified, the upload represents the upload of a comma delimited file of element-

designators to be read into the system table specified by the 1- to 32-character system-table name (wordset-name).
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 * $$ JOB JNM=ESXULOD
 // JOB ESXULOD
 *
 // OPTION NODUMP
 // UPSI   a
 // ASSGN  SYS009,IGN
 *
 *  *** CORE IMAGE LIBRARY FOR PRODUCT
 // DLBL   ca,'your.corelib'
 // EXTENT ,volserc
 // LIBDEF PHASE,SEARCH=(ca.sublibrary,idms.sublibrary),TEMP
 *
 *  *** INPUT - SYNTAX
 // ASSGN  SYSIPT,SYSRDR
 *
 *  *** OUTPUT - AUDIT REPORT FILE
 // ASSGN  SYS011,SYSLST
 *
 *  *** INPUT  - STRUCTURE UPLOAD FILE
 // DLBL   LODFILE,'your.enforcer.structure',0,SD
 // EXTENT SYS014,volserw,,,strtrks,trks
 // ASSGN  SYS014,DISK,VOL=volserw,SHR
 *
 *  *** WORK   - TRANSIENT WORK FILE
 // DLBL   WORKFIL,'your.enforcer.workfile',0,SD
 // EXTENT SYS015,volserw,,,strtrks,trks
 // ASSGN  SYS015,DISK,VOL=volserw,SHR
 *
 *  *** UPLOAD Enforcer STRUCTURE
 // DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD
 // EXEC   ESXBULD,SIZE=(ESXBULD,400K)
  PROCESS,
   DICTIONARY=dictionary-name,
   NODE=node-name,
   replace
 /*
 *  Rnn.n OPTIONAL SYSIDMS PARAMETERS
 /*
 /*
 * $$ EOJ

Exhibit 4.5: Model Z/VSE JCL (ESXULOD.S)

Key to Variables
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• a -- The UPSI switch to be replaced with specifications from the IDMSOPTI module.
• ca or ca.sublibrary -- The file name of the core image library into which the executable phases of CA IDMS Enforcer

were installed.
• your.corelib -- The name of the core image library into which the executable phases of CA IDMS Enforcer were

installed.
• volser -- The volume serial number or generic assignment of the disk volume on which the library, as specified in the

previous statement, resides. The following letters identify the type of library or installation media: c=core image library,
w=work file, r=relocatable library and s=source statement library.

• idms or idms.sublibrary -- The file name of the core image library into which the executable phases of CA IDMS were
installed.

• your.enforcer.structure -- The name of the file from which the CA IDMS Enforcer structure will be uploaded.
• strtrks -- The starting track of the disk file specified in the previous statement.
• trks -- The number of tracks of the disk file specified in the previous statement.
• your.enforcer.workfile -- The work file used by this utility.
• dictionary-name -- The name of the alternate dictionary specified for upload.
• node-name -- The name of the node specified for upload.

 /*  */
 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR
 /*                                                                   */
 CA_LOADLIB_FN      = 'yourlib'
 IDMS_LOADLIB_FN    = 'idmslib'
 IDMS_TXTLIB_FN     = 'txtlib'
 /*                                                                   */
 /* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required librarie(s) */
 'GLOBAL TXTLIB  IDMS_TXTLIB_FN'
 'GLOBAL LOADLIB CA_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN'
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'
 /* Create the input parameter file.                                  */
  CALL CREATE_INPUT_PARM_FILE
 /*                                                                   */
 /* Product specific files.                                           */
 'FILEDEF  AUDIT    PRINTER'
 'FILEDEF  WORKFIL  DISK FILE WORKFIL a'
 'FILEDEF  LODFILE  DISK LODFILE SYSIPT A'
 'FILEDEF  SYSIPT   DISK ESXULOD SYSIPT A'
 /* You must create a file 'SYSIDMS INPUT A' containing the SYSIDMS   */
 /* parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.           */
 'FILEDEF  SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS INPUT A'
 /*                                                                   */
 SIGNAL OFF ERROR
 SAY 'STARTING RUN OF CA IDMS Enforcer UPLOAD'
 'EXECOS OSRUN ESXBULD'
 ESXBULD_RC = RC
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'
 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME ESXULOD LISTING'
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 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'
 SAY 'Enforcer UPLOAD FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF ' ESXBULD_RC
 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'
 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'
 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'
 EXIT ESXBULD_RC
 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
 CREATE_INPUT_PARM_FILE:
 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
 SIGNAL OFF ERROR
 'ERASE ESXULOD  SYSIPT A'
  PUSH 'FFILE'
  PUSH
  PUSH 'REPLACE'
  PUSH 'NODE=node-name,'
  PUSH 'DICTIONARY=dictionary-name,'
  PUSH 'PROCESS,'
  PUSH 'INPUT'
  PUSH 'SET LRECL 80'
  PUSH 'SET RECFM F'
  'XEDIT ESXDLOD SYSIPT A' ,
   '(NOPROFILE NOSCREEN NOMSG'
 RETURN
 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
 ERROR:
 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
 ERROR_RC = RC
 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR
 /*                                                                   */
 SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL
 /*                                                                   */
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'
 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME ESXULOD LISTING'
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'
 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'
 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'
 EXIT ERROR_RC

Exhibit 4.6: Model Z/VM EXEC -- ESXULOD

Key to Variables
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• yourlib -- The file name of the load library into which you downloaded CA IDMS Enforcer.
• idmslib -- The file name of the load library containing your CA IDMS SUBSCHEMA and DMCL modules.
• txtlib -- The name of the text library containing your CA IDMS text files.
• LODFILE SYSIPT A -- The name of the disk file into which the CA IDMS Enforcer structure will be downloaded. If

necessary, rename the file to suit your site's naming standards.
• CDFILE SYSIPT A -- The name of the disk file that contains the 80-byte records of comma-delimited word-sets

for system table upload. If necessary, rename the file to suit your site's naming standards. An example of comma-
delimited words follows: EMPLOYEE, PAYROLL, ACCOUNTS, INVENTORY, etc. Words must begin in column 1 of the
80-byte record; may not be continued from one 80-byte record to the next; may be terminated within an 80-byte record
with a comma or trailing spaces; and may not contain embedded dashes, underscores, or spaces.

• FILE WORKFIL A -- The name of the work file used by this utility. If necessary, rename the file to suit your site's
naming standards.

• dictionary-name -- The name of the alternate dictionary specified for download.
• node-name -- The name of the node specified for download.
• wordset-name -- The mutually exclusive WORDSET option is specified when the input file is CDFILE, containing

80-byte records with comma-delimited word-sets. Words are stored as values in the system table represented by the
wordset-name (system table name).

Enforcement Structure Print (ESXPRINT)

This utility prints the contents of a CA IDMS Enforcer structure including: all or selected entities, all templates within
those entities, all fields defined for each template, and all values, value ranges, system-owned table values and range
values, and indirect references for each field. In addition, if you use the optional SNAPSHOT parameter, you can print the
structure that was last backed up. If you do not use this parameter, the primary structure is printed. The Structure Hard-
Copy Report generated by this utility is shown in Exhibit 4.11.

The model JCL and key to variables are contained in Target or Distribution source library member ESXPRINT (z/OS and
Z/OS), TOOLJCL member ESXPRINT.S (Z/VSE), or the ESXPRINT EXEC (Z/VM). These members are shown below.

Keyword Parameter Example

PROC
ESS,

    DICTIONARY=dictionary-name,

 
NODE
=node-
name,

 
SN
APSHOT

 
SE
LECT=select-value(s)
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Required Parameters

• select-value(s) -- The required keyword, SELECT, provides the entity types that you want to print. Possible values
are presented in Exhibit 4.7. You must select one or more entity types or specify the ALL parameter on the SELECT
statement. If you choose to select more than one entity, the entity names must be encased in parenthesis and
separated with commas.

Optional Parameters

• dictionary-name -- This one- to eight-character subparameter is used to specify the CA IDMS Enforcer database
dictionary name for enforcement structure print.

• node-name -- This one- to eight-character subparameter is used to specify the node name for enforcement structure
print.

• SN APSHOT -- This optional subparameter, with a minimum length of two characters, is used to direct print procedures
to the backed up version of an enforcement structure. If this parameter is not specified, structures are printed from the
primary enforcement structure. See for more details.

Enforcement Structure Print Report Output

After executing ESXPRINT, review the Audit Report. If ESXPRINT does not execute successfully, error messages appear
on the Audit Report, correct any errors and resubmit the job.

Print SELECT Values

Each of the entity-type names must be fully specified as listed below.

You must select one or more entity types or specify the ALL parameter on the SELECT statement. If you select more than
one entity, the entity name must be encased in parenthesis and separated with commas.

Value Value Value
AREA LOGICAL-TERMINAL REPORT-SYNONYM
ATTRIBUTE MAP SCHEMA
CLASS MESSAGE SCHEMA-RECORD
COBOL-ELEMENT MODULE SET
DESTINATION PANEL SUBSYSTEM
ELEMENT PHYSICAL-TERMINAL SYSTEM
ELEMENT-SYNONYM PROCESS TABLE
ENTRY-POINT PROGRAM TASK
FILE QFILE TRANSACTION
FILE-SYNONYM QUEUE TRANSACTION- SYNONYM
LINE RECORD USER
LOAD-MODULE RECORD-SYNONYM user-defined- entity-type
LOGICAL-RECORD REPORT VIEW-ID

Exhibit 4.7: Print SELECT Values

 //ESXPRINT JOB (job card parameters),CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A
 //ESXPRINT EXEC PGM=ESXBPRT,REGION=1000K
 //STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.ca.loadlib
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 //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.loadlib
 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.sysctl
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=your.dmcl.name
 //WORKFIL  DD DSN=your.print.work.file,
 //         DISP=(NEW,DELETE,DELETE),
 //         UNIT=SYSDA,
 //         SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))
 //SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=a
 //SYSIPT   DD *
  PROCESS,
    DICTIONARY=dictionary-name,
    NODE=node-name,
    SNAPSHOT
  SELECT=select-value(s)
 /*
 //

Exhibit 4.8: Model z/OS and Z/OS JCL (ESXPRINT)

Key to Variables

• job card parameters -- The job card parameters required at your company.
• your.ca.loadlib -- The name of the load library into which CA IDMS Enforcer load modules were link edited.
• your.idms.loadlib -- The name of the load library into which CA IDMS load modules were link edited.
• your.idms.sysctl -- The dataset name of the SYSCTL file for the Central Version (CV) used during CA IDMS Enforcer

batch processing.
• your.dmcl.name -- The name of your runtime system DMCL.
• a -- An appropriate SYSOUT class for your company.
• your.print.work.file -- The work file used by the print utility.
• dictionary-name -- Is optional. If specified, must be a 1- to 8-character name of the dictionary specified for utility

function.
• node-name -- Is optional. If specified, must be a 1- to 8-character name of the node specified for utility function.
• select-value(s) -- The entity-type name(s) selected for print. The required keyword, SELECT, provides the entity types

that are selected for print.Select one or more entity types or specify the ALL parameter on the SELECT statement.
Multiple entity names must be encased in parenthesis and separated by commas. See Print SELECT Values for
SELECT values.

 * $$ JOB JNM=ESXPRINT
 // JOB ESXPRINT
 *
 // OPTION NODUMP
 // UPSI   a
 // ASSGN  SYS009,IGN
 *
 *  *** CORE IMAGE LIBRARY FOR PRODUCT
 // DLBL   ca,'your.corelib'
 // EXTENT ,volserc
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 // LIBDEF PHASE,SEARCH=(ca.sublibrary,idms.sublibrary),TEMP
 *
 *  *** INPUT - SYNTAX
 // ASSGN  SYSIPT,SYSRDR
 *
 *  *** OUTPUT - PRINT REPORT FILE
 // ASSGN  SYS011,SYSLST
 *
 *  *** WORK - Enforcer PRINT WORK FILE
 // DLBL   WORKFIL,'your.print.work.file,,0,SD
 // EXTENT SYS015,volserw,,,strtrks,trks
 // ASSGN  SYS015,DISK,VOL=volserw,SHR
 *
 *  *** PERFORM Enforcer ENTITY-TYPE PRINT
 // DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD
 // EXEC   ESXBPRT,SIZE=(ESXBPRT,400K)
  PROCESS,
    DICTIONARY=dictionary-name,
    NODE=node-name,
    SNAPSHOT
  SELECT=(select-values)
 /*
 *  Rnn.n OPTIONAL SYSIDMS PARAMETERS
 /*
 /*
* $$ EOJ

Exhibit 4.9: Model Z/VSE JCL (ESXPRINT.S)

Key to Variables

• a -- The UPSI switch to be replaced with specifications from the IDMSOPTI module.
• ca or ca.sublibrary -- The file name of the core image library into which the executable phases of CA IDMS Enforcer

were installed.
• your.corelib -- The name of the core image library into which the executable phases of CA IDMS Enforcer were

installed.
• volser -- The volume serial number or generic assignment of the disk volume on which the library, as specified in the

previous statement, resides. The following letters identify the type of library or installation media: c=core image library,
w=work file, r=relocatable library and s=source statement library.

• idms or idms.sublibrary -- The file name of the core image library into which the executable phases of CA IDMS were
installed.

• your.print.work.file -- The work file used for internal processing during the print process.
• strtrks -- The starting track of the disk file specified in the previous statement.
• trks -- The number of tracks of the disk file specified in the previous statement.
• dictionary-name -- The name of the alternate dictionary specified for upload.
• node-name -- The name of the node specified for upload.
• select-value(s) -- The entity-type name(s) selected for print. The required keyword, SELECT, provides the entity types

that are selected for print. You must select one or more entity types or specify the ALL parameter on the SELECT
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statement. Multiple entity names must be encased in parenthesis and separated by commas. See Print SELECT
Values for SELECT values.

 /*  */
 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR
 CA_LOADLIB_FN      = 'yourlib'
 IDMS_LOADLIB_FN    = 'idmslib'
 IDMS_TXTLIB_FN     = 'txtlib'
 /* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required librarie(s) */
 'GLOBAL TXTLIB  IDMS_TXTLIB_FN'
 'GLOBAL LOADLIB CA_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN'
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'
 /*                                                                   */
 /* Create the input parameter file.                                  */
  CALL CREATE_INPUT_PARM_FILE
 /* Product specific files.                                           */
 'FILEDEF  SYSLST   PRINTER'
 'FILEDEF  SYSIPT   DISK ESXPRINT SYSIPT A'
 'FILEDEF  WORKFIL  DISK FILE WORKFIL A'
 /*                                                                   */
 /* You must create a file 'SYSIDMS INPUT A' containing the SYSIDMS   */
 /* parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.           */
 'FILEDEF  SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS INPUT A'
 SIGNAL OFF ERROR
 SAY 'STARTING RUN OF CA IDMS/DICTIONARY PRINT UTILITY'
 'EXECOS OSRUN ESXBPRT'
 ESXBPRT_RC = RC
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'
 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME ESXPRINT LISTING'
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'
 SAY 'DICTIONARY PRINT FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF ' ESXBPRT_RC
 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'
 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'
 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'
 EXIT ESXBPRT_RC

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
 CREATE_INPUT_PARM_FILE:
 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
 SIGNAL OFF ERROR
 'ERASE ESXPRINT SYSIPT A'
 /*                                                                   */
  PUSH 'FFILE'
  PUSH
  PUSH 'SELECT=select-values'
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  PUSH 'SNAPSHOT'
  PUSH 'NODE=node-name,'
  PUSH 'DICTIONARY=dictionary-name,'
  PUSH 'PROCESS,'
  PUSH 'INPUT'
  PUSH 'SET LRECL 80'
  PUSH 'SET RECFM F'
  'XEDIT ESXPRINT SYSIPT A' ,
   '(NOPROFILE NOSCREEN NOMSG'
 RETURN
 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
 ERROR:
 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
 ERROR_RC = RC
 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR
 /*                                                                   */
 SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL
 /*                                                                   */
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'
 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME ESXPRINT LISTING'
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'
 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'
 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'
 EXIT ERROR_RC

Exhibit 4.10: Model Z/VM EXEC--ESXPRINT

Key to Variables

• yourlib -- The file name of the load library into which you downloaded CA IDMS Enforcer.
• idmslib -- The file name of the load library containing your CA IDMS SUBSCHEMA and DMCL modules.
• txtlib -- The name of the text library containing your CA IDMS text files.
• FILE WORKFIL A -- The name of the work file used by this utility. If necessary, rename the file to suit your site's

naming standards.
• dictionary-name -- The name of the alternate dictionary specified for download.
• node-name -- The name of the node specified for download.
• select-value(s) -- The entity-type name(s) selected for print. The required keyword, SELECT, provides the entity types

that are selected for print. You must select one or more entity types or specify the ALL parameter on the SELECT
statement. Multiple entity names must be encased in parenthesis and separated by commas. See Print SELECT
Values for SELECT values.

CA-
TOOLS            RELEASE         CA IDMS Enforcer            DATE           TIME         PAGE
                     Rnn.nn           Structure Hard-Copy          mm/dd/
yy       hh:mm:ss       nnnn

 ******************************************  AREA  ***************************************************
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 Enforcement for:
     Dictionary  ,
     Node        ,
     Entity      AREA
     Template    DC01

     ────+----1----+---
     aaas**************

 where:

     Template mode is non-bracketed.
     Enforcement template length is 18.
     Severity class is 001 and severity level is E-error.

     aaa Position: 01 Length: 03
     Type is System Table.
           The following value(s) MAY be used:
                ATA
                ESS
                GSD
                GSI
                GSM
                GSS
                SSK
                TPS
                USA
                USD
                USE
                USF
                USG
                USL
                USM
                USN
                USR
                USS
                USX
                XDM
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     s Position: 04 Length: 01
     Type is System Table.
           The following value(s) MAY be used:
                DEST , test
                DICT , test
                LINE , test
                LT01 , test
                NODE , test
                PT01 , test
                TEST , test
                TYPE , test

Exhibit 4.11: Structure Hard-Copy Report

Dictionary Audit (ESXAUDIT)

This utility audits the specified central version data dictionary structure for naming compliance using CA IDMS Enforcer
enforcement values as the basis for compliance determinations. The expanded version of the Dictionary Audit Report,
shown in Exhibit 4.45 in , offers detailed diagnostic information. By using the TERSE parameter, you can limit the amount
of information on the Dictionary Audit Report. An example of the terse version of the report is shown in Exhibit 4.46 in .
Both the expanded and terse version of the Dictionary Audit Report offer summary information (see Exhibit 4.47 in ).

You can limit the data dictionary entities to be audited by selecting or excluding specific entities. To minimize the size of
the output file, expanded mode runs should be made as selective as possible.

Refer to for passive enforcement requirements to audit data dictionaries defined in your central version.

The model JCL and key to variables are contained in Target or Distribution source library member ESXAUDIT (z/OS and
Z/OS), TOOLJCL library member ESXAUDIT.S (Z/VSE), or the ESXAUDIT EXEC (Z/VM). These members are shown
below.

Keyword Parameter Example

PROC
ESS,

    DICTIONARY=dictionary-name,

 
NODE
=node-
name,

 
TE
RSE
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SE
LECT=select-
value(s)

 
EX
CLUDE=exclude-
value(s)

 
ST
ARTDATE=mmddyy

 
EN
DDATE=mmddyy

Required Parameters

• select-value(s) -- The required keyword, SELECT, provides the entity-types that are selected for audit. You must select
one or more entity types or specify the ALL parameter on the SELECT statement. If you select more than one entity,
the entity names must be encased in parentheses and separated by commas. See Exhibit 4.12 for SELECT values.

Optional Parameters

• TE RSE -- This optional keyword limits the amount of audit information on the report. If you use this parameter, only
the template name and compliance status for each selected occurrence name for every template of its entity type is
presented. If you do not use this keyword, you will receive the expanded version of the Dictionary Audit Report.

• dictionary-name -- This one- to eight-character subparameter is used to specify an alternate dictionary name for
dictionary audit.

• node-name -- This one- to eight-character subparameter is used to specify an alternate node name for dictionary audit.
• exclude-value(s) -- Use the optional keyword, EXCLUDE, to further limit the entity selections made with the SELECT

parameter. The entities that you exclude are not audited. If you specify more than one entity type for exclusion, the
entity names must be encased in parenthesis and separated by commas. See Exhibit 4.12 for a list of possible values.

• ST ARTDATE and EN DDATE -- These optional keywords indicate the dates against which entity name occurrences
are compared for the purpose of audit selection. Any entity that was added to the dictionary prior to the STARTDATE
specified is not included in the audit. Any entity that was added to the dictionary after the ENDDATE is not included in
the audit.

Dictionary Audit Report Descriptions

After executing ESXAUDIT, review the Audit Report. If ESXAUDIT does not execute successfully, error messages appear
on the Audit Report, correct any errors and resubmit the job.

Refer to for a complete description of the expanded and terse versions of the Dictionary Audit Report and detailed
information on Summary reporting.
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SELECT EXCLUDE Table

Each of the entity-type names must be fully specified as listed below.

Entities Entities Entities
AREA LOGICAL-TERMINAL REPORT-SYNONYM
ATTRIBUTE MAP SCHEMA
CLASS MESSAGE SCHEMA-RECORD
COBOL-ELEMENT MODULE SET
DESTINATION PANEL SUBSYSTEM
ELEMENT PHYSICAL-TERMINAL SYSTEM
ELEMENT-SYNONYM PROCESS TABLE
ENTRY-POINT PROGRAM TASK
FILE QFILE TRANSACTION
FILE-SYNONYM QUEUE TRANSACTION- SYNONYM
LINE RECORD USER
LOAD-MODULE RECORD-SYNONYM user-defined- entity-type
LOGICAL-RECORD REPORT VIEW-ID

Exhibit 4.12: SELECT/EXCLUDE Dictionary Entities

 //ESXAUDIT JOB (job card parameters),CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A
 //ESXAUDIT EXEC PGM=ESXBDIC,REGION=1000K
 //STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.ca.loadlib
 //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.loadlib
 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.sysctl
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=your.dmcl.name
 //SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=a
 //SYSIPT   DD *
  PROCESS,
    DICTIONARY=dictionary-name,
    NODE=node-name,
    TERSE,
  SELECT=select-value(s),
  EXCLUDE=exclude-value(s),
  STARTDATE=mmddyy,
  ENDDATE=mmddyy
 /*
 //

Exhibit 4.13: Model z/OS and Z/OS JCL (ESXAUDIT)

Key to Variables
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• job card parameters -- The job card parameters at your company.
• your.ca.loadlib -- The name of the load library into which the CA IDMS Enforcer load modules were link edited.
• your.idms.loadlib -- The name of the load library into which the CA IDMS load modules were link edited.
• your.idms.sysctl -- The dataset name of the SYSCTL file for the Central Version (CV) used during CA IDMS Enforcer

batch processing.
• your.dmcl.name -- The name of your runtime system DMCL.
• a -- An appropriate SYSOUT class for your company.
• dictionary-name -- Is optional. If specified, must be a 1- to 8-character name of the dictionary specified for utility

function.
• node-name -- Is optional. If specified, must be a 1- to 8-character name of the node specified for utility function.
• select-value(s) -- The entity-type name(s) selected for audit. The required keyword, SELECT, provides the entity-types

that are selected for audit. You must select one or more entity types or specify the ALL parameter on the SELECT
statement. Multiple entity names must be encased in parenthesis and separated by commas. See SELECT\EXCLUDE
Table for SELECT values.

• exclude-value(s) -- Optional keyword EXCLUDE enables you to limit the entity selections made with the SELECT
parameter. Multiple entity types specified must be encased in parenthesis and separated by commas. See SELECT
\EXCLUDE Table for EXCLUDE values.

• mmddyy -- The STARTDATE and ENDDATE parameters may be optionally specified. These optional keywords
indicate the dates against which entity name occurrences are compared for the purpose of audit selection. Any entity
that was added to the dictionary prior to the STARTDATE specified is not included in the audit. Any entity that was
added to the dictionary after the ENDDATE is not included in the audit.

 * $$ JOB JNM=ESXAUDIT
 // JOB ESXAUDIT
 *
 // OPTION NODUMP
 // UPSI   a
 // ASSGN  SYS009,IGN
 *
 *  *** CORE IMAGE LIBRARY FOR PRODUCT
 // DLBL   dbms,'your.corelib'
 // EXTENT ,volserc
 // LIBDEF PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublibrary,idms.sublibrary),TEMP
 *
 *  *** INPUT - SYNTAX
 // ASSGN  SYSIPT,SYSRDR
 *
 *  *** OUTPUT - AUDIT REPORT FILE
 // ASSGN  SYS011,SYSLST
 *
 *  *** PERFORM PASSIVE ENFORCEMENT
 // DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD
 // EXEC   ESXBDIC,SIZE=(ESXBDIC,400K)
 *
 *  Rnn.n OPTIONAL SYSIDMS PARAMETERS
 /*
  PROCESS,
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    DICTIONARY=dictionary-name,
    NODE=node-name,
    TERSE
  SELECT=(select-values)
  EXCLUDE=(exclude-values)
  STARTDATE=mmddyy
  ENDDATE=mmddyy
 /*
 /*
 * $$ EOJ

Exhibit 4.14: Model Z/VSE JCL (ESXAUDIT.S)

Key to Variables

• a -- The UPSI switch to be replaced with specifications from the IDMSOPTI module.
• ca or ca.sublibrary -- The file name of the core image library into which the executable phases of CA IDMS Enforcer

were installed.
• your.corelib -- The name of the core image library into which the executable phases of CA IDMS Enforcer were

installed.
• volser -- The volume serial number or generic assignment of the disk volume on which the library, as specified in the

previous statement, resides. The following letters identify the type of library or installation media: c=core image library,
w=work file, r=relocatable library and s=source statement library.

• idms or idms.sublibrary -- The file name of the core image library into which the executable phases of CA IDMS were
installed.

• dictionary-name -- The name of the alternate dictionary specified for this utility function.
• node-name -- The name of the node specified for this utility function.
• select-value(s) -- The entity-type name(s) selected for audit. The required keyword, SELECT, provides the entity-types

that are selected for audit. Select one or more entity types or specify the ALL parameter on the SELECT statement.
Multiple entity names must be encased in parenthesis and separated by commas. See SELECT\EXCLUDE Table for
SELECT values.

• exclude-value(s) -- Optional keyword EXCLUDE enables you to limit the entity selections made with the SELECT
parameter. Multiple entity types specified must be encased in parenthesis and separated by commas. See SELECT
\EXCLUDE Table for EXCLUDE values.

• mmddyy -- The STARTDATE and ENDDATE parameters may be optionally specified. These optional keywords
indicate the dates against which entity name occurrences are compared for the purpose of audit selection. Any entity
that was added to the dictionary prior to the STARTDATE specified is not included in the audit. Any entity that was
added to the dictionary after the ENDDATE is not included in the audit.

 /*  */
 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR
 CA_LOADLIB_FN      = 'yourlib'
 IDMS_LOADLIB_FN    = 'idmslib'
 IDMS_TXTLIB_FN     = 'txtlib'
 /*                                                                   */
 /* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required librarie(s) */
 'GLOBAL TXTLIB  IDMS_TXTLIB_FN'
 'GLOBAL LOADLIB CA_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN'
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'
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 'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'
 /*                                                                   */
 /* Create the input parameter file.                                  */
  CALL CREATE_INPUT_PARM_FILE
 /*                                                                   */
 /* Product specific files.                                           */
 'FILEDEF  SYSLST   PRINTER'
 'FILEDEF  SYSIPT   DISK ESXAUDIT SYSIPT A'
 /* You must create a file 'SYSIDMS INPUT A' containing the SYSIDMS   */
 /* parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.           */
 'FILEDEF  SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS INPUT A'
 SIGNAL OFF ERROR
 SAY 'STARTING RUN OF CA IDMS/DICTIONARY AUDIT UTILITY'
 'EXECOS OSRUN ESXBDIC'
 ESXBDIC_RC = RC
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'
 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME ESXAUDIT LISTING'
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'
 SAY 'DICTIONARY AUDIT FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF ' ESXBDIC_RC
 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'
 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'
 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'
 EXIT ESXBDIC_RC

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
 CREATE_INPUT_PARM_FILE:
 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
 SIGNAL OFF ERROR
 'ERASE ESXAUDIT SYSIPT A'
 /*                                                                   */
  PUSH 'FFILE'
  PUSH
  PUSH 'EXCLUDE=(exclude-values)'
  PUSH 'ENDDATE=mmddyy'
  PUSH 'STARTDATE=mmddyy'
  PUSH 'SELECT=(select-values)'
  PUSH 'TERSE'
  PUSH 'NODE=node-name,'
  PUSH 'DICTIONARY=dictionary-name,'
  PUSH 'PROCESS,'
  PUSH 'INPUT'
  PUSH 'SET LRECL 80'
  PUSH 'SET RECFM F'
  'XEDIT ESXAUDIT SYSIPT A' ,
   '(NOPROFILE NOSCREEN NOMSG'
 RETURN
 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
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 ERROR:
 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
 ERROR_RC = RC
 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR
 SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'
 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME ESXAUDIT LISTING'
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'
 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'
 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'
 EXIT ERROR_RC

Exhibit 4.15: Model Z/VM EXEC--ESXAUDIT

Key to Variables

• yourlib -- The file name of the load library into which you downloaded CA IDMS Enforcer.
• idmslib -- The file name of the load library containing your CA IDMS SUBSCHEMA and DMCL modules.
• txtlib -- The name of the text library containing your CA IDMS text files.
• dictionary-name -- The name of the alternate dictionary specified for download.
• node-name -- The name of the node specified for download.
• exclude-values -- Any of the CA IDMS Enforcer entity types.
• select-values -- Any of the CA IDMS Enforcer entity types.
• mmddyy -- Used to limit validation to entities added on or after this date.

Batch Compiler Utilities--Enforcer Example (ESXSAMPL)

ESXSAMPL presents example use of the CA IDMS Batch Utilities with CA IDMS Enforcer.

The Integrated Data Dictionary Activity List report (Exhibit 3.41 of ) is generated when you execute a CA IDMS compiler.
Active enforcement against input syntax to the compiler and naming compliance reporting occurs after you have activated
enforcement and re-assigned output to the appropriate output file.

The example JCL/EXEC (z/OS and Z/OS and Z/VM only), key to variables, and a description of utility processing with
CA IDMS Enforcer are contained in Target or Distribution source library member ESXSAMPL (z/OS and Z/OS) or in the
ESXSAMPL EXEC (Z/VM).

Activating Enforcement

Activating CA IDMS Enforcer depends on the load library concatenation specified in your batch utility JCL. You MUST
include the load library containing CA IDMS Enforcer's load module RHDCSGEN, IDMSCHEM, IDMSUBSC, or
IDMSDDDL, established at product installation. This loadlib MUST appear first in the STEPLIB. For more information on
Activating Enforcement, see .

SYSLST Limitations

SYSLST must be assigned to SYSOUT unless all error levels are defined as "Display = N (NO)" through option 3.1.2 of
the online definition and maintenance system.

For more information, see and "Batch Mode--SYSLST Limitations".
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Report Output

If CA IDMS Enforcer's error level display is enabled using option 3.1.2--Environment Runtime Directives Utility, you will
receive the expanded mode version of report output similar to the . See "Batch Mode--SYSLST Limitations" for more
information on enabling error displays.

Regardless of the error display specified, active enforcement for a data dictionary results in naming compliance messages
presented in CA IDMS utility message format. Message displays presented during dictionary update are described in .

 //ESXSAMPL JOB (job card parameters),CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A
 //ESXSAMPL EXEC PGM=batchjob,REGION=1000K
 //STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=your.ca.loadlib
 //         DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.loadlib
 //SYSCTL   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.sysctl
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=your.dmcl.name
 //SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=a
 //SYSPCH   DD   DUMMY
 //SYSIPT   DD   *
           .
           .
           .
        syntax-input
           .
           .
 /*
 //

Exhibit 4.16: Model z/OS and Z/OS JCL (ESXSAMPL)

Key to Variables

• job card parameters -- The job card parameters at your company.
• batchjob -- The name of the batch compiler for execution: RHDCSGEN, IDMSCHEM, IDMSUBSC or IDMSDDDL.
• your.ca.loadlib -- The name of the load library into which CA IDMS Enforcer load modules were link edited.
• your.idms.loadlib -- The name of the load library into which the CA IDMS load modules were link edited.
• your.idms.sysctl -- The dataset name of the SYSCTL file for the Central Version (CV) used during CA IDMS Enforcer

batch processing.
• your.dmcl.name -- The name of your runtime system DMCL.
• a -- An appropriate SYSOUT class for your company.
• syntax-input -- Your syntax for input to the batch utility.

/*  */
 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR
 CA_LOADLIB_FN      = 'yourlib'
 IDMS_LOADLIB_FN    = 'idmslib'
 IDMS_TXTLIB_FN     = 'txtlib'
 /*                                                                   */
 /* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required librarie(s) */
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 'GLOBAL TXTLIB  IDMS_TXTLIB_FN'
 'GLOBAL LOADLIB CA_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN'
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'
 /*                                                                   */
 /* Create the input parameter file.                                  */
  CALL CREATE_INPUT_PARM_FILE
 /*                                                                   */
 /* Product specific files.                                           */
 'FILEDEF  SYSLST   PRINTER'
 'FILEDEF  SYSIPT   DISK ESXSAMPL SYSIPT A'
 /*                                                                   */
 /* You must create a file 'SYSIDMS INPUT A' containing the SYSIDMS   */
 /* parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.           */
 'FILEDEF  SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS INPUT A'
 SIGNAL OFF ERROR
 SAY 'STARTING RUN OF CA IDMS BATCH COMPILER WITH Enforcer'
 'EXECOS OSRUN batchjob'
 ESXSAMPL_RC = RC
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'
 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME ESXSAMPL LISTING'
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'
 SAY 'BATCH COMPILER FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF ' ESXSAMPL_RC
 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'
 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'
 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'
 EXIT ESXSAMPL_RC

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
 CREATE_INPUT_PARM_FILE:
 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
 SIGNAL OFF ERROR
 'ERASE ESXSAMPL SYSIPT A'
  PUSH 'FFILE'
  PUSH
  PUSH batch-compiler-syntax
  PUSH batch-compiler-syntax
  PUSH batch-compiler-syntax
  PUSH 'INPUT'
  PUSH 'SET LRECL 80'
  PUSH 'SET RECFM F'
  'XEDIT ESXSAMPL SYSIPT A' ,
   '(NOPROFILE NOSCREEN NOMSG'
 RETURN
 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
 ERROR:
 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
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 ERROR_RC = RC
 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR
 /*                                                                   */
 SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL
 /*                                                                   */
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'
 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME ESXSAMPL LISTING'
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'
 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'
 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'
 EXIT ERROR_RC
 /*                                                                   */

Exhibit 4.17: Model Z/VM EXEC--ESXSAMPL

Key to Variables

• yourlib -- The file name of the load library into which you downloaded CA IDMS Enforcer.
• idmslib -- The file name of the load library containing your CA IDMS SUBSCHEMA and DMCL modules.
• txtlib -- The name of the text library containing your CA IDMS text files.
• batchjob -- The name of the batch compiler for execution: RHDCSGEN, IDMSCHEM, IDMSUBSC, or IDMSDDDL.
• batch-compiler-syntax -- Syntax statements for the specific batch compiler.

CA IDMS Enforcer operations
This section describes system requirements, the enforcement structure, active and passive enforcement considerations,
modifying runtime tuning parameters, security options, activating enforcement, interface to CA IDMS SASO (Standards
Administration System Online), migration procedures for the CA IDMS Enforcer database, and the Online Documentation
Facilities.

System Requirements

IDMS Enforcer supports CA IDMS and CA IDMS/DC.

Terminal Type

CA IDMS Enforcer can be used from these terminals

• IBM 3270 terminal (except model 1), including the 3279 color display
• Any other 3270-compatible terminal.

Enforcement Structure
The online definition and maintenance system and batch utilities are used to define and maintain enforcement values.
Batch operations provide easy specification of word or acronym sets and word delimitation values. By using the online
system, you can establish enforcement structures.

Structures are organized by dictionary and node, entity types, and entity type templates for enforcement. A template
consists of a collection of fields where each field can be associated with a fixed literal, multiple values, a system-owned
table of values, or a field can indirectly reference another template already defined. The template example below
demonstrates the use of a field designator with compressible characters (p++++++++), a literal value (AREA-), a fixed field
designator (aaaaaaaaa), and wildcards (***************).
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 p++++++++AREA-aaaaaaaaaa****************
 ────+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4

Field designators are a unique set of lower-case characters or a single character. Compressible characters are
represented by a plus sign (+) and indicate that portion of a field which is variable. Literals represent the actual data
required during active enforcement and wildcards allow for entry of any values at runtime. Field delimitations can be
dashes (-), underscores (_), spaces ( ), or all three. Delimitations established at product installation can be altered at any
time. Refer to Modify CA IDMS Enforcer Tuning Parameters.

Entity types, templates, and field values can be selectively included or excluded from active enforcement. Once a
structure is established using online definition and maintenance utilities, a table containing enforcement values can be
generated. Enforcement can be activated for current or future dates and can be active online and in batch or it can be
used to audit your dictionary for existing entity-name occurrences. For more details, see and "Passive Enforcement".

Bracket Mode Templating

Bracket mode is a tutorial driven processor which steps you through template field definitions required for a bracketed
template. A bracket mode template is comprised of a PREFIX portion, followed by 1 to n interactions of words in a single
WORDSET (system table) and terminated by a SUFFIX.

The PREFIX and SUFFIX portion of the template may be any type of enforcer field designation except for wildcards or
compressible types. The WORDSET portion must be a single, unique, lower-case character and assigned to a system
table.

Enforcement Structure Backup Procedures

CA IDMS Enforcer provides the capability to backup an enforcement structure. This backup is accomplished through
generation options specified at the Environment Runtime Generation screen.

A snapshot of the dictionary/node structure being generated for active enforcement is created if you enter Y for Yes in the
Create Enforcement Structure Backup field. This snapshot roughly doubles the size of your database.

For more information on Runtime Generation, see .

Enforcement Structure Backup Access

Dictionary/node structures which have been backed up can be reviewed using the Browse option of the online definition
and maintenance system. Enforcement structures can be further defined and edited while the backup version, created at
the Environment Runtime Generation screen, remains a snapshot of that dictionary and node as it existed when it was
generated for active enforcement.

In addition to using the Browse option to view structures which have been backed up, you can print those structures. With
the keyword parameter specifications of the print utility, ESXPRINT (contained in your installation source library), you can
print the hard copy image of the snapshot version of the structure.

Dictionary/node structures in the process of definition, or those with no backup, are considered to be the primary structure
for that dictionary/node. These structures can also be printed.

For more information on the Print Utility see Batch Utilities.

Active Enforcement Basics
The following operational considerations are discussed below:
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For more information on enabling enforcement for the CA IDMS utilities, see Activating Enforcement.

Entity Types Actively Enforced

CA IDMS Enforcer supports the following standard dictionary entity types and entity-type synonyms supported by the
System Generation, Schema, Subschema, and Data Dictionary Definition Language Compilers for ADD functions:

• System Generation Compiler Entity Types Actively Enforced
– DESTINATION
– LINE
– LOGICAL-TERMINAL
– PHYSICAL-TERMINAL
– PROGRAM
– QUEUE
– TASK

• Schema Compiler Entity Types Actively Enforced
– AREA
– SCHEMA
– SCHEMA-RECORD
– SET

• Subschema Compiler Entity Types Actively Enforced
– SUBSCHEMA

• Data Dictionary Entity Types Actively Enforced
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– ATTRIBUTE
– CLASS
– COBOL-ELEMENT
– DESTINATION
– ELEMENT
– ELEMENT-SYNONYM
– ENTRY-POINT
– FILE
– FILE SYNONYM
– LINE
– LOAD MODULE
– LOGICAL-TERMINAL
– MAP
– MESSAGE
– MODULE
– PANEL
– PHYSICAL-TERMINAL
– PROCESS
– PROGRAM
– QFILE
– QUEUE
– RECORD
– RECORD-SYNONYM
– REPORT
– SCREEN
– SUBSYSTEM
– SYSTEM
– TABLE
– TASK
– TRANSACTION
– USER
– user-defined-entity-type
– VIEW ID

Stalled Generation

Enforcement processing may be compromised under certain circumstances. Messages ENF0040E and ENF0042E
detail these situations. For information on these messages, access the online message facility through the online
documentation.

If these messages are accompanied by a terminal ID, it is probable that a user is holding the enforcement table through
an active IDDUXIT session. Relinquishing this session should enable generation to proceed.

In those cases where the indicated terminal does not hold an IDDUXIT session, the in-use count of an enforcement table
has been incremented, the session has aborted (perhaps due to a deadlock situation), and generation cannot proceed
because the in-use count can never reach zero. In order to reset the in-use count, one of the following procedures must
be followed:

1. Cycle the central version. This will reset the tables.
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2. If your site does not use 24-hour central version procedures, implement generation on a future date as long as the
central version cycles prior to that date.

3. Insure that all tasks are quiesced and enter the ENFRESET task code from the DC prompt. This resets all
enforcement tables and allows generation to proceed.

Batch Mode--SYSLST Limitations

The SYSLST DD assignment must be to a SYSOUT unless all severity levels for the specific enforcement structure are
defined with a DISPLAY Mode assignment of N (No) at the Environment Runtime Directives screen.

If the DISPLAY mode is enabled and SYSLST is assigned to DASD or TAPE, the results are unpredictable.

For more information on executing CA IDMS compilers in batch mode, refer to Batch Utilities.

CA IDMS Utility Processing

The System Generation Compiler, Schema Compiler, Subschema Compiler, and the Data Dictionary Definition Compiler
can be actively enforced in both batch and online. Active enforcement both batch and online is based on the type of
processing code returned to the CA IDMS Utility from CA IDMS Enforcer. Dictionary update options for varying error
levels (I--Informational, W--Warning, or E--Error) determine further utility processing. Displaying errors and preventing
data dictionary updates for varying error levels is specified at the Environment Runtime Directives online definition and
maintenance utility, option 3.1.2. CA IDMS Enforcer processing codes (0-No Error, 1-Informational, 4-Warning, or 8-Error)
are returned to the executing utility based on enforcement compliance and dictionary update options as shown in the
examples below:

1. The entity name occurrence matches the naming standard template that is first in the search order for that entity:
– 0--PREVENT DICTIONARY UPDATE enabled.
– 0--PREVENT DICTIONARY UPDATE disabled.

2. The entity name occurrence does not match the first naming standard template, but complies with a template that is
not first in the search order:
– 1--PREVENT DICTIONARY UPDATE enabled.
– 1--PREVENT DICTIONARY UPDATE disabled.

3. The entity name occurrence does not match any templates defined for that entity type:
– 4--PREVENT DICTIONARY UPDATE disabled.
– 8--PREVENT DICTIONARY UPDATE enabled.

The CA IDMS utility formats one of the following messages based on CA IDMS Enforcer return codes:

• 0 -- no message type is generated for this error level.
• 1 -- *+ I -- . CA IDMS utility message type is generated for this error level.
• 4 -- *+ W -- . CA IDMS utility message type is generated for this error level.
• 8 -- *+ E -- . CA IDMS utility message type is generated for this error level.

For more information on active enforcement, see .

Overriding Active Enforcement

Two types of override processing are available during of an active enforcement session, the OVERRIDE command and
internal processing to override the prefix specification requirements for bracketed template compliance. Both features
are implemented through a combination of CA IDMS security and task definition established at product installation.
The OVERRIDE command is associated with the ESXAOVE task and the internal prefix override is associated with the
ESXPFIX task.

To implement these features, task category resources for ESXAOVE and ESXPFIX must be defined to your system
catalog and access privileges granted to users allowed to override enforcement compliance. If resources are not defined
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in your catalog, anyone issuing the OVERRIDE command can bypass compliance to enforcement standards. For
bracketed templates, entry of the prefix will be required to pass enforcement.

For additional information on bracketed templates and security, see Enforcement Structure and "Security Options". The
OVERRIDE command is discussed in .

Passive Enforcement 1
CA IDMS Enforcer supports the following standard data dictionary entity types, entity-type synonyms, and CA IDMS
components supported by the System Generation, Schema, Subschema, and Data Dictionary Definition Language
Compilers:

Entity Entity Entity
AREA MAP SCHEMA-RECORD
ATTRIBUTE MESSAGE SCREEN
CLASS MODULE SET
COBOL-ELEMENT PANEL SUBSYSTEM
DESTINATION PHYSICAL-TERMINAL SYSTEM
ELEMENT PROCESS TABLE
ELEMENT-SYNONYM PROGRAM TASK
ENTRY POINT QFILE TRANSACTION
FILE QUEUE TRANSACTION-SYNONYM
FILE SYNONYM RECORD USER
LINE RECORD-SYNONYM user-defined- entity-type
LOAD-MODULE REPORT VIEW ID
LOGICAL-RECORD REPORT-SYNONYM
LOGICAL-TERMINAL SCHEMA

Modify CA IDMS Enforcer Tuning Parameters
CA IDMS Enforcer tuning parameters are initially established at product installation. Values that may be altered include:

• The CA IDMS Enforcer task used to invoke the Online Definition and Maintenance system
• The Dictionary and Node used to contain the tutorials or help text for the Online Definition and Maintenance system
• The Version number of tutorials or help modules accessed at runtime from the specified dictionary and node
• The Lock Mode Directive to direct active enforcement online
• The Delimiters valid for word delimitations during active enforcement of entity name occurrences.

CA IDMS Enforcer Task

The default task code at installation is ENFORCER. If you alter this, you must also modify the task name in the
ESXSYSGN member from initial installation to correspond.

Dictionary and Node--Tutorials

The Online Help or Tutorial feature of CA IDMS Enforcer uses a CA IDMS data dictionary to hold the tutorial text. You
may load the tutorial text to the primary dictionary associated with the CA IDMS/DC under which this product runs. You
may decide, however, to load the tutorial text in a secondary dictionary associated with the CA IDMS/DC under which this
product runs.
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The default dictionary and node at installation is the primary dictionary associated with the CA IDMS/DC under which
this product runs. If you alter this, you must upload the help text or tutorial modules into the specified dictionary using the
ESXTUTOR member from initial installation.

Version Number--Tutorials

The version number default is 1. VERSION 1 is contained in the ESXTUTOR member supplied at product installation. If
the version number is changed, you must also change the version number in the ESXTUTOR member to correspond.

Locking Mode Directives--Active Enforcement

The default lock mode is D. Locking modes direct active enforcement during updates to the data dictionary using the
System Generation Compiler, Schema Compiler, Subschema Compiler, or the Data Dictionary Definition Language
Compiler. Specific lock modes and their functions are described below.

• D -- DEADLOCK. This directive enables full enforcement diagnostics which includes presentation of the Active
Enforcement screen. This mode causes deadlocks when concurrent updates of the same entity type are requested in
the same dictionary. Multiple transaction processing causes a currency failure when the enforcer attempts to commit
the first transaction and process the next.

• B -- BATCH MODE. This directive disables presentation of the Active Enforcement screen. Only CA IDMS Enforcer
messages are displayed. This mode minimizes the possibility of deadlocks.

• I -- IDDM ONLY. This directive enables full enforcement diagnostics when the Menu Facility is in use. Single
transaction processing eliminates currency problems.

CA IDMS Enforcer message detailing naming compliance failures is presented in online compiler diagnostics and in
printed batch output regardless of lock mode. For more information, see .

Delimitations

Delimiters used to separate words or acronyms can be limited to one or enabled for all. Delimitations established at
installation allow all delimiters as the default. Words can be delimited by:

• ( ) SPACE
• (-) DASH
• (_) UNDERLINE.

Modifying the ESXTPARM Macro

To alter values in the ESXTPARM macro, change the arguments in the assembler instruction(s) immediately before the
END statement and assemble the program. To assemble ESXTPARM, you must have ESXCPARM in the assembly
maclib. Following successful assembly, link edit ESXTPARM using appropriate parameters supplied at product
installation.

Security Options
The CA IDMS Enforcer integrated security feature gives you the ability to provide security for the various online definition
and maintenance browse, edit and utility functions, and for CA IDMS Enforcer dictionary and node structure access
contained on the installed database. For more information, see

Securing CA IDMS Enforcer Tasks

You can secure online definition and maintenance functions, shown in Exhibit 5.3, by defining CA IDMS task category
resources for a function's task. Once task category resource entities are defined, user can be granted execution privileges
to access all or specific browse, edit, or utility functions.
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Security checking is performed at CA IDMS Enforcer runtime. Task-level security is verified first. Tasks that are not defined
to CA IDMS security will not be accessible by all users.

Securing CA IDMS Enforcer Dictionary/Node Structures

You can secure specific CA IDMS Enforcer dictionary and node structures by:

• Defining dictionary and node browse and update activity resources to CA IDMS centralized security system
• Using the online definition and maintenance Dictionary/Node Security Utility, option 3.0, to assign the resource activity

number to the CA IDMS Enforcer dictionary/node for browse, update, or both
• Granting execution privileges to a user or group for access to the CA IDMS Enforcer dictionary and node structure for

browse, update, or both.

TRANSFER LEVEL TASK NAME FUNCTION
0 ESXAMEN CA IDMS Enforcer Online Definition and

Maintenance Primary Menu.
1 ESXABAC Standards Enforcement Access--Browse
2 ESXAEAC Standards Enforcement Access--Edit
3 ESXAUTL Standards Enforcement Access--Utilities
3.0 ESXASL Dictionary/Node Security
3.1 ESXAUEN Environment Utility
3.1.1 ESXAUES Environment--Severity Levels
3.1.2 ESXAUED Environment--Runtime Directives
3.1.3 ESXAUEG Environment--Runtime Generation
3.2 ESXAUAC Structure Utility Access
3.3 ESXAUCD Add/Copy Enforcement Structure
3.4 ESXAUCE Add/Copy Entity Type
3.5 ESXAUCT Add/Copy Template
3.6 ESXASTB System Table Maintenance

Exhibit 5.2: A-IDMS/Enforcer Securable Tasks

CA-ACF2 Security Exit Installation

Use these steps to install CA IDMS Enforcer as a subordinate exit to the CA-ACF2 security exit:

• Step 1--Modify the Prototype CA-ACF2 Exit -- A standard IBM linkage call must be added to the prototype CA-
ACF2 exit. This call should load a V-type address constant of SUBUXIT for every possible exit command type. If the
command is a SIGNON command, SUBUXIT should only be called if the return code is less than eight.
After modification, the CA-ACF2 exit should be reassembled. It is assumed that the CA-ACF2 exit does not use the
User Work Area full word in the User Exit Control Block, and that parameters are passed intact from the CA IDMS
Utility.

• Step 2--Relink the CA IDMS Utility -- Alter the appropriate linkage edit statements from the initial product installation
to change the name of the CA IDMS Enforcer exit. To alter the name, use the CHANGE command in the following
sequences for the target online or batch compiler:

Online

 INCLUDE SYSLIB (IDDUXIT)        CA-ACF2 Prototype
      CHANGE IDDUXIT(SUBUXIT)
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      INCLUDE LOADLIB(IDDUXITA)

Batch

 INCLUDE SYSLIB(IDDUXIT)         CA-ACF2 Prototype
      CHANGE IDDUXIT(SUBUXIT)
      INCLUDE LOADLIB(IDDUXITB)

See Exhibit 5.3 for a list of compilers containing user-exit support. Activating enforcement using CA IDMS compiler user
exits is also described in this section.

Activating Enforcement
Activating Enforcement is accomplished by generating the CA IDMS Enforcement Table and testing for the presence or
not of Enforcer modules in your CDMSLIB or STEPLIB library concatenation.

CA IDMS Enforcer Enforcement Table

The CA IDMS Enforcer enforcement table contains enforcement values defined in the online definition and maintenance
system. For each data dictionary defined in your central version that must be actively and/or passively enforced, a table
of enforcement values must be generated for the corresponding dictionary/node structure contained in the CA IDMS
Enforcer database.

For more information on generating the required enforcement table, see .

Online Environment

Activating Enforcement for the online environment is achieved based on the presence of the ENFRXITO with an alias of
ENFROXIT in your CDSMLIB library concatenation at runtime.

 

Batch Enviornment

Activating Enforcement for the batch environment is achieved based on the presence of the ENFRXITB with an alias of
ENFRBXIT in your job STEPLIB library concatenation.

 

Passive Enforcement

Refer to for detailed information on passive enforcement. "Dictionary Audit Utility (ESXAUDIT)", does not require user exit
processing to determine the levels of entity-name compliance. The only requirement for auditing a data dictionary is that
the enforcement values are defined in the online definition and maintenance system and are generated into the required
table format.

Migrating the CA IDMS Enforcer Database
To migrate the template definitions of a CA IDMS Enforcer database structure from one CA IDMS/DC environment to
another (database), download the contents of the database and populate the database of the new environment with
the downloaded text. Download the database using the Download Enforcement Structure batch utility (ESXDLOD).
This procedure writes the entire contents of the structure to a disk file or tape. To populate another database with the
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tape or disk output file, use the Upload Enforcement Structure batch utility (ESXULOD) specifying appropriate keyword
parameters to either replace an existing structure or add a new one. For more information, see Batch Utilities.

Online Documentation Facilities

Online Documentation Print Utility

The CA Online Documentation Print Utility provided with CA IDMS Enforcer allows error messages and other product
information to be printed upon request.

The Target or Distribution source library member GSIPRINT (z/OS and Z/OS), TOOLJCL library member GSIPRINT.S (Z/
VSE), or the GSIPRINT EXEC (Z/VM), downloaded from the CA IDMS Enforcer installation media, contains the JCL to
execute the Online Documentation Print Utility. The online documentation modules for CA IDMS Enforcer processing are
listed in Exhibit 5.4.

The printed version of the online documentation is presented one screen per page and includes page reference indices
for screen options. Characters highlighted in the online documentation appear bolded in the printed version.

Online Message Facility

CA IDMS Enforcer allows you to view message text in an online environment.

To access the Message Index screen:

1. Type M in the OPTION field of any HELP screen.
2. Press the Enter key.

The Message Index screen is displayed.

To view message text:

1. Type the message number in the INDEX line of the Message Index screen.
2. Press the Enter key.

The text for that message is displayed.

Module Name Description
GSCMSG General Service Messages
GSIHELP General Service documentation
USXMSG EDITOR Messages
ESXABAC Standards Enforcement Access (browse)
ESXADL Dictionary/Node List
ESXAEAC Standards Enforcement Access (edit)
ESXAEDC Confirm Field Deletion
ESXAEFI Indirect Field Reference
ESXAEFR Field Range Values
ESXAEFV Field Value(s)
ESXAEL Entity List
ESXAEMC Confirm Field Modification
ESXAETF Edit Template Format/Fields
ESXAKEY Display PF Key Values
ESXAMEN Primary Menu--documentation for all options
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ESXAREC CA IDMS Enforcer Recovery
ESXASL Dictionary/Node Security List
ESXASTB System Table Maintenance
ESXASTC Confirm System Table Deletion
ESXASTE System Table Reference
ESXASTL System Table List
ESXATL Template List
ESXAUAC Structure Utility Access
ESXAUCC Confirm Structure Replace
ESXAUCD Add/Copy Enforcement Structure
ESXAUCE Add/Copy Entity Type
ESXAUCT Add/Copy Template
ESXAUDC Confirm Structure Deletion
ESXAUEC Confirm Entity Deletion
ESXAUED Environment - Runtime Directives
ESXAUEG Environment - Runtime Generation
ESXAUEN Environment Utilities
ESXAUES Environment - Severity Levels
ESXAURC Confirm Template/Indirect Replace
ESXAUTC Confirm Template/Indirect Deletion
ESXAUTL Standards Enforcement Utilities
ESXAUUC Confirm Entity Replace
ESXBROW EDITOR Browse Commands
ESXSHOW Browse Template
ESXMSG CA IDMS Enforcer Online Message Facility
ESXSYNTX General Syntax Notation Information
IDDUXIT Active Enforcement documentation Facility

Exhibit 5.4: Online Documentation Modules for CA IDMS Enforcer

Interface to CA IDMS SASO

CA IDMS Enforcer standards can be displayed in full detail in a CA IDMS SASO online browse session or in printed
output. For more information, see the "Operations" section of the CA IDMS SASO User Section.

Using Performance Monitor
The CA IDMS Performance Monitor is a performance and tuning tool. The topics in this section describe the following
information:

Key Benefits and Features

You can use Performance Monitor to monitor hardware and software resource utilization in a DC/UCF system.
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Components

Performance Monitor includes the following components:

Component User Statistics Collected

Realtime Monitor DCAs, DBAs, operators, system
programmers

Specific system-resource statistics at the
time of the request

Interval Monitor DCAs, DBAs System-wide, wait-time statistics for a
unit of time (for example, five minutes),
which are necessary to track bottlenecks in
resource utilization

Application Monitor Application programmers, DCAs, DBAs Statistics about resource usage by
individual programs and chargeback/billing
information by group code

All three Performance Monitor components are implemented through windowing. Windowing provides the following.

• Comprehensive online help. You can request help at any time by using the HELP command. The position of the
cursor at the time of the request indicates the required level of information. Online help explains the meaning of each
Performance Monitor field.

• The ability to control more data than can fit on the terminal screen. For example, you can scroll to the right to see
additional columns of data.

• Flexible screen displays. You can edit and sort screens to display data in a more meaningful format.

For more information about windowing, see Windowing.

Beginning a Performance Monitor Session

To begin a Performance Monitor session, enter the task code for the monitor you want to use:

Monitor Task Code
Realtime Monitor pmrm
Interval Monitor pmim
Application Monitor pmam
Billing component of the Application Monitor pmbill

NOTE
If your site uses different task codes, see your system administrator.

The Monitor Menu

When you enter a task code, the menu for the appropriate monitor is displayed. Each option on the menu represents a
specific monitor screen.

  PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 07:31:52.90
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 01
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   01 Realtime Monitor Menu
 
   PFkey  Description                      PFkey  Description
 _  PF1   System Run Unit Summary        _  PF2   Scratch Manager Detail
 _  PF3   Communication Line Detail      _  PF4   Active User Task Detail
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 _  PF5   Active System Task Detail      _  PF6   Transaction Detail
 _  PF7   Lterm Resource Usage Summary   _  PF8   Buffer I/O Summary
 _  PF9   Storage Pool Detail            _  PF10  Program Pool Detail
 _  PF11  Database Overview              _  PF12  Transaction Overview
 _  PF13  Task + Prog Pool Overview      _  PF14  Storage Pool Overview
 _  PF15  Database I/O Driver Detail     _  PF16  Journal Detail
 _  PF17  SQL Overview                   _  PF18  Active SQL Detail
 _  PF19  Active System Summary
 

Information on the Screen

The first three lines on your terminal screen define the product, release, date, time of day, window number for the current
window (see Windowing) and refresh interval (if installed with the refresh option). This area also provides a field for
entering commands and a message area.

The rest of the terminal screen contains one or more windows. Each window displays a monitor screen. The default
window is the window that is displayed in the upper-left corner of the terminal screen. Performance Monitor displays as
many windows at a time as possible. Use the windowing facility to manipulate the window displays, as described under
Windowing.

NOTE

If secured external monitoring is enabled, only authorized users/groups are allowed to monitor security external
systems selected by the Active System Summary function (PF19).

Ending a Session

When you are ready to exit Performance Monitor:

1. Type quit, bye, or end following the CMD--> prompt
2. Press [Enter] to return to the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt.

Note: You can also press [Clear] to exit Performance Monitor.

Getting Online Help
Contents

This section explains how you can get online help for the following:

• Performance Monitor in general
• Screens
• Fields
• Commands

Getting Help for Performance Monitor, Screens, and Fields

You can access comprehensive help text at any time by using the cursor to indicate the level of help information you want.

To display online help information, perform the following steps:

1. Type help or ? at the CMD--> prompt. For example:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.           V71      08.348 13:39:25.99
 CMD--> help                                              Win.ct dow : 01
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                     < < <   S c r e e n   H e l d   > > >          Refresh: 10
   01 Realtime Monitor Menu

   PFkey  Description                      PFkey  Description
 _  PF1   System Run Unit Summary        _  PF2   Scratch Manager Detail

2. Position the cursor to indicate the required level of detail:

For help on Position the cursor
Performance Monitor in general In the first three screen lines of your terminal screen
A screen On the title line for the window that displays the screen
A field In the column or row that displays the field

For example, if you wanted information on the screen shown above, you would position the cursor to the left of 01
Realtime Monitor Menu.

• Press [Enter] to display a screen containing help text.

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:48:09.25
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Help for Map - Realtime Monitor Menu                                   i
    The Realtime Monitor Menu allows you to view activity and resource
 usage in your DC/UCF system as it happens; that is, in real time.

    You use the Realtime Monitor Menu to choose the category or categories
 to monitor:

      o  To view a single category, either type a nonblank
         character in the entry field to the left of
         the category name and press ENTER, or press the
         appropriate PF key.

      o  To view multiple categories, type nonblank
         characters in the entry fields to the left of
         the category names and press ENTER.

    You can use CA IDMS Performance Monitor windowing capabilities to view 
 more than one category of information at a time.  For example, you might
 want to have the Active User Task Detail window and the Lterm Resource
 Usage Summary window up at the same time.  This enables you to know
 what's going on in your system and who is using the resources.
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[PF1] Field Help

As an alternative to the procedure already described, you can use [PF1] to get help for a specific field:

1. Position the cursor in the field.
2. Press [PF1].

For example, assume you want information on the Write Errors field in the following screen.

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:40:53.52
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Communication Line Detail                                               >
    Line       Write   Total    Read   Total   Line RPL    Waits Total RPLs
    Name      Errors  Writes  Errors   Reads Status Gen   On RPL  Requested
    CONSOLE        0       0       0       0 INSRVC   0        0         0
    UCFLINE        0       0       0       0 INSRVC   0        0         0
    VTAM71         0    1743       0    1738 INSRVC   5      532      3638
    DDSVTAM        0    5470       0    5470 INSRVC   0        0         0
    CCILINE        0       0       0       0 INSRVC   0        0         0

To get this help, you position the cursor in the Write Errors field and press [PF1]. This displays the help text shown in the
following screen.

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:41:39.94
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   03 Help for Field - Write_Errors
    Write Errors indicates the number of errors encountered attempting to
 write to a device assigned to the line.  If excessive errors occur,
 identify the problem terminal and run a terminal trace to diagnose using
 DCMT PTERM commands.

   02 Communication Line Detail                                               >
    Line       Write   Total    Read   Total   Line RPL    Waits Total RPLs
    Name      Errors  Writes  Errors   Reads Status Gen   On RPL  Requested
    CONSOLE        0       0       0       0 INSRVC   0        0         0
    UCFLINE        0       0       0       0 INSRVC   0        0         0
    VTAM71         0    1747       0    1742 INSRVC   5      532      3649
    DDSVTAM        0    5470       0    5470 INSRVC   0        0         0
    CCILINE        0       0       0       0 INSRVC   0        0         0

NOTE
You cannot use [PF1] to get menu-level help.

Screen Help
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As an alternative to the first procedure described for getting help, you can also use H or ? to get online help for a specific
screen:

1. Type h or ? to the left of the window number.
2. Press [Enter] to display the help text for the screen.

Getting Help for Commands

Help for commands include information on syntax, synonyms, and any associated PF keys. To get help information on a
specific Performance Monitor command:

1. Type help and a command name at the CMD--> prompt.
2. Press [Enter].

For example, to get information on the DELETE command, you enter:

CMD--> help delete

Closing a Help Window

To close a help window, position the cursor somewhere in the window and press [PF3].

Alternatively, you can:

1. Type delete at the CMD--> prompt.
2. Position the cursor somewhere in the help window.
3. Press [Enter].

If the window you want to close is the default window, you don't need to position the cursor.

Windowing
Windowing lets you view multiple monitor screens at one time. Each monitor screen is displayed in its own window. For
more information, see the following topics:

Additionally, with windowing, you can scroll through a row of data that is wider or longer than your terminal screen.

Left Side of Window

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:41:14.64
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Communication Line Detail                                               >
    Line       Write   Total    Read   Total   Line RPL    Waits Total RPLs
    Name      Errors  Writes  Errors   Reads Status Gen   On RPL  Requested
    CONSOLE        0       0       0       0 INSRVC   0        0         0
    UCF95          0       0       0       0 INSRVC   0        0         0
    VTAM95         0     298       0     295 INSRVC  20        0       644

Right Side of Window
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 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:41:14.64
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Communication Line Detail                                            <
      Total   Line RPL    Waits Total RPLs Line       Term ACBname/ Compact
      Reads Status Gen   On RPL  Requested Type      Count DDname     Y/N
          0 INSRVC   0        0         0  WTO           1 CONSOLE     N
          0 INSRVC   0        0         0  UCF          10 RHDCFSTB    N
        295 INSRVC  20        0       644  VTAM 3270    43 SYSTEM95    Y

Window Display

The first line of each window displays a window number and window title. To the left of each window number is a single-
character field (called the window command field) that you can use to type commands that apply to the window itself.

Default and Current Windows

The window in the upper-left corner of the window display area is the default window. If the cursor is positioned in the top
three lines of the terminal screen, the default window is also the current window.

To make a window other than the default window current, position the cursor within the bounds of that window. All PF keys
and top-line commands now apply to that window.

To establish a new default window, type the appropriate window number following the window prompt in the upper-right
corner of the screen, and press [Enter]. Performance Monitor displays the window in the upper-left corner of the terminal
screen, making it the new default window.

NOTE
Performance Monitor menu screens are always displayed in window 01.

Control Keys and Commands

You use control keys and commands to direct your session.

Control Keys

Use control keys to request help, scroll screen displays, and perform monitor-specific functions.

Control Key What It Does
[Enter] Processes user input
[PF1] Displays a screen of help text appropriate to the current cursor

position
[PF3] Deletes a window
[PF6] Displays the Active Windows screen
[PF7] Scrolls up
[PF8] Scrolls down
[PF10] Scrolls left
[PF11] Scrolls right
[Clear] Exits Performance Monitor

Top-line Commands
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Commands that you enter at the CMD--> prompt apply to the monitor session or to the current window, as appropriate to
the command.

Command What It Does
ADMIN Displays the Active Windows screen.
BOTTOM Scrolls a window to the last line.
BYE Ends a Performance Monitor session and returns you to the DC/

UCF system.
DELETE Deletes a window.
DOWN [n] Scrolls a window down n lines. If you do not specify n, scrolls as

many lines as can fit in the window.
EDIT Displays the Edit Window Format screen.
END Ends a Performance Monitor session and returns you to the DC/

UCF system.
EXIT Ends processing for the Active Windows screen, the Edit Window

Format screen, the Sort Selection screen, or the Window Manager
Options screen.

FIRST Scrolls a window to the first line.
FREEZE Stops refresh processing for a window.
HELP or ? Displays help text.
HOLD Stops refresh processing for all windows.
LAST Scrolls a window to the last line.
LEFT [n] Scrolls a window to the left n columns. If you do not specify n,

scrolls as many columns as can fit in the window.
OPTIONS Displays the Window Manager Options screen.
QUIT Ends a Performance Monitor session and returns you to the DC/

UCF system.
REFRESH [n] Changes the refresh interval to n seconds. N defaults to the

interval set by the system administrator.
RELEASE Resumes refresh processing for all windows.
RIGHT [n] Scrolls a window to the right n columns. If you do not specify n,

scrolls as many columns as can fit in the window.
SAVE Saves changes to window formats.
SORT Displays the Sort Selection screen.
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SYSTEM [job name] (z/OS only) Changes the central version currently being
monitored. A central version is specified by its job name.
To request a list of all active central versions, specify an asterisk in
place of the job name. Request a filtered list by using an asterisk
as a wildcard character in a given job name. Any characters
following an asterisk are ignored.
For more information on monitoring CVs, see Active System
Summary (PF19).
To monitor a system remotely, ensure the following:
• The IDMSINFO address space is active.
• The monitored central version is running non-swappable.
If you switch the CV currently being monitored, all “Specific
System Run Unit Detail”, “Lterm Resource Usage Detail”, and
“Specific Buffer I/O Detail” windows are closed.
If secured external monitoring is enabled, only authorized users
can monitor secured external systems selected by Active System
Summary (PF19), or by entering SYS <target CV jobname> .

THAW Restarts refresh processing for a previously Frozen window.
TOP Scrolls a window to the first line.
UP [n] Scrolls a window up n lines. If you do not specify n, scrolls as

many lines as can fit in the window.

NOTE
To specify a window that is not current, you can precede a window-level command entered here with the
WINDOW command, as in window 5 top.

Window Commands

Commands that you enter in the single-character field to the left of the window number apply to that window only.

Command What It Does
B Scrolls the window to the last line
E Displays the Edit Window Format screen
D or + Scrolls the window down
H or ? Displays help text for the window
L Scrolls the window to the left
R Scrolls the window to the right
S Displays the Sort Selection screen
T Scrolls the window to the top line
U or - Scrolls the window up
X Deletes the window

Scrolling

When there is more information for a monitor screen than can fit in a window, Performance Monitor displays indicators in
the upper-right corner of that window.

This indicator Means that more data appears
! Above
i Below
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< To the left
> To the right

You can use PF keys and commands to scroll to see this information.

To scroll a noncurrent window or multiple windows, use the WINDOW command followed by the UP, DOWN, LEFT, or
RIGHT command. For example, to scroll windows 06 and 07 to the left, type:

window 6 7 left

Scaled Statistics

Performance Monitor automatically scales statistics as follows:

• Times: seconds (S), minutes (M), and hours (H)
• Counters:

– K = multiples of 1000
– M = multiples of 1,000,000
– G = multiples of 1,000,000,000
For example,
– 1023 = 1023
– 5K = 5000
– 3M = 3,000,000
– 3G = 3,000,000,000

• Storage:
– kB = multiples of 1024 bytes
– mB = multiples of 1,048,576 bytes
– gB = multiples of 1,073,741,824 bytes
For example,
– 1023 = 1023 bytes
– 5kB = 5120 bytes
– 3mB = 3,145,728 bytes
– 3gB = 3,221,225,472 bytes

Closing Windows

The following table shows the different ways you can close windows.

To close Do the following
The current window Press [PF3] or

1. Type delete following the CMD--> prompt.
2. Press [Enter].

Any displayed window 1. Type x in the window command field of the window to be
deleted.
2. Press [Enter].
You can mark as many windows as you want in this manner.
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Up to five windows at a time 1. Type the WINDOW command and specify up to five window
numbers.
2. Type the DELETE command.
3. Press [Enter].
For example, to delete windows 03, 05, 06, and 08, type:
window 3 5 6 8 delete

Any number of windows 1. Type admin following the CMD--> prompt.
2. Press [Enter] to display the Active Windows screen.
3. Type x in the Delete column for each window you want to
delete.
4. Press [Enter].

When you close a window, Performance Monitor makes its window number available to the next screen requested.

Displaying Active Windows

To display a list of active windows for your session, type admin following the CMD--> prompt, then press [Enter].
Performance Monitor creates a window for the Active Windows screen, then makes that window current:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:43:12.84
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 04
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   04 Active Windows                                                          >

 Window                                   Win Window Self               Window
 Name                                     No. Format  Adj Freeze Delete Status
 Active Windows                            04  VAR     Y     N      _   NORMAL
 Buffer I/O Summary                        03  VAR     Y     N      _   NORMAL
 Journal Detail                            02  VAR     Y     N      _   NORMAL
 Realtime Monitor Menu                     01  FIXED   Y     N      _   NORMAL
 Msgs Window                               99  VAR     Y     N      _   HIDDEN

By scrolling right, you can display the rest of the Active Windows screen:

Scrolling to Display All Fields in a Screen

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:43:23.22
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 04
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   04 Active Windows                                                       <  >
                                                      Current Current Minimum
  Window                                   Win Window    Size    Size    Size
  Name                                     No. Status     Row     Col     Row
  Active Windows                            04 NORMAL     8      80       5
  Buffer I/O Summary                        03 NORMAL     8      80       3
  Journal Detail                            02 NORMAL     4      80       4
  Realtime Monitor Menu                     01 NORMAL     6      80       4
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  Msgs Window                               99 HIDDEN     1      80       1

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:43:23.22
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 04
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   04 Active Windows                                                       <  >
                                                Minimum Minimum
   Window                                   Win    Size    Size No. of No. of
   Name                                     No.     Row     Col Lines  Fields
   Active Windows                            04     5      80    0       16
   Buffer I/O Summary                        03     3      40    6       9
   Journal Detail                            02     4      40    2       12
   Realtime Monitor Menu                     01     4      40    10      52
   Msgs Window                               99     1      80    1       3

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:43:23.22
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 04
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   04 Active Windows                                                       <

   Window                                   Win No. of No. of           Auto
   Name                                     No. Lines  Fields Sorted Refresh
   Active Windows                            04  0       16      N      Y
   Buffer I/O Summary                        03  6       9       N      Y
   Journal Detail                            02  2       12      N      Y
   Realtime Monitor Menu                     01  10      52      N      N
   Msgs Window                               99  1       3       N      N

Fields in the Active Windows Screen

For each window, the Active Windows screen displays:

• The window format (Fixed or Variable):

Format Attributes
Fixed Fixed format; for example, the Realtime Monitor menu window

Columns cannot be sorted
Window cannot be edited except to change its displayable size
and to eliminate fields

Variable Variable number of rows depending on how much data can be
displayed; for example, the Communication Line Detail screen
Columns can be sorted
Window can be edited
Window attribute (see below) is self-adjusting by default, but can
also be fixed

You cannot change the fixed/variable characteristics of a window.
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• The window attribute; that is, whether the window is self-adjusting or fixed. A self-adjusting window displays as much
information as your terminal device permits. A fixed window always contains a fixed number of rows and columns.

• Whether the window is frozen or thawed. A frozen window cannot be refreshed. A thawed window can be refreshed.
• The window status (normal or hidden).
• The current window size (rows and columns).
• The minimum window size (rows and columns).
• The number of lines and fields in the window.
• Whether the window has been sorted.
• Whether the window can be refreshed.

There is also a Delete field, which you can use to delete a window, as described in the following table.

Using the Active Windows Screen

You can use the Active Windows screen to change the status of a window and to delete a window from your session:

Field Information to enter
Self Adj Y (yes) to specify that the window format can be adjusted as

necessary to fit the screen
N (no) to specify that the window format cannot be adjusted

Freeze Y (yes) to freeze the window so that it cannot be refreshed
N (no) to thaw the window so that it is refreshed at subsequent
refresh intervals

Delete X to delete the window

Press [Enter] to process the change requests. If you have marked any windows for deletion, Performance Monitor
displays the Active Windows screen without the deleted windows. The window numbers of the deleted windows are
available for new windows.

Windows You Cannot Delete

Each Active Windows screen lists the following windows, which you cannot delete or modify:

• Window 01 -- The menu screen
• Window 99 -- The window used internally by Performance Monitor for system messages

Example of Freezing a Window

The following is an example of using the Freeze field of the Active Windows screen to freeze window 03.

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:43:49.33
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 04
                     < < <   S c r e e n   H e l d   > > >          Refresh: 10
   04 Active Windows                                                          >

 Window                                   Win Window Self               Window
 Name                                     No. Format  Adj Freeze Delete Status
 Active Windows                            04  VAR     Y     N      _   NORMAL
 Buffer I/O Summary                        03  VAR     Y     y      _
 NORMAL
 Journal Detail                            02  VAR     Y     N      _   NORMAL
 Realtime Monitor Menu                     01  FIXED   Y     N      _   NORMAL
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 Msgs Window                               99  VAR     Y     N      _   HIDDEN

Editing Windows

You can change the size, content, and order of the display for a monitor screen. These changes are temporary (for the
current window display only). If the system administrator has given you authority, you can save changes made to monitor
screens for use during subsequent sessions. You save the changes using the EDIT command.

Changing a Screen's Format

To change the format of a monitor screen displayed in a window, follow these steps:

• Type edit following the CMD--> prompt, and press [Enter] (for the current window). Use the WINDOW command to
specify a noncurrent window or to specify multiple windows for editing.
or

• Type e in the window command field of the window to be edited, and press [Enter]. You can select multiple windows in
this manner.

Edit Window Format Screens

There are two Edit Window Format screens:

• The first screen allows you to change general information on the screen. For example, you can change the size of the
window.

• The second screen allows you to change information for each field on the screen. For example, you can specify the
column order.

Changing Screen Information

When you use the EDIT command, Performance Monitor displays the first Edit Window Format screen:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:44:53.35
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 EDIT Window Format - PF6 for Window Fields
Buffer I/O Summary
     Map Name: PMRTMBUF                     Date Generated: 06/06/00
                                            Time Generated: 17:48
     Map Type: VARIABLE/COLUMN

     Current Window Size:  8 x  80     SELF-ADJUSTING
     Minimum Window Size:  3 x  40     THAWED

     Number of Fields in Map:      9
     Number of Data Lines:         6

Screen Information

The screen displays the following general information on the window:
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• The name and type of map that is used to display the window
• The date and time the map was generated
• The current and minimum window sizes (number of rows and column positions)
• An indication of whether the window is Self-Adjusting or Fixed
• An indication of whether the window is Frozen or Thawed
• The number of fields (columns) and data lines currently in the map

Changing Information

You typically change information in the following fields:

Field Information to enter
Current window size Number of rows and columns. These considerations apply:

Column size must be a multiple of 40
Number of rows cannot be less than that specified by Minimum
Window Size, nor can it exceed number of rows available in
window display area on your terminal screen
Number of columns cannot be less than that specified by Minimum
Window Size, nor can it exceed column width of your screen
When you change the column width, Performance Monitor
automatically changes the Self-Adjusting/Fixed status for the
window to FIXED.

Self-Adjusting/Fixed status S (Self Adjusting) or F (Fixed).
Frozen/Thawed status F (Frozen) or T (Thawed).

Changing Field Information

To edit individual window fields, press [PF6]. The Performance Monitor displays the second Edit Window Format screen:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:45:01.29
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 EDIT Window Format - PF6 for Window Edit
           Field  Field                                  Required Displayable
  Command  Order Number Field Name                       Field    Field
     _         1      1 Select_Field                        YES       YES
     _         2      2 Buffer_Name                         YES       YES
     _         3      3 Found_In_Buffer                     NO        YES
     _         4      4 Reads                               NO        YES
     _         5      5 Writes                              NO        YES
     _         6      6 Forced_Writes                       NO        YES
     _         7      7 Bcr_Waits                           NO        YES
     _         8      8 Area_Count                          NO        YES

Field Information

This screen lists each field on the monitor screen being edited and provides the following information for each field:
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• The display sequence number of the field, moving across the screen from left to right (Field Order)
• The internal field number (Field Number)
• The field name (Field Name)
• An indication of whether the field must be displayed or can be scrolled out of view (Required Field)
• An indication of whether the field is visible (Displayable Field)

Changing Information

To change the order of a field or whether it is to be displayed, enter this information:

Field Information to enter
Command 1. m (move) in the row of the field whose display order you want to

change
2. a (after) or b (before) in the row of the field after which or before
which the field is to be moved.
If necessary, scroll up or down to display all the fields before
typing the commands.

Required Field y (yes) to specify that the field must remain on the screen during
scrolling operations;
n (no) to specify that the field can be scrolled off the screen.
If Required Field is Y (yes), Displayable Field must be Y (yes).

Displayable Field y (yes) to specify that the field must be displayed
n (no) to specify that the field is hidden and is not displayed.
For example, to specify a wide window, you may want to mark
fields in which you have no interest with N so that all remaining
fields can fit on the screen at one time.

Ending a Screen-Editing Session

When you are through using the Edit Window Format screen, do one of the following:

• Press [PF3].
• Type exit following the CMD--> prompt, then press [Enter]. The window for the Edit Window Format screen must be

current when you do this.
• Type x in the window command field of the window for the Edit Window Format screen, then press [Enter].

Performance Monitor displays the original monitor screen. All editing changes are reflected in the display.

Saving an Edited Screen Format

You can save an edited screen format for use during subsequent Performance Monitor sessions:

• To save the changes for the current window, type save following the CMD--> prompt, then press [Enter].
• To save changes for multiple windows or for a window that is not current, use the WINDOW command with the SAVE

command. For example, to save changes for screens in windows 02, 03, and 05, issue the following command:

window 2 3 5 save

Required Authority for SAVE

You must have SITE SAVE or USER SAVE authority to use the SAVE command:
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• SITE SAVE authority enables you to save version 1 of a load module in the data dictionary's load area. This module is
used by Performance Monitor users who do not specify a test version.

• USER SAVE authority enables you to save load modules that use any version other than version 1. The load modules
are saved in the data dictionary's load area. These modules are used by users who specify that test version number
using the DCUF TEST command.

NOTE
For more information on the use of the SAVE command, see Performance Monitor Processing Options.

Example of Changing Screen Width

The Storage Pool Detail screen below is 80 columns wide. To change the screen width, type edit following the CMD-->
prompt, then press [Enter]:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:45:21.56
 CMD--> edit                                                        Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Storage Pool Detail                                                     >
   Pool   Total Storage   High   SOS SOS  Cushn    Pages Release  Pages  Pfix
   ID   Storage  In_Use  Water Count Now   Size Released   Count Pfixed Count
    0    1476kB   620kB  704kB            53248    1536     933
    1     500kB   32768  98304            12288     982     936
    200   256kB   73728  81920             4096     255     251

Performance Monitor displays the Edit Window Format screen in the window area.

Change the column width of the window from 80 to 40 columns:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:45:52.82
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 EDIT Window Format - PF6 for Window Fields
Storage Pool Detail
     Map Name: PMRTMSTO                     Date Generated: 06/06/00
                                            Time Generated: 12:54
     Map Type: VARIABLE/COLUMN

     Current Window Size:  5 x  40     FIXED SIZE
     Minimum Window Size:  3 x  40     THAWED

     Number of Fields in Map:     16
     Number of Data Lines:         3

To return the Storage Pool Detail screen, press [PF3]. The screen now looks like this:

 PM Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:45:58.83
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
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                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Storage Pool Detail             >
 Pool   Total Storage   High   SOS SOS
 ID   Storage  In_Use  Water Count Now
  0    1476kB   620kB  704kB
  1     500kB   32768  98304
  200   256kB   73728  81920

You might edit another monitor screen to be 40 columns wide. If you do, Performance Monitor displays the two screens
side by side:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:46:38.61
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   03 Communication Line Detail       >    02 Storage Pool Detail             >
  Line        Write    Total     Read    Pool   Total Storage   High   SOS SOS
  Name       Errors   Writes   Errors    ID   Storage  In_Use  Water Count Now
  CONSOLE         0        0        0     0    1476kB   620kB  704kB
  UCF95           0        0        0     1     500kB   32768  98304
  VTAM95          0      359        0     200   256kB   73728  81920
  DIALUP          0        0        0

Sorting Information

You can sort screens for the Realtime Monitor and the Interval Monitor based on the values in one or more screen fields.

Sorting a Single Field

To request sort processing for a single window field, follow these steps:

1. Type sort following the CMD--> prompt, followed by a (ascending) or d (descending) to specify the sequence of the
sort.

2. Position the cursor anywhere in the field to be sorted.
3. Press [Enter].

Performance Monitor displays the sorted screen as requested.

Sorting Multiple Fields

To request sort processing for multiple window fields do one of the following:

• Type sort following the CMD--> prompt, then press [Enter] for the current window. Use the WINDOW command to
specify a noncurrent window.

• Type s in the window command field of the window to be sorted, then press [Enter].

Sort Selection Screen

Performance Monitor displays the Sort Selection screen for the selected window:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:47:31.35
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
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   02 Sort Selection * CAUTION, May Be CPU Intensive                         i
      Sort    Field    Field                                      Sort
     Order    Order   Number   Field_Name                         Sequence
                  1        1   Select_Field
                  2        2   Buffer_Name
                  3        3   Found_In_Buffer
                  4        4   Reads
                  5        5   Writes
                  6        6   Forced_Writes
                  7        7   Bcr_Waits
                  8        8   Area_Count

The Sort Selection screen lists each field defined for the selected window. For each field, the Sort Selection screen
displays:

• The display sequence number of the field, moving across the screen from left to right (Field Order)
• The internal field number (Field Number)
• The field name (Field Name)
• Existing sort criteria (Sort Order and Sort Sequence)

Specifying Sort Criteria

To specify sort criteria, enter information in the following fields:

Field Information to enter
Sort Order A sort order number for each field to be sorted: 1 for the primary

sort field, 2 for the secondary sort field, and so forth.
Sort Sequence a (ascending) or d (descending) to request that a field be sorted in

ascending or descending order. Ascending order is the default.

Exiting a Sort Session

When you finish entering sort criteria, press [Enter].

The Sort Selection screen remains in the window until you return to the original monitor screen by performing one of the
following steps:

• Press [PF3].
• Type exit following the CMD--> prompt, then press [Enter]. The window for the Sort Selection screen must be current.
• Type x in the window command field for the window, then press [Enter].

Performance Monitor displays the original monitor screen. The information in the screen is sorted according to the new
criteria.

Saving a Sorted Screen Format

You can save a sorted screen format for use during subsequent Performance Monitor sessions. Use the method
described for saving an edited window under Editing Windows.

Example of Sorting a Field

The following I/O Detail screen is displayed during an Interval Monitor session. To sort the Write Waits field in descending
sequence, type sort d on the command line and position the cursor in the Write Waits field:
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 PM-Rnn.n SYSQA03          CA, Inc.                  V105     08.348 11:35:34.80
 CMD-->sort d                                                       Window : 02

   02 09:40 IODT IO Detail                                                  ! >
   Area Name                   File Name           Read    Read   Write   Write
                                                  Waits    Time   Waits    Time
   NETAPPL.DDLDML              NETAPPL.APPLDML        0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   NETAPPL.DDLDCLOD            NETAPPL.APPLLOD        4  .0683S       0  .0000S
   PROJSEG.PROJAREA            PROJSEG.PROJDEMO       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   SQLAPPL.DDLCAT              SQLAPPL.APPLCAT        0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   SQLAPPL.DDLCATX             SQLAPPL.APPLCATX       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   SQLAPPL.DDLCATLOD           SQLAPPL.APPLCATL       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   SQLDEMO.EMPLAREA            SQLDEMO.EMPLDEMO       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   SQLDEMO.INFOAREA            SQLDEMO.INFODEMO       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   SQLDEMO.INDXAREA            SQLDEMO.INDXDEMO       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   SYSLOC.DDLOCSCR             SYSLOC.DCLSCR          0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG             SYSMSG.DCMSG           0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD             SYSTEM.DCLOD           0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG             SYSTEM.DCLOG           0  .0000S      54   2.25S
   SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN             SYSTEM.DCRUN           0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   SYSTEM.DDLDML               SYSTEM.DCDML           0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR             SYSTEM.DCSCR           0  .0000S      17  .9603S
   SYSUSER.DDLSEC              SYSUSER.DCSEC          0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   TOOLDB.EMP-DEMO-REGION      TOOLDB.TOOLEMP         0  .0000S       0  .0000S

Press [Enter]. Performance Monitor redisplays the screen contents sorted as requested:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSQA03          CA, Inc.                  V105     08.348 11:36:58.23
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 09:40 IODT IO Detail                                                    >
   Area Name                   File Name           Read    Read   Write   Write
                                                  Waits    Time   Waits    Time
   SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG             SYSTEM.DCLOG           0  .0000S      54   2.25S
   SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR             SYSTEM.DCSCR           0  .0000S      17  .9603S
   ASFNWK.DDLDML               ASFNWK.ASFDML          0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   ASFNWK.DDLDCLOD             ASFNWK.ASFLOD          0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   ASFNWK.IDMSR-AREA           ASFNWK.ASFDEFN         0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   ASFNWK.IDMSR-AREA2          ASFNWK.ASFDATA         0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   CATSYS.DDLCAT               CATSYS.DCCAT           0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   CATSYS.DDLCATX              CATSYS.DCCATX          0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   CATSYS.DDLCATLOD            CATSYS.DCCATL          0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   DIRLNWK.DDLDML              DIRLNWK.DIRLDML        0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   DIRLNWK.DDLDCLOD            DIRLNWK.DIRLLOD        0  .0000S       0  .0000S
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   EMPDB.EMP-DEMO-REGION       EMPDB.EMPDEMO          0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   EMPDB.INS-DEMO-REGION       EMPDB.INSDEMO          0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   EMPDB.ORG-DEMO-REGION       EMPDB.ORGDEMO          0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   EVQA.QATS-RRDS1             EVQA.EVQA01            0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   EVQA.QATS-ESDS1             EVQA.EVQA01            0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   EVQA.QATS-ESDS2             EVQA.EVQA01            0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   EVQA.QATS-KSDS1             EVQA.EVQA01            0  .0000S       0  .0000S

Refreshing Windows

If the monitor you are using automatically refreshes window displays, you can stop refresh processing for a window.

Stopping Refresh for All Windows

To stop refresh processing for all windows:

1. Type hold at the CMD--> prompt.
2. Press [Enter].

To resume refresh processing:

1. Type release on the command line.
2. Press [Enter].

NOTE
Performance Monitor refreshes the windows before it stops refresh processing.

Alternatively, you can stop refresh processing by moving the cursor from the home position. Performance Monitor displays
the message <<SCREEN HELD>>. To resume refresh processing, press [Enter].

Stopping Refresh for a Single Window

To stop refresh processing for one window:

1. Type freeze at the CMD--> prompt.
2. Press [Enter] (for the current window). Use the WINDOW command followed by the FREEZE command to stop refresh

processing for noncurrent windows.

To resume refresh processing:

1. Type thaw at the CMD--> prompt.
2. Press [Enter] for the current window.

NOTE
Use the WINDOW command followed by the THAW command to thaw noncurrent windows.

Performance Monitor Processing Options
The following table shows the types of global options that control Performance Monitor processing.

Option Type Established
Session option At system installation; you can change these options during a

Performance Monitor session.
Installation options At system installation; the system administrator can change these

options on a system-wide basis.
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Task-code entry options At runtime; these options override session and installation options
when you initiate a Performance Monitor session.

Viewing Options

To view the options specified above:

1. Type options at the CMD--> prompt.
2. Press [Enter]. Performance Monitor creates a new window and displays the Window Manager Options screen.

Window Manager Options Screen

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:48:18.79
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Window Manager Options
 Options in Effect  T  Alternate Choice
 REFRESH            _  HOLD
 24 PFKEYS          _  12 PFKEYS
 SNAP               _  NO SNAP

 Refresh Interval     10

 Stae OFF          Datastream MODIFIED
 Sort ALLOWED      Refresh Default ON
 Edit ALLOWED      CONVERSATIONAL
 Save SITE         Case UPLOW

Changing Session Options

You can change the following session options:

• The option to refresh screens or hold screens
• The option to use PF keys 1 through 12 or PF keys 1 through 24
• The option to take a system SNAP dump in the event of Performance Monitor abnormal termination processing (SNAP

or NO SNAP)

There are two choices displayed for each option. The choice displayed to the left is the setting in effect (the current
setting). To choose the setting on the right, type any nonblank character in the T (toggle) column that is represented as an
underscore between the two options.

The screen refresh interval is also a session option, and is displayed below the toggle options. To change the refresh
interval for the session (if it is installed for the monitor you are using), type the number of seconds for a new refresh
interval in the REFRESH INTERVAL field.

NOTE
You can alternatively type refresh and a new refresh interval on the CMD--> line of any screen.

When you finish making session option changes, press [Enter] to display the new session option settings.

Changing Installation Options
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At the bottom of the Window Manager Options screen are the installation options for your system. The option settings that
can appear are listed below. For more information on each of the options, see the CA IDMS Performance Monitor System
Administration Section.

Option Description
STAE ON/OFF ON -- The STAE option is enabled for your system

OFF -- The STAE option is disabled for your system
DATASTREAM MODIFIED/FULL MODIFIED -- Only modified fields are transmitted to and from the

terminal
FULL -- All fields are transmitted, regardless of whether they have
been modified

SORT ALLOWED/NOT ALLOWED ALLOWED -- Indicates that you can use the SORT command
NOT ALLOWED -- Indicates that you cannot use the SORT
command

REFRESH DEFAULT ON/OFF ON -- Performance Monitor automatically refreshes thawed
screens during processing.
OFF -- Performance Monitor does not refresh screens.

EDIT ALLOWED/NOT ALLOWED ALLOWED -- Indicates that you can use the EDIT command to
change the format of a screen
NOT ALLOWED -- Indicates that you cannot use the EDIT
command to change the format of a screen

PSEUDO CONVERSE/
CONVERSATIONAL

PSEUDO CONVERSE -- Performance Monitor runs in pseudo-
conversational mode. The Interval Monitor and the Application
Monitor typically run in pseudo-conversational mode.
CONVERSATIONAL -- Performance Monitor runs in
conversational mode. The Realtime Monitor typically runs in
conversational mode.

SAVE SITE Indicates that you can save changes to monitor screens in the
data dictionary under any version, including version 1.

SAVE NOT ALLOWED Indicates that you cannot use the SAVE command to save
changes made to screens.

SAVE USER Indicates that you can save changes to monitor screens in the
data dictionary under a version other than version 1.

CASE UPLOW/UPPER UPLOW -- Performance Monitor does not translate text to
uppercase letters.
UPPER -- Performance Monitor does translate text to uppercase
letters.

Exiting the Window Manager Options Screen

Exit the Window Manager Options screen, by doing any of the following:

• Press [PF3]
• Type x in the window command field
• Make another window current for processing

Using the Realtime Monitor
This section introduces the Realtime Monitor and describes the screens that you can request through the monitor.
During a Realtime Monitor session, use the windowing commands and control keys that are described in Windowing to
manipulate your screen displays.
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What the Realtime Monitor Does

The Realtime Monitor captures and displays information describing the use of system resources of the current or remote
Central Version. The Central Version is specified by its job name. The following information is displayed:

• System and user transaction activity
• System and user task activity
• Database access activity
• Database I/O and journal driver activity
• Communication-line and terminal activity
• Buffer use
• Journal use
• Scratch area use
• Storage-pool use
• Program-pool use
• SQL activity

The Realtime Monitor is either a conversational or pseudo-conversational task. In either case, it automatically refreshes
the screen with current statistics. This information is drawn directly from run-time control blocks maintained by the DC/
UCF system at the time of the request.

Uses and Users

The Realtime Monitor is typically used by DCAs, DBAs, operators, and system programmers to isolate problem areas in
system-resource utilization.

Problem-Solving

This section provides information that you can use to help alleviate problems that you detect by using the Realtime
Monitor. If you detect a problem with your system, perform the following steps:

1. Try to isolate the applications that are heavy users of the problem resource. For example, storage-pool problems can
be caused by an application that neglects to release acquired storage.

2. If Step 1 fails to correct the problem, increase the availability of the resource. For example, to solve storage-pool
problems, you might need to expand the storage pool.

Getting Started (Realtime Monitor)
You can perform the following steps to monitor:

1. To request the Realtime Monitor, type the task code pmrm following the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt:

V71  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

 pmrm

2. Press [Enter]. The Realtime Monitor displays the menu screen which lists all the Realtime Monitor options.

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:49:03.02
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 01
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   01 Realtime Monitor Menu
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   PFkey  Description                      PFkey  Description
 _  PF1   System Run Unit Summary        _  PF2   Scratch Manager Detail
 _  PF3   Communication Line Detail      _  PF4   Active User Task Detail
 _  PF5   Active System Task Detail      _  PF6   Transaction Detail
 _  PF7   Lterm Resource Usage Summary   _  PF8   Buffer I/O Summary
 _  PF9   Storage Pool Detail            _  PF10  Program Pool Detail
 _  PF11  Database Overview              _  PF12  Transaction Overview
 _  PF13  Task + Prog Pool Overview      _  PF14  Storage Pool Overview
 _  PF15  Database I/O Driver Detail     _  PF16  Journal Detail
 _  PF17  SQL Overview                   _  PF18  SQL Detail
 _  PF19  Active System Summary          

3. Select the screens that you want to view first. Window 01 is reserved for the menu, should you need to select more
screens later in the session.

NOTE

If secured external monitoring is enabled, only authorized users/groups can monitor secured external
systems by Active System Summary (PF19).

Monitor Screens

The following table summarizes the Realtime Monitor screens. Each screen is described in more detail later in this
section, in the order presented in this table:

Screen PF Key Display
Realtime Monitor Menu  The main menu for the Realtime Monitor
System Run Unit Summary PF1 One line of information for each type

of system run unit, including counts of
transactions initiated since system startup
and transactions currently active

Specific System Run Unit Detail  One line of information for each system
run unit; this screen is requested from the
System Run Unit Summary screen

Scratch Manager Detail PF2 Information about scratch-area use,
including read/write counts, buffer statistics,
and page use statistics

Communication Line Detail PF3 One line of information for each
communication line, including read/
write counts, error counts, and request
parameter list (RPL) use

Active User Task Detail PF4 One line of information for each active user
task, including the current program, user
information, the task status, and information
about system resources used by the task

Active System Task Detail PF5 One line of information for each active
system task, including the current program,
the task status, and information about
system resources used by the task
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Transaction Detail PF6 One line of information for each active
user transaction, including the associated
task ID, the name of the subschema
to which the transaction is bound, and
statistics of database access requests by
the transaction

LTERM Resource Usage Summary PF7 One line of information for each logical
terminal ID, including the associated task
name and user ID, and information about
the system resources used by the task

LTERM Resource Usage Detail  Storage information about a specific logical
terminal

Buffer I/O Summary PF8 One line of information for each buffer that
is defined in the DMCL, including read/write
statistics, the number of areas assigned to
the buffer, and the buffer size

Specific Buffer I/O Detail  One line of information for each file/area
combination that is assigned to a specific
buffer, including a count of page requests
and read/write statistics; this screen is
requested from the Buffer I/O Summary
screen

Storage Pool Detail PF9 One line of information for each storage
pool that is defined to the system, including
the pool size, usage statistics, and statistics
about short-on-storage conditions

Program Pool Detail PF10 One line of information for each program
pool that is defined to the system, including
the pool size, usage statistics, and statistics
about load activity in the pool

Database Overview PF11 Summary information about database
access activity, including record access
activity and page I/O activity

Transaction Overview PF12 Summary information about system run
units and external request units, including
counts of transactions that were processed,
the number of active transactions, and the
number of transactions that terminated
normally

Task and Program Pool Overview PF13 Summary information about task activity
and program-pool activity, including counts
of tasks that were processed, and counts of
waits and loads for each program pool

Storage Pool Overview PF14 Summary information about storage use,
including counts of short-on-storage
conditions and task waits for storage

Database I/O Driver Detail PF15 One line of information for each database I/
O and journal driver that is activated for the
DC/UCF system, including the number of
reads, writes, and posts

Journal Detail PF16 One line of information for each disk
journal, including whether the journal is full
or being offloaded
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SQL Overview PF17 Summary SQL information for the system
since startup

SQL Detail PF18 One line of information about each SQL
transaction

Active System Summary PF19 Summary of all central versions running on
the same LPAR

Control Keys
The following table summarizes the control keys you can use with the Realtime Monitor.

Control key What it does
ENTER Processes user input
PF1 Displays a screen of help text appropriate to the current cursor

position
PF3 Deletes the current window
PF6 Displays the Active Windows screen
PF7 Scrolls up
PF8 Scrolls down
PF10 Scrolls left
PF11 Scrolls right
CLEAR Exits the monitor

Realtime Monitor Menu
Menu Description

The Realtime Monitor Menu screen is the entry-level menu for the Realtime Monitor. Use this screen to request the next
screen(s) for display.

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:49:03.02
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 01
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   01 Realtime Monitor Menu

   PFkey  Description                      PFkey  Description
 _  PF1   System Run Unit Summary        _  PF2   Scratch Manager Detail
 _  PF3   Communication Line Detail      _  PF4   Active User Task Detail
 _  PF5   Active System Task Detail      _  PF6   Transaction Detail
 _  PF7   Lterm Resource Usage Summary   _  PF8   Buffer I/O Summary
 _  PF9   Storage Pool Detail            _  PF10  Program Pool Detail
 _  PF11  Database Overview              _  PF12  Transaction Overview
 _  PF13  Task + Prog Pool Overview      _  PF14  Storage Pool Overview
 _  PF15  Database I/O Driver Detail     _  PF16  Journal Detail
 _  PF17  SQL Overview                   _  PF18  SQL Detail
 _  PF19  Active System Summary          
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To the left of each screen name is a single-character select field and a PF-key name. To select a screen:

• Type any nonblank character in the select field, then press [Enter]
or

• Press the indicated PF key

To select multiple screens, mark as many select fields as you want and press [Enter].

System Run Unit Summary (PF1)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:49:12.72
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 System Run Unit Summary                                                 >
     Run Unit  Sysgen     Total   Total  Current  Current
         Type  Number     Alloc  Ovrflw    Alloc   Ovrflw    Dbname  Nodename
  _  SIGNON        2       1605       0        2        0
  _  MESSAGE       2      20141      15        2        0
  _  LOADER        2       2517       5        2        0
  _  QUEUE         3       5343      24        3        0

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:49:12.72
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 System Run Unit Summary                                                 <
    Run Unit  Total Current Current                                       RUH
        Type Ovrflw   Alloc  Ovrflw   Dbname Nodename Subschema_Name  Address
  _ SIGNON        0       2       0                      IDMSNWKS    000422AC
  _ MESSAGE      15       2       0                      IDMSNWKS    00042258
  _ LOADER        5       2       0                      IDMSNWKS    00042204
  _ QUEUE        24       3       0                      IDMSNWKS    000421B0

Screen Description

The System Run Unit Summary screen displays a line of information for each of these types of system transactions:

Run Unit Type Associated Dictionary Area
SIGNON DDLSEC
MESSAGE DDLDCMSG
LOADER DDLDCLOD
QUEUE DDLDCRUN or DDLDCQUE
SECURITY DDLDML
SQL LOADER DDLCATLOD
SQL SECURITY DDLCAT
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You can request a detailed display for a specific run unit. Type any nonblank character in the select field to the left of a run
unit type, then press [Enter]. The Realtime Monitor displays the Specific System Run Unit Detail screen.

What To Look for

If the number of overflow run units (Total Ovrflw) is a high percentage of the total number of run units (Total Alloc) for the
same run unit type, you should consider increasing the number of run units specified in the appropriate RUNUNITS FOR
parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement. The current RUNUNITS FOR parameter specification appears in
the Sysgen Number column.

Overflow run units may be high for LOADER run units. This typically occurs when the DC/UCF system accesses the load
areas of alternate dictionaries. In this case, increasing the RUNUNITS FOR parameter will not reduce the number of run
units. Users who specify an alternate dictionary (using the DCUF SET DICTNAME command) must be careful to reset the
dictionary specification when they are finished (using the DCUF SET DICTNAME ' ' command).

Specific System Run Unit Detail

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:49:33.53
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   03 Specific System Run Unit Detail
   Run Unit Sysgen    Times                                              RUH
       Type Number    Alloc   Type   Dbname Nodename Subschema_Name  Address
   SIGNON       2      1599 SYSGEN                      IDMSNWKS    000422AC
   SIGNON       2         9 SYSGEN                      IDMSNWKS    000422AC
   02 System Run Unit Summary                                                 <
    Run Unit  Total Current Current                                       RUH
        Type Ovrflw   Alloc  Ovrflw   Dbname Nodename Subschema_Name  Address
  _ SIGNON        0       2       0                      IDMSNWKS    000422AC

Screen Description

To request the Specific System Run Unit Detail screen, enter a nonblank character next to a run unit type in the System
Run Unit Summary screen. The Specific System Run Unit Detail screen displays a line of information for each run unit
currently allocated of a specific type.

What To Look For

Request this screen to investigate overflow run units.

Scratch Manager Detail (PF2)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:42:19.83
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Scratch Manager Detail                                                  >
    Pages   Pages  Fnd-In  Fnd-In   Pages  Getscr  Putscr       Pct     Pages
  Written    Read  Buffer   Cache  Stolen   Count   Count Allocated Allocated
      114      94     739       0     114     248     452      5          100
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 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:42:32.20
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Scratch Manager Detail                                               <
     Pages  Getscr  Putscr       Pct     Pages    Pages HWM-Pages Allocation
    Stolen   Count   Count Allocated Allocated     Free Allocated      Count
       114     248     452      5          100     1900       106       184

Screen Description

The Scratch Manager Detail screen displays information on scratch area activity, including access statistics and page-use
statistics.

You can determine the number of pages assigned to the scratch area by adding the number of pages currently in use
(Pages Allocated) to the number of pages available (Pages Free).

When the scratch is assigned to storage, some output fields will display a 0 value. For more information, see the CA IDMS
System Generation Section.

What To Look For

Add the number of pages read (Pages Read) to the number of times a requested page was found in the scratch area
buffer (Found in Buffer). Compare this sum with the number of times a page was forced out of the buffer for another task I/
O (Pages Stolen). If Pages Stolen is high compared to this sum (greater than 50%, for example), you should increase the
size of the scratch area buffer in the DMCL.

The following entities may show up as frequent users of the scratch area:

• CA ADS (when relocatable storage is turned on)
• Line mode I/O
• Pageable maps
• The Interval Monitor and the Application Monitor

Communication Line Detail (PF3)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:50:06.43
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Communication Line Detail                                               >
    Line       Write   Total    Read   Total   Line RPL    Waits Total RPLs
    Name      Errors  Writes  Errors   Reads Status Gen   On RPL  Requested
    CONSOLE        0       0       0       0 INSRVC   0        0         0
    VTAM16         0   82015       3   67637 INSRVC  25        0    162354
    PRINT16        8    1057       2       0 INSRVC  40        0      1315
    DIAL16        25   24899       6    1144 INSRVC   0        0         0
    UCF16          0     159       0     178 INSRVC   0        0         0
    S16VTM         0       0       0       0 INSRVC   0        0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:50:06.43
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
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   02 Communication Line Detail                                            <
      Total   Line RPL    Waits Total RPLs Line       Term ACBname/ Compact
      Reads Status Gen   On RPL  Requested Type      Count DDname   Y/N
          0 INSRVC   0        0         0  WTO           1 CONSOLE     N
      67637 INSRVC  25        0    162354  VTAM 3270   250 SYSTEM16    Y
          0 INSRVC  40        0      1315  VTAM 3270    79 PRINT16     N
       1144 INSRVC   0        0         0  START STP     6 S16DIAL     N
        178 INSRVC   0        0         0  UCF          10 RHDCFSTB    N
          0 INSRVC   0        0         0  DDS VTAM      2 DDSVTM57    N

Screen Description

The Communication Line Detail screen displays a line of information on the activity on each teleprocessing line. Since
line speed is slower than processor speed, online, tasks should minimize I/O requests. In addition, applications should be
designed to transmit only modified fields.

What To Look For

• Look for a high number of request parameter list (RPL) waits for each VTAM or DCAM line, shown in the Waits On
RPL field. A high number can indicate a problem, especially for a line that contains one or more printers. There should
never be an RPL wait for a printer.
The optimal number of entries in the RPL for a line should be 15% to 20% of the number of physical terminals in the
line group, plus the actual number of printers in the group. Specify this number in the RPL COUNT IS parameter in the
system generation LINE statement for the VTAM line (VTAMLIN), or in the RPB COUNT IS parameter for the DCAM
line (DCAMLIN).

• Look for a high value in the Write Errors or Read Errors fields. I/O errors occur when the system attempts to write to
or read from a device assigned to the communication line. Identify the problem terminal and run a terminal trace to
diagnose the problem by issuing a DCMT PTERM command.

Active User Task Detail (PF4)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:43:00.30
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Active User Task Detail                                                 >
   Task       Task      Current Task  Link                     Task  Ecblist
   Number     Code      Program  Pri Level User_ID  Lterm_ID Status  Address
   1819       PMRM     PMWNDRVR  252                VL71001  RUN    00000000

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:43:00.30
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Active User Task Detail                                              <  >
  Task       Task      Current  Ecblist First    Second   Third    Stor  Shrd
  Number     Code      Program  Address ECB      ECB      ECB      #RCE Below
  1819       PMRM     PMWNDRVR 00000000                               9     0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:45:26.60
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
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                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Active User Task Detail                                              <  >
  Task       Task      Current  Shrd  Shrd  Priv  Priv  Priv  Pgm   Pgm   Pgm
  Number     Code      Program Below    XA Below    XA  Aloc #RCE 24bit 31bit
  1819       PMRM     PMWNDRVR     0  3584   512  43kB  47kB   10     0  49kB

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:45:26.60
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Active User Task Detail                                              <  >
    Task       Task      Current   Pgm   RU  Oth System   User    Waited_On
    Number     Code      Program 31bit #RCE #RCE   Time   Time        Dbkey
    1819       PMRM     PMWNDRVR  49kB    0    0 .0448S .0620S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:45:26.60
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Active User Task Detail                                              <  >
 Task       Task      Current    Waited_On Dbkey    Default  Default  Default
 Number     Code      Program        Dbkey Holder   Dictnode Dictname Dbnode
 1819       PMRM     PMWNDRVR

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:45:26.60
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Active User Task Detail                                              <
    Task       Task      Current Default  Default  Default  Default  Default
    Number     Code      Program Dictnode Dictname Dbnode   Dbname   Version
    1819       PMRM     PMWNDRVR

Screen Description

The Active User Task Detail screen displays a line of information for each user task in the dispatch chain. The tasks are
sorted by task dispatching priority, from lowest to highest. This screen helps you determine why the system is slow.

If you have the appropriate DCMT discrete security, you can use this screen:

• to change the dispatching priority for a task
• to terminate an active task on the local system

This screen can also be used to terminate an active task executing on a remote Central Version (z/OS only). Canceling
tasks running on a remote Central Version is controlled by your external security system. For more information, see the
section Installation and Customization in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor System Administration Section.

To do so, type over the existing value in the appropriate column for the task and press ENTER:

Field Type
Task Pri A number between 0 and 240 to define the new dispatching

priority for the task.
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Task Status CANCEL to abend the task. No dump is taken during abend
processing.

WARNING
You cannot change the task priority for a system that is being monitored remotely.

What To Look For

• Look for a task that is in a wait status (Task Status is WAIT) for a long time. If you know that the resource for which the
task is waiting will not be available in the appropriate amount of time, you can terminate the task as described above.
Event control blocks (ECBs) define what a task is waiting on. For example, an ECB of LMGR indicates that the task
is waiting on a lock that is managed by the database lock manager. For more information on ECBs, see the CA ADS
DSECT Reference Section.

• When storage protection is on, look for a number in the Priv Aloc field that is much higher than the sum of the Priv
Below and Priv XA fields. This indicates that the task is allocating more storage than it is actually using. In a CA
ADS application, this situation can result from incorrect sizing of the record buffer blocks (RBBs). In a non CA ADS
environment, examine the application for poor storage allocation.

Active System Task Detail (PF5)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:39:24.33
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Active System Task Detail                                               >
 Task       Task      Current  Link            Task  Ecblist First    Second
 Number     Code      Program Level Lterm_ID Status  Address ECB      ECB
 0          *SYSTEM* MASTER       0          WAIT   063F5010 EXT ECB  LTTMSECB
 1          *SYSTEM* *DBRC*       0          WAIT   0667EB48 DBRCWTOR ESEECB
 2          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0          WAIT   0642E710 SDCSECB  *TIMER*
 3          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0          WAIT   0642FB10 SDCSECB  *TIMER*
 4          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0          WAIT   06430F10 SDCSECB  *TIMER*
 5          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0          WAIT   06431C10 SDCSECB  *TIMER*
 6          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0          WAIT   06432910 SDCSECB  *TIMER*
 7          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0          WAIT   06433610 SDCSECB  *TIMER*
 8          SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD     0          WAIT   00058830 SDCSECB
 9          SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD     0          WAIT   00058880 SDCSECB
 10         SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD     0          WAIT   000588D0 SDCSECB
 11         SRVCDRVR PMONCIOD     0          WAIT   0668F7DC SDCSECB  PM DRVR
 12         SRVCDRVR PMONCROL     0          WAIT   066912A4 ICEECB   ICEECB
 13         SRVCDRVR RHDCDEAD     0          WAIT   06692E0C ICEECB   SDCSECB
 14         *DRIVER* UCFLINE      0          WAIT   063F7E08 PLE      ESECKECB
 15         *DRIVER* VTAM71       0          WAIT   064457FC PLE      VTM READ
 16         *DRIVER* DDSVTAM      0          WAIT   06449088 PLE      DDS READ
 17         *DRIVER* CCILINE      0          WAIT   06451A08 PLE      DDS READ

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:39:37.24
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Active System Task Detail                                            <  >
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  Task       Task      Current Second   Third    Stor  Shrd  Shrd  Priv  Priv
  Number     Code      Program ECB      ECB      #RCE Below    XA Below    XA
  0          *SYSTEM* MASTER   LTTMSECB             2  5120   128     0     0
  1          *SYSTEM* *DBRC*   ESEECB   CCEECB      1   128     0     0     0
  2          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD *TIMER*              4     0  15kB     0     0
  3          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD *TIMER*              4     0  16kB     0     0
  4          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD *TIMER*              4     0  14kB     0     0
  5          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD *TIMER*              4     0  16kB     0     0
  6          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD *TIMER*              4     0  24kB     0     0
  7          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD *TIMER*              4     0  24kB     0     0
  8          SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD                      3     0  12kB     0     0
  9          SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD                      3     0  12kB     0     0
  10         SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD                      3     0  12kB     0     0
  11         SRVCDRVR PMONCIOD PM DRVR  PM DRVR    21   512  52kB     0     0
  12         SRVCDRVR PMONCROL ICEECB   PM DRVR     0     0     0     0     0
  13         SRVCDRVR RHDCDEAD SDCSECB              0     0     0     0     0
  14         *DRIVER* UCFLINE  ESECKECB             1     0   128     0     0
  15         *DRIVER* VTAM71   VTM READ             1     0  6016     0     0
  16         *DRIVER* DDSVTAM  DDS READ *LOGON*     0     0     0     0     0
  17         *DRIVER* CCILINE  DDS READ             0     0     0     0     0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:39:37.24
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Active System Task Detail                                            <  >
   Task       Task      Current  Priv  Priv  Pgm   Pgm   Pgm   RU  Oth System
   Number     Code      Program    XA  Aloc #RCE 24bit 31bit #RCE #RCE   Time
   0          *SYSTEM* MASTER       0  5248    0     0     0    0    2  3.77S
   1          *SYSTEM* *DBRC*       0   128    0     0     0    0    1  1.15S
   2          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0  15kB    2     0  3776    2    0 .0093S
   3          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0  16kB    2     0  8224    2    0 .0100S
   4          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0  14kB    6     0  9584    2    0 .0021S
   5          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0  16kB    2     0  7808    2    0 .0096S
   6          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0  24kB    6     0  35kB    2    0 .0109S
   7          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0  24kB    6     0  15kB    2    0 .0105S
   8          SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD     0  12kB    1     0   736    1    0 .2113S
   9          SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD     0  12kB    1     0   736    1    0 .1470S
   10         SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD     0  12kB    1     0   736    1    0 .0231S
   11         SRVCDRVR PMONCIOD     0  52kB    0     0     0    0    1 .8803S
   12         SRVCDRVR PMONCROL     0     0    0     0     0    0    1 .0175S
   13         SRVCDRVR RHDCDEAD     0     0    0     0     0    0    1  4.35S
   14         *DRIVER* UCFLINE      0   128    0     0     0    0    0 .0006S
   15         *DRIVER* VTAM71       0  6016    0     0     0    0    0  1.21S
   16         *DRIVER* DDSVTAM      0     0    0     0     0    0    0  5.08S
   17         *DRIVER* CCILINE      0     0    0     0     0    0    0 .0138S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:39:37.24
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 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Active System Task Detail                                            <
  Task       Task      Current  Priv  Pgm   Pgm   Pgm   RU  Oth System   User
  Number     Code      Program  Aloc #RCE 24bit 31bit #RCE #RCE   Time   Time
  0          *SYSTEM* MASTER    5248    0     0     0    0    2  3.77S .0000S
  1          *SYSTEM* *DBRC*     128    0     0     0    0    1  1.15S .0000S
  2          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD  15kB    2     0  3776    2    0 .0093S .0000S
  3          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD  16kB    2     0  8224    2    0 .0100S .0000S
  4          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD  14kB    6     0  9584    2    0 .0021S .0000S
  5          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD  16kB    2     0  7808    2    0 .0096S .0000S
  6          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD  24kB    6     0  35kB    2    0 .0109S .0000S
  7          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD  24kB    6     0  15kB    2    0 .0105S .0000S
  8          SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD  12kB    1     0   736    1    0 .2113S .0000S
  9          SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD  12kB    1     0   736    1    0 .1470S .0000S
  10         SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD  12kB    1     0   736    1    0 .0231S .0000S
  11         SRVCDRVR PMONCIOD  52kB    0     0     0    0    1 .8803S .0000S
  12         SRVCDRVR PMONCROL     0    0     0     0    0    1 .0175S .0000S
  13         SRVCDRVR RHDCDEAD     0    0     0     0    0    1  4.35S .0000S
  14         *DRIVER* UCFLINE    128    0     0     0    0    0 .0006S .0000S
  15         *DRIVER* VTAM71    6016    0     0     0    0    0  1.21S .0000S
  16         *DRIVER* DDSVTAM      0    0     0     0    0    0  5.08S .0000S
  17         *DRIVER* CCILINE      0    0     0     0    0    0 .0138S .0000S

Screen Description

The Active System Task Detail screen displays a line of information for each active system task.

What To Look For

Look at the ECB fields. For more information on ECBs, see the CA ADS DSECT Reference Section.

Transaction Detail (PF6)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:40:20.69
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Transaction Detail                                                      >

   Task       Task        Bound   Task Subschma Transaction  DBMS Pages Pages
   Number     Code      Program Status Acc_Mod  Status      Calls Writn  Read
   2                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSNWK7       H       113     0  1002
   2                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSNWK7       H         9     0     0
   3                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSNWKL       H       314     0    21
   3                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSNWKL       A         3     0     0
   4                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSNWK6       A       731     0    33
   4                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSNWK6       A         3     0     0
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   5                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSSECU       H       165     0     3
   5                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSSECU       H         9     0     0
   6                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSNWK8       A         3     0     0
   6                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSNWK8       A         3     0     0
   7                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSSECS       A       141     0     2
   7                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSSECS       A         3     0     0
   8                   RHDCLGSD WAIT   IDMSNWK9       A         3     0     0
   9                   RHDCLGSD WAIT   IDMSNWK9       A         3     0     0
   10                  RHDCLGSD WAIT   IDMSNWK9       A         3     0     0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:40:20.69
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Transaction Detail                                                   <  >
                                                                          Calc
  Task       Pages Pages Rcrds Rcrds Frags Updat Selct Locks Bfore After Store
  Number      Read Reqst Reqst Curnt Stord Locks Locks Reqst Image Image Noovr
  2           1002  1023    24     0     0     1     0    25     0     0     0
  2              0     1     1     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     0
  3             21    90    95    26     0     1     0    86     0     0     0
  3              0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0
  4             33   357   560   357     0     0     1     1     0     0     0
  4              0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0
  5              3    32    32     0     0     1     0    33     0     0     0
  5              0     1     1     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     0
  6              0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0
  6              0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0
  7              2    26    26     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0
  7              0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0
  8              0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0
  9              0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0
  10             0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:40:20.69
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Transaction Detail                                                   <  >
              Calc  Calc   Via   Via                                     Lvls
  Task       Store Store Store Store   New  SR8s  SR8s Orphs  Levl   SR8 Srch
  Number     Noovr Ovrfl Noovr Ovrfl Index Erasd Stord Adopt Spawn Split Wrst
  2              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0
  2              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0
  3              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0
  3              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0
  4              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0
  4              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0
  5              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0
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  5              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0
  6              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0
  6              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0
  7              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0
  7              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0
  8              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0
  9              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0
  10             0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:49:30.57
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Transaction Detail                                                   <
                        Lvls Lvls Last
 Task        Levl   SR8 Srch Srch Verb   Current            Current
 Number     Spawn Split Wrst Best Num    Area_Name          Record_Name
 2              0     0    0    0 005F   DDLDCRUN
 2              0     0    0    0 0036
 3              0     0    0    0 005F
 3              0     0    0    0 0036
 4              0     0    0    0 005F   DDLDCMSG
 4              0     0    0    0 0036
 5              0     0    0    0 005F   DDLSEC
 5              0     0    0    0 005F   DDLSEC
 6              0     0    0    0 0036
 6              0     0    0    0 0036
 7              0     0    0    0 005F   DDLDML
 7              0     0    0    0 005F   DDLDML
 8              0     0    0    0 0038   DDLDCLOG           LOGREC-143
 9              0     0    0    0 0038   DDLDCLOG           LOGREC-143
 10             0     0    0    0 0038   DDLDCLOG           LOGREC-143

Screen Description

The Transaction Detail screen displays a line of information for each active transaction.

What To Look For

• Look for a high number in the Frags Stord, Calc Store Ovrfl, and Via Store Ovrfl fields. A high number in any of these
fields indicates that target pages for records stored by a transaction were full, forcing CA IDMS to store the records on
other pages. This situation can degrade access efficiency for the database.

• Look for information on index levels on this screen.
• Look for information on implied locks maintained by each active transaction on this screen. Too many locks can cause

a task to use a lot of storage. Use COMMITs to release locks. The task should release explicitly locked records as
soon as possible.

You can also use the Application Monitor (see Using the Application Monitor) to view transaction activity through a period
of time and to identify transactions causing overflow problems. In addition, you can use the IDMSDBAN utility to analyze
space availability for database pages. If a large number of pages in the database are full, you should consider increasing
the database page size or the number of pages in the database.
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LTERM Resource Usage Summary (PF7)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:51:28.48
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Lterm Resource Usage Summary                                            >
            Task     Current           Stor  Shrd  Shrd  Priv  Priv  Priv  Pgm
   Lterm_ID Code     Program  User_ID  #RCE Below    XA Below    XA  Aloc #RCE
 _ LV72001  PMRM     PMWNDRVR LHN        18  2048     0  64kB     0  72kB   10
 _ LV72002                    MHH        14  9664     0  17kB     0  20kB    0
 _ LV72003                    JLR         7  8128     0  15kB     0  16kB    0
 _ LV72004                    PHM         6  2432     0  15kB     0  16kB    0
 _ LV72005                    RXM         7  7040     0  15kB     0  16kB    0
 _ LV72007                    TKM         9  8576     0  15kB     0  16kB    0
 _ LV72008                    SJU         6  1728     0  14kB     0  16kB    0
 _ LV72009                    IST        13  8512     0  16kB     0  20kB    0
 _ LV72010                    SKC        12  9152     0  16kB     0  20kB    0
 _ LV72011                    GAD        13  2688     0  14kB     0  16kB    0
 _ LV71003                    KJM         6  3200     0  1024     0  4096    0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:51:28.48
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Lterm Resource Usage Summary                                         <  >
               Pgm   Pgm   Pgm   Ru  Oth  Default Default  Default  Default
     Lterm_ID #RCE 24bit 31bit #RCE #RCE Loadlist Dictnode Dictname Dbnode
   _ LV72001    10     0  49kB    0    0 A16LIST1
   _ LV72002     0     0     0    0    3 A16LIST1
   _ LV72003     0     0     0    0    0 A16LIST1
   _ LV72004     0     0     0    0    0 A16LIST1
   _ LV72005     0     0     0    0    0 A16LIST1
   _ LV72007     0     0     0    0    1 A16LIST1
   _ LV72008     0     0     0    0    0 A16LIST1
   _ LV72009     0     0     0    0    3 A16LIST1
   _ LV72010     0     0     0    0    2 A16LIST1
   _ LV72011     0     0     0    0    2 A16LIST1
   _ LV71003     0     0     0    0    4 SYSLOAD

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:51:28.48
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Lterm Resource Usage Summary                                         <
              Default Default  Default  Default  Default  Default        Lterm
    Lterm_ID Loadlist Dictnode Dictname Dbnode   Dbname   Version      Address
  _ LV72001  A16LIST1                                                 00046418
  _ LV72002  A16LIST1                                                 00046518
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  _ LV72003  A16LIST1                                                 00046618
  _ LV72004  A16LIST1                                                 00046718
  _ LV72005  A16LIST1                                                 00046818
  _ LV72007  A16LIST1                                                 00046A18
  _ LV72008  A16LIST1                                                 00046B18
  _ LV72009  A16LIST1                                                 00046C18
  _ LV72010  A16LIST1                                                 00046D18
  _ LV72011  A16LIST1                                                 00046E18
  _ LV71003  SYSLOAD                                                  000525B4

Screen Description

The Lterm Resource Usage Summary screen displays a line of information for each logical terminal ID. The screen
displays:

• The amount of shared storage being used by the task.
• The amount of private storage being used by the task. The DC/UCF system assigns storage in 128-byte increments.

When storage protect is on and a program requests 10 bytes of storage, the DC/UCF system allocates 128 bytes of
storage, of which all 128 bytes are private.

• Storage field values are scaled in these increments:
– Bytes
– 1 KB increments
– 1 MB increments
– 1 GB increments

You can request a detailed display for a specific LTERM. Type any nonblank character in the select field to the left of the
LTERM ID, then press [Enter]. The Realtime Monitor displays the Lterm Resource Usage Detail screen, which shows
resources held by a specific terminal.

What To Look For

• Look for the use of an alternate dictionary by a task, indicated by a value in the Default Dictname field. A task that
uses an alternate dictionary can increase LOADER activity. This can result in a high overflow run unit count in the Total
Ovrflw field on the System Run Units screen.

• Look for the use of a test version (other than version 1) by a task, indicated by a value in the Default Version field. A
task that uses a test version increases the search path for LOADER. You should not use test versions in a production
environment.

• Look at the difference between the sum of the Priv Below plus the Priv XA fields and the Priv Aloc field. The difference
indicates the amount of storage a task has tied up that is not being used. In a CA ADS environment, this situation
can result from incorrect sizing of record buffer blocks (RBBs). In a non CA ADS environment, examine specific
applications for poor storage allocation. You can use the Performance Monitor's Application Monitor to examine
specific applications for this discrepancy.

LTERM Resource Usage Detail

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 07:36:13.99
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   03 Lterm Resource Usage Detail                                             >
                                RLE           RCE  Resource  Usage      Task
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   Lterm_ID  User_ID        Address       Address      Type  Count        ID
   VL71001   DEKDO01       B70691B4      37072280  STORAGE       1       74
                           37069154      37073140  STORAGE       1       74
                           3706919C      370731C0  STORAGE       1       74
                           37069178      37073180  STORAGE       1       74
                           37069130      37073100  STORAGE       1       74
                           370690B8      370723C0  STORAGE       1       74
                           37069094      37072440  STORAGE       1       74
                           370690DC      37072420  STORAGE       1       27
                           370690C4      37073080  STORAGE       1       74
                           37068A88      37073020  STORAGE       1       74

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 07:36:50.00
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   03 Lterm Resource Usage Detail                                          <
                Task          Word         Word       Word          Word
  Lterm_ID        ID          One          Two        Three         Four
  VL71001         74     00009C80     371D2D80     3705D04C     3705CF88
                  74     00000180     371D2C00     3705D04C     3705CF88
                  74     00007A00     371CAF80     3705D02C     3705CF88
                  74     00000500     371CAA80     3705D02C     3705CF88
                  74     00000500     371CA400     3705D02C     3705CF88
                  74     00000200     00183000     3705A330     3705A288
                  74     00000E80     39969300     37064DE8     37064B08
                  27     00000100     38F3A800     3705A8BC     3705A788
                  74     00000380     371C9080     3705D028     3705CF88
                  74     00001000     371C9400     3705D028     3705CF88

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 07:37:26.05
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   03 Lterm Resource Usage Detail                                       <

                Word          Word         Word       Word          Word
  Lterm_ID      Two           Three        Four       Five          Six
  VL71001    371D2D80       3705D04C     3705CF88   80000000    00000000
             371D2C00       3705D04C     3705CF88   00000000    00000000
             371CAF80       3705D02C     3705CF88   00000000    00000000
             371CAA80       3705D02C     3705CF88   80000000    00000000
             371CA400       3705D02C     3705CF88   80000000    00000000
             00183000       3705A330     3705A288   80000000    00000000
             39969300       37064DE8     37064B08   00000000    00000000
             38F3A800       3705A8BC     3705A788   00000000    00000000
             371C9080       3705D028     3705CF88   00000000    C4D9E5D9
             371C9400       3705D028     3705CF88   00000000    E2E3C3D2
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Screen Description

To request the Lterm Resource Usage Detail screen, enter a nonblank character next to an Lterm_ID field in the Lterm
Resource Usage Summary screen. The Lterm Resource Usage Detail screen displays a line of information for each
resource allocated to a logical terminal.

What To Look For

Request this screen when you notice a problem associated with a particular LTERM; for example, the number of RCEs
held by the terminal. The screen displays internal information that can help you determine the number of resources used
by the terminal and their size.

Buffer I/O Summary (PF8)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:44:07.23
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Buffer I/O Summary                                                      >
                          Fnd_In     Read   Fnd_In    Write   Forced Prefetch
            Buffer_Name   Buffer    Count    Cache    Count    Write     Hits
   _ DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER        942        5                 1
   _ DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER        285      190       75        1
   _ LOG_BUFFER
   _ DEFAULT_BUFFER          541     1097                22

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:44:29.43
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Buffer I/O Summary                                                   <
                         Write   Forced Prefetch      Bcr   Page  Buffer
          Buffer_Name    Count    Write     Hits    Waits   Size   Pages #Areas
 _ DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER          1                              4000     200      4
 _ DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER          1                              2932     200      5
 _ LOG_BUFFER                                               4276              1
 _ DEFAULT_BUFFER           22                              4276      30     24

Screen Description

The Buffer I/O Summary screen displays a line of information for each buffer defined to DC/UCF.

You can request a detailed display for a specific buffer, which breaks down the information for each file/area combination
assigned to the buffer. Type any nonblank character in the select field to the left of the buffer name, then press [Enter].
The Realtime Monitor displays the Specific Buffer I/O Detail screen for each selected buffer.

What To Look For

• Look for a high number of read-request I/Os (Read Count) for a particular buffer, compared to the number of requested
pages found in the buffer (Found In Buf). If this occurs, consider modifying the buffer's DMCL definition to:
– Increase the number of pages in the buffer
– Reassign areas to buffers based on their usage
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NOTE
By increasing the number or size of buffers, you decrease the amount of storage available to the DC/UCF
system and may cause an increase in paging. If paging increases, decrease the size of the buffer.

• Look for a high value in the Forced Write field. A forced write occurs when the system must write a buffer page in order
to read a database page. A high value means one of these conditions exist:
– A long-running update job is not issuing COMMIT statements frequently enough
– Buffer activity is excessive

• Look for a non-zero number in the BCR Waits field. A value in this field indicates a serious problem that can be
remedied by increasing the number of pages in the buffer. The field is incremented when IDMSDBIO determines that
all the pages in the buffer are exclusively held and must therefore wait until a buffer page becomes available.

You can determine if one file is responsible for a large percentage of buffer activity by requesting the Specific Buffer I/O
Detail screen for the buffer.

Specific Buffer I/O Detail

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:46:43.34
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   03 Specific Buffer I/O Detail                                              >
                                                              Fnd_In      Read
  File_Name                    Area_Name                      Buffer     Count
  DBCR.BRANCHA                 DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     257         2
  DBCR.BRANCHB                 DBCR.BRNCHTEL
  DBCR.BRANCHC                 DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     193         1
  DBCR.BRANCHD                 DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     492         2

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:46:56.23
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   03 Specific Buffer I/O Detail                                           <  >
                                      Read     Fnd_In      Write   Prefetch
    File_Name                        Count      Cache      Count       Hits
    DBCR.BRANCHA                         2                     1
    DBCR.BRANCHB
    DBCR.BRANCHC                         1
    DBCR.BRANCHD                         2

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:47:10.13
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   03 Specific Buffer I/O Detail                                           <
                                 Fnd_In    Write Prefetch
   File_Name                      Cache    Count     Hits Buffer_Name
   DBCR.BRANCHA                                1          DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER
   DBCR.BRANCHB
   DBCR.BRANCHC
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   DBCR.BRANCHD

Screen Description

To request the Specific Buffer I/O Detail screen, enter a nonblank character next to a buffer name in the Buffer I/O
Summary screen. The Specific Buffer I/O Detail screen displays a line of information for each file/area combination
assigned to the buffer.

What To Look For

Request this screen when you notice a problem related to the associated buffer on the Buffer I/O Summary screen. For
example, the Buffer I/O Summary screen may indicate that too many I/Os are being performed for requested pages. Use
the Specific Buffer I/O Detail screen to determine which files have the highest activity in the selected buffer.

Storage Pool Detail (PF9)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 07:38:25.03
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Storage Pool Detail                                                     >
   Pool   Total Storage   High   SOS SOS  Cushn    Pages Release  Pages  Pfix
   ID   Storage  In_Use  Water Count Now   Size Released   Count Pfixed Count
    0    1208kB   124kB  128kB                       19      19
    120  1000kB   12288  20480             4096      29      28
    150    29mB   45056  81920             4096      87     173
    254    10mB   152kB  164kB             4096      87      33
    255    10mB   584kB  588kB                       46      46
    255  2960kB  2960kB 2960kB

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 07:38:45.04
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Storage Pool Detail                                                  <
  Pool SOS   SOS  Cushn  Pages Release Pages  Pfix Pages Pfree Scan1 Scan2
  ID   Count Now  Size Released Count Pfixed Count Freed Count Count Count
   0                      19      19                             66   163
   120            40960   29      28                             96    27
   150            40960  187     173                            346   169
   254            40960   87      33                            101   142
   255                    46      46                            383    95
   255                                         1

Screen Description

The Storage Pool Detail screen displays a line of information for each storage pool defined to the DC/UCF system.

What To Look For

Look for any of the following situations that can indicate storage-use problems:
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• The largest amount of storage in use at one time, shown in the High Water field, is close to the size of the storage pool,
shown in the Total Storage field.

• There is a high number in the SOS Count field or a Y (yes) in the SOS Now field.
• Whether the amount of storage available, determined by subtracting the value in the Storage In Use field from the

value in the Total Storage field, is less than the size of the cushion shown in the Cushn Size field. Regular use of the
storage cushion can impede system performance because the DC/UCF system does not dispatch tasks when the
cushion is being used.

NOTE
To identify programs that are not releasing storage or which are acquiring large amounts of storage, look at the
LTERM Resource Usage Detail screen.

If any of these situations occur regularly, you should increase the size of the storage pool:

• For storage pool 0, which is the primary storage pool, increase the size specified by the STORAGE POOL parameter
of the system generation SYSTEM statement. When no storage pools are defined, all storage required by the Lock
Manager is acquired form storage pool 0. This amount of storage is based on the SYSLOCKS parameter of the system
generation SYSTEM statement.

• For storage pool 255, which is the primary XA storage pool, increase the size specified by the XA STORAGE POOL
parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement.

• For any other storage pool, increase the SIZE parameter in the appropriate system generation STORAGE POOL
statement.

If you don't have enough space to increase the storage pool, reduce the value assigned to MAX TASKS and MAX ERUS
parameters. Use relocatable storage for CA ADS, and monitor scratch usage.

Program Pool Detail (PF10)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:53:43.90
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Program Pool Detail                                                     >
  Pool             Total Storage   High Ovrlay   Ovrlay Novrlay  Times  Pages
  Type           Storage  In Use  Water In Use Not Used   Loads Waited Loaded
  PROG POOL        53248   20480  53248                      3             21
  REENT POOL      2456kB   488kB  488kB                     42            976
  XA PROG POOL     200kB       0      0
  XA REENT POOL   2640kB  1592kB 1592kB                    112           3184

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:53:43.90
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Program Pool Detail                                                  <
   Pool           Storage   High Ovrlay   Ovrlay Novrlay  Times  Pages   Load
   Type            In Use  Water In Use Not Used   Loads Waited Loaded  Count
   PROG POOL        20480  53248                      3             21      3
   REENT POOL       488kB  488kB                     42            976     42
   XA PROG POOL         0      0
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   XA REENT POOL   1592kB 1592kB                    112           3184    112

Screen Description

The Program Pool Detail screen displays a line of information for each type of program pool defined to the system:

• 24-bit, nonreentrant program pools (PROG POOL)
• 24-bit, reentrant program pools (REENT POOL)
• 31-bit, nonreentrant program pools (XA PROG POOL)
• 31-bit, reentrant program pools (XA REENT POOL)

If your system has no reentrant pool, the DC/UCF system assigns reentrant programs to the program pool.

What To Look For

• Look at the number of times the system had to overlay active programs (Ovrlay In Use) and the number of waits
(Times Waited). Any number in the Ovrlay In Use field or a large number in the Times Waited field indicates a problem
with the size of the program pool. Try the options listed below to alleviate the problem:
– Increase the size of the pool. If you must increase the size of one pool, try decreasing the size of a pool that is not

experiencing waits. If space is too tight to increase the size of the pool, try reducing the value assigned to the MAX
TASKS and MAX ERUS parameters. This reduces concurrent demand on the program pool.

– Define heavily used, reentrant, or quasireentrant programs as resident.
– Decrease the size of frequently used programs by creating application-specific subschemas to avoid using large,

global subschemas, or by segregating logical threads in applications by module.
• Compare the number of pages loaded (Pages Loaded) to the total number of loads (Load Count). If there are many

pages loaded for only a few program loads, consider increasing the block size for the program load libraries and load
areas. For example, a block size of 10Kb requires 20 I/Os to load a 200Kb program; a block size of 1Kb requires 200 I/
Os to load the same program.

Database Overview (PF11)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:53:56.39
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Database Overview
       _ Database Record Summary
 Requested   Current    Fragmented
 5691738     1303479    405
    Overflow            On Target
 Calc     Via        Calc     Via
 48       6758       1349     21782
 DB Calls    DB Req     Relocated
 3397293     3850790    0

  _ Database Page I/O Summary
  Pages Read Written    Requested
  563146     49946      5364718

Screen Description
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The Database Overview screen displays summary information on database access. The screen is divided into two parts:

• Record access activity
• Page I/O activity

To view detailed information on active transactions and buffer use, you can request the Transaction Detail and Buffer I/O
Summary screens directly from the Database Overview screen:

• To request the Transaction Detail screen, type any nonblank character in the select field to the left of the Database
Record Summary field.

• To request the Buffer I/O Summary screen, type any nonblank character in the select field to the left of the Database
Page I/O Summary field.

When you have selected one or both screens, press [Enter]. The Realtime Monitor creates a new window for each screen
requested.

What To Look For

• Look for a high number of stored record fragments, which can indicate that:
– Many database pages are full
– Size specifications for variable-length records are inefficient
Use the IDMSDBAN utility to analyze the space available in the database. As necessary, increase the database page
size or the number of pages in the database, or change variable-length record-size specifications using the MINIMUM
ROOT and MINIMUM FRAGMENT parameters of the schema compiler RECORD statement.

• Look at the ratio of CALC records stored on target pages relative to the sum of these records plus overflow CALC
records. The ratio, which indicates how well the CALC algorithm works, should be 1. A ratio less than 1 indicates that
space utilization is high. Use the Interval Monitor to track this ratio over time. Use the IDMSDBAN utility to analyze
space utilization in the database.

• Look at the ratio of VIA records stored on target pages relative to the sum of these records plus overflow VIA records.
The ratio, which indicates how well VIA records cluster around their owner, should be 1. A ratio less than 1 indicates
one of these conditions exist:
– Large data clusters
– High space utilization
– Small page sizes
Use the Interval Monitor to track this ratio over time. Use the IDMSDBAN utility to analyze space utilization in the
database.

• Look at the ratio of database pages requested to pages read. The ratio indicates how well the buffer is sized and how
well the database is designed. Low ratios could indicate that the buffer is too small or that database I/O needs to be
tuned.

Transaction Overview (PF12)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:55:08.26
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Transaction Overview
       _ Transaction Summary
 Active    Processed Normal    Max Conc
 14        89775     89725     26
         External Request Unit Summary
 Active    Processed Normal    Max Conc
 0         324       323       2
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Screen Description

The Transaction Overview screen displays summary information on transaction activity. The screen is divided into two
parts:

• Transaction activity
• External request unit activity

To view detailed information on active transactions, you can request the Transaction Detail screen directly from the
Transaction Overview screen. Type any nonblank character in the select field to the left of the Transaction Summary field,
then press [Enter]. The Realtime Monitor creates a new window and displays the Transaction Detail screen.

What To Look For

A low value for Max Conc indicates a low level of concurrency in the system. Concurrency is affected by large numbers of
deadlocks, storage and program pool shortages, and generally, anything that forces tasks into a wait state.

Task and Program Pool Overview (PF13)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:56:05.36
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Task + Prog Pool Overview
       _ Task Activity Summary
 Active    Processed Runaway   Aborted
 19        82481     0         1
 _ System Task      Genned   Times At
 Active    Procesd  Max #    Max #
 17        11515    47       0

       _ Program Pool Summary
 Program   Reentrnt  XA Prog   XA Reent
 Waits     Waits     Waits     Waits
 0         0         0         0
 Loads     Loads     Loads     Loads
 17        131       0         338

Screen Description

The Task and Program Pool Overview screen displays summary information on both task and program activity. The
screen is divided into two parts:

• Task activity
• Program-pool activity

You can request detailed information on user tasks, system tasks, and program-pool activity, as follows:
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• To request the Active User Task Detail screen to view detailed information on the system resources used by active
user tasks, type any nonblank character in the select field to the left of Task Activity Summary.

• To request the Active System Task Detail screen to view detailed information on the system resources used by active
system tasks, type any nonblank character in the select field to the left of System Task.

• To request the Program Pool Detail screen to view detailed information on program-pool use, type any nonblank
character in the select field to the left of Program Pool Summary.

When you have selected the screens you want, press [Enter]. The Realtime Monitor creates a new window for each
screen requested.

What To Look For

• Look for a non-zero number in the Wait fields in the Program Pool Summary. A non-zero number indicates programs
have to wait for space in the program pool. Investigate this condition further by displaying the Program Pool Detail
screen.

• Look for high values in the Aborted task count field. Lower abort numbers are preferable for a production system while
higher abort numbers may be okay for a development system.

• Look for Times at Max # values that are close to the Genned Max # value. This indicates that the concurrency level is
limited by the MAX TASK value specified in the system generation SYSTEM statement.

Storage Pool Overview (PF14)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:57:02.63
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Storage Pool Overview
   _ Storage Pool Summary
 Pools     # Times   Pools
 Genned    Sys SOS   SOS
 1         0         0
           Genned    HWM
 RLE       4000      2659
 RCE       4000      2536
 DPE       1000      547
 Stack     1200      467

Screen Description

The Storage Pool Overview screen displays summary information on storage use since DC/UCF system startup.

To view detailed information on each storage pool, you can request the Storage Pool Detail screen directly from the
Storage Pool Overview screen. Type any nonblank character in the select field to the left of Storage Pool Summary, then
press [Enter]. The Realtime Monitor creates a new window for the requested screen.

What To Look For

• Compare the system generation (Genned field) and high-water mark (HWM field) values for the resource link elements
(RLEs), resource control elements (RCEs), deadlock prevention elements (DPEs), and the stack size. The high-water
mark may exceed the amount assigned at system generation. For RCEs, RLEs, or DPEs, this may happen if additional
resources have been allocated dynamically by the system. In this case, you should adjust the sysgen values to avoid
secondary allocation of resources.
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NOTE
At runtime, exceeding the Genned value for the stack results in system termination.

• Pools SOS should be a value near zero. A non-zero value should represent peak usage, not a constant condition.

Database I/O Driver Detail (PF15)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:52:14.22
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Database I/O Driver Detail
     Task          Driver  Forced    Read   Write  Journal  Jrnldrvr   Read
     Number          Type   Write   Count   Count   Writes     Posts  Posts
     143         DBIOWRIT       0       0       0       0         0       0
     146         DBIOREAD       0       0       0       0         0       0
     292         DBIOWRIT       0       0       0       0         0       0

Screen Description

The Database I/O Driver Detail screen displays the I/O activity for the database I/O drivers. The screen includes one line
for each driver activated for the DC/UCF system.

Database drivers are independent tasks that perform page reads and writes on behalf of a task:

Driver Description
DBIOWRIT The write driver, which writes pages in the buffer to disk
DBIOREAD The read driver, which performs look-ahead reads for tasks that

perform area sweeps

NOTE
For more information on the read and write drivers, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands
Section.

What To Look For

• Look to see if Jnrldrvr Posts is high compared to Journal Writes. If it is, you may have too many read drivers activated.
• Look for a high value in the Forced Write field. A forced write occurs when the system must write a buffer page in order

to read a database page. A high value means one of these conditions exist:
– A large number of update jobs are running at the same time
– A long-running update job is not issuing COMMIT statements frequently enough
– Buffer activity is excessive

• Look at the values in the Read Count and Write Count fields. If the values are consistently zero, the drivers aren't
doing any work and you should deactivate them.

• Monitor the number of tasks performed and system I/O. Although the drivers increase the number of tasks the system
can perform, they do so at the cost of increased I/O. To use the read and write drivers most efficiently, activate them for
long-running update jobs. If you use the read drivers, activate at least two to see performance improvements.

Journal Detail (PF16)
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PM-Rnn.n TECHDC99          CA, Inc.                  V545     08.348 10:25:20.99
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Journal Detail                                                          >
                  Current Offload         Tran     Dseg    Ru     Dseg  Current
     Journal Name  Status  Status Full Waiting Interval Level      RBN      RBN
 J1JRNL                                     0         0     0        0        0
 J2JRNL            ACTIVE                           0     0    15020     92

 PM-Rnn.n TECHDC99         CA, Inc.                  V545     08.348 10:26   :21.99
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 Journal Detail                                                       <
                       Dseg    Ru     Dseg  Current     High      Low  Current
      Journal Name Interval Level      RBN      RBN      RBN      RBN  Segment
  J1JRNL                  0     0        0        0    15000       21        0
  J2JRNL                  0     0    15020     9360    15000       11       16

Screen Description

The Journal Detail screen displays the current status of all disk journals. It indicates which journals are full and whether a
journal is being offloaded.

What To Look For

• Look at the status of the journals.
• Look at the Tran Waiting field to see if transactions are waiting for the journal.
• Look at the number assigned in the Dseg RBN field. This value indicates the relative block number (RBN) at which

IDMSDBIO will write the next dummy segment (DSEG) record. During warmstart processing, CA IDMS rolls back the
journal to the most current DSEG record.
If you have not specified a journal fragment interval with the DCMT VARY JOURNAL FRAGMENT NUMBER
command, you will see a value in the Dseg RBN field that is greater than the number of blocks in the journal.

SQL Overview (PF17)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:12:27.33
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 10
   02 SQL Overview
       _ Row Level Activity
 Fetch     Insert    Update    Delete
 60        5         26        3

           Sort Activity
 Total #   Hi-Row    Low-Row   # Rows
 4         20        3         41
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 Access Module       Number of SQL
 Recompiles          Statements
 2                   5

Screen Description

The SQL Overview screen provides summary SQL information for the entire system since startup.

To view detailed information on each active SQL transaction, you can request the SQL Detail screen by returning to the
menu screen and pressing PF18, or by typing a nonblank character next to SQL Detail on the menu screen then pressing
[Enter].

What To Look For

• Look for large values in the Hi-Row field under Sort Activity.
• Look for large values under Access Module Recompiles. Three reasons for recompiles:

– Changes in the physical database definition

NOTE
Use discretion in planning changes to components of the physical database definition.

– Program recompiling; the recompile changes the date/time stamp, necessitating an AM recompile

NOTE
Try to limit program compiles on a production system.

– An SQL statement referencing a temporary table before the table is defined

NOTE
Define temporary tables before referencing them.

• Monitor the Total # field for total number of sorts performed since startup. Keep track of this field to insure that the
database contains the indexes needed to support the application requests for sorted data.

SQL Detail (PF18)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 03:26:10.25
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 20
   02 SQL Detail                                                              >
   Trans      User     Access         ACM       SQL    Rows     Rows    Rows
   Number     ID       Module   Recompile Processed Fetched Inserted Updated
   557        DDK      SQLAM1         0         1        0        1       0
   962        GRD                     0         8       32        0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 03:26:10.25
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 20
   02 SQL Detail                                                           <  >
 Trans         Rows    Rows Number Hi-Row Lo-Row   Rows  Pages Pages     Pages
 Number     Updated Deleted  Sorts  Sorts  Sorts Sorted Written  Read Requested
 557             0       0       0      0      0      0      2     0       5
 962             0       0       0      0      0      0      0     0      86
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 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 03:26:10.25
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 20
   02 SQL Detail                                                           <
  Trans      Hi-Row Lo-Row   Rows  Pages Pages     Pages    Rows Update Select
  Number      Sorts  Sorts Sorted Written  Read Requested Current  Locks  Locks
  557             0      0      0      2     0       5        1       7      3
  962             0      0      0      0     0      86       50       1      5

Screen Description

The SQL Detail screen displays a line of information for each SQL transaction.

What To Look For

• Look for a high number in the Rows Requested field compared to the number in the Rows Current field. This ratio
should be as close to 1:1 as possible.

• Look at the ratio of pages requested to pages read. The ratio can be an indication of the effectiveness of the buffer
size and database design. Low ratios could indicate that either the buffer is too small or the database should be tuned.

• Look for large values under Access Module Recompiles. Three reasons for recompiles:
– Changes in the physical database definition

NOTE
Use discretion in planning changes to components of the physical database definition.

– Program recompiling; the recompile changes the date/time stamp, necessitating an AM recompile

NOTE
Try to limit program compiles on a production system.

– An SQL statement referencing a temporary table before the table is defined

NOTE
Define temporary tables before referencing them.

 

Active System Summary (PF19)

PM-

Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 03:31:10.25
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 20
   02 Active System Summary                                                   >
   Job      Job      Job           Program
   Name     Number   Status   ASID Name        DCV     CV    SVC Version
   SYSTEM71 JOB19126   NS     007C RHDCOMVS    710    148    172 18.5.00
   SYSTEM72 JOB05353   NS     0079 RHDCOMVS    720    222    172 18.5.00 

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 03:31:10.25
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
                                                                    Refresh: 20
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   02 Active System Summary                                                   >
   Job      Job           Program                                Tape  
   Name     Status   ASID Name        DCV     CV    SVC Version  Number
   SYSTEM71   NS     007C RHDCOMVS    710    148    172 18.5.00  GJI50B
   SYSTEM72   NS     0079 RHDCOMVS    720    222    172 18.5.00  GJI50B

Screen Description

The Active System Summary screen provides a list of all active IDMS central versions (z/OS only). To select a system for
monitoring, type any non-blank character in the select field to the left of a system name and press ENTER. You can also
select a system for monitoring using the SYStem top-line command. For more information on the SYStem command, see
Control Keys and Commands.

NOTE
If secured external monitoring is enabled, only authorized users/groups can monitor secured external systems
selected by Active System Summary.

Using the Interval Monitor
This section introduces the Interval Monitor. During an Interval Monitor session, use the windowing commands and control
keys that are described in the Using Performance Monitor section to manipulate screen displays. The Interval Monitor
provides more commands that are described in the articles that follow this article.

What the Interval Monitor Does

The Interval Monitor captures system-wide wait-time statistics and information that is related to wait-time statistics for
each interval. An interval is a unit of time (30 minutes, 60 minutes, and so on). The time spanned by each interval is
established by the system administrator, as is the total number of intervals to be maintained.

For example, you may want to maintain statistics based on 60-minute intervals and to store up to 24 intervals (one day
of data). Once the day (24 intervals, in this case) elapses, the system wraps back and begins overwriting the earliest
intervals with new information. For more information about system installation and setup, see Administrating IDMS
Performance Monitor System.

The first interval that is recorded after system startup ends at the next time-of-day which is a multiple of the Size of
Interval setting. For example, if the system started at 01:03:00 and the Size of Interval setting is 10, the first interval will
end at 01:10:00. To find the Size of Interval setting, see Options in Effect (PF21).

NOTE

In addition to online interval monitoring, there is also a batch component that allows you to report by interval and
category. For more information, see Administrating IDMS Performance Monitor System.

Problem-Solving

This section also provides information that you can use to help alleviate problems that are detected using the Interval
Monitor. If you detect a problem with your system, perform the following steps:

1. Try to isolate the applications that are heavy users of the problem resource. For example, storage-pool problems can
be caused by an application that neglects to release acquired storage.

2. If Step 1 fails to correct the problem, increase the availability of the resource. For example, to solve storage-pool
problems, you may need to expand the storage pool.
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Uses and Users

The Interval Monitor is typically used by DBAs and DCAs to identify trends in system-resource utilization.

The Interval Monitor maintains statistics for the following categories of information:

• Db-key/area
• I/O
• Area
• Buffer
• Journal
• Storage
• Storage type
• Program pool
• Program loads
• Log
• Scratch
• Queue
• Message
• Line I/O
• Transaction
• CDMSLIB libraries
• SQL
• Sysplex menu

The Interval Monitor automatically captures the appropriate wait information for each category. You can view this
information in either detail or history form.

NOTE

The Interval Monitor maintains statistics separately for system and non-system data.

Area Name Description
DDLDML DC/UCF system definitions, maps, dialogs, source modules, and

record descriptions
DDLDCRUN/DDLDCQUE Queue area
DDLDCSCR Scratch area
DDLDCMSG Message area
DDLDCLOG Log area
DDLDCLOD Load modules that are associated with DDLDML
DDLCAT Physical database definitions (segments, database name tables,

DMCLs); also contains SQL entity definitions at sites having the
SQL option

DDLCATX Indexes that are associated with DDLCAT
DDLCATLOD Load modules that are associated with DDLCAT; also contains

access modules at sites having the SQL option
DDLSEC System user catalog area
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Types of Interval Monitor Screens

The following Interval Monitor screens display statistics:

Screen Description
Summary Detail screen Provides wait statistics for each category
Summary History screen Shows the average wait time for each interval in a graph
Wait Type by Interval screen Summarizes wait information by category for a specific time

interval. The screen displays this information both numerically and
graphically. The Interval Monitor uses 1 of 4 scales for the graph,
depending on the highest average wait time value:
• 0 - 1 second
• 0 - 5 seconds
• 0 - 10 seconds
• 0 - 50 seconds
For values that exceed the scale of the graph, the Interval Monitor
displays this symbol: =>

Detail screens Break down the wait activity for a particular category and interval.
Where appropriate, these screens include other related statistics
to help evaluate the use of resources and the cause of the waits.

History screens Summarize the wait activity for a specific category, across all
intervals. For each interval, these screens show the average
wait time. The average wait time is displayed numerically and
graphically.
The Interval Monitor displays 1 of 4 scales for the graph, based
on the highest average wait time value. (See the ranges that are
listed for the Wait Type by Interval screen).

Screen Access Sequence

Typically, you access Interval monitor screens in the following sequence:

1. Summary History screen—Use this screen to determine which interval experienced a high average wait time.
2. Wait Type by Interval screen—Use this screen to determine what types of waits occurred for the interval. Expect high

values for I/O operations.
3. Specific detail screens—Use the specific detail screens to determine why waits occurred during a particular interval.

Getting Started
This article describes how to begin using the Interval Monitor.

Follow these steps:

1. To request the Interval Monitor, type the task code pmim following the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt:

V71  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

 pmim

2. Press Enter.
The Interval Monitor displays the menu screen which lists all of the Interval Monitor options:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:01:10.98
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 CMD-->                                                             Window : 01

 

   01 07:55 MENU Interval Monitor

 

 Detail   Hist  Description          Detail   Hist  Description

 _  PF1    _    Summary              _  PF2         Wait Type

 _  PF3    _    DB  DBkey/Area       _  PF4         DDL Log

 _  PF5    _        IO               _  PF6             Scratch

 _  PF7             Area             _  PF8             Queue

 _  PF9    _        Buffer           _  PF10            Message

 _  PF11   _        Journal

 _  PF13        Storage              _  PF14   _    Line IO

 _  PF15   _    Pgm Pool             _  PF16   _    Storage Type

 _  PF17            Loads            _  PF18   _    Interval Statistics

 _  PF19   _        Cdmslib          _  PF20   _    Transaction Statistics

 _  PF21        PMIM Status/Options  _  PF22   _    SQL Statistics

 _  PF23   _    Sysplex Menu

 

  Interval Monitor is Online and Collecting Data

3. Select the screen(s) you want to view first. The menu is always available in window 01, should you need to select
more screens later in the session. Select the screens by:
– Using a PF key to select a Detail screen.

or
– Typing any nonblank character next to the category that describes the screen you want to access. The first column

to the left of each category requests the corresponding Detail screen. The second column requests the History
screen.

The Current Interval

The current interval is initially set to the earliest interval for which the system has stored statistics.
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To change the current interval, press:

• [PF4] to establish the previous interval as current
• [PF5] to establish the next interval as current

Monitor Screens

The following table summarizes the Interval Monitor screens. Each screen is discussed in more detail later in this section,
in the order presented in this table.

Screen Name PF Key Display
Interval Monitor Menu  The main menu for the Interval Monitor
Summary Detail PF1 One line per interval, showing system wait

statistics, CPU time, and disk I/O. Also
includes a breakdown of wait information by
wait-type category for each interval.

Summary History  One line per interval, showing the total wait
count and time, and the average wait time.

Wait Type by Interval PF2 Information for the current interval. Includes
one line for each detailed category of wait
(Db-key/area, I/O, Journal, etc.):
The total wait count and time for that
category
The percent-of-total for the category
A graphic representation of these
percentages

DBkey/Area Detail PF3 Information for the current interval for
db-key waits and area waits. For each
nonsystem area, the information includes:
A total wait count and time for all db-key
waits
Area wait information broken down by
retrieval mode (shared, protected, and
exclusive)

DBkey/Area History  One line per interval for the DBkey/Area
wait category.

Log Detail PF4 Information for the current interval, showing
the following log statistics:
I/O access statistics
Db-key wait statistics
Area statistics

IO Detail PF5 Information for the current interval for all
database I/O waits. For each nonsystem
area, includes statistics for read and write
waits, and for buffer use

IO History  One line per interval for the I/O wait
category.

Scratch Detail PF6 Information for the current interval for the
scratch file, including:
I/O access statistics
Db-key wait statistics
Area statistics
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Area Detail PF7 Information for the current interval,
including:
I/O access statistics
Db-key wait statistics
Area statistics for a specific database area

Queue Detail PF8 Information for the current interval for each
queue file, including:
I/O access statistics
Db-key wait statistics
Area statistics

Buffer Detail PF9 Information for the current interval, showing
statistics related to database and journal
buffer use

Buffer History  One line per interval for the Buffer wait
category

Message Detail PF10 Information for the current interval for each
message file, including:
I/O access statistics
Db-key wait statistics
Area statistics

Journal Detail PF11 Information for the current interval, showing
access statistics related to each journal file.

Journal History  One line per interval for the Journal wait
category.

Storage Detail PF13 Information for the current interval, showing
statistics related to storage-pool use.

Line I/O Detail PF14 Information for the current interval, showing
teleprocessing statistics:
Line information
A PTERM count
Read/write counts and errors
Request parameter list (RPL) information
for VTAM; RPB information for DCAM

Program Pool Detail PF15 Information for the current interval, showing
statistics related to program-pool use

Program Pool History  One line per interval for the Program Pool
wait category.

Storage Type Detail PF16 Information about the current interval,
showing statistics related to XA and non-XA
storage pools.

Storage Type History  One line per interval for the Storage Type
wait category.

Program Load Detail PF17 Information for the current interval, showing
program loading information for programs,
dialogs, maps, tables, and applications
being loaded from the primary directory
load area, CDMSLIB, and any test libraries

Specific Interval Information PF18 DC statistics for a particular interval
Interval Information  Information by interval, showing detailed

DC statistics
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CDMSLIB Detail PF19 Overview of load library activity by interval
CDMSLIB History  One line per interval for the CDMSLIB wait

category.
Specific Transaction Information PF20 DB statistics for a particular transaction
Transaction Information  Information by interval, showing detailed

transaction statistics
Interval Monitor
Options in Effect

PF21 Displays options specified by the system
administrator

Specific SQL Information PF22 Information for the current interval for all
SQL statistics

SQL Information  One line per interval for SQL statistics.
Sysplex Menu PF23 The menu for all activity related to Sysplex.

Moving from Screen to Screen

To move from one screen to the next, use one of the following methods:

• Type any nonblank character at the appropriate underscore in the left-most column of the displayed screen, then press
[Enter]. This process is explained for each screen later in this section. No underscore is displayed on screens that do
not allow you to select the next screen with a nonblank character.

• Use the control keys summarized in the Control Keys table.

 

Control Keys 1
The following table summarizes the control keys you can use with the Interval Monitor:

Control Key What It Does
ENTER Processes user input
PF1 Displays a screen of help text appropriate to the current cursor

position
PF3 Deletes the current window
PF4 Sets the previous interval as current
PF5 Sets the next interval as current
PF6 Displays the Active Windows screen
PF7 Scrolls up
PF8 Scrolls down
PF9 Toggles between a corresponding Detail and History screen
PF10 Scrolls left
PF11 Scrolls right
CLEAR Exits the monitor

Interval Monitor Menu

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 07:00:28.15
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 01
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   01 06:54 MENU Interval Monitor

 Detail   Hist  Description          Detail   Hist  Description
 _  PF1    _    Summary              _  PF2         Wait Type
 _  PF3    _    DB  DBkey/Area       _  PF4         DDL Log
 _  PF5    _        IO               _  PF6             Scratch
 _  PF7             Area             _  PF8             Queue
 _  PF9    _        Buffer           _  PF10            Message
 _  PF11   _        Journal
 _  PF13        Storage              _  PF14   _    Line IO
 _  PF15   _    Pgm Pool             _  PF16   _    Storage Type
 _  PF17            Loads            _  PF18   _    Interval Statistics
 _  PF19   _        Cdmslib          _  PF20   _    Transaction Statistics
 _  PF21        PMIM Status/Options  _  PF22   _    SQL Statistics
 _  PF23   _    Sysplex Menu

  Interval Monitor is Online and Collecting Data

Menu Description

The Interval Monitor Menu screen is the entry-level menu for the Interval Monitor. Use this screen to request the next
screen(s) for display.

To the left of each screen name are either one or two single-character select fields and a PF-key name. To select a
screen, do one of the following:

• Type any nonblank character in the select field, then press [Enter]. The Detail select field applies to detail screens. The
Hist select field applies to history screens.

• Press the indicated PF key to access a detail screen.

To select multiple screens, mark as many select fields as you want, then press [Enter].

Summary Detail (PF1)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:10:26.33
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 07:55 SUM  Summary Detail                                               >
      Start   Tasks   Tasks     CPU    Disk    DBIO    DBIO  DB Buf  DB Buf
       Time Started   Ended    Time     I/O   Waits    Time   Waits    Time
    _ 07:55      72      52  .0604S      95      64  .3759S       3  .0406S
    _ 08:00      47      47  .0244S       3       3  .0794S       0  .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:10:26.33
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 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 08:30 SUM  Summary Detail                                            <  >
     Start  DB Buf   Prior   Prior Jrnl IO Jrnl IO Jrnl Buf Jrnl Buf   DBkey
      Time    Time   Waits    Time   Waits    Time    Waits     Time   Waits
   _ 07:55  .0406S       0  .0000S       4  .0026S        0   .0000S       0
   _ 08:00  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:10:26.33
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 07:55 SUM  Summary Detail                                            <  >
    Start   DBkey   DBkey  Log IO  Log IO Log Sngl Log Sngl Log Full Log Full
     Time   Waits    Time   Waits    Time    Waits     Time    Waits     Time
  _ 07:55       0  .0000S      14  .0600S        1   .0005S        0   .0000S
  _ 08:00       0  .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S        0   .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:10:26.33
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 07:55 SUM  Summary Detail                                            <  >
   Start Log Full  Scr IO  Scr IO Scr Sngl Scr Sngl Queue IO Queue IO Stg Pool
    Time     Time   Waits    Time    Waits     Time    Waits     Time    Waits
 _ 07:55   .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S        13  .0133S        0
 _ 08:00   .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S        0   .0000S        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:10:26.33
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 07:55 SUM  Summary Detail                                            < >
      Start Stg Pool Stg Pool Pgm Pool Pgm Pool Pgm Loads Pgm Loads  Loader
       Time    Waits     Time    Waits     Time     Waits      Time   Waits
    _ 07:55        0   .0000S        0   .0000S        0    .0000S        0
    _ 08:00        0   .0000S        0   .0000S        0    .0000S        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:10:26.33
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 07:55 SUM  Summary Detail                                            < >
      Start  Loader  Loader    Area    Area    ERUS    ERUS     DDS     DDS
       Time   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits    TIME   Waits    Time
    _ 07:55       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       5  .6985S
    _ 08:00       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
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 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:10:26.33
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 07:55 SUM  Summary Detail                                            < >
      Start     DDS  CKUSER  CKUSER Term IO Term IO     TCA     TCA DBGroup
       Time    Time   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits
    _ 07:55  .6985S       0  .0000S       4  .5596S       1  .0929S       0
    _ 08:00  .0000S       0  .0000S      10  .0004S       0  .0000S       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:10:26.33
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 07:55 SUM  Summary Detail                                            <
   Start DBGroup DBGroup Sh-Cache Sh-Cache XESLock  XESLock  XESList  XESList
    Time   Waits    Time    Waits     Time    Waits     Time    Waits     Time
 _ 07:55       0  .0000S        0   .0000S        0   .0000S        0   .0000S
 _ 08:00       0  .0000S        0   .0000S        0   .0000S        0   .0000S

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71          CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:10:26.33
CMD-->                                                              Window: 02

02 07:55 SUM  Summary Detail

   Start XESLock XESLock XESList  XESList  External External Internal Internal
    Time   Waits    Time    Waits     Time    Waits     Time    Waits     Time
 _ 07:55       0  .0000S        0   .0000S        0   .0000S        0   .0000S
 _ 08:00       0  .0000S        0   .0000S        0   .0001S        4   .0000S

Screen Description

The Summary Detail screen includes one line for each interval and shows summary-level task, CPU time, disk I/O, and
wait information for each interval. Wait information is broken down to show the wait count/time for each detailed category
maintained by the Interval Monitor.

For each category, the wait count and time statistics shown on this screen are the same as those shown on the Wait Type
by Interval screen.

Using this Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen, type any nonblank character to the left of the interval for which the
detailed information is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Summary History screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For
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• Look for excessive waits for db-keys, journal files, and teleprocessing I/O. You have the most control over these wait
types.

• Look for unexpected results, and investigate them by going to the Wait Type by Interval screen for the interval.

Summary History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:59:35.84
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 02:15 SUHS Summary History
   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1
    Time         Time   Wait ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|
 _ 02:15  1677  1:09M .0414S --
 _ 02:30  5011  3:25M .0410S --
 _ 02:45  6727 11:31M .1027S -----
 _ 03:00  8136 12:22M .0912S ----
 _ 03:15  6429  5:53M .0550S --
 _ 03:30  4919  2:12M .0269S -
 _ 03:45  6932  3:41M .0319S -
 _ 04:00  5898  2:22M .0241S -
 _ 04:15  5504  1:56M .0210S -
 _ 04:30  4551  4:04M .0536S --
 _ 04:45  4570  4:21M .0571S --
 _ 05:00  4716  1:28M .0187S
 _ 05:15  8073  5:09M .0383S -
 _ 05:30  6751  4:51M .0431S --
 _ 05:45  5108  2:00M .0235S -
 _ 06:00  3267  1:36M .0294S -
 _ 06:15  3530  1:56M .0331S -
 _ 06:30 10290  5:06M .0297S -

Screen Description

The Summary History screen shows the average wait time for the interval. For each interval, the Summary History screen
shows a total wait count and time.

Using This Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen, type any nonblank character to the left of the interval for which the
detailed information is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Summary Detail screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Look for above-average waits in the graph for an interval. Use the Wait Type by Interval screen to see a breakdown of
waits by type for the interval. On this screen, you can see which type of wait caused the problem and request more detail
if necessary.
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Wait Type By Interval (PF2)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:53:30.17
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 09:10 WAIT Type by Interval                                             >
    Wait Type        Waits         .2        .4        .6        .8         1
                           ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|
    DBIO               177 -
    Log IO             170 -
    Scratch IO           7

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:53:30.17
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 09:10 WAIT Type by Interval                                          <  >
  Wait Type                 .2        .4        .6        .8         1    Wait
                    ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|    Time
  DBIO              -                                                    4.64S
  Log IO            -                                                    4.57S
  Scratch IO                                                            .0727S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:53:30.17
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 09:10 WAIT Type by Interval                                          <
             Wait Type                      Wait                Avg
                                            Time               Wait
             DBIO                          4.64S             .0262S
             Log IO                        4.57S             .0268S
             Scratch IO                   .0727S             .0103S

Screen Description

The Wait Type by Interval screen breaks down the waits for the current interval. The screen includes one line for each
category. Each row includes:

• The total wait count and time for the category, across the interval
• The average wait time for each category
• A graphic representation of the average wait time

The wait counts and times shown on this screen are the same as those shown on the Summary Detail screen by category.

What To Look For

Use this screen to determine which category type is experiencing excessive waits.
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DBkey/Area Detail (PF3)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:59:08.64
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 DBDT DBkey/Area Detail                                            >
    Area Name                   Area_Access Physical Physical  Buffer Prefetch
                                      Waits   Writes    Reads    Hits     Hits
  _ APPLDICT.DDLDML                     0          0        0       0        0
  _ APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                   0          0        4       0        0
  _ CATSYS.DDLCAT                       0          0        0       0        0
  _ CATSYS.DDLCATX                      0          0        0       0        0
  _ CATSYS.DDLCATLOD                    0          0        0       0        0
  _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                       0          0        0       0        0
  _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                       0          0        0       0        0
  _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                       0          0        0       0        0
  _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                       0          0        0       0        0
  _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                       0          0        0       0        0
  _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                       0          0        0       0        0
  _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                       0          0        0       0        0
  _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                       0          0        0       0        0
  _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                       0          0        0       0        0
  _ EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION             0          0        0       0        0
  _ EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION             0          0        0       0        0
  _ EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION             0          0        0       0        0
  _ PROJSEG.PROJAREA                    0          0        0       0        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:59:08.64
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 DBDT DBkey/Area Detail                                         < >
      Area Name                   Prefetch D-Space D-Space D-Space Sh-Cache
                                      Hits   Reads    Hits  Writes    Reads
    _ APPLDICT.DDLDML                    0       0       0       0        0
    _ APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                  0       0       0       0        0
    _ CATSYS.DDLCAT                      0       0       0       0        0
    _ CATSYS.DDLCATX                     0       0       0       0        0
    _ CATSYS.DDLCATLOD                   0       0       0       0        0
    _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                      0       0       0       0        0
    _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                      0       0       0       0        0
    _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                      0       0       0       0        0
    _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                      0       0       0       0        0
    _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                      0       0       0       0        0
    _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                      0       0       0       0        0
    _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                      0       0       0       0        0
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    _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                      0       0       0       0        0
    _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                      0       0       0       0        0
    _ EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION            0       0       0       0        0
    _ EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION            0       0       0       0        0
    _ EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION            0       0       0       0        0
    _ PROJSEG.PROJAREA                   0       0       0       0        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:59:08.64
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 DBDT DBkey/Area Detail                                         < >
     Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache    DBIO
                                    Reads     Hits   Writes   Failed   Waits
   _ APPLDICT.DDLDML                    0        0        0        0       0
   _ APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                  0        0        0        0       4
   _ CATSYS.DDLCAT                      0        0        0        0       0
   _ CATSYS.DDLCATX                     0        0        0        0       0
   _ CATSYS.DDLCATLOD                   0        0        0        0       0
   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                      0        0        0        0       0
   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                      0        0        0        0       0
   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                      0        0        0        0       0
   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                      0        0        0        0       0
   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                      0        0        0        0       0
   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                      0        0        0        0       0
   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                      0        0        0        0       0
   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                      0        0        0        0       0
   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                      0        0        0        0       0
   _ EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION            0        0        0        0       0
   _ EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION            0        0        0        0       0
   _ EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION            0        0        0        0       0
   _ PROJSEG.PROJAREA                   0        0        0        0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:59:08.64
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 DBDT DBkey/Area Detail                                         < >
    Area Name                      DBIO    DBIO Prior_DBIO Prior_DBIO  DB_Buf
                                  Waits    Time      Waits       Time   Waits
  _ APPLDICT.DDLDML                   0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0
  _ APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                 4  .0794S         0     .0000S        0
  _ CATSYS.DDLCAT                     0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0
  _ CATSYS.DDLCATX                    0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0
  _ CATSYS.DDLCATLOD                  0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0
  _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0
  _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0
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  _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0
  _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0
  _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0
  _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0
  _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0
  _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0
  _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0
  _ EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION           0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0
  _ EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION           0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0
  _ EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION           0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0
  _ PROJSEG.PROJAREA                  0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:59:08.64
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 DBDT DBkey/Area Detail                                         < >
   Area Name                    DB_Buf  DB_Buf SHR_Buf SHR_Buf EXC_Buf EXC_Buf
                                 Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits    Time
 _ APPLDICT.DDLDML                   0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                 0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ CATSYS.DDLCAT                     0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ CATSYS.DDLCATX                    0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ CATSYS.DDLCATLOD                  0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION           0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION           0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION           0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ PROJSEG.PROJAREA                  0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:59:08.64
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 DBDT DBkey/Area Detail                                         <
      Area Name                   EXC_Buf   DBkey   DBkey Sh-Cache Sh-Cache
                                     Time   Waits    Time    Waits     Time
    _ APPLDICT.DDLDML              .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S
    _ APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD            .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S
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    _ CATSYS.DDLCAT                .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S
    _ CATSYS.DDLCATX               .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S
    _ CATSYS.DDLCATLOD             .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S
    _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S
    _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S
    _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S
    _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S
    _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S
    _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S
    _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S
    _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S
    _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S
    _ EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION      .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S
    _ EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION      .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S
    _ EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION      .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S
    _ PROJSEG.PROJAREA             .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S

Screen Description

The DBkey/Area Detail screen displays detailed information for db-key and area waits for the current interval.

The screen includes one line for each area, which shows the total count and time of all access requests that resulted in a
db-key wait and shows statistics by retrieval mode for area waits.

Using This Screen

• To request the Area Detail screen for a specific area, type any nonblank character to the left of the desired area and
press [Enter].

• To request the DBkey/Area History screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

• Look for waits in the Area_Access Waits field. This field indicates the number of times a task had to wait to access the
area because of its READY mode (for example, exclusive update).

• Look at the Buffer Hits field. The values in the field should be high, indicating effective use of the area's buffer.
• Look for waits during an interval. Use the Realtime Monitor Active Tasks screen to determine the specific db-keys and

db-key holders. You can also use the Application Monitor to see detailed wait information broken down by task.

DBkey/Area History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:00:20.07
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 DBHS DBkey/Area History
   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1
    Time         Time   Wait ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|
 _ 02:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 02:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 03:00     0 .0000S .0000S
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 _ 03:15     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 03:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 03:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 04:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 04:15     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 04:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 04:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 05:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 05:15     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 05:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 05:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 06:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 06:15     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 06:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 06:45     0 .0000S .0000S

Screen Description

The DBkey/Area History screen shows a total wait count and time for all db-key and area waits. The screen also shows
the average wait time for the interval for the DBkey/Area wait category, both numerically and graphically.

Using This Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen for a specific interval, type any other nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Detail screen for the same interval, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Log Detail (PF4)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:00:24.96
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 LODT Log Detail                                                   >
  Area Name                    File Name                    Physical  Physical
                                                               Reads    Writes
  SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG              SYSTEM.DCLOG                        5         6

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:00:24.96
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 LODT Log Detail                                                <  >
   Area Name                    Physical     Read     Read    Write    Write
                                  Writes    Waits     Time    Waits     Time
   SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG                     6        0   .0000S       11   .0429S
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 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:00:24.96
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 LODT Log Detail                                                <  >
  Area Name                      Write  Buffer Name          Buffer  Prefetch
                                  Time                         Hits      Hits
  SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG               .0429S  LOG_BUFFER                0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:00:24.96
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 LODT Log Detail                                                <  >
  Area Name                   Prefetch  DB_Buf  DB_Buf SHR_Buf SHR_Buf EXC_Buf
                                  Hits   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits
  SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG                    0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:00:24.96
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 LODT Log Detail                                                <  >
  Area Name                   EXC_Buf EXC_Buf   DBkey   DBkey D-Space D-Space
                                Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Reads    Hits
  SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG                   0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:00:24.96
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 LODT Log Detail                                                <  >
   Area Name                    D-Space  D-Space  Shared Cache Name  Sh-Cache
                                   Hits   Writes                        Reads
   SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG                    0        0                            0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:00:24.96
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 LODT Log Detail                                                <  >
    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache
                                   Reads     Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits
    SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG                    0        0        0        0        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:00:24.96
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
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   02 10:30 LODT Log Detail                                                <
    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache
                                    Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits     Time
    SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG                    0        0        0        0   .0000S

Screen Description

The Log Detail screen displays detailed information on the system log file(s) for the current interval.

IO Detail (PF5)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:02:52.67
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 IODT IO Detail                                                   >
   Area Name                   File Name           Read    Read   Write   Write
                                                  Waits    Time   Waits    Time
 _ APPLDICT.DDLDML             APPLDICT.DICTDB        0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD           APPLDICT.DLODDB        4  .0794S       0  .0000S
 _ CATSYS.DDLCAT               CATSYS.DCCAT           0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ CATSYS.DDLCATX              CATSYS.DCCATX          0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ CATSYS.DDLCATLOD            CATSYS.DCCATL          0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL               DBCR.BRANCHA           0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL               DBCR.BRANCHB           0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL               DBCR.BRANCHC           0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL               DBCR.BRANCHD           0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ DBCR.ACCTHIST               DBCR.ACCOUNTA          0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ DBCR.ACCTHIST               DBCR.ACCOUNTB          0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ DBCR.ACCTHIST               DBCR.ACCOUNTC          0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ DBCR.ACCTHIST               DBCR.ACCOUNTD          0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ DBCR.ACCTHIST               DBCR.ACCOUNTE          0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION     EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO        0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION     EMPDEMO.INSDEMO        0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION     EMPDEMO.ORGDEMO        0  .0000S       0  .0000S
 _ PROJSEG.PROJAREA            PROJSEG.PROJDEMO       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:02:52.67
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 IODT IO Detail                                                 < >
     Area Name                     Write Buffer Name          Buffer  Buffer
                                    Time                    Requests   Waits
   _ APPLDICT.DDLDML              .0000S DEFAULT_BUFFER            0       0
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   _ APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD            .0000S DEFAULT_BUFFER            0       0
   _ CATSYS.DDLCAT                .0000S DEFAULT_BUFFER            0       0
   _ CATSYS.DDLCATX               .0000S DEFAULT_BUFFER            0       0
   _ CATSYS.DDLCATLOD             .0000S DEFAULT_BUFFER            0       0
   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER          0       0
   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER          0       0
   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER          0       0
   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER          0       0
   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER          0       0
   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER          0       0
   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER          0       0
   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER          0       0
   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER          0       0
   _ EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION      .0000S DEFAULT_BUFFER            0       0
   _ EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION      .0000S DEFAULT_BUFFER            0       0
   _ EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION      .0000S DEFAULT_BUFFER            0       0
   _ PROJSEG.PROJAREA             .0000S DEFAULT_BUFFER            0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11&col.
 on.02:52.67
 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:02:52.67
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 IODT IO Detail                                                 < >
     Area Name                    Buffer  Buffer Shared Cache Name  Sh-Cache
                                   Waits    Time                       Waits
   _ APPLDICT.DDLDML                   0  .0000S                           0
   _ APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                 0  .0000S                           0
   _ CATSYS.DDLCAT                     0  .0000S                           0
   _ CATSYS.DDLCATX                    0  .0000S                           0
   _ CATSYS.DDLCATLOD                  0  .0000S                           0
   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S IDMSCACHE00002            0
   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S IDMSCACHE00002            0
   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S IDMSCACHE00002            0
   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S IDMSCACHE00002            0
   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S IDMSCACHE00001            0
   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S IDMSCACHE00001            0
   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S IDMSCACHE00002            0
   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S IDMSCACHE00001            0
   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S IDMSCACHE00001            0
   _ EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION           0  .0000S                           0
   _ EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION           0  .0000S                           0
   _ EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION           0  .0000S                           0
   _ PROJSEG.PROJAREA                  0  .0000S                           0

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
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   02 10:30 IODT IO Detail                                                 <
     Area Name                    Buffer Shared Cache Name  Sh-Cache Sh-Cache
                                    Time                       Waits     Time
   _ APPLDICT.DDLDML              .0000S                           0   .0000S
   _ APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD            .0000S                           0   .0000S
   _ CATSYS.DDLCAT                .0000S                           0   .0000S
   _ CATSYS.DDLCATX               .0000S                           0   .0000S
   _ CATSYS.DDLCATLOD             .0000S                           0   .0000S
   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S IDMSCACHE00002            0   .0000S
   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S IDMSCACHE00002            0   .0000S
   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S IDMSCACHE00002            0   .0000S
   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S IDMSCACHE00002            0   .0000S
   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S IDMSCACHE00001            0   .0000S
   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S IDMSCACHE00001            0   .0000S
   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S IDMSCACHE00002            0   .0000S
   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S IDMSCACHE00001            0   .0000S
   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S IDMSCACHE00001            0   .0000S
   _ EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION      .0000S                           0   .0000S
   _ EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION      .0000S                           0   .0000S
   _ EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION      .0000S                           0   .0000S
   _ PROJSEG.PROJAREA             .0000S                           0   .0000S

Screen Description

The IO Detail screen displays detailed information on database I/O waits for the current interval. The screen includes
one line for each user database or secondary dictionary area defined to the DC/UCF system. For each area, the screen
identifies the file and shows a breakdown of read and write I/O statistics against that file, as well as statistics related to
buffer use.

Using This Screen

To request the IO History screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

• Look for average I/O times:
– Read Time divided by the number of Physical Reads
– Write Time divided by the number of Physical Writes
Average I/O times ideally should be close to the average access time for the device type that the file resides on. For
example, an average response time for a 3380 device should be between 18 and 25 msec.

• Look for I/O contention between database files. Your DASD configuration should isolate high activity datasets. For
example:
– Isolate journals and log files
– Isolate system files from other files, such as spool files
– Spread application databases across volumes
– Isolate scratch and queue files if your system has high OLQ usage or is used for CA ADS development

• Look for unexpectedly high I/O counts, which can indicate excessive fragmentation or overflow records. Use the
Realtime Monitor and Application Monitor to investigate this possibility.
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IO History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:01:25.14
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 IOHS IO History                                                  i
   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1
    Time         Time   Wait ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|
 _ 02:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 02:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 03:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 03:15     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 03:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 03:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 04:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 04:15     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 04:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 04:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 05:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 05:15     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 05:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 05:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 06:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 06:15     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 06:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 06:45     0 .0000S .0000S

Screen Description

The IO History screen displays each interval being tracked. For each interval, the IO History screen shows a total wait
count and time for all nonsystem areas. The screen also shows the average wait time for the interval, both numerically
and graphically.

Using This Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen for a specific interval, type any other nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Detail screen for the same interval, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Scratch Detail (PF6)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:03:54.63
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
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   02 10:30 SCDT Scratch Detail                                               >
  Area Name                    File Name                    Physical  Physical
                                                               Reads    Writes
  SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR              SYSTEM.DCSCR                        0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:03:54.63
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 SCDT Scratch Detail                                            <  >
   Area Name                    Physical     Read     Read    Write    Write
                                  Writes    Waits     Time    Waits     Time
   SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR                     0        0   .0000S        0   .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:03:54.63
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 SCDT Scratch Detail                                            <  >
  Area Name                      Write  Buffer Name          Buffer  Prefetch
                                  Time                         Hits      Hits
  SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR               .0000S  DEFAULT_BUFFER           15         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:03:54.63
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 SCDT Scratch Detail                                            <  >
  Area Name                   Prefetch  DB_Buf  DB_Buf SHR_Buf SHR_Buf EXC_Buf
                                  Hits   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits
  SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR                    0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:03:54.63
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 SCDT Scratch Detail                                            <  >
  Area Name                   EXC_Buf EXC_Buf   DBkey   DBkey D-Space D-Space
                                Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Reads    Hits
  SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR                   0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:03:54.63
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 SCDT Scratch Detail                                            <  >
   Area Name                    D-Space  D-Space  Shared Cache Name  Sh-Cache
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                                   Hits   Writes                        Reads
   SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR                    0        0                            0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:03:54.63
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 SCDT Scratch Detail                                            <  >
    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache
                                   Reads     Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits
    SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR                    0        0        0        0        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:03:54.63
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 SCDT Scratch Detail                                            <
    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache
                                    Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits     Time
    SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR                    0        0        0        0   .0000S

Screen Description

The Scratch Detail screen displays detailed information on the system scratch file for the current interval. This screen
does not include the wait time for the scratch single-threaded event control block (ECB).

What To Look For

• Look for db-key waits.
• Look at the buffer utilization statistics. Buffer Hits indicates the number of times a requested database page was

already in the buffer, saving the system from performing an I/O. Buffer Waits indicates when the system had to wait for
an available page in the buffer. The Buffer Detail screen provides more statistics about buffer use.

Area Detail (PF7)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:11:54.28
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 ARDT Area Detail                                                  >
  Area Name                    File Name                    Physical  Physical
                                                               Reads    Writes
  APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD            APPLDICT.DLODDB                     4         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:11:54.28
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 ARDT Area Detail                                               <  >
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   Area Name                    Physical     Read     Read    Write    Write
                                  Writes    Waits     Time    Waits     Time
   APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                   0        4   .0794S        0   .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:11:54.28
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 ARDT Area Detail                                               <  >
  Area Name                      Write  Buffer Name          Buffer  Prefetch
                                  Time                         Hits      Hits
  APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD             .0000S  DEFAULT_BUFFER            0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:11:54.28
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 ARDT Area Detail                                               <  >
  Area Name                   Prefetch  DB_Buf  DB_Buf SHR_Buf SHR_Buf EXC_Buf
                                  Hits   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits
  APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                  0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:11:54.28
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 ARDT Area Detail                                               <  >
  Area Name                   EXC_Buf EXC_Buf   DBkey   DBkey D-Space D-Space
                                Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Reads    Hits
  APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                 0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:11:54.28
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 ARDT Area Detail                                               <  >
   Area Name                    D-Space  D-Space  Shared Cache Name  Sh-Cache
                                   Hits   Writes                        Reads
   APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                  0        0                            0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:11:54.28
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 ARDT Area Detail                                               <  >
    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache
                                   Reads     Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits
    APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                  0        0        0        0        0
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 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:11:54.28
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 ARDT Area Detail                                               <
    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache
                                    Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits     Time
    APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                  0        0        0        0   .0000S

Screen Description

The Area Detail screen displays detailed information on a specific DC/UCF area/file combination for the current interval.
For areas that span multiple files, it displays one line of information for each file.

If this screen is requested from the DBkey/Area Detail screen, it is filled in with statistics for the requested area when
displayed. If the screen is requested directly from the menu, it is blank when first displayed. In this case, specify the area
in the Area Name field, and press [Enter] to display the requested statistics.

You can specify another area in the Area Name field at any time, and then press [Enter] to display statistics for that area.

What To Look For

• Look for db-key waits.
• Make sure that applications are using the appropriate usage modes.
• Look at the buffer utilization statistics. Buffer Hits indicates the number of times a requested database page was

already in the buffer, saving the system from performing an I/O. DB_Buf Waits indicates when the system had to wait
for an available page in the buffer. The Buffer Detail screen provides more statistics about buffer use.

Queue Detail (PF8)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:13:01.73
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 QUDT Queue Detail                                                 >
  Area Name                    File Name                    Physical  Physical
                                                               Reads    Writes
  SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN              SYSTEM.DCRUN                        0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:13:01.73
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 QUDT Queue Detail                                              <  >
   Area Name                    Physical     Read     Read    Write    Write
                                  Writes    Waits     Time    Waits     Time
   SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN                     0        0   .0000S        0   .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:13:01.73
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 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 QUDT Queue Detail                                              <  >
  Area Name                      Write  Buffer Name          Buffer  Prefetch
                                  Time                         Hits      Hits
  SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN               .0000S  DEFAULT_BUFFER            0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:13:01.73
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 QUDT Queue Detail                                              <  >
  Area Name                   Prefetch  DB_Buf  DB_Buf SHR_Buf SHR_Buf EXC_Buf
                                  Hits   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits
  SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN                    0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:13:01.73
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 QUDT Queue Detail                                              <  >
  Area Name                   EXC_Buf EXC_Buf   DBkey   DBkey D-Space D-Space
                                Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Reads    Hits
  SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN                   0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:13:01.73
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 QUDT Queue Detail                                              <  >
   Area Name                    D-Space  D-Space  Shared Cache Name  Sh-Cache
                                   Hits   Writes                        Reads
   SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN                    0        0                            0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:13:01.73
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 QUDT Queue Detail                                              <  >
    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache
                                   Reads     Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits
    SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN                    0        0        0        0        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:13:01.73
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
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   02 10:30 QUDT Queue Detail                                              <
    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache
                                    Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits     Time
    SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN                    0        0        0        0   .0000S

Screen Description

The Queue Detail screen displays detailed information on the system queue file for the current interval.

What To Look For

• Look for db-key waits.
• Look at the buffer utilization statistics. Buffer Hits indicates the number of times a requested database page was

already in the buffer, saving the system from performing an I/O. Buffer Waits indicates when the system had to wait for
an available page in the buffer. The Buffer Detail screen provides more statistics about buffer use.

Buffer Detail (PF9)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:06.96
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 BUDT Buffer Detail                                                >
   Buffer Name         Buffer     Pages Found_In    % Buffer Prefetch   Pages
                        Waits Requested   Buffer Utilization     Hits    Read
   DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER         0        0         0       0            0       0
   DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER         0        0         0       0            0       0
   LOG_BUFFER               0        0         0       0            0       0
   DEFAULT_BUFFER           0        4         0       0            0       4

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:06.96
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 BUDT Buffer Detail                                             <  >
   Buffer Name          Pages Found-In   Pages  Buffer   Pages Pages  Buffer
                         Read    Cache Written    Size Defined  Used   Flush
   DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER         0        0       0    4000    500    200       0
   DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER         0        0       0    2932    500    200       0
   LOG_BUFFER               0        0       0    4276      5      0       0
   DEFAULT_BUFFER           4        0       0    4276     60     30       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:06.96
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 BUDT Buffer Detail                                             <  >
 Buffer Name         Buffer  Buffer SHR_Buffer SHR_Buffer EXC_Buffer EXC_Buffer
                      Flush    Time      Waits       Time      Waits       Time
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 DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER         0  .0000S         0     .0000S          0     .0000S
 DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER         0  .0000S         0     .0000S          0     .0000S
 LOG_BUFFER               0  .0000S         0     .0000S          0     .0000S
 DEFAULT_BUFFER           0  .0000S         0     .0000S          0     .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:06.96
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 BUDT Buffer Detail                                             <
   Buffer Name        EXC_Buffer EXC_Buffer DB_Read DB_Read DB_Write DB_Write
                           Waits       Time   Waits    Time    Waits     Time
   DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER           0     .0000S        0  .0000S        0   .0000S
   DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER           0     .0000S        0  .0000S        0   .0000S
   LOG_BUFFER                 0     .0000S        0  .0000S        0   .0000S
   DEFAULT_BUFFER             0     .0000S        4  .0794S        0   .0000S

Screen Description

The Buffer Detail screen displays statistics related to database and journal buffer use for the current interval. The screen
includes one line for each buffer defined to the DC/UCF system and shows a breakdown of statistics describing the
efficiency of buffer use.

Using This Screen

To request the Buffer History screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

• Look at the ratio of Pages Read to Pages Requested. This ratio measures the effectiveness of the buffer pool size and
design of the database. If the ratio is consistently low, this may indicate that the size of the buffer is too small or the
database needs to be tuned. If the ratio is low, you can change the DMCL to:
– Increase the number of pages in the buffer
– Change the buffer and area assignments
If the interval includes transactions that keep locks, this ratio may be artificially high because of the nature of the
internal locking mechanism. IDMSDBMS cannot hold a buffer while requesting a lock. Therefore, when locks are kept,
IDMSDBMS must free and request a page each time a record is requested.

NOTE
By increasing the amount of buffer space, you decrease the amount of storage available for the DC/UCF
system and you can cause paging. If space is tight, allocate the space elsewhere; for example, a program
pool. If paging increases, decrease the size of the buffer.

• Look for buffer wait counts greater than zero and try to determine the cause.

Buffer History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:28:41.90
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 09:45 BUHS Buffer History
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   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1
    Time         Time   Wait ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|
 _ 09:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 09:50     1 .0285S .0285S -
 _ 09:55     2 .0312S .0156S
 _ 10:00     2 .0371S .0185S
 _ 10:05     4 .0709S .0177S
 _ 10:10   110  3.62S .0329S -
 _ 10:15    47  1.40S .0299S -
 _ 10:20    26 .7701S .0296S -
 _ 10:25   100  2.20S .0220S -
 _ 10:30    97  1.59S .0164S
 _ 10:35    32 .5837S .0182S
 _ 10:40   198  3.42S .0173S
 _ 10:45    32 .7642S .0238S -
 _ 10:50    23 .5983S .0260S -
 _ 10:55    33 .7659S .0232S -
 _ 11:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 11:05     6 .3406S .0567S --
 _ 11:10     2 .0507S .0253S -

Screen Description

The Buffer History screen displays each interval being tracked. For each interval, the screen shows a total count and time
for buffer waits that occurred when a database or journal buffer was requested but was not available.

This screen also shows the average wait time for the interval. The average wait time is displayed numerically and in graph
form.

Buffer waits include:

• Waits on a buffer pool
• Waits on a buffer page

Using This Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen for a specific interval, type any other nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Detail screen for the same interval, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Look at the graphic display for intervals with higher than average waits.

Message Detail (PF10)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:44.73
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 MSDT Message Detail                                               >
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  Area Name                    File Name                    Physical  Physical
                                                               Reads    Writes
  SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG              SYSMSG.DCMSG                        0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:44.73
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 MSDT Message Detail                                            <  >
   Area Name                    Physical     Read     Read    Write    Write
                                  Writes    Waits     Time    Waits     Time
   SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG                     0        0   .0000S        0   .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:44.73
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 MSDT Message Detail                                            <  >
  Area Name                      Write  Buffer Name          Buffer  Prefetch
                                  Time                         Hits      Hits
  SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG               .0000S  DEFAULT_BUFFER            0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:44.73
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 MSDT Message Detail                                            <  >
  Area Name                   Prefetch  DB_Buf  DB_Buf SHR_Buf SHR_Buf EXC_Buf
                                  Hits   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits
  SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG                    0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:44.73
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 MSDT Message Detail                                            <  >
  Area Name                   EXC_Buf EXC_Buf   DBkey   DBkey D-Space D-Space
                                Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Reads    Hits
  SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG                   0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:44.73
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 MSDT Message Detail                                            <  >
   Area Name                    D-Space  D-Space  Shared Cache Name  Sh-Cache
                                   Hits   Writes                        Reads
   SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG                    0        0                            0
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 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:44.73
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 MSDT Message Detail                                            <  >
    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache
                                   Reads     Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits
    SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG                    0        0        0        0        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:44.73
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 MSDT Message Detail                                            <
    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache
                                    Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits     Time
    SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG                    0        0        0        0   .0000S
Screen Description

The Message Detail screen displays detailed information on the system message file for the current interval.

What To Look For

• Look for db-key waits.
• Look at the buffer utilization statistics. Buffer Hits indicates the number of times a requested database page was

already in the buffer, saving the system from performing an I/O. Buffer Waits indicates when the system had to wait for
an available page in the buffer. The Buffer Detail screen provides more statistics about buffer use.

Journal Detail (PF11)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:59:28.65
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:00 JRDT Journal Detail                                               >
 Journal Name                File Name   Block   Bytes  Blocks   First    Last
                                          Size Written Written     RBN     RBN
 J1JRNL                       J1JRNL      2004  467096     238    4999     282
 J2JRNL                       J2JRNL      2004       0       0       0       0
 J3JRNL                       J3JRNL      2004       0       0       0       0
 J4JRNL                       J4JRNL      2004 3826528    1932    3071    4999

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:59:28.65
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:00 JRDT Journal Detail                                            <  >
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  Journal Name                   Last    Read    Read   Write   Write  Buffer
                                  RBN   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits
  J1JRNL                          282      12  .1964S     238  13.21S       0
  J2JRNL                            0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0
  J3JRNL                            0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0
  J4JRNL                         4999       3  .0563S    1932  54.88S       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:59:28.65
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:00 JRDT Journal Detail                                            <
  Journal Name                 Buffer  Buffer    JBEE    JBEE     JBC     JBC
                                Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits    Time
  J1JRNL                            0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
  J2JRNL                            0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
  J3JRNL                            0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
  J4JRNL                            0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

Screen Description

The Journal Detail screen displays access statistics for each journal file defined to the DC/UCF system for the current
interval. For each journal, the screen identifies the file name and shows a breakdown of access statistics.

Using This Screen

To request the Journal History screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

• Look for a high number of journal read waits which indicate rollback operations. The only way to control read waits is
to eliminate abends. During a rollback a single buffer is dynamically allocated and none of the existing journal buffers
are used. Use the Application Monitor batch reports (see the CA IDMS Performance Monitor System Administration
Section) to determine which transactions are experiencing the journal waits.

• Look for a high number of JBC waits. This field indicates the number of times a task had to wait for space in the journal
buffer. You can increase the number of pages in the journal buffer to remedy this problem. The field is incremented
when IDMSDBIO determines that all the pages in the buffer are exclusively held and must therefore wait until a buffer
page becomes available.

Journal History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:03:58.12
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 JRHS Journal History
   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1
    Time         Time   Wait ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|
 _ 22:34    35  2.89S .0827S ----
 _ 23:00     0 .0000S .0000S
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 _ 23:30     4 .1393S .0348S -
 _ 00:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 00:30     4 .1174S .0293S -
 _ 01:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 01:30     4 .1156S .0289S -
 _ 02:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 02:30     4 .1377S .0344S -
 _ 03:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 03:30     4 .1267S .0316S -
 _ 04:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 04:30     4 .1387S .0346S -
 _ 05:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 05:30     4 .1618S .0404S --
 _ 06:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 06:30     4 .1217S .0304S -
 _ 07:00     0 .0000S .0000S

Screen Description

The Journal History screen displays each interval being tracked. For each interval, the screen shows the total count and
time for journal waits that occurred while accessing journal files. This screen also shows the average wait time for the
interval.

Using This Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen for a specific interval, type any other nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Detail screen for the same interval, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Storage Detail (PF13)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:09:53.37
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 15:30 STDT Storage Detail                                               >
       Storage     Pool Pool In Short On      High     Storage Storage Storage
          Pool Size(Kb) Use(Kb)  Storage Water(Kb) Cushion(Kb)    Gets   Frees
             0  1016kB    28672        0    40960      28672       115      88
            30  1000kB    104kB        0    144kB       4096       197     182
           200  2000kB        0        0     4096       4096         1       1
           201  2000kB    40960        0    45056       4096        27       1
           202  4000kB    516kB        0    528kB       4096       300     193
           255  1500kB    476kB        0    484kB          0       236     138
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 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:09:53.37
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 15:30 STDT Storage Detail                                            <
        Storage      High     Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage
           Pool Water(Kb) Cushion(Kb)    Gets   Frees  Pass 1  Pass 2  Pass 3
              0    40960      28672       115      88      96       5       0
             30    144kB       4096       197     182     130       6       0
            200     4096       4096         1       1       0       0       0
            201    45056       4096        27       1      18       8       0
            202    528kB       4096       300     193       0       0       0
            255    484kB          0       236     138       0       0       0

Screen Description

The Storage Detail screen displays statistics related to the use of system storage pools for the current interval. The screen
includes one line for each storage pool defined to the DC/UCF system at system generation. For each storage pool, the
screen identifies the pool size and provides access statistics.

What To Look For

Storage-use problems are indicated by the Short On Storage field. A non-zero number should represent peak use, not a
chronic condition. If the field is always 0, you may have allocated too much pool space.

To alleviate a storage-use problem, you should take the following steps:

1. Decrease storage use. For example, make sure that all programs are making efficient use of storage.
2. If Step 1 does not alleviate the situation, increase the size of the storage pool. However, by doing this, you will

probably see an increase in the number of concurrent tasks, which in turn increases the demand for program pool
storage and other system resources.

3. Decrease the MAX TASK and MAX ERUS values.
4. In a CA ADS environment, enable the fastmode threshold or relocatable storage. This option reduces storage held

concurrently by terminals executing CA ADS applications. However, both facilities increase scratch activity and CPU
usage per task. This method should be used as a last resort to alleviate a Short On Storage condition.

Line I/O Detail (PF14)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:43:47.66
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 08:30 LIDT Line I/O Detail                                              >
 Line     Line             Line          PTERMs    Read    Read   Write   Write
 Name     Type             Status       Defined   Total  Errors   Total  Errors
 UCFLINE  UCF LINE DRIVER  IN-SERVICE        4        0       0       0       0
 CCILINE  DDS VTAM         IN-SERVICE       20        0       0       0       0
 CONSOLE2 OPERATOR CONSOLE IN-SERVICE        1        0       0       0       0
 VTAM     VTAM INTERFACE   IN-SERVICE      110    44706       0   44707       0
 VTAM92   VTAM INTERFACE   CLOSED            0        0       0       0       0
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 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:43:47.66
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 08:30 LIDT Line I/O Detail                                           <  >
   Line       Write  PTE_RPL PTE_RPL    Read    Read   Write   Write     RPL
   Name      Errors Requests   Waits   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits
   UCFLINE        0        0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0
   CCILINE        0        0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0
   CONSOLE2       0        0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0
   VTAM           0    89538   32797      92   1.03S   29412   2:07M       0
   VTAM92         0        0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:43:47.66
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 08:30 LIDT Line I/O Detail                                           <
   Line      PTE_RPL PTE_RPL    Read    Read   Write   Write     RPL     RPL
   Name     Requests   Waits   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits    Time
   UCFLINE         0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   CCILINE         0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   CONSOLE2        0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
   VTAM        89538   32797      92   1.03S   29412   2:07M       0  .0000S
   VTAM92          0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

Screen Description

The Line IO Detail screen displays detailed information on each teleprocessing (TP) line defined in the DC/UCF network
for the current interval. For each line, the screen indicates the status and displays access statistics related to line use.

Line Types

The following table lists the TP line types defined at system generation. For each line type, the equivalent TYPE
parameter specification for the system generation LINE statement is included.

Line Type TYPE Parameter Meaning
Console CONSOLE Operator's console
CCI CCI CCI line driver
SNA VTAMLU VTAM/SNA logical units
UCF UCFLINE UCF line driver
Start/Stop ASYNC Start/Stop terminals
SYSOUT only SYSOUTL SYSOUT only (for printers)
VTAM VTAMLIN VTAM interface
Local 3270 L3270B Local 3270s
Remote 3270 BSC3 Remote 3270s
Simulated 3270 S3270Q Simulated 3270s
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Online Sim 3270 S3270Q Online simulated 3270s
L3280 Printer L3280B Local 3280 printer
TCAM TCAMLIN TCAM driver
BSC Non-Sw P-P BSC2 BSC nonswitched point-to-point
BSC Switch P-P BSC2 BSC switched point-to-point
BSC Multipoint BSC3 BSC multipoint
DCAM DCAMLIN DCAM interface
SOCKET SOCKET SOCKET line driver

Line Status

The following statuses can be indicated for a TP line:

Status Meaning
IN-SERVICE Line is in service
OUT-SERVICE Line is out of service
CLOSED Line has not been opened

Using This Screen

To request the Line IO History screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

• Look at the status of lines defined to your system.
• Look at the number of I/O errors relative to the number of reads and writes.
• If the number of RPL waits is not close to zero, increase the request parameter list (RPL) count in the system

generation LINE statement.
• Look for average I/O times:

– Read Time divided by the number of Physical Reads
– Write Time divided by the number of Physical Writes
High I/O times can result from large numbers of I/O error lines that contain large numbers of high volume terminals or
printers.

Line IO History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:04:57.19
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 LIHS Line IO History
   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1
    Time         Time   Wait ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|
 _ 02:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 02:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 03:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 03:15     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 03:30     0 .0000S .0000S
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 _ 03:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 04:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 04:15     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 04:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 04:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 05:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 05:15     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 05:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 05:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 06:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 06:15     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 06:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 06:45     0 .0000S .0000S

Screen Description

The Line IO History screen displays each interval being tracked. For each interval, the screen shows a total count and
time for line waits. This screen also shows the average wait time for the interval.

Using this Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen for a specific interval, type any other nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Detail screen for the same interval, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Program Pool Detail (PF15)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:10:53.25
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 15:30 PPDT Program Pool Detail                                          >
 Pool Type           Pool     In   High    Pool   Pages Overlay Overlay Overlay
                     Size    Use  Water   Loads  Loaded  No_Use Pgm_Use  In_Use
 PROGRAM            53248  16384  16384       1       4       1       0       0
 REENTRANT         2936kB  390kB  390kB      36     779      36       0       0
 XA PROGRAM        204800      0      0       0       0       0       0       0
 XA REENTRANT      2680kB 1223kB 1223kB      93    2446      93       0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:10:53.25
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 15:30 PPDT Program Pool Detail                                       <
    Pool Type        Overlay Overlay Overlay    Load    Load    Pool    Pool
                      No_Use Pgm_Use  In_Use   Waits    Time   Waits    Time
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    PROGRAM                1       0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
    REENTRANT             36       0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
    XA PROGRAM             0       0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
    XA REENTRANT          93       0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

Screen Description

The Program Pool Detail screen displays statistics related to the use of program pools for the current interval. The screen
includes one line for each program pool defined to the DC/UCF system. For each program pool, the screen identifies the
pool size and provides access statistics.

Using This Screen

To request the Program Pool History screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

• Look for non-zero values in the Overlay In Use field or the Pool Waits field. A non-zero number indicates the pool was
very fragmented, and tasks had to wait until enough contiguous space became available to load a program. When
these conditions occur, try these tuning options:
– Expand the pool size. If you don't have enough space, try reducing the size of another program pool or try reducing

the MAX TASK and MAX ERUS parameters.
– Make heavily used reentrant or quasi-reentrant programs resident.
– Reduce the size of modules in your programs to reduce concurrent demand on the program pools. For example,

don't use large subschemas for your application programs; use tailored subschemas instead.
• Compare the number of pages loaded (Pages Loaded) to the total number of loads (Pool Loads). If there are many

pages loaded for only a few program loads, consider increasing the block size for the program load libraries and load
areas. For example, a block size of 10Kb requires 20 I/Os to load a 200Kb program; a block size of 1Kb requires 200 I/
Os to load the same program.

Program Pool History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:05:24.54
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 PPHS Program Pool History
   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1
    Time         Time   Wait ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|
 _ 02:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 02:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 03:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 03:15     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 03:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 03:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 04:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 04:15     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 04:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 04:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 05:00     0 .0000S .0000S
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 _ 05:15     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 05:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 05:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 06:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 06:15     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 06:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 06:45     0 .0000S .0000S

Screen Description

The Program Pool History screen displays each interval being tracked. For each interval, the screen shows the total count
and time for waits on a pool that was full. There should not be any waits for a program pool. This screen also displays the
average wait time for the interval.

Using this Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen for a specific interval, type any other nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Detail screen for the same interval, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Storage Type Detail (PF16)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:05:33.38
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 STDY Storage Type Detail                                          >
     Storage   Shared   Shared   Shared Shared Kept Shared Kept Shared Kept
         Loc  # Waits    Total  Longest     # Waits       Total     Longest
                          Time     Time                    Time        Time
      NON-XA        0   .0000S   .0000S          0      .0000S      .0000S
      XA            0   .0000S   .0000S          0      .0000S      .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:05:33.38
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 STDY Storage Type Detail                                       <  >
  Storage Shared Kept     User     User     User User Kept User Kept User Kept
      Loc     Longest  # Waits    Total  Longest   # Waits     Total   Longest
                 Time              Time     Time                Time      Time
   NON-XA     .0000S         0   .0000S   .0000S         0    .0000S    .0000S
   XA         .0000S         0   .0000S   .0000S         0    .0000S    .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:05:33.38
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
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   02 14:45 STDY Storage Type Detail                                       <  >
     Storage User Kept Terminal Terminal Terminal Database Database Database
         Loc   Longest  # Waits    Total  Longest  # Waits    Total  Longest
                  Time              Time     Time              Time     Time
      NON-XA    .0000S        0   .0000S   .0000S        0   .0000S   .0000S
      XA        .0000S        0   .0000S   .0000S        0   .0000S   .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:05:33.38
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 STDY Storage Type Detail                                       <
     Storage Terminal Database Database Database   System   System   System
         Loc  Longest  # Waits    Total  Longest  # Waits    Total  Longest
                 Time              Time     Time              Time     Time
      NON-XA   .0000S        0   .0000S   .0000S        0   .0000S   .0000S
      XA       .0000S        0   .0000S   .0000S        0   .0000S   .0000S

Screen Description

For users with XA storage, the Storage Type Detail screen displays an overview of storage waits for the interval by type
and storage location. For z/VSE users, the screen displays an overview of storage by type.

Using this Screen

To request the Storage Type History screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Look for the nature of waits that have occurred and the storage pools in which they occurred. Consider adjusting the size
of the cushion so that you get SOS (short on storage) conditions instead of storage waits.

Storage Type History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:06:03.95
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 SGHS Storage Type History
   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1
    Time         Time   Wait ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|
 _ 02:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 02:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 03:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 03:15     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 03:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 03:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 04:00     0 .0000S .0000S
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 _ 04:15     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 04:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 04:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 05:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 05:15     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 05:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 05:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 06:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 06:15     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 06:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 06:45     0 .0000S .0000S

Screen Description

The Storage Type History screen shows a total wait count and time for all storage waits. The screen also shows the
average wait time both numerically and graphically.

Using this Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen for a specific interval, type any other nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Detail screen for the same interval, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Program Load Detail (PF17)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:17:05.43
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 PLDT Program Load Detail                                          >
  Area Name                    File Name                    Physical  Physical
                                                               Reads    Writes
  SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD              SYSTEM.DCLOD                        0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:17:05.43
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 PLDT Program Load Detail                                       <  >
   Area Name                    Physical     Read     Read    Write    Write
                                  Writes    Waits     Time    Waits     Time
   SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD                     0        0   .0000S        0   .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:17:05.43
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
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   02 10:30 PLDT Program Load Detail                                       <  >
  Area Name                      Write  Buffer Name          Buffer  Prefetch
                                  Time                         Hits      Hits
  SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD               .0000S  DEFAULT_BUFFER            0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:17:05.43
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 PLDT Program Load Detail                                       <  >
  Area Name                   Prefetch  DB_Buf  DB_Buf SHR_Buf SHR_Buf EXC_Buf
                                  Hits   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits
  SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD                    0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:17:05.43
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 PLDT Program Load Detail                                       <  >
  Area Name                   EXC_Buf EXC_Buf   DBkey   DBkey D-Space D-Space
                                Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Reads    Hits
  SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD                   0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:17:05.43
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 PLDT Program Load Detail                                       <  >
   Area Name                    D-Space  D-Space  Shared Cache Name  Sh-Cache
                                   Hits   Writes                        Reads
   SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD                    0        0                            0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:17:05.43
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 PLDT Program Load Detail                                       <  >
    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache
                                   Reads     Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits
    SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD                    0        0        0        0        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:17:05.43
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 PLDT Program Load Detail                                       <
    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache
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                                    Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits     Time
    SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD                    0        0        0        0   .0000S

Screen Description

The Program Load Detail screen displays program loading information for:

• Dialogs
• Maps
• Subschemas
• Tables
• CA ADS applications

Dialogs, maps, subschemas, tables, and CA ADS applications can be loaded from the DDLDCLOD dictionary load area.

The waits indicated on the Program Load Detail screen include I/O waits and BLDL (Building Load Directory List) waits.

The I/O activity counts (reads and writes) exclude I/O against any CDMSnnn files.

What to look for

• Look for a high number of load waits, which indicates I/O activity against load libraries and load areas.
• Look for db-key waits.
• Look at the buffer utilization statistics. Buffer Hits indicates the number of times a requested database page was

already in the buffer, saving the system from performing an I/O. Buffer Waits indicates when the system had to wait for
an available page in the buffer. The Buffer Detail screen provides more statistics about buffer use.

Specific Interval Information (PF18)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:06:57.36
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 SINT Specific Interval Information

    Task Information                  Statistic Information
      Started                 2519      Programs Called         47652
      Ended                   2521      Programs Loaded            12
      # at Interval Start       22      Terminal Reads              0
      # at Interval End         20      Terminal Writes             0
      # Abended                  0      Terminal Errors             0
      # Runaway                  0      Get Storage             60720
      # Times SOS                0      Free Storage            60878
      Timed Out (1 ECB)          0      Get Scratch              1077
      Timed Out (ECB List)       0      Put Scratch               719
      Times at Max Tasks         0      Delete Scratch            489
                                        Get Queue                 160
                                        Put Queue                  94
                                        Delete Queue               63
                                        DC Service Requests    191187
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                                        DB Service Requests    119836

Screen Description

The Specific Interval Information screen displays DC statistics for a specific interval.

Using This Screen

To request the Interval Information screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Look for values that seem higher than average. Investigate further by looking at the tasks that were performed during the
interval.

Interval Information

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:07:13.88
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 INT  Interval Information                                         >
   Start Interval    Tasks   Tasks     Tasks   Tasks    Tasks    Tasks  Times
    Time   Length  Started   Ended  At_Start  At_End  Abended  Runaway    SOS
 _ 02:30   15:00M      477     477        19      19        0       0       2
 _ 02:45   15:00M      366     366        19      19        0       0       2
 _ 03:00   15:00M      522     522        19      19        0       1       1

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:07:13.88
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 INT  Interval Information                                      < >
      Start  Times Timed_Out  Timed_Out    Times  Programs  Programs  Terminal
       Time    SOS   (1 ECB) (ECB List)   At_Max    Called    Loaded     Reads
    _ 02:30      2         0          0       0      7101          6         0
    _ 02:45      2         0          0       0      5109          3         0
    _ 03:00      1         0          0       0      6877          6         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:07:13.88
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 INT  Interval Information                                      < >
      Start Terminal Terminal Terminal     Get    Free     Get     Put  Delete
       Time    Reads   Writes   Errors Storage Storage Scratch Scratch Scratch
    _ 02:30        0        0        0   11229   11212     967     974     862
    _ 02:45        0        0        0   10500   10528    1297    1143    1142
    _ 03:00        0        0        0   13124   13080    1311    1285    1196
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 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:07:13.88
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 INT  Interval Information                                      <
     Start     Get     Put  Delete    Get     Put  Delete        DC        DB
      Time Scratch Scratch Scratch  Queue   Queue   Queue  Requests  Requests
   _ 02:30     967     974     862     32      29      12     29495     18691
   _ 02:45    1297    1143    1142     91     148      13     34517     23190
   _ 03:00    1311    1285    1196    107      46      19     33827     21437

Screen Description

The Interval Information screen displays an overview of DC statistics by interval. Use this screen to quickly compare
activity across intervals.

Using this Screen

To access the Specific Interval Information screen for DC statistics for a particular interval, type any nonblank character to
the left of the interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

What To Look For

• Look for intervals with unusually high levels of activity compared to other intervals.
• Look for intervals with high numbers of task abends. Increases in task abends reduces the number of tasks processed

and increases the CPU used by the DC/UCF system to format and write dumps to the log. Look at the system log (by
using OLP or the PRINT LOG utility) to identify tasks that are abending.

• Look at the Times_At_Max field. If all the values are 0, the value allocated to MAX TASKS may be more than you
need. If the value is high, increase the MAX TASKS and MAX ERUS allocation, provided your system has enough
resources available to support increased task activity.

CDMSLIB Detail (PF19)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:18:41.13
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 CDDT CDMSLIB Detail
              Loadlib Name               Waits                Time
                 CDMSLIB                     0              .0000S

Screen Description

The CDMSLIB Detail screen displays an overview of load library activity by interval. It displays information on the first ten
load libraries listed in the system startup JCL.

Using this Screen

To request the CDMSLIB History screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Use this screen to quickly compare the activity of load libraries.
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CDMSLIB History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:55:42.05
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:50 CDHS Cdmslib History                                            !
   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1
    Time         Time   Wait ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|
 _ 10:45     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 10:50    16 .6900S .0431S --

Screen Description

The CDMSLIB History screen displays each interval being tracked. For each interval, the screen shows a total count and
time for CDMSLIB waits that occurred when a CDMSLIB library was requested but was not available.

This screen also shows the average wait time for the interval. The average wait time is displayed numerically and in graph
form.

Using this Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen for a specific interval, type any other nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Detail screen for the same interval, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Specific Transaction Information (PF20)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:18:59.51
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 SRU  Specific Transaction Information

    Transaction Information           Statistic Information
      Started                    0      DBkey Locks                 0
      Ended                      0      System Locks                0
      Max Concurrent            15      Pages Read                  4
      # at Interval Start       15      Pages Written               0
      # at Interval End         15      Pages Requested             4
                                        CALC With Overflow          0
    External Request Unit Information   CALC No Overflow            0
      Started                    0      VIA With Overflow           0
      Ended                      0      VIA No Overflow             0
      Max Concurrent             0      Records Requested           4
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      # at Interval Start        0      Records Curr of Tran        0
      # at Interval End          0      Total # of DBMS Calls      18
      # with DB Trans            0      # of Fragments Stored       0
                                        Records Updated             0
                                        # Found in Cache            0
                                        # Found in Prefetch         0

Screen Description

The Specific Transaction Information screen displays DB statistics for a specific interval.

Using this Screen

To request the Transaction Information screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Look for values that seem higher than average. Investigate further by looking at the transactions processed during the
interval.

Transaction Information

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:20:26.24
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 RUN  Transaction Information                                      >
   Start    Tran    Tran   Max_Tran     Tran    Tran    ERUS    ERUS   Max_ERUS
    Time Started   Ended Concurrent At_Start  At_End Started   Ended Concurrent
 _ 08:00       1       1        16        15      15       0       0         0
 _ 08:10     473     473        20        15      15       0       0         0
 _ 08:20       0       0        15        15      15       0       0         0
 _ 08:30       0       0        15        15      15       0       0         0
 _ 08:40       0       0        15        15      15       0       0         0
 _ 08:50       0       0        15        15      15       0       0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:20:26.24
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 RUN  Transaction Information                                   < >
   Start   Max_ERUS     ERUS    ERUS ERUS_With   DBkey  System   Pages   Pages
    Time Concurrent At_Start  At_End      DBRU   Locks   Locks    Read Written
 _ 08:00         0         0       0        0        0       0      12       0
 _ 08:10         0         0       0        0        0       0     194       0
 _ 08:20         0         0       0        0        0       0       5       0
 _ 08:30         0         0       0        0        0       0       0       0
 _ 08:40         0         0       0        0        0       0       0       0
 _ 08:50         0         0       0        0        0       0       0       0
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 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:20:26.24
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 RUN  Transaction Information                                   < >
      Start   Pages     Pages      CALC    CALC       VIA     VIA   Records
       Time Written Requested With OVFL No OVFL With OVFL No OVFL Requested
    _ 08:00       0       39         0        0        0        0       51
    _ 08:10       0     1681         0        0        0        0     2729
    _ 08:20       0       29         0        0        0        0       31
    _ 08:30       0        0         0        0        0        0        0
    _ 08:40       0        0         0        0        0        0        0
    _ 08:50       0        0         0        0        0        0        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:20:26.24
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 RUN  Transaction Information                                   <
   Start     VIA   Records   Records    DBMS Fragments Records   Found    Found
    Time No OVFL Requested Curr_Tran   Calls    Stored Updated   Cache Prefetch
 _ 08:00       0       51        34       93        0        0       0        0
 _ 08:10       0     2729      1136     5469        0        0       0        0
 _ 08:20       0       31         3      106        0        0       0        0
 _ 08:30       0        0         0        0        0        0       0        0
 _ 08:40       0        0         0        0        0        0       0        0
 _ 08:50       0        0         0        0        0        0       0        0

Screen Description

The Transaction Information screen displays an overview of transaction activity by interval. Use this screen to quickly
compare activity across intervals.

Using this Screen

To access the Specific Transaction Information screen for a particular interval, type any nonblank character to the left of
the interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

What To Look For

• Look for intervals with unusually high levels of activity compared to other intervals.
• Look for intervals with high numbers of system locks or db-key locks.
• Look at CALC and VIA overflow ratios. Overflow happens when the target page does not have enough room to hold

the record.

Options in Effect (PF21)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:45:08.63
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
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   02 08:30 OPT  Interval Monitor Options in Effect
   #PMOPT Assembly Date/Time           950217    16:31
* Online Options *                     * Statistics Destinations *
 PMIM Active            YES            Write DC Stats      YES
 Online Active          YES            Write to DClog      YES
 Max # Intervals         20            Write to SMF        YES
 Size of Interval        10            SMF Buffer Size    8180
 # of CDMSLIB Recs       10            SMF Record ID       230
 # of DBkey Recs          5            Data Refresh Time  1645
 Site Save Allowed      YES
 User Save Allowed      YES

Screen Description

The Interval Monitor Options in Effect screen displays options specified by the Performance Monitor system administrator.

If WRITE TO DCLOG displays NO, you can change this field to YES; you then must reassemble PMOPT so the control
blocks needed for writing to log are allocated.

NOTE
For more information on options, see the CA IDMS Performance Monitor System Administration Section.

NOTE
z/VSE users: The #PMOPT Assembly Date/Time field reads NOT AVAIL.

Specific SQL Information (PF22)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:54:20.91
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 08:25 SSQ  Specific SQL Information

    Row Level Information             Statistic Information
      Fetched                   75      Select Locks                0
      Inserted                  30      Update Locks               11
      Updated                   11      Pages Read                  3
      Deleted                    6      Pages Written              46
                                        Pages Requested            52
    Sort Information                    CALC With Overflow          0
      # of Sorts                 1      CALC No Overflow            0
      High Rows                 26      VIA With Overflow           0
      Low Rows                  26      VIA No Overflow             0
      # Rows Sorted             26      Rows Requested             52
                                        Rows Current of Tran        0
    Access Module Information           Total # of DBMS Calls     210
      Recompiles                 2      # of Fragments Stored       0
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    SQL Statement Information
      # Processed                3

Screen Description

The Specific SQL Information screen displays SQL statistics for a specific interval.

Using this Screen

To request the SQL Information screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Look for values that seem higher than average. Investigate further by looking at the SQL statements processed during the
interval.

SQL Information

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:05:56.67
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 08:25 SQL  SQL Information                                              >
      Start    Rows     Rows    Rows    Rows   Total  Hi-Row  Lo-Row    Rows
       Time Fetched Inserted Updated Deleted   Sorts   Sorts   Sorts  Sorted
    _ 08:25      75       30      11       6       1      26      26      26
    _ 08:30     204       56      15      10       2      50      13      63

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:05:56.67
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 08:25 SQL  SQL Information                                           < >
   Start    Rows       ACM        SQL  Select  Update   Pages   Pages     Pages
    Time  Sorted Recompile Statements   Locks   Locks    Read Written Requested
 _ 08:25      26        2          3        0       11     48      46        52
 _ 08:30      63        2          4       54       15    154      32       167

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:05:56.67
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 08:25 SQL  SQL Information                                           < >
      Start     Pages      CALC    CALC       VIA     VIA       Rows       Rows
       Time Requested With OVFL No OVFL With OVFL No OVFL  Requested  Curr_Tran
    _ 08:25       46         5       42        3        2         52          3
    _ 08:30       32        20      100       17       63        200         27
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 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:05:56.67
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 08:25 SQL  SQL Information                                           <
       Start    CALC       VIA     VIA      Rows       Rows   DBMS  Fragments
        Time No OVFL With OVFL No OVFL Requested  Curr_Tran  Calls     Stored
     _ 08:25      42        3        2        52          3    210         10
     _ 08:30     100       17       63       200         27    382         31

Screen Description

The SQL Information screen displays an overview of SQL activity by interval. Use this screen to quickly compare activity
across intervals.

Using this Screen

To access the Specific SQL Information screen for a particular interval, type any nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

What To Look For

• Look for a high number in any of the following fields:
– CALC With OVFL
– VIA With OVFL
– Fragments Stored
These fields indicate that target pages for rows stored by the task were full, forcing CA IDMS to store the rows on other
pages. If necessary, use the IDMSDBAN utility to analyze space availability for database pages. If a large number of
pages in the database are full, consider increasing the database page size or the number of pages in the database.

• Look for a high number in the Rows Requested field compared to the number in the Rows Current field. This ratio
should be as close to 1:1 as possible.

• Look at the ratio of pages requested to pages read. The ratio, which indicates the effectiveness of the buffer size and
database design, should be about two. Ratios less than two indicate that either the buffer is too small or the database
should be tuned.

• Look for large values under Access Module Recompiles. Three reasons for recompiles:
– Changes in the physical database definition

NOTE
Use discretion in planning changes to components of the physical database definition.

– Program recompiling; the recompile changes the date/time stamp, necessitating an AM recompile

NOTE
Try to limit program compiles on a production system.

– An SQL statement referencing a temporary table before the table is defined

NOTE
Define temporary tables before referencing them.

Sysplex Menu (PF23)
Contents

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:17:51.04
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CMD-->                                                               Window : 02
    Dtl   Hist  Description             Dtl   Hist  Description
    _      _    DBGroup                 _      _    Shared Cache
    _      _    Data Sharing Lock       _      _    Data Sharing List
    _      _    Data Sharing Member

Menu Description

The Sysplex Menu is a sub-menu of the Interval Monitor. It incorporates two items that were previously on the main menu
and makes available three new items associated with data sharing.

The Sysplex Menu allows selection of the following displays:

Screen Name Display
DBGroup Detail Information for the current interval, showing statistics related to

each DBGroup that can process dynamically routed database
sessions. Additionally, each DBGroup can be selected to show the
distribution of the DBGroup requests processed by the different
server nodes (DBGroup's Node screen). Dynamic routing of
database session is possible only in a Sysplex environment.

DBGroup History One line per interval for the DBGroup wait category.
Data Sharing Lock Detail Information for the current interval, showing statistics related to

each type of global lock acquired in a data sharing environment.
Data Sharing Lock History One line per interval for the Data Sharing Lock wait category.
Data Sharing Member Detail Information for the current interval, showing statistics related to

each member of this system's data sharing group.
Data Sharing Member History One line per interval for the Data Sharing Member wait category.
Shared Cache Detail Information for the current interval, showing statistics for each

shared cache active in the interval. Additionally, each Shared
Cache can be selected to show the same information by files
(Shared Cache Files Detail Screen). The use of the Shared Cache
feature is possible only in a Sysplex environment.

Shared Cache History One line per interval for the Shared Cache wait category.
Data Sharing List Detail Information for the current interval, showing statistics related to

list in the list structure associated with this system's data sharing
group.

Data Sharing List History One line per interval for the Data Sharing List wait category.

DBGroup Detail

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:12:41.66
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

   02 08:10 DGDT DBGroup Detail
             DBGroup       DBGroup       Number         Wait      Average
                Name      Requests        Waits         Time         Time
             IDMSGR              0            0       .0000S       .0000S
             DBDCGR           1019          820     25.9039S       .0254S
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Screen Description

The DBGroup Detail screen displays statistics related to the dynamic routing of database sessions activity for the current
interval. The screen includes one line for each DBGroup to which database sessions can be dynamically routed for
processing; that is, one line for each node defined in the node table with an access type of GROUP. Dynamic routing of
database sessions is possible only in a Sysplex environment.

Using this Screen

To request the DBGroup's Nodes screen for a specific DBGroup, type any nonblank character to the left of the
corresponding DBGroup Name and press [Enter]. To request the DBGroup History screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Look for excessive average wait time and eventually start additional backend CVs to process database sessions
submitted to that particular DBGroup.

DBGroup's Nodes

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:12:41.66
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

   03 08:10 DGND DBGroup's Nodes
        DBGroup        DBGroup      Server          Number       Percent
           Name       Requests        Name        Requests      Requests
        DBDCGR            1019      SYSTEM71           472            46
                                    SYSTEM74           547            53

Screen Description

The DBGroup's Nodes screen displays the distribution of all the requests submitted to a particular DBGroup in the current
interval, on all the server nodes that volunteered to process these sessions.

What to Look For

The statistics displayed on this screen are informative and will depend on the workload of the different CVs in the Sysplex.

DBGroup History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:26:06.30
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 DGHS DBGroup History
   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1
    Time         Time   Wait ---------│---------│---------│---------│---------│
 _ 08:00     1 .0022S .0022S
 _ 08:10   820 25.90S .0315S -
 _ 08:20     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 08:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 08:40     0 .0000S .0000S
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 _ 08:50     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 09:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 09:10     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 09:20     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 09:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 09:40     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 09:50     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 10:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 10:10     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 10:20     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 10:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 10:40     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 10:50     0 .0000S .0000S

Screen Description

The DBGroup History screen displays each interval being tracked. For each interval, the screen shows a total count and
time for DBGroup waits. This screen also shows the average wait time for the interval. The average wait time is displayed
numerically and in graph form.

Using this Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen for a specific interval, type any other nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Detail screen for the same interval, press [PF9].

What to Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Shared Cache Detail

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:20.56
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

   02 08:10 SHDT Shared Cache Detail                                          >
     Shared Cache Name   Number   Number   Fnd-In   Number   Failed   Number
                          Files    Reads    Cache   Writes   Writes    Waits
      IDMSCACHE00002          3       41        6       35        1       76
      IDMSCACHE00001          4      151       70       81        0      226

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:20.56
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

   02 08:10 SHDT Shared Cache Detail                                       <
     Shared Cache Name   Fnd-In   Number   Failed   Number     Wait  Average
                          Cache   Writes   Writes    Waits     Time     Time
      IDMSCACHE00002          6       35        1       76   .5683S   .0074S
      IDMSCACHE00001         70       81        0      226  1.5560S   .0067S
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Screen Description

The Shared Cache Detail screen displays statistics related to the use of the Shared Cache in the Coupling Facility for the
current interval. The screen includes one line for each shared cache active in the interval. This line includes the number of
files assigned to the shared cache, the number of reads and writes from and to the shared cache, and waits information.
The use of Shared Cache is possible only in a Sysplex environment.

Using this Screen

To request the Shared Cache Files Detail screen for a specific shared cache, type any nonblank character to the left of the
corresponding shared cache name and press [Enter]. To request the Shared Cache History screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Look for excessive average wait time. Go through the Shared Cache Files Detail screen to determine which files are
involved.

Shared Cache Files Detail

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:20.56
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

   03 08:10 SFDT Shared Cache Files Detail                                    >
  Shared Cache Name  File Name                      Number    Fnd-In    Number
                                                     Reads     Cache    Writes
   IDMSCACHE00001    DBCR.ACCOUNTA                      31        17        14
                     DBCR.ACCOUNTB                      39        21        18
                     DBCR.ACCOUNTD                      49        20        29
                     DBCR.ACCOUNTE                      32        12        20

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:20.56
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

   03 08:10 SFDT Shared Cache Files Detail                                 <
    File Name                     Number   Failed   Number     Wait  Average
                                  Writes   Writes    Waits     Time     Time
    DBCR.ACCOUNTA                     14        0       43   .2757S   .0061S
    DBCR.ACCOUNTB                     18        0       56   .4762S   .0083S
    DBCR.ACCOUNTD                     29        0       76   .4001S   .0051S
    DBCR.ACCOUNTE                     20        0       51   .4039S   .0077S

Screen Description

The Shared Cache Files Detail screen displays the distribution of the different statistics on all the files that were currently
using the selected shared cache.

What To Look For

Look for excessive average wait time and eventually tune the corresponding shared cache differently: increase the size of
the cache, change the assignments of files to the cache, or assign some files to a new cache.
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Shared Cache History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:53:39.62
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 11:40 SHHS Shared Cache History
   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1
    Time         Time   Wait ---------│---------│---------│---------│---------│
 _ 08:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 08:40     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 08:50     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 09:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 09:10     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 09:20     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 09:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 09:40     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 09:50     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 10:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 10:10     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 10:20     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 10:30     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 10:40     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 10:50     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 11:00     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 11:10     0 .0000S .0000S
 _ 11:20     0 .0000S .0000S

Screen Description

The Shared Cache History screen displays each interval being tracked. For each interval, the screen shows a total count
and time for shared cache waits. This screen also shows the average wait time for the interval. The average wait time is
displayed numerically and in graph form.

Using this Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen for a specific interval, type any other nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Detail screen for the same interval, press [PF9]

What To Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Data Sharing Lock Detail

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71          CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:17:51.04
CMD--
>                                                                           Window : 03
ResType          Obtains      Alters    Releases       Waits    WaitTime       AvgWait       HighWait      ContEx     NotifEx
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LmgrResource           1           0           1           0      .0000S        .0000S         .0000S           0           0
Phys.Page            134           0         134           0      .0000S        .0000S         .0000S           0           0
GlobalDeadLk           0           0           0           0      .0000S        .0000S         .0000S           0           0
LmgrProxy              1           0           1           0      .0000S        .0000S         .0000S           0           0
EnqDeq                 0           0           0           0      .0000S        .0000S         .0000S           0           0
AreaList               1           0           1           0      .0000S        .0000S         .0000S           0           0
FileList               3           0           3           0      .0000S        .0000S         .0000S           0           0
GlobalQueue            1           0           1           0      .0000S        .0000S         .0000S           0           0

Screen Description

The Data Sharing Lock Detail screen displays statistics related to acquiring global locks. The screen includes one line for
each type of global resource for which locks can be acquired.

What To Look For

Look for excessive average wait time.

Data Sharing Lock History

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71          CA, Inc.              V71      08.348 12:17:51.04
CMD-->                                                           Window : 03
  Start    Waits     Wait      Avg        .2     .4     .6     .8      1
  Time               Time      Wait  ------|------|------|------|------|
_ 13:43       0     .0000S    .0000S
_ 13:45       1     .0015S    .0015S
_ 13:50       4     39.72S     9.93S
  ----------------------------------
_ 13:55       0     .0000S    .0000S
_ 14:00       0     .0000S    .0000S

Screen Description

The Data Sharing Lock History screen displays each interval being tracked. For Each interval the screen shows a total
count and time for global lock waits. This screen also shows the average wait time for the interval. The average wait time
is displayed numerically and in graph form.

Using this Screen

To request the Detail screen for an interval, type any other nonblock blank character to the left of the interval for which the
detail is required and press [Enter] or move the cursor to an interval line and press [PF9].

What To Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Data Sharing List Detail

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71          CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:17:51.04
CMD--
>                                                                           Window : 03
ListName              Reads         Writes        Deletes          Waits       WaitTime        AvgWait       HighWait
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AreaList                 14              9              0              7         .0028S         .0004S         .0007S
FileList                 15             21              0              0         .0000S         .0000S         .0000S
QueueList                 1              0              0              1         .0058S         .0058S         .0058S

Screen Description

The Data Sharing List Detail screen displays each list in the list structure associated with this system's data sharing group
that had activity during the interval. The screen includes one line for each list showing its name and statistics for the
various types of accesses to the list.

What To Look For

Look for excessively high average wait times.

Data Sharing List History

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71          CA, Inc.             V71      08.348 12:17:51.04
CMD-->                                                          Window : 03
  Start    Waits     Wait      Avg        .2     .4     .6     .8      1
  Time               Time      Wait  ------|------|------|------|------|
_ 07:51        0    .0000S    .0000S
_ 07:55        0    .0000S    .0000S
_ 08:00        0    .0000S    .0000S
_ 08:05        3    2.07S     .6910S
  ----------------------------------
_ 08:10        0    .0000S    .0000S

Screen Description

The Data Sharing List History screen displays each interval being tracked. For each interval the screen shows a total
count and time for waits on requests to access lists in the list structure. This screen also shows the average wait time for
the interval. The average wait time is displayed numerically and in graph form.

Using this Screen

To request the Detail screen for an interval, type any other nonblock blank character to the left of the interval for which the
detail is required and press [Enter] or move the cursor to an interval line and press [PF9].

What To Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Data Sharing Member Detail

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71          CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:17:51.04
CMD--
>                                                                           Window : 03
Member   Member Current  Prior   ReplyMsg ReplyMsg TestMsg  TestMsg SyncStamp SyncStamp GlblDeadLk GlblDeadLk DCMTUFSEND DCMTUFSEND
name     state  CVstate  CVstate     Sent Received    Sent Received      Sent  Received       Sent   Received       Sent   Received
SYSTEM71 Active Active   Ready          0        0       0        0         0         0         0          0          0          0
SYSTEM72 Active Active   Ready          0        0       0        0         0         0         0          0          0          0
- - - -
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PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71          CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:17:51.04
CMD--
>                                                                           Window : 03
Member   AreaFileVa AreaFileVa QueueMsg QueueMsg ProgramMsg ProgramMsg
name           Sent   Received     Sent Received       Sent   Received
SYSTEM71          0          0         0        0         0          0
SYSTEM72          0          0         0        0         0          0

Screen Description

The Data Sharing Member Detail screen displays each data sharing member that was a member of this system's data
sharing group during the interval. The screen includes one line for each member showing its member state, its current
and prior CV states and the number of messages sent from this system to the given member and from the member to this
system.

What To Look For

Look for excessively high numbers of messages.

Data Sharing Member History

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71          CA, Inc.              V71      08.348 12:17:51.04
CMD-->                                                           Window : 03
  Start    Waits     Wait      Avg        .2     .4     .6     .8      1
  Time               Time      Wait  ------|------|------|------|------|
_ 12:25        0    .0000S    .0000S
_ 12:30        0    .0000S    .0000S
_ 12:35        0    .0000S    .0000S
_ 12:40        0    .0000S    .0000S
_ 12:45        0    .0000S    .0000S
_ 12:50        0    .0000S    .0000S
_ 12:55        0    .0000S    .0000S
_ 13:00        0    .0000S    .0000S
_ 13:05        0    .0000S    .0000S
_ 13:10        0    .0000S    .0000S
_ 13:15        0    .0000S    .0000S
_ 13:20        0    .0000S    .0000S

Screen Description

The Data Sharing Member History screen displays each interval being tracked. For each interval the screen shows a total
count and time for waits on messages. This screen also shows the average wait time for the interval. The average wait
time is displayed numerically and in graph form.

Using this Screen

To request the Detail screen for an interval, type any other nonblock blank character to the left of the interval for which the
detail is required and press [Enter] or move the cursor to an interval line and press [PF9].

What To Look For
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Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Using the Application Monitor
Introduction

This section introduces the online components of the Application Monitor, including the Group Billing component. This
section describes the components in the order listed below:

Task Code Components
pmam All Application Monitor screens, except billing
pmbill The screen associated with group billing information

During an Application Monitor session, use the windowing commands and control keys described in Introduction to
Performance Monitor to manipulate your screen displays, except as noted later in this discussion. The Application Monitor
provides additional control keys, described later.

Problem Solving

This section also provides information that you can use to help alleviate problems detected by using the Application
Monitor. If you detect a problem with your system, perform the following steps:

1. Try to isolate the applications that are heavy users of the problem resource. For example, storage-pool problems can
be caused by an application that neglects to release acquired storage.

2. If Step 1 fails to correct the problem, increase the availability of the resource. For example, to solve storage-pool
problems, you may need to expand the storage pool.

What the Application Monitor Does

The Application Monitor continuously captures and records task information, and reports that information either online or
through batch reports. A task can be any of the following:

• A DC/UCF system task
• A CA ADS dialog
• Any task external to the DC/UCF system (for example, a batch job or a CICS transaction)

Uses and Users

The Application Monitor is typically used by designers, programmer analysts, DBAs, and DCAs.

The information reported by the Application Monitor allows you to address several key areas efficiently:

• DC/UCF system performance evaluation and tuning. The monitor provides detailed information on the storage used
during task execution and the storage kept across tasks for a pseudo-converse.

• DC/UCF system resource use and analysis. The monitor captures information on when each task is run and allows you
to selectively report tasks that run in prime and nonprime time.

• Application chargeback and billing. Chargeback/billing information is presented by billing group. For more information
on billing groups, see Perfmon Billing Group Maintenance later in this section.

NOTE
The batch component of the Application Monitor provides accurate information for the billing of resources
consumed by DC/UCF tasks, and the CA IDMS portion of batch jobs and CICS transactions. For more
information on running batch reports, see CA IDMS Performance Monitor System Administration Section

What You Can Monitor Online
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You can define the tasks to be monitored by naming any number of entities for which task data should be collected. An
entity is a task, program, or logical terminal. The Application Monitor collects data for each task that is associated with a
monitored entity, as shown in the following table.

Entity What is monitored
Task The specified task
Program All tasks executed by that program at the highest level (level 1)
LTERM All tasks initiated from that terminal
User ID All tasks initiated for that user ID

Each time a task associated with a monitored entity is executed, the monitor captures and saves the task statistics for
immediate online access.

You can add to or delete from the list of entities being monitored at any time. For any entity, you can turn the monitoring
status to OFF, while leaving the entity in the list. This allows you to keep the statistics already collected for an entity, but it
terminates further information gathering. Later, you can turn the status back to ON to continue monitoring.

Considerations

The following considerations apply to an Application Monitor online session:

• Entities are monitored on a system-wide basis. If you add an entity to the list of monitored entities, it appears on the
Entity List screen of every Application Monitor user. Likewise, if you delete an entity, it is deleted for every Application
Monitor user.

• To collect data on your own programs, monitor your logical terminal or user ID. Other users may be invoking your
program to keep track of your usage. Define your LTERM or user ID as an entity.

Getting Started with Application Monitor
To get started with the Application Monitor, follow the steps described below.

Step 1

To request the Application Monitor, type pmam following the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt:

V71  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

 pmam

Step 2

Press [Enter]. The Application Monitor displays the menu screen which lists all of the Application Monitor options.

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:07:24.19
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 01

   01 Application Monitor Menu

   PFkey  Description                      PFkey  Description
 _  PF1   Entity List                    _  PF2   Task List
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 _  PF3   Entity Selection               _  PF4   General Statistics
 _  PF5   DC Statistics                  _  PF6   DB Statistics
 _  PF7   ADS Statistics                 _  PF8   Task Wait Statistics
 _  PF9   DBkey Wait Statistics          _  PF10  PMAM Status/Options
 _  PF11  SQL Statistics

  Application Monitor is Online and Collecting Data

Monitor Screens

The following table summarizes the Application Monitor screens. Each screen is described in more detail later in this
section.

Screen PF Key Displays
Application Monitor Menu  A menu of Application Monitor screens
Entity List PF1 The entities currently defined to the

monitor; from this list, you can:
Select an entity
Delete an entity and its related task
statistics records
Change the monitor status or the maximum
number of records stored for an entity

Task List PF2 A list of tasks associated with a particular
entity and for which the monitor has
collected statistics; you can select or delete
a task from the list

Entity Selection PF3 Prompts that let you define an entity to be
monitored

General Statistics PF4 General statistics about the task
DC Statistics PF5 Detailed DC/UCF system statistics for a

specified task
DB Statistics PF6 Detailed database access statistics for a

specified task
ADS Statistics PF7 CA ADS runtime statistics for an entity

occurrence
Task Wait Statistics PF8 Detailed wait statistics for a specified task
DBkey Wait Statistics PF9 Information on database keys for which the

task waited
PMAM Status/Options PF10 Options specified by the system

administrator
SQL Statistics PF11 Detailed SQL statistics for a specified task.
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Screen Flow

Application Monitor screens can be used hierarchically. Typically, you initiate a session with the Application Monitor by
following these steps:

1. Choose an entity from the Entity List -- Selection screen or name a new entity by using the Entity Selection screen.
2. Choose a specific task from the Task List screen. After you press [Enter], the Interval Monitor displays the General

Statistics screen. By pressing either [PF2] or [PF9], you can view each statistics screen associated with the chosen
task.

The following illustration shows the sequence of screens.

Current Entity

The current entity is the first entity on the Entity List screen.

NOTE
For more information on making another entity current or deleting an entity, see Entity List (PF1).

Current Task
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The current task is the first task on the Task List screen. All of the tasks on any given Task List screen are the tasks
associated with the current entity.

Skipping the Entity List and Task List Screens

If, instead of choosing an entity, you press [PF2] to go directly to the Task List screen, the Application Monitor lists the
current entity.

If, instead of choosing an entity and task, you press a PF key to go directly to a statistics screen, the Application Monitor
provides statistics for the current task of the current entity.

How to Use Control Keys
The following table summarizes the control keys you can use with the Application Monitor.

Control Key What It Does
ENTER Processes user input
PF1 Displays a screen of help text appropriate to the current cursor

position
PF2 Displays the next screen in the screen hierarchy
PF3 Deletes the current screen
PF4 Displays the next (in time) task occurrence
PF5 Displays the prior (in time) task occurrence
PF6 Displays the Active Windows screen
PF7 Scrolls up
PF8 Scrolls down
PF9 Displays the prior screen in the screen hierarchy
PF10 Scrolls left
PF11 Scrolls right
CLEAR Exits the monitor

Exceptions to Window Processing

Note the following exceptions to standard window processing for the Application Monitor:

• If you request the Edit Window Format screen (using the EDIT command), do not change the Current Window Size. If
you do, some Application Monitor screens might be truncated.

• You cannot use the SORT command with any Application Monitor screen.

Application Monitor Menu

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:47:00.15
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 01

   01 Application Monitor Menu

   PFkey  Description                      PFkey  Description
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 _  PF1   Entity List                    _  PF2   Task List
 _  PF3   Entity Selection               _  PF4   General Statistics
 _  PF5   DC Statistics                  _  PF6   DB Statistics
 _  PF7   ADS Statistics                 _  PF8   Task Wait Statistics
 _  PF9   DBkey Wait Statistics          _  PF10  PMAM Status/Options
 _  PF11  SQL Statistics

  Application Monitor is Online and Collecting Data

Screen Description

To the left of each option is a single-character select field and a PF key name. To select an option:

• Type any nonblank character in the select field, then press [Enter].
or

• Press the indicated PF key.

Typically, you choose either the Entity List [PF1] or Entity Selection [PF3] options from the menu. If you choose one of the
statistics screens, the Application Monitor displays the statistics associated with the first task on the Task List screen.

Entity List (PF1)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:47:13.70
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 Entity List - Selection
     Action   Status
    Sel/Del   On/Off   Entity Type   Entity Name   Total Recs   Max Records
      ___       ON       TASK          ITMIGR            1            50
      ___       ON       PROGRAM       DCMT              0            50
      ___       ON       USERID        LHN              22            50

Screen Description

The Entity List -- Selection screen displays a list of all the entities defined to the Monitor. These entities include both those
being currently monitored and those whose monitor status is off.

NOTE
If no entities are currently defined, the Application Monitor automatically displays the Entity Selection screen.

Using the Action Column

The current entity is the entity at the top of the entity list. To make another entity current or to delete an entity, use the
Action column:
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• To select an entity as current, type s in the Action column. Press [Enter] to display the Task List screen for the new
current entity.

• To delete an entity, type d in the Action column and press [Enter]. You can delete multiple entities at a time.

Using the Status and Max Records Columns

To change the monitor status and maximum record count for a listed entity, use the Status and Max Records fields:

• To change the monitor status, type on or off, as appropriate, in the Status column.
• To change the maximum record count, type over the current Max Records value with the new value. The maximum is

9,999.

Task List (PF2)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 03:42:32.12
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

   03 Task List - Selection - Deletion
    Action
   Sel/Del    Task ID Task Type  Task Code Prog Type  Prog Name    Start Time
                  603 ONLINE      PMWNDRVR ASSEMBLER   PMWNDRVR   3:39:31.96H
                  604 ONLINE      PMWNDRVR ASSEMBLER   PMWNDRVR   3:39:34.43H
                  605 ONLINE      FACTOTUM ASSEMBLER   RHDCMSTR   3:39:34.44H
                  606 ONLINE      IDD      ASSEMBLER   IDMSDDDC   3:39:36.75H
                  607 ONLINE      IDD      ASSEMBLER   IDMSDDDC   3:39:44.56H
                  608 ONLINE      IDD      ASSEMBLER   IDMSDDDC   3:39:50.73H
                  609 ONLINE      FACTOTUM ASSEMBLER   RHDCMSTR   3:39:50.77H
                  610 ONLINE      IDD      ASSEMBLER   IDMSDDDC   3:39:55.26H
     sel          611 ONLINE      IDD      ASSEMBLER   IDMSDDDC   3:40:25.36H
                  612 ONLINE      IDD      ASSEMBLER   IDMSDDDC   3:40:35.11H
                  613 ONLINE      FACTOTUM ASSEMBLER   RHDCMSTR   3:40:35.15H
                  614 ONLINE      PMAM     ASSEMBLER   PMAMINIT   3:40:38.56H
                  615 ONLINE      PMWNDRVR ASSEMBLER   PMWNDRVR   3:40:49.84H
                  616 ONLINE      PMWNDRVR ASSEMBLER   PMWNDRVR   3:41:00.33H
                  617 ONLINE      PMWNDRVR ASSEMBLER   PMWNDRVR   3:41:20.04H
                  618 ONLINE      PMWNDRVR ASSEMBLER   PMWNDRVR   3:41:38.78H

Screen Description

The Task List screen displays information on each task execution associated with the current entity. The task that appears
on the first line of the list is the current task.
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Depending on the type of entity, the Application Monitor displays this information for Task Code:

Entity Type Task Code Information
Task For CA ADS application compiler task codes, the application's

name
For DC task codes, the DC task code
For CICS external transactions, the transaction ID
For batch external transactions, the job name
For other external transactions, INTX LRELID1

LTERM For DC systems, the DC LTERM ID or access method-specific
terminal identification
For CICS external transactions, the terminal ID

Program For DC systems, the DC program name
For CA ADS applications, the dialog name. If a CA ADS
application abends before the Application Monitor can collect its
dialog name, either ADS2 or ADSORUNn is displayed for the
Program Name.
For external transactions, the name of the Load module, phase, or
Member executed

User ID For DC systems, the user ID
For CICS external transactions, the operator ID

Using this Screen

• To display statistics for a particular task, type s in the Action field and press [Enter]. The Application Monitor displays
the General Statistics screen in response.

• To delete one or more tasks from the task list, type d in the Action field for the tasks to be deleted. Press [Enter].

Entity Selection (PF3)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:08:40.60
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 Entity Selection
                                                             Status
             Entity Name             Entity Type             On/Off
               dcmt____                task____                on_
               ________                ________                ___
               ________                ________                ___
               ________                ________                ___
               ________                ________                ___

Screen Description

The Entity Selection screen lets you define new entities to be monitored by the Application Monitor and lets you change
the monitoring status of existing entities.

Using this Screen
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To define a new entity, fill in the fields as shown in the following table.

Field Name Information to Enter
Entity Name The name of the entity to be monitored, identified by its task code,

program name, or logical terminal ID. Use an asterisk (*) if you
don't know your terminal's LTE number.

Entity Type The entity type:
For a task, type TASK or T.
For a level-1 program, type PROGRAM or P.
For a logical terminal, type LTERM or L.
For a user ID, type USERID or U.

Status ON to initiate statistics gathering
OFF to turn off statistics gathering

Press [Enter] to add the entity and leave the screen. To begin collecting statistics, leave the Application Monitor and start
the application.

NOTE
Once you define it, you cannot change the entity type. If you specify the type incorrectly, you must delete the
entity and add it again with the correct type.

General Statistics (PF4)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:48:06.10
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 04

   04 General Statistics  DCMT     100926                  16:45:06.7131

 * General Information *               * Time Information *
   Task Name       DCMT                  Start Time         16:45:06.71H
   Program Name    RHDCMT00              End Time           16:45:07.15H
   Program Version        1              Elapsed Time        .4396S
   Program Type    ASSEMBLE              Total Wait Time     .4242S
   Program Dbnode                        Cpu Time            .0154S
   Program Dbname                      * Line Information *
   Lterm ID        LV72029               Terminal Reads           1
   Front End Name  VCUL0A5               Read Length
   User/Erus ID    LHN                   Terminal Writes          1
   Billing Group                         Write Length

   Completion                            Terminal Errors
   Abend Code
   Abend Message

Screen Description
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The General Statistics screen displays a statistical overview for the current task.

Using this Screen

• Press [PF2] to go to the SQL Statistics screen.
• Press [PF9] to go to the DBkey Wait Statistics screen.
• Press [PF4] to display general statistics for the next task, as shown on the Task List screen.
• Press [PF5] to display general statistics for the previous task, as shown on the Task List screen.

What To Look For

Look for a consistent discrepancy between the Total Wait Time field and the wait time for internal waits (Tot Int Wait field in
the Wait Statistics screen). If you find a consistent discrepancy, investigate operating system overhead.

DC Statistics (PF5)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:48:12.25
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 04

   04 DC Statistics       DCMT     100926                  16:45:06.7131

 *Time Information*                    *Storage Pool Activity*
   Int Wait        .1984S                Getstg Requests             18
   Sys Mode Time   .0148S                Freestg Requests             8
   User Mode Time  .0006S                Storage Relocated
 *Resource Utilization*                  Storage Kept               768
   RCE Usage                 15          Storage HWM               8000
   RLE Usage                 17        *Program Pool Activity*
   DPE Usage                  4          Programs Loaded              1
   Stack HWM                243          Programs Called              2
 *Service Information*                   Program Pool HWM         17016
   DC Service Reqs           29          Get Scratch Reqs
   DB Service Reqs            6          Put Scratch Reqs             1
   Get Time Reqs              3          Del Scratch Reqs
   Set Time Reqs                         Put Queue Reqs
   Get Queue Reqs                        Del Queue Reqs

Screen Description

The DC Statistics screen displays detailed DC/UCF system statistics for the current task.

Using this Screen

• Press [PF2] to go to the DB Statistics screen.
• Press [PF9] to go to the SQL Statistics screen.
• Press [PF4] to display DC/UCF statistics for the next task, as shown on the Task List screen.
• Press [PF5] to display DC/UCF statistics for the previous task, as shown on the Task List screen.

What To Look For
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RCE, RLE, and DPE indicate numbers of resources. Program and storage pool activity indicate amount of resources.
Service information indicates the number of service requests an application made.

DB Statistics (PF6)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 03:44:46.54
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 04

   04 DB Statistics       IDD      611                      3:40:25.3629

 * I/O Information *                   * DB Navigation *
   Pages Written              3          Records Requested              77
   Pages Read                14          Records Current                14
   Pages Requested           32          Records Updated
 * Overflow Information *                Records Fnd Cache
   Calc No Ovflo              1          Records Fnd Prefetch
   Calc Ovflo                          * Locking Information *
   Via No Ovflo               1          Total Locks Acquired           73
   Via Overflow                          Select Locks Held
   Frags Stored                          Update Locks Held
   Records Relo                          Total Locks Held

                                         DB Service Reqs                50

Screen Description

The DB Statistics screen displays detailed database statistics for the current task.

Using this Screen

• Press [PF2] to go to the ADS Statistics screen.
• Press [PF9] to go to the DC Statistics screen.
• Press [PF4] to display DB statistics for the next task, as shown on the Task List screen.
• Press [PF5] to display DB statistics for the previous task, as shown on the Task List screen.

What To Look For

• Look for a high number in any of the following fields:
– Calc Ovfl
– Via Overflow
– Frags Stored
These fields indicate that target pages for records stored by the task were full, forcing CA IDMS to store the records
on other pages. If necessary, use the IDMSDBAN utility to analyze space availability for database pages. If a large
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number of pages in the database are full, consider increasing the database page size or the number of pages in the
database.

• Look for a high number in the Records Requested field compared to the number in the Records Current field.
• Look at the ratio of pages requested to pages read. The ratio indicates the effectiveness of the buffer size and

database design. Low ratios may indicate that the buffer is too small or that the database needs to be tuned.

ADS Statistics (PF7)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:48:19.28
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 04

   04 ADS Statistics      DCMT     100926                  16:45:06.7131

   Dialog Name       JSKKD1           Appl. Name       JSDKAPPL
   Maximum Levels    2                Max DB Levels    1
   Max RBBs          10

Screen Description

The ADS Statistics screen displays CA ADS runtime statistics for an entity occurrence.

Using this Screen

• Press [PF2] to go to the Wait Statistics screen.
• Press [PF9] to go to the DB Statistics screen.
• Press [PF4] to display CA ADS statistics for the next task, as shown on the Task List screen.
• Press [PF5] to display CA ADS statistics for the previous task, as shown on the Task List screen.

What To Look For

The Maximum Levels field indicates how many levels your application achieved. Too many levels can indicate that your
application is consuming too much storage. Typically, this value should be 3 or less.

Wait Statistics (PF8)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:48:26.96
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 04

   04 Wait Statistics     DCMT     100926                  16:45:06.7131
        Wait Type     # Waits    Wait Time    Average Wait    Highest Wait
     TOT INT WAIT           5       .1984S        .0396S          .0474S
     DBIO READ              1       .0451S        .0451S          .0451S
     DBIO WRITE             1       .0339S        .0339S          .0339S
     SCR WRITE              1       .0339S        .0339S          .0339S
     PGM LOAD               2       .0854S        .0427S          .0474S
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Screen Description

The Wait Statistics screen displays detailed statistics about waits that occurred during execution of the current task. If your
task did not wait for a specific wait type, the wait type will not appear on your screen.

The total of the wait times shown on this screen may not match the total wait time shown on the General Statistics screen
for the same task. This is because individual wait statistics are collected each time a task goes into and out of a wait type
(also called an ECB type). The General Statistics wait time is calculated by subtracting the internal response time from the
CPU time.

Using this Screen

• Press [PF2] to go to the DBkey Wait Statistics screen.
• Press [PF9] to go to the ADS Statistics screen.
• Press [PF4] to display wait statistics for the next task, as shown on the Task List screen.
• Press [PF5] to display wait statistics for the previous task, as shown on the Task List screen.

What To Look For

• Look for a number in the # Waits or Wait Time fields, which display the number and total duration of db-key waits,
respectively. This can indicate db-key deadlocks among programs that are running concurrently. If this happens,
consider implementing a site-standard database access sequence.

• Look for a consistent discrepancy between the wait time for internal waits (Tot Int Wait wait type) and the total wait time
in the General Statistics screen. If you find a consistent discrepancy, investigate operating system overhead.

• Look at the types of waits that occur. Typical waits include DBIO reads and writes, journal writes, and terminal reads
and writes. Waits that are more serious include waits for database keys, storage pools, and program pools.

Dbkey Statistics (PF9)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 17:14:37.37
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 DBkey Statistics    ITMIGR   56064                   12:48:41.5136      >
                         Page  Lock            Wait  Type of     Name of
            DBkey       Group  Type            Time  Holder      Holder
      1054117:  0           0  CURRENCY      .1668S  TASK        ADS2

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 17:14:37.37
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 DBkey Statistics    ITMIGR   56064                   12:48:41.5136   <
                 Type of     Name of
          DBkey  Holder      Holder      Area Name           File Name
    1054117:  0  TASK        ADS2        DDLDCRUN            SYS72-DDLDCRUN

Screen Description

The DBkey Statistics screen displays information on database keys on which the task occurrence waited.

Using this Screen
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• Press [PF2] to go to the General Statistics screen.
• Press [PF9] to go to the Wait Statistics screen.
• Press [PF4] to display database key statistics for the next task, as shown on the Task List screen.
• Press [PF5] to display database key statistics for the previous task as shown on the Task List screen.

What To Look For

• Look for db-key locks appearing in the Lock Type field. If they appear consistently, check the Name of Holder field to
determine the task holding this type of lock.

• Look for db-keys that are consistently being waited on. This can indicate that commonly accessed record or row
occurrences (such as OOAKs) are limiting the throughput of the system.

Application Monitor Options in Effect (PF10)
The Application Monitor Options in Effect window (PF10) displays configurable options specified by the Performance
Monitor system administrator. 

If you change WRITE TO DCLOG to YES, you must reassemble PMOPT to allocate the control blocks needed to write to
the log.

The following example shows the Application Monitor Options in Effect window:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:48:50.95
 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 Application Monitor Options in Effect
   #PMOPT Assembly Date/Time           900804    22:27
* Online Options *                     * Statistics Destinations *
 PMAM Active        YES                 Write DC Stats       NO
 Online Active      YES                 Write to DClog      YES
 Max # Entities      50                 Write to SMF         NO
 Dflt # Tasks        50                 SMF Buffer Size    8180
* Statistics Collection *               SMF Record ID       230
 Dlg Name Used     LAST                 Write SMF Type4      NO
 Collect Tsk Wait   YES                 Write SMF Type30     NO
 Collect DBkey Wt   YES                 Write SMF Header    YES
 # of DBkey Recs     10
 Terminal Name    LTERM
 Site Save Allowed  YES
 User Save Allowed  YES

For more information on options, see Performance Monitor Processing Options.

NOTE
NOTE: z/VSE users: The #PMOPT Assembly Date/Time field reads NOT AVAIL.

SQL Statistics (PF11)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:49:07.25
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 CMD-->                                                             WINDOW : 02

   02 SQL Statistics      IDMSSQL   137                     16:45:06.7131

  * I/O Information *                        * DB Navigation *
    Pages Written                              Rows Requested           5
    Pages Read                    2            Rows Current             5
    Pages Requested               4           * Locking Information *
  * Row Level Information *                    Select Locks
    Fetched                       5            Update Locks
    Inserted                                 * Sort Information *
    Updated                                    # of Sorts
    Deleted                                    High Row
  * Access Module Information *                Low Row
    Recompiles                                 # of Rows Sorted
  * SQL Statement Information *
    # Processed                   1

Screen Description

The SQL Statistics screen displays detailed SQL statistics for the current task.

Using this Screen

• Press [PF2] to go to the DC Statistics screen.
• Press [PF9] to go to the General Statistics screen.
• Press [PF4] to display SQL statistics for the next task, as shown on the Task List screen.
• Press [PF5] to display SQL statistics for the previous task, as shown on the Task List screen.

What To Look For

• Look for a high number in the Rows Requested field compared to the number in the Rows Current field.
• Look at the ratio of pages requested to pages read. The ratio indicates the effectiveness of the buffer size and

database design. Low ratios may indicate that the buffer is too small or that the database needs to be tuned.
• Look for large values under Access Module Recompiles. Three reasons for recompiles:

– Changes in the physical database definition

NOTE
Use discretion in planning changes to components of the physical database definition.

– Program recompiling; the recompile changes the date/time stamp, necessitating an AM recompile

NOTE
Try to limit program compiles on a production system.

– An SQL statement referencing a temporary table before the table is defined

NOTE
Define temporary tables before referencing them.

Perfmon Billing Group Maintenance
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 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:49:07.25
CMD-->                                                             WINDOW : 01

   01 PERFMON BILLING GROUP MAINTENANCE
   FUNCTION        SET                 SET/GET/CLR
   USER ID         CUB
   BILLING GROUP   CULL0600

Screen Description

The Perfmon Billing Group Maintenance screen lets you change your billing group online. For example, if you develop
applications for different clients, you can modify the billing information each time you switch development projects.

The functions are:

• SET -- Establishes a new billing group
• GET -- Displays your billing group
• CLR -- Erases your billing group

Using this Screen

Typing the task code pmbill at the system prompt brings you directly to this screen.

NOTE
Your default billing group appears the first time after you sign on.

To exit the screen and return control to the DC/UCF system, type bye on the command line or press [Clear].

Using SQL Quick Bridge
CA IDMS SQL Quick Bridge (Quick Bridge) makes it easy for CA IDMS programmers and DBAs to define table
procedures. Quick Bridge is a graphical user interface (GUI) tool, using client/server technology, and offers two methods
to establish client/server communications with the mainframe: CA IDMS Server and EDBC for CA IDMS. The client runs
under a Microsoft® Windows platform and the server runs under a mainframe operating system.

The Windows client uses a series of intuitive dialogs that prompt you for information that is required to define a table
procedure specification that is based on records and sets relationships defined in a non-SQL database. The generated
table procedure specification creates the SQL table procedure definition; system definitions, and source for the COBOL
program that you can upload and store in a CA IDMS dictionary.

The generated COBOL program provides a functional data access approach using CA IDMS DML. Quick Bridge
generates all basic processing logic in a clearly structured, easily readable program. You can modify the program to fine-
tune the database navigation or to add additional processing.

This article includes the following topics:

Prerequisite

To use Quick Bridge, you should be a CA IDMS DML programmer or database administrator. In addition, you should be
familiar with SQL concepts and Windows. Additional knowledge of ODBC and client/server communications is helpful.

Supported Structures

Quick Bridge supports the following non-SQL database structures:
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• Multi-level record structures
• Bill-of-material structures
• Repeating element groups using the OCCURS clause
• The lowest level of a group-level field
• One record type of a multi-member set relationship

System Requirements

This section describes the system requirements for the client and server.

Client

On the client, you need CA IDMS Server Release 17.0.  Hard disk requirements vary, depending on which components
you install. The installation program tells you specific hard disk requirements for the components.

Server

On the server, you need to enable CA IDMS SQL and CA IDMS Server on a supported release of CA IDMS. You also
need a COBOL compiler.

Install SQL Quick Bridge
SQL Quick Bridge (Quick Bridge) requires that you install the Windows platform client and mainframe server components.

Installing the Client Component

The Windows platform client component installs the Quick Bridge client software in a folder on the client platform. The
client installation creates and loads a subfolder MAINFRAM. This subfolder holds the files that allow the installation of the
mainframe component:

To install the client component follow these steps:

1. Download the installation image (in binary mode) from the CA FTP Server to your local PC.
2. Unzip the downloaded file.
3. Locate the READMEQB.TXT file and use any text editor to review this file. The README file may contain instructions

for specific releases or environments.
4. Execute INSTALL(.EXE) to run the installation program.
5. Follow the self-explanatory instructions during the installation.

Installing the Server Component

The mainframe component requires that you install the SQL schema CAAV, the table procedures CAAV.GETREC
(CAAVLREC), and CAAV.MODULETEXT (CAAVMTXT).

To install the server component follow these steps:

1. Review the READMEMF.TXT file in the MAINFRAM folder. The README file may contain instructions for specific
mainframe releases or environments.

2. Upload all the files of the MAINFRAM directory to a mainframe source library. The files, which are coded in ASCII must
be translated to the mainframe codeset EBCDIC.

3. Process the SQL definitions that are contained in CAAVQBSD.SQL with IDMSBCF. No configuration of
CAAVQBSD.SQL is required, but an appropriate catalog must be specified. For more information about the IDMSBCF
utility, see Command Facility.

4. The COBOL sources for the table procedures are CAAVLREC.COB and CAAVMTXT.COB. These programs must be
compiled and linked in a CA IDMS load library, described in the topic "DML Reference - COBOL."
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5. Update the CA IDMS system definitions with the table procedure programs, using one of the following methods:
a. If your system supports fully re-entrant COBOL programs in CA IDMS, you use the CAAVSGNR.SGN member as

input to RHDCSGEN.
b. If your system does not support fully re-entrant COBOL programs in CA IDMS, you use the CAAVSGNQ.SGN

member.
6. Generate and recycle your CA IDMS system. For more information about the sysgen utility RHDCSGEN, see Using

System Generation.
7. Add an SQL schema for each dbname that is accessed by Quick Bridge.

Because Quick Bridge accesses the dictionaries that hold the non-SQL schema, subschema, and record definitions
through SQL, appropriate SQL schemas must be defined for each dbname containing these dictionary segments. For
example, if the DBNAME APPLDICT contains the Quick Bridge SQL definitions, and is specified in the ODBC data
source definition, the following SQL syntax makes this dbname accessible by Quick Bridge:
 CONNECT TO APPLDICT;
CREATE SCHEMA APPLDICT FOR NONSQL SCHEMA SYSDIRL.IDMSNTWK DBNAME APPLDICT;
 

SYSDIRL is the name of the dbname that is processed with IDMSDIRL and contains the IDMSNTWK schema.
APPLDICT contains the non-SQL schemas, subschemas, and records that Quick Bridge uses.
If another other dictionary needs to be made accessible within the same ODBC data source, additional schemas need
to be created in the same manner.

Create Table Procedure Specifications
Before you begin to create a table procedure specification, review the "Supported Structures" section of "Using SQL Quick
Bridge" to see whether the definitions in your CA IDMS database can be translated into a table procedure. In addition, you
should collect the following information:

• A schema listing and database diagram of the database that you want to access
• The data source name of the CA IDMS system and dictionary that you want to connect to

Understand the Process
This diagram illustrates the process that is involved with defining a table procedure:
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Input for the table procedure definitions comes from the dictionary that contains the nonSQL schema definition of the CA
IDMS database that you want to access.

Using Quick Bridge running under Windows, you define the table procedure specification on a series of dialogs. When
you generate the table procedure specification, you create syntax for defining the table procedure to the CA IDMS system
catalog and the COBOL program code for the table procedure.

 

 

Start and Exit CA IDMS SQL Quick Bridge
To start Quick Bridge, locate the program CA IDMS SQL Quick Bridge in the Windows Start menu or double-click the CA
IDMS SQL Quick Bridge icon on your Windows desktop.

The product displays an empty application window. From the File menu, you can connect to a database or exit. You can
exit Quick Bridge at any time during your session. If you have not saved your work, Quick Bridge prompts you to save
your work before it terminates your session.

Application Window
When you run Quick Bridge, it displays its application window, where you perform the tasks to create a table procedure
specification. The illustration below, which contains an existing table procedure specification, displays elements of
application window:
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The title bar displays the product name and the name of the table procedure specification file. From the menu bar, you can
pull down menus that help you create and manage table procedure specifications.

The tabs, like tabs in a notebook, help you quickly access different parts of the table procedure specification. To move
from tab to tab, simply click on it or select it from the Tab menu. If your table procedure specification contains many tabs,
Quick Bridge displays tab scroll arrows to let you know that there are additional tabs that are not displayed on the screen.

The split bar lets you resize the box compartments that contain the unique key field names and SQL column name
equivalents. To use the split bar, position the mouse cursor over the split bar in the box heading. When the mouse cursor
changes to a double-headed arrow, click the mouse and slide it left or right to resize the box compartments.

Connect to a CA IDMS Data Source
You must connect to a CA IDMS data source before you can do anything else in Quick Bridge.

To connect to a CA IDMS data source:

1. Select Connect to Database from the File menu.
2. In the SQL Data Sources dialog, select an existing CA IDMS data source or click New to define a new one.

In the following example, user defje01 connects to the TECHDC30 datasource, which uses the CA IDMS Server driver:
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The CA IDMS Server requests signon information to complete the connection.

Note: For detailed information on defining data sources using the CA IDMS Server driver, see "Using CA IDMS Server."

Create, Edit, and Save Table Procedure Specification Files
After you connect to a data source, you can create or open a table procedure specification file. To create a new table
procedure specification file, select New from the File menu. To open an existing table procedure specification file, select
pen from the File menu.

To save an existing table procedure specification, select Save from the File menu. To save a table procedure specification
for the first time or to rename an existing table definition, select Save As from the File menu.

The default file name is external_name.TPS, which Quick Bridge derives from the external name you type the
SQL Options tab. In the Save As dialog, select the drive and directory, and type a file name for the table procedure
specification.

Quick Bridge displays the file name (EMPEXPT.TPS) in the title bar of the application window.
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Edit SQL Column Names
When you create a table procedure specification, Quick Bridge automatically creates SQL column names for each field
(record element) you select for the table procedure. If a synonym for language SQL is defined for the record element, this
will be used. Otherwise the default SQL column name is the same as the field name, except that it replaces underscores
(_) for hyphens (-). If the default name exceeds 18 characters or is already used elsewhere in the table procedure
specification, Quick Bridge notifies you and lets you type an appropriate name.

To edit an SQL column name

1. Double-click the column name.
2. Position the cursor in the column name and edit it. You can also select all or part of the column name and use

standard Windows editing keystrokes to cut (Ctrl+X), copy (Ctrl+C), and paste (Ctrl+V) the selected text.
3. To redisplay the original column name, select the column name and press ESC.

To view SQL column names already in use by the table procedure specification:

Select the SQL Column Names Currently In Use command on the Help menu. Quick Bridge displays a window, such as
the one following that lists the names already in use.
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Define a Table Procedure Specification
This section describes the steps required to define a table procedure specification using the Quick Bridge tool. They are:

1. Define basic information on the table procedure, such as its name and the user database schema and subschema it
will access.

2. Select the entry record in the path.
3. Select additional records in the primary path.
4. Select the target record and fields for the table procedure.

To follow along using the Commonweather demo database installed with CA IDMS, create a data source that connects to
the EMPSS01 subschema of EMPSCHM version 100. The table procedure specification that you will create in this section
uses the DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE, EXPERTISE, and SKILL database records.

The database diagram following displays these records and their set relationships as defined for the Commonweather
demo database:
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Define the Basics

When you select New from the File menu, Quick Bridge displays the SQL Options tab in the application window. The SQL
Options tab prompts you for basic information to define the table procedure specification, such as a name for the table
procedure, the schema and subschema that define the records in the table procedure, and the SQL operations that can
be performed on the table procedure.

To define basic information on the table procedure

1. Verify that the dictionary you want to access is correct. The default dictionary is the dictionary specified in the ODBC
datasource definition. Modify the dictionary by typing the name in the Dictionary Name edit box. This name actually
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is the name of an SQL schema that must have been defined for the non SQL schema SYSDIRL.IDMSNTWK of the
dictionary of interest.

2. Type a name for the table procedure using this format:

schema_name.table_name

where schema_name is the name of an SQL schema defined in the CA IDMS system catalog and table_name is a
name that conforms to SQL table naming conventions.

3. In the External Name edit box, type a 1- to-8-character external name under which the COBOL program will be linked.
Quick Bridge also uses this value in the default naming conventions for files that it creates.

4. In the Schema and Subschema drop-down list boxes, select the nonSQL database schema and subschema that
supply the definitions of the data that you want to access.

5. In the SQL Types group, optionally select what SQL operations you want the table procedure to be able to perform on
the nonSQL database. SELECT is always an option. If you choose DELETE, you can also select one of the DELETE
options, which are described in detail in online Help.

6. If rununits are to be shared. If Global Storage Key is left blank, each generated table procedure will use its own CA
IDMS rununit. Otherwise, this table procedure will share a rununit, with other table procedures that use the same
Global Storage Key.

7. COBOL Program -- Specifies the type of reentrancy of the compiled COBOL program. Choose either Quasi Reentrant
or Reentrant. This option drives the syntax in the generated SGN file.

8. In the Qualifier for Table edit box, type the qualifier for the table definition that will be generated.

The following example displays the SQL options tab containing information for the sample table procedure EMPEXPT.
The SQL operations selected for the table procedure mean that data in the table procedure can be retrieved, inserted,
updated, and deleted.
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Select the Entry Record

After you complete the SQL Options tab, Quick Bridge displays the Entry Record tab. The entry record describes the first
record in the primary path that leads to the target record.

To select an entry record

1. Select a record from the drop-down list box. The entry records that Quick Bridge displays in the drop-down list box
either have a CALC-key or are members of a system-owned indexed set.

2. Optionally, select the fields that define a unique key for the record. The unique key can be the CALC key, index key,
or any other combination of fields. If you do not specify a unique key, CA IDMS accesses the record sequentially. To
perform insert operations, you must select a unique key, unless the set that connects the target record with the last
path record is not automatic.

3. Click Include to include the selected field names. Each field name appears under the Unique Key Field Name column
along side an SQL column name, which you can change to anything you like. For information on SQL column naming
conventions and editing, see Editing SQL Column Names.

4. Click Next to add more records to the primary path or Target if the entry record is also the target record of the table
procedure. Click Remove if you want to change the basic options you selected in the SQL Options tab.
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In the following screen, the DEPARTMENT record is the entry record for the EMPEXPT table procedure specification. The
CALC key for the DEPARTMENT record is the DEPT-ID-0410 field, so it is selected as the unique key field name for the
entry record:

NOTE: Notice that Quick Bridge automatically replaces hyphens with underscores in the SQL column name.

Add Path Records

After selecting the entry record for the table procedure, you can add more records to the primary path. The Path Record
tab is very similar to the Entry Record tab except that it also includes the name of the set that defines the relationship of
the path record to the preceding record on the path.

To add a record to the primary path

1. Select a record from the drop-down list box.
2. Select the set relationship that you want to use to access the new path record.
3. Optionally, select the fields that define a unique key for the record. Click Include to include the selected field names.

Each field name appears under the Unique Key Field Name column along side an SQL column name, which you can
change to anything you like. For information on SQL column naming conventions and editing, see Editing SQL Column
Names.

4. Click Next to add more records to the primary path or Target if the path record is also the target record of the table
procedure. You can also remove a path record by clicking Remove.
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The screens following add the EMPLOYEE record and then the EXPERTISE record to the primary path of the EMPEXPT
table procedure specification:

• The EMP-ID-0415 field is the CALC-key field for the EMPLOYEE record, so it is selected as the unique key field.
• The access mode for the EXPERTISE record is via the EMP-EXPERTISE set, which is owned by the EMPLOYEE

record. The EXPERTISE record is the member record, which is sorted by skill level, so the SKILL-LEVEL-0425 field is
selected as the unique key field.

EMP-ID-0415 is the CALC key for the employee record, the second record in the primary path:

SKILL-LEVEL-0425 is the field used to sort EXPERTISE records owned by EMPLOYEE records. Expertise is the third
record in the primary path and also the target:
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Select the Target Record

The target record is the record that you ultimately want to access. Once you create a path to the target record, you can
update, delete, and insert target record occurrences. In the EMPEMPT example, the target record is the EXPERTISE
record. The Target Record tab is the same as the Path Record tab and appears when you select the Target button in the
Entry Record or Path Record tabs.

To create a target record

1. Click the Target button in the Entry Record or Path Record tabs. Be sure you specify a unique key for the record
before you click Target.

2. Quick Bridge displays the Target Fields tab. All fields in the target record appear except the unique key fields. Click
Include All to include all the fields in the target record or select one or more fields and then Include.

In the following screen, the target record is EXPERTISE and the unique key for the record is SKILL-LEVEL-0425. The
remaining fields in the EXPERTISE record are the target fields:
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These fields are the non-unique key fields in the target record. Note that the SQL column names have been edited
because the name cannot exceed 18 characters.

Define Auxiliary Records

An auxiliary record is a non-path record that owns the target record in a set relationship. A target record can have zero
or more auxiliary records. Quick Bridge automatically creates an Aux Record tab for each auxiliary record. The auxiliary
records that Quick Bridge displays either have a CALC-key or are members of a system-owned indexed set.

CA IDMS needs an auxiliary record when you issue INSERT and sometimes UPDATE statements. In our example, the
auxiliary record is the SKILL record, which is the owner record of the SKILL-EXPERTISE set; the member record of that
set is the target record, EXPERTISE.

Auxiliary records also automatically define an alternate entry or key into the database. While the key of the primary path
is referenced as KEY 1 in the generated COBOL program, the alternate key corresponding to the first auxiliary record is
KEY 2, to the second auxiliary record is KEY 3, and so on.

When a row from the table procedure needs to be selected, the generated COBOL program will first check if values for
KEY 1 columns are specified, if so KEY 1 will be used to select the row; next it will check if values for KEY 2 are specified
and so on. Only if no values have been specified for any key, will the program use sequential access.
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To select a unique key for an auxiliary record

1. If an Aux Record tab appears, click it.
2. Optionally, select the fields that define a unique key for the record. The unique key can be the CALC key, index key,

or any other combination of fields. If you do not specify a unique key, CA IDMS accesses the record sequentially.
To perform insert operations, you must select a unique key, unless the set that connects the target record with the
auxiliary record is not automatic.

3. Click Include to create a unique key for the record. Each field name appears under the Unique Key Field Name column
along side an SQL column name, which you can change to anything you like. For information on SQL column naming
conventions and editing, see Editing SQL Column Names.

4. Click Next or click another Aux Record tab or the Work Columns tab.

In this example, the target record has one auxiliary record, SKILL, which owns the EXPERTISE record using the SKILL-
EXPERTISE set. The unique key field for the SKILL record is its CALC key field, SKILL-ID-0455:

Add More Columns

Work columns are additional, non-record columns that you can add to the table procedure specification. They are
included in the linkage section of the table procedure program, so that you can use the generated table procedure to pass
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information back and forth and to perform additional processing. Quick Bridge automatically creates a Work Columns tab
when you create a target record.

To add a work column

1. Click the Work Columns tab.
2. Type a column name that conforms to SQL naming conventions.
3. Select a data type. If the data type you choose is Char, type an integer value in the Size edit box that represents the

column length. If the data type is Numeric or Decimal, type the precision and scale in the Size edit box, using this
syntax:

precision, scale

where precision represents the number of digits allowed in the column and scale is the number of digits to the right of
the decimal point.

4. Select Add to add the column to the bottom of the column list or Insert to insert it before the selected column.

To change the data type or size of a column, select the column name and then click Change after you type the new
information. To delete a column, select the column name and click Remove.

The following example shows three columns added to the table definition. If you select Insert, the TRANS_TIME column
will be added before the TRANS_DATE column; if you select ADD, it will be added after:
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Note: To add work fields to a table procedure specification, define a field and click Add or Insert. Click Change to redefine
a field, or Remove to delete it.

Generate a Table Procedure Specification
After you define and save a table procedure specification, you can generate it. Quick Bridge creates files with this default
naming convention:

 tps_file_name.file_extension
 

where tps_file_name is the name that you used to save the table procedure specification file and file_extension defines
the file contents:

File Extension Description
.SQ1 CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE syntax to load in the CA IDMS

system catalog
.SQ2 Obsolete
.SQ3 Obsolete
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.SGN ADD PROGRAM system generation syntax to define the COBOL
program to the CA IDMS system

.COB The COBOL program that defines that table procedure

Examples of the .SQ1 and .SGN files appear in the "Sample Quick Bridge Files section"

To generate a table procedure specification

Select Generate from the File menu. Quick Bridge displays a message box when it is done generating the table procedure
specification.

Upload a Table Procedure to CA IDMS
After you generate a table procedure specification, you can upload the CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE syntax and the
COBOL program to a CA IDMS dictionary.

To upload table procedure syntax, program syntax, and program code to a CA IDMS dictionary

1. If a table procedure specification is open, select File Close to close it.
2. If necessary, select File Connect to Database to connect to the data source that defines the CA IDMS system and

dictionary in which you want to load the table procedure syntax and code.
3. Select Upload SQL from the File menu to upload the CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE syntax to the CA IDMS system

catalog. Select a file with file extension .SQ1.
Note: You can only use the Upload SQL menu item if CA IDMS Server is used for connectivity.

4. Select Upload COBOL from the File menu to upload the table procedure COBOL program. Select a file with file
extension .COB and click OK. CA IDMS stores the program in the dictionary as a module with language type COBOL.

5. Select Upload COBOL from the File menu again to upload the system generation PROGRAM statement that defines
the COBOL program. Select a file with file extension .SGN and click OK. CA IDMS stores the statement in the
dictionary as a module with language type SYSGEN. To include the module in your system startup use the INCLUDE
statement as described in CA IDMS System Generation.

Select a .COB file to upload the COBOL program.

Select a .SGN file to upload the PROGRAM system generation statement.
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For detailed information on defining and using table procedure programs, see the CA IDMS SQL Reference section. For
instructions to compile and link the COBOL program, see the CA IDMS DML Reference -- COBOL and SQL Reference.

Convert a Generated Table Procedure to Use SQL
SQL Quick Bridge (Quick Bridge) generates table procedures using network DML syntax. Network DML provides the most
flexibility and functionality for accessing a network database, and can more closely mimic application program logic. 

System virtual key support makes it possible to use SQL in place of network DML and create a simpler table procedure.
Work is shifted from the table procedure to SQL. Entire sections of generated code can be replaced with a single SQL
statement.  

SQL may not work in all cases, but it is still recommended to generate the initial program with Quick Bridge. Quick Bridge
generates many field and parameter definitions for you. The following sample programs are programs generated by Quick
Bridge, and the same programs are converted to use SQL:

• AGJCOVEN - 2 level, network. Generated by QB
• AGJCOVEQ - 2 level, converted to SQL
• AGJHOSPN - 3 level, network. Generated by QB
• AGJHOSPQ - 3 level, converted to SQL

These sample programs can be found in the CAGJSAMP library with PTF RO97698 applied.
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The Conversion Process

The following topics describe the process for converting a generated table procedure to use SQL:

• Code a DECLARE CURSOR in Working Storage
• Rename SQLSTATE to SQLSTATE2
• Declare LINKAGE SECTION Variables to SQL

Code a DECLARE CURSOR in Working Storage

Use the following guidelines when coding a DECLARE CURSOR in working storage:

• When targeting a VIA record that is owned by a CALC record, you code a SELECT that joins the owner with the
member, where the FKEY field of the member matches the ROWID of the owner.

• When targeting a VIA record, that is owned by a VIA record that is owned by a CALC record, you code a SELECT that
joins the three tables, where the FKEY of a target VIA matches the ROWID of its owner, and the FKEY of the owning
VIA matches the ROWID of its owner. This defines a path from the entry record to the target record. Select all columns
from the target record and key columns from the entry and path records. Generally you want to return all data in the
path, and let the program calling the table procedure limit what it wants with a where clause.

Rename SQLSTATE to SQLSTATE2

The generated code contains an SQLSTATE field in the Procedure division parameters and in the linkage section. You
rename this field and the references to SQLSTATE2 to avoid a conflict with the SQLSTATE field that is expanded in
SQLCA.

The SQLSTATE2 value is used to return a state value to its caller. After an SQL call, SQLSTATE contains the result of that
call. You code a MOVE SQLSTATE TO SQLSTATE2 after each SQL call to pass the value to the caller of the procedure.

Declare LINKAGE SECTION Variables to SQL

Any variable in the LINKAGE SECTION or WORKING-STORAGE that is referenced in an SQL command needs to
be declared to SQL. You do this by coding a BEGIN DECLARE SECTION before the first variable and coding an END
DECLARE SECTION after the last variable. Multiple declare sections may be coded.

Quick Bridge generates two field names for each table procedure parameter—one set with a -D suffix and another with a
-I suffix. Values are passed and returned in the -D suffix fields and the -I fields indicate if they are null or not. These fields
usually should be declared. 

Saved ROWID values are usually kept in WORKING-STORAGE and should be declared.

 

Table Procedure Examples, Design, and Use
The examples in this documentation are based on the CA IDMS Commonweather demo database, defined by schema
EMPSCHM. You may find it useful to connect to your demo database to replicate the examples.

You may also find it helpful to use the online help provided with SQL Quick Bridge. The online help system provides
dialog-level help, as well as procedural help.

This article provides the following information:
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• Design table procedures and select unique key fields
• Understand how Quick Bridge determines what access strategies to employ to retrieve and update records.
• Study examples of table procedure specifications for a variety of record/set relationships
• Specify a DBName for a table procedure
• Reference authorities required to modify records in the dictionary
• See samples of the output files created by the table procedure you defined in the section "Creating Table Procedure

Specifications."
• How to assign a data type of date to SQL columns
• Reference messages you might receive when you generate your table procedure

To get the most out of Quick Bridge, you should be familiar with the data structure of the target database and understand
how the generated table procedure can be used in your SQL access strategy. To review, a network-type database defines
data by elements that are grouped together into record occurrences, which together form a record type. A set defines the
relationship between record types. In a relational database, data is represented in columns; a group of columns form a
row. Together, the columns and rows form a table. A foreign key defines the relationship between tables. Among other
uses, table procedures give users of nonSQL-defined schemas a way to map SQL DML statements to navigational DML
statements.

Identify Record Relationships
Before you create a table procedure specification, invest some time in planning and design. You need to:

• Identify the record type that will become the table in the relational database; this is the target record.
• Identify all the set relationships that the target record participates in. These set relationships form the foreign keys

in the new table. To define the foreign keys, you must identify a hierarchy of record key fields that uniquely identify a
single record occurrence for each set relationship.

• Identify the network navigational path that leads to the target record. The path can be any one of the network
relationships that you already identified. Good candidates include mandatory/automatic sets or a path that can be
navigated efficiently. You do not need to define a path if the target record has a CALC access mode or is a member of
a system-owned indexed set.

Choose Unique Key Fields
Quick Bridge generates table procedures that use the unique key fields on the primary path to locate a single target record
occurrence in the database. This section provides some insight about selecting unique fields for your path and target
records. The selection depends, in part, on the type of processing the table procedure will perform: SELECT, UPDATE,
INSERT, or DELETE.

SELECT and Searched UPDATE and DELETE Operations

SELECT processing or searched UPDATE or DELETE operations do not require a unique key to locate a row. Searched
UPDATEs and DELETEs use database currencies based on search criteria in the Where clause, as described in "Defining
and Using Table Procedures" in the CA IDMS Reference documentation. The CA IDMS Online Control Facility or Batch
Control Facility lets you update multiple rows if the query result returns more than one row. However, not all query tools
allow you to update multiple rows.

INSERT Operations

You must define unique keys to perform INSERT processing because only one row will be added to the table and all the
owners in the primary path must be identified before the row can be inserted. The target record does not, however, require
a unique key.
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When a unique key is defined for the target record, the rules for the target record are the same as other path records in
regard to "Next Row" processing. But CA IDMS does not determine if the target record is unique unless duplicates are not
allowed for the record or set relationship. Therefore, the table procedure returns an IDMS error (1205), not an SQL error.
Unique keys are also important to INSERT processing when the target record is inserted in an auxiliary set relationship
with an Automatic connect option. Auxiliary records must have unique keys defined for them whenever the relationship is
Automatic. Otherwise, IDMS currency is not established for that set, and the INSERT fails.

Join Tables

Unique keys are the only fields retrieved from path and auxiliary records and are, therefore, the only fields that can be
used to join tables. In cases where the uniqueness of an Auxiliary record depends on a record above it hierarchically, the
table procedure developer should add OBTAIN OWNER code to the COBOL source to retrieve the unique key for that
record. Then the developer should update the linkage section of the table procedure program and the CREATE TABLE
PROCEDURE statement to include any new columns in the table/linkage section.

Modify Table Procedures

If the code generated by Quick Bridge does not support your exact requirements for "real-world" table procedures, you
can modify the table procedure source. If you make changes to the COBOL source, do not regenerate the source from
Quick Bridge or upload the CREATE TABLE statements again since your changes will be overlaid and lost.

Access Methods for Selected Records
Contents

This section describes how Quick Bridge determines how to access entry records, primary path records, and auxiliary
records, starting with a description of how it uses unique keys to select record occurrences for each record type on the
primary path.

Use Unique Keys to Access Records on the Primary Path

The generated table procedure uses one of two access strategies when it uses unique keys to return a record occurrence
for each record type on the primary path:

• Plural Access -- If the table procedure receives fewer values than the number of defined unique key fields for a record
type, it returns all record occurrences for that record type to the SQL engine for the current owner relationship.

• Unique Access -- If the table procedure receives a value for each defined unique key field for a record type, the table
procedure returns a single occurrence of that record type to the SQL engine for the current owner relationship.

Note: If you do not define a unique key for a particular record type, the table procedure uses the plural access method for
that record type. The data returned to the SQL engine for a particular record occurrence is subject to additional filtering by
the SQL engine. See the CA IDMS SQL Reference to determine when values from an SQL statement will be passed to
the table procedure for a particular type of query and how SQL engine filtering may affect the resultant table.

Plural Access

Plural access returns all occurrences of a particular record type to the SQL engine for the current owner occurrence. To
satisfy this requirement, table procedures generated by Quick Bridge sequentially process the record type based on its
position in the primary path. Entry records that:

• Are members of a mandatory/automatic system-owned index are accessed using that index to find all its member
records.

• Do not participate in a mandatory/automatic system-owned index are accessed by performing an area sweep until all
record occurrences for that record type are found.
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For path records, the set relationship is used to return all members for the current owner occurrence. Target records that
are linked with the path through a SET which is not automatic, will always be accessed using an area sweep.

Unique Access

Unique access returns a single occurrence of a particular record type to the SQL engine for the owner occurrence. To
satisfy this requirement, generated table procedures process the record type based on its position in the primary path. The
following section describes strategies employed to obtain unique occurrences of entry, path, and auxiliary records.

Unique Access Strategies for Entry, Path, and Auxiliary Records

This section describes strategies Quick Bridge uses to obtain unique record occurrences of entry, path, and auxiliary
records.

Unique Access Methods for Entry Records

For entry records, the method used to locate unique record occurrences is determined by which fields were selected as
unique keys for that record type. An entry record can be either a CALC type record, a member of a (preferably mandatory/
automatic) system-owned index, or both.

When the entry record access mode is CALC and is not a member of a system-owned index:

• The access mode for the record type is CALC if all of the unique keys fields selected in Quick Bridge match the CALC
key fields exactly

• Otherwise, the record type is accessed using an area sweep

When the entry record is a member of a system-owned index:

• The access mode for the record type is also CALC if the record has a CALC access mode and all fields selected in
Quick Bridge match the CALC key fields exactly

• Otherwise, the access mode for the record type is INDEX SET USING, if all fields selected in Quick Bridge match the
sort elements of the index set exactly. The INDEX SET USING access mode requires that the unique key fields, that
make up the index, are specified in the same order as the sort elements of the index set are defined in the network
schema. Otherwise, the record type is accessed by walking through the index.

When the record type is accessed using an area sweep or by walking an index, the values passed to the table procedure
are compared to the values in the current record occurrence. The area sweep or index walk continues until the values
match.

The rules defined on the previous page anchor the query to a single occurrence of the entry record.

Unique Access Method for Path Records

For every other record type in the primary path, the access strategy walks the set relationships from the owner of that
relationship to the next member of the relationship. When the next member of the set is obtained, CA IDMS compares the
values returned from the current record occurrence to the values supplied to the table procedure in the unique query. An
exact match makes the record occurrence unique for that record type for the current owner relationship.

Unique Access Methods for Auxiliary Records

An auxiliary record is a record that participates in a set relationship with the target record, but is not part of the primary
path. The generated table procedure locates unique occurrences of auxiliary records in one of two ways:

• In Next Row processing, each auxiliary record is located as owner in the auxiliary relationship. The query returns the
auxiliary record's unique key to the SQL engine for filtering.

• In Insert Row and Update Row processing (when the foreign key is changed), the auxiliary record is located by one of
four ways.
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– CALC access mode -- When the unique keys fields selected in Quick Bridge match the CALC key fields exactly,
the record type uses CALC access mode

– INDEX SET USING access method  -- When the auxiliary record is a member of a system-owned index and the
unique key fields selected in Quick Bridge match the index key fields exactly, the INDEX SET USING access mode
is being used. The INDEX SET USING access mode requires that the unique key fields, that make up the index, are
specified in the same order as the sort elements of the index set are defined in the network schema.

– Indexed access -- When the auxiliary record is a member of a mandatory/automatic system-owned index, CA
IDMS compares all record occurrences in that index to the values passed to the table procedure. The single unique
record occurrence with that key becomes the object of the new or updated set relationship.

– Area sweep -- When the auxiliary record cannot be accessed by one of the above methods, each record
occurrence for that record type in the area is compared to the values passed to the table procedure. The single
unique record occurrence with that key becomes the object of the new or updated set relationship.

Modify the Selected Access Method

Sometimes the selected access method does not perform the most "correct" method for your database structure. You can
change the table procedure code to reflect your understanding of the database design. For example:

• The auxiliary record is CALC, but the unique keys for that record type contain more than the CALC key fields. This
condition makes Quick Bridge perform an area sweep. You could enhance the table procedure code to perform
OBTAIN CALC DUPLICATE processing which could be more efficient than an area sweep.

• The auxiliary record is not CALC, but is owned by a CALC record. You could include additional columns in the
CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE and table procedure code to support the foreign key to that auxiliary record. Then add
the required code to return the data in SELECT processing, and the required code to perform UPDATE processing.

Quick Bridge Samples from the Commonweather Database
Contents

This section contains a few examples from the Commonweather Demo Database that you can add to the SQL schema
EMPDB. The samples include accessing a target record:

• Accessible by CALC key
• That is a member of a set
• With no unique key
• In a bill-of-materials structure

Sample 1 Target Record Accessible by CALC key

 

• Target Record
EMPLOYEE (unique key EMP-ID-0415, the CALC key)

• Set Relationships
DEPT-EMPLOYEE (owner DEPARTMENT, CALC key DEPT-ID-0410)
OFFICE-EMPLOYEE (owner OFFICE, CALC key OFFICE-CODE-0450)

• Analysis
Occurrences of the EMPLOYEE record can be uniquely identified using its CALC key.

To define the table procedure specification

1. After completing the OPTIONS tab, select the EMPLOYEE record type in the Entry Record Name drop down box.
Select EMP-ID-0415 as the unique key for this record type and click Target.
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Quick Bridge finds all set relationships for the target record and creates Auxiliary (Aux) tabs for the DEPT-EMPLOYEE
and the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE relationships, as well as a tab for the Target Fields and another for Additional Columns.

2. In the Target Fields tab, select all fields you want in the new table. For all but the rare case (field REDEFINES, for
example), click Include ALL to include all record fields as table columns. You can create a table view later if you do not
want specific columns displayed.

3. The Aux tabs represent the network relationships that will become foreign keys for the new table. For the DEPT-
EMPLOYEE Aux tab, choose DEPT-ID-0410 as the unique key. For the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE Aux tab, choose
OFFICE-CODE-0450 as the unique key. Save and generate the new table procedure.

Sample 2 Target Record Member of a Set Relationship

 

• Target Record
HOSPITAL-CLAIM (unique key CLAIM-DATE-0430, PATIENT-NAME-0430 within the COVERAGE-CLAIMS set
relationship)

• Set Relationships
COVERAGE-CLAIMS (owner COVERAGE, unique key, SELECTION-DATE-0400 (made up of Year, Month and Day)
combined with TYPE-0400

• Path
The table below identifies the primary path and unique keys that define unique occurrences of the HOSPITAL-CLAIM
record:

Record Unique Key Set Relationship
EMPLOYEE EMP-ID-0415 Owns COVERAGE via EMP-COVERAGE

set
COVERAGE SELECTION-DATE-0400, TYPE-0400

within EMP-COVERAGE set relationship
Owns HOSPITAL-CLAIM via COVERAGE-
CLAIMS set

HOSPITAL-CLAIM CLAIM-DATE-0430, PATIENT-NAME-0430
within the COVERAGE-CLAIMS set
relationship

 

• Foreign Key for COVERAGE-CLAIMS Relationship
EMP-ID-0415, SELECTION-DATE-0400, TYPE-040

• Analysis
The owner of the COVERAGE-CLAIMS set is COVERAGE, which you access via the EMP-COVERAGE set
relationship. The unique key for COVERAGE is SELECTION-DATE-0400 (day, month, year) and TYPE-0400.
This combination of fields uniquely defines an occurrence of the COVERAGE record within the EMP-COVERAGE
relationship. To refine the unique key, you must select the EMPLOYEE record type, which owns the COVERAGE
record via the EMP-COVERAGE set. The unique key for EMPLOYEE is EMP-ID-0415. Therefore, the foreign key for
the COVERAGE-CLAIMS relationship becomes the EMP-ID-0415, SELECTION-DATE-0400, and TYPE-0400.

To define the table procedure specification

1. Select EMPLOYEE record in the Entry Record tab. Select EMP_ID_0415 for the unique field and then click Next.
2. In the Path Record Tab, select COVERAGE for the path record and include SELECTION_DAY_0400,

SELECTION_MONTH_0400, SELECTION_YEAR_0400, and TYPE_0400 for the unique fields. Click Next.
3. In the new Path Record Tab, select the HOSPITAL-CLAIM record and CLAIM_DAY_0430, CLAIM_MONTH_0430,

CLAIM_YEAR_0430, PATIENT_FIRST_NAME_0430, and PATIENT_LAST_NAME_0430 as the unique fields. Click
Target.

4. In the Target Fields tab, select additional fields for the target record before you save and generate the table procedure.

No auxiliary records exist because the target record does not participate in any other set relationships
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• Alternative Strategy
Instead of making the HOSPITAL-CLAIM record the target, you can also add a table procedure for the COVERAGE
record type. By making COVERAGE the target, you can perform INSERT processing, setting up the foreign keys
required to relate the COVERAGE table to the EMPLOYEE table.
If you select COVERAGE to be the target record, then the developer of the COVERAGE table would have to make
code changes to the table procedure to support the HOSPITAL-CLAIM record type. At first this may seem an odd way
to retrieve the data. But from a table standpoint, this view may be more realistic. The COVERAGE record type can be
combined with the HOSPITAL-CLAIM type to form a single view of the two independent tables.
Remember that the COVERAGE-CLAIMS relationship is a multi-member set. You can combine all three member
records with the owner into one complete table. To do this, the developer would have to add code into the table
procedure to include all of the appropriate fields. The developer would also have to add code to determine what record
type to access and how to update and insert records.

Sample 3 Target Record with No Unique Key

 

• Target Record
EXPERTISE (no unique key)

• Set Relationships
EMP-EXPERTISE (owner EMPLOYEE, CALC key EMP-ID-0415)
SKILL-EXPERTISE (owner SKILL, CALC key SKILL-ID-0455)

• Path
EMPLOYEE, EXPERTISE

• Analysis
The EXPERTISE record type does not have a field that can uniquely identify a single occurrence. Both set
relationships are mandatory/automatic, but because the EXPERTISE record type is stored VIA the EMP-EXPERTISE
set, it makes more sense to choose that relationship, making the owner record, EMPLOYEE, the entry record in the
primary path.

To define the table procedure specification

1. In the Entry Record tab, select Employee and EMP_ID_0415 as the unique key field. Click Next.
2. In the Path Record tab, select EXPERTISE. Click Target.
3. In the Auxiliary Record tab, select SKILL-ID-0455 as the unique key for the SKILL record.
4. In the Target Fields tab, select the appropriate columns and then save and generate the table procedure

Sample 4 Target Record Part of a Bill-of-Materials Relationship

 

• Target Record
STRUCTURE (no unique key)

• Set Relationships
REPORTS-TO (owner EMPLOYEE)
MANAGES (owner EMPLOYEE)

• Path
EMPLOYEE, STRUCTURE

• Analysis
Choose EMPLOYEE as the entry record with EMP-ID-0415 as the unique key. Select the MANAGES set relationship
for the primary path, making the REPORTS-TO set relationship an auxiliary record.
The only twist here is that the unique keys for both relationships are the same field (EMP-ID-0415) and record
type (EMPLOYEE). To avoid problems, you must change the SQL column name that Quick Bridge assigns. For
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example, you could type MANAGER for the SQL Column Name of the EMP-ID-0415 field in the Entry Record tab and
SUBORDINATE in the SQL column name for the same field in the Auxiliary Record tab.

To define the table procedure specification

1. In the Entry Record tab, select Employee and EMP-ID-0415 as the unique key field. Change the SQL column name to
something like MANAGER. Click Next.

2. In the Path Record tab, select the STRUCTURE record and the MANAGES set relationship. Click Target.
3. In the Aux Record tab, select EMP-ID-0415 as the unique field for the EMPLOYEE record in the REPORTS-TO set

relationship. Change the SQL column name to something like SUBORDINATE.
4. In the Target Fields tab, select the appropriate columns and then save and generate the table procedure.

Sample SQL Statements
Contents

This section provides sample SQL Select statements, Update statements, and statements.

Select Statements

Now that we've defined the tables, let's see some possible ways to use them. To display information on an employee, the
SQL Select statement for the EMPLOYEE table might look like this:

SELECT * FROM EMPDB.EMPLOYEE

   WHERE LAST_NAME_0415 = 'MARKEY';

This statement returns all columns for each row found whose last name equals Markey. The result table would also
contain the foreign keys for the Department and Office tables. Therefore, you can also write a query that returns rows
where employee Markey works for department 411:

SELECT * FROM EMPDB.EMPLOYEE

   WHERE LAST_NAME_0415 = 'MARKEY'

   AND DEPT_ID_0410 =  411;

So far you have only used data from the single table EMPDB.EMPLOYEE. Let's say you want to retrieve the employee
Markey who works in the SHIPPING department. The EMPLOYEE table contains the foreign key to the DEPARTMENT
table. You can join the two tables to form a query using the department name:

SELECT EMP.LAST_NAME_0415, EMP.FIRST_NAME_0415

   FROM EMPDB.EMPLOYEE AS EMP,

   EMPDEMO.DEPARTMENT AS DEPT

   WHERE LAST_NAME_0415 = 'MARKEY'
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   AND EMP.DEPT_ID_0410 =  DEPT.DEPT_ID_0410

   AND DEPT.DEPT_NAME_0410 = 'SHIPPING';

Note: The Department table is from the EMPDEMO schema. You used a table from a non-SQL schema in this query.

Update Statements

The next example is an example of a searched UPDATE statement. Suppose you want to change the last name of
employee 517. The Update statement might look like this:

UPDATE EMPDB.EMPLOYEE

   SET LAST_NAME_0415 = 'ALLEN'

   WHERE EMP_ID_0415 = 517;

The UPDATE statement can change any field in the target record type. UPDATE can also be used to change the
foreign keys in the table. This allows the user to change the department or office in which the employee works. Let's say
employee Allen moves from the Westwood office, office code WST, to the Mt. Laurel office, office code MTL. An UPDATE
statement could be formulated to execute this change:

UPDATE EMPDB.EMPLOYEE

   SET OFFICE_CODE_0450 = 'MTL'

   WHERE EMP_LAST_NAME_0415 = 'ALLEN';

The table would make sure that there is an office (referential integrity check) with office code MTL before it updates the
EMPLOYEE table for employee Allen. If more than one employee has Allen for a last name, the office code for each one
is updated. From a table procedure standpoint, the program DISCONNECTs the employee from the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE
relationship, then locates office code MTL, and connects the employee to the new office.

Assume that employee Markey does not work in an office, but works from home. The database would not have the
employee associated with any office. You can formulate an UPDATE statement that nulls his office code:

UPDATE EMPDB.EMPLOYEE

   SET OFFICE_CODE_0450 = NULL

   WHERE EMP_LAST_NAME_0415 = 'MARKEY';

The table would now contain a NULL value in the OFFICE_CODE_0450 column of the EMPLOYEE table for all
employees with the last name of Markey, which would, from a table procedure view, mean that the EMPLOYEE has been
disconnected from the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set relationship. Note that to change foreign keys values, the set must have
an OPTIONAL disconnect option. Because of this rule, the STRUCTURE table does not allow the user to change or null
the MANAGER foreign key.
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Insert Statements

To UPDATE and SELECT data from a table, the data for that table must already have been added to the table. To add an
employee to the EMPLOYEE table, formulate an INSERT statement like this:

INSERT INTO EMPDB.EMPLOYEE

   (OFFICE_CODE_0450,

   DEPT_ID_0410,

   EMP_ID_0415, ...)

   VALUES (WST, 411, 512, ...);

Because the DEPT-EMPLOYEE and OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set relationships use the Automatic connect option, you must
supply the Office Code and Department ID when you add a row to the EMPLOYEE table. The INSERT statement to add a
row to the STRUCTURE table would be very similar. Any foreign key that represents an Automatic set relationship (Aux or
Path) is required and must be complete before the row can be inserted.

Delete Statements

To remove a row from a table, use the DELETE statement. The following DELETE statement deletes all employees with
the last name of Markey:

DELETE FROM EMPDB.EMPLOYEE

   WHERE LAST_NAME_0415 = 'MARKEY';

This example and other examples that use last name to locate an employee are flawed, in that, all employees with the
last name specified in the Where clause are processed by the SQL statement. The user should refine the Where clause
to return only the precise row(s) to change. In the case of the EMPLOYEE table, the user could use the EMP_ID_0415
column, which for this table is the unique key.

Specify a DBName for Table Procedures
When CA IDMS accesses database records via SQL statements, as is the case for table procedures, the DBNAME value
specified in your signon profile has no affect on which database is used. Instead, the DICTNAME value identified in a
system DCUF statement or ODBC CONNECT statement identifies the SQL catalog that contains the information needed
to locate the target database.

A generated table procedure contains a BIND RUN-UNIT statement that does not include a DBNAME parameter because
it assumes that the SQL catalog points to the correct DBNAME. In some cases, this assumption means that the CA IDMS
accesses the wrong target database or no database at all (IDMS error status 1491).

If you find that CA IDMS is accessing the wrong target database or no database for a specific table procedure, then:

• Map to the correct subschema in the DBTABLE statement.
• Include a DBNAME in the BIND RUN-UNIT statement in the generated COBOL table procedure using either a hard-

coded DBNAME or a GETPROF call to the IDMSIN01 subroutine to return the current DBNAME.
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Authority Required to Generate Table Procedures
 Contents 

This section describes three different kinds of authorities.

Authorities to Obtain and Update Dictionary Records

Quick Bridge uses SQL queries to obtain and modify information in the dictionary. The following tables summarize the
authorizations required to perform OBTAIN and UPDATE operations on dictionary records:

 GRANT TABLE Privilege 
 Table Name  SELECT  INSERT  DELETE 
SYSTEM.TABLE X
SYSDICT."MODULE-067" X
SYSDICT."OOAK-012" X
SYSDICT."S-010" X
SYSDICT."SS-026" X
SYSDICT."SSR-032" X
SYSDICT."RCDSYN-079" X
SYSDICT."NAMESYN-083" X
SYSDICT."SDR-042" X
SYSDICT."ELEMSYN-085" X
SYSDICT."SSMR-068" X
SYSDICT."SSOR-034" X
SYSDICT."SSCR-070" X
SYSDICT."SR-036" X
SYSDICT."SRCD-113" X
CAAV.GETREC X
CAAV.MODULETEXT X X

Authorities to Add COBOL Source to the Dictionary

The Upload COBOL procedure uses table procedure CAAV.MODULETEXT to add the COBOL source code directly to the
target dictionary. The program CAAVMTXT performs data retrieval and updates to the following records. To perform these
operations, you must be authorized to issue OBTAIN and STORE DML statements against these dictionary records:

 Record Name  OBTAIN  STORE 
MODULE-067 X X
TEXT-088 X X
MODATTR-069 X X
OOAK-012 X
CLASS-092 X
ATTRIBUTE-093 X
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Authorities Needed When Executing CAAVLREC

Quick Bridge uses table procedure CAAV.GETREC to query the target dictionary. The program, CAAVLREC, obtains
data from the records listed in the table below; to execute this program, you must be authorized to issue OBTAIN DML
statements against the records:

 Record Name  OBTAIN 
S-010 X
SS-026 X
SSR-032 X
SSOR-034 X
SSMR-068 X
SSAM-066 X
SSA-024 X
SRCD-113 X
SOR-046 X

Sample Quick Bridge Files
This article contains the EMPEXPT.TPS table procedure specification file that you saved in "Creating Table Procedure
Specifications." It also contains the files you created by generating the sample table procedure specification, excluding the
COBOL program, EMPEXPT.COB, which is too long to include here. To view or print the COBOL program, open the file in
a text editor of your choice.

EMPEXPT Table Procedure Specification Code (EMPEXPT.TPS)

This code represents the table procedure specification you defined using the Quick Bridge user interface. The actual code
depends on the version of the program and might be slightly different from the one listed here:

 [CAAV_14.1 CA IDMS SQL Quick Bridge]
 [DATES CAAV="Nov  1 1995",TPS="Nov 16 1995"]
 CONNECT="Employee"
 DICTNAME=SYSDICT
 CVNUMBER=0
 [TABLE]
 DIALOGTYPE=129
 TABTEXT="SQL Options"
 NAME=EMPLOYEE.EXPERTISE
 XNAME=EMPEXPT
 DELETE=ALL
 UPDATE=YES
 INSERT=YES
 SCHEMA=EMPSCHM
 VERSION=100
 SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01
 [EPREC]
 DIALOGTYPE=130
 TABTEXT="Entry Record"
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 REC=DEPARTMENT,ORG-DEMO-REGION,56,I
 SEQACC=SWEEP,AREA
 DIRACC=CALC,CALC
 UFLD=DEPT-ID-0410,DEPT_ID_0410,"9(4)"
 [PATH]
 DIALOGTYPE=132
 TABTEXT="Path Record 1"
 REC=EMPLOYEE,EMP-DEMO-REGION,116,I
 SET=DEPT-EMPLOYEE,YES,AUTO
 UFLD=EMP-ID-0415,EMP_ID_0415,"9(4)"
 [PATH]
 DIALOGTYPE=140
 TABTEXT="Target Record"
 REC=EXPERTISE,EMP-DEMO-REGION,8,I
 SET=EMP-EXPERTISE,NO,AUTO
 [TFIELDS]
 DIALOGTYPE=16
 TABTEXT="Target Fields"
 RFLD=EXPERTISE-DAY-0425,EXPERTISE_DAY,"9(2)"
 RFLD=EXPERTISE-MONTH-0425,EXPERTISE_MONTH,"9(2)"
 RFLD=EXPERTISE-YEAR-0425,EXPERTISE_YEAR,"9(2)"
 [AUX]
 DIALOGTYPE=32
 TABTEXT="Aux Record 1"
 REC=SKILL,ORG-DEMO-REGION,76,I
 SET=SKILL-EXPERTISE,NO,AUTO
 UPDACC=CALC,CALC
 UFLD=SKILL-ID-0455,SKILL_ID_0455,"9(4)"
 [COLUMN]
 DIALOGTYPE=64
 TABTEXT="Work Columns"
 CFLD=TOTAL_DOLLAR_AMT,"DECIMAL(6,2)"
 CFLD=TRANS_DATE,"DATE"
 CFLD=TRANS_TIME,"TIME"
 [END]
 

Create Table Procedure Syntax (EMPEXPT.SQ1)

This example shows the CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE syntax, stored in file EMPEXPT.SQ1. You can upload the syntax
and store it in the CA IDMS system catalog.

 *CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE STATEMENT FOR EMPLOYEE.EXPERTISE,EMPEXPT;
 CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE EMPLOYEE.EXPERTISE
    (DEPT_ID_0410        UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0),
     EMP_ID_0415         UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0),
     EXPERTISE_DAY       UNSIGNED NUMERIC(2,0),
     EXPERTISE_MONTH     UNSIGNED NUMERIC(2,0),
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     EXPERTISE_YEAR      UNSIGNED NUMERIC(2,0),
     SKILL_ID_0455       UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0),
     TOTAL_DOLLAR_AMT    DECIMAL(6,2),
     TRANS_DATE          DATE,
     TRANS_TIME          TIME)
 EXTERNAL NAME EMPEXPT
 GLOBAL WORK AREA 2048;
 CREATE UNIQUE KEY EMPEXPT_KEY
    ON EMPLOYEE.EXPERTISE
    (DEPT_ID_0410        ,
    EMP_ID_0415         );
 

Add Program Syntax (EMPEXPT.SGN)

This syntax, stored in EMPEXPT.SGN, represents the system generation ADD PROGRAM statement that defines the
table procedure COBOL program to the CA IDMS system. CA IDMS stores the syntax as a module in the dictionary with
language type SYSGEN. o include it at system startup, use the INCLUDE statement, as described in "Using System
Generation."

 *SYSGEN STATEMENT FOR EMPEXPT
 ADD PROGRAM EMPEXPT
    CONCURRENT
    PROGRAM
    LOADLIB
    LANGUAGE IS COBOL
    NOMAINLINE
    NOPROTECT
    REENTRANT.
 

SQL Data Type Mapping and Defining SQL Columns as Date Columns
The following table gives the mapping of the SQL data types in the generated SQL DDL syntax files. IDMS SQL syntax is
generated in the .SQ1 files.

Type IDMS SQL
B BINARY(length
C CHAR(length)
DT DATE
D DECIMAL(precision,scale)
UD UNSIGNED DECIMAL(precision, scale)
DP DOUBLE PRECISION
F FLOAT
G GRAPHIC
I INTEGER
LI LONGINT
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SI SMALLINT
N NUMERIC(precision,scale)
UN UNSIGNED NUMERIC(precision,scale)
R REAL
T TIME
TS TIMESTAMP

Type represents the data type to be used for the corresponding SQL Column in the generated table and table procedure
definitions. The type of a column is determined by Quick Bridge from the element definition in the nonSQL schema.
Because date fields cannot be defined as such in a nonSQL schema, one can overwrite the type as derived from the
nonSQL schema definition with "DT" to define an SQL column as a date.

The data type can be set to"DT in the same dialogs that allow you to edit the SQL Column Names. To change the data
type of a column, make the Type column visible by dragging the SQL Column Names column to the left in the container.

There is no date, time or timestamp data type in a nonSQL schema definition. Dates are represented by fixed length
elements that have various formats. In many cases, structures have separate elements for the year, month, day and
optional separators are used.

To be able to map to a date SQL column, you must use a nonSQL schema and subschema in which the group element
that represents the date is redefined as an elementary field such as PIC 9(6) or PIC 9(8). Quick Bridge will display the
date field as a single record field name to be included. Setting the type to DT will result in generated tables and table
procedure definitions with the appropriate DATE data types for the date fields. The generated COBOL program will
contain comments that indicate where any necessary date conversion statements need to be added.

Messages Returned From a Generated Table Procedure
This section describes the messages you may encounter when you use a client/server query application, such as CA
Visual Express, to obtain, update, or delete CA IDMS data, obtained by executing a generated table procedure:

38001--DML STATEMENT stmt-nbr RETURNED AN ERROR STATUS OF idms-status

Reason

An IDMS DML statement returned an unexpected error.

Action

Review the table procedure that was executed at the time of the error using the supplied DML statement number and
IDMS status code.

38002--INVALID SQL-COMMAND-CODE

Reason

The value of the SQL-COMMAND-CODE parameter is invalid. One reason for this to happen is when a table procedure is
out of sync with its table procedure definition.

Action

Make sure the table procedure program is in sync with the table procedure definition.

38003--UNIQUE KEY(S) FOR ROW NOT SUPPLIED

Reason

The INSERT function performed by the table procedure requires unique keys for all primary path records.

Action
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Provide all unique keys required for this function and resubmit the SQL request.

Section

2000-INSERT-ROW

38004--UNIQUE KEY-n FOR ROW NOT FOUND

Reason

The function performed could not find a database record or database relationship that matches the data specified by the
provided unique key fields. n specifies the key number with n=1 for the primary key (using the entry and path records) or
n>=2 for the first, second, … auxiliary record.

Action

Provide a set of unique keys that locate the database record or database relationship and resubmit the SQL request. For
primary path relationships the key for any member record must be found within owner of the set relationship.

Section

2000-INSERT-ROW
2100-CONNECT-MANUAL-SETS
3200-UPDATE-RELATIONSHIPS
3210-CHANGE-PATH

38005--PRIMARY PATH NOT DISCONNECTABLE

Reason

The primary path relationship from the target record to its owner is a mandatory set relationship.

Action

None. Changing the foreign key for the primary path is not allowed.

Section

3100-DISCONNECT-REQ

38006--set-name DISCONNECT KEY-n NOT ALLOWED

Reason

The named auxiliary relationship from the target record to its owner is a mandatory set relationship. n>=2 specifies the key
number with n=2 for the first auxiliary record.

Action

None. Changing the foreign key for the auxiliary relationship is not allowed.

Section

3100-DISCONNECT-REQ

38007--SOME, BUT NOT ALL KEY ELEMENTS OF RELATION NULLED

Reason

Some, but not all key elements of a relation are nulled.

Action

Correct the request: specify either values for all key elements or do not specify any values at all.

Section

3100-DISCONNECT-REQ
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38008--SQL INSERT NOT IMPLEMENTED FOR THIS TABLE PROCEDURE

Reason

The table procedure does not support INSERT because the INSERT option has not been checked off in the SQL Option
dialog.

Action

Do not use INSERT or update the table procedure and check off the INSERT option.

Section

2000-INSERT-ROW

38009--SQL UPDATE NOT IMPLEMENTED FOR THIS TABLE PROCEDURE

Reason

The table procedure does not support UPDATE because the UPDATE option has not been checked off in the SQL Option
dialog.

Action

Do not use UPDATE or update the table procedure and check off the UPDATE option.

Section

3000-UPDATE-ROW

38010--SQL DELETE NOT IMPLEMENTED FOR THIS TABLE PROCEDURE

Reason

The table procedure does not support DELETE because the DELETE option has not been checked off in the SQL Option
dialog.

Action

Do not use DELETE or update the table procedure and check off the DELETE option.

Section

4000-DELETE-ROW

Using CA IDMS Server
CA IDMS Server provides open access to data stored in CA IDMS databases, letting you maintain existing corporate
databases and make your data available to new client/server and web-based applications. CA IDMS Server provides
support for dynamic SQL using both the ODBC and JDBC application program interfaces.

NOTE

Unless specifically designated, Windows refers to any supported Microsoft Windows operating environment.

This section assumes that you are a new user of CA IDMS Server with experience using Windows or z/OS, and have
familiarity with CA IDMS and database access. Application developers can use this section to understand how the ODBC
and JDBC Application Program Interfaces (APIs) requests are implemented by CA IDMS Server.

Components
CA IDMS Server consists of the following components:
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• The host component resides on your Central Version (CV) and performs license verification to permit access to the CV
from the client components.

• The client components include the ODBC driver, the JDBC driver, the JDBC server, the native SQL client interface,
and, on Windows, CAICCI/PC. These components have a client relationship with CA IDMS but from an application
perspective, they form part of the application server.

ODBC and JDBC Drivers

The ODBC and JDBC drivers translate industry standard SQL requests into the form used by the native client interface.
The native interface implements the same protocol that is used by CA IDMS online and batch applications that are written
in COBOL and ADS. It communicates with CA IDMS from Windows and z/OS Unix System Services (USS) using CAICCI
or TCP/IP. CAICCI uses TCP/IP for Windows clients and Cross Memory Services for z/OS clients.

ODBC Driver

The ODBC driver can be used on the Windows platform and implements the ODBC 3.5 specification. It also provides the
functions that are defined in the ODBC 2.5 specification to continue support for older applications.

The ODBC driver always calls the native CA IDMS SQL client interface directly. The native interface uses CAICCI/PC to
communicate with any supported release of CA IDMS running on z/OS or z/VSE. This is referred to as the CCI Protocol
in this document. It can also use TCP/IP to communicate directly with CA IDMS r17, or later, referred to as the IDMS
protocol.

JDBC Driver

You can use the JDBC driver on Java 1.6 (or later) platforms, including those on Windows, z/OS, Linux, and UNIX. The
JDBC driver implements the JDBC 4.0 specification.

There are four types of JDBC drivers that differ in the way they communicate with the database and whether they use
native code on the client platform:

• Type 1 JDBC driver—Uses an ODBC driver to communicate with the database. ODBC drivers are always
implemented in native code. The JDBC-ODBC Bridge is a basic Type 1 driver that is rarely used now that database-
specific drivers are available.

• Type 2 JDBC driver—Invokes the native client interface to communicate with the database.
• Type 3 JDBC driver—Uses a generic network protocol to communicate with a middleware server that invokes the

native client interface to communicate with the database. It uses no native code on the client platform.
• Type 4 JDBC driver—Communicates directly with the database using its proprietary protocol. It uses no native code

on the client platform.
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The CA IDMS Server JDBC driver is a universal driver that can function as a Type 2, 3, or 4 driver on supported platforms
depending only on the connection parameters specified.

The JDBC driver can be used as a Type 2 driver on Windows and z/OS. It calls the native SQL client interface, which can
use CAICCI to communicate with any supported release of CA IDMS running on z/OS or VSE. CAICCI uses TCP/IP from
Windows and cross memory services on z/OS.

The JDBC driver can be used as a Type 3 driver on any Java platform. It uses TCP/IP to communicate with the JDBC
server, which can run on any Java platform. When the JDBC server runs on Windows or z/OS, it can invoke the native
SQL client interface and CAICCI to communicate with any supported release of CA IDMS running on z/OS or VSE. The
JDBC server can use TCP/IP from any Java platform to communicate directly with CA IDMS r16 SP2 or later running on z/
OS, VSE, or z/VM.

The JDBC driver can be used as a Type 4 driver on any Java platform. It uses TCP/IP to communicate directly with CA
IDMS r16 SP2 or later running on z/OS, VSE, or z/VM.

Server Architecture

Software Components — Windows Client Platform

The following diagram illustrates the CA IDMS Server software on the Windows client platform:
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Both the ODBC and JDBC drivers are supported for Windows applications, represented here by the web server. The
Windows client and CA IDMS communicate using TCP/IP. In this diagram, the combination of the web server, Servlet,
and ASP boxes represent the applications. CA IDMS Server also supports traditional ODBC and JDBC client-server
applications.

Software Components —  z/OS Client Platform

The following diagram illustrates the CA IDMS Server software components on the z/OS client platform:
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The JDBC driver is supported for z/OS applications, represented here by the web server. The z/OS client and host
components communicate using Cross Memory Services.

The host components are the same whether the native client is installed on Windows or z/OS.

JDBC Driver Software Components —  Java Platform Used With CA IDMS r16 SP2 or Later

The following diagram illustrates the CA IDMS Server JDBC driver software components on any Java platform when used
with CA IDMS r16 SP2 or later:
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The Type 4 JDBC driver and JDBC Server communicate from any Java platform directly to the CV using TCP/IP.

ODBC Driver Software Components —  Windows Platform Used With CA IDMS r17 or Later

The following diagram illustrates the CA IDMS Server ODBC driver software components on the Windows platform when
used with CA IDMS r17 or later:
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The Wire Protocol ODBC driver communicates from Windows directly to the CV using TCP/IP.

More information

We recommend that you refer to the following topics when setting up your CA IDMS system to work with CA IDMS Server:
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• "Installation and Maintenance for z/OS"
• "Using System Generation"
• "Administrating IDMS System Operations"
• "Administrating CA IDMS Database"
• "SQL Reference"
• "Programming IDMS SQL"
• "DML Reference for COBOL" (in the CA IDMS Reference documentation)
• "CA Common Services for z/OS"

Information about ODBC is available from the Microsoft website. Information about JDBC is available from the Oracle
website.

Using the Client on Windows
This section covers the elements of data source connection, and how to use the DriverConnect dialogs to connect to data
sources. These dialogs are implemented in the ODBC driver.

ODBC Driver Connect Dialogs

Many ODBC applications use the DriverConnect dialogs to connect to data sources. If your application uses them, the CA
IDMS DriverConnect dialogs let you connect to an existing data source, or, in some cases, to connect dynamically to a
data source that has not been previously defined.

Although the JDBC driver uses the same types of information, it does not display any dialogs, leaving the collection of
such information to the JDBC application.For more information on connecting to a data source using JDBC, see JDBC
Programmer Reference

Connecting to a Predefined Data Source
Many applications use the Select Data Source dialog to connect to a data source that has been previously defined using
the ODBC Administrator dialog. In the Select Data Source dialog, select the desired data source from a list of defined
sources and click OK.

The CA IDMS DriverConnect dialog appears, with the name of the data source identified in the Data Source field. This
field cannot be changed.

Enter your user ID and password, and, optionally, an account, if your site requires it, in the fields on the CA IDMS
DriverConnect dialog. Click OK to connect to the specified data source.

Connecting Dynamically to a Data Source Not Previously Defined
Some applications let you connect to a data source dynamically without first adding or defining the data source. If your
application supports this, the CA IDMS DriverConnect dialog appears.
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Supply the data source connection information to be in effect for the duration of the session. This information is similar to
some of the data source definition information specified with the ODBC Administrator dialog. Detailed information for each
of the fields is listed below:

• Dictionary
Specifies the DBNAME or segment name of the dictionary containing the definitions of the tables you want to access.
This name must be defined in the DBNAME table on the CA IDMS system identified by the server name.

• Node Name
Specifies the Node Name of the system containing the tables you want to access. This is the SYSTEMID specified in
the system generation parameters.

• User ID
Specifies a valid user ID for the CA IDMS system.

• Password
Specifies a password field if your system requires it.

• Task Code
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Specifies an alternate Task Code to be used for statistics and limit checking. The value you enter must be defined to
the CA IDMS system using the TASK system generation statement. If no value is entered, the default Task Code of
CASERVER is used.

• Account
Specifies your account, if your site requires it.

Connection Options

Specify the following options in the Connection Options section:

• Communications Protocol
Specifies the Communications interface to be used for the connection. The options are:
– IDMS -- To establish Wire Protocol connection directly to CA IDMS
– CCI -- To establish a connection to CA IDMS via CCITCP and CCIENF

• Host Name
Specifies the name or TCP/IP address of either:
– The CA IDMS CV (where the IDMSJSRV listener is running)
– The CAICCI host server, overriding the default CAICCI Server name for this connection only.
The value specified must depend upon the Communications Protocol you select.

• Port
Specifies the TCP/IP port of either:
– The IDMSJSRV listener running on your CA IDMS CV
– The CAICCI host server, overriding the default CAICCI Server port for this connection only. Enter 0 to use the

default value set by CAICCI, typically 1202.
The value specified must depend upon the Communications Protocol you select.

• Wait Timeout
Specifies the number of seconds to wait for a reply from the server. This setting overrides the Reply Wait Timeout
specified for this Server only. When this limit is exceeded, a communications error is returned and the connection can
no longer be used. If multithreading is enabled, the application can continue processing other connections. Options
are:
– Enter 0 to indicate the use of the default value set by CAICCI
– Enter  - 1 to indicate an indefinite wait (the largest positive integer)
– Enter a specific time, in seconds

NOTE
This data source exists only for the duration of the connection.

Configuring JDBC Applications to Use CA IDMS Server
JDBC-enabled applications running on Windows must be able to find the CA IDMS Server executable files, which include
both Java classes and native DLLs. Both the startup executable for the Java VM and the native SQL client interface DLLs
are installed in the WINDOWS\SYSTEM32 directory, and are always effectively in the PATH. The CLASSPATH must point
to idmsjdbc.jar, which is installed in the \Program Files\CA\IDMS Server\Java\lib directory. The sample batch files set
this. It is also useful to include a classes subdirectory, such as the \Program Files\CA\IDMS Server\Java\classes, for the
caidms.properties file and any updated class files provided by Technical Support.

When running standalone Java applications, the SSL keystore file must be specified to the Java VM. When running Java
applications in application servers such as Websphere or Weblogic, see the vendor's documentation on how to specify the
keystore file.

Applications can connect to a database using the JDBC DriverManager class with a URL or using a JNDI server with an
IdmsDataSource object.
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For an applet to use the JDBC driver, the classes must be accessible to web pages accessed from the web server,
and the subdirectory containing idmsjdbc.jar should be defined to the web server. For the Microsoft IIS, define a virtual
directory pointing to this directory.

Using the JDBC Server on Windows
The JDBC server is installed automatically when the JDBC driver is installed and when using applets must be installed on
the same machine as the web server.

The URL used by the applet or other client application identifies the address of the JDBC server. An ODBC data source
included in the URL must be a system data source to be recognized by the JDBC server.

NOTE
For a description of the URL recognized by the JDBC driver, see the section "JDBC Programmer Reference."

The Windows version of the JDBC server service wrapper, jsrv.exe, is installed in the Java\bin\Win32 subdirectory. This
version invokes the JVM using the Java command (as provided by the JRE or Java Development Kit (JDK) from Sun
Microsystems). Configuration settings are maintained in the registry, and can be updated using the CA IDMS ODBC
Administrator.

You can start and stop the JDBC server from the CA IDMS Server submenu, which you access from your Start menu.

The Windows version of the JDBC server is controlled like the z/OS and Linux versions. A batch file, jsrv.bat, is installed
in the Java\bin subdirectory. This batch file sets the classpath to the idmsjdbc.jar file, and should be run from the Java
directory, using one of the following commands:

• jsrv start
Starts the JDBC server as a background process

• jsrv stop
Stops the JDBC server

• jsrv suspend
Suspends the JDBC server

• jsrv resume
Resumes the JDBC server

• jsrv status
Checks the JDBC server status

• jsrv debug
Starts the JDBC server as a foreground process

The NT Service version of the JDBC server is no longer supported because it requires the Microsoft Java VM, which is not
compatible with newer versions of Java.

Note: For more information, see Controlling the JDBC Server in the section "Using the Client on z/OS." For more detailed
command information, see Using the JDBC Driver in the section "Using the Java Client."

Using the Client on z/OS
This section describes how to use CA IDMS Server in the Unix System Services environment on z/OS. CA IDMS Server
supports JDBC-enabled applications running in the USS environment and client applications running on other platforms.

The JDBC driver always runs on the same platform as the client application. Applications running on z/OS use the JDBC
driver on z/OS. The Type 2 JDBC driver uses the native SQL client interface to access the CA IDMS system through
CAICCI/ENF. The Type 4 JDBC driver uses TCP/IP to communicate directly with CA IDMS r16 SP2 or later.

Remote client applications use a local (from the application's point of view) copy of the JDBC driver, which uses TCP/IP
to communicate with the JDBC server on z/OS. The JDBC server acts as a proxy server, calling the native client interface
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on behalf of the Type 3 JDBC driver. Remote applications can also use the Type 4 JDBC driver to connect directly to CA
IDMS r16 SP2 or later.

WARNING
Applications running on z/OS do not need the JDBC server to communicate with a CA IDMS system.

Configuring Applications to Use CA IDMS Server

JDBC-enabled applications running on z/OS must be able to find the CA IDMS Server executable files, which include both
Java classes and native DLLs. The PATH, LIBPATH, and CLASSPATH environment variables provide this information.

JDBC-enabled applets and applications running on other platforms need only the JDBC driver. The native DLLs are not
used on the remote system. The JDBC Driver, idmsjdbc.jar, can be downloaded from the web server with the applet, or
can be installed in a directory named in the CLASSPATH environment variable on the remote system.

 
Note: For more information, see the section "Using the Java Client."

You can specify settings used by the JDBC driver and JDBC server in the caidms.properties file, which has the same
format on all platforms. This includes many settings in the Options section, and all settings in the Proxy section. Options
used by the native libraries must be specified in the configuration file. See the section "Properties File Information" for
more information.

For an applet to use the JDBC driver, the classes must be accessible to web pages accessed from the web server. These
classes are installed in a standard Java archive file, idmsjdbc.jar. The subdirectory containing this file should be defined to
the web server. For the IBM HTTP Server, an entry similar to the following can be added to the httpd.conf file:

pass /idmsdir /idmsdir/lib

 
Note: For more information about setting the required environment variables and defining data sources, see the section
"Configuring the Client on z/OS." For information about the URL format, DriverPropertyInfo objects, and DataSource
objects used by the JDBC driver, see the section "JDBC Programmer Reference."

Controlling the JDBC Server
Use the JDBC Service wrapper to control the JDBC server with batch jobs or shell commands. Four batch jobs are
included in the sampjcl sub-directory of the CA IDMS Server HFS (referred to as /idmsdir):

• jsrvstrt
Starts the JDBC server.

• jsrvstop
Stops the JDBC server.

• jsrvsusp
Suspends the JDBC server.

• jsrvresu
Resumes the JDBC server.

These files can be customized and copied to an MVS PDS to facilitate job submission from MVS.

These jobs use BPXBATCH to run the corresponding shell scripts. The JDBC server process inherits the CPU time limit
from the job that runs BPXBATCH to start it (member JSRVSTRT in the /sampjcl sub-directory). Set the CLASS and TIME
parameters appropriately for the length of time that you plan to keep the JDBC server running.

Each example job is coded so that the PARM parameter of the EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH statement specifies "nohup" and
"& sleep 1." For more information, refer to the user section in the IBM documentation for z/OS UNIX System Services.

You can control the JDBC server with shell commands in the following format:
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jsrv <command> [<jsrv options>] [-jvm] [<java options>]

The following commands are used to control the JDBC server:

• jsrv start
Starts the JDBC server as a background process.

• jsrv stop
Stops the JDBC server.

• jsrv suspend
Suspends the JDBC server.

• jsrv resume
Resumes the JDBC server.

• jsrv status
Checks the JDBC server status.

• jsrv debug
Starts the JDBC server as a foreground process.

• jsrv usage
Displays usage information.

These commands are designed to run from the home directory of the CA IDMS Server installation and therefore must
be prefixed with "bin/", such as bin/jsrv start. The commands invoke a shell script that sets the required environment
variables (described earlier in the section "Configuring the Client on z/OS") and runs the JDBC server service wrapper.
The service wrapper starts the Java VM and passes control to the JDBC server entry point. You can also enter the
commands in the following form: jsrv.start, jsrv.stop, and so on.

You can override the run-time options from the configuration file by specifying them on the command line.

All options that follow "-jvm" are passed unchanged to the Java VM to allow specification of Java tuning and debugging
options.

When started in normal mode, the JDBC server forks a new process and detaches from the terminal. All tracing and
debugging is written to the log file specified in the configuration file. When started in debug mode, the JDBC server runs
in the foreground and stays attached to the terminal. Pressing Enter shuts down the JDBC server. Tracing output can be
displayed on the terminal, redirected to the standard output, or written to the trace file. Messages to the system log can
also be echoed on the standard output.

NOTE
For detailed information about the command line options, see Using the JDBC Server. For more information
about customizing the sample JCL, see Installing the Client Components."

Monitoring the JDBC Server
The JDBC server sends status messages to the system log or operator console. These messages have a standard
format to facilitate monitoring with CA Common Services and other system management products. These messages are
identified by message number, which conforms to the standard z/OS message format, PPPNNNNS as follows:

• PPP
Specifies a product-specific prefix, such as "UJS."

• NNNN
Specifies a message number, such as "0000-9999."

• S
Specifies the severity level. The following are valid values:
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– E (Error)
– W (Warning)
– I (Information)
– D (Debugging)

The destination and level of messages written are controlled by settings in the configuration file.

Messages sent include the following:

• UJS0001I - Server started
• UJS0002I - Server stopped
• UJS0003D - Server stopping
• UJS0004D - Server waiting for connection
• UJS0005I - Server suspended
• UJS0006I - Server resumed
• UJS0101I - Client thread started
• UJS0102I - Client thread stopped
• UJS0103D - Client thread stopping
• UJS0104I - Client thread to remote server
• UJS0105D - Client thread loaded class
• UJS0200E - General error
• UJS0201E - Socket I/O error
• UJS0202E - Packet protocol error

Because the message text can include additional information, only the message number should be used to identify
specific events.

Note: For more information, see the section "Configuration File Information."

Using the Java Client on Any Platform
Versions of CA IDMS Server that use native code are available for z/OS and Windows. The JDBC driver and JDBC server
can also be used on other platforms that support Java 1.6 (or later) and TCP/IP.

This section provides information on how to install and use the JDBC driver and server on any Java platform, including
Windows, z/OS, and Linux, without installing the native client interface. The procedures are especially suited to the use of
the Type 3 or Type 4 JDBC drivers with J2EE application servers.

Installing CA IDMS Server on other Platforms

The CA IDMS Server JDBC driver can be installed on any platform by copying archive files from the CA IDMS Server CD,
extracting the needed class or jar files, and setting the CLASSPATH environment variable to point to them. The CA IDMS
Server CD contains the following archive files in the \java directory:

• idmsjdbc.tar
Compiled class files, archived in jar files.

• samples.tar
Sample Java source files, shell scripts, and input files.

Use the tar utility, or an equivalent such as pax, to extract the needed files on UNIX or Linux. On most platforms and
Linux/386, the files can be copied directly from the \java directory on the CA IDMS Server CD. The tar files are supplied as
a convenience, the individual jar files included in this directory can be copied directly, if desired.
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Using the JDBC Driver
Applications, application servers, and servlets running on platforms other than Windows or z/OS can use the JDBC
driver to communicate with a CA IDMS system. CA IDMS Server need not be installed or configured on these platforms.
No native methods are used. The JDBC driver uses TCP/IP to communicate directly with the JDBC server running on
Windows or z/OS, or directly to CA IDMS r16 SP2 or later. The JDBC server does not need to run on the application
platform.

Configuration settings are specified in the caidms.properties file, because the native configuration file is not available.
Trace information can be written to a container managed DataSource log or to a file specified in the properties file.

To use the JDBC driver on other platforms

1. Extract or copy the JDBC driver, idmsjdbc.jar, to the client machine. For example, on UNIX, assuming you have copied
the archive idmsjdbc.tar to the  /classes directory:

cd /
classes
tar  - xovf idmsjdbc.tar idmsjdbc.jar

2. Update the CLASSPATH environment variable to point to the JDBC driver directory and Java archive file.
For example, on Windows:

set CLASSPATH=c:\classes;c:\classes\idmsjdbc.jar;%CLASSPATH%

On UNIX:

set CLASSPATH=/classes:/classes/idmsjdbc.jar:$CLASSPATH

NOTE
J2EE application servers have various ways of defining JDBC drivers and specifying how to access the
driver jar file. Consult the documentation provided with the application server for details.

3. Specify the system where the JDBC server or CA IDMS r16 SP2 or later is running as part of the URL or the data
source object used to connect to the database. For example:

jdbc:idms://hostname/datasource

NOTE
For more information on the URL format, the Connection Parameters, and IDMS Data Source definition, see the
section "JDBC Programmer Reference."

Using the JDBC Server
The JDBC server can be used as a command line application to support web servers running on platforms other than
Windows and z/OS. The JDBC server application is provided as a Java archive file, and is actually the same file used by
the JDBC server service on z/OS. Because the native code has not been ported to all platforms, certain limitations apply:
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• The service wrapper is not supported. Start and stop the JDBC server by running the JVM, specifying the main class
file. It can be run as a background process.

• The configuration file is not supported. Instead, specify options in the properties file or on the command line.
• The native log file is not supported, but trace information can be written to stdout or a file specified in the properties file.

Log messages are sent to stderr instead of the syslog daemon.
• The native SQL client is not supported. Connections are routed to CA IDMS using a remote JDBC server running on

Windows, z/OS, or directly to CA IDMS r16 SP2 or later which is treated as a remote server.

To use the JDBC server as a command line application

1. Extract the JDBC server Java archive file, idmsjsrv.jar, on the client machine. For example, on UNIX, assuming you
have copied the archive to the /classes directory:

cd /classes
tar  - xovf idmsjdbc.tar idmsjsrv.jar

2. Update the CLASSPATH environment variable to point to the JDBC server directory and Java archive file. For
example:

set CLASSPATH=/classes:/classes/idmsjsrv.jar:$CLASSPATH

3. Start the JDBC server with a command similar to:

java ca.idms.proxy.ProxyMain start  - h host 1>out 2>err &

The parameters are as follows:
– host

Specifies the DNS name or TCP/IP address of the Windows or z/OS machine where the native JDBC server is
running, or for CA IDMS r16 SP2 or later, the DNS name or TCP/IP address associated with the TCPIP line of the
IDMS system.

– out
Specifies the name of the trace file, and err specifies the name of the log file.

4. Stop the JDBC server with:

java ca.idms.proxy.ProxyMain stop

Options equivalent to those specified in the configuration file on z/OS or using the ODBC Administrator on Windows are
specified in the properties file or on the command line:

Options Description
-? Prints this information
-h host Host listener name or IP address
-p port Host listener IP port
-q count Host listener queue length
-r host Remote host name or IP address
-s port Remote IP port
-c Enables control by remote client
-e encoding Overrides platform encoding
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-u Specifies Unicode fallback encoding
-w seconds Client wait timeout interval
-t seconds Server reply timeout interval
-b seconds Socket blocking timeout interval
-v [level] Syslog message level (level = 10 if not specified)
-l level Trace log message level
-d option [option] Enables debugging with the following trace options, where option

can be:
trace -- debug tracing
native -- native trace
snap -- object display
buffer -- native buffer display
object -- native object display

-k Enables SSL client support
-a Requires SSL client certificate
-y Enables SSL to remote JDBC Server or CA IDMS r16 SP2 or later
-i class [class] Includes class in trace
-x class [class] Excludes class from trace

NOTE
For detailed information on these options, see the appendices "Configuration File Information" and "Properties
File Information."

ODBC Programmer Reference
The ODBC interface allows a Windows application to access different databases using SQL, without specifically targeting
any particular database. A module that is called an ODBC driver is used to link an application to a specific database.

The ODBC interface was developed by Microsoft and is aligned closely with the international-standard ISO Call-Level
Interface.

NOTE

ODBC functions can only be called directly when connected directly to ODBC. You must use an interface that
provides access to the ODBC connection and statement handles that is allocated for your program to call ODBC
functions. The Microsoft ODBC.NET Managed Provider does not provide access to these handles. Applications
that use ODBC.NET Managed Provider cannot call ODBC functions directly.

Debugging User Sessions

CA IDMS Server writes messages to the log file specified on the Log and Trace Options tab of the CA IDMS Server
Option ODBC Administrator dialog. These messages relay the status of the PC-to-mainframe database connection.
Common messages relate to a user authorization to sign on to the database, CCI timeouts, and unsuccessful connections
because the CV is down.

Error Messages

Error messages that are returned by the ODBC driver have one of the following formats, depending on the component in
which the error is detected:

 [CA][IDMS ODBC Driver]Message text...
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Or

 [CA][IDMS ODBC Driver][IDMS]Message text...
 

The ODBC driver generates the first type of message when it detects an error condition. The second type of message is
generated as a result of an error that is detected within the ODBC data source, which includes CAICCI, the CV, and the
network components.

ODBC Conformance Levels
Contents

CA IDMS Server conforms to the ODBC 3.5 standard. It also provides the functions defined in the ODBC 2.5 specification
to continue support for older applications.

Unless otherwise noted, all descriptions of ODBC in this document refer to ODBC 3.5. Microsoft ODBC documentation
specifies ODBC conformance in two areas: ODBC API conformance and ODBC SQL conformance. A driver must support
all functionality in a conformance level in order to claim conformance to that level, but is not restricted from supporting
some of the functionality of higher levels. ODBC defines functions that allow an application to determine the functionality
supported by a driver in detail, including the API and SQL conformance levels, specific API function, data type, and scalar
function support.

API Conformance Levels

The ODBC 3.5 API includes three conformance levels:

• Core API
The Core API provides the minimum services to support dynamic SQL, including connection establishment and
termination, SQL statement execution, retrieval of results, and transaction control. The features in the Core level
correspond to those defined in the ISO CLI specification and to the non-optional features defined in the X/Open CLI
specification.

• Level 1
Supports Core functionality plus an extended set of features.

• Level 2
Supports Core API and Level 1 functionality, as well as an extended set of features.

The conformance of an ODBC driver is based on its ability to support functions, descriptor fields, and attributes of
statement and connection objects. For more information, see the ODBC Programmer's Section, available from Microsoft.

Core API

The CA IDMS Server ODBC driver supports all Core 3.5 API functions, descriptor fields and statement attributes. It
supports all connection attributes with the exception of the following:

SQL_ATTR_TRANSLATE_LIB

Level 1 API

The CA IDMS Server ODBC driver supports the following Level 1 API functions, descriptor fields and attributes.

Functions:
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• SQLMoreResults
• SQLPrimaryKeys
• SQLProcedureColumns
• SQLProcedures

Descriptor Fields:

• SQL_DESC_BASE_TABLE_NAME
• SQL_DESC_ROWVER
• SQL_DESC_SCHEMA_NAME
• SQL_DESC_TABLE_NAME

Connection Attributes:

• SQL_ATTR_AUTOCOMMIT
• SQL_ATTR_TXN_ISOLATION

Statement Attributes:

• SQL_ATTR_MAX_LENGTH
• SQL_ATTR_MAX_ROWS
• SQL_ATTR_ROW_OPERATION_PTR

Level 2 API

The CA IDMS Server ODBC driver supports the following Level 2 API functions, descriptor fields and attributes.

• Functions:SQLDescribeParam
• SQLForeignKeys

Descriptor Fields:

• SQL_DESC_LABEL
• SQL_DESC_PARAMETER_TYPE

Connection Attributes:

• SQL_ATTR_CONNECTION_TIMEOUT
• SQL_ATTR_LOGIN TIMEOUT

Statement Attributes:

• SQL_ATTR_CONCURRENCY
• SQL_ATTR_ENABLE_AUTO_IPD
• SQL_ATTR_QUERY_TIMEOUT

SQL Conformance Levels

ODBC 3.5 defines a minimum SQL grammar, which is a subset of the entry level of the ISO/IEC 9075 (or ANSI
X3.135-1992) standard, commonly referred to as SQL-92. ODBC drivers must support at least this minimum grammar. A
driver and its underlying DBMS may also implement additional features to comply with conformance levels of the SQL-92
standard itself: entry, intermediate or full. Applications can query a driver's capabilities using the SQLGetInfo function.

CA IDMS Server conforms to the SQL-92 entry level, but also supports some higher-level features as well. For more
information, refer to Appendix A of the CA IDMS SQL Reference Section.
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In some instances, CA IDMS SQL syntax differs from the SQL-92 standard, as shown in the following table.

SQL Statement Comments
CREATE TABLE clauses: DEFAULT -- CA IDMS supports WITH DEFAULT, and allows

default values of NULL, 0, or blank.
UNIQUE -- CA IDMS does not support specification of uniqueness
constraints at column or table level. A unique index can be defined
to provide the same effect.
PRIMARY KEY -- CA IDMS does not support specification of
a primary key at column or table level. A unique index can be
defined to provide the same effect.
REFERENCES -- CA IDMS does not support specification of
referential constraints on the CREATE TABLE statement, at
column or table level. CREATE CONSTRAINT statement can be
used to define referential constraints.
CHECK -- CA IDMS does not support specification of CHECK
constraints at column level. CHECK constraints can be specified
at table level.

DROP TABLE RESTRICT -- CA IDMS supports CASCADE, but does not support
the RESTRICT keyword. The absence of CASCADE implies
RESTRICT.

GRANT UPDATE (column-list) REFERENCES (column-list) CA IDMS does not support column level security. CA IDMS driver
removes the column list and grants UPDATE to all columns of the
table.

REVOKE CASCADE/RESTRICT -- CA IDMS does not support the
CASCADE and RESTRICT options on REVOKE.

CA IDMS supports:

ISO/IEA/ANSI standard outer join syntax beginning with r17; prior to this outer joins were supported only with the CA
IDMS proprietary PRESERVE parameter. If an outer join is coded within an escape sequence, the ODBC driver converts
the escape sequence to spaces and pass the statement unchanged to CA IDMS. Scalar functions in escape sequences
are supported in the same manner. SQL statements submitted in batch jobs are not supported.

CA IDMS supports data types that map to all ODBC data types.

SQL Database Type Mapping Between ODBC and CA IDMS
Contents

The following tables describe how ODBC data types map to CA IDMS database data types. The tables organize the data
types by SQL conformance level. You can also use the SQLGetTypeInfo ODBC function to return detailed information on
the mapping of ODBC and CA IDMS data types.

CA IDMS to ODBC Data Type Mapping

The following chart shows how CA IDMS data types map to ODBC data types:

CA IDMS Data Type ODBC Data Type
BINARY SQL_BINARY
CHAR SQL_CHAR
CHARACTER VARYING (VARCHAR synonym) SQL_VARCHAR
DATE SQL_TYPE_DATE
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DECIMAL SQL_DECIMAL
DOUBLE PRECISION* SQL_DOUBLE
FLOAT* SQL_FLOAT
GRAPHIC (DBCS Disabled) SQL_BINARY
GRAPHIC (DBCS Enabled) CAID_GRAPHIC
INTEGER SQL_INTEGER
LONGINT SQL_BIGINT
NUMERIC SQL_NUMERIC
REAL* SQL_REAL
SMALLINT SQL_SMALLINT
TIME SQL_TYPE_TIME
TIMESTAMP SQL_TYPE_TIMESTAMP
UNSIGNED DECIMAL SQL_DECIMAL
UNSIGNED NUMERIC SQL_NUMERIC
VARCHAR SQL_VARCHAR
VARGRAPHIC (DBCS Enabled) CAID_VARGRAPHIC
VARGRAPHIC (DBCS Disabled) SQL_BINARY

NOTE
* Floating point conversion subject to rounding errors due to format differences.

ODBC to CA IDMS Data Type Mapping

The following chart shows how ODBC data types map to CA IDMS data types:

ODBC Data Type CA IDMS Data Type
CAID_GRAPHIC - DBCS Enabled GRAPHIC
CAID_VARGRAPHIC - DBCS Enabled VARGRAPHIC
SQL_BINARY BINARY
SQL_LONGVARBINARY BINARY
SQL_CHAR CHAR
SQL_TYPE_DATE DATE
SQL_DECIMAL DECIMAL
SQL_DOUBLE DOUBLE PRECISION
SQL_FLOAT* DOUBLE PRECISION
SQL_GUID CHAR
SQL_REAL* REAL
SQL_INTEGER INTEGER
SQL_BIGINT LONGINT
SQL_NUMERIC NUMERIC
SQL_BIT SMALLINT
SQL_SMALLINT SMALLINT
SQL_TINYINT SMALLINT
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SQL_TYPE_TIME TIME
SQL_TYPE_TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP
SQL_LONGVARCHAR VARCHAR
SQL_VARCHAR VARCHAR
All Interval Types CHAR

NOTE
Floating point conversion subject to rounding errors due to format differences.

Driver-Specific Data Types

When DBCS processing is enabled, the CA IDMS GRAPHIC and VARGRAPHIC data types are mapped to driver-specific
ODBC SQL data types, as allowed by the ODBC 3.5 specification. These types are defined as CAID_GRAPHIC and
CAID_VARGRAPHIC in the CAIDOOPT.H header file which is installed in the CA IDMS Server directory. These data types
are returned by SQLColumns, SQLDescribeCol, and SQLColAttributes, and they should be used with SQLBindParameter
to define input parameters for GRAPHIC and VARGRAPHIC columns.

Since most applications are not specifically designed to handle DBCS data as defined by CA IDMS, these types are
treated in the same manner as SQL_CHAR and SQL_VARCHAR. The default C type for both is SQL_C_CHAR, and the
precision is specified in bytes.

NOTE
The length on CA IDMS is specified in DBCS characters, which is half the precision specified using the ODBC
driver.

When DBCS is not enabled, GRAPHIC and VARGRAPHIC are both mapped to SQL_BINARY, with a default C type of
SQL_C_BINARY and precision equal to the length in bytes.

SQLDriverConnect Connection String Format
Contents

CA IDMS Server supports additional keywords for the SQLDriverConnect connection string.

The connection string takes one of the following forms:

DSN=data_source_name;[;attribute=value[;attribute=value]...]

DRIVER={CA-IDMS}[;attribute=value[;attribute=value]...]

Supported Attribute Keywords and Attribute Values

The following table provides a summary of the connection string attribute keywords and attribute values supported on the
SQLDriverConnect function. This table includes both the keywords defined as part of the Microsoft ODBC specification
and those defined as extensions for CA IDMS Server. These keywords correspond to the fields in the DriverConnect
dialogs as well as to the information used to define data sources and servers in the ODBC Administrator.

Keyword Defined By Attribute Value
DSN Microsoft Data source name
DRIVER Microsoft Driver name (cannot use with DSN)
DICT CA Dictionary name (use with DRIVER only)
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NODE CA Node name (use with DRIVER only)
TASK CA Alternate task code (use with DRIVER only)
UID Microsoft User ID
PWD Microsoft Password
ACCT CA Account information, if used
CCINAME CA CAICCI host server name or IP address

(optional, use with DRIVER only). Presence
of this option dictates the use of the 'CCI'
communications protocol. Either an IPv4 or
an IPv6 address can be specified.

CCIPORT CA CAICCI host server port (optional, use with
DRIVER only). This option is required when
the CCINAME option is specified.

WAIT CA CAICCI reply wait timeout (optional, use
with DRIVER only)

HOST CA DNS host name or IP address of the target
IDMS CV (optional, use with DRIVER only).
Presence of this option dictates the use
of the 'IDMS' communications protocol.
Either an IPv4 or an IPv6 address can be
specified.

PORT CA TCPIP port number of the IDMSJSRV
listener (optional, use with DRIVER only).
This option is required when the HOST
option is specified.

SSL CA Secure Sockets Layer indicator (optional,
use with DRIVER only)

PROGRAM CA Program name (optional, use with DRIVER
only)

The following is an example of a connection string for CA IDMS Server:

DSN=CA IDMS database;UID=JELKA01;PWD=XYZZY;ACCT=R45-87

NOTE
For more information, see the following:

Microsoft ODBC Programmer's Reference for more information on calling the SQLDriverConnect function.

• Online help and the section "Using the Client on Windows" for more information on the DriverConnect dialog.
• The section "Configuring the Client on Windows" for more information on attribute values.

Driver-Specific Connection and Statement Attributes
The ODBC options that can be specified for a data source using the ODBC Administrator can also be specified during
program execution using SQLSetConnectAttr and SQLSetStmtAttr.

You can use SQLSetConnectAttr to set the External Identity when connected to CA IDMS with the IDMS wire protocol.
The External Identity is sent to CA IDMS when the next transaction starts if it has changed.

These options and their values are defined in IDMSATTR.H, installed in the CA IDMS Server directory.
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Supported Isolation and Lock Levels
Transaction isolation is set with the SQLSetConnectOption ODBC API function. The default transaction isolation can be
set using the ODBC Administrator. The ability to set the default transaction isolation is an IDMS extension. The ODBC
driver supports the following two transaction isolation levels:

• SQL_READ_COMMITTED
(Default) Corresponds to the SET TRANSACTION CURSOR STABILITY CA IDMS SQL Statement.

• SQL_READ_UNCOMMITTED
Corresponds to the SET TRANSACTION TRANSIENT READ CA IDMS SQL Statement.

Bulk Insert Support
CA IDMS Server supports the ODBC 3.5 Core and Level 1 API functions listed in the API Conformance Levels section
earlier in this section. The functions SQLSetStmtAttr and SQLMoreResults can be used to facilitate Bulk Inserts. To
ensure that the ODBC driver takes advantage of the CA IDMS INSERT…BULK feature, use parameter markers ('?') in the
VALUES clause of the INSERT statement. Do not use a combination of parameter markers and constant values.

Retrieving Network Set Information
You can use the SQLExecuteDirect function with the following syntax to return information on network sets used to join
network records accessed as SQL tables.

$SETS owner  table  table

The parameters are as follows:

• owner
Specifies the name of the SQL schema containing the names of the dictionary and network schema where the records
are defined. This value applies to all tables and appears to the ODBC application as the TABLE_OWNER returned by
SQLTables.

• table
Specifies the name of a record in the network schema. Enter from zero to two table arguments. Each table argument
must be unique and must be defined in the same network schema. This value appears to the ODBC application as the
TABLE_NAME returned by SQLTables.

The owner and table name arguments are case-sensitive. The following list identifies the contents of the result set, which
depends on what you specify for the table arguments:

• If you specify no table arguments, the result set contains a list of all sets in the network schema referenced by owner
• If you specify one table argument, the result set contains a list of all sets in the network schema referenced by owner in

which table is either the owner or a member
• If you specify two table arguments, the result set contains a list of all sets in the network schema referenced by owner

between the two tables, where either is the owner or member

The result columns are described in the following table. All columns are defined as VARCHAR(18):

• SET_NAME
Network set name

• SCHEMA_NAME
SQL schema name (ODBC owner)

• OWNER_NAME
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Network owner record name (ODBC table)
• MEMBER_NAME

Network owner record name (ODBC table)

Procedures (ODBC)
Contents

CA IDMS supports procedures and table procedures. CA IDMS procedures are used like procedures supported by other
data bases. A table procedure is a CA IDMS extension that is used like a table.

Using Procedures

An application uses the SQL CALL statement to invoke a procedure.

Get Procedure Metadata

The application can get information on procedures using the following functions:

• SQLGetInfo
Returns information on how CA IDMS supports procedures:
– SQL_ACCESSIBLE_PROCEDURES - The result is "Y" for for CA IDMS r15.0 or later.
– SQL_BATCH_SUPPORT - The result includes the BS_SELECT_PROC bit when connected to an r17, or later IDMS

CV, to indicate that procedures can include statements that return result sets. Note that the result also includes the
BS_ROW_COUNT_PROC bit when connected to an r15, or later IDMS CV, to indicate that procedures can include
statements that return row counts.

– SQL_BATCH_ROW_COUNT - The result must be 0 to indicate that row counts are not returned to the calling
application for procedure invocations.

• SQLProcedures
Gets a list of the procedures defined in the SQL catalog.
The PROCEDURE_TYPE column in the result set is always SQL_PT_PROCEDURE, which indicates that the
procedure does not return a value.
The result set includes 3 additional columns, which are partially defined by ODBC, but "reserved for future use":

Name Number Type
NUM_INPUT_PARMS 4 SMALLINT
NUM_OUTPUT_PARMS 5 SMALLINT
NUM_RESULT_SETS 6 SMALLINT

The NUM_RESULT_SETS column indicates the maximum number of result sets that can be returned from a procedure.

• SQLProcedureColumns
Gets the parameter descriptions for one or more procedures from the SQL catalog. The COLUMN_TYPE for all
parameters is SQL_PARAM_INPUT_OUTPUT.

Prepare the Statement

The application uses the SQLPrepare function to specify the SQL CALL statement to the ODBC driver. The driver
converts the standard ODBC escape sequence to CA IDMS format.
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Get Parameter Descriptions

The application can use the SQLNumParams and SQLDescribeParam or SQL GetDescriptor functions to determine the
type and size of each input parameter for a prepared CALL statement.

Bind Parameters

The application uses the SQLBindParameter or SQLSetDescriptor functions to specify the type and buffer for
each parameter. Even though all parameters are actually SQL_PARAM_INPUT_OUTPUT, the driver allows an
application to bind the parameters as SQL_PARAM_INPUT or SQL_PARAM_OUTPUT. If a parameter is bound as
SQL_PARAM_INPUT or SQL_PARAM_INPUT_OUTPUT, the buffer must contain the input value or NULL when the
statement is executed. If a parameter is bound as SQL_PARAM_OUTPUT the driver assumes a NULL value.

Execute the Statement

The application uses SQLExecute to execute the CALL statement. The driver OPENs a cursor for the internal result set
used to return output parameters and issues a FETCH to return the first row. Note that this is the only row in the result
set for procedures. The driver returns output parameter values into the buffers specified by SQLBindParameter. If the
procedure returned one or more result sets, the driver opens a received cursor on the first one.

Get the Results

NOTE
CA IDMS r17, or later, supports procedures that return result sets. The application uses the following functions
to navigate though any returned result sets:

• SQLNumResultCols
This function can be used to determine if a procedure returned one or more result sets. After the statement that calls
a procedure is executed the function returns the number of columns in the first result set (not the number of output
parameters). If there are no returned result sets it returns 0. After SQLGetMoreResults is called it returns the number
of columns in the current result set.

• SQLMoreResults
Closes the current returned result set and opens the next result set returned by the procedure, if any.

NOTE
The application uses the normal result set functions to retrieve the column data values.

Using Named Parameters

ODBC applications can use the parameter names defined in the CA IDMS CREATE PROCEDURE statement when
binding parameter values. This technique simplifies parameter binding for procedures with large numbers of parameters,
particularly if default values can be used.

The named parameter feature for ODBC is used differently than it is usedfor JDBC because of ODBC use of structures
known as descriptors. An application must first bind a data buffer to a parameter marker ('?') in the SQL string using
an ordinal index. This process creates an implementation parameter descriptor (IPD). The parameter name can then
be set in the IPD to provide the correlation between the IPD and the parameter in the CA IDMS procedure. Because of
this correlation, named parameters do not have to be bound in any particular order, and a parameter can be skipped
completely if an acceptable default value has been defined in the procedure.

An application uses the following functions for named parameters:

• SQLPrepare
Prepares the SQL CALL statement with one or more parameter markers.

• SQLBindParameter
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Binds a data buffer and data type information associated with a parameter marker.
• SQLGetStmtAttr

Obtains the handle for the IPD associated with a bound parameter.
• SQLSetDescField

Sets the SQL_DESC_NAME field in an IPD with the appropriate parameter name from the CREATE PROCEDURE
statement.

• SQLExecute
Calls the procedure and returns output values.

NOTE
Note that attempting mix unnamed ordinal parameters with named parameters causes an error. If automatic IPD
population is used by the application, the IPDs is already in the order of the parameters specified in the CREATE
PROCEDURE statement, and named parameters are ignored. Automatic IPD population is enabled by calling
SQLSetConnectAttr to set SQL_ATTR_ENABLE_AUTO_IPD to SQL_TRUE. This feature is commonly used by
ad-hoc query tools for determining parameter metadata.

NOTE
For more information, see the Microsoft's ODBC Programmer's Section.

Using Table Procedures

An application normally uses a table procedure as if it were a table or view, by executing SQL SELECT, INSERT,
UPDATE, and DELETE statements. The effect of these statements depends on how the table procedure is implemented.
If an application uses a CALL statement to invoke a table procedure, only the first row of the result set is returned. You
can alter this behavior if required for compatibility with an existing application.

Catalog Data

Both types of procedures are represented as rows in the SYSTEM.TABLE catalog table. The default
SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_PROCS view returns only procedures defined with the CREATE PROCEDURE syntax (table type
= 'R'). You can customize the view to return table procedures by modifying the filter clause to include type 'P' as well as
type 'R'.

Describe Input
Contents

The ODBC driver supports DESCRIBE INPUT for prepared statements when connected to a CA IDMS r14.0 or later
system. The driver supports delayed parameter binding, which allows input parameter types to be changed when a
prepared statement is re-executed without requiring that the statement be prepared again.

Using Describe Input

This feature is exposed to the application using the ODBC SQLDescribeParam function. The following is a summary
of how a user written application program uses this feature with CA IDMS Server and describes how the ODBC driver
processes the related ODBC APIs.

Prepare the Statement

An application uses SQLPrepare to specify the SQL statement to the ODBC driver. The driver caches the syntax and
scans it to determine the type of command, counts parameter markers, and translates any ODBC escape sequences. To
enhance performance, it does not PREPARE the statement on the server immediately.
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Get Input Parameter Descriptions

The application can use the SQLNumParams function to determine the number of input parameters. This function does
not require the driver to PREPARE the statement on the server.

The application can use the SQLDescribeParam function to determine the type and size of each input parameter. If the
server is r12.0, the driver returns the "default parameter" description, usually VARCHAR. In this case, the driver does
not need to PREPARE the statement on the server. If the server is r14.0 or later, the driver PREPAREs the statement on
the server with the DESCRIBE INPUT option and returns the parameter description. This allows the application to get
an accurate description of the parameter. However, it may result in an additional converse with the server for a query
statement because the OPEN cannot be piggybacked onto the PREPARE until the statement is actually executed.

Bind Input Parameters

The application uses SQLBindParameter to specify the type of each parameter and the buffer that contains its value
when the statement is executed. An application would usually specify the same type attributes that were returned by
SQLDescriberParam. If a parameter's attributes are changed in a way that is incompatible with the previous definition
and the server is r12.0, the driver must PREPARE the statement again before executing it. This is transparent to the
application, but may cause an additional converse with the server. The driver does not need to PREPARE the statement
again if the server is r14.0 or later.

If the application calls the ODBC SQLDescribeParam function subsequent to SQLBindParameter, then the results
returned reflect the column definitions as they exist in the CA IDMS catalog, rather than that of a prior SQLBindParameter
call.

Execute the Statement

The application uses SQLExecute to cause the driver to EXECUTE the statement or OPEN the cursor for a query. If
the statement has not been PREPAREd yet, or a parameter has been changed for r12.0, the driver must PREPARE the
statement first. If the statement is a query, the driver may piggyback an OPEN on this PREPARE converse.

For r14.0 or later, the application can change the contents of bound parameter buffers and re-execute the prepared
statement repeatedly without requiring the driver to PREPARE the statement again.

CA IDMS discards all prepared statements when the transaction is committed. When auto commit is enabled, statements
must be prepared each time they are executed. The driver does this transparently by caching the SQL syntax. An
application can avoid this by disabling auto commit or setting the commit behavior to SQL_CB_PRESERVE, as described
for the ODBC Positioned Updates feature.

Get Output Column Descriptions

The application uses the SQLNumResultCols function to determine the number of result set columns. It uses the
SQLDescribeCol function to determine the type and size of each column in the result set.

An application usually calls these functions after executing the statement with SQLExecute or SQLExecuteDirect.

If the application calls them after SQLPrepare but before SQLExecute, the driver PREPAREs the statement on the server.
If the server is r12.0, the driver uses the default parameter type for any input parameters; otherwise, the driver uses the
DESCRIBE INPUT option. This may result in an additional converse with the server.

Positioned Updates (ODBC)
Contents

The ODBC driver supports positioned UPDATE and DELETE commands when connected to a CA IDMS r14.0 or later
system. This supports a more efficient native implementation than the one implemented in the ODBC Cursor Library
supplied by Microsoft, which simulates positioned updates.
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When using positioned updates, the BULK FETCH and piggybacked OPEN, CLOSE, and COMMIT optimizations are not
used because they would interfere with cursor currency.

Using Positioned Updates

The following is a summary of how a user written application program uses this feature with CA IDMS Server. This differs
from the description in the ODBC documentation, which actually describes how to use the ODBC cursor library to simulate
positioned updates. To ensure that the ODBC driver manager invokes the CA IDMS Server ODBC driver directly, the
application program should not enable the ODBC Cursor Library when using this feature. Note that it is disabled by
default.

Disable AutoCommit if Necessary

The default behavior for ODBC is to execute a COMMIT after each statement. The default behavior for CA IDMS is to
close any open cursors when a transaction is committed, which would allow only a single positioned update for a cursor.
To avoid this, the application must disable the automatic commit or change the CA IDMS commit behavior.

• SQLGetInfo
The application uses this function to get SQL_CURSOR_COMMIT_BEHAVIOR. If the value is not
SQL_CB_PRESERVE, the application should disable AutoCommit.

• SQLSetConnectAttr
The application uses this function to disable the SQL_AUTOCOMMIT option.

If the application does not disable the AutoCommit option at runtime, use the CA IDMS ODBC Administrator to set the
COMMIT BEHAVIOR option to PRESERVE CURSORS. This causes the ODBC driver to issue a COMMIT CONTINUE
when committing a transaction, which preserves cursor currency.

Set Cursor Concurrency

The application allocates a statement handle for the query statement and must set cursor concurrency to allow updates.
The default cursor concurrency is SQL_CONCUR_READ_ONLY, which causes the CA IDMS ODBC driver to optimize the
calls to the database for retrieval, using BULK FETCH and piggybacked CLOSE options.

• SQLSetStmtAttr
The application uses this function to set the SQL_ATTR_CONCURRENCY attribute to SQL_CONCUR_LOCK. This
causes the driver to generate calls to the CV that allow the cursor to support positioned updates. If the statement has
already been prepared, it is prepared again to use the specified concurrency. If it has already been executed, an error
is returned.

Specify a Cursor Name

The application program must specify a cursor name or get a name generated by the driver.

• SQLSetCursorName
The application uses this to specify an explicit cursor name. As an extension to the ODBC specification, this function
sets the cursor concurrency to SQL_CONCUR_LOCK if needed. If the statement has already been prepared, it is
prepared again to use the specified cursor name. If it has already been executed, an error is returned.

• SQLGetCursorName
If the application has specified an explicit cursor name, this returns the application specified name. If the application
has not specified a cursor name, this returns a name generated in accordance with the ODBC specification if cursor
concurrency has been set to SQL_CONCUR_LOCK, and returns an error HY015 otherwise. This is according to
the ODBC 2.x specification; an ODBC 3.x driver always returns a cursor name. This function can be called after the
statement has been executed.
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Execute the Query

The application executes an updatable query expression, using the SQLPrepare and SQLExecute or SQLExecuteDirect
functions. An updateable query has the form:

SELECT query-expression FOR UPDATE [OF column-list]

CA IDMS requires the FOR UPDATE clause for a positioned update; it is optional for a positioned delete. The application
program must include this clause. The ODBC driver does not scan the syntax for it and does not generate an error if the
clause is present when the cursor concurrency is set to SQL_CONCUR_READ_ONLY. See the CA IDMS Database SQL
Option Reference Section for detailed documentation on updateable query expressions.

The application program uses the SQLFetch function to position the cursor on the desired row. The CA IDMS Server
ODBC driver disables the BULK FETCH and piggybacked CLOSE optimizations to ensure that the cursor is positioned on
the row that is returned to the application.

Execute the Update

The application program allocates a second statement handle that it uses to execute the positioned UPDATE or DELETE
statement, which specifies the cursor name, as shown in the following:

• UPDATE table-name SET value-list WHERE CURRENT OF cursor-name
• DELETE FROM table-name WHERE CURRENT OF cursor-name

CA IDMS returns an error if no cursor name has been implicitly or explicitly specified .

Developing a Custom Conversion DLL

A custom conversion DLL replaces the DLL used by CA IDMS Server to handle DBCS. This DLL is dynamically loaded
when it is first used, and called for each character field sent to or received from the CA IDMS system. This includes SQL
syntax, input parameters, output data, and some internal control blocks.

A custom conversion DLL can be written in any language that supports the Microsoft Windows DLL calling conventions. It
must be thread safe.

API Reference

The following section describes the API that the conversion DLL must implement, and how CA IDMS Server uses each
function in the API.

A custom conversion DLL must implement each function described here. The function prototypes and constants are
defined in cadbcs.h, installed in the CA IDMS Server directory. This header file includes additional functions used by other
CA products. Because CA IDMS Server does not use them, they are not documented here.

DBCSAlloc

 

• Syntax

UINT DBCSAlloc(HANDLE * hDBCS)

• Description
Allocates the environment needed to do character conversion. This is the first call made to the conversion DLL, which
must return a handle to the environment. CA IDMS Server uses this handle for all subsequent calls.
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Arguments

hDBCS

Buffer for environment handle.

Returns

• DBCS_SUCCESS -- Function completed successfully
• DBCS_NO_MEMORY -- Unable to allocate memory
• DBCS_INVALID_HANDLE -- hDBCS is Null

DBCSInit

 

• Syntax

UINT DBCInit(HANDLE hDBCS, UNIT fType, LPSTR lpPath)

• Description
Initializes the conversion environment. For real DBCS processing, this specifies particular DBCS conversion tables.
The custom conversion DLL can perform any initialization not completed in DBCSAlloc, or it can just return.

• Arguments
– hDBCS

Environment handle
– fType

Conversion type, 1 for a custom DLL
– lpPath

Path to translation tables
• Returns

– DBCS_SUCCESS -- Completed successfully
– DBCS_NO_MEMORY -- Unable to allocate memory
– DBCS_INVALID_HANDLE -- hDBCS is Null
– DBCS_TRANS_NOT_SUPPORTED
– DBCS_FILE_NOT_FOUND

SetDBCSOption

 

• Syntax

UINT SetDBCSOption(HANDLE hDBCS, BYTE nOption, BOOL bFlag)

• Description
Sets conversion options.

• Arguments
– hDBCS

Environment handle.
– nOption

Option type:
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• DBCS_KATAKANA
• DBCS_NULL_TERMINATED
• DBCS_PAD_SPACES

– bFlag
True to enable, False to disable

• Returns
– DBCS_SUCCESS -- Completed successfully
– DBCS_NO_MEMORY -- Unable to allocate memory
– DBCS_INVALID_HANDLE -- hDBCS is Null

GetDBCSLength

 

• Syntax

UINT GetDBCSLength(HANDLE hDBCS, LPSTR sBuffer, LPSTR nBufferLen, UINT 

    fType, UNIT * nLength)  

• Description

Computes the converted data length.

• Arguments
– hDBCS

Environment handle.
– sBuffer

Input buffer
– nBufferLen

Input buffer length
– fType

Input data format:
• DBCS_MF (EBCDIC)
• DBCS_PC (ASCII)

– nLength
Buffer for converted length

• Returns
– DBCS_SUCCESS -- Completed successfully
– DBCS_NO_MEMORY -- Unable to allocate memory
– DBCS_INVALID_HANDLE -- hDBCS is Null
– DBCS_ERR_PARM -- Invalid parameter passed

DBCStoPC

 

• Syntax

UINT DBCStoPC(HANDLE hDBCS, LPSTR sInBuffer, UINT nInBufferLen, LPSTR

    sOutBuffer, UINT nOutBufferLen, UINT fType, UINT * nLength) 
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• Description
Converts the input buffer from EBCDIC to ASCII. The caller must allocate the output buffer and provide an output field
for the converted length. Because CA IDMS Server always sets the DBCS_NULL_TERMINATED option to False, the
DLL should not null terminate the converted data.

• Arguments
– hDBCS

Environment handle
– sBuffer

Input buffer
– nBufferLen

Input buffer length
– nInBufferLen

Input buffer length
– sOutBuffer

Output buffer
– nOutBufferLen

Output buffer length
– fType

SQL data type:
• DBCS_CHAR (includes VARCHAR)
• DBCS_GRAPHIC (includes VARGRAPHIC)

– nLength
Buffer for converted length

• Returns
– DBCS_SUCCESS -- Completed successfully
– DBCS_NO_MEMORY -- Unable to allocate memory
– DBCS_INVALID_HANDLE -- hDBCS is Null
– DBCS_ERR_PARM -- Invalid parameter passed
– DBCS_TRUNCATION -- Converted data was truncated

DBCStoMF

 

• Syntax

UINT DBCStoMF(HANDLE hDBCS, LPSTR sInBuffer, UINT nInBufferLen, LPSTR

    sOutBuffer, UINT nOutBufferLen, UINT fType, UINT * nLength) 

• Description
Converts the input buffer from ASCII to EBCDIC. The caller must allocate the output buffer and provide an output field
for the converted length. The DBCS_PAD_SPACES option indicates whether the data is fixed or variable length. When
True, the DLL should pad the converted data with spaces (in EBCDIC).

• Arguments
– hDBCS

Environment handle.
– sBuffer
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Input buffer
– nBufferLen

Input buffer length
– nInBufferLen

Input buffer length
– sOutBuffer

Output buffer
– nOutBufferLen

Output buffer length
– fType

SQL data type:
• DBCS_CHAR (includes VARCHAR)
• DBCS_GRAPHIC (includes VARGRAPHIC)

– nLength
Buffer for converted length

• Returns
– DBCS_SUCCESS -- Completed successfully
– DBCS_NO_MEMORY -- Unable to allocate memory
– DBCS_INVALID_HANDLE -- hDBCS is Null
– DBCS_ERR_PARM -- Invalid parameter passed
– DBCS_TRUNCATION -- Converted data was truncated

DBCSEnd

 

• Syntax
UINT DBCEnd(HANDLE hDBCS)

• Description
Terminates the DBCS environment. CA IDMS Server calls this function before unloading the DLL, which should free all
resources for the DBCS environment specified by the handle.

• Arguments
– hDBCS

Environment handle.
• Returns

– DBCS_SUCCESS -- Completed successfully
– DBCS_INVALID_HANDLE -- hDBCS is Null
– DBCS_FREE_ERROR -- Unable to free memory

How CA IDMS Server Uses the API

CA IDMS Server calls the custom conversion DLL functions as follows:

DLL Function Description
DBCSAlloc Called before any other processing is done.
DBCSInit Called after DBCSAlloc and before any other processing. CA

IDMS Server passes the DBCS type, arbitrarily set to 1, and path
specified on the CA IDMS International tab as parameters. These
can be ignored.
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SetDBCSOption Called before DBCStoMF and DBCStoPC with the
DBCS_KATAKANA option. False when Katakana is not enabled,
and can be ignored.
Called before DBCStoPC with the DBCS_NULL_TERMINATE
option. Always False, as the ODBC driver sets the null terminator
on all character data.
Called before DBCStoPC with the DBCS_PAD_SPACES option.
This option is 1 (TRUE) when the SQL data type is CHAR, 0
(FALSE) when it is VARCHAR.

GetDBCSLength Called before DBCStoMF when the ASCII string is SQL syntax.
DBCStoPC Called for each field converted from EBCDIC to ASCII.
DBCStoMF Called for each field converted from ASCII to EBCDIC.
DBCSEnd Called before unloading the DLL.

JDBC Programmer Reference
The JDBC interface allows Java applications to access different databases without specifically targeting any particular
database. A set of classes called a JDBC driver is used to link an application to a specific database. The JDBC interface
was developed by Sun Microsystems based on ODBC 2.5, and like ODBC, is consistent with the X/OPEN Call Level
Interface (CLI).

This section provides information useful to developers of Java applications intended to access CA IDMS databases. A
general familiarity with Java and JDBC is assumed.

The javadoc generated from the JDBC driver source code contains additional information on the CA IDMS implementation
of JDBC. This HTML format documentation is installed in the CA IDMS Server directory and can be accessed from the CA
IDMS Server menu.

JDBC Conformance
CA IDMS Server conforms to the JDBC 4.0 specification, which is included in Java 1.6 or later. Unless otherwise noted, all
descriptions of JDBC in this document refer to JDBC 1.6.

To be JDBC compliant, a JDBC driver must support ANSI SQL-92 Entry Level. This is consistent with ODBC 3.0. With a
few minor exceptions, CA IDMS conforms to the ANSI SQL-92 entry level standard. Both the ODBC and JDBC drivers
pass most SQL statements to the CV essentially unchanged, other than converting escape sequences into CA IDMS
equivalents.

NOTE
For more information on SQL conformance, see the section "ODBC Programmer Reference."

Database Type Mapping between JDBC and CA IDMS
Contents

The following tables describe how JDBC data types map to CA IDMS database data types. Java applications can use the
DatabaseMetaData.getTypeInfo method to return detailed information on the mapping of JDBC and CA IDMS data types.
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CA IDMS to JDBC Data Type Mapping

The following chart shows how CA IDMS types map to JDBC data types when data is returned in a result set:

CA IDMS Data Type JDBC Data Type
SMALLINT SMALLINT
INTEGER INTEGER
LONGINT BIGINT
REAL REAL
FLOAT REAL (Precision < 25).
FLOAT FLOAT (Precision > 24).
DOUBLE PRECISION DOUBLE
DECIMAL DECIMAL
UNSIGNED DECIMAL DECIMAL
NUMERIC NUMERIC
UNSIGNED NUMERIC NUMERIC
CHAR CHAR
GRAPHIC CHAR (DBCS must be enabled)
VARCHAR VARCHAR
VARGRAPHIC VARCHAR (DBCS must be enabled)
BINARY BINARY
DATE DATE
TIME TIME
TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP

JDBC to CA IDMS Data Type Mapping

The following chart shows how JDBC data types map to CA IDMS types when a parameter value is set.

JDBC Data Type CA IDMS Data Type
BIT SMALLINT
TINYINT SMALLINT
SMALLINT SMALLINT
INTEGER INTEGER
BIGINT LONGINT
REAL REAL
FLOAT DOUBLE PRECISION
DOUBLE DOUBLE PRECISION
DECIMAL DECIMAL
NUMERIC NUMERIC
CHAR CHAR
VARCHAR VARCHAR
LONGVARCHAR VARCHAR
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BINARY BINARY
VARBINARY BINARY
LONGVARBINARY BINARY
DATE DATE
TIME TIME
TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP

DriverManager
Contents

This section describes the information needed to connect to a CA IDMS database using the JDBC DriverManager,
including the URL formats and DriverProperties recognized by the JDBC driver.

IDMS URL Format

A URL is used to locate a resource on the Internet. A URL always begins with a protocol followed by a colon, such as
http: or ftp:, and the rest of the string is defined by the protocol. In keeping with the Internet orientation of Java and JDBC,
URLs are used to identify databases. The JDBC specification defines conventions for the format of JDBC URLs. Each
JDBC driver defines the actual format of the URLs that it recognizes. The general format of a JDBC URL is:

protocol: subprotocol: subname

protocol is always jdbc. subprotocol and subname are defined by the JDBC driver.

The CA IDMS Server JDBC driver recognizes three URLs with subprotocol idms. The location of the native SQL client
interface and the data source or dictionary name are specified by the subname.

• jdbc:idms:database
Specifies the format used when the JDBC driver runs on the same machine as the native SQL client interface, that is,
as a Type 2 driver. The JDBC driver calls the native interface directly.

• jdbc:idms://hostname:port/database
Specifies the format used when the JDBC driver runs on a different machine than the native SQL client interface, that
is, as a Type 3 or Type 4 driver. The Type 3 JDBC driver communicates with the JDBC server, which calls the native
interface directly. hostname is the DNS name or IP address of the web server machine on which the JDBC server is
running, and port is the IP port that was specified as the JDBC server listener. CA IDMS r16 SP2 or later supports
direct connections from the Type 4 JDBC driver to the CV. hostname is the DNS name or IP address of the machine
where the CV is running, and port is the IP port that was specified for the listener PTERM.

• jdbc:idms:ssl://hostname:port/database
Specifies the format used when the JDBC driver runs on a different machine than the native SQL client. In this case,
the Secure Sockets Layer protocol is used for all communications between the driver and the CV (the driver acting as
type 4), or between the driver and a JDBC Server (the driver acting as a type 3).

Important! The database can be an ODBC data source name or the dictionary name of the catalog containing the table
definitions. When database is an ODBC data source name, the actual dictionary and physical connection information
are resolved by the native SQL client interface, and must be defined on the system where the native code runs. When
database is a dictionary name, the physical connection information is specified by DriverPropertyInfo objects.

When using JDBC driver types 3 and 4 with an IPv6 destination, it is still possible to code the hostname parameter in
the URL with either a DNS name or an IP address. The DNS name is specified in the same way as it would be for an
IPv4 destination. The IP address for an IPv6 destination must be enclosed in square brackets as shown in the following
example.
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jdbc:idms://[fec0::a:9:67:115:66]:3730/appldict

DriverPropertyInfo

JDBC DriverPropertyInfo objects are analogous to the connection attributes used by the ODBC SQLDriverConnect and
SQLBrowseConnect functions. For the JDBC driver, they are used to specify user ID, password, and optional accounting
information. They can also be used to specify physical connection information, allowing an application to connect to a CA
IDMS database without requiring the definition of an ODBC style data source. CA IDMS Server supports the following
driver properties:

• account
Specifies accounting information. An optional feature that may be used by the CA IDMS system. A user exit must be
installed on the DC system to process the information. See the section "Passing Accounting Information to CA IDMS"
for more information.

• ccihost
Specifies the DNS name or IP address of the CAICCI host server, for use by the native SQL client interface. Ignored
unless node is specified. Typically, the default is used.

• cciport
Overrides the default IP port of the CAICCI host server. Ignored unless ccihost is specified. Typically, the default is
used.

• csuspend
Specifies that when set to true, the JDBC driver suspends the SQL session and pseudo converse immediately after
connecting to the database. The default for a non-pooled connection is false.

• defschem
Specifies the name of the default SQL Schema. This is an optional 1-to-18 character field. When specified, this field is
used as the schema qualifier for all SQL table references that do not contain an explicit schema qualifier. The default is
blank (unspecified).

• ewait
Sets the external wait interval for the task. This property effectively becomes the socket timeout and overrides the
value specified for the task definition. It is used only by the Type 4 JDBC driver.

• node
Specifies the DC NODE name, which identifies the CV containing the database. Using this property allows a
connection to be established without defining an ODBC style data source. Use of this property implies that the
subname contains a DICTNAME, and the driver does not search the registry or configuration file.

• password
Specifies the password associated with the user ID. Required to connect to a secured CV.

• program
Sets the program name for stand-alone applications when used with the DriverManager.getConnection(String url,
Properties info).

• rsint
Sets the resource interval for the task. This property overrides the value specified for the task definition. It is used only
by the Type 4 JDBC driver.

• sbuflen
Sets the default data buffer size for IDMSJSRV. This property overrides the value specified in the listener PTERM
PARM string. It is used only by the Type 4 JDBC driver.

• ssl
When set to true, specifies that the JDBC driver obtains a secure socket for all communication to an IDMS CV or a
JDBC proxy server.

• strace
Sets the IDMSJSRV trace flags as defined in CSACFLG1 and CSACFLG2 as directed by CA IDMS Technical Support.

• task
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Overrides the default DC TASK code that invokes the internal CA IDMS Server interfaces.
• user

Specifies that a user ID is required to sign onto CA IDMS.
• via

Specifies the NODE name of an intermediate CV that is used to route requests to the target system. Used when a
physical connection cannot be established directly to the CV containing the SQL database. Ignored unless node is
specified.

DataSource Connection Parameters
Contents

This section describes the information used to connect to a CA IDMS database using a JDBC DataSource, including the
CA IDMS Server implementation classes and their properties.

IdmsDataSource

The IdmsDataSource class implements the JDBC DataSource interface. It is used with an application server provided
Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) naming service to establish a connection to a CA IDMS database.

IdmsDataSource properties conform to the Java Beans naming conventions and are implicitly defined by public "setter"
and "getter" methods. For example, the "description" property, which is required for all DataSource implementations,
is set using the setDescription(String) method. The application server may use the java.lang.reflection methods to
discover DataSource properties and provide an interface to set them, or may simply require that they are defined in some
configuration file.

IdmsDataSource properties are used to specify the connection parameters. These properties are the equivalent of the
DriverPropertyInfo attributes described in the previous section and can be used to completely define the parameters
needed to connect to a database. Like a URL, an IdmsDataSource object can also reference an "ODBC" style data source
name, where the connection parameters are defined in the registry on Windows, the configuration file on z/OS or Linux, or
in the Java properties file.

• accountInfo
Specifies optional accounting information. See the DriverPropertyInfo attribute descriptions.

• connectSuspend
Specifies that when set to true, the JDBC driver suspends the SQL session and pseudo converses immediately after
connecting to the database. The default for a non-pooled connection is false.

• databaseName
Identifies the database on the CA IDMS CV. When nodeName is specified, the driver interprets this property as
the DICTNAME of the catalog in which the tables are defined and assumes that the IdmsDataSource contains all
information needed to connect to the CV. When nodeName is not specified, the driver interprets this property as the
name of an ODBC style data source containing connection information. The networkProtocol property can be used to
override this behavior.

• dataSourceName
Specifies a logical data source name. Container provided DataSource implementations use this to name the
ConnectionPoolDataSource object. The IdmsDataSource implementation does not use this internally.

• defaultSchema
Specifies the name of the default SQL Schema. This is an optional 1-to-18 character field. When specified, this field is
used as the schema qualifier for all SQL table references that do not contain an explicit schema qualifier. The default is
blank (unspecified).

• description
Specifies a data source description. This property is required of all DataSource implementations.

• externalWait
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Overrides the external wait interval for the server task invoked by the Type 4 driver. This effectively becomes the
socket timeout.

• identityAudited
Enables end-to-end auditing of the external user identity provided by an identity manager such as CA SiteMinder.

• networkProtocol
Specifies how the JDBC driver communicates with the CV:
– CCI can be specified on Windows or z/OS when the native client interface is installed. It causes the driver to

function as a Type 2 driver, using CAICCI/PC on Windows or CAICCI/ENF on z/OS to communicate with the CV.
– TCP can be specified on any platform. It causes the driver to function as a Type 3 driver when connected to the

JDBC Server or as a Type 4 driver when connected directly to CA IDMS.
– IDMS can be specified on any platform. It provides a hint to the driver that it connects directly to CA IDMS as a Type

4 driver. When IDMS is specified, the driver ignores the nodeName and viaName properties and always interprets
the databaseName as the DICTNAME.

• nodeName
Specifies the NODE name that identifies the CV containing the database. This property should be used to define a
Type 2 connection without defining an ODBC style data source. Use of this property implies that the databaseName is
a DICTNAME.

• password
Specifies the password for the default user ID. The application can override this when the connection is established.
For security, the getPassword method does not return the value.

• portNumber
Specifies the TCP/IP port number of the CCITCP address space, JDBC Server, or CA IDMS CV, depending on the
value of networkProtocol.

• programName
Sets an external application name to be used as the CA IDMS program name for all connections created by this data
source. The first eight characters of this name are written to the journal.

• resourceInterval
Overrides the resource interval for the server task invoked by the Type 4 driver.

• roleName
Supported for compatibility with other DataSource implementations. The IdmsDataSource implementation does not
use this internally.

• serverLength
Overrides the default data buffer size specified in the listener PTERM PARM string for the Type 4 driver server
interface, IDMSJSRV.

• serverName
Specifies the DNS name or TCP/IP address of the server. The driver uses the value of networkProtocol to interpret this
property:
– When networkProtocol is CCI, this property refers to the mainframe where the CCITCP address space is running

when the driver is running on Windows and is ignored when the JDBC driver is running on z/OS.
– When network protocol is TCP, this property refers to the machine where the JDBC server is running, which can be

on any platform.
– When network protocol is IDMS, this property refers to the machine where the CA IDMS CV is running.

• serverTrace
Sets the IDMSJSRV trace flags as defined in CSACFLG1 and CSACFLG2 as directed by CA IDMS Technical Support.
Used only with the Type 4 driver.

• ssl
Specifies that when set to true, the JDBC driver requests a secure socket for all communication to a CA IDMS CV or a
JDBC proxy server.

• taskCode
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Overrides the TASK code. See the DriverPropertyInfo attribute descriptions.
• user

Specifies a default user ID to sign on to CA IDMS. The application can override this when the connection is
established.

• viaNodeName
Specifies the NODE name of an intermediate CV used to route the connection to the destination CV for a Type 2 driver
connection. Valid only if nodeName is specified. See the DriverPropertyInfo attribute descriptions.

IdmsConnectionPoolDataSource

The IdmsConnectionPoolDataSource class implements the JDBC ConnectionPoolDataSource interface. It is used with
an application server that provides container managed connection pooling to establish a pooled connection to a CA IDMS
database.

An application server typically provides visible DataSource implementation that references a ConnectionPoolDataSource
and is exposed to the application as a standard DataSource. Connection pooling is completely transparent to the
application.

IdmsConnectionPoolProperties are used by the application server connection pool manager to administer the pool of
connections for a particular data source.

• connectSuspend
Specifies the default for a pooled connection is true.

• initialPoolSize
Specifies the number of connections that the pool manager should initially allocate.

• maxIdleTime
Specifies the interval in seconds that a pooled connection can be idle before it is closed. When set, it increases the
resourceInterval value for a Type 4 connection to the value specified plus the value of propertyCycle property. This
aligns the task resource interval with the application server idle time so that the CA IDMS system does not terminate
an idle pooled connection due to inactivity.

• maxPoolSize
Specifies the maximum number of connections that the pool manager should allocate.

• maxStatements
Specifies the maximum statement pool size. Note that CA IDMS/DB provides an internal statement caching feature in
releases 16.0 and later.

• minPoolSize
Specifies the minimum number of available connections that pool manager should maintain.
This property (or the corresponding property within an application server's connection pool definition) should always be
set to 0. This avoids potential timeout-related problems between the JDBC connections and their associated tasks and
sessions on the CA IDMS/DC system.

• propertyCycle
Indicates the interval in seconds the pool manager should wait before enforcing these policies.

NOTE
For more information on deploying and using DataSource and ConnectionPoolDataSource objects to connect
to a database, see JDBC 4.0 Specification, available at www.java.sun.com. Detailed information for these
interfaces is included in the JDK "javadoc," available in the same place, and detailed information on the CA
IDMS Server implementations methods is included in the installed "javadoc" (and also on the CD in /doc/
javadoc.zip).

JDBC Connection Options Summary

As described in the previous sections, there are numerous ways to define CA IDMS Server connection information.
Commonly used options are:
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• When using the JDBC driver with a Servlet, EJB, or other application running in an application server, all information
can be defined in an IdmsDataSource, or more likely, an IdmsConnectionPoolDataSource or IdmsXADatasource
object, and accessed using the container's JNDI implementation. It is not necessary to define an ODBC style data
source.

• When using the Type 2 JDBC driver in a standalone Java application on Windows or z/OS, a JNDI implementation
is generally not available, and it is usually most convenient to reference an ODBC style data source in a CA IDMS
URL, accessed using the DriverManager. The ODBC style data source is defined in the registry on Windows and the
configuration file on the mainframe.

• When using the Type 3 JDBC driver in an applet or standalone application that connects through the JDBC server, it
is usually most convenient to reference an ODBC style data source defined on the machine where the JDBC server
invokes the native client interface.

WebSphere Application Server DataStoreHelper

Clients using CA IDMS Server as a JDBC provider within WebSphere Application Server version 7.0 and later can use the
supplied
com.ca.idms.was.IdmsJdbcDataStoreHelper class instead of the IBM-supplied
com.ibm.websphere.rsadapter.GenericDataStoreHelper. This class is contained within the idmsjdbc.jar file and provides
CA IDMS specific data source settings.

Setting the External Identity

Standalone JDBC applications can sectionly set an external user identity to be recorded in the journal similar to the audit
trail provided for applications managed by CA SiteMinder.

IdmsConnection.setIdentity(String identity)

This method is a CA IDMS extension to JDBC that can be invoked to set the external identity at any time after the
connection is established. This specified identity is recorded in the journal at the start of the next transaction and remains
in effect until changed or set to null. This method cannot be used with pooled connections.

Distributed Transactions
Contents

The CA IDMS Server JDBC driver supports distributed transactions when connected to CA IDMS r16 SP2 or later.

When an application enlists in a global transaction, CA IDMS creates a new internal SQL session in addition to the SQL
sessions created for the local transaction and to execute DatabaseMetaData methods.

Using Distributed Transactions with JDBC

The JDBC driver supports the Java Transaction API (JTA), which is a mapping of the Open Group XA Specification and
works with J2EE Compliant Transaction Managers. The JDBC driver implements the XADataSource, XAConnection, and
XAResource interfaces defined by the JDBC 4.0 Specification.

A Java application uses these interfaces to create, enlist in, and commit or rollback a distributed (or global) transaction.
Alternatively, a Java application can be deployed in a J2EE application server using declarative syntax that defines
transaction attributes used by application server to manage the distributed transaction. In either case, the JTA compliant
Transaction Manager invokes methods provided by the JDBC driver. Application servers provide tools to define Data
Source objects for use with distributed transactions.

The JDBC 4.0 Specification and detailed API documentation are available at http://java.sun.com.

Messages returned by CA IDMS, such as those that are returned in the SQLCA, are returned in the exception that is
thrown when an error occurs.
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Using SQL Transaction and Session Commands

JDBC provides an explicit API to control sessions and transactions. Using the equivalent SQL statements directly is not
recommended and has implementation defined results.

COMMIT and ROLLBACK

COMMIT and ROLLBACK are ANSI standard statements used to control transaction boundaries:

• COMMIT [CONTINUE|RELEASE]
• ROLLBACK [RELEASE]
• RELEASE

If an application executes these statements while the connection is associated with the local transaction, the driver sends
them to CA IDMS and attempts to determine the state of the transaction and SQL session. Applications should use the
equivalent JDBC Connection commit and rollback methods instead of executing these commands.

If an application executes these statements while the connection is associated with a global transaction, the JDBC driver
returns an error. The application or transaction manager must use the commit and rollback methods defined by the Java
Transaction Architecture (JTA) to complete the transaction.

SET SESSION

The SET SESSION statement is a CA IDMS SQL extension used to set options and default transaction attributes for the
SQL session. JDBC applications can set the following SQL session options:

• SET SESSION CHECK SYNTAX SQL89|FIPS|EXTENDED
• SET SESSION CURRENT SCHEMA schema-name|NULL
• SET SESSION SQL CACHING ON|OFF|DEFAULT

CA IDMS treats these options as user session options when they are executed in an XAConnection and applies them to
the SQL session for the local transaction as well as the SQL sessions for any global transactions. It also propagates the
options to any subordinate sessions used by procedures and table procedures.

JDBC applications should not set the following options directly:

• SET SESSION CURSOR STABILITY|TRANSIENT READ
• SET SESSION READ ONLY|READ WRITE

JDBC applications should use the Connection setReadOnly and setTransactionIsolation methods to set transaction
options instead so that the driver can maintain transaction attributes internally.

According to the JDBC specification, the behavior of these methods is implementation defined when the connection is
associated with a global transaction. In this case, the CA IDMS JDBC driver applies the transaction options only to the
current transaction branch.

SET TRANSACTION

The SET TRANSACTION statement is a CA IDMS SQL extension used to set the current transaction attributes:

• SET TRANSACTION CURSOR STABILITY|TRANSIENT READ
• SET TRANSACTION READ ONLY|READ WRITE

The transaction attributes are reset to the default, which can be specified by the SET SESSION statement. JDBC
applications should use the Connection setReadOnly and setTransaction Isolations methods instead of executing these
commands.
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Batch Updates
Contents

The JDBC driver supports batched update commands. Applications can specify a number of SQL DML or DDL commands
for execution in a single request. It provides compatibility required by J2EE and supports the CA IDMS bulk insert feature
for improved performance.

Using Batch Updates

An application uses the following methods to perform batch updates:

• addBatch
Adds an SQL statement or set of parameter values to the batch.

• clearBatch
Deletes SQL statements or parameters from the batch.

• executeBatch
Executes the SQL statements in the batch.

Complete documentation for JDBC is available from Sun, IBM, and other sources. The JDBC 4.0 Specification
contains an example of how an application would use this feature. The following sections describe CA IDMS specific
considerations for this feature.

Statement.executeBatch(String sql)

The CA IDMS client/server interface generally supports execution of a single SQL statement per communication request
(although certain transaction and session commands can be piggybacked on the main request for performance). Because
CA IDMS does not currently support batch input natively, the JDBC driver caches batched statements and executes them
individually.

PreparedStatement.executeBatch()

The JDBC driver uses the CA IDMS bulk input feature to execute INSERT statements. This allows an INSERT statement
to be executed with multiple sets of parameter values in a single request. The number of sets of parameter values is
limited by the maximum fetch buffer size. Because CA IDMS does not currently support bulk input for UPDATE and
DELETE commands, the JDBC driver caches the parameter values and executes these commands individually for each
set of values.

CallableStatement.executeBatch()

According to the JDBC specification, using OUT or INOUT parameters with procedures should cause an exception to be
thrown. Because CA IDMS treats all procedure parameters as INOUT, an exception is thrown only if the application has
specified a parameter as OUT or INOUT using the registerOutParameter method.

BatchUpdateException

When one or more errors occur processing a batch update command, the JDBC driver throws a single
BatchUpdateException. An SQLException is generated for each error that occurs during the processing of the batch and
chained to the BatchUpdateException in the order that the statements were added to the batch. Each SQLException
identifies the statement with a message in the form:

"Batch element #: original message text"
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Procedures (JDBC)
The JDBC driver supports specifying procedure parameters by name instead of ordinal. When connected to CA IDMS r17
or later it supports procedures that return result sets.

Using Named Parameters

NOTE
A CallableStatement object, used for calling SQL procedures, can support binding of parameters using
the parameter names defined in CA IDMS by the CREATE PROCEDURE statement. This technique is an
alternative to identifying each parameter by an ordinal index corresponding to a parameter marker ('?') in the
SQL CALL statement. Named parameters are useful for procedures which have large numbers of parameters,
particularly if default values can be used. Parameters can be bound in any order; a parameter can also be
skipped completely if an acceptable default value has been defined in the procedure.

NOTE
To use named parameters, an SQL CALL statement is prepared which contains markers for necessary
parameters, for example:

 CallableStatement cstmt = conn.prepareCall("{ CALL MYPROC(?, ?, ?) })";
 

NOTE
Each parameter used as IN or INOUT is then bound to a value using the setXXX method that is appropriate for
the parameter's data type. Each parameter used as OUT must be registered using the registerOutputParameter
method and specifying the expected data type. The parameter names for both types of methods must have been
defined in the CREATE PROCEDURE statement in CA IDMS.

 cstmt.setString("INPARM", "First");
 cstmt.setString("IOPARM", "Second");
 cstmt.registerOutParameter( "OUTPARM", java.sql.types.STRING);
 

NOTE
After the statement has been executed, INOUT and OUT parameters can be retrieved using the parameter
names:

 String io = cstmt.getString("IOPARM");
 String out = cstmt.getString("OUTPARM");
 

NOTE
Named parameter binding cannot be mixed with ordinal binding on the same CallableStatement object; an
SQLException is thrown if this is attempted.

NOTE
For more information on named parameters, see the Java documentation for the Java Platform API Specification
or the JDBC 4.0 Specification.

Result Sets

NOTE
CA IDMS r17, or later, supports procedures that return result sets.
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NOTE
When connected to a CA IDMS r17 system, or later, the JDBC driver supports multiple open result sets, and the
DatabaseMetaData supportsMultipleResultSets and supportMultipleOpenResults methods both return true.

NOTE
The result set returned by the DatabaseMetaData.getProcedures method contains 3 additional columns. JDBC
indicates that these are "reserved for future use", consistent with the equivalent result set defined by ODBC.

Name Number Type
NUM_INPUT_PARMS 4 SMALLINT
NUM_OUTPUT_PARMS 5 SMALLINT
NUM_RESULT_SETS 6 SMALLINT

NOTE
The NUM_RESULT_SETS column indicates the maximum number of result sets that can be returned from a
procedure. The value is NULL for CA IDMS r16 or earlier.

NOTE
The Statement.getMoreResultSet(int) method supports all three values of the argument:

• KEEP_CURRENT_RESULT
• CLOSE_CURRENT_RESULT
• CLOSE ALL RESULTS

Scrollable Result Sets
This article describes the following information:

JDBC Result Sets and Row Sets

The JDBC java.sql.ResultSet interface defines an object used to manipulate an SQL cursor. It provides methods to
position the cursor, access columns within the current row, and update values in the table.

Type Attribute

The type attribute indicates how the current row is positioned for the result set, whether it is scrollable or not, and the
visibility of changes made by other transactions or cursors.

There are three type attribute options:

• TYPE_FORWARD_ONLY
The cursor can only move forward.

• TYPE_SCROLL_INSENSITIVE
The cursor can move forward, backward, or to a specific row. The values in the result set are fixed when the cursor
is opened or the rows are first retrieved, depending on the database implementation, and do not generally reflect
changes made by other transactions.

• TYPE_SCROLL_SENSITIVE
The cursor can move forward, backward, or to a specific row. The values in result set generally do reflect changed
made by other transactions.
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Concurrency Attribute

The concurrency attribute indicates if the result set is updateable. An updateable result set provides methods that can
be used to change values in the table, and is an alternative to using SQL positioned update statements. There are two
concurrency options:

There are two concurrency attribute options:

• CONCUR_READ_ONLYThe current row cannot be updated directly
• CONCUR_UPDATABLE

The current row can be updated using JDBC methods instead of SQL statements.

NOTE
The type and concurrency attributes are independent, which means there are six possible combinations.

A JDBC driver provides an implementation of the ResultSet interface. At a minimum a driver must support a forward only,
read only result set. Any additional capabilities are optional.

The JDBC javax.sql.RowSet interface extends the ResultSet interface with methods that support the JavaBeans
component model. The javax.sql.rowset package includes a set of specialized row set interfaces that provide additional
capabilities. These include the javax.sql.rowset.JdbcRowSet, wraps a JDBC ResultSet and maintains a connection to
the database, and the javax.sql.rowset.CachedRowSet, which caches column values and can be disconnected from the
database.

Row sets are designed to be implemented on top of the JDBC methods, and JDBC drivers are not required to implement
them. A row set implementation can support type and concurrency options beyond those supported by the JDBC
drivers result set implementation. Starting with Java 1.5, the Java Run Time Environment (JRE) includes a Reference
Implementation (RI) of the javax.sql.rowset package.

NOTE
The JDBC API documentation (javadoc) contains detailed descriptions of the classes and methods that support
this feature. The JDBC Specification also contains examples of how an application would use a scrollable or
updateable result set.

CA IDMS Result Sets

The CA IDMS Server r17 JDBC driver supports TYPE_FORWARD_ONLY and TYPE_SCROLL_INSENSITIVE result sets.
It supports the concurrency option CONCUR_READ_ONLY.

Although the CA IDMS JDBC driver does not directly support TYPE_SCROLL_SENSITIVE and CONCUR_ UPDATABLE
result sets, these options are available when used with an appropriate javax.sql.RowSet implementation.

• TYPE_SCROLL_INSENSITIVE
The driver implements TYPE_SCROLL_INSENSITIVE result sets with a memory based client-side cache. Values are
added to the result set as the rows are fetched, and are not are not changed to reflect changes by other transactions or
other statements within the same transaction when the application positions the cursor on a cached row.
The Reference Implementation of the javax.sql.JdbcRowSet interface, com.sun.rowset.JdbcRowSetImpl, is
included in the Java 1.6 run time library. When used with an IdmsResultSet object it supports a row set that is
TYPE_SCROLL_INSENSITIVE and CONCUR_READ_ONLY.

• TYPE_SCROLL_SENSITIVE and CONCUR_UPDATABLE
The Reference Implementation of the javax.sql.CachedRowSet interface, com.sun.rowset.CachedRowSetImpl, is
included in the Java 1.6 run time library. When used with an IdmsResultSet object it can support a row set that is
TYPE_SCROLL_SENSITIVE and CONCUR_UPDATABLE (or any combination of type and concurrency).
There are some restrictions on the use of this feature.
The query statement used for a CONCUR_UPDATABLE row set must satisfy the CA IDMS criteria for an updateable
cursor:
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– Only one table can be specified in the FROM clause.
– The query cannot contain derived or aggregate columns.
– The query cannot contain UNION, ORDER BY, or GROUP BY.
– The query must select all NOT NULL columns that have no default.
– The query statement used for a TYPE_SCROLL_SENSITIVE result set must satisfy a subset of these criteria:
– The query cannot contain derived or aggregate columns.
– The query cannot contain UNION, ORDER BY, or GROUP BY.
Note that the driver does not detect that the query cannot be used for the requested type or concurrency. If the RowSet
implementation detects this, it demotes the result set to a supported type or concurrency.
The query statement should not include a FOR UPDATE clause. This does not prevent deadlocks and can result in a
less efficient access strategy when the clause does not specify specific columns.
A CA IDMS cursor can move forward only. An application can fetch multiple rows in a single request to improve
performance. When an application uses this BULK FETCH feature, CA IDMS considers the last row in the buffer to be
current of cursor, and only this row has a read lock. CA IDMS has no way to specify that the current row should have
an update lock. The FOR UPDATE clause only affects the access path generated by the optimizer, not the locking
strategy.
The application cannot use a scrollable or updateable row set for positioned updates.
Since the driver uses a memory-based cache, applications should not use a TYPE_SCROLL_INSENSITIVE result set
or row set for large result sets. TYPE_SCROLL_SENSITIVE row sets can be used for fairly large result sets but may
perform more slowly in applications that access a high percentage of the fetched rows.
When the fetch direction hint for a statement or result set is set to FETCH_REVERSE, the driver considers the result
set holdability to be CLOSE_CURSORS_AT_COMMIT, no matter what has been set for other statements. The driver
attempts to use COMMIT instead of COMMIT CONTINUE in order to reduce resource use and contention in CA IDMS.

NOTE
See the CA IDMS javadoc, installed in the HTNL Bookshelf for detailed information on the CA IDMS JDBC
method implementations.

Positioned Updates (JDBC)
The JDBC driver supports positioned updates and deletes in dynamic SQL, when connected to a CA IDMS r14.0 or later
system. For prior releases, the ResultSet setCursorName and getCursorName methods are implemented only to conform
to the JDBC specification, and are not used internally.

To use positioned updates and deletes, you must specify the FOR UPDATE clause in the SQL query statement as follows:

SELECT ... FROM ... WHERE ... FOR UPDATE [OF column-name...]

If only a subset of the columns in the result set needs to be updated, it is advisable to use the "OF column-name..."
clause. Otherwise, CA IDMS/DB uses an area sweep to read the table, even when the table is indexed.

To optimize performance, the JDBC driver usually attempts to fetch more than one row at a time. Because row currency
is at the last row, issuing a positioned update or delete would not have the expected effect. Specifying the FOR UPDATE
clause or setting a cursor name using setCursorName(String) directs the driver to fetch one row at a time.

In general (to improve performance), we recommend that you turn auto-commit OFF when using Positioned Updates. CA
IDMS discards all prepared statements when the transaction is committed. When auto-commit is enabled, you need to
prepare statements each time they are executed. An application can avoid this overhead by either:

• Disabling auto-commit, or
• Setting the cursor behavior to SQL_CB_PRESERVE (ODBC).
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HibernateDialect
Hibernate is an open-source software product available from Red Hat that provides an Object-Relational Mapping (ORM)
and persistence solution for Java developers. With Hibernate, developers are able to work with data as Java objects
rather than as the rows and columns of a relational database. Developers generally do not have to code JDBC calls or
SQL statements and do not have to be concerned with the syntax and behavior of a particular DBMS. A special Java
class known as a dialect, unique to a particular DBMS, specifies the data types, functions and features supported by the
DBMS.

CA IDMS Server provides a dialect, IDMSDialect.class, which is included in the idmsjdbc.jar file. To use it, add the jar file
to the classpath definition and set the following properties in the hibernate.cfg.xml file:

Hibernate Property Setting for IDMS Dialect
dialect com.ca.idms.hibernate.IDMSDialect
connection.driver_class ca.idms.jdbc.IdmsJdbcDriver

Sample Programs
Two simple SQL query utilities are included as sample programs distributed with CA IDMS Server. Neither requires
installation. You can copy the class files to the client machine along with the JDBC driver.

The sample programs are installed in the src, lib, and classes sub-directories of the installation directory on Windows and
z/OS. They are also provided in the /java/samples.tar file within the CA IDMS Server installation.

IdmsJcf

This can be thought of as a simple Java version of OCF, providing a Graphical User Interface (GUI) query facility. It can
be run as an application or an applet on any machine supporting the Swing classes. Both source code and compiled class
files are installed, as well as a sample HTML page to invoke it as an applet. On the Windows platform, a shortcut is added
to the CA IDMS Server menu to run it as an application.

To run to the CA IDMS JCF applet demo in a web browser, the JDBC server must be running on the web server. Because
JdbcTest is the default data source, consider defining a data source called JdbcTest.

This sample is installed in the CA IDMS Server installation directory:

• /idmsdir/src/ca/idms/jcf/IdmsJcf.java
Source code, entry point and UI

• /idmsdir/src/ca/idms/jcf/JdbcTable.java
Source code, JDBC calls

• /idmsdir/src/idmsjcf.html
Sample web page to invoke as applet

• /idmsdir/lib/idmsjcf.jar
Compiled IdmsJcf classes

NOTE
For UNIX and Linux systems, where there is no automated installation process, these files can be found on the
CA IDMS Server CD in these locations:

• \java\samples.tar
• \Server\Windows32\program files\CA\CA IDMS Server\Java\idmsjcf.html
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IdmsExample

This can be thought of as a simple Java version of BCF. It reads a series of SQL commands from a text file and writes
the results to the standard output. Since it has no GUI, it can be run from any command line interface, including a 3270
terminal on z/OS. Both source code and a compiled class file are installed, along with a shell script to invoke it, and a
sample SQL input file. The script and sample input file contain documentation on the command line options.

This sample is installed in the CA IDMS Server installation directory:

• /idmsdir/src/example/IdmsExample.java
Source code

• /idmsdir/example.sql
Sample SQL input file

• /idmsdir/bin/example
Shell script to run IdmsExample.class

• /idmsdir/classes/example/IdmsExample.class
Compiled sample program

IdmsJdbcDataStoreHelper

The helper class for WebSphere Application Server is also supplied as a sample, installed in the CA IDMS Server
installation directory:

• /idmsdir/src/com/ca/idms/was/IdmsJdbcDataStoreHelper.java

Sample SSL Scripts
Several sample scripts have been provided to assist you in testing the SSL feature when using a type 3 JDBC connection
through the CA-IDMS Java Server running on Unix Systems Services (USS). These scripts are samples only and may
need to be tailored to your specific installation. The scripts, their descriptions, and locations are listed following:

USS (within directory "/idmsdir/sampssl"):

• GenServerKey - Generates the Server Key
• ListAllSSLCerts - Lists all Certificates in the Keystore
• ExportServerSSLCert - Exports the Server Key
• SSLStart - Starts the Java Server
• SSLStatus - Checks the Java Server status
• SSLStop - Stops the Java Server

Windows (within directory "/idmsdir/sampssl"):

• GenClientKey.bat - Creates the Client keystore
• ImportSSLCert.bat - Imports the Server Certificate
• ListSSLCert.bat - Lists the Server Certificates
• Jcf_SSL_Testing.bat - Starts the JCF demo app.

The following procedure can be used to create and populate your keystores, and to start both the Java Server and the
JCF Demo facility using the appropriate parameters. The JCF Demo application is used to test the SSL feature.

Within OMVS:

1. Ensure that both the HOME and JAVA_HOME environment variables have been properly set for your environment.
2. Copy the contents of the "sampssl"" sub-directory into the CA IDMS Server main directory. All script invocations should

occur from the CA IDMS Server main directory.
3. Run the GenServerKey script.
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4. Run the ListAllSSLCerts script.
5. Run the ExportServerSSLCert script.
6. Edit the caidms.cfg file and set SSL=1 within the Proxy section.
7. Run the SSLStart script.
8. Run the SSLStatus script.
9. FTP the file created in Step 1e (named "idsslsrv.cer") to the "sampssl" sub-directory on Windows. This file must be

transferred in binary mode.
10. Within Windows:
11. Update your PATH environment variable to include the JAVA/BIN directory for your JRE or JSDK installation.
12. Open a Command Prompt window and issue a Change Directory (CD) command to go to the "sampssl" sub-directory

for your CA IDMS Server installation.
13. Run the GenClientKey.bat script
14. Run the ImportSSLCert.bat script
15. Run the ListSSLCert.bat script
16. Run the Jcf_SSL_Testing.bat script
17. Establish a JDBC Type 3 SSL connection to your IDMS data source, making sure to specify "ssl" within the connection

URL. For example:

jdbc:idms:ssl://host-name:port/data-source-name

Once you are done with your testing, stop the Java Server running under USS. To do so, run the SSLStop script within
OMVS.

Windows Registry Information
The registry is a database used by Windows to store system and application information.

This section describes the information stored in the registry and used by CA IDMS Server. This information is provided to
help you identify problems that may arise with CA IDMS Server. The registry information is maintained using the ODBC
Administrator, available from the Control Panel. Unlike ini files, it cannot be edited directly, but it can be edited using the
registry editor provided by Microsoft. Only advanced users should attempt to edit the registry directly, since an error can
disable not only CA IDMS Server, but also Windows itself.

The registry is structured as a hierarchical database, with keys, sub-keys, and values. Two of the top level keysare
used by the ODBC Driver Manager and the CA IDMS Server drivers. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE contains information
on hardware and software common to all users of the machine. HKEY_CURRENT_USER contains preferences and
application settings for the current user. A sub-key is analogous to a directory path and is specified in a similar fashion.
The following are the sub-keys used by ODBC and CA IDMS:

Under each of these keys are sub-keys corresponding to the section names used in ini files. At the lowest level are
value names, corresponding to the key names used in ini files, and the values themselves. The remainder of this section
describes the information in these sub-keys.

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE Software ODBC ODBCINST.INI

This section contains information on the ODBC drivers installed on the machine. The CA IDMS Server installer program
adds the information for the ODBC driver using the Microsoft ODBC installer DLL when the product is installed. The
following is a summary of these values. Refer to the Microsoft ODBC reference for more detailed information

Subkey Value Name Description
ODBC Core UsageCount Driver manager usage count
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ODBC Drivers CA IDMS Each installed ODBC driver has an entry.
Value name is the driver name. Value data
is installed.

CA IDMS  Each installed driver has a sub-key, whose
name is the name of the driver.

 APILevel Driver ODBC API conformance level.
 ConnectFunctions Connect functions supported by driver.
 Driver Driver DLL name and path.
 DriverODBCVer Version of ODBC supported by driver.
 FileExtns Not used for CA IDMS Server.
 FileUsage Not used for CA IDMS Server.
 Setup Driver setup DLL name and path.
 SQLLevel Driver SQL conformance level.
 UsageCount Driver usage count
Default Driver Name of ODBC driver for the default data

source.

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE Software ODBC ODBC.INI

This section contains information on system data sources, which are available to all users of the system, as well as
system services. The ODBC.INI key contains the following sub-keys and values:

Subkey Value Name Description
ODBC Data Sources DSN Each data source has an entry. Value

Name is the data source name. Value Data
is the driver name. For CA IDMS Server,
this is CA IDMS.

DSN  Each data source has a sub-key whose
name is the data source name.

 Driver Driver DLL name and path, copied from the
ODBCINST.INI key.

 Dictionary DBNAME or segment name of the CA
IDMS dictionary defined in the DBNAME
table on the target CV. Value comes from
the CA IDMS Server ODBC Administrator
dialog Dictionary field. The default is the
first eight characters of data source name.

 Server Server name that specifies how to connect
to the CA IDMS system.

DefaultSchema  Optional default schema name.
Options  Advanced options, defined below.
Default  Default data source can contain the same

values as other data source definitions.

Data Source Advanced Options

The following advanced options reside under the Data Source Name (DSN) sub-key. Note that integer values be stored as
a registry type of REG SZ when set under a data source name sub-key in the registry. Commonly used options are set in
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the CA IDMS Server ODBC Administrator Data Source tab Advanced Options dialog. Rarely used options can be set by
editing the registry.

Value Name Value
AccessibleTables 0|1
AccountPrompt 0|1
CacheSQLTables 0|1
CatalogTable view_name

CallSelect 0|1
CloseCommit 0|1 (ODBC Driver)
CloseCommit 0|1 (JDBC Driver)
CommitBehavior 0|1|2
ConnectSuspend 0|1
DefaultParmType integer_value

DefaultSchema schema_name

DescribeExtended 0|1
EnableEnsure 0|1
FetchDouble 0|1
FetchRows integer_value

FetchSize integer_value

FetchSuspend 0|1
FetchSuspendClose 0|1
IgnoreDTC 0|1
InvalidDecimal integer_value

LoginTimeout integer_value

PoolSuspendActive 0|1
PreservePrepared 0|1
QueryTimeout integer_value

ReadOnly 0|1
SuspendStrategy 0|1|2|3
TxnIsolation 1|2
WaitTimeOut integer_value

Values

 

• AccessibleTables=0|1
When set to 1, the ODBC and JDBC drivers use the SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_TABLES view, or another view defined by
you, for the SQLTables function and getTables method. A setting of 0 disables this option. This value is set from the
Use Accessible Tables View Name field.

• AccountPrompt=0|1
Directs the ODBC driver to prompt for information if the ACCT keyword is not supplied in the connection string passed
to SQLDriverConnect. For more information, see the section "Passing Accounting Information to CA IDMS."

• CacheSQLTables=0|1
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When set to 1, the ODBC driver caches the table list returned from an SQLTables call. A value of 0 disables this option.
This value is set from the Cache SQL Tables option.

• CallSelect=0|1
A value of 1 specifies that the ODBC and JDBC drivers should treat all SQL CALL statements as SELECT statements.
This means that all parameters are returned in a result set. All procedures are essentially treated as TABLE
PROCEDUREs, which can be useful to solve compatibility problems with some applications. The default is 0, which
allows the use of the CallableStatement methods with an SQL CALL statement. This feature is deprecated and should
not be used with new applications.

• CatalogTable=view_name
Specifies the name of the view that the ODBC and JDBC drivers use for the SQLTables function and getTables
method, if other than the default view name. This value is set from the Use Accessible Tables View Name field.

• CloseCommit=0|1 (ODBC Driver)
When enabled, CA IDMS Server sends a COMMIT following a CLOSE when auto-commit is off. The default value is 1,
enabled. This option is also considered enabled when auto-commit is on. The COMMIT (or COMMIT CONTINUE) is
usually piggybacked onto the FETCH or CLOSE request when no other cursors are open and no updates are pending.
This can also be specified in a specific Data Source section.
Default value: 1 (enabled)

• CloseCommit=0|1 (JDBC Driver)
When enabled, CA IDMS Server sends a COMMIT following a CLOSE operation. The default value is 0, disabled. This
option is only in affect when auto-commit is on. The COMMIT (or COMMIT CONTINUE) is usually piggybacked onto
the FETCH or CLOSE request when no other cursors are open and no updates are pending. This option can also be
specified in a specific Data Source section. 
Default value: 0 (disabled)

• CommitBehavior=0|1|2
Specifies the way a COMMIT operation affects cursors in CA IDMS. This also determines the value returned
by the ODBC SQLGetInfo function for the SQL_CURSOR_COMMIT_BEHAVIOR option and the JDBC default
ResultSetHoldability. This value is set from the Commit Behavior field. Values are:
– 0 -- Specifies SQL_CB_DELETE, which is equivalent to ResultSet.CLOSE_CURSORS_AT_COMMIT. All open

cursors are closed, and all prepared statements are deleted. Specified by selecting Close and Delete Cursors in the
Commit Behavior field.

– 1 -- Specifies SQL_CB_CLOSE, which is equivalent to ResultSet.CLOSE_CURSORS_AT_COMMIT. All open
cursors are closed, but prepared statements are not deleted. Specified by selecting Close Cursors in the Commit
Behavior field.

– 2 -- Specifies SQL_CB_PRESERVE, which is equivalent to ResultSet.HOLD_CURSORS_OVER_COMMIT. All
cursors remain open, and their position is preserved. Prepared statements are not deleted. Specified by selecting
Preserve Cursors in the Commit Behavior field.

• CommitSuspend=0|1
Causes the driver to issue a SUSPEND after each COMMIT. The default is 1, enabled. SuspendStrategy should
generally be used instead of this option. The SuspendStrategy must be set to 3 (CUSTOM) to use this option.

• ConnectSuspend=0|1
Causes the JDBC driver to issue a SUSPEND and end the task immediately after it establishes a connection. ODBC
does not provide a way for the driver to be notified of this event. The default for a pooled connection is 1, otherwise it is
0. SuspendStrategy should generally be used instead of this option. The SuspendStrategy must be set to 3 (CUSTOM)
to use this option.

• DefaultParmType=integer_value
Specifies an ODBC SQL data type, as defined in the ODBC sql.h header file, that is used as the default type when
an ODBC function requiring the SQL statement to be prepared is executed before all input parameters are bound.
Recommended values are:
– 1 -- SQL_CHAR
– 4 -- SQL_INTEGER
– 5 -- SQL_SMALLINT
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This feature is deprecated, CA IDMS and the drivers support DESCRIBE INPUT.
• DefaultSchema=schema_name

Specifies the name of the default SQL Schema. This is an optional 1-to-18 character field. When specified, this field is
used as the schema qualifier for all SQL table references that to do not contain an explicit schema qualifier. The default
is blank (unspecified)

• DescribeExtended=0|1
When set to 1, the driver requests extended column descriptor information from a CA IDMS r17 system, including the
names of the schema and table. The default for CA IDMS r17 SP0 is 0, for r17 SP1 it is 1. This is ignored for prior
releases.

• EnableEnsure=0|1
When set to 1, the ODBC driver honors the ENSURE parameter of the SQLStatistics function call. A setting of 0
disables this option. This value is set from the Enable Ensure field.

• FetchDouble=0|1
When set to 1, CA IDMS converts single precision floating point numbers to double precision floating point before
returning them to CA IDMS Server. This value is set from the Fetch Real as Double field.

• FetchRows=integer_value
Specifies the number of database rows CA IDMS Server fetches at a time. The default is 0, which causes the driver
to request the number of rows that fits in a fetch buffer of the size specified by the FetchSize registry. This value is set
from the Fetch Row Count field.

• FetchSize=integer_value
Specifies the maximum size that the JDBC driver attempts to use for a FETCH buffer. The default is 64,000 when
using the IDMS native TCP/IP interface. The default and maximum is 29,000 when using CAICCI/PC. This should
generally be left at the default setting. This value is set from the Fetch Row Size field.

• FetchSuspend=0|1
When enabled, CA IDMS Server causes a SUSPEND to be piggybacked onto each BULK FETCH, ending the
IDMS-DC task. The default is 0, disabled. SuspendStrategy should generally be used instead of this option. The
SuspendStrategy must be set to 3 (CUSTOM) to use this option.

• FetchSuspendClose=0|1
In prior releases caused a conditional SUSPEND to be piggybacked onto each FETCH. The SUSPEND was done
only if the cursor reached the end. This option is no longer supported; the CloseCommit and CommitSuspend options
specify the equivalent behavior.

• IgnoreDTC=0|1
A value of 1 specifies that the CA IDMS Server ODBC driver ignores requests for distributed transactions with
Microsoft's Distributed Transaction Coordinator (DTC). This option should normally be set to 0.

• InvalidDecimal=0|1|2|3
Specifies how the ODBC and JDBC drivers handle invalid packed or zoned decimal data returned in a result set
column. This value is set from the invalid Decimal Action field. Options are:
– 0 -- Return error, the default
– 1 -- Return NULL
– 2 -- Return 0
– 3 -- Ignore, ODBC only

• LoginTimeout=integer_value
Specifies the system loginTimeout used when the JDBC DriverManager or DataSource setLoginTimeout is set to 0.

• PoolSuspendActive=0|1
In prior releases caused a pooled connection to be treated like a non-pooled connection. This is no longer supported,
the CommitSuspend option specifies the equivalent behavior.

• PreservePrepared=0|1
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Attempt to preserve prepared statements when the ODBC cursor commit behavior is preserve or JDBC result set
holdability is enabled. The default is 0, disabled, which maximizes concurrency between transactions. The CA IDMS
SQL statement caching feature can be used to minimize the overhead of re-preparing statements.

• QueryTimeout
Specifies the default reply timeout for SQL requests which use a Java Statement object when using the JDBC driver.

• ReadOnly=0|1
Specifies the default access mode for the ODBC and JDBC drivers. A setting of 0 specifies Read Write. A setting of 1
specifies Read Only. This value is set from the Access Mode field.

• SuspendStrategy=0|1|2|3
Specifies how the driver uses pseudo-conversational processing. This value is set from the Suspend Strategy field,
and is equivalent to specifying the detailed suspend options, as described in Section3, "Setting Up Your CA IDMS
System." Values are:
– 0 -- INTERACTIVE, the default.
– 1 -- SERVICE, suspend when idle.
– 2 -- BATCH, never suspend.
– 3 -- CUSTOM, defined by the detailed options.

• TxnIsolation=1|2
Specifies the degree to which your transactions impact, and are impacted by, other users accessing the same data. A
setting of 1 specifies Read Uncommitted, 2 specifies the default setting, Read Committed. This value is set from the
Transaction Isolation field.

• WaitTimeOut
Specifies the default system reply timeout for the JDBC driver.

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE Software CA CA IDMS Server

This section contains all global data source and server options, as well as server definitions and system services. The
following subkeys can be contained within this key:

• Servers
Associates a server name with an ODBC driver name.

• Server server_name
Specifies how to connect to the CA IDMS system and advanced communications option settings.

• Options
Specifies global options..

• Proxy
Contains information used to configure the JDBC server.

• DBCS Types
The DBCS Types subkey identifies the languages that have DBCS support. The values are added when CA IDMS
Server is installed.

• Version
Contains the current version number for the latest installed release of IDMS Server.

Servers

The Servers sub-key lists all server_names defined using the CA IDMS Server ODBC Administrator dialog.
Each server_name has the value "CA IDMS", the name of the ODBC driver.

Server server_name

The Server server_name sub-key contains information describing a CA IDMS system. The server_name part of the sub-
key specifies a server name listed in the Servers section and referenced by a Data Source definition.
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The following values describe how to connect to a CA IDMS system:

Value Name Value
AccessType I|C
CciServerName cci_name

CciServerPort integer_value

Host host_name

Port integer_value

Resource node_name

SSL 0|1
WaitTimeOut integer_value

Values

 

• AccessType=Access_Type
Specifies how the CA IDMS ODBC Driver (or Type 2 JDBC Driver) communicates with CA IDMS. Valid values are:
– I - The drivers use the CA IDMS TCP/IP feature to communicate directly with the CA IDMS system. CA IDMS r17,

or later, is required.
– C - The drivers use the CA Common Services CCI feature to communicate with the CA IDMS system. This is the

default, and is supported for all releases of CA IDMS.
• CciServerName=cci_name

Identifies the DNS name or IP address where the CCITCP Server is running. If not specified, the default server defined
for CAICCI is used.

• CciServerPort=cci_port
(Optional) Specifies the IP port identifying the CCITCP Server on the node defined by cci_name. If not specified, the
default port defined for CAICCI is used. This is usually 1202, and typically should not be specified here.

• Host=host_name
Identifies the DNS name or IP address where the IDMS CV is running. This option is only used when the IDMS
Communications Protocol is selected (AccessType='I').

• Port=port
Specifies the TCP/IP port of the CA IDMS Listener running under CV. This option is only used when the IDMS
Communications Protocol is selected (AccessType='I').

• Resource=node_name
(Optional) Specifies the value of SYSTEMID. This is specified in the SYSTEM statement of the system
generation of the target system. If a node_name is not specified, CA IDMS Server uses the first eight characters
of the server_name to identify the target system. This option is only used when the CCI option is selected
(AccessType='C').

• SSL=0|1
Enables Secure Socket Layer (SSL) connections between the ODBC and Type 2 JDBC drivers and CA IDMS when
using the IDMS communications protocol.

• WaitTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds CAICCI waits for a response from the CA IDMS system. When this interval is
exceeded, CA IDMS Server considers the connection to have failed. Set this to 0 to cause CAICCI to use the default
value specified with the CAICCI/PC Properties dialog.
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Server Advanced Options

The following advanced server options reside under the 'Server server_name' sub-key.

Value Name Value
AlternateTask task_code

AsciiEbcdicTables translation_table_name

BufferLength integer_value

ExternalWait integer_value

Node via_node_name

ResourceInterval integer_value

Version 0|1

Values

 

• AlternateTask=task_code
Identifies an alternate task defining the resource limits and timeout values for a session. The default is CASERVER.
The task must be defined as a task on the CA IDMS system generation TASK statement. This value comes from
the Task Code field on the Server tab of the CA IDMS Server ODBC Administrator dialog. For more information on
resource limits for external user sessions, see CA IDMS System Generation and CA IDMS System Operations.

• AsciiEbcdicTables=translation_table_name
Specifies the name of the CECP translation table selected to convert EBCDIC data on the server to ASCII data on the
PC, and vice versa. The value comes from the International tab of the CA IDMS Server ODBC Administrator dialog.

• BufferLength= integer_value
Specifies the size of the buffer used by the CA IDMS Server listener for TCPIP send and receive requests. This value
comes from the "Buffer Length" field on the Advanced Server Options tab of the CA IDMS Server ODBC Administrator
dialog.

• ExternalWait=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds that the CA IDMS Server listener waits for a request from the client when a task
is active. This value overrides the EXTERNAL WAIT INTERVAL specified for the TASK when enabled by specifying
TIMEOUT=-1 in the CA IDMS Server listener PTERM definition.
This is optional. When set to 0, the System Default for all servers value is used, if any. For more information on TASK
and PTERM System Generation statements see the CA IDMS Server System Generation section.

• Node=via_node_name
Specifies the node with which CAICCI establishes a connection. The system identified by via_node_name must
contain a RESOURCE table entry for the system identified by node name. Use this option when the system containing
your tables does not directly communicate with CAICCI.

• ResourceInterval=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds that the CA IDMS Server listener waits for a request from the client when no task
is active. This value overrides the RESOURCE INTERVAL specified for the TASK when enabled by specifying
TIMEOUT=-1 in the CA IDMS Server listener PTERM definition. When set to 0, the System Default for all servers value
is used, if any.

• Version=0|1
Specifies the version of the CA IDMS Server mainframe component installed on the CA IDMS CV.
– 0 -- Indicates Version 4.2 or earlier.
– 1 -- Indicates Version 4.3 or later. This is the default setting.
Version 4.3 or later of the CA IDMS Server mainframe component supports password encryption using a proprietary
algorithm. When this option is set to 1, the password is encrypted prior to being transmitted over the network and
is decrypted by the CCI line driver in the CV. This encryption process is discrete and is not affected by any other
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encryption applied by technologies such as SSL. CA IDMS releases 14.0 SP4, 14.1 SP4 and all subsequent releases
contain a Version 4.3 or later mainframe component and therefore support a setting of 1. For older CA IDMS releases,
set this option to 0 to specify Version 4.2 or earlier.

Options

The Options sub-key contains global options, including default data source and server options, log options, and
internationalization options. The default options are documented in the Data Source and Server sections.

Global Options are set with the Options, Log Options, and International tabs of the CA IDMS Server ODBC Administrator.
Options that are rarely used can be set by editing the registry.

Value Name Value
cadcdc32.dll dll_name

DbcsPath dbcs_path

DbcsType dbcs_type

JcliTraceWs 0|1
JdbcTraceID 0|1
LogFile log_file_name

LogFileCount integer_value

LogFileSize integer_value

LoginTimeout integer_value

LogOptions log_option_values

MultiThread 0|1
Path path_name

QueryTimeout integer_value

SSLCertDir certificate_directory_name

SSLClientCert client_certificate_file_name

SSLPassword client_certificate_password (encrypted)

SSLServerCert server_certificate_file_name

XxxxTrace  
CmTrace integer_value

DnsTrace integer_value

DtsTrace integer_value

FdeTrace integer_value

JcliTrace integer_value

JdbcTrace integer_value

OdbcTrace integer_value

SQLTrace integer_value

UtilTrace integer_value

WaitTimeOut integer_value

Values
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• cadcdc32.dll=dll_name
Specifies the name of a user-supplied customized character conversion DLL, used by the native client interface to
convert between ASCII and EBCDIC. The name can be qualified with a path. DbcsType must be set to a non-zero
value, typically 1, to enable the use of the specified DLL.

• DbcsPath=dbcs_path
Specifies the path to the DBCS translation tables, typically the direction specified when CA IDMS Server is installed.

• DbcsType=dbcs_type
Specifies the integer value identifying the DBCS Language, as defined by the DBCS Types subkey.

• JcliTraceWs=0|1
Enables Windows socket trace. This option is not exposed in the IDMS ODBC Administrator application and should
only be set under the direction of CA Technical Support.

• JdbcTraceId=0|1
Causes the JDBC driver to prefix each line written to the JDBC log writer with the current timestamp and thread name.
This can be useful to identify CA IDMS output in a JDBC DataSource.logWriter trace managed by an application
server. The default is 0, disabled.

• LogFile=log_file_name
Specifies the name of the log file, if other than the default log name. This value comes from the Log File field on the
Log Options tab of the CA IDMS Server ODBC Administrator dialog.

• LogFileCount=integer_value
Specifies the maximum number of archive log and enables the log file rollover feature when the LogFileSize value is
greater than zero. The default is 0, which indicates a single log file. This value comes from the File Count field on the
Log Options tab of the CA IDMS Server ODBC Administrator dialog.

• LogFileSize=64-bit integer_value
Specifies the maximum size (in bytes) of the log file when the log file rollover feature is enabled. The default is zero,
which indicates no maximum size. This value comes from the Log File field on the Log Options tab of the CA IDMS
Server ODBC Administrator dialog.

• LoginTimeout=integer_value
Specifies the system loginTimeout used when the JDBC DriverManager or DataSource setLoginTimeout is set to 0.

• LogOptions=log_option_values
Specifies log options as a bit mask. The bit flag, 0x0001, appends information to the existing log file, if any.

• MultiThread=0|1
Specifies whether CA IDMS Server processes ODBC connections or multiple threads concurrently. A setting of 1
enables multithreaded access, a setting of 0 disables it. The default is 1.

• Path=path_name
Specifies the directory where files used by CA IDMS Server are installed.

• QueryTimeout
Specifies the default reply timeout for SQL requests which use a Java Statement object when using the JDBC driver.

• SSLCertDir=certificate_directory_name
Specifies the name of the certificate directory. This directory can contain individual certificates (in PEM format), and is
searched for the resolution of signing certificates.

• SSLClientCert=client_certificate_file_name
Specifies the fully qualified name of the client certificate file. This file is typically generated on the mainframe and
transmitted to the Windows client. Use of this field is optional. A client certificate is only needed if client authentication
is required for all SSL connections. All certificate files must be in PEM format.

• SSLPassword=client_certificate_password
Identifies the password used for the client certificate. This is an optional field and is only necessary when a client
certificate is specified. The SSLPassword field is encrypted before it is written to the registry. Users should not attempt
to modify this field outside of the CA IDMS ODBC Administrator application.

• SSLServer Cert=server_certificate_file_name
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Specifies the fully qualified name of the client certificate file. This file is typically generated on the mainframe and
transmitted to the Windows client. Use of this field is optional. A client certificate is only needed if client authentication
is required for all SSL connections. All certificate files must be in PEM format.

• XxxxTrace=integer_value
Specifies the flag bits used to control tracing. Technical Support uses these trace flags to resolve CA IDMS Server
problems. The integer_value must be in the range of 0, which signifies all options off, to 65535, which signifies all
options on. This value can be specified as a decimal or hexadecimal integer.

• WaitTimeOut
Specifies the default system reply timeout for the JDBC driver.

• Descriptions of the individual bit flags are as follows:
• CmTrace (IDMSTD0D.DLL):

– 0x0001 // trace CCI and internal function calls
– 0x0002 // elapsed CCI call timings

• DnsTrace (IDMSTD0D.DLL):
– 0x0010 // snap unconverted send data
– 0x0020 // snap converted send data
– 0x0040 // snap received data
– 0x0080 // snap converted received

• DtsTrace (IDMSTD0D.DLL):
– 0x0002 // trace external calls
– 0x0004 // trace events
– 0x0008 // trace events
– 0x0010 // snap user data arrays
– 0x0020 // trace events
– 0x0040 // snap PCE
– 0x0080 // snap LCE

• FdeTrace (IDMSFDE.DLL):
– 0x0001 // trace external generate calls (for precompiler)
– 0x0002 // trace external convert calls
– 0x0004 // trace external ASCII-EBCDIC conversion calls
– 0x0010 // trace internal calls
– 0x0100 // snap format descriptors
– 0x1000 // snap input (unconverted) data
– 0x2000 // snap output (converted) data

• JcliTrace (IDMSJCLI.DLL):
– 0x0001 // trace internal function calls
– 0x0002 // time all socket sends/recvs
– 0x0004 // trace all socket calls
– 0x0008 // trace ssl calls
– 0x0010 // snap all send & receive buffs
– 0x0020 // snap conversion functions
– 0x0040 // Snap SSL packets

• JdbcTrace (ca.idms.*) -- Any non-zero value enables tracing
• OdbcTrace (IDMSODBC.DLL):
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– 0x0002 // Trace internal functions
– 0x0004 // Trace function parms
– 0x0008 // Trace thread locks
– 0x0010 // Snap SQL syntax
– 0x0100 // Snap environment block
– 0x0200 // Snap connection block
– 0x0400 // Snap statement block
– 0x0800 // Snap SQLDA

• SqlTrace ( IDMSQCLI.DLL):
– 0x0002 // Time SQL calls
– 0x0004 // Snap SQL SQLSID
– 0x0008 // Snap SQL DSICB
– 0x0010 // Snap SQL SQLCA
– 0x0020 // Snap SQL SQLCIB
– 0x0040 // Snap SQL SQLPIB
– 0x0080 // Snap SQL parm buffer
– 0x0100 // Snap SQL tuple buffer
– 0x0200 // Snap SQL input SQLDA
– 0x0400 // Snap SQL output SQLDA
– 0x0800 // Snap SQL syntax string
– 0x4000 // Trace server calls
– 0x8000 // Snap server interface blocks

• UtilTrace (IDMSUTIL.DLL):
– 0x0001 // Trace external calls
– 0x0002 // Trace internal calls
– 0x0004 // Trace DllEntry calls

NOTE
The ODBC Administrator is usually used to enable and disable tracing. Because tracing can add overhead and
affect performance, it should be disabled under normal circumstances.

Proxy

The Proxy subkey contains information used to configure the JDBC server, and has the following values:

Value Name Value
Backlog integer_value

ClientAuth 0|1
Encoding character _encoding_name

Host host_name

LogLevel integer_value

LogTrace integer_value

Port integer_value

RemoteHost host_name

RemotePort integer_value

RemoteSSL 0|1
ReplyTimeOut integer_value
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Snap 0|1
SocketTimeOut integer_value

SSL 0|1
Trace 0|1
Unicode 0|1
WaitTimeOut integer_value

Values

 

• Backlog=integer_value
Specifies the maximum length of the listener queue. When this is exceeded, connections are refused. This is not the
maximum number of client connections that can be supported. The default is 50.

• ClientAuth=0|1
Enables client authentication when the JDBC driver connects to this proxy server using SSL.

• Encoding=character_encoding_name
Specifies the character encoding that the JDBC server requests the JDBC driver to use when sending and receiving
character data. If not specified, the default encoding for the JVM is requested. The character encoding class must be
accessible to the JDBC driver when invoked by the client application or applet.

• Host=host_name
Specifies the DNS name or IP address the JDBC binds to when listening for client connection requests. This can be
used to force the JDBC server to listen for connection requests on a specific TCP/IP protocol stack on a multi-homed
host (a machine with multiple TCP/IP stacks). The default is to listen on all available stacks.

• LogLevel=integer_value
Specifies the level of messages sent to the Windows Event Log.
– 0 -- Disable messages
– 4 -- Error messages
– 6 -- Warning messages
– 8 -- Information messages, including start and stop events. This is the default.
– 10 -- Verbose information messages, including client start and stop events.
– 12 -- Debugging messages, not including general trace output.

• LogTrace=integer_value
Specifies the level of log messages sent to the trace file. Options are identical to LogLevel options.

• Port=integer_value
The IP port the JDBC server listens on for connection requests. The default value is 3709.

• RemoteHost=host_name
(Optional) Specifies the DNS name or IP address of a CA IDMS system (r16 SP2 or later), or another JDBC server
used to forward packets to the CA IDMS system.

• RemotePort=integer_value
Specifies the IP port address of the remote host. If used, the default value is 3709.

• RemoteSSL=0|1
Enables SSL when communicating with another proxy server.

• ReplyTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds the JDBC server will wait for a response from the CA IDMS system. The default, 0,
causes the JDBC server to wait indefinitely.

• Snap=0|1
Enables display of data buffers sent and received in the log file.

• SocketTimeOut=integer_value
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Specifies the number of seconds the JDBC server waits, or blocks when reading data from a socket. While a socket
is being read, the thread is blocked, and is not able to recognize an event that stops the thread. When this interval
expires, the thread checks if the JDBC server is still running, and, if so, issues another read on the socket. It continues
until the wait or reply timeout has expired. A high value reduces JDBC server overhead. A low value allows the
server to respond to shutdown events more quickly. Setting this to 0 causes the thread to block forever, and is not
recommended. The default is 60 seconds.

• SSL=0|1
Enables Secure Socket Layer (SSL) connections between this proxy server and a JDBC driver client.

• Trace=0|1
Enables tracing of internal function calls. Output is written to the log file.

• Unicode=0|1
Enables the use of Unicode for character encoding when the JDBC driver is unable to use the requested encoding.
The default value, 0, specifies the use of UTF-8, which is supported by all Java platforms.

• WaitTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds the JDBC server will wait for a request from the JDBC driver. The default, 0, causes
the JDBC server to wait indefinitely.

HKEY_CURRENT_USER Software ODBC ODBC.INI

This section contains information on user data sources available only to the currently signed-on users of the system.

Use the ODBC Administrator to maintain this information. The structure of the information under this key is the same as
the ODBC.INI sub-key of HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE.

HKEY_CURRENT_USER Software CA CA IDMS Server

This section contains information on user servers available only to the currently signed-on users of the system. The
following sub-keys can be contained within this key:

• Servers
Associates a server name with an ODBC driver name.

• Server server_name
Defines each server's database access path information.
The structure of the information under these keys is the same as system servers defined as sub-keys of
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE.

Configuration File Information
CA IDMS Server uses a text file to store configuration information on z/OS. This file contains database definitions,
server definitions, global options, and JDBC server options on z/OS. This file is similar in format to a Windows .ini file.
Information used by the native interfaces must be specified in the configuration file. Information used by the Java code
can be specified in the configuration file or in the properties file.

NOTE
For more information, see the section "Properties File Information."

Configuration Information
Contents

Data is organized into sections, identified by square brackets (for example, [section_name]). Within each section,
parameters are defined by key-value pairs, delimited by an equal sign (for example, key=value). A comment is indicated
by a semicolon (;).
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Because many 3270 devices and emulators do not support square brackets ([ ]), you can use dollar signs ($) or percent
symbols (%) instead. The closing symbol is also optional.

Environment Variables

• IDMS_CFG_PATH=path_name
By default, the configuration file is named caidms.cfg and is located in the CA IDMS Server installation directory. The
IDMS_CFG_PATH environment variable can be used to specify a different file or directory.

• IDMS_CFG_RELOAD=0|1
For optimal performance on z/OS, the configuration file is copied into a memory file when the libidmsutil.so DLL is
initially loaded into a process. When the IDMS_CFG_RELOAD environment variable is set to 1 the configuration file
is reloaded from the file system each time libidmsutil.so is loaded. This overrides the CacheConfig option set in the
configuration file itself. The default value is 0.

Sections

The configuration file includes the following sections:

• [datasource_name]
Defines the SQL catalog and CA IDMS system for each database. This information is used by the native libraries.
Database specific options used by the JDBC driver can also be specified in this section.

• [Server server_name]
Defines access information for each CA IDMS system. This information is used by the nativeclient interface.

• [Options]
Contains global options, including data source defaults and log options. This information is used by the JDBC driver
and server and by the native client interface.

• [Proxy]
Contains information used by the JDBC server.

Datasource

The [datasource_name] section identifies CA IDMS databases, and can be specified in the JDBC URL or the
IdmsDataSource databaseName property. A datasource_name section may contain the following key-values:

• AccessibleTables=0|1
Enables the use of an alternate view for the getTables method. The default is 1, a setting of 0 disables this option. The
view name is specified with the CatalogTable key.

• CallSelect=0|1
A value of 1 specifies that the ODBC and JDBC drivers should treat all SQL CALL statements as SELECT statements.
This means that all parameters are returned in a result set. All procedures are essentially treated as TABLE
PROCEDUREs, which can be useful to solve compatibility problems with some applications. The default is 0, which
allows the use of the CallableStatement methods with an SQL CALL statement. This feature is deprecated and should
not be used with new applications.

• CatalogTable=view_name
Specifies the name of the view that the JDBC driver uses for the getTables method, when AccessibleTables=1. If not
specified the driver uses the SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_TABLES view.

• CloseCommit=0|1 (ODBC Driver)
When enabled, CA IDMS Server sends a COMMIT following a CLOSE when auto-commit is off. The default value is 1,
enabled. This option is also considered enabled when auto-commit is on. The COMMIT (or COMMIT CONTINUE) is
usually piggybacked onto the FETCH or CLOSE request when no other cursors are open and no updates are pending.
This can also be specified in a specific Data Source section.
Default value: 1 (enabled)

• CloseCommit=0|1 (JDBC Driver)
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When enabled, CA IDMS Server sends a COMMIT following a CLOSE operation. The default value is 0, disabled. This
option is only in effect when auto-commit is on. The COMMIT (or COMMIT CONTINUE) is usually piggybacked onto
the FETCH or CLOSE request when no other cursors are open and no updates are pending. This option can also be
specified in a specific Data Source section.
Default value: 0 (disabled)

• CommitBehavior=0|2
Specifies the default as ResultSetHoldability, which is the way a COMMIT operation affects cursors in CA IDMS. The
values set in the configuration file map to the JDBC ResultSet values as follows:
– 0 -- ResultSet.CLOSE_CURSORS_AT_COMMIT. All open cursors are closed and all prepared statements are

deleted (although the SQL statement is cached in the Statement object and prepared again if needed).
– 2 -- ResultSet.HOLD_CURSORS_OVER_COMMIT. All cursors remain open and their position is preserved.

Prepared statements are not deleted
These values are consistent with those used to the set SQL_CURSOR_COMMIT_BEHAVIOR for ODBC (on Windows
the ODBC and JDBC drivers use the same option in the registry). The JDBC driver interprets a value of 1 as 0.

• CommitSuspend=0|1
Causes the driver to issue a SUSPEND after each COMMIT. The default is 1, enabled. SuspendStrategy should
generally be used instead of this option. Only when the SuspendStrategy is set (or defaults) to “Custom” will the
CommitSuspend option be in effect.

• ConnectSuspend=0|1
Causes the JDBC driver to issue a SUSPEND and end the task immediately after it establishes a connection. The
default for a pooled connection is 1, otherwise it is 0. SuspendStrategy should generally be used instead of this option.
Only when the SuspendStrategy is set (or defaults) to “Custom” will the ConnectSuspend option be in effect.

• Dictionary=dict_name
Specifies the name of the dictionary containing the SQL schema definitions for the tables or network records to be
accessed. This name is defined in the DBNAME table on the target CA IDMS system. The default value is the first
eight characters of the datasource_name.

• DefaultSchema=schema_name
Specifies the name of the default SQL Schema. This is an optional 1-to-18 character field. When specified, this field is
used as the schema qualifier for all SQL table references that do not contain an explicit schema qualifier. The default is
blank (unspecified).

• DescribeExtended=0|1
When set to 1, the driver requests extended column descriptor information from a CA IDMS r17 system, including the
names of the schema and table. The default for CA IDMS r17 SP0 is 0, for r17 SP1 it is 1. This is ignored for prior
releases.

• FetchRows=integer_value
Specifies the default value for the JDBC statement object fetchSize property. This is the number of rows that the JDBC
driver requests from CA IDMS for each BULK FETCH. The value can be set and queried at run time using the JDBC
setFetchSize and getFetchSize methods. When set to 0, the default, the JDBC driver attempts to fetch as many rows
as will fit in a buffer of size specified by the FetchSize option.
Note: The name of this option in the configuration file does not correspond exactly to the JDBC object properties in
order to remain compatible with previous versions of CA IDMS Server.

• FetchSuspend=0|1
When enabled, CA IDMS Server causes a SUSPEND to be piggybacked onto each BULK FETCH, ending the IDMS-
DC task. The default is 0, disabled. SuspendStrategy should generally be used instead of this option. Only when the
SuspendStrategy is set (or defaults) to “Custom” will the FetchSuspend option be in effect.

• FetchSuspendClose=0|1
In prior releases caused a conditional SUSPEND to be piggybacked onto each FETCH. The SUSPEND was done only
if the cursor reached the end. This is no longer supported; the CloseCommit and CommitSuspend options specify the
equivalent behavior.

• InvalidDecimal=0|1|2
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Specifies how the JDBC driver is to handle invalid packed or zoned decimal data returned in a result set column.
Options are as follows:
0 -- Return error. This is the default setting
1 -- Return NULL
2 -- Return 0

• LoginTimeout=integer_value
Specifies the system loginTimeout used when the JDBC DriverManager or DataSource setLoginTimeout is set to 0.

• PoolSuspendActive=0|1
In prior releases caused a pooled connection to be treated like a non-pooled connection. This is no longer supported,
the CommitSuspend option specifies the equivalent behavior.

• PreservePrepared=0|1
Attempt to preserve prepared statements when JDBC result set holdability is enabled. The default is 0, disabled, which
maximizes concurrency between transactions. The CA IDMS SQL statement caching feature can be used to minimize
the overhead of re-preparing statements.

• QueryTimeout=integer_value
Specifies the default reply timeout for SQL requests which use a Java Statement object when using the JDBC driver.

• ReadOnly=0|1
Specifies the default access mode for the JDBC driver. A setting of 0 specifies Read Write. A setting of 1 specifies
Read Only.

• Server=server_name
(Required) Specify the CV used to access the data. This name can be a NODE Name or a user-defined Server name,
referring to a Server server_name section containing additional connection information.
A datasource_name section can also contain database specific options, described in the Options section. Default
values that apply to all data sources can be set in the Options section.

• SuspendStrategy=0|1|2|3
Specifies how the driver uses pseudo-conversational processing. This value is set from the Suspend Strategy field,
and is equivalent to specifying the detailed suspend options, as described in Section3, "Setting Up Your CA IDMS
System." Values are as follows:
0 -- INTERACTIVE, the default.
1 -- SERVICE, suspend when idle.
2 -- BATCH, never suspend.
3 -- CUSTOM, defined by the detailed options.

• TxnIsolation=1|2
Specifies the degree to which your transactions impact, and are impacted by, other users accessing the same data. A
setting of 1 specifies Read Uncommitted, 2 specifies the default setting, Read Committed.

• WaitTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the default system reply timeout for the JDBC driver.

Server server_name

The [Server server_name] section contains information describing a CA IDMS system. The Server server_name section
can contain the following parameters:

• AlternateTask=task_code
Identifies an alternate task defining the resource limits and timeout values for a session. The default is CASERVER.
The task named must be defined as a task on the CA IDMS system generation TASK statement. For more information
on resource limits for external user sessions, see the CA IDMS System Generation and CA IDMS System Operations
sections.

• Node=via_node_name
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Specifies an intermediate node to route the connection to the target system. The system identified by via node must
contain a RESOURCE table entry for the system identified by node name. Use this option when the system containing
the tables to be accessed does not directly communicate with CAICCI.

• Resource=node_name
Identifies the value of SYSTEMID as specified in the system generation parameters of the target system. If a node
name is not specified, CA IDMS Server uses the first eight characters of server_name to identify the target system.

• Version=0|1
Specifies the version of the CA IDMS Server mainframe component installed on the CA IDMS CV.
0 -- Indicates Version 4.2 or earlier.
1 -- Indicates Version 4.3 or later. This is the default setting.
Note: Version 4.3 or later of the CA IDMS Server mainframe component supports password encryption using a
proprietary algorithm. When this option is set to 1, the password is encrypted prior to being transmitted over the
network. This encryption process is not affected by any other encryption applied by technologies such as SSL. All
currently supported releases of CA IDMS releases 14.0 SP4, 14.1 SP4 and all subsequent releases contain a Version
4.3 or later mainframe component and therefore support a setting of 1. For CA IDMS releases prior to 14.0 SP4, set
this option to 0.

Options

The [Options] section contains global options, including path information, logging options, and debugging flags. Other
than the log and trace options, most can also be specified for a specific data source. The Options section can contain the
following parameters:

• CacheConfig=0|1
Enables or disables caching of the configuration file in memory. The default value is 1, enabled. The
IDMS_CFG_RELOAD environment value can be used to override this setting when necessary to refresh the cache.
This is a global option.

• DefaultSchema=schema_name
Specifies the name of the default SQL Schema. This is an optional 1-to-18 character field. When specified, this field is
used as the schema qualifier for all SQL table references that do not contain an explicit schema qualifier. The default is
blank (unspecified).

• FetchSize=integer_value
Specifies the maximum size that the JDBC driver attempts to use for a FETCH buffer. The default is 64,000.
Depending on the platform and implementation of the CAICCI interface, a smaller buffer may be used. This usually is
left at the default setting. Specifying too large a value may cause the Java Virtual Machine to run out of memory.
Note: The name of this option in the configuration file does not correspond exactly to the JDBC object properties in
order to remain compatible with previous versions of CA IDMS Server.

• LogFile=log_file_path
Specifies the location and name of the log file. A path name should be specified as an absolute path, for example, /
idmsdir/log/caidms.log. If the LogFile value ends in a '/', the default file name of caidms.log is appended to the path.

• LogFileCount=integer_value
Specifies the maximum number of archive log files to keep. If a value greater than zero is specified, the LogFileSize
value must also be greater than zero. The default is 0, which indicates a single log file.

• LogFilePid=0|1
When set to 1, the process id is appended to the log file name to make it unique. The default is 0, disabled. In z/
OS UNIX System Services, the log file cannot be shared among different processes. This option allows a common
configuration file to be used by multiple processes, but still allowing each process to have a unique log file name.

• LogFileSize=integer_value
Specifies the maximum size, in bytes, of the active log file. If a value greater than zero is specified, then the
LogFileCount value must also be greater than zero. The default is zero, which indicates no maximum size.

• LogOptions=integer_value
Specifies log options as a bitmask. The bit flags are:
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– 0x0010 -- Display 8-byte thread ID in trace (z/OS)
– 0x0020 -- Send messages to the system log (SYSLOG). This is the default
– 0x0040 -- Send messages to the system console (z/OS)

• LoginTimeout=integer_value
Specifies the system loginTimeout used when the JDBC DriverManager or DataSource setLoginTimeout is set to 0.

• JdbcTraceId=0|1
Causes the JDBC driver to prefix each line written to the JDBC log writer with the current timestamp and thread name.
This can be useful to identify CA IDMS output in a JDBC DataSource.logWriter trace managed by an application
server. The default is 0, disabled.

• QueryTimeout=integer_value
Specifies the default reply timeout for SQL requests which use a Java Statement object when using the JDBC driver.

• WaitTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the default system reply timeout for the JDBC driver.

• XxxxTrace=integer_value
Specifies the flag bits used to control tracing. Customer Support uses these flags to diagnose CA IDMS Server
problems. The integer_value is a bit mask used to specify individual trace options. A setting of 0 turns all options
off, and a setting of 65535, or 0xFFFF, turns all options on. Specify this value as a decimal or hexadecimal integer.
Descriptions of the bit flags are as follows:
– CmTrace (libtd0d.so):

• 0x0001 -- Trace CAICCI and internal function calls
• 0x0002 -- Elapsed CAICCI call timings
• 0x0004 -- Snap control blocks
• 0x0008 -- Debug #CAICCI calls on z/OS
• 0x0010 -- Trace signon failures

– DnsTrace (libtd0d.so):
• 0x0010 -- Snap unconverted send data
• 0x0020 -- Snap converted send data
• 0x0040 -- Snap received data
• 0x0080 -- Snap converted received

– DtsTrace (libtd0d.so):
• 0x0002 -- Trace external calls
• 0x0004 -- Trace events
• 0x0008 -- Trace events
• 0x0010 -- Snap user data arrays
• 0x0020 -- Trace events
• 0x0040 -- Snap PCE
• 0x0080 -- Snap LCE

– JdbcTrace (idmsjdbc.jar) -- Any non-zero value enables tracing
– SqlTrace (libcli.so):
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• 0x0002 -- Time SQL calls
• 0x0004 -- Snap SQL SQLSID
• 0x0008 -- Snap SQL DSICB
• 0x0010 -- Snap SQL SQLCA
• 0x0020 -- Snap SQL SQLCIB
• 0x0040 -- Snap SQL SQLPIB
• 0x0080 -- Snap SQL parm buffer
• 0x0100 -- Snap SQL tuple buffer
• 0x0200 -- Snap SQL input SQLDA
• 0x0400 -- Snap SQL output SQLDA
• 0x0800 -- Snap SQL syntax string
• 0x4000 -- Trace server calls
• 0x8000 -- Snap server interface blocks

– UtilTrace (libutil.so):
• 0x0001 -- Trace external calls
• 0x0002 -- Trace internal calls

Proxy

The [Proxy] section contains information used to configure the JDBC server. It can contain the following parameters:

• Backlog=integer_value
Specifies the maximum length of the listener queue. When this length is exceeded, new connections are refused. This
is not the maximum number of client connections that can be supported. The default is 50.

• ClientAuth=0|1
Requires a client certificate when JDBC driver clients connect to this proxy server using SSL.

• Encoding=character_encoding_name
Specifies the character encoding that the JDBC server requests the JDBC driver to use when sending and receiving
character data. If not specified, the default encoding for the JVM is requested. The character encoding class must be
accessible to the JDBC driver when invoked by the client application or applet.
In Java, all character data is represented internally as Unicode. Ultimately this data must be converted to the native
platform encoding used by CA IDMS, a variant of EBCDIC specified by the code page. The Java platform includes
classes to convert between Unicode and the various character encodings. The encodings supported by a particular
Java implementation depend on the vendor.
In the absence of documentation, it might be possible to determine the encodings supported by converted
classes supplied with the Java implementation. These are generally named ByteToCharxxxxx.class and
CharToBytexxxxxx.class, where xxxxxx is the encoding name. A minimal subset of the converter classes is installed
in the base library for the Java Run Time Environment, jre/lib/rt.jar. Additional converter classes are included with
the international version of the Java 2 Platform, installed in the same subdirectory, but the actual filenames vary by
release. For Java 1.4 the international converter classes are in charsets.jar.

• Host=host_name
Specifies the DNS name or IP address the JDBC binds to when it listens for client connection requests. This can be
used to force the JDBC server to listen for connection requests on a specific TCP/IP protocol stack on a multi-homed
host (a machine with multiple TCP/IP stacks). The default is to listen on all available stacks.

• LogLevel=integer_value
Specifies the level of messages sent to the system log or console. Choose one of the following options:
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– 0 -- Disable messages
– 4 -- Error messages
– 6 -- Warning messages
– 8 -- Information messages, including start and stop events. This is the default.
– 10 -- Verbose information messages, including client start and stop events
– 12 -- Debugging messages, not including general trace output.

• LogTrace=integer_value
Specifies the level of log messages sent to the trace file. Options are identical to the options for LogLevel.

• Port=port
Specifies the IP port that the JDBC server listens on for connection requests. The default is 3709.

• RemoteControl=0|1
Enables a remote client to control the JDBC server; to SUSPEND, RESUME, or STOP it. The default value, 0, allows
remote clients only to check the STATUS of the JDBC server.

• RemoteHost=host_name
(Optional) Specifies the DNS name or IP address of a CA IDMS system (r16 SP2 or later), or another JDBC server
used to forward packets to the CA IDMS system.

• RemotePort=port
Specifies the IP port address of the remote host. The default value is 3709.

• RemoteSSL=0|1
Enables SSL when communicating with another proxy server.

• ReplyTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds that the JDBC server waits for a response from the CA IDMS system. The default, 0,
causes the JDBC server to wait indefinitely.

• SSL=0|1
Enables Secure Socket Layer (SSL) connections between this proxy server and a JDBC driver client.

• Snap=0|1
Enables display of data buffers, sent and received, in the log file.

• SocketTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds the JDBC server waits, or blocks, when reading data from a socket. While a socket
is being read, the thread is blocked, and is not able to recognize an event that stops the thread. When this interval
expires, the thread checks if the JDBC server is still running, and, if so, issues another read on the socket, continuing
until the wait or reply timeout has expired. A high value reduces JDBC server overhead, while a low value allows the
server to respond to shutdown events more quickly. Setting this to 0 causes the thread to block forever, and is not
recommended. The default is 60 seconds.

• Trace=0|1
Enables tracing of internal function calls. Output is written to the log file.

• Unicode=0|1
Enables the use of Unicode as the character encoding when the JDBC driver is unable to use the requested encoding.
The default value, 0, specifies the use of UTF-8, which is supported by all Java platforms.

• WaitTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds that the JDBC server waits for a request from the JDBC driver before assuming the
connection has been terminated. The default, 0, causes the JDBC server to wait indefinitely. It is usually best to set a
timeout value to drop the connection when the client has been inactive for some reasonable time interval. For example,
set this value to 1800 to specify a timeout of 30 minutes.

Properties File Information
CA IDMS Server can use a standard Java properties file for configuration information on all platforms. A Java properties
file is simply a text file where each property consists of a key name and value, separated by an equal sign (=). Comments
can be included by prefacing them with a pound sign (#).
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The properties file can include JDBC driver and JDBC server options which previously could be specified only in the
configuration file. This allows Java options to be specified in a consistent format on all platforms, including those where
the native methods are not implemented. Because the native methods do not use Java properties files, options that they
use must be specified in the registry or configuration file.

The default name of the properties file is caidms.properties. You can override this name by specifying a system property,
ca.idms.properties=filename. The Java class loader loads the file using the same rules for loading classes, so the
properties file must be located in a directory included in the CLASSPATH. If more than one properties file exists, the first
one found in the CLASSPATH directory list is loaded.

A sample properties file is installed in the product installation directory.

Setting CA IDMS Server Options as Properties
Contents

Any option that can be specified in the registry or configuration file can be specified in the properties file, or even as a
system property. There are also options that can only be specified as properties. To specify a configuration file option in
the properties file, prefix the key name with the section name. To specify a property as a system property, prefix it with
ca.idms.

For example, you can enable the global JDBC trace in caidms.cfg on z/OS using the following:

[Options]
JdbcTrace=1

This can also be specified in the caidms.properties file as:

Options.JdbcTrace=1

Or it can be specified as a system property as an argument to the java launcher with:

-Dca.idms.Options.JdbcTrace=1

An option value specified in the registry or configuration file overrides the value specified in the properties file, which in
turn overrides the value specified as a system property.

JDBC Driver Options

Options used by the JDBC driver can be specified in the [Options] or [datasource_name] section of the registry or
configuration file, or prefixed with "Options." or a datasource_name in the properties file.

NOTE
For more information on these options, see the appendices "Windows Registry Information" or "Configuration
File Information," or the installed javadoc for the ca.idms.jdbc.IdmsConnectOptions class.

JDBC Server Options

Options used by the JDBC server can be specified in the [Proxy] section of the registry or configuration file, or prefixed
with "Proxy." in the properties file.
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NOTE
For more information on these options, see appendices "Windows Registry Information" or "Configuration File
Information," or the installed javadoc for the ca.idms.proxy.ProxyOptions class.

Global Options

Options that can only be specified in the properties file include:

• cecp.network
• exclude
• include
• reload
• snap
• snap.bytes
• snap.native
• snap.object
• snap.sql
• trace
• trace.file
• trace.life
• trace.native
• trace.product

NOTE
For more information on these options, see the installed javadoc for the ca.idms.io.TraceObject package.

The following property can be set in the properties file to enable the JDBC driver to get the external identity from
compatible identity managers other than CA Siteminder.

security.principal.class=<java.security.Principal_class_name>

A compatible identity manager provides an implementation of the java.security. Principal interface that represents the user
identity and can be accessed using the javax.security.auth.Subject.getPrincipal method.

Note: For more information on the cecp.network option see the installed javadoc for the ca.idms.io.NativeCodePage
class. Use of the cecp.network option causes IDMS Server to use CECP before the server-specified network encoding.
This allows for the use of a customized set of code page tables using IDMS Server's CECP support.

Using Presspack
This section provides a general description of CA IDMS Presspack, a large-volume database compression and
decompression tool for CA IDMS/DB. It also gives sectionlines for using this product and sees you to other sections of this
section for details.

Advantages of Using CA IDMS Presspack

Compressing your database records:

• Slows the demand for new DASD.
By compressing data you will be using your DASD more efficiently and as a result, will be able to defer the purchase of
additional hardware.

• Alleviates physical space constraints in your data center.
Additional DASD requires physical space that may not be available.

• Helps I/O bound jobs.
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Since more data is stored in the same amount of space, fewer I/Os will be required to retrieve the same amount of
data.

• Reduces journaling activity.
Since the records that are written to the journals are compressed, more records fit onto a journal and, as a result, you
do not have to offload the journals as often.

• Speeds backup and restoration of your database.
Since the same amount of data can be stored on fewer pages, the backup/restore utilities have to do fewer I/Os and,
as a result, run faster.

What CA IDMS Presspack Compresses

CA IDMS/DB records or tables may contain control field data and non-control field data. This component compresses the
data beyond the last control field.

How CA IDMS Presspack Compresses

CA IDMS Presspack compresses database records by:

1. Eliminating repeating character strings
2. Using the Huffman Encoding Technique
3. Applying the concept of successor tables

The result is very efficient compression of your data.

Huffman Encoding Technique

CA IDMS Presspack uses an algorithm called the Huffman Encoding Technique to assign bit strings of varying length to
characters that are being compressed. Characters that occur most frequently are assigned the shortest bit strings and
those that occur less frequently are assigned longer bit strings. The result is that instead of every character using a fixed
eight bit code, some characters are represented by as few as two bits and a few characters require more than eight bits.

Since the most frequently occurring characters get the shortest bit strings, the result is that the set of data requires less
space to be stored.

Successor Tables

The successor table concept allows for the use of multiple Huffman conversion tables. CA IDMS Presspack decides which
table to use on the next character (that is, the "succeeding" character) on the basis of the type of character it expects
to compress or decompress next. This technique is based on the premise that user data occurs in patterns and not in a
random fashion.

By applying the concept of successor tables, CA IDMS Presspack can achieve further compression by assigning the
same short bit string to more than one frequently occurring character. For example, the most frequently occurring
alphabetic character and the most frequently occurring digit could both be represented by the shortest bit string. The
number of successor tables used is related to the degree of compression you specify when you create a custom DCT.

How You Can Optimize Compression

You can optimize compression by passing selected records or tables through IDMSPASS, the compression optimization
utility of CA IDMS Presspack. IDMSPASS allows you to achieve the highest degree of compression possible with CA
IDMS Presspack. For further information on IDMSPASS, see Using IDMSPASS.

About CA IDMS Presspack
CA IDMS Presspack is a tool for compression and decompression of CA IDMS/DB records or tables. Its compression
efficiency makes it ideal for compressing large-volume databases.

CA IDMS Presspack consists of:
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• Runtime compression and decompression routines
• A built-in data characteristic table (DCT) for use in compression and decompression functions
• IDMSPASS, a utility that allows you to create custom DCTs and thus enhance the efficiency of database compression

When to Use CA IDMS Presspack

Consider using CA IDMS Presspack for:

• Fixed length records or tables that can be compressed by more than 11 bytes.
CA IDMS Presspack converts fixed-length records to variable length records, which require 8 bytes of overhead. CA
IDMS Presspack also requires an additional 3 bytes per record in overhead.

• Infrequently updated records.
• Long-lived records.

Also consider using CA IDMS Presspack to compress records that contain data in unusual formats, such as binary or
packed decimal. However, to obtain the most efficient compression for these records, you should first pass them through
the IDMSPASS utility.

For more information on IDMSPASS, see Using IDMSPASS.

When Not to Use CA IDMS Presspack

You do not gain the advantages of using CA IDMS Presspack if:

• CPU overhead (if any) exceeds the space savings that you can obtain for a record or table
• You cannot obtain more than 11 bytes in space savings for a fixed-length record, or 3 bytes for a variable length record

or table
• The compressible portion of the record or table (that is, what follows the last index or CALC key field or column) is very

small

Required Steps

These are the required steps for implementing CA IDMS Presspack:

1. Install CA IDMS Presspack. For information on how to do this, see to the CA IDMS installation section for your
operating system.

2. Define or convert selected records or tables for compression and decompression.
For more information, see Overview of CA IDMS Presspack”.

Optional Steps

To maximize the advantages gained from using CA IDMS Presspack, you can use the IDMSPASS utility to:

• Generate a statistical report that will tell you how much benefit you can get from using CA IDMS Presspack. 
For more information, see "Generating a Statistical Report" .

• Create one or more custom DCTs for use with IDMSPASS.
This step is optional because if you do not create a custom DCT, you can specify to use the generic DCT, BUILTIN,
when compressing and decompressing records or tables. However, a custom DCT ensures more efficient compression
than the BUILTIN DCT. For information on how to create a DCT, see "Creating DCTs" .

Using IDMSPASS
How IDMSPASS Works

You use the IDMSPASS utility to sample selected records or tables to gather statistics on characteristics of the data. Using
these statistics, IDMSPASS can then build a custom DCT.
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At runtime, the custom DCT is used to compress or decompress the data in your database. Data compression and
decompression are far more efficient with a custom DCT than with the generic BUILTIN DCT because the data
characteristics used are specific to the data being compressed.

Using BUILTIN

You can compress data that has not been passed through the IDMSPASS utility by specifying BUILTIN, the generic DCT,
in the record or table definition.

For more information on defining records or tables for compression, see Section2, “Enabling CA IDMS Presspack
Compression”.

The information in BUILTIN consists of statistics that describe a general mix of data. This allows efficient compression at
runtime, though less efficient than use of a custom DCT created with IDMSPASS.

Enabling CA IDMS Presspack Compression
This section tells you how to define database records or tables for compression and decompression, including:

• How to use the syntax required to define records or tables for compression.
• How to convert existing records or tables to (or from) compression.
• How CA IDMS Presspack executes at runtime.

Defining Records and Tables for Compression
Defining Schema Records for Compression

You define schema records for compression by specifying a DCTABLE parameter on the SCHEMA RECORD statement
for each record that you select. In the DCTABLE parameter you can specify the data characteristic table to be used for
compression and decompression.

For more information on the SCHEMA RECORD statement and the DCTABLE parameter, see "Using SCHEMA RECORD
Syntax."

Defining Tables for Compression

You identify SQL-defined tables to be compressed by specifying the COMPRESS parameter on the CREATE TABLE
statement for each table that you select to compress. Following the COMPRESS parameter, you can specify in the USING
parameter the data characteristic table to be used for compression and decompression.

For more information on the CREATE TABLE statement and its compression parameters, see "Using CREATE TABLE
Syntax."

Converting Records and Tables

To specify compression for records or tables that have already been defined in a CA IDMS™ /DB, you perform a
conversion procedure to make the specified data available for use by CA IDMS Presspack.

For information on how to convert schema records, see "Converting Schema Records."

For information on how to convert SQL-defined tables, see “Converting Tables”.

Using SCHEMA RECORD Syntax

Specifying the DCTABLE Parameter

You specify the DCTABLE parameter of the SCHEMA RECORD statement to compress and decompress the record at
runtime.
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For more information on complete syntax documentation of the SCHEMA RECORD statement, see to CA IDMS Database
Administration Section.

These considerations apply to the DCTABLE parameter:

• Specify dctable-name if you want to use a custom DCT for the schema record, or BUILTIN if you want to use the
generic DCT.
You can specify dctable-name before you create the DCT. However, you cannot specify dctable-name before you
install CA IDMS Presspack (that is, before CA IDMS Presspack module IDDPRST is linked with the schema compiler).

• Specify IS USED FOR COMPRESSION or IS USED FOR DECOMPRESSION only if you need to convert existing
schema records to or from CA IDMS Presspack compression; otherwise, specify IS USED FOR BOTH.

• For more information on converting records, see Converting Schema Records.

DCTABLE Parameter Example

In this example, the DCTABLE parameter of a MODIFY statement names JOBDCT as the DCT used both to compress
and decompress all JOB records:

MODIFY RECORD NAME IS JOB

     DCTABLE NAME JOBDCT IS USED FOR BOTH.

Associated Defaults for Other Parameters

The DCTABLE parameter has associated defaults for the MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH and MINIMUM FRAGMENT
LENGTH parameters of the SCHEMA RECORD statement. These defaults are:

• MINIMUM ROOT IS CONTROL LENGTH.
• MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH IS

– Fragment-length for fixed compressed records whose fragmentable length is less than or equal to 40 bytes (a
record's fragmentable length is the record's total length less its control length)

– 40, for fixed compressed records whose fragmentable length is greater than 40 bytes (a record's fragmentable
length is the record's total length less its control length)

– 4, for variable compressed records

The schema compiler automatically uses these parameter values when it processes a DCTABLE parameter.

Overriding the Defaults

You can override the defaults by specifying your own values for the MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH and MINIMUM
FRAGMENT LENGTH parameters of the SCHEMA RECORD statement.

For example, to prevent fragmentation, you can specify RECORD LENGTH for both MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH and
MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH in the SCHEMA RECORD statement. Fragmentation is valuable as an alternative to
compression, not in place of compression.

Using CREATE TABLE Syntax

Using the COMPRESS Parameter

You specify the COMPRESS parameter of the CREATE TABLE statement to compress and decompress a table at
runtime.

More Information: For complete documentation of CREATE TABLE statement syntax, see to CA IDMS SQL Section.

What COMPRESS Means
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When you specify COMPRESS on a CREATE TABLE statement, you direct the DBMS to call CA IDMS Presspack both to
compress and to decompress data in the table when DML functions are performed.

If you do not specify the USING parameter to name a DCT in conjunction with the COMPRESS parameter, BUILTIN is
used at runtime.

Changing the Compression Specification

You cannot change the compression specification with an ALTER TABLE statement. To change the compression
specification, you convert the table.

For more information on table conversion, see Converting Tables.

Specifying a DCT

Specify USING dctable-name in conjunction with the COMPRESS parameter to use a custom DCT at runtime. You create
a custom DCT for the table using the IDMSPASS utility.

COMPRESS Parameter Example

In this example, the COMPRESS parameter of a CREATE TABLE statement names JOBDCT as the DCT used both to
compress and decompress the JOB table:

CREATE TABLE DEMOEMPL.JOB

 .

 .

 .

  IN DEMODB.EMPAREA

  COMPRESS USING JOBDCT;

Converting Schema Records
What You Can Do

You can convert your database records by changing them from non-CA IDMS Presspack use to CA IDMS Presspack use,
or by removing them from CA IDMS Presspack use.

Converting Records to CA IDMS Presspack Use

If you just installed CA IDMS Presspack, the schema records in your existing CA IDMS™ /DB may be:

• Uncompressed records, either fixed-length or variable-length
• Records compressed with IDMSCOMP and decompressed with IDMSDCOM

In either case, you can convert records that you select for compression and decompression.

Conversion Methods

The method to use for converting existing database records to CA IDMS Presspack depends on your objective.

To reduce area size when converting to CA IDMS Presspack:

1. Unload the database using the UNLOAD utility
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2. Modify the compression specifications of the schema records
3. Reload the database using the RELOAD utility

NOTE
When using UNLOAD and RELOAD to convert records to CA IDMS Presspack, be sure that the DCTABLE
specification in the new schema record definition includes the parameter IS USED FOR BOTH.

For more information on the UNLOAD and RELOAD utilities and about the unload/reload process, see to CA IDMS
Utilities Section.

To convert from fixed-length, uncompressed records to CA IDMS Presspack without reducing the size of the area:

1. Change the DCTABLE specification in the schema records
2. Use the RESTRUCTURE utility on the area or areas containing the records For more information on the

RESTRUCTURE utility and about the restructure process, see to CA IDMS Utilities Section.

To convert from variable-length, uncompressed records without reducing the size of the area:

1. Specify the DCTABLE parameter for each record, including IS USED FOR COMPRESSION.
2. Run a database sweep program, performing the OBTAIN and MODIFY functions for each record.

NOTE
If you perform a database sweep to convert your records, you should put normal restart and recovery
procedures into effect. This will help preserve the integrity of your database if problems arise during
conversion.

3. Change the DCTABLE parameter for each record, specifying that the named DCT is used for both compression and
decompression.

Converting from IDMSCOMP

Your existing database records may be compressed with calls to IDMSCOMP. To convert IDMSCOMP-compressed
records to CA IDMS Presspack:

1. For each record's SCHEMA RECORD statement:
– Specify the DCTABLE parameter, including IS USED FOR COMPRESSION.
– Code CALL IDMSDCOM AFTER GET.

2. Run a database sweep program, performing the OBTAIN and MODIFY functions for each record.
3. Change the DCTABLE parameter for each record, specifying that the named DCT is used for both compression and

decompression.

Changing the DCT

You can change the DCT that is used to compress and decompress a record using the following steps:

1. Specify two DCTABLE parameters in the SCHEMA RECORD statement for each record:
– In one DCTABLE parameter, specify that the old DCT named is used for decompression.
– In the other DCTABLE parameter, specify that the new DCT named is used for compression.

2. Run a database sweep program, performing the OBTAIN and MODIFY functions for each record.
3. Alter the DCTABLE parameter for each record, specifying that the new DCT is used for both compression and

decompression.

Ways of Converting from CA IDMS Presspack

After your records have been converted to CA IDMS Presspack use, you may occasionally want to remove selected
records from CA IDMS Presspack use. This involves converting the records from CA IDMS Presspack compression and
decompression to uncompressed format, either fixed-length or variable-length.
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To convert from CA IDMS Presspack to variable-length, uncompressed records:

1. Specify the DCTABLE parameter for each record, including the dctable-name of the record's existing DCT and IS
USED FOR DECOMPRESSION.

2. Run your database sweep program, performing the OBTAIN and MODIFY functions for each record.
3. Change the SCHEMA RECORD statement for each record, specifying:

– Appropriate values for the MINIMUM ROOT and MINIMUM FRAGMENT parameters
– EXCLUDE ALL CALLS

To convert from CA IDMS Presspack to fixed-length, uncompressed records:

1. Decompress each record and use the RESTRUCTURE utility to store each record as fixed-length without
compression.

2. Change the SCHEMA RECORD statement for each record, specifying:
– MINIMUM ROOT NULL
– MINIMUM FRAGMENT NULL
– EXCLUDE ALL CALLS

Converting Tables
What You Can Do

You can convert existing SQL-defined tables to or from CA IDMS Presspack use. The basic steps are the same for each
conversion.

How to Convert Tables to CA IDMS Presspack

You can specify compression for a table only in the CREATE TABLE statement. To specify compression for a table that
contains data:

1. Create an interim table with same characteristics as the table to be converted but with a different name.
2. Copy the data from the table to be converted to the interim table, using an INSERT statement.

For example, if the table to be converted is DEMOEMPL.JOB and the interim table is DEMOEMPL.TMPJOB, you
submit a form of this statement:

insert into demoempl.tmpjob

  values (select * from demoempl.job);

3. Delete DEMOEMPL.JOB with a DROP TABLE statement.
4. Re-create the DEMOEMPL.JOB table using the COMPRESS parameter:

create table demoempl.job

 .

 .

 .

  compress using job_dct;

5. Copy the data from DEMOEMPL.TMPJOB into the newly-defined DEMOEMPL.JOB table using an INSERT statement:
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insert into demoempl.job

  values (select * from demoempl.tmpjob);

6. After verifying successful execution of the previous step, drop the DEMOEMPL.TMPJOB table.

NOTE
If you perform the conversion in a single SQL transaction, consider using the CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE
statement to create the interim table.

More Information: For documentation of all CA IDMS™ SQL statements see to CA IDMS SQL seeence Section.

How to Convert Tables to a New DCT

To convert tables to a new DCT, follow the steps for converting to CA IDMS Presspack. Do not include a COMPRESS
parameter when creating the interim table.

How to Convert Tables from CA IDMS Presspack

To convert tables from CA IDMS Presspack, follow the steps for converting to CA IDMS Presspack, but omit the
COMPRESS parameter when you re-create the table you are converting.

CA IDMS Presspack Runtime Execution
When CA IDMS Presspack Routines Are Executed

After you implement CA IDMS Presspack, data compression and decompression take place automatically when the
application program performs data manipulation language (DML) functions against the CA IDMS™ /DB at runtime. The
DBMS executes CA IDMS Presspack's runtime routines to:

• Compress a record or table on one of these update functions:
– STORE (navigational DML)
– MODIFY (navigational DML)
– ERASE (navigational DML)
– INSERT (SQL DML)
– UPDATE (SQL DML)
– DELETE (SQL DML)

• Decompress a record or table on one of these retrieval functions:
– GET (navigational DML)
– OBTAIN (navigational DML)
– SELECT (SQL DML)

For more information on DML functions in application programs, see to CA IDMS Navigational DML Programming Section
or CA IDMS SQL Programming Section.

Use of the DCT

Compression and decompression functions are performed on record or table data using either BUILTIN or a custom DCT
to translate the compressed data to decompressed data and to translate decompressed data into compressed data.

The same DCT must be used to decompress a given record or table as it did to compress the record or table.

Runtime Processing

The following figure shows how compression and decompression are performed at runtime.
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Creating DCTs with IDMSPASS
IDMSPASS is a utility provided with CA IDMS Presspack. With IDMSPASS you can accumulate database record or table
statistics, create custom DCTs, and print out a report containing compression information on your database records or
tables.

Running IDMSPASS

IDMSPASS Execution Environment

Accessing a non-SQL defined database:
You can run IDMSPASS against a non-SQL defined database as a batch job either under the CA IDMS/DC central version
or in local mode.
If you run IDMSPASS under the central version, the DBMS loads a subschema into the local region to make it available
for extracting information. Make sure that this subschema is the same as the subschema used by your central version run
unit. This will prevent discrepancies that may result from using different versions of a subschema.

Accessing an SQL-defined database:
You can run IDMSPASS against an SQL-defined database in local mode. You specify the dictionary containing the SQL
definitions in a SYSIDMS DBNAME parameter.

IDMSPASS Execution
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At runtime, IDMSPASS samples the records or tables that you specify in IDMSPASS input parameters. To sample records,
you must begin the input parameter stream with PROCESS SUBSCHEMA. To sample tables, you must begin the input
parameter stream with PROCESS SQL.

IDMSPASS uses statistical information in its sample to build a DCT and/or print the IDMSPASS report. You can save the
statistics in a SYS002 file for use in a subsequent run of IDMSPASS.

For documentation of IDMSPASS input parameters, see IDMSPASS Syntax.

For an example of specifying a SYS002 file in IDMSPASS JCL, see Sample JCL.

How IDMSPASS Creates a DCT

To create a DCT, IDMSPASS uses sampling statistics to create assembler source code for the DCT and punches the code
into SYSPCH. You can then assemble and link this code to produce a DCT load module.

You can modify the generated assembler source code to set AMODE=31 and RMODE=ANY. This eliminates warnings
during the linkedit about mismatched AMODEs.

You must define the DCT to the CV just like a program.

NOTE
Always save a copy of the source code for each DCT load module. For more information, see Creating DCTs.

After you specify compression using a SCHEMA RECORD or CREATE TABLE statement, the DBMS uses the custom
DCTs that you have created with IDMSPASS at application program runtime.

Summary of IDMSPASS Execution

The following flow chart summarizes IDMSPASS execution.
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IDMSPASS Syntax
Contents

IDMSPASS syntax is submitted as input to the system through JCL to control a run of the IDMSPASS utility.

For sample IDMSPASS JCL, see Sample JCL.

Authorization

To run IDMSPASS, you must hold DBAREAD privilege on each area accessed.

Syntax

►►─── PROCESS ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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           ┌──────────────────────────────────────────┐
 ►─┬─ SQL ─▼─┬─ TABLE schema-name.table-identifier ─┬─┴───────────────────────►─
   │         └─ AREA segment-name.area-name ────────┘
   │
   └─ SUBSCHEMA subschema-name ─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────
                                └─ DBNAME database-name ─┘

─►──────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►
                                │
   ┌──────────────────────────┐ │
  ─▼─┬─ RECORD record-name ─┬─┴─┘
     └─ AREA area-name ─────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ DCT dctable-name ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ START start-number ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ SKIP skip-number ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ NRECS sample-number ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ DEGREE compression-degree-number ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ USCNTS ─┬─ Y -┤
              └─ N ─┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ COMPARE ─┘

Parameters

• SQL
Indicates that IDMSPASS is to process tables in a CA IDMS/DB SQL-defined database.

• TABLE schema-name.table-identifier
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Specifies a table for IDMSPASS to sample.
Table-identifier identifies a table created with a CREATE TABLE statement. Schema-name specifies the schema with
which the table is associated.

• AREA segment-name.area-name
Specifies an area that contains tables for IDMSPASS to process.
IDMSPASS will process all user-defined tables in the area.

• SUBSCHEMA subschema-name
Names the subschema for IDMSPASS to use for accessing the records specified in AREA or RECORD parameters
that follow.
If you specify SUBSCHEMA, you must specify at least one AREA or RECORD parameter following it.

• DBNAME database-name
Specifies the database to which subschema-name allows access.
The value in this parameter overrides the SYSIDMS DBNAME parameter (if any).
If you do not specify DBNAME in the PROCESS statement, you must specify it in a DBNAME SYSIDMS parameter.
For documentation of SYSIDMS parameters, see to CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

• RECORD record-name
Specifies a record for IDMSPASS to sample.

• AREA area-name
Specifies an area that contains records for IDMSPASS to process.
IDMSPASS will process all user-defined records in the area.

• DCT dctable-name
Names a data characteristic table.
Dctable-name must contain 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters. It cannot begin with the characters BUILTIN.
This parameter is required if you specify a value greater than 0 in the DEGREE parameter.

• START start-number
Specifies the record occurrence or table row that IDMSPASS will use to start sampling the record or table.
Start-number must be an integer between 1 and the number of record occurrences or table rows that exist when you
run IDMSPASS.
If you omit the START parameter, IDMSPASS will start sampling with the first record occurrence or table row.

• SKIP skip-number
Specifies the number of record occurrences or table rows that IDMSPASS skips in sampling.
If you omit the SKIP parameter, IDMSPASS skips no records.

• NRECS sample-number
Specifies the maximum number of record occurrences or table rows that IDMSPASS will sample in the current run.
Sample-number must be an integer.
If you specify NRECS=0, IDMSPASS will not sample any record occurrences.
If you omit the NRECS parameter, IDMSPASS continues sampling until it processes either all record occurrences or
table rows.

• DEGREE compression-degree-number
Specifies the degree to compress records using the DCT created in the current run of IDMSPASS.
Compression-degree-number must be an integer in the range of 0 to 8. If the value is 0, IDMSPASS will not create a
DCT.
If you omit the DEGREE parameter, IDMSPASS assumes a default value of 4 for compression-degree-number.
Degree 4 yields good compression and a medium-sized (13K) DCT.

• USCNTS
Specifies whether IDMSPASS merges statistics from the current run with statistics from the previous run, if any. Y and
N are the only valid values you can enter following the USCNTS keyword.
Y specifies that statistics from the current run (if requested) will be merged with statistics in the SYS002 file.
N specifies that only statistics from the current run will be used and will replace statistics in the SYS002 file, if specified
in the JCL.
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If you omit the USCNTS parameter, only statistics calculated in the current run will be used.
• COMPARE

Specifies that the Compression Summary of the IDMSPASS report will include a column that shows the actual savings,
if any, of using the BUILTIN DCT for compressing the selected records.

Usage

Data That Can Be Accessed in One Run

IDMSPASS can access in one run any data that is defined in:

• One subschema
• The catalog component of one dictionary

You can build a DCT that samples data defined in multiple subschemas or in catalog components of multiple dictionaries,
or a combination of both, with multiple runs of IDMSPASS specifying USCNTS Y.

Limiting the Sample

After a sampling of 64K bytes of data (not including keys), the rate at which the sample improves begins to diminish.

You can use any one or more of the NRECS, SKIP, and START parameters to limit sample size.

Considerations in Sampling an Area

Before specifying an AREA parameter to IDMSPASS, be aware of these considerations:

• A custom DCT for data with similar physical characteristics is desirable; an area is usually defined for data with similar
logical characteristics

• It is redundant to specify a RECORD parameter for a record in the same area
• Specifying two areas and limiting the sampling with an NRECS parameter may bias the sampling toward the data in

first area IDMSPASS processes because the NRECS limit may be reached before some (or any) of the second area is
processed

Specifying NRECS, DEGREE, and USCNTS

Your specifications for NRECS, DEGREE, and USCNTS determine whether IDMSPASS:

• Creates a statistical report only, or a report and a DCT
• Uses statistics from only the current sampling
• Uses statistics from only the previous sampling
• Merges statistics from the previous sampling with statistics from the current sampling

This table shows the values required for each parameter depending on what you want IDMSPASS to do:

IDMSPASS functions NRECS DEGREE USCNTS
Report only, using statistics from
currently sampled database

> 0 0 N

Report only, using statistics from
previous sampling merged with
current sampling

> 0 0 Y

Report and DCT, using statistics
from currently sampled
database

> 0 > 0 N

Report and DCT, using statistics
from previous sampling merged
with current sampling

> 0 > 0 Y
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Report, using statistics from
previous sampling (report file
unchanged)

0 0 Y

Report and DCT, using statistics
from previous sampling (report
file unchanged)

0 > 0 Y

Invalid Parameter Combinations

The combination of USCNTS N and NRECS 0 is invalid because it excludes statistics from both a previous sampling
(USCNTS N) and the current sampling (NRECS 0).

Examples

IDMSPASS Run Against Records

In this example, the input parameters direct IDMSPASS to:

• Access the database using the EMPSS01 subschema
• Sample records of the record type named JOB
• Create a DCT named EMPDCT
• Start sampling with the first record (this is the default)
• Skip four record occurrences after each one sampled
• Sample no more than 1000 record occurrences
• Create a DCT compresses records by degree 6
• Use only statistics calculated in the current run to build a DCT (this is the default)

PROCESS SUBSCHEMA EMPSS01

  RECORD JOB

  DCT EMPDCT

  START 1

  SKIP 4

  NRECS 1000

  DEGREE 6

  USCNTS N

IDMSPASS Run Against Tables

This example is comparable to the previous example except that the accessed data is in an SQL-defined database:

PROCESS SQL

  TABLE DEMOEMPL.JOB
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  DCT EMP_DCT

  START 1

  SKIP 4

  NRECS 1000

  DEGREE 6

  USCNTS N

What You Can Do with IDMSPASS
Making Decisions About Compression

You can use IDMSPASS to help you make these decisions about how to use CA IDMS Presspack:

• Which records or tables in your database to compress --
– Using BUILTIN
– Using a custom DCT

• How many DCTs to create
• What degree of compression to specify for each DCT

Options for an IDMSPASS Run

When you run IDMSPASS, you specify at least one record or table and you request that IDMSPASS generate one or both
of these:

• A statistical report on the possible degrees of compression that can be attained (you specify a value greater than 0 in
the NRECS parameter)

• A DCT (you specify a value greater than 0 in the DEGREE parameter)

For complete documentation of IDMSPASS syntax and usage, see IDMSPASS Syntax.

Generating a Statistical Report

What Can Be Reported

IDMSPASS allows you to generate an IDMSPASS report that provides information on the prepassed records or tables,
without creating a DCT.

This information includes projections about how much your records could be compressed at each of eight degrees of
compression.

You can specify two or more records or tables to pass through IDMSPASS. Statistics on the specified records or tables
are merged.

Using Data on Degrees of Compression

You can use the data on projected degrees of compression in an IDMSPASS report to:

• Select a degree of compression for your records
• Decide whether to:
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– Compress records or tables you selected
– Use the BUILTIN DCT for compression
– Use a custom DCT for compression

Contents of an IDMSPASS Report

An IDMSPASS report, part of the IDMSPASS output, contains:

• The IDMSPASS input parameters that you specified for the run
• Detailed information on the areas that IDMSPASS accessed during the run
• Detailed information on the records or tables that IDMSPASS accessed during the run
• Run totals
• Projected percentage of record compression for each of eight degrees of compression

Reading the IDMSPASS Report

The Beginning Section

The beginning section:

• Echoes input parameters
• Displays a message confirming the binding of the run unit
• Displays a message for each area accessed

IDMSPASS volser                        Database Prepass and DCT generate utility                        mm/
dd/yy hhmmss

  PAGE     1

                           P R E S S T O   -  COPYRIGHT (C) 1985 BY IRONWOOD SOFTWARE, INC

SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01,

AREA=INS-DEMO-REGION,

RECORD=DEPARTMENT,

RECORD=OFFICE,

DCT=DEMODCT,START=1,SKIP=0,DEGREE=4,USCNTS=N

UT000018 RUN UNIT HAS BEEN BOUND

         SUBSCHEMA NAME ------ EMPSS01

         COMPILE DATE -------- yy-mm-dd
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         COMPILE TIME -------- hh.mm.ss

         SCHEMA VERSION ------ 1100

         SUBSCHEMA VERSION --- 1200

UT002017 Starting Scan - Area EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION

UT002017 Starting Scan - Area EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION

For documentation of all messages issued by IDMSPASS, see to CA IDMS Messages and Codes Section.

Summary of the Records or Tables Sampled

The summary of records or tables sampled consists of this information:

• Record/Table NAME -- Name of the record type or table sampled
• F/V -- Record or table type (fixed-length/variable-length)
• Avg. Length -- Average length of record occurrences or table rows, including noncompressible portion
• Number Sampled -- Number of record occurrences or rows sampled
• Percent Compressible -- The percentage of a record occurrence or table row that is eligible for compression
• Number of Bytes Compressible -- The actual number of bytes of a record occurrence or table row that can be

compressed

                 Summary of Records Sampled

                        Avg.      Number         Percent    Number of Bytes

Record Name       F/V  Length     Sampled     Compressible   Compressible

----------------  ---  ------  -------------  ------------  ---------------

OFFICE             F      100              5     73.0%              73

NON-HOSP-CLAIM     V      824              2     30.0%             248

INSURANCE-PLAN     F      148              4     87.1%             129

HOSPITAL-CLAIM     F      308              2     94.8%             292

DEPARTMENT         F       80              9     65.0%              52

DENTAL-CLAIM       V      824              2     15.7%             130
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COVERAGE           F       44             74     36.3%              16

              Total Bytes Sampled 4,265

The Compression Summary

The Compression Summary estimates the average length of the record occurrence or table row after compression and
the percentage of the original length that this figure represents. This information is provided for each of the eight possible
degrees of compression you can choose.

If you specify the COMPARE parameter to IDMSPASS, the Compression Summary also gives the actual savings, if any, of
using the BUILTIN DCT for compression.

For more information on IDMSPASS syntax, see IDMSPASS Syntax.

'NO COMP' indicates that no gain would result from compression because the reduction would be less than the addition of
8 bytes of overhead associated with variable-length records.

                                  Compression Summary

                 Average Length After Compression and Percentage of Original Size by Degree

Record Name      1        2        3       4        5        6        7        8

-----------  -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ---------

OFFICE         72 72%  68 68%  64  64%  64  64%   64 64%   64  64%   64 64%   64 64%_

NON-HOSP-CLAIM136 16% 124 15% 116  14% 116  14%  116 14%  116  14%  116 14%  116 14%_

INSURANCE-PLAN 88 59%  80 54%  76  51%  76  51%   76 51%   76  51%   76 51%   76 51%_

HOSPITAL-CLAIM156 50% 140 45% 132  42% 132  42%  132 42%  132  42%  132 42%  132 42%_

DEPARTMENT     64 80%  60 75%  60  75%  60  75%   60 75%   60  75%   60 75%   60 75%_

DENTAL-CLAIM   84 10%  76  9%  76   9%  72   8%   76  9%   76   9%   72  8%   72  8%_

COVERAGE  NO COMP.NO COMP. NO COMP. NO COMP. NO COMP. NO COMP. NO COMP.NO COMP._

              You chose Degree 4

SQL Example
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The IDMSPASS report on an SQL-defined database is similar to a report on a non-SQL defined database, as in this
example:

IDMSPASS volser                        Database Prepass and DCT generate utility                        mm/
dd/yy hhmmss

  PAGE     1

                           P R E S S T O   -  COPYRIGHT (C) 1985 BY IRONWOOD SOFTWARE, INC

PROCESS SQL

AREA SQLDEMO.EMPLAREA

DCT=DEMODCT,START=1,SKIP=0,DEGREE=4,USCNTS=N,COMPARE

UT000018 RUN UNIT HAS BEEN BOUND

         SUBSCHEMA NAME ------ PASSSS01

         COMPILE DATE -------- yy-mm-dd

         COMPILE TIME -------- hh.mm.ss

         SCHEMA VERSION ------ 1100

         SUBSCHEMA VERSION --- 1200

UT002017 Starting Scan - Area SQLDEMO.EMPLAREA

                 Summary of Tables Sampled

                        Avg.      Number         Percent    Number of Bytes

Table Name        F/V  Length     Sampled     Compressible   Compressible
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----------------  ---  ------  -------------  ------------  ---------------

BENEFITS           F      132            200     78.7%             104

COVERAGE           F       48             71     41.6%              20

              Total Bytes Sampled 22,220

                                  Compression Summary

                              Average Length After Compression and Percentage of Original Size by Degree

Table Name    1       2       3       4       5       6       7       8     BUILTIN

---------- -------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------ ----------

BENEFITS   84  63%  80 60%  80 60%  76 57%  76  57%  76 57%  72 54% 72 54%  108  81%_

COVERAGE   NO COMP. NO COMP. NO COMP. NO COMP. NO COMP. NO COMP. NO COMP. NO COMP.NO COMP._

              You chose Degree 4

Creating DCTs

Selecting a DCT for Compression

A DCT is a conversion table built from data that IDMSPASS sampled from database records. It is used at runtime to
perform compression and decompression functions.

Part of the decision to compress a record or table is to select a DCT for CA IDMS Presspack to use. Your choices are:

• Use the generic DCT (BUILTIN) provided with the product
• Create a custom DCT for the selected records or tables

How to Create a DCT

To create a DCT, you specify these IDMSPASS parameters:

• For tables:
– The keyword SQL
– TABLE table-name for each selected table (or AREA segment-name.area-name for all tables in each selected area)

• For records:
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– SUBSCHEMA subschema-name
– RECORD record-name for each selected record (or AREA area-name for all records in each selected area)

• DCT, to name the DCT
• DEGREE, with a value greater than 0, to specify the degree of compression

With additional optional parameters, you can make specifications about how IDMSPASS takes the sampling that it uses to
create the DCT.

For complete documentation of IDMSPASS syntax and usage, see IDMSPASS Syntax.

Effect of Degree

You specify an integer in the range 1 through 8 in the DEGREE parameter to create a DCT. DEGREE determines the
number of successor tables used in the sampling process. The higher the degree value, the more finely tuned the DCT is
to the data sampled.

The size (in bytes) of the DCT that IDMSPASS creates will be 3.3K multiplied by the degree that you specify. In other
words, the higher the degree of compression that you select, the larger the DCT created by IDMSPASS.

A higher degree of compression does not mean compression routines do more work; it means that they have more
successor tables to work with. There is no extra processing.

The higher the degree of compression, the greater the compression efficiency, but on a diminishing scale. Thus,
compression efficiency increases the most from 1 to 2, less from 2 to 3, and so on. It increases the least from 7 to 8.

Creating Custom DCTs

If you specify one record or table when you run IDMSPASS, IDMSPASS creates a DCT for just that record or table. If you
pass two records or tables when you run IDMSPASS, IDMSPASS creates a DCT for both. In other words, IDMSPASS
creates one DCT for just what you select to pass in an IDMSPASS run.

The more specific that a DCT is to a record or table, the more effective the compression. One DCT for each record or
table achieves the most effective compression for the record or table.

Deciding How Many DCTs

To decide how many DCTs to create, balance the high degree of efficiency obtained from using many custom DCTs with
the storage and loading requirements of many DCTs. Also consider whether the record or table is worth the effort to
compress -- a few hundred record occurrences or table rows probably are not worth the effort.

A rule of thumb is to create one DCT for all records that contain similar data (for example, one DCT for records or tables
with text data, one for predominantly packed data, one for mixed data, and so on).

Saving DCTs

Once you compress a record with a DCT, you can use only that DCT to decompress the record. Therefore, be sure that
the source code module and the load module for each DCT are backed up in secure fashion to safeguard against losing
access to compressed data.

Using saved source code or a backup copy of the load module is the only way to recreate a DCT because IDMSPASS
does not create a duplicate DCT unless you use it with exactly the same sampling.

Generating a DCT Load Module

You generate the DCT load module by assembling the DCT source code that IDMSPASS creates and writes to the
SYSPCH file.

You can modify the generated assembler source code to set AMODE=31 and RMODE=ANY. This eliminates warnings
during the linkedit about mismatched AMODEs.

You must define the DCT to the CV just like a program.

For more information on incorporating DCT load module generation in the JCL stream for IDMSPASS, see Sample JCL.
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Create DCTs
How Database Changes Are Journaled

Before and after images of compressed data are journaled in compressed format. Therefore, journaled data must be
decompressed to be readable.

For example, a program (such as an audit program) that reads compressed data in the journal must be able to
decompress the data.

Calling IDMSUNPS

To decompress journal images of records that were compressed, a program must call IDMSUNPS.

NOTE
IDMSUNPS mimics a database procedure, but it is not a database procedure and cannot be called as such.

Prerequisite for a Call to IDMSUNPS

To use IDMSUNPS, the user-written program must read the journal, deblock individual journal records, and piece
together any spanned journal images. IDMSUNPS should be called only when the program has identified a record to be
decompressed.

Call Procedure

The program that needs the journal image decompressed calls UNPSEP1, the entry point to IDMSUNPS, using standard
calling IBM conventions.

The IDMSUNPS module requires five parameters to be passed:

Parameter Usage Length Description
Procedure control block Alphanumeric 1 byte (Filler -- unused)
Application control block Alphanumeric 1 byte (Filler -- unused)
Application program information
block

Alphanumeric 8 bytes Name of the DCT to be used for
compression1

Record control block Alphanumeric 40 bytes (Filler -- unused)
 Binary 2 bytes Control length -- length of

the data portion of the record
(including the RDW field) up to
and including the last CALC or
sort-control field1

 Binary 2 bytes Maximum length of the variable
length record (decompressed
size) including the RDW1

Record occurrence block Record occurrence
(compressed and
decompressed -- see the
discussion below)

  

1 This information can be found in the dictionary or a subschema, or can be coded in the calling program.

The Record Occurrence Block

Be aware of these considerations for the Record Occurrence block:
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• The program passes the compressed record in this block, and IDMSUNPS returns the decompressed record to it.
Therefore, the area must be large enough to hold the decompressed record

• A prefix-only journal record should not be passed
• The information passed in this block must be the portion of the compressed journal record that begins with the record's

RDW.
This example shows where the starting point is in a typical journal record:

                                   RDW of journal record
                                   Journal type (BFOR/AFTR)
                                   Journal sequence number
                                   Run unit ID
                                   Area type
                                   Verb number
                                   Page group
                                   Dbkey format word
                                   Dbkey
                                   Record ID
                                   Displacement on page
                                   Record length
                                   Prefix length
                                   Displacement in DBMS of journal call
                                   Offset
                                   Prefix points

Start of record for IDMSUNPS ───►  RDW of data record
                                   Data of data record

IDMSUNPS Return Codes

IDMSUNPS may return to the calling program these values (to Register 15 for an Assembler program or RETURN-CODE
for a COBOL program:

  00 --  Decompression successful

  04 --  GETSTG failure

  08 --  Call from system mode module; probable cause is

            trying to call IDMSUNPS as a database procedure

  12 --  DCT load failure

  16 --  DCT not valid

  20 --  Record or table not compressed by IDMSPRES

  24 --  Load of IDMSPRES failed

>100 --  Error during decompression

            (most likely, the wrong DCT was specified);
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            PRESSTO return code = return code minus 100

Third Party License Agreements
CA IDMS™ Presspack includes software developed by third-party software providers. This appendix provides information
regarding these third-party software providers.

PRESSTO
CA IDMS™ Presspack utilizes the data compression program PRESSTO™ a proprietary product of Ironwood Software,
Inc.

Using SASO
CA IDMS SASO is an interactive online tool that enhances the communication of standards and sectionlines. It also
provides an alternative to printed documents. CA IDMS SASO provides you with comprehensive online documentation.

CA IDMS SASO features an easy method for creating and applying enhancements to your company documents.
Document updates are created by you using CA IDMS SASO batch or online utility functions. These utilities compare two
documents, placing the differences derived in the release maintenance area of your database. Once a document update
or a set of document updates is loaded into your database, you can then select and apply the enhancements you want to
permanently incorporate into your document.

CA IDMS SASO Customization Macro

You can use the CA IDMS SASO product tuning macro ESSTPARM to modify the following:

• Direct dictionary access to online documentation
• Change default task code
• Change default document name
• Supply default print request JCL job card lines.

CA IDMS SASO Security

The CA IDMS SASO integrated security feature provides security checking for user authority to access CA IDMS/DC
secured resources at the following levels:

• CA IDMS SASO tasks
• Documents
• Chapters.

The online print function can be secured through specification of symbolic USERID and PASSWORD for input to job
control statements.

Online Access to Documents
Once installed, any CA IDMS SASO document can be accessed online using menu-driven screens. CA IDMS SASO
includes several features that allow you to browse, modify, and reorganize a document.

Browse Through Topic Text

The browse feature enables you to access and read any CA IDMS SASO document that resides on the CA IDMS SASO
CA IDMS/DB. It does not allow you to create, modify, or delete text.
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Modify Topic Text

The edit feature allows you to establish topic text using various text- editing functions. These text-editing functions enable
you to create, change, or delete text. Print control characters can also be imbedded within topic text.

These print control characters let you highlight and underline words, control line spacing, control page ejection, center
lines of text, and mark blocks of revised text.

Reorganize Document

You can reorganize a document by changing the order of sections, subjects, and topics.

Entire sections, subjects, or topics can be relocated from one position to another position within the same document.

Multiple Database Environment
CA IDMS SASO features a multiple database environment under a single central version (CV). When your documentation
is housed on the CA IDMS/DB, you can use all of the online and batch features of CA IDMS SASO to access and
maintain the documentation.

Organization of the Document
Documents are organized by section, subject, and topic. This arrangement makes a document easy to maintain and
simplifies the application of enhancements. See Exhibit 2.1 for an example of document organization.

     Chapter 1

       Subject 1.1
             Topic 1.1.0
             Topic 1.1.1
       Subject 1.2
             Topic 1.2.0
             Topic 1.2.1

     Chapter 2
       Subject 2.1
             Topic 2.1.0
             Topic 2.1.1
       Subject 2.2
             Topic 2.2.0
             Topic 2.2.1

Exhibit 2.1: Document Organization

Other Important CA IDMS SASO Online Features
Contents

CA IDMS SASO includes other features that enable you to utilize any CA IDMS SASO document as an efficient online
tool.
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Define Topic Keywords

The topic keyword feature allows authorized users to create, change, or delete specific topic keywords. When one or more
keywords are selected, all related topics are displayed.

Define Related Subjects

The related subjects feature lets an authorized user create or delete subject relationships. When a subject is selected, all
related subjects are displayed.

Provide for Print Control

The online print control facility enables you to:

• Print an entire CA IDMS SASO document
• Print ranges of sections, subjects, or topics
• Print selected sections, subjects, topics, or indexes
• Implement CA IDMS SASO word processing commands
• Implement user-defined print control directives
• Direct print output to TAPE or DISK.

Retain Unique Profiles

CA IDMS SASO includes retention of user profiles and/or retention of profile information by terminal identifiers.

The profile retention feature enables you to retain:

• Document name last specified for access
• Chapter, subject, and topic reference identifiers last specified for access
• Subject, topic, and topic keyword index names previously specified for access
• Job information specified for print request
• PF key definitions
• Text-editing line commands and scroll options.

Recover to Previous CA IDMS SASO Session

The recovery feature allows you to recover to the previous screen you were accessing when an abnormal exit from CA
IDMS SASO occurs.

In order to recover successfully, you must specify either of the following at the CA IDMS SASO recovery screen:

• The user ID entered during CA IDMS/DC signon
• The logical terminal identifier.

NOTE
If the central version (CV) becomes inactive for any reason, recovery to the previous CA IDMS SASO session is
not possible.

Standards Installed on a CA IDMS/DB
CA IDMS SASO uses CA IDMS as its database management system.

When a document is fully contained on a CA IDMS/DB, features inherent with CA IDMS are available, including:
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• Share-ability
• CA IDMS Recoverability
• CA IDMS Backup and Restoration
• CA IDMS Security

CA IDMS SASO, on a CA IDMS/DB, allows you to:

• Selectively provide online access to CA IDMS SASO features, documents, and document components
• Automatically generate online and printed reports of subject, topic, or keyword indexes
• Automatically generate online displays and printed output of subject and topic interrelationships
• Systematically search a document for a specified search string and report the results online.

Adding Multiple CA IDMS SASO Documents
This section explains how to establish a multiple CA IDMS SASO database environment. Before you define a document
to the CA IDMS SASO document control structure, you must install the physical database to house the document.
This section suggests ways to establish a multiple CA IDMS SASO database environment. Once a multiple database
environment is established, you can add other documents to the system.

To install a multiple database environment in a z/OS environment, follow these steps:

If completing any of the above steps produces messages, see the Online Message Facility or Messages for an
explanation.

 

Step 1. Create an Alternate DMCL Segment
Define the physical components of the new database. You can create a new segment that identifies unique files and area
names by specifying values for the following variables, adding other syntax as needed. Keys to variables are contained in
source library member ESSAPPDM:

Segment Definition:

• segment-name

File Definitions:

• segment_name.file_name1
• ddname1
• data_set_name1
• segment_name.file_name2
• ddname2
• data_set_name2

Area Definitions:

• segment_name
• start_page1 through start_page5.
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Figure A.1 shows file block counts that you use to determine the first page in the area. Be sure to use the same page
count, page size, and file block specifications from the initial CA IDMS SASO installation segment for input to IDMSBCF.

File Number Area Name Start Block Block Count
File 1: ESS-CTRL-AREA

ESS-TEXT-AREA
ESS-INDEX-AREA

1
96
856

95
760
95

File 2: ESS-RELSE-AREA
ESS-RTEXT-AREA

1
241

240
235

Exhibit A.1: Determine First Page Number in Area

NOTE
There should be only one CA IDMS SASO Document Control segment (ESSFIL3, ESS-CTRLD-AREA) per
central version (CV). Therefore, do not include File 3 in this step.

Step 2. Allocate and Initialize the New Database Files

1. Allocate files for the new database. Use a standard space allocation job for your environment. Include the dataset
names DDnames defined in the Create Alternate DMCL Segment section above and using the sectionlines in Figure
A.2, specify the correct number of blocks.

File Number Number of Blocks Page Size
File 1 950 9076
File 2 475 9076

Exhibit A.2: Space Allocation Requirements

The page size, page count, and number of blocks may have been changed when you executed the Create Alternate
DMCL Segment step. If these changes were made, make those same modifications here.

• Initialize the new database. Specify values for the following variables using source library member ESSAPPI as input
to IDMSBCF. Keys to variables are contained in member ESSAPPI:
– segment_name
– file_name1
– file_name2

NOTE
Each CV can have only one File 3 (ESSFIL3, ESS-CTRLD-AREA). Therefore, do not include File 3 in this step.

Step 3. Prepare Your CA IDMS/DC Environment

1. Specify the segment name (segment_name) defined in the Create Alternate DMCL Segment step and the name of
your system DMCL (your_dmcl_name) in source library member ESSAPPIN. Include the modified ESSAPPIN member
into the global DMCL of your target CV.

2. Include the new initialized database files in the start-up JCL of your target CV.
3. Specify your system database table name (db_table_name), the unique database name of your document (db_name),

and the new segment name (segment_name) defined in the Create Alternate DMCL Segment step, in source library
member ESSAPPDB. Include modified member EESSPPDB in your system database name table.

4. Refer to the User Section for the product you are installing to address security issues.
5. Regenerate your system DMCL, Database Name Table, and the target DC/UCF-CV system.
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NOTE
A key to variables in the above steps is contained in source library members.

Step 4. Define New Database to CA IDMS SASO Document Control Structure
Define the database name (db_name) from Step 3 above to the CA IDMS SASO Document Control Structure by using the
Add Document utility (see Add Document Utility).

This name must match the unique database name (db_name) included in your system database name table.

Step 5. Load the Database
Contents

Load the database using one of the following:

• The batch utility functions to download and upload a specific document
• The online functions to establish document structures.

Batch Utility Functions

See Batch Utilities for information on the following operations:

• ESSDLOD downloads an installed CA IDMS SASO database structure to a transportable file.
• ESSULOD uploads the CA IDMS SASO downloaded structure file to a specified database.
• ESSTEXT uploads 80 byte records from a sequential file (TEXT) into the primary areas of the installed database as

topic text. You can upload multiple topics simultaneously to a document.

Online Functions

See CA IDMS SASO Sessions for information on the following functions:

• Defining the document and structures.
• Defining textual contents and print control directives.
• Establishing document and printer configurations for printing the document.

CA IDMS SASO Sessions
This section provides information on signing on to CA IDMS SASO, the options that can be selected from the CA IDMS
SASO Primary Menu screen, and the signoff procedure.

The sections describe:

• How to sign on to CA IDMS SASO
• The Primary CA IDMS SASO Menu Screen and the CA IDMS SASO options: Browse, Edit, Utilities, Maintenance,

Document Utilities, Tutorial, and Exit
• CA IDMS SASO structure lists
• How to sign off of CA IDMS SASO.

Signing on to CA IDMS SASO

To sign on to CA IDMS SASO, follow the steps listed below unless your company has implemented different sign on
procedures.

1. Access your online CA IDMS/DC system.
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2. At the CA IDMS/DC system prompt, type the task code assigned to the CA IDMS SASO system and press the ENTER
key. A task code is assigned at the time of installation. This entry displays the CA IDMS SASO Primary Menu screen
shown in Exhibit 3.1.

CA IDMS SASO Security

If your company has implemented task, document, or section security, access into CA IDMS SASO is limited to the level
of authority assigned to a user or group. The CA IDMS SASO securable components are:

• Task
• Document - Update or Browse
• Section- Update or Browse.

CA IDMS SASO Primary Menu Screen
The CA IDMS SASO Primary Menu screen provides CA IDMS SASO processing options, a field to select documents, a
message field, copyright information, and system identifications.

For more information on the CA IDMS SASO Primary Menu screen, see the CA IDMS SASO online documentation.

      CCCCCCCCC
    CCCCCCCCCC
  CCC                                       Standards Administration
 CCC      AAAA                                   System Online
 CCC     AAAAA
 CCC    AAAAAA                                   CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn
 CCC   AAA AAA                                   mm/dd/yy hh:mm
  CCC AAA  AAA
   CCAAACCCCCC   OPTION ===>
    AAACCCCCCCC   1  Browse      - Display Document Structure or Text
   AAA     AAA    2  Edit        - Create or Change Text
  AAA      AAA    3  Utilities   - Perform Structure Utility functions
 AAA       AAA    4  Maintenance - Review or Apply Release Update Maintenance
                  D  Document    - Perform Document Utility functions
                  T  Tutorial    - Display Information about CA IDMS/SASO
                  X  Exit        - Exit from the CA IDMS/SASO System

                  Specify full or partial "DOCUMENT" name below:
                     DOCUMENT NAME ===>             (Blank for Document List)

        Copyright (c) 2003 CA, Inc.

Exhibit 3.1: CA IDMS SASO Primary Menu Screen
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Document List Screen

To select a document from the Document List screen, place the cursor next to the document you want, type an S and
press the ENTER key. If you selected an option at the Primary Menu, you will proceed to the function selected. If you did
not, you are returned to the Primary Menu where you can select an option. Control then passes to the function selected.

                     Standards Administration System Online
                              Document Definitions

 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Document List ------------------------------------------

    DOCUMENT NAME    DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION

      ALTSPG         Alternate SP&G Document
      SASODN01       Alternate Document (Undefined)
      SASODN02       Alternate Document (Undefined)
      SPG            STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
      **END**

Exhibit 3.2: Document List Screen

CA IDMS SASO Options
The Primary CA IDMS SASO Menu provides the following options:

Browse Option

The Browse Option allows you to read the contents of a document. You can review the contents of a document by section,
subject, or topic. This option does not allow you to update documents.

Specifications at the Browse Entry screen allow you to selectively display the contents of a document.

You have several browse entry options:

• You can display lists of subjects, topics, and topic keywords by entering index names
• You can display lists of subjects and topics and topic text by entering reference identifiers
• You can review the list of sections contained in a document by leaving blank entries.

Once you are in a subject or topic list, you can also display a list of related subjects.

Edit Option

The Edit Option allows you to add, change, or delete document text using text editing commands and PF keys. CA
IDMS SASO print control characters or print control characters that you define can also be inserted in document text.
CA IDMS SASO print control characters highlight and underline words, create blank lines within the text, and control text
indentation.

You can display text by specifying section, subject, and topic reference identifiers.
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Utilities Option

The Utilities Option allows you to define and organize sections, subjects, and topics. The sections, subjects, and topics of
a document are referred to as structures. The structural components provide the framework for the text of documents.

The Utilities Option provides the following utilities:

Structure Utilities

• Assign SectionLevel Security
• Rename/Delete Structures
• Add/Insert Structures and Keywords
• Reorganize Structures
• Relate Subjects

Print Utilities

• Set Document Configurations for Print
• Set Printer Configurations
• Print

Change Utility

• Change Structure Statistics.

Structure Utilities

The following is a description of the structure utilities:

• SECURITY - This utility allows you to assign CA IDMS security to sections contained in a document.
• RENAME/DELETE - This utility allows you to rename or delete a section, subject, or topic and topic keyword. To

ensure against error when using the delete function, a warning screen is displayed, permitting you to confirm or cancel
the deletion.

• ADD/INSERT - This utility permits you to add or insert a new section, subject, or topic and topic keyword. When a new
section, subject, or topic is added, only the physical "structure" is created. Any text that is added to a newly created
structure must be done using the Edit Option.

• REORGANIZE - This utility makes it possible to move a section, subject, or topic from one part of a document to
another.

• SUBJECT RELATOR - This utility is used to associate or disassociate one subject with another.

Print Utilities

The following is a description of the print utilities:

• DOCUMENT CONFIGURATION - This utility enables you to plan the printed arrangement and layout of a document.
Specifically, you can:
– Define the titles to be printed and displayed in the screen headings
– Specify section, subject, and topic highlighting options for the printed document
– Determine the number of lines between topics.

• PRINTER CONFIGURATION - This utility allows you to:
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– Define or remove logical printers from the CA IDMS SASO system
– Display a list of logical printers that are in use
– Alter the hexadecimal initialization and control characters of a specific printer within a printer device verb list
– Define printer-specific macros
– Display and tailor the JCL associated with a specific printer to conform with your operating system and job

accounting requirements.
• PRINT - This utility enables you to print an entire document or ranges of specific sections, subjects, and topics. You

can also specify whether the pages are to be printed single- or double-sided, the number of print lines per page, and
the column number of the left-most margin.

Change Utility

The following is a description of the Change utility:

STATISTICS - This utility enables you to change section, subject, or topic statistics. Statistics you can change include the
date the structure was created, the date it was last revised, and who revised.

Maintenance Option

The Maintenance Option allows you to selectively create document enhancements and update a document with the
enhancements you create.

You can use both batch and online utilities to create maintenance and updates.

You load document enhancements into the Maintenance Release area of your database by running batch programs or
using the online utility functions supplied by CA IDMS SASO. You can then use the online Maintenance Option to review
and selectively update your document with enhancements.

Document Utilities Option

The Document Utilities Option allows you to add and maintain documents, assign document security, and search a
document for search strings. A document can be any document you define using these utilities. Some examples might
include personnel or departmental sectionlines.

The Document Utilities Option provides the following utilities:

• Assign Document Security
• Rename/Delete Document
• Add Document
• Create Document Updates
• Add/Copy Document Configuration
• Add/Copy Printer Configuration
• String Search Facility.

The first three utilities (Assign Document Security, Rename/Delete Document, and Add Document) allow you to define
a document to the CA IDMS SASO document control structure and assign document security classes for browse and
update functions. They are called document definition utilities.

The Create Document Updates utility enables you to create document updates. This utility is called the Document
Maintenance utility.

The copy functions (Add/Copy Document Configuration and Add/Copy Printer Configuration) enable you to copy
document or printer configurations from one CA IDMS SASO database to another.

The last utility (String Search Facility) is called the Encyclopedia Function. This facility allows you to search an entire
document for a specified search string.
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Document Definition Utilities

The following is a description of the document definition utilities:

• SECURITY - This utility allows you to assign CA IDMS security to documents.
• RENAME/DELETE - This utility enables you to change or delete the name and description of a document in the CA

IDMS SASO document control structure.
• ADD - This utility lets you define a document to the CA IDMS SASO document control structure. The information

added to the control structure includes a document's name, and document description.

This utility does not establish the database for a document. The database that houses a document should be established
before using this utility. You can add as many document names and descriptions as desired, but if the database has not
been established, you cannot access them.

Document Maintenance

The following is a description of the maintenance utilities:

• MAINTENANCE - With this utility, you can create maintenance by comparing two documents at the section, subject, or
topic level. CA IDMS SASO then stores any differences as equivalent maintenance in one of the selected documents.

You can also create maintenance within a single document. his option is considered a direct COPY of a section, subject,
or topic from the permanent side of a document to the release maintenance side of the same document.

Copy Functions

The following is a description of the copy functions:

• DOCUMENT CONFIGURATION - This function allows you to apply the configurations specified for one document to
another document.

• PRINTER CONFIGURATION - This utility allows you to copy the printer configurations set for one document to another
document.

Encyclopedia Function

 

• STRING SEARCH - This facility allows you to search an entire document for all occurrences of a specified search
string. The results from string matches located in a document are presented in the form of a topic list in Browse or Edit
mode. You may then select topics from this list and review or change occurrences of the string found in topic text using
editing commands.

Tutorial Option

The Tutorial Option provides online documentation about the features of CA IDMS SASO. You can view online
documentation sequentially, or you can select topics from lists that are displayed on the online documentation pages.

Exit Option

When you select the Exit Option, the user profile is retained, all CA IDMS SASO operations are terminated, and CA IDMS
SASO returns you to the CA IDMS/DC entry screen.

CA IDMS SASO Structure Lists
Access to CA IDMS SASO document sections, subjects, and topics for the purpose of performing CA IDMS SASO utilities
is accomplished using CA IDMS SASO structure lists:
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NOTE
CA IDMS SASO enables you to access structure lists from the Browse, Edit, and most Structure Utility functions.
To avoid unnecessary repetition, this section makes reference to Structure Lists as they relate to the Browse and
Edit Options.

SectionList Screen

The SectionList screen provides a complete list of all sections contained in a document.

This screen appears when no reference identifiers or index names are specified at the Browse Entry screen and you
press the ENTER key.

You can use the STATS ON|OFF command to display statistics about the sections.

The SORTORD command enables you to reorder lists in ascending or descending order.

The REFRESH command is also available to clear the SectionList screen and redisplay sections without line command or
utility process codes and indicators.

Refer to the CA IDMS SASO online documentation for descriptions and instructions for each field.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc.
                                  Release nn.nn                           Browse
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Chapter List -------------------------------------------

    ID          CHAPTER NAME

    A           Appendices
    G           Glossary
    1           Introduction
    2           Standards For Systems Development
    3           Procedures for Systems Development
    4           Guidelines for Systems Development
    5           Standards For Database Administration
    6           Procedures For Database Administration
    7           Guidelines For Database Administration
    **END**

Exhibit 3.3: SectionList Screen (Browse)

Subject List Screen

The Subject List screen provides a complete list of all the subjects within a section.

A list of subjects appears when you either type a section ID at the Browse Entry screen or select a section at the
SectionList screen. After you type in the appropriate information and press the ENTER key, the Subject List screen
appears. This screen provides a complete list of all subjects associated with the selected section.
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You can use the STATS ON|OFF command to display statistics about the subjects.

The SORTORD command enables you to order the topic list by statistical information, topic names, keyword names, or
topic reference identifiers.

You can also specify the REFRESH command to redisplay the Topic List without process indicators and utility Codes.

Refer to the CA IDMS SASO online documentation for descriptions and instructions for each field.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc.
                                  Release nn.nn                           Browse
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- 3 Procedures for Systems Development -------------------

    ID          SUBJECT NAME

    3.1             DATABASE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROCESS - OVERVIEW
    3.2             SYSTEM INITIATION REVIEW PROCEDURE
    3.3             LOGICAL DATABASE DESIGN REVIEW PROCEDURE
    3.4             PHYSICAL DATABASE DESIGN REVIEW PROCEDURE
    3.5             SYSTEM REVIEW PROCEDURE
    3.6             TEST SYSTEM GENERATION PROCEDURE
    3.7             IDMS APPLICATION MIGRATION - TEST TO PRODUCTION
    3.8             TECHNICAL SUPPORT PROCEDURE
    3.9             IDMS PROBLEM SOLVING CHECKLIST PROCEDURE
    3.10            PROGRAM REVIEW (WALKTHROUGH) PROCEDURE
    3.11            IDD INPUT REVIEW AND CONTROL PROCEDURE
    3.12            CHANGES TO STANDARDS, PROCEDURES OR GUIDELINES
    3.13            DEVIATION FROM STANDARDS, PROCEDURES OR GUIDELINES
    **END**

Exhibit 3.4: Subject List Screen (Browse)

Topic List Screen

The Topic List screen provides a complete list of all topics and their associated keywords within a subject.

A list of topics appears when you type a section and subject ID at the Browse Entry screen and press the ENTER key, or
when you select a subject at the Subject List, Subject List by Subject Name Index, or Related Subject List screens and
press the ENTER key. The text of a topic can be displayed from the Topic List screen by selecting a topic and pressing the
ENTER key.

You can use the STATS ON|OFF command to display statistics about the topics.

The SORTORD command enables you to order the topic list by statistical information, topic names, keyword names, or
topic reference identifiers.

You can also specify the REFRESH command to redisplay the Topic List without process indicators and utility Codes.

Refer to the CA IDMS SASO online documentation for descriptions and instructions for each field.
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RELATORS Command

Entry of the RELATORS command displays a list of subjects related to the section and subject for which the topic list was
displayed (Related Subjects List screen). For more information on the RELATORS command, see the CA IDMS SASO
online documentation.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc.
                                  Release nn.nn                           Browse
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- 2.1 Naming Conventions Standard ------------------------

    ID          KEYWORD NAME      TOPIC NAME

    2.1.0   Schema           Schema Name
    2.1.1   DMCL             DMCL Name
    2.1.2   Subschema        Subschema Name
    2.1.3     USER             USER NAME
    2.1.4       SYSTEM           SYSTEM NAME
    2.1.5       ELEMENT          ELEMENT NAME
    2.1.6       RECORD           IDMS RECORD NAME
    2.1.7       RECORD           NON-IDMS RECORD NAME
    2.1.8       RECORD           ADSO WORK, MAP, AND GLOBAL RECORD NAMES
    2.1.9       LRF              LOGICAL RECORD
    2.1.10      VIEW             VIEW ID NAME
    2.1.11      SET              SET NAME
    2.1.12      AREA             AREA NAME
    2.1.13      BUFFER           BUFFER NAME
    2.1.14      PROGRAM          PROGRAM NAME

Exhibit 3.5: Topic List Screen (Browse)

Subject List by Subject Name Index Screen

The Subject List by Subject Name Index screen provides a list of all subjects which have the same name index.

A list of subjects appears when you type a full or partial subject name and press the ENTER key at the Browse Entry
screen.

You can use the STATS ON|OFF command to display statistics about the subjects.

The SORTORD command enables you to order the Subject List by statistical information, subject names, or by subject
reference identifiers.

You can also specify the REFRESH command to redisplay the Subject List without process indicators and utility codes.

Refer to the online documentation for descriptions and instructions for each field.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
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                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                           Browse
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Subject List by Subject Name Index ---------------------

    ID          SUBJECT NAME

    3.1        DATABASE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROCESS - OVERVIEW
    4.1        DATA MANAGEMENT PLANNING GUIDELINE
    5.7        DATA DICTIONARY SECURITY STANDARD
    5.10       DATABASE AND IDMS-CV BACKUP STANDARD
    **END**

Exhibit 3.6: Subject List by Subject Name Index Screen (Browse)

Topic List by Topic Name Index Screen

The Topic List by Topic Name Index screen provides a list of all topics with the same name indexes contained in a
document.

A list of topics appears when you type a full or partial topic name and press the ENTER key at the Browse Entry screen.

You can use the STATS ON|OFF command to display statistics about the topics.

The SORTORD command enables you to order the topic list by statistical information, topic names, keyword names, or
topic reference identifiers.

You can also specify the REFRESH command to redisplay the Topic List without process indicators and utility codes.

Refer to the online documentation for descriptions and instructions for each field.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                           Browse
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Topic List by Topic Name Index -------------------------

    ID          KEYWORD NAME      TOPIC NAME

    A.3.1      ADS/ONLINE       ADS/O FLOW WORKSHEET
    A.3.2      ADS/ONLINE       ADS/O PROCESS WORKSHEET
    A.3.3      ADS/ONLINE       ADS/O MAP SCREEN LAYOUT
    A.3.4      ADS/ONLINE       ADS/O MAP ATTRIBUTE
    A.3.21     ADS/ONLINE       ADS/O APPLICATION FUNCTION WORKSHEET
    A.3.22     ADS/ONLINE       ADS/O APPLICATION RESPONSE WORKSHEET
    A.4.1      ADS/ONLINE       ADS/O STRUCTURE DIAGRAM
    A.4.7      ADS/ONLINE       ADS/O APPLICATION STRUCTURE DIAGRAM
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    2.1.8      RECORD           ADSO WORK, MAP, AND GLOBAL RECORD NAMES
    2.6.12     ADS/ONLINE       ADS/O STRUCTURE
    7.5.5      AREPORTS         ADSG AND ADSA DIALOG REPORTER AREPORTS
    **END**

Exhibit 3.7: Topic List by Topic Name Index Screen (Browse)

Topic List by Topic Keyword Index Screen

The Topic List by Topic Keyword Index screen provides a list of all topic keywords contained in a document with the same
keyword index. Topics and topic reference ID numbers associated with the keywords are also displayed.

A list of keywords appears when you type a full or partial keyword name and press the ENTER key at the Browse Entry
screen.

You can use the STATS ON|OFF command to display statistics about the topics.

The SORTORD command enables you to order the topic list by statistical information, topic names, keyword names, or
topic reference identifiers.

You can also specify the REFRESH command to redisplay the Topic List without process indicators and utility codes.

Refer to the online documentation for descriptions and instructions for each field.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                           Browse
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Topic List by Topic Keyword Index ----------------------

    ID          KEYWORD NAME      TOPIC NAME

    A.3.1       ADS/ONLINE       ADS/O FLOW WORKSHEET
    A.3.2       ADS/ONLINE       ADS/O PROCESS WORKSHEET
    A.3.3       ADS/ONLINE       ADS/O MAP SCREEN LAYOUT
    A.3.4       ADS/ONLINE       ADS/O MAP ATTRIBUTE
    A.3.6       ADS/ONLINE       SAMPLE ON-LINE SCREEN LAYOUT
    A.3.21      ADS/ONLINE       ADS/O APPLICATION FUNCTION WORKSHEET
    A.3.22      ADS/ONLINE       ADS/O APPLICATION RESPONSE WORKSHEET
    A.4.1       ADS/ONLINE       ADS/O STRUCTURE DIAGRAM
    A.4.7       ADS/ONLINE       ADS/O APPLICATION STRUCTURE DIAGRAM
    2.1.21      ADS/ONLINE       APPLICATION NAME
    2.6.1       ADS/ONLINE       GENERAL DIALOG NOTES
    2.6.9       ADS/ONLINE       ERASING DATA ONLINE
    2.6.10      ADS/ONLINE       EXTERNAL PICTURES
    2.6.11      ADS/ONLINE       WORK RECORD USAGE
    2.6.12      ADS/ONLINE       ADS/O STRUCTURE
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Exhibit 3.8: Topic List by Topic Keyword Index Screen (Browse)

Related Subjects List Screen

The Related Subjects List screen displays a list of subjects related to the section and subject.

The Related Subjects List screen appears when you type the RELATORS command and press the ENTER key at the
Topic List screen. It also appears when you select a subject with an X and press the ENTER key at the Subject List
screen, Subject by Subject Name Index List screen, or at the Related Subject List screen itself.

You can also display related subjects from the Topic List by Topic Name Index screen and the Topic List by Topic Keyword
Index List screen by specifying an X at the selected topic and pressing the ENTER key.

You can use the STATS ON|OFF command to display statistics about the subjects.

The SORTORD command enables you to order the Related Subjects List by statistical information.

You can also specify the REFRESH command to redisplay the Related Subjects List without process indicators and utility
codes.

Refer to the online documentation for descriptions and instructions for each field.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                           Browse
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- 7.13 ASF GUIDELINES FOR THE DBA ------------------------

    ID          RELATED SUBJECT NAME

    2.1        Naming Conventions Standard
                Date Created: mm/dd/yy Internal ID: 1
                Last Revised: mm/dd/yy  16:34  Revised By: BRACA01
                Maintenance - Applied Date: 00/00/00 Type: N/A
                 Internal ID: Chapter/2
    2.14       STANDARDS FOR USING THE AUTOMATIC SYSTEMS FACILITY
                Date Created: mm/dd/yy  Internal ID: 001 00001
                Last Revised: mm/dd/yy  11:03  Revised By: CARROTS
                Maintenance - Applied Date: 00/00/00 Type: N/A
                 Internal ID: Chapter/2
    4.10       IDMS AND RELATED PRODUCTS OVERVIEW GUIDELINE
                Date Created: mm/dd/yy  Internal ID: 10
                Last Revised: mm/dd/yy  17:07  Revised By: DEVDA02
                Maintenance - Applied Date: 00/00/00 Type: N/A
                 Internal ID: Chapter/4

Exhibit 3.9: Related Subjects List Screen (Browse)
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Signing Off CA IDMS SASO
You can exit CA IDMS SASO from the CA IDMS SASO Primary Menu screen or from one of the lower level screens.

To exit CA IDMS SASO from the CA IDMS SASO Primary Menu screen:

• Type an X for the Exit Option at the OPTION field and press the ENTER key.

To exit CA IDMS SASO from a lower level screen:

• Type an =X at the COMMAND field from any lower level screen and press the ENTER key.

What is Browse Option?
This section takes a closer look at the Browse Option.

Browse Option enables you to access the contents of a document. Access to a document and specific sections of a
document is determined by your security execution privileges. This option does not allow you to perform updates or make
changes of any kind.

Browse Security

If task, document, or section security has been implemented at your company, your CA IDMS/DC user ID used to sign on
to the central version (CV) must have the following execution privileges for:

• The task category resource assigned to Browse Option tasks contained in your catalog.
• The activity resource assigned for the document Browse function. For more information on assigning document

security, see "Document Utilities Option."
• The activity resources assigned to sections contained in a document for Browse access. For more information on

section security, see "Document Utilities Option."

Accessing Document Text

Direct Access

You can directly access topic text by typing specific section, subject, and topic reference ID numbers and pressing the
ENTER key at the Browse Entry screen. After you have typed in these identifiers and pressed the ENTER key, the text of
the topic (associated with the specified section, subject, and topic IDs) displays as the Topic Text screen.

Indirect Access

You can also access topic text from the Browse Entry screen through the SectionList screen. The SectionList screen
appears when you press the ENTER key at the Browse Entry screen when all screen fields are specified with blanks. The
SectionList screen lists all of the sections contained in a document. Selecting a section from this list displays the Subject
List screen. The Subject List screen displays all subjects within the selected section. Choosing a subject from this list
displays the Topic List screen which displays all topics within the selected subject. Selecting a topic from this list displays
the associated text (Topic Text screen).

Use CA IDMS SASO commands to scroll (forward and backward) through section, subject, topic lists, and topic text
displays of more than one page.

Browse Screen Invoked By:
1. Primary SASO Menu Screen Following the signon procedure.
2. Browse Entry Screen Typing option 1 at screen 1.
3. SectionList Screen Pressing the ENTER key from any blank field at screen 2.
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4. Subject List Screen Typing a section ID at screen 2 or selecting a section at screen 3.
5. Topic List Screen Typing a section and subject ID at screen 2 or selecting a subject

at screen 4, 6, or 9.
6. Subject by Subject Name Index Screen Typing a full or partial subject name at screen 2.
7. Topic List by Topic Name Index Screen Typing a full or partial topic name at screen 2.
8. Topic List by Topic Keyword Index Screen Typing a full or partial keyword name at screen 2.
9. Related Subjects List Screen Typing the RELATORS command from screen 5; selecting a

subject or topic, with an X from screens 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9.
10. Topic Text Screen Typing section, subject, and topic IDs at screen 2; selecting a topic

at screens 5, 7, or 8.

Exhibit 3.10: Browse Option Screen Access.

CA IDMS SASO Screens
CA IDMS SASO provides screens, within each option, to accomplish several tasks. The following are the screens you can
access using the Browse Option:

• Browse Entry
• SectionList
• Subject List
• Topic List
• Subject List by Subject Name Index
• Topic List by Topic Name Index
• Topic List by Topic Keyword Index
• Related Subjects List
• Browse Topic Text.

Browse Entry Screen

The Browse Entry screen appears when you type 1 for the Browse Option and press the ENTER key at the CA IDMS
SASO Primary Menu screen.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Browse Entry screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                           Browse
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Browse Entry -------------------------------------------

 STRUCTURE REFERENCE ID:
    CHAPTER ===>                     (Blank for Chapter List)
    SUBJECT ===>                     (Blank for Chapter/Subjects)
    TOPIC   ===>                     (Blank for Subject/Topics)

 Specify full or partial "SUBJECT", "TOPIC", or "KEYWORD" name below:
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    SUBJECT BY SUBJECT NAME:
       NAME ===>

    TOPIC BY TOPIC NAME:
       NAME ===>

    TOPIC BY KEYWORD NAME(S):
       NAME ===>                  ===>                  ===>

Exhibit 3.11: Browse Entry Screen

Browse Topic Text Screen

The Browse Topic Text screen displays the text of a selected topic. You cannot add, delete, or modify text at this level. You
can only browse and scroll through topic text.

Information about the topic and topic text is displayed at this screen. You can remove information messages lines
by entering the RESET or STATS OFF commands. This information can be redisplayed by entering the STATS ON
command.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Browse Topic Text screen and the browse commands.

 BROWSE -2.2.1                                                 COLUMNS 001 079
 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR
 *** TOP OF DATA ********************************************** CA IDMS/SASO ***
 SPG STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
 2 Standards For Systems Development
 2.2 Integrated Data Dictionary Usage Standard
 2.2.1 SECURITY
 Date Created: mm/dd/yy
 Date Revised: mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 Revised By  : CARROTS
 Maintenance Applied Date: mm/dd/yy
 Maintenance Applied Type: N/A
       IDD security is implemented via the DDDL SET OPTIONS SECURITY
       statement,  the ADD/MOD USER .  .  .  AUTHORITY statement and the
       USER.  .  .  REGISTERED         and PUBLIC ACCESS clauses of the ADD/MOD
       Entity-type Entity-name statements.  (Refer to the IDMSDDDL
       Reference Manual for DDDL syntax.  Refer to this Standards
       manual IDMS Security Guideline, IDD Authorization Procedure,
       Data Dictionary Security Standard, and Multiple Dictionary
       Environment Standard for further explanation of the
       environment and use of the IDMS security facilities).
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       The primary test dictionary contains all MIS users and only
       those end users needed for prototyping and production system.

Exhibit 3.12: Browse Topic Text Screen

About Edit Option
This section takes a closer look at the function of the Edit Option. The Edit Option is used to add, modify, or delete
text. The Edit Option allows authorized users to add, change, or delete topic text using editing commands and PF
keys. With this option, you can implement print formatting options that let you print text using simple word processing
commands. These commands allow you to control highlighting, line spacing, centering, indenting, headers, change
notation, and page ejects.

Access to specific sections of a document is determined by your security authorization. If task, document, or section
security has been implemented at your company, your CA IDMS/DC user ID used to sign on to the central version (CV)
requires the following execution privileges for:

• Edit option task category definitions contained in your catalog.
• The activity resource assigned for the document Update function. For more information about document security, see

"Document Utilities Option."
• SectionUpdate activity resources. For more information about section security, see "Document Utilities."

Access Document Text
You can access topic text in the following ways:

Exhibit 3.13 shows how to access the screens used in the Edit Option.

Direct Access

Direct access into topic text can be achieved by typing specific section, subject, and topic reference ID numbers and
pressing the ENTER key at the Edit Entry screen. See Exhibit 3.14.

After you have typed these identifiers and pressed the ENTER key, the text of the topic (associated with the specified
section, subject, and topic) is displayed on the Topic Text screen.

Indirect Access

Entry into topic text can also be achieved from the Edit Entry screen by invoking the SectionList screen. The SectionList
screen appears when you press the ENTER key from any blank field at the Edit Entry screen.

The SectionList screen lists all of the sections contained in a document. Selecting a section from this list displays the
Subject List screen. This screen displays all of the subjects within the selected section. Selecting a subject from this list
displays the Topic List screen. This screen displays all of the topics within the selected subject. Selecting a topic from
this list then displays the associated text (Edit Text screen). Use CA IDMS SASO commands to scroll (forwards and
backwards) through section, subject, topic lists, and topic text displays of more than one page.

Edit Screen: Invoked By:
1. Primary SASO Menu Screen Following the signon procedure.
2. Edit Entry Screen Typing option 1 at screen 1.
3. SectionList Screen Pressing the ENTER key from any blank field at screen 2.
4. Subject List Screen Typing a section ID at screen 2 or selecting a section at screen 3.
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5. Topic List Screen Typing a section and subject ID at screen 2 or selecting a subject
at screen 4, 6, or 9.

6. Subject by Subject Name Index Screen Typing a full or partial subject name at screen 2.
7. Topic List by Topic Name Index Screen Typing a full or partial topic name at screen 2.
8. Topic List by Topic Keyword Index Screen Typing a full or partial keyword name at screen 2.
9. Related Subjects List Screen Typing the RELATORS command from screen 5; selecting a

subject or topic, with an X from screens 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9.
10. Edit Screen Typing section, subject, and topic IDs at screen 2; selecting a topic

at screens 5, 7, or 8.

Exhibit 3.13: Edit Option Screen Access

IDMS SASO Screens
The screens that are used to access topic text under the Edit Option replicate the ones under Browse. In fact, the only
difference between the Browse and Edit Options is that Edit also allows you to modify text through editing commands.

The following are the screens you can access using the Edit Option:

• Edit Entry
• SectionList
• Subject List
• Topic List
• Subject List by Subject Name Index
• Topic List by Topic Name Index
• Topic List by Topic Keyword Index
• Related Subjects List
• Edit Topic Text.

Edit Entry Screen

The Edit Entry screen appears when you select option 2 (the Edit Option) at the CA IDMS SASO Primary Menu screen.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Edit Entry screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                             Edit
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Edit Entry ---------------------------------------------

 STRUCTURE REFERENCE ID:
    CHAPTER ===>                     (Blank for Chapter List)
    SUBJECT ===>                     (Blank for Chapter/Subjects)
    TOPIC   ===>                     (Blank for Subject/Topics)

 Specify full or partial "SUBJECT", "TOPIC", or "KEYWORD" name below:
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    SUBJECT BY SUBJECT NAME:
       NAME ===>

    TOPIC BY TOPIC NAME:
       NAME ===>

    TOPIC BY KEYWORD NAME(S):
       NAME ===>                  ===>                  ===>

Exhibit 3.14: Edit Entry Screen

Edit Topic Text Screen

The Edit Topic Text screen displays the text of a selected topic. You can add, delete, or modify text at this level. You can
also browse through topic text.

Information about the topic and topic text is displayed at this screen. You can remove information message lines by
entering the RESET or STATS OFF command. This information can be redisplayed by entering the STATS ON command.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Edit Topic Text screen and the editing commands.

 EDIT ---2.1.1                                                 COLUMNS 001 072
 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR
 ****** *** TOP OF DATA *************************************** CA IDMS/SASO ***
 ==MSG> SPG STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
 ==MSG> 2 Standards For Systems Development
 ==MSG> 2.1 Naming Conventions Standard
 ==MSG> 2.1.1 DMCL Name
 ==MSG> Date Created: mm/dd/yy
 ==MSG> Date Revised: mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 ==MSG> Revised By  : BRACA01
 ==MSG> Maintenance Applied Date: mm/dd/yy
 ==MSG> Maintenance Applied Type: N/A
 000010        1  DMCL naming is dependent upon your environment.
 000011        2  If test and production are on different CVs,
 000012        3  the same name can be used for the DMCLs.
 000013        4  However, if test and production exist on the same CV,
 000014        5  the following naming procedure should be followed.
 000015        6
 000016        7  Seven alphanumeric characters formatted as follows:
 000017        8
 000018        9            DMPCVnn for Production Central Version DMCLs.
 000019       10            DMTxxnn for application oriented Test DMCLs.
 000020       11
 000021       12  Where possible, the sequence control number should match.
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Exhibit 3.15: Edit Topic Text Screen

Utilities Options - IDMS SASO
This section takes a closer look at the Utilities Option. The Utilities Option enables you to work on the definition and
organization of a document and determine how the printed document looks. This option allows you to tailor a document to
suit your own needs.

Contents

CA IDMS SASO utilities are divided into the following categories:

Structure Utilities

• Assign SectionSecurity
• Rename/Delete Structures
• Add/Insert Structures and Keywords
• Reorganize Structures
• Relate Subjects

Print Utilities 

• Set Document Configurations for Print
• Set Printer Configurations
• Print

Change Utility

• Change Structure Statistics.

CA IDMS SASO Security 2
If task, document, or section security has been implemented at your company, your CA IDMS/DC user ID used to sign
on to the central version (CV) must have execution privileges for CA IDMS SASO Utility task resources, and resources
assigned to documents and sections.

For more information on security, see Operations.

Utilities Menu
The Utilities Menu screen is invoked by entering option 3 from the CA IDMS SASO Primary Menu screen.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Utilities Menu screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                        Utilities
 OPTION ===>                                                      mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Utilities Menu -----------------------------------------
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 STRUCTURE UTILITIES:
    0  Security        - Assign Chapter Level CA IDMS Security
    1  Rename/Delete   - Rename or Delete Chapters, Subjects, Topics and Topic
                              Keywords
    2  Add/Insert      - Specify new Chapter, Subject, or Topic and Topic
                              Keyword Reference Identifiers and Names
    3  Reorganize      - Move Chapters, Subjects, or Topics
    4  Subject Relator - Specify or Unspecify Related Subjects

 PRINT UTILITIES:
    5  Document Config - Set Document Configurations for Print
    6  Printer Config  - Set Printer Configurations
    7  Print           - Print entire manual or selected Structures/Indices

CHANGE UTILITY:
    8  Statistics      - Change Chapter, Subject, or Topic Dates Created, Dates
                              Revised, and User Identifiers

Exhibit 3.16: Utilities Menu Screen

SectionSecurity

The SectionSecurity utility gives you the ability to assign CA IDMS/DC security resource activity numbers to sections of
any CA IDMS SASO document.

The SectionSecurity screen is displayed when option 0 is entered at the Utilities Menu. To access a Chapter, Subject, or
Topic List, see Browse Option.

Once at the SectionList for this utility, you can modify activity numbers by entering an M at the section to be modified, type
the new activity number(s), and press the ENTER key.

When section security has been implemented, anyone requesting to browse or update that section must have execution
privileges for that section.

NOTE
Only TASK and DOCUMENT UPDATE security apply to this utility. For more information on task and document
security, see ADS Alive Operations.

Refer to the online documentation for more information on SectionSecurity.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                        Utilities
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Chapter Security ---------------------------------------
 STRUCTURE REFERENCE ID:

    CHAPTER ===> 2                   (Blank for Chapter List)
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    SUBJECT ===> 1                   (Blank for Chapter/Subjects)

 * The following line commands may be specified in the structure lists:

    S - Select structure for more detail or BROWSE Topic Text
    X - Display Related Subjects List for a selected Subject/Topic
    M - Modify Resource Activity Number in a Chapter List

Exhibit 3.17: SectionSecurity Screen

SectionSecurity SectionList

The SectionSecurity SectionList screen is used to assign or modify activity numbers.

Refer to the online documentation for more information on the SectionSecurity SectionList screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                 Chapter Security
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Chapter List - Activity Number Assignment --------------

    ID          CHAPTER NAME                                     UPDATE/BROWSE

    A           Appendices                                          000 000
    G           Glossary                                            000 000
    1           Introduction                                        000 000
    2           Standards For Systems Development                   000 000
    3           Procedures for Systems Development                  000 000
    4           Guidelines for Systems Development                  000 000
    5           Standards For Database Administration               000 000
    6           Procedures For Database Administration              000 000
    7           Guidelines For Database Administration              000 000
    **END**
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Exhibit 3.18: SectionSecurity SectionList Screen

Rename/Delete Structure Utility

The Rename/Delete Structure utility enables you to rename or delete sections, subjects, or topics and their associated
keywords.

The Rename/Delete Structure screen is displayed by entering option 1 at the Utilities Menu.

Chapter, subject, and topic lists are accessed in the manner described in the Browse Option. Once at the selected list, you
enter a line command (R for rename or D for delete) in the selection column to the left of the item on the list.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                        Utilities
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Rename/Delete Structure --------------------------------

 STRUCTURE REFERENCE ID:
    CHAPTER ===>                     (Blank for Chapter List)
    SUBJECT ===>                     (Blank for Chapter/Subjects)

 * The following line commands may be specified in the structure lists:
    S - Select structure for more detail or BROWSE Topic Text
    X - Display Related Subjects List for a selected Subject/Topic
    D - Delete a Chapter, Subject, or Topic
    R - Rename a Chapter, Subject, or Topic and Topic Keyword

Exhibit 3.19: Rename/Delete Structure Screen

Confirm Delete

When you delete a structure, the Confirm Delete screen appears enabling you to confirm or cancel the deletion. This
screen serves two purposes:
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• To indicate which levels of the structure will be deleted
• To guard against mistakes by giving you a chance to confirm or cancel the deletion.

Once a structure has been deleted, the IDs of any following numeric structures are compressed and renumbered.

When a structure is successfully renamed or deleted, an *R or *D appears to the right of the name of the structure. When
a structure is deleted, no further utility functions can be requested for that structure.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc.
                                  Release nn.nn                           Delete
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Confirm Delete -----------------------------------------

  ****************************************************************************
  **                                                                        **
  **   WARNING: All Subjects, Topics and Topic Text associated with         **
  **            the following Chapter description, will be erased.          **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  ** REFERENCE: 2 Standards For Systems Development                         **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **       INSTRUCTIONS: Press "ENTER" key to confirm DELETE request.       **
  **                     Enter "END" command to CANCEL DELETE request.      **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  ****************************************************************************

Exhibit 3.20: Confirm Delete Screen

Add/Insert Structure Utility

The Add/Insert Structure utility allows you to add or insert new section, subject, and topic reference identifiers (IDs) and
names. The specification of an ID is required, but the specification of a name or keyword is not.

Text cannot be added with this utility. You are establishing the structure to which text can later be added under the Edit
Option or using batch utility functions.

If the specified section, subject, or topic level exists, a duplicate is inserted (added) and the existing structure and all
following numeric structures are renumbered.

For more information on internal structure renumbering, see ADS Alive Operations.

The Add/Insert Structure screen is displayed by entering option 2 at the Utilities Menu.
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                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                        Utilities
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Add/Insert Structure -----------------------------------

    CHAPTER:
       ID   ===>
       NAME ===>

    SUBJECT:
       ID   ===>
       NAME ===>

    TOPIC:
       ID      ===>
       NAME    ===>
       KEYWORD ===>

Exhibit 3.21: Add/Insert Structure Screen

Reorganize Structure Utility

The Reorganize Structure utility allows you to move a section, subject, or topic from one location in a CA IDMS SASO
document to another.

Whenever a move takes place, an automatic renumbering of the effected numeric structures takes place. For more
information on structure renumbering, see ADS Alive Operations.

The Reorganize Structure screen is displayed by entering option 3 at the Utilities Menu.

The object of the move (the section, subject, or topic to be moved) is specified in the first set of reference identifiers on
the screen. The destination of the move (where the object is to be moved) is specified in the second set of reference
identifiers on the screen.

You must determine where to relocate a structure in a document using the relative position option. The BEFORE option
places the object structure immediately before a specified structure. The AFTER option places the object structure
immediately after a specified structure.

Relocation structure references must parallel the object structure references. For example, if a section ID is entered in the
object field, then only a section ID can be entered in the relocation field. If section, subject, and topic IDs are entered, then
section, subject, and topic IDs must be entered in relocation fields.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                        Utilities
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Reorganize Structure -----------------------------------
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 Specify the "STRUCTURE REFERENCE ID" to be moved:
    STRUCTURE REFERENCE ID:
       CHAPTER ===>
       SUBJECT ===>
       TOPIC   ===>

 Specify the "STRUCTURE REFERENCE ID" for relocation:
    STRUCTURE REFERENCE ID:
       CHAPTER ===>
       SUBJECT ===>
       TOPIC   ===>

 Specify "RELATIVE POSITION" in the structure for placement:
       RELATIVE POSITION ===>       (B-Before, or A-After)

Exhibit 3.22: Reorganize Structure Utility Screen

Subject Relator Utility

The Subject Relator utility enables you to relate one subject to another. This utility also lets you delete the relationship
between subjects.

The Subject Relator screen is displayed by entering option 4 at the Utilities Menu.

The first set of section ID and subject ID fields are used to access a section, subject, or topic list only. You cannot
establish or delete a subject relationship from these fields.

The second set of section ID and subject ID fields are used when establishing a subject relationship. Relating a subject is
accomplished by specifying the line command R in a lower level subject list. These fields appear in the upper right corner
of a subject list display (if specified).

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Subject Relator Utility screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                        Utilities
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Subject Relator ----------------------------------------

 STRUCTURE REFERENCE ID:
    CHAPTER ===>                     (Blank for Chapter List)
    SUBJECT ===>                     (Blank for Chapter/Subjects)

 The following "SUBJECT RELATOR" reference is required for (R)elate functions.
    SUBJECT RELATOR STRUCTURE REFERENCE ID:
       CHAPTER ===>
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       SUBJECT ===>

 * The following line commands may be specified in the structure lists:

    S - Select structure for more detail or BROWSE Topic Text
    X - Display Related Subjects List for a selected Subject/Topic
    D - Delete a Subject from a Related Subjects List
    R - Relate a Subject to "SUBJECT RELATOR" specified above

Exhibit 3.23: Subject Relator Utility Screen

Establishing and Deleting Subject Relationships

To establish a subject relationship, specify the section and subject of "subject relator structure reference ID fields".
Access the Subject List screen from the first set of section and subject "structure reference ID fields", or by selecting a
section at the SectionList screen. Once a subject list has been accessed, type an R next to the item to be related and
press the ENTER key. Once the ENTER key is pressed, the subject entered from the Subject Relator screen is related to
the subject on the Subject List.

Once a relationship is established between subjects, the subject relationship can be displayed in the Related Subjects List
screen.

To delete a subject relationship, access the Related Subjects List screen (again, from the first set of section and subject
"structure reference ID fields"), type a D at the line for deletion, and press the ENTER key. Once the ENTER key is
pressed, the subject relationship is deleted.

Document Configuration Utility

The Document Configuration utility enables you to:

• Define the titles to be printed in a document and in the screen headings
• Define copyright date(s) to be printed in the hardcopy version of a document
• Specify section, subject, and topic highlighting and underlining options for the printed document
• Determine topic line spacing.

Information about the Document Configuration is displayed in the bottom portion of the screen. The date the Configuration
was added to a document and the date/time stamp of the last change are shown.

The Document Configuration Utility screen is displayed by entering option 5 at the Utilities Menu.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Document Configuration Utility screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                        Utilities
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Document Configuration ---------------------------------
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 DOCUMENT VARIABLES:
    COMPANY NAME  ===> CA, Inc
    DIVISION NAME ===> Release nn.nn
   COPYRIGHT DATE ===> yyyy
    CHAPTER REFERENCES:
       BOLDING      ===> Y       (Y/N)
       UNDERLINING  ===> N       (Y/N)
    SUBJECT REFERENCES:
       BOLDING      ===> Y       (Y/N)
       UNDERLINING  ===> N       (Y/N)
    TOPIC REFERENCES:
       BOLDING      ===> Y       (Y/N)
       UNDERLINING  ===> N       (Y/N)
       LINE SPACING ===> 01      (0-9)
       DOCUMENT STATISTICS:
          DATE CREATED     : mm/dd/yy
          DATE LAST REVISED: mm/dd/yy  hh:mm
          LAST REVISED BY  : BRACA01

Exhibit 3.24: Document Configuration Screen

Printer Configuration Utility

The Printer Configuration utility enables you to add, delete, or modify a logical device. You can also implement printer-
specific print macros/verbs that are defined by the user and imbedded in topic text so that you can implement print
functions unique to your environment.

The Printer Configuration screen is displayed by entering option 6 at the Utilities Menu.

Screens access for the Printer Configuration utility is shown in Exhibit 3.26.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Printer Configuration Utility screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                        Utilities
 OPTION ===>                                                      mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Printer Configuration ----------------------------------
    A     - Add a new Printer Device
    M     - Modify a Printer Device
    D     - Delete a Printer Device
    J     - Display/Maintenance JCL for "PRINTER DEVICE"
    O     - Display/Maintenance OCL Command List for "PRINTER DEVICE"
    I     - Display Information about a Printer Device
    BLANK - Display/Maintenance Directives in a Printer Device List

 PRINTER DEVICE:
    DEVICE      ===> IMPACT
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    DESCRIPTION ===> Impact Printer Prototype
 LINES PER PAGE ===> 66

 * The following line commands may be specified in the OCL/Printer Device List:
    M - Modify Printer Devices or OCL Commands
    D - Delete Printer Devices or OCL Commands
    J - Select a Printer Device for JCL review or maintenance
    O - Select a Printer Device for OCL review or maintenance
    I - Display Information about a Printer Device or OCL

Exhibit 3.25: Printer Configuration Utility Screen

Edit Screen Invoked by:
1. Primary SASO Menu Screen Following the signon procedure.
2. Utilities Menu Screen Typing option 3 at screen 1.
3. Printer Configuration Screen Typing option 6 at screen 2.
4. Printer Configuration List Screen Pressing the ENTER key at screen 3.
5. Printer Information Screen Entering option I and a device at screen 3; selecting a device with

an I at screen 4.
6. Printer Device JCL Screen Entering option J and a device at screen 3; selecting a device with

a J at screen 4.
7. OCL Commands List Screen Entering option O and a device at screen 3; selecting a device

with an O at screen 4.
8. Add Print Control Directive Screen Entering option Y in the ADD NEW VERB field at screen 7.
9. OCL Printer Information Screen Entering option I next to a printer verb at screen 7.

Exhibit 3.26: Printer Configuration Screen Access

Printer Configuration List

The Printer Configuration List screen displays a list of printers and the number of lines to be printed on a page for
the printer device. From this list, you can modify or delete a printer, display the JCL for a specific printer, display the
hexadecimal initialization and control characters (OCL) for a printer, or display information on a printer.

The Printer Configuration List screen is displayed by pressing the ENTER key, without an accompanying entry, at the
Printer Configuration screen.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Printer Configuration List screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                   Printer Config
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Printer Configuration List -----------------------------

    PRINTER DEVICE   PRINTER DESCRIPTION                     LINES PER PAGE
       TAPE          OUTPUT TO TAPE                                64
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       DISK          OUTPUT TO DASD                                64
       LASER         3820                                          64
       IMPACT        Impact Printer Prototype                      66
       IMPACTD       Impact Printer Prototype                      66
       IMPACTG       Impact Printer Prototype                      66
       3800          IBM Laser Substation                          64
       6670          IBM Laser Image                               60
       **END**

Exhibit 3.27: Printer Configuration List Screen

Printer Information

The Printer Information screen displays information on a printer device. Information includes the date created, the date
and time of the last modification, and the user ID responsible for the last modification.

You can display the Printer Information screen by entering option I together with a printer device name at the Printer
Configuration screen. You can also access this screen by entering line command I next to a printer device at the Printer
Configuration List screen.

For more information on change update tracking, see ADS Alive Operations.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Printer Information screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                   Printer Config
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Printer Information ------------------------------------

 PRINTER DEVICE:  6670     IBM Laser Image

    DATE CREATED:  mm/dd/yy
    DATE REVISED:  00/00/00
      REVISED BY:

Exhibit 3.28: Printer Information Screen

Printer Device JCL

The Printer Device JCL utility enables you to display and edit the JCL of the selected device. Editing commands can be
used to tailor the JCL to conform with your operating system and job accounting requirements.

The Printer Device JCL Utility screen is displayed by specifying the J option and a device at the Printer Configuration
screen. It can also be displayed by selecting a device with line command J from the Printer Configuration List screen.
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Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Printer Device JCL Utility screen and the editing
commands.

 EDIT ---6670     OSJCL                                        COLUMNS 001 072
 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR
 ****** *** TOP OF DATA *************************************** CA IDMS/SASO ***
 000001 //STEP0001 EXEC PGM=ESSBPRNT
 000002 //STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=your.  dbms.  loadlib
 000003 //         DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=your.  idms.  loadlib
 000004 //SYSCTL   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=your.  idms.  sysctl
 000005 //*TRANSIENT WORK FOR ENFORCER INTERFACE
 000006 //WORKFIL  DD   DISP=(,DELETE,DELETE),DSN=your.  work.  file,
 000007 //         UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))
 000008 //MANUAL   DD   SYSOUT=&CLASS,COPIES=&COPIES,DCB=RECFM=FBA
 000009 //AUDIT    DD   SYSOUT=&CLASS
 000010 //SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*
 000011 //SYSIPT   DD   *
 000012 ,END
 000013 3 OUTPUT 163
 000014 2 OUTPUT 193
 000015 1 OUTPUT 087
 000016 ,PROGRAMMED STOP LIST
 000017   FUNCTION
 000018 ,DEF
 000019 TYP 087 163 087 193
 000020 LAST 62 0
 000021 FIRST 5

Exhibit 3.29: Printer Device JCL Utility Screen

OCL Commands List

The Optical Character Language (OCL) Commands List utility enables you to display and change hexadecimal setup
commands and print control verbs (macros) defined for a printer device.

This utility allows you to define or alter the printer initialization and control characters for the specified device. You can
also add new printer control verbs and their associated hexadecimal commands by entering option Y in the ADD NEW
VERB field. CA IDMS SASO responds by displaying the Add Print Control Directive screen.

This utility also allows you to modify a verb's hexadecimal control character set and description by entering line command
M at the verb for modification and pressing ENTER. Printer macros defined by you can be deleted by entering the D line
command at the line for deletion. Printer macros supplied by CA for the 6670 printer device cannot be deleted.

The Optical Character Language (OCL) Commands screen is displayed by entering option O and the corresponding
printer device at the Printer Configuration screen. It can also be displayed by selecting a device with line command O at
the Printer Configuration List screen.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the OCL Commands screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
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                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                   Printer Config
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- OCL Commands For 6670 ----------------------------------

 PRINTER INITIALIZATION:           (In Hexadecimal)

 ADD A NEW VERB ===> N             (Y-yes, N-no)
    VERB  HEX CONTROL CHARACTER(S) VERB DESCRIPTION
    E     6BC6C5C5C4               (E)ject - Force a page break
          2FF361                   Change Font to "BOLD"
    @     5FE6                     Change Font to "UNDERLINE"
    Norml 2FF161                   Change Font to "NORMAL"
    Dlimt 1E                       Originate/Terminate Line
    Bfont 2FF261                   6670 BOX Font Outline
    Tab   5FE3                     Word Processing Tab
    CR    5FC3                     Carriage Return
    *END*

Exhibit 3.30: OCL Commands Screen

Add Print Control Directive

The Add Print Control Directive utility gives you the ability to add a new print control verb and associated hexadecimal
commands (print macros) to the set of OCL commands.

You can access the Add Print Control Directive screen by entering option Y in the ADD A NEW VERB field at the OCL
Commands List screen.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Add Print Control Directive screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                   Printer Config
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Add Print Control Directive ----------------------------

 DOCUMENT NAME :  SPG
 PRINTER DEVICE:  6670

 PRINT CONTROL DIRECTIVE:
    PRINT CONTROL VERB       ===>
    HEX CONTROL CHARACTER(S) ===>
    VERB DESCRIPTION         ===>
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Exhibit 3.31: Add Print Control Directive Screen

OCL Printer Information

The OCL Printer Information screen provides information on a print control verb, its associated printer device, and printer
initialization string.

You can display the OCL Printer Information screen by entering an I next to a printer verb at the OCL Commands screen.

Information displayed includes the date a printer device, printer initialization, and the print macro were created and last
revised. The user ID of the user responsible for last changing any one of these three components is also displayed.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the OCL Printer Information screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                   Printer Config
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Printer/OCL Information --------------------------------

 PRINTER DEVICE:  6670     IBM Laser Image
    DATE CREATED:  mm/dd/yy
    DATE REVISED:  mm/dd/yy
      REVISED BY:

 PRINTER INITIALIZATION:

    DATE CREATED:
    DATE REVISED:
      REVISED BY:

 VERB:  E     6BC6C5C5C4               (E)ject - Force a page break
    DATE CREATED:  mm/dd/yy
    DATE REVISED:  mm/dd/yy  hh:mm
      REVISED BY:

Exhibit 3.32: OCL Printer Information Screen

Print Request

The Print Request screen is displayed by entering option 7 at the Utilities Menu.

The Print Request utility enables you to print an entire document and ranges of or specific sections, subjects, or topics.
You can optionally direct print output to TAPE or DISK. This facility is important to those who need a current hardcopy
version or those who are more comfortable with printed text.

Printer Characteristics provides more information on printer control and output. ADS Alive Operations also describes new
security considerations for USER ID and PASSWORD in CA IDMS SASO security.
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Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Print Request screen.

See Exhibit 3.34 for an example of the printed output.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                        Utilities
 OPTION ===>                                                      mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Print Request ------------------------------------------

   P  - Selectively Print Reference specifications   PA - Print Entire Manual
   PR - Print Ranges of Reference specifications     B  - Browse Topic Text

 DOCUMENT NAME:                   USER INFORMATION:
    NAME ===> SPG                    ID ===> VTAMLT05   PASSWORD ===>
 STRUCTURE REFERENCE ID:          STRUCTURE INDICES:
    CHAPTER ===>                     DETAILED TABLE OF CONTENTS    ===> Y  (Y/N)
    SUBJECT ===>                     TOPIC KEYWORD CROSS REFERENCE ===> Y  (Y/N)
    TOPIC   ===> 1                CASE MODE:
    RANGE   ===> 000                 MIXED/UPPER CASE    ===> M            (M/U)
 PRINT OPTIONS:                   FORMS OPTIONS:
    DEVICE TYPE      ===> IMPACT     DOUBLE SIDED (2-UP) ===> N            (Y/N)
    PRINT CLASS      ===> A          FORMS CONTROL       ===>
    NUMBER OF COPIES ===> 01         LINES PER PAGE      ===> 66
 JOB CARD(S): (1-3 LINES)            PRINT COLUMN-BEGIN  ===> 01
 //SASOPRNT JOB (USER,ACCT),CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=R
 //*
 //*

Exhibit 3.33: Print Request Screen

 .  ...................................................................................
                                               :
    CA, Inc.  :  Subject:         2.1
           FIRST Alternate Document            :  Date Created:  mm/dd/yy
              PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT              :  Date Revised:  mm/dd/yy
                                               :
 .  ....................................................................................

 SUBJECT:  NAMING CONVENTIONS STANDARD

 RELATED SUBJECTS:
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            STANDARD ELEMENT DESIGNATORS
            STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS                                   A.2
            STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES MANUAL             1.1
            INTEGRATED DATA DICTIONARY USAGE STANDARD                2.2
            COBOL PROGRAMMING STANDARD                               2.3
            CA IDMS/DB PROGRAMMING STANDARD                          2.4
            CA IDMS/DC PROGRAMMING (COBOL) STANDARD                  2.5
            ADS/ONLINE PROGRAMMING STANDARD                          2.6
            JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE (JCL) OS/VS STANDARD                2.10
            MULTIPLE DICTIONARY ENVIRONMENT STANDARD                 2.11
            DATABASE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROCESS - OVERVIEW           3.12
            PHYSICAL DATABASE DESIGN REVIEW PROCEDURE                3.14
            INTEGRATED DATA DICTIONARY OVERVIEW GUIDELINE            4.14
            CA-IDD AS AN ANALYSIS AND DEVELOPMENT TOOL GUIDELINE     4.7
            PROTOTYPING AND ADS/ONLINE GUIDELINE                     4.14
            RECORD ATTRIBUTES STANDARD                               5.1
            SET ATTRIBUTES STANDARD                                  5.2
            AREA ATTRIBUTES STANDARD                                 5.3
            SCHEMA ATTRIBUTES STANDARD                               5.4
            DMCL ATTRIBUTES STANDARD                                 5.5
            SUBSCHEMA ATTRIBUTES STANDARD                            5.6
            BACHMAN DIAGRAM STANDARD                                 5.11
            CA-IDD CONTENT REVIEW PROCEDURE                          6.5
            ASF GUIDELINES FOR THE DBA                               7.14
            SUBJECT 1 -- with multiple topics for testing            8.1
            A                                                        9.1

                      2.  1.  1          SCHEMA NAME--TEST RENAME

 Seven alphanumeric characters formatted as follows:

                          SrPnnnn for Production global schemas.
                          SrPxxnn for Production application oriented schemas.
                          SrTnnnn for Test global schemas.
                          SrTxxnn for Test application oriented schemas.

                            Examples: SCP0002  is the Global Production schema.

                          SCTAR02  is the Accounts Receivable test schema.

                          SCTAR01  is the Accounts Receivable test schema.
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 .  ......................................................................................
 Copyright CA, Inc.  2003             2.  1-1

Exhibit 3.34: CA IDMS SASO Printed Output Example

Change Structure Statistics

The Change Structure Statistics Utility screen is displayed by entering option 8 at the Utilities Menu.

The Change Structure Statistics utility enables you to change structure statistics once a section, subject, or topic list is
displayed.

Chapter, subject or topic statistics which may be altered include date created, date last revised, and revised by user ID.
Selecting a structure for change function is done by entering the line command C (C-Change) at the structure for utility
function. For more information, see Update Assignment.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Change Structure Statistics Utility screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                        Utilities
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Change Structure Statistics ----------------------------

 STRUCTURE REFERENCE ID:
    CHAPTER ===>                     (Blank for Chapter List)
    SUBJECT ===>                     (Blank for Chapter/Subjects)

 * The following line commands may be specified in the structure lists:
    S - Select structure for more detail or BROWSE Topic Text
    X - Display Related Subjects List for a selected Subject/Topic
    C - Select Chapter, Subject, or Topic for Change function

Exhibit 3.35: Change Structure Statistics Utility Entry Screen

Update Assignment

The Update Assignment screen is displayed by selecting a structure for change with a C line command at a Chapter,
Subject, or Topic List screen.

Use the Update Assignment screen to change structure statistics and determine whether the change is to be made to all
lower-level structures, if applicable.
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Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Update Assignment screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                           Change
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Update Assignment --------------------------------------

 Modification of statistics has been requested for the following structure:
    2 Standards For Systems Development

 INSTRUCTIONS:
    Enter "END" command to CANCEL CHANGE request.
    Specify "CHANGE" information below and press "ENTER" key.

       Specify whether the change should be made to lower level structures:
          Change Entire Structure Group? ===> N         (Y-yes, N-no)

          Change Control Tracking Data:
             DATE CREATED ===> mm / dd / yy             (MM/DD/YY)
             DATE REVISED ===> mm / dd / yy             (MM/DD/YY)
             REVISED BY   ===> BRACA01                  (8 CHARACTER ID)

Exhibit 3.36: Update Assignment Screen

Purpose of Maintenance Option
This section takes a closer look at the Maintenance Option.The Maintenance Option enables you to selectively create,
review, and apply document enhancements. You can create document updates by using CA IDMS SASO batch or online
utility functions. Enhancements created are loaded into the maintenance area of your database. Once a document update
or a set of document updates is contained on your database, you can then review and optionally apply the enhancements
you want to permanently incorporate into your document.

You can also migrate enhancements or a set of enhancements from one central version (CV) to another, or from one
document to another document contained in the same CV. Off-loading and uploading maintenance is accomplished using
batch utilities ESSMOFF and ESSMLOD.

This option also allows you to confirm or cancel requests to apply maintenance, and purge or delete maintenance from
your database. A confirmation screen is displayed, permitting you to proceed with the request or cancel it.

The online Maintenance Option also provides statistical information on updates in the Release Maintenance List, the
Chapter, Subject, and Topic Lists and in topic text displays. Informational displays include dates enhancements were
created and uploaded into your database, dates and user IDs representing last activity within a maintenance release, and
internal section, subject, and topic reference identifiers. Internal IDs are used to compare and match enhancements with
structures contained in the document. For more information on internal IDs, see ADS Alive Operations.
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Maintenance Security
The only levels of security applicable to this option are TASK and DOCUMENT UPDATE. Therefore, if your company has
implemented CA IDMS SASO task or document security, your CA IDMS/DC user ID used to sign on to the CV must have
execution privileges for the following:

• Maintenance Option task resources contained in your catalog. For more information on CA IDMS SASO task security,
see Operations.

• DOCUMENT UPDATE activity. 

Section update authority is implied with access into this function.

Creating Maintenance
Document updates that you have created, using option D.3 of Document Utilities, can be offloaded by running the batch
job ESSMOFF. In addition, these updates can be reviewed and selectively applied using the online functions of the
Maintenance Option.

Document enhancements can also be generated by running the batch job ESSRLSE. See Batch Utilities for explanations
and examples of batch jobs.

Off-loading Maintenance

The batch job, ESSMOFF, produces a printed report showing a summary of your enhancements (CA IDMS SASO
Maintenance Release Summary Report). This report also includes a printed facsimile of Maintenance Release
enhancement(s). Information (including examples) regarding this report can be found in Batch Utilities.

Once the maintenance has been offloaded to a file, the enhancements can be loaded into the maintenance area by
running the batch job ESSMLOD.

Uploading Maintenance

The batch job ESSMLOD checks the text of the enhancements against corresponding text on the database on a line-
by-line basis. The results of this batch job are the Release Maintenance Discrepancies Report and the installed release
maintenance.

The Release Maintenance Discrepancies Report lists any differences between the contents of the enhancement and
corresponding text and structures (sections, subjects, topics) on your database. Chapter, subject, and topic internal IDs
are used to locate and match enhancements to structures contained on the primary side of your document.

This report enables you to track and compare:

• Movement of structures (section, subjects, or topics)
• Deleted structures
• Existing structures
• Altered section, subject, and topic external reference IDs
• Altered section, subject, topic, and keyword names
• Your text with the corresponding enhancement text.

The Release Maintenance Discrepancies Report is an important element in the update process. This report should be
reviewed thoroughly before continuing with the application of maintenance.

Enhancement Structure

Once the maintenance release has been loaded into the maintenance area of the database, the online functions of the
Maintenance Option are used to review and selectively apply the enhancements.
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An enhancement can be in the form of an entire section, a series of subjects, or an individual topic. The actual content of
all enhancements is topic text.

Enhancements can be applied at the release level or at a section, subject, or topic level. Where the enhancement is
applied depends upon its level. For example, you would not apply an entire section at the topic list, but at the section list.
Individual topics are applied at the topic list.

SASO Sessions Screens
The Maintenance Option provides a series of screens where enhancements can be applied, deleted, or even modified.
Accessing these screens is similar to the Browse Option. See Exhibit 3.37.

An initial entry screen lists all enhancements that can be applied to a document. At this screen, an enhancement can be
applied, selected for review, deleted, or permanently removed from the database using the PURGE command. If selected,
you can move down the chain of Chapter, Subject, and Topic List screens and apply the enhancement at the desired
structure level.

The last screen in the chain is a Topic Text screen. Here you can modify the text of the enhancement, with editing
commands, before applying it.

Browse Screen Invoked by:
1. Primary SASO Menu Screen Following the signon procedure.
2. Release Maintenance List Screen Selecting option 4 at screen 1.
3. SectionList Screen Selecting a release with an S from screen 2.
4. Subject List Screen Selecting a section with an S from screen 3.
5. Topic List Screen Selecting a subject with an S from screen 4.
6. Related Subjects List Screen Typing the RELATORS command from screen 5; selecting a

subject with an X from screen 4.
7. Topic Text Screen Selecting a topic with an S from screen 5.

Exhibit 3.37: Maintenance Option Screen Access

Release Maintenance List

The Release Maintenance List provides information on enhancements. It displays the release ID, the date each
enhancement was created, the dates and USERID of last activity in the enhancement, and the status of the enhancement.

This screen is invoked by entering the Maintenance Option 4 from the CA IDMS SASO Primary Menu screen.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Release Maintenance screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                      Maintenance
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Release Maintenance List -------------------------------

    RELEASE ID  DATE CREATED  DATE UPLOADED  LAST ACTIVITY  USERID    STATUS
    CJ0814911    mm/dd/yy      mm/dd/yy      mm/dd/yy hh:mm
    TEST08/19    mm/dd/yy      mm/dd/yy      mm/dd/yy hh:mm BRACA01   *Applied
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    **END**

Exhibit 3.38: Release Maintenance List Screen

Release SectionList

The Release SectionList screen provides a list of sections contained in the maintenance release. This screen is invoked
by selecting a release from the Release Maintenance List screen using the S line command.

Discrepancies detected between the primary side of the document and release maintenance sections are also displayed
on this screen. Sections contained in the documents primary side are displayed when a variance is detected. When the
maintenance section does not have an equivalent in the primary side, the NO EQUIVALENT is displayed below that
section enhancement. Variant sections are created when the external reference ID has been altered using utility functions
or the name of the section has been changed.

Enhancement sections that have NO EQUIVALENT in the primary side of the document are created when the section has
been deleted from the document. The section internal ID is used to find a match with section internal IDs contained in the
primary side of the database.

The REFRESH command redisplays the section list without function process codes.

Internal IDs and other important information on enhancement sections and variant sections can be displayed by entering
the STATS ON|OFF command at the command line of this display. Information displayed includes creation dates, revision
date time stamps, user IDs responsible for revision, and internal IDs. Variant sections are displayed with information on
previous enhancements applied.

When NO EQUIVALENT is displayed, internal IDs can be reviewed in both sides of the database to resolve the
discrepancy by entering the STATS command at any section list.

For more information on internal IDs, see ADS Alive Operations.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                     ID-CJ0814911
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Release Chapter List -----------------------------------

    ID             CHAPTER NAME                                         TYPE
    2              Standards For Systems Development                     R
    **END**

Exhibit 3.39: Release SectionList Screen (Maintenance)

Release Maintenance Subject List

The Subject List screen provides a list of subjects within a section of the enhancement that resides on the maintenance
side of the database. This screen is invoked by selecting a section with an S at the Release SectionList screen.

Discrepancies detected between the primary side of the document and release maintenance side are also displayed
on this screen. Subjects contained in the document's primary side are displayed when a variance is detected. When
the maintenance subject does not have an equivalent in the primary side, the NO EQUIVALENT is displayed below that
subject enhancement. Variant subjects are created when the external reference ID has been altered using utility functions
or the name of the subject has been changed.
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Enhancement subjects that have NO EQUIVALENT in the primary side of the document are created when the subject has
been deleted from the document. The section and subject internal IDs are used to find a match with section and subject
internal IDs contained in the primary side of the database.

The REFRESH command redisplays the subject list without function process codes.

Internal IDs and other important information on enhancement subjects and variant subjects can be displayed by entering
the STATS ON|OFF command at the command line of this display. Information displayed includes creation dates, revision
date time stamps, user IDs responsible for revisions, and internal IDs. Variant subjects are displayed with information on
previous enhancements applied.

When NO EQUIVALENT is displayed, internal IDs can be reviewed in both sides of the database to resolve the
discrepancy by entering the STATS command at any subject list.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                     ID-CJ0814911
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- 2 Standards For Systems Development --------------------

    ID             SUBJECT NAME                                         TYPE
    2.1           Naming Conventions Standard                            R
    2.2           Integrated Data Dictionary Usage Standard              R
    2.3           COBOL Programming Standard                             R
    2.4           IDMS-DB Programming Standard                           R
    2.5           IDMS-DC Programming (COBOL) Standard                   R
    2.6           ADS/ONLINE PROGRAMMING STANDARD                        R
    2.7           CULPRIT PROGRAMMING STANDARD                           R
    2.8           ONLINE CRT SCREEN DESIGN STANDARD                      R
    2.9           PRINTED REPORT DESIGN STANDARD                         R
    2.10          JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE (JCL) OS/VS STANDARD              R
    2.11          MULTIPLE DICTIONARY/CV ENVIRONMENT STANDARD            R
    2.12          PROGRAM SPECIFICATION STANDARD                         R
    2.13          ADS/ONLINE APPLICATION (ADS/A) STANDARD                R
    2.14          STANDARDS FOR USING THE AUTOMATIC SYSTEMS FACILITY     R
    **END**

Exhibit 3.40: Release Maintenance Subject List Screen

Release Maintenance Topic List

The Topic List screen provides a list of topics within a subject in the enhancement that resides on the maintenance side of
the database. This screen is invoked by selecting a subject with an S at the Release Maintenance Subject List screen.

Discrepancies detected between the primary side of the document and release maintenance side are also displayed
on this screen. Topics contained in the document's primary side are displayed when a variance is detected. When the
maintenance topic does not have an equivalent in the primary side, the NO EQUIVALENT is displayed below that topic
enhancement. Variant topics are created when the external reference ID has been altered using utility functions or the
name of the topic has been changed.
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Enhancement topics that have NO EQUIVALENT in the primary side of the document are created when the topic has
been deleted from the document. The section, subject, and topic internal IDs are used to find a match with section,
subject, and topic internal IDs contained in the primary side of the database.

The REFRESH command redisplays the topic list without function process codes.

Internal IDs and other important information on enhancement topics and variant topics can be displayed by entering the
STATS ON|OFF command at the command line of this display. Information displayed includes creation dates, revision
date time stamps, user IDs responsible for revisions, and internal IDs. Variant topics are displayed with information on
previous enhancements applied.

When NO EQUIVALENT is displayed, internal IDs can be reviewed in both sides of the database to resolve the
discrepancy by entering the STATS command at any topic list.

For more information on internal IDs, see ADS Alive Operations.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                     ID-CJ0814911
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- 2.1 Naming Conventions Standard ------------------------

    ID          KEYWORD          TOPIC NAME                             TYPE
    2.1.0      Overview         Subject Overview                          R
    NO EQUIVLNT                                                           *
    2.1.1      Schema           Schema Name                               R
    2.1.0      Schema           Schema Name                               *
    2.1.2      DMCL             DMCL Name                                 R
    2.1.1      DMCL             DMCL Name                                 *
    2.1.3      Subschema        Subschema Name                            R
    2.1.2      Subschema        Subschema Name                            *
    2.1.4      USER             USER NAME                                 R
    2.1.3      USER             USER NAME                                 *
    2.1.5      SYSTEM           SYSTEM NAME                               R
    2.1.4      SYSTEM           SYSTEM NAME                               *
    2.1.6      ELEMENT          ELEMENT NAME                              R
    2.1.5      ELEMENT          ELEMENT NAME                              *
    2.1.7      RECORD           IDMS RECORD NAME                          R
    2.1.6      RECORD           IDMS RECORD NAME                          *
    2.1.8      RECORD           NON-IDMS RECORD NAME                      R

Exhibit 3.41: Release Maintenance Topic List Screen

Release Maintenance Related Subjects List

The Related Subjects List screen displays subject relationships between the enhancement subject and the primary side of
the source document from which the enhancement was created.

This screen appears after entering the RELATORS command at the Maintenance Topic List screen or after typing an X in
the selection column of a subject list.
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No additional information or functions are available from this display.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                      Maintenance
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- 2.1 Naming Conventions Standard ------------------------

    ID              RELATED SUBJECT NAME
    A.1            STANDARD ELEMENT DESIGNATORS
    A.2            STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS
    2.2            Integrated Data Dictionary Usage Standard
    2.3            COBOL Programming Standard
    2.4            IDMS-DB Programming Standard
    2.5            IDMS-DC Programming (COBOL) Standard
    2.6            ADS/ONLINE PROGRAMMING STANDARD
    2.10           JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE (JCL) OS/VS STANDARD
    2.11           MULTIPLE DICTIONARY/CV ENVIRONMENT STANDARD
    3.1            DATABASE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROCESS - OVERVIEW
    3.4            PHYSICAL DATABASE DESIGN REVIEW PROCEDURE
    4.4            INTEGRATED DATA DICTIONARY OVERVIEW GUIDELINE
    4.7            IDD AS AN ANALYSIS AND DEVELOPMENT TOOL GUIDELIN E
    4.14           PROTOTYPING AND ADS/ONLINE GUIDELINE
    5.1            RECORD ATTRIBUTES STANDARD
    5.2            SET ATTRIBUTES STANDARD
    5.3            AREA ATTRIBUTES STANDARD

Exhibit 3.42: Related Subjects List Screen (Maintenance)

Release Maintenance Topic Text

The Topic Text screen displays the text of the selected topic from the Release Maintenance Topic List screen. From this
screen, you can copy text from another topic residing on the primary or the release maintenance side of the document's
database, or you can modify the text using text editing commands. Thus, the text of the selected topic enhancement can
be modified before applying it to a document.

Any modifications to the text are retained in the maintenance area of the database until you choose to apply, delete, or
purge the enhancement containing the modified topic text.

Information about the topic and topic text is displayed at this screen. You can remove information message lines
by entering the RESET or STATS OFF commands. This information can be redisplayed by entering the STATS ON
command.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Topic Text screen and Edit or Browse commands.

 EDIT ---2.1.0                                                 COLUMNS 001 072
 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR
 ****** *** TOP OF DATA *************************************** CA IDMS/SASO ***
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 000001 PURPOSE:       To establish standard naming formats for all database and
 000002                conventional system components.
 000003
 000004 SCOPE:         These naming conventions apply to all IDMS and
 000005                conventional file based application development.
 000006
 000007 DOCUMENTATION
 000008 REQUIREMENTS:  All components listed in this standard must be entered
 000009                into the IDD using the unique names formulated as
 000010                explained herein.  The minimum requirements for each of
 000011                these components are Name, Description, and System
 000012                Identifier(s).  See the IDD Usage Standard for detailed
 000013                documentation requirements.  Hardcopy documentation is
 000014                produced by running various IDD reports.
 000015
 000016                The only exceptions are DDnames, Path Status, ASF
 000017                generated names, and outside vendor supplied utilities
 000018                and application software packages.
 000019 :E
 000020 OVERVIEW:
 000021

Exhibit 3.43: Topic Text Screen (Maintenance)

Release Maintenance Update Assignment

The Update Assignment screen enables you to specify a target structure for the issued enhancement or to cancel the
apply request.

This screen appears when you select to apply an enhancement to a structure that cannot be located in the primary
database. In such a case, the enhancement has no equivalent structure in a document.

When a structure cannot be located for the apply function, this screen provides you with two options to contain the
application:

• One option allows you to specify an existing structure in the primary database to which you want to assign the
enhancement

• The second option allows you to add the missing structure (section and subject for topic, section for subject, and
section for update assignment).

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Update Assignment screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                     ID-XXXXXXXXX
 OPTION ===>                                                      mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Update Assignment --------------------------------------

 The following maintenance has NO EQUIVALENT in the STANDARDS:
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    2.1.0 Subject Overview

 INSTRUCTIONS:
    Enter "END" to CANCEL APPLY request.
    Enter assignment "REFERENCE ID" below and press "ENTER" key.
    NOTE: To ADD the NON-EQUIVALENT entity, press "ENTER" without
          changing the structure reference(s).
    STRUCTURE REFERENCE ID:
       CHAPTER ===> 2
       SUBJECT ===> 1
       TOPIC   ===> 0

Exhibit 3.44: Update Assignment Screen (Maintenance)

Release Maintenance Confirm Apply

Whenever you choose to apply an enhancement, CA IDMS SASO responds by displaying the Confirm Apply screen. This
screen serves two purposes:

• To warn you existing structures are either replaced or deleted by the enhancement
• To guard against mistakes by giving you a chance to either proceed with or cancel the application.

Once you proceed with the application, all existing text within the selected structure is overlaid with the new enhancement.

If the maintenance involves the deletion of a structure from a document, the Confirm Delete screen is also displayed. This
display insures that nothing is removed from the document without confirmation.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                            Apply
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Confirm Apply ------------------------------------------

  ****************************************************************************
  **                                                                        **
  **   WARNING: All Topics and Topic Text contained in the following        **
  **            Subject Release will replace existing structures.           **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  ** REFERENCE: 2.1Naming Conventions Standard                              **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
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  **       INSTRUCTIONS: Press "ENTER" key to confirm APPLY request.        **
  **                     Enter "END" command to CANCEL APPLY request.       **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  ****************************************************************************

Exhibit 3.45: Confirm Apply Screen (Maintenance)

Release Maintenance Confirm Delete

Whenever you choose to logically delete an enhancement by entering option D next to a maintenance structure, CA IDMS
SASO displays the Confirm Delete screen. This screen serves two purposes:

• To warn you the maintenance is logically deleted from the Maintenance List
• To guard against mistakes by giving you a chance to either proceed with or cancel the delete.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                           Delete
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Confirm Delete -----------------------------------------

  ****************************************************************************
  **                                                                        **
  **   WARNING: All Chapters, Subjects, and Topics associated with          **
  **            the following Release Maintenance will be erased.           **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **  REFERNCE: CJ0814911                                                   **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **       INSTRUCTIONS:  Press "ENTER" key to confirm DELETE request.      **
  **                      Enter "END" command to CANCEL DELETE request.     **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  ****************************************************************************

Exhibit 3.46: Confirm Delete Screen (Maintenance)
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Release Maintenance Confirm Purge

Whenever you choose to purge an enhancement by entering the PURGE release-id|ALL command, CA IDMS SASO
displays the Confirm Purge screen. This screen serves two purposes:

• To warn you the maintenance is physically and permanently purged from the Maintenance List and the CA IDMS
SASO database

• To guard against mistakes by giving you a chance to either proceed with or cancel the purge.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Confirm Purge screen and the PURGE command.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn                            Purge
 COMMAND ===>                                                     09/30/91 16:10
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Confirm Purge ------------------------------------------

  ****************************************************************************
  **                                                                        **
  **   WARNING: The following Release Maintenance will be erased.           **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **  REFERENCE: SPyymmnnn                                                  **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **       INSTRUCTIONS: Press "ENTER" key to confirm DELETE request.       **
  **                      Enter "END" command to CANCEL DELETE request.     **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  ****************************************************************************

Exhibit 3.47: Confirm Purge Screen (Maintenance)

Online Review and Application

Once the maintenance release has been loaded into the maintenance area of the database, the online functions of the
Maintenance Option are used to review and selectively apply the enhancements. See Exhibit 3.48 for a conceptual view of
this process.

There are several ways to apply enhancements using the online functions:
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• Apply the enhancement exactly as is. When an enhancement is applied, the current sections are overlaid on the
primary side of the database for REPLACE types. For INSERT types, the enhancement is inserted into the current
sections of the permanent document and existing external ID is altered to maintain the contiguous numbering scheme.

• Alter the textual contents of a maintenance topic with the editing commands and then apply them.
• Make alterations, to the text on the primary side of the database, based upon the Discrepancies Report and then

delete or purge the maintenance. This process is referred to as a "logical application" because the text in the
maintenance area does not overlay the text in the primary area.

• Copy text into the primary side, from the maintenance area, using the COPY editing command, then delete or purge
the maintenance (logical application).

• Delete the enhancements and do not apply them.
• Permanently remove the enhancement from the maintenance side of the database using the PURGE command.

See Exhibit 3.49 for a conceptual flowchart of the online enhancement process.
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Exhibit 3.48: Database Load and Application Process
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Exhibit 3.49: Online Enhancement Application Process

About Document Utilities
This section takes a closer look at the Document Utilities Option. The Document Utilities Option allows you to add and
maintain documents on the CA IDMS SASO document control structure and perform utility functions on any CA IDMS
SASO document. Some examples might include personnel or departmental sectionlines.

Before you can perform the utility operations described in this section, you must add a database to CA IDMS SASO
that houses the document. For more information on how to perform this task, see Adding Multiple CA IDMS SASO
Documents.

After the CA IDMS SASO database has been defined, you can use the utilities described in this section to add and
maintain a document.

CA IDMS SASO Security Option
If task security has been implemented at your company, your CA IDMS/DC user ID used at signon must have access
privilege to Document Utility task resources contained in your catalog. For more information on assigning security to
individual CA IDMS SASO tasks, see Operations.

After establishing your CA IDMS SASO database and adding a document to CA IDMS SASO, you can add security to the
document using the Document Security utility described in this section. Once document security is established, you also
need section authorization to utilize the Encyclopedia Function described in this section.

Document Utilities Provided
CA IDMS SASO provides the following types of Document Utilities:

1. Definition Utilities
– Allow you to define, rename, delete, or assign security to documents

2. Document Maintenance Utilities
– Allow you to create document updates by comparing documents or copying structures within a document

3. Copy Functions
– Allow you to copy document and printer configurations

4. Encyclopedia Function
– Allows you to search documents for a string of alphanumeric characters.

Document Utilities
The Document Utilities screen is invoked by entering option D from the CA IDMS SASO Primary Menu.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Document Utilities screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn               Document Utilities
 OPTION ===>                                                      mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Document Utilities Menu --------------------------------

 DEFINITION UTILITIES:
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    0  Security         - Assign Document Level CA IDMS Security
    1  Rename/Delete    - Rename or Delete Document Definitions
    2  Add              - Define Documents

 DOCUMENT MAINTENANCE:
    3  Maintenance      - Create Document Updates by comparing Documents or
                            by copying Structures within a Document

 COPY FUNCTIONS:
    4  Document Config  - Add/Copy Document Configurations
    5  Printer Config   - Add/Copy Printer Configurations

 ENCYCLOPEDIA FUNCTIONS:
    6  String Search    - Search Documents for Strings

Exhibit 3.50: Document Utilities Screen

Document Security Document List

The Document Security utility enables you to assign a CA IDMS/DC security resource activity numbers to any CA IDMS
SASO document.

You can access this utility by entering option 0 from the Document Utilities Menu.

Once at this Document List, you can modify activity numbers by entering an M at the document to be modified, enter an
activity number for update, browse or both, and press the ENTER key.

When document security has been implemented, any user requesting to browse or update that document must have
access privilege for the Browse or Update activity resource contained in your system catalog.

NOTE
Only TASK security applies to this utility. For more information on task security, see Operations.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Document Security screen.

                    Standards Administration System Online
                              Document Security
                                                              Document Utilities
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Document List - Activity Number Assignment -------------

    DOCUMENT NAME    DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION                   UPDATE/BROWSE

      ALTSPG         Alternate SP&G Document                  010   010
      SASODN01       Alternate Document (Undefined)           000   000
      SASODN02       Alternate Document (Undefined)           000   000
      SPG            STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES    005   005
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      **END**

Exhibit 3.51: Document Security Document List Screen

Rename/Delete Document Utility

The Rename/Delete Document screen provides a complete list of all documents residing in the CA IDMS SASO document
control structure. This utility is displayed by entering option 1 at the Document Utilities Menu.

This function enables you to change or delete the name and description of a document. The only document that cannot
be changed or deleted at this screen is the document currently being accessed and the default document that was
established at product installation.

The rename and delete functions do not affect database structures. To rename a document, place an R next to the
document to be renamed, enter the new name(s), and press the ENTER key. Document name changes must match a
database name contained in your catalog.

To delete a document, place a D next to the document to be deleted and press ENTER. Once a document has been
deleted, it cannot be reaccessed unless it is "readded" using the Add Document utility. Before a document is deleted, you
must respond to the Confirm Delete screen. This screen enables you to confirm or cancel the deletion.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Rename/Delete Document screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn               Document Utilities
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Rename/Delete Document ---------------------------------

    DOCUMENT NAME    DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION

      ALTSPG         Alternate SP&G Document
      SASODN01       Alternate Document
      SASODN02       Alternate Document
      SPG            STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
      **END**

Exhibit 3.52: Rename/Delete Document Screen

Confirm Document Delete

Whenever you choose to delete a document by entering option D at the Rename/Delete Document screen, CA IDMS
SASO responds by displaying the Confirm Document Delete screen. This screen serves two purposes:

• To warn you he document is logically be deleted from the CA IDMS SASO document control structure
• To guard against mistakes by giving you a chance to either proceed with or cancel the delete.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
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                                  Release nn.nn                  Document Delete
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Confirm Document Delete --------------------------------

  ****************************************************************************
  **                                                                        **
  **   WARNING: The Document definition associated with the                 **
  **            following Document description will be erased               **
  **            from the SASO system.                                       **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **  DOCUMENT: SASODN02 Alternate Document (Undefined)                     **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  **       INSTRUCTIONS:  Press "ENTER" key to confirm DELETE request.      **
  **                      Enter "END" command to CANCEL DELETE request.     **
  **                                                                        **
  **                                                                        **
  ****************************************************************************

Exhibit 3.53: Confirm Document Delete Screen

Add Document Utility

The Add Document utility enables you to define a document to the CA IDMS SASO system by creating control information
for the document. This control information includes the name and description of the document. The Add Document utility
is displayed by entering option 2 at the Document Utilities Menu.

The Add Document utility does not establish the physical or logical components of a database. These components must
be established before you use the Document Add utility. Read Adding Multiple CA IDMS SASO Documents for details.

After these components have been established for a document, the Add Document utility can be used to create control
information for a document. When control information has been created, you can incorporate a structure (sections,
subjects, topics) by one of the following methods:

• Executing the batch utility, ESSULOD, which uploads a downloaded structure into the document's database
• Utilizing the Utilities and Edit Options to establish section, subject, and topic structures and create text for topics
• Adding section, subject, and topic structures and uploading topic text using the batch utility ESSTEXT
• Applying document updates created using the batch utility ESSRLSE, or using the Create Document Updates utility (D.

3).

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Add Document screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn               Document Utilities
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
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 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Add Document -------------------------------------------

 DOCUMENT NAME:
    NAME ===>

 DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION:
    DESCRIPTION ===>

Exhibit 3.54: Add Document Screen

Create Document Updates Utility

With the Create Document Updates utility, you can create a set of document updates (release maintenance) for an entire
document, section, subject or topic (and topic text).

This utility is used when you have updated a document using existing online facilities and want to apply these changes to
another document.

NOTE
If this utility is performed at the document level, a high activity level on the journal files may occur. Therefore,
we strongly recommend that this utility never be run at the document level, and consideration given to using this
utility at the section, subject, and/or topic level only. The batch utility version for this function is described under
the Create Release Maintenance section in Batch Utilities.

You can access the Create Document Updates utility by entering option 3 at the Document Utilities Menu.

There are two document update options:

• Generate maintenance by comparing documents
• Generate maintenance by copying a structure within a document.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn               Document Utilities
 OPTION ===>                                                      mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Create Document Updates --------------------------------

 1 - Generate Maintenance by comparing DOCUMENTS
 2 - Generate Maintenance by copying within a DOCUMENT

 Specify "FROM" document below:
    DOCUMENT NAME ===> SPG
       CHAPTER ID ===> 2
       SUBJECT ID ===> 1
       TOPIC ID   ===> 1

 Specify "TO" document and release update information below:
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    DOCUMENT NAME ===>
       RELEASE ID ===>

       GENERATE DELETE MAINTENANCE ===> N      (Y-yes, N-no)

Exhibit 3.55: Create Document Updates Utility Screen

Generating Maintenance by Comparing Documents

The utility creates one set of maintenance by comparing two documents. For example, if Document A and Document B
contain the exact same section 2 and the utility is run, no maintenance for section 2 is created.

However, if one subject has been added to section 2 of Document A, Document B receive inserts maintenance at the
subject level and replace maintenance at the section level.

The document that receives the release maintenance depends upon your specifications. For example, if A is compared to
B, the maintenance created under B is different than if B is compared to A.

Document maintenance is placed in the release maintenance database area under the release identifier provided. This
means the changes can be identified as a specific set of release maintenance. Once these changes are identified as
release maintenance, you can use the existing online Maintenance Option (option 4 on the CA IDMS SASO Primary
Menu) to selectively review and apply the enhancements to the primary side of the document. Exhibit 3.56 provides a
conceptual view of this process.
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Exhibit 3.56: Creating Document Updates by Comparing Documents

                 Source Document         Object Document      Object Document

                 ("from" Document)       ("to" Document)      Release Maintenance

Document Level   Chapter 1               Chapter 1            Chapter 1 (R)eplace
Maintenance      Chapter 2               Chapter 2            Chapter 2 (R)eplace
Creation         Chapter 3               Chapter 3            Chapter 3 (R)eplace
                 Chapter 4                                    Chapter 4 (I)nsert

Chapter Level    Chapter 1               Chapter 1            Chapter 1               R
Maintenance        Subject 1.1             Subject 1.1          Subject 1.1           R
Creation           Subject 1.2             Subject 1.2          Subject 1.2           R
                   Subject 1.3                                  Subject 1.3           R

Subject Level    Chapter 1               Chapter 1            Chapter 1               R
Maintenance        Subject 1.1             Subject 1.1          Subject 1.1           R
Creation             Topic 1.1.0             Topic 1.1.0          Topic 1.1.0         R
                     Topic 1.1.1             Topic 1.1.1          Topic 1.1.1         R
                   Subject 1.2             Subject 1.2          Subject 1.2           R
                     Topic 1.2.0             Topic 1.2.0          Topic 1.2.0         R
                     Topic 1.2.1             Topic 1.2.1          Topic 1.2.1         R
                     Topic 1.2.2                                  Topic 1.2.2         I
                     Topic 1.2.3                                  Topic 1.2.3         I
                     Topic 1.2.4                                  Topic 1.2.4         I

Topic Level      Chapter 1               Chapter 1            Chapter 1               R
Maintenance        Subject 1.1             Subject 1.1          Subject 1.1           R
Creation             Topic 1.1.0             Topic 1.1.0          Topic 1.1.0         R
                       Text  Rec-1             Text  Rec-1          Text  Rec-1       R*
                       Text  Rec-2             Text  Rec-2          Text  Rec-2       R*
                       Text  Rec-3                                  Text  Rec-3       I*
                       Text  Rec-4                                  Text  Rec-4       I*

                                                              *Internal Representation

Exhibit 3.57: Generating Insert and Replace Maintenance

                 Source Document         Object Document      Object Document

                 ("from" Document)       ("to" Document)      Release Maintenance
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Document Level   Chapter 1               Chapter 1            Chapter 1 (R)eplace
Maintenance      Chapter 2               Chapter 2            Chapter 2 (R)eplace
Creation         Chapter 3               Chapter 3            Chapter 3 (R)eplace
                                         Chapter 4            Chapter 4 (D)elete

Chapter Level    Chapter 1               Chapter 1            Chapter 1               R
Maintenance        Subject 1.1             Subject 1.1          Subject 1.1           R
Creation           Subject 1.2             Subject 1.2          Subject 1.2           R
                                           Subject 1.3          Subject 1.3           D

Subject Level    Chapter 1               Chapter 1            Chapter 1               R
Maintenance        Subject 1.1             Subject 1.1          Subject 1.1           R
Creation             Topic 1.1.0             Topic 1.1.0          Topic 1.1.0         R
                     Topic 1.1.1             Topic 1.1.1          Topic 1.1.1         R
                   Subject 1.2             Subject 1.2          Subject 1.2           R
                     Topic 1.2.0             Topic 1.2.0          Topic 1.2.0         R
                     Topic 1.2.1             Topic 1.2.1          Topic 1.2.1         R
                                             Topic 1.2.2          Topic 1.2.2         D
                                             Topic 1.2.3          Topic 1.2.3         D
                                             Topic 1.2.4          Topic 1.2.4         D

Topic Level      Chapter 1               Chapter 1            Chapter 1               R
Maintenance        Subject 1.1             Subject 1.1          Subject 1.1           R
Creation             Topic 1.1.0             Topic 1.1.0          Topic 1.1.0         R
                       Text  Rec-1             Text  Rec-1          Text  Rec-1       R*
                       Text  Rec-2             Text  Rec-2          Text  Rec-2       R*
                                               Text  Rec-3          Text  Rec-3       D*
                                               Text  Rec-4          Text  Rec-4       D*

                                                              *Internal Representation

Exhibit 3.58: Generating Delete and Replace Maintenance

Generating Maintenance by Copying Structures Within a Document

This option allows you to create maintenance without comparing two documents.

You can copy a section, subject, or topic from the primary side of a document into that document's release maintenance
area.

This enables you to isolate document changes for download to a transportable file. You can then upload the maintenance
and apply it in other CA IDMS/DC central version (CV) documents.

Refer to the online documentation for more information on using the Create Document Updates screen.
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Add/Copy Document Configuration Utility

The Add/Copy Document utility enables you to copy the configurations specified for one document to another. Document
configurations allow you to determine how a document looks when it is printed. See Document Configuration Utility for a
complete description.

Once the configurations for a document have been determined, you can use the Add/Copy Document Configurations
utility to establish or replace these configurations in another document.

You can access the Add/Copy Document Configuration utility by entering option 4 from the Document Utilities screen.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Add/Copy Document Configuration screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn               Document Utilities
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Add/Copy Document Configuration ------------------------

 Specify "FROM" document below:
    DOCUMENT NAME ===> SPG        (Blank for Default Configuration)

 Specify "TO" document for configuration replacement below:
    DOCUMENT NAME ===>

Exhibit 3.59: Add/Copy Document Configuration Screen

Add/Copy Printer Configuration Utility

The Add/Copy Printer Configuration utility allows you to assign, to a specific document, a printer and its associated
JCL and/or OCL configurations. These printer configurations can initially be assigned to a printer using the Printer
Configuration utility (3.6).

You can access the Add/Copy Printer Configuration utility by entering option 5 at the Document Utilities Menu.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the Add/Copy Printer Configuration screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc.
                                  Release nn.nn               Document Utilities
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- Add/Copy Printer Configuration -------------------------

 Specify "FROM" document below:
    DOCUMENT NAME  ===> SPG
    PRINTER DEVICE ===>

 Specify "TO" document for configuration placement below:
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    DOCUMENT NAME  ===>

    "TO" options:
       COPY TYPE   ===> R                (R-replace, A-add)
       COPY MEMBER ===> A                (J-jcl, O-ocl, or A-all)

       For COPY TYPE "A", specify "PRINTER DEVICE" name, if different:
          PRINTER DEVICE ===>

Exhibit 3.60: Add/Copy Printer Configuration Screen

String Search Facility

The String Search facility gives you the ability to search any CA IDMS SASO document for a string of alphanumeric
characters.

CA IDMS SASO responds by displaying a Topic List of all those topics containing the specified string. You can then select
a topic to browse or edit.

You can access the String Search facility by entering option 6 at the Document Utilities Menu.

Refer to the online documentation for detailed information on the String Search Facility screen.

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn               Document Utilities
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 CA IDMS/SASO Rnn.nn--- String Search Facility ---------------------------------

 Searching Document SPG

 001500 Text Records Searched -- 0000000 Occurrences of String Located

 ENTER SEARCH STRING:

 ADS
 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+---
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 Specify full or partial "DOCUMENT" name below:
    DOCUMENT NAME ===> SPG         (Blank for Document List)

 Specify option for TEXT PROCESSING:
  Browse or Edit? ===> B           (B-Browse or E-Edit)

Exhibit 3.61: String Search Facility Screen

                     STANDARDS, PROCEDURES, AND GUIDELINES
                        CA, Inc
                                  Release nn.nn
 COMMAND ===>                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm
 SASO161I-STRING SEARCH LOCATED THE FOLLOWING TOPICS WHICH CONTAIN THE TARGET

    ID          KEYWORD NAME      TOPIC NAME

    A.3.21     ADS/ONLINE       ADS/O APPLICATION FUNCTION WORK SHEET
    G.A.0      A                GLOSSARY ENTRIES
    G.F.0      F                GLOSSARY ENTRIES
    G.P.0      P                GLOSSARY ENTRIES
    G.R.0      R                GLOSSARY ENTRIES
    G.U.0      U                GLOSSARY ENTRIES
    2.6.0      OVERVIEW         SUBJECT OVERVIEW
    2.11.3     IDD              TEST CV
    2.13.0     OVERVIEW         SUBJECT OVERVIEW
    3.7.0      APPLICATION      MIGRATION PROCEDURE
    4.8.3      LRF              LRF TIPS AND HINTS
    4.8.6      LRF              WHEN TO USE LRF
    4.10.6     ADS              CA-ADS (APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT  SYSTEM)
    4.10.12    ICMS             INFORMATION CENTER MANAGEMENT S YSTEM

Exhibit 3.62: Topic List Screen (String Search)

Understand the Tutorial Option
This section briefly explains CA IDMS SASO online documentation. The online documentation provides information on the
features of CA IDMS SASO. 

CA IDMS SASO provides you with comprehensive online documentation. To access the online documentation, enter the
HELP command or press the appropriate PF key from any CA IDMS SASO screen.

CA IDMS SASO online documentation includes information on:
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• CA IDMS SASO screens
• CA IDMS SASO commands
• Edit and browse commands
• CA IDMS SASO Messages.

In addition, the Online Documentation Print Utility provided with CA IDMS SASO allows error messages and other online
documentation to be printed upon request.

For more information on accessing and printing information on CA IDMS SASO, see Operations.

Using CA IDMS SASO Online Documentation
To invoke the online documentation, enter option T at the OPTION field of the CA IDMS SASO Primary Menu.

After you have typed in the T option and pressed the ENTER key, an online documentation selection menu appears.

From this screen you can take one of the following actions:

• Exit the online documentation by pressing the PF3 key
• Proceed with using the online documentation by selecting a topic
• Enter the HELP command again to obtain information on using CA IDMS SASO's online documentation.

You can also access the online documentation for any CA IDMS SASO screen by entering the HELP command at the
screen. When the HELP command is used, information is displayed about the current screen.

EXIT
This section explains the Exit Option. Select this option when you want to leave CA IDMS SASO.

Purpose of Exit Option
Select the Exit Option (X) to sign off of CA IDMS SASO. When the Exit Option is selected, all CA IDMS SASO operations
are terminated and you are brought back to the CA IDMS/DC system prompt.

You can exit CA IDMS SASO from the CA IDMS SASO Primary Menu screen or from one of the lower level screens.

• To exit CA IDMS SASO from the CA IDMS SASO Primary Menu screen: Type an X, for the Exit Option, at the OPTION
field and press the ENTER key.

• To exit CA IDMS SASO from a lower level screen: Type =X, at the COMMAND field, from any lower level screen and
press the ENTER key.

CA IDMS SASO Batch Utilities
This section explains each of CA IDMS SASO's batch utilities. Descriptions of input parameters for job execution and
sample JCL are included in the appropriate Target or Distribution source library (z/OS), TOOLJCL library (Z/VSE), or
MACLIB (Z/VM) members. Figures showing the resultant batch utility report outputs are also included.

CA IDMS SASO provides the following batch utilities:

These utilities may generate messages when they are run. Refer to Messages or the Online Message Facility for an
explanation of the messages produced by these jobs. You can access the Online Message Facility by entering option M at
the first screen of any CA IDMS SASO online documentation module.
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Download CA IDMS SASO Document Structure (ESSDLOD)

This utility downloads the installed CA IDMS SASO database structure to a transportable file. When you execute this
utility, the primary side of the database, including all sections, subjects, topics, topic text, printer configurations, and
document configurations, is downloaded into a transportable file.

Target or Distribution source library member ESSDLOD (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member ESSDLOD.S (Z/VSE), or
the ESSDLOD EXEC (Z/VM) contains the model JCL and key for this utility (the upload uses ESSULOD), and keyword
parameter information. You can also access keyword parameter information using the online documentation.

Report Output

After executing ESSDLOD, review the Audit Report (shown in Exhibit 4.1). Successful execution produces informative
messages that do not require remedial action. If ESSDLOD does not execute successfully, warning and/or error
messages appear on the report. Correct any errors and resubmit the job.

CA-TOOLS                      RELEASE        CA-
STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM ONLINE           DATE             TIME      PAGE
                              Rnn.nn                 DOWNLOAD DISCREPANCY REPORT               mm/
dd/yy          hh:mm:ss   xxxx
                                                        V---+----1----+----2----
+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7-V
 NKWP091I INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                      PROCESS,SRCDOCUMENT=SASODN02
 NKWP094I END OF PARAMETER INPUT
 DLOD001I-SUCCESSFUL DOWNLOAD OF "SASODN02" DOCUMENT

Exhibit 4.1: Audit Report for Download Discrepancies Report (ESSDLOD)

Upload CA IDMS SASO Document Structure (ESSULOD)

This utility uploads the CA IDMS SASO structure file into the primary areas of the installed database. Before you can
execute this utility, you need to add the database (which houses a document) to CA IDMS SASO. See the installation
section for information on establishing multiple CA IDMS SASO databases.

You can replace the entire contents of an existing document or restrict the upload so that printer configurations
are not uploaded from the structure file through keyword parameter specifications.

Target or Distribution source library member ESSULOD (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member ESSULOD.S (Z/VSE), or the
ESSULOD EXEC (Z/VM) contains the model JCL and key for this utility, and keyword parameter information. You can also
access keyword parameter information using the online documentation.

NOTE
We strongly recommend that you execute this utility in local mode, especially if your disk journals are limited in
size.

Report Output

After executing ESSULOD, review the Audit Report (shown in Exhibit 4.2). Successful execution produces informative
and/or warning messages. Informative messages do not require remedial action. Warning messages may require
corrective action, depending upon individual analysis of the warning message. If ESSULOD does not execute
successfully, error messages appear on the Audit Report. Correct any errors and resubmit the job ESSULOD.
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CA-TOOLS                      RELEASE        CA-
STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM ONLINE           DATE             TIME      PAGE
                              Rnn.nn                 UPLOAD DISCREPANCY REPORT                 mm/
dd/yy          hh:mm:ss   nnnn

                                       V---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----
+----5----+----6----+----7-V
 NKWP091I INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT     PROCESS,OBJDOCUMENT=SASODN01,REPLACE
 NKWP094I END OF PARAMETER INPUT
 ULOD001I-SUCCESSFUL UPLOAD FOR "SASODN01" DOCUMENT

Exhibit 4.2: Audit Report for Upload Discrepancies Report (ESSULOD)

Create Release Maintenance (ESSRLSE)

This utility creates a set of maintenance by comparing two documents. For example, if Document A and Document B
contain the exact same section 2, and you run ESSRLSE, no maintenance for section 2 is created. However, if one
subject was added to section 2 of Document A, Document B receives insert maintenance at the subject level and replace
maintenance at the section level. Exhibit 4.3 explains how to generate insert and replace maintenance.

As an option, you can generate section, subject, or topic and topic text delete maintenance through keyword parameter
specification. For example, if Document B (object document) contains section 4 and Document A (source document)
does not, Document B receives delete maintenance at the section level, for Section4. See Exhibit 4.4 for information on
generating delete and replace maintenance.

The maintenance created is stored in the maintenance area of the database that maps to the object document for utility
function (i.e., Document B discussed above). If you apply maintenance to the object document, it will equal the source
document. For more information on how to apply maintenance, see Purpose of Maintenance Option.

You can also use ESSRLSE to copy maintenance in a single document from the permanent side to the release
maintenance side of the database similar to the online utility, Create Document Updates (D.3). Copy capabilities are
enabled through identical document name specifications in the object and source document keyword parameters.

Target or Distribution source library member ESSRLSE (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member ESSRLSE.S (Z/VSE), or the
ESSRLSE EXEC (Z/VM) contains the model JCL and key for this utility, and keyword parameter information. You can also
access keyword parameter information using the online documentation.

NOTE
We strongly recommend that you execute this utility in local mode, especially for job runs at the document level.
A high activity level on the journal files may occur if disk journals are limited in size.

                 Source Document         Object Document      Object Document

                 ("from" Document)       ("to" Document)      Release Maintenance

Document Level   Chapter 1               Chapter 1            Chapter 1 (R)eplace
Maintenance      Chapter 2               Chapter 2            Chapter 2 (R)eplace
Creation         Chapter 3               Chapter 3            Chapter 3 (R)eplace
                 Chapter 4                                    Chapter 4 (I)nsert
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Chapter Level    Chapter 1               Chapter 1            Chapter 1               R
Maintenance        Subject 1.1             Subject 1.1          Subject 1.1           R
Creation           Subject 1.2             Subject 1.2          Subject 1.2           R
                   Subject 1.3                                  Subject 1.3           R

Subject Level    Chapter 1               Chapter 1            Chapter 1               R
Maintenance        Subject 1.1             Subject 1.1          Subject 1.1           R
Creation             Topic 1.1.0             Topic 1.1.0          Topic 1.1.0         R
                     Topic 1.1.1             Topic 1.1.1          Topic 1.1.1         R
                   Subject 1.2             Subject 1.2          Subject 1.2           R
                     Topic 1.2.0             Topic 1.2.0          Topic 1.2.0         R
                     Topic 1.2.1             Topic 1.2.1          Topic 1.2.1         R
                     Topic 1.2.2                                  Topic 1.2.2         I
                     Topic 1.2.3                                  Topic 1.2.3         I
                     Topic 1.2.4                                  Topic 1.2.4         I

Topic Level      Chapter 1               Chapter 1            Chapter 1               R
Maintenance        Subject 1.1             Subject 1.1          Subject 1.1           R
Creation             Topic 1.1.0             Topic 1.1.0          Topic 1.1.0         R
                       Text  Rec-1             Text  Rec-1          Text  Rec-1       R*
                       Text  Rec-2             Text  Rec-2          Text  Rec-2       R*
                       Text  Rec-3                                  Text  Rec-3       I*
                       Text  Rec-4                                  Text  Rec-4       I*

                                                              *Internal Representation

Exhibit 4.3: Generating Insert and Replace Maintenance (ESSRLSE)

                 Source Document         Object Document      Object Document

                 ("from" Document)       ("to" Document)      Release Maintenance

Document Level   Chapter 1               Chapter 1            Chapter 1 (R)eplace
Maintenance      Chapter 2               Chapter 2            Chapter 2 (R)eplace
Creation         Chapter 3               Chapter 3            Chapter 3 (R)eplace
                                         Chapter 4            Chapter 4 (D)elete

Chapter Level    Chapter 1               Chapter 1            Chapter 1               R
Maintenance        Subject 1.1             Subject 1.1          Subject 1.1           R
Creation           Subject 1.2             Subject 1.2          Subject 1.2           R
                                           Subject 1.3          Subject 1.3           D
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Subject Level    Chapter 1               Chapter 1            Chapter 1               R
Maintenance        Subject 1.1             Subject 1.1          Subject 1.1           R
Creation             Topic 1.1.0             Topic 1.1.0          Topic 1.1.0         R
                     Topic 1.1.1             Topic 1.1.1          Topic 1.1.1         R
                   Subject 1.2             Subject 1.2          Subject 1.2           R
                     Topic 1.2.0             Topic 1.2.0          Topic 1.2.0         R
                     Topic 1.2.1             Topic 1.2.1          Topic 1.2.1         R
                                             Topic 1.2.2          Topic 1.2.2         D
                                             Topic 1.2.3          Topic 1.2.3         D
                                             Topic 1.2.4          Topic 1.2.4         D

Topic Level      Chapter 1               Chapter 1            Chapter 1               R
Maintenance        Subject 1.1             Subject 1.1          Subject 1.1           R
Creation             Topic 1.1.0             Topic 1.1.0          Topic 1.1.0         R
                       Text  Rec-1             Text  Rec-1          Text  Rec-1       R*
                       Text  Rec-2             Text  Rec-2          Text  Rec-2       R*
                                               Text  Rec-3          Text  Rec-3       D*
                                               Text  Rec-4          Text  Rec-4       D*

                                                              *Internal Representation

Exhibit 4.4: Generating Delete and Replace Maintenance (ESSRLSE)

Report Output

After executing ESSRLSE, review the Audit Report (shown in Exhibit 4.5). Successful execution produces informative
messages, which do not require remedial action. If ESSRLSE does not execute successfully, warning and/or error
messages appear on the report. Correct any errors and resubmit the job.

CA-TOOLS                      RELEASE        CA-
STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM ONLINE           DATE             TIME      PAGE
                              Rnn.nn                 CREATE DOCUMENT UPDATES REPORT            mm/
dd/yy          hh:mm:ss   xxxx

                                          V---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----
+----5----+----6----+----7-V
 NKWP091I INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT        PROCESS,                  00070203
 NKWP092I CONTINUATION STATEMENT           SRCDOCUMENT=SPG,
 NKWP092I CONTINUATION STATEMENT           OBJDOCUMENT=SASODN01,     00070203
 NKWP092I CONTINUATION STATEMENT           OBJMAINTID=DBADMIN,
 NKWP092I CONTINUATION STATEMENT           OBJDELETE=Y               00070203
 NKWP094I END OF PARAMETER INPUT
 SASO122I REQUEST FOR RELEASE release-id IN DOCUMENT document-name COMPLETE
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Exhibit 4.5: Audit Report for Create Document Updates Report (ESSRLSE)

Offload Release Maintenance (ESSMOFF)

This utility offloads a maintenance structure from the maintenance area of the installed database to a transportable file.
Maintenance is offloaded from the maintenance area of the database specified in keyword parameters. The offloaded
structure file ddname is RELEASE. The maintenance upload uses the job ESSMLOD.

The job ESSMOFF produces a printed report showing a summary of your enhancements offloaded (Maintenance Release
Summary Report).

Keyword parameters allow you to specify the document and release maintenance group for offload. The printer device
that prints the output can also be specified. Additional print keywords are available to direct the total number of lines to be
printed on a page, the beginning column for the leftmost margin, and print type case.

Target or Distribution source library member ESSMOFF (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member ESSMOFF.S (Z/VSE), or the
ESSMOFF EXEC (Z/VM) contains the model JCL and key for this utility, and keyword parameter information. You can also
access keyword parameter information using the online documentation.

Report Output

The printed form of CA IDMS SASO enhancements is like printed output from the online and batch print utilities. Printed
output describes document, company and division information, dates of creation and revision, and shows the textual
contents of topics. For an example of CA IDMS SASO printed output, see Print Request.

After executing ESSMOFF, review the Audit Report. Successful execution produces informative messages that do not
require remedial action. If ESSMOFF does not execute successfully, warning and/or error messages appear on the Audit
Report. Correct any errors and resubmit the job ESSMOFF.

The Maintenance Release Summary Audit Report lists the contents of the Release Maintenance enhancement. The
report, shown in Exhibit 4.6, includes the IDs, the names, and the type of transaction for each enhancement.

CA-TOOLS                      RELEASE        CA-
STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM ONLINE           DATE             TIME      PAGE
                               Rnn.nn                MAINTENANCE RELEASE SUMMARY               mm/
dd/yy          hh:mm:ss   nnnn

 V---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7-V
 NKWP091I INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT  PROCESS,                               00070203
 NKWP092I CONTINUATION STATEMENT      SRCDOCUMENT=SASODN01,                 00070203
 NKWP092I CONTINUATION STATEMENT      SRCMAINTID=COMP0001,
 NKWP092I CONTINUATION STATEMENT      PRINTER=IMPACT,                       00070203
 NKWP092I CONTINUATION STATEMENT      CASE=M,PAGELEN=66,COLBEGIN=10         00070203
 NKWP094I END OF PARAMETER INPUT
       2.1.0            SUBJECT OVERVIEW                       REPLACE
       2.1.1            SCHEMA NAME--TEST RENAME               REPLACE
       2.1.2            DMCL NAME                              REPLACE
       2.1.3            SUBSCHEMA NAME                         REPLACE
       2.14.0           OVERVIEW                               INSERT
       2.14.1           USERS                                  INSERT
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       2.14.2           EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS                 INSERT
       2.14.3           RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND MANAGEMENT     INSERT
       2.14.4           MAINFRAME DATA OR END USER DATA        INSERT
       2.14.5           USING ASF FOR PROTOTYPING              INSERT
       3.7.0            MIGRATION PROCEDURE                    REPLACE
       4.4.0            SUBJECT OVERVIEW                       REPLACE
       4.4.1            SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS        REPLACE
       4.4.2            SYSTEM SECURITY REQUIREMENTS           REPLACE
       4.4.3            SYSTEM DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS      REPLACE
       4.5.8            EXAMPLE                                REPLACE
       4.7.0            SUBJECT OVERVIEW                       REPLACE
       4.7.1            MULTIPLE DICTIONARIES                  REPLACE
       4.7.2            CLASS/ATTRIBUTE STRUCTURES             REPLACE
       4.7.4            DDR REPORTS                            REPLACE
       4.7.5            DISPLAY AND PUNCH IDMSDDDL SYNTAX      REPLACE
       4.7.6            THE IDMS Dictionary Migrator           REPLACE
       4.8.3            LRF COMMUNICATION TOOL                 REPLACE
       4.15.0           SUBJECT OVERVIEW                       REPLACE
       4.15.3           USES OF INTEGRATED INDEXING            DELETE
       4.15.4           INTERNAL INDEX STRUCTURES              DELETE
       4.15.5           IMPLEMENTATION RECOMMENDATIONS         REPLACE
       4.15.6           SPACE REQUIREMENT CALCULATIONS         REPLACE
       7.13.0           ASF OVERVIEW                           REPLACE
       7.13.1           THE ASF DATABASE ENVIRONMENT           REPLACE
       7.13.2           THE IDMSR SCHEMA                       REPLACE
       7.13.3           ASF EXTENT SPACE MANAGEMENT            REPLACE
       7.13.4           DETERMINING RESOURCE DEMANDS           REPLACE
       7.13.5           SPACE ALLOCATION FOR STORED TABLES     REPLACE
       7.13.6           DEFINITION AREA SPACE REQUIREMENTS     REPLACE
       7.13.7           ASF ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS           REPLACE
       7.13.8           ASF VIEWS OF NETWORK DATABASES         REPLACE
       7.13.9           PROBLEM DETERMINATION                  REPLACE
       7.13.10          ASF MAINTENANCE AND CHANGES            REPLACE
       7.13.11          ASF TIPS AND TOOLS                     REPLACE
       7.14.0           SUBJECT OVERVIEW                       INSERT
       7.14.1           CHOOSING PROGRAMS FOR RESTART          INSERT
       7.14.2           AUTOMATIC RECOVERY                     INSERT
       7.14.3           RESTART DATA BASE RECORD TYPES         INSERT
       7.14.4           RESTART PROGRAM LOGIC                  INSERT
       A.3.17           ADS APPLICATION FUNCTION WORKSHEET     REPLACE
       A.3.18           ADS APPLICATION RESPONSE WORKSHEET     REPLACE

 MOFF001I-SUCCESSFUL OFFLOAD AND PRINT OF MAINTENANCE "COMP0001" FROM "SASODN01"

Exhibit 4.6: CA IDMS SASO Maintenance Release Summary Audit Report (ESSMOFF)
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Upload Release Maintenance (ESSMLOD)

This utility uploads the CA IDMS SASO offloaded maintenance structure file into the maintenance area of the database
specified in keyword parameters.

Target or Distribution source library member ESSMLOD (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member ESSMLOD.S (Z/VSE), or the
ESSMLOD EXEC (Z/VM) contains the model JCL and key for this utility, and keyword parameter information. You can also
access keyword parameter information using the online documentation.

NOTE
We strongly recommend that you execute this utility in local mode, especially if your disk journals are limited in
size.

Report Output

After executing ESSMLOD, review the Audit Report. Successful execution produces informative messages that do not
require remedial action. If ESSMLOD does not execute successfully, warning and/or error messages appear on the Audit
Report. Correct any errors and resubmit the job ESSMLOD.

A discrepancy report is generated by a comparison between the release and primary side of the CA IDMS SASO
database structure (Release Maintenance Discrepancies Report). You can also optionally produce a Long Report,
Change Report, and Summary Report. An example of these reports can be found in Exhibit 4.7.

The Release Maintenance Discrepancies Audit Report, shown in Exhibit 4.7, shows the comparison between the text
of the enhancement and the text of its corresponding structure on your database. This report enables you to track and
compare:

• Movement of Structures (section, subjects, or topics)
• Inserted structures
• Deleted structures
• Existing structures
• Altered section, subject, topic, and keyword names
• Altered section, subject, and topic external reference identifiers
• Your text with the corresponding enhancement text.

Long Report (ESSMLOD)

The optional Long Report displays every line of text, and each inserted and deleted text line in context.

• OLD NUMBER -- When a release maintenance topic is compared to an existing topic, topic text (RECORD) matches
may or may not occur at the same line sequence number for the topic. This field indicates the line number position of
the existing topic text. Or, in the comparison process, existing topic text (RECORD) was located at the line sequence
number indicated in this field.

• NEW NUMBER -- Release maintenance topic text (RECORD) is located at the line number indicated in this field. Or,
topic text (RECORD) is located at the line number indicated in this field in the release maintenance topic.

• CHG -- This field indicates the type of change that occurred, resulting in the variance between the enhancement and
its corresponding structure on your database. Change types include:
– IInsert types indicate that a new RECORD is contained in the enhancement that does not reside in the primary side

of the database.
– DDelete types indicate that a RECORD that exists in the primary side of your database is not contained in the

enhancement.
• RECORD -- The topic text (RECORD) that is contained in the enhancement, or its corresponding structure on your

database, or both.
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Change Report (ESSMLOD)

The optional Change Report provides the same information as the Long Report, but only inserted and deleted text lines
are displayed.

• OLD NUMBER -- When a release maintenance topic is compared to an existing topic, topic text (RECORD) matches
may or may not occur at the same line sequence number for the topic. This field indicates the line number position of
the existing topic text. Or, in the comparison process, existing topic text (RECORD) was located at the line sequence
number indicated in this field.

• NEW NUMBER -- Release maintenance topic text (RECORD) is located at the line number indicated in this field. Or,
topic text (RECORD) is located at the line number indicated in this field in the release maintenance topic.

• CHG -- This field indicates the type of change that occurred, resulting in the variance between the enhancement and
its corresponding structure on your database. Change types include:
– IInsert types indicate that a new RECORD is contained in the enhancement that does not reside in the primary side

of the database.
– DDelete types indicate that a RECORD that exists in the primary side of your database is not contained in the

enhancement.
• RECORD -- The topic text (RECORD) that is contained in the enhancement, or its corresponding structure on your

database, or both.

Summary Report (ESSMLOD)

The optional Summary Report displays counts of record matches, inserts, and deletes.

• MATCHED RECORDS -- The total number of RECORDs found in the enhancement and its corresponding structure on
your database that exactly matched.

• RECORDS DELETED FROM OLD FILE -- RECORDs that exist in the primary side of your database, but are not
contained in the enhancement.

• RECORDS INSERTED INTO NEW FILE -- The total number of RECORDs that have been added in the enhancement
but not in its corresponding structure on your database.

• OLD FILE RECORDS -- Total number of RECORDs processed that are contained in the primary side of your
database.

• NEW FILE RECORDS -- The total number of enhancement RECORDs.

See Exhibit 4.7 for examples of report output. For more information on this utility, see Purpose of Maintenance Option.

CA-TOOLS                      RELEASE        CA-
STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM ONLINE           DATE             TIME      PAGE
                               Rnn.nn                RELEASE MAINTENANCE DISCREPANCIES        mm/
dd/yy           hh:mm:ss   xxxx

 V---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7-V
 NKWP091I INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT  PROCESS,OBJDOCUMENT=SPG,REPLACE
 NKWP094I END OF PARAMETER INPUT
CA-TOOLS                      RELEASE        CA-
STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM ONLINE           DATE             TIME      PAGE
                               Rnn.nn                RELEASE MAINTENANCE DISCREPANCIES        mm/
dd/yy           hh:mm:ss   xxxx

  *************  TOPIC IS A REPLACE  *****************************  REVISED TOPIC INFORMATION  *********
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  * CHAPTER: 2                                        * CHAPTER: 2                                     *
  * SUBJECT: 12                                       * SUBJECT: 12                                    *
  *   TOPIC: 0                                        *   TOPIC: 0                                     *
  *                                                   *                                                *
  *CHAPTER NAME: STANDARDS FOR SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT    *CHAPTER NAME: STANDARDS FOR SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT *
  *SUBJECT NAME: PROGRAM SPECIFICATION STANDARD       *SUBJECT NAME: PROGRAM SPECIFICATION STANDARD    *
  *  TOPIC NAME: SUBJECT OVERVIEW                     *  TOPIC NAME: SUBJECT OVERVIEW                  *
  *     KEYWORD: OVERVIEW                             *     KEYWORD: OVERVIEW                          *
  ******************************************************************************************************
                                                TOPIC TEXT ANALYSIS
CA-TOOLS                      RELEASE        CA-
STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM ONLINE           DATE             TIME      PAGE
                               Rnn.nn                RELEASE MAINTENANCE DISCREPANCIES        mm/
dd/yy          hh:mm:ss    xxxx

CA-TOOLS                      RELEASE        CA-
STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM ONLINE           DATE             TIME      PAGE
                               Rnn.nn                LONG REPORT                              mm/
dd/yy          hh:mm:ss    xxxx

   OLD NUMBER   NEW NUMBER   CHG   RECORD

            1            1
            2            2         PURPOSE:      To establish the program specification requirements
            3            3                       all computer programs.
            4            4
            5            5
            6            6         SCOPE:         This standard applies to all program specifications,
            7            7                        database or conventional access.  It is of interest
            8            8                        to analysts, designers, programmers and the DBA staff.
            9            9
           10           10         DOCUMENTATION
           11           11         REQUIREMENTS:  Written Program Specification Document
           12           12
           13           13         OVERVIEW:
           14           14
           15           15         Program Specifications improve communication between systems analysts
           16           16         and programmer/
analysts by providing a concrete record of program
           17           17         requirements.  Hard copy requirements documentation minimizes the
           18           18         necessity for verbal communication, thereby improving the productivity
           19           19         of both analysts and programmers, and providing a development audit
           20           20         trail.
           21           21
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                        22   +I+
           22           23         Using the IDD to record program specifications makes it possible to
           23           24         provide the backup and recovery facilities of IDMS to the project
           24           25         documentation as well as to the company's data.  Although using the
           25           26         IDD for documentation is not a standard, it is highly recommended
           26           27         except when disk space and performance are at issue, and resources
           27           28         to maintain a larger IDD are not available.
                        29   +I+   :NE
           28           30
           29           31         STANDARD:
           30           32

Exhibit 4.7: Report Output for Release Maintenance Discrepancies (ESSMLOD)

CA-TOOLS                      RELEASE        CA-
STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM ONLINE           DATE             TIME      PAGE
                               Rnn.nn                CHANGE REPORT                            mm/
dd/yy          hh:mm:ss    xxxx

   OLD NUMBER   NEW NUMBER   CHG   RECORD

          1            1
         21           21
                      22   +I+   :NS
         22           23
         27           28
                      29   +I+   :NE
         28           30
         30           32
CA-TOOLS                      RELEASE        CA-
STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM ONLINE           DATE             TIME      PAGE
                               Rnn.nn                SUMMARY REPORT                           mm/
dd/yy          hh:mm:ss    xxxx
   OLD AND NEW FILE MATCHING STATISTICS

           30  MATCHED RECORDS
            0  RECORDS DELETED FROM OLD FILE
            2  RECORDS INSERTED INTO NEW FILE
           30  OLD FILE RECORDS
           32  NEW FILE RECORDS
   CMPR001I COMPARATOR ENDED, CC=2
CA-TOOLS                      RELEASE        CA-
STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM ONLINE           DATE             TIME      PAGE
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                               Rnn.nn                RELEASE MAINTENANCE DISCREPANCIES        mm/
dd/yy          hh:mm:ss    xxxx

   MLOD001I-MAINTENANCE "SPyymmnnn" SUCCESSFULLY INSTALLED FOR "SPG"

Exhibit 4.8: Report Output for Release Maintenance Discrepancies (ESSMLOD)

Upload Topic Text Structure (ESSTEXT)

This utility uploads 80-byte records from one or more sequential files (TEXT) into the primary areas of the installed
database as topic text.

Before you can execute this utility, use the online Add Utility (option 3.2) to add the section reference identifier and name,
the subject identifier and name, and the topic reference identifier and name. See Purpose of Maintenance Option.

Keyword parameters direct upload processes to a specific database structure. You can optionally replace the entire
contents of the topic (all topic text records) with the contents of the sequential file, through keyword parameter
specifications.

You can upload multiple topics from a sequential file that contains imbedded control cards in front of topic text. Keyword
parameter specification enables you to direct utility processing for single topic text upload or for multiple topic text
uploads. Multiple topics can be uploaded with a single execution of the ESSTEXT utility.

Target or Distribution source library member ESSTEXT (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member ESSTEXT.S (Z/VSE), or the
ESSTEXT EXEC (Z/VM) contains the model JCL and key for this utility, and keyword parameter information. You can also
access keyword parameter information using the online documentation.

Input to the text dataset can be either a sequential file or a PDS member. Datasets can be concatenated.

Input File Examples

Format 1

//TEXT DD DSN=your.custom.text,DISP=SHR

 

Format 2

//TEXT DD DSN=your.custom.text(txtgroup),DISP=SHR

 

Format 3
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//TEXT DD DSN=your.custom.text(txtgrp1),DISP=SHR

// DD DSN=your.custom.text(txtgrp2),DISP=SHR

Report Output

After executing ESSTEXT, review the Audit Report (shown in Exhibit 4.8). Successful execution produces informative
or warning messages. Informative messages do not require remedial action. Warning messages may require corrective
action, depending upon individual analysis of the warning message. If ESSTEXT does not execute successfully, error
messages appear on the Audit Report. Correct any errors and resubmit the job ESSTEXT.

CA-TOOLS                      RELEASE        CA-
STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM ONLINE           DATE             TIME      PAGE
                               Rnn.nn                TOPIC TEXT UPLOAD REPORT                 mm/
dd/yy          hh:mm:ss    nnnn

                          V----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----
+----6----+----7-V
  NKWP091I INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT    MULTIPLE                                   00009306
  NKWP094I END OF PARAMETER INPUT
  TEXT007I-SUCCESSFUL TOPIC TEXT UPLOAD
  *LOADSASODN016  9  0
  TEXT007I-SUCCESSFUL TOPIC TEXT UPLOAD
  *LOADSASODN016  9  1
  TEXT007I-SUCCESSFUL TOPIC TEXT UPLOAD
  *LOADSASODN016  9  2
  TEXT005E-OBJTOPIC "1" WAS NOT FOUND IN THE "SASODN01" DOCUMENT
  *LOADSASODN012  3  1
  TEXT007I-SUCCESSFUL TOPIC TEXT UPLOAD
  *LOADSPG     1  1  0

Exhibit 4.9: Audit Report for Topic Text Upload (ESSTEXT)

Print CA IDMS SASO Documents (ESSPRINT)

Like the online Print Request Utility, the batch print utility enables you to print an entire document and ranges of or specific
sections, subjects, or topics. Printed output describes document and company information, dates of creation and revision,
and the textual contents of topics.

Keyword parameters allow you to specify the document and optionally the section, subject, or topic to be printed. The
printer device that prints the output can also be specified. Additional print keywords are available to direct the total number
of lines to be printed on a page, the beginning column for the leftmost margin, and print type case. You can also optionally
enact print on both sides of the page with dual-sided numbering.
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You can also print or suppress print of the detailed table of contents or the topic keyword cross reference.

Target or Distribution source library member ESSPRINT (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member ESSPRINT.S (Z/VSE), or the
ESSPRINT EXEC (Z/VM) contains the model JCL and key for this utility, and keyword parameter information. You can
also access keyword parameter information using the online documentation.

Report Output

After executing ESSPRINT, review the Audit Report (shown in Exhibit 4.9). Successful execution produces informative
messages that do not require remedial action. If ESSPRINT does not execute successfully, warning and/or error
messages appear on the report. Correct any errors and resubmit the job.

See Utilities Option for an example of CA IDMS SASO printed output.

CA-TOOLS                      RELEASE        CA-
STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM ONLINE           DATE             TIME      PAGE
                               Rnn.nn                CA IDMS/
SASO PRINT DISCREPANCY REPORT    mm/dd/yy          hh:mm:ss    nnnn

  PRNT001I-PRINT REQUEST SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED FOR "SASODN01"

Exhibit 4.10: Audit Report for Print Utility (ESSPRINT)

CA IDMS SASO Operations
This section covers CA IDMS SASO operations. It describes the system requirements, printer characteristics, the logical
database design of CA IDMS SASO, CA IDMS SASO internal structures, security implementation, the need to backup
your CA IDMS SASO database, local mode execution of batch utilities, and printing the online documentation.

Terminal Type

CA IDMS SASO can be used from these terminals:

• IBM 3270 terminal (except models 2 through 5), including the 3279 color display
• Any other 3270-compatible terminal.

Printer Characteristics
Contents

An array of commands are provided that can be included within document text for the purpose of directing printer output.
These commands are implemented through a command table so that new features can be added with a minimum of effort
and impact to the product.

Upon initial installation of CA IDMS SASO, the control character sequence for each of these printer directives is supplied
for IMPACT, 6670, and 3800 printers. See Exhibit 5.1 for a list of these characters.

Control characters for additional devices are established using online facilities under the Utilities Option, Printer
Configuration.
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Print Macros (OCL Commands)

The OCL Commands utility gives you the ability to define and maintain print macros specific to your printer device's
requirements. You can define a macro by adding a print control verb and specifying the associated hexadecimal print
control characters for that verb.

You can then imbed the print control verb anywhere in topic text in the format:

: print-control-verb

Where:

print-control-verb -- any of the print control verbs shown in Exhibit 5.1 or print control verbs defined by you.

Rules:

• A colon (:) must precede all print control verbs
• All print control verbs must appear in column 1 EXCEPT :¢(Bold) and: @ (Underline).

When you request a print of the text, the hexadecimal equivalent of the printer control verb is substituted for the verb.

For more information on defining print control verbs, refer to the online documentation for the Printer Configuration utility
(3.6).

Processing of DEVICE Types for All Printers

For printer device types prefixed with IMPACT, 6670, or 3800 device identifiers specific device processing occurs. If the
device-ID prefix is not one of the fully supported types, the device is treated as an IMPACT type. The only exception is
that the //OCL DD is read for printer control records, and these records are passed through to the device prior to the
offload of the section.

NOTE
For printer devices other than IMPACT, 6670, or 3800, you must specify the //OCL DD * statement in your
DEVICE's JCL, followed by printer control statements to instruct your printer to act as an IMPACT printer.

Disk/Tape Output Options

In addition to IMPACT, 6670, or 3800 printer support, CA IDMS SASO gives you the ability to direct print output to dataset
name specifications in JCL text for DISK and TAPE.

You must specify the name of the dataset for output destination on the DSNAME parameter in the JCL text.

These new device types provide a sequential output equivalent of the normal printed CA IDMS SASO request without
ASA control characters or bolding/underlining.

Any printer device beginning with DISKxxxx or TAPExxxx is processed in this manner.

3800 Printer Support

The 3800 printer support requires the following:

• You must use two non-proportional character sets in order to print the CA IDMS SASO section using the 3800
substation.

• Each of the character-set IDs must have the high-order bit set ON. This enables the 3800 automatic underscoring
capability.

• One of the character sets should be normal intensity and the other character set should be bold intensity.
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For z/OS the //MANUAL DD statement must have the following parameters:

CHARS=(normal-set-id,bold-set-id)

DCB=(RECFM=FBA,OPTCD=J)

For Z/VSE the //SETPRT statement must be specified as follows:

// SETPRT SYS017, CHARS=(normal-set-id,

bold-set-id), DLFT=Y, DCHK=U, TRC=Y

Where:

normal-set-id -- is the character set identifier for the non-bolded text.

bold-set-id -- is the character set identifier for the bolded text.

Control Characters Function
:E Begin the textual line on a new page. Must be placed in column 1.
:¢ Toggle between bold and non-bold for each cent sign (&cent.)

encountered. Must be placed on either side of the string to be
highlighted.

:@ Toggle between underlined and non-underlined for each "at" sign
(@) encountered. Must be placed on either side of the string to be
underlined.

:Sn Insert n number of blank lines at the current location in the text.
Must be placed in column one.

:E NOH Forces a page eject. Suppresses the printing of a header. Must be
placed in column 1.

:CE Centers all of the data following the command on the line. Must be
placed in column 1.

:NS xx Starts change notation. Marks each line with the hex character | or
xx if specified. must be placed in column 1.

:NE Ends the change notation. Must be placed in column 1.*
:IN +nn|-nn Move (indent) text to the right (+) or left (-). Text indents are

cumulative. The left margin remains at the point to which you
move it until another :IN is encountered.
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:IM a b c d Enable the CA IDMS SASO/CA IDMS Enforcer interface by
inserting the imbed at relevant places in CA IDMS SASO text.
Must begin in column 1.
The imbed is expanded when it is encountered in CA IDMS SASO
print, browse, and release maintenance offload (ESSMOFF)
processing.
If the target template is successfully located, a series of 80-byte
lines is returned in a conversational manner to the CA IDMS
SASO browse and print processors.
Where:
a = a valid dictionary name identifier or a single comma (,)
representing the default dictionary. Required.
b = a valid Node Name identifier or a single comma (,)
representing the default node. Required.
c = a valid, entity-level enforcement structure for the indicated
dictionary/node combination. Required.
d = a valid, template-level enforcement structure for the indicated
dictionary/node-entity combination. Required.
Rules:
Each of the four keywords must be separated by a space.
You must provide a valid entry or a comma (,) for each.
The template identifier contains imbedded spaces, place it within
single quotes.
Example:
:IM TKIT , ATTRIBUTE 'PRIMARY ATTRIBUTE'

Exhibit 5.1: Control Characters

NOTE
Bold (:¢) and Underline (:@) can be placed around the specified strings throughout the text so that phrases are
highlighted and underlined. All other characters must be placed in column 1.

Data Structure
Contents

The logical database structure of CA IDMS SASO is strictly hierarchical (see Exhibit 5.2). This is true for both the primary
and maintenance areas. The major difference between the two is in the relationship between subjects and related
subjects. In the primary area, a bill of material exists. That is, subject relationships can be determined from subject and
related subject lists. In the maintenance area, subject relationships can be determined from subject lists only.
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Exhibit 5.2: CA IDMS SASO Data Structure Diagram

Hierarchical Update Tracking

Updates made to structures in the Primary Document area, Release Maintenance area, and Printer Configurations result
in changes to the change tracking information (DATE REVISED, TIME REVISED, REVISED BY, etc.).

Primary Document Update Tracking

If a topic is modified, CA IDMS SASO updates the topic, subject, section, and document control change tracking
information.

If a subject is modified, CA IDMS SASO updates the subject, section, and document control change information.

If a section is modified, CA IDMS SASO updates the section and document control change information.

Primary document modifications which trigger an update of change tracking information include:

• Editing one or more characters in a topic's text
• Renaming a section, subject, topic, or topic keyword
• Deleting, reorganizing, or adding structures where renumbering or compressing occurs
• Applying maintenance to the primary document
• Changing document security class codes, renaming documents, or adding new documents.

You can display change tracking information online in a section, subject, related subject, or topic list. Entering the STATS
ON|OFF command enables immediate display of tracking information in a list and in a topic text screen.

Release Maintenance Area Update Tracking

Application of maintenance to the primary document results in a change in tracking information in both areas of the
document.

Maintenance changes that trigger an update of change tracking information include:

• Editing one or more characters in the Maintenance topic text updates the topic, subject, section, maintenance release
structure, and document control change tracking information

• Deleting a maintenance structure updates the maintenance and document control structures change information
• Applying maintenance at the subject level results in updates to the subject, owner section, maintenance release

structure, and document control change tracking information
• Purging a maintenance release updates document control change tracking information.

You can display change tracking information online in a section, subject, related subject, or topic list. Entering the STATS
ON|OFF command enables immediate display of tracking information in a list and in a topic text screen.

Printer Configuration Update Tracking

Printer configuration additions, modifications, deletions, and JCL text changes result in changes to the change tracking
information for the printer device components and the document control structure.

Printer device components include:

• Printer device name, device description, and lines per page
• Printer device printer initialization string
• Printer device OCL commands
• Printer device JCL text.

You can display change tracking information online in the Printer Configuration utility entry screen, in a Printer Device List,
and in the OCL Commands List for a printer device using primary and line command specifications.
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For more information on displaying change tracking information, refer to the online documentation for the Printer
Configuration utility (3.7).

Internal Tracking Identifiers

CA IDMS SASO uses internal tracking numbers to uniquely identify sections, subjects, and topics you add to your
documents using the Add/Insert Structure utility (3.2).

Internal tracking identifiers are assigned at the section, subject, and topic levels for all components of a document.

Once internal tracking identifiers are defined, they remain unchanged. Structure modifications, renames, reorganizations,
and application of maintenance do not alter internal tracking identifier definitions.

If you delete an existing section, subject, or topic from a document, however, the unique tracking identifier initially
assigned to that structure is longer be present in your document and cannot be recreated.

Purpose of Internal Tracking Identifiers

External structure reference identifiers may become altered using CA IDMS SASO utility functions. Therefore, unique
internal tracking identifiers were created to permanently enable identification of sections, subjects, and topics.

Internal tracking identifiers are used in the Maintenance Option (4.0) to compare internal identifiers of structures contained
in the MAINTENANCE area of a document with the identifiers of structures contained in the PRIMARY area of the same
document. See Exhibit 5.2 for a description of the CA IDMS SASO data structure.

When internal identifiers existing in both areas of a document, the maintenance is labeled as R-Replace maintenance and
overlays the structure contained in the PRIMARY area when applied using the online utility function.

When no match on internal identifiers can be located in both areas, the maintenance is labeled as I-Insert maintenance.

See Maintenance Option for information on creating maintenance, maintenance types, and applying maintenance.

Reviewing Internal Tracking Identifiers

You can review internal tracking identifiers in both areas of a document. Once you display a section, subject, or topic list,
you can issue the STATS ON command to review internal information on that structure.

Each level of a structure contains its own unique set of internal identifiers. As an example, a subject contains a subject
internal identifier and a section internal identifier. The section internal identifier may not necessarily represent that
subject's owner section.

The internal tracking identifier of a section, subject, or topic consists of:

• Unique internal tracking identifier of the CV established at product installation.
• Chapter - the incremental value assigned when the section was added to the document. This value starts out at 0 at

product installation and can be increased to 65,535. Therefore, 65,535 new sections can be added to a document.
• Subject - the incremental value assigned when the subject was added to the document. This value starts out as 0 at

production installation and can be increased to 65,535. Therefore, 65,535 new subjects can be added to a document.
• Topic - the incremental value assigned when the topic was added to the document. This value starts out as 0 at

product installation and can be increased to 65,535. Therefore, 65,535 new topics can be added to a document.

The next level of internal identifier demonstrates the internal identifier of the structure to which a subject or topic was
initially added. As mentioned earlier, these values are never changed:

• SectionLevel - Not applicable. The document control structure is the highest level above a section.
• Subject Level - The section identifier for a subject represents the internal ID of the original section to which the subject

was added.
• Topic Level - The subject identifier for a topic represents the internal ID of the original subject to which the topic was

added. The section identifier for a topic represents the internal ID of the original section to which the topic was added.
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CA IDMS SASO Security 4
Contents

The CA IDMS SASO integrated security feature gives you the ability to provide security at the following levels:

• Task
• Document Update
• Document Browse
• SectionUpdate
• SectionBrowse.

Securing CA IDMS SASO Tasks

You can secure the CA IDMS SASO tasks shown in Exhibit 5.3 by defining CA IDMS task category resources for CA
IDMS SASO. Once task category resource entities have been defined, users can be granted execution privileges to
access specific CA IDMS SASO functions (CA IDMS SASO securable tasks).

Security checking is performed at CA IDMS SASO runtime. Task-level security is verified first. Tasks that are not defined
to CA IDMS security are accessible by all users.

Task Names and Descriptions: SASO
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• ESSAMENU -- CA IDMS SASO Primary Menu
• ESSABENT -- Browse Entry Screen
• ESSABCR -- SectionList
• ESSABSR -- Subject List
• ESSABTR -- Topic List
• ESSABRS -- Related Subjects List
• ESSABSA -- Subject List by Subject Name Index
• ESSABTA -- Topic List by Topic Name Index
• ESSABKA -- Topic List by Topic Keyword Index
• ESSAEENT -- Edit Entry Screen
• ESSAECR -- SectionList
• ESSAESR -- Subject List
• ESSAETR -- Topic List
• ESSAERS -- Related Subjects List
• ESSAESA -- Subject List by Subject Name Index
• ESSAETA -- Topic List by Topic Name Index
• ESSAEKA -- Topic List by Topic Keyword Index
• ESSAUMNU -- Utilities Menu
• ESSAUSEC -- SectionLevel Security Screen
• ESSAUSC -- Assign SectionLevel Security Screen
• ESSAUSS -- Subject List
• ESSAUSR -- Related Subjects List
• ESSAUST -- Topic List
• ESSAUREN -- Rename/Delete Utility
• ESSAURCR -- SectionList
• ESSAURSR -- Subject List
• ESSAURTR -- Topic List
• ESSAURRS -- Related Subjects List
• ESSAUAEN -- Add Structure Utility
• ESSAUMEN -- Reorganize Utility
• ESSAUSEN -- Subject Relator Utility
• ESSAUSCR -- SectionList
• ESSAUSSR -- Subject List
• ESSAUSTR -- Topic List
• ESSAUSRS -- Related Subjects List
• ESSAUDOC -- Document Configuration Utility
• ESSAUPEN -- Printer Configuration Utility
• ESSAUPTL -- Printer Configuration List
• ESSAUPCA -- Add Printer Control Directive
• ESSAUPCC -- OCL Commands Screen
• ESSAUPRT -- Print Request Utility
• ESSAUCHG -- Change Structure Statistics Utility
• ESSAUCC -- SectionList
• ESSAUCS -- Subject List
• ESSAUCR -- Related Subjects List
• ESSAUCT -- Topic List
• ESSAMNT -- Release Maintenance List
• ESSAMCR -- SectionList
• ESSAMSR -- Subject List
• ESSAMTR -- Topic List
• ESSAMRS -- Related Subjects List
• ESSADOCU -- Document Utilities Menu
• ESSADSC -- Assign Document Level Security Class
• ESSADUR -- Rename/Delete Document Utility
• ESSADUA -- Add Document Utility
• ESSADUS -- Create Document Updates Utility
• ESSADUD -- Add/Copy Document Configurations
• ESSADUP -- Add/Copy Printer Configurations
• ESSADSS -- String Search Facility
• ESSADOCL -- Document List
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Exhibit 5.3: CA IDMS SASO Securable Tasks

Securing CA IDMS SASO Documents

You can secure specific CA IDMS SASO documents by:

• Defining CA IDMS security resources for document browse and update activity

NOTE
When creating an activity resource for CA IDMS SASO using CA IDMS internal or external security, the
application name for the activity resource should be the CA IDMS SASO document name or dbname. These
activity resources should be assigned to the user authorized to browse or update these activities.

• Using the online Document Security utility to assign activity number(s) to the document for browse, update, or both
• Granting execution privileges to a user or group for access to the document for browse, update, or both.

Security checking is performed at CA IDMS SASO runtime. Task-level security is verified first, followed by document
access authorizations. The signed-on user can access only those documents to which they have been granted execution
privilege to access in browse or update mode online.

For detailed information on defining document security in CA IDMS SASO, access the Document Security Utility (D.0) and
refer to the online documentation.

Securing CA IDMS SASO Document Chapters

You can secure specific sections of any CA IDMS SASO document by:

• Defining CA IDMS security resources for section browse and update activity

NOTE
When creating an activity resource for CA IDMS SASO using IDMS internal or external security, the
application name for the activity resource should be the CA IDMS SASO document name or dbname. These
activity resources should be assigned to the user authorized to browse or update these activities.

• Using the online SectionSecurity in a SectionList, to assign activity number(s) to the section for browse, update, or
both

• Granting execution privileges to a user or group for access to the section(s) for browse, update, or both.

Security checking is performed at CA IDMS SASO runtime. Task-level security is verified first, followed by document
access authorizations. Sectionsecurity is verified when the signed-on user attempts to browse a section or select a section
for utility functions. The user is able to access only those sections for which they have been granted access privileges in
browse or update mode online.

For detailed information on defining document security in CA IDMS SASO, access SectionSecurity and refer to the online
documentation.

Symbolic Parameter Security

Security is also provided through the use of the &USERID and &PASSWORD symbolic parameters.

If the keywords &USERID or &PASSWORD are encountered anywhere in the job cards or JCL text, the values assigned
to these symbolic parameters are substituted in their place at runtime. These values are assigned using the Print Request
utility (3.7).

The &PASSWORD symbolic is entered in a darkened screen field and submitted at the time of submission, thus ensuring
security integrity.

This feature provides for the security of eTrust CA-ACF2 and other security package passwords entered through the job
card.
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CA IDMS SASO Backups
CA IDMS SASO can be viewed as a CA IDMS database application system running on your CA IDMS/DC system.
As such, be sure to backup to tape your CA IDMS SASO database in accordance with normal backup procedures for
application systems within your company. Repeat the backup process as often as your company standards require.

It is also good practice to backup your load and source libraries as you would other such files within your company.

Migrating the CA IDMS SASO Databases
To migrate the text of the CA IDMS SASO database from one DC environment to another (database), download the
contents of the database and populate the database of the new environment with the downloaded text.

Download the database by using the Download CA IDMS SASO Document Structure batch utility (ESSDLOD). This
procedure writes the entire contents of the primary structure to a disk file or tape.

Populate another database with the tape or disk output file by using the Upload CA IDMS SASO Document Structure
batch utility (ESSULOD) and specify the appropriate keyword parameters to either replace an existing structure or
populate a new database.

For more information on these utilities, see Batch Utilities.

Executing Batch Utilities in Local Mode
Several utilities perform operations at the document level. If these utilities are performed at the document level, a high
activity level on the journal files may occur.

In particular, the online Create Document Updates utility (D.3) should never be run at the document level. Consideration
should be given to using this utility at the section level. Every effort has been made to minimize the effect on the central
version (CV), but CPU requirements can be significant.

The following batch utilities may also impact the central version environment:

• ESSULOD
• ESSRLSE
• ESSMLOD

Consideration should be given to local-mode execution of these utilities, especially if disk journals are limited in size.

See the appropriate CA IDMS section for information on local-mode access.

CA IDMS SASO Customization Macros
Two customization macros are provided with CA IDMS SASO which allow you to change various CA IDMS SASO runtime
options:

The CA IDMS SASO customization macro gives the system administrator the ability to:

• Load CA IDMS SASO online documentation text to a dictionary other than the primary dictionary associated with the
CA IDMS/DC under which CA IDMS SASO runs

• Change task code from default of SASO
• Change default document name from SPG
• Supply three default JCL job card lies on the Print Request screen.

The CA IDMS/DC Sort subroutine customization macro gives the system administrator the ability to:
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• Specify the amount of main storage and auxiliary storage to be made available to the CA IDMS/DC Sort subroutine
used by CA IDMS SASO.

• Indicate how space is to be allocated to buffers at runtime. The allocation of buffers also depends on the record length
in a particular sort.

These runtime options can be changed at anytime after initial product installation, either before or after SMP/E ACCEPT
processing.

NOTE
For more information on processing customization macro changes under SMP/E, see the CA IDMS Installation
and Maintenance Section -- z/OS.

Online Documentation Print Utility 3
The CA IDMS Online Documentation Print utility provided with CA IDMS SASO allows error messages and other product
information to be printed upon request.

Target or Distribution source library member GSIPRINT (z/OS), SAMPJCL library member GSIPRINT.S (Z/VSE), or
the GSIPRINT EXEC (Z/VM) downloaded from the product installation media contains the JCL to execute the Online
Documentation Print Utility.

The online documentation modules for CA IDMS SASO processing are listed in Exhibit 5.4. You can print major function
modules, together with subordinate modules, in a single execution of GSIPRINT. You can also print subordinate modules
individually.

The printed version of the online documentation is presented one screen per page and includes page reference indexes
for screen options. Characters highlighted in the online documentation appear bolded in the printed version.

Module Names and Descriptions
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• COMMANDS -- Generic EDITOR documentation
• GSIHELP -- General Service documentation
• ESSABENT -- Browse Entry Screen
• ESSACMD -- CA IDMS SASO Commands
• ESSADOCL -- Document List
• ESSADOCU*, ** -- Document Utilities Menu
• ESSADSC -- Assign Document Security Class Utility
• ESSADUR -- Rename/Delete Document Utility
• ESSADURC -- Confirm Document Delete Screen
• ESSADUA -- Add Document Utility
• ESSADUS -- Create Document Updates Utility
• ESSADUD -- Add/Copy Document Configurations Utility
• ESSADUP -- Add/Copy Printer Configurations Utility
• ESSADSS -- String Search Facility
• ESSAEENT -- Edit Entry Screen
• ESSAGCR -- Generic SectionList
• COMMANDS -- Generic EDITOR documentation
• ESSAGKA -- Generic Topic List by Topic Keyword Index
• ESSAGRS -- Generic Related Subjects List
• ESSAGSA -- Generic Subject List by Subject Name Index
• ESSAGSR -- Generic Subject List
• ESSAGTA -- Generic Topic List by Topic Name Index
• ESSAGTR -- Generic Topic List
• ESSAICPY -- Copy Utility
• ESSAID -- The ID Command/Screen
• ESSAKEY -- PF Key Definition Screen
• ESSAMASN -- Update Assignment Screen
• ESSAMCF -- Confirm Apply Screen
• ESSAMENU -- Primary Tutorial Menu
• ESSAMNT -- Release Maintenance List
• ESSAMPUR -- Confirm Purge Screen
• ESSMSG -- CA IDMS SASO Messages
• ESSAREC -- CA IDMS SASO Recovery Screen
• ESSSHOW -- Browse Commands
• ESSASRT -- List Sorting Screen
• ESSAUMNU* -- Utilities Menu
• ESSAUSEC -- SectionLevel Security Screen
• ESSAUREN -- Rename/Delete Structure
• ESSAUAEN -- Add Utility
• ESSAUSEN -- Subject Relator Screen
• ESSAUMEN -- Reorganize Utility
• ESSAUDOC -- Document Configuration Utility
• ESSAUPEN -- Printer Configuration Utility
• ESSAUPRT -- Print Request Utility
• ESSAUCHG -- Change Structure Statistics Utility
• ESSAUCF -- Confirm Statistics Change
• ESSAUPCA -- Add Printer Control Directive
• ESSAUPCC -- OCL Commands Screen
• ESSAUPTI -- Printer Device Configuration Information
• ESSAUPTL -- Printer Configuration List
• ESSAUPVI -- Printer Device/OCL Information
• ESSAURCF -- Confirm Structure Delete Screen
• ESSAUSC -- Assign SectionLevel Security Class
• ESSBATCH -- Batch Utility Parameter Keyword Information
• ESSCTRL -- CA IDMS SASO Print Control Characters
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*When you request this module (either ESSADOCU or ESSAUMNU) for print, you also print the modules subordinate to it
(ESSAUSEC through ESSAUCHG). You can also print the subordinate modules individually.

**When you request this module (ESSADOCU) for print, you also print the modules subordinate to it (ESSADSC and
ESSADSS).

Exhibit 5.4: Online Documentation Modules for CA IDMS SASO

Online Message Facility 1
CA IDMS SASO allows you to view message text in an online environment.

To access the Message Index screen:

1. Type M in the OPTION field of the first online documentation panel for each CA IDMS SASO screen.
2. Press the ENTER key.

The Message Index screen is displayed.

To view message text:

1. Type the message number in the INDEX line of the Message Index screen.
2. Press the ENTER key.

The text for that message is displayed.

You can also use the Online Documentation Print utility described above to print the message module ESSMSG, which
was added to your dictionary at the time of installation.

Using IDMS Schema Mapper
This section provides the information needed to run CA IDMS Schema Mapper. In addition, the many features that CA
IDMS Schema Mapper offers are documented to assist you.

With CA IDMS Schema Mapper, you can automatically create data structure diagrams (graphic representations) of CA
IDMS schemas and subschemas from data in the CA IDMS dictionary. You can let CA IDMS Schema Mapper Mapper
determine everything in the data structure diagram, from record block and set description formats to diagram layout, or
you can define some or all of the diagram's format and layout using parameter statements. CA IDMS Schema Mapper
gives you automatic diagram creation and flexibility.

Schema Mapper General Information

Powerful Layout and Format Capabilities

Creating data structure diagrams with CA IDMS Schema Mapper is a parameter-driven process that lets you use these
powerful capabilities:

• Automatic diagram layout and default format--A well-planned automatic diagram layout and default format allow
you to create data structure diagrams with a minimal amount of time and effort. To generate the automatic default
diagram, you supply a single parameter statement.

• User-defined format--You can tailor the format of record blocks, sets, and indexes by using several parameter
options. You can specify which fields are included, the order of the fields, and the line lengths.

• User-defined diagram layout--You can tailor the layout of your diagram with optional parameters. You can select
areas to be represented by the diagram, specify the placement of a few or all of the record blocks in the diagram, and
you can specify the amount of space between record blocks.

• Your printer as a graphics tool--You do not need a special printer to create data structure diagrams with CA IDMS
Schema Mapper. The characters used to print the default diagram are supported by most printers. And if your printer
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does not have some of the default characters, CA IDMS Schema Mapper has a parameter statement that allows you to
specify any of the characters used to draw the diagram. CA IDMS Schema Mapper provides for any character set that
your printer might use.

• Cross-Reference Report--This report provides you with a useful tool for quickly finding the locations of all records,
sets, and indexes in a large data structure diagram, and it also provides information on the definitions of records and
sets.

• Audit Report--This report helps you monitor program execution and identify problems.

For more information, see the following topics:

Create Data Structure Diagrams Automatically
Data structure diagrams are invaluable to CA IDMS users who need clearly defined graphic representations of schema
and subschema definitions. In fact, accurate pictures of a database's structure are such powerful tools that programmers
and DBAs refer to them every day.

Creating and maintaining data structure diagrams requires a lot of time. Every change to a database's structure, however
small, means tedious and detailed redrawing of many or all of the records and set connections. CA IDMS Schema Mapper
is an easy-to-use software tool that eliminates the tedious drawing and redrawing usually associated with creating and
maintaining data structure diagrams.

CA IDMS Schema Mapper automates the once time-consuming process of drawing data structure diagrams.

CA IDMS Schema Mapper's Inputs
Contents

CA IDMS Schema Mapper uses parameter statements and the CA IDMS dictionary as input. The CA IDMS/DB Analyzer
Statistic File can also be used (see Exhibit 1.1).

Parameter Statements

CA IDMS Schema Mapper has several parameter statements for creating and tailoring data structure diagrams. The
PROCESS statement is required for CA IDMS Schema Mapper execution, the other statements are optional. You
can combine the statements in a variety of ways to produce diagrams that meet your needs. The chart in Exhibit 1.2
summarizes each of the parameter statements.

CA IDMS Dictionary

CA IDMS Schema Mapper reads the definition of the schema or subschema you want to represent from the CA IDMS
dictionary.
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Exhibit 1.1: CA IDMS Schema Mapper Process

Statement Required? Description
PROCESS Yes Identifies the schema or subschema to be

represented by a data structure diagram.
OPTIONS No With OPTIONS, you can specify page

dimensions, the amount of border space
surrounding record blocks, whether or not
unused space is compressed from the
diagram, and how indexes are drawn in the
diagram.

CHARDEF No Specifies options for fine-tuning the
diagram. You can define which characters
are used to draw record blocks, set
connections, set turns, and arrows.
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DRECLINE No Specifies the textual format of record block
descriptions in the data structure diagram.

XRECLINE No Specifies the textual format of record blocks
in the Cross-Reference Report.

DSETLINE No Specifies the textual format of both sets and
indexes in the data structure diagram.

XSETLINE No Specifies the textual format of both sets and
indexes in the Cross-Reference Report.

INCLUDE No Identifies a specific area from the schema
or subschema to be represented by a data
structure diagram.

LOCATE No Positions record blocks in the diagram.

Schema Mapper Four Outputs
CA IDMS Schema Mapper uses the input from parameter statements, the CA IDMS dictionary, and the CA IDMS/DB
Analyzer Statistics File to give you four outputs: the data structure diagram, the Transfer File, the Cross-Reference
Report, and the Audit Report.

Automatic Layout and Format by Default

The data structure diagram that is generated with automatic layout and default formats is quite likely to meet all of your
requirements, and it is very easy to generate.

To generate a diagram automatically and by default, you specify the name of the schema or subschema to be represented
using the PROCESS statement, the rest is up to CA IDMS Schema Mapper. The normal information found in the CA
IDMS dictionary and CA IDMS Schema Mapper's sophisticated record layout algorithms are used to draw the diagram.

CA IDMS Schema Mapper automatically places record blocks and indexes in the data structure diagram and draws set
connections. Default format specifications identify the text to be included in record blocks, sets, and indexes, with the
format for record blocks applying to the records as they appear in the data structure diagram. Default specifications are
used to identify sets and indexes by number in the data structure diagram, so the specifications for their formats apply to
their appearance in the Cross-Reference Report. By using optional parameter statements, you can include the set text in
the data structure diagram and record text in the Cross-Reference Report.

Tailoring the Layout and Format

You may find that the automatic layout and default formats meet all of your needs. Yet, if you want to make changes, you
can easily tailor the diagram by using optional parameter statements. Whether you need to make changes because your
printer does not support certain characters specified by default, or because you do not like the overall appearance of the
diagram--whatever the reason--CA IDMS Schema Mapper gives you many options for tailoring the diagram.

Tailoring is likely to be an iterative process. You will probably be tailoring to refine or update a previously created diagram,
and you will invoke CA IDMS Schema Mapper several times to produce a finished data structure diagram. Whenever you
make any kind of modification to the data structure diagram, you can plan it using the latest diagram printout as a "working
copy".

With careful use of CA IDMS Schema Mapper's parameter statements, you can quickly and easily create, modify,
and maintain data structure diagrams that accurately reflect the current structure of your database's schemas and
subschemas.
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Layout Parameters--Optional INCLUDE AREA Statement

The INCLUDE AREA statement lets you tailor the diagram to represent only those areas that you specify from the schema
or subschema. This is helpful when you need a diagram for a particular application or when your original diagram is too
large.

Optional LOCATE Statement

You can control almost any aspect of a diagram's layout with the LOCATE statement. It allows you to place record blocks
in locations relative to other record blocks in the diagram. See Schema Mapper Parameters for more information.

Format Parameters--Optional Statements

CA IDMS Schema Mapper has four parameter statements for tailoring the format of the diagram.

OPTIONS--Used to specify the page dimensions (in number of lines down and number of characters across) of the
diagram, the amount of border space surrounding record blocks, and whether or not unused space is compressed from
the diagram.

CHARDEF--Used to specify the graphic components of the diagram that are primarily printer-dependent. These
components include characters used for drawing arrows, set connections, and record blocks.

DRECLINE--Used to select the information to be included in record blocks and to specify the sequence of the information
within the record blocks, as they appear in the data structure diagram.

DSETLINE--Used to select and format the information to be included in the descriptions of both sets and indexes
appearing in the data structure diagram.

Wallpapering--Technique Used to Assemble a Data Structure Diagram

Data structure diagrams are often large, so the printed output spans multiple pages. CA IDMS Schema Mapper
automatically divides the overall diagram into pieces that are the size of your printer's paper, with each piece being the
size of a page. You assemble the pages in columns down the length of the diagram and rows across the width of the
diagram (see Exhibit 1.3).

The diagram is printed sequentially, one column of pages after another, beginning with the column that runs down the left
side of the diagram (column A). CA IDMS Schema Mapper automatically generates column headers at the top of each
column to help you find the beginning of the printout for each column.

A unique two-character (alphabetic) page identifier is also automatically printed in the upper right corner of each page: the
first character identifies the page's column in the overall diagram, and the second character identifies its row in the overall
diagram. The first page of the diagram (the top left corner) is in the first column and the first row and is identified by the
characters AA.

To assemble the data structure diagram, sectionly burst the printout at the column boundaries (at the top of the column
headers), align each column to form the horizontal rows, and tape the columns together. You can easily assemble the
entire diagram in a few minutes. This process is called wallpapering because the diagrams are usually hung on a wall for
viewing.

How Large Will Your Diagrams Be?

The size of the data structure diagram primarily depends on the size of the schema or subschema that is used for the
diagram. Other factors that can affect the size of a diagram are:

• The configuration of the schema or subschema
• The size of each record block, as determined by the number, length, and organization of fields
• The border space around record blocks.
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The size of CA IDMS Schema Mapper's IDMSNWKA diagram may give you an idea of a diagram's size. IDMSNWKA (the
subschema for the CA IDMS database) is eight pages by eight pages (nine feet by seven feet, using 11" by 14" perforated
paper). It has 151 records and 227 sets.

Also, a schema containing 45 records, 51 sets, and eight indexes constituted a CA IDMS Schema Mapper diagram that
was four pages by three pages (four feet by three feet, depending on paper size). This diagram was produced using the
default formats and allowing CA IDMS Schema Mapper to automatically layout the records.

The maximum size that an assembled CA IDMS Schema Mapper data structure diagram can be is 26 pages wide by 26
pages long. You probably won't have any diagrams even close to this size.

If your diagrams of schemas seem too large, you can run CA IDMS Schema Mapper for areas or subschemas rather than
schemas. Another option, which has good results in reducing the size of diagrams, is to photo-reduce the diagrams.
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Exhibit 1.3: Wallpapering the CA IDMS Schema Mapper Structure Diagram

Transfer File

Every time you invoke CA IDMS Schema Mapper, it produces a Transfer File that reflects the layout and format of the
corresponding data structure diagram. The Transfer File contains parameter statements copied from the previous input.

The Transfer File always contains a PROCESS statement that specifies the schema or subschema to be represented by a
diagram. It also contains LOCATE statements for all of the record blocks in the data structure diagram. CA IDMS Schema
Mapper writes LOCATEs to the Transfer File for all of the record blocks that you do not sectionly LOCATE. The Transfer
File can also contain OPTIONS, CHARDEF, DRECLINE, XRECLINE, DSETLINE, XSETLINE, and INCLUDE statements,
if they were specified in the previous input.

The PROCESS, OPTIONS, CHARDEF, DRECLINE, XRECLINE, DSETLINE, XSETLINE, and INCLUDE statements are
exactly the same as the corresponding statements in the preceding input. They are transferred (or copied) to the Transfer
File without being modified by CA IDMS Schema Mapper.

Using the Transfer File

Creating data structure diagrams with CA IDMS Schema Mapper can be either a one-step or a two-step procedure:

Step 1--Execute CA IDMS Schema Mapper, specifying the schema or subschema to be represented using the PROCESS
statement. You can also use any of the optional statements.

As shown in Exhibit 1.4, Step 1 provides you with CA IDMS Schema Mapper's four outputs: the data structure diagram,
the Transfer File, the Cross-Reference Report, and the Audit Report. The Transfer File is created as a time-saving device
for Step 2.

Step 2--Execute CA IDMS Schema Mapper again, making modifications to the input, if needed, by using the optional
parameters. You can use the Transfer File as input whenever you execute the second step.

The second step can be iterative: you can repeat it as many times as necessary, depending on whether the preceding
data structure diagram meets your needs. Exhibit 1.4 illustrates this process.
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Exhibit
1.4: Creating and Tailoring the CA IDMS Schema Mapper Data Structure Diagram

Ways to Use the Transfer File

You can use the Transfer File in several ways, as illustrated in Exhibits 1.5a thru 1.5f. You can use the Transfer File to:
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• Generate a data structure diagram identical to the preceding one
• Include record blocks, which have been added to the schema or the subschema, in the diagram
• Include only specific areas from a schema or subschema in the diagram
• Modify the layout of the diagram by sectionly positioning a few or all of the record blocks in the diagram
• Modify the format of the diagram by using any of the independent options that are available
• Modify the layout and the format of the diagram.

Exhibit 1.5a shows the first step for using the Transfer File; Exhibits 1.5b thru 1.5f show the second step for each different
way you can use the Transfer File. The first step is always the same, and the second step can be iterative. The exhibits
illustrate how easy it is to create and modify data structure diagrams when you use the Transfer File. All you do is specify
the parameter statements (marked with arrows in Exhibit 1.5c thru 1.5f). CA IDMS Schema Mapper does the rest.

NOTE
Exhibits 1.5a thru 1.5f show how to use the data structure diagram and Transfer File produced with each
execution of CA IDMS Schema Mapper. The Cross-Reference Report and Audit Report are also produced with
each execution.

Exhibit 1.5a: Step 1 for Using the Transfer File
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Exhibit 1.5b: Using the Transfer File to Produce the Identical Diagram

Exhibit 1.5c: Using the Transfer File to Add Record Blocks to the Diagram
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Exhibit 1.5d: Using the Transfer File to Modify the Layout of a Diagram

Exhibit 1.5e: Using the Transfer File to Modify the Format of a Diagram
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Exhibit 1.5f: Using the Transfer File to Modify the Layout and Format of a Diagram

Cross-Reference Report

The third output is the Cross-Reference Report. It contains the descriptions of records, sets, and indexes and is useful for
quickly finding individual record blocks, sets, and indexes in a CA IDMS Schema Mapper data structure diagram.

The Cross-Reference Report includes:

• The name and location of each record. The location identifies where the record block can be found on the diagram.
• The name, unique number, description (set and index fields), and location in the data structure diagram of each set

and index.
• The names and locations in the diagram of the OWNER and MEMBER records of each set.

Tailoring the Cross-Reference Report with Optional Parameters

The Cross-Reference Report can be tailored to add record descriptions and change the format of both the record and set
descriptions. There are two optional parameters for tailoring your reports:

XRECLINE--Used to select the information to be included in record block descriptions and to specify the sequence of the
information within the descriptions, as they appear in the Cross-Reference Report.

XSETLINE--Used to select and format the information to be included in the descriptions of both sets and indexes
appearing in the Cross-Reference Report.

Audit Report

The fourth output, the Audit Report, contains:

• A summary of all processing performed
• All informative, warning, and error messages generated during program execution
• Suggested remedial actions when appropriate.
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Informative messages report processing starts and stops and also provide a list of the parameters used. Warning
messages report conflicting parameter data and indicate that CA IDMS Schema Mapper performed corrective actions to
continue processing. Error messages report the conditions causing termination of diagram processing.

See the section "Messages" for the complete list and explanation of the messages generated by CA IDMS Schema
Mapper.

When CA IDMS Schema Mapper encounters an error condition (generally syntactical), it immediately terminates diagram
processing. It continues, however, scanning the parameter statements to detect any additional syntax errors. Because the
Audit Report is your only output when CA IDMS Schema Mapper encounters an error, the Audit Report is an essential tool
for identifying errors that impede diagram creation.

Schema Mapper Parameters
This section describes how to use CA IDMS Schema Mapper's parameter statements. Except for the PROCESS
statement, the parameter statements are optional. The optional parameters allow you to tailor the format and layout of the
data structure diagram to meet your needs.

Using CA IDMS Schema Mapper's Parameters
The PROCESS statement is the only mandatory parameter statement. The other statements (OPTIONS, CHARDEF,
DRECLINE, XRECLINE, DSETLINE, XSETLINE, INCLUDE AREA, and LOCATE) are optional. The optional statements
are used when you want to modify the layout or the format of the data structure diagram produced by using a single
PROCESS statement.

Creating data structure diagrams with CA IDMS Schema Mapper can be either a one-step or a two-step procedure. It is
quite likely that you will be satisfied with the diagram created automatically, and you will follow only the first step.

Step 1--Use one PROCESS statement (mandatory) to create a diagram with automatic layout and default format.

Step 2--Assess the diagram and then make desired changes by using one or more of the optional parameter statements.

When you execute CA IDMS Schema Mapper, one of its outputs is a Transfer File that contains parameter statements.
You can use this file as input to recreate a diagram. You can also modify the parameter statements in the Transfer File to
tailor or revise a diagram. Exhibit 2.3 lists all of CA IDMS Schema Mapper's parameters.

PROCESS Statement

PROCESS is the only parameter statement needed to execute CA IDMS Schema Mapper. Enter PROCESS, specify the
schema or subschema to be represented by the diagram, and CA IDMS Schema Mapper automatically creates a data
structure diagram.

OPTIONS Statement

With the OPTIONS statement, you can include Index Set records in the diagram and change the way indexes are drawn.
OPTIONS also controls the dimensions of a page (in number of lines down and characters across) in the data structure
diagram, the amount of border space surrounding record blocks, and whether or not unused space is compressed from
the diagram.

CHARDEF Statement

With the CHARDEF statement, you can define which characters are to be used to draw record blocks, set connections,
set turns, and arrows in the data structure diagram.
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DRECLINE Statement

With the DRECLINE statement, you can specify which record fields to include in the data structure diagram record block.
A predefined list of record-related fields is included in this section of the user section.

XRECLINE Statement

With the XRECLINE statement, you can control which record fields to include in the Cross-Reference Report. A
predefined list of record-related fields is included in this section of the user section.

DSETLINE Statement

With the DSETLINE statement, you control the global format of the text that describes the set in the data structure
diagram. A predefined list of set-related fields is included in this section of the user section.

XSETLINE Statement

With XSETLINE, you can determine the global format of the text that describes the set in the Cross-Reference Report. A
predefined list of set-related fields is included in this section of the user section.

INCLUDE AREA Statement

With the INCLUDE AREA statement, you can select specific areas from the schema or subschema to be represented by
the diagram. When you use the INCLUDE AREA statement to specify an area, only the area or areas you select will be
represented by the diagram.

LOCATE Statement

With the LOCATE statement, you can position an individual record block relative to another record block in the diagram.
When you sectionly LOCATE record blocks, CA IDMS Schema Mapper will automatically position in the diagram any
record blocks that you do not sectionly LOCATE.

Notations Conventions and Syntax Rules
Be sure to review Exhibit 2.1 for notation conventions and Exhibit 2.2 for parameter syntax rules. Also, review the
"Glossary" for the meanings of terms used in this section.

Example
PROCESS Keywords appear in UPPERCASE.

The minimum required portion of each keyword is
UNDERSCORED. If a portion of or an entire keyword is not
underscored, you can omit that portion or that keyword.

,SUBSCHEMA=name Variables appear in lowercase italics. You must substitute an
appropriate value for each variable.

[,VERSION=number] Brackets indicate optional clauses.
/ \
PROCESS = < SCHEMA >
\ SUBSCHEMA /

Braces enclose two or more options. You must select one of them.

,field name ... An ellipsis indicates that a variable number of field names can be
specified, separated by commas.
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Exhibit 2.1: Notation Conventions

Item Explanation
Order of Parameter Statements CA IDMS Schema Mapper executes parameter statements in

the order they are supplied. Only the PROCESS statement is
mandatory. Enter the parameter statements in this sequence:
PROCESS--This mandatory statement must be the first statement
entered.
OPTIONS--If you want to use OPTIONS parameters enter this
statement second.
CHARDEF statements follow the OPTIONS statement to control
the graphic components of the data structure diagram.
If DRECLINE and XRECLINE statements are both used,
DRECLINE statements must precede XRECLINE statements.
If DSETLINE and XSETLINE statements are both used,
DSETLINE statements must precede XSETLINE statements.
INCLUDE statements follow OPTIONS, CHARDEF, DRECLINE,
XRECLINE, DSETLINE, and XSETLINE statements and precede
all LOCATE statements.
LOCATE statements are entered last.

Continuing a Parameter Statement To continue a parameter statement onto the next record, key in
a trailing comma. Do not split a keyword phrase between two
records. LOCATE statements must be self-contained in individual
records.

Entering Blanks In Parameter Statements You can enter blanks (character spaces) to separate keywords
and improve readability in a parameter statement without affecting
processing. Do not, however, embed blanks within a keyword or
value field.

Entering Parameter Statements On an 80-character input record, you must enter all parameter
syntax between positions 1 and 72, inclusive.

Comments Enter a dollar sign ($) or an asterisk (*) before a comment, in
column 1, to indicate that you want the command copied to the
resulting Transfer File. Enter three dollar signs or three asterisks
in columns 1-3 to indicate a comment that you do not want
copied to the Transfer File (to be discarded by CA IDMS Schema
Mapper).

Exhibit 2.2: Parameter Syntax Rules

         
 /
 SCHEMA  
  
\ [,SCHEMA=name]    [,DICTNAME=name] [,COMPNAME=name] [,DCOMNAME=name]

 PROCESS= < SUBSCHEMA > [,VERSION=number] [,COMPNAME=name] [,DCOMNAME=name]

          \ LIST      / [,SUBSCHEMA=name] [,DICTNODE=name] [,COMPNAME=name] [,DCOMNAME=name]
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 OPTIONS [,IXCORNER= < 2 > ]

                     \ 4 /

         [,DPAGELEN=number]  [,DPAGEWID=number]

         [,DPEJECT= < ON  > ] [,BORDER=number]

                    \ OFF /

         [,COMPRESS= < ON  > ] [,LINKAGE= < XREF     > ]

                     \ OFF /              \ SUPPRESS /

 CHARDEF [,RVERCHAR=character]  [,RHORCHAR=character]

         [,RULCHAR=character]  [,RLLCHAR=character]

         [,RURCHAR=character]  [,RLRCHAR=character]

         [,SVERCHAR=character] [,SHORCHAR=character]

         [,SULCHAR=character]  [,SLLCHAR=character]

         [,SURCHAR=character]  [,SLRCHAR=character]

         [,BRKTCHAR=character] [,LARROW=character]

         [,RARROW=character]   [,UARROW=character]
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         [,DARROW=character]   [,IBAKCHAR=character]

         [,ISLACHAR=character]

 [DRECLINE field name,field name...]

 [XRECLINE field name,field name...]

 [DSETLINE field name,field name...]

 [XSETLINE field name,field name...]

 [INCLUDE AREA area name...]

 ┌              ┌┌                  ┐┌                 ┐            ┐┐

 | LOCATE name1 || < LEFT  > number || < UP   > number | FROM name2 ||

 └              └└ \ RIGHT /        ┘└ \ DOWN /        ┘            ┘┘

Exhibit 2.3: CA IDMS Schema Mapper Parameter Summary

PROCESS Statement 6
A single PROCESS statement is mandatory for each execution of CA IDMS Schema Mapper. This statement directs CA
IDMS Schema Mapper to process a data structure diagram for either a schema or subschema or produce a list of the
schemas and subschemas within a dictionary.

To create a data structure diagram with automatic layout and the default format, enter a single PROCESS statement.
PROCESS must be the first statement entered.
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PROCESS Syntax
           /  SCH EMA    \ [, SCH EMA = name ]    [,DICTNAME= name ] [,COMPNAME= name ]
 [,DCOMNAME= name ] 
  PROCESS= < SUBSCHEMA > [,VERSION= number] [,COMPNAME= name ] [,DCOMNAME= name ] 
          \ LIST      / [,SUBSCHEMA=name] [,DICTNODE=name ] [,COMPNAME= name ]
 [,DCOMNAME= name ] 
 

where:

           /  SCH EMA    \ 
  P ROCESS= <  SUB SCHEMA > 
           \  LIST       / 
 

Indicates that you want to execute CA IDMS Schema Mapper. Select SCHEMA to create a data structure diagram for a
specific schema. Select SUBSCHEMA to create a data structure diagram for a specific subschema. Select LIST to obtain
a listing of all schemas and subschemas in a specified dictionary.

  [, SCH EMA=name] 
 

Specifies the name of the schema to be diagrammed (when PROCESS=SCHEMA) or, when PROCESS=SUBSCHEMA,
the schema under which the subschema exists. This parameter is always required to create a data structure diagram.

Default: There is no default. You must supply a valid schema name.

  [, VER SION=number] 
 

Specifies the version number of the schema. A version number is required when you do not want to use the highest-
numbered version.

Default: When PROCESS=SCHEMA, the default is the highest version number available for the schema you select. When
PROCESS=SUBSCHEMA, the default is the highest-numbered schema version for the subschema you select.

In the following example, the dictionary contains:

Schema SMSCHM version 3: No subschemas

Schema SMSCHM version 2: Subschema SMSUBS

Schema SMSCHM version 1: Subschema SMSUBS

When PROCESS=SCHEMA,SCHEMA=SMSCHM, CA IDMS Schema Mapper uses version 3.

When PROCESS=SUBSCHEMA,SCHEMA=SMSCHM, SUBSCHEMA=SMSUBS, CA IDMS Schema Mapper uses
version 2.

  [, SUB SCHEMA=name] 
 

Specifies the name of the subschema to be diagrammed. Supplying a subschema name is necessary only when
PROCESS=SUBSCHEMA or the schema contains indexes.

Default: There is no default. You must supply a valid subschema name when the schema contains indexes or
PROCESS=SUBSCHEMA.

  [, DICTNAME =name] 
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Specifies the name of the dictionary that contains the schema or subschema information. Supplying a dictionary name is
necessary only if multiple dictionaries exist in your environment.

Default: CA IDMS Schema Mapper uses a standard BIND RUN-UNIT. Therefore, CA IDMS binds to the default dictionary
defined by your installation.

  [, DICTNODE =name] 
 

Specifies the name of the dictionary node that you want CA IDMS Schema Mapper to access. Specifying DICTNODE is
necessary only when multiple nodes exist in your environment.

Default: CA IDMS binds to the default node defined for your installation.

  [, COMPNAME =name] 
 

Specifies the name of the compression db procedure that you want CA IDMS Schema Mapper to access. You can use
wildcards at the start of the name. For example, ****COMP.

Default: CA IDMS will choose IDMSCOMP if no COMPNAME is specified.

  [, DCOMNAME =name] 
 

Specifies the name of the decompression db procedure that you want CA IDMS Schema Mapper to access. You can use
wildcards at the start of the name. For example, ****COMP.

Default: CA IDMS will choose IDMSDCOM if no DCOMNAME is specified.

The OPTIONS Statement
The OPTIONS statement allows you to make changes to the layout of the diagram. You can globally specify how indexes
are drawn and how much border space is to separate record blocks. You can also change the length and the width of the
printed page to match your printer's requirements.

OPTIONS Syntax

 

 
OPT
IONS
 [,
IXC
ORNER= < 2 > ]

 \ 4 /
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 [,
DPAGELEN
=number]
 [,
DPAGEWID
=number]

 

 

 [,
DPEJECT
=
 < 
ON
 > ]
 [,
BOR
DER=number]

 \ 
OFF
 /

 

 [,
COM
PRESS=
 < 
ON
 > ]
 [,
LIN
KAGE=
 < 
XREF
 > ]
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 \ 
OFF
 /
 \ 
SUPPRESS
 /

where:

 OPT
IONS

indicates that OPTIONS parameters will be entered. You can enter OPTIONS parameters in any order because each
parameter is independent. You can use any or all of the OPTIONS parameters.

NOTE
Remember to key in a comma between the word OPTIONS and the firstparameter. If you omit the comma, CA
IDMS Schema Mapper generates an error message.

Specifying the Positions of Index

[,
IXC
ORNER= < 2 > ]

 \ 4 /

(index corner) allows you to control how indexes are drawn in the diagram. An index is represented by a diagonal line that
projects from a corner of a record block. Where and how you decide to have indexes drawn is an aesthetic decision.

Default: The default is 2 (opposite diagonal sequence).

Changing Page Dimensions for Paper Size and Printer Flexibility

[,
DPAGELEN
=number]
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(diagram page length) allows you to specify the length of each page in the data structure diagram, in number of lines.
DPAGELEN affects only the printing of the diagram; it has no effect on the page length of the Cross-Reference Report or
the Audit Report.

This parameter makes CA IDMS Schema Mapper adaptable to various paper sizes and printers by allowing you to change
how many lines are printed per page. If you supply a new page length value, it must be an integer between 33 and 132,
inclusive.

Default: The default page length is 66 lines.

[,
DPAGEWID
=number]

(diagram page width) allows you to specify the width of each page in the data structure diagram, in number of characters.
DPAGEWID affects the printing of only the diagram; it has no effect on the page width of the Cross-Reference Report or
the Audit Report.

This parameter makes CA IDMS Schema Mapper adaptable to a broad range of paper sizes and printers by allowing you
to change the number of characters printed across a page. If you supply a new page width value, it must be an integer
between 33 and 132, inclusive.

Default: The default page width is 132 characters.

 

[,
DPEJECT
=
 < 
ON
 > ]

 \ 
OFF
 /

(diagram page eject) allows CA IDMS Schema Mapper to issue a page eject after each page in the diagram file when
DPEJECT=ON. When DPEJECT=OFF no page eject is issued. DPEJECT affects only the printing of the diagram; it has
no effect on the Cross-Reference Report or the Audit Report. ON makes CA IDMS Schema Mapper adaptable to use with
some laser printers.
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Default: The default value is OFF.

NOTE
DPAGELEN, DPAGEWID, and DPEJECT parameter keywords cannot be abbreviated.

Defining Border Space Between Record Blocks

[,
BOR
DER=number]

globally specifies the number of character spaces around the perimeter of each record block. The minimum border is two
character spaces. You cannot specify a border of 0 or 1. A border of 2 means there are at least four character spaces
between any two record blocks. A two-character border ensures that CA IDMS Schema Mapper has enough room to draw
arrows and at least a one-character set connection line.

The maximum border allowed between record blocks is 50 character spaces. A border of 50 means there are at least 100
character spaces between any two record blocks.

Default: The default is 2. This means at least four character spaces always separate a given record block from another
record block in the diagram.

Compressing Unused Space in the Data Structure Diagram

[,
COM
PRESS=
 < 
ON
 > ]

 \ 
OFF
 /

specifies whether or not you want CA IDMS Schema Mapper to remove unused space (created by LOCATE statements)
between record blocks in the diagram.

This parameter is valuable when you are using LOCATE statements and executing CA IDMS Schema Mapper iteratively
to modify the layout of a diagram. With this parameter, you can wait until a diagram nears completion to compress it.

When COMPRESS=ON, CA IDMS Schema Mapper compresses the diagram, eliminating unused space, after all record
blocks have been positioned in the diagram.

Default: The default value is ON.
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Set Linkage with Areas not Represented in Diagram

[,
LIN
KAGE=
 < 
XREF
 > ]

 \ 
SUPPRESS
 /

specifies whether or not you want a listing in the Cross-Reference Report (XREF) of sets whose owners and members
exist outside of an area specified by the INCLUDE AREA statement. When the INCLUDE AREA statement is used, the
area represented in the diagram will contain only those sets that have both owners and members in the area. To prevent
the listing from appearing on the Cross-Reference Report, you must use the SUPPRESS option with this parameter.

Default: XREF is the default.

CHARDEF Statement 1
Contents

CHARDEF is an optional statement with many parameters for tailoring the data structure diagram. If your printer's
character set does not include characters that are specified by default, use the CHARDEF statement to substitute print
characters that are available to draw the diagram.

For example, in the default format, all arrows pointing to the left are drawn with a less-than sign ( < ). If this character
is not available, you can use the LARROW (left arrow) parameter to specify a character to take its place. You can also
change the print characters to achieve a different graphic effect.

CHARDEF Syntax

 CHA
RDEF
 [,
RVE
RCHAR=character] 
 [,
RHO
RCHAR=character]
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 [,
RUL
CHAR=character] 
 [,
RLL
CHAR=character]

         
 [,
RUR
CHAR=character] 
 [,
RLR
CHAR=character]

         
 [,
SVE
RCHAR=character]
 [,
SHO
RCHAR=character]

         
 [,
SUL
CHAR=character] 
 [,
SLL
CHAR=character]
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 [,
SUR
CHAR=character] 
 [,
SLR
CHAR=character]

         
 [,
BRK
TCHAR=character]
 [,
LAR
ROW=character]

         
 [,
RAR
ROW=character]  
 [,
UAR
ROW=character]

         
 [,
DAR
ROW=character]  
 [,
IBA
KCHAR=character]
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 [,
ISL
ACHAR=character]

where:

CHA
RDEF

indicates that CHARDEF parameters will be entered. You can enter CHARDEF parameters in any order because each
parameter is independent. You can use any or all of the CHARDEF parameters.

NOTE
Remember to key in a comma between the word CHARDEF and the first parameter. If you omit the comma, CA
IDMS Schema Mapper generates an error message.

Do not use a blank space for a character value in the CHARDEF statement. CA IDMS Schema Mapper ignores the blank
and uses the default.

Specifying Print Characters Used to Draw Record Blocks

[,
RVE
RCHAR=character]

(record vertical character) indicates the character used to draw the vertical lines that make up the left and right sides of
the record block.

Default: The default is an asterisk (*).

[,
RHO
RCHAR=character]

(record horizontal character) indicates the character used to draw the horizontal lines that make up the top and bottom of
the record block.

Default: The default is an asterisk (*).
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[,
RUL
CHAR=character]

(record upper left character) indicates the character used to draw the upper left corner of the record block.

Default: The default is RHORCHAR. The RHORCHAR default is an asterisk (*).

[,
RLL
CHAR=character]

(record lower left character) indicates the character used to draw the lower left corner of the record block.

Default: The default is RHORCHAR. The RHORCHAR default is an asterisk (*).

[,
RUR
CHAR=character]

(record upper right character) indicates the character used to draw the upper right corner of the record block.

Default: The default is RHORCHAR. The RHORCHAR default is an asterisk (*).

[,
RLR
CHAR=character]

(record lower right character) indicates the character used to draw the lower right corner of the record block.

Default: The default is RHORCHAR. The RHORCHAR default is an asterisk (*).

Specifying Print Characters Used to Draw Set Connections

[,
SVE
RCHAR=character]
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(set vertical character) indicates the character used to draw the vertical lines that show set connections.

Default: The default is an uppercase letter I.

[,
SHO
RCHAR=character]

(set horizontal character) indicates the character used to draw the horizontal lines that show set connections.

Default: The default is a hyphen (-).

[,
SUL
CHAR=character]

(set upper left character) indicates the character used to draw an upper left turn in a set connection.

Default: The default is SHORCHAR. The SHORCHAR default is a hyphen (-).

[,
SLL
CHAR=character]

(set lower left character) indicates the character used to draw a lower left turn in a set connection.

Default: The default is SHORCHAR. The SHORCHAR default is a hyphen (-).

[,
SUR
CHAR=character]

(set upper right character) indicates the character used to draw an upper right turn in a set connection.

Default: The default is SHORCHAR. The SHORCHAR default is a hyphen (-).

[,
SLR
CHAR=character]
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(set lower right character) indicates the character used to draw a lower right turn in a set connection.

Default: The default is SHORCHAR. The SHORCHAR default is a hyphen (-).

[,
BRK
TCHAR=character]

(bracket character) indicates the character used to enclose or bracket a set number in a set connection. A bracketed set
number is easier to read, especially when the set number contains the number 1 and is part of a vertical set connection
line.

Default: The default is the number symbol (#).

Specifying Print Characters Used to Draw Arrows

[,
LAR
ROW=character]

(left arrow) indicates the character used to print the left arrows that show set relationships. If the default character is not
available, the most likely graphic substitute is an uppercase letter C. You can, however, use any other character as a
substitute.

Default: The default is a less-than sign ( < ).

[,
RAR
ROW=character]

(right arrow) indicates the character used to print the right arrows that show set relationships. If the default character is
not available, the most likely graphic substitute is an uppercase letter D. You can, however, use any other character as a
substitute.

Default: The default is a greater-than sign ( > ).

[,
UAR
ROW=character]
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(up arrow) indicates the character used to print a set connection arrow pointing up toward another record block.

Default: The default is an uppercase letter A.

[,
DAR
ROW=character]

(down arrow) indicates the character used to print a set connection arrow pointing down toward another record block.

Default: The default is an uppercase letter V.

Specifying Print Characters Used to Draw Index Lines

[,
ISL
ACHAR=character]

(index slash character) indicates the character used to draw indexes that project diagonally from the upper right corners
and lower left corners of record blocks.

Default: The default is a slash (/).

[,
IBA
KCHAR=character]

(index backslash character) indicates the character used to draw the index lines that project diagonally from the upper left
corners and lower right corners of record blocks when IXCORNER=4.

Default: The default is an uppercase letter X.

DRECLINE Statement
Contents

DRECLINE (diagram record line) allows you to globally specify the format (text) of the record block in the data structure
diagram. The format of a record block is defined as one or more lines containing one or more record definition field
names.

The format of the record block in the data structure diagram is controlled by default unless you use the DRECLINE
statement. Exhibit 2.4 shows an example of a record block in the four line default format.
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Exhibit 2.5 at the end of this section, lists all possible field names that you can enter in a DRECLINE statement, including
the CA IDMS/DB Analyzer statistics field names and their descriptions.

NOTE
DRECLINE is a global parameter statement. Once specified, it modifies every record block in the data structure
diagram. For compatibility with earlier versions of CA IDMS Schema Mapper, any RECLINE statements in the
input file are treated as DRECLINE statements, and CA IDMS Schema Mapper issues a warning message.

Exhibit 2.4: Default Record Block with Field Names in a Four Line Format

DRECLINE Syntax

[
DRE
CLINE field name,field name...]

where:

field name,field name... -- indicates the field name (or sequence of field names) to be included in the record block in the
diagram. When two or more field names are used per line, they must be separated by commas. See Exhibit 2.5 for a list of
field names.

Rules:
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• DRECLINE statements must follow PROCESS, OPTIONS and CHARDEF statements and must precede XRECLINE,
DSETLINE, XSETLINE, INCLUDE AREA, and LOCATE statements.

• The maximum number of characters allowed for each line of a record block is 120.
• Enter DRECLINE field names in the order in which you want them to appear in the record block. Separate field names

by a comma.
• You cannot use a field name more than once (except for BLANK, LABEL, or LOC-CTRL with unique subscripts).
• One DRECLINE statement cancels all record definition (text) defaults. When you use DRECLINE, you must specify the

entire record block format in the data structure diagram from scratch.

Default: Exhibit 2.4 describes the default, if no DRECLINE statement is specified.

How to Use the DRECLINE Statement

A record block is made up of one or more lines of text that contain one or more fields. When you want to globally redefine
the format of the record block in the data structure diagram, write one DRECLINE statement for each line of data in the
record block. List the field names in the order in which you want the fields to appear in the record blocks.

Graphic Considerations

The size and the shape of the record block affects the overall appearance of the diagram. When you use DRECLINE to
redesign the record block, be aware that the size and the shape of the record block affects the overall appearance of the
diagram. For example, if you enter all field names in one DRECLINE statement, the resulting record block is long and thin
and probably unacceptable. Keep in mind that the width of the default record block is 32 characters.

CA IDMS Schema Mapper adjusts record block size to accommodate the longest line. You can place any number of
field names on a line. CA IDMS Schema Mapper adjusts the width of the record block to accommodate the longest line.
However, a maximum of 120 characters can be entered per line.

CA IDMS Schema Mapper centers field values within the number of character spaces for that field. In addition to centering
field values within the number of character spaces for that field, CA IDMS Schema Mapper centers fields across a line,
based on the total character length for the longest line in the record block.

Creating Blank Fields and Blank Lines In Record Blocks

You can insert blank fields and blank lines in the record block to make room for handwritten notes or for graphic appeal.

To Create A Blank Field Inside A Record Block:

Enter BLANK nn as a field name, where nn specifies the blank field length in character spaces. The value nn must be an
integer between 1 and 32, inclusive. A group of DRECLINE statements may contain a maximum of 20 BLANK fields.

To Create A Blank Line Inside A Record Block:

Use DRECLINE by itself (without a field name). The length of the blank line will match the length of the longest line in the
record block.

Placement of Multiple CALC Keys

You can use an optional subscript with the LOC-CTRL field to specify placement of multiple CALC key names within the
record block in the data structure diagram. The syntax is:

LOC-
CTRL(
ss
)
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where ss may be an integer from 1 to 256 or the capital letter N.

When you use an integer from 1 to 256, you are explicitly placing the CALC keys you want to see at the positions you
specify. For example, LOC-CTRL(1) will position the first CALC key found in the dictionary for each record type. LOC-
CTRL(2) will position the second CALC key, etc. If you use LOC-CTRL without a subscript, it is equivalent to LOC-
CTRL(1).

When you use only the letter N, CA IDMS Schema Mapper will place all CALC keys in the record block in the diagram
beginning at the position indicated by LOC-CTRL(N). The first CALC key will appear at that position followed by the
remaining CALC keys one per line.

You can choose to explicitly place one or more CALC keys and have CA IDMS Schema Mapper implicitly place the
remaining ones. Any CALC keys that have not been positioned by an explicit subscript will appear one per line, starting
with the position indicated by LOC-CTRL(N). See "Sample DRECLINE Statements and Resulting Record Blocks," below.

When you do not use LOC-CTRL(N) and there are more CALC keys than you have explicitly positioned, the additional
CALC keys will not appear in the record block. An informative message will appear in the Audit Report to let you know
this has happened. For example, if one of your record types has five CALC keys, but you only use LOC-CTRL(1), LOC-
CTRL(2), and LOC-CTRL(3) in your DRECLINE statements, then the fourth and fifth CALC keys will not appear in the
record block in the data structure diagram.

Also, LOC-CTRL(N) affects only CALC keys that follow the highest explicit position. If any lower subscripts are omitted
from the DRECLINE statements, the corresponding CALC keys will not appear in the diagram. For example, if a record
has seven CALC keys and the DRECLINE statements use LOC-CTRL(1), LOC-CTRL(4), and LOC-CTRL(N), then LOC-
CTRL(N) positions CALC keys 5, 6, and 7 only. CALC keys 2 and 3 will not appear in the diagram. Any CALC key that
does not appear in the diagram, for any reason, will be listed in the Audit Report with an informative message.

CA IDMS Schema Mapper makes all record blocks the same size (remember, DRECLINE is a global parameter).
Therefore, if only one of your record types contains multiple CALC keys and you want all the keys for that record type to
appear in the record block, then every record block in the diagram will contain space for multiple CALC keys. This is true
even if a particular record type does not have a location mode of CALC.

By default, CA IDMS Schema Mapper uses LOC-CTRL(N). Therefore, all default record blocks contain space for all CALC
keys.

Sample DRECLINE Statements and Resulting Record Blocks

To Create A Three-Line Record Block:

To create a three-line record block that has the record name on line 1, the area and location mode on line 2, and the
record size and description on line 3, use these statements:

DRECLINE REC-NAME

DRECLINE AREA,LOC-MODE

DRECLINE LENGTH,REC-DESC

A resulting record block looks like this:

*************************************************
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*             SPORTS                            *

*         STUDENT-REGION            CALC        *

*  32    NON-COMPETITIVE AND COMPETITIVE SPORTS *

*************************************************

To Create A Six-Line Record Block:

To create a six-line record block that has the record name on line 1, a blank second line, the area, location mode, and
record size on line 3, the description on line 4, the duplicates option on line 5, and the location control on line 6, use these
statements:

DRECLINE REC-NAME

DRECLINE

DRECLINE AREA,LOC-MODE,LENGTH

DRECLINE REC-DESC

DRECLINE DUPS-OPT

DRECLINE LOC-CTRL

Here is a resulting record block:

****************************************************

*             SPORTS                               *

*                                                  *

*         STUDENT-REGION           CALC        32  *

* NON-COMPETITIVE AND COMPETITIVE SPORTS           *

*               DN                                 *

*           SPORT-NAME                             *

****************************************************

To Create Blank Fields or Blank Lines for Handwritten Notes or Graphic Appeal:

A record block with a blank second line and a blank, 10-character field in line 3 is specified like this:
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DRECLINE REC-NAME

DRECLINE

DRECLINE AREA,BLANK 10,LOC-MODE

DRECLINE LENGTH,REC-DESC

NOTE
You must put a space between the word BLANK and the blank field length. Leaving out the space results in an
error message.

Here is a record block with the above format:

****************************************************

*             SPORTS                               *

*                                                  *

*         STUDENT-REGION                      CALC *

*  32    NON-COMPETITIVE AND COMPETITIVE SPORTS    *

****************************************************

To Combine Explicit and Implicit Placement of CALC Keys:

A record block with the first CALC key on the second line and additional CALC keys on the last lines is specified like this:

DRECLINE REC-NAME,LOC-MODE

DRECLINE LOC-CTRL(1)

DRECLINE AREA

DRECLINE LOC-CTRL(N)

Here is a resulting record block:

*************************************

*        STUDENT           CALC     *

*             STUD-ID               *

*          STUDENT-REGION           *
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*            STUD-LEVEL             *

*              STUD-PA              *

*              STUD-MA              *

*************************************

Use of LOC-CTRL(N) always reserves a position in the record block, even when there are not enough CALC keys to
actually need it.

Field Names for the DRECLINE and XRECLINE Statements

Field Name Size(# of chars) Description
REC-NAME
(record name)

16 The name of the record type.

LOC-MODE 6 How records of this type are physically
located in their areas: CALC, VIA, or
DIRECT

AREA 16 The name of the area in which the record
type is located.

LENGTH
(record size)

6 The actual data length of the record (if
fixed length) or the maximum data length
of the record (if variable length), in bytes.
If the value obtained from the dictionary
is less than 1, CA IDMS Schema Mapper
uses a value of 1 in the record block. This
happens, for example, when a schema
record is defined without any elements and
is consistent with the value reported by
IDMSRPTS or RECDES.

LENGTH-MODE 2 The four record modes: F (fixed), V
(variable), FC (fixed compressed), or VC
(variable compressed).

DUPS-OPT
(Duplicates Option)

2 For CALC records, the disposition of
records with duplicate control keys: DN
(duplicates not allowed), DF (duplicates
first), or DL (duplicates last). This field is
blank for non-CALC records.

REC-DESC
(Record Description)

40 The record description field from the
dictionary. Provides an alternate (and more
descriptive) record name.

LOC-CTRL (Location Control) 32 CALC key name or VIA set name. This is
always DIRECT-DBK for DIRECT records.

REC-ID (Record Identification) 4 Unique identification number of record type.
BLANK nn nn Name used to specify a blank field.
UN-NUM-OCC 14 The total number of record occurrences for

this record type.
UN-OCC-LEN-CAVG 17 The average compress occurrence length

for this record type.
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UN-OCC-LEN-CMAX 14 The maximum compress occurrence length
for this record type.

UN-OCC-LEN-CMIN 14 The minimum compress occurrence length
for this record type.

UN-OCC-LEN-DAVG 17 The average decompress occurrence
length for this record type.

UN-OCC-LEN-DMAX 14 The maximum decompress occurrence
length for this record type.

UN-OCC-LEN-DMIN 14 The minimum decompress occurrence
length for this record type.

LABEL 'any string'
-or-
LABEL "any string"

nn Used to put labels in a record description.

Exhibit 2.5: Field Names for the DRECLINE and XRECLINE Statements

XRECLINE Statements
XRECLINE (cross-reference record line) allows you to include and format record block information on the Cross-
Reference Report. The record description on the report contains the same information as a record block in the data
structure diagram. If you do not use the XRECLINE statement, CA IDMS Schema Mapper provides only the record name
and location in the Cross-Reference Report. The reports in Exhibit 2.6 show a record description before and after the
addition of XRECLINE statements.

The XRECLINE statement defines the format of the record description line by line, listing the field names, blank fields,
labels, and blank lines to be included in the record description. See Exhibit 3.Exhibit 2.st of all possible field names that
you can enter in an XRECLINE statement.

NOTE
XRECLINE is a global parameter statement. Once specified, it modifies every record description in the Cross-
Reference Report.

XRECLINE Syntax

[
XRE
CLINE field name,field name...]

where:

field name,field name... -- indicates the field name (or sequence of field names) to be included in the record description in
the Cross-Reference Report.

Rules:
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• XRECLINE statements must follow PROCESS, OPTIONS, CHARDEF, and DRECLINE statements and must precede
DSETLINE, XSETLINE, INCLUDE AREA, and LOCATE statements.

• The maximum number of characters allowed for each line of a record description is 120.
• Enter XRECLINE field names in the order in which you want them to appear in the Cross-Reference Report. Separate

field names by a comma.
• You cannot use a field name more than once (except for BLANK, LABEL, and LOC-CTRL with unique subscripts).

Default: The default XRECLINE value is XRECLINE REC-NAME.

 CA IDMS Schema Mapper: mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss    SUBSCHEMA DBRR1016, SCHEMA DSRR1016, VERSION 1, DICTNAME=TKIT, DBNAME=

                         RECORD CROSS-REFERENCE LISTING
 RECORD NAME                                LOCATION    / PAGE
 -----------                                ------------------
 ACTIVITY                                   94,   27    / AA
 ARTS                                      150,   27    / BA
 CLASS                                      94,   74    / AB
 CON-TROL                                    1,   12    / AA
 DEPT                                       39,   48    / AA
 DREPORT                                    39,   12    / AA
 GREPORT                                    39,   27    / AA
 MUSIC                                     150,   48    / BA
 PERIOD                                     94,   95    / AB
 PREREQ                                     39,   95    / AB
 ROOM                                      150,   95    / BB
 SCHEDULE                                  150,   12    / BA
 SPORTS                                    150,   74    / BB
 STUDENT                                    94,   12    / AA
 SUBJECT                                    39,   74    / AB
 TEACHER                                    94,   48    / AA

 ──────
 CA IDMS Schema Mapper.: mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss    SUBSCHEMA DBRR1016, SCHEMA DSRR1016, VERSION 1, DICTNAME=TKIT, DBNAME=
                         RECORD CROSS-REFERENCE LISTING
 RECORD NAME                            LOCATION    / PAGE
 -----------                            ------------------
 ACTIVITY                               94,         27 / AA
     ACTIVITY

     CLASS-REGION    CALC    32

     DN
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     ACT-CODE
 ARTS                                  150,         27 / BA
     ARTS

     CLASS-REGION    VIA     32

     ACTIVITY-TYPES
 CLASS
     CLASS                              94,         74 / AB

     CLASS-REGION    VIA     12

     SUBJECT-CLASS
 CON-TROL                                1,         12 / AA
     CON-TROL

     LOC-REGION      DIRECT  32

     DIRECT-DBK
 DEPT                                   39,         48 / AA
     DEPT

     DEPT-REGION     CALC    52

     DN
     DEPT-NAME
 DREPORT                                39,         12 / AA
     DREPORT

     STUDENT-REGION  VIA     68

     STUDENT-REPORTS

Exhibit 2.6: Sample Cross-Reference Reports Before and After Using XRECLINE Statement
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How to Use the XRECLINE Statement

A record description is made up of one or more lines of text that contain one or more fields. When you want to globally
redefine the format of the record description in the Cross-Reference Report, write one XRECLINE statement for each line
of data in the record description.

From Exhibit 2.5, select the field names you want to include in the record description. Enter these field names in the
XRECLINE statement in the order in which you want them to appear on the Cross-Reference Report.

Creating Blank Fields and Blank Lines In Record Descriptions

You can insert blank fields and blank lines in the record description for readability and to make room for handwritten notes.

To Create A Blank Field:

Enter BLANK nn as a field name, where nn specifies the length of the blank field in character spaces. The value nn must
be an integer between 1 and 32, inclusive. A group of XRECLINE statements may contain a maximum of 20 BLANK
fields.

To Create A Blank Line:

Use XRECLINE by itself (without a field name). The length of the blank line matches the length of the longest line in the
record description.

Graphic Considerations

CA IDMS Schema Mapper adjusts the record description size to accommodate the longest line. It is possible to place all
available record descriptions on one line; CA IDMS Schema Mapper adjusts the size of the record field to accommodate
the line. A maximum of 120 characters can be entered per line.

All record text in the Cross-Reference Report is left justified, based on record description sizes. The record text for each
field is left justified within the maximum number of characters defined for that field.

Placement of Multiple CALC Keys

You can use an optional subscript with the LOC-CTRL field to specify placement of multiple CALC key names within the
record description in the Cross-Reference Report. The syntax is:

LOC-CTRL
 (
ss
)

where ss may be an integer from 1 to 256 or the capital letter N.

When you use an integer from 1 to 256, you are explicitly placing the CALC keys you want to see at the positions you
specify. For example, LOC-CTRL(1) positions the first CALC key found in the dictionary for each record type. LOC-
CTRL(2) positions the second CALC key, etc. If you use LOC-CTRL without a subscript, it is equivalent to LOC-CTRL(1).

When you use only the letter N, CA IDMS Schema Mapper places all CALC keys in the record description in the Cross-
Reference Report beginning at the position indicated by LOC-CTRL(N). The first CALC key appears at that position
followed by the remaining CALC keys one per line.
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You can choose to explicitly place one or more CALC keys and have CA IDMS Schema Mapper implicitly place the
remaining ones. Any CALC keys that have not been positioned by an explicit subscript appear one per line, starting with
the position indicated by LOC-CTRL(N).

When you do not use LOC-CTRL(N) and there are more CALC keys than you have explicitly positioned, the additional
CALC keys do not appear in the record description. An informative message appears in the Audit Report to let you know
this has happened. For example, if one of your record types has five CALC keys, but you only use LOC-CTRL(1), LOC-
CTRL(2), and LOC-CTRL(3) in your XRECLINE statements, then the fourth and fifth CALC keys do not appear in the
record description in the Cross-Reference Report.

Also, LOC-CTRL(N) affects only CALC keys that follow the highest explicit position. If any lower subscripts are omitted
from the XRECLINE statements, the corresponding CALC keys do not appear in the Cross-Reference Report. For
example, if a record has seven CALC keys and the XRECLINE statements use LOC-CTRL(1), LOC-CTRL(4), and LOC-
CTRL(N), then LOC-CTRL(N) positions CALC keys 5, 6, and 7 only. CALC keys 2 and 3 do not appear in the Cross-
Reference Report. Any CALC key that does not appear in the Cross-Reference Report, for any reason, are listed in the
Audit Report with an informative message.

CA IDMS Schema Mapper makes all record descriptions the same size (remember, XRECLINE is a global parameter).
Therefore, if only one of your record types contains multiple CALC keys and you want all the keys for that record type to
appear in the record description, then every record description in the Cross-Reference Report contains space for multiple
CALC keys. This is true even if a particular record type does not have a location mode of CALC.

Sample XRECLINE Statements and Resulting Record Descriptions

To Create A Three-Line Record Description:

To create a three-line record description that has the record name on line 1, the area and location mode on line 2, and the
record size and description on line 3, use these statements:

XRECLINE REC-NAME

XRECLINE AREA,LOC-MODE

XRECLINE LENGTH,REC-DESC

A resulting record description looks like this:

ACTIVITY                                    94,   27 / AA

   ACTIVITY

   CLASS-REGION          CALC

       32

To Create A Six-Line Record Description:

To create a six-line record description that has the record name on line 1, a blank second line, the area, location mode,
and record size on line 3, the description on line 4, the duplicates option on line 5, and the location control on line 6, use
these statements:

XRECLINE REC-NAME
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XRECLINE

XRECLINE AREA,LOC-MODE,LENGTH

XRECLINE REC-DESC

XRECLINE DUPS-OPT

XRECLINE LOC-CTRL

Here is a resulting record description:

  ACTIVITY                                      94,    27 / AA

      ACTIVITY

 

      CLASS-REGION          CALC          32

 

      DN

      ACT-CODE

To Create Blank Fields or Blank Lines for a record description:

A record description with a blank second line and a blank, 10-character field in line 3 is specified like this:

XRECLINE REC-NAME

XRECLINE

XRECLINE AREA,BLANK 10,LOC-MODE

XRECLINE LENGTH,REC-DESC

NOTE
You must put a space between the word BLANK and the blank field length. Leaving out the space results in an
error message.

Record description with the above format:

 ACTIVITY                                      94,    27 / AA

      ACTIVITY
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       CLASS-REGION          CALC

          32

To Combine Explicit and Implicit Placement of CALC Keys:

A record description with the first CALC key on the second line and additional CALC keys on the last lines is specified like
this:

XRECLINE REC-NAME,LOC-MODE

XRECLINE LOC-CTRL(1)

XRECLINE AREA

XRECLINE LOC-CTRL(N)

Resulting record description:

ACTIVITY                                      94,    27 / AA

     ACTIVITY              CALC

     ACT-CODE

     CLASS-REGION

Use of LOC-CTRL(N) always reserves a position in the record description, even when there are not enough CALC keys to
actually need it.

The DSETLINE Statement
DSETLINE (diagram set line) allows you to include set descriptions in the data structure diagram and specify the format of
these descriptions. The DSETLINE statement defines the format of the set description line by line, listing the field names,
blank fields, labels, and blank lines to be included.

A set description consists of the set name, membership options, pointer options, and set order. You can quickly find
record blocks and set fields in the data structure diagram by looking at the cross-reference of their locations in the Cross-
Reference Report.

Exhibit 2.8 lists all possible field names that you can enter in the DSETLINE statement, including the CA IDMS/DB
Analyzer statistics field names and their descriptions.

NOTE
DSETLINE is a global parameter statement. Once specified, it adds a description of every set in the diagram.
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If the DSETLINE statement is not included, CA IDMS Schema Mapper processes the data structure diagram without set
information.

DSETLINE Syntax

[
DSE
TLINE field name,field name...]

where:

field name,field name... -- indicates the field name (or series of field names) to be included in the set description in the
data structure diagram.

Rules:

• DSETLINE statements must follow PROCESS, OPTIONS, CHARDEF, DRECLINE, and XRECLINE statements and
precede XSETLINE, INCLUDE AREA, and LOCATE statements.

• The maximum number of characters allowed for each line of a set description is 120.
• Enter DSETLINE field names in the order in which you want them to appear in the diagram. When two or more field

names are used per line, they must be separated by a comma.
• You cannot use a field name more than once (except for BLANK, LABEL or SET-ORDER with unique subscripts).

For compatibility with earlier versions, any SETLINE statements in the input file are treated as XSETLINE statements and
CA IDMS Schema Mapper issues a warning message.

Default: There is no default DSETLINE value.

How to Use the DSETLINE Statement

A set description is made up of one or more lines of text that contain one or more fields. You must supply one DSETLINE
statement for each line of text you want included in the set description in the data structure diagram.

Select the field names you want included in the set description from the list of possible field names in Exhibit 2.8. Enter
the field names in the order in which you want the fields to appear in the set description.

Creating Blank Fields and Blank Lines in Set Descriptions

You can insert blank fields or blank lines in the set description to make room for handwritten notes or for graphic appeal.

To Create A Blank Field Within A Set Description:

Enter BLANK nn as a field name, where nn specifies the blank field length in character spaces. The value nn must be an
integer between 1 and 32, inclusive. A group of DSETLINE statements may contain a maximum of 20 BLANK fields.

To Create A Blank Line Within A Set Description:

Use DSETLINE by itself (without a field name).

Graphic Considerations

The size and the shape of the set field description affects the overall appearance of the data structure diagram. When you
use DSETLINE to redesign the set field description, be aware that the size and the shape of the set description affects
the overall appearance of the data structure diagram. For example, if you enter all set field names in one DSETLINE
statement, the resulting set field description is long and thin and probably unacceptable.
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CA IDMS Schema Mapper adjusts set field description size to accommodate the longest line. You can place any number
of set field names on a line. CA IDMS Schema Mapper adjusts the width of the set field description to accommodate the
longest line. However, a maximum of 120 characters can be entered per line.

CA IDMS Schema Mapper centers field values within the number of character spaces for that field. In addition to centering
field values within the number of character spaces for that field, CA IDMS Schema Mapper centers set fields across a line,
based on the total character length for the longest line in the set field description.

Placement of Multiple Sort or Index Keys

You can use an optional subscript with the SET-ORDER field to specify placement of multiple sort or index key names
within the set description.

The syntax is:

SET-ORDER(ss)

where ss may be an integer from 1 to 256 or the capital letter N.

When you use an integer from 1 to 256, you are explicitly placing the sort or index keys you want to see at the positions
you specify. For example, SET-ORDER(1) positions the first sort or index key found in the dictionary for each set or index.
SET-ORDER(2) positions the second sort or index key, etc. If you use SET-ORDER without a subscript, it is equivalent to
SET-ORDER(1).

When you use only the letter N, CA IDMS Schema Mapper places all sort or index keys in the set description beginning
at the position indicated by SET-ORDER(N). The first sort or index key appears at that position followed by the remaining
sort or index keys one per line.

You can choose to explicitly place one or more sort or index keys and have CA IDMS Schema Mapper implicitly place the
remaining ones. Any sort or index keys that have not been positioned by an explicit subscript appear one per line, starting
with the position indicated by SET-ORDER(N). See "Sample DSETLINE Statements and Resulting Set Descriptions,"
below.

When you do not use SET-ORDER(N) and there are more sort or index keys than you have explicitly positioned, the
additional sort or index keys do not appear in the set description. An informative message appears in the Audit Report to
let you know this has happened. For example, if one of your sets or indexes has five sort or index keys, but you only use
SET-ORDER(1), SET-ORDER(2), and SET-ORDER(3) in your DSETLINE statements, then the fourth and fifth sort or
index keys do not appear in the set description.

Also, SET-ORDER(N) affects only sort or index keys that follow the highest explicit position. If any lower subscripts are
omitted from the DSETLINE statements, the corresponding sort or index keys do not appear in the data structure diagram.
For example, if a set has five sort keys and the DSETLINE statements use SET-ORDER(1), SET-ORDER(3), and SET-
ORDER(N), then SET-ORDER(N) positions sort keys 4 and 5 only. Sort key 2 does not appear in the data structure
diagram. Any sort or index key that does not appear in the data structure diagram, for any reason, is listed in the Audit
Report with an informative message.

CA IDMS Schema Mapper makes all set descriptions the same size (remember, DSETLINE is a global parameter).
Therefore, when only one of your sets or indexes contains multiple sort or index keys and you want all the keys for that
set or index to appear in the set description, then every set description in the data structure diagram contains space for
multiple sort or index keys. This is true even if a particular set does not have a set order of sorted.

Sample DSETLINE Statements and Resulting Set Descriptions

To Create a Three-Line Set Description:
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To create a three-line set description containing the set name in line 1, the set order in line 2, and the pointers in line 3,
use these parameter statements:

DSETLINE SET-NAME

DSETLINE SET-ORDER

DSETLINE POINTERS

A resulting set description looks like this:

                         **********************************
────────────────#1#─►*             SPORTS             *
 ACTIVITY-TYPES          * 8112   F      32     CALC   DN *
 LAST                    *           SPORT-NAME           *
 NPO                     *         STUDENT-REGION         *
                         **********************************

To Create Blank Fields or Blank Lines in a Set Description:

You can create blank fields or blank lines in the set description to make room in the data structure diagram for handwritten
information. A set description with a blank five-character field in the first line and a blank second line is specified like this:

DSETLINE SET-NAME,BLANK 5,SET-ORDER

DSETLINE

The resulting set description:

                                          ************************************
──────────────────────────────#1#─► *              SPORTS              *
 ACTIVITY-TYPES          LAST             * 8112    F      32     CALC    DN *
                                          *            SPORT-NAME            *
                                          *          STUDENT-REGION          *
                                          ************************************

To Combine Explicit and Implicit Placement of Sort Keys:

A set description with the first sort key on the second line and additional sort keys on the last lines is specified like this:

DSETLINE SET-NAME

DSETLINE SET-ORDER(1)

DSETLINE POINTERS,MEM-OPT,SET-MODE
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DSETLINE SET-ORDER(N)

The resulting set description:

                                  /
                                 #
                                6
                               #
                              /
                             /
                            /      DEPT-TEACHER
****************************       LAST          *******************************
*         DEPT             *       NPO OM        *           TEACHER           *
* 1000 F   52   CALC   DN  *--#5#-------------─►* 1001  F      76    CALC DN   *
*       DEPT-NAME          *--#9#-------------─►*            TCHR-ID           *
*      DEPT-REGION         * X-TCHR-LNAME        *          DEPT-REGION        *
**************************** ASC TCHR-LNAME-A DL *******************************
                             N   MA MODE = INDEX

Use of SET-ORDER(N) always reserves a position in the set description, even when there are not enough sort or index
keys to actually need it.

XSETLINE
XSETLINE (cross-reference set line) allows you to globally specify the format of the set description data in the Cross-
Reference Report. The XSETLINE statement works in much the same way as XRECLINE.

Set descriptions contain identification and descriptive information on the set, including set name, membership options,
pointer options, and set order. You can quickly find record blocks and sets in the data structure diagram by looking at the
cross-reference of their locations in the Cross-Reference Report.

Exhibit 2.7 shows sample Cross-Reference Reports before and after using the XSETLINE statement. You can also
exclude set fields from the Cross-Reference Report. If XSETLINE is not specified, the report provides only set names,
modes, pointers, and membership options. Exhibit lists all possible field names that you can enter in the XSETLINE
statement.

NOTE
XSETLINE is a global parameter statement. You cannot modify the format of an individual set description in the
Cross-Reference Report. Using one XSETLINE statement cancels all set-related defaults. Specify all of the field
names you want included in the Cross-Reference Report.

XSETLINE Syntax

[
XSE
TLINE field name,field name...]
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where:

field name,field name... -- indicates the field name (or series of field names) to be included in the set description. See
Table 2.2 for a complete list of possible field names.

Rules:

• XSETLINE statements must follow PROCESS, OPTIONS, CHARDEF, DRECLINE, XRECLINE and DSETLINE
statements and must precede INCLUDE AREA and LOCATE statements.

• The maximum number of characters allowed for each line of a set description is 120.
• Enter XSETLINE field names in the order in which you want them to appear in the Cross-Reference Report. When two

or more field names are used per line, they must be separated by a comma.
• You cannot use a field name more than once (except for BLANK or SET-ORDER with unique subscripts).

For compatibility with earlier versions, any SETLINE statements appearing in the input file are treated as XSETLINE
statements, and CA IDMS Schema Mapper issues a warning message.

Default: The default XSETLINE values are:

XSETLINE SET-NAME

XSETLINE POINTERS,MEM-OPT

XSETLINE SET-ORDER

 CA IDMS Schema Mapper: mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss    SUBSCHEMA DBRR1016, SCHEMA DSRR1016, VERSION 1, DICTNAME=TKIT, DBNAME=

                         SET/INDEX CROSS-REFERENCE LISTING

   SET
 NUMBER  SET OR INDEX NAME            OWNER                LOCATION    / PAGE        MEMBER            LOCATION    / PAGE
 ------  -----------------            ---------------------------------------        ------------------------------------
     1    ACTIVITY-
TYPES              ACTIVITY             94,    27   / AA          ARTS              150,   27   / BA
                                                                                         ACTIVITY-
TYPES
                                                                                         NP OA
                                                                                         LAST

                                                                                     MUSIC             150,   48   / BA
                                                                                         ACTIVITY-
TYPES
                                                                                         NP OA
                                                                                         LAST
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                                                                                     SPORTS            150,   74   / BB
                                                                                         ACTIVITY-
TYPES
                                                                                         NPO OM
                                                                                         LAST

     2    CLASS-
SCHEDULE              CLASS                94,    74   / AB          SCHEDULE          150,   12   / BA
                                                                                         CLASS-
SCHEDULE
                                                                                         NPO MA
                                                                                         ASC ROSTER-
NO DL
 ──────
 CA IDMS Schema Mapper: mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss    SUBSCHEMA DBRR1016, SCHEMA DSRR1016, VERSION 1, DICTNAME=TKIT, DBNAME=

                         SET/INDEX CROSS-REFERENCE LISTING

   SET
 NUMBER  SET OR INDEX NAME            OWNER                LOCATION    / PAGE        MEMBER            LOCATION    / PAGE
 ------  -----------------            ---------------------------------------        ------------------------------------
     1    ACTIVITY-
TYPES              ACTIVITY             94,    27   / AA          ARTS              150,   27   / BA
                                                                                         ACTIVITY-
TYPES
                                                                                         NP OA
                                                                                         LAST

                                                                                     MUSIC             150,   48   / BA
                                                                                         ACTIVITY-
TYPES
                                                                                         NP OA
                                                                                         LAST

                                                                                     SPORTS            150,   74   / BB
                                                                                         ACTIVITY-
TYPES
                                                                                         NPO OM
                                                                                         LAST
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     2    CLASS-
SCHEDULE              CLASS                94,    74   / AB          SCHEDULE          150,   12   / BA
                                                                                         CLASS-
SCHEDULE
                                                                                         NPO MA
                                                                                         ASC ROSTER-
NO DL

     3    DEPT-
ACADEMIC               DEPT                 39,    48,  / AA          SUBJECT            39,   74   / AB
                                                                                         DEPT-
ACADEMIC
                                                                                         NO MM
                                                                                         NEXT

     4    DEPT-
GENERAL                DEPT                 39,    48  / AA           SUBJECT            39,   74   / AB
                                                                                         DEPT-
GENERAL
                                                                                         NO MM
                                                                                         NEXT
     5    DEPT-
TEACHER                DEPT                 39,    48  / AA           TEACHER            94,   48   / AA
                                                                                         DEPT-
TEACHER
                                                                                         NPO OM
                                                                                         LAST

Exhibit 2.7: Sample Cross-Reference Reports Before and After Using XSETLINE Statement

How to Use the XSETLINE Statement

A set description is made up of one or more lines of text that contain one or more fields. You must supply one XSETLINE
statement for each line of text you want included in the set description.

To redesign the format of the set description in the Cross-Reference Report, select the field names you want included in
the set description format from Exhibit 2.8. Enter the field names in the order in which you want the fields to appear in the
set description.

Creating Blank Fields and Blank Lines in Set Descriptions

You can insert blank fields or blank lines in the set description to make room for handwritten notes or for readability.

To Create A Blank Field Within A Set Description:

Enter BLANK nn as a field name, where nn specifies the blank field length in character spaces. The value nn must be an
integer between 1 and 32, inclusive. A group of XSETLINE statements may contain a maximum of 20 BLANK fields.

To Create A Blank Line Within A Set Description:
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Use XSETLINE by itself (without a field name).

Graphic Considerations

CA IDMS Schema Mapper adjusts the set description size to accommodate the longest line. It is possible to place all
available set description field names on one line; CA IDMS Schema Mapper adjusts the size of the set description to
accommodate the line. A maximum of 120 characters can be entered per line.

All set text in the Cross-Reference Report is left justified, based on field sizes. The set text for each field is left justified
within the maximum number of characters defined for that field.

Placement of Multiple Sort or Index Keys

You can use an optional subscript with the SET-ORDER field to specify placement of multiple sort or index key names
within the set description.

The syntax is:

SET-ORDER
 (
ss
)

where ss may be an integer from 1 to 256 or the capital letter N.

When you use an integer from 1 to 256, you are explicitly placing the sort or index keys you want to see at the positions
you specify. For example, SET-ORDER(1) positions the first sort or index key found in the dictionary for each set or index.
SET-ORDER(2) positions the second sort or index key, etc. If you use SET-ORDER without a subscript, it is equivalent to
SET-ORDER(1).

When you use only the letter N, CA IDMS Schema Mapper places all sort or index keys in the set description beginning
at the position indicated by SET-ORDER(N). The first sort or index key appears at that position followed by the remaining
sort or index keys one per line.

You can choose to explicitly place one or more sort or index keys and have CA IDMS Schema Mapper implicitly place the
remaining ones. Any sort or index keys that have not been positioned by an explicit subscript appear one per line, starting
with the position indicated by SET-ORDER(N). See "Sample XSETLINE Statements and Resulting Set Descriptions,"
next.

When you do not use SET-ORDER(N) and there are more sort or index keys than you have explicitly positioned, the
additional sort or index keys do not appear in the set description. An I011 message appears in the Audit Report to let you
know this has happened. For example, if one of your sets or indexes has five sort or index keys, but you only use SET-
ORDER(1), SET-ORDER(2), and SET-ORDER(3) in your XSETLINE statements, then the fourth and fifth sort or index
keys do not appear in the set description.

Also, SET-ORDER(N) affects only sort or index keys that follow the highest explicit position. If any lower subscripts are
omitted from the XSETLINE statements, the corresponding sort or index keys do not appear in the Cross-Reference
Report. For example, if a set has five sort keys and the XSETLINE statements use SET-ORDER(1), SET-ORDER(3),
and SET-ORDER(N), then SET-ORDER(N) positions sort keys 4 and 5 only. Sort key 2 does not appear in the Cross-
Reference Report. Any sort or index key that does not appear in the Cross-Reference Report, for any reason, is listed in
the Audit Report with an I011 message.
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CA IDMS Schema Mapper makes all set descriptions the same size (remember, XSETLINE is a global parameter).
Therefore, when only one of your sets or indexes contains multiple sort or index keys and you want all the keys for that
set or index to appear in the set description, then every set description in the Cross-Reference Report contains space for
multiple sort or index keys. This is true even if a particular set does not have a set order of sorted.

By default, CA IDMS Schema Mapper uses SET-ORDER(N). Therefore, all default set descriptions contain space for all
sort or index keys.

Sample XSETLINE Statements and Resulting Set Descriptions

To Create a Three-Line Set Description:

To create a three-line set description containing the set name in line 1, the set order in line 2, and the pointers in line 3,
use these parameter statements:

XSETLINE SET-NAME

XSETLINE SET-ORDER

XSETLINE POINTERS

A resulting set description looks like this:

5 DEPT-TEACHER     DEPT     39,   48 / AA    TEACHER                 94,  48 / AA

                                                DEPT-TEACHER

                                                LAST

                                                NPO

To Create Blank Fields or Blank Lines in a Set Description:

You can create blank fields or blank lines in the set description to make room in the Cross-Reference Report for
handwritten information. A set description with a blank five-character field in the first line and a blank second line is
specified like this:

XSETLINE SET-NAME,BLANK 5,SET-ORDER

XSETLINE

Here are two resulting set descriptions:

5 DEPT-TEACHER        DEPT      39,  48 / AA    TEACHER           94,    48 / AA

                               DEPT-TEACHER           LAST

6 IX-DEPT-NAME        SYSTEM (SR7)              DEPT              39,    48 / AA
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                               IX-DEPT-NAME           ASC DEPT-NAME DF

To Combine Explicit and Implicit Placement of Sort Keys:

A set description with the first sort key on the second line and additional sort keys on the last lines is specified like this:

XSETLINE SET-NAME

XSETLINE SET-ORDER(1)

XSETLINE POINTERS,MEM-OPT,SET-MODE

XSETLINE SET-ORDER(N)

Resulting set descriptions:

5 DEPT-TEACHER     DEPT     39,   48 / AA    TEACHER                 94,  48 / AA

                                                 DEPT-TEACHER

                                                 LAST

                                                 NPO OM

 

6 IX-DEPT-NAME     SYSTEM (SR7)              DEPT                    39,  48 / AA

                                                 IX-DEPT-NAME

                                                 ASC DEPT-NAME DF

                                                 N  MA MODE = INDEX

 

7 IX-STUD-LNAME    SYSTEM (SR7)              STUDENT                 94,  12 / AA

                                                 IX-STUD-LNAME

                                                 DESC DBKEY DL

                                                 N  MA MODE = INDEX

Use of SET-ORDER(N) always reserves a position in the set description, even when there are not enough sort or index
keys to actually need it.
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Field Names for the DSETLINE and XSETLINE Statements

Field Name Size(# of chars) Descriptions
SET-NAME 16 The name of the set.
SET-ORDER 6 The order in which new records are

positioned in the set: FIRST, LAST, NEXT,
PRIOR, or sorted.

SET-MODE 13 The mode of the set. For regular sets the
mode field is left blank. For indexed sets
and integrated indexes, the mode field
contains MODE = INDEX.

POINTERS 3 The set linkage options: N (next pointers),
NP (next and prior pointers), NO (next and
owner pointers), or NPO (next, prior, and
owner pointers).

MEM-OPT
(Membership
Options)

2 The disconnect and connect options: MA
(mandatory automatic), MM (mandatory
section), OA (optional automatic), or OM
(optional section).

BLANK nn nn Name used to specify a blank field.
UN-MEM-OCC-CNT 14 The count of member record occurrences

of a record type within the set. The meaning
differs slightly for multi-member sets.

UN-MEM-OCC-PCT 3 The percent of member record occurrences
of a record type within the set. This is
always 100% for single-member sets.

UN-SET-OCC 14 The count of total set occurrences for the
set.

UN-SOWM-CNT 14 The count of set occurrences with members
for the set.

UN-SOWM-PCT 3 The percent of set occurrences with
members for the set.

UN-LOSO-AVG 17 The average length of set occurrences for
the set.

UN-LOSO-MAX 14 The maximum length of set occurrences for
the set.

UN-LOSO-MIN 14 The minimum length of set occurrences for
the set.

UN-PG-SPRD-AVG 17 The average cluster page spread for the
set.

UN-PG-SPRD-MAX 14 The maximum cluster page spread for the
set.

UN-MEM-OVRF-CNT 14 The count of members on overflow for the
set.

UN-MEM-OVRF-PCT 3 The percent of members on overflow for the
set.

UN-MEM-OVRF-AVG 17 The average number of members on
overflow for the set.

UN-MEM-OVRF-MAX 14 The maximum number of members on
overflow for the set.
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UN-MEM-OVRF-MIN 14 The minimum number of members on
overflow for the set.

UN-PG-CHGS-AVG 17 The average page changes for the set.
UN-PG-CHGS-MAX 14 The maximum page changes for the set.
UN-PG-CHGS-MIN 14 The minimum page changes for the set.
UN-NUM-LVL 14 The number of levels for the index.
UN-BLS-UTE-CNT 14 The count of bottom level statistics used

table entries for the index.
UN-BLS-UTE-AVG 17 The average bottom level statistics used

table entries for the index.
UN-BLS-UTE-MAX 14 The maximum bottom level statistics used

table entries for the index.
UN-BLS-UTE-MIN 14 The minimum bottom level used table

entries for the index.
LABEL 'any string'
-or-
LABEL "any string"

nn Used to put labels in a record description.

Exhibit 2.8: Field Names for the DSETLINE and XSETLINE Statements

INCLUDE AREA Statement 1
INCLUDE AREA is an optional parameter statement that allows you to represent a specific area in a diagram instead
of the entire schema or subschema. The diagram obtained when the INCLUDE AREA statement is used represents all
records contained in the specified area. The diagram also includes all indexes to those records and all sets that have both
owners and members in the area. If a set has an owner or member outside the specified area, the set is not be included in
the diagram. Instead, the set is listed in the Cross-Reference Report.

INCLUDE AREA Syntax
  [ INC LUDE AREA  area name] 
 

where:

area name indicates the area from the schema or subschema to be represented by the diagram.

Rules:

• You must enter a separate INCLUDE AREA statement for each area. There is no limit to the number of INCLUDE
AREA statements; you can enter one for every area in the schema or subschema.

• INCLUDE AREA statements must follow PROCESS, OPTIONS, CHARDEF, DRECLINE, XRECLINE, DSETLINE, and
XSETLINE statements and precede LOCATE statements.

Default: If you do not use the INCLUDE AREA statement, you receive a diagram that represents every area within the
schema or subschema.

When to Use the INCLUDE AREA Statement

The INCLUDE AREA statement can be used for these purposes:

• To control and reduce the size of the diagram when a schema or subschema is very large
• To create diagrams that are application-specific.
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INCLUDE AREA also provides users who have generalized subschemas with the ability to diagram an area that is directly
associated with a particular application.

LOCATE Statement 1
Contents

LOCATE, the final optional tailoring statement, allows you to control all or part of the layout of the diagram by specifying
the position of record blocks. When you LOCATE a record block, you place it in a location by specifying how it should
physically relate to another record block in the data structure diagram: you define its position in relative terms. You
can position an individual record block in any direction, in units of record blocks, relative to another record block in the
diagram.

LOCATE Syntax

             ┌┌                ┐┌                 ┐          ||
│LOCATE name1 ││< LEFT > number ││ < UP   > number |FROM name2||
└             └└ \ RIGHT /      ┘└ \ DOWN /        ┘          ||

 name1

identifies, by REC-NAME, the record block you want to position in the diagram with a LOCATE statement. You cannot
position the same record block twice during the same run of CA IDMS Schema Mapper.

 < LEFT  > number
 \ RIGHT /
 number

specifies how many record blocks to the left or right of record name2, the record block identified by name1 is to be
positioned. You can use this parameter alone or with an UP or DOWN parameter. The number must be an integer
between 1 and 10,000, inclusive.

 < UP   > number
 \ DOWN /
 number

specifies how many record blocks up or down from record name2, the record block identified by name1 is to be
positioned. You can enter this parameter alone or with a LEFT or RIGHT parameter. The number must be an integer
between 1 and 10,000, inclusive.

 FROM name2
 name2

specifies which record block is to be used as a reference for positioning the record block identified by name1. name2 must
be the REC-NAME of a record block that was used as name1 in a previous LOCATE statement.
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When to Use the LOCATE Statement

Here are a few reasons why you might want to position record blocks sectionly using the LOCATE statement:

• To produce a data structure diagram with a layout that resembles a familiar hand-drawn diagram
• To position key record blocks in a group
• To position a new record added to your schema or subschema, overriding CA IDMS Schema Mapper's automatic

positioning feature.

Using the LOCATE Statement Most Efficiently

The LOCATE statement resembles a command, and it makes the layout of the diagram adjustable. How you use the
LOCATE statement depends on what you want your diagram to look like and how much experience you have using CA
IDMS Schema Mapper. Here are a few sectionlines for using the LOCATE statement:

• First-time users--consider omitting the LOCATE statement. The first time you use CA IDMS Schema Mapper, it is a
good idea not to use the LOCATE statement and allow CA IDMS Schema Mapper to position all of the record blocks
automatically. This way, you can get a feel for how CA IDMS Schema Mapper positions the record blocks in your
specific diagram. You can then effectively evaluate whether or not you need to use LOCATE statements.

• Experienced users--write LOCATE statements from scratch or edit LOCATE statements in the Transfer File. For
the experienced user who is not satisfied with the automatic layout produced by CA IDMS Schema Mapper, writing
LOCATE statements from scratch when first running CA IDMS Schema Mapper for a schema/subschema can be a
time-saver. In this way, you can control the layout of a new diagram or duplicate the layout of an existing hand-drawn
diagram right from the start.

If you are mainly concerned with the locations of a few key record blocks or a few groups of record blocks, you can write
LOCATE statements for them from scratch and allow CA IDMS Schema Mapper to LOCATE the remaining record blocks
in the diagram. If you want CA IDMS Schema Mapper to place record blocks between those that you LOCATE sectionly,
you can leave plenty of space around them so CA IDMS Schema Mapper has room to work.

For users who have an existing diagram in hand and simply want to add one or two new record blocks, it may be easiest
to add LOCATE statements to the Transfer File. If you just want to move around a few record blocks, it will probably be
easiest to edit LOCATE statements in the Transfer File.

When the layout changes desired are extensive, positioning record blocks can be an iterating process, at least until
you have worked with CA IDMS Schema Mapper enough to be able to know how it handles your particular schema/
subschema. The ideal approach depends on your needs. You can either write or edit LOCATE statements in the Transfer
File or write LOCATE statements from scratch.

Graphic Considerations

When positioning only a few record blocks sectionly, results can be unpredictable.

When using LOCATE statements, it is easiest to control the layout of the data structure diagram if you use CA IDMS
Schema Mapper in a fully section mode, writing LOCATE statements for all of the record blocks in the diagram.

When you use LOCATE to position only a few key record blocks, the interaction between your LOCATE statements and
CA IDMS Schema Mapper's automatic placement of the remaining record blocks can create an unexpected layout. CA
IDMS Schema Mapper maintains the relative positions of record blocks you LOCATE, but it also inserts record blocks
into empty space created by your LOCATE statements (depending on the size of the space created). CA IDMS Schema
Mapper does this regardless of whether the OPTIONS COMPRESS parameter is on or off (see following discussion on
use of COMPRESS parameter).

If you use LOCATE statements and do not sectionly LOCATE every record block in the diagram, you probably need to
execute CA IDMS Schema Mapper several times to get the desired layout.

Using the OPTIONS COMPRESS parameter while working on the layout of a diagram.
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If you will be executing CA IDMS Schema Mapper several times to obtain the desired layout of a diagram, you may want
to turn off the OPTIONS COMPRESS parameter until the diagram nears completion.

When the COMPRESS parameter is off, CA IDMS Schema Mapper does not compress unused space from the diagram.
CA IDMS Schema Mapper continues to insert record blocks into any empty space that it can.

When CA IDMS Schema Mapper creates the Transfer File and the COMPRESS parameter is on, CA IDMS Schema
Mapper may rewrite some of the LOCATE statements you entered, changing the displacement values (the number of
record blocks UP/DOWN/LEFT/RIGHT). CA IDMS Schema Mapper always maintains the relative positions of record
blocks you LOCATE, but, with COMPRESS on, it may change the distances between some of the record blocks.

With the COMPRESS parameter off, CA IDMS Schema Mapper does not rewrite any of the LOCATE statements you
entered as input. In other words, your LOCATE statements always appear unchanged in the Transfer File when you
execute CA IDMS Schema Mapper with the COMPRESS parameter off. This can be an aid when you are working on the
layout of the record blocks in a diagram.

Once you have the layout of the diagram near completion, you can turn on the COMPRESS parameter. CA IDMS Schema
Mapper may rewrite any number of your LOCATE statements when it creates the Transfer File. CA IDMS Schema Mapper
compresses any unused space after all record blocks have been LOCATEd in the diagram.

The size of an indexed record is larger than a record without indexes

An indexed record takes up more space on the diagram than a record without indexes. Because an index is represented
by a diagonal line that projects from a corner of a record block, the record block is farther away from another record block
allowing room for the indexes to be displayed.

Schema Mapper System Output
This section gives an overview and describes the components of the output created by CA IDMS Schema Mapper. CA
IDMS Schema Mapper produces four outputs:

Schema Mapper Data Structure Diagram
The data structure diagram provides you with a graphic representation of your database's schema and/or subschemas.
How your CA IDMS Schema Mapper data structure diagram actually looks depends on your schema or subschema and
on the parameters you use to produce the diagram. The data structure diagram contains many more variables than the
other outputs, giving you extensive control over the layout and the format. Exhibit 3.1 shows a simple data structure
diagram created with automatic layout of the record blocks and sets and gives a brief description of the basic components.

Basic Components of the Data Structure Diagram

The main component of the CA IDMS Schema Mapper data structure diagram is the record block. Each rectangular-
shaped graphic represents a CA IDMS record and contains CA IDMS record fields. The upper left corner of the diagram
is the origin (0,0). The coordinate position of each record block, relative to this origin, appears in the Cross-Reference
Report.

1. REC-NAME (record name) field identifies the name of the record type.
2. The LOC-MODE (location mode) field identifies how records are physically located in their areas: CALC, VIA, or

DIRECT.
3. The LENGTH-MODE field identifies the record modes: F (fixed), V (variable), FC (fixed compressed), or VC (variable

compressed). The value for this field is not stored in the dictionary in any literal sense. CA IDMS Schema Mapper
determines the value as follows:
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– A DEPENDS ON data element in the record indicates a variable length mode. Otherwise, the record is assumed to
have a fixed length mode.

– The appearance of IDMSCOMP or IDMSDCOM in the list of procedures, which are to be invoked when the record
is accessed, indicates a compressed length mode. Otherwise, the record is assumed to have an uncompressed
length mode.

4. The LENGTH (record size) field identifies the actual data length of the record (if fixed length), or the maximum data
length of the record (if variable length), in bytes. If the value obtained from the dictionary is less than 1, CA IDMS
Schema Mapper uses a value of 1 in the record block. This happens, for example, when a schema record is defined
without any elements and is consistent with the value reported by IDMSRPTS for data length.

5. The AREA field identifies the name of the area in which the record type is located.
6. The DUPS-OPT (duplicates option) field identifies the disposition of records with duplicate control keys: DN (duplicates

not allowed), DF (duplicates first), or DL (duplicates last). This field is blank for non-CALC records.
7. The LOC-CTRL (location control) field identifies the CALC key name or VIA set name. This is always DIRECT-DBK for

DIRECT records.
8. The REC-ID (record identification) field gives the unique identification number of the record type.
9. Groups of record blocks are connected by set connection lines, which show set relationships. Sets are identified

by numbers in the CA IDMS Schema Mapper data structure diagram and are cross-referenced in the Cross-
Reference Report. A unique number from 1 to n is assigned to each set, and the unique number appears with each set
connection in the diagram as described below:
– When the set connection is a straight line, the number appears near the owner
– When the set connection has a set turn in it, the number appears near the owner and near the member
– For multi-member sets, the number appears near the owner and near each member of the set.
Record blocks that represent members of sets have arrows pointing toward them. Record blocks that represent
owners of sets have arrows pointing away from them.

10. The diagonal line that appears in the following diagram for indexes contains the letters II when the line represents an
integrated index.
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Wallpapering Technique Used to Assemble a Data Structure Diagram

Data structure diagrams are typically large, so the printed output spans multiple pages. CA IDMS Schema Mapper
automatically divides the overall diagram into pieces that are the size of your printer's paper, with each piece being the
size of a page. You assemble the pages in columns down the length of the diagram and rows across the width of the
diagram. (See Exhibit 3.2)

The diagram is printed sequentially, one column of pages after another, beginning with the column that runs down the left
side of the diagram (column A). CA IDMS Schema Mapper automatically generates column headers at the top of each
column to help you find the beginning of the printout for each column. Your printer will put a blank page after the last page
of each column. This blank page helps eliminate wallpapering problems if your diagram does not begin printing right at the
top of a page.

A unique two-character (alphabetic) page identifier is also automatically printed, in the upper right corner of each page.
The first character identifies the page's column in the overall diagram, and the second character identifies its row in the
overall diagram. The first page of the diagram (the top left corner) is in the first column, and the first row and is identified
by the characters AA.

To assemble the data structure diagram:

• Manually burst the printout at the column boundaries (at the top of the column headers).
• Fold each column so the column header is on top.
• Using a paper cutter or a pair of scissors, trim off the left edge of the entire diagram printout, using the asterisks (*) as

a section. Be careful not to cut into the asterisks, or you may cut off part of the diagram.
• Align each column to form the horizontal rows, and tape the columns together.
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Exhibit 3.2: Wallpapering the CA IDMS Schema Mapper Data Structure Diagram

How Large Will Your Diagrams Be?

The size of the data structure diagram primarily depends on the size of the schema or subschema being diagrammed.
Other factors that can affect the size of a diagram are:

• The configuration of the schema or subschema
• The size of each record block and set description, as determined by the number, length, and organization of fields
• The border space around record blocks.

The size of CA IDMS Schema Mapper's IDMSNWKA diagram may give you an idea of a diagram's size. IDMSNWKA (the
subschema for the CA IDMS database) is eight pages by eight pages (nine feet by seven feet, using 11" by 14" perforated
paper). It has 151 records and 227 sets.

If your diagrams of schemas seem too large, you can run CA IDMS Schema Mapper for areas or subschemas rather than
schemas. Another option, which has good results in reducing the size of diagrams, is to photo reduce the diagrams.

The maximum size that an assembled CA IDMS Schema Mapper data structure diagram can be is 26 pages wide by 26
pages long. You probably won't have any diagrams even close to this size.

Assuming a DPAGEWID value of 132 and a DPAGELEN value of 66, the maximum dimensions allow 3,354 characters
across (26 pages by 129 characters) and 1,716 characters down (26 pages by 66 characters) from the initial reference
point.

The right three character positions of each line are reserved for page identifiers, such as AA, other information, such as
the date and schema/subschema name, and a blank character space to separate this information from the diagram.

Transfer File Output
The Transfer File is an output file that contains parameter statements. This file can make it easier and less time-
consuming for you to recreate or modify a previously created CA IDMS Schema Mapper data structure diagram. By
using the parameter statements in the Transfer File as input, you can recreate a diagram without re-keying the parameter
statements. You can also edit the statements in the Transfer File to tailor a diagram.

The Transfer File contains a copy of the parameter statements used as input. The Transfer File always contains a
PROCESS statement, and if they were specified, OPTIONS, CHARDEF, DRECLINE, XRECLINE, DSETLINE, XSETLINE,
INCLUDE, and LOCATE statements. PROCESS, OPTIONS, CHARDEF, DRECLINE, XRECLINE, DSETLINE, XSETLINE,
and INCLUDE statements are transferred (or copied) to the Transfer File without being modified by CA IDMS Schema
Mapper. If the input does not contain LOCATE statements, CA IDMS Schema Mapper writes a LOCATE statement for
every record block in the diagram.

Transfer File Statements

Following is a description of the Transfer File statements shown in Exhibit 3.3.

Statements always contained in the Transfer File

1. A PROCESS statement, identical to the one in the parameters used as input, identifying the schema or subschema to
be represented by the diagram.

2. LOCATE statements, copied or written by CA IDMS Schema Mapper, identifying the positions of all record blocks in
the diagram.
These statements are contained in the Transfer File, if specified in the parameters used as input

3. An OPTIONS statement that specifies layout options, including page size and the compression of unused space, and
whether or not Index Set records are included in the diagram.

4. A CHARDEF statement that primarily controls printer-dependent options.
5. A DRECLINE statement that specifies what information is included in the record blocks in the data structure diagram.
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6. An XRECLINE statement that specifies what information is included in the record block description in the Cross-
Reference Report.

7. A DSETLINE statement that specifies what information is included in the set and index descriptions in the data
structure diagram.

8. An XSETLINE statement that specifies what information is included in the set and index descriptions in the Cross-
Reference Report.

9. An INCLUDE statement that specifies the area to be represented by the diagram.

 1 ►    PROCESS=SUBSCHEMA,SCHEMA=DSRR1016,VERSION=1,
           SUBSCHEMA=DBRR1016, DICTNAME=TKIT
    3 ►    OPTIONS,COMPRESS=ON
    4 ►    CHARDEF,RHORCHAR=*
    5 ►    DRECLINE BLANK 3,REC-NAME
           DRECLINE REC-ID,LENGTH-MODE,LENGTH,BLANK 12,LOC-MODE,DUPS-OPT
           DRECLINE BLANK 3,LOC-CTRL
           DRECLINE BLANK 3,AREA
           DRECLINE REC-DESC
    6 ►    XRECLINE REC-NAME
           XRECLINE AREA,LOC-MODE
           XRECLINE LENGTH,REC-DESC
    7 ►    DSETLINE SET-NAME,BLANK 5,SET-ORDER
           DSETLINE
    8 ►    XSETLINE SET-NAME
           XSETLINE POINTERS,BLANK 4,MEM-OPT
           XSETLINE
           XSETLINE SET-ORDER
    9 ►    INCLUDE AREA STUDENT-REGION
           INCLUDE AREA CLASS-REGION
           INCLUDE AREA DEPT-REGION
           INCLUDE AREA LOC-REGION
       $$$ NO LOCATE STATEMENTS WERE PROVIDED BY THE USER                    $$$
       $$$ LOCATE STATEMENTS GENERATED BY CA IDMS Schema Mapper $$$
 2 ►   LOCATE STUDENT
       LOCATE ACTIVITY                       DOWN           1    FROM STUDENT
       LOCATE ARTS           RIGHT      1                        FROM ACTIVITY
       LOCATE MUSIC          RIGHT      1    DOWN           1    FROM ACTIVITY
       LOCATE SPORTS         RIGHT      1    DOWN           2    FROM ACTIVITY
       LOCATE DREPORT        LEFT       1                        FROM STUDENT
       LOCATE GREPORT        LEFT       1    DOWN           1    FROM STUDENT
       LOCATE SCHEDULE       RIGHT      1                        FROM STUDENT
       LOCATE DEPT           LEFT       1    DOWN           2    FROM STUDENT
       LOCATE SUBJECT        DOWN       1    FROM DEPT
       LOCATE PREREQ         DOWN       1    FROM SUBJECT
       LOCATE CLASS          RIGHT      1                        FROM SUBJECT
       LOCATE TEACHER        RIGHT      1                        FROM DEPT
       LOCATE PERIOD         DOWN       1    FROM CLASS
       LOCATE ROOM           RIGHT      1    DOWN           1    FROM CLASS
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       LOCATE CON-TROL       LEFT       2                        FROM STUDENT

Exhibit 3.3: Sample Statements Contained in the Transfer File

Cross-reference Report Details
The Cross-reference Report is a listing for quickly finding individual record blocks, sets, and indexes in a CA IDMS
Schema Mapper data structure diagram. The Cross-Reference Report includes descriptions of records, sets, and indexes.
You can control record block and set and index descriptions by using the optional XRECLINE and XSETLINE statements,
respectively. The use of XRECLINE and XSETLINE can affect this output significantly.

The Cross-reference Report references sets and indexes by their unique number assigned by CA IDMS Schema Mapper.
The numbers appear in the CA IDMS Schema Mapper data structure diagram within the set connection lines, close to the
owners, members, and/or indexes.

The Cross-reference Report references the locations of record blocks in the data structure diagram by both page identifier
and coordinate position. The page identifier is a two-character (alphabetic) identifier that shows on which page (the
column and row) the upper left corner of a record block can be found in the data structure diagram. A record block that is
referenced in the Cross-reference Report by the page identifier AB is in the first (or A) column that runs down the length of
the diagram and the second (or B) row that runs across the width of the diagram.

The coordinate position is used to find the exact location of a record block in the CA IDMS Schema Mapper data structure
diagram. A coordinate position is a combination of two numbers that refer to the position of the upper left corner of each
record block in the diagram. The positions are numbered in units of character spaces, with the upper left corner of the
diagram being the origin (0,0). The first number tells how many character spaces the record is from the left side of the
diagram. The second number tells how many character spaces the record block is from the top of the diagram.

Cross-reference Report Field Descriptions

Field descriptions for the Cross-Reference Report (Exhibit 3.4) are described below:

RECORD NAME field contains the REC-NAME of each record block in the CA IDMS Schema Mapper data structure
diagram.

LOCATION field contains the location of each record block in the diagram, given by coordinate position.

PAGE field contains the location of each record block in the diagram, given by page identifier.

SET NUMBER field contains the unique number assigned to each set and index in the diagram.

SET OR INDEX NAME field contains the SET-NAME of each set and index in the diagram.

OWNER field contains the OWNER record names for each set. Integrated indexes are labeled SYSTEM(SR7).

LOCATION field contains the locations of the OWNER records, given by coordinate position.

PAGE field contains the location of OWNER records, given by page identifier.

MEMBER field contains the record names for each set and the following: the set name, set linkage options (N for next
pointers, NP for next and prior pointers, NO for next and owner pointer, or NPO for next, prior, and owner pointers),
disconnect and connect options (MA for mandatory automatic, MM for mandatory section, OA for optional automatic, or
OM for optional section), and the order in which new records are positioned in the set (FIRST, LAST NEXT, PRIOR, or
sorted).

LOCATION field contains the locations of the MEMBER records, given by coordinate position.

PAGE field contains the locations of the MEMBER records, given by page identifier.
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 CA IDMS Schema Mapper: mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss    SUBSCHEMA DBRR1016, SCHEMA DSRR1016, VERSION 1, DICTNAME=TKIT, DBNAME=

                         RECORD CROSS-REFERENCE LISTING

 RECORD NAME                                LOCATION    / PAGE
 -----------                                ------------------
 ACTIVITY                                   94,   27    / AA
 ARTS                                      150,   27    / BA
 CLASS                                      94,   74    / AB
 CON-TROL                                    1,   12    / AA
 DEPT                                       39,   48    / AA
 DREPORT                                    39,   12    / AA
 GREPORT                                    39,   27    / AA
 MUSIC                                     150,   48    / BA
 PERIOD                                     94,   95    / AB
 PREREQ                                     39,   95    / AB
 ROOM                                      150,   95    / BB
 SCHEDULE                                  150,   12    / BA
 SPORTS                                    150,   74    / BB
 STUDENT                                    94,   12    / AA
 SUBJECT                                    39,   74    / AB
 TEACHER                                    94,   48    / AA
 ──────
 CA IDMS Schema Mapper: mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss    SUBSCHEMA DBRR1016, SCHEMA DSRR1016, VERSION 1, DICTNAME=TKIT, DBNAME=

                         SET/INDEX CROSS-REFERENCE LISTING
   SET
 NUMBER  SET OR INDEX NAME            OWNER                LOCATION    / PAGE        MEMBER            LOCATION    / PAGE
 ------  -----------------            ---------------------------------------        ------------------------------------
     1    ACTIVITY-
TYPES              ACTIVITY             94,    27   / AA          ARTS              150,   27   / BA
                                                                                         ACTIVITY-
TYPES
                                                                                         NP OA
                                                                                         LAST

                                                                                     MUSIC             150,   48   / BA
                                                                                         ACTIVITY-
TYPES
                                                                                         NP OA
                                                                                         LAST
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                                                                                     SPORTS            150,   74   / BB
                                                                                         ACTIVITY-
TYPES
                                                                                         NPO OM
                                                                                         LAST

     2    CLASS-
SCHEDULE              CLASS                94,    74   / AB          SCHEDULE          150,   12   / BA
                                                                                         CLASS-
SCHEDULE
                                                                                         NPO MA
                                                                                         ASC ROSTER-
NO DL

     3    DEPT-
ACADEMIC               DEPT                 39,    48,  / AA          SUBJECT            39,   74   / AB
                                                                                         DEPT-
ACADEMIC
                                                                                         NO MM
                                                                                         NEXT

     4    DEPT-
GENERAL                DEPT                 39,    48  / AA           SUBJECT            39,   74   / AB
                                                                                         DEPT-
GENERAL
                                                                                         NO MM
                                                                                         NEXT
     5    DEPT-
TEACHER                DEPT                 39,    48  / AA           TEACHER            94,   48   / AA
                                                                                         DEPT-
TEACHER
                                                                                         NPO OM
                                                                                         LAST

     6    IX-DEPT-
NAME                SYSTEM (SR7)                                   DEPT               39,   48   / AA
                                                                                         IX-
DEPT-NAME
                                                                                         N MA MODE = INDEX
                                                                                         ASC DEPT-
NAME DF
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Exhibit 3.4: Sample Cross-reference Report

Audit Report 6
The Audit Report contains a summary of all processing performed and a listing of all informative, warning, and error
messages generated during program execution. See Messages for a listing of all possible messages and suggested
actions to be taken.

The Audit Report (Exhibit 3.5) contains:

1. Processing start date and time.
2. Informative messages that report processing starts and stops (and actions taken), and also provide a list of the

parameters used.
3. Warning messages that report any conflicting parameter data encountered, and CA IDMS Schema Mapper's corrective

actions.
4. Processing stop date and time.

       CA IDMS Schema Mapper      nn.nn   mm/dd/yy         CA               PAGE 2

                                  AUDIT REPORT

 1 ►   I001 Schema Mapper STARTED mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss.
 2 ►   I002 PARAMETER INPUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   PROCESS=SUBSCHEMA,SCHEMA=DSRR1016,VERSION=1,
       I002 PARAMETER INPUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      SUBSCHEMA=DBRR1016,DICTNAME=TKIT
       I002 PARAMETER INPUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      OPTIONS,COMPRESS=ON
       I010 Schema Mapper IS RUNNING UNDER IDMS VERSION nn.nn
       I007 THIS SCHEMA WAS COMPILED USING IDMS nn.nn <????>.
       I009 USING SCHEMA VERSION 1.
       I008 THIS SCHEMA WAS COMPILED ON mm/dd/yy.
       I002 PARAMETER INPUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      CHARDEF,RHORCHAR==,RVERCHAR=;
       I002 PARAMETER INPUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      DRECLINE REC-DESC
 3 ►   W004 MINIMUM FRAGMENT SPECIFIED FOR NON-COMPRESSED FIXED RECORD MUSIC.
       W004 MINIMUM FRAGMENT SPECIFIED FOR NON-COMPRESSED FIXED RECORD ARTS.
       W004 MINIMUM FRAGMENT SPECIFIED FOR NON-COMPRESSED FIXED RECORD SPORTS.
       I002 PARAMETER INPUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      DRECLINE AREA,REC-
ID,LOC-MODE
       I002 PARAMETER INPUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      DRECLINE LOC-CTRL
       I002 PARAMETER INPUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      XSETLINE SET-NAME
       I002 PARAMETER INPUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      XSETLINE POINTERS,MEM-
OPT
       I002 PARAMETER INPUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      INCLUDE AREA STUDENT-
REGION
       I002 PARAMETER INPUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      INCLUDE AREA CLASS-
REGION
       I002 PARAMETER INPUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      LOCATE STUDENT
       I002 PARAMETER INPUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      LOCATE CLASS DOWN 2 FROM STUDENT
       I006 GENERATED STATEMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   LOCATE ACTIVITY                 DOWN      1   FROM STUDENT
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       I006 GENERATED STATEMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   LOCATE ARTS         RIGHT   1                 FROM ACTIVITY
       I006 GENERATED STATEMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   LOCATE MUSIC        RIGHT   1   DOWN      1   FROM ACTIVITY
       I006 GENERATED STATEMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   LOCATE SPORTS       RIGHT   1   DOWN      2   FROM ACTIVITY
       I006 GENERATED STATEMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   LOCATE DREPORT      LEFT    1                 FROM STUDENT
       I006 GENERATED STATEMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   LOCATE GREPORT      LEFT    1   DOWN      1   FROM STUDENT
       I006 GENERATED STATEMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   LOCATE SCHEDULE     RIGHT   1   DOWN          FROM STUDENT
       I011 SKIPPING KEY NUMBER 1 IN CLASS-SCHEDULE SET...
       I012 ...KEY NAME IS ASC ROSTER-NO DL OF MEMBER SCHEDULE.
       I011 SKIPPING KEY NUMBER 1 IN IX-STUD-LNAME INDEX...
       I012 ...KEY NAME IS DESC DBKEY DL OF MEMBER STUDENT.
       I011 SKIPPING KEY NUMBER 1 IN STUDENT-SCHEDULE SET...
       I012 ...KEY NAME IS ASC DBKEY DN OF MEMBER SCHEDULE.
 4 ►   I003 Schema Mapper ENDED mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss.

Exhibit 3.5: Sample Audit Report

Output Examples
This section gives examples of output created with CA IDMS Schema Mapper It gives examples of how optional
parameters affect the diagrams and reports. Each example includes the parameter statements entered, an explanation of
the task performed, and an illustration of the resulting output. Exhibit 4.1 lists the examples in this section.

Example Parameter Statements Description
1 PROCESS only To produce a data structure diagram and

Cross-Reference Report by default.
2 CHARDEF and INCLUDE To change the print characters used to draw

the diagram and to represent only specified
areas from the schema or subschema.

3 DRECLINE and XSETLINE To modify the record blocks in the diagram
and set descriptions in the Cross-Reference
Report.

4 LOCATE To sectionly position record blocks in the
diagram.

5 PROCESS only To produce output with multiple CALC and
sort keys.

Example 5
Here, the user had a schema containing multiple CALC and sort keys. The purpose of this example is just to show what
CA IDMS Schema Mapper does with multiple CALC and sort keys; it does not demonstrate an additional use of parameter
statements.

Parameters Entered--The user entered a single PROCESS statement to request that CA IDMS Schema Mapper produce
the data structure Diagram and Cross-Reference Report automatically and according to default values. See Exhibit 4.13.

Output Produced--Exhibits 4.14 and 4.15 show the data structure Diagram and the Cross-Reference Report. Note that
every record block has enough space to accommodate the record type with the most CALC keys. Also note that every set
description has enough space to accommodate the set with the most sort keys.
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PROCESS=SUBSCHEMA, SCHEMA=DS16MULT, SUBSCHEMA=DB16MULTI, VERSION=1,

    DICTNAME=TKIT

Exhibit 4.13: Example 5--Parameters Entered

Exhibit 4.14: Default CA IDMS Schema Mapper Data Structure Diagram with Multiple CALC Keys

 CA IDMS Schema Mapper: mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss    SUBSCHEMA DBRR1016, SCHEMA DSRR1016, VERSION 1, DICTNAME=TKIT, DBNAME=
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                         RECORD CROSS-REFERENCE LISTING
 RECORD NAME                                LOCATION    / PAGE
 -----------                                ------------------
 ACTIVITY                                   94,   27    / AA
 ARTS                                      150,   27    / BA
 CLASS                                      94,   74    / AB
 CON-TROL                                    1,   12    / AA
 DEPT                                       39,   48    / AA
 DREPORT                                    39,   12    / AA
 GREPORT                                    39,   27    / AA
 MUSIC                                     150,   48    / BA
 PERIOD                                     94,   95    / AB
 PREREQ                                     39,   95    / AB

 ──────
 CA IDMS Schema Mapper: MM/DD/
YY HH:MM:SS    SUBSCHEMA DBRR1016, SCHEMA DSRR1016, VERSION 1, DICTNAME=TKIT, DBNAME=

                         SET/INDEX CROSS-REFERENCE LISTING
   SET
 NUMBER  SET OR INDEX NAME            OWNER                LOCATION    / PAGE        MEMBER            LOCATION    / PAGE
 ------  -----------------            ---------------------------------------        ------------------------------------
     1    ACTIVITY-
TYPES              ACTIVITY            94,    27    / AA          ARTS              150,  27    / BA
                                                                                        ACTIVITY-
TYPES
                                                                                        NP OA
                                                                                        LAST

                                                                                     MUSIC             150,  48    / BA
                                                                                        ACTIVITY-
TYPES
                                                                                        NP OA
                                                                                        LAST

                                                                                     SPORTS            150,  74    / BB
                                                                                        ACTIVITY-
TYPES
                                                                                        NPO OM
                                                                                        LAST

     2    CLASS-
SCHEDULE              CLASS               94,    74    / AB          SCHEDULE          150,  12    / BA
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                                                                                        CLASS-
SCHEDULE
                                                                                        NPO MA
                                                                                        ASC ROSTER-
NO DL

     3    DEPT-
ACADEMIC               DEPT                39,    48,    / AA         SUBJECT            39,  74    / AB
                                                                                        DEPT-
ACADEMIC
                                                                                        NO MM
                                                                                        NEXT

     4    DEPT-
GENERAL                DEPT                39,    48    / AA          SUBJECT            39,  74    / AB
                                                                                        DEPT-
GENERAL
                                                                                        NO MM
                                                                                        NEXT

     5    DEPT-
TEACHER                DEPT                39,    48    / AA          TEACHER            94,  48    / AA
                                                                                        DEPT-
TEACHER
                                                                                        NPO OM
                                                                                        ASC TCHR-
NAME DL
                                                                                        ASC TCHR-
ID DL
                                                                                        ASC TCHR-
SUBJECT DL

     6    IX-DEPT-
NAME                SYSTEM (SR7)                                   DEPT               39,  48    / AA
                                                                                        IX-
DEPT-NAME
                                                                                        N  MA MODE=INDEX
                                                                                        ASC DEPT-
NAME DF

     7    IX-STUD-
LNAME               SYSTEM (SR7)                                   STUDENT            94,  12    / AA
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                                                                                        IX-
STUD-LNAME
                                                                                        N  MA MODE=INDEX
                                                                                        DESC DBKEY DL

Exhibit 4.15: Default Cross-Reference Report with Multiple Sort Keys

Schema Mapper Operations
This section covers CA IDMS Schema Mapper operations, including system requirements and storage requirements.

CA IDMS Schema Mapper runs under z/OS, Z/VSE, and z/VM operating systems:

Storage Requirements

CA IDMS Schema Mapper needs 250K for program storage. If you are mapping a small schema/subschema (with less
than 40 records), you need an additional 700K; a medium-sized schema/subschema (40 to 100 records) requires an
additional 1700K.

z/OS Environments
Contents

z/OS JCL

The JCL for z/OS execution is contained in Target or Distribution source library member USSEXEC and is shown below.

 //SCHMAPR EXEC  PGM=USSCMPR,TIME=10,REGION=#K

 //STEPLIB       DD DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //              DD DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

 //*   JES2 CONTROL TO SUPPRESS PAGE EJECT ON DIAGRAM FILE

 /*OUTPUT DIAG LINECT=0

 //*   JES3 CONTROL TO SUPPRESS PAGE EJECT ON DIAGRAM FILE

 //*FORMAT PR,DDNAME=DIAGRAM,OVFL=OFF

 //SYSCTL        DD DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

 //dictdb        DD DSN=idms.dictionary,DISP=SHR

 //SYSJRNL       DD DUMMY
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 //*   DIAGNOSTIC AID FILES

 //SYSPRINT      DD SYSOUT=a

 //SYSTERM       DD SYSOUT=a

 //OUTPUT        DD SYSOUT=a

 //*   OUTPUT FILES

 //*   TRANSFER FILE

 //SYSPCH        DD DSN=schemapr.parm.transfer.file,

 //              DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3280),

 //              SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),UNIT=disk,DISP=(NEW,CATLG)

 //*   AUDIT REPORT FILE

 //SYSLST        DD SYSOUT=a

 //*   RECORD AND SET/INDEX CROSS REFERENCE FILE

 //XREF          DD SYSOUT=a

 //*   DIAGRAM (MAP) FILE

 //DIAGRAM       DD SYSOUT=ds

 //*   TEMPORARY WORK FILE

 //SCRATCH       DD SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),UNIT=disk,

 //              DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80)

 //*   PARAMETER INPUT FILE

 //STATFILE      DD DSN=schemapr.stats.input.file,DISP=SHR

 //SYSIPT        DD DSN=schemapr.parm.input.file,DISP=SHR

 /*

 //SYSIDMS       DD *

   SYSIDMS PARAMETERS...
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 /*

Key to z/OS JCL

• #K -- The amount of memory needed to execute CA IDMS Schema Mapper, in kilobytes. CA IDMS Schema Mapper
needs about 250K for program storage. If you are mapping a small schema/subschema (with less than 40 records),
you need an additional 700K; a medium-sized schema/subschema (40 to 100 records) requires an additional 1700K.

• idms.custom.loadlib  -- The data set name of the library containing customized CA IDMS modules.
• idms.cagjload -- The data set name of the load library containing the vanilla CA IDMS executable software.
• /*OUTPUT (JES2) and //*FORMAT (JES3) -- These statements are needed only in z/OS environments for proper

handling of page ejects in the DIAGRAM output. With these statements, the DIAGRAM will be in a separate SYSOUT
data set from the rest of the output.

• idms.sysctl -- The data set name of the CA IDMS system control file. This is used to request central version (CV)
operation.

• dictdb -- The DDNAME of the CA IDMS dictionary being accessed. DICTDB is the default. Your site may have
changed the DDNAME in the dictionary DMCL. This statement is needed if running local mode.

• idms.dictionary -- The data set name of the dictionary that contains the schema or subschema information.
• SYSJRNL -- This statement is needed if running local mode.
• a -- The appropriate SYSOUT class for your installation.
• schemapr.parm and transfer.file -- The data set name of the Transfer File (output file) to which parameter statements

are to be written.
• ds -- For z/OS JES2 environments, replace with (a,,DIAG). Otherwise, use a. See a above for both.
• disk -- The unit address of the disk drive you want to use for the CA IDMS Schema Mapper execution file or a generic

assignment to indicate a disk drive allocation.
• schemapr.stats and input.file -- The data set name of the statistics file that was created by CA IDMS/DB Analyzer
• schemapr.parm and input.file -- The data set name of the file containing the parameter statements to be used as

input. This can be either a Transfer File created by CA IDMS Schema Mapper during a previous run or a user-created
file.

You must place a JOB card at the beginning of this JCL.

CA IDMS Schema Mapper writes the SCRATCH file and later reads it.

Instead of defining an input file (that contains parameter statements) with the SYSIPT statement in the preceding JCL, you
can use this SYSIPT statement:

//SYSIPT DD *

followed by the parameter statements to be used as input.

The statistics file is needed only if you request one of the statistics fields in your output. If you do not request one of the
statistics fields in your output, STATFILE can be DUMMY or undefined.

CA IDMS Schema Mapper treats a column of the diagram as a single logical page with no forced page ejects. In a z/OS
environment, a page eject is usually created automatically for any SYSOUT file when the data does not include a page
eject. This prevents CA IDMS Schema Mapper from writing more than 60 lines on a page. You need to include statements
to suppress automatic page ejects.
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The various releases of JES use different statements to suppress the automatic page eject. The sample JCL includes
both JES2 and JES3 a statement for suppressing page ejects. Before using these statements, you need to check that
their formats are appropriate for your environment.

You must use the following SYSIDMS statement:

 //SYSIDMS DD*

followed by SYSIDMS parameters. This file is always required for the CA IDMS physical environment parameter input to
be read. For instance, DMCL=xxxxxxxx must be specified, where xxxxxxxx is the name of the specific DMCL.

Z/VSE Environments
Contents

Z/VSE File Assignments

Even if you use a storage management tool such as CA-DYNAM, CA IDMS Schema Mapper requires an ASSGN
statement for every file except SORTWKnn. This ASSGN is required because CA IDMS Schema Mapper has its own
device-independent support which dynamically builds a DTF based on the device type indicated by the ASSGN. Unless
the ASSIGN specifies VSAM or BDAM, the file may be defined with either DLBL or TLBL.

Z/VSE JCL

The JCL for Z/VSE execution is contained in TOOLJCL library member USSEXEC.S (Z/VSE)), and is shown below:

 // UPSI   nnnnnnnn            FOR CENTRAL VERSION EXECUTION
 // OPTION PARTDUMP            DUMP REQUESTED FOR ERROR ABORTS
 // ASSGN  SYSIPT,SYSRDR       PARAMETER FILE(INPUT)
 // ASSGN  SYSPCH,00D          FOR TRANSFER FILE(OUTPUT)
 // ASSGN  SYSLST,00E          AUDIT REPORT FILE(OUTPUT)
 // ASSGN  SYS010,00E          DIAGRAM FILE(OUTPUT)
 // DLBL   SCRATCH,'schemapr.work.file',0,SD
 // EXTENT SYS012,volser,,0,starttrack,#tracks
 // ASSGN  SYS012,DISK,VOL=volser SCRATCH/WORK FILE(OUTPUT/INPUT)
 // DLBL   STATFIL,'dbnlyzr.stats.file',0,SD
 // ASSGN  SYS013,DISK,VOL=volser     OPTIONAL STATISTICS FILE
 // EXTENT SYS013,volser,,0,starttrack,#tracks

 // ASSGN  SYS014,00E          XREF REPORT FILE(OUTPUT)
 * ******************************************************************
 * If running in LOCAL mode, include dataset containing the DDLDML area
 * of the dictionary containing the description of the desired subschema
 *                 ******************
 // DLBL     DICTDB,'your.dict.ddldml'
 // EXTENT   SYSnnn,volser,,,starttrack,#tracks
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 // ASSGN    SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 * ******************************************************************
 *  ─────────LOAD LIBRARIES-----------------
 // DLBL DBMS,'your.loadlib' CA/IDMS-TOOLS INSTALLED IN
 // EXTENT ,volser
 // DLBL IDMS,'idms.loadlib' CA/IDMS INSTALLED
 // EXTENT ,volser

 * ********************************************************************
 /*   For Z/VSE use the following statement
 // LIBDEF CL,SEARCH=(IDMS,DBMS)
 * ********************************************************************
 /*   For Z/VSE use the following statement
 // LIBDEF PHASE,SEARCH=(DBMS.sublib,IDMS.sublib)
 * *************
 *  FOR CV runs specify:
 // DLBL  SYSCTL,'your.sysctl.file'
 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,,,starttrack,#tracks
 // ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 * ***************************************************************
 // SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD
 // EXEC   USSCMPR,SIZE=(USSCMPR,512K)  EXECUTE Schema Mapper
 /*
 *  *********************Schema Mapper SYNTAX  *******************
  PROCESS=------                 PARAMETER CONTROL STATEMENTS
  /*
 *    SYSIDMS Parameter Statements for CA IDMS
 *
 * SYSIDMS parameters.
 * For Local Mode specify :

 *
 DMCL=dmcl-name,LOCAL=ON,JOURNAL=OFF
 *
 * For CV runs specify :
 *
 DMCL=dmcl-name,LOCAL=OFF,JOURNAL=OFF
 /*

Key to Z/VSE JCL
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• nnnnnnnn -- The UPSI byte settings appropriate to the IDMSOPTI module, which you have linked with CA IDMS
Schema Mapper, and to the method you are using to access CA IDMS--Local Mode or central version (CV).

• 00D -- The unit address of your punch device.
• 00E -- The unit address of your printer device.
• schemapr.work. and file -- The name of the scratch/work file that is used for Parameter File input and Transfer File

output.
• volser -- The volume serial number or generic assignment of the disk volume on which the file, specified in the

previous statement, resides.
• starttrack -- Available disk extent on the work disk volume (1 to 6 digits).
• #tracks -- Sufficient space for the input Parameter File (1 to 6 digits). Ten tracks is usually sufficient space.
• your.dict.ddldml -- The data set containing the DDLDML area of the dictionary containing the description of the

desired subschema.
• your.loadlib -- The data set name of the core image library into which you downloaded CA IDMS Schema Mapper.
• idms.loadlib -- The data set name of the core image library in which your DMCL and subschema reside.
• DBMS.sublib and IDMS.sublib -- The sublibrary name of the Z/VSE library specified in the previous file name.
• your.sysctl.file -- The file name of your SYSCTL file.
• SYSnnn -- The programmer logical unit for the file specified in the previous DLBL statement.
• dmcl-name -- Specify the name of the DMCL that should be used when accessing the dictionary.

NOTE
When running in local mode, the job control for the dictionary canbe defined in standard labels or partition
standard labels instead of in stream.

The size parameter in this JCL specifies the PPA space needed for CA IDMS Schema Mapper and CA IDMS program
storage. The remainder of the partition will be used for GETVIS storage.

The amount of GETVIS storage required depends on the size of the schema/subschema you are mapping. If you are
mapping a small schema or subschema (with less than 40 records), you need about 700K; a medium-sized schema or
subschema (40 to 100 records) requires about 1700K.

The files in this JCL can be ASSGNed to any device type on the system that has or that can receive the data for CA
IDMS Schema Mapper to operate. (There is full device independence.) If you use disk, DLBL and EXTENT JCL must be
provided either in the above JCL or in standard labels. If you use labeled tape, TLBL JCL must be included in the above
JCL. Here are the DLBL/TLBL names for the corresponding file ASSGN control statements:

DIAGRAM SYS010

SCRATCH SYS012

STATFILE SYS013

XREF SYS014

These are the names for tape; disk names will be truncated to the first seven characters as necessary. Also, CA IDMS
Schema Mapper writes the SCRATCH file; then reads it.

If you do not want a dump when a CA IDMS Schema Mapper job terminates abnormally, you can include a // OPTION
NODUMP control statement in the JCL. If you do not use // OPTION NODUMP or if you choose to include // OPTION
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DUMP or // OPTION PARTDUMP, a dump will be produced for an abend in addition to any diagnostic messages from CA
IDMS Schema Mapper and the Pascal run-time modules.

z/VM Environments
A sample z/VM EXEC for executing CA IDMS Schema Mapper appears below. Variables (italics) are explained in the key
following the EXEC.

NOTE
Separate load modules should be generated for CV and local modeexecution. See the CA IDMS installation
section for your operating system for details.

  /*  */
  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR
  /*                                                                  */
  CA_LOADLIB_FN      = 'yourlib'
  IDMS_LOADLIB_FN    = 'idmslib'
  /*                                                                  */
  /* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required librarie(s) */
  /*                                                                  */
  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'
  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'
  'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' CA_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN
  /*                                                                  */
  /* Product specific files.                                          */
  /*                                                                  */
  'FILEDEF SYSTERM  PRINTER'
  'FILEDEF SYSPRINT PRINTER'
  'FILEDEF SYSUDUMP PRINTER'
  'FILEDEF OUTPUT   PRINTER'
  'FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER'
  'FILEDEF XREF     PRINTER'
  'FILEDEF DIAGRAM  PRINTER'
  'FILEDEF SCRATCH  PRINTER'
  'FILEDEF SYSPCH  DISK USSEXEC SYSPCH   A'
  'FILEDEF SYSIPT  DISK USSEXEC SYSIPT   A'
  /* SYSCTL file - remove for local mode operation                    */
  'FILEDEF SYSCTL  DISK sysctl  ft       fm'
  /*                                                                  */
  /* If you are running in Local Mode remove the comments from the    */
  /* next 4 Dictionary and Journal FILEDEF statements.                */
  /*
   'FILEDEF DICTDB DISK dictfn dictft dictfm  ( dcb extent
   'FILEDEF DMSGDB DISK dmsgfn dmsgft dmsgfm  ( dcb extent
   'FILEDEF DLODDB DISK dlodfn dlodft dlodfm  ( dcb extent
   'FILEDEF SYSJRNL DUMMY'
  */
  /*                                                                  */
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  /* CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER Statistic File.                              */
  /* Include the following file definition if CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER     */
  /* have been specified for CA IDMS/Schema Mapper.                   */
  /*                                                                  */
  'FILEDEF STATFILE DISK statfn statft statfm'
  /*
  /* You must create a file 'SYSIDMS INPUT A' containing the SYSIDMS  */
  /* parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.          */
  /*                                                                  */
  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS INPUT A'
  /*
  SIGNAL OFF ERROR
  SAY 'STARTING CA IDMS/Schema Mapper'
  'EXECOS OSRUN USSCMPR'
  USSCMPR_RC = RC
  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'
  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USSEXEC LISTING'
  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'
  SAY 'USSEXEC FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' USSCMPR_RC
  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'
  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'
  EXIT USSCMPR_RC
  /*                                                                  */
  /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
  ERROR:
  /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
  ERROR_RC = RC
  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR
  /*                                                                  */
  SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL
  /*                                                                  */
  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'
  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USSCMPR LISTING'
  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'
  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'
  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'
  EXIT ERROR_RC
  /*                                                                  */
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Key to z/VM EXEC

• yourlib -- The file name of the load library into which you downloaded CA IDMS Schema Mapper.
• idmslib -- The file name of the load library containing your CA IDMS load modules.
• dictfn dictft dictfm -- The file name, file type, and file mode of the CA IDMS Data Dictionary Directory area.
• sysctl fm ft -- The file name, file type, and file mode of the CA IDMS SYSCTL file.
• dmsgfn dmsgft dmsgfm The file name, file type, and file mode of the CA IDMS Data Dictionary Message area.
• dlodfn dlodft dlodfm -- The file name, file type, and file mode of the CA IDMS Data Dictionary Load area.
• dcb extent -- The data control block (dcb) and extent information required for the dictionary files.
• ststfn ststft ststfm -- The file name, file type, and file mode of the statistics file created by CA IDMS/DB Analyzer.
• USSEXEC SYSPCH A -- The file name, file type, and file mode of the transfer file (output file) to which parameter

statements are written.
• USSEXEC SYSIPT A -- The file name, file type, and file mode of the file containing the input parameter statements.

The FILEDEFs for DICTDB, DMSGDB, DLODDB, and SYSJRNL can be removed when running under CV.

Using CA IDMS/DB Audit
CA IDMS/DB Audit is a software tool that allows you to examine the physical integrity of all or part of a CA IDMS/DB. In
addition, you can direct CA IDMS/DB Audit to fix most of the errors found and to report the errors and the corrections.
A report of simulated corrections can be examined before actually updating the database. Elimination of physical
inconsistencies in your database sets the stage for smooth operations of application programs.

CA IDMS/DB Audit uses the following features of CA IDMS/DB I/O:

• XA database buffers and control blocks
• ESA dataspace support
• Dynamic database file allocation
• Unrestricted SEGMENT name usage as database names

Additionally, features of the CA IDMS/DB engine and the SYSIDMS PREFETCH parameter for read-ahead processing
replace the read-ahead processing previously provided by FASTSCAN and EXCP I/O level processing previously defined
by the GSDTPARM installation defaults.

Physical Integrity of the Database
The physical integrity of a database is a primary concern of the database administrator. If there are physical
inconsistencies in the data, the system programmers, internal auditors, applications programmers, and data processing
managers cannot use programs effectively, because application programs will not accurately retrieve the records from the
database.

When to Use CA IDMS/DB Audit
CA IDMS/DB Audit is useful both for periodic maintenance and for detecting and fixing errors that become apparent in
special circumstances.

Periodic Maintenance

A database, like a car, will function more smoothly if it has periodic tune-ups. You can use CA IDMS/DB Audit at regular
intervals to examine the physical integrity of your database, to report the errors it finds, and to correct errors of physical
integrity.
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Special Situations

If your car is involved in an accident, or if it is not performing efficiently, it needs testing and repairs. Likewise, special
situations indicate a need for examination of your database. Several conditions are likely to cause physical integrity errors
in a database:

• Improper recovery from program, system, or hardware failures
• Malfunctions in the operation of a disk drive, disk controller, or other hardware
• Improper use of the CA IDMS utility IDMSBCF, FIX PAGE function

If you know one of these conditions has occurred, you can use CA IDMS/DB Audit to search for problems before running
application programs.

Even if there has not been a known failure in the system, results of application programs sometimes indicate broken
chains or other physical integrity errors. If an application program terminates abnormally or if the output from a program
indicates broken chains, CA IDMS/DB Audit can find and correct most of the physical integrity errors.

Logical Integrity

Once the physical integrity errors have been found and corrected by CA IDMS/DB Audit, you can use other means to
find and correct logical errors in your database. An example of a logical error is shown in the section on the Fix Phase in
Concepts.

CA IDMS/DB Audit Finds Physical Integrity Errors
CA IDMS/DB Audit finds physical integrity errors in your CA IDMS/DB. Several errors are illustrated in Figure 1.1. CA
IDMS/DB Audit detects these problems:

• Inconsistent page headers and footers
• Record occurrences that fall outside the page range for a record type
• Set disconnections
• Invalid pointers
• Fragmented records that cannot be properly assembled
• Orphan records not properly connected to a set
• Integrated index structure errors
• Set integrity errors
• Logically deleted records (LDELs)

CA IDMS/DB Audit Fixes Physical Integrity Errors
CA IDMS/DB Audit can fix most of the errors it finds; it can also physically delete LDELs and adopt integrated index
orphans. If you want to review the corrections before actually updating the database, CA IDMS/DB Audit produces reports
of simulated changes.
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Figure 1.1: Examples of Physical Integrity Errors
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CA IDMS/DB Audit Reporting
CA IDMS/DB Audit produces two types of reports: an Audit Report and an Integrity Analysis Report. The Audit Report
displays a summary of the CA IDMS/DB Audit run; the Integrity Analysis Report shows details of each physical integrity
error, found and/or corrected. 

Audit Report

Every run of CA IDMS/DB Audit produces an Audit Report. The report contains these sections:

• Parameter Validation
• Parameter Processing Option
• Areas, Records, and Sets
• Runtime Status and Statistics
• Audit Statistics
• Fix Statistics.

Integrity Analysis Report

Generation of the Integrity Analysis Report is controlled by the REPORTS parameter statement. You can generate reports
for the current audit and fix operations; you can suppress the Integrity Analysis Report; or you can generate reports for a
previous audit from which you saved the extract file.

The Integrity Analysis Report displays errors found in the audit phase and corrections (simulated or actual) made in the fix
phase. The report is comprised of two sections:

Before Image Report--a report listing the details of all physical integrity errors found by CA IDMS/DB Audit in the audit
phase.

After Image Report--a report showing the corrections made to the database during the fix phase. The After Image Report
displays either simulated or actual corrections, depending on whether the fix phase was run in simulation or update mode.

If CA IDMS/DB Audit was run in the simulation mode, the report shows how the corrections would affect the database.
After reviewing the simulated corrections, if you want to actually update the database, you can then make a separate fix
run of CA IDMS/DB Audit, using the extract file saved from the previous run. Updates should not be performed on the
database between the audit phase and the fix phase of CA IDMS/DB Audit, because such updates could alter the results
or cause abnormal termination of the fix processing.

Report Formats

You can specify the type of notation to be used on the Integrity Analysis Report for display of data, and you can select a
complete format or abbreviated format for display of sets in error.

Errors within sets can be displayed in only character notation (alphanumeric and special characters) or displayed in both
character and hexadecimal notation.

Display of sets containing errors is available in either of two formats: complete format, which shows all of the members of
each set in error; or abbreviated format, which shows the owner of the set in error, each member that is in error, and the
next and prior members surrounding each member in error.
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Figure 1.2: Reports

Control of CA IDMS/DB Audit
Contents

Operation of CA IDMS/DB Audit is controlled by parameter statements.
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PROCESS Statement

The PROCESS parameter statement allows you to specify how the database is to be readied and which SORT messages
to display on the Audit Report. Additional options initiate inclusive or exclusive processing, specify the audit type as either
Standard or QuickCheck, and enable you to check your parameters before auditing begins.

AUDIT Statement

The AUDIT parameter statement allows you to control the audit phase of CA IDMS/DB Audit. You can specify whether
you want to find physical integrity errors in CALC sets, errors in user-defined sets, page errors, disconnections in sets, or
index orphans (that is, records whose integrated index "up" pointer does not accurately point to the correct SR8 record).
You can also specify any combination of those choices.

AREA, RECORD, and SET Statements

Associated with the AUDIT statement are AREA, RECORD, and SET statements, which allow you to limit the examination
to a part of the database defined by the subschema.

FIX Statement

The FIX statement directs CA IDMS/DB Audit to simulate corrections or to actually update the records in the database.
The errors to be corrected must be recorded in an extract file, from either a current run or a previous run. If the audit was
made in a previous run, you must be sure that the database was not updated between the audit run and the fix run.

Corrections can be made to page headers and footers; next, prior, and owner pointers in CALC sets, user-defined sets,
and integrated index sets. Integrated index orphan records can be "adopted" and the orphan counts decreased. Logically
deleted records (LDELs) can also be physically deleted from the database.

REPORTS Statement

The REPORTS statement controls production of the Integrity Analysis Report.

Unique Access to the Database
CA IDMS/DB Audit uses a unique method to access the CA IDMS/DB database; it provides these efficient features:

• CA IDMS/DB Audit can access the SR1 records and walk or fix the CALC set as it does any user defined record or set
• CA IDMS/DB Audit can examine an entire physical page as well as an individual data record
• When CA IDMS/DB Audit performs an area sweep it uses several buffers to reduce the amount of I/O wait time

Operating Considerations
To use CA IDMS/DB Audit to best advantage, you should consider several operating procedures. Among these are
backing up the database, selecting the readymode, selecting parameters that do not unduly lengthen the run time, and
reviewing the logical integrity.

Back Up the Database

CA IDMS/DB Audit does not write before images and after images of changed data to a journal file. Therefore, you should
back up the database before attempting fix processing. You should also back up the database after fix processing has
been performed.

Plan Space Allocation

If you are auditing large sets, you can allocate storage for the processing tables to disk instead of core.
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Select Readymode

If you are using CA IDMS/DB Audit as a periodic maintenance tool, you can select RETRIEVAL mode. The database
is readied in SHARED RETRIEVAL mode, and CA IDMS/DB Audit can share the database with other programs. In this
mode, however, CA IDMS/DB Audit can only simulate corrections; it cannot actually update the database in RETRIEVAL
mode. Also, if you use RETRIEVAL mode, you should ensure that no other program updates the database while CA
IDMS/DB Audit is auditing or fixing the database.

Plan Run Time

The total amount of time to run CA IDMS/DB Audit depends on which parameters you specify. If the utility is required to
access record occurrences and set occurrences over and over, the operating time is significantly increased. The most
time consuming features are DISCONNECT and WALKNEXT. You can run CA IDMS/DB Audit without these parameters,
and then use them in another run if there are indications on the Audit Report that there are disconnected or orphan
records. The Standard audit type is generally slower than the QuickCheck type and QuickCheck provides the added
bonus of orphan detection without WALKNEXT.

Review Logical Integrity

Review the reports to understand the errors that were detected and the way the errors have been fixed. It may be
necessary to validate the logical integrity of the corrected set occurrences. CA IDMS/DB Audit finds and corrects only
physical integrity errors.

CA IDMS/DB Audit Concepts
CA IDMS/DB Audit detects a number of different physical integrity errors. The first section of this section describes each
type of error and provides an illustrated example.

QuickCheck and Standard are the two auditing methods CA IDMS/DB Audit provides. The method you select determines
the types of errors CA IDMS/DB Audit can locate. The auditing method also greatly affects processing time.

In the audit phase, CA IDMS/DB Audit uses a variety of processes to find errors. This section of the section describes
each process, the parameter used to initiate each process, and the specific error type it searches for. Set diagrams
illustrate these processes.

In the fix phase, CA IDMS/DB Audit fixes most error types located by the audit phase. This section describes which errors
can be fixed and also presents diagrammed examples.

Data Structure Diagram 1
Figure 2.2 presents the data structure diagram TESTSUB, the sample database used in the examples in this section.
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Figure 2.2: Data Structure Diagram

Integrity Errors
CA IDMS/DB Audit can detect the following categories of physical integrity errors when auditing a database
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• Pointer Errors
• Set Errors
• Integrated Index Errors
• Userset Orphan Record Occurrences
• Fragmented (variable length) Record Errors
• Compressed Record Errors
• Page Errors

All physical integrity errors are reported on the Integrity Analysis Report. For each error encountered, the report lists the
members of the set, plus an error message just below the error. If SETMBRS=ALL (default) is specified, every member
of the set is listed. If SETMBRS=ERRSONLY is specified, the only records displayed are the owner, the member in error,
and the prior and next records for each member in error.

Pointer Errors

Pointer errors are related to an individual record occurrence in a specific set. CA IDMS/DB Audit can correct pointer errors
in user-defined sets, integrated index sets, and CALC sets. There are six types of pointer errors.

1. Next, prior, or owner db-key points outside area page ranges in the subschema

CA IDMS/DB Audit verifies that all member records of a multi-member set to be audited, and the areas where the records
reside, are copied into the subschema used by CA IDMS/DB Audit. (Except CA IDMS/DB Audit cannot verify that all
CALC records are copied into the subschema when CALCSET audit is requested.) Therefore, the page number for a next,
prior, or owner pointer must be for a page within an area copied into the subschema.

For example, in Figure 2.3, assume that the only area copied in the subschema is DEPT-REGION. As a result, only
records within the DEPT-REGION area can be copied into the subschema. In this case, John Allen's next db-key is not
within the DEPT-REGION page ranges and is in error. CA IDMS/DB Audit will fix the error by correcting the pointer so that
it points to HISTORY.
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Figure 2.3: Area Points to Area Outside Page Range

2. Next, prior or owner db-key points to a non-readied area

CA IDMS/DB Audit verifies whether all member records of a set to be audited, and the areas where the records reside,
are copied into the subschema used by CA IDMS/DB Audit. (Except CA IDMS/DB Audit cannot verify that all CALC
records are copied into the subschema when CALCSET audit is requested.) Therefore, the page number in a next, prior,
or owner pointer must be for a page within an area readied by CA IDMS/DB Audit.
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For example, in Figure 2.4, assume that the DEPT-REGION area was readied and the STUDENT-REGION area was
not readied, because NOACCESS was specified by the user. As a result, Joan Brown's next db-key is invalid, because it
points to a record that is in the non-readied area. CA IDMS/DB Audit corrects the next db-key to point to ENGLISH.

Figure 2.4: Record Points to Non-Readied Area

3. Next, prior, or owner db-key points to a non-existent record
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In Figure 2.5, Carol Smith's next db-key points within the DEPT-REGION area, but the record for the specified db-key
does not exist. Because the set is a user set, CA IDMS/DB Audit corrects the next pointer so that it points to the Joan
Brown record.

Figure 2.5: Record Points to Non-Existent Record

4. Next, prior or owner db-key points to an invalid record type for the set

CA IDMS/DB Audit verifies whether all member records of a set are copied into the subschema used by CA IDMS/DB
Audit. (Except CA IDMS/DB Audit cannot verify that all CALC records are copied into the subschema when CALCSET
audit is requested.) Therefore, a valid next, prior, or owner db-key must point to a valid record type for that set.

For example, in Figure 2.6, the only valid record types for the DEPT-TEACHER set are a DEPT record and a TEACHER
record. Therefore, Jane Doe's next db-key is in error because it is pointing to SUBJECT record Creative Writing. CA
IDMS/DB Audit corrects the error by changing the next pointer so that it points to the MATH record.
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Figure 2.6: Record Points to Invalid Record Type

5. Next, prior or owner db-key is null

The next, prior, or owner db-key for this record is equal to HIGH-VALUES. If the set is user-defined, CA IDMS/DB Audit
corrects the error by entering a valid pointer.

6. Db-key of record is outside the from/thru page range for record type

This type of error probably occurs because a schema was compiled when the database was originally developed, and a
FROM/THRU page range was not specified for the record type. As a result, the FROM/THRU page range defaulted to the
low-area-page/high-area-page number of the area. The schema was recompiled with a different FROM/THRU page range
for the record type. Some records stored before the recompilation now fall outside the new FROM/THRU page range.

This error does not affect the walking of a set, but it can cause CALC records stored before the recompilation to be lost.
This loss happens because the CA-IDMS CALC routine uses the current FROM/THRU page range in its calculation of the
randomized CALC page number.

In Figure 2.7, the FROM/THRU page range for the TEACHER record is pages 2500 thru 2550. The db-key of Charles
Spencer falls outside this range. CA IDMS/DB Audit does not fix this type of error.
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Figure 2.7: Record Points to Db-key Outside Page Range

Set Errors

Set errors are related to a set occurrence or to a group of record occurrences for a specific set. There are five major
groups of set errors:
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• Disconnected Record
• Sorted Sets
• Multiple Owner Records
• Invalid Db-keys
• CALC Sets

Disconnected Record

There are two types of disconnected records:

1. A fully disconnected record

A fully disconnected record is one that is not connected to any set occurrence. All of the disconnected record's db-key
values pointing to the specified set are HIGH-VALUES. CA IDMS/DB Audit finds disconnected records when the AUDIT
statement indicates DISCONNECT=EXPLICIT (plus the DISCONNECT option in RECORD or SET statements), or
DISCONNECT=ALL.

Mandatory-automatic sets are searched for disconnections when you specify the ALL or the EXPLICIT option. Because
CA IDMS automatically connects mandatory-automatic sets at store time, and allows disconnect only at ERASE, a record
belonging to a mandatory automatic set should never appear disconnected. In Figure 2.8, David Herman is an example of
a fully disconnected record because it is not connected to any set.

Figure 2.8: Record Fully Disconnected from Set

2. A partially disconnected record

A partially disconnected record is a record that points into a set, but no record in the set points to it. Figure 2.9 presents a
partially disconnected record.

Partially disconnected records are also referred to as orphan records. Orphans are described in greater detail later in this
section.
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Figure 2.9: Record Partially Disconnected from Set

Sorted Sets

There are two types of errors in sorted sets:

1. Sorted set is out of sequence

In a set that is sorted in descending order, the sort key of the previous record in the set is greater than the sort key of the
current record. In a set that is sorted in ascending order, the sort key of the previous record is less than the sort key of the
current record. For example, in Figure 2.10, the DEPT-TEACHER set should be sorted in ascending order by last-name.
Jane Doe is out of sequence, however; she should precede Harold Jones in the set. CA IDMS/DB Audit corrects this set
so that ENGLISH points to Jane Doe, Jane Doe points to Harold Jones, and Harold Jones points to Carol Smith.

Figure 2.10: Sorted Set Out of Sequence

2. Duplicates in a sorted set when duplicates are not allowed
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The sort key of the current record equals the sort key of the previous record in the set occurrence. For example, in Figure
2.11, duplicates are not allowed within the DEPT-TEACHER set. David Herman, however, is found to be in the set twice.
CA IDMS/DB Audit does not fix this type of error.

Figure 2.11: Sorted Set with Duplicates

Multiple Owner Records

There are two error situations that cause CA IDMS/DB Audit to report a second owner in a set. Only Standard auditing
detects multiple owners in a set. The way CA IDMS/DB Audit corrects multiple owner record errors is described in detail
later in this section.

1. A single set contains two owners

In Figure 2.12, the set occurrence owned by the ENGLISH record is a complete set chain. As the set is walked from the
ENGLISH record, however, another owner record (MATH) is encountered.

Figure 2.12: One Set Contains Two Owners
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2. A broken set points into a complete set

The set owned by the HISTORY record in Figure 2.13 is broken. When this set is walked in the next direction, a second
owner record (CHEMISTRY) is retrieved. Carol Smith's next db-key points to James Lyons' record, which is in the set
occurrence owned by CHEMISTRY.

Figure 2.13: Broken Set Points to a Complete Set

Invalid Db-keys

CA IDMS/DB Audit reports three types of invalid db-keys:

1. Prior db-key does not point to the prior member of set

When walking a set in the next direction, the prior db-key does not point to the prior record in the set. For example, in
Figure 2.14, walking next from the ENGLISH record, Harry Dean is retrieved. Walking next again, Carol Smith is retrieved
but her prior db-key does not point back to Harry Dean; it points to another valid record occurrence (Joan Brown).
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Figure 2.14: Prior Pointer Does Not Point to Prior Record

2. Next db-key does not point to the next member of set

When walking a set in the prior direction, the next db-key does not point to the next record in the set (the record just
walked from). For example, in Figure 2.15, walking prior from the ENGLISH record, all next db-keys point back to the
previous record until Harry Dean is retrieved. Harry Dean's next db-key does not point to Jane Doe, but to Carol Smith.

In both of these situations, CA IDMS/DB Audit evaluates the error by walking the set in the next and prior direction and
fixes the set such that Harry Dean's next db-key points to Jane Doe.

Figure 2.15: Next Pointer Does Not Point to Next Record

3. Owner db-key does not point to the owner of the set

In Figure 2.16, Jane Doe's owner db-key does not point to the owner of the DEPT-TEACHER set. Instead it points to the
HISTORY record, which is an owner record of another DEPT-TEACHER set occurrence.

CA IDMS/DB Audit corrects this error by making Jane Doe's owner db-key point to English.
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Figure 2.16: Owner Db-key Does Not Point to Set Owner

CALC Sets

To identify any errors in the CALC set, CALCSETS must be specified on the AUDIT statement. There are four types of
CALC set errors:

1. The CALC set is out of sequence

The sequence of the CALC set is determined by the same rules that govern any multi-member sorted set. This error is
fully described in the earlier section on Sorted Sets.

2. A VIA or DIRECT record is connected into the CALC set

This error is fully described in the earlier section Pointer Errors. Next, prior, or owner db-key points to an invalid record
type for the set.

3. A CALC record is disconnected from the CALC set

This error is fully described in the earlier section on Disconnected Record.

4. A CALC record is connected to the CALC set on an incorrect page
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Every page of an area contains a system record (SR1) that is the owner of all CALC records whose keys randomize to
that page. The CALC set is the only set for which CA IDMS/DB Audit can determine the accuracy of the set owner by
invoking the IDMSCALC (or IDMSCLCX) routine for each CALC record. CA IDMS/DB Audit ensures that each CALC
record is connected to the correct CALC set. (If a CALC record is not connected to the correct CALC set, it cannot be
located by an OBTAIN CALC command.) In Figure 2.17, ART DEPARTMENT is an example of a CALC record connected
to the CALC set on an incorrect page. CA IDMS/DB Audit corrects this so that ART DEPARTMENT is connected to the
CALC set on page 88,004.

Figure 2.17: CALC Record Connected to an Incorrect CALC Set

Integrated Index Integrity Errors

To detect integrated index errors, specify INDEX in the AUDIT parameter statement. In the diagrams of integrated index
sets, each SR8 record is shown with its db-key and entries relevant to the illustrated physical integrity error. Entries not
shown in the SR8 record are represented by the shaded portion. A thick black arrow shows the location of an integrity
error.

There are three major groups of integrated index errors:

• Pointer errors in the SR7/SR8 structure
• Integrated index orphans and orphan count
• Miscellaneous integrated index errors
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Pointer Errors in Integrated Index SR7/SR8 Structure

Errors in next, prior, and owner pointers in integrated index sets are detected when you specify USERSETS in the AUDIT
statement, and are fixed when you specify USERSETS in the FIX statement. CA IDMS/DB Audit generates the same
messages for pointer errors in other sets in the database. Figure 2.18 shows a typical integrated index structure with a
bad next pointer. The NEXT pointer in record 9000-03 points to the level above instead of the next record.

Figure 2.18: Next Pointer Error in Integrated Index Set

Orphans Records in Integrated Index Sets

CA IDMS/DB Audit detects integrated index orphan records. An integrated index orphan occurs when the upper level
pointer of an SR8 record or a member record of an integrated index set does not point to the correct record in the level
above it. Integrated index orphans are not integrity errors because this condition can occur normally when the database
spawns new SR8 records to accommodate the addition of new member records. Their presence, however, can degrade
performance.

For example, in Figure 2.19 upper level record 9000-06 points to record 9000-03 but record 9000-03 points back to record
9000-05. To fix this condition, specify INDEXORPHANS in the FIX parameter statement. INDEXORPHANS also causes
the orphan counts in SR8 records to be corrected.
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Figure 2.19: Orphan Record in Integrated Index Set

Miscellaneous Integrated Index Errors

CA IDMS/DB Audit can detect, but not fix, seven other types of integrity errors in an integrated index.

1. Index entry db-key errors detected in integrated index records

When checking the db-keys of records in an integrated index set, CA IDMS/DB Audit either could not find the record
pointed to by the db-key, or found errors within the record.

• Record not found. The record indicated by the db-key could not be found. For example, in Figure 2.20, the bottom
level SR8 record points to a member record 6-7 that cannot be found.

• Record type incorrect. The db-key points to a record whose type does not belong in the set. For example, the db-key
in a TEACHER index set points to a CLASS record.

• Record not within page range. The page where the SR8 record resides is not within the designated page range. The
page range for an SR8 is determined by the high and low pages of the set to which it belongs. These pages can be
defined in the schema. If the pages are not specifically defined, the page range is the same as the page range for the
owner record.

• Record located in non-readied area. An SR8 record points to a record that is in a non-readied area.
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Figure 2.20: Integrated Index Entry Not Found

2. SR8 upper level pointer is not high values

In a top level SR8 record, the upper level pointer should be null (equal to HIGH-VALUES). If the upper level pointer in a
top level SR8 is not null, CA IDMS/DB Audit lists the error under db-key errors and indicates that the upper level pointer is
not HIGH-VALUES.

In the example in Figure 2.21 the upper level pointer in record 9000-07 points to a record in another set.

Figure 2.21: Integrated Index Invalid Upper Level Pointer

3. Level sequence errors detected in integrated indexes

The level number of an SR8 record in an integrated index set is in error. For example, in Figure 2.22 the level number in
Level 1 should be 1, but the records contain Level 0 and 3.
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Figure 2.22: IIX Entry with Incorrect Level Numbers

4. Symbolic key errors detected in integrated index records in set

In a set sorted by symbolic key, an SR8 record points to a member record, but the symbolic key contained in the SR8
record does not match the symbolic key in the member record. In Figure 2.23 the db-key in the SR8 record points to the
JONES member record, but the symbolic key in the SR8 record is WHITE.

Figure 2.23: Incorrect Bottom Level Symbolic Key

5. Sort key sequence errors detected in integrated index records contained in set

Integrated index sets can be sorted either by db-key or by symbolic key, in ascending or descending order.

In a set sorted by db-key, the last db-key in an SR8 record should match the sort key in the upper level SR8 record just
above. For example, in Figure 2.24, in the SR8 record on the right in the bottom level, the last db-key 3-6 does not match
the sort key 4-8 in the SR8 record above it.
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In a set sorted by symbolic key, the last symbolic key in an SR8 record should match the upper level symbolic key
associated with the db-key. For example, in Figure 2.25, the symbolic key CLIFF does not match the symbolic key JONES
in the top level SR8 record above.

Figure 2.24: Incorrect Upper Level Db-key

Figure 2.25: Incorrect Upper Level Symbolic Key

6. Sort flag inconsistent with symbolic sort flag in integrated index record

An SR8 record has flags that indicate whether the set is sorted and whether it is sorted by symbolic key. The sorted set
flag ON and the symbolic key flag OFF indicates a set sorted by db-key. The sorted set flag ON and the symbolic key flag
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also ON indicates a set sorted by symbolic key. If the sorted set flag is OFF, the symbolic sort key flag should be OFF.
Figure 2.26 shows the combinations of flag settings with their meanings.

Figure 2.26: Integrated Index Sorted Flag Settings

7. Integrated index records disconnected from set

A member record is disconnected from an integrated index set. If INDEX is specified in the AUDIT statement, CA IDMS/
DB Audit sweeps the area and creates a table of the db-keys of set member records. During index auditing, CA IDMS/
DB Audit lists all the db-keys of member records of each mandatory-automatic integrated index set. Each member record
should have a pair of entries--one obtained during sweep processing, and one obtained during the index auditing. If there
is no pair, CA IDMS/DB Audit reports the member as disconnected.

In Figure 2.27, for example, three of the records in the SWEEP portion of the table are not paired with INDEX records, and
two of the records in the INDEX portion of the table are not paired with SWEEP records. The five records are reported as
disconnected.

Figure 2.27: Integrated Index Disconnected Records

Orphan Record Errors in Non-Integrated Index Sets

A record designated as an orphan record points at another set or record, but neither the owner of the set nor any member
record in the set points back at the orphan record. This type of integrity error is detected during walknext and QuickCheck
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processing. Do not confuse an orphan record with an integrated index orphan (described earlier). An orphan record is an
integrity error.

There are two types of orphan record errors:

1. Orphan string points into valid set

CA IDMS/DB Audit found a record that can not be retrieved when the set is walked from the owner, even though the
record points into the set.

For example, in Figure 2.28, records Carol Smith and Ron Barker are connected into the set occurrence owned by the
ENGLISH record. When the set is walked from the owner record (ENGLISH), however, only Harry Dean, Jane Doe, and
Robin Hayes are retrieved. The Carol Smith and Ron Barker records can only be retrieved if stored CALC, or if the area is
swept. CA IDMS/DB Audit corrects this situation by making Harry Dean point to Ron Barker.

Figure 2.28: Orphan String Points into Valid Set

2. Orphan string is fully disconnected

CA IDMS/DB Audit could not retrieve an owner record in a set occurrence that was entered either by retrieving one of
the member records in an area sweep or by retrieving a member record that was stored CALC. In addition, the member
record chain cannot be retrieved by walking from the owner of the set.

For example, in Figure 2.29, TEACHER records Ron Barker and Carol Smith are connected together; however, no valid
owner of a DEPT-TEACHER set points to the string. Also, Carol Smith's next db-key is invalid. CA IDMS/DB Audit cannot
correct this situation.
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Figure 2.29: Orphan String is Fully Disconnected

Fragmented Record Errors

CA IDMS/DB Audit finds any instance of a fragmented (variable length) record whose fragments could not be properly
assembled. For example, in Figure 2.30, the subject record Biology is variable length and should consist of the root
portion and one fragment. The pointer within the root portion of the record, however, points to an SR4 record (fragment)
that does not exist. CA IDMS/DB Audit cannot fix errors of this type.
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Figure 2.30: Fragmented Record Error

Compressed Record Errors

If there are errors in the compressed portion of a record, it cannot be successfully decompressed. Improper
decompression can cause a fragmented record to be improperly assembled. CA IDMS/DB Audit cannot fix errors of this
type.
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Page Errors

CA IDMS/DB Audit detects one type of page error:

Invalid page number

When an area is being swept, CA IDMS/DB Audit keeps track of the Page-Number of the page that is to be retrieved. A
check of the page number within the page header and page footer is performed. For example, in Figure 2.31, the DEPT-
REGION low and high page numbers are 5001 and 5100, respectively. When the 12th page is retrieved within the area,
the page number of the returned page should be 5012; however, the page footer for page 5012 shows number 5094. CA
IDMS/DB Audit corrects the page footer to be 5012.

Figure 2.31: Invalid Page Number

Auditing Methods
Contents

CA IDMS/DB Audit has two methods of auditing:

• Standard audit
• QuickCheck audit

Standard auditing examines your application databases and data dictionary for all types of physical integrity errors.
Although Standard auditing is the most comprehensive, it requires numerous I/Os and potentially long processing times.
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QuickCheck is a much faster processing alternative for detecting common physical integrity errors. QuickCheck requires
significantly fewer I/Os and less CPU time because it does not walk every set occurrence to detect errors. Instead,
during area sweeps QuickCheck creates pointer extract records that are then sorted. If CA IDMS/DB Audit detects any
mismatched pointer extract records, it then walks only those sets that are in error. Finally, errors found by QuickCheck are
reported and most can be corrected using the same fix parameters specified in Standard auditing.

QuickCheck vs. Standard Audit

Deciding whether to use QuickCheck or Standard auditing depends upon the nature of the audit. Use QuickCheck when
time is limited and your main concern is locating next, prior, or owner (N/P/O) pointer errors. Because Standard auditing is
more thorough, it is the preferred alternative when you need to search for all error types.

Figure 2.32 summarizes the major differences between QuickCheck and Standard auditing. Features that are supported
by one method or the other are marked with an X. Several features are supported under QuickCheck, but only under
certain circumstances.

These features are qualified by a brief explanation.

Features Standard Quickcheck
Detects N/P/O errors in user sets X X - faster performance
Detects N/P/O errors in IIX sets X X - faster performance
Detects ownerless sets X if located in N/P/O error set
Detects sets with 2 or more owners X if located in N/P/O error set
Detects sorted set sequence errors X if located in N/P/O error set
Detects fully disconnected records with WALKNEXT and DISCONNECT X - faster performance
Detects incorrect CALC membership X
Detects logically deleted records X if located in N/P/O error set
Detects non-N/P/O IIX set errors X
Detects orphan records with WALKNEXT X - much faster performance
Walks all sets X
Walks error sets only X
Supports partial page range audits X if neither USERSETS nor CALCSETS is

specified
Supports fast scan buffering X X
Supports pre-audit scanning X X
Supports inclusive processing X X

Figure 2.32: Summary of Standard and QuickCheck Features

Audit Phase
In the audit phase, CA IDMS/DB Audit searches through a database looking for physical integrity errors. Audit creates an
extract file containing each physical integrity error that is found and each logically deleted (LDEL) record that is found.
This extract file is used by the fix and reports phases for further processing.

CA IDMS/DB Audit uses the following audit processes:

The user initiates one or more of these processes through parameter statements and options. Although CA IDMS/DB
Audit Parameters all parameters in detail, this section describes the audit processes in general and provides diagrammed
examples.
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Sweep Processing

The primary method that is used by CA IDMS/DB Audit to access a user database is sweep processing. Using sweep
processing, CA IDMS/DB Audit starts retrieving the records in an area that is defined by the subschema. Audit retrieves
all records according to AREA, SET, and RECORD parameter statements. After a record is retrieved, CA IDMS/DB Audit
refers to the parameters you specify to determine how to audit the record and its sets.

If you specify the PAGES option in the AUDIT statement, page headers and footers are also audited during sweep
processing. When CA IDMS/DB Audit retrieves a new page during sweep processing, it examines the header and footer
before looking at the records on the page.

During sweep processing, CA IDMS/DB Audit retrieves records within an area by db-key, in numerical order. For example,
in Figure 2.33, assume the DEPT-REGION area, DEPT and TEACHER record types, and DEPT-TEACHER sets
have been copied into the subschema. When sweeping the DEPT-REGION area, the records HISTORY, Harry Dean,
ENGLISH, Carol Smith, and John Doe are retrieved in that order.
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Figure 2.33: Sweep Processing

Set Walk Processing

During Standard auditing, once a record has been selected by the sweep process, CA IDMS/DB Audit can perform set
walk processing. The main function of set walk processing is to ensure the integrity of a set occurrence. If the record
retrieved by CA IDMS/DB Audit is the owner of one or more set occurrences, CA IDMS/DB Audit walks the set from the
owner record until it reaches the end-of-set.

If CA IDMS/DB Audit encounters any physical integrity errors during set walking, it returns to the owner record and walks
the set again, creating an extract record for each record found in the set. The file of extract records is saved for later use
by the FIX phase or the REPORTS phase.

The two options that are used to initiate set walking are USERSETS and CALCSETS. The SETLIMIT and DBKEYTBL
options provide additional controls on set walking.

USERSETS Option

The USERSETS option initiates set walking for user-defined sets and integrated index sets.

During USERSETS processing, CA IDMS/DB Audit walks each set only one time if it does not detect any next, prior, or
owner pointer errors. A retrieved record that does not own any set occurrences is bypassed.

In Figure 2.34, only records that are owners of sets initiate a set walk during the sweep of the DEPT-REGION area. Carol
Smith and John Doe do not initiate a set walk by CA IDMS/DB Audit because they are not owners of any sets. When
the owner record ENGLISH is retrieved, the DEPT-TEACHER set is walked (ENGLISH, Carol Smith, John Doe, and
finally ENGLISH again). In addition, the DEPT-ACADEMIC set is walked (that is, ENGLISH, American Literature, English
Literature, Remedial English, and ENGLISH).

During QuickCheck auditing, USERSETS also looks for orphans. During Standard auditing, orphans are detected through
WALKNEXT processing (discussed in detail in Walknext Processing).

CALCSETS Option

If you specify CALCSETS in the AUDIT statement, each CALC set is walked to audit for next and prior pointer errors, in a
manner similar to walking all other sets. Also, during STANDARD auditing, each CALC record is checked to ensure that it
is a member of the correct CALC set.
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Figure 2.34: Set Walk Processing

SETLIMIT Option

To prevent CA IDMS/DB Audit from entering into a set loop while set walking, you can specify a limit on the number
of records, in the set, that are retrieved before assuming that a set loop condition exists. For example, in Figure 2.35,
assume SETLIMIT=5. When CA IDMS/DB Audit walks the DEPT-ACADEMIC set owned by ENGLISH, the following
records are retrieved: ENGLISH, American Literature, English Literature, Remedial English, American Literature, English
Literature, and Remedial English. CA IDMS/DB Audit terminates processing of the set occurrence at this point because
six member records have been retrieved, one more than the SETLIMIT value.

NOTE
If the SETLIMIT value is reached for any one set occurrence, CA IDMS/DB Audit does not fix any sets during the
fix phase. Specifying a SETLIMIT value that is too small can cause CA IDMS/DB Audit to stop processing a set
occurrence prematurely and thus prevent fixing of any sets.

DBKEYTBL Option

To detect a set loop and allow fixing of these errors, you can specify DBKEYTBL in the AUDIT statement. CA IDMS/
DB Audit maintains a table of all member record db-keys retrieved for each set occurrence during set walk processing.
Whenever the next db-key of a record is found in the table already, CA IDMS/DB Audit stops processing the set. In
Figure 2.35, when auditing the DEPT-ACADEMIC set, the following member records are retrieved and their db-keys that
are placed in the table: American Literature, English Literature, and Remedial English. Because the Remedial English
next db-key for Remedial English is already in the table, CA IDMS/DB Audit recognizes that the set contains a loop and
terminates the set-walk for that set occurrence.

NOTE
Even if DBKEYTBL is not specified in the Audit statement, CA IDMS/DB Audit activates the DBKEYTBL function
during the creation of extract records to determine whether a next or prior db-key points to a record previously
retrieved in the set. Therefore, you must plan storage for DBKEYTBL.
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Figure 2.35: Set Loop

Prior Pointers

if the prior db-key of a record occurrence does not point back to its prior record in the set, when walking a set containing
prior pointers, CA IDMS/DB Audit saves the db-key of the current record in a save table and continues set walking. At
end-of-set, CA IDMS/DB Audit retrieves each saved db-key and attempts to walk prior from that point. This process of
walking, saving, and retrieving db-keys is continued until all saved db-keys have been processed.

For example, in Figure 2.36, CA IDMS/DB Audit walks a set occurrence that is owned by ENGLISH. No error is detected
until the David Lee record is retrieved: the prior db-key does not point to John Doe.

Because the David Lee record is the last member of the set and an integrity error was detected in the set, CA IDMS/DB
Audit returns to the owner record, ENGLISH, and walks the set again, creating extract records for each record occurrence
retrieved. When the David Lee record is retrieved, the record db-key is placed in the save table. CA IDMS/DB Audit
continues set walking until end-of-set is reached. CA IDMS/DB Audit then retrieves the saved db-key and begins walking
prior from the saved db-key to its prior record, Joan Brown.

The following situations demonstrate the effect of specifying DBKEYTBL or not:

• When DBKEYTBL is specified: Because the prior db-key (2501-08) for Joan Brown is in the DBKEYTBL, CA IDMS/DB
Audit stops walking prior at this point.

• When DBKEYTBL is not specified: CA IDMS/DB Audit continues walking before the records for John Doe and Carol
Smith until it reaches the owner record ENGLISH, or until the SETLIMIT value is reached

In either case, CA IDMS/DB Audit then checks the save table for more saved db-keys. After all saved db-keys have been
processed, CA IDMS/DB Audit stops creating extract records for the set.
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Figure 2.36: Set Walk, Prior Pointers

Walknext Processing

An orphan record is one type of error that cannot be detected and adequately diagnosed by simply walking each set once
from its owner. If a record points to a set of which it is a member, but the owner or any of the members do not point to the
record, then it is referred to as an orphan record.

One way to detect orphan records is to walk each set, not only when the owner record is detected during sweep
processing, but also when each member record of the set is retrieved. In other words, as each record is retrieved during
sweep processing, not only are all set occurrences that are owned by the record walked, but all sets where the current
record is a member are walked.

For Standard auditing, you initiate walknext processing by specifying WALKNEXT in the AUDIT statement. For
QuickCheck auditing, orphan detection occurs when you specify the USERSETS option. You cannot specify WALKNEXT
with QuickCheck auditing.

If you initiate walknext processing, CA IDMS/DB Audit walks all sets of which the retrieved record is a member. If an
owner record is encountered, CA IDMS/DB Audit begins walking again from the owner record until it reaches either the
original retrieved record or the owner record for a second time. For example, in Figure 2.37, when record GR 79-1 is
retrieved during the area sweep, CA IDMS/DB Audit walks forward until the owner record (Bill Smith) is retrieved. Once
the owner record is detected, CA IDMS/DB Audit walks forward again until record GR 79-1 is retrieved for a second time.

To understand the impact of using WALKNEXT, assume there are 6,000 STUDENT records and 24,000 GREPORT
records. If the STUDENT-GREPORT set is audited using USERSETS, CA IDMS/DB Audit accesses 30,000 records
(6000 owners plus 24000 members; average set length is 4). When auditing with WALKNEXT, CA IDMS/DB Audit
accesses 150,000 records (30,000 set walking from the owners and 120,000 set walking from each member record).
If GREPORT members are not stored VIA the STUDENT-GREPORT set, CA IDMS/DB Audit generates 150,000 I/Os,
based on an average of 4 member records per set times 30,000 record occurrences, plus 30,000 I/Os for the set walk
process.

NOTE
If you specify WALKNEXT, each set is walked as many times as there are member records. This multiple
walking causes a substantial increase in processing time. You can, however, search for orphans through
QuickCheck with the USERSETS option and use less processing time.
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Figure 2.37: Walknext Processing

If an owner record is obtained for the second time, the retrieved record is an orphan. For example, in Figure 2.38, when
the Creative Writing record occurrence is retrieved, CA IDMS/DB Audit detects an orphan record. CA IDMS/DB Audit
walks from Creative Writing to Remedial English back to ENGLISH. Then it walks from ENGLISH to American Literature
to English Literature to Remedial English back to ENGLISH. This sequence indicates that Creative Writing is connected
into the set owned by ENGLISH, but cannot be retrieved by walking from the ENGLISH record. Therefore, Creative
Writing is an orphan record.

NOSWEEP Option

If the owner of the set is in a NOSWEEP area, the set is not walked. In that case, CA IDMS/DB Audit cannot determine
whether records in another area are orphan records of sets whose owners are in the NOSWEEP area.
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Figure 2.38: Orphan Record (Partially Disconnected)

Set Disconnection Processing

During sweep processing, when each record is retrieved, CA IDMS/DB Audit checks for the following:

• To see if the record is a member of a set to be audited for disconnections, or 
• If the record type is to be audited for disconnections. 

A record is disconnected if no records that are members of a set point to it and it does not point into the set.

If you specify DISCONNECT=NONE in the AUDIT statement, no search for disconnections is made.

Verifying Pointers

When a record is to be audited for set disconnections, each pointer is verified by finding the indicated record. For
example, if there are 24,000 GREPORT records with next, prior, and owner pointers in the STUDENT-GREPORT set,
then CA IDMS/DB Audit verifies each pointer (72,000 pointers) by finding 72,000 records.

Two disconnected records are illustrated in Figure 2.39. if all the pointers of a record are null, the record is fully
disconnected. if all the pointers of a record are a combination of invalid and null pointers, the record is partially
disconnected. Because all of the pointers of the Joan Brown record are null (indicated by -1), it is fully disconnected. The
David Lee record is partially disconnected, because its only pointer that is not null does not point into a set.

NOTE
Because of the large number of I/Os and calls to DBIO, DISCONNECT can increase processing time
significantly. You can, however, reduce processing time through QuickCheck. QuickCheck DISCONNECT looks
for fully disconnected records only. QuickCheck USERSETS looks for partially disconnected records only.

DISCONNECT with WALKNEXT

WALKNEXT takes precedence over DISCONNECT when both are specified in the same run. If an error is found in both
walknext processing and in set disconnection processing, the record in error is reported as an orphan record. As in Figure
2.39, David Lee would be reported as an orphan record if you specified WALKNEXT, and Disconnect.
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Figure 2.39: Orphan Record (Fully Disconnected)

Integrated Index Processing

If INDEX is specified in the AUDIT statement, CA IDMS/DB Audit verifies each integrated index entry against its database
record occurrence. You cannot specify the INDEX option with QuickCheck auditing.

To detect integrated index orphans, CA IDMS/DB Audit examines the upper level pointers in each SR8 record.

CA IDMS/DB Audit also verifies the entries in the SR8 records of the integrated index set by trying to retrieve any records
pointed to by the db-keys in the entries.

CA IDMS/DB Audit verifies:

• Upper level pointers
• Db-keys:

– Record not found
– Record type incorrect
– Record not within page range
– Record that is located in non-readied area

• Symbolic keys
• Sort key sequences (set sorted by db-key or symbolic key)
• Level numbers
• Sort flags

A check for disconnections of member records is made when CA IDMS/DB Audit sweeps the area looking for mandatory-
automatic member records of integrated index sets. Audit then compares the list of the member records with a list of
member records that are found while walking down from the owners of integrated index sets.

Page Audit Processing

CA IDMS/DB Audit performs page auditing when you specify PAGES in the AUDIT statement. Whenever a new page is
retrieved during sweep processing, CA IDMS/DB Audit checks the page-number within the page-header and page-footer
against the requested page number.

NOTE
If a test SUBSCHEMA/DMCL is used to audit a production database (or vice versa), numerous pages can be
incorrectly flagged as being in error. Verify that the correct SUBSCHEMA/DMCL and load/core image library are
specified when requesting PAGES.

Specifying Database Auditing
Contents

CA IDMS/DB Audit determines which parts of the database to audit by comparing the subschema and the parameters that
you specify. The subschema must define these entities:

• Areas to be swept
• Areas containing owners of sets to be audited
• Areas containing members of sets to be audited
• Set types to be audited
• Owner record types of sets to be audited
• All member record types of sets to be audited
• Index sets to be audited
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Area Sweeping

If there are no restrictions by AREA, SET, or RECORD statements, an area is swept if any of the following AUDIT
parameters are specified:

USERSETS, if owners of sets are in the area
WALKNEXT
PAGES
DISCONNECT
CALCSETS
INDEX

An area is not swept if only USERSETS is specified and no owners of sets to be audited are in the area. Access is still
available, however, to member records of audited sets whose owners are in other areas.

Set Auditing

When you specify USERSETS, user-defined sets named in the subschema are audited if the set types, their owner record
types, all member record types, and areas containing all of those record types are defined in the subschema.

Limiting the Audit

You can include or exclude parts of the database for auditing by using the STARTWITH option in conjunction with AREA,
SET, and RECORD statements. Realize, however, that a limit placed on an area, record, or set may unintentionally affect
the auditing of another set. For example, if an AREA is designated NOSWEEP, walknext processing is not performed on
any sets whose owners are in the NOSWEEP area.

Parameter Controlled Functions
By specifying various parameters, you can direct CA IDMS/DB Audit to perform the following functions:

• Report disconnections. Records disconnected from sets are detected and reported when you specify either the ALL or
the EXPLICIT option of the DISCONNECT parameter.

• Stop all processing after detecting a specified number of errors by using the STOPAFTER option of the AUDIT
parameter statement.

• Audit the CA-IDMS CALC set, by specifying CALCSETS.
• Audit user-defined sets and integrated index sets by specifying USERSETS.
• Verify each integrated index entry against its database record by specifying INDEX.
• Restrict the portion of an area to be swept by the audit phase, by using the BEGIN and END options in the AREA

parameter statement. By using this facility, you can audit a large area in sections. Fixing will not be allowed, however,
unless the owners of all sets involved in integrity errors are in the areas audited.

• Restrict the auditing of areas, records, and sets defined in the subschema by using NOSWEEP, NOACCESS, and
NOAUDIT.
– NOSWEEP prevents CA IDMS/DB Audit from accessing specific records or all the records stored in an area during

CA IDMS/DB Audit's sweep processing. It does not prevent CA IDMS/DB Audit from accessing member records
as part of USERSETS auditing. If owners of sets are in a NOSWEEP area, however, those sets are not processed
during walknext processing.

– NOACCESS prevents CA IDMS/DB Audit from accessing a specified area or record under any circumstances. It will
not attempt to sweep an area or access a record during sweep processing, nor will it access any records stored in
an area, or any sets whose owners or members are in the area, during set walk auditing.

– NOAUDIT prevents CA IDMS/DB Audit from performing any of its audits on the specified set.
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Fix Phase
CA IDMS/DB Audit fixes most physical integrity errors found in the audit phase. You can specify either simulated fixing or
actual updating of the database.

Errors Fixed

By using information contained in the extract file, CA IDMS/DB Audit fixes the following physical integrity errors:

• User-defined sets and CALC sets
– Null db-keys
– Db-keys that point outside of the subschema page range
– Next, prior, or owner db-keys that point incorrectly
– Sort keys out of sequence
– Set loops
– Orphan records not properly connected to a set
– CALC records not properly connected to the CALC set

• Pages: inconsistencies in header or footer page number
• LDELs: CA IDMS/DB Audit can erase an LDEL if it is not part of a set occurrence in error or the owner of an empty set
• Integrated index sets

– Next, prior, and owner db-keys that point incorrectly
– Upper level pointers in orphan records
– Orphan count

Limits

If CA IDMS/DB Audit reaches any STOPAFTER, SETLIMIT or DBKEYTBL limits, it does not fix any detected errors
because the audit may not be complete.

Errors Only Detected

There are some types of physical integrity errors that CA IDMS/DB Audit cannot fix:

• FROM/THRU page range errors
• Duplicate sort keys in a set occurrence where duplicates are not allowed
• Fully disconnected record occurrences, including orphan strings
• Fragmented (variable length) records that could not be properly assembled
• Compressed records that could not be properly decompressed
• Integrated index errors other than orphans, orphan counts, and next, prior, or owner pointers (upper level pointers, db-

keys, symbolic keys, sort key sequences, level numbers, or sort flags)

You can fix many of these errors by using the information produced by CA IDMS/DB Audit in conjunction with the CA
IDMS utility IDMSBCF, FIX PAGE function. See individual message descriptions in Messages for more information.

Logical Integrity

CA IDMS/DB Audit fixes only physical integrity errors. Logical integrity errors cannot be fixed because CA IDMS/DB Audit
does not know the logical basis used to store the data on the database.

For example, in Figure 2.40, the STUDENT-REPORTS set contains two record types: GR and DR. Each record type is
sorted in descending order by year and grading period. DR records are stored whenever necessary and should occur in
the set after the GR records.
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Assume that one of the next pointers is broken. CA IDMS/DB Audit fixes the set as shown in Figure 2.41. If logically the
DR records are to follow the GR records for the same year and grading period, then the "fixed" set occurrence is not in the
correct logical sequence. Nevertheless, the physical integrity of the set is correct. Logical integrity can be fixed by a user
program--a correction that may not have been possible before the physical integrity was fixed.

Figure 2.40: Physical Integrity Error

Figure 2.41: Physical Integrity and Logical Integrity

Multiple Owner Fixing

When a record is found in more than one set, CA IDMS/DB Audit places the record in the set indicated by its owner
pointer, or in the set where it appears closest to the owner record. For example, in Figure 2.42, when walking from owner
record ENGLISH, member records John Doe, Joan Brown, James Jones, and Paul Cary are retrieved before an error is
detected. Walking from owner record MATH, member records David Kraft, James Jones, and Paul Cary are retrieved.
Record occurrences James Jones and Paul Cary appear in both sets.

If such a record has an owner pointer that matches the db-key of an owner record, the member record is placed in that
owner's set.
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If the record does not have a valid owner pointer, the record is placed in the set where it is nearest the owner record. In
Figure 2.42, James Jones and Paul Cary are closest to the MATH record (that is, they are the 2nd and 3rd records in the
MATH set as opposed to 3rd and 4th records in the ENGLISH set). Figure 2.43 shows how the sets will be fixed by CA
IDMS/DB Audit, by placing James Jones and Paul Cary in the MATH set.

If a record does not have a valid owner pointer and it is equidistant from multiple owner records, it is placed in the set
whose owner has the lowest db-key.

The fixed sets are unbroken, but either James Jones or Paul Cary, or both, may belong in the ENGLISH set. You should
verify the logical integrity of the sets by examining the After Image Report to see how the error is corrected by CA IDMS/
DB Audit.

Figure 2.42: Records with Multiple Owners (Before Fix)

Figure 2.43: Records with Multiple Owners (After Fix)

CA IDMS/DB Audit Parameters
This section presents CA IDMS/DB Audit parameter statements and options. Conventions and syntax are summarized in
figure format. Detailed discussions of each parameter option follow a brief description of the parameter statements.

Notation Conventions and Syntax
Before using CA IDMS/DB Audit parameter statements, review the following exhibits:
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• Figure 3.1 Notation Conventions
• Figure 3.2 Parameter Syntax Rules
• Figure 3.3 Parameter Syntax Summary

Example Function

PROCESS

 
 

Keywords appear in UPPERCASE.
The minimum required portion of each keyword is
UNDERSCORED. If a portion of or an entire keyword is not
underscored, you can omit that portion or that keyword.

,AEA=area-name
Variables appear in lowercase italics. You must substitute an
appropriate value for each variable.

[,BEGIN=page-number]
Brackets indicate optional clauses.

          / CRITICAL \
PROCESS= < ALL        > 
         \ NONE     /

Braces enclose two or more options. You must select one of the
options

│ ,PAGES     │
│ ,CALCSETS  │
│ ,USERSETS  │
│ ,LDEL      │

A pair of double bars encloses two or more options. You must
select one or more of the options. Do not specify an option more
than once.

Figure 3.1: Notation Conventions

Item Rule
Order of Parameter Statements You must enter the PROCESS statement first. You can enter all

other parameter statements in any order.
Within a parameter statement you can enter options in any order.

Continuing a Parameter Statement To continue a parameter statement onto the next record, key in
a trailing comma. Do not split a keyword phrase between two
records.

Entering Blanks In Parameter Statements You can enter blanks (character spaces) between keywords to
improve readability in a parameter statement without affecting
processing.
Do not, however, embed blanks within a keyword or value field.

Entering Parameter Statements On an 80-character input record, you must enter all parameter
syntax between positions 1 through 72.

Comments Enter an asterisk (*) in column 1 to indicate a comment.

Figure 3.2: Parameter Syntax Rules
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Figure 3.3a: CA IDMS/DB Audit Parameter Syntax Summary
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Figure 3.3b: CA IDMS/DB Audit Parameter Syntax Summary

Parameter Statements and Options
As the syntax summary on the preceding pages displays, each CA IDMS/DB Audit parameter statement contains a
number of options. This section briefly describes the function of these statements and their options. The next section
presents a detailed description of each statement and its associated options.

The function of a parameter option is the same for both Standard and QuickCheck processing, unless otherwise noted.
Any differences are clearly identified and discussed separately.
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PROCESS Statement

The PROCESS statement initiates CA IDMS/DB Audit processing and identifies the subschema that describes the
database to be audited. The PROCESS statement is the only parameter statement that is required, and it must be entered
first. In addition to the PROCESS statement, you must also include at least one AUDIT, FIX, or REPORT statement with
each run.

PROCESS statement options enable you to specify the READYMODE for the database and to indicate which SORT
messages to display on the Audit Report. Additional options initiate inclusive or exclusive processing, specify the audit
type as either Standard or QuickCheck, and enable you to check your parameters before auditing begins.

AUDIT Statement

The AUDIT statement specifies the scope of the audit.

AUDIT options provide exact instructions on types of errors or data structures to audit: CALC sets, user-defined sets,
index sets, pages, and record or set disconnections. By specifying additional options with CALC sets or USERSETS, you
can limit processing even further.

AREA, RECORD, and SET Statements

The AREA, RECORD, and SET statements are used in conjunction with the AUDIT statement to designate which parts of
the database to process.

AREA, RECORD, and SET options direct CA IDMS/DB Audit to include or exclude entire areas, parts of areas, and
specific records or sets when auditing.

FIX Statement

The FIX statement enables you to request either simulated or actual correction of most types of errors. Simulated
corrections allow you to examine the Integrity Analysis Report and review the projected results without actually updating
the database.

FIX options specify which types of errors to correct: CALC or set errors, integrated index orphans, pointer errors, or page
header and footer errors. You can apply corrections either to errors found in a previous audit, or to errors found in the
current audit.

You can also use one of the FIX options to physically delete logically deleted records (LDELs).

REPORTS Statement

Every execution of CA IDMS/DB Audit results in an Audit Report of processing messages and statistics. The Integrity
Analysis Report is optional, however.

The REPORTS statement allows you to specify whether or not to generate an Integrity Analysis Report. This report gives
details of the physical integrity errors found in the database.

REPORT options enable you to modify the format of the Integrity Analysis Report. You can display the data in either
character form or in hexadecimal and character form. Other options let you control how set errors are displayed. You can
also generate a report on a previous audit.

CA IDMS/DB Audit PROCESS Statement
This section explains the following topics:

In order to run CA IDMS/DB Audit, you must enter the PROCESS statement first. The PROCESS statement performs
these functions:
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• Initiates execution of CA IDMS/DB Audit
• Identifies the subschema
• Indicates the mode in which the database is to be readied for an audit or a fix
• Indicates the type of SORT messages to be displayed on the Audit Report
• Initiates inclusive or exclusive processing
• Specifies the audit type as either Standard or QuickCheck
• Scans your parameters for errors before auditing begins

                        ┌                        ┐

                        │,
R
EADYMODE=< 
U
PDATE    >│

                        └           \ 
R
ETRIEVAL /
┘

                        ┌           / 
C
RITICAL  \┐

                        │,
SO
RTMSGS= < 
A
LL       >│

                        └           \ 
N
ONE      /
┘

                        ┌                        ┐

P
ROCESS,
SU
BSCHEMA=name 
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 │,
ST
ARTWITH=< 
A
LL       >│

                        └           \ 
N
ONE      /
┘

                        ┌           / 
S
TANDARD  \┐

                        │,
A
UDITTYPE=< 
Q
UICKCHECK>│

                        └           \           /
┘

                        [,
SC
AN                   ]

Figure 3.4: PROCESS Statement Syntax

PROCESS Parameter

P
ROCESS, 
SU
BSCHEMA=name

PROCESS initiates execution of CA IDMS/DB Audit and indicates that processing options follow. CA IDMS/DB Audit
accesses and loads the subschema and its related DMCL from the load/core image library.
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SUBSCHEMA identifies the subschema that describes the database to be processed. If you select an AUDIT, you can
exclude specific areas, sets, or records by entering AREA, SET, or RECORD statements.

Default: There is no default value. You must enter a valid subschema name.

Rules:

• If you are auditing a multi-member set, you must include all member records of that set in the subschema; do not
exclude any members from the audit. The CALC set is a multi-member set.

• All records and sets to be audited must allow the DML commands FIND, GET, MODIFY, and ERASE.
• The subschema cannot contain native VSAM records.

READYMODE Option

 ,
R
EADYMODE=< 
U
PDATE >

            \ R
ETRIEVAL /

READYMODE specifies the mode in which CA IDMS/DB Audit prepares the database for processing.

UPDATE readies the database in CA IDMS's exclusive update mode. This mode prevents concurrent operations of any
kind in the area. If you specify FIX=UPDATE, you must also specify READYMODE=UPDATE.

RETRIEVAL readies the database in CA IDMS's shared retrieval mode. Do not use this mode if you are specifying
FIX=UPDATE. You can, however, run other jobs against the area at the same time. If another job is updating the
database, CA IDMS/DB Audit may report errors that do not actually exist.

Default: UPDATE

SORTMSGS Option

 / 
C
RITICAL \

,SO
RTMSGS=
 < 
A
LL >
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 \ 
N
ONE /

SORTMSGS specifies which SORT program messages to display on the Audit Report.

CRITICAL displays only those messages that impede the execution of the SORT program.

ALL displays all SORT messages.

NONE displays no SORT messages.

Default: CRITICAL

STARTWITH Option

,STARTWITH=
 < 
A
LL >

           \ N
ONE /

STARTWITH initiates either inclusive or exclusive processing.

ALL presumes that the entire database, as defined by the subschema, is to be audited. Optionally, you can then exclude
data from processing by specifying AREA, RECORD, and SET statements.

NONE presumes that none of the database, as defined by the subschema, is to be audited. You include data for
processing with AREA, RECORD, and SET statements. If you specify STARTWITH=NONE, then you must specify AREA,
RECORD, or SET statements.

Default: ALL

AUDITTYPE Option

 / 
S
TANDARD \

 ,A
UDITTYPE=< 
Q
UICKCHECK>
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AUDITTYPE specifies the audit type as either STANDARD or QUICKCHECK.

QUICKCHECK auditing finds most common database errors with much less overhead than Standard auditing.

STANDARD auditing is the most thorough auditing method. It finds all physical integrity errors, but it also requires longer
processing time.

Default: STANDARD

SCAN Option

,
SC
AN

The SCAN option gives you the opportunity to check and correct your parameter statements before processing begins.
When you specify SCAN, CA IDMS/DB Audit performs parameter validation and reports on how areas, records, and sets
are going to be audited based on the options specified.

Default: There is no default value.

The AUDIT Statement
The optional AUDIT statement specifies the types of physical integrity errors for CA IDMS/DB Audit to find.You can enter
only one AUDIT statement for each execution of CA IDMS/DB Audit. The single AUDIT statement indicates which of the
six types of auditing to perform. This statement can also include a limit on the number of errors to be detected so that CA
IDMS/DB Audit terminates processing when it finds the specified number of errors.

You can use AREA, RECORD, and SET statements with the AUDIT statement to include or exclude parts of the database
described in the subschema. Descriptions and syntax of these statements follow this section about the AUDIT statement.
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Figure 3.5: AUDIT Statement Syntax

AUDIT Parameter

AU
DIT

The AUDIT parameter initiates audit processing according to the audit options included in the statement. If you specify
the AUDIT parameter, you must select one or more of its options: PAGES, INDEX, DISCONNECT, CALCSETS, or
USERSETS.

As a result of audit processing, CA IDMS/DB Audit writes extract records to a general extract file and, optionally, to an
index extract file, depending on the parameters you specify.

PAGES Option
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,
P
AGES

PAGES directs CA IDMS/DB Audit to audit the page numbers in the header and footer of each database page
encountered during area sweep processing.

INDEX Option

,
I
NDEX

INDEX verifies each integrated index entry against its database record occurrence, and looks for index orphans by
verifying each upper level node pointer.

INDEX does not check for next, prior, or owner (N/P/O) pointer errors in integrated index sets because this checking is
performed during USERSETS processing.

If CA IDMS/DB Audit finds pointer errors, you can fix them during the fix phase.

QuickCheck: Do not specify INDEX with QuickCheck.

DISCONNECT Option

 / 
N
ONE \

 ,DI
SCONNECT=< 
E
XPLICIT >

 \ 
A
LL /

DISCONNECT specifies which member records are to be searched for set disconnections. The Audit Report displays
those sets that are audited for disconnections.

NONE prevents a search for set disconnections.
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EXPLICIT searches for set disconnections in:

• member records of mandatory automatic sets
• sets designated DISCONNECT in a SET statement
• records designated DISCONNECT in a RECORD statement

ALL searches for set disconnections in records that are members of OPTIONAL and MANUAL sets as well as
MANDATORY AUTOMATIC sets. You can use the ALL option instead of specifying DISCONNECT EXPLICIT for each
individual set in the subschema.

DISCONNECT increases run time significantly because CA IDMS/DB Audit generates a large number of I/Os to verify set
disconnection.

DISCONNECT is an option in both the AUDIT, RECORD, and SET statements. In order for the DISCONNECT option of
the RECORD or SET statement to have any effect, you must specify

DISCONNECT=EXPLICIT with the AUDIT statement.

QuickCheck: DISCONNECT processing identifies fully disconnected records only. Partially disconnected records are
identified by QuickCheck USERSETS processing.

Standard: DISCONNECT processing identifies both partially disconnected and fully disconnected records.

Default: NONE

CALCSETS Option

,
C
ALCSETS

The CALCSETS option examines the CALC set for next and prior pointer errors. For CALC set auditing to be complete,
your subschema must contain a definition for all CALC records that reside in the area of the database designated for
sweep processing. If your subschema does not contain definitions for all CALC sets, processing will be incomplete. If
AUDITTYPE=STANDARD is specified, CALC records will also be checked to ensure they are connected to the correct
CALC set.

USERSETS Option

,
U
SERSETS

USERSETS examines user-defined sets and integrated index sets for next, prior, or owner (N/P/O) pointer errors. The
upper level node pointer in integrated index members is not examined during USERSETS processing.

Standard: CA IDMS/DB Audit performs LDEL processing for all sets. CA IDMS/DB Audit walks each set from the
owner to determine whether the next, prior, and owner pointers of each record are correct. If you performed a complete
area sweep, you can then physically delete these logically deleted records by specifying the LDEL parameter in a
FIX=UPDATE statement.
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QuickCheck: CA IDMS/DB Audit performs LDEL processing only for sets that contain N/P/O errors. If a set contains
one or more N/P/O errors, CA IDMS/DB Audit automatically creates extract records for logically deleted member records
(LDELs).

SETLIMIT Option

,
SET
LIMIT=number-of-members

SETLIMIT specifies the maximum number of member records to retrieve from a set occurrence before assuming that a set
loop condition exists. A set loop occurs when a member record's next db-key points back to a previous member record in
the set chain.

The SETLIMIT value must be an integer from 1 through 9999999. For most efficient performance, the value should equal
the maximum number of member records in any one set occurrence. Specifying too large a value causes unnecessary
processing within a set when a set loop exists. Another result of specifying too large a value is unnecessarily large storage
requirements for DBKEYTBL and the db-key save table.

SETLIMIT causes CA IDMS/DB Audit to stop processing a set only when it has retrieved the number of members
specified by the SETLIMIT value. For this reason, you can detect a set loop much more quickly by specifying DBKEYTBL
(explained in the next section).

CA IDMS/DB Audit does not perform any fixing if the SETLIMIT value is reached for any set occurrence.

Default: 3000

DBKEYTBL Option

,
DB
KEYTBL

DBKEYTBL directs CA IDMS/DB Audit to build a table of the db-keys of all member records when auditing a set
occurrence. CA IDMS/DB Audit uses this table to detect a set loop. A set loop occurs when a member record's next db-
key points back to a previous member in the set chain.

If you specify DBKEYTBL, CA IDMS/DB Audit stops processing a set under either of these two circumstances:

• When CA IDMS/DB Audit retrieves a set member whose db-key is already in the db-key table
• When there is no room to store a db-key in the table.

If you do not specify DBKEYTBL, CA IDMS/DB Audit stops processing a set when it has retrieved the number of members
indicated by the SETLIMIT value.

The maximum number of entries DBKEYTBL can hold is 120% of the SETLIMIT value. 80% of SETLIMIT is allocated to
the primary portion of the table and 40% of SETLIMIT is allocated to an overflow portion of the table.
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Because of the algorithm used for accessing the db-key table, there may be no room for a particular db-key in the table
even though the SETLIMIT value has not been reached. Therefore, you may need to specify a SETLIMIT value slightly
larger than what appears necessary.

CA IDMS/DB Audit always allocates storage for the db-key table during the audit phase because this table is required
when creating extract records for set errors. Consequently, you should always specify DBKEYTBL when auditing
CALCSETS or USERSETS.

CORE and DISK Options

 / ,
CORE
 \

 < ,DISK
 >

The CORE and DISK options indicate whether to allocate core storage or disk storage for the db-key table and the db-key
save table.

Default: CORE

Storage for the Db-key Table

The amount of storage used for the db-key table depends on the SETLIMIT value. The size of the db-key table is equal
to 9.6 times the SETLIMIT value. For example, if the SETLIMIT value is 3000 (the default), the storage size is: 9.6 *
3000=28800 bytes.

Storage for the Db-key Save Table

The amount of storage used for the db-key save table is equal to 8 times the SETLIMIT value. For example, if the
SETLIMIT value is 3000 (default), the storage required for the db-key save table is: 8 * 3000=24000 bytes.

Core storage for the db-key save table is allocated whether or not it is used. The amount of storage actually used depends
on the number of next, prior, and owner errors in the part of the database being audited. Disk storage for the db-key save
table is used only if N/P/O pointer errors are found.

When to Use Core Storage

Specify CORE whenever the amount of storage used by the db-key table and db-key save table will be available in the CA
IDMS/DB Audit region of your computer.

When to Use Disk Storage

If your system does not have enough core storage available, specify DISK. Very large sets, including integrated index
sets, require a large SETLIMIT and, therefore, large amounts of storage for the tables. If you specify DISK, you must
allocate space for two direct access files. These files are required for index processing whether or not you specify the
DBKEYTBL parameter. See Operations for more information.
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Report of Allocated Storage

The amount of core storage allocated for each table is reported on the Processing Messages and Statistics section of the
Audit Report. If you specify DISK, the Audit Report indicates that zero bytes of core storage have been allocated.

WALKNEXT Option

,
W
ALKNEXT

WALKNEXT searches for orphan records within sets that are defined for USERSET or CALCSET processing.
WALKNEXT examines each record encountered in an area sweep and walks all eligible sets of which the record is a
member. If the owner does not point at the record, and none of the members point at the record, it is reported as an
orphan of the set. That is, walking the set does not lead to an owner and back to the record.

The WALKNEXT parameter is usually used in a second run after a full-area audit that indicates orphan records. To
determine the presence of orphan records, refer to the Audit Report, Audit Statistics. Compare the number reported for
MBR RECORD OCCURRENCES plus SET DISCONNECTIONS for each set to the number reported for AREA SWEEP
OCCURRENCES plus LOGICAL DELETIONS for each record that is a member of the set. Any difference between these
numbers represents a possible orphan record. (If DISCONNECT was specified, the difference proves the presence of
orphans for the set.)

Walknext processing causes an extraordinarily high number of I/Os because every set occurrence is walked as many
times as there are member records plus once more for the owner. This type of processing increases operating time
significantly.

QuickCheck: Do not specify WALKNEXT with QuickCheck. For QuickCheck processing, CA IDMS/DB Audit searches for
orphans through the USERSETS option and uses significantly less processing time.

STOPAFTER Option

,
STOP
AFTER=number-of-errors

STOPAFTER specifies the maximum number of integrity errors which CA IDMS/DB Audit can encounter before
terminating all audit processing.

When CA IDMS/DB Audit performs more than one type of audit, it may detect a particular integrity error more than
once and increment the count for that error several times. Make the STOPAFTER value large enough to allow for these
duplications.

NOTE
If you reach the STOPAFTER value during processing, do notattempt any type of fixing because you cannot
assume that CA IDMS/DB Audit has detected all integrity errors.

Default: 999999
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AREA, RECORD, and SET
The AREA, RECORD, and SET statements are optional subsets of the AUDIT statement. Do not specify one of these
statements unless you also specify the AUDIT statement.

The following sections describe each statement and its options.

Figure 3.6: AREA, RECORD, and SET Statement Syntax

The AREA Statement
The AREA statement is used in conjunction with the PROCESS statement's STARTWITH option to include or exclude an
area from being audited. You can also use the AREA statement to sweep less than the full page range of an area. You
must specify the AREA statement in conjunction with the AUDIT statement.

AREA Parameter

AR EA=area-name

AREA defines the name of the area to include or exclude in processing.

BEGIN and END Options

,
B
EGIN=page-number
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BEGIN specifies the page where CA IDMS/DB Audit begins an area sweep.

Default: The first page number of the area.

,
E
ND=page-number

END specifies the page where CA IDMS/DB Audit ends an area sweep.

Default: The last page number of the area.

SWEEP is implied with either BEGIN or END. Therefore, if you specify BEGIN or END, do not specify NOSWEEP or
NOACCESS because doing so would create a conflict.

QuickCheck: You can specify BEGIN and END for QuickCheck as long as you are not also using the USERSETS or
CALCSETS options. If you specify QuickCheck USERSETS or CALCSETS, do not specify BEGIN or END pages because
QuickCheck relies on extracts from a complete area.

NOACCESS Option

,
NOA
CCESS

The NOACCESS option omits from processing all records in the specified area. Because CA IDMS/DB Audit does not
ready the specified area, it also does not audit any sets owned by the area records, nor any sets where those records are
members.

You will get an error message if you specify NOACCESS along with the DISCONNECT option in either:

• A RECORD statement for a record in the NOACCESS area
• A SET statement for a set owned by a record in the NOACCESS area

Do not specify NOACCESS in conjunction with BEGIN or END.

NOSWEEP Option

,
NOS
WEEP

NOSWEEP prevents CA IDMS/DB Audit from processing sets owned by records in the designated area.

NOSWEEP impacts set owners only; it does not affect set members. If access is initiated from an area being swept,
NOSWEEP allows each record in the area to be available.
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If you specify NOSWEEP with either USERSETS or CALCSETS, NOSWEEP prevents CA IDMS/DB Audit from
processing sets owned by NOSWEEP records.

Do not specify NOSWEEP in conjunction with BEGIN or END.

SWEEP Option

,
S
WEEP

SWEEP causes the ACCESS of each record type residing in the area and the AUDIT of each set owned by records in the
designated area.

SWEEP also causes the ACCESS of each set member record and, with QuickCheck, the SWEEP of each area containing
these members.

Do not specify SWEEP in conjunction with BEGIN or END.

The RECORD Statement
The RECORD statement is used in conjunction with the PROCESS statement's STARTWITH option to include or exclude
a record type from begin audited.You can also use the RECORD statement to report a record disconnected from a set that
is not mandatory automatic. You must specify the RECORD statement in conjunction with the AUDIT statement.

RECORD Parameter

REC
ORD=record-name

RECORD specifies the name of the record type to include or exclude from auditing.

DISCONNECT Option

,
DI
SCONNECT

DISCONNECT reports all records of the specified type that are disconnected from any set that is not mandatory
automatic.

In order to use the RECORD,DISCONNECT option, you must specify DISCONNECT=EXPLICIT in the AUDIT statement.
CA IDMS/DB Audit automatically reports a record that is disconnected from a mandatory automatic set when you specify
either DISCONNECT=EXPLICIT or DISCONNECT=ALL.
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Do not specify DISCONNECT and NOACCESS together in the RECORD statement.

Specifying DISCONNECT=NONE in the AUDIT statement and DISCONNECT in the RECORD statement produces a
conflict and results in an error message.

NOACCESS Option

,
NOA
CCESS

NOACCESS omits the designated record from auditing. Therefore, CA IDMS/DB Audit does not audit any sets owned by
this record nor any sets where the record is a member.

Do not specify DISCONNECT and NOACCESS together in the RECORD statement.

Do not specify NOACCESS in conjunction with BEGIN or END.

NOSWEEP Option

,
NOS
WEEP

NOSWEEP prevents CA IDMS/DB Audit from processing the specified record when sweeping the area where the record
resides. Therefore, any sets owned by this record are also not audited. NOSWEEP, however, does allow each record of
the specified type to be audited if processing is initiated from another area being swept.

If you specify NOSWEEP with either USERSETS or CALCSETS, NOSWEEP prevents CA IDMS/DB Audit from
processing sets owned by NOSWEEP records.

Do not specify NOSWEEP in conjunction with BEGIN or END.

SWEEP Option

,
S
WEEP

SWEEP directs CA IDMS/DB Audit to ACCESS the designated record and SWEEP the area in which it resides. Sets
owned by these records are also audited.

SWEEP also causes the ACCESS of each set member record and, with QuickCheck, the SWEEP of each area containing
these members.

Do not specify SWEEP in conjunction with BEGIN or END.
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The SET Statement
The SET statement is used in conjunction with the PROCESS statement's STARTWITH option to include or exclude a set
from being audited. You must specify the SET statement in conjunction with the AUDIT statement.

You can also use the SET statement to report a member record that is disconnected from a set occurrence that
is not mandatory automatic. To do so, specify the SET statement in conjunction with the AUDIT statement's
DISCONNECT=EXPLICIT option.

SET Parameter

S
ET=set-name

SET specifies the name of the set to include or exclude from auditing.

DISCONNECT Option

,
DI
SCONNECT

DISCONNECT locates all records disconnected from the specified set. You must specify DISCONNECT=EXPLICIT in the
AUDIT statement for the DISCONNECT option of the SET statement to have any effect. Do not specify DISCONNECT
for mandatory automatic sets because records disconnected from mandatory automatic sets are automatically reported
unless you specify DISCONNECT=NONE on the AUDIT statement.

Specifying DISCONNECT=NONE in the AUDIT statement and DISCONNECT in the SET statement produces a conflict
and results in an error message.

AUDIT and NOAUDIT Options

,
A
UDIT

AUDIT processes the specified set for integrity errors. If you specify SET, DISCONNECT, you must also specify AUDIT.
AUDIT causes the ACCESS of the owner and members of the set. AUDIT also causes SWEEP of the area containing the
owner, and, with QuickCheck, SWEEP of the area containing the members.
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,
NOA
UDIT

NOAUDIT prevents CA IDMS/DB Audit from processing the specified set. If you specify NOAUDIT, do not specify SET,
DISCONNECT.

The FIX Statement
The FIX statement indicates the types of fix processing for CA IDMS/DB Audit to simulate or perform. Simulated fixing
allows you to examine the projected results on the Integrity Analysis Report without actually updating the database. FIX
options specify which types of errors to correct: CALC or set errors, integrated index orphans, pointer errors, or page
header and footer errors. You can also use the FIX statement to physically delete logically deleted records (LDELs).

You can apply corrections either to errors found in a previous audit or to errors found in the current audit. You can specify
the FIX statement without an AUDIT statement only if your JCL specifies extract files that were created during a previous
run of the audit phase. If CA IDMS/DB Audit is to fix integrated index orphans that were detected in a previous run of
AUDIT, you must also include the index extract file in your JCL.

You cannot specify more than one FIX statement for each run of CA IDMS/DB Audit.

 ┌                  
 │ ,
P
AGES        │ ┐
 │      / S
IMULATE \ │ ,
I
NDEXORPHANS │
 │ 

 │
F
IX = < 
U
PDATE   > │ ,
C
ALCSETS     │
 │

 │                  
 │ ,
U
SERSETS     │
 │
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 └                  
 │ ,
L
DEL         │ ┘

Figure 3.7: FIX Statement Syntax

FIX Parameter

 / 
S
IMULATE \

,F
IX =
 < 
U
PDATE >

The FIX parameter initiates either simulated or actual corrections of the database.

SIMULATE displays the intended corrections of detected integrity errors without actually applying the corrections to the
database. You can inspect the corrections before updating the database in a subsequent audit run.

UPDATE applies corrections to integrity errors detected in the audit phase by updating the database. If you specify
UPDATE in the FIX statement, you must also specify READYMODE=UPDATE in the PROCESS statement.

It is best to specify FIX=SIMULATE before using FIX=UPDATE. If the proposed corrections appear acceptable, you can
then correct the detected errors by making a follow-up run using the extract files created during the audit phase.

NOTE
Be sure not to apply any updates to the database between runningthe audit and fix phases. Such updates could
change the results of the fix processing or cause the fix phase to terminate abnormally.

PAGES Option

,
P
AGES

PAGES corrects errors detected within the page header and page footer. If you specify PAGES in the FIX statement, you
must also specify PAGES in the audit phase.
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INDEXORPHANS Option

,
I
NDEXORPHANS

INDEXORPHANS corrects the upper level pointers in integrated index orphans and decreases the appropriate orphan
counts. Each corrected upper level pointer points to the correct SR8 record at the next height level. CA IDMS/DB Audit
decreases the orphan counts in upper level SR8 records, starting with the upper level record designated by the old db-
key (the one in error) and continuing to, but not including, the upper level record designated by the corrected upper level
pointer. INDEX must have been specified in the audit phase.

If you specify INDEXORPHANS in the FIX statement, but do not specify an AUDIT statement, then you must include both
the general and the index extract files as input files in the JCL.

QuickCheck

Do not specify INDEXORPHANS with QuickCheck.

CALCSETS Option

,
C
ALCSETS

CALCSETS corrects integrity errors detected in the CALC set. If you specify CALCSETS in the FIX statement, you must
also must have specified CALCSETS in the AUDIT statement.

USERSETS Option

,
U
SERSETS

USERSETS corrects errors detected in all audited user-defined sets. In addition, USERSETS corrects next, prior, and
owner pointers of integrated index sets.

LDEL Option

,
L
DEL
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LDEL processing uses any logically deleted (LDEL) extracts created by USERSETS processing to physically delete
LDELs if possible.

LDEL records are not deleted in sets where integrity errors are found unless you also specified USERSETS in both the
AUDIT and FIX statements. LDEL records that are fully disconnected are not deleted.

If you perform a partial area audit, logically deleted records may be detected through an area sweep, but not when
walking a set occurrence. In this case, logically deleted records are not physically deleted during the fix phase.

QuickCheck

Both QuickCheck and Standard USERSETS processing create LDEL record extracts for fixing. However, because
QuickCheck does not walk sets that are free of error, QuickCheck USERSETS produces LDEL record extracts only for
those LDELs found in user-defined sets with broken N/P/O pointers.

Figure 3.8 summarizes each FIX option, the extract file required as input for the correction, and the type of errors
corrected.

FIX Options Extract Files Required Errors Fixed
PAGES General Page errors
INDEXORPHANS General and Index Integrated index orphans
CALCSETS General Integrity errors in CALC sets
USERSETS General N/P/O pointer errors in integrated index

sets
USERSETS General Integrity errors in user-defined sets
LDEL General LDELs in user-defined sets with no integrity

errors
USERSETS
LDEL

General LDELs in user-defined sets with integrity
errors

Figure 3.8: Summary of FIX Options

The REPORTS Statement
The REPORTS statement allows you to specify whether or not to generate an Integrity Analysis Report. You can also
select the format in which record data is displayed on the reports and the format in which set related integrity errors are to
be displayed.

The REPORTS statement does not influence the Audit Report, which is generated automatically with every audit run. CA
IDMS/DB Audit System Output describes the Audit Report in detail.

 ┌        / 
Y
ES  \ ┌          / 
H
EX  \┐ ┌          / 
A
LL      \ ┐ ┐
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 │REP
ORTS=< 
N
O   > 
 │,
R
ECDATA= < 
C
HAR >│ │,
S
ERMBRS= < 
E
RRSONLY > │ │

 └        \ 
O
NLY / └                  ┘ └                       ┘ ┘

Figure 3.9: REPORTS Statement Syntax

REPORTS Parameter

 / 
Y
ES \

REP
ORTS=
 < 
N
O >

 \ 
O
NLY /

The REPORTS parameter indicates whether or not you want to generate an Integrity Analysis Report.

YES causes CA IDMS/DB Audit to generate an Integrity Analysis Report.

NO prevents CA IDMS/DB Audit from generating an Integrity Analysis Report.
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ONLY causes CA IDMS/DB Audit to perform only the report phase, but not to perform an audit or a fix, even if you
specified an AUDIT or FIX statement. ONLY generates the Integrity Analysis Report and verifies the syntax of all other
parameter statements.

You can generate a report of a previous audit by specifying either YES or ONLY. To do so, include the general extract
file as input to the current CA IDMS/DB Audit job. If you specified INDEX in the previous audit, you must also include the
index extract file in your JCL. Then specify a PROCESS statement without any AUDIT, FIX, or REPORTS statements.

Default: YES

RECDATA Options

 / 
H
EX \

,R
ECDATA=
 < 
C
HAR > 

RECDATA specifies the format of set related errors on the Integrity Analysis Report. RECDATA does not affect the format
of page error displays, which shows both hexadecimal and decimal form.

HEX displays data in both hexadecimal and character display formats. Db-keys are displayed in both decimal and
hexadecimal formats. Three lines of data are generated for each record displayed.

CHAR displays data in character notation only (alphanumeric and special characters). Binary data is not correctly
displayed in this format. Db-keys are displayed in decimal only. One line of data is generated for each record displayed.

Default: CHAR

SETMBRS Options

 / 
A
LL \

S
ERMBRS=
 < 
E
RRSONLY >
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SETMBRS specifies the report format of sets that contain errors.

ALL displays all of the member records in a set, even if only one record is in error.

ERRSONLY displays only the error records in a set rather than every record in the set. For each set that contains an
integrity error, ERRSONLY displays:

• The owner record
• Each set member that is in error
• The prior and next member records for each member in error

Default: ALL

CA IDMS/DB Audit System Output
This section describes the two types of reports produced by CA IDMS/DB Audit: the Audit Report and the Integrity
Analysis Report. Included in the discussion of the Integrity Analysis Report is a step-by-step example showing how to
diagram a set in error.

CA IDMS/DB Audit produces the following Reports. The format of these reports is the same whether you use QuickCheck
or Standard auditing.

Audit Report

The Audit Report lists error, informative, and warning messages. It consists of six reporting sections that summarize all
audit processing.

A variation of the Audit Report is available to users through pre-audit scanning. Rather than reporting on the processing
that has already taken place, an Audit Report produced by pre-audit scanning enables you to analyze your parameters
before processing begins.

Integrity Analysis Report

The Integrity Analysis Report consists of two report sections that detail all physical integrity errors found and show the
state of the database after CA IDMS/DB Audit has fixed those errors.

Pre-Audit Scan
Contents

CA IDMS/DB Audit enables you to preview your audit instructions before processing begins. Pre-audit scanning analyzes
the parameters you specify and provides you with the following feedback:

• Complete parameter validation
• Short description of processing options in effect
• Parameter-only processing and reporting
• Identification and matching of subschema areas, records, and sets with the processing options that affect them

If you need to correct syntax errors or modify your parameters in any way, you can do so before execution takes place.

To initiate pre-audit scanning, specify the SCAN option with the PROCESS statement.

The following section compares the sequence of events and the output if you generate an Audit Report with or without
pre-audit scanning.
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Processing Without SCAN

When you initiate audit processing without the SCAN option, the sequence of events is:

1. User specifies parameters without the SCAN option
2. CA IDMS/DB Audit produces three Audit Report sections as output:

– Parameter Validation
– Processing Options
– Areas/Records/Sets

3. CA IDMS/DB Audit begins audit processing and simultaneously produces the Audit Report section Runtime Status/
Statistics

4. After processing ends, CA IDMS/DB Audit produces the final two Audit Report sections:
– Audit Statistics
– Fix Statistics

Processing With SCAN

The major advantage of processing with the SCAN option is that you have an opportunity to review your parameters
and make corrections before audit execution takes place. The SCAN option causes events to take place in the following
sequence:

1. User specifies parameters with the SCAN option
2. CA IDMS/DB Audit produces three Audit Report sections as output:

– Parameter Validation
– Processing Options
– Areas/Records/Sets

3. User modifies parameters as needed
4. User initiates parameter processing again with SCAN to verify that all parameter corrections have been properly made
5. If CA IDMS/DB Audit detects no further errors, user imitates actual audit processing by specifying the same

parameters without SCAN

Figure 4.7 presents a simplified example of SCAN output. The first report section, Parameter Validation, lists the
parameters you specified and indicates if CA IDMS/DB Audit detects any parameter errors. The Processing Options
section individually identifies each parameter option in the left column and provides a brief description of that option on the
right. Finally, the Areas/Records/Sets section describes the impact of all parameters against the designated parts of the
subschema.

 ************************************************************************************************************
                                                      PARAMETER VALIDATION
 ************************************************************************************************************

 PROCESS,SCAN,AUDITTYPE=QUICKCHECK,STARTWITH=ALL...

 AUDIT,USERSETS...
 ************************************************************************************************************
                                                  PARAMETER PROCESSING OPTIONS
 ************************************************************************************************************
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 OPTION...SCAN------------------------------------─►     CHECK PARAMETER ONLY

 OPTION...AUDITTYPE=QUICKCHECK   ──────────────────►     AUDIT TYPE AREA SWEEP AND SORT

 OPTION...STARTWITH=ALL---------------------------
─►     GLOBAL PROCESSING DEFAULTS FOR SUBSCHEMA ARE:
                                                            AREA=SWEEP
                                                            RECORD=,SWEEP
                                                            SET=,AUDIT

 OPTION...AUDIT,USERSETS--------------------------
─►     USER SET AUDITING DONE BY QUICKCHECK
                                                            SORT AND MATCH

                                                         IIX NEXT/PRIOR/
OWNER POINTER AUDIT
                                                         NO USER RECORD TO IXDET AUDITING
                                                            FOR MANDATORY AUTOMATIC SETS ONLY
                                                         CREATE LDEL EXTRACKTS FOR SETS IN ERROR ONLY

 OPTION...NOINDEX---------------------------------─►     NO IIX BASIC AUDITING

 OPTION...NOWALKNEXT------------------------------
─►     USER SET ORPHAN DETECTION DONE BY
                                                            QUICKCHECK SORT AND MATCH

                                                         NO CALC SET ORPHAN DETECTION
 ************************************************************************************************************
                                                       AREAS/RECORDS/SETS
 ************************************************************************************************************

 AREA......DEPT-REGION                                      ...
                                                            READIED
                                                            AREA WILL BE SWEPT

 RECORD.......DEPT                                          ACCESSED
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 SET.........................DEPT-TEACHER                   USERSETS,NOWALKNEXT

 SET.........................IX-TCHR-LNAME                  USERSETS,NOINDEX

 RECORD.......TEACHER                                       ACCESSED

Figure 4.7: Sample SCAN Output

The Integrity Analysis Report
The second report type produced by CA IDMS/DB Audit is the Integrity Analysis Report. This report consists of two
report sections:

• Before Image Report Section
• After Image Report Section

The Before Image Report Section lists all physical integrity errors found by CA IDMS/DB Audit during the audit phase.

Before images are the extracts or record identifiers (db-key pointers, next, prior, or owner (N/P/O) pointers, sort keys) that
appear on the Integrity Analysis Report.

The After Image Report Section shows the state of the database after CA IDMS/DB Audit has fixed all the physical
integrity errors it can fix.

After images also appear on the Integrity Analysis Report and are the same record identifiers (db-key pointers, N/P/O
pointers, sort keys) in fixed format--either the way CA IDMS/DB Audit will fix them (simulate) or the way in which CA
IDMS/DB Audit has already fixed them (update).

To generate the After Image Report without actually performing the fixes, specify SIMULATE in the FIX statement. You
can have CA IDMS/DB Audit generate the Simulated After Image Report in one run, and perform the fixes in another
separate run without re-auditing the database. To execute a separate fix run, you must save the extract file (or files)
created by the audit phase to use later in the fix phase.

Diagramming Errors

The next several pages of this section contain step-by-step instructions that show how to draw a diagram of a set in error
by using the information shown on a Before Image Report.

Following the discussion of diagramming errors, there are sample reports showing how various types of errors are
reported. The types of errors listed in Figure 4.8 are illustrated in the exhibits indicated.

 Type of Error        To find this error specify:    Report Illustrated in Figure:

                                                     Before Image       After Image

 Pointer               USERSETS                       4.11
                       CALCSETS

 Set Integrity         USERSETS                       4.12               4.13
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   Miscellaneous       CALCSETS

 Set Disconnections    DISCONNECT = ALL               4.14
                       DISCONNECT = EXPLICIT

 IIX Pointers          INDEX                          4.15               4.16

 IIX Orphans           INDEX                          4.17               4.18

 IIX Integrity         INDEX                          4.19, 4.20
   Miscellaneous

 From/Thru Page Range  USERSETS                       4.21
                       CALCSETS

 Orphans of sets       USERSETS, WALKNEXT             4.22
   that are not IIX    CALCSETS, WALKNEXT
                       AUDITTYPE = QUICKCHECK

 Fragmented Records    USERSETS                       4.23
                       CALCSETS

 Compressed Records    USERSETS                     Not Illustrated    Not Illustrated
                       CALCSETS

 LDEL                  USERSETS                                           4.24

 Header                PAGES                          4.25                4.26
 Footer

Figure 4.8: Integrity Analysis Report Illustrations

In order to understand better how CA IDMS/DB Audit detected certain errors, you can draw a picture of the set in error by
using the information contained in the Before Image Report. For the following example, see the Before Image Report in
Figure 4.9, and follow the step-by-step procedure for drawing the set in error.

• Step 1. Message xxxx034I indicates integrity errors in the DEPT-TEACHER set occurrence.
• Step 2. Starting with the OWNER record (88,008-001) the NEXT (first) member is listed as 88,010-001 and the PRIOR

(last) member is 88,009-003.
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• Step 3. Message xxxx036I indicates that CA IDMS/DB Audit will walk next from the OWNER record.
• Step 4. The NEXT record (88,010-001) points to 88,002-001 as the NEXT member in the set and points back to the

OWNER record (88,008-001).

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                    CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT        DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0007
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 ************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E  ******************************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx034I INTEGRITY ERRORS DETECTED IN SET...DEPT-TEACHER

     --OWNER RECORD-- -ID-  --DBKEY---  -NEXT DBKEY- -
PRIOR DBKEY--  --------------------------RECORD DATA--------------------------
     DEPT             1000  88,008-001   88,010-001      88,009-003  MATH DEPARTMENT             DANNY      DUDE      000000209
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 xxxx036I RECORDS DETECTED WALKING NEXT FROM OWNER . . .

     --RECORD NAME--  -ID-  --DBKEY---  -NEXT DBKEY-  -PRIOR DBKEY-  -
OWNER DBKEY---- --------------RECORD DATA---------------------
     TEACHER          1001  88,010-001   88,002-001      88,008-001        88,008-001  00002JOHN SMITH      MATH       MA/
MATH

     TEACHER          1001  88,002-001   88,005-002      88,008-003        88,008-001  00004JACK WORD       MATH       BS/
MATH
 **xxxx068E PRIOR DBKEY DOES NOT POINT BACK TO PRIOR RECORD IN SET

     TEACHER          1001  88,005-002   88,009-003      88,002-001        88,008-001  00007DANNY DUDE      MATH       BS/
MATH

     TEACHER          1001  88,009-003   88,008-001      88,005-002        88,008-001  00029CLARE CLIFFORD  MATH       BS,MS,P
 xxxx038I RECORDS DETECTED WALKING PRIOR FROM     88,002-001 ...

     TEACHER          1001  88,008-003   88,002-001      88,010-001        88,008-001  00003THOMAS WHITE    MATH       BS/
MATH
 xxxx039I NEXT  DBKEY POINTS TO PREVIOUSLY AUDITED RECORD IN SET

Figure 4.9:: Before Image Report

Diagramming Errors--Before Image Report

• Step 5. Member 88,002-001 points to 88,005-002 as the NEXT member in the set and points back to record
88,008-003.
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• Step 6. Error message xxxx068E indicates that the previous step is in error. The error is that record 88,002-001's
PRIOR pointer does not point back to record 88,010-001. At this point, CA IDMS/DB Audit saves db-key 88,002-001
for later processing. See Concepts.

• Step 7. Continuing with the next member in the set (88,005-002), it points to 88,009-003 as the NEXT member in the
set and points back to record 88,002-001.

• Step 8. Member 88,009-003 points to the OWNER record (88,008-001) as the NEXT record in the set, and points back
to record 88,005-002. At this point, CA IDMS/DB Audit stops walking the set in the next direction.
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• Step 9. Message xxxx038I indicates that CA IDMS/DB Audit has retrieved db-key 88,002-001 and will start walking
the set in the prior direction. The first record found is 88,008-003. This record points to record 88,002-001 as the NEXT
record in the set, and points to record 88,010-001 as the PRIOR record in the set.

• Step 10. Message xxxx039I indicates that this is as far as CA IDMS/DB Audit can process this set occurrence because
record 88,008-003 points to a record that was already processed.
This step completes the diagramming of the indicated error.
In Figure 4.10 is a Simulated After Image Report that shows how CA IDMS/DB Audit would fix the error that was
diagramed.
The following diagram shows how the fixed set occurrence will look. The physical integrity error is fixed. The logical
integrity should now be examined. See Logical Integrity for an example of a logical integrity error.
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 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                    CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT        DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0019
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 *******************************************  S I M U L A T E D   A F T E R   I M A G E  *****************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx035I FIXING PERFORMED ON SET...DEPT-TEACHER

     --OWNER RECORD-- -ID-  -DBKEY---- -NEXT DBKEY-   -
PRIOR DBKEY-    --------------------------------RECORD DATA--------------

     DEPT             1000  88,008-001   88,010-001      88,009-003    MATH DEPARTMENT        DANNY         DUDE    0000000208

     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID-  --DBKEY--- -NEXT DBKEY-  -PRIOR DBKEY-     -
OWNER DBKEY--  ------------RECORD DATA------------------

     TEACHER          1001  88,010-001   88,008-003      88,008-001        88,008-001  00002JOHN   SMITH     MATH   MA/
MATH
     TEACHER          1001  88,008-003   88,002-001      88,010-001        88,008-001  00003THOMAS  WHITE    MATH   BS/
MATH
     TEACHER          1001  88,002-001   88,005-002      88,008-003        88,008-001  00004JACK    WORD     MATH   BS/
MATH
     TEACHER          1001  88,005-002   88,009-003      88,002-001        88,008-001  00007DANNY   DUDE     MATH   BS/
MATH
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     TEACHER          1001  88,009-003   88,008-001      88,005-002        88,008-00100029CLARE     CLIFFORD MATH   BS,MS,P

Figure 4.10: Simulated After Image Report

Pointer Errors

An example of a record that contains an invalid prior db-key is shown in Figure 4.11. Records displayed on this section of
the report are grouped by set name.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Report.

Lines 1 thru 5 - Before Image Report header.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates the set found to contain pointer errors.

RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

DBKEY - Db-key of the database record.

NEXT DBKEY - Next pointer.

PRIOR DBKEY - Prior pointer (if present).

OWNER DBKEY - Owner pointer (if present).

RECORD DATA - First 45 characters of data.

Error messages - Indicate the types of errors detected.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                      CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT      DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0009
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 **************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E  ****************************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx034I INTEGRITY ERRORS DETECTED IN SET...ACTIVITY-TYPES
     --OWNER RECORD-- -ID-- --DBKEY---  -NEXT DBKEY-  -
PRIOR DBKEY-       --------------------RECORD DATA-------------
     ACTIVITY         8111  89,010-001   91,003-014      91,048-001       ACTIVITY03TRACK AND FIELD
 xxxx036I RECORDS DETECTED WALKING NEXT FROM OWNER . . .

     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID-- --DBKEY---  -NEXT DBKEY-  -PRIOR DBKEY-     -
OWNER DBKEY-    -----------------RECORD DATA----------
     SPORTS           8112  91,003-014   91,019-001      89,010-001        89,010-001    BROADJUMP1WOMENS BROAD JUMP
     SPORTS           8112  91,019-001   91,048-001   *,***,***-
***        89,010-001    BROADJUMP2MENS BROAD JUMP
 **xxxx060E PRIOR DBKEY IS NULL
     SPORTS           8112  91,048-001   89,010-001      91,019-001        89,010-001    TRACK  101HURDLES
 xxxx037I RECORDS DETECTED WALKING PRIOR FROM OWNER . . .
     SPORTS           8112  91,048-001   89,010-001      91,019-001        89,010-001    TRACK  101HURDLES
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     SPORTS           8112  91,019-001   91,048-001   *,***,***-
***        89,010-001    BROADJUMP2MENS BROAD JUMP
 **xxxx060E PRIOR DBKEY IS NULL

Figure 4.11: Pointer Errors

Set Errors -- Before Image Report

Examples of the Before Image Report fields for set errors are shown in Figure 4.12.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Report.

Lines 1 thru 5 - Before Image Report header.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates the set found to contain pointer errors.

Line 7 - OWNER record information:

• OWNER RECORD - Name of the owner.
• ID - Record identifier.
• DBKEY - Db-key of the database record.
• NEXT DBKEY - Next pointer.
• PRIOR DBKEY - Prior pointer (if present).
• RECORD DATA - First 59 characters of data.

Line 10 - Member record information:

• RECORD NAME - Name of the record.
• ID - Record identifier.
• DBKEY - Db-key of the database record.
• NEXT DBKEY - Next pointer.
• PRIOR DBKEY - Prior db-key (if present).
• OWNER DBKEY - Owner pointer (if present).
• RECORD DATA - First 45 characters of data.

Error messages - Indicate the types of errors detected.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                       CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT     DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0007
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 **************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E  ****************************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx034I INTEGRITY ERRORS DETECTED IN SET...PREREQSFOR
     --OWNER RECORD-- -ID-  --DBKEY---  -NEXT DBKEY-  -PRIOR DBKEY-     -------------
RECORD DATA-----------------------
     SUBJECT          1002  88,002-009   88,002-012      88,002-012     MU201ADV MUSIC APPREC 0304 MUSIC MASTERS 010696

 xxxx036I RECORDS DETECTED WALKING NEXT FROM OWNER . . .
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     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID-  --DBKEY---  -NEXT DBKEY-  -PRIOR DBKEY-     -
OWNER DBKEY-       ------RECORD DATA----------
     PREREQ           8103  88,002-012   88,002-012      88,002-009        88,002-009
 **xxxx071E SET LOOP DETECTED
 xxxx039I NEXT  DBKEY POINTS TO PREVIOUSLY AUDITED RECORD IN SET

 xxxx037I RECORDS DETECTED WALKING PRIOR FROM OWNER . . .
     PREREQ           8103  88,002-012   88,002-012      88,002-009        88,002-009
 **xxxx069E NEXT DBKEY DOES NOT POINT BACK TO NEXT RECORD IN SET
 xxxx038I RECORDS DETECTED WALKING NEXT  FROM     88,002-012 . . .
 xxxx039I NEXT  DBKEY POINTS TO PREVIOUSLY AUDITED RECORD IN SET

Figure 4.12: Set Errors -- Before Image Report

Set Errors -- After Image Report

Here is a description of the fields that make up the After Image Report. See Figure 4.13.

Lines 1 thru 5 - After Image Report header--this example shows a Simulated After Image report banner. This report
shows what the database will look like if the fixes are performed by CA IDMS/DB Audit.

NOTE
The fixes shown on this report have not been performed.In order for the fixes to be performed, submit another
job that specifies FIX=UPDATE,USERSETS.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates the set for which a fix was simulated.

Line 8 - OWNER record information:

• OWNER RECORD - Name of the owner.
• ID - Record identifier.
• DBKEY - Db-key of the database record.
• NEXT DBKEY - Next pointer.
• PRIOR DBKEY - Prior pointer (if present).
• RECORD DATA - First 59 characters of data.

Line 11 - Member record information:

• RECORD NAME - Name of the record.
• ID - Record identifier.
• DBKEY - Db-key of the database record.
• NEXT DBKEY - Next pointer.
• PRIOR DBKEY - Prior db-key (if present).
• OWNER DBKEY - Owner pointer (if present).
• RECORD DATA - First 45 characters of data.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                      CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT      DATE              TIME             PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0018
 **********************************************************************************************************************
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 ********************************************************  S I M U L A T E D   A F T E R   I M A G E ******************
 **********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx035I FIXING PERFORMED ON SET...PREREQSFOR

     --OWNER RECORD-- -ID-  --DBKEY---  -NEXT DBKEY-  -
PRIOR DBKEY-        --------------RECORD DATA----------------------
     SUBJECT          1002  88,002-009   88,002-012      88,002-012        MU201ADV MUSIC APPREC 0304 MUSIC MASTERS 010696

     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID-  --DBKEY---  -NEXT DBKEY-  -PRIOR DBKEY-     -
OWNER DBKEY-       ---------RECORD DATA----------
     PREREQ           8103  88,002-012   88,002-009      88,002-009        88,002-009

Figure 4.13: Set Errors -- After Image Report

Set Disconnections

An example of a record that was fully disconnected from a set is shown in Figures 4.14a and 4.14b. Records displayed on
this section of the report are grouped by set name, and are members of either a mandatory automatic or a DISCONNECT
set.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Report.

Lines 1 thru 5 - Before Image Report header.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates the set name where record was disconnected.

RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

DBKEY - Db-key of the database record.

RECORD DATA - First 88 characters of data.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0004
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 ************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E  ******************************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx032I RECORDS FULLY DISCONNECTED FROM SET...STUDENT-REPORTS
     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID-  --DBKEY---      -------------------------------
RECORD DATA--------------------------------
     GREPORT          8109  91,002-028      120280    MA1019500002EXCELLENT STUDEN

Figure 4.14a: Set Disconnections
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 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0001
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 ************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E  ******************************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx032I RECORDS FULLY DISCONNECTED FROM SET...DEPT-TEACHER
     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID-  --DBKEY---      -------------------------------
RECORD DATA--------------------------------
     TEACHER          1001 88,002-0002       00008JOHN             SAMPLER        ANY             BS
     TEACHER          1001 88,002-0003       00010JOE              SAMPLER        ANY             BS
     TEACHER          1001 88,002-0004       00015BRUCE            BEEKER         ANY             BS
     TEACHER          1001 88,002-0005       00017JOAN             HADLY          ANY             BS
     TEACHER          1001 88,002-0006       00024MARK             DUDD           ANY             BS
     TEACHER          1001 88,003-0004       00012TOM              SAMPLER        ANY             BS
     TEACHER          1001 88,004-0002       00021JILL             HENNY          ANY             BS
     TEACHER          1001 88,011-0003       00013ARTHUR           SAMPLER        ANY             BS
     TEACHER          1001 88,011-0004       00014DON              BELTMAN        ANY             BS
     TEACHER          1001 88,011-0005       00018PAT              HENRY          ANY             BS
     TEACHER          1001 88,011-0006       00019JOE              ENDRIK         ANY             BS
     TEACHER          1001 88,012-0003       00009JEAN             SAMPLER        ANY             BS
     TEACHER          1001 88,012-0004       00022JOHN             DRICK          ANY             BS
     TEACHER          1001 88,012-0005       00023GARY             RICKS          ANY             BS
     TEACHER          1001 88,014-0001       00011MIKE             SAMPLER        ANY             BS
     TEACHER          1001 88,014-0002       00016KAREN            GAVIN          ANY             BS
     TEACHER          1001 88,015-0003       00020JIM              KINK           ANY             BS

Figure 4.14b: Set Disconnections

Integrated Index Pointer Errors

An example of an integrated index set that contains pointer errors is shown in Figure 4.15.

CA IDMS/DB Audit searches for this type of error if INDEX is specified in the AUDIT statement.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Report.

Lines 1 thru 5 - Before Image Report header.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates the set found to contain pointer errors.

RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

DBKEY - Db-key of database record.

NEXT DBKEY - Next pointer.

PRIOR DBKEY - Prior pointer (if present).

OWNER DBKEY - Owner pointer (if present).
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RECORD DATA - First portion of data.

Error message - Indicates the type of error detected.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT       DATE              TIME             PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy          hh:mm:ss         0006
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 ***********************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E  *******************************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx034I INTEGRITY ERRORS DETECTED IN SET...IIX-STUD-SCHED-1
     --OWNER RECORD-- -ID--  ----DBKEY---  -----NEXT DBKEY--   ---
PRIOR DBKEY---  --------------RECORD DATA--------------------
     STUDENT          8108    91,017-0001   **,***,***,-
****      91,017-0004      00017GARY    LAWSON             10029 MAIN S

 xxxx036I RECORDS DETECTED WALKING NEXT FROM OWNER . . .
 **xxxx060E NEXT  DBKEY IS NULL
 xxxx037I RECORDS DETECTED WALKING PRIOR FROM OWNER . . .
     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID--  ----DBKEY---  -----NEXT DBKEY--   ---PRIOR DBKEY---  ---
OWNER DBKEY----        ----RECORD DATA----
     SR8              0008    91,017-0004        91,017-0001     91,017-0001             91,017-0001

Figure 4.15: Integrated Index Pointer Errors

An example of a report that illustrates a set whose pointer errors have been fixed is shown in exhibit 4.16. CA IDMS/DB
Audit fixes this type of error if USERSETS is specified in the FIX statement. (Integrated index pointer errors were detected
when INDEX was specified in the AUDIT statement.)

Here is a description of fields that make up the After Image Report.

Lines 1 thru 5 - After image header--this example shows a Simulated After Image report banner. This report shows what
the database looks like if the fixes are performed by CA IDMS/DB Audit.

NOTE
The fixes shown on this report have not been performed.In order for the fixes to be performed, submit another
job that specifies FIX=UPDATE,USERSETS.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates the set that had a simulated fix performed.

RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

DBKEY - Db-key of the database record.

NEXT DBKEY - Next pointer.

PRIOR DBKEY - Prior pointer (if present).

OWNER DBKEY - Owner pointer (if present).
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RECORD DATA - First several characters of data.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0008
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 **********************************************  S I M U L A T E D   A F T E R   I M A G E  **************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx035I FIXING PERFORMED ON SET...IIX-STUD-SCHED-1
     --OWNER RECORD-- -ID--  ----DBKEY----    ----NEXT DBKEY-   ----
PRIOR DBKEY-     -------------------RECORD DATA------------
     STUDENT          8108    91,006-0001        91,006-0004     91,006-0004         00018DAVID     LAWSON         10029 MAIN S

     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID--  ----DBKEY----    ----NEXT DBKEY-   ----PRIOR DBKEY--    --
OWNER DBKEY---          --RECORD DATA--
     SR8              0008    91,006-0004        91,006-0001     91,006-0001             81,006-0001

Figure 4.16: Integrated Index Pointer Errors

Integrated Index Orphans

The report in Figure 4.17 shows a list of records detected as orphans of integrated index sets. A record is an orphan
record of an integrated index set if the upper level db-key does not point to the correct record in the level above it.

CA IDMS/DB Audit searches for orphan records of integrated index sets if INDEX is specified in the AUDIT statement.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Report.

Lines 1 thru 5 - Before Image Report header.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates that integrated index orphans were found.

SET NAME - Integrated index set name.

RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

DBKEY - Db-key of the record.

OWNER DBKEY - Owner pointer.

UPPER DBKEY - Db-key of the correct SR8 record in the level above.

MEM-UPPER-DBKEY - Upper level pointer of orphan record (member or lower level SR8)--the pointer in error.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0013
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 *************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E  *****************************************
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 *********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx059I INTEGRATED INDEX ORPHAN RECORDS DETECTED......

     ----SET NAME--   -RECORD NAME--    -ID-     ---DBKEY---   ---OWNER DBKEY--    ----
UPPER DBKEY--  -MEM-UPPER-DBKEY-
     IIX-STUD-
ACT-1    SCHEDULE         8107     91,010-0007        91,018-0001          91,018-0013        91,010-0001
     IIX-STUD-
ACT-1    SCHEDULE         8107     91,010-0027        91,018-0001          91,018-0013        91,010-0001
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0005        92,129-0001          92,129-0029        92,129-0008
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0011        92,129-0001          92,129-0027        92,129-0007
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0012        92,129-0001          92,129-0024        92,129-0008
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0013        92,129-0001          92,129-0022        92,129-0003
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0017        92,129-0001          92,129-0032        92,129-0016
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0018        92,129-0001          92,129-0029        92,129-0008
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0019        92,129-0001          92,129-0024        92,129-0015
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0024        92,129-0001          92,129-0030        92,129-0017
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0025        92,129-0001          92,129-0036        92,129-0011
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0034        92,129-0001          92,129-0036        92,129-0026
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0001        92,129-0001          92,129-0012        92,129-0004
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0002        92,129-0001          92,129-0012        92,129-0005
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0003        92,129-0001          92,129-0019        92,129-0005
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0004        92,129-0001          92,129-0019        92,129-0014
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0005        92,129-0001          92,129-0038        92,129-0014
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0006        92,129-0001          92,129-0038        92,129-0023
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,004-0001        92,129-0001          92,129-0014        92,129-0005
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     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,007-0001        92,129-0001          92,129-0018        92,129-0004
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,007-0002        92,129-0001          92,129-0018        92,129-0006
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,007-0003        92,129-0001          92,129-0028        92,129-0006
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,010-0001        92,129-0001          92,129-0025        92,129-0002

Figure 4.17: Integrated Index Orphans

Integrated Index Orphans Fixed

Here is a description of the fields that make up the After Image Report. See Figure 4.18.

Lines 1 thru 5 - After Image Report header--this example shows a Simulated After Image report banner. This report
shows what the database will look like if the fixes are performed by CA IDMS/DB Audit.

NOTE
The fixes shown on this report have not been performed.In order for the fixes to be performed, submit another
job that specifies FIX=UPDATE,INDEXORPHANS.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates the set that had a simulated fix performed.

SET NAME - Integrated index set name.

RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

DBKEY - Db-key of the database record.

OWNER DBKEY - Owner pointer.

UPPER DBKEY - Db-key of the correct SR8 record in the level above.

MEM-UPPER-DBKEY - Upper level pointer of record (member or lower level SR8)--the pointer that was fixed.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0020
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 **********************************************  S I M U L A T E D   A F T E R   I M A G E  **************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx067I INTEGRATED INDEX ORPHANS FIXED.....

     ----SET NAME--  --RECORD NAME-     -ID-    ----DBKEY---    --OWNER DBKEY--   ---
UPPER DBKEY----  -MEM-UPPER-DBKEY--
     IIX-STUD-
ACT-1    SCHEDULE         8107     91,010-0007        91,018-0001          91,018-0013         91,018-0013
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     IIX-STUD-
ACT-1    SCHEDULE         8107     91,010-0027        91,018-0001          91,018-0013         91,018-0013
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0005        92,129-0001          92,129-0029         92,129-0029
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0011        92,129-0001          92,129-0027         92,129-0027
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0012        92,129-0001          92,129-0024         92,129-0024
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0013        92,129-0001          92,129-0022         92,129-0022
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0017        92,129-0001          92,129-0032         92,129-0032
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0018        92,129-0001          92,129-0029         92,129-0029
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0019        92,129-0001          92,129-0024         92,129-0024
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0024        92,129-0001          92,129-0030         92,129-0030
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0025        92,129-0001          92,129-0036         92,129-0036
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0034        92,129-0001          92,129-0036         92,129-0036
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0001        92,129-0001          92,129-0012         92,129-0012
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0002        92,129-0001          92,129-0012         92,129-0012
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0003        92,129-0001          92,129-0019         92,129-0019
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0004        92,129-0001          92,129-0019         92,129-0019
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0005        92,129-0001          92,129-0038         92,129-0038
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0006        92,129-0001          92,129-0038         92,129-0038
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,004-0001        92,129-0001          92,129-0014         92,129-0014
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,007-0001        92,129-0001          92,129-0018         92,129-0018
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,007-0002        92,129-0001          92,129-0018         92,129-0018
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,007-0003        92,129-0001          92,129-0028         92,129-0028
     IIX-STUD-
LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,010-0001        92,129-0001          92,129-0025         92,129-0025

Figure 4.18: Integrated Index Orphans Fixed
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Additional Integrated Index Errors

Several examples of errors detected in integrated index sets are shown in Figures 4.19a, 4.19b, and 4.19c. These are
errors other than orphan or pointer errors. CA IDMS/DB Audit searches for these types of errors if you specify INDEX in
the AUDIT statement. The specific type of error on each report is indicated by the error message.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Reports.

Lines 1 thru 5 - Before Image Report header.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates the set found to contain errors.

RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

Record not found error:

DBKEY - SR8 table entry db-key of a record not found.

UPPER DBKEY - Db-key of the SR8 record.

Record type incorrect error:

DBKEY - SR8 table entry db-key of a record of an incorrect type.

UPPER DBKEY - Db-key of SR8 record whose table entry points to the record that is an incorrect type for the set.

SR8 upper level pointer not HIGH-VALUES error:

DBKEY - Db-key of the record whose upper level pointer is incorrect.

UPPER DBKEY - Db-key of the owner of the SR8 record.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0005
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 ************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E  ******************************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx061I INDEX ENTRY DBKEY ERRORS DETECTED IN INTEGRATED INDEX RECORDS CONTAINED IN SET IX-
DEPT-NAME

     --RECORD NAME--  -ID-   ----DBKEY---    --UPPER DBKEY--
     DEPT             1000    88,008-0023        92,223-0002
 **xxxx088E RECORD NOT FOUND - RECORD NAME IS DEPT

Figure 4.19a: Additional Integrated Index Errors

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0006
 *********************************************************************************************************************
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 ***********************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E  *******************************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx061I INDEX ENTRY DBKEY ERRORS DETECTED IN INTEGRATED INDEX RECORDS CONTAINED IN SET IX-
STUD-LNAME

     --RECORD NAME--  -ID-  -----DBKEY---    --UPPER DBKEY--
     CLASS            8106    89,003-0001        92,129-0025
 **xxxx089E RECORD TYPE INCORRECT - RECORD NAME IS CLASS

Figure 4.19b: Additional Integrated Index Errors

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0008
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 ************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E  ******************************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx061I INDEX ENTRY DBKEY ERRORS DETECTED IN INTEGRATED INDEX RECORDS CONTAINED IN SET STUDENT-
SCHEDULE

     --RECORD NAME--  -ID-  -----DBKEY---   --UPPER DBKEY---
     SR8              0008    91,004-0008        91,003-0042
 **xxxx102E SR8 UPPER LEVEL POINTER IS NOT HIGH VALUES...

Figure 4.19c: Additional Integrated Index Errors

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Reports shown in Figures 4.20a and 4.20b.

Symbolic key errors:

DBKEY - Db-key of the record named.

SYMBOLIC KEY - Symbolic key of the record named.

UPPER DBKEY - Db-key of the SR8 record whose table entries were examined.

UPPER SYMB KEY - Symbolic key in the SR8 table entry. This symbolic key does not match the symbolic key in the
SYMBOLIC KEY field.

Sort key sequence errors:

DBKEY - Db-key of SR8 record.

SORT KEY - Sort key entry in the SR8 record

UPPER DBKEY - Db-key of the upper level SR8 record whose db-key table entry points to the SR8 record identified in
DBKEY field.

PREV SORT KEY - Sort key in the table entry in the upper level record identified in the UPPER DBKEY field. The
sequence error means that this sort key does not match the sort key in the SORT KEY field.
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  CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0009
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 ************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E  ******************************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx062I SYMBOLIC KEY ERRORS DETECTED IN INTEGRATED INDEX RECORDS CONTAINED

     --RECORD NAME--  -ID-   -----DBKEY--   --SYMBOLIC KEY- --UPPER DBKEY---     --
UPPER SYMB KEY---
     TEACHER          1001    88,003-0002   JONES                88,013-0017                   WHITE
     TEACHER          1001    88,014-0002   GAVIC                88,013-0003                   GOBEL
     TEACHER          1001    88,015-0004   GOBEL                88,013-0003                   GAVIC

Figure 4.20a: Additional Integrated Index Errors

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0010
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 ************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E  ******************************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx063I SORT KEY SEQUENCE ERRORS DETECTED IN INTEGRATED INDEX RECORDS CONTAINED IN SET IX-
STUD-LNAME
 xxxx064I SORT SEQUENCE ORDER IS DESCENDING
     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID- -----DBKEY----    ----SORT KEY---   -UPPER DBKEY-       ---
PREV SORT KEY-
     SR8              0008    92,129-0025        91,010-0036     92,129-0030             89,003-0048

Figure 4.20b: Additional Integrated Index Errors

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Reports shown in Figures 4.20c and 4.20d.

Sort key sequence error--set sorted by symbolic key:

DBKEY - Db-key of the SR8 record.

SORT KEY - Sort key entry in the SR8 record.

UPPER DBKEY - Db-key of the upper level SR8 record whose db-key table entry points to the SR8 record identified in
item 9.

PREV SORT KEY - Sort key in the table entry in the upper level record identified in the UPPER DBKEY field. The
sequence error means that this sort key does not match the sort key in SORT KEY field.
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Disconnected records:

List of records disconnected from the indicated integrated index set.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0011
 ********************************************************************************************************************
 ****************************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E **************************
 ********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx063I SORT KEY SEQUENCE ERRORS DETECTED IN INTEGRATED INDEX RECORDS CONTAINED IN SET IX-
TCHR-LNAME
 xxxx064I SORT SEQUENCE ORDER IS ASCENDING
     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID- ----DBKEY-----   ---SORT KEY---  ---UPPER DBKEY--   -----
PREV SORT KEY---
     SR8              0008    88,008-0082   CLIFF                88,008-0083                   JONES
     SR8              0008    88,013-0003   HARDI                88,013-0010                   GOBEL

Figure 4.20c: Additional Integrated Index Errors

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0014
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 *************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E  *****************************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx060I INTEGRATED INDEX RECORDS DISCONNECTED FROM SET IX-SUBJ-NAME
     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID-  -----DBKEY---
     SUBJECT          1002    88,009-0016
     SUBJECT          1002    88,009-0017
     SUBJECT          1002    88,010-0010
     SUBJECT          1002    88,012-0015
     SUBJECT          1002    88,012-0016
     SUBJECT          1002    88,015-0022

Figure 4.20d: Additional Integrated Index Errors

From/Thru Page Range Errors

An example of a record that falls outside its designated from/thru page range is shown in Figure 4.21. The record does not
participate in a set that was audited and that does not contain other integrity errors.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Report.

Lines 1 thru 5 - Before Image Report header.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates a from/thru page range error.
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RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

DBKEY - Db-key of the database record.

FROM PAGE - From page number.

THRU PAGE - Thru page number.

RECORD DATA - First 67 characters of data.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0005
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 ************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E  ******************************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx031I RECORD DBKEYS OUTSIDE SPECIFIED FROM/THRU PAGE RANGES . . .
     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID- --
DBKEY---    FROM PAGE     THRU PAGE   ----------------------
RECORD DATA----------------------
     TEACHER          1001 88,003-004       88,002        88,002   00012TOM       SAMPLER    ANY     BS           01040000
     TEACHER          1001 88,003-006       88,002        88,002   00034KEVIN     SINGER     ART     BS           01059400
     TEACHER          1001 88,003-005       88,002        88,002   00026RONNIE    RHYME      MUSIC   BS           01055000
     TEACHER          1001 88,004-003       88,002        88,002   00029CLARENCE  FORD       MATH    BS,MS,PHD    01058000
     TEACHER          1001 88,006-002       88,002        88,002   00030JOHN      SOSA       ART     BA           01059000
     TEACHER          1001 88,004-002       88,002        88,002   00021JILL      ENDRIC     ANY     BS           01049000
     TEACHER          1001 88,015-005       88,002        88,002   00031MAUREEN   HARRIS     SCIENCE BS           01059100
     TEACHER          1001 88,005-002       88,002        88,002   00033ROGER     CABE       MUSIC   NOT ENOUGH   01059300
     TEACHER          1001 88,006-003       88,002        88,002   00035TRACIE    LERNER     MUSIC   TOO MUCH     01059500
     TEACHER          1001 88,003-003       88,002        88,002   00003THOMAS    BLACK      MATH    BS/
MATH      00950000
     TEACHER          1001 88,012-001       88,002        88,002   00004JACK      CORD       MATH    BS/
MATH      00960000
     TEACHER          1001 88,015-002       88,002        88,002   00007DANNY     DUDLEY     MATH    BS/
MATH      00990000
     TEACHER          1001 88,011-001       88,002        88,002   00013ARTHUR    AMBER      ANY     BS           01041000
     TEACHER          1001 88,011-003       88,002        88,002   00018PAT       DRIER      ANY     BS           01046000
     TEACHER          1001 88,011-002       88,002        88,002   00014DON       SELTER     ANY     BS           01042000
     TEACHER          1001 88,011-004       88,002        88,002   00019JOE       HENNY      ANY     BS           01047000
     TEACHER          1001 88,012-003       88,002        88,002   00009JEAN      ABLE       ANY     BS           01010000
     TEACHER          1001 88,012-006       88,002        88,002   00027BURT      NOLL       SCIENCE NONE         01056000
     TEACHER          1001 88,012-004       88,002        88,002   00022JOHN      HENRY      ANY     BS           01049100
     TEACHER          1001 88,012-005       88,002        88,002   00023GARY      WEBB       ANY     BS           01049200
     TEACHER          1001 88,012-007       88,002        88,002   00028VINCENT   RIDER      MUSIC   BS           01057000
     TEACHER          1001 88,014-001       88,002        88,002   00011MIKE      MOLER      ANY     BS           01030000
     TEACHER          1001 88,014-002       88,002        88,002   00016KAREN     GAVIN      ANY     BS           01044000
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Figure 4.21: From/Thru Page Range Errors

Orphans of Sets Other Than Integrated Index Sets

An example of a record that could not be associated to any OWNER record in a user set is shown in Figure 4.22. Records
can fall into this category only if WALKNEXT was requested.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Report.

Lines 1 thru 5 - Before Image Report header.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates that records were detected as orphans.

SET NAME - Set name where record is an orphan.

RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

DBKEY - Db-key of the database record.

NEXT DBKEY - Next pointer.

PRIOR DBKEY - Prior pointer (if present).

OWNER DBKEY - Owner pointer (if present).

RECORD DATA - First 28 characters of data.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0011
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 *************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E  *****************************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx043I ORPHANS NOT CONNECTED TO ANY OWNER RECORD . . .

     ----SET NAME----  --RECORD NAME---ID-   --DBKEY---NEXT DBKEY- -PRIOR DBKEY-  -
OWNER DBKEY-  -----RECORD DATA------
     CLASS-
SCHEDULE    SCHEDULE      8107   89,008-052  89,016-022    89,016-021     89,017-004  FAM102 D 0030000000005
     CLASS-
SCHEDULE    SCHEDULE      8107   89,016-021  89,008-052    89,016-022     89,017-004  FAM102 D 0020000000005
     CLASS-
SCHEDULE    SCHEDULE      8107   89,016-022  89,016-021    89,008-052     89,017-004  FAM102 D 0040000000005

Figure 4.22: Orphans of Sets Other Than Integrated Index Sets
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Fragmented Record Errors

An example of a fragmented (variable length) record that could not be properly assembled is shown in Figure 4.23. The
record does not participate in a set that was audited and that does not contain other integrity errors.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Report.

Lines 1 thru 5 - Before Image Report header.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates a fragmented record assembly error.

RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

DBKEY - Db-key of the database record.

RECORD DATA - First 88 characters of the CONTROL portion of the data.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0003
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 *************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E  *****************************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx048I FRAGMENTED RECORDS NOT PROPERLY ASSEMBLED . . .
     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID-  ---DBKEY--     -----------------------
CONTROL PORTION OF RECORD DATA----------------------
     DREPORT          8110  91,002-031

Figure 4.23: Fragmented Record Errors

LDEL Records Physically Deleted

An example where a logically deleted (LDEL) record was physically deleted from two sets is shown in Figure 4.24. The
record was also erased since it was physically deleted from all sets where it participated as a member.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the After Image Report.

Lines 1 thru 5 - After Image Report header--this example shows a Simulated After Image Report banner. This report
shows what the database will look like if the fixes are performed by CA IDMS/DB Audit.

NOTE
The fixes shown on this report have not been performed. In orderfor the fixes to be performed, submit another
job that specifies FIX=UPDATE,LDEL.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates physical deletion of LDEL records.

SET NAME - Indicates set name where record was physically deleted.

SET OWNER DBKEY - Db-key of the owner of the set where the record was deleted.

RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

DBKEY - Db-key of the database record.
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Informative message - Indicates record was erased.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0022
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 ***************************************  S I M U L A T E D   A F T E R   I M A G E  *********************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx044I LDEL RECORDS PHYSICALLY DELETED FROM SET . . .

     ----SET NAME----     SET OWNER DBKEY  ---RECORD NAME--   -ID-  ----DBKEY----
     STUDENT-REPORTS           91,002-006  GREPORT            8109     91,009-001
 xxxx045I RECORD ERASED

Figure 4.24: LDEL Records Physically Deleted

Page Errors

Two examples of the Before Image Report fields for Page Errors illustrating invalid Header/Footer page numbers are
shown in Figures 4.25a and 4.25b. Page errors are grouped by area name.

NOTE
The RECDATA operand does not affect the format of Page Errordisplays.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Report.

Lines 1 thru 5 - Before Image Report header.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates area where page errors were detected.

REQUESTED PAGE NUMBER - Requested page number in hexadecimal and requested page number in decimal.

HEADER PAGE NUMBER - Header page number in hexadecimal and header page number in decimal.

FOOTER PAGE NUMBER - Footer page number in hexadecimal and footer page number in decimal.

Error message - Indicates the type of error detected.

  CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT       DATE              TIME             PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy          hh:mm:ss         0001
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 ***********************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E  *******************************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx029I PAGE INTEGRITY ERRORS DETECTED IN AREA...DEPT-REGION
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     REQUESTED PAGE NUMBER         HEADER PAGE NUMBER            FOOTER PAGE NUMBER
     000157C2         88,002       000157C2     88,002          00015BA8     89,000

 **xxxx058E FOOTER PAGE NUMBER DOES NOT MATCH REQUESTED PAGE NUMBER

     000157C5         88,005       000157C4     88,004          000157C6     88,006

 **xxxx058E HEADER PAGE NUMBER DOES NOT MATCH REQUESTED PAGE NUMBER
 **xxxx058E FOOTER PAGE NUMBER DOES NOT MATCH REQUESTED PAGE NUMBER

Figure 4.25a: Page Errors

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0002
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 ************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E  ******************************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx029I PAGE INTEGRITY ERRORS DETECTED IN AREA...STUDENT-REGION
     REQUESTED PAGE NUMBER         HEADER PAGE NUMBER           FOOTER PAGE NUMBER
     00016397         91,031       00C16760  2,674,912          00016397    91,031
 **xxxx058E HEADER PAGE NUMBER DOES NOT MATCH REQUESTED PAGE NUMBER

Figure 4.25b: Page Errors

Here is a description of the fields that make up the After Image Report. See Figures 4.26a and 4.26b.

Lines 1 thru 5 - After Image Report header--this example shows a Simulated After Image Report banner. This report
shows what the database will look like if the fixes are performed by CA IDMS/DB Audit.

NOTE
The fixes shown on this report have not been performed.In order for the fixes to be performed, submit another
job that specifies FIX=UPDATE,PAGES.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates area where pages were fixed.

REQUESTED PAGE NUMBER - Requested page number in hexadecimal and requested page number in decimal.

HEADER PAGE NUMBER - Header page number in hexadecimal and header page number in decimal.

FOOTER PAGE NUMBER - Footer page number in hexadecimal and footer page number in decimal.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME            PAGE
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                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0016
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 ***************************************  S I M U L A T E D   A F T E R   I M A G E  *********************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx030I FIXING PERFORMED ON PAGES IN AREA...DEPT-REGION
     REQUESTED PAGE NUMBER         HEADER PAGE NUMBER           FOOTER PAGE NUMBER
     000157C2         88,002       000157C2     88,002          000157C2    88,002
     000157C5         88,005       000157C5     88,005          000157C5    88,005

Figure 4.26a: Page Errors

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME            PAGE
                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/
yy           hh:mm:ss        0017
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 ***************************************  S I M U L A T E D   A F T E R   I M A G E  *********************************
 *********************************************************************************************************************
 xxxx030I FIXING PERFORMED ON PAGES IN AREA...STUDENT-REGION
     REQUESTED PAGE NUMBER         HEADER PAGE NUMBER           FOOTER PAGE NUMBER
     00016397         91,031       00016397     91,031          00016397    91,031

Figure 4.26b: Page Errors

CA IDMS/DB Audit Operations
This section describes auditing methods and operational procedures. It provides information for determining storage
requirements and for operating CA IDMS/DB Audit efficiently. It also provides sample JCL for executing CA IDMS/DB
Audit in a z/OS, z/VSE , or z/VM environment.

Database Access
CA IDMS/DB Audit does not use CA IDMS to access a user database. Instead, CA IDMS/DB Audit uses an access
method that was developed to provide for CA IDMS/DB Audit's unique needs for accessing a CA IDMS database.

All CA IDMS conventions regarding locking the database against access are observed. While CA IDMS/DB Audit is
executing, you must ensure that no central version (CV) or local CA IDMS update jobs access the database.

Modes of Operation
Contents

CA IDMS/DB Audit performs auditing, fixing, and reporting functions. You can execute CA IDMS/DB Audit to perform any
one or combination of these functions:
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• Mode 1 - AUDIT only
• Mode 2 - AUDIT and FIX (Simulated or Real)
• Mode 3 - FIX only (Simulated or Real)
• Mode 4 - REPORTS only

Modes 1, 2, and 3 produce an Integrity Analysis Report unless you specifically suppress it. Mode 4 always produces an
Integrity Analysis Report.

All modes automatically produce an Audit Report; you cannot suppress it.

Using the Extract File

The AUDIT function of CA IDMS/DB Audit generates an extract file. This extract file is used during the FIX and the
REPORTS phases. You can run FIX and REPORTS either in the same execution as AUDIT, or in a later execution.

The recommended procedure is to run CA IDMS/DB Audit twice: first in Mode 2 using simulated FIX, and then in Mode 3
using update FIX. This procedure allows you to review the results of the audit with proposed corrections before updating
the database. It is important not to change the database between the audit and fix jobs and to retain the extract file.

In a z/OS environment, you can catalog the extract file at the end of the audit and simulated fix job. In all environments, do
not delete the extract file or write over it before running the fix phase.

Inclusive and Exclusive Processing
CA IDMS/DB Audit enables you to selectively include or exclude subschema areas, records, or sets from an audit run.
You can also mix inclusive and exclusive processing. For example, you can include named areas and exclude records or
sets from those areas. You can also include a record and exclude particular sets that the record owns.

The following parameter options influence inclusive and exclusive processing. These parameters are fully explained in the
"Parameters" section.

 PROCESS Statement: STARTWITH

 AREA Statement:    NOACCESS/SWEEP/NOSWEEP
                    BEGIN and END

 RECORD Statement:  NOACCESS/SWEEP/NOSWEEP

 SET Statement:     AUDIT/NOAUDIT

To understand inclusive and exclusive processing, you must understand the relationship between STARTWITH and the
AREA, RECORD, and SET parameter options.

STARTWITH defines only the starting point of how much is to be audited based on the subschema named in the
PROCESS statement. AREA, RECORD, and SET options further identify the scope of processing to be performed.

To initiate inclusive processing, first specify STARTWITH=NONE to exclude all portions of the database from
processing. Then supply AREA, RECORD, and SET statements to select portions of the database to be included in
processing.

To initiate exclusive processing, first specify STARTWITH=ALL to include all portions of the database for processing.
Then supply AREA, RECORD, and SET statements to select portions of the database to be excluded from processing.
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Because STARTWITH=ALL is the default parameter, it need not be explicitly specified. For clarity, this section always
specifies STARTWITH=ALL for exclusive processing.

Mixed processing combines elements of inclusive and exclusive processing to make very select auditing possible. For
example, you could include an area and exclude sets from within that area. You can specify either STARTWITH=ALL or
STARTWITH=NONE depending on which portions of the database are to be audited.

Processing Examples
Contents

This section contains examples of parameter syntax used to initiate various kinds of inclusive, exclusive, and mixed
audit processing. The processing examples presented on the following pages are based on the subschema TESTSUB,
presented as a data structure diagram in the "Concepts" section.

Parameter Guidelines

General guidelines on parameter syntax structure and audit processing follow:

• The STARTWITH option and AREA, RECORD, and SET statements are hierarchical: STARTWITH has the broadest
impact, and SET has the narrowest. You can use a lower level parameter to reverse an effect caused by a higher level
parameter, thereby mixing inclusive and exclusive processing.

• AREA options propagate to logically related records and sets.
• RECORD options propagate to logically related areas and sets.
• SET options propagate to logically related areas and records.
• Use the positive subparameters (AUDIT and SWEEP) in AREA, RECORD, and SET statements to include elements

that were excluded through STARTWITH=NONE.
• Specify negative subparameters (NOACCESS and NOAUDIT) to exclude elements that were included through

STARTWITH=ALL.
• NOSWEEP is unique in that it can be considered as either a positive (allows access) or negative (do not sweep)

option, depending upon use.
• If you specify NOACCESS for either AREA or RECORD statements, do not specify AUDIT for SET statements that are

associated with the same area or record.
Similarly, if you specify NOACCESS on an AREA statement, do not specify a record SWEEP or set AUDIT for records
and sets that are associated with the area.

• CA IDMS/DB Audit identifies conflicting parameters as either errors or warnings. Processing terminates if any
parameter presents a direct conflict between AREA, RECORD, or SET parameters. Audit processing continues when
conflicting options produce warnings, but some options may be overridden, especially when conflicts arise during
propagation.

• The Audit Report Areas/Records/Sets report section documents the processing that will occur.
• In the PROCESS statement, specify the SCAN option to allow you to review the Areas/Records/Sets section of the

Audit Report and verify what processing is to take place before CA IDMS/DB Audit actually begins that processing.

Inclusive Processing Examples

The following examples are based on the subschema TESTSUB and invoke inclusive processing.

Example 1 - Audit one set only

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=NONE

AUDIT,USERSETS
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SET=ROOM-CLASS,AUDIT

When you audit a single set, you do not have to specify the areas because CA IDMS/DB Audit automatically accesses the
areas containing the set. The area LOC-REGION contains the set owner and is automatically set to SWEEP.

If you specify Standard as the audit type, the member area CLASS-REGION is made accessible. If QuickCheck is the
audit type, member area CLASS-REGION is set to SWEEP.

Example 2 - Sweep a single area

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=NONE

AUDIT,USERSETS

AREA=DEPT-REGION,SWEEP

In this example, only those sets whose owners reside in DEPT-REGION are audited. Specifically, the following sets are
audited:

DEPT-
TEACHER

DEPT-
ACADEMIC

DEPT-
GENERAL

PREREQSFOR

PREREQSARE

SUBJECT-
CLASS

TEACHER-CLASS

The index (IX) sets would not be audited because their owners are in the INDEX-REGION.

Example 3 - Sweep more than one area
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PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=NONE

AUDIT,USERSETS

AREA=DEPT-
REGION,SWEEP

AREA=INDEX-
REGION,SWEEP

AREA=CLASS-
REGION,SWEEP

AREA=STUDENT-REGION,
 SWEEP

SET=PERIOD-CLASS,AUDIT

All index and user sets except ROOM-CLASS are audited. In this particular case, however, it would be easier to use
exclusive processing (STARTWITH=ALL) to exclude the one set ROOM-CLASS.

Example 4 - Audit all sets owned by a single record

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=NONE

AUDIT,USERSETS

RECORD=SUBJECT,SWEEP

In this case, the following sets are audited:

PREREQSFOR

PREREQSARE

SUBJECT-CLASS

To sweep a record, you do not need to specify SWEEP for the area where the record resides because CA IDMS/DB Audit
handles that automatically. All sets that the record owns are swept when you specify record sweep.

Under QuickCheck, sweeping an owned set implies sweeping the area containing the records that participate in the
set. Multiple areas may also be swept if the record owns cross-area sets. A cross-area set is a set whose owners and
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members reside in different areas. Under Standard auditing, sweeping all owned sets may also cause multiple areas to be
accessed if the record owns cross-area sets.

Example 5 - Confine processing to specific pages

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=NONE,AUDITTYPE=STANDARD

AUDIT,USERSETS

AREA=STUDENT-REGION,BEGIN=00010,END=00030

Because BEGIN and END imply SWEEP, you do not need to specify SWEEP.

In this example, the audit type can only be Standard. You cannot specify USERSETS with QuickCheck if you also want
to perform partial page range audits with BEGIN and END. For QuickCheck, the USERSETS option requires entire area
page ranges to be swept in order to detect errors properly. Therefore, you cannot specify BEGIN or END in QuickCheck
when USERSETS is also specified.

The same restriction against specifying BEGIN or END applies to QuickCheck CALCSETS as well.

Exclusive Processing Examples

The examples contained in this section represent parameter syntax for exclusive processing. For clarity, the default
STARTWITH=ALL is included in all of the following examples.

Example 1 - Sweep and audit all areas except CLASS-REGION

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=ALL

AUDIT,USERSETS

AREA=CLASS-REGION,NOACCESS

Any set whose owner or members reside in CLASS-REGION is not audited. Specifically, the following sets are not
audited:

SUBJECT-
CLASS

TEACHER-
CLASS

ROOM-
CLASS
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PERIOD-
CLASS

CLASS-
SCHEDULE

STUDENT-SCHEDULE

Example 2 - Do not sweep area CLASS-REGION, but access its member records from cross-area sets

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=ALL,AUDITTYPE=STANDARD

AUDIT,USERSETS

AREA=CLASS-REGION,NOSWEEP

A cross-area set is a set whose owners and members reside in different areas. In this example, all sets whose owners
reside outside of CLASS-REGION are audited, even if the members reside in CLASS-REGION. Consequently, the only
set not audited is CLASS-SCHEDULE.

To satisfy the conditions of Example 2, the audit type must be Standard. Example 3, which follows, demonstrates the
effect of specifying QuickCheck as the audit type with all other parameters being the same.

Example 3 - Do not audit owned sets in area CLASS-REGION with QuickCheck

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=ALL,AUDITTYPE=QUICKCHECK

AUDIT,USERSETS

AREA=CLASS-REGION,NOSWEEP

Again, in this example, only the CLASS-SCHEDULE set is not audited. Because the audit type is QuickCheck, however,
the sets with owner records that point into the NOSWEEP CLASS-REGION from another area must be set either to
AUDIT or NOAUDIT. This parameter is required because, by definition, NOSWEEP does not impact member sets, yet
QuickCheck must sweep member records if their owners are swept and their sets are audited. One way to audit owned
sets that point into CLASS-REGION is to audit one of the sets that point into the CLASS-REGION, thereby forcing the
CLASS-REGION to be swept:

AREA=CLASS-REGION,
 NOSWEEP

SET=SUBJECT-CLASS, AUDIT
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Example 4 - Audit an entire subschema except for sets IX-SUBJ-NAME and IX-STUD-LNAME

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=ALL

AUDIT,USERSETS

SET=IX-SUBJ-
NAME,NOAUDIT

SET=IX-STUD-LNAME,NOAUDIT

Integrated index sets that are stored in the same area page range must be audited--or not audited--together. If IX-SUBJ-
NAME and IX-TCHR-LNAME were in the same page range, you would have no choice but to set them both to AUDIT or to
NOAUDIT.

Mixed Processing Examples

Mixed processing combines elements of inclusive and exclusive processing. The following examples demonstrate a few
ways mixed processing can be used.

Example 1 - Sweep a single area, but do not audit the set TEACHER-CLASS contained in area DEPT-REGION:

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=NONE

AUDIT,USERSETS

AREA=DEPT-
REGION,SWEEP

SET=TEACHER-CLASS,NOAUDIT

In this example, the following sets are audited:

DEPT-
TEACHER

DEPT-
ACADEMIC
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DEPT-
GENERAL

PREREQSFOR

PREREQSARE

SUBJECT-CLASS

If QuickCheck is the audit type, then CLASS-REGION is additionally swept for CLASS records because the set
SUBJECT-CLASS is audited.

Example 2 - Sweep and audit all areas, but, within the area DEPT-REGION, audit only the set DEPT-TEACHER

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=ALL

AUDIT,USERSETS

AREA=DEPT-
REGION,NOSWEEP

SET=DEPT-TEACHER,AUDIT

Although the AREA statement specifies NOSWEEP for the area DEPT-REGION, it must be swept in order to audit set
DEPT-TEACHER. Other sets in DEPT-REGION are not audited because the audit set overrides the area NOSWEEP for
records in DEPT-TEACHER only. However, the area NOSWEEP accomplishes the NOAUDIT for the other sets whose
owners are in DEPT-REGION.

Example 3 - Specify NOACCESS in DEPT-REGION and AUDIT DEPT-TEACHER in DEPT-REGION

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=ALL

AUDIT,USERSETS

AREA=DEPT-
REGION,NOACCESS

SET=DEPT-TEACHER,AUDIT

The parameters in this example create a more serious conflict than those in Example 2. In this case, CA IDMS/DB Audit
cannot reasonably determine whether area NOACCESS or set AUDIT is more important to the user. Consequently,
processing cannot continue and CA IDMS/DB Audit displays an error message.
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Operating Preparations
Before running CA IDMS/DB Audit, prepare for processing as follows:

• Prevent additional updates - During the time the database is being audited, CA IDMS/DB Audit follows the normal
CA IDMS conventions regarding locking the area against access. If you specify READYMODE=RETRIEVAL, you must
ensure that no other update jobs run against an area being audited.
If you run CA IDMS/DB Audit twice (once for audit and once for fix), you must prevent any CA IDMS updates from
taking place in the audited areas until after you apply the fixes. If any updates are made between the time the audit
is run and the time the fixes are applied, the corrections may not be valid or new integrity errors may be introduced.
Similarly, do not perform any updates until you have completed the REPORT function.

• Back up the database - CA IDMS/DB Audit does not write before and after images of changed data to a journal file.
Therefore, you should back up the database before initiating fix processing and again after fix processing.

Perform the following preparations within CA IDMS/DB Audit:

• Include index area in the subschema - If you specify AUDIT INDEX, you must copy the index areas and associated
records and sets into the subschema.
If you specify INDEX, copy the area containing the index members and owners into the subschema.

• In the subschema, define all members of sets to be audited - You cannot successfully audit a set unless you define
all the set's member record types in the subschema. This includes all members of the CALC set residing in areas for
which CALCSET processing will occur.

• Specify correct SUBSCHEMA/DMCL and load/core image library - Be sure to specify the correct subschema for
the database you wish to audit. If you specify the wrong subschema, CA IDMS/DB Audit can incorrectly flag a large
number of pages as having header or footer errors. Because CA IDMS/DB Audit does not access the subschema/
DMCL from a dictionary, the correct copies must be in the job's step library or core image library.

• Specify RETRIEVAL only for runs with no updates - In the PROCESS statement, specify RETRIEVAL as
the readymode for runs that do not update the database. Legitimate runs are AUDIT, FIX=SIMULATE or AUDIT,
REPORTS.
With READYMODE=RETRIEVAL, CA IDMS/DB Audit does not lock the database, so you must ensure that no other
job updates the database. Otherwise, if the database being audited is in the process of being updated, CA IDMS/DB
Audit may incorrectly indicate that the database contains integrity errors.

• Specify UPDATE for actual fixing - When you are ready to fix the database, specify READYMODE=UPDATE in the
job that is to perform the fixing. Be sure that the database to be fixed is not modified between the AUDIT and the FIX
or REPORTS jobs.

• Allow sufficient time to audit the database - Because CA IDMS/DB Audit may access every record and set
occurrence in the database several times, it can take a long time to audit the database. Recognize that in most cases
Standard processing takes longer than QuickCheck processing.

• Specify DISK if sets to be audited are large - Large sets, including integrated index sets, require large amounts of
storage for the tables used in processing. If you specify DISK to contain these tables, you must allocate two VSAM
files before executing CA IDMS/DB Audit.

• Allocate enough space for the DBKYWORK file - This step applies to Standard auditing only. The DBKEYWORK
file can require a substantial amount of space if you audit integrated indexes whose areas contain many mandatory-
automatic (MA) index set members. For every MA index set member, CA IDMS/DB Audit writes two 30-byte records to
the DBKEYWORK file. If a member record belongs to more than one index set, two records are written for each set to
which it belongs.

• Allocate enough space for INDXEXTR and INDXWORK files - The INDXEXTR and INDXWORK files are used for
integrated index orphan extract records and for other integrated index error extract records.
For each index orphan found, CA IDMS/DB Audit writes one index orphan extract record to the INDXEXTR file. If you
are fixing (simulate or update) index orphans, CA IDMS/DB Audit also writes one index orphan extract record to the
INDXWORK file. Be sure to allocate enough sort work space for integrated index orphans.

• Include a sufficient area portion - CA IDMS/DB Audit allows partial area auditing and fixing. CA IDMS/DB Audit does
not allow fixing, however, when you perform a partial area audit and either of the following situations exists:
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– A set containing an integrity error points into a second set with errors, and the owner of the second set is outside
the partial area being swept.

– Records are detected as orphans of a set containing integrity errors, and the owner of the set is outside the partial
area being swept.

• Review the output - Review the reports CA IDMS/DB Audit generates to understand the errors detected and the way
they have been fixed.

Validate the logical integrity of any set occurrences CA IDMS/DB Audit fixed. Because CA IDMS/DB Audit cannot analyze
logical integrity conditions enforced by user programs, you must correct any logical errors once the physical errors have
been fixed. You can use the CA IDMS utility IDMSBCF, FIX PAGE function to fix errors that CA IDMS/DB Audit does not
fix. For a list of the types of integrity errors that CA IDMS/DB Audit does not fix, refer to Concepts.

Performance Factors
Several factors affect the performance of CA IDMS/DB Audit:

• Size of the database - The number of pages, the number of record occurrences, and the number of set types affect
the amount of time required to audit the database

• Record location mode - The more member records that are stored VIA the audited set and the less VIA overflow
count, the better the performance

• Auditing method - QuickCheck auditing is faster than Standard auditing because it requires less database access.

Estimating USERSETS I/Os with Standard Auditing

You can use the following formula to calculate the approximate number of I/Os to audit USERSETS in your database
(when you have not specified WALKNEXT or DISCONNECT). Additional I/Os are required if CA IDMS/DB Audit detects
integrity errors.

I/Os = p + n + (s *
 v)

p  --  represents the number of pages swept

n  --  represents the number of CALC or DIRECT member record occurrences
    for sets being audited

s  --  the number of set occurrences whose VIA members are stored in a different page
    range than the set owner

v  --  represents the number of VIA member record types stored in different page
    ranges than the set owner
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Refer to Figure 5.1 for an example. If you were to audit USERSETS only in AREA-1 (AREA-2 is NOSWEEP), you would
estimate the number of I/Os as follows:

 10,000 pages
 swept

+ 75,000 type E records for set F-
E

+ 120,000 type G records for set E-
G

+ 120,000 type G records for set H-
G

+ 
185,000 
type D-B set
 occurrences

= 510,000 I/Os

(v=1, because all B records are in AREA-2.)

If record type G were stored VIA set E-G, it would take approximately 120,000 fewer I/Os to audit the database for a total
of 390,000 I/Os. If, in addition, record type E were stored VIA set F-E, it would take approximately 75,000 fewer I/Os to
audit the database for a total of 315,000 I/Os.
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Figure 5.1: AREA-1 and AREA-2, Estimating USERSETS I/Os

Estimating USERSETS I/Os with QuickCheck Auditing

The number of I/Os required to audit USERSETS during QuickCheck processing is approximately equal to the number of
pages swept.

Estimating CALCSETS I/Os with Standard or QuickCheck Auditing

The approximate number of I/Os to audit only CALCSETS should be equal to the number of pages swept, because
members of the CALC set are VIA the SR1 record for the page to which the record calculated.
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Estimating WALKNEXT I/Os with Standard Auditing

WALKNEXT applies to Standard auditing only; it does not apply to QuickCheck.

WALKNEXT causes each record in the area to be accessed several times. When you specify WALKNEXT, each set
occurrence is walked as many times as there are member record occurrences plus once more for the owner. The result is
a significant increase in processing time over normal set walk processing. WALKNEXT not only requires numerous I/Os
to complete the audit, but also exponentially increases the number of calls to DBIO regardless of whether or not members
are stored VIA the sets being audited.

Use the following formula to calculate the approximate number of I/Os required to audit your database with WALKNEXT.
Additional I/Os are needed if CA IDMS/DB Audit detects integrity errors.

I/Os = p + (o *l(l))

p -- represents the number of pages swept

o -- represents the number of owner records for each CALC or DIRECT set

l -- represents the average set length of the CALC or DIRECT set

Figure 5.2 provides an example. If you are auditing USERSETS within AREA-1 with WALKNEXT (set H-G is the only non-
VIA set), you would estimate the number of I/Os as follows:

(l = 120,000/20,000 =
 6)

   10,000 pages swept

 + 720,000
 I/Os for set H-G (20,000 owner records * 36)

 = 730,000 I/Os

If the same area were audited without WALKNEXT, the number of I/Os would be approximately:

 10,000 pages
 swept

+ 
120,000
 type G records for set H-
G
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= 130,000 I/Os

Use the WALKNEXT option only if you know or suspect that there are record occurrences that would not be found during
normal set walking. To determine whether your database contains orphan records, refer to The Integrity Analysis Report.

Figure 5.2: AREA-1 and AREA-2, Estimating WALKNEXT I/Os
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Estimating DISCONNECT I/Os with Standard Auditing

The DISCONNECT option slows performance because of the large number of records retrieved. CA IDMS/DB Audit
examines each record retrieved in an area sweep to see if it is a member of a set that is to be audited for disconnections.
If all of such a record's db-keys for the set being audited are null (equal to high-values), CA IDMS/DB Audit indicates that
the record is fully disconnected from the set. If a next, prior, or owner pointer is not null, CA IDMS/DB Audit retrieves the
record indicated by the pointer to determine whether it is a valid owner or member of the set being audited.

DISCONNECT not only requires numerous I/Os to complete the audit, but also exponentially increases the number of
calls to DBIO regardless of whether or not the sets being audited are VIA or non-VIA (DIRECT or CALC).

You can calculate the approximate number of I/Os required to audit your database for set disconnections (assuming no
integrity errors are detected and most of the records are not fully disconnected) using the following formula:

I/Os = p + (m * k)

p -- represents the number of pages swept

m -- represents the number of member records in the area being swept

k -- represents the number of non-VIA member record db-keys in the record's prefix

For example, in Figure 5.3, auditing for set disconnections in AREA-2 would take approximately:

 2,500 pages
 swept

+ 
975,000
 I/Os for set C-B (325,000 *
 3)

 = 977,500 I/Os

Disconnect processing is independent of CALCSETS and USERSETS auditing. The number of I/Os generated by
disconnect processing is in addition to the number of I/Os generated by CALCSETS and USERSETS auditing (except for
the number of I/Os generated by area sweeping).
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Figure 5.3: AREA-2, Estimating DISCONNECT I/Os

Effect of Specifying Both WALKNEXT and DISCONNECT

When you specify both WALKNEXT and DISCONNECT, walknext processing takes precedence over disconnect
processing. During area sweeping, if CA IDMS/DB Audit retrieves a record that is a member of a set being audited for
disconnections, it examines the next and prior db-keys. If either the next or the prior db-key is not null, CA IDMS/DB Audit
performs walknext processing rather than simply retrieving the records pointed to by the next, prior, and owner db-keys.

Improving Performance

CA IDMS/DB Audit provides several options for improving processing performance:
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• Omit one or more areas if the database has several areas.
• Perform a partial area audit. Partial area audits always require less processing time than full area audits, although you

must decide what action to take for any sets that cross area boundaries. You can perform a partial area audit in one of
the following ways:
– Select specific set types to audit by including or excluding other areas, records, and sets.
– Specify BEGIN and END pages in an AREA statement if the database has only one large area (Standard auditing

only). You can fix errors in the partial area if the owners of all sets involved are included in the partial area. See
Operating Preparations for more information.

• Perform a QuickCheck audit rather than a Standard audit.

CA IDMS/DB Storage Requirements
Contents

You need to consider CA IDMS/DB Audit's storage requirements for both main storage and external file storage.

Main Storage

CA IDMS/DB Audit storage requirements vary depending on the size of the subschema table being processed, the
maximum database page size, the number of buffers, sort storage requirements, whether or not VSAM is used, and the
selected AUDIT options.

After processing a valid PROCESS statement, CA IDMS/DB Audit loads the subschema and DMCL load modules or
phases into main storage and builds a pseudo-subschema (PSUB) from the real CA IDMS subschema. Once the pseudo-
subschema is built, the real CA IDMS subschema and DMCL are deleted from main storage. After parameter processing
is completed, a BIND RUN-UNIT is issued. At this time, all of DBIO's work areas are obtained.

CA IDMS/DB Audit then calculates the amount of storage required for its work areas and issues a GETMAIN/GETVIS to
obtain this amount from the region/partition. The amount of main storage not obtained by CA IDMS/DB Audit (and DBIO)
is available for operating system use (such as CA IDMS/DB Audit's file buffers, VSAM, and sort).

NOTE
In a z/VSE environment, all of CA IDMS/DB Audit's and DBIO'swork areas are obtained from the GETVIS
area, not from the Problem Program Area (PPA). Only the SORT program and associated sort work areas are
allocated in the PPA.

Use the formula shown in Figure 5.4 to estimate the amount of virtual storage required to run CA IDMS/DB Audit.

VIRTUAL STORAGE =  
CA IDMS/DB Audit SIZE 330K. Size of CA IDMS/DB Audit module.
+ CA IDMS/DB Audit Buffers Sum of block size times the number of buffers for each non-

database file.
+ PSUB Approximately 3 times the total size of the subschema and DMCL

load modules or core image phases.
+ Database Buffers Maximum page size times number of buffers specified in the

DMCL named in the subschema.
+ Sort Storage Use your installation's default sort size.
+ VSAM Storage Optional. Used if database has VSAM files or the DISK option is

used. Refer to the appropriate system manual to determine the
size of the ACB, EXT list, and RPL. If the DISK option is used to
store the db-key table and the db-key save table on VSAM disk,
add two 4K buffers.
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+ DBKEYTBL SETLIMIT value times 9.6 (result is in bytes). Used only if the
CORE option is used and auditing CALCSETS and/or USERSETS
and/or INDEX. If a SETLIMIT value is not specified, use 28K.

+ DBKEY Save Table SETLIMIT value times 8 (result is in bytes). Used only if the CORE
option is used and auditing CALCSETS and/or USERSETS and/or
INDEX. If a SETLIMIT value is not specified, use 24K.

+ Record Bind Area Total length of all audited records defined in the subschema
(including prefixes) plus an additional 64 bytes for each record
being audited. If auditing integrated index sets, add the largest
page size of containing SR8 records.

+ Sort Key Area Total length of the symbolic keys of all records with sets being
audited. This area is the work area required for validating a
member record's symbolic key within a sorted set.

+ Page Bind Area Used for page audit. Sum of number of areas audited times 40.
+ IIX Level Save Area If auditing integrated index sets, add the maximum SR8 size times

the maximum number of index levels.

Figure 5.4: Formula for Estimating Virtual Storage

External File Storage

CA IDMS/DB Audit makes use of five sequential files: EXTRACTS, WORKFILE, DBKYWORK, INDXEXTR, and SORT.
The following sections explain how to estimate space allocation for each file.

Allocate space only for the files you need for a particular CA IDMS/DB Audit run. You must always allocate space for
EXTRACTS and WORKFILE. If you are processing index sets, allocate space for INDXEXTR and INDXWORK. If you are
processing mandatory automatic index sets, allocate space for DBKYWORK.

EXTRACTS File

Space allocation for the EXTRACTS file depends on the number of errors detected during the audit phase and the size of
the extract record. Determine the size of the extract record using this formula:

Record Size = 260 + length of longest symbolic key
 +

 4 bytes for the record descriptor word (RDW)

Because it is difficult to estimate the number of errors, you can allocate the EXTRACTS file to tape. In a typical situation, a
DASD cylinder allocation of 10,2 should be adequate.

WORKFILE File

Space allocation for the WORKFILE file should be twice the space allocation of the EXTRACTS file. In a typical situation,
a DASD cylinder allocation of 20,4 should be adequate.

DBKYWORK File

To estimate the total number of blocks for the DBKYWORK file, use the following formula:
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Record size =
 30

Total Number of Blocks
 = 
(30 * (total # integrated index member records of MA sets)) *
 2

 block size

In a typical situation, a DASD cylinder allocation of 5,2 should be adequate.

INDXEXTR and INDXWORK Files

Space for the INDXEXTR and INDXWORK files is primarily used for integrated index orphan records and, secondarily, for
integrated index errors.

If your database contains a small number of member records in integrated index sets, then you can estimate the total
blocks using this formula:

Total Number of
 Blocks=
((total # integrated index member records)*record
 size)*0.5
                                                      block size

 Record Size = 76 + length of member symbolic key +
               length of owner symbolic key +

               4 bytes for the record descriptor word (RDW)

If your database contains a large number of member records in integrated index sets, multiply the result by 3. In a typical
situation, a DASD cylinder allocation of 20,4 should be adequate.

Both INDXEXTR and INDXWORK should use the same space allocation.

SORT File

For standard auditing, space allocation for the SORT file depends on the number of error extract records created in the
audit phase. If your database has numerous errors or the sets containing errors are long, the extract file may also be
large. In that case, you may need more than four sort work datasets.

If you are auditing integrated index sets and you have index orphans, then you need enough sort space to accommodate
twice the number of index orphans written to the index extract file.
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In most cases, the number of extracts created is small. In a typical situation with Standard auditing, four sort work files
with a cylinder allocation of 5,2 should be adequate. The total sort work file allocation should be twice the space allocation
of the EXTRACTS file.

For QuickCheck auditing, allocate space to sort 26-byte records for every record swept in the database. For each record
swept, CA IDMS/DB Audit creates a 26-byte extract record and a 26-byte match record for each set in which the swept
record participates. Additionally, two 26-byte records are created for each SR7 and SR8 for index sets in the swept area.

Total Number of Bytes to Sort = 26 * 2mn

• m
Represents the number of records swept

• n
Represents the number of sets of which those records are participants

• 2mn
Represents the number of records sorted

• 26
Represents the length of sort record

CA IDMS/DB Audit Sample JCL and Key
Contents

Sample JCL and key for running CA IDMS/DB Audit in a z/OS, z/VSE, or z/VM environment is listed below and supplied in
source library member USAEXEC. The version of USAEXEC you receive is specific to your operating environment.

Sample IDCAMS control statements for allocating work files are contained in source library member USADEFN. This
member is the same for all environments.

Allocating Work Files for the DISK Option

If you specify DISK in the AUDIT statement, you must allocate two direct access disk files: one for the db-key hash table
and one for the db-key save table. These direct access files may be VSAM or, for z/OS and z/VM only, BDAM. If these
files are allocated as VSAM, they must be defined through IDCAMS. This optional step is identical for all environments.

Sample control statements for VSAM file allocation are shown in Figure 5.5 and are contained in source library member
USADEFN. A key to the variables (shown in bold) is shown in Figure 5.6.

 DELETE (vsam.dbkhash) CLUSTER
 DELETE (vsam.dbksave) CLUSTER
 DEFINE CLUSTER (-
             NAME(vsam.dbkhash) -
             RECORDS(record.numbersh) -
             NUMBERED -
             RECORDSIZE(4084 4084) -
             SPEED -
             usetype -
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             FILE(dname) -
             VOLUMES(volume.name) -
             ) -
       DATA  ( -
             NAME(vsam.dbkhash.DATA) -
             ) -
 DEFINE CLUSTER ( -
             NAME(vsam.dbksave) -
             RECORDS(record.numberss) -
             NUMBERED -
             RECORDSIZE(4064 4064) -
             SPEED -
             usetype -
             VOLUMES(volume.name) -
             ) -
       DATA  ( -
             NAME(vsam.dbksave.DATA) -
             )

Figure 5.5: Control Statements for Allocating VSAM Work Files for the DISK Option

vsam.dbkhash  -- The dataset name of the VSAM file for the db-key table. This file is needed only if you specify DISK in
the AUDIT statement.

record.number -- The number of records to be allocated in the VSAM work space for the db-key table. The number of
records is equal to:

1.2 * SETLIMIT-
value

      510               + 1

For example, if the SETLIMIT value is 3000 (default), you should allocate:

((1.2 * 3000/510)   + 1 = 8

vsam.dbksave -- The dataset name of the VSAM file for the db-key save table. This file is needed if you specify DISK in
the AUDIT statement.

record.numberss -- The number of records to be allocated in the VSAM work space for the db-key save table. The
number of records depends on the number of next, prior, or owner pointer errors that you expect CA IDMS/DB Audit to
find while set walking. Up to 127 pointer errors can be accommodated by one record. Therefore, you should allocate 1
primary record with extra secondary space, unless you expect more errors. An allocation of (1 10) should be adequate.
The maximum number of records is equal to:
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SETLIMIT-
value

    127                +
 1

usetype -- The appropriate type: REUSE or UNIQUE. If you specify UNIQUE, you must DELETE and DEFINE this cluster
prior to each execution of CA IDMS/DB Audit.

volume.name -- Volume to contain the cluster or component.

dname -- The DD name of the JCL statement defining the file. Depending upon your environment, the parameter is
optional.

Figure 5.6: Key to Figure 5.5

z/OS Operations
Sample JCL for using CA IDMS/DB Audit in a z/OS environment is presented below in three parts:

1. (Optional) Allocating work files for the DISK option.
2. Allocating CA IDMS/DB Audit files.
3. Running CA IDMS/DB Audit.

An explanation of various restart options, showing the use of files created in a previous audit run, follows the JCL.

z/OS JCL

1. Allocating Work Files for the DISK Option

(USADEFN) If you specify DISK in the AUDIT statement and decide to use VSAM for the direct access files, you must
allocate two VSAM files to disk: one for the db-key hash table and one for the db-key save table. See the Allocating Work
Files for the DISK Option and Figure 5.5 above for sample IDCAMS control statements for file allocation.

2. Allocating Files

The sample z/OS JCL shown below in Figures 5.7a and 5.7b deletes any previous files and then allocates space for the
general files and index files. Target or Distribution source library member USAEXEC contains similar sample JCL. The key
to the variables (shown in bold) is shown in Figures 5.8a and 5.8b.

 //*          OPTIONAL: SAMPLE JCL TO DELETE

 //*          PREVIOUSLY CREATED FILES
 //*
 //DELETE  EXEC  PGM=IEFBR14
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 //
EXTRACTS  DD  DSN=dbaudit.extract,
 //              DISP=(MOD,DELETE)'
 //              UNIT=disk,
 //              SPACE=(TRK,0)
 //
WORKFILE  DD  DSN=dbaudit.workfile,
 //              DISP=(MOD,DELETE),
 //              UNIT=disk,
 //              SPACE=(TRK,0)
 //
DBKYWORK  DD  DSN=dbaudit.dbkywork,
 //              DISP=(MOD,DELETE),
 //              UNIT=disk,

 //              SPACE=(TRK,0)
 //
INDXEXTR  DD  DSN=dbaudit.indxextr
 //              DISP=(MOD,DELETE),
 //              UNIT=disk,
 //              SPACE=(TRK,0)
 //
INDXWORK  DD  DSN=dbaudit.indxwork,

 //              DISP=(MOD,DELETE),
 //              UNIT=disk,
 //              SPACE=(TRK,0)
 //*         ALLOCATING GENERAL FILES
 //*
 //ALLOCATE EXEC  PGM=IEFBR14
 //
EXTRACTS  DD  DSN=dbaudit.extract,

 //              DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),
 //              VOL=SER=volser,
 //              UNIT=disk,
 //              SPACE=(CYL,(pe,se)),
 //              DCB=BLKSIZE=blkse
 //
WORKFILE  DD  DSN=dbaudit.workfile,
 //              DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),
 //              VOL=SER=volser,
 //              UNIT=disk,
 //              SPACE=(CYL,(pw,sw)),
 //              DCB=BLKSIZE=blkse
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Figure 5.7a: z/OS JCL for Allocating Files

 //*      ALLOCATING INDEX FILES

 //*
 //
DBKYWORK  DD  DSN=dbaudit.dbkywork,

 //              DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),
 //              VOL=SER=volser,
 //              UNIT=disk,
 //              SPACE=(CYL,(pd,sd)),
 //              DCB=BLKSIZE=blksd

 //
INDXEXTR  DD  DSN=dbaudit.indxextr,
 //              DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),
 //              VOL=SER=volser,
 //              UNIT=disk,
 //              SPACE=(CYL,(pi,si)),
 //              DCB=BLKSIZE=blksi
 //
INDXWORK  DD  DSN=dbaudit,indxwork,
 //              DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),
 //              VOL=SER=volser,
 //              UNIT=disk,
 //              SPACE=(CYL,(pi,si)),
 //              DCB=BLKSIZE=blksi

Figure 5.7b: z/OS JCL for Allocating Files

 //*        OPTIONAL: SAMPLE JCL TO DELETE & ALLOCATE
 //*                  THE 2 DIRECT ACCESS FILES AS BDAM
 //*
 //DELETE2  EXEC PGM=IEFBR14
 //DBKHASH  DD   DSN=dbaudit.dbkhash,
 //              DISP=(MOD,DELETE),
 //              UNIT=disk,
 //              SPACE=(TRK,0),
 //DBKSAVE  DD   DSN=dbaudit.dbksave,
 //              DISP=(MOD,DELETE),
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 //              UNIT=disk,
 //              SPACE=(TRK,0),
 //ALLOCAT2 EXEC PGM=IEFBR14
 //DBKHASH  DD   DSN=dbaudit.dbkhash,
 //              DISP=(CATLG,DELETE),
 //              VOL=SER=volser,
 //              UNIT=disk,SPACE=(4084,(blkcnt.hash)),
 //              DCB=DSORG=DA
 //DBKSAVE  DD   DSN=dbaudit.dbksave,
 //              DISP=(CATLG,DELETE),
 //              VOL=SER=volser,
 //              UNIT=disk,SPACE=(4064,(blkcnt.save)),
 //              DCB=DSORG=DA

Figure 5.7c: z/OS JCL for Allocating Files

Key to Sample z/OS JCL for Allocating Files

dbaudit.extract -- The dataset name assigned to your extract file.

disk -- An appropriate unit designation for each file.

dbaudit.workfile -- The dataset name assigned to your work file.

dbaudit.dbkywork -- The dataset name assigned to your db-key work file. This file is needed only if you are auditing or
fixing integrated index sets, and you have mandatory-automatic index sets.

dbaudit.indxextr -- The dataset name assigned to your integrated index extract file. This file is needed only if you are
auditing or fixing integrated index sets.

dbaudit.indxwork -- The dataset name assigned to your integrated index work file. This file is needed only if you are
auditing or fixing integrated index sets.

dbaudit.dbkhash -- The dataset name assigned to your BDAM db-key hash table. This file is only needed if you specify
the DISK option of the AUDIT statement.

dbaudit.dbksave -- The dataset name assigned to your BDAM db-key save table. This file is only needed if you specify
the DISK option of the AUDIT statement.

volser -- The volume serial number of the disk that will contain a particular file.

pe,se -- The primary/secondary space allocation for the EXTRACTS file allocated to DASD. Space allocation for a DASD
file depends on the number of errors detected during the audit phase the maximum record size is 512 bytes and must be
blocked by the user (as noted in blkse). Because it is difficult to estimate the number of errors, you can allocate this file
to tape. For most cases, DASD can be used. For example, if you are using a 3330 device with a blocksize of 6144, one
cylinder can hold 456 extract records. A primary/secondary specification of 10,2 should be adequate.

blkse -- The block size of the EXTRACTS and WORKFILE files. The maximum record size is 512 bytes. A blocksize of
6144 is recommended for all device types.

pw,sw -- The primary/secondary space allocation for the WORKFILE file allocated to DASD. Space allocation should be
twice the space allocation of the EXTRACTS file.

A primary/secondary allocation of 20,4 should be adequate.
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pd,sd -- The primary/secondary space allocation for the DBKYWORK file allocated to DASD. To estimate the total number
of blocks, multiply the total number of integrated index member records of mandatory-automatic sets by 30 (record length)
times 2. The result is the total number of bytes. Divide by the block size to get the total number of blocks.

A primary/secondary allocation of 5,2 should be adequate.

blksd -- The block size of the DBKWORK file. The record size is 30 bytes. A block size of 6000 is recommended for all
device types.

pi,si -- The primary/secondary space allocation for the INDXEXTR file and for the INDXWORK file, allocated to DASD.
This space is primarily used for integrated index orphan records and secondarily for integrated index errors. If you have
inserted a small number of member records in integrated index sets in the database, then you can estimate the total
blocks by multiplying the total number of integrated index member records times the maximum record length (588) times
0.5, dividing by the block size. If a large number of member records have been inserted in integrated index sets, multiply
the result by 3.

A primary/secondary allocation of 20,4 should be adequate.

blksi -- The block size of the INDXEXTR and INDXWORK files. The maximum record size is 588 bytes. A blocksize of
6144 is recommended for all device types.

blkcnt.hash -- The number of blocks for the BDAM db-key hash file. See Figure 5.6.

blkcnt.save -- The number of blocks for the BDAM db-key save file. See Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.8: Key to Figure 5.7

3. Running CA IDMS/DB Audit

Sample z/OS or JCL to audit and simulate fixing the database described by your subschema is shown in Figures 5.9a and
5.9b. A key to the variables (shown in bold) and file use is shown in Figures 5.10a and 5.10b. Similar JCL is contained in
Target or Distribution source library member USAEXEC.

 //*
 //* THIS JCL IS FOR AUDIT AND SIMULATED FIXING
 //*
 //DBAUDIT EXEC  PGM=USADRVR,
 //               REGION=#K,
 //               PARM='NOSPIE/'
 //
STEPLIB   DD   DSN=your.loadlib,
 //               DISP=SHR
 //          DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,

 //               DISP=SHR
 //
SORTLIB   DD   DSN=sort.loadlib,
 //               DISP=SHR
 //
SORTWK01  DD   UNIT=disk,

 //               SPACE=(CYL,(ps,ss))
 //
SORTWK02  DD   UNIT=disk,
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 //               SPACE=(CYL,(ps,ss))
 //
SORTWK03  DD   UNIT=disk,
 //               SPACE=(CYL,(ps,ss))
 //
SORTWK04  DD   UNIT=disk,
 //               SPACE=(CYL,(ps,ss))
 //*
 //dbfil01   DD   DSN=user.dbfil01,
 //               DISP=SHR
 //          .
 //          .
 //          .
 //dbfilnn   DD   DSN=user.dbfilnn,
 //               DISP=SHR

Figure 5.9a: z/OS JCL to Run CA IDMS/DB Audit

 //*GENERAL FILES NEEDED FOR ALL RUNS.
 //*
 //
EXTRACTS  DD   DSN=dbaudit.extract,
 //               DISP=OLD
 //
WORKFILE  DD   DSN=dbaudit.workfile,
 //               DISP=OLD
 //*
 //sortmsg   DD   SYSOUT=a
 //SYSLST    DD   SYSOUT=a      AUDIT REPORT
 //SYSOUT    DD   SYSOUT=a      INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT
 //
SNAPIT    DD   SYSOUT=a
 //
SYSUDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=a
 //*
 //*FILES NEEDED FOR AUDITING OR FIXING
 //*INTEGRATED INDEX SETS.
 //*
 //
DBKYWORK  DD   DSN=dbaudit.dbkywork,
 //               DISP=OLD
 //
INDXEXTR  DD   DSN=dbaudit.indxextr,
 //               DISP=OLD
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 //
INDXWORK  DD   DSN=dbaudit.indxwork,
 //               DISP=OLD
 //*
 //*FILES NEEDED ONLY IF DISK OPTION IS SPECIFIED
 //*AND VSAM IS CHOSEN
 //*
 //
DBKHASH   DD   DSN=vsam.dbkhash,
 //               DISP=SHR
 //
DBKSAVE   DD   DSN=vsam.dbksave,
 //               DISP=SHR
 //*
 //*THE INPUT STATEMENTS SHOWN HERE ARE EXAMPLES
 //*FOR AUDIT AND SIMULATED FIX
 //*
 //SYSIPT    DD   *
   PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=subschema-
name,
    READYMODE=RETRIEVAL,SORTMSGS=CRITICAL
   AUDIT,PAGES,USERSETS,CALCSETS,INDEX,
    CORE,SETLIMIT=3000,DBKEYTBL
   FIX=SIMULATE,PAGES,USERSETS,CALCSETS,INDEXORPHANS
   REPORTS=YES,RECDATA=HEX,SETMBRS=ALL
 /*
 //SYSIDMS   DD   *
   SYSIDMS PARAMETERS...

Figure 5.9b: z/OS JCL to Run CA IDMS/DB Audit

 /*
 //*        FILES NEEDED ONLY IF DISK OPTION IS SPECIFIED
 //*        AND BDAM IS CHOSEN
 //*
 //DBKHASH  DD   DSN=dbaudit.dbkhash,
 //              DISP=SHR
 //              DCB=DSORG=DA
 //DBKHA@@  DD   DSN*.DBKHASH,VOL=REF=*.DBKHASH,
 //              DISP=SHR
 //              DCB=DSORG=DA
 //DBKSAVE  DD   DSN=dbaudit.dbksave,
 //              DISP=SHR
 //              DCB=DSORG=DA
 //DBKSA@@  DD   DSN*.DBKSAVE,VOL=REF=*.DBKSAVE,
 //              DISP=SHR
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 //              DCB=DSORG=DA

Figure 5.9c: z/OS JCL to Run CA IDMS/DB Audit

Key to Sample z/OS JCL to Run CA IDMS/DB Audit

#K -- The number of kilobytes of storage to be made available to the program execution phase. For more information, see
the Storage Requirements section.

your.loadlib -- The dataset name of the MVS/PDS library into which you downloaded CA IDMS/DB Audit.

idms.loadlib -- The dataset name of the MVS/PDS library in which your DMCL and subschema reside.

sort.loadlib -- The dataset name of the MVS/PDS library in which your sort modules reside.

disk -- The unit address of the disk drive you want to use for the CA IDMS/DB Audit execution file, or a generic
assignment to indicate a disk drive allocation.

ps,ss -- Primary/secondary space allocation for the SORT. Space allocation depends on the number of error extract
records created in the audit phase. In most cases, the number of extracts created is small. A primary/secondary
specification of 5,2 should be adequate. The total sortwork space allocated should be twice the space allocated to the
EXTRACTS file.

If your database has numerous errors or the sets containing errors are long, the extract file may be large. In that case, you
may need more than four SORTWK datasets.

If you are auditing integrated index sets and you have index orphans, then you need enough extra space to accommodate
twice the number of index orphans written to the index extract file.

dbfil01/dbfilnn -- The DDNAMEs of the database files to be accessed.

user.dbfil01/user.dbfilnn -- The dataset names of the database files to be accessed.

dbaudit.extract -- The dataset name assigned to your extract file.

dbaudit.workfile -- The dataset name assigned to your work file.

sortmsg -- The DDNAME of the message file for your SORT product.

a -- The appropriate SYSOUT class for your installation.

dbaudit.dbkywork -- The dataset name assigned to your db-key work file. This file is needed only if you are auditing or
fixing integrated index sets, and you have mandatory-automatic integrated index sets.

dbaudit.indxextr -- The dataset name assigned to your integrated index extract file. This file is needed only if you are
auditing or fixing integrated index sets.

dbaudit.indxwork -- The dataset name assigned to your integrated index work file. This file is needed only if you are
auditing or fixing integrated index sets.

vsam.dbkhash -- The dataset name of the VSAM file for the db-key hash table. This file is needed only if you specify
DISK in the AUDIT statement. You must predefine this file using the IDCAMS control statements shown in Figure 5.5.
Optionally, this file may be defined as BDAM (see Figures 5.7c, 5.8a, and 5.9c).

vsam.dbksave -- The dataset name of the VSAM file for the db-key save table. This file is needed only if you specify
DISK in the AUDIT statement. You must predefine this file using the IDCAMS control statements shown in Figure 5.5.
Optionally, this file may be defined as BDAM (see Figures 5.7c, 5.8a, and 5.9c).

subschema-name -- The name of the subschema that describes the database you want audited.
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SYSIDMS -- This file is always required for the CA IDMS physical environment parameter to be read. For instance,
DMCL=xxxxxxxx must be specified, where xxxxxxxx is the name of the specific DMCL.

dbaudit.dbkhash -- The dataset name assigned to your BDAM db-key hash table. This file is only needed if you specify
the DISK option of the AUDIT statement.

dbaudit.dbksave -- The dataset name assigned to your BDAM db-key save table. This file is only needed if you specify
the DISK option of the AUDIT statement.

Figure 5.10: Key to Figure 5.9

Restarting CA IDMS/DB Audit

When an audit and simulated fix have been successfully completed, you can restart CA IDMS/DB Audit and actually
update the database. The JCL for the update run is the same as the previous JCL, except for the parameter statements.
Be sure that no other updates are applied to the database between the audit run and the fix run.

Here are sample parameter statements:

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=subschema-
name,

   
 READYMODE=UPDATE,SORTMSGS=CRITICAL

FIX=UPDATE,PAGES,USERSETS,CALCSETS,INDEXORPHANS

REPORTS=YES,RECDATA=CHAR,SETMBRS=ERRSONLY

Obtaining Reports for a Previous Run

You may want only the reports for a previous run of CA IDMS/DB Audit . Again, you can use the same JCL and change
only the parameter statements:

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=subschema-
name,

   
 READYMODE=RETRIEVAL,SORTMSGS=CRITICAL

REPORTS=YES,RECDATA=HEX,SETMBRS=ALL

z/VSE Operations
Sample JCL for using CA IDMS/DB Audit in a z/VSE environment is presented below in two parts:

1. (Optional) Allocating work files for the DISK option
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2. Running CA IDMS/DB Audit

An explanation of various restart options, showing the use of files created in a previous audit run, follows the JCL.

z/VSE File Assignments

Even if you use a storage management tool such as CA-DYNAM, CA IDMS/DB Audit requires an ASSGN statement
for every file except SORTWKnn. This ASSGN is required because CA IDMS/DB Audit has its own device-independent
support which dynamically builds a DTF based on the device type indicated by the ASSGN. Unless the ASSIGN specifies
VSAM or BDAM, the file may be defined with either DLBL or TLBL.

z/VSE JCL

1. Allocating Work Files for the DISK Option

(USADEFN) If you specify DISK in the Audit statement, you must allocate two VSAM files to disk: one for the db-key
table and one for the db-key save table. See Allocating Work Files for the DISK Option and Figure 5.5 above for sample
IDCAMS control statements for file allocation.

2. Running CA IDMS/DB Audit

Sample z/VSE JCL to audit and simulate fixing the database described by your subschema is shown in Figures 5.11a and
5.11b. A key to the variables (shown in bold) is shown in Figures 5.12a and 5.12b. Similar JCL is contained in TOOLJCL
library member USAEXEC.

 // JOB DBAUDIT
 // OPTION LOG,PARTDUMP
 *
 *  ────────── VSAM WORK FILE'S FOR AUDIT DISK OPTION ───────
 *
 // DLBL   DBKHASH,'vsam.dbkhash',0,VSAM
 // EXTENT SYS014,volser,,,rel-trk-
blk,amount
 // ASSGN  SYS014,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // DLBL   DBKSAVE,'vsam.dbksave',0,VSAM
 // EXTENT SYS015,volser,,,rel-trk-
blk,amount
 // ASSGN  SYS015,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // EXEC  IDCAMS,SIZE=AUTO
 *
 *   See source library member USADEFN for IDCAMS control statements
 *
 /*
 *       ───────────── SORT FILES ─────────────────────
 *
 // DLBL SORTWK1,'SORT.WORK1',0,SD       SORT WORK #1
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 // EXTENT SYS001,volser,,,rel-trk-
blk,amount
 // ASSGN  SYS001,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // DLBL SORTWK2,'SORT.WORK2',0,SD       SORT WORK #2
 // EXTENT SYS002,volser,,,rel-trk-
blk,amount
 // ASSGN  SYS002,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // DLBL SORTWK3,'SORT.WORK3',0,SD       SORT WORK #3
 // EXTENT SYS003,volser,,,rel-trk-
blk,amount
 // ASSGN  SYS003,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // DLBL SORTWK4,'SORT.WORK4',0,SD       SORT WORK #4
 // EXTENT SYS004,volser,,,rel-trk-
blk,amount
 // ASSGN  SYS004,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 *
 *       ───────────── USER DATABASE FILES ──────────
 *
 // DLBL   dbfil01,'user.dbfil01',,DA    USER DATADASE FILE #01
 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser
 // ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
    .
    .
    .
 // DLBL   dbfilnn,'user.dbfilnn',,DA    USER DATADASE FILE #nn
 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser
 // ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 *
 *  ────────── VSAM WORK FILE'S FOR AUDIT DISK OPTION ───────
 *
 // DLBL   DBKHASH,'vsam.dbkhash',0,VSAM
 // EXTENT SYS010,volser
 // ASSGN  SYS010,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // DLBL   DBKSAVE,'vsam.dbksave',0,VSAM
 // EXTENT SYS011,volser
 // ASSGN  SYS011,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 *

Figure 5.11a: z/VSE JCL to Run CA IDMS/DB Audit

 *   ──────────── DBAUDIT WORK FILES ────────────────────
 *
 // ASSGN  SYS020,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // DLBL   AFILE04,'AUDIT.extract',0,SD       EXTRACT OUTPUT FILE
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 // EXTENT SYS020,volser,1,0,rel-trk-
blk,amount
 // DLBL   AFILE05,'AUDIT.extract',0,SD       EXTRACT INPUT FILE
 // EXTENT SYS020,volser,1,0,rel-trk-
blk,amount
 // ASSGN  SYS021,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // DLBL   AFILE06,'AUDIT.workfile',0,SD      WORK OUTPUT FILE
 // EXTENT SYS021,volser,1,0,rel-trk-
blk,amount
 // DLBL   AFILE07,'AUDIT.workfile',0,SD      WORK INPUT FILE
 // EXTENT SYS021,volser,1,0,rel-trk-
blk,amount
 // ASSGN  SYS022,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // DLBL   AFILE08,'AUDIT.indxwork',0,SD      INDEX WORK INPUT FILE
 // EXTENT SYS022,volser,1,0,rel-trk-
blk,amount
 // DLBL   AFILE09,'AUDIT.indxwork',0,SD      INDEX WORK OUTPUT  FILE
 // EXTENT SYS022,volser,1,0,rel-trk-
blk,amount
 // ASSGN  SYS023,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // DLBL   AFILE10,'AUDIT.indxextr',0,SD      INDEX EXTR INPUT FILE
 // EXTENT SYS023,volser,1,0,rel-trk-
blk,amount
 // DLBL   AFILE11,'AUDIT.indxextr',0,SD      INDEX EXTR OUTPUT  FILE
 // EXTENT SYS023,volser,1,0,rel-trk-
blk,amount
 // ASSGN  SYS024,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
 // DLBL   AFILE12,'AUDIT.dbkywork',0,SD      DBKEY INPUT FILE
 // EXTENT SYS024,volser,1,0,rel-trk-
blk,amount
 // DLBL   AFILE13,'AUDIT.dbkywork',0,SD      DBKEY OUTPUT FILE
 // EXTENT SYS024,volser,1,0,rel-trk-
blk,amount
 // ASSGN  SYSIPT,SYSRDR                       INPUT PARAMETER FILE
 // ASSGN  SYS006,SYSLST                       AUDIT REPORT
 // ASSGN  SYS007,uuu                          INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT
 *
 *   ───────────────   LIBRARY DEF'S ────────────────
 *
 // DLBL TOOL,'tool.loadlib'
 // EXTENT ,volser
 // DLBL IDMS,'idms.loadlib'
 // EXTENT ,volser
 // LIBDEF PHASE,SEARCH=(TOOL.sublib,IDMS.sublib)
 *
 // DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD
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 // EXEC   USADRVR,SIZE=(AUTO,#K),PARM='NOSPIE/'
 *
 *  R14.1 OPTIONAL SYSIDMS PARAMETERS
 *
 /*
   PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name,....
   AUDIT,.......
   FIX=SIMULATE,.........
 /&
 * $$ EOJ

Figure 5.11b: z/VSE JCL to Run CA IDMS/DB Audit

Key to Sample z/VSE JCL to Run CA IDMS/DB Audit

vsam.dbkhash -- The data set name of the VSAM file for the db-key table. This file is needed only if you specify DISK in
the AUDIT statement. You must pre-define this file by using the IDCAMS control statements.

volser -- The volume serial number or generic assignment of the disk volume on which the file, as specified in the
preceding DLBL statement, resides.

rel-trk-blk -- Relative track or relative block number: the starting position on the DASD for storage of the work file
specified in the previous statement.

amount -- The space allocation you need to store the file specified in the previous statement. Refer to the specific
information on estimating space earlier in this section.

vsam.dbksave -- The data set name of the VSAM file for the db-key save table. This file is needed only if you specify
DISK in the AUDIT statement. You must pre-define this file by using the IDCAMS control statements.

user.dbfil01/user.dbfilnn -- The file ID of each of the database files to be accessed.

SYSnnn -- The programmer logical units of the database files to be accessed.

extract -- The data set name assigned to your extract file.

workfile -- The data set name assigned to your work file.

indxwork -- The data set name assigned to your integrated index work file. This file is needed only if you are auditing or
fixing integrated index sets.

indxextr -- The data set name assigned to your integrated index extract file. This file is needed only if you are auditing or
fixing integrated index sets.

dbkywork -- The data set name assigned to your db-key work file. This file is needed only if you are auditing or fixing
integrated index sets, and you have mandatory-automatic integrated index sets.

uuu -- SYS007 must be assigned to a second SYSLST device (uuu).

tool.loadlib -- The data set name of the core image library in which your DMCL and subschema reside.

tool.sublib/idms.sublib -- The sublibrary name of the z/VSE library specified in the previous file name.

subschema-name... -- The parameters you specify to execute CA IDMS/DB Audit.

Figure 5.12: Key to Figure 5.11
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Restarting CA IDMS/DB Audit

When an audit and simulated fix have been successfully completed, you can restart CA IDMS/DB Audit and actually
update the database. The JCL for the update run is the same as the previous JCL, except for the parameter statements.
Be sure that no other updates are applied to the database between the audit run and the fix run.

Here are sample parameter statements:

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=subschema-
name,

   
 READYMODE=UPDATE,SORTMSGS=CRITICAL

FIX=UPDATE,PAGES,USERSETS,CALCSETS,INDEXORPHANS

REPORTS=YES,RECDATA=CHAR,SETMBRS=ERRSONLY

Obtaining Reports for a Previous Run

You may want only the reports for a previous run of CA IDMS/DB Audit . Again, you can use the same JCL and change
only the parameter statements:

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=subschema-
name,

   
 READYMODE=RETRIEVAL,SORTMSGS=CRITICAL

REPORTS=YES,RECDATA=HEX,SETMBRS=ALL

z/VM Operations
Sample EXEC for using CA IDMS/DB Audit in a z/VM environment is shown below in two parts:

1. (Optional) Allocating work files for the DISK option
2. Running CA IDMS/DB Audit

An explanation of various restart options, showing the use of files created in a previous audit run, follows the EXEC.

z/VM EXEC
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1. Allocating Work Files for the DISK Option

(USADEFN) If you specify DISK in the Audit statement, you must allocate two direct access disk files: one for the db-key
hash table and one for the db-key save table. These direct access files may be VSAM or BDAM. If you choose to allocate
these files as VSAM, they must be defined through AMSERV. See Allocating Work Files for the DISK Option and Figure
5.5 above for sample AMSERV control statements for file allocation.

If you choose to allocate these files as BDAM, you do not need to use AMSERV. Instead, revise your EXEC (as shown in
Figure 5.13b) to contain the statements shown in Figure 5.13a.

 * FILES NEEDED ONLY IF DISK OPTION IS SPECIFIED
 * AND BDAM IS CHOSEN
 *
 FILEDEF   DBKHASH       fn ft fm6 (DSORG DA
 FILEDEF   DBKHA@@       fn ft fm6 (DSORG DA
 FILEDEF   DBKSAVE       fn ft fm6 (DSORG DA
 FILEDEF   DBKSA@@       fn ft fm6 (DSORG DA
 *
 * DBKHA@@ MUST HAVE THE SAME FILEID AS DBKHASH
 * AND DBKSA@@ MUST HAVE THE SAME FILEID AS DBKSAVE

Figure 5.13a: z/VM EXEC to Run CA IDMS/DB Audit

2. Running CA IDMS/DB Audit

Sample z/VM EXEC to audit and simulate fixing the database described by your subschema is shown in Figure 5.13a and
5.13b. A key to the variables (shown in bold) is shown in Figures 5.14. A similar EXEC is contained in the source library
member USAEXEC.

 TOOL_LOADLIB_FN     = 'toollib'

 IDMS_LOADLIB_FN     = 'idmslib'
 SORTLIB_FN          = 'sortlib'
 /*
 /* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required librarie(s)
 /* and database file(s).
 /*
  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'
  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'
  'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' TOOL_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN
  'GLOBAL  TXTLIB ' SORTLIB_FN
 /*
 /* Insert FILEDEFS as needed to define all required database files.
 /*
  'FILEDEF dbfil01 DISK fn ft fm6 ( dcb'
  'FILEDEF dbfilnn DISK fn ft fm6 ( dcb'
 /*
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 /* Files needed for all runs.
 /*
  'FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER'
  'FILEDEF SYSUDUMP PRINTER'
  'FILEDEF SYSOUT   PRINTER'
  'FILEDEF SNAPIT   PRINTER'
  'FILEDEF EXTRACTS DISK USAEXEC EXTRACTS fm'
  'FILEDEF WORKFILE DISK USAEXEC WORKFILE fm'
 /*
 /* You must create a file 'SYSIDMS PARMS A' containing the SYSIDMS
 /* parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.
 /*
  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS PARMS A'
 /*
 /* You must create a file 'USAEXEC SYSIPT A' containing the input
 /* parameter statements prior to executing this EXEC.
 /*
  'FILEDEF SYSIPT   DISK USAEXEC SYSIPT   A'
 /*
 /* Insert FILEDEF statements for SORT work space as required by
 /* your SORT product.
 /*
 /* Files needed for auditing or fixing integrated index sets.
 /*
  'FILEDEF DBKYWORK DISK USAEXEC DBKYWORK fm'
  'FILEDEF INDXEXTR DISK USAEXEC INDXEXTR fm'
  'FILEDEF INDXWORK DISK USAEXEC INDXWORK fm'
 /*
 /* The remaining VSAM files are needed only if you specify DISK
 /* option on the "AUDIT" parameter statement and VSAM is chosen.
 /*
 /* Remove the comments from around the next 4 statements.
 /*      'DLBL IJSYSCT vsam_fm DSN vsamcat'
         'DLBL IJSYSUC vsam_fm DSN vsamcat'
         'DLBL DBKSAVE vsam_fm DSN dbksave (VSAM'
         'DLBL DBKHASH vsam_fm DSN dbkhash (VSAM'
  */

Figure 5.13b: z/VM EXEC to Run CA IDMS/DB Audit

 SAY 'START DATABASE AUDIT"
 SIGNAL OFF ERROR
  'EXECOS OSRUN USADRVR PARM=''NOSPIE/'''
  USADRVR_RC = RC
 IF USADRVR_RC > 4
  THEN DO
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   CALL ERROR
  END
  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'
  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME DBAUDIT LISTING'
  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'
  SAY 'USAEXEC FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' USADRVR_RC
  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'
  'GLOBAL TXTLIB'
  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'
  EXIT USADRVR_RC
 /*
 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
 ERROR:
 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
  ERROR_RC = RC
  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR
  SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'
 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME DBAUDIT LISTING'
 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'
  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'
  'GLOBAL TXTLIB'
  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'
  EXIT ERROR_RC
 /*

Figure 5.13b (cont.): z/VM EXEC to Run CA IDMS/DB Audit

Key to Sample z/VM EXEC to Run CA IDMS/DB Audit

toollib -- The file name of the load library into which you downloaded CA IDMS/DB Audit.

idmslib -- The file name of the load library containing your CA IDMS subschema and DMCL modules.

sortlib -- The file name of the text library containing your sort modules.

dbfil01/dbfilnn -- The name of each of the database files to be accessed.

fn ft fm -- The file name, file type, and file mode of the relevant file. The file mode number of your database file(s) must be
6.

dcb -- The data control block (DCB) information for the files.

NOTE
The following definitions are required if you specify theDISK option in the AUDIT statement. You must predefine
these files using IDCAMS control statements. See Operations of the CA IDMS/DB Audit Using section.

dbksave -- The data set name of the VSAM file for the db-key save table.

dbkhash -- The data set name of the VSAM file for the db-key hash table.

vsamcat -- The data set name of the VSAM catalog.
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vsam_fm -- The file mode of the accessed minidisk containing your VSAM catalog(s) and file(s).

Figure 5.14: Key to Figure 5.13a

Restarting CA IDMS/DB Audit

When an audit and simulated fix have been successfully completed, you can restart CA IDMS/DB Audit and actually
update the database. The EXEC for the update run is the same as the previous EXEC, except for the parameter
statements. Be sure that no other updates are applied to the database between the audit run and the fix run.

Here are sample parameter statements:

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=subschema-
name,

   
 READYMODE=UPDATE,SORTMSGS=CRITICAL

FIX=UPDATE,PAGES,USERSETS,CALCSETS,INDEXORPHANS

REPORTS=YES,RECDATA=CHAR,SETMBRS=ERRSONLY

Obtaining Reports for a Previous Run

You may want only the reports for a previous run of CA IDMS/DB Audit . Again, you can use the EXEC and change only
the parameter statements:

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=subschema-
name,

   
 READYMODE=RETRIEVAL,SORTMSGS=CRITICAL

REPORTS=YES,RECDATA=HEX,SETMBRS=ALL

Using IDMS/DB Reorg
CA IDMS/DB Reorg is a comprehensive, time-saving tool for database administrators and systems programmers who
want to reorganize an CA IDMS database. CA IDMS/DB Reorg gives you the freedom to solve physical organization
problems anywhere in the database without requiring you to unload and load the entire database. Besides expanding
page ranges for a selected area, CA IDMS/DB Reorg provides a variety of reorganization possibilities--including the ability
to prioritize records for target page storage.
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Reorganize a Database
Your CA IDMS database is most useful when information can be accessed quickly and additional data can be stored
efficiently. As more records are added to and requested from your database, response time often increases and CA IDMS/
DB operates inefficiently.

CA IDMS/DB Reorg is a comprehensive and flexible reorganization tool for solving problems in any CA IDMS database.
In addition, CA IDMS/DB Reorg eliminates the use of multiple utilities and special programs, and the need to unload and
load the entire database when only a single area needs to be reorganized.

Select Area or Entire Database
CA IDMS/DB Reorg was designed to simplify the process of solving physical organization problems in an entire database
or any area of the database. You can select one or more areas, to alter page ranges and perform other reorganization
tasks without tying up the entire database.

Updates Set Linkage Automatically

CA IDMS/DB Reorg lets you reorganize an area independent of its set linkage with other areas. When reorganizing a
single area that has set linkage to another area in the database, CA IDMS/DB Reorg automatically updates the set linkage
in the other areas.

Leaves Relationships and Records Unaltered

CA IDMS/DB Reorg will not alter the logical relationships between records or change the size or content of any record.

Recognizes SR8 Index Areas

Further, CA IDMS/DB Reorg recognizes and integrates SR8 index areas during a reorganization. CA IDMS/DB Reorg
automatically updates the index pointers when reorganizing member records.

Reorganizing a Single Area in a Database:
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Improve System and CA IDMS DB Performance
CA IDMS/DB Reorg provides many features available for the first time in a single utility. In addition to selecting specific
areas of your database for reorganization, CA IDMS/DB Reorg improves performance by allowing you to:

• Rank records for target page storage
• Control the placement of record fragments
• Rebuild integrated index structure
• Optimize the CALC set
• Recluster VIA sets
• Eliminate logically deleted records
• Eliminate relocated records

Many of these performance-tuning features are related to CA IDMS/DB Reorg's record allocation techniques. The
techniques ensure that records are stored in the most efficient manner possible by being placed on, or as near as possible
to, their target pages. This method reduces record fragmentation and keeps record overflow to a minimum. You can also
allocate records according to the priorities of your processing environment.

After you have run CA IDMS/DB Reorg against your database, you are able to achieve better system performance.
Programs run more efficiently because I/Os are significantly reduced. CA IDMS/DB Reorg's independence from
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other utilities and from special purpose programs makes it the most efficient, time-saving, and comprehensive tool for
reorganizing your database.

How CA IDMS/DB Reorg Performs Reorg
CA IDMS/DB Reorg performs a physical reorganization of all or part of the database, leaving logical relationships
between records, and the size and content of each record, unchanged. The reorganization is controlled by user-
specified parameters, the definition of the subschemas, and the utility's own internal logic. Because CA IDMS/DB Reorg
reorganizes a database by copying the old area to the new area, you must identify both the old subschema and the new
subschema when you execute CA IDMS/DB Reorg. Any changes made to the database through the definition of the new
subschema are reflected in the reorganized database.

CA IDMS/DB Reorg exploits CA IDMS/DB's I/O features:

• XA database buffers and control blocks
• ESA database support
• Dynamic database file allocation
• Unrestricted SEGMENT name usage as database names

For more information on these CA IDMS database features, see the CA IDMS Database Administering section and
Administrating section.

In addition, the SYSIDMS PREFETCH parameter for read-ahead processing by CA IDMS engine, replaces the
read-ahead processing previously provided by FASTSCAN and EXCP I/O level processing formerly specified in the
GSDTPARM installation defaults.

Reorganization Controlled by Parameter

CA IDMS/DB Reorg's parameters allow you to control internal physical reorganization functions for sets and records
and to specify where the reorganization is to be performed. By specifying parameters you can also interrupt CA IDMS/
DB Reorg, stop and restart processing, and control its run time. These capabilities give you the power to perform a
reorganization that is compatible with your processing environment and tailored to the way your applications access the
database.

Using CA IDMS/DB Reorg's parameters, you can:

• Identify the area to be reorganized regardless of set linkage with other areas
• Specify the priority in which record types are placed on their target pages
• Identify the type of clustering for VIA sets
• Establish a page reserve for each area
• Monitor the reorganization process
• Direct the operational efficiency of CA IDMS/DB Reorg in your environment

Parameters and Commands include details about parameter-controlled reorganization capabilities.

CA IDMS/DB Reorg Process:
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Reorganization Controlled by Subschema and DMCL

CA IDMS/DB Reorg is also controlled by the subschema and DMCL definitions of the old and the new database. Many
reorganization functions at the area, set, index, and record levels depend on how you have defined the new subschema
and DMCL. By comparing the new subschema and DMCL definition to the old subschema and DMCL definition, CA
IDMS/DB Reorg:

• Updates integrated indexes when member records are reorganized
• Retargets CALC records
• Retargets VIA records
• Expands or reduces an area's page range
• Expands or reduces an area's page size
• Expands or reduces a record's page range
• Changes a record's location mode
• Moves a record to another area

Concepts includes details about these subschema-controlled reorganization capabilities.
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NOTE
All records in the old subschema and all records in the newsubschema must be assigned to the same page
group.

Reorganization Controlled by Internal Logic

Many CA IDMS/DB Reorg reorganization functions are directed by internal processing logic. They occur automatically,
whenever you invoke CA IDMS/DB Reorg and identify an area to be reorganized; you do not need to supply parameters
or changes to the definition of the subschema. CA IDMS/DB Reorg's internal processing logic automatically provides
these reorganization functions:

• Optimize CALC sets
• Optimize VIA sets
• Minimize fragmented records
• Eliminate logically deleted records without executing additional utilities
• Retarget relocated records to their home pages
• Maintain order of all CALC records
• Store records in true physical sequential order

Concepts contains details about these reorganization functions.

See the following topics for more information:

Operational Flexibility During Reorg
CA IDMS/DB Reorg performs a reorganization on a step-by-step basis (steps are discussed in detail in Concepts). To
gain operational flexibility during a reorganization you can control processing for each step with STOPAFTER/RESTART
parameter options of the PROCESS statement. You can also monitor the reorganization through CA IDMS/DB Reorg's
Console Communication Facility.

STOPAFTER and RESTART Parameters

The STOPAFTER parameter option in the PROCESS statement allows you to interrupt CA IDMS/DB Reorg after any
individual step. Later, you can direct CA IDMS/DB Reorg to pick up where it left off and complete the reorganization by
using the RESTART option. See Using RESTART with STOPAFTER for a detailed explanation of these options.

The STOPAFTER/RESTART feature allows you to interrupt the reorganization process to:

• Recover from a system failure
• Perform backup procedures
• Perform operations functions
• Conserve and manage disk space

Console Communication Facility

CA IDMS/DB Reorg provides a Console Communication Facility that allows you to monitor the reorganization from the
operator console and TSO terminals. The facility is established through an CA IDMS/DB Reorg parameter and controlled
by issuing dynamic commands at the operator console. The parameter gives you the ability to request that CA IDMS/
DB Reorg status be displayed at specified intervals, at the end of each step, or on demand. You can also turn off the
communication facility.

The Communication Commands allow you to view the status, to stop or cancel the reorganization process, and to change
the frequency of the interval at which the status is displayed. The Console Communication Facility and its commands are
covered in detail in Console Communications Facility.
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CA IDMS/DB Reorg Output
CA IDMS/DB Reorg's primary output is the reorganized database. It is structured from the parameter options you select
and the definition of the new subschema and DMCL. In addition to the reorganized database, CA IDMS/DB Reorg
automatically produces a comprehensive Audit Report and may create an interface file for CA IDMS utilities or DB-EZ
Reorg.

Audit Report Designed for Operations Flexibility

The CA IDMS/DB Reorg Audit Report is composed of up to four parts, depending on the parameter options you select.
The two standard portions of the Audit Report include:

• A complete listing of the parameters used during the current run.
• A log of all messages generated by CA IDMS/DB Reorg, which includes a log of start and stop times for all

reorganization steps executed.

In addition to the two standard portions, the Audit Report can contain:

• Audit/Analysis Reports
• Restart Information Messages

Audit/Analysis Reports are produced only when the first step (analysis) of CA IDMS/DB Reorg is run. These reports show
how CA IDMS/DB Reorg executes against your database, analyzing the reorganization that occurs for the database. This
analysis is based on the parameter options you have specified and the area, set, and record definitions in the old and new
subschemas.

Restart Information Messages appear on the Audit Report if you halted CA IDMS/DB Reorg before all reorganization
steps executed successfully. These messages contain the information necessary to restart CA IDMS/DB Reorg and
information on the steps that have not executed or steps that terminated unsuccessfully.

CA IDMS/DB Reorg Interface Capabilities

CA IDMS/DB Reorg can create an interface file for use with DB-EZ Reorg or CA IDMS utilities. The interface file contains
database keys and when used with DB-EZ Reorg's inflight reorganization product, resolves changed database record
locations.

Reorg Parameters and Commands
This section describes the CA IDMS/DB Reorg parameter statements and Console Communication Commands. CA
IDMS/DB Reorg parameters initiate processing, identify the portion of the database to be reorganized, and indicate the
number of reorganization steps to be performed. Parameters also control production of the Restart Information Messages,
allow you to rank records for optimum storage locations, and establish page reserves. To use these parameters effectively
you must understand how your database is physically organized. While these major parameters control CA IDMS/DB
Reorg processing, much of the reorganization process depends on how you have defined the new database in the new
subschema and DMCL.

Parameters Statements Control
Three parameter statements control CA IDMS/DB Reorg processing and report production. The PROCESS and COPY
parameter statements are mandatory; NOSWEEP statement is optional.
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PROCESS Statement 

PROCESS initiates CA IDMS/DB Reorg processing, controls selection of the old and new subschemas, and DMCLs allow
you to execute the utility as one or more operating system job steps. PROCESS also allows you to establish a run-time
Status Display at the operator console (and at specified TSO terminals) and to request Restart Information Messages.

COPY Statement 

COPY identifies an area which is to be reorganized, permits ranking of records for storage allocations within the area,
controls record fragmentation of CALC or sorted VIA records, and allows you to specify how many bytes are to be
reserved for future additions of VIA records.

NOSWEEP Statement 

NOSWEEP prevents an area sweep from being performed against an area that has set linkage with areas being
reorganized. This helps decrease run time when very few set linkages exist between the NOSWEEP area and other areas
being reorganized.

CA IDMS/DB Reorg Parameter Summary:
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The PROCESS Statement
 

The PROCESS statement is required; it must be the first statement entered.

The PROCESS statement:

• Initiates execution of CA IDMS/DB Reorg
• Identifies both the old subschema, DMCL, and database name that describes the database before reorganization and

the new subschema, DMCL, and database name that describes the database after reorganization
• Allows you to interrupt and restart processing; this makes it possible to execute the utility as one or more operating

system job steps
• Establishes the Console Communication Facility at the operator console (and at specified TSO terminals)
• Allows you to route messages to selected functional areas if you are operating in a z/OS or OS/390 environment with

multiple console support
• Allows a request for Restart Information Messages
• Specifies the number of buffers to be used for database access

PROCESS Statement Syntax:
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PROCESS Parameter

 

• PROCESS
Initiates execution of CA IDMS/DB Reorg and indicates that processing options follow.

OLDSUB Parameter

 

• ,OLDSUB=subschema-name
This is a required parameter identifying the subschema describing the database to be reorganized during the current
run of CA IDMS/DB Reorg. The subschema identified contains descriptions of all area, records, and sets that are
affected by the reorganization. All records must be assigned to the same page group.

NEWSUB Parameter

 

• ,NEWSUB=subschema-name
This is a required parameter identifying the subschema describing the database after reorganization. This subschema
contains the new definitions for all areas, records, and sets affected by the reorganization.

Rules

The subschemas must exist in the STEPLIB/Core Image Library. CA IDMS/DB Reorg accesses and loads the
subschemas from the load/core image library.

• The database described by a subschema named in the PROCESS statement cannot contain native VSAM (Virtual
Storage Accessing Method) records.

• All records in the new subschema must be assigned to the same page page group.

OLDDMCL Parameter

Rules

The DMCL must exist in the STEPLIB/Core Image Library. CA IDMS/DB Reorg accesses and loads the DMCLs from the
load/core image library.

• ,OLDDMCL=dmcl-name
OLDDMCL is a required parameter that identifies the DMCL that is related to the old subschema and describes the
database that is reorganized during the current run of CA IDMS/DB Reorg.

NEWDMCL Parameter

 

• ,NEWDMCL=dmcl-name
NEWDMCL is a required parameter that identifies the DMCL that is related to the new subschema and describes the
database after reorganization.

Rules

The DMCL must exist in the STEPLIB/Core Image Library. CA IDMS/DB Reorg accesses and loads the DMCLs from the
load/core image library.

OLDDBN Parameter
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• [,OLDDBN=database-name]
OLDDBN is an optional parameter specifying the segment name in the DMCL for the database before reorganization.
If you do not specify the OLDDBN, the dbname in the SYSIDMS statement is used.

Rules

Segment names specified in the DMCL must also be defined in the DBNAME table.

NEWDBN Parameter

 

• [,NEWDBN=database-name]
NEWDBN is an optional parameter specifying the segment name in the DMCL for the database after reorganization. If
you do not specify the NEWDBN, the dbname in the SYSIDMS statement is used.

Rules

Segment names specified in the DMCL must also be defined in the DBNAME table.

RPT Parameter

The RPT parameter is optional. It is used to request a report that contains Restart Information Messages. These
messages contain the information necessary to restart CA IDMS/DB Reorg at a given step. RPT instructs CA IDMS/DB
Reorg to produce only restart information without executing any reorganization steps.

When to request restart information--Restart messages are needed if you have experienced a system failure or the
operator has canceled CA IDMS/DB Reorg mid-run without using the CA IDMS/DB Reorg CANCEL command from the
console. You may also want to request restart messages to help you reexecute a step if intermediate work files were
accidentally damaged or scratched in a previous run. The information from these messages helps you restart CA IDMS/
DB Reorg correctly.

RPT Syntax and Options

[,
RP
T= {NEXT

        OPTALLOC

        PRIALLOC

        SECALLOC

        MATCH

        IIXSDBK

        UPDLINK
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        STORE}]

• [,RPT= {step-name}]
This option indicates that a restart report option follows.The step name you enter after RPT= indicates that you want
Restart Information Messages containing information necessary to restart the utility at that step. Restart messages for
a particular step can only be produced if CA IDMS/DB Reorg has completed processing all steps which precede the
step requested (the steps are covered in Concepts).
Default: None. If you enter the RPT parameter you must choose one of the options.

NOTE
When a PROCESS statement contains the RPT parameter all otherparameters are ignored. To resume
processing you must initiate another run of CA IDMS/DB Reorg without the RPT parameter.

Rules

All steps prior to the step requested must have been previously executed and ended successfully.

RESTART Parameter

RESTART is an optional parameter that allows you to return to a reorganization and resume processing at the step you
specify. Restart is required if you have used the STOPAFTER parameter to halt processing.

With the RESTART parameter you can:

• Recover from a system failure--In the event of a system failure, you can restart CA IDMS/DB Reorg at the
reorganization step that was executing when the failure occurred by specifying RESTART=NEXT (or a particular step
name) instead of having to rerun the entire utility. CA IDMS/DB Reorg continues processing reorganization steps in
their logical sequence (see Concepts for information on the reorganization steps).

• Re-create files--When intermediate files are accidentally damaged, scratched, or lost during a system failure, you can
re-create those files by reexecuting steps that created the files originally.

Because each reorganization step must be executed in its logical sequence, you can restart CA IDMS/DB Reorg in one of
these ways:

• Enter the keyword NEXT
• Supply the name of the next logical step in the reorganization sequence (such as MATCH)
• Supply the name of a step (in the reorganization sequence) that has already executed successfully

RESTART Syntax and Options

[,
RES
TART= {NEXT

            OPTALLOC

            PRIALLOC

            SECALLOC
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            MATCH

            IIXSDBK

            UPDLINK

            STORE}]

• [,RESTART={step-name}]
This option indicates that a RESTART option follows. You select the reorganization step at which CA IDMS/DB Reorg
resumes execution (steps are detailed in Concepts).
Default: None. If you enter the RESTART parameter you must choose one of the options.

NOTE
If the UPDLINK step has begun or completed execution, the databasehas been modified and you cannot
restart at or before the OPTALLOC step until you restore the areas that were updated.

Rules

The RESTART parameter can only be used after the first reorganization step (the Analysis step) has executed
successfully.

• To successfully restart CA IDMS/DB Reorg, all steps preceding the step at which you are restarting must have
executed successfully.

• The RESTART parameter must be used to resume processing after the STOPAFTER parameter was used to halt
processing

STOPAFTER Parameter

The STOPAFTER parameter is optional. It allows you to interrupt the reorganization process. By selecting a step name,
you identify the last step to be completed before processing stops. Concepts explains the function of each step.

STOPAFTER Syntax and Options

[,
S
TOPAFTER= {CURRENT

              ANALYSIS

              OPTALLOC

              PRIALLOC
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              SECALLOC

              MATCH

              IIXSDBK

              UPDLINK

              STORE

              EOR◄}]

• STOPAFTER=
This option indicates that a STOPAFTER option follows. You select the reorganization step to be completed before
processing stops. Concepts explains the function of each step. The default is EOR.

NOTE
Once execution begins, an alternative to STOPAFTER is available.You can enter a Console Communication
Command at the operator console to request a halt in execution after the current step is completed. You must
have specified the DSPLYINT parameter in the current run.

Rules

The step name specified for STOPAFTER cannot precede (in execution sequence) the step name specified for RESTART.

Using RESTART with STOPAFTER

You can also use the RESTART parameter in conjunction with the STOPAFTER parameter to perform a reorganization in
increments. The planned pause between reorganization steps gives you time to back up files, manage disk space, or to
perform any other necessary operations functions.

For example, you can stop processing after the UPDLINK step has completed by using the STOPAFTER parameter;
then use RESTART to resume execution at the next step, STORE. The use of STOPAFTER and RESTART is optional.
However, if STOPAFTER is used to halt processing, RESTART is required to resume processing.

Perform backup procedures--For users who need to conform with operations standards and want to reorganize a large
area or a large database, the stop/restart feature allows you to stop the reorganization process to back up work files
between reorganization steps.

Interrupt processing to perform operations functions-- The stop/restart feature was also designed to accommodate
scheduled data processing operations functions that require the entire machine. CA IDMS/DB Reorg allows you to
interrupt its processing to IPL, back up disks, or to perform other operations functions.

Manage disk space effectively--With CA IDMS/DB Reorg's convenient stop/restart feature, you can interrupt processing
and run CA IDMS/DB Reorg in two or more parts. This allows you to allocate space for files as needed, rather than
allocating all data sets at the beginning of the run. In this way, you can execute CA IDMS/DB Reorg in multiple steps to
allow the new database to use disk space that was used by the old database.

Examples of STOPAFTER and RESTART:
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DSPLYINT Parameter

The DSPLYINT (display interval) parameter establishes the Console Communication Facility and indicates the times at
which processing information is displayed at the operator console and specified TSO terminals.

The Console Communication Facility is controlled by dynamic commands entered from the console. Unless you decide
to turn the facility off (by specifying DSPLYINT=NO), you can enter dynamic commands at the operator console to
change the status interval previously selected by parameter. The Console Communication Facility and its commands are
described at the end of this section. Be sure that your system console operator is aware of valid reply choices.

You can send the status display to a selected functional area by using the INFOROUTE parameter or the REPLYROUTE
parameter.

DSPLYINT Syntax and Options

[,DSPLYINT= {interval

             NO

             REQUEST

             STEP◄}]

• [,DSPLYINT= {display interval}]
The DSPLYINT (display interval) parameter establishes the Console Communication Facility and indicates the times at
which processing information is displayed at the operator console and specified TSO terminals. STEP is the default.
– interval

Specifies the time interval (in minutes) at which the status is displayed at the operator console (and specified TSO
terminals). Status information is also displayed when each step starts and ends. The minimum interval is one
minute; the maximum interval is 120 minutes. The timing of a display interval begins each time a step begins. You
can change this interval at run time by entering the SET INTERVAL command at the operator console.
You can enter a DISPLAY STATUS command at the operator console without affecting the specified display interval.

– NO
Specifies that the status display is to be turned off for the current run of CA IDMS/DB Reorg. Enter DSPLYINT=NO
if STXIT OC support is not generated in the supervisor.

– REQUEST
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Specifies that you want reorganization processing information on demand and allows you to request the information
by using the DISPLAY STATUS command at the operator console.
DSPLYINT=REQUEST can be changed during execution of CA IDMS/DB Reorg by entering a SET INTERVAL
command at the operator console.

– STEP
Specifies that you do not want a periodic display and that status information is to be displayed automatically after
the completion of each individual reorganization step.
DSPLYINT=STEP can be changed during execution of CA IDMS/DB Reorg by entering the SET INTERVAL
command at the operator console.
If you specify DSPLYINT=STEP, you can enter a DISPLAY STATUS command at the operator console without
affecting the display at the end of each step.

Rules

If you specify DSPLYINT=NO, you cannot enter dynamic commands at the operator console.

Route Code Syntax and Options

For a z/OS or OS/390 environment with multiple console support, status displays and status messages requiring replies
can be routed to selected functional areas by using the optional INFOROUTE and REPLYROUTE parameters.

[,INFOROUTE=route-code]

[,REPLYROUTE=route-code]

• INFOROUTE route-code
Indicates the route code for WTO messages.
– route-code

Identifies the functional area that is to receive the status display at the intervals specified in the DSPLYINT
parameter.
The default value for INFOROUTE is 2.

• REPLYROUTE route-code
Indicates the route code for WTOR messages.
– route-code

Identifies the functional area that is to receive the status display at the intervals specified in the DSPLYINT
parameter.
The default value for REPLYROUTE is 1.

Rules

INFOROUTE and REPLYROUTE function only under z/OS and OS/390.

• Do not enter INFOROUTE or REPLYROUTE if DSPLYINT=NO.
• Specify only one route code for INFOROUTE and/or one route code for REPLYROUTE.
• Code number 11 is reserved for internal use only. All messages are automatically routed for programmer information in

addition to any route specified by using INFOROUTE or REPLYROUTE.

Route Codes for Status Display Locations:

Code Functional Area
1 Master Console Action
2 Master Console Information
3 Tape Pool
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4 Direct Access Pool
5 Tape Library
6 Disk Library
7 Unit Record Pool
8 Teleprocessing Control
9 System Security
10 System Error/Maintenance
12 Emulator Information
13 User Routing Code
14 User Routing Code
15 User Routing Code
16 (reserved for future use)

TSOUSERS Parameter

 

• [,TSOUSERS=(user-id1,user-id2,…,user-id10)]
The TSOUSERS (TSO users) parameter controls the display of status information at TSO terminals. All status displays
appearing at the operator console may also be directed to selected TSO user IDs.

Rules

TSO users must be logged on to receive the status displays.

• You can specify up to 10 TSO identifiers.
• TSOUSERS functions only under z/OS and OS/390.

SORTFLAG Parameter

[,SORTFLAG= {ALL

                   CRITICAL◄

                   STEP}]

• [,SORTFLAG={sort message level}]
The SORTFLAG parameter controls the level of sort message reporting during the internal sorting done by CA IDMS/
DB Reorg. The default is CRITICAL

SORTSIZE Parameter

 

• SORTSIZE = number-of-k
The SORTSIZE parameter controls the numbers of bytes to be reserved for the internal sort process. CA IDMS/DB
Reorg converts the number-of-kilobytes specified into the number-of-bytes by multiplying by 1024. The default value is
200K.
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BLOCKNUM Parameter

 

• [,BLOCKNUM=block-size]
The BLOCKNUM Parameter controls blocking factor for most of the workfiles used by CA IDMS/DB Reorg. You cannot
specify a blocking factor for the CNTRL1, CNTRL2 and PAGUTIL files.

Rules

The block-size value must be from 1 through 32.

• For work files stored on tape, use 32.
• For work files stored on disk, use a number that represents half track blocking.

The COPY Statement
The COPY statement is required; at least one COPY statement must be entered along with the PROCESS statement
(unless RPT or RESTART is specified on the PROCESS statement).

Use the COPY statement to:

• Identify an area to be reorganized.
• Establish the priority for storing records on their target pages.
• Control fragmentation of CALC records and sorted VIA records, if fragmentation is necessary.
• Reserve space for future insertions of VIA records.

COPY Statement Syntax:

Copy Parameter

 

• COPY
Initiates copy statement processing and indicates that an area name parameter and other options will follow.

AREA Parameter
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• ,AREA=area-name
Area is a required parameter that identifies an area to be reorganized by CA IDMS/DB Reorg. To reorganize more than
one area,enter a separate COPY statement for each area that is to be reorganized.
Default: None. If you want to reorganize an area, you must supply an area name.

Rules

The named area must exist within the old and new subschema.

• Supply at least one COPY statement for each run of CA IDMS/DB Reorg unless RPT or RESTART is specified on the
PROCESS statement.

• If RPT or RESTART is specified on the PROCESS statement, the COPY statement is treated as a comment and
ignored.

• A COPY statement can only be specified once for a given area.

PRIORITY Parameter

The optional PRIORITY parameter allows you to specify the order in which records are assigned to their target pages.

To establish a priority for records, list the record names in the order they are to receive priority (highest to lowest). CA
IDMS/DB Reorg store the highest priority records on their target pages before storing other records. The second priority
listed takes precedence over the third listed, and so on.

Specifying Record Type Priority by Class or Sublist

You can specify priority for a record type by class (CALC or DIRECT) and you can rank records by record type (you can
mix these priority methods).

When you list CALC or DIRECT in the PRIORITY parameter, all CALC or DIRECT records not specifically named have
equal priority. However, individual record types belonging to the CALC or DIRECT class can be specified and assigned
a different priority. For example, if CALC records have highest priority, you can still place an individual CALC record in a
lower priority position.

For example, when you specify:

PRIORITY=(REC1,REC2,CALC,(REC3,REC4,REC5),REC6)

• REC1 receives first priority
• REC2 receives second priority
• Records stored CALC (except for records 1-6) receive third priority
• REC3-REC5 receive fourth priority
• REC6 receives fifth priority

Because DIRECT was not specified, all DIRECT records have sixth priority and VIA records (which cannot be specified as
a class) have seventh priority. See Concepts for a further discussion of ranking records.

You can also assign a group of record types the same priority. In the previous example, REC3, REC4, and REC5 are
assigned equal priority. You can use this method of ranking to specify equal rank for all members of a multi-member set.

PRIORITY Syntax and Options

[,PRIORITY= ({DIRECT

                      CALC

                      record-name
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                      (sublist-of-record names)}

                            …)

• PRIORITY
Indicates priority options are listed in the order they are to receive priority. The default for priority is DIRECT, CALC,
and VIA records after any user specified priorities.

NOTE
If both an owner and member record of the same set are specified ina sublist, and both record types have a
location mode of VIA, then all the owner records are clustered together followed by their member records.

Rules

List PRIORITY options in order from highest to lowest.

• Use DIRECT, CALC, or a specific record name only once in the PRIORITY statement.
• You can specify up to 500 individual record names for the PRIORITY parameter.
• Record-name must be the name of a record within OLDSUB and NEWSUB.

PAGERESERVE Parameter

 

• [,PAGERESERVE=number-of-bytes]
PAGERESERVE is an optional parameter that pertains only to VIA records and records stored physically sequential.
CA IDMS/DB Reorg reserves part of each page for future insertions of records within the area specified in the COPY
statement. PAGERESERVE specifies the number of bytes to be left free in each page. CA IDMS/DB Reorg ignores the
page reserve value coded into the subschema from the DMCL. The default value is zero (no reserve).

TARGETROOT Parameter

 

• [,TARGETROOT]
The optional TARGETROOT parameter pertains only to variable length records stored CALC or as members of
a sorted VIA set. It allows you to control the degree of fragmentation of these types of records if fragmentation is
necessary.
Indicates that for CALC and sorted VIA records, CA IDMS/DB Reorg stores the record's root on the target page and
fragment the rest of the record when the entire record will not fit on the target page. Minimally, the root is as large as
the minimum ROOT defined in the new subschema and as large as can fit on the target page. This applies only to
variable-length records.
TARGETROOT keeps the record's key on the target page, which makes it possible for CA IDMS to search the CALC
or sorted set without having to access other database pages. This reduces the number of I/Os when the CALC or
sorted VIA set is being searched.

NOSWEEP
NOSWEEP is an optional parameter statement that prevents an area sweep from being performed against the non-copy
area you identify.

The NOSWEEP parameter decreases CA IDMS/DB Reorg execution time when it is used for non-copy areas that contain
few set occurrences with cross-area linkage. When NOSWEEP is used, CA IDMS/DB Reorg resolves pointers between
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areas by creating extracts during set walking, or by using NEXT and PRIOR pointers to establish set linkage with the area
being reorganized.

Using NOSWEEP

To determine the number of record occurrences with cross-area set linkage, run CA IDMS/DB Analyzer and review the
Record Reports. If the number of record occurrences with set linkage between the copy area and the non-copy area is
less than the total number of pages in the non-copy area, use the NOSWEEP statement.

During the first reorganization step (the Analysis Step), CA IDMS/DB Reorg determines whether it can create pointers for
records in a copy area that have set linkage with records in a non-copy area, without sweeping every area. If pointers can
be created, CA IDMS/DB Reorg automatically sets the NOSWEEP parameter.

NOSWEEP Syntax and Options

[NOSWEEP,AREA=area-name]

• NOSWEEP
Initiates NOSWEEP statement processing and indicates that an area name parameter follows.

• AREA=area-name
Identifies the non-copy area for which an area sweep is to be prevented. If you do not enter the name of an area, CA
IDMS/DB Reorg usually sweeps all areas that have cross-area set linkage with the area being reorganized.

Rules

Area-name must be name of an area within OLDSUB and NEWSUB.

• The area-name specified must not be an area-name specified in a COPY statement.
• The area-name specified must have set linkage with an area being copied.
• A NOSWEEP statement can only be specified once for a given area.
• The area-name specified must not contain records that are linked (as members) to an SR8 set in a COPY area.

Console Communications Facility
The CA IDMS/DB Reorg Console Communication Facility allows you to monitor the status of the reorganization process
at the operator console and at specified TSO terminals. First, you must establish the Facility using the DSPLYINT
parameter. You can enter dynamic console commands to control the facility from the operator console unless you selected
DSPLYINT=NO.

Because CA IDMS/DB Reorg runs with an outstanding operator reply, your system console operator should be aware of
the valid reply choices. The reply can be ignored until you or the operator wants to communicate with CA IDMS/DB Reorg.

Four commands allow you to view status on demand and to stop CA IDMS/DB Reorg after successful completion of
the current step, to cancel CA IDMS/DB Reorg immediately, or to change the interval at which status is currently being
displayed (as established in the DSPLYINT parameter). The four commands are:

DISPLAY STATUS Command

 

• DISPLAY STATUS
This command produces a status display on demand. The information displayed includes the name of the step being
processed and its current status. This command has no effect on the value you entered with the DSPLYINT parameter.
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SET INTERVAL Command

 

• SET INTERVAL {interval/OFF/REQUEST/STEP}
With this command, you can establish, reset, or turn off the periodic display. SET INTERVAL can also be issued to
change the option you selected for the DSPLYINT parameter.
– interval

Requests an interval in minutes, where the interval is an integer between 1 and 120, inclusive. The timing of a
display interval begins each time a step begins. If a periodic display interval was already active (selected by using
the DSPLYINT parameter), it is canceled and reset to the new interval value. SET INTERVAL 0=SET INTERVAL
OFF.

– OFF
Cancels the current periodic display interval (if active) or the display at the completion of each step (if active). You
can then request status or set a new interval.

– REQUEST
Specifies that instead of a periodic display, you want status information to be displayed on demand. When
REQUEST is used, a status display is produced only in response to the DISPLAY STATUS operator command.
REQUEST cancels the current periodic display interval, if one was active. REQUEST also cancels status displays at
step initiation and termination.

– STEP
Cancels the current periodic display (if active) and tells CA IDMS/DB Reorg to automatically display step initiation
and termination statistics. If a SET INTERVAL interval command is issued after a SET INTERVAL STEP command,
status information is displayed when each step starts and ends.

STOP Command

 

• STOP
This command stops the reorganization process after CA IDMS/DB Reorg has completed the current reorganization
step. To resume reorganization, initiate a new run of CA IDMS/DB Reorg by entering a PROCESS statement which
includes a RESTART parameter. STOP is useful when you want to interrupt processing to IPL the system or to perform
other operations tasks.

CANCEL Command

 

• CANCEL[DUMP]
This command halts CA IDMS/DB Reorg processing immediately, canceling the current reorganization step. Restart
Information Messages that contain information necessary for restarting the utility appears on the Audit Report. The
DUMP part of the command is optional. It directs CA IDMS/DB Reorg to produce a dump.

Understand CA IDMS/DB Reorg Processing
This section provides detailed background information on how CA IDMS/DB Reorg performs a reorganization through a
step-by-step process. Each step and its function is discussed and illustrated. In addition, this section discusses CA IDMS/
DB Reorg's inputs and record allocation techniques that improve system performance.

To use CA IDMS/DB Reorg effectively, you must understand how CA IDMS/DB Reorg performs database reorganization--
the inputs required, record allocation techniques integral to the system, and the step-by-step nature of the reorganization
process.
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Reorganization--Not Restructuring

CA IDMS/DB Reorg was designed to reorganize a database and will not restructure it. CA IDMS/DB Reorg will not alter
relationships between records nor the size or content of records. CA IDMS/DB Reorg does not decompress or compress
records. Therefore the control length of variable or fixed compressed records cannot change. This means that CA IDMS/
DB Reorg processing increases application program efficiency without requiring program changes or recompilation.

How Is CA IDMS/DB Reorg Different From Other Utilities?

While utilities available in the past were not designed as reorganization utilities, they are often used as major building
blocks in a user-directed, multiple-utility approach to database reorganization.

CA IDMS/DB Reorg was designed specifically as a reorganization utility. It eliminates the need for a time-consuming
complete unload and reload of the database. If you want to reorganize an area that has set linkage with another area
in the database, CA IDMS/DB Reorg updates the set linkage without requiring a reorganization of the linked area.
Also, logically deleted records (LDELs) do not have to be removed before reorganization. All of these tasks can be
accomplished with one utility when you use CA IDMS/DB Reorg.

In addition, many other true reorganization features were built into CA IDMS/DB Reorg to optimize changing page ranges
and page sizes, record placement, and reduction of I/Os and record fragmentation.

This section contains detailed information on CA IDMS/DB Reorg:

CA IDMS/DB Reorg Inputs
Database reorganization is a complex process. However, many of CA IDMS/DB Reorg's performance- tuning functions
are performed automatically each time you run CA IDMS/DB Reorg. You need to supply only the inputs to CA IDMS/DB
Reorg.

• Parameters --You supply input parameters to direct CA IDMS/DB Reorg, to indicate which subschemas and DMCLs
are to be used for reorganization, and to indicate which areas are to be copied.

• Old and new subschemas and DMCLs--You define the old and new subschemas and old and new DMCLs to show
what the database looks like before reorganization and what its characteristics are after reorganization occurs.

• Old database--You supply the old database--one that needs to be reorganized.
• Commands--You can enter status and control commands from the operator console while CA IDMS/DB Reorg is

executing.

Inputs to CA IDMS/DB Reorg:
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CA IDMS/DB Reorg Record Allocation Techniques
The record allocation techniques used by CA IDMS/DB Reorg were specifically designed to improve performance. Record
fragmentation is reduced and record overflow is kept to a minimum. As a result, CA IDMS performs fewer I/Os and
response time improves significantly.

Minimize Record Overflow

CA IDMS/DB Reorg overflows a record only when its target page is full. Records that will not fit on their target pages
are not stored on another target page until CA IDMS/DB Reorg has finished allocating all other records to their assigned
target pages. This method of postponing record overflow prevents a record that does not fit on its target page from
displacing other records allocated to the following target pages. Once all records have been allocated to their target
pages, CA IDMS/DB Reorg then allocates the records that were held back by searching for a page with enough free
space that is as close (sequentially) as possible following the record's target page.

Reduce Fragmented Records

CA IDMS/DB Reorg fragments a variable length record only when the record is too large to be stored on the target
page and there is no other page where the entire record fits. The fragmentation is kept to a minimum by keeping record
fragments as large as possible and storing them on as few pages as possible.

Record fragments are not allocated until all target page allocations have been made. This ensures that a fragment from
one record will not cause a second record to fragment or overflow from its target page.

When an entire record will not fit on the target page, CA IDMS/DB Reorg, under your direction, creates a minimum of
one fragment for CALC and sorted VIA record types even though there is a page somewhere in the record's page range
with enough free space to accommodate the complete record. The TARGETROOT parameter provides control in these
situations. See TARGETROOT Parameter.

Allocating DIRECT Records

There are two methods of allocating DIRECT records. The method used depends on the record's page range in the old
and the new subschema.

When the page range is identical in both the old and the new database, a DIRECT record automatically targets to the
page it was stored on in the old database. If the target page is full, CA IDMS/DB Reorg allocates the direct record to the
next available page where the entire record fits. If there is no page in the DIRECT record's page range and the record is
variable length, CA IDMS/DB Reorg fragments the record.

When the new page range is different from the page range in the old database, a DIRECT record is allocated to the same
relative position within that page range. In this way, the record is stored in the same relative location in the new database.

Allocating CALC Records

The target page for a CALC record is determined by the IDMSCALC routine. A CALC record is stored on the target page
unless that page is full. If the target page is full and the TARGETROOT parameter was not specified, CA IDMS/DB Reorg
finds the next available page in the record's page range that can accommodate the entire record.

If CALC records must overflow to another page, CA IDMS/DB Reorg overflows the CALC records with symbolic keys that
are higher than those of records stored on the home page. This reduces the average number of I/Os required to retrieve
CALC records.

When a variable length CALC record does not fit on the target page, but the target page can accommodate the root
portion and TARGETROOT parameter was specified, CA IDMS/DB Reorg stores the record in two parts. The root is
stored on the target page and the rest of the record (the record fragment) is stored on the first available page which can fit
the entire fragment.
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In the database, duplicate CALC keys maintain the same order as in the old database.

Optimizing the CALC Set:

Allocating VIA Records

VIA records that are stored on the owner page are allocated when the owner record is allocated. If a record is stored at a
displacement from its owner page or if it is stored in a different page range than its owner, the VIA record is allocated after
all primary allocations are made.

VIA records are also allocated in logical set order (the physical and logical order are the same). This can reduce the
number of I/Os required to walk the set.
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In an active online environment where buffer use is low, the number of I/Os to walk a VIA set is the same as the number
of page changes encountered when walking the set. The simple example in the following figure illustrates that prior to
reorganization, the set was spread across 3 pages and it took 6 page changes (6 I/Os) to walk the set. After CA IDMS/
DB Reorg, the set is still spread across three pages, but it only takes three page changes (3 I/Os) to walk the set. The net
result is a 50 percent savings in I/O.

Sorted VIA Records

CA IDMS/DB Reorg physically places sorted set members in key sequence, keeping physical and logical clustering of
set members the same. This reduces the number of I/Os required to walk the set and to retrieve a sorted member when
a FIND/OBTAIN USING command is specified. CA IDMS/DB Reorg overflows the records with symbolic keys that are
higher than those of records stored on the home page. This reduces the average number of I/Os required to search for a
record occurrence.

A variable length, sorted VIA record that does not fit on its owner's page has its root portion stored there if the
TARGETROOT parameter was specified. This reduces the average number of I/Os required to retrieve a sorted VIA
member when using the FIND/OBTAIN USING command because CA IDMS/DB looks at the root. The TARGETROOT
parameter is most useful when the sorted VIA records are large with small roots.

Optimizing VIA Records:
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Allocation and the PRIORITY Parameter

The PRIORITY parameter takes effect when more records target to a page than that page can hold. When this happens,
the priorities you assigned to record types are used to determine which records (or group of record types) are stored on
the target page and which ones should overflow if the page is full.

The sublist feature of the PRIORITY parameter allows you to specify that two or more record types have the same priority,
and it allows you to specify that VIA members and their non-VIA owner are to be stored in a cluster. However, if the owner
location mode is VIA, then all the owner records are clustered together followed by their member records. In the example
at the bottom of the previous figure, the type B records are clustered near their type A owners.

When you rank record types using the PRIORITY parameter, CA IDMS/DB Reorg accommodates your priority requests by
altering its allocation techniques as needed. CA IDMS/DB Reorg's default priority order is DIRECT, CALC, and VIA.
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You can rank individual records or groups of record types. For example, if you specify a sublist of record types as first
priority, and DIRECT records as second priority, you are overriding CA IDMS/DB Reorg's automatic record allocation
techniques. By using the PRIORITY parameter you can tailor the physical structure of the database to meet your needs,
based on your processing requirements.

Allocation and Page Reserve

The page reserve value specified by parameter affects only allocation of VIA and physical sequential records. (For more
information on the PAGERESERVE parameter, see PAGERESERVE Parameter.)

The page reserve is ignored for CALC records because CA IDMS/DB Reorg will not overflow a CALC record unless
absolutely necessary. This conserves I/Os significantly because every CALC record that overflows requires at least two I/
Os of system overhead.

This parameter-defined page reserve overrides the value coded into the DMCL. This means you do not have to define a
separate DMCL with a page reserve to run CA IDMS/DB Reorg. In addition, it is not necessary to recompile to resume
normal database operations after CA IDMS/DB Reorg has executed.

User-Defined Clustering:
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CA IDMS/DB Reorg Reorg Capabilities
CA IDMS/DB Reorg's reorganization capabilities are controlled by:

The following subsections explain various CA IDMS/DB Reorg capabilities in detail.

Reorganization Capabilities Controlled by Parameters

Most of CA IDMS/DB Reorg's parameters allow you to control internal physical reorganization functions for sets and
records and to specify where the reorganization is to be performed. By using these parameters you can direct CA IDMS/
DB Reorg to:

• Resolve record/page conflicts. The PRIORITY parameter allows you to specify which record types (or group of
record types) are to be stored on the target page and which ones should overflow if the page is full. The priorities
you assign take effect only when records overflow. The priorities you assigned to record types are used to determine
which records receive priority storage locations and which ones should overflow if a page isn't large enough to store all
records targeting to it.

• Define clustering. The PRIORITY parameter also allows you to define how VIA clusters are stored. The schema
which follows this list shows how you can direct CA IDMS/DB Reorg to cluster VIA records in the order in which they
are retrieved.

• Specify page reserve. CA IDMS/DB Reorg does not force you to create a special DMCL just to specify a page
reserve for reorganization. CA IDMS/DB Reorg uses a parameter-defined value instead.

• Rebuild integrated indexes. CA IDMS/DB Reorg rebuilds all indices in an index area. This allows you to reduce or
eliminate a number of intermediate-level index records that were created due to the order in which the member records
were stored.

• Reduce the number of I/Os required to search a sorted set. For CALC and sorted VIA record types, you can
specify by the TARGETROOT parameter that CA IDMS/DB Reorg is to store the root portion of the record, which
contains the record's symbolic key, on the target page if the entire record will not fit. This reduces the number of I/
Os required to search for a CALC or sorted VIA member. The remainder of the record is stored on as few pages as
possible.

Resolving Record/Page Conflicts:
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Direct an Efficient Reorganization Through Parameters

In addition to the parameters that control internal physical reorganization functions for sets and records, some of CA
IDMS/DB Reorg's parameters provide operational efficiency features. By using these parameters, you can direct a more
efficient reorganization--one that is compatible with your processing environment and its requirements. The parameters
give you the capabilities to:

• Interrupt the reorganization process. During a reorganization you may find it necessary to recover from a system
failure, perform backup procedures, perform operations functions, or conserve and manage disk space. With the
STOPAFTER parameter you can interrupt CA IDMS/DB Reorg after any individual step. Later, you can direct CA
IDMS/DB Reorg to resume execution where it left off and complete the reorganization by using the RESTART
parameter.

• Monitor the process through console communication. The DSPLYINT parameter lets you establish a console
communication facility through which you can display CA IDMS/DB Reorg's status at specified time intervals, at
the end of each step, or on demand. In addition to establishing console communication, you can also monitor the
reorganization from TSO terminals by using the TSOUSERS parameter.
Once the communication facility is established through the DSPLYINT parameter, you can issue dynamic commands
from the operator console to view the status, to stop or cancel the reorganization process, and to change the interval at
which the status is displayed.

• Sweep or not sweep non-copy areas. When the area you are reorganizing has set linkage with records in another
area, CA IDMS/DB Reorg must access those records to update their pointers. CA IDMS/DB Reorg sweeps the non-
copy area and create extracts for any records with set linkage unless directed otherwise.
When the non-copy area contains few record occurrences with set linkage to records in a copy area, random access
of these records (set walking) is the most efficient way to create the necessary pointer extracts. The NOSWEEP
parameter directs CA IDMS/DB Reorg to walk only the sets which are necessary to create pointer extracts.
If CA IDMS/DB Reorg can generate pointer extracts for a record in a non-copy area by using the NEXT and PRIOR
pointers in the copy area, the NOSWEEP parameter is turned on automatically, and no sets are walked.
To determine whether area sweeping or set walking is more efficient it is necessary to know the number of record (or
active set) occurrences in an area. You can use the CA IDMS/DB Analyzer Set Report to give you this information. If
you are not sure which mode is faster, use the area sweep default.

Parameters and Commands includes details for each parameter and command.

Reorganization Capabilities Controlled by Subschema and DMCL Definition

Many reorganization capabilities depend on how you have defined the new subschema and DMCL. During reorganization,
CA IDMS/DB Reorg compares the area, set, index, and record definitions in the new subschema with those in the old
subschema. After comparing the old subschema with the new subschema, CA IDMS/DB Reorg has the capabilities to:

• Expand/reduce the page range of one or more areas of the database. This special feature makes the database
adaptable to changes in area size triggered by database growth. When an area needs to be enlarged, you can easily
add pages to an area by defining a larger area in the definition of the DMCL.

• Expand/reduce an area's page size. CA IDMS/DB Reorg bases the SMP interval on the page size in the new DMCL.
This feature eliminates the need for the area's SMP page interval to reflect the SMP interval with which the area was
initialized.

• Change record's page range. CA IDMS/DB Reorg automatically changes a record's page range when you reorganize
an area.

• Update cross-area set linkage. You can reorganize a single area--even if it has set linkage with other areas in the
database. CA IDMS/DB Reorg determines from the subschema which sets point outside of the area being reorganized
and updates the set linkage in these other areas. With CA IDMS/DB Reorg, you do not have to reorganize areas
that have set linkage with the area being reorganized. (When using utilities where reorganization of linked areas is
required, often a "snowball effect" occurs and the entire database ends up being reorganized.)

• Integrate integrated indexes. CA IDMS/DB Reorg updates the index table entries for all indexes whose member
records are reorganized. Just as reorganization of areas containing members or owners of sets whose set linkage
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crosses area boundaries does not require reorganization of each linked area, CA IDMS/DB Reorg does not require
reorganization of the index area just because you reorganized the member record's area. CA IDMS/DB Reorg allows
you to copy only two areas of the database and it optionally changes the page ranges of both areas.
Changing the Page Range of Two Areas:

• Eliminate logically deleted records. When CA IDMS logically deletes records, the data is removed from a record, but
the prefix remains intact. CA IDMS/DB Reorg automatically deletes logically deleted records (LDELs) in areas that are
being copied. This means that you do not have to use another utility to eliminate logically deleted records prior to using
CA IDMS/DB Reorg.

• Expand/reduce the number of index table entries. CA IDMS/DB Reorg allows the SR8 record type to change its
record size (a change in record size is otherwise considered to be a restructure feature and is not allowed). Changing
the size of an SR8 record by changing the INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS value in the subschema gives you control over
the number of levels required to build an index. This change to the subschema does not require recompilation of any
programs.

• Move a record type to another area. For performance, backup, or security purposes, you can direct CA IDMS/DB
Reorg to move a record type to a different area. This is done by changing the record's WITHIN clause in the new
subschema's schema and reorganizing both the record's old area and new area.

• Change a record's location mode. By analyzing statistics from the CA IDMS Journal Analyzer and CA IDMS/DB
Analyzer, you may determine that VIA records would be in better locations if they were clustered around a different
owner. CA IDMS/DB Reorg also allows you to change a record's current location mode to or from DIRECT, CALC, or
VIA. However, because CA IDMS/DB Reorg does not compress or decompress records, the control length of variable
or fixed compressed records must not change.

• Optimize VIA records. CA IDMS/DB Reorg reclusters VIA set occurrences so that VIA members are stored physically
in set order. This reduces the number of I/Os required to walk the set.
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Automatic Reorganization Controlled by Internal Logic

Many of CA IDMS/DB Reorg's capabilities are controlled automatically by its own internal processing logic. For these
functions you do not have to enter a parameter or define subschemas. Through its own internal processing logic CA
IDMS/DB Reorg has the capabilities to:

• Minimize fragmented records. CA IDMS/DB Reorg does not fragment records unless there is not a page available
with enough free space to accommodate the entire record.

• Retarget relocated records to their home page. CA IDMS/DB Reorg automatically retargets relocated records in the
area(s) being reorganized.

• Optimize CALC and sorted VIA sets. CA IDMS/DB Reorg allocates CALC and sorted VIA record types in symbolic
key sequence. This minimizes the number of page changes required to walk the set; therefore, the number of I/Os
performed when searching for a record by its symbolic key can be reduced.

• Rebuild the index structure. When you COPY an area containing an integrated index structure, the index structure
is rebuilt automatically. As a result, negative effects of index splits and spawns are eliminated and you can process
more efficiently. In addition, the index pointer in the member record is maintained regardless of the record in a non-
copy area. Furthermore, the inherent inefficiency of index orphans are eliminated as well.

Minimizing Fragmented Records:
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Reorg Steps
CA IDMS/DB Reorg performs reorganization incrementally by executing a series of steps. This incremental approach to
reorganization makes possible several operational benefits. Step-by-step reorganization permits you to stop and restart
the utility after completion of any step. By using the restart feature (see STOPAFTER and RESTART Parameters), you
can interrupt processing and restart it later.
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The interruption feature gives you the ability to use the reorganization steps as milestones when monitoring the
reorganization process from the operator console or TSO terminal and to predict how long reorganization takes. See
System Output for complete information on the status display available at the operator console.

CA IDMS/DB Reorg must execute each reorganization step sequentially. While you cannot eliminate a reorganization
step, an understanding of the function of each step can help you to:

• Allocate work files and estimate their sizes efficiently
• Stop and restart the utility
• Back up files
• Overlay the old database with the new database to conserve disk space
• Perform other operational functions, such as the initial program load (IPL) of the system

Reorganization Steps and Their Logical Sequence:
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Functions of the Reorganization Steps

The table below shows how the reorganization steps can be grouped together by function. The table gives you a clear
picture of which steps perform the allocation and update functions and which steps access the old database and the new
database, or both.

• ANALYSIS (Analysis) Step--CA IDMS/DB Reorg compares the old subschema and DMCL to the new subschema and
DMCL (all are named in the PROCESS statement) and determines how to process records that have set linkage with
the COPY areas.

• OPTALLOC (Optimum Allocation/Pointer Extract) Step-- Determines the optimum target page allocation for every
record in the areas to be reorganized. Processing in OPTALLOC allocates records to pages as if a page could hold
every record that targeted to that page. CA IDMS/DB Reorg then creates pointer extracts for set linkages with records
in the areas selected by using the COPY statement.
If a record is indexed and the index is maintained in db-key sequence, the extract is flagged for later special
processing by the MATCH step and the IIXSDBK step.

• PRIALLOC (Primary Allocation) Step--Allocates a record's real db-key (based on the user-specified priority in the
PRIORITY parameter) for records stored DIRECT and CALC. For VIA records, CA IDMS/DB Reorg allocates the db-
key for records that target to the owner page. DIRECT, CALC and VIA records that will not fit on the target page are
written to the UNALLOC (unallocated) file.

• SECALLOC (Secondary Allocation) Step--Allocates real db-keys for VIA records that do not target to the owner
page, and for records that were written to the UNALLOC file. For variable length records that cannot fit as a whole on
any page in that record's page range, the SECALLOC Step assigns db-keys to record fragments.
If an integrated index (SR8) resides in an area being copied, the program:
– Reconstructs the integrated index
– Allocates real db-keys for the new SR8 records
– Creates the appropriate pointer extracts for set linkage with records in the copy area

• MATCH (Match) Step--Matches the db-keys from the previous two allocation steps (PRIALLOC and SECALLOC) with
pointer extracts created in the OPTALLOC Step. The db-keys in the pointer extracts are then updated with the new db-
keys from the allocation steps.
This step also creates a separate file for integrated index sets sorted by db-key. The file contains two records for each
lower level SR8 record and one record for each upper level SR8 record.
The first lower level records identifies the new db-key. The second lower level record contains a sequence number that
identifies the entry's relative position among the duplicates that have the same db-key key. If there are any upper level
records that point to lower level duplicates, a record is created that contains the same sequence number as the lower
level record to which it points.
Reorganization Steps and Their Functions:

Step/Function Allocates Records to
Area Specified in COPY
Statement

Updates Set Linkage Accesses Old Database Access New Database

OPTALLOC Step Computes optimum
target page.

Extracts pointers which
will change. If copying
area with IIX set, writes
individual bottom level
entries to SECOPTA.

Reads records being
copied and those with set
linkage.

 

PRIALLOC Step Allocates DIRECT, CALC,
and VIAs stored on
owner's page.
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SECALLOC Step Allocates CALC, DIRECT,
VIA overflows, fragments,
VIAs not stored on
owner's page and SR8
records.
Rebuilds IIX tables
to create new SR8
structures.

Extracts pointers for all
SR8 set linkage.

  

MATCH Step Replaces old db-key in
pointer extracts with new
db-keys from allocations.

Replaces old db-key in
pointer extracts with new
db-keys from allocations.

  

IIXSDBK Step Reorders IIX set sorted
by db-key into proper
sequence of db-key.

Reorders IIX set sorted
by db-key into proper
sequence of db-key.

  

UPDLINK Step  Updates pointer prefix or
IXDET table entry with
new db-key.

Modifies records with
set linkage in non-
copy areas. Extracts
all records residing in
copy areas. Creates
the DBREC file and
optionally creates the
DBKEYS file.

 

STORE Step    Populates areas being
copied.

• IIXSDBK--Reorders duplicate SR8 entries that may have been put out of their proper sequence (indexed record db-
key) when CA IDMS/DB Reorg assigned new db-keys to the indexed records (during the PRIALLOC or SECALLOC
steps).
The IIXSDBK step is executed only if you have COPYed an area containing an integrated index set sorted by db-key.
Otherwise CA IDMS/DB Reorg automatically bypasses the step.

• UPDLINK (Update Set Linkage) Step--Updates the record's set linkage, using the new db-keys placed in pointer
extracts by the MATCH step. Records in a copy area are then written to the DBREC file. Records that are not in a copy
area, but whose pointers are being updated, are written back to the old database. If specified, an interface file for DB-
EZ Reorg's inflight utility program is created.

• STORE (Store) Step--Records that reside in a copy area are stored in the new database.

CA IDMS/DB Reorg System Output
This section is a section to the output of CA IDMS/DB Reorg: the Audit Report, the Status Display, and the interface file.
Pages from a sample Audit Report and a sample Status Display are provided with detailed explanations of the content
from both types of output.

CA IDMS/DB Reorg produces three types of output: a printed Audit Report, a Status Display that can be viewed at the
operator console and specified TSO terminals, and an interface file for use with DB-EZ Reorg or the CA IDMS utilities.

Audit Report

The Audit Report is produced automatically every time you run CA IDMS/DB Reorg. This report traces all CA IDMS/DB
Reorg steps and activities by providing three types of messages:

• Parameter Messages
• Processing Messages
• Restart Information Messages
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When CA IDMS/DB Reorg performs the Analysis step, the Audit Report also contains two subreports that list how records
are accessed in the old database:

• Area Recap for Old Subschema
• Set Linkage Recap for Area

A sample Audit Report that includes the two subreports and the three types of messages generated by CA IDMS/DB
Reorg is illustrated and explained on the following pages.

Status Display

The Status Display is produced by CA IDMS/DB Reorg at the operator console at specified TSO terminals, or at selected
functional areas designated by route code parameters.

From this display you can monitor the reorganization and estimate CA IDMS/DB Reorg run time. You can view information
on the current reorganization step, such as step name, area name, page ranges, and number of records processed.

The content of the Status Display is thoroughly explained at the end of this section and illustrated in Status Display Fields.

Interface File

CA IDMS/DB Reorg permits to interface with DB-EZ Reorg via the DBKEYS file. DB-EZ Reorg utilizes this file for its
inflight utility program. This file is described in detail in DBKEYS Interface File

CA IDMS/DB Reorg Audit Report
The Audit Report is produced automatically every time you run CA IDMS/DB Reorg. The information the report contains
depends on the parameters you specified and on occurrences during processing. 

The following figure shows two pages from an Audit Report with the following information:

Report Field Description
Report Title The title of the report.
UR The tape from which CA IDMS/DB Reorg was installed.
RELEASE The version number of CA IDMS/DB Reorg that has been

installed.
Parameter Messages Lists all input parameters and convey information on parameter

processing. The messages appear in a two-column format. The
left column lists the message ID and the text of the message. The
right column displays the parameter as you entered it.
If the parameter was entered incorrectly, CA IDMS/DB Reorg
underlines the parameter in error with asterisks (****). The portion
of the parameter that was not checked is underscored with a
series of Xs (XXXX).

Processing Messages Lists the times at which reorganization steps begin and end, step
statistics, errors detected in the database, and other internal
auditing information. Processing messages can be found on most
pages of the Audit Report.
The 'Audit Report - OPTALLOC Step' schema at the end of this
section shows processing messages generated by the routine that
checks parameter input and the OPTALLOC step.

All messages on the Audit Report have an eight-character message ID. The message ID begins with a seven-character
identifier and ends with a severity code of I, W, or E, signifying an informative message, a warning message, or an error
message. See Messages for an explanation of the three types of severity codes and information on specific messages.
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Audit Report - Processing Parameters Step:

 ID              RELEASE                 CA-IDMS/
DB REORG                    DATE                 TIME        PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                     AUDIT REPORT                     mm/dd/
yy             hh:mm:ss    nnnn

 AUDT001I STEP:  PARM, STARTED                          DATE: 01/31/85  TIME: 13:33:43

                                                        V---+----1----+----2----
+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7-V

 NKWP091I INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                     PROCESS, OLD=DBR18ALL,NEW=DBR18ALL,ST=UPDLINK
 PARM043I NO PARAMETER ERRORS DETECTED
 NKWP091I INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                        COPY,    AREA=LOC-REGION
 PARM043I NO PARAMETER ERRORS DETECTED
 NKWP091I INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                        COPY,    AREA=DEPT-REGION
 PARM043I NO PARAMETER ERRORS DETECTED
 NKWP091I INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                        COPY,    AREA=STUDENT-REGION
 PARM043I NO PARAMETER ERRORS DETECTED
 NKWP091I INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                        COPY,    AREA=CLASS-REGION
 PARM043I NO PARAMETER ERRORS DETECTED
 NKWP091I INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                        COPY,    AREA=MISC2-REGION
 NKWP094I END OF PARAMETER INPUT

 AUDT002I STEP:  PARM, ENDED, CC= 0000                 DATE: mm/dd/yy  TIME: hh:mm:ss

Audit Report - OPTALLOC Step:

 ID              RELEASE                 CA-IDMS/
DB REORG                    DATE                 TIME        PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                     AUDIT REPORT                     mm/dd/
yy             hh:mm:ss    nnnn

 AUDT001I STEP:  OPTALLOC, STARTED                    DATE: mm/dd/yy  TIME: hh:mm:ss
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 STAT001I IDMS STATISTICS FOLLOW. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 CALLS TO IDMS...................1,160
 DBMS PAGE REQUESTS..............262
 PAGES READ......................192
 PAGES WRITTEN...................6

 STAT002I OPTALLOC STATISTICS FOLLOW. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 OPTX001I OBTAINS FOR AREA SWEEP................................................245
 OPTX002I OBTAINS FOR SET WALK..................................................142
 OPTX007I EXTRACT RECORDS WRITTEN...............................................817
 OPTX008I EXTRACT RECORDS WRITTEN................................................39

 OPTX009I SECOPTA RECORDS WRITTEN...............................................34
 OPTX013I NUMBER OF IIX SORTED DBKEYS AT BOTTOM LEVEL ...........................0
 OPTX014I NUMBER OF IIXSRKY RECORDS THAT WILL BE CREATED.........................0
 OPTX015I NUMBER OF IIXSDBK POINTING TO UPPER LEVELS ............................0

 AUDT002I STEP:  OPTALLOC, ENDED, CC= 0000         DATE: mm/dd/yy  TIME: hh:mm:ss

Audit Subreport--Area Recap for Old Subschema

The Area Recap for Old Subschema is produced automatically whenever the ANALYSIS step of CA IDMS/DB Reorg
is executed. This subreport lists the names of all areas in the old database, the number of pages in each area, and the
method CA IDMS/DB Reorg uses to access the records in each area.

The following figure shows an Area Recap for Old Subschema with the following information:

Report Field Description
Subreport Heading The title of the subreport.
AREA A list of the names of all the areas in the old subschema.
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NBR-PAGES A list of the number of pages in each area of the old database.
These numbers can be used to estimate execution time, and can
calculate the size (number of record) of the PAGUTIL file.

PROCESSING-TYPE The type of processing CA IDMS/DB Reorg performs, according
to your parameter specifications, against each area in the old
subschema. For each area listed one of five processing types may
appear:
SWEEP--Indicates that an area sweep is performed.
NOT ACCESSED--Indicates that CA IDMS/DB Reorg will not
access the area.
NOSWEEP - SET WALKING--Indicates CA IDMS/DB Reorg
walks sets in the area.
NOSWEEP - NEXT AND PRIOR--Indicates that CA IDMS/DB
Reorg will not sweep (or walk sets) to create pointer extracts for
records that have cross-area linkage with a copy area. Instead,
pointer extracts are created by using next and prior pointers from
the records in the copy area.
COPY--Indicates that the area is copied to the new database.

Audit Subreport--Area Recap for Old Subschema:

 ID              RELEASE                 CA-IDMS/
DB REORG                    DATE                 TIME        PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                     AUDIT REPORT                     mm/dd/
yy             hh:mm:ss    nnnn

 AUDT001I STEP:  ANALYSIS, STARTED                 DATE: mm/dd/yy  TIME: hh:mm:ss

                                                                   AREA RECAP FOR OLD SUBSCHEMA

                                                    ------AREA------            NBR-
PAGES      PROCESSING-TYPE

                                                    BOGUS-1-
REGION                     30      NOT ACCESSED
                                                    BOGUS-2-
REGION                     30      NOT ACCESSED
                                                    BOGUS-3-
REGION                     30      NOT ACCESSED
                                                    CLASS-
REGION                       30      COPY
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                                                    DEPT-
REGION                        15      COPY
                                                    LOC-
REGION                          5      COPY
                                                    MISC1-
REGION                       20      SWEEP
                                                    MISC2-
REGION                       20      COPY
                                                    STUDENT-
REGION                     80      COPY

Audit Subreport--Set Linkage Recap for Area

The Set Linkage Recap for Area is produced for each area in the old subschema during the Analysis Step. This subreport
lists whether or not records have set linkage to records in the area being reorganized. This subreport also lists the method
CA IDMS/DB Reorg uses, such as AREA SWEEP or SET WALKING, to access the old database to create pointer
extracts, and displays the number of extracts created for each record. These numbers can be used to calculate sizes of
the intermediate files. See the Operations section for instructions on how to calculate file sizes.

The following figure illustrates a Set Linkage Recap for Area with the following information:

Report Field Description
Subreport Heading The title of the subreport.
area-name The name of the area for which set linkage is reported.
record-type The name of a record in the area. Each record is separated by a

line of dashes.
nn EXTRACTS/RECORD (AVG) The number of extracts created for each occurrence of the

record type. The number of extracts is needed to compute the
size of the intermediate work file. If the text NO SET LINKAGE/
NO EXTRACTS appears in this field, the record does not have
set linkage with any records in the COPY area and there is no
information in the rest of the fields for that record.

location mode The location mode of the record in the old database and in the
new database.

page range The page range for the record in the old database and in the new
database.

OWN/MEM Indicates whether the record is an owner or a member of the set in
the SET NAME field.

SET-NAME The name of the set.
SET-POINTERS Indicates types of pointers in the set: NEXT, PRIOR, or OWNER.
POINTER-EXTRACTS- CREATED-BY Indicates one of three methods CA IDMS/DB Reorg uses to create

extracts: AREA SWEEP, SET WALKING, or USING NEXT AND
PRIOR.

NEW VIA-OWNER NAME The name of the VIA owner record type, if the record is stored
VIA. If this field is blank, the record type is not stored VIA the set
to which it belongs (set name shown in the SET NAME field).

LOC-MODE The location mode of the record type listed under NEW VIA-
OWNER.
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HI-VIA-OWNER CA IDMS/DB Reorg walks VIA sets to determine how to allocate
them in logical set order. Because a VIA set owner can be stored
VIA another set, CA IDMS/DB Reorg will not walk the set until it
accesses the high VIA owner. The high VIA owner is stored in a
noncopy area or has a location mode which is not VIA.

Audit Subreport--Set Linkage Recap for Area:

 ID              RELEASE                 CA-IDMS/
DB REORG                    DATE                 TIME        PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                     AUDIT REPORT                     mm/dd/
yy             hh:mm:ss    nnnn

                                SET LINKAGE RECAP FOR AREA CLASS-REGION

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

 08106 CLASS...... RECORD    14 EXTRACTS / RECORD (AVG)  OLD LOCATION MODE OF VIA   PAGE RANGE OF  89,001  89,030
                                                         NEW LOCATION MODE OF VIA   PAGE RANGE OF  89,001  89,030

 OWN/MEM    ---SET-NAME----    --SET-POINTERS--      POINTER-EXTRACTS-CREATED-
BY      NEW VIA-OWNER NAME    LOC-MODE

 OWNER       CLASS-SCHEDULE     NEXT,PRIOR            AREA SWEEP
 MEMBER      TEACHER-CLASS      NEXT,PRIOR,OWNER      AREA SWEEP
 MEMBER      PERIOD-CLASS       NEXT,PRIOR,OWNER      AREA SWEEP
 MEMBER      ROOM-CLASS         NEXT,PRIOR,OWNER      AREA SWEEP
 MEMBER      SUBJECT-
CLASS      NEXT,PRIOR,OWNER      AREA SWEEP                      SUBJECT.........    CALC   HI-
VIA-OWNER

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

 08107 SCHEDULE... RECORD      7 EXTRACTS / RECORD (AVG)      OLD LOCATION MODE OF VIA    PAGE RANGE OF  89,001  89,030
                                                              NEW LOCATION MODE OF VIA    PAGE RANGE OF  89,001  89,030

 OWN/MEM   ---SET-NAME----    --SET-POINTERS--       POINTER-EXTRACTS-CREATED-
BY      NEW VIA-OWNER NAME      LOC-MODE
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 OWNER       SCHEDULE-BOGUS     NEXT,PRIOR            AREA SWEEP
 MEMBER      CLASS-
SCHEDULE     NEXT,PRIOR,OWNER      AREA SWEEP                     CLASS...........      VIA
 MEMBER      STUDENT-SCHEDULE   NEXT,PRIOR            AREA SWEEP

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

 08115 CON-TROL.... RECORD      NO SET LINKAGE / NO EXTRACTS

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

 08116 BOGUS-1...... RECORD      5 EXTRACTS / RECORD (AVG)      OLD LOCATION MODE OF VIA      PAGE RANGE OF  89,001  89,030
                                                                NEW LOCATION MODE OF VIA      PAGE RANGE OF  89,001  89,030

 OWN/MEM   ----SET-NAME----   --SET-POINTERS--      POINTER-EXTRACTS-CREATED-
BY      NEW VIA-OWNER NAME      LOC-MODE

 OWNER       BOGUS-ARTS         NEXT,PRIOR            AREA SWEEP
 MEMBER      SCHEDULE-
BOGUS     NEXT,PRIOR            AREA SWEEP                      SCHEDULE........      VIA
 MEMBER      ACTIVITY-BOGUS     NEXT                  AREA SWEEP

 NLYZ006I MAXIMUM  RECORD  SIZE FOR  NEW SUBSCHEMA.....492
 NLYZ007I MAXIMUM CALC KEY SIZE  FOR OLD SUBSCHEMA......20
 NLYZ008I MAXIMUM IX-DETAIL SIZE FOR OLD SUBSCHEMA.....108
 NLYZ009I MAXIMUM IX-DETAIL SIZE FOR NEW SUBSCHEMA.....108
 NLYZ012I MAXIMUM SYMBOLIC KEY SIZE FOR INDEXED SET......0
 NLYZ013I MAXIMUM  RECORD SIZE FOR AN SR8 RECORD.........0
 NLYZ010I new/old SUBSCHEMA subschema-name WAS COMPILED compile-date compile-
time DMCL dmcl-name, DBNAME dbname

 NLYZ005I END OF ANALYSIS REPORTS
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 AUDT002I STEP:  ANALYSIS, ENDED, CC=0000          DATE:  mm/dd/yy  TIME:  hh:mm:ss

Restart Information Messages

Restart Information Messages supply information that is helpful in restarting CA IDMS/DB Reorg. The messages appear
automatically on the Audit Report when CA IDMS/DB Reorg is interrupted by the STOPAFTER and RESTART parameters
or the STOP or CANCEL Console Communication Commands, and one or more steps are needed to complete the
reorganization. You can also request Restart Information Messages in a report-only run by using the RPT parameter in the
PROCESS statement.

If CA IDMS/DB Reorg processing terminates abnormally because of a system failure or system error, you will not receive
Restart Information Messages on the Audit Report. The following figure shows a page from the sample Audit Report which
contains Restart Information Messages.

Message ID--Restart Information Message ID. Messages are described in Messages.RESTART DATA...

• Names of the old and new subschemas.
• The name, date, and execution times of the routine that checks parameter input.
• All reorganization step names and the dates and times the steps executed. If the date and time do not appear, the

reorganization step has not executed.

RESTART WITH......

• Name of the reorganization step with which CA IDMS/DB Reorg resumes execution when the NEXT option is selected
for the RESTART parameter.

DATASET DISPOSITION FOR RESTART.....

This message contains work file information which is helpful in restarting CA IDMS/DB Reorg:

• Filenames (z/OS and OS/390 DDnames).
• File status--Disposition of the files as though each step were a separate z/OS or OS/390 step.

– OLD/NEW--Indicates the current status of each dataset. NEW indicates the file is created during the step named in
the report. OLD indicates that the file existed before the reorganization step executed.

– KEEP--The file is saved because the reorganization step executed normally.
– DELETE--The file is not saved because the step is not executed correctly and results in a system error.

• The type of processing for each file and the step in which it is performed. This information can be used to determine
when disk space must be allocated and when it can be freed.
– CREATED BY--The name of the step in which the file is created.
– READ BY--The name of the step in which the file is read.
– UPDATED BY--The name of the step in which the file is modified.

Restart Information Messages:

 ID              RELEASE                 CA-IDMS/
DB REORG                    DATE                 TIME        PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                     AUDIT REPORT                     mm/dd/
yy             hh:mm:ss    nnnn
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                                    RESTART STATUS INFORMATION

 PRST001I RESTART DATA.......      OLD SUBSCHEMA ..... DBR18ALL
                                   NEW SUBSCHEMA .... DBR18ALL

                                   PARM.................. STARTED mm/dd/
yy AT hh:mm:ss      ENDED mm/dd/yy AT
hh:mm:ss

                                   ANALYSIS........... STARTED mm/dd/
yy AT hh:mm:ss      ENDED mm/dd/yy AT hh:mm:ss
                                   OPTALLOC........... STARTED mm/dd/
yy AT hh:mm:ss      ENDED mm/dd/yy AT hh:mm:ss
                                   PRIALLOC........... STARTED mm/dd/
yy AT hh:mm:ss      ENDED mm/dd/yy AT hh:mm:ss
                                   SECALLOC........... STARTED mm/dd/
yy AT hh:mm:ss      ENDED mm/dd/yy AT hh:mm:ss
                                   MATCH.............. STARTED mm/dd/
yy AT hh:mm:ss      ENDED mm/dd/yy AT hh:mm:ss
                                   IIXSDBK............ STARTED mm/dd/
yy AT hh:mm:ss      ENDED mm/dd/yy AT hh:mm:ss
                                   UPDLINK............ STARTED mm/dd/
yy AT hh:mm:ss      ENDED mm/dd/yy AT hh:mm:ss
                                   STORE..............

 PRST002I RESTART WITH ......  STORE

 PRST003I DATASET DISPOSITION FOR RESTART.....      CNTRL1      OLD KEEP      CREATED BY ANALYSIS STEP
                                                                              UPDATED BY PARM STEP
                                                                              UPDATED BY ANALYSIS STEP

                                                    CNTRL2      OLD KEEP      CREATED BY ANALYSIS STEP
                                                                              UPDATED BY PARM STEP
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                                                    EXTRACT      OLD KEEP      CREATED BY OPTALLOC STEP
                                                                               READ BY MATCH STEP
                                                    PRIOPTA      OLD KEEP      CREATED BY OPTALLOC STEP
                                                                               READ BY PRIALLOC STEP
                                                    SECOPTA      OLD KEEP      CREATED BY OPTALLOC STEP
                                                                               READ BY SECALLOC STEP
                                                    PAGUTIL      OLD KEEP      CREATED BY PRIALLOC STEP
                                                                               READ BY SECALLOC STEP
                                                                               UPDATED BY SECALLOC STEP
                                                    UNALLOC      OLD KEEP      CREATED BY PRIALLOC STEP
                                                                               READ BY SECALLOC STEP
                                                    PRIREAL      OLD KEEP      CREATED BY PRIALLOC STEP
                                                                               READ BY MATCH STEP
                                                    SECREAL      OLD KEEP      CREATED BY SECALLOC STEP
                                                                               READ BY MATCH STEP
                                                    ALLOCX       OLD KEEP      CREATED BY MATCH STEP
                                                                               READ BY UPDLINK STEP
                                                    IIXSRKY      OLD KEEP      CREATED BY IIXSDBK STEP
                                                                               READ BY IIXSDBK STEP
                                                    IIXEXOL      OLD KEEP      CREATED BY MATCH STEP
                                                                               READ BY IIXSDBK STEP
                                                    IIXEXTR      OLD KEEP      CREATED BY IIXSDBK STEP
                                                                               READ BY UPDLINK STEP
                                                    DBREC        OLD KEEP      CREATED BY UPDLINK STEP
                                                                               READ BY STORE STEP

Status Display
The optional Status Display lets you monitor CA IDMS/DB Reorg's progress during the reorganization from the operator
console or TSO terminals specified in the PROCESS statement. In a z/OS or OS/390 environment with multiple console
support, you can route the display to selected functional areas by using the route code parameters. The Status Display
shows which reorganization step is currently executing, gives processing status, and lists other data that helps you gauge
CA IDMS/DB Reorg run time.

Status information is displayed at the completion of each step if you specify the STEP option (default value) of the
DSPLYINT parameter. You can also request the Status Display shown at regular time intervals--from one minute to two
hours.

To change the time intervals and turn off the display once CA IDMS/DB Reorg is executing, you can enter dynamic
commands from the operator console. Parameters and Commands provides a complete explanation of the Status Display
parameters and commands.

Status Display Fields

The Status Display is dynamic. The messages displayed depend on the status of the reorganization when a status update
is requested from the operator console. Most messages are auditing messages that are self-explanatory and pertain to
execution of the current reorganization step. All messages are described in detail in Messages.

 AUDT003I CURRENT STEP:  OPTALLOC, IN SUBSTEP NON-ACTIVE, DUR 00.00.05
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 AUDT004I AREA:  DEPT-REGION, PAGE RANGE+  91,000 -  91,050
 AUDT005I CURRENT PAGE  91,025 ( 50%) Sample Status Display - OPTALLOC
 Step.
 AUDT003I CURRENT STEP:  PRIALLOC, IN SUBSTEP NON-ACTIVE, DUR 00.00.04
 AUDT006I   2,000 RECORDS IN INPUT FILE
 AUDT007I   1,000 RECORDS READ ( 50%) Sample Status Display - PRIALLOC Step

DBKEYS Interface File
The DBKEYS file is created when the DDname DBKEYS is specified in the the JCL. The DBKEYS file can be used with
CA IDMS utilities or with DB-EZ Reorg. The file is described in the following table.

DBKEYS Interface File.:

Field Name Element Description Explanation
OLDDBKEY PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC Old db-key
NEWDBKEY PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC New db-key
SR3DBKEY PIC S9(8) COMP SYNC SR3 db-key. See note.
RECORDID PIC S9(4) COMP Record id
SR3RECID PIC S9(4) COMP Original record id. True, only if the record

was originally a SR2

The files logical record length (LRECL) is 16, the blocksize is specified via the BLOCKNUM parameter on the PROCESS
statement.

IDMS/DB Reorg Operations
This section discusses CA IDMS/DB Reorg operations. It provides information on accessing the database, important
operational considerations, and file allocation techniques.

Database Access

CA IDMS/DB Reorg utilizes CA IDMS I/O features such as, XA database buffers and control blocks; ESA database
support; and dynamic database file allocation. In addition, the SYSIDMS PREFETCH parameter for read-ahead
processing is available.

All CA IDMS conventions regarding locking the database against concurrent access are used. While CA IDMS/DB Reorg
is executing you must ensure that no CV or local update jobs are accessing the database. CA IDMS/DB Reorg will not
attempt to run against an area locked for update.

CA IDMS/DB Reorg Database Access
CA IDMS/DB Reorg utilizes CA IDMS I/O features such as, XA database buffers and control blocks; ESA database
support; and dynamic database file allocation. In addition, the SYSIDMS PREFETCH parameter for read-ahead
processing is available.

All CA IDMS conventions regarding locking the database against concurrent access are used. While CA IDMS/DB Reorg
is executing you must ensure that no CV or local update jobs are accessing the database. CA IDMS/DB Reorg will not
attempt to run against an area locked for update.
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CA IDMS/DB Reorg Operational Flow and Considerations
 

There are some important operational factors to consider before and during the execution of CA IDMS/DB Reorg.

• Each step of CA IDMS/DB Reorg must be executed in sequence. You can repeat steps, but you cannot skip a step.
• While the database is being reorganized, you must ensure that no other jobs are run against any area that is being

reorganized.
• The new database for all areas specified in COPY statements must be formatted by running IDMSBCF prior to the

STORE Step.
• In a VSE/ESA environment, you must assign the symbolic units for work files to a device type, even if you have a file

manager, because of CA IDMS/DB Reorg's own device-independent support.
• Execution time is directly related to the size of the area or areas being reorganized, the number of records in those

areas, and the number of set linkages for each of those records. As the database reorganization executes, you can
monitor the progress of the utility from the operator console.

• CA IDMS/DB Reorg runs with an outstanding operator reply unless DSPLYINT=NO is specified. Be sure that your
system console operator is aware of valid reply choices. See DSPLYINT Parameter.

• CA IDMS/DB Reorg automatically bypasses the IIXSDBK step, if it is not needed. IIXSDBK is executed only if you are
updating an area containing integrated index sets sorted by db-key.

Contents

Integrated Indexes

 

• Integrated indexes must be defined in both the old and the new subschemas.
• If you are copying areas containing SR8 (integrated index) records, you must allocate space for SECALX2 and

SECIIX2.
• If you are updating areas containing integrated index sets sorted by db-key, after the OPTALLOC step you must

allocate space for three files (IIXEXOL, IIXEXTR, and IIXSRKY).
• The amount of database space needed for SR8 records defined in the new subschema can be determined from the

calculations in SECREAL and SECALX2.

File Space Not Needed

 

• If you are not updating an area containing integrated index sets sorted by db-key, you do not need to define the files
IIXEXOL, IIXEXTR, and IIXSRKY, in the JCL.

• If you are not copying an area containing SR8 (integrated index) records, you do not need to define the files SECALX2
and SECIIX2 in the JCL.

Allocating Space for Work Files and Sort Work Areas

CA IDMS/DB Reorg uses work files and sort work areas to perform a reorganization. This work space can be assigned
to tape or disk. If you decide to assign the space to disk, you must first estimate the size of your work files and sort work
areas. The following figures contain information to help you allocate space to the files.

Work Files

CA IDMS/DB Reorg uses work files that vary in size. These files are sequential with the exception of the PAGUTIL file
which must be RRDS VSAM or relative record BDAM. If VSAM, the PAGUTIL file must be NUMBERED.
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Each work file requires a certain amount of space when you assign it to disk. Calculate the space for every file, except
the EXTRACT file, by using the number of records (from the CA IDMS/DB Analyzer reports or from your own sources)
and the information given for estimating work file space in the following figures. To determine the space allocation for the
EXTRACT file, use the number of extracts per record listed on the CA IDMS/DB Reorg Audit Report (Audit Subreport--Set
Linkage Recap for Area) in addition to the number of records listed on the CA IDMS/DB Analyzer Set Report.

When you use the information in the following figures to estimate the space required for the files, you may find that some
files require more disk space than you have available; these files may be assigned to tape (except PAGUTIL).

File attributes such as RECORD LENGTH and RECORD FORMAT are defined internally and should not be coded in
the JCL statements. The default BLOCKSIZE may be overridden, but it must conform to the information in the following
figures.

ANALYSIS Step

Work File Usage For Analysis Step:
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Estimating Space for Work Files (CNTR1 CNTR2):

Work File(s) REC FM LRECL BLKSIZE Space Allocation
CNTRL1 CNTRL2 VB 6148 6152 The number of records

varies depending on
the contents of the old
and new subschemas.
However, the average
file is not expected to
exceed three cylinders on
a 3350.

OPTALLOC Step

Work File Usage For OPTALLOC Step:
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Estimating Space for Work Files (EXTRACT, PRIOPTA,SECOPTA):

Work File(s) REC FM LRECL BLKSIZE Space Allocation
EXTRACT FB 22 6138 # of EXTRACT records =

(# of EXTRACT records/
record type
(see note)) *
(# of occurrences of that
record type).
The CA IDMS/DB
Analyzer Set Report lists
the number of member
record occurrences
(for member records)
and the number of set
occurrences (for owner
records). Extract records
are not created for index
pointers.

PRIOPTA FB 23 + length of longest
CALC key in copy area

Multiple of LRECL closest
to 6K.

# of PRIOPTA records
= (CALCs + DIRECTs
+ VIAs) whose page
range is the same as
their owner's page range
(see note).
The length of the longest
CALC key in any copy
area must be added to
the fixed length portion to
determine the total length
of a PRIOPTA record.
(See CA IDMS/DB Reorg
message NLYZ007I in
ANALYSIS Step).
Note: Refer to Audit
Subreport--Set Linkage
Recap for Area for
additional information

SECOPTA FB The greater of 34 or
(34 + length of longest
integrated index symbolic
key) (See message
NLYZ012I in ANALYSIS
Step).

Multiple of LRECL closest
to 6K.

# of SECOPTA records =
(# of VIAs not in the
same page
range as the owner) +
(# of all BL SR8 records)

PRIALLOC Step

Work File Usage For PRIALLOC Step:
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Estimating Space for Work Files (PRIREAL, UNALLOC, PAGUTIL):

Work File(s) REC FM LRECL BLKSIZE Space Allocation
PRIREAL FB 22 6138 # of PRIREAL = # of

PRIOPTA records that fit
on its target page.
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UNALLOC FB 34 or 34+length of
longest integrated index
symbolic key.

Multiple of LRECL closest
to 6K.

# of UNALLOC records =
(# of PRIOPTA records) -
(# of PRIREAL records).
This is the number of
overflow records.

PAGUTIL F 8168 8168 # of PAGUTIL records =
(3 + (pages-in-copy-
area-01/1020)
+ (pages-in-copy-
area-02/1020)
…
+ (pages-in-copy-area-
nn/1020))
Note: 'pages-in-copy-
area' refers to the new
subschema.

PAGUTIL (Example)

Since PAGUTIL records never overlap area boundaries, there is one PAGUTIL per 1020 pages in an area. If the area
contains less than 1020 pages, one PAGUTIL record is allocated for that area. If the area boundaries are not divisible by
1020, an additional PAGUTIL record is allocated for the remainder of pages in that area.

Example:

AREA-1 has 200 pages

AREA-2 has 2000 pages

PAGUTIL = 3+ (200/1020) + (2000/1020)

= 3 + 1 + 2

= 6 records

NOTE
This file will not function properly if created with any other

NOTE
record size, block size, or record format. Disregard message

NOTE
"IEC161I 072-053…" which appears as an informational

NOTE
message in z/OS or OS/390 when this is a VSAM file.

SECALLOC Step

Work File Usage for SECALLOC Step:
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Estimating Space for Work Files (SECREAL):

Work File(s) REC FM LRECL BLKSIZE Space Allocation
SECREAL FB 22 6138 # of SECREAL records =

(# of SECOPTA records)
+ (# of UNALLOC
records)
+ (# of SR8 records
created)
+ (# of entries in the BL
SR8)
+ (# of entries for UL
SR8's
- sets sorted by DBKEY
only)
Note: This calculation
must be done for each
indexed set in the area.
BL - Bottom Level
UL - Upper Level

Recap

  Number of records for each indexed set in the area =

  number of SECOPTA records

+

  number of UNALLOC records

+

  number of of SR8 records created

+

  number of entries in bottom level SR8 records

+

  (if sorted db-key) number of entries in upper level SR8 records.

The space needed because of SR8 (integrated index) records will never exceed one SECREAL record for each of the
SR8s and bottom level entries in the existing database, plus (if sorted by db-key) the number of entries in the upper levels.
These figures can be obtained from the CA IDMS/DB Analyzer report, SR8 Index Statistics Section: Upper Level--SR8
Records Bottom Level--SR8 Records Bottom Level-- Used Table Entries and if sorted db-key, Upper Level--Used Table
Entries
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You can use that total of records or do a more detailed calculation as shown in For SECREAL and SECALX2 (optional
detailed calculation).

Estimating Space for Work Files (SECALX2, SECIIX2):

Work File(s) REC FM LRECL BLKSIZE Space Allocation
SECIIX2 VB 12+length of largest

possible SR8 record.
Either LRECL+4 or 6K,
whichever is larger.

The space required
to store the new SR8
structure is not greater
than the space needed
to store the existing SR8
structure. (Because of
compression, a more
exact estimate is not
possible.)
The amount of space is
listed as "Total Bytes to
Store Index" on the CA
IDMS/DB Analyzer SR8
Index Report, SR8 Index
Statistics Section.

SECALX2 VB 18 6138 The space required is no
greater than the space
for all existing upper
and bottom level SR8
records. A more detailed
calculation follows:
# of SECALX2 records =
(3 * the # of BL SR8
records) +
(3 * UL SR8 record) +
(1 * # of UL SR8 entries).
where:
UL SR8 entries = (# of
SR8 records - 1)
See For SECREAL
and SECALX2
(optional detailed
calculation) for more
information. :tnote.These
files are required only if
you are copying an area
with indexed sets. Space
must be allocated for
each indexed set in the
area.
BL - Bottom Level SR8
UL - Upper Level SR8

For SECREAL and SECALX2 (optional detailed calculation)

To calculate the number of bottom level SR8 records to be created (BL), see the CA IDMS/DB Analyzer SR8 Index
Report, SR8 Index Statistics Section. Divide the number of Used Table Entries (Bottom Level Statistics) in the existing
database by the Maximum Number of Table Entries in the new subschema, and round up to the next whole number.
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                 Bottom Level Statistics--Used Table Entries (existing DB)

 BL = Maximum Number of Table Entries (new subschema)

The maximum number of table entries for the new subschema can be obtained from the Block Contains clause in the
schema control statements for the new subschema.

If BL is greater than 1, find the number of upper level SR8 records to be created for this set by dividing the number of
bottom level SR8 records (BL) by the maximum number of table entries and round up to the next whole number. If that
result is greater than 1, divide the result by the maximum number of table entries and round up to the next whole number.
Continue dividing by the maximum number of table entries and rounding up, until the result is equal to 1. The sum of the
whole numbers obtained from these calculations is the number of upper level SR8 records required for this set.

For example:

 From CA IDMS/DB Analyzer SR8 Index Report, SR8 Index Statistics Section

 

 Bottom Level Statistics--Number of Used Table Entries = 2100

 Maximum Number of Table Entries (new subschema) = 10

Calculate:

 

 Bottom level SR8 records   2100

                            10    = 210

 

 Upper level SR8 records    210

                            10    = 21

 

                            21

                            10    = 3 (rounded up)
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 (Top level SR8 record)      3

                            10    = 1 (rounded up)

 SECREAL

     number of SECOPTA records

   + number UNALLOC records

   + (210 + 21 + 3 + 1)     total SR8 records

   + 2100                   SR8 bottom level entries

 SECALX2

     3 * 210                bottom level SR8 records

   + 3 * (21 + 3 + 1)       upper level SR8 records

   + 1 * (210 + 21 + 3)     upper level SR8 entries

MATCH Step

Work File Usage For Match Step:
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Estimating Space for Work Files (ALLOCX, IIXEXOL):

Work File(s) REC FM LRECL BLKSIZE Space Allocation
ALLOCX FB 18 6138 # of ALLOCX records =

(# of EXTRACT records)
+
(# of PRIREAL records) +
(# of SECREAL records).
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IIXEXOL FB 20 6140 See note.
# of IIXEXOL records =
(3) +
(2 * BL SR8 records) +
(1 * UL SR8 records)
Note: This file is required
only if the area being
copied contains an
indexed set sorted by
DB-Key.
BL - Bottom Level SR8
UL - Upper Level SR8

IIXSDBK Step

Work File Usage for IIXSDBK Step:
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Estimating Space for Work Files (IIXSRKY IIXEXTR):

Work File(s) REC FM LRECL BLKSIZE Space Allocation
IIXSRKY F 20 6140 The number of records

is listed in message
OPTX014I.

IIXEXTR FB 18 6138 # of IIXEXTR records =
(3 + (2 * BL SR8 record)
+
(1 * UL SR8 records)
Note: These files are
needed only if the area
being updated contain
index sets sorted by db-
key.
BL - Bottom Level SR8
UL - Upper Level SR8

UPDLINK Step

Work File Usage for UPDLINK Step:
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Estimating Space for Work File (DBREC, DBKEY):

Work File(s) REC FM LRECL BLKSIZE Space Allocation
DBREC VB 24+length of the longest

record that fits on a single
page in a copy area.

Either LRECL+4 or 6K,
whichever is larger.

# of DBREC record =
(((24 * # of occurrences)
+ prefix + data)
record-01) +
&vellip.
(((24 * # of occurrences)
+ prefix + data) record-
nn)

DBKEY FB 16 BLOCK- NUM parameter # of DBKEY records =
((# of records in
reorganized areas) -
(SR8 records)) * 16
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STORE Step

Work File Usage For STORE Step:

Sort Work Areas

There are several separate, internal sorts performed by CA IDMS/DB Reorg. If you decide to assign your sort work
areas to disk, you must adjust space requirements to accommodate the largest of the sort input files. The following figure
illustrates which files are needed for each step. For each step, space requirements for sort work areas can be estimated
by adding the space allocations for the sort input files listed with that step. Refer to your sort utility documentation to
determine the sort space required for the given file sizes and formats. You can find information on estimating the space
allocation for each file in the following figures.
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Sort Work Areas:

Step Sort Input File(s)
PRIALLOC PRIOPTA
SECALLOC SECOPTA

+UNALLOC
MATCH EXTRACT

+PRIREAL
+SECREAL

IIXSDBK IIXEXOL
UPDLINK ALLOCX

+IIXEXTR
+SECALX2
+SECIIX2

STORE DBREC

Summary of Procedures for Operating CA IDMS/DB Reorg

 

1. Back up database.
2. Define new subschema.
3. Use IDMSBCF to allocate and format COPY areas in new subschema. (Can be done any time before STORE.)

NOTE
If you do not use DSPLYINT=NO, inform your system console operatorof the valid reply options. CA IDMS/
DB Reorg operates with an outstanding operator reply. See DSPLYINT Parameter.

4. Allocate Space for CNTRL1/CNTRL2. Analysis step.

   PROCESS,

   OLDSUB=subschema-name,

   NEWSUB=subschema-name,

   OLDDMCL=dmcl-name,

   NEWDMCL=dmcl-name,

   STOPAFTER=ANALYSIS

   COPY,

              AREA= area-name

5. First PROCESS stops here.
6. Allocate space for work files. OPTALLOC Step.
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If sufficient disk space is not available for any file, it may be assigned to tape (except PAGUTIL). Use information
from CA IDMS/DB Reorg Audit Report, from reports by CA IDMS/DB Analyzer. In z/OS or OS/390, use IEFBR14 for
deleting and allocating work files.

   PROCESS,

   OLDSUB=subschema-name,

   NEWSUB=subschema-name,

   OLDDMCL=dmcl-name,

   NEWDMCL=dmcl-name,

   STOPAFTER=CURRENT

7. Second Process stops here.
8. If sorted indexes are to be updated, allocate space for three work files. Use information from the OPTALLOC statistics

to estimate space for IIXEXOL, IIXSRKY, and IIXEXTR.

   PROCESS,

   OLDSUB=subschema-name,

   NEWSUB=subschema-name,

   OLDDMCL=dmcl-name,

   NEWDMCL=dmcl-name,

   RESTART=NEXT,

   STOPAFTER=UPDLINK

 

 PRIALLOC Step

 SECALLOC Step

 MATCH Step

 IIXSDBK Step
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 UPDLINK Step

9. Third PROCESS stops here.
10. If not done previously, use IDMSBCF to allocate and format COPY areas in new subschema. (Can be done anytime

before STORE.)

PROCESS,

    OLDSUB=subschema-name,

    NEWSUB=subschema-name,

    OLDDMCL=dmcl-name,

    NEWDMCL=dmcl-name,

    RESTART=NEXT,

STORE Step

NOTE
If you are using CA IDMS/DB Reorg to change page ranges for one or moreareas, and the old and new
databases are defined in different DMCL's:

11. Run CA IDMS/DB Reorg in Step mode.
12. All steps prior to the STORE step must specify the 'olddmcl' in the SYSIDMS parameters.
13. The STORE step must specify the 'newdmcl' in the SYSIDMS parameters.

CA IDMS/DB Reorg Processing z/OS or OS/390 Environment
The following example illustrates a simple way to execute CA IDMS/DB Reorg in a z/OS or OS/390 environment. It shows
the JCL needed to validate parameters, to obtain the Audit/Analysis Report for estimating work files, and to reorganize
your database. The example is divided into these four processes:

1. Defining the areas which are being copied by running IDMSBCF.
2. Gathering information by running CA IDMS/DB Reorg to validate parameters and to obtain the Audit/Analysis Report.
3. Allocating the work files.
4. Reorganizing the database.

See Summary of Procedures for Operating CA IDMS/DB Reorg for a summary of the procedures. The summary includes
the optional STOPAFTER and RESTART parameters, which allow you to run CA IDMS/DB Reorg in increments.

Target or Distribution source library members USREXEC1, USREXEC2, USREXEC3, and USREXEC4 provide examples
of JCL for executing CA IDMS/DB Reorg.

Process 1--Defining the New Areas

Follow any of the procedures below that apply to the database you are reorganizing.
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Create new COPY area--If you are creating a new area, the area must be defined in both the old and new subschemas in
order for CA IDMS/DB Reorg to execute the COPY statement. Therefore, in the existing (old) database you must allocate
and format an area having the new name, using IDMSBCF. The area can be of minimum size (one page is sufficient). This
formatting must be done before the OPTALLOC step.

Allocate and format COPY areas--Database areas which are being copied must be allocated and formatted in the new
subschema with IDMSBCF, before initiating the STORE step of CA IDMS/DB Reorg. Here are two suggested alternate
times to allocate and format these areas:

1. Before initiating any steps of CA IDMS/DB Reorg.
2. Immediately before the STORE step. Use STOPAFTER=UPDLINK.

Process 2--Gathering Information

This process gathers the information needed to determine the best strategy for a database reorganization. It initiates CA
IDMS/DB Reorg, examines user parameters and subschemas, stops CA IDMS/DB Reorg after the ANALYSIS step, and
produces the Audit/Analysis Report. In the control parameters which follow the JCL, it is necessary to include a COPY
statement for each area that is to be reorganized.

 //*            SAMPLE JCL TO OBTAIN AUDIT/ANALYSIS REPORT

 //*

 //USREORG         EXEC    PGM=USRDRVR

 //STEPLIB         DD        DSN=your.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //                DD        DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //*            CONTROL WORK FILES

 //dbmsdds         DD        DSN=work.files.dbmsdds,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

 //                          VOL=SER=volser,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(number.tracks)

 //*            PRINT FILES

 //SYSLST          DD        SYSOUT=a            AUDIT REPORT

 //DBMSDUMP        DD        SYSOUT=a            USER-REQUESTED DUMP

 //SYSUDUMP        DD        SYSOUT=a            STANDARD ABEND DUMP

 //SYSPRINT        DD        SYSOUT=a            INTERNAL DD

 //DBMSOUT         DD        SYSOUT=a            INTERNAL DD

 //*            PARAMETER INPUT TO DB/REORG

 //SYSIDMS         DD *
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   DMCL=

 //SYSIPT          DD        *

     PROCESS,      OLDSUB=subschema-name,

                   NEWSUB=subschema-name,

                   OLDDMCL=dmcl-name,

                   NEWDMCL=dmcl-name,

                   STOPAFTER=ANALYSIS

     COPY,         AREA=area-name

                         &invellip.

/*

Key for Sample JCL to Obtain AUDIT/ANALYSIS Report:

Parameter Description
your.loadlib The dataset name of the z/OS or OS/390 PDS library into which

CA IDMS/DB Reorg was installed.
idms.loadlib The dataset name of the z/OS or OS/390 PDS library in which

your CA IDMS modules reside. You must supply a separate
statement for every OS/390 PDS library needed.

dbmsdds The DDnames required by the CA IDMS/DB Reorg Utility. You
must supply a DD statement for each of the control work files:
CNTRL1, CNTRL2.

work.files.dbmsdds The dataset names assigned to the control work files used by
the CA IDMS/DB Reorg Utility. (It is suggested that each dataset
name include the required DDNAME.)

volser The volume serial number of the disk or tape to be use d for the
control work files.

disk An appropriate unit designation for the work file.
number.tracks The number of tracks needed for the control work files if they

reside on disk (3 cylinders on a 3350 are usually sufficient).
a The appropriate SYSOUT class for your installation.
olddmcl DMCL of the database prior to reorganization.
subschema-name Two subschema names are required. The first subschema name

(OLDSUB=) describes the database before reorganization. The
second subschema name (NEWSUB=) describes the database
after reorganization.

dmcl-name Two DMCL names are required. The first DMCL name
(OLDDMCL=) describes the database before reorganization. The
second DMCL name (NEWDMCL=) describes the database after
reorganization.
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area-name The name of an area to be reorganized by CA IDMS/DB Reorg.
(You must include a COPY parameter statement for each area
that is to be reorganized.)

Process 3--Allocating Work Files

This process allocates all of the work files to disk. One of CA IDMS/DB Reorg's files, PAGUTIL, needs to be direct access,
either VSAM or relative record BDAM. If the PAGUTIL file is VSAM, use the following control statements for IDCAMS.
Refer to Target or Distribution source library member USRIDCAM.

 DELETE (vsam.work.space) CLUSTER

 DEFINE CLUSTER         ( -

                                 NAME(vsam.work.space) -

                                 RECORDS(record.numbers) -

                                 NUMBERED -

                                 RECORDSIZE(8168 8168) -

                                 usetype -

                                 VOLUMES(volume.name) -

                                 ) -

                 DATA         ( -

                                 NAME(vsam.work.space.DATA) -

                                 )

 

If the PAGUTIL file is to be relative record BDAM, the following allocation JCL applies:

 /*

 //PAGUTIL    DD     DSN=DBREORG.PAGUTIL,DISP=(,CATLG),

                     UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(8168,(record.numbers)),

                     DCB=DSORG=DA

 //PAGUT@@    DD     DSN=*.PAGUTIL,VOL=REF=*.PAGUTIL,

                     DISP=SHR,DCB=DSORG=DA
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You can pre-allocate these data sets but the DCB=DSORG=DA parameter must be coded for each of these DD
statements within the JCL of the step that actually accesses the dataset.

If CA IDMS/DB Reorg is updating an integrated index sorted by db-key, space should be allocated for three additional files
after the OPTALLOC step.

 //*

 //*          NON-VSAM WORK FILES

 //*

 //*          INSURE THAT ANY PREVIOUSLY CREATED WORK FILES ARE DELETED

 //*

 //DELETE EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

 //dbmsdds        DD       DSN=work.files.dbmsdds,DISP=(MOD,DELETE),

 //                        UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,0)

 //ALLOCATE EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

 //dbmsdds        DD       DSN=work.files.dbmsdds,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

 //                        VOL=SER=volser,UNIT=disk,

 //                        SPACE=(number.tracks)

Key for Allocating Work Files JCL:

Parameter Description
a The appropriate SYSOUT class for your installation.
vsam.work.space The dataset name of the one VSAM file to be used by CA IDMS/

DB Reorg.
record.numbers The number of records to be allocated in the VSAM or BDAM work

space.
usetype The appropriate type: REUSE or UNIQUE. If you specify UNIQUE,

you must DELETE and DEFINE this cluster prior to each
execution of the PRIALLOC step.

volume.name Volume to contain the cluster or component.
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dbmsdds The DDnames required by the CA IDMS/DB Reorg Utility.
You must supply a DD statement for each of these work files:
PRIOPTA, SECOPTA, EXTRACT, PRIREAL, UNALLOC,
SECREAL, ALLOCX, SECALX2, SECIIX2, and DBREC. If CA
IDMS/DB Reorg is updating an area containing integrated index
sets sorted by db-key, you must allocate space for IIXEXOL,
IIXSRKY, and IIXEXTR, after the OPTALLOC step.

work.files.dbmsdds The dataset names assigned to the work files used by the CA
IDMS/DB Reorg Utility. (It is suggested that each dataset name
include the required DDNAME.)

disk An appropriate unit designation for the work file.
volser The volume serial number of the disk or tape to be used for the

work file.
number.tracks The number of tracks needed for the work file if it resides on disk.

This number is based on the number of records and the blocking
factor of the work file and the track capacity of your disk.

Process 4--Reorganizing the Database

This process reorganizes the database by executing the reorganization process of CA IDMS/DB Reorg as one z/OS or
OS/390 job step.

 //*            SAMPLE JCL TO REORGANIZE A DATABASE

 //*

 //USREORG         EXEC    PGM=USRDRVR

 //STEPLIB         DD    DSN=your.loadlib,DISP=SHR

                   DD    DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //*

 //*            YOUR DATABASE FILES

 //dbfil01  DD  DSN=user.dbfil01,DISP=SHR

 .

 :

 //dbfilnn         DD    DSN=user.dbfilnn,DISP=SHR 

 //*

 //*            SORT WORK FILES

 //SORTLIB         DD    DSN=your.sortlib,DISP=SHR
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 //sortwknn        DD    UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(sort.space))

 //*  //*            WORK FILES

 //PAGUTIL         DD    DSN=vsam.work.file,vsam-buffer,DISP=SHR

 //dbmsdds         DD    DSN=work.files.dbmsdds,DISP=SHR

 //*

 //*            PRINT FILES

 //SYSLST          DD    SYSOUT=a            AUDIT REPORT

 //DBMSDUMP        DD    SYSOUT=a            USER-REQUESTED DUMP

 //SYSUDUMP        DD    SYSOUT=a            STANDARD ABEND DUMP

 //SORTMSG         DD    SYSOUT=a            SORT MESSAGE OUTPUT

 //SYSPRINT        DD    SYSOUT=a            DBMS INTERNAL DD

 //DBMSOUT         DD    SYSOUT=a            DBMS INTERNAL DD

 //*

 //*            PARAMETER INPUT TO DB/REORG

 //SYSIDMS         DD *    DMCL=newdmcl

 //SYSIPT          DD    * 

PROCESS,                 OLDSUB=subschema-name,

                                 NEWSUB=subschema-name,

                                 OLDDMCL=dmcl-name,

                                 NEWDMCL=dmcl-name,

                                 RESTART=NEXT  /*

Key for Sample JCL to Reorganize a Database:

Parameter Description
your.loadlib The dataset name of the z/OS or OS/390 PDS library into which

CA IDMS/DB Reorg was installed.
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idms.loadlib The dataset name of the z/OS or OS/390 PDS library in which
your subschema(s) and DMCL(s) reside. You must supply a
separate statement for every OS/390 PDS library needed.

dbfil01 /dbfilnn The DDnames of the database files to be accessed.
user.dbfil01 /user.dbfilnn The dataset name of the file accessed by either the old

subschema or the new subschema. You must supply a separate
statement for every file that contains, or has set linkage with, an
area named in a COPY statement.

your.sortlib The dataset name of the z/OS or OS/390 PDS library in which
your sort modules reside. (Your environment may not require this
DD statement.)

sortwknn The DDnames of the sort files. You must supply a separate
statement for every sort file needed.

disk The appropriate unit designation for your sort files.
sort.space The space calculated on sort input needs if sort files are on disk.
vsam.work.file The dataset name of the one VSAM file to be used by CA IDMS/

DB Reorg. (Refer to the appropriate JCL in Process 3--Allocating
Work Files if you prefer to use BDAM for this file.)

vsam-buffer As a default, CA IDMS/DB Reorg allocates 10 buffers to
process the VSAM PAGUTIL file. To override this, code
AMP=BUFND=number-of-component-buffers. The space required
for these buffers must be available below the line. The maximum
number of buffers that can be useful is equal to the number of
pages in the largest COPY area divided by 1020.

dbmsdds The DDnames required by the CA IDMS/DB Reorg Utility.
You must supply a DD statement for each of these work files:
CNTRL1, CNTRL2, PRIOPTA, SECOPTA, EXTRACT, PRIREAL,
UNALLOC, SECREAL, ALLOCX, SECALX2, SECIIX2, and
DBREC. If CA IDMS/DB Reorg is reorganizing an index set sorted
by db-key, or an area containing integrated index sets sorted by
db-key, you must include IIXEXOL, IIXSRKY, and IIXEXTR.

work.files.dbmsdds The dataset names assigned to the work files used by the DB/
REORG Utility. (It is suggested that each dataset name include
the required DDNAME.)

a The appropriate SYSOUT class for your installation.
newdmcl DMCL describing the database after the reorganization.
subschema-name Two subschema names are required. The first subschema name

(OLDSUB=) describes the database before reorganization. The
second subschema name (NEWSUB=) describes the database
after reorganization.

dmcl-name Two dmcl-names are required. The first dmcl-name (OLDDMCL=)
describes the database before reorganization. The second dmcl-
name (NEWDMCL=) describes the database after reorganization.

CA IDMS/DB Reorg Processing VM/ESA Environment
The following example illustrates a sample way to execute CA IDMS/DB Reorg. It shows the steps needed to validate
parameters, to obtain the Audit/Analysis Report for estimating work files, and to reorganize your database. The example is
divided into these four processes:
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The summary includes the optional STOPAFTER and RESTART parameters, that allow you to run CA IDMS/DB Reorg in
increments.

Process 1--Defining the New Areas

Follow procedures below that apply to the database you are reorganizing.

Create new COPY area--The new area must be defined in both the old and new subschemas in order for CA IDMS/DB
Reorg to execute the COPY statement. Therefore, in the existing (old) database, you must allocate and format an area
having the new name, using IDMSBCF. The area can be of minimum size (one page is sufficient). This formatting must be
done before the OPTALLOC step.

Allocate and format COPY areas--Database areas which are being copied must be allocated and formatted in the new
subschema with IDMSBCF, before initiating the STORE step of CA IDMS/DB Reorg. Here are two suggested alternate
times to allocate and format these areas:

1. Before initiating any steps of CA IDMS/DB Reorg.
2. Immediately before the STORE step. Use STOPAFTER=UPDLINK.

Process 2--Information Gathering

This process gathers information needed to determine the best strategy for a database reorganization. It initiates CA
IDMS/DB Reorg, examines user parameters and subschemas, stops CA IDMS/DB Reorg after the ANALYSIS step, and
produces the Audit/Analysis Report. A sample EXEC is supplied as member USREXEC. Sample control parameters for
the parameter input file (FILEDEF SYSIPT) are shown below. Note that the display interval parameter, DSPLYINT, must
not be specified in a VM/ESA environment.

 PROCESS,OLDSUB=subschema-name,

   NEWSUB=subschema-name,

   OLDDMCL=dmcl-name,

  NEWDMCL=dmcl-name,

  STOPAFTER=ANALYSIS,

  COPY,AREA=area-name

                  &invellip.

 /*  */

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR

 /*                                                                   */

 CA_LOADLIB_FN       = 'yourlib'

 IDMS_LOADLIB_FN     = 'idmslib'
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 SORTLIB_FN          = 'sortlib'

 /*                                                                   */

 /* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required librarie(s) */

 /* and database file(s).                                                 */

 /*                                                                   */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' CA_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

  'GLOBAL  TXTLIB ' SORTLIB_FN

 /*                                                                   */

 /* Insert FILEDEFS as needed to define all required database files.      */

 /*                                                                   */

  'FILEDEF  dbfil01 DISK fn ft fm (dcb'

  'FILEDEF  dbfilnn DISK fn ft fm (dcb'

 /*                                                                   */

 /* Print and Dump files.                                                 */

 /*                                                                   */

  'FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSUDUMP PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SNAPIT   PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF DBMSOUT  PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPRINT PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SORTMSG  PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF DBMSDUMP PRINTER'
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 /*                                                                   */

 /* Control work files.                                                   */

 /*                                                                   */

  'FILEDEF CNTRL1   DISK USREXEC CNTRL1  fm'

  'FILEDEF CNTRL2   DISK USREXEC CNTRL2  fm'

  'FILEDEF PRIOPTA  DISK USREXEC PRIOPTA fm'

  'FILEDEF SECOPTA  DISK USREXEC SECOPTA fm'

  'FILEDEF EXTRACT  DISK USREXEC EXTRACT fm'

  'FILEDEF PRIREAL  DISK USREXEC PRIREAL fm'

  'FILEDEF SECREAL  DISK USREXEC SECREAL fm'

  'FILEDEF UNALLOC  DISK USREXEC UNALLOC fm'

  'FILEDEF SECALX2  DISK USREXEC SECALX2 fm'

  'FILEDEF SECIIX2  DISK USREXEC SECIIX2 fm'

  'FILEDEF ALLOCX   DISK USREXEC ALLOCX  fm'

  'FILEDEF IIXEXOL  DISK USREXEC IIXEXOL fm'

  'FILEDEF IIXSRKY  DISK USREXEC IIXSRKY fm'

  'FILEDEF IIXEXTR  DISK USREXEC IIXEXTR fm'

  'FILEDEF DBREC    DISK USREXEC DBREC   fm'

 /*                                                                   */

 /*  You must create a file 'SYSIDMS INPUT A' containing the SYSIDMS  */

 /*  parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.          */  */

 /** Include statement DMCL='newdmcl' in your SYSIDMS parameters      */

 /*

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS INPUT  A'

 /*                                                                   */
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 /*  You must create a file 'USREXEC SYSIPT A' containing the input   */

 /*  parameter statements prior to executing this EXEC.                   */

 /*                                                                   */

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT   DISK USREXEC SYSIPT  A'

 /*                                                                   */

 /*  Insert FILEDEF statements for SORT work space as required by     */

 /*  your SORT product.                                                   */

 /*                                                                   */

 /*  Decide now whether the PAGUTIL file will be VSAM or BDAM.            */

 /*  To use VSAM for the PAGUTIL file :                                     */

 /*  REMEMBER -- VSAM files must be predefined using AMSERV control         */

 /*              statements. See sample EXEC USRVSAM, and also the        */

 /*              Operations section of the CA IDMS/DB Reorg Users            */

 /*              Guide.                                                   */

 /*   1) Change:                                                            */

 /*      vsam_fm  To the filemode of the accessed minidisk containing */

 /*                  your VSAM catalog(s) and file(s).                    */

 /*      vsamcat  To the dataset name of your VSAM catalog.               */

 /*      pagutil  To the dataset name of your VSAM PAGUTIL file.          */

 /*   2) Remove the comments from around the next 3 statements.           */

 /*      'DLBL IJSYSCT vsam_fm DSN vsamcat'

         'DLBL IJSYSUC vsam_fm DSN vsamcat'

         'DLBL PAGUTIL vsam_fm DSN pagutil ( VSAM'                    */

 /*  To use BDAM for the PAGUTIL file :                                     */
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 /*   1) Change:                                                            */

 /*      cuu To the appropriate minidisk device address.                  */

 /*      nn  To the number of cylinders required to hold PAGUTIL.         */

 /*      fm  To the filemode letter for the temp disk.                    */

 /*   2) Remove the comments from around the next 9 statements.           */

 /*      'DEF T3380 cuu CYL nn'

         PUSH 'PAGUTL'

         PUSH 'YES'

         'FORMAT cuu fm ( BLK 4K'

         'RESERVE USREXEC PAGUTIL fm6'

         'FILEDEF PAGUTIL DISK USREXEC PAGUTIL fm6' ,

         '( DSORG DA'

         'FILEDEF PAGUT@@ DISK USREXEC PAGUTIL fm6' ,

         '( DSORG DA'                                                 */

 SAY 'STARTING DATABASE REORGANIZATION'

 SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  'EXECOS OSRUN USRDRVR'

  USREORG_RC = RC

 IF USREORG_RC > 4

  THEN DO

   CALL ERROR

  END

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME DBREORG LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'
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  SAY 'USREXEC FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' USREORG_RC

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

  'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  EXIT USREORG_RC

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/

 ERROR:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/

  ERROR_RC = RC

  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME DBREORG LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

  'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  EXIT ERROR_RC

 /*                                                                   */

Key for Sample EXEC to Run CA-IDMS/DB Reorg:

Parameter Description
yourlib The file name of the load library into which you downloaded CA

IDMS/DB Reorg.
idmslib The file name of the load library containing your subschema and

DMCL modules.
sortlib The file name of the text library containing your sort modules.
dbfil01 /dbfilnn The name of each of the database files to be accessed.
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fn ft m The file name, file type, and file mode (respectively) of the relevant
file. The file mode number of your database file(s) must be 6.

dcb The data control block (DCB) information for the files.
cuu The appropriate minidisk device address for the BDAM PAGUTIL

file.
fm ft fm6 The file name, file type, and file mode (respectively) of the BDAM

PAGUTIL file. The file mode number must be 6.
newdcml DMCL describing the database after the reorganization.
subschema-name Two subschema names are required. The first subschema name

(OLDSUB=) describes the database before reorganization. The
second subschema name (NEWSUB=) describes the database
after reorganization.

dmcl-name Two DMCL names are required. The first DMCL name
(OLDDMCL=) describes the database before reorganization. The
second DMCL name (NEWDMCL=) describes the database after
reorganization.

area-name The name of an area to be reorganized by CA IDMS/DB Reorg.
(You must include a COPY parameter statement for each area
that is to be reorganized.)

NOTE
You must decide whether you are using VSAM or BDAM for the PAGUTILfile. Review and alter the sample
EXEC appropriately.

Process 3--Allocating Work Files

The CA IDMS/DB Reorg's file PAGUTIL needs direct access, either VSAM or BDAM. If the PAGUTIL file is VSAM, the
following JCL explanation applies.

VSAM files written under VM/ESA are written using VSE/ESA VSAM. To use VSAM under VM/ESA, you must have z/OS,
OS/390, or VSE/ESA format disks defined and accessible in your VM/ESA configuration. A sample EXEC USRVSAM to
access the appropriate minidisk and create the required VSAM space appears below.

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR

 /*                                                                   */

    DELETE         -

                   (vsam.work.space) -

                    CLUSTER

    DEFINE CLUSTER ( -

                   NAME(vsam.work.space) -

                   RECORDS(record.numbers) -

                   NUMBERED -
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                   RECSZ(8168 8168) -

                   usetype -

                   VOLUMES(volser) -

                   ) -

           DATA    ( -

                   NAME(vsam.work.space.DATA) -

                   )

Following is a sample input file for the AMSERV command shown in Process 3--Allocating Work Files. Name this file
mastcat AMSERV fm.

           DEFINE    MASTERCATALOG

                     (NAME(mastcat)--

                     VOLUME (dsk )--

                     CYL (n)--

                     FILE (IJSYSCT))

Once you have VSAM space defined and allocated, the VSAM PAGUTIL file can be defined with the command:

AMSERV vsamwork

Following is a sample input file for the AMSERV command to define the VSAM PAGUTIL file. The file is named: vsamwork
AMSERV fm. See sample statements in member USRDCAM.

           DEL       (vsam.work.space)CLUSTER

           DEFINE    CLUSTER (NAME(vsam.work.space)--

                     RECORDS (record.numbers)

                     NUMBERED--

                     RECORDSIZE (8168 8168)--
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                     usetype--

                     VOLUMES (dskxxx))

                     DATA (NAME(vsam.work.space.DATA)

If the PAGUTIL file is to be relative BDAM, use the following JCL.

 DEF T3380 cuu CYL nn

 PUSH 'PAGUTL'

 FORMAT cuu fm (BLK 4K

 RESERVE USREXEC PAGUTIL fm6

 FILEDEF PAGUTIL fm ft fm6 (DSORG DA

 FILEDEF PAGUT@@ fm ft fm6 (DSORG DA

Key for VM/ESA JCL:

Parameter Description
vsam.work.space The file name of the VSAM PAGUTIL file to be used by CA IDMS/

DB Reorg.
record.numbers The number of records to be allocated in the VSAM work space.
usetype The appropriate type: REUSE or UNIQUE. If you specify UNIQUE,

you must DELETE and DEFINE this cluster prior to each
execution of the PRIALLOC step.

mastcat The file name of the VSAM master catalog.
dskxxx The name of the minidisk on which to allocate a the VSAM files.
n The number of cylinders to be allocated for the master catalog.
cuu The appropriate minidisk device address for the BDAM PAGUTIL

file.
nn The number of cylinders required to hold the BDAM PAGUTIL file,

based upon a block size of 8168. See :tref refid=T5003. for the
number of PAGUTIL records.

fm The file mode for the relevant file.
fm ft fm6 The file name, file type, and file mode (respectively) of the BDAM

PAGUTIL file. The file mode number must be 6.

NOTE
PAGUT@@ must have the same file id as PAGUTIL.
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Process 4--Reorganizing the Database

This process reorganizes the database. Sample parameters for the input file (FILEDEF SYSPIPT) are shown below. Note
that the display interval parameter, DSPLYINT, must not be specified in a VM/ESA environment.

 PROCESS, OLDSUB=subschema.name,

    NEWSUB=subschema-name,

    OLDDMCL=dmcl-name,

    NEWDMCL=dmcl-name,

    RESTART=NEXT

This process uses the same sample EXEC to run CA IDMS/DB Reorg as shown in Process 2--Information Gathering.

CA IDMS/DB Reorg Processing VSE/ESA Environment
The following example illustrates a simple way to execute CA IDMS/DB Reorg in a VSE/ESA environment.

It shows the JCL needed to validate parameters, to obtain the Audit/Analysis Report for estimating work files, and to
reorganize your database in a VSE/ESA environment. The example is divided into these four processes:

See Summary of Procedures for Operating CA IDMS/DB Reorg for a summary of the procedures. The summary includes
the optional STOPAFTER and RESTART parameters, which allow you to run CA IDMS/DB Reorg in increments.

SAMPJCL members USREXEC1.S/USREXEC1.S, USREXEC2.S/USREXEC2.S, USREXEC3.S/USREXEC3.S, and
USREXEC4.S/USREXEC4.S provide examples of JCL for executing CA IDMS/DB Reorg.

VSE/ESA File Assignments

Even if you use a storage management tool such as BrightStor™ CA-DYNAM, CA IDMS/DB Reorg requires an ASSGN
statement for every file except SORTWKnn. This ASSGN is required because CA IDMS/DB Reorg has its own device-
independent support which dynamically builds a DTF based on the device type indicated by the ASSGN. The logical unit
for each file is shown in the Work Files and Corresponding Logical Units table in the Allocating Work Files section. Unless
the ASSIGN specifies VSAM or BDAM, the file may be defined with either DLBL or TLBL.

VSE/ESA File Processing Alternate Method

As each file is opened, you can receive a message that a file is not VSAM. The message indicates that the dataset will
be processed SAM instead of VSAM because CA IDMS/DB Reorg was not able to find the dataset in the VSAM catalog.
The allocation will not affect processing results. Any CA IDMS/DB Reorg work files can be assigned as ESDS VSAM or as
SAM. Do not use VSAM-managed SAM.

Process 1--Defining the New Areas

Follow the procedures below that apply to the database you are reorganizing.

Create new COPY area--The new area must be defined in both the old and new subschemas in order for CA IDMS/DB
Reorg to execute the COPY statement. Therefore, in the old subschema, you must allocate and format an area having
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the new name, using IDMSBCF. The area can be of minimum size (one page is sufficient). This initialization must be done
before the OPTALLOC step.

Allocate and format COPY areas--Database areas that are being copied must be allocated and formatted in the new
subschema with IDMSBCF, before initiating the STORE Step of CA IDMS/DB Reorg. Here are two suggested alternate
times to allocate and format these areas:

1. Before initiating any steps of CA IDMS/DB Reorg.
2. Immediately before the STORE step. Use STOPAFTER=UPDLINK.

Process 2--Information Gathering

This process gathers the information needed to determine the best strategy for a database reorganization. It initiates
CA IDMS/DB Reorg, examines user parameters and subschemas, stops CA IDMS/DB Reorg after the ANALYSIS step,
and produces the Audit/Analysis Report. In the control parameters that follow the JCL it is necessary to include a COPY
statement for each area that is to be reorganized.

 // JOB DBREORG1

 // OPTION LOG,PARTDUMP

 *

 *    LIBRARY DEFINITIONS

 *

 // DLBL   DBMS,'your.loadlib'

 // EXTENT ,volser

 // DLBL   IDMS,'idms.loadlib'

 // EXTENT ,volser

 // LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(DBMS.sublib,IDMS.sublib)

 *

 * CONTROL WORK FILES

 *      THE NEXT FILES ARE CREATED IN THIS STEP AND USED

 *      THROUGHOUT THE REMAINDER OF THE PRODUCT. IT IS SUGGESTED

 *      THAT THE ACCOMPANYING SECTION ON FILE CREATION BE CONSULTED

 *      IF THE USER WISHES TO ASSIGN THE FILES TO DISK.
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 *      DBMSNMS SHOULD BE "CNTRL1" AND "CNTRL2".

 *

 // DLBL   DBMSNMS,'WORK.FILES.dbmsnms',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSnnn

 // ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *

 *    CA INTERNAL FILES

 *

 // ASSGN  SYS012,SYSLST

 // ASSGN  SYS013,SYSLST

 *

 *    PARAMETER INPUT TO DB/REORG

 *

 // DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

 // EXEC   USRDRVR,SIZE=(USRDRVR,#K)

 *

 * SYSIDMS PARAMETERS

 *INCLUDE DMCL=olddmcl

 /*

 *   -----------------------------------------------

 *          --- DB/REORG CONTROL CARDS ---

 *   -----------------------------------------------

 *        CONTROL CARD FORMAT IS FREE FORM. COMMENTS ARE INDICATED BY

 *        AN ASTERISK IN COLUMN 1. THE PROCESS STATEMENT CONSISTING OF
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 *        AT LEAST THE OLDSUBSCHEMA AND NEWSUBSCHEMA PARAMETERS MUST BE

 *        INCLUDED FOR THIS INITIAL RUN, AS WELL AS AT LEAST ONE COPY

 *        STATEMENT.

 *

 PROCESS,  OLDSUB=subschema-name,

           NEWSUB=subschema-name,

           OLDDMCL=dmcl-name,

           NEWDMCL=dmcl-name,

           OLDDBN=db-name,

           NEWDBN=db-name,

           STOPAFTER=ANALYSIS

 COPY,     AREA=area-name

           &invellip.

/* * $$ EOJ

Key for Sample JCL to Obtain AUDIT/ANALYSIS Report:

Parameter Description
your.loadlib The data set name of the core image library into which you

download CA IDMS/DB Reorg.
volser The volume serial number or the generic assignment of the

disk volume on which the file, specified in the preceding DLBL
statement, resides.

SYSnnn The programmer logical units of the database files to be accessed.
idms.loadlib The data set name of the core image library in which your DMCL

and subschema reside.
dbms.sublib /idms.sublib The sublibrary name of the VSE/ESA library specified in the

previous file name.
olddmcl The DMCL of the old database, before it is reorganized.
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subschema-name Two subschema names are required. The first subschema name
(OLDSUB=) describes the database before reorganization. The
second subschema name (NEWSUB=) describes the database
after reorganization.

dmcl-name Two DMCL names are required. The first DMCL name
(OLDDMCL=) describes the database before reorganization. The
second DMCL name (NEWDMCL=) describes the database after
reorganization.

db-name Two db-names are optional. The first db-name (OLDDBN=)
describes the database before reorganization. The second
db-name name (NEWDBN=) describes the database after
reorganization.

area-name The name of an area to be reorganized by CA IDMS/DB Reorg.
(You must include a COPY parameter statement for each area
that is to be reorganized.)

Process 3--Allocating Work Files

The CA IDMS/DB Reorg PAGUTIL file needs to be VSAM.

This process allocates all of the work files to disk. When you are allocating space for the work files, you must include
DLBL statements for every work file used by CA IDMS/DB Reorg and EXTENT and ASSGN statements for each file's
corresponding logical unit. If you are reorganizing an index area sorted by db-key, after the OPTALLOC step, you must
allocate space for IIXEXOL, IIXSRKY, and IIXEXTR. See Target or Distribution source library member USRIDCAM.

 *

 *    SAMPLE JCL TO ALLOCATE VSAM WORK FILE - PAGUTIL

 *

 // DLBL   PAGUTIL,'vsam.work.space',0,VSAM

 // EXTENT SYS014,volser,,,reltrk,amount

 // ASSGN  SYS014,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC   IDCAMS,SIZE=AUTO

     DELETE ('vsam.work.space') CLUSTER

     DEFINE CLUSTER ( -

                    NAME('vsam.work.space') -

                    RECORDS(record.numbers) -

                    NUMBERED -

                    RECORDSIZE(8168 8168) -
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                    usetype -

                    VOLUMES(volume.name) -

                    ) -

            DATA    ( -

                    NAME('vsam.work.space.DATA') -

                    )

 /*

 *

Work Files and Corresponding Logical Units:

dbmsnms SYSnnn
CNTRL1
CNTRL2
PAGUTIL
EXTRACT
PRIOPTA
SECOPTA
PRIREAL
UNALLOC
SECREAL
ALLOCX
DBREC
IIXEXOL
IIXSRKY
IIXEXTR
SECALX2
SECIIX2
DBKEYS

SYS010
SYS011
SYS014
SYS015
SYS016
SYS017
SYS018
SYS019
SYS020
SYS021
SYS022
SYS025
SYS026
SYS027
SYS028
SYS029
SYS032

Key for Sample JCL to Allocate VSAM Work File PAGUTIL:

Parameter Description
vsam.work.space The file ID of the one VSAM file to be used by CA IDMS/

DB Reorg. (It is suggested that this file ID include the name
PAGUTIL.)

volser The volume serial number or generic assignment of the disk
volume on which the file, as specified in the preceding DLBL
statement, resides.
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reltrk Relative track or relative block number: the starting position on
the DASD for storage of the work file specified in the previous
statement.

amount The space allocation you need to store the file specified in the
previous statement.

record.numbers The number of records to be allocated to the VSAM work file.
usetype The appropriate type: REUSE or UNIQUE. If you specify UNIQUE,

you must DELETE and DEFINE this cluster prior to each
execution of the PRIALLOC step.

volume.name The volume to contain the cluster or component.

Process 4--Reorganizing the Database

This process reorganizes the database by executing the reorganization process of CA IDMS/DB Reorg as one VSE/ESA
job step.

 *    SAMPLE JCL TO REORGANIZE A DATABASE USING NEW AREAS

 *

 *    LIBRARY DEFINITIONS

 *

 // DLBL   DBMS,'your.loadlib'

 // EXTENT ,volser

 // DLBL   IDMS,'idms.loadlib'

 // EXTENT ,volser

 // LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(DBMS.sublib,IDMS.sublib)

 *

 *    SORT WORK FILES

 *

 *        THERE ARE SIX SEPARATE SORTS IN THIS PORTION OF DB/REORG. IF

 *        YOU ELECT TO ASSIGN THE SORTWKNN FILES TO DISK, ADJUST THE

 *        SPACE REQUIREMENTS TO ACCOMMODATE THE LARGEST OF THESE SORT

 *        INPUT FILES. THE REORG STEPS AND SORT INPUTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
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 *

 // DLBL   SORTWK1,'SORT.WORK1',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYS001,,,reltrk,amount

 // ASSGN  SYS001,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL   SORTWK2,'SORT.WORK2',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYS002,,,reltrk,amount

 // ASSGN  SYS002,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL   SORTWK3,'SORT.WORK3',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYS003,,,reltrk,amount

 // ASSGN  SYS003,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL   SORTWK4,'SORT.WORK4',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYS004,,,reltrk,amount

 // ASSGN  SYS004,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *

 *    USER DATABASE FILES

 *

 // DLBL   DBFIL01,'user.dbfile01',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSnnn

 // ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

           &invellip.

 // DLBL   DBFILNN,'user.dbfilenn',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSnnn
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 // ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR  *  *    VSAM WORK FILE  *

 // DLBL   PAGUTIL,'vsam.work.space,0,SD

 // EXTENT SYS014

 // ASSGN  SYS014,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 * 

 *    DB/REORG WORK FILES

 *

 *        THERE ARE A NUMBER OF WORK FILES THAT ARE USED BY DB/REORG.

 *        THESE FILES VARY IN SIZE SO IT IS SUGGESTED THAT THE USER

 *        GUIDE OPERATION SECTION ON WORK FILES BE CONSULTED IF THE

 *        USER WISHES TO ASSIGN THE FILES TO DISK.

 *

 *        A REMINDER:

 *        THE FOLLOWING FILES ARE SEQUENTIAL AND SO TAPE MAY PROVE A

 *        BETTER CHOICE IF DISK SPACE IS PROBLEMATIC.      ALSO, STANDARD

 *        DCB PARAMATERS LIKE RECFM, LRECL AND BLKSIZE ARE HANDLED

 *        INTERNALLY BY THE UTILITY AND SHOULD NOT BE CODED ON THE JCL.

 *

 // DLBL   dbmsnms,'work.files.dbmsnms',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSnnn

 // ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *  *    PARAMETER INPUT TO DB/REORG

 *

 // DLBL   DBMSNMS,'WORK.FILES.dbmsnms',0,SD
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 // EXTENT SYSnnn

 // ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *

 *    CA INTERNAL FILES

 *

 // ASSGN  SYS012,SYSLST

 // ASSGN  SYS013,SYSLST

 *

 *    PARAMETER INPUT TO DB/REORG

 *

 // DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

 // EXEC   USRDRVR,SIZE=(USRDRVR,#k)

 *

 *  SYSIDMS PARAMETERS

 *  INCLUDE DMCL=newdmcl 

/*  PROCESS,  OLDSUB=subschema-name,

              NEWSUB=subschema-name,

              OLDDMCL=dmcl-name,

              NEWDMCL=dmcl-name,

              OLDDBN=db-name,

              NEWDBN=db-name,            RESTART=NEXT 

/* 
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/* 

* $$ EOJ

Key for Sample JCL to Reorganize a Database:

Parameter Description
your.loadlib The data set name of the core image library into which you

downloaded CA IDMS/DB Reorg.
idms.loadlib The data set name of the core image library in which your DMCL

and subschema reside.
volser The volume serial number or generic assignment of the disk

volume on which the file, specified in the previous statement,
resides.

dbms.sublib /idms.sublib. The sublibrary name of the VSE/ESA library specified in the
previous file name.

reltrk The relative track or relative block number: the starting position
on the DASD for storage of the work file specified in the previous
statement.

amount The space allocation you need to store the file specified in the
previous statement.

user.dbfile01 /user.dbfilenn The file ID of each of the database files to be accessed.
dbmsnms The file names required by the CA IDMS/DB Reorg utility

described earlier in this section.
work.files.dbmsnms The file ID assigned to the work files used by the CA IDMS/DB

Reorg utility.
SYSnnn The programmer logical units of the database files to be accessed.
#k The number of kilobytes of storage to be made available to the

sort phase.
newdmcl DMCL describing the database after the reorganization.
subschema-name Two subschema names are required. The first subschema name

(OLDSUB=) describes the database before reorganization. The
second subschema name (NEWSUB=) describes the database
after reorganization.

dmcl-name Two DMCL names are required. The first DMCL name
(OLDDMCL=) describes the database before reorganization. The
second DMCL name (NEWDMCL=) describes the database after
reorganization.

area-name The name of an area to be reorganized by CA IDMS/DB Reorg.
(You must include a COPY parameter statement for each area
that is to be reorganized.)

Using CA Endevor and DB for CA IDMS
This section describes how to get started with the Online Management Facility, including how to invoke and Signon to CA
Endevor/DB, and how to process the Main Function Menu returned from a successful Signon. At the end of this section is
a section on how to exit from CA Endevor/DB from any subfunction menu.

All CA IDMS, CA IDMS UCF and batch processing runs under an assigned CA IDMS/DC userid. In the case of :
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• CA IDMS logon, the userid is taken from the VTAM login.
• CA IDMS UCF and batch processing, the userid is taken from the originating interactive session (TSO, CICS), or

from the batch job (JOB card USER parameter).

The purpose of the CA IDMS/DC SIGNON task is to switch userids - all CA IDMS/DC processing is now done under a
specific userid.

When CA Endevor/DB is used to monitor dictionary changes by any of these means, it will automatically determine the
CA IDMS/DC userid, and attribute the dictionary changes to that userid. It determines your userid at the instant of your
first dictionary update, and "remembers" it for as long as you are connected to CA IDMS. Thus, you can execute CA IDMS
dictionary utilities (IDD, ADSC, etc.), and the dictionary updates will automatically be attributed to your CA IDMS/DC
userid.

While the automatic usage of your CA IDMS/DC userid is often useful, there are several situations where it is not
appropriate:

• If your site requires the use of CA Endevor/DB passwords.
• If you need to switch from working under one set of CCIDs to another.
• If you change CA IDMS/DC userids after making changes to a dictionary.

For the preceding cases, a utility program is supplied by the CA IDMS/DC task code "NDVR". The NDVR task is used to
perform many functions, the first of which is an CA Endevor/DB Signon (complete with password and/or CCIDs).

CA Endevor/DB Overview
CA Endevor/DB, the Environment for Development and Operations, is a management system that controls and monitors
change processing within the CA IDMS environment. The use of CA Endevor/DB streamlines the administration of the CA
IDMS environment and helps ensure a smooth migration from one stage of development (such as system testing) to the
next.

CA Endevor/DB is fully integrated with CA IDMS and provides an interface between user requests against the CA IDMS
Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD) and the IDD itself. CA Endevor/DB operates under z/OS and OS/390.
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CA Endevor/DB:

1. Captures each update request made to the IDD (except for requests against entities for which update information is
not being captured, as defined by the CA Endevor/DB Administrator).

2. Guarantees that the user making the request is authorized to do so (if access-level security is in effect).
3. Documents the change in the CA Endevor/DB Change Control Database (CCDB), automatically associating it with the

user, the entity being modified, and any CA Endevor/DB management information applicable to the change.
4. Passes the update request for processing to IDD.

Because CA Endevor/DB is fully integrated with CA IDMS, it monitors itself, as well as the IDD. Any changes to the CA
Endevor/DB CCDB are monitored just as carefully as those made to the IDD.
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System Components
The software components that make up the operational CA Endevor/DB system include:

• The Change Monitor
• The Security Access Subsystem
• The Management Facility (Online and Batch)
• The Promotion Support Utilities

The first two components -- the Change Monitor and the Security Access Subsystem -- operate during IDD update
processing, to control and record changes made to the IDD.

• The Change Monitor checks all changes made to IDD entities by programmers, validates all requests through the
Security Access Subsystem, passes the validated requests on to the IDD, and writes a Change Log Entry to the CCDB
that reflects each change made.

• The Security Access Subsystem enforces any access restrictions placed on the IDD.

The figure below illustrates how these components work:

In addition to operating during IDD update processing, the Security Access Subsystem is used by project managers to
define and view IDD access-control information (who can access what entities, and under which CCIDs, for example).
These functions of the subsystem are discussed in the Administrating section.

The third CA Endevor/DB component, the Management Facility, is used by project managers to define and view
information in the CCDB that is useful in monitoring project workflow and programmer productivity. The Batch
Management Facility supports management of CCDB definitions through use of free-form, English-like commands.
Refer to the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS Batch Reference section for information on the Batch Management Facility. The
Online Management Facility, covered by this document, supports the management of CCDB definitions and provides
the ability to browse the history of changes made to the IDD. Appendix C, "Online/Batch Counterparts" contains a table
describing the functions available in the Online Management Facility and their equivalent Batch Management Facility
commands.

The final CA Endevor/DB component, the Promotion Support Utilities, in conjunction with the Dynamic Change Monitor
and the CCDB, gives CA Endevor/DB the unique capability to assure accurate promotions while eliminating a majority
of the time-consuming tasks normally associated with migration. CA Endevor/DB facilities can be used to perform
all migration tasks or to interface with an existing migrator in use at an installation. For more information, refer to the
Administrating section.

SIGNON Procedures
When you sign onto CA IDMS/DC, you can do either of the following:
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• Immediately update dictionaries
• First invoke NDVR and perform an explicit CA Endevor/DB Signon.

Your choices are illustrated below:

Invoking CA Endevor/DB
To invoke CA Endevor/DB, use either of two CA IDMS/DC task codes: NDVR or NDVRMIS.

• Use NDVR to display the Signon Function screen.
• Use NDVRMIS to go directly to the Main Function Menu screen, bypassing the Signon Function screen.

Note: If CA Endevor/DB requires a password, using NDVRMIS will not bypass the Signon Function screen. The first time
that you sign on to an CA IDMS/DC session, you must always enter your password on the Signon Functions screen.

In either case, when you invoke CA Endevor/DB, the system automatically tries to locate three pieces of information:

• Your user name (i.e., the user name in effect for the terminal session).
• The list of CCIDs for your user name (for Signon CCID processing).
• The dictionary being processed.

To do this, the system first looks to see if CA Endevor/DB has been invoked during this session. If so, it takes the user
name and list of CCIDs used at that time (if any Signon CCIDs are used). If not, it constructs the user name using the CA
IDMS/DC USERID for the session (if possible), and assumes a blank CCID list for the user. (If the Derived CCID option is
in effect, CCIDs are dynamically assigned through the use of preauthorizations.) In either case, the system then finds the
dictionary last used for the session (generally set by DCUF or a compiler).

If you invoked CA Endevor/DB using the NDVR task code, the system returns the Signon Function screen, filled in to the
extent possible based on the processing described above. If you invoked CA Endevor/DB using the NDVRMIS task code,
the system goes directly to the Main Function Menu, assuming adequate Signon information was obtained automatically
(above). Otherwise, if the Signon information is not adequate, the system returns the Signon Function screen, again filled
in to the extent possible.

Be aware that the following messages are common on the Signon Function screen:

• NDVRSECY: E010 USER REQUIRED IN SIGNON
No user-id was specified at the CA IDMS/DC SIGNON and no user-id was specified on the SIGNON FUNCTION
screen. Enter a user-id in the USER NAME field on the SIGNON FUNCTION screen.

• NDVRFLIO: E020 REQUESTED USER user-id RECORD NOT FOUND
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The system attempted to construct the CA Endevor/DB user information from the CA IDMS/DC USERID, but the
indicated user-id does not correspond to a valid CA Endevor/DB user name. Overtype the name with a valid CA
Endevor/DB user name.

• NDVRM000: W003 SPECIFY A CA-ENDEVOR/DB SUPPORTED DBNAME
No dictname has been set for the session, typically using an CA IDMS/DC DCUF SET DICTNAME command. Enter
the dbname of a dictionary operating under CA Endevor/DB in the DBNAME field.

• NDVRM000: E003 dname IS NOT A CA-ENDEVOR/DB SUPPORTED DBNAME
CA Endevor/DB is not in use for the indicated dbname. Overtype the DBNAME field with the dbname of a dictionary
operating under CA Endevor/DB.

The Change Control Database
The controlling component of CA Endevor/DB is the Change Control Database (CCDB). The CCDB contains information
as follows:

• Dictionary information identifies the CA IDMS Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD) that corresponds to the CCDB. There
is a separate CCDB for each IDD.

• Change Log Entries (CLEs) document every change made to the IDD (or to the CCDB itself). Each CLE is associated
in the CCDB with a "descriptor" for the entity that was changed, and the user responsible for the change. If a change
was made under a particular Change Control Identifier (CCID), the CLE is associated with that CCID as well. CLEs
are identified by the date and time of the change, and the type of action recorded by the change (ADD, MODIFY, or
DELETE entity, for example).

• Change Control Identifiers (CCIDs) categorize CCDB information for control and reporting purposes. The use of
CCIDs is optional. You might have one CCID for each project, for example, or within each project, a separate CCID for
design activities, detailed specification activities, implementation activities, and so forth.
Typically, a project manager establishes CCIDs before work begins for a project so that CA Endevor/DB can relate
each entity update to the appropriate CCID(s). This allows the system to assign the correct CCID(s) automatically, as
necessary, and gives the project manager the ability to control user access to the system by CCID. However, it is not
a system requirement that CCID(s) be predefined for a project. CCIDs can also be manually established for existing
CLEs.
There are two methods by which CCIDs can automatically be assigned to a CLE.
– One method is to sign on to CA Endevor/DB under a CCID. Each user signs on to CA Endevor/DB under one or

more CCIDs. All work performed during the session is logged to the Signon CCID(s). Optionally, individual entities
can be Signed out to a particular CCID, so that modification against that entity can only occur within the context of
the CCID.

– The second method is by Derived CCIDs. In some shops, it may be unfeasible to require that all users sign on to
CA Endevor/DB each time they switch from one CCID to another. For example, if a unique CCID is established for
every change for every DIALOG, programmers would be issuing CA Endevor/DB signons on a frequent basis. To
circumvent this problem, the CCDB Administrator can predefine the relationships between CCIDs and dictionary
entities, and the programmers can run in "DERIVED CCID" mode. When doing so, they only signon to CA Endevor/
DB to specify their userid. The CCID to which a given change is attributed will be determined by the presence of a
PREAUTHORIZATION junction. This processing mode is specified through the SECURITY-CLASS record.

• Management groups classify CCIDs for reporting purposes. A single management group might include all CCIDs for
a particular project, for example, or for several related projects.

• User information describes individual users -- or user groups -- to the system. For each user, the system stores a
name, password (optional), security restrictions, and descriptive comments. The name and password are used during
Signon, to identify the user to the system and to verify that the user is authorized to use the system. The security class
identifies the set of security restrictions in effect for the user (further described in the Administrating section.
If you are using Signon CCIDs, the system also stores a list of CCIDs under which each user is working (or under
which the user last worked). These Signon CCID(s) stay in effect for a given dictionary until they are changed or until
you signon with a different CCID(s). If you are using the Derived CCID option for the user, CCIDs are dynamically
assigned and Signon CCIDs are not used.
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If necessary, a particular user might be restricted from dictionary access altogether. This can effectively secure your
database against tampering by persons no longer permitted access.

• Entity information describes the entities for which CLEs have been written. A record, known as an "entity descriptor,"
is recorded in the CCDB automatically for each entity that is updated. For any given entity, the descriptor identification
(entity name, type, and version) is identical to that for the entity itself.
If necessary, you can set up an entity descriptor for an entity for which CLEs have not yet been written, in anticipation
of subsequent change or in preparation to preauthorize a user or CCID to access that entity.

• Status identifiers may be associated with an entity or with an entity within the context of a particular CCID. Each
entity or entity/CCID combination can have only one status associated with it at any given time. Status names are
user-defined and might identify a system component as "Designed," "In Development," "Completed," "Programmed,"
"Tested," and so forth. Each status name is unique on the CCDB but may be associated with (assigned to) any number
of entities or entity/CCID combinations.
For example, you might have a status named "Testing" that would be assigned to every entity in the testing phase of
development, across all CCIDs and management groups in the CCDB.

• Security classes control whether each user, CCID, or dictionary is allowed access to various system facilities.
Security classes might restrict a user from access to a particular subfunction option or a particular entity, for example,
or might specify that the user can (or cannot) work without Signing on under a CCID. Refer to the Administrating
section for more information on security classes and other security considerations.

• Preauthorization - Users can be restricted from processing under a particular CCID(s). They can also be
"preauthorized" to use a particular CCID, ensuring that the user -- and only the user -- can process under that CCID.
Similarly, entities might be restricted from access under a particular CCID(s). An entity might also be preauthorized for
use with a particular CCID(s) -- or only by a particular user signed on under a specific CCID.
Preauthorizations may be used in any or all of five places:
– For specific entities - to set restrictions so that only preauthorized users may change them.
– For specific users - to restrict which entities they are allowed to change.
– To control which users are allowed to signon to CA Endevor/DB or to make changes under given CCIDs.
– To control which users are allowed to establish entity-status relationships for certain statuses. These relationships

are used to control the promotion process.
– To predefine the CCID to which changes will be attributed for certain entities.

The diagram below shows how the various types of CCDB information interrelate. The CCDB record in the upper left
simply identifies the CCDB and is not described with the CCDB components above.

Signon Function Screen
Contents
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CA-E/DB nn.n volser             SIGNON FUNCTION               mm/dd/yy  NDVRM000
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===> 2

  1  - SIGNON AND RETURN TO IDMS          2  - SIGNON AND GO TO FUNCTION MENU

ENDEVOR/DB USER:
    NAME        ===> EDBADMIN
    PASSWORD    ===>

CCID(S):        ===> EDB-QA          ===>                 ===>
    ( NOCCID    ===>                 ===>                 ===>
    TO CLEAR)   ===>                 ===>                 ===>
                ===>                 ===>                 ===>

ONLINE SYSTEM PARAMETERS:

    DBNAME      ===> SRCNDVR
    USAGE MODE  ===> UPDATE

If the Signon information displayed is correct, simply select the option you want (1 to return to IDMS after Signon; 2 to
proceed to the CA Endevor/DB Main Function Menu) and press Enter.

If the information is not correct, fill in the screen fields as follows before pressing Enter.

Signon Screen Fields

OPTION

Number that defines where you want to go after Signon.

Option Used to:
1 Return to CA IDMS/DC. This might be used, for example, to

Signon under an CA Endevor/DB user name before updating the
IDD using an CA IDMS/DC compiler, or to establish the current
CCIDs before updating the IDD.

2 Proceed to the CA Endevor/DB system.
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ENDEVOR/DB USER

Information used to identify the user.

Field Description
Name Name of the user, as defined to CA Endevor/DB. This name must

correspond to a user record stored in the CCDB. The user name
is displayed initially as the last CA Endevor/DB user Signed on for
the terminal session (if any), or the CA IDMS/DC USERID for the
terminal session (if not).

Password Eight-character CA Endevor/DB security password for the named
user. Required (and applicable only) if passwords are in use.

CCIDs

If Signon CCIDs are used, these are the CCIDs under which you are processing. Displayed initially as the CCIDs for the
user shown above, as of the last successful CA Endevor/DB Signon (if any) for a given dictionary, or blanks (if not). If the
CCIDs entered differ from those stored for the user in the CCDB, the CCDB is updated to reflect the new values.

The CCIDs specified stay in effect for a given dictionary until they are changed using the CA Endevor/DB User and User
Change History Facility (described in Section8), or until you Signon with a different CCID.

If the Derived CCID option is in effect for the user, CCIDs are dynamically assigned through the use of preauthorizations
and these CCID fields are not used.

Note: If you specify NOCCID, it will clear the list of current CCIDs for the user.

In addition, Derived CCID processing enables users to switch from one CCID to another without having to sign on under
the different CCIDs. Without Derived CCIDs, for example, if a unique CCID is established for every change for every
DIALOG, programmers would be issuing CA Endevor/DB signons on a frequent basis. To circumvent this problem, the CA
Endevor/DB administrator can predefine the relationships between CCIDs and dictionary entities, and the programmers
can run in "DERIVED CCID" mode. When doing so, they only signon to CA Endevor/DB to specify their userid. The CCID
to which a given change is attributed will be determined by the presence of a PREAUTHORIZATION junction.

ONLINE SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Used to identify the dictionary and usage mode under which to process. The DBNAME set in this screen does not
take effect outside of the CA Endevor/DB session in progress (i.e., it does not function like a DCUF SET DICTNAME
command). Setting the DBNAME under CA Endevor/DB controls the dictionary processed by the online display and
update system. During IDD and dictionary update compiler execution, the dictionary being modified will determine the
CCDB in which Change Log Entries are recorded.

Field Description
DBNAME Eight-character name of the Integrated Data Dictionary and

corresponding CCDB to be processed. Displayed initially as the
dictionary name last set for the session, generally by DCUF or an
CA IDMS compiler. If you will be using a different dictionary name,
you must specify that dictionary name here.

Usage Mode The way in which you are processing the CCDB:
BROWSE - you can view CCDB data, but cannot modify it. This
mode is set automatically if you do not have access to any of the
MIS/Online update functions.
UPDATE - you can view and update CCDB data.
If you do not intend to update the CCDB, set the mode to
BROWSE to protect the CCDB against unintentional revision.
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Main Function Menu
Contents

If you choose OPTION 2 from the Signon Function screen (or use the NDVRMIS task code to invoke CA Endevor/DB, as
described above), CA Endevor/DB returns the Main Function Menu, shown below.

Note: If security is in effect for your user name(as defined during installation), the menu displayed may not include all of
the options shown below.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser            MAIN FUNCTION MENU             mm/dd/yy  NDVRU000
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===>

             1  - SIGNIN/SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS
             2  - AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS
             3  - LOCK FUNCTIONS
             4  - ENTITY AND ENTITY CHANGE HISTORY
             5  - CCID AND CCID CHANGE HISTORY
             6  - STATUS AND STATUS ASSOCIATIONS
             7  - USER AND USER CHANGE HISTORY
             8  - DICTIONARY AND DICTIONARY HISTORY
             9  - MANAGEMENT GROUPS AND CCIDS
            10  - ENDEVOR/DB CONTROL FUNCTIONS
            11  - ENDEVOR/DB SIGNON FUNCTION
            12  - RETURN TO IDMS/DC

Options 1-3 are used to perform database administration functions and are further documented in the Administrating
section.

Options 4-9 on this menu are used for the Online Management Facility, and are discussed in this manual. (For Option 8
only some of the functions are discussed in this manual. Other functions are a part of the Security Access Subsystem and
are described in the Administrating section.

Options 10-11 are used in conjunction with the Security Access Subsystem, and are further documented in the
Administrating section.

Options 1, 2 and 4-11 have corresponding Batch Management Facility commands. These Batch commands eliminate
interactive screen navigation and may be desirable when processing large numbers of commands. A table providing
information on the different options and Batch counterparts is located in Appendix C.

The list below describes menu options 4-9.

OPTION 4 ENTITY AND ENTITY CHANGE HISTORY

Used to:
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• View and maintain CCDB information for one or more entity descriptors.
• Review the history of changes for one or more entities.
• Review the status history for one or more entities.

This option corresponds to the ENTITY command of the Batch Management Facility. Refer to Appendix C for more
information.

OPTION 5 CCID AND CCID CHANGE HISTORY

Used to:

• View and maintain CCDB information for one or more CCIDs.
• View the changes made within the context of one or more CCIDs.
• Review/revise the associations between CCIDs and Change Log Entries, which document the changes made under a

particular CCID.
• For a particular CCID, review the current status of every entity modified under that CCID.

This option corresponds to the CCID command of the Batch Management Facility. Refer to Appendix C for more
information.

OPTION 6 STATUS AND STATUS ASSOCIATIONS

Used to:

• View and maintain status definitions in the CCDB.
• Review, set, change, or delete the status setting for an entity (optionally within the context of a particular CCID).

This option corresponds to the STATUS command of the Batch Management Facility. Refer to Appendix C for more
information.

OPTION 7 USER AND USER CHANGE HISTORY

Used to:

• View and maintain CCDB information for one or more users.
• Review/revise the associations that exist between users and Change Log Entries, which document the changes made

by a particular user.

This option corresponds to the USER command of the Batch Management Facility. Refer to Appendix C for more
information.

OPTION 8 DICTIONARY AND DICTIONARY HISTORY

Used to:

• Review the history of changes made to one or more entities stored in the dictionary.
• Modify the comments associated with a change to an entity.

This option corresponds to the DICTIONARY command of the Batch Management Facility. Refer to Appendix C for more
information.

OPTION 9 MANAGEMENT GROUPS AND CCIDs

Used to:

• View and maintain management group definitions.
• Review/revise the CCIDs assigned to a particular management group.
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This option corresponds to the MANAGEMENT GROUP command of the Batch Management Facility. Refer to Appendix
C for more information.

To request an option from the Main Function Menu, fill in the OPTION field as appropriate (for example, 5 for CCID
processing), then press Enter. Processing continues with the subfunction menu for the option requested. Refer to the
appropriate section of this manual for instruction related to the requested option.

Read Section3 before proceeding further. All subsequent sections assume familiarity with the information in that section.

Exiting From CA Endevor/DB
When you are through processing, you can return to CA IDMS/DC in either way described below:

• Return to the Main Function Menu and select option 12 (Return to CA IDMS/DC) or press PF3 or CLEAR.
• Fill in an option of =12 or =x and press Enter from any subfunction menu screen, or fill in an action of =12 or =x and

press Enter from any other screen. You must enter a space after the action.

If you want to return to the Signon Function submenu (to change dictionaries, for example), fill in an option of =11 and
press Enter from any subfunction menu screen, or fill in an action of =11 and press Enter from any other screen.

Restarting CA Endevor/DB
To allow for shutting down and/or restarting CA Endevor/DB, two task codes are available:

• NDVRINIT is a task code that will start CA Endevor/DB. This task code can be used in an AUTOTASK statement if CA
Endevor/DB is to be initiated at CV startup. If the task code is entered after CA Endevor/DB is active, no action will
result.

• NDVRRSET is a task code that will terminate CA Endevor/DB. CA Endevor/DB normally terminates at CV shutdown.

Background Information About Screen Processing
This section describes processing considerations that are general to all CA Endevor/DB processing, including:

• A description of screen header lines.
• Instructions to use the two types of processing screens:
• List screens and Detail screens.
• Instructions to use the OPTION and ACTION fields.
• Standard keyboard functionality.
• A description of the CCDB entities.

Screen Header Lines
Each CA Endevor/DB screen contains standard information in the first two lines. The Main Function Menu screen, below,
illustrates this:

CA-E/DB nn.n volser            MAIN FUNCTION MENU             mm/dd/yy  NDVRU000
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===>
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             1  - SIGNIN/SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS
             2  - AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS
             3  - LOCK FUNCTIONS
             4  - ENTITY AND ENTITY CHANGE HISTORY
             5  - CCID AND CCID CHANGE HISTORY
             6  - STATUS AND STATUS ASSOCIATIONS
             7  - USER AND USER CHANGE HISTORY
             8  - DICTIONARY AND DICTIONARY HISTORY
             9  - MANAGEMENT GROUPS AND CCIDS
            10  - ENDEVOR/DB CONTROL FUNCTIONS
            11  - ENDEVOR/DB SIGNON FUNCTION
            12  - RETURN TO IDMS/DC

The first line includes information as follows:

• Product name and release.
• Volume serial number of the release tape.
• Screen title.
• Current date (mm/dd/yy format).
• Screen number. Each CA Endevor/DB screen number takes the form NDVRxynn, where:

– x is "M" for a Detail screen; "U" for a menu or List screen. (Detail and List screens are defined below.)
– y identifies the area of processing: "1-9" for Main Function Menu Options 1-9, "0" for Signon and main menu

processing, and "A" for administrative processing (covered in the Administrating section).
– nn is a sequential number that identifies the screen uniquely: "10," "20," "30," and so forth.

The second line lists the user name, dictionary, and mode under which you are processing (BROWSE or UPDATE), as
defined at Signon.

List and Detail Screen Processing
Each option from the Main Function Menu returns a subfunction menu screen which, in turn, provides the facilities
available for that option. To request one of these facilities, fill in the option item on the subfunction menu, as well as any
other items pertinent to the request, then press Enter. CA Endevor/DB returns either a List or a Detail screen.

A List screen displays all items appropriate to the request so that you can select one or more items for detailed
processing. The instructions for each List screen tell you how to proceed for that screen.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser  CCID/CHANGE-LOG ENTRY/ENTITY/USER LIST   mm/dd/yy  NDVRU520
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
      CCID     LOG-ENTRY            ENTITY NAME               TYP VERS   USER
_ EDB-DEVELOP  A mm/dd/yy DEPTMAP                             LOA    1 EDBADMIN
_ EDB-DEVELOP  A mm/dd/yy DEPTMAP                         HEL MOD    1 EDBADMIN
_ EDB-DEVELOP  M mm/dd/yy DEPTMAP                             MAP    1 EDBADMIN
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_ EDB-QA       M mm/dd/yy DEPTUPD-PREMAP                      PRC    1 EDBADMIN
/ EDB-QA       A mm/dd/yy DEPTUPD-ENTER                       PRC    1 EDBADMIN
_ EDB-SYSADMIN I mm/dd/yy STRUCTURE                           REC  100 EDB-SYST
_ EDB-SYSADMIN I mm/dd/yy SKILL                               REC  100 EDB-SYST
_ EDB-SYSADMIN I mm/dd/yy JOB                                 REC  100 EDB-SYST
_ EDB-SYSADMIN I mm/dd/yy INSURANCE-PLAN                      REC  100 EDB-SYST
_ EDB-SYSADMIN I mm/dd/yy HOSPITAL-CLAIM                      REC  100 EDB-SYST

The Entity List screen above lists the entity descriptors recorded in the CCDB. To select one or more entity descriptors
from the list for further processing, place any non-blank character to the left of each descriptor you want, then press Enter.
The resulting display shows the detail for the first descriptor selected.

The end of each list is marked by the message, * END * (or * END OF DATA *, space providing). If the list exceeds one
page, use the PF8 key to scroll through the list (PF7 to scroll back up to the * START OF DATA * message).

A Detail screen shows detailed information from the CCDB, for a particular item or combination of items. Depending on
the request being processed (and assuming you are in Update Usage Mode), a Detail screen may allow for update of the
CCDB information.

The Detail screen below was returned when the user selected (placed any character next to) the fifth entity descriptor
displayed on the List screen above.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser  CCID/CHANGE-LOG ENTRY/ENTITY/USER DETAIL mm/dd/yy  NDVRM520
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
******************************  CCID INFORMATION  *****************************
NAME    ===> EDB-QA        SECURITY CLASS ===> QA                 LOCKED ===> N
COMMENT ===> E/DB nn.n QA
***********************  CHANGE-LOG ENTRY INFORMATION  ************************
DATE        ===> mm/dd/yy       TIME ===> 08:03:09            ACTION ===> M
COMMENT     ===>
PROGRAM ===> IDMSDDDL
****************************  ENTITY INFORMATION  *****************************
NAME    ===> DEPTUPD-PREMAP                                   VERSION ===>    1
TYPE    ===> PROCESS
COMMENT ===>
*****************************  USER INFORMATION  ******************************
NAME         ===> EDBADMIN                                    LOCKED  ===> N
SECURITY CLS ===> NDVR-GLOBAL
CURRENT CCID ===>

COMMENT ===>
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Using the OPTION and ACTION Fields
Every menu and submenu screen in the CA Endevor/DB system has an Option field on the first detail (non-header) line,
which displays initially as blanks. Every List and Detail screen has an ACTION field, which displays initially as a literal
describing the type of processing requested from the previous submenu screen (generally ADD, MODIFY, DELETE, or
BROWSE). These fields can be used at any time and from any screen, to jump to another subfunction menu or to exit the
system, as follows:

• To jump to another submenu, fill in an option/action value of =n and press Enter, where "n" is the number of the option
used to request the submenu from the Main Functions Menu (4 for the Entity Functions submenu, 5 for the CCID
Functions submenu, and so forth).

• To exit from the CA Endevor/DB system (and return to CA IDMS/DC), fill in an option/action value of =12 or =x and
press Enter.

For Detail screens, you can also use the ACTION field to skip processing for the current screen and continue on with
the next screen. For example, you might do this when you have selected multiple items from a previous List screen for
detailed processing, and the Detail screen for one of the selected items is displayed. To skip processing for that item and
continue with the next item selected, you would clear the ACTION field and press Enter.

Standard Keyboard Functions
For each CA Endevor/DB screen, the control key functions are identical, as described below.

Note: For each PF key listed below, you can use the "shadow" key instead. For example, PF1 and PF13 have identical
functions; PF2 and PF14 have identical functions, and so forth.

Key Use
ENTER Process the screen
PA1, PA2, or PA3 Redisplay the screen as originally displayed.
PF1 Obtain Help text. For screen-level help, place the cursor in the

message area. For field-level help, tab to the variable field.
From the Help text display, press Clear or PF3 to return to the
processing screen.

PF3 or CLEAR Return to the previous logical screen. From the Main Function
Menu, return to CA IDMS/DC. PF3/Clear is used from the ADD,
MODIFY, and DELETE detail functions to abort the requested
processing without changing the CCDB.

PF7 Scroll up to see lines that are not visible at the top of the screen
(applies for List screens only).

PF8 Scroll down to see lines that are not visible at the bottom of the
screen (applies for List screens only).

CCDB Entity Names
CA Endevor/DB maintains a record of changes against its own CCDB, as well as against the Integrated Data Dictionary
(IDD). CCDB entity types are referenced in the same way as IDD entity types. The list below describes the types of
entities in the CCDB:

Entity Name Refers To:
CCDB Record identifying the CCDB.
DICTIONARY Record that describes the dictionary associated with the CCDB.
SECURITY-CLASS Record that stores security definitions.
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MANAGEMENT-GROUP Record that describes a management group.
CCID Record that describes a CCID.
USER Record that describes an CA Endevor/DB user.
STATUS Record that describes a status.
ENTITY Record that describes a CCDB or IDD entity occurrence.

Signin/Signout Functions
Signin and Signout processing (option 1 on the Main Function Menu) allows you to explicitly reserve entities for the
exclusive use of a CCID or a user. The Auto-Signout capability can also be employed to automatically Signout an entity
on first modification implicitly. (See the Administrating section for more information.) Regardless of whether the entity was
Signed out implicitly or explicitly, you can view all the entities Signed out to a user or CCID and Signin those entities using
the screens described below. To request this facility, fill in an option value of 1 and press Enter from the Main Function
Menu.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser            MAIN FUNCTION MENU             mm/dd/yy  NDVRU000
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===> 1

             1  - SIGNIN/SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS
             2  - AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS
             3  - LOCK FUNCTIONS
             4  - ENTITY AND ENTITY CHANGE HISTORY
             5  - CCID AND CCID CHANGE HISTORY
             6  - STATUS AND STATUS ASSOCIATIONS
             7  - USER AND USER CHANGE HISTORY
             8  - DICTIONARY AND DICTIONARY HISTORY
             9  - MANAGEMENT GROUPS AND CCIDS
            10  - ENDEVOR/DB CONTROL FUNCTIONS
            11  - ENDEVOR/DB SIGNON FUNCTION
            12  - RETURN TO IDMS/DC

CA Endevor/DB returns the Signin/Signout Functions submenu, shown at the top of the next page. Remember that the
subfunction menu displayed for any given user may differ from that shown here, depending on whether menu items have
been masked from use.

Signin/Signout Functions Submenu
The options available from the Signin/Signout Functions submenu are described below. For each option, the description
includes its use and instructions to process. The detailed screens used for Signin/Signout processing are described
individually, following the option summary.
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CA-E/DB nn.n volser          SIGNIN/SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS         mm/dd/yy  NDVRU100
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===>

  1  - BROWSE ENTITIES SIGNED OUT         2  - SIGNOUT ENTITIES
  3  - SIGNIN ENTITIES

ENTITY:                                               (IF OPTIONS 1 - 3 )
   NAME      ===>
   TYPE      ===>
   VERSION   ===>

USER         ===>                                     (IF OPTIONS 1 - 3 )

CCID         ===>                                     (IF OPTIONS 1 - 3 )

Processing Options Summary
Contents

This section describes the following options:

• Option 1: Browse Entities Signed Out
• Option 2: Signout Entities
• Option 3: Signin Entities

Browse Entities Signed Out

Use this option to browse entities signed out to a user or CCID. Optionally, select one or more entity descriptors and
display detailed CCDB information for those descriptors.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 1 on the Signin/Signout Functions submenu (NDVRU100). Identify the entity descriptors, the user or
the CCID for which the information is desired. You can identify a specific descriptor by filling in the entity name, type,
and version. Alternatively, leave these fields blank or supply partial information (entity name, type, and/or version), to
obtain a list of all entity descriptors (if blank), or all descriptors that match the partial identification given.
Press Enter.

2. If you did not qualify the entity descriptor uniquely, CA Endevor/DB returns the Status Entity List screen (NDVRU110).
View the list and select the entity descriptors for which you want more detailed Signout information.

3. CA Endevor/DB returns the Signout Detail screen (NDVRM110), showing the current CCDB Signout data for the first
entity selected. If you made multiple selections above (Step 2), press Enter to see the detail for the next descriptor
selected, and so on until all Signout descriptors have been viewed.
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Signout Entities

Use this option to signout an entity to a user or CCID explicitly. When an entity is signed out to a user or a CCID, only that
user or a user working under the CCID (if signed out to a CCID) can update that entity.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 2 on the Signin/Signout Functions submenu (NDVRU100). Optionally, identify the entity descriptor to
be Signed out and the user or CCID to be Signed out to. You can define the entity descriptor uniquely by filling in the
name, type, and version of the corresponding entity. Alternatively, leave any or all of these fields blank (and pick an
entity or entities from the resulting List screen). Only entities not previously Signed out (and therefore eligible) will be
listed. The user or CCID can be filled in on the Detail screen as well.
Press Enter.

2. When CA Endevor/DB obtains the entity name (from the List screen) it returns the Signin/Signout Detail screen
(NDVRM110) for each item selected from the List screen.

3. When CA Endevor/DB obtains the entity name from the List screen or direct specification on the submenu), it returns
the Signin/Signout Detail screen (NDVRM110), filled in with as much identifying information as you supplied on the
Signin/Signout Functions submenu.
Fill in (or overtype) the entity name, type, and version; CCID; or user as necessary. Add any comments desired, then
press Enter to Signout the entity. If the entity does not exist in the CCDB, the request will be rejected.

Signin Entities

Use this option to signin entities previously signed out to a user or CCID. Once an entity is signed in, it can be modified
and/or signed out to other users or CCIDs.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 3 on the Signin/Signout Functions submenu (NDVRU100). Optionally, identify the entity descriptor to be
Signed in, the user or the CCID to be Signed in, but not both. You can define the entity descriptor uniquely by filling in
the name, type, and version of the corresponding entity. Alternatively, leave any or all of these fields blank (and pick an
entity or entities from the resulting List screen). If the user or CCID is be filled in, the list will be specific to that user or
CCID. Only entities currently Signed out are listed.
Press Enter.

2. When CA Endevor/DB obtains the entity name from the List screen, it returns the Signin/Signout Detail screen
(NDVRM110) for each item selected from the List screen.

3. When CA Endevor/DB obtains the entity name (from the List screen or direct specification on the submenu), it returns
the Signin/Signout Detail screen (NDVRM110) filled in with as much identifying information as you supplied on the
Signin/Signout Functions submenu.
Fill in (or overtype) the entity name, type, and version; CCID; or user as necessary. Add any comments desired, then
press Enter to Signin the entity. If the entity does not exist in the CCDB, the request will be rejected.

Processing Screen Descriptions
Contents

The rest of this section describes the detailed screens used for Signin/Signout Processing. They are presented by Screen
ID, in the order shown below:

Screen ID Screen Name Used by Options
NDVRU100 Signin/Signout Functions 1, 2, and 3
NDVRU110 Signin/Signout List 1, 2, and 3
NDVRM100 Signin/Signout Detail 1, 2, and 3
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Signin/Signout Functions Screen

Use the Signin/Signout functions screen to view and Signout/in entities to users or CCIDs. Fill in the screen for the option
desired at the beginning of this section. Press Enter when you are finished.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser          SIGNIN/SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS         mm/dd/yy  NDVRU100
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===> 1

  1  - BROWSE ENTITIES SIGNED OUT         2  - SIGNOUT ENTITIES
  3  - SIGNIN ENTITIES

ENTITY:                                               (IF OPTIONS 1 - 3 )
   NAME      ===> DEPT*
   TYPE      ===>
   VERSION   ===>    1

USER         ===> EDBADMIN                            (IF OPTIONS 1 - 3 )

CCID         ===>                                     (IF OPTIONS 1 - 3 )

NDVRU100 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRU100 screen are described below.

• OPTION
Number that specifies the subfunction desired.

Option Used To
1 Browse entities signed out to a user or CCID
2 Signout entities to a user or CCID
3 Signin entities previously signed out

• ENTITY
Information to define the entity to be processed. Used by all options to display detailed Signin/out information. Specify
all qualifiers to obtain information on a specific entity. If any field is left blank, a list will be produced for the options
specified.

Field Description
Name Enter the entity name.
Type Enter the entity type.
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Version Enter the version number.

• CCID
Enter the name of the CCID to be processed. If the CCID is filled in for Options 1 and 2, it will be prefilled on the Detail
screen (NDVRM110). If the CCID is filled in, only the entities Signed out to that CCID will be displayed in a List screen
produced for option 3. Leave blank to obtain a list of all entities Signed out to any CCID.

• USER
Enter the name of the user to be processed. If the user is filled in for options 1 and 2, it will be prefilled on the Detail
screen (NDVRM110). If the user is filled in, only the entities Signed out to that user will be displayed in a List screen
produced for option 3. Leave blank to obtain a list of all entities Signed out to any user.

Signin/Signout List Screen

The Signin/Signout List screen is returned for options 1, 2, and 3 when insufficient information is supplied from the
submenu to produce a Detail screen. It displays all entities that conform to the selection criteria specified on the submenu.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser                SIGNOUT LIST               mm/dd/yy  NDVRU110
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
            ENTITY NAME            TYP VERS DER  OUT AUTH   USER      CCID
_ DEPTINQ                          DIA    1  N    Y   N   EDBADMIN
_ DEPTINQ-ENTER                    PRC    1  N    Y   N   EDBADMIN
_ DEPTINQ-PREMAP                   PRC    1  N    Y   N   EDBADMIN
_ DEPTMAP                          LOA    1  N    Y   N   EDBADMIN
_ DEPTMAP                          MAP    1  N    Y   N   EDBADMIN
_ DEPTMAP                          MOD    1  N    Y   Y   EDBADMIN
/ DEPTUPD                          DIA    1  N    Y   N   EDBADMIN
_ DEPTUPD-ENTER                    PRC    1  N    Y   N   EDBADMIN
_ DEPTUPD-PREMAP                   PRC    1  N    Y   N   EDBADMIN
  ******    END OF DATA    ******

Use this screen to select the entities to be processed. Place an any character in the left-most column next to each desired
entity, then press Enter.

NDVRU110 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRU110 screen are described below.

• ACTION
Contains a description of the current processing function: BROWSE, SIGNIN, or SIGNOUT.

• ENTITY NAME
Entity name.

• TYPE
Entity type.

• VERS
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Version number.
• DER

Current Derived CCID status:
• Y -- Indicates that the entity is preauthorized to the corresponding CCID (if shown), and that if a user modifies this

entity while in Derived CCID mode, the change will be attributed to the CCID.
• N -- Indicates that the above condition is not true.
• OUT

Signout status of the entity:

Y -- Currently signed out.

N -- Not currently Signed out.

When browsing the Signout List screen, the signout status will always be Y.

• AUTH
Pre-authorization status of the entity:

Y -- Currently pre-authorized to user or CCID on the line.

N -- Not currently preauthorized.

• USER
The user to which the entity is signed out or pre-authorized.

• CCID
The CCID to which the entity is signed out or pre-authorized.

Signin/Signout Detail Screen

The Signin/Signout Detail screen is returned for options 1-3. In all cases, it is returned directly from the Functions screen
(NDVRU100) when sufficient information is specified to exactly identify the entity being processed or from the List screen
(NDVRU110) when a line is selected.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser               SIGNOUT DETAIL              mm/dd/yy  NDVRM110
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
****************************  SIGNOUT INFORMATION  ****************************
ENTITY SIGNED OUT    ===> Y            DERIVED CCID ===> N  PREAUTHORIZED ==> N
EST. WORK COMPLETION ===>              ACT. WORK COMPLETION ===>
COMMENT ===>
****************************  ENTITY INFORMATION   ****************************
NAME    ===> DEPTUPD                                          VERSION ===>    1
TYPE    ===> DIALOG
COMMENT ===>
****************************   USER INFORMATION    ****************************
NAME         ===> EDBADMIN                                    LOCKED  ===> N
SECURITY CLS ===> NDVR-GLOBAL
CURRENT CCID ===>
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COMMENT ===>
****************************   CCID INFORMATION    ****************************
NAME    ===>               SECURITY CLASS ===>                   LOCKED ===>
COMMENT ===>

The use of this screen varies depending on the option specified on the Functions screen:

Option Screen Use
1 Browse entities signed out to a user or CCID.
2 Signout entities to a user or CCID. Fill in the entity name, type,

version, user, or CCID, and comment as appropriate.
3 Signin entities previously signed out. Fill in the entity name, type,

version, and user or CCID as appropriate.

For options 2-3, press Enter to Signin/Signout the entity to the user or CCID filled in. (Press PF3, press CLEAR, clear the
ACTION field, or replace the ACTION field with =n to abort the action.) You cannot use this screen to signin/out entities to
other users or to CCIDs you are not currently working under unless authorized.

NDVRM110 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRM110 screen are described below.

• ACTION
Describes the current processing function: BROWSE, SIGNIN, or SIGNOUT.

• SIGNOUT INFORMATION
Information contained in the CCDB about the signout.

Field Description
Entity Signed out Indicates whether the entity is currently signed out.
Derive CCID Indicates whether the entity is preauthorized to the corresponding

CCID (if shown), and that if a user modifies this entity while in
derived CCID mode, the change will be attributed to that CCID.

Preauthorized Indicates whether the entity is currently preauthorized.
Est. Work Completion Informational field date entered by the user for project tracking.
Act. Work Completion Informational field date entered by the user for project tracking.
Comment User-defined comment.

• ENTITY INFORMATION
Detailed information on the entity.

Field Description
Name Entity name
Type Entity type
Version Entity version number
Comment User-defined comment
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• USER INFORMATION
Detailed user information contained in the CCDB.

Field Description
Name CA Endevor/DB userid
Locked Indicates whether the user is currently locked
Security Class The current security class for the user
Current CCID The current CCIDs under which the user is operating (if the

derived CCID option is not active for the user)
Comment User-defined comment

• CCID INFORMATION
Detailed CCID information contained in the CCDB.

Field Description
Name CCID name
Locked Indicates whether the CCID is currently locked
Security Class The current security class for the CCID
Comment User-defined comment

Authorization Functions

CA-E/DB nn.n volser            MAIN FUNCTION MENU             mm/dd/yy  NDVRU000
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===> 2

             1  - SIGNIN/SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS
             2  - AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS
             3  - LOCK FUNCTIONS
             4  - ENTITY AND ENTITY CHANGE HISTORY
             5  - CCID AND CCID CHANGE HISTORY
             6  - STATUS AND STATUS ASSOCIATIONS
             7  - USER AND USER CHANGE HISTORY
             8  - DICTIONARY AND DICTIONARY HISTORY
             9  - MANAGEMENT GROUPS AND CCIDS
            10  - ENDEVOR/DB CONTROL FUNCTIONS
            11  - ENDEVOR/DB SIGNON FUNCTION
            12  - RETURN TO IDMS/DC
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AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS (option 2 on the Main Menu) enables the user to browse Pre-Authorizations. By
default, all CA Endevor/DB users can modify all dictionary entities. There are situations, however, which warrant special
consideration and control over exactly who has access to what. For this reason, Pre-Authorization is assigned by the
Security Administrator when:

• Restricting certain user populations to modifying specific dictionary entities.
• Protecting critical or sensitive entities from being modified by the general user population.
• Restricting user access to a project group (CCID).
• Assigning status setting privileges to specific users.

There are three types of Pre-Authorization:

• No Pre-Authorization -- Users are not restricted on an entity basis when performing dictionary modifications.
• Limited Pre-Authorization -- Users are restricted to entities to which they are pre-authorized and may also modify

entities that are not pre-authorized to any others users.
• Full Pre-Authorization -- Users can only modify entities that have been pre-authorized to them.

To browse the established pre-authorizations, fill in an option value of 2 on the Main Function Menu and press Enter. 

When you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns the Pre-Authorization Functions submenu:

CA-E/DB nn.n volser        PRE-AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS        mm/dd/yy  NDVRU200
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===>

  1  - BROWSE PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS          2  - ADD PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS
  3  - DELETE PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS          4  - MODIFY PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS

ENTITY:                                               (IF OPTIONS 1 - 4 )
   NAME      ===>
   TYPE      ===>
   VERSION   ===>

USER         ===>                                     (IF OPTIONS 1 - 4 )

CCID         ===>                                     (IF OPTIONS 1 - 4 )

As the screen indicates, there are four operational options available through authorization processing: BROWSE, ADD,
DELETE, and MODIFY preauthorization. As an CA Endevor/DB user, you are allowed only to browse pre-authorized
entities, users, or CCIDs. For more information on updating pre-authorizations, refer to the Administrating section.
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Processing Option Summary

Browse Preauthorizations

Use this option to browse those entities, users, or CCIDs that are currently pre-authorized.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 1 on the Pre-authorization Functions submenu (NDVRU200).
2. If you want to view pre-authorization by entity, fill in the name of the entity in the ENTITY NAME field. If you want to

view pre-authorization by user, fill in a userid in the USER field. If you want to view pre-authorization by CCID, fill in the
CCID name in the CCID field.
Press Enter.
CA Endevor/DB returns the Pre-authorization List screen (NDVRU210) which provides a preauthorization listing for the
entity, user, or CCID you specified.

3. Review the list and select the entries for which you want more detailed information by entering any character to the left
of those desired entries.
Press Enter.

4. CA Endevor/DB returns a Pre-authorization Detail screen (NDVRM210) for each entry you selected.

Processing Screen Information
This section describes the screens used for preauthorization processing. The screens are presented by screen ID, in the
order shown below:

Screen ID Screen Name Used by Options
NDVRU200 Preauthorization Functions 1, 2, and 3
NDVRU210 Preauthorization List 1, 2, and 3
NDVRM210 Preauthorization Detail 1, 2, and 3

Note: The ability to add, modify, or delete preauthorizations should be restricted to the CCDB Administrator. Therefore,
the following screen descriptions are explained in reference to the browse option only.

Preauthorization Functions Screen

Use the Pre-Authorization Functions screen to review information pertaining to pre-authorized entities, users, and/or
CCIDs. Enter the appropriate option number and related information, as explained at the beginning of this section. Press
Enter when you are through.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser        PRE-AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS        mm/dd/yy  NDVRU200
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===> 1

  1  - BROWSE PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS          2  - ADD PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS
  3  - DELETE PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS          4  - MODIFY PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS
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ENTITY:                                               (IF OPTIONS 1 - 4 )
   NAME      ===> DEPT*
   TYPE      ===>
   VERSION   ===>    1

USER         ===>                                     (IF OPTIONS 1 - 4 )

CCID         ===>                                     (IF OPTIONS 1 - 4 )

NDVRU200 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRU200 screen are described below.

• OPTION
Number that specifies the subfunction desired.

Option Used To
1 Browse those entities, users, or CCIDs that have been pre-

authorized.
2 Add preauthorization for an entity, user, or CCID. Refer to

the Administrating section for more information on adding a
preauthorization.

3 Delete preauthorization for an entity, user, or CCID. Refer to
the Administrating section for more information on deleting a
preauthorization.

4 Modify Preauthorization for an entity, user, or CCID. Refer to
the Administrating section for more information on modifying a
preauthorization.

• ENTITY
The entity you want to review. Leave this field blank to request all pre-authorized entities. To focus in on a specific
entity, fill in the appropriate fields below:

Field Description
Name Enter the entity name.
Type Enter the entity type.
Version Enter the entity version number.

• USER
The CA Endevor/DB userid you want to review. Leave this field blank to request all pre-authorized users.

• CCID
The CCID you want to review. Leave this field blank to request all pre-authorized CCIDs.

Preauthorization List Screen

The Preauthorization List screen is returned when you select option 1 on the Authorizations Functions submenu. If you do
not specify a particular entity, user, or CCID, it displays a general listing of all pre-authorized entities, users, and CCIDs.
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CA-E/DB nn.n volser           PRE-AUTHORIZATION LIST          mm/dd/yy  NDVRU210
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
    USER       CCID    OUT AUTH DER      ENTITY NAME TYP VERS
_          EDB-QA       N   Y    N   DEPTINQ                          DIA    1
_          EDB-QA       N   Y    N   DEPTINQ-ENTER                    PRC    1
_          EDB-QA       N   Y    N   DEPTINQ-PREMAP                   PRC    1
_ EDBADMIN              N   Y    N   DEPTMAP                          LOA    1
_ EDBADMIN              N   Y    N   DEPTMAP                          MAP    1
/ EDBADMIN              N   Y    N   DEPTMAP                          MOD    1
_          EDB-QA       N   Y    N   DEPTMAP                          MOD    1
_          EDB-QA       N   Y    N   DEPTUPD                          DIA    1
_ EDBADMIN              N   Y    N   DEPTUPD-ENTER                    PRC    1
_          EDB-QA       N   Y    N   DEPTUPD-ENTER                    PRC    1
_ EDBADMIN              N   Y    N   DEPTUPD-PREMAP                   PRC    1
_          EDB-QA       N   Y    N   DEPTUPD-PREMAP                   PRC    1
  * END *

To view more detailed information from this list, type any character in the column to the left of all desired entries. Press
Enter.

NDVRU210 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRU210 screen are described below.

• ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, ADD, DELETE, or MODIFY.

Field Description
(no title) Field used to select an entry to obtain additional information. Enter

any non-blank character next to the desired entry.

• USER
The CA Endevor/DB userid pre-authorized to modify the entity. If blank, the authorization pertains to the CCID named
in the next field.

• CCID
The CCID pre-authorized to modify the entity. If blank, the authorization pertains to the user named in the previous
field.

• OUT
The signout flag.

• Y -- Indicates that the entity is signed out to the user or CCID listed on this line.
• N -- Indicates that the entity is not signed out.
• AUTH

Indicates whether the entity is preauthorized.
• DER
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The current Derived CCID status.
• Y -- Indicates that the entity is preauthorized to the corresponding CCID (if shown), and that if a user modifies this

entity while in Derived CCID mode, the change will be attributed to that CCID.
• N -- Indicates that the above condition is not true.
• ENTITY NAME

Name of the entity.
• TYP

Entity type.
• VERS

Entity version number.

Preauthorization Detail Screen

The Pre-Authorization Detail screen is returned directly from the Functions screen (NDVRU200) when sufficient
information is specified to exactly identify the preauthorization being processed or from the List screen (NDVRU210) when
an entry is selected.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser          PRE-AUTHORIZATION DETAIL         mm/dd/yy  NDVRM210
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
***********************  PRE-AUTHORIZATION INFORMATION  ***********************
DERIVE CCID ===> N                     SIGNED OUT ===> N  PRE-AUTHORIZED ===> Y
EST. WORK COMPLETION ===>              ACT. WORK COMPLETION  ===>
COMMENT ===>
****************************  ENTITY INFORMATION   ****************************
NAME    ===> DEPTMAP                         HELP             VERSION ===>    1
TYPE    ===> MODULE
COMMENT ===>
****************************   USER INFORMATION    ****************************
NAME         ===> EDBADMIN                                    LOCKED  ===> N
SECURITY CLS ===> NDVR-GLOBAL
CURRENT CCID ===>

COMMENT ===>
****************************   CCID INFORMATION    ****************************
NAME    ===>               SECURITY CLASS ===>                   LOCKED ===>
COMMENT ===>

NDVRM210 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRM210 screen are described below.
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• ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, ADD, DELETE, or MODIFY.

• PRE-AUTHORIZATION INFORMATION
Detailed information on authorization functions.

Field Description
Derived CCID Current Derived CCID status; Y indicates that the entity is

preauthorized to the corresponding CCID.
Signed Out Indicates whether the entity is signed out.
Pre-Authorized Indicates whether the entity is preauthorized.
Est. Work Completion Date field that can be used for project management purposes to

indicate estimated work completion date.

:p

Field Description
Act. Work Completion Date field that can be used for project management purposes to

indicate actual work completion date.
Comment User-defined comment associated with authorization functions.

• ENTITY INFORMATION
Detailed information on the entity.

Field Description
Name Name of entity.
Version Version of the entity.
Type Entity type.
Comment User-defined comment associated with the entity.

• USER INFORMATION
Detailed information on the user.

Field Description
Name Name of the user
Security Class Security class assigned to the user
Current CCID The current CCID(s) under which the user is operating (if the

Derived CCID option is not active for the user).
Locked Indicates whether the user is locked.
Comment Comment associated with the user.

• CCID INFORMATION
Detailed information on the CCID.

Field Description
Name Name of the CCID
Security Class Security class assigned to the CCID
Locked Indicates whether the CCID is locked.
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Comment Comment associated with the CCID.

Lock Functions
The dates shown are in mm/dd/yy format for documentation purposes. Actual dates will appear on your screen.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser            MAIN FUNCTION MENU             mm/dd/yy  NDVRU000
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===> 3

             1  - SIGNIN/SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS
             2  - AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS
             3  - LOCK FUNCTIONS
             4  - ENTITY AND ENTITY CHANGE HISTORY
             5  - CCID AND CCID CHANGE HISTORY
             6  - STATUS AND STATUS ASSOCIATIONS
             7  - USER AND USER CHANGE HISTORY
             8  - DICTIONARY AND DICTIONARY HISTORY
             9  - MANAGEMENT GROUPS AND CCIDS
            10  - ENDEVOR/DB CONTROL FUNCTIONS
            11  - ENDEVOR/DB SIGNON FUNCTION
            12  - RETURN TO IDMS/DC

The LOCK function (option 3 on the Main Function Menu) provides a level of security control one step beyond pre-
authorization. Lock processing is designed to prevent use of an CA Endevor/DB userid or CCID, and/or to prevent a
dictionary from being updated. LOCK is a temporary condition; when it is determined that access can be allowed again,
the locked entity is simply unlocked.

You can lock the following entities:

• An CA Endevor/DB User (userid) - which prevents signon by that userid. All other user functions remain unaffected.
• CCID - which prevents signon under that CCID. All other CCID functions remain unaffected.
• Dictionary - which prevents any modifications from being done in the dictionary. The dictionary is still available for

display and the corresponding CCDB is available for normal processing.

To request this facility, fill in an option value of 3 and press Enter from the Main Function Menu.

Before reading further, you should be familiar with the screen-handling information in Chapters 1 through 3.

When you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns the Lock/Unlock Functions screen. The subfunction menu displayed
for any given user may differ from that shown here, depending on whether menu items have been masked from use by
security.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser           LOCK/UNLOCK FUNCTIONS           mm/dd/yy  NDVRU300
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
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OPTION ===>

  1  - BROWSE LOCKED USERS                2  - LOCK USERS
  3  - UNLOCK USERS                       4  - BROWSE LOCKED CCIDS
  5  - LOCK CCIDS                         6  - UNLOCK CCIDS
  7  - BROWSE LOCKED DICTIONARIES         8  - LOCK DICTIONARIES
  9  - UNLOCK DICTIONARIES

USER       ===>                                    (IF OPTIONS 1, 2, 3 )

CCID        ===>                                   (IF OPTIONS 4, 5, 6 )

DICTIONARY ===> SRCNDVR                            (IF OPTIONS 7, 8, 9 )

Three types of options are available with lock processing: BROWSE, LOCK, and UNLOCK. The actual lock and unlock
functions (options 2 and 3 - Lock/Unlock Users, 5 and 6 - Lock/Unlock CCIDS, and 8 and 9 - Lock/Unlock Dictionaries)
are administrative in nature and will normally be performed by an authorized user in your organization. Should you need
information on either of these options, talk to the appropriate person or refer to the Administrating section.

The BROWSE option for users, CCIDs, and dictionaries is described below. For each option, the description includes its
use and instructions to process. The detailed screens for user processing are described individually, following the option
summary.

Processing Options Information
This section describes the following options:

Browse Locked Users

Use this option to browse userids that have been previously locked. You can indicate a particular user and receive a
detailed information screen.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 1 on the Lock/Unlock Functions screen (NDVRU300).
2. Identify the locked users you want to process by doing one of the following:

– You can identify a specific user by entering the userid in the user field. When you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB
returns the User Lock Detail screen (NDVRM310).

– Select from a list of locked users by leaving the user field blank. When you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns the
User Lock List screen (NDVRU310), which contains a list of all locked users. Select the users for which you want
detailed information; when you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns the User Lock Detail Screen (NDVRM310) for
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the first selected user. Each time you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns detailed information for the next selected
user, until all users have been displayed.
If you indicated a userid that was locked, CA Endevor/DB returns the User Lock Detail screen (NDVRM310) for that
user. If you selected a userid that was not locked, you will receive a message to that effect.

Browse Locked CCIDs

Use this option to browse CCIDs that have been previously locked. You can indicate a specific CCID and receive a
detailed information screen.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 4 on the Lock/Unlock Functions screen (NDVRU300).
2. Leave the CCID field blank to obtain a list of all locked CCIDs. If you want to review a particular CCID, enter that CCID

in the CCID field.
3. Press Enter.

– If you did not enter a specific CCID, CA Endevor/DB returns the CCID Lock List screen (NDVRU320). Review this
list and select the CCIDs for which you want detailed information.

– If you indicated a CCID that was locked, CA Endevor/DB returns the CCID Lock Detail screen (NDVRM320) for that
CCID. If you selected a CCID that was not locked, you will receive a message to that effect.

Browse Locked Dictionaries

Use this option to browse dictionaries that have been previously locked.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 7 on the Lock/Unlock Functions screen (NDVRU300).
The name of the dictionary to which you are signed on will usually appear in the dictionary field (for the default
dictionary, this will be blank).

2. Press Enter.
If you leave the field blank, CA Endevor/DB returns the Dictionary Lock List screen (NDVRU330). Review the list and
select the dictionaries for which you want more information.
For the specified or selected dictionary, CA Endevor/DB returns the Dictionary Lock Detail screen (NDVRM330).

Processing Screen Description
 

This section describes the screens used for lock processing. The screens are presented by screen ID, in the order shown
below:

Screen ID Screen Name Used by Options
NDVRU300 Lock/Unlock Functions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9
NDVRU310 User Lock List 1, 2, and 3
NDVRM310 User Lock Detail 1, 2, and 3
NDVRU320 CCID Lock List 4, 5, and 6
NDVRM320 CCID Lock Detail 4, 5, and 6
NDVRU330 Dictionary Lock List 7, 8, and 9
NDVRM330 Dictionary Lock Detail 7, 8, and 9
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Note: The lock and unlock options are administrative functions. Therefore, the following screen descriptions are explained
in reference to the browse option only.

Lock/Unlock Functions Screen

Use the Lock/Unlock Functions screen to review information pertaining to locked CA Endevor/DB users, CCIDs, and/or
dictionaries. Enter the appropriate option number and related information, as explained at the beginning of this section.
Press Enter when you are through.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser           LOCK/UNLOCK FUNCTIONS           mm/dd/yy  NDVRU300
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===> 1

  1  - BROWSE LOCKED USERS                2  - LOCK USERS
  3  - UNLOCK USERS                       4  - BROWSE LOCKED CCIDS
  5  - LOCK CCIDS                         6  - UNLOCK CCIDS
  7  - BROWSE LOCKED DICTIONARIES         8  - LOCK DICTIONARIES
  9  - UNLOCK DICTIONARIES

USER       ===>                                    (IF OPTIONS 1, 2, 3 )

CCID       ===>                                    (IF OPTIONS 4, 5, 6 )

DICTIONARY ===>                                    (IF OPTIONS 7, 8, 9 )

NDVRU300 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRU300 screen are described below.

• OPTION
Number that specifies the subfunction desired.

Option Used To
1 Browse locked userids.
2 Lock specific users. This function can be performed only by an

authorized user; refer to the Administrating section for more
information.

3 Unlock specific userids. This function can be performed only by
an authorized user; refer to the Administrating section for more
information.
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4 Browse locked CCIDs.
5 Lock specific CCIDs. This function can be performed only by

an authorized user; refer to the Administrating section for more
information.

6 Unlock specific CCIDs. This function can be performed only by
an authorized user; refer to the Administrating section for more
information.

7 Browse locked dictionaries.
8 Lock specific dictionaries. This function can be performed only by

an authorized user; refer to the Administrating section for more
information.

9 Unlock specific dictionaries. This function can be performed only
by an authorized user; refer to the Administrating section for more
information.

• USER
The CA Endevor/DB userid you want to review. If you want to review all locked users, leave this field blank.

• CCID
The CCID you want to review. If you want to review all locked CCIDs, leave this field blank.

• DICTIONARY
The dictionary you want to review. This field usually contains the name of the dictionary to which you are signed on. To
review all locked dictionaries, blank out the field.

User Lock List

The User Lock List is returned when you select option 1 on the Lock/Unlock Functions screen, if you do not specify a
particular userid. It displays all userids that have previously been locked.

To view more detailed information on a particular user, type any non-blank character in the column to the left of the
desired entries. Press Enter.

Note: The remaining fields on the User Lock List are for display purposes only.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser              USER LOCK LIST               mm/dd/yy  NDVRU310
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
                USER NAME             LOCK
_    SYSADMIN                          Y
_    DEPTMGR                           Y
/    ENDEVOR                           Y
_    GLOBAL-USER                       Y
     ******    END OF DATA    ******

NDVRU310 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRU310 screen are described below.
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• ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, LOCK, or UNLOCK.

Field Description
(no title) Field used to select a user to obtain additional information. Enter

any character next to the desired userids.

• USER NAME
The user name (userid).

• LOCK
A Y indicates that this userid is locked.

User Lock Detail Screen

The User Lock Detail screen appears when you select option 1 on the Lock/Unlock Functions screen and enter a userid,
or when you select a user from the User Lock List. The User Lock Detail screen provides additional information pertaining
to the user specified.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser               USER LOCK DETAIL            mm/dd/yy  NDVRM310
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
******************************  USER INFORMATION  *****************************
USER         ===> ENDEVOR                             PASSWORD ===>
SECURITY CLS ===> SUPPORT
CURRENT CCID ===> EDB-SUPPORT

COMMENT      ===> ENDEVOR USER
LOCKED       ===> Y        LOCK DATE ===> mm/dd/yy   LOCK TIME ===> 09:55:52

NDVRM310 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRM310 screen are described below.

• ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, LOCK, or UNLOCK.

• USER INFORMATION
Detailed information on the user displayed on the screen.

Field Description
User Name of the user (userid).
Password Password for the user; always displayed as blanks.
Security Class Security class assigned to the user.
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Current CCID CCID currency associated with the user (if the Derived CCID
option is not active for the user).

Comment User-defined comments associated with the user.
Locked Y indicates that the user is locked.
Lock Date/ Lock Time Date and time the userid was locked.

• USER NAME
The user name.

CCID Lock List

The CCID Lock List is returned when you select option 4 from the Lock/Unlock Functions screen, if you do not specify a
particular CCID. The screen displays all CCIDs that have previously been locked.

To view more detailed information on a particular CCID, type any non-blank character in the column next to the desired
entry. Press Enter.

Note: The remaining fields on the CCID Lock List are for display purposes only.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser              CCID LOCK LIST               mm/dd/yy  NDVRU320
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
         CCID       LOCK   TYP
_    EDB-DCADMIN     Y     PUB
_    EDB-DEVELOP     Y     PUB
/    EDB-QA          Y     PUB
_    EDB-SUPPORT     Y     PUB
     **  END  **

NDVRU320 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRU320 screen are described below.

• ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, LOCK, or UNLOCK.

Field Description
(no title) Field used to select a CCID to obtain additional information. Enter

any non-blank character next to the desired CCIDs.

• CCID
The CCID name.

• LOCK
A Y indicates that this CCID is locked.

• TYP
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Type of CCID:
• PUBlic -- Any person can sign on under this CCID
• PRIvate -- Only authorized users can sign on under this CCID

CCID Lock Detail Screen

The CCID Lock Detail screen appears when you select option 4 on the Lock/Unlock Functions screen and enter a specific
CCID, or when you select a CCID from the CCID Lock List. The CCID Lock Detail screen provides additional information
pertaining to the CCID specified.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser             CCID LOCK DETAIL              mm/dd/yy  NDVRM320
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
******************************  CCID INFORMATION  *****************************
NAME    ===> EDB-QA        SEC. CLASS ===> QA                TYPE ===> PUBLIC
COMMENT ===> E/DB nn.n QA
LOCKED  ===> Y             LOCK DATE  ===> mm/dd/yy     LOCK TIME ===> 13:34:59

NDVRM320 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRM320 screen are described below.

• ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, LOCK, or UNLOCK.

• CCID INFORMATION
Detailed information on the CCID displayed on the screen.

Field Description
Name Name of the CCID.
Security Class Security class assigned to the CCID.
Type Type of CCID:

Public -- Any person can sign on under this CCID
Private -- Only authorized users can sign on under this CCID

Comment User-defined comments associated with the CCID.
Locked Y indicates that the CCID is locked.
Lock Date/ Lock Time Date and time the CCID was locked.

Dictionary Lock List

The Dictionary Lock List is returned when you select option 7 on the Lock/Unlock Functions screen, if you do not specify a
particular dictionary. It displays all dictionaries that have previously been locked.

To view more detailed information on a particular dictionary, type any character in the column to the left of the desired
entry. Press Enter.

Note: The remaining fields on the Dictionary Lock List are for display purposes only.
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CA-E/DB nn.n volser            DICTIONARY LOCK LIST           mm/dd/yy  NDVRM330
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
     DICTNAME  LOCK
/    SRCNDVR    Y
     * END *

NDVRU330 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRU330 screen are described below.

• ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, LOCK, or UNLOCK.

Field Description
(no title) Field used to select a dictionary to obtain additional information.

Enter any non-blank character next to the desired dictionary.

• DICTNAME
The dictionary name.

• LOCK
A Y indicates that this dictionary is locked.

Dictionary Lock Detail Screen

The Dictionary Lock Detail screen appears when you select option 7 on the Lock/Unlock Functions screen and enter a
dictionary name, or when you select a dictionary from the Dictionary Lock List. The Dictionary Lock Detail screen provides
additional information pertaining to the dictionary specified.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser            DICTIONARY LOCK DETAIL         mm/dd/yy  NDVRM330
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
***************************   DICTIONARY INFORMATION   ************************
NAME       ===> SRCNDVR               SYSTEM IDENTIFIER  ===> DCSYSTEM
SEC. CLASS ===> NDVR-GLOBAL           DEFAULT USER CLASS ===> NDVR-DDA
ORG. NAME  ===>                       DICTIONARY TYPE    ===> N
LOCKED     ===> Y       LOCK DATE ===> mm/dd/yy     LOCK TIME ===> 13:38:00
COMMENT    ===> TEST SOURCE DICTIONARY - E/DB nn.n
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NDVRM330 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRM330 screen are described below.

• ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, LOCK, or UNLOCK.

• DICTIONARY INFORMATION
Detailed information on the dictionary shown.

Field Description
Name Name of the CCID.
System Identifier The system in which the dictionary resides.
Security Class Security class associated with the dictionary.
Default User Class Default user class used as the security class:

When no userid is known
In an automatically created user description

Original (ORG) Name Future Release
Dictionary Type Future Release
Locked Y indicates that the dictionary is locked.
Lock Date/Lock Time Date and time the dictionary was locked.
Comment User-defined comments associated with the dictionary.

Entity Descriptor Processing

CA-E/DB nn.n volser            MAIN FUNCTION MENU             mm/dd/yy  NDVRU000
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===> 4

             1  - SIGNIN/SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS
             2  - AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS
             3  - LOCK FUNCTIONS
             4  - ENTITY AND ENTITY CHANGE HISTORY
             5  - CCID AND CCID CHANGE HISTORY
             6  - STATUS AND STATUS ASSOCIATIONS
             7  - USER AND USER CHANGE HISTORY
             8  - DICTIONARY AND DICTIONARY HISTORY
             9  - MANAGEMENT GROUPS AND CCIDS
            10  - ENDEVOR/DB CONTROL FUNCTIONS
            11  - ENDEVOR/DB SIGNON FUNCTION
            12  - RETURN TO IDMS/DC
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Entity and Entity Change History processing (option 4 from the Main Function Menu) allows you to view and maintain
Change Control Database (CCDB) entity descriptor information. It also allows you to review the history of changes made
to one or more entities, or to review the status history for one or more entities.

To request this facility, fill in an option value of 4 and press Enter from the Main Function Menu.

Before reading further, you should be familiar with the screen handling information in Chapters 1 through 3.

CA Endevor/DB returns the Entity Functions submenu. The menu displayed for any given user may differ from that shown
here, depending on whether menu items have been masked from use.

The options available from the Entity Functions submenu are described below. For each option, the description includes
its use and instructions to process.

The detailed screens used for entity processing are described individually, following the option summary.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser             ENTITY FUNCTIONS              mm/dd/yy  NDVRU400
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===>

  1  - BROWSE ENTITY DESCRIPTORS          2  - ADD A NEW ENTITY DESCRIPTOR
  3  - MODIFY ENTITY DESCRIPTORS          4  - DELETE ENTITY DESCRIPTORS
  5  - BROWSE ENTITY CHANGE HISTORY       6  - BROWSE ENTITY STATUS HISTORY

ENTITY:                                           (IF OPTIONS 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 )
   NAME        ===>
   TYPE        ===>
   VERSION     ===>

CHANGE-LOG SELECTION CRITERIA:                    (IF OPTIONS 5, 6 )
   START DATE  ===>                  END DATE ===> mm/dd/yy
   START TIME  ===>                  END TIME ===>
   ACTION CODE ===>

DICTIONARY     ===> SRCNDVR                       (IF OPTION 5 )

Processing Option Information
This section describes the following options:
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Browse Entity Descriptors

Use this option to browse Entity Descriptor information stored in the CCDB. You can select one or more entity descriptors
and display detailed CCDB information for those descriptors.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 1 on the Entity Functions screen (NDVRU400).
2. Identify all the entity descriptors for which you want CCDB information by doing one of the following:

– You can identify a specific descriptor by entering the entity name, type, and version. When you press Enter, CA
Endevor/DB returns the Entity Detail screen (NDVRM410).

– Select from a list of descriptors by leaving the entity name, type, and/or version blank or supplying partial
information. When you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns the Entity List screen (NDVRU410), which contains a
list of all entity descriptors (if blank) or all descriptors that match the partial identification given.. Select the entity
descriptors for which you want detailed information; when you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns the Entity Detail
Screen (NDVRM410) for the first selected descriptor. Each time you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns detailed
information for the next selected descriptor, until all entity descriptors have displayed.
CA Endevor/DB returns the Entity Detail screen (NDVRM410), which shows the current CCDB data for a specific
descriptor.

Add a New Entity Descriptor

Use this option to add a new entity descriptor to the CCDB, in preparation to preauthorize a user to access the
corresponding entity.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 2 on the Entity Functions screen (NDVRU400).
2. Identify the entity descriptor to be added. You can define the descriptor uniquely, by filling in the name, type, and

version of the corresponding entity. Alternatively, leave any or all of these fields blank (and supply them on the Detail
screen).

3. Press Enter. CA Endevor/DB returns the Entity Detail screen (NDVRM410), filled in with as much of the descriptor
identifying information as you supplied on the Entity Functions screen.

4. Enter the entity name, type, and version, as necessary. Add any comments and then press Enter to update the CCDB.

Modify Entity Descriptor

Use this option to change the comments or identification (name, type, and version) for one or more entity descriptors (with
the restriction that you can only change the identification for entities that have no Change Log Entries.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 3 on the Entity Functions screen (NDVRU400).
2. Identify all the entity descriptors to be modified. You can identify a specific descriptor by filling in the entity name, type,

and version. Alternatively, leave these fields blank or supply partial information (entity name, type, and/or version), to
obtain a list of all entity descriptors (if blank), or all descriptors that match the partial identification given.

3. Press Enter.
If you did not uniquely qualify the entity descriptor, CA Endevor/DB returns the Entity List screen (NDVRU410), which
contains a list of all entities. Select the entity descriptors you want to process.

4. Press Enter. CA Endevor/DB returns the Entity Detail screen (NDVRM410) for the first selected entity. Each time you
press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns detailed information for the next selected entity, until all entities have displayed.
The Entity Detail screen (NDVRM410) shows the current CCDB data for a specific entity.
Note: You cannot change the descriptor identification if Change Log Entries are recorded for the related entity.
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Delete Entity Descriptors

Use this option to delete one ore more entity descriptors from the CCDB (applicable for entities for which there are no
Change Log Entries).

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 4 on the Entity Functions screen (NDVRU400).
2. Identify all the entity descriptors to be deleted from the CCDB. You can identify a specific descriptor, by filling in the

entity name, type, and version. Alternatively, leave these fields blank or supply partial information (entity name, type,
and/or version), to obtain a list of all entity descriptors (if blank), or all descriptors that match the partial identification
given.

3. Press Enter.
If you did not uniquely qualify the entity descriptor, CA Endevor/DB returns the Entity List screen (NDVRU410), which
contains a list of all entities. Select the entity descriptors you want to delete.

4. Press Enter. CA Endevor/DB returns the Entity Detail screen (NDVRM410) for the first selected entity. Press Enter to
delete the descriptor. Each time you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns detailed information for the next selected
entity, until all entities have displayed.

Browse Entity Change History

Use this option to browse the Change Log Entries for one or more entities to view the history of change for those entities.
You can specify a start/end date and time for the browse, or restrict the browse to only those Change Log Entries
recorded for a specific type of update. Select one or more Change Log Entries and display detailed CCDB information
related to those entries.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 5 on the Entity Functions screen (NDVRU400).
2. Identify all the entities for which you want to review Change Log information. You can identify a specific entity, by filling

in the entity name, type, and version. Alternatively, leave these fields blank or supply partial information (entity name,
type, and/or version), to obtain a list of Change Log Entries for all entities (if blank), or all entities that match the partial
identification given.
You can define the range of time for which you want to display Change Log Entries by entering the start date/time and
the end date/time. Enter the action code to restrict the browse to only those Change Log Entries recorded for a specific
type of update.

3. Press Enter.
CA Endevor/DB returns the Entity/Change Log Entry/User/CCID List screen (NDVRU420), which shows the Change
Log Entries for the requested entities, range of time, and action code.

4. You can select one or more Change Log Entries for which you want more detailed CCDB information. CA Endevor/
DB returns the Entity/Change Log Entry/User/CCID Detail screen (NDVRM420) for each selected Change Log Entry.
This screen shows the Change Log Entry detail, as well as current CCDB data for the entity (entity descriptor), user,
and CCID that correspond to the Change Log Entry. Each time you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns detailed
information for the next selected Change Log Entry, until all selected entries have displayed.

Browse Entity Status History

Use this option to browse the status history for one or more entities. You can specify a start/end history date and time for
the browse. Select one or more status changes for which you want to view detailed CCDB information.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 6 on the Entity Functions screen (NDVRU400).
2. Identify the entities for which you want to review status change information. You can identify a specific entity, by filling

in the entity name, type, and version. Alternatively, leave these fields blank or supply partial information (entity name,
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type, and/or version), to display the status history for all entities that have ever had a status assigned (if blank) or all
entities that match the partial identification given.
You can define the range of time for which you want to display status changes by entering the start date/time and the
end date/time.

3. Press Enter.
CA Endevor/DB returns the Entity/Status History List screen (NDVRU430), which shows the status history for the
requested entities and range of time.

4. You can select one or more status changes for which you want more detailed CCDB information. CA Endevor/DB
returns the Entity/Status History Detail screen (NDVRM430) for each selected status change. This screen shows the
current CCDB data for the entity (entity descriptor) whose status was changed, and the definition of the status setting
assigned at the time of the change. If the status was assigned within the context of a CCID, the CCID is referenced
here.
Each time you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns detailed information for the next selected status change, until all
selected entries have displayed.

Processing Screens Descriptions
This section describes the screens used for entity processing. The screens are presented by screen ID, in the order
shown below:

Screen ID Screen Name Used by Options
NDVRU400 Entity Functions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
NDVRU410 Entity List 1, 3, and 4
NDVRM410 Entity Detail 1, 2, 3, and 4
NDVRU420 Entity/Change Log Entry/User/ CCID List 5
NDVRM420 Entity/Change Log Entry/ User/ CCID Detail 5
NDVRU430 Entity/Status History List 6
NDVRM430 Entity/Status History Detail 6

Entity Functions Screen

Use the Entity Functions screen to view and maintain entity descriptor information in the CCDB, to browse the history of
changes made to one or more entities, or to browse the status history for one or more entities. Fill in the screen with the
option desired, as described at the beginning of this section. Press ENTER when you are through.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser             ENTITY FUNCTIONS              mm/dd/yy  NDVRU400
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===> 1

  1  - BROWSE ENTITY DESCRIPTORS          2  - ADD A NEW ENTITY DESCRIPTOR
  3  - MODIFY ENTITY DESCRIPTORS          4  - DELETE ENTITY DESCRIPTORS
  5  - BROWSE ENTITY CHANGE HISTORY       6  - BROWSE ENTITY STATUS HISTORY
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ENTITY:                                           (IF OPTIONS 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 )
   NAME        ===>
   TYPE        ===>
   VERSION     ===>

CHANGE-LOG SELECTION CRITERIA:                    (IF OPTIONS 5, 6 )
   START DATE  ===>                  END DATE ===> mm/dd/yy
   START TIME  ===>                  END TIME ===>
   ACTION CODE ===>

DICTIONARY     ===> SRCNDVR                       (IF OPTION 5 )

NDVRU400 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRU400 screen are described below.

• OPTION
Number that specifies the subfunction desired.

Option Used To
1 Browse the information stored in the CCDB for one or more entity

descriptors.
2 Add an entity descriptor to the CCDB in preparation to

preauthorizing a user to access the corresponding entity.
3 Change the comments and/or identification for one or more entity

descriptors defined in the CCDB (with the restriction that you can
only change the descriptor identification for entities for which there
are no Change Log Entries).

4 Delete one or more entity descriptors from the CCDB (applicable
for entities for which there are no Change Log Entries).

Option Used To
5 Browse the Change Log Entries for one ore more entities,

optionally specifying a start/end date and time for the browse, or
restricting the browse to only those Change Log Entries recorded
for a specific type of update.

6 Browse the status history for one or more entities, optionally
specifying a start/end date and time for the browse.

• ENTITY
Information to define the entity (or entity descriptor) being processed. Used by the add option (2) to prefill the Detail
screen returned.

Field Description
Name Name of the entity. Leave blank to request information for all

entities having descriptors in the CCDB (for the type and/or
version specified, if either qualifier is provided).
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Type Type of IDD or CA Endevor/DB entity. Leave blank to request all
types recorded in the CCDB (for the entity name and/or version
specified, if either qualifier is provided). See Section3 for a list of
CA Endevor/DB entity types.

Version 1-4 digit version number for the entity. Leave blank to request all
versions recorded in the CCDB (for the Entity Name and/or Type
specified, if either qualifier is provided).

• CHANGE-LOG SELECTION CRITERIA
Optional qualifiers, used for options 5 and 6, to define the starting and/or ending date and time for which you want to
browse CCDB information, or by option 5 to restrict the display to only those changes recorded for a specific type of
update.

Field Description
Start Date Starting date from which you want to browse CCDB information

(mm/dd/yy). Specify a date, or leave blank to browse from the
earliest information recorded in the CCDB through the End Date/
Time.

Start Time Time, within Start Date, from which you want to browse CCDB
information (hh:mm:ss on a 24-hour clock). Defaults to "00:00:00".
If specified, Start Date must also be filled in.

Field Description
End Date Ending date through which you want to browse CCDB information

(mm/dd/yy). Displays originally as today's date. Specify another
date, or blank out the date to browse through the most recent
information recorded in the CCDB.

End Time Time, within End Date, through which you want to browse CCDB
information (hh:mm:ss on a 24-hour clock). Defaults to "23:59:59".
If specified, End Date must also be filled in.

Action Code Code that identifies the type of update activity you want to see:
A -- Add entity
M -- Modify entity
D -- Delete entity
I -- Signin entity
O -- Signout entity
S -- Set entity status
R -- Revise entity status
T -- Terminate (remove) entity status
C -- Migrate entity out
V -- Migrate entity in
P -- Archive CCDB execution (only for dictionary descriptor)
Used by option 5. Leave blank to display Change Log Entries for
all types of update activity

• DICTIONARY
Display only. Name of the Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD) that corresponds to the CCDB being processed.
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Entity List Screen

The Entity List screen is returned for options 1, 3, and 4 from the Entity Functions submenu, when you do not fully qualify
the entity descriptor being processed. It displays all entity descriptors that match the partial identification provided on that
submenu.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser               ENTITY LIST                 mm/dd/yy  NDVRU410
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
                   ENTITY NAME                   TYP    VERS
_    DEPT-EMPLOYEE                   EMPSCHM     SET     100
_    DEPT-EMPLOYEE                   EMPSCHM     SET     200
_    DEPT-EMPLOYEE                   EMPSCHM     SET     300
_    DEPT-HEAD-ID                                ELE     100
_    DEPT-ID                                     ELE     100
_    DEPT-NAME                                   ELE     100
/    DEPTINQ                                     DIA       1
_    DEPTINQ-ENTER                               PRC       1
_    DEPTINQ-PREMAP                              PRC       1
_    DEPTMAP                                     LOA       1
_    DEPTMAP                                     MAP       1
_    DEPTMAP                         HELP        MOD       1
_    DEPTUPD                                     DIA       1
_    DEPTUPD-ENTER                               PRC       1
_    DEPTUPD-PREMAP                              PRC       1
     **********    END OF DATA    **********

Use this screen to select the entity descriptors to be processed. Enter any non-blank character in the left-most column
next to each desired descriptor, then press Enter.

NDVRU410 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRU410 screen are described below.

• ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, MODIFY, or DELETE.

Field Description
(no title) Field used to select an entity descriptor for further detailed

processing. Enter any non-blank character in this column next to
each descriptor you want to process.

• ENTITY NAME
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Display only. Name of the entity represented by the descriptor.

Field Description
Typ Display only. Type of IDD or CCDB entity.
Vers Display only. Version number for the entity.

Entity Detail Screen

The Entity Detail screen is returned for options 1-4.

For options 1, 3, and 4, it is returned directly from the Entity Functions submenu, if you filled in the fully qualified entity
(entity descriptor) identification on that submenu. It is also returned from the Entity List screen (NDVRU410), once you
select a descriptor for detailed processing. In this case, it displays detailed CCDB information for the requested descriptor.

For option 2 (add), the Entity Detail screen is returned directly from the Entity Functions submenu, and is prefilled with as
much of the entity identification as was supplied on that submenu.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser              ENTITY DETAIL                mm/dd/yy  NDVRM410
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
*****************************  ENTITY INFORMATION  ****************************
NAME    ===> DEPTINQ                                          VERSION ===>    1
TYPE    ===> DIALOG
COMMENT ===>

The use of this screen varies by option:

Option Screen Use
1 Browse (display) only.
2 Enter the entity name, type, and version, as necessary, to uniquely

identify the new entity descriptor. Add any comments.
3 Modify comments, or change the descriptor identification (entity

name, type, and/or version).
4 Display and then delete an entity descriptor.

For options 2-3, press Enter to add/modify the entity descriptor data in the CCDB. For option 4, press Enter to delete the
entity descriptor. (Press PF3, press CLEAR, clear the ACTION field, or replace the ACTION field with =n to abort the
delete request.)

NDVRM410 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRM410 screen are described below.

• ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, ADD, MODIFY, or DELETE.

• ENTITY INFORMATION
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Detailed information on the displayed entity descriptor.

Field Description
Name Name of the entity represented by the descriptor.
Type Type of the IDD or CCDB entity.
Version 1-4 digit version number for the entity.
Comment User-defined comments associated with the entity descriptor.

Entity/Change-Log Entry/User/CCID List Screen

The Entity/Change-Log Entry/User/CCID List screen is returned for option 5 from the Entity Functions submenu, and
displays all entities requested from that submenu. For each entity, it lists the Change Log Entries recorded in the CCDB
for the entity, for the range of dates/times, and for the action code (if any) indicated on the Entity Functions submenu.

Use this screen to review the history of change to the requested entities and, optionally, to request the Entity/Change-Log
Entry/User/CCID Detail screen (NDVRM420) for a particular Change Log Entry. To request the Detail screen, enter any
non-blank character in the left-most column next to each entry for which detail is desired, then press Enter.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser  ENTITY/CHANGE-LOG ENTRY/USER/CCID LIST   mm/dd/yy  NDVRU420
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
             ENTITY NAME              TYP VERS LOG-ENTRY   USER        CCID
_ DEPT-HEAD-ID                        ELE  100 M mm/dd/yy SYSADMIN EDB-SYSADMIN
_ DEPT-ID                             ELE  100 M mm/dd/yy SYSADMIN EDB-SYSADMIN
_ DEPT-NAME                           ELE  100 M mm/dd/yy SYSADMIN EDB-SYSADMIN
_ DEPTINQ                             DIA    1 A mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR
_ DEPTINQ-ENTER                       PRC    1 A mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR
_ DEPTINQ-PREMAP                      PRC    1 A mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR
_ DEPTMAP                             LOA    1 A mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR  EDB-DEVELOP
/ DEPTMAP                             MAP    1 M mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR  EDB-DEVELOP
_ DEPTMAP                             MAP    1 A mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR  EDB-DEVELOP
_ DEPTMAP                         HEL MOD    1 A mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR  EDB-DEVELOP
_ DEPTUPD                             DIA    1 O mm/dd/yy EDBADMIN
_ DEPTUPD                             DIA    1 A mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR
_ DEPTUPD-ENTER                       PRC    1 A mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR
_ DEPTUPD-PREMAP                      PRC    1 M mm/dd/yy EDBADMIN EDB-QA
_ DEPTUPD-PREMAP                      PRC    1 M mm/dd/yy EDBADMIN EDB-QA
_ DEPTUPD-PREMAP                      PRC    1 A mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR
  **********    END OF DATA    ******

NDVRU420 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRU420 screen are described below.
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• ACTION
Always BROWSE, reflecting the choice of option 5 from the Entity Functions screen.

Field Description
(no title) Field used to select a Change Log Entry for further detailed

display. Enter any non-blank character in this column next to each
Change Log Entry you want to process.

• ENTITY NAME
Display only. Name of the entity for which change log information is displayed.

Field Description
Typ Type of IDD or CCDB entity.
Vers Version number for the entity.

• LOG ENTRY
Display only. One character describing the type of activity that resulted in the Change Log Entry, followed by the date
(mm/dd/yy) that the Change Log Entry was recorded. The one character codes are described below:

• A -- Add entity
• M -- Modify entity
• D -- Delete entity
• I -- Signin entity
• O -- Signout entity
• S -- Set entity status
• R -- Revise entity status
• T -- Terminate (remove) entity status
• C -- Migrate entity out
• V -- Migrate entity in
• P -- Archive CCDB execution (only for dictionary descriptor)
• USER

Display only. Name that identifies the CA Endevor/DB user responsible for the Change Log Entry.
• CCID

Display only. CCID under which the Change Log Entry was made. Blank if there is no CCID associated with the entry.

Entity/Change-Log Entry/User/CCID Detail Screen

This screen is returned for option 5 from the Entity/Change-Log Entry/User/CCID List screen (NDVRU420), once you
select a specific Change Log Entry for detailed display. It shows detailed information for the selected Change Log Entry,
and current CCDB information for: the descriptor for the changed entity, the user responsible for the change, and the
CCID under which the change was made (if any).

Note: The entity descriptor, user, and CCID information is current, and may not be the same as the information stored (for
the descriptor, user, or CCID) at the time the Change Log Entry was recorded.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser ENTITY/CHANGE-LOG ENTRY/USER/CCID DETAIL  mm/dd/yy  NDVRM420
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
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ACTION ===> BROWSE
*****************************  ENTITY INFORMATION  ****************************
NAME    ===> DEPTMAP                                          VERSION ===>    1
TYPE    ===> MAP
COMMENT ===>
*************************  CHANGE-LOG ENTRY INFORMATION  **********************
DATE    ===> mm/dd/yy           TIME ===> 08:01:21            ACTION  ===> M
COMMENT ===>
PROGRAM ===> OLMPDBRT
******************************  USER INFORMATION  *****************************
NAME         ===> DEPTMGR                                     LOCKED  ===> N
SECURITY CLS ===> NDVR-GLOBAL
CURRENT CCID ===>

COMMENT      ===> DEPARTMENT MANAGER
******************************  CCID INFORMATION  *****************************
NAME    ===> EDB-DEVELOP   SECURITY CLASS ===> DEVELOPMENT        LOCKED ===> N
COMMENT ===> E/DB nn.n DEVELOPMENT

NDVRM420 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRM420 screen are described below.

• ACTION
Always BROWSE, reflecting the choice of option 5 from the Entity Functions screen.

• ENTITY INFORMATION
Display only. Detailed descriptor information corresponding to the entity that was changed. This reflects the CCDB data
for the entity descriptor as it currently exists.

Field Description
Name Name of the entity represented by the descriptor.
Version Version number for the entity.
Type Type of entity.
Comment User-defined comments associated with the entity descriptor.

• CHANGE LOG ENTRY INFORMATION
Display only. Detailed information stored in the Change Log Entry.

Field Description
Date Date the Change Log Entry was written (mm/dd/yy).
Time Time the Change Log Entry was written (hh:mm:ss).
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Action Code Action that resulted in the Change Log Entry:
A -- Add entity
M -- Modify entity
D -- Delete entity
I -- Signin entity
O -- Signout entity
S -- Set entity status
R -- Revise entity status
T -- Terminate (remove) entity status
C -- Migrate entity out
V -- Migrate entity in
P -- Archive CCDB execution (only for dictionary descriptor)

The following descriptive fields vary by action code. Displayed information is listed below each action code:

For action codes of A, M, or D (Add, Modify, or Delete entity):

• Program -- Name of the program that caused the update. This is usually the compiler program name or CA Endevor/
DB.
For action codes of A, M, or D (Add, Modify, or Delete entity) - after compression:
If several Change Log Entries have been combined due to CCDB compression or archive (after utility NDVRARCO is
run) the date and time of the Change Log Entry will reflect the latest update to the entity. The descriptive portion of the
Change Log Entry will contain the following fields in lieu of the updating program:

• Archived/Compressed Entities-- Number of Change Log Entries that have been combined.
• Start Date -- Date of the first Change Log Entry included in the combined group.
• Time -- Time of the first Change Log Entry included in the combined group.

For action code of I (Signin):

• Signed In For -- The user or CCID to which the entity was Signed out when the Signin occurred.

For action code of O (Signout):

• Signed Out To -- The user or CCID to which the entity was Signed out.

For action codes of S, R, or T (Status Set, Reset, or Terminate):

• Status -- Status that was set, reset, or terminated.
• CCID -- CCID context with which the status was set, reset, or terminated. Base status is displayed with this field set to

blank.

For action code of C (Migrate out):

• System -- System name of the target or destination system.
• DBName -- Dictionary name of the target dictionary.
• Date -- Date the entity was received on the target dictionary.
• Time -- Time the entity was received on the target dictionary.

For action code of V (Migrate in):

• System -- System name of the source or sending system.
• DBName -- Dictionary name of the source dictionary.
• Date -- Date the entity was selected for migration on the source dictionary.
• Time -- Time the entity was selected for migration on the source dictionary.
• Comment -- User-defined comments associated with the Change Log Entry.
• USER INFORMATION
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Display only. Detailed information on the user responsible for the change. This reflects the CCDB data for the user as it
exists currently.

Field Description
Name Name of the user.
Locked The lock flag. If Y, the user is locked and you cannot sign on as

that user.
Security Cls Security class for the user.
Current CCIDs associated with the user in the CCDB.
Comment User-defined comments associated with the user.

• CCID INFORMATION
Display only. Detailed information on the CCID under which the change was recorded (if any). This reflects the CCDB
data for the CCID as it exists currently.

Field Description
Name Name of the CCID.
Security Class Security class for the CCID.
Locked The lock flag. If Y, the CCID is locked and you cannot sign on

under that CCID.
Comment User-defined comments associated with the CCID.

Entity/Status History List Screen

The Entity/Status History List screen is returned for option 6 from the Entity Functions submenu, and displays all entities
requested from that submenu. For each entity, it lists the Change Log Entries recorded in the CCDB for status changes
made to the entity, the status assigned at the time of the change, and, if applicable, the CCID within whose context the
status was assigned. The Change Log Entries listed are restricted to those for the range of dates/times indicated on the
Entity Functions submenu, if any.

Use this screen to view the information displayed and, optionally to request the Entity/Status History Detail screen
(NDVRM430) for a particular status change. To request the Detail screen, enter any non-blank character in the left-most
column next to each status change for which detail is desired, then press ENTER.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser          ENTITY/STATUS HISTORY LIST       mm/dd/yy  NDVRU430
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
             ENTITY NAME           TYP VERS LOG-ENTRY    STATUS        CCID
_ COVERAGE                         REC  100 S mm/dd/yy MIGRATE-TES
_ CUSTOMER                         REC    1 S mm/dd/yy MIGRATE-TES
_ DEPARTMENT                       REC  100 S mm/dd/yy NEVER-MIGRA
_ EMPLOYEE                         REC  100 S mm/dd/yy DEVELOPMENT
_ EMPMAP-WORK-RECORD               REC    1 S mm/dd/yy DEVELOPMENT
_ EMPMAP1                          MAP    1 S mm/dd/yy DEVELOPMENT
_ IDD40-REC                        REC    1 S mm/dd/yy NEVER-MIGRA
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_ DEPTMGR                          EUS    1 S mm/dd/yy NEVER-MIGRA
_ SIGNON                           TAS    1 R mm/dd/yy NEVER-MIGRA
_ SIGNON                           TAS    1 R mm/dd/yy MANUAL-ENTI
_ TEST-RECORD-1                    REC    1 S mm/dd/yy TESTING
_ TEST-RECORD-2                    REC    1 S mm/dd/yy TESTING
  **    END    **

NDVRU430 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRU430 screen are described below.

• ACTION
Always BROWSE, reflecting the choice of option 6 from the Entity Functions screen.

Field Description
(no title) Field used to select status changes for further detailed display.

Enter any non-blank character in the column next to each status
change you want to process.

• ENTITY NAME
Display only. Name of the entity for which status change information is displayed.

Field Description
Typ Type of IDD or CCDB entity.
Vers Version number for the entity.

• LOG ENTRY
Display only. One character describing the type of activity that resulted in the Change Log Entry (that is, the type of
status change made), followed by the date (mm/dd/yy) that the Change Log Entry was recorded. The one character
codes are described below:

• S -- Set entity status
• R -- Revise entity status
• T -- Terminate (remove) entity status
• STATUS

Display only. Value to which the status was changed, as recorded in the CCDB.
• CCID

Display only. CCID in whose context the status change was made. Blank if the change was not made within the
context of a particular CCID.

Entity/Status History Detail Screen

This screen is returned for option 6 from the Entity/Status History List screen (NDVRU430), once you select a specific
status change for further detailed display. It shows current CCDB information for the descriptor for the entity whose status
was changed, and for the status assigned to the entity at the time of the change. If the change was made within the
context of a particular CCID, that CCID is referenced here.

Note: The entity descriptor information and status name are current, and may not be the same as the information stored
(for the entity and status) at the time the status change was recorded.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser        ENTITY/STATUS HISTORY DETAIL       mm/dd/yy  NDVRM430
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USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
*****************************  ENTITY INFORMATION  ****************************
NAME    ===> DEPARTMENT                                  VERSION ===>  100
TYPE    ===> RECORD                                      LOCKED  ===> N
COMMENT ===>
**************************  STATUS HISTORY INFORMATION  ***********************
ACTION  ===> S       STATUS ===> NEVER-MIGRATE           CCID ===>
DATE    ===> mm/dd/yy                                    TIME ===> 08:25:56
COMMENT ===>

NDVRM430 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRM430 screen are described below.

• ACTION
Always BROWSE, reflecting the choice of option 6 from the Entity Functions screen.

• ENTITY INFORMATION
Display only. Detailed descriptor information corresponding to the entity whose status was changed. This reflects the
CCDB data for the entity descriptor as it currently exists.

Field Description
Name Name of the entity represented by the descriptor.
Version Version number for the entity.
Type Type of entity.
Comment User-defined comments associated with the entity descriptor.

• STATUS INFORMATION
Display only. Detailed information on the status change.

Field Description
Action Type of status change:

S -- Set entity status
R -- Revise entity status
T -- Terminate (remove) entity status

Status Value assigned to the status.
CCID CCID in whose context the status change was made. Blank if the

change was not made within the context of a particular CCID.
Date Date the status change was made (mm/dd/yy).
Time Time the status change was made (hh:mm:ss).
Comment User-defined comments associated in the Change Log Entry with

the status change.
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CCID Processing

CA-E/DB nn.n volser            MAIN FUNCTION MENU             mm/dd/yy  NDVRU000
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===> 5

             1  - SIGNIN/SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS
             2  - AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS
             3  - LOCK FUNCTIONS
             4  - ENTITY AND ENTITY CHANGE HISTORY
             5  - CCID AND CCID CHANGE HISTORY
             6  - STATUS AND STATUS ASSOCIATIONS
             7  - USER AND USER CHANGE HISTORY
             8  - DICTIONARY AND DICTIONARY HISTORY
             9  - MANAGEMENT GROUPS AND CCIDS
            10  - ENDEVOR/DB CONTROL FUNCTIONS
            11  - ENDEVOR/DB SIGNON FUNCTION
            12  - RETURN TO IDMS/DC

CCID and CCID Change History processing (option 5 from the Main Function Menu) allows you to:

• View and maintain CCID information in the CCDB.
• View changes made within the context of one or more CCIDs.
• Review/revise the associations between CCIDs and Change Log Entries, which document the changes made under a

particular CCID.
• For a particular CCID, review the current status of every entity modified under that CCID.

To request this facility, fill in an option value of 5 and press Enter from the Main Function Menu.

CA Endevor/DB returns the CCID Functions screen. The menu displayed for any given user may differ from that shown
here, depending on whether menu items have been masked from use.

The options available from the CCID Functions screen are described below. For each option, the description includes its
use and instructions to process.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser              CCID FUNCTIONS               mm/dd/yy  NDVRU500
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===>

  1  - BROWSE CCID DESCRIPTORS            2  - ADD A CCID DESCRIPTOR
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  3  - MODIFY CCID DESCRIPTORS            4  - DELETE CCID DESCRIPTORS
  5  - BROWSE CCID/CHANGE ASSOCIATIONS    6  - ADD A CCID/CHANGE ASSOCIATION
  7  - MODIFY CCID/CHANGE ASSOCIATIONS    8  - DELETE CCID/CHANGE ASSOCIATION
  9  - BROWSE ENTITY STATUS FOR CCID

CCID           ===>                                  (IF OPTIONS 1 - 9 )

ENTITY:                                              (IF OPTIONS 5 - 9 )
   NAME        ===>
   TYPE        ===>
   VERSION     ===>

CHANGE-LOG SELECTION CRITERIA:                       (IF OPTIONS 5 - 8 )
   START DATE  ===>                   END DATE  ===> mm/dd/yy
   START TIME  ===>                   END TIME  ===>
   ACTION CODE ===>

The detailed screens used for CCID processing are described individually, following the option summary.

Processing Options
 

This section describes the following options:

Browse CCID Descriptors

Use this option to browse information stored in the CCDB for one or more CCIDs. You can select one or more CCIDs and
display detailed CCDB information for those CCIDs.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 1 on the CCID Functions screen (NDVRU500).
2. Identify the CCID(s) for which you want CCDB information. When you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns the CCID

Detail screen (NDVRM510), which shows the current CCDB data for a specific CCID.

Add a CCID Descriptor

Use this option to add a new CCID to the CCDB.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 2 on the CCID Functions screen (NDVRU500).
2. Identify the CCID to be added. When you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns the CCID Detail screen (NDVRM510),

filled in with the CCID name (if entered on the CCID Functions screen).
3. Enter or overtype the CCID name as necessary. Add the security class and/or any comments, then press Enter to

update the CCDB.
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Modify CCID Descriptors

Use this option to change the security class, comments, and/or name for one or more CCIDs defined in the CCDB (with
the restriction that you can change only the name for CCIDs for which there are no Change Log Entry associations).

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 3 on the CCID Functions screen (NDVRU500).
2. Identify the CCID to be modified. You can leave the CCID name blank to obtain a list of all CCIDs defined to the

CCDB.
3. Press Enter.

If you did not enter the CCID name, CA Endevor/DB returns the CCID List screen (NDVRU510), which contains a list
of all CCIDs. Select the CCID you want to modify.

4. Press Enter. CA Endevor/DB returns the CCID Detail screen (NDVRM510) for the first selected CCID.
5. Update the CCID name, security class, and/or comment. Press Enter. Each time you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB

returns detailed information for the next selected CCID, until all selected CCIDs have been processed.
Note: You cannot change the CCID name if there are any associated Change Log Entries.

Delete Entity Descriptors

Use this option to delete one ore more CCIDs from the CCDB (applicable for users who are authorized to delete CCIDs
and for CCIDs for which there are no Change Log Entry associations).

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 4 on the CCID Functions screen (NDVRU500).
2. Identify the CCID you want to delete from the CCDB. You can leave the CCID name blank to obtain a list of all CCIDs

defined to the CCDB.
3. Press Enter.

If you did not enter the CCID name, CA Endevor/DB returns the CCID List screen (NDVRU510), which contains a list
of all CCIDs. Select the CCID you want to delete and press Enter. (To abort the request, press PF3, press CLEAR,
clear the ACTION field, or replace the ACTION field with =n.)

4. CA Endevor/DB returns the CCID Detail screen (NDVRM510) for the first selected CCID. Press Enter to delete the
CCID from the CCDB.
If you selected more than one CCID, each time you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns detailed information for the
next selected CCID, until all CCIDs have been processed.

Browse CCID/ Change Associations

Use this option to browse the Change Log Entries for one or more CCIDs to view the history of change for those CCIDs.
You can specify a start/end date and time for the browse, or restrict the browse to only those Change Log Entries
recorded for a specific type of update. Select one or more Change Log Entries and display detailed CCDB information
related to those entries. This option lets you review changes made within the context of a particular CCID.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 5 on the CCID Functions screen (NDVRU500).
2. Identify the CCID for which you want to review Change Log Entries. If you want to list Change Log Entries for all

CCIDs defined to the CCDB, leave the CCID name blank.
You can identify a specific entity by entering the entity name, type, and version. Alternatively, leave these fields blank
or supply partial information (entity name, type, and/or version), to obtain a list of Change Log Entries for all entities (if
blank), or all entities that match the partial identification given.
You can define the range of time for which you want to display Change Log Entries by entering the start date/time and
the end date/time. Enter the action code to restrict the browse to only those Change Log Entries recorded for a specific
type of update.

3. Press Enter.
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CA Endevor/DB returns the CCID/Change Log Entry/Entity/User List screen (NDVRM520), which shows the Change
Log Entries for the requested CCID(s), range of time, and action code.

4. You can select one or more Change Log Entries for which you want more detailed CCDB information. If you do,
CA Endevor/DB returns the Entity/Change Log Entry/Entity/User Detail screen (NDVRM520) for the first selected
Change Log Entry. This screen shows the Change Log Entry detail, as well as current CCDB data for the CCID, entity
descriptor, and user that correspond to the Change Log Entry. Each time you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns
detailed information for the next selected Change Log Entry, until all selected entries have displayed.

Add a CCID/Change Association

Use this option to associate a CCID with an existing Change Log Entry. This does not change the data stored for either
the CCID or the Change Log Entry, but rather creates a junction between the two in the CCDB.

You might use this function, for example, if an entity was changed by a user who was not signed on to CA Endevor/DB, to
relate the change to the appropriate CCID.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 6 on the CCID Functions screen (NDVRU500).
2. Identify the CCID you want to associate with an existing Change Log Entry, and the entity for which the Change Log

Entry was recorded. You can provide full CCID and entity identification, or you can leave any or all of the identifier
fields blank (and supply them in the Detail screen).
You can further identify the specific Change Log Entry by providing the start date, start time, and action code.

3. Press Enter.
CA Endevor/DB returns the CCID/Change Log Entry/Entity/User Detail screen (NDVRU520), which contains the
information for the CCID, entity (entity descriptor), and any change log selection criteria supplied on the CCID
Functions screen.

4. To identify the CCID and Change Log Entry being associated, enter the CCID name; Change Log date, time, and
action code; and entity name, type, and version.

5. Press Enter to join the CCID and Change Log Entry.
Note that the User Information at the bottom of the screen is for display only and is only filled in if the Change Log
Entry is uniquely defined.

Modify CCID/Change Associations

Use this option to modify the comments describing the association between one or more pairs of CCIDs and Change Log
Entries, or to change the CCID with which one or more Change Log Entries are associated.

This function is useful when a change was logged under the wrong CCID, to correct the CCID associated with the change.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 7 on the CCID Functions screen (NDVRU500).
2. Identify the CCID and entity that define the CCID/Change Log association you want to modify. Leave the CCID name

blank to list associations for all CCIDs defined to the CCDB (for the entity/entities, range of time, and/or action code
specified). Leave any or all of the entity identification fields blank to list the associations for all entities that match the
partial identification.
You can further identify the specific Change Log Entry by providing the start date, start time, and action code; or you
can enter the start date/time and end date/time range to define a group of Change Log Entries.

3. Press Enter.
CA Endevor/DB returns the CCID/Change Log Entry/Entity/User List screen (NDVRU520), which contains all CCID/
Change Log associations that meet the specified criteria.

4. Select all the Change Log Entries you want to modify.
5. Press Enter. CA Endevor/DB returns the CCID/Change Log Entry/Entity/User Detail screen (NDVRM520), which

shows the Change Log Entry detail for the first selected entry.
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Modify the comment information for the Change Log Entry (to describe the association with the CCID) or change the
CCID name to associate the Change Log Entry with a different CCID).

6. Press Enter. If you selected more than one Change Log Entry, CA Endevor/DB returns the Detail screen for the next
selected Change Log Entry each time you press Enter until each entry has been processed.

Delete CCID/Change Associations

Use this option to delete the association between one or more pairs of CCIDs and Change Log Entries. This does not
change the data stored for the associated CCID and Change Log Entry, but rather deletes the junction between the two.

You might use this function if a user was logged on under too many CCIDs at the time a change was made, to remove the
associations between the Change Log Entry and the extra (incorrect) CCIDs.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 8 on the CCID Functions screen (NDVRU500).
2. Identify the CCID and entity that define the CCID/Change Log association you want to delete. Leave the CCID name

blank to list associations for all CCIDs defined to the CCDB (for the entity/entities, range of time, and/or action code
specified). Leave any or all of the entity identification fields blank to list the associations for all entities that match the
partial identification.
You can further identify the specific Change Log Entry by providing the start date, start time, and action code; or you
can enter the start date/time and end date/time range to define a group of Change Log Entries.

3. Press Enter.
CA Endevor/DB returns the CCID/Change Log Entry/Entity/User List screen (NDVRU520), which contains all CCID/
Change Log associations that meet the specified criteria.

4. Select all the Change Log Entries for which you want to delete an association.
5. Press Enter. CA Endevor/DB returns the CCID/Change Log Entry/Entity/User Detail screen (NDVRM520), which

shows the Change Log Entry detail for the first selected entry.
6. Press Enter to delete the association between the Change Log Entry and the CCID.

If you selected more than one Change Log Entry, CA Endevor/DB returns the Detail screen for the next selected
Change Log Entry each time you press Enter until each entry has been processed.

Browse Entity Status for CCID

Use this option to browse the current status for a specific CCID, for one or more entities modified under that CCID. You
can select one or more lines from the browse list and display detailed CCDB information related to those entities.

This option is useful if, for example, the work done under a particular CCID reaches a target deadline and the project
manager wants to verify/monitor all entities that have been modified under the CCID.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 9 on the CCID Functions screen (NDVRU500).
2. Identify the CCID for which you want to see the current status of every entity ever modified under the CCID.
3. Press Enter. CA Endevor/DB returns the Entity/Status for CCID List screen (NDVRU530), which shows the requested

CCID, every entity ever changed under that CCID, and the current status for each entity.
For each displayed entity, there may be a second line showing the status assigned to the entity as a whole (that is,
outside the context of any CCID). This base status is provided for easy reference and can be identified by a blank
CCID.
You can select the entity/status combination(s) for which you want more detailed CCDB information.

4. Press Enter. If you requested further detail, CA Endevor/DB returns the Entity/Status for CCID Detail screen
(NDVRM530) for the first selected entity/status combination. This screen shows the current CCDB data for the CCID in
whose context the entity was changed; it also shows the current CCDB data for the entity whose current status setting
is displayed, any comments defined at the time the status was set, and the status definition.
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If you selected more than one entity/status combination, CA Endevor/DB displays the details for the next selected
combination each time you press Enter, until all selections have displayed.

Processing Screen Basics
This section describes the screens used for CCID processing. The screens are presented by screen ID, in the order
shown below:

 Screen ID  Screen Name  Used by Options 
NDVRU500 CCID Functions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9
NDVRU510 CCID List 1, 3, and 4
NDVRM510 CCID Detail 1, 2, 3, and 4
NDVRU520 CCID/Change Log Entry/Entity/ User List 5, 7, and 8
NDVRM520 CCID/Change Log Entry/Entity/ User Detail 5, 6, 7, and 8
NDVRU530 Entity/Status for CCID List 9
NDVRM530 Entity/Status for CCID Detail 9

  

CCID Functions Screen

Use the CCID Functions screen to view and maintain information and Change Log relationships stored in the CCDB for
a Change Control ID (CCID). Fill in the screen for the option desired, as described at the beginning of this section. Press
Enter when you are through.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser              CCID FUNCTIONS               mm/dd/yy  NDVRU500
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===>
 UPDATE
OPTION
 ===>
  1  - BROWSE CCID DESCRIPTORS            2  - ADD A CCID DESCRIPTOR
  3  - MODIFY CCID DESCRIPTORS            4  - DELETE CCID DESCRIPTORS
  5  - BROWSE CCID/CHANGE ASSOCIATIONS    6  - ADD A CCID/CHANGE ASSOCIATION
  7  - MODIFY CCID/CHANGE ASSOCIATIONS    8  - DELETE CCID/CHANGE ASSOCIATION
  9  - BROWSE ENTITY STATUS FOR
 CCID
CCID           ===>                                  (IF OPTIONS 1 -
 9 )
ENTITY:                                              (IF OPTIONS 5 - 9 )
   NAME        ===>
   TYPE        ===>
   VERSION    
 ===>
CHANGE-LOG SELECTION CRITERIA:                       (IF OPTIONS 5 - 8 )
   START DATE  ===>                   END DATE  ===> mm/dd/yy
   START TIME  ===>                   END TIME  ===>
   ACTION CODE ===>
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NDVRU500 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRU500 screen are described below.

•  OPTION
Number that specifies the subfunction desired.

 Option  Used To 
1 Browse the information stored in the CCDB for one or more

CCIDs.
2 Add a new CCID to the CCDB.
3 Change the comments, security class, and/or name for one or

more CCIDs defined in the CCDB (with the restriction that you can
only change the name of CCIDs for which there are no Change
Log Entry associations)

4 Delete one or more CCIDs from the CCDB (applicable for CCIDs
for which there are no Change Log Entry associations).

5 Browse the Change Log Entries for one or more CCIDs, optionally
specifying a start/end date and time for the browse, or restricting
the browse to only those Change Log Entries recorded for a
specific type of update.

6 Associate a CCID with an existing Change Log Entry by creating a
junction between the two in the CCDB.

7 Modify the comments describing the association between one
or more pairs of CCIDs and Change Log Entries, or change the
CCID with which one or more Change Log Entries are associated.

8 Delete the association between one or more pairs of CCIDs and
Change Log Entries, by eliminating the junction between them.

9 For a specific CCID, browse the current status for one or more
entities modified under that CCID. As desired, select one or
more entities from the browse list and display detailed CCDB
information related to those entities (and their current status
settings).

•  CCID
Name of the CCID being processed. Required for option 9. If specified, this must be the full CCID name. Leave
blank to request all CCIDs in the CCDB. Used by option 2 (ADD A CCID DESCRIPTOR) and option 6 (ADD A CCID/
CHANGE ASSOCIATION) to prefill the Detail screen returned.

•  ENTITY
Information to define the entity being processed, used for options 5-9. Used by option 6 (ADD A CCID/CHANGE
ASSOCIATION) to prefill the Detail screen returned.

 Field  Description 
Name Name of the entity. Leave blank to request all entities in the

CCDB (for the type and/or version specified, if either qualifier is
provided).

Type Type of IDD or CCDB entity. Leave blank to request all types
recorded in the CCDB (for the entity name and/or version
specified, if either qualifier is provided). See Section3 for a list of
CCDB entity types.
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Version 1-4 digit version number for the entity. Leave blank to request all
versions recorded in the CCDB (for the entity name and/or type
specified, if either qualifier is provided).

•  CHANGE-LOG SELECTION CRITERIA
Optional qualifiers used for options 5-8. Used by options 5, 7, and 8 to define the starting and/or ending date and time
for which you want to display CCDB information, or to restrict the display to only those changes recorded for a specific
type of update. Used for option 6 (ADD A CCID/CHANGE ASSOCIATION) to prefill the Detail screen returned. (Only
Start Date, Start Time, and Action Code are used for option 6.)

 Field  Description 
Start Date Starting date from which you want to display CCDB information

(mm/dd/yy). Specify a date, or leave blank to browse from the
earliest information recorded in the CCDB through the End Date/
Time.

Start Time Time, within Start Date, from which you want to display CCDB
information (hh:mm:ss on a 24-hour clock). Defaults to "00:00:00".
If specified, Start Date must also be filled in.

End Date Ending date through which you want to browse CCDB information
(mm/dd/yy). Displays originally as today's date. Specify another
date, or blank out the date to browse through the most recent
information recorded in the CCDB.

End Time Time, within End Date, through which you want to display CCDB
information (hh:mm:ss on a 24-hour clock). Defaults to "23:59:59".
If specified, End Date must also be filled in.

Action Code Code that identifies the type of update activity you want to see.
Leave blank to display data for all types of update activity.
A -- Add entity
M -- Modify entity
D -- Delete entity
I -- Signin entity
O -- Signout entity
S -- Set entity status
R -- Revise entity status
T -- Terminate (remove) entity status
C -- Migrate entity out
V -- Migrate entity in
P -- Archive CCDB execution (only for dictionary descriptor)

CCID List Screen

The CCID List screen is returned for options 1, 3, and 4 from the CCID Functions screen, when you do not specify the
CCID name being processed. It displays all CCIDs defined to the CCDB.

Use this screen to select the CCID(s) to be processed. Place any character in the left-most column next to each desired
CCID, then press Enter.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser                CCID LIST                  mm/dd/yy  NDVRU510
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===>
 UPDATE
ACTION ===> BROWSE
         CCID       LOCK   TYP
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_    EDB-DCADMIN     N     PUB
_    EDB-DEVELOP     N     PUB
/    EDB-QA          N     PUB
_    EDB-SUPPORT     N     PUB
_    EDB-SYSADMIN    N     PUB
_    GLOBAL-CCID     N     PUB
     **  END  **

NDVRU510 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRU510 screen are described below.

•  ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, MODIFY, or DELETE.

 Field  Description 
(no title) Field used to select a CCID for further detailed processing. Enter

any non-blank character in this column next to each descriptor you
want to process.

•  CCID
Display only. Name of the CCID.

 Field  Description 
Lock The lock flag. If Y, the CCID is locked and you cannot sign on

under that CCID.
Typ The CCID type. If PUB (public), anyone can sign on under that

CCID. If PRI (private), you must be preauthorized to sign on under
that CCID.

CCID Detail Screen

The CCID Detail screen is returned for options 1-4. For options 1, 3, and 4, it is returned directly from the CCID Functions
screen, if you filled in the CCID on that screen; or from the CCID List screen (NDVRU510), once you select a CCID
for detailed processing. In this case, it displays detailed CCDB information for the CCID. For option 2 (add), the CCID
Detail screen is returned directly from the CCID Functions screen, and is prefilled with the CCID name, if that name was
supplied on the screen.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser               CCID DETAIL                 mm/dd/yy  NDVRM510
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===>
 UPDATE
ACTION ===> BROWSE
******************************  CCID INFORMATION  *****************************
NAME    ===> EDB-QA        SEC. CLASS ===> QA                TYPE ===> PRIVATE
COMMENT ===> E/DB nn.n QA
LOCKED  ===> N             LOCK DATE  ===>              LOCK TIME ===>

The use of this screen varies by option:

 Option  Screen Use 
1 Browse (display) only
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2 Fill in the CCID name, as necessary to identify the new CCID
uniquely. Add any comments desired, and/or the security class.

3 Modify comments and/or the security class, or change the CCID
name.

4 Display and then delete a CCID.

For options 2-3, press Enter to add/modify the CCID information. For option 4, press Enter to delete the CCID. (Press
PF3, press CLEAR, clear the ACTION field, or replace the ACTION field with =n to abort the delete request.)

NDVRM510 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRM510 screen are described below.

•  ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, ADD, MODIFY, or DELETE.

•  CCID INFORMATION
Detailed information on the displayed CCID.

 Field  Description 
Name Name of the CCID.
Security Class Display only. Security class for the CCID.
Type The CCID type. If PUBLIC, anyone can signon under that CCID.

If PRIVATE, you must be pre-authorized to signon under that
CCID.

Comment User-defined comments associated with the CCID.
Locked The lock flag. If Y, the CCID is locked, and you cannot signon

under that CCID. If N, the CCID is not locked, and it is available to
you.

Lock Date Date CCID was locked.
Lock Time Time CCID was locked.

CCID/Change-Log Entry/Entity/User List Screen

The CCID/Change-Log Entry/Entity/User List screen is returned for options 5, 7, and 8 from the CCID Functions screen,
and displays all Change Log Entries for the CCIDs, entities, time range, and action code requested.

Use this screen to view the information displayed and, optionally, to request the CCID/Change-Log Entry/Entity/User
Detail screen (NDVRM520) for a particular Change Log Entry. To request the Detail screen, place any character in the left-
most column next to each entry for which detail is desired, then press Enter.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser  CCID/CHANGE-LOG ENTRY/ENTITY/USER LIST   mm/dd/yy  NDVRU520
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===>
 UPDATE
ACTION ===> BROWSE
      CCID     LOG-ENTRY            ENTITY NAME               TYP VERS   USER
_ EDB-DEVELOP  A mm/dd/yy DEPTMAP                             LOA    1 DEPTMGR
_ EDB-DEVELOP  A mm/dd/yy DEPTMAP                         HEL MOD    1 DEPTMGR
_ EDB-DEVELOP  M mm/dd/yy DEPTMAP                             MAP    1 DEPTMGR
_ EDB-QA       M mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR                             EUS    1 DEPTMGR
/ EDB-QA       M mm/dd/yy DEPTUPD-PREMAP                      PRC    1 DEPTMGR
_ EDB-QA       A mm/dd/yy DEPTUPD-ENTER                       PRC    1 DEPTMGR
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_ EDB-SYSADMIN I mm/dd/yy TESTLOAD                            LOA    1 EDB-SYST
_ EDB-SYSADMIN I mm/dd/yy STRUCTURE                           REC  100 EDB-SYST
_ EDB-SYSADMIN I mm/dd/yy SKILL                               REC  100 EDB-SYST
_ EDB-SYSADMIN I mm/dd/yy JOB                                 REC  100 EDB-SYST
_ EDB-SYSADMIN I mm/dd/yy INSURANCE-PLAN                      REC  100 EDB-SYST
_ EDB-SYSADMIN I mm/dd/yy HOSPITAL-CLAIM                      REC  100 EDB-SYST
_ EDB-SYSADMIN I mm/dd/yy HELPUNIT                            LOA    2 EDB-SYST
_ EDB-SYSADMIN I mm/dd/yy EXPERTISE                           REC  100 EDB-SYST
_ EDB-SYSADMIN I mm/dd/yy EMPSS01 EMPSCHM                     SUB  100 EDB-SYST

NDVRU520 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRU520 screen are described below.

•  ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, MODIFY, or DELETE.

 Field  Description 
(no title) Field used to select a Change Log Entries for further detailed

display. Enter any non-blank character in this column next to each
Change Log Entry you want to process.

•  CCID
Display only. CCID under which the Change Log Entry was made. Blank if there is no CCID associated with the entry.

•  LOG ENTRY
Display only. One character describing the type of activity that resulted in the Change Log Entry, followed by the date
(mm/dd/yy) that the Change Log Entry was recorded. The one character codes are described below:

• A -- Add entity
• M -- Modify entity
• D -- Delete entity
• I -- Signin entity
• O -- Signout entity
• S -- Set entity status
• R -- Revise entity status
• T -- Terminate (remove) entity status
• C -- Migrate entity out
• V -- Migrate entity in
• P -- Archive CCDB execution (only for dictionary descriptor)
•  ENTITY NAME

Display only. Name of the entity for which the Change Log Entry was recorded.

 Field  Description 
Typ Type of IDD or CCDB entity.
Vers Version number for the entity.

•  USER
Display only. The CA Endevor/DB user responsible for the Change Log Entry.
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CCID/Change-Log Entry/Entity/User Detail Screen

This screen is returned for options 5-8.

For options 5, 7, and 8, it is returned from the CCID/Change-Log Entry/Entity/User List screen (NDVRU520), once you
select a Change Log Entry for detailed processing. In this case, it displays detailed information for the requested Change
Log Entry, and current CCDB information for: the CCID under which the change was recorded (if any), the descriptor for
the changed entity, and the user responsible for the change.

 Note: The CCID, entity descriptor, and user information is current, and may not be the same as the information stored
(for the CCID, descriptor, or user) at the time the Change Log Entry was recorded.

For option 6 (ADD A CCID/CHANGE ASSOCIATION), this screen is returned directly from the CCID Functions screen,
and is prefilled with as much information as possible based on the CCID, entity identification, and Change Log selection
criteria supplied on that screen.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser  CCID/CHANGE-LOG ENTRY/ENTITY/USER DETAIL mm/dd/yy  NDVRM520
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===>
 UPDATE
ACTION ===> BROWSE
******************************  CCID INFORMATION  *****************************
NAME    ===> EDB-QA        SECURITY CLASS ===> QA                 LOCKED ===> N
COMMENT ===> E/DB nn.n QA
***********************  CHANGE-LOG ENTRY INFORMATION  ************************
DATE        ===> mm/dd/yy       TIME ===> 08:03:09            ACTION ===> M
COMMENT     ===>
PROGRAM ===> IDMSDDDL
****************************  ENTITY INFORMATION  *****************************
NAME    ===> DEPTUPD-PREMAP                                   VERSION ===>    1
TYPE    ===> PROCESS
COMMENT ===>
*****************************  USER INFORMATION  ******************************
NAME         ===> DEPTMGR                                     LOCKED  ===> N
SECURITY CLS ===> NDVR-GLOBAL
CURRENT CCID
 ===>
COMMENT ===>

The use of this screen varies by option:

 Option  Screen Use 
5 Browse (display) only.
6 Display the CCID and Change Log Entry requested -- or fill in

the CCID Name; Change Log Date, Time, and Action; and Entity
Name, Type, and Version; to identify the CCID and Change Log
Entry -- and associate the two in the CCDB.

7 Modify comments describing the CCID/Change Log association,
or change the CCID with which the Change Log Entry is
associated.

8 Display the CCID and Change Log Entry requested, then delete
the association between the two.
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For option 7, press Enter to update the CCDB. For options 6 and 8, press Enter to add/delete the CCID/change log
association. To abort the delete-association request, press PF3, press CLEAR, clear the ACTION field, or replace the
ACTION field with =n.

NDVRM520 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRM520 screen are described below.

•  ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, ADD, MODIFY, or DELETE.

•  CCID INFORMATION
Detailed information on the CCID under which the change was (or will be) recorded.

 Field  Description 
Name Name of the CCID.
Security Class Display only. Security class for the CCID.
Locked The lock flag. If Y, the CCID is locked and you cannot sign on

under that CCID.
Comment User-defined comments associated with the CCID.

•  CHANGE LOG INFORMATION
Detailed information stored in the Change Log Entry.

 Field  Description 
Date Date the Change Log Entry was written (mm/dd/yy).
Time Time the Change Log Entry was written (hh:mm:ss).
Action Action that resulted in the Change Log Entry:

A -- Add entity
M -- Modify entity
D -- Delete entity
I -- Signin entity
O -- Signout entity
S -- Set entity status
R -- Revise entity status
T -- Terminate (remove) entity status
C -- Migrate entity out
V -- Migrate entity in
P -- Archive CCDB execution (only for dictionary descriptor)

The following descriptive fields vary by action code. Displayed information is listed below each action code:

 For action codes of A, M, or D (Add, Modify, or Delete entity): 

• Program -- Name of the program that caused the update. This is usually the compiler program name or CA Endevor/
DB.

 For action codes of A, M, or D (Add, Modify, or Delete entity) - after compression: 

If several Change Log Entries have been combined due to CCDB compression or archive (after utility NDVRARCO is run)
the date and time of the Change Log Entry will reflect the latest update to the entity. The descriptive portion of the Change
Log Entry will contain the following fields in lieu of the updating program:
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• Archived/Compressed Entities-- Number of Change Log Entries that have been combined.
• Start Date -- Date of the first Change Log Entry included in the combined group.
• Time -- Time of the first Change Log Entry included in the combined group.

 For action code of I (Signin): 

• Signed In For -- The user or CCID to which the entity was Signed out when the Signin occurred.

 For action code of O (Signout): 

• Signed Out To -- The user or CCID to which the entity was Signed out.

 For action codes of S, R, or T (Status Set, Reset, or Terminate): 

• Status -- Status that was set, reset, or terminated.
• CCID -- CCID context with which the status was set, reset, or terminated. Base status is displayed with this field set to

blank.

 For action code of C (Migrate out): 

• System -- System name of the target or destination system.
• DBName -- Dictionary name of the target dictionary.
• Date -- Date the entity was received on the target dictionary.
• Time -- Time the entity was received on the target dictionary.

 For action code of V (Migrate in): 

• System -- System name of the source or sending system.
• DBName -- Dictionary name of the source dictionary.
• Date -- Date the entity was selected for migration on the source dictionary.
• Time -- Time the entity was selected for migration on the source dictionary.
• Comment -- User-defined comments associated with the Change Log Entry.
•  ENTITY INFORMATION

Detailed descriptor information corresponding to the entity that was changed.

 Field  Description 
Name Name of the entity represented by the descriptor.
Version Version number for the entity.
Type Type of entity.
Comment Display only. Comments associated with the entity descriptor.

•  USER INFORMATION
Detailed information on the user responsible for the change. This reflects the CCDB data for the user as it exists
currently.

 Field  Description 
Name Display only. Name of the user.
Locked The lock flag. If Y, the user is locked and you cannot sign on as

that user.
Security Cls Display only. Security class for the user.
Current CCID Display only. CCID(s) associated with the user in the CCDB.
Comment Display only. Comments associated with the user.
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Entity/Status For CCID List Screen

The Entity/Status For CCID List screen is returned for option 9 from the CCID Functions screen. For the CCID requested
from that screen, this screen displays every entity ever modified under that CCID, and the current status setting for that
entity. For each entity displayed, there may be a second line showing the status assigned to the entity as a whole (that
is, outside of the context of any CCID). This status, known as the "base status" for the entity, can be identified by a blank
CCID.

Use this screen to view the information displayed and, optionally, to request the Entity/Status For CCID Detail screen
(NDVRM530) for a particular entity/status combination(s). To request the Detail screen, place any character in the left-
most column next to each entity/status combination for which detail is desired, then press Enter.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser         ENTITY/STATUS FOR CCID LIST       mm/dd/yy  NDVRU530
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===>
 UPDATE
ACTION ===> BROWSE
     CCID                 ENTITY NAME                 TYP VERS     STATUS
_ EDB-DEVELOP  DEPTMAP                                LOA    1 DEVELOPMENT
_ EDB-DEVELOP  DEPTMAP                                MAP    1 DEVELOPMENT
_ EDB-DEVELOP  DEPTMAP                         HELP   MOD    1 DEVELOPMENT
_ EDB-DEVELOP  DEPTUPD                                DIA    1 DEVELOPMENT
/ EDB-DEVELOP  DEPTUPD-ENTER                          PRC    1 DEVELOPMENT
_ EDB-DEVELOP  DEPTUPD-PREMAP                         PRC    1 DEVELOPMENT
_ EDB-DEVELOP  DEPTMGR                                EUS    1 NEVER-MIGRATE
  **  END  **

NDVRU530 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRU530 screen are described below.

•  ACTION
Always BROWSE, reflecting the choice of option 9 from the CCID Functions screen.

 Field  Description 
(no title) Field used to select entity/status combination for further detailed

display. Enter any non-blank character in the column next to each
entity/status combination you want to process.

•  CCID
Display only. Name of the CCID under which the entity was modified. Blank if the line displays the base status for the
entity.

•  ENTITY NAME
Display only. Name of the entity (modified within the context of the CCID requested) for which the current status is
shown.

 Field  Description 
Typ Type of IDD or CCDB entity.
Vers Version number for the entity.

•  STATUS
Display only. Current status setting for the entity.
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Entity/Status for CCID Detail Screen

This screen is returned for option 9 from the Entity/Status For CCID List screen (NDVRU530), once you select a specific
entity/status combination for further detailed display. It shows the current CCDB data for the CCID in whose context the
entity was changed (as specified on the subfunction menu). This CCID data is blank if the selected line represents a base
status.

The screen also shows the current CCDB data for the entity (entity descriptor) whose current status setting is displayed,
any comments defined at the time that status was set, and the status definition itself.

 Note: The information displayed is current, and may not be the same as the information stored in the CCDB at the time
the status was set.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser        ENTITY/STATUS FOR CCID DETAIL      mm/dd/yy  NDVRM530
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===>
 UPDATE
ACTION ===> BROWSE
******************************  CCID INFORMATION  *****************************
NAME    ===> EDB-DEVELOP   SECURITY CLASS ===> DEVELOPMENT        LOCKED ===> N
COMMENT ===> E/DB nn.n DEVELOPMENT
*****************************  ENTITY INFORMATION  ****************************
NAME    ===> DEPTUPD-ENTER                                VERSION ===>    1
TYPE    ===> PROCESS                                      LOCKED  ===> N
COMMENT ===>
**************************  ASSOCIATION INFORMATION  **************************
COMMENT ===>
*****************************  STATUS INFORMATION  ****************************
NAME    ===> DEVELOPMENT                                  TYPE    ===> PUBLIC
COMMENT ===>

NDVRM530 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRM530 screen are described below.

•  ACTION
Always BROWSE, reflecting the choice of option 9 from the CCID Functions screen.

•  CCID INFORMATION
Display only. Detailed information on the CCID under which the entity was modified; blank if the screen shows the base
status information for an entity. This reflects the CCID data as it currently exists in the CCDB.

 Field  Description 
Name Name of the CCID.
Security Class Security class for the CCID.
Locked The lock flag. If Y, the CCID is locked and you cannot sign on

under that CCID.
Comment User-defined comments associated with the CCID.

•  ENTITY INFORMATION
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Display only. Detailed descriptor information corresponding to the entity changed within the context of the CCID shown.
This reflects the CCDB data for the entity descriptor as it exists currently.

 Field  Description 
Name Name of the entity represented by the descriptor.
Version Version number for the entity
Type Type of entity

 Field  Description 
Comment User-defined comments associated in the CCDB with the entity

descriptor.

•  ASSOCIATION INFORMATION
Display only. User-defined comments associated with the current status setting.

•  STATUS INFORMATION
Display only. Detailed information stored in the CCDB for the status currently set for the entity. This reflects the CCDB
data for the status definition as it exists currently.

 Field  Description 
Name Name of (that is, the value assigned to) the status
Type Indication of whether the status definition is public or private:

PUBLIC -- Any user can assign this status, assuming the user is
preauthorized to establish status settings
PRIVATE -- A user must be preauthorized to use this status
definition in order to assign this status

Comment User-defined comments associated with the status definition

Status Processing

CA-E/DB nn.n volser            MAIN FUNCTION MENU             mm/dd/yy  NDVRU000
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===> 6

             1  - SIGNIN/SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS
             2  - AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS
             3  - LOCK FUNCTIONS
             4  - ENTITY AND ENTITY CHANGE HISTORY
             5  - CCID AND CCID CHANGE HISTORY
             6  - STATUS AND STATUS ASSOCIATIONS
             7  - USER AND USER CHANGE HISTORY
             8  - DICTIONARY AND DICTIONARY HISTORY
             9  - MANAGEMENT GROUPS AND CCIDS
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            10  - ENDEVOR/DB CONTROL FUNCTIONS
            11  - ENDEVOR/DB SIGNON FUNCTION
            12  - RETURN TO IDMS/DC

Status and Status Associations processing (option 6 from the Main Function Menu) allows you to view and maintain status
definitions in the CCDB, and to browse and maintain the status settings for one or more entities. The status for an entity
can be defined either within the context of a particular CCID, or stand-alone (outside of the context of a CCID). A stand-
alone status is known as the "base status" for the entity.

To request this facility, fill in an option value of 6 and press ENTER from the Main Function Menu.

CA Endevor/DB returns the Status Functions screen. Remember that the screen displayed for any given user may differ
from that shown here, depending on whether menu items have been masked from use.

The options available from the Status Functions screen are described below the screen. For each option, the description
includes its use and instructions to process.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser             STATUS FUNCTIONS              mm/dd/yy  NDVRU600
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===>

  1  - BROWSE STATUS DESCRIPTORS          2  - ADD A STATUS DESCRIPTOR
  3  - MODIFY STATUS DESCRIPTORS          4  - DELETE STATUS DESCRIPTORS
  5  - BROWSE STATUS/ENTITY ASSOCIATIONS  6  - ADD A STATUS/ENTITY ASSOCIATION
  7  - MODIFY STATUS/ENTITY ASSOCIATIONS  8  - DELETE STATUS/ENTITY ASSOCIATIONS

STATUS     ===>                                    (IF OPTIONS 1 - 8 )

ENTITY:                                            (IF OPTIONS 5 - 8 )
   NAME    ===>
   TYPE    ===>
   VERSION ===>

THE FOLLOWING VALUE IS USED WHEN STATUS IS SET WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF A CCID
CCID       ===> EDB-QA                             (IF OPTIONS 5 - 8 )

The detailed screens used for status processing are described individually, following the option summary.

 

Status Processing Options
This section describes the following options:
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Browse Status Descriptors

Use this option to browse information stored in the CCDB for one or more status definitions. You can select one or more
status definitions and display detailed CCDB information for those definitions.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 1 on the Status Functions screen (NDVRU600).
2. Identify the status definition for which you want CCDB information. Leave the status name blank to obtain a list of all

status definitions in the CCDB. When you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns the Status List screen (NDVRU610).
View the list and select the status definitions for which you want more detailed information.

3. CA Endevor/DB returns the Status Detail screen (NDVRM610), showing the current CCDB data for the first status
definition selected. If you made multiple selections above (Step 2), press Enter to see the detail for the next status
definition selected, and so on until all status definitions have been viewed.

Add a Status Descriptor

Use this option to add a new status definition to the CCDB.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 2 on the Status Functions screen (NDVRU600).
You can identify the status definition to be added by filling in the status name on the screen or you can leave the name
blank (and supply the name on the Detail screen, in Step 2).
Press ENTER.

2. CA Endevor/DB returns the Status Detail screen (NDVRM610), filled in with the status name (if entered on the Status
Functions screen).
Enter (or overtype) the status name, as necessary. The status name must be unique in the CCDB. Add the type code
and any comments desired, then press ENTER to update the CCDB.

Modify Status Descriptors

Use this option to change the comments, type code, or name for one or more status definitions in the CCDB.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 3 on the Status Functions screen (NDVRU600).
2. Identify the status definition to be modified. Leave the status name blank to obtain a list of all status definitions defined

to the CCDB.
3. Press ENTER.

If you did not fill in the status name, CA Endevor/DB returns the Status List screen (NDVRU610), which contains a list
of all status definitions. Select the status definitions you want to modify.

4. CA Endevor/DB returns the Status Detail screen (NDVRM610), which contains the current CCDB data for the first
selected status definition.

5. Update the name, type code, and/or comment information, and then press ENTER.
If you made multiple selections above (Step 2), each time you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns the Status Detail
screen for the next status definition selected until all selections have been processed.

Delete Status Descriptors

Use this option to delete one or more status definitions from the CCDB.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 4 on the Status Functions screen (NDVRU600).
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2. Identify the status definition you want to delete. You can leave the status name blank to obtain a list of all status
definitions in the CCDB.

3. Press ENTER.
If you did not enter the status name, CA Endevor/DB returns the Status List screen (NDVRU610), which contains a list
of all status definitions. Select the status definitions you want to delete and press Enter.

4. CA Endevor/DB returns the Status Detail screen (NDVRM610) for the first selected status definition. Press Enter to
delete the status definition from the CCDB. (To abort the request, press PF3, press CLEAR, clear the ACTION field, or
replace the ACTION field with =n.)
If you selected more than one status definition, each time you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns detailed
information for the next selected status definition, until all selections have been processed.

Browse Status/Entity Associations

Use this option to browse the entities that have been assigned a particular status (either as a base status or within the
context of a CCID). Optionally, restrict the browse to only those status assignments for a particular entity or CCID.

You can select one or more lines (status assignments) from the browse list, and display further CCDB detail for those
assignments.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 5 on the Status Functions screen (NDVRU600).
2. Identify the status for which you want to browse the entities assigned that status. If you want to list all entities assigned

a status, leave the status name blank.
You can identify a specific entity by entering the entity name, type, and version. Alternatively, leave these fields blank
or supply partial information (entity name, type, and/or version), to display the status settings for all entities (if blank)
or for all entities that match the partial identification given. In either case, the display is limited to the status name and
CCID specified (below), if these qualifiers are filled in.
Identify the CCID within whose context you want to browse the status settings. Leave the CCID blank to browse the
base status and status settings made within the context of all CCIDs in the CCDB (for the status and entities specified,
if these qualifiers are filled in). If you specify a CCID, the browse is limited to the settings established within the context
of the CCID named (and the base status).

3. Press Enter.
CA Endevor/DB returns the Status/Entity List screen (NDVRU620), which shows each status requested from the
screen. For each status, the screen shows the entities assigned that status.
You can select one or more status assignments for which you want to see further CCDB detail. If you do, CA Endevor/
DB returns the Status/Entity Detail screen (NDVRM620) for the first selected status assignment. This screen shows
the status detail, as well as current CCBD data for the entity assigned the status, the CCID within whose context the
status assignment was made (as applicable), and any comments documenting the status assignment.
Each time you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns detailed information for the next selected status assignment, until
all selected entries have displayed.

Add a Status/Entity Association

Use this option to assign a particular status to an existing entity, either as a base status or within the context of a CCID.
This does not change the data stored for either the status definition or the entity descriptor (or the CCID, if applicable), but
rather creates a junction between these items in the CCDB.

Each entity can have at most one base status assigned to it. Each entity can also have one status assigned to it within the
context of any given CCID.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 6 on the Status Functions screen (NDVRU600).
2. Identify the status you want to associate with the entity or leave the status name blank (and supply them in the Detail

screen).
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If the status is being defined within the context of a CCID, you can identify that CCID at the bottom of the screen or
leave this field blank and, if appropriate, supply it on the Detail screen in Step 2.

3. Press Enter.
CA Endevor/DB returns the Status/Entity Detail screen (NDVRM620), which contains information for the status, entity
(entity descriptor), and CCID specified on the Status Functions screen.
If necessary, enter the status name and the entity name, type, and version, to identify the status and entity being
associated. If the status is being assigned within the context of a CCID, make sure the CCID is identified correctly.
Also specify any comments you want associated with the setting of the status.

4. Press Enter to join the status definition, the entity descriptor, and (as appropriate) the CCID.

Modify Status/Entity Associations

Use this option to modify the status name assigned to one or more entities, or the comments describing one or more entity
status assignments (either the base assignment or a status assignment made within the context of a particular CCID).

Note: You cannot use this option to convert a base status to a status within the context of a CCID, nor the reverse. To
convert in this way, you would use option 8 to delete the old status setting and option 6 to add the new setting.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 7 on the Status Functions screen (NDVRU600).
2. Identify the status whose entity association information you want to modify. Leave the status name blank to display

all status settings (for the entities and CCID specified, if these qualifiers are filled in). Leave any or all of the entity
identification fields blank to list associations for all entities that match the partial identification.
Identify the CCID within whose context the status setting being modified was established. Leave the CCID blank to
display the base status as well as the status setting made within the context of all CCIDs in the CCDB (for the status
and entities specified, if these qualifiers are filled in).

3. Press Enter.
CA Endevor/DB returns the Status/Entity List screen (NDVRU620), which contains all status assignments for the
status, entities, and CCID specified on the screen.

4. Select the status assignments you want to modify.
5. Press Enter. CA Endevor/DB returns the Status/Entity Detail screen (NDVRM620), which shows the detail for the first

selected status assignment.
Modify the status name to change the status associated with the entity, or update the Association Information
comments to change the comments describing the status assignment.

6. Press Enter. If you selected more than one status assignment, CA Endevor/DB returns the Detail screen for the next
selected status assignment each time you press Enter, until each selection has been processed.

Delete Status/Entity Associations

Use this option to delete, for one or more entities, the current status assignment (either the base status assignment or
a status assignment made within the context of a particular CCID). This does not change the data stored for either the
status definition or the entity descriptor (or the CCID, if applicable) but, rather, creates a junction between these items in
the CCDB.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 8 on the Status Functions screen (NDVRU600).
2. Identify the entity for which you want to delete a status assignment. You can identify a specific entity by entering the

entity name, type, and version; or you can leave the entity fields blank or supply partial information, to list assignments
for all entities that match the partial identification.
Identify the CCID within whose context the status was assigned. Leave the CCID blank to display the base status as
well as the status setting made within the context of all CCIDs in the CCDB (for the status and entities specified, if
these qualifiers are filled in).
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3. Press ENTER. CA Endevor/DB returns the Status/Entity List screen (NDVRU620), which shows all status assignments
that meet the criteria.

4. Select the assignments to be deleted.
5. Press Enter. CA Endevor/DB returns the Status/Entity Detail screen (NDVRM620), which shows the detail for the first

selected status assignment.
6. Press Enter to delete the assignment. (To abort the request, press PF3, press CLEAR, clear the ACTION field, or

replace the ACTION field with =n.)
If you selected more than one assignment, CA Endevor/DB returns the Detail screen for the next selected assignment
each time you press Enter, until each selection has been processed.

Status Processing Screen Descriptions
This section describes the screens used for Status processing. The screens are presented by screen ID, in the order
shown below:

Screen ID Screen Name Used by Options
NDVRU600 Status Functions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8
NDVRU610 Status List 1, 3, and 4
NDVRM610 Status Detail 1, 2, 3, and 4
NDVRU620 Status/Entity List 5, 7, and 8
NDVRM620 Status/Entity Detail 5, 6, 7, and 8

Status Functions Screen

Use the Status Functions screen to view and maintain information stored in the CCDB for a status definition; or to view or
maintain status settings for entities. Fill in the screen for the option desired, as described at the beginning of this section.
Press ENTER when you are through.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser             STATUS FUNCTIONS              mm/dd/yy  NDVRU600
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===>

  1  - BROWSE STATUS DESCRIPTORS          2  - ADD A STATUS DESCRIPTOR
  3  - MODIFY STATUS DESCRIPTORS          4  - DELETE STATUS DESCRIPTORS
  5  - BROWSE STATUS/ENTITY ASSOCIATIONS  6  - ADD A STATUS/ENTITY ASSOCIATION
  7  - MODIFY STATUS/ENTITY ASSOCIATIONS  8  - DELETE STATUS/ENTITY ASSOCIATIONS

STATUS     ===>                                    (IF OPTIONS 1 - 8 )

ENTITY:                                            (IF OPTIONS 5 - 8 )
   NAME    ===>
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   TYPE    ===>
   VERSION ===>

THE FOLLOWING VALUE IS USED WHEN STATUS IS SET WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF A CCID
CCID       ===> EDB-QA                             (IF OPTIONS 5 - 8 )

NDVRU600 Field Descriptions

 

• OPTION
Number that specifies the subfunction desired:

Option Used To
1 Browse the information stored in the CCDB for one or more status

definitions.
2 Add a new status definition to the CCDB.
3 Change the type code, comments, or name for one or more status

definitions in the CCDB.
4 Delete one or more status definitions from the CCDB.
5 Browse the entities that have been assigned a particular status

(either as a base status or within the context of a particular CCID).
Optionally, restrict the browse to only those status assignments
made for a particular entity or CCID. If desired, select one or more
status assignments for further detail display.

6 Assign a particular status to an existing entity, either as a base
status or within the context of a CCID.

7 Modify the status name assigned to one or more entities, or the
comments describing one or more entity status assignments.

8 For one or more entities, delete the current status assignment
(either the base status assignment or a status assignment made
within the context of a particular CCID).

• STATUS
Name of the status definition being processed. If specified, this must be the full status name. Leave blank to request
all status definitions in the CCDB. This is used by the add and add-association options (2 and 6) to prefill the Detail
screen returned.

• ENTITY
Information to define the entity being processed; that is, the entity assigned (or to be assigned) a status. Used for
options 5-8. Used by the add-association option (6) to prefill the Detail screen returned.

Field Description
Name Name of the entity. Leave blank to request all entities in the CCDB

(for the type and/or version specified, if either qualifier is provided)
Type Type of IDD or CCDB entity. Leave blank to request all types

recorded in the CCDB (for the entity name and/or version
specified, if either qualifier is provided). See Section3 for a list of
CCDB entity types.
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Version 1-4 digit version number for the entity. Leave blank to request all
versions recorded in the CCDB (for the entity name and/or type
specified, if either qualifier is provided).

• CCID
Name of the CCID within whose context the status assignments are defined. This is used for options 5, 7, and 8 to
restrict processing to the base status for each entity, as well as the status set within the context of the CCID named. It
is also used by the add-association option (6) to prefill the Detail screen returned.

Status List Screen

The Status List screen is returned for options 1, 3, and 4 from the Status Functions screen, when you do not specify the
status name. It displays all status definitions defined to the CCDB.

Use this screen to select the status definition to be processed. Place any character in the left-most column next to each
desired status, then press ENTER.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser               STATUS LIST                 mm/dd/yy  NDVRU610
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
       STATUS      TYP                      COMMENT
_ DEBUGGING        PRI STATUS FOR PRIVATE DEBUGGING
_ DEVELOPMENT      PUB DEVELOPMENT STATUS
_ EDB-ISSUE        PUB E/DB OPEN STAR ISSUE
_ MANUAL-ENTITY    PUB STATUS FOR MANUALLY DEFINED ENTITIES
_ MIGRATE          PUB STATUS FOR THINGS TO MIGRATE
_ MIGRATE-TEST     PUB TEST STATUS FOR APRIL MIGRATION
_ NEVER-MIGRATE    PUB STATUS FOR THINGS TO NEVER MIGRATE
_ REPORTING        PUB E/DB nn.n REPORTING
_ TESTING          PUB STATUS FOR PUBLIC TESTING
  **    END    **

NDVRU610 Field Descriptions

 

• ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, MODIFY, or DELETE.

Field Description
(no title) Field used to select a status definition for further detailed

processing. Place any character in this column next to each
definition to be processed.

Status Display only. Name of the status definition.
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Typ Display only. Indication of whether the status definition is public or
private:
PUB -- Any user can assign this status, assuming the user can
access the add association option (6)
PRI-- A user must be authorized to use this status definition in
order to assign this status

Comment User-defined comments associated in the CCDB with the status
definition.

Status Detail Screen

The Status Detail screen is returned for options 1-4. For options 1, 3, and 4, it is returned directly from the Status
Functions screen if you filled in the status name on that screen; or from the Status List screen (NDVRU610) once you
select a status definition for detailed processing. In this case, it displays detailed CCDB information for the requested
status definition. For option 2 (add), the Status Detail screen is returned directly from the Status Functions screen and is
prefilled with the status name, if that name was supplied on the screen.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser               STATUS DETAIL               mm/dd/yy  NDVRM610
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
*****************************  STATUS INFORMATION  ****************************
NAME    ===> NEVER-MIGRATE                      TYPE ===> PUBLIC
COMMENT ===> STATUS FOR THINGS TO NEVER MIGRATE

The use of this screen varies by option:

Option Screen Use
1 Browse (display) only.
2 Fill in the Status Name, as necessary, to identify the new status

definition in the CCDB. Add to the type code any comments
desired. The type code defaults to PUBLIC for option 2.

3 Modify the type code or comments, or change the Status Name.
4 Display then delete a status definition.

For options 2-3, press Enter to add/modify the status information in the CCDB. For option 4, press Enter to delete the
status definition. (Press PF3, press CLEAR, clear the ACTION field, or replace the ACTION field with =n to abort the
delete request.)

NDVRM610 Field Descriptions

 

• ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, ADD, MODIFY, or DELETE.

• STATUS INFORMATION
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Detailed information on the status definition.

Field Description
Name Name of the status definition.
Type Indication of whether the status definition is public or private.

Defaults to PUBLIC for the add option (2).
PUB -- Any user can assign this status, assuming the user can
access the add association option (6)
PRI-- A user must be authorized to use this status definition in
order to assign this status

Comment User-defined comments associated with the status definition.

Status/Entity List Screen

The Status/Entity List screen is returned for options 5, 7, and 8 from the Status Functions screen and displays the status
names requested from that screen. For each status shown, it lists each entity assigned the status, either as a base status
or within the context of a particular CCID (if the CCID was specified on the Status Functions screen). The information
displayed is limited to the entities indicated on the screen, if any.

Use this screen to view the information displayed and, optionally, to request a Detail screen appropriate to one or more
specific status assignments (associations). To request further detail, place any non-blank character in the left-most column
next to each association for which the detail is desired, then press ENTER.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser              STATUS/ENTITY LIST           mm/dd/yy  NDVRU620
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
       STATUS                  ENTITY NAME                TYP VERS    CCID
_ NEVER-MIGRATE    ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD         REC    1
_ NEVER-MIGRATE    ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC                      REC    1
_ NEVER-MIGRATE    DEPARTMENT                             REC  100
_ NEVER-MIGRATE    EMPSCHM                                SCH  100
_ NEVER-MIGRATE    EMPSS01 EMPSCHM                        SUB  100
  **    END    **

NDVRU620 Field Descriptions

 

• ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, MODIFY, or DELETE.

Field Description
(no title) Field used to select a line (status assignment) for further detailed

display. Place any non-blank character in this column next to each
status assignment to be processed.
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• STATUS
Display only. Status associated with the entity name shown on the same line. If a CCID is also displayed on the line,
the status is assigned to the entity within the context of the CCID. Otherwise, the status is the base status for the entity.

• ENTITY NAME
Display only. Name of the entity associated with the status (and CCID, if any) shown on the same line.

Field Description
Typ Display only. Type of IDD or CCDB entity.
Comment User-defined comments associated with the status definition.

• CCID
Display only. CCID in whose context the status was assigned to the entity. Blank if the status is the base status for the
entity.

Status/Entity Detail Screen

This screen is returned for options 5-8.

For options 5, 7, and 8, it is returned from the Status/Entity List screen (NDVRU620), once you select a status assignment
for detailed processing. In this case, it displays detailed CCDB information for the requested status definition and current
CCDB information for: the entity (entity descriptor) assigned the status, the CCID within whose context the status
assignment was made (if appropriate), and the comments describing the status assignment.

Note: All the CCDB information is current and may not be the same as the information stored (for the status, entity, CCID,
or comments) at the time the status assignment was made.

For option 6 (add-association), the Status/Entity Detail screen is returned directly from the Status Functions screen and is
prefilled with as much information as possible based on the status, entity, and CCID identification supplied on the screen
(if any).

CA-E/DB nn.n volser             STATUS/ENTITY DETAIL          mm/dd/yy  NDVRM620
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
****************************  STATUS INFORMATION  *****************************
NAME    ===> NEVER-MIGRATE                               TYPE    ===> PUBLIC
COMMENT ===> STATUS FOR THINGS TO NEVER MIGRATE
*************************  ASSOCIATION INFORMATION   **************************
COMMENT ===>
****************************  ENTITY INFORMATION  *****************************
NAME    ===> ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD              VERSION ===>    1
TYPE    ===> RECORD                                      LOCKED  ===> N
COMMENT ===>
*****************************  CCID INFORMATION  ******************************
NAME    ===> EDB-QA        SECURITY CLASS ===> QA                LOCKED ===> N
COMMENT ===> E/DB nn.n QA
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The use of this screen varies by option:

Option Screen Use
5 Browse (display) only.
6 Display the status definition, entity (entity descriptor) and CCID

requested -- or fill in the Status Name, Entity Name, Type, and
Version; and/or CCID to identify the status, entity, and CCID --
then associate the three in the CCDB. The CCID will be blank
(and should be left blank) if the association is not being made
within the context of a particular CCID.

7 Modify the (Association Information) comments describing the
status assignment, or change the Status Name with which the
entity is associated.

8 Display the status assignment requested, then delete the
association (assignment) from the CCDB.

For options 6-7, press Enter to add/modify the information in the CCDB. For option 8, press Enter to delete the status
assignment. (Press PF3, press CLEAR, clear the ACTION field, or replace the ACTION field with =n to abort the delete
request.)

NDVRM620 Field Descriptions

 

• ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, ADD, MODIFY, or DELETE.

• STATUS INFORMATION
Display only. Detailed information on the status assigned (or to be assigned) to the entity; optionally within the context
of the CCID shown.

Field Description
Name Name of the status.
Type Indication of whether the status definition is public or private:

PUB -- Any user can assign this status, assuming the user can
access the add association option (6)
PRI -- A user must be authorized to use this status definition in
order to assign this status

Comment User-defined comments associated with the status definition.

• ASSOCIATION INFORMATION
User-defined comments associated with the status setting.

• ENTITY INFORMATION
Detailed descriptor information corresponding to the entity assigned (or to be assigned) the status shown.

Field Description
Name Name of the entity represented by the descriptor.
Version Version number for the entity.
Type Type of entity.
Comment User-defined comments associated with the entity descriptor.

• CCID INFORMATION
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Detailed information on the CCID within whose context the entity status was (or will be) assigned. Blank if the status is
the base status assignment for the entity.

Field Description
Name Name of the CCID.
Security Class Display only. Security class for the CCID.
Locked Display only. The lock flag. If Y, the CCID is locked and you cannot

sign on under that CCID.
Comment Display only. User-defined comments associated with the CCID.

User Processing

CA-E/DB nn.n volser            MAIN FUNCTION MENU             mm/dd/yy  NDVRU000
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===> 7

             1  - SIGNIN/SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS
             2  - AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS
             3  - LOCK FUNCTIONS
             4  - ENTITY AND ENTITY CHANGE HISTORY
             5  - CCID AND CCID CHANGE HISTORY
             6  - STATUS AND STATUS ASSOCIATIONS
             7  - USER AND USER CHANGE HISTORY
             8  - DICTIONARY AND DICTIONARY HISTORY
             9  - MANAGEMENT GROUPS AND CCIDS
            10  - ENDEVOR/DB CONTROL FUNCTIONS
            11  - ENDEVOR/DB SIGNON FUNCTION
            12  - RETURN TO IDMS/DC

User and User Change History Processing (option 7 from the Main Function menu) allows you to view and maintain CA
Endevor/DB user definitions in the CCDB and to review or revise the associations stored in the CCDB between users and
Change Log Entries.

To request this facility, fill in an option value of 7 and press Enter from the Main Function Menu.

CA Endevor/DB returns the User Functions screen. The screen displayed for any given user may differ from that shown
here, depending on whether menu items have been masked from use.

The options available from the User Functions screen are described below. For each option, the description includes its
use and instructions to process.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser              USER FUNCTIONS               mm/dd/yy  NDVRU700
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
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OPTION ===>

  1  - BROWSE USER DESCRIPTORS            2  - ADD A USER DESCRIPTOR
  3  - MODIFY USER DESCRIPTORS            4  - DELETE USER DESCRIPTORS
  5  - BROWSE USER/CHANGE ASSOCIATIONS    6  - ADD A USER/CHANGE ASSOCIATION
  7  - MODIFY USER/CHANGE ASSOCIATIONS    8  - DELETE USER/CHANGE ASSOCIATIONS

USER           ===>                                   (IF OPTIONS 1-8 )

ENTITY:                                               (IF OPTIONS 5, 6, 7, 8 )
   NAME        ===>
   TYPE        ===>
   VERSION     ===>

CHANGE-LOG SELECTION CRITERIA:                        (IF OPTIONS 5, 6, 7, 8 )
   START DATE  ===>                  END DATE  ===> mm/dd/yy
   START TIME  ===>                  END TIME  ===>
   ACTION CODE ===>

The detailed screens used for status processing are described individually, following the option summary.

Before reading further, you should be familiar with the screen-handling information in Chapters 1 through 3.

User Processing Options Summary
This section describes the following options:

Browse User

Use this option to browse user information stored in the CCDB. You can select one or more users and display detailed
CCDB information for those definitions.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. http://www.woolandgray.com/Specify option 1 on the User Functions screen (NDVRU700).
2. Identify the user for which you want CCDB information. Leave the user name blank to obtain a list of all users defined

to in the CCDB.
3. Press Enter. CA Endevor/DB returns the User List screen (NDVRU710). View the list and select the users for which

you want more detailed information.
CA Endevor/DB returns the User Detail screen (NDVRM710), showing the current CCDB data for the first user
selected. If you made multiple selections above (Step 2), press Enter to see the detail for the next user selected, and
so on until all users have been viewed.
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Add a User Descriptor

Use this option to add a new user to the CCDB.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 2 on the User Functions screen (NDVRU700).
2. You can identify the user to be added by filling in the user name on the screen or you can leave the name blank (and

supply the name on the Detail screen).
3. Press ENTER.

CA Endevor/DB returns the User Detail screen (NDVRM710), filled in with the user name (if entered on the Status
Functions screen).
Enter (or overtype) the user name, as necessary. Add the security class, password, current CCIDs, and/or any
comments, then press Enter to update the CCDB.

Modify User Descriptors

Use this option to change the name, security class, password, current CCIDs, and/or comments for one or more users
defined in the CCDB.

You can change the user name only if there are no Change Log Entries associated with the user.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 3 on the User Functions screen (NDVRU700).
2. Identify the user to be modified. Leave the user name blank to obtain a list of all users defined to the CCDB.
3. Press ENTER.

If you did not fill in the user name, CA Endevor/DB returns the User List screen (NDVRU710), which contains a list of
all users. Select the users you want to modify.

4. CA Endevor/DB returns the User Detail screen (NDVRM710), which contains the current CCDB data for the first
selected user.

5. Update the user name, security class, password, current CCIDs, and/or comment information, and then press Enter.
If you made multiple selections above, each time you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns the User Detail screen for
the next selected user until all selections have been processed.

Delete User Descriptors

Use this option to delete one or more users from the CCDB. This is applicable only if you are authorized to delete users.
In addition, the users must have no associated change log entries.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 4 on the User Functions screen (NDVRU700).
2. Identify the user you want to delete. You can leave the user name blank to obtain a list of all users defined to the

CCDB.
3. Press ENTER.

If you did not enter the user name, CA Endevor/DB returns the User List screen (NDVRU710), which contains a list of
all users. Select the users you want to delete and press Enter.

4. CA Endevor/DB returns the User Detail screen (NDVRM710) for the first selected user. Press Enter to delete the user
from the CCDB. (To abort the request, press PF3, press CLEAR, clear the ACTION field, or replace the ACTION field
with =n.)
If you selected more than one user, each time you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns detailed information for the
next selected user, until all selections have been processed.
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Browse User/Change Associations

Use this option to browse the Change Log Entries for one or more users to view the history of change for those users. You
can specify a start/end date and time for the browse, or restrict the browse to only those Change Log Entries recorded for
a specific type of update. Select one or more Change Log Entries and display detailed CCDB information related to those
entries.

This function is useful to review all changes made to the dictionary by a particular user or user group.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 5 on the User Functions screen (NDVRU700).
2. Identify the user for which you want to review Change Log information. You can identify a specific user, by filling in

the user name, type, and version. Alternatively, leave these fields blank or supply partial information (user name,
type, and/or version), to obtain a list of Change Log Entries for all users (if blank), or all users that match the partial
identification given.
You can define the range of time for which you want to display Change Log Entries by entering the start date/time and
the end date/time. Enter the action code to restrict the browse to only those Change Log Entries recorded for a specific
type of update.

3. Press Enter.
CA Endevor/DB returns the User/Change Log Entry/Entity/CCID List screen (NDVRU720), which shows the Change
Log Entries for the requested users, entities, range of time, and action code.

4. You can select one or more Change Log Entries for which you want more detailed CCDB information. If you do,
CA Endevor/DB returns the User/Change Log Entry/Entity/CCID Detail screen (NDVRM720) for the first selected
Change Log Entry. This screen shows the Change Log Entry detail, as well as current CCDB data for the user, entity
descriptor, and CCID that correspond to the Change Log Entry. Each time you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns
detailed information for the next selected Change Log Entry, until all selected entries have displayed.

Add a Status/Entity Association

Use this option to associate a user with an existing Change Log Entry. This does not change the data stored for either the
user or the Change Log Entry; instead, it creates a junction between the two.

This function might be useful, for example, if an entity was changed by a user who was not signed on to CA Endevor/DB,
to relate the change to the appropriate user within the CCDB.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 6 on the User Functions screen (NDVRU700).
2. Identify the user you want to associate with an existing Change Log Entry, and the entity for which the Change Log

Entry was recorded. You can provide full user and entity identification, or you can leave any or all of the identifier fields
blank (and supply them in the Detail screen).
You can further identify the specific Change Log Entry by providing the start date, start time, and action code.

3. Press Enter.
CA Endevor/DB returns the User/Change Log Entry/Entity/CCID Detail screen (NDVRM720), which contains the
information for the user, entity (entity descriptor), and any change log selection criteria supplied on the User Functions
screen.

4. To identify the user and Change Log Entry being associated, enter the user name; Change Log date, time, and action
code; and entity name, type, and version.

5. Press Enter to join the user and Change Log Entry.
Note that the CCID Information at the bottom of the screen is for display only and is only filled in if the Change Log
Entry is uniquely defined (and is associated with a CCID).
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Modify User/Change Associations

Use this option to modify the comments describing the association between one or more pairs of users and Change Log
Entries, or to change the user with which one or more Change Log Entries are associated.

This function is useful when a change was logged under the wrong USERID, to correct the user associated with the
change.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 7 on the User Functions screen (NDVRU700).
2. Identify the user and entity that define the user/Change Log association you want to modify. Leave the user name

blank to list associations for all users defined to the CCDB (for the entity/entities, range of time, and/or action code
specified). Leave any or all of the entity identification fields blank to list the associations for all entities that match the
partial identification.
You can further identify the specific Change Log Entry by providing the start date, start time, and action code; or you
can enter the start date/time and end date/time range to define a group of Change Log Entries.

3. Press Enter.
CA Endevor/DB returns the User/Change Log Entry/Entity/CCID List screen (NDVRU720), which contains all user/
change log associations that meet the specified criteria.

4. Select the Change Log Entry you want to modify.
5. Press Enter. CA Endevor/DB returns the User/Change Log Entry/Entity/CCID Detail screen (NDVRM720), which

shows the Change Log Entry detail for the first selected entry.
Modify the comment information for the Change Log Entry (to describe the association with the user) or change the
user name to associate the Change Log Entry with a different user.

6. Press Enter. If you selected more than one Change Log Entry, CA Endevor/DB returns the Detail screen for the next
selected Change Log Entry each time you press Enter until each entry has been processed.

Delete Status/Entity Associations

Use this option to delete the association between one or more pairs of users and Change Log Entries. This does not
change the data stored for the associated user and Change Log Entry, but rather deletes the junction between the two.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 8 on the User Functions screen (NDVRU700).
2. Identify the user and entity that define the user/change log association you want to delete. Leave the user name

blank to list associations for all users defined to the CCDB (for the entity/entities, range of time, and/or action code
specified). Leave any or all of the entity identification fields blank to list the associations for all entities that match the
partial identification.
You can further identify the specific Change Log Entry by providing the start date, start time, and action code; or you
can enter the start date/time and end date/time range to define a group of Change Log Entries.

3. Press Enter.
CA Endevor/DB returns the User/Change Log Entry/Entity/CCID List screen (NDVRU720), which contains all user/
change log associations that meet the specified criteria.

4. Select all Change Log Entries for which you want to delete an association.
5. Press Enter. CA Endevor/DB returns the User/Change Log Entry/Entity/CCID Detail screen (NDVRM720), which

shows the Change Log Entry detail for the first selected entry.
6. Press Enter to delete the association between the Change Log Entry and the user. (To abort the request, press PF3,

press CLEAR, clear the ACTION field, or replace the ACTION field with =n.)
If you selected more than one Change Log Entry, CA Endevor/DB returns the Detail screen for the next selected
Change Log Entry each time you press Enter until each entry has been processed.
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User Processing Screen Descriptions
This section describes the screens used for user processing. The screens are presented by screen ID, in the order shown
below:

 Screen ID  Screen Name  Used by Options 
NDVRU700 User Functions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8
NDVRU710 User List 1, 3, and 4
NDVRM710 User Detail 1, 2, 3, and 4
NDVRU720 User/Change Log Entry/Entity/CCID List 5, 7, and 8
NDVRM720 User/Change Log Entry/Entity/CCID Detail 5, 6, 7, and 8

  

User Functions Screen

Use the User Functions screen to review and maintain information and Change Log relationships stored in the CCDB for
a user. Fill in the screen for the option desired, as described at the beginning of the section. Press Enter when you are
through.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser              USER FUNCTIONS               mm/dd/yy  NDVRU700
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===>
 UPDATE
OPTION
 ===>
  1  - BROWSE USER DESCRIPTORS            2  - ADD A USER DESCRIPTOR
  3  - MODIFY USER DESCRIPTORS            4  - DELETE USER DESCRIPTORS
  5  - BROWSE USER/CHANGE ASSOCIATIONS    6  - ADD A USER/CHANGE ASSOCIATION
  7  - MODIFY USER/CHANGE ASSOCIATIONS    8  - DELETE USER/CHANGE
 ASSOCIATIONS
USER           ===>                                   (IF OPTIONS
 1-8 )
ENTITY:                                               (IF OPTIONS 5, 6, 7, 8 )
   NAME        ===>
   TYPE        ===>
   VERSION    
 ===>
CHANGE-LOG SELECTION CRITERIA:                        (IF OPTIONS 5, 6, 7, 8 )
   START DATE  ===>                  END DATE  ===> mm/dd/yy
   START TIME  ===>                  END TIME  ===>
   ACTION CODE ===>

NDVRU700 Field Descriptions

 

•  OPTION
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Number that specifies the subfunction desired:

 Option  Used To 
1 Browse the information stored in the CCDB for one or more users.
2 Add a new user to the CCDB.
3 Change the name, security class, password, current CCIDs, and/

or comments for one or more users defined in the CCDB (with the
restriction that you can change the name only for users for which
there are no Change Log Entry associations.

4 Delete one or more users from the CCDB (applicable for users for
which there are no Change Log Entry associations).

5 Browse the Change Log Entries for one or more users, optionally
specifying a start/end date and time for the browse, or restricting
the browse to only those change log entries recorded for a specific
type of update.

6 Associate a user with an existing change log entry, by creating a
junction between the two in the CCDB.

7 Modify the comments describing the association between one or
more pairs of users and change log entries, or change the user
associated with one ore more change log entries.

8 Delete the association between one or more pairs of users and
change log entries by eliminating the junction between them.

•  USER
Name of the user being processed. If specified, this must be the full userid. Leave blank to request all users in the
CCDB. Used by the add and add-association options (2 and 6) to prefill the Detail screen returned.

•  ENTITY
Information to define the entity being processed. Used for options 5-8. Used by the add-association option (6) to prefill
the Detail screen returned.

 Field  Description 
Name Name of the entity. Leave blank to request all entities in the CCDB

(for the type and/or version specified, if either qualifier is provided)
Type Type of IDD or CCDB entity. Leave blank to request all types

recorded in the CCDB (for the entity name and/or version
specified, if either qualifier is provided). See Section3 for a list of
CCDB entity types.

Version 1-4 digit version number for the entity. Leave blank to request all
versions recorded in the CCDB (for the entity name and/or type
specified, if either qualifier is provided).

•  CHANGE-LOG SELECTION CRITERIA
Optional qualifiers used for options 5-8. Used by options 5, 7, and 8 to define the starting and/or ending date and time
for which you want to display CCDB information, or to restrict the display to only those changes recorded for a specific
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type of update. Used for option 6 (add-association) to prefill the Detail screen returned. (Only Start Date, Start Time,
and Action Code are used for option 6.)

 Field  Description 
Start Date Starting date from which you want to display CCDB information

(mm/dd/yy). Specify a date, or leave blank to browse from the
earliest information recorded in the CCDB through the End Date/
Time.

Start Time Time, within Start Date, from which you want to display CCDB
information (hh:mm:ss on a 24-hour clock). Defaults to "00:00:00".
If specified, Start Date must also be filled in.

End Date Ending date through which you want to display CCDB information
(mm/dd/yy). Displays originally as today's date. Specify another
date, or blank out the date to browse through the most recent
information recorded in the CCDB.

End Time Time, within End Date, through which you want to display CCDB
information (hh:mm:ss on a 24-hour clock). Defaults to "23:59:59".
If specified, End Date must also be filled in.

Action Code Code that identifies the type of update activity you want to see.
Leave blank to display data for all types of update activity.
A -- Add entity
M -- Modify entity
D -- Delete entity
I -- Signin entity
O -- Signout entity
S -- Set entity status
R -- Revise entity status
T -- Terminate (remove) entity status
C -- Migrate entity out
V -- Migrate entity in
P -- Archive CCDB execution (only for dictionary descriptor)

User List Screen

The User List screen is returned for options 1, 3, and 4 from the User Functions screen, when you do not specify the user
name. It displays all users defined to the CCDB.

Use this screen to select the users to be processed. Enter any non-blank character in the left-most column next to each
desired user, then press Enter.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser                USER LIST                  mm/dd/yy  NDVRU710
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===>
 UPDATE
ACTION ===> BROWSE
                USER NAME             LOCK
_    DEPTMGR                           Y
_    DCADMIN                           N
_    EDBADMIN                          N
_    ENDEVOR                           N
_    GLOBAL-USER                       N
_    SYSADMIN                          N
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     ******    END OF DATA    ******

NDVRU710 Field Descriptions

 

•  ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, MODIFY, or DELETE.

 Field  Description 
(no title) Field used to select a status definition for further detailed

processing. Place any character in this column next to each
definition to be processed.

•  USER NAME
Display only. The name of the user.

•  LOCK
Display only. The lock flag. If Y, the user is locked and you cannot sign on as that user.

User Detail Screen

The User Detail screen is returned for options 1-4. For options 1, 3, and 4, it is returned directly from the User Functions
screen if you filled in the user name on that screen; or from the User List screen (NDVRU710) once you select a user for
detailed processing. In this case, it displays detailed CCDB information for the user. For option 2 (add), the User Detail
screen is returned directly from the User Functions screen and is prefilled with the user name, if that name was supplied
on the screen.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser               USER DETAIL                 mm/dd/yy  NDVRM710
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===>
 UPDATE
ACTION ===> BROWSE
******************************  USER INFORMATION  *****************************
USER         ===> EDBADMIN                            PASSWORD ===>
SECURITY CLS ===> NDVR-GLOBAL
CURRENT CCID
 ===>
COMMENT      ===> ENDEVOR/DB ADMINISTRATOR
LOCKED       ===> Y        LOCK DATE ===> mm/dd/yy   LOCK TIME ===> 09:32:50

The use of this screen varies by option:

 Option  Screen Use 
1 Browse (display) only.
2 Fill in the user name, as necessary, to identify the new user

uniquely. Add the security class, password, current CCIDs, and/or
any comments desired..

3 Modify the security class, password, current CCIDs, and/or
comments, or change the user name.

4 Display then delete a user.

For options 2-3, press Enter to add/modify the user information. For option 4, press Enter to delete the user. (Press PF3,
press CLEAR, clear the ACTION field, or replace the ACTION field with =n to abort the delete request.)
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NDVRM710 Field Descriptions

 

•  ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, ADD, MODIFY, or DELETE.

•  USER INFORMATION
Detailed information on the displayed user.

 Field  Description 
User Name of the user.
Password Password for the user. Always displayed as blanks. Used only for

the add option (2) and modify option (3), to add or change the user
password.

Security Cls Security class for the user.
Current CCID CCIDs associated with the user in the CCDB (if the derived CCID

option is not in effect.
Comment User-defined comments associated with the user.
Locked The lock flag. If Y, the user is locked and you cannot sign on as

that user.
Lock Date The date the user was locked.
Lock Time The time the user was locked.

User/Change Log Entry/Entity/CCID List Screen

The User/Change-Log Entry/Entity/CCID List screen is returned for options 5, 7, and 8 from the User Functions screen,
and displays all Change Log Entries for the users, entities, time range, and action code requested.

Use this screen to view the information displayed and, optionally, to request the User/Change-Log Entry/Entity/CCID
Detail screen (NDVRM720) for a particular Change Log Entries. To request the Detail screen, place any character in the
left-most column next to each entry for which detail is desired, then press Enter.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser   USER/CHANGE-LOG ENTRY/ENTITY/CCID LIST  mm/dd/yy  NDVRU720
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===>
 UPDATE
ACTION ===> BROWSE
      USER     LOG-ENTRY          ENTITY NAME            TYP VERS    CCID
_ EDBADMIN     L mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR                        EUS    1
_ EDBADMIN     M mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR                        EUS    1 EDB-DEVELOP
_ EDBADMIN     A mm/dd/yy ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC              REC    1 EDB-DEVELOP
_ EDBADMIN     A mm/dd/yy ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD REC    1 EDB-DEVELOP
_ EDBADMIN     S mm/dd/yy DEPTMAP                        MOD    1
_ EDBADMIN     S mm/dd/yy DEPTMAP                        MAP    1
_ EDBADMIN     S mm/dd/yy DEPTMAP                        LOA    1
_ EDBADMIN     S mm/dd/yy DEPTUPD-ENTER                  PRC    1
_ EDBADMIN     S mm/dd/yy DEPTUPD-PREMAP                 PRC    1
_ EDBADMIN     S mm/dd/yy DEPTUPD                        DIA    1
_ EDBADMIN     A mm/dd/yy DEVELOPMENT                    STA    1
/ EDBADMIN     A mm/dd/yy DEPTMAP                        LOA    1 EDB-QA
_ EDBADMIN     M mm/dd/yy DEPTMAP                        MOD    1 EDB-QA
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_ EDBADMIN     M mm/dd/yy DEPTMAP                        MAP    1 EDB-QA
_ EDBADMIN     A mm/dd/yy DEPTUPD-PREMAP                 PRC    2 EDB-QA
_ EDBADMIN     A mm/dd/yy DEPTUPD-ENTER                  PRC    2 EDB-QA

NDVRU720 Field Descriptions

 

•  ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, MODIFY, or DELETE.

 Field  Description 
(no title) Field used to select a change log entry for further detailed display.

Place any non-blank character in this column next to each change
log entry to be processed.

•  USER
Display only. User responsible for the change recorded in the Change Log Entry. Blank if there is no user associated
with the entry.

•  LOG ENTRY
Display only. One character describing the type of activity that resulted in the Change Log Entry, followed by the date
(mm/dd/yy) that the Change Log Entry was recorded. The one character codes are described below:

• A -- Add entity
• M -- Modify entity
• D -- Delete entity
• I -- Signin entity
• O -- Signout entity
• S -- Set entity status
• R -- Revise entity status
• T -- Terminate (remove) entity status
• C -- Migrate entity out
• V -- Migrate entity in
• P -- Archive CCDB execution (only for dictionary descriptor)
•  ENTITY NAME

Display only. Name of the entity for which the Change Log Entry was recorded.

 Field  Description 
Typ Display only. Type of IDD or CCDB entity.
Vers Display only. Version number for the entity.

•  CCID
Display only. CCID under which the Change Log Entry was made. Blank if there is no CCID associated with the entry.

User/Change Log Entry/Entity/CCID Detail Screen

This screen is returned for options 5-8.

For options 5, 7, and 8, it is returned from the User/Change-Log Entry/Entity/CCID List screen (NDVRU720), once you
select a Change Log Entry for detailed processing. In this case, it displays detailed information for the requested Change
Log Entry, and current CCDB information for: the user responsible for the change, the descriptor, the changed entity, and
the CCID under which the change was made (if any).
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 Note: The user, entity descriptor, and CCID information is current, and may not be the same as the information stored (for
the user, descriptor, or CCID) at the time the Change Log Entry was recorded.

For option 6 (ADD ASSOCIATION), this screen is returned directly from the User Functions screen, and is prefilled with as
much information as possible based on the the user, entity identification, and change log selection criteria supplied on that
screen.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser USER/CHANGE-LOG ENTRY/ENTITY/CCID DETAIL  mm/dd/yy  NDVRM720
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===>
 UPDATE
ACTION ===> BROWSE
******************************  USER INFORMATION  *****************************
USER         ===> EDBADMIN                                    LOCKED  ===> N
SECURITY CLS ===> NDVR-GLOBAL
CURRENT CCID
 ===>
COMMENT ===>
*************************  CHANGE-LOG ENTRY INFORMATION  **********************
DATE    ===> mm/dd/yy           TIME ===> 08:36:38            ACTION  ===> A
COMMENT ===>
PROGRAM ===> OLMPDBRT
*****************************  ENTITY INFORMATION  ****************************
NAME    ===> DEPTMAP                                          VERSION ===>    1
TYPE    ===> LOAD-MODULE
COMMENT ===>
******************************  CCID INFORMATION  *****************************
NAME    ===> EDB-QA        SECURITY CLASS ===> QA                 LOCKED ===> N
COMMENT ===> E/DB nn.n QA

The use of this screen varies by option:

 Option  Screen Use 
5 Browse (display) only.
6 Display the user and change log entry requested -- or identify the

user and change log entry by entering the user name; change log
date, time, and action; and entity name, type, and version -- and
then associate the two in the CCDB.

7 Modify comments describing the user/change log association, or
change the user responsible for the change log entry.

8 Display the user and change log entry requested and then delete
the association between the two.

For options 7, press Enter to update the CCDB. For options 6 and 8, press Enter to add/delete the user/change log
association. (To abort the request, press PF3, press CLEAR, clear the ACTION field, or replace the ACTION field with =n.)

NDVRM720 Field Descriptions

 

•  ACTION
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Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, ADD, MODIFY, or DELETE.
•  USER INFORMATION

Detailed information on the user responsible for (or to be associated with) the change.

 Field  Description 
Name Name of the user.
Security Class Display only. Security class for the user.
Current CCID Display only. CCIDs associated with the user in the CCDB (if the

derived CCID option is not in effect)
Locked Display only. The lock flag. If Y, the user is locked and you cannot

sign on as that user.
Comment Display only. User-defined comments associated with the user.

•  CHANGE LOG ENTRY INFORMATION
Detailed information stored in the Change Log Entry.

 Field  Description 
Date Date the Change Log Entry was written (mm/dd/yy).
Time Time the Change Log Entry was written (hh:mm:ss).
Action Action that resulted in the Change Log Entry:

A -- Add entity
M -- Modify entity
D -- Delete entity
I -- Signin entity
O -- Signout entity
S -- Set entity status
R -- Revise entity status
T -- Terminate (remove) entity status
C -- Migrate entity out
V -- Migrate entity in
P -- Archive CCDB execution (only for dictionary descriptor)

The following descriptive fields vary by action code. Displayed information is listed below each action code:

 For action codes of A, M, or D (Add, Modify, or Delete entity): 

• Program -- Name of the program that caused the update. This is usually the compiler program name or CA Endevor/
DB.

 For action codes of A, M, or D (Add, Modify, or Delete entity) - after compression: 

If several Change Log Entries have been combined due to CCDB compression or archive (after utility NDVRARCO is run)
the date and time of the Change Log Entry will reflect the latest update to the entity. The descriptive portion of the Change
Log Entry will contain the following fields in lieu of the updating program:

• Archived/Compressed Entities-- Number of Change Log Entries that have been combined.
• Start Date -- Date of the first Change Log Entry included in the combined group.
• Time -- Time of the first Change Log Entry included in the combined group.

 For action code of I (Signin): 

• Signed In For -- The user or CCID to which the entity was signed out when the signin occurred.
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 For action code of O (Signout): 

• Signed Out To -- The user or CCID to which the entity was signed out.

 For action codes of S, R, or T (Status Set, Reset, or Terminate): 

• Status -- Status that was set, reset, or terminated.
• CCID -- CCID context with which the status was set, reset, or terminated. Base status is displayed with this field set to

blank.

 For action code of C (Migrate out): 

• System -- System name of the target or destination system.
• DBName -- Dictionary name of the target dictionary.
• Date -- Date the entity was received on the target dictionary.
• Time -- Time the entity was received on the target dictionary.

 For action code of V (Migrate in): 

• System -- System name of the source or sending system.
• DBName -- Dictionary name of the source dictionary.
• Date -- Date the entity was selected for migration on the source dictionary.
• Time -- Time the entity was selected for migration on the source dictionary.
• Comment -- User-defined comments associated with the Change Log Entry.
•  ENTITY INFORMATION

Detailed descriptor information corresponding to the entity that was changed.

 Field  Description 
Name Name of the entity represented by the descriptor.
Version Version number for the entity.
Type Type of entity.
Comment Display only. User-defined comments associated with the entity

descriptor.

•  CCID INFORMATION
Display only. Detailed information on the CCID within whose context the entity status was recorded (if any). This
reflects the CCDB data for the CCID as it exists currently.

 Field  Description 
Name Name of the CCID.
Security Cls Security class for the CCID.
Locked The lock flag. If Y, the CCID is locked and you cannot sign on

under that CCID.
Comment. User-defined comments associated with the CCID.

Dictionary Descriptor Processing

CA-E/DB nn.n volser            MAIN FUNCTION MENU             mm/dd/yy  NDVRU000
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
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OPTION ===> 8

             1  - SIGNIN/SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS
             2  - AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS
             3  - LOCK FUNCTIONS
             4  - ENTITY AND ENTITY CHANGE HISTORY
             5  - CCID AND CCID CHANGE HISTORY
             6  - STATUS AND STATUS ASSOCIATIONS
             7  - USER AND USER CHANGE HISTORY
             8  - DICTIONARY AND DICTIONARY HISTORY
             9  - MANAGEMENT GROUPS AND CCIDS
            10  - ENDEVOR/DB CONTROL FUNCTIONS
            11  - ENDEVOR/DB SIGNON FUNCTION
            12  - RETURN TO IDMS/DC

Dictionary and Dictionary History processing (option 8 from the Main Function Menu) allows you to view, change, or delete
CCDB dictionary descriptor information. It also allows you to review the history of changes made to one or more entities
stored in the dictionary, to modify the comments associated with such a change, or to delete a change log entry for a
change recorded against the dictionary. This section describes two of these functions:

• Review the history of changes made to one or more entities (option 4)
• Modify comments associated with a change (option 5)

The other options are described in the Administrating section.

To request the Dictionary and Dictionary History function, enter an option value of 8 and press Enter from the Main
Function menu.

CA Endevor/DB returns the Dictionary Functions screen. The menu displayed for any given user may differ from that
shown here, depending on whether menu items have been masked from use.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser           DICTIONARY FUNCTIONS            mm/dd/yy  NDVRU800
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===>

  1  - BROWSE DICTIONARY DESCRIPTORS      2  - MODIFY DICTIONARY DESCRIPTORS
  3  - DELETE DICTIONARY DESCRIPTORS      4  - BROWSE CHANGE-LOG ENTRIES
  5  - MODIFY CHANGE-LOG ENTRIES          6  - DELETE CHANGE-LOG ENTRIES

DICTIONARY NAME ===> SRCNDVR                          (IF OPTIONS 1-6 )
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ENTITY:                                               (IF OPTIONS 4, 5, 6 )
   NAME         ===>
   TYPE         ===>
   VERSION      ===>

CHANGE-LOG SELECTION CRITERIA:                        (IF OPTIONS 4, 5, 6 )
   START DATE   ===>                   END DATE  ===> mm/dd/yy
   START TIME   ===>                   END TIME  ===>
   ACTION CODE  ===>

The two dictionary options discussed in this section (options 4 and 5) are described in the next section followed by the
detailed screens used for processing.

Dictionary Descriptor Processing Information
This section describes the following options:

Browse Change Log Entries

Use this option to browse the Change Log Entries recorded in the dictionary for one or more entities to view the history
of change for those entities. You can specify a start/end date and time for the browse, or restrict the browse to only those
Change Log Entries recorded for a specific type of update. Select one or more Change Log Entries and display detailed
CCDB information related to those entries.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 4 on the Dictionary Functions screen (NDVRU800).
2. Identify all entities for which you want to review Change Log information. You can identify a specific entity by filling in

the entity name, type, and version. Alternatively, leave these fields blank or supply partial information (entity name,
type, and/or version), to obtain a list of Change Log Entries for all entities (if blank), or all entities that match the partial
identification given.
You can define the range of time for which you want to display Change Log Entries by entering the start date/time and
the end date/time. Enter an action code to restrict the browse to only those Change Log Entries recorded for a specific
type of update.

3. Press Enter.
CA Endevor/DB returns the Dict/Change Log/Entity/User/CCID List screen (NDVRU820), which shows the Change
Log Entries for the requested entities, range of time, and action code. The change log entries are listed in date/time
sequence.

4. You can select one or more Change Log Entries for which you want more detailed CCDB information. If you do,
CA Endevor/DB returns the Dict/Change Log/Entity/User/CCID Detail screen (NDVRM820) for the first selected
Change Log Entry. This screen shows the Change Log Entry detail, as well as current CCDB data for the entity (entity
descriptor), user, and CCID that correspond to the Change Log Entry. Each time you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB
returns detailed information for the next selected Change Log Entry, until all selected entries have displayed.

Modify Change Log Entries

Use this option to change the comments for one or more change log entries recorded in the dictionary.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 5 on the Dictionary Functions screen (NDVRU800).
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2. Identify all entities for which you want to modify change log entries. You can identify a specific entity by filling in the
entity name, type, and version. Alternatively, leave these fields blank or supply partial information (entity name, type,
and/or version), to obtain a list of Change Log Entries for all entities (if blank), or all entities that match the partial
identification given.
You can define the range of time for which you want to display Change Log Entries by entering the start date/time and
the end date/time. Enter an action code to restrict the browse to only those Change Log Entries recorded for a specific
type of update.

3. Press Enter.
CA Endevor/DB returns the Dict/Change Log/Entity/User/CCID List screen (NDVRU820), which shows the Change
Log Entries for the requested dictionary, entities, range of time, and action code. The change log entries are listed in
date/time sequence.

4. Select the change log entries you want to modify.
Press Enter. CA Endevor/DB returns the Dict/Change Log/Entity/User/CCID Detail screen (NDVRM820), which shows
the Change Log Entry detail for the first selected entry.
Modify the comment information for the Change Log Entry; press Enter when you are through. If you selected more
than one Change Log Entry, CA Endevor/DB returns the Detail screen for the next selected Change Log Entry each
time you press Enter until each entry has been processed.

Dictionary Descriptor Processing Screen
This section describes the screens used for dictionary processing. The screens are presented by screen ID, in the order
shown below

Screen ID Screen Name Used by Options
NDVRU800 Dictionary Functions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
NDVRU810 Dictionary List 1, 2, and 3
NDVRM810 Dictionary Descriptor Detail 1, 2, and 3
NDVRU820 Dict/Change Log/Entity/User/ CCID List 4 and 5
NDVRM820 Dict/Change Log/Entity/User/ CCID Detail 4, 5, and 6

Contents

Dictionary Functions Screen

Use the Dictionary Functions screen to browse the history of changes made to one or more entities recorded in the
dictionary, or to change the comments for one or more such changes. Fill in the screen for the option desired (4 or 5) and
press Enter.

 CA-E/DB nn.n volser           DICTIONARY FUNCTIONS            mm/dd/yy  NDVRU800
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
 
 
OPTION ===> 4
 
  1  - BROWSE DICTIONARY DESCRIPTORS      2  - MODIFY DICTIONARY DESCRIPTORS
  3  - DELETE DICTIONARY DESCRIPTORS      4  - BROWSE CHANGE-LOG ENTRIES
  5  - MODIFY CHANGE-LOG ENTRIES          6  - DELETE CHANGE-LOG ENTRIES
 
DICTIONARY NAME ===> SRCNDVR                          (IF OPTIONS 1-6 )
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ENTITY:                                               (IF OPTIONS 4, 5, 6 )
   NAME         ===> DEPT*
   TYPE         ===>
   VERSION      ===>    1
 
CHANGE-LOG SELECTION CRITERIA:                        (IF OPTIONS 4, 5, 6 )
   START DATE   ===>                   END DATE  ===> mm/dd/yy
   START TIME   ===>                   END TIME  ===>
   ACTION CODE  ===>
 

NDVRU800 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRU800 screen are described below.

• OPTION
Number that specifies the subfunction desired.

Option Used To
4 Browse the change log entries for one or more entities defined

to the dictionary, optionally specifying a start/end date and time
for the browse, or restricting the browse to only those change log
entries recorded for a specific type of update.

5 Change the comments for one or more change log entries
recorded in the CCDB for the dictionary.

• DICTIONARY NAME
Name of the Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD) that corresponds to the CCDB being processed. Leave this field as
originally displayed.

• ENTITY
Information to define the entities for which you want to browse or modify change log entries.

Field Description
Name Name of the entity. Leave blank to request information for all

entities (for the type and/or version specified, if either qualifier is
provided).

Type Type of IDD or CCDB entity. Leave blank to request all types
recorded in the CCDB (for the entity name and/or version
specified, if either qualifier is provided). See Section3 for a list of
CCDB entity types.

Version 1-4 digit version number for the entity. Leave blank to request all
versions recorded in the CCDB (for the entity name and/or type
specified, if either qualifier is provided).

• CHANGE-LOG SELECTION CRITERIA
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Optional qualifiers used to define the starting and/or ending date and time for which you want to display CCDB
information, or to restrict the display to only those changes recorded for a specific type of update.

Field Description
Start Date Starting date from which you want to display CCDB information

(mm/dd/yy). Specify a date, or leave blank to browse from the
earliest information recorded in the CCDB through the end date/
time.

Start Time Time, within start date, from which you want to display CCDB
information (hh:mm:ss on a 24-hour clock). Defaults to "00:00:00".
If specified, start date must also be filled in.

End Date Ending date through which you want to display CCDB information
(mm/dd/yy). Displays originally as today's date. Specify another
date, or blank out the date to browse through the most recent
information recorded in the CCDB.

End Time Time, within end date, through which you want to display CCDB
information (hh:mm:ss on a 24-hour clock). Defaults to "23:59:59".
If specified, end date must also be filled in.

Field Description
Action Code Code that identifies the type of update activity you want to see.

Leave blank to display change log entries for all types of update
activity.
A -- Add entity
M -- Modify entity
D -- Delete entity
I -- Signin entity
O -- Signout entity
S -- Set entity status
R -- Revise entity status
T -- Terminate (remove) entity status
C -- Migrate entity out
V -- Migrate entity in
P -- Archive CCDB execution (only for dictionary descriptor)

Dictionary List Screen

The Dictionary List screen is returned for options 1, 2, and 3 from the Dictionary Functions screen.

 CA-E/DB nn.n volser             DICTIONARY LIST               mm/dd/yy  NDVRU810
USER ===> RHORI01             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
 
 
ACTION ===> BROWSE
     DICTNAME  LOCK
_    SRCNDVR    N
     * END *
 

Use this screen to select the dictionary to be processed. Enter any non-blank character in the left-most column next to the
dictionary, then press Enter.
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Dictionary Descriptor Detail Screen

The Dictionary Descriptor Detail screen is returned for options 1-3 directly from the Dictionary Functions screen if you
filled in the dictionary name; or from the Dictionary List screen once you select a descriptor for detailed processing.

 CA-E/DB nn.n volser        DICTIONARY DESCRIPTOR DETAIL       mm/dd/yy  NDVRM810
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE
 
 
ACTION ===> BROWSE
***************************   DICTIONARY INFORMATION   ************************
NAME       ===> SRCNDVR               SYSTEM/NODE NAME   ===> DCSYSTEM
SEC. CLASS ===> NDVR-GLOBAL           DEFAULT USER CLASS ===> NDVR-DDA
ORG. NAME  ===>                       DICTIONARY TYPE    ===> N
LOCKED     ===> N       LOCK DATE ===>              LOCK TIME ===>
COMMENT    ===> TEST SOURCE DICTIONARY - E/DB 15.0
AUTO-US: Y   NO-SYNC: Y   NO-PASS: Y
 
ENTITY: SCH DMC FIL TAS SUB USE DES REC SYS APO SET DIA APP ELE QFI PRC TAB FUN
MONITOR: Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y
AUTO-SO: N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N
 
ENTITY: MOD PHY CLA ATT MAP LOG LIN MSG LOA LR  PRO
MONITOR: Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y
AUTO-SO: N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N
 

Refer to the Administrating section for details.

Dict/Change Log/Entity/User/CCID List Screen

The Dict/Change Log/Entity/User/CCID List screen is returned for option 4 and 5 from the Dictionary Functions submenu.
For each requested entity, it lists the change log entries recorded in the CCDB for the range of dates/times and the action
code (if any) indicated. Note that change log entries are listed in date/time sequence rather than by entity name.

Use this screen to review the history of changes made and to request the Dict/Change Log/Entity/User/CCID Detail
screen for a particular change log entry. To request the Detail screen, enter any non-blank character in the left-most
column next to each entry for which detail is desired, then press Enter.

 CA-E/DB nn.n volser   DICT/CHANGE-LOG/ENTITY/USER/CCID LIST   mm/dd/yy  NDVRU820
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE
 
 
ACTION ===> BROWSE
    DICT          ENTITY NAME        TYP VERS LOG-ENTRY    USER       CCID
_ SRCNDVR  DEPTMAP                   MOD    1 S mm/dd/yy EDBADMIN
_ SRCNDVR  DEPTMAP                   MAP    1 S mm/dd/yy EDBADMIN
_ SRCNDVR  DEPTMAP                   LOA    1 S mm/dd/yy EDBADMIN
_ SRCNDVR  DEPTUPD-ENTER             PRC    1 S mm/dd/yy EDBADMIN
_ SRCNDVR  DEPTUPD-PREMAP            PRC    1 S mm/dd/yy EDBADMIN
_ SRCNDVR  DEPTUPD                   DIA    1 S mm/dd/yy EDBADMIN
_ SRCNDVR  DEPTMAP                   LOA    1 A mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR  EDB-DEVELOP
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_ SRCNDVR  DEPTMAP                   MOD    1 M mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR  EDB-DEVELOP
/ SRCNDVR  DEPTMAP                   MAP    1 M mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR  EDB-DEVELOP
_ SRCNDVR  DEPTUPD                   DIA    1 O mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR  EDB-DEVELOP
_ SRCNDVR  DEPTINQ-PREMAP            PRC    1 A mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR  EDB-DEVELOP
_ SRCNDVR  DEPTINQ-ENTER             PRC    1 A mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR  EDB-DEVELOP
_ SRCNDVR  DEPTUPD                   DIA    1 A mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR  EDB-DEVELOP
_ SRCNDVR  DEPTUPD-PREMAP            PRC    1 M mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR  EDB-DEVELOP
_ SRCNDVR  DEPTUPD-PREMAP            PRC    1 M mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR  EDB-DEVELOP
_ SRCNDVR  DEPTUPD-PREMAP            PRC    1 A mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR  EDB-DEVELOP
_ SRCNDVR  DEPTUPD-ENTER             PRC    1 A mm/dd/yy DEPTMGR  EDB-DEVELOP
 

NDVRU820 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRU820 screen are described below.

• ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE or MODIFY.

Field Description
(no title) Field used to select a Change Log Entry for further detailed

display. Enter any non-blank character in this column next to each
Change Log Entry you want to process.

• DICT
Display only. Name of the dictionary being processed.

• ENTITY NAME
Display only. Name of the entity for which change log information is displayed.

Field Description
Typ Type of IDD or CCDB entity.
Vers Version number for the entity.

• LOG ENTRY
Display only. One character describing the type of activity that resulted in the Change Log Entry, followed by the date
(mm/dd/yy) that the Change Log Entry was recorded. The one character codes are described below:

• A -- Add entity
• M -- Modify entity
• D -- Delete entity
• I -- Signin entity
• O -- Signout entity
• S -- Set entity status
• R -- Revise entity status
• T -- Terminate (remove) entity status
• C -- Migrate entity out
• V -- Migrate entity in
• P -- Archive CCDB execution (only for dictionary descriptor)
• USER
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Display only. Name that identifies the CA Endevor/DB user responsible for the Change Log Entry.
• CCID

Display only. CCID under which the Change Log Entry was made. Blank if there is no CCID associated with the entry.

Dict/Change-Log/Entity/User/CCID Detail Screen

This screen is returned from the Dict/Change-Log/Entity/User/CCID List screen (NDVRU820), once you select a specific
Change Log Entry for detailed display. It shows detailed information for the dictionary being processed and the selected
Change Log Entry, and current CCDB information for: the descriptor for the changed entity, the user responsible for the
change, and the CCID under which the change was made (if any).

Note: The dictionary, entity descriptor, user, and CCID information is current, and may not be the same as the information
stored (for the descriptor, user, or CCID) at the time the Change Log Entry was recorded.

 CA-E/DB nn.n volser  DICT/CHANGE-LOG/ENTITY/USER/CCID DETAIL  mm/dd/yy  NDVRM820
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE
 
 
ACTION ===> BROWSE
****************************  DICTIONARY INFORMATION  *************************
NAME    ===> SRCNDVR       SYSTEM/NODE NAME ===> DCSYSTEM     LOCKED  ===> N
COMMENT ===> TEST SOURCE DICTIONARY - E/DB nn.n
*************************  CHANGE-LOG ENTRY INFORMATION  **********************
DATE    ===> mm/dd/yy           TIME ===> 08:36:38            ACTION  ===> M
COMMENT ===>
PROGRAM ===> OLMPDBRT
*****************************  ENTITY INFORMATION  ****************************
NAME    ===> DEPTMAP                                          VERSION ===>    1
TYPE    ===> MAP
COMMENT ===>
******************************  USER INFORMATION  *****************************
NAME         ===> DEPTMGR                                     LOCKED  ===> N
SECURITY CLS ===> NDVR-GLOBAL
COMMENT      ===>
******************************  CCID INFORMATION  *****************************
NAME         ===> EDB-DEVELOP                                 LOCKED  ===> N
SECURITY CLS ===> DEVELOPMENT
COMMENT      ===> E/DB nn.n DEVELOPMENT
 

The use of this screen varies by option:

Option Screen Use
4 Browse (display) only
5 Modify the comments for change log entries

NDVRM820 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRM820 screen are described below.

• ACTION
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Description of the current processing function: BROWSE or MODIFY.
• DICTIONARY INFORMATION

Display only. Information describing the dictionary being processed.

Field Description
Name Name of the dictionary.
Locked The lock flag. If Y, the dictionary is locked and no entity in that

dictionary can be modified or deleted. If N, the dictionary is not
locked and is available for update. The lock flag does not affect
the ability to PRINT, PUNCH, or DISPLAY IDD entities, nor does it
prevent migration processing or CCDB update (via the MIS Front
End).

Comment User-defined comments associated with the dictionary in the
CCDB..

• CHANGE LOG ENTRY INFORMATION
Display only. Detailed information stored in the Change Log Entry.

Field Description
Date Date the Change Log Entry was written (mm/dd/yy).
Time Time the Change Log Entry was written (hh:mm:ss).
Action Code Action that resulted in the Change Log Entry:

A -- Add entity
M -- Modify entity
D -- Delete entity
I -- Signin entity
O -- Signout entity
S -- Set entity status
R -- Revise entity status
T -- Terminate (remove) entity status
C -- Migrate entity out
V -- Migrate entity in
P -- Archive CCDB execution (only for dictionary descriptor)

The following descriptive fields vary by action code. Displayed information is listed below each action code:

For action codes of A, M, or D (Add, Modify, or Delete entity):

• Program -- Name of the program that caused the update. This is usually the compiler program name or CA Endevor/
DB.

For action codes of A, M, or D (Add, Modify, or Delete entity) - after compression:

If several Change Log Entries have been combined due to CCDB compression or archive (after utility NDVRARCO is run)
the date and time of the Change Log Entry will reflect the latest update to the entity. The descriptive portion of the Change
Log Entry will contain the following fields in lieu of the updating program:

• Archived/Compressed Entities-- Number of Change Log Entries that have been combined.
• Start Date -- Date of the first Change Log Entry included in the combined group.
• Time -- Time of the first Change Log Entry included in the combined group.

For action code of I (Signin):

• Signed In For -- The user or CCID to which the entity was signed out when the signin occurred.
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For action code of O (Signout):

• Signed Out To -- The user or CCID to which the entity was signed out.

For action codes of S, R, or T (Status Set, Reset, or Terminate):

• Status -- Status that was set, reset, or terminated.
• CCID -- CCID context with which the status was set, reset, or terminated. Base status is displayed with this field set to

blank.

For action code of C (Migrate out):

• System -- System name of the target or destination system.
• DBName -- Dictionary name of the target dictionary.
• Date -- Date the entity was received on the target dictionary.
• Time -- Time the entity was received on the target dictionary.

For action code of V (Migrate in):

• System -- System name of the source or sending system.
• DBName -- Dictionary name of the source dictionary.
• Date -- Date the entity was selected for migration on the source dictionary.
• Time -- Time the entity was selected for migration on the source dictionary.
• Comment -- User-defined comments associated with the Change Log Entry.
• ENTITY INFORMATION

Display only. Detailed descriptor information corresponding to the entity that was changed. This reflects the CCDB data
for the entity descriptor as it currently exists.

Field Description
Name Name of the entity represented by the descriptor.
Version Version number for the entity.
Type Type of entity.
Comment User-defined comments associated with the entity descriptor.

• USER INFORMATION
Display only. Detailed information on the user responsible for the change. This reflects the CCDB data for the user as it
exists currently.

Field Description
Name Name of the user.
Locked The lock flag. If Y, the user is locked and you cannot sign on as

that user.
Security Cls Security class for the user.
Comment User-defined comments associated with the user.

• CCID INFORMATION
Display only. Detailed information on the CCID under which the change was recorded (if any). Blank if the change was
not recorded under a CCID. This reflects the CCDB data for the CCID as it exists currently.

Field Description
Name Name of the CCID.
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Locked The lock flag. If Y, the CCID is locked and you cannot sign on
under that CCID.

Security Cls Security class for the CCID.
Comment User-defined comments associated with the CCID.

Management Group Processing

CA-E/DB nn.n volser            MAIN FUNCTION MENU             mm/dd/yy  NDVRU000
USER ===> RHORI01             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===> 9

             1  - SIGNIN/SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS
             2  - AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS
             3  - LOCK FUNCTIONS
             4  - ENTITY AND ENTITY CHANGE HISTORY
             5  - CCID AND CCID CHANGE HISTORY
             6  - STATUS AND STATUS ASSOCIATIONS
             7  - USER AND USER CHANGE HISTORY
             8  - DICTIONARY AND DICTIONARY HISTORY
             9  - MANAGEMENT GROUPS AND CCIDS
            10  - ENDEVOR/DB CONTROL FUNCTIONS
            11  - ENDEVOR/DB SIGNON FUNCTION
            12  - RETURN TO IDMS/DC

Management groups and CCIDs processing (option 9 from the Main Function Menu) allows you to view and maintain
management group definitions in the CCDB, including CCID assignments to particular management groups.

To request this facility, fill in an option value of 9 and press Enter from the Main Function Menu.

CA Endevor/DB returns the Management Group Functions screen. The menu displayed for any given user may differ from
that shown here, depending on whether menu items have been masked from use.

The options available from the Management Group Functions screen are described below. For each option, the
description includes its use and instructions to process.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser        MANAGEMENT GROUP FUNCTIONS         mm/dd/yy  NDVRU900
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===>

  1  - BROWSE MANAGEMENT GROUPS           2  - ADD A MANAGEMENT GROUP
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  3  - MODIFY MANAGEMENT GROUPS           4  - DELETE MANAGEMENT GROUPS
  5  - BROWSE MGRP/CCID ASSOCIATIONS      6  - ADD AN MGRP/CCID ASSOCIATION
  7  - MODIFY MGRP/CCID ASSOCIATIONS      8  - DELETE MGRP/CCID ASSOCIATIONS

MANAGEMENT GROUP ===>                               (IF OPTIONS 1 - 8 )

CCID             ===> EDB-QA                        (IF OPTIONS 5, 6, 7, 8 )

The detailed screens used for Management Group processing are described individually, following the option summary.

Before reading further, you should be familiar with the screen-handling information in Chapters 1 through 3.

Management Group Processing Options
This section describes the following options:

Browse CCID Descriptors

Use this option to browse information stored in the CCDB for one or more management groups. You can select one or
more management groups and display detailed CCDB information for those groups.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 1 on the Management Groups Functions screen (NDVRU900).
2. Identify the management group for which you want CCDB information. Leave the group name blank to list all groups

defined to the CCDB.
3. Press Enter. If you did not enter a management group name, CA Endevor/DB returns the Management Group List

screen (NDVRU910), from which you can select the groups for which you want more detailed information. When you
press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns the Management Group Detail screen (NDVRM910), which shows the current
CCDB data for a specific group.

4. CA Endevor/DB returns the Management Group Detail screen (NDVRM910), which shows the current CCDB data for
the first selected group. If you selected additional groups, press Enter to see detail for the next group, until all groups
have displayed.

Add Management Group

Use this option to add a new management group to the CCDB.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 2 on the Management Group Functions screen (NDVRU900).
2. Identify the management group to be added. You can leave the name blank and select it from the Detail screen.
3. Press Enter. CA Endevor/DB returns the Management Group Detail screen (NDVRM910), filled in with the

management group name (if entered on the Management Group Functions screen).
4. Enter or overtype the management group name as necessary. Add any comments and then press Enter to update the

CCDB.

Modify Management Groups

Use this option to change the comments and/or name for one or more management groups defined in the CCDB.
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To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 3 on the Management Group Functions screen (NDVRU900).
2. Identify the management group to be modified. You can leave the group name blank to obtain a list of all groups

defined to the CCDB.
3. Press Enter.

If you did not enter the management group name, CA Endevor/DB returns the Management Group List screen
(NDVRU910), which contains a list of all management groups. Select the groups you want to modify.

4. Press Enter. CA Endevor/DB returns the Management Group Detail screen (NDVRM910) for the first selected group.
5. Update the management group name and/or comment. Press Enter. Each time you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB

returns detailed information for the next selected management group, until all selected groups have been processed.

Delete Management Groups

Use this option to delete one ore more management groups from the CCDB (applicable for users who are authorized to
delete management groups).

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 4 on the Management Group Functions screen (NDVRU900).
2. Identify the management group you want to delete or leave the group name blank to obtain a list of all groups defined

to the CCDB.
3. Press Enter.

If you did not enter the management group name, CA Endevor/DB returns the Management Group List screen
(NDVRU910). Select the group you want to delete and press Enter.

4. CA Endevor/DB returns the management Group Detail screen (NDVRM910) for the first selected group. Press Enter to
delete the management group from the CCDB. To abort the request, press PF3, press CLEAR, clear the ACTION field,
or replace the ACTION field with =n.
If you selected more than one group, each time you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns detailed information for the
next selected group, until all selections have been processed.

Browse Management Group/CCID Associations

Use this option to browse the CCIDs associated with one or more management groups, to review the CCIDs currently
assigned to the groups. You can select one or more management group CCID associations for which you want to view
related CCDB information.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 5 on the Management Group Functions screen (NDVRU900).
2. Identify the management group for which you want to review associated CCIDs. If you want to list management group/

CCID associations for all groups defined to the CCDB, leave the management group name blank.
You can identify the CCID for which you want to review the management group/CCID associations. Leave the CCID
name blank to display associations for all CCIDs.

3. Press Enter.
CA Endevor/DB returns the Management Group/CCID List screen (NDVRU920), which shows the CCIDs currently
associated with the requested management group.
You can select an association for which you want to see more detail; if you do, CA Endevor/DB returns the
Management Group/CCID Detail screen (NDVRM920) for the first selected association as well as current CCDB
data for the associated management group and CCID. Each time you press Enter, CA Endevor/DB returns detailed
information for the next selected association, until all selected associations have displayed.
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Add a Management Group/CCID Association

Use this option to associate a CCID with an existing management group, to categorize the CCID within the group. This
does not change the data stored for either the CCID or the management group, but rather creates a junction between the
two in the CCDB.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 6 on the Management Group Functions screen (NDVRU900).
2. Identify the management group under which you want to categorize the CCID. You can leave the name blank and

supply in on the Detail screen.
Identify the CCID to be associated with the management group, or leave it blank if you want to supply it on the Detail
screen.

3. Press Enter.
CA Endevor/DB returns the Management Group/CCID Detail screen (NDVRU920), which contains the information for
the management group and CCID supplied on the CCID Functions screen. If none were supplied, enter them on this
screen.

4. Press Enter to join the management group and CCID.

Modify Management Group/CCID Associations

Use this option to modify the comments describing the association between one or more pairs of management groups and
CCIDs, or to change the management group with which one ore more CCIDs are associated.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 7 on the Management Group Functions screen (NDVRU900).
2. Identify the association you want to modify by entering the management group and CCID. Leave the management

group name blank to list associations for all management groups defined to the CCDB (for the CCID specified). Leave
the CCID name blank to list associations for all CCIDs (for the management group specified).

3. Press Enter.
CA Endevor/DB returns the Management Group/CCID List screen (NDVRU920), which contains all associations that
meet the specified criteria.

4. Select the association you want to modify.
5. Press Enter. CA Endevor/DB returns the Management Group/CCID Detail screen (NDVRM920), which shows the

management group and CCID detail for the first selected association.
6. Modify the comment information or change the management group name to associate the CCID with a different

management group.
Press Enter. If you selected more than one association, CA Endevor/DB returns the Detail screen for the next selected
association each time you press Enter until each selection has been processed.

Delete Management Group/CCID Associations

Use this option to delete the association between one or more pairs of management groups and CCIDs. This does not
change the data stored for the associated management group and CCID, but rather deletes the junction between the two.

You might use this function when a CCID is no longer categorized under a particular management group, to make it
independent from the group.

To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Specify option 8 on the Management Group Functions screen (NDVRU900).
2. Identify the association you want to delete by entering the management group and CCID. Leave the management

group name blank to list associations for all management groups defined to the CCDB (for the CCID if specified).
Leave the CCID name blank to list associations for all CCIDs (for the management group if specified).

3. Press Enter.
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CA Endevor/DB returns the Management Group/CCID List screen (NDVRU920), which contains all associations that
meet the specified criteria.

4. Select the association you want to delete.
5. Press Enter. CA Endevor/DB returns the Management Group/CCID Detail screen (NDVRM920), which shows the

management group and CCID detail for the first selected association.
6. Press Enter to delete the association between the management group and CCID. (To abort the request, press PF3,

press CLEAR, clear the ACTION field, or replace the ACTION field with =n.)
If you selected more than one association, CA Endevor/DB returns the Detail screen for the next selected association
each time you press Enter until all requested management group/CCID associations have been processed.

Management Group Processing Description
This section describes the screens used for management group processing. The screens are presented by screen ID, in
the order shown below:

Screen ID Screen Name Used by Options
NDVRU900 Management Group Functions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8
NDVRU910 Management Group List 1, 3, and 4
NDVRM910 Management Group Detail 1, 2, 3, and 4
NDVRU920 Management Group/CCID List 5, 7, and 8
NDVRM920 Management Group/CCID Detail 5, 6, 7, and 8

Management Group Functions Screen

Use the Management Group Functions screen to view and maintain management group definitions in the CCDB, and to
view and maintain CCID relationships within those management groups. Enter the option desired and press Enter.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser        MANAGEMENT GROUP FUNCTIONS         mm/dd/yy  NDVRU900
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===>

  1  - BROWSE MANAGEMENT GROUPS           2  - ADD A MANAGEMENT GROUP
  3  - MODIFY MANAGEMENT GROUPS           4  - DELETE MANAGEMENT GROUPS
  5  - BROWSE MGRP/CCID ASSOCIATIONS      6  - ADD AN MGRP/CCID ASSOCIATION
  7  - MODIFY MGRP/CCID ASSOCIATIONS      8  - DELETE MGRP/CCID ASSOCIATIONS

MANAGEMENT GROUP ===>                               (IF OPTIONS 1 - 8 )

CCID             ===> EDB-QA                        (IF OPTIONS 5, 6, 7, 8 )
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NDVRU900 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRU900 screen are described below.

• OPTION
Number that specifies the subfunction desired.

Option Used To
1 Browse the information stored in the CCDB for one or more

management groups.
2 Add a new management group to the CCDB.
3 Change the comments and/or name for one or more management

groups defined in the CCDB (with the restriction that you can
change the name only for management groups for which there are
no associated CCIDs).

4 Delete one or more management groups from the CCDB
(applicable to management groups for which there are no
associated CCIDs).

5 Browse the CCIDs associated with one or more management
groups.

6 Associate an existing CCID with a management group by creating
a junction between the two in the CCDB.

7 Modify the comments describing the association between one or
more management group/CCID pairs, or change the management
group with which one or more CCIDs are associated.

8 Delete the association between one or more pairs of management
groups and CCIDs by eliminating the junction between the two.

• MANAGEMENT GROUP
Name of the management group being processed. If specified, this must be the full management group name. Leave
blank to request all management groups in the CCDB. Used by the Add and Add Association options (2 and 6) to prefill
the Detail screen.

• CCID
Name of the CCID being processed. If specified, this must be the full CCID name. Leave blank to request all CCIDs in
the CCDB. Used by the Add Association option (6) to prefill the Detail screen.

Management Group List Screen

The Management Group List screen is returned for options 1, 3, and 4 from the Management Group Functions screen,
when you do not specify the management group being processed. It displays all management groups defined to the
CCDB.

Use this screen to select the management groups to be processed. Place any character in the left-most column next to
each desired management group, then press Enter.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser            MANAGEMENT GROUP LIST          mm/dd/yy  NDVRU910
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
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  MANAGEMENT GROUP                        COMMENT
_ EDB150BETA       MANAGEMENT GROUP FOR BETA
/ FIN SYSTEMS DEV  FINANCIAL SYSTEMS MIS DEVELOPMENT
_ MFG SYSTEMS DEV  MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
  **    END    **

NDVRU910 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRU910 screen are described below.

• ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, MODIFY, or DELETE.

Field Description
(no title) Field used to select a management group for further detailed

processing. Enter any non-blank character in this column next to
each management group you want to process.

• MANAGEMENT GROUP
Display only. Name of the management group.

• COMMENT
Display only. User-defined comments associated with the management group in the CCDB.

Management Group Detail Screen

The Management Group Detail screen is returned for options 1-4. For options 1, 3, and 4, it is returned directly from
the Management Group Functions screen, if you filled in the management group name on that screen; or from the
Management Group List screen (NDVRU910), once you select a management group for detailed processing. In this
case, it displays detailed CCDB information for the management group. For option 2 (add), the Management Group Detail
screen is returned directly from the Management Group Functions screen, and is prefilled with the management group
name, if that name was supplied on the screen.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser         MANAGEMENT GROUP DETAIL           mm/dd/yy  NDVRM910
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
***********************  MANAGEMENT GROUP INFORMATION      ********************
NAME    ===> FIN SYSTEMS DEV
COMMENT ===> FINANCIAL SYSTEMS MIS DEVELOPMENT

The use of this screen varies by option:

Option Screen Use
1 Browse (display) only
2 Fill in the management group name, as necessary to identify the

new management group uniquely. Add any comments desired.
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3 Modify comments or change the management group name.
4 Display and then delete a management group.

For options 2 and 3, press Enter to add/modify the management group information. For option 4, press Enter to delete the
management group. (Press PF3, press CLEAR, clear the ACTION field, or replace the ACTION field with =n to abort the
delete request.)

NDVRM910 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRM910 screen are described below.

• ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, ADD, MODIFY, or DELETE.

• MANAGEMENT GROUP INFORMATION
Detailed information on the displayed management group.

Field Description
Name Name of the management group.
Comment User-defined comments associated with the management group.

Management Group/CCID List Screen

The Management Group/CCID List screen is returned for options 5, 7, and 8 from the Management Group Functions
screen, and displays all association management groups and CCIDs requested.

Use this screen to view the information displayed and, optionally, to request the Management Group/CCID Detail screen
(NDVRM920) for a particular management group/CCID association. To request the Detail screen, place any character in
the left-most column next to each entry for which detail is desired, then press Enter.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser       MANAGEMENT GROUP/CCID LIST          mm/dd/yy  NDVRU920
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
     MANAGEMENT GROUP       CCID       LOCK
_    EDB150BETA          EDB-DEVELOP     N
_    EDB150BETA          EDB-SUPPORT     N
_    EDB150BETA          EDB-QA          N
/    FIN SYSTEMS DEV     PAYROLL         N
_    MFG SYSTEMS DEV     MATERIALS       N
_    MFG SYSTEMS DEV     INVENTORY       N
     **    END    **

NDVRU920 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRU920 screen are described below.

• ACTION
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Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, MODIFY, or DELETE.

Field Description
(no title) Field used to select a management group/CCID associations

for further detailed display. Enter any non-blank character in this
column next to each Change Log Entry you want to process.

• MANAGEMENT GROUP
Display only. Management group with which the displayed CCID is associated.

• CCID
Display only. CCID associated with the management group.

• LOCK
Display only. The lock flag. If Y, the CCID is locked and you cannot sign on under that CCID.

Management Group/CCID Detail Screen

This screen is returned for options 5-8.

For options 5, 7, and 8, it is returned from the Management Group/CCID List screen (NDVRU920), once you select
a management group/CCID association for detailed processing. In this case, it displays detailed information for the
requested management group and CCID, and comments describing the association between the two.

Note: The information is current, and may not be the same as the information stored in the CCDB at the time the
management group and the CCID were first associated.

For option 6 (Add Association), this screen is returned directly from the Management Group Function screen, and is
prefilled with as much information as possible based on the management group and CCID names supplied.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser       MANAGEMENT GROUP/CCID DETAIL        mm/dd/yy  NDVRM920
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE

ACTION ===> BROWSE
************************  MANAGEMENT GROUP INFORMATION  ***********************
NAME    ===> FIN SYSTEMS DEV
COMMENT ===> FINANCIAL SYSTEMS MIS DEVELOPMENT
**************************  ASSOCIATION INFORMATION  **************************
COMMENT ===>
*****************************  CCID INFORMATION   *****************************
NAME    ===> PAYROLL       SECURITY CLASS ===> NDVR-GLOBAL       LOCKED ===> N
COMMENT ===> PAYROLL APPLICATIONS

The use of this screen varies by option:

Option Screen Use
5 Browse (display) only.
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6 Display the management group and CCID requested -- or fill in
the management group name and CCID name to identify the
management group and CCID -- and associate the two in the
CCDB.

7 Modify comments describing the management group/CCID
association, change the management group with which a CCID is
associated, or change the CCID with which a management group
is associated.

8 Display the management group and CCID requested, and then
delete the association between the two.

For option 7, press Enter to update the CCDB. For options 6 and 8, press Enter to add/delete the management group/
CCID association. To abort the delete-association request, press PF3, press CLEAR, clear the ACTION field, or replace
the ACTION field with =n.

NDVRM920 Field Descriptions

The fields on the NDVRM920 screen are described below.

• ACTION
Description of the current processing function: BROWSE, ADD, MODIFY, or DELETE.

• MANAGEMENT GROUP INFORMATION
Detailed information on the management group associated (or to be associated) with the displayed CCID.

Field Description
Name Name of the management group.
Comment Display only. User-defined comments associated with the

management group.

• ASSOCIATION INFORMATION
User-defined comments describing the relationship between the management group and the CCID.

• CCID INFORMATION
Detailed information on the CCID associated (or to be associated) with the management group.

Field Description
Name Name of the CCID.
Security Class Display only. Security class for the CCID.
Locked Display only. The lock flag. If Y, the CCID is locked and you

cannot sign on under that CCID.
Comment User-defined comments associated with the CCID.

Batch Compilers
When running batch compilers through CA IDMS, the CA Endevor/DB Dynamic Change Monitor captures updates to the
dictionary and interfaces with the CCDB in a manner similar to the online compilers. All updates to the dictionary will be
authorized against and logged to the appropriate CCDB by the Change Monitor.

All CA IDMS batch processing runs under an assigned userid. The user ID is obtained from the originating interactive
sessions (TSO, CICS) or from the batch job (JOB card USER parameter).
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When CA Endevor/DB is used to monitor dictionary changes by any of these means, it will automatically determine the
userid, and attribute the dictionary changes to that userid. Thus, you can run batch jobs that execute CA IDMS dictionary
utilities (IDMSDDDL, etc.) using your existing JCL; dictionary updates are then attributed to your batch userid.

While automatic usage of your batch user ID is often useful, it is inappropriate in the following situations:

• Your site uses CA Endevor/DB passwords.
• You switch from one set of CCIDs to another.
• You are running an CA IDMS dictionary utilities and CA Endevor/DB migration tools (NDVRDSEL, NDVRDLVR, etc.)

during an application migration.
• Your site uses CA IDMS userids that are not identical to batch userids.

For the preceding cases, a utility program named NDVRBOOK is supplied with CA Endevor/DB to perform an CA
Endevor/DB sign on (complete with password and/or CCIDs) and then invoke a dictionary utility. It is also used to identify
dictionary updates (resulting from dictionary utilities) as part of a migration.

Batch Submit Procedure
When you construct a batch dictionary update job, you can either:

• Use the JCL described in the appropriate CA IDMS utility manual, or
• Use modified "NDVRBOOK" JCL.

Your decision is illustrated in the following diagram:

NDVRBOOK will accept a Signon command and pass it to the Change Monitor. It will then internally invoke the
appropriate compiler or program. Subsequently, when the Change Monitor encounters updates by the compiler or
program executed within NVDRBOOK, it associates the updates with the userid and CCIDs from the CA Endevor/DB
Signon. If the user's security class specifies Derived CCID processing, CCIDs are associated with the update through
the use of preauthorization junctions between the entity being updated and the derived CCIDs. If the user's security class
does not specify Derived CCID processing, the CCIDs entered in the user's SIGNON command will be associated with the
update. Refer to the Administrating section for more information.

JCL and NDVRBOOK Syntax
Sample JCL for executing a batch compiler with an CA Endevor/DB Signon follows. If no CA Endevor/DB CCIDs or
userids are required, this procedure is optional.

//JOBNAME      JOB YOUR.JOBCARD.INFORMATION

//JOBLIB       DD DISP=SHR,DSN=usercv.loadlib

//     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ndvrdb.loadlib

//     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.loadlib

//*

//****************************************************************
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//*

//*    JOB:      SAMPBOOK

//*

//*    PURPOSE:  RUN ANY CA COMPILER WITH CA ENDEVOR/DB USER/CCID SIGNON.

//*

//*    STEP:     FUNCTION:

//*    =====   =========

//*

//*    BOOKDDDL        RUNS IDMSDDDL UNDER CA ENDEVOR/DB BOOK-END.

//*    (CHANGE PROGRAM SENTENCE TO RUN OTHER COMPILERS)

//*

//****************************************************************

//*

//BOOKDDDL     EXEC PGM=NDVRBOOK,REGION=1300K

//SYSCTL       DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl

//NDVRLST      DD SYSOUT=*

//NDVRERR      DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSLST       DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP     DD DUMMY

//SYSPCH       DD DUMMY

//SYSIDMS      DD *

DMCL=dmcl-name

DICTNAME=dictionary-name
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Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters

/*

//NDVRIPT      DD *

SIGNON

USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd

DICTNAME userdict.

PROGRAM = IDMSDDDL.

/*

//SYSIPT       DD *

SIGNON

USER = idduserid PASSWORD = iddpswd

DICTNAME userdict.

*+ PUT YOUR IDMSDDDL STATEMENTS HERE. +*

/*

Field Description
usercv.loadlib Load library for DMCL, subschema, DBNAME table, or load

modules for a particular CA IDMS platform.
ndvrdb.loadlib CA Endevor/DB load library.
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idms.loadlib CA IDMS load library.
edbuserid CA Endevor/DB userid.
edbpswd CA Endevor/DB password.
userdict Name of dictionary to which you are signing on.
idms.sysctl Name of the SYSCTL file as defined in the CA IDMS SYSGEN.
dmcl-name Name of the DMCL used by CA IDMS/CV
idduserid CA IDMS IDD userid.
iddpswd CA IDMS IDD password.
progname Program name of the compiler to execute (IDMSDDDL,

RHDCMPUT, etc.). NDVRBOOK will internally invoke the compiler
when the CA Endevor/DB Signon is completed.

Caution!  Be careful when running in local mode to ensure that the dictionary and the CCDB are restored following an
abend. For this reason, it is highly recommended that CV mode be used whenever possible.

Record Layouts
This section describes the layout, size, field name, and description of CA Culprit records.

CA Culprit Change Log Entry Record Layout -- NDVRRCLG

 LRECL  TYPE BLOCK  FILE DESCRIPTION...

 00800   F          User Module NDVRRCLG

 START  SIZE  TYPE  DP  FIELD-NAME              DESCRIPTION

 -----  ----- ----  --  -----------              ---------------

 00001  00256           CHANGE-LOG-RECORD1      USED IN RPT90

 00001  00008           RECPFX                  RECORD PREFIX

 00001  00002   1       RECLEN                  RECORD LENGTH

 00003  00001   1       RECFLAG1                RECORD FLAG 1

 00004  00001   1       RECFLAG2                RECORD FLAG 2

 00005  00002   1       RECTYPE                 RECORD TYPE

 00007  00002   1       RECVER                  RECORD VERSION

 00009  00008           DICT-NAME               DICTIONARY NAME
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 00017  00008           DICT-SYSTEM             SYSTEM NAME

 00025  00044           ENTITY-KEY              ENTITY KEY

 00025  00040           ENTITY-NAME             ENTITY NAME

 00025  00008           ELEMENT-SYSTEM          C1 ELEMENT SYSTEM

 00033  00008           ELEMENT-SUBSYS          C1 ELEMENT SUBSYSTEM

 00041  00010           ELEMENT-NAME            C1 ELEMENT NAME

 00051  00008           ELEMENT-TYPE            C1 ELEMENT TYPE

 00059  00001           ELEMENT-STAGE           C1 ELEMENT STAGE

 00065  00002   1       ENTITY-CODE             ENTITY CODE

 00067  00002   1       ENTITY-VERSION          ENTITY VERSION

 00069  00016           ENTITY-TYPE             ENTITY TYPE

 00085  00003           ENTITY-ABBR             ENTITY ABBREVIATION

 00089  00004   1       DATE-LAST-MODIFIED      DATE LAST MODIFIED

 00093  00004   1   2   TIME-LAST-MODIFIED      TIME LAST MODIFIED

 00097  00004   1       RECOVERY-SYNC           RECOVERY FLAG

 00101  00008           LOG-DT-STAMP            LOG DATE/TIME STAMP

 00101  00004   1       LOG-DATE                LOG DATE

 00105  00004   1   2   LOG-TIME                LOG TIME

 00109  00040           DESCRIPTION             DESCRIPTION

 00109  00008   2       DESC-COMP-COUNT         COMP/ARCH: #CLE'S

 00109  00008           DESC-COMP-NNN           (REDEFINED AS CHAR)

 00117  00008           DESC-COMP-LOW-DT        LOW DATE COMPRESSED

 00125  00008           DESC-COMP-LOW-TM        LOW TIME COMPRESSED

 00109  00008   2       DESC-ARCH-DEL           ARCO STATS: # CLE'S DELETED

 00117  00008   2       DESC-ARCH-ADD           # CLE'S ADDED
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 00125  00008   2       DESC-ARCH-OUT           # CLE'S OUTPUT

 00133  00008           DESC-ARCH-AAGE          LOW DATE ARCHIVED

 00141  00008           DESC-ARCH-CAGE          LOW DATE COMPRESSED

 00109  00016           DESC-STAT-NAME          R/S/T: STATUS NAME

 00125  00012           DESC-STAT-QUAL          STATUS QUALIFIER (CCID)

 00109  00008           DESC-MIGR-DICT          C/V: DICTNAME AT OTHER END

 00117  00008           DESC-MIGR-NODE          NODENAME AT OTHER END

 00125  00008           DESC-MIGR-DATE          DATE OTHER END OCCURRED

 00133  00008           DESC-MIGR-TIME          TIME OTHER END OCCURRED

 :edisplay.

00109  00008           DESC-C1-ACTION          C1 A/M/D: C1 ACTION

00109  00001           DESC-C1-MIGR-SITEID     C1 C/V: SITEID AT OTHER END

00110  00008           DESC-C1-MIGR-ENVIRON    ENVIRON AT OTHER END

00117  00004   2       DESC-C1-RCODE           C1 RETURN CODE

00118  00001           DESC-C1-MIGR-STAGE#     STAGE# AT OTHER END

00119  00008           DESC-C1-MIGR-SYSTEM     SYSTEM AT OTHER END

00127  00008           DESC-C1-MIGR-SUBSYS     SUBSYS AT OTHER END

00135  00008           DESC-C1-MIGR-TYPE       TYPE AT OTHER END

00143  00004   1       DESC-C1-MIGR-DATE       DATE OTHER END OCCURRED

00147  00002   1       DESC-C1-MIGR-TIME       TIME OTHER END OCCURRED

00149  00060           COMMENT                 COMMENT

00209  00001           ACTION                  ACTION FLAG

00210  00001           GROW-C1-SITEID          C1 ALL: OS/390 SITEID

00210  00035           GROWTH                  SPACE FOR GROWTH
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00211  00008           GROW-C1-ENVIRON         OS/390 ENVIRONMENT

00219  00004   2       GROW-C1-LEVEL           ELEMENT LEVEL #

00245  00032           USER                    USER NAME

00257  00032           CHANGE-LOG-RECORD2      USED IN RPT90

00277  00012           CCID                    CCID NAME

CA Culprit CCID Record Layout -- NDVRRCCI

 LRECL  TYPE BLOCK  FILE DESCRIPTION...

 00800   F          User Module NDVRRCCI

 START  SIZE  TYPE  DP  FIELD-NAME               DESCRIPTION

 -----  ----- ----  --  ----------              ----------------------

 00001  00008           RECPFX                   RECORD PREFIX

 00001  00002   1       RECLEN                   RECORD LENGTH

 00005  00002   1       RECTYPE                  RECORD TYPE

 00007  00002   1       RECVER                   RECORD VERSION

 00009  00004   1       DATE-LAST-MODIFIED       DATE LAST MODIFIED

 00013  00004   1   2   TIME-LAST-MODIFIED       TIME LAST MODIFIED

 00017  00012           CCID                     CCID

 00029  00016           SECURITY-CLASS           SECURITY CLASS

 00045  00060           COMMENT                  COMMENT

 00105  00001           LOCKED                   LOCKED BYTE

 00106  00001           AUTH                     AUTH-REQUIRED BYTE

 00107  00034           GROWTH                   SPACE FOR GROWTH

 00145  00008           DICT-NAME                DICTIONARY NAME
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 00153  00008           DICT-SYSTEM              SYSTEM NAME

CA Culprit CCID/Entity/Status List -- NDVRRCSL

 LRECL  TYPE BLOCK  FILE DESCRIPTION...

 00800   F          User Module NDVRRCSL

 START  SIZE  TYPE  DP  FIELD-NAME              DESCRIPTION

 -----  ----- ----  --  ----------              ----------------------

 00001  00008           RECPFX                  RECORD PREFIX

 00001  00002   1       RECLEN                  RECORD LENGTH

 00003  00001   1       RECFLAG1                RECORD FLAG 1

 00004  00001   1       RECFLAG2                RECORD FLAG 2

 00005  00002   1       RECTYPE                 RECORD TYPE

 00007  00002   1       RECVER                  RECORD VERSION

 00009  00008           DICT-NAME               DICTIONARY NAME

 00017  00008           DICT-SYSTEM             SYSTEM NAME

 00025  00044           ENTITY-KEY              ENTITY KEY

 00025  00040           ENTITY-NAME             ENTITY NAME

 00025  00008           ELEMENT-SYSTEM          C1 ELEMENT SYSTEM

 00033  00008           ELEMENT-SUBSYS          C1 ELEMENT SUBSYSTEM

 00041  00010           ELEMENT-NAME            C1 ELEMENT NAME

 00051  00008           ELEMENT-TYPE            C1 ELEMENT TYPE

 00059  00001           ELEMENT-STAGE           C1 ELEMENT STAGE

 00065  00002   1       ENTITY-CODE             ENTITY CODE
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 00067  00002   1       ENTITY-VERSION          ENTITY VERSION

 00069  00016           ENTITY-TYPE             ENTITY TYPE

 00085  00003           ENTITY-ABBR             ENTITY ABBREVIATION

 00089  00004   1       DATE-LAST-MODIFIED      DATE LAST MODIFIED

 00093  00004   1   2   TIME-LAST-MODIFIED      TIME LAST MODIFIED

 00097  00004   1       RECOVERY-SYNC           RECOVERY FLAG

 00101  00004   1       LOG-DATE                LOG DATE

 00101  00008           LOG-DT-STAMP            LOG DATE/TIME STAMP

 00105  00004   1   2   LOG-TIME                LOG TIME

 00109  00040           DESCRIPTION             DESCRIPTION

 00109  00008   2       DESC-COMP-COUNT         # CLE'S COMPRESSED TOGETHER

 00109  00008           DESC-COMP-NNN           (# CLE'S REDEFINED)

 00117  00008           DESC-COMP-LOW-DT        LOW DATE COMPRESSED UP

 00125  00008           DESC-COMP-LOW-TM        LOW TIME COMPRESSED UP

 00109  00008   2       DESC-ARCH-DEL           ARCO JOB: # CLE'S DELETED

 00117  00008   2       DESC-ARCH-ADD           # CLE'S ADDED BACK

 00125  00008   2       DESC-ARCH-OUT           # ARCHIVED CLE'S

 00133  00008           DESC-ARCH-AAGE          LOW DATE ARCHIVED

 00141  00008           DESC-ARCH-CAGE          LOW DATE COMPRESSED

 00109  00016           DESC-STAT-NAME          R/S/T: STATUS NAME

 00125  00012           DESC-STAT-QUAL          STATUS QUALIFIER (CCID)

 00109  00008           DESC-MIGR-DICT          C/V: DICTNAME AT OTHER END

 00117  00008           DESC-MIGR-NODE          NODENAME AT OTHER END

 00125  00008           DESC-MIGR-DATE          DATE OTHER END OCCURRED

 00133  00008           DESC-MIGR-TIME          TIME OTHER END OCCURRED
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 :edisplay.

00109  00008           DESC-C1-ACTION          C1 A/M/D: C1 ACTION

00117  00004   2       DESC-C1-RCODE           C1 RETURN CODE

00109  00001           DESC-C1-MIGR-SITEID     C1 C/V: SITEID AT OTHER END

00110  00008           DESC-C1-MIGR-ENVIRON    ENVIRON AT OTHER END

00118  00001           DESC-C1-MIGR-STAGE#     STAGE# AT OTHER END

00119  00008           DESC-C1-MIGR-SYSTEM     SYSTEM AT OTHER END

00127  00008           DESC-C1-MIGR-SUBSYS     SUBSYS AT OTHER END

00135  00008           DESC-C1-MIGR-TYPE       TYPE AT OTHER END

00143  00004   1       DESC-C1-MIGR-DATE       DATE OTHER END OCCURRED

00147  00002   1       DESC-C1-MIGR-TIME       TIME OTHER END OCCURRED

00149  00060           COMMENT                 COMMENT

00209  00001           ACTION                  ACTION FLAG

00210  00035           GROWTH                  SPACE FOR GROWTH

00210  00001           GROW-C1-SITEID          C1 ALL: OS/390 SITEID

00211  00008           GROW-C1-ENVIRON         OS/390 ENVIRONMENT

00219  00004   2       GROW-C1-LEVEL           ELEMENT LEVEL #

00245  00032           USER                    USER NAME

00277  00012           CCID                    CCID NAME

00289  00016           CCID-STATUS             CCID STATUS

00305  00016           BASE-STATUS             BASELINE STATUS

CA Culprit MGCC/CCID Record Layout -- NDVRRMGC

 LRECL  TYPE BLOCK  FILE DESCRIPTION...
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 00800   F          User Module NDVRRMGC

 START  SIZE  TYPE  DP  FIELD-NAME               DESCRIPTION

 -----  ----- ----  --  ----------              ----------------------

 00001  00008           RECPFX                   RECORD PREFIX

 00001  00002   1       RECLEN                   RECORD LENGTH

 00005  00002   1       RECTYPE                  RECORD TYPE

 00007  00002   1       RECVER                   RECORD VERSION

 00009  00008           DICT-NAME                DICTIONARY NAME

 00017  00008           DICT-SYSTEM              SYSTEM NAME

 00025  00016           MGRP-FILLER-1            FILLER

 00041  00016           MANAGEMENT-GROUP         MANAGEMENT GROUP

 00057  00096           MGRP-FILLER-2            FILLER

 00151  00008           MJCT-FILLER-1            FILLER

 00161  00004   1       DATE-LAST-MODIFIED       DATE LAST MODIFIED

 00165  00004   1   2   TIME-LAST-MODIFIED       TIME LAST MODIFIED

 00169  00060           COMMENT                  COMMENT

 00229  00036           MJCT-FILLER-2            FILLER

 00265  00016           CCID-FILLER-1            FILLER

 00281  00012           CCID                     CCID

 00293  00116           CCID-FILLER-2            FILLER

CA Culprit Management Group Record Layout -- NDVRRMGP

 LRECL  TYPE BLOCK  FILE DESCRIPTION...

 00800   F          User Module NDVRRMGP
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 START  SIZE  TYPE  DP  FIELD-NAME               DESCRIPTION

 -----  ----- ----  --  ----------              ----------------------

 00001  00008           RECPFX                   RECORD PREFIX

 00001  00002   1       RECLEN                   RECORD LENGTH

 00005  00002   1       RECTYPE                  RECORD TYPE

 00007  00002   1       RECVER                   RECORD VERSION

 00009  00004   1       DATE-LAST-MODIFIED       DATE LAST MODIFIED

 00013  00004   1   2   TIME-LAST-MODIFIED       TIME LAST MODIFIED

 00017  00016           MANAGEMENT-GROUP         MANAGEMENT GROUP

 00033  00060           COMMENT                  COMMENT

 00093  00032           GROWTH                   SPACE FOR GROWTH

 00129  00008           DICT-NAME                DICTIONARY NAME

 00137  00008           DICT-SYSTEM              SYSTEM NAME

CA Culprit Signout Record Layout -- NDVRRSGN

 LRECL  TYPE BLOCK  FILE DESCRIPTION...

 01000   F          User Module NDVRRSGN

 START  SIZE  TYPE  DP  FIELD-NAME               DESCRIPTION

 -----  ----- ----  --  ----------              ---------------

 00001  00008           RECPFX                   RECORD PREFIX

 00001  00002   1       RECLEN                   RECORD LENGTH

 00003  00001   1       RECFLAG1                 RECORD FLAG 1

 00004  00001   1       RECFLAG2                 RECORD FLAG 2
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 00005  00002   1       RECTYPE                  RECORD TYPE

 00007  00002   1       RECVER                   RECORD VERSION

 00009  00008           DICT-NAME                DICTIONARY NAME

 00017  00008           DICT-SYSTEM              SYSTEM NAME

 00025  00008           ENTITY-FILLER-1          FILLER

 00034  00004   1       DICT-DATE                DICTIONARY DATE

 00037  00004   1       DICT-TIME                DICTIONARY TIME

 00041  00044           ENTITY-KEY               ENTITY KEY

 00041  00040           ENTITY-NAME              ENTITY NAME

 00081  00002   1       ENTITY-CODE              ENTITY CODE

 00083  00002   1       ENTITY-VERSION           ENTITY VERSION

 00085  00060           ENTITY-COMMENT           ENTITY COMMENT

 00145  00001           DICTIONARY-LOCK          DICT LOCKED Y/N

 00146  00008           DBNAME                   DBNAME

 00154  00008           SYSTEM                   SYSTEM NAME

 00162  00008           DBNAME-DATE              DATE IN EBCDIC

 00170  00008           DBNAME-TIME              TIME IN EBCDIC

 00179  00007           ENTITY-FILLER-1          FILLER

 00185  00016           ENTITY-TYPE              ENTITY TYPE

 00201  00003           ENTITY-ABBR              ENTITY ABBR

 00204  00001           ENTITY-CODE              ENTITY-CODE

 00205  00008           SIGNOUT-FILLER-1         FILLER

 00213  00004   1       DATE-LAST-MODIFIED       DATE LAST MODIFIED

 00217  00004   1   2   TIME-LAST-MODIFIED       TIME LAST MODIFIED
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 00221  00004   1       DATE-ESTABLISHED         DATE ESTABLISHED

 00225  00004   1       DATE-ACTIVATED           DATE ACTIVATED

 00229  00001           AUTHORIZED               AUTHORIZATION FLAG

 00230  00001           SIGNOUT                  SIGNOUT FLAG

 00231  00044           SIGNOUT-ELEMENT          SIGNED OUT ELEMENT

 00271  00002           SIGNOUT-ELE-TYPE         SIGNED OUT TYPE

 00273  00002           SIGNOUT-ELE-VER          SIGNED OUT VERSION

 00275  00097           COMMENT                  COMMENT

 00373  00008           COMMENT-FILLER           FILLER

 00381  00004   1       USER-DATE                USER DATE

 00385  00004   1   2   USER-TIME                USER TIME

 00389  00032           USER                     USER NAME

 00701  00012           CCID                     CCID NAME

 00713  00016           CCID-SECURE-CLASS        CCID SECURITY CLASS

 00728  00060           CCID-COMMENT             CCID COMMENT

 00789  00002           CCID-FILLER              CCID FLAGS

CA Culprit Status Record Layout -- NDVRRSTA

 LRECL  TYPE BLOCK  FILE DESCRIPTION...

 00800   F          User Module NDVRRSTA

 START  SIZE  TYPE  DP  FIELD-NAME               DESCRIPTION

 -----  ----- ----  --  ----------              --------------

 00001  00008           RECPFX                   RECORD PREFIX

 00001  00002   1       RECLEN                   RECORD LENGTH
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 00005  00002   1       RECTYPE                  RECORD TYPE

 00007  00002   1       RECVER                   RECORD VERSION

 00009  00004   1       DATE-LAST-MODIFIED       DATE LAST MODIFIED

 00013  00004   1   2   TIME-LAST-MODIFIED       TIME LAST MODIFIED

 00017  00016           STATUS                   STATUS NAME

 00033  00060           COMMENT                  COMMENT

 00093  00001           AUTHORITY                AUTHORITY

 00094  00035           GROWTH                   SPACE FOR GROWTH

 00129  00008           DICT-NAME                DICTIONARY NAME

 00137  00008           DICT-SYSTEM              SYSTEM NAME

CA Culprit User Record Layout -- NDVRRUSR

 LRECL  TYPE BLOCK  FILE DESCRIPTION...

 00800   F          User Module NDVRRUSR

 START  SIZE  TYPE  DP  FIELD-NAME               DESCRIPTION

 -----  ----- ----  --  ----------              ---------------

 00001  00008           RECPFX                   RECORD PREFIX

 00001  00002   1       RECLEN                   RECORD LENGTH

 00005  00002   1       RECTYPE                  RECORD TYPE

 00007  00002   1       RECVER                   RECORD VERSION

 00009  00004   1       DATE-LAST-MODIFIED       DATE LAST MODIFIED

 00013  00004   1   2   TIME-LAST-MODIFIED       TIME LAST MODIFIED

 00017  00032           USER                     USER NAME
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 00049  00144           CCID-GROUP               CCID GROUP (CCID * 12)

 00049  00012           CCID                     CCID (SINGLE OCCURRENCE)

 00193  00016           SECURITY-CLASS           SECURITY CLASS

 00209  00008           PASSWORD                 PASSWORD

 00217  00060           COMMENT                  COMMENT

 00277  00001           LOCKED                   LOCK BYTE

 00278  00035           GROWTH                   SPACE FOR GROWTH

 00313  00008           DICT-NAME                DICTIONARY NAME

 00321  00008           DICT-SYSTEM              SYSTEM NAME

Online/Batch Counterparts
The following table contains the Management Facility functions available in Online CA Endevor/DB and their equivalent
Batch commands. For more information on the Batch commands, refer to the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS Batch
Reference section.

SIGNOUT ( FUNCTIONS )

Short form: SIGNOUT ( FUNCTIONS )

Number Online Function Batch Command
1 Browse entities signed out --
2 Signout entities SIGNOUT
3 Signin entities SIGNIN

PREAUTHORIZATION ( FUNCTIONS )

Short form: PREAUTHORIZATION ( FUNCTIONS )

Number Online Function Batch Command
1 Browse preauthorization DISPLAY PREAUTHORIZATION
2 Add preauthorization ADD PREAUTHORIZATION
3 Delete preauthorization DELETE PREAUTHORIZATION
4 Modify preauthorization MODIFY PREAUTHORIZATION
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LOCK ( FUNCTIONS )

Short form: LOCK ( FUNCTIONS )

Number Online Function Batch Command
1 Browse locked users --
2 Lock users --
3 Unlock users --
4 Browse locked CCIDs --
5 Lock CCIDs --
6 Unlock CCIDs  
7 Browse locked dictionaries --
8 Lock dictionaries --
9 Unlock dictionaries --

ENTITY ( FUNCTIONS )

Short form: ENTITY ( FUNCTIONS )

Number Online Function Batch Command
1 Browse entity descriptors DISPLAY ENTITY
2 Add a new entity descriptor ADD ENTITY
3 Modify entity descriptors MODIFY ENTITY
4 Delete entity descriptors DELETE ENTITY
5 Browse entity change history --
6 Browse entity status history --

CCID ( FUNCTIONS )

Short form: CCID ( FUNCTIONS )

Number Online Function Batch Command
1 Browse CCID descriptors DISPLAY CCID
2 Add a CCID descriptor ADD CCID
3 Modify CCID descriptors MODIFY CCID
4 Delete CCID descriptors DELETE CCID
5 Browse CCID/change associations --
6 Add CCID/change associations --
7 Modify CCID/change associations --
8 Delete CCID/change associations --
9 Browse entity status for CCID --
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STATUS ( FUNCTIONS )

Short form: STATUS ( FUNCTIONS )

Number Online Function Batch Command
1 Browse status descriptors DISPLAY STATUS
2 Add a status descriptor ADD STATUS
3 Modify status descriptors MODIFY STATUS
4 Delete status descriptors DELETE STATUS
5 Browse status/entity associations DISPLAY ENTITY
6 Add status/entity associations MODIFY ENTITY STATUS
7 Modify status/entity associations MODIFY ENTITY STATUS
8 Delete status/entity associations MODIFY ENTITY STATUS

USER ( FUNCTIONS )

Short form: USER ( FUNCTIONS )

Number Online Function Batch Command
1 Browse user descriptors DISPLAY USER
2 Add a user descriptor ADD USER
3 Modify user descriptors MODIFY USER
4 Delete user descriptors DELETE USER
5 Browse user/change associations --
6 Add user/change associations --
7 Modify user/change associations --
8 Delete user/change associations --

DICTIONARY ( FUNCTIONS )

Short form: DICTIONARY ( FUNCTIONS )

Number Online Function Batch Command
1 Browse dictionary descriptors DISPLAY DICTIONARY
2 Modify dictionary descriptors MODIFY DICTIONARY
3 Delete dictionary descriptors  
4 Browse change-log entries --
5 Modify change-log entries --
6 Delete change-log entries --

MANAGEMENT ( GROUP ) ( FUNCTIONS )

Short form: MANAGEMENT ( GROUP ) ( FUNCTIONS )

Number Online Function Batch Command
1 Browse management groups DISPLAY MGRP
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2 Add a management group ADD MGRP
3 Modify management groups MODIFY MGRP
4 Delete management groups DELETE MGRP
5 Browse MGRP/CCID associations --
6 Add a MGRP/CCID association MODIFY MGRP CCID
7 Modify MGRP/CCID associations MODIFY MGRP CCID
8 Delete MGRP/CCID associations MODIFY MGRP CCID

CONTROL ( FUNCTIONS )

Short form: CONTROL ( FUNCTIONS )

Number Online Function Batch Command
1 Browse CCDB descriptor records  
2 Modify CCDB descriptor records  
3 Browse security descriptors DISPLAY SEC CLASS
4 Add a security descriptor ADD SEC CLASS
5 Modify security descriptors MODIFY SEC CLASS
6 Delete security descriptors DELETE SEC CLASS
7 Browse monitor dict stat blocks  
8 Modify monitor dict stat blocks  

Using the IDMS Dictionary Module Editor
This user section provides information on the features and functionality of the CA IDMS Dictionary Module Editor. The
product includes an extensive HELP facility for quick access to screen and field information, commands, and message
text.

CA IDMS DME is a powerful online program development facility used to edit and browse modules stored in the
dictionary, add and execute modules, and create executable statements. This section presents an overview of CA IDMS
DME features and functions.

Using CA IDMS DME
This section provides information on using CA IDMS DME. It shows you the steps that may be used in a typical session
and details each of the Main Menu options. The CA IDMS DME session can be approached as a series of steps using a
succession of screens to access, edit, browse, add, and execute a module. At any point in the CA IDMS DME session,
you can use the HELP command to access the online documentation which includes:

• Information about CA IDMS DME screens
• Complete detail on each of the commands, options, and keys used to process a module
• Message text.

You use these steps during a typical CA IDMS DME session:
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• Step 1 -- Invoke CA IDMS DME
• Step 2 -- Specify or select a module to process
• Step 3 -- Process a module
• Step 4 -- Suspend the session
• Step 5 -- Restart the session
• Step 6 -- Exit CA IDMS DME

Step 1 -- Invoke CA IDMS DME

You can invoke CA IDMS DME from:

• CA IDMS/DC -- standard access
• CA IDMS/DC -- Quick-In access
• CA ADS Alive
• ADSC
• Transfer Control Facility (TCF).

From the CA IDMS/DC System Using Standard Access

To invoke CA IDMS DME from the CA IDMS/DC system:

1. Type the user-defined task code at the CA IDMS/DC system prompt. The default task code is DME
2. Press the Enter key.

The CA IDMS DME Main Menu screen is displayed.

From the CA IDMS/DC System Using Quick-In Access

After you have become familiar with CA IDMS DME, you may want to bypass the Main Menu and move directly to one of
the Main Menu options. To do this:

1. Type the task code (defined at installation, the default is DME) followed by the number indicating the Main Menu option
you want to access.

2. Press the Enter key.

For example, if you want to move directly to the Module Selection screen, type DME 1 at the CA IDMS/DC system prompt.
Press the Enter key. The Module Selection screen is displayed.

From CA ADS Alive

While you are testing dialogs with CA ADS Alive, you can invoke CA IDMS DME from that product after a dialog execution
aborts. In this case the Edit screen is displayed, showing the line in error along with a message from CA ADS Alive. See
the CA ADS Alive Using section for details.

From ADSC

You can invoke CA IDMS DME from the ADSC compile screen when you see the message Select 2 to review errors,
then Enter to see compile errors. A CA IDMS DME Browse session of the ADSC dialog compile listing is invoked.

The errors are flagged by <E> in the line number of the error listing. The PF17 key is set at installation to FIND <E>; UP
10. When you press PF17, your first error is positioned at the center of the screen.

At this point, you can invoke a CA IDMS DME Edit session in three ways:

• Position the cursor on a line you want to change. Press PF18.
• In the Command line, type
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EDIT process-name <version>

where:
process name is the name of the process you want to edit
version is one of the following: the numeric version number, HIGH, LOW, or blank. If you do not indicate a version
number, the system default for HIGH or LOW is used.

• In the Command line, type

EDIT

Position the cursor on the line in error. Press the Enter key.

The original Browse session of the error listing remains open and you can use PF9, PF21, or the SWITCH command to
switch back and forth between the Edit session and the Dialog Compile Error Listing.

Most Editing Commands are available within this Edit session, however, you cannot transfer to another Main Menu option
using the EQUALS (=) Command.

When you complete the Edit session, type =X in the Command line to return control to ADSC.

If you use successive END commands to back out of the Browse session of the Dialog Compile Errors listing, control
returns to the CA IDMS DME Main Menu. Notice that the Main Menu now includes Option I ADSC Interface, which is used
to review and modify ADSC compile errors.

After you exit CA IDMS DME, control returns to the ADSC Compile screen. At the Command line, type 1 and press the
Enter key to re-invoke a compile of your edited dialog.

From the Transfer Control Facility

The Transfer Control Facility (TCF) allows you to transfer from one CA IDMS/DC online development tool to another
without returning to CA IDMS/DC.

To  invoke  CA IDMS DME under TCF:

1. From the CA IDMS/DC system prompt, execute the task code TCF to display the TCF Selection screen.
2. Select the TCF task code DMET to access the CA IDMS DME Main Menu screen.

To  terminate  a TCF-invoked CA IDMS DME session:

1. Complete and end the session through CA IDMS DME. The TCF Selection screen is displayed.
2. Select the option Terminate TCF Session.

To  suspend  a TCF-invoked CA IDMS DME session:

1. Type TSUSPEND in the Command field.
2. Press the Enter key. This suspends the current CA IDMS DME session and returns control to TCF.

To  resume a suspended TCF-invoked session:

1. Select the task code DMET with the session descriptor CA IDMS DME-TCF-SESSION from the TCF Selection screen.
The CA IDMS DME Main Menu screen is displayed.

2. Press the Enter key. The Restart screen is displayed. See Restart the Session for more information.

To  switch  to another TCF task:

The TCF SWITCH command allows you to switch to another TCF task from module selection screens excluding lists. You
can also switch to another TCF task from the Edit screen.
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To switch a TCF task:

1. Type SWITCH and the task you want to switch to in the COMMAND line.
2. Press the Enter key.

You can use the SWITCH command from all of the screens up to the Edit screen and including the edit screen.

The CA IDMS DME Main Menu Options
The CA IDMS DME Main Menu screen is displayed after you invoke CA IDMS DME. The options that are used to directly
or indirectly specify modules to process are discussed in "Accessing a Module”. These include the Module option, the
Class/Attribute option, and the Dialog option.

To select an option from the CA IDMS DME Main Menu:

1. Type the character that precedes the option you want in the OPTION field.
2. Press the Enter key.

CA IDMS Dictionary Module Editor Rnn.nn  ───  DME Main Menu  ──  hh:mm mm/dd/yy

 OPTION  ===>                                                           USEAMEN

 PRINT CLASS ==> 01                                        TCF: OFF

                                                           PASSWORD==>

       1  Module               - Select a Module

       2  Class/Attribute      - Select by Class/Attribute Combination

       3  Dialog               - Select by Dialog Name

       S  Signon               - Display or Change User Signon or Dictionary

       T  Help                 - Display Tutorial for DME

       W  Workpad              - Provide Workpad for Compiler Interface

       I  ADSC Interface       - Review/Modify ADSC Compile Errors

       X  Exit                 - Exit from DME

                 Dictionary Module Editor - DME
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Information about each of the Main Menu options is also available in the online documentation. You can access the online
documentation at any screen by using the HELP command or from the Main Menu by using the Help option.

Accessing a Module

Specify a Module Using the Module Option

You can access a module to process by specifying the name of the module on the Module Selection screen.

To access the Module Selection screen, follow these steps:

1. Type 1 (indicating the Module option) in the OPTION field of the Main Menu.
2. Press Enter. The Module Selection screen displays. See following example:

CA IDMS DME Rnn.nn  ───  Module Selection  ───────────────────   hh:mm mm/dd/yy

 COMMAND ===>                                                           USEAMSL

 DICTIONARY:            NODE:

 ACTION       ==>               (A=Add/B=Browse/E=Edit/X=Execute)

 MODULE NAME  ==>

 VERSION      ==>

 LANGUAGE     ==>

 If the "Execute" Action has been selected, enter the compiler to execute:

 COMPILER     ==>

To access the module from the Module Selection screen:

1. Type the appropriate character in the ACTION field (use A to add a module, B to browse, E to edit, or X to execute).
2. Type the name of the module you want to access in the MODULE NAME field. If you do not know the module name,

you can use the Class/Attribute option or the Dialog option of the Main Menu. These options are detailed on the
following pages.
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3. Type the version number in the VERSION field. If no version is entered, the default (highest or lowest) that was
determined at installation is used.

4. Press the Enter key.

Select a Module Using the Class/Attribute Option

You can access a module by selecting the name of the module from a list generated using the Class/Attribute option of the
Main Menu. If you know the class and attribute names, you can specify both to generate a list of modules with that class/
attribute combination. If you know only the class name, you can specify that to generate a list of attributes for that class.

To access the Class/Attribute Selection screen:

1. Type 2 (indicating the Class/Attribute option) in the OPTION field of the Main Menu.
2. Press the Enter key.

The Class/Attribute Selection screen is displayed.

CA IDMS DME Rnn.nn  ───  Class/Attribute Selection  ──────────   hh:mm mm/dd/yy

 COMMAND ===>                                                           USEACAS

 DICTIONARY :              NODE :

 CLASS     ==>

 ATTRIBUTE ==>

 MASK   ==>

  -or-

 PREFIX ==>

 SORT MODULE LIST? ==>

To select a module from the Class/Attribute screen:

1. Tab to the CLASS field and type the name of the class.
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2. If the name of the attribute in known, tab to the ATTRIBUTE field and type the attribute name. If the name of the
attribute in unknown, leave the ATTRIBUTE field blank to display an Attribute List screen from which you can select an
attribute name.

3. Enter Y or N to determine whether or not you want your module list sorted. If you indicate Y, the list will be sorted in
name sequence. Extremely large lists of modules may result in sort error TPE7015E. This indicates that there was
not adequate scratch for sorting. If this occurs, you can limit the number of entries to be sorted by selecting a mask or
prefix, or indicating N in the SORT MODULE LIST field.

4. Press the Enter key.

A Module List screen is displayed with a list of modules having the same class/attribute you specified.

Select a Module at the Module List Screen

The Module List screen is displayed when you specify a class and attribute on the Class/Attribute Selection screen.

To select a module from the list that is displayed:

1. Tab to the module name you want to select.
2. Type an S to the left of the module to select it for edit, or type a B to select it for browse.
3. Press the Enter key.

CA IDMS DME Rnn.nn  ─────  Selection List ────────────────────   hh:mm mm/dd/yy

 COMMAND ===>                                                           USEASEL

 DICTIONARY:            NODE:

 CLASS: LANGUAGE               ATTRIBUTE: COBOL

    NAME                              VER    LAST UP   USER     LANGUAGE

    BATCH                             0001   05/21/96           COBOL

    BATCH-AUTOSTATUS                  0001   05/21/96           COBOL

    CICS                              0001   05/21/96           COBOL

    CICS-AUTOSTATUS                   0001   05/21/96           COBOL

    CICS-EXEC                         0001   05/21/96           COBOL

    CICS-EXEC-AUTO                    0001   05/21/96           COBOL

    CICS-STANDARD                     0001   05/21/96           COBOL

    CICS-STD-AUTO                     0001   05/21/96           COBOL

    CVS                               0001   12/15/96  CVS      COBOL
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    CVS1                              0001   02/25/96  DVJRFC   COBOL

    DC-BATCH                          0001   05/21/96           COBOL

    ICOMM-REENT-AUTO                  0001   05/21/96           COBOL

    IDMS-DC                           0001   05/21/96           COBOL

    IDMS-STATUS                       0001   05/21/96           COBOL

    IDMS-STATUS                       0002   05/21/96           COBOL

    IDMS-STATUS                       0003   05/21/96           COBOL

    IDMS-STATUS                       0004   05/21/96           COBOL

    IDMS-STATUS                       0090   09/15/96  GERMAINE COBOL

                                                                          07/002

Selecting an Attribute

The Attribute List screen is displayed when you specify only a class name on the Class/Attribute Selection screen. This
screen lists attributes belonging to the specified class. The following sample screen is displayed if you specify language in
the CLASS field of the Class/Attribute List screen.

CA IDMS DME Rnn.nn  ───  Attribute List  ─────────────────────  hh:mm mm/dd/yy

 COMMAND ===>                                                           USEAAL

 DICTIONARY:            NODE:             CLASS: LANGUAGE

          - ATTRIBUTE -

            ASSEMBLER

         S  CULPRIT

            DC

            PL/I

To select an attribute from the Attribute List screen:

1. Tab to the attribute you want to select.
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2. Type an S next to the attribute name.
3. Press the Enter key.

A Module List screen is displayed with a list of modules having the class name you specified and the attribute name you
selected.

Type an S next to a module name to select that module for edit, or type a B next to the module name to select that module
for browse.

Using the Dialog Option

Use the Dialog Selection screen to access a list of dialogs.

To display the Dialog Selection screen from the CA IDMS DME Main Menu:

1. Type 3 (indicating the Dialog option) in the OPTION field.
2. Press the Enter key.

The Dialog Selection screen is displayed.

CA IDMS DME Rnn.nn  ───  Dialog Selection  ──────────────────   hh:mm  mm/dd/yy

 COMMAND ===>                                                           USEADSL

 DICTIONARY :             NODE :

 DIALOG NAME  ==>

 VERSION      ==>

 MASK   ==>

  -or-

 PREFIX ==>

 SORT DIALOG LIST? ==>

To access a list of dialogs from the Dialog Selection screen:

1. Type the name of the dialog you want to access in the DIALOG NAME field. If the dialog name is unknown, leave the
DIALOG NAME field blank to display the Dialog List screen. You can restrict the Dialog List by entering a mask or
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prefix in the appropriate field. A mask will search the entire dialog name for the entered characters. A prefix will look
for dialog names that begin with the entered characters.

2. Type the version of the dialog (if a dialog name is specified) in the VERSION field. If a version number is not specified,
the default (highest/lowest) determined during the installation of CA IDMS DME is used.

3. Enter Y or N to determine whether or not you want your dialog list sorted. If you indicate Y, the list will be sorted in
name sequence. Extremely large lists of dialogs may result in sort error TPE7015E. This indicates that there was not
adequate scratch for sorting. If this occurs, you can limit the number of entries to be sorted by selecting a mask or
prefix, or indicating N in the SORT DIALOG LIST field.

4. Press the Enter key.

If a dialog name is specified in the DIALOG NAME field, a list of process modules associated with that dialog is displayed.

Select a Dialog from a Dialog List Screen

The Dialog List screen is displayed if you do not specify a dialog in the DIALOG NAME field of the Dialog Selection
screen.

CA IDMS DME Rnn.nn  ─── Dialog List  ──────────────────────────  hh:mm mm/dd/yy

 COMMAND ===>                                                            USEASDL

 DICTIONARY:            NODE:

          DIALOG        DIALOG       DATE          TIME

          NAME          VERSION      UPDATED       UPDATED

        S ADSALIVE       0001        10/06/96      130607

          ADSDDRSW       0300        12/05/96      150309

          ADSDD001       0300        12/05/96      150308

          ADSDD002       0300        12/05/96      150308

          ADSDD003       0300        12/05/96      150308

          ADSDD004       0300        12/05/96      150308

          ADSDD005       0300        12/05/96      150308

          ADSDD006       0300        12/05/96      150307

          ADSDD007       0300        12/05/96      150307

          ADSDD008       0300        12/05/96      150307
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          ADSDD009       0300        12/05/96      150306

          ADSDD010       0300        12/05/96      150306

          ADSDD011       0300        12/05/96      150306

          ADSDD012       0300        12/05/96      150305

          ADSDD013       0300        12/05/96      150305

          ADSDD014       0300        12/05/96      150305

          ADSDD015       0300        12/05/96      150305

To select a dialog from the Dialog List screen:

1. Tab to the dialog name you want to select.
2. Type an S next to the dialog name.
3. Press the Enter key.

A list of the process modules associated with the selected dialog is displayed.

Process List Screen

The Process List screen is displayed when you select a dialog from the Dialog List screen or specify a dialog name on the
Dialog Selection screen. The Process List screen displays the names of the process modules belonging to the dialog you
selected.

CA IDMS DME Rnn.nn  ─── Process List  ────────────────────────  hh:mm  mm/dd/yy

 COMMAND ===>                                                            USEAPSL

 DICTIONARY:            NODE:            DIALOG: ADSALIVE   VERSION: 0001

                                             DATE      DATE                PF

      PROCESS NAME                     VERS  CREATED   UPDATED   TYPE      KEY

      ANIMATOR-CALL                    0001  10/04/96  11/06/96  PREMAP

      **END**

To select a process from the Process List screen:

1. Tab to the process name you want to select.
2. Type an S to the left of the process name to select that process for edit, or type a B to the left of the process name to

select that process for browse.
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3. Press the Enter key.

Processing a Module

CA IDMS DME gives you the following module processing options:

• Add
• Edit
• Browse
• Execute

Add a Module

CA IDMS DME allows you to add modules to any dictionaries for which you have add authority. You can specify an
existing module as a prototype so that the new module will have the same attributes as that module.

To add a module:

1. Type A (indicating Add) in the ACTION field of the Module Selection screen.
2. Tab to the MODULE NAME field and type the name of the module you want to add.
3. Tab to the VERSION field and type the version number for the module you want to add.
4. Press the Enter key.

The Module Creation screen is displayed.

Using the Module Creation Screen to Define a New Module

Use the Module Creation screen to specify information defining the module you are adding. When the Module Creation
screen is displayed, the MODULE NAME and VERSION fields contain the information you specified on the Module
Selection screen.

CA IDMS DME Rnn.nn  ───  Module Creation  ────────────────────   hh:mm mm/dd/yy

 COMMAND ===>                                                          USEAADD

 MODULE NAME ==>

 VERSION     ==>

 LANGUAGE    ==>

   USER ID   ==>

   PASSWORD  ==>

 PROTOTYPE   ==>
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 VERSION     ==>

 LANGUAGE    ==>

To create a module:

1. Specify the USER ID and PASSWORD (if the S function had been used previously to change signon).
2. If you want to use an existing module as a prototype, type the name of the existing module in the PROTOTYPE field.

The module you add will have the same attributes as this module.
3. Press the Enter key.

A null Edit screen is displayed.

Edit a Module

Use the Edit screen to edit a module or to access the Copy Selection screen to copy lines from other modules or to copy
an entire module.

For information on edit commands, see Section3, “Using CA IDMS DME”. Information is also available online by typing
HELP in the COMMAND line of any screen.

 EDIT ───USEAMEN V 1                                           COLUMNS 001 072

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

 ****** *** TOP OF DATA **************************************** CA IDMS DME ***

 000001 FOOTERSTART

 000002    Enter/PF8 = Continue    PF3 = Exit    T = Main Menu    M =Messages

 000003 FOOTEREND

 000004 PAGE 'TUTORIAL SELECTION MENU'

 000005 OPTION 1 PRIMARY

 000006 OPTION 2 MODULE

 000007 OPTION 3 CLASS

 000008 OPTION 4 DIALOG

 000009 OPTION 5 TUTORIAL

 000010 OPTION 6 COMMANDS

 000011 OPTION 7 PFKEY

 000012 OPTION 8 MODULES
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 000013 OPTION M MESSAGE

 000014 OPTION T MAINMENU

 000015

 000016 For information about the following, select an option:

 000017

 000018             1 -DME Main Menu Options

 000019             2 -Module Selection Screen

 000020             3 -Class Attribute Selection Screen

 000021             4 -Dialog Selection Screen

Browse a Module

There are several ways in which you may have accessed a module to browse. They include:

• Specifying B in the ACTION field on the Module Selection screen or Copy Selection screen, and supplying a module
name

• Selecting a module name or process name from a List screen by using a B (selecting with an S indicates that you want
to edit).

For information on browse commands, see Section3:. Information is also available online by typing HELP in the
COMMAND line of any screen.

Execute a Module

You can execute a module in these ways:

• Use the X option on the Module Selection screen
• Use the EXECUTE command.

To execute a command from the Module Selection screen:

1. Type X (indicating execute) in the ACTION field.
2. Type the name of the module you want to execute in the MODULE NAME field.
3. Type the version number for that module in the VERSION field.
4. Press the Enter key. The Edit screen is displayed.
5. Press the Enter key again to execute the module.

NOTE
You must not have a compiler session currently suspended if you wish to execute that compiler from within CA
IDMS DME. An abend will result.

See Section3: or the online documentation for information on executing a module using the EXECUTE command.
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Using the Copy Selection Screen

Use the Copy Selection screen to copy source lines from another module or to copy an entire module. You can also use
the Copy Selection screen to copy a module from one dictionary to another by specifying a different dictionary name and
node name.

To use the copy function:

1. At the Edit screen, type an A (After) or a B (Before) in the line number to the left of the line you want to indicate that
the lines (or module) copied should be placed before or after that line.

2. Type COPY in the COMMAND line.
3. Press the Enter key to display the Copy Selection screen.

CA IDMS DME Rnn.nn  ───  Copy Selection  ─────────────────────   hh:mm mm/dd/yy

 COMMAND ===>                                                           USEACPY

 DICTIONARY ==>              NODE ==>               PASSWORD ==>

 ACTION      ==> S          (Select or Browse)

 MODULE NAME ==>

 VERSION     ==>

 LANGUAGE    ==>

 FIRST LINE ==>

 LAST LINE  ==>

 LINE TYPE  ==>             (IDD or RELATIVE line numbering)

  Enter Module information above  OR  Enter Option requested in COMMAND field.

  OPTIONS:

      1  Class/Attribute     - Select by Class/Attribute combination
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      2  Dialog              - Select by Dialog Name

      T  Help                - Display Tutorial for DME

      X  Exit                - Exit from Copy

4. At the Copy Selection screen, if you want to access the Class/Attribute List screen type 1 in the COMMAND line. Type
2 for the Dialog List screen.

5. If you specify a module name directly, you must also specify S (select) or B (browse) in the ACTION field.
6. Specify line numbers in the FIRST LINE and LAST LINE fields if you want to copy only part of a module. Leave these

fields blank if you want to copy the entire module.
7. Specify REL (for relative line numbering) or IDD (for IDD line numbering) in the LINE TYPE field.
8. Press the Enter key.

The Edit screen, including the lines or module copied, is displayed.

Invoking the CA IDMS/DC Sort CA ADS Preprocessor from CA IDMS DME

If a CA ADS dialog process module contains CA IDMS/DC Sort statements (SETSORT, PUTSORT, GETSORT,
ENDSORT, and SETLIMIT), you can invoke the CA IDMS/DC Sort preprocessor to check the syntax directly from CA
IDMS DME.

While editing a process module, type TPSG in the COMMAND line and press the Enter key. This command invokes the
CA IDMS/DC Sort CA ADS preprocessor. See the section 3.7.16 for details of the TPSG command.

If no syntax errors are detected, you can exit CA IDMS DME and generate the dialog.

If errors are detected in the CA IDMS/DC Sort statements, you should:

• Review the embedded error messages
• Correct the errors using CA IDMS DME
• Reenter TPSG In the COMMAND line.

For additional information on the CA IDMS/DC Sort CA ADS preprocessor, see the CA IDMS/DC Sort Using section.

Managing the Session

Suspend the Session

While editing a process module, you can suspend the session for later completion. This is a temporary save that allows
you to continue the changes or cancel them when you return to the module. You may want to suspend the session to
perform other tasks, such as adding a record, creating a map, generating a dialog, or editing a different module.

To suspend a session:

1. Type SUSPEND in the COMMAND line of the Edit Screen.
2. Press the Enter key.

You will return to the screen from which you selected the module.

Users of the CA IDMS DME must ensure that no sessions are suspended when first starting a system. If any such session
exists, they must be terminated by saving the changes to the dictionary. To ensure that no sessions are suspended,
you may use the QUED task code to determine whether or not this queue exists. If it does not exist, there are no
suspended DME sessions. If it is necessary to fall back to an earlier version of the software, you must again ensure that
no suspended DME sessions exist.
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Restart the Session

The Restart Suspended Session screen is displayed whenever you specify or select a module that is currently suspended.
From the Restart Suspended Session screen, you have these options:

• Edit the suspended module
• Leave the module suspended
• Cancel the changes, and edit original module
• Access online documentation for this screen

NOTE
Between the time you suspend a module and the time you restart a session for that module, someone else could
edit the module with another tool (IDD, for example). Check the LAST UPDATED field on the Module Selection
screen against DATE SUSPENDED and TIME SUSPENDED fields on the Restart Suspended Session screen to
ensure you have the most current version of the module.

See the online documentation for details about using the Restart Suspended Session screen.

CA IDMS DME Rnn.nn  ───  Restart Suspended Session  ──────────   hh:mm mm/dd/yy

 OPTION  ===>                                                           USEARSO

 MODULE NAME : USEAMEN

 VERSION     : 0001

 LANGUAGE    :

 USER NAME   : GERMAINE

 LOGICAL TERMINAL : VTAMLT05

    SUSPENDED ON:   05/03/96   AT   11:53:38

 LAST UPDATED ON:   04/04/96   AT   13:38:38   BY USER: GERMAINE

      1  Edit                - Edit Suspended Module

      2  Leave Suspended     - Leave Module Suspended and Return

      3  Cancel Changes      - Cancel Updates and Edit Original Module

      T  Help                - Display Tutorial for DME

      X  Exit                - Exit from Suspend
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 Press <ENTER> to execute option.

 Enter <END> to Return.

Exiting CA IDMS DME

You can complete and end a CA IDMS DME session by:

• Typing =X in the COMMAND line of any CA IDMS DME session screen
• Typing X or END in the OPTION field of the CA IDMS DME Main Menu.

NOTE
An edited module must be recompiled before it can be executed.

Additional Main Menu Options
Contents

These CA IDMS DME Main Menu options are detailed on the following pages:

• Signon
• Help
• Workpad
• Exit

Signon Option

The Signon option allows you to select the appropriate user ID and dictionary for update without changing the CA IDMS
DME signons.

To access the Dictionary Signon screen:

1. Type S (indicating Signon) in the OPTION field of the Main Menu.
2. Press the Enter key.

The Signon screen is displayed.

The current user ID is displayed so you will not have to enter your user ID unless you want to change it. If you change the
USER, DICTIONARY, or NODE fields, the dictionary security may require you to enter a password.

CA IDMS DME Rnn.nn  ───  Dictionary Signon  ──────────────────   hh:mm mm/dd/yy

 COMMAND ===>                                                           USEASON

     USER ==> GERMAINE
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     PASSWORD ==>

     DICTIONARY ==>             NODE ==>

Help Option

The Help option allows you to access the online documentation which includes information on each screen, command,
options, and message text. When Help is selected during a CA IDMS DME session, specific information on the current
screen is presented. You can also access Help from any screen in the system by typing HELP in the COMMAND or
OPTION line.

To select Help from the CA IDMS DME Main Menu:

1. Type T (Help option) in the OPTION field.
2. Press the Enter key.

The online documentation is displayed. You can scroll through the documentation or use the menus to select information
on specific topics.

Online Documentation Print Utility

The Print Utility provided with CA IDMS DME allows error messages and other product information to be printed upon
request.

Target or Distribution source library member GSIPRINT (z/OS), SAMPJCL library member GSIPRINT.S (z/VSE), or the
GSIPRINT EXEC (z/VM), downloaded from the CA IDMS DME installation media, contains the JCL to execute the Online
Documentation Print Utility. The online documentation modules for CA IDMS DME processing are listed in the following
table in Online Message Facility.

The printed version of the online documentation is presented one screen per page and includes page reference indexes
for screen options. Characters highlighted in the online documentation appear bolded in the printed version.

Online Message Facility

CA IDMS DME allows you to view message text in an online environment.

To access the Message Index screen:

1. Type M in the COMMAND field of the first online documentation panel for each DME screen.
2. Press the Enter key.

The Message Index Screen is displayed.

To view message text:

1. Type the message number in the INDEX line of the Message Index Screen.
2. Press the Enter key.

The text for that message is displayed.

Member Name Description
COMMANDS Editor command information
GSCMSG General Service messages
GSIHELP HELP information
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GSTMSG CA IDMS/DC Sort messages
USEAADD Module Creation screen (Add)
USEAAL Attribute List screen
USEACAL Attribute List screen (Copy)
USEACAS Class/Attribute Selection screen
USEACCA Class/Attribute Selection screen (Copy)
USEACDL Dialog Selection screen (Copy)
USEACDS Dialog List screen (Copy)
USEACMD CA IDMS DME commands, Editor commands
USEACPS Process List screen (Copy)
USEACPY Copy Selection List screen (Copy)
USEACSL Module List screen (Copy)
USEADSL Dialog Selection screen
USEAKEY PF Key Assignment screen
USEAMEN CA IDMS DME Main Menu screen
USEAMSL Module Selection screen
USEAPSL Process List screen
USEARSO Restart Suspended Session screen
USEASDL Dialog List screen
USEASEL Module List screen
USEASON Dictionary Signon screen
USEMSG CA IDMS DME messages
USXMSG Editor messages

Workpad Option

The CA IDMS DME Workpad provides a null edit session in which you can enter commands to be executed using
either IDD, OCF, SYSGEN, SSC, and SCHEMA compilers, as well as from within an edit session. The Workpad may be
executed from within an edit session as well as from the other CA IDMS DME screens.

To display the Workpad screen from the CA IDMS DME Main Menu screen:

1. Type W (indicating Workpad) in the OPTION field.
2. Press the Enter key.

The Workpad screen is displayed.

 EDIT ───DME-WORKPAD                                           COLUMNS 001 072

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

 ****** *** TOP OF DATA **************************************** CA IDMS DME ***

 000001

 000002
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 000003

 000004

 000005

 000006

 000007

 000008

 000009

 000010

 ****** *** BOTTOM OF DATA ************************************* CA IDMS DME ***

NOTE
You must not have a compiler session currently suspended if you wish to execute that compiler from within CA
IDMS DME. An abend will result.

Exit Option

To exit CA IDMS DME from the Main Menu:

1. Type X (indicating exit) in the OPTION field.
2. Press the Enter key.

The CA IDMS/DC System Prompt is displayed.

CA IDMS DME Commands
This section provides a section to the four types of commands that are available in CA IDMS DME. This section describes
each command, its syntax, and default PF key settings.

Editing Command Types

Entering Commands

The following are descriptions of where commands are entered:

• Scroll Options -- Type these options at the right side of the second line on the screen, in the SCROLL field.
• Primary Commands -- Type these commands at the left side of the second line on the screen, in the COMMAND line.
• Line Commands -- Type these commands in the line number fields at the left of the source displayed on the screen.
• Product-Specific Commands -- Type these commands at the left side of the second line, on the screen, in the

COMMAND line.

These are the four types of editing commands:

Contents

Scroll Options
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Scroll Options are used to determine how many lines or columns of the module to scroll up, down, right, or left when using
a Primary Command or a PF key.

Primary Commands

Primary commands are used to do the following:

• Display the last full screen at the bottom of the text
• Set the left and right column bounds
• Cancel all changes made to the text since the last SAVE
• Turn CAPS mode on and off
• Search for the next occurrence of a string in a module
• Move the cursor directly to the command line
• Display source lines above or below current view
• Display the release number for the current version of the Editor
• Redisplays the current screen with any changes made
• Limit your display to specific lines within the text being edited
• Search for a character string in a module
• Display the first screen of text contained in a module
• Present the last screen contained in a module
• Scroll the current display to the right of the specified number of columns
• Move the display to a specific source line or to the beginning or end of the module
• Obtain storage
• Turn the NULLS mode on or off
• Display the environmental parameters under which your edit session is operating
• Repeat the last CHANGE command that was executed
• Clear the display of any Line Commands, column markers, or extraneous messages
• Redisplay the original contents of a screen
• Repeat the last FIND command that was entered
• Scroll the current display to the left of the specified number of columns
• Move to the previous tab setting when TABS mode is on
• Move to the next setting when TABS mode is on
• Set the software tabbing
• Display the time-of-day and the date in the message area of the screen
• Display the first full screen at the top of the next text
• Display source lines above your current view.

Line Commands

Line commands are used to do the following:
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• Copy source lines within the module
• Move source lines within the module
• Copy or move source lines over a line or lines
• Specify the location at which source lines are to be copied or moved
• Repeat source lines in the module
• Delete source lines
• Insert blank source lines
• Display a line with column markings across the screen
• Allow changes to the current boundary setting
• Exclude lines from the display

Product-Specific Commands

Product-specific commands are used to do the following:

• Copy all or part of a module into another module
• Execute a module while using CA IDMS DME
• Access information on the current screen or application
• Save the source and update the dictionary
• Change the user and dictionary/node from any CA IDMS DME screen
• Suspend the current edit session in order to perform other tasks
• Swap WORKPAD between input and output screens (switch from one to the other)
• Switch to another TCF task while operating under TCF
• Preprocess the module source during a CA IDMS DME edit session
• Suspend the current edit session and return to the TCF screen
• Access "nullfile" Editor session where you can process commands to online compilers
• Display the last full screen at the bottom of the display
• Transfer to the system level function
• Edit a module from an ADSC compile listing browse session
• Access the Display Key Value Screens
• Print the contents of the current edit/browse session.

Program Function Keys

PF keys are set to many frequently used commands. This allows you to enter a command from any position on the Edit
screen with one keystroke. In addition, the PA1 and PA2 keys are set to redisplay the screen.

For more information, see 4.7.8, "KEYS Command", 4.4.1, "Summary of Function Keys for Primary Commands", and the
online documentation.

To execute a single command set for a PF key, press that key. The command executes when you press the PF key.

The Scroll Options
Scroll Options are used to specify how much of the screen is scrolled when you use an UP, DOWN, RIGHT, or LEFT
Primary Command (or corresponding PF key) by itself.

At the right side of the second line on the Edit screen, the word SCROLL appears followed by one of the Scroll Options.
To change the current setting, enter one of the other options over the current setting. The Scroll Option you set remains in
effect until you enter a different setting. The following is the syntax for the Scroll Option:
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{Page

 Half

 Csr

 number-of-lines}

where:

Page -- specifies that a whole screen is to be scrolled whenever an UP, DOWN, RIGHT, or LEFT Command is used.

Half -- specifies that a half screen is to be scrolled whenever an UP, DOWN, RIGHT, or LEFT Command is used.

CSR -- specifies that the line with the cursor on it is to become: the bottom line displayed whenever the UP Command is
used, the top line whenever the DOWN Command is used, the left-most column whenever the RIGHT Command is used,
or the right-most column whenever the LEFT Command is used.

number-of-lines -- specifies that this number of lines are to be scrolled whenever an UP, DOWN, RIGHT, or LEFT
Command is used.

Primary Commands 3
Contents

Primary Commands are entered on the second line of the Edit screen after the word COMMAND. Using a semicolon (;) to
separate each command, you can stack multiple primary commands on the command line. Use the following syntax:

command;command

Summary of Function Keys for Primary Commands

Control Key Command Function
ENTER ENTER Redisplays current screen with any

changes made
PF1 HELP Provides information for the current screen

or application
PF2 RESHOW Redisplays original screen contents
PF3 END Saves changes and exits the editor
PF4 KEYS Displays PF Key values
PF5 RFIND Repeats last FIND Command
PF6 RCHANGE Repeats last CHANGE Command
PF7 UP Scroll Up
PF8 DOWN Scroll Down
PF9 SWAP Used to swap between input and compiler

output in the workpad
PF10 LEFT Scroll columns to the left
PF11 RIGHT Scroll columns to the right
PF12 CURSOR Moves cursor to the command line
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PF13 HELP Provides information for the current screen
or application

PF14 RESHOW Redisplays original screen contents
PF15 END Saves changes and exits the editor
PF16 KEYS Displays PF Key values
PF17 FIND <E> Used when DME is invoked from ADSC to

find errors in the listing
PF18 EDIT Used when DME is invoked from ADSC to

edit process code
PF19 UP Scroll Up
PF20 DOWN Scroll Down
PF21 SWAP Used to swap between input and compiler

output in the workpad
PF22 LEFT Scroll columns to the left
PF23 RIGHT Scroll columns to the right
PF24 CURSOR Moves cursor to the command line

BOTTOM Command

The BOTTOM Command displays the last full screen at the bottom of the text. The syntax for the BOTTOM Command is:

BOTtom

This command is available in edit and browse modes.

BOUNDS Command

The BOUNDS Primary Command sets the left and right column bounds. These bounds are saved in the edit profile. In
addition, the BOUNDS Command alters the action of the FIND, CHANGE, Line shifts, and other commands that are
column-sensitive.

You must specify left and right bounds, or neither. The left bound must be smaller than the right bound. If bounds are
specified incorrectly or with no operand, the default is the dataset maximums. The syntax for the BOUNDS Commands is:

BOUnds [lb  rb]

where:

lb -- specifies the left bound

rb -- specifies the right bound

This command is available in edit mode only.

CANCEL Command

Use the CANCEL Command to cancel all changes made to the text since the last SAVE and to exit the Edit screen. You
are returned to the previous display. The syntax for the CANCEL Command is:
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CANcel

This command is available in edit mode.

CAPS Command

The CAPS Command is used to turn the CAPS mode on and off. With the CAPS mode on, all new alpha data is translated
into upper case. With the CAPS mode off, the data remains unaffected. Data that was initially entered with the CAPS
mode off will remain in lower case unless you edit the field. To override the existing mode, use the following syntax:

CAPs {ON|OFF}

Default: CAPS ON

This command is available in edit and browse modes.

CHANGE Command

Use the CHANGE Command to search for and change the next occurrence of a string in the module.

The Editor begins searching at the position of the cursor when you enter the command, and it searches downward until
the string is found. If the cursor is on the Command line when you enter the command, the Editor begins searching at the
top line displayed.

If the string is found, it is changed to the replacement string. The syntax for the CHANGE Command is:

Change {string {rstring     [{FIRST    [{X    [lb

             *}       *}      LAST       NX}]     [rb]] 

                              ALL

                              PREV:eHP5.

                              NEXT◄}]

where:

string -- specifies the string of characters to find and replace by the rstring.

rstring -- specifies the string of characters used to replace the string.

* (asterisk) -- specifies the string value from the last FIND or CHANGE command entered.

FIRST -- specifies the first occurrence of the string is modified.

LAST -- specifies the last occurrence of the string is replaced.

ALL -- specifies that all occurrences of a string are to be replaced in scanned lines.

PREV -- specifies the prior occurrence of the string is changed.

NEXT -- specifies the next occurrence of the string is changed.

X -- specifies only excluded lines are scanned.
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NX -- specifies only non-excluded lines are scanned.

lb -- specifies the left bound.

rb -- specifies the right bound.

Default: NEXT

NOTE
ALL, FIRST, and the 'lb rb' can appear in any order, but the rstring must follow the string.

The following are the rules that you need to follow while using CHANGE command:

• If a string has embedded blanks, enclose the string in either single or double quotes. For example:

Change  'program nmae'  'program name'

CHANGE "program nmae" "program name"

• If a string has a single asterisk (*), a number, ALL, or FIRST, enclose the string in quotation marks. For example:

CHANGE '*' 'comments'

• If a string has leading quotation mark (single or double) enclose the string in quotation marks of the opposite kind. For
example:

CHANGE '"t' t

CHANGE '*' 'comments'

• If CAPS mode is OFF, enter the string as it appears in the text and the rstring as it should appear in the text. If CAPS
mode is ON, all lower case characters are translated to upper case characters.

This command is available in edit mode.

CURSOR Command

The CURSOR Command moves the cursor directly to the command line. It functions in the same way as the home key. To
move the cursor to the Command line, use the following syntax:

CURsor

The default keys are PF12 and PF24.

This command is available in edit and browse modes.

DOWN Command

The DOWN (scroll down) Command is used to display source lines below your current view. The amount you scroll is
determined by the current Scroll Option. The syntax for the DOWN Command is:

Down {number-of-lines

      Max
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      Half

      Page}

where:

number-of-lines -- specifies the number of lines to scroll. If this is blank, then scrolling is determined by the scroll option.

Max -- moves to the last full screen at the bottom of the text.

Half -- moves to scroll down half a screen.

Page -- moves to scroll down a full screen.

The default keys are PF8 and PF20.

This command is available in edit and browse modes.

EDITOR-ID Command

The EDITOR-ID Command displays the release number for the version of the Editor invoked. The release is displayed in
message format. The syntax for the EDITOR-ID Command is:

EDITOR-ID

This command is available in edit and browse modes.

ECHO Command

Use the ECHO command to preserve the primary command line. If ECHO is turned on, the last command entered on
the command line is preserved and redisplayed. If ECHO is turned off, the last command entered is not preserved. The
ECHO setting is maintained in the Editor profile for the signed on CA IDMS/DC user id. The PROFILE command can be
used to display all environmental settings, which will include the ECHO setting. The syntax for the ECHO command is the
following:

ECHO {ON|OFF}

Default: OFF

This command is available in edit and browse modes.

ENTER Command

The ENTER Command redisplays the current screen with any changes made. The syntax for the ENTER Command is:

ENTER

The default key is ENTER.

This command is available in edit and browse modes.
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EXCLUDE Command

The EXCLUDE Command limits your display to specific lines within the text being edited. Redisplay excluded lines with
the RESET Command. The syntax for the EXCLUDE Command is:

EXclude {first-line

         last-line

         ALL}

where:

first-line -- specifies that the first line number is to be excluded from the display.

last-line -- specifies the last line in the block of lines is to be excluded from the display. If this is left blank, the default is
the last line in the text.

ALL -- specifies that all lines in the text are excluded from the display.

This command is available in edit mode.

FIND Command

Use the FIND Command to search for a character string in a module.

The Editor begins searching at the position of the cursor when you enter the command. It searches downward until the
string is found. If the cursor is on the Command line when you enter the command the Editor begins searching at the top
line displayed. The syntax for the FIND Command is:

Find {string      [{FIRST   [lb      [{X

           *}       LAST       [rb]]    NX}]

                    ALL

                    PREV:eHP5.

                    NEXT◄}]

where:

string -- defines the characters to be found.

* (asterisk) -- specifies the string value from the last FIND Command entered.

FIRST -- specifies the first occurrence of a string is to be found.

LAST -- specifies the last occurrence of a string is to be found.

ALL -- specifies all occurrences of a string are to be found in scanned lines.

PREV -- specifies the prior occurrence of a string is to be found.

NEXT -- specifies the next occurrence of a string is to be found.

lb -- specifies the left bound.
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rb -- specifies the right bound.

X -- specifies only excluded lines are to be scanned.

NX -- specifies only non-excluded lines are to be scanned.

The operands of this command can appear in any order.

This command is available in edit and browse modes.

Default: NEXT

FIRST Command

The FIRST Primary Command displays the first page of text contained in an edit file. The syntax for the FIRST Command
is:

FIRst

This command is available in edit and browse modes.

LAST Command

The LAST Command presents the last page contained in the module. The syntax for the LAST Command is:

LASt

This command is available in edit and browse modes.

LEFT Command

The LEFT Command is used to scroll the display to a specific column. The syntax for the LEFT Command is:

LEft

The default keys are PF10 and PF22

This command is available in edit and browse modes.

LOCATE Command

Use the LOCATE command to move the display to a specific source line or to the beginning or the end of the module. The
syntax for the LOCATE command is:

Locate line-number

where:

line-number -- specifies the number of the line to which you want to move. The line you specify will be the top line
displayed on the screen.
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Using the LOCATE Command

To move to a specific line, you specify the line number of the line you want displayed.

To move to the beginning of the module, you can specify 0 as the line number, and the first line of the module will be the
top line displayed.

To move to the end of the module, you can specify the last line number or any larger number, and the last line of the
module will be the top line displayed. For example, if the last line of the module is numbered 307 and you use 999, line
number 307 will be the top line displayed.

This command is available in edit and browse modes.

MEMORY Command

Internal storage is determined by the MEMORY Command. The syntax for the MEMORY Command is:

MEMory {STATIC

        DYNAMIC}

where:

STATIC -- specifies to obtain storage one time and track it until the end of the session.

DYNAMIC -- specifies to obtain new storage and free it each time the Editor driver module is called.

This command is available in edit and browse modes.

NULLS Command

The NULLS Command is used to turn the NULLS mode on and off. In the NULLS ON mode, null characters replace all but
the first blank in a line. If the line is completely blank, null characters are not substituted.

To easily use the keyboard insert key to insert characters, turn NULLS mode ON so that trailing nulls is inserted in each
data line in the display.

Normally, each data line is one field on the display. However, by using the TABS mode, 3270 tab characters can be
created in selected columns and is a way to break up a line into several fields. NULLS will replace trailing blanks in each
field.

If Edit places the cursor into a field, only blanks that follow the cursor on the line will be changed to NULLS. If a character
is deleted with the DELETE key, all of the characters in the field is shifted left one position and NULL character is inserted
into the last position in the field. If the Erase EOF key is pressed, NULL characters fill the field on which the cursor is
located from the cursor to the end of the field. The syntax for the NULLS Command is:

NULLS {ON|OFF}

Default: ON

This command is available in edit mode.

PROFILE Command

Use the PROFILE Command to display the environmental parameters under which your Edit session is operating.
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The profile identifiers that are displayed correspond to the Primary Commands. When you change parameters that are
unique to your profile, the changes are saved to the CA IDMS/DC user signon.

Use the RESET Command to clear the display of any Line Commands, column markers, or extraneous messages. The
syntax for the PROFILE Command is:

PROFile

This command is available in edit and browse modes.

RCHANGE Command

The RCHANGE Command repeats the last CHANGE Command that was executed.

The Editor begins searching at the first line of the display. When it reaches the bottom of data, the message "BOTTOM OF
DATA REACHED" appears in the top line of the screen. The syntax for the RCHANGE Command is:

RCHANGE

This command is available in edit mode.

The default keys are PF6 and PF18.

RESET Command

Use the RESET Primary Command to clear the display of any Line Commands, column markers, or extraneous
messages. The syntax for the RESET Command is:

RESet

The command is available in edit and browse modes.

RESHOW Command

Use the RESHOW Primary Command to redisplay the original contents of a screen. This command is only valid when you
have typed a screen of data but have not pressed the Enter key. The syntax for the RESHOW Command is:

RESHOW

NOTE
If you use the RESHOW Command you will overlay the current screen with the previous screen.

The command is available in edit and browse modes.

RFIND Command

The RFIND command repeats the last FIND command that was entered. The Editor begins searching at the first line
displayed. When it reaches the bottom of data, the message BOTTOM OF DATA REACHED appears in the top line of the
screen. The syntax for the RFIND Command is:
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RFIND

Using the RFIND and RCHANGE PF Keys to Selectively Change Strings

You can use the RFIND PF key in conjunction with the RCHANGE PF key to selectively change strings. For example,
consider the following sequences:

Part Command Explanation
Part 1 CHANGE Work-Name-1 Work-Name-2 In Part 1, you enter the CHANGE

Command to change the next occurrence of
Work-Name-1 to Work-Name-2.

Part 2 RFIND key In Part 2, you want to find the next
occurrence of Work-Name-1, but you are
not sure if you will want to change the
string. By pressing the RFIND key, the next
occurrence of Work-Name-1 which was
specified in the CHANGE Command during
Part 1, is found.

Part 3 RCHANGE key In Part 3, you want to change the
occurrence of Work-Name-1 that was found
during Part 2 to Work-Name-2. By pressing
the RCHANGE key, the occurrence is
changed.

Part 4 RFIND key
RFIND key

In Part 4, you press the RFIND key to find
the next occurrence of Work-Name-1. This
time you do not want to change the string,
so instead of pressing the RCHANGE key,
you press the RFIND key again. The next
occurrence of Work-Name-1 is found.

Part Command Explanation
Part 1 CHANGE Work-Name-1 Work-Name-2

RFIND key
In Part 1, you want to find the next
occurrence of Work-Name-1, but if you
are not sure if you want to change it to
Work-Name-2. If you key in the CHANGE
Command and press the RFIND key
instead of the ENTER key, the RFIND will
be executed. The next occurrence of Work-
Name-1 that was specified in the CHANGE
Command is found.

Part 2 RFIND key In Part 2, you decide that you do not want
to change the string that was found during
Part 1, press the RFIND key. The next
occurrence of Work-Name-1 is found.

Part 3 RCHANGE key In Part 3, you want to change the string
that was found during Part 2, press the
RCHANGE key. This changes Work-
Name-1 to Work-Name-2.

RIGHT Command

The RIGHT (scroll right) Primary Command scrolls the current display to the right of the specified number of columns. If
the number parameter is blank, the Scroll Options are used. Use the following syntax:
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Right number

The command is available in edit and browse modes.

The default keys are PF11 and PF23.

TABB Command

The TABB Primary Command is used to move to the previous tab setting when TABS mode is ON. The syntax for the
TABB Command is:

TABB

This command is invoked more efficiently if you assign it a PF key value.

This command is available in edit mode.

TABF Command

The TABF (tab forward) Primary Command is used to move to the next tab setting when TABS mode is ON. The syntax
for the TABF Command is:

TABF

This command is invoked more efficiently if you assign it a PF key value.

This command is available in edit mode.

TABS Command

The TABS Primary Command sets software tabbing. The command TABF (tab forward) and TABB (tab backward) are
used to move a tab setting within the text. To customize tab settings, use the TAB Line Command. The syntax for the
TABS Command is:

TABs {ON|OFF}   [tab character]     [operand]

      

where:

tab character -- specifies any character used to signify a tab.

operand -- specifies any of the following and their settings:

ADS -- specifies every five positions from 1 through 65.

ASM -- specifies the positions 1, 10, 16, and 36.

COBOL -- specifies the positions 8, 12, 16, and 20.

STND -- specifies the positions 1, 10, 16, and 36.
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TIME Command

The TIME Command Primary Command displays the time-of-day and the date in the message area of the screen. The
TIME is given in military hh:mm:ss format. The date is given in standard mm/dd/yy format. The syntax for the TIME
Command is:

TIME

The command is available in edit and browse modes.

TOP Command

The TOP Primary Command displays the first full screen at the top of the text. The syntax for the TOP Command is:

TOP

The command is available in edit and browse modes.

UP Command

The UP (scroll up) Command is used to display source lines above your current view. The amount you scroll is determined
by the Scroll Option setting. The setting can be overridden at any time. The syntax for the UP Command is:

UP {number-of-lines

    Max

    Half

    Page}

where:

number-of lines -- specifies the number of lines to scroll. If this is blank, then scrolling is determined by the Scroll Option.

Max -- specifies that you want to scroll to the first or last screen of text.

Half -- moves to scroll down half a screen.

Page -- specifies that you want to scroll a full screen of text.

The command is available in edit and browse modes.

The default keys are PF7 and PF19

Line Commands 3
Contents

Line commands are entered with the cursor positioned to the left of the source lines, in the line number fields. To use a
Line command, type over the line numbers.
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Entering Line Commands

Line Commands are entered within the line number at the left of the line data. A Line Command is considered to be any
characters entered at or to the left of the cursor in the line sequence number fields.

How to Use Line Commands

If you wanted to repeat the line 10 times, here is how the line would appear:

000003  Before entering R (repeat) Command

R10003  After Entering R (repeat) Command

For the Editor to read the command as R10:

• Type 'R10' in the line number field and press the Enter key.
• Position the cursor immediately after R10 (type 'R1' and move the cursor to the right one position) and press the Enter

key.

A (after) Command

The A (after) Line Command is used in conjunction with the C (copy), and M (move) Line Commands and the COPY/
MOVE Primary Commands to copy or move sources line after the line containing the A Line Command. The syntax for the
A (after) Command is:

A

B (before) Command

The B (before) Line Command is used in conjunction with the C (copy) and M (move) Line Commands and the COPY/
MOVE Primary Commands to copy or move source lines before the line containing the B Line Command. The syntax for
the B (before) Command is:

B

BNDS (bounds) Command

The BNDS Command displays and allows changes to the current boundary settings. The bounds line is displayed at the
line where you entered the command.

Change the current bounds setting by using the less than (<) character to define the left bound and the greater than (>)
character to define the right bound.

To remove the bounds line from the display, use the D (delete) Line Command or the RESET Primary Command. The
syntax for the BNDS Command is:

BNDS
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COLS (columns) Command

The COLS Command displays a line with the column markings for you to use as a reference. This line is for reference
purposes only. It is not given a line number and is not saved with the text.

The column markings line appears before the line in which you enter the COLS Command.

To remove the COLS line from the display, use the D (delete) Line Command or the RESET Primary Command. The
syntax for the COLS Command is:

COLS

C (copy) Command

Use the C (copy) Command to copy one line or block of lines. The B (before) and A (after) Line Commands are used
to specify the destination of the line or block to be copied. No other Line Commands can be entered on the lines to be
copied. The syntax for the C (copy) Command:

C = number-of-lines

where:

number-of-lines -- specifies the number of lines to be copied.

C -- specifies a single line to be copied.

Cn -- specifies the first n line to be copied.

CC … CC -- specifies the first and last lines of a block of lines to be copied.

Default: 1

The following are the rules that are followed while using C (copy) command:

• When using the C number-of-lines or the CC form of the command, you cannot enter any other commands on the lines
being copied.

• Each CC must be paired with another CC.
• You must pair a B (before), an A (after), or O or OO..OO (overlay) Command with every C or pair of CC Commands.

D (delete) Command

The D (delete) Command is used to delete a line or block of lines. No other Line Commands can be entered on the lines
to be deleted. The syntax for the D (delete) Command is:

D = number-of-lines

where:

number-of-lines -- specifies the number of lines to be deleted.

D -- specifies a single line to be deleted.

Dn -- specifies the first of n lines to be deleted.

DD … DD -- specifies the first and last lines of a block of lines to be deleted.
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The following are the rules that you can follow while using D (delete) command:

• When using the D number-of-lines or the DD form of the command, you cannot enter any other commands on the lines
being deleted.

• Each DD must be paired with another DD.

X (exclude) Command

Use the X (exclude) Command to exclude lines from the display. Use the following syntax:

X = number-of-lines

where:

number-of-lines -- specifies the number of lines excluded.

X -- specifies a single line to be excluded

Xn -- specifies the first of n lines to be excluded.

XX … XX -- specifies the first and last lines of a block of lines to be excluded.

I (insert) Command

Use the I (insert) Command to insert blank lines after the line in which the I Command is entered. The I Command is not
used with the A (after) and B (before) Commands. If no data is typed on an inserted line, the blank inserted line is deleted
from the display after the Enter key is pressed or RESET, UP, or DOWN Primary Command is entered. The syntax for the
I (insert) Command is:

I = number-of-lines

where:

number-of-lines -- specifies the number of lines to be inserted.

M (move) Command

Use the M (move) Command to move a line or block of lines. The B (before) or A (after) Line Commands are used to
specify the destination of the lines to be moved. No other commands can be entered on the lines to be moved. The syntax
for the M (move) Command is:

M = number-of-lines

where:

number-of-lines -- specifies the number of lines to be moved.

M -- specifies a single line to be moved.

Mn -- specifies the first of n lines to be moved.

MM … MM -- specifies the first and last lines of a block.

Default: 1
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The following are the rules that you can follow while using M (move) command:

• When using the M number-of-lines or the MM form of the command, you cannot enter any other commands on the
lines being moved.

• Each MM must be paired with another MM.
• You must pair a B (before), an A (after), or O or OO..OO (overlay) Command with every M or pair of MM Commands.

O (overlay) Command

Use the O (overlay) Command in conjunction with the C (copy) and M (move) line commands to copy or move source
lines over the line containing the O or block of lines containing the OO command. The syntax for the O (overlay)
Command is:

O = number-of-lines

where:

number-of-lines -- specifies the number of lines to be overlaid.

O -- specifies a single line to be overlaid.

On -- specifies the first of n lines to be overlaid.

OO … OO -- specifies the first and last lines of a block to be overlaid.

Default: 1

The following are the rules that you can follow while using O (overlay) command:

• Only blank characters are overlaid.
• If the move operation is specified, the source lines will be deleted ONLY if all characters in the source successfully

overlay the destination lines.

R (repeat) Command

The R (repeat) Line Command is used to repeat a line or block of lines directly after the last line to be repeated. The
syntax for the R (repeat) Command is:

R number-of-times

where:

number-of-times -- specifies the number of times a line or block of lines is repeated.

R -- specifies a single line to be repeated.

Rn -- specifies a single line to be repeated n times.

RR -- specifies the first and last lines of a block to be repeated one time.

Default: 1

The following are the rules that you can follow while using R (repeat) command:

• Pair each RR number-of-times with another RR number-of-times to complete a block command.
• If the number-of-times is specified on both RR block Commands, the greater number is used.
• No other line commands can be used on lines being repeated.
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TABS Command

Type TABS in the line number field to view the current tab settings. You can also use the TABS Command to change the
tabs by over striking the current setting (indicate by tab character with the new positions you choose. You can set up to 20
tab settings for each line of text.

The TABS line may be deleted from the display by the D (delete) Line Command or the RESET Primary Command.

Text Manipulation
Contents

The Text Manipulation line commands are used when entering or altering text data. These commands are especially
useful when used in combinations. For example, use TS (text split), enter a word or phrase, and then use TF (text flow) to
reformat the paragraph.

Text Split

The TS Line Command splits the text at the cursor so that you can insert text. The following example shows how the text
is split. The text following the cursor is moved to the left margin of the paragraph and an additional line is inserted. Use the
following syntax:

TS number-of-lines

where:

number-of-lines -- specifies the number of lines to be inserted between the split line.

Default: 1

For examples of the Text Split Line Command, see the online documentation.

Text Flow

The TF Command starts processing at the current line and flows text upward to the end of a paragraph. The end of a
paragraph may be indicated by a:

• Blank line
• Change in indentation
• Special characters

Temporary lines such as COLS or BNDS are deleted before text is flowed.

A single blank separates existing text from the words that are flowed upward from a lower line. When the end of a
sentence is detected, two blanks are inserted. Use the following syntax:

TF rb

where:

rb -- specifies the right bound for the text.

For examples of Text Flow parameters, see the online documentation.
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Text Entry

The Text Entry (TE) Line Command formats the screen with an unnumbered open text area which may be used without
regard for line overflow. The cursor is positioned at the beginning of the first line and the remainder of the screen is blank.
After you type the data and press the Enter key, the text is flowed into a paragraph format.

If you type a number after the TE Command, open the text entry area provided for only that number of lines. Use the
following syntax:

TE = number-of-lines

where:

number-of-lines -- specifies the number of blank lines requested.

For examples of Text Entry Command examples, see the online documentation.

Destructive Line Shift Command

( [number-of-columns]

) [number-of-columns]

(( [number-of-columns] ... ((

)) [number-of-columns] ... ))

where:

number-of-columns -- specifies the number of columns to shift. The default is 1.

( and ) -- specify that the line be shifted to the left or right one column.

(n and )n -- specify that the line be shifted to the left or right n columns.

(( and )) -- specify the first and last lines of a block to be shifted to the left or right one column.

((n and ))n -- specify the first line of a block to be shifted to the left or right n columns. Use a (( or )) to mark the last line of
the block.

Destructive line shift moves the text a specified number of columns to the right-) or left-(. When the shift causes text to
exceed the bound position, that text is discarded.

For line shift examples, see the online documentation.

Protective Line Shift Command

< [number-of-columns]

> [number-of-columns]

<< [number-of-columns] ... <<

>> [number-of-columns] ... >>
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where:

number-of-columns -- specifies the number of columns to shift. The default is 1.

< and > -- specify that the line be shifted to the left or right one column.

<n and >n -- specify that the line be shifted to the left or right n columns.

<< and >> -- specify the first and last lines of a block to be shifted to the left or right one column.

<<n and >>n -- specifies the first line of a block to be shifted to the left or right n columns. Use a (( or )) to mark the last
line of the block.

Protective line shift moves the text a specified number of columns to the right (►) or left ( ◄). When the shift causes the
text to exceed the bound position, that text is retained and the shift operation is not completed.

See the online documentation for protective line shift examples.

CA IDMS DME Specific Commands
Contents

This section provides a list of CA IDMS DME specific commands.

COPY Command

Use the COPY Command to copy source line or an entire module from another module. The syntax for the COPY
command is:

COPY module-name

where:

module-name -- specifies the name of the module from which you want to copy source lines. If you do not specify the
name of the module here, you can specify it on the Copy screen.

Using the COPY Command

After typing in the primary COPY Command, you must specify the location at which you want lines copied in the current
module. To copy the source lines before a given line, type in a B in its line number field.

When you press Enter, the COPY screen is displayed.

CA IDMS DME Rnn.nn  ---  Copy Selection  ---------------------   hh:mm mm/dd/yy

 COMMAND ===>                                                           USEACPY

 

 DICTIONARY ==>              NODE ==>               PASSWORD ==>

 

 ACTION      ==> S          (Select or Browse)
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 MODULE NAME ==>

 VERSION     ==>

 LANGUAGE    ==>

 

 FIRST LINE ==>

 LAST LINE  ==>

 LINE TYPE  ==>             (IDD or RELATIVE line numbering)

 

  Enter Module information above  OR  Enter Option requested in COMMAND field.

 

  OPTIONS:

 

      1  Class/Attribute     - Select by Class/Attribute combination

      2  Dialog              - Select by Dialog Name

      T  Help                - Display Tutorial for DME

      X  Exit                - Exit from Copy

On the Copy Screen, you can key in the name, version, and language of the module you are considering for copy. If you
want to Browse the module first, type a B in the ACTION field. If you want to select the module for copy type an S in the
ACTION field. You can specify the name of a different dictionary, the name of a different node, and a different version
number of the module.

From the COPY screen, you can either specify a first line, last line, and a line type for the lines you want to copy or leave
these fields blank to copy the entire module. When you press the Enter key from the COPY screen, the lines are copied to
the location determined by the A(after) or B(before).

Rather than type in a module name, you may select from a list of modules by entering a class and attribute on the COPY
screen. A module selection list appears from which you can select a module by keying in the letter S to the left of the
module name.

DOWN Command

The DOWN Command is active in the Editor and CA IDMS DME selection list and is used to display lines below your
current view. The syntax for the DOWN Command is:
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DOWN Max

where:

Max -- specifies the last full screen at the bottom of the display.

EDIT Command

This command is available for use only from the ADSC/DME Interface Error Display. It enables a user to immediately edit
and correct errors resulting from an ADSC compile. The process name and/or version may be entered on the command
line or the cursor may be placed at the line in error and the enter key pressed.

Pressing the PF18 while the cursor is positioned at the line to be changed will also invoke the EDIT Command. The
syntax for the EDIT Command is:

EDIT process-name version

where:

process -- specifies the module process that is to be edited.

version -- specifies the process version that is to be edited.

END Command

In Edit mode the END command saves the source (if it has been changed) and exits the Editor. You return to the Main
Menu screen or the Module Selection screen, depending on how the source was selected for editing.

While at other CA IDMS DME screens, the END command returns you to the previous CA IDMS DME function. The
syntax for the END Command is:

END

EQUALS Command

The syntax for the EQUALS Command is:

=string

An equal sign (=) followed by an alphanumeric string gives you the ability to transfer to the system level function
represented by the string.

System Level string
CA IDMS DME Exit X
CA IDMS DME Main Menu 0
Module Selection Screen 1
Class Attribute Selection Screen 2
Dialog Selection Screen 3
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Dictionary Signon Screen *S
Workpad Screen *W

*Access using the = command and when you exit, you will return to the CA IDMS DME Main Menu.

NOTE
This command is not available while viewing the output screen after the EXECUTE command has been
performed.

EXECUTE Command

The EXECUTE Command is used to execute a module while you are using CA IDMS DME. In addition to the EXECUTE
Command, you can also execute a module by using the X option on the CA IDMS DME Main Menu screen. Enter HELP at
that screen for more information. See the online documentation for a further description of EXECUTE. The syntax for the
EXECUTE Command is:

NOTE
You must not have a compiler session currently suspended if you wish to execute that compiler from within CA
IDMS DME. An abend will result.

EXECUTE compiler-name

where:

compiler-name -- OCF, IDD, SSC, SCHEMA, SYSGEN

HELP Command

The HELP Command is used to access information on the current screen or application.

The syntax for the HELP Command is:

HELP

KEYS Command

The KEYS Command gives you the ability to access the Display PF Key Values screens. You can use these screens to
assign any command to a PF key.

For more information on assigning values to PF keys, enter the HELP Command from the PF Key Values screen. The
syntax for the KEYS Command is:

KEYS

PRINT Command

The PRINT Command gives you the ability to print the contents of your current edit or browse session. The printout is
directed to any printer assigned to the print class which was previously assigned. You can change the print class on the
CA IDMS DME Main Menu screen.
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PRint

RETURN Command

The RETURN Command saves the source (if changes were made) by updating the source in the dictionary and exits the
Editor.

The syntax for the RETURN Command is:

RETurn

SAVE Command

The SAVE Command saves the source updating the source in the dictionary. Using the SAVE command does not cause
you to exit the screen that is currently displayed. The syntax for the SAVE Command is:

SAVE

NOTE
This command is not available while viewing the output screen after the EXECUTE command has been
performed, or while using the workpad option.

SIGNON Command

The SIGNON Command allows you to change the user and dictionary/node from any CA IDMS DME screen.

Enter the END Command to exit the Dictionary Signon screen and return to the previous screen. The syntax for the
SIGNON Command is:

Si

NOTE
This command is not available while viewing the output screen after the EXECUTE command has been
performed, or while using the workpad option.

SUSPEND Command

The SUSPEND Command suspends the current edit session so that you can perform other tasks.

SUSPEND does not update the source in the dictionary. You can return to the edit session at another time to finish and
save the changes or cancel them. The syntax for the SUSPEND Command is:

SUSpend

NOTE
This command is not available while viewing the output screen after the EXECUTE command has been
performed, or while using the workpad option.
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SWAP Command

The SWAP Command will allow you to swap the Workpad between input and output.

When executing a compiler, SWAP will take you to the output screen if you are currently in the input screen, or take you to
the input screen if you are currently in the output screen.

The SWAP Command also allows you to swap between the Compile Error Listing and the process module being edited
within the ADSC to CA IDMS DME interface.

The syntax for the SWAP Command is:

SWAp

SWITCH Command

The SWITCH Command can be used only under the TCF (Task Control Facility). You are able to switch to another TCF
task only if you are executing under TCF.

Type SWItch ADSCT to suspend the session you are currently working in. You will be switched into a CA ADS generated
session.

This command is available in an Editor session. The syntax for the SWITCH Command is:

SWItch tcf-task

TPSG Command

The TPSG Command allows the module source to be preprocessed at any time during a CA IDMS DME edit session.

This command is available in an Editor session. The syntax for the TSPG Command is:

TPSg

NOTE
This command is not available while viewing the output screen after the EXECUTE command has been
performed.

TSUSPEND Command

The TSUSPEND Command suspends the current edit session and returns you to the TCF screen.

TSUSPEND does not update the module in the dictionary. You can return to the edit session at another time to finish and
save the changes or cancel them.

If you enter TSUSPEND when you are in the TCF screen, you are returned to the CA IDMS DME Main Menu. The syntax
for the TSUSPEND Command is:

TSUSpend
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NOTE
This command is not available while viewing the output screen after the EXECUTE command has been
performed, or while using the workpad option.

UP Command

The syntax for the UP Command is:

UP Max

where:

Max -- displays the first full screen at the top of the display.

The UP command is active in both the Editor and in any CA IDMS DME selection list.

WORKPAD Command

When the WORKPAD command is entered, an empty Editor session is presented. You can enter into this edit session
commands which can be processed by any of the online compilers (IDD, OCF, SSC, SYSGEN, or SCHEMA). You use the
EXECUTE command to process these commands.

Enter the END command to end the WORKPAD session and return to the previous screen.

The syntax for the WORKPAD Command is:

W

CA IDMS DME Operations

Terminal Type

CA IDMS DME can be used from any 3270-type terminals (models 2 through 5).

Security

In a CA IDMS Environment, standard dictionary security is honored. CA IDMS DME allows you to edit source lines
of modules online and to create or delete modules. You can delete modules by using the Workpad and invoking the
dictionary compiler so that security is maintained. This restriction ensures that the standards and procedures at your
organization are not weakened by the installation of CA IDMS DME.

CA IDMS DME supports your standards and procedures by performing a security check before providing access to a
module. CA IDMS DME checks the user statement for authority to execute secured operations and the user clause of the
module statement to verify that the user has access to the module occurrence. Security is also enforced when copying
modules and invoking CA IDMS DME from CA ADS Alive.

If you invoke CA IDMS DME without signing on to CA IDMS, you can enter a user-ID and password on the CA IDMS DME
Specification Screen.

In addition, without specific changes, CA IDMS DME does not allow more than one user to edit a given module at the
same time. This helps maintain the integrity of changes made with CA IDMS DME.
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Storage Requirements 1
CA IDMS DME requires program storage, working storage, and scrach storage.

Program Storage

CA IDMS DME's programs are pseudo-conversational and reentrant, so one copy supports multiple users. The editor
requires 120K of program storage.

Working Storage

Each user currently executing a command uses 30K of working storage. In addition, each active user shares the program
storage, which, as mentioned above, is 120K.

Each user not currently executing a command uses 20K of working storage.

Scratch Storage

Scratch records are used during the session to store the module being edited. For every 10 lines of module source code,
you need 1K of scratch area.

CA IDMS DME Customization Macros
Two Customization macros are provided with CA IDMS DME which allow you to change various CA IDMS DME runtime
options:

The CA IDMS DME Customization macro gives the system administrator the ability to do the following:

• Specify the default dictionary for CA IDMS DME online documentation
• Specify whether you want to enable IDD DB locking when an edit session is started
• Specify the command delimiter
• Specify the pad character as NULLS or BLANKS
• Set the default IDD version number
• Allow changes to USERID from within a CA IDMS DME session
• Specify whether or not you want to sort module lists
• Specify whether you want to, on CA IDMS DME exit, reset the database and node to the database and node used at

signon.
• Set the default entry mode to display the Edit Module screen.

The CA IDMS/DC Sort subroutine Customization macro gives the system administrator the ability to:

• Specify the amount of main storage and auxiliary storage to be made available to the CA IDMS/DC Sort subroutine
used by CA IDMS DME

• Indicate how space is to be allocated to buffers at runtime. The allocation of buffers also depends on the record length
in a particular sort.

These runtime options can be changed at anytime after initial product installation, either before or after SMP/E ACCEPT
processing. See the Installing section -- z/OS for detailed instructions on processing Customization macro changes under
SMP/E.

CA IDMS DME -- A Powerful Editing Tool
CA IDMS DME is a powerful online program development facility. CA IDMS DME allows you to do the following tasks:
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• Edit or browse a module that is stored in the dictionary using a full-screen editor
• Add a new module to the dictionary
• Execute a module using IDD, OCF, SSC, SYSGEN or SCHEMA compilers
• Use the Workpad to create executable statements and interact with IDD, OCF, SSC, SYSGEN, or SCHEMA compilers.

Commands Provide Extensive Editing Capabilities

The CA IDMS DME commands include the following:

• Scroll Options
• Primary Commands
• Line Commands
• Product Specific Commands.

The syntax and function of each command is detailed in  "Using CA IDMS DME".

CA IDMS DME Features
These CA IDMS DME features are detailed as follows:

Direct Entry from CA ADS Alive

If your organization has installed both CA IDMS DME and CA ADS Alive, you can go directly from a CA ADS Alive session
to CA IDMS DME when an error occurs.

If you go to CA IDMS DME from CA ADS Alive, the line in error is positioned at mid-screen. The error message is also
displayed.

From CA IDMS DME, you can correct the error by modifying the source lines of the module. You can then return to the CA
ADS Alive session to continue testing (after recompiling the dialog). 
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Direct Entry from ADSC

If your organization uses both ADSC and CA IDMS DME, ADSC compile errors can be reviewed and corrected directly
through CA IDMS DME.

If you choose the ADSC option to Review Errors, control is transferred to CA IDMS DME. A compile listing is displayed
and the errors noted. After you complete the corrections and exit CA IDMS DME, control returns to ADSC, positioned for
recompilation.

Invoking the CA IDMS/DC Sort CA ADS Preprocessor from CA IDMS DME

If a CA ADS module contains CA IDMS/DC Sort statements, you can invoke the CA IDMS/DC Sort CA ADS preprocessor
to check the syntax directly from CA IDMS DME. See the CA IDMS/DC Sort Using section.

Invoking CA IDMS DME Under TCF

If your organization has installed the Transfer Control Facility (TCF) under CA IDMS/DC, you can invoke CA IDMS DME
from the TCF Main Menu. You can also suspend a TCF-invoked session using the TSUSPEND command.

Displaying the Full-Screen

CA IDMS DME gives you full-screen display on all 3270-type terminals (models 2 through 5). On this full- screen display,
you can edit any source text in a module.

Selecting Modules

CA IDMS DME lets you access modules in several ways. If you know the module name, you can access the module
directly. Selection lists, based on class and attribute combinations, can also be used for module access. In addition, you
can select a module by dialog name.

Executing Modules

CA IDMS DME offers these convenient methods of interacting with online compilers (IDD, SSC, SYSGEN, SCHEMA, and
OCF):

• Workpad
• Module Selection screen
• Edit session.

NOTE
You cannot have a compiler session currently suspended if you wish to execute that compiler from within CA
IDMS DME. An abend will result.

Copying From Another Module

CA IDMS DME allows you to copy modules from a dictionary other than your current dictionary. In addition while you are
editing a module, you can copy lines from another module or copy an entire module.

Suspending a Session

CA IDMS DME allows you to suspend an edit session to perform other tasks. You can return to the suspended session
to either finish or store changes or to cancel them. All suspended DME sessions should be saved to the dictionary before
upgrading to this release of CA IDMS.
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Printing Online Documentation and Messages

The Online Documentation Print Utility provided with CA IDMS DME allows error messages and other product information
to be printed upon request.

Using Visual DBA
CA IDMS Visual DBA is a robust, comprehensive tool that enables you to view and manage CA IDMS objects from a
single, object-oriented graphical user interface (GUI). Because of the use of customizable profiles, it allows an end-user,
a programmer, a security administrator, a DC administrator, a data administrator, and a database administrator (DBA) to
perform essential, everyday tasks quickly with an easy-to-use, intuitive, graphical user interface under Microsoft Windows.

The GUI front end interface provides end-users access to mainframe CA IDMS systems. All tasks are run as external run-
units through the CV associated with the user ID that is used when signing on to that mainframe to initiate the Visual DBA
session. In addition to the limitations imposed by the Visual DBA Enhanced Object Security feature, all security that is in
place on the mainframe is enforced for tasks originating from a Visual DBA front end.

With CA IDMS Visual DBA, you no longer need to be concerned with the details of how to view and/or manage your
database objects, such as learning the syntax for multiple online compilers, DCMT commands, or the SQL language.
CA IDMS Visual DBA simplifies the operations that you perform routinely, enabling you to increase your productivity and
decrease the learning curve typically associated with database administration.

For more information, see the following topics:

CA IDMS Visual DBA Features
CA IDMS Visual DBA provides you with the following features, which enable you to do the following:

• Display all CA IDMS objects in a hierarchical tree. You can create, alter, drop, display objects, and assign privileges for
each object in the tree.

• Define user profiles which limit the exploration of CA IDMS objects to those needed by the user.
• Connect to multiple CA IDMS systems simultaneously (r16, r17 or Version 18.0.00) during one CA IDMS Visual DBA

session.
• View and search the CA IDMS log to obtain important information about a CA IDMS central version and its runtime

objects.
• Increase productivity and decrease your learning curve because you no longer need to know the syntax of multiple

online compilers or DCMT commands or the SQL language.
• Customize the tree, change fonts, set automatic refresh parameters, and save the current environment to a file for later

use.
• Use multiple command consoles for SQL, for the CA IDMS compilers and for DCMT and DCUF.
• Visualize the properties of CA IDMS objects in the Detail Information Pane in many ways, using selectable tabs to

maximize efficiency in comparing and evaluating them.
• Use a PC text editor with support for copy, cut, paste, undo, redo, find, replace, drag-and-drop capability with shortcut

keys for common edit functions.

Note: Pie charts for monitoring program and storage pool use, and for the database space use are available, similar to
how bar diagrams are available for statistical information and table/record space distribution.

The user interface for CA IDMS Visual DBA uses many Windows features that should already be familiar to you. These
include the following:
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• Drill-down icons.
• Pop-up menus to manipulate objects.
• Tear-out windows to customize your view of the hierarchical object tree display.
• The ability to drag-and-drop and cut-and-paste objects.
• Auto hiding panes.
• Tab bar to quickly access a window.
• Tooltips with extensive description.
• Extensive context sensitive help.

CA IDMS Objects
CA IDMS Visual DBA manipulates a large number of CA IDMS objects that are managed on the mainframe using the
following:

• Schema, subschema, DDDL (IDD), and system generation compilers
• Online Command Facility (OCF)
• Batch Command Facility (IDMSBCF)
• DCMT and DCUF system tasks

The following list shows the objects that can be explored using CA IDMS Visual DBA.

Object Id and Name

1 Dictionary
2 SQL Schema
3 Table in Schema
4 Index
5 View on Table
6 Constraint Table referenced
7 Constraint Table referencing
8 Access Module for Table
9 Calc Key
10 Column
11 Check Condition
12 Grantee on Table

13-24 Grantees
25 View in Schema
26 View Component
27 Access Module for View
28 Column of View
29 View Definition
30 Grantee on View
31-41 Grantees
42 Table Procedure in Schema
43 Key in Table Procedure
44 Parameter of Table Procedure
45 Access Module for Table Procedure
46 Grantee on Table Procedure
47-57 Grantees
58 Procedure in Schema
59 Key in Procedure
60 Parameter of Procedure
61 Routine Body of Procedure
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62 Access Module for Procedure
63 Grantee on Procedure
64-74 Grantees
75 Function in Schema
76 Parameter of Function
77 Routine Body of Function
78 Access Module for Function
79 Grantee on Function
80-90 Grantees
91 Non SQL Table in Schema
92 Column of non SQL Table
93 Access Module using non SQL Table
94 Grantee on non SQL Table
95-100 Grantees
101 Constraint
102 Referencing Table in Constraint
103 Referenced Table in Constraint
104 Access Module
105 Relational Command Module in AM
106 Schema Mapping of AM
107 Area with Ready Mode in AM
108 Table accessed
109 View accessed
110 Table Procedure accessed
111 Procedure accessed
112 Function accessed
113 Non SQL Table accessed
114 Grantee on Access Module
115-120 Grantees
121 Grantee for Schema
122-127 Grantees
128 Table Like
129 Table
130 View
131 Table Procedure
132 Procedure
133 Function
134 Non SQL Table
135 Relational Command Module
136 Non SQL Schema
137 Area in Non SQL Schema
138 Area Procedure
139 Record in Area
140 Record
141 Record Procedure
142 Data Compression Table
143 Record Synonym
144 Record Element
145 Element Synonym
146 Element Description
147 Comment
148 Definition
149 Index Key
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150 Olq Header
151 Culprit Header
152 Occurs Depending On
153 Element Value
154 Value
155 External Picture
156 Edit Table Value
157 Code Table Value
158 Element Indexed By
159 Cobol Indexed By
160 Set owned by Record
161 Set Record is member
162 Structure Shared By
163 Set
164 Owner Record of Set
165 Member Record of Set
166 Record Procedure
167 Data Compression Table
168 Record Synonym
169 Record Element
170 Set owned by Record
171 Set Record is member
172 Record Control Key
173 Record Foreign Key
174 Subschema
175 Area in Subschema
176 Record in Subschema
177 Element of Subschema Record
178 Set in Subschema
179 Load Module
180 Program using Subschema
181 Area used in Program
182 Area Statistics for Program
183 Record in Area
184 Record used in Program
185 Record Statistics for Program
186 Element of Subschema Record
187 Set used in Program
188 Set Statistics for Program
189 Owner Record of Set
190 Member Record of Set
191 Class/Attribute
192 Comment
193 Registree for Subschema
194 Registree for All
195 Registree for .Update
196 Registree for ..Delete
197 Registree for ..Modify
198 Registree for ...Display
199 Registree for Public Access
200 Responsible for Subschema
201 Responsible for Creation
202 Responsible for Deletion
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203 Responsible for Update
204 Responsible for None
205 Class/Attribute
206 Comment
207 Grantee for Use
208 Registree for Schema
209 Registree for All
210 Registree for .Update
211 Registree for ..Delete
212 Registree for ..Modify
213 Registree for ...Display
214 Registree for Public Access
215 Responsible for Schema
216 Responsible for Creation
217 Responsible for Deletion
218 Responsible for Update
219 Responsible for None
220 IDD Class & Record & Module
221 Class
222 Attribute
223 IDD Record
224 IDD Record Synonym
225 IDD Record Element
226 IDD Element Synonym
227 IDD Element Description
228 IDD Comment
229 IDD Definition
230 IDD Index Key
231 IDD Olq Header
232 IDD Culprit Header
233 IDD Occurs Depending On
234 IDD Element Value
235 IDD Value
236 IDD External Picture
237 IDD Edit Table Value
238 IDD Code Table Value
239 IDD Element Indexed By
240 IDD Cobol Indexed By
241 Module
242 Module Text
243 Assembler Module
244 Cobol Module
245 Culprit Module
246 DC Module
247 OCF Module
248 OLQ Module
249 PL/I Module
250 Process Module
251 Segment
252 File
253 Area in File
254 DMCL using File
255 Area
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256 File in Area
257 DMCL using Area
258 Schema using Area as default
259 Table stored in Area
260 Index stored in Area
261 Symbolic Parameter
262 Subarea
263 Displacement
264 Index
265 Grantee on Area
266 Grantee for DBAREAD
267 Grantee for DBAWRITE
268 Grantee for Use
269 DMCL including Segment
270 DBName including Segment
271 Schema referencing Segment
272 Grantee for Segment
273-279 Grantees
280 DBTable
281 Subschema Mapping
282 DBName
283 Segment in DBName
284 Subschema Mapping in DBName
285 Schema referencing DBName
286 DBTable including DBName
287 Grantee for DBName
288-294 Grantees
295 DMCL using DBTable
296 DBGroup in DBTable
297 Grantee for DBTable
298-303 Grantees
304 DMCL
305 Segment in DMCL
306 Segment.File Override
307 Segment.Area Override
308 File in DMCL
309 Area in DMCL
310 Shared File in DMCL
311 Shared Area in DMCL
312 Shared Cache in DMCL
313 Buffer
314 Database Buffer
315 Journal Buffer
316 Journal
317 Archive Journal
318 Disk Journal
319 Tape Journal
320 Grantee for DMCL
321-326 Grantees
327 System
328 Load List
329 Component of Loadlist
330 Program
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331 Queue
332 Autotask
333 Task
334 Storage Pool
335 XA Storage Pool
336 Line
337 Pterm in Line
338 Lterm in Pterm
339 Lterm in Line
340 Pterm
341 Lterm
342 Printer
343 Destination
344 Lterm in Destination
345 Printer in Destination
346 User in Destination
347 Node
348 Resource Table
349 Local Dictionary in Res Table
350 Dictionary via Node in Res Table
351 Destination Node in Res Table
352 Rununit
353 Map Table
354 Entry of Map Table
355 Key Table
356 Application
357 SQL Cache
358 Except Connect Name
359 TCP/IP
360 Stack
361 Except
362 System Resource & Profile
363 Category
364 Access Module in Category
365 Load Module in Category
366 Program in Category
367 Queue in Category
368 Rununit in Category
369 Task in Category
370 Grantee for Execute
371 Activity
372 Grantee for Execute
373 System Id
374 Signon System Profile.User
375 Grantee for System Id
376-381 Grantees
382 System Profile
383 Attribute
384 Signon System Id.User
385 Grantee on System Profile
386-390 Grantees
391 User Profile
392 Attribute
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393 Grantee on User Profile
394-398 Grantees
399 Group
400 User in Group
401 Privilege for Group
402 Access Module granted
403-408 Privileges
409 Activity granted
410 Area granted
411-413 Privileges
414 Category granted
415 DBName & Segment granted
416-422 Privileges
423 DBTable granted
424-429 Privileges
430 DCADMIN granted ?
431 DMCL granted
432-437 Privileges
438 Group granted
439-443 Privileges
444 Non SQL Schema granted
445 Privilege for Use
446 Non SQL Table granted
447-452 Privileges
453 Schema granted
454-459 Privileges
460 SYSADMIN granted ?
461 System Id granted
462-467 Privileges
468 System Profile granted
469-473 Privileges
474 Table granted
475-486 Privileges
487 Table Procedure granted
488-498 Privileges
499 Procedure granted
500-510 Privileges
511 Function granted
512-522 Privileges
523 User granted
524-528 Privileges
529 User Profile granted
530-534 Privileges
535 View granted
536-546 Privileges
547 Grantee on Group
548-552 Grantees
553 Central User
554 Group User belongs
555 Signon System Id.System Profile
556 Privilege for User
557 Access Module granted
558-563 Privileges
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564 Activity granted
565 Area granted
566-568 Privileges
569 Category granted
570 DBName & Segment granted
571-577 Privileges
578 DBTable granted
579-584 Privileges
585 DCADMIN granted ?
586 DMCL granted
587-592 Privileges
593 Group granted
594-598 Privileges
599 Non SQL Schema granted
600 Privilege for Use
601 Non SQL Table granted
602-607 Privileges
608 Schema granted
609-614 Privileges
615 SYSADMIN granted ?
616 System Id granted
617-622 Privileges
623 System Profile granted
624-628 Privileges
629 Table granted
630-641 Privileges
642 Table Procedure granted
643-653 Privileges
654 Procedure granted
655-665 Privileges
666 Function granted
667-677 Privileges
678 User granted
679-683 Privileges
684 User Profile granted
685-689 Privileges
690 View granted
691-701 Privileges
702 Grantee on User
703-707 Grantees
708 Dictionary User
709 Unity Type Authority
710 Authority on Password
711 Authority on Culprit
712 Authority on OLQ
713 Authority on ADS
714 Authority on Load Module
715 Authority on Class Attribute
716 Authority on Class
717 Authority on Attribute
718 Authority on DC
719 Authority on Destination
720 Authority on Line
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721 Authority on Logical-terminal
722 Authority on Map
723 Authority on Message
724 Authority on Panel
725 Authority on Physical-terminal
726 Authority on Queue
727 Authority on Task
728 Authority on IDD
729 Authority on Element
730 Authority on Entry Point
731 Authority on File
732 Authority on Module
733 Authority on Process
734 Authority on Qfile
735 Authority on Table
736 Authority on Program
737 Authority on Record
738 Authority on Report
739 Authority on Transaction
740 Authority on System
741 Authority on User
742 Authority on Idms
743 Authority on Schema
744 Authority on Subschema
745 Authority on All
746 Registration for Dictionary User
747 Non SQL Schema registered
748 Registration for All
749 Registration for .Update
750 Registration for ..Delete
751 Registration for ..Modify
752 Registration for ...Display
753 Registration for Public Access
754 Subschema registered
755 Registration for All
756 Registration for .Update
757 Registration for ..Delete
758 Registration for ..Modify
759 Registration for ...Display
760 Registration for Public Access
761 Responsibility of Dictionary User
762 Non SQL Schema responsibility
763 Responsibility for Creation
764 Responsibility for Deletion
765 Responsibility for Update
766 Responsibility for None
767 Subschema responsibility
768 Responsibility for Creation
769 Responsibility for Deletion
770 Responsibility for Update
771 Responsibility for None
772 Grantee for Administration
773 Grantee for DCADMIN
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774 Grantee for SYSADMIN
775 CV DBTable
776 CV Subschema Mapping
777 CV DBName
778 CV Segment in DBName
779 CV Subschema Mapping in DBName
780 CV DBGroup
781 CV Backend in DBGroup
782 CV DMCL
783 CV Segment
784 CV File in Segment
785 CV Area in Segment
786 CV DBName including Segment
787 CV File
788 CV Area
789 SMP Space Report
790 SMP Avail. Space Distribution
791 SMP File Space Report
792 SMP Avail. Space Distribution
793 Full Space Report
794 Avail. Space Distribution
795 Record Space Distribution
796 File Space Report
797 Avail. Space Distribution
798 CV Database Buffer
799 CV Journal Buffer
800 CV Journal
801 CV System
802CV Load List
803CV Program
804CV Program Module
805CV Program Pool new Sysgen
806CV Reent Prog Pool new Sysgen
807CV Queue
808CV Task
809CV Storage Pool
810CV XA Storage Pool
811CV XA Storage Pool new Sysgen
812CV Line
813CV PTerm in Line
814CV LTerm in Line
815CV TCP/IP Info
816CV Line new Sysgen
817CV Pterm
818CV Lterm
819CV Printer
820CV Destination
821CV Node
822CV Resource Table
823CV Rununit
824CV Rununit Detail
825CV SQL Cache
826CV Except Connect Name
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827CV TCP/IP
828 Services
829 Stacks
830 SYSIDMS
831 Activity
832A ctive Program
833 Active Program Detail
834 Active Queue
835 Active Storage
836 Active Storage Detail
837 Active Task
838 Active Task Detail
839 Lterm using Scratch
840 User signed on
841 Search Log
842 Message in Log
843 Snap/Dump in Log
844 Trace in Log
845 Central Version
846 Autotune
847 Change Tracking
848 Change Tracking Files
849 Data Sharing Summary
850 Data Sharing Group Member
851 Data Sharing LIST Structure
852 Data Sharing LOCK Structure
853 Distributed Resource Manager
854 Dist Resource Manager Detail
855 Distributed Transaction
856 Dist Transaction Detail
857 Deadlock
858 DCMT Command Outstanding
859 External Rununit
860 Journal Status
861 Pending Transactions
862 Lock on Area
863 Lock on Lterm
864 Log
865 Log Driver
866 Shared Cache
867 File in Shared Cache
868 SQL Cache Content
869 SQL Cache Entry
870 Trace DB
871 Transaction
872 Transaction Sharing
873 DC
874 ADSO
875 DDS Lines
876 DDS PTerms
877 PTerms Attributes
878 Limit
879 Loadlib
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880 LU
881 Modeent of LU
882 MPMode
883 MT Queue Depth
884 Nucleus Reload
885 Reply pending
886 Report Class/Destination
887 Report
888 Scratch
889 SNA Pterm
890 Snap
891 SubTask
892 TCP/IP Sockets
893 Time
894 Time initiated Task
895 Trace System
896 UCF Terminal
897 Statistics
898 Statistics Segment
899 Statistics File in Segment
900 Statistics Area in Segment
901 Statistics File
902 Statistics Area
903 Statistics Buffer
904 Statistics Interval
905 Statistics Roll
906 Statistics Lock
907 Statistics System
908 Statistics TCP/IP

NOTE

• The profile assigned to a user usually limits the set of accessible objects.
• Grantee and Privilege objects have been collapsed to limit the size of the list.

Manipulate CA IDMS Objects
CA IDMS Visual DBA presents your database objects using an object-oriented approach. It perceives the world as a
collection of objects that interact with each other. For most database object types, you can select it and right-click to
display a pop-up menu that enables you to create, alter, drop the object, and assign privileges to it. Alternatively, you can
use the Edit menu or the buttons on the toolbar.

Manage Objects Using Drag-and-Drop
In addition to presenting the database environment in a graphical format, CA IDMS Visual DBA provides the ability to copy
object definitions from one subbranch or from the Detail Information Pane to any other subbranch that has objects of the
same type. This includes copying definitions from one CA IDMS central version or system to another.

You simply select an object or group of objects in the same subbranch or in the Detail Information Pane, and then drag-
and-drop it to the target database. CA IDMS Visual DBA does the appropriate copy and verifies that any integrities
involved in the entities are properly maintained.

Using drag-and-drop technique greatly simplifies tasks like test and production database maintenance.
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Enhanced Object Security
You can optionally setup IDMS Central Version to use enhanced object security for CA IDMS Visual DBA  (Visual DBA)
access. Visual DBA requires the existence of a Visual DBA profile for the user accessing the Central Version (CV).

Visual DBA uses the value of the session attribute VIDMSR17 to locate and retrieve an IDD module that contains the
Visual DBA profile for the Visual DBA session. The IDD module contains the root entries, optionally with filters and
permissions that the user is presented after a connection is established. Only those root objects and associated child
objects can be viewed and manipulated in accordance with the defined permissions. The IDD module also contains a list
of command console processors with associated dictionaries that can be run by the user.

Only CVs that control access from Visual DBA through enhanced object security require additional configuration steps,
which are described in the following topics. At any time, access control through enhanced object security can be disabled
or enabled for a CV.

Enable and Disable Enhanced Object Security

The use of Enhanced Object Security is optional. It is controlled by the parameter NO_SERVER_ROLE in the definition
of the table procedure SYSCA.VDBA_VERSION5, which are in the dictionary specified in the Virtual Node or ODBC data
source definition for the CA IDMS Central Version. If the parameter NO_SERVER_ROLE is present, Enhanced Object
Security is not active.

This article describes the following information:

Enable Enhanced Object Security 

To enable Enhanced Object Security for a CA IDMS CV, submit the following SQL DDL statements against the dictionary
specified in the Virtual Node or ODBC data source definition:

drop   table procedure SYSCA.VDBA_VERSION5;

create table procedure SYSCA.VDBA_VERSION5 (

CA_IDMS_VDBA_V_5_0   char(5)

, VDBA_EXE_BUILD_1     int

, VDBA_DLL_BUILD_1     int

, VDBA_VIEW_BUILD_1    int

) EXTERNAL NAME VDBAVER;

Disable Enhanced Object Security 

To disable Enhanced Object Security for a CA IDMS CV, submit the following SQL DDL statement against the dictionary
specified in the Virtual Node or ODBC data source definition:

alter table procedure SYSCA.VDBA_VERSION5     
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  add (NO_SERVER_ROLE int);  

NOTE
Installing CA IDMS Visual DBA on the mainframe requires the execution of an SQL script that contains the
definition of the table procedure SYSCA.VDBA_VERSION5. The default is to disable Enhanced Object Security,
but this may have been overwritten through configuration of the SQL script.

Define the VIDMSR17 attribute in USER or SYSTEM PROFILE

An attribute is a keyword and an associated value for the keyword. Attributes are defined for user profiles through the
CREATE USER PROFILE or the ALTER USER PROFILE statements. Attributes for system profiles are defined through
the CREATE SYSTEM PROFILE or the ALTER SYSTEM PROFILE statements.

This article describes the syntax rules and usage for the attribute-specification of the CA IDMS Visual DBA VIDMSR17
attribute in either user or system profiles.

Syntax

>── VIDMSR17 ── = ── ‘ ──┬───────────────────┬── module-name ── ‘ ──><
                         └─ dict-name ─ . ───┘ 

Usage

The dictionary from which the CA IDMS Visual DBA module is retrieved can be any dictionary with a DDLDML area. The
dictionary may have the CA IDMS Visual DBA components installed. The dictionary does not need to be defined as a CA
IDMS Visual DBA accessible dictionary.

A user who is using the CA IDMS Visual DBA profile defined in the specified module must have IDD DISPLAY access
for that module. To prevent a user from modifying his CA IDMS Visual DBA profile he must not have any type of update
access to the specified module.

The VIDMSR17 attribute can be created either in user or system profiles. The option to use one or the other depends on
your current use of profiles. If you are already using user profiles, it seems natural to simply add the VIDMSR17 attribute
to the different profiles specifying the location and name of the IDD module with the CA IDMS Visual DBA profile as
appropriate for the user profile.

If user profiles are not yet used, either user profiles can be created that correspond to the CA IDMS Visual DBA profiles or
system profiles can be updated to include the VIDMSR17 attribute.

NOTE
For more information about defining user profiles and attributes and associating users with profiles, see Creating
Security Definitions. For more information about defining system profiles and attributes, see System Profiles.

Define CA IDMS Visual DBA Profiles

This article describes the syntax rules and usage for defining the CA IDMS Visual DBA profiles. The rules specify the
content of the IDD module that is referred to by the VIDMSR17 attribute of CA IDMS Visual DBA user.

Syntax

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
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>─ v ──────────┬── dom-object-profile-line ───┬───┬─────────┬───┴────────><
               ├── cmd-console-profile-line ──┤   └ comment ┘
               └── * ─────────────────────────┘ 

Expansion of dom-object-profile-line

>─ dom-object ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬─────────┬─┬────────────────┬───><
               │ ┌───────────────────┐│ └/filter ─┘ └─ permitted-ops ┘   
               └ v─[parent-instance]─┴┘

Expansion of permitted-ops

                   ┌─────────────┐     
>──────────── ( ── v ─┬── A ──┬──┴─ ) ────────────────────────────────────><
                      ├── C ──┤
                      ├── D ──┤
                      ├── F ──┤
                      ├── S ──┤
                      └── U ──┘

Expansion of cmd-console-profile-line

  >──┬─ Cmd Console DCMT ──┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──><
     ├─ Cmd Console DCUF ──┘                                           │
     ├─ Cmd Console IDD ────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┬──────────────┬┘
     ├─ Cmd Console OCF ────┤ └─ /dictionary-filter ─┘ └─ usage-mode ─┘
     ├─ Cmd Console SQL ────┤
     ├─ Cmd Console SSC ────┤
     ├─ Cmd Console Schema ─┤
     └─ Cmd Console Sysgen ─┘

Expansion of usage-mode

>─────────────────────────────────────── (U) ────────────────────────────><

Parameters

dom-object-profile-line

Specifies a root branch of the DOM tree, an optional instance filter and also optional permitted operations. Each dom-
object-profile-line must be completely coded on one, separate text line of the CA IDMS Visual DBA profile module. The
order of the dom-object-profile-line lines is also the order of the root branches in the DOM tree. Space characters, except
when used before or in the dom-object, indicate the start of comment text.

• cmd-console-profile-line
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Specifies the availability of a command console processor and optionally a filter to limit the CA IDMS Visual DBA list
of available dictionaries. Each cmd-console-profile-line must be completely coded on one, separate text line of the CA
IDMS Visual DBA profile module. Space characters, except when used before or in the starting 'Cmd Console' string,
indicate the start of comment text.

• dom-object
This is the name of the object that becomes a root branch of the DOM tree. 
The name is formed of all characters starting with the first non-blank character up to either an open square bracket or
“[“, an open parenthesis or “(“, a slash (“/”) or the end of the line. The name must match an object from the CA IDMS
Visual DBA tree as listed in CA IDMS Objects in Introduction to CA IDMS Visual DBA with either 0, 1, 2, or 3 level
parents. An object must have as many parent instances specified as required by its parent level.

• parent-instance
This is the instance of a parent object of the object defined as a root branch of the DOM tree. If more than one parent-
instance needs to be specified because the parent level of the DOM object is greater than one, the parent-instance of
the parent at the highest level must be specified first, then the one at the next level, and so on.

• filter
Specifies a pattern (character string) that must be matched by the instances of the DOM object. The following wildcard
characters are available:
– ? (question-mark)

Represents a single character.
– * (asterisk)

Represents any string of zero or more characters
• permitted-ops

Specifies the operations that are permitted on the DOM object. View or display is automatically permitted. The
additional permissions are listed in the table:

Code Operation Description
A Alter The Alter dialog can be invoked and

executed
C Create The Create dialog can be invoked and

executed
D Drop The Drop dialog can be invoked and

executed
F Full All dialogs can be invoked and executed,

equivalent to “SU”
S Security The Grant, Revoke, Register, and

Responsibilities dialogs can be invoked
and executed. Object expansion contains
Grantee, Registree, and Responsible where
applicable.

U Update The Alter, Create, and Drop dialogs can be
invoked and executed, equivalent to “ACD”

NOTE
To alter, create or drop a central, group, or a dictionary User, the Security permission is also required.
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• Cmd Console DCMT
• Cmd Console DCUF
• Cmd Console IDD
• Cmd Console OCF
• Cmd Console SQL
• Cmd Console SSC
• Cmd Console Schema
• Cmd Console Sysgen

Specifies a command console and processor that can be executed.
• dictionary-filter

Specifies a pattern (character string) that must be matched by the dictionary selected in the command console, in
order to be able to execute the commands from the associated command console processor. The following wildcard
characters are available:
– ? (question-mark)

Represents a single character.
– * (asterisk)

Represents any string of zero or more characters.
• (U)

If specified the dictionary is accessed in update mode, else in retrieval mode.

Usage

Dictionary access in Command Console

While the use of a dictionary-filter controls the dictionary against which a command stream is executed, it does not prohibit
the user from entering CONNECT commands in an OCF command stream or SIGNON commands in IDD, Schema, SSC
or SYSGEN command streams against any dictionary.

Similarly the absence of a usage-mode specification, implying a usage mode retrieval, does not prohibit the user from
entering a SET SESSION READ WRITE command in OCF or SIGNON USAGE UPDATE command in IDD, Schema,
SSC, or Sysgen.

Command consoles for the compiler processors IDD, Schema, SSC, and Sysgen should only be enabled if the access to
all dictionaries is properly secured.

NOTE
When using the SQL processor, it is not possible to issue a successful connect within the SQL command stream
that is limiting the SQL commands to be executed only against the specified dictionary. Furthermore, while the
SQL command stream can contain a SET SESSION READ WRITE command, it does not allow the user to
execute SQL update statements if the dictionary access mode is not updated.

VDBA r16 compatibility

The following profile module can be used to provide compatibility with VDBA r16. The dom-object-profile-line's specify the
same root branches as used by VDBA r16 with full permissions.

The cmd-console-profile-line’s specify, where applicable a pattern that does not filter any dictionaries.

add module name is VIDMS_VDBAR16 version is 1

           include user JOESIXP registered for all

           public access allowed for DISPLAY
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           module source follows

Dictionary(F)

CV DBTable(F)

CV DMCL(F)

CV System(F)

Activity(F)

Central Version(F)

DC(F)

Statistics(F)

*

Cmd Console DCMT

Cmd Console DCUF

Cmd Console IDD/*(U)

Cmd Console OCF/*(U)

Cmd Console Schema/*(U)

Cmd Console SQL/*(U)

Cmd Console SSC/*(U)

Cmd Console Sysgen/*(U)

           msend.   

The CA IDMS Visual DBA tree after a successful connection looks like this, showing the same DOM tree as with VDBA
r16.
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Required Security for SQL Objects Accessed by Visual DBA

Setting up appropriate CA IDMS Visual DBA (Visual DBA) user profiles is the easiest way to control access to CA IDMS
dictionaries and run time data by Visual DBA users.

Because Visual DBA is an SQL client application, users also need to be granted privileges for all the accessed resources.
Access to the SQL objects and their associated resources by other CA IDMS client applications must be controlled and
optionally secured. 

This article includes the following information:

Schema Objects and Table Procedures

The names of the resources are of type TABL, and are in the form schema-name.table-name. The objects in the following
schemas are for exclusive use by Visual DBA:

• SYSVNTWK5 contains views on objects in the DDLDML area of dictionary
• SYSVSYST5 contains views on objects in the DDLCAT area of dictionary
• SYSTSCHM5 is used for access to the Non-SQL schema IDMSNTWK (non Sysgen)
• SYSTSYST5 is used for access to the Non-SQL schema IDMSNTWK (Sysgen)
• IDMSSECS5 is used for access to the Non-SQL schema IDMSSECS
• IDMSSECU5 is used for access to Non-SQL schema IDMSSECU

The following table procedures and functions in schema SYSCA are also for use by Visual DBA:
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• SYSCA.VDBA_DICTIONARY5 definition only
• SYSCA.VDBA_VERSION5 definition only
• SYSCA.VDBAIDD5 for executing BCF/OCF, IDD, Schema, SSC, and Sysgen compilers
• SYSCA.VDBADCT5 for executing DCMT commands
• SYSCA.VDBADCU5 for executing DCUF commands
• SYSCA.VDBALOG5 for viewing the LOG database
• SYSCA.VDBAQNC5 for viewing columns of Non-SQL Schema's
• SYSCA.VDBAGET5 generic function
• SYSCA.VDBA_CONV2CHAR5 generic function

Grant Access to Objects

If access is granted to objects for non-SQL schemas, you also need to grant Use privilege for the corresponding non-SQL
schema.

NOTE
For more information, see the SQL definitions in the CA IDMS Visual DBA members VDB5R16X, VDB5R17X or
VDB5V18X in your CA IDMS source library or in the CA IDMS Visual DBA IdmsR16x, IdmsR17x or IdmsV18x
folders.

Privileges to View Object Instances

Tree navigation is a purely retrieval operation. To expand the whole tree in the Database Object Manager window, you
must minimally have SELECT privilege for all the resource names of type TABL.

Privileges to Update Object Instances and Use Command Console

CA IDMS Visual DBA uses the CA IDMS compilers (SCHEMA, SUBSCHEMA, IDD, SYSGEN, and BCF/OCF) and the
DCMT programs to perform updates to object definitions. Normal CA IDMS security applies for running these compilers
and for executing DCMT commands.

CA IDMS Visual DBA runs the compilers and DCMT with the help of table procedures SYSCA.VDBAIDD5,
SYSCA.VDBADCT5 and SYSCA.VDBADCU5. To perform any updates with CA IDMS Visual DBA or to execute
commands and scripts in a Command Console, you need the SELECT and the INSERT privilege on resource names
SYSCA.VDBAIDD5, SYSCA.VDBADCT5, and SYSCA.VDBADCU5.

Similarly, to globally prohibit updates of any of the CA IDMS Visual DBA objects or execution of commands and scripts
in a Command Console, you can revoke the SELECT and INSERT privileges on resource name SYSCA.VDBAIDD5,
SYSCA.VDBADCT5, and SYSCA.VDBADCU5 for a user.

Privileges to Create, Alter, and Drop Object Instances

To create an object instance by altering an existing one, or to alter or drop an object instance, you must be able to view
the object and any related objects that might appear in lists in Create/Alter dialogs. To create an object instance without
altering an existing one, you do not need to be able to view the object.

To execute the syntax generated by CA IDMS Visual DBA for the CA IDMS compilers or DCMT programs, you must be
able to pass all standard CA IDMS security checks. In this way CA IDMS Visual DBA does not differ from any compiler
invoked directly on a CA IDMS system; that is, to Drop an instance of the DMCL object, you need to have Drop privileges
for that DMCL instance.

Privileges to Grant and Revoke Object Privileges

To invoke the security dialogs, you need to have the authorization to view the grantee (Central User, Dictionary User, and
Group), and the instances of the granted object.
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To execute the security syntax generated by CA IDMS Visual DBA for the CA IDMS compilers, you need to pass all
standard CA IDMS security checks. In this way CA IDMS Visual DBA does not differ from defining security through any
direct invocation of BCF/OCF or IDD.

 

Configure CA IDMS Visual DBA for Read-Only Access

This article describes the steps to restrict a user to read-only access using CA IDMS Visual DBA (Visual DBA) within a
specific Central Version.

NOTE

This article replaces TEC1256185.

1. Turn on Enhanced Object Security for Visual DBA. Ensure that the table procedure definition
SYSCA.VDBA_VERSION5 does not contain the column NO_SERVER_ROLE. If it does, drop and re-add the table
procedure without that column, using the following commands:

drop table procedure SYSCA.VDBA_VERSION5; 
create table procedure SYSCA.VDBA_VERSION5 ( 
CA_IDMS_VDBA_V_5_0 char(5) 
, VDBA_EXE_BUILD_1 int 
, VDBA_DLL_BUILD_1 int 
, VDBA_VIEW_BUILD_1 int 
) EXTERNAL NAME VDBAVER;

2. Create an IDD module that specifies the access for the user.  The following commands grant the user access to all the
capabilities within Visual DBA, for only retrieval access: 

ADD
MODULE NAME IS VIDMS_RETRIEVAL_ONLY VERSION IS 1
USER IS NIEDA02
REGISTERED FOR ALL
RESPONSIBLE FOR NONE
PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR DISPLAY
MODULE SOURCE FOLLOWS
DICTIONARY
CV DBTABLE
CV DMCL
CV SYSTEM
ACTIVITY
CENTRAL VERSION
DC
STATISTICS
*
CMD CONSOLE DCMT
CMD CONSOLE DCUF
CMD CONSOLE IDD
CMD CONSOLE OCF
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CMD CONSOLE SQL
CMD CONSOLE SSC
CMD CONSOLE SCHEMA
CMD CONSOLE SYSGEN
MSEND

NOTE

This example gives the user access to all entity types within all dictionaries defined to Visual DBA on this CV.
It also gives the user read-only access to all command console functions.

3. Create a user profile with an attribute of VIDMSR17 that points to the module you just created. The module name must
be qualified by the DBname in which it was created. If you prefer, you can do this in a system profile:

CREATE USER PROFILE VIDMS_RETR_PROF 
ATTRIBUTE 
VIDMSR17 = 'SYSTEM.VIDMS_RETRIEVAL_ONLY' OVERRIDE NO ; 

4. Associate the user ID or groups with this profile.

ALTER USER "DOMCA04" 
PROFILE VIDMS_RETR_PROF ;

Result:

After signing on, the tree structure only allows the user to initiate retrieval commands.

 

Restrict CA IDMS Visual DBA Access

This section provides examples for restricting Visual DBA access to specific entity types and occurrences, and for
restricting access by role.

Restrict Access to Specific Entity Types and Occurrences

This article describes the steps to restrict CA IDMS Visual DBA (Visual DBA) access to specific entity types and
occurrences.

NOTE

This article replaces TEC1981448

 

1. Turn on Enhanced Object Security for Visual DBA.  Ensure that the table procedure definition
SYSCA.VDBA_VERSION5 does not contain the column NO_SERVER_ROLE. If it does, drop and re-add the table
procedure without that column, using the following commands: 

drop table procedure SYSCA.VDBA_VERSION5; 
create table procedure SYSCA.VDBA_VERSION5 ( 
CA_IDMS_VDBA_V_5_0 char(5) 
, VDBA_EXE_BUILD_1 int 
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, VDBA_DLL_BUILD_1 int 
, VDBA_VIEW_BUILD_1 int 
) EXTERNAL NAME VDBAVER;

2. Create an IDD module that specifies the access for the user. 

ADD 
MODULE NAME IS VIDMS_SUBS_PROFILE VERSION IS 1 
PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL 
MODULE SOURCE FOLLOWS 
SQL SCHEMA[SYSDICT]/DEMO* 
NON SQL SCHEMA[SYSDICT]/EMP* 
SUBSCHEMA[SYSDICT][EMPSCHM]/EMPSS01 (F) 
IDD CLASS & RECORD & MODULE[SYSDICT](F) 
MSEND. 

NOTE

This example gives the user access to the following: SQL schemas that are in DBname SYSDICT and begin
with 'DEMO'; Non-SQL schemas that are in DBname SYSDICT and begin with 'EMP', The subschema
named EMPSS01 within DBname SYSDICT and associated with non-SQL schema EMPSCHM V100; Plus
IDD definitions in SYSDICT. If all you want to grant is access to the subschema, remove all the lines except
the one beginning with SUBSCHEMA, and substitute your own DBname and your own schema name (with
version). 

3. Create a user profile with an attribute of VIDMSR17 that points to the module you just created. The module name must
be qualified by the DBname in which it was created. If you prefer, you can do this in a system profile:

CREATE USER PROFILE VDBA_SUBSC_PROF 
ATTRIBUTE 
VIDMSR17 = 'SYSTEM.VIDMS_SUBS_PROFILE' OVERRIDE NO ; 

4. Associate your user ID or groups with this profile:

ALTER USER "DOMCA04" 
PROFILE VDBA_SUBSC_PROF ; 

Result:

When the user signs on, the user sees a tree structure that shows only the items listed in the IDD module. 

 

Programmer

The following profile could be used for programmers that have only read access to SQL schema's in dictionary SYSDICT
that start with DEMO and to Non-SQL Schema's in dictionary SYSDICT that start with EMP .

This profile does allow full control of all Records and Modules in dictionary SYSDICT.

Command consoles are not available when using this profile. Through the (F) specification for Activity, this profile allows
for creating searches in to the online IDMS log.
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add module name is VIDMS_PROGRAM_DEMO version is 1

           include user JOESIXP registered for all

           public access allowed for DISPLAY

           module source follows

SQL Schema[SYSDICT]/DEMO*

Non SQL Schema[SYSDICT]/EMP*

IDD Class & Record & Module[SYSDICT](F)

Activity(F)

Statistics

           msend.

The CA IDMS Visual DBA tree after a successful connection looks like this:
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End User

The following profile could be used by an end user who has full control of SQL Schema's that start with DEMO in
dictionary SYSDICT and to Non-SQL Schema's in dictionary SYSDICT that start with EMP .

In addition this end user has read access to all Table Like objects in dictionary SYSDICT.

The only command console processor that can be used in the profile is SQL and only against dictionary SYSDICT.
Through the (F) specification for Activity, this profile allows for creating searches in the online IDMS log.

add module name is VIDMS_ENDUSER version is 1

           include user JOESIXP registered for all

           public access allowed for DISPLAY

           module source follows

SQL Schema[SYSDICT]/DEMO*(F)

Non SQL Schema[SYSDICT]/EMP*(F)

Table Like[SYSDICT]

Activity(F)

Statistics

*

Cmd Console SQL/SYSDICT

          msend.

After a successful connection, expansion of SQL Schema [SYSDICT] DEMO* and selection of Non-SQL Schema [SYSDI
CT] EMP*, the CA IDMS Visual DBA tree looks like:
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Operator

The following profile could be used for an operator. Only run time objects Activity and Statistics are available. Assigning
(F) Full control to Activity allows the operator to create searches in the log and to change max tasks of the CV.

add module name is VIDMS_OPERATOR version is 1

           include user JOESIXP registered for all

           public access allowed for DISPLAY

           module source follows

Activity(F)

Statistics

           msend.

The CA IDMS Visual DBA tree after a successful connection and expanding Statistics looks like this:
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Security Administrator

The following profile could be used by a security administrator. Read access is given to all objects in all dictionaries.
Security related objects can be fully operated on. Also full control is given to Search Log to allow searches in the online
log.

Activity can be viewed. Command consoles are not available.

add module name is VIDMS_SECADMIN version is 1

           include user JOESIXP registered for all

           public access allowed for DISPLAY

           module source follows

Dictionary

System Resource & Profile[SYSDICT](F)

System Resource & Profile[SYSTEM](F)
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Group[SYSDICT](F)

Central User[SYSDICT](F)

Dictionary User[SYSDICT](F)

Grantee for Administration[SYSDICT](F)

Activity

Search Log(F)

*

           msend.

After successfully connecting and creating Search Log instances, the CA IDMS Visual DBA Tree and Detail Information
Pane (DIP) look like this:

DC Administrator

The following profile could be used for a DC administrator. It allows full control in dictionary SYSTEM to Segment's that
start with 'S', to System's that start with 7 and to all DBTable and DMCL objects. Full control is also given on the run time
objects CV DBTable, CV DMCL, CV System, Activity, Central Version, DC, and Statistics. Read access is allowed on all
Segment, DBTable, DMCL, and System objects in dictionary SYSDICT. Finally in a command console DCMT and DCUF
processors are available.
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add module name is VIDMS_DCADMIN version is 1

           include user JOESIXP registered for all

           public access allowed for DISPLAY

           module source follows

Segment[SYSTEM]/S*(F)

DBTable[SYSTEM](F)

DMCL[SYSTEM](F)

System[SYSTEM]/7*(F)

CV DBTable(F)

CV DMCL(F)

CV System(F)

Activity(F)

Central Version(F)

DC(F)

Statistics(F)

Segment[SYSDICT]

DBTable[SYSDICT]

DMCL[SYSDICT]

System[SYSDICT]

Cmd Console DCMT

Cmd Console DCUF

           msend.

After successful connection and selecting Segment [SYSTEM] S*:
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Data Administrator

The following profile could be used for a data administrator. Full control is available for all SQL Schema and Non-SQL
Schema objects in dictionary SYSDICT.

add module name is VIDMS_DATAADMIN version is 1

           include user JOESIXP registered for all

           public access allowed for DISPLAY

           module source follows

SQL Schema[SYSDICT](F)
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Non SQL Schema[SYSDICT](F)

           msend.

After a successful connection the CA IDMS Visual DBA tree would look like this:
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Default

The following profile is used as a default profile. Users with this profile are given read access only to all objects in
dictionary SYSDICT and to all run time objects in CV DBTable, CV DMCL, CV System, and Activity. An SQL command
console is granted for access to dictionary SYSDICT.

add module name is VIDMS_DEFAULT version is 1

           include user JOESIXP registered for all

           public access allowed for DISPLAY

           module source follows

Dictionary/SYSDICT

CV DBTable

CV DMCL

CV System

Activity

*

Cmd Console SQL/SYSDICT

           msend.   

After a successful connection of user ANYBODY and expansion of User signed on, the DOM tree and Detail Information
Pane (DIP) looks like this:
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Multiple CA IDMS Systems Viewing and Maintenance
CA IDMS Visual DBA is designed to make you a more productive and responsive database administrator. One of the
ways that you can accomplish this is by connecting to multiple CA IDMS systems simultaneously and customizing the
view of data for each in its own Database Object Manager window.

Another major benefit that CA IDMS Visual DBA provides is its ability to save a configured environment. All open
windows in your workspace and the data within them, your connections, and certain environment settings-are saved in a
configuration file enabling you to immediately begin your activities after starting CA IDMS Visual DBA.

Increase Productivity
With CA IDMS Visual DBA, you can manage your CA IDMS objects simply by pointing and clicking. This saves precious
time, because you no longer need to remember lengthy command syntax and switch settings.
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Command Consoles
This tool lets you directly edit and submit command syntax for the CA IDMS compilers and DCMT/DCUF. A history of
commands and results is automatically kept. Commands can also be saved and recalled as command scripts. The results
can be dragged and dropped to external tools, such as word or document processors and spreadsheets.

For SQL commands, an SQL Assistant is available to help you create queries.

User Interface Customization
Like other Windows products, CA IDMS Visual DBA provides many customization features that allow you to tailor the
environment to suit your needs. Not only can you configure such options as the fonts used in various windows, refresh
settings, the status bar display, and others, but more importantly, you can control how your data is displayed.

For example, you can define your own custom views of the tree optimized for different tasks. You can reorient the view to
see the system from the perspective of any other object. This feature allows you to easily access the information you need
to view and maintain.

Prerequisites
This section assumes that you are familiar with the concepts and features associated with your role as a CA IDMS user.

In addition to an understanding of the CA IDMS concepts and features for your role, this section assumes that you are
familiar with Windows terminology and navigational techniques. This includes how to work with standard Windows items
like menus, dialogs, the Clipboard, and the Control Panel.

If you are unfamiliar with Windows standards, please refer to your Windows documentation before using CA IDMS Visual
DBA.

Help Information
Online help is provided, which can be used to display information on your console as you work. From the CA IDMS Visual
DBA workspace environment, you can also press the F1 key for context-sensitive help on dialogs and active windows.

Start Your CA IDMS Visual DBA Session
You can begin your work session by starting CA IDMS Visual DBA and connecting to a CA IDMS system.

To start CA IDMS Visual DBA

1. Click Start, Programs.
2. Click CA menu.
3. Click the CA IDMS Visual DBA submenu.
4. Select CA IDMS Visual DBA.

The Application Window
CA IDMS Visual DBA displays in its own application window. This main window is referred to as the workspace
environment and is the primary work area for your tasks. Initially, it has two subwindows:

• The Nodes window, by default located on the left is used to display and manage the nodes or ODBC data sources.
There is only one Nodes window per CA IDMS Visual DBA instance. It is a movable window. It can be made floating, it
can be docked and auto-hiding. Because it is only used for connection management, it usually is most efficient to dock
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it to the right side and set it to auto-hiding. This setup gives the most workspace to the DOM window(s). The position
and visibility attributes of the Nodes window are preserved after exiting CA IDMS Visual DBA.

• The right subwindow initially appears empty. However, once you connect to a CA IDMS system, the Database Object
Manager (DOM) window appears with dictionary and runtime objects at the root level.

NOTE
If instead of the Dom tree in the DOM window a dialog box appears with the message "Failed to create empty
document", the IDMS CV has Enhanced Object Security enabled and the user connected to the CA IDMS
system has not been assigned a profile or the profile does not contain any valid root nodes. Review and correct
the configuration of the mainframe component of CA IDMS Visual DBA.

The Workspace Environment window includes a menu bar and several toolbars. These are documented in detail in online
help. The Workspace toolbar and the Nodes window toolbar are described in the following brief:

The Workspace Toolbar
The Workspace toolbar enables you to perform the following functions for which a description is also available as a tooltip:
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Button Description
Creates a new workspace environment.
If the current environment has never been saved or has been
changed during the session, you are prompted to save it. When
you end your session, the current workspace configuration is
closed -- -closing all windows, terminating connections, and
setting default system settings.
Opens a workspace that was previously saved.
If a password was previously specified for the workspace, a dialog
displays prompting you to provide the password.
When the operation is completed, the workspace environment
displays in the CA IDMS Visual DBA window.
Saves the current workspace environment.
The following information is saved:
Node connections
All open windows (including size and placement), and the data
displayed in each window
Date the file was saved, which is used when opening the saved
configuration to determine whether the data in the windows should
be refreshed
Database information already loaded previously
Prints the information in the active window.

Establishes your preferences. Modifies system-wide parameters,
such as fonts, session preferences, printer setup options, refresh
settings, OK action, and command console options.

Removes text from its current location in the Command console,
and copies it to the Clipboard.

Copies a database object from its current location in the Database
Object Manager window to the Clipboard or copies text from the
Command console to the Clipboard, where you can retrieve the
object or text and insert it elsewhere using the Paste command.
Pastes the current contents of the Clipboard to a location in the
Database Object Manager tree or pastes commands from the
Clipboard to another location.

Finds and jumps to an object or object category in the currently
selected Database Object Manager window.

Arranges all open windows so that they are side-by-side with no
overlap.

Lets you browse the error history log.
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The Nodes Window Toolbar
The Nodes window toolbar enables you to perform the following functions:

Button Description
Connects to the selected node (CA IDMS Datasource) and
creates a DOM window.

Opens a command console on the selected node.

Creates a DOM scratchpad window on the selected node (CA
IDMS Datasource).

Disconnects from the selected node and closes all opened
windows on the selected node.

Closes the window selected from the Open Windows branch.

Makes the window selected from the Open Windows branch the
active window.

Adds a node (CA IDMS Datasource) to the Node list.

Alters a selected node (CA IDMS Datasource) from the Node list.

Permanently removes the selected node from the Node list.

Refreshes the Node list.

Connect to a Datasource/Node
After you start CA IDMS Visual DBA, connect to a CA IDMS system to begin your IDMS tasks. There are multiple ways of
accomplishing the following tasks. Use the following steps to connect to a datasource or node.

To connect to a Datasource or Node

1. Select a node or CA IDMS ODBC Datasource from the expanded nodes window.
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2. Select the Connect DOM function from the Node menu or click the Connect DOM button

on the Nodes window toolbar, or right-click in the Nodes window to display the Node menu.

NOTE
If no appropriate node is available, one must be added.

Add a New Datasource/Node
You can use the following steps to add a new datasource or node.

To add a new Datasource or node

1. Select the Add function from the Node window or click the Add button in the Nodes window toolbar

,
or right-click in the nodes window to use the Node menu.
A dialog displays prompting you to determine if the new data source must be system or user. A system data source is
available to all users of the PC, a user data source only to the defining user. Defining a system data source requires
more operating system privileges than a user data source.

2. Respond to the prompt.
The CA IDMS ODBC Administrator is invoked.

3. In the Data Source field, enter a name for the new data source.
4. In the Dictionary field, enter the name of the dictionary in which you installed the mainframe component of CA IDMS

Visual DBA.
5. From the Server drop-down combo box, select a CA IDMS system.

The following example shows SYSDICT as the Dictionary and SYSTEM71 as the Server name:
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If the Server drop-down list box is empty or no usable server name is available a new Server must be defined. The name
entered in the Server combo box is only an abstract name that corresponds to an IDMS CV with all the communication
parameters required to connect to that IDMS CV. In the example we entered IDMSPROD NEW YORK in the Server
combo box and then clicked the Server tab. This will show a new dialog that allows for specifying all the communication
parameters of the abstract server IDMSPROD NEW YORK. Enter in the Node Name field the IDMS node name of the
IDMS CV, this is the name specified in the SYSTEM ID clause of the IDMS CV system definition, that is IDMSPROD. The
default values for Via Node, Task Code and MF Version are in general acceptable. In The CCI Options group box, the CCI
Server Name can be entered. This is the TCPIP hostname where the IDMS CV is running, that is, NEWYORK. The CCI
server port is usually 1202.
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When all parameters are entered, click Apply, select the Data Source tab and click the Test button to execute an ODBC
test connection. This will show the following dialog. Enter user id and password to signon to the IDMS CV and click the
Connect button.

A successful connection is indicated as follows:
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For more information on defining ODBC data sources see the CA IDMS Server Using section, which is also available in
the CA IDMS Server product folder.

Open a Database Object Manager Window
After you select a data source or node and connect to it, a Database Object Manager window is displayed, which looks
similar to the following sample window.
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After the initial connection, you can use the previous procedure to open multiple windows for the same data source or to
connect to a different data source.

NOTE
If you choose to reconnect to the same data source, a new window opens and overlays the space of the existing
one. Use the functions in the Window menu to manage the windows. You can use the tabs below the main
toolbar to quickly navigate from one window to the other.

In the following example, the same data source is used multiple times. The expansion of the connected node in the Node
window shows that it is used in both Normal and Command Console modes.
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What's Next
Now that you have learned how to start CA IDMS Visual DBA, connect to a server, open the Database Object Manager
window, you can perform a variety of database administration tasks. The next section introduces you to the features of the
Database Object Manager window.

Database Object Manager Window Tour
Learn more about the Database Object Manager.

The DOM Window
Inside CA IDMS Visual DBA, the Database Object Manager provides a convenient and organized way to view and
manipulate the database information that is currently stored on a particular server.

The Database Object Manager (DOM) window appears after you connect to a CA IDMS database:
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When the DOM window opens, it displays all the available object types at root level in the Object Tree pane according the
profile of the current user. In the above example, the Dictionary object type is the first root object in the Object Tree pane.
Because it is the first object in the tree, it is selected and highlighted and the level-one instances of the Dictionary object
(in this example APPLDICT, SYSDICT, and SYSTEM) display in the Detail Information Pane. The caption in the Detail
Information Pane reflects the identification of the highlighted object type.

In the Object Tree pane, you can change the object type that you want to view. In the Detail Information Pane, you can
drill down to display the information you want about an object. When you click an object, the Detail Information Pane
displays labeled tabs that provide attribute information. As discussed later in this section, the tabs that are displayed are
dependent upon the type of object selected.
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Using the Database Object Manager, you can create, alter, drop, and display CA IDMS objects, and assign privileges to
them. Additionally, you can open and simultaneously work with multiple databases and/or servers in multiple windows.

NOTE
If you are connected to a CA IDMS server that is older than the most recent release of the product, you may
not be able to manipulate some objects in the DOM. When expanded, these objects display the message <No
OBJECT>, where OBJECT is the name of the object you are trying to view. Similarly, these objects have null
values when viewed in the Raw Property table or the Property dialog.

Use the DOM Window Toolbar

The DOM window toolbar enables you to perform the various functions such as creating and dropping an object, changing
the attributes of an existing object and so on.

To use the DOM window toolbar
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Icon Description
Creates an object in the active Database Object Manager.

Creates an object and the children of that object in the active
Database Object Manager window.

Changes the attributes of an existing object.

Drops an object.

Refreshes data on the fly for either a single branch, all branches,
or any object type in the currently selected Database Object
Manager window.

Opens a copy of the current Database Object Manager window.

Lets you view any selected branch of a Database Object Manager
window as the root branch of a new Tear Out window. Your
original Database Object Manager window remains intact.
Converts any selected branch of a Database Object Manager
window into the root branch of that window.

Displays all the subbranches associated with the current branch.
Note: This command fully expands only those subbranches that
are not associated with a cross-referenced object (so that the tree
does not expand infinitely).
Expands and displays all the branches and subbranches of all the
root objects in the current DOM window.
Note: This command fully expands only those subbranches that
are not associated with a cross-referenced object (so that the tree
does not expand infinitely).
Collapses the subbranches of the current branch.
Note: When this command is used, CA IDMS Visual DBA
remembers the expansion state of the lower-level subbranches
(that is, the subbranches of the subbranches, and so on). When
the current branch is subsequently expanded, the previous
expansion state is duplicated.
Collapses all subbranches associated with every root object
category branch.

Expand and Collapse the Object Tree
The information in the Database Object Manager window is arranged in a tree structure that clearly shows the
relationships among the pieces of information on a server. This Database Object Manager tree initially displays a group
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of categories or branches. The tree is collapsible and expandable. To view related information, double-click the branch of
your choice.

Using this tree, you can manipulate information. For example, you may alter an object's characteristics or change the
properties associated with an object.

As you start to add, modify, or delete objects on the server, the Database Object Manager displays the latest information.

NOTE
You can have more than one Database Object Manager window open at the same time, with each window
connected to the same or different data sources.

Expand the Tree

Since the ability to expand and collapse the tree branches in the Database Object Manager window is an important
feature of CA IDMS Visual DBA, it is a good idea to familiarize yourself with the different ways this can be accomplished.

Expand One Level at a Time

Button Description
Expands a branch at one level when you click its expansion button
( ).
This displays the subbranches that exist one level down within the
selected branch.
Note: Only expandable branches have this button.
You may also double-click anywhere on the branch to expand it.
In addition, it is possible to expand a branch by using the Plus (+)
key, or the Expand One Level menu command on the View menu.

Expand Multiple Levels

Button Description
Expands all the subbranches under a single branch when you
click the Expand Branch toolbar button. You can also use the
toolbar, shortcut keys, and the View menu. Simply select the
branch and click the Expand Branch toolbar button, press the
Multiply (*) key, or use the Expand Branch command from the
View menu.
Expands all subbranches for every branch, when you click the
Expand All Branches toolbar button. You can select the Expand All
Branches toolbar button, press Ctrl + * , or choose the Expand All
Branches command from the View menu.

Infinite Drill

One of the very useful aspects of CA IDMS Visual DBA is its “infinite drill” feature, which graphically illustrates the
complex relationships that exist among objects. By expanding-or drilling down through-branches in the tree, you see that
nested within most new subbranches are lower-level subbranches that contain related information.

Further, combining infinite drill-down with the features described in the Changing the Tree Structure section, allows you to
turn any subbranch into a root branch from which you can drill down.
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Collapse the Tree

Button Description
Collapses a single subbranch, when
you choose the collapse button
( )
to the left of the object category name or use the appropriate
toolbar buttons or menu commands from the View menu.
Collapses all the subbranches under a single branch, when you
use the toolbar, shortcut keys, and the View menu. Select the
branch and click the Collapse Branch toolbar button, press the
Minus (-) key, or use the Collapse Branch command from the View
menu.
Collapses all subbranches for every branch, when you click the
Collapse All Branches toolbar button, press Ctrl + / , or choose the
Collapse All Branches command from the View menu.

Change the Tree Structure
To facilitate your ability to shift your perspective of the IDMS objects at the touch of a button, CA IDMS Visual DBA offers
three distinct features: Restart from Position, Tear Out, and Scratchpad.

Restart from Position

The information you need often begins on a level far beneath the root object category branch.
The layers of subbranches that you must pass through may be extraneous, in this instance, so
you may want to remove them from view. To do this, use the Restart From Position toolbar button

( )
to execute the command that converts any branch you select into the root branch of your window.

For example, in the following window, the branch, “EMP_HOME_INFO” is nested deep within the tree. Clicking on the
Restart from Position toolbar button changes the window, as follows:
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Now, “EMP_HOME_INFO” is the root branch and may be expanded using the same techniques previously described.
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Tear-Out Window

You can use tear-out windows to customize your view of the hierarchical object tree display.

If you want to view a branch in a new window, you may use the Tear-out feature. By selecting a branch and clicking the
Tear-Out toolbar button

(or choosing the Tear-Out command from the Window menu), you can create a new window, while leaving the original
window in tact. The branch you select becomes the root branch in the new window and may be expanded to reveal all
existing subbranches.

As an example, you can look at the Database Object Manager window that was used in the previous section. By clicking
on the Tear Out toolbar button, a new Database Object Manager window is opened, with “EMP_HOME_INFO” as the root
branch:
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Scratchpad

The DOM Scratchpad command on the Node menu offers yet another powerful way to construct your own customized
Database Object Manager window. The Scratchpad window is empty when it is first opened.

CA IDMS Visual DBA allows you to easily find any object in the tree associated with your profile on the current server and
display it as the root branch in the Scratchpad window. To do this, open a Scratchpad window and then choose the Edit
Locate menu command, which invokes the Locate Object dialog box:
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In the Root Entry drop-down list box, choose from the root entries defined in your profile, the root entry from which you
wish to select an object type as a new root (Dictionary in the above example). In the New Root drop-down list box select
the object type that becomes a new root (SQL Schema in the example). If the newly defined root object requires a parent
object, select the parent from the Parent drop-down list box (SYSDICT in the example). Finally you can filter the object
instances using the Find edit control (in the example only SQL Schema's whose name starts with DEMO makes up the
new root entry). Leave only an asterisk (*) if you do not want to filter the object instances.

Expanding this branch reveals the branches for SQL schemas in dictionary SYSDICT whose name starts with DEMO:

The Window Restart From Position, Tear Out, and Scratchpad menu commands all enable you to construct your own
Database Object Manager windows that focus precisely on the information you need within the scope allowed by your
profile.

Manipulate Tree Objects
Once you navigate your way to the object in the tree that you want to manipulate, you can create a new object entity,
modify an existing one, delete it, display it, and define privileges for it.

To do these things, select the object and right-click. A pop-up menu appears which displays the actions allowed for the
object. Alternatively, you can select the object and use the commands on the Edit menu or use the DOM toolbar.

In the following figure, the Autotask system object is selected. The pop-up menu offers the option of creating a new
system autotask. Click Create to access the dialog through which you define the Autotask. If you need help understanding
the dialog options, press F1 for detailed field-level help.
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Find Objects
CA IDMS Visual DBA offers a search tool to search for an object or object category in an
expanded tree. For example, if you want to find a specific segment, click the Find button,

(or use the Edit Find command). A dialog displays prompting you for the search string and other search criteria. When the
segment is found, it is highlighted in the Object Tree pane and associated information displays in the Detail Information
Pane.
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Multiple Objects Selection
You can select multiple objects in the same branch of a tree or in the child tab of the Detail Information Pane.

To select multiple objects

• Click the left mouse button and hold the Ctrl key to select a non-contiguous group of objects
• Click the left mouse button and hold the Shift key to select a range of objects

You can also copy object definitions from one subbranch or from the Detail Information Pane to any other subbranch that
has objects of the same type. This includes copying definitions from one IDMS central version or system to another.

To copy the object definitions, simply select the objects, and drag-and-drop them on to the target database. CA IDMS
Visual DBA does the appropriate copy and verifies that any integrities involved in the entities are properly maintained.

Drag-and-drop techniques simplify IDMS tasks, especially for test and production database maintenance.
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Object Syntax Viewing, Execution, and Logging
CA IDMS Visual DBA lets you decide what happens when you create, alter, or delete an object, and then click OK. You
can view, execute, and log the syntax that CA IDMS Visual DBA creates.

To choose the action that occurs when you click OK, select Preferences from the File menu and then click the OK Actions
icon in the Preferences window. For each CA IDMS compiler (IDD, OCF/BCF, schema, subschema, sysgen, or DCMT),
select one or more check boxes to log, view, and execute syntax.

By default, CA IDMS Visual DBA executes the object syntax and displays the syntax only if an error occurs. If you select
View Syntax only, it displays, but does not execute the syntax. If you select View Syntax and Exec Syntax, it displays the
syntax and asks if you want to execute it.

If you select Log Syntax, a log file is created with an extension that designates the compiler and all object syntax for that
compiler is logged to the log file. Later, you can open the log file, edit it if you want to, and then upload and execute it as a
batch file on the mainframe. You can also execute the log file as a command script in a command console.

Refresh the Tree
With the Force Refresh command

on the View menu or toolbar, you can refresh data "on-the-fly" for either a single branch, all branches, or any object type.

The alternative to the Force Refresh command is Activate Background Refresh, also on the View menu. This command
refreshes the data at a specified frequency, using the parameters defined in the Background Refresh Preferences dialog
invoked by the File Preferences command.

You can set the Background Refresh Preferences so that different object types are refreshed at different frequencies. You
can also save your refresh setting as default settings to use with current and new workspace environment configurations.
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Connect to Multiple CA IDMS Systems
To connect to more than one CA IDMS system, simply select the node from the Node window and click the Connect
button

.

Another Database Object Manager window opens, which displays the object tree data for the CA IDMS system to which
you just connected. Using the options on the Windows menu, you can display the open windows in a tiled or cascaded
array. Note that the status bar shows how many servers you are connected to.

When you connect to multiple CA IDMS Visual DBA sessions, you can use the Sessions option in the File Preferences
command to limit the number of sessions you can run at one time.
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Display Object Attributes in the Detail Information Pane
When you click an object in the Object Tree pane, the Detail Information Pane displays labeled tabs that provide attribute
information. Additional tabs correspond to the child objects for the highlighted object in the Object Tree pane. Each tab
provides a specific type of information about the object. Some tabs allow you to execute a CA IDMS utility on a selected
database object. The different categories of information are listed as follows:

• Bar
Displays information about Statistics objects, including Statistics Segments, Statistics Files, Statistics Areas, and
Statistics Buffers. You can select any part of the bar diagram to display more detailed information.

• Child
Displays the instances of the selected child object class. The label of the tab always consists of an icon followed by the
child object class (also called static object) name. The icon is the same used in the label of the object class in the tree
and which is visible in front of the object names in the Detail Information Pane.

NOTE
For this type of tab, it is possible to double-click any instance of the child object in the Detail Information
Pane. The tree automatically expands and the selected instance -- which is now the current selected object
-- becomes visible in the tree window. These instances can also be selected for further Alter, Create, Drop, or
drag-and-drop operations.

• Columns
Displays a table where each rows represent a column of an SQL table and contains the name, the datatype, the
nullability, and the default specification of the column.

• Grantee
Displays grantees, registrees, or responsibles for a privilege. The information is presented in table format with check
marks for privilege types. The table can be sorted by column. Simply double-click the column to reorder the table.
The tab is labeled either Grantee for, Registree for, or Responsible for followed by the privilege or privilege object. For
example, Grantee for Table.

• Module Text
Displays a dialog with Update and Reset buttons, an input pane for editing a dictionary module, and a result pane to
hold the status of the last Update execution.

• Parameters
Displays a table where each row represents a parameter of an SQL table procedure, procedure or function and
contains the name, the type, the size, the default specification, and a test value for the parameter.

• Pie
Displays information for Active Program or Active Storage object types. The pie chart relates the active usage to
the available pool. When you click the pie slice representing actual usage, CA IDMS Visual DBA displays detailed
statistics.

• Privilege
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Displays privilege information granted for the Central User, Group, and Dictionary User object instances. The
information is presented in table format with check marks for privilege types. The table can be sorted by column. You
need to double-click the column to reorder the table.

• Property
Displays attribute information in the same format as the Alter dialog for the object type. If the Alter dialog has one or
more subdialogs, then a separate property tab is displayed for each subdialog, with a tab name that is the same as the
subdialog name.

• Raw Prop (Object Instance or Dynamic Object)
Displays a table with Property and Value columns. The Property column displays the names of the attributes that exist
for the object. The Value column displays the value of the attribute. You cannot alter the object values in the Raw Prop
tab.

• Raw Prop (Object Class or Static Object)
Displays a table with a column for each attribute. Each row displays the values for all attributes of one object instance.

• Rows
Displays information for table-like objects. CA IDMS Visual DBA retrieves rows of information based on the Rows in
Cache value that you have defined in the Command Console Dialog. When you scroll to the bottom row, CA IDMS
Visual DBA moves the bottom half of the table rows (resulting from the last retrieval) to the top of the table, performs
another retrieval, and displays half of the newly retrieved rows at the bottom of the table.

• Search Log
Allows you to view messages in the CA IDMS log that relate to selected CV objects. You can search within a specific
time period and specify a filter so that only the messages you want are retrieved.

• SQL Routine Body
Displays a dialog with Update and Reset buttons, an input pane for editing the body of an SQL routine, and a result
pane to hold the status of the last Update execution.

• Test
Displays the result of invoking an SQL-invoked function or procedure.

• Tune Index
Instructs CA IDMS to walk an index and tune the index using the parameters specified in the dialog. One of the
optimizations is the adoption of orphaned indexed records. By eliminating orphans, runtime database performance is
improved when traversing from an indexed record to its associated index entry.

• View Index
Allows you to view the structure of system-owned indexes and indexed sets. You can query the index based on a
number of criteria, such as the segment, output, level, and so on.

• View Page
Allows you to view the contents of database pages in decimal format, hexadecimal format, or both. You can request
information for a specific CALC key, subarea, or page range.

Tab Examples

The following examples illustrate different types of tabs.

• Bar
In the following example, statistical information is displayed in bar chart format for Statistics Segment. Note that the
information is color coded.
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When you click a portion of the bar, the actual statistics for that segment display. In the following example, we click the
yellow portion of the bar for APPLDICT. The actual number of physical reads (Phy-Reads) displays at the top of the pane.
When you select any of the names shown along the X-axis, all the statistics for the selected name are displayed.
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• Columns
In the following example, the columns for table DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE are shown in the Columns tab.
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• Grantee
In the following example, grantee information is displayed for the Table in Schema DEMOEMPL. Note that the table
includes a column for each privilege type and a row for each User ID. 
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By clicking on the column header, you can sort the data by that column information. When you double-click the Access
column, the rows are sorted in order of User ID with that privilege.

• Module Text
In the following example, the content of dictionary module SYSDICT.PREMAP-TIF1 Version 1 is shown in the Module
Text tab.
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• Parameters
In the following example, the parameters for the procedure SQLROUT.TIF1 are shown in the Parameters tab.
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• Pie
In the following example, Reentrant Pool usage is displayed in pie chart format.
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When you click a pie segment, the actual usage statistic is displayed, as shown:
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• Privilege
In the following example, Privilege information is displayed for Central User DDK. Each tab represents a different
privilege type. Within each tab, a row appears for each user ID with the selected privilege type. You can sort the
column by double-clicking the column header.
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• Property
In the following example, Property tab information is displayed for the SYSDICT Segment, EMPDEMO. Note that the
caption in the right pane repeats the identification information of the object and its icon. Following the caption, a series
of labeled tabs provides different types of attribute information.
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As illustrated in the next example, we can display Property information for another instance of the Segment object class
by simply selecting that object from the tree. The tab selection is retained, enabling you to easily make comparisons
between object classes and instances.
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• Raw Prop
In the following example, Raw Prop information is displayed for the DBNAM01 instance of the Object Class DBName
including Segment.
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When you select an Object Class or static object, a table is displayed with a column for each attribute and a row for each
object instance.
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• Rows
In the following example, row information is displayed for EMPSCHM.EMPLOYEE, an instance of a Table Like object
in the Non-SQL Table in Schema Object Class.
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• Search Log
In the following example, information in the CA IDMS log related to the CV Area SQLDEMO.EMPLAREA has been
retrieved.
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• SQL Routine Body
In the following example, the SQL routine body for the procedure SQLROUT.TIF1 is shown in the SQL Routine Body
tab.
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• Test
In the following example, the result of executing SQL procedure SQLROUT.TIF1 is shown in the Test tab.
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• Tune Index
In the following example, the Tune Index utility has been run on the index of the EMPLOYEE Table in Schema.
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• View Index
In the following example, index information is displayed for the EM_NAME_NDX index of the Table in Schema
EMPLOYEE.
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• View Page
In the following example, database page information is displayed for the CV Area SQLDEMO.EMPLAREA.
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Set Display Options for Your Session
You can use the Display options to customize the CA IDMS Visual DBA environment.

The Display options are found under File Preferences option.
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These include the following options:

Option Description
Sets properties for the Command Console, such as the font,
number of tabs for history, trace tab size, and the number of rows
in cache.

Sets the font used in most of the Detail Information Pane.

Sets the font of the Database Object Manager window.

Sets general display options, such as the time interval before
animation dialogs are displayed, and whether the first document
should be maximized at next startup.

Sets the font of the Nodes window.

Sets the action performed when you click OK for CA IDMS objects
that you create or alter. You can choose to log, view, or execute
syntax for each object compiler.
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Sets the printer and defines properties such as paper size and
orientation.

Sets the refresh frequency for specified object types.

Sets the number of CA IDMS sessions allowed and the timeout
period.

Create, Open, and Save Environments
CA IDMS Visual DBA gives you so many ways to customize your session options and object tables. It lets you save your
customized environments so that you do not have to redefine them each time you start a session.

For example, suppose you 'tear-out' a branch of the object tree and display it in a new window. You can save that view of
the tree in a configuration (.CFG) file by using the File Save As command.

The next time you want to use that view of the object tree, you can open the configuration file using the File Open
command. Similarly, you can create a new configuration file by clicking File New.

Try It Out Yourself
You can now apply the features of the Database Object Manager to work. In this example, we create and modify a non-
SQL subschema based on an existing subschema definition. To do this, we use the following:

• A tear-out window
• The drag-and-drop feature to copy an existing subschema area to the new subschema definition
• The Create and Alter object options

First, open CA IDMS Visual DBA and connect to a CA IDMS data source that contains the Commonwealth demo
database supplied with the CA IDMS installation. Make sure that your profile includes viewing and updating the
Commonwealth demo database. In this example we assume that you are granted update access to the Dictionary object.
After logging on, drill down the Dictionary branch to the subschema object by double-clicking the object or simply clicking
the + icon that prefixes the object and instance, as follows:

• Dictionary object
• The APPLDICT dictionary instance
• Non-SQL schema object
• The EMPSCHM V 100 instance

Next, right click the Subschema object and select Create. In the Create Subschema dialog, enter a name for your
subschema, such as MYSUBSCH and then click OK:
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The Database Object Manager is refreshed and the name of the subschema you just created is displayed.

You can now populate

the new subschema with information copied from an existing subschema. To make it easier to view, first 'tear-out' the
subschema you created and display it in a new window. To do this, select the subschema, MYSUBSCH, and click Tear
Out from the Window menu. A new window appears with your subschema at the root level. Next, click Tile Vertical button

to display both windows side-by-side.

In the original window, double-click the EMPSS01 subschema and then double-click Area in Subschema. We are
going to copy the EMP-DEMO-REGION area to the subschema you just created. In the 'Tear-Out' window, double-click
MYSUBSCH to display the subschema objects.

To copy the EMP-DEMO-REGION area to the new subschema, drag-and-drop EMP-DEMO-REGION from the original
window to the Area in Subschema object of the 'Tear-Out' window.

NOTE
The mouse cursor changes to the Area icon when it is positioned over Areas in Subschema.

If you successfully copied the EMP-DEMO-REGION area, your window should look something like this:
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Finally, you can modify the default usage of the EMP-DEMO-REGION area in the new subschema. To do this, select it
and right-click. From the pop-up menu, click Alter. Click Shared Retrieval under Default Usage and then click OK:
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You have just completed a brief tour of the Database Object Manager. You have seen how easily you can use simply
point-and-click techniques to create, copy, and modify database objects.

Command Console
CA IDMS Visual DBA includes a Command Console that enables you to edit, execute, and view the results of commands
and scripts for the following CA IDMS command processors:

• DCMT
• DCUF
• IDD
• OCF
• Schema
• SQL
• SSC
• Sysgen

Command Console Workspace
The command console workspace includes a number of features that simplify working with CA IDMS command
processors.
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To open the command console,

click   included
on the Nodes window toolbar, or select Cmd Console from the Node menu. The command console workspace includes a
number of features that simplify working with CA IDMS command processors, as follows:

 

NOTE

VDBA uses the CA IDMS ODBC driver to communicate with your CA IDMS Central Versions (CV). When you
select a Dictionary from the drop-down list within the command console, VDBA builds a new connection to your
CV dynamically, without the need for a pre-defined ODBC Data Source. When this occurs, all of your ODBC
options are set to the System-level values, as specified within the CA IDMS ODBC Administrator. You should
configure your System-level ODBC options based on your requirements. This is especially important when
using the SQL Command Console against Network tables, as the Invalid Decimal Action must be properly
established at the System-level. For more information, see Setting System Default Data Source Options.

Command Console Toolbar

The Command Console toolbar enables you to perform the following functions:
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Button Description
Clears the contents of the Command Console Editor.

Opens a saved script in the Command Console editor of the active
Command Console.
Choosing the Open Script command invokes the Open Script
dialog where you can choose the script that you want to open.
Saves the contents of the Command Console editor.
Choosing the Save Script command invokes the Save As (script)
dialog where you can choose a file name and directory for the
script.
Invokes the SQL Assistant.
Note: Before using this command, select the appropriate
dictionary in the Select Dictionary drop-down list box.

Enables you to select the dictionary to be used in executing
scripts. You must choose a dictionary for all command processor
except DCMT and DCUF.
Enables you to select the command processor to invoke when the
Go button is clicked or F5 is pressed.
Selecting the command processor also determines which file
extension is used when opening or saving command scripts.
Runs the commands or script that is displayed in the command
console editor.
An alternative to clicking the Go button is using the F5 key on the
keyboard.
Note: If your profile does not allow you to run the selected
command processor on the selected dictionary, this button and the
associated command remains disabled.
Toggles the display of the Trace tab in the Command Console
Result pane on and off.

Command Console Editor

The Command Console Editor displays the active command script. You can create a new script by typing commands
directly into the Editor, or you can open an existing script and edit it there. CA IDMS Visual DBA provides the standard
Windows editing commands Cut, Copy, and Paste from both the Workspace toolbar and the Edit menu. The Editor
window is scrollable and contains the entire command script.

When you open a Results tab, the source command for that tab is highlighted in red in the Editor window as shown in the
following example.
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Command Console Results Pane

The Command Console Results pane displays the results of executing scripts.

It includes numbered tabs that display the execution results in sequential order, with the highest number representing
the most recently executed command. Click a tab to review the results that it represents. The number of tabs that are
displayed in the Results pane is based on the value that you define in the Preferences dialog.

NOTE
For more information, see Set Command Console Preferences.

The Results pane also includes a trace window. The Trace tab maintains a trace of the execute commands.
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You can toggle the display of the Trace tab on and off by clicking the Trace button

on the Command Console toolbar or by selecting and deselecting the Trace window command on the Script menu.

Run a Command Script

Use the following steps to run a command script.

To run a command script

1. Select a processor from the processor drop-down list box.
2. If you are running a script for the SQL, OCF, IDD, Schema, Sysgen, or SSC processors, you must select a dictionary

from the dictionary drop-down list box.
3. If you are creating a new command script, you can type your text directly into the Command Console Editor.
4. If you are running an existing script, click the Open button

on the Command Console toolbar or select the Open Script command on the Script menu. The Open dialog displays
where you can choose the script that you want to run.
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Note that the file extension that is used in the Open dialog is based on the processor type that you selected in Step 1.

• Click the Go button

on the Command Console toolbar, select the Go command from the Script menu, or press F5 to execute the command
script.

• Review your results in the Results pane.

If you have created a new command script or edited an existing script, you can save your script file by clicking the Save
button

on the Command Console toolbar or selecting the Save Script command on the Script menu. When you do so, the Save
dialog displays where you can save the script and execute it at a later time.

Use the SQL Assistant

The SQL Assistant is a Wizard-driven tool that automates the process of creating an SQL script. You can choose the type
of command that you want through a series of dialogs. 

To use the SQL Assistant

1. Select a dictionary from the Select Dictionary drop-down list box.
2. Start the SQL Assistant by clicking the SQL Assistant button

on the Command Console toolbar or by selecting the SQL Assistant command from the Script menu.
The Choose Type of Statement dialog opens, enabling you to pick the type of SQL command statement that you want
to execute.
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1. Make your selection and click Next.
The first of three Choose Objects dialogs displays. Here you can select the Tables, Table Procedures, Views, and Non-
SQL Tables that you want to use as objects.
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1. Click Next.
A dialog displays where you specify the columns that you want to include in your results. Click Next to continue.
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1. Next, the Ordering and Criteria dialog opens where you can choose the order of the columns and the sort type
(ascending or descending) for the column. Click finish.
The SQL statements execute and the results are displayed in the Results pane.
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Set Command Console Preferences

You can set the command console preferences using the following steps.

To set preferences for the Command Console

1. Click the Preferences button

on the Workspace toolbar or select the Preferences command from the File menu. Both actions open the Preferences
dialog.
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1. Double-click the Cmd Console icon. The Cmd Console Preferences dialog opens where you can do the following:
– Select trace options.
– Define how many records to keep in memory. When the cache becomes full, retrieval is suspended until a scroll

down is requested. Following a scroll down request, the first half of the cache is emptied and fetching is resumed.
Fetching continues to function until the cache becomes full once again.

– Specify how many history tabs to provide.
– Set an indicator that determines whether changes made to the data during the execution of an SQL query are

automatically committed.
– Choose the display font for the Command Console.
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1. If you click the Font button, the following dialog opens where you can choose the font, font style, and point size of the
text used in the Command Console.
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Using the Editor
The text editor is available both in the input pane of the command console and in the Detail Information Pane (DIP) of
some objects.

The Detail Information Pane (DIP) of the following DOM objects contains a Tab that invokes the text editor dialog:

DOM Objects using a tab labeled SQL Routine Body

• Dictionary/SQL Schema/Procedure in Schema
• Dictionary/SQL Schema/Function in Schema
• Dictionary/Table Like/Procedure
• Dictionary/Table Like/Function

DOM Objects using a tab labeled Module Text
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• Dictionary/IDD Class & Record & Module/Module
• Dictionary/IDD Class & Record & Module/.Assembler Module
• Dictionary/IDD Class & Record & Module/.Cobol Module
• Dictionary/IDD Class & Record & Module/.Culprit Module
• Dictionary/IDD Class & Record & Module/.DC Module
• Dictionary/IDD Class & Record & Module/.OCF Module
• Dictionary/IDD Class & Record & Module/.OLQ Module
• Dictionary/IDD Class & Record & Module/.PL/I Module
• Dictionary/IDD Class & Record & Module/.Process Module

Editing functions and Accelerator Keys

Function Accelerator Description
Copy Ctrl-C Copies selected text to clipboard
Cut Ctrl-x Copies selected text to clipboard and delete
Find Ctrl-F Invokes Find dialog
Find Next F3 Finds next occurrence
Paste Ctrl-V Pastes (inserts) text from the clipboard
Print Ctrl-P Prints text
Redo Ctrl-Y Redoes changes that have been undone
Replace Ctrl-H Invokes Find and Replace dialog
Select All Ctrl-A Selects all text
Undo Ctrl-Z Reverses last change

Drag-and-Drop Support

Standard Windows drag-and-drop support is available.

Use the Demo180.cfg File
The CA IDMS Visual DBA product folder contains an example saved configuration file named demo180.cfg. This file can
be used to do the following:

• Verify the successful installation of CA IDMS Visual DBA on the PC.
• Familiarize yourself with the CA IDMS Visual DBA tree and its objects without having to establish a mainframe

connection.

To use this saved configuration file, select Open from the File menu and select demo180.cfg from the product folder. To
avoid possible SQL errors when using this saved configuration, you must establish a dummy connection to the ODBC
data source "DummyConnect". This DummyConnect data source is predefined in the Node window of demo180.cfg.

The Dictionary object in the saved configuration has three instances: APPLDICT, SYSDICT, and SYSTEM, but only the
dictionary SYSDICT has cached objects (instances). The saved configuration contains cached instances for most of the
objects in the CA IDMS Visual DBA object tree.

You may view the Detail Information Pane and the dialogs for Alter, Create, Drop, Grant, Revoke, Register, and
Responsibility. You can also invoke the online help for these dialogs.
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If you attempt to display information that has not been cached in this configuration file, CA IDMS Visual DBA attempts to
establish a connection to the data source that was used to create this saved configuration. If you have not established the
“dummy connection”, you receive an SQL error. You may also receive an SQL error if you attempt to alter, create, drop,
grant, or revoke an entity without having established the “dummy connection”. If this happens, click OK to continue using
demo180.cfg.

To see the result of any Alter, Create, Drop, Grant, or Revoke dialog while using the dummy connection, select the View
Syntax boxes in the preference settings for the OK Action preferences. Because there is no real connection, the syntax is
not executed.

NOTE
After you have made a dummy connection to “DummyConnect”, all database requests from CA IDMS Visual
DBA return no instances or return null attributes for all nodes. You must exit and restart CA IDMS Visual DBA
before any real connections can be made.

Third Party Software Acknowledgements
This product includes ZLib. CA is grateful to the authors for making it available for inclusion in this software.

Using CA Culprit for CA IDMS
CA Culprit is a batch utility used to generate files, print reports, and create data tables from conventional and database
files. You can print these reports or write them to conventional files. Tables are stored in the database as part of CA IDMS/
DB and CA-ICMS.

CA Culprit provides a means for writing detailed or summary reports with a minimum of coding requirements. By using CA
Culprit parameters, you can:

• Retrieve data from conventional file and database structures.
• Read and process up to 32 conventional files in one CA Culprit run.
• Produce automatically formatted or customized printed reports.
• Produce detailed or summary reports.
• Produce up to 100 reports in a single CA Culprit run.
• Produce reports on standard or special forms.
• Write reports to conventional files on cards, tape, or disk.
• Produce nonprint output in any format. (for example, packed decimal)
• Read, create, update, and store data tables in a CA-ICMS environment.
• Perform logical operations (computations, comparisons, sorting, file matching, branching, calls to external modules).
• Control processing order.

What You Should Know Before You Begin
You do not need to be an expert or a computer programmer to write CA Culprit reports. A few basic data processing
concepts are enough to get you started. From there, you can learn as you go.

This article describes the following information:

What a File Description Tells You

When you obtain a description of the data file you are going to use for your report, you will notice that the file is described
in these terms:

• Record size
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Indicates the length of a single record measured in characters or bytes.
• Block size

Indicates the number of records stored next to each other before there is a spacing interval. The block size is also
measured in bytes.

• Record format
Indicates whether the records in the file equal (fixed) in length, vary in length, or have an undefined length.

• File type
Indicates how the records are organized in the file. The possibilities are a sequential file, an ISAM file, a card file, a
VSAM file, or a database.

The file description also gives size and location of each data field:

• Start position
Indicates the beginning location of the field.

• Length
Indicates is the amount of space allocated for the particular field. The field length is expressed in bytes.

• Data type
Identifies the data as: alphanumeric (a combination of alphabetic characters and numbers) or numeric (zoned decimal,
packed decimal, unsigned packed decimal, binary, or bit).

How Information Is Organized in a Computer

Information is organized in a computer in much the same way written information is organized in a file cabinet:

• Collections of related information, called files, are analogous to file folders. For example, most companies have
personnel files.

• Each file has subdivisions called records, which are analogous to the papers in a folder. For example, the personnel
file contains employee records.

• Each record contains basic units of data called fields, which are analogous to related fragments of information
contained on the papers in a folder. For example, an employee record contains a name field.

The figure below illustrates the relationships between files, records, and fields:

┌───────────┐
│  S - V    │
│           └──────────────────────────────────┐
│                                              │
│ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────┴─┐
│ │   SAER,          #2210                       │  ◄----- EMPLOYEE
│ │                                              │         RECORD
│ │ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────┴─┐
│ │ │   SAND, B     #3215                          │ ◄-----─┐
│ │ │                                              │        ├─── FIELDS IN
│ │ │ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────┴─┐      │    THE RECORD
│ │ │ │   SMITH, CAROL  #1502                        │ ◄---─┘
│ │ │ │   429 APPLE ST.                              │
│ │ │ │ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────┴─┐        IN A FILE CABINET
│ │ │ │ │                                              │
│ │ │ │ │                                              │
│ │ │ │ │                                              │
│ │ │ │ │                                              │
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│ │ │ │ │         E M P L O Y E E   F I L E            │
│ │ │ │ │                                              │
│ │ │ │ │                                              │
│ │ │ │ │                                              │
│ │ │ │ │                                              │
│ │ │ │ │                                              │
└─┤ │ │ │                                              │
  │ │ │ │                                              │
  └─┤ │ │                                              │
    │ │ │                                              │
    └─┤ │                                              │
      │ │                                              │
      └─┤                                              │
        │                                              │
        └──────────────────────────────────────────────┘

EMPLOYEE FILE

EMPLOYEE RECORD

┌────────┬────────┬────────┬───────────────────┐
│ CAROL  │ SMITH  │ #1502  │   429 APPLE ST.   │                  IN A COMPUTER
└────────┴────────┴────────┴───────────────────┘
   ▲       ▲        ▲            ▲
   │       │        │            │
   └───────┴──────┬─┴────────────┘
                  │
                  │
                  │
                  │

         FIELDS IN THE RECORD

How to Use Information in a File Description

You don't have to understand the differences between the data types to use CA Culprit, but you must identify them
correctly. You just have to read the information from the file description and enter it correctly into your code.

The figure below shows the layout of a record within an employee data file. Sample data illustrates how an occurrence of
the employee record might appear:

   1      5       15        115             160       171                     200
   │      │        │          │               │         │                       │
   │      │        │          │               │         │                       │
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   ▼      ▼        ▼          ▼               ▼         ▼                       ▼
┌───────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ ◄─┐
│ 1111  │ ROGER    WILCO      WEATHER         2000      CLOUDGATHERER          │   ├─── SAMPLE DATA
└───────┴──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘ ◄─┘

┌────┬─────────────┬─────────────┬─────┬────────────┬─────────┬──┬─────────────┐ ◄─┐
│ 1  │  5          │  15     30  │     │ 115        │ 160     │  │ 171         │   │
├────┼-------------┼-------------┼-----┼------------┼---------┼--┼------------─┤   ├──┐
│ ID │  FIRST-NAME │  LAST-
NAME  │     │ DEPARTMENT │ SALARY  │  │ TITLE       │   │  │ RECORD
├────┼------------─┴─────────────┼----─┴────────────┴─────────┴──┴─────────────┘ ◄─┘
│    │         EMPLOYEE          │
└────┴───────────────────────────┘

The sample record above has six data fields that can be used for a report. Note that the record is always 200 bytes long,
even if all the space is not needed by a particular word or number. The data field lengths also remain constant, with blanks
used to fill out the space.

For example, the record allocates a 10-byte space for FIRST-NAME; therefore, the five characters in ROGER are followed
by five blanks so that WILCO begins in position 15, the starting position of LAST-NAME.

Building and Using Data Tables
CA Culprit is used in a CA IDMS/DB environment to create, retrieve, and manipulate data tables. CA Culprit:

• Creates tables from:
– Conventional files
– The database
– Other tables

• Retrieves tables
• Updates and regenerates tables
• Consolidates tables
• Deletes tables

Creating Tables
You can:

• Create a table from data stored
– On conventional files (sequential, ISAM, or VSAM)
– On a database (CA IDMS/DB, IMS, RDMS, or TOTAL)
– In an already existing table

• Store rows in ascending or descending order
• Find errors in your code by using the data table reports that are automatically generated in the Input Parameter and

Run-Time Message Listings of the CA Culprit run
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How to Do It

To create a table:

1. Define the incoming data using input definition parameters (shown in the table that follows).
2. Define the table using the OUTPUT parameter and the keywords that are listed in the table that follows.
3. Define the columns of the table using type 5 or type 6 parameters.
4. Specify special options, as needed, using the options listed in the table that follows.

You can find complete descriptions of the parameters and keywords in INPUT -- Accessing Tables. 

Required Parameters and Keywords for Creating a Table

If the data source is... the required parameters and keywords are...
A conventional file (sequential, ISAM, and VSAM) An INPUT parameter, including the file type (PS, IS, CARD, or VS)

REC parameters (at least one)
An OUTPUT parameter with:
TABLE=
TYPE=CREATE
USER=
PW=
CATALOG=
Type 5 parameters (at least one)
Type 6 parameters to create a totals-only table

A CA IDMS/DB database A DATABASE PARAMETER with DICTNAME=
An INPUT DB SS= parameter
A PATH parameter
An OUTPUT parameter with:
TABLE=
TYPE=CREATE
USER=
PW=
CATALOG=
Type 5 parameters (at least one)
Type 6 parameters to create a totals-only table

An existing table An INPUT parameter with:
TABLE=
TYPE=COPY
USER=
PW=
CATALOG=
An OUTPUT parameter with:
TABLE=
TYPE=CREATE
USER=
PW=
CATALOG=
Type 5 parameters (at least one)
Type 6 parameters to generate a totals-only table
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Options Available when Creating a Table

The option ... used on this parameter ... specifies ...
IX= type 5 or type 6 table row storage that is indexed in

ascending (A) or descending (D) order
0151*001 CUST-NUM IX=A

COLUMN= type 5 or type 6 absolute field placement for tables
extending beyond column 9999
0151 NAME COL=13001

T/D OUTPUT a totals-only (T) or a details-only (D) report
COMMENT=' ' OUTPUT ASF comment field update
AREA= OUTPUT ASF area name field update
ONLINE=YES/NO OUTPUT Whether to create dialogs and maps for

table viewing
DISPLAY=YES/NO OUTPUT The ability to retrieve data from the table
LOAD=YES/NO OUTPUT The ability to store data on the table
CHANGE=YES/NO OUTPUT The ability to update data from the table
ERASE=YES/NO OUTPUT The ability to erase rows of data

For more information about ASF, see Using the IDMS Database Automatic System Facility (ASF) .

Example: Creating a Table from a Sequential File

Objective

This example creates a table from a sequential file containing customer information. The rows in the table are placed
in ascending order based on the customer number (CUST-NUM). Generated data table reports that appear in the Input
Parameter and Run Time Message Listing are shown.

Parameters

• IN 80 F 4000 PS(TAPE)
Defines a sequential input file with fixed-length 80- byte records, a block size of 4000 bytes, which is stored on tape.

REC CUST-NUM   1  5

REC CUST-NAME 19 20

• REC
Parameters define the fields of the sequential file.

01OUTPUT TABLE=CUSTOMER- FILE TYPE=CREATE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1 *CATALOG=ASFDICT ONLINE=YES

• OUTPUT
Identifies the OUTPUT parameter, which specifies options to define the output table.

• TABLE=CUSTOMER-FILE
Names the table. TABLE= must be the first keyword on the OUTPUT parameter.

• TYPE=CREATE
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Defines a new table. TYPE= must be the second keyword on the OUTPUT parameter.
• USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

Identifies the user and password for signing on to the catalog.
• CATALOG=ASFDICT

Identifies the catalog (dictionary) containing the table definition.
• ONLINE=YES

Creates dialogs and maps to view the table online through ASF.

0151*001 CUST-NUM  IX=A 

0151*002 CUST-NAME

• *001 and *002
Specify the sequence of column placement.

• CUST-NUM and CUST-NAME
Indicate column names. The fields named on the type 5 parameters determine the data type and column size.

• IX=A
Indicates indexes the rows in ascending order on customer number.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 REC CUST-NAME 19 20

 01OUTPUT TABLE=CUSTOMER-FILE TYPE=CREATE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*CATALOG=ASFDICT ONLINE=YES

 0151*001 CUST-NUM IX=A

 0151*002 CUST-NAME

Results

mm/dd/yy              INPUT PARAMETER LISTING  volser Vnn.n  PAGE     2

********

OUTPUT   DATA TABLE

********

  01 OUT  TABLE-NAME:      CUSTOMER-FILE
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          FUNCTION TYPE:   CREATE    DETAILS ONLY           COMMIT:        100

          LR-NAME:         CUSTOMER-FILE                    SUBSCHEMA:  RU000276

          USER:            QAC                              OWNER:      QAC

          CATALOG:         QASFDICT                         SYSCTL:     SYSCTL          LOCATION:

          AREA:            IDMSR-AREA2                      COMMENT:

          SIZE- PRIMARY:             SECONDARY:             MAXIMUM:

          ONLINE: Y        DISPLAY: Y       LOAD: Y         CHANGE: Y         ERASE: Y

********

EDIT     LINE CC COLUMN  VALUE OR FIELD-NAME AND EDIT OPTIONS...

********

  01  5     1       *001   CUST-NUM

  01  5     1       *002   CUST-NAME

 I TABLE SUCCESSFULLY GENERATED: CUSTOMER-FILE

  EXTRACT WILL BE PERFORMED

  PROFILE OPTION IN EFFECT: RELEASE =  6

mm/dd/yy              RUN TIME MESSAGES        volser Vnn.n  PAGE     1

 

***********  END OF FILE  ******************************************************

          17 INPUT RECORDS READ

      DATA TABLE UPDATE STATISTICS

                                                               TABLE            ROWS

       REPORT     FUNCTION         LR-NAME                  DEFINITION         STORED

       ──────     ────────         ───────                  ──────────         ──────

        01        CRE        CUSTOMER-FILE              GENERATED                17
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Example: Creating a Table from the Database

Objective

This example creates a table from the employee database. Column headings different from the database field names are
created by moving field names to work fields. The work field names are specified on the type 5 lines.

Parameters

• DATABASE DICTNAME=TSTDICT
Defines the dictionary containing the subschema definition.

• IN DB SS=EMPSS01
Specifies database input and identifies the subschema.

• PATHAA EMPLOYEE
Defines the database path.

01OUTPUT TABLE=EMPLOYEES TYPE=CREATE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1 *CATALOG=ASFDICT ONLINE=YES

• OUTPUT
Identifies the OUTPUT parameter, which specifies options to define the output table.

• TABLE=EMPLOYEES
Names the table. TABLE= must be the first keyword on the OUTPUT parameter.

• TYPE=CREATE
Specifies that a new table is to be defined. TYPE= must be the second keyword on the OUTPUT parameter.

• USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1
Identifies the authorized user and password for signing on to the catalog.

• CATALOG=ASFDICT
Identifies the catalog containing the table definition.

• ONLINE=YES
Creates dialogs and maps to view the table online through ASF.

077010 MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO ID 077    MOVE EMP-NAME-0415 TO NAME

• MOVE
Places the database fields into work fields having different names. (The work-field names match those listed on type 5
parameters.)

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 DATABASE DICTNAME=TSTDICT

 IN DB SS=EMPSS01,EMPSCHM,100

 PATHAA EMPLOYEE

 07OUTPUT TABLE=EMPLOYEES TYPE=CREATE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1
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*CATALOG=ASFDICT ONLINE=YES

 070 ID

 070 NAME '                         '

 0751*001 ID

 0751*002 NAME

 077010 MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO ID

 077    MOVE EMP-NAME-0415 TO NAME

Example: Creating a Table from an Existing Table

Objective

This example selects all part-time workers from a table (ALL-EMPLOYEES) and creates a new table (PART-TIME) for
part-time employees.

The required keywords for the INPUT parameter are similar to those shown earlier in this section for the OUTPUT
parameter.

Parameters

INPUT TABLE=ALL- EMPLOYEES TYPE=COPY USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1 *CATALOG=ASFDICT

• INPUT
Identifies the incoming data.

• TABLE=ALL-EMPLOYEES
Names the table. TABLE= must be the first keyword on the INPUT parameter.

• TYPE=COPY
Copies the EMPLOYEE table. TYPE= must be the second keyword on the INPUT parameter.

• USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1
Identifies the user and password for signing on to the catalog (dictionary).

• CATALOG=ASFDICT
Identifies the catalog containing the table definition.

SELECT EMPLOYEES WHEN STATUS EQ 'PT'

• SELECT
Retrieves only part-time employees.

02OUTPUT TABLE=PART-TIME TYPE=CREATE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1 *CATALOG=ASFDICT ONLINE=YES

• OUTPUT
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Identifies the OUTPUT parameter, which includes the CREATE instruction.
• TABLE=PART-TIME

Names the new table. TABLE= must be the first keyword on the OUTPUT parameter.
• TYPE=CREATE

Specifies a new table.
• USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

Identifies the authorized user and password for signing on to the catalog.
• CATALOG=ASFDICT 

Identifies the catalog (dictionary) containing the table definition.
• ONLINE=YES

Creates dialogs and maps to view the table online through ASF.

02SORT NAME

• SORT
Alphabetizes the names.

Complete Code

 DATABASE DICTNAME=TSTDICT

 INPUT TABLE=ALL-EMPLOYEES TYPE=COPY USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*CATALOG=ASFDICT

 SELECT EMPLOYEES WHEN STATUS EQ 'PT'

 02OUTPUT TABLE=PART-TIME TYPE=CREATE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*CATALOG=ASFDICT ONLINE=YES

 02SORT NAME

 0251*001 ID

 0251*002 NAME

Example: Creating a Totals-only Table

Objective

In this example, the output table contains a summary of monthly receipts for each branch of a bank. Type 6 parameters
define the name, size, and position of the table columns. One type 5 parameter accumulates daily receipts.

01OUT  T ...

*       ONLINE=YES
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*       COMMENT='TOTAL MONTHLY RECEIPTS FOR EACH BRANCH'

• T
Specifies a totals-only report.

• ONLINE=YES
Directs ASF to create dialogs and maps for this data table.

• COMMENT=' ... '
Updates the comment field on the ASF Table Definition screen.

0161*001  BRANCH  FZ 

0161*002  MONTH   FZ 

0161*003  YEAR    FZ 

0161*004  MONTHLY-RECEIPTS SZ=5 FP DP=2

• 0161*...
Parameters define the name, size, and position of the table columns.

• FZ and FP
Specify zoned and packed numeric fields respectively.

Complete Code

 IN     80   F   80

 REC    DAILY-RECEIPTS  8 10  2  DP=2

 REC    DAY      18  2  2

 REC    MONTH    20  2  2

 REC    YEAR     22  2  2

 REC    BRANCH   24  2  2

 01OUT  T  TABLE=RECEIPT-TOTALS TYPE=CREATE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*          CATALOG=ASFDICT ONLINE=YES

*          COMMENT='TOTAL MONTHLY RECEIPTS FOR EACH BRANCH'

 01SORT BRANCH  YEAR  MONTH +

 010    MONTHLY-RECEIPTS

 0151*000  DAILY-RECEIPTS
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 0161*001  BRANCH     FZ

 0161*002  MONTH      FZ

 0161*003  YEAR       FZ

 0161*004  MONTHLY-RECEIPTS  SZ=5  FP  DP=2

 018001    IF LEVL EQ 2   DROP

 018       MOVE DAILY-RECEIPTS TO MONTHLY-RECEIPTS

Retrieving Data Tables
You can retrieve a copy of your data table and print a listing or a report based on the table contents. The table can also be
viewed or modified with ASF.

How to Do It

A data table is retrieved by coding an INPUT parameter that specifies at least the following information:

• The name of the table being copied (TABLE=)
• The copy function (TYPE=COPY)
• A valid user ID (USER=)
• If you are not the table owner, you must have authorization to access the table.
• A valid password (PW=)
• The catalog (dictionary) in which the table definition resides (CATALOG=)

Example

Objective

This report retrieves and prints a listing of the part-time employees from the PART-TIME table, which was created earlier
in this section.

Parameters

INPUT TABLE=PART-TIME

TYPE=COPY USER=DOC1

PW=DOC1

*CATALOG=ASFDICT

• INPUT
Identifies the INPUT parameter, which includes the COPY instruction.

• TABLE=PART-TIME
Specifies the table used for input. TABLE= must be the first keyword on the INPUT parameter.

• TYPE=COPY
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Specifies copying the PART-TIME table. TYPE= must be the second keyword on the INPUT parameter.
• USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

Identifies the user and password for signing on to the catalog.
• CATALOG=ASFDICT

Identifies the catalog that contains the table definition.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 INPUT TABLE=PART-TIME TYPE=COPY USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*CATALOG=ASFDICT

 01OUTPUT 60

 013 PART-TIME EMPLOYEE LISTING

 0151*010 ID                   HH 'EMPLOYEE ID'

 0151*020 NAME                 HH 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

• 01OUTPUT 60

• – OUTPUT 60
Specifies printed output with 60 character lines.

Result

REPORT NO. 01    PART-TIME EMPLOYEE LIST mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
               EMPLOYEE ID     EMPLOYEE NAME

                    476      BETSY     ZEDI
                     51      CYNTHIA   JOHNSON
                     49      DOUGLAS   KAHALLY
                    457      HARRY     ARM

Modifying Data Tables
You can:
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• Add rows of data to an existing table
• Replace rows of data in an existing table
• Delete a table
• Generate a modified table
• Use tables located in different dictionaries, DDS nodes, or central versions

This article explains the following information:

How to Do It

When modifying an existing table, specify:

1. The source of the input data on the INPUT parameter
2. The modified table name and the function to be performed (TYPE=ADD/REPLACE/DELETE/GENERATE) on the

OUTPUT parameter
3. The columns of the table with type 5 or type 6 parameters

NOTE

At least one type 5 parameter is required. A dummy type 5 parameter can be used when necessary.

Example: Adding Rows to an Existing Table

Objective

This example adds the contents of the NEW-CUSTOMER table to the CUSTOMER-LIST table. Note that the type 5
parameters must match the column definitions for the CUSTOMER-LIST table.

Parameters

INPUT TABLE=NEW-CUSTOMERS

TYPE=COPY  USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*        CATALOG=ASFDICT

INPUT identifies the INPUT parameter, which includes the COPY instruction.

TABLE=NEW-CUSTOMERS specifies the table that will be added to CUSTOMER-LIST.

TYPE=COPY specifies copying rows from the input table NEW-CUSTOMERS.

05OUTPUT TABLE=CUSTOMER-LIST

TYPE=ADD USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*        CATALOG=ASFDICT

OUTPUT identifies the OUTPUT parameter, which includes the ADD instruction.

TABLE=CUSTOMER-LIST specifies the table receiving the additional rows.

TYPE=ADD adds new rows to the CUSTOMER-LIST table.
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0551*001 CUST-NUMBER

0551*002 CUST-NAME

0551*003 CUST-ADDRESS

1, 2, and 3 define three table columns.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 INPUT TABLE=NEW-CUSTOMERS TYPE=COPY USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*        CATALOG=ASFDICT

 05OUTPUT TABLE=CUSTOMER-LIST TYPE=ADD USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*       CATALOG=ASFDICT

 0551*001 CUST-NUMBER    FZ   SZ=5

 0551*002 CUST-NAME

 0551*003 CUST-ADDRESS

Results

The contents of NEW-CUSTOMER:

  25060SUSAN     ARMITAGE  56725 OAK STREET    PITTSFIELD     MA02956
  27056ALLEN     KOHN      22651 POLK STREET   SAN FRANCISCO  CA09809
  39557HENRY     TRUMBLE    2102 WASHINGTON ST BROOKLINE      MA02147
  30415MARY      SMYTH      5999 SANDY LANE    LONG BEACH     CA09743
  33480VICKY     KNIGHT     5678 PINE ROAD     PORTLAND       ME06895
  69879BRUNO     THOR      22002 PEACHS AVE    FRESNO         CA96543
  99983ELLEN     SANDS         1 APPLE ORCHARD BISCOE         NC64321

The contents of CUSTOMER-LIST before the ADD modification:

  15060SHARON    ARMSTRONG    25 CEDAR STREET  WAYLAND        MA02756
  21056AMOS      JOHNSON   22651 MASS AVENUE   SAN FRANCISCO  CA09801
  29557IRWIN     TRIMBLE     102 COLBOURNE ST  BROOKLINE      MA02147
  30115IRMA      DOONES     5656 SANDHILL ROAD OCEAN CITY     CA09743
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  33470VICTORIA  DAY        1234 OAK HILL ROAD EVERGREEN      MI07895
  69876BRUCE     THORPE    11002 PEACHTREE LA  ATLANTA        GA76543
  99083HELEN     SANTOVEC      3 APPLE ORCHARD CHARLOTTE      NC64321

The contents of CUSTOMER-LIST after the ADD modification:

  15060SHARON    ARMSTRONG    25 CEDAR STREET  WAYLAND        MA02756
  21056AMOS      JOHNSON   22651 MASS AVENUE   SAN FRANCISCO  CA09801
  29557IRWIN     TRIMBLE     102 COLBOURNE ST  BROOKLINE      MA02147
  30115IRMA      DOONES     5656 SANDHILL ROAD OCEAN CITY     CA09743
  33470VICTORIA  DAY        1234 OAK HILL ROAD EVERGREEN      MI07895
  69876BRUCE     THORPE    11002 PEACHTREE LA  ATLANTA        GA76543
  99083HELEN     SANTOVEC      3 APPLE ORCHARD CHARLOTTE      NC64321
  25060SUSAN     ARMITAGE  56725 OAK STREET    PITTSFIELD     MA02956
  27056ALLEN     KOHN      22651 POLK STREET   SAN FRANCISCO  CA09809
  39557HENRY     TRUMBLE    2102 WASHINGTON ST BROOKLINE      MA02147
  30415MARY      SMYTH      5999 SANDY LANE    LONG BEACH     CA09743
  33480VICKY     KNIGHT     5678 PINE ROAD     PORTLAND       ME06895
  69879BRUNO     THOR       2002 PEACHS AVE    FRESNO         CA96543
  99983ELLEN     SANDS         1 APPLE ORCHARD BISCOE         NC64321

Example: Replacing Rows of an Existing Table

Objective

This example updates customer numbers by replacing the rows in the NEW-CUSTOMERS table with data read in from a
sequential file. Note that the type 5 parameters must match the column definitions for the CUSTOMER-LIST table.

Parameters

• IN 80
IN 80 defines an 80-byte sequential file containing the new customer numbers.

05OUTPUT TABLE=NEW- CUSTOMERS

TYPE=REPLACE  USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*      CATALOG=ASFDICT

OUTPUT identifies the OUTPUT parameter, which includes the REPLACE instruction.

TABLE=NEW-CUSTOMERS names the table in which data is replaced.

TYPE=REPLACE replaces existing table rows with new data.

0551*001 CUST-NUMBER

0551*002 CUST-NAME
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0551*003 CUST-ADDRESS

1, 2, and 3 define three table columns.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN 80

 REC CUST-NUMBER    1   5  2

 REC CUST-NAME      6  20

 REC CUST-ADDRESS  26  42

 05OUTPUT TABLE=NEW-CUSTOMERS TYPE=REPLACE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*      CATALOG=ASFDICT

 0551*001 CUST-NUMBER

 0551*002 CUST-NAME

 0551*003 CUST-ADDRESS

Results

Previous contents of NEW-CUSTOMER:

  25060SUSAN     ARMITAGE  56725 OAK STREET    PITTSFIELD     MA02956
  27056ALLEN     KOHN      22651 POLK STREET   SAN FRANCISCO  CA09809
  39557HENRY     TRUMBLE    2102 WASHINGTON ST BROOKLINE      MA02147
  30415MARY      SMYTH      5999 SANDY LANE    LONG BEACH     CA09743
  33480VICKY     KNIGHT     5678 PINE ROAD     PORTLAND       ME06895
  69879BRUNO     THOR      22002 PEACHS AVE    FRESNO         CA96543
  99983ELLEN     SANDS         1 APPLE ORCHARD BISCOE         NC64321

The contents of NEW-CUSTOMERS after REPLACE:

 New
  data
   │
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   ▼
  251  SUSAN     ARMITAGE  56725 OAK STREET    PITTSFIELD     MA02956
  272  ALLEN     KOHN      22651 POLK STREET   SAN FRANCISCO  CA09809
  393  HENRY     TRUMBLE    2102 WASHINGTON ST BROOKLINE      MA02147
  304  MARY      SMYTH      5999 SANDY LANE    LONG BEACH     CA09743
  335  VICKY     KNIGHT     5678 PINE ROAD     PORTLAND       ME06895
  696  BRUNO     THOR      22002 PEACH AVE     FRESNO         CA96543
  997  ELLEN     SANDS         1 APPLE ORCHARD BISCOE         NC64321

Example: Deleting a Table

Objective

This example deletes the definition and data of a table containing old customer information.

• IN 80
IN 80 is used to meet the CA Culprit INPUT parameter requirement.

05OUTPUT TABLE=OLD- CUSTOMERS

TYPE=DELETE  USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

         CATALOG=ASFDICT

OUTPUT identifies the OUTPUT parameter, which includes the DELETE instruction.

TABLE=OLD-CUSTOMERS names the table to be deleted.

TYPE=DELETE specifies deleting the table.

0551*001 ' '

5 specifies a type 5 parameter, which is used to meet CA Culprit's coding requirements.

• 057001 DROP
DROP on the type 7 parameter stops unnecessary input processing.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN 80

 REC INFIELD  1  80

 05OUTPUT TABLE=OLD-CUSTOMERS TYPE=DELETE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1
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*       CATALOG=ASFDICT

 0551*001 ' '

 057001   DROP

Results

mm/dd/yy              RUN TIME MESSAGE0        volser Vnn.n  PAGE     1

***********  END OF FILE  ******************************************************
           7 INPUT RECORDS READ
      DATA TABLE UPDATE STATISTICS
                                                               TABLE            ROWS
       REPORT     FUNCTION         LR-NAME                  DEFINITION         STORED
       ──────     ────────         ───────                  ──────────         ──────
        05        DEL        OLD-CUSTOMERS              DELETED                    0

Example: Regenerating a Table

Objective

This example modifies the existing NEW-CUSTOMERS table so that it can be viewed online through ASF. The
ONLINE=YES and the TYPE=GENERATE instructions cause ASF to construct a dialog and regenerate the table.

Parameters

• INPUT 80
INPUT is used to meet CA Culprit's INPUT parameter requirement.

05OUTPUT TABLE=NEW-

CUSTOMERS TYPE=GENERATE 

USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*      CATALOG=ASFDICT

ONLINE=YES

COMMENT='REGENERATED WITH CA Culprit'

OUTPUT identifies the OUTPUT parameter, which includes the GENERATE instruction.

TABLE=NEW-CUSTOMERS identifies the table to be generated.

TYPE=GENERATE regenerates the table.
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ONLINE=YES creates a dialog to allow viewing of NEW-CUSTOMERS online with ASF.

COMMENT='REGENERATED WITH CA Culprit specifies the ASF comment line text for the table.

0551*001 ' '

5 specifies a type 5 parameter to meet the CA Culprit coding requirements.

• 057001 DROP
DROP on the type 7 parameter stops unnecessary input processing.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 INPUT 80

 REC FIELDA   1   1

 05OUTPUT TABLE=NEW-CUSTOMERS TYPE=GENERATE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*      CATALOG=ASFDICT ONLINE=YES COMMENT='REGENERATED WITH CA-Culprit'

 0551*001 ' '

 057001   DROP

Results: Viewing the Table Through ASF

Before regenerating the table:

The ASF ASEL Screen

                      CA                   volser
  ASEL   CA - Automatic System Facility  nn.n     ** Activity Selection **
  DC560017 NO DIALOG EXISTS FOR GENERATED TABLE

  User Name: DOC1

  _ PF1 - Help                  _ PF5 - Select Data     _ PF13  - Query
  _ PF2 - Define Table          _ PF7 - Page Backward   _ PF14  - Signon
  _ PF3 - Load Data             _ PF8 - Page Forward    _ PA1   - Prior Level
  _ PF4 - Display/Change Data   _ PF9 - Passkey         _ CLEAR - Leave ASF
                                                        _ PF15  - Administrator
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  Table Name.:
  Table Owner:
                                                                 Page:  1  of  1

  _ APPLICANT
  _ EMPLOYEES
  _ JOB
  _ JOBS AND APPLICANTS

After regenerating the table:

The ASF TDEF Screen

                      CA                                                volser
  TDEF   CA - Automatic System Facility  nn.n      ** Table Definition **
  DC560005 MODIFY AND/OR SELECT NEXT ACTIVITY

         _ PF1 - Help                     _ PF4 - Extended Table Definition
         _ PF2 - Define Columns           _ PF5 - Delete Table Definition
         _ PF3 - Generate                 _ PF6 - Message Screen

  Table Name.: NEW-CUSTOMERS
  Table Owner: DOC1                                   Defn Number:    190
  View/Stored: STORED                                Status.....: GENERATED
  Comments...:REGENERATED WITH Culprit

                             Table Derivation
  Source Table #1
   Table Name.:
   Table Owner:

  Source Table #2
   Table Name.:
   Table Owner:

  Column #1:
  Column #2                                    Where Column #1 EQ Column #2

The first row of data in the table as viewed online through ASF:

Output Online
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                        CA
 PF1 = ADD; PF2 = CHANGE; PF3 = DELETE; ENTER = NEXT; CLEAR = EXIT
  NEW CUSTOMERS
  CUST-NUMBER                      251
  CUST-NAME                        SUSAN     ARMITAGE
  CUST-ADDRESS                     56725 OAK STREET    PITTSFIELD     MA02956

Consolidating Tables
You can process data from more than one input table in a single CA Culprit run by reading the data tables as one logical
file with the TYPE=CONSOLIDATION option. In addition, rows can be selected with WHERE or SELECT/BYPASS criteria.

Table data can be consolidated from:

• The same dictionary
• Different dictionaries
• Different DDS nodes
• Different central versions

This article includes the following information:

How to Do It

To consolidate tables:

1. Check the column definitions of each table to be used. The definitions must be identical.
2. Define each table on an INPUT parameter using the keywords listed in the table below.

– TYPE=COPY must appear on the first INPUT parameter to identify the primary data table.
The primary data table is the source for:
• The generated PATH parameter and all necessary REC parameters for the run
• The specification of selection criteria (SELECT/BYPASS or the WHERE clause)

– TYPE=CONSOL must appear on subsequent INPUT parameters to identify the secondary data tables.
The order of appearance of the INPUT parameters determines the processing order of the tables.

3. Specify the output by using:
– An OUTPUT parameter, if needed
– At least one type 5 parameter
– Type 6, type 7, and type 8 parameters as needed.

4. Reference tables, if needed, in a table consolidation run by using the reserved words shown in the table below. These
reserved words are valid on SELECT/BYPASS, edit, SORT, and process parameters.

Required Keywords:

• TABLE=
The table name

• TYPE=COPY/CONSOL
The primary and secondary tables to be consolidated

• USER=
The individual having authority to sign on to the catalog (dictionary)

• PW=
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The user's password
• OWNER=

The owner of the table
• CATALOG=

The catalog or dictionary containing the table definition

Optional Keywords:

• LOCATION=
Overrides DATABASE DICTNODE=

• SYSCTL= (z/OS and OS/390 Users)
Names the SYSCTL file that controls the system accessing the table.

• VALIDATE=FIRST/ALL
Compares column definitions of secondary tables to definitions of the primary table.

• WHERE
Applies WHERE clause criteria to all tables being consolidated.

Reserved Words to Reference Tables

Reserved word What it is What it does
TABLE-ID A 3-byte zoned decimal field Indicates the data table currently being

accessed
TABLE-NAME A 56-byte alphanumeric field Contains the name of the table currently

being accessed
SUBSCHEMA-NAME An 8-byte alphanumeric field Contains the subschema name of the table

being accessed

Example

Objective

This example reads employee data from three tables that reside in different central versions and different dictionaries to
produce a selected listing of employees in the data processing departments of three offices.

The SYSCTL= keyword values refer to ddnames that appear in an z/OS job control language stream:

//SYSTEM84 DD DSN=DBDC.SYSTEM84.SYSCTL,DISP=SHR

//SYSTEM85 DD DSN=DBDC.SYSTEM85.SYSCTL,DISP=SHR

//SYSTEM86 DD DSN=DBDC.SYSTEM86.SYSCTL,DISP=SHR

Parameters

INPUT TABLE=BOSTON-

EMPLOYEES TYPE=COPY 

USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*       OWNER=DRH
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CATALOG=ASFDICT

SYSCTL=SYSTEM84 

*       WHERE DEPT-ID

EQ '1234'

TABLE=BOSTON-EMPLOYEES is the first required keyword on the INPUT parameter and specifies BOSTON-
EMPLOYEES as the first table to be retrieved.

TYPE=COPY copies the BOSTON-EMPLOYEES table.

CATALOG=ASFDICT identifies the catalog that contains the table definition.

SYSCTL=SYSTEM84 specifies the central version z/OS that contains ASFDICT. (VM/ESA users should use CVMACH=
option.)

WHERE DEPT-ID EQ '1234' specifies selection criteria applicable to all tables read.

INPUT TABLE=CHICAGO-

EMPLOYEES TYPE=CONSOL 

USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*       OWNER=DDR

CATALOG=TSTDICT

SYSCTL=SYSTEM85

TABLE=CHICAGO-EMPLOYEES is the first required keyword on the INPUT parameter and specifies CHICAGO-
EMPLOYEES as a secondary table.

TYPE=CONSOL specifies consolidation of CHICAGO-EMPLOYEES with BOSTON-EMPLOYEES.

CATALOG=TSTDICT identifies the catalog that contains the table definition.

SYSCTL=SYSTEM85 specifies the central version that contains TSTDICT.

INPUT TABLE=DENVER-

EMPLOYEES TYPE=CONSOL 

USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*       OWNER=ADR

CATALOG=PRODICT
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SYSCTL=SYSTEM86

TABLE=DENVER-EMPLOYEES is the first required keyword on the INPUT parameter and specifies DENVER-
EMPLOYEES as a secondary table.

TYPE=CONSOL specifies consolidation of DENVER-EMPLOYEES with CHICAGO-EMPLOYEES.

CATALOG=PRODICT identifies the catalog that contains the table definition.

SYSCTL=SYSTEM86 specifies the central version that contains PRODICT.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 INPUT TABLE=BOSTON-EMPLOYEES TYPE=COPY USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*       OWNER=DRH CATALOG=ASFDICT SYSCTL=SYSTEM84

* WHERE DEPT-ID EQ '1234'

 INPUT TABLE=CHICAGO-EMPLOYEES TYPE=CONSOL USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*      OWNER=DDR CATALOG=TSTDICT SYSCTL=SYSTEM85

 INPUT TABLE=DENVER-EMPLOYEES TYPE=CONSOL USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*      OWNER=ADR CATALOG=PRODICT SYSCTL=SYSTEM86

 01OUTPUT D

 013EMPLOYEES IN DATA PROCESSING

 0151*010 TABLE-ID   HH 'TABLE-ID'

 0151*020 TABLE-NAME SZ=20 HH 'TABLE-NAME'

 0151*030 EMP-NAME   HH 'EMPLOYEE'

 0151*040 JOB-TITLE  HH 'TITLE'

Result
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REPORT NO. 01         EMPLOYEES IN DATA PROCESSING    mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
              TABLE-ID                 TABLE-
NAME                       EMPLOYEE                         TITLE

                  1               BOSTON-
EMPLOYEES                JOHN SMYTH                      PROGRAMMER
                  1               BOSTON-
EMPLOYEES                MARY JONES                      DBA
                  1               BOSTON-
EMPLOYEES                JOE GREEN                       PROGRAMMER
                  2               CHICAGO-
EMPLOYEES               JOAN WHITE                      DATA ENTRY CLERK
                  2               CHICAGO-
EMPLOYEES               JAN HUBBARD                     DBA
                  2               CHICAGO-
EMPLOYEES               DAVID KELLY                     REGIONAL MGR
                  3               DENVER-
EMPLOYEES                MEL SMITH                       DATA ENTRY CLERK
                  3               DENVER-
EMPLOYEES                MARIO JENI                      DBA

Table Extraction Statistics

mm/dd/yy              RUN TIME MESSAGES        volser Vnn.n  PAGE     1

         DATA TABLE EXTRACTION STATISTICS                                               ROWS
                                                                                         OBTAINED
                     TABLE-NAME                                           TABLE-
ID       FROM IDMS/DB
                     ──────────                                           ────────       ───────────
          BOSTON-
EMPLOYEES                                                   001                 3
          CHICAGO-
EMPLOYEES                                                  002                 3
          DENVER-
EMPLOYEES                                                   003                 2
                                                                                              ─────
          CONSOLIDATION TOTALS                                                                   8

***********  END OF FILE  ******************************************************
           8 INPUT RECORDS READ
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How to Produce a CA Culprit Report
Producing a CA Culprit report involves four basic steps:

1. Planning the report
2. Writing the code
3. Executing the code
4. Debugging the code

Step 1. Planning the Report
Define the report objectives:

1. What information do you want in the report?
2. Do you need each data occurrence?
3. Do you need totals? Subtotals?

Identify the data source:

1. What is the name of the file?
2. What data is in the file?
3. How is the file organized?

Define the report output:

1. Do you need a title? Subtitles?
2. What columns do you need?
3. What are the column headings?
4. Do you need total line labels?

Define the processing functions required to obtain the information needed in the report:

1. Are certain data items to be selected?
2. Should the data be sorted?
3. What calculations (if any) are needed?
4. Is testing (comparisons) needed between data items?
5. Will branching be used?
6. What logical sequence is required?
7. Other procedures?

Step 2. Writing the Code
You tell CA Culprit what to do and when to do it by coding instructions on CA Culprit parameters. You identify each CA
Culprit parameter by a word or number you code in a specific column position.

A few general rules apply to all CA Culprit coding:

• Enter code in uppercase letters.
• Enter coding in the first ten columns in exactly the correct position

– Mnemonic code that describes input files starts in column 2:

IN  200 F 400
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REC  EMP-NAME

– Numeric code starts in column 2:

0151*010 '   '

– Mnemonic code that indicates copying and modifying stored code starts in column 1:

USE

=COPY

=MACRO

=MEND

– Continuation lines start in column 1:

* ...

• Entries following column 10 need not begin in a specific column, but must be separated by a comma or at least one
space.

Step 3. Executing the Code
You execute CA Culprit code with Job Control Language (JCL). Consult your data-processing department for the JCL
used to run CA Culprit reports at your site.

Step 4. Debugging the Code
No matter how careful you are, errors in your code will occur from time to time. At the end of each run, CA Culprit provides
listings that flag errors:

• The Sequential Parameter Listing
• The Input Parameter Listing
• Run-Time Messages

The Debugging a CA Culprit Report section describes the CA Culprit listings and how to use them to debug CA Culprit
code.

CA Culprit Reports
This section describes how to perform the following tasks with CA Culprit Reports.
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Generate a Basic Report from Standard Files
This article takes you step-by-step through the process of writing a simple CA Culprit report that creates a listing of
employee names and salaries with only five lines of code. This report, like all the sample reports in this CA IDMS Culprit
documentation, can be used as a report model for your documents or as a hands-on exercise.

The Report

JUNE      BLOOMER                           15,000.00

EDWARD    HUTTON                            44,000.00

RUPERT    JENSON                            82,000.00

MARIANNE  KIMBALL                           45,000.00

DORIS     KING                              14,500.00

BRIAN     NICEMAN                           14,000.00

HERBERT   CRANE                             75,000.00

JANE      FERNDALE                          22,500.00

KATHERINE O'HEARN                           42,500.00

RALPH     TYRO                              20,000.00

HENRIETTA HENDON                           240,000.00

THEMIS    PAPAZEUS                         100,000.00

JOHN      RUPEE                             80,000.00

ROBBY     WILDER                            90,000.00

 

                                         2,522,500.00

Locating the Data

The data for our report is stored in the personnel file of the Commonweather Corporation. The example that follows shows
part of the file. The complete file description is in The Personnel File Description.

 RECORD SIZE    200 bytes

 BLOCK SIZE     400 bytes
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 RECORD FORMAT  FIXED (F)

 FILE TYPE      SEQUENTIAL (PS)

 

 

 Data Field    Start Position   Length (bytes)   Data Type

 

 EMPLOYEE-NAME      5                25          Alphanumeric

 FIRST-NAME         5                10          Alphanumeric

 LAST-NAME         15                15          Alphanumeric

 DEPT-NAME        115                45          Alphanumeric

 SALARY-AMOUNT    160                 7          Packed Decimal

 TITLE            171                20          Alphanumeric

Information about the data that you use to create your CA Culprit report is contained in a file description similar to this
example. The description is typically provided by your data processing department.

Coding the Report

A simple CA Culprit report is produced with three instructions (parameters):

• The INPUT (IN) parameter, which tells CA Culprit how the file containing the data is organized
• REC parameters, which tell CA Culprit what data to use
• Type 5 parameters, which tell CA Culprit what and where to print the data

It is important to remember that one INPUT parameter with at least one REC parameter and one type 5 parameter are
minimal requirements for any CA Culprit report that is produced from standard files.

Our first report lists the names of employees and their salaries from the data that is stored in the personnel file. We will
create the report from the three required parameters.

How to Define the Input

To define the input data, code:

1. An INPUT (IN) parameter to describe the file
2. A REC parameter for each data field that is used in the report

Sample Parameters

• IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)
200 tells CA Culprit that each record in the personnel file contains 200 characters (bytes).
F indicates fixed-length records.
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400 indicates that the file is blocked in 400 byte segments.
PS(TAPE) specifies a physical sequential file on a tape device.

• REC EMPLOYEE-NAME 5 25
EMPLOYEE-NAME 5 25 directs CA Culprit to use the data that is stored in positions 5 through 25 of each record.

• REC SALARY-AMOUNT 160 7 3 DP=2
SALARY-AMOUNT 160 7 directs CA Culprit to use the data from positions 160 through 166 for salary information.
3 tells CA Culprit that the salary data is stored as packed decimal.
DP=2 tells CA Culprit that SALARY-AMOUNT has two decimal places.

How to Define the Output

To define the report output, code a type 5 parameter for each data item. The information about a type 5 parameter is
coded in the following order, from left to right:

1. A two-digit report number
2. The parameter type (5)
3. A one-digit print-row identifier
4. The column placement, consisting of either an asterisk (*) followed by a three-digit number for relative placement or a

four-digit number for specific placement
5. A spacing indicator consisting of a blank for a single space, a zero (0) for a double space, or a dash (-) for a triple

space
6. The name of the data item to appear in the column

Sample Parameters

• 0151*010 EMPLOYEE
01 is the assigned report number.
5 specifies a type 5 parameter.
1 specifies that the employee name appears on the first print row.
*010 specifies that CA Culprit determines the placement of the employee name on the page.
Low-number columns print on the left-hand side of the page; high-number columns print progressively to the right of
the first column. The blank in column 10 specifies single spacing.
EMPLOYEE directs CA Culprit to print the employee name in this column.

• 0151*020 SALARY
0151 specifies the report number, parameter type, and first print row.
*020 directs CA Culprit to print SALARY to the right of the employee name.
SALARY directs CA Culprit to print the salary amount in this column.

Example

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE 5 25

REC SALARY 160 5 3 DP=2
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0151*010 EMPLOYEE

0151*020 SALARY

Result

JUNE      BLOOMER                                   15,000.00

EDWARD    HUTTON                                    44,000.00

RUPERT    JENSON                                    82,000.00

MARIANNE  KIMBALL                                   45,000.00

DORIS     KING                                      14,500.00

BRIAN     NICEMAN                                   14,000.00

HERBERT   CRANE                                     75,000.00

JANE      FERNDALE                                  22,500.00

GEORGE    FONRAD                                    14,750.00

ROBIN     GARDNER                                   14,000.00

DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                                   20,000.00

TERENCE   KLWELLEN                                  43,000.00

SANDY     KRAAMER                                   14,000.00

HERBERT   LIPSICH                                   18,500.00

NANCY     TERNER                                    13,000.00

BETH      CLOUD                                     52,750.00

ALAN      DONOVAN                                   33,500.00

DANIEL    MOON                                      72,000.00

ROY       ANDALE                                    33,500.00

HARRY     ARM                                       46,000.00

C.        BREEZE                                    38,000.00
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CAROLYN   CROW                                      37,500.00

BURT      LANCHESTER                                54,500.00

RENE      MAKER                                     85,000.00

RICHARD   MUNYON                                    36,000.00

RICHARD   WAGNER                                    47,000.00

TOM       FITZHUGH                                  13,000.00

CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                                   13,500.00

MADELINE  ORGRATZI                                  39,000.00

ELEANOR   PEOPLES                                   80,000.00

Enhance the Basic Report
CA Culprit provides optional parameters and codes you can use to make a report easier to read. In this chapter, some the
CA Culprit most commonly used enhancement and numeric formatting options are introduced.

Add a Title to a Report

You can supply a title for your report. CA Culprit automatically prints this title at the top of each page, along with the report
number, current date, and page number.

Add a Title

To add a title, code a type 3 parameter in the following order, from left to right:

1. A 2-digit report number
2. The parameter type (3)
3. A title (not to exceed 50 characters, including spaces)

Example: Add a Title to a Report

Objective

This example adds a title EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING to the report.

Parameters

• 013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING
01 is the report number.
3 specifies a type 3 parameter.
EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING is the title for the printed report.

Complete Code

col. 2
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▼

IN  200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE      5   25

REC SALARY      160    5  3  DP=2

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING.

0151*010 EMPLOYEE

0151*020 SALARY

Result

REPORT NO. 01        EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
       ROY       ANDALE                             $33,500.00
       HARRY     ARM                                $46,000.00
       MONTE     BANK                               $80,000.00
       CHARLES   BOWER                              $38,000.00
       C.        BREEZE                             $38,000.00
       TERRY     CLOTH                              $38,000.00
       BETH      CLOUD                              $52,750.00
       HERBERT   CRANE                              $75,000.00
       CAROLYN   CROW                               $37,500.00
       ALAN      DONOVAN                            $33,500.00
       JANE      DOUGH                              $33,000.00
       JANE      FERNDALE                           $22,500.00
       PHINEAS   FINN                               $45,000.00
       JAMES     GALLWAY                            $33,000.00
       JENNIFER  GARFIELD                           $65,000.00
       PERCY     GRANGER                            $34,500.00

Add Column Headings

You can direct CA Culprit to obtain column headings from:
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• Field names supplied on REC parameters
• Text added to REC parameter lines
• Text added to type 5 parameter lines
• Text added to type 4 parameter lines

How to Do It

You can use type 5 or type 4 parameters to create heading lines.

Method 1: 

Use any of the following codes on type 5 parameters:

• HF, which directs CA Culprit to the associated field name:

REC EMP-NAME     1    25

0151*020 EMP-NAME     HF

 

or

 

010 EMP-NAME

0151*020 EMP-NAME     HF

 

              Column heading is EMP-NAME.

• HR, which directs CA Culprit to heading text that is enclosed in single quotation marks on the record description (REC)
line:

REC EMP-NAME     1    25    'EMPLOYEE'

 

              Column heading is EMPLOYEE.

• HH, which directs CA Culprit to the text enclosed in single quotation marks following the HH option on the type 5 line:

0151*020 EMP-NAME        HH 'EMPLOYEE NAME'
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              Column heading is EMPLOYEE NAME.

A multiple-line heading is generated by enclosing the text for each line within a separate set of quotation marks:

0151*020 EMP-NAME        HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

 

or

 

REC EMP-NAME                'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

0151*020 EMP-NAME        HR

 

              Column heading is: EMPLOYEE

                                   NAME

Method 2:

Use type 4 parameters to create the headings. The type 4 parameter, typically used for special-purpose heading lines, is
coded in the following order, from left to right:

1. A 2-digit report number
2. The parameter type (4)
3. A numeral to identify the level of the line
4. A column placement indicator consisting of either an asterisk (*) followed by a 3-digit number for relative placement or

a 4-digit number for specific placement
5. A spacing indicator, such as a blank for single spacing, a zero (0) for double spacing, or a dash (-) for triple spacing
6. The text of the heading enclosed in single quotation marks or a field name

Example 1: Format Multiple Line Column Headings

Objective

This report prints a 2 line heading for the employee column and a 3 line heading for the salary column.

Parameters

• REC EMPLOYEE 5 25 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'
'EMPLOYEE' is the first line of the EMPLOYEE column heading.
'NAME' is the second line.

• 0151*020 SALARY HH 'ANNUAL' 'SALARY' 'AMOUNT'
'ANNUAL' is the first line of the salary column heading.
'SALARY' is the second line.
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'AMOUNT' is the third line.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN  200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE      5   25        'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

REC SALARY      160    5  3  DP=2

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

0151*010 EMPLOYEE               HR

0151*020 SALARY                 HH 'ANNUAL' 'SALARY' 'AMOUNT'

Result

REPORT NO. 01        EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
       ROY       ANDALE                             $33,500.00
       HARRY     ARM                                $46,000.00
       MONTE     BANK                               $80,000.00
       CHARLES   BOWER                              $38,000.00
       C.        BREEZE                             $38,000.00
       TERRY     CLOTH                              $38,000.00
       BETH      CLOUD                              $52,750.00
       HERBERT   CRANE                              $75,000.00
       CAROLYN   CROW                               $37,500.00
       ALAN      DONOVAN                            $33,500.00
       JANE      DOUGH                              $33,000.00
       JANE      FERNDALE                           $22,500.00
       PHINEAS   FINN                               $45,000.00
       JAMES     GALLWAY                            $33,000.00
       JENNIFER  GARFIELD                           $65,000.00
       PERCY     GRANGER                            $34,500.00

Example 2: Add Subtitles 

Objective

This example adds heading lines that function as subtitles, not column headings.
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Parameters

• 01410054 'FROM mm/dd/yy TO mm/dd/yy'
01 is the report number.
4 specifies a type 4 parameter.
1 specifies that 'FROM ...' is printed on the first row of the subtitle.
0054 indicates that this row of text begins exactly 54 spaces from the left margin. *Your parameter would contain dates
in mm/dd/yy format.

• 0142*001 'ALL DEPARTMENTS'
014 specifies the report number and the parameter type, respectively.
2 specifies that 'ALL DEPARTMENTS' is printed on the second row of the subtitle.
*001 specifies that this row of text is left justified.

• 0143*010- ' '
014 specifies the report number and the parameter type, respectively.
3 specifies the third line of the subtitle.
*010 specifies a left-hand column position.
- tells CA Culprit to skip two lines before printing the next line.
' ' prints a blank space, which in this case creates a blank line.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN  200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE      5   25

REC SALARY      160    5  3  DP=2

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

01410054 'FROM mm/dd/yy TO mm/dd/yy'

0142*001 'ALL DEPARTMENTS'

0143*010- ' '

0151*010 EMPLOYEE

0151*020 SALARY

NOTE
Parameter would contain dates in mm/dd/yy format.
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Result

REPORT NO. 01        EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING       mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
                                                      FROM mm/dd/yy TO mm/dd/yy
                    ALL DEPARTMENTS

                                                       JUNE      BLOOMER                               15,000.00
                                                       EDWARD    HUTTON                                44,000.00
                                                       RUPERT    JENSON                                82,000.00
                                                       MARIANNE  KIMBALL                               45,000.00
                                                       DORIS     KING                                  14,500.00
                                                       BRIAN     NICEMAN                               14,000.00
                                                       HERBERT   CRANE                                 75,000.00
                                                       JANE      FERNDALE                              22,500.00
                                                       GEORGE    FONRAD                                14,750.00
                                                       ROBIN     GARDNER                               14,000.00
                                                       DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                               20,000.00
                                                       TERENCE   KLWELLEN                              43,000.00
                                                       SANDY     KRAAMER                               14,000.00
                                                       HERBERT   LIPSICH                               18,500.00
                                                       NANCY     TERNER                                13,000.00
                                                       BETH      CLOUD                                 52,750.00
                                                       ALAN      DONOVAN                               33,500.00
                                                       DANIEL    MOON                                  72,000.00
                                                       ROY       ANDALE                                33,500.00
                                                       HARRY     ARM                                   46,000.00
                                                       C.        BREEZE                                38,000.00
                                                       CAROLYN   CROW                                  37,500.00
                                                       BURT      LANCHESTER                            54,500.00
                                                       RENE      MAKER                                 91,000.00
                                                       RICHARD   MUNYON                                36,000.00
                                                       RICHARD   WAGNER                                47,000.00
                                                       TOM       FITZHUGH                              13,000.00
                                                       CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                               13,500.00
                                                       MADELINE  ORGRATZI                              39,000.00
                                                       ELEANOR   PEOPLES                               80,000.00
                                                       MICHAEL   ANGELO                                18,000.00
                                                       MONTE     BANK                                  80,000.00
                                                       CHARLES   BOWER                                 38,500.00
                                                       JOCK      JACKSON                               34,000.00
                                                       CAROL     MCDOUGALL                             18,000.00
                                                       LAURA     PENMAN                                39,000.00
                                                       BETSY     ZEDI                                  37,000.00
                                                       TERRY     CLOTH                                 38,000.00
                                                       PHINEAS   FINN                                  45,000.00
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                                                       JOE       KASPAR                                31,000.00
                                                       MARK      TIME                                  33,000.00
                                                       ROGER     WILCO                                 80,000.00
                                                       JANE      DOUGH                                 33,000.00
                                                       JAMES     GALLWAY                               33,000.00
                                                       JENNIFER  GARFIELD                              65,000.00
                                                       PERCY     GRANGER                               34,500.00
                                                       VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                             33,000.00
                                                       JAMES     JACOBI                                55,000.00
                                                       JULIE     JENSEN                                37,000.00
                                                       LARRY     LITERATA                              37,500.00
                                                       KATHERINE O'HEARN                               42,500.00
                                                       RALPH     TYRO                                  20,000.00
                                                       HENRIETTA HENDON                               240,000.00
                                                       THEMIS    PAPAZEUS                             100,000.00
                                                       JOHN      RUPEE                                 80,000.00
                                                       ROBBY     WILDER                                90,000.00

                                                                                                    2,522,500.00

Modify Column Widths

You can control the number of characters or digits printed in a column. To place a specified number of characters or digits
in a column, code:

1. A type 5 line for the field that is to be printed.
2. A SZ= expression indicating the number of characters or digits you want to print on the report. This expression follows

the field name and precedes any column headings.

Objective

We are going to modify our report by:

• Printing the employee last name
• Printing the first initial of the employee's first name
• Decreasing the size of the SALARY column

Parameters

• REC FIRST-NAME 5 10
FIRST-NAME 5 10 defines the first-name field separately from the last-name field to allow separate processing.

• REC LAST-NAME 15 15
LAST-NAME 15 15 defines the last-name field separately from the first-name field to allow separate processing.

• 0251*010 LAST-NAME SZ=10 HH ' EMPLOYEE'
SZ=10 sets the column width to ten characters.

• 0251*020 FIRST-NAME SZ=1
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SZ=1 sets the columnwidth to accommodate one character, which will truncate all but the first letter of the employee's
first name.

• 0251*030 SALARY SZ=9 HH 'SALARY'
SZ=9 sets the column width for 9 numbers; without sizing, the column saves space for 13 digits plus commas and
decimal points. When reducing the size, be sure to allow enough room for totals to print without truncation.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN  200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC FIRST-NAME 5 10

REC LAST-NAME 15 15

REC SALARY         160    5  3  DP=2

023 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

0251*010 LAST-NAME SZ=10  HH '   EMPLOYEE'

0251*020 FIRST-NAME SZ=1

0251*030 SALARY  SZ=9      HH 'SALARY'

Result

REPORT NO. 02        EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING       mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
                              EMPLOYEE                                                          SALARY

                            BLOOMER                              J                              15,000.00
                            HUTTON                               E                              44,000.00
                            JENSON                               R                              82,000.00
                            KIMBALL                              M                              45,000.00
                            KING                                 D                              14,500.00
                            NICEMAN                              B                              14,000.00
                            CRANE                                H                              75,000.00
                            FERNDALE                             J                              22,500.00
                            FONRAD                               G                              14,750.00
                            GARDNER                              R                              14,000.00
                            KAHALLY                              D                              20,000.00
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                            KLWELLEN                             T                              43,000.00
                            KRAAMER                              S                              14,000.00
                            WILDER                               R                              90,000.00

                                                                                             2,522,500.00

Format Numeric Data

You can format numeric data automatically by using format codes supplied by CA Culprit or by using your own patterns.

Use a format code on the type 5 line. Useful format codes for printed output are:

• FN -- Prints leading zeros and omits commas in numbers such as those used for employee identification.
• FS -- Inserts dashes in social security numbers.
• FD -- Inserts slashes in dates.
• F$ -- Inserts dollar signs in monetary information.
• FM -- Formats fields according to a specified pattern. The numeric field is symbolically represented as follows:

– 9s and Zs represent digits. The Z suppresses leading zeroes.
– Periods (.) represent decimal points.
– Special characters (for example, slashes or asterisks) are preceded by a printable digit.

Example 1: Use Formatting Codes

Objective

This example uses codes for automatically formatting the employee identification, social security numbers, salaries, and
employment dates.

Parameters

• 0251*020 ID FN HH 'ID'
FN prints leading zeros and omits commas.

• 0251*030 SS-NUMBER FS HH 'SOCIAL SECURITY' 'NUMBER'
FS inserts dashes into the social security number and suppresses automatic totaling. 

• 0251*040 START-DATE FD HH 0251*050 END-DATE FD HH
FD inserts slashes into the start and end date and suppresses automatic totaling. 

• 0251*060 SALARY F$ HH
F$ suppresses leading zeros and inserts a floating dollar sign.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN  200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC ID            1    4  2

REC EMPLOYEE      5   25
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REC SS-NUMBER    84    9  2

REC START-DATE   93    6  2

REC END-DATE     99    6  2

REC SALARY      160    5  3  DP=2

023 PERSONNEL LISTING

0251*010 EMPLOYEE  SZ=20    HH 'EMPLOYEE'

0251*020 ID             FN  HH 'ID'

0251*030 SS-NUMBER      FS  HH 'SOCIAL SECURITY' 'NUMBER'

0251*040 START-DATE     FD  HH 'START' 'DATE'

0251*050 END-DATE       FD  HH 'END' 'DATE'

0251*060 SALARY  SZ=11  F$  HH 'SALARY'

Result

REPORT NO. 02                         PERSONNEL LISTING                     mm/dd/
yy PAGE     1
                                                   SOCIAL SECURITY         START            END
                 EMPLOYEE               ID              NUMBER              DATE            DATE               SALARY

           JUNE      BLOOMER           0069          039-55-7818          80/05/05        00/00/00             $15,000.00
           EDWARD    HUTTON            0100          011-22-3333          77/09/07        00/00/00             $44,000.00
           RUPERT    JENSON            0011          022-34-7891          80/09/29        00/00/00             $82,000.00
           MARIANNE  KIMBALL           0067          022-77-8878          78/09/19        00/00/00             $45,000.00
           DORIS     KING              0106          067-84-5516          80/08/16        00/00/00             $14,500.00
           BRIAN     NICEMAN           0101          033-45-6110          80/05/06        00/00/00             $14,000.00
           HERBERT   CRANE             0004          016-77-7451          77/05/14        00/00/00             $75,000.00
           JANE      FERNDALE          0032          034-56-7891          79/09/09        00/00/00             $22,500.00
           GEORGE    FONRAD            0045          092-34-8763          80/04/14        00/00/00             $14,750.00
           ROBIN     GARDNER           0053          022-33-4444          81/06/15        00/00/00             $14,000.00
           DOUGLAS   KAHALLY           0049          029-66-1234          79/09/29        00/00/00             $20,000.00
           TERENCE   KLWELLEN          0016          010-20-1239          78/01/06        00/00/00             $43,000.00
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Example 2: Use Formatting Patterns

Objective

The next sample report uses user-supplied patterns to format employee identification numbers with asterisks (*) and
consecutive data fields with dashes.

Parameters

• 0251*020 ID FM '9*999' HH 'ID'
FM specifies that a user-supplied pattern formats the data.
'9*999' is the format pattern.

• 0251*040 DATES FM '99/99/99-99/99/99' HH 'EMPLOYMENT DATES'
FM specifies that a user-supplied pattern formats the data.
99/99/99-99/99/99' is the format pattern.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN  200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC ID          1   4  2

REC EMPLOYEE    5  25

REC SOC-SEC    84   9  2

REC DATES      93  12  2

REC SALARY    160   7  3  DP=2

013 PERSONNEL LISTING REPORT

0151*010 EMPLOYEE SZ=20                   HH 'EMPLOYEE'

0151*020 ID       FM '9*999'              HH 'ID'

0151*030 SOC-SEC  FS                      HH 'SOCIAL SECURITY' 'NUMBER'

0151*040 DATES    FM '99/99/99-99/99/99'  HH 'EMPLOYMENT DATES'

0151*050 SALARY   F$                      HH 'SALARY'

Result

REPORT NO. 01        PERSONNEL LISTING  REPORT     mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
                                                     SOCIAL SECURITY
                EMPLOYEE                 ID               NUMBER              EMPLOYMENT DATES               SALARY
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          JUNE      BLOOMER            0*069           039-55-7818           80/05/05-00/00/00                       $.00
          EDWARD    HUTTON             0*100           011-22-3333           77/09/07-00/00/00                       $.00
          RUPERT    JENSON             0*011           022-34-7891           80/09/29-00/00/00                       $.00
          MARIANNE  KIMBALL            0*067           022-77-8878           78/09/19-00/00/00                       $.00
          DORIS     KING               0*106           067-84-5516           80/08/16-00/00/00                       $.00
          BRIAN     NICEMAN            0*101           033-45-6110           80/05/06-00/00/00                       $.00
          HERBERT   CRANE              0*004           016-77-7451           77/05/14-00/00/00                       $.00
          JANE      FERNDALE           0*032           034-56-7891           79/09/09-00/00/00                       $.00
          GEORGE    FONRAD             0*045           092-34-8763           80/04/14-00/00/00                       $.00
          ROBIN     GARDNER            0*053           022-33-4444           81/06/15-00/00/00                       $.00
          DOUGLAS   KAHALLY            0*049           029-66-1234           79/09/29-00/00/00                       $.00
          TERENCE   KLWELLEN           0*016           010-20-1239           78/01/06-00/00/00                       $.00

Adjust Line Length and Page Depth

You can specify line length and page depth by using OUTPUT (OUT) parameter options. When the options are not used,
CA Culprit automatically prints 132 characters to a line and 55 lines to a page, not including title lines and headings.

OUTPUT parameter options that adjust report size are coded by:

• A numeral to specify the number of characters on a line
• LP= immediately followed by a numeral to specify the number of lines on a page

Example 1: Specify Output Parameters for a Report

Objective

We are going to print a report with a 60-character line length and a 19-line page size by using OUTPUT parameter
options.

The report is shown printed without the OUTPUT parameter specifications and again with the specifications.

Parameters

• 01OUT 60 LP=19
01 is the report number.
OUT specifies the OUTPUT parameter.
60 specifies the number of characters to be printed on a report line.
LP=19 specifies a page length of 19 lines.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN  200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE      5   25           'EMPLOYEE NAME'
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REC SALARY      160    5  3  DP=2

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LIST

01OUT 60 LP=19

0151*010 EMPLOYEE   HR

0151*020 SALARY     HF

Result BEFORE

REPORT NO. 01                 EMPLOYEE SALARY LIST          mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
                    EMPLOYEE                          SALARY

              MICHAEL   ANGELO                          18,000.00
              DONTE     BANK                            80,000.00
              ALBERT    BREEZE                          38,000.00
              BETH  M.  CLOUD                           52,750.00
              ALAN      DONOVAN                         33,500.00
              PERCY     EINSTEIN                        34,500.00
              JANE      FERNDALE                        22,500.00
              TOM       FITZHUGH                        13,000.00
              ROBIN     GARDNER                         14,000.00
              JENNIFER  GARFIELD                        65,000.00
              VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                       33,000.00
              EDWARD    HUTTON                          44,000.00
              JOCK      JACKSON                         34,000.00
              JAMES     JACOBI                          55,000.00
              JULIE     JANSSEN                         37,000.00
              RUPERT    JENSON                          82,000.00
              MARYLOU   JOHNSON                             12.00
              CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                         13,500.00
              DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                         20,000.00
              MICHAEL   ANGELO                          18,000.00
              DONTE     BANK                            80,000.00
              ALBERT    BREEZE                          38,000.00
              BETH  M.  CLOUD                           52,750.00
              ALAN      DONOVAN                         33,500.00
              PERCY     EINSTEIN                        34,500.00
              JANE      FERNDALE                        22,500.00
              TOM       FITZHUGH                        13,000.00
              ROBIN     GARDNER                         14,000.00
              JENNIFER  GARFIELD                        65,000.00
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              EDWARD    HUTTON                          44,000.00
              JOCK      JACKSON                         34,000.00
              JAMES     JACOBI                          55,000.00
              JULIE     JANSSEN                         37,000.00
              RUPERT    JENSON                          82,000.00
              MARYLOU   JOHNSON                             12.00
              CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                         13,500.00
              DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                         20,000.00

Result AFTER

REPORT NO. 01                 EMPLOYEE SALARY LIST          mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
                    EMPLOYEE                          SALARY

              MICHAEL   ANGELO                          18,000.00
              DONTE     BANK                            80,000.00
              ALBERT    BREEZE                          38,000.00
              BETH  M.  CLOUD                           52,750.00
              ALAN      DONOVAN                         33,500.00
              PERCY     EINSTEIN                        34,500.00
              JANE      FERNDALE                        22,500.00
              TOM       FITZHUGH                        13,000.00
              ROBIN     GARDNER                         14,000.00
              JENNIFER  GARFIELD                        65,000.00
              VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                       33,000.00
              EDWARD    HUTTON                          44,000.00
              JOCK      JACKSON                         34,000.00
              JAMES     JACOBI                          55,000.00
              JULIE     JANSSEN                         37,000.00
              RUPERT    JENSON                          82,000.00
              MARYLOU   JOHNSON                             12.00
              CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                         13,500.00
              DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                         20,000.00

Additional Standard Options
After you have created your basic CA Culprit report, you can use some of the CA Culprit optional capabilities to produce
multiple reports in a single run, sequence report output, select data for processing, and specify multiple detail lines.
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Produce Multiple Reports

In a single CA Culprit run, you can produce up to 100 reports that use the same data set. Assign a 2-digit report number to
each report you want to create.

Code the report number on report-specific parameters.

Example: Produce Multiple Reports in a Single Run

Objective

We are going to produce three different reports in one run from the Commonweather personnel file.

Parameters

• 01OUT 60 013 EMPLOYEE SALARIES 0151*010 EMPLOYEE SZ=20 HR 0151*020 SALARY SZ=11 F$ HR
All parameters having 01 coded in columns 2 and 3 belong to report 01.
OUT 60 specifies 60-character lines.
EMPLOYEE SALARIES is the title.
EMPLOYEE and SALARY are the two data fields printed for this report. Both columns have a specified width. SALARY
is formatted with dollar signs.

• 02OUT 80 023 DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL LIST 0251*010 DEPARTMENT SZ=25 HR 0251*020 TITLE HR
0251*030 EMPLOYEE SZ=20 HR
All parameters having 02 coded in columns 2 and 3 belong to report 02.
OUT 80 specifies 80-character lines.
DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL LISTING is the title for report 02.
Report 02 uses information from the DEPARTMENT, TITLE, and EMPLOYEE input fields.

• 03OUT 80 033 EMPLOYEE DEPARTMENTS 0351*010 EMPLOYEE SZ=20 HR 0351*020 DEPARTMENT SZ=25 HR
All parameters having 03 coded in columns 2 and 3 belong to report 03.
OUT 80 specifies 80-character lines.
EMPLOYEE DEPARTMENTS is the title for report 03.
Report 03 uses information from the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT input fields.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN  200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE      5   25           'EMPLOYEE NAME'

REC DEPARTMENT  115   45           '       DEPARTMENT'

REC SALARY      160    5  3  DP=2  'ANNUAL SALARY'

REC TITLE       171   20           '      TITLE'

01OUT 60
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013 EMPLOYEE SALARIES

0151*010 EMPLOYEE  SZ=20         HR

0151*020 SALARY  SZ=11  F$       HR

02OUT 80

023 DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL LISTING

0251*010 DEPARTMENT  SZ=25       HR

0251*020 TITLE                   HR

0251*030 EMPLOYEE  SZ=20         HR

03OUT 80

033 EMPLOYEE DEPARTMENTS

0351*010 EMPLOYEE  SZ=20         HR

0351*020 DEPARTMENT  SZ=25       HR

Results

REPORT NO. 01        EMPLOYEE SALARIES  mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
           EMPLOYEE NAME             ANNUAL SALARY

        JUNE      BLOOMER                $15,000.00
        EDWARD    HUTTON                 $44,000.00
        RUPERT    JENSON                 $82,000.00
        MARIANNE  KIMBALL                $45,000.00
        DORIS     KING                   $14,500.00
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        BRIAN     NICEMAN                $14,000.00
        HERBERT   CRANE                  $75,000.00
        JANE      FERNDALE               $22,500.00
        GEORGE    FONRAD                 $14,750.00
        ROBIN     GARDNER                $14,000.00
        DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                $20,000.00
        TERENCE   KLWELLEN               $43,000.00
        ROBBY     WILDER                 $90,000.00
                                      $2,522,500.00

REPORT NO. 02             DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL LISTING      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
               DEPARTMENT                 TITLE           EMPLOYEE NAME

    ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL      PAYROLL CLERK          JUNE      BLOOMER
    ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL      FINANCIAL ANALYST      EDWARD    HUTTON
    ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL      MGR ACCTNG/PAYROLL     RUPERT    JENSON
    ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL      ACCOUNTANT             MARIANNE  KIMBALL
    ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL      AR CLERK               DORIS     KING
    ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL      AP CLERK               BRIAN     NICEMAN
    COMPUTER OPERATIONS         MGR COMPUTER OPS       HERBERT   CRANE
    COMPUTER OPERATIONS         COMPUTER OPERATOR      JANE      FERNDALE
    COMPUTER OPERATIONS         DATA ENTRY CLERK       GEORGE    FONRAD
    COMPUTER OPERATIONS         DATA ENTRY CLERK       ROBIN     GARDNER
    COMPUTER OPERATIONS         COMPUTER OPERATOR      DOUGLAS   KAHALLY
    COMPUTER OPERATIONS         SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER     TERENCE   KLWELLEN
    EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION    DIR CORP CONFUSION     ROBBY     WILDER

REPORT NO. 03                 EMPLOYEE DEPARTMENTS          mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
               EMPLOYEE NAME                          DEPARTMENT

            JUNE      BLOOMER              ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL
            EDWARD    HUTTON               ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL
            RUPERT    JENSON               ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL
            MARIANNE  KIMBALL              ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL
            DORIS     KING                 ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL
            BRIAN     NICEMAN              ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL
            HERBERT   CRANE                COMPUTER OPERATIONS
            JANE      FERNDALE             COMPUTER OPERATIONS
            GEORGE    FONRAD               COMPUTER OPERATIONS
            ROBIN     GARDNER              COMPUTER OPERATIONS
            DOUGLAS   KAHALLY              COMPUTER OPERATIONS
            TERENCE   KLWELLEN             COMPUTER OPERATIONS
            ROBBY     WILDER               EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION
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Sequence Report Output

You can sequence alphanumeric and numeric data in your report in ascending or descending order.

How to Do It

Code the SORT parameter line with the following information, from left to right:

1. The 2-digit report number.
2. The word SORT. There is no space after the report number.
3. The name of the field to be sorted.
4. The sort order:

– Blank or A for ascending order
– D for descending order

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for any additional sort fields, separating entries by at least one space.

Example: List Employees in Alphabetical Order

Objective

The next report lists employees in alphabetical order by performing a sort on employee last name.

Parameters

• 01SORT LAST-NAME
01 is the report number.
The SORT parameter is coded in columns 4 to 8, immediately after the report number.
LAST-NAME is the sort field. This field is also defined to the report by appearing on the REC parameter.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5   25

REC LAST-NAME      15   15

REC SALARY        160    5  3  DP=2

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

01SORT LAST-NAME

0151*010 EMPLOYEE SZ=20  HH 'EMPLOYEE'

0151*020 SALARY          HH 'SALARY'
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Result

REPORT NO. 01                 EMPLOYEE SALARY LIST          mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
                    EMPLOYEE                          SALARY

              MICHAEL   ANGELO                          18,000.00
              DONTE     BANK                            80,000.00
              ALBERT    BREEZE                          38,000.00
              BETH  M.  CLOUD                           52,750.00
              ALAN      DONOVAN                         33,500.00
              PERCY     EINSTEIN                        34,500.00
              JANE      FERNDALE                        22,500.00
              TOM       FITZHUGH                        13,000.00
              ROBIN     GARDNER                         14,000.00
              JENNIFER  GARFIELD                        65,000.00
              VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                       33,000.00
              EDWARD    HUTTON                          44,000.00
              JOCK      JACKSON                         34,000.00
              JAMES     JACOBI                          55,000.00
              JULIE     JANSSEN                         37,000.00
              RUPERT    JENSON                          82,000.00
              MARYLOU   JOHNSON                             12.00
              CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                         13,500.00
              DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                         20,000.00

Use Selective Processing

You can refine the scope of your processing by choosing only those records that meet certain criteria.

How to Do It

You can use either a SELECT or BYPASS parameter. The choice depends on which option allows for the clearest
statement of the condition controlling the choice. You can specify more than one selection criterion on a single SELECT or
BYPASS parameter. However, the two parameters cannot be applied together.

To use SELECT or BYPASS:

1. Code the SELECT or BYPASS parameter immediately after the REC parameters that describe the file.
2. Enter the data item and test condition that the data must meet; such as, EQ (equal to), GT (greater than), LT (less

than).
3. Join multiple criteria with logical operators:

– AND, to indicate that all conditions must be true
– OR, to indicate that only one condition need be true

Example 1: Select Records with Single Criteria

Objective
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We are going to modify our report by listing only employees earning $50,000.00 and over.

The following code selects the appropriate records:

Parameters

• SEL SALARY GE 50000.00
SEL SALARY GE 50000.00 specifies selection of salaries equal to or greater than 50,000.00.

or

• BYP SALARY LT 50000.00
BYP SALARY LT 50000.00 specifies omission of salaries less than 50,000.00.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5   25

REC LAST-NAME      15   15

REC SALARY        160    5  3  DP=2

SEL SALARY GE 50000.00

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

01SORT LAST-NAME

0151*010 EMPLOYEE      HH 'EMPLOYEE'

0151*020 SALARY SZ=10  HH 'SALARY'

Result

REPORT NO. 01                 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING       mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
                                        EMPLOYEE                                           SALARY

                               MONTE     BANK                                              80,000.00
                               BETH      CLOUD                                             52,750.00
                               HERBERT   CRANE                                             75,000.00
                               JENNIFER  GARFIELD                                          65,000.00
                               HENRIETTA HENDON                                           240,000.00
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                               JAMES     JACOBI                                            55,000.00
                               RUPERT    JENSON                                            82,000.00
                               BURT      LANCHESTER                                        54,500.00
                               RENE      MAKER                                             85,000.00
                               DANIEL    MOON                                              72,000.00
                               THEMIS    PAPAZEUS                                         100,000.00
                               ELEANOR   PEOPLES                                           80,000.00
                               JOHN      RUPEE                                             80,000.00
                               ROGER     WILCO                                             80,000.00
                               ROBBY     WILDER                                            90,000.00

                                                                                        1,291,250.00

Example 2: Select Records with Multiple Criteria

Objective

Our next report selects employees earning $15,000 or less and those earning between $35,000 and $50,000.

Parameters

• SEL SALARY EQ (35000 TO 50000) OR SALARY LE 15000
SEL SALARY EQ (35000 TO 50000) specifies the first selection criteria.
OR relates the first test to the to the second by allowing selection of a record that meets only one of the specified
conditions.
SALARY LE 15000 specifies the alternative record selection criteria.

The following BYPASS parameter achieves the same results:

Parameters

• BYP SALARY EQ (15000.01 TO 34999.99) OR SALARY GT 50000
BYP SALARY EQ (15000.01 TO 34999.99) specifies the first record bypass criteria.
OR relates the first test to the second by allowing bypass of a record that meets only one of the specified conditions.
SALARY GT 50000 specifies the alternative record bypass criteria.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5   25

REC LAST-NAME      15   15

REC SALARY        160    5  3  DP=2
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SEL SALARY EQ (35000 TO 50000) OR SALARY LE 15000

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

01SORT LAST-NAME

0151*010 EMPLOYEE      HH 'EMPLOYEE'

0151*020 SALARY SZ=10  HH 'SALARY'

Result

REPORT NO. 01                 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING       mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
                                        EMPLOYEE                                           SALARY

                               HARRY     ARM                                               46,000.00
                               JUNE      BLOOMER                                           15,000.00
                               CHARLES   BOWER                                             38,500.00
                               C.        BREEZE                                            38,000.00
                               TERRY     CLOTH                                             38,000.00
                               CAROLYN   CROW                                              37,500.00
                               PHINEAS   FINN                                              45,000.00
                               TOM       FITZHUGH                                          13,000.00
                               GEORGE    FONRAD                                            14,750.00
                               ROBIN     GARDNER                                           14,000.00
                               EDWARD    HUTTON                                            44,000.00
                               JULIE     JENSEN                                            37,000.00
                               CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                                           13,500.00
                               MARIANNE  KIMBALL                                           45,000.00
                               DORIS     KING                                              14,500.00
                               TERENCE   KLWELLEN                                          43,000.00
                               SANDY     KRAAMER                                           14,000.00
                               LARRY     LITERATA                                          37,500.00
                               RICHARD   MUNYON                                            36,000.00
                               BRIAN     NICEMAN                                           14,000.00
                               KATHERINE O'HEARN                                           42,500.00
                               MADELINE  ORGRATZI                                          39,000.00
                               LAURA     PENMAN                                            39,000.00
                               NANCY     TERNER                                            13,000.00
                               RICHARD   WAGNER                                            47,000.00
                               BETSY     ZEDI                                              37,000.00

                                                                                          815,750.00
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Assign Information to Multiple Detail Lines

Up to this point we have used the type 5 parameter to assign several pieces of information to a single print line. In CA
Culprit this is called a detail line. For example,

MAX DELANO  12 ORCHARD LANE  LIPTON  NJ  07080

You can also assign information to multiple detail lines that print as a single block of information. For example,

MAX DELANO          ◄ first detail line

12 ORCHARD LANE     ◄ second detail line

LIPTON  NJ  07080   ◄ third detail line

How to Do It

To specify multiple detail lines on a type 5 parameter, change the number in column 5 to indicate the line on which the
information should appear:

 0151*010   NAME             ◄ first detail line

 

 0152*010   STREET-ADDRESS   ◄ second detail line

 

 0153*010   TOWN             ◄ third detail line

 0153*015   STATE

 0153*020   ZIPCODE

Example: Use Multiple Detail Lines 

Objective

Our next report uses multiple detail lines to produce an employee address list. The employee name, street number, city,
state, and zip code appear on three separate lines.

Parameters
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0151*010 LAST-NAME

0151*012 FIRST-NAME

1 specifies placement of the last name and first name on the first detail line.

0152*020 STREET

2 specifies placement of the street on the second detail line.

0153*020 CITY

0153*025 STATE

0153*030 ZIP-CODE

3 specifies placement of the city, state, and zip code on the third detail line.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC FIRST-NAME      5   10

REC LAST-NAME      15   15

REC STREET         30   20

REC CITY           50   15

REC STATE          65    2

REC ZIP-CODE       67    5

01OUT 80

013 EMPLOYEE ADDRESS LIST

01SORT LAST-NAME

0151*010 LAST-NAME
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0151*012 FIRST-NAME

0152*020 STREET

0153*020 CITY  SZ=10

0153*025 STATE

0153*030 ZIP-CODE

Result

REPORT NO. 01                EMPLOYEE ADDRESS LIST          mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
     ANGELO         MICHAEL
                                   507 CISTINE DR
                                        WELLESLEY           MA     01568
     BABBIT         HERBIE
                                   30 HERON AVE
                                        KINGSTON            NJ     21341
     BANK           DONTE
                                   45 EAST GROVE DR
                                        HANIBAL             MA     02415
     BLOOMER        DUDY
                                   14 ZITHER TERR
                                        LEXINGTON           MA     01675
     BREEZE         ALBERT
                                   100 BOARDWALK
                                        OCEAN CITY          NJ     03461

Add Programming Logic to a Report
With CA Culprit you can produce more sophisticated reports than basic formatted file listings. Use CA Culprit to add the
following programming logic to a report:

• Count specific items.
• Perform arithmetic operations.
• Test data against specified conditions.
• Direct the flow of processing.

Code Programming Logic

Use type 7 parameters to code programming logic for a report. Type 7 parameters instruct CA Culprit to process data
while it reads from the input file. 

Code type 7 parameters from left to right in the following order:

1. A 2-digit report number.
2. The parameter type (7).
3. A 3-digit sequence number indicating the order in which CA Culprit executes the parameter.
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4. The instruction you want to execute.

Use Counters

You can use counters in CA Culprit to track the number of times an event occurs during processing. Specify a conditional
counter to increment a work field, or use an automatic counter to keep a running total of a work field each time counting
occurs. You can print the total count for a work field on a report.

Use Conditional Counters

You can code conditional counters to increment a count of a specific work field. The following example shows a
computation that adds 1 to the value of the work field when counting occurs:

017100 COUNTER-A + 1  COUNTER-A

Use Automatic Counters

You can code automatic counters to keep a running total of a work field. You can either print or suppress the current count
on a report. The following examples show how to code automatic counters:

• Code a value of 1 to add 1 to the value of the work field each time counting occurs:

010 COUNTER-B 1

• Change the name of the work field on a type 5 parameter to print the value each time counting occurs:

0151*010 COUNTER-B (Prints the value each time)

or

0151*000 COUNTER-B (Does not print the value)

• Change the name of the work field on a type 6 parameter to print the total count on a report:

0161*010 COUNTER-B

Type 6 parameters are coded the same way as type 5 parameters. 

For more information on parameter types, see Controlling Total Lines.

Example 1: Print the Count of each Occurrence

This example shows how to print a report that assigns a number to each employee in the public relations department. Use
counters to add 1 to the value of each numeric work field. CA Culprit processes each new employee and prints the value
of the work field. 

Parameters

• 01OUT D
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Suppresses the automatic total of the employee number column.
• 010 COUNT

Establishes the numeric work field COUNT.
• 0151*030 COUNT

Prints the value of the work field COUNT.
• 017010 COUNT + 1 COUNT

Adds 1 to the value contained in the work field COUNT.

Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5   20

REC DEPARTMENT    115   25

SEL DEPARTMENT EQ 'PUBLIC RELATIONS'

013 EMPLOYEE COUNT

01OUT D

010 COUNT

0151*010 DEPARTMENT      HH 'DEPARTMENT'

0151*020 EMPLOYEE        HH '  EMPLOYEE NAME'

0151*030 COUNT SZ=3      HH 'EMPLOYEE NUMBER'

017010 COUNT + 1 COUNT

Result

REPORT NO. 01        EMPLOYEE COUNT                  mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
          DEPARTMENT            EMPLOYEE NAME                             EMPLOYEE NUMBER
                                                                                  1
  PUBLIC RELATIONS          MICHAEL   ANGELO                                      2
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  PUBLIC RELATIONS          DONTE     BANK                                        3
  PUBLIC RELATIONS          JOCK      JACKSON                                     4
  PUBLIC RELATIONS          CAROL     MCDOUGALL                                   5
  PUBLIC RELATIONS          LAURA     PENMAN                                      6
  PUBLIC RELATIONS          BETSY     ZEDI

Example 2: Print a Total Count

This example shows how to print a report that counts the number of employees that are being processed. Use counters to
add 1 to the value of the numeric work field. CA Culprit uses a type 6 parameter to print the final value of the work field.

Parameters

• 010 COUNT
Establishes the numeric work field.

• 0161*040 'NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES' 0161*050 COUNT
Type 6 parameters used to label the print line and obtain the last value in the work field COUNT.

• 017010 COUNT + 1 COUNT
Adds 1 to the value contained in the work field COUNT.

Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5   20

REC DEPARTMENT    115   25

SEL DEPARTMENT EQ 'PUBLIC RELATIONS'

013 EMPLOYEE COUNT

010 COUNT

0151*010 DEPARTMENT      HH 'DEPARTMENT'

0151*020 EMPLOYEE        HH '  EMPLOYEE NAME'

0161*040 'NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES'

0161*050 COUNT

017010 COUNT + 1 COUNT
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Result

REPORT NO. 01        EMPLOYEE COUNT                  mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
          DEPARTMENT            EMPLOYEE NAME

  PUBLIC RELATIONS          MICHAEL   ANGELO
  PUBLIC RELATIONS          DONTE     BANK
  PUBLIC RELATIONS          JOCK      JACKSON
  PUBLIC RELATIONS          CAROL     MCDOUGALL
  PUBLIC RELATIONS          LAURA     PENMAN
  PUBLIC RELATIONS          BETSY     ZEDI
                                                 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES          6

Example 3: Use the Value of a Work Field

This example shows how to create a report that counts the number of employees that are being processed. Use a counter
to increment the value of the numeric work field by 1. CA Culprit uses a type 6 parameter to print the value of the work
field.

Parameters

0161*040 'NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES'

0161*050 COUNT

• 010 COUNT 
Establishes a numeric work field that has a value of 1.

• 0151*000 COUNT
0151 keeps an automatic running total of the work field COUNT on a type 5 parameter. 000 suppresses the printing of
the field value on the report. You can use more than one type 5 parameter.

• 0161*040 and 0161*050 
• Type 6 parameters that label the print line and obtain the last value in the work field COUNT.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5   20

REC DEPARTMENT    115   25
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SEL DEPARTMENT EQ 'PUBLIC RELATIONS'

013 EMPLOYEE COUNT

010 COUNT 1

0151*000 COUNT

0151*010 DEPARTMENT      HH 'DEPARTMENT'

0151*020 EMPLOYEE        HH '  EMPLOYEE NAME'

0161*040 'NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES'

0161*050 COUNT

Result

REPORT NO. 01        EMPLOYEE COUNT                  mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
          DEPARTMENT            EMPLOYEE NAME

  PUBLIC RELATIONS          MICHAEL   ANGELO
  PUBLIC RELATIONS          DONTE     BANK
  PUBLIC RELATIONS          JOCK      JACKSON
  PUBLIC RELATIONS          CAROL     MCDOUGALL
  PUBLIC RELATIONS          LAURA     PENMAN
  PUBLIC RELATIONS          BETSY     ZEDI
                                                 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES                   6
                                            

Perform Arithmetic Operations

You can perform simple and complex arithmetic operations in your CA Culprit report.

Perform Arithmetic Operations 

To perform one-step operations, code the following:

• A numeric field to use as the operand.
• An operator with a space on either side.
• The work field to contain the results.
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017010 YR-SALARY / 52 WK-SALARY

To perform a complex statement with two or more operations, enter the word COMPUTE:

017010 COMPUTE (SALARY + 2000) X 0.10  BONUS

Perform Arithmetic When a Condition is Met

You can use an arithmetic operation alone, or as a result of a conditional statement when the condition is met.

The following example shows how to code an arithmetic operation as a result of a a conditional statement:

017010 IF SALARY LE 19000  100

017020 ...

017100 SALARY / 52  WK-SALARY

Example: Use Arithmetic to Create a Report

This example shows how to print a report that compares employee annual earnings to a base salary of $19,000.
Employees who earn more than the base amount are considered salaried. Employees who earn less than the base
amount are considered hourly. The report calculates an hourly wage for all nonsalaried employees.

Testing and calculations for this report are on type 7 parameters.

Parameters

• 01OUT D
Suppresses totals

• 010 AMOUNT DP=2
A work field that holds computation results containing two decimal places.

• 017010 IF SALARY LE 19000 500
A conditional statement that tests for a range less than or equal to 19000. If the test is true, processing skips to line
500 of the type 7 parameters. If the test is not true, the type 7 statements are processed in sequence until TAKE is
executed.

• 017 MOVE 'SALARIED' TO MESSAGE
Places SALARIED in the MESSAGE work field when SALARY is greater than 19000.

• 017 MOVE SALARY TO AMOUNT
Places the salary amount in the work field.

• 017 TAKE
Causes all the type 5 parameter fields to be written to a work file (the extract file) for use in later processing.

• 017500 MOVE 'HOURLY ' TO MESSAGE
Places the word HOURLY in the MESSAGE work field when the salary is less than 19000.

• 017 COMPUTE (SALARY / 52) / 40 AMOUNT
Specifies a two-step computation. The result is placed in the AMOUNT work field.

• TAKE
An implied TAKE that causes all type 5 fields to be written to a work file (the extract file) for use in later processing.
This TAKE is supplied by CA Culprit; it is not required in the code.
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Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5   25

REC LAST-NAME      15   15

REC DEPARTMENT    115   25

REC SALARY        160    5  3  DP=2

01OUT  D

01SORT LAST-NAME

013 EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION STATUS

010 MESSAGE '        '

010 AMOUNT DP=2

0151*010 EMPLOYEE SZ=20    HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

0151*020 MESSAGE           HH 'STATUS'

0151*030 AMOUNT SZ=10  F$  HH 'SALARY'

017010 IF SALARY LE 19000 500

017 MOVE 'SALARIED' TO MESSAGE

017 MOVE SALARY TO AMOUNT

017 TAKE

017500 MOVE 'HOURLY ' TO MESSAGE
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017 COMPUTE (SALARY / 52) / 40  AMOUNT

Result

REPORT NO. 01        EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION STATUS    mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
                             EMPLOYEE
                               NAME                               STATUS                           SALARY

                       ROY       ANDALE                          SALARIED                          $33,500.00
                       MICHAEL   ANGELO                          HOURLY                                 $8.65
                       HARRY     ARM                             SALARIED                          $46,000.00
                       MONTE     BANK                            SALARIED                          $80,000.00
                       JUNE      BLOOMER                         HOURLY                                 $7.21
                       CHARLES   BOWER                           SALARIED                          $38,500.00
                       C.        BREEZE                          SALARIED                          $38,000.00
                       RALPH     TYRO                            SALARIED                          $20,000.00
                       RICHARD   WAGNER                          SALARIED                          $47,000.00
                       ROGER     WILCO                           SALARIED                          $80,000.00
                       ROBBY     WILDER                          SALARIED                          $90,000.00
                       BETSY     ZEDI                            SALARIED                          $37,000.00

Direct Processing Flow

You can code a repeated procedure once and direct CA Culprit to repeat the procedure at any time.

To direct the processing flow, code the following:

• The word PERFORM on a processing parameter (type 7 or type 8). For more information about Type 8 parameters,
see Controlling Total Lines.

• The parameter sequence number where CA Culprit starts to process the repetitive statements.
• The word RETURN at the end of the block of repetitive statements. Keep the related PERFORM/RETURN within the

same parameter type.

Example: Code a Repeated Procedure

This example shows how to print a report that calculates employee bonuses based upon individual salary and longevity.
You use PERFORM/RETURN statements to execute the repetitive computation based on longevity.

Parameters

• 100 
Directs processing to sequence line 100 when SALARY is greater than $15,000.

• PERFORM 500 
Directs processing to sequence line 500 to calculate the longevity factor.

• 010
Directs processing to sequence line 010 if the calculated bonus is less than $500.

• TAKE
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 Causes the type 5 line to be extracted.
• 200

 Directs processing to sequence line 200 when SALARY is greater than $25,000.
• 110

 Directs processing to sequence line 110 if the calculated bonus is less than $1200.
• 500

 Tests START-YEAR. Employees who started before 1981 receive an additional $300 bonus. Those starting after 1981
receive an additional $100 bonus.

• 017520 RETURN 
Directs processing back to the statement following the last PERFORM statement executed.

Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5   25

REC LAST-NAME      15   15

REC START-YEAR     97    2  2

REC SALARY        160    5  3  DP=2

01SORT LAST-NAME

013 EMPLOYEE BONUS REPORT

010 BONUS DP=2

0151*010 EMPLOYEE  SZ=20     HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

0151*020 SALARY    SZ=10  F$ HH '   SALARY'

0151*030 BONUS     SZ=7   F$ HH ' BONUS'

017    IF SALARY GT 15000 100

017    COMPUTE SALARY X 0.02  BONUS

017    PERFORM 500

017    IF BONUS LT 500  010
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017    MOVE 500 TO BONUS

017010 TAKE

017100 IF SALARY GT 25000  200

017    COMPUTE SALARY X 0.03  BONUS

017    PERFORM 500

017    IF BONUS LT 1200  110

017    MOVE 1200 TO BONUS

017110 TAKE

017200 COMPUTE SALARY X 0.04  BONUS

017    PERFORM 500

017    IF BONUS LT 1800  210

017    MOVE 1800 TO BONUS

017210 TAKE

017500 IF START-YEAR LT 81  510

017    BONUS + 100 BONUS

017    RETURN

017510 BONUS + 300  BONUS

017520 RETURN

Result

REPORT NO. 01        EMPLOYEE BONUS REPORT           mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
                            EMPLOYEE
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                              NAME                                   SALARY                            BONUS

                      ROY       ANDALE                              $33,500.00                       $1,640.00
                      MICHAEL   ANGELO                              $18,000.00                         $840.00
                      HARRY     ARM                                 $46,000.00                       $1,800.00
                      MONTE     BANK                                $80,000.00                       $1,800.00
                      JUNE      BLOOMER                             $15,000.00                         $500.00
                      CHARLES   BOWER                               $38,500.00                       $1,800.00
                      C.        BREEZE                              $38,000.00                       $1,800.00
                       RALPH     TYRO                                $20,000.00                         $900.00
                      RICHARD   WAGNER                              $47,000.00                       $1,800.00
                      ROGER     WILCO                               $80,000.00                       $1,800.00
                      ROBBY     WILDER                              $90,000.00                       $1,800.00
                      BETSY     ZEDI                                $37,000.00                       $1,780.00

                                                                 $2,522,500.00                      $81,950.00

Control Total Lines
Advantage CA-Culprit generates automatic total amounts for numeric fields that appear on type 5 lines. You can label and
control the printing of the total lines by using parameters that act upon data before it is printed on the report (the output
phase).

When working with total amounts, use the following parameters:

• Type 6 parameters to control the print lines.
• An OUT parameter with the T option to print total amounts only. (Use the D option to print detail lines only).
• A SORT parameter to obtain subtotals.
• Type 8 parameters to process the data.

Selectively Print Total Amounts

You can print only the totals you want by using type 6 parameters, and entering the following information from left to right:

• A 2-digit report number
• The type 6 parameter
• The number of the total line
• The column placement consisting of either an asterisk followed by a 3-digit number for relative placement, or a 4-digit

number for specific placement.
• The spacing specification
• The name of the field you want to print on the total line.
• Additional options, such as size, number of decimal places, and special formatting.

Example

The coding example below uses the following parameters to print only the Salary total:

• 01
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The number of the report.
• 6

Specifies a type 6 parameter.
• 1

Specifies the first total line.
• *055

Specifies automatic page formatting with the salary total printed under the list of individual salaries.
• 0

Specifies a blank line before the total is printed.
• SALARY

Specifies the field to total.
• SZ=11 F$

Specifies the size of the total field to avoid truncation. The total is formatted with a dollar sign.

Coding Example

The following code prints only the Salary total:

col. 2

↓

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5   25

REC FIRST-NAME      5   10

REC LAST-NAME      15   15

REC START-YEAR     97    2   2

REC BIRTH-YEAR    109    2   2

REC DEPARTMENT    115   25

REC SALARY        160    5   3   DP=2

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING BY DEPARTMENT

01SORT DEPARTMENT 0 SALARY D EMPLOYEE

0151*010 DEPARTMENT      HH 'DEPARTMENT'

0151*020 LAST-NAME SZ=10 HH '                 EMPLOYEE NAME'

0151*030 FIRST-NAME

0151*040 BIRTH-YEAR      HH 'BIRTH' 'YEAR'
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0151*050 START-YEAR      HH 'START' 'YEAR'

0151*055 SALARY SZ=11 F$ HH ' ANNUAL SALARY'

0161*0550SALARY SZ=11 F$

Coding Example Result 

The following example displays the output from the above coding example, for printing only the Salary total:

REPORT NO. 01      EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING BY DEPARTMENT      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                                                                   
 BIRTH      START

            DEPARTMENT                                 EMPLOYEE NAME               
 YEAR       YEAR      ANNUAL SALARY

      ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                 JENSON                      RUPERT     
 48         29         $82,000.00

      ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                 KIMBALL                     MARIANNE   
 49         19         $45,000.00

      ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                 HUTTON                      EDWARD     
 41          7         $44,000.00

      ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                 BLOOMER                     JUNE       
 60          5         $15,000.00

      ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                 KING                        DORIS      
 60         16         $14,500.00

      ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                 NICEMAN                     BRIAN      
 55          6         $14,000.00

                                                                                                        
  $214,500.00

      THERMOREGULATION                       CLOTH                      TERRY       
 45          2         $38,000.00

      THERMOREGULATION                       TIME                       MARK        
 58          5         $33,000.00
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      THERMOREGULATION                       KASPAR                     JOE         
 40          5         $31,000.00

                                                                                                        
  $227,000.00

                                                                                                   
     $2,522,500.00

 

 

Label Total Lines

You can label each printed total by using type 6 parameters, and entering the following information:

• A type 6 parameter
• The text of the total line label, not a field name, enclosed in single quotation marks.

Example

The coding example below uses the following parameters to place a Salary label on a total line:

• 01 
Specifies report 01.

• 6 Specifies a type 6 parameter.
• 1 Specifies the first total line.
• *040

Specifies automatic page formatting with the label starting to the left of the grand total.
• 0

Specifies a blank line before the total line.
• 'SALARY TOTAL='

Specifies the text for the total line label.

Coding Example

The following example displays the code for placing a Salary label on a total line:

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5 25

REC FIRST-NAME      5 10

REC LAST-NAME      15 15

REC START-YEAR     97  2 2

REC BIRTH-YEAR     19  2 2
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REC DEPARTMENT    115 25

REC SALARY        160  5 3 DP=2

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

0151*010 DEPARTMENT        HH 'DEPARTMENT'

0151*020 LAST-NAME   SZ=10 HH '                EMPLOYEE NAME'

0151*030 FIRST-NAME

0151*040 BIRTH-YEAR        HH 'BIRTH' 'YEAR'

0151*050 START-YEAR        HH 'START' 'YEAR'

0151*055 SALARY    SZ=9 F$ HH '     ANNUAL SALARY'

0161*0400'SALARY TOTAL='

0161*055 SALARY   SZ=9 F$

Coding Example Result

The following example displays the output of the above code to place a label on a total line:

REPORT NO. 01       EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING      mm/dd/yy PAGE       1

                                                                             BIRTH   
 START

           DEPARTMENT                          EMPLOYEE NAME                  YEAR    
 YEAR      ANNUAL SALARY

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                  BLOOMER                    JUNE        60       
 5        $15,000.00

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                  HUTTON                     EDWARD      41       
 7        $44,000.00

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                  JENSON                     RUPERT      48      
 29        $82,000.00

INTERNAL SOFTWARE                       LITERATA                   LARRY       55       
 9        $37,500.00
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INTERNAL SOFTWARE                       O'HEARN                    KATHERINE   54       
 4        $42,500.00

INTERNAL SOFTWARE                       TYRO                       RALPH       55      
 21        $20,000.00

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                HENDON                     HENRIETTA   33      
 21       $240,000.00

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                PAPAZEUS                   THEMIS      35       
 7       $100,000.00

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                RUPEE                      JOHN        33      
 23        $80,000.00

                                                                          SALARY
 TOTAL=        $2,522,500.00

Generate Only Total Amounts

You can produce a report that contains only totals of numeric fields that appear on type 5 lines. You specify a totals-only
report using the following information:

• The OUTPUT parameter with the totals-only option (OUT T)
• A type 5 parameter for each numeric field to be totaled
• A type 6 parameter for totals to be printed

Example

The coding example below uses the following parameters, to generate the total of all the salaries in a company:

• T
Specifies totals only.

• 0151*020 SALARY
Specifies the type 5 parameter that retrieves and causes the individual salaries to be totaled.

• 6
Identifies the parameter type.

• 'ALL DEPARTMENTS'
Specifies the label for the total line.

• SALARY
Specifies the field whose total is to be printed.

Coding Example

The following example displays the code for generating the total of all the salaries in a company:

col. 2

↓
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IN 2 F 4 PS(TAPE)

REC SALARY 16 5 3 DP=2 'SALARY' 'TOTAL'

1OUT T

151*020 SALARY

1611 'ALL DEPARTMENTS' HH 'DEPARTMENT'

1612 SALARY SZ=1 HH 'TOTAL SALARIES'

Coding Example Result

The following example displays the output of the above coding example, for generating the total of all the salaries:

           DEPARTMENT               TOTAL SALARIES

         ALL DEPARTMENTS             2,522,500.00

Suppress All Totals

You can suppress all totals by specifying a details-only report on the OUT parameter, using the following information:

• The 2-digit report number
• The word OUT
• The letter D, after skipping one or more spaces

Example

The coding example below uses the following parameters, to produce a listing of employee salaries and suppress totals:

• 01
The report number.

• OUT
Specifies an OUTPUT parameter.

• D
Specifies printing of only detail lines.

Coding Example

The following coding example displays the code for producing a listing of employee salaries and suppress totals:

col. 2

↓

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)
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REC EMPLOYEE     5    25             'EMPLOYEE NAME'

REC SALARY     160     5   3 DP=2    'ANNUAL SALARY'

01OUT D

13 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

151*010 EMPLOYEE SZ=20          HR

151*020 SALARY SZ=11 F$         HR

Coding Example Results

The following example displays the output of the above code, to produce a listing of employee salaries and suppress
totals:

REPORT NO. 01            EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING        mm/dd/yy PAGE          1

              EMPLOYEE NAME                   ANNUAL SALARY

          TERRY      JANENS                       $38,000.00

          JOE        NGUYA                        $31,000.00

          MARK       TIME                         $33,000.00

          ROGER      WILCO                        $80,000.00

          ALBERT     BREEZE                       $38,000.00

          CAROLYN    CROW                         $37,500.00

          BURT       LANCHESTER                   $54,500.00

          RENE       MAKER                        $85,000.00

          DUDY B     LOOMER                       $15,000.00

          EDWARD     HUTTON                       $44,000.00
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Generate Subtotals

You can retrieve subtotals on a sorted field by creating a pause with a control break, using the following information:

• The 2-digit report number
• The word SORT
• The name of the field to be sorted
• The sort order (ascending or descending)
• The control break codes to manage what to do after the subtotal is printed

Example

The coding example below uses the following parameters to create a subtotal by department, insert two lines after each
subtotal, and list the salaries in descending order.  Duplicate salaries sort in alphabetical order by employee last name.

• 01
The report number.

• SORT
Specifies the name of the field to sort.

• DEPARTMENT
Specifies a sort on department.
– A dash ( - ) specifies a control break, which generates the subtotal and spacing for each department.

• SALARY
Specifies a sort on the salary within each department.

• D
Specifies to sort the salary in descending order, from largest to smallest. If the descending sort order is not specified,
by default the sort is in ascending order.

• LAST-NAME
Specifies a sort on employees within the same salary and department.

In addition to the above parameters that define the sorted field, the following control break codes are used to manage
what to do after the subtotal is printed:

• 1
Start a new page.

• 0
Print one blank line.

• Dash symbol ( - )
Print two blank lines.

• Plus sign ( + )
Begin the next sorted field section immediately after the subtotal line.

Repeat specifying the field to sort, the sort order, and the control break code for each sorted field you define. To easily
distinguish a subtotal, configure at least one line between sorted fields.

Coding Example

The following example displays the code used to create a subtotal by department, insert two lines after each subtotal, and
list the salaries in descending order.  Duplicate salaries sort in alphabetical order by employee last name.

col. 2
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↓

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5   25

REC FIRST-NAME      5   10

REC LAST-NAME      15   15

REC DEPARTMENT    115   25

REC SALARY        160    5  3   DP=2

REC TITLE         171   20

13 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING BY DEPARTMENT

01SORT DEPARTMENT,- SALARY,D LAST-NAME

0151*010 DEPARTMENT      HH 'DEPARTMENT NAME'

0151*020 LAST-NAME SZ=1  HH '                    EMPLOYEE NAME'

0151*025 FIRST-NAME

0151*030 TITLE           HH 'JOB TITLE'

0151*040 SALARY          HH '    ANNUAL SALARY'

Coding Example Result

The following example displays the output of the above code that creates a subtotal by department:

REPORT NO. 01                 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING BY DEPARTMENT     mm/dd/yy
 PAGE         1

           DEPARTMENT NAME                                      EMPLOYEE
 NAME                              JOB TITLE                ANNUAL SALARY

     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                              JENSON                 
 RUPERT               MGR ACCTNG/PAYROLL              82,000.00

     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                              KIMBALL                
 MARIANNE             ACCOUNTANT                      45,000.00
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     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                              HUTTON                 
 EDWARD               FINANCIAL ANALYST               44,000.00

     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                              BLOOMER                
 JUNE                 PAYROLL CLERK                   15,000.00

     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                              KING                   
 DORIS                AR CLERK                        14,500.00

     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                              NICEMAN                
 BRIAN                AP CLERK                        14,000.00

                                                                                                                                   
  214,500.00

               

     BLUE SKIES                                          MOON                   
 DANIEL               MGR BLUE SKIES                  72,000.00

     BLUE SKIES                                          CLOUD                  
 BETH                 CUMULUS CARETAKER               52,750.00

     BLUE SKIES                                          DONOVAN                
 ALAN                 SUNSHINE SUPERVISOR             33,500.00

                                                                                                                                   
  158,250.00

     THERMOREGULATION                                    WILCO                  
 ROGER                MGR THERMOREGULATION              8,000.00

     THERMOREGULATION                                    FINN                   
 PHINEAS              KEEPER OF BALLOONS               45,000.00

     THERMOREGULATION                                    CLOTH                  
 TERRY                HUMIDITY CONTROL CLK             38,000.00

     THERMOREGULATION                                    TIME                    MARK   
              WINTERIZER                       33,000.00

     THERMOREGULATION                                    KASPAR                 
 JOE                  WINTERIZER                       31,000.00
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  227,000.00

                                                                                                                                  
  2,522,500.00

 

Select Subtotal and Total Line Placement

You can define the placement of totals and labels in specific report column, using the following information:

• The 2-digit report number
• The type 6 parameter
• The field to appear on the first total print line
• The placement of the subtotal
• The field to be totaled.

NOTE

When the same numeric data item appears on both type 5 and type 6 parameters, both parameters must
contain identical information, such as size (SZ=) and decimal point placement (DP=). Heading information can
appear on either parameter, but not both.

Example

The coding example below uses the following parameters to print salary subtotal and grand total fields in a separate
column:

• 01
The report number.

• 6
The parameter type.

• 1
Specifies this field to appear on the first totals print line.

• *055
Specifies automatic placement of the subtotal to the right of the individually listed fields to total.

• SALARY
Specifies the field to be totaled.

Coding Example

The following example displays the code for printing the salary subtotal and grand total fields in a separate column:

col. 2

↓

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)
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REC EMPLOYEE        5   25

REC FIRST-NAME      5   01

REC LAST-NAME      15   15

REC DEPARTMENT    115   25

REC SALARY        160    5   3   DP=2

REC TITLE         171   20

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING BY DEPARTMENT

01SORT DEPARTMENT SALARY D LAST-NAME

0151*010 DEPARTMENT     HH 'DEPARTMENT'

0151*020 LAST-NAME SZ=1 HH '                   EMPLOYEE NAME'

0151*030 FIRST-NAME

0151*040 TITLE          HH 'JOB TITLE'

0151*050 SALARY         HH '    ANNUAL SALARY'

0161*055 SALARY

Coding Example Result

The following example displays the output of the above code to print subtotal and grand total fields in a separate column:

REPORT NO. 01           EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING BY DEPARTMENT    mm/dd/yy PAGE         1

          DEPARTMENT                                 EMPLOYEE NAME                     
 JOB TITLE              ANNUAL SALARY

  ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                      JENSON               RUPERT MGR          
 ACCTNG/PAYROLL           82,000.00

  ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                      KIMBALL              MARIANNE            
 ACCOUNTANT               45,000.00

  ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                      HUTTON               EDWARD              
 FINANCIAL ANALYST        44,000.00
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  ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                      BLOOMER              JUNE                
 PAYROLL CLERK            15,000.00

  ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                      KING                 DORIS               
 AR CLERK                 14,500.00

  ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                      NICEMAN              BRIAN               
 AP CLERK                 14,000.00

                                                                                                                               
  214,500.00

  BLUE SKIES                                  MOON                 DANIEL              
 MGR BLUE SKIES           72,000.00

  BLUE SKIES                                  CLOUD                BETH                
 CUMULUS CARETAKER        52,750.00

  BLUE SKIES                                  DONOVAN              ALAN                
 SUNSHINE SUPERVISOR      33,500.00

                                                                                                 
                                158,250.00

  THERMOREGULATION                            WILCO                ROGER               
 MGR THERMOREGULATION       8,000.00

  THERMOREGULATION                            FINN                 PHINEAS             
 KEEPER OF BALLOONS        45,000.00

  THERMOREGULATION                            CLOTH                TERRY               
 HUMIDITY CONTROL CLK      38,000.00

  THERMOREGULATION                            TIME                 MARK                
 WINTERIZER                33,000.00

  THERMOREGULATION                            KASPAR               JOE                 
 WINTERIZER                31,000.00 
                                                                                        
                                          227,000.00

                                                                                                                          
      2,522,500.00
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Selectively Print Output Lines

When you work with multiple levels of output (one or more control breaks), you can control when the output of each level
is printed, using the following information:

• The 2-digit report number
• The word SORT
• A type 6 parameter, to print the line
• A type 8 parameter, to act on the data
• A TAKE instruction on a Type 8 parameter, to specify which type 6 line to print and stop further processing for that

control break
• A DROP instruction on a type 8 parameter, to stop processing for that control break.
• A 3-digit sequence number

NOTE

Optionally, you can print output lines with a type 6 parameter alphanumeric work field. See "Print Output Lines
Using a Work Field," below.

Print Output Lines Using Type 8 Parameters

This section describes how to use type 8 parameters to print different salary totals.

Example

The coding example below uses the following type 8 parameters to print salary totals by employee job status, department,
and grand total:

• Specifies the report number.
• SORT Precedes the name of the field to sort.
• DEPARTMENT

Specifies the field to sort.
• STATUS

Specifies to total salaries by employee job status
• 0

Specifies control breaks for subtotals.
• 61, 62, 63

Specifies groups of print lines used to label and print subtotal, total, and grand totals
• 8

Specifies a type 8 parameter that is used when testing control break levels.
• IF LEVL EQ 1 100

Specifies that when the value of STATUS changes, go to line 100 of the type 8 parameter code.
• IF LEVL EQ 2 200

Specifies that when the value of DEPARTMENT changes, to to line 200 of the type 8 parameter code.
• IF LEVL EQ 3 300

Specifies that when all the records are processes, go to line 300 of the type 8 parameter code.
• TAKE 1

Specifies to print line 1 of the type 6 parameter code.
• TAKE 2

Specifies to print line 2 of the type 6 parameter code.
• TAKE 3

Specifies to print line 2 of the type 6 parameter code.
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Coding Example

The following example displays the code for printing salary totals by employee job status, department, and grand total:

col. 2

↓ IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE          5    25

REC FIRST-NAME        5    10

REC LAST-NAME        15    15

REC STATUS           82     2

REC DEPARTMENT      115    25

REC SALARY          160     5  3  DP=2

REC TITLE           171    20

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

01SORT DEPARTMENT - STATUS 0  SALARY D

0151*010 DEPARTMENT        HH 'DEPARTMENT'

0151*020 LAST-NAME SZ=10   HH '                   EMPLOYEE NAME'

0151*025 FIRST-NAME

0151*030 TITLE             HH 'TITLE'

0151*035 STATUS            HH 'STATUS'  'CODE'

0151*040 SALARY SZ=10      HH '     ANNUAL SALARY'

0161*0300'STATUS CODE TOTAL'

0161*040 SALARY SZ=10

0162*0300'DEPARTMENT TOTAL'

0162*040 SALARY SZ=10

0163*0300'GRAND TOTAL'

0163*040 SALARY SZ=10
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018010   IF LEVL EQ 1 100

018020   IF LEVL EQ 2 200

018030   IF LEVL EQ 3 300

018100   TAKE 1

018200   TAKE 2

018300   TAKE 3

Code Example Result: 

The following example displays the output of the above code, to print three different totals:

REPORT NO. 01       EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING     mm/dd/yy  PAGE    1

                                                                                        
                      STATUS

             DEPARTMENT                              EMPLOYEE NAME                      
    TITLE              CODE         ANNUAL SALARY

       PERSONNEL                              PEOPLES              ELEANOR           MGR
 PERSONNEL              01           80,000.00

       PERSONNEL                              ORGRATZI             MADELINE        
  RECRUITER/INTERVWR         01           39,000.00

       PERSONNEL                              FITZHUGH             TOM              
 PERSONNEL CLERK            01           13,000.00

                                                                                     
 STATUS CODE TOTAL                     132,000.00

       PERSONNEL                              JOHNSON              CYNTHIA          
 PERSONNEL CLERK            05           13,500.00

                                                                                     
 STATUS CODE TOTAL                      13,500.00

                                                                                     
  DEPARTMENT TOTAL                     145,500.00
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       PUBLIC RELATIONS                       BANK                 DONTE             MGR
 PUBLIC RELATIONS       01           80,000.00

       PUBLIC RELATIONS                       PENMAN               LAURA             PR
 WRITER                  01           39,000.00

       PUBLIC RELATIONS                       JACKSON              JOCK            
  SPORTS CONSULTANT          01           34,000.00

       PUBLIC RELATIONS                       ANGELO               MICHAEL          
 ILLUSTRATOR                01           18,000.00

       PUBLIC RELATIONS                       MCDOUGALL            CAROL            
 PASTE-UP ARTIST            01           18,000.00

                                                                                     
 STATUS CODE TOTAL                     189,000.00

       PUBLIC RELATIONS                       ZEDI                 BETSY             PR
 WRITER                  05           37,000.00

                                                                                     
 STATUS CODE TOTAL                      37,000.00

                                                                                     
  DEPARTMENT TOTAL                     226,000.00

                                                                                       
 GRAND TOTAL                       2,554,718.00

Print Output Lines Using a Work Field

In addition to using the type 8 parameters to print different total lines, described above, you can set up and place the total
line labels using type 6 parameters.

Example

The coding example below adds the following type 6 parameters to identify total line labels, for printing salary totals by
employee job status, department, and grand total:

• 0
Identifies the work field

• TOTAL-MESSAGE
Creates a space holder for the labels of the total line fields. 
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You use a single quotation mark at the beginning and end of the field.  Create enough space to accommodate the
maximum number of letters needed for the total line label. For example, if the longest total line label is STATUS CODE
TOTAL, you create a space with 17 characters between the single quotation marks.

• MOVE
Places the total line label in the work field.

Coding Example

The follow example displays the type 8 and type 6 parameter codes for printing salary totals by employee job status,
department, and grand total. (Only the type 6 parameters are in bold print.):

col. 2
↓
REC EMPLOYEE          5    25
REC FIRST-NAME        5    10
REC LAST-NAME        15    15
REC STATUS           82     2
REC DEPARTMENT      115    25
REC SALARY          160     5  3  DP=2
REC TITLE           171    20
013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING
01SORT DEPARTMENT - STATUS 0 SALARY D
010 TOTAL-MESSAGE '                
  '
0151*010 DEPARTMENT      HH 'DEPARTMENT'
0151*020 LAST-NAME SZ=10 HH '                  EMPLOYEE NAME'
0151*030 FIRST-NAME
0151*040 TITLE           HH 'TITLE'
0151*050 STATUS          HH 'STATUS' 'CODE'
0151*060 SALARY SZ=10    HH '    ANNUAL SALARY'
0161*0400 TOTAL-MESSAGE
0161*060  SALARY SZ=10
018010    IF LEVL EQ 1 100
018020    IF LEVL EQ 2 200
018030    IF LEVL EQ 3 300
018100    MOVE 'STATUS CODE TOTAL' TO TOTAL-MESSAGE
018110    TAKE
018200    MOVE 'DEPARTMENT TOTAL' TO TOTAL-MESSAGE
018210    TAKE
018300    MOVE 'GRAND TOTAL' TO TOTAL-MESSAGE
018310    TAKE
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Coding Example Result

The following example displays the output of the above code, to print salary totals by employee job status, department,
and grand total:

REPORT NO. 01       EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING           mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                                                                                           
  STATUS

             DEPARTMENT                                  EMPLOYEE
 NAME                      TITLE             CODE           ANNUAL SALARY

     PERSONNEL                                    PEOPLES                ELEANOR     MGR
 PERSONNEL             01              80,000.00

     PERSONNEL                                    ORGRATZI               MADELINE   
 RECRUITER/INTERVWR        01              39,000.00

     PERSONNEL                                    FITZHUGH               TOM        
 PERSONNEL CLERK           01              13,000.00

                                                                                     
 STATUS CODE TOTAL                       132,000.00

 

     PERSONNEL                                    JOHNSON                CYNTHIA    
 PERSONNEL CLERK           05              13,500.00

                                                                                     
 STATUS CODE TOTAL                        13,500.00

                                                                                      
 DEPARTMENT TOTAL                       145,500.00

 

     PUBLIC RELATIONS                             BANK                   DONTE       MGR
 PUBLIC RELATIONS      01              80,000.00

     PUBLIC RELATIONS                             PENMAN                 LAURA       PR
 WRITER                 01              39,000.00

     PUBLIC RELATIONS                             JACKSON                JOCK       
 SPORTS CONSULTANT         01              34,000.00

     PUBLIC RELATIONS                             ANGELO                 MICHAEL    
 ILLUSTRATOR               01              18,000.00
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     PUBLIC RELATIONS                             MCDOUGALL              CAROL      
 PASTE-UP ARTIST           01              18,000.00

                                                                                     
 STATUS CODE TOTAL                       189,000.00

 

     PUBLIC RELATIONS                             ZEDI                   BETSY       PR
 WRITER                 05              37,000.00

                                                                                     
 STATUS CODE TOTAL                        37,000.00

                                                                                      
 DEPARTMENT TOTAL                       226,000.00

                                                                                        
 GRAND TOTAL                        2,554,718.00

Obtain Sort Field Values

You can obtain the value of a numeric sort key when control breaks occur and when the last detail line for a control break
is processed, if the following conditions are true:

• The field appears on a SORT parameter
• The field does not appear on a type 5 edit line.

Example

The code example below uses the following parameters to create a report that lists hourly employees who make less than
$19,000 annually, sorts the salaries in ascending order, and prints the highest hourly wage:

• 0 AMOUNT
Defines a numeric work field to hold the hourly wage computation.

• SORT AMOUNT
Specifies sorting of AMOUNT in ascending order, for the last amount to represent the highest hourly wage.

• 62
Specifies that the second type 6 line labels and prints the last value for AMOUNT.

Code Example

The following example displays the code for creating a report that lists hourly employees who make less than $19,000
annually, sorts the salaries in ascending order, and prints the highest hourly wage:

col. 2

↓

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)
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REC EMPLOYEE        5 25

REC LAST-NAME      15 15

REC DEPARTMENT    115 25

REC SALARY        160  5  3 DP=2

SEL SALARY LE 19000

01OUT 80

01SORT AMOUNT

013 UNSALARIED EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION

010 AMOUNT DP=2

0151*010 EMPLOYEE          HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

0151*020 SALARY SZ=9  F$   HH 'ANNUAL SALARY'

0161*020 SALARY SZ=9  F$

0162*0150'HIGHEST HOURLY WAGE'

0162*030 AMOUNT SZ=9  F$

017010 COMPUTE (SALARY / 52) / 40 AMOUNT

Code Example Result

The following example displays the output of the code example above, to create a report that lists hourly employees who
make less than $19,000 annually, sorts the salaries in ascending order, and prints the highest hourly wage:

REPORT NO. 01      UNSALARIED EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION     mm/dd/yy PAGE    1

         EMPLOYEE

           NAME                                 ANNUAL SALARY

NANCY     TERNER                                   $13,000.00
TOM       FITZHUGH                                 $13,000.00
CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                                  $13,500.00
BRIAN     NICEMAN                                  $14,000.00
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ROBIN     GARDNER                                  $14,000.00
SANDY     KRAAMER                                  $14,000.00
DORIS     KING                                     $14,500.00
GEORGE    FONRAD                                   $14,750.00
JUNE      BLOOMER                                  $15,000.00
MICHAEL   ANGELO                                   $18,000.00
CAROL     MCDOUGALL                                $18,000.00
HERBERT   LIPSICH                                  $18,500.00
                                                  $180,250.00

                           HIGHEST HOURLY WAGE                     $8.89

Obtain Sorted Work Field Values

You can obtain the value of an alphanumeric work field when a control break occurs or when the last detail line for a
control break is processed.

Use the following parameters to enter the work field value:

• SORT
Specifies to sort by the work field.

• MESSAGE
Specifies the alphanumeric work field.

Example

The coding example below uses the following parameters to sort on the work field to print a report that lists employees by
executive, salaried, and hourly categories.

• SORT MESSAGE - SALARY
Specifies to sort on the salary work field.

• AMOUNT
The work field that holds the hourly wage computation.

• 0152*030
Specifies a second print line for the hourly wage.
– +

Specifies to print the amount on the first line (overprint).
– AMOUNT

Specifies printing the hourly wages.
• SALARY

Specifies printing the total salary at a control break.
• IF SALARY LE 19 500

Monitors for salaries less than or equal to $19,900. If true, line 500 is executed.
• IF SALARY GT 19 50000 600

Monitors for salaries greater than $50,000. If true, line 600 is executed.
• MOVE 'SALARIED' TO MESSAGE

Places the salary wage in the work field.
• TAKE 1
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Specifies printing the first detail line.
• MOVE 'HOURLY' TO MESSAGE

Places the hourly wage in the work field.
• COMPUTE (SALARY / 52) / 40 AMOUNT

Calculates the hourly salary.
• TAKE (1 2)

Specifies extracting the first and second detail lines.
• MOVE 'EXECUTIVE' TO MESSAGE

Places the executive job status in the work field, if the salary is greater than $50,000.
• TAKE 1

Specifies printing the first detail line.

Coding Example

The following example displays the code for sorting on the work field to print a report that lists employees by executive,
salaried, and hourly categories:

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5    25

REC LAST-NAME      15    10

REC DEPARTMENT    115    25

REC SALARY        160     5  3  DP=2

01SORT MESSAGE - SALARY

013 EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION STATUS

010 MESSAGE '           '

010 AMOUNT DP=2

0151*010 EMPLOYEE         HH 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

0151*020 MESSAGE     HH 'STATUS'

0152*030+AMOUNT SZ=9 F$  HH '       HOURLY RATE'

0151*040 SALARY SZ=9 F$  HH 'ANNUAL SALARY'

0161*0400 SALARY SZ=9 F$

017010 IF SALARY LE 19000 500

017020 IF SALARY GT 50000 600

017    MOVE 'SALARIED ' TO MESSAGE
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017    TAKE 1

017500 MOVE 'HOURLY    ' TO MESSAGE

017    COMPUTE (SALARY / 52) / 40 AMOUNT

017    TAKE (1 2)

017600 MOVE 'EXECUTIVE' TO MESSAGE

017    TAKE 1

Coding Example Result

The following example displays the output of the above code for sorting on the work field to print a report that lists
employees by executive, salaried, and hourly categories:

REPORT NO. 01      EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION STATUS      mm/dd/yy  PAGE   1

                   EMPLOYEE NAME                     STATUS
                                                                                        
           ANNUAL SALARY
                                                                           HOURLY RATE

         BETH      CLOUD                            
 EXECUTIVE                                        $52,750.00

         BURT      LANCHESTER                       
 EXECUTIVE                                        $54,500.00

 
         ROBBY     WILDER                           
 EXECUTIVE                                        $90,000.00 

         THEMIS    PAPAZEUS                         
 EXECUTIVE                                       $100,000.00

         HENRIETTA HENDON                           
 EXECUTIVE                                       $240,000.00

                                                                                                 
  $1,291,250.00
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         DORIS     KING                             
 HOURLY                                           $14,500.00

         GEORGE    FONRAD                           
 HOURLY                                           $14,750.00

         JUNE      BLOOMER                          
 HOURLY                                           $15,000.00

         MICHAEL   ANGELO                           
 HOURLY                                           $18,000.00

         CAROL     MCDOUGALL                        
 HOURLY                                           $18,000.00

         HERBERT   LIPSICH                          
 HOURLY                                           $18,500.00

                                                                                        
             $180,250.00

         TERENCE   KLWELLEN                         SALARIED                            
              $43,000.00 

         EDWARD    HUTTON                           SALARIED                            
              $44,000.00  

         MARIANNE  KIMBALL                          SALARIED                            
              $45,000.00

         PHINEAS   FINN                             SALARIED                            
              $45,000.00

         HARRY     ARM                              SALARIED                            
              $46,000.00

         RICHARD   WAGNER                           SALARIED                            
              $47,000.00 
    
                                                                                                 
  $1,051,000.00

                                                                                                 
  $2,522,500.00
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Generate Reports From Database Files
CA Culprit reports can be written from data stored in a database as well as from data stored in standard files.

You need to obtain the following information about your CA IDMS/DB database before you code your report:

• The data dictionary name, if you are not using the primary dictionary of your installation
• The name of the subschema that describes the database record types and fields that CA Culprit accesses to build the

report
• A data structure diagram, similar to that shown in the following figure

List Data

You can list related occurrences of records in the database.

How to Do It

To access the database, code:

1. A DATABASE parameter with the DICTNAME= option if you are using an alternate dictionary
2. An INPUT parameter with the following information:

a. DB to specify that the report is accessing a database
b. SS= with the name of the subschema you are using
c. The path name (PATH-ID)
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d. The name of each record as it is encountered on the path
3. Type 5 parameters with appropriate field names (as listed in the subschema)

 
Note: CA Culprit automatically generates REC parameters from the definitions stored in the data dictionary. REC
parameters do not have to be coded unless you want field names or data types that are different from those given in the
subschema.

Example: List Employee Data 

Objective

This report lists all employee name, ID, start date, and job title information stored in the Personnel database. Any
employee having more than one job title in the course of employment is listed each time the job title changes. Numeric
fields are not edited.

Parameters

• DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT
DATABASE specifies the database parameter. If used, it must always be the first parameter.
DICTNAME=DOCUDICT specifies DOCUDICT as the dictionary used for the report.

• IN DB SS=EMPSS01
DB specifies a database as the data source.
SS=EMPSS01 specifies EMPSS01 as the subschema used.

• PATHAA EMPLOYEE EMPOSITION JOB
PATH specifies the PATH parameter.
AA names the path.
EMPLOYEE EMPOSITION JOB specifies the related database records used as a path through the database.

0151*010 EMP-NAME-0415 

0151*020 EMP-ID-0415 

0151*030 START-DATE-0420 

0151*040 TITLE-0440

The field names are the same as those used in the database.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

IN DB SS=EMPSS01
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PATHAA EMPLOYEE EMPOSITION JOB

01OUT 80 D

013 EMPLOYEE LISTING

0151*010 EMP-NAME-0415          HH ' ' 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

0151*020 EMP-ID-0415             HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'ID'

0151*030 START-DATE-0420       HH 'START' 'DATE'

0151*040 TITLE-0440              HH 'JOB' 'TITLE'

Result

REPORT NO. 01       EMPLOYEE LISTING            mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

             EMPLOYEE            EMPLOYEE    START             JOB
               NAME                 ID        DATE            TITLE

    KATHERINE O'HEARN                23      790505    PROGRAMMER/ANALYST
    KATHERINE O'HEARN                23      780504    PROGRAMMER TRAINEE
    ROBBY     WILDER                472      790716    DIR CORP CONFUSION
    BURT      LANCHESTER            301      800203    RAINMAKER
    BURT      LANCHESTER            301      770203    RAINMAKER
    BURT      LANCHESTER            301      750203    RAINMAKER
    VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ              27      810909    PROGRAMMER/ANALYST
    THEMIS    PAPAZEUS              471      820101    DIR WEATHER
    THEMIS    PAPAZEUS              471      780907    MGR BRAINSTORMING
    MONTE     BANK                    7      780430    MGR PUBLIC RELATIONS
    CAROLYN   CROW                  334      790617    RAINDANCE CONSULTANT
    CAROL     MCDOUGALL             127      800607    PASTE-UP ARTIST
    JULIE     JENSEN                 19      820929    PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

Use Logical Records

Logical records allow reports to be created from data stored in the database with no concern for where the information is
located. All you need to know is the name of the logical record and the fields contained in the record.
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How to Do It

When using logical records, code:

1. A DATABASE parameter with the DICTNAME= option if an alternate dictionary is being used
2. An INPUT DB parameter with the SS= keyword and the subschema name
3. Type 5 parameters with appropriate field names

Example: List Employee Data from a Logical Record

Objective

This report lists employee information from data contained in the logical record EMP-JOB-LR.

Parameters

• REC START-DATE 79 6 2
REC START-DATE redefines the date field as numeric to allow automatic formatting.

• PATHAA EMP-JOB-LR
EMP-JOB-LR is the logical record containing data from the database.

• 01OUT D
D suppresses totaling of the EMP-ID-0415 field.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

REC START-DATE  79  6  2

PATHAA EMP-JOB-LR

01OUT D

013 EMPLOYEE LISTING

0151*005 EMP-ID-0415            HH 'ID'

0151*010 EMP-NAME-0415          HH ' ' 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

0151*020 TITLE-0440             HH 'JOB TITLE'

0151*030 START-DATE       FD    HH 'START DATE'

Result

REPORT NO. 01       EMPLOYEE LISTING            mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
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                                                      EMPLOYEE
                   ID                                   NAME                          JOB TITLE           START DATE

                    23                       KATHERINE O'HEARN                   PROGRAMMER/
ANALYST        79/05/05
                    23                       KATHERINE O'HEARN                   PROGRAMMER TRAINEE        78/05/04
                   472                       ROBBY     WILDER                    DIR CORP CONFUSION        79/07/16
                   301                       BURT      LANCHESTER                RAINMAKER                 80/02/03
                   301                       BURT      LANCHESTER                RAINMAKER                 77/02/03
                   301                       BURT      LANCHESTER                RAINMAKER                 75/02/03
                    27                       VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                 PROGRAMMER/
ANALYST        81/09/09
                   471                       THEMIS    PAPAZEUS                  DIR WEATHER               82/01/01
                   471                       THEMIS    PAPAZEUS                  MGR BRAINSTORMING         78/09/07
                     7                       MONTE     BANK                      MGR PUBLIC RELATION       78/04/30
                   334                       CAROLYN   CROW                      RAINDANCE CONSULTAN       79/06/17
                   127                       CAROL     MCDOUGALL                 PASTE-
UP ARTIST           80/06/07
                    19                       JULIE     JENSEN                    PROGRAMMER/
ANALYST        82/09/29

Select Data for a Report

Data that meets specified criteria can be selected for a report by applying selection criteria to logical records.

How to Do It

Data can be selected:

1. With conditional statements set up by a WHERE clause. This retrieves only those records with a job ID equal to 3051.
2. By searching for defined values with CONTAINS or MATCHES patterns:

– Retrieves employee records where the character set CAS appears somewhere in the name.
– Retrieves employee records where the first three characters of the employee name are CAS.
– Retrieves employee records where names start with CA followed by any alphabetic character.
– Retrieves employee records where ids start with 02 followed by any two digits.

Example: Specify Data Selection Criteria for a Report

Objective

This report lists information about those employees with both the word ENTRY in their job title and ids in the ranges 0001
to 0048 and 0999 to 9999.

Parameters

PATHAA EMPLOYEE-TABLE WHERE 
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(EMP-ID-0415 LE '0048' OR

*   EMP-ID-0415 GT '0999')

*   AND DEPT-ID-0410 GT '1000'

EMPLOYEE-TABLE names the logical record containing database data.

WHERE forms a compound conditional statement to specify the criteria for record retrieval.

* specifies a continuation line.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

 IN DB SS=EMPSS09

 PATHAA EMPLOYEE-TABLE WHERE (EMP-ID-0415 LE '0048' OR

*                         EMP-ID-0415 GT '0999')

*                  AND DEPT-ID-0410 GT '1000'

 01OUT D

 013 EMPLOYEE LISTING

 0151*005 EMP-ID-0415            HH 'ID'

 0151*010 EMP-NAME-0415          HH ' ' 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

 0151*020 DEPT-ID-0410           HH 'DEPT ID'

Result

REPORT NO. 01       EMPLOYEE LISTING            mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                                             EMPLOYEE
                          ID                                   NAME                                 DEPT ID

                            7                       MONTE     BANK                                   4000
                            4                       HERBERT   CRANE                                  3200
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                           24                       JANE      DOUGH                                  3100
                           32                       JANE      FERNDALE                               3200
                           45                       GEORGE    FONRAD                                 3200
                           29                       JAMES     GALLWAY                                3100
                            3                       JENNIFER  GARFIELD                               3100
                           28                       PERCY     GRANGER                                3100
                           27                       VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                              3100
                           20                       JAMES     JACOBI                                 3100
                           19                       JULIE     JENSEN                                 3100
                           11                       RUPERT    JENSON                                 2000
                           16                       TERENCE   KLWELLEN                               3200
                           31                       HERBERT   LIPSICH                                3200
                           35                       LARRY     LITERATA                               3100
                           15                       RENE      MAKER                                  5100
                           23                       KATHERINE O'HEARN                                3100
                           48                       NANCY     TERNER                                 3200
                           21                       RALPH     TYRO                                   3100

 

 

 

Debugging a CA Culprit Report
A CA Culprit report is debugged by using a combination of standard debugging techniques and the informational, warning,
error, and statistical messages provided by CA Culprit. The following procedural sequence, recommended for finding
errors in CA Culprit coding, uses standard and CA Culprit techniques:

1. Desk check the code.
2. Review CA Culprit listings, messages, and error codes, including buffer dumps.

For detailed information, see CA Culprit Messages and Codes.
3. Use procedure module CULLUS48.
4. Print unsorted listings of data and walk through program logic with the data (play computer).
5. Print information beyond that required for the report.
6. Force buffer dumps.

The topics in this section summarize CA Culprit capabilities that can be useful in debugging.

Reviewing CA Culprit Listings and Messages
CA Culprit generates a sequential parameter listing, an input parameter listing, and runtime messages in addition to
printed reports. Through these listings, errors can be flagged from all of CA Culprit's processing phases.

Sequential Parameter Listing

Preliminary parameter syntax diagnostics (precompile phase) are printed in the sequential parameter listing.
Diagnostics are printed immediately below an invalid parameter or at the end of the listing. Asterisks (*) may underline the
field in error:
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                                          REC SALARY      160
                                                          ***

         E  INCOMPLETE PARAMETER CARD

Input Parameter Listing

Warning and error messages produced during parameter validation (compile phase) are printed on the input parameter
listing. Error messages relating to a particular input parameter appear below the invalid parameter. Errors relating to the
entire report are listed at the end. The final message indicates if the extract phase was performed:

mm/dd/
yy                       INPUT PARAMETER LISTING                              volser Vnn.n  PAGE     1
********
INPUT    RECORD TYPE BLOCK  FILE DESCRIPTION...
********
 INPUT   00200   F   00400  PS(TAPE)  LT=S
********
REC      START  SIZE  TYPE  DP    FIELD-NAME                  RECORD-NAME,LEVEL
********
 REC     00160  00007   3   2 SALARY                           'SALARY'       'TOTAL'
mm/dd/
yy                     INPUT PARAMETER LISTING                              volser Vnn.n  PAGE     2
********
OUTPUT   RECORD BLOCK T/D  FILE DESCRIPTION...
********
 01 OUT                T
********
EDIT     LINE CC COLUMN  VALUE OR FIELD-NAME AND EDIT OPTIONS...
********
 01  5     1       *020   SALARY
********
EDIT     LINE CC COLUMN  VALUE OR FIELD-NAME AND EDIT OPTIONS...
********
 01  6     1       *010   'ALL DEPARTMENTS'   HH        'DEPARTMENT'
 01  6     1       *020   SALARY    SZ=0010   HH        'TOTAL SALARIES'
 C300106 EXTRACT WILL BE PERFORMED
 C300119 PROFILE OPTION IN EFFECT: RELEASE =  6

Runtime Messages

Processing errors resulting from input-file processing, buffer dumps, and end-of-file statistics are listed in run-time
messages (extract phase):
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• Processing errors include database access and file-matching operations.
• Buffer dumps show the contents of the input buffer in character and hexadecimal representation when an error occurs

in input processing.
If an error condition does not create a buffer dump, the dump can be forced by creating a zero-divide condition in the
CA Culprit program:

010 ZERO

   .

   .

   .

017    ZERO / ZERO  ZERO

The dump looks like this:

mm/dd/
yy                      RUN TIME MESSAGES                                 volser Vnn.n  PAGE     1

  C350023 INVALID NUMERIC DATA ENCOUNTERED IN REPORT 01
  (CONT) ERROR OCCURRED DURING PROCESSING DETAIL   LINE 1 FIELD   1
  (CONT) MOST RECENT SUBSCRIPT VALUE            0
  (CONT) INPUT BUFFER NUMBER            1
  (CONT) RECORD BUFFER DUMP
               CHAR   0069JUNE      BLOOMER        14 ZITHER TERR      LEXINGTON      MA01675          0103955781880050500
               ZONE   FFFFDEDC444444CDDDDCD44444444FF4ECECCD4ECDD444444DCECDCEDD444444DCFFFFF4444444444FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
               DIGIT  0069145500000023664590000000014099385903599000000357957365000000410167500000000000103955781880050500
                     01...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40....5...50....5...60....5...70....5...80....5...90....5...00
               CHAR   0000    600425ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                  PAYROLL CLERK
               ZONE   FFFF4444FFFFFFCCCDEDECDC4CDC4DCEDDDD4444444444444444444444401000444444DCEDDDD4CDCDD44444444444444444
               DIGIT  000000006004251336453957015407189633000000000000000000000000500C000000718963303359200000000000000000
                    101...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40....5...50....5...60....5...70....5...80....5...90....5...00
mm/dd/
yy                 RUN TIME MESSAGES                                 volser Vnn.n  PAGE    25

  C350023 INVALID NUMERIC DATA ENCOUNTERED IN REPORT 01
  (CONT) ERROR OCCURRED DURING PROCESSING DETAIL   LINE 1 FIELD   1
  (CONT) MOST RECENT SUBSCRIPT VALUE            0
  (CONT) INPUT BUFFER NUMBER           25
  (CONT) RECORD BUFFER DUMP
               CHAR   0341RICHARD   MUNYON         17 BLACKHILL DR     WESTWOOD       MA02090          0111100208180111400
               ZONE   FFFFDCCCCDC444DEDEDD444444444FF4CDCCDCCDD4CD44444ECEEEDDC4444444DCFFFFF4444444444FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
               DIGIT  0341993819400044586500000000017023132893304900000652366640000000410209000000000000111100208180111400
                     01...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40....5...50....5...60....5...70....5...80....5...90....5...00
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               CHAR   0000    501214BRAINSTORMING                                           SNOWBLOWER
               ZONE   FFFF4444FFFFFFCDCCDEEDDDCDC4444444444444444444444444444444403000444444EDDECDDECD44444444444444444444
               DIGIT  000000005012142919523694957000000000000000000000000000000000600C000000256623665900000000000000000000
                    101...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40....5...50....5...60....5...70....5...80....5...90....5...00
  ********************
  C350033 NUMBER OF EXTRACT DATA ERRORS HAS EXCEEDED     25
  C350037 MESSAGES SUPPRESSED UNTIL END OF FILE
  ********************
***********  END OF FILE  ******************************************************
          56 INPUT RECORDS READ
        56 DATA ERRORS OCCURRED IN EXTRACT LOGIC
        56 ERRORS IN REPORT 01
                                   DEPARTMENT                                     TOTAL SALARIES

                                ALL DEPARTMENTS
  C750009 RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 01 --           3

• End-of-file statistics are generated at the conclusion of extract file processing. The amount of information depends
upon the type of run:

mm/dd/
yy                     RUN TIME MESSAGES                                 volser Vnn.n  PAGE     1
  C350023 INVALID NUMERIC DATA ENCOUNTERED IN REPORT 01 ◄------------ CAUSE OF DUMP 
  (CONT) ERROR OCCURRED DURING PROCESSING DETAIL   LINE 1 FIELD   1 ◄─┐                                             CHARACTER 
  (CONT) MOST RECENT SUBSCRIPT VALUE            0                     ├── WHERE DUMP OCCURRED                   ┌── REPRESENTATION 
  (CONT) INPUT BUFFER NUMBER            1                           ◄─┘                                         │   OF INPUT BUFFER 
  (CONT) RECORD BUFFER DUMP                                                                                     ▼
               CHAR   0069JUNE      BLOOMER        14 ZITHER TERR      LEXINGTON      MA01675          0103955781880050500
               ZONE   FFFFDEDC444444CDDDDCD44444444FF4ECECCD4ECDD444444DCECDCEDD444444DCFFFFF4444444444FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF ◄─┐
               DIGIT  0069145500000023664590000000014099385903599000000357957365000000410167500000000000103955781880050500   ├──┐
                     01...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40....5...50....5...60....5...70....5...80....5...90....5...00 ◄─┘  │
                                                                                                                                │
                                                                                                                                │
                                                                                                   HEX REPRESENTATION   ────────┘
                                                                                                     OF INPUT BUFFER

The Report

Logic and format errors, generated in the output phase, can frequently be detected by reviewing the printed report.
Error messages are printed where the processing problem occurs to the limit set in the OE= specification on the PROFILE
parameter:

REPORT NO. 01           AVERAGE START AGE BY DEPARTMENT AND STATUS                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE     1
                                             STATUS     START                                                  BIRTH
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           DEPARTMENT         EMPLOYEE NAME   CODE      YEAR                                                   YEAR        AGE

   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       BLOOMER        01         80                                                     60         20
   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       HUTTON         01         77                                                     41         36
   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       JENSON         01         80                                                     48         32
   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       KIMBALL        01         78                                                     49         29
   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       KING           01         80                                                     60         20
   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       NICEMAN        01         80                                                     55         25
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:                      6
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     27
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT:                       6
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     27

   BLUE SKIES                   CLOUD          01         77                                                     45         32
   BLUE SKIES                   DONOVAN        01         81                                                     51         30
   BLUE SKIES                   MOON           01         78                                                     44         34
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:                      3
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     32
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT:                       3
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     32

   BRAINSTORMING                BREEZE         01         79                                                     34         45
   BRAINSTORMING                CROW           01         79                                                     44         35
   BRAINSTORMING                LANCHESTER     01         75                                                     32         43
   BRAINSTORMING                MAKER          01         78                                                     45         33
   BRAINSTORMING                MUNYON         01         80                                                     50         30
   BRAINSTORMING                WAGNER         01         78                                                     34         44
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:                      6
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     38

   BRAINSTORMING                ANDALE         03         78                                                     60         18
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:                      1
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 

                                   18
REPORT NO. 01            AVERAGE START AGE BY DEPARTMENT AND STATUS                        mm/
dd/yy  PAGE     4
                                             STATUS     START                                                  BIRTH
           DEPARTMENT         EMPLOYEE NAME   CODE      YEAR                                                   YEAR        AGE

   PUBLIC RELATIONS             MCDOUGALL      01         80                                                     59         21
   PUBLIC RELATIONS             PENMAN         01         77                                                     44         33
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                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:                      6
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     28

   PUBLIC RELATIONS             ZEDI           05         76                                                     40         36
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:                      1
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     36
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT:                       7
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     29
   THERMOREGULATION             CLOTH          01         79                                                     45         34
   THERMOREGULATION             FINN           01         79                                                     38         41
   THERMOREGULATION             TIME           01         81                                                     58         23
   THERMOREGULATION             WILCO          01         79                                                     50         29
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:                      4
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     32

   THERMOREGULATION             KASPAR         04         80                                                     40         40
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:                      1
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     40
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT:                       5
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     33
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEEES FOR THE COMPANY:                   56
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     31
  C750009 RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 01 --         139

Using CULLUS48
Status or diagnostic messages can be added to the run-time message section of a CA Culprit job by using the CULLUS48
user module. A message containing up to 132 characters can be executed in type 7 logic, as follows:

 010 MESSAGE '0 THIS IS A MESSAGE  %%'
  .
  .
  .
 927  CALL US48 (MESSAGE)
 

NOTE
The message, an alphanumeric string placed within single quotation marks, must start with a carriage control
character and end with two percent signs.

For more about CULLUS48, see "Creating a Run-time Message (CULLUS48)" in the CA IDMS Reference documentation.

Printing Additional Report Information
Debugging complex reports can be made easier by printing additional information in your report. You can:
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• Print out sort key values in order to understand CA Culprit's sort sequence
• Print out detail lines for totals-only reports in order to determine the source of totals generated for the report
• Release values between complex calculations in order to track the processing sequence

Example

Objective

This example lists values obtained while computing the volume of a sphere, in cubic centimeters, from diameters
measured in inches. The program releases a detail line after every second arithmetic operation.

Procedure

The program issues several arithmetic instructions to compute the volume of the sphere. CA Culprit
automatically rounds the result of a calculation. As the results below indicate, the code should specify truncation for the
arithmetic operations in this example.

Code

 col. 2

 ▼

IN 80

REC TANK-DIA-IN  1  3

010 RADIUS-IN

010 RADIUS-CM

010 WORK-FLD

010 CUBIC-CM

013 CALCULATING THE CC VOLUME OF A SPHERE FROM A DIAMETER IN INCHES

0152*010 TANK-DIA-IN       HF

0152*020 RADIUS-IN         HF

0152*030 RADIUS-CM         HF

0152*040 WORK-FLD          HF

0152*050 CUBIC-CM          HF

 .

 .

 .
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017    TANK-DIA / 2  RADIUS-IN

017    RADIUS-IN X 2.54  RADIUS-CM

017    RELS 2

017    COMPUTE (RADIUS-CM X RADIUS-CM X RADIUS-CM)  WORK-FLD

017    WORK-FLD X 3.1416  WORK-FLD

017    RELS 2

017    WORK-FLD X 4  WORK-FLD

017    WORK-FLD / 3  CUBIC-CM

017    RELS 2

 .

 .

 .

Result

The values released between calculations are:

TANK-DIA-IN    RADIUS-IN    RADIUS-CM    WORK-FLD    CUBIC-CM
    15            8            20
    15            8            20         25,133
    15            8            20        100,532      33,511
    45           24            60        125,665      33,511

The result should have been:

TANK-DIA-IN    RADIUS-IN    RADIUS-CM    WORK-FLD    CUBIC-CM
    15            7.5         19.05
    15            7.5         19.05      21,718.8
    15            7.5         19.05      86,875.2    28,958.4
    45           22.5         57.15     108,594.0    28,958.4

The released values show that rounding occurs in all calculations. Truncation should be indicated in the code for correct
results.
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Totals Processing Techniques
CA Culprit processes data in two input/output phases. The first phase executes type 7 logic against the input data and
outputs a temporary work file (the extract file). The second phase reads the extract file after it has been sorted and
performs final calculations on accumulated totals, executes control breaks, and generates report output.

Within the CA Culprit final processing phase you can perform calculations on accumulated totals, obtain multiple level
subtotals, and access current values of work fields that do not appear on SORT or type 5 parameters.

Calculations on Accumulated Totals
You can obtain subtotals, perform calculations on totals, and perform logical operations on totals.

This article includes the following information:

How to Do It

Use:

• Control breaks on the SORT parameter to obtain subtotals
• Type 8 logic to:

– Test control break levels
– Issue TAKE or DROP instructions
– Perform total-time computations and logical operations

• Type 6 parameters to select the total lines to be printed

Example

Objective

This report prints account balances for several branch offices and computes an average branch balance.

Procedure

• The branch number is the sort key value obtained when a control break occurs on BRANCH (LEVL=1).
• Branch account totals are automatically obtained by the control break.
• An average balance is computed in type 8 logic from the automatic grand total amount and a count of the branch

control breaks.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

REC CURRENT-BAL    4   8   2  DP=2

01OUT T

01SORT BRANCH 0                          $Control break for branch number

010 PRINT1  'BRANCH'
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010 COUNT

010 AVERAGE DP=2

013 SUMMARY REPORT OF AVERAGE TRANSACTIONS

0141*001 ' '

0151*010   CURRENT-BAL

01610020   PRINT1

01610027   BRANCH                        $Prints BRANCH value

01610031   'TOTAL BALANCE'

01610045   CURRENT-BAL SZ=11

016200310  'TOTAL BALANCE'

01620045   CURRENT-BAL SZ=11            $Prints branch totals

016300310  'AVERAGE PER BRANCH'

01630050   AVERAGE     SZ=11             $Prints the average

018 IF LEVL EQ 2 200              $Test for grand-total time

018 COUNT + 1 COUNT

018 TAKE 1                         $Prints branch information

018200     CURRENT-BAL / COUNT AVERAGE  $Uses the grand total of CURRENT-BAL

018 TAKE (2 3)                     $Prints type 6 lines 2 and 3

Result

REPORT NO. 01      SUMMARY REPORT OF AVERAGE TRANSACTIONS     mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
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                    BRANCH 001 TOTAL BALANCE     999,999.99

                    BRANCH 010 TOTAL BALANCE   1,358,349.11

                    BRANCH 011 TOTAL BALANCE     345,678.90

                    BRANCH 020 TOTAL BALANCE     345,575.18

                               TOTAL BALANCE   3,049,603.18

                               AVERAGE PER BRANCH     762,400.80

Multiple-level Subtotals
You can obtain automatically calculated subtotals for each control-break level. After the extract file is sorted, records
are read into the output (CULE) phase of CA Culprit. When a control break occurs, the type 8 logic is executed and the
subtotal accumulators for the level with the control break are reinitialized after the break. If no control break occurs, the
values of the numeric fields appearing on type 5 lines are added to the accumulators.

This article includes the following information:

How to Do It

1. Code the control break on the SORT parameter.
2. Specify the type 5 parameter field name on a type 6 parameter.
3. Test control break levels in type 8 logic.
4. Specify the type 6 line to be printed with the TAKE command in type 8 logic.

Example

Objective

This report lists the sales for each plant and prints subtotals by plant and division.

Procedure

• Control break levels are printed on the report to show where accumulator initialization occurs. (The contents of the
accumulators during processing are shown in the table below.)

• COUNT, a numeric work field on a type 5 line, produces a subtotal of the number of records processed:
– The subtotal for each plant is obtained on the first type 6 line.
– The subtotal for each division is obtained on the second type 6 line.
– The total number of records for all divisions is obtained on the third type 6 line.

• DIVISION and PLANT, are alphanumeric sort keys:
– The sort key value (division and plant number) is obtained at the appropriate control break levels.
– Omission of DIVISION on the third type 6 line results in the division number on the grand total line being left out.

• AMOUNT is a numeric input item:
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– On a type 5 line, AMOUNT prints on detail lines.
– On the first type 6 line, AMOUNT prints the subtotal for each plant.
– On the second type 6 line, AMOUNT prints the subtotal for each division.
– On the third type 6 line, AMOUNT prints the grand total.

Accumulated Total Values

The figure below shows the total values that occur during the processing of the code for the sales report:

Accumulated Total Values for Sales Report

┌───────────────────────────────────────────────┐
│  SORT KEY VALUES         TYPE 5 FIELDS        │
├──────────┬───────┬────────────────────────────┤
│ LEVL     │ LEVL  │         LEVL   LEVL   LEVL │
│   2      │   1   │           3      2      1  │
│          │       │  AMT      ACCUMULATED      │
│ DIVISION │ PLANT │ INPUT       TOTALS         │
├──────────┼-------┼------─┬──────┬──────┬──────┤
│   01     │  01   │  50   │  50  │  50  │  50  │
├──────────┼-------┼-------┼------┼------┼-----─┤
│   01     │  01   │  20   │  70  │  70  │  70  │
├──────────┼-------┼-------┼------┼------┼-----─┤
│   01     │  01   │  10   │  80  │  80  │  80* │
├──────────┼-------┼-------┼------┼------┼-----─┤
│   01     │  02   │  40   │ 120  │ 120  │  40  │
├──────────┼-------┼-------┼------┼------┼-----─┤
│   01     │  02   │  50   │ 170  │ 170* │  90* │
├──────────┼-------┼-------┼------┼------┼-----─┤
│   02     │  02   │  20   │ 190  │  20  │  20  │
├──────────┼-------┼-------┼------┼------┼-----─┤
│   02     │  02   │   0   │ 190  │  20  │  20  │
├──────────┼-------┼-------┼------┼------┼-----─┤
│   02     │  02   │  40   │ 230  │  60* │  60* │
├──────────┼-------┼-------┼------┼------┼-----─┤
│   06     │  03   │  40   │ 270  │  40  │  40  │
├──────────┴───────┴───────┴──────┴──────┴──────┤
│ * denotes initialization of the bucket to zero│
│   after the control break                     │
├───────────────────────────────────────────────┤
│           LEVL 1 -- PLANT                     │
│           LEVL 2 -- DIVISION                  │
│           LEVL 3 -- GRAND TOTAL               │
└───────────────────────────────────────────────┘

The values of the accumulators during the output processing of the Sales by Division and Plant code are incremented until
a control break occurs. A control break causes initialization of the accumulators for the level having the control break.

Complete Code
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col. 2

▼

REC PLANT       3  2

REC AMOUNT      5  4  2  DP=2

REC TYPE        9  1

REC COMPL-DATE 10  6  2

01SORT DIVISION 1 PLANT 0

013 SALES BY DIVISION AND PLANT

010 COUNT 1

014100200 'DIVISION NUMBER:'

01410037  DIVISION

0151*000  COUNT                $Printing on detail line suppressed

0151*010  PLANT

0151*020  AMOUNT F2 SZ=7

0161*0050 DIVISION

0161*010  PLANT         HH 'PLANT'

0161*020  AMOUNT  SZ=7  HH 'AMOUNT'

0161*021  COUNT   SZ=2  HH 'COUNT TOTALS'

0162*0050 DIVISION

0162*020  AMOUNT  SZ=7

0162*021  COUNT   SZ=2

0163*005  'GRAND TOTAL:'

0163*020  AMOUNT  SZ=7
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0163*021  COUNT   SZ=2

018       IF LEVL EQ 3  300      $Grand total test

018       IF LEVL EQ 2  200      $Division total test

018100    TAKE 1                $Print first type 6 line

018200    TAKE 2                $Print second type 6 line

018300    TAKE 3                $Print third type 6 line

Result

REPORT NO. 01      SALES BY DIVISION AND PLANT     mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                    DIVISION NUMBER: 01
                                                  PLANT                    AMOUNT                   COUNT TOTALS

                                                    01                       50.00
                                                    01                       20.00
                                                    01                       20.00

                         01                         01                       90.00                        3

                                                    02                       40.00
                                                    02                       50.00

                         01                         02                       90.00                        2

                         01                                                 180.00                        5

REPORT NO. 01      SALES BY DIVISION AND PLANT     mm/dd/yy PAGE     2

                    DIVISION NUMBER: 02
                                                  PLANT                    AMOUNT                   COUNT TOTALS

                                                    02                       20.00
                                                    02                         .00
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                                                    02                       40.00

                         02                         02                       60.00                        3

                         02                                                  60.00                        3

REPORT NO. 01      SALES BY DIVISION AND PLANT     mm/dd/yy PAGE     3

                    DIVISION NUMBER: 06
                                                  PLANT                    AMOUNT                   COUNT TOTALS

                                                    03                       40.00

                         06                         03                       40.00                        1

                         06                                                  40.00                        1

                    GRAND TOTAL:                                            280.00                        9

Creating a Sparse Listing
You can eliminate repeated occurrences of selected fields on printed output by forcing a control break on a work field that
is not tied to input data.

How to Do It

1. Define a numeric work field.
2. Code the work field on a SORT parameter as a low-order sort key with a control break.
3. Code a type 7 statement that increments the control-break work field by 1. (A control break will then occur on each

extract record when the value of the work field changes.)
4. Code type 8 instructions for processing the control break.

Example

Objective

This report uses a forced control break to make individual plant and division codes available for labeling print lines.

Procedure

• A numeric work field (WORK-X) is placed on a SORT parameter to force a control break each time the value of the
work field changes.

• The value of WORK-X is incremented in type 7 logic.
• The control break on WORK-X causes:
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– Type 8 statements to be processed for every extract record. Type 8 logic checks for a control break at LEVL 4, 3, or
2.

– If one of the type 8 conditions is true, processing branches to the appropriate type 6 subtotal or total print line.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

REC PLANT       3  2

REC AMOUNT      5  4  2  DP=2

01SORT DIVISION 0  PLANT 0  WORK-X +   $Forced control break

013 SALES BY PLANT AND DIVISION

010 COUNT 1

010 PLANT-SAVE '  '

010 DIV-SAVE '  '

010 WORK-X

01OUT T

0151*0000 COUNT

0151*020  AMOUNT F2 SZ=7

017100 WORK-X + 1 WORK-X         $Increment work field value

0161*005  DIVISION      HH 'DIVISION'    $Headings and first detail line

0161*010  PLANT         HH 'PLANT'

0161*020  AMOUNT  SZ=7  HH '  AMOUNT'

0161*025  ' '           HH 'COUNT'

0162*0100 PLANT                         $Plant subtotal

0162*020  AMOUNT  SZ=7
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0162*025  COUNT   SZ=2                   $Plant records processed

0163*0050 DIVISION                      $Division subtotal

0163*021  AMOUNT  SZ=7

0163*025  COUNT   SZ=2                   $Division records processed

0164*0050'GRAND TOTAL'                $Grand total

0164*022  AMOUNT  SZ=7

0164*025  COUNT   SZ=2                   $Total number of record processed

0165*020  AMOUNT  SZ=7                   $Unlabeled detail lines

018010 IF LEVL = 4 400              $Go to grand total print routine

018020 IF LEVL = 3 300              $Go to the division print routine

018030 IF LEVL = 2 200              $Go to the plant print routine

018040    IF DIVISION = DIV-SAVE AND PLANT = PLANT-SAVE 100

018050    MOVE PLANT TO PLANT-SAVE

018055    MOVE DIVISION TO DIV-SAVE

018060    TAKE 1

018100    TAKE 5

018200    TAKE 2

018300    TAKE 3

018400    TAKE 4

Result

REPORT NO. 01      SALES BY PLANT AND DIVISION     mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
              DIVISION             PLANT               AMOUNT                                                      COUNT

                 01                  01                 50.00
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                                                        20.00
                                                        20.00

                                     01                 90.00                                                         3

                 01                  02                 40.00
                                                        50.00

                                     02                 90.00                                                         2

                 01                                                         180.00                                    5

                 02                  02                 20.00

                                                        40.00

                                     02                 60.00                                                         3

                 02                                                          60.00                                    3

                 06                  03                 40.00

                                     03                 40.00                                                         1

                 06                                                          40.00                                    1

            GRAND TOTAL                                                                          280.00               9

Obtaining Work Field Values
Work fields that do not appear on SORT or type 5 parameters are not part of the extract record. Any references made to
such work fields during output processing return only the most current value of the work field.

Example:

The Summary Report of Account Totals is repeated here to show the use of the work field AVERAGE.

Procedure
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• AVERAGE is computed in type 8 logic.
• The computation results are stored in the work field AVERAGE.
• The current value of AVERAGE is printed by using a type 6 parameter reference.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 80 F 320 PS(TAPE)

REC BRANCH         1   3

REC CURRENT-BAL    4   8   2  DP=2

01OUT T

01SORT BRANCH,0

010 PRINT1  'BRANCH'

010 COUNT

010 AVERAGE DP=2               $Work field holding computation results

013 SUMMARY REPORT OF AVERAGE TRANSACTIONS

0141*001 ' '

0151*010   CURRENT-BAL

01610020   PRINT1

01610027   BRANCH

01610031   'TOTAL BALANCE'

01610045   CURRENT-BAL SZ=11

016200310  'TOTAL BALANCE'

01620045   CURRENT-BAL SZ=11

016300260  'AVERAGE PER BRANCH'

01630045 AVERAGE SZ=11             $Print the value of the work field
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018        IF LEVL EQ 2  200

018        COUNT + 1  COUNT

018        TAKE 1

018200     CURRENT-BAL / COUNT AVERAGE $Compute the work field value

018        TAKE (2 3)

Result

REPORT NO. 01      SUMMARY REPORT OF AVERAGE TRANSACTIONS    mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                    BRANCH 001 TOTAL BALANCE     999,999.99

                    BRANCH 010 TOTAL BALANCE   1,358,349.11

                    BRANCH 011 TOTAL BALANCE     345,678.90

                    BRANCH 020 TOTAL BALANCE     345,575.18

                               TOTAL BALANCE   3,049,603.18

                          AVERAGE PER BRANCH     762,400.80

Using Subscripts
Subscripts define and provide access to particular occurrences of repeating data fields. References can be made to work
field occurrences, segments of a field, and fixed or variable repeating input fields.

Explicit Subscripts
You can reference a field occurrence directly by:

• Defining an explicit number of occurrences in a given work field:
010 CHARACTERS.3 'A' 'B' 'C'

Referencing a specific work field occurrence by a number or integer name:

0151*010 CHARACTERS.2   (By a number)

010 INDEX                      (By an integer)
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0151*020 CUSTOMER-NAME.INDEX

This article includes the following information:

How To Do It

Code a work field parameter with:

1. The name of the repeating field
2. A period (.) immediately followed by a numeric literal that specifies the number of repeating elements
3. Optional initialization of each occurrence of the field

Example: Using A Literal Subscript

Objective

This report lists the interest due on loans. Based on the size of the loan, there are three possible interest rates. Literal
subscripts are used to reference each specific interest rate occurrence.

Procedure

• Interest rates are stored in a work field INTEREST.3.
• Type 7 logic references each occurrence of the work field.
• INTEREST.3 has a DP=4 specification, which translates each occurrence into a 16-byte packed decimal.
• The size of the printed interest rate is controlled by using SZ=4 on line 0151*030.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC NAME      5 20

REC LOAN    160  7  3  DP=2

01OUT D

010 INTEREST.3 DP=4 0.0525  0.0550  0.0575 $The subscripted work field

010 AMOUNT DP=2

010 INT DP=4

0151*010 NAME               HH 'CUSTOMER'

0151*020 LOAN   SZ=8        HH 'LOAN AMOUNT'

0151*030 INT SZ=4  DP=4  HH 'INTEREST' 'RATE'
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0151*040 AMOUNT SZ=7  DP=2  HH 'INTEREST' 'AMOUNT'

017    IF LOAN GT 50000.00 100

017    IF LOAN EQ (20000.00 TO 49999.99) 200

017    IF LOAN LT 20000.00 300

017100 COMPUTE ROUND (LOAN X INTEREST.1)  AMOUNT $Use the first occurrence

017    MOVE INTEREST.1 TO INT

017    TAKE

017200 COMPUTE ROUND (LOAN X INTEREST.2)  AMOUNT $Use the second occurrence

017    MOVE INTEREST.2 TO INT

017    TAKE

017300 COMPUTE ROUND (LOAN X INTEREST.3)  AMOUNT $Use the third occurrence

017    MOVE INTEREST.3 TO INT

017    TAKE

Result

                        
                        CUSTOMER                      LOAN AMOUNT                  RATE                    AMOUNT

                  JUNE      BLOOMER                     15,000.00                 .0575                     862.50
                  EDWARD    HUTTON                      44,000.00                 .0550                   2,420.00
                  RUPERT    JENSON                      82,000.00                 .0525                   4,305.00
                  MARIANNE  KIMBALL                     45,000.00                 .0550                   2,475.00
                  DORIS     KING                        14,500.00                 .0575                     833.75
                  BRIAN     NICEMAN                     14,000.00                 .0575                     805.00
                  HERBERT   CRANE                       75,000.00                 .0525                   3,937.50
                  JANE      FERNDALE                    22,500.00                 .0550                   1,237.50
                  GEORGE    FONRAD                      14,750.00                 .0575                     848.13
                  ROBIN     GARDNER                     14,000.00                 .0575                     805.00
                  DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                     20,000.00                 .0550                   1,100.00
                  TERENCE   KLWELLEN                    43,000.00                 .0550                   2,365.00
                  SANDY     KRAAMER                     14,000.00                 .0575                     805.00
                  HERBERT   LIPSICH                     18,500.00                 .0575                   1,063.75
                  NANCY     TERNER                      13,000.00                 .0575                     747.50
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                  BETH      CLOUD                       52,750.00                 .0525                   2,769.38
                  ALAN      DONOVAN                     33,500.00                 .0550                   1,842.50
                  DANIEL    MOON                        72,000.00                 .0525                   3,780.00
                  ROY       ANDALE                      33,500.00                 .0550                   1,842.50
                  HARRY     ARM                         46,000.00                 .0550                   2,530.00
                  C.        BREEZE                      38,000.00                 .0550                   2,090.00
                  CAROLYN   CROW                        37,500.00                 .0550                   2,062.50
                  BURT      LANCHESTER                  54,500.00                 .0525                   2,861.25
                  RENE      MAKER                       85,000.00                 .0525                   4,462.50
                  RICHARD   MUNYON                      36,000.00                 .0550                   1,980.00
                  RICHARD   WAGNER                      47,000.00                 .0550                   2,585.00
                  TOM       FITZHUGH                    13,000.00                 .0575                     747.50
                  CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                     13,500.00                 .0575                     776.25
                  MADELINE  ORGRATZI                    39,000.00                 .0550                   2,145.00
                  ELEANOR   PEOPLES                     80,000.00                 .0525                   4,200.00

                  MICHAEL   ANGELO                      18,000.00                 .0575                   1,035.00
                  MONTE     BANK                        80,000.00                 .0525                   4,200.00
                  CHARLES   BOWER                       38,500.00                 .0550                   2,117.50
                  JOCK      JACKSON                     34,000.00                 .0550                   1,870.00
                  CAROL     MCDOUGALL                   18,000.00                 .0575                   1,035.00
                  LAURA     PENMAN                      39,000.00                 .0550                   2,145.00
                  BETSY     ZEDI                        37,000.00                 .0550                   2,035.00
                  TERRY     CLOTH                       38,000.00                 .0550                   2,090.00
                  PHINEAS   FINN                        45,000.00                 .0550                   2,475.00
                  JOE       KASPAR                      31,000.00                 .0550                   1,705.00
                  MARK      TIME                        33,000.00                 .0550                   1,815.00
                  ROGER     WILCO                       80,000.00                 .0525                   4,200.00
                  JANE      DOUGH                       33,000.00                 .0550                   1,815.00
                  JAMES     GALLWAY                     33,000.00                 .0550                   1,815.00
                  JENNIFER  GARFIELD                    65,000.00                 .0525                   3,412.50
                  PERCY     GRANGER                     34,500.00                 .0550                   1,897.50
                  VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                   33,000.00                 .0550                   1,815.00
                  JAMES     JACOBI                      55,000.00                 .0525                   2,887.50
                  JULIE     JENSEN                      37,000.00                 .0550                   2,035.00
                  LARRY     LITERATA                    37,500.00                 .0550                   2,062.50
                  KATHERINE O'HEARN                     42,500.00                 .0550                   2,337.50
                  RALPH     TYRO                        20,000.00                 .0550                   1,100.00
                  HENRIETTA HENDON                     240,000.00                 .0525                  12,600.00
                  THEMIS    PAPAZEUS                   100,000.00                 .0525                   5,250.00
                  JOHN      RUPEE                       80,000.00                 .0525                   4,200.00
                  ROBBY     WILDER                      90,000.00                 .0525                   4,725.00

Example: Using A Counter As A Subscript

Objective
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This report lists data occurrences that are stored in a work field.

Procedure

The value of the counter INDEX is used as a subscript on a type 5 parameter.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN 80

 REC CODE 1 2  2

 020 FOREIGN-MAKES.30  'ROLLS ROYCE' 'ALPHA ROMEO' 'FIAT'

*'VOLKSWAGEN' 'PORCHE' 'LANCIA' 'BMW' 'AUDI' 'DATSUN' 'TOYOTA'

*'MERCEDES' 'MASERATI' 'LADA' 'SAAB' 'HONDA' 'MAZDA' 'RENAULT'

*'VOLVO' 'LAMBORGHINI' 'TRIUMPH' 'LOTUS' 'FERRARI' ' '

 020 INDEX                             $Counter work field

 02OUT 80

 0251*010 FOREIGN-MAKES.INDEX

 027010   INDEX + 1 INDEX              $Increment counter

 027020   IF INDEX GT 30  STOP-RPT         $Check for subscript value

 027      RELS

 027      B 10

Result

                                                           ROLLS ROYCE
                                                           ALPHA ROMEO
                                                           FIAT
                                                           VOLKSWAGEN
                                                           PORCHE
                                                           LANCIA
                                                           BMW
                                                           DATSUN
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                                                           MERCEDES
                                                           SAAB
                                                           HONDA
                                                           MAZDA
                                                           VOLVO
                                                           LAMBORGHINI
                                                           TRIUMPH
                                                           LOTUS
                                                           FERRARI

Zero Subscripts
You can define an alphanumeric work field, redefine adjacent storage to contain segments of the work field, and reference
the segments with explicit subscripts.

How to Do It

Define the subscripted work field by coding a work field parameter (0) with:

1. The name of the primary work field that redefines the adjacent fields
2. A period (.) followed immediately by zero (0)
3. Spaces (enclosed in single quotation marks) to indicate the length of the primary work field

010 NAME-0.0 ' '

Redefine the storage area that immediately follows the zero-subscripted work field by coding on one or more work field
parameters (in alphabetical or numerical order):

1. The prefix of the field name being defined
2. Spaces (enclosed in single quotation marks) to indicate the length of the redefined field:

010 NAME-0.0 '         '

010 NAME-1 ' '

Reference a zero-subscripted work field by using:

1. The name of the work field
2. An explicit subscript

010 FIELD-0.0 '         '

010 FIELD-1 ' '

010 FIELD-2 '     '

010 FIELD-3 '   '
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0151*010 FIELD-0.1  $References the first occurrence of FIELD-0.0

Example

Objective

This report lists the name, password, and address of employees. The passwords are created from the first, third, and fifth
letters of the employees' first names.

Procedure

• The NAME-1 work field is redefined into 1-byte segments.
• WRKFLD-1, -2, and -3 are combined into a single field (WRKFLD-0.0).
• The five address segments are combined into one field (ADDRESS-0.0).

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200

REC NAME          5     20

REC FIRST-NAME    5     10

REC LAST-NAME    15     10

REC STREET       30     20

REC CITY         50     15

REC STATE        65      2

REC ZIP-CODE     67      5

SEL STATE EQ 'MA'

01SORT LAST-NAME

010 NAME-0.0 ' '          $Redefines NAME-1 into 1-byte occurrences

010 NAME-1 '          '    $Holds the first name

010 WRKFLD-0.0 ' '     $3 bytes to hold the letters for the password

010 WRKFLD-1 ' '           $Holds a single letter
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010 WRKFLD-2 ' '

010 WRKFLD-3 ' '

010 ADDRESS-0.0 ' '

010 ADDRESS-1  'STREET              '

010 ADDRESS-2  'CITY           '

010 ADDRESS-3  '  '

010 ADDRESS-4 ' '

010 ADDRESS-5  'ZIP  '

0151*010 NAME        HH 'NAME'

0151*020 WRKFLD-0.1  HH 'PASSWORD'

0151*030 ADDRESS-0.1 HH '     ADDRESS'

017020 MOVE FIRST-NAME TO NAME-1

017    MOVE NAME-0.1 TO WRKFLD-1  $First letter of the password

017    MOVE NAME-0.3 TO WRKFLD-2  $Second letter of the password

017    MOVE NAME-0.5 TO WRKFLD-3  $Third letter of the password

017    MOVE STREET TO ADDRESS-1

017    MOVE CITY TO ADDRESS-2

017    MOVE STATE TO ADDRESS-3

017    MOVE ZIP-CODE TO ADDRESS-5

Result

                       NAME                       PASSWORD                                    ADDRESS

               ROY       ANDALE                     RY                   44 TRIGGER RD       FRAMINGHAM     MA 03461
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               MICHAEL   ANGELO                     MCA                  507 CISTINE DR      WELLESLEY      MA 01568
               HARRY     ARM                        HRY                  77 SUNSET STRIP     NATICK         MA 02178
               MONTE     BANK                       MNE                  45 EAST GROVE DR    HANIBAL        MA 02415
               JUNE      BLOOMER                    JN                   14 ZITHER TERR      LEXINGTON      MA 01675
               CHARLES   BOWER                      CAL                  30 RALPH ST         WELLESLEY      MA 01568
               C.        BREEZE                     C                    200 NIGHTINGALE ST  FRAMINGHAM     MA 03461
               TERRY     CLOTH                      TRY                  5 ASPHALT ST        EASTON         MA 05491
               BETH      CLOUD                      BT                   3456 PINKY LN       NATICK         MA 02178
               CAROLYN   CROW                       CRL                  891 SUMMER ST       WESTWOOD       MA 02090
               ALAN      DONOVAN                    AA                   6781 CORNWALL AVE   MELROSE        MA 02176
               JANE      DOUGH                      JN                   15 LOCATION DR      NEWTON         MA 02456
               JANE      FERNDALE                   JN                   60 FOREST AVE       NEWTON         MA 02576
               PHINEAS   FINN                       PIE                  79 HIGH ST          WESTON         MA 04371
               TOM       FITZHUGH                   TM                   450 THRUWAY ST      MANSFIELD      MA 03458
               GEORGE    FONRAD                     GOG                  99 VERDE ST         STOUGHTON      MA 02456
               JAMES     GALLWAY                    JMS                  15 DAWSON ST        MEDFORD        MA 02432
               ROBIN     GARDNER                    RBN                  68 75TH ST          LOWELL         MA 02945
               JENNIFER  GARFIELD                   JNI                  110A FIRTH ST       STONEHAM       MA 02928
               PERCY     GRANGER                    PRY                  14 BYTE WAY         TAUNTON        MA 02678
               VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                  VAI                  19 TERRACE TERR     TAUNTON        MA 02678
               HENRIETTA HENDON                     HNI                  16 HENDON DR        WELLESLEY      MA 02198
               EDWARD    HUTTON                     EWR                  781 CROSS ST        MELROSE        MA 02176
               JOCK      JACKSON                    JC                   65 BROWN ST         WALTHAM        MA 01476
               JAMES     JACOBI                     JMS                  555 JAKAS DR        GROVER         MA 02976
               JULIE     JENSEN                     JLE                  15 THINGER AVE      SAUGUS         MA 02276
               RUPERT    JENSON                     RPR                  999 HARVEY ST       MELROSE        MA 02176
               CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                    CNH                  17 MANIFESTO DR     WALPOLE        MA 02546
               DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                    DUL                  56 SPELLING AVE     READING        MA 02317
               JOE       KASPAR                     JE                   133 NORTH ST        WESTBORO       MA 03156
               MARIANNE  KIMBALL                    MRA                  561 LEXINGTON AVE   LITTLETON      MA 01239
               DORIS     KING                       DRS                  716 MORRIS ST       MELROSE        MA 02176
               TERENCE   KLWELLEN                   TRN                  12 RAUNCH ST., APT1 DEDHAM         MA 02034
               SANDY     KRAAMER                    SNY                  56 NASTY WAY        WESTWOOD       MA 02090
               BURT      LANCHESTER                 BR                   45 PINKERTON AVE    WALTHAM        MA 01476
               HERBERT   LIPSICH                    HRE                  6 FORENOON ST       WALDEN         MA 02986
               LARRY     LITERATA                   LRY                  123 SATURDAY TERR   WILMINGTON     MA 02476
               RENE      MAKER                      RN                   10 DROVER DR        BOSTON         MA 02123
               CAROL     MCDOUGALL                  CRL                  19 URITOP DR        WELLESLEY      MA 01568
               DANIEL    MOON                       DNE                  16 SKYHIGH DR       WESTON         MA 04371
               RICHARD   MUNYON                     RCA                  17 BLACKHILL DR     WESTWOOD       MA 02090
               BRIAN     NICEMAN                    BIN                  60 FLORENCE AVE     MELROSE        MA 02176
               KATHERINE O'HEARN                    KTE                  12 EAST SPEEN ST    NATICK         MA 02364
               MADELINE  ORGRATZI                   MDL                  67 RAINBOW DR       KENDON         MA 06182
               THEMIS    PAPAZEUS                   TEI                  234 TRANSWORLD ST   NORTHBORO      MA 03256
               LAURA     PENMAN                     LUA                  45 THRUSH LN        WALTHAM        MA 01476
               ELEANOR   PEOPLES                    EEN                  756 YELLOWSTONE DR  BOSTON         MA 02834
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               JOHN      RUPEE                      JH                   114 WEST INDIA ST   METHUEN        MA 02312
               NANCY     TERNER                     NNY                  14 TYPO TERR        READING        MA 02317
               MARK      TIME                       MR                   44 CLOCK ST         MALDEN         MA 01776
               RALPH     TYRO                       RLH                  888 FORTITHE ST     SINGER         MA 02254
               RICHARD   WAGNER                     RCA                  677 GERMANY LN      NATICK         MA 02178
               ROGER     WILCO                      RGR                  671A SNOWBANK RD    TYNGSBORO      MA 01879
               ROBBY     WILDER                     RBY                  4567 E. GROWTH ST   SOUTHBORO      MA 03145
               BETSY     ZEDI                       BTY                  34 VALE AVE         SOUTHBORO      MA 03145

Fixed Repeating Fields
You can retrieve input data items that occur a fixed number of times.

How to Do It

Define the related items as a group of similar elements before processing takes place.

1. Define the group of repeating fields by coding one REC parameter with:
a. A group name for the repeating fields
b. The start position of the group
c. The keyword GROUP
d. A two-character group identifier
e. The total length (in bytes) of the group, followed by a period (.)
f. The number of occurrences in the group

2. Define the elements of the group by coding a REC parameter for each element of the group with:
a. The name of the element
b. The start position within the group
c. The length of the element
d. The keyword ELMNT
e. The same two-character identifier as the group to which the element belongs

3. Reference the elements by using explicit subscripts.

Example

Objective

This report prints interest rates in three columns.

Procedure

The input records contain three repeating rates:

• INTEREST-RATE-DATA defines the group.
• INTEREST-RATE defines the individual elements.
• Explicit subscripts reference the elements on type 5 parameters.

Complete Code
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col. 2

▼

IN 80

REC INTEREST-RATE-DATA  1             GROUP AA 4.3

REC INTEREST-RATE       1 4  2  DP=4  ELMNT AA

00OUT 80 D

003 INTEREST RATE TABLE

0051*010 INTEREST-RATE.1  HH ' ' 'RATE CODE 1' '(ACCOUNT TYPE 1)'

0051*020 INTEREST-RATE.2  HH 'RATE CODE 2' '(ACCOUNT TYPE 2)'

0051*030 INTEREST-RATE.3  HH 'RATE CODE 3' '(ACCOUNT TYPE 3)'

Result

REPORT NO. 00                 INTEREST RATE TABLE           mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

 

          RATE CODE 1             RATE CODE 2             RATE CODE 3

        (ACCOUNT TYPE 1)        (ACCOUNT TYPE 2)        (ACCOUNT TYPE 3)

 

             .0500                   .0525                   .0550

             .0525                   .0550                   .0575

             .0550                   .0575                   .0600

             .0550                   .0575                   .0625

Variable Repeating Groups
You can retrieve occurrences of input fields that repeat a variable number of times.
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How to Do It

Define the group by coding one REC parameter with:

1. An identifying name for the group of fields
2. The start position
3. The keyword GROUP
4. A group identifier
5. The total length of one occurrence of the group (in bytes), followed by a period (.)
6. The name of the field in the fixed portion of the record that contains the number of occurrences of the group

Define the elements of the group by coding a REC parameter for each element of the group with:

1. The name of the element
2. The start position within the group
3. The length of the element
4. The keyword ELMNT
5. The identifier of the group

Reference the elements by using explicit subscripts.

Example

This report lists insurance policy numbers and coverage dates for several store locations. The number of policies varies
for each store.

Procedure

• Three fields (LOCATION-ID, LOC-EFF-DATE, and LOC-EXP-DATE) in a variable repeating data group are defined on
REC parameters:
– LOCATION-INFO is the assigned group name.
– LOCATION-NUMBER is the input record field containing the number of occurrences.

• INDEX, which is used as an explicit subscript, is a work field that contains the current occurrence count.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 80 F 320 PS(TAPE)

REC POLICY-NUMBER      5  10  2

REC COVERAGE-CODE     15   3

REC EFFECTIVE-DATE    18   6  2

REC LOCATION-NUMBER   24   4  2

REC LOCATION-INFO 28 GROUP AA 14.LOCATION-NUMBER

REC LOCATION-ID 1 2 2 ELMNT AA
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REC LOC-EFF-DATE 3 6 2 ELMNT AA

REC LOC-EXP-DATE 9 6 2 ELMNT AA

01OUT D

010 INDEX 1                      $Counter

0141*010 'POLICY NUMBER'

0141*020 'COVERAGE'

0141*030 'EFFECTIVE DATE'

0141*040 'LOCATION ID'

0141*050 'LOC-EFF-DATE'

0141*060 'LOC-EXP-DATE'

01420001 ' '

0151*010 POLICY-NUMBER  F0

0151*020 COVERAGE-CODE

0151*030 EFFECTIVE-DATE  FD

0152*040 LOCATION-ID.INDEX

0152*050 LOC-EFF-DATE.INDEX  FD

0152*060 LOC-EXP-DATE.INDEX  FD

017      RELS 1                   $Print first detail line; continue processing

017100   RELS 2                   $Print second detail line; continue processing

017      INDEX + 1  INDEX

017 IF INDEX LE LOCATION-NUMBER 100$Test subscript value

017      MOVE 1 TO INDEX          $Reset subscript value

017      DROP

Result
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          POLICY NUMBER        COVERAGE        EFFECTIVE DATE        LOCATION ID        LOC-
EFF-DATE        LOC-EXP-DATE

                 111111           010               mm/dd/yy
                                                                            1               mm/
dd/yy            mm/dd/yy
                                                                            5               mm/
dd/yy            mm/dd/yy
                 222222           011               mm/dd/yy
                                                                           10               mm/
dd/yy            mm/dd/yy
                 333333           005               mm/dd/yy
                                                                            5               mm/
dd/yy            mm/dd/yy
                                                                            3               mm/
dd/yy            mm/dd/yy
                                                                            1               mm/
dd/yy            mm/dd/yy
                4444444           002               mm/dd/yy
                                                                            4               mm/
dd/yy            mm/dd/yy
                                                                            2               mm/
dd/yy            mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The report displays actual dates in the format shown.

Floating Fields
You can retrieve a field that occurs immediately after a variable repeating group (floating field) by creating code that is
relative to the end of the variable group.

This article includes the following information:

How to Do It

Define the floating group by coding one REC parameter with:

1. The assigned group name
2. A start position of 1
3. The keyword GROUP
4. A unique group identifier
5. The group identifier of the last variable repeating group
6. The length of the floating field in bytes

Define the field by coding a REC parameter with:

1. The name of the floating field
2. A start position of 1
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3. The length of the field
4. The keyword ELMNT
5. The identifier of the group

Reference the field directly.

Example

Objective

This report lists insurance coverage and risk level for a series of stores from an input file containing the floating field RISK-
LEVEL.

Procedure

• OTHER-DATA defines the floating group.
• RISK-LEVEL defines the floating field.
• RISK-LEVEL is referenced directly on a type 5 parameter.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 80

REC POLICY-NUMBER     5  10  2

REC COVERAGE-CODE    15   3

REC EFFECTIVE-DATE   18   6  2

REC LOCATION-NUMBER  24   4  2

REC LOCATION-INFO    28               GROUP AA 14.LOCATION-NUMBER

REC LOCATION-ID       1   2  2        ELMNT AA

REC LOC-EFF-DATE      3   6  2        ELMNT AA

REC LOC-EXP-DATE      9   6  2        ELMNT AA

REC OTHER-DATA 1 GROUP BB AA 1

REC RISK-LEVEL 1 1 ELMNT BB

01OUT D
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010 INDEX 1

0141*010 'POLICY NUMBER'

0141*020 'COVERAGE'

0141*030 'EFFECTIVE DATE'

0141*035 'RISK LEVEL'

0141*040 'LOCATION ID'

0141*050 'LOC-EFF-DATE'

0141*060 'LOC-EXP-DATE'

01420001 ' '

0151*010 POLICY-NUMBER  F0

0151*020 COVERAGE-CODE

0151*030 EFFECTIVE-DATE  FD

0151*035 RISK-LEVEL                    $The floating field

0152*040 LOCATION-ID.INDEX

0152*050 LOC-EFF-DATE.INDEX  FD

0152*060 LOC-EXP-DATE.INDEX  FD

017      RELS 1

017100   RELS 2

017      INDEX + 1  INDEX

017      IF INDEX LE LOCATION-NUMBER 100

017      MOVE 1 TO INDEX

017      DROP

Result
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        POLICY NUMBER      COVERAGE      EFFECTIVE DATE      RISK LEVEL      LOCATION ID      LOC-
EFF-DATE      LOC-EXP-DATE

              111111         010             mm/dd/yy
                                                                                   1             mm/
dd/yy          mm/dd/yy
                                                                                   5             mm/
dd/yy          mm/dd/yy
              222222         011             mm/dd/yy
                                                                                  10             mm/
dd/yy          mm/dd/yy
              333333         005             mm/dd/yy
                                                                                   5             mm/
dd/yy          mm/dd/yy
                                                                                   3             mm/
dd/yy          mm/dd/yy
                                                                                   1             mm/
dd/yy          mm/dd/yy
             4444444         002             mm/dd/yy
                                                                                   4             mm/
dd/yy          mm/dd/yy
                                                                                   2             mm/
dd/yy          mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The report would show actual dates in the format shown.

Obtaining Accumulated Totals
You can obtain the accumulated totals value for each occurrence of a subscripted field.

How to Do It

Follow these steps:

1. Name the occurrences of the subscripted field on type 5 parameters.
2. Print the specific totals values with type 6 parameters.

In the example below, AMT.5 is defined as a work field consisting of five repeating fields. The type 5 parameters extract
the value of each occurrence of AMT.1 and AMT.2. The type 6 parameters return the sum of the occurrences of AMT.1
and the sum of the occurrences of AMT.2:

010 AMT.5

0151*005 AMT.1

0151*010 AMT.2

0161*005 AMT.1

0161*010 AMT.2
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Example

Objective

This report lists the quarterly gain or loss for a series of stores by retrieving the accumulated totals value for each
occurrence of the subscripted work field GAIN-OR-LOSS.4.

Procedure

• Two repeating input fields are defined:
– INCOME and EXPEND are the group names.
– QTR and AMT are the field names.

• Gain or loss statistics for each fiscal quarter are computed from the elements (QTR - AMT), which are placed in the
work field GAIN-OR-LOSS.4.

• Individual occurrences of the GAIN-OR-LOSS work field are retrieved by type 5 parameters.
• References to each occurrence of the GAIN-OR-LOSS work field on type 6 lines obtain the accumulated totals for

each quarter.

Complete Code

col. 2
▼
IN 80 F 320 PS(TAPE)
REC STORE        1  3  2
REC INCOME       4                 GROUP AA 8.4
REC QTR          1  8  2  DP=2     ELMNT AA
REC EXPEND      36                 GROUP BB 8.4
REC AMT          1  8  2  DP=2     ELMNT BB

010 GAIN-OR-LOSS.4 DP=2
010 INDEX 1
013 PROFIT/LOSS REPORT ── yyyy
0151*010 STORE             HH 'STORE'

0151*020 GAIN-OR-LOSS.1 SZ=11 F3 HH ' FIRST QUARTER'

0151*030 GAIN-OR-LOSS.2 SZ=11 F3 HH 'SECOND QUARTER'

0151*040 GAIN-OR-LOSS.3 SZ=11 F3 HH ' THIRD QUARTER'

0151*050 GAIN-OR-LOSS.4 SZ=11 F3 HH 'FOURTH QUARTER'

0161*0200GAIN-OR-LOSS.1 SZ=11 F3                  $Quarterly totals

0161*030 GAIN-OR-LOSS.2 SZ=11 F3

0161*040 GAIN-OR-LOSS.3 SZ=11 F3

0161*050 GAIN-OR-LOSS.4 SZ=11 F3
017100 COMPUTE QTR.INDEX - AMT.INDEX  GAIN-OR-LOSS.INDEX
017    INDEX + 1  INDEX
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017    IF INDEX LE 4 100
017    MOVE 1 TO INDEX
017    TAKE

Result

REPORT NO. 01          PROFIT/LOSS REPORT ── yyyy          mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
             STORE            FIRST QUARTER           SECOND QUARTER            THIRD QUARTER           FOURTH QUARTER

                1                 19,900.21                10,788.50                53,899.98                19,895.00
               10                      0.21                 1,388.41                    99.98                 2,895.76
               11                  5,099.79-               34,788.50                17,900.00                19,895.00
               21                 44,900.21                10,211.50-              123,899.98                70,104.50-

                                  59,700.84                36,753.91               195,799.94                27,418.74-

Obtaining Specific Field Values
You can obtain the current value of a subscripted numeric work field in output processing when the work field is specified
on type 6 or 8 parameters only.

This article includes the following information:

How to Do It

Code:

• The work field
• A type 6 or a type 8 parameter with the name of the work field and the subscript indicating the occurrence to be

retrieved

In the following example, AMT.1 and AMT.2 on the type 6 parameter return the current values of the first and second work
field occurrences:

010 AMT.5

0161*005 AMT.1

0161*010 AMT.2

Example

Objective

The following report lists the quarterly gain or loss for each of four stores. The annual gain or loss, by store, is printed
across the bottom of the report.
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Procedure

• GAIN-OR-LOSS.4 is a subscripted work field that holds the quarterly income computation for each store.
• STORE-TOTAL is a subscripted work field that holds the annual income of each store.
• Each occurrence of STORE-TOTAL is printed out by references on type 6 parameters.

Complete Code

col. 2
▼
IN 80 F 320 PS(TAPE)
REC STORE        1  3  2
REC INCOME       4                 GROUP AA 8.4
REC QTR          1  8  2  DP=2     ELMNT AA
REC EXPEND      36                 GROUP BB 8.4
REC AMT          1  8  2  DP=2     ELMNT BB

010 GAIN-OR-LOSS.4  DP=2                    $Quarterly income
010 INDEX 1
010 TOTAL 0

010 STORE-TOTAL.4                     $Annual income
010 COUNT 1
013 PROFIT/LOSS REPORT ── yyyy
0151*010 STORE  SZ=5       HH 'STORE'
0151*020 GAIN-OR-LOSS.INDEX SZ=11 F3 HH 'QUARTERLY' 'GAIN/LOSS'
0152*001 ' '
0161*0200GAIN-OR-LOSS.INDEX SZ=11 F3
0162*010-'STORE TOTAL SUMMARY:'
0163*010 'STORE 1:'

0163*015 STORE-TOTAL.1  SZ=11 F3  $Current value of the first occurrence
0163*020 'STORE 10:'

0163*025 STORE-TOTAL.2  SZ=11 F3  $Current value of the second occurrence
0163*030 'STORE 11:'

0163*035 STORE-TOTAL.3  SZ=11 F3  $Current value of the third occurrence
0163*050 'STORE 20:'

0163*055 STORE-TOTAL.4  SZ=11 F3  $Current value of the fourth occurrence

017100 COMPUTE QTR.INDEX - AMT.INDEX  GAIN-OR-LOSS.INDEX
017    COMPUTE TOTAL + GAIN-OR-LOSS.INDEX  TOTAL
017    RELS (1)
017175 IF INDEX EQ 4  200
017    INDEX + 1  INDEX
017    IF INDEX LE 4 100
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017200 MOVE 1 TO INDEX
017    MOVE TOTAL TO STORE-TOTAL.COUNT
017    COUNT + 1  COUNT
017    RELS (2)
017    TOTAL - TOTAL  TOTAL
017    DROP

Result

REPORT NO. 01          PROFIT/LOSS REPORT ── yyyy           mm/dd/yyPAGE     1
                                              QUARTERLY
             STORE                            GAIN/LOSS

                  1                              19,900.21
                  1                              10,788.50
                  1                              53,899.98
                  1                              19,895.00

                 10                                   0.21
                 10                               1,388.41
                 10                                  99.98
                 10                               2,895.76

                 11                               5,099.79-
                 11                              34,788.50
                 11                              17,900.00
                 11                              19,895.00

                 21                              44,900.21
                 21                              10,211.50-
                 21                             123,899.98
                 21                              70,104.50-

                                                264,835.95
-     STORE TOTAL SUMMARY:
            STORE 1:               104,484    STORE 10:              4,384  STORE 11:          67,484  STORE 20:          88,485
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Obtaining Sort-key Values
You can use one element of a subscripted field as a sort key. The value of the sort key associated with the last detail line
processed before the control break is returned when type 6 or type 8 parameters reference the field.

How to Do It

Code:

1. The subscripted field on a SORT parameter
2. The subscripted field on a type 6 or type 8 parameter

The following example uses a subscripted work field, AMT.5, on the SORT parameter. The type 6 reference to the field
returns the current value of AMT.5:

010 AMT.5 01SORT AMT.5 0151*010 ' ' 0161*010 AMT.5

Example

Objective

This report prints the third quarter profits for each of six stores.

Procedure

• The work field GAIN-OR-LOSS.4 holds the results of quarterly income calculations.
• An occurrence of the subscripted work field GAIN-OR-LOSS.3 is used as the sort key. The value of that particular field

is written to the extract file when a control break occurs.
• A type 6 parameter references GAIN-OR-LOSS.3 to retrieve the subscripted field value from the extract file.

Complete Code

 col. 2
 ▼
 IN 80 F 320 PS(TAPE)
 REC STORE        1  3  2
 REC INCOME       4                 GROUP AA 8.4

 REC QTR          1  8  2  DP=2     ELMNT AA
 REC EXPEND      36                 GROUP BB 8.4
 REC AMT          1  8  2  DP=2     ELMNT BB
 01OUT T
 010 GAIN-OR-LOSS.4  DP=2                $Four quarters
 010 INDEX 1
 01SORT  STORE 0 GAIN-OR-LOSS.3          $Third occurrence in work field

 013 THIRD QUARTER EARNINGS ── yyyy
 0151*010 ' '                               $One type 5 line is always required
 0161*010 STORE                           HH 'STORE'
* $                                          Retrieve the value:
 0161*020 GAIN-OR-LOSS.3 SZ=11  F3 HH 'THIRD QUARTER PROFIT'
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 017100   COMPUTE QTR.INDEX - AMT.INDEX  GAIN-OR-LOSS.INDEX
 017175 IF INDEX EQ 4  200                  $Load subscripted work field
 017    INDEX + 1  INDEX
 017    IF INDEX LE 4 100
 017200 MOVE 1 TO INDEX
 018010 IF LEVL EQ 1 100
 018020 IF LEVL EQ 2 200
 018100 TAKE 1
 018200 DROP

NOTE
Third Quarter Earnings would be the year in yyyy format.

Result

REPORT NO. 01          THIRD QUARTER EARNINGS ── yyyy       mm/dd/yyPAGE     1
                                    STORE                                   THIRD QUARTER PROFIT

                                       1                                            53,899.98

                                      10                                                99.98

                                      11                                            17,900.00

                                      21                                           123,899.98

NOTE
The report would show the actual dates in the format shown.

File Matching
Two or more presorted conventional files with at least one common data item between them can be compared. When a
match occurs, the matching records are brought into the input buffer as a single record.

How File Matching Works
When CA Culprit encounters more than one INPUT parameter, it recognizes a match run and proceeds as follows:

1. Searches the first record on all files for a match:
If a SELECT statement is used on any file, the SELECT logic is performed before any match-file processing.
If a SELECT BUFFER statement is used, the SELECT logic is performed after the match processing and before type 7
logic is completed.

2. Searches the remaining file for a match:
If a match among all files is found, the matching records are delivered to the input buffer and type 7 processing is
performed.
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If a match is not found,
a. The record with the lowest key value is moved into the input buffer.
b. The remainder of the input buffer is nulled out by setting numeric key fields to zeros, alphanumeric key fields to

spaces, and the rest of the record to spaces.
c. Type 7 processing is performed.

The figure below shows the contents of the input buffer during a simple match-file run:

Buffer Contents During a Match-file Run

┌───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────┬──────────────┐
│       PHYSICAL RECORD SEQUENCE    │  INPUT BUFFER   │              │
├─────────────────┬─────────────────┼-------─┬────────┼-------------─┤
│ FILE 1 (SYS010) │ FILE 2 (SYS011) │ SYS010 │ SYS011 │ INPUT BUFFER │
│                 │                 │  AREA  │  AREA  │    NUMBER    │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│        A        │       A         │   A    │   A    │      1       │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│        C        │       B         │   *    │   B    │      2       │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│        D1       │       D         │   C    │   *    │      3       │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│        D2       │       E1        │   D1   │   D    │      4       │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│        E1       │       E2        │   D2   │   *    │      5       │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│        E2       │       E3        │   E1   │   E    │      6       │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│        G        │       F         │   E2   │   E    │      7       │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│        H        │       G1        │   *    │   E    │      8       │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│                 │       G2        │   *    │   F    │      9       │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│                 │                 │   G    │   G    │     10       │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│                 │                 │   *    │   G    │     11       │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│                 │                 │   H    │   *    │     12       │
└─────────────────┴─────────────────┴────────┴────────┴──────────────┘

NOTE
D1, D2, E1, and so on, represent records with duplicate key values. An asterisk (*) indicates a null section of the
buffer.

Keeping a Record in the Buffer

When a record needs to be processed against more than one record with a matching key value, the MB=KEEP option of
the INPUT parameter is used. MB=KEEP is most commonly used on one file only.
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The contents of the input buffer when the MB=KEEP option is used is shown in the figure below:

Buffer Contents with the KEEP Option

┌───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────┬──────────────┐
│       PHYSICAL RECORD SEQUENCE    │  INPUT BUFFER   │              │
├─────────────────┬─────────────────┼-------─┬────────┼-------------─┤
│ FILE 1 (SYS010) │ FILE 2 (SYS011) │ SYS010 │ SYS011 │ INPUT BUFFER │
│                 │                 │  AREA  │  AREA  │    NUMBER    │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│        A        │       A         │   A    │   A    │      1       │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│        C        │       B         │   *    │   B    │      2       │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│        D1       │       D         │   C    │   B    │      3       │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│        D2       │       E         │   D1   │   D    │      4       │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│        E1       │       F         │   D2   │   D    │      5       │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│        E2       │       G         │   E1   │   E    │      6       │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│        G        │                 │   E2   │   E    │      7       │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│        H        │                 │   *    │   F    │      8       │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│                 │                 │   G    │   G    │      9       │
├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤
│                 │                 │   H    │   G    │     10       │
└─────────────────┴─────────────────┴────────┴────────┴──────────────┘

NOTE
D1, D2, E1, and E2 represent records with duplicate key values. An asterisk (*) indicates a null section of the
buffer.

Checking the File Status

When CA Culprit reformats the input buffer for a match file run, it adjusts the starting position of the input fields by
inserting two additional bytes for use in checking the status of the files:

• The first byte is an input file status byte specific to each file in the run.
• The second byte, called M*ID, is a composite input file status indicator consisting of a binary combination of the file-

specific status bytes for all files in the run.

If the return value of M*ID is not 0, test the file-specific status bit to locate the file or files containing an error condition:

1. Define the file-specific status bit on a REC parameter:

If binary: REC FILE4-STATUS 0  1  1
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If bit: REC FILE4-STATUS 0  81  5

(Bit format uses a 2-digit length specification,

indicating FILE4-STATUS is a single bit that occurs

in the eighth bit position of start position 0.)

2. Test the value of the bit in type 7 logic for a non-zero (0) value.

The bit layout within the M*ID and the file-specific status bit fields are shown in the table below.

The Bit Layout Within M*ID

Bit position Condition Decimal value of M*ID
5 File(s) out of sequence 8
6 Duplicate key value 4
8 End of file(s) value 1
0 Off 0

Demonstration

The following examples list the values of the file-specific status byte and the M*ID under error conditions:

• The first example attempts a match-file run with an unsorted transaction file.
• The second example attempts a match-file run with an unsorted transaction file and an unsorted master file.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 80 MK=M-ACCOUNT

REC M-FILE-STATUS 0    1   1       'M-FILE' 'STATUS'

REC M-ACCOUNT              1    5           'ACCOUNT'

REC M-NAME               620

IN 80 MK=T-ACCOUNT

REC T-FILE-STATUS  0    1   1   'T-FILE' 'STATUS'

REC T-ACCOUNT          1    5           'ACCOUNT'

REC T-PAYMENT          6    8   2  DP=2 'PAYMENT'
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02OUT D

0251*005 M*ID                    HH 'M*ID'

0251*010 T-FILE-STATUS         HR

0251*015 M-FILE-STATUS         HR

0251*020 M-ACCOUNT                HR

Unsorted Transaction File

    REPORT NO.  02    JANUARY PAYMENTS RECEIVED    mm/dd/yy PAGE 1
                      T-FILE     M-FILE
             M*ID     STATUS     STATUS     ACCOUNT
                1         1                  15060
                1         1                  21056
                1         1                  29557
                1         1                  30115
                1         1                  33470
                1         1                  69876
                1         1                  99083
                8         8
                8         8
                .         .
                .         .
                .         .

Unsorted Master and Transaction Files

    REPORT NO.  02    JANUARY PAYMENTS RECEIVED   mm/dd/yy PAGE 1
                      T-FILE     M-FILE
             M*ID     STATUS     STATUS     ACCOUNT

                8         8          8
                8         8          8

                8         8          8
                4         4          4
                4         4          4
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                .         .          .
                .         .          .
                .         .          .

How to Code Match-file Runs
This article explains how to write the code for match-file runs.

Follow these steps:

1. Sort all files in ascending match-key sequence.

NOTE

For more information about creating sorted files, see the Additional Standard File Facilities section.
2. Code the match-file run as follows:

a. Specify one INPUT parameter with the MK= option for each file to be matched.
Match keys must be either all numeric or all alphanumeric. Numeric types can be mixed. Considerations are as
follows:
• Specify the DD= option on all or none of the IN parameters.
• Specify MB=KEEP if a record is to be matched against multiple occurrences of another file.
• Correlate the coding sequence of the CA Culprit file definitions with the sequence of JCL statements that define

the files (SYS010, SYS011, and additional increments, as needed).
b. Specify REC parameters immediately following the associated INPUT parameter. Considerations are as follows:

• Use unique names for all fields.
• Use start positions that are relative to the beginning of the record (not to the beginning of the input buffer).

c. Specify optional SELECT/BYPASS parameters as follows:
• After the REC parameters of the specific file to be processed.
• With the BUFFER option immediately after the last input file definition if the processing applies to all files after

matching takes place.

Matching Single-Occurrence Files

Example

Objective

This report contains account information from both a master file and a matching transaction file. Each file has a match key
occurrence.

Procedure

The contents of the input buffer, represented by account number, show how the files are matched:

Master file Transaction file
(SYS010) (SYS011)
15060 15060
21056 21056
29557 29557
30115 30115
33470 33470
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69876 69876
99083 99083

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN  80  F 320 PS(TAPE) MK=M-ACCOUNT           $Master file

 REC FILE-STATUS 0 1 1                   $Input file status

 REC M-ACCOUNT         1    5           'ACCOUNT'

 REC M-NAME            6   20           'NAME'

 REC M-ADDRESS        26   37           '            ADDRESS'

 REC M-ZIP            63    5

 IN 80  F 320 PS(TAPE) MK=T-ACCOUNT            $Transaction file

 REC T-ACCOUNT         1    5           'ACCOUNT'

 REC T-PAYMENT         6    8   2  DP=2 'PAYMENT'

 REC T-DATE           14    6   2       'DATE'

 02OUT D

 023 JANUARY PAYMENTS RECEIVED

 0251*010 M-ACCOUNT               HR

 0251*020 M-NAME                  HR

 0251*030 M-ADDRESS               HR

 0251*035 M-ZIP

 0251*040 T-PAYMENT   SZ=10       HR

 0251*050 T-DATE  FD              HR
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 027010   IF FILE-STATUS EQ 1  DROP                $EOF test

Result

REPORT NO. 02         JANUARY PAYMENTS RECEIVED    mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
     ACCOUNT              NAME                                   ADDRESS                             PAYMENT           DATE

      15060       SHARON ARMSTRONG             25 CEDAR STREET  WAYLAND        MA      02756             100.99      mm/
dd/yy
      21056       AMOS JOHNSON              22651 MASS AVENUE   SAN FRANCISCO  CA      09801           1,000.00      mm/
dd/yy
      29557       IRWIN TRIMBLE               102 COLBOURNE ST  BROOKLINE      MA      09743              50.00      mm/
dd/yy
      30115       IRMA DOONES                5656 SANDHILL ROAD OCEAN CITY     CA      09743           1,009.90      mm/
dd/yy
      33470       VICTORIA DAY               1234 OAK HILL ROAD EVERGREEN      MI      07895             759.00      mm/
dd/yy
      69876       BRUCE THORPE              11002 PEACHTREE LA  ATLANTA        GA      76543             900.99      mm/
dd/yy
      99083       HELEN SANTOVEC                3 APPLE ORCHARD CHARLOTTE      NC      64321               5.00      mm/
dd/yy

NOTE
The report would show actual dates in the format shown.

Matching Multiple Transactions with a Single-Entry Master
You can match multiple transactions with a single-entry master.

Example: Dropping Unmatched Records

This report lists customer transactions and current balances by matching a multiple-occurrence transaction file against a
single-entry master file. Unmatched records are dropped.

Procedure

• MB=KEEP retains a master record in the input buffer.
• The BYPASS parameter eliminates unwanted master file records.
• Type 7 logic drops all unmatched records.

The contents of the input buffer, represented by account number, show how the files are matched:

Master file Transaction file
(SYS010) (SYS011)
15060 15060
 15060
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 15060
15999  
16070 16070
19235 19235
21056 21056
23055 23055
 23055
 23055
27777  
29557 29557
30115 30115
 30115
31113 31113
 31113
31275 31275
32115  
33470 33470
 33470
34440 34440
 34440
 34440
 34440
36682 36682
69876 69876
 69876
99083 99083
 99083

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN  80 MK=M-ACCOUNT  MB=KEEP                    $Keep the master record

 REC M-ACCOUNT     1    5           'ACCOUNT'

 REC M-BRANCH      6    2           'BRANCH'

 REC M-NAME        19  20           'NAME'

 BYP M-BRANCH NE ('32' '35' '45' '46')           $Select records
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 IN 80 MK=T-ACCOUNT

 REC T-ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

 REC T-TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

 REC T-TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

 REC T-DATE       18     6  2       'DATE'

 REC T-BRANCH     24     2          'BRANCH'

 REC T-NAME       26    20          'NAME'

 80OUT D

 80SORT T-BRANCH - T-ACCOUNT T-DATE

 803 MASTER FILE MATCHED WITH MULTIPLE TRANSACTIONS

 8051*010 M-BRANCH                HR

 8051*020 T-ACCOUNT               HR

 8051*030 M-NAME                  HR

 8051*050 T-TRANS-AMT             HR

 8051*060 T-TRANS-IND             HR

 8051*070 T-DATE  FD              HR

 807010 IF M-ACCOUNT NE T-ACCOUNT DROP $Drop unmatched records

Result

REPORT NO. 80   MASTER FILE MATCHED WITH MULTIPLE TRANSACTIONS  mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
                                                                         AMOUNT OF             DEPOSIT/
           BRANCH         ACCOUNT                 NAME                  TRANSACTION           WITHDRAWAL           DATE

             32            15060          SHARON ARMSTRONG                  10,099.01             D              mm/
dd/yy
             32            15060          SHARON ARMSTRONG                     990.11             W              mm/
dd/yy
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             32            15060          SHARON ARMSTRONG                 100,990.11             D              mm/
dd/yy
             32            16070          ARTHUR LINK                        1,080.04             D              mm/
dd/yy
             32            19235          GARY NOBLES                           80.04             W              mm/
dd/yy
             32            21056          AMOS JOHNSON                           1.02             W              mm/
dd/yy

             35            23055          JACK JACKSON                         500.00             W              mm/
dd/yy
             35            23055          JACK JACKSON                      50,000.00             D              mm/
dd/yy
             35            23055          JACK JACKSON                          30.00             D              mm/
dd/yy
             35            29557          IRWIN TRIMBLE                    500,001.00             D              mm/
dd/yy

             45            33470          VICTORIA DAY                   7,590,001.30             D              mm/
dd/yy
             45            33470          VICTORIA DAY                           1.30             D              mm/
dd/yy
             45            34440          HELEN WRIGHT                         195.01             W              mm/
dd/yy
             45            34440          HELEN WRIGHT                       2,000.01             D              mm/
dd/yy
             45            34440          HELEN WRIGHT                          95.01             D              mm/
dd/yy
             45            34440          HELEN WRIGHT                         100.00             D              mm/
dd/yy
             45            36682          JEAN WREN                          4,000.78             W              mm/
dd/yy

             46            69876          BRUCE THORPE                   9,009,901.15             D              mm/
dd/yy
             46            69876          BRUCE THORPE                         637.55             D              mm/
dd/yy
             46            99083          HELEN SANTOVEC                    50,001.30             D              mm/
dd/yy
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             46            99083          HELEN SANTOVEC                     6,468.52             D              mm/
dd/yy

NOTE
The report displays actual dates in the format shown.

Example: Selecting Matching Account Numbers

This is the same report presented in the previous example; however, records with matching account numbers are
selected.

Procedure

• MB=KEEP retains a master record in the input buffer.
• The SELECT parameter selects master file records.
• The SELECT parameter with the BUFFER option selects only records that have matching account numbers.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN  80 F 320 PS(TAPE) MK=M-ACCOUNT MB=KEEP     $Keep the master record

 REC M-ACCOUNT     1    5           'ACCOUNT'

 REC M-BRANCH      6    2           'BRANCH'

 REC M-NAME        19  20           'NAME'

 SEL M-BRANCH EQ ('32' '35' '45' '46')           $Select records

 

 IN 80  F 320 PS(TAPE) MK=T-ACCOUNT

 REC T-ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

 REC T-TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

 REC T-TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

 REC T-DATE       18     6  2       'DATE'

 REC T-BRANCH     24     2          'BRANCH'

 REC T-NAME       26    20          'NAME'

 SEL BUFFER WHEN M-ACCOUNT EQ T-ACCOUNT $Select matching records
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 80OUT D

 80SORT T-BRANCH - T-ACCOUNT T-DATE

 803 MASTER FILE MATCHED WITH MULTIPLE TRANSACTIONS

 8051*010 M-BRANCH                HR

 8051*020 T-ACCOUNT               HR

 8051*030 M-NAME                  HR

 8051*050 T-TRANS-AMT

 8051*060 T-TRANS-IND             HR

 8051*070 T-DATE  FD              HR

Result

REPORT NO. 80     MASTER FILE MATCHED WITH MULTIPLE TRANSACTIONS  mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
                                                                                               DEPOSIT/
           BRANCH         ACCOUNT                 NAME                                        WITHDRAWAL           DATE

             32            15060          SHARON ARMSTRONG                  10,099.01             D              mm/
dd/yy
             32            15060          SHARON ARMSTRONG                     990.11             W              mm/
dd/yy
             32            15060          SHARON ARMSTRONG                 100,990.11             D              mm/
dd/yy
             32            16070          ARTHUR LINK                        1,080.04             D              mm/
dd/yy
             32            19235          GARY NOBLES                           80.04             W              mm/
dd/yy
             32            21056          AMOS JOHNSON                           1.02             W              mm/
dd/yy

             35            23055          JACK JACKSON                         500.00             W              mm/
dd/yy
             35            23055          JACK JACKSON                      50,000.00             D              mm/
dd/yy
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             35            23055          JACK JACKSON                          30.00             D              mm/
dd/yy
             35            29557          IRWIN TRIMBLE                    500,001.00             D              mm/
dd/yy

             45            33470          VICTORIA DAY                   7,590,001.30             D              mm/
dd/yy
             45            33470          VICTORIA DAY                           1.30             D              mm/
dd/yy
             45            34440          HELEN WRIGHT                         195.01             W              mm/
dd/yy
             45            34440          HELEN WRIGHT                       2,000.01             D              mm/
dd/yy
             45            34440          HELEN WRIGHT                          95.01             D              mm/
dd/yy
             45            34440          HELEN WRIGHT                         100.00             D              mm/
dd/yy
             45            36682          JEAN WREN                          4,000.78             W              mm/
dd/yy

             46            69876          BRUCE THORPE                   9,009,901.15             D              mm/
dd/yy
             46            69876          BRUCE THORPE                         637.55             D              mm/
dd/yy
             46            99083          HELEN SANTOVEC                    50,001.30             D              mm/
dd/yy
             46            99083          HELEN SANTOVEC                     6,468.52             D              mm/
dd/yy

NOTE
The report displays actual dates in the format shown.

Listing Accounts Without Transactions
Objective

This report lists accounts that do not have transactions. The match-file run matches a multiple-transaction file against a
single-occurrence master file.

Procedure

• MB=KEEP retains a master file in the input buffer.
• A SELECT BUFFER statement selects those accounts without transactions.
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NOTE
Type 7 logic (IF M-ACCOUNT LE T-ACCOUNT DROP) can be used instead of the SELECT BUFFER
statement.

The contents of the input buffer:

Master file Transaction file
(SYS010) (SYS011)
15060 15060
15060 15060
15060 15060
15999  
16070 16070
19235 19235
21056 21056
23055 23055
23055 23055
23055 23055
27777  
29557 29557
30115 30115
30115 30115
31113 31113
31113 31113
31275 31275
32115  
33470 33470
33470 33470
34440 34440
34440 34440
34440 34440
34440 34440
36682 36682
69876 69876
69876 69876
99083 99083
99083 99083

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼
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 IN  80 MK=M-ACCOUNT MB=KEEP               $Keep master record

 REC M-ACCOUNT     1    5           'ACCOUNT'

 REC M-BRANCH      6    2           'BRANCH'

 REC M-NAME        19  20           'NAME'

 

 IN 80 MK=T-ACCOUNT

 REC T-ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

 SEL BUFFER WHEN T-ACCOUNT EQ ' ' $Accounts without transactions

 80OUT D

 80SORT M-BRANCH -

 803 LIST OF ACCOUNTS WITHOUT TRANSACTIONS

 8051*010 M-BRANCH                HR

 8051*020 M-ACCOUNT               HR

 8051*030 M-NAME                  HR

Result

REPORT NO. 80  LIST OF ACCOUNTS WITHOUT TRANSACTIONS      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
                         BRANCH                        ACCOUNT                                NAME

                           32                           15999                         SHELLY BROWN

                           35                           27777                         ANDY PIGGOTT

                           40                           32115                         BOB DATO
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Listing Transactions not on the Master File
Objective

This report lists transactions not on the master file. Multiple transactions are matched against a single-entry master file.

Procedure

• MB=KEEP retains a master file in the input buffer.
• A SELECT BUFFER statement selects transactions that cannot be matched with the master file.

NOTE
Type 7 logic (IF M-ACCOUNT GE T-ACCOUNT DROP) can be used instead of the SELECT BUFFER
statement.

The contents of the input buffer for the run (K denotes master records kept in the input buffer):

Master file Transaction file
(SYS010) (SYS011)
 15060
 15060
 15060
15999  
16070 16070
19235 19235
21056 21056
23055 23055
23055K 23055
23055K 23055
27777  
29557 29557
30115K 30115
30115K 30115
30115K 31113
30115K 31113
31275 31275
32115  
33470 33470
33470K 33470
34440 34440
34440K 34440
34440K 34440
34440K 34440
34440K 36682
69876 69876
69876K 69876
99083 99083
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99083K 99083

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN  80 MK=M-ACCOUNT MB=KEEP

 REC M-ACCOUNT     1    5           'ACCOUNT'

 

 IN 80 MK=T-ACCOUNT

 REC T-ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

 REC T-TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

 REC T-TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

 REC T-DATE       18     6  2       'DATE'

 REC T-BRANCH     24     2          'BRANCH'

 REC T-NAME       26    20          'NAME'

 SEL BUFFER WHEN T-ACCOUNT GT M-ACCOUNT $Transactions without masters

 80OUT D

 80SORT T-BRANCH - T-DATE D T-ACCOUNT

 803 LISTING OF TRANSACTIONS WITHOUT MASTERS

 8051*010 T-BRANCH                HR

 8051*020 T-ACCOUNT               HR

 8051*030 T-NAME                  HR

 8051*050 T-TRANS-AMT             HR

 8051*060 T-TRANS-IND             HR

 8051*070 T-DATE  FD              HR
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Result

REPORT NO. 80  LISTING OF TRANSACTIONS WITHOUT MASTERS    mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
                                                                         AMOUNT OF             DEPOSIT/
           BRANCH         ACCOUNT                 NAME                  TRANSACTION           WITHDRAWAL           DATE

             32            15060          SHARON ARMSTRONG                 100,990.11             D              mm/
dd/yy
             32            15060          SHARON ARMSTRONG                     990.11             W              mm/
dd/yy
             32            15060          SHARON ARMSTRONG                  10,099.01             D              mm/
dd/yy

             40            31113          MARY CATREY                           36.00             W              mm/
dd/yy
             40            31113          MARY CATREY                           36.00             D              mm/
dd/yy

             45            36682          JEAN WREN                          4,000.78             W              mm/
dd/yy

NOTE
The report would show actual dates in the format shown.

Using the Match-file Facility for Table Initialization
You can use match keys to control the order in which files are read in a match run. If you do not specify match keys for a
file, CA Culprit assumes low key values for the missing match keys on that file and reads it first.

This article includes the following information:

How to Do It

1. Omit the MK= specification on the IN parameter for the file you want read first.
2. Code the MK= specification on the IN parameter for subsequent files.

Example

Objective

This example produces two reports:
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• An interest rate table from the first file processed
• A listing of the first month's interest for new accounts, using the interest rate table and the input data from the second

file

Procedure

• No match key is used for the interest rate file.
• A match key on ACCOUNT-NO is used for the second file.

The contents of the input buffer for this run:

File 1 (SYS010) File 2 (SYS011)
.0500 .0525 .0550 rule=no.
.0525 .0550 .0575 rule=no.
.0550 .0575 .0600 rule=no.
.0550 .0575 .0625 rule=no.
 15060
 15999
 16070
 19235
 21056
 23055
 27777
 29557 . . .

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN 80                                $Read first, no match key

 REC FILE-TEST 0 1 1

 REC INTEREST-RATE-DATA  1             GROUP AA 4.3

 REC INTEREST-RATE       1  4  2  DP=4  ELMNT AA

 

 IN 150 MK=ACCOUNT-NO             $Read second, one match key

 REC ACCOUNT-NO   1  5           'ACCOUNT' 'NUMBER'

 REC ACCT-TYPE    6  2  2        'ACCOUNT' 'TYPE'

 REC OPEN-BAL     8 11  2  DP=2  'OPENING' 'BALANCE'
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 REC NAME        19 20           'NAME'

 REC DATE-OPENED 39  6  2        'DATE' 'OPENED'

 GW0  RATE.12 DP=4   COUNT    ZERO

 00OUT 65 D

 003 INTEREST RATE TABLE         $First report

 0051*010 INTEREST-RATE.1  HH ' ' 'RATE CODE 1' '(ACCOUNT TYPE 1)'

 0051*020 INTEREST-RATE.2  HH 'RATE CODE 2' '(ACCOUNT TYPE 2)'

 0051*030 INTEREST-RATE.3  HH 'RATE CODE 3' '(ACCOUNT TYPE 3)'

 92SORT  ACCT-TYPE 0  OPEN-BAL D

 92OUT  120 D

 920  NTH

 920  FIRST-MO-INT  DP=3

 923 FIRST MONTH'S INTEREST     $Second report

 9241*010 ' '

 9251*010 ACCOUNT-NO        HR

 9251*020 NAME              HR

 9251*030 DATE-OPENED  FD   HR

 9251*040 ACCT-TYPE         HR

 9251*050 RATE.NTH     SZ=4 HH 'INTEREST' 'RATE'

 9251*060 OPEN-BAL          HR

 9251*070 FIRST-MO-INT SZ=8 HH 'INTEREST' '(FIRST' 'MONTH)'

 007010   IF FILE-TEST EQ 1  DROP

 007      COUNT + 1  COUNT

 007      MOVE INTEREST-RATE.1 TO RATE.COUNT
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 007      COUNT + 1  COUNT

 007      MOVE INTEREST-RATE.2 TO RATE.COUNT

 007      COUNT + 1  COUNT

 007      MOVE INTEREST-RATE.3 TO RATE.COUNT

 007      IF COUNT GT 12  040

 007      TAKE

 007040   ZERO DIVIDE ZERO  ZERO  $Forced buffer dump if more than 12 entries

 007      STOP-RUN                $Error, stop processing

 927      IF FILE-TEST NE 1 DROP

 927      IF DATE-OPENED GE mmddyy   100

 927      IF DATE-OPENED GE mmddyy   110

 927      IF DATE-OPENED GE mmddyy   120

 927      IF DATE-OPENED GE mmddyy   130

 927      DROP

927100   ACCT-TYPE + 9  NTH

927      B 150

927110   ACCT-TYPE + 6  NTH

927      B 150

927120   ACCT-TYPE + 3  NTH

927      B 150

927130   ACCT-TYPE + 0  NTH

927150   COMPUTE (OPEN-BAL X RATE.NTH) / 12  FIRST-MO-INT

NOTE
For 'IF DATE-OPENED GE', the code would be actual dates in the format shown.

Result
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REPORT NO. 00         INTEREST RATE TABLE    mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

     RATE CODE 1         RATE CODE 2         RATE CODE 3
   (ACCOUNT TYPE 1)    (ACCOUNT TYPE 2)    (ACCOUNT TYPE 3)

        .0500               .0525               .0550
        .0525               .0550               .0575
        .0550               .0575               .0600
        .0550               .0575               .0625
REPORT NO. 92        FIRST MONTH'S INTEREST  mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                                                                                      INTEREST
       ACCOUNT                                DATE       ACCOUNT     INTEREST        OPENING           (FIRST
        NUMBER             NAME              OPENED        TYPE        RATE          BALANCE           MONTH)

        33470      VICTORIA DAY             mm/dd/
yy         1        .0550            51,954.10        238.123
        16070      ARTHUR LINK              mm/dd/
yy         1        .0550            10,800.45         49.502
        99083      HELEN SANTOVEC           mm/dd/
yy         1        .0550             4,685.28         21.474

        69876      BRUCE THORPE             mm/dd/
yy         2        .0575             6,375.58         30.550
        19235      GARY NOBLES              mm/dd/
yy         2        .0575             3,800.45         18.210
        34440      HELEN WRIGHT             mm/dd/
yy         2        .0575             1,950.10          9.344

        36682      JEAN WREN                mm/dd/
yy         3        .0575            40,007.80        191.704
        15999      SHELLY BROWN             mm/dd/
yy         3        .0550               852.45          3.907
        30115      IRMA DOONES              mm/dd/
yy         3        .0625               366.29          1.908
        31113      MARY CATREY              mm/dd/
yy         3        .0600               360.00          1.800
        15060      SHARON ARMSTRONG         mm/dd/yy         3        .0625
        21056      AMOS JOHNSON             mm/dd/yy         3        .0625
        23055      JACK JACKSON             mm/dd/yy         3        .0625
        27777      ANDY PIGGOTT             mm/dd/yy         3        .0625
        29557      IRWIN TRIMBLE            mm/dd/yy         3        .0625
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        31275      FOR ANOTHER              mm/dd/yy         3        .0625
        32115      BOB DATO                 mm/dd/yy         3        .0625

NOTE
The report would show actual dates in the format shown.

Using Files Defined to the Data Dictionary
During match file runs, you can reference files defined to the data dictionary.

This article includes the following information:

How to Do It

Code:

1. A DATABASE parameter with the DICTNAME= option if an alternate dictionary is used.
2. An INPUT parameter with the FN= option to specify the file name.
3. INPUT parameter options and REC parameters if redefinition or supplementary definitions are needed. 

Example

Objective

This report matches a student master file (STUDENT-MAST), which is defined to the data dictionary, with a VSAM file
containing course descriptions and prerequisite courses.

Procedure

• A DATABASE parameter with the DICTNAME= option specifies the alternate dictionary DOCUDICT.
• The FN= option on the IN parameter specifies the STUDENT-MAST file.

Partial Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

 IN 257        FN=STUDENT-MAST  MK=COURSE-CODE

 

 IN 96  96  VS  MK=COURSE-NUM

 REC COURSE-NUM     1   3

 REC DESC           4  30

 REC PREQ          34        GROUP  AA  3.4
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 REC COURSE         1   3    ELMNT  AA

Creating Unique Match-key Names
You can assign unique names to reference entities in the data dictionary. You may use either the primary (data dictionary)
name or the assigned name. Just be consistent.

How to Do It

Use a REC parameter to assign a unique name to a field.

Example

Objective

This example matches two files that are defined to the data dictionary. The match key for both files is PART-NUMBER.
PART-NUMBER in the PARTS-INVENTORY file is assigned STOCK-REF-NUM as a unique name.

Procedure

• A DD= specification on the IN parameter provides alternative file assignments for each file.
• A REC parameter renames the PART-NUMBER field of the PARTS-INVENTORY file.
• An MK= specification of the new name of the PART-NUMBER (STOCK-REF-NUM) is the match key for the PARTS-

INVENTORY file.

Partial Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

 IN 130 DD=SYSO11  FN=PARTS-INVENTORY  MK=STOCK-REF-NUM

*       WAREHOUSE-CODE  BIN-POINTER

 REC STOCK-REF-NUM 1 10

 

 IN 170 DD=SYS012  FN=PART-DESC  MK=PART-NUMBER  WAREHOUSE-ID

*       BIN-LOCATION

Demonstration 30

Objective
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This example matches two files that are defined to the data dictionary. The match key for both files is PART-NUMBER.
PART-NUMBER in the PARTS-INVENTORY file is assigned STOCK-REF-NUM as a unique name.

Procedure

• A DD= specification on the IN parameter provides alternative file assignments for each file.
• A REC parameter renames the PART-NUMBER field of the PARTS-INVENTORY file.
• An MK= specification of the new name of the PART-NUMBER (STOCK-REF-NUM) is the match key for the PARTS-

INVENTORY file.

Partial Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

 IN 130 DD=SYSO11  FN=PARTS-INVENTORY  MK=STOCK-REF-NUM

*       WAREHOUSE-CODE  BIN-POINTER

 REC STOCK-REF-NUM  1  10

 IN 170 DD=SYS012  FN=PART-DESC  MK=PART-NUMBER  WAREHOUSE-ID

*       BIN-LOCATION

Qualified Fields
You can associate one record name in the data dictionary with fields that are specified on two or more INPUT parameters.

How to Do It

Unique field names can be provided in a particular CA Culprit run by coding:

• The FN= option of the INPUT parameter with the data dictionary file name
• The MK= option of the INPUT parameter with the field name followed by the record name known to the data dictionary,

a comma, and a level number enclosed in parentheses
• SYS010 in the JCL for the first file (level 1); SYS011 in the JCL for the second file (level 2), and so on

Example

Objective

This example matches three files that are defined in the data dictionary. Two files have MON-TRAN-FILE as a file name
and TRAN-CODE as a key field name. All three files have ACCT-NO as a key field.

Procedure
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The code uses level numbers to distinguish between field references (ACCOUNT,1, ACCOUNT,2, TRANSACTION,1, and
TRANSACTION,2).

Partial Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 DATABASE DICT NAME=DOCUDICT

 IN 100  FN=MON-TRAN-FILE  MK=ACCT-NO(ACCOUNT,1)  TRAN-CODE

*        (TRANSACTION,1)

 IN 100  FN=MON-TRAN-FILE  MK=ACCT-NO(ACCOUNT,2)  TRAN-CODE

*        (TRANSACTION,2)

 IN 150  FN=CUST-FILE      MK=ACCT-NO(ACC-REC)  MB=KEEP

Using and Modifying Copied Code
Frequently used sections of CA Culprit code can be stored for use by several reports or users. Use of stored parameters
helps to establish standard file definitions, procedures, and reports. For example, you can store INPUT and REC
parameters that define a shared input file, type 7 or 8 procedural code that performs an operation needed by several
reports, or a set of commonly used extract functions.

Parameters to be inserted are maintained in card-image format and in data dictionaries, partitioned data sets (z/OS),
source statement libraries (z/VSE), CA Panvalet® libraries, and CA Librarian® libraries. Stored code can be copied and
modified to meet the requirements of a particular report by using one of the copied code parameters:

• USE
• =COPY
• =MACRO

For more information see the following topics:

Copying Stored Code (USE Parameter)
The USE parameter allows you to copy code that is stored on 80-byte records.
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How to Do It

Code a basic USE parameter by entering the following in the job stream:

1. The keyword USE
2. The name of the file or module that contains the CA Culprit source code:

 USE CULCODE

/*

Assigning Values to Symbolic Fields (USE Parameter)
You can use symbolic fields on the parameters in your stored or inline CA Culprit code for values that are likely to change.

How to Do It

Follow these steps:

1. Incorporate symbolic parameter references in the source code:

010 START &&1

2. Code a standard USE parameter that names the source code to be copied:

 USE CULCODE

/*

3. Code the WITH VALUES keyword phrase:

 USE CULCODE

 WITH VALUES ...

/*

4. Code keyword arguments (data values) or keyword expressions (labels), as needed, on the same line as WITH
VALUES. The argument sequence must correspond to the parameter sequence:

 USE CULCODE

 WITH VALUES (mmddyy,MONTHLY REPORT)

/*

Note: The value would show the actual date in the format shown.
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Example

Objective

This is a monthly report of branch office transactions created from code stored as RPT624. The report title and the dates
printed in the heading of the report change each time the report code is run.

Procedure

• The USE parameter copies stored code (RPT624) containing symbolic parameters for values likely to change.
• The WITH VALUES clause provides arguments that are substituted for the symbolic parameters.

Complete Code

Below follows the job stream and the stored code:

The Job Stream

 USE RPT624

 WITH VALUES (mmddyy,mmddyy,mmddyy,MONTHLY REPORT)

/*

NOTE
The value would show actual dates in the format shown.

The Stored Code

col. 2

▼

IN 80 F

REC ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

REC TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

REC TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

REC TRANS-DATE 18     6  2       'DATE'

REC BRANCH     24     2          'BRANCH'

REC NAME       26    20          'NAME'

80OUT 80

80SORT ACCOUNT 1 BRANCH  NAME  RPT-DAY  START  END

800  START &&1                       $First date (mmddyy)
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800  END   &&2                       $Second date (mmddyy)

800  RPT-DAY &&3                     $Third date (mmddyy)

803 &&4                              $Title (MONTHLY REPORT)

80410010 NAME

80410030 ACCOUNT

80410040 BRANCH

80410050 RPT-DAY          FD

80420010 'PERIOD: FROM'

80420024 START            FD

80420034 'TO'

80420038 END              FD

8051*010 TRANS-DATE       FD   HR

8051*020 TRANS-IND             HR

8051*030 TRANS-AMT             HR

8051*070 TRANS-DATE  FD        HR

8061*0200'TOTAL TRANSACTIONS'

8061*030 TRANS-AMT

NOTE
The first, second and third dates would be the actual dates in the format shown.

The sequential parameter listing, which is produced in a CA Culprit run, shows the substitutions made for the symbolic
parameters.

Sequential Parameter Listing

mm/dd/yy              SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING      volser Vnn.n  PAGE     1

00 ** SYSIN **                            USE RPT624
                                          WITH VALUES (mmddyy,mmddyy,mmddyy,MONTHLY REPORT)
01 RPT624                                 IN 80 F
  C200138 INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO
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                                          REC ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'
                                          REC TRANS-
IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'
                                          REC TRANS-
AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'
                                          REC TRANS-DATE 18     6  2       'DATE'
                                          REC BRANCH     24     2          'BRANCH'
                                          REC NAME       26    20          'NAME'
                                          80OUT 80
                                          80SORT ACCOUNT 1 BRANCH  NAME  RPT-
DAY  START  END
                                          800  START mmddyy                       $First date (mmddyy)
                                          800  END   mmddyy                       $Second date (mmddyy)
                                          800  RPT-
DAY mmddyy                     $Third date (mmddyy)
                                          803 MONTHLY                              $Title (MONTHLY REPORT)
                                          80410010 NAME
                                          80410030 ACCOUNT
                                          80410040 BRANCH
                                          80410050 RPT-DAY          FD
                                          80420010 'PERIOD: FROM'
                                          80420024 START            FD
                                          80420034 'TO'
                                          80420038 END              FD
                                          8051*010 TRANS-DATE       FD   HR
                                          8051*020 TRANS-IND             HR
                                          8051*030 TRANS-AMT             HR
                                          8051*070 TRANS-DATE  FD        HR
                                          8061*0200'TOTAL TRANSACTIONS'
                                          8061*030 TRANS-AMT

NOTE
The first, second and third dates would be the actual dates in the format shown.

The Report

REPORT NO. 80  MONTHLY                      $Title  mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
         SHARON ARMSTRONG    15060     32        mm/dd/yy
         PERIOD: FROM  mm/dd/yy  TO  mm/dd/yy
                         DEPOSIT/             AMOUNT OF
        DATE            WITHDRAWAL           TRANSACTION          DATE

      mm/dd/yy              D                    10,099.01      mm/dd/yy
      mm/dd/yy              W                       990.11      mm/dd/yy
      mm/dd/yy              D                   100,990.11      mm/dd/yy
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                    TOTAL TRANSACTIONS          112,079.23
REPORT NO. 80  MONTHLY                       $Title  mm/dd/yy PAGE     2
         ARTHUR LINK         16070     32        mm/dd/yy
         PERIOD: FROM  mm/dd/yy  TO  mm/dd/yy
                         DEPOSIT/             AMOUNT OF
        DATE            WITHDRAWAL           TRANSACTION          DATE

      mm/dd/yy              D                     1,080.04      mm/dd/yy

                    TOTAL TRANSACTIONS            1,080.04

NOTE
The reports would show actual dates in the format shown.

Assigning Default Values to Symbolic Parameters (USE Parameter)
You can assign default values to symbolic parameters in your stored or inline code and use keywords to provide
documentation.

This article includes the following information:

How to Do It

Code:

• The word DEFAULT on the first line of stored code.
If used inline, the DEFAULT clause is entered as the last of the USE parameter clauses.

• Symbolic parameter names entered sequentially, starting with &&1.
• A keyword for each symbolic parameter name. (Any keywords in the WITH VALUES clause must match those in the

DEFAULT clause.)
• The value for the keyword.

Example

Objective

This example uses a DEFAULT clause to produce the same report as the example using a WITH VALUES clause.

Procedure

• Default values are used for symbolic parameters whose values do not appear on the WITH VALUES clause.
• Keywords START, END, and TITLE provide documentation.
• RPT-DAY, the keyword for &&3, is specified on both the WITH VALUES clause and the DEFAULT clause.

The value given on the WITH VALUES clause (mmddyy) overrides the value on the DEFAULT clause, where mmddyy
would be actual dates in this format.

Complete Code

Below follows the job stream and the stored code:

The Job Stream
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 USE RPT627

 WITH VALUES (RPT-DAY=mmddyy)       $Overriding value

/*

NOTE
The rpt-day value would show actual dates in the format shown.

The Stored Code

col. 2

▼

DEFAULT &&1=START=mmddyy       $Default values if not overridden

        &&2=END=mmddyy

        &&3=RPT-DAY=mmddyy

        &&4=TITLE='MONTHLY REPORT'

IN 80

REC ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

REC TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

REC TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

REC TRANS-DATE 18     6  2       'DATE'

REC BRANCH     24     2          'BRANCH'

REC NAME       26    20          'NAME'

80OUT 80

80SORT ACCOUNT 1 BRANCH  NAME  RPT-DAY  START  END

800  START &&1
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800  END   &&2

800  RPT-DAY &&3

803 &&4

80410010 NAME

80410030 ACCOUNT

80410040 BRANCH

80410050 RPT-DAY          FD

80420010 'PERIOD: FROM'

80420024 START            FD

80420034 'TO'

80420038 END              FD

8051*010 TRANS-DATE       FD   HR

8051*020 TRANS-IND             HR

8051*030 TRANS-AMT             HR

8051*070 TRANS-DATE  FD        HR

8061*0200'TOTAL TRANSACTIONS'

8061*030 TRANS-AMT

NOTE
The code would show actual dates for start, end, and rpt-day in the format shown.

Result

REPORT NO. 80              MONTHLY REPORT             mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
         SHARON ARMSTRONG    15060     32        mm/dd/yy
         PERIOD: FROM  mm/dd/yy  TO  mm/dd/yy
                         DEPOSIT/             AMOUNT OF
        DATE            WITHDRAWAL           TRANSACTION          DATE
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      mm/dd/yy              D                    10,099.01      mm/dd/yy
      mm/dd/yy              W                       990.11      mm/dd/yy
      mm/dd/yy              D                   100,990.11      mm/dd/yy

                    TOTAL TRANSACTIONS          112,079.23
REPORT NO. 80          MONTHLY REPORT             mm/dd/yy PAGE     2
         ARTHUR LINK         16070     32        mm/dd/yy
         PERIOD: FROM  mm/dd/yy  TO  mm/dd/yy
                         DEPOSIT/             AMOUNT OF
        DATE            WITHDRAWAL           TRANSACTION          DATE

      mm/dd/yy              D                     1,080.04      mm/dd/yy

                    TOTAL TRANSACTIONS            1,080.04

NOTE
The report would show actual dates in the format shown.

Nesting the USE Parameter
You can nest the USE parameter. One or more USE parameters and WITH VALUES clauses can be included in stored
code.

If one USE parameter appears in the stored code, it is treated as a nested parameter in the job stream at run-time.

How to Do It

Follow these steps:

1. Code the USE parameter followed by an asterisk (*), and a WITH VALUES clause at the beginning of the code that is
affected.

2. Place END at the end of the code that is affected by the value assignments.

Example

Objective

This is a partial example that produces the same report as that shown earlier for the reports that are generated from the
WITH VALUES and DEFAULT clauses.

Procedure

• A USE parameter in the job stream copies the stored code.
• USE * parameter and a WITH VALUES clause assign values to the symbolic parameters.
• An END clause signals the end of the code that is affected by the USE parameter.

The Job Stream

USE RPT624
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/*

The Stored Code

 col. 2

 ▼

USE *                  $Start of code sequence affected by changes

WITH VALUES (mmddyy,mmddyy,mmddyy,'MONTHLY REPORTS')

 IN 80

 REC ACCOUNT  1   5    'ACCOUNT'

   .

   .

   .

 END                     $End of code incorporating changes

NOTE
The code would specify actual dates in the format shown.

Modifying Code (USE Parameter)
You can change report numbers and character strings, drop or keep parameters, and renumber type 7 and type 8
sequence numbers with the USE parameter.

This article includes the following information:

How to Do It

• To modify code, use one or more CHANGE clauses for each USE parameter.
Only one clause can specify a report number change.

• To eliminate or retain code, use one or more DROP or KEEP clauses.
If both DROP and KEEP are coded, precedence is given to the DROP clause.

• To renumber type 7 and type 8 sequence numbers, use one or more RENUMBER clauses.
The RENUMBER clause must be the last clause coded on the USE parameter.
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Example: Changing Report Numbers and Character Strings

Objective

This report is derived from stored code. The code is changed to provide updated branch office account activity
information.

Procedure

• The report number is changed from 80 to 01.
• The title is changed from ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH to BRANCH ACCOUNTS.
• A type 5 parameter is changed to a type 4 to allow the branch number to print as a heading.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 80 F

USE *

    CHANGE RPTNO TO 01 AND                 $Chained together with AND

         '51*010' 4/9 TO '410010' AND

         'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH' TO 'BRANCH ACCOUNTS'

REC T-ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

REC T-TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

REC T-TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

REC T-DATE       18     6  2       'DATE'

REC T-BRANCH     24     2

REC T-NAME       26    20          'NAME'

80OUT D                                           $Report number changed

80SORT T-BRANCH 1

803 ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH                    $Title changed

8051*010 T-BRANCH                                 $Changed to a type 4 parameter

8051*020 T-ACCOUNT               HR
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8051*030 T-NAME                  HR

8051*050 T-TRANS-AMT             HR

8051*060 T-TRANS-IND             HR

8051*070 T-DATE  FD              HR

END

Result

Sequential Parameter Listing

mm/dd/yy              SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING      volser Vnn.n  PAGE     1

00 ** SYSIN **                            IN 80 F
   C200138 INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO

                                           USE *
                                               CHANGE RPTNO TO 01 AND                 $Chained together with AND
                                                    '51*010' 4/9 TO '410010' AND
                                                    'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH' TO 'BRANCH ACCOUNTS'
01 ** SYSIN **                             REC T-ACCOUNT     1     5         'ACCOUNT'
                                           REC T-TRANS-
IND   6     1         'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'
                                           REC T-TRANS-
AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'
                                           REC T-DATE       18     6  2       'DATE'
                                           REC T-BRANCH     24     2
                                           REC T-NAME       26    20          'NAME'
                                           01OUT D                                           $Report number changed
                                           01SORT T-BRANCH 1
                                           013 BRANCH ACCOUNTS                    $Title changed
                                           01410010 T-
BRANCH                                 $Changed to a type 4 parameter
                                           0151*020 T-ACCOUNT               HR
                                           0151*030 T-NAME                  HR
                                           0151*050 T-TRANS-AMT             HR
                                           0151*060 T-TRANS-IND             HR
                                           0151*070 T-DATE  FD              HR
                                           END

Report
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REPORT NO. 01                            BRANCH ACCOUNTS                          mm/dd/
yy PAGE     1
          32
                                                                 AMOUNT OF                DEPOSIT/
            ACCOUNT                    NAME                     TRANSACTION              WITHDRAWAL              DATE

             15060             SHARON ARMSTRONG                     10,099.01                D                 mm/
dd/yy
             15060             SHARON ARMSTRONG                        990.11                W                 mm/
dd/yy
             15060             SHARON ARMSTRONG                    100,990.11                D                 mm/
dd/yy
             16070             ARTHUR LINK                           1,080.04                D                 mm/
dd/yy
             19235             GARY NOBLES                              80.04                W                 mm/
dd/yy
             21056             AMOS JOHNSON                              1.02                W                 mm/
dd/yy
REPORT NO. 01                            BRANCH ACCOUNTS                               mm/
dd/yy PAGE     2
          35
                                                                 AMOUNT OF                DEPOSIT/
            ACCOUNT                    NAME                     TRANSACTION              WITHDRAWAL              DATE

             23055             JACK JACKSON                            500.00                W                 mm/
dd/yy
             23055             JACK JACKSON                         50,000.00                D                 mm/
dd/yy
             23055             JACK JACKSON                             30.00                D                 mm/
dd/yy
             29557             IRWIN TRIMBLE                       500,001.00                D                 mm/
dd/yy

NOTE
The report would show actual dates in the format shown.

Example: Using a KEEP Clause

Objective

This example changes inline code to produce a report of individual account activity.

Procedure

A KEEP clause is used to retain the title and three type 5 fields (ACCOUNT, TRANS-AMT, and TRANS-IND). All other
fields are dropped.
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Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 80 F

USE *

    CHANGE RPTNO TO 01 AND

           'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH' TO 'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY'

    KEEP 3 AND 'ACCOUNT' AND 'TRANS-AMT' AND 'TRANS-IND'

REC ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

REC TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

REC TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

REC DATE       18     6  2       'DATE'

REC BRANCH     24     2

REC NAME       26    20          'NAME'

80OUT D                                 $Report number changed

80SORT NAME 0

803 ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH          $Title changed

8051*010 BRANCH

8051*020 ACCOUNT               HR       $Kept

8051*030 NAME                  HR

8051*050 TRANS-AMT             HR       $Kept

8051*060 TRANS-IND             HR       $Kept

8051*070 DATE  FD              HR

END
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Sequential Parameter Listing

mm/dd/
yy                 SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING           volser  Vnn.n  PAGE     1

00 ** SYSIN **                            IN 80 F
   C200138 INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO

                                           USE *
                                               CHANGE RPTNO TO 01 AND
                                                      'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH' TO 'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY'
                                               KEEP  3 AND 'ACCOUNT' AND 'TRANS-
AMT' AND 'TRANS-IND'
01 ** SYSIN **                             REC ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'
                                           REC TRANS-
IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'
                                           REC TRANS-
AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'
                                           013 ACCOUNT ACTIVITY          $Title changed
                                           0151*020 ACCOUNT               HR       $Kept
                                           0151*050 TRANS-AMT             HR       $Kept
                                           0151*060 TRANS-IND             HR       $Kept

Report

REPORT NO. 01                                 ACCOUNT ACTIVITY                           mm/
dd/yy PAGE     1
                                                           AMOUNT OF                             DEPOSIT/
                         ACCOUNT                          TRANSACTION                           WITHDRAWAL

                          15060                               10,099.01                             D
                          15060                                  990.11                             W
                          15060                              100,990.11                             D
                          16070                                1,080.04                             D
                          19235                                   80.04                             W
                          21056                                    1.02                             W
                          23055                                  500.00                             W
                          23055                               50,000.00                             D
                          23055                                   30.00                             D
                          29557                              500,001.00                             D
                          30115                              500,001.00                             D
                          30115                               50,001.00                             D
                          31113                                   36.00                             W
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                          31113                                   36.00                             D
                          31275                            5,000,000.00                             D
                          33470                            7,590,001.30                             D
                          33470                                    1.30                             D
                          34440                                  195.01                             W
                          34440                                2,000.01                             D
                          34440                                   95.01                             D
                          34440                                  100.00                             D
                          36682                                4,000.78                             W
                          69876                            9,009,901.15                             D
                          69876                                  637.55                             D
                          99083                               50,001.30                             D
                          99083                                6,468.52                             D

                                                          22,877,247.26

Example: Using a DROP Clause

Objective

This example uses the DROP clause to produce the same report as that shown for the KEEP clause.

Procedure

A DROP clause is used to leave out DATE, BRANCH, and NAME. ACCOUNT, TRANS-IND, and TRANS-AMT are kept.
ADD A LABEL HERE

col. 2

▼

IN 80 F

USE *

    CHANGE RPTNO TO 01 AND

           'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH' TO 'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY'

    DROP 'DATE' AND 'BRANCH' AND 'NAME'

REC ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

REC TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

REC TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'
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REC DATE       18     6  2       'DATE'

REC BRANCH     24     2

REC NAME       26    20          'NAME'

80OUT D

80SORT NAME 0                           $Dropped

803 ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH          $Title changed

8051*010 BRANCH                         $Dropped

8051*020 ACCOUNT               HR

8051*030 NAME                  HR       $Dropped

8051*050 TRANS-AMT             HR

8051*060 TRANS-IND             HR

8051*070 DATE  FD              HR       $Dropped

END

Example: Using the RENUMBER Clause

Objective

This example renumbers type 7 sequence numbers in inline code to produce a current Account Activity Report.

Procedure

The RENUMBER clause is used to change type 7 sequence numbers from 010, 020, 040, and 050 to 100, 200, 300, and
400, respectively.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 80 F

USE *

    CHANGE 'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH' TO 'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY'

    DROP  'BRANCH' AND 'NAME'
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    RENUMBER 7 1/100 TO 100 BY 100

REC ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

REC TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

REC TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

REC MMDDYY     18     6  2

REC BRANCH     24     2

REC NAME       26    20          'NAME'

01OUT D

01SORT NAME 0

010 MMDD

010 YY

010 YYMMDD

013 ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH                              $Changed

0151*010 BRANCH                                             $Dropped

0151*020 ACCOUNT               HR

0151*030 NAME                  HR                           $Dropped

0151*050 TRANS-AMT             HR

0151*060 TRANS-IND             HR

0151*070 YYMMDD  FD            HH 'DATE'

017010 IF TRANS-AMT LE 100  DROP                            $Renumbered

017020 COMPUTE TRUNC MMDDYY / 100  MMDD

017040 COMPUTE MMDDYY - (MMDD X 100) YY

017050 COMPUTE (YY X 10000) + MMDD YYMMDD
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END

Result

Sequential Parameter Listing

mm/dd/
yy                 SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING                            volser  Vnn.n  PAGE     1

00 ** SYSIN **                            IN 80 F
   C200138 INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO

                                           USE *
                                               CHANGE 'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH' TO 'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY'
                                               DROP  'BRANCH' AND 'NAME'
                                               RENUMBER 7 1/100 TO 100 BY 100
01 ** SYSIN **                             REC ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'
                                           REC TRANS-
IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'
                                           REC TRANS-
AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'
                                           REC MMDDYY     18     6  2
                                           01OUT D
                                           010 MMDD
                                           010 YY
                                           010 YYMMDD
                                           013 ACCOUNT ACTIVITY                              $Changed
                                           0151*020 ACCOUNT               HR
                                           0151*050 TRANS-AMT             HR
                                           0151*060 TRANS-IND             HR
                                           0151*070 YYMMDD  FD            HH 'DATE'
                                           017100 IF TRANS-
AMT LE 100  DROP                            $Renumbered
                                           017200 COMPUTE TRUNC MMDDYY / 100  MMDD
                                           017300 COMPUTE MMDDYY - (MMDD X 100) YY
                                           017400 COMPUTE (YY X 10000) + MMDD YYMMDD
                                           END

Report

REPORT NO. 01                            ACCOUNT ACTIVITY                       $Ch        mm/
dd/yy PAGE     1
                                              AMOUNT OF                      DEPOSIT/
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                   ACCOUNT                   TRANSACTION                    WITHDRAWAL                    DATE

                    15060                        10,099.01                      D                       yy/
mm/dd
                    15060                           990.11                      W                       yy/
mm/dd
                    15060                       100,990.11                      D                       yy/
mm/dd
                    16070                         1,080.04                      D                       yy/
mm/dd
                    23055                           500.00                      W                       yy/
mm/dd
                    23055                        50,000.00                      D                       yy/
mm/dd
                    29557                       500,001.00                      D                       yy/
mm/dd
                    30115                       500,001.00                      D                       yy/
mm/dd
                    30115                        50,001.00                      D                       yy/
mm/dd
                    31275                     5,000,000.00                      D                       yy/
mm/dd
                    33470                     7,590,001.30                      D                       yy/
mm/dd
                    34440                           195.01                      W                       yy/
mm/dd
                    34440                         2,000.01                      D                       yy/
mm/dd
                    36682                         4,000.78                      W                       yy/
mm/dd
                    69876                     9,009,901.15                      D                       yy/
mm/dd
                    69876                           637.55                      D                       yy/
mm/dd
                    99083                        50,001.30                      D                       yy/
mm/dd
                    99083                         6,468.52                      D                       yy/
mm/dd

NOTE
The report would show actual dates in the format shown.

Copying and Modifying Code (=COPY Parameter)
You can copy stored code, change report numbers, and suppress INPUT parameters with the =COPY parameter.
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How to Do It

Code =COPY in the SYSIN file, beginning in column 1.

On the same line, include one or all of the following:

• Source of the code to be used:
– The name of the file
– The name of the module
– An asterisk (*) if inline code follows

• A RPTNO= keyword followed by the 2-digit report number being assigned to this report

Example

Objective

This example copies stored record descriptions and parameters.

Procedure

• An =COPY parameter is used to copy record descriptions from the file RECS.
• An =COPY parameter is used to copy parameters
• The report number of PARAMS is changed to 02 (RPTNO=02).

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

=COPY RECS

=COPY PARAMS RPTN0=O2

/*

Result

A plus sign (+), in the sequential parameter listing below, identifies copied lines:

Sequential Parameter Listing

mm/dd/
yy                           SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING     volser  Vnn.n  PAGE     1

00 ** SYSIN **                           =COPY RECS
   C200138 INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO
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                                        +  IN 200
                                        +  REC EMPLOYEE        5   20
                                        +  REC FIRST-NAME      5   10
                                        +  REC LAST-NAME      15   10
                                        +  REC DEPARTMENT    115   25
                                        +  REC SALARY        160    5  3  DP=2
                                        +  REC TITLE         171   20

                                          =COPY PARAMS RPTNO=02
                                        +  02$"PARAMS"
                                        +  023 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING BY DEPARTMENT
                                        +  02SORT DEPARTMENT - SALARY D EMPLOYEE
                                        +  0251*010 DEPARTMENT      HH 'DEPARTMENT NAME'
                                        +  0251*020 LAST-
NAME       HH '                    EMPLOYEE NAME'
                                        +  0251*025 FIRST-NAME
                                        +  0251*030 TITLE           HH 'JOB TITLE'
                                        +  0251*040 SALARY          HH '    ANNUAL SALARY'

Report

REPORT NO. 02            EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING BY DEPARTMENT                  mm/dd/
yy PAGE     1
          DEPARTMENT NAME                             EMPLOYEE NAME                       JOB TITLE              ANNUAL SALARY

     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                   JENSON                   RUPERT        MGR ACCTNG/
PAYROLL            82,000.00
     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                   KIMBALL                  MARIANNE      ACCOUNTANT                    45,000.00
     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                   HUTTON                   EDWARD        FINANCIAL ANALYST             44,000.00
     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                   BLOOMER                  JUNE          PAYROLL CLERK                 15,000.00
     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                   KING                     DORIS         AR CLERK                      14,500.00
     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                   NICEMAN                  BRIAN         AP CLERK                      14,000.00

                                                                                                                  214,500.00
     THERMOREGULATION                         WILCO                    ROGER         MGR THERMOREGULATION          80,000.00
     THERMOREGULATION                         FINN                     PHINEAS       KEEPER OF BALLOONS            45,000.00
     THERMOREGULATION                         CLOTH                    TERRY         HUMIDITY CONTROL CLK          38,000.00
     THERMOREGULATION                         TIME                     MARK          WINTERIZER                    33,000.00
     THERMOREGULATION                         KASPAR                   JOE           WINTERIZER                    31,000.00

                                                                                                                  227,000.00
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                                                                                                                2,522,500.00

Copying and Modifying Code (=MACRO Parameter)
You can copy or modify code for a single CA Culprit run with the =MACRO parameter. Symbolic parameters can be used
in copied or inline code as a substitute for arguments; parameters can be changed or suppressed.

This article contains the following information:

How to Do It

• To code changes affecting copied code, enter =MACRO after the INPUT parameter.
• To code changes affecting inline code, enter =MACRO * at the beginning of the code to be changed.
• To modify code, enter the values for symbolic parameters, enclosed in parentheses, on the same line as the =MACRO

(*) parameter.
• To eliminate or retain code, enter =DROP and =CHANGE on the line immediately following the =MACRO (*)

parameter.
• Enter =MEND immediately after the =MACRO clauses.
• Code a second =MACRO */ =MEND sequence before inline code that is not to be changed.

Example: Providing Symbolic Parameter Values

Objective

This report uses copied code that contains symbolic fields to list employees with salaries less than $60,000 in all
departments except Brainstorming.

Procedure

The =MACRO * parameter provides the values for the symbolic parameters.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN  200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

 REC EMP-NAME      5   25           'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 REC DEPARTMENT  115   45           'DEPARTMENT'

 REC SALARY      160    5  3  DP=2

 013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

 010 COUNT 1

=MACRO * (DEPARTMENT 'BRAIN STORMING ' EMP-NAME SALARY 60000)
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=MEND

 0151*000 COUNT

 0151*010 &&3                     $EMP-NAME

 0151*020 &&4        SZ=7 F2  HF  $SALARY

 0161*010 'TOTAL COUNT'

 0161*020 COUNT      SZ=8

 017010 IF &&1 EQ &&2 DROP     $If DEPARTMENT equal BRAINSTORMING

 017    IF &&4 GE &&5 DROP     $If SALARY greater than 60000

Result

In the sequential parameter listing, below:

• A plus sign (+) identifies the substitutions made.
• An asterisk (*) indicates a continuation line for parameters having more than one substitution.

Sequential Parameter Listing

mm/dd/
yy                         SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING                   volser Vnn.n  PAGE     1

00 ** SYSIN **                             IN  200 F 400 PS(TAPE)
   C200138 INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO

                                           REC EMP-
NAME      5   25           'EMPLOYEE NAME'
                                           REC DEPARTMENT  115   45           'DEPARTMENT'
                                           REC SALARY      160    5  3  DP=2
                                           013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING
                                           010 COUNT 1

                                          =MACRO * (DEPARTMENT 'BRAIN STORMING     ' EMP-
NAME SALARY 60000)
                                        + =MEND
                                        +  0151*000 COUNT
                                        +  0151*010 &&3                     $EMP-NAME
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                                        ++ 0151*010 EMP-NAME                $EMP-NAME
                                        +  0151*020 &&4        SZ=7 F2  HF  $SALARY
                                        ++ 0151*020 SALARY     SZ=7 F2  HF  $SALARY
                                        +  0161*010 'TOTAL COUNT'
                                        +  0161*020 COUNT      SZ=8
                                        +  017010 IF &&1 EQ &&2
 DROP     $If DEPARTMENT equal BRAINSTORMING
                                        ++ 017010 IF DEPARTMENT
                                        ++*EQ 'BRAIN STORMING     '
                                        ++*DROP     $If DEPARTMENT equal BRAINSTORMING
                                        +  017    IF &&4 GE &&5
 DROP     $If SALARY greater than 60000
                                        ++ 017    IF SALARY
                                        ++*GE 60000
                                        ++*DROP     $If SALARY greater than 60000

Report

REPORT NO. 01                           EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING                 mm/dd/
yy PAGE     1
                                                                                           SALARY

                                JUNE      BLOOMER                                        15,000.00
                                EDWARD    HUTTON                                         44,000.00
                                MARIANNE  KIMBALL                                        45,000.00
                                DORIS     KING                                           14,500.00
                                BRIAN     NICEMAN                                        14,000.00
                                JANE      FERNDALE                                       22,500.00
                                GEORGE    FONRAD                                         14,750.00
                                ROBIN     GARDNER                                        14,000.00
                                DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                                        20,000.00
                                TERENCE   KLWELLEN                                       43,000.00
                                SANDY     KRAAMER                                        14,000.00
JAMES     GALLWAY                                        33,000.00
                                PERCY     GRANGER                                        34,500.00
                                VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                                      33,000.00
                                JAMES     JACOBI                                         55,000.00
                                JULIE     JENSEN                                         37,000.00
                                LARRY     LITERATA                                       37,500.00
                                KATHERINE O'HEARN                                        42,500.00
                                RALPH     TYRO                                           20,000.00
                                       TOTAL COUNT                                               44
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Example: Modifying Parameters and the Report Number

Objective

This example modifies the report number and parameter of copied code to produce a report on employee salaries.

Procedure

• An =DROP clause is used to omit the INPUT and type 6 parameters.
• An =CHANGE clause is used to change the report number from 01 to 07.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN  200

=MACRO RPT631A (DEPARTMENT 'BRAIN STORMING     ' EMP-NAME SALARY 60000)

=DROP INPUT TYPE=6  $Drop INPUT and type 6 parameters

=CHANGE RPTNO=07     $Change the report number

=MEND

/*

Result

In the sequential parameter listing below:

• A plus sign (+) indicates copied parameters.
• A double plus sign (++) indicates a copied parameter and a value substitution.
• An asterisk (*) indicates a continuation line when more than one substitution occurs.

Sequential Parameter Listing

mm/dd/
yy                               SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING             volser  Vnn.n  PAGE     1

00 ** SYSIN **                            IN  200
   C200138 INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO

                                          =MACRO RPT631A (DEPARTMENT 'BRAIN STORMING     ' EMP-
NAME SALARY 60000)
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                                          =DROP INPUT  TYPE=6
                                          =CHANGE RPTNO=07
                                          =MEND

                                        +  IN  200
 W C200052 INPUT CARD DROPPED
                                        +  REC EMP-
NAME      5  25           'EMPLOYEE NAME'
                                        +  REC DEPARTMENT  115  45           'DEPARTMENT'
                                        +  REC SALARY      160   5  3  DP=2
                                        +  073 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING
                                        +  070 COUNT 1
                                        +  0751*010 &&3       HR
                                        ++ 0751*010 EMP-NAME  HR
                                        +  0751*020 &&4        SZ=7  F2   HF
                                        ++ 0751*020 SALARY     SZ=7  F2   HF
                                        +  0761*010 'TOTAL COUNT'
                                        +  0761*020 COUNT      SZ=8
                                        +  077010 IF &&1 EQ &&2 DROP
                                        ++ 077010 IF DEPARTMENT
                                        ++*EQ 'BRAIN STORMING     '
                                        ++*DROP
                                        +  077    IF &&4 GE &&5 DROP
                                        ++ 077    IF SALARY
                                        ++*GE 60000
                                        ++*DROP

Report

REPORT NO. 07               EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING                             mm/dd/
yy PAGE     1
                                       EMPLOYEE NAME                                        SALARY

                                 JUNE      BLOOMER                                        15,000.00
                                 EDWARD    HUTTON                                         44,000.00
                                 MARIANNE  KIMBALL                                        45,000.00
                                 DORIS     KING                                           14,500.00
                                 BRIAN     NICEMAN                                        14,000.00
                                 JANE      FERNDALE                                       22,500.00
                                 GEORGE    FONRAD                                         14,750.00
                                 ROBIN     GARDNER                                        14,000.00
                                 DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                                        20,000.00
                                 TERENCE   KLWELLEN                                       43,000.00
                                 SANDY     KRAAMER                                        14,000.00
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                                 HERBERT   LIPSICH                                        18,500.00
                                 NANCY     TERNER                                         13,000.00
                                 BETH      CLOUD                                          52,750.00
                                 TERRY     CLOTH                                          38,000.00
                                 PHINEAS   FINN                                           45,000.00
                                 JOE       KASPAR                                         31,000.00
                                 MARK      TIME                                           33,000.00
                                 JANE      DOUGH                                          33,000.00
                                 JAMES     GALLWAY                                        33,000.00
                                 PERCY     GRANGER                                        34,500.00
                                 VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                                      33,000.00
                                 JAMES     JACOBI                                         55,000.00
                                 JULIE     JENSEN                                         37,000.00
                                 LARRY     LITERATA                                       37,500.00
                                 KATHERINE O'HEARN                                        42,500.00
                                 RALPH     TYRO                                           20,000.00

                                                                                          93,500.00

Listing the Contents of a Data File
You can list the contents of a data file before CA Culprit reports are run against a file. Three to ten fields for a specified
number of records can be printed in the order of appearance in the file. You can also sort records, select records, and
print total lines.

This article includes the following information:

How to Do It

Code:

1. An =MACRO or USE parameter with:
– AMLIST immediately followed by a number from 3 to 10, depending on how many fields are to be listed
– The WITH VALUES clause if you code the USE parameter
– An argument list enclosed in parentheses (the number of records to be listed, the subtitle, the field names in the

order of listing)
2. The =MEND parameter, if =MACRO is used

Example: Printing Fields with AMLIST3

Objective

This report prints three fields (EMP-NAME, TITLE, and SALARY) of the first ten records in the input file.

Procedure
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• =MACRO is used to copy the input file.
• AMLIST3 calls the AMLIST routine to print three fields (EMP-NAME, TITLE, and SALARY) from the first ten records in

the input file.
• The heading of the report is COMPANY EMPLOYEES.
• Column headings are the field names.
• =MEND signals the end of the code affected by the =MACRO parameter.

Complete Code

  col. 2
  ▼
  IN  200
  REC EMP-NAME   5   25
  REC SALARY   160    5  3 DP=2
  REC TITLE    171   20
  =MACRO AMLIST3 (10 'COMPANY EMPLOYEES' EMP-NAME TITLE SALARY) 
  =MEND 
 /*
 

Sequential Parameter Listing

 mm/dd/yy                    SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING                        volser 
 Vnn.n  PAGE     1
 
00 ** SYSIN **                            IN  200
  C200138 INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO
                                          REC EMP-NAME   5   25
                                          REC SALARY   160    5  3 DP=2
                                          REC TITLE    171   20
                                         =MACRO AMLIST3 (10 'COMPANY EMPLOYEES' EMP-NAME
 TITLE SALARY)
                                         =MEND
                                       +  03$00****CULPRIT ROUTINE-AMLIST3
                                       +  030 SEQUENCE ALL
                                       +  033DETAIL LIST
                                       +  034100010 &&2
                                       ++ 034100010'COMPANY EMPLOYEES'
                                       +  03420001 ' '
                                       +  0351*010 &&3         HF
                                       ++ 0351*010 EMP-NAME      HF
                                       +  0351*020 &&4         HF
                                       ++ 0351*020 TITLE         HF
                                       +  0351*030 &&5         HF
                                       ++ 0351*030 SALARY        HF
                                       +  0368*001 ' '
                                       +  037110SEQUENCE A  1        SEQUENCE      $ 
 COUNT RECORDS READ
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                                       +  037            M  &&1    ALL             $ 
 GET MAXIMUM
                                       ++ 037            M  10       ALL           $ 
 GET MAXIMUM
                                       +  037   ALL      EQ 0        TAKE          $ 
 TAKE ALL RECORDS
                                       +  037   SEQUENCE GT &&1    DROP            $ 
 DROP IF OVER MAXIMUM
                                       ++ 037   SEQUENCE GT 10       DROP          $ 
 DROP IF OVER MAXIMUM
  
 
 

Report

 REPORT NO. 03                    DETAIL LIST                                    mm/dd/
yy PAGE     1
 
COMPANY EMPLOYEES
 
                                        EMP-NAME                             TITLE      
                   SALARY
 
                               JUNE      BLOOMER                      PAYROLL CLERK     
                   15,000.00
                               EDWARD    HUTTON                       FINANCIAL ANALYST 
                   44,000.00
                               RUPERT    JENSON                       MGR ACCTNG/PAYROLL
                   82,000.00
                               MARIANNE  KIMBALL                      ACCOUNTANT        
                   45,000.00
                               DORIS     KING                         AR CLERK          
                   14,500.00
                               BRIAN     NICEMAN                      AP CLERK          
                   14,000.00
                               HERBERT   CRANE                        MGR COMPUTER OPS  
                   75,000.00
                               JANE      FERNDALE                     COMPUTER OPERATOR 
                   22,500.00
                               GEORGE    FONRAD                       DATA ENTRY CLERK  
                   14,750.00
                               ROBIN     GARDNER                      DATA ENTRY CLERK  
                   14,000.00
 

Example: Modifying Code Using WITH VALUES and CHANGE

Objective
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This report is generated from the source code used for "Printing Fields with AMLIST3." Three fields from the first ten
records of the input file are listed.

Procedure

• The USE parameter is coded with the AMLIST routine.
• The WITH VALUES clause specifies a subtitle for the report by enclosing the literal that is to appear on the generated

type 4 parameter ('COMPANY EMPLOYEES') in double quotation marks.
• The CHANGE clause changes the report number from 03 to 01.
• The SORT parameter sorts the data by employee title.
• A subtotal prints for every title.
• Type 7 process code selects the first ten records in the file in which the salary amount is less than or equal to $25,000.

NOTE
CA Culprit sorts process parameters in ascending order by sequence number. Therefore, be sure to code a
sequence number that reflects the sequence in which record selection is to occur.

Complete Code

  col. 2
  ▼
  IN  200
  REC EMP-NAME   5   25
  REC SALARY   160    5  3 DP=2
  REC TITLE    171   20
  USE AMLIST3 
  WITH VALUES (10 "'COMPANY EMPLOYEES'" EMP-NAME TITLE SALARY) 
  CHANGE RPTNO TO 01          $Change the report number
  01SORT TITLE -                   $Sort the data
  017010 SALARY GT 25000 DROP         $Select the salary amounts
  0161*030 SALARY                   $Total the salary amounts
 

Input Parameter Listing

 mm/dd/yy                     INPUT PARAMETER LISTING                            volser 
 Vnn.n  PAGE     3
 
 ********
 PROCESS USER   INTERNAL
         LABEL  SEQUENCE     PROCESS STATEMENT
 ********
  01  7  010        1    SALARY    GT        25000     DROP      $Select the salary
 amounts
  01  7  110        2    SEQUENCE  +         1         SEQUENCE  $  COUNT RECORDS READ
  01  7             3    M         10        ALL       $  GET MAXIMUM
  01  7             4    ALL       EQ        0         TAKE      $  TAKE ALL RECORDS
  01  7             5    SEQUENCE  GT        10        DROP      $  DROP IF OVER MAXIMUM
 

Sequential Parameter Listing
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 mm/dd/yy               SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING                            volser 
 Vnn.n  PAGE     1
 
00 ** SYSIN **                            IN  200
  C200138 INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO
 
                                          REC EMP-NAME   5   25
                                          REC SALARY   160    5  3 DP=2
                                          REC TITLE    171   20
                                         USE AMLIST3
                                         WITH VALUES (10 "'COMPANY EMPLOYEES'" EMP-NAME
 TITLE SALARY)
                                         CHANGE RPTNO TO 01          $Change the report
 number
01 AMLIST3                                01$00****CULPRIT ROUTINE-AMLIST3
                                          010 SEQUENCE ALL
                                          013DETAIL LIST
                                          014100010'COMPANY EMPLOYEES'
                                          01420001 ' '
                                          0151*010 EMP-NAME        HF
                                          0151*020 TITLE           HF
                                          0151*030 SALARY          HF
                                          0168*001 ' '
                                          017110SEQUENCE A  1       SEQUENCE      $ 
 COUNT RECORDS READ
                                          017            M  10      ALL           $  GET
 MAXIMUM
                                          017   ALL      EQ 0       TAKE          $ 
 TAKE ALL RECORDS
                                          017   SEQUENCE GT 10      DROP          $ 
 DROP IF OVER MAXIMUM
00 ** SYSIN **                            01    SORT TITLE -                      $ 
 Sort the data
                                          017   010 SALARY GT 25000 DROP          $ 
 Select the salary amounts
                                          0161*030 SALARY                         $ 
 Total the salary amounts
 

Report

 REPORT NO. 01                                               DETAIL LIST         mm/dd/
yy PAGE     1
 
COMPANY EMPLOYEES
 
                                        EMP-NAME                             TITLE      
                   SALARY
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                               BRIAN     NICEMAN                      AP CLERK          
                   14,000.00
                                                                                        
                   14,000.00
 
 
 
                               DORIS     KING                         AR CLERK          
                   14,500.00
                                                                                        
                   14,500.00
 
 
 
                               JANE      FERNDALE                     COMPUTER OPERATOR 
                   22,500.00
                               DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                      COMPUTER OPERATOR 
                   20,000.00
                               HERBERT   LIPSICH                      COMPUTER OPERATOR 
                   18,500.00
                                                                                        
                   61,000.00
 
 
 
                               GEORGE    FONRAD                       DATA ENTRY CLERK  
                   14,750.00
                               ROBIN     GARDNER                      DATA ENTRY CLERK  
                   14,000.00
                               SANDY     KRAAMER                      DATA ENTRY CLERK  
                   14,000.00
                               NANCY     TERNER                       DATA ENTRY CLERK  
                   13,000.00
                                                                                        
                   55,750.00
 
 
 
                               JUNE      BLOOMER                      PAYROLL CLERK     
                   15,000.00
                                                                                        
                   15,000.00
 
                                                                                        
                  160,250.00
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Additional Standard File Facilities
CA Culprit allows you to create and store nonprint reports and vary headings on printed reports. You can also access non-
database files that are defined in the data dictionary.

Creating Nonprint Report Output
You can write and store CA Culprit reports on conventional files on tape or disk.

These nonprint reports can be created from:

• Selected report information, including final report summary information
• Variable-length records
• Sequential files that are created from database information

The output from a CA Culprit run can be stored on tape or disk as:

• A sequential (PS) file
• An indexed sequential (IS) file
• A card (CARD) file
• A VSAM file
• A data table

This article explains the following information:

How to Do It

Use:

• OUTPUT parameter options to set the output record size, block size, type of file, and the device to be used.
If the device is TAPE, the label type is also specified on the OUT parameter.

• Special formatting codes on type 5 and 6 parameters:
– FB to convert an integer field value to binary output.
– FU to convert a numeric field value to a single precision floating-point value. (SZ= and DP= cannot be used with the

FU format code.)
– FW to convert a numeric field value to a double precision floating-point value. (SZ= and DP= cannot be used with

the FW format code.)
– FP to convert a numeric output field value into a signed packed decimal number.
– FZ to convert a numeric output field value into a signed zoned decimal number.

• No titles or headings.
• A plus sign (+) for a break code if you want total records for the output.
• Absolute column placement.
• The JCL label SYS020 to define the output file.

Example: Writing to a Sequential File

Objective

This example writes out selected data items that are listed on REC parameters to a 40-byte sequential file. A hexadecimal
dump shows how the data is stored on the file.

Procedure

• An OUTPUT parameter defines a sequential file that stores detail information that is extracted from the type 5 detail
lines:
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– Records are 40 bytes, fixed length.
– DD=SYS020 specifies the name of the output file in execution JCL.

In a z/VSE environment, the logical unit number of the device receiving the output file (DD=SYS020,20) must also
be specified if the file type is not CARD.

• Type 5 lines specify absolute column placement for the data items that are written out.
The column specifications become the byte positions of the items on the record.

• Format codes are used on numeric fields.

Complete Code

 col. 2
 ▼
 IN 150 F 1500 PS(TAPE)
 REC CUST-NO       1     5  3
 REC GROSS-AMT    10     9  2  DP=2
 REC NET          19     9  2  DP=2
 REC ITEM-NO      28     4  1
 REC TYPE         38     3
  01OUT 40 4000 D PS DD=SYS020 
 01SORT CUST-NO
 01510001 CUST-NO    FN               $Outputs leading zeros
 01510010 GROSS-AMT  FZ               $Formats as zoned decimals
 01510019 NET        FZ 
 01510028 ITEM-NO    FM '9999999999'  $Requires ten digits
 01510038 TYPE
 017010   IF TYPE = ('E00' TO 'T99') DROP
 

The Hex Dump Output

 RECORD BUFFER DUMP
             CHAR   00107661500024690 000222200 144523008A27
             ZONE   FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFF
             DIGIT  0010766150002469000002222000144523008127
                   O1...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40
 
             CHAR   00107661500005250 000047420 283356401B44
             ZONE   FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFF
             DIGIT  0010766150000525000000474200283356401244
                   O1...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40
 
             CHAR   00107661500015590 000132750 324836977B49
             ZONE   FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFF
             DIGIT  0010766150001559000001327500324836977249
                   O1...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40
 
             CHAR   00132696800239500 002195000 144523008A27
             ZONE   FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFF
             DIGIT  0013269680023950000021950000144523008127
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                   O1...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40
 
             CHAR   00132696800009095 000081150 262973310B52
             ZONE   FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFF
             DIGIT  0013269680000909500000811500262973310252
                   O1...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40
 
             CHAR   00588568300000000 000002200 424304486X12
             ZONE   FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFEFF
             DIGIT  0058856830000000000000022000424304486712
                   O1...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40
 
             CHAR   00588568300010000 000085000 262973311B52
             ZONE   FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFF
             DIGIT  0058856830001000000000850000262973311252
                   O1...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40
 
             CHAR   00588568300044500 000400500 669011172C06
             ZONE   FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFF
             DIGIT  0058856830004450000004005000669011172306
                   O1...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40
 

Example: Converting to Packed Decimal Format

Objective

This example writes the report in Demonstration (1) to a sequential file.

Procedure

• The record length is specified as 29 bytes to accommodate the signed packed decimal numeric fields.
• FP converts the numeric output into signed packed decimal format.

Complete Code

 col. 2
 ▼
 IN 80 F 400
 REC CUST-NO       1     9  2
 REC GROSS-AMT    10     9  2  DP=2
 REC NET          19     9  2  DP=2
 REC ITEM-NO      28    10  2
 REC TYPE         38     3
 010 DIFF DP=2
 OUT 29 2900 D PS DD=SYS020  $Less space needed for packed decimal
 01SORT CUST-NO
 01510001 CUST-NO    FP      $Stored as packed decimal
 01510006 GROSS-AMT  FP SZ=5
 01510011 NET        FP SZ=5
 01510016 ITEM-NO    FP SZ=6
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 01510022 TYPE
 01510025 DIFF       FP SZ=5
 017010   IF TYPE = ('E00' TO 'T99') DROP
 017015   GROSS-AMT - NET  DIFF
 

The Hex Dump Output

 RECORD BUFFER DUMP
            CHAR      /*                A27
            ZONE   017650049000220014208CFF00270
            DIGIT  0061C0260C0220C04530C1270040C
                  O1...5...10....5...20....5....
 
            CHAR      /*   &     *      B44    *
            ZONE   017650055000445023541CFF00005
            DIGIT  0061C0020C0072C08360C2440057C
                  O1...5...10....5...20....5....
 
            CHAR      /*               @B49
            ZONE   017650059000370034397CFF00210
            DIGIT  0061C0150C0125C02867C2490035C
                  O1...5...10....5...20....5....
 
            CHAR             &    &     & B27
            ZONE   012980035000350042851CFF00000
            DIGIT  0366C0080C0050C02230C2270030C
                  O1...5...10....5...20....5....
 
            CHAR                        A27
            ZONE   012980290002900014208CFF00000
            DIGIT  0366C0350C0150C04530C1270200C
                  O1...5...10....5...20....5....
 
            CHAR                        B52
            ZONE   012980099000810022730CFF00080
            DIGIT  0366C0005C0015C06931C2520090C
                  O1...5...10....5...20....5....
 
            CHAR                       %X12
            ZONE   058630000000020044046EFF00020
            DIGIT  0858C0000C0020C02348C7120020D
                  O1...5...10....5...20....5....
 
            CHAR                        B52
            ZONE   058630000000800022731CFF00100
            DIGIT  0858C0100C0050C06931C2520050C
                  O1...5...10....5...20....5....
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            CHAR                &       C06   &
            ZONE   058630000000050069112CFF00450
            DIGIT  0858C0450C0400C06017C3060040C
                  O1...5...10....5...20....5....
 

Example: Writing Complete Records

Objective

This example writes input records to a file by defining the entire input record on one REC parameter.

Procedure

• ENTIRE-RECORD defines the whole input record.
• CUST-NO is defined separately for use on the SORT parameter.
• TYPE is defined separately for use in type 7 logic.

Complete Code

 col. 2
 ▼
 IN 80 F 400
 REC CUST-NO       1     9  2
 REC TYPE         38     3
  REC ENTIRE-RECORD 1 40 $Defines all input fields
 01OUT 80 D
 01SORT CUST-NO
  01510001 ENTIRE-RECORD 
 017010   IF TYPE = ('E00' TO 'T99') DROP
 

Result

 0010766150002469000002222000144523008A27
0010766150000525000000474250283356401B44
0010766150001559000001327500324836977B49
0013269680000385000000355000422283501B27
0013269680023950000021950000144523008A27
0013269680000909500000811500262973310B52
0058856830000000000000022000424304486X12
0058856830001000000000850000262973311B52
0058856830004450000004005000669011172C06
 

Example: Writing Totals-Only

Objective

This example writes a sorted totals-only report to a tape sequential file.

Procedure
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A plus sign (+) inserted after CUST-NO indicates a control break, which prevents a blank record from being written each
time that the break occurs.

 col. 2
 ▼
 IN 80 F 400
 REC CUST-NO       1     9  2
 REC GROSS-AMT    10     9  2
 REC NET          19     9  2
 REC ITEM-NO      28    10  2
 REC TYPE         38     3
 010 DIFF
 01OUT 40 4000 T PS(TAPE)
  01SORT CUST-NO +    $Control break on CUST-NO
 01510000 GROSS-AMT
 01510000 NET
 01510000 DIFF
 017010   IF TYPE = ('E00' TO 'T99') DROP
 017015   GROSS-AMT - NET  DIFF
 01610001 CUST-NO     FN
 01610010 GROSS-AMT   FZ
 01610019 NET         FZ
 01610028 DIFF        FZ SZ=11
 018    IF LEVL EQ 2  DROP
 

Example: Writing Variable-Length Records

Objective

The following example reads in variable-length records and writes out variable-length records to a sequential file.

Procedure

• Input records are sorted by customer number and selectively written, depending to the value of TYPE.
• REC parameters define the complete input file in three segments, none of which exceeds 256 bytes:

– The first four bytes of the record contain the RDW.
A new RDW is not required in this example. User module CULLUS33 can be used if a new record descriptor word
(RDW) must be generated.

– The sort key CUST-NO and the type 7 field TYPE are the only individual fields defined.
• Variable length output files are created by coding:

– A sequential output file type OUT PS
– JCL output specifications of:

• RECFM=V or VB (SYS020)
• An increased LRECL size (a multiple of 4 but not larger than 4096 bytes or the block size) in SYS006 of the JCL

to accommodate the SORT parameters

Complete Code

 col. 2
 ▼
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  IN 640 V                      $Variable-length file
 REC CUST-NO        5       5      3  $Used as a sort key
 REC TYPE          70       3         $Used in type 7 logic
  REC PART-ONE 1 250 
  REC PART-TWO 251 250 
  REC PART-THREE 501 140 
 01SORT  CUST-NO
  01OUT 640 D PS 
 01510001 PART-ONE
 01510251 PART-TWO
 01510501 PART-THREE
 017010  IF TYPE EQ ('E00' TO 'T99')  DROP
 

Example: Writing from the Database

Objective

This example creates a sequential data set, consisting of employee ID, employee name, and department name from data
stored on the employee database.

Procedure

A conventional file is created from data that resides on the database by coding:

• The DATABASE parameter with the name of an alternate dictionary in a multiple dictionary environment.
• The INPUT (IN) DB parameter with the name of the subschema to be accessed.
• SYS020 in the JCL.
• Regular CA Culprit parameters.

See the section "Generating Reports From Database Files" for information about coding the database parameters and
options.

Complete Code

 col. 2
 ▼
  DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT
  IN DB SS=EMPSS01,EMPSCHM,100 
  PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE 
  01OUT 80 D PS DD=SYS020 
 01SORT DEPT-NAME-0410  EMP-NAME-0415
 01510001 EMP-ID-0415  FZ
 01510005 EMP-NAME-0415
 01510030 DEPT-NAME-0410
 

Creating Variable Headings
You can change the values that appear in report headings.

This article includes the following topics:
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How to Do It

Code:

• The field to be used as a heading on a SORT parameter
• Type 4 parameters to reference the sort key

The current value will be obtained at each control break.

When a field to be used as a variable heading cannot be included on the SORT parameter, a BRANCH to HEAD
instruction can be used

Example: Using the SORT Parameter

Objective

This report lists monthly account activity by branch. Each branch is listed on a separate page with the branch number as a
subtitle.

Procedure

• A SORT parameter specifies:
– BRANCH as a sort key
– A control break (1), which starts a new report page

• A type 4 parameter specifies
– Absolute column placement
– The word BRANCH to be printed
– The value of BRANCH to be printed on the same line

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 80 F 400

REC ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

REC TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

REC TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

REC DATE       18     6  2       'DATE'

REC BRANCH     24     2

REC NAME       26    20          'NAME'

80OUT

80SORT BRANCH 1 ACCOUNT         $Control break on BRANCH
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803 ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH

80410001 'BRANCH'               $Print BRANCH

80410009 BRANCH                $Prints the branch   number

8051*020 ACCOUNT               HR

8051*030 NAME                  HR

8051*050 TRANS-AMT             HR

8051*060 TRANS-IND             HR

8051*070 TRANS-DATE  FD        HR

Results

REPORT NO. 80      ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH     80     mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
BRANCH  32
                                                                AMOUNT OF                DEPOSIT/
           ACCOUNT                    NAME                     TRANSACTION              WITHDRAWAL              DATE

            15060             SHARON ARMSTRONG                     10,099.01                D                 mm/
dd/yy
            15060             SHARON ARMSTRONG                        990.11                W                 mm/
dd/yy
            15060             SHARON ARMSTRONG                    100,990.11                D                 mm/
dd/yy
            16070             ARTHUR LINK                           1,080.04                D                 mm/
dd/yy
            19235             GARY NOBLES                              80.04                W                 mm/
dd/yy
            21056             AMOS JOHNSON                              1.02                W                 mm/
dd/yy
                                                                  113,240.33
REPORT NO. 80      ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH     80     mm/dd/yy PAGE     2
BRANCH  35
                                                                AMOUNT OF                DEPOSIT/
           ACCOUNT                    NAME                     TRANSACTION              WITHDRAWAL              DATE

            23055             JACK JACKSON                            500.00                W                 mm/
dd/yy
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            23055             JACK JACKSON                         50,000.00                D                 mm/
dd/yy
            23055             JACK JACKSON                             30.00                D                 mm/
dd/yy
            29557             IRWIN TRIMBLE                       500,001.00                D                 mm/
dd/yy
                                                                  550,531.00

NOTE
The report would show actual dates in the format shown.

Example: Using the SORT/NOSORT Parameters

Objective

This is the same report as that shown in Demonstration (1). In this example, the input file is presorted and an actual sort is
not needed.

Procedure

• A sort with the NOSORT option occurs on BRANCH:
– SORT BRANCH 1 creates the control break, which makes the current value of BRANCH available to the type 4

reference.
– NOSORT prevents the resorting of the already sorted file.

• Type 4 parameters:
– Place the word BRANCH on the subtitle line.
– Obtain and print the current value of BRANCH.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 80 F 400

REC ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

REC TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

REC TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

REC DATE       18     6  2       'DATE'

REC BRANCH     24     2

REC NAME       26    20          'NAME'

80OUT

80SORT BRANCH 1 NOSORT           $Control break without a sort
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803 ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH

80410001 'BRANCH'                    $Prints BRANCH

80410009 BRANCH                    $Prints the branch number

8051*020 ACCOUNT               HR

8051*030 NAME                  HR

8051*050 TRANS-AMT             HR

8051*060 TRANS-IND             HR

8051*070 TRANS-DATE  FD        HR

Results

REPORT NO. 80       ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH     80     mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
BRANCH  32
                                                                AMOUNT OF                DEPOSIT/
           ACCOUNT                    NAME                     TRANSACTION              WITHDRAWAL              DATE

            15060             SHARON ARMSTRONG                     10,099.01                D                 mm/
dd/yy
            15060             SHARON ARMSTRONG                        990.11                W                 mm/
dd/yy
            15060             SHARON ARMSTRONG                    100,990.11                D                 mm/
dd/yy
            16070             ARTHUR LINK                           1,080.04                D                 mm/
dd/yy
            19235             GARY NOBLES                              80.04                W                 mm/
dd/yy
            21056             AMOS JOHNSON                              1.02                W                 mm/
dd/yy
                                                                  113,240.33
REPORT NO. 80        ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH     80     mm/dd/yy PAGE     2
BRANCH  35
                                                                AMOUNT OF                DEPOSIT/
           ACCOUNT                    NAME                     TRANSACTION              WITHDRAWAL              DATE
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            23055             JACK JACKSON                            500.00                W                 mm/
dd/yy
            23055             JACK JACKSON                         50,000.00                D                 mm/
dd/yy
            23055             JACK JACKSON                             30.00                D                 mm/
dd/yy
            29557             IRWIN TRIMBLE                       500,001.00                D                 mm/
dd/yy
                                                                  550,531.00

NOTE
The report would show actual dates in the format shown.

Accessing Non-database Files Defined in the Data Dictionary
When a file is defined in the data dictionary, the file attributes are automatically supplied to any CA Culprit program
referencing the file. The file attributes include record size, record type, block size, file type, device type, user module
name, and label type.

You can use standard files that are defined in the data dictionary and revise already existing data dictionary definitions.

How to Do It

To use the data dictionary definitions of a standard file, code:

• The DATABASE parameter with the DICTNAME= option if an alternate dictionary is used
• The FN= option on the INPUT parameter
• REC parameters if the fields in the file are to be renamed or redefined
• HR on edit parameters to print column headings stored in the data dictionary

To revise data dictionary definitions, code:

• A redefined file definition on the INPUT parameter:

Data dictionary file definition: record size is 100. 

 

CA Culprit code redefinition: IN 80

• A redefined field definition on a REC parameter with a field name identical to that used in the data dictionary:

Dictionary field definition: T-ACCOUNT with PIC X(5). 

 

CA Culprit code redefinition: REC T-ACCOUNT 1   10 'ACCOUNT' 
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Additional CA IDMS/DB Facilities
CA Culprit allows you to access the database, retrieve all record types, and write reports using standard CA Culprit code.

How to Prepare for Record Retrieval
Use the following coding process to prepare for record retrieval is as follows:

1. The data dictionary name if using an alternate dictionary
2. The INPUT (IN) DB parameter specifying:

– The subschema name
– The size of the input buffer if more than 1000 bytes is needed

The buffer must be large enough to hold:
• Thirty-eight bytes of overhead
• The sum of the length of each record type specified on the PATH parameter with the most records
• Four additional bytes per record for the database key

3. The path or paths to navigate for retrieval of data

 

Retrieving Partial Paths
You can retrieve a segment of a path (partial string) when the entire path cannot be completed.

How to Do It

Specify a shorter (alternate) path.

A special type of alternate path ID, the null path identifier, can be used to indicate that an occurrence of the entry record
was either not found or not selected.

The null path identifier is discussed later in this section.

Code:

1. A PATH parameter with the path identifier and the records to be accessed
2. An alternate path identifier placed one record after the last record of the shorter path

PATH01 EMPLOYEE EXPERTISE (02) SKILL  $Shorter path is EMPLOYEE

Example: Retrieving Partial Paths 

Objective

This report:

• Lists all employees, their insurance coverage, and hospital claims each time the complete path is navigated
• Lists all employees and their insurance coverage each time the alternate path is navigated
• Prints the path navigated for each report line

Procedure
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• PATHAA EMPLOYEE COVERAGE HOSPITAL-CLAIM is the primary path for retrieval of employees having hospital
claims.

• PATHAA EMPLOYEE COVERAGE HOSPITAL-CLAIM (BB) is an alternate path (PATHBB) for retrieval of insurance
coverage codes.

• The value of PATH-ID is tested in the type 7 procedure logic for selecting one or both detail lines for printing.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

 IN DB SS=EMPSS01

 PATHAA EMPLOYEE COVERAGE HOSPITAL-CLAIM (BB)

 013 EMPLOYEE LISTING

 010 EMP-NAME '                         '

 010 INS-CODE '   '

 0151*005 PATH-ID                HH 'PATH' 'USED'

 0151*020 EMP-NAME-0415          HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

 0151*030 INS-PLAN-CODE-0400     HH 'INSURANCE' 'PLAN CODE'

 0152*040+HOSPITAL-NAME-0430     HH 'HOSPITAL'

 017010 IF EMP-NAME-0415 EQ EMP-NAME AND INS-PLAN-CODE-0400 EQ

* INS-CODE  DROP                                   $Eliminate duplicate entries

 017020 MOVE EMP-NAME-0415 TO EMP-NAME

 017030 MOVE INS-PLAN-CODE-0400 TO INS-CODE

 017100   IF PATH-ID EQ 'AA' 300

 017200   TAKE 1

 017300 TAKE (1 2)
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Result

REPORT NO. 01          EMPLOYEE LISTING               mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
               PATH                      EMPLOYEE                     INSURANCE
               USED                        NAME                       PLAN CODE
                                                                                                     HOSPITAL

                BB              KATHERINE O'HEARN                        001
                BB              KATHERINE O'HEARN                        002
                BB              ROBBY     WILDER                         001
                BB              BURT      LANCHESTER                     004
                BB              BURT      LANCHESTER                     003
                AA              BURT      LANCHESTER                     002
+                                                                                           GENERAL HOSPITAL
                BB              BURT      LANCHESTER                     001
                BB              VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                      001
                BB              THEMIS    PAPAZEUS                       003
                BB              HERBERT   LIPSICH                        001
                BB              HENRIETTA HENDON                         004
                AA              HENRIETTA HENDON                         002
+                                                                                           ANGELS OF MERCY HOSPITAL
                BB              RUPERT    JENSON                         001
                BB              EDWARD    HUTTON                         003
                BB              RICHARD   MUNYON                         002
                BB              HARRY     ARM                            001
                BB              HARRY     ARM                            002
                BB              MICHAEL   ANGELO                         001
                BB              LAURA     PENMAN                         003
                BB              JAMES     JACOBI                         004
                BB              ROBIN     GARDNER                        002
                BB              HERBERT   CRANE                          004
                BB              HERBERT   CRANE                          003
                BB              HERBERT   CRANE                          001
                BB              PERCY     GRANGER                        003
                BB              JANE      DOUGH                          003
                BB              LARRY     LITERATA                       003
                BB              GEORGE    FONRAD                         004
                BB              DANIEL    MOON                           002

Retrieving Record Types by Name
You can specify selection criteria for database records named on one or more PATH parameters.
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How to Do It

Code SELECT or BYPASS parameters after the PATH parameters:

• The IN PATH clause specifies selection criteria for a specific path.
• The BUFFER specifies selection criteria for every path. (BUFFER is discussed further later in this section.)

Example

Objective

This example creates two reports:

• Report 01 lists all employees for each department.
• Report 02 lists the skills of employees who work in departments 4000 and 3200.

Procedure

• Two paths are used to access data:
for departments 4000 and 3200.

• A SELECT statement retrieves path BB when the department id is 4000 or 3200.
• Type 7 procedure logic selects path AA for Report 01 and path BB for Report 02.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

IN DB SS=EMPSS01

PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE

PATHBB DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE EXPERTISE SKILL

SELECT DEPARTMENT IN PATH BB WHEN DEPT-ID-0410 EQ (4000 3200)

013 EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT

0151*020 DEPT-NAME-0410    HH 'DEPARTMENT'

0151*030 EMP-NAME-0415     HH 'EMPLOYEE'

017010 IF PATH-ID NE 'AA' DROP

023 EMPLOYEE SKILL LEVELS FOR DEPTS 4000 AND 3200

0251*010 DEPT-ID-0410   FN HH 'DEPT ID'
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0251*020 DEPT-NAME-0410    HH 'DEPARTMENT'

0251*030 EMP-NAME-0415     HH 'EMPLOYEE'

0251*040 START-YEAR-0415   HH 'START YEAR'

0251*050 SKILL-NAME-0455   HH 'SKILL'

027010 IF PATH-ID NE 'BB' DROP

Result

REPORT NO. 01          EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT       mm/dd/yy  PAGE     1
                                       DEPARTMENT                                              EMPLOYEE

                     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                           JUNE      BLOOMER
                     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                           EDWARD    HUTTON
                     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                           RUPERT    JENSON
                     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                           MARIANNE  KIMBALL
                     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                           DORIS     KING
                     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                           BRIAN     NICEMAN
                     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                              HERBERT   CRANE
                     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                              JANE      FERNDALE
                     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                              GEORGE    FONRAD
                     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                              ROBIN     GARDNER
                     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                              DOUGLAS   KAHALLY
                     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                              TERENCE   KLWELLEN
                     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                              SANDY     KRAAMER
                     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                              HERBERT   LIPSICH
                     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                              NANCY     TERNER
                     BLUE SKIES                                                       BETH      CLOUD
                     BLUE SKIES                                                       ALAN      DONOVAN
                     BLUE SKIES                                                       DANIEL    MOON
                     BRAINSTORMING                                                    ROY       ANDALE
                     BRAINSTORMING                                                    HARRY     ARM

REPORT NO. 02          EMPLOYEE SKILL LEVELS FOR DEPTS 4000 AND 3200       mm/dd/
yy  PAGE     1
      DEPT ID                       DEPARTMENT                               EMPLOYEE             START YEAR        SKILL

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               HERBERT   CRANE                   77         IDMSDC
        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               HERBERT   CRANE                   77         IBM
        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               HERBERT   CRANE                   77         ASSEMBLER
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        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               HERBERT   CRANE                   77         DEC
        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               HERBERT   CRANE                   77         RPGII
        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               JANE      FERNDALE                79         IDMSDC
        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               JANE      FERNDALE                79         IBM
        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               GEORGE    FONRAD                  80         DATA ENTRY
        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               GEORGE    FONRAD                  80         FILING
        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               ROBIN     GARDNER                 81         DATA ENTRY
        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                 79         KEYPUNCH
        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                 79         FILING
        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                 79         TYPING
        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                 79         PHONE
        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               TERENCE   KLWELLEN                78         COBOL
        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               TERENCE   KLWELLEN                78         ASSEMBLER
        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               SANDY     KRAAMER                 81         KEYPUNCH
        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               SANDY     KRAAMER                 81         TYPING
        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               HERBERT   LIPSICH                 81         IBM
        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               NANCY     TERNER                  82         FILING
        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               NANCY     TERNER                  82         PHONE
        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               NANCY     TERNER                  82         TYPING
        4000      PUBLIC RELATIONS                                  MICHAEL   ANGELO                  79         RAINBOW
        4000      PUBLIC RELATIONS                                  MICHAEL   ANGELO                  79         ART DESIGN
        4000      PUBLIC RELATIONS                                  MICHAEL   ANGELO                  79         PASTEUP
        4000      PUBLIC RELATIONS                                  MONTE     BANK                    78         PUB REL MGT
        4000      PUBLIC RELATIONS                                  CHARLES   BOWER                   77         PHOTO COLOR
        4000      PUBLIC RELATIONS                                  CHARLES   BOWER                   77         PHOTO B/
W
        4000      PUBLIC RELATIONS                                  CAROL     MCDOUGALL               80         CUT/
PASTE
        4000      PUBLIC RELATIONS                                  CAROL     MCDOUGALL               80         LAYOUT

Retrieving Record Types by Key
You can retrieve the entry record on a PATH parameter directly by using a specific key value or a range of key values. Key
values allow you to avoid sweeping a database area for a particular record.

The following types of key values can be specified:

• CALC-key values when entry records are stored in the CALC location mode
• Index-key values when entry records are indexed
• Db-key values for any location mode (VIA, CALC, or DIRECT) unless the entry records are indexed or are logical

records
• Any logical record fields when entry records are logical records

How to Do It

Retrieve specific occurrences of the PATH entry record by using:

• KEY parameters to name key fields and key values
To code a KEY parameter, supply the following information:
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– The KEY keyword (beginning in column 2)
– The key field name
– A key value, a list of values, or a range of values

• A KEYFILE parameter to access a sequential file containing the key values
To code a KEYFILE parameter, supply the following information:
– The KEYFILE keyword (beginning in column 2)
– The size, in bytes, of the key file record
– The KF= keyword expression, followed by the starting position of the key field in the file and its length in bytes
– Other options:

• The FN= keyword expression to name a file defined to the data dictionary:

PATH01 DEPT-EMP-LR WHERE EMP-NAME EQ EMP-KEY
KEYFILE FN=EMPLOYEE-KEYS

• The LRFNAME= keyword expression to name a logical record when the entry record is a logical record and you
are supplying key information to the WHERE clause on the PATH parameter:

PATH01 DEPT-EMP-LR WHERE EMP-LAST-NAME EQ KEY-VALUE
KEYFILE CARD KF=10 15 LRFNAME=EMP-LAST-NAME

You can also use the KEYFILE parameter to:

• – Define fields in a sequential key file that are not defined to the data dictionary:

REC EMP-ID (KEYFILE)  20 4

– Define selection criteria applicable to key-file records:

KEYFILE 80 KF=1 4 

SELECT DEPT-LOCATION EQ 'DEDHAMPLAC'

Example: Accessing Records by Key

Objective

This example uses a KEY parameter to list the job ids, job titles, and job openings for three selected departments.

Procedure

• A KEY parameter is used to directly access DEPARTMENT records with ids of 0100, 3200, and 5100.
• The key field on the KEY parameter is DEPT-ID-0410 (the CALC-key value for the DEPARTMENT record).

Complete Code

col. 2

▼
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DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

IN DB SS=EMPSS01

PATH01 DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE EMPOSITION JOB

KEY DEPT-ID-0410 (0100 3200 5100)

01OUT D

013 JOB OPENINGS

0151*010 DEPT-ID-0410   FN      HH 'DEPARTMENT'

0151*020 JOB-ID-0440    FN      HH 'JOB ID'

0151*030 TITLE-0440             HH 'JOB TITLE'

0151*040 NUMBER-OPEN-0440       HH 'JOB' 'OPENINGS'

Result

REPORT NO. 01          JOB OPENINGS                  mm/dd/yy  PAGE     1
                                                                                                           JOB
                  DEPARTMENT                 JOB ID                      JOB TITLE                       OPENINGS

                     0100                     9001                  PRESIDENT
                     0100                     9007                  DIR WEATHER
                     0100                     5001                  MGR BRAINSTORMING
                     0100                     9003                  DIR OPERATIONS
                     0100                     3001                  MGR INTERNL SOFTWARE
                     0100                     9005                  DIR CORP CONFUSION
                     3200                     3003                  MGR COMPUTER OPS
                     3200                     3003                  MGR COMPUTER OPS
                     3200                     3003                  MGR COMPUTER OPS
                     3200                     3029                  COMPUTER OPERATOR
                     3200                     3051                  DATA ENTRY CLERK                         1
                     3200                     3051                  DATA ENTRY CLERK                         1
                     3200                     3029                  COMPUTER OPERATOR
                     3200                     3023                  SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER
                     3200                     3051                  DATA ENTRY CLERK                         1
                     3200                     3029                  COMPUTER OPERATOR
                     3200                     3051                  DATA ENTRY CLERK                         1
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                     5100                     5025                  SNOWBLOWER
                     5100                     5029                  STURM/DRANG ADMIN
                     5100                     5027                  KEEPER OF THE WINDS
                     5100                     5023                  RAINDANCE CONSULTANT
                     5100                     5021                  RAINMAKER
                     5100                     5021                  RAINMAKER
                     5100                     5021                  RAINMAKER
                     5100                     5001                  MGR BRAINSTORMING
                     5100                     5001                  MGR BRAINSTORMING
                     5100                     5025                  SNOWBLOWER
                     5100                     5029                  STURM/DRANG ADMIN

Example: Accessing Records with a Key File

Objective

This report lists all employees associated with specific departments located at Dedham Place and University Avenue.
Department IDs and building locations are stored in a key file.

Procedure

• A KEYFILE parameter defines a key file with records 80 bytes long. The key field is a CALC-key value that begins in
position 1 and is four bytes long.

• A user-supplied REC parameter identifies DEPT-LOCATION as an alphanumeric field. DEPT-LOCATION starts in
position 5 of the key file record for a length of ten bytes.

• A SELECT parameter uses DEPT-LOCATION to select only those records in the key file that specify Lost Brook or
University Avenue.

• A SORT parameter sorts the output by building location. Building location appears as a heading on each page.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

IN DB SS=EMPSS01

PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE

KEYFILE 80 KF=1 4

REC DEPT-LOCATION(KEYFILE) 5 10
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SELECT DEPT-LOCATION EQ ('DEDHAMPLAC' 'UNIVERSITY')

01SORT DEPT-LOCATION,1

01410005 'BUILDING LOCATION'

01410025 DEPT-LOCATION

0151*001 DEPT-ID-0410   FM '9999' HH 'DEPT ID'

0151*003 EMP-ID-0415    FM '9999' HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'ID'

0151*005 EMP-NAME-0415            HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

The standard file used to store the keys is specified in the JCL:

//SYS002   DD  DSN=user.keyfile,DISP=SHR

Result

     BUILDING LOCATION   DEDHAMPLAC
                                                     EMPLOYEE                                EMPLOYEE
                       DEPT ID                          ID                                     NAME

                         5200                          0479                         TERRY     CLOTH
                         5200                          0329                         PHINEAS   FINN
                         5200                          0469                         JOE       KASPAR
                         5200                          0355                         MARK      TIME
                         5200                          0349                         ROGER     WILCO
                         5300                          0371                         BETH      CLOUD
                         5300                          0366                         ALAN      DONOVAN
                         5300                          0321                         DANIEL    MOON
                         3100                          0024                         JANE      DOUGH
                         3100                          0029                         JAMES     GALLWAY
                         3100                          0003                         JENNIFER  GARFIELD
                         3100                          0028                         PERCY     GRANGER
                         3100                          0027                         VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ
                         3100                          0020                         JAMES     JACOBI
                         3100                          0019                         JULIE     JENSEN
                         3100                          0035                         LARRY     LITERATA
                         3100                          0023                         KATHERINE O'HEARN
                         3100                          0021                         RALPH     TYRO
     BUILDING LOCATION   UNIVERSITY
                                                     EMPLOYEE                                EMPLOYEE
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                       DEPT ID                          ID                                     NAME

                         5100                          0466                         ROY       ANDALE
                         5100                          0457                         HARRY     ARM
                         5100                          0467                         C.        BREEZE
                         5100                          0334                         CAROLYN   CROW
                         5100                          0301                         BURT      LANCHESTER
                         5100                          0015                         RENE      MAKER
                         5100                          0341                         RICHARD   MUNYON
                         5100                          0458                         RICHARD   WAGNER
                         3200                          0004                         HERBERT   CRANE
                         3200                          0032                         JANE      FERNDALE
                         3200                          0045                         GEORGE    FONRAD
                         3200                          0053                         ROBIN     GARDNER
                         3200                          0049                         DOUGLAS   KAHALLY
                         3200                          0016                         TERENCE   KLWELLEN
                         3200                          0074                         SANDY     KRAAMER
                         3200                          0031                         HERBERT   LIPSICH
                         3200                          0048                         NANCY     TERNER

Retrieving Stand-alone Records
You can retrieve record occurrences that do not participate in defined paths, as well as path-related records, by calling or
branching to the DB-EXIT facility in type 7 logic.

How to Do It

To use the DB-EXIT facility, code:

1. A dummy PATH parameter (PATH--) with:
– One or more database records
– One or more logical records

2. A STOP-RUN command on a type 7 parameter if the only paths coded for the run are dummy paths.
3. A CALL or BRANCH to the DB-EXIT facility on a type 7 parameter

A branch to DB-EXIT is preceded by a series of logic statements that move values to the DB-EXIT arguments.
4. IDMS-STATUS and LR-STATUS value checking in procedure logic statements after each DB-EXIT call.

Example: Retrieving Stand-alone Records

Objective

This report lists the start date of five employees selected from the database EMPLOYEE record type. The selection
occurs by means of the DB-exit facility.

Procedure

The code for this report includes:
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• A dummy path, PATH--, allocates space in the input buffer for the retrieved records.
• The work field IDS.5 contains employee ID values.
• A call to the DB-EXIT facility has the following selection criteria arguments:

– Argument 1 ('CALC') generates an OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE retrieval command.
– Argument 2 ('EMPLOYEE ') specifies the EMPLOYEE record. The trailing blank is required (the record name is

less than 16 characters).
– Argument 3 (EMP-ID-0415) specifies the name of the CALC-key field for the EMPLOYEE record.
– Argument 4 ('IDS.INDEX') specifies an occurrence of the work field IDS.5 that has the value of the EMP-ID-0415

field being selected.
– Argument 5 specifies the length of the EMP-ID-0415 field.

• IDMS-STATUS NE '0000' 400 checks the IDMS Status for values that indicate error conditions or records not retrieved.
If the condition is true, CA Culprit generates a buffer dump and stops the run.

• STOP-RUN terminates the run.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

IN DB SS=EMPSS01 $RPT707

PATH--EMPLOYEE

01OUT 80 D

010 IDS.5 '0302' '0048' '0054' '0301' '0001'  $Employee ID values

010 INDEX 1

010 DUMP

010 MESSAGE 'EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND'

0151*005 IDMS-STATUS              HH 'IDMS-STATUS' 'FIELD'

0151*010 EMP-ID-0415    FM '9999' HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'ID'

0151*020 EMP-NAME-0415            HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

0151*030 START-YEAR-0415          HH 'START' 'YEAR'

0152*005 IDMS-STATUS

0152*010 IDS.INDEX
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0152*020 MESSAGE

017100 CALL DB-EXIT ('CALC' 'EMPLOYEE ' EMP-ID-0415 IDS.INDEX 4)

017      IF IDMS-STATUS EQ '0326'  200            $Employee not found

017 IDMS-STATUS NE '0000' 400

017      RELS 1

017      B 300

017200   MOVE 'EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND' TO MESSAGE

017      RELS 2

017300   INDEX + 1 INDEX

017      IF INDEX LE 5 100

017      STOP-RUN

017400   DUMP / DUMP DUMP                         $Forces a buffer dump

017      STOP-RUN

Result

      IDMS-STATUS      EMPLOYEE               EMPLOYEE              START
         FIELD            ID                    NAME                 YEAR

          0326           0302            EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND
          0000           0048        NANCY     TERNER                 82
          0326           0054            EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND
          0000           0301        BURT      LANCHESTER             75
          0000           0001        JOHN      RUPEE                  75

Retrieving All Record Occurrences
You can retrieve all the occurrences of a database record type by navigating (walking) through each set of occurrences
with the DB-EXIT facility.
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How to Do It

Code the arguments of the DB-EXIT facility with:

• ARG1 -- A DB-EXIT argument that generates a CA IDMS/DB retrieval command
• ARG2 -- The field to be obtained
• ARG3 -- The area or set to be accessed

Example

Objective

This example uses the DB-EXIT facility to retrieve all employees working in each office.

Procedure

The DB-EXIT facility is used to walk the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set until the end of the set is reached:

• CALL DB-EXIT ('FIRST-AREA' 'OFFICE ' 'ORG-DEMO-REGION ') retrieves the first OFFICE record in the ORG-
DEMO-REGION area.

• CALL DB-EXIT ('FIRST' 'EMPLOYEE ' 'OFFICE-EMPLOYEE ') retrieves the first EMPLOYEE record in the OFFICE-
EMPLOYEE set if the first office retrieval was successful.

• CALL DB-EXIT ('NEXT' 'EMPLOYEE ' 'OFFICE-EMPLOYEE ') retrieves the next EMPLOYEE record until the end of
the set is reached.

• CALL DB-EXIT ('NEXT-AREA' 'OFFICE ' 'ORG-DEMO-REGION ') retrieves the next OFFICE record and, if
successful, returns to retrieve the first EMPLOYEE record for that office.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

IN DB SS=EMPSS01

PATH-- OFFICE EMPLOYEE

010 MSG  'ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQ'

010 JUNK

0151*005 IDMS-STATUS             HH 'IDMS-STATUS' 'FIELD'

0151*010 OFFICE-CODE-0450        HH 'OFFICE CODE'

0151*020 EMP-NAME-0415           HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

0152*005 IDMS-STATUS

0152*010 MSG

01OUT D
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01SORT OFFICE-CODE-0450 0 EMP-NAME-0415

017      CALL DB-EXIT ('FIRST-AREA' 'OFFICE ' 'ORG-DEMO-REGION ')

017      IF IDMS-STATUS EQ '0000' 050

017      MOVE 'ERROR IN RETRIEVAL OF FIRST OFFICE' MSG

017      RELS 2

017      PERFORM 800

017050   CALL DB-EXIT ('FIRST' 'EMPLOYEE ' 'OFFICE-EMPLOYEE ')

017      B 150

017100   CALL DB-EXIT ('NEXT' 'EMPLOYEE ' 'OFFICE-EMPLOYEE ')

017150   IF IDMS-STATUS EQ '0000' 200                   $Test for record found

017      IF IDMS-STATUS EQ '0307' 300                   $Test for end of set

017      MOVE 'ERROR IN RETRIEVAL OF EMPLOYEE' MSG

017      RELS 2

017      PERFORM 800

017200   RELS 1

017      B 100

017300   CALL DB-EXIT ('NEXT-AREA' 'OFFICE ' 'ORG-DEMO-REGION ')

017      IF IDMS-STATUS EQ '0000' 050

017      IF IDMS-STATUS EQ '0307' STOP

017      MOVE 'ERROR IN RETRIEVAL OF NEXT OFFICE' MSG

017      RELS 2

017      PERFORM 800

017800   JUNK / 0  JUNK                              $Forces a buffer dump
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017      STOP

Result

         

            IDMS-
STATUS                                                                              EMPLOYEE
               FIELD                                OFFICE CODE                                        NAME

                0000                                    001                                 BETSY     ZEDI
                0000                                    001                                 HERBERT   CRANE
                0000                                    001                                 HERBERT   LIPSICH
                0000                                    001                                 JAMES     GALLWAY
                0000                                    001                                 JAMES     JACOBI
                0000                                    002                                 DOUGLAS   KAHALLY
                0000                                    002                                 SANDY     KRAAMER
                0000                                    002                                 TOM       FITZHUGH

                0000                                    005                                 ALAN      DONOVAN
                0000                                    005                                 BETH      CLOUD
                0000                                    005                                 BURT      LANCHESTER
                0000                                    005                                 CAROLYN   CROW
                0000                                    005                                 DANIEL    MOON
                0000                                    005                                 RENE      MAKER
                0000                                    005                                 TERRY     CLOTH

                0000                                    008                                 C.        BREEZE
                0000                                    008                                 HARRY     ARM
                0000                                    008                                 JOE       KASPAR
                0000                                    008                                 MARK      TIME
                0000                                    008                                 RICHARD   MUNYON
                0000                                    008                                 RICHARD   WAGNER
                0000                                    008                                 ROGER     WILCO
                0000                                    008                                 ROY       ANDALE
                0000                                    008                                 THEMIS    PAPAZEUS

Testing for Record Occurrences
You can identify record occurrences that are not found in the database.
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How to Do It

Create a null path by placing the path identifier immediately after the entry record.

Test the current value of PATH-ID in type 7 logic.

Example: Testing for Record Occurrences

This report lists selected employees and their start year. If an employee record is not found, the message EMPLOYEE
NOT FOUND is returned.

Procedure

• A primary path, PATHOK, returns the employee name, ID, and date of hire.
• A null path, NO, places NO in the input buffer if the employee ID is not found. selects one of two possible print lines.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

IN DB SS=EMPSS01

REC  JOB-START(EMPOSITION) 1 6 2 'START' 'DATE'

PATHOK EMPLOYEE(NO) EMPOSITION JOB

KEY EMP-ID-0415 (0003 0023 0100 0301 3200 5100)

01OUT 80 D

013 SELECTED EMPLOYEE DETAIL LIST

010 WK-ID

0151*0100EMP-NAME-0415           HH 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

0151*020 EMP-ID-0415  FM '9999'  HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'ID'

0151*030 JOB-START    FD         HR

0151*040 TITLE-0440              HH 'JOB' 'TITLE'

0152*010 'EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND       '

0152*020 EMP-ID-0415  FM '9999'
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017005 IF PATH-ID EQ 'OK' 100

017010 IF PATH-ID NE 'NO' DROP

017020   TAKE 2

017100   IF EMP-ID-0415 EQ WK-ID  DROP

017110   MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO WK-ID

017120   TAKE 1

Result

REPORT NO. 01            SELECTED EMPLOYEE DETAIL LIST     mm/dd/yy  PAGE     1
                                 EMPLOYEE    START             JOB
           EMPLOYEE NAME            ID        DATE            TITLE

     JENNIFER  GARFIELD            0003     82/01/01   MGR INTERNL SOFTWARE

     KATHERINE O'HEARN             0023     79/05/05   PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

     EDWARD    HUTTON              0100     77/09/07   FINANCIAL ANALYST

     BURT      LANCHESTER          0301     80/02/03   RAINMAKER
     EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND            3200
     EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND            5100

Accessing Bill-of-Materials Structures
You can access database information stored as a bill-of-materials data structure.

The bill-of-materials structure, which can be thought of as a series of nested set relationships, allows a path to be
established between one record type and another of the same type. Different set relationships that exist between the
record types are used.
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How to Do It

Code:

1. PATH parameters using set names that define the level of information to be retrieved
2. Field names using level numbers to specify the level of information to be acted upon

Example

Objective

This report lists:

• The managers of the company (first level)
• The supervisors reporting to each manager (second level)
• The workers reporting to each supervisor (third level)

Procedure

• PATHAA defines a three-level bill-of-materials relationship:
a. EMPLOYEE STRUCTURE(MANAGES)
b. EMPLOYEE(REPORTS-TO) STRUCTURE(MANAGES)
c. EMPLOYEE(REPORTS-TO)

• Type 5 and type 7 parameters specify the level from which the names are extracted:
– EMP-NAME-0415 (1) prints manager's names.
– EMP-NAME-0415 (2) prints supervisor's names.
– EMP-NAME-0415 (3) prints worker's names.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

 IN DB SS=EMPSS01 $RPT708

 PATHAA EMPLOYEE STRUCTURE(MANAGES) EMPLOYEE(REPORTS-TO)

*STRUCTURE(MANAGES) EMPLOYEE(REPORTS-TO)

 01OUT 120

 010 MGR '                         '

 010 SUP '                         '

 010 EMP '                         '
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 0141*010 'MANAGER'

 0141*020 'SUPERVISOR'

 0141*030 'WORKER'

 0142*001 ' '

 0151*010 EMP-NAME-0415 (1)

 0152*020 EMP-NAME-0415 (2)

 0153*030 EMP-NAME-0415 (3)

 017010   IF EMP-NAME-0415 (1) NE MGR  100

 017020   IF EMP-NAME-0415 (2) NE SUP  200

 017030   IF EMP-NAME-0415 (3) NE EMP  300

 017      DROP

 017100   RELS 1

 017200   RELS 2

 017300   RELS 3

 017      MOVE EMP-NAME-0415 (1) TO MGR

 017      MOVE EMP-NAME-0415 (2) TO SUP

 017      MOVE EMP-NAME-0415 (3) TO EMP

Result

                                MANAGER                            SUPERVISOR                            WORKER

                       ROBBY     WILDER
                                                           THEMIS    PAPAZEUS
                                                                                               ROGER     WILCO
                                                                                               DANIEL    MOON
                                                                                               RENE      MAKER
                                                           MONTE     BANK
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                                                                                               BETSY     ZEDI
                                                                                               JOCK      JACKSON
                                                                                               LAURA     PENMAN
                                                                                               CAROL     MCDOUGALL
                                                                                               MICHAEL   ANGELO
                                                                                               CHARLES   BOWER
                       THEMIS    PAPAZEUS
                                                           ROGER     WILCO
                                                                                               TERRY     CLOTH
                                                                                               JOE       KASPAR
                                                                                               MARK      TIME
                                                                                               PHINEAS   FINN
                                                           DANIEL    MOON
                                                                                               BETH      CLOUD
                                                                                               ALAN      DONOVAN
                                                           RENE      MAKER
                                                                                               C.        BREEZE
                                                                                               ROY       ANDALE
                                                                                               RICHARD   WAGNER
                                                                                               HARRY     ARM
                                                                                               RICHARD   MUNYON
                                                                                               CAROLYN   CROW
                                                                                               BURT      LANCHESTER
                       HENRIETTA HENDON
                                                           ROGER     WILCO
                                                                                               TERRY     CLOTH
                                                                                               JOE       KASPAR
                                                                                               MARK      TIME
                                                                                               PHINEAS   FINN
                                                           DANIEL    MOON
                                                                                               BETH      CLOUD
                                                                                               ALAN      DONOVAN
                                                           ELEANOR   PEOPLES
                                                                                               MADELINE  ORGRATZI
                                                                                               TOM       FITZHUGH
                                                                                               CYNTHIA   JOHNSON
                                                           JENNIFER  GARFIELD
                                                                                               LARRY     LITERATA
                                                                                               JAMES     GALLWAY
                                                                                               PERCY     GRANGER
                                                                                               VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ
                                                                                               JANE      DOUGH
                                                                                               KATHERINE O'HEARN
                                                                                               RALPH     TYRO
                                                                                               JAMES     JACOBI
                                                                                               JULIE     JENSEN
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Example: Accessing Bill-of-Materials Structures

Objective

This report lists:

• The managers of the company (first level)
• The supervisors reporting to each manager (second level)
• The workers reporting to each supervisor (third level)

Procedure

• PATHAA defines a three-level bill-of-materials relationship:
a. EMPLOYEE STRUCTURE(MANAGES)
b. EMPLOYEE(REPORTS-TO) STRUCTURE(MANAGES)
c. EMPLOYEE(REPORTS-TO)

• Type 5 and type 7 parameters specify the level from which the names are extracted:
– EMP-NAME-0415 (1) prints manager's names.
– EMP-NAME-0415 (2) prints supervisor's names.
– EMP-NAME-0415 (3) prints worker's names.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

 IN DB SS=EMPSS01 $RPT708

 PATHAA EMPLOYEE STRUCTURE(MANAGES) EMPLOYEE(REPORTS-TO)

*STRUCTURE(MANAGES) EMPLOYEE(REPORTS-TO)

 01OUT 120

 010 MGR '                         '

 010 SUP '                         '

 010 EMP '                         '

 0141*010 'MANAGER'

 0141*020 'SUPERVISOR'

 0141*030 'WORKER'
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 0142*001 ' '

 0151*010 EMP-NAME-0415 (1)

 0152*020 EMP-NAME-0415 (2)

 0153*030 EMP-NAME-0415 (3)

 017010   IF EMP-NAME-0415 (1) NE MGR  100

 017020   IF EMP-NAME-0415 (2) NE SUP  200

 017030   IF EMP-NAME-0415 (3) NE EMP  300

 017      DROP

 017100   RELS 1

 017200   RELS 2

 017300   RELS 3

 017      MOVE EMP-NAME-0415 (1) TO MGR

 017      MOVE EMP-NAME-0415 (2) TO SUP

 017      MOVE EMP-NAME-0415 (3) TO EMP

Result

                                MANAGER                            SUPERVISOR                            WORKER

                       ROBBY     WILDER
                                                           THEMIS    PAPAZEUS
                                                                                               ROGER     WILCO
                                                                                               DANIEL    MOON
                                                                                               RENE      MAKER
                                                           MONTE     BANK
                                                                                               BETSY     ZEDI
                                                                                               JOCK      JACKSON
                                                                                               LAURA     PENMAN
                                                                                               CAROL     MCDOUGALL
                                                                                               MICHAEL   ANGELO
                                                                                               CHARLES   BOWER
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                       THEMIS    PAPAZEUS
                                                           ROGER     WILCO
                                                                                               TERRY     CLOTH
                                                                                               JOE       KASPAR
                                                                                               MARK      TIME
                                                                                               PHINEAS   FINN
                                                           DANIEL    MOON
                                                                                               BETH      CLOUD
                                                                                               ALAN      DONOVAN
                                                           RENE      MAKER
                                                                                               C.        BREEZE
                                                                                               ROY       ANDALE
                                                                                               RICHARD   WAGNER
                                                                                               HARRY     ARM
                                                                                               RICHARD   MUNYON
                                                                                               CAROLYN   CROW
                                                                                               BURT      LANCHESTER
                       HENRIETTA HENDON
                                                           ROGER     WILCO
                                                                                               TERRY     CLOTH
                                                                                               JOE       KASPAR
                                                                                               MARK      TIME
                                                                                               PHINEAS   FINN
                                                           DANIEL    MOON
                                                                                               BETH      CLOUD
                                                                                               ALAN      DONOVAN
                                                           ELEANOR   PEOPLES
                                                                                               MADELINE  ORGRATZI
                                                                                               TOM       FITZHUGH
                                                                                               CYNTHIA   JOHNSON
                                                           JENNIFER  GARFIELD
                                                                                               LARRY     LITERATA
                                                                                               JAMES     GALLWAY
                                                                                               PERCY     GRANGER
                                                                                               VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ
                                                                                               JANE      DOUGH
                                                                                               KATHERINE O'HEARN
                                                                                               RALPH     TYRO
                                                                                               JAMES     JACOBI
                                                                                               JULIE     JENSEN

Accessing Multiple-Member Sets
You can access records in a set that has one owner record and two or more member records.
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How to Do It

Code:

1. A PATH parameter placing the ALL-MEMBERS option after the name of the owner record
2. An optional SELECT/BYPASS BUFFER parameter after the INPUT, KEYFILE, and PATH parameters that includes the

REC-NAME keyword

Example

Objective

This report lists employee hospital and dental claims. The HOSPITAL-CLAIM and DENTAL-CLAIM records are owned by
the COVERAGE record.

Procedure

• The INPUT parameter specifies an input buffer size of 4000 bytes to accommodate the five record types (EMPLOYEE,
COVERAGE, HOSPITAL-CLAIM, NON-HOSP-CLAIM, and DENTAL-CLAIM), overhead, and DB-keys that are read
into the buffer.
The NON-HOSPITAL-CLAIM record, while not used for this report, must be included in the buffer size.

• The ALL-MEMBERS option on the PATH parameter specifies access to each occurrence of the records in the multiple-
member set COVERAGE-CLAIMS.

• The SELECT BUFFER parameter with REC-NAME specifies access to two of the three records of the COVERAGE-
CLAIMS set.

• REC parameters redefine the claim date fields as numeric to allow for automatic date formatting.
Field redefinition is based upon the starting point in the record, as opposed to the position in the input buffer, by
including the record type name immediately after the field name.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 4000 DB SS=EMPSS01

PATH01 EMPLOYEE COVERAGE ALL-MEMBERS (COVERAGE-CLAIMS)

SELECT BUFFER WHEN REC-NAME EQ ('HOSPITAL-CLAIM' 'DENTAL-CLAIM')

REC CLAIM-DATE-0430(HOSPITAL-CLAIM) 1 6 2

REC CLAIM-DATE-0405(DENTAL-CLAIM) 1 6 2

01OUT D
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0141*010 'PATIENT'

0141*020 'HOSPITAL CLAIMS'

0141*030 'DENTAL CLAIMS'

0141*040 'EMPLOYEE'

0142*001 ' '

0151*010 PATIENT-NAME-0430

0151*020 CLAIM-DATE-0430  FD

0151*040 EMP-NAME-0415

0152*010 PATIENT-NAME-0405

0152*030 CLAIM-DATE-0405  FD

0152*040 EMP-NAME-0415

017010 IF REC-NAME EQ 'HOSPITAL-CLAIM' 300

017    TAKE 2

017300 TA

LANCHESTER
                   HELOISE   HENDON                                           77/05/23          HENRIETTA HENDON
                   HATFIELD  HENDON                     82/11/07                                HENRIETTA HENDON
                   JESSICA   CRANE                                            80/10/04          HERBERT   CRANE

Retrieving Data With SQL
This section provides many useful procedures and CA Culprit coding techniques to help you write complex reports using
SQL and CA Culprit.

Getting the Exact Column Names for an SQL Table

If you do not know the exact column names in the INV.STOCKS table, try running the following simple CA Culprit report.

 col. 2
 ▼
 PRO  EX=NO
 IN  DB(Q)  DICTIONARY=TSTDICT   SCHEMA=INV
 SQL SELECT * FROM STOCKS;
 0151*001 ' '
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The EX=NO tells CA Culprit to simply compile the report. No data extraction will be performed.

SQL SELECT * FROM STOCKS tells CA Culprit to describe all of the columns and null indicators for the STOCKS table.
The generated REC cards will appear on the INPUT PARAMETER LISTING.

Generated REC Cards

 ********
 REC       START    SIZE    TYPE   DP        FIELD-NAME
 ********
  REC      0100     00005     3    3   CLOSE_PRICE
  REC      0105     00004     1        CLOSE_PRICE_NULL_IND
  REC      0069     00005              COMPANY_ID
  REC      0074     00004     1        COMPANY_ID_NULL_IND
  REC      0049     00020              COMPANY_NAME
  REC      0078     00010              TRADING_DATE
  REC      0088     00004     1        TRADING_DATE_NULL_IND
  REC      0092     00004     1        VOLUME
  REC      0096     00004     1        VOLUME_NULL_IND
 

From this report, you can deduce that the STOCKS table was created using the following SQL command:

SQL Command

 CREATE TABLE INV.STOCKS
 (COMPANY_NAME  CHAR(20) NOT NULL,
  COMPANY_ID    CHAR(5),
  TRADING_DATE  DATE,
  VOLUME        INTEGER,
  CLOSE_PRICE   DECIMAL(9,3));
 

Using the AS Clause to Rename SQL Columns
Long SQL column names can present a problem to CA Culprit, since you can create a null indicator name by appending
_NULL_IND to the end of the previously generated REC card name. You can avoid potential errors by using an AS clause
to assign an alias to each SQL column.

AS Clause Example

 col. 2

 ▼

 INPUT  DB(Q)    DICTIONARY=TSTDICT    SCHEMA=INV

 SQL SELECT "EMP-ID-0415"            AS  "ID",

*           "EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415"    AS  "FNAME",
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*           "EMP-LAST-NAME-0415"     AS  "LNAME"

*    FROM EMPLOYEE

*    WHERE "EMP-ID-0415" = 2000

*    ORDER BY ID;

 0151*001  ID

 0151*002  FNAME

 0151*003  LNAME

Please note that you may not use the alias names ID, FNAME, and LNAME on most clauses in the SQL statement
(Aliases are allowed on the order by clause). However, the aliases will be used to generate REC parameters, and must be
used on all subsequent CA Culprit statements.

Generated REC Cards

********

REC       START    SIZE    TYPE   DP        FIELD-NAME

********

 REC      0057     00015              FNAME

 REC      0072     00004     1        FNAME_NULL_IND

 REC      0049     00004     2        ID

 REC      0053     00004     1        ID_NULL_IND

 REC      0076     00020              LNAME

 REC      0096     00004     1        LNAME_NULL_IND

Retrieving Floating Point Data from SQL Columns
Although CA Culprit does not support real and double precision as REC parameter data types, there is a simple coding
technique to work around the deficiency.

CA Culprit will treat real SQL columns as four byte alphanumeric fields. Double precision columns will be treated as eight
byte alphanumeric fields. 16 byte packed decimal work fields can be defined, and CULLUS36 can be used to convert the
floating point values to packed decimal. The CA Culprit program below illustrates the technique.

Converting to Packed Decimal
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 col. 2

 ▼

 IN DB(Q)  DICTIONARY=TSTDICT   SCHEMA=INV

 SQL SELECT * FROM FLOAT_TABLE;

$  CA Culprit will generate  the REC cards shown below.

$REC  REAL_DATA     49  4                      $ GENERATED

$REC  DOUBLE_DATA   53  8                      $ GENERATED

$

 010  WK_REAL    0.000000

 010  WK_DOUBLE  0.000000000000

 010  RETCODE '    '

 0151*001   WK_REAL   HF

 0151*002   WK_DOUBLE HF

 017      CALL US36(REAL_DATA,  'S',  WK_REAL,    6, RETCODE)

 017      IF RETCODE NE '    '  200

 017      CALL US36(DOUBLE_DATA, 'D', WK_DOUBLE, 12, RETCODE)

 017      IF RETCODE NE '    '  200

 017      TAKE

 017200   CALL US48(' ERROR IN FLOATING POINT CONVERSION%%')

 017      DROP

The arguments for CULLUS36 are described below:

US36 Arguments(Error: Don't know what to do with column width of "20," (3).

• ARG1 field-name
Name of input field containing the floating point value

• ARG2 indicator
'S' = Single Precision:
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'D' = Double Precision
• ARG3 result-field

Name of 16 byte packed decimal work field
• ARG4 decimal-pts

Integer indicating number of decimal places in result field
• ARG5 return-code

Name of four byte alpha work field

Displaying an SQL Column with Data Type BINARY
The BINARY data type is a CA IDMS/DB extension to ANSI SQL. It is used to store hexadecimal literals up to 32,760
bytes in length.

During retrieval, CA Culprit treats columns with SQL data type BINARY as an alphanumeric field. To display the binary
data on a report, use CULLUS31 to obtain a hexadecimal representation of the actual data.

In the example below, the SYSTEM.CONSTRAINT table has a column named REFCOLUMNS defined as BINARY(64).
To print the data in hex on our report, displaying 10 bytes on each detail line.

Report Output

REPORT 01           CONSTRAINT TABLE REPORT        mm/dd/yy  PAGE   1

         CONSTRAINT                                 REFCOLUMNS
            NAME                                01......05........10

     REFERENCED-TABLE           BYTES  1 - 10   00010002000000000000
                                BYTES 11 - 20   00000000000000000000
                                BYTES 21 - 30   00000000000000000000
                                BYTES 31 - 40   00000000000000000000
                                BYTES 41 - 50   00000000000000000000
                                BYTES 51 - 60   00000000000000000000
                                BYTES 61 - 64   00000000

Report Syntax

col. 2

▼

PRO  USER=MZC  PW=MZC

IN  300 DB(Q)   SCHEMA=SYSTEM  DICTIONARY=TSTDICT

REC HEX_REFCOL  150 128

REC HEX_REFCOL1 150 20
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REC HEX_REFCOL2 170 20

REC HEX_REFCOL3 190 20

REC HEX_REFCOL4 210 20

REC HEX_REFCOL5 230 20

REC HEX_REFCOL6 250 20

REC HEX_REFCOL7 270 20

SQL  SELECT NAME, REFCOLUMNS FROM CONSTRAINT;

01OUT  80 D

013  CONTRAINT TABLE REPORT

0151*001 NAME  HH 'CONSTRAINT' 'NAME'

0151*002 'BYTES  1 - 10'

0151*003 HEX_REFCOL1  HH 'REFCOLUMNS' '01......05........10'

0152*002 'BYTES 11 - 20'

0152*003 HEX_REFCOL2

0153*002 'BYTES 21 - 30'

0153*003 HEX_REFCOL3

0154*002 'BYTES 31 - 40'

0154*003 HEX_REFCOL4

0155*002 'BYTES 41 - 50'

0155*003 HEX_REFCOL5

0156*002 'BYTES 51 - 60'

0156*003 HEX_REFCOL6

0157*002 'BYTES 61 - 64'

0157*003 HEX_REFCOL7

017      CALL US31(REFCOLUMNS, 64, HEX_REFCOL)
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The arguments for CULLUS31 are described below:

US31 Arguments(Error: Don't know what to do with column width of "20," (3).

• ARG1 field-name
Name of input field containing the value to be converted

• ARG2 length
Numeric literal or 8 byte work field containing the length of the input field. For release 12.0, this value must be in the
range 1 through 127.

• ARG3 result-field
Name of the output field. Result-field must be twice as long as the length of the input field.

How to Test and Display Null Values
The sales table below contains daily sales data for specific products.

Table Definition

CREATE TABLE INV.SALES

(PRODUCT       CHAR(20) NOT NULL,

 SALES_DATE    DATE     NOT NULL,

 UNITS_SOLD    INTEGER);

Notice that the UNITS_SOLD field may contain null values. A null value means "We don't know how many units we sold".
That is much different than the value zero which means "We didn't sell any product on this date".

Here's how to create a detail report that displays null values on the detail line.

Detail Report

col. 2

▼

IN  DB(Q)  DICTIONARY=TSTDICT   SCHEMA=INV

SQL SELECT * FROM SALES;

01OUT 80  D

0151*001  PRODUCT      HF

0151*002  SALES_DATE   HF

0151*003  UNITS_SOLD   SZ=6   F-   HF

0152*001  PRODUCT
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0152*002  SALES_DATE

0152*003  '---null---'

017       IF UNITS_SOLD_NULL_IND = -1    200

017100    TAKE 1

017200    TAKE 2

The UNITS_SOLD_NULL_IND will be set to minus one to indicate a null value. A zero value indicates that UNITS_SOLD
is not null.

Report Output

       PRODUCT               SALES_DATE           UNITS_SOLD

  WASHING MACHINES           yyyy-mm-dd                14
  Washing Machines           yyyy-mm-dd          ───null---
  WASHING MACHINES           yyyy-mm-dd                 0
  WASHING MACHINES           yyyy-mm-dd                 3
  WASHING MACHINES           yyyy-mm-dd                12

Handling Null Values at Total Time
You can enhance the previous example to produce weekly summary information for each product. You also want to print
the average number of units sold per day. The final report should look like this:

Report Output

REPORT 01            WEEKLY SALES BY PRODUCT               PAGE 1

       PRODUCT               SALES_DATE           UNITS_SOLD

  Clothes Driers             yyyy-mm-dd                 3
  Clothes Driers             yyyy-mm-dd          ───null---
  Clothes Driers             yyyy-mm-dd          ───null---
  Clothes Driers             yyyy-mm-dd                 6
  Clothes Driers             yyyy-mm-dd                 3
                                                 ───────────
                             Total Weekly Sales        12
                             Average Daily Sales     4.00
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  Stoves                     yyyy-mm-dd          ───null---
  Stoves                     yyyy-mm-dd          ───null---
  Stoves                     yyyy-mm-dd          ───null---
  Stoves                     yyyy-mm-dd          ───null---
  Stoves                     yyyy-mm-dd          ───null---
                                                 ───────────
                             Total Weekly Sales  ───null---
                             Average Daily Sales ───null---

  Washing Machines           yyyy-mm-dd                14
  Washing Machines           yyyy-mm-dd          ───null---
  Washing Machines           yyyy-mm-dd                 0
  Washing Machines           yyyy-mm-dd                 3
  Washing Machines           yyyy-mm-dd                12
                                                 ───────────
                             Total Weekly Sales        29
                             Average Daily Sales     7.25

WHERE Clause

First, add a WHERE clause to select data for one week:

 col. 2

 ▼

 SQL SELECT * FROM SALES

*    WHERE SALES_DATE >= 'yyyy-mm-dd' AND

*          SALES_DATE <= 'yyyy-mm-dd';

Subtotals

Next, add a title parameter and a SORT parameter to request subtotals by product. A COUNT field has been initialized
to one. It will be used to determine how many detail records have been processed for each group. You can automatically
accumulate subtotals for COUNT and UNITS_SOLD_NULL_IND if they appear on detail lines. However, since you don't
want the detail values to print, use print position zero:

col. 2

▼

01SORT  PRODUCT 0, SALES_DATE

010 COUNT  1
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013 WEEKLY SALES BY PRODUCT

0151*000   COUNT

0151*000   UNITS_SOLD_NULL_IND

Based on the information in the report shown above, the total-time values for PRODUCT, COUNT, and
UNITS_SOLD_NULL_IND are:

Subtotal Values(Error: Don't know what to do with column width of "20," (3).(Error: Don't know what to do with column
width of "11," (3).

PRODUCT COUNT UNITS_SOLD_NULL_IND
Washing Machines 5 -1
Clothes Driers 5 -2
Stoves 5 -5

These values let you determine how many UNITS_SOLD for each product are not null. This in turn provides you with the
divisor you need to compute the average daily sales for each product. The total-time logic is shown below:

Total-time Logic

col. 2

▼

010 NOT_NULL_COUNTER  0

010 AVERAGE           0.00

018     IF LEVL = 2 DROP

018     COMPUTE COUNT + UNITS_SOLD_NULL_IND  NOT_NULL_COUNTER

018     IF NOT_NULL_COUNTER = 0  400

018     COMPUTE UNITS_SOLD / NOT_NULL_COUNTER  AVERAGE

018     TAKE (1,2,3)

018400  TAKE (1,4,5)

0161*003   '-----------'

0162*002   'Total Weekly Sales'

0162*003   UNITS_SOLD    SZ=6  F-

0163*002   'Average Daily Sales'
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0163*003   AVERAGE       SZ=6  F-

0164*002   'Total Weekly Sales'

0164*003   '---null---'

0165*002   'Average Daily Sales'

0165*003   '---null---'

Understanding CA Culprit Decimal Point Handling
In our STOCKS table example, the CLOSE_PRICE field is defined as having three implied decimal digits.

Table Definition

CREATE TABLE INV.STOCKS

(COMPANY_NAME  CHAR(20) NOT NULL,

 COMPANY_ID    CHAR(5),

 TRADING_DATE  DATE,

 VOLUME        INTEGER,

 CLOSE_PRICE   DECIMAL(9,3));

This allows you to represent 1/8 point fractions as a decimal value. However when formatting reports, you often want to
print the value as a money field, dollars and cents. This means converting the number from DP=3 to DP=2.

To obtain the correctly rounded value, move the CLOSE_PRICE field to a work field, WK_CLOSE defined with two
decimal points. Then, reference WK_CLOSE on the detail line. The report below shows why:

Report Syntax

col. 2

▼

IN  DB(Q)  DICTIONARY=TSTDICT   SCHEMA=INV

SQL SELECT * FROM STOCKS;

01OUT 80  D

010  WK_CLOSE  0.00
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0151*001  COMPANY_NAME      HF

0151*002  CLOSE_PRICE       HF

0151*003  CLOSE_PRICE       DP=2   HH 'DP=2 ON' '5  LINE'

0151*004  WK_CLOSE          HF

017       MOVE CLOSE_PRICE TO WK_CLOSE

Report Output

                                           DP=2 ON
        COMPANY_NAME      CLOSE_PRICE      5  LINE       WK_CLOSE

   CA                          9.125        91.25           9.13
   Boston Edison               20.375       203.75          20.38

As you can see, coding CLOSE_PRICE DP=2 on the edit parameter changes the location of the implied decimal point,
and produces erroneous results. To insure correct rounding, move the value to a work variable that was defined with the
correct number of decimal points.

Interpreting Common Error Messages in SQL Retrieval
For retrieval processing, SQL Prepare and Describe commands are issued during the pre-compile phase of CA Culprit. If
any errors are detected, you will receive the following messages on your Sequential Parameter Listing.

mm/dd/yy              SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING            Vnn.n   PAGE 1

00 ** SYSIN **        PRO  USER=MZC  PW=MZC
  C200138 INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO
                      IN  DB(Q)  SCHEMA=INV  DICTIONARY=TSTDICT
                      SQL SELECT * FROM  XYZ;
E C700054 ERROR FROM PREPARE SQL SELECT
  C700055   SQLCODE:  -0004          SQLCERC: 5138
  C700056   SQLCESER:  0000          SQLCNRP: 0000
  C700057    Table INV.XYZ not found in catalog
E C700052 SQL ERROR ENCOUNTERED

Messages 55, 56, and 57 print the error codes and text contained in the SQL Communications Area (SQLCA).

See the  SQL Communcation Area , for more information about the SQLCA error code fields.
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Any E or F level errors associated with the SQL statement will prevent CA Culprit from generating REC parameters to
describe the SQL columns and null indicators. That means you will probably receive messages like "Field Not Defined" on
the Input Parameter Listing. Ignore these extraneous errors for now. They will probably go away as soon as you correct
the SQL statement.

During the extract phase of CA Culprit, you issue SQL commands to perform the bulk fetch operation. Any errors at this
time appear under Run Time Messages. The SQL error codes and text are be formatted exactly as shown above.

 

Creating New SQL Data Tables
This section contains articles about CA Culprit coding techniques you can use to create new CA IDMS SQL tables.

Create Table Syntax Generated by CA Culprit
Information from the OUTPUT parameter and the EDIT parameters is used to generate SQL Create Table syntax during
the compile phase of CA Culprit. To help illustrate this correspondence, a CA Culprit program fragment is included below
with the SQL commands that are generated:

CA Culprit Syntax

 col. 2

 ▼

 010 ZERO  0

 01OUT     SQLTABLE=INVENTORY  TYPE=CREATE

*          DICTIONARY=TSTDICT  SCHEMA=INV

 0151*010  WAREHOUSE      SZ=10  NOT NULL

 0151*020  PRODUCT_CODE   SZ=10  NOT NULL

 0151*030  UNITS_ON_HAND  FP     SZ=4

 0151*031  ZERO           FB     SZ=4

Compile-phase SQL Syntax

CONNECT TO TSTDICT;

SET SESSION CURRENT SCHEMA "INV";

CREATE TABLE "INVENTORY"

        ("WAREHOUSE"     CHAR(0010)  NOT NULL,
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         "PRODUCT_CODE"  CHAR(0010)  NOT NULL,

         "UNITS_ON_HAND" DECIMAL(0007,0000));

COMMIT RELEASE;

These SQL commands are generated and issued directly by CA Culprit; nothing is required of the user.

Converting ASF Tables to SQL Tables
The job of converting a ASF table to an SQL table is really quite simple using CA Culprit. Simply read the ASF table as
input, and create an OUTPUT SQL table with TYPE=CREATE.

CA Culprit Syntax

 col. 2

 ▼

 PRO    USER=MZC  PW=

 INPUT  TABLE=INVENTRY  TYPE=COPY   CATALOG=ASFDICT

 01OUT  SQLTABLE=INVENTORY  TYPE=CREATE

*       DICTIONARY=TSTDICT  SCHEMA=INV

*       BULKROWS=500

 010    UNITS_ON_HAND   0

 010    ZERO            0

 0151*010  WAREHOUSE      SZ=10  NOT NULL

 0151*020  PRODUCT_CODE   SZ=10  NOT NULL

 0151*030  UNITS_ON_HAND  FP     SZ=4

 0151*031  ZERO           FB     SZ=4

 017       MOVE ITEMS_IN_STOCK TO UNITS_ON_HAND

 017       TAKE

The technique of moving ITEMS_IN_STOCK to UNITS_ON_HAND lets the user create new SQL column names for the
fields. Data values can be converted from one format within ASF to another SQL data type by simply coding a format code
and SZ= on the edit card.
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Parameter 0151*031 is the null indicator value for the UNITS_ON_HAND field. It must be present, and must have a data
specification of FB SZ=4. Often a work field initialized to zero is used to represent a null indicator that may not have been
present on the input data file.

Assigning Null Values to an SQL Column
The technique for assigning null values to an SQL column is quite simple: set the column null indicator to minus one (-1).

Consider the example of a phonelist. For the WORK_PHONE field, you could use blanks to mean "This person has no
work phone" and null to mean "He may have a work phone, but we don't know the number".

On the sequential input file, null values are represented by a question mark (?) in the WORK_PHONE field. The example
below reads the input file, converts question marks to null values, and creates a new SQL table containing the phonelist:

Code Example

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN 80

 REC  FIRST_NAME  1  12

 REC  LAST_NAME  13  15

 REC  IN_HOMEPH  28  12

 REC  IN_WORKPH  40  12

 010  HOME_PHONE '            '

 010  WORK_PHONE '            '

 010  SPACES     '            '

 010  HOME_PHONE_NULL_IND  0

 010  WORK_PHONE_NULL_IND  0

 01OUT SQLTABLE=PHONELIST  TYPE=CREATE

*      DICTIONARY=TSTDICT  SCHEMA=DEMO

 0151*010  FIRST_NAME      NOT NULL  WITH DEFAULT

 0151*020  LAST_NAME       NOT NULL  WITH DEFAULT

 0151*030  HOME_PHONE

 0151*031  HOME_PHONE_NULL_IND  FB SZ=4
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 0151*040  WORK_PHONE

 0151*041  WORK_PHONE_NULL_IND  FB SZ=4

 017    IF IN_HOMEPH = '?'  100

 017    MOVE IN_HOMEPH TO HOME_PHONE         $ Not Null - Valid Number

 017    MOVE 0         TO HOME_PHONE_NULL_IND

 017    B  200

 017100 MOVE SPACES    TO HOME_PHONE         $ Assign Null Value

 017    MOVE -1        TO HOME_PHONE_NULL_IND

 017$

 017200 IF IN_WORKPH = '?'  300

 017    MOVE IN_WORKPH TO WORK_PHONE         $ Not Null - Valid Number

 017    MOVE 0         TO WORK_PHONE_NULL_IND

 017    B  400

 017300 MOVE SPACES    TO WORK_PHONE         $ Assign Null Value

 017    MOVE -1        TO WORK_PHONE_NULL_IND

 017400 TAKE

How CA Culprit Handles Data Insertion Errors
During the output phase of CA Culprit, it is possible to encounter errors during the SQL bulk insert. If this occurs, CA
Culprit produces a diagnostic dump of the output data record and continue processing, as shown below:

Output Phase Diagnostic Error

E C760001 THE FOLLOWING ROWS WERE NOT STORED DUE TO INSERT ERRORS:

     OUTPUT                    R E C O R D    L A Y O U T
     RECORD   ERROR
     NUMBER   CODE

      0005    1023       CHAR             .............ABCDE....
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                         ZONE   4444444444FFFF000130000CCCCC0000
                         DIGIT  0000000000FFFF0002C0000123450000
                                1...5...10....5...20....5...30..

In the above example, the Output Record Number indicates that the fifth row being written contained an error.

The Record Layout provides a complete vertical hex dump of the CA Culprit output buffer to assist in debugging.
The Error Code 1023 indicates a constraint violation. This value was obtained from the SQLCERC field in the SQL
Communications Area. A list of common error codes is given below:

SQLCERC Codes(Error: Don't know what to do with column width of "10," (3).

• 1008
No storage to load data

• 1010
Load of Table Deadlocked

• 1023
Constraint Violation

• 1025
Data Exception

• 1026
Data Conversion Error

• 1051
Cardinality Violation

• 1058
Duplicate Key Violation

• 1067
I/O Error While Loading Table

Adding, Replacing, and Dropping Data on SQL Tables
This section illustrates many CA Culprit coding techniques used to add, replace, and drop data in CA IDMS SQL tables.

Updating SQL Columns of Type DATE
SQL Tables that contain columns of type DATE may be updated using the ADD or REPLACE functions. Data to be loaded
into a DATE column should be stored in a 10 byte alphanumeric variable or literal. The format of the date value should
be 'YYYY-MM-DD'. CA IDMS/DB is responsible for converting this date value into its own internal DATE format.

Existing Table Definition

CREATE TABLE STOCKS
((COMPANY_NAME    CHAR(20)  NOT NULL,   

  COMPANY_ID      CHAR(5),   

  TRADING_DATE    DATE,   

  VOLUME          INTEGER,   

  CLOSE_PRICE     DECIMAL(9,3));
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Report Syntax

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN 80  

 REC COMPANY_NAME  1 20

 REC COMPANY_ID   21  5

 REC VOLUME       26  8  2

 REC CLOSE_PRICE  34  9  2  DP=3

 010 TRADING_DATE 'yyyy-mm-dd'

 01OUT   SQLTABLE=STOCKS     TYPE=ADD

*        DICTIONARY=TSTDICT  SCHEMA=INV

 010  ZERO  0

 0151*010 COMPANY_NAME

 0151*020 COMPANY_ID

 0151*021 ZERO         FB   SZ=4

 0151*030 TRADING_DATE

 0151*031 ZERO         FB   SZ=4

 0151*040 VOLUME       FB   SZ=4

 0151*041 ZERO         FB   SZ=4

 0151*050 CLOSE_PRICE  FP   SZ=5  DP=3

 0151*051 ZERO         FB   SZ=4
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Getting the Exact Syntax for Updating a SQL Table
In order to update an existing SQL table, it is necessary to know the exact order of the columns, the data types, and the
existence of null indicators. Fortunately, there is an easy technique to get the exact CA Culprit syntax needed to update an
SQL table. Here's how:

Code a small CA Culprit program using TYPE=ADD on the OUTPUT parameter. Deliberately make a mistake on the data
type or size of an EDIT parameter. This produces E level errors during the compile phase of CA Culprit.

Report Syntax

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN 80

 REC  ID  1 4 2

 01OUT  SQLTABLE=STOCKS      TYPE=ADD

*       DICTIONARY=TSTDICT   SCHEMA=INV

 0151*001  ID   FW     $ Deliberate Error!

 017       DROP

At the end of the compile phase, error messages are produced on the Input Parameter Listing. Message C700071
provides you with sample EDIT parameters to describe the output SQL table exactly. Use this as a template for coding
your CA Culprit program.

Table Diagnostics

*********
EDIT      LINE CC COLUMN   VALUE OR FIELD-NAME AND EDIT OPTIONS
*********
 01   5     1       *001   ID       FW
E C300064 FORMAT CODE IS INVALID
E C300023 FIELD SIZE IS INVALID

I C700071 USE THE SAMPLE EDIT PARAMETERS BELOW TO CORRECT YOUR PROGRAM
          0151*010 COMPANY_NAME                      SZ=0020
          0151*020 COMPANY_ID                        SZ=0005
          0151*021 COMPANY_ID_NULL_IND         FB    SZ=0004
          0151*030 TRADING_DATE                      SZ=0010
          0151*031 TRADING_DATE_NULL_IND       FB    SZ=0004
          0151*040 VOLUME                      FB    SZ=0004
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          0151*041 VOLUME_NULL_IND             FB    SZ=0004
          0151*050 CLOSE_PRICE                 FP    SZ=0005   DP=0003
          0151*061 CLOSE_PRICE_NULL_IND        FB    SZ=0004

Drop Table Example
The code needed to delete an SQL table definition using CA Culprit is given below:

CA Culprit Syntax

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN 80

 REC FIELDA  1 4

 01OUTPUT  SQLTABLE=INVENTORY  TYPE=DROP

*          DICTIONARY=TSTDICT  SCHEMA=INV

 0151*001  ' '

 017       DROP

Report Output

SQL TABLE UPDATE STATISTICS

REPORT  FUNCTION    SCHEMA    TABLE NAME    TABLE DEFINITION   ROWS STORED
------  ────────    ──────    ──────────    ────────────────   ───────────

  01      DEL     INV         INVENTORY          DELETED       

The Personnel File Description
The Commonweather Corporation personnel file, which is used in examples in this manual, is described fully in the figure
below:

The Commonweather Corporation Personnel File Description
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RECORD SIZE    200 bytes

BLOCK SIZE     400 bytes

RECORD FORMAT  FIXED (F)

FILE TYPE      SEQUENTIAL (PS)

Data Field    Start Position   Length (bytes)   Data Type

EMPLOYEE-ID        1                 4          Zoned decimal

EMPLOYEE-NAME      5                25          Alphanumeric

FIRST-NAME         5                10          Alphanumeric

LAST-NAME         15                15          Alphanumeric

STREET            30                20          Alphanumeric

CITY              50                15          Alphanumeric

STATE             65                 2          Alphanumeric

ZIP-CODE          67                 5          Alphanumeric

PHONE             72                10          Zoned decimal

STATUS            82                 2          Alphanumeric

SS-NUMBER         84                 9          Zoned decimal

START-MONTH       93                 2          Zoned decimal

START-DAY         95                 2          Zoned decimal

START YEAR        97                 2          Zoned decimal

TERMINATION-MONTH 99                 2          Zoned decimal

TERMINATION-DAY  101                 2          Zoned decimal

TERMINATION-YEAR 103                 2          Zoned decimal
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BIRTH-MONTH      105                 2          Zoned decimal

BIRTH-DAY        107                 2          Zoned decimal

BIRTH-YEAR       109                 2          Zoned decimal

DEPT-ID          111                 4          Zoned decimal

DEPT-NAME        115                45          Alphanumeric

SALARY-AMOUNT    160                 5          Packed Decimal

JOB-ID           167                 4          Zoned decimal

TITLE            171                20          Alphanumeric

Coding for Efficiency
Efficient coding prevents excessive use of system resources by minimizing overhead and input/output (I/O) processing
wherever possible. Factors influencing coding choices include:

• The number of records processed
• The number of reports in a single run
• The number of times an instruction is executed

This section presents some of the most common coding alternatives that affect the efficiency of a CA Culprit program.

Eliminating Unnecessary Records
Eliminating the most frequently occurring record first is most efficient. For example:

Elimination of the Most Frequent Record

                       A occurs 2,000 times
                       B occurs 1,000 times
                       C occurs 50 times

017    COMPANY EQ 'A'  DROP        (Tests 3,050 records, drops 2,000)
017    COMPANY EQ 'B'  DROP        (Tests 1,050 records, drops 1,000)
017    COMPANY EQ 'C'  DROP        (Tests    50 records, drops    50)
            4,150 tests required to drop all records.

                                or

Eliminating records randomly is least efficient. For example:

Elimination of Random Records
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                       A occurs 50 times
                       B occurs 1,000 times
                       C occurs 2,000 times

017    COMPANY EQ 'A'  DROP        (Tests 3,050 records, drops    50)
017    COMPANY EQ 'B'  DROP        (Tests 3,000 records, drops 1,000)
017    COMPANY EQ 'C'  DROP        (Tests 2,000 records, drops 2,000)
            8,050 tests required to drop all records.

When to Use SELECT and When to Use Type 7 Logic
Selection criteria can be applied to the entire run with the SELECT or BYPASS parameter or stated in the procedure logic
for each report:

SELECT PRODUCT EQ 'CA-CULPRIT'

            vs.

017    PRODUCT EQ 'CA-CULPRIT'

027    PRODUCT EQ 'CA-CULPRIT'

037    PRODUCT EQ 'CA-CULPRIT'

Although it is quicker to write, the SELECT parameter uses more processing overhead than type 7 logic. SELECT only
becomes efficient when six or more reports are batched together. Type 7 logic is more efficient than SELECT for a smaller
number of reports.

Avoiding Unnecessary Logic
Obviously, stream lined code is more efficient than code that generates unnecessary processing.

In the example below, a call for the current date is executed for each record in the input file by processing user module
US10:

          017 CALL US10 ( 2 CURRENT-DATE )

The code below shows one method of calling the user module one time for the report, thereby avoiding unnecessary
processing. The call executes only when the switch value is Y:

          010 FIRST-TIME-SW 'Y'

           .
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           .

           .

          017     FIRST-TIME-SW EQ 'N' 010

          017     MOVE 'N' FIRST-TIME-SW

          017     CALL US10 ( 2 CURRENT-DATE) $Executes only on first record

          017010      ...

Combining Tasks for Multiple Reports
Reports created from the same data source can often be grouped together to improve processing efficiency. The most
common coding strategies are to:

• Batch related reports together to allow CA Culprit to read the data file once for all the reports. Code reports in
ascending numerical sequence.

• Use global work fields to allow all the reports in the run access to work field contents. Calculation results can be
shared between reports in this manner.

• Use exact positioning for edit parameters wherever possible; for example 01510045.
• Keep relative column numbers low (*0002, *0004, *0006) to allow for later insertions and still minimize the number

of work areas (buckets) CA Culprit must set up. CA Culprit uses the highest relative column number to allocate storage
for some internal tables:

    *0002

    *0004    Allocates a table with 6 entries

    *0006

    *0100

    *0200    Allocates a table with 300 entries

    *0300

Avoiding Unwanted Buffer Dumps
Buffer dumps should be used for debugging purposes only. Avoid unnecessary dumps by observing the following
precautions:
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• Test the value of any input field that could be zero (0) and used as a divisor. Code should include a branch around the
division when the divisor equals zero (0). The result should be set to zero.

• Use a work field in place of an input field that could be nonnumeric and used in calculations. Move the work field as the
program logic dictates.

• Sort match files in the same sequence. Match keys must be in ascending sequence.
• Use the BRANCH to HEAD instruction only when absolutely necessary to avoid the creation of additional records in

the extract file.

Creating Subtotal Work Fields for Presorted Input Files
If your input file is presorted, it is more efficient to use type 7 logic to accumulate totals in a work field rather than allow CA
Culprit to automatically total the fields each time a control break occurs on a SORT parameter.

Two different techniques for reporting total amounts by city are shown below:

1. This example uses type 7 logic to accumulate the total amount in a work field until the value of CONTROL-FLD
changes. This method is extremely efficient, since NOSORT is required and only 7 extract records will be written to the
extract file.

IN 200

REC CONTROL-FLD   1  4

REC INPUT-FLD     5  9  2

0151*002  SAVE-FLD   HH 'CONTROL'

0151*004  BUCKET     HH 'AMOUNT'

010 SAVE-FLD '    '

010 BUCKET 0

017     EOF = TAKE                    $Print last work field

017     CONTROL-FLD NE SAVE-FLD  100  $Control change?

017     INPUT-FLD + BUCKET  BUCKET    $Accumulate

017     DROP                          $Get next record

017100  RELS                          $Previous control-fld

017     MOVE CONTROL-FLD TO SAVE-FLD  $Save current information

017     MOVE INPUT-FLD TO BUCKET      $Save first amount

017     DROP                          $Get next
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2. This example takes full advantage of CA Culprit's automatic subtotaling capabilities and does not require a presorted
input file. However, it is less efficient because every record on the input file will be written to the extract file, which must
then be sorted.

IN 200

REC CONTROL-FLD   1  4

REC INPUT-FLD     5  9  2

0261*002  CONTROL-FLD  HH 'CONTROL'

0261*004  INPUT-FLD    HH 'AMOUNT'

02SORT  CONTROL-FLD 0

02OUT T

027 TAKE

Output

     CONTROL              AMOUNT
      BOSTON              136,409
      CLEV                 17,500
      DENV                140,000
      NYC                  17,170
      PHIL                267,000
      SF                   20,090
      TAMP                  2,000
                          600,169

When you are coding a CA Culprit report, keep in mind these efficiency guidelines:

1. Always seek to limit I/O activity by reducing the size of the extract file. DROP records in type 7 logic whenever
possible.

2. Avoid coding unnecessary SORT parameters. If your input file is presorted and you want control breaks, use the
NOSORT option.

3. CPU activity is less expensive than I/O activity.

CA Culprit JCL Considerations
Defined record lengths, the amount of space allocated, and blocking factors affect CA Culprit's use of system resources.
The following specifications are recommended:
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• On SYS005 (parameter file), the record length must be 320 bytes. A quarter or half track is recommended for the block
size.

• On SYS006 (extract file) and SYS008 (NOSORT file), record length should be at least 256 bytes (larger for nonprint
records). Block size should be equal to a half or full track, large enough to avoid overrides. Contiguous space is the
most efficient, but not always possible.

• On SYS007 (SORT parameters), the record length should be 80 bytes and block size should be a quarter track.

Miscellaneous Hints
The following suggestions may prove helpful:

• Document everything the code does. Use a dollar sign ($) for comments placed in the code.
• Use test files when developing routines that will run against large files.
• Use copied code syntax (USE, =COPY, =MACRO) to read INPUT and REC parameters into code.

Precoded CA Culprit User Modules
Precoded CA Culprit user modules are provided on the CA Culprit installation media. The procedure, input, and output
modules are compiled and link edited at installation time.

Procedure Modules

Precoded procedure modules are as follows:

• CULLUS00
Provides an interface between CA Culprit and user-written modules

• CULLUS01
Retrieves records from a sequential file (z/OS and z/VM)

• CULLUS10
Returns the system time and date to a user-defined field

• CULLUS11
Converts a Julian date (YYDDD) to a Gregorian date (MMDDYY)

• CULLUS12
Converts any century date to a user-specified format.

• CULLUS14
Converts a Gregorian date (MMDDYY) to a Julian date (YYDDD)

• CULLUS15
Converts a date in any format to a user-specified format

• CULLUS22
Retrieves records from ISAM files and delivers them to a specified location

• CULLUS25
Retrieves records from VSAM files and delivers them to a specified location

• CULLUS29
Formats a vertical hexadecimal dump of all or part of a record, input field, or workfield

• CULLUS31
Displays an input or work field in hexadecimal representation

• CULLUS33
Converts a numeric field in packed signed decimal format to binary format

• CULLUS34
Converts a packed signed numeric field to zoned decimal format

• CULLUS35
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Represents bit settings in display format
• CULLUS36

Converts floating-point values to decimal integers
• CULLUS37

Converts a doubleword binary number to an eight-byte packed decimal number
• CULLUS40

Enables z/VSE users to send messages to the console operator
• CULLUS43

Moves data from a field known to CA Culprit to a position in another field
• CULLUS45

Performs multiple MOVE operations on data
• CULLUS46

Searches a string to locate a position of a specified character
• CULLUS48

Adds a user-written message to the runtime messages section of a CA Culprit job
• CULLUS50

Converts a binary string to a string of characters or workfields
• CULLUS53

Concatenates a maximum of three fields to a single field
• CULLUS62

Searches a CA Culprit table for specified fields
• CULLUS64

Maintains a table of user-defined attributes for DDR (Data Dictionary Reporter) reports external to CA Culprit
• CULLUS99

Causes a memory dump

Input Modules

Precoded input modules are as follows:

• CULSPAN
Reads an input file containing spanned records in a z/VSE environment

• CULLVSAM
Reads key or entry-sequenced VSAM files sequentially or directly

Output Modules

Precoded output modules are as follows:

• CULEDUMP
Print an output line in vertical or horizontal dump format

• CULELABL
Creates labels for output

• CULEMLIN
Prints multiple output lines and multiple logical footer lines

• CULEVSAM
Writes records to a user-defined VSAM file

• CULEPOWR
Segments reports in a CA Culprit job through VSE/POWER
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Employee Database Subschema
The employee database is the input for the examples and programs in this manual that reference database records or
logical records. The remainder of this section lists the fields defined for each record in the database.

Subschema Listing

Below is a listing of the Employee database:

 

                          SCHEMA=EMPSCHM VERSION=(100)

                           SUBSCHEMA=(EMPSS01)

 

 

 

RECORD NAME........ COVERAGE                                     RLGTH=   36

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=   20

RECORD ID.......... 0400                                         KLGTH=   16

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   16

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      EMP-COVERAGE        DISPLACEMENT 0000 PAGES

WITHIN............. INS-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET       5 PGS FOR        20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    EMP-COVERAGE     MEMBER          1     2     3

                    COVERAGE-CLAIMS  OWNER           4

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 SELECTION-DATE-0400           DISPLAY                             1     8

03 SELECTION-YEAR-0400           DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

03 SELECTION-MONTH-0400          DISPLAY                 9(2)        5     2

03 SELECTION-DAY-0400            DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

02 TERMINATION-DATE-0400         DISPLAY                             9     8
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03 TERMINATION-YEAR-0400         DISPLAY                 9(4)        9     4

03 TERMINATION-MONTH-0400        DISPLAY                 9(2)       13     2

03 TERMINATION-DAY-0400          DISPLAY                 9(2)       15     2

02 TYPE-0400                     DISPLAY                 X          17     1

88 MASTER-0400                   COND         'M'                   17

88 FAMILY-0400                   COND         'F'                   17

88 DEPENDENT-0400                COND         'D'                   17

02 INS-PLAN-CODE-0400            DISPLAY                 X(3)       18     3

88 GROUP-LIFE-0400               COND         '001'                 18

88 HMO-0400                      COND         '002'                 18

88 GROUP-HEALTH-0400             COND         '003'                 18

88 GROUP-DENTAL-0400             COND         '004'                 18

 

 

RECORD NAME........ DENTAL-CLAIM                                 RLGTH=  944

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=  936

RECORD ID.......... 0405                                         KLGTH=    8

RECORD LENGTH...... VARIABLE                                     DSTRT=   12

MINIMUM ROOT.......   132  CHARACTERS

MINIMUM FRAGMENT...   932  CHARACTERS

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      COVERAGE-CLAIMS     DISPLACEMENT 0000 PAGES

WITHIN............. INS-DEMO-REGION     OFFSE        5 PGS FOR        20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    COVERAGE-CLAIMS  MEMBER          1

                    (FRAGMENT CHAIN) INTRNL          2
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DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 CLAIM-DATE-0405               DISPLAY                             1     8

03 CLAIM-YEAR-0405               DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

03 CLAIM-MONTH-0405              DISPLAY                 9(2)        5     2

03 CLAIM-DAY-0405                DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

02 PATIENT-NAME-0405             DISPLAY                             9    25

03 PATIENT-FIRST-NAME-0405       DISPLAY                 X(10)       9    10

03 PATIENT-LAST-NAME-0405        DISPLAY                 X(15)      19    15

02 PATIENT-BIRTH-DATE-0405       DISPLAY                            34     8

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-YEAR-0405       DISPLAY                 9(4)       34     4

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-MONTH-0405      DISPLAY                 9(2)       38     2

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-DAY-0405        DISPLAY                 9(2)       40     2

02 PATIENT-SEX-0405              DISPLAY                 X          42     1

02 RELATION-TO-EMPLOYEE-0405     DISPLAY                 X(10)      43    10

02 DENTIST-NAME-0405             DISPLAY                            53    25

03 DENTIST-FIRST-NAME-0405       DISPLAY                 X(10)      53    10

03 DENTIST-LAST-NAME-0405        DISPLAY                 X(15)      63    15

02 DENTIST-ADDRESS-0405          DISPLAY                            78    46

03 DENTIST-STREET-0405           DISPLAY                 X(20)      78    20

03 DENTIST-CITY-0405             DISPLAY                 X(15)      98    15

03 DENTIST-STATE-0405            DISPLAY                 X(2)      113     2

03 DENTIST-ZIP-0405              DISPLAY                           115     9

04 DENTIST-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0405   DISPLAY                 X(5)      115     5

04 DENTIST-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0405    DISPLAY                 X(4)      120     4
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02 DENTIST-LICENSE-NUMBER-0405   DISPLAY                 9(6)      124     6

02 NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0405     COMP                    9(2)      130     2

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 X         132     1

02 DENTIST-CHARGES-0405          DISPLAY  OCCURS 0 TO 10           133   800

   DEPENDING ON --- NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0405

03 TOOTH-NUMBER-0405             DISPLAY                 9(2)        1     2

03 SERVICE-DATE-0405             DISPLAY                             3     8

04 SERVICE-YEAR-0405             DISPLAY                 9(4)        3     4

04 SERVICE-MONTH-0405            DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

04 SERVICE-DAY-0405              DISPLAY                 9(2)        9     2

03 PROCEDURE-CODE-0405           DISPLAY                 9(4)       11     4

03 DESCRIPTION-OF-SERVICE-0405   DISPLAY                 X(60)      15    60

03 FEE-0405                      COMP-3                  S9(7)V99   75     5

03 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 X          80     1

 

 

RECORD NAME........ DEPARTMENT                                   RLGTH=   72

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=   56

RECORD ID.......... 0410                                         KLGTH=   16

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   16

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING   DEPT-ID-0410         DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. ORG-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET        5 PGS FOR       20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    CALC             MEMBER          1     2

                    DEPT-EMPLOYEE    INDEX OWNER     3     4
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DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 DEPT-ID-0410                  DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

02 DEPT-NAME-0410                DISPLAY                 X(45)       5    45

02 DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410             DISPLAY                 9(4)       50     4

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 XXX        54     3

 

 

RECORD NAME........ EMPLOYEE                                     RLGTH=  192

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=  120

RECORD ID.......... 0415                                         KLGTH=   72

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   72

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING   EMP-ID-0415          DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. EMP-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET        5 PGS FOR       45 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    CALC             MEMBER          1     2

                    DEPT-EMPLOYEE    INDEX MEMBER    3           4

                    EMP-NAME-NDX     INDEX MEMBER    5

                    EMP-SSN-NDX      INDEX MEMBER    6

                    OFFICE-EMPLOYEE  INDEX MEMBER    7           8

                    EMP-COVERAGE     OWNER           9    10

                    EMP-EMPOSITION   OWNER          11    12

                    EMP-EXPERTISE    OWNER          13    14

                    MANAGES          OWNER          15    16

                    REPORTS-TO       OWNER          17    18

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH
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02 EMP-ID-0415                   DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

02 EMP-NAME-0415                 DISPLAY                             5    25

03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415           DISPLAY                 X(10)       5    10

03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415            DISPLAY                 X(15)      15    15

02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415              DISPLAY                            30    46

03 EMP-STREET-0415               DISPLAY                 X(20)      30    20

03 EMP-CITY-0415                 DISPLAY                 X(15)      50    15

03 EMP-STATE-0415                DISPLAY                 X(2)       65     2

03 EMP-ZIP-0415                  DISPLAY                            67     9

04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415       DISPLAY                 X(5)       67     5

04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415        DISPLAY                 X(4)       72     4

02 EMP-PHONE-0415                DISPLAY                 9(10)      76    10

02 STATUS-0415                   DISPLAY                 X(2)       86     2

88 ACTIVE-0415                   COND         '01'                  86

88 ST-DISABIL-0415               COND         '02'                  86

88 LT-DISABIL-0415               COND         '03'                  86

88 LEAVE-OF-ABSENCE-0415         COND         '04'                  86

88 TERMINATED-0415               COND         '05'                  86

02 SS-NUMBER-0415                DISPLAY                 9(9)       88     9

02 START-DATE-0415               DISPLAY                            97     8

03 START-YEAR-0415               DISPLAY                 9(4)       97     4

03 START-MONTH-0415              DISPLAY                 9(2)      101     2

03 START-DAY-0415                DISPLAY                 9(2)      103     2

02 TERMINATION-DATE-0415         DISPLAY                           105     8

03 TERMINATION-YEAR-0415         DISPLAY                 9(4)      105     4
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03 TERMINATION-MONTH-0415        DISPLAY                 9(2)      109     2

03 TERMINATION-DAY-0415          DISPLAY                 9(2)      111     2

02 BIRTH-DATE-0415               DISPLAY                           113     8

03 BIRTH-YEAR-0415               DISPLAY                 9(4)      113     4

03 BIRTH-MONTH-0415              DISPLAY                 9(2)      117     2

03 BIRTH-DAY-0415                DISPLAY                 9(2)      119     2

 

 

RECORD NAME........ EMPOSITION                                   RLGTH=   56

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=   32

RECORD ID.......... 0420                                         KLGTH=   24

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   24

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      EMP-EMPOSITION     DISPLACEMENT 0000  PAGES

WITHIN............. EMP-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET      5 PGS FOR         45 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    EMP-EMPOSITION   MEMBER          1     2     3

                    JOB-EMPOSITION   MEMBER          4     5     6

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 START-DATE-0420               DISPLAY                             1     8

03 START-YEAR-0420               DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

03 START-MONTH-0420              DISPLAY                 9(2)        5     2

03 START-DAY-0420                DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

02 FINISH-DATE-0420              DISPLAY                             9     8

03 FINISH-YEAR-0420              DISPLAY                 9(4)        9     4

03 FINISH-MONTH-0420             DISPLAY                 9(2)       13     2
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03 FINISH-DAY-0420               DISPLAY                 9(2)       15     2

02 SALARY-GRADE-0420             DISPLAY                 9(2)       17     2

02 SALARY-AMOUNT-0420            COMP-3                  S9(7)V99   19     5

02 BONUS-PERCENT-0420            COMP-3                  SV999      24     2

02 COMMISSION-PERCENT-0420       COMP-3                  SV999      26     2

02 OVERTIME-RATE-0420            COMP-3                  S9V99      28     2

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 XXX        30     3

 

 

RECORD NAME........ EXPERTISE                                    RLGTH=   32

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=   12

RECORD ID.......... 0425                                         KLGTH=   20

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   20

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      EMP-EXPERTIS       DISPLACEMENT 0000  PAGES

WITHIN............. EMP-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET      5 PGS FOR         45 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    EMP-EXPERTISE    MEMBER          1     2     3

                    SKILL-EXPERTISE  INDEX MEMBER    4           5

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 SKILL-LEVEL-0425              DISPLAY                 XX          1     2

88 EXPERT-0425                   COND         '04'                   1

88 PROFICIENT-0425               COND         '03'                   1

88 COMPETENT-0425                COND         '02'                   1

88 ELEMENTARY-0425               COND         '01'                   1

02 EXPERTISE-DATE-0425           DISPLAY                             3     8
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03 EXPERTISE-YEAR-0425           DISPLAY                 9(4)        3     4

03 EXPERTISE-MONTH-0425          DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

03 EXPERTISE-DAY-0425            DISPLAY                 9(2)        9     2

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 XX         11     2

 

 

RECORD NAME........ HOSPITAL-CLAIM                               RLGTH=  304

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=  300

RECORD ID.......... 0430                                         KLGTH=    4

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=    4

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      COVERAGE-CLAIMS    DISPLACEMENT 0000  PAGES

WITHIN............. INS-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET      5 PGS FOR         20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    COVERAGE-CLAIMS  MEMBER          1

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 CLAIM-DATE-0430               DISPLAY                             1     8

03 CLAIM-YEAR-0430               DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

03 CLAIM-MONTH-0430              DISPLAY                 9(2)        5     2

03 CLAIM-DAY-0430                DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

02 PATIENT-NAME-0430             DISPLAY                             9    25

03 PATIENT-FIRST-NAME-0430       DISPLAY                 X(10)       9    10

03 PATIENT-LAST-NAME-0430        DISPLAY                 X(15)      19    15

02 PATIENT-BIRTH-DATE-0430       DISPLAY                            34     8

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-YEAR-0430       DISPLAY                 9(4)       34     4

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-MONTH-0430      DISPLAY                 9(2)       38     2
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03 PATIENT-BIRTH-DAY-0430        DISPLAY                 9(2)       40     2

02 PATIENT-SEX-0430              DISPLAY                 X          42     1

02 RELATION-TO-EMPLOYEE-0430     DISPLAY                 X(10)      43    10

02 HOSPITAL-NAME-0430            DISPLAY                 X(25)      53    25

02 HOSP-ADDRESS-0430             DISPLAY                            78    46

03 HOSP-STREET-0430              DISPLAY                 X(20)      78    20

03 HOSP-CITY-0430                DISPLAY                 X(15)      98    15

03 HOSP-STATE-0430               DISPLAY                 X(2)      113     2

03 HOSP-ZIP-0430                 DISPLAY                           115     9

04 HOSP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0430      DISPLAY                 X(5)      115     5

04 HOSP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0430       DISPLAY                 X(4)      120     4

02 ADMIT-DATE-0430               DISPLAY                           124     8

03 ADMIT-YEAR-0430               DISPLAY                 9(4)      124     4

03 ADMIT-MONTH-0430              DISPLAY                 9(2)      128     2

03 ADMIT-DAY-0430                DISPLAY                 9(2)      130     2

02 DISCHARGE-DATE-0430           DISPLAY                           132     8

03 DISCHARGE-YEAR-0430           DISPLAY                 9(4)      132     4

03 DISCHARGE-MONTH-0430          DISPLAY                 9(2)      136     2

03 DISCHARGE-DAY-0430            DISPLAY                 9(2)      138     2

02 DIAGNOSIS-0430                DISPLAY  OCCURS 2       X(60)     140   120

02 HOSPITAL-CHARGES-0430         DISPLAY                           260    41

03 ROOM-AND-BOARD-0430           DISPLAY                           260    26

04 WARD-0430                     DISPLAY                           260    13

05 WARD-DAYS-0430                COMP-3                  S9(5)     260     3
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05 WARD-RATE-0430                COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  263     5

05 WARD-TOTAL-0430               COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  268     5

04 SEMI-PRIVATE-0430             DISPLAY                           273    13

05 SEMI-DAYS-0430                COMP-3                  S9(5)     273     3

05 SEMI-RATE-0430                COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  276     5

05 SEMI-TOTAL-0430               COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  281     5

03 OTHER-CHARGES-0430            DISPLAY                           286    15

04 DELIVERY-COST-0430            COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  286     5

04 ANESTHESIA-COST-0430          COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  291     5

04 LAB-COST-0430                 COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  296     5

 

 

RECORD NAME........ INSURANCE-PLAN                               RLGTH=  140

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=  132

RECORD ID.......... 0435                                         KLGTH=    8

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=    8

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING   INS-PLAN-CODE-0435   DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. INS-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET        1 PGS FOR        4 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    CALC             MEMBER          1     2

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 INS-PLAN-CODE-0435            DISPLAY                 X(3)        1     3

88 GROUP-LIFE-0435               COND         '001'                  1

88 HMO-0435                      COND         '002'                  1

88 GROUP-HEALTH-0435             COND         '003'                  1
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88 GROUP-DENTAL-0435             COND         '004'                  1

02 INS-CO-NAME-0435              DISPLAY                 X(45)       4    45

02 INS-CO-ADDRESS-0435           DISPLAY                            49    46

03 INS-CO-STREET-0435            DISPLAY                 X(20)      49    20

03 INS-CO-CITY-0435              DISPLAY                 X(15)      69    15

03 INS-CO-STATE-0435             DISPLAY                 X(2)       84     2

03 INS-CO-ZIP-0435               DISPLAY                            86     9

04 INS-CO-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0435    DISPLAY                 X(5)       86     5

04 INS-CO-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0435     DISPLAY                 X(4)       91     4

02 INS-CO-PHONE-0435             DISPLAY                 9(10)      95    10

02 GROUP-NUMBER-0435             DISPLAY                 9(6)      105     6

02 PLAN-DESCRIPTION-0435         DISPLAY                           111    20

03 DEDUCT-0435                   COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  111     5

03 MAXIMUM-LIFE-COST-0435        COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  116     5

03 FAMILY-COST-0435              COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  121     5

03 DEP-COST-0435                 COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  126     5

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 XX        131     2

 

 

RECORD NAME........ JOB                                          RLGTH=  324

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=  300

RECORD ID.......... 0440                                         KLGTH=   24

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED  (INTERNALLY VARIABLE)                 DSTRT=   28

MINIMUM ROOT.......    24  CHARACTERS

MINIMUM FRAGMENT...   296  CHARACTERS
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LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING   JOB-ID-0440          DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. ORG-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET        5 PGS FOR       20 PGS

CALL PROCEDURES.... NAME.... WHEN.. FUNCTION

                    IDMSCOMP BEFORE STORE

                    IDMSCOMP BEFORE MODIFY

                    IDMSDCOM AFTER  GET

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    CALC             MEMBER          1     2

                    JOB-TITLE-NDX    INDEX MEMBER    3

                    JOB-EMPOSITION   OWNER           4     5

                    (FRAGMENT CHAIN) INTRNL          6

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 JOB-ID-0440                   DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

02 TITLE-0440                    DISPLAY                 X(20)       5    20

02 DESCRIPTION-0440              DISPLAY                            25   120

03 DESCRIPTION-LINE-0440         DISPLAY  OCCURS 2       X(60)      25   120

02 REQUIREMENTS-0440             DISPLAY                           145   120

03 REQUIREMENT-LINE-0440         DISPLAY  OCCURS 2       X(60)     145   120

02 MINIMUM-SALARY-0440           DISPLAY                 S9(6)V99  265     8

02 MAXIMUM-SALARY-0440           DISPLAY                 S9(6)V99  273     8

02 SALARY-GRADES-0440            DISPLAY  OCCURS 4       9(2)      281     8

02 NUMBER-OF-POSITIONS-0440      DISPLAY                 9(3)      289     3

02 NUMBER-OPEN-0440              DISPLAY                 9(3)      292     3

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 XX        295     2
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RECORD NAME........ NON-HOSP-CLAIM                               RLGTH= 1064

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH= 1056

RECORD ID.......... 0445                                         KLGTH=    8

RECORD LENGTH...... VARIABLE                                     DSTRT=   12

MINIMUM ROOT.......   248  CHARACTERS

MINIMUM FRAGMENT...  1052  CHARACTERS

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      COVERAGE-CLAIMS    DISPLACEMENT 0000  PAGES

WITHIN............. INS-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET      5 PGS FOR         20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    COVERAGE-CLAIMS  MEMBER          1

                    (FRAGMENT CHAIN) INTRNL          2

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 CLAIM-DATE-0445               DISPLAY                             1     8

03 CLAIM-YEAR-0445               DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

03 CLAIM-MONTH-0445              DISPLAY                 9(2)        5     2

03 CLAIM-DAY-0445                DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

02 PATIENT-NAME-0445             DISPLAY                             9    25

03 PATIENT-FIRST-NAME-0445       DISPLAY                 X(10)       9    10

03 PATIENT-LAST-NAME-0445        DISPLAY                 X(15)      19    15

02 PATIENT-BIRTH-DATE-0445       DISPLAY                            34     8

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-YEAR-0445       DISPLAY                 9(4)       34     4

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-MONTH-0445      DISPLAY                 9(2)       38     2

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-DAY-0445        DISPLAY                 9(2)       40     2

02 PATIENT-SEX-0445              DISPLAY                 X          42     1
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02 RELATION-TO-EMPLOYEE-0445     DISPLAY                 X(10)      43    10

02 PHYSICIAN-NAME-0445           DISPLAY                            53    25

03 PHYSICIAN-FIRST-NAME-0445     DISPLAY                 X(10)      53    10

03 PHYSICIAN-LAST-NAME-0445      DISPLAY                 X(15)      63    15

02 PHYSICIAN-ADDRESS-0445        DISPLAY                            78    46

03 PHYSICIAN-STREET-0445         DISPLAY                 X(20)      78    20

03 PHYSICIAN-CITY-0445           DISPLAY                 X(15)      98    15

03 PHYSICIAN-STATE-0445          DISPLAY                 X(2)      113     2

03 PHYSICIAN-ZIP-0445            DISPLAY                           115     9

04 PHYSICIAN-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0445 DISPLAY                 X(5)      115     5

04 PHYSICIAN-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0445  DISPLAY                 X(4)      120     4

02 PHYSICIAN-ID-0445             DISPLAY                 9(6)      124     6

02 DIAGNOSIS-0445                DISPLAY  OCCURS 2       X(60)     130   120

02 NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0445     COMP                    9(2)      250     2

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 X         252     1

02 PHYSICIAN-CHARGES-0445        DISPLAY  OCCURS 0 TO 10           253   800

   DEPENDING ON -- NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0445

03 SERVICE-DATE-0445             DISPLAY                             1     8

04 SERVICE-YEAR-0445             DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

04 SERVICE-MONTH-0445            DISPLAY                 9(2)        5     2

04 SERVICE-DAY-0445              DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

03 PROCEDURE-CODE-0445           DISPLAY                 9(4)        9     4

03 DESCRIPTION-OF-SERVICE-0445   DISPLAY                 X(60)      13    60

03 FEE-0445                      COMP-3                  S9(7)V99   73     5

03 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 XXX        78     3
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RECORD NAME........ OFFICE                                       RLGTH=   92

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=   76

RECORD ID.......... 0450                                         KLGTH=   16

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   16

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING   OFFICE-CODE-0450     DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. ORG-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET        5 PGS FOR       20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    CALC             MEMBER          1     2

                    OFFICE-EMPLOYEE  INDEX OWNER     3     4

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 OFFICE-CODE-0450              DISPLAY                 X(3)        1     3

02 OFFICE-ADDRESS-0450           DISPLAY                             4    46

03 OFFICE-STREET-0450            DISPLAY                 X(20)       4    20

03 OFFICE-CITY-0450              DISPLAY                 X(15)      24    15

03 OFFICE-STATE-0450             DISPLAY                 X(2)       39     2

03 OFFICE-ZIP-0450               DISPLAY                            41     9

04 OFFICE-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0450    DISPLAY                 X(5)       41     5

04 OFFICE-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0450     DISPLAY                 X(4)       46     4

02 OFFICE-PHONE-0450             DISPLAY  OCCURS 3       9(7)       50    21

02 OFFICE-AREA-CODE-0450         DISPLAY                 X(3)       71     3

02 SPEED-DIAL-0450               DISPLAY                 X(3)       74     3

RECORD NAME........ SKILL                                        RLGTH=   96

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=   76
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RECORD ID.......... 0455                                         KLGTH=   20

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   20

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING   SKILL-ID-0455        DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. ORG-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET        5 PGS FOR       20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    CALC             MEMBER          1     2

                    SKILL-NAME-NDX   INDEX MEMBER    3

                    SKILL-EXPERTISE  INDEX OWNER     4     5

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 SKILL-ID-0455                 DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

02 SKILL-NAME-0455               DISPLAY                 X(12)       5    12

02 SKILL-DESCRIPTION-0455        DISPLAY                 X(60)      17    60

 

 

RECORD NAME........ STRUCTURE                                    RLGTH=   36

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=   12

RECORD ID.......... 0460                                         KLGTH=   24

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   24

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      MANAGES            DISPLACEMENT 0000  PAGES

WITHIN............. EMP-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET      5 PGS FOR         45 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    MANAGES          MEMBER          1     2     3

                    REPORTS-TO       MEMBER          4     5     6

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 STRUCTURE-CODE-0460           DISPLAY                 X(2)        1     2
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88 ADMIN-0460                    COND 'A'                            1

88 PROJECT-0460                  COND 'P1' THRU 'P9'                 1

02 STRUCTURE-DATE-0460           DISPLAY                             3     8

03 STRUCTURE-YEAR-0460           DISPLAY                 9(4)        3     4

03 STRUCTURE-MONTH-0460          DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

03 STRUCTURE-DAY-0460            DISPLAY                 9(2)        9     2

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 XX         11     2

 

Data Structure Diagram
The figure below shows the structure of the Employee database.

Summary of CA Culprit Parameters
This section provides information about CA Culprit parameters.
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Basic CA Culprit Functions
The following table describes the basic CA Culprit Functions.

Function What CA Culprit needs What to use
Create the basic report. Record size and type

Fields being used
Size of the report
Output organization

IN
REC
OUT
Type 5

Add a title. Title details Type 3
Generate subtitles. Subtitle details Type 4
Generate column headings. Where to find the header information HH

HR
HF

Adjust column widths. Column size SZ=
Format numeric output. A template F$

FS
FD
Edit masks

Create multiple reports. Report identifier Report numbers
Sequence data. The field(s) and their order SORT
Process selected data. Selection criteria SELECT/BYPASS
Reference multiple detail lines. Line identifier Type 5 line numbers
Generate subtotals and page breaks. Break codes 1

0
-
+

Control the output of totals. Identification of the field to be totaled Type 6

Processing Operations
Processing Operations

Operation Command Action
Input processing Type 7 parameter Acts upon input data and writes it to the

extract file
Output processing Type 8 parameter Acts upon data stored in the extract file for

report output
Arithmetic ADD (+)

MINUS (-)
TIMES (X)
DIVIDE (/)
COMPUTE

Add
Subtract
Multiply
Divide
Performs compound arithmetic operations

Conditional IF Performs a comparison or a test
Assignment MOVE Transfers a value to a field
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Processing control TAKE Prints selected edit lines and stops
processing

DROP Stops processing current record
RELS Prints selected edit lines without

interrupting processing
PERFORM Sends the processing to a specified line or

section of code
RETURN Returns processing to code immediately

following the related PERFORM statement

Summary of Advanced Capabilities for Standard Files
Summary of Advanced Capabilities for Standard Files

Task CA Culprit instruction
Print totals only. OUT T

Type 8 logic
Type 6 edit line

Manipulate system-maintained totals. Type 8 parameter

Define items to be totaled.
Format total lines.

Type 6 parameter

Obtain current work field value. Type 6 parameter
Type 8 parameter
Subscripted work fields on
type 6 or type 8 parameters

Obtain a sort key value. Control break
Subscripted work fields on
type 6 or type 8 parameters

Reference repeating groups. Explicit, implied, or zero subscripts
Reference multiply-occurring input fields. Subscripts using GROUP REC and ELMNT REC
Access file definitions stored in the data dictionary. DATABASE DICTNAME=

FN=
Override parameters generated by the data dictionary. IN

REC
GROUP REC/ELMNT REC

Match files. IN parameter with MK=option
Insert the current value of a field into a heading. Type 4 parameter

Control breaks
SORT/NOSORT
B HEAD

Create nonprinted output. OUT parameter with optional
descriptors
Format codes: FB, FU, FW, FP, or FZ
DD=SYS020
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Create standard files from the database. DATABASE DICTNAME=
IN DB SS=
PATH
DD=SYS020 (delete SYS010)

Copy the contents of a data file. =MACRO AMLIST
Copy stored code. USE

=MACRO/=MEND
=COPY

Change inline or copied code. USE
WITH VALUES
CHANGE
DROP/KEEP
RENUMBER
=MACRO/=MEND
=DROP
=CHANGE
=COPY RPTNO= INPUT=

Assign default values to symbolic parameters. USE
Nest copied code. USE */ END

Summary of Parameters for Using Database Data
Summary of Parameters for Using Database Data

Function What CA Culprit needs Use
Access the database. Data dictionary name (if not primary

dictionary)
Data source
Subschema used

DATABASE DICTNAME=
IN DB
SS=

Navigate the database. Route through the database PATH
Determine the database route used. Keyword PATH-ID
Use database information as a standard
file.

Predefined logical records PATH logical-
record-name

Select logical records. Conditional statements WHERE
Search for defined values. Comparison statements CONTAINS

MATCHES

Summary of Advanced Capabilities for Accessing the Database
Summary of Advanced Capabilities for Accessing the Database

TASK CA Culprit instruction
Retrieve partial information. Alternate path
Select record types by record name. SELECT/BYPASS
Direct record retrieval by key value. KEY
Use a key file to retrieve records. KEYFILE
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Test for record occurrences. PATH--
DB-EXIT facility

Access more than one relationship between records. PATH--
DB-EXIT facility

Retrieve all occurrences of a set. PATH--
DB-EXIT facility

Access multiple-member sets. PATH parameter ALL-MEMBERS option

Minimum Coding Requirements for Using Data Tables
Minimum Input and Output Coding Requirements for Using Data Tables

Task CA Culprit parameter/keywords
Identify the source of conventional file input to create a table. INPUT
Define fields from non-IDMS files to CA Culprit. REC
Define printed output. OUTPUT
Define an output data table. OUTPUT

TABLE=
TYPE=CREATE
USER=
PW=
CATALOG=

Name the columns in a details-only table. Type 5 (at least one)
Name the columns in a totals-only table. Type 6
Retrieve a data table (copy a view). INPUT

TABLE=
TYPE=COPY
USER=
PW=
CATALOG=

Store additional rows in a previously defined data table. OUTPUT
TABLE=
TYPE=ADD
USER=
PW=
CATALOG=

Remove all rows and place new rows in a previously stored data
table.

OUTPUT
TABLE=
TYPE=REPLACE
USER=
PW=
CATALOG=

Delete a previously stored data table and all associated data. OUTPUT
TABLE=
TYPE=DELETE
USER=
PW=
CATALOG=
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Modify the table definition of an existing table. OUTPUT
TABLE=
TYPE=GENERATE
USER=
PW=
CATALOG=

Minimum Coding Requirements for Using SQL Tables
Minimum Input and Output Coding Requirements for Using SQL Tables

Task CA Culprit parameter/keywords
Identify the source of conventional file input to create an SQL
table.

INPUT

Define fields from non-IDMS files to CA Culprit. REC
Define printed output. OUTPUT
Identify the input source as an SQL table; specify table location. IN DB(Q);

DICTIONARY= SCHEMA=
Define the SQL query to CA Culprit. SQL select-statement
Define an alias for an SQL column within the SQL query. AS
Define an output data table. OUTPUT

SQLTABLE=
TYPE=CREATE
DICTIONARY=
SCHEMA=

Name the columns in a details-only table. Type 5 (at least one)
Name the columns in a totals-only table. Type 6
Indicate an SQL column cannot contain null values NOT NULL
Define a NULL indicator for SQL columns that are allowed to be
NULL.

FB SZ=4

Store additional rows in a previously defined SQL table. OUTPUT
SQLTABLE=
TYPE=ADD
DICTIONARY=
SCHEMA=

Remove all rows and place new rows in a previously stored SQL
table.

OUTPUT
SQLTABLE=
TYPE=REPLACE
DICTIONARY=
SCHEMA=

Delete a previously stored SQL table and all associated data. OUTPUT
SQLTABLE=
TYPE=DROP
DICTIONARY=
SCHEMA=
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How Totals Processing Works
CA Culprit processes data in two input/output phases:

1. The extract phase (CULL):
a. Executes type 7 logic against the input data.
b. Outputs a temporary work file, called the extract file.

2. The output phase (CULE):
a. Reads the extract file after it has been sorted.
b. Outputs the report.

When CA Culprit sends the detail report records to the printer, it looks for control breaks and executes type 8 logic.

Code for Sample Totals-Processing Report

This is a typical CA Culprit run where sorting and control breaks are processed by employee status within department. At
each control break the average starting age for employees is calculated in type 8 logic.

The Code

 IN 200
 REC LAST-NAME      15   10
 REC STATUS         82    2
 REC START-YEAR     97    2  2
 REC BIRTH-YEAR    109    2  2
 REC DEPARTMENT    115   25
 01SORT DEPARTMENT - STATUS 0        $Fields are written to the extract file
 013 AVERAGE START AGE BY DEPARTMENT AND STATUS
 010 TOTAL-MESSAGE '                                     '
 010 EMPLOYEE-COUNT 1
 010 AGE
 010 AVERAGE-AGE
 0151*000 EMPLOYEE-COUNT                            $Type 5 lines build the
 0151*010 DEPARTMENT      HH 'DEPARTMENT'           $extract file with the
 0151*020 LAST-NAME       HH 'EMPLOYEE NAME'        $current values of each
 0151*030 STATUS          HH 'STATUS' 'CODE'        $field
 0151*040 START-YEAR SZ=5 HH '   START' '   YEAR'
 0151*050 BIRTH-YEAR SZ=5 HH '   BIRTH' '   YEAR'   $Type 5 lines also
 0151*055 AGE SZ=2        HH 'AGE'                  $format the print line
 0161*045-TOTAL-MESSAGE
 0161*050 EMPLOYEE-COUNT
 0162*0450'AVERAGE AGE'
 0162*055 AVERAGE-AGE SZ=2
 017010 START-YEAR - BIRTH-YEAR  AGE   $Writes the value to the extract file
 018010 IF LEVL EQ 1 100               $Type 8 logic executes when control
 018020 IF LEVL EQ 2 200               $breaks are encountered
 018030 IF LEVL EQ 3 300
 018100 MOVE 'NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:'   TO TOTAL-MESSAGE
 018110 B 400
 018200 MOVE 'NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT:' TO TOTAL-MESSAGE
 018210 B 400
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 018300 MOVE 'NUMBER OF EMPLOYEEES FOR THE COMPANY:' TO TOTAL-MESSAGE
 018310 B 400
 018400 COMPUTE AGE / EMPLOYEE-COUNT  AVERAGE-AGE   $Uses extract file data
 018    TAKE
 

 REPORT NO. 01                                AVERAGE START AGE BY DEPARTMENT AND STATUS
                         mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
                                             STATUS     START                           
                       BIRTH
           DEPARTMENT         EMPLOYEE NAME   CODE      YEAR                            
                       YEAR        AGE
 
   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       BLOOMER        01         80                            
                         60         20
   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       HUTTON         01         77                            
                         41         36
   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       JENSON         01         80                            
                         48         32
   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       KIMBALL        01         78                            
                         49         29
   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       KING           01         80                            
                         60         20
   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       NICEMAN        01         80                            
                         55         25
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 STATUS CODE:                      6
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    27
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 DEPARTMENT:                       6
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    27
 
   BLUE SKIES                   CLOUD          01         77                            
                         45         32
   BLUE SKIES                   DONOVAN        01         81                            
                         51         30
   BLUE SKIES                   MOON           01         78                            
                         44         34
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 STATUS CODE:                      3
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    32
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 DEPARTMENT:                       3
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    32
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   BRAINSTORMING                BREEZE         01         79                            
                         34         45
   BRAINSTORMING                CROW           01         79                            
                         44         35
   BRAINSTORMING                LANCHESTER     01         75                            
                         32         43
   BRAINSTORMING                MAKER          01         78                            
                         45         33
   BRAINSTORMING                MUNYON         01         80                            
                         50         30
   BRAINSTORMING                WAGNER         01         78                            
                         34         44
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 STATUS CODE:                      6
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    38
 
   BRAINSTORMING                ANDALE         03         78                            
                         60         18
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 STATUS CODE:                      1
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    18
 
   BRAINSTORMING                ARM            05         77                            
                         34         43
 
 
 

 REPORT NO. 01                                AVERAGE START AGE BY DEPARTMENT AND STATUS
                        mm/dd/yy  PAGE     2
                                             STATUS     START                           
                       BIRTH
           DEPARTMENT         EMPLOYEE NAME   CODE      YEAR                            
                       YEAR        AGE
 
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 STATUS CODE:                      1
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    43
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 DEPARTMENT:                       8
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    36
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   COMPUTER OPERATIONS          CRANE          01         77                            
                         42         35
   COMPUTER OPERATIONS          FERNDALE       01         79                            
                         58         21
   COMPUTER OPERATIONS          FONRAD         01         80                            
                         50         30
   COMPUTER OPERATIONS          GARDNER        01         81                            
                         59         22
   COMPUTER OPERATIONS          KLWELLEN       01         78                            
                         55         23
   COMPUTER OPERATIONS          KRAAMER        01         81                            
                         54         27
   COMPUTER OPERATIONS          LIPSICH        01         81                            
                         53         28
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 STATUS CODE:                      7
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    27
 
   COMPUTER OPERATIONS          TERNER         02         82                            
                         60         22
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 STATUS CODE:                      1
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    22
 
   COMPUTER OPERATIONS          KAHALLY        05         79                            
                         52         27
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 STATUS CODE:                      1
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    27
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 DEPARTMENT:                       9
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    26
 
   EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION     HENDON         01         73                            
                         33         40
   EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION     PAPAZEUS       01         78                            
                         35         43
   EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION     RUPEE          01         75                            
                         33         42
   EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION     WILDER         01         79                            
                         55         24
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 STATUS CODE:                      4
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                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    37
 

 REPORT NO. 01                                AVERAGE START AGE BY DEPARTMENT AND STATUS
                        mm/dd/yy  PAGE    3
                                             STATUS     START                           
                       BIRTH
           DEPARTMENT         EMPLOYEE NAME   CODE      YEAR                            
                       YEAR        AGE
 
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 DEPARTMENT:                       4
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    37
 
   INTERNAL SOFTWARE            DOUGH          01         76                            
                         51         25
   INTERNAL SOFTWARE            GALLWAY        01         81                            
                         47         34
   INTERNAL SOFTWARE            GARFIELD       01         77                            
                         45         32
   INTERNAL SOFTWARE            GRANGER        01         80                            
                         58         22
   INTERNAL SOFTWARE            HEAROWITZ      01         81                            
                         56         25
   INTERNAL SOFTWARE            JACOBI         01         81                            
                         40         41
   INTERNAL SOFTWARE            JENSEN         01         82                            
                         48         34
   INTERNAL SOFTWARE            LITERATA       01         80                            
                         55         25
   INTERNAL SOFTWARE            O'HEARN        01         78                            
                         54         24
   INTERNAL SOFTWARE            TYRO           01         80                            
                         55         25
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 STATUS CODE:                     10
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    29
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 DEPARTMENT:                      10
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    29
 
   PERSONNEL                    FITZHUGH       01         81                            
                         56         25
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   PERSONNEL                    ORGRATZI       01         80                            
                         51         29
   PERSONNEL                    PEOPLES        01         81                            
                         49         32
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 STATUS CODE:                      3
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    29
 
   PERSONNEL                    JOHNSON        05         77                            
                         45         32
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 STATUS CODE:                      1
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    32
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 DEPARTMENT:                       4
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    30
 
   PUBLIC RELATIONS             ANGELO         01         79                            
                         57         22
   PUBLIC RELATIONS             BANK           01         78                            
                         50         28
   PUBLIC RELATIONS             BOWER          01         77                            
                         39         38
   PUBLIC RELATIONS             JACKSON        01         77                            
                         50         27
REPORT NO. 01                                AVERAGE START AGE BY DEPARTMENT AND STATUS 
                       mm/dd/yy  PAGE     4
                                             STATUS     START                           
                       BIRTH
           DEPARTMENT         EMPLOYEE NAME   CODE      YEAR                            
                       YEAR        AGE
 
   PUBLIC RELATIONS             MCDOUGALL      01         80                            
                         59         21
   PUBLIC RELATIONS             PENMAN         01         77                            
                         44         33
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 STATUS CODE:                      6
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    28
 
   PUBLIC RELATIONS             ZEDI           05         76                            
                         40         36
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                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 STATUS CODE:                      1
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    36
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 DEPARTMENT:                       7
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    29
 
   THERMOREGULATION             CLOTH          01         79                            
                         45         34
   THERMOREGULATION             FINN           01         79                            
                         38         41
   THERMOREGULATION             TIME           01         81                            
                         58         23
   THERMOREGULATION             WILCO          01         79                            
                         50         29
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 STATUS CODE:                      4
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    32
 
   THERMOREGULATION             KASPAR         04         80                            
                         40         40
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 STATUS CODE:                      1
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    40
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY
 DEPARTMENT:                       5
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    33
                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEEES FOR
 THE COMPANY:                   56
                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 
                                    31
 

It is easier to understand how subtotaling and control break processing works if we look at the role each parameter plays
in the sample report.

The Extract Processing Phase (CULL)
• A single type 7 logic statement and an automatic TAKE combine to calculate an employee's age.
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When the implied TAKE is executed in type 7 logic, a record consisting of the two fields on the SORT parameter and
the seven fields on the type 5 parameters is written to the extract file.

• Type 5 lines perform two functions, in this order:
a. Build an extract record, which consists of all the fields on the type 5 parameters and all of the fields on the SORT

parameter.
b. Establish the format of a detail line on the report from the size and auto-header code included on the line.

Because there is no DROP or SELECTION logic, the processing of every record from the input file results in each
record being written to the extract file. No sorting or totaling is done by CA Culprit during this input processing; only the
instructions coded in type 7 logic are executed.

When CA Culprit is through processing the input file, the sort specified on the SORT parameter is executed by the
installation's sort utility. The extract file is sorted in the order of the sort keys, which are part of each extract record. The
extract file is then ready for output processing.

The Output Phase (CULE)
• The sorted extract file records provide the input for control breaks and printing the report.
• The only fields from the extract record used in the type 8 logic or on the type 6 lines are those that are coded on the

SORT parameter or on the type 5 lines. Work fields that are not part of the extract record are also available for use.
• Type 8 logic is executed whenever a control break is encountered on STATUS or DEPARTMENT.
• The TAKE after sequence 400 sends the type 6 line to be printed.
• One subtotal accumulator (bucket) is set up for each field at each break level for numeric fields named on type 5

lines and referenced in type 8 logic or on type 6 parameters (AGE and EMPLOYEE-COUNT). No other fields are
automatically subtotaled.

• There are three control break levels:

                LEVL 1 - STATUS

 

                LEVL 2 - DEPARTMENT

 

                LEVL 3 - GRAND TOTAL

• AGE and EMPLOYEE-COUNT are defined as work fields, and used as such in type 7 logic., are not used In type 8
logic, AGE and EMPLOYEE-COUNT are not used as work fields because they are part of the extract file record in
the output processing phase. (Note that AVERAGE-AGE could be used as a work field in both type 7 and type 8 logic
because it is not part of the extract record.)

The Processing Steps when an Extract File Is Read
CA Culprit performs the following steps when an extract file is read:

1. Sends each detail extract record to the printer. Grand total break processing is performed at the end-of-file.
2. Updates all subtotal accumulators.

In our example, the detail values for AGE and EMPLOYEE-COUNT are added to all three accumulators. Since none
of the other numeric fields from the type 5 line are referenced in type 6 or type 8 code, no other automatic totaling is
performed. EMPLOYEE-COUNT serves as a counter because it always has a value of 1 on the type 5 line. It is not
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printed on the detail line of the report because position *000 (0000 will work too) is specified on the type 5 line, but it is
still subtotaled.

3. Looks ahead to the next detail extract record, searching its sort keys for a control break. If there is no control break,
then it processes that next detail extract record (step 1 above).
If there is a control break:
– CA Culprit holds that next detail extract record aside and executes type 8 logic for the appropriate control break

level.
– TAKE in type 8 logic causes all of the type 6 lines to be sent to the printer.
If a control break occurs on more than one level at the same time, CA Culprit executes type 8 logic once for each level
starting with the lowest level number first.
In our example, when DEPARTMENT breaks, STATUS always has to break because it is a LEVL 1. Type 8 logic is
executed for STATUS first.

4. Executes control break spacing after exiting type 8 logic because of a TAKE or a DROP.
If multiple control breaks occur, such as when DEPARTMENT and STATUS break together, the control break spacing
is only performed for the highest level.

5. Moves 0 to the accumulator for each field being totaled at the control break level being processed.
6. Continues with step 1 (above) for the next record read from the extract file.
7. Looks again to the next detail record from the extract file.
8. Moves the values of any sort key fields on the record to an internal header control storage area if any of the sort key

fields are coded on a type 4 parameter.

Using CA IDMS/DC Sort
This section provides examples of application programs that use CA IDMS/DC Sort. Each example is presented in
four formats -- COBOL, Assembler, PLI, andCA ADS. The selection screens that appear when the USER parameter is
selected in the SETSORT statement are also illustrated.

CA IDMS/DC Sort can be used in several ways. It can:

• Perform a single sort
• Perform multiple sorts
• Use predefined criteria
• Use criteria set by the user at runtime
• Operate within a single task
• Operate within multiple tasks (pseudo-conversational)

General Information (CA IDMS/DC Sort)
CA IDMS/DC Sort provides fast, flexible sorting of data online. Sort criteria are specific to each application program, and
can even be selected at runtime. You can run up to 10 concurrent sort sessions at one terminal, with each screen using
up to 16 sort keys. With CA IDMS/DC Sort, you no longer need to store data in many different sorted sequences.

This article describes the following information:

Flexible Online Sorting with CA IDMS/DC Sort

CA IDMS/DC Sort is a fast and efficient online sort utility for both the CA IDMS/DC Sort and CICS environments. It
provides a versatile means to sort any information online, regardless of the file structure or original sequence.

CA IDMS/DC Sort eliminates the need to design and maintain specific sequences in your files or on your database. In
addition, fewer separate sorting and reporting jobs need to be maintained at your site. Therefore, the use of CA IDMS/DC
Sort reduces design and maintenance time and improves performance.
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Easy Selection of Criteria

For each sort to be performed, you can select criteria easily, either before or during execution of a program. To specify the
criteria before execution, you enter the sort criteria within the application program. As an alternative, in the program you
can specify that each user define necessary sort criteria whenever a sort is required during execution.

Multiple Sorts at One Terminal

CA IDMS/DC Sort accommodates complex sequence requests. Within an application it can sort as many as 10 different
data structures concurrently. It can also sort a single data structure into many different sequences.

Multiple Sort Keys in Each Sequence

When specifying a sort of a particular data structure, you can specify up to 16 elements as sort keys. These elements can
be:

• Selected and sequenced when setting up the sort in the program or
• Specified by the user when a program is run.

Optional Online Criteria at Runtime

In the application program, the system designer can set a user option (USER) that allows the user to specify sort criteria
at processing time.

When USER is specified in the program, at processing time CA IDMS/DC Sort displays a screen for defining sort criteria.
At this time the user can select the sequence of key elements and specify whether each element is to be sorted in
ascending or descending order.

Quick and Easy Sorts

CA IDMS/DC Sort makes it possible to respond quickly to a request for a new sequence of data.

• Sort sequences can be specified immediately online.
• There is no need to spend extra time restructuring either a file, a database, or an index.
• Permanent changes to files or to the database are not necessary.

CA IDMS/DC Sort increases flexibility.

• Future sort requirements are taken care of. If the USER function is specified, the user can even specify sequence and
sort order at runtime.

• Easy-to-use parameter statements allow ordering of data from one file in many different sequences.

CA IDMS/DC Sort reduces time spent by program designers, because they do not have to decide in advance which is the
best sequence to store the data; how many sequences are needed to support processing requirements; which sequences
are most important; or whether the sequence will meet future processing requirements. Each program uses whatever
sequence is necessary, no matter how the data is stored.

CA IDMS/DC Sort reduces time spent reorganizing and restructuring.

• It is not necessary to reorganize a data structure when a new sort sequence is proposed.

CA IDMS/DC Sort eliminates the need to create and maintain redundant files, databases, or indexes simply to satisfy new
sort requests.

• System overhead is not required to maintain a variety of sorted sequences.
• Personnel time is not required to create and maintain programs to keep redundant data synchronized.
• Additional DASD storage space is not required.
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Parameter Statements Make CA IDMS/DC Sort Easy to Use

CA IDMS/DC Sort is easily controlled by five parameter statements:

• The SETSORT statement initiates the CA IDMS/DC Sort process. In addition, the SETSORT statement either explicitly
states the criteria for a sort to be performed or invokes the user option, so that the user can specify the sort criteria.

• The PUTSORT statement transfers a record to CA IDMS/DC Sort for processing.
• The GETSORT statement retrieves a record after CA IDMS/DC Sort processing, (FIRST, LAST, NEXT or PRIOR).
• The ENDSORT statement terminates the CA IDMS/DC Sort process.
• The SETLIMIT statement overrides internal system storage limits.

By simply entering these five statements in the online program, you can have CA IDMS/DC Sort efficiently perform the
sorts in whatever order you specify.

Then all you have to do is enter the code that directs the system to display data or use it in some other way.

CA IDMS Dictionary Access

If your system operates under CA IDMS, CA IDMS/DC Sort allows you to specify a CA IDMS dictionary. Use of the
dictionary eliminates the need to specify various parameters in the SETSORT statement, since CA IDMS/DC Sort can
extract those values from the dictionary.

If you are specifying the sort criteria at runtime, the elements extracted from the dictionary are automatically displayed
by CA IDMS/DC Sort on the Sort Selection Display, where you can easily select the sequence and sort order. For more
information, see Specifying Sequence and Sort Order.

Preprocessor Support

CA IDMS/DC Sort provides a preprocessor for use with COBOL, Assembler, PLI, and CA ADS. The preprocessor uses
the CA IDMS/DC Sort parameter statements to generate programming statements that fit your sorting requirements. The
preprocessor also identifies errors.

Flexible Retrieval of Sorted Data

CA IDMS/DC Sort offers several alternatives for retrieving sorted records. These alternatives are specified in GETSORT
parameter statements. The sorted records can be retrieved:

• From the beginning of the list of the sorted records (FIRST).
• From the end of the list of the sorted records (LAST).
• By moving forward (NEXT) or backward (PRIOR) within the list of sorted records.

Multiple GETSORT statements with different retrieval parameters can be issued. For example, CA IDMS/DC Sort may
have sorted a list of salespersons in descending order by sales. By specifying FIRST and NEXT in GETSORT statements,
you can obtain the top five from the list. Similarly, by specifying LAST and PRIOR, you can obtain the lowest five from the
same ordered list.

Session Kept Active Across Pseudo Converses

CA IDMS/DC Sort automatically keeps track of your location within the sorted file. For example, if the sorted file contains
more than one screenful of records, CA IDMS/DC Sort allows you to move from screen to screen without additional
programming.

Processing Environment

CA IDMS/DC Sort supports these languages:
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• COBOL
• Assembler
• PLI
• CA ADS

CA IDMS/DC Sort sorts information stored in any data structure.

 

CA IDMS/DC Sort Examples
The examples in this section illustrate some of the ways that you can use CA IDMS/DC Sort. Each example is presented
in the four languages supported by CA IDMS/DC Sort - COBOL Assembler, PLI, and CA ADS. Highlighted in the
examples are the statements used to:

• Copy the control block
• Specify CA IDMS/DC Sort parameters: SETSORT, PUTSORT, GETSORT, ENDSORT, and SETLIMIT
• Check the CA IDMS/DC Sort return code (TPSRETN)
• Issue error messages when appropriate (TPSMSG)

TPSEXPL1
The first example uses CA IDMS/DC Sort to sort salespersons by sales volume and then to display the top five and
bottom five salespersons.

Exhibit 4.2 COB is the COBOL version, Exhibit 4.3 ASM is the Assembler version, Exhibit 4.4 PLI is the PLI version, and
Exhibit 4.5 ADS, the CA ADS version.

TPSEXPL2
The second example uses CA IDMS/DC Sort to sort accumulated employee sick leave in descending order and employee
personal leave in descending order.

Exhibit 4.6 COB is the COBOL version, which also demonstrates the use of the IDMS option. Exhibit 4.7 ASM is the
Assembler version, Exhibit 4.8 PLI is the PLI version, and Exhibit 4.9 CA ADS is the CA ADS version.

TPSEXPL3
The third example shows the use of CA IDMS/DC Sort in a pseudo-conversational mode. It sorts a given salesperson's
sales by sales item and date.

Exhibit 4.10 COB is the COBOL version, Exhibit 4.11 ASM is the Assembler version, Exhibit 4.12 PLI is the PLI version,
and Exhibit 4.13 ADS, the CA ADS version.

TPSEXPL4
The fourth example is similar to the third. In this example, the sort criteria are defined by the user at runtime. The user
selection screens are illustrated with this example.

See Exhibit 4.1 for a table showing the features used in each example.
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Name      Sort What?   By What?     Display What?  Exhibit  Language   Using

                                                   Number              These

                                                                      
 Features
TPSEXPL1  salesperson  sales        top 5 and     3.2 COB   COBOL      NEXT,
                       volume       bottom 5      3.3 ASM   Assembler  PRIOR,
                       ascending                  3.4 PLI   PLI        FIRST,
                                                  3.5 ADS   CA-ADS     LAST

TPSEXPL2  employees    accumulated  top 10        3.6 COB   COBOL      IDMS
                       sick leave                 3.7 ASM   Assembler  multiple
                       descending                 3.8 PLI   PLI        sessions
                                                  3.9 ADS   CA-ADS
                       personal     top 10
                       leave                                           FIRST,
                       descending                                      NEXT

TPSEXPL3  sales data   item-name    20 items      3.10 COB  COBOL      pseudo
          for a        and date     at a time     3.11 ASM  Assembler  converse
          salesperson  sold                       3.12 PLI  PLI
                                                  3.13 ADS  CA-ADS

TPSEXPL4  sales data   sales item   20 items      3.14 COB  COBOL      pseudo
          for a        data         at a time     3.15 ASM  Assembler  converse
          salesperson                             3.16 PLI  PLI        USER
                                                  3.17 ADS  CA-ADS
                       User selection screens
                       are illustrated with
                       this example.

Exhibit 4.1: Table of Sort Examples

 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

 PROGRAM-ID.    TPSEXPL1.
 REMARKS.   THIS COBOL EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATES THE USE OF CA IDMS/DC SORT TO
 DISPLAY THE TOP 5 AND BOTTOM 5 SALES PEOPLE IN A COMPANY USING A SINGLE
 SORT WITHOUT READING THE SALES PEOPLE IN THE MIDDLE OF THE SORTED FILE.
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 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

 DATA DIVISION.
 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
 77    SALES-COUNT                          PIC S9(9) COMP.
 77    END-OF-SALES                              PIC X.

 01    SALES-DATA.
         05    SALES-PERSON                      PIC X(25).
         05    SALES-YTD                         PIC S(9)V99  COMP-3.

 COPY SALESREC
 .
 COPY TPSCOMMC
 .
 .

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

         PERFORM 0100-SORT-SALES.
         PERFORM 0200-DISPLAY-TOP-5-BOTTOM-5.

         ...return to CA IDMS/DC.

 ******************************************************************************
 *          SORT SALES PEOPLE IN ASCENDING ORDER BY YEAR TO DATE              *
 *          SALES. NOTE: SINCE THE SALES RECORD IS VERY LARGE, THE        *
 *          SALES DATA NEEDED FOR THE SORT AND DISPLAY ARE MOVED TO A         *
 *          WORK RECORD FOR SORTING EFFICIENCY.                               *
 ******************************************************************************

 0100-SORT-SALES    SECTION.

            SETSORT PROGRAM
                   FOR SALES-DATA LENGTH 31
                   FIELD SALES-YTD 6
                   ASCENDING.
            IF TPSRETN NOT = '0000' PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR.
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            MOVE 'N' END-OF SALES.
            PERFORM 0150-PUT-SORT UNTIL END-OF-SALES = 'Y'.

 SECTION-EXIT.
            EXIT.

 0150-PUT-SORT    SECTION.
            .
            .
            ...read a sales record, set END-OF-SALES to 'Y' at end.
 .
 IF END-OF-SALES = 'N'
 THEN
            MOVE SALESREC-SALES-PERSON TO SALES-PERSON
            MOVE SALESREC-SALES-YTD    TO SALES-YTD
            PUTSORT;
            IF TPSRETN NOT = '0000' PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR.

 SECTION-EXIT.
            EXIT.

 ******************************************************************************
 *          GET THE TOP 5 AND BOTTOM 5 SALES PEOPLE AND DISPLAY               *
 *          THEIR NAME AND YEAR TO DATE SALES.                                *
 ******************************************************************************

 0200-DISPLAY-TOP-5-BOTTOM-5    SECTION.

            GETSORT LAST.
            IF TPSRETN NOT = '0000' PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR.
            PERFORM 0220-GET-TOP-SALES VARYING SALES-COUNT

                   FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL SALES-COUNT > 5.

            GETSORT FIRST.
            IF TPSRETN NOT = '0000' PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR.
            PERFORM 0240-GET-BOTTOM-SALES VARYING SALES-COUNT
                   FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL SALES-COUNT > 5.
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            ENDSORT.
            IF TPSRETN NOT = '0000' PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR.

            .
            .
            ...display map
            .
            .

 SECTION-EXIT.
            EXIT.

 0220-GET-TOP-SALES    SECTION.

            MOVE SALES-PERSON TO ...map.
            MOVE SALES-YTD    TO ...map.

            GETSORT PRIOR.
            IF TPSRETN - '0000'
            THEN
                   NEXT SENTENCE
            ELSE
                   IF TPSRETN = '7020'
                   THEN
                       MOVE 5 TO SALES-COUNT

                   ELSE
                       PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR.
 SECTION-EXIT.
            EXIT.

 0220-GET-BOTTOM-SALES    SECTION.

            MOVE SALES-PERSON TO ...map.
            MOVE SALES-YTD    TO ...map>

            GETSORT NEXT.
            IF TPSRETN = '0000'
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            THEN
                   NEXT SENTENCE

            ELSE
                   IF TPSRETN = '7020'
                   THEN
                       MOVE 5 TO SALES-COUNT
                   ELSE
                       PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR

 SECTION-EXIT.
            EXIT.

 ******************************************************************************
 *          AN UNANTICIPATED RETURN CODE WAS RETURNED BY CA IDMS/DC SORT      *
 *          IN THE TPSRETN FIELD. TPSMSG CONTAINS A 79 CHARACTER MESSAGE  *
 *          FROM CA IDMS/DC SORT DESCRIBING THE BAD RETURN CODE.              *
 ******************************************************************************

 9999-SORT-ERROR    SECTION.

            MOVE TPSMSG TO ...message line in map
            .
            ...display map
            .
            ...return to CA IDMS/DC

 SECTION-EXIT.
            EXIT.

Exhibit 4.2: COB FIRST, NEXT, LAST, PRIOR--COBOL

         TITLE 'TPSEXPL1 -- 5 TOP AND BOTTOM SALES PERSONS'

***********************************************************************
*  THIS ASSEMBLER EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATES THE USE OF TP/SORT TO DISPLAY   *
*  THE TOP 5 AND BOTTOM 5 SALES PERSONS IN A COMPANY USING A SINGLE   *
*  SORT WITHOUT READING THE SALES PERSONS IN THE MIDDLE OF THE        *
*  SORTED FILE.                                                       *
***********************************************************************
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name...  DSECT
SLDATA   DS    0XL31              EXTRACTED DATA FROM SALES RECORD
SLPERSON DS    CL25               NAME OF SALES PERSON
SLYTD    DS    PL6                YTD SALES FOR SALES PERSON
         .
END      DS    C                  END OF SALES INDICATOR

         .
         COPY  SALESREC           SALES RECORD
         .
         COPY  TPSCOMMA           TP/SORT COMMUNICATIONS BLOCK
         .
R3       EQU   3                  BAL - SUBROUTINE LINKAGE
R4       EQU   4                  BCT - LOOP COUNTER
         .
TPSEXPL1 CSECT
         .
         .
         BAL   R3,SORTSALE        EXTRACT AND SORT SALES DATA
         BAL   R3,DISPLAY         DISPLAY 5 TOP AND BOTTOM SALES PERSON

         .
         return to CICS or IDMS-DC
         SPACE 2
***********************************************************************
*  SORT SALES PEOPLE IN ASCENDING ORDER BY YEAR TO DATE SALES.        *
*  NOTE:  SINCE THE SALES RECORD IS VERY LARGE, THE SALES DATA        *
*  NEEDED FOR THE SORT AND DISPLAY ARE MOVED TO A WORK RECORD FOR     *
*  SORTING EFFICIENCY.                                                *
***********************************************************************
SORTSALE EQU   *
         SETSORT PROGRAM
               FOR SLDATA LENGTH 31
               FIELD SLYTD 6 ASCENDING.
         CLC   TPSRETN,=CL4'0000'      SUCCESSFUL SETSORT ?
         BNE   BADSORT                 NO, REPORT ERROR AND ABORT
         MVI   END,C'N'                INITIALIZE FOR LOOP

         SPACE
PUTLOOP  EQU   *
         .
         read a sales record, set END to 'Y' at end
         .
         CLI   END,'Y'                 ANY MORE SALES PERSONS ?
         BER   R3                      NO, RETURN
         MVC   SLPERSON,...            SAVE SALES PERSON FOR SORT/DISPL
         ZAP   SLYTD,...               SAVE YTD SALES FOR SORT/DISPLAY
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         PUTSORT.
         CLC   TPSRETN,=CL4'0000'      SALES DATA ACCEPTED BY SORT ?
         BE    PUTLOOP                 YES, CONTINUE EXTRACTION
         B     BADSORT                 NO, REPORT ERROR AND ABORT
         SPACE 2

***********************************************************************
*  GET TOP 5 AND BOTTOM 5 SALES PERSONS AND DISPLAY THEIR NAME        *
*  AND YEAR TO DATE SALES.                                            *
***********************************************************************
DISPLAY  EQU   *
*-------------------- GET TOP 5 SALES PERSONS -----------------------*
         GETSORT LAST.
         LA    R4,5                    NBR PERSONS TO GET FROM TP/SORT
         B     MAPTOP
TOPLOOP  EQU   *
         GETSORT PRIOR.
MAPTOP   EQU   *
         CLC   TPSRETN,=CL4'7020'      END OF SORTED DATA ?
         BE    BOTTOM5                 YES, GO GET BOTTOM 5
         CLC   TPSRETN,=CL4'0000'      SORTED SALES DATA RETRIEVED ?
         BNE   BADSORT                 NO, REPORT ERROR AND ABORT
         MVC   ..MAP..,SLPERSON        PUT SALES PERSON NAME IN MAP

         UNPK  ..MAP..,SLYTD           PUT YTD SALES IN MAP
         BCT   R4,TOPLOOP
         SPACE
*-------------------- GET BOTTOM 5 SALES PERSONS --------------------*
BOTTOM5  EQU   *
         GETSORT FIRST.
         LA    R4,5                    NBR PERSONS TO GET FROM TP/SORT
         B     MAPBOT
BOTLOOP  EQU   *
         GETSORT NEXT.
MAPBOT   EQU   *
         CLC   TPSRETN,=CL4'7020'      END OF SORTED DATA ?
         BE    TERMSORT                YES, GO END THE SORT SESSION
         CLC   TPSRETN,=CL4'0000'      SORTED SALES DATA RETRIEVED ?

         BNE   BADSORT                 NO, REPORT ERROR AND ABORT
         MVC   ..MAP..,SLPERSON        PUT SALES PERSON NAME IN MAP
         MVC   ..MAP..,SLYTD           PUT YTD SALES IN MAP
         BCT   R4,BOTLOOP
         SPACE
*-------------------- END SORT SESSION ------------------------------*
TERMSORT EQU   *
         ENDSORT.
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         CLC   TPSRETN,=CL4'0000'      SORT SESSION ENDED OK ?
         BNE   BADSORT                 NO, REPORT ERROR AND ABORT
         SPACE
*-------------------- DISPLAY MAP -----------------------------------*
DSPLYMAP EQU   *
         .
         display map
         .
         BR    R3

         SPACE 2
***********************************************************************
*  AN UNANTICIPATED RETURN CODE WAS RETURNED BY TP/SORT IN THE        *
*  TPSRETN FIELD.  TPSMSG FIELD CONTAINS A 79 CHARACTER MESSAGE       *
*  FROM TP/SORT DESCRIBING THE BAD RETURN CODE.                       *
***********************************************************************
BADSORT  EQU   *
         MVC   ..MAP..,TPSMSG       USE MESSAGE FROM TP/SORT
         .
         display map
         .
         return to CICS or IDMS-DC

Exhibit 4.3: ASM FIRST, NEXT, LAST--Assembler

 TPSEXPL1: PROC OPTIONS(MAIN) REORDER;

 /*      REMARKS.  THIS PLI EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATES THE USE OF CA IDMS/DC SORT TO

         DISPLAY THE TOP 5 AND BOTTOM 5 SALES PEOPLE IN A COMPANY USING
         A SINGLE SORT WITHOUT READING THE SALES PEOPLE IN THE MIDDLE
         OF THE SORTED FILE.

   CA IDMS/DC SORT REQUIRES COMPILE OPTION "MARGINS(2,72)".
 */

 /*REQUIRED FOR IDMS*/
 DCL MODE (IDMS_DC) DEBUG;
 DCL IDMS ENTRY OPTIONS( INTER,ASM);
 INCLUDE IDMS(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL);
 /*END OF IDMS REQUIREMENT*/
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 DCL ADDR BUILTIN;

 DCL SALES_COUNT                                       FIXED   BIN(31);
 DCL END_OF_SALES                                              CHAR(1);

 DCL  1  SALES_DATA,
      2  SALES_PERSON                                          CHAR(25),
      2  SALES_YTD                                             PIC'S99999V99';

 %INCLUDE SALESREC;
 .
 %INCLUDE TPSCOMMP;

 .
 CALL  SORT_SALES_0100;
 CALL DISPLAY_TOP_5_BOTTOM_5_0200;

 ...return to CA IDMS/DC;

 /*****************************************************************************
 *          SORT SALES PEOPLE IN ASCENDING ORDER BY YEAR TO DATE SALES.       *
 *          NOTE: SINCE THE SALES RECORD IS VERY LARGE, THE SALES DATA        *
 *          NEEDED FOR THE SORT AND DISPLAY ARE MOVED TO A WORK RECORD        *
 *          FOR SORTING EFFICIENCY.                                       *
 ******************************************************************************

 SORT_SALES_0100: PROC;

 SETSORT PROGRAM
         FOR SALES_DATALENGTH 31

         FIELD SALES_YTD 7
         ASCENDING;
 IF (TPSRETN = '0000') THEN CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;

 END_OF_SALES = 'N';

 DO UNTIL (END_OF_SALES = 'Y');
         CALL PUT_SORT_0150;
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 END;

 END SORT_SALES_0100;

 PUT_SORT_0150: PROC;
 .
 .
 ...read a sales record, set END_OF_SALE to 'Y' at end.

 .
 .
 IF (END_OF_SALES = 'N')
 THEN DO;
         SALES_PERSON = SALESREC_SALES_PERSON;
         SALES_YTD    = SALESREC_SALES _YTD;
         PUTSORT;
         IF (TPSRETN  = '0000') THEN CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;
 END;

 END PUT_SORT_0150;

 /*****************************************************************************
 *          GET THE TOP 5 AND BOTTOM 5 SALES PEOPLE AND DISPLAY THEIR         *
 *          NAME AND YEAR TO DATE SALES.                                      *
 ******************************************************************************

 DISPLAY_TOP_5_BOTTOM_5_0200: PROC;

 GETSORT LAST;]
 IF (TPSRETN = '0000') THEN CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;
 DO SALES_COUNT = 1 TO 5 BY 1;
         CALL GET_TOP_SALES_0220;
 END;

 GETSORT FIRST;
 IF (TPSRETN = '0000') THEN CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;
 DO SALES_COUNT - 1 TO 5 BY 1;
         CALL GET_BOTTOM_SALES_0240;
 END;
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 ENDSORT;
 IF(TPSRETN = '0000') THEN CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;

 .
 .
 ...display map
 .
 .
 END DISPLAY_TOP_5_BOTTOM_5_0200;

 GET_TOP_SALES_0220: PROC;

 ...map = SALES_PERSON;
 ...map = SALES_YTD;

 GETSORT PRIOR;
 IF (TPSRETN = '0000')
 THEN
         ;
 ELSE
         IF (TPSRETN = '7020')

         THEN
                 SALES_COUNT = 5;     /*  TERMINATE DO_LOOP */
         ELSE
                 CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;

 END GET_TOP_SALES_0220;

 GET_BOTTOM_SALES_0240: PROC;

 ...map = SALES_PERSON;
 ...map = SALES_YTD;

 GETSORT NEXT;
 IF (TPSRETN = '0000')

 THEN
         ;
 ELSE
         IF (TPSRETN = '7020')
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         THEN
                 SALES_COUNT = 5;     /*TERMINATE DO_LOOP*/
         ELSE
                 CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;

 END GET_BOTTOM_SALES_0240;

 /*****************************************************************************
 *          AN UNANTICIPATED RETURN CODE WAS RETURNED BY CA IDMS/DC SORT      *
 *          IN THE TPSRETN FIELD. TPSMSG CONTAINS A 79 CHARACTER MESSAGE  *
 *          FROM CA IDMS/DC SORT DESCRIBING THE BAD RETURN CODE.              *
 ******************************************************************************

 SORT_ERROR_9999: PROC;

 ...message line in map = TPSMSG;
 .
 ...display map
 .
 ...return to CA IDMS/DC

 END SORT_ERROR_9999;

 END TPSEXPL1;

Exhibit 4.4: PLI FIRST, NEXT, LAST, PRIOR--PLI

 !       ************************************************************************

 !       *     THIS ADS EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATES THE USE OF CA IDMS/DC SORT          *
 !       *     TO DISPLAY THE TOP 5 AND BOTTOM 5 SALES PEOPLE IN A COMPANY      *
 !       *     USING A SINGLE SORT WITHOUT READING THE SALES PEOPLE IN          *
 !       *     THE MIDDLE OF THE SORTED FILE.                                   *
 !       ************************************************************************

 CALL SORT-SLS.
 CALL DISPLAY-TOP-5-BOTTOM-5.
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 DISPLAY.
 !       RETURN TO TOP.

 !       ************************************************************************

 !       *     SORT SALES PEOPLE IN ASCENDING ORDER BY YEAR TO DATE SALES.      *
 !       *     NOTE: SINCE THE SALES RECORD IS VERY LARGE, THE SALES DATA       *
 !       *     NEEDED FOR THE SORT AND DISPLAY ARE MOVED TO WORK RECORD         *
 !       *     FOR SORTING EFFICIENCY.                                          *
 !       ************************************************************************

 DEFINE SUBROUTINE SORT-SLS.
 SETSORT PROGRAM FOR SALES-DATA
         FIELD SALES-YTD 6 ASCENDING
 IF TPSRETN NE ZERO
         CALL ERROR
 MOVE 'N' TO END-OF-SALES.
 WHILE END-OF-SALES NE 'Y'
 REPEAT.
         CALL PUT-SORT.

 END
 GOBACK.

 DEFINE SUBROUTINE PUT-SORT.
 .
 .
 ....obtain a sales record, set END-OF-SALES to 'Y' at end.
 .
 .
 IF END-OF SALES = 'N'
 DO.
         MOVE SALESREC-SALES-PERSON     TO SALES-PERSON.
         MOVE SALESREC-SALES-YTD        TO SALES-YTD.

         PUTSORT.
         IF TPSRETN NE ZERO
                 DO.
                    CALL ERROR.

 !       ************************************************************************
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 !       *DISPLAY-TOP-5-BOTTOM-5                                                *
 !       *     GET THE TOP 5 AND BOTTOM 5 SALES PEOPLE AND DISPLAY              *
 !       *     THEIR NAMES AND YEAR TO DATE SALES.                              *
 !       ************************************************************************

 DEFINE SUBROUTINE DTOPBOT.

 GETSORT LAST.
 IF TPSRETN NE ZERO
         CALL ERROR.

 MOVE 1 TO SALES-COUNT.
 WHILE SALES-COUNT < 6
 REPEAT.
         CALL TOP-SLS.
         ADD 1 TO SALES-COUNT.

 END.
 GETSORT FIRST.
 IF TPSRETN NE ZERO
         CALL ERROR.

 MOVE 1 TO SALES-COUNT.
 WHILE SALES-COUNT < 6
 REPEAT.
         CALL BOTSLS.
         ADD 1 TO SALES-COUNT.
 END.

 ENDSORT.
 IF TPSRETN NE ZERO
         CALL ERROR.

 GOBACK.

 DEFINE SUBROUTINE TOPSLS.

 MOVE SALES-PERSON   TO   ...map.
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 MOVE SALES-YTD      TO   ...map.

 GETSORT PRIOR.
 IF TPSRETN = '7020'
         MOVE 5 TO SALES-COUNT

 ELSE
         IF TPSRETN NE ZERO
                 CALL ERROR.

 GOBACK.

 DEFINE SUBROUTINE BOTSLS.

 MOVE SALES-PERSON    TO   ...map.
 MOVE SALES-YTD       TO   ...map.

 GETSORT NEXT.
 IF TPSRETN = '7020'
         MOVE 5 TO SALES-COUNT
 ELSE
         IF TPSRETN NE ZERO
                 CALL ERROR.
 GOBACK.

 !       ************************************************************************
 !       *SORT-ERROR                                                            *
 !       *                                                                      *
 !       *     AN UNANTICIPATED RETURN CODE WAS RETURNED BY                     *
 !       *     CA IDMS/DC SORT IN THE TPSRETN FIELD.     TPSMSG CONTAINS        *
 !       *     A 79 CHARACTER MESSAGE FROM CA IDMS/DC SORT DESCRIBING           *
 !       *     THE BAD RETURN CODE.                                         *
 !       ************************************************************************
 DEFINE SUBROUTINE ERROR.

 DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT TPSMSG.
 !       RETURN TO TOP.
 GOBACK.

Exhibit 4.5: ADS FIRST, NEXT, LAST, PRIOR--ADS
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 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

 PROGRAM-ID.    TPSEXPL2.
 REMARKS.   THIS COBOL EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATES THE USE OF CA IDMS/DC SORT
 TO EXECUTE TWO SORTS CONCURRENTLY. ONE ON ACCUMULATED SICK LEAVE
 IN DESCENDING ORDER AND ONE ON PERSONAL TIME USED IN DESCENDING
 ORDER. THE TOP TEN IN EACH CATEGORY ARE DISPLAYED.

 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

 DATA DIVISION.
 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
 77   END-OF-EMPLOYEES                                 PIC X.
 77   EMPLOYEE-COUNT                                   PIC S9(2) COMP-3.
 77   MAX-EMPLY-IN-MAP                                 PIC S9(2) COMP-3 VALUE TO.

 COPY IDMS EMPLYREC VER 22.
 .
 COPY TPSCOMMC
 .
 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 PERFORM 0100-SORT-EMPLOYEES.
 PERFORM 0200-DISPLAY-TOP-TEN.

 ...return to CA IDMS/DC.

 ********************************************************************************
 *          EXECUTE TWO SORTS, BOTH IN DESCENDING ORDER--ONE ON ACCUMULATED     *
 *          SICK LEAVE AND THE OTHER ON ACCUMULATED PERSONAL TIME.     NOTE: THE*
 *          RECORD BEING SORTED IS AN IDMS RECORD.     THE ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES DO*
 *          NOT HAVE TO BE CODED IN THE SETSORT STATEMENT, THEY WILL BE         *
 *          EXTRACTED BY CA IDMS/DC SORT FROM THE DICTIONARY.                   *
 ********************************************************************************

 0100-SORT-EMPLOYEES    SECTION.

 SETSORT SESSION 1 PROGRAM IDMS
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         FOR EMPLYREC VER 22
         IN DICT TEST
         FIELD EMPLY-SICK-DAYS DESCENDING
                   EMPLY-NAME      ASCENDING.
 IF TPSRETN NOT = '0000' PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR.

 SETSORT SESSION 2 PROGRAM IDMS
         FOR EMPLYREC VER 22
         IN DICT TEST
         FIELD EMPLY-PERSONAL-DAYS DESCENDING
                   EMPLY-NAME          ASCENDING.

 IF TPSRETN NOT = '0000' PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR.

 MOVE 'N' END-OF-EMPLOYEES.
 PERFORM 0150-PUT-SORT UNTIL END-OF-EMPLOYEES = 'Y'.

 SECTION-EXIT.
 EXIT.

 0150-PUT-SORT    SECTION.
 .
 .
 ...read an employee record, set END-OF-EMPLOYEES to 'Y' at end.
 .
 .

 IF END-OF-EMPLOYEES = 'N'
 THEN
         PUTSORT SESSION 1.
         IF TPSRETN NOT = '0000' PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR.
         PUTSORT SESSION 2.
         IF TPSRETN NOT = '0000' PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR.

 SECTION-EXIT.
 EXIT.

 ******************************************************************************
 *          GET THE TOP TEN FROM THE SICK LEAVE AND PERSONAL TIME SORTS.      *
 *          DISPLAY THE EMPLOYEE NAME AND TIME TAKEN.                         *
 ******************************************************************************
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 0200-DISPLAY-TOP-TEN    SECTION.

 PERFORM 0220-GET -EMPLOYEE VARYING EMPLOYEE-COUNT
         FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL EMPLOYEE-COUNT > MAX-EMPLY-IN-MAP.

 ENDSORT SESSION 1.
 IF TPSRETN NOT = '0000' PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR.
 ENDSORT SESSION 2.
 IF TPSRETN NOT = '0000' PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR.

 .
 .
 ...display map
 .
 .

 SECTION-EXIT.

 EXIT.

 0200-GET-EMPLOYEE    SECTION.

 GETSORT SESSION 1 NEXT.
 IF TPSRETN - '7020'
 THEN
         MOVE MAX-EMPLY-IN-MAY TO EMPLOYEE-COUNT
 ELSE
         IF TPSRETN NOT = '0000'
         THEN
                 PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR
         ELSE
                 MOVE EMPLY-NAME            TO ...map
                 MOVE EMPLY-PERSONAL-DAYS   TO ...map.

 SECTION-EXIT.
 EXIT.

 ******************************************************************************
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 *          AN UNANTICIPATED RETURN CODE WAS RETURNED BY CA IDMS/DC SORT IN   *
 *          THE TPSRETN FIELD. TPSMSG CONTAINS A 79 CHARACTER MESSAGE FROM*
 *          CA IDMS/DC SORT DESCRIBING THE BAD RETURN CODE.                   *
 ******************************************************************************

 9999-SORT-ERROR    SECTION.

 MOVE TPSMSG TO ...message line in map

 .
 ...display map
 .
 ...return to CA IDMS/DC

 SECTION-EXIT.
 EXIT.

Exhibit 4.6: COB Multiple Sessions--COBOL

           TITLE 'TPSEXPL2 ── 2 CONCURRENT SORTS'

 ******************************************************************************
 *          THIS ASSEMBLER EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATES THE USE OF CA IDMS/DC SORT     *
 *          TO EXECUTE TWO SORTS CONCURRENTLY.     ONE ON ACCUMULATED SICK    *
 *          LEAVE IN DESCENDING ORDER AND ONE ON PERSONAL TIME USED IN        *
 *          DESCENDING ORDER. THE TOP TEN IN EACH CATEGORY ARE DISPLAYED. *
 ******************************************************************************
 name...         DSECT
 @COPY IDMS,RECORD=EMPLYREC,VERSION=22
 .
 END             DS        C                           END OF SALES INDICATOR
 .
 .
                 COPY TPSCOMMA             CA IDMS/DC SORT COMMUNICATIONS BLOCK

 .
 R3              EQU       3                           BAL - SUBROUTINE LINKAGE
 R4              EQU       4                           BCT - LOOP COUNTER
 .
 TPSEXPL1        CSECT
                 .
                 .
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                 BAL             R3,SORTEMPL        EXTRACT AND SORT SICK & PERSONAL TIME
                 BAL             R3,DISPLAY         DISPLAY TOP TEN IN EACH CATEGORY
                 .
                 return to CA IDMS/DC
                 SPACE           2
 ********************************************************************************
 *          EXECUTE TWO SORTS, BOTH IN DESCENDING ORDER--ONE ON ACCUMULATED     *
 *          SICK LEAVE AND THE OTHER ON ACCUMULATED PERSONAL TIME.     NOTE: THE*

 *          RECORD BEING SORTED IS AN IDMS RECORD.     THE ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES DO*
 *          NOT HAVE TO BE CODED IN THE SETSORT STATEMENT, THEY WILL BE         *
 *          EXTRACTED BY CA IDMS/DC SORT FROM THE DICTIONARY.                   *
 ********************************************************************************
 SORTEMPL        EQU       *
                 SETSORT SESSION 1 PROGRAM IDMS
                           FOR EMPLYREC VER 22
                           IN DICT TEST
                           FIELD EMPSICK   DESCENDING
                                 EMPNAME   ASCENDING.
                 CLC             TPSRETN,=CL4'0000'   SUCCESSFUL SETSORT ?
                 BNE             BADSORT              NO, REPORT ERROR AND ABORT
                 SETSORT SESSION 2 PROGRAM IDMS
                           FOR EMPLYREC VER 22
                           IN DICT TEST
                           FIELD EMPPRSNL  DESCENDING

                                  EMPNAME   ASCENDING.
                 CLC       TPSRETN,=CL4'0000'        SUCCESSFUL SETSORT ?
                 BNE             BADSORT             NO, REPORT ERROR AND ABORT
                 MVI             END,C'N'            INITIALIZE FOR LOOP
                 SPACE

PUTLOOP          EQU                          *
                 .
                 read an employee record, set END to 'Y' at end
                 .
                 CLI             END,'Y'             ANY MORE EMPLOYEES ?
                 BER             R3       NO, RETURN
                 PUTSORT SESSION 1.
                 CLC             TPSRETN,=CL4'0000'  SICK LEAVE ACCEPTED BY SORT ?

                 BNE             BADSORT             NO, REPORT ERROR AND ABORT
                 PUTSORT SESSION 2.
                 CLC             TPSRETN,=CL4'0000'  PERSONAL TIME ACCEPTED BY SORT?
                 BE              PUTLOOP             YES, CONTINUE EXTRACTION
                 B               BADSORT             NO, REPORT ERROR AND ABORT
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                 SPACE           2
 ******************************************************************************
 *          GET THE TOP TEN FROM THE SICK LEAVE AND PERSONAL TIME SORTS.      *
 *          DISPLAY THE EMPLOYEE NAME AND TIME TAKEN.                         *
 ******************************************************************************
 DISPLAY         EQU      *
 *---------------------GET TOP TEN EMPLOYEES IN EACH CATEGORY-----------------*
                 LA              R4,10    NBR EMPLOYEES FOR DISPLAY
                 SPACE
 LOOP            EQU      *
                 GETSORT SESSION 1 NEXT.

                 CLC             TPSRETN,=CL4'7020'    END OF SORTED DATA ?
                 BE              TERMSORT              YES, GO END THE SORT SESSION
                 CLC             TPSRETN,=CL4'0000'    SORTED SALES DATA RETRIEVED ?
                 BNE             BADSORT               NO, REPORT ERROR AND ABORT
                 MVC             ..MAP..,EMPNAME            PUT EMPLOYEE NAME IN MAP
                 UNPK            ..MAP..,EMPSICK            PUT SICK TIME IN MAP
                 SPACE
                 GETSORT SESSION 2 NEXT.
                 CLC             TPSRETN,=CL4'0000'    SORTED SALES DATA RETRIEVED ?
                 BNE             BADSORT               NO, REPORT ERROR AND ABORT
                 MVC             ..MAP..,EMPNAME            PUT EMPLOYEE NAME IN MAP
                 UNPK            ..MAP..,EMPRSNL            PUT PERSONAL TIME IN MAP
                 BCT             R4,LOOP
                 SPACE

 *----------------------------- END SORT SESSION ─────────────────────────────*

 TERMSORT        EQU      *
                 ENDSORT SESSION 1.
                 CLC             TPSRETN,=CL4'0000'       SORT SESSION ENDED OK ?
                 BNE             BADSORT                  NO, REPORT ERROR AND ABORT
                 ENDSORT SESSION 2.
                 CLC             TPSRETN,=CL4'0000'       SORT SESSION ENDED OK ?
                 BNE             BADSORT                  NO, REPORT ERROR AND ABORT
                 SPACE
 *-------------------------------- DISPLAY MAP ──────────────────────────────*
 DSPLYMAP        EQU      *
                 .
                 display may
                 .
                 BR              R3
                 SPACE           2

 *******************************************************************************
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 *          AN UNANTICIPATED RETURN CODE WAS RETURNED BY CA IDMS/DC SORT IN    *
 *          THE TPSRETN FIELD. TPSMSG FIELD CONTAINS A 79 CHARACTER MESSAGE*
 *          FROM CA IDMS/DC SORT DESCRIBING THE BAD RETURN CODE.               *
 *******************************************************************************
 BADSORT         EQU      *
                 MVC             ..MAP..,TPSMSG           USE MESSAGE FROM CA IDMS/
DC SORT
                 .
                 display map
                 .
                 return to CA IDMS/DC

Exhibit 4.7: ASM Multiple Sessions--Assembler

 TPSEXPL2: PROC OPTIONS(MAIN) REORDER;

 /*      REMARKS.  THIS PL1 EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATES THE USE OF CA IDMS/DC SORT

     TO EXECUTE TWO SORTS CONCURRENTLY. ONE ON ACCUMULATED SICK LEAVE
     IN DESCENDING ORDER AND ONE ON PERSONAL TIME USED IN DESCENDING
     ORDER. THE TOP TEN IN EACH CATEGORY ARE DISPLAYED.

    TPSORT REQUIRED COMPILE OPTION "MARGINS(2,72)".
 */

 /*REQUIRED FOR IDMS*/
 DCL (subschema_name SUBSCHEMA,schema_name SCHEMA)
 MODE (IDMS_DC) DEBUG;
 DCL IDMS ENTRY OPTIONS(INTER,ASM);
 INCLUDE IDMS(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL);
 /*END OF IDMS REQUIREMENT*/

 DCL ADDR BUILTIN;

 DCL END_OF_EMPLOYEES                                  CHAR(1);
 DCL EMPLOYEE_COUNT                                    PIC'S99';
 DCL MAX_EMPLY_IN_MAP                                  PIC'S99' INIT(10);
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 %INCLUDE TPSCOMMP;
 .
 .

         CALL SORT_EMPLOYEES_0100;
         CALL DISPLAY_TOP_TEN_0200;

         ...return to CA IDMS/DC.

 /*****************************************************************************
 *          EXECUTE TWO SORTS, BOTH IN DESCENDING ORDER--ONE ON               *
 *          ACCUMULATED SICK LEAVE AND THE OTHER ON ACCUMULATED PERSONAL      *
 *          TIME. NOTE: THE RECORD BEING SORTED IS AN IDMS RECORD.     THE*
 *          ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES DO NOT HAVE TO BE CODED IN THE SETSORT         *
 *          STATEMENT, THEY WILL BE EXTRACTED BY CA IDMS/DC SORT FROM THE     *
 *          DICTIONARY. THE RECORD DEFINITION "EMPLYREC" WILL BE INSERTED *
 *          BY THE PLI_IDMS PREPROCESSOR THROUGH THE IDMS DCL.                *
 ******************************************************************************

 SORT_EMPLOYEES_0100: PROC;

         SETSORT SESSION 1 PROGRAM IDMS
                  FOR EMPLYREC VER 22
                  IN DICT TEST
         FIELD EMPLY_SICK_DAYS  DESCENDING
               EMPLY_NAME       ASCENDING;

 IF (TPSRETN = '0000') THEN CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;
         SETSORT SESSION 2 PROGRAM IDMS
         FOR EMPLYREC VER 22
         IN DICT TEST
         FIELD EMPLY_PERSONAL_DAYS DESCENDING
               EMPLY_NAME          ASCENDING.
 IF (TPSRETN = '0000') THEN CALL SORT_ERROR_999;

 END_OF_EMPLOYEES = 'N';

 DO UNTIL (END_OF_EMPLOYEES = 'Y');
         CALL PUT_SORT_0150;
 END;
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 END SORT_EMPLOYEES_0100;

 PUT_SORT_0150: PROC;
 .
 .
 ...read an employee record, set END_OF_EMPLOYEES to 'Y' at end.
 .
 .
 IF (END_OF_EMPLOYEES = 'N')
 THEN DO;
         PUTSORT SESSION 1;
         IF (TPSRETN = '0000') THEN CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;
         PUTSORT SESSION 2;
         IF (TPSRETN = '0000') THEN CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;
 END;

 END PUT_SORT_0150;

 ******************************************************************************
 *          GET THE TOP TEN FROM THE SICK LEAVE AND PERSONAL TIME SORTS.      *
 *          DISPLAY THE EMPLOYEE NAME AND TIME TAKEN.                     *
 ******************************************************************************

 DISPLAY_TOP_TEN_0200: PROC;

 DO EMPLOYEE_COUNT = 1 TO MAX_EMPLY_IN_MAP BY 1;
         CALL GET_EMPLOYEE_0220
 END;

 ENDSORT SESSION 1;
 IF (TPSRETN - '0000') THEN CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;
 ENDSORT SESSION 2;
 IF (TPSRETN = '0000') THEN CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;

 .
 .
 ...display map
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 .
 .

 END DISPLAY_TO_TEN_0200;

 GET_EMPLOYEE_0220: PROC;

 GETSORT SESSION 1 NEXT;
 IF (TPSRETN = '7020')
 THEN
         EMPLOYEE_COUNT = MAX_EMPLY_IN_MAP; /*CLOSE DO_LOOP*/

 ELSE
         IF (TPSRETN = '0000')
         THEN
               CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;
         ELSE
           DO;
               ...map = EMPLY_NAME;
               ...map = EMPLY_SICK_DAYS;
               GETSORT SESSION 2 NEXT;
               IF (TPSRETN = '0000'0
               THEN
                   CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;

               ELSE
                 DO;
                   ...map = EMPLY_NAME;
                   ...map = EMPLY_PERSONAL_DAYS;
                 END;
         END;

 END GET_EMPLOYEE_0220;

 /*****************************************************************************
 *          AN UNANTICIPATED RETURN CODE WAS RETURNED BY CA IDMS/DC SORT      *
 *          IN THE TPSRETN FIELD. TPSMSG CONTAINS A 79 CHARACTER MESSAGE  *
 *          FROM CA IDMS/DC SORT DESCRIBING THE BAD RETURN CODE.              *
 ******************************************************************************

 SORT_ERROR_9999: PROC;
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 ...message line in map = TPSMSG;
 .
 ...display map
 .
 ...return to CA IDMS/DC

 END SORT_ERROR_9999;

 END TPSEXPL2;

Exhibit 4.8: PLI Multiple Sessions--PLI

 !******************************************************************************

 !*         THIS MODULE PERFORMS TWO SORTS - ONE ON ACCUMULATED SICK LEAVE     *
 !*         IN DESCENDING ORDER AND ONE ON PERSONAL TIME IN DESCENDING         *
 !*         ORDER. THE TOP TEN IN EACH CATEGORY ARE DISPLAYED ON ONE MAP.  *
 !******************************************************************************
 SETSORT SESSION 1 PROGRAM IDMS FOR EMPLOYEE-SICK PERSONAL
 FIELDS                   EMPLOYEE-SICK-LEAVE          DESCENDING
                 EMPLOYEE-NAME                         ASCENDING.
 WHILE (NOT DB-END-OF-SET) AND
       (TPSRETN EQUAL ZERO)
 REPEAT.
                 OBTAIN NEXT EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMPLOYEE-MASTER.

                 PUTSORT SESSION 1.
                 IF TPSRETN NE ZERO
                          DO.
                             DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT TPSMSG.
 !                                 RETURN TO TOP.
                          END.
                 PUTSORT SESSION 2.
                 IF TPSRETN NE ZERO
                          DO.
                             DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT TPSMSG.
 !                                 RETURN TO TOP.
                          END.
 END.
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 GETSORT SESSION 1 FIRST.

 IF TPSRETN NE ZERO
                 DO.
                          DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT TPSMSG.
 !                              RETURN  TO TOP.
                 END.

 MOVE ZERO TO MAP-FIELD-SUBSCRIPT.

 WHILE (END-OF-SICK-LEAVE EQUAL 'N') AND
       (MAP-FIELD-SUBSCRIPT LE 10)
 REPEAT.
                 MOVE SICK-LEAVE-MSG TO MAP -SICK-LEAVE-MSG (MAP-FIELD-SUBSCRIPT).
                 MOVE EMPLOYEE-NAME  TO MAP-EMPLOYEE-NAME   (MAP-FIELD-SUBSCRIPT).
                 MOVE EMPLOYEE-NUM   TO MAP-EMPLOYEE-NUM    (MAP-FIELD-SUBSCRIPT).
                 MOVE EMPLOYEE-SICK-LEAVE
                      TO             MAP-EMPLOYEE-SICK-MSG  (MAP-FIELD-SUBSCRIPT).

                 ADD 1 TO MAP-FIELD-SUBSCRIPT.

                 GETSORT SESSION 1 NEXT.
                 IF TPSRETN EQUAL '7020'
                          DO.
                             MOVE 'Y' TO END-OF-SICK-LEAVE.
                          END.
                 ELSE
                          IF TPSRETN NE ZERO
                                DO.
                                   DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT TPSMSG.
 !                                       RETURN TO TOP.

 !               IF TPSRETN = ZERO CONTINUE IN ITERATION.

 END.

           GETSORT SESSION 2 FIRST.
 IF TPSRETN NE ZERO
         DO.
                 DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT TPSMSG.
 !                        RETURN TO TOP.
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         END.

 MOVE ZERO TO MAP-FIELD-SUBSCRIPT.

 WHILE (END-OF PERSONAL-LEAVE EQUAL 'N') AND
         (MAP-FIELD-SUBSCRIPT LE 10)
 REPEAT.
   MOVE PERSONAL-LEAVE-MSG TO
          MAP-PERSONAL-LEAVE-MSG (MAP-FIELD-SUBSCRIPT).

   MOVE EMPLOYEE-NAME    TO MAP-EMPLOYEE-NAME    (MAP-FIELD-SUBSCRIPT).
   MOVE EMPLOYEE-NUM     TO MAP-EMPLOYEE-NUM     (MAP-FIELD-SUBSCRIPT).
   MOVE EMPLOYEE-PERSONAL-LEAVE TO
          MAP-EMPLOYEE-PERSONAL-LEAVE              (MAP-FIELD-SUBSCRIPT).
   ADD 1 TO MAP-FIELD-SUBSCRIPT.
   GETSORT SESSION 2 NEXT.
   IF TPSRETN EQUAL '7020'
         DO.
            MOVE 'Y' TO END-OF-PERSONAL-LEAVE.
         END.
 ELSE
         IF TPSRETN NE ZERO
                 DO.
                          DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT TPSMSG.

 !                              RETURN TO TOP.
                 END.
 !       IF TPSRETN = ZERO CONTINUE IN ITERATION.
 END.

 ENDSORT SESSION 1.
 IF TPSRETN NE ZERO
         DO.
            DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT TPSMSG.
 !                  RETURN TO TOP.
         END.

 ENDSORT SESSION 2.
 IF TPSRETN NE ZERO
         DO.
            DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT TPSMSG.
 !                  RETURN TO TOP.
         END.
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 DISPLAY.

Exhibit 4.9: ADS Multiple Sessions--ADS

 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

 PROGRAM-ID.   TPSEXPL3.
 REMARKS.  THIS COBOL EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATES THE USE OF CA IDMS/DC SORT TO
     DISPLAY THE SALES DATA FOR A GIVEN SALES PERSON. THIS PROGRAM IS
     PSEUDO CONVERSATIONAL.

 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

 DATA DIVISION.
 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
 77    DISPLAY-COUNT                                   PIC S9(9) COMP.
 77    END-OF-DISPLAY                                  PIC X.
 77    END-OF-SALES                                    PIC X.

 01    SALES-DATA.
 05    SALES-ITEM-NAME          PIC X(25).
 05    SALES-AMOUNT       PIC S9(9)V99 COMP-3.
 05    SALES-QTY                PIC S9(9)    COMP-3.
 05    SALES-DATE               PIC X(08).

 COPY SALESREC
 .
 COPY TPSCOMMC
 .
 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 IF ...first time

 THEN
    ...set first time off
    PERFORM 0100-GET-SORTED-SALES-DATA.
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 MOVE 'N' TO END-OF-DISPLAY.
 PERFORM DISPLAY-SALES-DATA.

 IF END-OF-DISPLAY = 'Y'
 THEN
    PERFORM 9000-END-SORT
    ...return to CA IDMS/DC
 ELSE
    ...return to CA IDMS/DC with next task code
       for this program.

 ******************************************************************************
 *          SORT SALES DATA FOR A GIVEN SALES PERSON BY ITEM AND DATE         *
 *          SOLD. NOTE: SINCE THE SALES RECORD IS VERY LARGE, THE SALES   *
 *          DATA NEEDED FOR THE SORT AND DISPLAY ARE MOVED TO A WORK          *
 *          RECORD FOR SORTING EFFICIENCY.                                    *
 ******************************************************************************

 0100-GET-SORTED-SALES-DATA    SECTION.

 SETSORT PROGRAM
       FOR SALES-DATA LENGTH 44
       FIELD     SALES-ITEM-NAME                       25 ASCENDING
                 SALES-DATE      8 DESCENDING.
 IF TPSRETN NOT = '0000' PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR.

         MOVE 'N' END-OF-SALES.
 PERFORM 0150-PUT-SORT UNTIL END-OF-SALES = 'Y'.

 SECTION-EXIT.
 EXIT.

 0150-PUT-SORT    SECTION.
 .
 .
 ...read a sales record for the sales person,
    when all records have been read for sales person
    move 'Y' to END-OF-SALES
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 .
 .
 IF END-OF-SALES = 'N'
 THEN
         MOVE  SALESREC-SALES-ITEM                     TO  SALES-ITEM
         MOVE  SALESREC-SALES-AMOUNT                   TO  SALES-AMOUNT
         MOVE  SALESREC-SALES-QTY                      TO  SALES-QTY
         MOVE  SALESREC-SALES-DATE                     TO  SALES-DATE
         PUTSORT.
         IF TPSRETN NOT = '0000' PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR.

 SECTION-EXIT.
 EXIT.

 ******************************************************************************
 *          DISPLAY UP TO 20 OF THE NEXT ITEMS SOLD BY SALES PERSON.          *
 ******************************************************************************

 0200-DISPLAY-SALES-DATA    SECTION.

 PERFORM 0220-GET-SALES-ITEM
         VARYING DISPLAY-COUNT
         FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL   (DISPLAY-COUNT > 20)
                      OR        (END-OF-DISPLAY = 'Y')

 IF END-OF-DISPLAY = 'Y'
 THEN
         MOVE 'NO MORE ITEMS FOR SALES PERSON'
               TO ...message in map.
 ELSE
         MOVE 'MORE ITEMS FOLLOW FOR SALES PERSON'

               TO ...message in map.
 .
 .
 ...display map
 .
 .
 SECTION-EXIT.
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 EXIT.
    0220-GET-SALES-ITEM    SECTION.

 **      CA IDMS/DC SORT KEEPS ITS CURRENCY WITHIN THE SORTED FILE BETWEEN
 **      PSEUDO CONVERSES. THEREFORE, NO REPOSITIONING IS REQUIRED.

 GETSORT NEXT.
 IF TPSRETN = '0000'

 THEN
         MOVE  SALES-ITEM-NAME                         TO ...map
         MOVE  SALES-AMOUNT                            TO ...map
         MOVE  SALES-QTY                               TO ...map
         MOVE  SALES-DATE                              TO ...map
 ELSE
         IF TPSRETN = '7020'
         THEN
               MOVE 'Y' TO END-OF-DISPLAY
         ELSE
               PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR.

  SECTION-EXIT.
 EXIT.

 ******************************************************************************
 *          END CURRENT SESSION OF CA IDMS/DC SORT.                           *
 ******************************************************************************

  9000-END-SORT    SECTION.

 ENDSORT.
 IF TPSRETN NOT = '0000' THEN PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR.

  SECTION-EXIT.
 EXIT.

 ******************************************************************************
 *          AN UNANTICIPATED RETURN CODE WAS RETURNED BY CA IDMS/DC SORT      *
 *          IN THE TPSRETN FIELD. TPSMSG CONTAINS A 79 CHARACTER MESSAGE  *
 *          FROM CA IDMS/DC SORT DESCRIBING THE BAD RETURN CODE.              *
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 ******************************************************************************

  9999-SORT-ERROR    SECTION.

 MOVE TPSMSG TO ...message line in map
 .
 ...display map
 .
 ...return to CA IDMS/DC

  SECTION-EXIT.
 EXIT.

Exhibit 4.10: COB Pseudo Conversational--COBOL

       TITLE 'TPSEXPL3 ── PSEUDO CONVERSATIONAL'

 ********************************************************************************
 *          THIS ASSEMBLER EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATES THE USE OF CA IDMS/DC SORT TO    *
 *          DISPLAY THE SALES DATA FOR A GIVEN SALES PERSON.     THIS PROGRAM IS*
 *          PSEUDO CONVERSATIONAL.                                          *
 ********************************************************************************
 name...     DSECT
 SLDATA      DS       OXL44                            EXTRACTED DATA FROM SALES RECORD
 SLITEM      DS       CL25                             NAME OF ITEM SOLD
 SLAMT       DS       PL6                              AMOUNT ITEM SOLD FOR
 SLAMT       DS       PL5                              NUMBER OF ITEMS SOLD
 SLDATE      DS       CL8                              DATE ITEM WAS SOLD

 .
 ENDSALE     DS       C                                END OF SALES INDICATOR
 ENDDSPLY             DS    C                          END OF DISPLAY INDICATOR
 .
             COPY SALESREC        SALES RECORD
             .
             COPY TPSCOMMA        CA IDMS/DC SORT COMMUNICATIONS BLOCK
             .
 R3          EQU      3                                BAL - SUBROUTINE LINKAGE
 R4          EQU      4                                BCT - LOOP COUNTER
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 .
 TPSEXPL3 CSECT
 .
             CLI         ...first time     IS THIS FIRST TIME ?
             BNE         MAIN0100                      NO, SKIP EXTRACT AND SORT THEN
             MVI         ...first time                             TURN FIRST TIME INDICATOR

 OFF

             BAL         R3,SORTSALE                   EXTRACT AND SORT SALES DATA
             SPACE
             MAIN0100             EQU
             MVI         ENDDSPLY,C'N'
             BAL         R3,DISPLAY                    DISPLAY SALES DATA
             SPACE
             CLI         ENDDSPLY,C'Y'                 HAVE ALL SALES BEEN DISPLAYED ?
             BE          NOMORE                        YES, END SORT PSEUDO CONVERSE
             ...return to CA IDMS/DC with next code for this program
             SPACE
             NOMORE      EQU      *
             BAL         R3,TERMSORT                    RELEASE SORT
             ...return to CA IDMS/DC
             SPACE       2
 ******************************************************************************
 *          SORT SALES DATA FOR A GIVEN SALES PERSON BY ITEM AND DATE SOLD.   *
 *          NOTE: SINCE THE SALES RECORD IS VERY LARGE, THE SALES DATA        *
 *          NEEDED FOR THE SORT AND DISPLAY ARE MOVED TO A WORK RECORD FOR    *
 *          SORTING EFFICIENCY.                                           *
 ******************************************************************************

 SORTSALE             EQU   *
             SETSORT PROGRAM
                         FOR SLDATA LENGTH 44
                         FIELD SLITEM 25 ASCENDING
                               SLDATE  8 DESCENDING.
             CLC         TPSRETN,=CL4'0000'             SUCCESSFUL SETSORT ?
             BNE         BADSORT                        NO, REPORT ERROR AND ABORT
             MVI         ENDSALE,C'N'                   INITIALIZE FOR LOOP

             SPACE
 PUTLOOP     EQU          *
             .
             ...read a sales record, set ENDSALE to 'Y' at end

             .
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             CLI           ENDSALE,'Y'                  ANY MORE SALES PERSONS ?
             BER           R3           NO, RETURN
             MVC           SLITEM,...      SAVE NAME OF ITEM SOLD
             ZAP           SLAMT,...       SAVE AMOUNT OF SALE
             ZAP           SLQTY,...       SAVE QUANTITY SOLD
             MVC           SLDATE,...      SAVE DATE ITEM SOLD
             CLC           TPSRETN,=CL4'0000'          SALES DATA ACCEPT
             ED BY SORT ?
             BE            PUTLOOP                     YES, CONTINUE EXTRACT
             B             BADSORT                     NO, REPORT ERROR AND ABORT
             SPACE         2
 ******************************************************************************

 *          DISPLAY UP TO 20 OF THE NEXT ITEMS SOLD BY THE SALES PERSON.      *
 *          NOTE: CA IDMS/DC SORT KEEPS ITS CURRENCY WITHIN THE SORTED FILE   *
 *          BETWEEN PSEUDO CONVERSES, THEREFORE, NO REPOSITIONING IS          *
 *          REQUIRED.                                                     *
 ******************************************************************************
 DISPLAY     EQU          *
             LA            R4,20        NUMBER OF ITEMS PER SCREEN
             SPACE
 GETLOOP     EQU          *
             GETSORT NEXT.
             CLC           TPSRETN,=CL4'7020'          END OF SORTED DATA ?
             BE            LAST                        YES, INDICATE NO MORE ITEMS

             CLC           TPSRETN,=CL4'0000'          SORTED SALES DATA RETRIEVED ?
             BNE           BADSORT                     NO, REPORT ERROR AND ABORT
             MVC           ..map..,SLITEM  NAME OF ITEM SOLD
             UNPK          ..map..,SLAMT   AMOUNT ITEM SOLD FOR
             UNPK          ..map..,SLQTY   NUMBER OF ITEMS SOLD
             MVC           ..map..,SLDATE  DATE ITEM SOLD
             BCT           R4,GETLOOP
             MVC           ..message in map..,MSGMORE
             SPACE
 DSPLYMAP    EQU          *
             .
             ...display map

             .
             BR            R3
             SPACE
             LAST          EQU          *
             MVI           ENDDSPLY,C'Y'               INDICATE LAST SCREEN OF DISPLAY
             MVC           ..message in map..,MSGLAST
             B             DSPLYMAP
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             SPACE        2
 ******************************************************************************
 *          END CURRENT SESSION OF CA IDMS/DC SORT.                           *
 ******************************************************************************

 TERMSORT    EQU          *
             ENDSORT.
             CLC           TPSRETN,=CL4'0000'          SESSION ENDED OK ?
             BER           R3           YES
             B             BADSORT      NO
             SPACE         2
 *******************************************************************************
 *          AN UNANTICIPATED RETURN CODE WAS RETURNED BY CA IDMS/DC SORT IN    *
 *          THE TPSRETN FIELD. TPSMSG FIELD CONTAINS A 79 CHARACTER MESSAGE*
 *          FROM CA IDMS/DC SORT DESCRIBING THE BAD RETURN CODE.               *
 *******************************************************************************

 BADSORT     EQU          *
             MVC           ..map..,TPSMSG   USE MESSAGE FROM CA IDMS/DC SORT
             .
             ...display map
             .
             ...return to CA IDMS/DC
             SPACE         2
             MSGMORE       DC        CL79'MORE ITEMS FOLLOW FOR SALESPERSON'
             MSGLAST       DC        CL79'NO MORE ITEMS FOR SALES PERSON'
             .
             .
             .

Exhibit 4.11: ASM Pseudo Conversational--Assembler

 TPSEXPL3: PROC OPTIONS(MAIN) REORDER;

 /*      REMARKS.  THIS PL1 EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATES THE USE OF CA IDMS/DC SORT

         TO DISPLAY THE SALES DATA FOR A GIVEN SALES PERSON. THIS PROGRAM
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         IS PSEUDO CONVERSATIONAL.

         CA IDMS/DC SORT REQUIRES COMPILE OPTION "MARGINS(2,72)".
 */

 /*REQUIRED FOR IDMS*/
 DCL MODE (IDMS_DC) DEBUG;
 DCL IDMS ENTRY OPTIONS(INTER,ASM);

 INCLUDE IDMS(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL);
 /*END OF IDMS REQUIREMENT*/

 DCL ADDR BUILTIN;

 DCL DISPLAY_COUNT                                     FIXED    BIN(31);
 DCL END_OF_DISPLAY                                             CHAR(1);
 DCL END_OF_SALES                                               CHAR(1);

 DCL 1 SALES_DATA,
     2 SALES_ITEM_NAME                                          CHAR(25),
     2 SALES_AMOUNT                                             PIC'S999999999V99',

     2 SALES_QTY                                                PIC'S999999999',
     2 SALES_DATE                                               CHAR(8);

 %INCLUDE SALESREC;
 .
 %INCLUDE TPSCOMMP;
 .
 .
         IF (...first time)
         THEN DO;
               ...set first time off;
               CALL GET_SORTED_SALES_DATA_0100;

         END;

         END_OF_DISPLAY = 'N';
         CALL DISPLAY_SALES_DATA_0200;
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         IF (END-OF-DISPLAY = 'Y')
           THEN DO;
               END_SORT_9000;
               ...return to CA IDMS/DC;
           END;
         ELSE
               ...return to CA IDMS/DC with next task code
                  for this program;

 /*****************************************************************************
 *          SORT SALES DATA FOR A GIVEN SALES PERSON BY ITEM AND DATE         *
 *          SOLD. NOTE: SINCE THE SALES RECORD IS VERY LARGE, THE SALES   *
 *          DATA NEEDED FOR THE SORT AND DISPLAY ARE MOVED TO A WORK          *
 *          RECORD FOR SORTING EFFICIENCY.                                    *
 ******************************************************************************

 GET_SORTED_SALES_DATA_0100: PROC;

 SETSORT PROGRAM
         FOR SALES_DATA LENGTH 53
         FIELD SALES_ITEM_NAME   25 ASCENDING
                SALES_DATE         8 DESCENDING.
 IF (TPSRETN = '0000') THEN CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;

 END_OF_SALES = 'N';
 DO UNTIL (END_OF_SALES = 'Y');

         CALL PUT_SORT_0150;
 END;

 END GET_SORTED_SALES_DATA_0100;

 PUT_SORT_0150: PROC;
 .
 .
 ...read sales record for the sales person;
    when all records have been read for sales person
    END_OF_SALES = 'Y';
 .
 .
 IF (END_OF_SALES = 'N')
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 THEN DO;
         SALES_ITEM     = SALESREC_SALES_ITEM;
         SALES_AMOUNT   = SALESREC_SALES_AMOUNT;
         SALES_QTY      = SALESREC_SALES_QTY;
         SALES_DATE     = SALESREC_SALES_DATE;
         PUTSORT;
         IF (TPSRETN = '0000') THEN CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;
 END;

 END PUT_SORT_0150;;

 /*****************************************************************************
 *          DISPLAY UP TO 20 OF THE NEXT ITEMS SOLD BY THE SALES PERSON.      *
 ******************************************************************************

 DISPLAY_SALES_DATA_0200: PROC;

 DO DISPLAY_COUNT = 1 TO 20 BY 1
         UNTIL (END_OF_DISPLAY = 'Y');
           CALL GET_SALES_ITEM_0220;
 END;

 IF (END-OF-DISPLAY = 'Y')
 THEN
         ...message in map = 'NO MORE ITEMS FOR SALES PERSON';
 ELSE
         ...message in map = 'MORE ITEMS FOLLOW FOR SALES PERSON';
 .
 ...display map

 .
 END DISPLAY_SALES_DATA_0200;

        GET_SALES_ITEM_0220: PROC;
 /*
 **      CA IDMS/DC SORT keeps its currency within the sorted file between
 **      pseudo converses, therefore, no repositioning is required.
 */
 GETSORT NEXT INTO SALES_DATA;
 IF (TPSRETN = '0000')
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   THEN DO;
         ...map = SALES_ITEM_NAME;
         ...map = SALES_AMOUNT;
         ...map = SALES_QTY;
         ...map = SALES_DATE;

   END;
 ELSE
         IF (TPSRETN = '7020')
         THEN
               END_OF_DISPLAY = 'Y';
         ELSE
               CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;

  END GET_SALES_ITEM_0220;

 /*****************************************************************************
 *          END CURRENT SESSION OF CA IDMS/DC SORT.                           *
 ******************************************************************************

  END_SORT_9000: PROC;

 ENDSORT;
 IF (TPSRETN = '0000') THEN CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;

  END END_SORT_9000;

 /*****************************************************************************
 *          AN UNANTICIPATED RETURN CODE WAS RETURNED BY CA IDMS/DC SORT      *
 *          IN THE TPSRETN FIELD. TPSMSG CONTAINS A 79 CHARACTER MESSAGE  *
 *          FROM CA IDMS/DC SORT DESCRIBING THE BAD RETURN CODE.              *
 ******************************************************************************

  SORT_ERROR_9999: PROC;

 ...message line in map = TPSMSG;
 .
 ...display map
 .
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 ...return to CA IDMS/DC

  END SORT_ERROR_9999;

  END TPSEXPL3;

Exhibit 4.12: PLI Pseudo Conversational--PLI

 !       ************************************************************************

 !       *     THIS ADS EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATES THE USE OF CA IDMS/DC SORT TO       *
 !       *     DISPLAY THE SALES DATA FOR A GIVEN SALES PERSON.     THE ENTIRE  *
 !       *     SORTED DETAILS CANNOT BE DISPLAYED ON A SINGLE SCREEN.     HENCE,*
 !       *     THE DETAILS ARE KEPT IN SORTED ORDER ACROSS MAP DISPLAYS.        *
 !       ************************************************************************
 IF      ...first time
         DO.
               ...set first time off
               CALL GET-SORTED-SALES-DATA.
         END.

 MOVE 'N' TO END-OF-DISPLAY.
 WHILE (DISPLAY-COUNT < 21) AND

          (END-OF_DISPLAY NE 'Y')
 REPEAT.
 !       ************************************************************************
 !       *     CA IDMS/DC SORT KEEPS ITS CURRENCY WITHIN THE SORTED FILE        *
 !       *     BETWEEN PSEUDO CONVERSES; THEREFORE, NO REPOSITIONING IS         *
 !       *     REQUIRED.                                                    *
 !       ************************************************************************
         GETSORT NEXT.
         IF TPSRETN EQUAL ZERO
           DO.
               MOVE SALES-ITEM-NAME TO MAP-SALES-ITEM NAME   (DISPLAY-COUNT).
               MOVE SALES-AMOUNT    TO MAP-SALES-AMOUNT      (DISPLAY-COUNT).
               MOVE SALES-QTY       TO MAP-SALES-QTY         (DISPLAY-COUNT).
               MOVE SALES-DATE      TO MAP-SALES-DATE        (DISPLAY-COUNT).

               ADD 1 TO DISPLAY-COUNT
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           END.
         ELSE
           IF TPSRETN EQUAL '7020'
               MOVE 'Y'   TO   END-OF-DISPLAY.
           ELSE
               CALL SORT-ERROR.
 END.

 IF END-OF-DISPLAY = 'Y'
         DO.
               ENDSORT.
               IF TPSRETN NOT EQUAL ZERO

                 DO.
                      CALL SORT-ERROR.
                 END.
               DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT 'NO MORE ITEMS FOR SALES PERSON'.
         END.
 ELSE
         DISPLAY CONTINUE
               MESSAGE TEXT 'MORE ITEMS FOLLOW FOR SALES PERSON'.

 !       ************************************************************************
 !       *GET-SORTED-SALES-DATA                                                 *
 !       *                                                                      *
 !       *     SORT SALES DATA FOR A GIVEN SALES PERSON BY ITEM AND DATE SOLD.  *
 !       *     NOTE: SINCE THE SALES RECORD IS VERY LARGE, THE SALES DATA       *
 !       *     NEEDED FOR THE SORT AND DISPLAY ARE MOVED TO A WORK RECORD       *
 !       *     FOR SORTING EFFICIENCY.                                          *
 !       ************************************************************************

 DEFINE SUBROUTINE GET-SORTED-SALES-DATA.

 SETSORT PROGRAM IDMS FOR SALES-DATA
         FIELD SALES-ITEM-NAME   ASCENDING
                SALES-DATE        DESCENDING.
 IF TPSRETN NOT EQUAL ZERO
         CALL SORT-ERROR.

 MOVE 'N' TO END-OF-SALES
 WHILE END-OF-SALES NOT EQUAL 'Y'
 REPEAT.
   .
   .
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   ...obtain a sales record for the sales person, when all records
   have been processed for this sales person, move 'Y' to
   END-OF-SALES.
   .
   .
   IF END-OF SALES = 'N'
         DO.
               MOVE SALESREC-SALES-ITEM     TO SALES-ITEM.
               MOVE SALESREC-SALES-AMOUNT   TO SALES-AMOUNT.
               MOVE SALESREC-SALES-QTY      TO SALES-QTY.
               MOVE SALESREC-SALES-DATE     TO SALES-DATE.
               PUTSORT.
               IF TPSRETN NOT EQUAL ZERO
                      CALL SORT-ERROR.

         END.
 END.
 GOBACK.

 !       ************************************************************************
 !       *SORT-ERROR                                                            *
 !       *                                                                      *
 !       *     AN UNANTICIPATED RETURN CODE WAS RETURNED BY CA IDMS/DC SORT     *

 !       *     IN THE TPSRETN FIELD. TPMSG CONTAINS A 79 CHARACTER MESSAGE  *
 !       *     FROM CA IDMS/DC SORT DESCRIBING THE BAD RETURN CODE.             *
 !       ************************************************************************
 DEFINE SUBROUTINE SORT-ERROR.

 DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT TPMSG.
 !       RETURN TO TOP.
 GOBACK.

Exhibit 4.13: ADS Pseudo Conversational--ADS

 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

 PROGRAM-ID.   TPSEXPL4
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 REMARKS.   THIS COBOL EXAMPLE IS THE SAME AS EXAMPLE 3, EXCEPT A "USER"
 SORT HAS BEEN SPECIFIED INSTEAD OF A "PROGRAM" SORT. THE PROGRAM
 IS PSEUDO CONVERSATIONAL AND CAN SORT ANY OR ALL OF THE SALES DATA
 FIELDS IN EITHER ASCENDING OR DESCENDING ORDER AT THE USERS
 DISCRETION AT EXECUTION TIME.

 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

 DATA DIVISION.
 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
 77      DISPLAY-COUNT                                 PIC S9(9) COMP.

 77      END-OF-DISPLAY                                PIC X.
 77      END-OF-SALES                                  PIC X.

 01      SALES-DATA.
 05      SALES-ITEM-NAME                               PIC X(25).
 05      SALES-AMOUNT       PIC S9(9)V99 COMP-3.
 05      SALES-QTY                                     PIC S9(9)    COMP-3.
 05      SALES-DATE         PIC X(08).

 COPY SALESREC
 .
 COPY TPSCOMMC

 .
 .

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 IF ...first time
 THEN
         ...set first time off
         PERFORM 0100-GET-SORTED-SALES-DATA.

 MOVE 'N' TO END-OF-DISPLAY.
 PERFORM DISPLAY-SALES-DATA.

 IF END-OF-DISPLAY - 'Y'
 THEN
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         PERFORM 9000-END-SORT
         ...return to CA IDMS/DC
 ELSE
         ...return to CA IDMS/DC with next task code
            for this program.

 ******************************************************************************
 *          SORT ORDER WILL BE CONTROLLED BY THE USER.     THE USER CAN       *
 *          SELECT ANY OR ALL OF THE FIELDS IN THE SALES-DATA-WORK            *
 *          RECORD AS A SORT KEY. EACH SELECTED SORT KEY CAN BE ORDERED   *
 *          EITHER IN ASCENDING OR DESCENDING SEQUENCE.                       *
 ******************************************************************************

 0100-GET-SORTED-SALES-DATA    SECTION.

 SETSORT USER
         FOR SALES-DATA   LENGTH 44
         FIELD SALES-ITEM-NAME   25
                SALES-AMOUNT       6
                SALES-QTY          5
                SALES-DATE         8
 IF TPSRETN NOT - '0000' PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR.

 MOVE 'N' END-OF-SALES.
 PERFORM  0150-PUT-SORT UNTIL END-OS-SALES = 'Y'.

 SECTION-EXIT.
 EXIT.

 0150-PUT-SORT    SECTION.
 .
 ...read a sales record for the sales person,
    when all records have been read for sales person
    move 'y' to END-OF-SALES
 .
 IF END-OF-SALES = 'N'
 THEN
         MOVE SALESREC-SALES-ITEM                      TO SALES-ITEM
         MOVE SALESREC-SALES-AMOUNT                    TO SALES-AMOUNT
         MOVE SALES-REC-SALES-QTY                      TO SALES-QTY
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         MOVE SALESREC-SALES-DATE                      TO SALES-DATE
         PUTSORT.
         IF TPSRETN NOT = '0000' PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR.

 SECTION-EXIT.
 EXIT.

 ******************************************************************************
 *          DISPLAY UP TO 20 OF THE NEXT ITEMS SOLD BY SALES PERSON           *
 ******************************************************************************

 0200-DISPLAY-SALES-DATA    SECTION.

 PERFORM 0220-GET-SALES-ITEM
         VARYING DISPLAY-COUNT
         FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL  (DISPLAY-COUNT  >  20)
                          OR   (END-OF-DISPLAY = 'Y')
 IF END-OF-DISPLAY = 'Y'
 THEN
         MOVE 'NO MORE ITEMS FOR SALES PERSON'

               TO ...message in map.
 ELSE
         MOVE 'MORE ITEMS FOLLOW FOR SALES PERSON'
               TO ...message in map.
 .
 ...display map
 .
 SECTION-EXIT.
 EXIT.
  0220-GET-SALES-ITEM    SECTION.

 **      CA IDMS/DC SORT KEEPS ITS CURRENCY WITHIN THE SORTED FILE BETWEEN
 **      PSEUDO CONVERSES. THEREFORE, NO REPOSITIONING IS REQUIRED.

 GETSORT NEXT.
 IF TPSRETN = '0000'

 THEN
         MOVE SALES-ITEM-NAME                          TO ...map
         MOVE SALES-AMOUNT                             TO ...map
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         MOVE SALES-QTY                                TO ...map
         MOVE SALES-DATE                               TO ...map
 ELSE
         IF TPSRETN = '7020'
         THEN
               MOVE 'Y' TO END-OF-DISPLAY
         ELSE
               PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR.

  SECTION-EXIT.
 EXIT.

 ******************************************************************************
 *          END CURRENT SESSION OF CA IDMS/DC SORT.                           *
 ******************************************************************************

  9000-END-SORT    SECTION.

 ENDSORT.
 IF TPSRETN NOT = '0000' THEN PERFORM 9999-SORT-ERROR.

  SECTION-EXIT.
 EXIT.

 ******************************************************************************
 *          AN UNANTICIPATED RETURN CODE WAS RETURNED BY CA IDMS/DC SORT IN   *
 *          THE TPSRETN FIELD. TPSMSG CONTAINS A 79 CHARACTER MESSAGE FROM*
 *          CA IDMS/DC SORT DESCRIBING THE BAD RETURN CODE.                   *
 ******************************************************************************

  9999-SORT-ERROR    SECTION.

 MOVE TPSMSG TO ...message line in map
 .
 ...display map
 .
 ...return to CA IDMS/DC
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  SECTION-EXIT.
 EXIT.

Exhibit 4.14: COB Pseudo Conversational, USER Option--COBOL

                TITLE 'TPSEXPL4 ── USER SORT ── PSEUDO CONVERSATIONAL'

 ********************************************************************************
 *          THIS ASSEMBLER EXAMPLE IS THE SAME AS EXAMPLE 3, EXCEPT A "USER"    *
 *          SORT HAS BEEN SPECIFIED INSTEAD OF A "PROGRAM" SORT. THE PROGRAM    *
 *          IS PSEUDO CONVERSATIONAL AND CAN SORT ANY OR ALL OF THE SALES       *
 *          DATA FIELDS IN EITHER ASCENDING OR DESCENDING ORDER AT THE          *
 *          USER'S DISCRETION AT EXECUTION TIME.                                *
 ********************************************************************************
 name...       DSECT
 SLDATA        DS     OXL44                            EXTRACTED DATA FROM SALES RECORD
 SLITEM        DS     CL25                             NAME OF ITEM SOLD
 SLAMT                DS    PL6                        AMOUNT ITEM SOLD FOR
 SLAMT                DS    PL5                        NUMBER OF ITEMS SOLD

 SLDATE        DS     CL8                              DATE ITEM WAS SOLD
         .
 ENDSALE       DS     C                                END OF SALES INDICATOR
 ENDDSPLY      DS     C                                END OF DISPLAY INDICATOR
         .
         COPY         SALESREC                         SALES RECORD
         .
         COPY         TPSCOMMA                         CA IDMS/
DC SORT COMMUNICATIONS BLOCK
         .
 R3            EQU    3                                BAL - SUBROUTINE LINKAGE
 R4            EQU    4                                BCT - LOOP COUNTER

         .
 TPSEXPL4      CSECT
         .
         .
         CLI   ...first time                           IS THIS FIRST TIME ?
         BNE   MAIN0100     NO, SKIP EXTRACT AND SORT THEN
         MVI   ...first time                           TURN FIRST TIME INDICATOR OFF
         BAL   R3,SORTSALE                             EXTRACT AND SORT SALES DATA
         SPACE
 MAIN0100      EQU    *
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         MVI   ENDDSPLY,C'N'
         BAL   R3,DISPLAY                              DISPLAY SALES DATA
         SPACE
         CLI   ENDDSPLY,C'Y'                           HAVE ALL SALES BEEN DISPLAYED ?

         BE    NOMORE       YES, END SORT PSEUDO CONVERSE
         ...return to CA IDMS/DC with next code for this program
         SPACE
 NOMORE        EQU    *
         BAL   R3,TERMSORT                             RELEASE SORT
         ...return to CA IDMS/DC
         SPACE        2

 ******************************************************************************
 *          SORT ORDER WILL BE CONTROLLED BY THE USER.     THE USER CAN SELECT*
 *          ANY OR ALL OF THE FIELDS IN THE SLDATA WORK RECORD AS A SORT KEY. *
 *          EACH SELECTED SORT KEY CAN BE ORDERED EITHER IN ASCENDING OR      *
 *          DESCENDING SEQUENCE.                                          *
 ******************************************************************************

 SORTSALE      EQU    *
         SETSORT USER
               FOR SLDATA LENGTH 44
               FIELD SLITEM  25
                       SLAMT    6
                       SLQTY    5
                       SLDATE   8.
         CLC   TPSRETN,=CL4'0000'                      SUCCESSFUL SETSORT ?
         BNE   BADSORT      NO, REPORT ERROR AND ABORT
         MVI   ENDSALE,C'N'                            INITIALIZE FOR LOOP
         SPACE
 PUTLOOP       EQU    *
         .
         ...read a sales record, set ENDSALE to 'Y' at end

         .
         CLI   ENDSALE, 'Y'                            ANY MORE SALES PERSONS ?
         BER   R3           NO, RETURN
         MVC   SLITEM,...                              SAVE NAME OF ITEM SOLD
         ZAP   SLAMT,...                               SAVE AMOUNT OF SALE
         ZAP   SLQTY,...                               SAVE QUANTITY SOLD
         MVC   SLDATE,...                              SAVE DATE ITEM SOLD
         PUTSORT.
         CLC   TPSRETN,=CL4'0000'                      SALES DATA ACCEPTED BY SORT ?
         BE    PUTLOOP      YES, CONTINUE EXTRACT
         B     BADSORT      NO, REPORT ERROR AND ABORT
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         SPACE 2
 ******************************************************************************
 *          DISPLAY UP TO 20 OF THE NEXT ITEMS SOLD BY THE SALES PERSON.      *
 *          NOTE: CA IDMS/DC SORT KEEPS ITS CURRENCY WITHIN THE SORTED FILE   *
 *          BETWEEN PSEUDO CONVERSES.     THEREFORE, NO REPOSITIONING IS      *
 *          REQUIRED.                                                     *
 ******************************************************************************

 DISPLAY       EQU    *
         LA    R4,20        NUMBER OF ITEMS PER SCREEN
         SPACE
 GETLOOP       EQU    *
         GETSORT NEXT.
         CLC   TPSRETN,=CL4'7020'                      END OF SORTED DATA ?
         BE    LAST                                    YES, INDICATE NO MORE ITEMS
         CLC   TPSRETN,=CL4'0000'                      SORTED SALES DATA RETRIEVED ?
         BNE   BADSORT      NO, REPORT ERROR AND ABORT
         MVC   ..map..,SLITEM                          NAME OF ITEM SOLD
         UNPK         ..map..,SLAMT                    AMOUNT ITEM SOLD FOR
         UNPK         ..map..,SLQTY                    NUMBER OF ITEMS SOLD
         MVC   ..map..,SLDATE                          DATE ITEM SOLD
         BCT   R4,GETLOOP
         MVC   ..message in map..,MSGMORE

         SPACE
 DSPLYMAP       EQU                              *
         .
         ..display map
         .
         BR           R3
         SPACE
 LAST          EQU          *
         MVI          ENDDSPLY,C'Y'                    INDICATE LAST SCREEN OF DISPLAY
         MVC          ..message in map..,MSGLAST
         B            DSPLYMAP
         SPACE        2
 ******************************************************************************
 *          END CURRENT SESSION OF CA IDMS/DC SORT.                           *
 ******************************************************************************
 TERMSORT      EQU          *

         ENDSORT.
         CLC          TPSRETN,=CL4'0000'               SESSION ENDED OK ?
         BER          R3    YES
         B            BADSORT                          NO
         SPACE        2
 ******************************************************************************
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 *          AN UNANTICIPATED RETURN CODE WAS RETURNED BY CA IDMS/DC SORT      *
 *          IN THE TPSRETN FIELD. TPSMSG FIELD CONTAINS A 79 CHARACTER    *
 *          MESSAGE FROM CA IDMS/DC SORT DESCRIBING THE BAD RETURN CODE.      *
 ******************************************************************************
 BADSORT       EQU          *
         MVC          ..map..,TPSMSG                   USE MESSAGE FROM CA IDMS/DC SORT
         .
         ...display map
         .
         ...return to CA IDMS/DC

         SPACE        2
 MSGMORE       DC           CL79'MORE ITEMS FOLLOW FOR SALES PERSON'
 MSGLAST       DC           CL79'NO MORE ITEMS FOR SALES PERSON'
         .
         .
         .

Exhibit 4.15: ASM Pseudo Conversational, USER Option--Assembler

 TPSEXPL4: PROC OPTIONS(MAIN) REORDER;

 /*      REMARKS.  THIS PLI EXAMPLE IS THE SAME AS EXAMPLE 3, EXCEPT A

         "USER" SORT HAS BEEN SPECIFIED INSTEAD OF A "PROGRAM" SORT.
         THE PROGRAM IS PSEUDO CONVERSATIONAL AND CAN SORT ANY OR
         ALL OF THE SALES DATA FIELDS IN EITHER ASCENDING OR
         DESCENDING ORDER AT THE USERS DISCRETION AT EXECUTION TIME.

   CA IDMS/DC SORT REQUIRES COMPILE OPTION "MARGINS(2,72)".
 */

 /*REQUIRED FOR IDMS*/
 DCL MODE (IDMS_DC) DEBUG;

 DCL IDMS ENTRY OPTIONS(INTER,ASM);
 INCLUDE IDMS(SUBSCHEMA_CTRL);
 /*END OF IDMS REQUIREMENT*/
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 DCL ADDR BUILTIN;

 DCL DISPLAY_COUNT                                     FIXED  BIN(31);
 DCL END_OF_DISPLAY                                           CHAR(1);
 DCL END_OF_SALES                                             CHAR(1);

 DCL     1 SALES_DATA,
 2 SALES_ITEM_NAME                 CHAR(25),
 2 SALES_AMOUNT                    PIC'S999999999V99'.

 2 SALES_QTY                       PIC'S999999999',
 2 SALES_DATE                      CHAR(8);

 %INCLUDE SALESREC;
 .
 %INCLUDE TPSCOMMP;
 .
 .

         IF (..first time)
               THEN DO:

                 ...set first time off;
                 CALL GET_SORTED_SALES_DATA_0100
               END;

         END_OF_DISPLAY = 'N';
         CALL DISPLAY_SALES_DATA_0200;

         IF (END_OF_DISPLAY = 'Y')
               THEN DO;
                 ...return to CA IDMS/DC;
               END;
         ELSE
                 ...return to CA IDMS/DC with next task code
                      for this program;

 /*****************************************************************************
 *          SORT ORDER WILL BE CONTROLLED BY THE USER.     THE USER CAN SELECT*
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 *          ANY OR ALL OF THE FIELDS IN THE SALES-DATA WORK RECORD AS A       *
 *          SORT KEY. EACH SELECTED SORT KEY CAN BE ORDERED EITHER IN     *
 *          ASCENDING OR DESCENDING SEQUENCE.                                 *
 ******************************************************************************

 GET_SORTED_SALES_DATA_0100: PROC;

 SETSORT USER
         FOR SALES_DATA     LENGTH 53
         FIELDS  SALES_ITEM_NAME   25
                  SALES_AMOUNT      11

                  SALES_QTY          9
                  SALES_DATE         8;
 IF (TPSRETN = '0000) CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;

 END_OF_SALES = 'N';
 DO UNTIL (END_OF_SALES = 'Y');
         CALL PUT_SORT_0150;
 END;

 END GET_SORTED_SALES_0100;

 PUT_SORT_0150: PROC;

 .
 .
 ...read a sales record for the sales person;
    when all records have been read for sales person
    END_OF_SALES = 'Y';
 .
 .
 IF (END_OF_SALES = 'N')
         THEN DO;
           SALES_ITEM = SALESREC_SALES_ITEM;
           SALES_AMOUNT = SALESREC_SALES_AMOUNT;
           SALES_QTY = SALESREC_SALES_QTY;
           SALES_DATE = SALESREC_SALES_DATE;
           PUTSORT;

           IF (TPSRETN = '0000') THEN CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;
         END;
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 END PUT_SORT_0150;

 /*****************************************************************************
 *          DISPLAY UP TO 20 OF THE NEXT ITEMS SOLD BY THE SALES PERSON.      *
 ******************************************************************************

  DISPLAY_SALES_DATA_0200: PROC;

 DO DISPLAY_COUNT = 1 TO 20 BY 1
         UNTIL (END_OF_DISPLAY - 'Y');
          CALL GET_SALES_ITEM_0220;
 END;

 IF (END_OF_DISPLAY = 'Y')

         THEN
           ...message in map = 'NO MORE ITEMS FOR SALES PERSON';
 ELSE
           ...message in map = 'MORE ITEMS FOLLOW FOR SALES PERSON';
 .
 .
 ...display map
 .
 .

  END DISPLAY_SALES_DATA_0200;

  GET_SALES_ITEM_0220: PROC;

 /*
 **      CA IDMS/DC SORT keeps its currency within the sorted file between
 **      pseudo converses, therefore, no repositioning is required.
 */
 GETSORT NEXT INTO SALES_DATA;
 IF (TPSRETN = '0000')
         THEN DO;
           ...map = SALES_ITEM_NAME;
           ...map = SALES_AMOUNT;
           ...map = SALES_QTY;
           ...map = SALES_DATE;
         END;
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 ELSE
           IF (TPSRETN = '7020')

           THEN
               END_OF_DISPLAY = 'Y';
           ELSE
               CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;

  END GET_SALES_ITEM_0220;

 /*****************************************************************************
 *          END CURRENT SESSION OF CA IDMS/DC SORT.                           *
 ******************************************************************************

  END_SORT_9000: PROC;

 ENDSORT;
 IF (TPSRETN = '0000') THEN CALL SORT_ERROR_9999;

  END END_SORT_9000;

 /*****************************************************************************
 *          AN UNANTICIPATED RETURN CODE WAS RETURNED BY CA IDMS/DC SORT      *
 *          IN THE TPSRETN FIELD. TPSMSG CONTAINS A 79 CHARACTER MESSAGE  *
 *          FROM CA IDMS/DC SORT DESCRIBING THE BAD RETURN CODE.              *
 ******************************************************************************

  SORT_ERROR_9999: PROC;

 ...message line in map = TPSMSG;

 .
 ...display map;
 .
 ...return to CA IDMS/DC;

  END SORT_ERROR_9999;
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  END TPSEXPL4;

Exhibit 4.16: PLI Pseudo Conversational, USER Option--PLI

 !       **************************************************************************

 !       *     THIS ADS EXAMPLE IS THE SAME AS EXAMPLE 3, EXCEPT A "USER" SORT    *
 !       *     HAS BEEN SPECIFIED INSTEAD OF A "PROGRAM" SORT.     THE DIALOGUE IS*
 !       *     PSEUDO CONVERSATIONAL AND CAN SORT ANY OR ALL OF THE SALES DATA    *
 !       *     FIELDS IN EITHER ASCENDING OR DESCENDING ORDER AT THE USER'S       *
 !       *     DISCRETION AT EXECUTION TIME.                                      *
 !       **************************************************************************
 IF      ...first time
         DO.
               ...set first time off
               CALL GET-SORTED-SALES-DATA.
         END.

 MOVE 'N' TO END-OF-DISPLAY.
 WHILE (DISPLAY-COUNT < 21) AND
          (END-OF-DISPLAY NE 'Y')
 REPEAT.
 !       ************************************************************************
 !       *     CA IDMS/DC SORT KEEPS ITS CURRENCY WITHIN THE SORTED FILE        *
 !       *     BETWEEN PSEUDO CONVERSES; THEREFORE, NO REPOSITIONING IS         *
 !       *     REQUIRED.                                                    *
 !       ************************************************************************
 GETSORT NEXT.
 IF TPSRETN EQUAL ZERO
         DO.

               MOVE SALES-ITEM-NAME TO MAP-SALES-ITEM-NAME  (DISPLAY-COUNT).
               MOVE SALES-AMOUNT    TO MAP-SALES-AMOUNT     (DISPLAY-COUNT).
               MOVE SALES-QTY       TO MAP-SALES-QTY        (DISPLAY-COUNT).
               MOVE SALES-DATE      TO MAP-SALES-DATE       (DISPLAY-COUNT).
               ADD 1 TO DISPLAY-COUNT.
         END.
 ELSE
         IF TPSRETN EQUAL '7020'
               MOVE 'Y' TO END-OF-DISPLAY.
         ELSE
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               CALL SORT-ERROR.
 END.

 IF END-OF-DISPLAY = 'Y'

         DO.
               ENDSORT.
               IF TPSRETN NE ZERO
                      DO.
                         CALL ERROR.
                      END.
               DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT 'NO MORE ITEMS FOR SALES PERSON'.
         END.
 ELSE
         DISPLAY CONTINUE
               MESSAGE TEXT 'MORE ITEMS FOLLOW FOR SALES PERSON'.

 !       *************************************************************************
 !       *GET-SORTED-SALES-DATA                                                  *
 !       *                                                                       *
 !       *     SORT ORDER WILL BE CONTROLLED BY THE USER.     THE USER CAN SELECT*
 !       *     ANY OR ALL OF THE FIELDS IN THE SALES-DATA WORK RECORD AS A       *
 !       *     SORT KEY. EACH SELECTED SORT KEY CAN BE ORDERED EITHER IN     *
 !!      *     ASCENDING OR DESCENDING SEQUENCE.                                 *
 !       *************************************************************************
 DEFINE SUBROUTINE GET-SORTED-SALES-DATA.

 SETSORT USER IDMS FOR SALES-DATA
 IF TPSRETN NE ZERO
         CALL ERROR.

 MOVE 'N' TO END-OF-SALES
 WHILE END-OF-SALES NE 'Y'

 REPEAT.
   .
   .
   .
   ...obtain a sales record for the sales person,
   when all records have been processed for this sales
   person, move 'y' to END-OF-SALES.
   .
   .
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   IF END-OF-SALES - 'N'
         DO.
               MOVE SALESREC-SALES-ITEM     TO SALES-ITEM.
               MOVE SALESREC-SALES-AMOUNT   TO SALES-AMOUNT.
               MOVE SALESREC-SALES-QTY      TO SALES-QTY.

               MOVE SALESREC-SALES-DATE     TO SALES-DATE.
               PUTSORT.
               IF TPSRETN NE ZERO
                      CALL ERROR.
         END.
 END.
 GOBACK.

 !       ************************************************************************
 !       *SORT-ERROR                                                            *
 !       *                                                                      *
 !       *     AN UNANTICIPATED RETURN CODE WAS RETURNED BY CA IDMS/DC SORT     *

 !       *     IN THE TPSRETN FIELD. TPMSG CONTAINS A 79 CHARACTER MESSAGE  *
 !       *     FROM CA IDMS/DC SORT DESCRIBING THE BAD RETURN CODE.             *
 !       ************************************************************************
 DEFINE SUBROUTINE ERROR.

 DISPLAY MESSAGE TEXT TPSMSG.
 !       RETURN TO TOP.
 GOBACK.

Exhibit 4.17: ADS Pseudo Conversational, USER Option--ADS

Selecting Sort Criteria on a User Screen
When you specify USER in the SETSORT statement, at processing time CA IDMS/DC Sort displays a screen for selecting
sort criteria. The screen shows the fields in the record specified in the SETSORT statement. You can make entries for 1 to
16 fields in the columns headed Sequence and Sort Order. To cancel the sort at any time, press PA2.

A sort selection screen is illustrated in Exhibit 4.17 SCR1.

Specifying Sequence and Sort Order
You can easily specify sequence and sort order by following these steps:

1. On the line containing the element that is to be the first sort key, in the sequence column enter 1.
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2. On the same line, in the Sort Order column, you must enter either A for ascending or D for descending.
3. On the line of the element that is to be the second sort key, in the Sequence column enter 2 and in the Sort Order

column enter either A or D.
4. Continue entering sequence and sort order for up to 16 elements. Do not skip any sequence numbers. Any element for

which you assign a sequence number must also be assigned a sort order.
If a record has more elements that can fit on one page, you can page backwards or forwards by using the PF keys
indicated at the bottom of the screen.

5. For elements that are not sort keys, leave the Sequence and Sort Order columns blank.
6. When you are finished specifying sequence and sort order, press PF3 to execute the sort.
7. If you correct an error, press ENTER to validate the corrections before you execute the sort again.

Sample Sort Selection Screen
A sample Sort Selection screen is shown in Exhibit 3.18 SCR1. Here are descriptions of the fields on the screen:

• SORT KEY DESCRIPTION -- Names of the fields or elements in the record.
• SEQUENCE -- Column in which you can enter a number from 01 to 16 to indicate the sequence in which the fields are

to be sorted.
• SORT ORDER -- Column in which you enter A for ascending or D for descending for each element given a sequence

number.
• PF Keys -- List of PF key assignments.

 CA IDMS/DC SORT Rnn.nn ──  USER SORT KEY SPECIFICATION ── hh:mm:ss  mm/dd/yy

 Sort Key Description                 Sequence         Sort Order
 SORT-NAME
 SORT-LANGUAGE

    HELP: PF1-(Expand Error Message)
 CONTROL: ENTER-(Validate Screen) PA2-(Cancel Sort) PF3-(Execute Sort)
  PAGING: PF6-(Page First) PF7-(Page Prior) PF8-(Page Next)

Exhibit 4.18: SCR1--Sample Sort Selection Screen

Field Error
When an invalid value is entered in one of the columns on the Sort Selection Screen, a "field error" occurs. Such an error
is shown in Exhibit 4.19 SCR2, below. In the detail line for SORT-LANGUAGE, the user entered a sequence value outside
the range 1-16.
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• Generalized Error Message -- A generalized error message appears in the message area, line 2 of the screen,
indicating that one or more field errors have been detected.

• Specific Error Message, Short Form -- At the same time, short forms of more specific error messages appear next
to the items in error. When necessary, these messages can be expanded to provide further information. The next
example illustrates how to expand a short form error message.

 CA IDMS/DC SORT  Rnn.nn  ── USER SORT KEY SPECIFICATION ── hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy
 TPU7066E-ONE OR MORE DETAIL FIELDS ARE IN ERROR
 Sort Key Description                 Sequence         Sort Order
 SORT-NAME                              01                  A
 SORT-LANGUAGE                          31 7057-BAD SEQ #   A

    HELP: PF1-(Expand Error Message)
 CONTROL: ENTER-(Validate Screen) PA2-(Cancel Sort) PF3-(Execute Sort)
  PAGING: PF6-(Page First) PF7-(Page Prior) PF8-(Page Next)

Exhibit 4.19: SCR2 Sort Selection Screen--Field Related Error

Expanding Short Form Field Error Messages
To expand a short form field error message and obtain more information, follow these steps:

1. Position the cursor on the detail line item that precedes the short form message to be expanded.
2. Press the PF1 key.
3. Look at the Message Area (line 2 of the screen). It now contains the long form of the message in the detail line,

including the message code (first eight characters).

If the long form of the message still does not provide enough information, use the message code to look up a detailed
explanation in Messages.

 CA IDMS/DC SORT  Rnn.nn  ── USER SORT KEY SPECIFICATION ── hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 TPU7057E-SEQUENCE NUMBER MUST BE BETWEEN 1 AND 16
 Sort Key Description                 Sequence         Sort Order
 SORT-NAME                              01                  A
 SORT-LANGUAGE                          31 7057-BAD SEQ #   A
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    HELP: PF1-(Expand Error Message)
 CONTROL: ENTER-(Validate Screen) PA2-(Cancel Sort) PF3-(Execute Sort)
  PAGING: PF6-(Page First) PF7-(Page Prior) PF8-(Page Next)

Exhibit 4.20: SCR3 Sort Selection Screen--Expanding Short Error Messages

Processing Errors
Processing errors can occur when the USER option is specified in the SETSORT statement. A screen illustrating a
processing error message is shown in Exhibit 4.21 SCR4.

• Message code and text. For a detailed explanation of the message, see Messages.

 CA IDMS/DC SORT  Rnn.nn  ── USER SORT KEY SPECIFICATION ── hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy

 TPU7061E-AN IMPROPER PFKEY WAS PRESSED

 Sort Key Description                 Sequence         Sort Order

 FIELD_1                                01                  A

 FIELD_2

    HELP: PF1-(Expand Error Message)

 CONTROL: ENTER-(Validate Screen) PA2-(Cancel Sort) PF3-(Execute Sort)

  PAGING: PF6-(Page First) PF7-(Page Prior) PF8-(Page Next)

Exhibit 4.21: SRC4 Sort Selection Screen--Processing Error
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Operations (CA IDMS/DC Sort)
This section describes operational procedures for CA IDMS/DC Sort. It begins with operational considerations, system
flow, and system limits. Next are the steps (including model JCL) necessary to use CA IDMS/DC Sort with COBOL,
Assembler, or PLI applications. Finally, this section discusses tuning CA IDMS/DC Sort for your environment. For
information on using CA IDMS/DC Sort with CA ADS, see CA ADS Preprocessor.

CA ADS
To use the preprocessor with CA ADS, see CA IDMS/DC Sort Parameter Statements.

 

 ******************************************************************************

 *       MODEL JCL FOR EXECUTION OF CA IDMS/DC SORT PREPROCESSORS FOR         *

 *       ASSEMBLER, COBOL, AND PLI PROGRAMS IN CA IDMS/DC                     *

 *       ENVIRONMENT.                                                         *

 *                                                                            *

 *       CHANGE PGM STATEMENT TO EXECUTE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:                *

 *                                                                            *

 *                  TPSBCOBI  ──  COBOL, CA IDMS/DC                           *

 *                  TPSBASMI  ──  ASSEMBLER, CA IDMS/DC                       *

 *                  TPSBPLII  ──  PLI, CA IDMS/DC                             *

 *                  TPSBADSI  ──  ADS, CA IDMS/DC                             *

 *                                                                            *

 *        SYSCTL DD STATEMENT MAY, OPTIONALLY, BE USED FOR                    *

 *        CA IDMS DICTIONARY USAGE.                                           *

 ******************************************************************************

 

 //TPSBXXXX       EXEC             PGM=TPSBXXXX

 //STEPLIB        DD               DSN=your.tpsort.loadlib,DISP=SHR
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 //               DD               DSN=your.idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //SYSCTL         DD               DSN=your.idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

 //AUDIT          DD               SYSOUT=a

 //INPUT          DD               DSN=your.source.code,DISP=SHR

 //OUTPUT         DD               DSN=your.expanded.code,DISP=SHR

 

Exhibit 5.2: Modelz/OS JCL for Execution of CA IDMS/DC Sort

 ******************************************************************************

 *        Sample Z/OS link-edit control cards for inclusion of                 *

 *        CA IDMS/DC SORT with Assembler or COBOL programs.                   *

 ******************************************************************************

 

 INCLUDE        SYSLIB(CICS module)        * Include CICS command-level language

 INCLUDE        SYSLIB(your program)       * interface module.

 INCLUDE        SYSLIB(TPSET)              * Include CA IDMS modules as

 INCLUDE        SYSLIB(IDMS module)        * appropriate.

                .

                .

 ENTRY          DFHEI1                     * Include for CA IDMS/DC programs.

 

 NAME           your program(R)

   

Exhibit 5.3: Sample Z/OS Link Edit Control Statements Assembler or COBOL

 ******************************************************************************
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 *        Sample Z/OS link-edit control cards for inclusion of                *

 *        CA IDMS/DC SORT with PLI programs.                                  *

 ******************************************************************************

 

 INCLUDE        SYSLIB(your program)        *

 INCLUDE        SYSLIB(TPSORT)              *

 INCLUDE        SYSLIB(TPSET)               * Enter these control statements

 INCLUDE        SSSYSLIB(IDMS)              * for CA IDMS.

 ENTRY          PLISTART                    *

 NAME           your program(R)             *

   

Exhibit 5.4: Sample Z/OS Link Edit Control Statements--PLI

 // OPTION PARTDUMP

 // UPSI   00000001

 *  **** PRIVATE CORE IMAGE LIBRARY WHERE TP/SORT INSTALLED

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.loadlib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *  FOR DOS/SP USE THE FOLLOWING:

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(DBMS.sublibrary,IDMS.sublibrary)

 *  FOR Z/VSE USE THE FOLLOWING:

 // LIBDEF  CL,SEARCH=(DBMS,IDMS)

 *

 *  ************************ REPORT FILE *******************************

 *

 // ASSGN   SYS013,SYSLST
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 *

 *  ******* SOURCE CODE INPUT TO PREPROCESSOR **************************

 *

 // ASSGN   SYS014,SYSRDR                         SYNTAX FILE

 *

 *  ******* PREPROCESSED SOURCE CODE FROM PREPROCESSOR *****************

 *  ******* USED AS INPUT BY NEXT JOB STEP             *****************

 *

 // DLBL    OUTPUT,'work.file.output',0,SD

 // EXTENT         SYS015,volser,,,00250,003

 // ASSGN          SYS015,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *

 // EXEC    TPSBXXXX,SIZE=(TPSBXXXX,400K)

 PLACE LANGUAGE SOURCE CODE HERE

 /*

 /&

 SS EOJ

   

Exhibit 5.5: Model Z/VSE JCL for Execution of CA IDMS/DC Sort

 *************************************************************************

 *        Sample Z/VSE link-edit control cards for inclusion of            *

 *        CA IDMS/DC SORT with Assembler or COBOL programs.              *

 *************************************************************************

  PHASE your-program,*
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  INCLUDE CICS-module                   * Include CICS command level

  INCLUDE your-program                  * language interface module.

  INCLUDE TPSETC

  INCLUDE DFHEAI

  INCLUDE DFHEAI0

  INCLUDE IDMS-module                   * Include CA IDMS modules as

  ENTRY   DFHEI1                        * as appropriate.

 

Exhibit 5.6: Sample Z/VSE Link Edit Control Statements Assembler or COBOL

 *************************************************************************

 *        Sample Z/VSE link-edit control cards for inclusion of            *

 *        CA IDMS/DC SORT with PL/I programs.                            *

 *************************************************************************

  PHASE your-program,*

  INCLUDE your-program

  INCLUDE TPSETI

  INCLUDE IDMS

  ENTRY PLISTART

   

Exhibit 5.7: Sample Z/VSE Link Edit Control Statements--PLI

 

 /* TPSBEXEC                                                          */

 /*                                                                   */

 /* KEY TO VARIABLES                                                  */
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 /* ────────────────                                                  */

 /*                                                                   */

 /* ca.loadlib         The filename of the load library into which    */

 /*                    you downloaded CA IDMS Tools.                  */

 /*                                                                   */

 /* idms.loadlib       The filename of the load library containing    */

 /*                    your IDMS SUBSCHEMA and DMCL modules.          */

 /*                                                                   */

 /* tpsprogn           Change to: TPSBASMI for IDMS/DC-Assembler      */

 /*                               TPSBCOBI for IDMS/DC-COBOL          */

 /*                               TPSBPLII for IDMS/DC-PLI            */

 /*  */

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR

 /*                                                                   */

 CA_LOADLIB_FN       = 'ca.loadlib'

 IDMS_LOADLIB_FN     = 'idms.loadlib'

 INPUT_FN            = 'input-source-fn'

 INPUT_FT            = 'input-source-ft'

 INPUT_FM            = '*'

 OUTPUT_FN           = 'output-source-fn'

 OUTPUT_FT           = 'output-source-ft'

 OUTPUT_FM           = '*'

 /*                                                                   */

 /*  LINK AND ACCESS MINIDISKS CONTAINING REQUIRED LIBRARIES          */

 /*                                                                   */
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  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' CA_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

  'FILEDEF AUDIT   PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF INPUT   DISK ' INPUT_FN INPUT_FT INPUT_FM

  'FILEDEF OUTPUT  DISK ' OUTPUT_FN OUTPUT_FT OUTPUT_FM

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING CA IDMS/DC SORT PREPROCESSOR'

  'EXECOS OSRUN tpsprogn'

  TPSBXEC_RC = RC

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME TPSBEXEC LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  SAY 'TPSBEXEC FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' TPSBXEC_RC

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  EXIT TPSBXEC_RC

 /*                                                                   */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

  ERROR_RC = RC

  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL
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 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME TPSBEXEC LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  EXIT ERROR_RC

 /*                                                                   */

 

Exhibit 5.8: Z/VM EXEC for CA IDMS/DC Sort Execution ── Asm, COBOL, PLI

CA IDMS/DC Sort parameters Overview
This section provides information on the CA IDMS/DC Sort parameters. It begins with an overview of the five parameter
statements that can be entered in your application program. The overview includes a complete parameter summary
chart, notation conventions, and syntax rules. The overview is followed by a description of each parameter, showing
its appropriate syntax, rules for use, and defaults. The parameters are presented in the order shown in the parameter
summary chart.

CA IDMS/DC Sort Parameter Statements
Five parameter statements are entered in the application programs: SETSORT, PUTSORT, GETSORT, ENDSORT and
SETLIMIT. Sample application programs including these statements are shown in Examples.

CA IDMS/DC Sort has a work-saving preprocessor which generates programming statements appropriate for your sorting
requirements. This section explains the parameter statements that you must include in your program.

Parameter Options

Within the parameter statements, CA IDMS/DC Sort provides a variety of options for tailoring your sort session to meet
your needs. These options allow you to select a record and define sort criteria.

Your choice of options entered in the parameter statements depends on the programming language, the operating
environment, and the type of sort you want generated.

In a CA IDMS environment, you can direct CA IDMS/DC Sort to extract some of the control information from the
dictionary.

SETSORT Statement

The SETSORT statement initiates a CA IDMS/DC Sort session. From this statement, values are initialized in the CA
IDMS/DC Sort control blocks. These values are in effect until an ENDSORT statement is issued for the session.
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In the SETSORT statement, you can specify the record name and sort criteria, or you can indicate that the user is to
define criteria at execution time. The SETSORT statement can also indicate that some of the values are to be extracted
from a dictionary.

PUTSORT Statement

The PUTSORT statement takes a record defined in the SETSORT statement for the session and transfers it to CA IDMS/
DC Sort processing.

GETSORT Statement

The GETSORT statement retrieves a record defined in the SETSORT statement for the session. You can specify one of
four different sequences for retrieval: NEXT, PRIOR, FIRST, or LAST.

ENDSORT Statement

The ENDSORT parameter statement is used to terminate a CA IDMS/DC Sort session and to release the resources used
by CA IDMS/DC Sort.

SETLIMIT Statement

The SETLIMIT statement is used to override runtime storage limits and functional page organization. The use of
SETLIMIT is enabled or disabled through the TPSPARM tuning macro described in Operations.

record-name Parameter: CA IDMS/DC Sort
 

record-name is the name of the record into which CA IDMS/DC Sort is to place each sorted record when it is retrieved.

If record-name is not specified, the record named in the SETSORT statement will be used. The 'INTO<record-name>'
clause must be specified whenever the GETSORT command is separated from the SETSORT command by a pseudo-
converse.

Note that in CA ADS, a pseudo-converse occurs whenever a DISPLAY command that has no continue option is
encountered.

CA IDMS/DC Sort System Flow
CA IDMS/DC Sort provides preprocessors for use with COBOL, Assembler, PLI, and CA ADS. The preprocessors use
SETSORT, PUTSORT, GETSORT, ENDSORT, and SETLIMIT statements to generate required programming logic for CA
IDMS/DC Sort.

A diagram of system flow is shown in Exhibit 5.1. The application program, including CA IDMS/DC Sort parameter
statements, is fed into the CA IDMS/DC Sort precompiler. Then the program is compiled and linked.

At execution time, if the PROGRAM option was selected in the SETSORT statement, the program issues calls to CA
IDMS/DC Sort. Then the sorts are done by CA IDMS/DC Sort, using main and auxiliary sort-work areas as necessary.
After the sorts are completed, the results are displayed as directed by the application.

If the USER option was selected in the SETSORT statement, before the sorting is done CA IDMS/DC Sort presents the
user with a sequence selection screen, where the user can designate up to 16 sort keys and the sort order (ascending or
descending) for each key.
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Exhibit 5.1: CA IDMS/DC Sort System Flow

COBOL/Assembler/PLI
The steps required to use CA IDMS/DC Sort with COBOL, Assembler, or PLI programs are listed below.

1. Add to your program the statements necessary to accomplish these tasks:
a. Copy the appropriate CA IDMS/DC Sort control block.

COBOL: TPSCOMMC
Assembler: TPSCOMMA
PLI: TPSCOMMP

b. Initiate the sort and establish criteria (SETSORT).
Optionally, issue a SETLIMIT to alter the runtime environment.
• Pass records to CA IDMS/DC Sort (PUTSORT).
• Retrieve sorted records (GETSORT).
• Terminate a session (ENDSORT).

The details of using these four parameter statements are described in "CA IDMS/DC Sort Parameter
Statements."

c. Check the return code (TPSRETN). Do not ignore a non-zero return code. After a GETSORT, the content of the
sorted record is unpredictable if the return code is non-zero.

d. Issue error messages when appropriate (TPSMSG).
2. Execute the preprocessor as shown in Exhibit 5.2 (z/OS), Exhibit 5.5 (Z/VSE), or Exhibit 5.8 (Z/VM).

NOTE
CA IDMS 16.0 supports z/OS V2R10 as well as z/OS 1.1 and above. However, we refer to z/OS in this
document.

3. Compile your program.
4. Link your program as shown in Exhibit 5.3 (z/OS, COBOL or Assembler), Exhibit 5.4 (z/OS, PLI), Exhibit 5.6 (Z/VSE,

COBOL or Assembler), or Exhibit 5.7 (Z/VSE, PLI).
5. Execute your program.
6. If USER was specified in the SETSORT statement, respond to the user screens.

Customizing CA IDMS/DC Sort
CA IDMS/DC Sort provides a customization macro that gives you the ability to:

• Specify the amount of main storage and auxiliary storage to be made available to CA IDMS/DC Sort.
• Indicate how space is to be allocated to buffers at runtime. The allocation of buffers also depends on the record length

in a particular sort.
• Indicate whether or not developers are allowed to alter MAIN, AUX, or MINRBUF at runtime. It does this by enabling or

disabling the SETLIMIT parameter.
• Indicate the CA IDMS/DC Sort CA ADS Preprocessor termination key.

These runtime options can be changed at anytime after initial product installation, either before or after SMP/E ACCEPT
processing. See the CA IDMS installation topics for details about processing customization macro changes under SMP/E.
Additional customization considerations and examples for CA IDMS/DC Sort are shown below.

Customization Considerations
At installation time, the MAIN and AUX parameters are each assigned a value of 10000 bytes, unless you changed
the default values during the SMP/E installation process. During each sort session in an application, CA IDMS/DC Sort
acquires the main and auxiliary storage as necessary, up to the value assigned. (A session is defined by the session
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number in a SETSORT statement.) If you want to run the most efficient sorts possible, you may want to consider the
following points:

The most efficient sort is one in which

There are many small records in a buffer

• All of the buffers reside in main storage

To increase efficiency in a given sort session, use a work record that contains only the fields necessary for sorting. With
only those fields, the work record is as small as possible to meet the requirements.

In an ideal situation,

Main storage is slightly larger than the space needed for an average sort

• Auxiliary storage adds the extra space needed for large sorts

Increasing the proportion of auxiliary storage to main storage may affect response time.

Sample CA IDMS/DC Sort Customization
At execution time, CA IDMS/DC Sort allocates sort buffers in multiples of 2000 bytes. To determine the size of a sort
buffer:

1. Multiply the MINRBUF value times the record size.
2. Round the result up to the next multiple of 2000 bytes.
3. Add 12 bytes for CA IDMS/DC Sort overhead.

Maximum: Sort buffer size can be no greater than 32K.

NOTE
CA IDMS/DC Sort will not split a buffer between main and auxiliary storage. Therefore it is necessary to make
efficient use of main and auxiliary storage.

The product of the MINRBUF value and the record length cannot exceed either the MAIN value or the AUX value,
whichever is larger, because there would not be enough space to store one sort buffer.

In the following four examples, The MAIN and AUX parameters are not changed. The default for each is 10000 bytes.

Example 1

 MINRBUF=20

 record-length=100

The sort buffer used by CA IDMS/DC Sort will be 2012 bytes:

 20 * 100 = 2000

 2000 is a multiple of 2000

 2000 + 12 = 2012
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CA IDMS/DC Sort can store four sort buffers (80 records) in main storage and four sort buffers (80 records) in auxiliary
storage.

Example 2

 MINRBUF=20

 record-length=150

The sort buffer used by CA IDMS/DC Sort will be 4012 bytes:

 20 * 150 = 3000

 The next multiple of 2000 is 4000

 4000 + 12 = 4012

CA IDMS/DC Sort can store two sort buffers (40 records) in main storage and two sort buffers (40 records) in auxiliary
storage.

Example 3

 MINRBUF=100  (default)

 record-length=31

The sort buffer used by CA IDMS/DC Sort will be 4012 bytes:

 31 * 100 = 3100

 next multiple of 2000 is 4000

 sort buffer is 4012

CA IDMS/DC Sort can store two sort buffers (200 records) in main storage and two sort buffers (200 records) in auxiliary
storage.

Example 4

 MINRBUF=100  (default)
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 record-length=51

The sort buffer used by CA IDMS/DC Sort will be 6012 bytes:

 51 * 100 = 5100

 next multiple of 2000 is 6000

 sort buffer is 6012

CA IDMS/DC Sort can store one sort buffer (100 records) in main storage and one sort buffer (100 records) in auxiliary
storage.

Notation Conventions and Syntax Rules
The rest of this section explains in detail how to use the parameter statements. Be sure to review the following Exhibits.

• Exhibit 3.1 -- CA IDMS/DC Sort Parameter Summary
• Exhibit 3.2 -- CA IDMS/DC Sort Parameter Summary with the IDMS Extension
• Exhibit 3.3 -- Notation Conventions
• Exhibit 3.4 -- Parameter Syntax Rules
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Exhibit 3.1: CA IDMS/DC Sort Parameter Summary
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Exhibit 3.2: CA IDMS/DC Sort Parameter Summary with IDMS Extension

Example Function
SETSORT Keywords appear in UPPERCASE.
SESSION The minimum required portion of each keyword is

UNDERSCORED. You can omit the portion of a keyword that is
not underscored without altering the meaning.

record-name Variables appear in lowercase. You must substitute an appropriate
value for a variable.

[ field-length ] Brackets indicate optional clauses.
/PRIOR\ \FIRST/ Braces enclose two or more options. You must select one of them.
 
││ field-name-1  ││
││   .           ││
││   .           ││
││   .           ││
││ field-name-16 ││

A pair of double bars encloses two or more options. You must
select one or more of the options.

Exhibit 3.3: Notation Conventions

Item Rule
Use of Delimiters Use one or more blanks as a delimiter between keywords.

Use a period or semicolon to end each parameter statement.
Coding Conventions When inserting the CA IDMS/DC Sort parameters into your

application program, follow the coding conventions of the
application program language: PLI, Assembler, COBOL or CA
ADS.

Parameter Statement Limits Parameter statements can be continued on more than one line.
However, you cannot exceed 50 lines of syntax for a single
statement.

Exhibit 3.4: Parameter Syntax Rules

ENDSORT Statement 1
The ENDSORT statement terminates a SETSORT sequence. Although optional, its use is recommended in order to free
up resources.

A sort session can be terminated at any time with an ENDSORT statement. It need not follow a PUTSORT and GETSORT
statement.

                                   /.\
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ENDS
ORT
 [ 
SES
SION session-number ] <;>

SESSION Parameter 3

SES
SION         session-number

is an optional parameter which identifies a sorting process for a single terminal user. The session-number can be an
integer from 0 to 9.

Default: default is 0.

The SESSION parameter in the ENDSORT statement must have the same value as the SESSION parameter in a
corresponding SETSORT statement.

GETSORT Statement 1
The GETSORT statement lets you define a retrieval location for the sorted record. Once you issue a GETSORT
statement, you cannot issue another PUTSORT statement for the same session until that session is ended with an
ENDSORT.

                                   /
N
EXT\                         /.\

GETSORT [ SES
SIONsession-
number ] < 
P
RIOR > [ [
INT
O] record-
name] <;>

                                 │ 
F
IRST │
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                                  \
L
AST/

SESSION Parameters

 

SESSION session-number is an optional parameter which identifies a sorting process for a single terminal user. The
session-number can be a number from 0 to 9.

Default: The default value is 0.

The SESSION parameter in the GETSORT statement must have the same value as the SESSION parameter in the
corresponding SETSORT statement.

NEXT/PRIOR/FIRST/LAST Parameters

One of these parameters is required and indicates to CA IDMS/DC Sort how assorted record should be retrieved.

N EXT

returns next sequential record in the sort queue.

P RIOR

returns previous sequential record in the queue.

F IRST

returns the first record in the sort queue.

L AST

returns the last record in the sort queue.

PUTSORT Statement 1
The PUTSORT statement transfers a record to CA IDMS/DC Sort.

                                  /.\

PUTS
ORT
 [ 
SES
SION session-number] <;>
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The SESSION Parameter

 

SESSION session-number is an optional parameter that identifies a sorting process for a single terminal user. The
session-number can be a number from 0 to 9.

Default: The default value is 0.

The session-number in the PUTSORT statement must have the same value as the session-number in a corresponding
SETSORT statement.

SETSORT Statement 1
A single SETSORT statement is required for each CA IDMS/DC Sort session. The SETSORT statement must be the first
of the four statements which are coded into the application program.

The SETSORT statement identifies the particular session and indicates to CA IDMS/DC Sort the requirements of this
session.

Exhibit 3.5: SETSORT Syntax
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Exhibit 3.6: SETSORT Syntax with IDMS Extension

SESSION Parameter

SES
SION session-number

SESSION is an optional parameter that identifies a sorting process for a single terminal user. The session number can be
a value from 0 to 9. This number allows you to differentiate concurrent sorting of various lists or of one list using different
sort keys.

Default: The default value is 0.

Once the SESSION parameter has been set in the SETSORT statement, all sort criteria remain intact until the session is
terminated with an ENDSORT statement. Within a particular task, a second SETSORT statement for the same session
number cannot be issued until an ENDSORT statement has been issued. The same session number may then be reused,
with a different set of sort criteria.
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If a new task is begun and no ENDSORT statement for a given session number was issued in the old task, you can use a
SETSORT statement with the same session number in the new task. In that case, CA IDMS/DC Sort automatically issues
an ENDSORT for the session in the old task.

USER/PROGRAM Parameter

/US
ER\

\PR
OGRAM/

is a required parameter which indicates to CA IDMS/DC Sort whether sort criteria will be defined dynamically by the user
at processing time, or within the program.

NOTE
Blank spaces are not valid; only options USER and PROGRAM are valid.

US ER

indicates that CA IDMS/DC Sort will prompt the terminal user for sort criteria on a screen at processing time. See Chapter
4, Examples for a description of selection screen.

PR OGRAM

indicates that the sort criteria are defined in the program and the user cannot change them at processing time. When
PROGRAM is specified, all sort criteria must be included in the SETSORT statement within the application program.

IDMS Parameter

ID
MS

is an optional parameter which indicates to CA IDMS/DC Sort that it must access a CA IDMS dictionary for information
about the specified record. If the application program is written in CA ADS, IDMS is assumed automatically.

DICTIONARY and NODE, which are explained on a later page, may be specified to further identify a CA IDMS dictionary.

record-name Parameter

record-name

is a required parameter and specifies the name of the record that CA IDMS/DC Sort will use for put and get requests.
There is a limitation in the manner DCSORTnavigates the Integrated Data Dictionary to obtain the record element list
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when the IDMS option is used. This limitation means that only the last NAMESYN-083 within the SET SDR-NAMESYN
will be recognized by DCSORT as a valid field name.

The IDD is navigated as follows to determine the element name:

• OBTAIN CALC SR-036 to obtain the correct record name and version.
• Repeat the DML command for all elements.
• OBTAIN NEXT SDR-042 WITHIN SET SR-SDT to obtain the SDR-042 junction record between record and element.
• OBTAIN LAST NAMESYN-083 WITHIN SET SDR-NAMESYN to obtain the element name.

For any SETSORT statement where IDMS is specified, or if your application is written in CA ADS, the record name must
be the 01-level name of the record as it resides in the dictionary. For all other applications, it may be any symbolic item.

LENGTH Parameter

LEN
GTH record-length

is required if IDMS is not specified. It specifies the length of the record to be sorted. It may be specified as a numeric
integer or as a symbolic data name that will satisfy an assignment to a halfword field.

If IDMS is specified, CA IDMS/DC Sort extracts the record length from the dictionary. If IDMS is specified and a length is
specified, CA IDMS/DC Sort returns an error message.

VERSION Parameter

VE
RSION version-number

is an optional parameter used to further qualify a CA IDMS record if the IDMS keyword was used previously. If you specify
VERSION without IDMS, CA IDMS/DC Sort returns an error message.

Version-number must be an unsigned integer from 0 to 9999.

Default: The default value is 1.

DICTIONARY Parameter

DI
CTIONARY dictionary-name
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is an optional parameter which indicates to CA IDMS/DC Sort an alternate dictionary in which the CA IDMS record
resides. If you use the DICTIONARY parameter without the IDMS parameter, CA IDMS/DC Sort returns an error
message.

Dictionary-name must be a 1- to 8-character alphanumeric name.

Default: The primary dictionary.

NODE Parameter

NOD
E node-name

is an optional parameter which represents a DDS node in which a CA IDMS record resides. If you use the NODE
parameter without the IDMS parameter, CA IDMS/DC Sort returns an error message.

Node-name must be a 1- to 8- character alphanumeric name.

Defaults: For CA IDMS DME and TPSG interfaces, the default is the dictionary/node combination in which the current
MODULE-SOURCE is stored.

For batch preprocessors, the default may be specified in a DDDL format "signon" statement. For CA ADS batch
processing, the signon statement is left in place. For other languages, the signon statement is removed.

FIELDS Parameter

The FIELDS parameter is required if you specified any of the following parameters:

• USER without IDMS
• PROGRAM

FIELDS││ field-name-1  field-length-1  [sort-order] ││

      ││    .                                       ││

      ││    .                                       ││

      ││    .                                       ││

      ││ field-name-16 field-length-16 [sort-order] ││

Format 1 (USER without IDMS)
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field-name field-length

You can define 1 to 16 sets of field-name and field-length.

Format 2 (PROGRAM without IDMS)

field-name field-length sort-order

You can define 1 to 16 sets of field-name, field-length, and sort-order.

Format 3 (PROGRAM with IDMS)

field-name sort-order

You can define 1 to 16 sets of field-name and sort-order.

• field-name
indicates the symbolic name of a data item that is subordinate to the record-name specified in the SETSORT
statement. This field cannot be subscripted.

• field-length
indicates the length, in bytes, of the data item indicated by the field name.

• sort-order
is either ASCENDING or DESCENDING.

SETLIMIT Statement 1
The SETLIMIT statement, if enabled, allows a developer to override system installed defaults for the amount of main
and/or auxiliary storage per sort session, and for the minimum number of records to be placed in each sort buffer. These
values are fully described under "Tuning Considerations" in Operations.

The SETLIMIT statement that applies to a particular session must appear after the SETSORT statement that identifies the
session and before any PUTSORT statements for the session.

 SETLIMIT 
 [
SES
SION session-number]

           [MA
IN   n]
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 [
AU
X   n]

          
 [
MI
NRBUF   n]

 SES
SION  session-number

is an optional parameter which identifies a sorting process for a single terminal user. The session number can be an
integer from 0 to 9.

MA
INn

is an optional parameter which allows you to specify the amount of main storage to be made available to CA IDMS/DC
Sort where n is an integer from 0 to 9999999.

AU
Xn

is an optional parameter which allows you to specify the amount of auxiliary storage to be made available to CA IDMS/DC
Sort where n is an integer from 0 to 9999999.

MI
NRBUFn

is an optional parameter which indicates how space is to be allocated to buffers at runtime where n is an integer from 0 to
9999999. The allocation of buffers also depends on the record length in a particular sort.
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Demonstration
The CA IDMS tape contains a member that has information on how to run demonstrations. The member was downloaded
to your source library during installation.

Read the instructions in TPSDEMO to find out how to run these CA IDMS demonstrations:

1. Test of CA IDMS/DC Sort runtime facilities. If the task TPS1 is specified, 50 random records are sorted on a key
selected on the USER screen.

2. CA ADS prototype. An intentional syntax error is embedded in a SETSORT statement, in order to invoke the EDITOR.

CICS Environment
Read the instructions in TPSDEMOC to find out how to run the CICS demonstration:

Test of CA IDMS/DC Sort run-time facilities, including the USER screen. After you select a sort field and sort order, a
display of 50 random records should appear in the proper sequence.

Parameter Statements Make CA IDMS/DC Sort Easy to Use
CA IDMS/DC Sort is easily controlled by five parameter statements:

• The SETSORT statement initiates the CA IDMS/DC Sort process. In addition, the SETSORT statement either explicitly
states the criteria for a sort to be performed or invokes the user option, so that the user can specify the sort criteria.

• The PUTSORT statement transfers a record to CA IDMS/DC Sort for processing.
• The GETSORT statement retrieves a record after CA IDMS/DC Sort processing, (FIRST, LAST, NEXT or PRIOR).
• The ENDSORT statement terminates the CA IDMS/DC Sort process.
• The SETLIMIT statement overrides internal system storage limits.

By simply entering these five statements in the online program, you can have CA IDMS/DC Sort efficiently perform the
sorts in whatever order you specify.

Then all you have to do is enter the code that directs the system to display data or use it in some other way.

Storage Requirements
For each sort session CA IDMS/DC Sort requires main and auxiliary storage.

• The MAIN storage default at installation time is 10000 bytes, maximum.
• The AUX (auxiliary) storage default at installation is 10000 bytes, maximum.

Online Program Storage
For COBOL and Assembler, runtime program storage requires a maximum of 38K.

• For CA ADS, the preprocessor requires a maximum of 147K (including the EDITOR).

Runtime program storage for CA ADS requires a maximum of 43K.

System Limits
The following limits are in effect for CA IDMS/DC Sort:
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• Record size can be no greater than 32000 bytes for CA IDMS and 16000 bytes for CICS.
• Element size can be no greater than 256 bytes.
• Sort buffer size can be no greater than 32000 bytes for CA IDMS and 16000 bytes for CICS (See MINRBUF parameter

in this section.)
• The maximum number of sort keys is 16.
• Up to ten sessions may operate concurrently at one terminal.
• All sorting is performed on a binary basis, in EBCDIC collating sequence.

Using CA IDMS/DC Sort with CA ADS
This section describes the steps necessary to use CA IDMS/DC Sort with CA ADS. It also describes how to use the
EDITOR to correct syntax errors encountered by the CA ADS Preprocessor in CA IDMS/DC Sort.

Steps for Using CA ADS Preprocessor
To use the CA IDMS/DC Sort preprocessor for CA ADS, follow these four steps:

Step 1: Add CA IDMS/DC Sort Statements to Modules

Add the necessary SETSORT, PUTSORT, GETSORT, ENDSORT and SETLIMIT statements to the appropriate dictionary
modules. See Chapter 3, Examples for sample dialogs.

Add a statement to check the return code (TPSRETN).

Add statements to issue error messages when appropriate.

Step 2: Execute the Preprocessor for Each Module

For each dictionary module containing CA IDMS/DC Sort syntax, execute the CA ADS preprocessor of CA IDMS/DC Sort
(TPSG), as shown in Exhibit 6.1.

If an error is detected in the user-supplied parameters, CA IDMS/DC Sort automatically invokes an online EDITOR which
allows you to correct syntax errors.

If you have installed the CA IDMS DME, the module source can be preprocessed at any time during a CA IDMS DME
session by entering TPSG on the command line.

If you are using CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator to move module source to another dictionary, the CA ADS Batch
preprocessor, TPSBADSI, can be used to preprocess the DDDLUPD file.

To execute the preprocessor, enter the task code for CA IDMS/DC Sort (TPSG) on the system prompt screen. The system
will display a screen on which you can enter parameters identifying the module. The screen is illustrated in Exhibit 6.1. If
you use the PA2 key to cancel the preprocessor, only the current TPSG command is affected.

  
                                                                  CA IDMS DC SORT OPTION
 - ADS
                                                                       Syntax
 Preprocessor
                                                                           Rnn.n
  
                           Module Name ===>
 
                       Module Version ===> 0001                      (Optional)
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                           Dictionary ===>                              (Optional)
 
                                 Node ===>                              (Optional)
 
 
        Copyright (C)      yyyy CA All rights reserved.
 

Exhibit 6.1: CA ADS Module Preprocessor Screen

Another method of executing the preprocessor is to enter all of the preprocessor parameters when invoking the
preprocessor:

  TPSG module-name module-version alternate-dictionary node 
 

where:

• module-name
indicates the name of the module.

• module-version
indicates the version number of the module.

• alternate-dictionary
indicates the dictionary in which the module resides.

• node
indicates the DDS node in which the alternate dictionary is found.
Each of these parameters is positional, with each default represented by a comma (,). A single space delimiter
between parameters is required.

Example

 V10 ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:
  TPSG TEST-MOD , DICTB 
    
 

Step 3: Execute the Dialog Generator

Execute the dialog compiler, ADSC, for the dialog containing the altered modules. Specify TPSCOMM as a work record.

Step 4: Execute the Dialog

Execute the dialog.

Preprocess Multiple Modules
CA IDMS users can create a CLIST consisting of a number of CA IDMS/DC Sort preprocessor task statements and the
CA ADS compiler task statement. Once the CLIST is set up, you need execute only one instruction instead of several.

The following example illustrates the creation and execution of a CLIST to preprocess multiple CA ADS modules.

Example

Create a CLIST to preprocess multiple ADS modules and invoke the ADSC compiler.
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ADD MODULE PRESORT VER 1 LANG DC

MODULE SOURCE FOLLOWS

TPSG MODULE-1 , DICTB

TPSG MODULE-4 2 DICTB

TPSG MODULE-6 99 DICTB

ADSC

MSEND.

Execute the CLIST.

V10 ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

CLIST PRESORT

In this way, each of the modules containing CA IDMS/DC Sort syntax will be preprocessed prior to executing the CA ADS
Compiler, ADSC.

System Flow
The preprocessor uses SETSORT, PUTSORT, GETSORT, and ENDSORT statements to generate required programming
logic for CA IDMS/DC Sort.

A diagram of system flow is shown in Exhibit 6.2. The dialogs are placed in the dictionary (IDD), and from there read into
the CA IDMS/DC Sort precompiler. If there are errors, the CA EDITOR is automatically invoked and you can make syntax
corrections, replace the module in the dictionary, and re-execute the preprocessor. Then the dialogs are generated. After
they have been preprocessed, CA IDMS/DC Sort statements appear as comments.
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At execution time, if the PROGRAM option was selected in the SETSORT statement, the dialogs issue calls to CA IDMS/
DC Sort. Then the sorts are done by CA IDMS/DC Sort, using main and auxiliary sort-work areas as necessary. After the
sorts are completed, the results are displayed as directed by the application.

If the USER option was selected in the SETSORT statement, before the sorting is done CA IDMS/DC Sort presents the
user with a sequence selection screen, where the user can designate up to 16 sort keys and the sort order (ascending or
descending) for each key.
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Exhibit 6.2: CA ADS System Flow

EDITOR
If the CA IDMS/DC Sort CA ADS Preprocessor detects sort control or formatting errors then the CA EDITOR is invoked
during the preprocess step.

The EDITOR is conveniently invoked directly from the preprocessor. When a syntax error is detected, the EDITOR
displays the module source with highlighted error lines describing the problem. The programmer can correct the syntax
and RETRY the preprocessor. If the syntax is correct, it is replaced in the dictionary and processing continues.

If syntax errors remain, the EDITOR is reinvoked until the syntax is correct or the user cancels the preprocessor session.

Editing Commands (CA ADS Preprocessor)
Editing commands are entered from the Edit Screen (see Exhibit 5.3). These are the three types of editing commands:

• Scroll Options
• Primary Commands
• Line Commands

Scroll Options

Scroll options are used to determine how many lines of the module to scroll up or down when using a Primary Command
or a PF key.

Primary Commands

Primary Commands are used to:

• Scroll up, down, right or left through a module.
• Locate the desired line of a module.
• Find the next occurrence of a string.
• Change the next occurrence of a string.
• Reset the screen display to remove all Line Commands, column markers, and extraneous messages.
• Cancel changes made (with the editor) to a module.
• End/Retry the edit session. That is, save any changes made and reexecute the preprocessor.
• Replace blank characters at the end of a field with null characters.
• Turn the CAPS mode on or off.
• Redefine the PF key functions.

Primary Commands are entered on the second line of the Edit Screen after the word COMMAND (see Exhibit 5.1). Exhibit
5.8 summarizes the functions of the Primary Commands. You can enter more than one primary command at a time. Use
the following syntax:

command ; command

NOTE

 Blanks are not a valid option; ensure there are no blank spaces in the command line.

Line Commands

Line Commands are used to:
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• Move source lines within the module. Specify the location at which source lines are to be copied or moved.
• Repeat source lines in the module.
• Delete source lines.
• Insert blank source lines.
• Display a line with column markings across the screen.

Program Function Keys

PF keys are set to many frequently-used Primary Commands. Also, the PA1, PA2 and CLEAR keys are set to redisplay
the screen.

Entering Commands

Here are the descriptions of where commands are entered on the Edit Screen (see Exhibit 6.3).

• Primary Commands--Enter these commands at the left side of the second line, after the word COMMAND. This field is
called the Command Line.

• Scroll Options--Enter these options at the far-right side of the second line on the Edit Screen, after the word SCROLL.
• Line Commands--Enter these commands with the cursor positioned in the line number fields.

After you key in a command, press the ENTER key to execute the command. You can key in more than one command
before pressing the ENTER key to execute the commands.

PF keys are set for most Primary Commands. This allows you to enter a command from any position on the Edit Screen
with one keystroke.

To execute the command set for a PF key, you simply press the key. (Settings are covered at the end of this section.) You
can key in commands, then press a PF key. The PF key function and the commands will be executed when you press the
PF key.

EDIT ───TIME-ENTER                                           COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

****** *** TOP OF DATA ********CA IDMS/DC SORT*********************************

I !SETSORT IDMS.

==MSG> TPP7033E-INVALID WORD IDMS IN STATEMENT/WORD 0002

000003 OBTAIN FIRST ROOM-RECORD WITHIN LIBRARY-AREA2.

000004 !PUTSORT.

000005 OBTAIN NEXT ROOM-RECORD WITHIN LIBRARY-AREA2.

****** *** BOTTOM OF DATA ******CA IDMS/DC SORT********************************

Exhibit 6.3: Where to Enter Commands on the Edit Screen
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Conventions, Rules and Syntax

Be sure to review these exhibits before you begin your first edit session:

• Exhibit 6.4 — Notation Conventions
• Exhibit 6.5 — Command Syntax Rules
• Exhibit 6.6 — Command Syntax Summary
• Exhibit 6.7 — Command Syntax Summary

Scroll options, Primary Commands, Line Commands and Key Settings are covered in detail in the rest of this section.

Functions

The command and key functions are summarized in these exhibits:

• Exhibit 6.8 — Summary of Primary Commands
• Exhibit 6.9 — Summary of Scroll Options
• Exhibit 6.10 — Summary of Line Commands
• Exhibit 6.11 — Summary of Key Settings

Example Function
FIND string Variables appear in lowercase. you substitute an appropriate value

for each variable.
UP [number-of-lines] Brackets indicate optional clauses.
/ UP \
< DOWN >
\ /

Braces enclose two or more options. You select one of them.

Exhibit 6.4: Notation Conventions

Item Rule
Order of Commands You must enter a B (before) or an A (after) line command in

conjunction with the C (copy) and M (move) line commands to
indicate where to copy or move the lines.

Entering Blanks in Commands Blanks (character spaces) are ignored in line command
sequences, so you can enter blanks between a command and a
value without affecting processing.
You must enter at least one blank (character space) between
a Primary Command and a primary command value field. You
cannot embed blanks in a keyword.

Exhibit 6.5: Command Syntax Rules
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Exhibit 6.6: Command Syntax Summary
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Command Syntax Summary

Scroll Options

/ 
P
AGE            \

< H
ALF            >

│ 
C
SR             │

\ number-of-lines /

Line Commands

 / 
B
 \

 < A
 > number-of-
times

 \   /

   ┌/                 \┐

 
C
 │< number-of-
lines >│

   └
\ 
C
               /
┘
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   ┌/                 \┐

 
M
 │< number-of-
lines >│

   └
\ 
M
               /
┘

   ┌/                   \┐

 
R
 │< number-of-
times   >│

   └
\ 
R
 number-of-times /
┘

   ┌/                 \┐

 
D
 │< number-of-
lines >│

   └
\ 
D
               /
┘
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I
    number-of-
lines

 
COL
S

Key Settings

PF1/PF13    HELP   (currently unavailable)

PF2/PF14    END/RETRY

PF3/PF15    END/RETRY

PF4/PF16    CANCEL

PF5/PF17    RFIND

PF6/PF18    RCHANGE

PF7/PF19    UP

PF8/PF20    DOWN

PF9/PF21    RESET

PF10/PF22   LEFT

PF11/PF23   RIGHT

PF12/PF24   ENTER

PA1         RESHOW

PA2         RESHOW

CLEAR       CLEAR
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Primary Commands (CA ADS Preprocessor)
Primary Commands are entered on the second line of the Edit Screen after the word COMMAND (see Exhibit 5.1). Exhibit
5.8 summarizes the functions of the Primary Commands. You can enter more than one primary command at a time. Use
the following syntax:

command ; command

NOTE

Blanks are not a valid option; ensure there are no blank spaces in the command line.

Summary of Primary Commands

Command Function
CANCEL Cancels changes made to the module and exit the Edit Screen.
CAPS Turns the CAPS mode on or off.
CHANGE Finds and changes the next occurrence of a string.
DOWN Scrolls to display lines that are below your current view.
END/RETRY Saves the module and reinvokes the preprocessor.
FIND Finds the next occurrence of a string.
LEFT Scrolls to display lines that are left of your current view.
LOCATE Scrolls to a specific line or to the start or end of the module.
NULLS Replaces blanks at the end of a field with nulls.
RCHANGE Repeats the last CHANGE command entered.
RFIND Repeats the last FIND command entered.
RESET Removes Line Commands, column markers, extraneous

messages.
RIGHT Scrolls to display lines that are right of your current view.
UP Scrolls to display lines that are above your current view.

CANCEL Command (CA ADS Preprocessor)
Use the CANCEL command to cancel all changes made to the module since the last END/RETRY and to exit from the
Edit Screen (return to the Specification Screen). Here is the syntax:

CANCEL

Default keys: PF4, PF16

CAPS Command (CA ADS Preprocessor)
The CAPS command is used to turn the CAPS mode on and off. With the CAPS mode on, all new alpha data is translated
into upper case. With the CAPS mode off, the data remains unaffected. Data that was initially entered with the CAPS
mode off will remain in lower case unless you edit the field. To override the existing mode, use the following syntax:

     / ON  \

CAPS < OFF >
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     \     /

The CAPS ON mode is the default.

CHANGE and RCHANGE Commands
Use the CHANGE command or the RCHANGE (repeat change) command to search for and change the next occurrences
of a string in the module.

The editor begins searching at the position of the cursor when you ENTER the command, and it searches downward until
the string is found. If the cursor is on the Command Line when you ENTER the command, the editor begins searching at
the top line displayed.

If the string is found, it is changed to the replacement string. Here is the CHANGE command syntax:

             /        \ /                    \

C
HANGE
 [
ALL
] < string > < replacement-string >
 [
ALL
]

             \ *      / \ *                  /

where:

ALL specifies that the string is to be replaced with the replacement string throughout the module (from beginning to end).
ALL can be used in either position shown above. It can be used only once in the CHANGE command.

string specifies the string to be found and replaced.

* (asterisk), when used as a string value, specifies the string value from the last FIND or CHANGE command entered.
When an asterisk is used as a replacement string value, it specifies the replacement string value from the last CHANGE
command entered.

replacement-string specifies the string to replace the first string specified.

Rules for the CHANGE Command

If a string has embedded blanks, enclose the string in either single or double quotation marks. For example:

 CHANGE
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program name'

program name'

 CHANGE "program name" "program name"

• If the string consists of a single asterisk (*), enclose the asterisk in single quotation marks. A double asterisk does not
require any quotation marks. For example:

 CHANGE

*'

comments'

 CHANGE **

comments'

• If a string is the word ALL, enclose the string in quotation marks.
• Quotation marks are optional for all other strings. If you enclose a string which contains a single quotation mark,

enclose the string with double quotation marks. If you enclose a string which contains double quotation marks, enclose
the string with single quotation marks. For example:

CHANGE "They're" "He's"

The RCHANGE command repeats the last CHANGE command that was entered. The syntax is:

RCHANGE

Default keys: PF6, PF18.

Using the RCHANGE and RFIND PF keys to Selectively Change Strings

You can use the RFIND PF key in conjunction with the RCHANGE PF key to selectively change strings. Sample
sequences follow.

First Sample Sequence

1. CHANGE WORK-NAME-1 WORK-NAME-2
ENTER key

2. RFIND key
3. RCHANGE key
4. RFIND key

RFIND key

In Step 1, you ENTER the CHANGE command to change the next occurrence of WORK-NAME-1 to WORK-NAME-2.
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In Step 2, you want to find the next occurrence of WORK-NAME-1, but you are not sure if you will want to change the
string. By pressing the RFIND key, the occurrence of WORK-NAME-1, which was specified in the CHANGE command
during Step 1, will be found.

In Step 3, you want to change the occurrence of WORK-NAME-1 that was found during Step 2 to WORK-NAME-2. By
pressing the RCHANGE key, the occurrence will be changed.

In Step 4, you press the RFIND key to find the next occurrence of WORK-NAME-1. This time you do not want to change
the string, so instead of pressing the RCHANGE key, you press the RFIND key again. The next occurrence of WORD-
NAME-1 will be found.

Second Sample Sequence

1. CHANGE WORK-NAME-1 WORK-NAME-2
RFIND key

2. RFIND key
3. RCHANGE key

In Step 1, you want to find the next occurrence of WORK-NAME-1, but you are not sure if you will want to change it to
WORK-NAME-2. By keying in the CHANGE command and pressing the RFIND key instead of the ENTER key, the RFIND
will be executed. The next occurrence of WORK-NAME-1, which was specified in the CHANGE command, will be found.

In Step 2, you decide that you do not want to change the string that was found during Step 1, so you press the RFIND key.
The next occurrence of WORK-NAME-1 will be found.

In Step 3, you want to change the string that was found during Step 2, so you press the RCHANGE key. This changes
WORK-NAME-1 to WORK-NAME-2.

END/RETRY Command
The END/RETRY command saves the module and returns to the preprocessor for another syntax conversion attempt.
This command saves the module, as currently modified, by updating the module in the dictionary. The syntax is:

END
/RETRY

Default keys: PF2, PF3, PF14, PF15.

The END/RETRY function is performed only if the module has actually been changed. If the module has not been
changed, END/RETRY simply refreshes the screen.

FIND and RFIND Commands
Use the FIND command or the RFIND (repeat find) command to search for a string in the module.

The editor begins searching at the position of the cursor when you ENTER the command, and it searches downward until
the string is found. If the cursor is on the Command Line when you ENTER the command, the editor begins searching at
the top line displayed.

The cursor appears at the beginning of the string, if the string is found. Here is the FIND command syntax:
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F
IND  string

Rules for the FIND Command

If the string has embedded blanks, enclose the string in either single or double quotation marks. For example:

 FIND

program name'

 FIND "program name"

• If the string consists of a single asterisk (*), enclose the asterisk in quotation marks. A double asterisk does not require
any quotation marks. For example:

 FIND

*'

 FIND **

• Quotation marks are optional for all other strings. If you decide to enclose a string which contains a single quotation
mark, enclose the string with double quotation marks. If you decide to enclose a string which contains double quotation
marks, enclose the string with single quotation marks. For example:

FIND "They're"

The RFIND command repeats the last FIND command that was entered. Here is the syntax:

RF
IND

Default RFIND keys: PF5, PF17.

If the cursor is on the top line when you enter the RFIND command, the editor will search the entire file. When it reaches
the end of the file after several finds, the message line will state BOTTOM OF DATA REACHED. Entering RFIND again
will return you to the top of the file. If, however, the string does not exist in the file when you enter the RFIND command,
the message line will state NO CHARACTERS "string" FOUND. Entering the RFIND command again has no effect.

To selectively change strings, use the RFIND PF key in conjunction with the RCHANGE PF key. See the next subsection
on CHANGE and RCHANGE commands for a description.
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LOCATE Command (CA ADS Preprocessor)
Use the LOCATE command to scroll the display to a specific source line or to the beginning or the end of the module. The
syntax is:

LOCATE line-number

where:

line-number specifies the number of the line to which you want to scroll. The line you specify will be the top line displayed
for the module.

How to Use the LOCATE Command

To scroll to a specific line, you specify the line number of the line you want displayed.

To scroll to the beginning of the module, you can specify 0 as a line number, and the first line of the module will be the top
line displayed.

To scroll to the end of the module, you can specify the last line number or any larger number, and the last line of the
module will be the top line displayed. For example, if the last line of the module is numbered 307 and you use 999, line
number 307 will be the top line displayed.

NULLS Command (CA ADS Preprocessor)
The NULLS command is used to replace blank characters with null characters at the end of a field. The null characters
replace all but the first blank in a field. If the field is completely blank, the blank characters do not change to null.

Turn the NULLS mode on or off by using the following syntax:

      / ON  \

NULLS < OFF >

      \     /

 

The NULLS ON mode is the default.

One practical application is to combine the NULLS ON command with the INSERT mode. This combination enables you
to insert additional characters in the middle of a field. Each character you insert causes the rest of the field to move right.

An alternative to the NULLS command is to use either the DELETE or the ERASE EOF key. If you use the DELETE key,
all the characters to the left of the deleted character will move left. A null character will automatically be inserted at the end
of the field. If you use the ERASE EOF key, null characters will automatically be inserted from the point of erasure to the
end of the field.

RESET Command (CA ADS Preprocessor)
The RESET command clears the module display of all Line Commands, column markers, and extraneous messages--
even those commands, markers and messages that are not currently displayed on the screen. Here is the syntax:

RESET

Default keys: PF9, PF21
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RIGHT and LEFT Commands
The RIGHT (scroll right) and the LEFT (scroll left) commands are used to display source lines to the right or left of your
current view. The amount you scroll is determined by the scroll option setting. The setting can be overridden at any time.
To override the existing setting, use the following syntax:

/ 
R
IGHT \ / number-oflines \

< L
EFT  >
 < 
M
AX            >

\       / \                /

where:

number of columns specifies that you want to scroll a specific number of columns to the right or to the left.

MAX specifies that you want to scroll to either the far right or far left of the text.

Here are the three basic formats you can use:

/ 
R
IGHT \

< L
EFT  >

\       /

Use RIGHT or LEFT alone to scroll the current scroll option setting.
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/ 
R
IGHT \

< L
EFT  >  number-of-columns

\       /

Use RIGHT or LEFT with a number to override the current scroll setting.

/ 
R
IGHT \

< L
EFT  >
  
M
AX

\       /

Use RIGHT or LEFT with MAX to scroll to either the far right or far left of the module.

Default RIGHT keys: PF11, PF23

Default LEFT keys: PF10 or PF22.

UP and DOWN Commands
The UP (scroll up) and DOWN (scroll down) commands are used to display source lines above or below your current view.
The amount you scroll is determined by the Scroll Option setting. The setting can be overridden at any time. To override
the existing setting, use the following syntax:

/ 
U
P   \ / number-oflines \
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< D
OWN >
 < 
M
AX            >

\      / \                /

Where:

number-of-lines specifies that you want to scroll up or down a specific number of lines.

MAX specifies that you want to scroll to the first or last full page of text.

Here are the three basic formats you can use:

/ 
U
P   \

< D
OWN >

\      /

Use either UP or DOWN alone to scroll the current scroll setting.

/ 
U
P   \

< D
OWN >  number-of-lines

\      /
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Use UP or DOWN with a number to override the current scroll setting.

/ 
U
P   \

< D
OWN >
  
M
AX

\      /

Use UP or DOWN with MAX to scroll to either the beginning (UP) or the end (DOWN) of the module.

Default UP keys: PF7, PF19

Default DOWN keys: PF8, PF20.

Scroll Options (CA ADS Preprocessor)
Scroll Options are used to specify how much of the screen is scrolled when you use either the UP or DOWN Primary
Command (or corresponding PF key) by itself. Exhibit 5.9 summarizes the functions of these options.

At the far-right side of the second line on the Edit Screen, the word SCROLL appears, followed by one of the Scroll
Options (see Exhibit 5.1). To change the current setting, key in one of the other options over the current setting. The Scroll
Option you set will remain in effect until you enter a different setting. The syntax is:

/ PAGE            \

< HALF            >

│ CSR             │

\ number-of-lines /

where:

PAGE specifies that a whole screen is to be scrolled whenever the UP or DOWN command is used.

HALF specifies that a half screen is to be scrolled whenever the UP or DOWN command is used.
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CSR specifies that the line with the cursor on it is to become the bottom line displayed whenever the UP command is used
or the top line whenever the DOWN command is used.

number-of-lines specifies that this number of lines is to be scrolled whenever the UP or DOWN command is used. The
number you enter can be one to three digits in length.

Default value: CSR.

Summary of Scroll Options

Option Function
PAGE Set scroll amount for a full screen at a time.
HALF Set scroll amount for a half screen at a time.
CSR Set scroll amount for all lines above or below the cursor.
number-of-lines Set scroll amount for the specified number of lines.

Line Commands (CA ADS Preprocessor)
Line Commands are entered with the cursor positioned to the left of the source lines, in the line number fields (see
Exhibit 5.1). To use a Line Command, you key over the line numbers. Exhibit 6.10 summarizes the functions of the Line
Commands.

Command Function
A (after) Specifies that lines being copied or moved are to be placed after

this source line.
B (before) Specifies that lines being copied or moved are to be placed before

this source line.
C (copy) Copies source lines within the module. Blanks are not a valid

option; ensure the command line contains no blank spaces.
COLS (columns) Displays a line with column markings.
D (delete) Deletes source lines. Blanks are not a valid option; ensure the

command line contains no blank spaces.
I (insert) Inserts blank source lines.
M (move) Moves source lines within the module. Blanks are not a valid

option; ensure the command line contains no blank spaces.
R (repeat) Repeats source lines directly after themselves in the module.

Blanks are not a valid option; ensure the command line contains
no blank spaces.

Entering Line Commands
When you enter a line command, the editor looks for the right-most value that you changed in the line number field, and
it looks at the position of the cursor. For example, here is how the line number field looks before and after specifying with
the R (repeat) command that line 3 is to be repeated 12 times.

Before entering R command 000003 After entering R command R12003

In this example, the editor sees that the right-most changed value is the 2, and everything to the left of and including the 2
is read as the line command (R12).

If you wanted to repeat the line ten times instead of 12 times, here is how the line number field would appear:
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Before entering R command 000003 After entering R command R10003

For the editor to read the command as R10 (and not, for example, R1 or R100), the cursor must be positioned
immediately after R10 in the line number field (at the position underlined above) when you press the ENTER key.

If you want to press the ENTER key with the cursor positioned elsewhere on the screen, you can key in a blank character
space after the R10 command. The line number field would look like this:

After entering R command R10 03

Or, you could press the ERASE EOF (erase end of field) key after keying in the R10.

Note that the value you substitute for a numeric variable in a line command can be up to five digits in length.

B (before) and A (after) Commands
The B (before) and A (after) commands are used in conjunction with the C (copy) and M (move) line commands. Use
either the B command or the A command in the line number field to indicate the location before or after the source line
where lines are to be copied or moved. The syntax of the two commands is:

/ 
B
 \

< A
 >  [number-of-lines]

\   /

where:

number-of-lines specifies that you want a number of copies of the line(s) or the module copied or moved.

NOTE
Blanks are not a valid option; ensure that the command line contains no blanks.

C (copy) Command (CA ADS Preprocessor)
The C (copy) line command is used in conjunction with either the B (before) command or the A (after) command to
copy lines from one location to another within a module. The C command indicates the line(s) to be copied. The B or A
command indicates the location to which the lines are to be copied (see preceding description of B and A commands for
more information). Here is the syntax of the command:

  ┌/ number-of-lines \┐

C │< C               >│ 

  └\                 /┘
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NOTE

Blanks are not a valid option; ensure that the command line contains no blanks.

How to Use the C (copy) Command

Using the C command, you can specify:

• A single line to be copied (that line marked).
• A number of lines to be copied (the first line marked).
• A block of lines to be copied (the first and last lines marked).

Here is the syntax for copying a single line:

C

The syntax for copying a specified number of lines is:

Cnumber-of-lines

To copy a block of lines, mark both the first line and the last line of the block with:

CC

Rules for the the C (copy) Command

Rules are as follows:

• When using the Cnumber-of-lines or the CC form of the command, you cannot enter any other commands on the lines
being copied.

• A CC must be paired with another CC.
• You must pair a B (before) or an A (after) command with every C or pair of CC commands.

 

COLS (columns) Command (CA ADS Preprocessor)
The COLS (columns) command displays a line with column markings for your reference. The line is an aid for editing. It
is not given a line number, and it is not written to the dictionary when you use the END/RETRY command. The line will be
displayed before the source line at which you ENTER the COLS command. Here is the syntax:

COLS
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D (delete) Command (CA ADS Preprocessor)
The D (delete) command is used to delete source lines from the module. Here is the syntax:

  ┌/ number-of-lines \┐

D │< D               >│

  └\                 /┘

NOTE

Blanks are not a valid option; ensure that the command line contains no blanks.

How to Use the D (delete) Command

Using the D command, you can specify:

• A single line to be deleted (that line marked).
• A number of lines to be deleted (the first line marked).
• A block of lines to be deleted (the first and last lines marked).

Here is the syntax for deleting a single line:

D

The syntax for deleting a specified number of lines is:

Dnumber-of-lines

To delete a block of lines, mark both the first line and the last line of the block with:

DD

Rules for the D (delete) Command

Rules are as follows:

• When using the Dnumber-of-lines or the DD form of the command, you cannot enter any other commands on the lines
being deleted.

• A DD must be paired with another DD.
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I (insert) Command (CA ADS Preprocessor)
Use the I (insert) command to insert blank source lines in the module. You do not use the B and A commands with the I
command. After inserting blank lines, you can key in source code to be added to the module on the blank lines. If you do
not key in anything on an inserted line, that line will be deleted the next time you press the ENTER key or a PF key. Here
is the syntax:

I [number-of-lines]

where:

I used alone specifies that a single blank line is to be inserted after the source line at which you ENTER the command.

number-of-lines specifies that this number of blank lines are to be inserted after the source line at which you ENTER the
command.

M (move) Command (CA ADS Preprocessor)
The M (move) command is used in conjunction with either the B (before) command or the A (after) command to move
lines from one location to another within a module. The M command indicates the line(s) to be moved. The A or B
command indicates the location to which lines are to be moved (see preceding description of B and A commands for more
information). Here is the syntax of the command:

  ┌/ number-of-lines \┐

M │< M               >│

  └\                 /┘

NOTE

Blanks are not a valid option; ensure that the command line contains no blanks.

How to Use the M (move) Command

Using the M command, you can specify:

• A single line to be moved (that line marked).
• A number of lines to be moved (the first line marked).
• A block of lines to be moved (the first and last lines marked).

Here is the syntax for moving a single line:

M

The syntax for moving a specified number of lines is:

Mnumber-of-lines
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To move a block of lines, mark both the first line and the last line of the block with:

MM

Rules for the M (move) Command

Rules are as follows:

• When using the Mnumber-of-lines or the MM form of the command, you cannot enter any other commands on the lines
being moved.

• An MM must be paired with another MM.
• You must pair a B (before) or an A (after) command with every M or pair of MM commands.

R (repeat) Command (CA ADS Preprocessor)
Use the R (repeat) command to repeat lines directly after themselves. You do not use the B and A commands with the R
command. Here is the syntax of the R command:

  ┌ / number-of-times   \┐

R │< R [number-of-times >│

  └\                    /┘

NOTE

Blanks are not a valid option; ensure that the command line contains no blanks.

How to Use the R (repeat) Command

You can specify:

• A single line to be repeated (that line marked).
• A single line to be repeated a number of times (that line marked).
• A block of lines to be repeated (the first and last lines marked).
• A block of lines to be repeated a number of times (the first and last lines marked).

Here is the syntax for repeating a single line:

R

The syntax for repeating a single line a specified number of times is:

Rnumber-of-times
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To repeat a block of lines once, mark both the first line and the last line of the block with:

RR

To repeat a block of lines a number of times, mark both the first line and the last line of the block with:

RRnumber-of-times

You can enter the number of times the block is to be repeated on either the first line or the last line of the block. If you
specify a number of times on both lines, the number on the last line will be used.

Rules for the R (repeat) Command

Rules are as follows:

• When using the Rnumber-of-times, the RR, or the RRnumber-of-times form of the command, you cannot enter any
other commands on the lines being repeated.

• An RR must be paired with another.

Key Settings
PF keys are set for most Primary Commands. This allows you to enter a Primary Command from any position on the
screen (not from just the Command Line). PF keys also reduce keystrokes. You do not need to press the ENTER key after
pressing a PF key. Exhibit 6.11 summarizes the functions of the key settings.

ENTER Function
The PF keys set for the ENTER function work in the same way as the ENTER key: they execute Primary or Line
Commands.

RESHOW Function
The RESHOW function on the PA1, PA2 and CLEAR keys cannot be performed with a Primary Command. Use RESHOW
to view the last screen display.

Key Command Function
PF1/13 HELP (currently unavailable).
PF2/14 PF3/15 END/RETRY Saves the module and reinvokes the

preprocessor.
PF4/16 CANCEL Saves the module and exits the Edit

Screen.
PF5/17 RFIND Repeats the last FIND command.
PF6/18 RCHANGE Repeats the last CHANGE command.
PF7/19 UP Scrolls to display the lines above your

current view.
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PF8/20 DOWN Scrolls to display the lines below your
current view.

PF9/21 RESET Removes Line Commands, column markers
and extraneous messages.

PF10/22 LEFT Scrolls to display the lines to the left of your
current view.

PF11/23 RIGHT Scrolls to display the lines to the right of
your current view.

PF12/24 ENTER Functions as the ENTER key.
PA1/PA2 CLEAR RESHOW Redisplays previous screen.

Exhibit 6.10: Summary of Key Settings

Using CA IDMS Extractor
This section provides the information that you need to significantly speed up the testing and maintenance phases of
applications development by using CA IDMS Extractor. In addition, the many features that CA IDMS Extractor offers are
documented.

CA IDMS Extractor is an application development tool that significantly speeds up the testing and maintenance phases of
applications development by reducing or eliminating the need to develop special test database load programs.

To use CA IDMS Extractor, three basic steps are necessary:

1. Choose an appropriate CA IDMS database as input (that is, the source database).
2. Use the Selection Criteria Specification Component of CA IDMS Extractor to describe the records of the source

database that you want extracted from the source database and loaded to the target database.
3. Tell CA IDMS Extractor to extract the selected records from the source database and load them to the target database.

The source database remains unchanged.

CA IDMS Extractor Components
CA IDMS Extractor consists of several components, some of which execute in an online environment, and others in a
batch environment.

Online Components
The CA IDMS Extractor online components are described below. They include:

• Selection Criteria Specification Component
• Specification Utilities Component
• JCL Editor Component
• JCL Utilities Component
• JCL Submission Component
• User Profile Component
• Online Documentation Component

The Selection Criteria Specification Component

The Selection Criteria Specification Component manages your library of selection criteria specifications. Use this
component to:
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• Describe the existing source database that is used as the basis for generating the target database
• Describe the paths to use when selecting the records from the source database
• Describe the selection criteria to be used when following these paths
• Save your specifications under a specification name of your choice.

The Selection Criteria Specification Component allows you to specify criteria for selection in these ways:

• Select particular areas/records/fields/sets
• Limit the selection of a record type to a specific FROM/TO page range
• Select a record by field value(s), including by CALC key and integrated index SORT key values
• Select a record by direct DBKEY
• Select a group of records within a specified page range, beginning with the first record occurrence within the range
• Select a group of records within a specified page range beginning with the nth occurrence within the range
• Skip a specified number of records before selecting the next record occurrence
• Specify the number of levels to be extracted in a recursive bill-of-materials structure
• Specify whether you want to extract all owners of extracted recursive records
• Limit the total number of records selected by record type
• Limit the number of records selected in each set occurrence

The Specification Utilities Component

Use the Specification Utilities Component to copy, delete, print, and rename your Selection Criteria Specifications.

The JCL Editor Component

Use the JCL Editor Component to create and modify the JCL used to run the Batch Components of CA IDMS Extractor. It
contains sample JCL members that you can quickly modify online to suit the needs of your environment.

The JCL Utilities Component

Use the JCL Utilities Component to copy, delete, print, and rename JCL members.

The JCL Submission Component

Use the JCL Submission Component to submit JCL online to the internal reader for executing the batch extract and batch
load components of CA IDMS Extractor.

The User Profile Component

Use the User Profile Component to tailor PF keys to suit your needs. Use the KEYS command to access the User Profile
Component and change your PF key settings. The PF key assignments that you make are saved, and are in effect for
every session of CA IDMS Extractor until you change them again.

The Online Documentation Component

The Online Documentation Component gives you information about the CA IDMS Extractor screens, commands, the
Transfer Facility, available PF keys, and CA IDMS Extractor message text.
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The CA Online Documentation Print Utility provided with CA IDMS Extractor allows you to print the information included
in the Online Documentation Component. The sample JCL library member GSIPRINT contains the JCL to execute the
Online Documentation Print Utility.

The printed version of the online documentation is presented one screen per page and includes page reference indexes
for screen options. Characters highlighted in the online documentation appear bolded in the printed version.

For more information about the Online Documentation Print Utility, see the section “Operations.”

Batch Components
The CA IDMS Extractor Batch Components are described below. They include:

• Database Extract Component
• Database Load Component
• Specification Print Utility
• JCL Member Print Utility

The Database Extract Component

The Database Extract Component accesses the specified source database to extract record and set information. The
number and type of set and record occurrences selected is governed by both the description you provided during the
Selection Criteria Specification process and the structure and information contained within the source database.

Selected information is written to an Extract File and an audit report is produced. The audit report displays the parameters
that you submitted and a summary of the information extracted from the source database.

The Database Load Component

The Database Load Component uses the extract file created during the database extract process and loads the target
database with information extracted from the source database.

The Specification Print Utility

The Specification Print Utility allows you to print a Selection Criteria Specification that you created and saved using the
online Selection Criteria Specification Component.

The JCL Member Print Utility

The JCL Member Print Utility allows you to print a JCL member that you created and saved using the JCL Editor
Component.

Customization Macro
The CA IDMS Extractor customization macro gives you the ability to change the following operational parameters:
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• The task code used to invoke CA IDMS Extractor.
• The dictionary into which the online documentation modules were loaded at installation.
• The number of entries to allocate for the CA IDMS Extractor set stack.
• From whom a user can copy other JCL members and Selection Criteria Specifications.
• The default for the RETAIN PHYSICAL SEQUENCE OF MEMBER RECORDS IN THE SET? field on the Record Level

Selection Criteria screen.
• The default for the EXTRACT ALL OWNERS FOR EXTRACTED RECURSIVE RECORDS? field on the Record Level

Selection Criteria screen.
• The default for the BEGIN VIEWING/EDITING IN THE MIDDLE OF A PATH DEFINITION? field on the Specify

Database Extract Specification screen.
• Whether to have message NLYZ008 be a warning (W) message or an error (E) message. NLYZ008 is displayed at

extract time when a mandatory member is being extracted without its owner. An error message prevents the Selection
Criteria Specification from being used.

See the section "Operations" for information on customizing CA IDMS Extractor.

Writing a User Exit Module
CA IDMS Extractor Release gives you the ability to write an assembler user exit module to be called prior to a record's
being written to the Extract File. This exit is called by the Database Extract Component when:

• CA IDMS Extractor is walking the source database looking for records to be extracted, and
• A record meets its Record Level Selection Criteria.

You can change the record data, add or delete fields to/from the record data, or prevent the record from being written to
the file. We supply the descriptions of the parameters that are passed to your exit module in both Assembler and COBOL
formats.

Concepts
This section briefly discusses the procedure for extracting a test database. Also presented are several important concepts
about CA IDMS Extractor. Understanding these concepts should help you to more easily extract a test database. Using
a test database allows you to overcome the problems encountered by creating a mirror copy of your existing production
database to use for testing purposes.

Consider a Test Database

A very large database, by virtue of its size alone, prohibits creating a mirror copy for use as a test database. Logical
segregation, to simplify testing and to help isolate problems discovered during the testing phase, is not easily achieved
with mirror copies of large databases.

CA IDMS Extractor Implementation
CA IDMS Extractor allows you to create a test database that contains a meaningful sampling of data. Use this extracted
data to test the known data interactions encountered by a unit of work in day-to-day processing.

To extract a test database, you must segregate data and all the programs that impact or are impacted by that same data.
To do this:

1. Prepare an information model from business methods so that you can identify and group data according to business
procedures. If test database implementation is considered in the design phase, this information model could evolve as
a result of data flow diagrams.

2. Segregate all the dialogs that access (update or retrieve) a given set of record types:
a. Select a major dialog and identify all the record types that it uses.
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b. Find all the dialogs that use the same record types used by the dialog in the previous step.
3. Create a subschema with the records and sets identified through the segregation process detailed above.

If your existing database is already grouped into functional areas, an existing subschema can be used with CA IDMS
Extractor. If no existing subschema is appropriate, create a new one.

4. Use the identified set of dialogs to begin testing.

This implementation method creates multiple test databases. Using this method actually simplifies the testing process and
helps to isolate problems encountered.

Phased Implementation

CA IDMS Extractor can be used when you do not have a pre-existing database. Phased implementation allows data input
programs to be implemented first. While this implementation does not create a test database, it does provide data for the
subsequent implementation phases that require test data.

CA IDMS Extractor Database Paths
A database path describes the records/sets that CA IDMS Extractor looks at in your source database. For each record
that CA IDMS Extractor retrieves in a path, Record Level Selection Criteria that you define are applied. If the record meets
the selection criteria, it is written to an Extract File. The records on the Extract File are loaded onto the target database.

Database Entry Point 

A database entry point defines the beginning of a database path. A database path describes the records/sets that CA
IDMS Extractor walks in your source database. You can have one or more entry points or database paths depending on
your particular database structure.

An entry point can be a record, or a system-owned integrated index that is used to retrieve a record:

• If an Entry Record is used, the Database Extract Component needs to sweep the area in which the record resides to
retrieve the record

• If an Entry Index is used, the index is used to retrieve the record without having to perform an area sweep.

However, if you specify CALC or IIX SORT keys by means of Field Level Selection Criteria for an Entry Record or an
Entry Index, CA IDMS Extractor retrieves the Entry Record or indexed record by the specified CALC or SORT key value.
This specification eliminates the need for CA IDMS Extractor to sweep an area looking for occurrences of the Entity
Record and significantly speeds up extract time. See the section "Online Sessions" for more information about the Field
Level Selection Criteria screen.

Record Level Selection Criteria

Record Level Selection Criteria define what record occurrences in the source database are going to be extracted. The
Criteria is maintained by set type and must be specified for each owner and member record of all sets selected in a path
definition. If a record type is retrieved by two different sets, two sets of record level selection criteria must be specified.

For example, in Example Data Structure Diagram, IX-SUBJ-LNAME is selected as an entry index, the PREREQSFOR
set is selected walking from owner to member, and the PREREQSARE set is selected walking member to owner. The
SUBJECT record is retrieved twice in this path definition: once as member of the Entry Index and once as owner of
the PREREQSARE set. Therefore, Record Level Selection Criteria must be defined for the SUBJECT record both as
a member of the Entry Index and as owner of the PREREQSARE set. Thus, the Record Level Selection Criteria for
the SUBJECT record as it is retrieved as a member of the entry index can be different than the Record Level Selection
Criteria for the SUBJECT as it is retrieved as owner of the PREREQSARE set.

Records can be selected from the source database in a variety of ways. Refer to the example of Sample Record Level
Selection Criteria Screen.
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• Direct DBKEY--Extract the record occurrence with the DBKEY specified by the page/line fields. If you do not want to
use Field Level Selection Criteria, use Direct DBKEY to select an OOAK Entry Record or to select a record containing
specific values in a particular field.

• Limit Page Range--Limits the extraction of record occurrences to the page range specified by the from/to page
numbers.

• Limit Records of This Type--Limit the number of record occurrences extracted from the source database by:
– Total number of record occurrences that you want CA IDMS Extractor to extract from the source database. This

value is the maximum number of record occurrences that CA IDMS Extractor extracts for the record type.
– Maximum number of record occurrences that CA IDMS Extractor extracts for each set occurrence in which the

record participates as a member.
• Skip Between Records--Bypasses the number of record occurrences specified by the skip count record type. For

example, to extract every fifth record occurrence on the source database, specify a Skip Count of "4".
• Specify First Within Range--Tells CA IDMS Extractor to extract the first occurrence of a record type accessed within

a record's specified range. For a CALC record that is a member of a set being walked, the first occurrence retrieved
may NOT be the first physical occurrence in the range.

• Field values tell CA IDMS Extractor to compare field data in record occurrences to entered Field Level Selection
Criteria. You may indicate that a record is to be extracted if the data in the record occurrence is:
– Equal
– Not Equal
– Less Than
– Less Than or Equal
– Greater Than
– Greater Than or Equal
to the data you specify, or:
– Within
– Not Within
a range of values you specify.

Sample Record Level Selection Criteria Screen

CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn ───  Record Level Selection Criteria ─────── hh:mm mm/dd/yy
COMMAND ===>

Entry Record: CRITERIA
Path Record:  CRITERIA          From Page:     370000
To Page:     372999
Accessed By:  AREA SWEEP   of area      USV-DATA-AREA
Enter S to Select, D or blank to Deselect selection criteria,
press ENTER.
Note: The specification is currently not complete.
      Direct DBKEY              Page ===> 0000000000 Line ===> 0000
      Limit Page Range     From Page ===> 0000370000 To Page ===> 0000372999
    S Limit Records of This Type          Total Record Count ===> 0000000050
                                          Per Set Occurrence ===> 0000000000
      Skip Between Records                Skip Count         ===> 0000000000
      First Within Range
      Nth   Within Range                  Which Occurrence   ===> 0000000000
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      Field Level Selection Criteria      Display Criteria?  ===> Y  (Y/N)
      Logical Key Selection Criteria      Display Criteria?  ===> Y  (Y/N)
      Retain Physical Sequence of Member Records in the Set? ===> Y  (Y/N)
      Extract All Owners of Extracted Recursive Records?     ===> Y  (Y/N)
      Number of Levels to Extract in the Recursive Structure ===> 00000000

• In a situation where a record is retrieved by two different sets, you must tell CA IDMS Extractor how many levels of the
recursive structure are to be extracted.
Using the same example shown in Sample Record Level Selection Criteria Screen, where the IX-SUBJ-LNAME
is selected as an Entry Index, the PREREQSFOR set is selected walking from owner to member, and the
PREREQSARE set is selected walking member to owner, the SUBJECT record as owner of the PREREQSARE set
would be retrieved a second time. You need to tell CA IDMS Extractor how many occurrences of the SUBJECT record
are to be retrieved, as owner of the PREREQSARE set, after each occurrence of the SUBJECT is retrieved by the
Entry Index.
A more detailed discussion of extracting from recursive structures is presented below.

• When a selected set is accessed by walking from member to owner and the set is a non-sorted set, CA IDMS
Extractor must perform an OBTAIN NEXT IN SET until end of set in order to keep the logical integrity of the set intact.
For extremely large sets, this walking may impose a tremendous amount of overhead. An option is provided to have
CA IDMS Extractor perform an OBTAIN OWNER in the set if you do not require CA IDMS Extractor to maintain logical
set integrity for the member records.
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Example Data Structure Diagram

Recursive Data Structures

A structure is considered to be recursive if a record type is retrieved by more than one set type in the same path. A Bill-of-
Materials (BOM) structure is an example of a recursive structure.

CA IDMS Extractor lets you know that a recursive structure is in the path once you reach the Record Level Selection
Criteria screen when a record type is retrieved a second or more time in the same path.

The following fields appear on the Record Level Selection Criteria screen only when a record type is retrieved a second or
more time in the same path:
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• EXTRACT ALL OWNERS OF EXTRACTED RECURSIVE RECORDS?===> is displayed if the current record is
recursive and the set is walked member to owner. You must tell CA IDMS Extractor whether to extract all of the
record's owners.
This action imposes a great deal of overhead. Enter an N in this field if you are certain that the owner records of all
extracted recursive records are extracted because they are retrieved via some OTHER SET in your path definition.
Otherwise, your target database will NOT be complete.

• NUMBER OF LEVELS TO EXTRACT IN THE RECURSIVE STRUCTURE===> In most recursive structures, this value
should be set to zero (0), except for true BOM structures. Your situation may dictate otherwise. You must be aware,
however, of the additional overhead needed to process recursive structures.

In the simplified data structure diagram shown below, the structure in Example 1 contains a BOM structure. In both
examples, Record A is an Entry Record and SETS AB and BC1 are selected walking from owner to member. After
defining Record Level Selection Criteria for record C as a member of the BC1 set, SET BC2 is selected walking from
member to owner in Example 1. Set CA is selected walking owner to member in Example 2.

At this point, CA IDMS Extractor determines that Record B in Example 1 and Record A in Example 2 participate in
recursive structures and are regarded as recursive records. These records/sets define the beginning of the recursive
structure. You must tell CA IDMS Extractor how many times the recursive structure is to be walked once the beginning of
the recursive structure is found.

In these examples, once Record B is retrieved through set BC2 and Record A is retrieved through set CA, you must tell
CA IDMS Extractor how many more times sets selected in the path after Record B in Example 1 and Record A in Example
2 are to be walked. Specifying zero (0) in the NUMBER OF LEVELS TO EXTRACT IN THE RECURSIVE STRUCTURE
field tells CA IDMS Extractor to not retrieve any more records/sets in the path at that point.

For each recursive record that is extracted, CA IDMS Extractor also extracts all owners of selected sets in which the
recursive record is currently a member. In these examples, after Record B is retrieved and extracted through set BC2, CA
IDMS Extractor extracts the owning Record A even though set AB is being walked from owner to member.

You may specify a value for NUMBER OF LEVELS TO EXTRACT IN THE RECURSIVE STRUCTURE that is greater than
the actual number of levels present in your database. CA IDMS Extractor uses this value as the maximum number of
levels that it traverses.
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Examples of Recursive Structures

Creating CA IDMS Extractor Database Paths
You can create a database path in CA IDMS Extractor in multiple ways.

Manual Selection of Records/Sets

Manually selecting sets in a path is an iterative process that consists of selecting sets to be included in the path, then
defining Record Level Selection Criteria for owner and member records of the selected sets.

To begin the process, you first select an Entry Record or Entry Index to define the beginning of a database path. CA
IDMS Extractor then displays the Record Level Selection Criteria screen for the Entry Record or Entry Index record. You
define the Record Level Selection Criteria for the record. CA IDMS Extractor then displays the Path-Record Set Selection
list screen that shows the sets that may be walked from the entry record. Sets are displayed only if they are not already
selected in a path for the current specification.

If you select any sets from the Path-Record Level Selection Criteria screen, and the selected set is walked from:

• Owner to Member -- The Record Level Selection Criteria screen is displayed for the member record. If the set is a
multi-member set, a Record Level Selection Criteria screen is displayed for each member.

• Member to Owner -- The Record Level Selection Criteria screen is displayed for the owner record.
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Record Level Selection Criteria must be specified for each owner/member of all selected sets.

The process of selecting sets to be included in a path and defining Record Level Selection Criteria for all owner and
member records of selected sets continues until:

• No sets are selected from the Path-Record Set Selection List screen, or all sets accessible from path records are
already included in a path; and

• Record Level Selection Criteria have been defined for all owner and member records of selected sets.

Hierarchical Selection

With a hierarchical selection, CA IDMS Extractor automatically selects all records and sets accessible walking down
the structure, that is, from owner to member. When you make a hierarchical selection of a record or index, CA IDMS
Extractor marks it as an Entry Record or Entry Index. All members of sets owned by the Entry Record or Entry Indexed
record, which do not already participate in a path and which are not indexed by an Entry Index, are selected in the path.
All selected records that are themselves owners of sets are subject to the same selection process as the Entry Record.

There is an exception to the hierarchical selection process regarding a Bill-Of-Material (BOM) structure. The AUTOMATIC
member of the BOM set is selected walking from the BOM record to the junction record. The MANUAL member of the
BOM set is selected walking from the junction record to the BOM record.

The Record Level Selection Criteria from all records selected in this manner indicate to extract all record occurrences.
You may modify the selection criteria of any or all of these records to limit the number of records extracted.

Network Selection

With a network selection, CA IDMS Extractor automatically selects all records and sets accessible in the entire structure.
When you make a network selection of a record in index, CA IDMS Extractor marks it as an Entry Record or Entry Index.
All owners of sets of which the Entry Record or Entry Indexed record is a member and, which do not already participate
in a path and which are not indexed by an Entry Index, are selected in the path. All selected records that are themselves
owners or members of sets are treated as if it were an Entry Record.

There is an exception to the network selection process regarding a Bill-Of-Material (BOM) structure. The AUTOMATIC
member of the BOM set is selected walking from the BOM record to the junction record. The MANUAL member of the
BOM set is selected walking from the junction record to the BOM record.

The Record Level Selection Criteria for all records selected in this manner indicate to extract all record occurrences. You
may modify the selection criteria of any or all of these records to limit the number of records extracted.

You should verify that sets are walked in the manner in which you want them walked, that is, from owner to member or
member to owner. CA IDMS Extractor may select a set as being walked from member to owner when you really want the
set walked from owner to member. If this is the case, you must deselect the set and then select it again using a manual
selection.

For a data structure containing recursive records (records that are accessed by more than one set type in the same path),
CA IDMS Extractor sets the number of levels to extract to zero. You may need to modify this value. Refer to Recursive
Data Structures for more information.

Deselecting Previously Selected Records/Sets

To remove records/sets from a path definition or to delete an entire path definition, you may deselect a path set, an Entry
Record or Entry Index, or an area. Deselection of:
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• An Entry Record/Entry Index deletes the entire path definition.
• An area deselects all Entry Records residing in the area.
• A path set deselects all sets in the path accessed after the deselected set. The deselection process stops at recursive

records. However, sets selected in the path after recursive records are not deselected.

Deselection causes all Record Level Selection Criteria to be removed from the record, including all Field Level Selection
Criteria. Once deselected, a record or set can be selected again.

Terminating Record Level Selection Criteria

When you tell CA IDMS Extractor to terminate the specification for the current specification session, by typing the END
command or pressing the End PF key at the Record Level Selection screen, the session may not be complete. There may
be record types in selected path-record sets for which Record Level Selection Criteria have not been specified. CA IDMS
Extractor flags the specification so that you are not able to use it without completing it.

CA IDMS Extractor indicates whether or not the specification is complete at the time the Record Level Selection Criteria
screen is displayed.

Online Session
This section presents an overview of a typical CA IDMS Extractor online session. It describes how to sign on and sign off
CA IDMS Extractor and introduces the CA IDMS Extractor screens.

Signing on to CA IDMS Extractorhttp://wiki-dev.ca.com/display/IDMS/Signing+on+to+CA+IDMS+Extractor

Follow the steps below to sign on to CA IDMS Extractor (unless your DBA or security administrator has implemented a
different procedure):

1. Access your online CA IDMS/DC system.
2. At the CA IDMS/DC system prompt, type the task code assigned to the CA IDMS Extractor system and press the

ENTER key. Obtain the task code, which is assigned at the time of installation, from your DBA. The default is DBX.

Online Documentation
At any point in a CA IDMS Extractor session, you can use the HELP command or the Help PF key to access the online
documentation, which includes:

• Information about the CA IDMS Extractor screens
• Complete details about each of the commands, options, and keys used to edit a JCL member
• The CA IDMS Extractor online message facility.

To access the online documentation:

• Select option T at the Main Menu screen
• Enter the HELP command in the command field of any CA IDMS Extractor screen
• Use the PF key associated with the HELP command.

You can print the text for all CA IDMS Extractor online documentation and messages using the Online Documentation
Print Utility. See the section "Operations" for detailed information on using the Online Documentation Print Utility.

Online Documentation Message Facility

CA IDMS Extractor allows you to view message text online.
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To access the Message Index screen:

1. Access the online documentation
2. Type M in the OPTION field of the first screen of any CA IDMS Extractor online documentation module.
3. Press the ENTER key.

The Message Index screen is displayed. To view the message text:

1. Type the message number in the INDEX field of the Message Index screen.
2. Press the ENTER key.

The text for that message is displayed.

You can print the text for all CA IDMS Extractor messages using the CA Online Documentation Print Utility. See Error!
Reference source not found. page=no. for detailed information on using this utility.

Transfer Facility
The Transfer Facility allows you to move between major components of CA IDMS Extractor without returning to the Main
Menu screen. An equal sign followed by an alphanumeric string (=3.1) or the option command name (=SUTIL) transfers
you to the function you want. The available transfer commands are shown below.

Transfer Facility Values and Commands

System Level Assigned Value Option Command
CA IDMS/DC =X
Main Menu =0 =MENU
Specify Database Extract Specification =1 =SPECIFY
Edit JCL =2 =JCL
Edit JCL Member List =2.1
Utilities Menu =3 =UTIL
Specification Utilities =3.1 =SUTIL
Specification Utilities List =3.1.1
JCL Utilities =3.2 =JUTIL
JCL Utilities List =3.2.1
Copy Utility =3.3 =COPY
Submit JCL for Execution =4 =SUBMIT

Typical Session Activities
There are three categories of activity that you might perform during a typical CA IDMS Extractor session. Each of these
activities are detailed below:

• Naming the source and target subschemas
• Creating a Selection Criteria Specification
• Running the Batch Components of CA IDMS Extractor.

This section introduces these activities and shows how to access the CA IDMS Extractor screens where these
activities can be performed. Detailed field descriptions and information about how to input data are found in the online
documentation.
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Naming the Source and Target Subschemas

You must name the source and target subschemas to be used by the Extract and Load Components of CA IDMS
Extractor. Do this naming with the Specify Database Build Specification screen, which is displayed when you select option
1 from the Main Menu screen.

Creating a Selection Criteria Specification

After you have named the source subschema, you must specify the selection criteria CA IDMS Extractor will use to extract
the target database. This may include:

• Selecting particular areas/records/fields/sets
• Limiting the selection of a record type to a specific FROM/TO page range
• Selecting a record by field value(s)
• Selecting a record by direct DBKEY
• Selecting a group of records within a specified page range, beginning with the first record occurrence within the range
• Selecting a group of records within a specified page range beginning with the nth occurrence within the range
• Skipping a specified number of records before selecting the next record occurrence
• Specifying the number of levels to be extracted in a bill-of-materials structure
• Specifying whether you want to extract all owners of extracted recursive records
• Limiting the total number of records selected by record type
• Limiting the number of records selected in each set occurrence

Running the Batch Components

After you have specified the selection criteria, you need to run the Batch Components of CA IDMS Extractor. To do this:

1. Create a JCL stream. Sample JCL is provided with CA IDMS Extractor. Edit this JCL to meet the requirements at your
site.

2. Submit the JCL for execution.

See the section "Operations" for a detailed description of the JCL.

A Sample Selection Criteria Specification Session
The remainder of this section takes you through a sample session that includes the following steps:

1. Sign on to CA IDMS Extractor.
2. Specify the source and target subschemas.
3. Define the database path.
4. Limit the number of records displayed.
5. Select the entry record.
6. Define Record Level Selection Criteria for the DEPT record.
7. Select sets for the Extract Component.
8. Define Record Level Selection Criteria for the TEACHER record.
9. Select additional record/sets.
10. Return to the Database Entry Point Selection Menu screen.
11. Return to the Specify Database Extract Specification screen.
12. Edit JCL.
13. Submit JCL for execution.
14. Sign off from CA IDMS Extractor.
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The data structure diagram for the STUDENT-TEACHER database used in this sample session is shown below.

Information specific to the sample session is shown in each step.

Data Structure Diagram for the Sample Session

Step 1. Sign On to CA IDMS Extractor

To sign on to CA IDMS Extractor:

1. Access your online CA IDMS/DC system.
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2. At the CA IDMS/DC system prompt, type the task code assigned by your system administrator to CA IDMS Extractor
and press the ENTER key. The default is DBX.

The CA IDMS Extractor Main Menu screen is displayed.

The user ID (or, if you did not sign on to CA IDMS/DC, the LTERM ID) is displayed in the upper right corner of the screen.
This ID is the ID under which all specifications and JCL members are saved.

For the sample session

You have signed on to CA IDMS/DC prior to invoking CA IDMS Extractor. The user ID in this example is JSMITH. Your
specifications and JCL members are saved under the user ID JSMITH.

Main Menu Screen

                                                                   Rnn.n                                          USVMMEN

                                           LTERM-ID:  VL10301              mm/dd/
yy hh:mm

                                                           CA IDMS Extractor

                                                           Copyright  (C)  2013

                                                           CA. All rights reserved.  Inc. 

                                            OPTION  ===>
 

                      1 Specify    - Specify a Database Extract Selection Criteria Specification
                      2 Edit JCL  - Edit Execution JCL
                      3 Utilities    - Perform Utility Functions
                      4 Submit    - Submit JCL for Execution
                      T Tutorial   - Display Information (Help) about Database Extractor
                      X Exit         - Exit Database Extractor

Step 2. Specify the Source and Target Subschemas

The Specify Database Extract Specification screen is shown below.

To access this screen:

1. Type 1 in the OPTION field of the CA IDMS Extractor Main Menu screen.
2. Press the ENTER key.
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The Specify Database Extract Specification screen is displayed.

Specify Database Extract Specification Screen

CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn ───  Specify Database Extract Specification ─ hh:mm mm/dd/yy
COMMAND ===>                                                            USVMSPC

Enter Spec Name and, if a new spec, Subschema and DB Names, press ENTER

Specification
   Name ===> dept-teacher                       (blank for Specification list)

Source Subschema  ====> testsub1   DMCL ===> CVDMCL
   Dictionary Name ===>
   Dictionary Node ===>
   Database Name   ===>            (or Segment)
   Database Node   ===>

Target Subschema  ====> loadsub1   DMCL ===> CVDMCL
   Dictionary Name ===>
   Dictionary Node ===>
   Database Name   ===>            (or Segment)
   Database Node   ===>

Compare Subschemas ===> Y  (Y/N)

Because the specification shown in the Name field is a new specification, you must also enter the names of the source
and target subschemas. CA IDMS Extractor allows the same subschema to be named as the source subschema and the
target subschema.

For the sample session

The data structure diagram for the STUDENT-TEACHER database shown in Data Structure Diagram for the Sample
Session. For this sample session, the target database is to consist of DEPT records that own TEACHER records, selected
from an existing source database. The other selection criteria follow:

• Define a path that has the DEPT record as an Entry Record
• Extract the first DEPT, and every fifth DEPT record after the first
• Limit the number of extracted DEPT records to 40
• Limit the extracted records to a subset of its from/to page range
• Extract every second TEACHER record in the DEPT-TEACHER set
• Place no limit on the number of TEACHER records.
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The name of the specification is DEPT-TEACHER and both source and target databases reside in the primary dictionary
for the CV under which you are running.

1. Type DEPT-TEACHER in the Specification Name field.
2. Use the TAB key to move to the Source Subschema field and type TESTSUB1.
3. Use the TAB key to move to the Source Subschema Database Name field and type STUDTCHR.
4. Use the TAB key to move to the Target Subschema field and type LOADSUB1.
5. Use the TAB key to move to the Target Subschema Database Name field and type STUDTCHR.
6. Press the ENTER key.

The Database Entry Point Selection Menu screen is displayed.

Rules for Source and Target Subschemas

All non-system-owned, integrated index records and sets in the source subschema must also be in the target database.
The records defined in the source and target subschemas can reside in different areas and can have different page
ranges. Additionally, the source and target subschemas must:

• Have record types that are the same length.
• Contain the same record/set relationships. That is, an owner or member of a set in the source database must be an

owner or member of the same set type in the target database.
• Be accessible to the online component so that the above rules can be validated. Either subschema can reside in a

dictionary load area or in a load/core-image library.

NOTE
The Compare Subschemas field allows CA IDMS Extractor to bypass comparisonof the source and target
subschemas. This allows the batch Database Extract Component of CA IDMS Extractor to access a database
whose subschema is not accessible by the online Selection Criteria Specification component.

Step 3. Define the Database Path

Use the Database Entry Point Selection Menu screen, shown below, to begin the definition of a database path. A
database path tells the Extract Component how to walk through your source database. A path must begin with either an
Entry Record or an Entry Index.

• If you want to have only one Entry Record or Index, select either Record or Index and enter the name of the record or
index on this screen.

• If you want to have more than one Entry Record or Entry Index or cannot recall the names of the records or indexes
in the source subschema, select either Area, Record, or Index and leave the associated name field blank. The names
of all areas, records, or system-owned integrated indexes in the source subschema are displayed, and you can select
from them.

Database Entry Point Selection Menu Screen

 CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn───  Database Entry Point Selection Menu  ───  hh:mm mm/dd/yy
 COMMAND   ===>                                                          USVMENT

 Enter S to Show a list of records residing in the area, or
       S to Select a Record or Index as an Entry point, or
       H to Select a Hierarchy of records starting with the named Record or
         Index as an Entry point (this option is not valid with Area), or
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       N to Select a Network of records starting with the named Record or
         Index as an Entry point (this option is not valid with Area), or
       D to Deselect a previously selected (*S) item, press ENTER
 Note: Leave the name field blank to obtain a list of names.

  S   Area
        Area Name    ===>                       (blank for Area Name list)

      Record
        Record Name  ===>                       (blank for Record Name list)

      Index
        Index Name   ===>                       (blank for Index Name list)

       An Entry Index must be a System Owned Integrated Index or SPF Index

For the sample session

For a list of all areas in the database:

1. Type S in the selection field to the left of AREA.
2. Press the ENTER key.

The Area Selection List screen is displayed.

NOTE
Because we are defining only one path for the sample session Selection Criteria Specification, beginning with
the DEPT record, we could have selected Record and filled in the Record Name field with DEPT. However, to
illustrate the Area and Record Entry Point Selection List screens, we have selected Area.

Step 4. Limit the Number of Records Displayed

Use the Area Selection List screen to limit the number of records displayed on the Record Entry Point Selection List
screen. Select the areas for which you want resident records displayed. An area name is displayed only if it contains at
least one user-defined record. Areas containing only integrated index control records are not displayed.

Area Selection List Screen

 CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn  ───  Area Selection List  ─────────────────  hh:mm mm/dd/yy
 COMMAND   ===>                                        SCROLL ===> PAGE  USVMARE

 Enter S to Show a list of records residing in the area(s),
       D to Deselect all Entry Records in a selected (*S) area,
       blank to not show records residing in a selected area, press ENTER
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      CLASS-REGION
 s    DEPT-REGION
      LOC-REGION
      STUDENT-REGION
      **END**

For the sample session

Because the DEPT record is the only Entry Record and it resides in the DEPT-REGION:

1. Type S in the selection field to the left of DEPT-REGION.
2. Press the ENTER key.

The Record Entry Point Selection List screen is displayed.

Step 5. Select the Entry Record

The Record Entry Point Selection List screen is shown below. A list of all records in the area or areas selected on the Area
Entry Point Selection screen is displayed. Because the DEPT-REGION was the only area selected, only records residing
in the DEPT-REGION are displayed.

Record Entry Point Selection List Screen

 CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn──────  Record Entry Point Selection List  ─── hh:mm mm/dd/yy
 COMMAND   ===>                                        SCROLL ===> PAGE  USVMREC

 Enter S to Select an Entry Record,
       H to Select a Hierarchy of records starting with the selected Record as
         an Entry Record,
       N to Select a Network of records starting with the selected Record as
         an Entry Record,
       D to Deselect a previously selected (*S) Record,
       blank to not show a previously selected path, press ENTER

 s    DEPT
      PREREQ
      SUBJECT
      TEACHER
      **END**

For the sample session

You want DEPT to be the only Entry Record.

1. Type S in the selection field to the left of the DEPT record.
2. Press the ENTER key.

The Record Level Selection Criteria screen is displayed for the DEPT record.
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Step 6. Define Record Level Selection Criteria--DEPT Record

You must define Record Level Selection Criteria for each Entry Record selected or record indexed by an Entry Index and
all records selected in subsequent sets within the path definition. This is the criteria the Database Extract Component
uses. The Record Level Selection Criteria screen for the DEPT record is shown below.

CA IDMS Extractor fills in the current Entry Record or Index Name; the current Path Record Name; its from/to page
numbers; how the record is accessed; and the area, record, or set name. The record can be accessed by either an area
sweep, an Entry Index, or a set walk. In this case, the DEPT record is accessed by an area sweep because it is an Entry
Record.

There is also an indication on the screen as to whether the Selection Criteria Specification is complete or not complete.
For the example, the Specification is not complete.

Record Level Selection Criteria Screen--DEPT Record

CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn ───  Record Level Selection Criteria  ─────── hh:mm mm/dd/yy
COMMAND ===>                                                            USVMRLS

Entry Record: DEPT
Path Record:  DEPT                    From Page:     088001  To Page:     088015
Accessed By:  AREA SWEEP   of area      DEPT-REGION

Enter S to Select, D or blank to Deselect selection criteria, press ENTER.
Note: The specification is currently complete.

      Direct DBKEY              Page ===> 0000000000 Line    ===> 0000

    s Limit Page Range     From Page ===> 0000088003 To Page ===> 0000088008
    s Limit Records of This Type          Total Record Count ===> 0000000050
                                          Per Set Occurrence ===> 0000000000
    s Skip Between Records                Skip Count         ===> 0000000004
      First Within Range
      Nth   Within Range                  Which Occurrence   ===> 0000000000

      Field Level Selection Criteria      Display Criteria?  ===> Y  (Y/N)

For the sample session

You want to limit the selection of DEPT records to a subset of its from/to page range, have the first DEPT and every fifth
DEPT record after the first selected, and select no more than 40 DEPT records.

1. Type S to the left of the Limit Page Range field.
2. Type 88003 in the From Page field and press the EOF key.
3. Type 88008 in the To Page field and press the EOF key.
4. Type S to the left of the Limit Records of This Type field.
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5. Type 40 in the Record Count field and press the EOF key.
6. Type S to the left of the Skip Between Records field.
7. Type 4 in the Skip Count field and press the EOF key.
8. Type S to the left of the First Within Range field.
9. Press the ENTER key.

The Path Record Set Selection List screen is displayed.

Step 7. Select Sets for the Extract Component

The Path-Record Set Selection List screen is shown below. Use this screen to select the sets that you want the Extract
Component to walk from the current path record. All sets owned by the current record and all sets in which the current
record participates as a member are displayed, except a set already selected in a path of this specification. The field in
front of the set name indicates whether the current record is an owner or member of that set.

CA IDMS Extractor fills in the current record name and shows how the record is accessed. The DEPT record participates
in three sets: DEPT-TEACHER, DEPT-ACADEMIC, and DEPT-GENERAL. The DEPT record is an owner of all of these
sets and does not participate as a member in any sets. It is being accessed by an area sweep.

NOTE
A set can only be selected once in a specification. If you need toaccess the same set in more than one way,
you must define multiple Selection Criteria Specifications. Remember that you can run the CA IDMS Extractor
Database Load Component on a non-empty target database.

Path-Record Set Selection List Screen--DEPT Record

 CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn ─────  Path─Record Set Selection List  ────── hh:mm mm/dd/yy
 COMMAND   ===>                                        SCROLL ===> PAGE  USVMSET

 Entry Record: DEPT
 Path Record:  DEPT
 Accessed By:  AREA SWEEP   of area      DEPT-REGION

 Enter S to Select a set (include set in the current path), or
       D to Deselect a previously selected (*S) Set (remove set from path), or
       END command to terminate the path at current record when creating a new
           path, to not process selected sets when viewing an existing path, or
       QUIT command to terminate editing of an existing path, press ENTER

 Note: You will need to specify Record Level Selection Criteria for each owner
       and member record type of all sets included in the path.

      Own/Mbr  ────Set Name────
 s     Owner   DEPT-TEACHER
       Owner   DEPT-ACADEMIC
       Owner   DEPT-GENERAL
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               **END**

For the sample session

You want to select the DEPT-TEACHER set.

1. Type S in the selection field to the left of the DEPT-TEACHER set.
2. Press the ENTER key.

The Record Level Selection Criteria screen is displayed again for you to specify the Record Level Selection Criteria for the
next record in the path definition.

Step 8. Define Record Level Selection Criteria--TEACHER Record

Because the DEPT-TEACHER set was included in the path definition, you must define Record Level Selection Criteria for
the TEACHER record. The Record Level Selection Criteria screen for the TEACHER record is shown below.

In this case, DEPT is the Entry Record. The current path record for which Record Level Selection Criteria is being defined
is the TEACHER record. The TEACHER record is accessed by walking from the owner (SET-WALK) in the DEPT-
TEACHER set.

There is an indication on the screen as to whether this Selection Criteria Specification is complete or not complete. For the
example, the specification is not complete.

A302101.Record Level Selection Criteria Screen--TEACHER Record

CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn ───  Record Level Selection Criteria  ───────  hh:mm mm/dd/yy
COMMAND ===>                                                            USVMRLS

Entry Record: DEPT
Path Record:  TEACHER           From Page:     088001  To Page:     088015
Accessed By:  SET WALK     of area      DEPT-TEACHER   set, walked own to mb

Enter S to Select, D or blank to Deselect selection criteria, press ENTER.
Note: The specification is currently not complete.

      Direct DBKEY              Page ===> 0000000000 Line    ===> 0000
      Limit Page Range     From Page ===> 0000088001 To Page ===> 0000088015
      Limit Records of This Type          Total Record Count ===> 0000000040
                                          Per Set Occurrence ===> 0000000000
    s Skip Between Records                Skip Count         ===> 0000000002
      First Within Range
      Nth   Within Range                  Which Occurrence   ===> 0000000000
      Field Level Selection Criteria      Display Criteria?  ===> Y  (Y/N)

For the sample session
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You want to specify that a TEACHER record should be skipped in between selections:

1. Type S to the left of the SKIP BETWEEN RECORDS field.
2. TAB to the SKIP COUNT field, type 2, and press the EOF key.
3. Press the ENTER key.

The Path Record Set Selection screen is displayed.

If you want to all records of this type displayed:

1. Type A to the left of the LIMIT RECORDS OF THIS TYPE field.
2. Press the ENTER key.

Step 9. Select Additional Record/Sets

The names of all sets owned by the TEACHER record and all sets in which the TEACHER record participates as a
member are displayed on the Path Record Set Selection List screen. If you want to have more records/sets in the path,
select the appropriate sets at this time.

NOTE
After a path set is selected, CA IDMS Extractor displays the Record Level Selection Criteria screen for all
associated owner and member records of selected paths. You must specify Record Level Selection Criteria for
all records in the path.

Path-Record Set Selection List Screen--TEACHER Record

 CA─IDMS/DBX  Rnn.nn ───  Path─Record Set Selection List  ──────  hh:mm mm/dd/yy
 COMMAND   ===>                                        SCROLL ===> PAGE  USVMSET

 Entry Record: DEPT
 Path Record:  TEACHER
 Accessed By:  SET WALK     as member of DEPT-TEACHER     set, walked own to mb

 Enter S to Select a set (include set in the current path), or
       D to Deselect a previously selected (*S) Set (remove set from path), or
       END command to terminate the path at the current record, or
       QUIT command to terminate editing of an existing path, press ENTER

 Note: You will need to specify Record Level Selection Criteria for each owner
       and member record type of all sets included in the path.

      Own/Mbr  ────Set Name────
       Owner   TEACHER-CLASS
               **END**

For the sample session
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You only want to select the DEPT-TEACHER set. Therefore, the path definition is complete.

1. Press PF3. The Record Entry Point Selection screen is displayed.
2. Press PF3. The Database Entry Point Selection Menu screen is displayed.

Record Entry Point Selection List Screen 1

 CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn──────  Record Entry Point Selection List  ─── hh:mm mm/dd/yy
 COMMAND   ===>                                        SCROLL ===> PAGE  USVMREC

 Enter S to Select an Entry Record,
       H to Select a Hierarchy of records starting with the selected Record as
         an Entry Record,
       N to Select a Network of records starting with the selected Record as
         an Entry Record,
       D to Deselect a previously selected (*S) Record,
       blank to not show a previously selected path, press ENTER

 s    DEPT
      PREREQ
      SUBJECT
      TEACHER
      **END**

Step 10. Return to the Database Entry Point Selection Menu Screen

The Database Entry Point Selection Menu is shown below. If you want to define another path, or modify the path just
defined, select the appropriate area, record, or index and continue with the definition.

Database Entry Point Selection Menu Screen 1

 CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn───  Database Entry Point Selection Menu  ───  hh:mm mm/dd/yy
 COMMAND   ===>                                                          USVMENT

 Enter S to Show a list of records residing in the area, or
       S to Select a Record or Index as an Entry point, or
       H to Select a Hierarchy of records starting with the named Record or
         Index as an Entry point (this option is not valid with Area), or
       N to Select a Network of records starting with the named Record or
         Index as an Entry point (this option is not valid with Area), or
       D to Deselect a previously selected (*S) item, press ENTER
 Note: Leave the name field blank to obtain a list of names.
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  s   Area
        Area Name    ===>                       (blank for Area Name list)

      Record
        Record Name  ===>                       (blank for Record Name list)

      Index
        Index Name   ===>                       (blank for Index Name list)

       An Entry Index must be a System Owned Integrated Index

For the sample session

The Selection Specification Criteria are complete.

Press PF3 to end the specification process. The specification is saved on the CA IDMS Extractor database.

The Specify Database Extract Specification screen is displayed.

Step 11. Return to the Specify Database Extract Specification Screen

CA IDMS Extractor returns you to the Specify Database Extract Specification screen shown below. You can edit the
specification again, create a new specification, or modify another existing specification. For specifications that you have
saved, CA IDMS Extractor allows you to modify the values that you specified, add new path definitions, or delete old
specifications.

Specify Database Extract Specification Screen 1

CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn ───  Specify Database Extract Specification ─ hh:mm mm/dd/yy
COMMAND ===>                                                            USVMSPC

Enter Spec Name and, if a new spec, Subschema and DB Names, press ENTER

Specification
   Name ===> dept-teacher                       (blank for Specification list)

Source Subschema  ====> testsub1   DMCL ===> CVDMCL
   Dictionary Name ===>
   Dictionary Node ===>
   Database Name   ===>            (or Segment)
   Database Node   ===>

Target Subschema  ====> loadsub1   DMCL ===> CVDMCL
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   Dictionary Name ===>
   Dictionary Node ===>
   Database Name   ===>            (or Segment)
   Database Node   ===>

Compare Subschemas ===> Y  (Y/N)

For the sample session

1. Press PF3.

The CA IDMS Extractor Main Menu screen is displayed.

Step 12. Edit JCL

You need to create JCL that executes the Extract and Load Components for the selection criteria that you just specified.
The Edit JCL Entry screen is shown below.

To access this screen:

1. Type 2 in the OPTION field on the CA IDMS Extractor Main Menu screen.
2. Press the ENTER key. The Edit JCL screen is displayed.

The CA EDITOR is invoked from this screen, allowing you to edit the JCL member.

You should not specify the PROCESS parameter statement in the JCL member because CA IDMS Extractor creates it for
you when the JCL is submitted for execution. You can use one JCL member for several specifications.

Edit JCL Screen

 CA IDMS/DBX  Rnn.nn ───────────  Edit JCL  ──────────────────
 COMMAND   ===>                                                          USVMEDJ

 Enter JCL Member Name to Edit, press ENTER

 JCL Member
    Name ===>                                       (blank for Member Name list

For the sample session

Create a new JCL member called STUDENT-DATABASE:

Type STUDENT-DATABASE in the JCL Member Name field.

1. Press the ENTER key. The CA EDITOR is invoked.
2. Create the needed JCL statements (shown in Error! Reference source not found. page=no.).
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NOTE
Model execution JCL may have been uploaded to the CA IDMS Extractordatabase during installation of CA
IDMS Extractor. If it was, the member -MODEL-JCL can be edited; renamed to STUDENT-DATABASE and
edited; or copied to STUDENT-DATABASE and edited. Use the JCL Utilities screen (option 3.2) to rename or
copy a JCL member.

EDITOR Screen

EDIT ────STUDENT─DATABASE                                     COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR
****** *** TOP OF DATA ************************* CA IDMS/DBX ***
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…

Step 13. Submit JCL for Execution

Use the Submit JCL for Execution screen shown below to submit the JCL you created in the prior step.

To access this screen:

1. Type 4 in the OPTION field on the CA IDMS Extractor Main Menu screen.
2. Press the ENTER key. The Submit JCL for Execution screen is displayed.

CA IDMS Extractor creates the correct PROCESS parameter statement for you and bases the parameter statement on
the Specification that you enter in the Specification Name field. The parameter statement is placed after the first SYSIPT
statement in your JCL.

Submit JCL for Execution Screen

CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn ─── Submit JCL for Execution ──────────────&cont.
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  hh:mm mm/dd/yy
COMMAND ===> USVMSUB

Enter JCL Member Name and Specification Name to be submitted, press ENTER.
Note: You need to fill in the rest of the fields if you are having DBX insert
      a parameter statement into the JCL stream.

JCL Member
   Name ===> STUDENT-DATABASE                    (blank for Member Name list)

Specification
   Name ===> DEPT-TEACHER                        (blank for Specification list)

Insert Parms into JCL? ===> Y  (Y/N)      Compare Subschemas? ===> Y  (Y/N)

 Transient SSC Name    ===>               Extract User Exit   ===>

 Create SIGNON stmt?   ===> Y  (Y/N)      Dictionary Password ===> password
        SIGNON User ID ===> userid

 New Source SSC Name   ===>               DMCL Name  ===>
   Dict Name/Node =>          /           DB Name/Node =>          /

For the sample session

Press the ENTER key, accepting all of the default values and actions. The Submit JCL for Execution screen is redisplayed
with the message DBX0039I JCL SUBMITTED displayed under the COMMAND field.

Step 14. Sign Off From CA IDMS Extractor

To sign off CA IDMS Extractor:

• Return to the CA IDMS Extractor Main Menu screen, type X in the OPTION field, and press the ENTER key
• Type =X in the COMMAND/OPTION field of any screen, or press the PF key associated with the =X command.

You return to CA IDMS/DC system prompt.

If you were editing a JCL member or specifying a Selection Criteria Specification when either the X or =X command is
entered, your JCL member or Selection Criteria Specification is saved prior to exiting to CA IDMS/DC.

Signing off ends your CA IDMS Extractor session. Any changes you have made to your PF key assignments are saved.
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How Specifications and JCL Members are Saved

If you are signed onto CA IDMS/DC when you execute CA IDMS Extractor, your specifications and JCL members are
saved on the CA IDMS Extractor database under your user ID. If you are not signed onto CA IDMS/DC when you execute
CA IDMS Extractor, your specifications and JCL members are saved on the CA IDMS Extractor database under your
logical terminal identifier (LTERM ID) of the terminal you are using.

If you enter CA IDMS Extractor again and have not signed on to CA IDMS/DC, you are not able to access your
specifications saved in the previous session.

If you enter CA IDMS Extractor again, either after signing on to CA IDMS/DC, or after your terminal is given a different
LTERM ID by CA IDMS/DC, you are also not able to access your specifications saved in the previous session.

You should sign on to CA IDMS/DC before using CA IDMS Extractor.

Additional Screens
The CA IDMS Extractor screens listed below were not covered in the sample CA IDMS Extractor session:

• Specify Specification List
• Begin Edit Record Selection List
• Index Entry Point Selection List
• Area Deselection
• Entry Record/Index Deselection
• Path Set Deselection
• Field Level Selection Criteria
• Record/Element Review
• Field Level Criteria Deselection
• Confirm Subschema Record Date
• Field Mismatch
• Utilities Menu
• Specification Utilities
• JCL Utilities
• Copy Utility

A brief description of each screen is given on the following pages. See the online documentation for additional information
about these screens.

Specify Specification List Screen

The Specify Specification List screen, shown below, is displayed when the Specification Name field on the Specify
Database Extract Specification screen is left blank. The names of all specifications that you have previously saved are
displayed on this screen.

The COMPLETE field indicates whether you have specified Record Level Selection Criteria for ALL selected records/sets
in all paths in the specification. If N(o) is shown, you must finish the specification before using it.

To select a specification for viewing or modification:

1. Type S in the selection field to the left of the specification name you want to select.
2. Press the ENTER key.

Specify Specification List Screen 1
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CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn ───  Specify Specification List  ──────────── hh:mm mm/dd/yy
COMMAND ===>                                          SCROLL ===> PAGE  USVMSPL

Enter S to Select a Specification to Edit, press ENTER

  ───────Specification Name───────   Created   Last Modified   Size   Complete
s DEPARTMENT-TEACHER                mm/dd/yy  mm/dd/yy hh:mm     11       Y
  **END**

Begin Edit Record Selection List Screen

The Begin Edit Record Selection List screen, shown below, is displayed when you specify Y in the Begin viewing/editing in
the middle of a path definition field on the Specify Database Extract Specification screen. This field is only displayed when
viewing a previously saved specification.

Use this screen to bypass the viewing of all the Record Level Selection Criteria and Path-Record Set Selection List
screens that would appear if you were to view the path definition beginning with the Entry Record or Index. A list of all
records and the sets in which the record participates in, and which are included in your path definition, are displayed on
this screen.

The RLSC field indicates whether Record Level Selection Criteria have been specified for the indicated record/set.

The Recursive field indicates whether or not the record in the set is recursive.

To select a record to begin viewing or editing:

1. Type S in the selection field to the left of the record name you want to select.
2. Press the ENTER key.

Begin Edit Record Selection List Screen 1

CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn ───  Begin Edit Record Selection List  ────── hh:mm mm/dd/yy
COMMAND ===>                                          SCROLL ===> PAGE  USVMBER
DBX0018I EDITING AN EXISTING SELECTION CRITERIA SPECIFICATION

Enter S to Select the record/set at which viewing/editing of an existing path
          definition is to begin, or
      END command to return to the Specify Database Extract Specification
          screen, press ENTER

  ──Record Name───  ─Type─  ────Set Name────  Set Walked From  RLSC  Recursive
  DEPT              Owner   DEPT-TEACHER      Entry Record       Y       N
  SUBJECT           Member  DEPT-ACADEMIC     Owner to Member    Y       N
  **END**
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Index Entry Point Selection List Screen

The Index Entry Point Selection List screen, shown below, is displayed when you select Index on the Database Entry
Point Selection Menu screen and leave the Index Name field blank.

To select indexes that are to be entry points into the source database (that is, indexes that define the beginning of a path
definition):

1. Type S in the selection field to the left of the index you want to select as an entry point.
2. Press the ENTER key.

Index Entry Point Selection List Screen 1

 CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn─────  Index Entry Point Selection List  ────  hh:mm mm/dd/yy
 COMMAND   ===>                                        SCROLL ===> PAGE  USVMIDX

 Enter S to Select an Entry Index,
       H to Select a Hierarchy of records starting with the selected Index as
         an Entry Index,
       N to Select a Network of records starting with the selected Index as
         an Entry Index,
       D to Deselect a previously selected (*S) Index,
       blank to not show a previously selected path, press ENTER

 s    IX-SUBJ-LNAME
     **END**

Area Deselection Screen

The Area Deselection screen, shown below, is displayed when you deselect an entry area on the Database Entry Point
Selection Menu screen.

Deselecting an entry area implies that ALL entry records residing in the area are deselected. Deselecting an entry record
implies that the ENTIRE path definition will be deleted.

Each previously selected area is shown with an *S to the left of its name. To deselect an area, type a D to the left of the
name you want deselected and press the ENTER key.

When the Area Deselection screen appears, you have two processing options:

• Press the ENTER key to continue with the deselection or
• Type the END command or press the End PF key to cancel the deselection.

Area Deselection Screen 1

CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn ───  Area/Record/Index/Set Deselection  ───── hh:mm mm/dd/yy
COMMAND ===>                                                            USVMDSL
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 *****************************************************************************
 **                                                                         **
 **       WARNING ────────────── WARNING ────────────── WARNING
 **                                                                         **
 **                                                                         **
 **     You are requesting to DESELECT a previously selected AREA           **
 **                                                                         **
 **                   Entry Area:   DEPT-REGION                             **
 **                                                                         **
 **     Note:  Deselecting an Entry Area implies that ALL Entry             **
 **            Records residing in the area will be deselected.             **
 **                                                                         **
 **       Do you want only THIS set deselected or this set and ALL          **
 **       selected sets in the path AFTER this set also deselected?         **
 **       Enter Deselection Type (T/A) ===> A                               **
 **                                                                         **
 **     Press ENTER key to Deselect or enter an END command to cancel.      **
 **                                                                         **
 *****************************************************************************

Entry Record/Index Deselection Screen

The Entry Record/Index Deselection screen, shown below, is displayed when you deselect an Entry Record or Entry Index
on the Database Entry Point Selection Menu screen.

Deselecting an Entry Record or Entry Index implies that the ENTIRE path definition is deleted.

Each previously selected Entry Record or Entry Index is shown with an *S to the left of its name. To deselect the Entry
Record or Entry Index, type a D to the left of the name you want deselected and press the ENTER key.

When the Entry Record/Index Deselection screen appears, you have two processing options:

• Press the ENTER key to continue with the deselection or
• Type the END command or press the End PF key to cancel the deselection.

Entry Record/Index Deselection Screen 1

CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn ───  Area/Record/Index/Set Deselection  ───── hh:mm mm/dd/yy
COMMAND ===>                                                            USVMDSL

 *****************************************************************************
 **                                                                         **
 **       WARNING ────────────── WARNING ────────────── WARNING
 **                                                                         **
 **                                                                         **
 **     You are requesting to DESELECT a previously selected RECORD         **
 **                                                                         **
 **                   Entry Record: SUBJECT                                 **
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 **                                                                         **
 **     Note:  Deselecting an Entry Record/Index implies that the           **
 **            ENTIRE path definition will be deleted.                      **
 **                                                                         **
 **       Do you want only THIS set deselected or this set and ALL          **
 **       selected sets in the path AFTER this set also deselected?         **
 **       Enter Deselection Type (T/A) ===> A                               **
 **                                                                         **
 **     Press ENTER key to Deselect or enter an END command to cancel.      **
 **                                                                         **
 *****************************************************************************

Path Set Deselection Screen

The Path Set Deselection screen is displayed when you deselect a path set on the Path-Record Set Selection List screen.
Deselecting a path implies that all sets selected in the path after the deselected set are also deselected. However, the
deselected process stops at recursive records. Sets selected in the path after recursive records are not deselected. This
allows you to flip-flop the way sets are walked in recursive structures.

Deselecting a path set can have one of two effects:

• If the path set does not participate in a recursive structure, deselecting a path set implies that ALL sets selected in
the path AFTER the deselected set are also deselected.

• If the owner-member record of this set participates in a recursive structure and is therefore accessed by other
sets in the path, you have one of the following options:
– Deselect THIS set only (Option T)
– Deselect this set and ALL selected sets in the path AFTER this set (Option A).

Thus, you can deselect only one set or flip-flop the way a recursive bill-of-materials structure is walked.

Path Set Deselection Screen Non-Recursive Structure

CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn ───  Area/Record/Index/Set Deselection  ───── hh:mm mm/dd/yy
COMMAND ===>                                                            USVMDSL

 *****************************************************************************
 **                                                                         **
 **       WARNING ────────────── WARNING ────────────── WARNING
 **                                                                         **
 **                                                                         **
 **     You are requesting to DESELECT a previously selected SET            **
 **                                                                         **
 **                   Path Set:     DEPT-TEACHER                            **
 **                                                                         **
 **     Note:  Deselecting a Path Set implies that ALL sets                 **
 **            selected in the path AFTER the deselected set                **
 **            will also be deselected. However, the destination            **
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 **            process stops at recursive records. Sets selected            **
 **            in the path AFTER recursive records will not be              **
 **            disectected.                                                 **
 **                                                                         **
 **     Press ENTER key to Deselect or enter an END command to cancel.      **
 **                                                                         **
 *****************************************************************************

Field-level Selection Criteria Screen

 CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn───  Field Level Selection Criteria  ────────  hh:mm mm/dd/yy
 COMMAND   ===>                                                          USVMFLS

 Entry Index:  DEPT                      VIEWING  Criterion 001 of 002
 Path Record:  TEACHER
 Accessed By:  SET WALK     as member of DEPT-TEACHER     set, walked own to mb

 Enter the criterion number you wish to view/edit, or
       S to Select one (1) of the operators to be applied against the data you
         specify on subsequent Record Element screen(s), or
       END command to end viewing/editing field level criteria, press ENTER

   Extract a record from the source database if its data is

       EQ (=)   S NE ( =)     LT (<)     LE (<=)     GT (>)     GE (>=)

      the data specified on the following Record Element screen,  OR

       Within     Not Within

      the range of data specified on the following two Record Element screens.

   Despecify Character for Record Element screen ===> \

Field-level Selection Criteria Screen

 CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn───  Field Level Selection Criteria  ────────  hh:mm mm/dd/yy
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 COMMAND   ===>                                                          USVMFLS

 Entry Index:  DEPT                      VIEWING  Criterion 001 of 002
 Path Record:  TEACHER
 Accessed By:  SET WALK     as member of DEPT-TEACHER     set, walked own to mb

 Enter the criterion number you wish to view/edit, or
       S to Select one (1) of the operators to be applied against the data you
         specify on subsequent Record Element screen(s), or
       END command to end viewing/editing field level criteria, press ENTER

   Extract a record from the source database if its data is

       EQ (=)   S NE ( =)     LT (<)     LE (<=)     GT (>)     GE (>=)

      the data specified on the following Record Element screen,  OR

       Within     Not Within

      the range of data specified on the following two Record Element screens.

   Despecify Character for Record Element screen ===> \

Record/Element Review Screen

The Record/Element Review screen, shown below, is displayed after selecting an operand on the Field Level Selection
Criteria screen. This screen is used to specify values that CA IDMS Extractor uses to determine which records to extract
from the source database.

Example

To have CA IDMS Extractor select records where the DEPT-ROOM-NO is not equal to zero:

1. Type 0 for all the field values for the DEPT-ROOM-NO field and press the EOF key.
When values are entered in multiple fields, each field must satisfy the condition or database record is not extracted.
In this example, DEPT-ROOM-NO(1) must be not=0 and DEPT-ROOM-NO(2) must be not=0, etc. for the database
record to be extracted.

2. Type the END command or press the End PF key to save the criteria and return to the Field Level Selection Criteria
screen.
At this time, another criteria can be specified by selecting another operator and pressing the ENTER key again. In this
situation, the database record would be extracted if its data satisfied either Criteria 1 or Criteria 2.
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Record/Element Review Screen 1

 GSI Rnn.nn ────────  Record/Element Review  ──────────────────── h
 COMMAND ==>                                                            GSIRECC0
 TDB0077I MODIFY FIELD SELECTION DATA FOR "NOT_EQUAL" (NE) CONDITION
 RECORD: DEPT V 6                                  DICT:
                                                   DSPEC: \    LINE 0001 OF 009

 02 DEPT-NAME................................ A
 02 DEPT-HEAD................................ A
 02 DEPT-ROOM................................ G
  05 DEPT-ROOM-NO(OOO1)...................... P  000
  05 DEPT-ROOM-NO(0002)...................... P  000
  05 DEPT-ROOM-NO(0003)...................... P  000
  05 DEPT-ROOM-NO(0004)...................... P  000
  05 DEPT-ROOM-NO(0005)...................... P  000
  05 DEPT-ROOM-NO(0006)...................... P  000

Record/Element Display &amp; Modification Commands

The following commands are active at the Record/Element Review screen:

Command Function
DISPLAY Redisplay the record after using the SET command.
EXIT Leave the record display and return to the CA IDMS Extractor

session.
INITIALIZE Ensure that all record element descriptions are available and

initialize elements to null values.
QUIT Leave record display, terminate the CA IDMS Extractor session,

and return to the CA IDMS/DC system prompt.
SET HEX/NATIVE Change the display format to/from hexadecimal format.
SET AUTOHEX Change the display format of any element whose data content

does not match its picture and/or usage to hexadecimal.
SET LOWERCASE Change the display format of any element to lowercase.

Record/Element Display & Modification Commands Syntax Summary

 DISPLAY [CONTINUE]

 EXIT
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 INITialize record-name

 QUIT

               /     \

 [SET] AutoHEX < ON  >

               \ OFF /

               /        \

 [SET] element < HEX    >

               \ NATIVE /

                 /     \

 [SET] LowerCASE < ON  >
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                 \ OFF /

DISPLAY Command

DISPLAY [CONTINUE]

Use the DISPLAY command to redisplay the record under review or modification. You must enter this command in order to
enact a SET AUTOHEX, SET HEX/NATIVE, or SET LOWERCASE command.

Rule for the DISPLAY Command

Record display may exhaust available CA IDMS Extractor storage before all fields (or occurrences) are formatted. CA
IDMS Extractor responds by displaying a warning message to inform you of this condition. Use the DISPLAY CONTINUE
command to begin formatting at the point in the record where storage is exhausted.

EXIT Command

eXit

Use the EXIT command to leave the record display and return to the CA IDMS Extractor session.

INITIALIZE Command

INITialize record-name

Use the INITIALIZE command at the Record/Element Review screen to ensure that all record element descriptions are
available and to initialize elements to null values appropriate to usage: numeric fields are initialized to zero and others are
initialized to spaces.

QUIT Command

Quit

Use the QUIT command to leave the record display, terminate the CA IDMS Extractor session, and return to the CA
IDMS/DC system prompt.
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SET AUTOHEX Command

               /     \

 [SET] AutoHEX < ON  >

               \ OFF /

Use the SET AUTOHEX command to automatically change the record/element display format of any element whose data
contents does not match its PICTURE and/or USAGE to hexadecimal. Items with valid data are not affected.

If ON or OFF is not specified, the option is toggled.

If AUTOHEX is specified while a record is being displayed, enter the DISPLAY command to change the fields on the
current display.

SET HEX/NATIVE Command

               /        \

 [SET] element < HEX    >

               \ NATIVE /

Use the SET HEX/NATIVE command to change the display format of a specific element to/from hexadecimal format.

The command does not cause the record, group, or element to be displayed. The new mode takes effect only when you
enter the DISPLAY command or when a new occurrence of the record is obtained from the database.

When you specify NATIVE at the element level, CA IDMS Extractor displays the level number and usages of the specified
element in the message area.

SET LOWERCASE Command

                 /     \

 [SET] LowerCASE < ON  >
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                 \ OFF /

Use the SET LOWERCASE command to change the display format of any element to lowercase.

If ON or OFF is not specified, the option is toggled.

If LOWERCASE is specified while a record is being displayed, enter the display command to change the fields on the
current display.

Field Level Criteria Deselection Screen

The Field Level Criteria Deselection screen, shown below, is displayed when you want to deselect ALL field level selection
criteria for a selected record. To deselect the field level criteria, place a D to the left of the Field Level Selection Criteria
field on the Record Level Selection Criteria screen and press the ENTER key.

When the Field Level Criteria Deselection screen appears, you have two processing options:

• Press the ENTER key to continue with the deselection or
• Type the END command or press the End PF key to cancel the deselection.

Field Level Criteria Deselection Screen 1

 CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn─────  Field Level Criteria Deselection  ────  hh:mm mm/dd/yy
 COMMAND   ===>                                                          USVMDSF

  *****************************************************************************
  **                                                                         **
  **          WARNING ────────────── WARNING ────────────── WARNING
  **                                                                         **
  **           You are requesting to DESELECT previously specified           **
  **                                                                         **
  **                      FIELD LEVEL SELECTION CRITERIA                     **
  **                                                                         **
  **        Entry Record: DEPT                                               **
  **        Path Record:  TEACHER                                            **
  **        Accessed By:  SET WALK     of area      DEPT-TEACHER             **
  **                                                                         **
  **                                                                         **
  **    Note:  Continuing with the Deselection will cause all Field Level    **
  **           Selection Criteria for the named record to be deleted.        **
  **                                                                         **
  **      Press ENTER key to Deselect or enter an END command to cancel.     **
  **                                                                         **
  *****************************************************************************
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Confirm Subschema Record Date Screen

The Confirm Subschema Record Date screen, shown below, is displayed when you are viewing or editing an existing
path definition and want to look at Field Level Selection Criteria for a record. If the dictionary has been updated and any
element within that record has changed since the last time the specification was saved, this screen is displayed.

The Confirm Subschema Record Date screen warns you that the dictionary has been updated since the last time you
specified Field Level Selection Criteria for that record. If elements were added to or deleted from the dictionary, or the
lengths of any element changed, you will not be able to use the Field Level Selection Criteria you specified. The name of
the record and the date at which the record was updated in the dictionary are displayed.

When the Confirm Subschema Record Date screen appears, you have two processing options:

• Press the ENTER key to continue with the deletion of the Field Level Selection Criteria or
• Type the END command or press the End PF key to continue using the Field Level Selection Criteria.

Confirm Subschema Record Date Screen 1

 CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn─────  Confirm Subschema Record Date  ───────  hh:mm mm/dd/yy
 COMMAND   ===>                                                          USVMCFD

  *****************************************************************************
  **                                                                         **
  **          WARNING ────────────── WARNING ────────────── WARNING
  **                                                                         **
  **                                                                         **
  **      The DEPT record in the dictionary was updated as of mm/dd/yy.      **
  **          You created and saved Field Level Selection Criteria for       **
  **             this record prior to it being updated.                      **
  **                                                                         **
  **                                                                         **
  **         If elements were added or deleted or the lengths of any         **
  **            elements changed, you will NOT be able to use the            **
  **              Field Level Selection Criteria you specified.              **
  **                                                                         **
  **                                                                         **
  **  Press ENTER to delete the Field Level Selection Criteria.              **
  **                                                                         **
  **  Use END command to continue using the Field Level Selection Criteria.  **
  **                                                                         **
  *****************************************************************************

Field Mismatch Screen

The Field Mismatch screen, shown below, is displayed when you are viewing or editing an existing path definition and
you want to look at the Field Level Selection Criteria for a record. This screen is displayed after the Confirm Subschema
Record Date screen.
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The Field Mismatch screen informs you that the dictionary has been updated since the last time you specified Field Level
Selection Criteria for the record. The data lengths or displacements of the fields defined in the dictionary no longer match
the data lengths or displacements of the fields in your Field Level Selection Criteria.

When the Field Mismatch screen appears, you have two processing options:

• Press the ENTER key to continue with the deletion of the Field Level Selection Criteria.
• Type the END command or press the End PF key to return to the Field Level Selection Criteria screen.

Field Mismatch Screen 1

 CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn─────  Field Mismatch  ──────────────────────  h
 COMMAND   ===>                                                          USVMFMM
 DBX0079E FIELD LEVEL CRITERIA CANNOT BE USED FOR THE DEPT RECORD

  *****************************************************************************
  **                                                                         **
  **          WARNING ────────────── WARNING ────────────── WARNING
  **                                                                         **
  **         The data lengths or displacements of fields defined in the      **
  **                                                                         **
  **         dictionary for the  DEPT             record do  NOT  match      **
  **                                                                         **
  **             the data lengths or displacements of fields in the          **
  **                                                                         **
  **             Field Level Selection Criteria  which was saved on          **
  **                                                                         **
  **                             the DBX database.                           **
  **                                                                         **
  **                                                                         **
  **   Press ENTER to delete the Field Level Selection Criteria.             **
  **                                                                         **
  **   Use END command to return to Field Level Selection Criteria screen.   **
  **                                                                         **
  *****************************************************************************

Utilities Menu Screen

The Utilities Menu screen, shown below, is displayed when option 3 (utilities) is specified on the CA IDMS Extractor Main
Menu. The Utilities Menu screen gives you the following options:

Deleting, Printing, or Renaming Selection Criteria Specifications

Type 1 in the OPTION field.

Press the ENTER key. The Specification Utilities screen is displayed.
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Deleting, Printing, or Renaming JCL Members

Type 2 in the OPTION field.

Press the ENTER key. The JCL Utilities screen is displayed.

Copying Selection Criteria Specifications or JCL Members

Type 3 in the OPTION field.

Press the ENTER key. The Copy Utility screen is displayed.

Utilities Menu Info

 CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn──────  Utilities Menu  ──────────────────────
 OPTION    ===> 1                                                        USVMUTI

 Enter Option, press ENTER

     1  Specification - Delete, Print, or Rename Selection Criteria
                        Specifications
     2  JCL Member    - Delete, Print, or Rename JCL Members
     3  Copy          - Copy Selection Criteria Specifications or JCL Members

Specification Utilities Screen

The Specification Utilities screen, shown below, is displayed when option 1 is specified on the Utilities Menu screen. The
Specification Utilities screen allows you to delete, rename, or print a specification.

Deleting a Selection Specification

Type D in the OPTION field.

Type the name of the specification you want to delete in the Name field.

Press the ENTER key.

Renaming a Selection Criteria Specification

Type R in the OPTION field.

Type the name of the specification you want to rename in the Name field.

Type a new name for the specification in the Newname field.

Press the ENTER key.

Printing a Selection Criteria Specification

The -MODEL-PRINT-SPEC member must first be copied and renamed to PRINT-SPEC then edited to tailor it for your
environment. This JCL is submitted to perform the actual printing of the specification.

1. Type P in the OPTION field.
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2. Type the name of the specification you want to print in the Name field.
3. Press the ENTER key.

Specification Utilities Screen 1

 CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn─────  Specification Utilities  ─────────────  hh:mm mm/dd/yy
 OPTION    ===> D                                                        USVMSUT

    blank - Display Specification List
    D - Delete Spec        R - Rename Spec (From "Name" to "Newname")
    P - Print Spec

 Enter Option and optional Specification Name(s), press ENTER

 Specification
   Name =====> DEPT-TEACHER                       (if option "D", "P", or "R")
   Newname ==>                                    (if option "R")

JCL Utilities Screen

The JCL Utilities screen, shown below, is displayed when option 2 is specified on the Utilities Menu screen. Use the JCL
Utilities screen to delete, rename, or print a JCL member.

Deleting a JCL Member

Type D in the OPTION field.

Type the name of the JCL member you want to delete in the Name field.

Press the ENTER key.

Renaming a JCL Member

Type R in the OPTION field.

Type the name of the JCL member you want to rename in the Name field.

Type a new name for the JCL member in the Newname field.

Press the ENTER key.

Printing a JCL Member

The -MODEL-PRINT-JCL member must first be copied and renamed to PRINT-JCL and then edited to tailor it for your
environment. This JCL is submitted to perform the actual printing of the JCL member.

1. Type P in the OPTION field.
2. Type the name of the JCL member you want to print in the Name field.
3. Press the ENTER key.
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JCL Utilities Screen 1

 CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn──────  JCL Utilities  ──────────────────────
 OPTION    ===> D                                                        USVMJUT

    blank - Display JCL Member List
    D - Delete JCL         R - Rename JCL (From "Name" to "Newname")
    P - Print JCL

 Enter Option and optional JCL Member Name(s), press ENTER

 JCL Member
   Name =====> STUDENT-DATABASE                  (if option "D", "P", or "R")
   Newname ==>                                    (if option "R")

Copy Utility Screen

The Copy Utility screen, shown below, is displayed when option 3 is specified on the Utilities Menu screen. Use the Copy
Utility screen to copy a Selection Criteria Specification or JCL member from any CA IDMS Extractor user ID, including
yourself.

Copying a Selection Criteria Specification

Type 1 in the OPTION field.

Type the user ID or LTERM ID you want to copy from in the Copy from User-id field.

Type the name of the Selection Criteria Specification in the Name field.

Type a name for the copied Selection Criteria Specification in the Newname field.

Press the ENTER key.

Copying a JCL Member

Type 2 in the OPTION field.

Type the user ID or LTERM ID you want to copy from in the Copy from User-id field.

Type the name of the JCL member in the Name field.

Type a name for the copied JCL member in the Newname field.

Press the ENTER key.

Copy Utility Screen Info

 CA─IDMS/DBX Rnn.nn──────  Copy Utility  ──────────────────────&
 OPTION    ===> 1                                                        USVMCPY
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    1 - Copy a Selection Criteria Specification
    2 - Copy a JCL Member

 Enter Option, From User-id, and optional Name(s), press ENTER

 Copy from User-id  ===> userid

 Specification/JCL
   Name =====> DEPT-TEACHER                     (blank for member list)
   Newname ==> NEW-DEPT-TEACHER

CA IDMS Extractor Logical System Overview
CA IDMS Extractor is menu-driven. The diagram below shows a logical overview of the system. To perform some of
the functions, several screens may be used. Each screen and its associated fields are described in detail in the online
documentation that you can access from any CA IDMS Extractor screen by using the HELP command or the appropriate
PF key.
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Operations
This section covers CA IDMS Extractor operations. It describes the CA IDMS Extractor system requirements, storage
requirements, and recovery procedures.

Before running CA IDMS Extractor, consider these operational factors:

• All CA IDMS conventions regarding locking of the source and target databases are used. To ensure accurate
extraction of data from the source database while CA IDMS Extractor is executing, you may want to prevent other jobs
from updating the source database.

• You may either load a new database (that is, a database that was just formatted) or update an existing database. If
you update an existing database, unexpected problems may arise if an attempt is made to store or connect a duplicate
record unless the store or connect is prevented by a DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED clause.

• The target subschema must reside in a dictionary load area. The Database Load Component of CA IDMS Extractor
requires all user-defined and non-system owned integrated index sets have a set CONNECT option of MANUAL and a
set ORDER of NEXT or SORTED. Further, if a SORTED set allows duplicates, and the source database was created
with duplicates FIRST, the target database must be created with DUPLICATES LAST. To assist in complying with
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these requirements, a transient (temporary) subschema is created from the specified target so that you do not have to
create a special target schema/subschema for CA IDMS Extractor use. The transient subschema is added to the target
dictionary, used by the Database Load Component, and subsequently deleted from the target dictionary. Optionally, the
transient subschema may be linked into a load library that is defined as a STEPLIB for the Database Load Component.

CA IDMS Extractor Requirements
The system requirements and storage requirements for executing both the Online and Batch Components of CA IDMS
Extractor are outlined below.

System Requirements

The system requirements of CA IDMS Extractor are as follows:

CA CIS Requirements for CA IDMS

The following CA CIS (CA Common Infrastructure Services) components must be installed prior to the installation of CA
IDMS.:

NOTE
If you are installing only the CA IDMS CMS Option in order to accessa z/OS or z/VSE back end environment, it
is not nessary to install any of the Common Services.

• CAISSF Standard Security Facility
– Required by CA IDMS. security implementation
– Required during installation as well as runtime

• CAICCI Common Communications Interface
– Required if installing CA IDBGS.

The CA CIS software is installed using CA Activator. If this is the first time you have installed CA CIS, the initial installation
process only offloads the CA Activator software; it will not install any of the actual CA CIS applications.

CA CIS expects all other software packages on the z/VM platform to also use CA Activator for their installation. Each
package would then 'request' CA Activator to tell CA CIS which of its products were required.

CA IDMS. does not use CA Activator for its installation. In order to simulate this 'request', an EXEC, CAE5ACT, is
provided on the installation file which is downloaded at the beginning of the installation process. See Complete Installation
of CA CIS Software for information on when to run this EXEC.

NOTE
Access to the CA CIS software is required to use the CA IDMS. software. You must be linked to the CA CIS
software installation minidisks. If this is not done, you may receive S-806 (or other) abends when CA IDMS.
makes calls to the CA CIS software and the system is unable to locate the required CA CIS modules, such as
CAS9SEC.

CA IDMS System Requirements

The following list contains the CA IDMS. system requirements:

• DASD requirements
– 472 cylinders (default configuration)
– More or less depending on products installed
– Each site may tailor database disk sizes but should not make smaller

• Tape drive requirement
– 3480 cartridge tape drive
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NOTE
Use of a physical tape is optional if you use the Electronic filedelivery option.

– Any release of COBOL and TXTLIB (optional)

NOTE
TXTLIB is required only for the installation of the demonstrationdatabase.

• Assembler
• Separate user ID for CA IDMS. CV machine

– 16M+ region
(default SYSGEN requires 20M)

– MAXCONN should be at least 50M for database access
– IUCV authorization for ALLOW and ANY

Environments Supported

These lists contain the IBM mainframe computer systems and IBM operating systems supported by the CA IDMS.
installation.

Mainframe systems

• S/390
• zSeries 900 enterprise server
• Or any mainframe computer system that is plug-compatible with the above

Operating systems

• z/VM Release V5R3 or higher

Minidisk Space Requirements

Product Install Minidisk

The product install minidisk requires approximately 200-225 cylinders depending on the products selected. The following
files reside on the install disk:

• IDMSLIB MACLIB
• DBALIB LOADLIB
• IDMSLIB LOADLIB
• TEXT modules
• SYSLIN members
• Install EXECs
• APARs and APAR control files

NOTE
If you plan to install CA IDTOOL. on the same minidisk as CA IDMS., it should be taken into account in your
initial allocation.

Database Minidisks

Minidisk parameters are customized for ALL files:

Page size - 1024, 2048, 4096, or FBA
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• File name - used for FILEDEFS or dynamic allocation
• Starting page number
• Number of pages

Total cylinders required (using defaults) if all products installed - 272 cylinders

NOTE
If you change the number of pages, the installation verifies there are no page overlaps before creating your
DMCL. If page overlaps are reported, you must correct them. This includes:

• Required Database Files
• Demo Database Files (only if installing the demonstration database)
• ASF Database Files (ASF Option only)
• SQL Database Files (SQL Option only)

Required Database Files

This table contains space requirements for required database files. You may change:

• Minidisk addresses
• Page ranges
• And/or the number of pages

for all files during the install process as dictated by your site requirements.

File name Disk address Page size Starting page
number

Number pages
(3380)

Number pages
(3390)

Number
cylinders

DCCAT 500 4096 1 592 1432 4
DCCATX 501 4096 801 142 172 1
DCCATL 502 4096 1001 142 172 1
DCDML 503 4096 2001 1040 1250 7
DCLOD 504 4096 3501 142 172 1
DCLOG 505 4096 30001 4038 4847 27
DCRUN 506 2048 40001 1069 1250 4
DCSCR 507 2048 50001 2147 2505 8
DIRLDB 508 4096 5001 2089 2509 14
DIRLLOD 509 4096 4001 142 172 1
DCMSG 50A 4096 10001 4038 4847 27
DICTDB 50B 4096 60001 2089 2509 14
DLODDB 50C 4096 70001 592 712 4
SECDD 50D 4096 90001 592 712 4
DCLSCR 520 2048 95001 2147 2505 8
Subtotal: 125

Demo Database Files (only if installing the demonstration database)
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The following table contains minidisk space requirements for the Commonweather database files.

File name Disk address Page size Starting page
number

Number pages
(3380)

Number pages
(3390)

Number
cylinders

EMPDEMO 511 4096 75001 142 172 1
INSDEMO 512 4096 75201 142 172 1
ORGDEMO 513 4096 75401 142 172 1
Subtotal: 3

ASF Database Files (ASF Option only)

The following table contains minidisk space requirements for ASF database files.

NOTE
Allocation of new ASF files is optional. ASF users may choose to use existing files and only install the ASF
software.

File name Disk address Page size Starting page
number

Number pages
(3380)

Number pages
(3390)

Number
cylinders

ASFDML 518 4096 80001 2089 2509 14
ASFLOD 519 4096 83001 1040 1250 7
ADEFN 51A 4096 85001 1040 1250 7
ADATA 51B 4096 87001 2089 2509 14
Subtotal: 42

SQL Database Files (SQL Option only)

The following table contains minidisk space requirements for SQL database files.

File name Disk address Page size Starting page
number

Number pages
(3380)

Number pages
(3390)

Number
cylinders

SQLDD 50E 4096 20001 2089 2509 14
SQLLOD 50F 4096 28001 592 712 4
SQLXDD 510 4096 27001 592 712 4
EMPLDEMO 514 4096 77001 142 172 1
INFODEMO 515 4096 77201 142 172 1
INDXDEMO 516 4096 77401 142 172 1
PROJDEMO 517 4096 77601 142 172 1
Subtotal: 26

Journal Database Files

A minimum of two journal files are required. The following table contains minidisk space requirements for journal database
files.

File name Disk address Page size Starting page
number

Number pages
(3380)

Number pages
(3390)

Number
cylinders

J1JRNL 51C 2048 N/A 5112 5964 19
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J2JRNL 51D 2048 N/A 5112 5964 19
J3JRNL 51E 2048 N/A 5112 5964 19
J4JRNL 51F 2048 N/A 5112 5964 19
Subtotal: 76

Operating Environment

CA IDMS Extractor supports the following product releases:

• CA IDMS Release 16.0
• CA IDMS/DC Release 16.0

Terminal Type

The online components of CA IDMS Extractor can be used from any 3270-compatible terminal, model 2, 3, 4, or 5.

Security

Normal CA IDMS/DC security applies when using the Online Components of CA IDMS Extractor. You can access only
selection criteria specifications and JCL members that you create during the current session, or that you have previously
created and saved. Your ability to access to other users' Selection Criteria Specifications and JCL members is controlled
using the CA IDMS Extractor customization macro described in this section.

Online Storage Requirements

CA IDMS Extractor requires program storage, working storage, scratch storage, and queue storage.

Program Storage

All CA IDMS Extractor modules are reentrant. Therefore, one copy supports multiple users. All modules, except modules
related to the following functions, are pseudo-conversational:

• Recovery
• Area/Record/Index/Set Deselection
• Online Documentation.

The total program storage requirement for the CA IDMS Extractor online modules is approximately 750K. In addition, the
Edit JCL function, which uses the CA EDITOR, requires 120K of program storage.

Working Storage

Each user that is currently executing a command uses between 10K and 20K of working storage, depending upon the
function being performed. In addition, each active user shares the program storage, which is noted above.

Scratch Storage

Scratch records are used during the session to store information about the executing task. Approximately 4K of scratch
area are used per task. The EDIT JCL function uses an additional 1K of scratch area for every 10 lines of source code.

Queue Storage

CA IDMS Extractor does not use CA IDMS/DC queue storage.
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Batch Storage Requirements

CA IDMS Extractor batch storage requirements depend on the following factors:

• The size of the source and target subschemas.
• The size of the largest database record included in a database path.
• The sort storage requirements.
• Whether the components are run under a central version (CV) or in local mode.

The tables in the Batch Storage Requirements--EXTRACT Step and Batch Storage Requirements--LOAD Step sections
show the amount of batch storage that is required for the Database Extract and Database Load Components, respectively,
when executing the components under a CV. If the components are to run in local mode, additional storage is required for:

• CA IDMS runtime system modules
• Journal and database buffers.

Batch Storage Requirements--EXTRACT Step

Category Description
Database Extract Component 250K - size of the largest module loaded into virtual storage at one

time for the Batch Database Extract Component.
File Buffers Size of the operating system buffers for the files used by the

Database Extract Component.
Pseudo Subschema Approximately 3 times the size of the source or target

subschemas.
Extract Record Size of the largest database record being extracted plus 28 bytes,

or 256 bytes, whichever is greater.
Set Stack Area 8K - size of area for saving set information when walking sets.

Batch Storage Requirements--LOAD Step

Category Description
Database Load Component 100K - size of the largest modules loaded into virtual storage at

one time for the batch Database Load Component.
File Buffers Size of the operating system buffers for the files used by the

Database Load Component.
Pseudo Subschema Approximately 3 times the size of the target subschema.
Extract Record Size of the largest database record being extracted plus 28 bytes,

or 256 bytes, whichever is greater.
Sort Storage Use you installation's default sort storage.

Recovery Procedure
During a CA IDMS Extractor session, information is stored in the scratch area. While editing a JCL member, the member
you are editing is also stored in the scratch area. In the event of an abend, you can recover the changes you have made
since your last save only if the scratch area is left intact. If CA IDMS Extractor abends, the scratch area is unaffected and
recovery is possible unless you were in the middle of an online Selection Criteria Specification session. If your system
goes down, the scratch area is lost.

When an abend does occur, you are returned to the CA IDMS/DC prompt and a message is displayed. When you invoke
CA IDMS Extractor again, you are returned to the point in the session when the abend occurred.
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Executing CA IDMS Extractor
Once a Selection Criteria Specification is created, you must run the Database Extract Component to extract data from the
source database and the Database Load Component to load the extracted data onto the target database.

• To run the extract and load batch components, the model JCL and key for:
– z/OS-Target or Distribution source library member USVEXEC
– z/VSE- SAMPJCL library member USVEXEC.S
– z/VM- USVEXEC EXEC

• To run the JCL Member Print Utility, the model JCL and key for:
– z/OS-Target or Distribution source library member USVPJCL
– z/VSE- SAMPJCL library member USVPJCL.S
– z/VM- USVPJCL EXEC

• To run the Specification Print Utility, the model JCL and key for:
– z/OS-Target or Distribution source library member USVPSPC
– z/VSE- SAMPJCL library member USVPSPC.S
– z/VM- USVPSPC EXEC

The sample JCL and keys for these components and utilities are shown below.

Sample JCL

When CA IDMS Extractor is installed, sample JCL is loaded onto the CA IDMS Extractor database by USVUJCL.
This sample JCL is associated with the user ID of DBXADMIN. When you access the Edit JCL Component, if you do
not already have a copy of the sample JCL, it is copied to your user ID. You must edit the JCL, using the JCL Editor
Component, to tailor it to your environment. You can copy the JCL member first, using the JCL Utilities Component, to a
name of your choice so that the original model JCL is not modified.

Extract Information from the Source Dictionary - z/VSE

Contents

The JCL in TOOLJCL library member USMXTRCT.S (z/VSE) allocates the work files, allocates the syntax files, extracts
information from the source dictionary, compares the extract to the object dictionary, reports on the comparison, and
produces the syntax files.

 *    ----- Dictionary Migrator STEP ----- 'USMXTRCT' SAMPLE JCL -----

 *     **** CREATE A SYSIDMS PARAMETER FILE *****

 // UPSI  1

 // OPTION   LOG,PARTDUMP

 // DLBL     anyname,'work.file.SYSIDMS',0,SD

 // EXTENT   SYS041,volser,,,948,1

 // ASSGN    SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
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 // EXEC     DITTO

 $$DITTO CSQ FILEOUT=anyname

 * SYSIDMS parameters.

 * For Local Mode specify :

 *

 DMCL=dmcl-name,LOCAL=ON,JOURNAL=OFF

 FILENAME=SYSIPT,FILETYPE=D,BLKSIZE=80,DEVADDR=SYSIPT

 *

 * For CV runs specify :

 *

 DMCL=dmcl-name,LOCAL=OFF,JOURNAL=OFF

 FILENAME=SYSIPT,FILETYPE=D,BLKSIZE=80,DEVADDR=SYSIPT

 /*

 *

 // OPTION PARTDUMP

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resides

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    DBMS,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *
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 *  ******* PARAMETER INPUT FOR DICT. MIGRATOR AND IDMS UTILITIES ******

 *

 // ASSGN   SYS011,SYSRDR                         SYNTAX FILE

 // ASSGN   SYS010,SYSPCH                         HOLD SYSPCH ASSGN

 // DLBL    IJSYSPH,'work.file.SYSIPT',0,SD       IJSYSPH IS USED TO

 // EXTENT         SYSPCH,volser,,,00100,050          CREATE VTOC ENTRY

    ASSGN          SYSPCH,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR         FOR SYSIPT ASSGN

    CLOSE          SYSPCH,SYS010

 // DLBL    IJSYSIN,'work.file.SYSIPT',0,SD       SAME FILE-ID AND

 // EXTENT         SYSIPT,volser,,,00100,050          TRACKS AS IJSYSPH

    ASSGN          SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR     PERMANENT ASSIGNMENT

 // DLBL    SYSIPT,'work.file.SYSIPT',0,SD        SAME FILE-ID AND

 // EXTENT         SYS012,volser,,,00100,050          TRACKS AS IJSYSPH

 // ASSGN          SYS012,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *

 *  **** OUTPUT FROM IDMS UTILITIES AND INPUT TO Dictionary Migrator ***

 *

 // ASSGN   SYSPCH,IGN

 // DLBL    SYSPCH,'work.file.SYSPCH',0,SD

 // EXTENT         SYS018,volser,,,00150,200

 // DLBL    IDMSPCH,'work.file.SYSPCH',0,SD       SAME FILE-ID AND

 // EXTENT         SYS018,volser,,,00150,200          TRACKS AS SYSPCH

 // ASSGN          SYS018,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *
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 *  ************************ REPORT FILE *******************************

 *

 // ASSGN   SYS013,SYSLST

 *

 *  ************** Dictionary Migrator WORK FILES **********************

 *

 // DLBL    EXTRACT,'work.file.EXTRACT',0,SD

 // EXTENT         SYS015,volser,,,00350,200

 // ASSGN          SYS015,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    VSAMEXT,'vsam.file.VSAMEXT',0,VSAM

 // EXTENT         SYS016,volser

 // ASSGN          SYS016,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SELECT,'work.file.SELECT',0,SD

 // EXTENT         SYS014,volser,,,00550,003

 // ASSGN          SYS014,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    VALDRPT,'work.file.VALDRPT',0,SD

 // EXTENT         SYS017,volser,,,00553,007

 // ASSGN          SYS017,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    WORKFIL,'work.file.WORKFIL',0,SD

 // EXTENT         SYS034,volser,,,00560,100

 // ASSGN          SYS034,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    WORKFL2,'work.file.WORKFL2',0,SD

 // EXTENT         SYS039,volser,,,00660,100

 // ASSGN          SYS039,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
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 *

 *  ******* SYNTAX FILES FROM DICT MIGRATOR FOR IDMS UTILITIES *********

 *

 // DLBL    RHDCDEL,'SYNTAX.FILE.RHDCDEL',0,SD     MAP & PANEL DELETES

 // EXTENT         SYS019,volser,,,00760,005

 // ASSGN          SYS019,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SCHMDEL,'SYNTAX.FILE.SCHMDEL',0,SD     SCHEMA DELETES

 // EXTENT         SYS020,volser,,,00765,005

 // ASSGN          SYS020,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SUBSDEL,'SYNTAX.FILE.SUBSDEL',0,SD     SUBSCHEMA DELETES

 // EXTENT         SYS021,volser,,,00770,005

 // ASSGN          SYS021,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    DDDLDEL,'SYNTAX.FILE.DDDLDEL',0,SD     ENTITY DELETES

 // EXTENT         SYS022,volser,,,00775,010

 // ASSGN          SYS022,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    DDDLUPD,'SYNTAX.FILE.DDDLUPD',0,SD     ENTITY ADD/MODIFIES

 // EXTENT         SYS023,volser,,,00785,100

 // ASSGN          SYS023,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    BCFUPD,'SYNTAX.FILE.BCFUPD',0,SD       SQL UPDATES

 // EXTENT         SYS040,volser,,,00950,003

 // ASSGN          SYS040,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    TABLLOD,'SYNTAX.FILE.TABLLOD',0,SD     TABLE LOAD MODULES

 // EXTENT         SYS024,volser,,,00885,005

 // ASSGN          SYS024,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    DDDLLOD,'SYNTAX.FILE.DDDLLOD',0,SD     ENTITY LOAD MODULES
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 // EXTENT         SYS025,volser,,,00890,005

 // ASSGN          SYS025,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SCHMUPD,'SYNTAX.FILE.SCHMUPD',0,SD     ADD SCHEMAS

 // EXTENT         SYS026,volser,,,00895,005

 // ASSGN          SYS026,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SUBSUPD,'SYNTAX.FILE.SUBSUPD',0,SD     ADD SUBSCHEMA

 // EXTENT         SYS028,volser,,,00905,005

 // ASSGN          SYS028,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SUBSLOD,'SYNTAX.FILE.SUBSLOD',0,SD     REGENERATE SUBSCHEMAS

 // EXTENT         SYS029,volser,,,00910,005

 // ASSGN          SYS029,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    RHDCUPD,'SYNTAX.FILE.RHDCUPD',0,SD     ADD PANELS & MAPS

 // EXTENT         SYS030,volser,,,00915,005

 // ASSGN          SYS030,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    RHDCLOD,'SYNTAX.FILE.RHDCLOD',0,SD     RECOMPILE MAPS

 // EXTENT         SYS031,volser,,,00920,005

 // ASSGN          SYS031,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    ADSOBGN,'SYNTAX.FILE.ADSOBGN',0,SD     REGENERATE DIALOGS

 // EXTENT         SYS032,volser,,,00930,005

 // ASSGN          SYS032,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    DDDLPGM,'SYNTAX.FILE.DDDLPGM',0,SD     ADD PROGRAM

 // EXTENT         SYS033,volser,,,00925,005

 // ASSGN          SYS033,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    ADSBTAT,'SYNTAX.FILE.ADSBTAT',0,SD     REGENERATE ADSA
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 // EXTENT         SYS037,volser,,,00942,003

 // ASSGN          SYS037,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    USERUPD,'SYNTAX.FILE.USERUPD',0,SD     PASSWORD MIGRATION

 // EXTENT         SYS038,volser,,,00945,003

 // ASSGN          SYS038,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC    USMGRTR,SIZE=(USMGRTR,400K)

 *

 *  ********************* Dictionary Migrator SYNTAX *******************

 PROCESS,

     RUN= ???????,

 *

 *** IDENTIFY SOURCE DICTIONARY

     IDSOURCE=(USER-ID,PASSWORD),

     DICT=????????,

 *

 *** IDENTIFY OBJECT DICTIONARY

     IDOBJECT=(USER-ID,PASSWORD),

     OBJDICT=????????

            .

            .

            .
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 EXTRACT,..........

            .

            .

            .

 /*

 /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT

    CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 /&

• your.corelib -- The file id of the z/VSE library into which CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator was installed.
• idms.corelib -- The file id of the z/VSE library which contains the CA IDMS utility executable phases.
• volser -- The volume serial number or generic assignment of the disk volume on which the library, as specified in the

previous statement, resides.
• .sublib -- The name of the sublibrary of the z/VSE library specified by the previous filename.
• vsam.file -- It is recommended that you retain the DLBL name VSAMEXT within the vsam file name. Replace vsam.file

with a name suitable to your site.
• work.file -- It is recommended that you retain the corresponding DLBL name within each file-id. Replace work.file with

names suitable to your site.
• syntax.file -- It is recommended that you retain the corresponding DLBL name within each file-id. Replace syntax.file

with names suitable to your site.
• anyname -- Any suitable name for your SYSIDMS file. Note that the name chosen must be identical to the FILEOUT

value in the DITTO copy step.

Export Syntax Files--z/VSE

The JCL in TOOLJCL library member USMEXPRT.S (z/VSE) allocates the work files, allocates the syntax files, extracts
information from the source dictionary and puts it onto disk, and produces syntax files on disk.

 *    ----- Dictionary Migrator STEP ----- 'USMEXPRT' SAMPLE JCL -----

 *

 *     **** CREATE A SYSIDMS PARAMETER FILE *****

 // UPSI  1

 // OPTION   LOG,PARTDUMP

 // DLBL     anyname,'work.file.SYSIDMS',0,SD
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 // EXTENT   SYS041,volser,,,948,1

 // ASSGN    SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC     DITTO

 $$DITTO CSQ FILEOUT=anyname

 * SYSIDMS parameters.

 * For Local Mode specify :

 *

 DMCL=dmcl-name,LOCAL=ON,JOURNAL=OFF

 FILENAME=SYSIPT,FILETYPE=D,BLKSIZE=80,DEVADDR=SYSIPT

 *

 * For CV runs specify :

 *

 DMCL=dmcl-name,LOCAL=OFF,JOURNAL=OFF

 FILENAME=SYSIPT,FILETYPE=D,BLKSIZE=80,DEVADDR=SYSIPT

 /*

 // OPTION PARTDUMP

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resides

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)
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 *

 *  ******* PARAMETER INPUT FOR DICT. MIGRATOR AND IDMS UTILITIES ******

 *

 // ASSGN   SYS011,SYSRDR                         SYNTAX FILE

 // ASSGN   SYS010,SYSPCH                         HOLD SYSPCH ASSGN

 // DLBL    IJSYSPH,'work.file.sysipt',0,SD       IJSYSPH IS USED TO

 // EXTENT         SYSPCH,volser,,,00100,050          CREATE VTOC ENTRY

    ASSGN          SYSPCH,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR         FOR SYSIPT ASSGN

    CLOSE          SYSPCH,SYS010

 // DLBL    IJSYSIN,'work.file.sysipt',0,SD       SAME FILE-ID AND

 // EXTENT         SYSIPT,volser,,,00100,050          TRACKS AS IJSYSPH

    ASSGN          SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR     PERMANENT ASSIGNMENT

 // DLBL    SYSIPT,'work.file.sysipt',0,SD        SAME FILE-ID AND

 // EXTENT         SYS012,volser,,,00100,050          TRACKS AS IJSYSPH

 // ASSGN          SYS012,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *

 *  **** OUTPUT FROM IDMS UTILITIES AND INPUT TO Dictionary Migrator ***

 *

 // ASSGN   SYSPCH,IGN

 // DLBL    SYSPCH,'work.file.SYSPCH',0,SD

 // EXTENT         SYS018,volser,,,00150,200

 // DLBL    IDMSPCH,'work.file.SYSPCH',0,SD       SAME FILE-ID AND

 // EXTENT         SYS018,volser,,,00150,200          TRACKS AS SYSPCH

 // ASSGN          SYS018,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *
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 *  ************************ REPORT FILE *******************************

 *

 // ASSGN   SYS013,SYSLST

 *

 *  ************** Dictionary Migrator WORK FILES **********************

 *

 *  ******* EXPORT EXTRACT FILE ON TAPE FOR INPUT TO IMPORT STAGE ******

 *

 // DLBL    EXTRACT,'WORK.FILE.EXTRACT'

 // EXTENT         SYS015,volser,,,00350,200

 // ASSGN          SYS015,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SELECT,'WORK.FILE.SELECT',0,SD

 // EXTENT         SYS014,volser,,,00550,003

 // ASSGN          SYS014,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    WORKFIL,'WORK.FILE.WORKFIL',0,SD

 // EXTENT         SYS034,volser,,,00560,100

 // ASSGN          SYS034,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    WORKFL2,'WORK.FILE.WORKFL2',0,SD

 // EXTENT         SYS039,volser,,,00660,100

 // ASSGN          SYS039,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *

 *  ******* SYNTAX FILES FROM DICT MIGRATOR FOR IDMS UTILITIES *********

 *

 // DLBL    RHDCDEL,'syntax.file.RHDCDEL',0,SD     MAP & PANEL DELETES
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 // EXTENT         SYS019,volser,,,00760,005

 // ASSGN          SYS019,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SCHMDEL,'syntax.file.SCHMDEL',0,SD     SCHEMA DELETES

 // EXTENT         SYS020,volser,,,00765,005

 // ASSGN          SYS020,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SUBSDEL,'syntax.file.SUBSDEL',0,SD     SUBSCHEMA DELETES

 // EXTENT         SYS021,volser,,,00770,005

 // ASSGN          SYS021,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    DDDLDEL,'syntax.file.DDDLDEL',0,SD     ENTITY DELETES

 // EXTENT         SYS022,volser,,,00775,010

 // ASSGN          SYS022,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    DDDLUPD,'syntax.file.DDDLUPD',0,SD     ENTITY ADD/MODIFIES

 // EXTENT         SYS023,volser,,,00785,100

 // ASSGN          SYS023,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    BCFUPD,'syntax.file.BCFUPD',0,SD       SQL UPDATES

 // EXTENT         SYS040,volser,,,00950,003

 // ASSGN          SYS040,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    TABLLOD,'syntax.file.TABLLOD',0,SD     TABLE LOAD MODULES

 // EXTENT         SYS024,volser,,,00885,005

 // ASSGN          SYS024,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    DDDLLOD,'syntax.file.DDDLLOD',0,SD     ENTITY LOAD MODULES

 // EXTENT         SYS025,volser,,,00890,005

 // ASSGN          SYS025,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SCHMUPD,'syntax.file.SCHMUPD',0,SD     ADD SCHEMAS

 // EXTENT         SYS026,volser,,,00895,005
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 // ASSGN          SYS026,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SUBSUPD,'syntax.file.SUBSUPD',0,SD     ADD SUBSCHEMA

 // EXTENT         SYS028,volser,,,00905,005

 // ASSGN          SYS028,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SUBSLOD,'syntax.file.SUBSLOD',0,SD     REGENERATE SUBSCHEMAS

 // EXTENT         SYS029,volser,,,00910,005

 // ASSGN          SYS029,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    RHDCUPD,'syntax.file.RHDCUPD',0,SD     ADD PANELS & MAPS

 // EXTENT         SYS030,volser,,,00915,005

 // ASSGN          SYS030,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    RHDCLOD,'syntax.file.RHDCLOD',0,SD     RECOMPILE MAPS

 // EXTENT         SYS031,volser,,,00920,005

 // ASSGN          SYS031,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    ADSOBGN,'syntax.file.ADSOBGN',0,SD     REGENERATE DIALOGS

 // EXTENT         SYS032,volser,,,00930,005

 // ASSGN          SYS032,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    DDDLPGM,'syntax.file.DDDLPGM',0,SD     ADD PROGRAM

 // EXTENT         SYS033,volser,,,00925,005

 // ASSGN          SYS033,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    ADSBTAT,'syntax.file.ADSBTAT',0,SD     REGENERATE ADSA

 // EXTENT         SYS037,volser,,,00942,003

 // ASSGN          SYS037,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    USERUPD,'syntax.file.USERUPD',0,SD     PASSWORD UPDATE

 // EXTENT         SYS038,volser,,,00945,003
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 // ASSGN          SYS038,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC    USMGRTR,SIZE=(USMGRTR,400K)

 *

 *  ********************* Dictionary Migrator SYNTAX *******************

 PROCESS,

     RUN=EXPORT,

 *

 *** IDENTIFY SOURCE DICTIONARY

 *

     IDSOURCE=(USER-ID,PASSWORD),

     DICT=????????,

 *

 *     THE OBJECT DICTIONARY WILL NOT BE ACCESSED IN THIS STEP.

 *

 *     VALUES USED FOR IDOBJECT AND OBJDICT WILL BE PASSED TO THE

 *     UPLOAD STEP VIA THE SYNTAX FILES CREATED IN THIS STEP.

 *

     IDOBJECT=(USER-ID,PASSWORD),

     OBJDICT=????????

            .

            .
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 EXTRACT,..........

            .

            .

            .

 EXTRACT,..........

 /*

 /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT

    CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 /&

• your.corelib -- The file id of the z/VSE library into which CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator was installed.
• idms.corelib -- The file id of the z/VSE library which contains the CA IDMS utility executable phases.
• volser -- The volume serial number or generic assignment of the disk volume on which the library, as specified in the

previous statement, resides.
• .sublib -- The name of the sublibrary of the z/VSE library specified by the previous filename.
• work.file -- It is recommended that you retain the corresponding DLBL name within each file-id. Replace work.file with

names suitable to your site.
• syntax.file -- It is recommended that you retain the corresponding DLBL name within each file-id. Replace syntax.file

with names suitable to your site.
• anyname -- Any suitable name for your SYSIDMS file. Note that the name chosen must be identical to the FILEOUT

value in the DITTO copy step.

Import the Extract Tape -- z/VSE

The JCL in TOOLJCL library member USMIMPRT.S (z/VSE) imports the extract tape, compares extract to object
dictionary, and reports on the comparison.

NOTE
Suggested space allocations for all work files are contained in the Work Files Table in the section "Operations."

 *    ----- Dictionary Migrator STEP ----- 'USMIMPRT' SAMPLE JCL -----

 *

 *     **** CREATE A SYSIDMS PARAMETER FILE *****

 // UPSI  1

 // OPTION   LOG,PARTDUMP
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 // DLBL     anyname,'work.file.SYSIDMS',0,SD

 // EXTENT   SYS041,volser,,,948,1

 // ASSGN    SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC     DITTO

 $$DITTO CSQ FILEOUT=anyname

 * SYSIDMS parameters.

 * For Local Mode specify :

 *

 DMCL=dmcl-name,LOCAL=ON,JOURNAL=OFF

 FILENAME=SYSIPT,FILETYPE=D,BLKSIZE=80,DEVADDR=SYSIPT

 *

 * For CV runs specify :

 *

 DMCL=dmcl-name,LOCAL=OFF,JOURNAL=OFF

 FILENAME=SYSIPT,FILETYPE=D,BLKSIZE=80,DEVADDR=SYSIPT

 /*

 // OPTION PARTDUMP

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resides

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *
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 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *

 *  ******* PARAMETER INPUT FOR DICT. MIGRATOR AND IDMS UTILITIES ******

 *

 // ASSGN   SYS011,SYSRDR                         SYNTAX FILE

 // ASSGN   SYS010,SYSPCH                         HOLD SYSPCH ASSGN

 // DLBL    IJSYSPH,'work.file.sysipt',0,SD       IJSYSPH IS USED TO

 // EXTENT         SYSPCH,volser,,,00100,050          CREATE VTOC ENTRY

    ASSGN          SYSPCH,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR         FOR SYSIPT ASSGN

    CLOSE          SYSPCH,SYS010

 // DLBL    IJSYSIN,'work.file.sysipt',0,SD       SAME FILE-ID AND

 // EXTENT         SYSIPT,volser,,,00100,050          TRACKS AS IJSYSPH

    ASSGN          SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR     PERMANENT ASSIGNMENT

 // DLBL    SYSIPT,'work.file.sysipt',0,SD        SAME FILE-ID AND

 // EXTENT         SYS012,volser,,,00100,050          TRACKS AS IJSYSPH

 // ASSGN          SYS012,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *

 *  **** OUTPUT FROM IDMS UTILITIES AND INPUT TO Dictionary Migrator ***

 *

 // ASSGN   SYSPCH,IGN

 // DLBL    SYSPCH,'work.file.SYSPCH',0,SD

 // EXTENT         SYS018,volser,,,00150,200

 // DLBL    IDMSPCH,'work.file.SYSPCH',0,SD       SAME FILE-ID AND

 // EXTENT         SYS018,volser,,,00150,200          TRACKS AS SYSPCH

 // ASSGN          SYS018,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
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 *

 *  ************************ REPORT FILE *******************************

 *

 // ASSGN   SYS013,SYSLST

 *

 *  ************** Dictionary Migrator WORK FILES **********************

 *

 // DLBL    EXTRACT,'WORK.FILE.EXTRACT'

 // EXTENT         SYS015,volser,,,00350,200

 // ASSGN          SYS015,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    VSAMEXT,'WORK.FILE.VSAMEXT',0,VSAM

 // EXTENT         SYS016,volser

 // ASSGN          SYS016,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SELECT,'WORK.FILE.SELECT',0,SD

 // EXTENT         SYS014,volser,,,00550,003

 // ASSGN          SYS014,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    VALDRPT,'WORK.FILE.VALDRPT',0,SD

 // EXTENT         SYS017,volser,,,00553,007

 // ASSGN          SYS017,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    WORKFIL,'WORK.FILE.WORKFIL',0,SD

 // EXTENT         SYS034,volser,,,00560,100

 // ASSGN          SYS034,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    WORKFL2,'WORK.FILE.WORKFL2',0,SD

 // EXTENT         SYS039,volser,,,00660,100
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 // ASSGN          SYS039,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *

 *  ******* SYNTAX FILES FROM DICT MIGRATOR FOR IDMS UTILITIES *********

 *

 // DLBL    RHDCDEL,'syntax.file.RHDCDEL',0,SD     MAP & PANEL DELETES

 // EXTENT         SYS019,volser,,,00760,005

 // ASSGN          SYS019,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SCHMDEL,'syntax.file.SCHMDEL',0,SD     SCHEMA DELETES

 // EXTENT         SYS020,volser,,,00765,005

 // ASSGN          SYS020,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SUBSDEL,'syntax.file.SUBSDEL',0,SD     SUBSCHEMA DELETES

 // EXTENT         SYS021,volser,,,00770,005

 // ASSGN          SYS021,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    DDDLDEL,'syntax.file.DDDLDEL',0,SD     ENTITY DELETES

 // EXTENT         SYS022,volser,,,00775,010

 // ASSGN          SYS022,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    DDDLUPD,'syntax.file.DDDLUPD',0,SD     ENTITY ADD/MODIFIES

 // EXTENT         SYS023,volser,,,00785,100

 // ASSGN          SYS023,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    BCFUPD,'syntax.file.BCFUPD',0,SD       SQL UPDATES

 // EXTENT         SYS040,volser,,,00950,003

 // ASSGN          SYS040,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    TABLLOD,'syntax.file.TABLLOD',0,SD     TABLE LOAD MODULES

 // EXTENT         SYS024,volser,,,00885,005

 // ASSGN          SYS024,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
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 // DLBL    DDDLLOD,'syntax.file.DDDLLOD',0,SD     ENTITY LOAD MODULES

 // EXTENT         SYS025,volser,,,00890,005

 // ASSGN          SYS025,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SCHMUPD,'syntax.file.SCHMUPD',0,SD     ADD SCHEMAS

 // EXTENT         SYS026,volser,,,00895,005

 // ASSGN          SYS026,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SUBSUPD,'syntax.file.SUBSUPD',0,SD     ADD SUBSCHEMA

 // EXTENT         SYS028,volser,,,00905,005

 // ASSGN          SYS028,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SUBSLOD,'syntax.file.SUBSLOD',0,SD     REGENERATE SUBSCHEMAS

 // EXTENT         SYS029,volser,,,00910,005

 // ASSGN          SYS029,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    RHDCUPD,'syntax.file.RHDCUPD',0,SD     ADD PANELS & MAPS

 // EXTENT         SYS030,volser,,,00915,005

 // ASSGN          SYS030,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    RHDCLOD,'syntax.file.RHDCLOD',0,SD     RECOMPILE MAPS

 // EXTENT         SYS031,volser,,,00920,005

 // ASSGN          SYS031,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    ADSOBGN,'syntax.file.ADSOBGN',0,SD     REGENERATE DIALOGS

 // EXTENT         SYS032,volser,,,00930,005

 // ASSGN          SYS032,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    DDDLPGM,'syntax.file.DDDLPGM',0,SD     ADD PROGRAM

 // EXTENT         SYS033,volser,,,00925,005

 // ASSGN          SYS033,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
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 // DLBL    ADSBTAT,'syntax.file.ADSBTAT',0,SD     REGENERATE ADSA

 // EXTENT         SYS037,volser,,,00942,003

 // ASSGN          SYS037,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    USERUPD,'syntax.file.USERUPD',0,SD     PASSWORD UPDATE

 // EXTENT         SYS038,volser,,,00945,003

 // ASSGN          SYS038,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC    USMGRTR,SIZE=(USMGRTR,400K)

 *  ********************* Dictionary Migrator SYNTAX *******************

 PROCESS,

     RUN=IMPORT,

 *

 *

 *     IDENTIFY OBJECT DICTIONARY

 *

     IDOBJECT=(USER-ID,PASSWORD),

     OBJDICT=????????

            .

            .

 /*

 /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT
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    CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 /&

• your.corelib -- The file id of the z/VSE library into which CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator was installed.
• idms.corelib -- The file id of the z/VSE library which contains the CA IDMS utility executable phases.
• volser -- The volume serial number or generic assignment of the disk volume on which the library, as specified in the

previous statement, resides.
• .sublib -- The name of the sublibrary of the z/VSE library specified by the previous filename.
• work.file -- It is recommended that you retain the corresponding DLBL name within each file-id. Replace work. file with

names suitable to your site.
• syntax.file -- It is recommended that you retain the corresponding DLBL name within each file-id. Replace syntax.fil e

with names suitable to your site.
• anyname -- Any suitable name for your SYSIDMS file. Note that the name chosen must be identical to the FILEOUT

value in the DITTO copy step.

Upload Syntax Files -- z/VSE

The JCL in TOOLJCL library member USMLOAD1.S (z/VSE) is used to upload syntax files to the object dictionary
usingthe CA IDMS utilities, or using the CA user password upload utility supplied by CA. There can be from 1 to 16 steps
involved in the upload, depending on your site and type of migration.

For more information on uploading syntax files, see the section "Operations."

Note that if you want to delete entities from the source dictionary after migration, make a second non-CHANGEONLY run
using the same parameters as the real migration, specify the same dictionary for both source and object.

 *    --- USE IDMS TO LOAD OBJECT DICT ----- 'USMLOAD1' SAMPLE JCL ---

 *

 // JOB RHDCDEL

 * *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 * *RHDCDEL - DELETE PANELS AND MAPS                                   *

 * *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *     **** CREATE A SYSIDMS PARAMETER FILE *****

 // UPSI  1

 // OPTION   LOG,PARTDUMP

 // DLBL     anyname,'work.file.SYSIDMS',0,SD

 // EXTENT   SYS041,volser,,,nnnn,1
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 // ASSGN    SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC     DITTO

 $$DITTO CSQ FILEOUT=anyname

 * SYSIDMS parameters.

 * For Local Mode specify :

 *

 DMCL=dmcl-name,LOCAL=ON,JOURNAL=OFF

 FILENAME=SYSIPT,FILETYPE=D,BLKSIZE=80,DEVADDR=SYSIPT

 *

 * For CV runs specify :

 *

 DMCL=dmcl-name,LOCAL=OFF,JOURNAL=OFF

 FILENAME=SYSIPT,FILETYPE=D,BLKSIZE=80,DEVADDR=SYSIPT

 /*

 // upsi 00000000

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resided

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *
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 // DLBL   IJSYSIN,'syntax.file.RHDCDEL',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSIPT,volser

    ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC   RHDCMAP1

 *

 /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT

   CLOSE  SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 /&

 // JOB SCHMDEL

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *SCHMDEL - DELETE SCHEMA, AND SUBSCHEMA SOURCE                      *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 // upsi 00000000

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resided

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser
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 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *

 // DLBL   IJSYSIN,'syntax.file.SCHMDEL',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSIPT,volser

    ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC   IDMSCHEM

 *

 /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT

   CLOSE  SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 /&

 // JOB SUBSDEL

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *SUBSDEL - DELETE SUBSCHEMA                                         *

 *N O T E:  THIS IS REQUIRED ONLY IF A SUBSCHEMA WAS MIGRATED        *

 *          WITHOUT ITS SCHEMA                                       *

 * *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 // upsi 00000000

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resided

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser
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 *

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *

 // DLBL   IJSYSIN,'syntax.file.SUBSDEL',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSIPT,volser

    ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC   IDMSUBSC

 *

 /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT

   CLOSE  SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 /&

 // JOB DDDLDEL

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *DDDLDEL - DELETE OTHER ENTITIES                                    *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 // upsi 00000000
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   **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resided

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *

 * // DLBL   IJSYSIN,'syntax.file.DDDLDEL',0,SD

 * // EXTENT SYSIPT,volser

 *    ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC   IDMSDDDL

 *

 /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT

    CLOSE  SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 /&

 // JOB DDDLUPD

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *DDDLUPD - ADD/MODIFY CLASS, ATTRIBUTE, SYSTEM, RECORD, ELEMENT,    *
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 *          MESSAGE, MODULE, AND TABLE ENTITIES                      *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 // upsi 00000000

   **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resided

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

   **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *

 // DLBL   IJSYSIN,'syntax.file.DDDLUPD',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSIPT,volser

    ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC   IDMSDDDL

 *

 /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT

   CLOSE  SYSIPT,SYSRDR
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 /&

 /&

 // JOB TABLLOD

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *TABLLOD - GENERATE TABLE LOAD MODULES                              *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 // upsi 00000000

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resided

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *

 // DLBL   IJSYSIN,'syntax.file.TABLLOD',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSIPT,volser

    ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC   IDMSDDDL

 *
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 /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT

   CLOSE  SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 /&

 // JOB DDDLLOD

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *DDDLLOD - ADD/MODIFY LOAD MODULES FOR SUBSCHEMA, MAP, MAP EDIT     *

 *          TABLE, AND DIALOG                                        *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 // upsi 00000000

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resided

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *

 // DLBL   IJSYSIN,'syntax.file.DDDLLOD',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSIPT,volser

    ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'
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 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC   IDMSDDDL

 /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT

   CLOSE  SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 /&

 // JOB SCHMUPD

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *SCHMUPD - ADD SCHEMA SOURCE                                        *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 // upsi 00000000

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resided

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *

 // DLBL   IJSYSIN,'syntax.file.SCHMUPD',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSIPT,volser
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    ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC   IDMSCHEM

 *                                                                               /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT

   CLOSE  SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 /&

 // JOB SUBSUPD

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *SUBSUPD - ADD SUBSCHEMA SOURCE                                     *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 // upsi 00000000

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resided

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *

 // DLBL   IJSYSIN,'syntax.file.SUBSUPD',0,SD
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 // EXTENT SYSIPT,volser

    ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC   IDMSUBSC

 *

 /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT

   CLOSE  SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 /&

 // JOB SUBSLOD

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *SUBSLOD - GENERATE SUBSCHEMA LOAD MODULE                           *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 // upsi 00000000

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resided

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *
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 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *

 // DLBL   IJSYSIN,'syntax.file.SUBSLOD',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSIPT,volser

    ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC   IDMSUBSC

 *

 /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT

   CLOSE  SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 /&

 // JOB RHDCUPD

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *RHDCUPD - ADD/MODIFY PANEL AND MAP SYNTAX                          *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 // upsi 00000000

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resided

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'idms.corelib'
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 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *

 // DLBL   IJSYSIN,'syntax.file.RHDCUPD',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSIPT,volser

    ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC   RHDCMAP1

 *

 /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT

   CLOSE  SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 /&

 // JOB RHDCLOD

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *RHDCLOD - COMPILE MAP                                              *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 // upsi 00000000

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resided

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser
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 *

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *

 // DLBL   IJSYSIN,'syntax.file.RHDCLOD',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSIPT,volser

    ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC   RHDCMPUT

 *

 /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT

   CLOSE  SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 /&

 // JOB ADSOBGN

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *ADSOBGN - GENERATE ADS DIALOG                                      *

 *N O T E:  THIS STEP CAN ONLY BE EXECUTED IF DIALOG LOAD MODULES    *

 *          WERE MIGRATED.                                           *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*
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 // upsi 00000000

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resided

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *

 // DLBL   IJSYSIN,'syntax.file.ADSOBGN',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSIPT,volser

    ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC   ADSOBCOM

 *

 /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT

   CLOSE  SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 /&

 // JOB DDDLPGM
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 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *DDDLPGM - ADD/MODIFY PROGRAM SYNTAX                                *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 // upsi 00000000

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resided

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *

 // DLBL   IJSYSIN,'syntax.file.DDDLPGM',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSIPT,volser

    ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC   IDMSDDDL

 *

 /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT

   CLOSE  SYSIPT,SYSRDR
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 /&

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *ADSBTAT - UPDATE TASK APPLICATION TABLE.                           *

 *          IF THERE IS APPLICATION WHICH USES THE REVISED ADSA,     *

 *          EXECUTE THIS STEP.                                       *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 // upsi 00000000

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resided

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *

 // DLBL   IJSYSIN,'syntax.file.ADSBTAT',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSIPT,volser

    ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC   ADSOBTAT
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 *

 //*

 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 //* BCFUPD - ADD SQL ENTITY DEFINITIONS                               *

 //*                                                                   *

 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 // upsi 00000000

 // **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS 'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(idms.sublib)

 *

 // DLBL    IJSYSIN,'syntax.file.BCFUPD',0,SD

 // EXTENT  SYSIPT,volser

 // ASSGN   SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC    IDMSBCF

 /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT

   CLOSE  SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 /&

 // JOB USMULOD
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 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *USMULOD - MODIFY MIGRATED USER-PASSWORDS. DO NOT RUN THIS STEP     *

 *          IS DISCONNECT=USER WAS SPECIFIED.                        *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 // upsi 00000000

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resided

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *

 // ASSGN  SYS013,SYSLST

 *

 // DLBL   USERUPD,'syntax.file.USERUPD',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYS038,volser

    ASSGN  SYS038,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC   USMULOD,SIZE=USMULOD
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 *

 /&

• your.corelib -- The file id of the z/VSE library into which CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator was installed.
• idms.corelib -- The file id of the z/VSE library which contains the CA IDMS utility executable phases.
• volser -- The volume serial number or generic assignment of the disk volume on which the library, as specified in the

previous statement, resides.
• upsi -- Replace 'UPSI 00000000' with the central version UPSI setting appropriate to your site. If you wish to run in

local mode, add the JCL appropriate to local mode processing.
• .sublib -- The name of the sublibrary of the z/VSE library specified by the previous filename.
• vsam.file -- It is recommended that you retain the DLBL name VSAMEXT within the VSAM file name. Replace

vsam.file with a name suitable to your site.
• syntax.file -- The syntax files were created in a previous step or job. Use the file-id's for these files that were used

when the files were created.
• anyname -- Any suitable name for your SYSIDMS file. Note that the name chosen must be identical to the FILEOUT

value in the DITTO copy step.
• nnnn -- The beginning relative track number for SYSIDMS file (1 track required).

Delete Migrated Source from Source Dictionary -- z/VSE

The JCL in TOOLJCL library member USMLOAD3.S (z/VSE) is an optional job that, when executed, deletes the migrated
source from the source dictionary after migration.

NOTE
If you want to delete entities from the source dictionary after migration, make a second non-CHANGEONLY run
using the same parameters as the real migration, specify the same dictionary for both source and object.

 *    --- DELETE ENTITIES FROM SOURCE DICT - 'USMLOAD3' SAMPLE JCL ---

 *

 // JOB RHDCDEL

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *RHDCDEL - DELETE PANELS AND MAPS                                   *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *     **** CREATE A SYSIDMS PARAMETER FILE *****

 // UPSI  1

 // OPTION   LOG,PARTDUMP

 // DLBL     anyname,'work.file.SYSIDMS',0,SD

 // EXTENT   SYS041,volser,,,nnnn,1
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 // ASSGN    SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC     DITTO

 $$DITTO CSQ FILEOUT=anyname

 * SYSIDMS parameters.

 * For Local Mode specify :

 *

 DMCL=dmcl-name,LOCAL=ON,JOURNAL=OFF

 FILENAME=SYSIPT,FILETYPE=D,BLKSIZE=80,DEVADDR=SYSIPT

 *

 * For CV runs specify :

 *

 DMCL=dmcl-name,LOCAL=OFF,JOURNAL=OFF

 FILENAME=SYSIPT,FILETYPE=D,BLKSIZE=80,DEVADDR=SYSIPT

 /*

 // upsi 00000000

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resided

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *
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 // DLBL   IJSYSIN,'syntax.file.RHDCDEL',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSIPT,volser

    ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC   RHDCMAP1

 *

 /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT

   CLOSE  SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 /&

 // JOB SCHMDEL

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *SCHMDEL - DELETE SCHEMA, DMCL, AND SUBSCHEMA SOURCE                *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 // upsi 00000000

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resided

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser
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 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *

 // DLBL   IJSYSIN,'syntax.file.SCHMDEL',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSIPT,volser

    ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC   IDMSCHEM

 *

 /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT

   CLOSE  SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 /&

 // JOB SUBSDEL

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *SUBSDEL - DELETE SUBSCHEMA                                         *

 *N O T E:  THIS IS REQUIRED ONLY IF A SUBSCHEMA WAS MIGRATED        *

 *          WITHOUT ITS SCHEMA                                       *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 // upsi 00000000

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resided

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser
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 *

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *

 // DLBL   IJSYSIN,'syntax.file.SUBSDEL',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSIPT,volser

    ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC   IDMSUBSC

 *

 /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT

   CLOSE  SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 /&

 // JOB DDDLDEL

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *DDDLDEL - DELETE OTHER ENTITIES                                    *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 // upsi 00000000
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 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator resided

 // DLBL    DBMS,'your.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 *  **** z/VSE library where CA IDMS/DB executable phases reside

 // DLBL    IDMS,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT  ,volser

 *

 // LIBDEF  PHASE,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib)

 *

 // DLBL   IJSYSIN,'syntax.file.DDDLDEL',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSIPT,volser

    ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

 // EXTENT  SYS041,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC   IDMSDDDL

 *

 /&

 // JOB RESET SYSIPT

    CLOSE  SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 /&
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• your.corelib -- The file id of the z/VSE library into which CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator was installed.
• idms.corelib -- The file id of the z/VSE library which contains the CA IDMS utility executable phases.
• volser -- The volume serial number or generic assignment of the disk volume on which the library, as specified in the

previous statement, resides.
• upsi -- Replace 'UPSI 00000000' with the central version UPSI setting appropriate to your site. If you wish to run in

local mode, add the JCL appropriate to local mode processing.
• .sublib -- The name of the sublibrary of the z/VSE library specified by the previous filename.
• syntax.file -- The syntax files were created in a previous step or job. Use the file-id's for these files that were used

when the files were created.
• anyname -- Any suitable name for your SYSIDMS file.

NOTE
The name chosen must be identical to the FILEOUT value in the DITTO copy step.

• nnnn -- The beginning relative track number for SYSIDMS file (1 track required).

Allocate the VSAM Work File--z/VM

The USMVSAM EXEC allocates the VSAM work file.

NOTE
For more information, see the section "Operations."

 /*  */

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR

 /*                                                                   */

    DELETE         -

                   (work.file.vsamext) -

                    CLUSTER

    DEFINE CLUSTER ( -

                   NAME(work.file.vsamext) -

                   TRACKS(prialloc secalloc) -

                   INDEXED -

                   VOLUMES(volser) -

                   RECSZ(228 228) -

                   KEYS(84 2) -

                   usetype -

                   )
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• work.file.vsamext -- The data set name of the VSAM KSDS work file. It is recommended that the data set name
include the work file name VSAMEXT.

• volser -- The volume serial of the disk that will contain the VSAM KSDS work file.
• usetype -- The appropriate usage type: REUSE or UNIQUE. If you specify UNIQUE, you must delete and define this

cluster prior to each execution of CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator>
• prialloc secalloc -- The primary and secondary space allocations for the VSAM KSDS work file. A track allocation of

60 primary tracks and 30 secondary tracks (60 30) on a 3350 disk device should be adequate for this file. You may
need to change these allocations for your DASD type and migration needs.

Extract Information from the Source Dictionary -- z/VM

The USMXTRCT EXEC allocates the work files, allocates the syntax files, extracts information from the source dictionary,
compares the extract to the object dictionary, reports on the comparison, and produces the syntax files.

 /*   */

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR

 /*                                                                   */

 /* USMXTRCT                                                          */

 /*                                                                   */

 CA_LOADLIB_FN      = 'yourlib'

 IDMS_LOADLIB_FN    = 'idmslib'

 SORT_TXTLIB_FN     = 'sortlib'

 INPUT_PARM_FN      = 'USMXTRCT'

 INPUT_PARM_FT      = 'MIGPARM'

 INPUT_PARM_FM      = 'A'

 /*                                                                   */

 /* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required librarie(s) */

 /*                                                                   */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' CA_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN
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  'GLOBAL  TXTLIB ' SORT_TXTLIB_FN

 /*                                                                   */

 /* Create the input parameter file.                                  */

 /*                                                                   */

   CALL CREATE_INPUT_PARM_FILE

 /*                                                                   */

 /* Product specific files.                                           */

 /*                                                                   */

  'FILEDEF SYSPRT  PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST  PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSOUT  PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF AUDIT   PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SELECT  DISK USMXTRCT SELECT  a'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT  DISK USMXTRCT MIGIN   a'

  'FILEDEF VALDRPT DISK USMXTRCT VALDRPT a4'

  'FILEDEF WORKFIL DISK USMXTRCT WORKFIL a4'

  'FILEDEF WORKFL2 DISK USMXTRCT WORKFL2 a4'

  'FILE EXTRACT DISK USMFILE  EXTRACT a4 (RECFM FB LRECL 228 BLOCK 228'

  'FILEDEF RHDCDEL DISK USMFILE  RHDCDEL a'

  'FILEDEF SCHMDEL DISK USMFILE  SCHMDEL a'

  'FILEDEF SUBSDEL DISK USMFILE  SUBSDEL a'

  'FILEDEF DDDLDEL DISK USMFILE  DDDLDEL a'

  'FILEDEF DDDLUPD DISK USMFILE  DDDLUPD a'

  'FILEDEF BCFUPD DISK USMFILE   BCFUPD a'

  'FILEDEF TABLLOD DISK USMFILE  TABLLOD a'
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  'FILEDEF DDDLLOD DISK USMFILE  DDDLLOD a'

  'FILEDEF SCHMUPD DISK USMFILE  SCHMUPD a'

  'FILEDEF SUBSUPD DISK USMFILE  SUBSUPD a'

  'FILEDEF SUBSLOD DISK USMFILE  SUBSLOD a'

  'FILEDEF RHDCUPD DISK USMFILE  RHDCUPD a'

  'FILEDEF RHDCLOD DISK USMFILE  RHDCLOD a'

  'FILEDEF ADSOBGN DISK USMFILE  ADSOBGN a'

  'FILEDEF DDDLPGM DISK USMFILE  DDDLPGM a'

  'FILEDEF ADSBTAT DISK USMFILE  ADSBTAT a'

  'FILEDEF USERUPD DISK USMFILE  USERUPD a'

  'FILEDEF MIGPARM DISK' INPUT_PARM_FN INPUT_PARM_FT INPUT_PARM_FM

 /*  Product specific VSAM files.                                     */

  'DLBL IJSYSCT vsam_fm DSN vsamcat'

  'DLBL IJSYSUC vsam_fm DSN vsamcat'

  'DLBL VSAMEXT vsam_fm DSN vsamext (VSAM'

 /*                                                                   */

 /*  You must create a file 'MIGR SYSIDMS a'  containing the SYSIDMS  */

 /*  parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.          */

 /*  If you wish to run in Local Mode specify the following values :   */

 /*  LOCAL=ON,JOURNAL=OFF,DMCL=dmcl-name                              */

 /*  If you wish to run CV an 80 byte blank record will suffice.      */

 /*                                                                   */

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK MIGR SYSIDMS a'

 /*  Insert FILEDEF statements for SORT work space as required by     */
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 /*  your SORT product.                                               */

 SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'STARTING CA IDMS/Dictionary Migrator RUN'

  'EXECOS OSRUN USMGRTR'

  USMXTRCT_RC = RC

 IF USMXTRCT_RC > 4

  THEN DO

   CALL ERROR

  END

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USMXTRCT LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  SAY 'USMXTRCT FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' USMXTRCT_RC

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

  'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  EXIT USMXTRCT_RC

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 CREATE_INPUT_PARM_FILE:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  'ERASE' INPUT_PARM_FN INPUT_PARM_FT INPUT_PARM_FM

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

 /*                                                                   */

  PUSH 'FFILE'
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  PUSH

  PUSH 'EXTRACT,user extract statements'

  PUSH 'DICT=srcdict,IDOBJECT=(userid,passwd),OBJDICT=objdict'

  PUSH 'PROCESS,RUN=runtype,'

  PUSH 'INPUT'

  PUSH 'SET LRECL 80'

  PUSH 'SET RECFM F'

  'XEDIT' INPUT_PARM_FN INPUT_PARM_FT INPUT_PARM_FM ,

   '(NOPROFILE NOSCREEN NOMSG'

  RETURN

 /*                                                                   */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

  ERROR_RC = RC

  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USMXTRCT LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

  'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  EXIT ERROR_RC
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 /*

                                                                     */

• yourlib -- The file name of the load library into which you downloaded CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator.
• idmslib -- The file name of the load library containing your CA IDMS SUBSCHEMA and DMCL modules.
• sortlib -- The file name of the text library containing your sort modules.
• a -- The file mode for the relevant file.
• vsam_fm -- The file mode of the accessed minidisk which contains your VSAM catalog(s) and file(s).
• vsamcat -- The data set name of your VSAM catalog.
• vsamext -- The data set name of the PAGUTIL VSAM file.

Export Syntax Files--z/VM

The USMEXPRT EXEC allocates the work files, allocates the syntax files, extracts information from the source dictionary
and puts it onto disk, and produces syntax files on disk.

 /*  */

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR

 /*                                                                   */

 /* USMEXPRT                                                          */

 CA_LOADLIB_FN      = 'yourlib'

 IDMS_LOADLIB_FN    = 'idmslib'

 SORT_TXTLIB_FN     = 'sortlib'

 INPUT_PARM_FN      = 'USMEXPRT'

 INPUT_PARM_FT      = 'MIGPARM'

 INPUT_PARM_FM      = 'A'

 /*                                                                   */

 /* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required librarie(s) */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' CA_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

  'GLOBAL  TXTLIB ' SORT_TXTLIB_FN
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 /*                                                                   */

 /* Create the input parameter file.                                  */

 /*                                                                   */

   CALL CREATE_INPUT_PARM_FILE

 /*                                                                   */

 /* Product specific files.                                           */

  'FILEDEF SYSPRT  PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST  PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSOUT  PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF AUDIT   PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT  DISK USMEXPRT MIGIN   a'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH  DISK USMEXPRT MIGPCH  a'

  'FILEDEF SELECT  DISK USMEXPRT SELECT  a'

  'FILEDEF VALDRPT DISK USMEXPRT VALDRPT a'

  'FILEDEF WORKFIL DISK USMEXPRT WORKFIL a'

  'FILEDEF WORKFL2 DISK USMEXPRT WORKFL2 a'

  'FILE EXTRACT DISK USMFILE  EXTRACT a4 (RECFM FB LRECL 228 BLOCK 228'

  'FILEDEF RHDCDEL DISK USMFILE  RHDCDEL a'

  'FILEDEF SCHMDEL DISK USMFILE  SCHMDEL a'

  'FILEDEF SUBSDEL DISK USMFILE  SUBSDEL a'

  'FILEDEF DDDLDEL DISK USMFILE  DDDLDEL a'

  'FILEDEF DDDLUPD DISK USMFILE  DDDLUPD a'

  'FILEDEF BCFUPD  DISK USMFILE  BCFUPD a'

  'FILEDEF TABLLOD DISK USMFILE  TABLLOD a'

  'FILEDEF DDDLLOD DISK USMFILE  DDDLLOD a'
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  'FILEDEF SCHMUPD DISK USMFILE  SCHMUPD a'

  'FILEDEF SUBSUPD DISK USMFILE  SUBSUPD a'

  'FILEDEF SUBSLOD DISK USMFILE  SUBSLOD a'

  'FILEDEF RHDCUPD DISK USMFILE  RHDCUPD a'

  'FILEDEF RHDCLOD DISK USMFILE  RHDCLOD a'

  'FILEDEF ADSOBGN DISK USMFILE  ADSOBGN a'

  'FILEDEF DDDLPGM DISK USMFILE  DDDLPGM a'

  'FILEDEF ADSBTAT DISK USMFILE  ADSBTAT a'

  'FILEDEF USERUPD DISK USMFILE  USERUPD a'

  'FILEDEF MIGPARM DISK' INPUT_PARM_FN INPUT_PARM_FT INPUT_PARM_FM

 /*                                                                   */

 /*  You must create a file 'SYSIDMS INPUT a' containing the SYSIDMS  */

 /*  parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.          */

 /*  If you wish to run in Local Mode specify the following values :   */

 /*  LOCAL=ON,JOURNAL=OFF,DMCL=dmcl-name                              */

 /*  If you wish to run CV an 80 byte blank record will suffice.      */

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS INPUT a'

 /*  Insert FILEDEF statements for SORT work space as required by     */

 /*  your SORT product.                                               */

 /*                                                                   */

 SAY 'STARTING CA IDMS/Dictionary Migrator EXPORT RUN'

 SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  'EXECOS OSRUN USMGRTR'

  USMEXPRT_RC = RC
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 IF USMEXPRT_RC > 4

  THEN DO

   CALL ERROR

  END

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USMEXPRT LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  SAY 'USMEXPRT FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' USMEXPRT_RC

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

  'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  EXIT USMEXPRT_RC

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 CREATE_INPUT_PARM_FILE:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  'ERASE' INPUT_PARM_FN INPUT_PARM_FT INPUT_PARM_FM

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

 /*                                                                   */

  PUSH 'FFILE'

  PUSH

  PUSH 'EXTRACT,user extract statements'

  PUSH 'DICT=srcdict,IDOBJECT=(userid,passwd),OBJDICT=objdict'

  PUSH 'PROCESS,RUN=EXPORT,'

  PUSH 'INPUT'
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  PUSH 'SET LRECL 80'

  PUSH 'SET RECFM F'

  'XEDIT' INPUT_PARM_FN INPUT_PARM_FT INPUT_PARM_FM ,

   '(NOPROFILE NOSCREEN NOMSG'

  RETURN

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

  ERROR_RC = RC

  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USMEXPRT LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

  'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  EXIT ERROR_RC

 /*                                                                   */

• yourlib -- The file name of the load library into which you downloaded
CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator.

• idmslib -- The file name of the load library containing your CA IDMS SUBSCHEMA and DMCL modules.
• sortlib -- The file name of the text library containing your sort modules.
• a -- The file mode for the relevant file.

Import the Extract Tape--z/VM

The USMIMPRT EXEC imports the extract tape, compares extract to object dictionary, and reports on the comparison.
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NOTE
Suggested space allocations for all work files are contained in the Work Files Table in the section "Operations."

 /*  */

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR

 /*                                                                   */

 /* USMIMPRT                                                          */

 /*                                                                   */

 CA_LOADLIB_FN      = 'yourlib'

 IDMS_LOADLIB_FN    = 'idmslib'

 SORT_TXTLIB_FN     = 'sortlib'

 INPUT_PARM_FN      = 'USMIMPRT'

 INPUT_PARM_FT      = 'MIGPARM'

 INPUT_PARM_FM      = 'A'

 /*                                                                   */

 /* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required librarie(s) */

 /*                                                                   */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' CA_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

  'GLOBAL  TXTLIB ' SORT_TXTLIB_FN

 /*                                                                   */

 /* Create the input parameter file.                                  */

 /*                                                                   */

   CALL CREATE_INPUT_PARM_FILE

 /*                                                                   */
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 /* Product specific files.                                           */

 /*                                                                   */

  'FILEDEF SYSPRT  PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST  PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSOUT  PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF AUDIT   PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SELECT  DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT  DISK USMIMPRT MIGIN   a'

  'FILEDEF VALDRPT DISK USMIMPRT VALDRPT a'

  'FILEDEF WORKFIL DISK USMIMPRT WORKFIL a'

  'FILEDEF WORKFL2 DISK USMIMPRT WORKFL2 a'

  'FILEDEF EXTRACT DISK USMFILE  EXTRACT a'

  'FILEDEF RHDCDEL DISK USMFILE  RHDCDEL a'

  'FILEDEF SCHMDEL DISK USMFILE  SCHMDEL a'

  'FILEDEF SUBSDEL DISK USMFILE  SUBSDEL a'

  'FILEDEF DDDLDEL DISK USMFILE  DDDLDEL a'

  'FILEDEF DDDLUPD DISK USMFILE  DDDLUPD a'

  'FILEDEF BCFUPD  DISK USMFILE  BCFUPD a'

  'FILEDEF TABLLOD DISK USMFILE  TABLLOD a'

  'FILEDEF DDDLLOD DISK USMFILE  DDDLLOD a'

  'FILEDEF SCHMUPD DISK USMFILE  SCHMUPD a'

  'FILEDEF SUBSUPD DISK USMFILE  SUBSUPD a'

  'FILEDEF SUBSLOD DISK USMFILE  SUBSLOD a'

  'FILEDEF RHDCUPD DISK USMFILE  RHDCUPD a'

  'FILEDEF RHDCLOD DISK USMFILE  RHDCLOD a'
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  'FILEDEF ADSOBGN DISK USMFILE  ADSOBGN a'

  'FILEDEF DDDLPGM DISK USMFILE  DDDLPGM a'

  'FILEDEF ADSBTAT DISK USMFILE  ADSBTAT a'

  'FILEDEF USERUPD DISK USMFILE  USERUPD a'

  'FILEDEF MIGPARM DISK' INPUT_PARM_FN INPUT_PARM_FT INPUT_PARM_FM

 /*                                                                   */

 /*  Product specific VSAM files.                                     */

 /*                                                                   */

  'DLBL IJSYSCT vsam_fm DSN vsamcat'

  'DLBL IJSYSUC vsam_fm DSN vsamcat'

  'DLBL VSAMEXT vsam_fm DSN vsamext (VSAM'

 /*                                                                   */

 /*  You must create a file 'SYSIDMS INPUT a' containing the SYSIDMS  */

 /*  parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.          */

 /*  If you wish to run in Local Mode specify the follwing values :   */

 /*  LOCAL=ON,JOURNAL=OFF,DMCL=dmcl-name                              */

 /*  If you wish to run CV an 80 byte blank record will suffice.      */

 /*                                                                   */

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS INPUT a'

 /*                                                                   */

 /*  Insert FILEDEF statements for SORT work space as required by     */

 /*  your SORT product.                                               */

 /*                                                                   */

 SAY 'STARTING CA IDMS/Dictionary Migrator IMPORT'
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 SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  'EXECOS OSRUN USMGRTR'

  USMIMPRT_RC = RC

 IF USMIMPRT_RC > 4

  THEN DO

   CALL ERROR

  END

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USMIMPRT LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  SAY 'USMIMPRT FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' USMIMPRT_RC

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

  'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  EXIT USMIMPRT_RC

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 CREATE_INPUT_PARM_FILE:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  'ERASE' INPUT_PARM_FN INPUT_PARM_FT INPUT_PARM_FM

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

 /*                                                                   */

  PUSH 'FFILE'

  PUSH

  PUSH 'OBJDICT=objdict'
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  PUSH 'PROCESS,RUN=IMPORT,'

  PUSH 'INPUT'

  PUSH 'SET LRECL 80'

  PUSH 'SET RECFM F'

  'XEDIT' INPUT_PARM_FN INPUT_PARM_FT INPUT_PARM_FM ,

   '(NOPROFILE NOSCREEN NOMSG'

  RETURN

 /*                                                                   */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

  ERROR_RC = RC

  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USMIMPRT LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

  'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  EXIT ERROR_RC

 /*                                                                   */
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• yourlib -- The file name of the load library into which you downloaded CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator.
• idmslib -- The file name of the load library containing your CA IDMS SUBSCHEMA and DMCL modules.
• sortlib -- The file name of the text library containing your sort modules.
• a -- The file mode for the relevant file.
• vsam_fm -- The file mode of the accessed minidisk which contains your VSAM catalog(s) and file(s).
• vsamcat -- The data set name of your VSAM catalog.
• vsamext -- The data set name of the PAGUTIL VSAM file.

Upload Syntax Files -- z/VM

The USMLOAD1 EXEC is used to upload syntax files to the object dictionary using CA IDMS utilities, or using the CA user
password upload utility supplied by CA. There can be from 1 to 16 steps involved in the upload, depending on your site
and type of migration.

More information:

For more information on uploading syntax files, see Syntax Files Table in the section "Operations."

If you want to delete entities from the source dictionary after migration, make a second non-CHANGEONLY run using the
same parameters as the real migration, specify the same dictionary for both source and object.

 /*  */

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR

 /*                                                                   */

 /* USMLOAD1                                                          */

 /*                                                                   */

 CA_LOADLIB_FN      = 'yourlib'

 IDMS_LOADLIB_FN    = 'idmslib'

 /*                                                                   */

 /* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required librarie(s) */

 /*                                                                   */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' CA_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

 /*                                                                   */

 MAX_RC = 0
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 /*                                                                   */

  CALL RHDCDEL

  IF RHDCDEL_RC > 0

     THEN SAY 'RHDCDEL STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' RHDCDEL_RC

  IF RHDCDEL_RC > MAX_RC

     THEN MAX_RC = RHDCDEL_RC

 /*                                                                   */

  CALL SCHMDEL

  IF RHDCDEL_RC > 0

     THEN SAY 'SCHMDEL STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' SCHMDEL_RC

  IF SCHMDEL_RC > MAX_RC

     THEN MAX_RC = SCHMDEL_RC

 /*                                                                   */

  CALL SUBSDEL

  IF SUBSDEL_RC > 0

     THEN SAY 'SUBSDEL STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' SUBSDEL_RC

  IF SUBSDEL_RC > MAX_RC

     THEN MAX_RC = SUBSDEL_RC

 /*                                                                   */

  CALL DDDLDEL

  IF DDDLDEL_RC > 0

     THEN SAY 'DDDLDEL STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' DDDLDEL_RC

  IF DDDLDEL_RC > MAX_RC

     THEN MAX_RC = DDDLDEL_RC

 /*                                                                   */
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  CALL DDDLUPD

  IF DDDLUPD_RC > 0

     THEN SAY 'DDDLUPD STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' DDDLUPD_RC

  IF DDDLUPD_RC > MAX_RC

     THEN MAX_RC = DDDLUPD_RC

 /*                                                                   */

  CALL TABLLOD

  IF TABLLOD_RC > 0

     THEN SAY 'TABLLOD STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' TABLLOD_RC

  IF TABLLOD_RC > MAX_RC

     THEN MAX_RC = TABLLOD_RC

 /*                                                                   */

  CALL DDDLLOD

  IF DDDLLOD_RC > 0

     THEN SAY 'DDDLLOD STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' DDDLLOD_RC

  IF DDDLLOD_RC > MAX_RC

     THEN MAX_RC = DDDLLOD_RC

 /*                                                                   */

  CALL SCHMUPD

  IF SCHMUPD_RC > 0

     THEN SAY 'SCHMUPD STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' SCHMUPD_RC

  IF SCHMUPD_RC > MAX_RC

     THEN MAX_RC = SCHMUPD_RC

 /*                                                                   */
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  CALL SUBSUPD

  IF SUBSUPD_RC > 0

     THEN SAY 'SUBSUPD STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' SUBSUPD_RC

  IF SUBSUPD_RC > MAX_RC

     THEN MAX_RC = SUBSUPD_RC

 /*                                                                   */

  CALL SUBSLOD

  IF SUBSLOD_RC > 0

     THEN SAY 'SUBSLOD STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' SUBSLOD_RC

  IF SUBSLOD_RC > MAX_RC

     THEN MAX_RC = SUBSLOD_RC

 /*                                                                   */

  CALL RHDCUPD

  IF RHDCUPD_RC > 0

     THEN SAY 'RHDCUPD STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' RHDCUPD_RC

  IF RHDCUPD_RC > MAX_RC

     THEN MAX_RC = RHDCUPD_RC

 /*                                                                   */

  CALL RHDCLOD

  IF RHDCLOD_RC > 0

     THEN SAY 'RHDCLOD STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' RHDCLOD_RC

  IF RHDCLOD_RC > MAX_RC

     THEN MAX_RC = RHDCLOD_RC

 /*                                                                   */

  CALL ADSOBGN
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  IF ADSOBGN_RC > 0

     THEN SAY 'ADSOBGN STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' ADSOBGN_RC

  IF ADSOBGN_RC > MAX_RC

     THEN MAX_RC = ADSOBGN_RC

 /*                                                                   */

  CALL DDDLPGM

  IF DDDLPGM_RC > 0

     THEN SAY 'DDDLPGM STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' DDDLPGM_RC

  IF DDDLPGM_RC > MAX_RC

     THEN MAX_RC = DDDLPGM_RC

 /*                                                                   */

  CALL ADSBTAT

  IF ADSBTAT_RC > 0

     THEN SAY 'ADSBTAT STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' ADSBTAT_RC

  IF ADSBTAT_RC > MAX_RC

     THEN MAX_RC = ADSBTAT_RC

 /*                                                                   */

  CALL BCFUPD

  IF BCFUPD_RC > 0

     THEN SAY 'BCFUPD STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' BCFUPD_RC

  IF BCFUPD_RC > MAX_RC

     THEN MAX_RC = BCFUPD_RC

 /*                                                                   */

  CALL USERUPD
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  IF USERUPD_RC > 0

     THEN SAY 'USERUPD STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' USERUPD_RC

  IF USERUPD_RC > MAX_RC

     THEN MAX_RC = USERUPD_RC

 /*                                                                   */

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  EXIT MAX_RC

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

 /* RHDCDEL - DELETE PANELS AND MAPS                                  */

 RHDCDEL:

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK FILE RHDCDEL a'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK SYSIDMS INPUT a'

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING DELETION OF MAPS AND PANELS'

  'EXECOS OSRUN RHDCMAP1'

  RHDCDEL_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME RHDCDEL LISTING'
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  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  RETURN

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

 /* SCHMDEL - DELETE SCHEMA AND SUBSCHEMA SOURCE                      */

 SCHMDEL:

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK FILE SCHMDEL a'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK SYSIDMS INPUT a'

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING DELETION OF SCHEMA AND SUBSCHEMA SOURCE'

  'EXECOS OSRUN IDMSCHEM'

  IDMSCHEM_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME IDMSCHEM LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  RETURN

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */
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 /* SUBSDEL - DELETE SUBSCHEMA                                        */

 /* NOTE:     THIS IS ONLY REQUIRED IF A SUBSCHEMA WAS MIGRATED       */

 /*           WITHOUT ITS SCHEMA                                      */

 SUBSDEL:

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK FILE SUBSDEL a'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK SYSIDMS INPUT a'

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING DELETION OF SUBSCHEMA SOURCE'

  'EXECOS OSRUN IDMSUBSC'

  IDMSUBSC_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME IDMSUBSC LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  RETURN

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

 /* DDDLDEL - DELETE OTHER ENTITIES                                   */

 /* NOTE:     DO NOT RUN THIS STEP FOR CHANGEONLY PROCESSING          */

 DDDLDEL:
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 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK FILE DDDLDEL a'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK SYSIDMS INPUT a'

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING DELETION OF DDDL ENTITIES'

  'EXECOS OSRUN IDMSDDDL'

  IDMSDDDL_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME IDMSDDDL LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  RETURN

 /*                                                                   */

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

 /* DDDLUPD - ADD/MODIFY CLASS, ATTRIBUTE, SYSTEM, RECORD, ELEMENT,   */

 /*           MESSAGE, MODULE, AND TABLE ENTITIES                     */

 DDDLUPD:

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'
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  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK FILE DDDLUPD A'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK SYSIDMS INPUT a'

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING ADD/MODIFY OF DDDL ENTITIES'

  'EXECOS OSRUN IDMSDDDL'

  DDDLUPD_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME DDDLUPD LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  RETURN

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

 /* TABLLOD - GENERATE TABLE LOAD MODULES                             */

 TABLLOD:

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY' 'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK FILE TABLLOD A'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK SYSIDMS INPUT a'
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  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING GENERATION OF TABLE LOAD MODULES'

  'EXECOS OSRUN IDMSDDDL'

  TABLLOD_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME TABLLOD LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  RETURN

 /*                                                                   */

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

 /* DDDLLOD - ADD/MODIFY LOAD MODULES FOR SUBSCHEMA, MAP, MAP EDIT    */

 /*           TABLE AND DIALOG                                        */

 DDDLLOD:

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK FILE DDDLLOD A'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK SYSIDMS INPUT a'

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING ADD/MODIFY OF DDDL LOAD MODULES'
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  'EXECOS OSRUN IDMSDDDL'

  DDDLLOD_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME DDDLLOD LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  RETURN

 /*                                                                   */

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

 /* SCHMUPD - ADD SCHEMA SOURCE                                       */

 SCHMUPD:

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK FILE SCHMUPD A'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK SYSIDMS INPUT a'

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING ADD OF SCHEMA SOURCE'

  'EXECOS OSRUN IDMSCHEM'

  SCHMUPD_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'
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  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME SCHMUPD LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  RETURN

 /*                                                                   */

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

 /* RHDCLOD - COMPILE MAP                                             */

 RHDCLOD:

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK FILE RHDCLOD A'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK SYSIDMS INPUT a'

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING MAP COMPILE'

  'EXECOS OSRUN RHDCMPUT'

  RHDCLOD_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME RHDCLOD LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'
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  RETURN

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

 /* ADSOBGN - GENERATE ADS DIALOG                                     */

 /* NOTE:     THIS STEP CAN ONLY BE EXECUTED IF DIALOG MODULES        */

 /*           WERE MIGRATED                                           */

 ADSOBGN:

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK FILE ADSOBGN A'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK SYSIDMS INPUT a'

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING GENERATION OF ADS DIALOGS'

  'EXECOS OSRUN ADSOBCOM'

  ADSOBGN_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME ADSOBGN LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  RETURN

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

 /* DDDLPGM - ADD/MODIFY PROGRAM SYNTAX                               */
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 DDDLPGM:

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK FILE DDDLPGM A'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK SYSIDMS INPUT a'

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING ADD/MODIFY OF PROGRAM SYNTAX'

  'EXECOS OSRUN IDMSDDDL'

  DDDLPGM_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME DDDLPGM LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  RETURN

 /*                                                                   */

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

 /* SUBSUPD - ADD SUBSCHEMA SOURCE                                    */

 SUBSUPD:

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'
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  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK FILE SUBSUPD A'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK SYSIDMS INPUT a'

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING ADD OF SUBSCHEMA SOURCE'

  'EXECOS OSRUN IDMSUBSC'

  SUBSUPD_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME SUBSUPD LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  RETURN

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

 /* SUBSLOD - GENERATE SUBSCHEMA LOAD MODULE                          */

 SUBSLOD:

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK FILE SUBSLOD A'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK SYSIDMS INPUT a'
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  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING GENERATION OF SUBSCHEMA LOAD MODULE'

  'EXECOS OSRUN IDMSUBSC'

  SUBSLOD_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME SUBSLOD LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  RETURN

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

 /* RHDCUPD - ADD/MODIFY PANEL AND MAP SYNTAX                         */

 RHDCUPD:

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK FILE RHDCUPD A'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK SYSIDMS INPUT a'

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING ADD/MODIFY OF PANEL AND MAP SYNTAX'

  'EXECOS OSRUN RHDCMAP1'

  RHDCUPD_RC = RC
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  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME RHDCUPD LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  RETURN

 /*                                                                   */

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

 /* ADSBTAT - UPDATE TASK APPLICATION TABLE                           */

 /* NOTE:     THIS STEP IS ONLY FOR APPLICATIONS WHICH USE THE        */

 /*           REVISED ADSA.                                       */

 ADSBTAT:

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK FILE ADSBTAT A'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK SYSIDMS INPUT a'

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING UPDATE OF TASK APPLICATION TABLE'

  'EXECOS OSRUN ADSOBTAT'

  ADSBTAT_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'
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  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME ADSBTAT LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  RETURN

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

 /* BCFUPD - ADD SQL ENTITY DEFINITIONS                               */

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK FILE BCFUPD A'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK SYSIDMS INPUT a'

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING UPLOAD OF SQL ENTITY DEFINITIONS'

  'EXECOS OSRUN IDMSBCF'

  BCFUPD_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  SAY 'BCFUPD STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' BCFUPD_RC

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USMSQLOD LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  RETURN
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 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

 /* USERUPD - UPDATE USER PASSWORDS                                   */

 /* NOTE:     THIS STEP IS ONLY FOR MIGRATIONS WHICH DO NOT USE       */

 /*           DISCONNECT=(USER).  THE PASSWORD FROM THE SOURCE        */

 /*           DICTIONARY IS PLACED INTO THE OBJECT DICTIONARY         */

 /*           IF THIS STEP IS NOT RUN, THE PASSWORD ASSIGNED TO ALL   */

 /*           MIGRATED USERS WILL BE "DBMSINT"                        */

 USERUPD:

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK FILE USERUPD A'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK SYSIDMS INPUT a'

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING UPDATE OF USER PASSWORDS'

  'EXECOS OSRUN USMULOD'

  USERUPD_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USERUPD LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  RETURN
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 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

  ERROR_RC = RC

  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 /*                                                                   */

  SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL

 /*                                                                   */

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USMLOAD LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 /*                                                                   */

  EXIT ERROR_RC

 /*                                                                   */

• yourlib -- The file name of the load library into which you downloaded CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator.
• idmslib -- The file name of the load library containing your CA IDMS SUBSCHEMA and DMCL modules.
• a -- The file mode for the relevant file.

Delete Migrated Source from Source Dictionary - z/VM

The USMLOAD3 EXEC is an optional job that, when executed, deletes the migrated source from the source dictionary
after migration.

NOTE
If you want to delete entities from the source dictionary after migration, make a second non-CHANGEONLY run
using the same parameters as the real migration, specify the same dictionary for both source and object.

 /*  */

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR
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 /*                                                                   */

 /* USMLOAD3                                                          */

 /*                                                                   */

 /*                                                                   */

 CA_LOADLIB_FN      = 'yourlib'

 IDMS_LOADLIB_FN    = 'idmslib'

 /*                                                                   */

 /* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required librarie(s) */

 /*                                                                   */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' CA_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

 /*                                                                   */

 MAX_RC = 0

 /*                                                                   */

  CALL RHDCDEL

  IF RHDCDEL_RC > 0

     THEN SAY 'RHDCDEL STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' RHDCDEL_RC

  IF RHDCDEL_RC > MAX_RC

     THEN MAX_RC = RHDCDEL_RC

 /*                                                                   */

  CALL SCHMDEL

  IF SCHMDEL_RC > 0

     THEN SAY 'SCHMDEL STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' SCHMDEL_RC

  IF SCHMDEL_RC > MAX_RC
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     THEN MAX_RC = SCHMDEL_RC

 /*                                                                   */

  CALL SUBSDEL

  IF SUBSDEL_RC > 0

     THEN SAY 'SUBSDEL STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' SUBSDEL_RC

  IF SUBSDEL_RC > MAX_RC

     THEN MAX_RC = SUBSDEL_RC

 /*                                                                   */

  CALL DDDLDEL

  IF DDDLDEL_RC > 0

     THEN SAY 'DDDLDEL STEP ENDED WITH RETURN CODE' DDDLDEL_RC

  IF DDDLDEL_RC > MAX_RC

     THEN MAX_RC = DDDLDEL_RC

 /*                                                                   */

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  EXIT MAX_RC

 /*                                                                   */

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

 /* DELETE PANELS AND MAPS                                            */

 RHDCDEL:

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'
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  'FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK FILE RHDCDEL a'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK SYSIDMS INPUT a'

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING DELETE OF PANELS AND MAPS'

  'EXECOS OSRUN RHDCMAP1'

  RHDCDEL_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME RHDCDEL LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  RETURN

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

 /* DELETE SCHEMA AND SUBSCHEMA SOURCE                                */

 /* N O T E   IN RELEASE 10, USE IDMSCHEM TO DELETE SCHEMAS           */

 SCHMDEL:

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK FILE SCHMDEL a'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK SYSIDMS PARMS a'
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  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING DELETE OF SCHEMA AND SUBSCHEMA SOURCE'

  'EXECOS OSRUN IDMSDDDL'

  SCHMDEL_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME SCHMDEL LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  RETURN

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

 /* DELETE SCHEMA AND SUBSCHEMA SOURCE                                */

 /* N O T E:  THIS IS REQUIRED ONLY IF A SUBSCHEMA WAS MIGRATED       */

 /*           WITHOUT ITS SCHEMA                                      */

 SUBSDEL:

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK FILE SUBSDEL a'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK SYSIDMS PARMS a'

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING DELETE OF SUBSCHEMA SOURCE'
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  'EXECOS OSRUN IDMSUBSC'

  SUBSDEL_RC = RC

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING DELETE OF SUBSCHEMA SOURCE'

  'EXECOS OSRUN IDMSUBSC'

  SUBSDEL_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME SUBSDEL LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  RETURN

 /*                                                                   */

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

 /* DELETE RECORD, ELEMENT AND TABLE ENTITIES                         */

 DDDLDEL:

 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------- */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK FILE DDDLDEL a'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK SYSIDMS PARMS a'

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'STARTING DELETE OF RECORD, ELEMENT AND TABLE ENTITIES'
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  'EXECOS OSRUN IDMSDDDL'

  DDDLDEL_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME DDDLDEL LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  RETURN

 /*                                                                   */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

  ERROR_RC = RC

  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 /*                                                                   */

  SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL

 /*                                                                   */

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USMLOAD LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 /*                                                                   */

  EXIT ERROR_RC
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 /*

                                                                    */

• yourlib -- The file name of the load library into which you downloaded CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator.
• idmslib -- The file name of the load library containing your CA IDMS SUBSCHEMA and DMCL modules.
• a -- The file mode for the relevant file.

Syntax Notation

Example Function
Process= Keywords appear in mixed case.

The minimum required portion of each keyword appears in
uppercase.

JCLMBR=jcl-member-name Variables appear in lowercase. You substitute an appropriate
value for each variable.

[PASSWORD=dictionary-password] Brackets indicate optional clauses or commands.
/ transient-subschema-name \
TRANSSub= < target-subschema-name >

Braces enclose two or more options. You must select one of them.

Extract File

Information extracted from the source database by the Database Extract Component of CA IDMS Extractor is written to
the Extract File. The Extract File is a variable-blocked file with an LRECL of 32756 and a BLKSIZE of 32760.

NOTE
For more information about the size of this file, see Allocating Space for DASD Files.

Workfile

The Workfile is a temporary file used by the Database Load Component of CA IDMS Extractor. Information is saved on
the Workfile between sort exits. It is a variable-blocked file.

Communication File

The Communication File (COMMFILE) contains a single record which is used to pass information between the CA IDMS
Extractor Batch Components.

Syntax File

Appropriate CA IDMS DDDL syntax is written to the Syntax File by various batch components of CA IDMS Extractor to:

• PUNCH the target database from the target dictionary
• ADD the transient subschema to the target dictionary
• DELETE the transient subschema from the target dictionary.
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Allocating Space for DASD Files

CA IDMS Extractor requires space allocation for an Extract File, a Workfile, a Communication File, a Syntax File, and sort
work files. The Syntax and Communication Files are fixed at one track apiece. Space allocation for a DASD Extract File
is dependent on the number of database records extracted and on the number of set occurrences in which those records
participate as either owner or member. The table below displays the type and number of extracts created and written to
the Extract File. The work file and total sort work space require the same amount of space as the Extract File.

Type and Number of Extracts Created

Type Length In Bytes # Of Records Written
header 256 One (1)
trailer 80 One (1)
ssrec 36 One (1) for each selected record type in the

source subschema
ssset 36 One (1) for each selected set type in the

source subschema
dbrec 28 + data length of selected database

record
One (1) for each selected:
- Entry Record
- owner and member record of each
selected set occurrence

index 20 One (1) or more for each index to which
a selected record is connected. These
are written for records retrieved through
an area sweep, index, or set walk. If a
selected record is both an entry record
(or indexed through an entry index) and a
selected owner or member of a selected
set occurrence, multiple index extracts are
written.

Review your Selection Criteria Specification to estimate the number of database records that will be extracted.

The Database Load Component creates a Workfile from the Extract File. You must allocate the same amount of space
for the Workfile as the Extract File. The Workfile is also variable-blocked. The Database Load Component calculates the
LRECL of the file for you with a BLKSIZE of 6144. You can override this block size.

Provide enough SORT SPACE capacity for the entire Workfile.

PROCESS Parameter Syntax Summary

 Process / SPecname=selection-criteria-specification-
name, USERId=userid \

         < Jclmbr=JCL-member-
name, USERId=userid                         >

         \ UNload                                                        /
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         [, SIgnonid=dictionary-userid[, Password=dictionary-
password]] 

         │, TRANSSub= < transient-subschema-
name > │

         └            \  target-subschema-
name   / ┘

         [, TRANSDmcl=target-DMCL-
name]

         [, SRCSub=source-subschema-
name]

         [, SRCDMcl=source-DMCL-
name]

         [, SRCDICTNAme=source-dictionary-
name]

         [, SRCDICTNOde=source-dictionary-node-
name]

         [, SRCDBNAme=source-database-
name]

         [, SRCDBNOde=source-database-node-
name]
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         [, USERExit=user-exit-module-
name]

         [, NOCompare]

PROCESS Parameter
All CA IDMS Extractor parameter input is processed by the Database Extract Component and is obtained from a
PROCESS parameter statement. The information tells the Database Extract Component:

• The name of the Selection Criteria Specification
• The user ID or LTERM ID under which the specification was saved
• The optional name of a transient subschema to be used during Database Load Component processing
• When using a transient subschema, the sign-on ID and password (if required) for the target dictionary
• An optional subschema to be used by the Database Extract Component, instead of the source subschema named in

the Selection Criteria Specification
• An optional name of the user exit load module to be invoked whenever a database record meets its Record Level

Selection Criteria
• An optional keyword to indicate that the source and target subschemas are not to be compared.

NOTE
The online JCL Submission Component creates the PROCESS parameter statement and places it in the
appropriate position in the JCL when writing the JCL stream to the operating system. This allows you to use
a single JCL member for multiple Selection Criteria Specifications that reference the same source and target
databases. When using the JCL Submission Component, do not include a PROCESS parameter statement
in the JCL member. Otherwise, the Database Extract Component issues a parameter error. When USVUJCL
uploads the model JCL to the CA IDMS Extractor database, the PROCESS statement is not uploaded. This
description is included in case you want to submit the JCL manually without using the online JCL Submission
Component.

Extracts

This option directs CA IDMS Journal Analyzer to generate extract records from an input Archive Journal. No Journal
Reports or Displays are printed when the EXTRACTS option of the PROCESS parameter is specified. Only a historical
Extract file is produced.

ALL

This option directs CA IDMS Journal Analyzer to perform all processing of the EXTRACTS, REPORTS, and DISPLAYS
options. As a result, record generation, and printing of Journal Reports and Displays can be accomplished in a single
execution of CA IDMS Journal Analyzer.
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Displays

This option directs CA IDMS Journal Analyzer to honor only valid requests for Journal Displays and bypass the generation
of extract records and Journal Reports. If valid user requests for Journal Displays are input, CA IDMS Journal Analyzer
will create the requested Journal Displays.

PROCESS Parameter Keywords

Process

Must be coded as is. Indicates that PROCESS keywords follow.

USERId=userid

Required keyword if SPECNAME is coded. Used as primary key for selection of a Selection Criteria Specification. This is
the user ID or LTERM ID under which the specification was saved. USERID and UNLOAD are mutually exclusive.

SPecname=selection-criteria-specification-name

Required keyword if UNLOAD is not coded. Used as secondary key for selection of a specification created using the
online Selection Criteria Specification component. SPECNAME and UNLOAD are mutually exclusive.

UNload

Required keyword if SPECNAME is not coded. Used to unload (extract) the entire database accessible by the SRCSUB
subschema. A specification is not used in this case. SPECNAME and UNLOAD are mutually exclusive parameters. In this
case, SRCSUB is required and will be used at version 1 as both the source and target subschema.

SIgnonid=dictionary-userid

Optional based upon whether you are using a transient subschema and whether the target dictionary requires a valid
SIGNON statement. The user must have authority to add, delete, and punch load modules to/from the target dictionary.

Password=dictionary-password

Optional based upon whether the SIGNONID requires a sign-on password for the target dictionary.

TRANSSub= < transient-subschema-name > \ target-subschema-name /

Optional user-supplied name for the transient subschema used during CA IDMS Extractor load processing. If not
specified, it defaults to:

• UVhhmmss
Where:
– UV is a system constant
– hh is the hour of job start
– mm is the minute of job start
– ss is the second of job start

The subschema name used by the Database Load Component is taken from this parameter regardless of whether or not
a transient subschema is used. If a transient subschema is not used, specify the name of a subschema that the Database
Load Component can successfully use.

SRCSub=source-subschema-name

Optional name of a subschema to be used by the Database Extract Component. Specifying a new source subschema
allows the Database Extract Component to use a subschema that was not accessible to the online Selection Criteria
Specification component but is almost identical to the original subschema. The subschema you specify must contain the
same record and sets as the original subschema. The user records and sets must be in the same physical sequence in
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both subschemas (that is, they must be copied in the same order). If these conditions are not met, unpredictable results
can occur.

SRCDMcl=source-DMCL-name

Optional name of a DMCL to be used in conjunction with the SRCSUB subschema.

SRCDICTNAme=source-dictionary-node-name

Optional name of the dictionary in which the SRCSUB subschema resides if the subschema is in a load area other than
the primary dictionary specified for the CV that the Database Extract Component is going to use.

TRANSDmcl=transient-dmcl-name

Optional name of a DMCL to use when the LOAD Component runs in LOCAL mode or when the DMCL named in
TRANSSUB should not be used.

SRCDICTNOde=source-dictionary-node-name

Optional name of a DDS node for the SRCSUB subschema. The name identifies the communication link between CVs
and CPUs. Specifying this parameter indicates that CA IDMS accesses a CV that exists in a CPU other than the one it is
to be executing under to retrieve the specified SRCSUB subschema.

SRCDBNAme= < source-db > \ segment-name /

Optional name of a DB name or segment for the SRCSUB subschema. The DB name or segment maps the logical
subschema view to a physical database.

SRCDBNOde=source-database-node-name

Optional name of a DDS node for the SRCSUB subschema. Specifying this parameter indicates that the Database Extract
Component executes in a DDS environment and accesses a CV in another CPU.

USERExit=user-exit-module-name

Optional name of the user exit load module to be invoked whenever a database record meets its record level selection
criteria.

NOTE
For more information, see Writing a User Exit Module--CUVUSRXA.

NOCompare

Optional parameter to indicate that the source and target subschemas are not to be compared. Use it if the target
subschema is not accessible to the CV under which the Database Extract Component executes.

However, inconsistencies between the source and target subschemas can cause unpredictable results.

Performing the EXTRACT and LOAD Steps--USVEXEC
The sample JCL for the batch Database Extract and Database Load Components of CA IDMS Extractor are contained in:

• z/OS-Target or Distribution source library member USVEXEC
• z/VSE- SAMPJCL library member USVEXEC.S
• z/VM- USVEXEC EXEC

This JCL is used after you create and save a Selection Criteria Specification using the online Selection Criteria
Specification Component.

After supplying values for the variables, you can use this JCL as is, or it can be used as a model when you create and
save a JCL member of the CA IDMS Extractor database using the Edit JCL option on the Main Menu screen. You can
then use the Submit option to submit the JCL for execution.
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Be sure to review Allocating Space for DASD Files.

Also review the CA IDMS Extractor Data Flow Information exhibit shown below.

Notes:

• If you create this member using the Edit JCL Option, do not include the PROCESS parameter statement in the
member. The appropriate PROCESS parameter statement is created and placed into the JCL for you prior to
submitting the job by the Submit Option. Thus, a single JCL member can be used by more than one Selection Criteria
Specification.

• If the database name DBNAME of the target database differs from that of the source database, then a SYSIDMS
DBNAME parameter should be added to the JCL used in the Load step as follows:

//SYSIDMS DBNAME=target-dbname

Also all areas included in the specified target subschema must be included in this DBNAME table.

CA IDMS Extractor Data Flow Information
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z/OS - JCL

Contents

CTABGEN

The #CTABGEN macro can be assembled using the following JCL.

//             EXEC HLASMCL

//ASM.SYSLIB   DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//             DD   DSN=zOS.maclib,DISP=SHR

//ASM.SYSIN    DD   *

         #CTABGEN macro

         END

/*

//LKED.SYSLMOD DD   DSN=yourHLQ.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//LKED.SYSIN   DD   *

 ENTRY   CTABEP1

 MODE    AMODE(31),RMODE(ANY)

 NAME    IDMSCTAB(R)

/*

//*

• yourHLQ.CAGJMAC
Data set name of the CA IDMS macro library.

• zOS.maclib
Data set name of the operating system macro library.

• yourHLQ.custom.loadlib
Data set name of the CA IDMS custom load library.

GTABGEN

The #GTABGEN macro can be assembled using the following JCL.

//             EXEC HLASMCL
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//ASM.SYSLIB   DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//             DD   DSN=zOS.maclib,DISP=SHR

//ASM.SYSIN    DD   *

         #GTABGEN macro

         END

/*

//LKED.SYSLMOD DD   DSN=yourHLQ.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//LKED.SYSIN   DD   *

 ENTRY   GTABEP1

 MODE    AMODE(31),RMODE(ANY)

 NAME    IDMSGTAB(R)

/*

//*

• yourHLQ.CAGJMAC
Data set name of the CA IDMS macro library.

• zOS.maclib
Data set name of the operating system macro library.

• yourHLQ.custom.loadlib
Data set name of the CA IDMS custom load library.

SECRTT

//             EXEC HLASMCL

//ASM.SYSLIB   DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//             DD   DSN=zOS.maclib,DISP=SHR

//ASM.SYSIN    DD   *

         #SECRTT TYPE=INITIAL,SVCNUM=svcnumber

         #SECRTT macros

            ...
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         #SECRTT TYPE=FINAL

         END

/*

//LKED.SYSLMOD DD   DSN=yourHLQ.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//LKED.SYSIN   DD   *

 ENTRY   SRTTEP1

 MODE    AMODE(31),RMODE(ANY)

 NAME    RHDCSRTT(R)

/*

//*

• yourHLQ.CAGJMAC
Data set name of the CA IDMS macro library

• zOS.maclib
Data set name of the operating system macro library

• yourHLQ.custom.loadlib
Data set name of the CA IDMS custom load library

UTABGEN

The #UTABGEN macro can be assembled using the following JCL.

//             EXEC HLASMCL

//ASM.SYSLIB   DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//             DD   DSN=zOS.maclib,DISP=SHR

//ASM.SYSIN    DD   *

         #UTABGEN macro

         END

/*

//LKED.SYSLMOD DD   DSN=yourHLQ.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//LKED.SYSIN   DD   *
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 ENTRY   UTABEP1

 MODE    AMODE(31),RMODE(ANY)

 NAME    IDMSUTAB(R)

/*

//*

• yourHLQ.CAGJMAC
Data set name of the CA IDMS macro library

• zOS.maclib
Data set name of the operating system macro library

• yourHLQ.custom.loadlib
Data set name of the CA IDMS custom load library

Running in Local Mode Under z/OS

This JCL assumes you are going to be running under a CV. To run in local mode:

1. Remove the SYSCTL DD statements.
2. Add the appropriate DD statement(s) for your local journal(s).
3. Add the STEPLIB DD statements for your local DMCL and for your source and transient subschemas.
4. To the EXTRACT step, add DD statements for your:

a. CA IDMS Extractor database
b. Source database

5. To the LOAD step, add DD statements for your target database.

If the source subschema exists in a CA IDMS Extractor dictionary load area, the PUNCHSUB and ALTERSUB steps do
not need to be changed. If the source subschema exists in a load library, it must be uploaded to a dictionary load area
before the transient subschema process is executed. If the source subschema exists in object format, do not execute the
PUNCHSUB step, and:

1. Change the INPUT of the ALTERSUB step to be the file of the object subschema.
2. Change the LOADSUB step to execute the linkage editor instead of IDMSDDDL. Supply appropriate JCL for a link

edit. The SYSLIN data set should be the OUTPUT from the ALTERSUB step. The SYSLMOD member name should
be the TRANSSUB (transient SSC name) specified when the JCL was submitted. Specify an execute parameter of
LET and expect various IEW0302 error messages, as well as a condition code of 8.

3. For the LOAD step, change the COND parameter from 5,LT,LOADSUB to 9,LT,LOADSUB.
4. Change the DELETSUB step to execute IEHPROGM instead of IDMSDDDL. Change the COND parameter to

remove the reference to the LOADSUB step. Supply a DD statement that references the SYSLMOD data set from the
LOADSUB step. The SYSIN data set should be:

SCRATCH DSNAME=your.loadlib,VOL=SYSDA=volid,MEMBER=transsub
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z/VSE - JCL

Contents

Using MSHP

Any modifications to CA IDMS load libraries in z/VSE should be applied by MSHP.

NOTE
For instructions on how to assemble and link edit a module using MSHP, see the Installing section -- z/VSE.

CTABGEN

// DLBL    userlib

// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF  SOURCE,SEARCH=(userlib.idmslib)

// OPTION  CATAL

   PHASE   IDMSCTAB,*

// EXEC   ASMA90

           #CTABGEN macro

           END

/*

   ENTRY   CTABEP1

// DLBL    userlib

// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF  PHASE,TO=(userlib.idmslib)

// EXEC    LNKEDT

• userlib
Filename of the user library.

• nnnnnn
Volume serial number of the library.

• userlib.idmslib
File identifier of the CA IDMS sublibrary.
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GTABGEN

// DLBL   userlib

// EXTENT ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF SOURCE,SEARCH=(userlib.idmslib)

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE  IDMSGTAB,*

// EXEC   ASMA90

          #GTABGEN macro

          END

/*

   ENTRY GTABEP1

// DLBL   userlib

// EXTENT ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF PHASE,TO=(userlib.idmslib)

// EXEC   LNKEDT

• userlib
Filename of the user library.

• nnnnnn
Volume serial number of the library.

• userlib.idmslib
File identifier of the CA IDMS sublibrary.

SECRTT

// DLBL   userlib

// EXTENT ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF SOURCE,SEARCH=(userlib.idmslib)
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// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE  RHDCSRTT,*

// EXEC   ASMA90

          #SECRTT TYPE=INITIAL,SVCNUM=svcnumber

          #SECRTT macro

              ...

          #SECRTT TYPE=FINAL

          END

/*

   ENTRY SRTTEP1

// DLBL   userlib

// EXTENT ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF PHASE,TO=(userlib.idmslib)

// EXEC   LNKEDT

• userlib
Filename of the user library.

• nnnnnn
Volume serial number of the library.

• userlib.idmslib
File identifier of the CA IDMS sublibrary.

UTABGEN

// DLBL    userlib

// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF  SOURCE,SEARCH=(userlib.idmslib)

// OPTION  CATAL

   PHASE   IDMSUTAB,*
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// EXEC   ASMA90

           #UTABGEN macro

           END

/*

   ENTRY   UTABEP1

// DLBL    userlib

// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF  PHASE,CATALOG=userlib.idmslib

// EXEC    LNKEDT

• userlib
Filename of the user library.

• nnnnnn
Volume serial number of the library.

• userlib.idmslib
File identifier of the CA IDMS sublibrary.

• Sample IDMSUTAB
A sample IDMSUTAB.A module id provided with zero security. You may modify and assemble this source, or code your
own.

Running in Local Mode Under z/VSE

This JCL assumes you are going to be running under a CV. To run in local mode:

1. Supply the appropriate UPSI switch.
2. Add the appropriate JCL statement(s) for your local journal(s).
3. Add the correct SYSIDMS parameters for your local DMCL.
4. To the EXTRACT step, add JCL statements for your:

a. CA IDMS Extractor database
b. source database.

5. If the target subschema exists in a CA IDMS Extractor dictionary load area, the PUNCHSUB and ALTERSUB steps
do not need to be changed. If the target subschema exists in a core image library, it must be uploaded to a dictionary
load area before the transient subschema process is executed. If the target subschema exists in object format, do not
execute the PUNCHSUB step, but change the INPUT of the ALTERSUB step to be the file of the object subschema.
Change the LOADSUB step to execute the linkage editor instead of IDMSDDDL. Supply appropriate JCL for a link
edit. The linkage editor input data set should be the OUTPUT from the ALTERSUB step. The linkage editor core
image phase name should be the TRANSSUB (transient SSC name) specified when the JCL was submitted. Specify
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a linkage editor parameter of LET and expect various error messages that result from the IDMSDDDL statements
appended to the punched subschema object statements.

6. To the LOAD step, add JCL statements for your target database.
7. Change the DELETSUB step to execute LIBR instead of IDMSDDDL. Supply a statement that references the core

image library from the LOADSUB step. The SYSIPT dataset should be: DELETE transsub.
8. Remove the DLBLs for the SYSCTL file.

z/VM EXEC

 /* */

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR

 /*

     ----- EXEC MODIFICATIONS ----------- 'USVEXEC' SAMPLE EXEC -------

 */

 DBX_LOADLIB_FN     = 'dbxlib'

 DBX_LOADLIB_FT     = 'LOADLIB'

 DBX_LOADLIB_FM     = '*'

 /* */

 IDMS_LOADLIB_FN    = 'idmslib'

 IDMS_LOADLIB_FT    = 'LOADLIB'

 IDMS_LOADLIB_FM    = '*'

 /* */

 SORT_SORTLIB_FN    = 'sortlib'

 SORT_SORTLIB_FT    = 'TXTLIB'

 SORT_SORTLIB_FM    = '*'

 /* */

 USVXTRC_SYSIPT_FN  = 'USVXTRC'

 USVXTRC_SYSIPT_FT  = 'SYSIPT''

 USVXTRC_SYSIPT_FM  = 'a'
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 /* */

 MAX_RC = 0

 /* */

 /* */

 CALL CREATE_USVXTRC_SYSIPT_FILE

 /* */

 CALL EXECUTE_USVXTRC

 IF USVXTRC_RC > 4

    THEN CALL USVXTRC_ERROR

 END

 IF USVXTRC_RC > MAX_RC

    THEN MAX_RC = USVXTRC_RC

 END

 /* */

 CALL EXECUTE_PUNCHSUB

 IF USVXTRC_RC > 4

    THEN CALL PUNCHSUB_ERROR

 END

 IF USVXTRC_RC > MAX_RC

    THEN MAX_RC = USVXTRC_RC

 END

 /* */

 CALL EXECUTE_ALTERSUB

 IF USVXTRC_RC > 0
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    THEN CALL ALTERSUB_ERROR

 END

 IF USVXTRC_RC > MAX_RC

    THEN MAX_RC = USVXTRC_RC

 END

 /* */

 CALL EXECUTE_LOADSUB

 IF USVXTRC_RC > 4

    THEN CALL LOADSUB_ERROR

 END

 IF USVXTRC_RC > MAX_RC

    THEN MAX_RC = USVXTRC_RC

 END

 /* */

 CALL EXECUTE_USVLOAD

 IF USVLOAD_RC > 4

    THEN CALL USVLOAD_ERROR

 END

 IF USVXTRC_RC > MAX_RC

    THEN MAX_RC = USVXTRC_RC

 END

 /* */

 IF LOADSUB_RC = 0

    THEN CALL EXECUTE_DELTSUB

    IF USVXTRC_RC > 5
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       THEN CALL DELTSUB_ERROR

 END

 IF USVXTRC_RC > MAX_RC

    THEN MAX_RC = USVXTRC_RC

 END

 /* */

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USVEXEC LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL sortlib'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 /* */

 EXIT MAX_RC

 /* */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 CREATE_USVXTRC_SYSIPT_FILE:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  'ERASE' USVXTRC_SYSIPT_FN USVXTRC_SYSIPT_FT USVXTRC_SYSIPT_FM

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  /* */

  PUSH 'FFILE'

  PUSH
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  PUSH '  NOCOMPARE'

  PUSH '  USEREXIT=user-exit-module-name,'

  PUSH '  SRCDBNODE=source-db-node-name,'

  PUSH '  SRCDBNAME=source-db-or-segment-name,'

  PUSH '  SRCDICTNODE=source-dictionary-node-name,'

  PUSH '  SRCDICTNAME=source-dictionary-name,'

  PUSH '  SRCDMCL=source-dmcl-name,'

  PUSH '  SRCSUB=source-subschema-name,'

  PUSH '  TRANSSUB=transient-or-target-subschema-name,'

  PUSH '  PASSWORD=dictionary-password,'

  PUSH '  SIGNONID=dictionary-userid,'

  PUSH '  SPECNAME=selection-criteria-specification-name,'

 /* PUSH '  UNLOAD,SRCSUB=source-subschema-name,'                     */

  PUSH '  USERID=userid,'

  PUSH ' PROCESS,'

  PUSH 'INPUT'

  PUSH 'SET LRECL 80'

  PUSH 'SET RECFM F'

  'XEDIT' USVXTRC_SYSIPT_FN USVXTRC_SYSIPT_FT USVXTRC_SYSIPT_FM ,

   '(NOPROFILE NOSCREEN NOMSG'

  RETURN

 /* */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 EXECUTE_USVXTRC:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
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 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB' DBX_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

 'FILEDEF EXTRACTS DISK    FILE EXTRACTS a'

 'FILEDEF COMMFILE DISK    FILE COMMFILE a'

 'FILEDEF SYNTAX   DISK    FILE SYNTAX   a'

 'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK    SYSIDMS INPUT a'

 'FILEDEF SYSCTL   DISK    fn SYSCTL fm'

 'FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK' USVXTRC_SYSIPT_FN USVXTRC_SYSIPT_FT USVXTRC_SYSIPT_FM

 'FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SYSPRINT PRINTER'

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'STARTING CA-IDMS/DATABASE EXTRACTOR EXTRACT'

 'EXECOS'

 'OSRUN USVXTRC'

 USVXTRC_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  RETURN

 /* */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 EXECUTE_PUNCHSUB:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 /**********************************************************************/

 /*PUNCHSUB - Punch the target-subschema to a work-file based upon   * */

 /*          values from previous step.                                  * */
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 /**********************************************************************/

 /* */

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB' IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH   DISK    FILE DDDLUPD  a'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT   DISK    FILE SYNTAX   a'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK    SYSIDMS INPUT a'

  'FILEDEF SYSCTL   DISK    fn SYSCTL fm'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER'

 /* */

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'STARTING CA-IDMS/DATABASE EXTRACTOR PUNCH SUBSCHEMA'

 'EXECOS'

 'OSRUN IDMSDDDL PARM=''CVMACH=machine-id'''

 USVXTRC_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  RETURN

 /* */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 EXECUTE_ALTERSUB:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 /* */

 /**********************************************************************/

 /*ALTERSUB - Alter the target subschema contents and create a       * */

 /*          transient working copy of the target-subschema.             * */
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 /**********************************************************************/

 /* */

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB' DBX_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

  'FILEDEF INPUT    DISK    FILE DDDLUPD a'

  'FILEDEF COMMFILE DISK    FILE COMMFILE a'

  'FILEDEF OUTPUT   DISK    FILE ALTSUB   a'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF CAIOUT   PRINTER'

 /* */

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'STARTING CA-IDMS/DATABASE EXTRACTOR ALTER SUBSCHEMA'

 'EXECOS'

 'OSRUN USVSUBZ'

 USVXTRC_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  RETURN

 /* */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 EXECUTE_LOADSUB:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 /**********************************************************************/

 /*LOADSUB - Add the transient-subschema to the target dictionary    * */

 /*         node using IDMSDDDL.                                         * */
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 /**********************************************************************/

 /* */

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB' IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH   DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT   DISK    FILE ALTSUB  a'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK    SYSIDMS INPUT a'

  'FILEDEF SYSCTL   DISK    fn SYSCTL fm'

 /* */

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'STARTING CA-IDMS/DATABASE EXTRACTOR RELOAD SUBSCHEMA'

 'EXECOS'

 'OSRUN IDMSDDDL PARM=''CVMACH=machine-id'''

 LOADSUB_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  RETURN

 /* */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 EXECUTE_USVLOAD:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB' DBX_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

  'GLOBAL TXTLIB'  SORT_SORTLIB_FN

 'FILEDEF EXTRACTS DISK    FILE EXTRACTS a'
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 'FILEDEF WORKFILE DISK    FILE WORKFILE a'

 'FILEDEF COMMFILE DISK    FILE COMMFILE a'

 'FILEDEF SYNTAX   DISK    FILE SYNTAX   a'

 'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK    SYSIDMS INPUT a'

 'FILEDEF SYSCTL   DISK    fn SYSCTL fm'

 'FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SYSPRINT PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SORTMSG  PRINTER'

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'STARTING CA-IDMS/DATABASE EXTRACTOR LOAD DATABASE'

 'EXECOS'

 'OSRUN USVLOAD PARM=''MSGOPT=A'''

 USVXTRC_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  RETURN

 /* */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 EXECUTE_DELTSUB:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 /* */

 /**********************************************************************/

 /*DELTSUB - Remove the transient-subschema from the target dictionary**/

 /*         node using IDMSDDDL.                                         * */

 /**********************************************************************/
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 /* */

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB' IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

  'FILEDEF SYSPCH   DUMMY'

  'FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT   DISK    FILE SYNTAX  a'

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK    SYSIDMS INPUT a'

  'FILEDEF SYSCTL   DISK    fn SYSCTL fm'

 /* */

  SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'STARTING CA-IDMS/DATABASE EXTRACTOR DELETE SUBSCHEMA'

 'EXECOS'

 'OSRUN IDMSDDDL PARM=''CVMACH=machine-id'''

 USVXTRC_RC = RC

  SIGNAL ON ERROR

  RETURN

 /* */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 USVXTRC_ERROR:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 /* */

  SAY 'UNACCEPTABLE USVXTRC RETURN CODE' USVXTRC_RC

 /* */

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'
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 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USVEXEC LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL sortlib'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 /* */

  EXIT USVXTRC_RC

 /* */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 PUNCHSUB_ERROR:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 /* */

  SAY 'UNACCEPTABLE PUNCHSUB RETURN CODE' USVXTRC_RC

 /* */

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USVEXEC LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL sortlib'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 /* */

  EXIT USVXTRC_RC

 /* */
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 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ALTERSUB_ERROR:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 /* */

  SAY 'UNACCEPTABLE ALTERSUB RETURN CODE' USVXTRC_RC

 /* */

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USVEXEC LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL sortlib'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 /* */

  EXIT USVXTRC_RC

 /* */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 LOADSUB_ERROR:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 /* */

  SAY 'UNACCEPTABLE LOADSUB RETURN CODE' USVXTRC_RC

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USVEXEC LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'
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 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL sortlib'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 /* */

  EXIT USVXTRC_RC

 /* */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 USVLOAD_ERROR:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'UNACCEPTABLE USVLOAD RETURN CODE' USVXTRC_RC

 /* */

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USVEXEC LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL sortlib'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 /* */

  EXIT USVXTRC_RC

 /* */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 DELTSUB_ERROR:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
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  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'UNACCEPTABLE DELTSUB RETURN CODE' USVXTRC_RC

 /* */

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USVEXEC LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL sortlib'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 /* */

  EXIT USVXTRC_RC

 /* */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

  ERROR_RC = RC

  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 /* */

  SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL

 /* */

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USVEXEC LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL sortlib'
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 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 /* */

  EXIT ERROR_RC

dbxlib The file name of the load library into which you downloaded CA
IDMS Extractor.

idmslib The file name of the load library which contains your CA IDMS
load modules.

sortlib The file name of the text library which contains your Sort text files.
fn SYSCTL fm The file name, file type, and file mode of the SYSCTL file used by

the Central Version (CV) during batch processing.
a The file mode for each relevant file. If necessary, change the file

name and file type to conform to your site's standards.

Running in Local Mode Under z/VM

The JCL assumes you are going to be running under a CV. To run in local mode:

1. Add the appropriate FILEDEFs for your local journal(s).
2. Add the FILEDEF for the LOADLIB containing your local DMCL and for your source and transient subschemas.
3. Add the above loadlib to the GLOBAL LOADLIB statement.
4. To the EXTRACT step, add FILEDEFs for:

a. your CA IDMS Extractor database
b. your source database.

5. To the LOAD step, add FILEDEFs for your target database.
6. Remove or comment out the SYSCTL FILEDEF statement.
7. Alter the parameters in your SYSIDMS INPUT file accordingly.

If the target subschema exists in a CA IDMS dictionary load area, the PUNCHSUB and ALTERSUB steps do not need
to be changed. If the target subschema exists in a load library, it must be uploaded to a dictionary load area before the
transient subschema process is executed.

If the target subschema exists in object format, do not execute the PUNCHSUB step, and:

1. Change the INPUT of the ALTERSUB step to be the file of the object subschema.
2. Change the LOADSUB step to execute the linkage editor instead of IDMSDDDL. (Supply appropriate JCL for a link

edit.) The SYSLIN dataset should be the OUTPUT from the ALTERSUB step. The SYSLMOD member name should
be the TRANSSUB (transient SSC name) specified when the EXEC was submitted. Specify an execute parameter of
LET and expect various IEW0302 error messages, as well as a condition code of 8.

3. For the LOAD step, change the return code check from 5 to 9.
4. Change the DELETSUB step to execute a LOADLIB DELETE command for the transsub member name.

Printing JCL--USVPJCL
The sample JCL contained in:
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• z/OS-Target or Distribution source library member USVPJCL
• z/VSE- SAMPJCL library member USVPJCL.S
• z/VM- USVPJCL EXEC

Is used by the Print Utility or the Online JCL Utilities Component after JCL has been uploaded, or edited and saved using
the online JCL Component.

The JCL and keys for USVPJCL are shown below.

CA IDMS Extractor z/OS JCL

 //USVPJCL JOB  (job card parameters)

 //*

 //PRTJCL   EXEC PGM=USVPJCL,REGION=1024K

 //STEPLIB  DD  DSN=your.dbx.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //         DD  DSN=your.idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //SYSCTL   DD  DSN=your.idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

 //SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=a

 //SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=a

 //*

 //*

 //SYSIPT   DD  *

   PROCESS,USERID=userid,JCLMBR=jcl-member-name

job card parameters The job card parameters at your site.
your.dbx.loadlib The name of the load library into which CA IDMS Extractor load

modules were link edited.
your.idms.loadlib The name of the load library into which CA IDMS load modules

were link edited.
your.idms.sysctl The data set name of the SYSCTL file for the CV used during CA

IDMS Extractor batch processing.
a An appropriate SYSOUT class for your environment.
PROCESS Must be coded as is. Indicates that PROCESS keywords follow.
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userid Required keyword used as primary key for selection of a CA IDMS
Extractor JCL member. This keyword is the user ID or LTERM ID
under which the member was saved.

jcl-member-name Required keyword, used as secondary key for selection of a CA
IDMS Extractor JCL member.

JCL - z/VSE

 * SS JOB JNM=USVPJCL

 // JOB USVPJCL

 *

 // OPTION LOG,PARTDUMP

 // UPSI   a

 *

 *  *** CORE IMAGE LIBRARY FOR PRODUCT

 // DLBL   tool,'tool.corelib'

 // EXTENT ,volserc

 // DLBL   idms,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT ,volserc

 // LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(tool.sublib,idms.sublib),TEMP

 *

 *  *** INPUT - SYNTAX

 // ASSGN  SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 *

 *  *** OUTPUT - PRINT REPORT FILE

 // ASSGN  SYS006,SYSLST

 *
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 // DLBL   SYSCTL,'your.sysctl.file',,sd

 // EXTENT SYS000,volser

 // ASSGN  SYS000,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *

 // DLBL   SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

 // EXEC   USVPJCL,SIZE=(USVPJCL,400K)

    PROCESS,USERID=userid,JCLMBR=jcl-member-name

 /*

 * SYSIDMS parameters

 /*

 /*

 /&

 * SS EOJ

a The UPSI switch to invoke CA IDMS CV as specified in your
IDMSOPTI module.

tool The file name of the core image library into which the executable
phases of CA IDMS Extractor were installed.

tool.corelib The file ID of the core image library into which the executable
phases of CA IDMS Extractor were installed.

volser_ The volume serial number or generic assignment of the volume on
which the file, as specified in the previous statement, resides. The
following letters identify the file in question:
c=core image library
w=work file
r=relocatable library
s=source statement library

idms The file name of the core image library into which the executable
phases of CA IDMS were installed.

idms.corelib The file ID of the core image library into which the executable
phases of CA IDMS were installed.

.sublib The sublibrary name of the z/VSE library specified in the previous
file name.

your.sysctl.file The file ID of the SYSCTL file for the CV used during CA IDMS
Extractor batch processing.
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z/VM JCL

 /*  */

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR

 /*

 DBX_LOADLIB_FN      = 'dbxlib'

 IDMS_LOADLIB_FN     = 'idmslib'

 /*

      Link and access the Minidisks containing the required libraries

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

 'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' DBX_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

 /*

      Create the input parameter file.

 CALL CREATE_INPUT_PARM_FILE

 /*

      Product specific files.

 'FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SYSUDUMP PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SYSIPT   DISK USVPJCL SYSIPT A'

 /*

      You must create a file 'SYSIDMS INPUT A' containing the SYSIDMS

      parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.

 'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS INPUT A'

 'FILEDEF SYSCTL   DISK fn SYSCTL fm'
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 /*

 SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'STARTING PRINT OF CA-IDMS/DATABASE EXTRACTOR JCL'

 'EXECOS OSRUN USVPJCL'

 USVPJCL_RC = RC

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USVPJCL LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 SAY 'USVPJCL FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' USVPJCL_RC

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 EXIT USVPJCL_RC

 /* */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 CREATE_INPUT_PARM_FILE:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 'ERASE USVPJCL SYSIPT A'

 SIGNAL ON ERROR

 /* */

 PUSH 'FFILE'

 PUSH

 PUSH '  JCLMBR=jcl.member.name'

 PUSH '  USERID=userid,'

 PUSH ' PROCESS,'
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 PUSH 'INPUT'

 PUSH 'SET LRECL 80'

 PUSH 'SET RECFM F'

 'XEDIT USVPJCL SYSIPT A' ,

   '(NOPROFILE NOSCREEN NOMSG'

 RETURN

 /* */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR_RC = RC

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 /* */

 SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL

 /* */

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USVPJCL LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 EXIT ERROR_RC

 /* */
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dbxlib The file name of the load library into which you downloaded CA
IDMS Extractor.

idmslib The file name of the load library which contains your CA IDMS
load modules.

fn SYSCTL fm The file name, file type, and file mode of the SYSCTL file used by
the Central Version (CV) during batch processing.

PROCESS Must be coded as is. Indicates that PROCESS keywords follow.
userid Required keyword used as primary key for selection of a CA IDMS

Extractor JCL member. This keyword is the user ID or LTERM ID
under which the member was saved.

jcl-member-name Required keyword, used as secondary key for selection of a CA
IDMS Extractor JCL member.

Running in Local Mode

To run in local mode under z/OS , and z/VSE, remove the SYSCTL DD statement and add appropriate DD statements for
your CA IDMS Extractor database and your local journal. To run in local mode under z/VM, remove the SYSCTL FILEDEF
statement and add appropriate FILEDEF statements for your CA IDMS Extractor database and your local journals.

Printing a Selection Criteria Specification--USVPSPC
The sample JCL contained in:

• z/OS-Target or Distribution source library member USVPSPC
• z/VSE- SAMPJCL library member USVPSPC.S
• z/VM- USVPSPC EXEC

Is used by the batch Specification Print Utility or the online Specification Utilities Component after a Selection Criteria
Specification has been created and saved using the online Selection Criteria Specification Component. The JCL and keys
for USVPSPC are shown below.

z/OS JCL 2

 //USVPSPC JOB  (job-card-parameters)

 //*

 //PRTSPEC  EXEC PGM=USVPSPC,REGION=1024K

 //STEPLIB  DD  DSN=your.dbx.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //         DD  DSN=your.idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //SYSCTL   DD  DSN=your.idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

 //SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=a
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 //SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=a

 //*

 //SYSIPT   DD

    PROCESS,USERID=userid,SPECNAME=selection-criteria-specification-name

job-card-parameters The job card parameters at your site.
your.dbx.loadlib The name of the load library into which CA IDMS Extractor load

modules were link edited.
your.idms.loadlib The name of the load library into which CA IDMS load modules

were link edited.
your.idms.sysctl The data set name of the SYSCTL file for the CV used during CA

IDMS Extractor batch processing.
a An appropriate SYSOUT class for your environment.
PROCESS Must be coded as is. Indicates that PROCESS keywords follow.
userid Required keyword used as primary key for selection of a

specification. This is the user ID or LTERM ID under which the
specification was saved.

selection-criteria-
specification-name

Required keyword, used as secondary key for selection of a
specification.

z/VSE JCL 2

 * SS JOB JNM=USVPSPC

 // JOB USVPSPC

 *

 // OPTION LOG,PARTDUMP

 // UPSI  1

 *     **** CREATE A SYSIDMS PARAMETER FILE *****

 // UPSI  1

 // DLBL     anyname,'work.file.SYSIDMS',0,SD
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 // EXTENT   SYSnnn,volser,,,start-track,1

 // ASSGN    SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC     DITTO

 $$DITTO CSQ FILEOUT=ANYNAME

   ECHO=ON

   JOURNAL=OFF

   LOCAL=ON-OR-OFF

   DMCL=DMCLNAME

   DICTNAME=DICTNAME

   DBN=DBX

 /*

 /*

 // UPSI   a

 *

 *  *** CORE IMAGE LIBRARY FOR PRODUCT

 // DLBL   dbms,'dbx.corelib'

 // EXTENT ,volserc

 // DLBL   idms,'idms.corelib'

 // EXTENT ,volserc

 // LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(dbms.sublib,idms.sublib),TEMP

 *

 *  *** INPUT - SYNTAX

 // ASSGN  SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 *
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 *  *** OUTPUT - PRINT REPORT FILE

 // ASSGN  SYS006,SYSLST

 *

 // DLBL     SYSCTL,'your.sysctl.file',,sd

 // EXTENT   SYS000,volser,,,start-track,1

 // ASSGN    SYS000,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *

 // DLBL     SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS',0,SD

 // EXTENT   SYSnnn,volser

 // ASSGN    SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *

 // EXEC   USVPSPC,SIZE=(USVPSPC,400K)

    PROCESS,USERID=userid,SPECNAME=selection-criteria-specification-name

 /*

 /&

 * SS EOJ

a The UPSI switch to invoke CA IDMS CV as specified in your
IDMSOPTI module.

anyname Any suitable name for your SYSIDMS file. The name you have
chosen must be identical to the FILEOUT value in the DITTO step.

SYSnnn An appropriate SYS number for your SYSIDMS file.
volser_ The volume serial number or generic assignment of the volume on

which the file, as specified in the previous statement, resides. The
following letters identify the file in question:
c=core image library
w=work file
r=relocatable library
s=source statement library

start-track The starting track number for the specified file.
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dbms The file name of the core image library into which the executable
phases of CA IDMS Extractor were installed.

dbx.corelib The file ID of the core image library into which the executable
phases of CA IDMS Extractor were installed.

idms The file name of the core image library into which the executable
phases of CA IDMS were installed.

idms.corelib The file ID of the core image library into which the executable
phases of CA IDMS were installed.

dbms.sublib The sublibrary name of the z/VSE library specified in the previous
file name.

your.sysctl.file The file ID of the SYSCTL file for the CV used during CA IDMS
Extractor batch processing.

z/VM EXEC 1

 /*  */

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR

 /*

 DBX_LOADLIB_FN      = 'dbxlib'

 IDMS_LOADLIB_FN     = 'idmslib'

 /*

      Link and access the Minidisks containing the required librarie(s)

 */

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

 'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' DBX_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

 /*

      Create the input parameter file.

 */

 CALL CREATE_INPUT_PARM_FILE

 /*

      Product specific files.
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 */

 'FILEDEF SYSIPT   DISK USVPSPC SYSIPT A'

 'FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SYSUDUMP PRINTER'

 /*

      You must create a file 'SYSIDMS INPUT A' containing the SYSIDMS

      parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.

 */

 'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS INPUT A'

 'FILEDEF SYSCTL   DISK fn SYSCTL fm'

 /* */

 SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'STARTING PRINT OF CA-IDMS/DATABASE EXTRACTOR SPECIFICATION'

 'EXECOS OSRUN USVPSPC'

 USVPSPC_RC = RC

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USVPSPC LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 SAY 'USVPSPC FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' USVPSPC_RC

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 EXIT USVPSPC_RC

 /* */

 /* ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
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 CREATE_INPUT_PARM_FILE:

 /* ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 'ERASE USVPSPC SYSIPT A'

 SIGNAL ON ERROR

 /* */

 PUSH 'FFILE'

 PUSH

 PUSH '  SPECNAME=specification-name'

 PUSH '  USERID=userid,'

 PUSH ' PROCESS,'

 PUSH 'INPUT'

 PUSH 'SET LRECL 80'

 PUSH 'SET RECFM F'

 'XEDIT USVPSPC SYSIPT A' ,

   '(NOPROFILE NOSCREEN NOMSG'

 RETURN

 /* */

 /* ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR:

 /* ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR_RC = RC

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL
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 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USVPSPC LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 EXIT ERROR_RC

 /* */

dbxlib The file name of the load library into which you downloaded CA
IDMS Extractor.

idmslib The file name of the load library which contains your CA IDMS
load modules.

fn SYSCTL fm The file name, file type, and file mode of the SYSCTL file used by
the Central Version (CV) during batch processing.

PROCESS Must be coded as is. Indicates that PROCESS keywords follow.
userid Required keyword used as primary key for selection of a CA IDMS

Extractor JCL member. This keyword is the user ID or LTERM ID
under which the member was saved.

specification-name Required keyword, used as secondary key for selection of a CA
IDMS Extractor Selection Criteria Specification.

Running in Local Mode 1

To run in local mode under z/OS and z/VSE, remove the SYSCTL DD statement and add appropriate DD statements for
your CA IDMS Extractor database and your local journal. To run in local mode under z/VM, remove the SYSCTL FILEDEF
statement and add appropriate FILEDEF statements for your CA IDMS Extractor database and your local journals.

Printing Online Documentation--USVPRINT
The CA Online Documentation Print Utility provided with CA IDMS Extractor allows error messages and other product
information to be printed upon request.

• z/OS and-Target or Distribution source library member USVPRINT
• z/VSE- SAMPJCL library member USVPRINT
• z/VM- USVPRINT EXEC

Online documentation modules for CA IDMS Extractor screens other than list or confirmation screens are shown in the
table below.

The printed version of the online documentation is presented one screen per page and includes page reference indexes
for screen options. Characters highlighted in the online documentation appear bolded in the printed version.
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Online Documentation Modules

Module Name Description
Generic Modules:
COMMANDS Generic EDITOR documentation.
CA IDMS Extractor Modules:
USVAARE Area Selection List
USVABER Begin Edit Record Selection List
USVACPL Copy Utility Member List
USVACPY Copy Utility
USVAEDJ Edit JCL Entry Screen
USVAENT Database Entry Point Selection Menu
USVAFLS Field Level Selection Criteria Screen
USVAFMM Field Mismatch Screen
USVAIDX Index Entry Point Selection List
USVAJUT JCL Utilities
USVAKEY Display PF Key Values
USVAMEN Table of Contents for Online Documentation
USVAREC Record Entry Point Selection List
USVARLS Record Level Selection Criteria Screen
USVASET Path-Record Set Selection List
USVASPC Specify Database Build Specification Screen
USVASUB Submit JCL for Execution
USVASUT Specification Utilities
USVAUTI Utilities Menu
USVDBP Creating a CA IDMS Extractor Database Path
USVEXIT Exiting from CA IDMS Extractor
USVGENRL General Information about CA IDMS Extractor
USVMSG CA IDMS Extractor Messages
USVXFERF Transfer Facility

Customizing the CA IDMS Extractor Environment--USVTPARM
The CA IDMS Extractor customization macro gives you the ability to change the following operational parameters:
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• The task code used to invoke CA IDMS Extractor.
• The dictionary into which the CA IDMS Extractor online documentation modules were loaded at installation.
• The number of entries to allocate for the CA IDMS Extractor set stack.
• From whom a user can copy other JCL members and Selection Criteria Specifications.
• The default for the RETAIN PHYSICAL SEQUENCE OF MEMBER RECORDS IN THE SET? field on the Record Level

Selection Criteria screen.
• The default for the EXTRACT ALL OWNERS FOR EXTRACTED RECURSIVE RECORDS? field on the Record Level

Selection Criteria screen.
• The default for the BEGIN VIEWING/EDITING IN THE MIDDLE OF A PATH DEFINITION? field on the Specify

Database Extract Specification screen.
• Whether to have message NLYZ008 be a warning (W) message or an error (E) message. NLYZ008 is displayed at

extract time when a mandatory member is being extracted without its owner. An error message prevents the Selection
Criteria Specification from being used.

These runtime options can be changed at anytime after initial product installation, either before or after SMP/E ACCEPT
(z/OS ) or MSHP (z/VSE) processing. For detailed instructions about processing customization macro changes, see the
CA IDMS installation topics.

USVTPARM--Customizing the CA IDMS Extractor Environment

 TASK=task-code,

 HLPDICT=help-dictionary-name,

 HLPNODE=help-dictionary-node,

 HLPVERS=help-dictionary-version,

 STKENTS=set-stack-size,

 COPY=USER|DBXADMIN|ANYONE,

 RETSEQ=Yes|No,

 XRECURO=Yes|No,

 BGINMID=Yes|No,

 NLYZ008=Warning|Error

Key to Customizing the CA IDMS Extractor Environment

• task-code
The task code used to invoke CA IDMS Extractor. The default is DBX.

• help-dictionary-name
The 1-8 character dictionary name of the dictionary into which the CA IDMS Extractor online documentation modules
were loaded at installation. The default is NULL for the default dictionary.

• help-dictionary-node
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The 1-8 character dictionary node for help-dictionary-name. The default is NULL if no DDS.
• help-version-number

The version number at which USVTUTOR online documentation modules were added. From 1 to 9999. The default is
1.

• set-stack-size
The number of 8-byte entries to allocate for the CA IDMS Extractor set stack. From 30-1000. The default is 50.

• COPY=USER|DBXADMIN|ANYONE
Specify from whom a user can copy other JCL members and Selection Criteria Specifications:
– USER

From only the user
– DBXADMIN
– From the user plus any global members under the DBXADMIN user ID
– ANYONE

From any user on the CA IDMS Extractor database. This is the default.
• RETSEQ=Yes|No

Specify YES or NO to define the default (Yes or No) for the RETAIN PHYSICAL SEQUENCE OF MEMBER RECORDS
IN THE SET? field on the Record Level Selection Criteria screen. The default is YES.

• XRECURO=Yes|No
Specify YES or NO to define the default (Yes or No) for the EXTRACT ALL OWNERS FOR EXTRACTED RECURSIVE
RECORDS? field on the Record Level Selection Criteria screen. The default is YES.

• BGINMID=Yes|No
Specify YES or NO to define the default (Yes or No) for the BEGIN VIEWING/EDITING IN THE MIDDLE OF A PATH
DEFINITION? field on the Specify Database Extract Specification screen. The default is NO.

• NLYZ008=Warning|Error
Specify WARNING or ERROR to define whether the message NLYZ008 is a warning message or an error message.
NLYZ008 is displayed at extract time when a mandatory member is being extracted without its owner. An error
message prevents the Selection Criteria Specification from being used. The default is WARNING.

Writing a User Exit Module--CUVUSRXA
The copy book contained in sample JCL library member:

• For Assembler--CUVUSRXA (z/OS) , or CUVUSRXA.S (z/VSE)
• For COBOL--CUVUSRXC (z/OS), or CUVUSRXC.S (z/VSE)

Describes the input parameters that will be passed to a user exit module that you provide. This exit module is called by
the Database Extract Component when:

• CA IDMS Extractor walking the source database looking for records to extract, and
• A record meets its Record Level Selection Criteria.

You can change the record data, add or delete fields to/from the record data, or prevent the record from being written to
the file.

CUVUSRXA Rules and Guidelines

If you change the record's length, you must update the record length (USVRECLN) to reflect the record's new data length.
The record buffer is 32,732 bytes in length.

Moving data past the end of any of the passed parameters causes unpredictable results.
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CUVUSRXA--Copy Book for Writing a User Exit Module

 * COPY CUVUSRXA  ---------------------------------------- CA-IDMS/DBX *

 *                                                                     *

 * THIS COPY BOOK DESCRIBES THE PARAMETERS PASSED TO AN ASSEMBLER USER  *

 * EXIT MODULE WRITTEN FOR THE DATABASE EXTRACTOR (DBX) EXTRACT        *

 * COMPONENT.  REFER TO CUVUSRXC FOR THE COBOL VERSION.  THE USER      *

 * EXIT IS CALLED:                                                     *

 *                                                                     *

 *  1) ONLY FOR RECORDS WHICH MEET THEIR RECORD/FIELD LEVEL SELECTION  *

 *     CRITERIA.                                                       *

 *  2) PRIOR TO EACH RECORD BEING WRITTEN TO THE EXTRACT FILE.         *

 *                                                                     *

 * YOU CAN CHANGE THE RECORD DATA, ADD OR DELETE FIELDS TO/FROM THE    *

 * RECORD DATA, OR PREVENT THE RECORD FROM BEING WRITTEN TO THE FILE.  *

 * IF YOU CHANGE THE RECORD'S LENGTH, YOU MUST UPDATE THE RECORD       *

 * LENGTH (USVRECLN) TO REFLECT THE RECORD'S NEW DATA LENGTH.  THE     *

 * RECORD BUFFER IS 32,732 BYTES IN LENGTH.  MOVING DATA PAST THE END  *

 * OF ANY OF THE PASSED PARAMETERS WILL CAUSE UNPREDICTABLE RESULTS.   *

 *                                                                     *

 * THERE ARE THREE CONTROL BLOCKS PASSED TO THE USER EXIT.  EACH       *

 * CONTROL BLOCK IS PRECEDED BY A TABLE WHICH EXPLAINS EACH PARAMETER  *

 * FIELD.                                                              *

 *                                                                     *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 ***
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 * COPY CUVUSRXA  ---------------------------------------- CA-IDMS/DBX *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 ***

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 * STATUS CONTROL BLOCK:  THIS IS THE FIRST BLOCK OF INFORMATION       *

 *                        PASSED TO THE USER EXIT.  IT REFLECTS        *

 *                        THE GENERAL CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH THE USER  *

 *                        EXIT IS BEING INVOKED.  TOTAL LENGTH IS 69   *

 *                        BYTES.                                       *

 * ------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 * ITEM       USAGE         LENGTH    DESCRIPTION                      *

 * ------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 * SUBSCHEMA  ALPHANUMERIC  8 BYTES   NAME OF SUBSCHEMA BEING USED.    *

 *   NAME                                                              *

 * DATABASE   BINARY        4 BYTES   DATABASE KEY FOR CURRENT OF      *

 *   KEY                                TRANSACTION RECORD.            *

 * CANCEL     BINARY        2 BYTES   ZERO TO INDICATE THAT THE        *

 *   INDICATOR                          CURRENT OF TRANSACTION RECORD  *

 *                                      SHOULD BE EXTRACTED; NON-ZERO  *

 *                                      TO INDICATE THAT THE RECORD    *

 *                                      SHOULD NOT BE EXTRACTED.       *

 * RECORD     ALPHANUMERIC  18 BYTES  NAME OF RECORD TYPE FOR CURRENT  *

 *   NAME                               OF TRANSACTION.                *

 * AREA       ALPHANUMERIC  18 BYTES  NAME OF AREA TO WHICH CURRENT OF *
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 *   NAME                               TRANSACTION RECORD IS ASSIGNED.*

 * SET NAME   ALPHANUMERIC  18 BYTES  NAME OF SET IN WHICH CURRENT OF  *

 *                                      TRANSACTION RECORD PARTICIPATES*

 *                                      AS EITHER AN OWNER OR MEMBER   *

 *                                      (THE NAME OF THE SET THAT DBX  *

 *                                      IS CURRENTLY WALKING);  IF     *

 *                                      SPACES, THEN THE CURRENT OF    *

 *                                      TRANSACTION RECORD WAS OBTAINED*

 *                                      BY AN AREA SWEEP (A SET IS NOT *

 *                                      BEING WALKED).                 *

 * SET        ALPHANUMERIC  1 BYTE    'O' INDICATES THAT THE CURRENT   *

 *   RELATION-                          OF TRANSACTION RECORD IS AN    *

 *   SHIP                               OWNER OF SET NAMED ABOVE; 'M'  *

 *                                      INDICATES THAT THE RECORD IS A *

 *                                      MEMBER OF THE SET.             *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 USVPARM1 DSECT             PARAMETER #1 - STATUS INFORMATION

 USVSSNM  DS    CL08          NAME OF SUBSCHEMA BEING USED

 USVDBKEY DS    F             DATABASE KEY OF RECORD

 USVCANCL DS    H             CANCEL INDICATOR:                         X

                                0 TO EXTRACT THE RECORD                 X

                                NON-ZERO TO CANCEL THE EXTRACTION.

 USVRECNM DS    CL18          NAME OF RECORD

 USVARENM DS    CL18          NAME OF AREA IN WHICH RECORD RESIDES

 USVSETNM DS    CL18          NAME OF SET IN WHICH RECORD PARTICIPATES  X
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                                - SPACES IF AREA SWEEP RECORD.

 USVRELAT DS    CL01          RELATIONSHIP OF RECORD TO SET:

 USVOWNER EQU   'O'             OWNER  OF THE SET

 USVMEMBR EQU   'M'             MEMBER OF THE SET.

 USVPRM1L EQU   *-USVPARM1    LENGTH OF PARAMETER #1

 ***

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 * RECORD CONTROL BLOCK:  THIS IS THE SECOND BLOCK OF INFORMATION      *

 *                        PASSED TO THE USER EXIT.  IT CONTAINS        *

 *                        INFORMATION REGARDING THE CURRENT OF         *

 *                        TRANSACTION RECORD TYPE WHICH HAS MET ITS    *

 *                        RECORD LEVEL SELECTION CRITERIA.  TOTAL      *

 *                        LENGTH IS 64 BYTES.                          *

 * ------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 * ITEM       USAGE         LENGTH    DESCRIPTION                      *

 * ------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 * RECORD     ALPHANUMERIC  18 BYTES  NAME OF RECORD TYPE FOR CURRENT  *

 *   NAME                               OF TRANSACTION.                *

 * AREA       ALPHANUMERIC  18 BYTES  NAME OF AREA TO WHICH CURRENT OF *

 *   NAME                               TRANSACTION RECORD IS ASSIGNED.*

 * RECORD ID  BINARY        2 BYTES   IDENTIFICATION NUMBER FOR        *

 *                                      CURRENT OF TRANSACTION RECORD. *

 * RECORD     BINARY        2 BYTES   LENGTH (DATA ONLY), IN BYTES, OF *

 *   LENGTH                             CURRENT OF TRANSACT. RECORD; IF*
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 *                                      YOU CHANGE THE LENGTH OF THE   *

 *                                      RECORD, YOU MUST UPDATE THIS   *

 *                                      FIELD TO REFLECT THE RECORD'S  *

 *                                      NEW DATA LENGTH.               *

 * CONTROL    BINARY        2 BYTES   LENGTH (DATA ONLY), IN BYTES, OF *

 *   LENGTH                             CURRENT OF TRANSACTION RECORD  *

 *                                      UP TO AND INCLUDING THE LAST   *

 *                                      CALC OR SORT-CONTROL FIELD.    *

 * MAXIMUM    BINARY        2 BYTES   ACTUAL LENGTH OF FIXED-LENGTH    *

 *   LENGTH                             RECORD OR MAXIMUM LENGTH OF A  *

 *                                      VARIABLE-LENGTH RECORD, IN     *

 *                                      BYTES.                         *

 * DATABASE   BINARY        4 BYTES   DATABASE KEY FOR CURRENT OF      *

 *   KEY                                TRANSACTION RECORD.            *

 * RECORD     BINARY        4 BYTES   NUMBER OF LOWEST PAGE ON WHICH   *

 *   LOW PAGE                           RECORDS OF THIS TYPE CAN EXIST.*

 * RECORD     BINARY        4 BYTES   NUMBER OF HIGHEST PAGE ON WHICH  *

 *   HIGH PAGE                          RECORDS OF THIS TYPE CAN EXIST.*

 * AREA LOW   BINARY        4 BYTES   NUMBER OF LOWEST PAGE OF AREA    *

 *   PAGE                               TO WHICH RECORD IS ASSIGNED.   *

 * AREA HIGH  BINARY        4 BYTES   NUMBER OF HIGHEST PAGE OF AREA   *

 *   PAGE                               TO WHICH RECORD IS ASSIGNED.   *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 USVPARM2 DSECT             PARAMETER #2 - RECORD INFORMATION

 USVRNAME DS    CL18          NAME OF RECORD
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 USVRARNM DS    CL18          NAME OF AREA IN WHICH RECORD RESIDES

 USVRECID DS    H             RECORD IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

 USVRECLN DS    H             LENGTH, IN BYTES, OF THE RECORD - IF YOU  X

                                CHANGE THE RECORD'S DATA LENGTH, YOU    X

                                MUST UPDATE THIS FIELD ACCORDINGLY.

 USVRCNTL DS    H             DATA LENGTH, IN BYTES, OF RECORD UP TO &  X

                                INCLUDING THE LAST CALC OR SORT CONTROL X

                                FIELD.

 USVRMAXL DS    H             ACTUAL LENGTH IF FIXED LENGTH RECORD OR   X

                                MAXIMUM LENGTH IF VARIABLE LENGTH       X

                                RECORD, IN BYTES.

 USVRDBK  DS    F             DATABASE KEY OF RECORD

 USVRLOPG DS    F             NUMBER OF LOWEST  PAGE OF RECORD'S RANGE

 USVRHIPG DS    F             NUMBER OF HIGHEST PAGE OF RECORD'S RANGE

 USVALOPG DS    F             NUMBER OF LOWEST  PAGE IN AREA

 USVAHIPG DS    F             NUMBER OF HIGHEST PAGE IN AREA

 USVPRM2L EQU   *-USVPARM2    LENGTH OF PARAMETER #2

 ***

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 * RECORD OCCURRENCE BLOCK:  THIS IS THE THIRD BLOCK OF INFORMATION    *

 *                           PASSED TO THE USER EXIT.  IT CONTAINS THE *

 *                           ACTUAL RECORD OCCURRENCE FOR THE CURRENT  *

 *                           OF TRANSACTION RECORD.  TOTAL LENGTH IS   *

 *                           DEFINED IN THE RECORD TYPE'S SUBSCHEMA    *
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 *                           DESCRIPTION.                              *

 * ------------------------------------------------------------------- *

  * ITEM          USAGE          LENGTH         DESCRIPTION             *

 * ------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 * RECORD        AS DEFINED     AS DEFINED     ACTUAL CURRENT OF       *

 *   OCCURRENCE    IN SUBSCHEMA   IN SUBSCHEMA   TRANSACTION RECORD.   *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 USVPARM3 DSECT             PARAMETER #3 - RECORD OCCURRENCE

 USVRDATA DS    0X            ACTUAL DATABASE RECORD OCCURRENCE -

                                LENGTH AS DEFINED IN THE SUBSCHEMA.

JCL Editing Commands
This section describes the JCL editing commands that are available in the CA IDMS Extractor JCL editor. Find information
about each command and its syntax.

Program Function Keys

PF keys are set to many frequently used commands. Therefore, you can enter a command from any position on the Edit
screen with one keystroke. In addition, the PA1, PA2, and CLEAR keys are set to redisplay the screen. Use the KEYS
primary command to change EDITOR PF key settings.

To execute a single command set for a PF key, press that key. The command executes when you press the PF key.

Editing Commands
This article briefly explains the usage of the editing commands.

Scroll Options

Scroll options are used to determine how many lines or columns of the JCL to scroll up, down, right, or left when using a
primary command or a PF key.

Primary Commands

Primary commands are used to:
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• Locate the desired line of the JCL
• Find the next occurrence of a string
• Reset the screen display to remove all line commands, column markers, and extraneous messages
• Cancel changes made with the editor to the JCL
• Turn the CAPS Mode on or off
• Display the time and date
• Terminate EDITOR session, save changes made to the JCL, and return to CA IDMS Extractor
• Save changes made to the JCL and remain in EDITOR session

Line Commands

Line commands are used to:

• Copy source lines within the JCL
• Move source lines within the JCL
• Specify the location at which source lines are to be copied or moved
• Repeat source lines in the JCL
• Delete source lines
• Insert blank source lines
• Display a line with column markings across the screen

For more information, see the following articles:

• Scroll Options
• Primary Commands
• Line Commands

Entering Commands
The following are descriptions of where commands are entered:

• Scroll Options-Enter these options at the far right side of the second line on the screen, after the word SCROLL.
• Primary Commands-Enter these commands at the left side of the second line, after the word COMMAND. This field is

called the COMMAND line.
• Line Commands-Enter these commands in the line number fields at the left of the source.

Notation Conventions

Example Function
RESet Keywords appear in mixed case.

The minimum required portion of each keyword appears in
uppercase.

Find string Variables appear in lowercase. You substitute an appropriate
value for each variable.

Up [number-of-lines] Brackets indicate optional clauses or commands.
          ┌             ┐
CAPS │< ON >  │
          └\ OFF /  ┘

Braces enclose two or more options. Select an option.

          ┌              ┐
CAPS │< ON◄ >│
          └\ OFF /   ┘

A left arrow indicates the default value.
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Command Syntax Rules

Item Rule
Order of Commands You must enter a B (before) or an A (after) line command in

conjunction with the COPY primary command and the C (copy)
and M (move) line commands to indicate where to copy or move
the lines.

Entering Blanks in Commands Blanks (character spaces) are ignored in line command
sequences, so you can enter blanks between a command and a
value without affecting processing.
You must enter at least one blank (character space) between a
primary command and a primary command value. You cannot
embed blanks in a keyword.

Command Stacking You can enter multiple primary and line commands. Primary
commands must be separated by a semicolon (;).

Scroll Options 1

 ┌ Page            ┐
 │ Half            │
 │ Csr             │
 └ number-of-lines ┘

• Page
Specifies that a whole screen is to be scrolled whenever an UP, DOWN, RIGHT, or LEFT command is used.

• Half
Specifies that a half screen is to be scrolled whenever an UP, DOWN, RIGHT, or LEFT command is used.

• Csr
Specifies that the line with the cursor on it is to become: the bottom line displayed whenever the UP command is used,
the top line whenever the DOWN command is used, the left-most column whenever the RIGHT command is used, or
the right-most column whenever the LEFT command is used.

• number-of-lines
Specifies that this number of lines are to be scrolled whenever an UP, DOWN, RIGHT, or LEFT command is used.
Use scroll options to specify how much of the screen is scrolled when you use an UP, DOWN, RIGHT, or LEFT primary
command (or corresponding PF key) by itself.
At the far-right side of the second line on the Edit screen, the word SCROLL appears followed by one of the scroll
options. To change the current setting, enter one of the other options over the current setting. The scroll option you set
remains in effect until you enter a different setting.

Primary Commands 1

Primary commands are entered on the second line of the Edit screen after the word COMMAND. You can enter more than
one primary command at a time. Use the following syntax:

command;command
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BOTTOM Command

BOTtom

The BOTTOM command displays the last full screen at the bottom of the JCL.

BOUNDS Command

BOUnds [lb rb]

The BOUNDS command sets the left and right column bounds. These bounds are saved in the edit profile. In addition, the
BOUNDS command alters the action of the FIND, CHANGE, Line Shifts, and other commands that are column-sensitive.

You must specify left and right bounds, or neither, and the left bound must be smaller that the right bound. If bounds are
specified incorrectly or without an operand, the default is the data set minimum.

lb

Specifies the left bound.

rb

Specifies the right bound.

CANCEL Command

CANcel

Use the CANCEL command to cancel all changes made to the JCL since the last SAVE and to exit the Edit JCL screen.
You are returned to the previous display.

CAPS Command

     ┌       ┐
CAPS │< ON◄ >│
     └\ OFF /┘

Use the CAPS command to turn the CAPS Mode on and off. With the CAPS ON, all new alphabetic data is translated
into uppercase. With the CAPS OFF, the data remains unaffected. Data that is entered entered with CAPS Off remains in
lowercase unless you edit the field.

CHANGE Command

       ┌        ┐ ┌          ┐ ┌                       ┐          ┌      ┐
CHANGE │< ALL  >│ │< string >│ │<  replacement-string >│ [lb[rb]]  │< X  >│
       └\ FIRST/┘ └\ *      /┘ └\  *                  /┘          └\ NX /┘

Use the CHANGE command to search for and change the next occurrence of a string in the JCL.

The EDITOR begins searching at the position of the cursor when you enter the command, and it searches downward until
the string is found. If the cursor is on the COMMAND line when you enter the command, the editor begins searching at the
top line displayed.

If the string is not found, it is changed to the replacement string.

• string
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Specifies the string of characters to find and replace by replacement-string.

• replacement-string
Specifies the string of characters used to replace string.

• * (asterisk)
Specifies the string value from the last FIND or CHANGE command entered.

• ALL
Specifies that all occurrences of a string are to be replaced in scanned lines.

• lb rb
Specifies left and right bounds (column positions) for the find. If specifying just the left bound, the string can be found
anywhere within those bounds.

• X
Specifies only excluded lines are to be scanned.

• NX
Specifies only non-excluded lines are to be scanned.

Change Command Rules

• ALL, FIRST, and the 'lb rb' can appear in any order, but the replacement-string must follow string.

If a string has embedded blanks, enclose the string in single or double quotes. For example:

 CHANGE 'program nmae' 'program name'

 CHANGE 'program nmae' 'program name'

• If a string has a single asterisk (*), number, ALL, or FIRST, enclose string in quotation marks:

 CHANGE '*' 'comments'

• If a string has leading quotation mark (single or double) enclose the string in quotation marks of the opposite kind. For
example:

 CHANGE '"t' t

• If CAPS Mode is OFF, enter the string as it appears in the text and the replacement-string as it should appear in the
text. If CAPS Mode is ON, all lowercase characters are translated to uppercase characters.

CURSOR Command

CURsor

The CURSOR command moves the cursor directly to the COMMAND line. It functions in the same way as the home key.

The default keys are PF12 and PF24.

DOWN Command

     ┌ / number-of-lines \ ┐
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     │ │ Max             │ │
DOWN │ < Half            > │
     └ \ Page            / ┘

Use the DOWN (scroll down) command to display source lines below your current view. The amount you scroll is
determined by the Scroll setting. The setting can be overridden at any time.

The default keys are PF8 and PF20.

• Max
Specifies the last full screen at the bottom of the text.

• Half
Specifies to scroll down half a screen.

• Page
Specifies to scroll down a full screen.

EDITOR-ID Command

EDITOR-ID

The EDITOR-ID command displays the release number for the version of the EDITOR invoked. The release is displayed
in message format.

END Command

END

Use the END command to save the current JCL (if changed) and return to the CA IDMS Extractor session.

ENTER Command

ENTER

The ENTER command redisplays the current screen with any changes made.

The default key is ENTER.

EXCLUDE Command

        ┌ / first-line \ ┐
EXCLUDE │ < last-line  > │
        └ \ ALL        / ┘

The EXCLUDE command limits your display to specific lines within the text being edited. Display the excluded lines with
the RESET command.

• first line
Specifies that the first line number is to be excluded from the display.

• last-line
Specifies that the last line in the block of lines is to be excluded from the display. If this field is left blank, the default is
the last line in the text.

• ALL
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Specifies that all lines in the text are excluded from the display.

FIND Command

     ┌/      \┐ ┌/        \┐          ┌/    \┐
FIND │< ALL  >│ │< string >│ [lb[rb]]  │< X  >│
     └\ FIRST/┘ └\ *      /┘          └\ NX /┘

Use the FIND command to search for a string in the JCL. The EDITOR begins searching at the position of the cursor
when you enter the command. It searches downward until the string is found. If the cursor is on the COMMAND line when
you enter the command, the EDITOR begins searching at the top line displayed.

The operands of this command can appear in any order.

• ALL
Specifies that all occurrences of a string are to be found in scanned lines.

• FIRST
Specifies that the first occurrence of a string is to be found.

• string
Specifies the string is to be found.

• * (asterisk)
Specifies the string value from the last FIND command entered.

• lb rb
Specifies the left and right bounds (column positions) for the find. If specifying just the left bound, the string to be found
must begin in that same column. If specifying both left and right bounds, the string to be found can appear anywhere
within those bounds.

• X
Specifies only excluded lines are to be scanned.

• NX
Specifies only non-excluded lines are to be scanned.

FIRST Command

FIRst

The FIRST command displays the first screen of the JCL.

KEYS Command

KEYS

Use the KEYS command to view or change EDITOR PF key settings.

LAST Command

LASt

The LAST command presents the last screen of the JCL.
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LEFT Command

LEft [number-of-columns]

The LEFT command scrolls the current display to the left the specified number of columns. If the number parameter is
blank, the Scroll Options are used.

LOCATE Command

Locate line-number

Use the LOCATE command to move the display to a specific source line or to the beginning or the end of the JCL.

• line-number
Specifies the number of the line to which you want to move. The line you specify is the top line displayed on the
screen.

Using the LOCATE Command

To move to a specific line, you specify the line number of the line you want displayed.

To move to the beginning of the JCL, you can specify 0 as the line number, and the first line of the JCL is the top line
displayed.

To move to the end of the JCL, you can specify the last line number or any larger number, and the last line of the JCL is
displayed on the top line. For example, if the last line of the JCL is numbered 307 and you use 999, line number 307 is the
top line displayed.

MEMORY Command

       ┌/         \┐
MEMory │< STATIC  >│
       └\ DYNAMIC /┘

Internal storage is determined by the MEMORY command.

• STATIC
Specifies to obtain storage one time and track until the end of the session.

• DYNAMIC
Specifies to obtain new storage and free it each time the EDITOR driver module is called.

NULLS Command

      ┌       ┐
Nulls │< ON◄ >│
      └\ OFF /┘

Use the NULLS command to turn the NULLS Mode on and off. ON is the default. In the NULLS ON Mode, null characters
replace all but the first blank in a line. If the line is completely blank, null characters are not substituted.

To use the keyboard insert mode key to insert characters, turn NULLS Mode ON so that edit automatically inserts trailing
nulls in each data line in the display.
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Normally, each data line is one field on the display. However, by using the TABS Mode, 3270 tab characters can be
created in selected columns and is a way to break up a line into several fields. NULLS replaces trailing blanks in each
field.

If edit places the cursor into a field, only blanks that follow the cursor on the line are changed to NULLS. If a character is
deleted with the DELETE key, all of the characters in the field are shifted left one position and a null character is inserted
into the last position in the field. If the ERASE EOF key is pressed, null characters fill the field on which the cursor is
located from the cursor to the end of the field.

PROFILE Command

PROFile

Use the PROFILE command to display the environmental parameters under which your Edit session is operating.

The PROFILE identifiers that are displayed correspond to the primary commands. When you change parameters that are
unique to your profile, the changes are saved to the CA IDMS/DC user sign-on.

Use the RESET command to clear the display of any line commands, column markers, or extraneous messages.

RCHANGE Command

RCHANGE

The RCHANGE command repeats the last CHANGE command that was executed.

The EDITOR begins searching at the first line of the display. When it reaches the bottom of data, the message “BOTTOM
OF DATA REACHED” appears in the top line of the screen.

The default keys are PF6 and PF18.

Using the RCHANGE and RFIND PF Keys to Selectively Change Strings

You can use the RFIND PF key in conjunction with the RCHANGE PF key to selectively change strings. For example,
consider the following sequences:

First Sample RFIND-RCHANGE Sequence

Part Command Description
Part 1 CHANGE Work-Name-1 Work-Name-2 In Part 1, you enter the CHANGE command

to change the next occurrence of Work-
Name-1 to Work-Name-2.

Part 2 RFIND key In Part 2, you want to find the next
occurrence of Work-Name-1, but you
are not sure if you want to change the
string. By pressing the RFIND key, the next
occurrence of Work-Name-1, which was
specified in the CHANGE command during
Part 1 is found.

Part 3 RCHANGE key In Part 3, you want to change the
occurrence of Work-Name-1 that was found
during Part 2 to Work-Name-2. By pressing
the RCHANGE key, the occurrence is
changed.
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Part 4 RFIND key
RFIND key

In Part 4, you press the RFIND key to find
the next occurrence of Work-Name-1. This
time you do not want to change the string,
so instead of pressing the RCHANGE key,
you press the RFIND key again. The next
occurrence of Work-Name-1 is found.

Second Sample RFIND-RCHANGE Sequence

Part Command Description
Part 1 CHANGE Work-Name-1 Work-Name-2

RFIND key
In Part 1, you want to find the next
occurrence of Work-Name-1, but if you
are not sure if you want to change it to
Work-Name-2. If you key in the CHANGE
command and press the RFIND key instead
of the ENTER key, the RFIND is executed.
The next occurrence of Work-Name-1 that
was specified in the CHANGE command is
found.

Part 2 RFIND key In Part 2, you decide that you do not want
to change the string that was found during
Part 1, press the RFIND key. The next
occurrence of Work-Name-1 is found.

Part 3 RCHANGE key In Part 3, you want to change the string
that was found during Part 2, press the
RCHANGE key. This changes Work-
Name-1 to Work-Name-2.

RESET Command

RESet

Use the RESET command to clear the display of any line commands, column markers, or extraneous messages.

The default keys are PF9 and PF21.

RESHOW Command

RESHOW

Use the RESHOW command to redisplay the original contents of a screen. This command is only valid when you have
typed a screen of data but have not pressed the ENTER key.

NOTE
If you use the RESHOW command, you overlay the current screen withthe previous screen.

RFIND Command

RFIND

The RFIND command repeats the last FIND command that was entered.

The RFIND search begins at the position of the cursor. when it reaches the end of the file, it reaches the bottom and
the message line states, BOTTOM OF DATA REACHED. Entering RFIND again resumes the search at the top of the
file. Then if the string is not found in the file, the message line displays NO CHAR:  string Found. Entering the RFIND
command has no effect.
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To selectively change strings, use the RFIND PF key in conjunction with the RCHANGE PF key.

The default keys are PF5 and PF17.

RIGHT Command

Right [number-of-columns]

The RIGHT (scroll right) command scrolls the current display to the right the specified number of columns. If the number
parameter is blank, the scroll options are used.

The default keys are PF11 and PF23.

SAVE Command

SAVE

Use the SAVE command to save the current JCL (if changed). The EDITOR session remains active.

TABB Command

TABB

Use the TABB (tab backward) command to move to the previous tab setting when TABS Mode is ON.

This command is invoked more efficiently if you assign it a PF key value.

TABF Command

TABF

Use the TABF (tab forward) command is used to move to the next tab setting when TABS Mode is ON.

This command is invoked more efficiently if you assign it a PF key value.

TABS Command

     ┌ / ON            \ ┐
TABS │ < OFF           > │
     │ │ tab-character │ │
     └ \ operand       / ┘

The TABS command sets software tabbing. Use the commands TABF (tab forward) and TABB (tab backward) to move a
tab setting within the text. To customize tab settings, use the TABS line command.

• tab-character
Specifies any character used to signify a tab.

• operand
Specifies any of the following and their settings:
– ADS- specifies every five positions from 1 through 65.
– ASM- specifies the positions 1, 10, 16, and 36.
– COBOL- specifies the positions 8, 12, 16, and 20.
– STND- specifies the positions 1, 10, 16, and 36.
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TIME Command

TIME

The TIME command displays the time-of-day and the date in the message area of the screen. The TIME is given in
military hh:mm:ss format.The date is given in standard mm/dd/yy format.

TOP Command

TOP

The TOP command displays the first full screen at the top of the source.

UP Command

   ┌ / number-of-lines \ ┐
   │ │ Max             │ │
UP │ < Half            > │
   └ \ Page            / ┘

Use the UP (scroll up) command to display source lines above your current view. The amount you scroll is determined by
the scroll option setting. You can override the setting at any time.

The default keys are PF7 and PF19.

• number-of lines
Specifies the number of lines to scroll. If this is blank, then scrolling is determined by the scroll option.

• Max
Specifies that you want to scroll to the first screen of text.

• Page
Specifies that you want to scroll a full screen of text.

Line Commands 1

Line commands are entered in Edit Mode with the cursor positioned to the left of the source lines, in the line number
fields. To use a line command, type over the line numbers.

Entering Line Commands

Line commands are entered within the line number at the left of the line data. A line command is considered to be any
characters entered at or to the left of the cursor in the line sequence number fields.

How to Use Line Commands

If you wanted to repeat the line 10 times, here is how the line would appear:

 000003 Before entering R (repeat) command

 R10003 After entering R (repeat) command
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For the EDITOR to read the command as R10:

Type 'R10' in the line number field and press the ENTER key

• Position the cursor immediately after R10 (type 'R1' and move the cursor to the right one position) and press the
ENTER key.

A (after) Command

A

Use the A (after) line command in conjunction with the C (copy) and M (move) line commands.

B (before) Command

B

Use the B (before) line command in conjunction with the C (copy) and M (move) line commands.

BNDS (bounds) Command

BNDS

The BNDS command displays and allows changes to the current boundary settings. The bounds line is displayed at the
line where you entered the command.

Change the current bounds setting by using the < character to define the left bound and the > character to define the right
bound.

To remove the bounds line from the display, use the D (delete) line command or the RESET primary command.

COLS (columns) Command

COLS

The COLS command displays a line with the column markings for you to use as a reference. This line is for reference
purposes only. It is not given a line number and is not saved with the text.

The column markings line appears before the line in which you enter the COLS command.

To remove the COLS line from the display, use the D (delete) line command or the RESET primary command.

C (copy) Command

C[number-of-lines]

Use the C (copy) line command to copy one line or block of lines. The B (before) and A (after) line commands are used to
specify the destination of the line or block to be copied. No other line commands can be entered on the lines to be copied.

• number-of-lines
specifies the number of lines to be copied. The default is 1.

• C
Specifies a single line to be copied.

• Cn
Specifies the first of n lines to be copied.
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• CC...CC
Specifies the first and last lines of a block of lines to be copied.

Rules for Using the Copy Line Command

When using the C number-of-lines or the CC form of the command, you cannot enter any other commands on the lines
being copied.

• Each CC must be paired with another CC.
• You must pair a B (before) or an A (after) line command with every C or pair of CC commands.

D (delete) Command

D[number-of-lines]

Use the D (delete) command to delete a line or block of lines. No other line commands can be entered on the lines to be
deleted.

• number-of-lines
Specifies the number of lines to be deleted.

• D
Specifies a single line to be deleted.

• Dn
Specifies the first of n lines to be deleted.

• DD...DD
Specifies the first and last lines of a block of lines to be deleted.

Rules for Using the D (delete) Line Command

• When using the D number-of-lines or the DD form of the command, you cannot enter any other commands on the lines
being deleted.

• Each DD must be paired with another DD.

I (insert) Command

I[number-of-lines]

Use the I (insert) command to insert blank lines after the line in which the I command is entered. The I command is not
used with the A (after) and B (before) line commands. If no data is typed on an inserted line, the blank inserted line is
deleted from the display after the ENTER key is pressed or the RESET, UP, or DOWN primary command is entered.

number-of-lines

Specifies the number of lines to be inserted. The default is 1.

M (move) Command

M[number-of-lines]

Use the M (move) command to move a line or block of lines. The B (before) or A (after) line commands are used to
specify the destination of the lines to be moved. No other commands can be entered on the lines to be moved.

• number-of-lines
Specifies the number of lines to be moved. The default is 1.

• M
Specifies a single line to be moved.
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• Mn
Specifies the first of n lines to be moved.

• MM...MM
Specifies the first and last lines of a block.

Rules for Using the Move Line Command

When using the M number-of-lines or the MM form of the command, you cannot enter any other commands on the lines
being moved.

• Each MM must be paired with another MM.
• You must pair a B (before) or an A (after) line command with every M or pair of MM commands.

R (repeat) Command

R[number-of-times]

Use the R (repeat) line command to repeat a line or block of lines directly after the last line to be repeated.

• number-of-times
Specifies the number of times a line or block of lines is repeated. The default is 1.

• R
Specifies a single line to be repeated.

• Rn
Specifies a single line to be repeated n times.

• RR
Specifies the first and last lines of a block to be repeated one time.

Rules for Using the R (repeat) Line Command

Pair each RR number-of-lines with another RR number-of-lines to complete a block command.

• If number-of-lines specified in the RR block command differ, the greater number is used.
• No other line commands can be used on lines being repeated.

TABS Command 1

TABS

Typing TABS in the line number field to view the current tab settings. You can also use the TABS command to change the
tabs by overstriking the current setting (indicate by tab character) with the new positions you choose.

The TABS line may be deleted from the display by the D (delete) line command or the RESET primary command.

X (exclude) Command

X[number-of-lines]

Use the X (exclude) command to exclude lines from the display.

number-of-lines

Specifies the number of lines excluded.

X

Specifies a single line to be excluded.

Xn
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Specifies the first of n lines to be excluded.

XX...XX

Specifies the first and last lines of a block of lines to be excluded.

Text Manipulation Line Commands

The text manipulation line commands are used when entering or altering text data. These commands are especially
useful when used in combinations. For example, use TS (text split), enter a word or phrase, and then use TF (text flow) to
reformat the paragraph.

Text Split Command

TS number-of-lines

The TS line command splits the text at the cursor so that you can insert text. The text following the cursor is moved to the
left margin of the paragraph and an additional line is inserted. The default is 1.

number-of-lines

Specifies the number of lines to be inserted between the split line.

See the online documentation for examples of the TS line command.

Text Flow Command

TF rb

The TF command starts processing at the current line and flows text upward to the end of a paragraph. The end of a
paragraph may be indicated by a:

• Blank line
• Change in indentation
• Special characters

Temporary lines such as COLS or BNDS are deleted before text is flowed.

A single blank separates existing text from the words that are flowed upward from a lower line. When the end of a
sentence is detected, two blanks are inserted.

• rb
Specifies the right bound for the text.

See the online documentation for examples of Text Flow parameters.

Text Entry Command

TE number-of-lines

The TE line command formats the screen with an unnumbered open text entry area that may be used without regard for
line overflow. The cursor is positioned at the beginning of the first line and the remainder of the screen is blank. After you
type the data and press the ENTER key, the text is flowed into a paragraph format.

If you type a number after the TE command, open the text entry area provided for only that number of lines.

See the online documentation for examples of TE command examples.

number-of-lines
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Specifies the number of blank lines requested.

Destructive Line Shift Command

([number-of-columns]
)[number-of-columns] (([number-of-columns]. . .((
))[number-of-columns]. . .))

Destructive line shift moves the text a specified number of columns to the right-) or left-(. When the shift causes text to
exceed the bound position, that text is discarded.

See the online documentation for line shift examples.

number-of-columns

Specifies the number of columns to shift. The default is 1.

(
)

Specifies that the line be shifted to the left or right one column.

(n
)n

Specifies that the line be shifted to the left or right n columns.

((
))

Specifies the first and last lines of a block to be shifted to the left or right one column.

((n
))n

Specifies the first line of a block to be shifted to the left or right n columns. Use a (( or )) to mark the last line of the block.

Protective Line Shift Command

Contents

<[number-of-columns]
>[number-of-columns]
<<[number-of-columns]. . .<<
>>[number-of-columns]. . .>>

Protective line shift moves the text a specified number of columns to the right-> or left-<. When the shift causes the text to
exceed the bound position, that text is retained and the shift operation is not completed.

See the online documentation for protective line shift examples.

number-of-columns

Specifies the number of columns to shift. The default is 1.

<
>

Specifies that the line be shifted to the left or right one column.

<n
>n
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Specifies that the line be shifted to the left or right n columns.

<<
>>

Specifies the first and last lines of a block to be shifted to the left or right one column.

<<n
>>n

Specifies the first line of a block to be shifted to the left or right n columns. Use a << or >> to mark the last line of the
block.

Bill-of-Material (BOM)

CA IDMS Extractor defines a BOM structure as one record type owning another record type through two sets, one of
which has a manual connection, the other an automatic.

CA IDMS Extractor Database

The database created when CA IDMS Extractor is installed. It contains the Selection Criteria Specifications and JCL
members that you save.

Communication File

File used to pass information between the CA IDMS Extractor Batch Components.

Copy Utility

CA IDMS Extractor allows you to copy saved JCL members and Selection Criteria Specifications from other CA IDMS
Extractor users.

Database Entry Point

Defines the beginning of a database path. An entry point can be either a record or an index that is used to retrieve a
record.

Database Extract Component

The Batch Component that accesses the source database to extract record and set information.

Database Load Component

The Batch Component that loads the target database with information extracted from the source database.

Database Path

Tells the Extract Component how to walk through your source database and look for records to be extracted that are then
loaded onto your target database.

Deselection

To remove all selection criteria from the record.
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Documentation Component

The Online Component that provides information about using CA IDMS Extractor screens, command syntax, PF keys, the
Transfer Facility, and the Online Message Facility.

Entry Index

A type of database entry point that defines the beginning of a database path. If you tell CA IDMS Extractor to use an entry
index, records are retrieved without performing an area sweep. Extraction with an entry index usually takes less time than
the same path definition with an Entry Record.

Entry Record

A type of database entry point that defines the beginning of a database path. When you tell CA IDMS Extractor to use an
entry record, the Extract Component sweeps the area in which the record resides in order to retrieve the record. If you
specify CALC keys in the Field Level Selection Criteria for the record, however, CA IDMS Extractor performs an

OBTAIN CALC to retrieve the record.

Extract File

Contains information extracted from the source database by the Database Extract Component.

Field Level Selection Criteria

The field values and conditions that you want CA IDMS Extractor to test for when determining if a record should be
extracted from the source database. For example, you can tell CA IDMS Extractor to extract a DEPT record if the DEPT-
NAME field contains the value 'HISTORY'.

Hierarchical Index Selection

All records indexed by the named index are selected. The selected records are handled exactly like a hierarchical record
selection.

Hierarchical Record Selection

Begins with the named record that CA IDMS Extractor marks as the entry record. All records that are members of sets
owned by the entry record, do not already participate in a path, and are not indexed by an entry index, are selected in the
path. All selected records that are owners of sets are subject to the same selection process as the entry record.

JCL Editor Component

The online component used to create and modify JCL members.

JCL Member Print Utility

The batch component that allows you to print a JCL member you created and saved using the JCL Editor Component.

JCL Submission Component

The online component used to submit JCL to your batch machine, and optionally, to insert parameters for the Batch
Extract and Load Components of CA IDMS Extractor.

JCL Utilities Component

The online component used to copy, delete, print, and rename JCL members.
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Network Index/Record Selection

Function exactly like a hierarchical selection. In addition, all owners of sets in which a selected record participates as a
member are also selected.

A hierarchical selection selects all records going down in the hierarchy, whereas a network selection selects all records in
the network.

Record Level Selection Criteria

The information you specify with the online Selection Criteria Specification Component that CA IDMS Extractor uses at
EXTRACT time to determine if a record in the source database should be extracted.

Recursive Data Structure

A structure is considered to be recursive if a record type is retrieved by more than one set type in the same path. A Bill-of-
Materials (BOM) structure is an example of a recursive data structure.

Selection Criteria Specification

The instructions that tell CA IDMS Extractor what records to extract from the source database.

Selection Criteria Specification Component

The online component used to describe the existing source database, describe the database path(s), describe Selection
Criteria Specifications, and save the Specifications under a name of your choice.

Source Database

An existing database from which you extract records in order to create a new test database.

Specification Name

A name you give to the Selection Criteria Specification which is saved in the CA IDMS Extractor database.

Specification Print Utility

The batch component that allows you to print Selection Criteria Specifications that you created and saved.

Specification Utilities Component

The online component used to copy, delete, print, and rename your Selection Criteria Specifications.

Syntax File

The file used to pass appropriate CA IDMS DDDL syntax between the CA IDMS Extractor batch components, and the CA
IDMS DDDL utility.

Target Database

A new or existing database that CA IDMS Extractor loads with records extracted from a source database.

User Profile Component

The online component used to tailor PF key assignments to suit your needs.
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Workfile

A temporary file used by the Database Load Component. Information is saved in the Workfile between sort exits.

Using Web Services
Web services are widely used to perform various functions in modern application architectures. Typically, a web service
is a called program or stored procedure that is accessed over the internet, using industry-standard protocols.  XML is
often times used as the means for encoding the data that is transmitted by the service consumer and provider.  HTTP
is a heavily used communications protocol for the transmission of service Requests and Responses.  And, SOAP is
an industry-standard protocol that defines the rules and sub-protocols that are used for the invocation and provision of
services.  

Key Benefits

The CA IDMS Web Services feature allows you to both consume external web services and expose internal web services,
within CA IDMS.  A CA IDMS-based web service is a CA IDMS application program that is accessible over the internet
using the SOAP protocol.  You do not typically access a web service directly using a web browser. Rather, like other called
programs, you access it by another application program.

This page describes the following topics:

NOTE

Your CA IDMS system must run on GA CA IDMS Version 19.0, GA Complete, to use the Web Services
Employee demonstration. If you participated in the CA IDMS Version 19.0 incremental release program, you
must apply APAR RO90312.

Terminology for Web Services

Listed below are terms that are used frequently in relation to using web services. For more information about each
subject, see the World Wide Web consortium (W3C).

• HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol)
HTTP is a method of text-based communication between entities on the World Wide Web. HTTP is a request-response
protocol that, after a given request message, is sent from a client to a server.  The server sends back a reply message
containing a status of the previous request and, typically, some additional content in the body of the reply. The SOAP
protocol uses HTTP as its underlying communications methodology. Web services typically utilizes HTTP over TCP/IP.

• SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) 
CA IDMS Web Services uses version 1.1 of the SOAP protocol. SOAP is a set of rules that define the passing of XML-
based information between peers in a distributed environment. A SOAP message is a one-way transmission, but
many applications implement a call and response architecture similar to HTTP. The SOAP protocol uses two additional
standards, HTTP and XML.

• WSDL (Web Services Definition Language) 
WSDL is an XML-format language for defining web-based services. A WSDL document defines how a service can be
addressed and invoked. WSDL also describes the operations that are available for the service, as well as, the input
and output elements that are needed for those operations. Consider the WSDL document as the "contract" between
the caller and the web service.

• XML (eXtensible Markup Language)
XML is set of rules that defines a method for encoding data in a format that is understandable by humans, but can also
be interpreted easily by computer programs. A properly formed XML message contains several required and optional
sections. Data elements are denoted with header and footer tags that allow the reader to understand the context of the
element. XML allows you to transmit customized data from different applications running on disparate platforms.
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Web Services in a CA IDMS Environment

In the CA IDMS environment, a CA IDMS application program can either consume an external web service, or provide a
web service for an external web service consumer. The CA IDMS application program includes the following two types of
web services functions:

• Consumer
A web services consumer (client program) calls an external web service provider. The CA IDMS Web Services
Consumer allows CA IDMS application programs to call an external Web service.

• Provider
A web service provider is called by an external requester. In client/server terms, a provider is a server program. The
CA IDMS Web Services Provider allows a CA IDMS application program to be called by an external web service.

Using SOAP, a consumer and provider exchange messages in a synchronous manner. The consumer sends a SOAP
request message to the provider. The provider responds by sending a SOAP reply message back to the consumer.
Asynchronous consumption of services can be accomplished by dispatching multiple consumer tasks using, for example,
a queue-initiated task.

Although less often used, it is possible to write a one-way, request-only web service. Most web services follow a request-
to-response model of communication. In a request-only communications model, the consumer service sends a message
without expecting a response from the provider service.

A web service has many attributes that are needed for invocation, as follows:

• URL: Locates the service on the Internet
• Service Name: Identifies the service program name
• Operation Name: Identifies the desired function within the service program
• Element Names: Defines the input and output attributes of the service

All of the attributes for a given web service are contained in its Web Services Description Language (WSDL) file.

 

Product Requirements, Configuration, and Components
This section describes the Requirements, Configuration and Components of the CA IDMS Web Services feature, and
includes the following topics: 

Requirements

TCP/IP

The CA IDMS Web Services feature uses the CA IDMS TCP/IP line driver to communicate with external Web services, as
well as to receive and respond to external service requests. To use CA IDMS TCP/IP note the following:

• Your CV must be configured to have a TCP/IP SYSGEN statement
• One or more TCP/IP lines must be defined to your system
• Each concurrent Web service request requires the use of a bulk LTE/PTE pair, defined under your TCP/IP line, to

communicate with your service. You may need to add additional bulk LTE/PTE’s to accommodate this new service-
based workload.

The CA IDMS Web Services Provider service uses the generic listener feature, within the TCP/IP line driver, to listen for
incoming service requests. By default, port 3850 is used for the Web Services listener. This port must be available within
your LPAR in order for the listener to start up properly. Users may change the port designation for their listener as needed
at their site. The listener is defined within PTERM ‘TCPWSRV’ in your SYSGEN.

For more information on the configuration of TCP/IP, see Using System Generation.
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Program Storage

The Request and Response messages, which are sent and received from your IDMS-based service programs, can be
very large. These messages need to undergo multiple operations by the CA IDMS Web Services interface modules,
including the following:

• ASCII<->EBCDIC conversion
• Removal of various control characters (ex: Carriage Control, Line Feed strings)
• Removal of HTTP Headers
• XML Parsing and Generation

To perform these operations, multiple copies of your Service Request/Response buffers are required at certain times. As
a result, the storage requirements for your Web services programs can be significant. You may need to increase your CA
IDMS above-the-line storage pool (pool 128 or above) to accommodate your Web Services application activities. 

For more information on the configuration of your IDMS system storage pools, see Using System Generation.

MULTIPLE ENCLAVE Option

The CA IDMS Web Services interface modules use the IBM® Language Environment (LE), as do your COBOL-based
application service programs. To minimize the impact of LE on your IDMS system, we recommended that you enable
MULTIPLE ENCLAVE on your SYSTEM statement. When MULTIPLE ENCLAVE is enabled (ON), your IDMS CV re-
uses an LE 'Enclave' (or Environment) for multiple program invocations within a given IDMS Task. This can significantly
improve performance for your application programs, in both reduced CPU time and decreased storage requirements.
To enable the re-use of an LE 'Enclave', the MULTIPLE ENCLAVE option must be enabled at both the PROGRAM and
SYSTEM levels. There are a few caveats to the use of MULTIPLE ENCLAVE that should be reviewed before configuring
your application programs for its use.

For more information on the configuration of your IDMS "System" statement, see Using System Generation.

Protocols

This section describes the message and language protocol requirements.

• Message protocol
CA IDMS Web services supports the SOAP 1.1 protocol. The CA IDMS Web services consumer can access external
Web services that support SOAP 1.1 and XML over HTTP. No other protocols are supported at this time.

• Language protocol
The CA IDMS Web Services API can be invoked from programs written in either COBOL, PL/1 or CA ADS/Online. 
 COBOL and PL/1 programs using the IDMS Web Services API must be coded with a Protocol statement that specifies
a Mode of IDMS-DC.   ADS/Batch programs cannot call the CA IDMS Web Services API.

Operating System

CA IDMS Web Services product is supported on z/OS only.

CA IDMS Environment

The CA IDMS Web Services API can only be issued from programs running under the IDMS/DC online environment.  The
CA IDMS Web Services API cannot be invoked from programs running in Batch.   

Licensing

For full use of the CA IDMS Web Services feature, you must be licensed for the CA IDMS SQL Option.
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Security

The CA IDMS Web Services feature supports Basic Access Authentication for both Consumer and Provider Web services.
Sign-on credentials are automatically encoded and decoded as necessary by the CA IDMS Web Services interface
programs. You can configure your Provider services to optionally require a sign-on to CA IDMS. In addition, you may also
optionally require the sign-on UID to participate in a special security group, providing an additional level of control. For
more information, refer to CA IDMS Web Services Configurator section.

If you are employing task level security on your IDMS system, you must:

• Grant or restrict user access to task IDMSWSRV. You control user access based on this task, not the actual name of
your web services tasks, because the sign-on call occurs after your task is invoked. To determine access privileges, at
sign-on, CA IDMS Web Services verifies whether the user has access to the IDMSWSRV.

• Grant execute authority on task RHDCNP3W to group PUBLIC or all groups, because the Web Services Soap Server
invokes this task before the user ID and password are received.  Alternatively, you can turn off security for task
RHDCNP3W by including an entry in the SRTT.  

Network communications to your mainframe LPAR may be restricted. The CA IDMS Web Services Provider service
requires a TCP/IP Listener port to be opened (port 3850 by default). Port usage may be controlled at your site. In addition,
outbound socket connections to external websites may be restricted. See your mainframe network administrator for
guidance on these issues.   Application Transparent - Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS) may be used to secure your Web
Services socket communications.  See Encrypting Socket Communication, below.

Configuration

WEBC Task

CA IDMS Web Services are controlled at the CA IDMS CV-level using task code WEBC.   

Example

Following is an example of the report generated from WEBC, which is generated whenever the WEBC task is invoked
without parameters:

LOG LEVEL = NNNN 
 
 - LOG LEVEL BREAKDOWN: 
 1. API Function Trace:    N 
 2. Socket Function Trace: N 
 3. SOAP Message Trace:    N 
 4. Internals Trace:       N 
 - TO MODIFY, ENTER "WEBC LOG LEVEL=XXXX",
 WHERE EACH "X" = EITHER "Y" OR "N".

                                                             

LOG PROGRAM =                                          

  - TO MODIFY, ENTER "WEBC LOG PROGRAM=XXXXXXXX",    

    WHERE "XXXXXXXX" IS A PROGRAM NAME OR SPACES.                                              

REQUIRE SIGNON = NO                                                                               
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  - TO MODIFY, ENTER "WEBC REQUIRE SIGNON=XXX",      

    WHERE "XXX" IS "YES" OR "NO".                                                                

CHECK AUTHORIZATION = NO                                                                       

  - TO MODIFY, ENTER "WEBC CHECK AUTHORIZATION=XXX", 

    WHERE "XXX" IS "YES" OR "NO".

Options

The following system-wide configuration options are currently supported. These options may be specified as parameters
to the WEBC task:

• LOG LEVEL
Contains the following logging flags that determine which events are written to the log during your web service
invocations:
– API function trace: Enables the display of messages at the beginning and end of API calls, to track when they are

being serviced.
– Socket function trace: Enables the display of messages related to the socket calls performed behind the scenes.
– SOAP message trace: Enables the display of the SOAP messages passed back and forth, when performing

WSSEND, WSRECEIVE, or WSREQUEST calls.
– Internals trace: Enables the display of any other internal logging messages that are not covered by the previous

three flags.
• LOG PROGRAM

Turns on logging within the named Consumer or Provider service program. 
Default: Spaces ‘ ’ or OFF

• REQUIRE SIGNON
(For Provider Services only.) Indicates that a sign-on to CA IDMS is required. When used, the SOAP request must
contain user ID and password credentials to facilitate this sign-on. These credentials must be encoded in base64
format (Basic Access Authentication must be used).
Default: NO

• CHECK AUTHORIZATION
(For Provider Services only.) Indicates that the user ID provided must be a member of a Web Services security
group. The name of the group is a combination of the string WEBSERV- and the program name for the user-written
Provider service implementation program. For example, the group name for the CA IDMS Provider Demo program
(IDMSPROV) would be: WEBSERV-IDMSPROV. 
The REQUIRE SIGNON option must be turned ON in order for the CHECK AUTHORIZATION option to be ON.
Default: NO

The WEBC task stores the configuration settings in a queue record called IDMSWS-VER3.   IDMSWS-VER3 is read by
the CA IDMS Web Service interface programs to provide the baseline configuration options for your service environment.  
These options can then be retrieved and modified using the CA IDMS Web Services API Functions.

Encrypting Socket Communications

Web services socket communications can be secured using the IBM™ "Application Transparent - Transport Layer
Security" (AT-TLS) feature, made available in z/OS release 1.7. Applications can enable SSL security on socket
communications without making changes to the application code. AT-TLS can be used to secure both inbound and
outbound socket communications. This security is enabled at the TCP/IP transport level within z/OS by configuring
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PAGENT (Policy Agent). PAGENT works in conjunction with the IBM TCP/IP stack to identify which socket connections
should be secured. See PAGENT Policy Configuration for a sample configuration. The sample is configured for the CA
IDMS Web Services default listener port of 3900. One or more certificates may need to be created in order to implement
SSL on Web Services sockets. 

NOTE
For more information on AT-TLS, see "Secured Sockets Using AT-TLS" on CA Support Online.

Product Components

To install the CA IDMS Web Services feature you must add several new tasks and programs to your SYSGEN definition,
as described below. Several new records are also added to your Data Dictionary.

SYSGEN definitions for the CA IDMS Web Services programs and tasks are contained in the IDMS-WEB-SERVICES-API
module. The IDMS-WEB-SERVICES-API module is created by copying either the IDMSNAPI or IDMSPAPI source library
member, as determined at installation depending upon the use of the PROTECT option on the PROGRAM definitions. The
IDMS-WEB-SERVICES-API module can be found in your primary dictionary.

The Web Services API records are contained in the IDMSWAPI member. Member IDMSWAPI can be found in your source
library.  

NOTE

You should add the Web Services API record definitions (contained in the IDMSWAPI member) to all secondary
dictionaries that you want to pre-compile your Web Services COBOL programs against.

Tasks

Following are the tasks delivered with the CA IDMS Web Services feature:

Task Description
WEBC Invoked manually from the "Enter Next Task Code" prompt.

Invokes program IDMSWEBC. This program maintains the CA
IDMS Web Services Configuration options.

RHDCNP3W Invoked automatically when traffic is received on the CA IDMS
Web Services Listener PTE (TCPWSRV). This task invokes the
CA IDMS Web Services SOAP Server (IDMSWSSS).

IDMSWSRV Dummy task used to control whether users have access to CA
IDMS Web Services when task level security is enabled.

IDMSWSDM Invoked manually from the "Enter Next Task Code" prompt.
Invokes program ADSORUN1 to run Dialog IDMSWSDM.  Dialog
IDMSWSDM is the Consumer portion of the CA IDMS Web
Services demo application. 

NOTE

Users may want to secure WEBC in order to restrict its access to the IDMS DBA or Security Administrator.
For more information on IDMS Task security see the Knowledge Article "How to implement security for TASK
Codes," in IDMS Central Version.
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Programs

Following are the programs delivered with the CA IDMS Web Services feature:

Program Type Description
RHDCWSKP Utility module Used internally to interface with other Web

Services modules
RHDCWSMS Message Editor program .Used internally to perform various edit

functions on SOAP Request and Response
messages

IDMSWEBC Configuration program Invoked by task code WEBC.  See
the WEBC task, above, for details

IDMSWSI Interface module The focal point for all Web Services API
function calls

IDMSWSSC Consumer module Processes the WSRequest() function calls,
among others

IDMSWSSP Provider module Processes the WSSend() & WSReceive()
function calls for the Provider service

IDMSWSRM Request Manager module Processes the WSInitialize(),
WSGetOption() and WSSetOption()
function calls

IDMSWSSS SOAP Server module Reads in SOAP Request messages and
invokes the appropriate Provider service
program

IDMSWSDM Consumer demo program This ADS Dialog uses the Web Services
API to generate a SOAP Request to
do a lookup against the Employee
Demo database

IDMSWSPI Provider demo program This COBOL program is launched by
the Web Services SOAP Server, and
responds to the service Request sent from
IDMSWSDM

Dictionary Components

Following are the dictionary components delivered with the CA IDMS Web Services Employee demonstration application.
These components are added to your primary dictionary during product installation:   

Components Description
IDMSWSDM Consumer demonstration dialog
IDMSWSMP Consumer demonstration map
WSDEMO Work record used in IDMSWSDM. It contains fields used by the

XML reply message
WSEMPDM-MAP Work record used in the CA IDMS Web Services Demonstration
IDMSWSDM-PM Premap Process for IDMSWSDM
IDMSWSDM-EN Enter Process for IDMSWSDM

Web Services Employee Demonstration

Your CA IDMS system must run on CA IDMS Base Version 19.0 to use the Web Services Employee demonstration. If you
participated in the CA IDMS Version 19.0 incremental release program, you must apply PTF RO90312.
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CA IDMS Web Services Architecture
This section explains the architecture of the CA IDMS Web Services feature.

Web Services API Call Structure

The following diagram illustrates the call structure of the CA IDMS Web Services API:
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As seen in the above diagram, Application Programs (both Consumer and Provider) make calls to the CA IDMS Web
Services 'stub' module, named IDMSWSI, which is linked directly with your application programs.  IDMSWSI calls the
appropriate subordinate module to actually process the Web services function, as follows:

Module Name Function Description
IDMSWSSC WSRequest() Service Consumer Module: Primary

interface for Service Consumer calls. Calls
the IDMS TCP/IP driver to transmit the
SOAP Request.

IDMSWSRM WSInitialize()
WSGetOption()
WSSetOption()
WSRelease()

Request Manager: Manages the Service
Request structure

IDMSWSSP WSReceive()
WSSend()

Service Provider Module: Primary interface
for Service Provider calls. Calls the IDMS
TCP/IP driver to transmit the SOAP Reply.
 Performs credential verification if Basic
Access Authorization is being used and
configuration is set to Require Signon or
Check Authorization

IDMSWSSS WSInitialize()
WSSend()

Soap Server: Receives traffic from the TCP/
IP Line and invokes service Implementation
program. The Soap Server program
invokes the CA IDMS Web Services stub
module internally, to perform error-handling
and resource-cleanup operations.

Web Services Consumer Architecture

The following diagram illustrates the data flow of CA IDMS Web Services Consumer Interface:
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Following is a summary of the data flow depicted in the above diagram, as well as the functions performed by the CA
IDMS Web Services consumer:

• The CA ADS dialog (or Application Program), on the top-left portion of the diagram, initiates the process by making a
WSRequest() API call.  As as alternative to ADS/Online, this program may be written in COBOL or PL/I. 

• The CA ADS dialog links to the CA IDMS Web Service interface module, passing an XML Request buffer.
• The Web Services interface module uses the XML request to construct a SOAP Request.   As part of this process, CA

IDMS Web Services interface will do the following:
– Build the necessary credentials into the SOAP header block
– Convert the SOAP request from EBCDIC to ASCII format 
– Build the TCP/IP socket to the Web Server machine
– Send the Request to the external Web Service Implementation program

• The CA IDMS Web Services interface waits for the external service to send the SOAP reply.
• When the SOAP reply is received, the CA IDMS Web Services Interface closes the TCP/IP socket and forwards the

XML reply back to the IDMS-based Web Services Dialog, COBOL or PL/I program.  As part of this process, the CA
IDMS Web Services interface will do the following:
– Convert the SOAP Reply from ASCII to EBCDIC
– Perform error checking on the SOAP header
– Extract the XML string from the SOAP Reply
– Perform various edits on the XML Reply string to make it suitable for XML parsing
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Web Services Provider Architecture

The following diagram illustrates the architecture of CA IDMS Web Services Provider Interface, when called from an
external Web server.

Following is a summary of the data flow depicted in the above diagram, as well as the functions performed by the CA
IDMS Web Services provider:

• The Web application residing in an external Web Server opens a TCP/IP socket to the CA IDMS Web Services
Listener port and transmits a SOAP request, which is received by the CA IDMS Web Services Provider interface.

• The CA IDMS Web Services provider interrogates the SOAP request to determine which CA IDMS Web Service
should be invoked.  As part of this process, the CA IDMS Web Services interface will do the following:
– Convert the SOAP request from ASCII to EBCDIC format.
– Extract the credentials from the SOAP header and perform a sign-on to CA IDMS if so directed.
– Extract the XML portion of the message from the SOAP request.
– Invoke the Application Program.

• The Application Program calls the CA IDMS Web Services API to receive the XML Request and generate the SOAP
Reply, once the Request is serviced and the XML Reply is built. 

• As part of the Send() function invocation, the CA IDMS Web Services interface will do the following:
– Convert the SOAP request from EBCDIC to ASCII format.
– Send the generated SOAP Reply back to the Web Application.
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Using the Web Services API
This article contains information on how to use the Web Services API for both the consumption and provisioning of CA
IDMS Web services, and describes the following information:

API Usage Overview

The CA IDMS Web Services API is a Call Level Interface (CLI).  Application programs make calls to a centralized stub
module, named IDMSWSI, which calls other subordinate programs to carry out the function operation. The IDMSWSI
program must be linked with your application programs. The API can be used with COBOL and PL/I programs, as well as
with ADS Consumer Dialogs.

Detailed information on the Web Services API functions and records can be found in the "Web Services API Support"
section of the IDMS Reference documentation.

Consumer Service API Usage

The following table summarizes the Web Services API functions that are typically used within a Consumer service
program:

Step Operation API Function
1 Initialize the Web Services Environment WSINITIALIZE
2 Retrieve a Web Services Option WSGETOPTION
3 Alter a Web Services Option WSSETOPTION
4 Make a Service Request WSREQUEST
5 Free the Web Services Environment WSRELEASE

Following is a detailed explanation of the API function call steps:

1. The WSINITIALIZE function allocates the structures used in the Web Services environment. The WSINITIALIZE
function call must be made before all other Web Services API calls. The REQUEST-HANDLE generated by this
function must be used on all other Web Services function calls. Only one Web services environment may be
allocated at any point in time.

2. Optional. The WSGETOPTION function retrieves the values for the Web Services configuration options. Consumer
service programs may need to retrieve one or more of the configuration options provided with the Web Services
feature.  For example, a Consumer service program may contain tracing code, which is conditionally executed when
the LOG-PROGRAM variable is set to the Consumer service program name. For a full list of supported configuration
options, see the information about the WSGETOPTION function in the "Web Services API Functions" of the IDMS
Reference documentation.

3. Optional. The WSSETOPTION function modifies the values for the Web Services configuration options. Consumer
service programs may need to alter one or more of the configuration options provided with the Web Services feature.
For example, a Consumer service program may need to tailor the READ-WRITE-TIMEOUT for a particular long-
running service.  For a full list of supported configuration options, see the WSSETOPTION function in the "Web
Services API Functions" topic of the IDMS Reference documentation.

4. The WSREQUEST function builds and transmits a SOAP service request. The application program must provide the
XML Request string, which is then embedded in the SOAP Request. The Web Services interface module waits for the
SOAP response before returning control to the Consumer program. The XML Response is extracted from the SOAP
Response and provided (as an output parameter) on the WSREQUEST function call.

5. The WSRELEASE function frees all of the resources associated the the Web Services environment.  The
WSRELEASE function should be invoked after all of your Web Service requests have been made.
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A sample ADS Consumer service Dialog (IDMSWSDM) is provided with the installation of the CA IDMS Web Services
feature.  For more information, see Web Services Employee Demonstration.

Provider Service API Usage

The following table summarizes the Web Services API functions that are typically used within a Provider service program:

Step Operation API Function
1 Initialize the Web Services Environment WSINITIALIZE
2 Retrieve a Web Services Option WSGETOPTION
3 Alter a Web Services Option WSSETOPTION
4 Receive the XML Service Request WSRECEIVE
5 Send the XML Service Response WSSEND
6 Free the Web Services Environment WSRELEASE

Following is a detailed explanation of the API function call steps:

1. The WSINITIALIZE function allocates the structures used in the Web Services environment.  For Provider services,
the WSINITIALIZE function is performed automatically by the CA IDMS Web Services SOAP Server (IDMSWSSS), at
the point in time the service program is called. The REQUEST-HANDLE generated by the WSINITIALIZE function is
passed as a parameter to the Provider service program. Only one Web Services environment may be allocated at any
point in time.  

2. Optional. The WSGETOPTION function retrieves the values for the Web Services configuration options. Your Provider
service program may need to retrieve one or more of the configuration options provided with the Web Services feature.
 For example, your Provider service program may contain tracing code, which is conditionally executed when the LOG-
PROGRAM variable is set to the Provider service program name. For a full list of supported configuration options, see
the WSGETOPTION function in the IDMS Reference documentation.

3. Optional. The WSSETOPTION function modifies the values for the Web Services configuration options. Provider
service programs may need to alter one or more of the configuration options provided with the Web Services feature.
For example, during the development of your Provider program you may want to turn on the LOG-SERVICES
option in order to get tracing information at the CA IDMS Web Service interface level.  For a full list of supported
configuration options, see the WSSETOPTION function in the "Web Services API Functions" topic of the IDMS
Reference documentation.

4. The WSRECEIVE function returns the XML Request message sent from the Web service Consumer.  The CA IDMS
Web Service interface automatically extracts this message from the SOAP body, translates the message into EBCDIC
format, and performs various edits to make the XML string suitable for XML parsing.  For more information about the
parsing of an XML Request string, see XML Parsing and Generation.

5. The WSSEND function transmits an XML Response back to the Consumer service.  The Provider application program
is responsible for building the XML Response string. The XML Response is packaged within a SOAP Response,
converted into ASCII format and transmitted over the TCP/IP Socket connection used to receive the SOAP Request.

6. The WSRELEASE function frees all of the resources associated with the Web Services environment.  The
WSRELEASE function should be invoked after all of your Web Service requests have been made.

A sample COBOL Provider service program (IDMSWSPI) is provided with the installation of the CA IDMS Web Services
feature. For more information see Web Services Employee Demonstration.
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XML Parsing and Generation
Web service programs are responsible for generating and parsing the XML messages that are sent and received from
partner services.  Listed below is a break down of each of these XML operations.   For a complete explanation of the XML
Request and Response strings as they pertain to SOAP, refer to the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C).

XML Generation

Your service programs need to generate the XML Request and Response strings that are needed by the CA IDMS Web
Services API functions. The WSDL file for your service contains the information needed to determine the contents of your
XML Request and Response strings.  

Example: XML Request Message

Following is an example of a fully formed XML Request message for employee ID 0472 and field name EMPDEMO,
generated by the CA IDMS Web Services Consumer Demo service. Working from inside-out, at the core of this message
are the input data fields needed for the Demo service, which are wrapped within the element <InputFields>, and whose
values are based upon the service definition in the WSDL file (shown in italics). The <InputFields> element is wrapped
within an Operation element, called IDMSWSPIOperation. This element is wrapped within the <soap:Body> element.  At
the outermost level is the </soap:Envelope> element that contains the NameSpace definitions.  At the very top is the XML
header that contains the XML version and character encoding attributes:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?

<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"

 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

 xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

    <soap:Body>

        <IDMSWSPIOperation xmlns="http://www.IDMSWSPI.Request.com">

            <InputFields>

                <EmplID>0472</EmplID>

                <dbname>EMPDEMO</dbname>

            </InputFields>

        </IDMSWSPIOperation>

    </soap:Body>

</soap:Envelope>
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Example: XML Response Message

Following is an example of a fully formed XML Response message. The italicized text displays the output generated from
the XML Request Message shown above:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>

<soap:Envelope

  xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"          

  xmlns:xsi=”http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance”

  xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">

    <soap:Body>

        <IDMSWSPIOperationResponse xmlns="http://www.IDMSWSPI.Response.com">

            <OutputFields>

                <EmplID>0472</EmplID>

                <EmpFirstName>ROBBY</EmpFirstName>

                <EmpLastName>WILDER</EmpLastName>

                <EmpStreet>4567 E. GROWTH ST</EmpStreet>

                <EmpCity>SOUTHBORO</EmpCity>

                <EmpState>MA</EmpState>

                <EmpZip>03145</EmpZip>
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            </OutputFields>

        </IDMSWSPIOperationResponse>

    </soap:Body>

</soap:Envelope>

There are two main methods that you can use to perform XML generation: CA IDMS SQL XML Functions, or COBOL
XMLSS Parser that is built into IBM's COBOL compiler.

XML Parsing

Web service programs are responsible for parsing the XML messages that are received from their partner services.  The
WSDL file for your service contains the information needed to determine the contents of your XML Request and Response
strings.   Your service programs need to interrogate these strings and extract the data elements into the appropriate fields
in your program. 

You can use the COBOL XMLSS Parser  to facilitate the parsing of your XML strings.

For an example of a WSDL file, see the CA IDMS Web Service Demo WSDL.

 

Using the CA IDMS SQL XML Functions
The CA IDMS Web Services product offers the flexibility of using the SQL/XML functions to generate XML strings from a
record structure, which correspond to either a service Request or Response.  

Since XML elements need to be unique, and record elements can sometimes have the same name, XML must have a
means of further qualifying each element, as shown in the following example. The CA IDMS Employee and Department
records both have a common element, called "ID." If you attempt to generate an XML string with a sub element named
"ID" for both the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT elements, an error occurs.  The resulting XML string is considered to be
malformed. XML namespaces address this problem by providing the option of incorporating prefixes to the element name,
providing another level of qualification for the element name.

The following XML string represents a request for information of Employee ID 0471 and Department ID 4600. The EMP
and DPT prefixes are bound to namespaces xmlns:EMP and xmlns:DPT to provide uniqueness in the XML naming for
both elements:

<soapenv:Envelope    xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"    xmlns:EMP="HTTP://CA.COM/

FR/FRENCHXML"     xmlns:DPT="HTTP://CA.COM/HR/GLOBALXML">     <soapenv:Body>         <EMPLOYEE-REQUEST

 VERSION="1.0">             <EMP:ID>0471</EMP:ID>             <DPT:ID>4600</DPT:ID>         </EMPLOYEE-

REQUEST>     </soapenv:Body> </soapenv:Envelope>

Benefits of SQL/XML Generation

Attempting to perform XML generation using multiple namespaces can be a challenge with the IBM COBOL XML
Generate function. The CA IDMS SQL Option provides support for XML and manages multiple XML namespaces in a
straightforward manner. For a deeper insight on how to perform XML generation using the CA IDMS SQL functions, refer
to the knowledge base (KB)  article Generating an XML Message – How to deal with Multiple Namespaces. The KB article
presents the following two scenarios: 

• Using the SQL/XML functions to generate XML without database retrieval.
• Using the SQL/XML functions to generate XML with data retrieved from a network defined DB using VFK (Virtual

Foreign Keys), and it follows the generation of the above Employee Request example.
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Using the COBOL XMLSS Parser
Enterprise COBOL for z/OS supports XML processing by providing COBOL statements that can generate and parse XML.
This is made possible with the z/OS support for XML parsing with z/OS XML System Services parser.  To make use of the
z/OS XML System Services parser, the COBOL compile option XMLPARSE must be set to XMLSS. 

With the XMLSS option, a number of parsing capabilities become available, as follows:

• Enhanced namespace processing using special registers
• Use ENCODING phrase to specify codepage
• Direct parsing of XML Documents in UTF-8
• Parsing XML documents a buffer at a time
• Ability to offload parsing to ZAAP's

Enterprise COBOL for z/OS provides both  XML GENERATE and XML PARSE statements. These statements make it
possible for a Record structure to be converted into an XML stream and for an XML stream to be converted back to a
Record structure.  

The purpose of the XML GENERATE statement is to generate an XML stream from a Record structure. These
COBOL data structures can be very simple or fairly complex data structures, containing repeating data elements. XML
GENERATE also supports XML Namespaces and Attributes to express an item as an attribute of the XML element. 
Exception processing is also supported in the XML GENERATE statement.  

NOTE

The IBM XML GENERATE function limits the support of Namespaces to one Namespace. To generate a
Request/Response string with multiple Namespaces, see Using the CA IDMS SQL XML Functions

The XML PARSE statement parses an XML document into its individual items and passes each item, one at a time, to
a specific processing procedure.  A special register called XML-EVENT is evaluated where each XML data tag can be
identified, and its contents moved to a corresponding COBOL data structure. XML PARSE handles special Reference
characters, such as an apostrophe, and converts them appropriately. In addition, XML PARSE can be used with the
VALIDATING option to validate the XML stream against the XML schema.  Exception handling is also provided by the
XML PARSE statement.

For additional information and examples on the use of XML GENERATE, refer to the IDMS KB article, Generating an XML
Message - How to deal with Multiple Namespaces, section 3, Using the XML GENERATE COBOL Statement.

Both of these XML COBOL statements are supported by Enterprise COBOL since version 3, and usually are enhanced
with each new release of Enterprise COBOL.

More information on XML support within COBOL can be found in the IBM Enterprise COBOL for z/OS, Language
Reference manual. 

Web Services Employee Demonstration
The CA IDMS Web Services demonstration combines the use of both the Consumer and Provider Web service
components. The demonstration is designed to work completely within CA IDMS on the mainframe, eliminating any
network security issues or the need to establish a more complicated Web server environment. It can be implemented to
work on a single CA IDMS CV, or may be configured to use multiple CA IDMS CV's (one for the Consumer and one for the
Provider).

The Web Services Employee demonstration application consists of a single CA ADS Consumer Dialog (IDMSWSDM),
which makes Web Services API calls to invoke a Provider implementation program (IDMSWSPI).  The Provider
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implementation program is written in COBOL and also runs within CA IDMS, either within the same CV as the Consumer
Dialog or on a second IDMS CV.

The following diagram outlines the Web services demonstration components in relation to the CA IDMS Web Services
interface modules:
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Customizing the Employee Demonstration

Complete source code is provided for all components of the CA IDMS Web Services Demonstration application. Users
may modify or clone the demonstration programs to become familiar with the development of Web services within CA
IDMS.

The following table lists the components that comprise the demonstration programs. These components are installed with
the CA IDMS Web Services feature:

Item Name Description Location
IDMSWSMP Map Definition (RHDCMAP1 syntax) CAGJSAMP library
IDMSCAPI Copybook used in COBOL Consumer

(DDDL Syntax)
CAGJSAMP library

IDMSDAPI Dialog Processes and Records (DDDL
Syntax)

CAGJSAMP library

IDMSWSDM Dialog Definition (ADSOBCOM syntax) CAGJSAMP library
IDMSWSPI COBOL Provider Implementation Program

Source
CAGJSAMP library

IDMSWSCI COBOL Consumer Demo Program Source CAGJSAMP library
IDMSWSP1 PL/I Consumer Demo Program Source CAGJSAMP library
IDMSWSDL WSDL Definition for the IDMSPROV

Service
CAGJSAMP library

Running the Web Service Employee Demonstration

The Web Services demo components are all provided and installed as part of the CA IDMS software installation. The
demonstration uses the CA IDMS Employee Demo database to retrieve detail information on a specific Employee, using
an Employee-ID provided by the Consumer service.

To invoke the Consumer demo ADS Dialog, type the task code 'IDMSWSDM' within CA IDMS. The Premap process
dialog populates the map with default values for the required fields.

You may need to modify one or more of the required input fields for your IDMS environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the Employee ID you want to report on.  The pre-seeded value of 0472 should be present on your Employee
Demo Database.

2. Specify the Employee Demo DBNAME of your database on the Provider service CV.  The pre-seeded value of
EMPDEMO is typically valid.

3. Specify the IP Address and Port designations of the CV where your Employee Demo Provider service is running.
The IP Address provided infers that the Provider service resides on the same CV as the Consumer.
The Port Address 3850 reflects the default listener specification for the IDMS Web Services listener.

NOTE

Note: The IP address, 127.0.0.1, is a TCP/IP loop-back designation that resolves to the IP address of the
caller.  You do not need to change this address if you want to invoke the Provider service on the same CV as
the Consumer Demo Dialog.

4. Specify the User ID and Password, if necessary, for the invocation of the Provider service implementation program
(IDMSWSPI) on the targeted CV.
The sign-on requirement is determined on the Provider service CV, based on the setting of the Require Signon option
within the Web Services configuration task (WEBC).

5. Press Enter.
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The following example shows the result of the invocation of the Dialog's 'Enter' Response. The APPLICATION-LEVEL
OUTPUT DATA fields are automatically filled in as a result of the service request made to the IDMSWSPI Provider
service.

COBOL Demonstration Consumer Service

As an alternative to using ADS/Online, a COBOL version of the demonstration Consumer service program, IDMSWSCI,
is provided. IDMSWSCI uses the same Map as Dialog IDMSWSDM, and calls the same back-end service program, using
the CA IDMS Web Services API. To view the source code for IDMSWSCI, select the following attachment:

250

A second Web Services COBOL program, IDMSWSCL, demonstrates how to use Web Services logging using the
WSGETOPTION. To view the source code for IDMSWSCL, select the following attachment:

250

NOTE

Note: The IDMSWSCL program is available only in the documentation.

PL/I Demonstration Consumer Service

For clients who prefer to code in PL/I, a PL/I version of the demonstration Consumer service program, IDMSWSP1, is also
available. IDMSWSP1 uses the same Map as Dialog IDMSWSDM, and calls the same back-end service program, using
the CA IDMS Web Services API. To view the source code for IDMSWSP1, select the following attachment:

250

Invoking the Employee Demonstration Externally

Users can develop their own external Consumer for the IDMSWSPI Employee Demo Provider implementation. To help
facilitate this development effort, a WSDL (Web Services Development Language) file has been created for the Employee
Demo Provider. This file can be found in the CAGJSAMP installation library, under member name IDMSWSDL.  For more
information, see WSDL File for the CA IDMS Web Services Demonstration.

Troubleshooting the Web Services
This section describes the logging features and debugger function within the CA IDMS Web Services component.

Logging Procedures

The CA IDMS Web Services logging capability enables you to generate log entries at the CA IDMS Web Service interface
level, or generate log entries within a specific user-written service program.

Specifying your user program with the LOG PROGRAM option allows you to dynamically enable and disable logging
within your consumer or provider service programs.  Your service programs must be coded to act on the LOG PROGRAM
option. (Described in the "Create a Custom Log Message" section in this topic.)

Enabling logging displays tracing information as your request passes through the various IDMS modules to satisfy your
web request. Logging provides a way to both monitor and troubleshoot service programs. By reviewing your SOAP
message traffic at the service interface level you can determine if your Web service is working properly. Log entries can be
customized at the user service program level to provide a function-level account of your programs execution.

Logging is enabled from the Enter Next Task Code window. To enable logging, you have two options: Enable it on a
system level by using the WEBC task code, or enable it on a per-request basis using the SETOPTION API call.
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Enable Logging at System Level

The CA IDMS Web Services logging capability allows you to enable or disable log messages at a granular level. You can
specifically turn on tracing for API Functions, Socket Functions, SOAP Message processing, as well as a trace of the
Internals. The following example shows how how to use the Log Level option in the WEBC Task.

LOG LEVEL = NNNN
- LOG LEVEL BREAKDOWN: 
 1. API Function Trace:    N 
 2. Socket Function Trace: N 
 3. SOAP Message Trace:    N 
 4. Internals Trace:       N 
 - TO MODIFY, ENTER "WEBC LOG LEVEL=XXXX",
 WHERE EACH "X" = EITHER "Y" OR "N".

For example, if you wanted to enable logging of the API function trace and the Socket calls, but not the Soap Message
processing or the Internals, you would invoke WEBC as in the following example:

WEBC LOG LEVEL=YYNN

The following example shows how to enable or disable logging of your user program, USERPRGM, on a system level:

WEBC LOG WEB SERVICES=USERPRGM
or
WEBC LOG WEB SERVICES=        

Enable Logging at Program Level

The following example shows how to enable or disable logging dynamically at a request level, using the SETOPTION API
call. For more information about using this call, see the "Web Services API Functions" information in the IDMS Reference
documentation.

MOVE 8 TO WS-FUNCTION-CODE. ! WSSETOPTION()
MOVE 1 TO WS-OPTION-NUMBER. 
MOVE 'YES' TO WS-OPTION-VALUE. 
LINK TO PROGRAM 'IDMSWSI' USING 
    (WSDEMO-FUNCTION, 
     WSDEMO-RETURN, 
     WS-ERROR-INFO, 
     WSDEMO-SESSION, 
     WS-OPTION-NUMBER-RECORD, 
     WS-OPTION-VALUE-RECORD).

After completing the above call, logging of the Web Services Interface is enabled for the duration of your request.

The following example shows how to enable or disable logging of the user program, USERPRGM, dynamically at a
request level, using the SETOPTION API call. For more information about using this call, see the "Web Services API
Functions" information in the IDMS Reference documentation.

MOVE 8 TO WS-FUNCTION-CODE. ! WSSETOPTION()
MOVE 2 TO WS-OPTION-NUMBER. 
MOVE 'USERPRGM' TO WS-OPTION-VALUE. 
LINK TO PROGRAM 'IDMSWSI' USING 
    (WSDEMO-FUNCTION, 
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     WSDEMO-RETURN, 
     WS-ERROR-INFO, 
     WSDEMO-SESSION, 
     WS-OPTION-NUMBER-RECORD, 
     WS-OPTION-VALUE-RECORD).

After completing the above call, logging USERPRGM is enabled for the duration of your request.

Understanding the Log Messages

The following example shows a snippet of log messages from the provided Web services demonstration. In this example,
LOG SERVICE is enabled and the LOG PROGRAM is specified as IDMSWSPI. This allows Web Services to follow the
Web request all the way from the consumer interface to the provider user program and back:

10:54 IDMS DC503600 V130 T3387 IDMSWSSS About to link 
10:54 IDMS DC503600 V130 T3387 IDMSWSSS to user program. 
10:54 IDMS DC503000 V130 T3387 IDMSWSRM Option LOG-PROGRAM is set to IDMSWSPI
10:54 IDMS DC504200 V130 T3387 IDMSWSPI CALLING WS-RECEIVE 
10:54 IDMS DC503600 V130 T3387 IDMSWSSP START PROGRAM 
10:54 IDMS DC503600 V130 T3387 IDMSWSSP BUFFER RECEIVED BY WS-RECEIVE 
10:54 IDMS DC503600 V130 T3387 IDMSWSSP STORAGE SIZE: +399 
10:54 IDMS DC504200 V130 T3387 IDMSWSPI RECEIVED MESSAGE: 
10:54 IDMS DC504200 V130 T3387 IDMSWSPI <?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

The above example follows the usual pattern of CA IDMS DC messages. Each line shows the time, task, and module
of each log message. You can follow the path of your request and understand where you may have problems.  At the
moment of this logging snapshot, the Web Service Soap Server IDMSWSSS is about to call our specified demo program,
IDMSWSPI. The first thing IDMSWSPI does is check to see if logging is enabled for IDMSPI. We can see this in the trace
info from IDMSWSRM that handles that GETOPTION API call. From there, the log shows the trace messages defined
both in our demo program IDMSWSPI and within the rest of the Web Services modules. These messages will vary from
notifying the user that we are getting more storage, the size of the message, the contents of the messages, other ongoing
tasks, or custom messages that you have defined. The logging messages allow you to better understand how your Web
service is running and better understand what issues you might be having.

Create a Custom Log Message

In your user program you can use the GETOPTION API call to see if the specified program matches the name of your
user program. If this is the case, you conditionally display logging messages. Following is a short COBOL example:

!*************************************************************** 
!* WSGETOPTION() - CHECK STATUS OF LOG PROGRAM FIELD
!*************************************************************** 
 MOVE 12 TO WS-FUNCTION-CODE. ! WSGETOPTION() 
 MOVE 2 TO WS-OPTION-NUMBER. 
 LINK TO PROGRAM 'IDMSWSI' USING 
    (WSDEMO-FUNCTION, 
     WSDEMO-RETURN, 
     WS-ERROR-INFO, 
     WSDEMO-SESSION, 
     WS-OPTION-NUMBER-RECORD, 
     WS-OPTION-VALUE-RECORD).
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IF WS-OPTION-VALUE = 'USERPRGM'
    MOVE 'YES' TO IS-LOGGING-ENABLED.

The user defined program can interrogate the IS-LOGGING-ENABLED field to conditionally write to the log. The following
example writes to the log called WSDDPA1-IDMS-LOG-MESSAGE:

IF IS-LOGGING-ENABLED = 'YES'
    MOVE 'LOGGING ENABLED FOR USER PROGRAM' TO WSDDWA1-WTL-TEXT
    PERFORM WSDDPA1-IDMS-LOG-MESSAGE.

CA IDMS Debugger

The CA IDMS online debugger is an interactive facility used to detect, trace, and resolve programming errors in programs
that run under the control of DC/UCF. The debugger can be used with the following load modules:

• Assembler, COBOL, and PL/I programs
• CA ADS
• Subschemas
• Maps
• Tables

Since CA IDMS Web Services user-defined programs are CA IDMS DC or CA ADS Dialogs, using the online debugger is
beneficial if in-depth programming debugging is required.

For more information see Administrating Online Debugger.

WSDL File for the CA IDMS Web Services Demonstration
This page contains the WSDL (Web Services Definition Language) file for the CA IDMS Employee Demo Provider service
(IDMSWSPI). This file defines the 'contract' governing the invocation of the IDMSWSPI service. 

 

<!--

    DEFINITIONS:

    Root element, defines set of related services   

-->

<wsdl:definitions name="IDMSProviderServiceWSDL" 

    targetNamespace="http://127.0.0.1:3900/IDMSWSPI"    

    xmlns:tns="http://127.0.0.1:3900/IDMSWSPI"  

    xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"   

    xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"  

    xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"     
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    xmlns:http="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/http/"  

    xmlns:mime="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/mime/"> 

<!--  

    DATA STRUCTURES (TYPES) 

    Encapsulates schema data type definitions of communication types 

    using some type system (such as XSD: XML Schema definition). 

-->

     <wsdl:types>   

        <xs:schema elementFormDefault="qualified" 

                   targetNamespace="http://127.0.0.1:3900/IDMSWSPI">

            <!-- Definition of complex elements -->

            <!-- Data types definition for REQUEST -->

            <xs:element name="IDMSWSPIOperation"  

                        targetNamespace="http://www.IDMSWSPI.Request.com">

                <xs:complexType>

                    <xs:sequence>

                        <xs:element name="InputFields">

                            <xs:complexType>

                                <xs:sequence>

                                    <xs:element name="EmplID" type="xs:string" 

                                                minOccurs="1" default="0472"/>

                                    <xs:element name="dbname" type="xs:string" 

                                                minOccurs="1" default="EMPDEMO"/>

                                </xs:sequence>
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                            </xs:complexType>

                        </xs:element>

                    </xs:sequence>

                </xs:complexType>

            </xs:element>

            <!-- Data types definition for RESPONSE -->         

            <xs:element name="IDMSWSPIOperationResponse" 

                        targetNamespace="http://www.IDMSWSPI.Response.com">

                <xs:complexType>

                    <xs:sequence>

                        <xs:element name="OutputFields">

                            <xs:complexType>

                                <xs:sequence>

                                    <xs:element name="EmplID" type="xs:string"/>

                                    <xs:element name="EmpFirstName" type="xs:string"/>

                                    <xs:element name="EmpLastName" type="xs:string"/>

                                    <xs:element name="EmpStreet" type="xs:string"/>

                                    <xs:element name="EmpCity" type="xs:string"/>

                                    <xs:element name="EmpState" type="xs:string"/>

                                    <xs:element name="EmpZip" type="xs:string"/>

                                </xs:sequence>

                            </xs:complexType>

                        </xs:element>

                    </xs:sequence>

                </xs:complexType>
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            </xs:element>

</xs:schema>

    </wsdl:types>

<!--        

    SOAP MESSAGES:  

    How the above data structures are bundled up as a set of messages.  

    An abstract, typed definition of the data being communicated.   

    Elements describe potential transactions.   

-->

    <!-- request IDMSWSPIOperationSoapIn is of type IDMSWSPIOperation -->   

    <wsdl:message name="IDMSWSPIOperationSoapIn">   

        <wsdl:part name="employeeReq" element="tns:IDMSWSPIOperation"/> 

    </wsdl:message> 

    <!-- response IDMSWSPIOperationSoapOut is of type IDMSWSPIOperationResponse --> 

    <wsdl:message name="IDMSWSPIOperationSoapOut">  

        <wsdl:part name="employeeResp" element="tns:IDMSWSPIOperationResponse"/>    

    </wsdl:message>

<!--        

    SERVICE "METHODS":  

    The actual set of operations the service is capable of supporting (REQUESTS)    

    An abstract description of the messages for the operations supported by     

    one or more endpoints.  

-->

    <wsdl:portType name="CAIdmsProviderSoapPortType">   
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        <wsdl:operation name="IDMSWSPIOperation">   

            <wsdl:documentation>    

                This method retrieves an employee information. EmplID must be entered.  

            </wsdl:documentation>   

            <wsdl:input  message="tns:IDMSWSPIOperationSoapIn"/> 

            <wsdl:output message="tns:IDMSWSPIOperationSoapOut"/>   

        </wsdl:operation>   

    </wsdl:portType>    

<!--

    BINDING (TRANSLATION TO WIRE FORMAT):   

    There are a number of ways the messages could be formatted when talking to the service. 

    This is where we get explicit about what the service can handle.    

    A concrete protocol and data format specification for a particular port type.   

-->     

    <wsdl:binding name="CAIdmsProviderSoapBinding" type="tns:CAIdmsProviderSoapPortType">   

        <soap:binding transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"/>    

        <wsdl:operation name="IDMSWSPIOperation">   

            <soap:operation soapAction="http://127.0.0.1:3900/IDMSWSPI" 

                            style="document"/>  

            <wsdl:input>    

                <soap:body use="literal" namespace="http://www.IDMSWSPI.Request.com"/>

            </wsdl:input>   

            <wsdl:output>   

                <soap:body use="literal" namespace="http://www.IDMSWSPI.Response.com"/>

            </wsdl:output>  
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        </wsdl:operation>   

    </wsdl:binding> 

<!-- 

    SERVICE NAME:   

    A collection of related endpoints (URL which by means a Services is exposed).   

    Service: Name a new service "CAIdmsProviderService"     

-->

    <wsdl:service name="CAIdmsProviderService"> 

    <!-- Port: a single endpoint defined as a combination of a binding and a network address --
>    

    <!-- connect it to the binding "CAIdmsProviderSoapBinding" above -->    

        <wsdl:port name="CAIdmsProviderSoap" binding="tns:CAIdmsProviderSoapBinding">   

            <!-- give the binding a network address --> 

            <soap:address location="http://127.0.0.1:3900/IDMSWSPI"/>   

        </wsdl:port>    

    </wsdl:service> 

</wsdl:definitions> 

 

 

PAGENT Policy Configuration
Below is a sample of the PAGENT policy file used to enable secure socket communications for both inbound and
outbound traffic on port 3900.   This sample is for reference purposes only.   You must tailor your own PAGENT policy file
to your site specific requirements.

 

## =====                                                           

## Trace logging will be output to -> /u/products/log/daemon.log.  
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## Search online for 'AT-TLS policy statements' for more details   

## on the IBM documentation.                                       

##                                                                 

## ------------------------------------------------------------  

## --------------- Common Group Action ------------------------

## ------------------------------------------------------------      

## * TTLSGroupAction: indicates if a selected connection should    

##   use AT-TLS security.                                          

## * TTLSGroupAdvanceParms: specifies advanced attributes for the  

##   group. 'Envfile' contains the environmental variables.        

##                                                     

TTLSGroupAction                                   WSGroup              

{                                                      

  TTLSEnabled                                     On                   

  TTLSGroupAdvancedParms                               

  {                                                    

    Envfile                                       DD:STDENV            

  }                                                    

}    

## ------------------------------------------------------------    

## ---------------------  SERVER Side -------------------------

## ------------------------------------------------------------

## * TTLSRule: defines an AT-TLS rule.                              
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## * Rule search -> one time event for each connection              

## * 'INBOUND': any form of read or write                           

## * 'LocalAddr: IP address the application uses for the connection

## * '0.0.0.0/0': rule that matches only on local IPv4 addresses    

##  

TTLSRule                                          WSServerRule                      

{  

  LocalPortRange                                  3900                

  Direction                                       INBOUND              

  LocalAddr                                       123.456.789.001       

  RemoteAddr                                      0.0.0.0/0            

  Priority                                        255                  

  TTLSGroupActionRef                              WSGroup              

 TTLSEnvironmentActionRef                         WSServerEnvironment  

}                                                      

##                                                            

## Trace 255: All tracing is enabled                          

TTLSEnvironmentAction                             WSServerEnvironment         

{                                                             

  TTLSKeyringParms                                            

  {                                                           

    Keyring                                       WSRING                    

  }                                                           

  HandshakeRole                                   SERVER                      

  Trace                                           255                         
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  EnvironmentUserInstance                         5                           

  TTLSCipherParmsRef                              cipher1~AT-TLS__Silver      

  TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParmsRef                 WSServerEnvironmentAdvParms

}                                                             

##                                                                       

## * ClientAuthType=Full: If client certificate is provided, it is   

##   validated against server's key ring. If not, the connection     

##   is enabled.  

TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms                      WSServerEnvironmentAdvParms  

{                                                              

  HandshakeTimeout                                60                           

  CertificateLabel                                WSSRCERT                     

  ClientAuthType                                  Full                         

}                                                         

## ------------------------------------------------------------    

## ---------------------  CLIENT Side -------------------------     

## ------------------------------------------------------------        

## * TTLSRule: defines an AT-TLS rule.                             

## * Rule search -> one time event for each connection             

## * 'OUTBOUND': connect                                           

## * 'LocalAddr: IP address the application uses for the connection

## * '0.0.0.0/0': rule that matches only on local IPv4 addresses   

##
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TTLSRule                                          WSClientRule          

{                                                       

  RemotePortRange                                 3900    

   Direction                                      OUTBOUND              

  LocalAddr                                       123.456.789.001        

  RemoteAddr                                      0.0.0.0/0             

  Priority                                        255                   

  TTLSGroupActionRef                              WSGroup               

  TTLSEnvironmentActionRef                        WSClientEnvironment   

}                                                       

##                                                      

TTLSEnvironmentAction                             WSClientEnvironment           

{                                                               

  TTLSKeyringParms                                              

  {                                                             

    Keyring                                       WSRING                      

  }                                                             

  HandshakeRole                                   CLIENT                        

  Trace                                           255                           

  EnvironmentUserInstance                         5                             

  TTLSCipherParmsRef                              cipher1~AT-TLS__Silver        

  TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParmsRef                 WSClientEnvironmentAdvParms   

}                                                               

##                                                              
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TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms                      WSClientEnvironmentAdvParms    

{                                                                

  HandshakeTimeout                                60                             

  CertificateLabel                                WSCLCERT                       

}                                                                

## ------------------------------------------------------------

## ------------ Common Configuration --------------------------

## ------------------------------------------------------------         

TTLSCipherParms                                   cipher1~AT-TLS__Silver         

{                                                                

  V3CipherSuites                                  TLS_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA       

  V3CipherSuites                                  TLS_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA  

  V3CipherSuites                                  TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA   

}                                                                

Using Total Transparency
The CA IDMS Total Transparency is a product that helps users of the Total Database Management System convert to a
CA IDMS/DB database environment. Through the transparency, Total users can:

• Convert an existing Total database to a CA IDMS/DB database
• Run existing Total application programs against the new CA IDMS/DB database

CA IDMS Total Transparency as a Conversion Tool

To convert a Total database to a CA IDMS/DB database, the transparency does the following:

• Translates Total data definition language (DDL) into the logical DDL needed for a CA IDMS/DB database
• Loads the unloaded Total database to a CA IDMS/DB database

CA IDMS Total Transparency as a Runtime Tool

To enable Total application programs to run against the CA IDMS/DB database, the transparency provides a runtime
interface. This interface replaces all Total software and performs the following functions:
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• Simulates the Total database processing environment to satisfy database requests issued by Total applications.
• Converts Total data manipulation language (DML) calls into CA IDMS DML calls.
• Represents CA IDMS/DB data structures as Total data structures.
• Accepts Total database requests from both batch and CICS programs. CICS programs must issue command level

requests.

For more information, see the following topics:

Components of the CA IDMS Total Transparency
The major components of CA IDMS Total Transparency are as follows:

The Generator ETOTMAIN

The generator (ETOTMAIN) is a transparency program that does the following:

• Translates Total DDL into CA IDMS/DB DDL (schema and subschema descriptions)
• Generates a customized load module (ETOTLOAD)
• Generates a customized table (ETOTTBL) that defines the database to the runtime interface

The following table describes input to the generator.

Input Description
Total DDL Defines the entire Total database being converted
Control statements that you prepare Supply information on the CA IDMS/DB database being created
Loader (ETOTLOAD) skeleton containing source COBOL
statements

Reads unloaded Total data and loads the CA IDMS/DB database

Runtime control table (ETOTTBL) skeleton Creates source Assembler statements that provide interface
information on the Total database referenced by Total application
programs

Equivalent Total and CA IDMS/DB Data Structures

The following diagrams are of a sample Total database and the corresponding CA IDMS/DB database. Note that the
CUSTOMER and CUSTOMER-ORDER CA IDMS/DB records correspond to the Total master file CUST and the CUOR
variable file. Synonyms are provided to take advantage of the longer names permitted under CA IDMS/DB.
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The Loader ETOTLOAD

The loader (ETOTLOAD) is a customized COBOL source module output by the generator. The loader contains code to
read data unloaded from the Total database and to load the corresponding CA IDMS/DB database.

The Runtime Control Table ETOTTBL

The runtime control table (ETOTTBL) is a customized assembler source module output by the generator. Using Total DDL
and user-supplied control statements, the generator copies arrays into the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION of ETOTTBL.
These arrays describe Total files and their equivalent CA IDMS/DB record types and set relationships.

At runtime, ETOTTBL replaces the Total DBMOD and provides the runtime interface with the control information
necessary to:

• Construct the Total records and relationships expected by the Total application program
• Reconstruct CA IDMS/DB records to be stored in the CA IDMS/DB database
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The Runtime Interface

The runtime interface translates Total database calls and passes the translated calls to CA IDMS/DB.

Operation How it works
Translate Total calls The object module ETOTTRAN translates calls. ETOTTRAN can

be link edited to the Total application. If it is not link edited, it will
be loaded at runtime. You might want to link ETOTTRAN with
batch programs, but dynamically load ETOTTRAN when you use
online CICS applications.

Pass translated calls to CA IDMS/DB Total batch applications
Total batch applications use the object module ETOTBINT.
ETOTBINT is link edited with the Total application and CA IDMS/
DB to access the CA IDMS/DB database. The runtime control
table is loaded by ETOTBINT at runtime.
Total CICS applications
Total CICS applications use the macro ETOTCINT to pass calls to
program IDMSINTC. IDMSINTC, in turn, passes the calls to CA
IDMS/DB. ETOTCINT must be assembled before runtime. The
assembled ETOTCINT is link edited with the Total application.
ETOTTRAN is link edited as part of the IDMSINTC load module.

The runtime interface uses the generated subschema to access the CA IDMS/DB database. This subschema provides
access to all elements, record types, set types, and areas defined in the generated schema.

The Mixed Page Group Binds Allowed feature may not be used with CA IDMS Total Transparency.

CA IDMS Total Transparency

Total Relationships

A Total file definition includes not only descriptions of user data but also descriptions of any one-to-many relationships that
exist with other files. This is reflected in the presence of linkpath fields and the designation of files as either master files or
variable files.

For more information, see Conversion of Total Data Structures to CA IDMS/DB

Linkpath Fields are Defined

To associate a master file with a variable file, linkpath fields are defined. A linkpath field in a master record points to the
first and last of a chain of related records in a variable file. A linkpath field in a variable record points to the next and prior
variable record in the chain. Total maintains the one-to-many relationship as part of the data in the record.

CA IDMS/DB Relationships

While the relationships among CA IDMS/DB record types are similar in concept to those among Total files, these
relationships are defined and maintained differently. Under CA IDMS/DB, a one-to-many relationship between two or more
record types is expressed by a set structure. A set structure is defined and maintained apart from the record definitions.

Set is Defined for Each Relationship

For each relationship between two or more CA IDMS/DB record types, a set is defined. One record type is designated as
the owner of the set and the other record type(s) is designated as the member. A given set occurrence consists of one
occurrence of the owner record type and any number of occurrences of the member record type(s).

Owner and Members are Linked by Pointers
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The owner and members of a set are linked by the pointers maintained in the record prefixes. The record prefix always
contains a pointer linking the record to the next record in the set, and can contain pointers linking the record to the prior,
last, and/or owner record in the set.

Conversion of Total Data Structures to CA IDMS/DB
To convert a Total database to CA IDMS/DB, the transparency converts Total data structures into CA IDMS/DB data
structures. This section provides information on the CA IDMS/DB equivalents of Total data structures.

Total Files Relate to CA IDMS/DB Record Types

A CA IDMS/DB record type represents a collection of similar record occurrences. Record types are defined to CA IDMS/
DB by schema record descriptions.

Total Data Items Relate to CA IDMS/DB Elements

CA IDMS/DB elements are the individual units of user data that make up a record. Elements and their characteristics are
defined in schema record descriptions.

Total Master File Control Keys Relate to CA IDMS/DB CALC Keys

A CA IDMS/DB CALC key is an element designated as the value within a record used to determine the location of the
record in a database area.

The transparency assigns a location mode of CALC to all records derived from Total master files. The transparency
assigns a location mode of VIA to all records derived from Total variable files, with the exception of records in coded
variable files for which the primary linkpath is not included in the base portion of the file. Records included in these coded
variable files are assigned a location mode of DIRECT.

Total Linkpath Fields Relate to CA IDMS/DB Pointers

A CA IDMS/DB pointer links the owner and member records of a CA IDMS/DB set. Note that CA IDMS/DB pointers,
unlike Total linkpath fields, are maintained in a record's prefix rather than in the record itself. The transparency uses Total
linkpath field information to establish the necessary pointers in the record prefix for each record. The transparency does
not retain Total linkpath fields in inverted records.

Total Linkpaths Relate to CA IDMS/DB Sets

Identifies Existing Relationships

When converting a Total database to a CA IDMS/DB database, the transparency uses Total linkpath information to identify
each relationship that exists among given Total files. For each such relationship found in Total DDL, the transparency
defines a set in the generator-produced CA IDMS/DB schema and subschema.

Converting to a Set

When converting a linkpath to a set, the transparency does the following:

• Designates the Total master file as the owner record type
• Designates the associated Total variable file as the member record type
• Establishes appropriate pointers from the linkpath fields used to relate a master file to a variable file and to chain

records in a variable file

PRIOR Set Order is Assigned
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The transparency assigns a set order of PRIOR to each CA IDMS/DB set established. It assigns a set membership option
of MANDATORY AUTOMATIC for the primary linkpath and a set membership option of MANDATORY MANUAL for all
other CA IDMS/DB member record types that it describes in the schema.

NOTE
For more information on the CA IDMS/DB set order and set membership options, see the CA IDMS Database
Administration Section.

Records in a Total variable file are stored via the CA IDMS/DB set established to correspond to the primary linkpath for
that file.

Implementing the Transparency
This section describes the following transparency phases:

Data Description Phase

In the data description phase, you do the following:

1. Select a Total database for conversion
2. Check that you have the appropriate Total DDL to describe the database selected
3. Prepare control statements; these control statements describe the logical CA IDMS/DB environment that results from

database conversion
4. Prepare CA IDMS DDL statements that describe the physical CA IDMS/DB environment

For more information on the data description phase, see Phase: Data Description.

Database Conversion Phase

Database Conversion Programs

You input the Total DDL and control statements in the the database conversion phase.

In the database conversion phase, you convert your Total database to a CA IDMS/DB database using the programs listed
in the following table.

Program Input Ouput
Generator (ETOTMAIN) User-prepared control statements

Total DDL
Skeletons for the loader (ETOTLOAD)
Runtime control table (ETOTTBL) modules

Source DDL for the schema and
subschema
Customized load module
Customized runtime control table module

CA IDMS/DB schema compiler
(IDMSCHEM)

Schema DDL produced by the
transparency generator

Compiled schema descriptions entered in
the dictionary (IDD)

CA IDMS Command Facility (IDMSBCF) Physical DDL statements that define
segments, a database name table, and the
DMCL
Note: For more information on physical
DDL syntax, see the CA IDMS Database
Administration Section. For more
information on using IDMSBCF to submit
physical DDL statements, see the CA IDMS
Common Facilities Section.

Compiled DMCL descriptions entered in
thecatalog (DDLCAT) area of the system
dictionary
DMCL load module
Database name table load module
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CA IDMS/DB subschema compiler
(IDMSUBSC)

Subschema DDL produced by the
generator

Compiled subschema descriptions entered
in thedictionary (IDD)
Subschema load module

CA IDMS Command Facility (IDMSBCF) FORMAT utility statement; use the names
of the files included in the DMCL load
module
Note: For more information on the
FORMAT syntax, see the CA IDMS Utilities
Section. For more information on using
IDMSBCF to submit FORMAT, see the CA
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Formatted CA IDMS/DB database

Total unload utility (CSITULOD) Parameters and data in the Total database Unloaded data
Customized loader (ETOTLOAD) Unloaded data Data in the CA IDMS/DB database

When you finish the conversion phase, the CA IDMS/DB database is available for processing. You are ready for the final
transparency phase, runtime operations.

Illustration of the Database Conversion Phase

The following figure illustrates the database conversion phase.
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For more information on the database conversion phase, see Database Conversion Phase.

Runtime Operations Phase

In the runtime operations phase, you relink your Total and CICS applications to run against the new CA IDMS/DB
database.

Runtime operations include the following:

• Developing and running native CA IDMS/DB application programs (refer to the appropriate CA IDMS/DB documents)
• Running Total and CICS application programs by using the runtime interface

Illustration of the Runtime Operations Phase

The following figure illustrates the runtime operations phase.
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For more information on the runtime operations phase, see Runtime Operations Phase.

 

Operating Environments Supported
The transparency option runs in the IBM z/OS and z/VSE operating environments; Batch and CICS operations are
supported.

The standard CA IDMS interface requires a z/OS or z/VSE operating system at a version level that is supported by IBM.
Additionally, for CICS clients, CA IDMS Version 18 requires functionality first introduced in the following CICS versions:

• CICS Transaction Server for z/OS V2.2
• CICS Transaction Server for z/VSE V1.1.1

CICS transactions which utilize the Total transparency option should not be defined as threadsafe.

Support for Total
This section provides information on Total features supported/not supported under the CA IDMS TOTAL Transparency.

Total Features Supported

The transparency supports most Total DML statements that access and update the database. Almost all Total DML
statements supported by the transparency translate directly to corresponding CA IDMS DML statements. The Total DML
statements described in the following table are translated to CA IDMS, but with some variations in function. The variations
are explained in the table.
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NOTE
Total DML recovery and logging functions are not converted to CA IDMS/DB. CA IDMS/DB provides recovery
utilities and journaling options that adequately replace these Total DML functions.

For this Total DML statement CA IDMS TOTAL Transparency does the following:
CNTRL (purge) Ignores the command
COMIT Issues a COMMIT ALL
ENDLG Issues a COMMIT
FREEX Issues a COMMIT ALL
QMARK Issues a COMMIT
QUIET Issues a COMMIT
SINON and OPENX Issues A BIND RUN UNIT statement

Issues BIND statements for all CA IDMS/DB record
typesdescribed in the subschema
Issues a READY statement for all CA IDMS/DB database areas
included in the subschema
After the runtime system processes a Total SINON or OPENX
command, it will not reissue the CA IDMS/DB BIND/READY
sequence.
When a SINON command is issued, the runtime interface
performs the following actions:
Saves the name of the requesting task for use with a subsequent
OPENX command
Loads the runtime control table (ETOTTBL) using the table name
referenced by the DBMOD parameter of the SINON statement

CLOSX and SINOF Issues a FINISH statement
FINISH releases all database areas (and therefore all database
records) from program control. If a SINOF command is preceded
by a CLOSX command, the runtime interface does not issue a
FINISH in response to the SINOF command.

RQLOC (batch) Accepts a key value from the Total application and returns
a suitable DBKEY value. Note that for RQLOC, the module
IDMSCALC is required. If IDMSCALC is not link edited to
ETOTBINT, it is loaded the first time the RQLOC function is
invoked.
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Total Features Not Supported

The transparency's runtime interface does not support Total DML functions that are inappropriate in a CA IDMS/DB
database environment. Information about unsupported functions is provided in the following table.

Unsupported Total DML statement or function More information
ENDTO
MARK1
RQLOC (CICS)
RSTAT
WRITD

These statements are related to recovery and logging. The
runtime system returns an error for all of these statements. You
can alter programs containing these statements in either of the
following ways:
Check for the error status (FUNC)
Remove the statement
Additionally, the logging options parameter of the SINON
command and the **REST** parameter in Total DML commands
are supported for retrieval only. When updating the database,
these parameters are ignored.
The **REST** parameter can be used in Total retrieval DML to
indicate that the entire physical record (as defined in the DBMOD)
is to be used, rather than just an element list of the record.

SKIP option of Total RDNXT and FINDX SKIP option of Total RDNXT and FINDX (for skipping unused
records)

Some OPENX options OPENX options that allow the user to ready Total files residing
in the same area in different usage modes. The CA IDMS/DB
database is readied for processing at the area level and each area
can contain multiple record types. All CA IDMS/DB record types
within a given area are accessed in the same usage mode. This
approach differs from that of the Total Database Management
System, which readies the database at the file level. Since each
Total file contains records of only one type, each Total record type
can be accessed in a different usage mode.

Some ADDV statements ADDV statements issued for a coded variable record for which
a record code and coded linkpath field were not defined in Total
DDL. To override this restriction, you must modify the Total DDL
used to generate the runtime control table prior to submitting the
Total DDL to the transparency generator (see Step 2 -- Prepare
Total DDL Statements).
Do the following to define the coded variable file as a standard
variable file:
1. Delete the Total DDL statement that defines the overlay element
for the coded file
2. Define as a group item the data item designated as the overlay
element for the coded file; the group item replacing the overlay
element should reference all data items following the deleted
statement

Phase: Data Description
The data description phase of transparency implementation is a planning and preparatory phase. It involves the following
four steps:

Generator Input

Later, during the database conversion phase, the statements you've prepared, the skeleton loader module (ETOTLOAD),
and the skeleton runtime control table (ETOTTBL) are input to the generator. The generator uses this information to
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produce CA IDMS/DB schema and subschema descriptions and to produce both a customized loader and a customized
runtime control table.

Step 1 -- Select a Total Database

To convert to a CA IDMS/DB environment, you must convert several databases. For the first conversion, it is
recommended that you choose a small database (or, if necessary, a subset of a larger one) as a pilot project. This will
allow you to gain experience, knowledge, and confidence for the full conversion.

Step 2 -- Prepare Total DDL Statements

After you select the Total database you want to convert, make sure you have all of the relevant Total DDL in a file. This file
is part of the input to the generator.

If you are converting an entire database, you may already have the input file you need. If you are working with part of a
database, however, you must prepare the input file appropriate to your conversion.

Comments in the Total DDL

If column 1 of a Total DDL input statement is blank, the generator considers the statement to be a comment and ignores it.
This allows you to retain all of the original source DDL while selectively disabling some of the statements.

Limits on the Total DDL

At installation, the generator is set up to handle Total DDL input for up to 300 files, 5900 elements, 500 linkpaths, and 500
record codes. These limits are usually adequate for initial use of the transparency. If your DDL file exceeds these limits,
see Increasing Generator Input Limits for information on increasing the limits.

Step 3 -- Prepare the Physical CA IDMS/DB Database

In this step you prepare physical CA IDMS/DB DDL statements. These statements describe the physical component of the
CA IDMS/DB database. The physical component includes:

• Segments -- collections of files and areas
• Database name table -- names of databases and segments
• Device-media control language (DMCL) -- buffers, journals, identification of a database name table, identification of

segments for inclusion in the database, file overrides, and area overrides.

Note: For more information on the syntax for CA IDMS/DB physical DDL statements, see the CA IDMS Database
Administration Section. For information on the CA IDMS Command Facility which you use to submit physical DDL
statements, see the CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Step 4 -- Prepare the Logical CA IDMS/DB Database

In this step you prepare generator control statements. These statements describe the logical component of the CA IDMS/
DB database (the schema and subschema).

Detailed information for each generator control statement is presented in the next section.

The control statements and the Total DDL statements you prepared in step 2 are used to:

• Produce a complete schema description that reflects the Total database
• Produce complete subschema descriptions that reflect the Total database
• Build the loader module (ETOTLOAD); ETOTLOAD contains the information necessary to establish correspondence

between the structure of the unloaded Total database and that of the CA IDMS/DB database
• Build a runtime control table (ETOTTBL); ETOTTBL replaces the Total DBMOD; ETOTTBL contains information that

associates database requests in Total programs with the appropriate CA IDMS/DB data descriptions and relationships.
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Note: After you code the control statements you can move on to the next transparency phase (see Database Conversion
Phase).

Steps of the Data Description Phase

Generator Control Statements
This section provides a table summarizing the generator control statements and a detailed description of each statement,
including syntax and parameter descriptions.

Summary of Statements

The following table describes each generator control statement and specifies whether it is required or optional.

Statement Type Function
SYNONYMS Optional Assigns synonyms to Total element and file

names. If this statement is not input, the
generator assigns existing Total names to
the corresponding CA IDMS/DB elements
and records in the schema. To simplify the
pilot project, we recommend that you not
use synonyms.

AREA Optional Assigns Total files to user-specified CA
IDMS/DB areas. If this statement is not
included, the CA IDMS/DB record types
that correspond to Total files will all be
contained in the first area named in the
SCHEMA statement.

SCHEMA Required Provides the generator with the SCHEMA,
FILE, and AREA components of the CA
IDMS/DB schema description.

SUBSCHEMA Required Provides the generator with the subschema
description. The SUBSCHEMA statement
allows you to name the subschema and
to include informational entries in the
subschema.

USAGE-MODE Optional Specifies CA IDMS/DB ready options for
database areas that the runtime interface
accesses in a usage mode other than
shared update.

LOAD Optional Specifies whether the unloaded Total
data contains master file control keys
and linkpath information, and specifies
the logical record length of the unloaded
Total data if it is other than 120 bytes. You
need to include this statement only if the
unloaded Total data will contain master file
control keys and linkpath information, or if
the logical record length of the unloaded
Total data is other than 120 bytes.
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Limits on Control Statements

Installation limits set on generator control statements are as follows:

• 2000 16-byte synonyms (files, records, sets)
• 1000 32-byte synonyms (elements)
• 2000 usage mode statements
• 500 schema/subschema statements

NOTE
For more information on increasing the limit on schema and subschema statements (up to 5000), see Increasing
Generator Input Limits.

SYNONYMS Statement

The SYNONYMS statement allows you to take advantage of the longer element, record, and set names permitted under
CA IDMS/DB.

Assigns Existing Total Name

When the transparency generates schema and subschema descriptions, it assigns the existing Total name to the
corresponding CA IDMS/DB name. The Total file name is assigned to the CA IDMS/DB record type. The Total data item
name is assigned to the CA IDMS/DB element.

Size Limits

The following are the size limits that apply to Total and CA IDMS/DB names:

• A Total file name allows 4 characters; the corresponding CA IDMS/DB record type name allows 16 characters
• A Total data item name allows 8 characters; the corresponding CA IDMS/DB element name allows 32 characters

With the SYNONYMS statement, you can override the transparency's assignment of Total element and file names to CA
IDMS/DB elements and records.

You can also use the SYNONYMS statement to override the set names that the transparency assigns to CA IDMS/DB
sets established to represent relationships between Total master and variable files. The transparency derives CA IDMS/
DB set names from the applicable Total master file, linkpath, and variable file names.

Example of the Transparency Assigning a Set Name

The following example shows how a CA IDMS/DB set name is derived from Total master file, linkpath, and variable file
names.

Master file is CUST                CUST

+
Linkpath is CO                       CO
+
Variable file is CUOR            + CUOR
                            ___________

CA IDMS/DB set name   =    CUST-CO-CUOR

Syntax
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►►── SYNONYMS ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
 ►─▼─┬─total-element-name────┬────────────────────────────┬─┬─ idms-name ──┴──►◄
     │                       └─┬─ IN ─┬─ total-file-name ─┘ │
     │                         └─ OF ─┘                     │
     ├─ total-file-name ────────────────────────────────────┤
     └─ transparency-assigned-set-name ─────────────────────┘

Parameters

• SYNONYMS
Required keyword; must occupy a line by itself and begin in column 1.

• total-element-name/total-file-name/transparency-assigned-set-name
Specifies the Total element or file name or the transparency-derived set name for which a synonym is to be used; this
clause must begin in column 8.

• total-element-name
8-character element name specified in the input Total DDL.

• total-file-name
4-character file name specified in the input Total DDL.

• transparency-assigned-set-name
Set name derived by CA IDMS TOTAL Transparency for a set established to correspond to a Total master file/variable
file relationship.

• IN/OF total-file-name
Identifies the Total file for which total-element-name is defined in the Total DDL. This parameter must be specified if
total-element-name is not unique to a given Total file (that is, if total-element-name exists for more than one file defined
in the Total DDL) or if total-element-name does not begin with the 4-character name of the file for which it is defined.

• idms-name
Specifies the CA IDMS/DB name to be used in place of the name supplied by the generator. CA IDMS/DB element
names must be from 1 to 32 characters long, and CA IDMS/DB record and set names must be from 1 to 16 characters
long.

Example

The following is an example of the SYNONYMS control statement.

SYNONYMS

       CUST              CUSTOMER
       CUSTCTRL          CUSTOMER-KEY
       CUOR              CUSTOMER-ORDER
       ORNU-CO-CUOR      CUST-TO-ORDER
       SAMENAME OF DARE  SAME-NAME-OF-DARE

AREA Statement

The AREA statement allows you to specify the CA IDMS/DB database area(s) to which CA IDMS/DB records replacing
Total files are assigned.
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When generating schema record descriptions, the generator assigns each record type to the first area identified in the
SCHEMA statement. The AREA statement permits you to override this default by naming specific Total files and the
database areas to which corresponding CA IDMS/DB records are assigned.

Syntax

The following is the syntax for the AREA statement. You must specify the keyword AREA in column 1, idms-area-name in
column 8, and total-file-name in column 12. The keyword and each variable must occupy an entire line.

►►── AREA ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

                     ┌───────────────────┐
 ►── idms-area-name ─▼─ total-file-name ─┴────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• AREA
Required keyword; must occupy a line by itself and begin in column 1.

• idms-area-name
Specifies the name of a CA IDMS/DB database area to which CA IDMS/DB records corresponding to subsequently
named Total files are assigned. Idms-area-name must be from 1 to 16 characters long, must occupy a line by itself,
and must begin in column 8. Additionally, idms-area-name must be followed by at least one Total file name and must
be named in the SCHEMA statement.

• total-file-name
Specifies the name of a Total file. All occurrences of the CA IDMS/DB record type that correspond to this Total file are
assigned to the database area indicated by idms-area-name. Total-file-name must be the name of a Total file defined in
the input Total DDL. Total-file-name can be repeated as required, however each entry must occupy a line by itself, and
must begin in column 12.

Example

The following is an example of the AREA control statement.

AREA

       CUSTOMER-REGION
           CUST
           REMA
           CUOR
           ACRE
           INVE
           DARE
           ORNU

SCHEMA Statement

The generator SCHEMA statement describes the schema, files, and areas for CA IDMS/DB. This information is used to
generate the CA IDMS/DB DDL SCHEMA, FILE, and AREA statements.
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NOTE
For more information on CA IDMS logical DDL, see the CA IDMS Database Administration Section.

Composed of Substatements

The generator SCHEMA statement is composed of these substatements:

• SCHEMA -- Names the schema and allows informational entries
• AREA -- Names CA IDMS/DB database areas and maps them into the named database files. To describe all areas in

the CA IDMS/DB database, you can add as many areas as you need in AREA substatements.

Using the information included in the SCHEMA statement and (if provided) in the SYNONYMS and AREA statements
the generator produces a CA IDMS/DB schema description that reflects the definition of the Total database defined in
the input Total DDL. The schema that is produced includes complete definitions of the CA IDMS/DB record types that
correspond to the Total files and describes the CA IDMS/DB sets that correspond to relationships among Total files.

The generator automatically generates the schema RECORD DESCRIPTION and SET DESCRIPTION components,
converting Total file definitions to CA IDMS/DB record descriptions and Total master file-variable file relationships to
CA IDMS/DB set descriptions. Any entries in the SYNONYMS control statement are applied to the appropriate record,
element, and set descriptions. Any entries in the AREA statement are applied to the appropriate record descriptions.

Syntax

The following is the syntax for the SCHEMA statement. You must specify the keyword SCHEMA in column 1. All other
clauses must begin between columns 8 and 11.

►►── SCHEMA ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►── SCHema name is schema-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►
    └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────┬─┘
                   └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘
                            └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─┬─ PREPared ─┬─ by user-id ──┘
      └─ REVised ──┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►
    └─ schema DEScription is description-text ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────┬─ . ───────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ MEMO DATe is mm/dd/yy ─┘

 ►── ADD AREa name is idms-area-name . ───────────────────────────────────────►◄
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Parameters

• SCHEMA
Required keyword; must occupy a line by itself and begin in column 1.

• SCHEMA NAME IS schema-name
Specifies the name of the schema produced by the generator. Schema-name must be a 1- to 8-character value. The
first character must be #, $, @, or A through Z. The remaining characters can be #, $, @, A through Z, 0 through 9, or
the hyphen (except as the last character or following another hyphen).

• VERSION
Qualifies the schema with a version number. Version numbers must fall within the range 1 through 9999, whether
specified explicitly or specified in relation to existing versions.

• version-number
Specifies an explicit version number and must be an unsigned integer in the range 1 through 9999.

• NEXT HIGHEST
Specifies the highest version number assigned to schema-name plus one. For example, if versions 3, 5, and 8 of
schema ETOTSCHM exist in the dictionary, the following statement would result in version 9 of ETOTSCHM being
added to the dictionary:

SCHEMA NAME IS ETOTSCHM VERSION IS NEXT HIGHEST.

NOTE
If NEXT is specified without HIGHEST or LOWEST, the schema compiler assumes NEXT HIGHEST.

• NEXT LOWEST
Specifies the lowest version number assigned to schema-name minus one. For example, if versions 3, 5, and 8 of
schema ETOTSCHM exist in the dictionary, the following statement would result in version 2 of ETOTSCHM being
added to the dictionary:

SCHEMA NAME IS ETOTSCHM VERSION IS NEXT LOWEST.

NOTE
If NEXT is specified without HIGHEST or LOWEST, the schema compiler assumes NEXT HIGHEST.

• PREPARED/REVISED BY user-name
Identifies the schema author. User-name can be any 1- to 32-character value. If the value includes spaces or
delimiters, it must be enclosed in quotation marks. PREPARED/REVISED BY is informational only.

• SCHEMA DESCRIPTION IS description-text
Specifies remarks concerning the schema. Description-text is a 1- to 40-character alphanumeric value. If it contains
spaces or delimiters, it must be enclosed in quotation marks. SCHEMA DESCRIPTION is informational only.

• MEMO DATE IS mm/dd/yy
Specifies the date on which the schema was created. MEMO DATE is informational only.

• ADD AREA NAME IS idms-area-name
Specifies the name of a CA IDMS/DB database area. Idms-area-name must be a 1- to 16-character value. The
characters can be #, $, @, A through Z, 0 through 9, or the hyphen (except as the first or last character or following
another hyphen). At least one alphabetic or international symbol (#, $, @) is required.
Idms-area-name must not be the same as the schema name or the name of any other component (including
synonyms) within the schema.
Idms-area-name is copied into DML programs and the DMCL, so do not use a keyword known to either the DMCL or
the DML compiler. For a list of these keywords, see the CA IDMS Database Administration Section.

Example

The following is an example of the SCHEMA control statement.
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SCHEMA

       SCHEMA NAME IS ETOTSCHM VERSION IS 1
       MEMO DATE IS 10/19/91.

       ADD
       AREA NAME IS CUSTOMER-REGION.

SUBSCHEMA Statement

The SUBSCHEMA statement names the subschema, associates it with a schema, and permits informational entries. The
generator copies all area, record, and set descriptions included in the schema, providing access to the entire CA IDMS/
DB database as defined in the schema. The generator also appends VALIDATE and GENERATE statements to produce
a subschema load module. The subschema load module thus created is used by the runtime interface to satisfy database
requests issued from Total application programs.

Syntax

The following is the syntax for the SUBSCHEMA statement. All clauses must begin between columns 8 and 11, with the
exception of the OF SCHEMA NAME clause, which must be coded between columns 12 and 72.

►►── SUBSCHEMA ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►── SUBschema name is subschema-name ────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►
    └─ of SCHema name is schema-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┘
                                      └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘
                                                     ├─ HIGhest ────────┤
                                                     └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ──┘
      └─ REVised ──┘

Parameters

• SUBSCHEMA
Required keyword; must occupy a line by itself and begin in column 1.

• SUBSCHEMA NAME IS subschema-name
Identifies the source description of the subschema to the data dictionary. Subschema-name must be a 1- to 8-
character value. The first character must be #, $, @, or A through Z. The remaining characters can be #, $, @, A
through Z, 0 through 9, or the hyphen (except as the last character or following another hyphen). Subschema-name
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also becomes the CSECT name of the object subschema. If the object subschema subsequently is link edited alone
for dynamic loading, subschema-name must be the load library member name.

• OF SCHEMA NAME schema-name
Associates the named subschema with the generator-created schema. Schema-name must be the name of the
schema identified in the SCHEMA statement.

• VERSION version-number
Qualifies schema-name with a version number. Version-number must be an unsigned integer between 1 and 9999.

• PREPARED/REVISED BY user-id
Identifies the user who is preparing the subschema. PREPARED/REVISED BY is informational only.

Example

The following is an example of the SUBSCHEMA control statement.

SUBSCHEMA

       SUBSCHEMA NAME IS ETOTSUBS OF SCHEMA ETOTSCHM.

USAGE-MODE Statement

Before performing database services for a given Total application program, the runtime interface readies each area
defined in the generated subschema in shared update usage mode. The optional USAGE-MODE statement allows you to
override the default usage mode for areas used by the Total task associated with the application program.

Syntax

Each clause of this statement (after the keyword USAGE-MODE) must occupy a line by itself and must begin in column 8.
Include as many clauses as needed.

►►── USAGE-MODE ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
 ►──▼─┬─ total-task-name ─┬─┬─ idms-area-name ─┬─ usage-mode ─┴──────────────►◄
      └─ READY ───────────┘ └─ ALL ────────────┘

Expansion of usage-mode

►►──┬─DEFault◄────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─┬─────────────┬─┬─ RETrieval ─┬─┘
      ├─ SHAred ────┤ └─ UPDate ────┘
      ├─ PROtected ─┤
      └─ EXCLUSive ─┘

Parameters

• USAGE-MODE
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Required keyword; must occupy a line by itself and begin in column 1.
• total-task-name/READY

Identifies the Total tasks that access the named area in the specified usage mode.
• total-task-name

Specifies the name of the Total task as it exists in the SINON command issued by the Total application program.
Total-task-name USAGE-MODE statements must precede any READY USAGE-MODE statements.

• READY
Specifies that all Total tasks that do not match total-task-name are to be readied in the named usage mode.
Total-task-name USAGE-MODE statements must precede any READY USAGE-MODE statements.

• idms-area-name/ALL
Identifies the CA IDMS/DB areas affected by each USAGE-MODE statement.

• idms-area-name
Identifies the CA IDMS/DB database area known to the subschema used by the runtime interface.

• ALL
Specifies that the runtime interface is to issue a READY ALL DML verb, indicating to CA IDMS/DB that all areas are to
be accessed in the specified usage mode. If you specify usage-mode (parameter explained hereafter) as DEFAULT, all
areas are readied in the usage mode specified in the CA IDMS/DB subschema.

• usage-mode
Identifies a valid CA IDMS/DB usage mode.

• DEFault
Specifies that all areas are to be readied in the usage mode specified in the CA IDMS/DB subschema.

NOTE
DEFAULT is valid only if ALL is specified; it is not used with idms-area-name.

• SHAred
Allows other run units executing concurrently under the CA IDMS/DB central version (CV) either to ready the area in
shared update or shared retrieval mode (SHARED UPDATE), or to ready the area in shared update, shared retrieval,
protected update, or protected retrieval mode (SHARED RETRIEVAL).

• PROtected
Prevents concurrent update of the area by run units executing under the same central version. Once a run unit has
readied an area with the PROTECTED option, no other run unit can ready that area in any UPDATE usage mode
until the first run unit releases it. A run unit cannot ready an area with the PROTECTED option if another run unit has
readied the area in UPDATE usage mode or with the EXCLUSIVE option.

• EXCLUSive
Prevents concurrent use of the area by any other run unit executing under the CA IDMS/DB central version. Once a
run unit has readied an area with the EXCLUSIVE option, no other run unit can ready that area in any usage mode
until the first run unit releases it.

• RETrieval
Opens the area for retrieval only and allows other concurrently executing run units to open the same area in any usage
mode other than one that is exclusive.

• UPDate
Opens the area for both retrieval and update and allows other concurrently executing run units to open the same area
in any usage mode other than one that is exclusive or protected.

Usage

Mutually-Exclusive Clauses

Do not use READY ALL and READY idms-area-name clauses in the same USAGE-MODE statement.

Do not use total-task-name ALL and total-task-name idms-area-name clauses in the same USAGE-MODE statement.

READY ALL SHARED UPDATE

The USAGE-MODE statement READY ALL SHARED UPDATE is the same as having no USAGE-MODE statements.
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Bypassing DML READY Verbs

The USAGE-MODE statement READY ALL DEFAULT causes the runtime interface to bypass issuing any DML READY
verbs. The areas needed for processing will be readied as specified in the subschema.

Central Version Parameters

The SHARED, PROTECTED, and EXCLUSIVE options apply only to programs running under the CA IDMS/DB central
version.

Examples

Example 1

Suppose there are two tasks associated with an ETOTTBL and you wish to open the database areas associated with
each task in different usage modes. USERPRG1 uses CA-IDMS-ADBEA1 and CA-IDMS-ADBEA2; USERPRG2 uses CA-
IDMS-ADBEA2 and CA-IDMS-ADBEA3. Sample statements are listed as follows:

USAGE-MODE

       USERPRG1       CA-IDMS-ADBEA1   RETRIEVAL
       USERPRG1       CA-IDMS-ADBEA2   PROTECTED UPDATE
       USERPRG2       CA-IDMS-ADBEA3   EXCLUSIVE UPDATE

The areas for USERPRG1 are readied as specified in the USAGE-MODE table; for USERPRG2, CA-IDMS-ADBEA3 is
readied as specified and CA-IDMS-ADBEA2 defaults to SHARED UPDATE. All areas in the subschema not readied by
specific USAGE-MODE statements will be readied in SHARED UPDATE usage mode.

Example 2

Suppose you have many CA IDMS/DB areas in the subschema associated with an ETOTTBL. The task does not require
access to all of the areas, so only required areas are readied. Sample statements are listed as follows:

USAGE-MODE

       USERPRG1       CA-IDMS-ADBEA1   RETRIEVAL
       USERPRG1       CA-IDMS-ADBEA2   PROTECTED UPDATE
       USERPRG2       CA-IDMS-ADBEA2   SHARED UPDATE

       USERPRG2       CA-IDMS-ADBEA3   EXCLUSIVE UPDATE
       READY          ALL          DEFAULT

The results are the same as they are for example 1, except that any other areas in the CA IDMS/DB subschema will not
be readied. Any task other than USERPRG1 or USERPRG2 will have no DML READY verb generated. The last statement
in the example causes any other tasks to use the default ready mode as specified in the subschema.

LOAD Statement

If the unloaded Total data contains master file control keys and linkpath fields, use the LOAD statement to tell the loader
so that these fields can be ignored when the corresponding CA IDMS/DB database is loaded. If master file control keys
and linkpath fields are not present, the LOAD statement is optional.
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Unloaded Total data includes master file control keys and linkpath fields only if a means other than the CSITULOD utility is
used to unload the Total database.

Additionally, the LOAD statement includes a parameter to specify the logical record length of the unloaded Total data if
this value is other than 120 bytes.

Syntax

►►── LOAD ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──┬─ COMPACT ◄ ─┬─┬───────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄
    └─ ALL ───────┘ └─ LRECL logical-record-length ─┘

Parameters

• LOAD
Required keyword; must occupy a line by itself and begin in column 1.

• COMPACT/ALL
Specifies whether the unloaded Total data is to contain master file control keys and linkpath fields. Begin this clause in
column 8.

• COMPACT
Specifies that master records, standard variable records, and coded variable records unloaded from the Total database
contain the file name in the first four bytes of the record, followed immediately by all data items. Linkpath fields are not
present in an unloaded Total record, nor is the master file control key defined in Total DDL for master files.
COMPACT is the default. It is informational only and specifies that the unloaded Total data will not contain these fields.

• ALL
Specifies that unloaded Total master records, standard variable records, and coded variable records contain the
information shown in the following table.
Use ALL if you are using the CSITULOD utility to unload the Total database (specify COMPACT in exceptional cases
only). If you use means other than CSITULOAD to unload the Total database, the contents of the unloaded Total
records must conform to one of the options provided by this clause.

Record(s) Contents
Master The first four bytes of each unloaded master record contain the

master file name, followed by four bytes containing the internal
reference point, followed by the master file control key, followed
by the contents of each linkpath field (eight bytes per linkpath)
defined for the master file, followed by all data items defined for
the record.

Standard variable The first four bytes of each unloaded standard variable record
contain the standard variable file name, followed by the contents
of the principal linkpath key for the associated master file, followed
by all data items defined for the record.

Coded variable The first four bytes of each unloaded coded variable record
contain the coded variable file name, followed by two bytes
containing the record code, followed by the contents of the
principal linkpath key for the associated master file, followed by all
data items defined for the record.

• LRECL logical-record-length
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Indicates the largest logical record length of unloaded Total data if this length is other than 120 bytes. Do not include
LRECL if the logical record length is 120. You must specify the logical record length of the largest record if you are
using variable-length records. Begin this clause in column 8.

Example

The following is an example of the LOAD control statement.

LOAD

       ALL

Database Conversion Phase
The process for converting a Total database to a CA IDMS/DB database involves the following steps:

1. Generate the data definitions and load program using the transparency generator ETOTMAIN
2. Compile the generated schema, using the schema compiler IDMSCHEM; this stores the schema description in the

dictionary
3. Prepare the physical database description by:

a. Submitting physical DDL statements to the CA IDMS Command Facility (IDMSBCF)
b. Generating database name table and DMCL load modules
c. Punching the database name table and DMCL load modules using the PUNCH utility statement
d. Linking the resulting object modules to a load library

4. Prepare the subschema by:
a. Compiling the generated subschema using the subschema compiler IDMSUBSC
b. Punching the subschema load module
c. Linking the subschema to a load library

5. Initialize the CA IDMS/DB database using the FORMAT utility statement
6. Unload the Total database using CSITULOD
7. Load the CA IDMS/DB database using the customized transparency loader ETOTLOAD or a user-written load

program

These conversion steps are discussed in this section.

For more information on z/OS JCL, see z/OS Job Control Language. For more information on z/VSE JCL, see z/VSE Job
Control Language.

Step 1 Transparency Generator (ETOTMAIN)
The first step in transparency conversion of a Total database to a CA IDMS/DB database is to execute the transparency
generator ETOTMAIN.

Input to ETOTMAIN

You provide the following input to ETOTMAIN, in this order:

• Total DDL that defines the database being converted
• Control statements that describe the CA IDMS/DB database environment
• ETOTTBL skeleton
• ETOTLOAD skeleton

Output from ETOTMAIN
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Output from ETOTMAIN includes:

• Schema source code
• Subschema source code
• Customized runtime control table
• Customized loader

For more information on messages issued by ETOTMAIN, see Generator Messages.

Examples of Input and Output

Input -- Total DDL

The following is an example of Total DDL statements input to the transparency generator (ETOTMAIN).

BEGIN-DATA-BASE-GENERATION:

DATA-BASE-NAME=CUORDABA      16:28:54 07/18/99   08/18/99

BEGIN-MASTER-DATA-SET:
DATA-SET-NAME=CUST
MASTER-DATA:

CUSTROOT=8
CUSTCTRL=6
CUSTLKCO=8
CUSTLKAR=8
CUSTLKRE=8
CUSTNAME=30
CUSTADDR=30
CUSTCIST=20
*FILLER*=5
SAMENAME=5

END-DATA:
LOGICAL-RECORD-LENGTH=128
END-MASTER-DATA-SET:

BEGIN-MASTER-DATA-SET:
DATA-SET-NAME=ORNU
MASTER-DATA:
ORNUROOT=8
ORNUCTRL=12
ORNULKCO=8
.00.ORNU0001=5
.00.ORNU0002=0

. .01.ORNU0003=2

. .01.ORNU0004=0
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.   .02.ORNU0005=7

.   .02.ORNU0006=6

.     .03.ORNU0007=1

.     .03.ORNU0008=5

.   .02.ORNU0009=0

.     .03.ORNU0010=2

.     .03.ORNU0011=4

END-DATA:
LOGICAL-RECORD-LENGTH=49
END-MASTER-DATA-SET:

BEGIN-MASTER-DATA-SET:
DATA-SET-NAME=DARE
MASTER-DATA:
DAREROOT=8
DARECTRL=4
DARELKDR=8
DARELKDS=8

DARELKDN=8
DARELKDG=8
SAMENAME=6
END-DATA:
LOGICAL-RECORD-LENGTH=50
END-MASTER-DATA-SET:

BEGIN-MASTER-DATA-SET:

DATA-SET-NAME=INVE
MASTER-DATA:
INVEROOT=8
INVECTRL=6
INVELKCO=8
INVELKRE=8

INVEITDE=30
INVEITCO=5
INVEITPR=5
INVEQTOH=4
INVEQTOO=4
END-DATA:
LOGICAL-RECORD-LENGTH=78
END-MASTER-DATA-SET:

BEGIN-VARIABLE-ENTRY-DATA-SET:
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DATA-SET-NAME=CUOR

BASE-DATA:
CUORCODE=2
CUORORNU=12=ORNUCTRL
ORNULKCO=8
CUORLINU=2
CUORDATA=55
RECORD-CODE=HD
CUORDRDR=4=DARECTRL
DARELKDR=8
CUORDSDS=4=DARECTRL
DARELKDS=8
CUORCUST=6=CUSTCTRL

CUSTLKCO=8
CUORTOVA=5
CUORTOIT=2
CUORTERM=10
RECORD-CODE=IT
CUORINVE=6=INVECTRL
INVELKCO=8
CUORQURE=4
CUORPRIC=5
CUORWEIG=4
RECORD-CODE=CM

CUORCOMM=55
RECORD-CODE=JG
CUORJGDR=4
DARELKDR=8=CUORJGDR
CUORJGDS=4
DARELKDS=8=CUORJGDS
END-DATA:
LOGICAL-RECORD-LENGTH=79
END-VARIABLE-ENTRY-DATA-SET:

BEGIN-VARIABLE-ENTRY-DATA-SET:

DATA-SET-NAME=ACRE
BASE-DATA:
ACRECODE=2
ACRECUST=6=CUSTCTRL
CUSTLKAR=8
ACRESENB=2
ACREDATA=45
RECORD-CODE=BL
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ACREDNDN=4=DARECTRL
DARELKDN=8
ACREDGDG=4=DARECTRL

DARELKDG=8
ACREINNB=6
ACRENEAM=5
ACREGRAM=5
ACREAMPA=5
RECORD-CODE=CK
ACRECKNB=6
ACRENUMB=6
ACREAMOU=5
END-DATA:
LOGICAL-RECORD-LENGTH=63
END-VARIABLE-ENTRY-DATA-SET:

BEGIN-VARIABLE-ENTRY-DATA-SET:
DATA-SET-NAME=REMA
BASE-DATA:
REMACUST=6=CUSTCTRL
CUSTLKRE=8
REMAINVE=6=INVECTRL
INVELKRE=8
REMASENB=2
REMATEXT=78
END-DATA:
LOGICAL-RECORD-LENGTH=108
END-VARIABLE-ENTRY-DATA-SET:

END-DATA-BASE-GENERATION:

Output -- Schema Source

The following is an example of schema source statements generated by the transparency generator, ETOTMAIN. This
output is based on the previous Total DDL example input.

 ADD

 SCHEMA NAME IS ETOTSCHM VERSION IS 1.

 ADD
 AREA NAME IS CUSTOMER-REGION.
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 ADD RECORD NAME IS CUSTOMER
     RECORD ID IS 101

     LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING CUSTOMER-KEY
                                 DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED
                                 WITHIN AREA CUSTOMER-REGION.

     02  CUSTOMER-KEY                            PIC X(6).
     02  CUSTNAME                                PIC X(30).
     02  CUSTADDR                                PIC X(30).
     02  CUSTCIST                                PIC X(20).
     02  FILLER                                  PIC X(5).
     02  SAMENAME                                PIC X(5).

 ADD RECORD NAME IS ORNU
     RECORD ID IS 102
     LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING ORNUCTRL
                                 DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED
                                 WITHIN AREA CUSTOMER-REGION.

     02  ORNUCTRL                                PIC X(12).
     02  ORNU0001                                PIC X(5).
     02  ORNU0002.
         03  ORNU0003                            PIC X(2).
         03  ORNU0004.
             04  ORNU0005                        PIC X(7).
             04  ORNU0006.

                 05  ORNU0007                    PIC X(1).
                 05  ORNU0008                    PIC X(5).
             04  ORNU0009.
                 05  ORNU0010                    PIC X(2).
                 05  ORNU0011                    PIC X(4).
     02  FILLER                                  PIC X(2).

 ADD RECORD NAME IS DARE
     RECORD ID IS 103
     LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING DARECTRL
                                 DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED
                                 WITHIN AREA CUSTOMER-REGION.
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     02  DARECTRL                                PIC X(4).
     02  SAME-NAME-OF-DARE                       PIC X(6).
     02  FILLER                                  PIC X(2).

 ADD RECORD NAME IS INVE
     RECORD ID IS 104
     LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING INVECTRL
                                 DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED
                                 WITHIN AREA CUSTOMER-REGION.

     02  INVECTRL                                PIC X(6).
     02  INVEITDE                                PIC X(30).

     02  INVEITCO                                PIC X(5).
     02  INVEITPR                                PIC X(5).

     02  INVEQTOH                                PIC X(4).
     02  INVEQTOO                                PIC X(4).
     02  FILLER                                  PIC X(2).

 ADD RECORD NAME IS CUSTOMER-ORDER

     RECORD ID IS 105
     LOCATION MODE IS VIA CUST-TO-ORDER SET
                                 WITHIN AREA CUSTOMER-REGION.

     02  CUORCODE                                PIC X(2).
     02  CUORORNU                                PIC X(12).
     02  CUORLINU                                PIC X(2).
     02  CUORDATA                                PIC X(55).
     02  CUOR-RECORD-HD
                                         REDEFINES CUORDATA.
         03  CUORDRDR                            PIC X(4).
         03  CUORDSDS                            PIC X(4).
         03  CUORCUST                            PIC X(6).
         03  CUORTOVA                            PIC X(5).

         03  CUORTOIT                            PIC X(2).
         03  CUORTERM                            PIC X(10).
         03  FILLER                              PIC X(24).
     02  CUOR-RECORD-IT
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                                         REDEFINES CUORDATA.
         03  CUORINVE                            PIC X(6).
         03  CUORQURE                            PIC X(4).
         03  CUORPRIC                            PIC X(5).
         03  CUORWEIG                            PIC X(4).
         03  FILLER                              PIC X(36).

     02  CUOR-RECORD-CM
                                         REDEFINES CUORDATA.
         03  CUORCOMM                            PIC X(55).
     02  CUOR-RECORD-JG
                                         REDEFINES CUORDATA.
         03  CUORJGDR                            PIC X(4).
         03  CUORJGDS                            PIC X(4).
         03  FILLER                              PIC X(47).
     02  FILLER                                  PIC X(1).

 ADD RECORD NAME IS ACRE
     RECORD ID IS 106
     LOCATION MODE IS VIA CUST-AR-ACRE SET

                                 WITHIN AREA CUSTOMER-REGION.

     02  ACRECODE                                PIC X(2).
     02  ACRECUST                                PIC X(6).

     02  ACRESENB                                PIC X(2).
     02  ACREDATA                                PIC X(45).
     02  ACRE-RECORD-BL
                                         REDEFINES ACREDATA.
         03  ACREDNDN                            PIC X(4).
         03  ACREDGDG                            PIC X(4).
         03  ACREINNB                            PIC X(6).

         03  ACRENEAM                            PIC X(5).
         03  ACREGRAM                            PIC X(5).
         03  ACREAMPA                            PIC X(5).
         03  FILLER                              PIC X(16).
     02  ACRE-RECORD-CK
                                         REDEFINES ACREDATA.
         03  ACRECKNB                            PIC X(6).
         03  ACRENUMB                            PIC X(6).
         03  ACREAMOU                            PIC X(5).
         03  FILLER                              PIC X(28).
     02  FILLER                                  PIC X(1).
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 ADD RECORD NAME IS REMA
     RECORD ID IS 107
     LOCATION MODE IS VIA CUST-RE-REMA SET
                                 WITHIN AREA CUSTOMER-REGION.

     02  REMACUST                                PIC X(6).
     02  REMAINVE                                PIC X(6).
     02  REMASENB                                PIC X(2).
     02  REMATEXT                                PIC X(78).

 ADD SET NAME IS CUST-TO-ORDER
 ORDER IS PRIOR
 MODE  IS CHAIN                  LINKED TO PRIOR
 OWNER IS ORNU                   NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 1
                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2

 MEMBER IS CUSTOMER-ORDER        NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 1
                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2
                                 MANDATORY AUTOMATIC.

 ADD SET NAME IS DARE-DR-CUOR
 ORDER IS PRIOR
 MODE  IS CHAIN                  LINKED TO PRIOR

 OWNER IS DARE                   NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 1
                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2

 MEMBER IS CUSTOMER-ORDER        NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 3
                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 4
                                 MANDATORY MANUAL.

 ADD SET NAME IS DARE-DS-CUOR
 ORDER IS PRIOR
 MODE  IS CHAIN                  LINKED TO PRIOR

 OWNER IS DARE                   NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 3
                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 4

 MEMBER IS CUSTOMER-ORDER        NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 5
                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 6
                                 MANDATORY MANUAL.
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 ADD SET NAME IS CUST-CO-CUOR
 ORDER IS PRIOR
 MODE  IS CHAIN                  LINKED TO PRIOR
 OWNER IS CUSTOMER               NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 1
                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2

 MEMBER IS CUSTOMER-ORDER        NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 7
                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 8
                                 MANDATORY MANUAL.

 ADD SET NAME IS INVE-CO-CUOR
 ORDER IS PRIOR
 MODE  IS CHAIN                  LINKED TO PRIOR
 OWNER IS INVE                   NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 1
                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2

 MEMBER IS CUSTOMER-ORDER        NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 9
                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 10
                                 MANDATORY MANUAL.

 ADD SET NAME IS CUST-AR-ACRE
 ORDER IS PRIOR
 MODE  IS CHAIN                  LINKED TO PRIOR
 OWNER IS CUSTOMER               NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 3
                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 4

 MEMBER IS ACRE                  NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 1
                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2
                                 MANDATORY AUTOMATIC.

 ADD SET NAME IS DARE-DN-ACRE
 ORDER IS PRIOR
 MODE  IS CHAIN                  LINKED TO PRIOR
 OWNER IS DARE                   NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 5
                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 6

 MEMBER IS ACRE                  NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 3
                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 4
                                 MANDATORY MANUAL.
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 ADD SET NAME IS DARE-DG-ACRE
 ORDER IS PRIOR
 MODE  IS CHAIN                  LINKED TO PRIOR
 OWNER IS DARE                   NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 7
                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 8

 MEMBER IS ACRE                  NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 5
                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 6
                                 MANDATORY MANUAL.

 ADD SET NAME IS CUST-RE-REMA
 ORDER IS PRIOR
 MODE  IS CHAIN                  LINKED TO PRIOR
 OWNER IS CUSTOMER               NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 5
                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 6

 MEMBER IS REMA                  NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 1
                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2
                                 MANDATORY AUTOMATIC.

 ADD SET NAME IS INVE-RE-REMA
 ORDER IS PRIOR
 MODE  IS CHAIN                  LINKED TO PRIOR
 OWNER IS INVE                   NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 3
                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 4

 MEMBER IS REMA                  NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 3
                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 4
                                 MANDATORY MANUAL.
 VALIDATE.

Output -- Subschema Source

The following is a sample of a subschema that is generated by the transparency generator, ETOTMAIN. This output is
based on the previous Total DDL example input.

 ADD
 SUBSCHEMA NAME IS ETOTSUBS OF SCHEMA NAME ETOTSCHM.

     ADD AREA CUSTOMER-REGION.
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     ADD RECORD CUSTOMER.
     ADD RECORD ORNU.
     ADD RECORD DARE.
     ADD RECORD INVE.
     ADD RECORD CUSTOMER-ORDER.
     ADD RECORD ACRE.
     ADD RECORD REMA.

     ADD SET CUST-TO-ORDER.
     ADD SET DARE-DR-CUOR.
     ADD SET DARE-DS-CUOR.
     ADD SET CUST-CO-CUOR.
     ADD SET INVE-CO-CUOR.
     ADD SET CUST-AR-ACRE.
     ADD SET DARE-DN-ACRE.
     ADD SET DARE-DG-ACRE.
     ADD SET CUST-RE-REMA.
     ADD SET INVE-RE-REMA.
     VALIDATE.
     GENERATE.

Step 2 Schema Preparation
To compile the schema created by the transparency generator, execute the program IDMSCHEM.

Schema Compiler Execution

The following figure shows the execution of the schema compiler.

Input to IDMSCHEM
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The input to IDMSCHEM is the source schema DDL output by the generator.

Output from IDMSCHEM

Output from IDMSCHEM is as follows:

• A description of the schema stored in the dictionary
• A schema DDL input listing, including embedded warning and error messages issued by IDMSCHEM

Note: For more information on messages issued by IDMSCHEM, see the CA IDMS Messages and Codes Section. For
more information on how to use the extended options of the schema compiler, see the CA IDMS Database Administration
Section.

Step 3 Physical Database Preparation
To prepare the physical database, perform these steps:

1. Submit DDL statements that describe the physical database using the CA IDMS Command Facility (IDMSBCF);
physical DDL statements include the SEGMENT, DBNAME TABLE, and DMCL statements; include a GENERATE
clause to generate database name table and DMCL load modules

2. Punch the database name table and DMCL load modules using the PUNCH utility statement
3. Link the resulting object modules to a load library
4. Identify the DMCL to the runtime system:

– Central version -- specify the global DMCL name in the #DCPARM macro which defines system startup parameters;
incorporate the Total DMCL statements into the global DMCL using the MODIFY DMCL statement

– Local mode -- specify the DMCL name in the SYSIDMS parameter file

NOTE
For more information on the physical DDL statements and SYSIDMS, see the CA IDMS Common Facilities
Section. For more information on the CA IDMS Command Facility, see the CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.
For more information on #DCPARM, see the CA IDMS System Operations Section.

IDMSBCF Execution

The following figure shows execution of IDMSBCF, the program you use to compile physical DDL.
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Input to IDMSBCF

As input to IDMSBCF, you use the DDL statements that describe these physical components of the database:

• Segments
• Database name table (dbname table)
• DMCL

Output from IDMSBCF

Output from IDMSBCF is as follows:

• DMCL and database name table load modules
• A physical DDL input listing, including embedded warning and error messages issued by IDMSBCF (for a description

of these messages, see the CA IDMS Messages and Codes Section)

Step 4 Subschema Preparation
To prepare the subschema, you perform these steps:

1. Compile the subschema using IDMSUBSC
2. Punch a subschema load module
3. Link edit the load module to a load library

IDMSUBSC Execution

The following figure shows the execution of the subschema compiler IDMSUBSC.
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Input to IDMSUBSC

Input to IDMSUBSC is the subschema DDL created by the transparency generator.

Output from IDMSUBSC

Output from IDMSUBSC is:

• A source description of the subschema stored in the dictionary, including embedded warning and error messages
issued by IDMSUBSC

• A subschema load module stored in the dictionary load area (DDLDCLOD), if the source input contains a GENERATE
statement; the subschema in the dictionary load area is used by applications running under the central version

NOTE
For more information on the IDMSUBSC messages, see the CA IDMS Messages and Codes Section.

Punching the Subschema Load Module

To punch the subschema load module, you submit a PUNCH LOAD MODULE statement to the DDDL compiler
(IDMSDDDL).

Output from IDMSDDDL is an object deck. z/VSE users must be sure to save this output for use in step 7 of this
conversion.

Linking the Subschema Load Module

Input to the linkage editor is the object deck produced by IDMSDDDL.

Output from the linkage editor is a load module in the load library. The subschema in the load library is used by
applications running in local mode and the transparency loader.

Step 5 CA IDMS/DB Database Initialization
To initialize the CA IDMS/DB database (format database pages), you submit the FORMAT utility statement through the CA
IDMS Command Facility (IDMSBCF).

Note: For more information on FORMAT, see the CA IDMS Utilities Section. For more information on IDMSBCF, see the
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.
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Step 6 Total Database Unload Utility
To unload the Total database, execute the Cincom utility, CSITULOD. Specify the appropriate parameters to preserve all
pointers and unload all elements. Refer to the appropriate Total documentation for instructions on executing this utility.

If a means other than the CSITULOD utility is used to unload the Total database, ensure that the logical order of the
database is preserved. Additionally, ensure that the content of all unloaded Total records conforms to that specified in the
LOAD statement input to the transparency generator, see Phase: Data Description.

Step 7 Transparency Loader (ETOTLOAD)
Compile, link edit, and execute the transparency customized loader, ETOTLOAD, or your own load program to load data
into the CA IDMS/DB database. You must run the loader in local mode.

NOTE
For more information on the messages provided by the transparency loader, see Appendix C, Loader Messages.

The ETOTLOAD job stream consists of several steps.

Before Compiling ETOTLOAD

Review the file description (FD) of the UNLOAD-FILE and edit as necessary before you compile ETOTLOAD.

z/VSE users should also review the COBOL INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION ASSIGN clause and edit it as necessary.

Before Executing ETOTLOAD

Before executing ETOTLOAD you must change all set orders of PRIOR to NEXT. To do this, execute the schema compiler
IDMSCHEM with the following input:

modify schema schema-name.

modify set set-name-1 order is next.
modify set set-name-2 order is next.
 .
 .
 .
modify set set-name-n order is next.
validate.
regenerate all subschemas.

Modify the set order for all sets in all schemas. Punch and link the subschema load modules.

After Executing ETOTLOAD

After executing the loader you must restore all set orders to PRIOR. To do this, execute the schema compiler IDMSCHEM
with the following input:

modify schema schema-name.

modify set set-name-1 order is prior.
modify set set-name-2 order is prior.
 .
 .
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 .
modify set set-name-n order is prior.
validate.
regenerate all subschemas.

Modify the set order for all sets in all schemas. Punch and link the subschema load modules.

Runtime Operations Phase
Before You Begin:

For related information, see the specific appendices.

• z/OS Job Control Language for z/OS JCL.
• z/VSE Job Control Language for z/VSE JCL.
• Runtime Messages for a discussion of the codes. returned to the Total application program running in the transparency

environment.

Note: For more information on runtime operations, see the CA IDMS System Operations Section.

What To Do

To execute a Total application program with the CA IDMS TOTAL Transparency runtime interface, perform the steps
below.

Step 1: Assemble and Link Edit ETOTTBL Output

Assemble and link edit ETOTTBL output generated by ETOTMAIN.

Perform this step once to store the control table in the load library for use with all Total application programs. It is not
repeated for each Total application program that uses the runtime interface.

Step 2: Modify the Total Application Program

Modify the Total application program to remove any Total DML functions not supported by the runtime interface (see Total
Features Supported).

Step 3: Recompile the Total Application Program

Recompile the Total application program if it has been modified.

Step 4: Assemble the ETOTCINT Macro

Assemble the ETOTCINT macro if CICS applications will use the transparency to access the CA IDMS/DB database.

The syntax for the ETOTCINT macro used to generate the ETOTCINT module is shown below. You only need to
assemble this macro once. Subsequently, it can be used with all Total CICS applications to access the CA IDMS/DB
database.

►►── ETOTCINT CWADISP= cics-cwa-displacement ─────────────────────────────────►

 ►──┬───────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─ ,NAME= ─┬─ ETOTCINT ───┬─┘
               └─ csect-name ─┘

Parameters
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• CWADISP=cics-cwa-displacement
Specifies the displacement, in bytes, of the transparency work area within the CICS CWA area. Specify the same value
given to the CWADISP operand when you assembled the CICSOPT macro to create your CICSOPTS module.

• NAME=ETOTCINT/csect-name
Specifies the name of the generated module. The default is ETOTCINT. If specified, csect-name must be a 1- to 8-
character alphanumeric value.

Step 5: Create Your CICS Interface Module

Most parameters for the CICSOPT macro are described in the System Operations section. Parameters specific to the
Total/T interface are described below.

Syntax

►►───┬───────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
     └─ ,ESCTOT= ─┬─ YES ──────┬─┘
                  └─── NO ◄────┘

 ►── ,ESCTBL= ──┬─ total-control-table──┬──────────────────────────────►◄
                └─ ETOTTBL ◄────────────┘

For more information on this topic, see Creating the CICS CA IDMS/DB Interface (IDMSINTC) for z/OS and Creating the
CICS CA IDMS/DB Interface (IDMSINTC) for z/VSE.

Parameters

• ESCTOT=YES/NO
Specifies whether the IDMSINTC interface supports TOTAL/T. YES should be specified. The default is NO.

• ESCTBL=ETOTTBL/total-control-table
Specifies the name of the load module containing the control table generated by ETOTMAIN. The default is ETOTTBL.

Step 6: Link Edit the Compiled Total Application

Link edit the compiled Total application program with the following transparency and CA IDMS/DB modules:

• ETOTBINT (batch only) or ETOTCINT (CICS only) -- The runtime interface module that passes translated database
calls to CA IDMS/DB. ETOTBINT is supplied as an object module with the transparency; ETOTCINT is supplied as a
macro that must be assembled prior to runtime.

• ETOTTRAN (batch only) -- The runtime interface module (supplied in object form) that translates Total database calls
to CA IDMS/DB database calls.

• IDMS (batch only) -- The CA IDMS/DB module that will receive database calls passed by ETOTBINT.
• IDMSOPTI (batch only) -- The (optional) CA IDMS/DB module that passes runtime information to the CA IDMS/DB

central version that will handle database calls issued by the runtime interface of the transparency. IDMSOPTI is used
to indicate the mode of operation.

Step 7: Execute the Total Application

Execute the Total application as per standard CA IDMS/DB runtime procedures.
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Generator Messages
When the generator detects a processing error, the generator writes a message to an error report. On the report, the
message follows the record that contains the error. An asterisk is printed under the first character of the entry causing the
error or warning. An E, W, or F labels each message, as follows:

Label Status Effect on processing

E Nonfatal error Generator continues processing
W Warning Generator continues processing
F Fatal error Generator terminates processing

This section lists and describes error, warning, and fatal messages issued by the generator.

Error Messages 3

Message issued Reason
BAD GROUP ELEMENT LENGTH Error in Total DDL; the specified group-length must match the

combined lengths of the individual items making up the group.
CARD BUFFER FULL (ETOTPARS) More than 500 SYNONYM, AREA, SCHEMA, DEVICE-MEDIA,

SUBSCHEMA, and USAGE-MODE statements; relink ETOTMAIN
to include ETOTR002 (see Increasing Generator Input Limits).

IMPROPER ELEMENT NAME Invalid Total DDL data name or keyword; entry must be *FILLER*,
RECORD-CODE, or an 8-character data name.

IMPROPER FILE NAME Invalid file name; entry must be four characters in length and
alphanumeric.

IMPROPER INTEGER Expecting an integer; entry is nonnumeric.
IMPROPER SYNONYM Invalid or missing CA IDMS/DB element, record, or set name in

SYNONYMS control statement; entry must be alphanumeric.
IMPROPER SYNONYM SOURCE Invalid Total element or file name or transparency set name

in SYNONYMS control statement; entry must be 4, 8, or 12
characters long.

IMPROPER SYNTAX Invalid Total DDL syntax.
INVALID AREA NAME Invalid or missing CA IDMS/DB area name in AREA or USAGE-

MODE control statement; entry must be from 1 to 16 characters
long and must be alphanumeric.

INVALID LOAD LRECL Invalid logical record length in LRECL entry of LOAD control
statement; entry must be greater than or equal to 1.

INVALID LOAD SYNTAX Invalid LOAD statement syntax; entry following keyword LOAD
must be ALL, ALL., or LRECL.

INVALID SUBSCHEMA NAME Invalid or missing CA IDMS/DB subschema name in
SUBSCHEMA NAME IS entry of SUBSCHEMA control statement;
entry must be from 1 to 8 characters long.

INVALID TASK NAME Invalid Total task name in USAGE-MODE control statement; entry
must be 8 characters long and must be alphanumeric.

INVALID USAGE Invalid CA IDMS/DB usage mode in USAGE-MODE control
statement; entry must specify RETRIEVAL, UPDATE, SHARED
RETRIEVAL, PROTECTED RETRIEVAL, EXCLUSIVE
RETRIEVAL, SHARED UPDATE, PROTECTED UPDATE, or
EXCLUSIVE UPDATE.
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INVALID USE OF READY A READY ALL USAGE-MODE control statement was detected
after a READY area-name USAGE-MODE control statement had
been found, or vice versa.

INVALID USE OF PGMNAME A total-task-name USAGE-MODE control statement specifying
an idms-area-name was detected after a total-task-name ALL
statement had been found, or vice versa.

MISSING BEGIN-DATA-BASE-GENERATION The beginning statement of the Total DDL file is missing.
SYMBOL-TABLE FULL The number of files plus the number of elements in the entire DDL

is greater than the table size allowed in the transparency.
UNDEFINED AREA Unrecognized CA IDMS/DB area name in USAGE-MODE control

statement; entry must be defined in SCHEMA control statement.
UNDEFINED ELEMENT Unrecognized Total data-element name; entry must be defined in

Total DDL.
UNDEFINED FILE Unrecognized Total file name in Total DDL, SYNONYMS control

statement, or AREA control statement. Any Total file name used
as the first four characters of a Total file element name in Total
DDL must also be defined in Total DDL; a Total file name used to
qualify a Total element name in the SYNONYMS control statement
must be defined in the Total DDL; a Total file name entered in the
AREA control statement must be defined in the Total DDL.

UNDEFINED SET NAME Unrecognized transparency set name in SYNONYMS control
statement; entry must be the name of a CA IDMS/DB set
established by the generator.

Warning Messages 3

Message issued Reason
NEAREST PRIME TOO LARGE FOR HASH TABLE Insufficient table size.

Fatal Messages

Message issued Reason
REACHED EOF ON SKEL-FILE Invalid or missing loader skeleton (ETOTLOAD); probable JCL

error.
REACHED EOF ON DB-TABLES Invalid ETOTTBL input; probable JCL error.

Loader Messages
The following messages are issued by the CA IDMS TOTAL Transparency loader.

Message issued Reason

??? FILE NOT FOUND: INPUT: input-record-name The unloaded Total database includes a record (input-record-
name) that references a Total file not known to the loader. Ensure
that the loader is reading the proper Total data and that the Total
database was unloaded correctly.

??? STRANGE FILE TYPE The array built into the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION of the
transparency loader contains an invalid file-type field.

??? NOT ENOUGH OWNER DESCRIPTOR RECORDS A transparency buffer limit has been exceeded.
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Runtime Messages
When you process database requests from a Total application program, the transparency runtime interface returns three
classes of error codes to the program, as follows:

• Syntax errors—codes resulting from syntax errors detected before CA IDMS/DB is called to perform the requested
database service. These codes are in the form of standard Total error-status codes and reflect errors found in Total
DML syntax.

• Errors detected by CA IDMS/DB—codes resulting from errors or possible error conditions detected by CA IDMS/DB
while attempting to perform the requested database service. These codes are in the form of Total equivalents to the
status codes returned to the transparency runtime interface by CA IDMS/DB.

• Transparency errors—codes resulting from internal transparency conditions. The runtime interface returns either a
CA IDMS/DB status code or a transparency code that resembles a standard Total error-status code.

This section describes these three classes of codes:

Total DML Syntax Error Codes
When the transparency runtime interface receives a request from a Total application program, it checks for DML syntax
errors by performing a Total error-checking routine before calling CA IDMS/DB. The runtime interface returns the results of
this error-checking routine in the form of standard Total error-status codes. Refer to the appropriate Total documentation
for an explanation of these codes.

Error Conditions Detected by the CA IDMS/DB
When the transparency runtime interface issues a call to CA IDMS/DB to perform a database service requested by the
Total application program, CA IDMS/DB processes (or attempts to process) the request and returns a CA IDMS/DB status
code to the runtime interface. The runtime interface translates this status code to an equivalent Total error-status code and
returns the Total code to the requesting Total application.

Corresponding Total and CA IDMS/DB Status Codes

The following table lists Total status codes and the corresponding CA IDMS/DB status codes. Some Total status codes are
issued due to situations other than the return of a CA IDMS/DB status code resulting from a CA IDMS DML call. In cases
where there is no reasonable Total status code to match a CA IDMS/DB status code, the actual CA IDMS/DB status code
is used as the Total status. A CA IDMS/DB status code used instead of a Total status indicates an unusual situation.

If a status code is returned that is not noted in this table, see the appropriate Total error codes section or CA IDMS
Messages.

Total status CA IDMS/DB status Description
**** 0000 OK status
CICS 1468 CICS interface not started
IDMS 0000 IDMS STATISTICS CALL return code
FNOP 0301 Either area not readied or ready failed
 1201 Either area not readied or ready failed
 0208 Invalid record or set name
 0308 Invalid record or set name
 0508 Invalid record or set name
 0708 Invalid record or set name
 1108 Invalid record or set name
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 1208 Invalid record or set name
 0210 Function not allowed
 0310 Function not allowed
 0510 Function not allowed
 0710 Function not allowed
 0810 Function not allowed
 0910 Function not allowed
 1110 Function not allowed
 1210 Function not allowed
 0323 Invalid area or parameter list
IRLC 0302 DBKEY out of page range
 1202 DBKEY out of page range
 0371 Page range not found in DMCL
 0971 The AREA being readied could not be

found in the current DBNAME
DUPM 0705 Duplicates not allowed
 0805 Duplicates not allowed
 1205 Duplicates not allowed
NHLD 0306 Currency not established
 0706 Currency not established
 0806 Currency not established
 1106 Currency not established
 1506 Currency not established
 1606 Currency not established
 0313 No current of run unit
 0513 No current of run unit
 0813 No current of run unit
 1613 Currency not established
 0220 Current record not the same type as the

named record
 0520 Current record not the same type as the

named record
 0820 Current record not the same type as the

named record
 0225 Currency not established
 0825 Currency not established
 1225 Currency not established
LOCK 0209 Named area readied in incorrect usage

mode
 0709 Named area readied in incorrect usage

mode
 0809 Named area readied in incorrect usage

mode
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 1109 Named area readied in incorrect usage
mode

 1209 Named area readied in incorrect usage
mode

 0221 Area other than the named area was
readied in the incorrect usage mode

 0721 Area other than the named area was
readied in the incorrect usage mode

 0821 Area other than the named area was
readied in the incorrect usage mode

 1121 Area other than the named area was
readied in the incorrect usage mode

 1221 Area other than the named area was
readied in the incorrect usage mode

 0966 Area not available for update
FULL 1211 Area full
NOIO 0318 Record not bound
 0518 Record not bound
 1218 Record not bound
RSRV 0928 Named areas previously readied
IMDL 0230 Record is owner of a nonempty set
FTYP 0331 Storage mode conflict
IOER 0970 Database or journal file will not open

properly
NACT 1400 Run unit not bound
 1469 Run unit not bound
FNAV 1408 Invalid record or set name
 1508 Invalid record or set name
ICOR 1472 Insufficient for LOAD or STORE
TFUL 1473 Run unit maximum reached
ACTV 1477 Run unit bound twice

Transparency Errors
When the transparency runtime interface receives a Total application program request that it cannot process because all
the transparency requirements for handling the request are not met, or when the runtime interface receives a status code
from CA IDMS/DB for which there is no Total equivalent, the runtime interface issues one of the following codes:

• IDMS status code
• CICS
• USxx

IDMS Status Code

The runtime interface receives a CA IDMS/DB status code in response to a request for database services; a Total
equivalent to this request does not exist.

NOTE
For more information on CA IDMS/DB status codes, see the CA IDMS Messages and Codes Section.
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CICS

The CICS code indicates that the interface between the central version and CICS has not been started. The transparency
runtime interface has issued a call to CA IDMS/DB to process a request from a Total CICS application, and CA IDMS/DB
has returned a status code of nn68.

NOTE
Minor code 68 can be issued with any major code.

US

A US status code indicates that the transparency runtime interface cannot process a DML command issued by the Total
application. US status codes can result from any of the following errors in a Total DML command:

• The key needed to perform the CA IDMS/DB equivalent of a Total store command for a variable file is not provided in
the data-list parameter.

• A Total store command has been issued for a coded variable file, but the CA IDMS/DB equivalent of the record code in
the data area is not defined in the subschema.

• The linkpath named in a Total linkpath parameter is not valid for the record code in the data area.
• The data-list parameter in the application call to ETOTBINT or ETOTCINT is not correctly punctuated.
• ETOTTBL was not found. During SINON processing, the runtime control table (ETOTTBL), designated by the DBMOD

parameter or the SINON call, could not be loaded or located.
• ETOTTRAN was not found (batch only). If ETOTTRAN was not linked during the link edit of ETOTBINT, a copy of

ETOTTRAN could not be loaded or located.
• Runtime work area storage was not available. At the time the application issued a SINON call, enough runtime work

area storage for processing was not available.
• RQLOC function was invoked under central version. This function is available in local mode only.
• RQLOC-FILE (record name) was not found in subschema.
• RQLOC-FILE (record name) was not found in ETOTTBL.

US Status Codes

The following table lists US status codes.

Total status Meaning
US01 Internal hashing error -- REGEN ETOTTBL
US02 Record buffer too small
US03 Set key missing
US04 Missing set relation
US05 Improper key connect
US06 Invalid record code
US07 Insufficient storage (batch)
US08 Error in load of ETOTTRAN or ETOTTBL
US09 RQLOC function invoked under central version
US10 RQLOC record or file name not found in the subschema
US99 Element table not correct for **REST**; table must be regenerated
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Increasing Generator Input Limits
You may need to increase transparency generator input limits to accommodate large database conversions. The
transparency generator (ETOTMAIN) comes in two versions. These versions differ from each other in the capacity for
input to the generator.

Limits apply to:

• Total DDL statements
• Transparency generator control statements

The default installation link-edit of the transparency generator (ETOTMAIN) includes ETOTROOT, which sets lower limits
on input to the transparency generator. These limits accommodate most uses of the transparency.

If you are working with larger databases and require larger limits, relink ETOTMAIN with ETOTROO2.

Note that you should not relink ETOTMAIN unless necessary. ETOTROO2 will increase the memory requirements
of ETOTMAIN. The following tables show the default limits and optional larger limits for the two types of input to the
transparency generator.

Limits on Total DDL Statements

Item Default limit ETOTROO2 limit

Files 300 1000
Elements 5900 9000
Linkpaths (=sets) 500 500
Record codes 500 500

Limits on Transparency Generator Control Statements

Item Default limit ETOTROO2 limit

16-byte synonyms
(files, records, sets)

2000 2000

32-byte synonyms
(elements)

1000 1000

Usage mode statements 2000 2000
Schema/subschema statements 500 5000

z/OS Job Control Language

Generate ETOTMAIN
The following is the JCL you use to run the transparency generator (ETOTMAIN).

ETOTMAIN (z/VSE)

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=idms.sublib

// DLBL   dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',1999/365,DA
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// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn
// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
*
// DLBL IDMSPCH,'user.etotschm',1,SD
// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll
// DLBL SYSPC03,'user.etotsubs',1,SD
// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// DLBL SYSPC04,'user.etottbl',1,SD
// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll
// DLBL SYSPC05,'user.etotload',1,SD
// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll
// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
*
// DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT'
// EXEC ETOTMAIN,SIZE=448K
DMCL=etotdmcl

  FILENAME=SYSPC03 BLKSIZE=80
  FILENAME=SYSPC04 BLKSIZE=80
  FILENAME=SYSPC05 BLKSIZE=80

Input other SYSIDMS parameters, as
 required
/*

Total DDL source
 statements

User supplied control
 statements

ETOTTBL source
 statements

ETOTLOAD source
 statements
/*

idms.sublib The name of the CA IDMS library
dcmsg Filename of the system message area (ddldcmsg)
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg File ID of the CA IDMS system message area (DDLDCMSG)
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial number
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user.etotschm Dataset name of the file containing the schema source generated
by ETOTMAIN. Run this output through the schema compiler
(IDMSCHEM).

user.etotsubs Name of the file containing the subschema source generated by
ETOTMAIN. Run this output through the subschema compiler
(IDMSUBSC).

ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of the disk extent
llll Number of tracks (CKD) or blocks (FBA) in the disk extent
nnnnnn Volume serial number
user.etottbl Name of the file containing the customized runtime control table

generated by ETOTMAIN from the skeleton table, ETOTTBL. Run
this output through the assembly and link edit process.

user.etotload Name of the file containing the customized loader generated by
ETOTMAIN from the skeleton loader, ETOTLOAD. Run this output
through the COBOL compile and link edit process.

etotdmcl SYSIDMS parameter specifying the name of the DMCL to be
accessed at runtime
Note: For more information on the SYSIDMS parameters, see the
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

SYSIDMS parameters Parameters you specify to establish a runtime environment.
Note: For more information on the SYSIDMS parameters, see the
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Assembling and Link Editing ETOTTBL
Use the JCL below to assemble and link edit ETOTTBL.

ETOTTBL z/OS

//ASM      EXEC PGM=IEUASM,PARM='NOLOAD,DECK'

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A
//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR
//         DD  DSN=zOS.maclib,DISP=SHR
//         DD  DSN=cics.maclib,DISP=SHR
//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))
//SYSUT2   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))
//SYSUT3   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))
//SYSPUNCH DD  DSN=&.&ETOTTBL.,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(80,(200,50)),
//             DISP=(NEW,PASS)

//SYSIN    DD  DSN=user.etottbl,DISP=SHR
/*
//LINKEDIT EXEC PGM=HEWL,PARM=(XREF,LET,LIST),REGION=256K
//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A
//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))
//SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//SYSLIN   DD  DSN=&.&ETOTTBL.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)
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//         DD  DDname=SYSIN
//SYSIN    DD  *
 NAME etottbl(R)
/*

yourHLQ.CAGJMAC Dataset name of the CA IDMS/DB macro library
cics.maclib Dataset name of the CICS macro library
disk Symbolic device name of the disk file
etottbl Name of the customized transparency ETOTTBL load module,

which replaces the Total DBMOD module
zOS.maclib Dataset name of the system macro library
user.etottbl Dataset name of the file containing the customized runtime control

table generated by ETOTMAIN from the skeleton table, ETOTTBL
idms.loadlib Dataset name of the CA IDMS/DB load library

Compiling and Link Editing ETOTLOAD
Use the following JCL to compile and link edit ETOTLOAD.

ETOTLOAD z/OS

//*************************************************************

//*  COBOL compile
//*************************************************************
//COMP     EXEC PGM=IKFCBL00,REGION=256K,
//         PARM='DECK,NOLOAD,NOLIB,BUF=50000,SIZE=150K,DMAP,PMAP'
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSLIB   DD DSN=sys1.coblib,DISP=SHR
//SYSUT1   DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))
//SYSUT2   DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))

//SYSUT3   DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))
//SYSUT4   DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))
//SYSPUNCH DD DSN=&.&cob.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=disk,
//            SPACE=(80,(400,40))
//SYSIN    DD DSN=user.etotload,DISP=SHR
//*************************************************************
//*  Link edit the object module created in the COBOL compile
//*************************************************************
//LINK     EXEC  PGM=HEWL,PARM='LIST,XREF,LET,SIZE=512K,96K)'
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSLIB   DD DSN=sys1.coblib,DISP=SHR
//SYSUT1   DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(20,5))
//LIB      DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR
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//SYSLMOD  DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//SYSLIN   DD DSN=&.&cob.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)
//         DD DDNAME=SYSIN
//SYSIN    DD *

 MODE RMODE(24),AMODE(24)
 INCLUDE LIB(IDMSDBLU)
 INCLUDE LIB(IDMS)
 INCLUDE LIB(etotsubs)
 ENTRY etotload
 NAME etotload(R)

Specifying an Object Library in the LINK Step

In the LIB DD statement, you can specify a CA IDMS/DB object library rather than a load library. If you do this you must
include the following statement as part of SYSIN for the LINK step:

INCLUDE LIB(IDMSCALC,IDMSUTIL,IDMSALIO)

sys1.coblib Dataset name of file containing COBOL support modules
disk Symbolic device name
&.&cob. Punch file containing object code from the COBOL compile step
user.etotload Dataset name of the file containing the customized loader

generated by ETOTMAIN
idms.loadlib Dataset name of the CA IDMS/DB library containing CA IDMS

executable modules
etotsubs Name of the subschema, as specified in the transparency

generator control statements
etotload Name of the customized load program

Loading the Database with ETOTLOAD
Use the following JCL to execute ETOTLOAD. Output from this step is processed by the FASTLOAD utility.

NOTE
For more information on the FASTLOAD utility statement, see the CA IDMS Utilities Section.

ETOTLOAD z/OS

//*************************************************************

//*  Use ETOTLOAD to create the load file for FASTLOAD
//*  (unloaded Total database is converted to CA IDMS/DB format)
//*************************************************************
//DBL1     EXEC PGM=ETOTLOAD,REGION=512K
//STEPLIB  DD DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//         DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR
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//unload   DD DSN=total.data,DISP=SHR
//SYSIDMS  DD *
  DMCL=etotdmcl DBNAME=etotal
/*

//dcmsg    DD DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSOUD   DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSJRNL  DD DUMMY
//RELDCTL  DD DSN=reldctl,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=disk,
//            VOL=SER=nnnnnn,
//            DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=60,BLKSIZE=1200),

//            SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//SYS002   DD DSN=sortdbl1,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=disk,
//            VOL=SER=nnnnnn,
//            DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=150,BLKSIZE=1500),
//            SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//SYSPCH   DD DSN=sort1,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=disk,
//            SPACE=(TRK,1),DCB=BLKSIZE=80,VOL=SER=TECH01

idms.dba.loadlib Dataset name of the CA IDMS/DB library containing the DMCL
and the database name table load modules

idms.loadlib Dataset name of the CA IDMS/DB library containing CA IDMS
executable modules

unload DDname of the file containing data unloaded from the Total
database (total.data)

total.data Dataset name of the file containing data unloaded from the Total
database

etotdmcl SYSIDMS parameter specifying the name of the DMCL to be
accessed at runtime
Note: For more information on the SYSIDMS parameters, see the
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

etotal SYSIDMS parameter specifying the name of the database to be
accessed at runtime
Note: For more information on the SYSIDMS parameters, see the
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

dcmsg DDname of the CA IDMS system message area (DDLDCMSG)
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Dataset name of the CA IDMS system message area

(DDLDCMSG)
reldctl Dataset name for the file containing a control record with

information on the subschema, DMCL, and segment to be used
with FASTLOAD

disk Symbolic device name
nnnnnn Volume serial number of the file
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sortdbl1 Output file from ETOTLOAD to be used as input for FASTLOAD
sort1 Punch file for DBL1 step

Assembling the CICS/Transparency Interface (ETOTCINT)
The following is the JCL you use to assemble the CICS/transparency interface (ETOTCINT).

NOTE
For more information on the ETOTCINT syntax, see the Runtime Operations Phase.

ETOTCINT (z/VSE)

*

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.sublib)
// DLBL    IJSYSPH,'user.txtfile',0
// EXTENT  SYSPCH,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll
   ASSGN   SYSPCH,DISK,PERM,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// OPTION  DECK,NOLINK,NOEDECK,LIST,NORLD,NOXREF
// EXEC    ASSEMBLY
         PUNCH 'ACCESS SUBLIB=idms.sublib'
         PUNCH 'CATALOG etotcint.OBJ REPLACE=YES'

ETOTCINT macro statements

         END
/*
   CLOSE   SYSPCH,00D
// DLBL    IJSYSIN,'user.txtfile',0
// EXTENT  SYSIPT,nnnnnn
   ASSGN   SYSIPT,DISK,PERM,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// EXEC    LIBR,PARM='MSHP'
/*
   CLOSE   SYSIPT,SYSRDR
/*

idms.sublib The name of the CA IDMS library
nnnnnn Volume serial number
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of the disk extent
llll Number of tracks (CKD) or blocks (FBA) in the disk extent
etotcint Name of the ETOTCINT module
user.txtfile Intermediate work file output from the assembly step

Creating the CICS CA IDMS/DB Interface (IDMSINTC)
Initial Installation
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When installing the CA IDMS TOTAL Transparency for the CICS environment, a CICSOPTS module will be assembled
and link edited as part of module IDMSINTC. All parameters for CICSOPTS that are required for the TOTAL Transparency
will be automatically generated by the CAISAG installation utility when you indicate the product is to be installed, either as
part of an integrated solution or as a single product during an ADDON install. The IDMSINTC load module will include all
modules specifically required to run the TOTAL Transparency.

Modifying the CICSOPTS

If you need to reassemble CICSOPTS to change any installation options, edit the source in your CUSTOM.SRCLIB
member CICSOPTS and the link statements in your CUSTOME.LNKLIB member IDMSINTC.

WARNING
Be sure PLT entries are created to execute IDMSINTC at CICS startup.

NOTE
For more information on the CICSOPT macro and its parameters, see the CA IDMS System Operations Section.

Batch Application Program Link Edit
Use this JCL to link edit the compiled Total application program with the ETOTBINT transparency module and the CA
IDMS/DB modules IDMSOPTI and IDMS.

BATCH APPLICATION PROGRAM LINK EDIT z/OS

//LKEDTOTA EXEC PGM=HEWL,PARM=(XREF,LET,LIST),REGION=256K

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A
//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))
//SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//userlib  DD  DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN   DD  *
 INCLUDE userlib(userprog)
 INCLUDE SYSLIB(ETOTBINT)
 INCLUDE SYSLIB(IDMS)
 INCLUDE SYSLIB(IDMSOPTI)                Optional
 ENTRY userprog
 NAME userprog(R)
/*

idms.loadlib Dataset name of the CA IDMS/DB load library
disk Symbolic device name of the linkage editor work file
user.loadlib Dataset name of the user load library containing the batch

application program
userlib DDname of the user load library containing the batch application

program
userprog Name of the Total batch application program
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CICS Application Program Link Edit
Use this JCL to link edit the compiled Total application program with the ETOTCINT macro.

CICS APPLICATION PROGRAM LINK EDIT z/OS

//LKEDTOTA EXEC PGM=HEWL,PARM=(XREF,LET,LIST),REGION=256K

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A
//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))
//SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//         DD  DSN=cics.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//userlib  DD  DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN   DD  *
 INCLUDE userlib(userprog)
 INCLUDE SYSLIB(etotcint)
 additional INCLUDE statements for CICS interface modules as
 required:
 ENTRY userprog
 NAME userprog(R)

idms.loadlib Dataset name of the CA IDMS/DB load library
cics.loadlib Dataset name of the Total CICS load library
disk Symbolic device name of the linkage editor work file
etotcint Name of the ETOTCINT module
user.loadlib Dataset name of the user load library containing the Total CICS

application program
userlib DDname of the user load library containing the CICS application

program
userprog Name of the CICS application program

Runtime JCL
Use the following JCL to execute a Total application program under the central version.

Runtime z/OS

//userprog EXEC PGM=userprog

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//         DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//sysctl   DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

program input, as required
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idms.dba.loadlib Dataset name of the CA IDMS/DB load library containing the
DMCL and database name table load modules

idms.loadlib Dataset name of the CA IDMS/DB load library containing CA
IDMS executable modules

idms.sysctl Dataset name of the SYSCTL file
sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
userprog Name of the Total application program

To execute Total application programs in local mode, remove the SYSCTL DD statement and insert the following
statements after the STEPLIB DD statement:

//userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

additional database file assignments, as required
//sysjrnl  DD  DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,KEEP),UNIT=tape

userdb DDname of the CA IDMS/DB database file
user.userdb Dataset name of the CA IDMS/DB database file
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl Dataset name of the tape journal file
tape Symbolic device name of the tape journal file

z/VSE Job Control Language

Generate ETOTMAIN
The following is the JCL you use to run the transparency generator (ETOTMAIN).

ETOTMAIN (z/VSE)

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=idms.sublib

// DLBL   dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',1999/365,DA
// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn
// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
*
// DLBL IDMSPCH,'user.etotschm',1,SD
// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll
// DLBL SYSPC03,'user.etotsubs',1,SD
// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll
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// DLBL SYSPC04,'user.etottbl',1,SD
// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll
// DLBL SYSPC05,'user.etotload',1,SD
// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll
// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
*
// DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT'
// EXEC ETOTMAIN,SIZE=448K
DMCL=etotdmcl

  FILENAME=SYSPC03 BLKSIZE=80
  FILENAME=SYSPC04 BLKSIZE=80
  FILENAME=SYSPC05 BLKSIZE=80

Input other SYSIDMS parameters, as
 required
/*

Total DDL source
 statements

User supplied control
 statements

ETOTTBL source
 statements

ETOTLOAD source
 statements
/*

idms.sublib The name of the CA IDMS library
dcmsg Filename of the system message area (ddldcmsg)
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg File ID of the CA IDMS system message area (DDLDCMSG)
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial number
user.etotschm Dataset name of the file containing the schema source generated

by ETOTMAIN. Run this output through the schema compiler
(IDMSCHEM).

user.etotsubs Name of the file containing the subschema source generated by
ETOTMAIN. Run this output through the subschema compiler
(IDMSUBSC).

ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of the disk extent
llll Number of tracks (CKD) or blocks (FBA) in the disk extent
nnnnnn Volume serial number
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user.etottbl Name of the file containing the customized runtime control table
generated by ETOTMAIN from the skeleton table, ETOTTBL. Run
this output through the assembly and link edit process.

user.etotload Name of the file containing the customized loader generated by
ETOTMAIN from the skeleton loader, ETOTLOAD. Run this output
through the COBOL compile and link edit process.

etotdmcl SYSIDMS parameter specifying the name of the DMCL to be
accessed at runtime
Note: For more information on the SYSIDMS parameters, see the
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

SYSIDMS parameters Parameters you specify to establish a runtime environment.
Note: For more information on the SYSIDMS parameters, see the
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Assembling and Link Editing ETOTTBL 1
Use the following JCL to assemble and link edit ETOTTBL.

ETOTTBL (z/VSE)

// LIBDEF *,CATALOG=user.sublib

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'user.etottbl',1,SD
// EXTENT SYSIPT,nnnnnn
   ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// OPTION CATAL,NODECK,NOSYM
 PHASE etottbl,*
// EXEC ASMA90
/*
// EXEC LNKEDT
/*
CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

user.sublib The name of the user sublibrary
user.etottbl Name of the file containing the customized runtime control table

generated by ETOTMAIN from the skeleton table, ETOTTBL. Run
this output through the assembly and link edit process.

nnnnnn Volume serial number
etottbl Name of the customized transparency ETOTTBL load module,

which replaces the Total DBMOD module

Compile and Link Edit ETOTLOAD
Use the following JCL to compile and link edit ETOTLOAD.

ETOTLOAD (z/VSE)
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// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=idms.sublib,CATALOG=user.sublib

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'user.etotload',1,SD
// EXTENT SYSIPT,nnnnnn
   ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// OPTION CATAL,NODECK,LIST,NOSYM,NOLISTX
 PHASE etotload,*
// EXEC FCOBOL

/*
 INCLUDE IDMSDBLU
 INCLUDE IDMS
 ENTRY etotload
/*
// EXEC LNKEDT
/*
CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

idms.sublib The name of the CA IDMS library
user.sublib The name of the user sublibrary
user.etotload Name of the the file containing the customized loader generated

by ETOTMAIN
nnnnnn Volume serial number
etotload Name of the customized load program

Note: For more information on the SYSIDMS parameters, see the
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Loading Database with ETOTLOAD
Use the following JCL to execute ETOTLOAD. Output from this step is processed by the FASTLOAD utility.

NOTE
For more information on the FASTLOAD utility statement, see the CA IDMS Utilities Section.

ETOTLOAD (z/VSE)

*

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(user.sublib,idms.sublib)
// DLBL   dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',1999/365,DA
// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn
// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
*
// DLBL IDMSPCH,'sort1',0,SD
// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,1
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// DLBL SYS002,'sortdb11',0,SD
// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll
// DLBL RELDCTL,'reldctl',0,SD
// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,5
// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
*

// DLBL unload,'total.data',0,SD
// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll
// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
*
// DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT'
// EXEC ETOTLOAD,SIZE=256K
DMCL=etotdmcl DBNAME=etotal
/*
/*

idms.sublib The name of the CA IDMS library
user.sublib The name of the user sublibrary
dcmsg Filename of the system message area (ddldcmsg)
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg File ID of the CA IDMS system message area (DDLDCMSG)
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial number of the file
sort1 Punch file for DBL1 step
sortdb11 Output file from ETOTLOAD to be used as input for FASTLOAD
reldctl File ID for the file containing a control record with information on

the subschema, DMCL, and segment to be used with FASTLOAD
nnnnnn Volume serial number
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of the disk extent
llll Number of tracks (CKD) or blocks (FBA) in the disk extent
unload Filename of the file containing data unloaded from the Total

database (total.data)
total.data File ID of the file containing data unloaded from the Total database
etotdmcl SYSIDMS parameter specifying the name of the DMCL to be

accessed at runtime
Note: For more information on the SYSIDMS parameters, see the
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

etotal SYSIDMS parameter specifying the name of the database to be
accessed at runtime
Note: For more information on the SYSIDMS parameters, see the
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Assembling the CICS/Transparency Interface (ETOTCINT)
The following is the JCL you use to assemble the CICS/transparency interface (ETOTCINT).
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NOTE
For more information on the ETOTCINT syntax, see the Runtime Operations Phase.

ETOTCINT (z/VSE)

*

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.sublib)
// DLBL    IJSYSPH,'user.txtfile',0
// EXTENT  SYSPCH,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll
   ASSGN   SYSPCH,DISK,PERM,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// OPTION  DECK,NOLINK,NOEDECK,LIST,NORLD,NOXREF
// EXEC    ASSEMBLY
         PUNCH 'ACCESS SUBLIB=idms.sublib'
         PUNCH 'CATALOG etotcint.OBJ REPLACE=YES'

ETOTCINT macro statements

         END
/*
   CLOSE   SYSPCH,00D
// DLBL    IJSYSIN,'user.txtfile',0
// EXTENT  SYSIPT,nnnnnn
   ASSGN   SYSIPT,DISK,PERM,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// EXEC    LIBR,PARM='MSHP'
/*
   CLOSE   SYSIPT,SYSRDR
/*

idms.sublib The name of the CA IDMS library
nnnnnn Volume serial number
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of the disk extent
llll Number of tracks (CKD) or blocks (FBA) in the disk extent
etotcint Name of the ETOTCINT module
user.txtfile Intermediate work file output from the assembly step

Creating the CICS CA IDMS/DB Interface (IDMSINTC) 1
Initial Installation

When installing the CA IDMS TOTAL Transparency for the CICS environment, a CICSOPTS module will be assembled
and link edited as part of module IDMSINTC. All parameters for CICSOPTS that are required for the TOTAL Transparency
will be automatically generated by the CAIIJMP installation utility when you indicate the product is to be installed, either as
part of an integrated base install or as a single product during ADDON install. The IDMSINTC phase will include all of the
modules specifically required to run the TOTAL Transparency.

Modifying CICSOPTS
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If you need to reassemble CICSOPTS to change any installation options, you can use the source in your
CUSTOM.SRCLIB member CICSOPTS and the link statements in your CUSTOM.LNKLIB member IDMSINTC.

WARNING
Be sure PLT entries are created to execute IDMSINTC at CICS startup.

NOTE
For information on the CICSOPTS macro and its parameters, see the CA IDMS System Operations Section.

Batch Application Program Link Edit 1
Use the JCL below to link edit a batch application program.

Batch Application Program Link Edit (z/VSE)

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.sublib),CATALOG=user.sublib

// OPTION CATAL
 PHASE userprog,*
 INCLUDE userprog
 INCLUDE ETOTBINT
 INCLUDE IDMS
 INCLUDE IDMSOPTI                        Optional
 ENTRY userprog
// EXEC LNKEDT
/*

idms.sublib The name of the CA IDMS library
user.sublib The name of the user sublibrary
userprog Name of the Total batch application program

CICS Application Program Link Edit 1
Use the following JCL to link edit a CICS application program.

CICS Application Program Link Edit (z/VSE)

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.sublib),CATALOG=user.sublib

// OPTION CATAL
 PHASE userprog,*
 INCLUDE userprog
 INCLUDE etotcint

Additional INCLUDES for CICS interface modules, as
 required
 ENTRY userprog
// EXEC LNKEDT
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/*

idms.sublib The name of the CA IDMS library
user.sublib The name of the user sublibrary
userprog Name of the Total CICS application program
etotcint Name of the ETOTCINT module

JCL Runtime
Use the following JCL to execute a Total application program under the central version.

Runtime (z/VSE)

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(user.sublib,idms.sublib)

// DLBL sysctl,'idms.sysctl',1999/365,SD
// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn
// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT'
// EXEC userprog

Optional SYSIDMS
 parameters
/*

Program input if
 any
/*

user.sublib The name of the user sublibrary
idms.sublib The name of the CA IDMS library
sysctl Filename of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl File ID of the SYSCTL file
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial number
userprog Name of the Total application program
SYSIDMS parameters Parameters you specify to establish a runtime environment.

Note: For more information on the SYSIDMS parameters, see the
CA IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Executing in Local Mode

To execute user application programs in local mode, remove the SYSCTL statements, and insert the following statements
before the EXEC userprog statement:
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// DLBL  dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn
// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,DA
// EXTENT   SYSnnn,nnnnnn
// ASSGN    SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
Additional database file assignments, as required
// TLBL     sysjrnl,'idms.tapejrnl',,nnnnnn,,f
// ASSGN    sys009,TAPE,VOL=nnnnnn

dcmsg Filename of the system message area (ddldcmsg)
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg File name of the CA IDMS system message area (DDLDCMSG)
userdb Filename of the user CA IDMS/DB database file
user.userdb File ID of the user CA IDMS/DB database file
SYSnnn Logical unit assignment of the user CA IDMS/DB database file
sysjrnl Filename of the tape journal file
sys009 Logical unit assignment of the tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl File ID of the tape journal file
nnnnnn Volume serial number
f File number of the tape journal file

Using System Generation
This topic is intended for the person responsible for creating and maintaining DC/UCF system definitions, typically, the
system administrator.

This topic provides the following information:

• Conceptual information needed to define a CA IDMS/DC and DC/UCF system
• Explains how to define a DC/UCF system
• Serves as a reference for system generation statements and JCL used to define a DC/UCF system

The term CA IDMS is used to refer to CA IDMS product components. The terms DB, DC, UCF, and DDS are used to
identify the specific CA IDMS component only when it is important to your understanding of the product.

DC/UCF System Generation
System generation is the process of defining and maintaining the system that controls central version and teleprocessing
operations in the CA IDMS environment.

Central Version Operations

Central version operations enable multiple batch and online applications to access and update a CA IDMS database
at the same time. The system controls the flow of information between the database management system (DBMS) and
programs requesting access to the database. The system also monitors database activity and initiates automatic recovery
procedures for applications that terminate abnormally.

Teleprocessing Operations
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Teleprocessing operations enable users to execute online, transaction-oriented applications from multiple terminals at the
same time. The teleprocessing network is managed either by DC or UCF:

• DC is the CA teleprocessing monitor. DC manages terminal input and output operations and all devices in the
teleprocessing network.

• UCF is an interface that enables online CA IDMS applications and software components to be executed from terminals
controlled by a teleprocessing (TP) monitor other than DC.
UCF supports DC, CICS, CMS, and TSO.

A system that includes DC is called a DC system. A system that includes UCF and not DC is called a UCF system.
Throughout this document, references to the DC/UCF system apply equally to DC systems and UCF systems.

CA IDMS DDS Network

You can define a DC/UCF system to be part of a DDS network. DDS allows DC systems located on different CPUs to
communicate with one another.

NOTE
For more information about DDS, see the CA IDMS DDS Design and Operations section.

The System Generation Compiler

The system generation compiler is used to create and maintain a DC/UCF system definition. The compiler processes
source system generation statements and populates the data dictionary with the entities that make up the system
definition. The compiler uses the system definition to generate the executable form of the system.

UCF Systems Require UCF Macros

For UCF systems, you must also assemble and link edit macros that define TP-monitor dependent procedures and the
characteristics of terminals controlled by the TP monitor. The modules generated from UCF macros are stored in libraries
rather than in the data dictionary.

NOTE
For more information about defining UCF macros, see the CA IDMS System Operations section.

The Dictionary Contains System Definitions

A data dictionary can contain definitions of multiple DC/UCF systems. Each system is identified by a unique version
number that you supply during system generation.

Online Components and System Tasks
A DC/UCF system can include CA IDMS online components and system tasks. Some online components are supplied
with DC and UCF; others must be purchased as separate products. System tasks are supplied with DC and UCF.

Online Components

CA supplies the following online components for a DC/UCF system:
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• CA ADS -- A fourth-generation application development environment used to create and execute online applications
that access and update CA IDMS databases

• Automatic System Facility (ASF) -- A facility to create and update non-sql defined data tables
• IDD menu facility -- A menu-driven facility to use the IDD Data Dictionary Definition Language (DDDL) compiler
• CA IDMS Performance Monitor -- CA IDMS Performance Monitor A product to report on DC/UCF task activity
• CA ICMS -- CA ICMS A product to link personal computers to the data management and storage capabilities of the

mainframe computer
• Online debugger -- A facility to detect, trace, and eliminate errors in programs running under the control of DC or UCF
• CA IDMS Online Command Facility (OCF) -- CA IDMS Online Command Facility A facility used to create and

maintain CA IDMS physical database definitions and SQL-defined databases
• Online IDD -- An online version of the IDD DDDL compiler
• CA IDMS Mapping Facility -- An online version of the facility used to define maps for communication between

applications and terminal operators
• CA OLQ -- A product to retrieve and format information from CA IDMS databases through an English-like query

language or SQL
• Online schema compiler -- An online version of the compiler used to create and update non-SQL defined schemas
• Online subschema compiler -- An online version of the compiler used to create and update subschemas
• Online system generation compiler -- An online version of the compiler used to define DC/UCF systems
• Transfer control facility (TCF) -- A facility to control multiple sessions of one or more CA IDMS online development

tools for a single user

System Tasks

CA-supplied system tasks are:

• BYE or B signs the user off from the DC/UCF system and terminates the connection with the system.
• CLIST executes a series of task statements that are in a module and stored in the data dictionary.
• CLOD erases logically deleted modules from the load area (DDLDCLOD) of the data dictionary.
• DCMT allows DC/UCF users to monitor system runtime activities and to update system definitions while a DC/UCF

system is executing.
• DCPROFIL allows DC/UCF users to display information about the configuration of a DC/UCF system.
• DCUF provides user functions that control various aspects of a DC/UCF terminal session.
• LOCKMON allows DC/UCF users to display information about the lock status in their DC/UCF system.
• LOOK allows DC/UCF users to view the contents of selected load modules.
• OLP (online PLOG) allows DC/UCF users to display the current contents of the DDLDCLOG area online.
• OPER enables DC/UCF users to monitor system activity and to cancel active task threads.
• QUED erases expired queues from the queue area (DDLDCRUN) of the data dictionary.
• SDEL erases logically deleted users from the database security area (SYSUSER.DDLSEC).
• SEND transmits a user-supplied message to other DC/UCF terminals.
• SHOWMAP displays maps defined using the CA IDMS Mapping Facility.
• SIGNOFF signs the user off from the DC/UCF system but maintains the connection with the system.
• SIGNON or S signs the user on to the DC/UCF system.
• SUSPEND terminates UCF dedicated mode but maintains the connection with the UCF back end.

The SYSGEN members that must be included in the DC/UCF system definition for the CA IDMS online components and
system tasks listed previously are presented in System Programs and Tasks.
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Data Dictionary Entities
A DC/UCF system is represented in the data dictionary by entity occurrences associated with one another through set
relationships. When you define a DC/UCF system, the system generation compiler stores the following entities in the
system dictionary:

• System
• Program
• Task
• Teleprocessing network entities
• Destination
• Queue

System Entity

The system entity identifies the system and its operating environment and defines system resource allocations and
runtime characteristics. One system entity occurrence exists for each DC/UCF system.

In the data dictionary, extensions of the system entity contain:

• Definitions of the runtime environment for CA ADS, CA IDMS Mapping Facility, and CA OLQ
• 3270-type terminal control-key assignments for online components and for line-mode I/O
• Definitions of secondary 24-bit and 31-bit storage pools
• The default usage mode for IDD DDDL compiler access to the data dictionary
• Autotask definitions
• Alternative map tables for runtime mapping operations
• Load lists
• Information on predefined run units for system services such as security enforcement program loading and message

access
• Information on resources and nodes located on remote DC/UCF systems
• Definition of an SQL Cache for caching of dynamic SQL statements.

Program Entity

The program entity identifies each program available to the system and defines runtime characteristics for the program
(for example, whether the program can be used by multiple tasks at the same time). A program can be a CA-supplied
program, a user program, a CA ADS dialog, a subschema, a database procedure, a map, an edit or code table, or an
access module. One program entity occurrence exists for each program associated with a system.

Task Entity

The task entity defines a logical unit of online processing. A task is associated with one or more programs. One task entity
occurrence exists for each task associated with a system.

Teleprocessing Network Entities

The teleprocessing network entities define the components of a teleprocessing network:

• The line entity identifies and defines runtime characteristics for a group of hardware devices (physical terminals) that
use the same access method (for example, VTAM). One line entity occurrence exists for each line associated with a
system.

• The physical terminal entity defines a teleprocessing device, such as a CRT terminal, a printer, or a teletypewriter.
One physical terminal entity occurrence exists for each physical terminal associated with a line.

• The logical terminal entity defines processing characteristics for a physical terminal. One logical terminal entity
occurrence exists for each physical terminal entity associated with a line (except DDS lines).

Destination Entity
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The destination entity represents a group of users, logical terminals, or printer terminals as a single logical destination for
messages or reports. One destination entity occurrence exists for each destination associated with a system.

Queue Entity

The queue entity defines a disk work area used to store records for subsequent processing. One queue entity occurrence
exists for each queue associated with a system.

Entities can exist independently in the data dictionary (that is, not associated with a system). You can use the system
generation compiler to copy unassociated entities into a system definition.

Source and Object Records
The system generation compiler stores two types of records in the data dictionary for each entity; source and object
records.

Source Records

Source records represent independent entities. Source records are associated with DC/UCF systems through object
records.

Object Records

Object records represent entities that participate in DC/UCF systems. Each entity in a system is represented by an object
record that is connected to both the source record for that entity and the source record for the system. The object record
for a system is connected only to the system source record.

Each object record contains a copy of the information in the source record with which it is associated. Only object records
are used when the DC/UCF system is executed.

Because the system generation compiler uses separate records to represent an entity and the association between the
entity and a system, one entity can participate in multiple systems. Only one source record exists for the entity; however,
multiple object records exist, each connected to a different system.

More Information:

NOTE
For more information about the data dictionary structures created by the system generation compiler, see
System Generation Data Dictionary Structure.

DC/UCF System Reports
You can report on DC/UCF systems by using CA IDMS reports.

Categories of DC/UCF System Reports

• Entities that make up DC/UCF system definitions (represented by source records in the data dictionary).
• Entities that participate in executable DC/UCF systems (represented by object records in the data dictionary).
• Messages. Messages are added, modified, and deleted in the data dictionary through the IDD DDDL compiler.
• Device definitions. Device definitions are added to the data dictionary during CA IDMS installation.
• Map definitions. Maps are added, modified, and deleted in the data dictionary through the mapping compiler.
• The contents of the data dictionary load area (DDLDCLOD).

The following table lists the available DC/UCF system reports.
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DC/UCF System Reports

Report Description Report Number
DC/UCF system options (source)
DC/UCF system options (object)

25
11

DDS listing of nodes
DDS listing of defined resources

43
44

CA ADS description (source)
CA ADS description (object)

45
40

CA OLQ system description (source)
CA OLQ system description (object)

46
41

Program description (source)
Program description (object)

19
04

Task description (source)
Task description (object)
Task description within program (source)

20
05
21

Network description by line (source)
Network description by line (object)

14
01

Network description by physical terminal (source)
Network description by physical terminal (object)

15
02

Network description by logical terminal (source)
Network description by logical terminal (object)

17
03

Physical terminal within line (source)
Logical terminal by physical terminal (source)

16
18

Destination report (source)
Destination report (object)

24
07

Queue description (source)
Queue description (object)
Queue description within task (source)

22
06
23

Messages in the data dictionary 28
Device definitions 29
Map record indexes
Map field indexes
List of maps by panel
List of maps
List of maps by record name
List of maps by element name

30
31
32
33
34
35

Data dictionary load area description 50

NOTE
For more information about samples of the DC/UCF system reports and instructions on generating the reports,
see the CA IDMS Reports section.

Automatic Tuning

A new auto-tuning capability lets CA IDMS set the startup values for certain DC/UCF system configuration parameters
based on historical information. The values are automatically adjusted over time in response to changes in workload.
Auto-tuning relieves the DBA from having to monitor and adjust the parameter values manually.
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The following system definition parameters are eligible for automatic tuning:

• RLE count
• RCE count
• DPE count
• SYSLOCKS

New clauses on the system generation SYSTEM statement enable or disable automatic tuning for each of these
parameters.

How Automatic Tuning Works

When auto-tuning is enabled, CA IDMS begins to collect high water mark (HWM) information for the parameters being
tuned. This information is collected on 24-hour intervals from the time the DC/UCF system is started. At the end of each
interval, the statistics needed for tuning are updated and written to the AUTOTUNE member in SYSTRK and each HWM
value is set to the current value of its associated parameter.

Statistical information is also collected at shutdown, but only if the system has been active for at least eight hours.

After five sets of statistics have been gathered and at the end of each interval thereafter, CA IDMS calculates a new value
for each of the parameters being tuned. These values are used the next time the DC/UCF system is started after a normal
shutdown. If the system is started after an abnormal termination, the parameter values from the previous execution are
used. If you change the SYSGEN value of a tuned parameter, the new SYSGEN value is used the next time the system is
started, and all historical information for the parameter is discarded.

New parameter values are recalculated at the end of each interval using the most recent HWM and information gathered
from prior intervals. A smoothing algorithm is used so that abnormal conditions, such as runaway tasks, do not skew the
results. Tuned values can both increase and decrease; however, they decrease more slowly than they increase.

You can use the DCMT DISPLAY AUTOTUNE command to see the current and new values for each of the tuned
parameters and obtain graphs of HWM values over the last 32 time intervals.

DC/UCF Concepts
To direct the system log to the DDLDCLOG area of the data dictionary, specify LOG DATABASE in the system generation
SYSTEM statement.

Benefits of Using the DDLDCLOG Area

Logging to the DDLDCLOG area provides the following benefits:

• The online version of the print log utility (online PLOG) can be used to display the current contents of the DDLDCLOG
area at a terminal. Online PLOG is described in the CA IDMS System Operations section.

• All or selected portions of the log can be printed while the DC/UCF system is executing.
• The log can be archived while the DC/UCF system is executing.
• A partially full log does not need to be archived when the system is shut down. The DC/UCF system begins writing to

the unused portion of the DDLDCLOG area at each system startup.

Archiving the Log Area

Use the ARCHIVE LOG utility statement to archive the log from the DDLDCLOG area and the PRINT LOG utility
statement to print all or selected portions of the log. Instructions on using the ARCHIVE LOG and PRINT LOG utility
statements are provided in the CA IDMS Utilities section.

Monitoring Available Space in the Log Area
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When logging to the DDLDCLOG area, the DC/UCF system monitors the available space in the area. When the amount
of unused space in the area halves, the system sends a message to the operator's console indicating the percentage of
used space in the area. The message is issued, for example, when the log is 50% full, 75% full, 88% full, and so forth.

Users can check the percentage of used space in the log at any time by issuing a DCMT DISPLAY LOG command. DCMT
commands are described in the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands section.

When the DDLDCLOG area is 100% full, the system halts execution and waits for the log to be archived. Typically, the
WTOEXIT user exit is used to automate the archiving of the system log. User exits are described in the CA IDMS System
Operations section.

Logging Options
Before defining a DC/UCF system, you need to be familiar with various aspects of DC/UCF operations.

A DC/UCF system records information on system activity in the system log.

What the System Log Contains

The log documents:

• System startups and shutdowns
• Terminal operator requests
• Abends and cancellations

Information written to the log includes DC/UCF system messages, statistics, trace information, and snap dumps.

NOTE
For more information about these topics and on starting up a DC/UCF system, monitoring system performance,
and tuning the system, see the CA IDMS System Operations section.

Where You Define a Log File

Use the LOG parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement to establish the log file assignment. You can assign
the log either to the DDLDCLOG area of the data dictionary or to one or two sequential files.

More Information:

For more information about the LOG parameter, see SYSTEM Statement.

Using Sequential Files

LOG FILE1/FILE2 Parameter

To direct the system log to sequential files, code the LOG FILE1/FILE2 parameter in the system generation SYSTEM
statement.

Benefits of Logging to Sequential Files

Logging to sequential files can be useful when:

• A large log file is needed
• Access to the current contents of the log is not required while the system is executing

Sequential log files can be directed to disk or print devices. Logging to sequential disk files and logging to a print device
are discussed separately.

z/VM systems: Logging to sequential disk files is not advisable under z/VM because disk I/O for the log is synchronous.
The DC/UCF system suspends execution while awaiting completion of a synchronous I/O operation.
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Logging to Sequential Disk Files

When logging to sequential disk files, you can assign the log either to a single disk file or to two alternate disk files.

Logging to a Single File

When logging to a single file, the system writes all log records to one sequential file. When the file becomes full, the
system performs the following tasks:

1. Sends a message to the operator's console describing the condition
2. Continues to write to the file, overwriting records previously written to the file

The DC/UCF system writes log records to the beginning of the file at each system startup. If log records are to be saved,
the appropriate operating system utility must be used to offload the file when the system is shut down.

Logging to Alternate Files

When logging to alternate files, the system writes log records to one file at a time. When the active file becomes full, the
system performs the following tasks:

1. Closes the active file.
2. Sends a message to the operator's console describing the condition.
3. Opens the other file and begins logging to it. The full file can be offloaded while the system writes log records to the

other file.

A full log file should be offloaded immediately. If the alternate file becomes full before the first (full) file is offloaded, the
system begins logging to the first file again, overwriting records previously written to the file.

The DC/UCF system writes log records to the beginning of the first file at each system startup. If log records are to be
saved, the appropriate operating system utility must be used to offload both files when the system is shut down.

Logging to a Print Device

Under z/OS

Specify a SYSOUT class for printed output (for example, SYSOUT=A) in the log-file DD statement of the DC/UCF startup
JCL.

A log directed to a print device is not printed until the system is shut down. An alternate log file assignment is usually not
necessary when logging to a print device under z/OS.

NOTE
This release of CA IDMS supports z/OS V2R10 as well as z/OS 1.1 and higher. However, we will always refer to
z/OS in this document.

Under z/VSE

Specify either SYSLST or a specific print device in the LOG parameter of the SYSTEM statement. The following
considerations apply:

• SYSLST -- A log directed to SYSLST normally is not printed until the system is shut down. An alternate log file
assignment is not necessary when logging to SYSLST.

NOTE
Because SYSLST can be assigned to output media other than a print device, the DC/UCF startup JCL must
specify the output medium required. Typically, SYSLST is assigned to a print device for DC/UCF logging.
However, you can use SYSLST to direct the log to a tape device.

• Specific print device -- The log can be directed to a specific print device under either of the following circumstances:
– The system has available one or more printers other than the printer to which SYSLST is routed.
– The system is running in a partition controlled by a spooler such as POWER/VS, where multiple dummy printers can

be assigned within the partition.
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A log directed to a specific print device can be printed while the system is active. If you assign an alternate log file, the
system begins logging to the alternate file when the record count for the active file is exceeded. If you do not assign
an alternate log file, the system closes and then immediately reopens the log file when the record count for the file is
exceeded.

Under z/VM

Specify either PRINTER or the virtual address of a print device in the log-file FILEDEF command. A log directed to a print
device can be printed while the system is active by closing and reopening the file.

Statistics Collection
A DC/UCF system collects and writes five types of statistics:

• System
• Task
• Transaction
• CA ADS dialog
• DC/UCF histograms

System Statistics

System statistics record data on a system-wide basis. System statistics are always collected. They are written to the
system log:

• At normal system shutdown.
• At an interval specified by the STATISTICS parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement.
• Upon explicit request with a DCMT WRITE STATISTICS command.

Task Statistics

Task statistics record data on a by-task basis. Task statistics are collected only if requested by means of the STATISTICS
TASK WRITE parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement. You can specify whether separate task CPU-time
statistics are to be maintained for system-mode time and user-mode time. Statistics for a task are written to the system log
when the task terminates.

NOTE
Collecting and writing tasks statistics generates a large amount of data and increases overhead.

Transaction Statistics

Transaction statistics record data on a logical unit of work which can span multiple tasks. Transaction statistics are
collected only if task statistics collection is enabled.

The collection of transaction statistics is enabled either during system generation by means of the STATISTICS TASK
TRANSACTION parameter of the SYSTEM statement or at runtime by means of the TRANSACTION parameter of the
DCMT VARY STATISTICS command.

At runtime, the system collects transaction statistics only when requested to do so by a user program.

CA ADS Dialog Statistics

CA ADS dialog statistics record data on a by-dialog basis. Statistics can be collected for all dialogs or for selected dialogs.
Dialog statistics can be collected only if transaction statistics collection is enabled.

The collection of dialog statistics is enabled either during system generation by means of the DIALOG STATISTICS
parameter of the ADSO statement or at runtime by means of the DCMT VARY ADSO STATISTICS command. Individual
dialogs are selected for statistics collection either during system generation by means of the ADSO DIALOG STATISTICS
parameter of the PROGRAM statement or at runtime by means of the ADSO STATISTICS parameter of the DCMT VARY
PROGRAM statement.
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DC/UCF Systems Maintain Histograms

The DC/UCF system maintains additional statistics in the form of histograms. Histograms show statistical data for events
in terms of frequency of occurrence within predefined value ranges. For example, one histogram may show the number of
loads into the program pool of programs of up to 250 bytes, of 251- to 500-byte programs, of 501- to 750-byte programs,
and so forth.

Types of Histograms Maintained by DC/UCF Systems

The system maintains the following histograms:

• System-wide histograms are always maintained.
• By-task histograms are maintained only if requested by means of the STATISTICS TASK COLLECT parameter of the

system generation SYSTEM statement.
• By-line histograms are maintained only if requested by means of the STATISTICS LINE parameter of the system

generation SYSTEM statement.

All histograms maintained by the system are written to the log whenever system statistics are written to the log.

You can run reports to retrieve statistics from the system log.

More Information:

• For more information about the SYSTEM statement, see System Statement.
• For more information about DCMT commands, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands section.
• For more information about the ADSO and PROGRAM statements, see ADSO Statement and PROGRAM Statement.
• For more information about the DCMT commands, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands section.
• For more information about running statistics reports, see the CA IDMS Reports section.
• For more information about the statistics collected by the DC/UCF system, see the CA IDMS System Operations

section.

Abend Detection and Timed Functions
The DC/UCF system uses the following mechanisms to detect abends, loops, and other abnormal processing conditions:

• Check-user tasks
• External wait time
• Inactive interval
• Resource timeout interval
• Runaway interval
• Ticker interval

Check-User Tasks

Check-user tasks are operating system subtasks attached by the DC/UCF system at startup.

How the DC/UCF System Uses Check-User Tasks

The system uses check-user tasks to detect abnormally terminated batch external request units running under the central
version as follows:

1. The DC/UCF system associates a check-user task with a batch program when the first BIND request is issued by that
program. An external request unit (ERUS) task is started to process the normal requests for the external request unit.
A check-user task is also started when a UCFBATCH program is started. Check-user tasks are not associated with
external request units from a CICS front-end or from another CA IDMS-DC/UCF front-end.
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2. The check-user task attempts to enqueue a unique resource held by the batch interface module for the program. While
the request unit exists, the resource is not available to the check-user task.

3. If the batch program terminates the run-unit using a FINISH or ROLLBACK or if the batch program terminates
abnormally, the check-user task is then able to enqueue the resource.

4. If the batch program has explicitly ended the request unit, then the ERUS task will have already been terminated. If the
batch job has ended abnormally, the ERUS task will still be active. The check-user task informs the DC/UCF system
that the batch request unit has terminated.

5. The DC/UCF system aborts the ERUS task.

What Happens if No Check-User Task is Available when a Batch Request Unit is Started: The system starts the
ERUS task normally. The system notes that there is no check-user task associated with the ERUS task. If a check-user
task becomes available while the ERUS task is still active, then that check-user task will be associated with the ERUS
task and the regular enqueue mechanism will go into effect. If the ERUS task terminates normally before any check- user
task is available, then the system simply discards the notation of a potential need for a check-user task.

How You Define Check-User Tasks

The check-user mechanism is controlled by the CHKUSER TASKS parameter of the system generation SYSTEM
statement Use this parameter to specify the number of subtasks to be attached by the system. Specifying zero disables
the check-user mechanism.

NOTE
For more information about the SYSTEM statement, see SYSTEM Statement.

How Many Check-User Tasks Should Be Defined

Check-user tasks are associated only with batch jobs (DML access or UCFBATCH). There is never a need for more
check-user tasks than the maximum number of batch request units which will be active simultaneously. In most cases,
only a few check-user tasks will be needed. A batch job may start when no check-user task is available. Suppose that job
terminates abnormally before a check-user task becomes available. A check-user task will become associated with the
corresponding ERUS task as soon as some other batch job terminates and its check-user task becomes available. The
system will then abort the ERUS task which had been started for the program that terminated abnormally.

External Wait Time

External wait time is the amount of time the DC/UCF system waits for an external user session to issue a database
request before assuming that it has terminated. When the external wait time elapses, the system abnormally terminates
the external request unit with an error status of nn69 and initiates recovery procedures.

How You Define External Wait Time

Use the EXTERNAL WAIT parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement to specify the external wait time or to
disable the external-wait mechanism.

The TASK statement may be used to override the EXTERNAL WAIT time specified on the SYSTEM statement.

NOTE
For more information about the SYSTEM statement, see SYSTEM Statement.

The following considerations apply to specifying an external wait time:

• If the value specified is high, abends can go undetected for long periods of time, making valuable resources
unavailable to other programs.

• If the value specified is low, the system may determine that a program has abended when, in fact, it has not.
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Inactive Interval

The inactive interval is the amount of time the DC/UCF system permits a task to wait for a resource. When the inactive
interval expires, the system abnormally terminates the task.

How You Define an Inactive Interval

Use the INACTIVE INTERVAL parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement to specify the inactive interval
or to disable the inactive-interval mechanism. You can use the STALL parameter of the DCMT VARY TIME command at
runtime to override the system generation specification.

How to Override the Inactive Interval

You can override the inactive interval for individual tasks either during system generation by means of the INACTIVE
INTERVAL parameter of the TASK statement or at runtime by means of the STALL parameter of the DCMT VARY TASK
command.

More Information:

• For more information about the SYSTEM statement, see SYSTEM Statement.
• For more information about the TASK statement, see TASK Statement.
• For more information about the DCMT commands, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands section.

Internal Wait Time

Internal wait time is the amount of time the DC/UCF system permits an external request unit to wait for a resource (for
example, a locked area or a storage allocation). When the internal wait time elapses, the system abnormally terminates
the request unit with an error status of nn00 or nn69 and initiates recovery procedures.

How to Implement an Internal Wait Time

The INTERNAL WAIT parameter is accepted by the SYSGEN compiler, but it is not functional. Default wait time limits for
external run-units on internal resources are controlled by the INACTIVE INTERVAL clause of the TASK parameter for the
RHDCNP3S task.

You can specify wait times for individual batch or CICS run units by defining a TASK statement to the system definition of
the CV. The name of the task must be the name of the batch program that first establishes the connection to the CV or the
CICS task code.

NOTE

• For more information about the SYSTEM statement, see SYSTEM Statement.
• For more information about the TASK statement, see TASK Statement.

Resource Timeout Interval

The resource timeout interval is the amount of time the DC/UCF system permits a terminal to be inactive. Terminal activity
occurs when the user presses a control key (such as ENTER or PF1) that passes data to the system.

When the resource timeout interval expires, the system invokes the resource timeout program. Typically, the resource
timeout program releases the resources held by the terminal and returns control to the DC/UCF system.

How You Define the Resource Timeout Interval

Use the RESOURCE TIMEOUT parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement to specify the resource timeout
interval and the resource timeout program or to disable the resource-timeout mechanism.

How to Override the Resource Timeout Specification
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Use the RESOURCE parameter of the DCMT VARY TIME command at runtime to override the system generation
specifications.

You can override the resource timeout specifications for individual terminals:

• During system generation by means of the RESOURCE TIMEOUT parameter of the TASK statement.
• At runtime by means of the RESOURCE INTERVAL and RESOURCE PROGRAM parameters of the DCMT VARY

TASK command.
• At program execution time by means of the resource timeout parameters of the applicable DML statement. In

Assembler, resource timeout specifications are overridden by means of the RESINT and RESPGM parameters of the
#RETURN statement. In COBOL and PL/I, resource timeout specifications are overridden by means of the TIMEOUT
parameter of the DC RETURN statement.

Task level overrides apply when the task is the last task to be executed from the terminal.

More Information:

• For more information about the SYSTEM statement, see SYSTEM Statement.
• For more information about the TASK statement, see TASK Statement.
• For more information about the DCMT commands, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands section.
• For more information about the DML statements, see the CA IDMS DML Reference section for the applicable

language.

Runaway Interval

The runaway interval is the amount of time the DC/UCF system permits a task to execute without returning control to
the system. A task returns control to the system for each system service call and each database operation. When the
runaway interval expires, the system abnormally terminates the task.

How You Define a Runaway Interval

Use the RUNAWAY INTERVAL parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement to specify the runaway interval or
to disable the runaway-interval mechanism. You can use the RUNAWAY parameter of the DCMT VARY TIME command at
runtime to override the system generation specification.

The runaway interval is useful for detecting and terminating looping programs. However, this mechanism does not catch
all tasks that contain errors in program logic. For example, the runaway-interval mechanism will not detect a loop in which
the same database operation is performed repeatedly.

Program loops that include system service calls or database operations can be detected by means of limits on task
resource usage.

More Information:

• For more information about the SYSTEM statement, see SYSTEM Statement.
• For more information about DCMT commands, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands section.
• For more information about limits on task resource usage, see Resource Management

Ticker Interval

The ticker interval determines the frequency with which the DC/UCF system checks for time-related events (such as
runaway tasks).

How You Define a Ticker Interval
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Use the TICKER INTERVAL parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement to specify the ticker interval.
You can use the TIMER parameter of the DCMT VARY TIME command at runtime to override the system generation
specification.

To be effective, the ticker interval must be less than or equal to the lowest nonzero value specified for the following timed
functions:

• Deadlock detection interval
• External wait time
• Inactive interval
• Resource timeout interval
• Runaway interval

Typically, the ticker interval for a DC/UCF system used exclusively for batch processing is larger than the ticker interval for
a system used for online (or both online and batch) processing.

More Information:

• For more information about the SYSTEM statement, see SYSTEM Statement.
• For more information about the DCMT commands, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands section

Database Locks
Database locks control concurrent access to database resources: areas or individual records and rows. Locks are used
to ensure that applications only see committed changes. CPU is consumed to acquire locks and storage is consumed in
recording them. The greater the number of locks held concurrently, the greater the amount of storage needed.

NOTE
For more information about database locking, see the CA IDMS Database Administration section.

Locking Related Parameters

The following SYSTEM statement parameters are related to database locking:

• RETRIEVAL LOCK/NOLOCK controls whether record locks are acquired for areas readied in shared retrieval.
• UPDATE LOCK/NOLOCK controls whether record locks are acquired for areas readied in protected update.
• SYSLOCKS estimates of the maximum number of database locks that will be held at any time.
• LOCK LIMIT specifies the maximum number of database locks that can be concurrently held by a transaction.

Controlling Record Locking for the System

The RETRIEVAL and UPDATE parameters control whether record locks are acquired for areas readied in certain modes.
By specifying NOLOCK, you reduce the number of locks acquired, but expose retrieval applications to the possibility of
accessing modified records whose changes haven't been committed.

NOTE
For more information about setting these options, see the CA IDMS Database Administration section.

Estimating Maximum Locks for the System

The SYSLOCKS parameter provides an estimate of the maximum number of locks held concurrently. It is used in
conjunction with MAX TASKS and the number of LTERMS defined to the system to calculate the amount of operating
system storage acquired at startup to hold lock-related information. If more storage is needed because of a spike in the
number of concurrently held locks, additional storage will be acquired from the storage pool and freed when no longer
needed. Although this process allows the system to continue to service lock requests, it costs additional CPU resources
to acquire and free the storage and it could lead to fragmentation of the storage pool or short-on-storage conditions.
Consequently, it is important to provide a realistic value for the SYSLOCKS parameter.
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The best way to determine a value for this parameter is through trial and error. Start with a value from another system
that executes a similar mix of transactions or accept the system generation default value. After executing a typical work
load, use either LOCKMON or DCMT DISPLAY LOCK STATISTICS to determine whether secondary lock storage was
acquired. If secondary storage was acquired frequently, increase the SYSLOCKS value. Ideally, you want to avoid any
overflow storage acquisitions; however, infrequent acquisitions may be acceptable.

Limiting Locks Acquired by Task

You can limit the number of locks acquired by tasks on a task-by-task basis or for all tasks within a system. You use the
LOCK LIMIT clause of the SYSTEM statement to limit locks set by all tasks within a system. You use the LOCK LIMIT
clause of the TASK statement to override the system limit for a specific task.

Resource Management
The performance of a DC/UCF system depends upon several factors in your environment. One major factor is the
availability of resources at runtime. There are system generation parameters that you can establish when you define
a DC/UCF system that can impact resource availability and utilization at runtime. The following aspects of resource
management and the system generation parameters that affect them are discussed in this section:

• How the system keeps track of the resources used by a task
• How the system detects tasks that are deadlocked
• How you can limit the resources used by a task

Task Resource Usage

Control Blocks that Manage Resources

The DC/UCF system uses control blocks to manage task usage of resources:

• The task control element (TCE) represents an active task. The TCE includes timer information for the task and
serves as an anchor for all resources used by the task while it is running.

• The resource control element (RCE) represents a resource in use by one or more tasks. The RCE contains the id of
the task for which the RCE was created, indicates the number of tasks currently using the resource, and identifies the
resource.

• The resource link element (RLE) links a task to a resource. One RLE exists for each resource in use by a given task.
The RLE contains a pointer to the next RLE used by the task.

The DC/UCF system allocates all TCEs, RCEs, and RLEs at startup using specifications stored by the system generation
compiler. The compiler calculates the number of each type of element to be allocated, as follows:

Calculating the Number of TCEs

At startup, the system calculates the maximum number of tasks of all types that will be allowed to be active at any one
given time. The system allocates that number of TCEs.

The number of TCEs is calculated to be equal to:

• The MAXIMUM TASKS value specified on the system generation SYSTEM statement.
• Plus the value specified by the MAXIMUM ERUS parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement. If a value

greater than 255 is entered, only 255 corresponding TCEs are included in the calculation. This prevents over-allocating
memory below the 16 Mb line.

• Plus a value calculated for various system tasks. This value includes the following:
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– Plus 1 for each line included in the system definition.
– Plus 2 for the system control tasks, MASTER and DBRC.
– Minus 1 for each line defined as an operator's console.
– Plus 1 for each pre-defined run unit included in the RUN UNIT clause of the SYSTEM statement.
– Plus 1 for the Deadlock Detection task.
– Plus 1 for the Printer task.
– Plus 1 (3 if running multi-tasking) if the LOG DATABASE clause of the SYSTEM statement as specified.
– Plus 3 if running as a member of a data sharing group.
– Plus 2 if Performance Monitor is active.
– Plus an indeterminate number which may be reserved for other miscellaneous system functions.

The maximum number of active TCEs can be modified at run time by using the DCMT VARY ACTIVE TASKS MAX TASK
command.

NOTE
For more information see the section "DCMT VARY ACTIVE TASK" in the System Tasks and Operator
Commands section.

Specifying RCEs and RLEs

The numbers of RCEs and RLEs are specified by the RCE COUNT and RLE COUNT parameters of the system
generation SYSTEM statement. You can specify explicit values in these parameters, or you can allow the compiler to
calculate the values for you:

• The compiler calculates the number of RCEs to equal 25 times the number of TCEs.
• The compiler calculates the number of RLEs to equal 40 times the number of TCEs.

At Runtime

At startup, the system allocates the specified number of RLEs and RCEs above the 16 Mb line. When an executing CA
IDMS system exhausts its primary allocation of RCEs and/or RLEs, it creates a secondary allocation in XA storage. The
size of the secondary allocation is 25% of the value defined in the SYSTEM statement.

The following considerations apply to specifying the RCE COUNT and the RLE COUNT values:

• The number of RCEs and RLEs required to satisfy processing needs varies with the applications in use.
• For performance, secondary allocations of RCEs and RLEs should be avoided.
• Specifying too high a value for the RCE COUNT or RLE COUNT parameter results in wasted space.

NOTE
For more information about the SYSTEM statement, see SYSTEM Statement.

The following figure illustrates the control blocks used to manage task resource usage.

Resource Management Control Blocks
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Deadlock Detection

A deadlock is an unresolved contention for the use of a resource. Resources are either DC/UCF system resources or
database resources. Different control block structures are used to track contention for DC/UCF system resources and
database resources. Although deadlocks are tracked using different control block structures, the same deadlock detection
mechanism is used to resolve deadlocks.

You can control the allocation of some system resources used by the deadlock detection mechanism with parameters
on the system generation SYSTEM statement. The discussion that follows briefly describes how the system detects and
manages both DC/UCF system and database deadlocks to help you establish appropriate values for these parameters.

DC/UCF System Deadlocks

Control blocks

The DC/UCF system uses three control blocks to detect deadlocked tasks:

• Internal event control block (ECB) -- Each resource in use by a task is associated with an internal event control block
(ECB). The ECB is used when another task must wait for the resource.
For example, one task may be using a nonconcurrent program. When another task requests the program, the
requesting task must wait for the ECB associated with the program to be posted.

• Dispatch control element (DCE) -- Each active task is associated with a dispatch control element (DCE). The DCE is
used by the dispatcher to determine the status of the task (for example, waiting or ready to run). If the task is waiting
for a resource, the DCE points to the ECB associated with the resource.

• Deadlock prevention element (DPE) -- When a task must wait for a resource that is in use by one or more other tasks,
the system creates one deadlock prevention element (DPE) for each task already using the resource. The DPEs link
the DCEs for the tasks to the ECB for the resource.

These structures are used by the deadlock detector to verify that two or more tasks are in a deadlock.

Detecting Deadlocks for DC/UCF System Resources
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The following figure illustrates how the system uses control blocks to detect deadlocks.

                                          ┌────────┐                ┌────────┐
Task A is using resource 1.               │  DCE   │                │  DCE   │
                                          │ Task A │                │ Task B │
Task B is using resource 2.               └────────┘                └────────┘
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Task A requests resource 2.               ┌────────┐                ┌────────┐
                                          │  DCE   │                │  DCE   │
The system builds an ECB for              │ Task A │                │ Task B │
resource 2 and a DPE linking              └───┬────┘                └───┬────┘
resource 2 to task B.                         │                         │
                                              │                     ┌───▼────┐
Task A waits for resource 2.                  │                     │DPE B-2 │
                                              │                     └───┬────┘
                                              │                         │
                                              │                     ┌───▼────┐
                                              │                     │  ECB   │
                                              └─────────────────────►Resource│
                                                                    │   2    │
                                                                    └────────┘
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Task B requests resource 1.               ┌────────┐                ┌────────┐
                                          │  DCE   ├──┐         ┌─ ─┤  DCE   │
The system builds an ECB for              │ Task A │  │         │   │ Task B │
resource 1 and a DPE linking              └───┬────┘  │             └───┬────┘
resource 1 to task A.                         │       │         │       │
                                              │       │                 │
The system checks the ECB for             ┌───▼────┐  │         │   ┌───▼────┐
resource 2 and finds the DPE              │DPE A-1 │  │             │DPE B-2 │
linking resource 2 to task B.             └───┬────┘  │         │   └───┬────┘
                                              │       │                 │
The deadlock detector uses these              │       │         │       │
structures to determine that a            ┌───▼────┐  │             ┌───▼────┐
deadlock has occurred.                    │  ECB   │  │         │   │  ECB   │
                                          │Resource│  └─────────┼───►Resource│
                                          │   1    ◄-- - - - - ─┘   │   2    │
                                          └────────┘                └────────┘

Specifying a DPE Count
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The DC/UCF system allocates all DPEs at startup. The number of DPEs is specified by the DPE COUNT parameter of the
system generation SYSTEM statement. You can specify an explicit value in this parameter, or you can allow the system
generation compiler to calculate the value for you. The compiler calculates the number of DPEs to equal:

• The number of TCEs to be allocated by the system
• Multiplied by 20
• Plus 1 for each physical terminal included in the system definition

NOTE
For more information about the DPE COUNT parameter, see SYSTEM Statement.

At Runtime

At startup, the system allocates the specified number of DPEs above the 16 Mb line. When an executing CA IDMS
system exhausts its primary allocation of DPEs, it creates a secondary allocation in XA storage. The size of the secondary
allocation is 25% of the value defined in the SYSTEM statement.

The following considerations apply to specifying the DPE COUNT value:

• For performance, secondary allocations of DPEs should be avoided.
• Specifying too high a value for the DPE COUNT parameter results in wasted space.

Database Resource Deadlocks

Lock Entities

The system uses three distinct entities to track contention for database resources:

• Lock -- Each resource in use by a task is represented by a lock. The lock identifies the resource and other information
about the resource such as its usage mode. All locks for the same resource are chained together so that all tasks
sharing the resource can be identified.

• Lock wait -- When a task requires access to a database resource that is unavailable, a lock wait is created to indicate
that the task is waiting on a database resource. The lock wait contains the ECB that the task is waiting on. All lock
waits for the same resource are chained together so that all tasks waiting on the resource can be identified.

• Lock resource -- The lock resource defines the db-key that has been locked. Each lock is chained to the resource it
has been placed on. Similarly, all locks placed on the same db-key are chained off the resource that defines the db-
key.

How the System Detects a Deadlock

The mechanism used to detect a deadlocked task is the same for both DC/UCF system resources and database
resources.

Deadlock detection is carried out in these major phases:

1. Identifying stalled tasks -- To identify tasks that are stalled, all DCEs in the system are examined. Any DCE found
stalled while waiting on a resource is entered into the deadlock detection matrix (DDM). All subsequent processing
begins with the DCE address stored in the DDM table. This eliminates scanning all DCEs in the system.

2. Identifying task dependencies -- Next, the dependencies between the stalled tasks are identified. The deadlock
detection matrix is updated to reflect these relationships. For each task, a bit in the deadlock detection matrix is
enabled for the tasks it is waiting on.

3. Identifying deadlocks -- To determine the tasks involved in a deadlock, each pair of deadlocked tasks is examined.
From this examination, one of the tasks is identified as the victim.

4. Selecting a victim -- The task running for the shortest period of time is chosen as the victim of the two tasks as long
as:
– The priority of the victim task is less than that of the other task
– The victim task's wait was not entered with COND=NONE and the other task's wait was entered with

COND=DEAD.
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The task running for the shortest period of time is chosen as the victim because most likely is has consumed fewer
resources than a longer running task. As a result, less duplication of work should be required when the victim is
restarted, with these exceptions:
– If the other task is of a higher priority, implying that it is of more importance
– If the victim task entered the deadlock with COND=NONE and the other task specified COND=DEAD. In this case,

the task specifying COND=DEAD is chosen as the victim since COND=DEAD indicates that the task is designed to
handle and recover from deadlock situations. This prevents an abend.

Victim Selection User Exit

The algorithm used to select a victim in a deadlock situation may not be optimal for your installation or applications. A user
exit is provided to allow victims to be selected based upon your requirements. The exit is passed the TCE addresses of
each pair of deadlocked tasks and may take one of two actions:

• Choose one of the tasks as the victim task
• Return control to the deadlock detector by requesting that the default deadlock detection logic be applied

NOTE
For more information about the Victim Selection user exit, see the CA IDMS System Operations section.

Detecting Deadlocks

The following figure illustrates how the deadlock detection mechanism detects deadlocks.

Task A is using resource 1.        ┌─────────┐                ┌─────────┐
                                   │         │                │         │
Task B is using resource 2.        │  Task A │                │  Task B │
                                   └────▲────┘                └────▲────┘
A lock is created for                   │                          │
resource 1 and resource 2.              │                          │
                                   ┌────┴────┐                ┌────┴────┐
                                   │   Lock  │                │   Lock  │
Every lock is connected to         │   A-1   │                │   B-2   │
the task that owns                 └────▲────┘                └────▲────┘
the resource.                           │                          │
                                        │                          │
                                   ┌────┴────┐                ┌────┴────┐
                                   │ Resource│                │ Resource│
                                   │    1    │                │    2    │
                                   └─────────┘                └─────────┘
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Task A requests resource 2.        ┌─────────┐                ┌─────────┐
                                   │         │                │         │
A lock wait is created to          │  Task A │                │  Task B │
indicate that task A is            └─▲─────┬─┘                └────▲────┘
waiting on resource 2.               │     │                       │
                                     │     │                       │
Task A points to the        ┌────────┴┐  ┌─▼───────┐          ┌────┴────┐
lock wait for resource 2.   │   Lock  │  │Lock wait│          │   Lock  │
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The lock wait points to     │   A-1   │  │   A-2   │          │   B-2   │
resource 2 to indicate      └────▲────┘  └────┬────┘          └────▲────┘
the resource it is               │            │                    │
waiting on.                      │            └─────────────────┐  │
                            ┌────┴────┐                       ┌─▼──┴────┐
Task A waits on resource 2. │ Resource│                       │ Resource│
                            │    1    │                       │    2    │
                            └─────────┘                       └─────────┘
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Task B requests resource 1.         ┌─────────┐                ┌─────────┐
                                    │         │                │         │
A lock wait is created to           │  Task A │                │  Task B │
indicate that task B                └─▲─────┬─┘                └─▲─────┬─┘
is waiting on resource 1.             │     │                    │     │
                                      │     │                    │     │
Task B waits.                ┌────────┴┐  ┌─▼───────┐    ┌───────┴─┐ ┌─▼───────┐
                             │   Lock  │  │Lock wait│    │   Lock  │ │Lock wait│
When the deadlock detector   │   A-1   │  │   A-2   │    │   B-2   │ │  B-1    │
is activated, it finds       └────▲────┘  └────┬────┘    └────▲────┘ └────┬────┘
both task A and task B            │            │              │           │
waiting on resource 2             │            │              │           │
and may then check for       ┌────┴────┐  ┌────▼────┐         │           │
deadlocks.                   │ Resource│  │ Resource│         │           │
                             │    1    │  │    2    ├─────────┘           │
The lock wait-to-resource    └────▲────┘  └─────────┘                     │
chain shows the resource          │                                       │
that the task is waiting on.      └───────────────────────────────────────┘
The resource-to-lock-to task
chain shows which tasks own a given
resource.  Using this information,
the deadlock detector can determine
tasks that are deadlocked.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Deadlock Detection Interval

You can control the frequency with which the deadlock detection mechanism searches for deadlocked tasks using the
DEADLOCK DETECTION parameter of the SYSTEM statement.

The DEADLOCK DETECTION parameter allows you to specify the amount of time that elapses before the deadlock
detection mechanism searches for deadlocked tasks.

You can use the DCMT VARY DEADLOCK command at runtime to override the system generation specification.

More Information:
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• For more information about the SYSTEM statement, see SYSTEM Statement.
• For more information about the DCMT commands, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands section.

Limits on Task Resource Usage

Using system generation parameters, you can limit task usage of the following resources:

• System service calls
• Database I/O operations
• Record locks
• Storage

You can establish limits for online tasks. Since external request units are processed using online task, limits may also be
specified for them.

You use the following parameters to define online task limits and control their enforcement.

Establishing Resource Limits

The CALL/DBIO/LOCK/STORAGE LIMIT FOR ONLINE TASKS parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement
defines the limit for each resource.

Overriding Limits

You can override these limits:

• During system generation by means of the LIMIT ONLINE parameter of the TASK statement
• Or at runtime by means of the DCMT VARY TASK command

Enforcing Defined Limits

The LIMITS FOR ONLINE ARE ENABLED/DISABLED/ OFF parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement
controls the enforcement of defined limits. You can override the system generation specification at runtime by means of
the DCMT VARY LIMITS command.

NOTE
Limits on task resource usage can be enforced only if TASK is specified on the Statistics parameter of the
SYSTEM statement. Task statistics are described briefly under Statistics Collection.

Limiting the Number of Application Threads

You can achieve additional control over task resource usage by limiting the number of threads that can be active
concurrently for a given task. For tasks that are large consumers of system resources, you should include the MAXIMUM
CONCURRENT THREADS parameter in the system generation TASK statement. Alternatively, the MAXIMUM
CONCURRENT parameter of the DCMT VARY TASK command can be used at runtime to limit the number of
concurrently active task threads.

More Information:

• For more information about the SYSTEM statement, see SYSTEM Statement.
• For more information about the TASK statement, see TASK Statement.
• For more information about DCMT commands, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands section.

External user sessions
An external user session is a logical connection between a DC/UCF system and an application executing outside that
DC/UCF system. An external user session is initiated when the application initiates the first request for services within
the DC/UCF system and is terminated when the last service initiated by the application is terminated. When an external
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user session is initiated the user is effectively signed on to the DC/UCF system and is signed off when the user session
terminates.

Types of External User Sessions

There are different types of external user sessions:

• External request units (ERUs)
• UCF sessions
• DDS sessions
• LU 6.2 sessions
• TCP/IP sessions

More Information:

NOTE
For more information about system generation considerations for LU 6.2 sessions, see Teleprocessing Network
Statements and SNA and LU 6.2 Considerations.

External Request Units

An external request unit is an online task initiated within a DC/UCF system to service database requests from an external
user session.

An external request unit is initiated when a request for database services originates from:

• A batch application
• Another DC/UCF system (using either DC-to-DC communications through an SVC or DDS)
• Another TP monitor such as CICS.
• An application executing on the PC that uses CAICCI to communicate, such as CA Visual Express

All concurrent database transactions initiated by one user session and processed on the same back-end DC/UCF system
are managed as a single external request unit. All database requests issued as part of the external request unit are
serviced by the same back-end task.

Specifying Runtime Characteristics of ERUs

Specify resource limits, dispatching priority and other runtime characteristics of external request units using the system
generation TASK statement.

By default all external request units are serviced by a task named RHDCNP3S. The attributes defined for the RHDCNP3S
task are used for all external request units processed under that task code. Alternate task codes can be defined for
external request units so that different runtime characteristics are used.

NOTE
For more information about specifying runtime characteristics of external request units, see the CA IDMS
System Operations section.

System Generation Requirements

The following system generation parameters are related to external request unit processing:
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• Task and program definitions for RHDCNP3S
• The MAXIMUM ERUS parameter of the SYSTEM statement determines the maximum number of concurrent non-DDS

external request units that can be processed by a DC/UCF system
• CHKUSER TASKS parameter of the SYSTEM statement controls a mechanism for detecting abnormally terminated

batch applications in z/OS and z/VSE
• EXTERNAL WAIT parameter on the SYSTEM and TASK statements determines the amount of time the system waits

between external requests before assuming that the external user session has terminated
• Additional parameters to define a DDS environment

DDS Sessions

DDS allows DC/UCF systems that are located on different CPUs to communicate with each other. Different access
methods can be used for the communication: TCP/IP, VTAM, or CAICCI (Common Communications Interface).

To define the remote DC/UCF systems that will be accessed by another DC/UCF system using DDS, take the following
steps:

1. Define the DC/UCF systems and the databases to be accessed using the system generation RESOURCE TABLE and
NODE statements.

2. Depending on the access method to use, define the following entities:
– CCI: define a CCI line
– TCP/IP: define a DDSTCPIP type PTERM in a SOCKET line
– VTAM: define a VTAM type PTERM in a DDS line

3. Define a task and program for RHDCNP3S.

You can specify execution characteristics for DDS sessions using the RHDCNP3S task, and you can define additional
tasks for specific applications or front-end systems.

NOTE

• For more information about defining and maintaining DDS, see the CA IDMS DDS Design and Operations section.
• For more information about specifying runtime characteristics of external request units, see the CA IDMS System

Operations section.

UCF Sessions

UCF processing allows DC/UCF online tasks to be executed on behalf of terminals controlled by another terminal monitor
front-end system. The front-end system forwards terminal input to the UCF back-end for processing and writes the output
screen images received from the back-end to the terminal.

System Generation Requirements

The following SYSGEN parameters are related to UCF processing:

• A teleprocessing LINE statement of type UCFLINE
• Teleprocessing PTERM statements of type UCFTERM
• Teleprocessing LTERM statements for each PTERM
• MAXIMUM ERUS parameter of the SYSTEM statement, which limits the number of concurrently active UCF sessions

More Information:

• For more information about defining UCF lines and terminals, see UCFLINE.
• For more information about setting up UCF, see the CA IDMS System Operations section.
• For more information about MAXIMUM ERUS, see External Request Elements.
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External Request Elements

External request elements (EREs) are control blocks used with SVC communications to maintain the link between an
external user session and the DC/UCF system servicing its requests.

Each external request unit takes up one ERE. The ERE is dedicated to that request unit from the time the first service
request is issued until all services for the user session are terminated.

EREs in a UCF Session

A UCF session requires the use of an ERE only while screen images are being transferred between the front-end and
back-end systems. At other times, such as while the back-end task is executing or while the front-end system is waiting on
a terminal interrupt, the UCF session does not hold an ERE. Therefore several UCF sessions can share a relatively small
number of EREs.

Number of Available EREs

The number of EREs available is specified using the MAXIMUM ERUS parameter of the SYSTEM statement. When
determining the value for this parameter considers the following:

• The value should be at least as high as the number of concurrent external sessions you wish to support.
• Allow for UCF requirements by increasing the number by an amount that is between 10% and 20% of the number of

UCF terminals defined in the system generation.
• If all EREs are in use, a program or UCF front-end attempting to initiate a session receives a 1473 error status.

TCP/IP Sessions

TCP/IP allows communication between a DC/UCF system and any other system that supports TCP/IP. TCP/IP is
supported in the following environments:

• z/OS
• z/VM
• z/VSE

To allow TCP/IP access within DC/UCF, define the TCP/IP SYSGEN entity using the TCP/IP statement. If generic listening
or DDS using TCP/IP are used, the LISTENER and DDSTCPIP type PTERMS must be defined in a SOCKET line.
Multiple lines of type SOCKET may be defined in a DC/UCF system, and starting with r17, all may be active at the same
time.

More Information:

• For more information about the TCP/IP statement, see TCP/IP Statement.
• For more information about the SOCKET LINE statement, see SOCKET.
• For more information about the implementation of TCP/IP support within DC/UCF, see the CA IDMS Callable Services

section.

System Run Units
System run units are initiated by CA IDMS software components to satisfy requests for services. For example, loading a
module from a load area or extracting message text from the message area.

Predefined System Run Units

A predefined system run unit is one which is defined in the DC/UCF system generation and is started during the DC/UCF
system initialization.

System run units can be predefined for the following:
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• Load area (DDLDCLOD) processing. Use the RUNUNITS FOR LOADER parameter of the system generation
SYSTEM statement to predefine load-area run units for the default dictionary. Use the system generation RUNUNITS
statement to predefine load-area run units for an alternate dictionary.

NOTE
For more information about the RUNUNITS statement, see RUNUNITS Statement.

• Message area (DDLDCMSG) processing by means of the RUNUNITS FOR MSGDICT parameter of the system
generation SYSTEM statement.

• Queue area (DDLDCRUN) processing by means of the RUNUNITS FOR QUEUE parameter of the system
generation SYSTEM statement.

• Signon processing in the user catalog by means of the RUNUNITS FOR SIGNON parameter of the system
generation SYSTEM statement.

• Destination processing by means of the RUNUNITS FOR DEST parameter of the system generation SYSTEM
statement.

• Security enforcement for system resources by means of the RUNUNITS FOR SECURITY parameter of the system
generation SYSTEM statement.

• Security enforcement for SQL by means of the SQL SECURITY parameter of the system generation RUNUNITS
statement.

• Load area (DDLCATLOD) processing for SQL by means of the SQL LOADER parameter of the system generation
RUNUNITS statement.

How Predefined Run Units are Used

Predefined run units are initiated at startup and exist for the duration of system execution. At startup, the DC/UCF system
allocates storage for each predefined run unit. The system maintains this storage until system shutdown.

Overflow Run Units

At runtime, if the number of predefined run units is insufficient to satisfy program processing requirements, the system
initiates additional run units as needed. These additional run units are referred to as overflow run units. The system
terminates overflow run units when they are no longer needed, freeing their storage.

An insufficient number of predefined run units can result in an excessive amount of journal activity. Only one BIND/FINISH
sequence is issued for each predefined run unit, regardless of the number of requests the run unit is used to satisfy.
Overflow run units, initiated on an as-needed basis, exist only to process individual requests. One BIND/FINISH sequence
is issued per request. For example, if a single predefined run unit initiated at startup processes 100 signon requests, only
one BIND/FINISH sequence is issued for those requests. If overflow run units process 100 signon requests, 100 BIND/
FINISH sequences are issued.

Program Pools
A program pool is an area of storage in the DC/UCF region/partition that is used for loading both resident and nonresident
nonresident programs. Typically, program pools hold:

• CA ADS applications
• CA ADS dialogs
• Database procedures
• Edit and code tables
• Maps
• Programs invoked by online tasks (both CA-supplied and user-written)
• Subschemas
• Access modules
• Relational command modules
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A DC/UCF system can include up to four program pools. Each pool must be a different type. The following table describes
each type of program pool.

NOTE
The page size of the reentrant pools (512 bytes) can be smaller than the page size of the standard program
pools (4K bytes) because the storage protect key of reentrant pages never needs to change. User programs are
not permitted to modify reentrant pages. The smaller page size reduces the amount of unusable space in the
reentrant pools.

Type of Pool Characteristics
24-bit program pool Mandatory for each DC/UCF system

Page size 4K bytes (allocated in 4K increments)
Defined by the PROGRAM POOL parameter of the system
generation SYSTEM statement

24-bit reentrant pool Optional; for reentrant programs (for example, CA ADS dialogs,
subschemas, and programs defined as reentrant in a system
generation PROGRAM statement)
Page size 512 bytes (allocated in 512-byte increments)
Defined by the REENTRANT POOL parameter of the system
generation SYSTEM statement

31-bit program pool Optional (only for operating systems that support 31-bit
addressing); for programs with a residency mode (RMODE) of
ANY
Page size 4K bytes (allocated in 4K increments)
Defined by the XA PROGRAM POOL parameter of the system
generation SYSTEM statement

31-bit reentrant pool Optional (only for operating systems that support 31-bit
addressing); for reentrant programs with a residency mode
(RMODE) of ANY
Page size 512 bytes (allocated in 512-byte increments)
Defined by the XA REENTRANT POOL parameter of the system
generation SYSTEM statement

Specify at Least One 24-bit Program Pool

Every DC/UCF system must include the 24-bit program pool. The minimum size for this pool is 4K. The size that you
specify in the system definition depends on the size and number of nonreentrant and quasireentrant programs that may
be executed concurrently.

NOTE
Program pool space is allocated in 4K increments. For example, a 3K module is allocated 4K; a 5K module is
allocated 8K.

Typically, a DC/UCF system includes the 24-bit reentrant pool. When you are first defining the system, the recommended
value for the size of this pool is 1200K if ASF is used under the system and 500K if ASF is not used.

Resident programs, including nucleus and driver modules, are loaded into the appropriate program pools at DC/UCF
startup. The system automatically increases the size of each pool by the amount of space occupied by the resident
programs in the pool.

Under those operating systems that support 31-bit addressing, the system attempts to load all modules created by CA
IDMS compilers and all programs with an RMODE of ANY into the applicable 31-bit pool, if defined. If the 31-bit pool does
not contain adequate space, the system loads the program into the corresponding 24-bit pool.
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NOTE
For more information about program loading under systems supporting the XA feature, see the CA IDMS
System Operations section.

Storage Pools
A storage pool is an area of storage in the DC/UCF region/partition from which the system and programs executing under
the system acquire space for work areas and control blocks. Typically, storage pools hold:

• Program variable storage
• COBOL working storage
• Variable portions of CA ADS dialogs
• Variable portions of subschema tables and access modules
• Currency blocks
• Database lock tables
• Buffer pools (if IDMS storage is specified on the DMCL BUFFER statement or through the DCMT VARY BUFFER

command)
• Secondary allocations of null PDEs
• User trace buffers

256 Storage Pools is the Maximum

A DC/UCF system can include up to 256 storage pools. Each pool is identified by a unique number. The following table
describes the storage pools that you can define.

Pool Id Characteristics
Storage pool 0 Primary storage pool

Mandatory for each DC/UCF system
Located in 24-bit address space
Defined by the STORAGE POOL parameter of the system
generation SYSTEM statement

Storage pools
1 through 127

Secondary storage pools
Optional
Located in 24-bit address space
Defined by the system generation STORAGE POOL statement

Storage pools
128 through 254

Secondary storage pools
Optional (only for operating systems that support 31-bit
addressing)
Located in 31-bit address space
Defined by the system generation XA STORAGE POOL statement

Storage pool
255

Secondary storage pool
Located in 31-bit address space
Defined by the XA STORAGE POOL parameter of the SYSTEM
statement

Storage Pools 0 and 255

Every DC/UCF system must include storage pool 0. It should be large enough to contain the amount of variable non-XA
storage required by both CA-supplied and user-written programs (for example, CA ADS dialogs, system tasks, and CA
OLQ).
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Storage pool 0 also serves as an "overflow" pool for those storage types for which no non-XA secondary storage pool
exists. Overflow occurs when there is no secondary storage pool that has enough space available for a storage request.

Every DC/UCF system must include storage pool 255. It should be large enough to contain the amount of variable XA
storage needed by the DC/UCF system for internal house-keeping storage (for example, communication buffers, report
printing and scratch management). When starting a DC/UCF system, the generated pool 255 is dynamically extended with
a secondary pool 255 that contains internal house-keeping storage needed during startup.

Displaying the Actual Size of Storage Pools

You can use the DCMT DISPLAY STORAGE command to determine the actual size of the pools.

More Information:

• For more information about DCMT commands, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands section.
• For more information about runtime allocation of XA storage pools, see the CA IDMS System Operations section.

Increasing the Efficiency of Storage Pool Usage

The following information is recommendations to make storage pool usage more efficient.

Define a Storage Cushion

Define a storage cushion for one or more storage pools. A storage cushion is space reserved in a storage pool for
use by tasks that are already executing. Use of a storage cushion helps prevent space in the storage pool from being
exhausted.When the amount of unused space in storage pool 0 is smaller than the storage cushion, the DC/UCF system
is said to be short on storage. The system starts no new tasks and uses the cushion to satisfy storage requests from tasks
that are already executing. Storage cushions in secondary storage pools are also used only when the system is short on
storage.When space in storage pool 0 is freed and the amount of unused space exceeds the storage cushion, the system
accepts requests to start new tasks. Additionally, the system no longer uses the cushion to satisfy storage requests from
tasks that are already executing.

Use the CUSHION parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement to specify the size of the cushion for storage
pool 0. For secondary storage pools, use the CUSHION parameter of the corresponding system generation STORAGE
POOL or XA STORAGE POOL statement.

Size of the Cushion for Storage Pool 0

Typically, the size of the cushion for storage pool 0 is calculated to equal:

• The value specified by the STORAGE POOL parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement
• Plus 3
• Divided by three times the value specified by the MAXIMUM TASKS parameter of the system generation SYSTEM

statement

CA ADS Runtime System

Direct the CA ADS runtime system to calculate the amount of storage required for record buffer blocks (RBBs) instead
of using the size specified in the system generation ADSO statement. Calculated storage reduces the amount of wasted
space in the storage pool but increases CPU usage.

To take full advantage of calculated storage, include as many records as possible either in the application global records
or in the first dialog in the application thread. Either of these strategies minimizes the allocation and release of RBBs
during links to lower-level dialogs and programs.

Use the STORAGE MODE IS CALCULATED parameter of the system generation ADSO statement to request calculated
storage.

Define a Fast Mode Threshold
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The fast mode threshold is the point at which the DC/UCF system writes CA ADS record buffer blocks (RBBs) and
statistics control blocks to the scratch area (DDLDCSCR) across a pseudo-converse. If the total size of the RBBs and
statistics control blocks in all storage pools exceeds the fast mode threshold, the system writes the RBBs and statistics
control blocks to scratch.The fast mode threshold applies only when the system generation ADSO statement specifies
RESOURCES ARE FIXED. If the ADSO statement specifies RESOURCES ARE RELOCATABLE, RBBs and statistics
control blocks are always written to scratch across a pseudo-converse.Use the FAST MODE THRESHOLD parameter of
the system generation ADSO statement to specify a fast mode threshold.

Relocatable Threshold

Define a relocatable threshold for one or more storage pools. The relocatable threshold is the point at which the DC/UCF
system writes relocatable storage to the scratch area (DDLDCSCR) across a pseudo-converse.Relocating storage makes
more efficient use of the storage pool but increases I/O to the scratch area. You should define a threshold such that the
system relocates storage only when the storage pool is heavily used.Use the RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD parameter of
the system generation SYSTEM statement to specify the relocatable threshold for storage pool 0. For secondary storage
pools, use the RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD parameter of the corresponding system generation STORAGE POOL or XA
STORAGE POOL statement.

Define Secondary Storage Pools

Define secondary storage pools from which user programs can obtain storage space. Defining secondary storage pools
allows the isolation of user-program storage from system storage and helps prevent the system from stalling when user
programs require large amounts of storage space.

Operating systems that support 31-bit addressing: If secondary storage pools are defined, at least one of the pools
should be in 24-bit memory (that is, non-XA).You can assign one or more types of storage to each secondary storage
pool that you define. To minimize the number of control tables that the system must search for a particular type of storage,
however, you should assign each type of storage to no more than one storage pool. Use the STORAGE POOL and XA
STORAGE POOL statements to define secondary storage pools.

Dynamic Storage Pool Expansion

Dynamically expand storage allocations for designated storage pools, rather than initiate short on storage actions. XA
storage pools can be expanded by 50% of the original size and expanded up to four times. Dynamic expansion is enabled
by SYSGEN specifications. Dynamic expansion of the storage pool provides the following benefits:

• Helps tolerate spikes in storage pool usage without the system becoming short on storage
• Storage pool size adjustments are made without updating and refreshing the SYSGEN
• Performance degradations are reduced which results in the improvement of throughput and ease of use

Additional information about dynamic expansion of storage pool:

• Dynamic expansion does not occur if a requested storage amount exceeds 50% of the original storage pool size
• Expansion can be enabled or disabled by updating the SYSGEN, generating, and issuing DCMT VARY SYSGEN

REFRESH ALL
• SOS conditions and behaviors will not occur until a storage pool has expanded four times by design
• Turning dynamic expansion off and on does not reset the counter
• Four expansions is the maximum until the IDMS system is restarted
• Storage cushions can be utilized to minimize expansions and the resulting DC015008 message in the job log
• If an expansion attempt fails, a DC015009 message is issued
• The requesting task is subject to SOS behavior

More Information:
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• SYSTEM Statement
• STORAGE POOL Statement
• XA STORAGE POOL Statement
• ADSO Statement

Segregating User and System Storage

As mentioned in the previous section, segregating user and system storage helps to prevent the system from stalling
when a user program uses large amounts of storage. This storage segregation is also a prerequisite for enabling the High
Performance Storage Protect feature.

NOTE
For more information about the High Performance Storage Protect feature, see Storage Protection.

System generation permits defining four types of user-oriented storage: user, user-kept, shared, and shared-kept, as well
as two types of system storage: database and terminal.

The storage pools must be defined in such a manner that all forms of user-oriented storage are segregated from the
system storage. In other words, define both an XA and a non-XA storage pool for user storage types. Storage types: user,
user-kept, shared, and shared-kept, can be together, but they must be defined to secondary storage pools and must be
isolated from any storage pools that contain database or terminal type storage.

To segregate user and system storage, perform the following steps:

1. In SYSGEN, define at least one storage pool in the range 128 to 254 to support types user, user-kept, shared, and
shared-kept. In addition, no pool can be defined to support type ALL (the default) or a mixture of these types and
system (database or terminal) storage.

2. To remove user storage types from pool 0, you must SYSGEN at least one pool in the range of 1 to 127 that supports
types user, user-kept, shared, and shared-kept. In addition, no pool can be defined to support type ALL (the default) or
a mixture of these types and system (database or terminal) storage.

Storage Protection
DC/UCF storage protection protects pages in the system region/partition from being overwritten.

Generally, storage protection is used for developing, debugging, and testing new programs to ensure that the programs
do not overwrite the storage allocated to production programs. To preserve operating system integrity and protect CA
IDMS from user written code, storage protect should always be used. A special form of storage protect is available for the
production system which provides negligible processing overhead yet protects CA IDMS and the operating system from
user written code.

How to Implement Storage Protection

Storage protection is implemented through storage protect keys provided in the hardware. The DC/UCF system uses a
primary protect key and an alternate protect key:

• When the system nucleus has control of the DC/UCF region/partition, all storage pages in the region/partition are set
to the primary protect key. The nucleus executes with the program status word (PSW) set to the primary protect key
which allows the system nucleus to modify any page in the region/partition.

• When a program is executing in user mode, all non-fully reentrant pages used by the program are set to the alternate
protect key. All other pages remain set to the primary protect key. The program executes with the PSW set to the
alternate protect key which allows the program to modify only those pages set to the alternate key. If the program
attempts to modify a page set to the primary protect key, the program is terminated abnormally.

• When key 9, the default, is used as the alternate protect key, all user storage and non-reentrant programs are
swapped into key 9 at startup, and only the PSW key is changed during program execution. Thereby, providing
negligible CPU overhead compared to running without storage protection, while still protecting both the CA IDMS
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system and the operating system from user written code. The non-reentrant programs and the user storage are not
protected from each other. This is explicitly intended for the high performance requirements of the production CV.
Program development should not be done with key 9 as the alternate protect key.

System Generation Parameters

Use the following system generation parameters to control the use of storage protection:

• STORAGE KEY parameter of the SYSTEM statement -- defines the value of the alternate protect key.
• PROTECT/NOPROTECT parameter of the SYSTEM statement -- enables or disables the use of storage protection.
• PROTECT/NOPROTECT parameter of the PROGRAM statement -- specifies whether the program being defined runs

with the alternate protect key when the SYSTEM statement specifies PROTECT.

More Information:

• For more information about the SYSTEM statement, see SYSTEM Statement.
• For more information about the PROGRAM statement, see PROGRAM Statement.

Enabling High Performance Storage Protect

This feature is explicitly intended for servicing the high performance requirements of the production CV. Assuming that a
storage protected system has already been successfully created, the following steps can be used to enable this feature:

1. On the existing system, display all the storage pools (DCMT DISPLAY ALL STORAGE POOLS), taking note of what
pools support any type of user storage, that is, user, user-kept, shared, shared-kept, or ALL.

2. Follow the instructions under Segregating User and System Storage.
3. In SYSGEN, on the system statement, specify STORAGE KEY IS 9.
4. Generate and start the system. If the storage pool definitions have not been properly set, message DC004001 HPSPO

HAS BEEN DISABLED DUE TO INCORRECT STORAGE POOL DEFINITIONS is issued at startup.

System Generation Compiler
The system generation compiler maintains DC/UCF systems according to statements that you submit either online or
through a batch job. You can direct the compiler to perform three types of activities:

• Store and update a system definition
• Validate a system definition
• Generate the executable form of a system

 Store and Update a System Definition 

For each type of entity in a system definition, corresponding statements allow you to add, modify, delete, display, and
punch occurrences of the entity. For example, to add a task to a system definition, you submit an ADD TASK statement.
Additional statements allow you to add, modify, delete, display, and punch the portions of a system definition that are
stored as an extension of the system entity.

When you submit a statement to add a system to the data dictionary, the system generation compiler creates a system
source record. When you submit a statement to add an entity other than system (a component entity), the compiler
creates a source record for the entity, if one does not already exist, and an object record connecting the entity to the
system you are defining.

 Validate a System Definition 

You submit a VALIDATE statement to request that the system generation compiler cross-check the relationships between
entities in the system definition. For example, in response to the VALIDATE statement, the compiler verifies that each
physical terminal is associated with a single logical terminal.

Explicitly requesting validation of the system definition is an optional activity. The system generation compiler
automatically cross-checks relationships before generating the executable form of a system.
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 Note: For more information and syntax, see VALIDATE Statement.

Compiler Activities
 

Generate the Executable Form of a System

You submit a GENERATE statement to request that the system generation compiler perform the following tasks:

• Validate the system definition
• Create the object record for the system entity
• Copy information from new and/or updated source records into the corresponding object records
• Calculate defaults and modify values where applicable
• Complete the connections between:

– Programs and tasks
– Tasks and queues
– Lines and physical terminals
– Physical terminals and logical terminals
– Destinations and logical terminals

• Flag all entities in the system as executable

Additional steps are required to create the routine used to start up a DC/UCF system.

System Generation Compiler Activities

The following figure illustrates the activities of the system generation compiler.
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Compiler-Directive Statements
Compiler-directive statements direct the execution of the system generation compiler:

•  SIGNON initiates an online session or batch run of the system generation compiler.
•  SIGNOFF terminates an online session or batch run of the system generation compiler.
•  SET OPTIONS establishes default processing options for the current online session or batch run of the system

generation compiler.
•  DISPLAY/PUNCH OPTIONS lists either the default processing options established in the data dictionary or the

processing options in effect for the current online session or batch run of the system generation compiler.  
•  VALIDATE directs the system generation compiler to cross-check the relationships among all components of the

current system.
•  GENERATE instructs the system generation compiler to validate (see above) the current system and, if validation is

successful, to produce the executable form of the system.
•  COPY copies all or portions of an existing system definition into a new or other existing system definition.
•  INCLUDE submits as input to the system generation compiler statements stored as a module in the data dictionary.

System Definition Backup
Before modifying an executable system, you should duplicate the system definition. The duplicate definition provides a
backup system that can be generated and executed if the modified system fails to start up.

To duplicate a system definition:

1. Display the system definition online as syntax
2. Modify the system version number
3. Resubmit the system definition to the compiler

NOTE
For more information about using the online system generation compiler to modify entities, see Online System
Generation.

Currency
The system generation compiler uses currency to determine:

• The system with which a component entity is associated
• The line with which a physical terminal is associated
• The physical terminal with which a logical terminal is associated

Accordingly, the compiler maintains currency for systems, lines, and physical terminals.

System Currency

System currency is established by an ADD, MODIFY, DISPLAY, or PUNCH SYSTEM statement. Until you submit one
of these statements to the compiler, no system is current.  After getting current on the system, if ungenerated entity
changes exist, the compiler displays the following message: DC601273 UNGENERATED CHANGES - ISSUE "DISPLAY
CHANGES" TO VIEW. For more information about the DISPLAY CHANGES commands, see "Display Parameters." 

System currency is the only way to associate an entity with a system. You must establish system currency before you can
add, modify, delete, display, or punch component entities.

System currency changes each time the compiler processes an ADD, MODIFY, DISPLAY, or PUNCH SYSTEM statement
for a different system. No system is current after the compiler processes a DELETE SYSTEM statement.
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All statements that you submit to add or delete component entities apply to the current system. For example, to add
program MYPROG to system 12, you must first make system 12 current:

MODIFY SYSTEM 12.
ADD PROGRAM MYPROG.

Line Currency

Line currency is established by an ADD, MODIFY, DISPLAY, or PUNCH LINE statement. Until you submit one of these
statements to the compiler, no line is current.

Line currency changes each time the compiler processes an ADD, MODIFY, DISPLAY, or PUNCH LINE statement for a
different line. No line is current after the compiler processes a DELETE LINE statement.

Statements that you submit to add or delete a physical terminal apply to the current line. For example, to add physical
terminal PT001 to line L001, you must first make line L001 current:

MODIFY LINE L001.
ADD PTERM PT001.

You can override line currency for a specific physical terminal by including the IN LINE parameter in the PTERM
statement.

Physical Terminal Currency

Physical terminal currency is established by an ADD, MODIFY, DISPLAY, or PUNCH PTERM statement. Until you submit
one of these statements to the compiler, no physical terminal is current.

Physical terminal currency changes each time the compiler processes an ADD, MODIFY, DISPLAY, or PUNCH PTERM
statement for a different physical terminal. No physical terminal is current after the compiler processes a DELETE PTERM
statement.

Statements that you submit to add or delete a logical terminal apply to the current physical terminal. For example, to
associate logical terminal LT001 with physical terminal PT001, you must first make physical terminal PT001 current:

MODIFY PTERM PT001.
ADD LTERM LT001.

You can override physical terminal currency for a specific logical terminal by including the PTERM parameter in the
LTERM statement.

Coding Considerations
When coding input for the system generation compiler, you should consider the following:

• Statement format
• Delimiters
• Quotation marks
• Input lines
• Comments
• Carriage control statements

Statement Format

System generation statements that reference entities have five parts.

1. Verb
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The verb specifies the action to be taken by the system generation compiler:

• The action verbs are:
– ADD establishes a new entity occurrence in the data dictionary.
– MODIFY updates an existing entity occurrence.
– DELETE removes an existing entity occurrence from the data dictionary.

• The display verbs are:
– DISPLAY displays one or more existing entity occurrence definitions.
– PUNCH displays one or more existing entity occurrence definitions and writes the definitions either to the SYSPCH

file or to a data dictionary module.
If you omit the verb from a system generation statement, the compiler supplies a verb.

ADD is the default verb when either of the following conditions applies:

• The specified entity occurrence does not exist in the data dictionary.
• The specified entity occurrence exists in the data dictionary but does not participate in the current system.

MODIFY is the default verb when the specified entity occurrence exists in the data dictionary and already participates in
the current system.

The action verb DELETE and the display verbs DISPLAY and PUNCH must always be specified explicitly.

2. Entity Type Name

The entity type name identifies the type of entity to which the statement applies. The entity type name can also identify
extended characteristics of the system entity.

Valid Entity Type Names

The following are the valid entity type names.

ADSO LTERM QUEUE
AUTOTASK MAPTYPE RESOURCE TABLE
DESTINATION NODE RUNUNITS
IDD OLM SQL CACHE
KEYS OLQ STORAGE POOL
LINE PROGRAM SYSTEM
LOADLIST PTERM TASK
TCP/IP
XA STORAGE POOL

3. Entity Occurrence Name

The entity occurrence name identifies a specific occurrence of the named entity type. For example, in the following
statement, UPDCUST is the entity occurrence name:

 ADD PROGRAM UPDCUST.
 

Occurrences of the following entities can be further identified by a version number: destinations, lines, logical terminals,
physical terminals, programs, queues, and tasks.

The following entity type names are not accompanied by an entity occurrence name: ADSO, IDD, OLM, OLQ,
RESOURCE TABLE, RUNUNITS, TCP/IP, and SQL CACHE.

4. Parameters
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The parameters either define characteristics of the entity occurrence or specify display options for the entity occurrence
definition. For example, in the following statement, the LANGUAGE IS COBOL parameter defines the program's source
language:

 ADD PROGRAM ADDCUST LANGUAGE IS COBOL.
 

Parameters can be either optional or required, as indicated in the syntax, and can be coded in any order. If a statement
contains multiple occurrences of the same parameter, the system generation compiler uses the last occurrence coded.

5. End of Statement

The period terminates a system generation statement and is required in all statements. The period can directly follow the
last word in the statement, can be separated from the last word by blanks, or can be coded on a separate line.

NOTE
You can establish recognition of the semicolon as an alternate end of statement character if you specify the
SEMICOLON ALTERNATE END OF SENTENCE IS ON clause on the SET OPTIONS statement or if this option
has been activated by the IDD DDDL compiler as a default for the dictionary. For more information about the
SET OPTIONS statement, see SET OPTIONS Statement.

The following example illustrates the parts of a typical system generation statement:

Using IS and '=' Interchangeably

You can use the equal sign (=) in place of the word 'IS' in any system generation statement.

The equal sign (=) is not shown in the system generation syntax diagrams in this document.

Delimiters

You must use one or more blanks as delimiters between words in a system generation statement. Commas, semicolons,
and colons, which are treated as blanks by the compiler, can be used as additional delimiters to enhance readability.

NOTE
You cannot use the semicolon as a delimiter if it has been established as an alternate statement terminator.

Quotation Marks

Use Quotation Marks with User-Supplied Names

You must use quotation marks to enclose user-supplied names containing one or more embedded blanks or punctuation
marks (that is, apostrophes, colons, commas, parentheses, periods, quotation marks, and semicolons). If the closing
quotation mark is omitted, the compiler interprets the name to include everything on the line up to the end of the input
column range.

Single Quotation Mark is Installation Default

The single quotation mark (') is the default established during installation. This default can be changed to the double
quotation mark (") with the IDD DDDL compiler. You can use the SET OPTIONS statement to establish either quotation
mark as the standard for the current session.
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NOTE
For more information about the SET OPTIONS statement, see SET OPTIONS Statement.

If the current standard quotation mark is embedded in a user-supplied name, the quotation mark must be coded as two
consecutive quotation marks. For example, the name MARY'S PROGRAM must be coded as 'MARY''S PROGRAM' if
the single quotation mark (') is the current standard. If the double quotation mark (") is the current standard, MARY'S
PROGRAM must be coded as "MARY'S PROGRAM".

Non-quoted Letters Converted to Upper Case

All input submitted to the system generation compiler that is not in quotes is converted to upper case. Input submitted not
in quotes in lower case is automatically converted to upper case.

Input Lines

80-Character Card-Image Format

You submit system generation statements to the compiler in an 80-character card-image format. The range of columns
within which you can code the statements is determined by the SET OPTIONS statement. The maximum range is 1
through 80. The default range is 1 through 79 for online input and 1 through 72 for batch input.

NOTE
For more information about the SET OPTIONS statement, see SET OPTIONS Statement.

Code Statements on Single or Multiple Lines

Each system generation statement can be coded on a single line or on multiple lines within the input column range.
Additionally, multiple statements can be coded on a single line.

The following considerations apply to continuing a statement on another line:

• No continuation character is required.
• Words cannot be split across lines.

NOTE
The compiler views a user-supplied name within quotation marks as a single word.

Using Blank Lines

To enhance readability, you can include blank lines at any point among the input statements. Blank lines are ignored by
the compiler.

The following examples show two acceptable input formats for the same system generation statement:

Example 1

MODIFY SYSTEM 30 PROGRAM POOL IS 300.

Example 2

MODIFY SYSTEM 30

  PROGRAM POOL IS 300

  .
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Comments

How to Indicate a Comment

You can include comments among the statements submitted to the system generation compiler. Use any of the following
symbols on an input line preceding the comment text to indicate that the remainder of the line is a comment:

• Asterisk (*) (Must be coded in position 1 to be accepted as a comment)
• Asterisk and plus sign (*+)
• Two dashes (--)

When the system generation compiler encounters the initial symbol, it disregards the entire line of input.

Comment Lines Redisplayed with ECHO or LIST Option

Although comment lines are not interpreted as system generation statements, they are redisplayed along with other input
lines if the ECHO or LIST option of the SET OPTIONS statement is in effect. Note, however, that comment lines beginning
in positions 1 and 2 of an input line with an asterisk and a plus sign (*+) or two dashes (--) are not echoed.

NOTE
For more information about the SET OPTIONS statement, see SET OPTIONS Statement.

Carriage Control Statements

SKIP and EJECT Statements

The SKIP and EJECT carriage control statements are used to format the CA IDMS/DC SYSGEN Compiler Activity
List. SKIP directs the compiler to insert one, two, or three blank lines in the listed output. EJECT directs the compiler to
continue printing the listed output on a new page. Typically, EJECT is used to format the CA IDMS/DC SYSGEN Compiler
Activity List by entity type. These statements are not printed, nor do they affect the operation of the system generation
compiler.

When used online, both SKIP and EJECT cause the compiler to insert a single blank line in the displayed output.

Code SKIP and EJECT Between Statements

The SKIP and EJECT statements can be coded between any two system generation statements, but each must be the
only statement in the input line. These statements do not include a terminating period.

Syntax for the SKIP and EJECT statements is shown below. The keyword SKIP and the specified integer cannot be
separated. For example, SKIP1 is valid; SKIP 1 is invalid.

SKIP Statement Syntax

SKIP statement syntax

►►─── SKIP ─┬─ 1 ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
            ├─ 2 ─┤
            └─ 3 ─┘

SKIP Statement Parameters

1

Directs the compiler to insert one blank line in the CA IDMS/DC SYSGEN Compiler Activity List.
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2

Directs the compiler to insert two blank lines in the CA IDMS/DC SYSGEN Compiler Activity List.

3

Directs the compiler to insert three blank lines in the CA IDMS/DC SYSGEN Compiler Activity List.

EJECT Statement Syntax

EJECT statement syntax

►►─── EJECT ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

EJECT Statement Parameters

EJECT

Directs the compiler to continue printing the listed output on a new page.

Adding, Modifying, and Deleting Entities
The action verbs ADD, MODIFY, and DELETE direct the system generation compiler to store, update, or remove system
definitions in the data dictionary.

NOTE
For more information about specific ADD/MODIFY/DELETE syntax for each entity type, see SYSTEM
Statement, System Generation Statements, and Teleprocessing Network Statements.

ADD Verb

The ADD verb adds system and component entity definitions to the data dictionary and associates component entities
with the current system. ADD also establishes currency for systems, lines, and physical terminals.

When adding an entity, you can explicitly specify characteristics of the entity and/or you can accept one or more default
characteristics. Component entities added to an existing system are not reflected in the executable form of the system
until the next successful GENERATE statement for that system. You must generate the system definition before bringing it
up.

How the Compiler Handles ADD Requests

The system generation compiler responds to ADD requests, as follows:

• In response to an ADD SYSTEM request, the compiler creates a system source record. The system object record is
not created until the compiler successfully processes a GENERATE statement.

• In response to an ADD request for a component entity that does not exist in the data dictionary, the compiler
creates both a source record for the entity and an object record that associates the entity with the current system.

• In response to an ADD request for a component entity that already exists in the data dictionary but that is not
associated with the current system, the compiler creates an object record that associates the entity with the current
system. If you explicitly specify entity characteristics in the ADD request, the system generation compiler also modifies
the source record for the entity. Characteristics not explicitly overridden remain unchanged.

Object Records are Flagged for Update
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Object records created in response to ADD requests are flagged for update. These records do not yet contain a copy
of the information in the corresponding source records. In response to a GENERATE statement, the system generation
compiler copies the information about the entity from the source record to the object record and removes the update flag.

Using DEFAULT IS ON Option

The system generation compiler accepts the ADD verb in reference to an existing system or to a component entity already
associated with the current system only if you have specified DEFAULT IS ON in the SET OPTIONS statement. When
DEFAULT IS ON has been specified, the system generation compiler changes the ADD verb to MODIFY for existing
entities.

NOTE
For more information and syntax for the SET OPTIONS statement, see SET OPTIONS Statement.

The following table illustrates system generation compiler actions in response to ADD requests.

Statements Compiler Actions
ADD SYSTEM 20. Adds source record for system 20 and sets system 20 current.
ADD TASK X.
(system 20 current)

Adds source and object records for task X. Object is connected to
system 20 source record and is flagged for update (U).

ADD SYSTEM 30. Adds source record for system 30 and sets system 30 current.
ADD TASK X.
(system 30 current)

Adds object record for task X. Object is connected to system 30
source record and is flagged for update (U).

GENERATE.
(system 30 current)

Adds object record for system 30. Copies information from task X
source record to task X object record for system 30 and removes
update flag.

MODIFY SYSTEM 20.
GENERATE.

Sets system 20 current and adds object record for system 20.
Copies information from task X source record to task X object
record for system 20 and removes update flag.

MODIFY Verb

The MODIFY verb updates existing system and component entity definitions in the data dictionary. MODIFY also
establishes currency for systems, lines, and physical terminals.

When modifying an entity, you must explicitly specify all characteristics that are to be changed. Characteristics not
explicitly modified remain unchanged. Changes made to a system and its component entities are not reflected in the
executable form of the system until you successfully generate that system with its changed characteristics. When any of
the SYSGEN entities are modified, a GENERATE statement must be executed before recycling CV. If the SYSGEN is not
successfully generated, the modified entities may not be recognized the next time CA IDMS CV is started.

The system generation compiler responds to MODIFY requests, as follows:

• In response to a MODIFY SYSTEM request, the compiler updates the system source record with any explicitly
specified characteristics. The next successful GENERATE statement for the system causes the compiler to copy
information from the system source record into the system object record.

• In response to a MODIFY statement for a component entity, the compiler updates the source record for the entity
with any explicitly specified characteristics. The compiler also places update flags on all object records associated
with the entity. A successful GENERATE statement for a system that includes the entity causes the compiler to copy
information from the modified source record into the object record that connects the entity to the system.

What the Compiler does on a MODIFY
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The following table illustrates system generation compiler actions in response to MODIFY requests.

Statements Compiler Actions
MODIFY SYSTEM 20
MAX TASKS IS 15.

Sets system 20 current and modifies source record for system 20.

MODIFY TASK X
DISABLED.
(system 20 current)

Modifies source record for task X and flags all task X object
records for update (U).

MODIFY TASK Y
DISABLED.
(system 20 current)

Modifies source record for task Y and flags all task Y object
records for update (U).

GENERATE.
(system 20 current)

Copies information from source record for system 20 to object
record for system 20 and from source records for tasks X and Y
to object records connected to system 20. Removes flags from
updated object records.

MODIFY SYSTEM 30.
GENERATE.

Sets system 30 current. Copies information from source record
for system 30 to object record for system 30 and from source
records for tasks X and Y to object records connected to system
30. Removes flags from updated object records.

DELETE Verb

The DELETE verb disassociates component entities from systems and deletes system and component entities from the
data dictionary. Deletions of component entities from a system are not reflected in the executable form of the system until
the next successful GENERATE statement for that system.

How the Compiler Handles a DELETE Action

The system generation compiler responds to DELETE requests, as follows:

• In response to a DELETE SYSTEM request, the compiler deletes both the source and object records for the system
and all object records that connect component entities to the system. To prevent the inadvertent deletion of entity
definitions, the compiler does not delete source records for component entities when deleting a system. A GENERATE
statement is not required after a DELETE SYSTEM statement.
To delete source records for component entities that no longer participate in any systems (as a result of DELETE
SYSTEM requests), you can use the IDD DDDL compiler.

NOTE
For more information about using the DDDL compiler to delete entities, see the CA IDMS IDD DDDL
Reference section.

• In response to a DELETE request for a component entity, the compiler places a delete flag on the object record
that connects the entity to the current system. A successful GENERATE statement for the system causes the compiler
to delete the flagged object record. If no other object records exist for the entity (that is, if the entity is not associated
with any other system), the compiler also deletes the source record for the entity.

NOTE
The system generation compiler deletes source records only for entities created through the system generation
compiler. You must use the IDD DDDL compiler to delete entities created through the DDDL compiler.

The following table illustrates system generation compiler actions in response to DELETE requests.

Statements Compiler Actions
Status before deletions.
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DELETE SYSTEM 20. Deletes source and object records for system 20 and object
records connecting tasks X, Y, and Z to system 20.

MODIFY SYSTEM 30.
DELETE TASK X.

Sets system 30 current. Places delete flag (D) on object record
connecting task X to system 30.

MODIFY SYSTEM 40.
DELETE TASK X.

Sets system 40 current. Places delete flag (D) on object record
connecting task X to system 40.

DELETE TASK Y.
(system 40 current)

Places delete flag (D) on object record connecting task Y to
system 40.

GENERATE.
(system 40 current)

Deletes object records connecting tasks X and Y to system 40.
Copies information from source record for system 40 to object
record for system 40.

MODIFY SYSTEM 30.
GENERATE.

Sets system 30 current. Deletes object record connecting task
X to system 30 and source record for task X. Copies information
from source record for system 30 to object record for system 30.

Displaying and Punching Entities
The display verbs DISPLAY and PUNCH list system and component entity definitions from the dictionary. DISPLAY and
PUNCH also establish currency for system, lines, and physical terminals. For component entity definitions other than
system, a successful DISPLAY or PUNCH request reflects only the presence of the definition in the dictionary, NOT an
assurance that the definition is associated with the current system. To confirm this association, use a DISPLAY ALL entity-
type request, which lists the component entities associated with the current system.

How the Compiler Handles the DISPLAY Verb

DISPLAY causes the compiler to list the requested entity definition either online at the terminal or in batch mode in the CA
IDMS/DC SYSGEN Compiler Activity List (described under Batch System Generation).

When DISPLAY is used online, you can edit the displayed definition and resubmit it as input to the compiler.

NOTE
For more information about resubmitting displayed output, see Online System Generation.

How the Compiler Handles the PUNCH Verb

PUNCH causes the compiler to display the requested entity definition and to write the definition either to the SYSPCH file
or to a data dictionary module.

A definition written to the SYSPCH file can be edited and resubmitted as input to the compiler in batch mode. A module
containing punched definitions can be included in other system definitions.

NOTE
For more information about including modules in system definitions, see INCLUDE Statement.

Default Actions with the DISPLAY and PUNCH

DISPLAY and PUNCH statement defaults are determined by the SET OPTIONS statement. You can override the SET
OPTIONS options in the individual DISPLAY and PUNCH statements that you submit to the compiler.

NOTE
For more information about the SET OPTIONS statement, see SET OPTIONS Statement.

DISPLAY Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ PUNch
 ───┘
 ►─┬─ entity-type  entity-occurrence-name ─┬──────────────────────────────┬─┬─►
   │                                       └ Version is ┬ 1 ◄────────────┬┘ │
   │                                                    └ version-number ┘  │
   └─ ALL entity-type
 ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe
 ────┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax
 ───┘
 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
           └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘
        
   ►─── DISplay CHAnges───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

 

 

DISPLAY Parameters

entity-type  

Identifies the type of entity to be displayed or punched.

Entity-type must be a valid system generation entity type.

entity-occurrence-name  

Specifies a single entity occurrence to be displayed or punched.

Entity-occurrence-name must be the name of an existing occurrence of the specified entity type. The named occurrence
does not have to be associated with the current system, line, or physical terminal.

• Version is version-number 
Qualifies the named entity occurrence with a version number.
Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 9,999. The default is 1.

ALL entity-type  

Directs the system generation compiler to display or punch either all entities associated with a specific system or all
occurrences of the named entity type associated with the current system. Entity-type-name must be a valid system
generation entity type.
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The DISPLAY ALL option does not include the results of non-generated or pending changes, which are included with
DISPLAY CHANGES. 

CHAnges 

Displays system definitions that are either changed or pending, but not finalized with the GENERATE command.

This option minimizes the risk of unexpected changes to be generated into the SYSGEN load module. Displaying
entities that are changed allows the DBA to review the status of the entities and content, and allows the DBA to restore
undesirable deletions or specifications. 

DISPLAY CHANGES may also be useful for taking inventory of changes made for completeness, before generating.
If there are no changed definitions since the last system generation compiler session, the DISPLAY CHANGES output
displays the message DC601273: NO CHANGES SINCE LAST GENERATE. 

When the command is issued in batch, a return code of 4 indicates that pending changes exist. A return code of 0
indicates that no pending (ungenerated) changes exist. When issuing the DISPLAY CHANGES command in batch, the
return code may be useful to conditionally end batch processing. 

WITh 

Directs the system generation compiler to override the options specified by the DISPLAY WITH and DISPLAY ALSO
WITH parameters of the SET OPTIONS statement and to include only the indicated information in the displayed or
punched definition. The override applies to the current DISPLAY/PUNCH request only.

ALSo WITh 

Directs the system generation compiler to include the indicated information in the displayed or punched definition in
addition to the information included because of the options specified by the DISPLAY WITH and DISPLAY ALSO WITH
parameters of the SET OPTIONS statement. The additional information is included for the current DISPLAY/PUNCH
request only.

WITHOut 

Directs the system generation compiler to exclude the indicated information from the information included in the displayed
or punched definition because of the options specified by the DISPLAY WITH and DISPLAY ALSO WITH parameters of
the SET OPTIONS statement. The information is excluded for the current DISPLAY/PUNCH request only.

DETails 

Includes or excludes the entity-specific characteristics that make up the entity definition.

HIStory 

Includes or excludes the dates when the entity definition was created and last updated and the identification of the
users who created and last updated the definition (given by the PREPARED BY and REVISED BY parameters). History
is maintained only for the following entity types: DEFAULT PROGRAM, DESTINATION, LINE, LOGICAL TERMINAL,
PHYSICAL TERMINAL, PROGRAM, QUEUE, SYSTEM, and TASK.

ALL 

Includes or excludes both the entity history and the details of the entity definition.

NONe 

Includes only the name and version number (if applicable) of the entity occurrence in the displayed or punched definition.

NONE is meaningful only with WITH.

AS 

Specifies whether the displayed or punched definition appears as comments or syntax.

•  COMments
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Specifies that each line of the entity definition is displayed or punched as a comment.
Comment lines generated by the compiler are indicated by an asterisk and a plus sign (*+) in the first two columns and
are ignored when resubmitted to the compiler.

•  SYNtax
Specifies that the displayed or punched definition appears in syntax format. Definitions that are displayed (online only)
or punched (online and batch) as syntax can be edited and resubmitted to the compiler as input.

TO 

For PUNCH statements only, specifies the destination of the punched output.

• module-specification 
Causes the compiler to write punched output to the specified module.
Expanded syntax for module-specification is presented next.

• SYSpch
Causes the compiler to write punched output to the SYSPCH file.

MODULE Syntax

►►─── MODULE module-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ Version is ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘
                  ├─ version-number ─┤
                  ├─ HIGhest ────────┤
                  └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ LANguage is language ─┘

MODULE Parameters

MODule module-name

Identifies a module previously defined in the data dictionary.

NOTE
For information on defining modules, refer to the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section.

Version is

Qualifies the named module with version number.

• version-number
Specifies an explicit version number.
Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 9,999. The default is 1.

• HIGhest
Specifies the highest existing version of the named module.

• LOWest
Specifies the lowest existing version of the named module.
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LANguage is language

Qualifies the named module with a language.

Example MODULE

The following screens show system generation compiler responses to three sample DISPLAY/PUNCH requests. The
default options specified by the DISPLAY parameter of the SET OPTIONS statement are WITH ALL and AS COMMENTS.

           SYSGEN 17.0    NO ERRORS    DICT=CORPDICT    1/17    cv-name
 DISPLAY ALL SYSTEM 9 WITH NONE.
 *+   ADD SYSTEM 9
 *+       .
 *+   ADD ADSO
 *+       .
 *+   ADD OLM
 *+       .
 *+   ADD PROGRAM RHDCBYE
 *+       .
 *+   ADD PROGRAM PXT001
 *+       .
 *+   ADD PROGRAM PXT002
 *+       .
 *+   ADD TASK TXT001
 *+       .
 *+   ADD TASK TXT002
 *+       .

           SYSGEN 17.0    NO ERRORS    DICT=CORPDICT    1/15     cv-name
 PUNCH ALL PROGRAMS WITHOUT DETAILS.
 *+   ADD PROGRAM RHDCBYE
 *+       DATE CREATED IS      09/29/07
 *+       DATE LAST UPDATED IS 09/30/07
 *+       PREPARED BY ABC
 *+       REVISED  BY ABC
 *+       .
 *+   ADD PROGRAM PXT001
 *+       DATE CREATED IS      09/30/07
 *+       PREPARED BY ABC
 *+       .
 *+   ADD PROGRAM PXT002
 *+       DATE CREATED IS      09/30/07
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 *+       PREPARED BY ABC
 *+       .

           SYSGEN 17.0    NO ERRORS    DICT=CORPDICT    1/26     cv-name
 DISPLAY TASK TXT001 AS SYNTAX.
      ADD TASK TXT001
 *+       DATE CREATED IS      09/30/07
 *+       PREPARED BY ABC
          ENABLED
          EXTERNAL
          INACTIVE INTERVAL IS SYSTEM
          INVOKES PROGRAM PXT001
          INPUT
          NOJOURNAL
          NOMAP
          PRINT KEY IS SYSTEM
          PRIORITY IS 100
          RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL IS SYSTEM PROGRAM IS SYSTEM
          NOSAVE
          LOCATION IS BELOW
          STORAGE LIMIT IS SYSTEM
          LOCK LIMIT IS SYSTEM
          CALL LIMIT IS SYSTEM

           SYSGEN 17.0    PAGE 2 LINE 1  DICT=CORPDICT    24/26  cv-name
          DBIO LIMIT IS SYSTEM
          MAXIMUM CONCURRENT THREADS IS OFF
          AREA ACQUISITION THRESHOLD IS OFF RETRY FOREVER
          PROTOCOL IS DEFRESP
          .
                          * * *   END OF DATA   * * *

Compiler Directive Statements
IPSB compiler-directive statements allow you to:
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• Specify the amount of storage required by the IPSB compiler to compile the IPSB
• The range of input columns in which IPSB statements can be coded
• Sequence checking of input to the ISPB compiler
• Formatting of reports output by the IPSB compiler

 Syntax 

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►
   └── CORe size = ─┬── (48) ◄────┬─────── k ───┘
                    └── (nnnnnn) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►
   └─ ICTL = ──┬── (1,80) ◄───────────────────────────────────┬─┘
               └─  (start-column-number,end-column-number) ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ OCTL = ─┬── (60) ◄────────┬──┘
              └── (line-count) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►
   └─ ISEQ = ──── (start-column-number,end-column-number) ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────┐     │
   └─▼-- SPACE space-count ──┴─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   | ┌────────────┐      |
   └─▼-- EJECT ───┴──────┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ *comments* ──┘

 Parameters 

•  CORE size=nnnnnn k 
Specifies the amount of storage the IPSB compiler is to acquire (by a GETMAIN under OS and a GETVIS or COMREG
under z/VSE) for the IPSB being generated.
Nnnnnn is a 1- to 6-digit numeric value.
If the optional K is included, the amount of storage acquired is nnnnnn increments of K (1,024 bytes). If K is
omitted, nnnnnn represents the actual number of bytes of storage acquired, which the compiler rounds up to the next
doubleword.
If this statement is omitted, the IPSB compiler acquires 48K of storage.

•  ICTL=(start-column-n,end-column-n) 
Specifies the columns within which IPSB input statements can be coded. This compiler-directive statement, if coded,
must precede the input for the five IPSB sections.
Valid values for both start-column and end-column are 1 through 80.
The default values for start-column and end-column are 1 and 80, respectively.

•  OCTL=(line-count-number) 
Specifies the number of lines to print per page of printed output. If coded, this compiler-directive statement must
precede the input for the five IPSB sections.
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The default value for line-count is 60: acceptable values are 1 through 66.
•  ISEQ=(start-column-number,end-column-number) 

Specifies that the compiler is to perform sequence checking on all input and specifies the start and end columns of the
sequence number generated for each input statement.
If coded, this statement must precede all IPSB input statements. If this statement is omitted, sequence checking is not
performed.
Valid values for start-column-number and end-column-number are in the range 1 through 80. The minimum allowable
difference between the entry for start-column and the entry for end-column is 10.

•  SPACE=space-count 
Directs the compiler to skip the specified number of lines on the output report. Only one blank is allowed between
SPACE and the value specified for space-count.
Acceptable values for space-count are 1 through 9. Several SPACE statements can appear in the compiler input.

•  EJECT
Directs the compiler to stop printing the current page and begin printing a new page. This statement must be on a
line by itself and can be interspersed among IPSB input control statements (that is, EJECT statements can appear
throughout compiler input).

•   *comments* 
Directs the compiler to interpret subsequent characters as comments.
Comments can be embedded in IPSB statements and are terminated automatically at the end of the input line, unless
the compiler encounters a second asterisk (*) in the input line, which causes explicit termination.
Be sure to keep track of the number of asterisks. An odd number turns on comment text; an even number turns it off.

 Example 

 ICTL=(1,72)
 OCTL=(45)
 ISEQ=3,72
 EJECT
 SPACE 2
 *Begin comments with an asterisk

 Figure 33. Sample compiler-directive statements 

SET OPTIONS Statement

The SET OPTIONS statement establishes processing options for the current system generation compiler session. The
processing options determine:

• Disposition of ADD statements issued for existing entities
• Format of and information included in displayed or punched entity definitions
• Format of compiler input and output
• End-of-file indicator
• Quotation mark

Processing options remain in effect until explicitly changed by a SET OPTIONS statement. You can override the
processing options that affect displayed and punched definitions in the individual entity statements. You cannot override
any other compiler processing options on an individual basis.

Processing Options You Can Change
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The following table lists the installation defaults for processing options that can be changed by the system generation
compiler SET OPTIONS statement.

Option Batch Default Online Default
DEFAULT IS OFF OFF
DISPLAY WITH ALL ALL
DISPLAY AS COMMENTS COMMENTS
ECHO/NO ECHO ECHO ECHO
EOF IS /* /*
HEADER/NO HEADER HEADER NO HEADER
INPUT COLUMNS ARE 1 THRU 72 1 THRU 79
LIST/NO LIST LIST LIST
OUTPUT LINE SIZE IS 132 80
PROMPT/NO PROMPT NO PROMPT Line mode device:

PROMPT
3270: NO PROMPT

PUNCH TO SYSPCH SYSPCH
SEMICOLON ALTERNATE END OF
SENTENCE

Default established through DDDL compiler Default established through DDDL compiler

QUOTE IS ' '

SET OPTIONS Statement Syntax

►►─── set OPTions for session ────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ DEFault is ─┬─ ON ──┬─┘
                  └─ OFF ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►
   └─ DISplay ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────┬─┘
               │ ┌─────────────────────────────────┐ │ └─ AS ┬ COMments ┬─┘
               │ │                ┌──────────────┐ │ │       └ SYNtax ──┘
               └─▼─┬─ WITh ─────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬┴─┴─┘
                   ├─ ALSo WITh ┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
                   └─ WITHOut ──┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                                    └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ECHo ────┤
   └─ NO ECHo ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ EOF is ─┬─ /* ──────────────┬─┘
              ├─ 'eof-indicator' ─┤
              └─ OFF ─────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ HEAder ────┤
   └─ NO HEAder ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►
   └─ INPut columns are start-column-number THRu end-column-number ─┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ LISt ────┤
   └─ NO LISt ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ OUTput line size is ─┬─ 80 ──┬─┘
                           └─ 132 ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ PROmpt ────┤
   └─ NO PROmpt ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
                └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

 ►──┬────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ QUOte is ─┬─ ' ─┬─┘
                 └─ " ─┘

 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄
    └─ SEMicolon alternate end of sentence is ─┬─ ON ──┬─┘
                                               └─ OFF ─┘

SET OPTIONS Statement Parameters

DEFault is

Determines whether the system generation compiler accepts or rejects ADD statements that reference existing entity
occurrences.
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• ON
Directs the compiler to accept ADD statements that reference existing entity occurrences. The compiler interprets the
statements as MODIFY statements and issues the message ADD CHANGED TO MODIFY.

• OFF
Directs the compiler to reject ADD statements that reference existing entity occurrences. The compiler issues an error
message and terminates processing of the statement.

DISplay

Determines the format of and information included in displayed or punched entity definitions.

• WITh
Directs the compiler to override all previously established display options and to include only the indicated information
in displayed or punched definitions.

• ALSo WITh
Directs the compiler to include the indicated information in displayed or punched definitions in addition to any
information included because of previously established display options.

• WITHOut
Directs the compiler to exclude the indicated information from information included in displayed or punched definitions
because of previously established display options.

• DETails
Includes or excludes the entity-specific characteristics that make up the entity definition.

• HIStory
Includes or excludes the dates when the entity definition was created and last updated and the identification of the
users who created and last updated the definition (given by the PREPARED BY and REVISED BY parameters).
History is maintained only for the following entity types: DEFAULT PROGRAM, DESTINATION, LINE, LOGICAL
TERMINAL, PHYSICAL TERMINAL, PROGRAM, QUEUE, SYSTEM, TASK, and USER.

• ALL
Includes or excludes both the entity history and the details of the entity definition.

• NONe
Includes only the name and version number (if applicable) of the entity occurrence in the displayed or punched
definition.
NONE is meaningful only with WITH.

• AS
Specifies whether displayed or punched definitions appear as comments or syntax.

• COMments
Specifies that each line of the entity definition is displayed or punched as a comment. Comment lines generated by the
compiler are indicated by an asterisk and a plus sign (*+) in the first two columns and are ignored when resubmitted to
the compiler.

• SYNtax
Specifies that the displayed or punched definition appears in syntax format. Definitions that are displayed (online only)
or punched (online and batch) as syntax can be edited and resubmitted to the compiler as input.

ECHo

Specifies that the system generation compiler is to redisplay each input line (online) or to print each input line in the CA
IDMS/DC SYSGEN Compiler Activity List (in batch mode). Comment lines that begin with an asterisk and a space (* )
in positions 1 and 2 are echoed. Comment lines that begin with an asterisk and a plus sign (*+) or two dashes (--) in
positions 1 and 2 of an input line are not echoed.

ECHO has the same effect as the LIST option. The ECHO option is ignored when the NO LIST option is in effect.

NO ECHo

Directs the system generation compiler not to redisplay input lines, whether errors are present.
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NO ECHO is useful when statements are submitted one line at a time (for example, from a hard-copy terminal or from a
TSO or CMS terminal during a batch run of the compiler).

When NO ECHO is in effect, the LIST/NO LIST option is ignored.

NOTE
The NO ECHO option suppresses execution of the SKIP and EJECT carriage control statements. For more
information about carriage control statements, see Carriage Control Statements.

EOF is

Specifies the logical end-of-file indicator.

• eof-indicator
Specifies the logical end-of-file indicator as a two-character value enclosed in quotation marks. The installation default
is /* for both online and batch processing.
When the end-of-file indicator is coded in the first two input columns of the input range, the compiler processes only
the statements that precede the indicator. The compiler does not recognize statements that follow the end-of-file
indicator.

• OFF
Specifies that no end-of-file indicator is active.

HEAder

For batch mode only, specifies that header lines that identify the system generation compiler are to be printed on each
page of the CA IDMS/DC SYSGEN Compiler Activity List.

For sample pages of the CA IDMS/DC SYSGEN Compiler Activity List with header lines, see Batch System Generation.

NO HEAder

For batch mode only, specifies that no header lines are to be printed on the pages of the CA IDMS/DC SYSGEN Compiler
Activity List.

INPut columns are start-column-number THRu end-column-number

Specifies the column range for statements input to the system generation compiler:

• Start-column-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 70
• End-column must be an integer in the range 10 through 80

Start-column-number and end-column-number must be at least 10 columns apart.

LISt

Specifies that the system generation compiler is to redisplay each input line (online) or to print each input line in the CA
IDMS/DC SYSGEN Compiler Activity List (in batch mode). Comment lines that begin with an asterisk and a plus sign (*+)
are not echoed.

LIST has the same effect as the ECHO option. The LIST option is ignored when the NO ECHO option is in effect.

NO LISt

Specifies that the system generation compiler is to redisplay only input lines that contain errors.

The NO LIST option is ignored when the NO ECHO option is in effect. When NO LIST is in effect, the ECHO option is
ignored.

NOTE
The NO LIST option suppresses execution of the SKIP and EJECT carriage control statements. For more
information about carriage control statements, see Carriage Control Statements.

OUTput line size is
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Specifies the width of header and message lines in the terminal display or batch activity listing.

• 80
Header and message lines contain 80 characters.
When the output line size is 80, line numbers are not displayed.

• 132
Header and message lines contain 132 characters.

PROmpt

Directs the system generation compiler to issue the prompt ENTER when it is ready to accept input.

PROMPT is useful when statements are submitted from a dial-up device or from a TSO or CMS terminal during a batch
run of the compiler.

NO PROmpt

Directs the system generation compiler not to issue prompts for input.

PUNch to

For PUNCH statements only, specifies the destination of the punched output.

• module-specification
Causes the compiler to write punched output to the specified module.
Expanded syntax for module-specification is presented as part of the DISPLAY and PUNCH syntax described in
Displaying and Punching Entities.

• SYSpch
Causes the compiler to write punched output to the SYSPCH file.

QUOte is

Specifies the quotation mark for the current compiler session.

• '
The quotation mark is the single quotation mark (').

• "
The quotation mark is the double quotation mark (").

SEMicolon alternate end of sentence is

Indicates whether the semicolon is to be recognized as an alternative end-of-statement character. If an option is not
selected, the default is established by the IDD DDDL SEMICOLON ALTERNATE END OF SENTENCE IS statement.

• ON
Specifies that both semicolons and periods are to be recognized as end-of-statement characters.

• OFF
Specifies that the semicolon is not recognized as an alternative end-of-statement character.

Example SET OPTIONS Statement

The following sample SET OPTIONS statement instructs the compiler to list DISPLAY/PUNCH output in syntax format and
to redisplay each line of input:

SET OPTIONS FOR SESSION

  DISPLAY AS SYNTAX

  ECHO.
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The sample SET OPTIONS statement shown next, establishes // as the end-of-file indicator for the current compiler
session and specifies that subsequent input must be coded within columns 5 and 70:

SET OPTIONS FOR SESSION

  EOF IS '//'

  INPUT COLUMNS ARE 5 THRU 70.

DISPLAY/PUNCH OPTIONS Statement

The DISPLAY/PUNCH OPTIONS statement allows you to view either signon information and default processing options
for the current session or the default processing options established in the data dictionary.

DISPLAY/PUNCH OPTIONS Statement Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ OPTions ─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘           └─ for ─┬─ SESsion ◄────┬─┘
                                   └─ DICtionary ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─┬─ WITh ──────┬─ DETails ─┘
     ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤
     └─ WITHOut ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH OPTIONS Statement Parameters

for

Specifies whether the system generation compiler is to display the processing options for the current session or for the
dictionary.

• SESsion
Directs the compiler to list the processing options in effect for the current session.
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SESSION is the default when you omit the FOR parameter from the DISPLAY/PUNCH OPTIONS statement.
• DICtionary

Directs the compiler to list the processing options established for the data dictionary. The date the dictionary was
created and the date of the most recent update to the dictionary are included in the listing.

WITh DETails

Directs the compiler to display all processing options.

ALSo WITh DETails

Directs the compiler to display all processing options.

You must specify either WITH DETAILS or ALSO WITH DETAILS to display the processing options if the current display
option for the session does not include DETAILS.

WITHOut DETails

Directs the compiler to display only the keywords SET OPTIONS FOR SESSION or SET OPTIONS FOR DICTIONARY.

AS

Specifies whether the processing options are displayed or punched as comments or syntax.

• COMments
Specifies that each line of the processing options is displayed or punched as a comment.
Comment lines generated by the compiler are indicated by an asterisk and a plus sign (*+) in the first two columns and
are ignored when resubmitted to the compiler.

• SYNtax
Specifies that the displayed or punched processing options appear in syntax format. Statements that are displayed
(online only) or punched (online and batch) as syntax can be edited and resubmitted to the compiler as input.

TO

For PUNCH statements only, specifies the destination of the punched output.

• module-specification
Causes the compiler to write punched output to the specified module.
Expanded syntax for module-specification is presented as part of the DISPLAY and PUNCH syntax described in
Displaying and Punching Entities.

• SYSpch
Causes the compiler to write punched output to the SYSPCH file.

Example DISPLAY/PUNCH OPTIONS Statement

The following sample screen shows the system generation compiler response to a DISPLAY OPTIONS request.

                       SYSGEN 17.0  NO ERRORS    DICT=CORPDICT   1/16   cv-name
 DISPLAY OPTIONS FOR SESSION AS COMMENTS.
 *+   SET OPTIONS FOR SESSION
 *+       NODE NAME IS ' '
 *+       DICTIONARY NAME IS CORPDICT
 *+       USAGE MODE IS UPDATE
 *+       QUOTE IS '
 *+       EOF IS '/*'
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 *+       DEFAULT IS OFF
 *+       NO PROMPT
 *+       ECHO
 *+       LIST
 *+       NO HEADER
 *+       INPUT COLUMNS ARE 1 THRU 79
 *+       OUTPUT LINE SIZE IS 80
 *+       PUNCH TO SYSPCH
 *+       .

SIGNOFF Statement

The SIGNOFF statement signals the end of an online session or batch run of the system generation compiler. SIGNOFF
causes the compiler to:

• Display a transaction summary
• Free all resources held by the compiler
• Remove the session from the list of active sessions maintained by the transfer control facility (if executing under TCF)

Online, SIGNOFF does not transfer control to DC/UCF or TCF. The CLEAR key, or the top-line command CLEAR, must
follow SIGNOFF to exit the system generation compiler.

NOTE
For more information about top-line commands, see the CA IDMS Common Facilities section.

The SIGNOFF statement is recommended as the best way to terminate a compiler session; however, SIGNOFF is not
required to terminate a session:

• Online, you can terminate a compiler session by entering the top-line command END.
• In batch mode, the system generation compiler assumes a SIGNOFF statement if none is present at the end of the

input file.

SIGNOFF Statement Syntax

►►─┬─ SIGNOFF ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ BYE ─────┤
   └─ LOGOFF ──┘

SIGNOFF, BYE, and LOGOFF are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.

Example SIGNOFF Statement

The following sample screen shows the system generation compiler response to a SIGNOFF statement:

           SYSGEN 17.0    NO ERRORS              END OF COMPILER  cv-name
 SIGNOFF.
 *+ I DC601073  SIGNOFF ACCEPTED                                         WORD  1
               ** TRANSACTION SUMMARY **
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 ENTITY                ADD MODIFY REPLACE DELETE DISPLAY
 ..................... ... ...... ....... ...... .......

 SYSTEM                  0      1       0      0       0
 PROGRAM                 3      0       0      1       0
 TASK                    0      2       0      1       0
 LINE                    0      0       0      0       2
 PTERM                   0      0       0      0       2

 NO ERRORS OR WARNINGS ISSUED FOR THIS COMPILE

The system generation compiler ignores any statements following a SIGNOFF statement. In the following example, the
SIGNON and MODIFY SYSTEM statements are ignored:

SIGNOFF.

SIGNON DICTIONARY=OTHERDD.

MODIFY SYSTEM 77 PROGRAM POOL IS 560.

In the example, in which the user tried to end one session and begin another, elimination of the SIGNOFF statement
would have produced the expected results.

SIGNON Statement -- Initiates an Online or a Batch Session

The SIGNON statement initiates an online or batch session of the system generation compiler and allows you to specify:

• The id and password of the user to be signed on to the system if not already signed on
• The data dictionary to be accessed by the compiler in a multiple dictionary environment

NOTE
The teleprocessing network for a DC/UCF system can be defined only in a data dictionary that contains
device definitions. Device definitions are stored in the installation default dictionary during installation. For
more information about storing device definitions in a data dictionary, see the CA IDMS Installation and
Maintenance section -- z/OS.

• The node that controls the dictionary to be accessed by the compiler
• The usage mode in which each dictionary area is to be accessed

How the Compiler Performs a Signon Operation

When invoked, the system generation compiler automatically performs a signon operation using:

• The id of the user that is currently signed on to the DC/UCF system or the user running the batch job
• The current session default dictionary
• The current session default dictionary node

Therefore, you typically do not need to issue an explicit SIGNON statement after you invoke the compiler.

When You Need to Code a SIGNON Statement
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The SIGNON statement is required if any of the following conditions apply:

• If you have not signed on to the system and the DC/UCF system definition to be accessed is secured in the central
security system, then you must issue a SIGNON statement. In this case, the SIGNON statement must include a user
ID and a password (if the user ID is associated with a password). The signon also results in your being signed on to
the DC/UCF system.
If you are already signed on to the DC/UCF system, you cannot enter a user ID or password on the IDD SIGNON
statement.

• You want to establish new compiler session parameters; that is, you want to access a different dictionary, or access a
dictionary area in a different usage mode. SIGNON forces the termination of the current compiler session and initiates
a new session with the specified parameters.

• You want to access one or more areas of the data dictionary in a usage mode other than shared update.

SIGNON Statement Syntax

►►── SIGnon ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►
   └─ USEr name is user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘
                            └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►
   └─┬─ DICtionary name ─┬─ is ─┬─ dictionary-name ─┬─┘
     ├─ DICTName ────────┤      └─ '' ──────────────┘
     └─ DBName ──────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►
   └─┬─ NODe name ─┬─ is ─┬─ node-name ─┬─┘
     └─ NODEName -─┘      └─ '' ────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►◄
   │ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   └─▼- USAge mode is ─┬─ UPDate ◄──────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬─┴─┘
                       ├─ PROtected UPDate ─┤ └─ for ─┬─ DDLDML ────┬─┘
                       └─ RETrieval─────────┘         ├─ DDLDCLOD ──┤
                                                      ├─ DDLDCMSG ──┤
                                                      └─ ALL ◄──────┘

SIGNON Statement Parameters

USEr name is user-id

Identifies the user who is signing on to the DC/UCF system.

User-id must be the identifier of a user defined to the CA IDMS central security facility.

This parameter is allowed only when running the system generation compiler online and no previous DC/UCF signon has
been issued.
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PASsword is password

Specifies the password assigned to the user.

You must provide a password if the specified user id is associated with a password. You should omit the PASSWORD
parameter if the specified user id is not associated with a password.

DICtionary name/DICTName/DBName is

Specifies the data dictionary to be accessed by the system generation compiler.

If you omit the DICTIONARY NAME parameter from the SIGNON statement the compiler accesses the current session
default dictionary. If no session default dictionary has been established, the compiler accesses the default dictionary
established by the database name table in effect for the runtime environment.

DICTIONARY NAME, DICTNAME, and DBNAME are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.

• dictionary-name
Explicitly specifies the name of the data dictionary to be accessed.
The dictionary name specified must be defined in the database name table in effect for the local mode session or for
the DC/UCF system controlling access to the dictionary.

• ''
Indicates the default data dictionary:
– Online or in batch mode under the central version, the compiler accesses the system default dictionary as

defined in the database name table for the system from which you initiated the compiler session or by the system
identified by the NODE NAME parameter below.

– In local mode, the compiler accesses the default dictionary defined by the database name table in effect for the
local mode session.

NODe name/NODEName is

Identifies the node that controls the data dictionary to be accessed by the system generation compiler.

If you omit the NODE NAME parameter from the SIGNON statement:

• Online or batch under the central version, the compiler uses the current session default dictionary node if one has
been established otherwise the request is forwarded to the node associated with the dictionary in the resource table of
the DC/UCF system.

• In local mode, the NODE NAME parameter is not used.
• node-name

Explicitly specifies the name of the node (DC/UCF system) controlling access to the dictionary accessed by the system
generation compiler.
Node-name must be the name of a DC/UCF system defined in the CA IDMS communications network.

• ''
Directs the compiler to route the request based solely on the dictionary name ignoring any session default dictionary
node.

USAge mode is

Specifies the usage mode in which the compiler is to access the data dictionary.

• UPDate
Directs the compiler to ready the dictionary in shared update usage mode. You can perform both update and retrieval
operations against the dictionary. If the compiler is executing online or in batch mode under the central version, other
users can also perform both update and retrieval operations against the dictionary.
UPDATE is the default when you omit the USAGE MODE parameter from the SIGNON statement.

• PROtected UPDate
Directs the compiler to ready the dictionary in protected update usage mode. You can perform both retrieval and
update operations against the dictionary. If the compiler is executing online or in batch mode under the central version,
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other users can access the dictionary only in shared retrieval usage mode while the compiler is active. While the
compiler is waiting for input, other users can access the dictionary in an update usage mode.

• RETrieval
Directs the compiler to ready the dictionary in shared retrieval usage mode. You can perform only retrieval operations
against the dictionary. If the compiler is executing online or in batch mode under the central version, other users can
access the data dictionary in a retrieval or update usage mode.

for

Indicates the area of the data dictionary to which the specified usage mode applies.

Areas not explicitly specified are readied in the default usage mode, shared update.

• DDLDML
Directs the compiler to ready the DDLDML area in the specified usage mode.

• DDLDCLOD
Directs the compiler to ready the load area in the specified usage mode.

• DDLDCMSG
Directs the compiler to ready the message area in the specified usage mode.

• ALL
Directs the compiler to ready the DDLDML, DDLDCLOD, and DDLDCMSG areas in the specified usage mode.

Example SIGNON Statement

The following example is a sample SIGNON statement:

SIGNON

  DICTIONARY NAME IS TSTDICT

  USAGE MODE IS RETRIEVAL FOR DDLDCMSG.

This statement has the following effects:

• The compiler accesses dictionary TSTDICT.
• The DDLDCMSG area of the dictionary is readied in shared retrieval usage mode. The DDLDML and DDLDCLOD

areas are readied in shared update usage mode.

GENERATE Statement

The GENERATE statement directs the system generation compiler to validate a system definition and, if validation
is successful, to create the executable form of the system. A DC/UCF system is not executable until the compiler
successfully processes a GENERATE statement for the system.

When processing a GENERATE statement, the compiler updates object records in the data dictionary. If validation is not
successful, however, no updating occurs and the system is not executable.

You must establish system currency before you submit a GENERATE statement.

GENERATE Statement Syntax

►►─── GENerate ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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NOTE
For more information about the compiler response to a GENERATE statement, see Compiler Activities.

COPY Statement

The COPY statement copies entity definitions from one system to another. An entire system definition or portions of a
system definition can be copied. When the copy operation is completed, system currency is set to the system receiving
the copied definitions.

You can use the COPY statement to copy definitions from systems defined with the system generation compiler or the
IDD DDDL compiler. However, definitions copied from IDD-defined entities are not complete for system generation
purposes.

The SYSTEM and PARAMETERS options create new systems. All other options modify existing systems.

COPY Statement Authorization

To perform this operation You need this authority or privilege
Copy the system entity or system parameters from one DC/UCF
system (source) to another DC/UCF system (target)

DCADMIN authority or CREATE on the system ID of the source
system

Copy non-system entities (PROGRAMS, TASKS, LINES,
PTERMS, LTERMS, DESTINATIONS, and QUEUES) from one
DC/UCF system (source) to another DC/UCF system (target)

DCADMIN authority or DISPLAY on the system ID of the source
system and
ALTER on the system ID of the target system

Copy system entity from one IDD system (source) to another IDD
system (target)

DCADMIN authority or CREATE on the system ID of the
source IDD system. The IDD system ID is created internally as
SYSTnnnn where nnnn is the version number of the IDD system.

Copy non-system entities from one IDD system (source) to
another IDD system (target)

DCADMIN authority or ALTER on the system ID of the target
system

COPY Statement Syntax

►►─── COPy ─┬─ DEStinations ───┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►
            ├─ LINes ──────────┤
            ├─ LTErms ─────────┤
            ├─┬─ PARAMeters ─┬─┤
            │ └─ PARMs ──────┘ │
            ├─ PROgrams────────┤
            ├─ PTErms ─────────┤
            ├─ QUEues ─────────┤
            ├─ SYStem ─────────┤
            └─ TASks ──────────┘

 ►─── from system ─┬─ dc/ucf-version-number ────────────┬─────────────────────►
                   └─ system-name ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘
                                   └─ version-number ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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   └─ TO dc/ucf-version-number ─┘

COPY Statement Parameters

DEStinations

Copies all destination definitions.

LINes

Copies all line definitions.

LTErms

Copies all logical terminal definitions.

PARAMeters/PARMs

Copies the portions of the system definition that are defined by the following statements: ADSO, AUTOTASK, DEFAULT
PROGRAM, IDD, KEYS, LOADLIST, MAPTYPE, OLM, OLQ, RUNUNITS, SQL CACHE, STORAGE POOL, SYSTEM,
and XA STORAGE POOL.

PARAMETERS and PARMS are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.

PROgrams

Copies all program definitions.

PTErms

Copies all physical terminal definitions.

QUEues

Copies all queue definitions.

SYStem

Copies the entire system definition.

TASks

Copies all task definitions.

from system

Identifies the system whose definition is being copied.

• dc/ucf-version-number
Specifies the version number of a DC/UCF system defined in the data dictionary with the system generation compiler.
dc/ucf-version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 9,999.

• system-name
Specifies the name of a system defined in the data dictionary with the IDD DDDL compiler.

• version-number
Qualifies the named system with a version number.
Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 9,999. The default is 1.

TO dc/ucf-version-number

Identifies the system to which the specified definition is being copied. dc/ucf-version-number must be an integer in the
range 1 through 9,999, with the following restrictions:
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• If you specify SYSTEM or PARAMETERS, dc/ucf-version-number cannot be the version number of an existing
system. The compiler creates a new system with the specified version number and copies the appropriate portions of
the definition to the new system.

• If you specify an option other than SYSTEM or PARAMETERS, dc/ucf-version-number must be the version number
of an existing system. The compiler copies the appropriate portions of the definition to the existing system.

Example COPY Statement

When copying component entity definitions, the compiler works more efficiently if the system to which the definitions are
being copied does not already include any occurrences of the entity. For example, if system 9 is to include all the same
programs as system 8 plus the programs PXT078 and PXT079, the first set of statements shown next would add the
programs to system 9 more efficiently than would the second set of statements:

Recommended:

     COPY PROGRAMS FROM SYSTEM 8 TO 9.

     ADD PROGRAM PXT078.

     ADD PROGRAM PXT079.

Not recommended:

     ADD PROGRAM PXT078.

     ADD PROGRAM PXT079.

     COPY PROGRAMS FROM SYSTEM 8 TO 9.

VALIDATE Statement

The VALIDATE statement directs the system generation compiler to cross-check the relationships between entities in a
system definition. You must establish system currency before you submit a VALIDATE statement.

You can issue a VALIDATE statement to ensure that a correct system definition exists before processing continues. A
system is not executable, however, nor do component entities participate in an executable system, until the compiler
successfully processes a GENERATE statement for the system.

VALIDATE Statement Syntax

►►─── VALidate ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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Example VALIDATE Statement

The following sample screen shows the system generation compiler response to a VALIDATE statement:

                      SYSGEN 17.0  2 ERRORS      DICT=CORPDICT   1/9   cv-name
 VALIDATE.
 *+ E DC301030  UPDATE OF TASK 'TXT002' BUT PROGRAM TO BE INVOKED DOES   WORD  2
 *+ - DC301030  NOT EXIST
 *+ E DC301030  UPDATE OF TASK 'TXT009' BUT PROGRAM TO BE INVOKED DOES   WORD  2
 *+ - DC301030  NOT EXIST

 *+ W DC301019  WARNING  -  ERRORS FOUND DOING SYSTEM VALIDATION         WORD  2

NOTE
For more information about the validation process, see Compiler Activities.

INCLUDE Statement

The INCLUDE statement submits statements stored as a module in the data dictionary to the system generation compiler.
Modules containing system generation statements can be added to the data dictionary by using the IDD DDDL compiler.
Each statement must be complete and must conform to the processing options established for input statements for the
current session.

You can code any number of INCLUDE statements in the system generation source input. Upon encountering an
INCLUDE statement, the compiler retrieves and processes each statement from the named module. When the compiler
reaches the end of an included module, it continues processing with the next statement (if any) after the INCLUDE
statement.

NOTE
Included modules cannot be nested; that is, a module that is the object of an INCLUDE statement cannot itself
contain an INCLUDE statement. Only one INCLUDE statement can be coded on a line.

INCLUDE Statement Authorization

To use the INCLUDE statement you must have IDD authority in the data dictionary.

INCLUDE Statement Syntax

►►─── INCLUDE module module-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ Version ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘
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               └─ version-number ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ LANguage is language ─┘

INCLUDE Statement Parameters

module module-name

Specifies the module to be included.

Module-name must be the name of a data dictionary module containing system generation statements.

Version version-number

Qualifies the module name with a version number.

Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 9,999. The default is 1.

LANguage is language

Qualifies the module name with a language.

If the data dictionary contains two or more modules with the specified name and version number, the INCLUDE statement
must specify a language.

Example INCLUDE Statement

The next example illustrates the use of the INCLUDE statement. Assume that the data dictionary includes the modules
SYSDPT01 version 2 and TSKDPT01 version 1, which contain the following system generation statements:

SYSDPT01 version 2:

     DEFAULT TEMPORARY PROGRAM

       LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER

       NOSAVEAREA.

     PROGRAM TEST6.

     PROGRAM TEST7.

TSKDPT01 version 1:
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     TASK TTASK6 INVOKES PROGRAM TEST6 INPUT.

     TASK TTASK7 INVOKES PROGRAM TEST7 NOINPUT.

When the following statements are submitted to the system generation compiler, system 5 is modified to include the
programs defined in module SYSDPT01 version 2, the tasks defined in module TSKDPT01 version 1, and the queue
TESTQ as defined in the QUEUE statement:

MODIFY SYSTEM 5.

INCLUDE MODULE SYSDPT01 VERSION 2.

INCLUDE TSKDPT01.

QUEUE TESTQ INVOKES TASK TTASK7 THRESHOLD 5.

Compiler Messages
The system generation compiler lists error, warning, and informational messages as comments immediately following the
statements to which they apply. At the end of each message line, the compiler indicates the position in the statement of
the word that caused the message to be issued.

Message Lines Begin with '*+'

Each message line begins with an asterisk followed by a plus sign (*+) in the first two columns. You do not need to erase
compiler-generated messages when resubmitting displayed or punched output. The compiler ignores lines that begin with
*+.

Transaction Summary

At the end of an online compiler session or batch run of the compiler, the transaction summary generated by the
SIGNOFF statement indicates the total number of E-level and W-level messages issued during the compiler session.
Additionally, when the compiler is executed online, the number of E-level messages produced for each group of
statements processed is displayed in the top-line message area.

Messages issued by the compiler are documented in CA IDMS Messages and Codes section. You can use the HELP DC
command to display a description of any message issued by the system generation compiler.

Compiler Messages Syntax

►►─── HELP DCmessage-number ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Compiler Messages Parameter

message-number

Specifies the 6-digit number associated with the error, warning, or informational message. The characters DC and the
message number cannot be separated. For example, to display a description of the message with identifier 601014, you
would enter:
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HELP DC601014

Execution Modes
You can execute the system generation compiler either online or in batch mode. All system generation statements are
valid in both modes and produce the same response except as noted in the descriptions of the individual statements.

Online System Generation

The Compiler Uses a Text Editor

When executing online, the system generation compiler uses a text editor that operates independently of the compiler.
The text editor writes input to and output from the compiler to a work file allocated for each online session. The contents
of the work file are displayed at the terminal. You can manipulate and modify the contents of the work file by using the text
editor commands. Instructions for using the text editor are presented in the CA IDMS Common Facilities section.

Invoking the Online Compiler

You can invoke the online system generation compiler under the transfer control facility (TCF). TCF allows you to switch
between the system generation compiler and other CA IDMS online development tools without terminating the current
compiler session. Instructions for using TCF are presented in Using Transfer Control Facility (TCF).

Online Session for System Generation Compiler

An online session begins when you invoke the system generation compiler using the task code defined to the host TP
monitor. The installation default task code for the system generation compiler is SYSGEN.

The screen displayed by the compiler is formatted for use with the online text editor. The top line identifies the compiler, as
shown next. The remainder of the screen is used for input and output.

        SYSGEN 19.0 PAGE 1 LINE 1 DICT=CORPDICT EMPTY cv-name

After invoking the compiler, you enter system generation statements in the input/output area of the screen:

• Enter the SIGNON statement if necessary, see SIGNON Statement.
• Enter the SET OPTIONS statement, if appropriate, to establish processing options for the session.
• Enter ADD, MODIFY, DELETE, DISPLAY, and PUNCH statements and compiler-directive statements as needed to

define and generate DC/UCF systems. Statements must be entered in accordance with the guidelines presented under
Coding Considerations.

After getting current on the system, if ungenerated entity changes exist, the compiler displays the following message:
DC601273 UNGENERATED CHANGES - ISSUE "DISPLAY CHANGES" TO VIEW. For more information about Currency,
see "Currency." For more information about the DISPLAY CHANGES commands, see "Display Parameters."

The following sample screen shows system generation statements that have been entered by the user but not yet
processed by the compiler:

         SYSGEN 19.0 PAGE 1 LINE 1 DICT=CORPDICT EMPTY cv-name
modify system 9.
display all tasks with none.
add task txt078 invokes program pxt078.
add task txt079 invokes program pxt079.
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The following sample screen shows the compiler response to the statements shown on the previous screen. Because the
ECHO option of the SET OPTIONS statement is in effect, the compiler redisplays the input lines along with the output.
The SET OPTIONS statement is described in SET OPTIONS Statement.

          SYSGEN 19.0 NO ERRORS DICT=CORPDICT 1/12 cv-name
MODIFY SYSTEM 9.
DISPLAY ALL TASKS WITH NONE.
*+ ADD TASK TXT001
*+ .
*+ ADD TASK TXT002
*+ .
*+ ADD TASK TXT003
*+ .
*+ ADD TASK TXT005
*+ .
ADD TASK TXT078 INVOKES PROGRAM PXT078.
ADD TASK TXT079 INVOKES PROGRAM PXT079.

To terminate an online compiler session:

1. Enter the SIGNOFF statement in the input/output area.
2. Press the CLEAR key to return to the host TP monitor or to TCF (if executing under TCF).

Alternatively, you can use the top-line command END to terminate an online compiler session. Top-line commands are
described in Using Common Facilities.

Online System Modification

How to Modify an Entity Definition Online 

You can modify an entity definition online:

1. Use the DISPLAY or PUNCH verb to display the entity definition as syntax. The DISPLAY and PUNCH verbs are
described under 4.6, "Displaying and Punching Entities".

2. Modify the definition by typing over the displayed syntax. You can make changes to the entire work file by
scrolling through the file and by using the top-line command APPLY (or a control key associated with the APPLY
command) to apply the changes to the files without submitting the syntax to the compiler.

3. Submit the modified syntax to the compiler by using the top-line command UPDATE (or a control key associated
with the UPDATE command).

The top-line commands are documented in the CA IDMS Common Facilities section.

NOTE
When you update an entity definition online, you can verify your modifications before you enter the GENERATE
command by using DISPLAY CHANGES. 

Considerations when Modifying a System Online 

When modifying a system online, the following considerations apply:

• Be sure that currency is established on the correct system before submitting the modified syntax to the compiler.
If necessary, you can insert an ADD or MODIFY SYSTEM statement into the work file to establish the appropriate
currency.
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NOTE
For more information about system currency, see Currency.

• Be sure that all syntax to be resubmitted to the compiler is in syntax, not comment, format. You can use the space bar
to remove the *+ from syntax lines that are displayed as comments.

• Entity definitions are displayed as ADD statements. Be sure to change ADD to the appropriate verb before submitting
the modified syntax to the compiler.
If the processing options for the session specify DEFAULT IS ON, the compiler changes ADD statements for existing
entities to MODIFY statements. You use the SET OPTIONS statement to establish processing options for a session.

NOTE
For more information about the SET OPTIONS statement, see SET OPTIONS Statement.

• All system generation statements in the work file (not just the displayed statements) are processed when the UPDATE
command is executed. Be sure to erase any statements that you do not want to resubmit to the compiler.

• Be sure to submit VALIDATE and GENERATE statements, as appropriate, for the systems that you modify. VALIDATE
(VALIDATE Statement) and GENERATE (GENERATE Statement) are described under Compiler-Directive Statements.

 

Copying Definitions from Another Dictionary

You can use the online system generation compiler to copy entity definitions from one data dictionary to another:

1. Sign on to the dictionary containing the definition to be copied.
2. Display the definition to be copied as syntax.
3. Insert a SIGNON statement that names the dictionary to which the definition is to be copied at the beginning of the

work file.

NOTE
For more information about the SIGNON statement, see SIGNON Statement.

4. Use the top-line command UPDATE (or a control key associated with the UPDATE command) to submit the contents
of the work file to the system generation compiler. Top-line commands are documented in the CA IDMS Common
Facilities section.

Session Recovery

The system generation compiler updates the data dictionary as it processes the syntax that you submit. In the event that
either the compiler or the DC/UCF system terminates abnormally during an online compiler session, updates already
made to the data dictionary are unaffected.

 After a Compiler Abend 

After a compiler abend, you can resume the abended session after recovery has occurred. When you enter the task code
to invoke the compiler, the online session resumes with the processing options that were in effect before the abend and
the current work file intact.

 After a DC/UCF System Abend 

After a DC/UCF system abend, the work file and all session options are lost. When you enter the task code to invoke the
compiler, the compiler initiates a new online session.

NOTE
 If the system terminates while an online session is suspended, the work file and all session options are lost.

Batch System Generation

Running the Compiler in Batch Mode
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When executing in batch mode, the system generation compiler reads source statements from an input file and writes
all output except punched definitions to the CA IDMS/DC SYSGEN Compiler Activity List. The compiler writes punched
definitions either to the SYSPCH file or to a data dictionary module.

The batch compiler can run either under the central version or in local mode. To ensure data integrity when using local
mode operations, you should either back up the data dictionary before executing the system generation compiler or
perform journaling during compiler execution.

Running in Local Mode

When running in local mode, the compiler cannot ready in an update usage mode any areas already held by a DC/UCF
system in an update usage mode. An update usage mode is required for:

• The DDLDML area when the source input includes an ADD, MODIFY, DELETE, VALIDATE, or GENERATE statement.
• The DDLDCLOD area when the source input includes a GENERATE statement for a system that includes an added or

modified resource table (as a result of NODE and RESOURCE TABLE statements).

JCL used to execute the system generation compiler in batch mode is presented next for z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM systems,
followed by a sample CA IDMS/DC SYSGEN Compiler Activity List.

z/OS Systems

Central Version JCL

The following JCL is used to execute the system generation compiler under the central version.

RHDCSGEN

//         EXEC PGM=RHDCSGEN,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//sysctl   DD DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD DSN=idsm.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSPCH   DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD *

DMCL=dmcl-name

Put other SYSIDMS parameters here, as appropriate

/*
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//SYSIPT   DD *

Put source system generation statements here

/*

//*

idms.dba.loadlib Name of the CA IDMS load library containing the DMCL and
database name table load modules

idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the customized CA
IDMS load modules

idms.cagjload Data set name of the load library containing the vanilla CA IDMS
software

idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file
sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file
dcmsg DDname of the system message area (DDLDCMSG)
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message area (DDLDCMSG)
SYSIDMS DDname of the SYSIDMS parameter file used to specify

physical requirements of the environment (i.e. DMCL, dictionary
name), runtime directives, and operating system-dependent file
information

NOTE
For more information about SYSIDMS parameters, see the CA IDMS Common Facilities section.

Local Mode JCL

To execute the system generation compiler in local mode:

• Remove the SYSCTL DD statement
• Insert the following statements after the STEPLIB DD statements:

//dcdml    DD DSN=idms.system.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dclod    DD DSN=idms.system.ddldclod,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=
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idms.system.ddldml Data set name of the system dictionary definition area (DDLDML)
idms.system.ddldclod Data set name of the system dictionary definition load area

(DDLDCLOD)
idms.tapejrnl Data set name of the tape journal file
dcdml DDname of the system dictionary definition area (DDLDML)
dclod DDname of the system dictionary definition load area

(DDLDCLOD)
dcmsg DDname of the system message area (DDLDCMSG)
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file (if the DMCL uses a tape journal)

z/VSE Systems

Central Version JCL

The following JCL is used to execute the system generation compiler under the central version.

RHDCSGEN

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// UPSI    b                         if specified in the IDMSOPTI module

// EXEC    RHDCSGEN

Input source system generation statements here

/*

You can define a SYSCTL file in the JCL to override IDMSOPTI specifications for central version operations. The SYSCTL
file definition is included in the IDMSLBLS procedure (shown next).

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation that contains file
definitions for CA IDMS dictionaries and databases.
For a complete listing of IDMSLBLS, see IDMSLBLS Procedure
for z/VSE JCL.

b Appropriate one- through eight-character UPSI bit switch, as
specified in the IDMSOPTI module

Local Mode JCL
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To execute the system generation compiler in local mode:

• Remove the UPSI specification.
• Insert the following statement before the EXEC statement:

// TLBL    sys009,'idms.tapejrnl',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN   sys009,TAPE,vol=nnnnnn

idms.tapejrnl File-id of the tape journal file
sys009 Logical unit assignment of the tape journal file

Store Source Statements in a Source Library

You can store some or all of the source statements to be submitted to the system generation compiler as a member
in a source statement library. To copy the library member into the job stream, you use the =COPY facility, which is
implemented through the =COPY IDMS statement.

The =COPY IDMS statement identifies the source statement library member. You code the statement in the JCL along
with other source statements (if any) to be submitted to the compiler. You can code multiple =COPY IDMS statements to
identify multiple source statement library members that contain different system generation statements.

=COPY IDMS statements and source system generation statements can be intermixed in the JCL. The source statements
are submitted to the compiler in the order in which they occur, whether they are coded directly in the JCL or copied in
through the =COPY facility.

Sublibrary ID Syntax

►►─── =COPY IDMS ─┬──────────────────┬─ member-name ──────────────────────────►◄
                  ├─ A. ◄────────────┤
                  └─ sublibrary-id. ─┘

Sublibrary ID Parameters
sublibrary-id

Identifies the source statement sublibrary that includes the member identified by member-name. The default is A.

• member-name
Identifies the source statement library member that contains the source statements to be submitted to the system
generation compiler.

NOTE
If the source statements are stored as a member in a private source statement library, the DLBL file type for the
library must be specified as DA.

z/VM Systems

Central Version
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The following z/VM commands are used to execute the system generation compiler under the central version.

RHDCSGEN

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK sgen input a

EXED IDMSFD

OSRUN RHDCSGEN

sysipt DDname for user-defined system generation statements modules
sgen input a File identifier of the file containing the source system generation

statements
ppp Record length of the sysipt data file
nnn Blocksize of the sysipt data file
IDMSFD z/VM EXEC that defines all system-required FILEDEFs, TXTLIBs,

and LOADLIBs
RHDCSGEN Program name to be executed from the z/VM LOADLIB

Local Mode

To execute the system generation compiler in local mode, perform one of the following:

• Link RHDCSGEN with an IDMSOPTI program that specifies local as the execution mode
• Specify *LOCAL* as the first input parameter of the filename, type, and mode identified by SGEN INPUT A in the

IDMSFD exec
• Modify the OSRUN statement:

OSRUN RHDCSGEN PARM='*LOCAL*'

NOTE
This option is valid only if the OSRUN command is issued from a System Product interpreter or an EXEC2
file.

To create the SYSIPT file, enter these z/VM commands:

 XEDIT sysipt data a (NOPROF

 INPUT
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 Put system generation input statements here
                                               -─► Hit enter of end input
 FILE

Instructions for creating an IDMSOPTI module are presented in CA IDMS System Operations section.

NOTE
For more information about central version and local mode operations in the z/VM environment, see the CA
IDMS Installation and Maintenance section -- z/VM.

Lib-name Syntax

►►─── =COPY IDMS lib-name member-name ────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Lib-name Parameters
lib-name

Identifies the link name of a library containing the member identified by member-name.

member-name

Identifies the library member that contains the source statements to be submitted to the system generation compiler.

CA IDMS/DC SYSGEN Compiler Activity List

What the Activity List Contains

The CA IDMS/DC SYSGEN Compiler Activity List contains all text output by the system generation compiler, including
echoed input lines, responses to DISPLAY requests, and compiler-generated messages. When the output line size is 132,
as specified in the SET OPTIONS statement, each echoed line begins with a line number, and messages issued by the
compiler bear the line number of the line to which they refer. When the output line size is 80, the CA IDMS/DC SYSGEN
Compiler Activity List does not show line numbers. The SET OPTIONS statement is described under SET OPTIONS
Statement.

A sample CA IDMS/DC SYSGEN Compiler Activity List is shown next.

 RHDCSGEN  17.0                       CA, INC.                       DATE         TIME       PAGE
 volser              CA IDMS/DC SYSGEN COMPILER ACTIVITY LIST       mm/dd/
yy     hhmmssss    pppp

 000001     SIGNON USER ABC PASSWORD ?    DICTIONARY CORPDICT.

 000003     ADD SYSTEM 9
 000004       MAXIMUM ERUS IS 20
 000005       MAXIMUM TASKS IS 50
 000006       PROGRAM POOL IS 100
 000007       REENTRANT POOL IS 200
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 000008       STORAGE POOL IS 1000.
 000009     ADD ADSO.
 000010     ADD OLM.

 000012     ADD PROGRAM RHDCBYE.
 000013     ADD PROGRAM PXT001
 000014       LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER.

 000016     ADD TASK TXT001
 000017       INVOKES PROGRAM PXT001.

 000019     GENERATE.

 000019*+ I DC301018  NO ERRORS FOUND DOING SYSTEM VALIDATION
-*+   ****  SYSTEM 09 GENERATION SUMMARY  ****
-*+      ENTITY     UPDATE  DELETE  TOTALS
 *+   ............  ......  ......  ......
 *+   PROGRAMS           2       0       2
 *+   TASKS              1       0       1
 *+   QUEUES             0       0       0
 *+   LINES              0       0       0
 *+   PTERMS             0       0       0
 *+   LTERMS             0       0       0
 *+   DESTINATIONS       0       0       0

 RHDCSGEN  17.0                       CA, INC.                       DATE         TIME       PAGE
 volser              CA IDMS/DC SYSGEN COMPILER ACTIVITY LIST       mm/dd/
yy     hhmmssss    pppp

 000021     DISPLAY ALL SYSTEM 9 WITH DETAILS.
 *+   ADD SYSTEM 9
 *+       ABEND STORAGE IS 200
 *+       ABRU NOSNAP
 *+       CHKUSER TASKS IS 0
 *+       CUSHION IS 0
 *+       CVNUMBER IS 0
 *+       CWA SIZE IS 0
 *+       DPE COUNT IS DEFAULT
 *+       NODUMP
 *+       ECB LIST IS DEFAULT
 *+       EXTERNAL WAIT IS 600
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 *+       INACTIVE INTERVAL IS OFF
 *+       INTERNAL WAIT IS 1800
 *+       JOURNAL RETRIEVAL
 *+       LOG TYPE OS FILE1 CDMSLOGA
 *+       MAXIMUM ERUS IS 20
 *+       MAXIMUM TASKS IS 50
 *+       NEW COPY IS MANUAL
 *+       OPERATING SYSTEM IS MVS
 *+       PAGE RELEASE IS NO
 *+       PRINT KEY IS OFF
 *+       PRINTER CHECKPOINT IS OFF
 *+       PROGRAM POOL IS 100
 *+       NOPROTECT
 *+       RCE COUNT IS DEFAULT
 *+       REENTRANT POOL IS 200
 *+       REPORT RETENTION IS 7
 *+       RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL IS FOREVER PROGRAM IS RHDCBYE VERSION
 *+             1
 *+       RETRIEVAL NOLOCK
 *+       RLE COUNT IS DEFAULT
 *+       RUNAWAY INTERVAL IS 10
 *+       RUNUNITS FOR QUEUE = 1
 *+       RUNUNITS FOR MSGDICT = 1
 *+       RUNUNITS FOR SYSTEM/DEST = 1
 *+       RUNUNITS FOR LOADER = 1
 *+       RUNUNITS FOR SIGNON = 1
 *+       RUNUNITS FOR SECURITY = 1
 *+       RUPRTY IS 100
 *+       QUEUE JOURNAL ALL
 *+       STACKSIZE IS 1200
 *+       STATISTICS INTERVAL OFF NOLINE NOTASK
 *+       STORAGE KEY IS 9
 *+       STORAGE POOL IS 1000

 RHDCSGEN  17.0                       CA, INC.                       DATE         TIME       PAGE
 volser              CA IDMS/DC SYSGEN COMPILER ACTIVITY LIST       mm/dd/
yy     hhmmssss    pppp

 *+       SVC IS NO
 *+       SYSCTL IS NO
 *+       SYSLOCKS IS 0
 *+       SYSTRACE OFF
 *+       TICKER INTERVAL IS 1
 *+       TRANSACTION LOG IS OFF DDNAME IS CDMSTLF
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 *+       UNDEFINED PROGRAM COUNT IS ( 0 0 )
 *+       UPDATE NOLOCK
 *+       USERTRACE OFF
 *+       XA PROGRAM POOL IS 0
 *+       XA REENTRANT POOL IS 0
 *+       LIMITS FOR ONLINE ARE OFF
 *+       LIMITS FOR EXTERNAL ARE OFF
 *+       .
 *+   ADD ADSO
 *+       ADSTASK IS ADS
 *+       ADS2TASK IS ADS2
 *+       ADS2TCF TASK IS ADS2U
 *+       ACTIVITY LOG IS YES
 *+       AUTOSTATUS IS YES OPTIONAL
 *+       COBOL MOVE IS NO
 *+       DIAGNOSTIC SCREEN IS YES
 *+       FAST MODE THRESHOLD IS 6000
 *+       MAXIMUM LINKS IS 10
 *+       MENU IS USER
 *+       NEWPAGE MAPOUT IS NO
 *+       PRIMARY POOL IS 4000
 *+       SECONDARY POOL IS 2000
 *+       RESOURCES ARE FIXED
 *+       DIALOG STATISTICS OFF
 *+       STATUS DEFINITION RECORD IS ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC OPTIONAL
 *+       .
 *+   ADD OLM
 *+       DATA FIELD CHARACTER IS X'6D'
 *+       DELIMIT CHARACTER IS X'1C'
 *+       FIELD SELECT CHARACTER IS X'6C'
 *+       FIELD START CHARACTER IS X'1E'
 *+       TRANSLATE CHARACTER IS C'@'
 *+       NEW COPY IS NO
 *+       FIELD EDIT IS NO
 *+       NUMERIC FIELD ORDER IS STANDARD
 *+       NUMERIC FIELD DECIMAL-POINT IS PERIOD
 *+       PAGE FORWARD PFKEY IS PF8
 *+       PAGE BACKWARD PFKEY IS PF7
 *+       PAGING STORAGE IS 10
 *+       QUEUE RETENTION IS 255
 *+       .
 *+   ADD PROGRAM RHDCBYE

 RHDCSGEN  17.0                       CA, INC.                       DATE         TIME       PAGE
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 volser              CA IDMS/DC SYSGEN COMPILER ACTIVITY LIST       mm/dd/
yy     hhmmssss    pppp

 *+       CONCURRENT
 *+       DUMP THRESHOLD IS 0
 *+       ENABLED
 *+       ERROR THRESHOLD IS 5
 *+       ISA SIZE IS 0
 *+       LANGUAGE IS COBOL
 *+       NOMAINLINE
 *+       NEW COPY IS ENABLED
 *+       OVERLAYABLE
 *+       PROGRAM
 *+       PROTECT
 *+       QUASIREENTRANT
 *+       NONRESIDENT
 *+       REUSABLE
 *+       SAVEAREA
 *+       .
 *+   ADD PROGRAM PXT001
 *+       CONCURRENT
 *+       DUMP THRESHOLD IS 0
 *+       ENABLED
 *+       ERROR THRESHOLD IS 5
 *+       ISA SIZE IS 0
 *+       LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER
 *+       NOMAINLINE
 *+       NEW COPY IS ENABLED
 *+       OVERLAYABLE
 *+       PROGRAM
 *+       PROTECT
 *+       QUASIREENTRANT
 *+       NONRESIDENT
 *+       REUSABLE
 *+       SAVEAREA
 *+       .
 *+   ADD TASK TXT001
 *+       ENABLED
 *+       EXTERNAL
 *+       INACTIVE INTERVAL IS SYSTEM
 *+       INVOKES PROGRAM PXT001
 *+       INPUT
 *+       NOJOURNAL
 *+       NOMAP
 *+       PRINT KEY IS SYSTEM
 *+       PRIORITY IS 100
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 *+       RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL IS SYSTEM PROGRAM IS SYSTEM
 *+       NOSAVE
 *+       LOCATION IS BELOW
 *+       TRANSACTION START

 RHDCSGEN  17.0                       CA, INC.                       DATE         TIME       PAGE
 volser              CA IDMS/DC SYSGEN COMPILER ACTIVITY LIST       mm/dd/
yy     hhmmssss    pppp

 *+       STORAGE LIMIT IS SYSTEM
 *+       CPU LIMIT IS SYSTEM
 *+       TIME LIMIT IS SYSTEM
 *+       LOCK LIMIT IS SYSTEM
 *+       CALL LIMIT IS SYSTEM
 *+       DBIO LIMIT IS SYSTEM
 *+       MAXIMUM CONCURRENT THREADS IS OFF
 *+       .

 RHDCSGEN  17.0                       CA, INC.                       DATE         TIME       PAGE
 volser              CA IDMS/DC SYSGEN COMPILER ACTIVITY LIST       mm/dd/
yy     hhmmssss    pppp

 000023     SIGNOFF.
 000023*+ I DC601073  SIGNOFF ACCEPTED

 RHDCSGEN  17.0                       CA, INC.                     DATE       TIME      PAGE
                     CA IDMS/DC SYSGEN COMPILER ACTIVITY LIST     mm/dd/
yy   hhmmssss   pppp

               ** TRANSACTION SUMMARY **
 ENTITY                ADD MODIFY REPLACE DELETE DISPLAY
 ..................... ... ...... ....... ...... .......

 SYSTEM                  1      0       0      0       1
 ADSO                    1      0       0      0       1
 OLM                     1      0       0      0       1
 STORAGE POOL            0      0       0      0       1
 XA STORAGE POOL         0      0       0      0       1
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 AUTOTASK                0      0       0      0       1
 KEYS                    0      0       0      0       1
 OLQ                     0      0       0      0       1
 MAPTYPE                 0      0       0      0       1
 IDD                     0      0       0      0       1
 PROGRAM                 2      0       0      0       1
 DEFAULT PERM PROGRAM    0      0       0      0       1
 DEFAULT TEMP PROGRAM    0      0       0      0       1
 TASK                    1      0       0      0       1
 LINE                    0      0       0      0       1
 PTERM                   0      0       0      0       1
 LTERM                   0      0       0      0       1
 DESTINATION             0      0       0      0       1
 QUEUE                   0      0       0      0       1

 NO ERRORS OR WARNINGS ISSUED FOR THIS COMPILE

System Definition
This section outlines the system generation statements that you use to define a basic system and networks.

Basic System
The following table presents the system generation statements that you use to define the basic DC/UCF system.

Statements Comments
SYSTEM One for each DC/UCF system to be defined in the data dictionary
DEFAULT PROGRAM One each time you want to change default characteristics for

subsequent program definitions
IDD One to define default usage modes for IDD DDDL-compiler

access to the data dictionary
LOADLIST One for each load list to be available to the DC/UCF system at

runtime
NODE One to identify the communications method that is used by the

DC/UCF system to access other nodes in the network
PROGRAM One for each database procedure not link edited with a

subschema
One for each subschema not eligible for automatic program
definition at runtime

RESOURCE TABLE One to define the location (node) of remote resources that the DC/
UCF system accesses

RUNUNITS One for each alternate dictionary for which you want to predefine
load-area run units
One for each database catalog containing SQL-defined and SQL
security objects for which you want to predefine load-area run
units
One for signon run units you wish to predefine
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STORAGE POOL One for each secondary 24-bit storage pool
XA STORAGE POOL One for each 31-bit storage pool (for systems supporting 31-bit

addressing only)

Note: To facilitate the monitoring and maintenance of the system, the data dictionary, and the database, a system
configured primarily to perform database services for batch programs should include the following online components:

• The DCMT and OPER system tasks
• The online DDDL compiler
• The online schema compiler
• The online command facility
• The online subschema compiler

 

DC Teleprocessing Network
The following table presents the system generation statements that you use to define the DC teleprocessing network.
These statements are coded in addition to the statements used to define the basic system to create a system that
includes the teleprocessing monitor DC.

Statements Comments
LINE One CCI line statement, or one DDS LINE statement with a

specific VTAM type PTERM, or one SOCKET LINE statement with
a specific DDSTCPIP type PTERM

PTERM One for each physical terminal associated with each line
LTERM One for each physical terminal
TCP/IP For DC programs that want to use the SOCKET interface, or if

SOCKET lines are defined

NOTE
For more information about the LINE (LINE Statement), PTERM (PTERM Statement), and LTERM (LTERM
Statement) statements, see Teleprocessing Network Statements.

UCF Teleprocessing Environment
The following table presents the system generation statements that you use to define the UCF teleprocessing
environment. These statements are coded in addition to the statements used to define the basic system and, if
appropriate, the statements used to define the DC teleprocessing network to create a system that includes UCF.

NOTE
To define the UCF front end, you must assemble and link edit the appropriate macros for the TP monitor in use.

Statements Comments
LINE statement One to define the UCF line
PTERM statement One for each physical terminal associated with the UCF line
LTERM statement One for each physical terminal associated with the UCF line

More Information:
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• For more information about the UCF macros, see the CA IDMS System Operations section.
• For more information about the LINE (LINE Statement), PTERM (PTERM Statement), and LTERM (LTERM Statement)

statements, see Teleprocessing Network Statements.

Online Products
The following table presents the system generation statements used to define CA IDMS products that function online
under the DC/UCF system. These statements are coded in addition to the statements listed in the preceding tables in this
section to create a DC/UCF system that includes CA ADS, CA ICMS, Performance Monitor, Online mapping facility, and
CA OLQ.

Statements Comments
CA ADS and CA ADS/Batch:
ADSO One to define dialog-generation and runtime characteristics of the

CA ADS environment
PROGRAM One for each program and map supplied with CA ADS
TASK One for each task used to invoke the application and dialog

generators and the CA ADS runtime system
Performance Monitor:
PROGRAM One for each program and map supplied with Performance

Monitor
TASK One for each task used to invoke the Performance Monitor
CA ICMS (Information Center Management System):
PROGRAM One for each program and map used by IDB™ Manager and IDB

Communications
TASK One for each task used to invoke IDB Manager or IDB

Communications
CA OLQ:
OLQ One to define runtime characteristics of CA OLQ
PROGRAM One for each program and map supplied with CA OLQ
TASK One for each task used to invoke CA OLQ
Online mapping facility (OLM):
OLM One to define runtime characteristics of OLM
PROGRAM One for each program and map supplied with OLM
TASK One for each task used to invoke OLM

More Information:

• For more information about the LINE (LINE Statement), PTERM (PTERM Statement), and LTERM (LTERM Statement)
statements, see Teleprocessing Network Statements.

• For more information about system tasks and programs, see System Programs and Tasks.
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DDS Network
The following table presents the system generation statements that you use to define the DDS network (CA IDMS DDS
users only). These statements are coded in addition to the statements listed in the preceding tables in this section to
define a DC/UCF system in a DDS network.

Statements Comments
LINE One CCI LINE statement, or one DDS LINE statement with a

specific VTAM type PTERM, or one SOCKET LINE statement with
a specific DDSTCPIP type PTERM.

PTERM One for each physical terminal that routes data to and from other
DDS nodes concurrently

LTERM One for each PTERM defined

NOTE
For more information about the LINE (LINE Statement) and PTERM (PTERM Statement) statements, see
Teleprocessing Network Statements.

SYSTEM Statement
The SYSTEM statement is used to establish various characteristics of the DC/UCF runtime system. Each DC/UCF system
definition includes one SYSTEM statement.

This section presents the syntax for the SYSTEM statement and describes each SYSTEM statement parameter.
Additionally, information on using various parameters and examples are provided.

Parameters are presented in alphabetical order. ADD/MODIFY/DELETE and DISPLAY/PUNCH syntax are presented
together and the syntax rules follow the presentation of both types of syntax. Syntax rules presented in are not repeated
unless special considerations apply.

SYSTEM Statement Parameters
SYSTEM statement parameters determine the behavior of the DC/UCF runtime system for the following:

• Abend handling and timed functions
• Backup and recovery
• The operating environment
• Print control
• Program management
• Record locking
• Resource management
• Run-unit management
• Storage management
• Storage protection
• System monitoring
• Task management

Function of SYSTEM Statement Parameters
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The following table briefly describes the function of each SYSTEM statement parameter:

Parameters Descriptions
Abend Handling and Time Parameters Activate mechanisms to detect and process abending

programs and tasks
ABEND STORAGE Allocates storage for abend processing from a storage stack

overflow in a task control element
CHKUSER TASKS Allocates check-user subtasks to detect abnormally terminated

external request units
DEADLOCK DETECTION INTERVAL Specifies the frequency with which the system checks for

deadlocks
DYNAMIC EXPANSION Specifies whether the storage pool should be dynamically

expanded if remaining free space is insufficient for a storage
request.

EXTERNAL WAIT Specifies the amount of time the system waits for an external
request unit to issue a database request

INACTIVE INTERVAL Specifies the amount of time the system permits a task to wait for
a resource

INTERNAL WAIT Specifies the amount of time the system permits an external
request unit to wait for a resource

QUIESCE WAIT Specifies the amount of time the system permits a task to wait for
a quiesce operation to terminate before abnormally terminating the
task

RECOVERY WAIT Specifies the amount of time the system permits a task to wait for
a resource to be recovered by a failed data sharing group member
before abnormally terminating the task

RESOURCE TIMEOUT Specifies the amount of time the system permits a terminal or
external request unit to be inactive and identifies the program that
the system invokes to handle resources that are associated with a
terminal or external request unit that remains inactive beyond the
specified time limit

RUNAWAY INTERVAL Specifies the amount of time the system permits a task to execute
without returning control to the system

SNAP SYSTEM Specifies whether to write a system snap dump to the DC/UCF
log.

SNAP SYSTEM PHOTO Specifies whether to write a system photo snap to the DC/UCF
log.

SNAP TASK Specifies whether to write a task snap dump to the DC/UCF log.
SNAP TASK TRACE Specifies whether to write task traces to the DC/UCF log.
SNAP TASK PHOTO Specifies whether to write a task photo snap to the DC/UCF log.
TICKER INTERVAL Specifies the frequency with which the system checks for time-

related events (such as runaway tasks)
Backup and Recovery Parameters Control journaling options
JOURNAL/NOJOURNAL RETRIEVAL Specifies whether the system writes BGIN and ENDJ checkpoints

to the journal file for transactions that perform no updates
JOURNAL FRAGMENT INTERVAL Specifies the number of journal blocks to be written to the journal

file before the system writes a dummy segment record to the
journal file
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JOURNAL TRANSACTION LEVEL Directs the system to defer journal I/O based on the number of
active transactions running in the system

QUEUE JOURNAL Specifies whether the system writes after images of queue records
to the journal file

Operating Environment Parameters Identify the environment in which the system executes
CVNUMBER Identifies the system to the CA IDMS SVC (z/OS, z/VSE systems

only)
DESCRIPTION CODES Specifies operator-message description codes (z/OS systems

only)
EVAL Controls date processing
EVAL BASE YEAR Specifies the base year to be used by EVAL when doing built-in

functions DATEDIFF and DATEOFF
EVAL CENTURY VALIDATION Indicates whether century values are to be validated by EVAL

when processing built-in functions that accept four-digit years,
such as GOODDATEX

EVAL HIGH CENTURY Specifies the highest century value that EVAL is to consider valid
when processing built-in functions that accept four-digit years,
such as GOODDATEX

EVAL LOW CENTURY Specifies the lowest century value that EVAL is to consider valid
when processing built-in functions that accept four-digit years,
such as GOODDATEX

GENERATION IDENTIFICATION Provides an identifier for the system options table
MESSAGE RETENTION Specifies the time period that system retains messages that are

generated by the SEND command
MULTIPLE SIGNONS Specifies whether the same user-ID can be signed on to multiple

interactive terminals simultaneously.
OPERATING SYSTEM Identifies the host operating system
PAGE RELEASE Invokes virtual storage operating system services to free real page

frames (z/VSE systems only)
ROUTE CODES Specifies operator-message routing codes (z/OS systems only)
SVC Identifies the CA IDMS SVC used for communication between

the system and programs executing outside the system region/
partition (z/OS and z/VSE systems only)

SYSCTL Defines the system control file that is used by programs executing
outside the system region/partition

SYSTEM ID Specifies the node name of the system
Print Control Parameters Control printing options
OVERRIDING REPORT LINE LENGTH Specifies the line length to be used for all reports that are

generated within a DC/UCF system
PRINT KEY Identifies the default control key that is used to print the contents

of a terminal screen
PRINTER CHECKPOINT Specifies the frequency with which the system writes checkpoints

for each report as it is printed
PRINTER CONTROL Specifies the printer form feed options
Program Management Parameters Control program loading and execution
LOADLIST Identifies the default load list that is used by the system
MULTIPLE ENCLAVE Specify enclave sharing for the system
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NEW COPY Determines how the system handles attempts to load deleted
programs

PROGRAM POOL Specifies the size of the standard program pool for programs that
use 24-bit addressing

REENTRANT POOL Specifies the size of the program pool for reentrant programs that
use 24-bit addressing

UNDEFINED PROGRAM COUNT Enables automatic definition of programs at runtime
XA PROGRAM POOL Specifies the size of the standard program pool for programs that

use 31-bit addressing
XA REENTRANT POOL Specifies the size of the program pool for reentrant programs that

use 31-bit addressing
Database Locking Parameters Allocate initial lock storage and determine when locks are

maintained
RETRIEVAL LOCK/NOLOCK Specifies whether the system maintains locks for records in areas

that are accessed in shared retrieval usage mode
SYSLOCKS Specifies an estimate for the maximum number of locks that are

held concurrently within the system
UPDATE LOCK/NOLOCK Specifies whether the system maintains locks for records in areas

being accessed in protected update usage mode
Resource Management Parameters Control the allocation of system resources
AREA ACQUISITION THRESHOLD Specifies whether the system accumulates area locks when

attempting to ready multiple database areas for a single database
transaction

DPE COUNT Specifies the number of elements available to prevent tasks from
deadlocking when acquiring resources

ECB LIST Specifies the size of the event control block list that is used to
synchronize events between the DC/UCF system and the host
operating system

CALL/DBIO/LOCK/STORAGE LIMIT Establishes limits for resources that are used by individual tasks
LIMITS FOR ONLINE Specifies whether the system enforces limits on task resource

usage
QUEUE RETENTION Specifies the time period that the system retains queues that are

created dynamically
RCE COUNT Specifies the number of resource control elements available to all

tasks
REPORT RETENTION Specifies the amount of time the system retains reports in the

queue area
RLE COUNT Specifies the number of resource link elements available to all

tasks
SQL ROW LIMIT Specifies the maximum number of rows that can be read or

updated by a single SQL statement. Includes rows that are
processed internally, for example, by a sort or an aggregate
function, not only the number of rows updated or returned to the
user. The calls to a table procedure or procedure are also counted
toward the limit. SQL ROW LIMIT can be used to limit database I/
O activity.

System Run Unit Management Parameters Control the execution of run units that access the database
and data dictionary
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MAXIMUM ERUS Specifies the maximum number of external request units the
system can service concurrently

RUNUNITS FOR LOADER/
MSGDICT/QUEUE/
SECURITY/SIGNON/SYSTEM/DEST

Predefines system run units

Storage Management Parameters Control the allocation of system storage
CUSHION Specifies the amount of storage in the primary storage pool the

system reserves for use by tasks that are already executing
CWA SIZE Specifies the size of the common work area available to all tasks
ERUS FETCH PROTECT Indicates whether the system allocates External Run Unit Storage

(ERE/ESE) in a storage sub-pool that is or is not fetch protected.
RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD Specifies the point at which the system writes relocatable storage

to the scratch area
SCRATCH IN STORAGE Enables storage allocation from the operating system for scratch

processing and optionally its dynamic extension.
STORAGE POOL Specifies the size of the primary storage pool
XA STORAGE POOL Specifies the size of the 31-bit storage pool
Storage Protection Parameters Control the use of storage protection
PROTECT/NOPROTECT Enables programs to use storage protection
STORAGE KEY Identifies the alternate storage protect key
System Monitoring Parameters Provide a record of system status and activity
ABRU SNAP/NOSNAP Specifies whether the system writes snap dumps to the system log

for abended external request units
DEBUG MESSAGE BUFFERS Specifies the number of buffers that are used by the CA IDMS

online debugger
DUMP/NODUMP Determines the conditions under which the system writes a

memory dump
LOG Specifies the file assignment for the DC/UCF system log
STATISTICS Determines the types of statistics that are collected and the

frequency with which statistics are written to the system log
SYSTRACE Enables the system trace facility
USERTRACE Enables the user trace facility
Task Management Parameters Control the execution of tasks
MAXIMUM TASKS Specifies the maximum number of online tasks the system can

service concurrently
ON COMMIT Specifies options that control commit behavior
ON ROLLBACK CONTINUE Specifies options that control rollback behavior
STACKSIZE Specifies the size of the storage stack in each task control

element
TRANSACTION SHARING Specifies the default transaction sharing option for all tasks within

the syst

Overriding SYSTEM Statement Parameters

You can override certain SYSTEM statement parameters in one or more of the following ways:
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• During system generation with LTERM, and TASK statement parameters. The TASK statement is described in TASK
Statement. The LTERM statement is described in LTERM Statement.

• At system startup in response to prompts issued at the operator console. The prompts are governed by #DCPARM
macro specifications. The #DCPARM macro is described in SYSTEM Statement Parameters.

• At runtime with DCMT and DCUF commands. DCMT and DCUF commands are described in CA IDMS System Tasks
and Operator Commands.

The following table lists the SYSTEM statement parameters that can be overridden along with the applicable overrides.

Parameter System Generation Override Startup Override Runtime Override
EVAL BASE YEAR EVAL_BASE_YEAR=
EVAL CENTURY VALIDATION EVAL_CENTURY_VALIDATIO

N=
EVAL HIGH CENTURY EVAL_HIGH_CENTURY=
EVAL LOW CENTURY EVAL_LOW_CENTURY=
CUSHION CUSH= DCMT VARY STORAGE POOL

0 CUSHION
CVNUMBER CVNUM=
DPE COUNT DPECOUNT=
DEADLOCK DETECTION
INTERVAL

DCMT VARY DEADLOCK

DUMP/NODUMP DUMP/NODUMP
ECB LIST ECBLIST=
EXTERNAL WAIT TASK statement EXTERNAL

WAIT
EXTWAIT= DCMT VARY TASK EXTERNAL

WAIT
DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK
EXTERNAL WAIT

INACTIVE INTERVAL TASK statement INACTIVE
INTERVAL

INACTINT= DCMT VARY TIME STALL

INTERNAL WAIT INTWAIT=
JOURNAL/ NOJOURNAL
RETRIEVAL

JOURRET/ NOJOURRET

JOURNAL FRAGMENT
INTERVAL

DCMT VARY JOURNAL

JOURNAL TRANSACTION
LEVEL

DCMT VARY JOURNAL

LIMIT FOR ONLINE TASK statement LIMITs DCMT VARY TASK LIMITs
LIMITS FOR ONLINE DCMT VARY LIMITS
LOADLIST DCUF SET LOADLIST
MAXIMUM ERUS MAXERUS=
MAXIMUM TASKS MAXTASK= DCMT VARY ACTIVE TASK

MAX TASK
MULTIPLE ENCLAVE PROGRAM statement

MULTIPLE ENCLAVE
DCMT VARY PROGRAM
MULTIPLE ENCLAVE ON/OFF
DCMT VARY DYNAMIC
PROGRAM MULTIPLE
ENCLAVE ON/OFF

PRINT KEY TASK statement PRINT KEY
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PRINTER CHECKPOINT LTERM statement PRINTER
CHECKPOINT

PRINTER CONTROL LTERM statement PRINTER
CONTROL

PROGRAM POOL PROGPOOL=
PROTECT/ NOPROTECT PROTECT/ NOPROTECT
QUIESCE WAIT TASK statement QUIESCE

WAIT
DCMT VARY TASK QUIESCE
WAIT
DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK
QUIESCE WAIT
DCMT VARY TIME QUIESCE
WAIT

RECOVERY WAIT DCMT VARY TIME RECOVERY
WAIT

RCE COUNT RCECOUNT=
RESOURCE TIMEOUT
INTERVAL

TASK statement RESOURCE
TIMEOUT INTERVAL

RESOURCEINT= DCMT VARY TIME RESOURCE
INTERVAL
DCMT VARY TASK
RESOURCE INTERVAL

RESOURCE TIMEOUT
PROGRAM

TASK statement RESOURCE
TIMEOUT PROGRAM

RESOURCEPGM=
/RESOURCEPGMV=

DCMT VARY TIME RESOURCE
PROGRAM
DCMT VARY TASK
RESOURCE PROGRAM

RLE COUNT RLECOUNT=
RUNAWAY INTERVAL RUNAWAY= DCMT VARY TIME RUNAWAY
SQL ROW LIMIT TASK statement SQL ROW

LIMIT
DCMT VARY TASK SQL ROW
LIMIT

STACKSIZE STACKSIZ=
STATISTICS INTERVAL DCMT VARY STATISTICS

INTERVAL
STATISTICS TASK
TRANSACTION/
NOTRANSACTION

DCMT VARY STATISTICS
TRANSACTION

STORAGE POOL STGPOOL
SYSLOCKS SYSLOCKS=
SYSTRACE SYSTRACE/ NOSYSTRACE/

SYSTRACENUM=
DCMT VARY SYSTRACE

TICKER INTERVAL TICKINT= DCMT VARY TIME TIMER
USERTRACE USERTRACE/

NOUSERTRACE/
USERTRACESIZ=

SYSTEM Statement Syntax Rules
ADD/MODIFY/DELETE and DISPLAY/PUNCH syntax for the system entity type are presented in this section. Syntax
rules follow the presentation of both types of syntax. Options that apply to only one verb are noted in the rules. Syntax
rules presented in are not repeated unless special considerations apply.
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Authorization

To perform this operation You need this authority or privilege
Add a system definition
Note: If you change an ADD operation to a MODIFY, the authority
required is the same as for a MODIFY operation.

DCADMIN authority or
CREATE on the resource type SYSTEM and the system name of
the system you are creating

Modify a system definition DCADMIN authority or
ALTER on the system name of the system definition you are
modifying.
If you are modifying the name of the system (SYSTEM ID
parameter of the SYSTEM statement), you must also have
CREATE authority on the new system name

Delete a system definition DCADMIN authority or
DROP on the system name of the system definition you are
deleting

Display or punch a system definition DCADMIN authority or
DISPLAY on the system name of the system you want to display

SYSTEM Statement Syntax

►►─┬──────────┬─ SYStem dc/ucf-version-number ───────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ ADD ────┤   

   ├─ MODify ─┤  

   └─ DELete ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ SYSTEM ID is system-name ───────────┘

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ ABEnd storage is ─┬─ 200 ◄────────────────┬──┘

                       └─ abend-storage-size ──┘

►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ ABRu ─┬─ SNAp ─────┬─┘

           └─ NOSnap ◄──┘

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   └─ AREa acquisition THReshold is ──┬─ count ────────────────────────────┬┘

                                      └─ OFF ◄──┬─────────────────────────┬┘

                                                └─ RETry ─┬─ count ──────┬┘

                                                          └─ FORever ◄───┘

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────

  └─ CHKuser tasks is ─┬─ 0 ◄────────────────────┬─┘

                       └─ check-user-task-count ─┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

  └─ CUShion is ─┬─ 0 ◄───────────────────┬─┘

                 └─ storage-cushion-size ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ CVNumber is ─┬─ 0 ◄───────┬─┘

                  └─ cvnumber ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ CWA size is ─┬─ 0 ◄───────┬─┘

                  └─ cwa-size ─┘
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►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

  └─ DEAdlock DETection INTerval is ──┬── 5 ◄───────────────────────┬─┘

                                      └── deadlock-check-interval ──┘

►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ DEBug MESsage BUFfers is buffer-count ─┘ 

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

  │                             ┌────────── , ──────────┐       │

│ └─ DEScription codes = ─┬─ ( ─▼─ os-description-code ─┴─ ) ─┬─┘

                          └─ 0 ───────────────────────────────┘ 

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

  └─ DPE count is ─┬─ dpe-count ───────┬─┘

                   └─┬─ DEFault ─┬─ ◄──┘

                     └─ 0 ───────┘ 

►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ DPE AUTotune is ─┬─ OFF ◄─┬──┘

                      └─ ON ───┘

►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ├─ DUMp ─────┤

  └─ NODump ◄──┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

  └─ ECB list is ─┬─ ecb-list-size ───────┬─┘

                  └─┬─ DEFault ◄┬─────────┘

                    └─ 0 ───────┘ 

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

  └─ ERUS FETCH PROTECT is ───┬─ ON ◄──┬─┘

                              └─ OFF ──┘ 

►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ EVAl BASe YEAr is ── base-year ─┘ 

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

  └─ EVAl CENtury VALidation ─ is ───┬─ OFF ◄─┬─┘

                                     └─ ON ───┘

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

  └─ EVAl HIGh CENtury is ── high-century ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

  └─ EVAl LOW CENtury is ── low-century ─┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

  └─ EXTernal wait is ─┬─ 600 ◄───────────────┬─┘

                       ├─ external-wait-time ─┤

                       └─┬─ FORever ─┬────────┘

                         └─ NO ──────┘ 

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

  └─ GENeration identification is generation-id ─┘ 

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

  └─ INActive interval is ─┬─ inactive-wait-time ─┬─┘

                           └─ OFF ◄───────────────┘ 

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

  └─ INTernal wait is ─┬─ 1800 ◄──────────────┬─┘

                       ├─ internal-wait-time ─┤

                       └─┬─ FORever ─┬────────┘

                         └─ NO ──────┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─┬─ JOUrnal ◄──┬ retrieval ───┘

    └─ NOJournal ─┘ 
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►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►

  └─ JOUrnal FRAgment INTerval is ─┬─ 0 ◄────────────────────────┬─┘

                                   └─ fragment-interval-number ──┘

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►

  └─ JOUrnal TRAnsaction LEVel is ─┬─ 0 ◄────────────────────────┬─┘

                                   └─ transaction-level-number ──┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►

  │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

  └─▼─┬─ CALl ────┬─ LIMit for ─┬─ ONLine ───┬─ tasks is ─┬─ 0 ◄────┬─┴─┘

      ├─ DBIo ────┤             └─ EXTernal ─┘            └─ limit ─┘

      ├─ LOCk ────┤

      └─ STOrage ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

  │ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

  └─▼─ LIMits for ─┬─ ONLine ───┬─ are ─┬─ ENAbled ──┬─┴─┘

                   └─ EXTernal ─┘       ├─ DISabled ─┤

                                        └─ OFF ◄─────┘ 

►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ LOAdlist is ─┬─ SYSLOAD ◄───────┬─┘                  

                  └─ load-list-name ─┘ 

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  └─ LOG ─┬─ DATabase ───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

          │ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

          └─▼─┬─ FILE1 ─┬──────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬─┴─┘

              │         ├─ CDMSLOGA ───┤ └─ COUNT1 record-count-1 ─┘ 

              │         ├─ CDMSLGA ────┤                             │

              │         ├─ ddname-1 ───┤                             │

              │         ├─ filename-1 ─┤                             │

              │         └─ linkname-1 ─┘                             │

              ├─ FILE2 ─┬─ ddname-2 ───┬─┬─────────────────────────┬─┤

              │         ├─ filename-2 ─┤ └─ COUNT2 record-count-2 ─┘ │

              │         └─ linkname-2 ─┘                             │

              └─ TYPe device-type ───────────────────────────────────┘ 

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

  └─ MAXimum ERUs is ─┬─ 0 ◄──────────────────────────┬─┘

                      └─ external-request-unit-count ─┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ MAXimum TASks is ─┬─ 0 ◄─────────┬─┘                        

                       └─ task-count ─┘ 

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

  └─ MESsage RETention is ─┬─ 7 ◄───────────────────────┤

                           ├─ message-retention-period ─┤

                           └──┬─ FORever ─┬─────────────┘

                              └─ OFF     ─┘  

►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ MULtiple ENClave is ─┬─ OFF ◄─┬──┘

                          └─ ON ───┘ 

►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ MULtiple SIGons is ─┬─ YES ──┬┘

                         └─ NO ◄──┘ 

►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ NEW COPy is ─┬─ MANual ◄───┬─┘

                  └─ AUTomatic ─┘ 
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►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

  └─ ON COMmit ──────┬─ WRIte COMT ◄────────────────┤

                     └─ WRITe ENDJ ─┬────────────┬──┘

                                    ├ NEW ID ◄───┤

                                    └ RETain ID ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

  └─ ON ROLlback continue ──────┬─ RETain ID ◄────────┬──┘

                                └─────── NEW ID ──────┘ 

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

  └─ OPErating system is operating-system ─┘ 

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►

  └─ OVErriding REPort LINe LENgth is ── report-line-length ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ PAGe release is ─┬─ YES  ─┬─┘

                      └─ NO ◄──┘ 

►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ PRInt KEY is ─┬─ PAn ───┬─┘

                   ├─ PFn ───┤

                   └─ OFF ◄──┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

  └─ PRInter CHEckpoint is ─┬─ page-count ─┬─┘

                            └─ OFF ◄───────┘

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

  │                      ┌───────────────────────┐ │

  └─ PRInter CONtrol is ─▼─ print-ctrl-options ──┴─┘

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

  └─ PROgram pool is ─┬─ 50 ◄───────────────┬─┘

                      └─ program-pool-size ─┘ 

►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ├─ PROTect ─────┤

  └─ NOProtect ◄──┘

►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ QUEue JOUrnal ─┬─ BEFore ──────┬─┘

                    └─┬─ ALL ─┬─ ◄──┘

                      └─ YES ─┘ 

►──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─ QUEue RETention is ─┬─ FORever ◄──────────────────┬──┘

                          ├─ queue-retention-period ────┤

                          └─ OFF ───────────────────────┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

  └─ QUIesce wait is ─┬─ STAll interval ◄───┤ 

                      ├─ quiesce-wait-time ─┤

                      ├─ FORever ───────────┤

                      └─ NOWait ────────────┘ 

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

  └─ RCE count is ─┬─ rce-count ───────┬─┘

                   └─┬─ DEFault ◄┬─────┘

                     └─ 0 ───────┘  

►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ RCE AUTotune is ─┬─ OFF ◄─┬──┘

                      └─ ON ───┘

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

  └─ RECovery wait is ─┬─ NOT ALLowed ◄───────┤
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                       ├─ recovery-wait-time ─┤

                       └─ FORever ────────────┘ 

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

  └─ REEntrant pool is ─┬─ 0 ◄──────────────────┬─┘

                        └─ reentrant-pool-size ─┘

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►

  └─ RELocatable threshold is ─┬─ threshold-percentage ─┬─┘

                               ├─ YES ◄─────────────────┤

                               └─ NO ───────────────────┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

  └─ REPort retention is ─┬─ 7 ◄──────────────────────┬─┘

                          ├─ report-retention-period ─┤

                          └─┬─ FORever ─┬─────────────┘

                            └─ OFF ─────┘ 

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  │   

  └─ RESource timeout ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

  ─▼┬ INTerval is ─┬─ resource-timeout-interval ─┬───────────────────────┬┴─┘

    │              └─┬─ FORever ─┬─ ◄────────────┘                       │

    │                └─ OFF ─────┘                                       │

    └ PROgram is ┬ RHDCBYE ◄──────────────────┬┬────────────────────────┬┘

                 └ resource-timeout-prog-name ┘└ Version ┬ 1 ◄─────────┬┘

                                                         └ version-num ┘

►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ RETrieval ─┬─ LOCk ─────┬─┘

                └─ NOLock ◄──┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

  └─ RLE count is ─┬─ rle-count ───────┬─┘

                   └─┬─ DEFault ─┬─ ◄──┘

                     └─ 0 ───────┘ 

►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ RLE AUTotune is ─┬─ OFF ◄─┬──┘

                      └─ ON ───┘ 

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

  │                       ┌──────── , ────────┐       │

  └─ ROUte codes = ─┬─ ( ─▼─ os-routing-code ─┴─ ) ─┬─┘

                    └─ 0 ───────────────────────────┘ 

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

  └─ RUNaway interval is ─┬─ 10 ◄───────────────┬─┘

                          ├─ runaway-task-time ─┤

                          └─ OFF ───────────────┘ 

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐    │

  └─▼─── RUNUnits for ─────────┬─ LOAder ──────┬── = ─┬─ 1 ◄──────────┴──┬─┘

                               ├─ MSGdict ─────┤      └─ run-unit-count ─┘

                               ├─ QUEue ───────┤

                               ├─ SECurity ────┤

                               ├─ SIGnon  ─────┤

                               └─ SYStem/dest ─┘

►──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   └─ SCRatch in STOrage is ─┬─ NO ◄──────────────────────────────┤
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                             └─ YES ─┬───────────────────────────┬┘

                                     └── scratch-storage-parms ──┘

►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ SNAp SYStem is ─┬─ ON ◄─┤

                     └─ OFF ─┘

►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ SNAp SYStem PHOto is ─┬─ ON ◄─┤

                           └─ OFF ─┘

►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ SNAp TASk is ─┬─ ON ◄─┤                   

                   └─ OFF ─┘ 

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

  └─ SNAp TASk TRAce is ─┬─ ON ◄──┬─ LIMit is ─┬─ 1000 ◄──────────────┤

                         ├─ OFF ──┤            ├─ <snap-trace-limit> ─┤

                         └─ TASk ─┘            └─ OFF ────────────────┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ SNAp TASk PHOto is ─┬─ ON ◄─┤                          

                         └─ OFF ─┘ 

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

  └─ SQL ROW LIMit is ──┬─ 0 ◄────────┬─┘                         

                        └─ limit value ─┘ 

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ STAcksize is ─┬─ 1200 ◄──────────┬─┘                    

                   └─ tce-stack-size ─┘ 

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  │  

  └─ STATistics ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

─►─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

  ─▼─┬─ INTerval ─┬─ statistics-interval ─┬─────────────────────────────┬┴─┘

     │            └─┬─ OFF ─┬─ ◄──────────┘                             │

     │              └─ 0 ───┘                                           │

     ├─┬─ ROLl ── interval-roll-parms ─────────────────────────────────┬┤

     │ │                                                               ││

     │ └─ NOROLl ◄─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘│

     ├─┬─ LINe ─────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

     │ └─ NOLine ◄──┘                                                   │

     └─┬─ TASk ◄┬─────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┬───────────────────┬─┬──┘

       │        ├─ COLlect ◄──┤ ├─ USEr ─────┤ ├─ TRAnsaction ─────┤ │

       │        └─ WRIte ─────┘ └─ NOUser ◄──┘ └─ NOTransaction ◄──┘ │

       └─ NOTask ────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────

  └─ STOrage KEY is ─┬─ 9 ◄──────────────────┬─┘

                     └─ storage-protect-key ─┘

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

  └─ STOrage POOl is ─┬─ 50 ◄───────────────┬─┘

                      └─ storage-pool-size ─┘

►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ SVC is ─┬─ svc-number ─┬─┘

             └─ NO ◄────────┘ 

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  │   

  └─ SYSctl is ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
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─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

                   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐  │

  ─┬┬─ ddname ───┬─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┴┬┬┘

   │├─ filename ─┤   │                                                    ││

   │├─ linkname ─┤   └┬─ DBName is ──┬─ database-name ─┬─────────────┬┬─┬─┘│

   │└─ SYSctl ◄──┘    │              │                 ├─ DEFault ◄──┤│ │  │

   │                  │              │                 └─ ALWays ────┘│ │  │

   │                  │              └─ NULl ─────────────────────────┘ │  │

   │                  └─ NODename is ─┬── node-name ─┬──────────────┬─┬─┘  │

   │                                  │              ├── DEFault ◄──┤ │    │

   │                                  │              └── ALWays ────┘ │    │

   │                                  │                               │    │

   │                                  └─── NULl ──────────────────────┘    │

   └─ NO ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

  └─ SYSLocks is ─┬─ 10 ◄───────────────┬─┘                   

                  └─ system-lock-count ─┘

►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ SYSLocks AUTotune is ─┬─ OFF ◄─┬──┘

                           └─ ON ───┘  

►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ SYSTrace ─┬─ ON ─────┬──┘

               └─ OFF ◄───┘ 

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

  └─ TICker interval is ─┬─ 1 ◄──────────────────┬─┘

                         └─ time-check-interval ─┘ 

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

  │         ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

  └─ TRAce ─▼─┬─ TABle SIZe is table-size ─┬─ KB ─┬─────────────┬───┴─┘

              │                            └─ MB ─┘             │

              ├─ ADJunct table SIZe is adjunct-size ─┬─ KB ─┬───┤

              │                                      └─ MB ─┘   │

              └─ SAVe ─┬─ ON ────┬──────────────────────────────┘

                       └─ OFF ◄──┘ 

►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ TRAnsaction SHAring is ─┬─ OFF ◄┬─┘

                             └─ ON ──┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  └─ UNDefined program count is ─────────────────────────────────────────────

 ─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

  ─ ( ─┬─ 0 ◄────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬─ ) ─────────────────────────

       └─ primary-count ─┘ ├─ ,0 ◄──────────────┤

                           └─ ,secondary-count ─┘

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

  ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───┘

   │           ┌──────── , ─────────────────────┐       │

   └─ FOR ( ─┬─▼─┬─ ACCess MODule ────────────┬─┴─┬─ ) ─┘

             │   ├─ DIAlogs ──────────────────┤   │

             │   ├─ MAPs ─────────────────────┤   │

             │   ├─ SUBschemas  ──────────────┤   │

             │   └─ TABles ───────────────────┘   │

             └── ALL ◄────────────────────────────┘

►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►   
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  └─ UPDate ─┬─ LOCk ─────┬─┘              

             └─ NOLock ◄──┘ 

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►

  └─ USErtrace ─┬─ ON entries = user-trace-buffer-entry-count ─┬─┘

                └─ OFF ◄───────────────────────────────────────┘ 

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

  └─ XA PROgram pool is ─┬─ 0 ◄───────────────────┬─┘

                         └─ xa-program-pool-size ─┘ 

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────── 

  └─ XA REEntrant pool is ─┬─ 0 ◄─────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ xa-reentrant-pool-size ─┘ 

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►◄

  └─ XA STOrage pool is ──┬─ 0 ◄─────────────────────────┬─┘

                          ├─ xa-storage-pool-size ───────│

                          └─DYNamic EXPansion is─┬ ON ───┘

                                                 └ OFF ◄─┘

        

                         

Expansion of print-ctrl-options

►►┬──SCS FORmfeed is─┬─ FF-NL ◄──┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬►◄

  │                  └─ FF ──────┘                                            │

  │                                                                           │

  │                  ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐   │

  ├─ON REPort STArt(─▼┬ FORmfeed for NON-native print is ─┬ INSert ◄───┬┬─┴) ─┤

  │                   │                                   ├ SUPpress ──┤│     │

  │                   │                                   └ NO-Insert ─┘│     │

  │                   │                                                 │     │

  │                   ├ FORmfeed for NATive print is ─┬─ INSert ◄───┬───┤     │

  │                   │                               ├─ SUPpress ──┤   │     │

  │                   │                               └─ NO-Insert ─┘   │     │

  │                   │                                                 │     │

  │                   └ SCS CR-LF is ─┬─ ON ◄──┬────────────────────────┘     │

  │                                   └─ OFF ──┘                              │

  │                                                                           │

  │               ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐     │

  └ON REPort END(─▼┬ FORmfeed for NON-native print is ─┬ INSert ──────┬┬┴) ───┘

                   │                                   └ NO-Insert ◄──┘│

                   │                                                   │

                   └ FORmfeed for NATive print is ─┬ INSert ──────┬────┘

                                                      └ NO-Insert ◄──┘

Expansion of interval-roll-parms

►───┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────────┬───►    

    └ TIMe is ─┬ 24:00 ◄────────────┬─┘ └ FREquency is ─┬ 1 ◄───────────┬─┘                

               └ interval-roll-time ┘                   └ day-frequency ┘ 

Expansion of scratch-storage-parms

►►──┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►    

    └─ LOCation ─┬─ XA ─────┤                 

                 ├─ ANY ◄───┤                 
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                 └─ 64-bit ─┘ 

►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►    

   └─ PRImary extent is ─┬─ prim-size-with-unit ─┤                          

                         └─ DEFAULT ◄────────────┘

►──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►    

   └─ SECondary extent is ─┬─ sec-size-with-unit ─┤                            

                           └─ DEFAULT ◄───────────┘ 

►──┬─────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄    

   └─ LIMit is  ─┬─ limit-with-unit ─┤                  

                 └─ DEFAULT ◄────────┘ 

Expansion of interval-roll-parms

►───┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────────┬───►    

    └ TIMe is ─┬ 24:00 ◄────────────┬─┘ └ FREquency is ─┬ 1 ◄───────────┬─┘               

               └ interval-roll-time ┘                   └ day-frequency ┘ 

DISPLAY/PUNCH SYSTEM Statement Syntax

 ►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬───────┬─┬─ SYStem dc/ucf-version-number ─┬─────────────────►
   
   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─ ALL ─┘ └─ CURrent SYStem
 ───────────────┘
 
►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   
  │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   
  │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   
  └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       
      ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       
      └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         
                        └─ NONe ────
 
►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   
  └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          
         └─ SYNtax
 ───┘
 
►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   
  └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          
         └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘
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SYSTEM Statement Parameters Information

• SYStem dc/ucf-version-number
Identifies the DC/UCF system being added, modified, deleted, displayed, or punched.
Limits:  1 through 9,999.
All systems that are defined in the data dictionary with the system generation compiler are automatically assigned the
name DCSYSTEM. Note: The DBA may elect to reserve consecutive SYSTEM (and CV) numbers for use in cloning
CVs. For more information about cloning CVs, see "Administrating CA IDMS System Operations."

• SYSTem ID is system-name
Specifies the DC/UCF system node name that is known to other nodes in the DC/UCF communications network.
System-name must be a one- through eight- character name that is unique throughout the DC/UCF communications
network and must be the first parameter that you specify after the ADD SYSTEM statement.
Default: SYSTnnnn where nnnn is the value that is specified as dc-ucf-version in the ADD SYSTEM statement.

NOTE

System-name is the name of the DC/UCF system you name in the CA IDMS Security DDL CREATE
RESOURCE SYSTEM statement.

• ABEnd storage is abend-storage-size
Specifies the amount of storage, in full words, available to the system for processing abends of a task control element
(TCE) stack overflow (for example, as a result of a recursive abend).
The STACKSIZE value is used instead of this value when it is larger.
Limits:   0 through 32,767
Default: 200

NOTE

Abend storage is a single-threaded resource.
• ABRu SNAp/NOSnap

Specifies whether the system writes a snap dump to the log when an external request unit terminates abnormally.
• AREa acquisition THReshold is count

Specifies the point at which, during ready processing, the system begins to accumulate area locks for a database
transaction. This value only applies if the system is readying multiple areas at one time.
Limits: 1 through 32,767.
– OFF

Directs the system not to accumulate area locks until it can acquire all areas that are needed by a database
transaction.
Default: OFF

– RETry count
Defines a limit on the number of times the system continues trying to gain access to all areas without accumulating
area locks.
Limits: 1 through 32,767.

– RETry FORever
Directs the system to continue to try to gain access to all needed areas until it successfully acquires all areas or
until operating system resource and time limits are exceeded. If transactions are not gaining access to areas as
needed, you should specify the default of FOREVER .
Default: FOREVER
OFF RETRY FOREVER is the default when you omit the AREA ACQUISITION THRESHOLD parameter from the
SYSTEM statement.

• CHKuser tasks IS check-user-task-count
Specifies the number of subtasks to be attached by the system at runtime to detect abnormally terminated batch
external request units, for only z/OS and z/VSE operating systems, .
Limits: 0 through 255.
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Specify a value equal to the number of CA IDMS batch jobs that execute concurrently in the DC/UCF system.
Default: 0. Directs the system not to use the check-user mechanism to detect abends.

• CUShion is storage-cushion-size
Specifies the amount of storage, in 1K bytes, to be reserved in the primary storage pool for use by tasks that are
already executing.
Limits: 0 through 16,383.
Default: 0.

• CVNumber is cvnumber
Identifies the DC/UCF system to the CA IDMS SVC. Also, if a SYSCTL file is defined, the value that is specified by the
CVNUMBER parameter is written to the SYSCTL file at system startup.
Limits: 0 through 255.
Up to 256 DC/UCF systems can execute concurrently and independently in a single machine. Systems executing
concurrently must be defined with unique CVNUMBER values, even if the systems use different SVCs.
z/VM systems: A DC/UCF system running in a CMS virtual machine must be defined with CVNUMBER IS 0.
Default: 0.

• CWA size is cwa-size
Specifies the size, in bytes, of the common work area (CWA). The CWA is a block of shared user storage that is
available to all user tasks. A program accesses the CWA by issuing a GET STORAGE request with a storage id of
CWA. Use of the CWA facilitates communication among tasks.
Limits: 0 through 2,147,483,647
Default: 0.

• DEAdlock DETection INTerval is deadlock-check-interval
Specifies the amount of time, in wall clock seconds, that elapses before the system searches for deadlocked tasks.
Limits: 0 through 1,200 and must be:
– Less than the value that is specified in the INACTIVE INTERVAL parameter of the SYSTEM statement
– Greater than or equal to the value that is specified in the TICKER INTERVAL parameter of the SYSTEM statement
Default: 5.

• DEBug MESsage BUFfers is
Specifies the number of debug message buffers to be used by the DEBUG task.
– number-of-buffers

Specifies the number of debug message buffers to be used by the DEBUG task. If this parameter is omitted, the
default number of debug message buffers is five. Increasing the debug message buffers above five increases the
amount of storage that is necessary to process the DEBUG task messages.
Limits: 5 through 30.

• DEBug MESsage BUFfers is buffer-count
Specifies the number of message buffers that are used by the CA IDMS online debugger.
Increasing the number of message buffers enables the debugger to display more symbols and list more information.
However, the larger the value you specify, the more storage is necessary to execute the debugger.
Limits: 5 - 30
Default: 5 (buffers)

• DEScription codes =
For z/OS systems only, specifies operator-message description codes to be passed to the DESC parameter for write-
to-operator (WTO) macros that are issued by the system.
– (Os-description-code)

Specifies one or more operator-message description codes, as described in the applicable operating system
supervisor services and macro instructions.
Os-description-code must be an integer in the range 1 through 16. Multiple description codes must be separated by
blanks or commas.

– 0
Clears any previously established operator-message description codes.

• DPE AUTotune is
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Indicates if CA IDMS should automatically tune the DPE count value using execution statistics.
– OFF

Turns off automatic tuning of DPE count.
– ON

Turns on automatic tuning of DPE count.
Default: OFF

• DPE count is
Specifies the number of deadlock prevention elements (DPEs) to allocate at system startup.
– dpe-count

Directs the system to allocate the specified number of DPEs at startup.
Dpe-count must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767.

– DEFault/0
Directs the system generation compiler to calculate the number of DPEs to allocate. DEFAULT and 0 are synonyms
and can be used interchangeably.
DEFAULT is the default when you omit the DPE COUNT parameter from the SYSTEM statement.

• DUMp
Directs the system to write a memory dump for all system abend codes (39nn). Usually, a dump is not necessary
because the abend code itself provides sufficient information to determine the cause of the abend.

• DYNamic EXPansion
Specifies whether the storage pool should be dynamically expanded if remaining free space is insufficient for a storage
request.
– ON
Indicates that the storage pool will be expanded up to four times.
– OFF
Indicates that the storage pool will not be expanded.

• ECB list is
Specifies the amount of storage to allocate for the external event control block (ECB) list.
– ecb-list-size

Specifies the size, in words, of the amount of storage to allocate for the ECB list. Ecb-list-size must be an integer in
the range 0 through 32,767.

– DEFault/0
Directs the system generation compiler to calculate the size of the ECB list. The compiler calculates the size to
equal two times the number of TCEs.
DEFAULT and 0 are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.
DEFAULT is the default when you omit the DPE COUNT parameter from the SYSTEM statement.

• ERUS FETCH PROTECT is
Indicates whether the system allocates External Run Unit Storage (ERE/ESE) in a storage sub-pool that is or is not
fetch protected.
– ON

Allocate ERE/ESE in a storage sub-pool that is fetch protected.
– OFF

Allocates ERE/ESE in a storage sub-pool that is not fetch protected.
Default: ON

• EVAl BASe YEAr is
Specifies the base year to be used by EVAL when doing built-in functions DATEDIFF and DATEOFF.
– base-year

Specifies the EVAL base year when doing built-in functions DATEDIFF and DATEOFF to determine the century that
is associated with the requested date. If this parameter is omitted, the default base year is 68 meaning that years 69
and greater are in the 20th century, and years 68 and lower are in the 21th century.
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Limits: 1 through 99.
• EVAl CENtury VALidation is

Indicates whether century values are to be validated by EVAL when processing built-in functions that accept four-digit
years, such as GOODDATEX.
– ON

Indicates that EVAL is to validate century values.
– OFF

OFF indicates that EVAL is not to validation century values.
Default: OFF

• EVAl HIGh CENtury is
Specifies the highest century value that EVAL is to consider valid when processing built-in functions that accept four-
digit years, such as GOODDATEX.
– high-century

Specifies the high century to be used by EVAL when doing built-in functions GOODDATEX century validation.
If this parameter is omitted, the default high century is 20.
Limits: 1 through 99. This parameter has no effect if the setting for EVAL CENTURY VALIDATION is OFF.

• EVAl LOW CENtury is
Specifies the lowest century value that EVAL is to consider valid when processing built-in functions that accept four-
digit years, such as GOODDATEX
– low-century

Specifies the low century to be used by EVAL when doing built-in functions GOODDATEX century validation.
If this parameter is omitted, the default low century is 19.
Limits: 1 through 99. This parameter has no effect if the setting for EVAL CENTURY VALIDATION is OFF.

• EXTernal wait is
Specifies the amount of time the system is to wait for the next request to be issued within an external request unit
before abnormally terminating the task. For more information about external user sessions, see External user
sessions.

• GENeration identification is generation-id
Specifies a unique identifier for the system. The identifier is included in the system options table, which is built in
the DC/UCF region/partition during system startup. In a memory dump, the identifier appears at the beginning of the
system options table.
Generation-id must be a one- through eight-character alphanumeric value.

• INActive interval is
Specifies the amount of time the system permits an online task or an external user session to wait for a resource
before abnormally terminating the task or session.
– inactive-wait-time

Specifies the inactive interval in wall-clock seconds.
Limits: 1 through 32,767.

– OFF
Directs the system not to terminate tasks or external user sessions that are based on an inactive interval.
OFF is the default when you omit the INACTIVE INTERVAL parameter from the SYSTEM statement.

• INTernal wait is
Specifies the amount of time the system permits an external request unit to wait for a resource before abnormally
terminating the request unit.

WARNING
The INTERNAL WAIT parameter is not functional. Its function is performed by the INACTIVE INTERVAL
parameter of the TASK statement for task RHDCNP3S. You can specify wait times for individual batch or
CICS run-units by defining TASK statements where the task name is the first batch program that establishes
communication with the CV for the run-unit or the CICS task code.

• JOUrnal retrieval
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Directs the system to write BGIN and ENDJ checkpoints to the journal file for run units that perform no updates (for
retrieval run units). JOURNAL RETRIEVAL is the default.

NOTE
For the purposes of this parameter, a run unit that readies an area in an update usage mode but that does
not update the database is considered a retrieval run unit.

• NOJournal retrieval
Directs the system not to write BGIN and ENDJ checkpoints for retrieval run units.

• JOUrnal FRAgment INTerval is fragment-interval-number
Specifies the maximum number of journal blocks to write to the journal file before the system writes a dummy segment
(DSEG) record to the journal file.
Fragment-interval must be an integer in the range 100 through 32,767.
0, the default, turns off the journal fragment interval.

• JOUrnal TRAnsaction LEVel is transaction-level-number
Specifies the number of active transactions that must be running in a DC/UCF system to defer the writing of a journal
block.
Transaction-level-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 100.
If the number of active transactions is less than the value that is specified, the system performs journal I/O each time a
transaction checkpoint is written to the journal buffer page.
0, the default, directs the system to write a journal buffer to the journal block each time a transaction checkpoint is
taken or when the journal buffer is full.

• LIMit for tasks is limit
Defines limits for task resource usage. Limit specifies the limit for each resource.
0, the default, directs the system not to limit task usage of the named resource.
You can code two limit parameters for each resource: one for online tasks and one for ERUS tasks. Specify only one
resource in each LIMIT parameter.
– CALl

Limits the number of system service calls (for example, #GETSTG, #LOAD, or OBTAIN CALC) a task can issue.
When you specify CALL, limit must be an integer in the range 0 through 2,147,483,647.

NOTE
For performance purposes, external limits are only checked after every 100 calls. Therefore, if the
SYSTEM statement specifies CALL LIMIT FOR EXTERNAL TASK IS 150, a batch program could issue
200 DML calls before the system determines that the limit is exceeded.

– DBIo
Limits the number of database I/O operations (reads and writes) that are performed for a task. When you specify
DBIO, limit must be an integer in the range 0 through 2,147,483,647.

– LOCk
Limits the number of record locks that a transaction can concurrently hold. When LOCK is specified, limit-n must be
an integer in the range 0 through 2,147,483,647.
Note: For more information about record locks, see Database Locks

– STOrage
Limits the amount of storage that a task holds at one time. The limit is expressed in 1K bytes.
When you specify STORAGE, limit must be an integer in the range 0 through 16,383.

– ONLine
Indicates that the specified limitt applies to all tasks defined to the system either during system generation or at
runtime.

– EXTernal
Indicates that the specified limit applies to all tasks associated with external request units (ERUS tasks

• LIMits for ... are
Controls the enforcement of limits on task resource usage. You can code one LIMIT parameter for each system.
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NOTE
Limits on task resource usage can be enforced only if task statistics are being collected.

• LOAdlist is
Identifies the default load list to be used by the system when searching for programs.
– SYSLOAD

Directs the system to use the predefined SYSLOAD load list.
SYSLOAD is the default when you omit the LOADLIST parameter from the SYSTEM statement.

– load-list-name
Directs the system to use a user-defined load list. Load-list-name must be the name of a load list that is defined by
means of the system generation LOADLIST statement.

• LOG
Defines the system log file.
– DATabase

Directs the system log to the log area (DDLDCLOG) of the data dictionary.
– FILE1

Directs the system log to one or two sequential files and identifies the first (or only) file.
– ddname-1

Specifies the z/OS or z/VM ddname of the first log file. The default is CDMSLOGA.
– filename-1

Specifies the z/VSE filename of the first log file. The default is CDMSLGA.
– COUNT1 record-count-1

Specifies the maximum number of records to write to the first log file. When the specified number of records is
reached, the system closes the first file and opens a second log file that is defined. If a second log file is not defined,
the system reopens the first log file.
Record-count-1 can be any positive integer.
The COUNT1 parameter is required when the log is being directed to sequential disk files.

– FILE2
Identifies the second of two sequential log files.

– ddname-2
Specifies the z/OS or z/VM ddname of the second log file.

– filename-2
Specifies the z/VSE filename of the second log file.

– COUNT2 record-count-2
Specifies the maximum number of records to write to the alternate log file. When the specified number of records is
reached, the system closes the alternate log file and opens the first log file.
Record-count-2 can be any positive integer.
The COUNT2 parameter is required when the log is directed to sequential disk files.

– TYPe device-type
For z/VSE systems only, specifies the device type of the sequential file to which the log is directed. For more
information about how the system logs errors, see the CA IDMS System Operations section.

• MAXimum ERUs is external-request-unit-count
Specifies the number of EREs to allocate at system startup. External-request-unit-count must be an integer in the
range 0 through 1000.
Default: 0
Specify a value equal to the total number of external request units that you allow to execute concurrently in the DC/
UCF system, plus 10 percent to 20 percent of the total number of 3270-type terminals that are defined to the DC/UCF
system.
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NOTE

When up to 255 EREs are requested, a corresponding TCE/DCE pair is allocated for each one during
startup. If more than 255 ERES are requested, a maximum of 255 TCE/DCE pairs are allocated for these
external request units.

• MAXimum TASks is task-count
Specifies the maximum number of application and transient system tasks that can be active at a given time. The
system generation compiler uses this value when calculating the number of TCEs to allocate at system startup.
Task-count must be an integer in the range 0 through 255. The default is 0.
Note: For more information about Task-Count, see Task Resource Usage, and also the section "System Performance"
in the System Operations section.

• MESsage RETention is
Specifies the amount of time the system is to retain a message that was created by the SEND command in the queue
area. Messages that exceed the specified retention period are deleted automatically at system startup.
– message-retention-period

Specifies the message retention period in days.
Limits: 0 - 255 (0 is synonymous with 1; 255 is synonymous with FOREVER)
Default 7 (days

– FORever|OFF
Directs the system not to delete reports that are based on a retention period. FOREVER and OFF are synonyms
and can be used interchangeably.

• MULtiple ENClave is
Specifies whether the system allows the same LE process/enclave to be used for multiple COBOL programs in the
same task
– ON

Specifies that the same process/enclave can be used for multiple programs.
– OFF

Specifies that the same process/enclave cannot be used for multiple programs.
Default: OFF

• MULtiple SIGnon is
Specifies if the same user-ID can be signed on to multiple interactive terminals simultaneously.
– YES

Specifies the same user-ID can be signed on to multiple interactive terminals simultaneously.
– NO

Specifies the same user-ID cannot be signed on to multiple interactive terminals simultaneously.
Default: NO

• NEW COPy is
Specifies the action the system is to take when a load request for a program in the load area (DDLDCLOD) of the data
dictionary names a program that is deleted from its program pool.
– MANual

Directs the system not to attempt to load the program until the user issues a DCMT VARY PROGRAM NEW COPY
command. The system disables the program and terminates the task or run unit that issued the load request.
MANUAL is the default when you omit the NEW COPY parameter from the SYSTEM statement.

– AUTomatic
Directs the system to mark the program for new copy automatically and to reattempt to load the program.

• NODump
Directs the system to write a memory dump only for system abend codes that do not provide sufficient information to
determine the cause of the abend.
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NODUMP is the default when you do not specify DUMP or NODUMP in the SYSTEM statement. The DUMP/NODUMP
specification does not affect task or external request abend requests issued from DML programs.

• ON COMmit
Specifies options that control commit behavior. These options apply only to commit operations in which the database
session remains active.
– WRIte COMT

Specifies that a COMT journal record should be written.
– WRIte ENDJ

Specifies that an ENDJ journal record should be written.
NEW ID
Specifies that a new local transaction ID should be assigned to the next transaction associated with the database
session.
RETain ID
Specifies that the existing local transaction ID should be assigned to the next transaction associated with the
database session.

• ON ROLlback continue
Specifies options that control roll back behavior. These options apply only to roll back operations in which the database
session remains active.
– RETain ID

Specifies that following a roll back, the current local transaction ID should be assigned to the next transaction
associated with the database session.

– NEW ID
Specifies that following a roll back, a new local transaction ID should be assigned to the next transaction associated
with the database session.

• OPErating system is operating-system
Identifies the host operating system under which the DC/UCF system is to run. Operating-system must be one of the
following values:

Value Operating System
CMS z/VM
VSE z/VSE
MVS z/OS

If not specified, the operating system defaults to:

• MVS for z/OS and z/VM systems
• VSE for z/VSE systems
• PAGe release is

For z/OS and z/VSE systems only, specifies whether the system is to invoke operating system services (PGRLSE for
z/OS systems, RELPAG for z/VSE systems) to release real page frames that are associated with virtual pages that are
no longer required and which contents do not need to be saved.
– YES

Directs the system to use the page release feature. Real page frames that are associated with virtual pages that are
no longer needed are available to other operating system tasks.
z/VSE systems: When you specify YES, the operating system SUPVR macro must specify PAGEIN=n.

– NO
Directs the system not to use the page release feature. z/OS users should specify NO.
NO is the default when you omit the PAGE RELEASE parameter from the SYSTEM statement.

• PRInt KEY is
Specifies the control key to use to print the contents of a terminal screen.
– PAn
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Identifies a program attention key. N must be the integer 1, 2, or 3.
– PFn

Identifies a program function key. N must be an integer in the range 1 through 24.
– OFF

Indicates that no systemwide print-screen key is defined.
OFF is the default when you omit the PRINT KEY parameter from the SYSTEM statement.

• PRInter CHEckpoint is
Specifies the frequency with which the system is to write checkpoints for each report as the report is printed.
– page-count

Directs the system to write printer checkpoints for all active reports. The system writes checkpoints for a given
report every page-count pages. If printing is interrupted (for example, by a task or system abend), the system
resumes printing the report at the last checkpoint.
Page-count must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767. A value of 0 is synonymous with OFF.

– OFF
Directs the system not to write printer checkpoints. The system resumes printing interrupted reports at the
beginning of the file.
OFF is the default when you omit the PRINTER CHECKPOINT parameter from the SYSTEM statement.

• PRInter CONtrol is
Specifies the printer form feed options.
– SCS FORmfeed is

Specifies the form feed sequence sent to SCS devices.
FF-NL
Specifies the form feed sequence is "FF" (form feed) followed by "NL" (new line). FF-NL is the default.
FF
Specifies the form feed sequence contains "FF" only.

– ON REPort STArt
Specifies what happens when a report starts printing.
FORmfeed for NATive print is
Specifies the form feed processing for native mode print reports.
FORmfeed for NON-Native print is
Specifies the form feed processing for non-native mode print reports.
Parameters for the two FORmfeed options are:
INSert
If needed, a form feed is inserted.
SUPpress
The report never starts with a form feed. If the report starts with a form feed, it is removed.
NO-Insert
No change to the report contents is made.
SCS CR-LF is
Suppresses the Carriage Return/Line Feed sequence at the beginning of a report that is transmitted to an SCS
printer.

– ON REPort END
Specifies what happens when a report finishes printing.
FORmfeed for NATive print is
Specifies the form feed processing for native mode print reports.
FORmfeed for NON-Native print is
Specifies the form feed processing for non-native mode print reports.
Parameters for the two FORmfeed options are:
• INSert

A form feed is inserted.
• NO-Insert
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No form feed is inserted.
• OVErriding REPort LINe LENgth is report-line-length

Specifies the line length to be used for all reports that are generated within a DC/UCF system.
Limits: 0 - 255
If this parameter is zero or not specified, the line length that is used is based on the printer terminal device type.
Because specifying a non-zero value impacts all DC/UCF reports, exercise caution if you set this parameter.

• PROgram pool is program-pool-size
Specifies the size, in 1K bytes, of the 24-bit program pool.
Program-pool-size must be an integer in the range 4 through 16,383. The default is 50.

• PROTect
Enables the use of storage protection. Programs for which the system generation PROGRAM statement specifies
PROTECT runs with the alternate protect key that is defined by the STORAGE KEY parameter.

• NOProtect
Disables the use of storage protection. Programs run with the primary protect key regardless of the PROGRAM
statement PROTECT/NOPROTECT specification.
Default: NOPROTECT is the default when you do not specify PROTECT or NOPROTECT in the SYSTEM statement.

• QUEue JOUrnal
Specifies whether the system is to write after images of queue records to the journal file.

WARNING
If you code the QUEUE JOURNAL parameter immediately following the RUNUNITS parameter, the system
generation compiler interprets the keyword QUEUE as a continuation of the RUNUNITS parameter.

• QUEue RETention is
Specifies the default time period that the system retains queues that are created dynamically. This value is used
only if no retention period is specified when a queue is created. Queues for expired retention periods are deleted
automatically the next time the system is started.
– queue-retention-period

Specifies the number of days that queues are retained.
Limits: 0 - 255 (255 is synonymous with FOREVER; 0 is synonymous with 1)

– FORever/OFF
Directs the system not to delete queues that are based on a retention period. FOREVER and OFF are synonyms
that you can use interchangeably.

• QUIesce wait is
Specifies if the system permits a task to wait for a quiesce operation to terminate; and if waiting is permitted the
amount of time the task waits before it is abnormally terminated.
– STAll interval

Specifies that the quiesce wait time for a task is the same as the task stall interval. STAll interval is the default.
– quiesce-wait-time

Specifies the quiesce wait interval in wall-clock seconds. quiesce-wait-time must be an integer in the range 1
through 32,767.

– FORever
Directs the system not to terminate tasks that are based on quiesce wait time.

– NOWait
Specifies that tasks do not wait for quiesce operations to terminate, and instead receive an error indicating an area
is unavailable. For navigational DML requests, an error-status value of 'xx66' occurs.

• RCE count is
Specifies the number of resource control elements (RCEs) to allocate at system startup.
– rce-count

Directs the system to allocate the specified number of RCEs at startup.
Rce-count must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767.

– DEFault/0
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Directs the system generation compiler to calculate the number of RCEs to allocate. DEFAULT and 0 are synonyms
and are used interchangeably.
DEFAULT is the default when you omit the RCE COUNT parameter from the SYSTEM statement.
Note: For more information about RCEs, see Resource Management.

• RCE AUTotune is
Indicates if CA IDMS should automatically tune the RCE count value using execution statistics.
– OFF

Turns off automatic tuning of RCE count.
– ON

Turns on automatic tuning of RCE count.
Default: OFF

• RECovery wait is
Specifies the amount of time the system permits a task to wait for a resource to be recovered by a failed data sharing
group member before the task is abnormally terminated.
– NOT ALLowed

Directs the system to cancel the task immediately.
Default: NOT ALLOWED.

– recovery-wait-time
Specifies the recovery wait time in seconds. Recovery-wait-time must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767.
A value of zero is treated as if NOT ALLOWED was specified.

– FORever
Directs the system to permit a task to wait indefinitely.

• REEntrant pool is reentrant-pool-size
Specifies the size, in 1K bytes, of the 24-bit reentrant pool. Reentrant-pool-size must be an integer in the range 0
through 16,383 and must be large enough to hold the largest reentrant program that executes under the DC/UCF
system. The default is 0.

• RELocatable threshold is
Specifies the point at which the system is to write relocatable storage in storage pool 0 to the scratch area
(DDLDCSCR) of the data dictionary.
– threshold-percentage

Directs the system to write relocatable storage to the scratch area across a pseudo-converse when the amount of
used space in the storage pool exceeds the specified threshold.
Threshold-percentage must be an integer in the range 0 through 100. A value of 0 is synonymous with YES. A
value of 100 is synonymous with NO.

– YES
Directs the system always to write relocatable storage to the scratch area across a pseudo-converse. YES is the
default.

– NO
Directs the system never to write relocatable storage to the scratch area across a pseudo-converse.

• REPort retention is
Specifies the amount of time the system is to retain a report in the queue area. Reports that exceed the specified
retention period are deleted automatically at system startup.
– report-retention-period

Specifies the report retention period in days.
Report-retention-period must be an integer in the range 0 through 255. The default is 7. A value of 255 is
synonymous with FOREVER.

– FORever/OFF
Directs the system not to delete reports that are based on a retention period.
FOREVER and OFF are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.

• RESource timeout
Controls the resource-timeout mechanism.
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– INTerval is
Specifies the amount of time the system is to wait for input from the terminal operator before invoking the resource
timeout program.

– resource-timeout-interval
Specifies the resource timeout interval in wall-clock seconds.
Resource-timeout-interval must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767.

– FORever/OFF
Disables the resource-timeout mechanism.
FOREVER and OFF are synonyms and can be used interchangeably.
FOREVER is the default when you omit the RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL parameter from the SYSTEM
statement.

– PROgram is resource-timeout-prog-name
Specifies the program that the system invokes to handle the resources that are owned by an inactive terminal when
the resource timeout interval expires.
Resource-timeout-prog-name must be the name of a program that is included in the system definition. The default is
RHDCBYE. RHDCBYE deletes all resources that are owned by the terminal and returns control to the system.

– Version version-num
Qualifies the named program with a version number. Version-num must be an integer in the range 1 through 9,999.
The default is 1.
Note: For more information about the resource-timeout mechanism, see Abend Detection and Timed Functions.

• RETrieval
Specifies whether the system is to maintain locks automatically for records in areas that are accessed in shared
retrieval usage mode.
– LOCk

Directs the system to maintain locks for records in areas that are accessed in shared retrieval usage mode. records
that are accessed by retrieval run units are prevented from being updated. However, the maintenance of the
additional locks adds overhead.

– NOLock
Directs the system not to maintain locks for records in areas that are accessed in shared retrieval usage mode.
NOLOCK is the default when you omit the RETRIEVAL parameter from the SYSTEM statement.

• RLE count is
Specifies the number of resource link elements (RLEs) to allocate at system startup.
– rle-count

Directs the system to allocate the specified number of RLEs at startup.
Rle-count must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767.

– DEFault/0
Directs the system generation compiler to calculate the number of RLEs to allocate. DEFAULT and 0 are synonyms
and are used interchangeably.
DEFAULT is the default when you omit the RLE COUNT parameter from the SYSTEM statement.

• RLE AUTotune is
Indicates if CA IDMS should automatically tune the RLE count value using execution statistics.
– OFF

Turns off automatic tuning of RLE count.
– ON

Turns on automatic tuning of RLE count.
Default: OFF

• ROUte codes =
For z/OS systems only, specifies operator-message routing codes to pass to the ROUTCDE parameter for write-to-
operator (WTO) macros that are issued by the system.
– (Os-routing-code)
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Specifies one or more operator-message routing codes, as described in the applicable operating system supervisor
services and macro instructions.
Os-routing-code must be an integer in the range 1 through 16. You must separate multiple routing codes by blanks
or commas.

– 0
Clears any previously established operator-message routing codes.

• RUNaway interval is
Specifies the maximum amount of time the system is to permit a task to execute without returning control to the
system.
– runaway-task-time

Specifies the runaway interval in wall-clock seconds.
Runaway-task-time must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767. The default is 10.

– OFF
Directs the system not to check for runaway tasks.

• RUNUnits for ... = run-unit-count
Specifies the number of predefined run units the system is to initiate at startup to service requests for:
– Load area processing in the system default dictionary
– Message area processing
– Queue area processing
– Security checking for system-level resources such as tasks, queues, and load modules
– Signon processing in the user catalog
– Destination processing in the system default dictionary
Run-unit-count must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767. The default is 1.
– LOAder

Predefines the specified number of run units for load area processing in the default dictionary.
– MSGdict

Predefines the specified number of run units for message area processing.
– QUEue

Predefines the specified number of run units for queue area processing.
– SECurity

Predefines the specified number of run units for security processing on system-level resources.
– SIGnon

Predefines the specified number of run units for signon processing in the user catalog.
– SYStem/dest

Predefines the specified number of run units for destination processing.
• SCRatch in STOrage is

Specifies whether scratch information resides in memory.
– NO

Specifies that the scratch information is not memory-resident.
– YES

Specifies that the scratch information is memory-resident.
• LOCation

Controls where memory for the scratch information is allocated with the following options:
– ANY|XA|64-bit

Determines the storage location. The storage that is needed for scratch processing is allocated directly from the
operating system and not from the CA IDMS storage pools.
ANY
Acquires 64-bit storage, if possible. If the request to allocate 64-bit storage fails, XA storage is acquired.
XA
Acquires 31-bit storage.
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64-bit
Acquires 64-bit storage. If the request to allocate 64-bit storage fails, no attempt to acquire XA storage is done.
• SCRATCH IN XA STORAGE IS YES is synonymous to SCRATCH IN STORAGE IS YES LOCATION XA.
• Usage of 64-bit storage is controlled by the MEMLIMIT parameter of the JOB or EXEC JCL statement.

• PRImary extent is
Specifies the primary scratch allocation size.
– prim-size-with-unit

Specifies the size of the initial storage area that is required for scratch use. Enter a number in the range 1-32767
followed by a unit of KB (Kilobyte: 2**10), MB (Megabyte: 2**20), GB (Gigabyte: 2**30), TB (Terabyte: 2**40), or PB
(Petabyte: 2**50).

– DEFAULT
Specifies the system default value. If the DMCL contains a scratch area definition, the default value is the number
of pages in the area that is multiplied by the page size. If no scratch area is defined in the DMCL, the system default
value is 1 MB.

• SECondary extent is
Specifies the secondary scratch allocation size.
– sec-size-with-unit

Specifies the amount of additional storage acquired when all existing scratch storage is in use. Enter a number
in the range 1-32767 followed by a unit of KB (Kilobyte: 2**10), MB (Megabyte: 2**20), GB (Gigabyte: 2**30), TB
(Terabyte: 2**40), or PB (Petabyte: 2**50).

– DEFAULT
Specifies the system default value. The size of the secondary allocation is equal to the size of the primary
allocation.

• LIMit is
Specifies the maximum scratch allocation size.
– limit-with-unit

Specifies the maximum amount of scratch storage. The system continues to allocate more storage for scratch
processing until the sum of all allocations reaches the value that is specified by limit-with-unit. Enter a number in
the range 1-32767 followed by a unit of KB (Kilobyte: 2**10), MB (Megabyte: 2**20), GB (Gigabyte: 2**30), TB
(Terabyte: 2**40), or PB (Petabyte: 2**50).

– DEFAULT
Specifies the system default value. If the DMCL contains a scratch area definition, the default value is the number
of pages in the area that is multiplied by the page size. If no scratch area is defined in the DMCL, the system default
value is the size of the primary allocation plus 99 times the size of the secondary allocation.

• SNAp SYStem is
Specifies whether to write a system snap dump to the DC/UCF log file. A system snap dump writes a formatted display
of the resources that are allocated to all active tasks.
– ON

Enables the writing of a system snap dump.
Default: ON is the default for the ADD SYSTEM statement.

– OFF
Disables the writing of a system snap dump.

• SNAp SYStem PHOto is
Specifies whether to write a system photo snap to the DC/UCF log file. A system photo snap provides a summary of
resources for all active tasks.
– ON

Enables the writing of a system photo snap.
Default:  ON is the default for the ADD SYSTEM statement.

– OFF
Disables the writing of a system photo snap.

• SNAp TASk is
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Specifies whether to write a task snap dump to the DC/UCF log file. A task snap dump writes a formatted display of the
resources that are allocated to the task being snapped.
– ON

Enables the writing of a task snap dump.
Default: ON is the default for the ADD SYSTEM statement.

– OFF
Disables the writing of a task snap dump.

– TRAce is ON|OFF|TASk
Controls the inclusion of trace information in task snaps.
• ON

Includes formatted trace information for all tasks in a task snap.
• OFF

Includes no trace information in a task snap.
• TASk

Includes only trace information for the task for which the snap is being issued.
Default: ON
• LIMit is snap-trace-limit|OFF

Limits the number of trace entries reported in a task snap.
• snap-trace-limit

Specifies the maximum number of trace entries that are reported in a task snap.
Limits: 0 - 32767
Default: 1000.  A value of zero is the same as specifying OFF.

• OFF
Indicates that there is no limit to the number of trace entries that are included in a task snap.

• SNAp TASk PHOto is
Specifies whether to write a task photo snap to the DC/UCF log file. A task photo snap provides a summary of the
resources for the task being snapped.
– ON

Enables the writing of a task photo snap.
Default: ON is the default for the ADD SYSTEM statement.

– OFF
Disables the writing of a task photo snap.

• SQL ROW LIMit is
Specifies the maximum number of rows that can be read or updated by a single SQL statement. Includes rows that are
processed internally, for example by a sort or an aggregate function, not only the number of rows updated or returned
to the user. The calls to a table procedure or procedure are also counted toward the limit. SQL ROW LIMit can be used
to limit database I/O activity.
Limits: 0 through 2,147,483,647
Default: 0. A value of zero indicates that there is no limit.

• STAcksize is tce-stack-size
Specifies the size, in words, of the work storage stack in each task control element (TCE).
Tce-stack-size must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767. The default is 1200.

NOTE
Usage of the stack increases when the system is extended with applications that run in system mode.
Examples of such applications are numbered exits, database procedures, TCP/IP generic listeners (defined
with MODE IS SYSTEM), and SQL-invoked routines (defined with SYSTEM MODE).

• STATistics
Controls the collection and writing of statistics.
– INTerval

Specifies the frequency with which system statistics and histograms are written to the log file.
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Regardless of the STATISTICS INTERVAL specification, system statistics and histograms are written to the log at
normal system shutdown and upon explicit request by means of a DCMT WRITE STATISTICS command.

NOTE
If the system is to write statistics that are based on a time interval, the internal statistics task, RHDCSTTS,
and the program it invokes, RHDCSTTS, must both be accessible to the DC/UCF system. If these
programs are secured through CA IDMS central security, you should assign them to a category and
should grant public access to that category. If these programs are secured through an external security
package, you should grant public access to them. For more information about the CA IDMS central
security facility, see the CA IDMS Security Administration section.

– statistics-interval
Specifies the statistics interval in wall-clock seconds.
Statistics-interval must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767. A value of 0 is synonymous with OFF.

– OFF
Directs the system not to write statistics that are based on a time interval.
OFF is the default when you omit the STATISTICS INTERVAL parameter from the SYSTEM statement.

– ROLl
Directs the system to write system statistics and histograms to the log file and roll them out at specified time and
day interval.
If you change the local time while Statistics Interval Roll is active, the interval continues to be every 24 hours from
the local time originally used as input. For example, after a time change, such as to daylight savings time, the
statistics run an hour later or earlier in local time. If you want to reset the statistics to run at the original local time,
you must either restart your system, where the interval is reset based on the values in the SYSGEN, or use the
DCMT VARY STATISTICS ROLL TIME HH:MM command to reset the interval to the local time.
• TIMe is interval-roll-time

Specifies the time of day in twenty-four-hour format (HH:MM) at which statistics are to be written and reset. The
time is interpreted as local time.
Default: 24:00

• FREquency is day-frequency
Specifies the day frequency at which system statistics and histograms are to be written and reset.
Range: 1 - 999
Default: 1

– NOROLl
Directs the system not to perform statistics interval roll.

– LINe
Directs the system to collect by-line histograms.

– NOLine
Directs the system not to collect by-line histograms.
NOLINE is the default when you do not specify LINE or NOLINE in the STATISTICS parameter of the SYSTEM
statement.

NOTE
Regardless of the LINE/NOLINE specification, system statistics for lines are always collected.

– TASk
Directs the system to collect by-task histograms or task statistics.
TASK is the default when you specify neither TASK nor NOTASK in the STATISTICS parameter of the SYSTEM
statement.

– COLlect
Directs the system to collect by-task histograms.
COLLECT is the default when you do not specify COLLECT or WRITE in the STATISTICS TASK parameter of the
SYSTEM statement.

– WRIte
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Directs the system to collect and write task statistics for each task.

NOTE
Task statistics must be collected to implement limits on task resource usage.

z/VSE systems: Task statistics are collected only if the IDMS$SVC macro is assembled with DC=YES.
– USEr

Directs the system to maintain separate task CPU-time statistics for system-mode time and user-mode time.
– NOUser

Directs the system to maintain one statistic representing total task execution time.
NOUSER is the default when you do not specify USER or NOUSER in the STATISTICS TASK parameter of the
SYSTEM statement.

– TRAnsaction
Enables the collection of transaction statistics.

NOTE
The collection of transaction statistics must be enabled if CA ADS dialog statistics are collected.

– NOTransaction
Disables the collection of transaction statistics.
NOTRANSACTION is the default when you specify neither TRANSACTION nor NOTRANSACTION in the
STATISTICS TASK parameter of the SYSTEM statement.

– NOTask
Directs the system not to collect by-task histograms or task statistics.

NOTE
Regardless of the TASK/NOTASK specification, system statistics for tasks are always collected.

• STOrage KEY is storage-protect-key
Specifies the value of the alternate protect key to use for programs running with storage protection enabled:
– For z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM systems, storage-protect-key must be an integer in the range 1 through 15
The default value for storage-protect-key is 9.
When key 9, the default, is used as the alternate protect key, the CA IDMS system and, the operating system are
protected from user written code. However, non-reentrant programs and user storage are not protected from each
other. Alternate protect key 9 is explicitly intended for the high-performance requirements of the production CV. When
key 9 is used as the alternate protect key, all user storage and non-reentrant programs are swapped into key 9 at
startup. Only the PSW key is changed during program execution, providing negligible CPU overhead compared to
running without storage protection.
The storage pools must be defined in such a manner that all forms of user-oriented storage are segregated from the
system storage. In other words, define both an XA and a non-XA storage pool for user storage types. Storage types:
user, user-kept, shared, and shared-kept, can be together, but they must be defined to secondary storage pools and
must be isolated from any secondary pools that contain database or terminal type storage. Program development
should not be done with key 9 as the alternate protect key.

• STOrage POOl is storage-pool-size
Specifies the size, in 1K bytes, of storage pool 0 (the primary storage pool).
Storage-pool-size must be an integer in the range 1 through 16,383. The default is 50.
– • SVC is

Specifies whether a CA IDMS SVC is used for communication between the DC/UCF system and programs
executing in other regions/partitions.
svc-number
Identifies the CA IDMS SVC.
Svc-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 255.
If a SYSCTL file is defined, the value that is specified by the SVC parameter is written to the SYSCTL file at
system startup.
NO
Specifies the system does not use an SVC for communication.
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NO is the default when you omit the SVC parameter from the SYSTEM statement.
z/VM systems: The IDMSVSVC module, and not the CA IDMS SVC, is used for communication under z/VM.
The SYSTEM statement, therefore, must specify SVC IS NO.

• SYSctl is
Defines the system control (SYSCTL) file batch programs requesting database services from which the DC/UCF
system uses.
ddname
Specifies the z/OS or z/VM ddname of the SYSCTL file.
filename
Specifies the z/VSE filename of the SYSCTL file.
Note: To change the filename for z/VSE, the filename must also be included in an idmsopti module.
SYSctl
Specifies SYSCTL as the default value for the z/OS ddname, or the z/VSE filename of the SYSCTL file.
DBName is
Identifies the database or data dictionary to which the system routes requests from programs using the SYSCTL
file.
database-name
Specifies a database name included in the SYSCTL file.
Database-name must be the name of a database accessible by the system being defined or by the system that
is identifiedby the NODENAME parameter.
DEFault
Indicates that a program using the SYSCTL file accesses the named database, only if the IDMSOPTI module or
the program do not name a database.
DEFAULT is the default when you do not specify DEFAULT or ALWAYS in the SYSCTL DBNAME parameter of
the SYSTEM statement.
ALWays
Indicates that programs using the SYSCTL file always accesses the named database.
NULl
Specifies the SYSCTL file does not contain a database name.
NODename is
Identifies the node name (system-name of SYSTEM ID parameter) to which the system routes requests from
programs using the SYSCTL file.
node-name
Specifies a node name to be included in the SYSCTL file.
Node-name must be the name of a DC/UCF system that is defined in the CA IDMS communications network.
DEFault
Indicates that database requests from programs using the SYSCTL file are directed to the named node only if
the IDMSOPTI module or the program do not name a node.
DEFAULT is the default when you do not specify DEFAULT or ALWAYS in the SYSCTL NODENAME parameter
of the SYSTEM statement.
ALWays
Indicates that database requests from programs using the SYSCTL file are always directed to the named node.
NULl
Specifies the SYSCTL file does not contain a node name.
NO
Specifies that programs that request services from the DC/UCF system are not used a SYSCTL file.
NO is the default when you omit the SYSCTL parameter from the SYSTEM statement.

• SYSLocks is system-lock-count
Estimates the maximum number of database locks that are held at one time within the system.
System-lock-count must be an integer in the range 1 through 2,147,483,647.
The default is 40,000.

• SYSLocks AUTotune is
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Indicates if CA IDMS should automatically tune the SYSLOCKS parameter value using execution statistics.
– OFF

Turns off automatic tuning of SYSLOCKS.
– ON

Turns on automatic tuning of SYSLOCKS.
Default: OFF

• SYSTrace
Enables or disables the system trace facility.
ON
Enables the system trace facility.
OFF
Disables the system trace facility. Typically, OFF is specified in production environments to eliminate storage and
processing overhead.
OFF is the default when you omit the SYSTRACE parameter from the SYSTEM statement.

• TRAce
Specifies system trace options.

• TABle SIZe table-size KB|MB
Specifies the size of the system trace table in kilobytes (KB) or megabytes (MB).
Limits: 0 - 9999
Default: 4 MB
Note: Two copies of the system trace table are allocated on all z/OS systems.

• ADJunct table SIZe adjunct-size KB|MB
Specifies the size of the adjunct trace table in kilobytes (KB) or megabytes (MB).
Limits: 0 - 9999
Default: 0

• SAVe ON|OFF
Controls whether trace information is saved for future reporting.

• ON
Enables saving of trace information.
– If an adjunct trace table is allocated, adjunct trace table entries are saved. If no adjunct trace table is

allocated, system trace table entries are saved.
– If one is defined in the run time DMCL or written to a defined log area, trace entries are written to the trace

area. If neither area is defined, no trace information is saved.
• OFF

Disables saving of trace information.
Default:
– OFF

• TICker interval is time-check-interval
Specifies the frequency, in wall-clock seconds, with which the system is to check timed functions (such as the runaway
interval).
Time-check-interval must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767. The default is 1.
z/VSE systems with BTAM terminals should accept the default value of 1. The recommended value for all other
systems is 5.

• UNDefined program count is
Specifies the number of null program definition elements (PDEs) to make available to the system.
– primary count

Specifies the number of null PDEs to include in the program definition table at system startup.
Primary-count must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767. The default is 0.

– secondary-count
Specifies the number of null PDEs to include in secondary allocations of null PDEs.
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If there are existing null PDEs that are occupied, the system allocates additional null PDEs from Storage pool 0.
Secondary-count must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767. If the secondary count equals 0, the system
terminates tasks requesting null PDEs when all the null PDEs allocated at startup are occupied. The comma
separating the primary and secondary count values is optional.
Default: 0

– FOR
Identifies the types of programs that are eligible for automatic definition. Enclose the program type specification in
parentheses. Multiple types must be separated by blanks or commas. Program types that are not included in the
FOR parameter are ineligible for automatic definition.
For example, FOR (DIALOGS MAPS TABLES) disallows automatic definition of subschemas.

NOTE
At runtime, the DC/UCF system enforces restrictions on automatic definition only for programs that reside
in the load area of a data dictionary and subschemas that reside in a load library. Dialogs, maps, and
tables that reside in a load library are always eligible for automatic definition.

– ACCess MODule
Allows automatic definition of access modules. An access module is an executable form of the SQL statements that
programs issue when using the CA IDMS SQL.

– DIAlogs
Allows automatic definition of dialogs that are created by the CA ADS dialog compiler (ADSC or ADSOBCOM).

– MAPs
Allows automatic definition of maps that are created by the CA IDMS Mapping Facility.

– SUBschemas
Allows automatic definition of subschemas that are created by the subschema compiler.

– TABles
Allows automatic definition of edit and code tables that are created by the IDD DD compiler.

– ALL
Allows automatic definition of CA ADS dialogs, maps, edit, and code tables, and subschemas.
ALL is the default when you omit the FOR parameter from the UNDEFINED PROGRAM COUNT parameter in the
SYSTEM statement.

• TRAnsaction SHAring is
Specifies the default transaction sharing option for all tasks within the system.
– OFF

Specifies transaction sharing is disabled for all tasks in the system.
– ON

Specifies transaction sharing is enabled for all tasks in the system.
• UPDate

Specifies whether the system is to maintain locks automatically for records in areas that are accessed in protected
update usage mode.
– LOCk

Directs the system to maintain locks for records in areas that are accessed in protected update usage mode.
Records updated are not accessed by retrieval run units. However, the maintenance of the additional locks adds
overhead.
Typically, LOCK is specified with the RETRIEVAL LOCK parameter.

– NOLock
Directs the system not to maintain locks for records in areas that are accessed in protected update usage mode.
NOLOCK is the default when you omit the UPDATE parameter from the SYSTEM statement.

• USErtrace
Determines the size of the buffer the user trace facility uses at runtime.
– ON entries = user-trace-buffer-entry-count
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Specifies the number of words that are allocated to the user trace buffer when the user trace facility is enabled for a
terminal. Each user trace entry requires approximately 25 words of storage.
User-trace-buffer-entry-count must be an integer in the range 1 through 9,999.

– OFF
Specifies that the system allocates a minimum user trace buffer of 253 words (or approximately 10 entries) when
the user trace facility is enabled for a terminal.
Default: OFF, when you omit the USERTRACE parameter from the SYSTEM statement.

• XA PROgram pool is xa-program-pool-size
For systems supporting 31-bit addressing only, specifies the size, in 1K bytes, of the 31-bit program pool. Xa-program-
pool-size must be an integer in the range 0 through 2,097,151. The default is 0.

NOTE
An XA PROGRAM pool may be added, or its size changed, at system generation time. At runtime, the DCMT
VARY SYSGEN REFRESH command with the PROGRAM POOL option makes the change effective.

• XA REEntrant pool is xa-reentrant-pool-size
For systems supporting 31-bit addressing only, specifies the size, in 1K bytes, of the 31-bit reentrant pool. Xa-
reentrant-pool-size must be an integer in the range 0 through 2,097,151. The default is 0.

NOTE
An XA REENTRANT pool may be added, or its size changed, at system generation time. At runtime, the
DCMT VARY SYSGEN REFRESH command with the PROGRAM POOL option makes the change effective.

• XA STOrage pool is xa-storage-pool-size
For systems supporting 31-bit addressing only, specifies the size, in 1K bytes, of storage pool number 255 (31-bit
storage pool). Storage pool 255 is used to allocate XA storage for database processing.
Xa-storage-pool-size must be an integer in the range 0 through 2,097,151. The default is 0.
Use the XA STORAGE POOL statement to define storage pools 128 through 254. These storage pools are used to
allocate XA storage for user applications.

NOTE
An XA STORAGE pool may be added, or its size changed, at system generation time. At runtime, the DCMT
VARY SYSGEN REFRESH command with the STORAGE POOL option makes the change effective.

• ALL
In DISPLAY/PUNCH statements only, directs the system generation compiler to display or punch the entire system
definition (that is, the system entity and all entities associated with the specified system).

• CURrent SYStem
In DISPLAY/PUNCH statements only, directs the system generation compiler to display or punch the definition of the
current system.

SYSTEM Statement Usage

The SYSTEM ID Parameter

The name that you specify as the system-name on the SYSTEM ID parameter of the SYSTEM statement is the identifier
of the DC/UCF system you are defining. System-name is the node name of the DC/UCF system and should be specified
as the object of a node name variable as appropriate. Also, system-name is the name that you should specify when
creating the resource SYSTEM as part of CA IDMS central security set-up.

Using AUTOTUNING

To use auto-tuning, change tracking must be active for the DC/UCF system, because statistical information needed for
tuning is captured in the SYSTRK files.

New DCMT commands display and reset values that are used in tuning.

While the use of auto-tuning can be beneficial in many situations, it is not recommended under the following conditions:
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• If a system is typically active for only short durations (less than 24 hours).
• If a parameter must be set to accommodate a rarely executed workload.

Choosing an Area Acquisition Threshold

Before the area acquisition threshold count is reached, the system frees locks on areas that are previously locked by
the database transaction if the transaction must wait to place a lock on another area. Once the threshold is reached, the
system does not release existing area locks before waiting for a new area lock.

If experience shows that a database transaction is not gaining access to areas as needed,you should specify the default
of OFF RETRY FOREVER .

Choosing a Deadlock Detection Interval

Always set the DEADLOCK DETECTION INTERVAL parameter to 1.

System-Internal Parameters

DPE COUNT is a system-internal parameter. You should accept the default value unless experience indicates that this
value is insufficient to meet processing needs.

ECB LIST is a system-internal parameter; you should accept the default value unless experience indicates that this value
is insufficient to meet processing needs.

RCE COUNT is a system-internal parameter; you should accept the default value unless experience indicates that this
value is insufficient to meet processing needs.

RLE COUNT is a system-internal parameter; you should accept the default value unless experience indicates that this
value is insufficient to meet processing needs.

The ECB List

The ECB list is used to synchronize events between the DC/UCF system and the host operating system. The list contains
pointers to ECBs for each task waiting for an operating system event (for example, a disk read). Upon completing an
event for which a task is waiting, the operating system posts the appropriate ECB. The DC/UCF system can then dispatch
the waiting task.

Journaling Retrieval Run Units

Specifying NOJOURNAL reduces the size of the journal file; however, potentially valuable audit-trail and statistical
information is not recorded.

Regardless of the JOURNAL/NOJOURNAL specification, the system always writes the following records to the journal file:

• BFOR and AFTR entries
• TIME, AREA, and ABRT checkpoints
• Records that are written by a user program

Specifying a Journal Fragment Interval

If your journal files are large, a journal fragment interval can significantly enhance warmstart processing. The warmstart
logic begins its recovery processing at the most recently accessed journal fragment. Also used with the journal driver task,
a journal fragment interval can result in journal records being written to the journal more quickly thus reducing journal file
bottlenecks.

To activate the journal fragment interval, you must specify a journal fragment interval of at least 100.

Specifying a Journal Transaction Level

You can reduce journal I/O activity by activating the journal transaction level and specifying the point at which CA IDMS
defers the writing of journal buffers to the journal file. Instead, CA IDMS waits until the journal buffer is full or until the
number of active transactions drops below the journal transaction level, before writing the journal buffer to the journal file.
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Specify at least a journal transaction level of 4.

Specifying a Print-Screen Key

The print-key specification overrides the control-key assignments in the keys table that is used for online products in the
CA IDMS environment. For example, if the keys table for online IDD assigns PF12 the function of printing the entire work
file and the SYSTEM statement names PF12 as the print-screen key, PF12 prints only the current screen during an online
IDD session. For more information about keys tables, see KEYS Statement.

NOTE
The transfer control facility (TCF) uses PF3 and PF9 for the TERMINATE and SUSPEND functions. If you define
the systemwide print-screen key as PF3 or PF9, be sure to specify an override for tasks that execute under TCF.
You use the system generation TASK statement to override the print-screen key for individual tasks. For more
information about the TASK statement, see TASK Statement.

Adjusting the TCE Stack Size

The recommended value for the STACKSIZE parameter is 1200. Use this value unless experience indicates it is
insufficient to meet processing needs. Runtime task abend code D009 and system abend code 3973 indicate that the
storage stack size requires adjustment.

No CA IDMS SVC under z/OS or z/VSE

If the SYSTEM statement specifies SVC IS NO under z/OS or z/VSE:

• Batch programs cannot communicate with the system.
• Programs executing under a TP Monitor can communicate with the system only if the TP Monitor is running in the

same region/partition as the DC/UCF system (that is, in attach mode). In this case, the SYSCTL parameter of the
SYSTEM statement must identify a system control file.

• Storage protection is not functional.
• The runaway-interval mechanism is not available.
• The system cannot include XA program and storage pools.
• The IDMSUSVC module must be link edited with the DC/UCF startup routine.

The System Trace Facility

The system trace facility is used to trace system events during the development and debugging of user programs and
can be managed at run time with the DCMT DISPLAY SYSTRACE and DCMT VARY SYSTRACE commands. When the
system trace facility is enabled, each database or teleprocessing request is traced through the system service modules
that are used in processing the request.

System trace information is recorded in a trace table buffer that is allocated at system startup. Each entry in the trace
table contains the task ID, the request type, and the contents of registers 11 through 16 and 1 through 8 for a service
request. When the trace table becomes full, the system begins recording new entries at the beginning of the table,
overwriting previously written entries. When a program issues a SNAP request, the system writes the trace table to the
log.

Automatic Program Definition

Null PDEs are used for the automatic definition of programs that are not defined by PROGRAM statements during system
generation. When you execute a program that is eligible for automatic definition, the system uses a null PDE for the
program definition.

Programs that are not eligible for automatic definition must be explicitly defined either during system generation by means
of the PROGRAM statement or at runtime by means of the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM command.

More Information:

• For more information about the PROGRAM statement, see PROGRAM Statement.
• For more information about the DCMT commands, see the CA IDMS System Operations section.
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The User Trace Facility

The user trace facility is used for debugging purposes.

When the user trace facility is enabled for a terminal, information about requests that are issued from the terminal is
recorded in the user trace buffer. When the buffer becomes full, new entries are written to the beginning of the buffer;
previously recorded entries are overwritten.

The user trace facility is enabled at runtime by means of either the DCUF USERTRACE command or the DCMT VARY
LTERM command.

Specifying commit and rollback options:

You can specify options that control the following commit and rollback behavior.

• The type of journal record written on a commit
• Whether a new local transaction ID is assigned on a rollback continue or commit

You can control whether a COMT or ENDJ journal record is written on a commit operation in which the database session
remains active. Writing an ENDJ can reduce recovery time because less data has to be examined to locate the start
of a recovery unit. This benefit applies to online recovery, warmstart, and ROLLBACK and ROLLFORWARD recovery
operations. ENDJ is most beneficial in cases where long-running transactions perform relatively infrequent updates
between commit operations. In cases where update transactions are committed frequently, writing ENDJ journal records
can negatively impact the amount ofinformation that is journaledbecause another BEGN journal record has to be written
before the first update following a commit operation.

NOTE
ENDJ journal records are always written when system run units are committed, regardless of the ON COMMIT
option specified.

You can control whether a new local transaction ID is assigned following a commit or rollback operation in which the
database session remains active. Assigning a new transaction ID reduces the chance of duplicate IDs should this value
wrap within a single cycle of a central version. It also has the effect of recording journal statistics separately by commit
recovery unit rather than across all recovery units within a database transaction. You can assign a new ID on a commit
operation only if you also specify that an ENDJ checkpoint record be written.

NOTE
A new transaction ID is always assigned when system run units are committed or rolled out.

Task Snap Dump and System Snap Dump Options

A task snap can provide useful information when developing and debugging user programs. These options can be
overridden dynamically by the DCMT command at the Task and Program level.

SQL Row Limit

The SQL Row Limit is an option to limit the number of rows that can be read or updated by a single SQL statement,
including rows that are processed internally, for example, by a sort or an aggregate function. The following items are also
counted toward the limit:

• The calls to a table procedure passed with the following operation codes: next row, update row, delete row, or insert
row

• The call to a procedure

Any DML executed by a table procedure or procedure is not counted toward the limit.

SQL Row Limit is more powerful than standard row count options because it can be used to limit additional database I/O
activity, rather than only limit the number of rows that are returned to the user in a result set. SQL Row Limit differs from
other CA IDMS limits as it is enforced at the statement level by the SQL engine and provides a recoverable error message
instead of task abend. Resource Limit Exit (Exit 20) is not invoked. 
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The SQL Row Limit is an attribute of the SQL session. It can be set on the SYSTEM statement and overridden on the
TASK statement in the SYSGEN and passed down to the session. Specifying the SQL Row Limit on the SET SESSION
overrides both the SYSTEM and TASK settings.  

NOTE

When using a cursor, the row limit applies to the cursor statement and is incremented for each fetch, positioned
update and positioned delete. 

Example SYSTEM Statements

Adding a System

The following SYSTEM statement shown adds DC/UCF system 80 to the data dictionary. Parameters not explicitly coded
default as indicated in the syntax.

 ADD SYSTEM 80
     CUSHION IS 6
     DEADLOCK DETECTION INTERVAL IS 300
     DUMP
     GENERATION IDENTIFICATION IS SYS80
     INACTIVE INTERVAL IS 300
     NOJOURNAL RETRIEVAL
     LOG DATABASE
     MAXIMUM ERUS IS 10
     MAXIMUM TASKS IS 13
     OPERATING SYSTEM IS MVS
     PRINT KEY IS PF12
     PRINTER CHECKPOINT IS 50
     PROGRAM POOL IS 100
     REENTRANT POOL IS 300
     RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL IS 1800
     RUNAWAY INTERVAL IS 60
     RUNUNITS
       FOR MSGDICT = 2
       FOR SIGNON = 2
       FOR SECURITY = 1
       FOR SYSTEM/DEST = 2
     SNAP SYSTEM OFF
     SNAP SYSTEM PHOTO OFF
     STACKSIZE IS 1200
     STATISTICS INTERVAL 3600
     STORAGE POOL IS 345
     SVC IS 173
     SYSCTL IS SYSCTL
     SYSLOCKS IS 1200
     SYSTRACE ON ENTRIES = 250
     TICKER INTERVAL IS 5
     USERTRACE ON ENTRIES = 500.
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Modifying a System

The following SYSTEM statement modifies the definition of DC/UCF system 80. Parameters not explicitly coded remain
unchanged.

 MODIFY SYSTEM 80
     NODUMP.
 

Displaying a System

The SYSTEM statement shown next, if issued after the MODIFY SYSTEM 80 statement shown above, displays the
definition of DC/UCF system 80. The display options default as specified in the SET OPTIONS statement.

 DISPLAY CURRENT SYSTEM.
 

The SET OPTIONS statement is described in SET OPTIONS Statement.

Deleting a System

The following SYSTEM statement deletes the definition of DC/UCF system 80 from the data dictionary.

 DELETE SYSTEM 80.
 

Expanding Storage Pool

The following examples are SYSGEN dynamic expansion syntax usage.

ADD XA STORAGE POOL 128              

    SIZE IS 6000                      

    CUSHION IS 128                    

    NOPGFIX                          

    RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD IS NO      

    CONTAINS TYPES ( USER USER-KEPT )

    DYNAMIC EXPANSION IS ON        

        

  MOD SYSTEM 218              

    XA STORAGE POOL

    DYNAMIC EXPANSION IS ON    

        

Non-Stop Processing

This section describes the enhancements that enable CA IDMS to support continuous operations.

Expanded Statistics Fields

Several fields used to collect CA IDMS run-time statistics have been enlarged to accommodate the larger values that can
be expected with faster processors and non-stop operations.

The field size has been increased from single to double words for statistics related to storage management and CPU
utilization. These changes affect the following DSECTs:

• #SCADS -- Subtask control area
• #SCTDS -- Storage control table
• #SMTDS -- Storage management table
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The following system tasks and operator commands now display larger values:

• OPER WATCH STORAGE SUBPOOL
• OPER WATCH STORAGE POOL USAGE <nn>
• DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE STORAGE <pool number>
• DCMT DISPLAY MPMODE
• DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM
• DCMT DISPLAY SUBTASKS
• DCMT DISPLAY SUBTASK <nn>

Where space is limited on the output screen, large values are displayed in scientific notation.

System Generation Statements
The system generation statements presented in this section are used to define the component entities of a DC/UCF
system, with the exception of the teleprocessing network entities. Statements used to define the teleprocessing network
are described in Teleprocessing Network Statements.

Statements in this section are presented in alphabetical order. The description of each statement is accompanied by
syntax, syntax rules, and examples.

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE and DISPLAY/PUNCH syntax for each entity type are presented together. Syntax rules follow the
presentation of both types of syntax. Options that apply to only one verb are noted in the rules. Syntax rules presented are
not repeated unless special considerations apply.

ADSO Statement -- Define CA ADS Generation
The ADSO statement is used to define the CA ADS generation and runtime environments. This statement supplies
information used by the DC/UCF system to build the CA ADS control block (OCB). The ADSO statement is required if CA
ADS is to be used with a DC/UCF system.

CA ADS/Batch users: If ADSO statement parameters are modified before using CA ADS/Batch or the ADSOBCOM
and ADSORPTS utilities, a new ADSOOPTI load module must be generated by running ADSOBSYS. For instructions on
running the ADSOBSYS utility, see the CA ADS Reference section.

ADSO Statement Syntax

►►─┬──────────┬─ ADSo ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ADD ────┤
   ├─ MODify ─┤
   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ACTivity log is ─┬─ YES ◄──┬─┘
                       └─ NO ────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ADStask is ─┬─ ADS ◄──────┬─┘
                  └─ task-code ─┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ADS2task is ─┬─ ADS2 ◄─────┬─┘
                   └─ task-code ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ADS2TCf task is ─┬─ ADS2U ◄─────┬─┘
                       └─ task-code ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AUTODialog is dialog-name ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►
   └─ AUTOStatus is ─┬─ YES ◄──┬─┬──────────────┬─┘
                     └─ NO ────┘ ├─ OPTional ◄──┤
                                 └─ MANdatory ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►
   └─ COBol MOVe is ─┬─ YES ──┬──┬──────────────┬─┘
                     └─ NO ◄──┘  ├─ OPTional ◄──┤
                                 └─ MANdatory ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►
   └─ COMment DELimiter is ─┬─ adso-comment-delimiter ─┤
                            └─ ‘!’ ◄───────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ DIAGnostic screen is ─┬─ YES ◄──┬─┘
                            └─ NO ────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─
   └─ DIAlog STAtistics ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►
  ─┬─ ON ─┬─ SELected ─┬─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┬┘
   │      └─ ALL ──────┘ └ CHEckpoint interval is ┬ 200 ◄───────────────┬┘ │
   │                                              ├ checkpoint-interval ┤  │
   │                                              └ NULL ───────────────┘  │
   └─ OFF ◄────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►
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   └─ FASt mode threshold is ─┬─ 6000 ◄───────────────┬─┘
                              ├─ fast-mode-threshold ─┤
                              └─ OFF ─────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►
   └─ MAXimum LINks is ─┬─ 10 ◄────────────┬─┘
                        └─ max-link-count ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ MENu is ─┬─ USEr ◄──┬─┬────────┬─┘
               └─ ALL ────┘ └─ KEEp ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ NEWpage mapout is ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘
                         └─ NO ◄──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►
   └─ OPErating system is operating-system ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►
   └─ PRImary pool is ─┬─ 4000 ◄───────────────┬─┘
                       └─ primary-buffer-size ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ RECord COMpression is ─┬─ ON ────┬─┘
                             └─ OFF ◄──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ RESources are ─┬─ FIXed ◄──────┬─┘
                     └─ RELocatable ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►
   └─ SECondary pool is ─┬─ 2000 ◄─────────────────┬─┘
                         └─ secondary-buffer-size ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─
   └─ STAtus definition record is ─┬─ ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC ◄────────────┬────────
                                   └─ status-definition-record-name ─┘

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►
  ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────┬─┘
   └─ Version is ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘ ├─ MANdatory ──┤
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                  └─ version-number ─┘   └─ OPTional ◄──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ STOrage MODe is ─┬─ CALculated ─┬─┘
                       └─ SGEnsize ◄──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH ADSO Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ all ADSo ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

ADSO Statement Parameters

ACTivity log is

Requests the CA ADS dialog compiler to perform activity logging for database commands in a dialog. Database activity
records document potential dialog database activity and are stored in the dictionary when the dialog is generated.

• YES
Enables activity logging.
YES is the default when you omit the ACTIVITY LOG parameter from the ADSO statement.

• NO
Specifies no activity logging is performed.

ADStask is task-code-a

Specifies the task code used to invoke the CA ADS runtime system. Task-code must be a task code that invokes the
program ADSORUN1, as defined in the data dictionary with a TASK statement. The default is ADS.

ADS2task is task-code
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Specifies the secondary task code used to invoke the CA ADS runtime system when not running under the CA IDMS
Transfer Control Facility (TCF). (The ADS2TCF parameter, described below, defines the secondary task code under TCF.)
This task code is used internally by CA ADS and will never be entered by the terminal operator.

Task-code must be a task code that invokes the program ADSOMAIN, as defined in the data dictionary with a TASK
statement. The default is ADS2.

ADS2TCf task is task-code

Specifies the secondary task code used to invoke the CA ADS runtime system while running under TCF. This task code is
used internally by CA ADS and will never be entered by the terminal operator.

Task-code must be a task code that invokes the program ADSOMAIN, as defined in the data dictionary with a TASK
statement. The default is ADS2U.

AUTODialog is dialog-name

Specifies a dialog to be initiated automatically when the terminal operator invokes the CA ADS runtime system but does
not enter a dialog name or ADSA application task code.

Dialog-name must be the name of a mainline dialog accessible to the terminal operator at runtime.

AUTOStatus is

Specifies the default AUTOSTATUS setting for dialog generation sessions.

• YES
Enables AUTOSTATUS for all dialogs at the beginning of a dialog generation session.
YES is the default when you omit the AUTOSTATUS parameter from the ADSO statement.

• NO
Disables AUTOSTATUS at the beginning of a dialog generation session.

• OPTional
Allows the application developer to override the default AUTOSTATUS setting during dialog generation.
OPTIONAL is the default when you specify neither OPTIONAL nor MANDATORY in the AUTOSTATUS parameter of
the ADSO statement.

• MANdatory
Prevents the application developer from changing the default AUTOSTATUS setting during dialog generation.

COBol MOVe is

Defines the treatment of numeric values placed into alphanumeric fields by arithmetic and assignment commands. The
COBOL MOVE parameter assigns the default option displayed on the CA ADS dialog compiler Dialog Options screen.

• YES
Indicates that CA ADS automatically moves the result of an arithmetic or assignment command into the target field
according to standard COBOL rules.

• NO
Indicates that CA ADS automatically moves the result of an arithmetic or assignment command into the target field
according to standard CA ADS rules.
NO is the default when you omit the COBOL MOVE parameter from the ADSO statement.

• OPTional
Indicates the application developer can change the COBOL MOVE setting on a dialog-by-dialog basis.

• MANdatory
Indicates the application developer cannot change the COBOL MOVE setting on a dialog-by-dialog basis.

NOTE
For more information about the COBOL MOVE parameter, see the CA ADS Reference section.

COMment DELimiter is ‘adso-comment-delimiter’
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Specifies the character to be used as the comment delimiter. adso-comment-delimiter must be a single character
enclosed in single quotes.

Default: An exclamation mark (‘!’)

DIAGnostic screen is

Controls the display of the Dialog Abort Information screen when the CA ADS runtime system detects an abend condition
in an executing dialog.

• YES
Indicates that CA ADS will display the Dialog Abort Information screen and will write error messages to the system log.
YES is the default when you omit the DIAGNOSTIC SCREEN parameter from the ADSO statement.

• NO
Indicates that CA ADS will not display the Dialog Abort Information screen. When the runtime system terminates an
abending dialog, CA ADS writes error messages to the system log and displays the following to the terminal operator:

ERROR OCCURRED DURING PROCESSING. CA ADS

DIALOG ABORTED.

DIAlog STAtistics

Specifies whether dialog statistics will be collected for CA ADS dialogs.

NOTE
Users can override DIALOG STATISTICS parameter options at runtime by means of the DCMT VARY ADSO
STATISTICS command. DCMT commands are described in CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands
section. CA ADS/Batch dialog statistics collection is enabled by means of the ADSOBSYS utility.

ON

Indicates that dialog statistics and application overhead activity statistics are collected.

CA ADS dialog statistics are collected only if transaction statistics collection is enabled.

SELected

Enables statistics collection for dialogs on a dialog-by-dialog basis in conjunction with the DIALOG STATISTICS
parameter of the PROGRAM statement (described in PROGRAM Statement.)

ALL

Enables statistics collection for all dialogs.

CHEckpoint interval is

Specifies the frequency with which dialog statistics are written to the system log file. The checkpoint interval is
based on the number of times statistics are accumulated for any dialog.

checkpoint-interval

Specifies that dialog statistics are written to the log file after being accumulated the indicated number of times.

Checkpoint-interval must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767. The default is 200. A value of 0 is
synonymous with NULL.

NULL

Specifies that no checkpoint interval applies and that statistics records are written to the log file after an
application terminates.
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OFF

Indicates that no dialog statistics will be collected.

OFF is the default when you omit the DIALOG STATISTICS parameter from the ADSO statement.

For more information about dialog statistics, see the System Operations section.

FASt mode threshold is

Specifies the point at which the CA ADS runtime system is to write record buffer blocks (RBBs) and statistics control
blocks to the scratch area (DDLDCSCR) of the data dictionary across a pseudo-converse. If the total size, in bytes, of
the RBBs and statistics control blocks in all storage pools exceeds the fast mode threshold (specified in bytes), and if the
ADSO statement specifies RESOURCES ARE FIXED, the system writes the RBBs and statistics control blocks to scratch.

NOTE
If the ADSO statement specifies RESOURCES ARE RELOCATABLE, the system writes RBBs and statistics
control blocks to scratch across a pseudo-converse regardless of the FAST MODE THRESHOLD specification.

MAXimum LINks is max-link-count

Specifies the maximum number of dialog levels that can be established by each CA ADS application thread.

Max-link-count must be an integer in the range 0 through 9,999. The default is 10.

The value specified for max-link-count should be equal to at least 3. A value of 5 is sufficient for most systems.

WARNING
Some CA products are CA ADS applications. Specifying too low a value for the MAXIMUM LINKS parameter will
affect the performance of these products.

MENu is

Controls the display of mainline dialogs on the CA ADS runtime system Dialog Selection screen.

• USEr
Specifies that CA ADS will display a mainline dialog on the menu screen only if the user holds the authority to execute
the dialog.
For more information about security, see the CA IDMS Security Administration section.
USER is the default when you omit the MENU parameter from the ADSO statement.

• ALL
Specifies that CA ADS will display all mainline dialogs on the menu screen.

• KEEP
Directs CA ADS to save the menu screen across pseudo-converses. If you do not specify KEEP, CA ADS rebuilds the
menu screen each time it is displayed.

NEWpage mapout is

Specifies how CA ADS is to perform a mapout when a dialog's map is already displayed as the result of a previous
mapout.

• YES
Indicates that CA ADS will always perform a new page mapout, mapping out literal fields as well as data, message,
and page fields.

• NO
Indicates that CA ADS will transmit only the map's data fields, message field, and page field (pageable maps only). A
new page mapout that includes literal fields will occur, however, if problems have occurred or if the terminal operator
has pressed the CLEAR key prior to the last mapin.
NO is the default when you omit the NEWPAGE MAPOUT parameter from the ADSO statement.
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NOTE
If the BACKSCAN option is enabled for any of the map's data fields, data from the previous mapout may
remain in the fields.

PRImary pool is primary-buffer-size

Specifies the size, in bytes, of the primary buffer. The primary buffer is acquired at runtime for any CA ADS dialog that
uses a database, map, subschema, logical, or work record and is used to hold those records. The primary buffer can
be allocated from storage pool 0 or from an XA storage pool if one is defined. The LOCATION parameter on the ADS
task statement determines where storage is allocated. Storage can be obtained from pool 0 or an XA storage pool when
LOCATION=ANY is specified. LOCATION=BELOW gets storage from pool 0. If the primary buffer becomes full, CA ADS
allocates storage for a secondary buffer, also determined by the LOCATION parameter (see the SECONDARY POOL
parameter).

Primary-buffer-size must be an integer in the range 0 through 2,147,483,647; the default is 4,000.

NOTE
The size of the primary buffer for CA ADS/Batch dialogs is specified by the ADSOBSYS utility.

RECord COMpression is

Specifies whether record buffer blocks (RBBs) are compressed across a pseudo-converse when they are retained in the
storage pool.

• ON
Specifies that RBBs are compressed across a pseudo-converse and restored at the end of the pseudo-converse.

• OFF
Specifies that RBBs are not compressed across a pseudo-converse.
OFF is the default when you omit the RECORD COMPRESSION parameter from the ADSO statement.

RESources are

Specifies whether storage used by the CA ADS runtime system is eligible for writing to the scratch area (DDLDCSCR) of
the data dictionary across a pseudo-converse.

• FIXed
Indicates that:
– Storage used for record buffer blocks (RBBs) and statistics control blocks is written to scratch across a

pseudo-converse only when the fast mode threshold is exceeded. You use the ADSO statement FAST MODE
THRESHOLD parameter (described above) to establish a fast mode threshold.

– Storage used for currency blocks, CA ADS terminal blocks (OTBs), OTB extensions, and variable dialog
blocks (VDBs) is not eligible for writing to scratch.

• RELocatable
Indicates that:
– Storage used for RBBs and statistics control blocks is always written to scratch across a pseudo-converse,

regardless of the relocatable threshold.
– Storage used for currency blocks, OTBs, OTB extensions, and VDBs is written to scratch across a pseudo-

converse only when the relocatable threshold is exceeded.
You use the RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD parameter of the SYSTEM statement to define a relocatable threshold for
the primary storage pool.
You use the RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD parameter of the system generation STORAGE POOL and XA STORAGE
POOL statements to define relocatable thresholds for secondary storage pools.
The SYSTEM statement is described in SYSTEM Statement.
The STORAGE POOL and XA STORAGE POOL statements are described later in this section.

SECondary pool is secondary-buffer-size
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Specifies the size, in bytes, of the secondary buffer. When the primary buffer becomes full, the secondary buffer is
allocated either from the DC/UCF system storage pool 0 or from the XA storage pool (see the PRIMARY POOL parameter
above). If the secondary buffer becomes full, the CA ADS system allocates additional secondary buffers as necessary.

Secondary-buffer-size must be an integer in the range 0 through 2,147,483,647. The default is 2,000.

NOTE
The size of the secondary buffer for CA ADS/Batch dialogs is specified by the ADSOBSYS utility.

STAtus definition record is status-definition-record-name

Specifies the default status definition record used by both CA ADS and CA ADS/Batch dialogs to reference error-status
values returned by executing dialogs.

Status-definition-record-name must be the name of a status definition record previously defined in the data dictionary. The
default is ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC.

• Version is version-number
Qualifies the named status definition record with a version number.
Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 9,999. The default is 1.

• OPTional
Allows the application developer to override the default status definition record specification during dialog generation.
The application developer can supply the name of an alternate status definition record for each generated dialog.
OPTIONAL is the default when you specify neither OPTIONAL nor MANDATORY in the STATUS DEFINITION
RECORD parameter of the ADSO statement.

• MANdatory
Prevents the application developer from overriding the default status definition record specification during dialog
generation.

STOrage MODe is

Determines the amount of storage to be allocated for record buffer blocks (RBBs).

• SGEnsize
Directs the CA ADS runtime system to use the buffer sizes specified by the PRIMARY POOL and SECONDARY POOL
parameters (described above) when acquiring storage space for RBBs.
SGENSIZE is the default when you omit the STORAGE MODE parameter from the ADSO statement.

• CALculated
Directs the CA ADS runtime system to calculate the size of the RBBs for an application or dialog and to use the
calculated size when acquiring storage space for the RBBs.

NOTE
For more information about calculated storage, see Storage Pools.

ADSO Statement Usage

CA ADS Buffer Sizes

The following considerations apply to specifying the primary and secondary buffer sizes in the ADSO statement:

• Each buffer contains one record-buffer-block (RBB) header. The RBB header requires 32 bytes of storage.
• For each record, CA ADS maintains a header:
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– Database record headers require 52 bytes of storage
– Logical record headers require 68 bytes of storage

• Each buffer must be large enough to accommodate the largest subschema, map, work, database, or logical record
used by a dialog, plus the RBB header, plus the record header.

• All records and headers are aligned on doubleword boundaries.
• The primary and secondary buffer sizes are also used by the CA ADS and CA ADS/Batch dialog compilers, by the CA

ADS application compiler, and by the ASF interface into CA ADS to allocate work areas for internal control blocks.

Example ADSO Statements

Defining the CA ADS Environments

The following statement defines the generation and runtime environments for CA ADS:

ADD ADSO

    ADSTASK IS ADSO

    ADS2TASK IS ADSO2

    AUTOSTATUS IS YES OPTIONAL

    DIAGNOSTIC SCREEN IS YES

    DIALOG STATISTICS ON ALL

    FAST MODE THRESHOLD IS 10000

    MAXIMUM LINKS 4

    MENU IS USER KEEP

    NEWPAGE MAPOUT IS NO

    PRIMARY POOL IS 6000

    SECONDARY POOL IS 10000

    STATUS DEFINITION RECORD IS ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC OPTIONAL.

Modifying the CA ADS Runtime System

The following statement modifies the CA ADS runtime system definition by changing the maximum links value to 5:

MODIFY ADSO

    MAXIMUM LINKS 5.
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Deleting the CA ADS Definition

The following statement deletes the CA ADS definition from the data dictionary:

DELETE ADSO.

AUTOTASK Statement -- Define Tasks
The AUTOTASK statement is used to define a task called an autotask. Autotasks are automatically initiated by the
system at startup and/or shutdown. Autotasks are noninteractive tasks; that is, they are not associated with a logical
terminal. Autotasks are often used for statistics collection, message handling, or special terminal handling.

AUTOTASK Statement Syntax

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE AUTOTASK Statement

►►─┬──────────┬─ AUTotask task-code ──────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ADD ────┤
   ├─ MODify ─┤
   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄
   └─ INVoked at ─┬─┬─ STArtup ◄──┬─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬─┘
                  │ └─ BOTh ──────┘ ├─ PREempt ─┬─────────────┬─┤ │
                  │                 │           ├─ ABEnd ─────┤ │ │
                  │                 │           └─ NOAbend ◄──┘ │ │
                  │                 └─ NOPreempt ◄──────────────┘ │
                  └─ SHUtdown ────────────────────────────────────┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH AUTOTASK Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ AUTotask task-code ─┬─────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─ ALL AUTotasks ──────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

AUTOTASK Statement Parameters

AUTotask task-code

Specifies the system will execute the task identified by task-code automatically.

Task-code must be a task code previously defined in the data dictionary with a TASK statement. The TASK statement
should specify the NOINPUT option, which causes the task to execute as soon as it receives control.

INVoked at

Specifies when the system will execute the autotask.

• STArtup
Specifies the system is to execute the task at startup, after initialization is complete, before any user tasks are
executed.
STARTUP is the default when you omit the INVOKED AT parameter from the AUTOTASK statement.

• BOTh
Specifies the system is to execute the task both at startup and at shutdown.

• PREempt
Indicates that the startup autotask executes to completion before user tasks are executed, including subsequent
autotasks.

• ABEnd
Directs the system to terminate abnormally if the startup autotask terminates abnormally.

• NOAbend
Directs the system to continue processing if the startup autotask terminates abnormally.
NOABEND is the default when you specify neither ABEND nor NOABEND with the PREEMPT parameter of the
AUTOTASK statement.

• NOPreempt
Indicates the startup autotask can execute concurrently with user tasks.
NOPREEMPT is the default when you specify neither PREEMPT nor NOPREEMPT with the STARTUP or BOTH
parameter of the AUTOTASK statement.

• SHUtdown
Specifies the system is to execute the task during shutdown, after all other user tasks are terminated.

AUTOTASK Statement Usage

Defining Autotasks

You define each autotask with a separate AUTOTASK statement, specifying a task code and the time at which the
autotask is invoked. When the AUTOTASK statement is successfully submitted to the system generation compiler, the
compiler cross-references the autotask with its corresponding task in the data dictionary. At runtime, the DC/UCF system
executes multiple autotasks in the order in which they are defined.
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NOTE
The AUTOTASK statement should not be confused with the LTERM statement AUTOTASK parameter, which
defines a task to be initiated automatically when a logical terminal is enabled. For more information about the
LTERM statement, see LTERM Statement.

Startup Autotasks

The system attaches startup autotasks after initialization is complete. A startup autotask can preempt execution of other
user tasks or can execute concurrently with user tasks. For more information about special considerations for startup
autotasks, see the AUTOTASK syntax description.

Shutdown Autotasks

The system attaches shutdown autotasks during a planned shutdown (that is, in response to a SHUTDOWN command)
after all other user tasks are terminated.

The ABEND/NOABEND Parameter

Before defining a startup autotask as PREEMPT ABEND, you should thoroughly test the task to ensure that it runs
normally. Otherwise, if the startup autotask abends, the system will abend. The suggested specification is PREEMPT
NOABEND.

Example AUTOTASK Statements

Adding an Autotask

The following statement defines task code ABC as an autotask that will execute in response to a SHUTDOWN command:

ADD AUTOTASK ABC

    INVOKED AT SHUTDOWN.

Modifying an Autotask

The following statement modifies autotask ABC to execute before user signon as well as at shutdown. The specification
PREEMPT indicates that, during startup, autotask ABC will execute to completion before any other user task is executed:

MODIFY AUTOTASK ABC

       INVOKED AT BOTH PREEMPT.

Deleting an Autotask

The following statement deletes autotask ABC:

DELETE AUTOTASK ABC.

DEFAULT PROGRAM Statement -- Assign Default Values
The DEFAULT PROGRAM statement is used to establish global defaults for system generation PROGRAM statement
parameters, overriding the defaults shown in the PROGRAM statement syntax.
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You can assign all PROGRAM statement parameters as defaults with the DEFAULT PROGRAM statement. If the program
is a map or subschema, however, defaults for the following parameters are set automatically and cannot be changed:

• LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER
• CONCURRENT
• NOSAVEAREA
• REENTRANT
• REUSABLE

DEFAULT PROGRAM Statement Syntax

DEFAULT PROGRAM Statement

►►─── DEFault ─┬───────────────┬─ PROgram ────────────────────────────────────►
               ├─ TEMporary ◄──┤
               └─ PERmanent ───┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────┐
 ►─▼─ program-statement-parameter ─┴──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DISPLAY/PUNCH DEFAULT PROGRAM Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ all DEFault ─┬───────────────┬─ PROgram ────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘               ├─ TEMporary ◄──┤
                               └─ PERmanent ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘
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DEFAULT PROGRAM Statement Parameters

TEMporary

Indicates the specified defaults are temporary.

TEMPORARY is the default when you specify neither TEMPORARY nor PERMANENT in the DEFAULT PROGRAM
statement.

PERmanent

Indicates the specified defaults are permanent.

program-statement-parameter

Specifies a default value to apply to the applicable PROGRAM statement parameter.

Program-statement-parameter is any PROGRAM statement parameter, including VERSION, described under PROGRAM
Statement. Specify as many PROGRAM parameters as necessary to override PROGRAM statement defaults.

DEFAULT PROGRAM Statement Usage

Permanent and Temporary Defaults

You can designate DEFAULT PROGRAM statement defaults as permanent or temporary:

• Permanent -- The defaults apply to all executions of the system generation compiler until overridden by another
DEFAULT statement. Permanent defaults are stored in the data dictionary as a prototype program source record with
the name 0DEFAULT, where 0 is hexadecimal 00.

• Temporary -- The defaults apply only to the current execution of the system generation compiler and are not stored in
the data dictionary.

Defaults established with the DEFAULT PROGRAM statement apply to all PROGRAM statements following the DEFAULT
PROGRAM statement. The system generation compiler maintains a list of all defaults in effect. The compiler updates the
list each time the defaults are changed with a DEFAULT PROGRAM statement. The DISPLAY/PUNCH PERMANENT/
TEMPORARY DEFAULT PROGRAM statement can be used to view the current list.

Example DEFAULT PROGRAM Statement

Specifying Temporary Defaults

The following DEFAULT PROGRAM statement assigns temporary default values to four PROGRAM statement
parameters that apply to CA ADS dialogs:

DEFAULT TEMPORARY PROGRAM

    LANGUAGE IS ADSO

    DIALOG

    NOMAINLINE
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DESTINATION Statement -- Group Users or Terminals
The DESTINATION statement is used to group users or logical terminals into a single logical destination for the purpose
of message or report routing. The destination definition comprises a destination identifier and the list of users or logical
terminals that constitute the destination. Each destination consists of one or more occurrences of a single type of entity
(logical terminal, user, or printer).

DESTINATION Statement Syntax

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE DESTINATION Statement

►►─┬──────────┬─ DEStination destination-id ──────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ADD ────┤
   ├─ MODify ─┤
   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ Version is ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘
                  └─ version-number ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ENAbled ◄──┤
   └─ DISabled ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►◄
   │ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────┐          │
   │ │             ┌────────── , ──────────┐        │          │
   ├─▼─┬─ LTErm ( ─▼─ logical-terminal-id ─┴─ ) ──┬─┴──────────┤
   │   │            ┌────────── , ──────────┐     │            │
   │   └─ DELete ( ─▼─ logical-terminal-id ─┴─ ) ─┘            │
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │               ┌────────────── , ──────────────┐       │ │
   ├─▼─┬─ PRInter ( ─▼─ printer-logical-terminal-id ─┴─ ) ─┬─┴─┤
   │   │            ┌────────────── , ──────────────┐      │   │
   │   └─ DELete ( ─▼─ printer-logical-terminal-id ─┴─ ) ──┘   │
   │ ┌──────────────────────────────────┐                      │
   │ │            ┌──── , ────┐         │                      │
   └─▼─┬─ USEr ( ─▼─ user-id ─┴─ ) ───┬─┴──────────────────────┘
       │            ┌──── , ────┐     │
       └─ DELete ( ─▼─ user-id ─┴─ ) ─┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH DESTINATION Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘
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 ►─┬─ DEStination destination-id ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────►
   │                              └─ Version is ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘ │
   │                                             └─ version-number ─┘   │
   └─ ALL DEStinations ─────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

DESTINATION Statement Parameters

DEStination destination-id

Specifies the destination identifier.

Destination-id must be a one- through eight-character alphanumeric value.

Version is version-number

Qualifies the destination with a version number.

Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 9,999. The default is 1.

Although multiple versions of a destination can exist in the data dictionary, a DC/UCF system uses only one version of a
destination at runtime. If multiple ADD DESTINATION statements specify the same destination identifier, the system uses
the first statement that appears in the system definition.

ENAbled

Specifies the destination is enabled when the DC/UCF system starts up.

ENABLED is the default when you specify neither ENABLED nor DISABLED in the DESTINATION statement.

DISabled

Specifies the destination is not enabled when the DC/UCF system starts up.

NOTE
Users can override the ENABLED/DISABLED parameter at runtime for the duration of system execution with the
DCMT VARY DESTINATION command.
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LTErm (logical-terminal-id)

Specifies one or more logical terminals that constitute the destination.

Logical-terminal-id must be the identifier of a logical terminal previously defined in the data dictionary with an LTERM
statement.

The logical terminal identifiers must be enclosed in parentheses. Multiple identifiers must be separated by one or more
commas or blanks.

DELete (logical-terminal-id)

Directs the DC/UCF system to delete the specified logical terminal identifiers from the destination definition.

Logical-terminal-id must be the identifier of a logical terminal previously included in the destination.

The logical terminal identifiers must be enclosed in parentheses. Multiple identifiers must be separated by one or more
commas or blanks.

This parameter is valid only for MODIFY operations.

PRInter (printer-logical-terminal-id)

Defines the destination as a printer destination and specifies one or more logical terminals that constitute the destination.

Printer-logical-terminal-id must be the identifier of a logical terminal previously defined in the data dictionary as a printer
(with an LTERM statement).

DELete (printer-logical-terminal-id)

Directs the DC/UCF system to delete the specified printer identifiers from the destination definition.

Printer-logical-terminal-id must be the identifier of a printer previously included in the destination.

The printer identifiers must be enclosed in parentheses. Multiple identifiers must be separated by one or more commas or
blanks.

This parameter is valid only for MODIFY operations.

USEr (user-id)

Specifies one or more users that constitute the destination. If the user identifier contains blanks or special characters, the
identifier must be enclosed in site-standard quotation marks.

The user identifiers must be enclosed in parentheses. Multiple identifiers must be separated by one or more commas or
blanks.

DELete (user-id)

Directs the DC/UCF system to delete the specified user identifiers from the destination definition.

User-id must be the identifier of a user previously included in the destination. If the user identifier contains blanks or
special characters, the identifier must be enclosed in site-standard quotation marks.

The user identifiers must be enclosed in parentheses. Multiple identifiers must be separated by one or more commas or
blanks.

This parameter is valid only for MODIFY operations.

DESTINATION Statement Usage

At Least One Entity in a Destination

One LTERM, USER, or PRINTER option must be specified for each DESTINATION statement to generate an executable
system.
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Defining a Destination with Logical and Printer Terminals

When defining a destination composed of logical terminals or printer terminals, you should ensure that an LTERM
statement and its associated PTERM statement exist in the system definition for each destination entry. The optional
PTERM statement PRINTER DESTINATION parameter assigns a destination for WRITE TO PRINTER requests. You
should ensure that, if a DESTINATION entity occurrence is deleted; all PTERM PRINTER DESTINATION parameters are
updated to reference existing destinations.

Destinations not Required for Message Routing Facilities

You do not have to define destinations to use DC/UCF message routing facilities. Messages can be routed to individual
users or logical terminals.

Example DESTINATION Statements

Defining a Destination with Logical Terminals

The following statement creates destination ABC, which consists of four logical terminals:

ADD DESTINATION ABC

    LTERM (LTM001 LTM012 LTM041 LTM153).

Defining a Destination with Users

The following statement creates destination XYZ, which consists of four users:

ADD DESTINATION XYZ

    USER (WHH JPK HMS HAL).

Defining a Printer Destination

The following statement creates the printer destination PRT, which consists of the logical terminal PRTLT1:

ADD DESTINATION PRT

    PRINTER (PRTLT1).

Modifying a Destination

The following statement modifies destination XYZ by adding users ALK and RIL and deleting users HMS and HAL:

MODIFY DESTINATION XYZ

    USER (ALK, RIL)

    DELETE (HMS, HAL).

Deleting a Destination
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To delete destination ABC from earlier example:

MOD DESTINATION ABC

 DEL (LTM001 LTM012 LTM041 LTM153).

GEN.

DELETE DESTINATION ABC.

GEN.

IDD Statement -- Define Default Usage Mode
The IDD statement is used to define the default usage mode in which the IDD DDDL compiler will access the data
dictionary at runtime. Different default usage modes can be specified for separate areas of the data dictionary. The IDD
statement applies to all dictionaries defined to the DC/UCF system regardless of the segment to which it belongs.

NOTE
The usage mode can be overridden at runtime when the user signs on to IDD using the DDDL compiler
SIGNON statement. For more information, see the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section.

IDD Statement Syntax

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE IDD Statement

►►─┬──────────┬─ IDD ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ADD ────┤
   ├─ MODify ─┤
   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►◄
   │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   └─▼─ USAge mode is ─┬─ UPDate ◄──────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┴─┘
                       ├─ PROtected UPDate ─┤ └─ for ─┬─ DDLDML ───┬─┘
                       └─ RETrieval ────────┘         ├─ DDLDCLOD ─┤
                                                      ├─ DDLDCMSG ─┤
                                                      └─ ALL ◄─────┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH IDD Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ all IDD ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
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   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

IDD Statement Parameters

USAge mode is

Specifies the area usage mode in which the DDDL compiler can access the data dictionary.

• UPDate
Allows all IDD users to update the data dictionary concurrently. The DDDL compiler has extensive code to prevent
deadlock conditions or situations in which users must wait for commands issued by other users to be processed.
UPDATE is the default when you omit the USAGE MODE parameter from the IDD statement.

NOTE
Shared update is the suggested usage mode for IDD.

• PROtected UPDate
Allows only one IDD user to update the data dictionary at a time. Other users can perform only retrieval operations
against the data dictionary. During an online IDD session, one user has exclusive control for update only when the
DDDL compiler is invoked. Between terminal interactions, the areas can be updated by other users.

• RETrieval
Allows all IDD users to perform only retrieval operations against the data dictionary.

for

Specifies the areas to which the selected usage mode applies.

• DDLDML
Indicates the specified usage mode applies only to the DDLDML area.

• DDLDCLOD
Indicates the specified usage mode applies only to the DDLDCLOD area.

• DDLDCMSG
Indicates the specified usage mode applies only to the DDLDCMSG area.

• ALL
Indicates the specified usage mode applies to all areas.
ALL is the default when you omit the FOR parameter from the USAGE MODE parameter of the IDD statement.
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Example IDD Statement

Defining the Default Usage Mode for IDD

The following example illustrates the use of the IDD statement. The default usage mode for all areas of the data dictionary
is set to protected update for IDD.

ADD IDD USAGE IS PROTECTED UPDATE

    FOR ALL.

KEYS Statement -- Define a Keys Table
The KEYS statement is used to define a table that associates 3270-type terminal control keys with the following online
components of a DC/UCF system:

• CA ADS Runtime System
• Line-mode I/O operations
• Online debugger menu mode
• Online IDD
• CA OLQ menu facility
• Online schema compiler
• Online subschema compiler
• Online system generation compiler

NOTE
The control-key assignment made by the PRINT KEY parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement
overrides all KEYS statement assignments for the specified key. For more information about the SYSTEM
statement, see SYSTEM Statement.

KEYS Statement Syntax

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE KEYS Statement

►►─┬──────────┬─ KEYs for TABle keys-table-name ──────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ADD ────┤
   ├─ MODify ─┤
   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─── are ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►
           │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────────┐ │
           └─▼─┬─ CLEar ─┬─ is function function-number ─┴─┘
               ├─ ENTer ─┤
               ├─ PAn ───┤
               └─ PFn ───┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   │ ┌─────────────────────────────┐ │
   └─▼─ application-specification ─┴─┘

Expansion of application-specification

►►─── for APPlication application-name ───────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ DELete ─┤
   └─ NULl ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   └─▼─┬─ CLEar ─┬─ is function function-number ─┴─┘
       ├─ ENTer ─┤
       ├─ PAn ───┤
       └─ PFn ───┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH KEYS Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ KEYs for TABle keys-table-name ─┬─────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─ ALL KEYs ───────────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘
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KEYS Statement Parameters

TABle keys-table-name

Specifies the name of the keys table.

Keys-table-name must be a one- through eight-character alphanumeric value.

are

Specifies the control-key assignments in the keys table. You can specify any number of control-key assignments.

• CLEar
Assigns the specified function to the CLEAR key.

• ENTer
Assigns the specified function to the ENTER key.

• PAn
Assigns the specified function to the named program attention key.
N must be 1, 2, or 3.

• PFn
Assigns the specified function to the named program function key.
N must be an integer in the range 1 through 24.

• is function function-number
Specifies the application function to which the named control key is to be assigned.
Function-number must be an integer in the range 0 through 255 that corresponds to an application function. Leading
zeros are not required.

application-specification

Associates one or more applications with the keys table and optionally establishes unique control-key assignments for
each application.

Expanded syntax for application-specification is shown above immediately following the KEYS statement syntax.

for APPlication application-name

Associates the named application with the keys table.

Application-name must be the one- through eight-character name of an application.

The applications listed in the SYSTEM table are referenced by the following values: IDD, OLM, OLQ, ADSO, ADSA,
ADSORUN, or LINEMODE. IDD refers to online IDD, the online schema compiler, the online system generation compiler,
and the online subschema compiler.

DELete

Disassociates the named application from the keys table.

NULl

Clears the control-key assignments for the named application. Control-key assignments for the application revert to those
specified in the ARE parameter.

CLEar

Assigns the specified function to the CLEAR key for the named application only.

ENTer

Assigns the specified function to the ENTER key for the named application only.

PAn
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Assigns the specified function to the named program attention key for the named application only.

N must be 1, 2, or 3.

PFn

Assigns the specified function to the named program function key for the named application only.

N must be an integer in the range 1 through 24.

is function function-number

Specifies the application function to which the named control key is to be assigned.

Function-number must be an integer in the range 0 through 255 that corresponds to an application function. Leading zeros
are not required.

KEYS Statement Usage

Defining Keys Tables

You can include any number of keys tables in a system definition. Each table can contain separate control-key
assignments for the components included in the table and/or common control-key assignments to be shared by one or
more components. Within each table, multiple keys can be defined to invoke the same function.

Establishing Default Control-Key Assignments

Default control-key assignments are supplied for each of the components listed above in a predefined keys table named
SYSTEM. The definition of the SYSTEM keys table is stored in a data dictionary module named DC-PFKEY-DEF during
installation. You can use the INCLUDE statement to include the definition of the SYSTEM keys table in the current system
definition. For more information about the INCLUDE statement, see INCLUDE Statement.

You can use the KEYS statement to modify the SYSTEM keys table or to add a different table named SYSTEM to the
system definition; however, a table named SYSTEM should be included in all system definitions. At runtime, the DC/UCF
system uses the table named SYSTEM as a default. If you do not include a keys table named SYSTEM in the system
definition, the DC/UCF system will not have default control keys.

Displaying Keys Tables

At runtime, users can issue the DCUF SET TABLE command to establish a different keys table as the session default.
Additionally, users can issue a DCUF SHOW TABLES command to display the available keys tables and a DCUF SHOW
KEYS command to view control-key assignments. DCUF commands are described in the CA IDMS System Tasks and
Operator Commands section.

The SYSTEMS Keys Table
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The following table lists the default control-key assignments in the SYSTEM keys table. Note that online IDD, the online
schema compiler, the online subschema compiler, and the online system generation compiler share default control-key
assignments.

Application Name Function Description Default Key
ADSORUN
CA ADS runtime system

001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013

Unassigned
Leave application
Leave CA ADS
Unassigned
Unassigned
RETURN
RETURN CONTINUE
RETURN CLEAR
RETURN CLEAR CONTINUE
RETURN TO TOP
RETURN TO TOP CONTINUE
RETURN TO TOP CLEAR
RETURN TO TOP CLEAR
CONTINUE

PA1

CLEAR

DEBUG
Online debugger menu mode

001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
015
016

Return to prompt mode
Display Usage screen
Display activity screen for
current command
Display help screen for current
command
Unassigned
Display Keys screen
Display prior page
Display next page
Display Symbols screen
Exit debugger
Unassigned
Print
Process current screen
Refresh current screen
Unassigned
Return up one level

PF9
PF1
PF3
PF4
PF2
PF6
PF7
PF8
PF5
PA2
PF11
PF12
ENTER
PA1
PF10
CLEAR
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IDD
Online IDD
Online schema compiler
Online subschema compiler
Online system generation
compiler

001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
015
016

Display next page
Display prior page
Display next line
Insert a screen of lines in work
file
Update screen contents and
work
file
Update the work file and
execute
the compiler
Unassigned
Unassigned
Swap
Unassigned
Unassigned
Print
Unassigned
Cancel changes to current
screen/
reline prior screen
Clear work file
Update screen contents and
work
file OR update work file and
execute the compiler

PF1/PF8/ PF13/PF20
PF2/PF7/ PF14/PF19
PF3/PF15
PF4/PF16
PF5/PF17
PF6/PF18
PF8
PF9/PF21
PF10
PF11
PF12/PF24
PA1
PA2
CLEAR
ENTER

LINEMODE
Line-mode I/O operations

001
002
003
004

Page forward
Page backward
Page forward or to selected
page
Exit line mode

PA1
PA2
ENTER
CLEAR
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OLM
Batch mapping compiler

001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
015
016

Display Initial (Map) Definition
screen
Display Format screen
Display Field Selection screen
Display Field Edit screen
Display Map Image screen
Set cursor on Format screen
Change session execution
mode
(STEP/FAST)
Propagate fields on Format
screen
Display Correct/Incorrect
Attributes screen
Display Extended Field Edit
screen
Update screen contents and/or
proceed to next screen
Display previous screen/terminal
session
Clear current processing/
selection list
Clear current mapping session/
delete
Display Additional Records
screen
Display Extended Map Definition
screen (Releases 10.1 and 10.2
only)

PF1
PF2
PF3
PF4
PF5
PF6
PF7
PF8
PF9
PF10
ENTER
CLEAR
PA1
PA2
PF11
PF13

OLQ
CA OLQ menu facility

001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011

Display Report Processing
screen
Display Signon Database View
screen
Display Menu screen
Display Record Select screen
Display Field Select screen
Display Display Report screen
Display Error screen
Display Help screen
Quit
Swap to native mode OLQ
Execute path (Retrieval
Completed
screen)

PF2/PF14
PF6/PF18
PF5/PF17
PF4/PF16
PF1/PF13
PF3/PF15
PF9/PF21
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OLQ (cont.) 012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037
038
039
040

Unassigned
Display Path Select screen
Display Report Fields - Break/
Sort screen
Display Report Fields - Header
screen
Display Report Fields - Edit
screen
Unassigned
Unassigned
Display Relational Record Menu
screen
Display Print Processing screen
Display Qfile Processing screen
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned
Process screen - step mode
Process screen - fast mode
Display previous screen
Cancel all screen changes
(RESTART)
Display Record List
Display Field List
Display commands (global help)
Display first
Display last
Cancel current screen changes
(RESHOW)
Route control to transfer control
facility (SWITCH)
Print current report at default
destination
Display next
Display prior
Display right
Display left

PF12/PF24
ENTER
CLEAR
PA1
PF2/PF14
PA2

PF8/PF20
PF7/PF19
PF11/PF23
PF10/PF22

Example KEYS Statement

Defining a Keys Table with an Application Override

The following statement creates the keys table COMMTAB, which establishes shared control-key assignments for the IDD
and LINEMODE applications and, for IDD, redefines the CLEAR key to invoke function 15:

ADD KEYS FOR TABLE COMMTAB

      PF7 = FUNCTION 2

      PF8 = FUNCTION 1

      CLEAR = FUNCTION 4
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    FOR APPLICATION LINEMODE

    FOR APPLICATION IDD

      CLEAR = FUNCTION 15.

Clearing an Application-Specific Control-Key Assignment

The following statement modifies the keys table COMMTAB, clearing the control-key assignment for IDD:

MODIFY KEYS FOR TABLE COMMTAB

    FOR APPLICATION IDD

      NULL.

Disassociating an Application from a Keys Table

The following statement modifies the keys table COMMTAB, removing the LINEMODE application from the table:

MODIFY KEYS FOR TABLE COMMTAB

    FOR APPLICATION LINEMODE

      DELETE.

Deleting a Keys Table

The following statement deletes the keys table COMMTAB from the current system definition:

DELETE KEYS FOR TABLE COMMTAB.

LOADLIST Statement -- Define Load Lists
The LOADLIST statement is used to define load lists. A load list identifies the load libraries and data dictionaries the DC/
UCF system is to search for programs to be loaded. The system searches the libraries and dictionaries in the order in
which they are named in the load list.

Using load lists, you can:

• Control the location from which programs are loaded at runtime
• Tune system performance by defining load lists with a minimum number of entries
• Concatenate multiple test load libraries (z/OS systems only) and alternate dictionaries in a load list for greater flexibility

in a test environment
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LOADLIST Statement Syntax

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE LOADLIST Statement

►►─┬──────────┬─ LOAdlist loadlist-name ──────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ADD ────┤
   ├─ MODify ─┤
   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►◄
   │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   └─▼─┬───────────┬─┬─ dictionary-specification ─────────┬┴─┘
       └─ EXClude ─┘ └─ LOAdlib is ─┬─ Vnnnn ────────────┬┘
                                    ├─ USER-Default ─────┤
                                    └─ SYSTEM-Default ◄──┘

Expansion of dictionary-specification

►►─── DICTNAme is ─┬─ dictionary-name ───┬────────────────────────────────────►
                   ├─ USER-Default ──────┤
                   └─ SYSTEM-Default ────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►
   └─ DICTNOde is ─┬─ node-name ────────┬─┘
                   ├─ USER-Default ─────┤
                   └─ SYSTEM-Default ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄
   └─ load module Version is ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘
                              ├─ version-number ─┤
                              └─ USER-Default ───┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH LOADLIST Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ LOAdlist load-list-name ─┬────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─ ALL LOAdlists ───────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
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       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

LOADLIST Statement Parameters

LOAdlist load-list-name

Identifies the load list being added, modified, deleted, displayed, or punched.

Load-list-name must be the one- through eight-character name of the load list.

EXCLUDE

Excludes the following load library or data dictionary from the load list.

dictionary-specification

Specifies a data dictionary to include in the load list.

Expanded syntax for dictionary-specification is shown above immediately following the LOADLIST statement syntax.

LOAdlib is

Identifies a load library to include in the load list.

NOTE
Multiple load libraries are supported under z/OS only.

DICTNAme is

Identifies a data dictionary to include in the load list.

• dictionary-name
Explicitly specifies a data dictionary.
Dictionary-name must be the name of a data dictionary included in a segment of the DMCL defined either for the
current system or for the system identified by the DICTNODE parameter (described below).

• USER-Default
Specifies the current session default dictionary established by the DCUF SET DICTNAME command.

• SYSTEM-Default
Specifies the system default dictionary.

DICTNOde is

Specifies the name of the DC/UCF system that controls the dictionary specified by the DICTNAME parameter.

• node-name
Specifies a node name.
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Node-name must be the name of a DC/UCF system defined in the CA IDMS communications network.
• USER-Default

Specifies the current session default node established by the DCUF SET DICTNODE command.
• SYSTEM-Default

Specifies the current DC/UCF system.
SYSTEM-DEFAULT is the default when you omit the DICTNODE parameter from the DICTNAME parameter of the
LOADLIST statement.

load module Version is

Specifies the version number the DC/UCF system will use when searching for load modules in the data dictionary
identified by the DICTNAME parameter.

• version-number
Explicitly specifies a version number.
Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 9,999. The default is 1.

• USER-Default
Specifies the current session default version number established by the DCUF TEST command.
If USER-Default is specified, but no DCUF SET TEST is in effect, the entry in the load list is bypassed.

LOADLIST Statement Usage

Defining Loadlists

You can include any number of load lists in a DC/UCF system definition. You use the SYSTEM statement to designate
one load list as the system default. The SYSTEM statement is described in SYSTEM Statement.

System Default Loadlist (SYSLOAD)

One predefined load list, SYSLOAD, is available to all DC/UCF systems at runtime. SYSLOAD is used as the system
default load list if you do not designate a system default during system generation. The SYSLOAD load list has the
following definition:

ADD LOADLIST SYSLOAD

    DICTNAME IS USER-DEFAULT VERSION IS USER-DEFAULT

    DICTNAME IS SYSTEM-DEFAULT VERSION IS USER-DEFAULT

    LOADLIB IS USER-DEFAULT

    DICTNAME IS USER-DEFAULT VERSION IS 1

    DICTNAME IS SYSTEM-DEFAULT VERSION IS 1

    LOADLIB IS SYSTEM-DEFAULT.

Changing the Loadlist in Effect for a DC/UCF Session

At runtime, users can vary the load list in effect for the current session by means of the DCUF SET LOADLIST command.
DCUF commands are described in CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands section.

Changing the User-Default Dictionary and Load Library
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The user-default dictionary can be set at runtime

• In a user profile with the dictname parameter
• If not set in the user profile or if the dictname parameter of the user profile can be overridden, you can use the DCUF

SET DICTNAME command

The user-default load library and version can be set at runtime using the DCUF TEST command.

Adding Elements to a Loadlist

Load libraries and data dictionaries added to a previously existing load list are placed at the end of the list. To insert a
library or dictionary before the last entry in a load list, you must first delete all entries beyond the position in which the new
entry is to be inserted. Then you can add the new entry and the deleted entries in the appropriate order.

Program Loading Criteria

In addition to being defined in a loadlist, programs must also meet one of the criteria below to be loaded (whether they
reside in a load library or a load area designated in the load list) into a program pool.

• The specific version of the program must be explicitly defined in a system generation PROGRAM statement.
• The specific version of the program must be explicitly defined at runtime with a DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM

command.
• The program must be eligible to be loaded with a null PDE. For more information about null PDEs and undefined

programs, see SYSTEM Statement.

Example LOADLIST Statements

Creating a Loadlist

The following statement creates load list SYS09TST:

ADD LOADLIST SYS09TST

    DICTNAME IS TSTDICT VERSION IS 5

    DICTNAME IS TSTDICT VERSION IS 1

    DICTNAME IS MISDICT

    LOADLIB IS SYSTEM-DEFAULT

    DICTNAME IS SYSTEM-DEFAULT.

Deleting an Element from a Loadlist

The following statement deletes the MISDICT data dictionary from the SYS09TST load list:

MODIFY LOADLIST SYS09TST

    EXCLUDE DICTNAME MISDICT.

Deleting a Loadlist
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The following statement deletes the SYS09TST load list from the system definition:

DELETE LOADLIST SYS09TST.

MAPTYPE Statement -- Creates Alternative Map Table
The MAPTYPE statement creates an alternative map table and builds entries in the table. Alternative map tables are
used by the alternative map support feature during runtime mapping operations. Alternative map support allows you to
implement similar maps, for example, in different languages.

For more information about alternative map support, see the CA IDMS Mapping Facility section.

MAPTYPE Statement Syntax

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE MAPTYPE Statement

►►─┬──────────┬─ MAPtype maptype-name ────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ADD ────┤
   ├─ MODify ─┤
   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   └─▼─ MAP map-name-1 maps TO map-name-2 ─┴─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   │ ┌──────────────────────────┐ │
   └─▼─ EXClude MAP map-name-1 ─┴─┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH MAPTYPE Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ MAPtype maptype-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─ ALL MAPtypes ─────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe ────┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

MAPTYPE Statement Parameters

MAPtype maptype-name

Identifies the name of the alternative map table.

Maptype-name must be a one- through eight-character alphanumeric value.

MAP map-name-1 maps TO map-name-2

Adds an entry to the alternative map table. The map identified by map-name-1 is replaced by the map identified by map-
name-2, when appropriate, at application runtime. At least one entry must be specified for ADD MAPTYPE statements.

Map-name-1 is the one- through eight-character name of a map load module invoked by an application program. Map-
name-2 is the one- through eight-character name of the corresponding map that will override map-name-1 in order to
provide compatibility between the application program and the user.

In supplying map names, you can specify a mask for generic translation. The question mark (?) serves as the substitution
character. At runtime, each question mark in map-name-1 will match any character in the corresponding position in map-
name-2. Conversely, any character in map-name-1 will match a question mark in the corresponding position in map-
name-2. If map-name-1 and map-name-2 each contain a question mark in the same position, the character in that position
in the map name passed by the application program will remain unchanged when the DC/UCF system relates map-
name-1 to map-name-2.

If an entry for map-name-1 already exists in the alternative map table, the system generation compiler replaces the
second map in the entry with the new specification for map-name-2. If no entry is found, a new entry is added.

Include as many MAP MAPS TO parameters as necessary to replace map load modules invoked by application programs
with maps that are compatible with runtime users.

EXClude MAP map-name-1

Deletes an entry from the alternative map table.

Map-name-1 must be the name of a map previously defined in the alternative map table with a MAP MAPS TO parameter.

To delete multiple alternative map table entries, use an EXCLUDE MAP parameter for each map.

This parameter is valid in MODIFY statements only.

MAPTYPE Statement Usage

Defining an Alternative Map Table

Each entry in an alternative map table consists of a pair of map names. At application runtime, DC/UCF substitutes map
load modules invoked by the program with the associated maps named in the table.
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Associating Alternative Map Tables with Users

An alternative map table can be associated with a user with the MAPTYPE parameter of a user profile. When the user
signs on to DC/UCF, the system automatically accesses the associated alternative map table.

For more information about user profiles, see the CA IDMS Security Administration section.

Example MAPTYPE Statement

Creating an Alternative Map Table

The following statement defines an alternative map table named FRENCH and specifies an entry that substitutes any map
name beginning with ENGMAP with a map name beginning with FCHMAP. The last two characters of the first map name
remain unchanged.

ADD MAPTYPE FRENCH

    ENGMAP?? MAPS TO FCHMAP??.

Adding an Entry to an Alternative Map Table

The following statement adds an entry to alternative map table FRENCH:

MODIFY MAPTYPE FRENCH

    MAP GRKMAP01 MAPS TO FRCMAP01.

Deleting an Entry from an Alternative Map Table

The following statement deletes an entry from alternative map table FRENCH:

MODIFY MAPTYPE FRENCH

    EXCLUDE GRKMAP01.

Deleting an Alternative Map Table

The following statement deletes alternative map table FRENCH:

DELETE MAPTYPE FRENCH.

MQ Statement -- Defines CA IDMS MQ Adapter Runtime Environment
The MQ statement is used to define the MQ Adapter runtime environment of a DC/UCF system.
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NOTE

• MQ Statement Syntax
• MQ Statement Parameters
• MQ Statement Usage
• Example MQ Statement

MQ Statement Syntax

This article describes the MQ statement syntax.

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE MQ Statement

►►─┬─ ADD    ─┬───── MQ ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ MODify ─┤  
   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ STATus is ─┬─ ENAbled ◄──┬─┘
                  └─ DISabled ──┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►◄
    └─ QUEue MANager is  ─── queue-manager-name ◄──────┘
                          

DISPLAY/PUNCH MQ Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─── MQ ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘ 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

MQ Statement Parameters

This article describes the parameters that you can use with the MQ statement.

STATus is

Specifies the status of MQ support in CA IDMS. DISABLED turns off MQ support for CA IDMS at startup. ENABLED turns
on support. The default is ENABLED if an ADD MQ statement is coded. If the MQ entity is not defined to the system, the
default is DISABLED.

QUEue MANager is

Specifies the Queue Manager to be used by the DC/UCF system.

• queue-manager-name
Identifies the name of the Queue Manager to be used.

MQ Statement Usage

Automatic Utility Subtask Creation

Upon DC/UCF system startup, utility subtasks are created to service the MQI requests. The number of subtasks can be
specified as a runtime option in the startup JCL. If the subtask number is not specified as a runtime option, the default is
the number of CPUs available plus one.

Example MQ Statement

This article provides examples of the MQ statement.

Defining the CA IDMS MQ Adapter Environment

The following statement defines the runtime environment for CA IDMS MQ Adapter.

ADD MQ

    STATUS IS ENABLED

    QUEUE MANAGER IS IDMS01.

Modifying the CA IDMS MQ Adapter Environment

The following statement modifies the MQ statement by changing the queue manager.

MODIFY MQ

   QUEUE MANAGER IS IDMS02.
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Deleting the CA IDMS MQ Adapter Definition

The following statement deletes the CA IDMS MQ Adapter runtime environment definition from the data dictionary:

DELETE MQ.

NODE Statement -- Defines a Node
The NODE statement identifies the communication method used to access a specified node name in the DC/UCF
communications network.

NODE Statement Syntax

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE NODE Statement

►►─┬─ ADD ────┬─ NODe nodename ───────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ MODify ─┤
   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►◄
   ├─ CCI ────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
   ├─ CVNumber is cv-number ─┬──────────────────────────┬─┤
   │                         └─┬─ SVC svc-number ─────┬─┘ │
   │                           └─ BLOcksize blk-size ─┘   │
   ├─ LOCal ◄─────────────────────────────────────────────┤
   ├─ GROup ──┬──────────────────────────────┬────────────┤
   │          └─ DEFault NODe ─┬─ nodename ──┤            │
   │                           ├─ LOCal ◄────┤            │
   │                           └─ NULl ──────┘            │
   ├─ VTAm ───────────────────────────────────────────────┤
   ├─ TCP/ip ─────────────────────────────────────────────┤
   └─ TCPip ──────────────────────────────────────────────┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH NODE Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ NODe nodename ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─ ALL NODes ──────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ AS ──┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
           └─ SYNtax ───┘
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NODE Statement Parameters

NODe nodename

Specifies the node name (SYSTEM ID) of the CA IDMS CV that is accessed from the DC/UCF system being defined.

Nodename is:

• A unique one- to eight-character alphanumeric value beginning with an alphabetic character.
• Matches the name of a system defined in the DC/UCF communications network.

When using a type of GROUP, the group name replaces the SYSTEM ID in the nodename parameter.

CCI

For DDS users only, specifies CAICCI, the Common Communications Interface component of the CA Integration Services
layer, is used to access the named node.

CCI can be specified for resources residing on different CPUs.

CVNumber is cv-number

Specifies the communication method for the named node is a CA IDMS central version and identifies its central version
number. The CVNUMBER IS parameter is used with SVC-type connections only.

Cv-number is an integer ranging from 0 to 255. The combination of cv-number and svc-number (described next) must
uniquely identify the named node.

• SVC svc-number
Specifies the SVC number of the CA IDMS CV receiving packets sent by the CA IDMS system currently being defined.
Svc-number is an integer ranging from 0 to 255.
BLOcksize blk-size Specifies the size of the packet used to pass data between nodes.
Blk-size is the blocksize of the data packet sent between CVs.
The default blk-size is 8192.

LOCal

Specifies the named node is the DC/UCF system being defined.

LOCAL is the default.

GROup

Specifies the named node is a DBGroup. This is the group name specified on the database name table DBGROUP
statement.

DEFault NODe

Specifies the node to use if access to the DBGroup fails (i.e., there are no active CVs available to service a DBGroup
request).

• Nodename
Specifies a node name to use if access to the DBGroup fails. This node must be defined with an access type of CCI,
CVNUMBER, or VTAM.

• LOCal
Specifies the node to use is local, which is the current system. The database session is processed by the system being
defined.

• NULl
Specifies there is no default node. If a database session is routed to the named DBGroup, and there are no CVs
available to service the request, the database session fails.

VTAm
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Requires DDS. Specifies VTAM is the communication method used to access the named node.

VTAM can be specified as the access method for resources residing on different CPUs.

TCP/ip or TCPip

Specifies that the TCP/IP protocol is used to access the named node. This parameter is for DDS users only.

NODE Statement Usage

Defining a Node Table

At runtime, the node table determines the communication method used to access resources identified in the system
generation RESOURCE TABLE statement.

If all database requests in your DC/UCF communications network occur within a single region, you do not have to
explicitly code the NODE statement. The system automatically generates a node name entry in the node table of the
system being defined with these characteristics:

• The node name is the system-name specified on the SYSTEM ID parameter of the SYSTEM statement
• The communication method is LOCAL

Defining Remote Nodes

For each DC/UCF system accessing resources located on a remote node, you must:

• Identify the resources and their location (node) using the RESOURCE TABLE statement
• Identify the communication method used by the system to access the node using the NODE statement

Example NODE Statement

Defining a Node for a Remote DC/UCF System

ADD NODE SYSTEM84

    CVNUMBER IS 20

    SVC 174

    BLOCKSIZE 8192.

ADD NODE SYSTEM EDCQAM01

    CVNUMBER IS 103

    SVC 173

    BLOCKSIZE 8192.

Deleting a Node
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DELETE NODE SYSTEM84.

Defining a DBGroup to the Front-End Definition for CV IDMS070

MODIFY SYSTEM IDMS070.

ADD NODE EMPGROUP

GROUP DEFAULT NODE IDMS071.

ADD NODE IDMS071

VTAM.

GENERATE.

OLM Statement -- Define OLM Characteristics
The OLM statement is used to define definition-time and runtime characteristics of the CA IDMS Mapping Facility.

The OLM definition includes the online mapping

• Special characters used on the MAPC layout screen
• Runtime paging session and field editing specifications

The OLM statement is required if online mapping is to be used with a DC/UCF system.

OLM Statement Syntax

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE OLM Statement

►►─┬──────────┬─ OLM ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ADD ────┤
   ├─ MODify ─┤
   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►
   └─ DATa field character is ─┬─ X'6D' ◄──────────────────────┬─┘
                               ├─ C'data-field-character' ─────┤
                               └─ X'hex-data-field-character' ─┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►
   └─ DELimit character is ─┬─ X'1C' ◄───────────────────┬─┘
                            ├─ C'delimit-character' ─────┤
                            └─ X'hex-delimit-character' ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►
   └─ FIEld SELect character is ─┬─ X'6C' ◄────────────────────────┬─┘
                                 ├─ C'field-select-character' ─────┤
                                 └─ X'hex-field-select-character' ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►
   └─ FIEld STArt character is ─┬─ X'1E' ◄───────────────────────┬─┘
                                ├─ C'field-start-character' ─────┤
                                └─ X'hex-field-start-character' ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ HELP PFKEY is  ──┬─ PF1 ◄──┬──┘
                       └─ PFnn ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►
   └─ NUMeric field DECimal-point is ─┬─ COMma ────┬─┘
                                      └─ PERiod ◄──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►
   └─ NUMeric field ORDer is ─┬─ STAndard ◄──┬─┘
                              └─ REVersed ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ NEW COPY is ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘
                   └─ NO ◄──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PAGe BACkward pfkey is ─┬─ PF7 ◄──┬─┘
                              └─ PFn ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PAGe FORward pfkey is ─┬─ PF8 ◄──┬─┘
                             └─ PFn ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►
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   └─ PAGing STOrage is ─┬─ 10 ◄─────────────────┬─┘
                         └─ paging-storage-size ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►
   └─ QUEue RETention is ─┬─ 255 ◄───────────────────┬─┘
                          └─ queue-retention-period ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►◄
   └─ TRAnslate character is ─┬─ C '@' ◄─────────────────┬─┘
                              └─ C'translate-character' ─┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH OLM Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ all OLM ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

OLM Statement Parameters

DATa field character is

Identifies the keyboard character used to show the location and length of each variable field on the OLM Format and Map
Image screens.

• C'data-field-character'
Specifies the data field character as a character literal.

• X'hex-data-field-character'
Specifies the data field character as a hexadecimal literal. The default is X'6D', the underscore (_) character.
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DELimit character is

Identifies the keyboard character used to mark the end of a delimited variable field on the OLM Format screen.

• C'delimit-character'
Specifies the delimit character as a character literal.

• X'hex-delimit-character'
Specifies the delimit character as a hexadecimal literal. The default is X'1C' (the DUP character).

FIEld SELect character is

Identifies the keyboard character used to select a map field on the OLM Format screen for editing or deletion.

• C'field-select-character'
Specifies the field select character as a character literal.

• X'hex-field-select-character'
Specifies the field select character as a hexadecimal literal. The default is X'6C', the percent (%) sign.

FIEld STArt character is

Identifies the keyboard character used to mark the beginning of a map field on the OLM Format screen.

• C'field-start-character'
Specifies the field start character as a character literal.

• X'hex-field-start-character'
Specifies the field start character as a hexadecimal literal. The default is X'1E' (the FIELD MARK key).
UCFTSO environment: In TSO, use of the default field start character of X'1E' (FIELD MARK) will cause display
problems when using the online mapping compiler (MAPC task code). Choose another value for the field start
character in this environment.

HELP PFKEY is PF1/PFnn

Specifies the default program function key to be associated with the help function during runtime mapping sessions.

Nn is an integer in the range 1 through 24.

PF1 is the default.

NUMeric field DECimal-point is

Establishes the character to be interpreted as the decimal point for numeric data fields at runtime.

NOTE
Map developers must enter external pictures with the appropriate decimal character when defining numeric map
data fields.

NUMeric field ORDer is

Establishes international editing options for numeric map data fields at runtime.

• STAndard
Specifies that runtime mapping will not reverse the data contained in a numeric data field.
STANDARD is the default when you omit the NUMERIC FIELD ORDER parameter from the OLM statement.

• REVersed
Specifies that runtime mapping will reverse all data contained in a numeric data field at both mapout and mapin. This
option might be used, for example, in Hebrew-language applications, where textual information is read from right to
left.

NOTE
If you specify ORDER IS REVERSED, IBM®-supplied 3276 and 3278 device modifications must be installed.
With these modifications, the cursor will move from left to right in numeric fields and from right to left in
alphanumeric fields.
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NEW COPY is

Specifies whether a map is to be marked as new copy automatically when the map load module is generated.

• YES
Indicates the map is marked as new copy automatically.

• NO
Indicates the map is not marked as new copy automatically. The user must issue a DCMT VARY PROGRAM NEW
COPY statement for the map to make the load module eligible for loading.
NO is the default when you omit the NEW COPY parameter from the OLM statement.

PAGe BACkward pfkey is PFn

Specifies the default program function key (PF key) associated with the paging backward function during runtime paging
sessions.

N must be a valid PF-key number in the range 1 through 24. The default is 7.

PAGe FORward pfkey is PFn

Specifies the default program function key (PF key) to be associated with the paging forward function during runtime
paging sessions. N must be a valid PF-key number in the range 1 through 24. The default is 8.

PAGing STOrage is paging-storage-size

Specifies the maximum amount of storage, in 1K bytes, to be made available in the scratch area (DDLDCSCR) of the
data dictionary to maintain a paging session at map runtime. At runtime, the system loads paging storage with the header,
footer, and detail occurrences to be displayed on the map.

Paging-storage-size must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767. The default is 10.

QUEue RETention is queue-retention-period

Specifies the amount of time, in days, the system is to retain the records from a suspended OLM map-definition session
in the queue area. When the queue retention period is exceeded, the queue record is deleted automatically at system
startup.

Queue-retention-period must be an integer in the range 0 through 255. The default, 255, directs the system not to delete
the queue based on a retention period.

TRAnslate character is translate-character

Assigns a translation character to mask bad data into a displayable character.

Translate-character must be a character literal. The default is C'@'.

The translation character must be displayable. If you specify either C' ' (blank) or C'' (null), the translation is bypassed at
program execution.

OLM Statement Usage

Efficient Use of the Queue Area

To make most efficient use of the queue area, specify a queue retention period that is as short as possible.

Example OLM Statement

Defining OLM Characteristics

The following statement defines OLM definition-time characteristics and the mapping facility runtime environment:
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ADD OLM

    FIELD START CHARACTER IS X'1E'

    FIELD SELECT CHARACTER IS C'%'

    DELIMIT CHARACTER IS X'1C'

    DATA CHARACTER IS C'_'

    NUMERIC FIELD DECIMAL-POINT IS PERIOD

    PAGE FORWARD PFKEY IS PF8

    PAGE BACKWARD PFKEY IS PF7

    PAGING STORAGE IS 12

    QUEUE RETENTION IS 100.

Changing the OLM Execution Mode

The following statement changes the

MODIFY OLM

    PAGING STORAGE IS 20.

Deleting the OLM Definition

The following statement deletes the mapping facility definition from the data dictionary:

DELETE OLM.

For more information about calculating the amount of storage required by pageable maps, see the CA IDMS Mapping
Facility section.

OLQ Statement -- Define OLQ Runtime Environment
The OLQ statement is used to define the CA OLQ runtime environment. The OLQ statement is required if CA OLQ is used
with the system being generated.

For more information about CA OLQ, see the CA OLQ Reference section and the CA OLQ Using section.

OLQ Statement Syntax

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE OLQ statement
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►►─┬──────────┬─ OLQ ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ADD ────┤
   ├─ MODify ─┤
   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ACCess is ─┬─ IDMssql ──┬────┘
                 └─ OLQsql ◄──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ BATch CLAss is ─┬─ 0 ◄──────────┬─┘
                      └─ batch-class ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►
   └─ COMment character is ─┬─ ';' ◄────────────────┬─┘
                            └─ 'comment-character' ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►
   └─ CONtinuation character is ─┬─ '-' ◄─────────────────────┬─┘
                                 └─ 'continuation-character' ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►
   └─ INPut line size is ─┬─ 2 ◄──────────────┬─┘
                          └─ input-line-size ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►
   └─ INTernal storage page size is ─┬─ 1920 ◄──────────────────────┬─┘
                                     └─ internal-storage-page-size ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►
   └─ INTERRupt count is ─┬─ 100 ◄────────────┬─┘
                          └─ interrupt-count ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►
   └─ MAXimum INTERRupt count is ─┬─ 32767 ◄──────────────┬─┘
                                  └─ max-interrupt-count ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►
   └─ MAXimum report COUnt is ─┬─ 5 ◄───────────────┬─┘
                               └─ max-report-count ─┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►
   └─ MAXimum report PAGes is ─┬─ 5 ◄──────────────┬─┘
                               └─ max-report-size ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►
   └─ MAXimum report RETention is ─┬─ 5 ◄──────────────────────────┬─┘
                                   ├─ max-report-retention-period ─┤
                                   └─ FORever ─────────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►
   └─ MAXimum SORt storage is ─┬─ 100 ◄──────────────────┬─┘
                               └─ max-sort-storage-size ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ MENu mode ─┬─ ONLy ───────┬─┘
                 ├─ ALLowed ◄───┤
                 └─ DISallowed ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►
   └─ olq transaction IDentifier is ─┬─ OLQ ◄──────┬─┘
                                     └─ task-code ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PFKey MODule is qfile-name ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►
   └─ PRInt LINe size is ─┬─ 80 ◄─────────────┬─┘
                          └─ print-line-size ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►
   └─ PRInt PAGe size is ─┬─ 60 ◄─────────────┬─┘
                          └─ print-page-size ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►
   └─ REPort DICtname is dictionary-name ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►
   └─ REPort FILe page size is ─┬─ 4000 ◄─────────────────┬─┘
                                └─ report-file-page-size ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►
   └─ REPort RETention is ─┬─ 1 ◄──────────────────────┬─┘
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                           ├─ report-retention-period ─┤
                           └─ FORever ─────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►◄
   └─ SEParator character is ─┬─ '!' ◄──────────────────┬─┘
                              └─ 'separator-character' ─┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH OLQ Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ all OLQ ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

OLQ Statement Parameters

ACCess is

Specifies whether CA OLQ or CA IDMS will process SQL statements used to access a CA IDMS database.

• IDMssql
Indicates CA IDMS will process the SQL statements.
IDMssql, IDMs sql, and IDMS-SQL are synonyms and used interchangeably.

• OLQsql
Indicates CA OLQ will process the SQL statements.
OLQ SQL is the default.
OLQsql, OLQ sql, and OLQ-SQL are synonyms and used interchangeably.

BATch CLAss is batch-class

For z/OS systems only, specifies the print class used by CA OLQ when submitting batch jobs.

Batch-class must be an integer from 0 - 64.
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The default value of 0 indicates that online submission of OLQ batch jobs is not allowed. Assign a print class from 1 - 64 if
you want to allow online submission. Verify that the print class is assigned to a printer associated with a SYSOUTL line.

For more information on submitting JCL via the internal reader, see the section "Writing JCL to a JES2 Internal Reader" in
the Navigational DML Programming section

COMment character is 'comment-character'

Specifies the character that flags a remark. All text following the comment character is ignored during execution.

Comment-character must be a one-character alphanumeric value enclosed in site-standard quotation marks. The default
is the semicolon (;).

CONtinuation character is 'continuation-character'

Specifies the continuation character to use in q-files or batch input when the length of a CA OLQ command is greater than
one line. The continuation character is specified at the end of each line that is to be continued.

Continuation-character must be a one-character alphanumeric value enclosed in site-standard quotation marks. The
default is the hyphen (-).

INPut line size is input-line-size

For 3270 terminals only, specifies the number of lines on the screen that are available for input.

Input-line-size must be an integer in the range 1 through 256. The default is 2. The maximum number of lines defined by
input-line-size is limited to the total number of lines on the screen minus the number of lines reserved for output.

INTernal storage page size is internal-storage-page-size

Specifies the size, in bytes, of the CA OLQ internal storage pages used to store control data across a pseudo-converse.
These pages are written to the data dictionary scratch area (DDLDCSCR) and are returned to main memory when the CA
OLQ task thread resumes execution.

Internal-storage-page-size must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767. The default is 1,920.

INTERRupt count is interrupt-count

Specifies the number of records CA OLQ will read before issuing the following message at runtime:

CONTINUE YES/NO?

   nnn RECORDS READ nnn RECORDS SELECTED

   nnn DATA ERRORS

Interrupt-count must be an integer in the range 1 through 9,999. The default is 100.

MAXimum INTERRupt count is max-interrupt-count

Indicates the maximum interrupt count that a user can specify at runtime.

Max-interrupt-count must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767. The default is 32,767. A value of 0 indicates the
user-specified interrupt count is unlimited.

Typically, the maximum interrupt count is greater than or equal to the value specified by the INTERRUPT COUNT
parameter (described above).

MAXimum report COUnt is max-report-count

Specifies the maximum number of reports that are saved in the queue area for each user.
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Max-report-count must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767. The default is 5.

MAXimum report PAGes is max-report-size

Specifies the maximum length, in pages, of a CA OLQ report written to the queue area.

Max-report-size must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767. The default is 5.

When a CA OLQ report exceeds the MAXIMUM REPORT PAGES specification, the system ends the retrieval process
and stops writing report pages. The report exists in the queue area and is available for viewing, but is incomplete. If a
user attempts to sort the data or to display the last page of the report, the system returns a message indicating that an
unexpected end of report was encountered.

MAXimum report RETention is

Defines the maximum length of time a user can specify when saving a CA OLQ report in the queue area. When the
user issues a SAVE command and specifies a report retention period, the system automatically uses the maximum
report retention period. If the specified retention period is greater than the maximum retention period, it is overridden
and replaced by the maximum retention period. Reports that exceed their retention period in the queue area are deleted
automatically at system startup.

• max-report-retention-period
Specifies the maximum report retention period in days.
Maximum-report-retention-period must be an integer in the range 0 through 255. The default is 5. A value of 255 is
synonymous with FOREVER.

• FOREVER
Directs the system not to delete reports based on a retention period.

MAXimum SORt storage is max-sort-storage-size

Specifies the maximum amount of storage, in K bytes, that CA OLQ can use for sort operations.

Max-sort-storage-size must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767. The default is 100.

WARNING
Specifying too low a value will prevent CA OLQ from performing sort operations.

MENu mode

Specifies whether the menu facility is available to users at runtime.

• ONLy
Specifies that CA OLQ users must use the menu facility.

• ALLowed
Specifies that CA OLQ users can use the menu facility.
ALLOWED is the default when you omit the MENU MODE parameter from the CA OLQ statement.

• DISallowed
Specifies that CA OLQ users cannot use the menu facility.

olq transaction identifier is task-code

Specifies the task code that invokes the CA OLQ runtime system.

Task-code must be a task code previously defined in the data dictionary with a TASK statement. The default is CA OLQ.

This parameter is required to create an executable system.

PFKey MODule is qfile-name

Identifies the q-file that is executed each time a user invokes CA OLQ.

Qfile-name must be the name of a q-file defined in the data dictionary.
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PRInt LINe size is print-line-size

Specifies the line length, in characters, for CA OLQ reports output on TTY-type terminals.

Print-line-size must be an integer in the range 20 through 255. The default is 80.

PRInt PAGe size is print-page-size

Specifies the page length, in lines, for CA OLQ reports output on TTY-type terminals.

Print-page-size must be an integer in the range 5 through 127. The default is 60.

REPort DICtname is dictionary-name

Identifies the data dictionary in which catalog information about CA OLQ saved reports is stored.

Dictionary-name must be the name of a data dictionary in the database name table defined for the system.

REPort FILe page size is report-file-page-size

Specifies the size, in bytes, of CA OLQ report file pages written to the queue area.

Report-file-page-size must be an integer in the range 256 through 32,767. The default is 4,000 bytes.

The specified page size must be:

• Large enough to accommodate the largest database or logical record placed in the report file
• At least 100 bytes smaller than the page size of the queue area

REPort RETention is

Specifies the length of time the system is to retain a CA OLQ report in the queue area. The system automatically uses the
REPORT RETENTION value when a user issues a SAVE command without specifying a report retention period. Reports
that exceed their retention period in the queue area are deleted automatically at system startup.

• report-retention-period
Specifies the report retention period in days.
Report-retention-period must be an integer in the range 0 through 255. The default is 1. A value of 255 is synonymous
with FOREVER.

• FORever
Directs the system not to delete reports based on a retention period.

SEParator character is 'separator-character'

Specifies the command separation character used to concatenate CA OLQ commands.

Separator-character must be a one-character alphanumeric value enclosed in site-standard quotation marks. The default
is the exclamation point (!).

OLQ Statement Usage

Overriding the ACCESS IS Parameter

You can override the ACCESS IS parameter using the following:

• The IDD USER statement allows you to override which product (CA OLQ or CA IDMS) will process SQL statements
on a user-by-user basis.

• The CA OLQ SET command allows you to override which product (CA OLQ or CA IDMS) will process SQL
statements for a specific CA OLQ session.

Efficient use of the Queue Area

To make most efficient use of the queue area, specify a report retention period that is as short as possible.
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Example OLQ Statement

Defining the CA OLQ Environment

The following statement creates the OLQ system OLQ10:

ADD OLQ

    OLQ ID IS OLQ10

    INTERNAL STORAGE PAGE SIZE IS 3552

    INTERRUPT COUNT IS 50

    PRINT LINE SIZE IS 80

    PRINT PAGE SIZE IS 60

    REPORT FILE PAGE SIZE IS 2208.

    REPORT RETENTION IS 1.

    MAXIMUM REPORT RETENTION IS 6.

    CONTINUATION CHARACTER IS '+'.

Modifying the CA OLQ Environment

The following statement modifies OLQ10 by changing the interrupt count:

MODIFY OLQ

   INTERRUPT COUNT IS 100.

Deleting the CA OLQ Environment

The following statement deletes OLQ10:

DELETE OLQ.

PROGRAM Statement -- Defines and Associates a Program
The PROGRAM statement is used to define a program and associate it with a system. DC/UCF programs are
subschemas, database procedures, and system-supplied programs (for example, IDMSOCF). DC/UCF programs are also
maps, edit and code tables, SQL access modules, CA ADS, and user programs written in COBOL, PL/I, and Assembler.

Each program the DC/UCF system uses must exist as a load module, and must be known to the runtime system.
Programs are identified to the runtime system in any of the following ways:
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• Manually by defining them in the data dictionary using the system generation PROGRAM statement or the DC
OPTION of the DDDL compiler PROGRAM statement.

• Providing for their automatic definition in the data dictionary at runtime. You enable automatic program definition with
the system generation SYSTEM statement UNDEFINED PROGRAM COUNT parameter.

• Defining programs dynamically at runtime using the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM command.

You must code one PROGRAM statement to define each of the following programs to the system:

• All database procedures, including CA-supplied database procedures (for example, IDMSCOMP for data compression
and IDMSDCOM for data decompression) and user-written procedures.

• All sub-schemas that are not compiled into the data dictionary with the sub-schema compiler.
• All CA-supplied programs that are associated with the online components and system tasks included in the system

definition. For more information, see System Programs and Tasks.
• All user-written programs that are invoked through SQL as table procedures, procedures, or functions.

PROGRAM Statement Syntax

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE PROGRAM Statement

The defaults shown can be overridden with the DEFAULT PROGRAM statement. Additionally, users can override certain
PROGRAM statement parameters at runtime with the DCMT VARY PROGRAM command. The allowable overrides are
noted in the syntax rules for the applicable parameters. For a complete description of overriding PROGRAM statement
defaults, see DEFAULT PROGRAM Statement.

►►─┬──────────┬─ PROgram program-name ────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ADD ────┤
   ├─ MODify ─┤
   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ Version is ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘
                  └─ version-number ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ADSo dialog STAtistics ─┬─ ON ────┬─┘
                              └─ OFF ◄──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ CONcurrent ◄───┤
   └─ NONconcurrent ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ACCess MODule ──────────────┤
   ├─ DIAlog ─────────────────────┤
   ├─ MAP ────────────────────────┤
   ├─ map HELp ───────────────────┤
   ├─ PROgram ◄───────────────────┤
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   ├─ SUBschema ──────────────────┤
   └─ TABle ──────────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ DICTNAme is SYSTEM-default ─┤
   └─ LOAdlib ◄───────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►
   └─ DUMp threshold is ─┬─ 0 ◄─────────┬─┘
                         └─ dump-count ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ DYNamic ◄──┤
   └─ NODynamic ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ENAbled ◄──┤
   └─ DISabled ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ERRor threshold is ─┬─ 5 ◄──────────┬─┘
                          └─ error-count ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►
   └─ ISA size is ─┬─ 0 ◄───────────────────┬─┘
                   └─ initial-storage-size ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ LANguage is ─┬─ ADSo ──────┬─┘
                   ├─ ASSembler ─┤
                   ├─ COBol ◄────┤
                   └─┬─ PLI ─┬───┘
                     └─ PL1 ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ MAInline ──────┬────────────┬─────┤
   │                 ├─ MENU ◄────┤     │
   │                 └─ NOMENU ───┘     │
   └─ NOMainline ◄──────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ MPMode is ─┬─ SYStem ◄──┬─┘
                 └─ ANY ──────┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ MULtiple ENClave is ─┬─ ON ◄─┤
                           └─ OFF──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ NEW COPy is ─┬─ ENAbled ◄──┬─┘
                   └─ DISabled ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ OVErlayable ────┤
   └─ NONOverlayable ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ PROTect ◄───┤
   └─ NOProtect ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ REEntrant ────────┤
   ├─ QUAsireentrant ───┤
   └─ NONReentrant ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ RESident ──────┤
   └─ NONRESident ◄──┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ REUSable ◄───┤
   └─ NONREUsable ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ SAVearea ◄───┤
   └─ NOSavearea ──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH PROGRAM Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ PROgram program-name ─┬───────────────────────────────┬─┬─►
   └─ PUNch ───┘ │                        └─ Version is ┬ 1 ◄────────────┬┘ │
                 │                                      └ version-number ┘  │
                 └─ ALL PROgrams ───────────────────────────────────────────┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

PROGRAM Statement Parameters

PROgram program-name

Specifies the name of the program being added, modified, or deleted.

Program-name must be the one- through eight-character name of a program load module. Program-name must begin with
an alphabetic or national (#, $, @) character.

Version is version-number

Qualifies the named program with a version number.

Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 9,999. The default is 1.

ADSo dialog STAtistics

For CA ADS dialogs only, specifies whether statistics are collected for this CA ADS dialog.

NOTE
Users can override this parameter at runtime with the DCMT VARY PROGRAM ADSO STATISTICS command.

CONcurrent

Specifies the program can be used by multiple run units and/or tasks at the same time. If the program is reentrant or
quasireentrant, one copy of the program is used to process all requests. If the program is nonreentrant, as many copies of
the program are used as necessary to process requests concurrently.

CONCURRENT is the default when you specify neither CONCURRENT nor NONCURRENT in the PROGRAM statement.

NOTE
The system automatically assigns the default value CONCURRENT to maps and subschemas.

NONconcurrent

Specifies the program can be used by only one run unit or task at a time.

ACCess MODule
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Identifies the program as an access module.

An access module is the executable form of the SQL statements that a program issues when using the CA IDMS SQL
Option.

DIAlog

Identifies the program as a CA ADS dialog.

MAP

Identifies the program as a map.

map HELp

Identifies the program as a help module for use with the CA IDMS Mapping Facility.

PROgram

Identifies the program as either an executable program or a user-defined table.

SUBschema

Identifies the program as a subschema.

TABle

Identifies the program as an edit or code table.

DICTNAme is SYSTEM-default

Indicates the program resides in the load area (DDLDCLOD) of the default dictionary. (Programs that reside in the load
area of an alternate dictionary cannot be defined during system generation.)

LOAdlib (default)

Indicates the program resides in a load library. Under z/OS, the load library is identified by the program version number.
For example, a program with a version number of 2 resides in the V0002 load library.

LOADLIB is the default when you specify neither the DICTNAME nor the LOADLIB parameter in the PROGRAM
statement.

DUMp threshold is dump-count

Specifies the number of times that a dump is to be taken for program check errors that occur in the program. A memory
dump is taken each time a program check occurs up to and including the value specified by dump-count. When this limit
is reached and additional program check errors occur, the task that uses this program is terminated abnormally with no
memory dump.

Dump-count must be an integer in the range 0 through 255. The default is 0. The default of 0 indicates that a dump will be
produced every time a program check occurs.

NOTE
Users can override this parameter at runtime with the DCMT VARY PROGRAM DUMP THRESHOLD command.
For more information about DCMT commands, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands
section.

DYNamic

Allows users to define additional versions of the program at runtime either by means of the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC
PROGRAM command or, if the program is eligible for automatic definition, through the definition of null PDEs on the
SYSTEM statement.

DYNAMIC is the default when you specify neither DYNAMIC nor NODYNAMIC in the PROGRAM statement.

NODynamic
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Prevents users from defining additional versions of the program at runtime. Additionally, the system generation compiler
ensures that only one version of the program is included in the system definition.

ENAbled

Indicates the program is enabled at system startup.

ENABLED is the default when you specify neither ENABLED nor DISABLED in the PROGRAM statement.

DISabled

Indicates the program is not enabled at system startup. A DC/UCF system cannot access a disabled program.

NOTE
Users can override the ENABLED/DISABLED parameter at runtime with the DCMT VARY PROGRAM ENABLE/
DISABLE command.

ERRor threshold is error-count

Specifies the number of program check errors that can occur before the program is disabled by the system. When the
value specified by error-count is exceeded, the program is not executed and tasks attempting to use the program are
terminated abnormally.

Error-count must be an integer in the range 1 through 255. The default is 5.

NOTE
Users can override this parameter at runtime with the DCMT VARY PROGRAM PROGRAM CHECK
THRESHOLD command. During startup, the system ignores the values for programs ADSOMAIN and
ADSORUN1. These programs are assigned an unlimited error count.

ISA size is initial-storage-size

For Assembler and PL/I programs only, specifies the amount of storage, in bytes, allocated for the program's initial storage
area (ISA). If an ISA is specified, GET STORAGE statements are not required in the program because the DC/UCF
system will automatically allocate the requested storage when the program begins executing. The storage address is
passed in register 11.

Initial-storage-size must be an integer in the range 0 through 2,147,483,647. The default is 0.

LANguage

Identifies the language in which the program is written.

NOTE
The system automatically assigns the default value ASSEMBLER to maps and subschemas.

MAInline

For CA ADS dialogs only, indicates the dialog is a mainline dialog. Dialogs defined as MAINLINE are entry points into
applications. The names of mainline dialogs are eligible for display on the CA ADS menu screen if so allowed by ADSO
statement specifications (described under ADSO Statement.).

If you specify MAINLINE, the dialog must be generated with the MAINLINE attribute but does not have to be assigned a
task code during system generation.

• MENU
Indicates the dialog you are defining will appear on the CA ADS menu screen.

• NOMENU
Indicates the dialog you are defining will not appear on the CA ADS menu screen.

NOMainline

For CA ADS dialogs only, indicates the dialog is not a mainline dialog.
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NOMAINLINE is the default when you specify neither MAINLINE nor NOMAINLINE in the PROGRAM statement.

MPMode is

Specifies the multiprocessing mode (MPMODE) for the program.

• SYStem
Directs the DC/UCF system to assign an MPMODE to the program at execution time.
SYSTEM is the default when you omit the MPMODE parameter from the PROGRAM statement.

• ANY
Assigns an MPMODE of ANY to the program. ANY is appropriate for reentrant and quasireentrant programs that are
defined without storage protection.

NOTE
If you allow programs to run with an MPMODE of ANY, you should install mechanisms and standards to
ensure the programs do not simultaneously update shared storage.

MULtiple ENClave is

Specifies whether the program can share the same high level Language Environment process/enclave with other
programs in the same task.

• ON
Specifies the program can share the same process/enclave with other programs. This option is ignored unless enclave
sharing is enabled for the system. ON is the default.

• OFF
Specifies that the program must use its own unshared process/enclave.

NEW COPy is

Specifies whether the new copy facility is enabled for the program or subschema.

• ENAbled
Enables the new copy facility for the program or subschema. If you specify NEW COPY IS ENABLED, users can issue
DCMT VARY PROGRAM NEW COPY commands for the program. If the program is a subschema, users can also
issue DC/UCF operator VARY SUBSCHEMA NEW COPY commands.
ENABLED is the default when you omit the NEW COPY parameter from the PROGRAM statement.

• DISabled
Disables the new copy facility for the program or subschema.

OVErlayable

Specifies the program can be overlaid in the program pool. You should specify OVERLAYABLE only for executable
programs invoked through normal DC mechanisms (for example, LINK or XCTL).

OVERLAYABLE is the default when you specify PROGRAM or LANGUAGE IS COBOL, PLI, or ASSEMBLER in the
PROGRAM statement.

NONOverlayable

Specifies the program cannot be overlaid in the program pool. You should specify NONOVERLAYABLE for nonexecutable
programs (for example, tables) to prevent such programs from being overwritten in the program pool while they are in use.

NONOVERLAYABLE is the default when you specify MAP, SUBSCHEMA, or TABLE in the PROGRAM statement.

WARNING
You must specify the NONOVERLAYABLE option for program RHDCMT00.

PROTect

Enables the storage protection feature for the specified program. Storage protection cannot be activated, however, unless
the SYSTEM statement also specifies the PROTECT option.
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PROTECT is the default when you specify neither PROTECT nor NOPROTECT in the PROGRAM statement.

NOTE
For more information about storage protection, see Storage Protection.

NOProtect

Indicates the storage protection feature is not enabled for the program.

NOTE
Users can override the PROTECT/NOPROTECT specification at runtime with the DCMT VARY PROGRAM
STORAGE PROTECT command.

QUAsireentrant

For COBOL programs only, specifies the program is quasireentrant. To be declared quasireentrant, a program must not
modify its own code unless the program ensures the modified code is returned to its original state when the program is not
in control. Quasireentrant programs are permitted to use working storage because each time the program is executed the
system creates a separate copy of its working storage in the storage pool. This technique makes the program, in effect,
reentrant.

QUASIREENTRANT is the default for COBOL programs.

REEntrant

Specifies the program is reentrant. To be declared reentrant, the program must acquire all variable storage dynamically
and must not modify its own code.

REENTRANT is the default for all non-COBOL programs.

NOTE
The system automatically assigns the default value REENTRANT to maps and subschemas.

NONReentrant

Specifies the program is nonreentrant. Programs that modify their own code and do not ensure the modified code is
returned to its original state when the program is not in control must be declared NONREENTRANT.

RESident

Specifies the program is made resident at system startup. Resident programs remain in the DC/UCF region/partition for
the duration of system execution.

NONRESident

Specifies the program is not made resident. Nonresident programs are loaded into a program pool as needed and are
deleted from the program pool when they are not in use, as dictated by demands for space.

NONRESIDENT is the default when you specify neither RESIDENT nor NONRESIDENT in the PROGRAM statement.

REUSable

Specifies the program can be executed repeatedly. When a request to load the program is issued, the system will load a
copy of the program from external storage only if no copy exists in the program pool.

To be declared REUSABLE, a program must return all modified code to its original state for each execution. Generally,
code is returned to its original state either at the start of a new execution of the program or at the finish of the previous
execution. By definition, reentrant and quasireentrant programs are always reusable; however, reusable programs are not
necessarily reentrant or quasireentrant.

REUSABLE is the default when you specify neither REUSABLE nor NONREUSABLE in the PROGRAM statement.

NOTE
The system automatically assigns the default value REUSABLE to maps and subschemas.
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NONREUsable

Specifies that the program cannot be executed repeatedly. When a request to load the program is issued, the system will
load a copy of the program from external storage. Programs that modify their own code without returning the code to its
original state must be declared NONREUSABLE.

SAVearea

For Assembler programs only, specifies the system will acquire a save area automatically before each execution of the
program. The save area address is passed to the program in register 13. You should specify SAVEAREA or accept it by
default if the program uses normal IBM calling conventions and, at the start of execution, saves registers in the save area.

SAVEAREA is the default when you specify neither SAVEAREA nor NOSAVEAREA in the PROGRAM statement.

NOSavearea

For Assembler programs only, specifies the system will not acquire a save area for the program automatically.

NOTE
The system automatically assigns the default value NOSAVEAREA to maps and subschemas.

PROGRAM Statement Usage

Manual Program Definition

The system generation compiler populates the data dictionary with a program source record for each PROGRAM
statement input to the compiler. At generate time, these source records are copied to object records. At system startup,
the system uses the information in the object record to build a program definition element (PDE) for each program. The
PDE contains information used by the system at runtime.

Automatic Program Definition

For each program load module output by a CA IDMS compiler (that is, map, edit or code table, access module,
subschema, or dialog), a program source record is added to the dictionary. The first time a task or program issues a
request to load a map, edit/code table, access module, subschema, or dialog for which no PDE exists, the system
allocates a PDE for that program from the null PDE pool. The system stores information contained in the program's
source record in the allocated null PDE.

The system then attempts to load the program:

• If the program is found, the null PDE is used to load the program. The null PDE then remains allocated to service
subsequent load requests that specify the same program.

• If the program cannot be found, the null PDE is returned to the null PDE pool.

You enable automatic program definition during system generation with the SYSTEM statement UNDEFINED PROGRAM
COUNT parameter, which directs the system to allocate a null PDE pool and specifies the size of the pool. For more
information about automatic program definition, see the description of the UNDEFINED PROGRAM COUNT parameter in
SYSTEM Statement.

Dynamic Program Definition

The system uses information supplied in the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM command to build a PDE for the
program. Programs defined dynamically exist only for the duration of system execution and have no effect on the system;
no definitions are stored in the data dictionary. Typically, dynamic program definition is used in a test environment to
accommodate new programs without shutting down the entire system. All programs are eligible for dynamic definition,
provided they are not already defined to the system.

For more information about dynamic program definition, see the CA IDMS System Operations section.

Describing the Location of Program Load Modules
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Program load modules are stored either in the DDLDCLOD area of a data dictionary or in system load libraries:

• DDLDCLOD contains load modules created by CA IDMS compilers (for example, access modules, subschemas,
maps, edit and code tables, and dialogs).

• Load (core-image) libraries contain load modules for database procedures, system programs, and user programs.
Additionally, these libraries can contain any DDLDCLOD-eligible modules that have been punched from DDLDCLOD
by using the IDD DDDL compiler and link edited into the appropriate library.

Selecting Dialogs to Appear on the CA ADS Menu Screen

The MENU/NOMENU option of the MAINLINE/NOMAINLINE parameter allows you to specify which mainline dialogs
will appear on the CA ADS menu screen. CA ADS APPC dialogs, which are defined as mainline dialogs, do not have to
automatically appear on the CA ADS menu screen. CA ADS APPC users can specify, on a dialog-by-dialog basis, which
mainline dialogs are to appear on the CA ADS menu screen.

Multithreaded Programs

Reentrant and quasireentrant programs can be multithreaded; that is, they can execute multiple requests concurrently
through a single copy of code. Nonreentrant programs are always single-threaded; that is, they can execute only one
request for each copy of the code.

Multiple Enclave

The performance of certain online applications which use COBOL programs under the IBM Language Environment can be
improved significantly by specifying MULTIPLE ENCLAVE ON. These are the restrictions on what COBOL programs can
participate in a multiple-program enclave:

1. No enabled program can do a DC RETURN DML call and then be reentered via a subsequent TRANSFER. Note that
this restriction does not apply to a program which contains a DC RETURN with no subparameters. That is because the
DML compiler generates a GOBACK for such a statement. The restriction does apply if the DC RETURN statement
does have subparameters. For example, it is not valid to execute a "DC RETURN NEXT TASKCODE ..." statement
and then reenter the same program in the same task.

2. No enabled program can issue a TRANSFER CONTROL NORETURN or a TRANSFER CONTROL XCTL.
3. Optional bit 196 is ignored for programs which are participating in a MULTIPLE USE enclave. Therefore, any program

which depends on the use of optional bit 196 must have MULTIPLE ENCLAVE OFF.

Example PROGRAM Statement

Accepting Default Values

The following statement defines program XYZ. All PROGRAM statement defaults are accepted.

ADD PROGRAM XYZ.

Overriding Default Values

The following statement adds program ABC:

ADD PROGRAM ABC

    LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER

    REENTRANT
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    NOSAVEAREA

Modifying a Program

The following statement modifies program ABC by disallowing the new copy facility:

MODIFY PROGRAM ABC

   NEW COPY IS DISABLED.

Deleting a Program

The following statement deletes program ABC:

DELETE PROGRAM ABC.

QUEUE Statement -- Defines DC/UCF System Queues
The QUEUE statement is used to define queues to a DC/UCF system. A queue is a disk work area that is shared by all
tasks on all DC/UCF terminals and by batch programs. Queues might be used to collect records for subsequent printing at
a centrally located printer. Entries, or queue records, are directed to queues by user programs. You do not have to define
queues during system generation in order for user programs to allocate and access queue records. However, queues
defined with the QUEUE statement can be assigned the following processing enhancements:

• When the number of entries in a queue reaches a specified threshold, the DC/UCF system will invoke a task defined to
process the queue entries.

• When the number of entries in a queue reaches a specified upper limit, the DC/UCF will not permit further entries to be
directed to the queue.

NOTE
Data sharing groups provide the ability to share DC queues between members of the group. This enables online
tasks executing in different group members to communicate with one another, as if they were executing within
the same CA IDMS system. For more information, see the CA IDMS System Operations section.

QUEUE Statement Syntax

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE QUEUE Statement

►►─┬──────────┬─ QUEue queue-id ──────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ADD ────┤
   ├─ MODify ─┤
   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ Version is ─┬─ 1 ◄──────────────┬─┘
                  └─ version-number ──┘
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 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ENAbled ◄──┤
   └─ DISabled ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►
   └─ INVokes task task-code ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┘
                              └─ Version ─┬─ 1 ◄──────────────┬─┘
                                          └─ version-number ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►
   └─ RETention is ─┬─ queue-retention-period ─┬─┘
                    └─ FORever ◄───────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►
   └─ THReshold is ─┬─ 1 ◄────────────────┬─┘
                    └─ queue-entry-count ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ UPper limit is ─┬─ 0 ◄──────────────┬─┘
                      └─ max-entry-count ─┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH QUEUE Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ QUEue queue-id ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬───►
   └─ PUNch ───┘ │                  └─ Version is ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘ │
                 │                                 └─ version-number ─┘   │
                 └─ ALL QUEues ───────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

QUEUE Statement Parameters

QUEue queue-id

Specifies the queue identifier.

Queue-id must be a one- through 16-character alphanumeric value.

Version is version-number

Qualifies the queue with a version number.

Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 9,999. The default is 1.

Although multiple versions of a queue can exist in the data dictionary, the DC/UCF system uses only one version of
a queue at runtime. If multiple ADD QUEUE statements specify the same queue identifier, the system uses the first
statement that appears in the system definition.

ENAbled

Specifies the queue is be enabled when the DC/UCF system starts up.

ENABLED is the default when you specify neither ENABLED nor DISABLED in the QUEUE statement.

DISabled

Specifies the queue is not enabled when the DC/UCF system starts up.

NOTE
Users can override the ENABLED/DISABLED parameter at runtime for the duration of system execution with the
DCMT VARY QUEUE command.

INVokes task task-code

Specifies the task the DC/UCF system invokes when the number of entries in the queue reaches the limit specified in the
THRESHOLD parameter (see below).

Task-code must identify a task previously defined in the data dictionary with a TASK statement.

The INVOKES TASK parameter is required for ADD operations.

NOTE
Users can override this parameter at runtime for the duration of system execution with the DCMT VARY QUEUE
command.

RETention is

Specifies the amount of time the DC/UCF system is to retain the queue. The retention period begins when the first record
is stored in the queue.

• queue-retention-period
Specifies the queue retention period in days.
Queue-retention-period must be an integer in the range 1 through 255. A retention period of 255 is synonymous with
FOREVER. A retention period of 0 defaults to 1.

• FORever
Directs the DC/UCF system not to delete the queue based on a retention period.
FOREVER is the default when you omit the RETENTION parameter from the QUEUE statement.
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THReshold is queue-entry-count

Specifies the number of entries that must exist in the queue before the DC/UCF system invokes the task specified in the
INVOKES TASK parameter to process the entries.

Queue-entry-count is an integer in the range 1 through 32,767. The default is 1.

NOTE
Users can override this parameter at runtime for the duration of system execution with the DCMT VARY QUEUE
command.

UPper limit is maximum-entry-count

Specifies the maximum number of entries permitted in the queue.

Maximum-entry-count is an integer in the range 1 through 32,767. The default, 0, directs DC/UCF not to monitor the
number of entries in the queue.

NOTE
Users can override this parameter at runtime for the duration of system execution with the DCMT VARY QUEUE
command.

QUEUE Statement Usage

Efficient use of the Queue Area

To make most efficient use of the queue area, specify a retention period that is as short as possible.

Upper Limits in Test and Production Environments

The UPPER LIMIT specification is useful in a test environment to prevent a looping program from filling the queue area.
The recommended value for this parameter in a production environment is 0.

Example QUEUE Statement

Adding a Queue with the Default Version Number

The following statement adds queue ABCQ, which is version 1 by default:

ADD QUEUE ABCQ

    INVOKES TASK QTSK1.

Adding a Queue with a Specified Version Number

The following statement adds queue ABCQ version 2:

ADD QUEUE ABCQ VERSION IS 2

    DISABLED

    INVOKES TASK QTSK2

    THRESHOLD IS 5
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    UPPER LIMIT IS 2000.

Modifying a Queue

The following statement modifies queue ABCQ version 2 by changing the upper limit value to 1,000:

MODIFY QUEUE ABCQ VERSION 2

   UPPER LIMIT IS 1000.

Deleting a Queue

The following statement deletes version 1 of queue ABCQ:

DELETE QUEUE ABCQ VERSION 1.

RESOURCE TABLE Statement -- Defines a Resource Table
The RESOURCE TABLE statement defines the nodes on which resources in your DC/UCF communications network are
located. CA IDMS creates a resource name table from the RESOURCE TABLE statement. The resource name table is
used at runtime to identify the location of resources required to satisfy database requests.

If all database requests in your DC/UCF communications network will take place within a single region, then you do not
have to explicitly code a RESOURCE TABLE statement. CA IDMS will automatically generate a resource name and node
entry in a resource name table for the resources located on the system you are defining.

You must use the RESOURCE TABLE statement to explicitly define resources located on another node within your DC/
UCF communications network, if they can be accessed by the DC/UCF system you are defining.

RESOURCE TABLE Statement Syntax

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE RESOURCE TABLE Statement

►►─┬──────────┬─────── RESource TABle ────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ADD ────┤
   ├─ MODify ─┤
   └─ DELete ─┘

    ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
 ►──▼──┬─ DBName is database-name ────────────┬──────────────────┬─┬──┴───────►◄
       │                                      ├── VIA nodename ──┤ │
       │                                      ├── VIA groupname ─┤ │
       │                                      └── LOCAL ◄────────┘ │
       ├─ DEStination is destination-node ────┬──────────────────┬─┤
       │                                      ├── VIA nodename ──┤ │
       │                                      └── VIA groupname ─┘ │
       └─ EXClude ─┬─ DBName database-name ──────────┬─────────────┘
                   └─ DEStination destination-node ──┘
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DISPLAY/PUNCH RESOURCE TABLE Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─── RESource TABle ───────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ AS ──┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
           └─ SYNtax ───┘

RESOURCE TABLE Statement Parameters

DBName is db-name

Specifies the name of the database or dictionary included in the resource name table. Db-name is a one- through eight-
character alphanumeric value. The last character of db-name can be an asterisk (*) indicating a wildcard character. For
more information about the use of the wildcard character, see Usage.

• VIA nodename
Identifies the name of the DC/UCF system where the named resource is located or the name of an intermediate node
through which the request for data will be routed.
Nodename is the system name identified on the SYSTEM ID parameter of the SYSTEM statement or overridden
by the DCNAME parameter in the SYSIDMS file at startup and must match a nodename defined with the NODE
statement.

• VIA groupname
Identifies the name of the DBGROUP to which the request for data will be dynamically routed.
Groupname is the name of a DBGROUP defined in the database name table of one or more DC/UCF systems any
of which are capable of servicing the request for data. Groupname must match a nodename defined by a NODE
statement specifying a GROUP parameter.

• LOCal
Specifies the resource is located on the DC/UCF system you are defining.
LOCAL is the default.

DEStination is destination-node

Specifies a node name to which requests for data are sent.

Specify a destination-node rather than a database-name when user applications will specify a nodename on a native DML
BIND RUNUNIT statement or a DC batch application BIND TASK statement.

The last character of destination-node can be an asterisk (*) indicating a wildcard character. For more information about
the use of the wildcard character, see Usage.

Destination-node is a unique one- through 8- character alphanumeric value.

EXClude

• DBName database-name
Identifies the name of a previously defined database to exclude from the resource name table.

• DEStination destination-node
Identifies the name of a previously defined destination-node to exclude from the resource name table.
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RESOURCE TABLE Statement Usage

What are Resources

A resource is either a database or a node (system) from which requests for a database are forwarded. You specify a node
name as a DESTINATION when:

• You don't know the ultimate target node or
• No physical communication link exists except for the DC/UCF system you are defining and the final destination node

Using Wildcards for Resource Names

You can use a wildcard character with the db-name and destination-name variables. For example, you could define:

ADD RESOURCE TABLE

 DBNAME IS MIS* VIA SYSTEM84

MIS* would be a single entry in the resource name table. At runtime, any request for a database name with MIS, would be
matched with MIS* and routed to SYSTEM84.

Additionally, CA IDMS automatically generates the following entries as the last two entries in the resource name table:

DBNAME * LOCAL

DESTINATION *.

This ensures that all database requests are routed to the DC/UCF system you are defining.

Sequence of Resource Names is Important

CA IDMS generates entries in the resource name table in the order they are defined on the RESOURCE TABLE
statement. This is important because the resource name table is searched from the beginning of the table to the end until
a match is found. The first match CA IDMS finds in the resource name table is the node name it will use to locate the
requested resource.

You should define specific resource names first and less specific resource names next.

If the resource is not located in the resource name table or the node name does not match the node name specified on
the request, an error is returned to the application program.

Specifying Resources

The type of resource you specify is either a database or a destination (nodename). In most cases, you will specify a
database name.

The only time you need to explicitly define a destination resource is when the target node is not defined using a NODE
statement. This can be the case because:

• There is no direct communications path from the system being defined to the target system, thus requiring database
requests to be routed through an intermediate node. If this is the case, you must define the target node as a
destination resource and specify the intermediate node in its VIA parameter.

• Dynamic routing through DBGROUPs is used to direct database connections to any of several systems capable of
processing the request. The default access method is used to access the dynamically selected target node. If this
is the case, you must define the members of the DBGROUP as destination resources and specify the name of the
DBGROUP in their VIA parameter. If the node names of all DBGROUP members follow a unique naming convention,
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then wild-carding can be used in the destination nodename to reduce the number of required definitions and to allow
new members to be added without necessitating changes to the resource table.

Modifying the Resource Table

You can modify and delete individual entries in the resource table without deleting the entire resource table. Use the
EXCLUDE clause of the RESOURCE TABLE statement to delete a specific DBNAME or DESTINATION entry from the
resource table.

Use the MODIFY RESOURCE TABLE statement to add new entries to an existing resource table. Note that new entries
added to the resource table on a MODIFY operation are added to the end of the resource table. To control the sequence
of entries in the resource table when adding new entries to an existing resource table, you have to delete and then add
the resource table; submitting the entries in the sequence you want them to appear in the resource table.

You can also modify the LOCAL/VIA option to change the location of a database name resource.

Example RESOURCE TABLE Statement

Defining a Resource Table

ADD RESOURCE TABLE

    DBNAME IS SYS104 VIA EDCQAM01

    DESTINATION IS PRODC* VIA CUSTGRP

    DBNAME IS MIS* VIA SYSTEM84.

Modifying a Resource Table to Add a Database Name

MODIFY RESOURCE TABLE

    DBNAME IS SYS103 VIA EDCQA01.

Modifying the Resource Table to Delete an Entry

MODIFY RESOURCE TABLE

  EXCLUDE DESTINATION SYSQA02.

RUNUNITS Statement -- Creates Predefined Run Units
The RUNUNITS statement is used to predefine:

• System run units for load area processing for an alternate dictionary or catalog
• Run units to perform security checking for SQL objects in an alternate catalog

Run units predefined can be controlled at runtime by means of the DCMT DISPLAY and VARY RUN UNIT LOADER
commands. For more information about DCMT commands, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands
section.
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RUNUNITS Statement Syntax

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE RUNUNITS Statement

►►─┬──────────┬─ RUNunits for ─┬── LOAder ────────┬───────────────────────────►
   ├─ ADD ────┤                ├── SQL LOAder ────┤
   ├─ MODify ─┤                └── SQL SECurity ──┘
   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─── DICtname is dictionary-name ────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ COUnt is ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘
                └─ run-unit-count ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ IDLe interval is ─┬─ idle-interval ─┬─┘
                        └─ OFF ◄──────────┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH RUNUNITS Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ RUNunits for LOAder ────┬─────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─ ALL RUNunits ───────────┘

 ►─── DICtname is dictionary-name ────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘
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RUNUNITS Statement Parameters

LOAder

Allows you to predefine rununits for loading from dictionary load areas.

SQL LOAder

Allows you to predefine rununits for loading access modules when using the SQL option.

SQL SECurity

Allows you to predefine rununits that will perform security checking against SQL-related objects such as tables, access
modules and SQL-defined schemas.

DICtname is dictionary-name

Identifies the data dictionary for which the run units are being predefined.

Dictionary-name must be the one- through eight-character name of a data dictionary included in a segment of the DMCL
defined for the runtime environment.

You must explicitly identify an alternate dictionary. Dictionary-name cannot be the system default dictionary. You specify a
default dictionary for predefined run units on the RUNUNIT FOR clause of the SYSTEM statement.

COUnt is run-unit-count

Specifies the number of run units being predefined.

Run-unit-count must be an integer in the range 1 through 999. The default is 1.

IDLe interval is

Specifies how long the DC/UCF system is to permit a predefined run unit to be inactive before issuing a FINISH command
for the run unit. A terminated run unit will be rebound when a program requires access to the load area and no predefined
run units are available.

• idle-interval
Specifies the idle interval in minutes.
Idle-interval must be an integer in the range 1 through 9,999.

• OFF
Directs the system not to terminate inactive run units based on an idle interval.
OFF is the default when you omit the IDLE INTERVAL parameter from the RUNUNITS statement.

Example RUNUNITS Statements

Predefining Run Units

The following statement creates five predefined run units for load area processing in the TSTDICT dictionary. The run
units will be terminated if they remain inactive for more than eight minutes.

ADD RUNUNITS FOR LOADER

    DICTNAME IS TSTDICT

    COUNT IS 5

    IDLE INTERVAL IS 8.
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Changing the Idle Interval

The following statement changes the idle interval for the predefined run units for the TSTDICT dictionary:

MODIFY RUNUNITS FOR LOADER

    DICTNAME IS TSTDICT

    IDLE INTERVAL IS 5.

Deleting Predefined Run Units

The following statement deletes the predefined run units for the TSTDICT dictionary:

DELETE RUNUNITS FOR LOADER

    DICTNAME IS TSTDICT.

For more information about predefined run units, see System Run Units.

SQL CACHE Statement -- Controls SQL Caching
The SQL CACHE statement controls SQL caching in a central version.

SQL CACHE Statement Syntax

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE SQL CACHE Statement

►►─┬──────────┬─ SQL CACHE ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ADD ────┤
   ├─ MODify ─┤
   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ FOR statement-count statements ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ DEFault caching is ─┬─ ON ◄─┬─┘
                          └─ OFF ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄
   │                      ┌────────────────┐    │
   └─ EXCept connect to (─▼─ connect-name ─┴─ )─┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH SQL CACHE Statement
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►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ SQL CACHE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

SQL CACHE Statement Parameters

statement-count

Specifies the maximum number of SQL statements that can be placed in the SQL statement cache. The default value is
100. The maximum theoretical value is 2,147,483,647. The actual maximum depends on available memory.

DEFault caching

• ON - Specifies that caching of dynamic SQL statements is enabled. ON is the default.
• OFF - Specifies that caching of dynamic SQL statements is disabled.

connect-name

Specifies the name of a dictionary or catalog to which a user of the CV can connect. You can specify multiple connect-
names to form an exception list to the default caching specification.

SQL CACHE Statement Usage

Dynamically changing caching attributes: All of the options that can be specified in an SQL CACHE statement can
be changed dynamically by issuing SQL DML statements against CA-supplied tables. For more information, see the CA
IDMS SQL Reference section.

Default caching status: If an SQL CACHE statement is not specified for a system, the dynamic SQL caching is disabled
at system startup. SQL caching can be dynamically enabled by inserting a row into the SYSCA.SQLCACHEOPT table.
For more information, see the CA IDMS SQL Reference section.
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Specifying an exception list: You can specify an exception list of connect-names for which caching is enabled or
disabled depending on what was implicitly or explicitly specified in the DEFAULT CACHING clause. If default caching is
enabled, caching is disabled for any session connected to a dictionary or database whose name appears in the exception
list. Conversely, if default caching is disabled, caching is enabled for any such session.

Example SQL CACHE Statement

Enabling an SQL Cache

The following statement enables an SQL cache to hold up to 500 SQL statements. Caching will be active for all connect
names except for the SYSTEM dictionary.

ADD SQL CACHE

 FOR 500 STATEMENTS

 DEFAULT CACHING IS ON

 EXCEPT CONNECT TO(SYSTEM).

Modifying the Connect Exception List

The following statement will set the dictionaries SYSTEM and APPLDICT in the exception list.

MOD SQL CACHE

 EXCEPT CONNECT TO(SYSTEM APPLDICT).

Removing SQL caching

The following statement removes the SQL cache from the current system definition. Please note that it will still be possible
to dynamically add SQL caching through SQL DML statements. Refer to the examples in the appropriate section of the
CA IDMS SQL Reference section.

DELETE SQL CACHE.

STORAGE POOL Statement -- Defines Secondary 24-Bit Storage Pools
The STORAGE POOL statement is used to define secondary 24-bit storage pools and their characteristics, including the
storage pool number, size, and type of storage the pool contains. Using the STORAGE POOL statement, you can define
up to 127 alternate 24-bit storage pools, each containing up to six types of storage.

You define each storage pool with a separate STORAGE POOL statement, specifying a number that identifies the storage
pool. You can specify optional parameters or allow parameter defaults noted in the syntax description.

At runtime, users can display summary statistics for all storage pools in the system with the DCMT DISPLAY ALL
STORAGE POOLS statement. Users can display statistics for a single storage pool using the DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE
STORAGE statement.
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When using storage protect in a production environment, the storage pools must be defined in such a manner that all
forms of user-oriented storage are segregated from the system-oriented storage. In other words, explicitly define both
an XA and a non-XA storage pool for user storage types. Storage types: User, User kept, Shared, and Shared kept,
can be together, but they must be defined to secondary storage pools and must be isolated from any secondary pools
which contain either Database or Terminal type storage. Do not use the ALL keyword in the sub-clause "Contains types
(ALL)" and do not permit this sub-clause to default on any storage pool being defined for a storage protected production
environment, instead the types must be explicitly stated for each pool being defined.

STORAGE POOL Statement Syntax

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE STORAGE POOL Statement

►►─┬──────────┬─ STOrage POOl storage-pool-number ────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ADD ────┤
   ├─ MODify ─┤
   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►
   │                    ┌──────── , ────────┐     │
   └─ CONtains types ( ─▼ ┬─ DATabase ────┬─┴─ ) ─┘
                          ├─ SHAred ──────┤
                          ├─ SHARED-Kept ─┤
                          ├─ TERminal ────┤
                          ├─ USEr ────────┤
                          ├─ USER-Kept ───┤
                          └─ ALL ◄────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►
   └─ CUShion is ─┬─ 1 ◄───────────────────┬─┘
                  └─ storage-cushion-size ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ PGFix ─────┤
   └─ NOPgfix ◄──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►
   └─ RELocatable threshold is ─┬─ threshold-percentage ─┬─┘
                                ├─ YES ◄─────────────────┤
                                └─ NO ───────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ SIZe is ─┬─ 1 ◄────────────────┬─┘
               └─ storage-pool-size ─┘
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DISPLAY/PUNCH STORAGE POOL Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ STOrage POOl storage-pool-number ─┬───────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─ ALL STOrage POOls ────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

STORAGE POOL Statement Parameters

STOrage POOl storage-pool-number

Specifies a number that uniquely identifies a 24-bit storage pool.

Storage-pool-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 127.

• CONtains types
Specifies the types of storage the named storage pool can accommodate.
Storage types must be enclosed by parentheses. If you specify more than one storage type, each type must be
separated from the next by a blank or a comma.
– DATabase

Specifies the storage pool can contain storage for DMCL buffers. The DMCL buffers hold copies of database pages.
– SHAred

Specifies the storage pool can contain storage that is designated shared.
– SHARED-Kept

Specifies the storage pool can contain storage that is designated shared kept.
– TERminal

Specifies the storage pool can contain storage for terminal buffers.
– USEr

Specifies the storage pool can contain storage that is designated user.
– USER-Kept

Specifies the storage pool can contain storage that is designated user kept.
– ALL

Specifies the storage pool can contain all of the storage types listed above.
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ALL is the default when you omit the CONTAINS TYPES parameter from the STORAGE POOL statement.

• CUShion is storage-cushion-size
Specifies the amount of free storage, in 1K bytes, to be reserved in the specified storage pool to help prevent
exhausting space in the storage pool.
Storage-cushion-size must be an integer in the range 1 through 16,383. The default is 1.

NOTE
Users can override this parameter at runtime with the DCMT VARY STORAGE POOL CUSHION command.

• PGFix
For virtual storage systems only, specifies that pages in the storage pool are fixed as they are allocated.

• NOPgfix
For virtual storage systems only, suppresses page fixing.
NOPGFIX is the default when you specify neither PGFIX nor NOPGFIX in the STORAGE POOL statement.

• RELocatable threshold is
Specifies the point at which the DC/UCF system is to write relocatable storage in the named storage pool to the
scratch area (DDLDCSCR) of the data dictionary.
– threshold-percentage

Directs the system to write relocatable storage to the scratch area across a pseudo-converse when the amount of
used space in the storage pool exceeds the specified threshold.
Threshold-percentage must be an integer in the range 0 through 100. A value of 0 is synonymous with YES. A
value of 100 is synonymous with NO.

– YES
Directs the system always to write relocatable storage to the scratch area across a pseudo-converse.
YES is the default when you omit the RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD parameter from the STORAGE POOL
statement.

– NO
Directs the system never to write relocatable storage to the scratch area across a pseudo-converse.

• SIZe is storage-pool-size
Specifies the amount of storage, in 1K bytes, to be made available for system and program variable storage.
Storage-pool-size must be an integer in the range 1 through 16,383. The default is 1.

NOTE
For more information about runtime storage allocation, see the CA IDMS System Operations section.

Example STORAGE POOL Statement

Adding a Storage Pool with Default Characteristics

The following statement defines storage pool 3. All STORAGE POOL statement defaults are accepted:

ADD STORAGE POOL 3.

Changing the Types of Storage Allowed in a Storage Pool

The following statement modifies storage pool 3 by changing the storage types:

MODIFY STORAGE POOL 3

   CONTAINS TYPES (TERMINAL DATABASE).
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Adding a Storage Pool with Specified Characteristics

The following statement adds storage pool 5:

ADD STORAGE POOL 5

    SIZE IS 250

    CUSHION IS 50

    PGFIX

    CONTAINS TYPES (SHARED SHARED-KEPT).

Changing the Size of a Storage Pool

The following statement modifies storage pool 5 by changing its size to 300:

MODIFY STORAGE POOL 5

   SIZE IS 300.

Deleting a Storage Pool

The following statement deletes storage pool 5:

DELETE STORAGE POOL 5.

TASK Statement
The TASK statement is used to define a task and its characteristics, including the code used to invoke the task, and
to associate the task with a DC/UCF system. The task definition names the first program to be invoked by the task.
Subsequent programs are invoked according to program instructions (for example, LINK) and are not specified in the task
definition. The TASK statement optionally specifies an upper limit for system resources owned by a task.

Users can override certain TASK parameters at runtime by using the DCMT VARY TASK command. The allowable
overrides are noted in the syntax rules for the applicable parameters.

NOTE

• TASK Statement Syntax
• TASK Statement Parameters
• TASK Statement Usage
• Example TASK Statements

TASK Statement Syntax

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE TASK
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►►─┬──────────┬─ TASk task-code ──────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ADD ────┤
   ├─ MODify ─┤
   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ Version is ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘
                  └─ version-number ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►
   └─ AREa acquisition THReshold is ─┬─ count ─────────────────────────────┬┘
                                     ├─ DEFault ◄─────────────────────────┬┘
                                     └─ OFF ───┬─────────────────────────┬┘
                                               └─ RETry ─┬── FORever ◄──┬┘
                                                         └── count ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ENAbled ◄──┤
   └─ DISabled ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►
   └─ EXTERNAL WAIT is ─┬─ SYStem ◄────────────┬─┘
                        ├─ external wait time ─┤
                        └─┬─ FORever ─┬────────┘
                          └─ NO ──────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►
   └─ INActive interval is ─┬─ inactive-wait-time ─┬─┘
                            ├─ SYStem ◄────────────┤
                            └─ OFF ────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ INPut ◄──┤
   └─ NOInput ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ INTernal ───┤
   └─ EXTernal ◄──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►
   └─ INVokes program program-name ─┬────────────────────────────────┬─┘
                                    └─ Version ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘
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                                                └─ version-number ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   └─▼─┬─ CALl ────┬─ LIMit is ─┬─ limit ────┬─┴─┘
       ├─ DBIo ────┤            ├─ SYStem ◄──┤
       ├─ LOCk ────┤            └─ OFF ──────┘
       └─ STOrage ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ LOCation is ─┬─ BELow ◄──┬─┘
                   └─ ANY ─────┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ MAP ─────┤
   └─ NOMap ◄──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►
   └─ MAXimum CONcurrent threads is ─┬─ thread-count ─┬─┘
                                     └─ OFF ◄─────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►
   └─ ON COMmit ──────┬─ SYStem ◄──────────────────────┤
                      ├─ WRITe COMT ───────────────────┤
                      └─ WRITe ENDJ ─┬────────────────┬┘
                                     ├─ NEW ID ◄──────┤
                                     └─ RETain ID ────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►
   └─ ON ROLlback continue ────────┬─ SYStem ◄──┬───┘
                                   ├─ NEW ID ───┤
                                   └─ RETain ID ┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►
   └── OPErating system is operating-system ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PRINt key is ─┬─ PAn ──────┬─┘
                    ├─ PFn ──────┤
                    ├─ SYStem ◄──┤
                    └─ OFF ──────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ PRIority is ─┬─ 100 ◄──────────┬─┘
                   └─ task-priority ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PROduct code is product-code ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PROtocol is ─┬─ DEFresp ◄──┬─┘
                   └─ EXPresp ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►
   └─ QUIesce wait is ─┬─ SYStem ◄───────────┤
                       ├─ quiesce-wait-time ─┤
                       ├─ FORever ───────────┤
                       └─ NOWait ────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─
   │
   └─ RESource timeout ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►
   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │
  ─▼┬ INTerval is ─┬─ resource-timeout-interval ─┬───────────────────────┬┴─┘
    │              ├─ SYStem ◄───────────────────┤                       │
    │              └─┬─ FORever ─┬───────────────┘                       │
    │                └─ OFF ─────┘                                       │
    └ PROgram is ┬ resource-timeout-prog-name ┬────────────────────────┬┬┘
                 │                            └ Version ┬ 1 ◄─────────┬┘│
                 │                                      └ version-num ┘ │
                 └ SYStem ◄─────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ SAVe ─────┤
   └─ NOSave ◄──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►
   └─ SQL ROW LIMit is ──────┬─ limit value ─────┬─────────────────────────────┘
                             ├─ SYStem ◄──────┤
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                             ├─ OFF ──────────┤

                             └─ 0 ────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►
   └─ TCF task is tcf-task-code ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┘
                                 └─ Version is ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘
                                                └─ version-number ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄
    └─ TRAnsaction SHAring is ─┬─ OFF ──────┬─┘
                               ├─ ON ───────┤
                               └─ SYStem ◄──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH TASK Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ TASk task-code ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬───►
   └─ PUNch ───┘ │                  └─ Version is ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘ │
                 │                                 └─ version-number ─┘   │
                 └─ ALL TASks ────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘
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TASK Statement Parameters

TASk task-code

Specifies a code that identifies the task and is used at runtime by a terminal operator or program to invoke the task.

Task-code must be a one- through eight-character value.

NOTE
CA ADS mainline dialogs do not require task codes in order to be invoked.

Version is version-number

Differentiates tasks with identical task codes (for example, production and test versions).

Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 9,999. The default is 1.

Although multiple versions of a task can exist in the data dictionary, only one version of a task is used by a system at
runtime. If multiple ADD TASK statements specify the same task code, at runtime the system uses the one that appears
first in the system definition.

AREa acquisition THReshold is

Controls whether the system will accumulate area locks during ready processing of multiple areas for a single database
transaction.

The values you specify on the TASK statement will override those specified on the SYSTEM statement.

• count
Specifies the number of times, during ready processing, the system will wait on an area lock before it starts to
accumulate area locks for a transaction. This value only applies if multiple areas are being readied at one time.
Count must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767.
Before the threshold count is reached, the system will free locks on areas previously locked by the database
transaction if the transaction must wait to place a lock on another area.
Once the threshold is reached, the system will not release existing area locks while waiting for a new area lock.

• DEFault
Directs the system to use the values specified in the AREA ACQUISITION THRESHOLD of the SYSTEM statement.
DEFAULT is the default.

• OFF
Directs the system not to accumulate area locks until it can acquire all areas needed by a database transaction.
RETry count
Defines a limit on the number of times the system will continue trying to gain access to all areas without accumulating
area locks. Count must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767.
RETry FORever
FORever is the default and directs the system to continue to try to gain access to all needed areas until it successfully
acquires all areas or until operating system resource and time limits are exceeded. You should specify the default of
FORever unless experience shows that a transaction is not gaining access to areas as needed.

ENAbled

Indicates the task is enabled at system startup and can access the system.

ENABLED is the default when you specify neither ENABLED nor DISABLED in the TASK statement.

DISabled

Indicates the task is not enabled at system startup and is prohibited from accessing the system until the task is enabled.

NOTE
Users can override the ENABLED/DISABLED parameter at runtime with the DCMT VARY TASK command.
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EXTERNAL WAIT is

Specifies the length of time the system waits for an external request for the named task before abnormally terminating the
task.

NOTE
Users can override the EXTERNAL WAIT parameter at runtime with the DCMT VARY TASK command.

INActive interval is

Specifies the amount of time the system permits a DC task or external user session to wait for a resource before
abnormally terminating the task. For more information about the inactive interval, see Abend Detection and Timed
Functions.

NOTE
Users can override this parameter at runtime with the DCMT VARY TASK STALL command.

INPut

Specifies the terminal input buffer can contain data along with the task code. You should specify INPUT if the program
invoked by the task requests a transfer of data from the terminal buffer to the task via a READ TERMINAL, READ LINE
TERMINAL, or MAPIN request, as its first I/O operation, or if an external task permits the terminal operator to specify
parameters or commands following the task code (for example, DCUF SHOW USERS).

INPUT is the default when you specify neither INPUT nor NOINPUT in the TASK statement.

NOInput

Specifies the terminal buffer can contain only the task code. You should specify NOINPUT if the program invoked by the
task does not request a transfer of data from the terminal buffer to the task as its first I/O operation or if an external task
does not permit the terminal operator to specify parameters or commands following the task code (for example, BYE).

INTernal

Specifies the task can be invoked internally only. A task is invoked internally when an executing program specifies the
task code in an ATTACH or DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE request.

EXTernal

Specifies the task can be invoked either externally or internally. A task is invoked externally when the user enters a task
code in response to the system prompt.

EXTERNAL is the default when you specify neither INTERNAL nor EXTERNAL in the TASK statement.

INVokes program program-name

Specifies the name of the initial program to be invoked by the system for the task.

Program-name must be the name of a program previously defined in the data dictionary.

The INVOKES PROGRAM parameter is required in ADD TASK statements.

NOTE
Users can override this parameter at runtime with the DCMT VARY TASK PROGRAM command.

LIMit is

Specifies limits on system resources held by tasks. You can code one LIMIT parameter for each resource type.

NOTE
To enforce limits on a task's resources, task statistics must be collected. You use the STATISTICS parameter
of the system generation SYSTEM statement to enable the collection of task statistics. For more information
about runtime considerations for task resource limits, see the CA IDMS System Operations section. Users can
override this parameter at runtime with the DCMT VARY TASK command.
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CALl

Limits the number of system service calls (for example, OBTAIN CALC) issued by an online task. When you
specify CALL, limit must be an integer in the range 1 through 2,147,483,647.

DBIo

Limits the number of database I/O operations (reads and writes) performed by online task. When you specify
DBIO, limit must be an integer in the range 1 through 2,147,483,647.

LOCk

Limits the number of record locks allocated to an online task during the life of the task. When LOCK is specified,
limit-n is an integer in the range 1 through 2,147,483,647.

STOrage

Limits the amount of storage, in 1K bytes, that an online task can hold at one time. When you specify
STORAGE, limit must be an integer in the range 1 through 16,383.

limit

Directs the system to use the specified limit for the indicated resource.

SYStem

Directs the system to use the limit for the resource defined in the SYSTEM statement LIMIT FOR ONLINE
TASKS parameter.

SYSTEM is the default when you omit the LIMIT parameter from the TASK statement.

OFF

Directs the system not to limit the task's use of the named resource.

LOCation is

Specifies the memory location from which the DC/UCF system loads programs and allocates storage for the named task.

NOTE
Users can override this parameter at runtime with the DCMT VARY TASK LOCATION command.

MAP

Specifies the task performs a mapout automatically upon initiation. The DC/UCF user program will not perform this I/O
operation.

NOMap

Specifies the task will not perform a mapout automatically upon initiation. If you specify NOMAP, the task is not dedicated
to a mapout operation and the task's initial program, as specified in the INVOKES PROGRAM parameter, does not have
to be a map.

NOMAP is the default when you specify neither MAP nor NOMAP in the TASK statement.

MAXimum CONcurrent threads is

Limits the number of threads that can be active concurrently for the task. When the limit is exceeded, a message is routed
to the terminal.

NOTE
Users can override this parameter at runtime with the DCMT VARY TASK MAXIMUM CONCURRENT
command.

ON COMmit
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Specifies options that control commit behavior. These options apply only to commit operations in which the database
session remains active.

• SYSTEM
Specifies that the commit behavior for the task should default to that specified for the system.

• WRIte COMT
Specifies that a COMT journal record should be written.

• WRIte ENDJ
Specifies that an ENDJ journal record should be written.
NEW ID
Specifies that a new local transaction ID should be assigned to the next transaction associated with the database
session.
RETain ID
Specifies that the existing local transaction ID should be assigned to the next transaction associated with the database
session.

ON ROLlback continue

Specifies options that control rollback behavior. These options apply only to rollback operations in which the database
session remains active.

• SYSTEM
Specifies that rollback behavior for the task should default to that specified for the system.

• RETain ID
Specifies that following a rollback, the current local transaction ID should be assigned to the next transaction
associated with the database session.

• NEW ID
Specifies that following a rollback, a new local transaction ID should be assigned to the next transaction associated
with the database session.

PRINt key is

Overrides the system-wide print-screen key assignment (specified by the PRINT KEY parameter of the system generation
SYSTEM statement) for the named task.

• PAn
Identifies a program attention key. N must be the integer 1, 2, or 3.

• PFn
Identifies a program function key. N must be an integer in the range 1 through 24.

NOTE
The transfer control facility (TCF) uses PF3 and PF9 for the TERMINATE and SUSPEND functions. For tasks
that execute under TCF, do not specify PF3 or PF9 as the print-screen key.

• SYSTEM (default)
Indicates the print-key assignment specified in the PRINT KEY parameter for the current SYSTEM statement is used.
SYSTEM is the default when you omit the PRINT KEY parameter from the TASK statement.

• OFF
Disables the print-screen facility for the task.

NOTE
For more information about assigning a print-screen key, see the description of the SYSTEM statement PRINT
KEY parameter in SYSTEM Statement.

PRIority is task-priority

Specifies the dispatching priority for the online task.

Task-priority must be an integer in the range 0 (lowest priority) through 240 (highest priority). The default is 100.
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For more information about the dispatching priority of certain tasks, see Specifying a TASK PRIORITY

NOTE
Users can override this parameter at runtime with the DCMT VARY TASK PRIORITY command. The PRIORITY
clause has no impact on tasks initiated as a result of an ATTACH statement in a COBOL or PL/I program or a
#ATTACH macro in an Assembler program.

PROduct code is product-code

Identifies a product and related task codes by a generic name.

Product-code must be a one- through eight-character generic name of the product associated with the task.

When using this parameter in conjunction with TCF, product-code must be one of the following values: IDD, OLM,
SCHEMA, SSC, SYSGEN, OLQ, ADSA, ADS2, or ADSC.

PROtocol is

Specifies the response protocol to be used by the task when communicating with terminals associated with a VTAMLIN
type line.

• DEFresp
Specifies the task is to use definite response protocol. The terminal from which the task is executed must respond with
a completion status when a terminal write is requested from the DC/UCF system.
DEFRESP is the default when you omit the PROTOCOL parameter from the TASK statement.
Printers run with definite response protocol regardless of the protocol specification for the task.
Note: If you specify DEFRESP the VTAM line definition statement, then you must specify EXPRESP on the task
definition statement for each individual task.

• EXPresp
Specifies the task is to use exception response protocol. Exception response protocol reduces transmission time
because terminals are not required to respond with a completion status when a terminal write is requested from the
DC/UCF system.

NOTE
If you specify EXPRESP on the VTAM line definition statement, then all tasks will run using the exception
response protocol, and the specification you make here has not effect.

QUIesce wait is

Specifies if the system permits the task to wait for a quiesce operation to terminate; and if waiting is permitted the amount
of time the task waits before it is abnormally terminated.

NOTE
Users can override the QUIESCE WAIT parameter at runtime with the DCMT VARY TASK command.

RESource timeout

Defines the task's resource timeout interval and resource timeout program used for pseudo-conversational transactions.

NOTE
Users can override this parameter at runtime with the DCMT VARY TASK command.

SAVe

Indicates that current terminal output associated with the task when the terminal on which the task is executing receives a
write-direct-to-terminal data stream.

NOTE
With line-mode I/O, terminal output is always saved unless a program specifies the NOBACKPAGE parameter.

NOSave
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Indicates that the system will not save the contents of the terminal screen before writing a write-direct-to-terminal data
stream.

NOSAVE is the default when you specify neither SAVE nor NOSAVE in the TASK statement.

NOTE
Users can override the SAVE/NOSAVE specification at runtime with the DCMT VARY TASK SAVE/NOSAVE
command.

SQL ROW LIMit is

Specifies the maximum number of rows that can be read or updated by a single SQL statement. This includes rows that
are processed internally, for example by a sort or an aggregate function, not just the number of rows updated or returned
to the user. The calls to a table procedure or procedure are also counted toward the limit. SQL ROW LIMit can be used to
limit database I/O activity.

• Default: SYStem
Specifies that the SQL row limit defaults to the system-level limits.

• OFF/0
 Disables the SQL row limit for the task. OFF and 0 are synonyms. 

• Limits:    1 through 2,147,483,647

NOTE

1,077,952,576 cannot be used for the SQL ROW Limit on a TASK Statement. If this value is used, it is
changed to SYStem to maintain backward compatibility for task definitions added to CA IDMS prior to CA
IDMS Release 12.0.

TCF task is tcf-task-code

Specifies the named task is eligible to run under the transfer control facility (TCF).

Tcf-task-code must be a previously defined task code that invokes the TCF control program (RHDCUMBR).

• Version is version-number
Differentiates identical TCF task codes (for example, production and test versions).
Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 9,999. The default is 1.

TRAnsaction SHAring is

Specifies options that control transaction sharing.

• OFF
Specifies that transaction sharing is initially disabled when a task of this type is initiated.

• ON
Specifies that transaction sharing is initially enabled when a task of this type is initiated.

• SYStem
Specifies that the initial transaction sharing setting for a task is the value specified in the TRANSACTION SHARING
clause of the SYSTEM statement. SYSTEM is the default if you omit the TRANSACTION SHARING parameter from
the TASK statement.

TASK Statement Usage

Effect on DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE

If a DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE request is issued and the next task code is assigned the INPUT attribute, the task
does not execute until the terminal operator enters data. If a DC RETURN NEXT TASK CODE request is issued and the
next task code is assigned the NOINPUT attribute, the task executes immediately.

Associating a Task with a PF Key
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You can associate a task with a program function (PF) key by specifying task-code in the form PFn. N must be an integer
in the range 1 through 24. At runtime, to invoke a task associated with a PF key, the terminal operator presses the
appropriate key.

Location Mode under XA Systems

If the DC/UCF system is running under an operating system supporting the XA feature, tasks should be defined with
LOCATION IS BELOW unless all programs invoked under the task have been tested to ensure that they can execute in
31-bit addressing mode.

Specifying MAP

Typically, you specify MAP for the first task to be executed in a pseudo-conversational transaction. In this case, the task's
initial program, as defined in the INVOKES PROGRAM parameter (see above), must be a map, and the first field of the
map must specify the next task code to be initiated. The field can be a variable data field into which the terminal operator
will enter the appropriate task code, or it can be a literal field that contains the task code. If a literal field is used, it must be
defined with a MODIFY DATA TAG specification of YES and, typically, with the darkened and protected attributes.

Specifying a TASK PRIORITY

For the following task types, the task-priority specified on the PRIORITY clause is the dispatching priority for the task at
runtime:

• A task initiated as a result of exceeding a queue threshold
• A startup or shutdown autotask
• A task initiated as a result of a SET TIMER START TASK statement in a COBOL or PL/I program or a #SETTIME

macro in an Assembler program, if no priority is specified in the SET TIMER statement or the #SETTIME macro.
For tasks associated with a logical terminal, the specified priority is added to the values specified in the PRIORITY
parameters in the LTERM statement to determine the priority assigned to the task at runtime. If the sum of the above
values is greater than 240, a dispatching priority of 240 is assigned. A task that is initiated in one of the following ways
is associated with a logical terminal:
– The task code is entered by the terminal operator in response to the "Enter Next Task Code" prompt
– The task is initiated as a result of a previous task specifying a next task code parameter on a DC RETURN

statement or #RETURN macro
– The task is an LTERM autotask

Use of Product Codes

When a task code is different from the product name (for example, TASK IDDTCF INVOKES PROGRAM IDMSDDDC,
where IDDTCF differs from IDD, the installation default), the PRODUCT CODE parameter relates the task code to the
product. The system adds an entry to the task definition element (TDE), listing the task code, referenced by its product
code.

The transfer control facility uses the table to switch to a different session. At runtime, the system first scans the list of task
codes, then scans the product codes to identify and transfer control to the product requested by the terminal operator.

Specifying commit and rollback options

You can specify options that control the following commit and rollback behavior:

• The type of journal record written on a commit
• Whether a new local transaction ID is assigned on a rollback continue or commit.

You can control whether a COMT or ENDJ journal record is written on a commit operation in which the database session
remains active. Writing an ENDJ can reduce recovery time because less data has to be examined to locate the start
of a recovery unit. This benefit applies to online recovery, warmstart, and ROLLBACK and ROLLFORWARD recovery
operations. ENDJ is most beneficial in cases where long-running transactions perform relatively infrequent updates
between commit operations. In cases where update transactions are committed frequently, writing ENDJ journal records
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might negatively impact the amount of information journaled because another BEGN journal record has to be written
before the first update following a commit operation.

NOTE
ENDJ journal records are always written when system rununits are committed, regardless of the ON COMMIT
option specified.

You can control whether a new local transaction ID is assigned following a commit or rollback operation in which the
database session remains active. Assigning a new transaction ID reduces the chance of duplicate IDs should this value
wrap within a single cycle of a central version. It also has the effect of recording journal statistics separately by commit
recovery unit rather than across all recovery units within a database transaction. You can assign a new ID on a commit
operation only if you also specify that an ENDJ checkpoint record be written.

NOTE
A new transaction ID is always assigned when system run units are committed or rolled out.

SQL Row Limit

The SQL Row Limit is an option to limit the number of rows that can be read or updated by a single SQL statement. This
includes rows that are processed internally, for example by a sort or an aggregate function. The following items are also
counted toward the limit:

• The calls to a table procedure passed with the following operation codes: next row, update row, delete row, or insert
row

• The call to a procedure

Any DML executed by a table procedure or procedure is not counted toward the limit.

SQL Row Limit is more powerful than standard row count options because it can be used to limit additional database I/O
activity, rather than only limit the number of rows returned to the user in a result set. SQL Row Limit differs from other CA
IDMS limits as it is enforced at the statement level by the SQL engine and provides a recoverable error message instead
of task abend. Resource Limit Exit (Exit 20) is not invoked.

The SQL Row Limit is an attribute of the SQL session. It can be set on the SYSTEM statement and overridden on the
TASK statement in the SYSGEN and passed down to the session. Specifying the SQL Row Limit on the SET SESSION
overrides both the SYSTEM and TASK settings.

NOTE

When using a cursor, the row limit applies to the cursor statement and is incremented for each fetch, positioned
update and positioned delete. 

                            

Example TASK Statements

Adding a TCF Task

The following statement directs the system generation compiler to add task IDDTCF, to run under TCF, to the data
dictionary:

ADD TASK IDDTCF

    EXTERNAL

    INVOKES PROGRAM IDMSDDDC
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    PRIORITY IS 65

    INPUT

    LOCATION IS ANY

    RESOURCE TIMEOUT

       INTERVAL IS SYSTEM

       PROGRAM IS SYSTEM

    SAVE

    TCF TASK IS TCF

    PRODUCT CODE IS IDD.

Adding a User Task

The following statement directs the system generation compiler to add task ABC to the data dictionary:

ADD TASK ABC

    EXTERNAL

    INVOKES PROGRAM ABCPROG

    PRIORITY IS 60

    INPUT

    LOCATION IS ANY

    RESOURCE TIMEOUT

       INTERVAL IS SYSTEM

       PROGRAM IS SYSTEM

    SAVE

Modifying a Task

The following statement modifies task ABC by changing its priority class to 32:

MODIFY TASK ABC

   PRIORITY IS 32.
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Deleting a Task

The following statement deletes task ABC:

DELETE TASK ABC.

TCP/IP Statement -- Defines TCP/IP Runtime Environment
The TCP/IP statement is used to define the TCP/IP runtime environment of a DC/UCF system.

TCP/IP Statement Syntax

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE TCP/IP Statement

 ►►─┬─ ADD    ─┬──┬─ TCP/ip ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ MODify ─┤  └─ TCPip ──┘
   └─ DELete ─┘
 
 ►──┬────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ DEFault STATus is ─┬─ ON ◄──┬─┘
                          └─ OFF ──┘
 
 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►
    └─ DEFault TCP_NODelay option is ─┬─ ON ───┬─┘
                                      └─ OFF ◄─┘
 
 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►
    └─ DEFault STACk is ─┬─ DEFault ◄───┬─┘
                         └─ stack-name ─┘
  ►──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►
    │                        ┌─────────────┐           ┌─────────────┐   │
    └─┬─ INClude ─┬─ STAck (─▼─ stack-spec ┴) EXCept (─▼─ stack-spec ┴) ─┘
      └─ EXClude ─┘
 
 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►
    └─ MAXimum NUMber of SOCkets is ─┬─ DEFault ◄───┬─┘
                                     └─ max-socket ─┘
 
 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►
    └─ MAXimum NUMber of SOCkets PER TASk is ─┬─ DEFault ◄────────────┬─┘
                                              └─ max-socket-per-task ─┘
  ►──┬────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►
    └─ PLUgin MODule is ─┬─ plugin-module ─┬─┘
                         └─ RHDCD1IP ◄─────┘
 
 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────►◄
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    └─ SERvices FILe is ─┬─ OFF ◄─────────────────────────────────┬───┘
                         └─ file-name ─┬──────────────────────────┤
                                       └─ CASe ─┬─ SENsitive ◄──┬─┘
                                                └─ INSensitive ─┘
 

DISPLAY/PUNCH TCP/IP Statement

 ►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ TCP/ip ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─ TCPip ──┘
 
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe ────┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘
 

TCP/IP Statement Parameters

TCP/ip and TCPip

These are equivalent keywords that can be used the same way everywhere. They can be specified in SYSGEN definitions
or DCMT commands.

DEFault STATus is

Specifies the status of TCP/IP support in CA IDMS. OFF disables TCP/IP support for CA IDMS at startup. ON enables
support. The default is ON if an ADD TCP/IP statement is coded. If the TCP/IP entity is not defined to the system, the
default is OFF.

NOTE

DEFault TCP_NODelay option is

Specifies the default value for the NO_DELAY SOCKET option. Unless overridden for a specific socket connection, this
is the value that will be used for all communication. The default value is OFF, meaning that a delay may be experienced
between consecutive sends in order to optimize overall data movement.

NOTE
For more information about the TCP_NODELAY socket option, see the GETSOCKOPT and SETSOCKOPT
SOCKET functions in the CA IDMS Callable Services section.

DEFault STACk is
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Specifies the default stack to be used by the DC/UCF system.

• stack-name
Identifies the name of the stack to be used as a default.

• DEFault
Specifies that the CA IDMS assigned default stack is to be used. DEFAULT is the default.
The default stack for a DC/UCF system varies by operating system.
– On z/OS, the operating system assigns a specific stack as the default stack. Unless that stack is explicitly excluded

from use by SYSGEN or SYSIDMS parameters, CA IDMS uses the operating-system assigned default stack. If the
default stack has been excluded, CA IDMS chooses the first active stack from the list of stacks as the default.

– On z/VM, the default stack is the first stack in the list of stacks.

INClude/EXClude STack stack-spec

Controls or limits the stacks that can be used by the socket applications running in the CA IDMS system. This option is
useful only in a multiple stack environment where multiple TCP/IP stacks run concurrently; it is ignored on systems where
only one TCP/IP stack is active. It is used differently depending on the operating system:

• On z/OS, the INCLUDE or EXCLUDE list is used to customize the default stacks list returned by the operating system
when CINET is active. Both lists are mutually exclusive. If no INCLUDE or EXCLUDE list is specified, all stacks in the
list returned by the operating system are included.
If specified, the resulting list of stacks depends on the type of list being defined:
– INCLUDE List -- This list is built by excluding all the stack names that are not present in the SYSGEN INCLUDE list.
– EXCLUDE List -- This list is built by excluding all the stack names that are present in the SYSGEN EXCLUDE list.
Wildcards can be used as special names for stack-spec to define groups of stack names starting with the same
pattern. When wildcards are used in the INCLUDE or EXCLUDE list, the EXCEPT list can be used to refine the set of
included or excluded stacks by excluding specific stacks.
Wildcards can also be used for stack-spec in the EXCEPT list if they represent a sub-group of names from a larger
group declared in the INCLUDE or EXCLUDE list. See examples at the end of this section.

• On z/VM, only an INCLUDE list is available. Use the INCLUDE list to define the full list of stacks to use in the CA IDMS
system. Wildcards are not accepted.
This list can be used to replace the r16 definitions using the SYSTCPD file and the existing SYSIDMS parameters;
these definitions are ignored when the stacks are defined through SYSGEN.

An empty list can be specified for the INCLUDE, EXCLUDE or EXCEPT list in order to remove all entries from the
corresponding list. Duplicate names are ignored when specified within the same list of stacks.

MAXimum NUMber of SOCkets is max-socket

Specifies the maximum number of sockets that can be created globally in the DC/UCF system. max-socket is a positive
number between 1 and 65535. If DEFAULT is specified, a default value is assigned at startup. This default value depends
on the operating system: 65535 on z/OS, 8000 on z/VSE, and 512 on z/VM.

The maximum number of sockets that can be created in one address space can also be limited by the operating system,
for example, through USS definitions under z/OS.

MAXimum NUMber of SOCkets per TASk is max-socket-per-task

Specifies the maximum number of sockets that can be created by a single task in the DC/UCF system. The maximum
value and the default value for this parameter are both equal to the value assigned at runtime to max-socket. If the max-
socket-per-task value is greater than max-socket, it is truncated.

PLUgin MODule is plugin module

Specifies the name of the plug-in module that implements support for specific TCP/IP stack implementations. The only
plug-in module name that is accepted is RHDCD1IP; this is also the default value.
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NOTE
In prior releases, the name of the plug-in module was specified on the MODULE is plug-in clause of the
SOCKET LINE SYSGEN statement. While this clause is still supported for upward compatibility, it is no longer
required and the name of the plug-in module should now be specified using the PLUGIN MODULE clause of the
new system generation TCP/IP statement.

SERvices FILe is

Defines the file to be used for translating service names to port numbers and vice versa.

• file-name
Specifies the ddname (z/OS and z/VM) or the file name (z/VSE) of the services file.
If the data set or file corresponding to file-name cannot be found at runtime (DD card not specified in the startup JCL
or data set not cataloged), an error message is written to the log file. Subsequent calls to the GETSERVBYNAME or
GETSERVBYPORT socket function returns a specific ERRNO code.

• OFF
Indicates that no services file is available and port number/service name resolution is not supported. OFF is the
default.

• CASe
Indicates whether the service name specified on input to a GETSERVBYNAME socket function is case-sensitive or
case-insensitive. The default value is case-sensitive.

NOTE
For more information about the Services File and the Services Resolver, see the CA IDMS System Operations
section.

Example TCP/IP Statement

Including or Excluding TCP/IP Stacks

This example illustrates a list of INCLUDE and EXCLUDE TCP/IP stack definitions and the TCP/IP stacks generated from
them.

Assume the special system call on z/OS returns the following list of TCP/IP stacks as defined to CINET:

TCPSY100 - TCPSY110 - TCPSY200 - RUNTCP10 - RUNTCP11 - TESTTCP

The following SYSGEN definitions illustrate how to specify the TCP/IP stacks to include or exclude in the CA IDMS
system:

• This statement

MOD TCPIP

 INCLUDE STACK (TCPSY*,RUNTCP*) EXCEPT (TCPSY2*,RUNTCP11).

produces the following list of stacks:

TCPSY100 - TCPSY110 - RUNTCP10

• This statement

MOD TCPIP
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 INCLUDE STACK (*) EXCEPT (TCPSY*,TESTTCP).

produces the following list of stacks:

RUNTCP10 - RUNTCP11

• This statement

MOD TCPIP

 EXCLUDE STACK (TCP*) EXCEPT (TCPSY200).

produces the following list of stacks:

TCPSY200 - RUNTCP10 - RUNTCP11 - TESTTCP

XA STORAGE POOL Statement -- Defines the 31-Bit Storage Pools
The XA STORAGE POOL statement, for operating systems supporting the XA feature, is used to define 31-bit storage
pools and their characteristics, including the storage pool number, size, and types of storage the pool contains.

The XA STORAGE POOL statement is used to define 31-bit storage pools for user applications. To define the 31-bit
storage pool (storage pool number 255) for the processing of system modules, use the XA STORAGE POOL parameter of
the system generation SYSTEM statement.

You can define up to 127 31-bit storage pools, each of which can contain up to four types of storage.

You define each XA storage pool with a separate XA STORAGE POOL statement, specifying a number that identifies the
storage pool. You can specify optional parameters or allow parameter defaults, noted in the syntax description.

Users can display summary statistics for all storage pools in the system with the DCMT DISPLAY ALL STORAGE POOLS
statement. Users can display statistics for a single XA storage pool using the DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE STORAGE
storage-pool-number statement.

XA STORAGE POOL Statement Syntax

XA STORAGE POOL statement has the following syntaxes.

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE XA STORAGE POOL Statement

►►─┬──────────┬─ XA STOrage POOl storage-pool- number ─────────────────────────►

   ├─ ADD ────┤

   ├─ MODify ─┤

   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   │                    ┌──────── , ──────────┐     │

   └─ CONtains types ( ─▼ ┬─ DATabase ──────┬─┴─ ) ─┘

                          ├─ SHAred ────────┤

                          ├─ SHARED-Kept ───┤

                          ├─ TERminal ──────┤
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                          ├─ USEr ──────────┤

                          ├─ USER-Kept ─────┤

                          └─ ALL ◄──────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ CUShion is ─┬─ 1 ◄───────────────────┬─┘

                  └─ storage-cushion-size ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ PGFix ─────┤

   └─ NOPgfix ◄──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►

   └─ RELocatable threshold is ─┬─ threshold-percentage ─┬─┘

                                ├─ YES ◄─────────────────┤

                                └─ NO ───────────────────┘

►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

  └─ SIZe is ─┬─ 1 ◄────────────────┬─┘

              └─ storage-pool-size ─┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ DYNamic EXPansion is  ─┬─ ON  ───┬─┘

                            └─ OFF ◄──┘

      

DISPLAY/PUNCH XA STORAGE POOL Statement

       

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ XA STOrage POOl storage-pool-number ─┬────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─ ALL XA STOrage POOls ────────────────┘

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

  │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │

  │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │

  └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘

      ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤

      └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤

                        └─ NONe ────┘

►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘

         └─ SYNtax ───┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘

         └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

XA STORAGE POOL Statement Parameters

XA STOrage POOl storage-pool-number

Specifies a number that uniquely identifies a 31-bit storage pool.

Storage-pool-number must be an integer in the range 128 through 254.

NOTE
For more information about storage pools, see Storage Pools.

CONtains types

Specifies the types of storage the named storage pool can accommodate.
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Storage types must be enclosed by parentheses. If you specify more than one storage type, each type must be separated
from the next by a blank or a comma.

• DATabase
Specifies the storage pool can contain storage for DMCL buffers. The DMCL buffers hold copies of database pages.

• SHAred
Specifies the storage pool can contain storage that is designated shared.

• SHARED-Kept
Specifies the storage pool can contain storage that is designated shared kept.

• TERminal
Specifies the storage pool can contain storage for terminal buffers.

• USEr
Specifies the storage pool can contain storage that is designated user.

• USER-Kept
Specifies the storage pool can contain storage that is designated user kept.

• ALL
Specifies the storage pool can contain all of the storage types listed above.
ALL is the default when you omit the CONTAINS TYPES parameter from the XA STORAGE POOL statement.

CUShion is storage-cushion-size

Specifies amount of free storage, in 1K bytes, to be reserved in the specified storage pool to help prevent exhausting
space in the storage pool.

Storage-cushion-size must be an integer in the range 1 through 16,383. The default is 1.

NOTE
Users can override this parameter at runtime with the DCMT VARY STORAGE POOL CUSHION command.

PGFix

For virtual storage systems only, specifies pages are fixed in the storage pool as they are allocated.

NOPgfix

For virtual storage systems only, suppresses page fixing.

NOPGFIX is the default when you specify neither PGFIX nor NOPGFIX in the XA STORAGE POOL statement.

RELocatable threshold is

Specifies the point at which the system is to write relocatable storage in the named storage pool to the scratch area
(DDLDCSCR) of the data dictionary.

• threshold-percentage
Directs the system to write relocatable storage to the scratch area across a pseudo-converse when the amount of used
space in the storage pool exceeds the specified threshold.
Threshold-percentage must be an integer in the range 0 through 100. A value of 0 is synonymous with YES. A value of
100 is synonymous with NO.

• YES
Directs the system always to write relocatable storage to the scratch area across a pseudo-converse.
YES is the default when you omit the RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD parameter from the XA STORAGE POOL
statement.

• NO
Directs the system never to write relocatable storage to the scratch area across a pseudo-converse.

NOTE
For more information about relocatable storage, see Storage Pools.
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SIZe is storage-pool-size

Specifies the amount of storage, in 1K bytes, to be made available for system and program variable storage.

Storage-pool-size must be an integer in the range 1 through 2,097,151. The default is 1.

NOTE
For more information about runtime storage allocation, see the CA IDMS System Operations section.

DYNamic EXPansion is

Specifies whether the storage pool should be dynamically expanded if the remaining free space is insufficient for a
storage request.

• ON
Indicates that the storage pool will be expanded up to four times.

• OFF
Indicates that the storage pool is not expanded when the limit is reached.

Example XA STORAGE POOL Statement

Adding a 31-bit Storage Pool

The following statement adds XA storage pool 200:

 ADD XA STORAGE POOL 200
     SIZE IS 400
     CUSHION IS 75
     PGFIX
     CONTAINS TYPES (USER USER-KEPT).
 

Modifying a 31-bit Storage Pool

The following statement modifies XA storage pool 200 by suppressing page fixing:

 MODIFY XA STORAGE POOL 200
    NOPGFIX.
 

Deleting a 31-bit Storage Pool

The following statement deletes XA storage pool 200:

 DELETE XA STORAGE POOL 200.

Dynamically Increase Storage Pool

The following examples are SYSGEN dynamic expansion syntax usage.

ADD XA STORAGE POOL 128              

    SIZE IS 6000                      

    CUSHION IS 128                    

    NOPGFIX                          

    RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD IS NO      

    CONTAINS TYPES ( USER USER-KEPT )

    DYNAMIC EXPANSION IS ON
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 MOD SYSTEM 218              

  XA STORAGE POOL

  DYNAMIC EXPANSION IS ON   

        

Teleprocessing Network Statements
Three Types of Teleprocessing Network Statements

You use three system generation statements to define a teleprocessing network:

• LINE defines a group of hardware devices (physical terminals) that use the same access method.
• PTERM associates a physical terminal with a line and defines device characteristics. A physical terminal is any

teleprocessing device or group of devices including printers, teletypes, and CRT terminals. A physical terminal can be
associated with only one line.

• LTERM associates a logical terminal with a physical terminal and defines the physical terminal as an interactive
terminal, a printer, or a batch device.

Associating Logical and Physical Terminals and Lines

Logical terminal/physical terminal associations and physical terminal/line associations are established during system
generation in one of two ways:

• Explicitly by naming the associated physical terminal in the LTERM statement and by naming the line associated with
the physical terminal in the PTERM statement

• Implicitly by establishing currency with a LINE statement and coding PTERM statements for each physical terminal
in the line, and by establishing currency with a PTERM statement and coding an LTERM statement for the associated
logical terminal

This section presents:

• Syntax and syntax rules for the LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statement parameters that apply to all device types. ADD/
MODIFY/DELETE and DISPLAY/PUNCH syntax for each entity type are presented together. Syntax rules follow the
presentation of both types of syntax. Rules presented in System Generation Compiler are not repeated.

• Device-specific LINE and PTERM statement parameters.
• A sample teleprocessing network definition.

LINE Statement
The LINE statement represents a method of communication and defines line-dependent characteristics to the data
dictionary. The ADD, MODIFY, and DISPLAY LINE statements are also used to establish line currency.

You code one LINE statement for each line to be associated with the DC/UCF system. All system definitions should
include a LINE statement for the operator's console.

LINE Statement Syntax

►►─┬──────────┬─ LINe line-id ────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ADD ────┤
   ├─ MODify ─┤
   └─ DELete ─┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ Version is ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘
                  └─ version-number ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ COMpact ─────┤
   └─ NOCompact ◄──┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ENAbled ◄──┤
   └─ DISabled ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PROTocol is ─┬─ DEFresp ◄──┬─┘
                   └─ EXPresp ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ TYPe is line-type ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►◄
   └─ additional parameters applicable to line-type ─┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH LINE Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ LINe line-id ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘ │                └─ Version is ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘ │
                 │                               └─ version-number ─┘   │
                 └─ ALL LINes ──────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

LINE Statement Parameters

LINe line-id

Specifies the line identifier.

Line-id must be a one- through eight-character value.

• Version is version-number
Qualifies the line definition with a version number.
Version-n must be an integer in the range 1 through 9999. The default is 1.
Although multiple versions of a line can exist in the data dictionary, only one version can be used by a system at
runtime. If multiple ADD LINE statements specify the same line identifier, the system uses the version that appears first
in the system definition.

• COMpact
Indicates that redundant data in data streams transmitted to 3270-type terminals is condensed.

• NOCompact
Indicates that redundant data in data streams transmitted to 3270-type terminals is not condensed.
NOCOMPACT is the default when you specify neither COMPACT nor NOCOMPACT in the LINE statement.

• ENAbled
Indicates the line is enabled at system startup.
ENABLED is the default when you specify neither ENABLED nor DISABLED in the LINE statement.

• DISabled
Indicates the line is not enabled at system startup.

NOTE
Users can override the ENABLED/DISABLED specification at runtime with the DCMT VARY LINE command.

• PROTocol is
For the line type VTAMLIN only, specifies the response protocol to be assigned to the line.
– DEFresp

Specifies definite response protocol is in effect for the line. Terminals associated with the line must respond with a
completion status when a terminal write is requested from the DC/UCF system.
DEFRESP is the default when you omit the PROTOCOL parameter from the LINE statement.
Printers associated with the line run with definite response protocol regardless of the PROTOCOL parameter
specification.

– EXPresp
Specifies that exception response protocol is in effect for the line. All tasks performed on the line use exception
response protocol.
Exception response protocol reduces transmission time because terminals are not required to respond with a
completion status when a terminal write is requested from the DC/UCF system.

• TYPe is line-type
Specifies the line type. Valid values for line-type are:

Line type Devices supported
ASYNC Asynchronous start/stop devices
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BSC2 Binary synchronous switched or nonswitched point-to-point
devices

BSC3 Binary synchronous leased multipoint devices
Binary synchronous remote 3270 or 3280 devices

CCI Common Communications Interface (CCI) line driver
CONSOLE Operator's console
DDS DDS line driver
INOUTL SYSIN/SYSOUT devices
LAPPCEMU Emulated APPC support
L3270B Local 3270 devices using BTAM
L3280B Local 3280 devices using BTAM
SOCKET Support Generic Listening and DDS using TCP/IP
SYSOUTL SYSOUT devices using QSAM (z/OS systems only)

Printers that will receive spooled output (z/VM systems only)
When line type SYSOUTL is specified, all LTERMs defined for the
line must be explicitly set to PRINTER.

S3270Q Simulated 3270 devices using QSAM
TCAMLIN 3270 or 3280 devices using TCAM
UCFLINE Universal Communications Facility (UCF) line driver
VTAMLIN Asynchronous VTAM devices

3270 or 3280 devices using VTAM
VTAMLU SNA/VTAM logical units

The TYPE parameter is required to create an executable system.

• additional parameters applicable to line-type
Specify optional characteristics that complete the line definition.
Depending on the value specified for line-type, one or more additional parameters may be required.
Syntax for the additional parameters applicable to each line type is presented under the heading for the line type later
in this section.

Example LINE Statement

Examples of the LINE statement for various line types can be found under Device Definitions.

PTERM Statement
The PTERM statement is used to define a physical terminal to the data dictionary and to associate the physical terminal
with a line. The ADD, MODIFY, and DISPLAY PTERM statements are also used to establish physical terminal currency.

One PTERM statement is coded for each physical terminal to be associated with a line. Multiple physical terminals can be
associated with a line; however, only one physical terminal can be associated with a line defined as an operator's console.

A single PTERM statement can be used to define multiple physical and logical terminals with identical characteristics by
using the REPEAT COUNT clause. This eliminates the need for using individual LTERM and PTERM statements for each
terminal.
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PTERM Statement Syntax

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE PTERM Statement

►►─┬──────────┬─ PTErm physical-terminal-id ──────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ADD ────┤
   ├─ MODify ─┤
   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ Version is ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘
                  └─ version-number ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ENAbled ◄──┤
   └─ DISabled ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►
   └─ in LINe line-id ─┬────────────────────────────────┬─┘
                       └─ Version ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘
                                   └─ version-number ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►
   └─ maximum ERRors is ─┬─ 3 ◄───────────────┬─┘
                         └─ line-error-count ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►
   └─ PRInter BUFfer size is ─┬─ 0 ◄──────────────────┬─┘
                              └─ printer-buffer-size ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►
   └─ PRInter ─┬─ CLAss is ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬───────────────┬─┘
               │            └─  printer-class ─┘               │
               └─ DEStination is ─┬─ printer-destination-id ─┬─┘
                                  └─ NULl ───────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   ├─ REAdbuffer ◄──┤
   └─ NOReadbuffer ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ REPeat COUnt is repeat-count ─────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ SCReen type is device-table-name ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►
   └─ TYPe is physical-terminal-device-type ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►◄
   └─ additional parameters applicable to physical-terminal-device-type ─┘

Cloning LTERM and PTERM Definitions

►►──┬─ ADD ────┬── PTErm ─ …──┬─────────────────────────────────┬──────────►◄
    └─ MODify ─┘              └─ REPeat COUnt is repeat-count  ─┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH PTERM Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬─ PTErm physical-terminal-id ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────►
   │                              └─ Version is ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘ │
   │                                             └─ version-number ─┘   │
   └─ ALL PTErms ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe ────┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

PTERM Statement Parameters

PTErm physical-terminal-id

Specifies the physical terminal identifier. Physical-terminal-id must be a one- through eight-character value.

Version is version-number

Qualifies physical terminal definition with a version number.

Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 9999. The default is 1.

Although multiple versions of a physical terminal can exist in the data dictionary, a system can use only one version of the
physical terminal at runtime. If multiple ADD PTERM statements specify the same physical terminal identifier, the system
uses the version that appears first in the system definition.

ENAbled

Indicates the physical terminal is enabled at system startup.

ENABLED is the default when you specify neither ENABLED nor DISABLED in the PTERM statement.

DISabled

Indicates the physical terminal is not enabled at system startup.

NOTE
See the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands section for PTERM runtime override options.

in LINe line-id

Specifies the line with which the physical terminal is associated.

Line-id must be the identifier of a line previously defined in the data dictionary with a LINE statement.

• Version version-number
Qualifies the line identifier with a version number.
Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 9999. The default is 1.
This parameter can be omitted if the physical terminal is to be associated with the current line.

maximum ERRors is line-error-count

Specifies the maximum number of retries (after a terminal I/O error) the system is to perform before disabling the physical
terminal.

Line-error-count must be an integer in the range 0 through 255. The default is 3.

PRInter BUFfer size is printer-buffer-size
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Defines the size, in bytes, of the printer's physical buffer. The buffer size determines the largest data stream that can be
written to the printer at one time.

Printer-buffer-size must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767. The default is 0. If 0 is specified, the largest data
stream that can be written to the printer is 480 bytes.

NOTE
If the value specified by this parameter exceeds the actual size of the printer buffer, data may be lost. The user
is not notified when data is lost.

PRInter

Establishes the default class or destination for WRITE TO PRINTER requests issued from the physical terminal.

• CLAss is printer-class
Establishes the default printer class for WRITE TO PRINTER requests issued from the physical terminal. Printer
classes are associated with a printer device through the PRINTER CLASS parameter of the printer's LTERM statement
(described under LTERM Statement).
Printer-class must be an integer in the range 0 through 64. The default is 1. If 0 is specified, print output is not required
for the physical terminal. For example, the terminal is a printer.

• DEStination is
Establishes the default printer destination for WRITE TO PRINTER requests issued from the physical terminal.

• printer-destination-id
Specifies the printer destination.
Printer-destination-id is the name of a printer destination previously defined with a DESTINATION statement.
You must be sure the destination entity occurrence exists. When a destination is deleted from a system definition, all
affected PTERM statements must be updated to ensure the system remains executable.

• NULl
Indicates the physical terminal has no default printer destination.

REAdbuffer

For 3270-type devices only, allows the specified PTERM to execute a READ BUFFER command.

READBUFFER is the default when you specify neither READBUFFER nor NOREADBUFFER in the PTERM statement.

NOReadbuffer

For 3270-type devices only, prevents the specified PTERM from executing a READ BUFFER command.

REPeat COUnt is repeat-count

Specifies the number of times the physical and eventually associated logical terminal should be cloned when a central
version is started. repeat-count must be an integer in the range 0 through 32767. Repeat-count 0 means no cloning. If
a non-zero repeat-count is specified, the physical and logical terminal name should end on a sequence number and the
sum of that sequence number and the repeat count should not cause a digit overflow.

SCReen type is device-table-name

Associates a device independence table with a visual-display teletypewriter terminal (glass TTY). The device
independence table provides support for mapping operations to and from the TTY.

Device-table-name must be a 3-character alphanumeric name suffix of a device independence table, as specified in the
NAME= parameter of the #TTYDIT macro.

NOTE
Users can override this parameter at runtime with the DCUF SET SCREEN command.

TYPe is physical-terminal-device-type

Specifies the physical terminal device type.
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Physical-terminal-device-type must be a valid device type for the line with which the physical terminal is associated.

The TYPE parameter is required to create an executable system.

additional parameters applicable to physical-terminal-device-type

Specify optional characteristics that complete the physical terminal definition.

Syntax for the additional parameters applicable to each physical terminal device type is presented under the heading for
the associated line type later in this section.

PTERM Statement Usage

Cloning PTERM/LTERM uses a naming convention: the PTERM/LTERM name ends on a number of digits called the
sequence number. This sequence number is incremented for each cloned PTERM and for its associated LTERM if
it exists. SYSGEN makes sure that enough digits are available. It is the DBA's responsibility to ensure that a name
conflict does not exist. For example, an existing PTERM/LTERM is defined with a name that equals the name of a cloned
PTERM/LTERM. If a name conflict is encountered, a warning message is output, but cloning continues.

NOTE
A single record in the dictionary represents cloned PTERM/LTERMs. Cloning starts after all dictionary PTERM/
LTERM records are read and their associated control blocks built. If there is a name conflict, the PTERM/LTERM
with a conflicting name is built as defined by the dictionary record and the cloned PTERM/LTERM is discarded.

Example PTERM Statement

ADD PTERM BULKP01

    REPEAT COUNT 98

    TYPE IS BULK.

ADD LTERM BULKL01

    PTERM BULKP01.

This definition results in the creation of 99 PTERM/LTERM pairs:

• BULKP01/BULKL01,
• BULKP02/BULKL02,
• BULKP03/BULKL03
• ... until
• BULKP99/BULKL99

If a PTERM with name BULKP21 is also defined in the dictionary, this occurs:

• The PTERM BULKP21 and its associated LTERM (if any) is built according to the dictionary definition of BULKP21.
• At run time, during startup, warning message DC391009 is output.
• The clone pair BULKP21/BULKL21 is not built, but cloning proceeds with BULKP22.

Examples of the PTERM statement for various device types can be found under Device Definitions.
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More Information

For more information about the DESTINATION entity type, see DESTINATION Statement.

For more information about mapping support for glass TTYs, see the CA IDMS Mapping Facility section.

LTERM Statement
The LTERM statement is used to define a logical terminal and to associate the logical terminal with a physical terminal.

LTERM Statement Syntax

ADD/MODIFY/DELETE LTERM Syntax

►►─┬──────────┬─ LTErm logical-terminal-id ───────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ADD ────┤
   ├─ MODify ─┤
   └─ DELete ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ Version is ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘
                  └─ version-number ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AUTotask is ─┬─ task-code ─┬─┘
                   └─ NULl ◄─────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►
   ├─ BATch ─┬─ COMmand initiated ──┬───────────────────────────────────────┤
   │         └─ TERminal initiated ─┘                                       │
   │                                                                        │
   │           ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   ├─ PRInter ─▼─┬─┬─ BANner ◄──┬───────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─┤
   │             │ └─ NOBanner ─┘                                       │   │
   │             ├─ CHEckpoint is ─┬─ page-count ─┬─────────────────────┤   │
   │             │                 ├─ SYStem ◄────┤                     │   │
   │             │                 └─ OFF ────────┘                     │   │
   │             │                             ┌─────────────────┐      │   │
   │             └─ CLAss is ─┬────────┬─┬─ ( ─▼─ printer-class ─┴─ ) ─┬┘   │
   │                          ├ ADD ◄──┤ └─ ALL ───────────────────────┘    │
   │                          └ DELete ┘                                    │
   └─ NOPrinter ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘
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 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ENAbled ◄──┤
   └─ DISabled ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►
   └─ PRInter CONtrol is ─────┬─ SYStem ◄──────────────────┤
                              │  ┌───────────────────────┐ │
                              └─ ▼ ─ print-ctrl-options ─┴─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►
   └─ PRIority is ─┬─ 0 ◄────────────────────────┬─┘
                   └─ logical-terminal-priority ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────►◄
   └─ PTErm is physical-terminal-id ─┬────────────────────────────────┬─┘
                                     └─ Version ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘
                                                 └─ version-number ─┘

Expansion of print-ctrl-options

►►┬──SCS FORmfeed is─┬─ FF-NL ◄──┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬►◄
  │                  └─ FF ──────┘                                            │
  │                                                                           │
  │                  ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐   │
  ├─ON REPort STArt(─▼┬ FORmfeed for NON-native print is ─┬ INSert ◄───┬┬─┴) ─┤
  │                   │                                   ├ SUPpress ──┤│     │
  │                   │                                   └ NO-Insert ─┘│     │
  │                   │                                                 │     │
  │                   ├ FORmfeed for NATive print is ─┬─ INSert ◄───┬───┤     │
  │                   │                               ├─ SUPpress ──┤   │     │
  │                   │                               └─ NO-Insert ─┘   │     │
  │                   │                                                 │     │
  │                   └ SCS CR-LF is ─┬─ ON ◄──┬────────────────────────┘     │
  │                                   └─ OFF ──┘                              │
  │                                                                           │
  │               ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐     │
  └ON REPort END(─▼┬ FORmfeed for NON-native print is ─┬ INSert ──────┬┬┴) ───┘
                   │                                   └ NO-Insert ◄──┘│
                   │                                                   │
                   └ FORmfeed for NATive print is ─┬ INSert ──────┬────┘
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                                                   └ NO-Insert ◄──┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH LTERM Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬─ LTErm logical-terminal-id ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────►
   │                             └─ Version is ─┬─ 1 ◄─────────────┬─┘ │
   │                                            └─ version-number ─┘   │
   └─ ALL LTErms ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤
                         └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

LTERM Statement Parameters

LTErm logical-terminal-id

Specifies the logical terminal identifier.

Logical-terminal-id must be a one- through eight-character value.

Version is version-number

Qualifies the logical terminal definition with a version number.

Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 9999. The default is 1.
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Although multiple versions of a logical terminal can exist in the data dictionary, only one version of a logical terminal can
be used by a system at runtime. If multiple ADD LTERM statements specify the same logical terminal identifier, the system
uses the version that appears first in the system definition.

AUTotask is

Specifies whether the system is to initiate a task automatically when the logical terminal is enabled.

NOTE
Users can override the AUTOTASK specification at runtime with the DCMT VARY LTERM ONLINE command.

BATch

Specifies the logical terminal is a batch device.

• COMmand initiated
Specifies the logical terminal will process batch data by using the task code specified in the AUTOTASK parameter.

• TERminal initiated
Specifies the logical terminal will process data in response to a task code entered from the batch terminal. The system
leaves a read request outstanding for the terminal. If TERMINAL INITIATED is specified, the system prompt (ENTER
NEXT TASK CODE) is not displayed at the terminal.

NOTE
Users can override the COMMAND/TERMINAL INITIATED specification at runtime with the DCMT VARY
LTERM command.

PRInter

Specifies the terminal is a printer.

• BANner
Indicates a banner page is printed with each report on the printer device defined by the PRINTER parameter. A banner
page separates each report and contains information about when the report was created and who created it.
BANNER is the default when you specify neither BANNER nor NOBANNER with the PRINTER parameter of the
LTERM statement.

• NOBanner
Indicates that no banner page will be printed.

• CHEckpoint is
Specifies the printer checkpoint value to use when printing reports. At runtime, printer checkpoints are taken for all
active reports at a specified interval. If printing is interrupted by a system abend or a hardware problem (for example,
out-of-paper), the system resumes printing the report at the last checkpoint.

• page-count
Specifies the printer checkpoint interval
Page-count must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767. A value of 0 is synonymous with OFF.

• SYStem
Directs the system to use the value specified in the PRINTER CHECKPOINT parameter of the current SYSTEM
statement.
SYSTEM is the default when you omit the CHECKPOINT parameter from the PRINTER parameter of the LTERM
statement.

• OFF
Disables the printer checkpoint facility. The system resumes printing interrupted reports from the beginning of the file.

• CLAss is
Defines the printer class list for the logical terminal.

NOTE
Users can override the CLASS specification at runtime with the DCMT VARY PRINTER command.

• ADD
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Adds one or more printer classes to the printer class list.
ADD is the default when you specify neither ADD nor DELETE in the CLASS parameter of the PRINTER parameter of
the LTERM statement.

• DELete
Deletes one or more printer classes from the printer class list.
DELETE is valid only for MODIFY operations.

• (printer-class)
Specifies one or more printer classes.
Printer-class must be an integer in the range 1 through 64. Multiple printer classes must be separated by blanks.

• ALL
Assigns all printer classes (that is, 1 through 64) to the logical terminal.

NOPrinter

For MODIFY statements only, changes a logical terminal previously defined as a printer back to an interactive device.
When you specify NOPRINTER, the system generation compiler automatically clears all other printer-related parameters
such as CLASS, CHECKPOINT, and BANNER. The LTERM specification reverts to the default, INTERACTIVE BREAK.

ENAbled

Indicates the logical terminal is enabled at system startup.

ENABLED is the default when you specify neither ENABLED nor DISABLED in the LTERM statement.

DISabled

Indicates the logical terminal is not enabled at system startup.

NOTE
Users can override the ENABLED/DISABLED specification at runtime with the DCMT VARY LTERM command.

PRInter CONtrol is

Specifies the printer form feed options.

SYStem

Specifies the printer control options established for the system are used for this printer. This is the default.

• SCS FORmfeed is
Specifies the form feed sequence sent to SCS devices.
FF-NL
Specifies the form feed sequence is "FF" (form feed) followed by "NL" (new line). FF-NL is the default.
FF
Specifies the form feed sequence contains "FF" only.

• ON REPort STArt
Specifies what happens when a report starts printing.
FORmfeed for NATive print is
Specifies the form feed processing for native mode print reports.
FORmfeed for NON-Native print is
Specifies the form feed processing for non-native mode print reports.
Parameters for the two FORmfeed options are:
INSert
A form feed is inserted, if needed.
SUPpress
The report never starts with a form feed, i.e., if the report starts with a form feed, it is removed.
NO-Insert
No change to the report contents is made.

• SCS CR-LF is
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Suppresses the Carriage Return/Line Feed sequence at the beginning of a report transmitted to an SCS printer.

ON REPort END

Specifies what happens when a report finishes printing.

• FORmfeed for NATive print is
Specifies the form feed processing for native mode print reports.

• FORmfeed for NON-Native print is
Specifies the form feed processing for non-native mode print reports.
Parameters for the two FORmfeed options are:
INSert
A form feed is inserted.
NO-Insert
No form feed is inserted.

PRIority is logical-terminal-priority

Specifies the logical terminal's dispatching priority. For tasks associated with a logical terminal, the specified priority is
added to the priorities specified in the TASK statement (described in TASK Statement) to determine the priority assigned
to the task at runtime.

If the sum of the above values is greater than 240, a dispatching priority of 240 is assigned at runtime. Terminal-priority
must be an integer in the range 0 (lowest priority) through 240. The default is 0.

For more information about how terminal priorities are assigned, see Specifying a TERMINAL PRIORITY.

PTErm is physical-terminal-id

Specifies the physical terminal with which the logical terminal is associated.

Physical-terminal-id must be the identifier of a physical terminal previously defined in the data dictionary with a PTERM
statement.

This parameter can be omitted if the logical terminal is to be associated with the current physical terminal.

NOTE
Users can override the PTERM IS specification at runtime with the DCMT VARY LTERM command.

LTERM Statement Usage

Command-initiated Batch Terminals

When a system starts up, the status of a command-initiated batch terminal is offline. To activate the terminal, the user
must enter a DCMT VARY LTERM ONLINE command from another terminal. The command-initiated terminal is then
marked online and the AUTOTASK task executes. When the task completes execution, the terminal is marked offline,
awaiting the next DCMT VARY LTERM ONLINE request. The DCMT VARY LTERM ONLINE command allows the user
to specify parameters to be passed to the AUTOTASK task and to override the AUTOTASK value specified in the LTERM
statement.

Specifying a TERMINAL PRIORITY

For tasks associated with a logical terminal, the terminal-priority specified on the PRIORITY parameter is added to the
values specified in the PRIORITY parameter of the TASK statement to determine the priority assigned to the task at
runtime. If the sum of the above values is greater than 240, a dispatching priority of 240 is assigned at runtime.

A task initiated in one of the following ways is associated with a logical terminal:
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• The task code is entered by the terminal operator in response to the "Enter Next Task Code" prompt
• The task is initiated as a result of a previous task specifying a next task code parameter on a DC RETURN statement

or #RETURN macro
• The task is an LTERM autotask

Printer Classes

A logical terminal receives print output from a physical terminal if the physical terminal's printer class appears in the
logical terminal's printer class list. For example, if PRINTER CLASS 5 is specified in the PTERM statement for physical
terminal PT001 and in the LTERM statement for logical terminal LT064, print output from PT001 will be routed to LT064,
as illustrated next.

When multiple print classes are assigned to one logical terminal, reports are printed in order by class, starting with the
lowest class and proceeding to the highest.

One printer class can be assigned to multiple logical terminals. For example, if class 2 is assigned to terminals A, B, C,
and D, the system will route reports assigned to class 2 to the first printer that is not being used when the print request
is issued. If all printers to which class 2 is assigned are in use, the system will queue the report and route it to the first
available printer.

Printer classes assigned to no logical terminal can be used to hold reports for future printing. Users can use the DCMT
VARY PRINTER or DCMT VARY REPORT command to route held reports to a printer.

Example LTERM Statement

Defining a Logical Terminal for a Printer

The following statement directs the system generation compiler to add logical terminal LT02 to the data dictionary and
associate it with physical terminal PR02:

ADD LTERM LT02

    PRINTER CLASS (5 18 11 63) CHECKPOINT 100

    BANNER

    PRIORITY IS 15

    PTERM IS PR02.

Defining a Logical Terminal for an Interactive Device

The following statement directs the system generation compiler to add logical terminal LT01 to the data dictionary and
associate it with physical terminal PR01:
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ADD LTERM LT01

    AUTOTASK IS NULL

    ENABLED

    PRIORITY IS 0

    PTERM IS PR01.

Modifying a Logical Terminal

The following statement modifies logical terminal LT01 by changing its priority to 35:

MODIFY LTERM LT01

       PRIORITY IS 35.

Deleting a Logical Terminal

The following statement deletes logical terminal LT01:

DELETE LTERM LT01.

For more information about DCMT commands, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands section.

Device Definitions
A device is defined by using a combination of LINE and PTERM statement parameters that uniquely identify the device
and supply device-specific characteristics. The LINE and PTERM statement parameters used to define each supported
device type supported are presented next in alphabetic order, based on the value specified in the LINE statement TYPE
parameter.

NOTE
These parameters must be coded in addition to the parameters presented under LINE Statement and PTERM
Statement.

The following table summarizes the model number values associated with each physical terminal. You should refer to this
table when coding the MODEL parameter of the PTERM statement.

Physical Terminal Type Associated Line Type Default Value for MODEL
Parameter

Valid Values for MODEL
Parameter

ASR33
CRT
R033
2741

ASYNC 0 A through Z, 0 through 9

R3275S BSC2 2 1, 2
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R3275
R3277
R3278
R3279
R3284
R3286
R3287
R3288
R3289

BSC3 2 1, 2
1, 2
1 through 5
2, 3
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
2
1, 2

L3277
L3278
L3279

L3270B 2 1, 2
1 through 5
2, 3

L3284
L3286
L3287
L3288
L3289

L3280B 2 1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
2
1, 2

S3277 S3278 S3279 S3270Q 2 1, 2 1 through 5 2, 3
TCAMTRM TCAMLIN 2 1 through 5
V3277
V3278
V3279
V3284
V3286
V3287
V3288

VTAMLIN 2 1, 2
1 through 5
2, 3
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
2
1, 2

ASYNC
The ASYNC syntax is used for the LINE and PTERM statement parameters to define asynchronous start/stop devices.

ASYNC Syntax

LINE Syntax

►►─── TYPe is ASYNC ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ CONnect ◄──┤
   └─ NOConnect ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ DDname is ─┬─ ddname ───┬─┘
                 └─ filename ─┘
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PTERM Syntax

►►─── TYPe is ─┬─ ASR33 ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
               ├─ CRT ───┤
               ├─ RO33 ──┤
               └─ 2741 ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ MODel is model-specification ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ UNIt is hex-line-address ─┘

ASYNC Parameters

LINE Statement Parameters

• TYPe is ASYNC
Supplies the line type.

• CONnect
Specifies the line is to be treated as a connect-type line.
CONNECT is the default when you specify neither CONNECT nor NOCONNECT in the LINE statement.

• NOConnect
Specifies the line is not treated as a connect-type line.

• DDname is
Associates the line with an external file name.
The DDNAME parameter is required to create an executable system.
– ddname

For z/OS systems only, identifies the ddname for the line, as specified in the system startup JCL.
– filename

For z/VSE systems only, identifies the filename for the line, as specified in the system startup JCL.

PTERM Statement Parameters

• TYPe is
Supplies the device type for the physical terminal. Valid values are:
– ASR33
– CRT
– RO33
– 2741

• MODel is model-specification
Specifies the model of the physical terminal.
Model-specification must be a single alphanumeric character.

• UNIt is hex-line-address
Specifies the 3-character hexadecimal address of the line associated with the physical terminal.
The UNIT parameter is required to create an executable system.
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ASYNC Usage

Terminal Type Codes

When dialing into DC/UCF, the system prompts the dial-up asynchronous terminal operator to type in the terminal
identifier. The terminal identifier is a one-character uppercase terminal type code followed by a one- through seven-
character name:

• The terminal type code varies according to device characteristics and PTERM statement parameters
• The name can be chosen arbitrarily

The following table lists the PTERM type, terminal type code, and device characteristics for asynchronous terminals.

Terminal type code Device type Line length Formfeed character Parity Character set
PTERM TYPE IS ASR33 or CRT
A Hardcopy teletype 133 char. Even ASCII
T Hardcopy teletype 80 char. Even ASCII
W Hardcopy teletype 158 char. Even ASCII
C Glass teletype 80 char. X'0C' Even ASCII
D Glass teletype 40 char. X'0C' Even ASCII
V Glass teletype 80 char. X'18' Odd ASCII
PTERM TYPE IS 2741
B IBM 2741 Even PTTC/BCD
E IBM 2741 Even PTTC/EBCDIC

Example ASYNC

The following LINE, PTERM, and LTERM parameters define a teletype device:

ADD LINE SDL60F

    TYPE ASYNC

    DDNAME = TTY60F.

ADD PTERM TTY001

    TYPE ASR33

    UNIT IS 233.

ADD LTERM LTE60F

    PTERM TTY001.

BSC2
The BSC2 syntax is used by the LINE and PTERM parameters to define binary synchronous switched devices.
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BSC2 Syntax

LINE Syntax

►►─── TYPe is BSC2 ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ BUFfer size is buffer-size ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ CU is ─┬─ 2701 ◄──┬─┘
             └─ 2703 ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ DDname is ddname ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►
   └─ DEVaddr is SYSnnn ─┬──────────────────┬─┘
                         └─ THRough SYSnnn ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ID is 'hex-response' ─┤
   └─ NOID ◄────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ SWItched ◄───┤
   └─ NONswitched ─┘

PTERM Syntax for Remote BTAM Switched Devices

►►─── TYPE is R3275S ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ASCii ────┤
   └─ EBCdic ◄──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ID is 'hex-identifier' ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ MODel is ─┬─ 1 ───┬─┘
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                └─ 2 ◄──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ PHOne number is 'telephone-number' ─┤
   └─ NOPhone ◄───────────────────────────┘

PTERM Syntax for Remote 3741 Devices

►►─── TYPe is R3741S ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ECF ─────┤
   └─ NOECf ◄──┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ FORmfeed ─────┤
   └─ NOFormfeed ◄──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ID is 'hex-identifier' ─┤
   └─ NOId ◄──────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ INPut ─────┤
   └─ NOINput ◄──┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ OUTput ─────┤
   └─ NOOutput ◄──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ PHOne number is 'telephone-number' ─┤
   └─ NOPhone ◄───────────────────────────┘

PTERM Syntax for Remote 3780 Devices

►►─── TYPe is R3780S ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ASCii ────┤
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   └─ EBCdic ◄──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ COMpression ─────┤
   └─ NOCompression ◄──┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ECF ─────┤
   └─ NOECf ◄──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ EXClusive ─────┤
   └─ NOExclusive ◄──┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ FORmfeed ─────┤
   └─ NOFormfeed ◄──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ID is 'hex-identifier' ─┤
   └─ NOId ◄──────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ INPut ─────┤
   └─ NOINput ◄──┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ OUTput ─────┤
   └─ NOOutput ◄──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ PHOne number is 'telephone-number' ─┤
   └─ NOPhone ◄───────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ SELection address is 'hex-address' ─┤
   └─ NOSelection ◄───────────────────────┘

BSC2 Parameters

LINE Statement Parameters
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• TYPe is BSC2
Supplies the line type.

• BUFfer size is buffer-size
Specifies the line I/O page buffer size, in bytes, for the line.
Buffer-size must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767.

• CU is
For z/VSE systems only, specifies the control unit device type.
Valid values are 2701 and 2703. The default is 2701.

• DDname is ddname
For z/OS systems only, specifies the ddname for the line, as specified in the system startup JCL.
The DDNAME parameter is required under z/OS to create an executable system.

• DEVaddr is SYSnnn
For z/VSE systems only, specifies the logical unit assignment of the device, as specified in the system startup JCL.
The DEVADDR parameter is required under z/VSE to create an executable system.
– THRough SYSnnn

Specifies a range of logical unit assignments, beginning with the value specified in the DEVADDR parameter and
ending with the value specified in the THROUGH parameter.

• ID is 'hex-response'
Specifies the system is to send a response to terminals when they dial into the line.
Hex-response must be the 2- through 30-character hexadecimal response enclosed in site-standard quotation marks.

• NOID
Specifies the system will not send a response to terminals when they dial into the line.
NOID is the default when you specify neither ID nor NOID in the LINE statement.

• SWItched
Indicates the connections to physical terminals associated with the line are switched (that is, connections are
established by dialing).
SWITCHED is the default when you specify neither SWITCHED nor NONSWITCHED in the LINE statement.

• NONswitched
Indicates the connections to physical terminals associated with the line are nonswitched (that is, leased).

PTERM Statement Parameters for Remote BTAM Switched Devices

• TYPe is R3275S
Specifies the device type for the physical terminal.

• ASCii
Specifies the physical terminal supports the ASCII character set.

• EBCdic
Specifies the physical terminal supports the EBCDIC character set.

• ID IS 'hex-identifier'
Specifies the physical terminal identifier that will be transmitted to the DC/UCF system when connection is established.
Hex-identifier must be the 2- through 30-character hexadecimal identifier enclosed in site-standard quotation marks.
The ID parameter is required to create an executable system.

• MODel is
Specifies the model number of the physical terminal.
Valid values are 1 and 2. The default is 2.

• PHOne number is telephone-number
Specifies the system will dial up the terminal automatically, using the specified number.
Telephone-number must be a one- through 16-character value enclosed in site-standard quotation marks. Blanks and
hyphens can be inserted when applicable. At least one numeric character must be specified.

• NOPhone
Specifies the system will not dial up the terminal automatically. Connection must be established manually.
NOPHONE is the default when you specify neither PHONE NUMBER nor NOPHONE in the PTERM statement.
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PTERM Statement Parameters for Remote 3741 Devices

• TYPe is R3741S
Specifies the device type for the physical terminal.

• ECF
Specifies logical records are blocked.

• NOECf
Specifies logical records are not blocked.
NOECF is the default when you specify neither ECF nor NOECF in the PTERM statement.

• FORmfeed
Specifies the physical terminal has formfeed capabilities.

• NOFormfeed
Specifies the physical terminal does not have formfeed capabilities.
NOFORMFEED is the default when you specify neither FORMFEED nor NOFORMFEED in the PTERM statement.

• ID is 'hex-identifier'
Specifies the terminal will transmit an identifier to the system when connection is established.
Hex-identifier must be the 2- through 30-character hexadecimal identifier enclosed in site-standard quotation marks.

• NOId
Specifies the terminal will not transmit an identifier to the system when connection is established.
NOID is the default when you specify neither ID nor NOID in the PTERM statement.

• INPut
Specifies the system will read input from the physical terminal.

• NOINput
Specifies the system will not read input from the physical terminal.
NOINPUT is the default when you specify neither INPUT nor NOINPUT in the PTERM statement.

• OUTput
Specifies the system will write output to the physical terminal.

• NOOutput
Specifies the system will not write output to the physical terminal.
NOOUTPUT is the default when you specify neither OUTPUT nor NOOUTPUT in the PTERM statement.

• PHOne number is 'telephone-number'
Specifies the system will dial up the terminal automatically, using the specified number.
Phone-number-q must be a one- through 16-character value enclosed in site-standard quotation marks. Blanks and
hyphens can be inserted as desired. At least one numeric character must be specified.

• NOPhone
Specifies the system will not dial up the terminal automatically. Connection must be established manually.
NOPHONE is the default when you specify neither PHONE NUMBER nor NOPHONE in the PTERM statement.

PTERM statement parameters for remote 3780 devices

• TYPe is R3780S
Specifies the device type for the physical terminal.

• ASCii
Specifies the physical terminal supports the ASCII character set.

• EBCdic
Specifies the physical terminal will support the EBCDIC character set.
EBCDIC is the default when you specify neither ASCII nor EBCDIC in the PTERM statement.

• COMpression
Specifies the system will use the space compression feature when writing output to the physical terminal.

• NOCompression
Specifies the system will not use the space compression feature when writing output to the physical terminal.
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NOCOMPRESSION is the default when you specify neither COMPRESSION nor NOCOMPRESSION in the PTERM
statement.

• ECF
Specifies logical records are blocked.
NOECF is the default when you specify neither ECF nor NOECF in the PTERM statement.

• NOECf
Specifies logical records are not blocked.

• EXClusive
Specifies the remote 3780 device will have exclusive use of the line for the duration of input data-stream transmission.

• NOExclusive
Specifies the remote 3780 device will not have exclusive use of the line for the duration of input data-stream
transmission.
NOEXCLUSIVE is the default when you specify neither EXCLUSIVE nor NOEXCLUSIVE in the PTERM statement.

• FORmfeed
Specifies the physical terminal has formfeed capabilities.

• NOFormfeed
Specifies the physical terminal does not have formfeed capabilities.
NOFORMFEED is the default when you specify neither FORMFEED nor NOFORMFEED in the PTERM statement.

• ID is 'hex-identifier'
Specifies the physical terminal will transmit an identifier to the system when connection is established.
Hex-identifier must be the 2- through 30-character hexadecimal response enclosed in site-standard quotation marks.

• NOId
Specifies the terminal will not transmit an identifier to the system when connection is established.
NOID is the default when you specify neither ID nor NOID in the PTERM statement.

• INPut
Specifies the system will read input from the physical terminal.

• NOINput
Specifies the system will not read input from the physical terminal.
NOINPUT is the default when you specify neither INPUT nor NOINPUT in the PTERM statement.

• OUTput
Specifies the system will write output to the physical terminal.

• NOOutput
Specifies the system will not write output to the physical terminal.
NOOUTPUT is the default when you specify neither OUTPUT nor NOOUTPUT in the PTERM statement.

• PHOne number is 'telephone-number'
Specifies the system dials up the terminal automatically, using the specified number.
Phone-number-q must be a one- through 16-character value enclosed in site-standard quotation marks. Blanks and
hyphens can be inserted when applicable. At least one numeric character must be specified.

• NOPhone
Specifies the system will not dial up the terminal automatically. Connection must be established manually.
NOPHONE is the default when you specify neither PHONE NUMBER nor NOPHONE in the PTERM statement.

• SELection address is 'hex-address'
Specifies the physical terminal uses the 3780 component selection feature.
Hex-address must be a 2-character hexadecimal literal enclosed in site-standard quotation marks.

• NOSelection
Specifies the physical terminal will not use the 3780 component selection feature.
NOSELECTION is the default when you specify neither SELECTION ADDRESS nor NOSELECTION in the PTERM
statement.
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BSC3
The BSC3 syntax for the LINE and PTERM parameters is used to define binary synchronous leased multipoint or remote
3270 devices.

BSC3 Syntax

LINE Syntax

►►─── TYPe is BSC3 ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ BUFfer size is buffer-size ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ CU is ─┬─ 2701 ◄──┬─┘
             └─ 2703 ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ DDname is ddname ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►
   └─ DEVaddr is SYSnnn ─┬──────────────────┬─┘
                         └─ THRough SYSnnn ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ POLling delay is ─┬─ 0 ◄─────────┬─┘
                        └─ delay-time ─┘

PTERM Syntax for Remote 3270 Devices

►►─── TYPe is ─┬─ R3275 ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
               ├─ R3277 ─┤
               ├─ R3278 ─┤
               └─ R3279 ─┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ASCii ────┤
   └─ EBCdic ◄──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ MODel is ─┬─ 2 ◄───────────┬─┘
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                └─ model-number ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ POLling address is 'hex-address' ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ RLN is relative-line-number ─┘

PTERM Syntax for Remote 3280 Devices

►►─── TYPe is ─┬─ R3284 ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
               ├─ R3286 ─┤
               ├─ R3287 ─┤
               ├─ R3288 ─┤
               └─ R3289 ─┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ASCii ────┤
   └─ EBCdic ◄──┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ FORmfeed ─────┤
   └─ NOFormfeed ◄──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ MODel is ─┬─ 2 ◄───────────┬─┘
                └─ model-number ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ POLling address is 'hex-address' ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ RLN is relative-line-number ─┘

PTERM Syntax for 3741 Devices

►►─── TYPe is R3741 ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ FORmfeed ─────┤
   └─ NOFormfeed ◄──┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ POLling address is 'hex-address' ─┤
   └─ NOPolling ◄───────────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ RLN is relative-line-number ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ SELection address is 'hex-address' ─┤
   └─ NOSelection ◄───────────────────────┘

PTERM Syntax for Remote 3780 Devices

►►─── TYPe is R3780 ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ASCii ────┤
   └─ EBCdic ◄──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ COMpression ─────┤
   └─ NOCompression ◄──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ EXClusive ─────┤
   └─ NOExclusive ◄──┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ FORmfeed ─────┤
   └─ NOFormfeed ◄──┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ INQuiry ─────┤
   └─ NOInquiry ◄──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ POLling address is 'hex-address' ─┤
   └─ NOPolling ◄───────────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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   └─ RLN is relative-line-number ─┘

BSC3 Parameters

LINE Statement Parameters

• TYPe is BSC3
Specifies the line type.

• BUFfer size is buffer-size
Specifies the line I/O page buffer size, in bytes, for the line.
Buffer-size must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767.

• CU is
For z/VSE systems only, specifies the control unit device type.
Valid values are 2701 and 2703. The default is 2701.

• DDname is ddname
For z/OS systems only, specifies the ddname for the line, as specified in the system startup JCL.
The DDNAME parameter is required under z/OS to create an executable system.

• DEVaddr is SYSnnn
For z/VSE systems only, specifies the logical unit assignment of the device, as specified in the system startup JCL.
The DEVADDR parameter is required under z/VSE to create an executable system.
– THRough SYSnnn

Specifies a range of logical unit assignments, beginning with the value specified in the DEVADDR parameter and
ending with the value specified in the THROUGH parameter.

• POLling delay is delay-time
Specifies the interval, in wall-clock seconds, at which the line will be polled.
Delay-time must be an integer in the range 0 through 2,147,483,647. The default, 0, specifies the line is polled
continuously.

PTERM Statement Parameters for Remote 3270 Devices

• TYPe is
Specifies the device type for the physical terminal. Valid values are:
– R3275
– R3277
– R3278
– R3279

• ASCii
Specifies the physical terminal supports the ASCII character set.

• EBCdic
Specifies the physical terminal supports the EBCDIC character set.
EBCDIC is the default when you specify neither ASCII nor EBCDIC in the PTERM statement.

• MODel is model-number
Specifies the model number of the physical terminal. Valid model numbers for each physical terminal type are:

Physical terminal type Model number
R3275 1 and 2
R3277 1 and 2
R3278 1 through 5
R3279 2 and 3
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The default is 2 for all physical terminal types.

• POLling address is 'hex-address-q'
Specifies the address the system uses to read input from the physical terminal.
Hex-address must be a 4-character hexadecimal value enclosed in site-standard quotation marks.
The POLLING ADDRESS parameter is required to create an executable system.

• RLN is relative-line-number
Specifies the line to which the physical terminal is connected in a BTAM BSC3 line group.
Under z/OS, relative-line-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 255. The default is 1.
Under z/VSE, relative-line-number must be an integer in the range 0 through 255. The default is 0.

PTERM Statement Parameters for Remote 3280 Device Types

• TYPe is
Specifies the device type for the physical terminal. Valid values are:
– R3284
– R3286
– R3287
– R3288
– R3289

• ASCii
Specifies the physical terminal supports the ASCII character set.

• EBCdic
Specifies the physical terminal supports the EBCDIC character set.
EBCDIC is the default when you specify neither ASCII nor EBCDIC in the PTERM statement.

• FORmfeed
Specifies the physical terminal has formfeed capabilities.
The FORMFEED parameter is invalid for physical terminal type R3284.

• NOFormfeed
Specifies the physical terminal does not have formfeed capabilities.
NOFORMFEED is the default when you specify neither FORMFEED nor NOFORMFEED in the PTERM statement.

• MODel is model-number
Specifies the model number of the physical terminal. Valid model numbers for each physical terminal type are:

Physical terminal type Model number
R3284 1 and 2
R3286 1 and 2
R3287 1 and 2
R3288 2
R3288 1 and 2

The default is 2 for all physical terminal types.

• POLling address is 'hex-address-q'
Specifies the address the system uses to read input from the physical terminal.
Hex-address must be a 4-character hexadecimal value enclosed in site-standard quotation marks.
The POLLING ADDRESS parameter is required to create an executable system.

• RLN is relative-line-number
Specifies the line to which the physical terminal is connected in a BTAM BSC3 line group.
Under z/OS, relative-line-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 255. The default is 1.
Under z/VSE, relative-line-number must be an integer in the range 0 through 255. The default is 0.
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PTERM Statement Parameters for 3741 Devices

• TYPe is R3741
Specifies the device type for the physical terminal.

• FORmfeed
Specifies the physical terminal has formfeed capabilities.

• NOFormfeed
Specifies the physical terminal does not have formfeed capabilities.
NOFORMFEED is the default when you specify neither FORMFEED nor NOFORMFEED in the PTERM statement.

• POLling address is 'hex-address'
Specifies the system will read input from the physical terminal at the specified address.
Hex-address must be a 4- through 8-character value enclosed in site-standard quotation marks.

• NOPolling
The system will not read input from the physical terminal.
NOPOLLING is the default when you specify neither POLLING ADDRESS nor NOPOLLING in the PTERM statement.

• RLN is relative-line-number
Specifies the line to which the physical terminal is connected in a BTAM BSC3 line group.
Under z/OS, relative-line-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 255. The default is 1.
Under z/VSE, relative-line-number must be an integer in the range 0 through 255. The default is 0.

• SELection address is 'hex-address'
Specifies the system will write output to the physical terminal.
Hex-address must be a 4- through 8-character hexadecimal value enclosed in site-standard quotation marks.

• NOSelection
Specifies the system will not write output to the physical terminal.
NOSELECTION is the default when you specify neither SELECTION ADDRESS nor NOSELECTION in the PTERM
statement.

PTERM Statement Parameters for 3780 Devices

• TYPe is R3780
Specifies the device type for the physical terminal.

• ASCii
Specifies the physical terminal supports the ASCII character set.

• EBCdic
Specifies the physical terminal supports the EBCDIC character set.
EBCDIC is the default when you specify neither ASCII nor EBCDIC in the PTERM statement.

• COMpression
Specifies the system will use the space compression feature when writing output to the physical terminal.

• NOCompression
Specifies the system will not use the space compression feature when writing output to the physical terminal.
NOCOMPRESSION is the default when you specify neither COMPRESSION nor NOCOMPRESSION in the PTERM
statement.

• EXClusive
Specifies the remote 3780 device has exclusive use of the line for the duration of input data-stream transmission.

• NOExclusive
Specifies the remote 3780 device does not have exclusive use of the line for the duration of input data-stream
transmission.
NOEXCLUSIVE is the default when you specify neither EXCLUSIVE nor NOEXCLUSIVE in the PTERM statement.

• FORmfeed
Specifies the physical terminal has formfeed capabilities.

• NOFormfeed
Specifies the physical terminal does not have formfeed capabilities.
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NOFORMFEED is the default when you specify neither FORMFEED nor NOFORMFEED in the PTERM statement.
• INQuiry

Specifies the terminal will transmit data to the system in inquiry mode.
• NOInquiry

Specifies the terminal will not transmit data to the system in inquiry mode.
NOINQUIRY is the default when you specify neither INQUIRY nor NOINQUIRY in the PTERM statement.

• POLling address is 'hex-address'
Specifies the system will read input from the physical terminal at the specified address.
Hex-address must be a 4- through 8-character value enclosed in site-standard quotation marks.

• NOPolling
The system will not read input from the physical terminal.
NOPOLLING is the default when you specify neither POLLING ADDRESS nor NOPOLLING in the PTERM statement.

• RLN is relative-line-number
Specifies the line to which the physical terminal is connected in a BTAM BSC3 line group.
Under z/OS, relative-line-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 255. The default is 1.
Under z/VSE, relative-line-number must be an integer in the range 0 through 255. The default is 0.

• SELection address is 'hex-address'
Specifies the system will write output to the physical terminal.
Hex-address must be a 4- through 8-character hexadecimal value enclosed in site-standard quotation marks.

• NOSelection
Specifies the system will not write output to the physical terminal.
NOSELECTION is the default when you specify neither SELECTION ADDRESS nor NOSELECTION in the PTERM
statement.

Example BSC3

The following LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statements define a remote 3270 line with two 3277 devices:

ADD LINE R3270B1

    TYPE IS BSC3

    DDNAME IS R3270B1.

ADD PTERM PR3270B1

    TYPE IS R3277

    MODEL IS 2

    POLLING ADDRESS IS '4040'.

ADD LTERM LR3270B1

    PTERM IS PR3270B1.
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ADD PTERM PR3270B2

    TYPE IS R3277

    MODEL IS 2

    POLLING ADDRESS IS '40C1'.

ADD LTERM LR3270B2

    PTERM IS PR3270B2.

CCI
CCI lines (CA IDMS DDS and CA IDMS Server users only) are used to connect a DC/UCF system (host node) with
another DC/UCF system (target node) located on a different CPU in the CA IDMS communications network. To include
a DC/UCF system in the DDS network, you must explicitly define the system as a node with an access type of CCI on
the system generation NODE statement. Additionally, you define the resources (databases and systems) that can be
accessed by DDS using the system generation RESOURCE TABLE statement. The NODE (NODE Statement) and
RESOURCE TABLE (RESOURCE TABLE Statement) statements are described in System Generation Statements.

You define one CCI line for the DC/UCF system you are defining.

You define a PTERM and LTERM pair for the maximum number of concurrent DDS user sessions you will allow within a
DC/UCF system.

To define an LTERM, simply add the LTERM and the associated PTERM. There are default LTERM options the DC/UCF
system uses at runtime.

The CCI line manages the physical terminals. The physical terminals perform the actual communication between CPUs.

CCI Syntax

LINE Syntax

►►─── TYPe is CCI ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

PTERM Syntax

►►─── TYPe is BULk ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

CCI Parameters

LINE Statement Parameters

• TYPe is CCI
Identifies the line as a CCI line that is used to connect two DC/UCF systems (nodes).
This parameter is required for ADD operations.
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PTERM Statement Parameters

• TYPe is BULK
Specifies the data transfer between DC/UCF systems is bulk.
The TYPE parameter is required for ADD operations.

CONSOLE
The CONSOLE syntax for the LINE and PTERM parameters is used to define the operator's console. The teleprocessing
network can include only one console definition. To define the operator's console, the LINE identifier must be CONSOLE,
the PTERM identifier must be OPERATOR, and the LTERM identifier must be CONSOLE.

CONSOLE Syntax

LINE Syntax

►►─── TYPe is CONSOLE ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

PTERM Syntax

►►─── TYPe is OPERATOR ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

CONSOLE Parameter

LINE Statement Parameter

• TYPe is CONSOLE
Specifies the line type.
The LINE identifier, as described in LINE Statement, must be CONSOLE to define the operator's console.

PTERM Statement Parameter

• TYPe is OPERATOR
Specifies the device type for the physical terminal.
The PTERM identifier, as described in PTERM Statement, must be OPERATOR to define the operator's console.

Example 1

The following LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statements define a simulated 3270 line and terminal:

ADD LINE S3270Q1

    TYPE IS S3270Q

    INPUT DDNAME IS SIMIN1

    OUTPUT DDNAME IS SIMOUT1.
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ADD PTERM PS3270Q1

    TYPE IS S3277

    MODEL IS 2.

ADD LTERM LS3270Q1

    PTERM IS PS3270Q1.

DDS
DDS lines are used to connect a DC/UCF system with another DC/UCF system in the DDS network, using the VTAM
access method.

A DDS line, together with a physical terminal, creates a port through which the system passes request and response
packets to another node. In order for communication to occur between two DDS nodes, a port must be defined for each
node.

Syntax for the LINE and PTERM parameters used to define DDS lines is presented below. An LTERM statement is not
required to define a VTAM PTERM.

DDS Syntax

LINE Syntax

►►─── TYPe is DDS ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ SOUrce is application-id ───────┘

PTERM Syntax

►►─────── TYPE ─┬─ BULK ──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
                └─ VTAM ──┘

 ►───┬───────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►
     └─ BLOcksize ─┬─ 8192 ◄───────┬─┘
                   └─ block-size ──┘

 ►───┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►
     └─ TARget application application-id ──┘
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 ►───┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄
     └─ WEIght factor ─┬─ 0 ◄─────────────┬─┘
                       └─ weight-factor ──┘

DDS Parameters

LINE Statement Parameters 

• TYPe is DDS
Specifies DDS as the line type.

• SOUrce is application-id 
Specifies the VTAM LUNAME of the DDS application to be created by the line driver.

PTERM Statement Parameters 

• TYPE
– BULK

Specifies the data transfer between DC/UCF systems is BULK. You must define at least two PTERMS with a TYPE
of BULK.

– VTAM
Specifies the PTE that will be used to transmit packets through a VTAM communications link. Specify VTAM if
the connection being established is between two nodes residing on the same or different machines connected by
VTAM. You must define at least one PTERM with a TYPE of VTAM.
If you specify VTAM, you must specify the TARGET parameter and optionally the BLOCKSIZE and WEIGHT
parameters, which are described below. For additional information about DDS VTAM considerations, see VTAM
Considerations and Administrating Design and Operations.

• BLOcksize
Specifies the size of the buffer to use to pass run unit request and response packets between nodes. If two connected
nodes specify different block sizes, DDS uses the smaller size.
– 8192

Specifies the default block size.
– block-size 

Specify an integer in the range 1 through 32,767.
• TARget application application-id 

Specifies the VTAM LUNAME of the destination application program. Application-id is a unique one- through
eight-character name that corresponds to an ACB name or label specified in an APPL statement. This name must
correspond to the application-id specified on the DDS LINE statement SOURCE parameter for the target node.

• WEIght factor
Specifies the priority to assign to the port defined by this physical terminal and its associated line.
– 0

Specifies the default weight-factor.
– weight-factor 

Specify an integer in the range 0 through 999,999,999.

DDS Usage

Defining DDS Lines

One LINE statement must be coded for each DDS node to which the system is to be directly attached, except under
VTAM. Under VTAM, one LINE statement can be used to directly connect a DDS node to one or more nodes.
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One PTERM statement must be coded for each DDS line, with the exception of VTAM connections. Under VTAM, one or
more physical terminals can be defined for each line.

Specifying a Weight Factor

When selecting a port through which to pass request and response packets, the node bases its selection on the weight
factor specified for the port that connects the system to the target node. A port can directly connect the system to the
target node or to a node that, in turn, is connected to the target node either directly or indirectly. If such multiple paths
exist, the host node selects the path having the lowest cumulative weight factor.

For more information about weight factors, see the CA IDMS DDS Design and Operations section.

Example DDS

Defining a DDS Port that Communicates using VTAM

The following statements define a DDS port that communicates through a VTAM line. In the system in New York, define:

ADD LINE NY2BOS

    TYPE DDS

    SOURCE DDSVTM01.

ADD PTERM PT001

    TYPE VTAM

    BLOCKSIZE 8192

    TARGET DDSVTM02

    WEIGHT FACTOR 10.

In the system located in Boston, define:

ADD LINE BOS2NY

    TYPE DDS

    SOURCE DDSVTM02.

ADD PTERM PT001

    TYPE VTAM

    TARGET DDSVTM01.
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Modifying the Weight Factor

The following statement modifies physical terminal PT001, increasing its weight factor to 25:

MODIFY PTERM PT001

WEIGHT FACTOR 25.

Deleting a DDS Port

The following statement deletes the DDS port that communicates through line NY2BOS:

DELETE PTERM PT001.

DELETE LINE NY2BOS.

INOUTL
The INOUTL syntax for the LINE and PTERM parameters is used to define SYSIN/SYSOUT devices.

INOUTL Syntax

LINE Syntax

►►─── TYPe is INOUTL ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ INput ddname is ─┬─ ddname ───┬─┘
                       ├─ filename ─┤
                       └─ linkname ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ OUTput ddname is ─┬─ ddname ───┬─┘
                        ├─ filename ─┤
                        └─ linkname ─┘

PTERM Syntax

►►─── TYPe is INOUTT ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►
   └─ DELete character is ─┬─ C'delete-character' ─────┬─┘
                           └─ X'hex-delete-character' ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►
   └─ FLUsh character is ─┬─ C'flush-character' ─────┬─┘
                          └─ X'hex-flush-character' ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ PAGe length is ─┬─ 24 ◄─────────┬─┘
                      └─ page-length ─┘

INOUTL Parameters

LINE Statement Parameters

• TYPe is INOUTL
Specifies the line type.

• INput ddname is
Specifies the external name of the input file for the line, as specified in the system startup JCL.
The INPUT DDNAME IS parameter is required to create an executable system.
– ddname

For z/OS systems, specifies the ddname of the input file for the line.
– filename

For z/VSE systems, specifies the filename of the input file for the line.
• OUTput ddname is

Specifies the external name of the output file for the line, as specified in the system startup JCL.
The OUTPUT DDNAME IS parameter is required to create an executable system.
– ddname

For z/OS systems, specifies the ddname of the output file for the line.
– filename

For z/VSE systems, specifies the filename of the output file for the line.

PTERM Statement Parameters

• TYPe is INOUTT
Specifies the device type for the physical terminal.

• DELete character is
Specifies the control character to be used to delete characters.
– C'delete-character'

Specifies the delete character as a one-character literal.
– X'hex-delete-character'

Specifies the delete character as a 2-digit hexadecimal literal.
• FLUsh character is

Specifies the control character used to delete lines.
– C'flush-character'

Specifies the flush character as a one-character literal.
– X'hex-flush-character'
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Specifies the flush character as a 2-digit hexadecimal literal.
• PAGe length is page-length

Specifies the maximum page size, in text lines, for the physical terminal.
Page-length must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767. The default is 24.

INOUTL Usage

z/OS DD Statements for INOUTL Lines

For z/OS systems, the DD statement for the input file for an INOUTL line must include the following DCB specifications:

RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=80,LRECL=80

The DD statement for the output file for an INOUTL line must include the following DCB specifications:

RECFM=VBA,BLKSIZE=141,LRECL=137

INOUTL Example

The following LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statements define a simulated 3270 line and terminal:

ADD LINE S3270Q1

    TYPE IS S3270Q

    INPUT DDNAME IS SIMIN1

    OUTPUT DDNAME IS SIMOUT1.

 

ADD PTERM PS3270Q1

    TYPE IS S3277

    MODEL IS 2.

ADD LTERM LS3270Q1

    PTERM IS PS3270Q1.

LAPPCEMU
The following syntax for LINE and PTERM parameters is used to define emulated APPC.
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LAPPCEMU Syntax

LINE Syntax

►►─── TYPe is LAPPCEMU ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

PTERM Syntax

►►─── TYPe is PAPPCEMU ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

LAPPCEMU Parameters

LINE Statement Parameters

• TYPe is LAPPCEMU
Specifies the line type.

PTERM Statement Parameters

• TYPe is PAPPCEMU
Specifies the physical terminal type as PAPPCEMU.
You should associate only one physical terminal with an LAPPCEMU line.

Example LAPPCEMU

Sample Line and Terminal Definitions

The following DC/UCF system generation statements define a line and associated physical terminal to support emulated
APPC:

ADD LINE APPCLIN

    TYPE IS LAPPCEMU

    ENABLED.

ADD PTERM APPCPTE

    TYPE IS PAPPCEMU

    ENABLED.

ADD LTERM APPCLTE

    ENABLED.
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L3270B
The following syntax for LINE and PTERM parameters is used to define local 3270 devices using BTAM.

L3270B Syntax

LINE Syntax

►►─── TYPe is L3270B ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ BUFfer size is buffer-size ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ DDname is ddname ─┘

PTERM Syntax

►►─── TYPe is ─┬─ L3277 ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
               ├─ L3278 ─┤
               └─ L3279 ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ DEVaddr is SYSnnn ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ MODel is ─┬─ 2 ◄───────────┬─┘
                └─ model-number ─┘

L3270B Parameters

LINE Statement Parameters

• TYPe is L3270B
Specifies the line type.

• BUFfer size is buffer-size
Specifies the line I/O page buffer size, in bytes, for the line.
Buffer-size must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767.

• DDname is ddname
For z/OS systems only, specifies the ddname for the line, as specified in the system startup JCL.
The DDNAME parameter is required under z/OS to create an executable system.
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PTERM Statement Parameters

• TYPe is
Specifies the device type for the physical terminal. Valid values are:
– L3277
– L3278
– L3279

• DEVaddr is SYSnnn
For z/VSE systems only, specifies the logical unit assignment of the device, as specified in the system startup JCL.
This parameter is required under z/VSE to create an executable system.

• MODel is model-number
Specifies the model number of the physical terminal. Valid model numbers for each physical terminal type are:

Physical terminal type Model number
L3277 1 and 2
L3278 1 through 5
L3279 2 and 3

The default is 2 for all physical terminal types.

Example 3

The following LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statements define a simulated 3270 line and terminal:

ADD LINE S3270Q1

    TYPE IS S3270Q

    INPUT DDNAME IS SIMIN1

    OUTPUT DDNAME IS SIMOUT1.

ADD PTERM PS3270Q1

    TYPE IS S3277

    MODEL IS 2.

ADD LTERM LS3270Q1

    PTERM IS PS3270Q1.

L3280B
The following syntax for LINE and PTERM statements is used to define local 3280 devices using BTAM.
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L3280B Syntax

LINE Syntax

►►─── TYPe is L3280B ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ DDname is ─┬─ ddname ───┬─┘
                 └─ filename ─┘

PTERM Syntax

►►─── TYPe is ─┬─ L3284 ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
               ├─ L3286 ─┤
               ├─ L3287 ─┤
               ├─ L3288 ─┤
               └─ L3289 ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ DEVaddr is SYSnnn ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ FORmfeed ─────┤
   └─ NOFormfeed ◄──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ MODel is ─┬─ 2 ◄───────────┬─┘
                └─ model-number ─┘

L3280B Parameters

LINE Statement Parameters

• TYPe is L3280B
Specifies the line type.

• DDname is
Associates the line with an external file name.
The DDNAME parameter is required to create an executable system.
– ddname

For z/OS systems only, identifies the ddname for the line, as specified in the system startup JCL.
– filename

For z/VSE systems only, identifies the filename for the line, as specified in the system startup JCL.

PTERM Statement Parameters
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• TYPe is
Specifies the device type for the physical terminal. Valid values are:
– L3284
– L3286
– L3287
– L3288
– L3289

• DEVaddr is SYSnnn
For z/VSE systems only, specifies the logical unit assignment of the device, as specified in the system startup JCL.
This parameter is required to create an executable system.

NOTE
The z/VSE IPL ADD statement must define the printer device as a 3277 without a mode '01'.

• FORmfeed
Specifies the physical terminal has formfeed capabilities.

• NOFormfeed
Specifies the physical terminal does not have formfeed capabilities.
NOFORMFEED is the default when you specify neither FORMFEED nor NOFORMFEED in the PTERM statement.

• MODel is model-number
Specifies the model number of the physical terminal. Valid model numbers for each physical terminal type are:

Physical Terminal Type Model Number
R3284 1 and 2
R3286 1 and 2
R3287 1 and 2
R3288 2
R3289 1 and 2

The default is 2 for all physical terminal types.

Example L3280B

The following LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statements define a local 3280-type printer:

ADD LINE PRTLINE

    TYPE IS L3280B

    DDNAME IS BTAM3280.

ADD PTERM PRTPT1

    TYPE IS L3287

    FORMFEED.

ADD LTERM PRTLT1
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    PRINTER CLASS (2,11,13,42).

MQ
An MQ LINE is used to support IDMS MQ Adapter trigger monitoring and to enable polling. Trigger monitoring is enabled
by defining one or more MQTRIGGR PTERMs and several BULK PTERMs. Associate an LTERM with each PTERM.

Each message on the initiation queue requires the use of a BULK PTERM/LTERM pair within the MQ line. Define as
many BULK PTERM/LTERM pairs as the expected maximum number of concurrent initiation queue messages. Polling is
enabled by specifying a non-zero value on the POLLING INTERVAL clause of the MQ LINE statement.

NOTE
Use the REPEAT COUNT clause of the PTERM statement to facilitate the definition of multiple PTERM/LTERM
pairs.

MQ Syntax

LINE Syntax

►►─── TYPe is MQ ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ POLling INTerval is polling-interval ─┘

MQTRIGGER PTERM Syntax

►►─── TYPe is ─── MQTRIGGR ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──── INItiation QUEue is initiation-queue-name ─────────────────────────────►◄

BULK PTERM Syntax

►►─── TYPe is BULK ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

MQ Parameters

LINE Statement Parameters

• TYPe is MQ
Identifies the line as an MQ line.

• POLling INTerval is  polling-interval
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Indicates the number of seconds to wait before trying to re-connect to the initiation queue for each MQTRIGGR PTE in
event of a failure. It must be a number between 0 and 32,767. If 0, polling is disabled. The default is 0.

MQTRIGGR PTERM Statement Parameters

• TYPe is MQTRIGGR
Indicates that the physical terminal is an MQ trigger monitor.

• INItiation QUEue is  initiation-queue-name Indicates the initiation queue that this PTERM monitors for triggers.

BULK PTERM Parameters

• TYPe is BULK
Specifies that the type of terminal is BULK.

 

Example MQ

The following example displays code for MQ LINE and PTERM:

ADD LINE MQ

    TYPE IS MQ

    POLLING INTERVAL IS 60.

ADD PTERM MQTRGP01

    IN LINE MQ

    TYPE IS MQTRIGGR.

    INITIATION QUEUE IS 
      'INITQUE'.

ADD LTERM MQTRGL01

    PTERM IS MQTRGMP01.
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*+ PTERM DEFINITION FOR 100 MQ TRIGGER MONITOR STARTED TASKS

ADD PTERM MQP0001

    TYPE IS BULK

    REPEAT COUNT IS 99.

ADD LTERM MQL0001

    PTERM IS MQP0001.

SOCKET
SOCKET lines are used to support Generic Listening and DDS using TCP/IP. Generic Listening is enabled by defining one
or more LISTENER PTERMs and a number of BULK PTERMs. DDS using TCP/IP is enabled by defining one DDSTCPIP
PTERM for each remote node. Associate an LTERM with each PTERM.

Each connection request to a LISTENER PTERM requires the use of a BULK PTERM/LTERM pair within the TCP/IP line.
Define as many BULK PTERM/LTERM pairs as the expected maximum number of concurrent connections.

Notes:

1. If you are exploiting the suspend/resume capability (in other words, tasks terminate without closing their socket), the
required number of BULK PTERM/LTERM pairs can become rather large.

2. You can use the REPEAT COUNT clause of the PTERM statement to facilitate the definition of multiple PTERM/
LTERM pairs.

SOCKET Syntax

LINE Syntax

►►─TYPe is SOCKET ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ MODule is plug-in ─┘

LISTENER PTERM Syntax

►►── TYPe is LISTENER ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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 ►─── PORT is listener-port-identifier ───────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ BACKlog is backlog ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ IP STAck NAMe is stack-ip-name ──┤
   ├─ ADDRess is 'stack-ip-address' ───┤
   └─ NAMe is stack-host-name ─────────┘

 ►─TASk is task-code─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►
                     └─ MODe is ─┬─ USER ◄──┤
                                 └─ SYSTEM ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PARM is 'string' ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►◄
   └ MAXimum NUMber of CONnections is ─┬ OFF ◄────────────┤
                                       └ max-number-conn ─┘

DDSTCPIP PTERM Syntax

►►─ TYPe is DDSTCPIP ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─ TARget ┬ ADDress is 'target-ip-address'┬──────────────────────────────────►
           └ NAMe is target-host-name ─────┘

 ►─ TARget PORt is target-port-identifier ────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►
   └ IP STAck NAMe is stack-ip-name ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►
   └ PORt RANge is ─┬ OFF ◄──────────────────────────────────────────┤
                    └ start-port-number ─┬ THRu ───┬ end-port-number ┘
                                         └ THRough ┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►
   └ IDLe INTerval is idle-interval ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►
   └ MAXimum NUMber of CONnections is ─┬ OFF ◄────────────┤
                                       └ max-number-conn ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►◄
   └ NUMber of PERmanent CONnections is perm-conn-number ─┘

BULK PTERM Syntax

►►─── TYPe is BULK ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

SOCKET Parameters

LINE Statement Parameters

• TYPe is SOCKET
Identifies the line as a TCP/IP line. An active SOCKET line is required to run any program that uses TCP/IP sockets.

• plug-in
Name of the plug-in module that implements support for specific TCP/IP stack implementations. Possible values are:
– RHDCD1IP

Supports most common TCP/IP stack implementations, including CA TCPaccess CS for z/OS, IBM TCP/IP and
their run time equivalents.

– RHDCD2IP, RHDCD3IP and RHDCD4IP
Names reserved for future implementations.

NOTE
As of r17, the plug-in parameter, if specified, is ignored to provide backward compatibility with r16. It is defined
through the PLUGIN MODULE clause in the new TCP/IP SYSGEN entity.

LISTENER PTERM Statement Parameters

• TYPE is LISTENER
Indicates that the physical terminal is a TCP/IP listener.

• listener-port-identifier
Specifies the number of the listener port or a service name. If listener-port-identifier is a port number, it must be a
positive number between 1 and 65535. If listener-port-identifier is a service name, it is limited to 32 characters and
must be the name of a service in the services file with an associated protocol of TCP.

• backlog
The value defines the maximum length for the queue of pending connections TCP/IP allows before disallowing
connection requests. Backlog is a positive number between 1 and 1,147,483,647. The default value is 5.
The value specified for backlog is not necessarily the value accepted by the LISTEN call. Each TCP/IP implementation
has a limit of its own. CA IDMS uses the lesser of the implementation's limit and the value specified for the backlog
parameter.

• stack-ip-name
The job name of the TCP/IP stack. The name is limited to 8 characters.
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Specifying *ALL on a multi-homed system (z/OS only) causes listening to all active TCP/IP stacks. Specifying
*DEFAULT causes listening to the default TCP/IP stack.

• 'stack-ip-address'
IP address of the host. The limit of an IP address depends on whether IPv4 or IPv6 is used: the limit in IPv4 is 15
characters; in IPv6, it is 45 characters.

• stack-host-name
Name of the host. The maximum host name length is 64 characters.

• task-code
Name of the task code to start when a connection request arrives.

• MODE IS USER or SYSTEM
Indicates whether the task attached by the listener executes in SYSTEM or USER MODE. To execute in SYSTEM
mode, the program must be fully reentrant and be written in either of the following:
– Assembler using DC calling conventions
– COBOL or PL/I and compiled with an LE-compliant compiler

• string
A string is passed to the task attached by the generic listener. The string is limited to 80 characters.

• max-number-conn
Defines the maximum number of active connections that can be started from the corresponding listener program,
that is, the maximum number of active BULK PTERMs allocated by the specific LISTENER. When the number of
connections reaches the value specified for max-number-conn, any new connection accepted by the listener program
will be rejected.
max-number-conn is a positive number between 1 and 65535. The default value is OFF, indicating that the maximum
number of connections is unlimited.

For information about the options that can be specified for the CA IDMS Server listener, see the following Usage section.

DDSTCPIP PTERM Parameters

• TYPe is DDSTCPIP
Defines the target system for the DDS connection.

• TARget
The target-ip-address and target-host-name parameters are mutually exclusive. You must specify at least one of these
parameters in the definition of a DDSTCPIP type PTERM.

• target-ip-address
Specifies the IP address of the target system enclosed in single quotes. The IP address limit depends on whether IPv4
or IPv6 is used: IPv4 is 15 characters; IPv6 is 45 characters.

• target-host-name
Specifies the host name of the target system. The maximum host name length is 64 characters.

• target-port-identifier
Specifies the number of the target port or a service name. If target-port-identifier is a port number, it must be a positive
number between 1 and 65535. If target-port-identifier is a service name, it is limited to 32 characters and must be the
name of a service in the services file with an associated protocol of TCP.

• stack-ip-name
Specifies the job name of the TCP/IP stack to use in the local system. The job name is limited to 8 characters. Specify
an empty string value (two single-quotes) to remove an IP STACK NAME definition.

• start-port-number and end-port-number
Defines a range of port numbers that are used to BIND the local sockets explicitly. Each time a new connection is
established, the first free port from the range is selected and associated (bound) with the corresponding socket. If no
free port is found, the request is aborted.
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The default value is OFF, indicating that the operating system will select a free port from the pool and bind the socket
implicitly during the connect processing. start-port-number and end-port-number are positive numbers between 1 and
65535. start-port-number must be lower than or equal to end-port-number.

• idle-interval
Defines the time interval a non-permanent connection stays in an idle state after the corresponding DDS request has
finished. This allows the same connection to be reused if a new DDS request comes in before the timeout expires.
idle-interval is a positive number between 0 and 32767. The default value is 0.

• max-number-conn
Defines the maximum number of active connections allowed from the local system.
max-number-conn is a positive number between 1 and 65535. The default value is OFF, indicating that the maximum
number of connections is unlimited.

NOTE
The maximum number of connections depends on the number of free BULK PTERMs in the SOCKET line on
the target (remote) system.

• perm-conn-number
Defines the number of permanent connections that can exist between the host and the target systems.
perm-conn-number is a positive number between 0 and 65535. The default value is 0, indicating that permanent
connections are not needed. In this case, the connections are always established dynamically when a new DDS
request arrives.

BULK PTERM Parameters

• TYPE is BULK
Specifies that the type of terminal is BULK.

Notes for LISTENER PTERMS Only

Parameters stack-ip-name, stack-ip-address, and stack-host-name are mutually exclusive. Specifying any of these
parameters only makes sense in a multi-homed environment.

If one of these parameters is specified:

• Listening is restricted to the named TCP/IP stack.
• A CV can be tied to an operating system image.

If none of these parameters are specified, the generic listener processes connection requests from the default TCP/IP
stack.

NOTE
For more information about TCP/IP and SOCKET programming, see the CA IDMS Callable Services section.
For more information about CA IDMS Server, see the CA IDMS Server r5 User section. For more information
about the Services File and the Services Resolver, see the CA IDMS System Operations section.

SOCKET Usage

To use the CA IDMS Server "wire protocol" drivers, define a listener PTERM/LTERM pair for the built-in server program,
IDMSJSRV. This PTERM must specify the RHDCNP3J task defined during installation, SYSTEM mode, and the port
used by the driver. The default port, 3709, is used by the drivers and registered with the Internet Assigned Number
Authority (IANA) for CA IDMS. This can be used if only a single DC/UCF system is used on the host machine. Otherwise,
a recommended convention is to append the system number to 37.

NOTE
Be advised that all CA IDMS systems that have task-level security turned ON must turn off security for the
RHDCNP3J task. The following SECRTT entry example displays how this can be performed. Tailor this entry to
meet your site-specific requirements in your CA IDMS SRTT table.
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#SECRTT TYPE=OCCURRENCE,RESNAME='RHDCNP3J',

   RESTYPE=TASK,

   SECBY=OFF

Additional listener options parameters can be specified as keyword-values pairs in the PARM string on the PTERM
definition. The following are the PARM keyword guidelines:

• Options are not case-sensitive.
• Options can appear in any order, separated by commas, with no embedded spaces in the string (leading spaces are

ignored).
• If an error occurs, the server writes a message to the DC log and ignores the rest of the options.

The parameters are:

• ACCt=profile-key-name
Profile key name for accounting information. If specified, any accounting information supplied by the client as part of
the signon is added to the user profile. This allows SQL statements access to the accounting information using the
PROFILE function. Procedures written in COBOL or CA ADS can use the IDMSIN01 GETPROF callable service to
access the accounting information.

• BUFLen=default-length
Length of the default buffer used for data received from and sent to the client. The default buffer is allocated when the
task starts and freed when the task ends. Larger buffers are allocated dynamically as needed for individual requests
and freed immediately after results are returned. The default is 1024 bytes. Specifying a larger buffer can minimize
storage allocation requests while using more of the storage pool. The client can override this value.

• BUFMax=max-length
Maximum length the client interface can specify for the default buffer.

• TASK=task-code
Specifies the default task code used for signon security, timeouts, and as the next task after a pseudo converse. The
IDMSJSRV task is defined during installation as a model task for this purpose. The client can override this task code.

• ATTACH=Y
Causes IDMSJSRV to end the initial task immediately after processing the signon request. The specified task is
attached on the next request from the client interface. If not specified (or No), IDMSJSRV copies the timeouts from
specified task to the current task, which ends when (and if) explicitly requested by the client interface.

• TIMeout=seconds
Specifies the maximum timeout the client can request for the external wait or resource timeout interval. A value of
-1 allows the client interface to specify any value. A value of 0, the default, takes the value from the task or system
default.

Example SOCKET

*+ SAMPLE LINE DEFINITION

ADD LINE TCPIP

    TYPE IS SOCKET.
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*+ WIRE PROTOCOL DRIVER LISTENER

*+ USING THE CONVENTION

*+ PORT = 3700 + SYSTEM NUMBER

ADD PTERM TCPJSRV

    TYPE IS LISTENER

    PORT IS 3799

    BACKLOG IS 100

    TASK IS RHDCNP3J

    MODE IS SYSTEM

    PARM IS 'TASK=IDMSJSRV'.

ADD LTERM TCLJSRV

    PTERM IS TCPJSRV.

*+ USER IMPLEMENTED LISTENER

ADD PTERM TCPLIS_1

  TYPE IS LISTENER

  TASK IS TSKLIS_1

  MODE IS USER

  PORT IS 12345

  BACKLOG IS 999

  PARM IS 'Parameters for TSKLIS_1'.

ADD LTERM TCPLIS_1

  PTERM TCPLIS_1.
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*+ PTERM DEFINITION FOR A REMOTE DDS NODE SYSTEM

ADD PTERM PDDSNOD1

    TYPE IS DDSTCPIP

    TARGET NAME IS 'SYSNODE1'

    TARGET PORT IS 15901

    PORT RANGE IS 15950 THROUGH 15999

    IDLE INTERVAL IS 60

    NUMBER OF PERMANENT CONNECTIONS IS 3.

ADD LTERM LDDSNOD1

    PTERM IS PDDSN0D1.

*+ PTERM DEFINITION FOR 100 SOCKETS

ADD PTERM TCP0001

    TYPE IS BULK

    REPEAT COUNT IS 99.

ADD LTERM TCL0001

    PTERM IS TCP0001.

SYSOUTL
The following syntax for LINE and PTERM parameters is used to define the following device types:

• SYSOUT devices using QSAM (z/OS systems only)
• Printers that will receive spooled output (z/VM systems only)

NOTE
To implement user exit 21, include at least one SYSOUTL line in the system definition. For more information
about user exit 21, see the CA IDMS Installation and Maintenance section -- z/VM and the CA IDMS System
Operations section.
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SYSOUT Syntax

LINE Syntax

►►─── TYPe is SYSOUTL ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ DDname is ─┬─ ddname ───┬─┘
                 └─ linkname ─┘

PTERM Syntax

►►─── TYPe is SYSOUTT ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PAGe LENgth is ─┬─ 60 ◄─────────┬─┘
                      └─ page-length ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ PAGe WIDth is ─┬─ 132 ◄───────┬─┘
                     └─ page-width ─┘

SYSOUT Parameters

LINE Statement Parameters

• TYPe is SYSOUTL
Specifies the line type.

• DDname is
Associates the line with an external file name.
The DDNAME parameter is required to create an executable system.
– ddname

For z/OS and z/VM systems only, identifies the ddname for the line, as specified in the system startup JCL.

PTERM Statement Parameters

• TYPe is SYSOUTT
Specifies the device type for the physical terminal.

• PAGe LENgth is page-length
Specifies the maximum page size, in text lines, for the physical terminal.
Page-length must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767. The default is 60.

• PAGe WIDth is page-width
Specifies the maximum page width, in characters, for the physical terminal.
Page-width must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767. The default is 132.
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Note: The SYSOUTL line can be used in conjunction with the WRITE PRINTER command to submit batch jobs via the
z/OS internal reader. For more information, see the section "Writing JCL to a JES2 Internal Reader" in the Navigational
DML Programming section.

S3270Q
The following syntax for LINE and PTERM parameters is used to define simulated 3270 devices using QSAM.

S3270Q Syntax

LINE Syntax

►►─── TYPe is S3270Q ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ BUFfer size is buffer-size ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ INput ddname is ─┬─ ddname ───┬─┘
                       ├─ filename ─┤
                       └─ linkname ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ OUTput ddname is ─┬─ ddname ───┬─┘
                        ├─ filename ─┤
                        └─ linkname ─┘

PTERM Syntax

►►─── TYPe is ─┬─ S3277 ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
               ├─ S3278 ─┤
               └─ S3279 ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ MODel is ─┬─ 2 ◄───────────┬─┘
                └─ model-number ─┘

S3270Q Parameters

LINE Statement Parameters

• TYPe is S3270Q
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Specifies the line type.
• BUFfer size is buffer-size

Specifies the line I/O page buffer size, in bytes, for the line.
Buffer-size must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767.

• INput ddname is
Specifies the external name of the input file for the line, as specified in the system startup JCL.
The INPUT DDNAME IS parameter is required to create an executable system.
– ddname

For z/OS and z/VM systems, specifies the ddname of the input file for the line.
– filename

For z/VSE systems, specifies the filename of the input file for the line.
• OUTput ddname is

Specifies the external name of the output file for the line, as specified in the system startup JCL.
The OUTPUT DDNAME parameter is required to create an executable system.
– ddname

For z/OS and z/VM systems, specifies the ddname of the output file for the line.
– filename

For z/VSE systems, specifies the filename of the output file for the line.

PTERM Statement Parameters

• TYPe is
Specifies the device type for the physical terminal. Valid values are:
– S3277
– S3278
– S3279

• MODel is model-number
Specifies the model number of the physical terminal. Valid model numbers for each physical terminal type are:

Physical Terminal Type Model Number
S3277 1 and 2
S3278 1 through 5
S3279 2 and 3

The default is 2 for all physical terminal types.

S3270Q Usage

z/OS DD Statements for S3270Q Lines

For z/OS systems, the DD statement for the input file for an S3270Q line must include the following DCB specifications:

LRECL=80

The DD statement for the output file for an S3270Q line must include the following DCB specifications:

LRECL=133
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Example 4

The following LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statements define a simulated 3270 line and terminal:

ADD LINE S3270Q1

    TYPE IS S3270Q

    INPUT DDNAME IS SIMIN1

    OUTPUT DDNAME IS SIMOUT1.

ADD PTERM PS3270Q1

    TYPE IS S3277

    MODEL IS 2.

ADD LTERM LS3270Q1

    PTERM IS PS3270Q1.

TCAMLIN
The following syntax for LINE and PTERM parameters is used to define 3270 or 3280 devices using TCAM.

TCAMLIN Syntax

LINE Syntax

►►─── TYPe is TCAMLIN ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ BUFfer size is buffer-size ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ CONnect ◄──┤
   └─ NOConnect ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ INput ddname is ─┬─ ddname ───┬─┘
                       └─ filename ─┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ OUTput ddname is ─┬─ ddname ───┬─┘
                        └─ filename ─┘

PTERM Syntax

►►─── TYPe is TCAMTRM ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ FORmfeed ─────┤
   └─ NOFormfeed ◄──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ MODel is ─┬─ 2 ◄───────────┬─┘
                └─ model-number ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ NAMe is tcam-terminal-id ─┤
   └─ NOName ◄──────────────────┘

TCAMLIN Parameters

LINE Statement Parameters

• TYPe is TCAMLIN
Specifies the line type.

• BUFfer size is buffer-size
Specifies the line I/O page buffer size, in bytes, for the line.
Buffer-size must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767.

• CONnect
Specifies the line is treated as a connect-type line.
CONNECT is the default when you specify neither CONNECT nor NOCONNECT in the LINE statement.

• NOConnect
Specifies the line is not treated as a connect-type line.

• INput ddname is
Specifies the external name of the input file for the line, as specified in the system startup JCL.
– ddname

For z/OS systems, specifies the ddname of the input file for the line.
– filename

For z/VSE systems, specifies the filename of the input file for the line.
• OUTput ddname is

Specifies the external name of the output file for the line, as specified in the system startup JCL.
– ddname
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For z/OS systems, specifies the ddname of the output file for the line.
– filename

For z/VSE systems, specifies the filename of the output file for the line.

PTERM Statement Parameters

• TYPe is TCAMTRM
Specifies the device type for the physical terminal.

• FORmfeed
Specifies the physical terminal has formfeed capabilities.

• NOFormfeed
Specifies the physical terminal does not have formfeed capabilities.
NOFORMFEED is the default when you specify neither FORMFEED nor NOFORMFEED in the PTERM statement.

• MODel is model-number
Specifies the model number of the physical terminal.
Model-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 5. The default is 2.

• NAMe is tcam-terminal-id
Reserves the physical terminal element (PTE) for the TCAM terminal identified by tcam-terminal-id.
PTEs to be used by 3280-type printers should always be defined with a TCAM terminal identifier.

• NOName
Defines a generic PTE that can be used by any TCAM terminal not explicitly associated with another PTE.
NONAME is the default when you specify neither NAME nor NONAME in the PTERM statement.

TCAMLIN Usage

z/OS DD Statements for TCAMLIN Lines

For z/OS systems, the DD statement for the input file for an TCAMLIN line must include the following DCB specifications:

LRECL=80

The DD statement for the output file for an TCAMLIN line must include the following DCB specifications:

LRECL=133

UCFLINE
The UCFLINE statement is used to define the UCF line driver to support UCF terminal communications.

The following syntax for LINE and PTERM parameters is used to define a UCF line. The DC/UCF system definition can
contain only one UCF line definition.

UCFLINE Syntax

LINE Syntax

►►─── TYPe is UCFLINE ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ MODule is system-table-module-name ─┘

PTERM Syntax

►►─── TYPe is UCFTERM ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ NAMe is front-end-terminal-id ─┤
   └─ NOName ◄───────────────────────┘

UCFLINE Parameters

LINE Statement Parameters

• TYPe is UCFLINE
Specifies the line type.

• MODule is system-table-module-name
Specifies the name of the UCF system table module created by the assembly and link edit of the #FESTDEF and
#FESTENT macros.
The MODULE parameter is required to create an executable system.

PTERM Statement Parameters

• TYPe is
Specifies the device type for the physical terminal.
– UCFTERM

Specifies a 3270-type for the physical terminal.
• NAMe is front-end-terminal-id

Specifies, for UCFTERM PTERMS only, the physical terminal is connected with only the specified front-end terminal.
Front-end-terminal-id must be the identifier of a UCF front-end terminal defined in the UCF front-end table.

• NOName
Defines the physical terminal as a generic terminal to which any UCF front-end terminal can be connected.
NONAME is the default when you specify neither NAME nor NONAME in the PTERM statement.

NOTE
For more information about creating the UCF front-end system, see the CA IDMS System Operations section.
For more information about the UCF front-end table, see the CA IDMS System Operations section. For more
information about batch external request units, see External User Sessions.

Example UCFLINE

Reserving Physical Terminals for UCF Front-End Terminals

The following LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statements define a UCF line with two physical terminals, each associated with
a UCF front-end terminal:

ADD LINE UCF
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    TYPE IS UCFLINE

    MODULE RHDCFSTB.

ADD PTERM UCFPT001

    TYPE IS UCFTERM

    NAME = TO15.

ADD LTERM UCFLT001

    PTERM IS UCFPT001.

ADD PTERM UCF002

    TYPE IS UCFTERM

    NAME = TO32.

ADD LTERM UCFLT002

    PTERM IS UCF002.

Defining Prototype Terminals and a Printer Terminal

The following statements define a UCF line with three prototype physical terminals (that is, terminals available to any
front-end terminal) and one printer terminal:

ADD LINE UCF

    TYPE IS UCFLINE

    MODULE RHDCFSTB.

ADD PTERM UCFPT001

    TYPE IS UCFTERM

    NONAME.

ADD LTERM UCFLT001.
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ADD PTERM UCFPT002

    TYPE IS UCFTERM

    NONAME.

ADD LTERM UCFLT002.

ADD PTERM UCFPT003

    TYPE IS UCFTERM

    NONAME.

ADD LTERM UCFLT003.

ADD PTERM UPRT001

    TYPE IS UCFTERM

    NAME = PR01.

ADD LTERM ULPRT001

    PRINTER CLASS (10,11).

VTAMLIN
The following syntax for LINE and PTERM parameters is used to define 3270 or asynchronous VTAM devices.

NOTE
 For more information about using VTAM with DC/UCF, see "VTAM Considerations".

VTAMLIN Syntax

LINE Syntax

►►─── TYPe is VTAMLIN ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►
   └─ APPlication identification is vtam-application-id ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   ├─ CONnect ◄──┤
   └─ NOConnect ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PASsword is vtam-password ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►
   └─ GENeric RESource is generic-vtam-resource ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─┬─ PERMREADBUF ─────┬─┘
     └─ NOPERMREADBUF ◄──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ RPL count is ─┬─ 5 ◄────────┬─┘
                    └─ rpl-count ─┘

PTERM Syntax

►►─── TYPe is ─┬─ V3277 ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
               ├─ V3278 ─┤
               ├─ V3279 ─┤
               ├─ V3284 ─┤
               ├─ V3286 ─┤
               ├─ V3287 ─┤
               ├─ V3288 ─┤
               └─ V3289 ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ACQuire ─────┤
   └─ NOAcquire ◄──┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ FORmfeed ─────┤
   └─ NOFormfeed ◄──┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ HOLd ─────┤
   └─ NOHold ◄──┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ MODel is ─┬─ 2 ◄───────────┬─┘
                └─ model-number ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ NAMe is vtam-minor-node-name ─┤
   └─ NOName ◄──────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ RELease ──────┤
   └─ NORealease ◄──┘

VTAMLIN Parameters

LINE Statement Parameters

• TYPe is VTAMLIN
Specifies the line type.

• APPlication identification is vtam-application-id
Specifies the VTAM application identifier used by the DC/UCF system at runtime to sign on to VTAM.
Vtam-application-id must match the system identifier specified for the DC/UCF system in the VTAM system definition.
The APPLICATION IDENTIFICATION parameter is required to create an executable system.

• CONnect
Specifies the line is treated as a connect-type line.
CONNECT is the default when you specify neither CONNECT nor NOCONNECT in the LINE statement.

• NOConnect
Specifies the line is not treated as a connect-type line.

• PASsword is vtam-password
Specifies the password used by the system to sign on to VTAM.
Vtam-password must be the password specified for the DC/UCF application in the VTAM system definition.

• GENeric RESource  is generic-vtam-resource
Specifies the name of a VTAM Generic Resource name that allows access to the CA IDMS CV. The value specified in
the line definition is in addition to the value specified in the “application identification is”.
The Application ID is the VTAM node while the Generic Resource name allows access across SYSPLEX LPARs.
Either value can be used to connect to the VTAM lines in an IDMS system. The Generic VTAM resource name is not
defined to VTAM via standard “VTAMLST” entries. Additionally, one or more IDMS systems can specify the same
Generic VTAM resource value. The VTAM Resource name is implemented in the SYSGEN for each VTAM line.
For more information see Administrating CA IDMS System Operations.

• Limits: The Generic Resource name has a maximum length of 8.
• PERMREADBUF

Specifies that a read buffer is permanently allocated for the duration of a session. The buffer is allocated at connection
time and released at session termination.

• NOPERMREADBUF
Specifies that a read buffer is dynamically allocated only for the duration of an input operation.
NOPERMREADBUF is the default when neither PERMREADBUF nor NOPERMREADBUF is specified in the LINE
statement.

• RPL count is rpl-count
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Specifies the number of entries in the VTAM request parameter list (RPL). This number represents the maximum
number of write I/O requests that can be handled concurrently by the VTAM line.
Rpl-count must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767. The default is 5.
Typically, rpl-count should be 20 percent of the number of physical terminals in the line, plus the number of printers. An
insufficient RPL count value will result in degraded response time.

PTERM Statement Parameters

• TYPe is
Specifies the device type for the physical terminal. Valid values are:
– V3277
– V3278
– V3279
– V3284
– V3286
– V3287
– V3288
– V3289
This parameter is for documentation only. The actual device type is determined from information provided by VTAM
when the user logs on.

• ACQuire
Specifies the physical terminal is connected to the system automatically. The user does not have to log on through
VTAM to access the system.
If you specify ACQUIRE, you must also specify the NAME parameter.

• NOAcquire
Specifies the physical terminal is not connected to the system automatically. The user must log on through VTAM,
supplying the DC/UCF system identifier.
NOACQUIRE is the default when you specify neither ACQUIRE nor NOACQUIRE in the PTERM statement.

• FORmfeed
Specifies the physical terminal has formfeed capabilities.

NOTE
FORMFEED is invalid for physical terminal types V3277, V3278, and V3279.

• NOFormfeed
Specifies the physical terminal does not have formfeed capabilities.
NOFORMFEED is the default when you specify neither FORMFEED nor NOFORMFEED in the PTERM statement.

• HOLd
Specifies the device is not released when VTAM notifies DC/UCF that another system is requesting a session with this
device.

• NOHold
Specifies the device is released when VTAM notifies DC/UCF that another system is requesting a session with this
device. If the request specifies a printer, DC/UCF will release the printer when all currently queued reports have been
printed.
NOHOLD is the default when you specify neither HOLD nor NOHOLD in the PTERM statement.

• MODel is model-number
Specifies the model number of the physical terminal. Valid model numbers for each physical terminal type are:

Physical terminal type Model number
V3277 1 and 2
V3278 1 through 5
V3279 2 and 3
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V3284 1 and 2
V3286 1 and 2
V3287 1 and 2
V3288 2
V3289 1 and 2

The default is 2 for all physical terminal types.

• NAMe is vtam-minor-node-name
Reserves the physical terminal element for the specified VTAM minor node.
Vtam-minor-node-name must be the name of a VTAM minor node (logical unit) specified in the VTAM definition.
You must specify the NAME parameter for printers.

• NOName
Defines the physical terminal as a generic terminal to which any VTAM minor node can be connected.
NONAME is the default when you specify neither NAME nor NONAME in the PTERM statement.

• RELease
For printer terminals only, specifies the printer is automatically released after each report is printed. If other reports are
queued to the printer, DC/UCF will subsequently reacquire the printer.

• NORelease
For printer terminals only, specifies the printer is not released automatically after a report is printed. The printer will be
held by the DC/UCF system until notified by VTAM that another system is requesting the device. Subsequent action by
DC/UCF depends on the HOLD/NOHOLD specification.
NORELEASE is the default when you specify neither RELEASE nor NORELEASE in the PTERM statement.

NOTE
For more information about sample DC/UCF configuration using VTAM, see DC/UCF System Generation
Statements. For more information about VTAMLST entries, see VTAMLST Entries.

VTAMLIN Usage

Calculating the Size of a Permanent Read Buffer

The size of a permanent read buffer is calculated on the basis of terminal dimensions returned by VTAM in the bind area.
Buffers for dynamic logmode usage are eventually resized depending on the terminal dimensions returned by the read
partition operation.

Removing the Generic VTAM Resource

The following Syntax statements REMOVE the Generic VTAM resource from the LINE statement:

• MOD LINE VTAM01
– GENERIC RESOURCE ID IS ‘’.

•  MOD LINE VTAM01
– GENERIC RESOURCE ID IS ‘OFF’.

• MOD LINE VTAM01
– GENERIC RESOURCE ID IS ‘NONE’.   

 

 

Example VTAMLIN

The following LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statements define a VTAM line with three 3270-type terminals:
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ADD LINE VTAM90

    TYPE IS VTAMLIN

    APPLICATION ID IS IDMSDC.

 

ADD PTERM PTVTM001

    IN LINE VTAM90

    TYPE IS V3277.

ADD LTERM LTVTM001

    PTERM IS PTVTM001.

 

ADD PTERM PTVTM002

    IN LINE VTAM90

    TYPE IS V3284

    NAME IS CUL08

    ACQUIRE.

ADD LTERM LTVTM002

    PTERM IS PTVTM002.

 

ADD PTERM PTVTM003

    IN LINE VTAM90

    TYPE IS V3277

    NAME = CUL18.

ADD LTERM LTVTM003

    PTERM IS PTVTM003.
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The following LINE statement defines using Generic VTAM resources.  MODIFY can be used for existing lines.

ADD LINE VTAM01

    ENABLED 
    COMPACT 
    PROTOCOL IS EXPRESP 
    TYPE IS VTAMLIN 
    APPLICATION ID IS U31ISY90 
    GENERIC RESOURCE IS IDMSGVR1 
    CONNECT 
    PERMREADBUF 
    RPL COUNT IS 5

VTAMLU
The following syntax for LINE and PTERM parameters is used to define SNA/VTAM logical unit (LU) types 0 through 4
and 6.2. For a discussion of the DC SNA/VTAM line driver, see SNA and LU 6.2 Considerations.

NOTE
You should define only one VTAMLU line, regardless of the number of LUs to be supported. You must define a
single physical terminal for each logical unit. No pool of physical terminals is used.

VTAMLU Syntax

LINE Syntax

►►─── TYPe is VTAMLU ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►
   └─ APPlication identification is vtam-application-id ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ CONnect ◄──┤
   └─ NOConnect ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PASsword is vtam-password ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ RPL count is ─┬─ 5 ◄────────┬─┘
                    └─ rpl-count ─┘

PTERM Syntax
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►►─── TYPe is ─┬─┬─ LU ───┬─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►
               │ └─ LU62 ─┘ ├─ ALReady ─┬─ VERified ─┤
               │            └─ NOT ◄────┘            │
               ├─ 3600LU ────────────────────────────┤
               ├─ 3600PL ────────────────────────────┤
               └─ 3614 ──────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ACQuire ─────┤
   └─ NOAcquire ◄──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ CONtention is ─┬─ WINner ─┬─┘
                     ├─ LOSer ──┤
                     └─ OFF ◄───┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ HOLd ─────┤
   └─ NOHold ◄──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ INFmh is ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘
                └─ NO ◄──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►
   └─ LIMit on input is ─┬─ 0 ◄───────────────┬─┘
                         └─ input-limit-size ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ MODeent is vtam-modeent-name ─┤
   └─ NOModeent ◄───────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ NAMe is vtam-minor-node-name ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ OUTfmh is ─┬─ 'hex-fm-header' ─┬─┘
                 └─ NO ◄─────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ RELease ─────┤
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   └─ NORELease ◄──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ SYNclevel is ─┬─ CONfirm ───┬─┘
                    ├─ SYNcpoint ─┤
                    ├─ NONe ──────┤
                    └─ OFF ◄──────┘

VTAMLU Parameters

LINE Statement Parameters

• TYPe is VTAMLU
Specifies the line type.

• APPlication identification is vtam-application-id
Specifies the VTAM application identifier used by DC/UCF at runtime to open a VTAM access method control block
(ACB) and prepare for communication with logical units.
Vtam-application-id must match the system identifier specified for the DC/UCF system in the VTAM system definition.
The APPLICATION IDENTIFICATION parameter is required to create an executable system.

• CONnect
Specifies the line is treated as a connect-type line.
CONNECT is the default when you specify neither CONNECT nor NOCONNECT in the LINE statement.

• NOConnect
Specifies the line is not treated as a connect-type line.

• PASsword is vtam-password
Specifies the password used by DC/UCF to open a VTAM ACB.
Vtam-password must be the password specified for the DC/UCF application in the VTAM system definition.

• RPL count is rpl-count
Specifies the number of request parameter list (RPL) storage areas to be used by the SNA/VTAM line driver to support
all logged-on logical units. This number represents the maximum number of write I/O requests that can be handled
concurrently by the SNA/VTAM line.
Rpl-count must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767. The default is 5.
Typically, rpl-count should be lower than the expected number of logical units in the line. An insufficient RPL count
value will result in degraded response time.

PTERM Statement Parameters

• TYPe is
Specifies the device type for the physical terminal. Valid values are:

Value Meaning
LU General category; any logical unit, including non-pipeline LUs
LU62 LU 6.2 support
3600LU 3600 full-function LU support
3600PL 3600 pipeline LU support
3614 3614 devices
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NOTE
For more information about SNA and LU 6.2 system generation considerations, see SNA and LU 6.2
Considerations.

• ALReady VERified/NOT
For VTAMLU types LU and LU62, determines whether the requesting system has verified the user ID. The default is
NOT.

• ACQuire
Specifies the physical terminal is connected to the system automatically. The user does not have to log on through
VTAM to access the system.

• NOAcquire
Specifies the physical terminal is not connected to the system automatically. The user must log on through VTAM,
supplying the DC/UCF system identifier.
NOACQUIRE is the default when you specify neither ACQUIRE nor NOACQUIRE in the PTERM statement.

• CONtention is
Specifies whether a session bound using the physical terminal will be a bracket contention winner or loser.

NOTE
For LU 6.2 sessions, the multiple session service manager negotiates the numbers of contention winners
and losers to be allowed with the remote LU. The CONTENTION parameter specification is used only for the
initial count.

• HOLd
Specifies the physical terminal is not released when VTAM sends notification that another system is requesting a
session with the logical unit.

• NOHold
Specifies the physical terminal is released when VTAM sends notification that another system is requesting a session
with the logical unit only if a conversation is not currently allocated to the session. If a conversion is allocated, the
physical terminal is released after the conversation terminates.
NOHOLD is the default when you specify neither HOLD nor NOHOLD in the PTERM statement.

• INFmh is
Specifies whether an input function management header (FMH) is expected as a prefix to a request/response unit
(RU).
– YES

Indicates that an FMH is expected. The FMH is not removed.
– NO

Indicates the FMH is not expected. The FMH is automatically removed.
NO is the default when you omit the INFMH parameter from the PTERM statement.

• LIMit on input is input-limit-size
Specifies the maximum amount of data, in bytes, the DC/UCF system is to buffer before the user requests that data.
Input-limit-size must be an integer in the range 0 through 32,767. The default, 0, directs the DC/UCF system not to limit
the amount of data buffered.

• MODeent is vtam-modeent-name
Identifies the mode table entry that contains the bind parameters to be used when initiating a session with the physical
terminal.
Vtam-modeent-name must match the name specified by the LOGMODE parameter of the appropriate VTAM mode
table entry.

NOTE
For real APPC support, vtam-modeent-name must match the name specified in the MODEENT parameter of
a PTERM statement used to define a physical terminal for APPC.
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You must name a mode table entry for logical unit type 6.2.
For more information about real APPC support, see Real APPC Support Considerations.

• NOModeent
Specifies that VTAM is to use the default mode table entry for the logical unit.
NOMODEENT is the default when you specify neither MODEENT nor NOMODEENT in the PTERM statement.

• NAMe is vtam-minor-node-name
Specifies the name of the VTAM node that will be associated with the terminal.
Vtam-minor-node-name must be the name of a VTAM minor node (logical unit) specified in the VTAM definition.
This parameter is required to create an executable system.

• OUTfmh is
Specifies a default function management header (FMH) to be sent with all outbound transmissions for this logical unit.
– 'hex-fm-header-q'

Identifies the default FMH to be sent with all outbound transmissions.
Hex-fm-header-q is a 4- through 8-character hexadecimal literal enclosed in site-standard quotation marks that is
included in every transmission.

– NO
Indicates that no default FMH exists.
NO is the default when you omit the OUTFMH parameter from the PTERM statement.

• RELease
Specifies the physical terminal is disconnected automatically whenever a conversation on the session terminates.

• NORelease
Specifies the physical terminal is not disconnected automatically whenever a conversation on the session terminates;
that is, the session will remain available for subsequent conversations. NORELEASE is recommended for greater
efficiency.
NORELEASE is the default when you specify neither RELEASE nor NORELEASE in the PTERM statement.
NORELEASE should be specified for logical unit type 6.2.

• SYNclevel is
For LU 6.2 sessions only, specifies the maximum level of synchronization to be allowed for a session that uses the
physical terminal.
– CONfirm

Directs the DC/UCF system to accept a bind with a synchronization level of CONFIRM or NONE.
– SYNcpoint

Directs the DC/UCF system to accept a bind with a synchronization level of SYNCPOINT, CONFIRM, or NONE.
– NONe

Directs the DC/UCF system not to accept a bind with a synchronization level of SYNCPOINT or CONFIRM.
– OFF

Directs the DC/UCF system to accept the synchronization level specified in the bind parameters.
OFF is the default when you omit the SYNCLEVEL parameter from the PTERM statement.

VTAMLU Usage

Real APPC Support

DC uses the VTAMLU line type to support real APPC.

To provide support for real APPC in a DC/UCF system:
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• Add the appropriate physical and logical terminal definitions to the VTAMLU line definition in the DC/UCF system
definition

• Have your VTAM system programmer code a VTAM mode table entry to define the SNA protocols (that is, the bind
parameters) to be used for sessions with other type 6.2 logical units

The PTERM statement used to define a physical terminal for real APPC must specify:

• TYPE IS LU
• NOACQUIRE (default)
• NAME IS vtam-node-name
• INFMH IS NO (default)
• OUTFMH IS NO (default)
• CONTENTION IS WINNER
• NOHOLD (default)
• LIMIT ON INPUT IS 0 (default)
• MODEENT IS vtam-modeent-name
• NORELEASE (default)
• SYNCLEVEL IS OFF (default)

Example VTAMLU

Sample Statements for a VTAM Line with Three Terminals

The following LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statements define a VTAM line with three terminals:

ADD LINE VTAM91

    TYPE IS VTAMLU

    APPLICATION ID IS IDMSDC.

ADD PTERM PTVTM001

    IN LINE VTAM91

    TYPE IS LU.

ADD LTERM LTVTM001

    PTERM IS PTVTM001.

ADD PTERM PTVTM002

    IN LINE VTAM91

    TYPE IS 3600LU
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    NAME IS CUL09

    ACQUIRE.

ADD LTERM LTVTM002

    PTERM IS PTVTM002.

ADD PTERM PTVTM003

    IN LINE VTAM91

    TYPE IS 3614

    NAME = CUL18.

ADD LTERM LTVTM003

    PTERM IS PTVTM003.

Sample Statements for Real APPC Support

The following system generation statements define two terminals to be used for real APPC:

ADD LINE SNALU1

    TYPE IS VTAMLU

    APPLICATION IDENTIFICATION IS IDMSSNA

    ENABLED.

ADD PTERM LU001

    TYPE IS LU

    NAME IS LU620001

    CONTENTION IS WINNER

    MODEENT IS SNAAPPC1

    ENABLED.
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ADD LTERM LU001

    ENABLED.

ADD PTERM LU002

    TYPE IS LU

    NAME IS LU620001

    CONTENTION IS WINNER

    MODEENT IS SNAAPPC1

    ENABLED.

ADD LTERM LU002

    ENABLED.

Teleprocessing Network Example
The following statements, define a teleprocessing network consisting of four lines: an operator's console, a local 3270
BTAM line, a local 3280 BTAM printer line, and a SYSIN/SYSOUT line. The following example lists the required LINE
statements and their associated PTERM and LTERM statements:

ADD LINE CONSOLE

    TYPE IS CONSOLE.

ADD PTERM OPERATOR

    TYPE IS OPERATOR.

ADD LTERM CONSOLE

    PRIORITY IS 220.

ADD LINE BTAMLINE
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    TYPE IS L3270B

    DDNAME IS BTAM3271.

ADD PTERM BTAMPT1

    TYPE IS L3277

    MODEL IS 2.

ADD LTERM BTAMLT1.

ADD PTERM BTAMPT2

    TYPE IS L3277

    MODEL IS 2.

ADD LTERM BTAMLT2.

ADD PTERM BTAMPT3

    TYPE IS L3277

    MODEL IS 2.

ADD LTERM BTAMLT3.

ADD LINE PRTLINE

    TYPE IS L3280B

    DDNAME IS BTAM3280.

ADD PTERM PRTPT1

    TYPE IS L3287
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    FORMFEED.

ADD LTERM PRTLT1

    PRINTER CLASS (2,11,13,42).

ADD LINE IOLINE

    TYPE IS INOUTL

    INPUT DDNAME IS SYSINA

    OUTPUT DDNAME IS SYSOUTA.

ADD PTERM IOPT1

    TYPE IS INOUTT.

ADD LTERM IOLT1.

ADD PTERM IOPT2

    TYPE IS INOUTT.

ADD LTERM IOLT2.

System Generation Data Dictionary Structure
This section outlines the data dictionary structure created and maintained by the system generation compiler.

System Generation Dictionary Records

The following table lists the data dictionary records associated with each system generation statement. The statements
are listed alphabetically.

System Generation Statement Data Dictionary Record Type Description
ADSO CVGDEFS-142 Logical extension of the SYS-041 record

type; one record type for both source and
object

AUTOTASK CVGDEFS-142 Logical extension of the SYS-041 record
type; one record type for both source and
object

DEFAULT PERMANENT PROGRAM PROG-051 Prototype program definition; record name
is 0DEFAULT, where 0 is hexadecimal 00
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DESTINATION DEST-028
SENDLST-021
DESTLST-027
USERDST-150
DESTLTRM-117

Destination source record
Logical extension of the DEST-028 record;
source record defining the users, logical
terminals, or printers that constitute the
destination
Destination object record
Logical extension of the DESTLST-027
record for destinations composed of users
Logical extension of the DESTLST-027
record for destinations composed of logical
terminals or printers

IDD CVGDEFS-142 Logical extension of the SYS-041 record
type; one record type for both source and
object

KEYS CVGDEFS-142 Logical extension of the SYS-041 record
type; one record type for both source and
object

LINE LINE-109
LINELST-103

Line source record
Line object record

LOADLIST CVGDEFS-142 Logical extension of the SYS-041 record
type; one record type for both source and
object

LTERM LTRM-106
LTRMLST-105

Logical terminal source record
Logical terminal object record

MAPTYPE CVGDEFS-142 Logical extension of the SYS-041 record
type; one record type for both source and
object

NODE CVGDEFS-142 Logical extension of the SYS-041 record
type; one record type for both source and
object

OLM CVGDEFS-142 Logical extension of the SYS-041 record
type; one record type for both source and
object

OLQ CVGDEFS-142 Logical extension of the SYS-041 record
type; one record type for both source and
object

PROGRAM PROG-051
PROGLST-049

Program source record
Program object record

PTERM PTRM-074
PTRMLST-104

Physical terminal source record
Physical terminal object record

QUEUE QUEUE-030
QUEUELST-029

Queue source record
Queue object record

RESOURCE TABLE CVGDEFS-142 Logical extension of the SYS-041 record
type; one record type for both source and
object

RUNUNITS CVGDEFS-142 Logical extension of the SYS-041 record
type; one record type for both source and
object

SQL CACHE CVGDEFS-142 Logical extension of the SYS-041 record
type; one record type for both source and
object
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STORAGE POOL CVGDEFS-142 Logical extension of the SYS-041 record
type; one record type for both source and
object

SYSTEM SYS-041
SYSMO-170

System source record; all occurrences are
named DCSYSTEM
System object record

TASK TASK-025
TASKLST-023

Task source record
Task object record

TCP/IP CVGDEFS-142 Logical extension of the SYS-041 record
type; one record type for both source and
object. One different sub-type record for
each occurrence of an INCLUDE STACK,
EXCLUDE STACK or EXCEPT clause in
the TCP/IP entity statement.

XA STORAGE POOL CVGDEFS-142 Logical extension of the SYS-041 record
type; one record type for both source and
object

Note: For more information about the system generation data dictionary structure, see the CA IDMS Dictionary Structure
Reference section.

System Programs and Tasks

CA IDMS System Programs

Product Source Member IDD Module Name(s)
CA ADS DxODADSA

 
DxODADSC
 
DxODADSO

ADSA-COMPILER
ADSA-COMPILER-DYN 1
ADSC-COMPILER
ADSC-COMPILER-DYN 1
ADSO
ADSO-DYN 1
ADSO-STATEMENT

CA ADS OPTION DxASFIDB
 
DxODASF
 
DxODMAPB

ASFIDB
ASFIDB-DYN 1
ASF
ASF-DYN 1
MAPB-COMPILER
MAPB-COMPILER-DYN 1

CA ADS Batch DxODMAPB MAPB-COMPILER
MAPB-COMPILER-DYN 1

CA ICMS DxASFIDB
 
DxODIDB

ASFIDB
ASFIDB-DYN 1
IDB
IDB-SYN
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CA IDMS DxODDB
DxODCVM
DxODFACM
DxODIDDO
 
DxODMAPC
 
DxODOCF
DxODOLM

IDMS-DB
CV-MONITOR
IDMS-FACOM (MSP CLIENTS ONLY)
ONLINE-IDD
ONLINE-IDD-DYN 1
MAPC-COMPILER
MAPC-COMPILER-DYN 1
ONLINE-COMMAND-FACILITY
ONLINE-MAPPING-STATEMENT

CA ADS APPC DxODDNSS SEND-RECEIVE
CA IDMS DBCS Option DxODDBCS DBCS-OPTION
CA IDMS Performance Monitor DxODPERF PERFORMANCE-MONITOR

PERFORMANCE-MONITOR-DYN 1
CA IDMS Presspack DxODPRES PRESSPACK
CA IDMS Server DxODSERV IDMS-SERVER
CA IDMS VSAM Transparency DxODEVSM ESCAPE-VSAM
CA OLQ DxODOLQ ONLINE-QUERY

ONLINE-QUERY-DYN 1
ONLINE-QUERY-STATEMENT

Note: Two sets of source modules for the system programs are supplied with CA IDMS Release 15.0. One set of modules
specifies the system programs are installed with storage protect on when they are defined to the system; the other set
specifies the system programs are installed with storage protect off. The second character of the module name designates
the storage protect option, x is either:

L -- the programs are installed with storage protect on

N -- the programs are installed with storage protect off

For your operating system for the source module's location and additional information about this installation option, see
the CA IDMS Installation section.

1 

-- Some members may contain definitions for programs that are eligible to use null PDEs and therefore are not pre-
defined to the system. These members are designated by the '-DYN' suffix and can be added to the system if your site
requires all programs be defined.

CA IDMS Tools System Programs

Product Source Member IDD Module Name(s)
CA ADS Alive USGSYSGN ADS-ALIVE
CA ADS Trace UATSYSxN ADS-TRACE

ADS-TRACE-DYN 1
CA IDMS Extractor USVSYSxN DBX

DBX-DYN 1
CA IDMS/DC Sort TPSSYSGN DC-SORT

DC-SORT-DYN 1
CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Assistant XDMSYSxN DMA

DMA-DYN 1
CA IDMS DME USESYSxN DME
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CA IDMS DQF DADSYSGN DQF-DYN 1
DQF

CA IDMS DMLO USDSYSxN DMLO
DMLO-DYN 1

CA IDMS Enforcer ESXSYSxN ENFORCER
ENFORCER-DYN 1

CA IDMS Masterkey SSKSYSxN MASTERKEY
MASTERKEY-DYN 1

CA IDMS Online Log Display USKSYSGN LOG-DISPLAY
LOG-DISPLAY-DYN 1

CA IDMS SASO ESSSYSxN SASO
SASO-DYN 1

CA IDMS Task Analyzer USFSYSGN TASKA
GENERAL EDITOR USXSYSxN GEN-EDITOR

GEN-EDITOR-DYN 1
GENERAL IDMS GSISYSxN GEN-IDMS

GEN-IDMS-DYN 1
GENERAL MAPPER GSMSYSxN GEN-MAPPER
GENERAL SERVICES GSSSYSGN GEN-SERVICES
GENERAL SORT TPRSYSGN GEN-SORT

NOTE
Two sets of source modules for the system programs are supplied with CA IDMS Tools Release 15.0. One set
of modules specifies the system programs are installed with storage protect on when they are defined to the
system; the other set specifies the system programs are installed with storage protect off. The seventh character
of the module name designates the storage protect option, x is either:

NOTE
G -- the programs are installed with storage protect on

NOTE
N -- the programs are installed with storage protect off

NOTE
For your operating system for the source module's location and additional information about the installation
options, see the CA IDMS Installing section.

NOTE
1

-- Some members may contain definitions for programs that are eligible to use null PDEs and therefore are not
pre-defined to the system. These members are designated by the '-DYN' suffix and can be added to the system
if your site requires all programs be defined.

CA Endevor/DB System Programs

Product Source Member IDD Module Name(s)
CA Endevor/DB NxVRTASK CA-ENDEVOR-DB-SYSGEN

CA-ENDEVOR-DB-SYSGEN-DYN 1
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NOTE
Two sets of source modules for the system programs are supplied with CA Endevor/DB Release 15.0. One set
of modules specifies the system programs are installed with storage protect on when they are defined to the
system; the other set specifies the system programs are installed with storage protect off. The second character
of the module name designates the storage protect option, x is either:

NOTE
D -- the programs are installed with storage protect on

NOTE
N -- the programs are installed with storage protect off

NOTE
For the source module's location and additional information about the installation options, see the CA IDMS
Installation and Maintenance section -- z/OS.

NOTE
1 

-- Some members may contain definitions for programs that are eligible to use null PDEs and therefore are not
pre-defined to the system. These members are designated by the '-DYN' suffix and can be added to the system
if your site requires all programs be defined.

VTAM Considerations (System Generation)
This section contains the following articles:

DC/UCF System Generation Statements
The following statements must be included in the DC/UCF system definition to establish communication between DC/UCF
and VTAM:

• One LINE statement that specifies TYPE IS VTAMLIN. The LINE statement does not define an actual teleprocessing
line but rather a control block (PLE). Actual line definitions and addressing are managed by the Network Control
Program (NCP) and VTAM.
In the LINE statement, you specify the application identifier (and, optionally, the password) that the DC/UCF system
uses to sign on to VTAM. DC/UCF stores the application identifier and the password in the access method control
block (ACB) used for communication with VTAM. When the DC/UCF system opens the ACB, VTAM searches the
VTAMLST data set for a matching identifier and password.

• One PTERM statement for each physical terminal to be associated with the VTAM line.
• One LTERM statement for each PTERM statement.

Syntax for the LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statements is presented in Teleprocessing Network Statements.

The sample DC/UCF configuration shown in the previous diagram consists of two systems, SYSTEM01 and SYSTEM02,
running on a single machine. The DC/UCF system definitions include the following statements:

SYSTEM01

ADD SYSTEM 01

      .
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      .

      .

ADD LINE VTAM01

    ENABLED

    TYPE IS VTAMLIN

    APPLICATION ID IS DCSYS01

    .

ADD PTERM PV01001

    ENABLED

    IN LINE VTAM01

    PRINTER CLASS IS 1

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD PTERM PV01002

    ENABLED

    IN LINE VTAM01

    PRINTER CLASS IS 1

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

      .

      .

      .

ADD PTERM PV01017

    ENABLED

    IN LINE VTAM01
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    PRINTER CLASS IS 1

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD PTERM PR01001

    ENABLED

    TYPE IS V3286

    LINE VTAM01

    FORMFEED

    NAME=DEMO001

    ACQUIRE

    .

ADD PTERM PR01002

    ENABLED

    TYPE IS V3286

    LINE VTAM01

    FORMFEED

    NAME=DEMO002

    ACQUIRE

    .

ADD PTERM PR01003

    ENABLED

    TYPE IS V3286

    LINE VTAM01

    FORMFEED
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    NAME=DEMO003

    ACQUIRE

    .

ADD PTERM PR01004

    ENABLED

    TYPE IS V3286

    LINE VTAM01

    FORMFEED

    NAME=DEMO004

    ACQUIRE

ADD LTERM LV01001 ENABLED NOPRINTER PTERM IS PV01001.

ADD LTERM LV01002 ENABLED NOPRINTER PTERM IS PV01002.

ADD LTERM LV01003 ENABLED NOPRINTER PTERM IS PV01003.

      .

      .

      .

ADD LTERM LV01017 ENABLED NOPRINTER PTERM IS PV01017.

ADD LTERM PR01001 PTERM IS PR01001 ENABLED PRINTER CLASS=(1).

ADD LTERM PR01002 PTERM IS PR01002 ENABLED PRINTER CLASS=(2).

ADD LTERM PR01003 PTERM IS PR01003 ENABLED PRINTER CLASS=(3).

ADD LTERM PR01004 PTERM IS PR01004 ENABLED PRINTER CLASS=(4).

SYSTEM02

ADD SYSTEM 02
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      .

      .

      .

ADD LINE VTAM02

    ENABLED

    TYPE IS VTAMLIN

    APPLICATION ID IS DCSYS02 PASSWORD IS YOURPASS

    .

ADD PTERM PV02001

    ENABLED

    IN LINE VTAM02

    PRINTER CLASS IS 1

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD PTERM PV02002

    ENABLED

    IN LINE VTAM02

    PRINTER CLASS IS 1

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

      .

      .

      .

ADD PTERM PV02017
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    ENABLED

    IN LINE VTAM02

    PRINTER CLASS IS 1

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD PTERM PR02001

    ENABLED

    TYPE IS V3286

    LINE VTAM02

    FORMFEED

    NAME=DEMO001

    ACQUIRE

    .

ADD PTERM PR02002

    ENABLED

    TYPE IS V3286

    LINE VTAM02

    FORMFEED

    NAME=DEMO002

    ACQUIRE

    .

ADD PTERM PR02003

    ENABLED

    TYPE IS V3286
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    LINE VTAM01

    FORMFEED

    NAME=DEMO003

    ACQUIRE

    .

ADD PTERM PR02004

    ENABLED

    TYPE IS V3286

    LINE VTAM01

    FORMFEED

    NAME=DEMO004

    ACQUIRE

    .

ADD LTERM LV02001 ENABLED NOPRINTER PTERM IS PV02001.

ADD LTERM LV02002 ENABLED NOPRINTER PTERM IS PV02002.

ADD LTERM LV02003 ENABLED NOPRINTER PTERM IS PV02003.

      .

      .

      .

ADD LTERM LV02017 ENABLED NOPRINTER PTERM IS PV02017.

ADD LTERM PR02001 PTERM IS PR02001 ENABLED PRINTER CLASS=(1).

ADD LTERM PR02002 PTERM IS PR02002 ENABLED PRINTER CLASS=(2).

ADD LTERM PR02003 PTERM IS PR02003 ENABLED PRINTER CLASS=(3).

ADD LTERM PR02004 PTERM IS PR02004 ENABLED PRINTER CLASS=(4).
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VTAMLST Entries
The VTAMLST data set contains information about the network configuration and network resources. The two members of
the VTAMLST data set that contain relevant information are the APPL type major node and the LOCAL type major node.

APPL Type Major Node Definition

                   VBUILD TYPE=APPL

  DCSYS01   APPL  AUTH=(ACQ,NOPASS,NVPACE,NOTSO,NOPO)

  DCSYS02   APPL  AUTH=(ACQ,NOPASS,NVPACE,NOTSO,NOPO),PRTCT=YOURPASS

  TESTDC1   APPL  AUTH=(ACQ,NOPASS,NVPACE,NOTSO,NOPO)

  TESTDC2   APPL  AUTH=(ACQ,NOPASS,NVPACE,NOTSO,NOPO)

  INTERACT  APPL  AUTH=(NOACQ,NOPASS,NVPACE,NOTSO,NOPO)

  INTERTST  APPL  AUTH=(NOACQ,NOPASS,NVPACE,NOTSO,NOPO)

Sample LOCAL Type Major Node
The following description shows a LOCAL type major node used to define local (that is, channel-attached) terminals.

 LOCGRP1  LBUILD

 CUL0A2  LOCAL TERM=3277,CUADDR=0A2,ISTATUS=INACTIVE,                   -

                FEATUR2=(ANKEY,MODEL2,PFK,NOSELPEN),                    -

                USSTAB=CULUSS,MODETAB=CULLMODE,DLOGMOD=N3277M2

 CUL0A3  LOCAL TERM=3277,CUADDR=0A3,ISTATUS=ACTIVE,                     -

                FEATUR2=(ANKEY,MODEL2,PFK,NOSELPEN),                    -

                USSTAB=CULUSS,MODETAB=CULLMODE,DLOGMOD=N3277M2

 CUL0A4  LOCAL TERM=3277,CUADDR=0A4,ISTATUS=ACTIVE,                     -
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                FEATUR2=(ANKEY,MODEL2,PFK,NOSELPEN),                    -

                USSTAB=CULUSS,MODETAB=CULLMODE,DLOGMOD=N3277M2

 CUL0A5  LOCAL TERM=3277,CUADDR=0A5,ISTATUS=ACTIVE,                     -

                FEATUR2=(ANKEY,MODEL2,PFK,NOSELPEN),                    -

                USSTAB=CULUSS,MODETAB=CULLMODE,DLOGMOD=N3277M2

 CUL0A6  LOCAL TERM=3277,CUADDR=0A6,ISTATUS=ACTIVE,                     -

                FEATUR2=(ANKEY,MODEL2,PFK,NOSELPEN),                    -

                USSTAB=CULUSS,MODETAB=CULLMODE,DLOGMOD=N3277M2

 DEMO001 LOCAL TERM=3284,CUADDR=0BD,ISTATUS=ACTIVE,                     -

                FEATUR2=(MODEL2),DLOGMOD=N3280T3,MODETAB=CULLMODE

Mode Table
The LOCAL type major node references a mode table that describes different 3270-type devices.

The following table shows a mode table that defines both non-SNA and SNA devices. The mode table contains
recommended values for each device; however, other values can be used when appropriate.

 MODE     TITLE 'MODE TABLE FOR CA'

          AIF   (&SNASW).LBL1

 *

          MNOTE *,'THIS MODE TABLE IS FOR NON-SNA DEVICES'

 *

 * CULNMODE

 CULNMODE MODETAB

 *

 * NON-SNA DEFINITIONS -- TERMINALS

 *
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 * N3278M2

          MODEENT LOGMODE=N3278M2,FMPROF=X'02',TSPROF=X'02',            -

                PRIPROT=X'71',SECPROT=X'40',COMPROT=X'2000',            -

                RUSIZES=X'8989',                                        -

                PSERVIC=X'000000000000185018500200'

 * N3277M1

          MODEENT LOGMODE=N3277M1,FMPROF=X'02',TSPROF=X'02',            -

                PRIPROT=X'71',SECPROT=X'40',COMPROT=X'2000',            -

                RUSIZES=X'8787',                                        -

                PSERVIC=X'0000000000000C280C280100'

 * N3277M2

          MODEENT LOGMODE=N3277M2,FMPROF=X'02',TSPROF=X'02',            -

                PRIPROT=X'71',SECPROT=X'40',COMPROT=X'2000',            -

                RUSIZES=X'8989',                                        -

                PSERVIC=X'000000000000000000000200'

 * N3278M1

          MODEENT LOGMODE=N3278M1,FMPROF=X'02',TSPROF=X'02',            -

                PRIPROT=X'71',SECPROT=X'40',COMPROT=X'2000',            -

                RUSIZES=X'8787',                                        -

                PSERVIC=X'0000000000000C280C507F00'

 * N3278M3

          MODEENT LOGMODE=N3278M3,FMPROF=X'02',TSPROF=X'02',            -

                PRIPROT=X'71',SECPROT=X'40',COMPROT=X'2000',            -

                RUSIZES=X'8989',                                        -

                PSERVIC=X'000000000000185020507F00'
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 * N3278M4

          MODEENT LOGMODE=N3278M4,FMPROF=X'02',TSPROF=X'02',            -

                PRIPROT=X'71',SECPROT=X'40',COMPROT=X'2000',            -

                RUSIZES=X'8989',                                        -

                PSERVIC=X'00000000000018502B507F00'

 * N3278M5

          MODEENT LOGMODE=N3278M5,FMPROF=X'02',TSPROF=X'02',            -

                PRIPROT=X'71',SECPROT=X'40',COMPROT=X'2000',            -

                RUSIZES=X'8989',                                        -

                PSERVIC=X'00000000000018501B847F00'

  * N3279M2

           MODEENT LOGMODE=N3279M2,FMPROF=X'02',TSPROF=X'02',            -

                 PRIPROT=X'71',SECPROT=X'40',COMPROT=X'2000',            -

                 RUSIZES=X'8989',                                        -

                 PSERVIC=X'008000000000185018500200'

  * N3279M3

           MODEENT LOGMODE=N3279M3,FMPROF=X'02',TSPROF=X'02',            -

                 PRIPROT=X'71',SECPROT=X'40',COMPROT=X'2000',            -

                 RUSIZES=X'8989',                                        -

                 PSERVIC=X'008000000000185020507F00'

  * DSILGMOD

           MODEENT LOGMODE=DSILGMOD,FMPROF=X'02',TSPROF=X'02',           -

                 PRIPROT=X'71',SECPROT=X'40',COMPROT=X'2000',            -

                 RUSIZES=X'8787',                                        -
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                 PSERVIC=X'000000000000000000000200'

  * D4B32782

           MODEENT LOGMODE=D4B32782,FMPROF=X'02',TSPROF=X'02',           -

                 PRIPROT=X'71',SECPROT=X'40',COMPROT=X'2000',            -

                 RUSIZES=X'0000',                                        -

                 PSERVIC=X'000000000000185000007E00'

  *

  * NON-SNA DEFINITIONS -- PRINTERS

  *

  * N3280T1

           MODEENT LOGMODE=N3280T1,FMPROF=X'02',TSPROF=X'02',            -

                 PRIPROT=X'71',SECPROT=X'40',COMPROT=X'2000',            -

                 RUSIZES=X'8089',                                        -

                 PSERVIC=X'010000000000000000000000'

  * N3280T3

           MODEENT LOGMODE=N3280T3,FMPROF=X'02',TSPROF=X'02',            -

                 PRIPROT=X'71',SECPROT=X'40',COMPROT=X'2000',            -

                 RUSIZES=X'8989',                                        -

                 PSERVIC=X'030000000000185018500200'

  * N32804K

           MODEENT LOGMODE=N32804K,FMPROF=X'02',TSPROF=X'02',            -

                 PRIPROT=X'71',SECPROT=X'40',COMPROT=X'2000',            -

                 RUSIZES=X'8787',                                        -

                 PSERVIC=X'03000000000018502B507F00'
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  .LBL1    ANOP

           AIF   (NOT &SNASW).LBL2

  *

           MNOTE *,'THIS MODE TABLE IS FOR SNA DEVICES'

  *

  * CULSMODE

  CULSMODE MODETAB

  *

  * SNA DEFINITIONS -- TERMINALS

  *

  * S3278M1

           MODEENT LOGMODE=S3278M1,FMPROF=X'03',TSPROF=X'03',            -

                 PRIPROT=X'B1',SECPROT=X'90',COMPROT=X'3080',            -

                 RUSIZES=X'8785',                                        -

                 PSERVIC=X'0200000000000C280C507F00'

  * S3278M2

           MODEENT LOGMODE=S3278M2,FMPROF=X'03',TSPROF=X'03',            -

                 PRIPROT=X'B1',SECPROT=X'90',COMPROT=X'3080',            -

                 RUSIZES=X'88C7',                                        -

                 PSERVIC=X'020000000000185018507F00'

  * S3278M3

           MODEENT LOGMODE=S3278M3,FMPROF=X'03',TSPROF=X'03',            -

                 PRIPROT=X'B1',SECPROT=X'90',COMPROT=X'3080',            -

                 RUSIZES=X'88C7',                                        -
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                 PSERVIC=X'020000000000185020507F00'

  * S3278M4

           MODEENT LOGMODE=S3278M4,FMPROF=X'03',TSPROF=X'03',            -

                 PRIPROT=X'B1',SECPROT=X'90',COMPROT=X'3080',            -

                 RUSIZES=X'88C7',                                        -

                 PSERVIC=X'02000000000018502B507F00'

  * S3278M5

           MODEENT LOGMODE=S3278M5,FMPROF=X'03',TSPROF=X'03',            -

                 PRIPROT=X'B1',SECPROT=X'90',COMPROT=X'3080',            -

                 RUSIZES=X'88C7',                                        -

                 PSERVIC=X'02000000000018501B847F00'

  * S3279M2

           MODEENT LOGMODE=S3279M2,FMPROF=X'03',TSPROF=X'03',            -

                 PRIPROT=X'B1',SECPROT=X'90',COMPROT=X'3080',            -

                 RUSIZES=X'88C7',                                        -

                 PSERVIC=X'028000000000185018500200'

  * S3279M3

           MODEENT LOGMODE=S3279M3,FMPROF=X'03',TSPROF=X'03',            -

                 PRIPROT=X'B1',SECPROT=X'90',COMPROT=X'3080',            -

                 RUSIZES=X'88C7',                                        -

                 PSERVIC=X'028000000000185020507F00'

  *

  * SNA DEFINITIONS -- PRINTERS

  *

  * S3280256
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           MODEENT LOGMODE=S3280256,FMPROF=X'03',TSPROF=X'03',           -

                 PRIPROT=X'B1',SECPROT=X'90',COMPROT=X'3080',            -

                 RUSIZES=X'8585',                                        -

                 PSERVIC=X'010000000000185018500200'

  * S3280T3

           MODEENT LOGMODE=S3280T3,FMPROF=X'03',TSPROF=X'03',            -

                 PRIPROT=X'B1',SECPROT=X'90',COMPROT=X'3080',            -

                 RUSIZES=X'8785',                                        -

                 PSERVIC=X'030000000000185018500200'

  * S3280T1A

           MODEENT LOGMODE=S3280T1A,FMPROF=X'03',TSPROF=X'03',           -

                 PRIPROT=X'B1',SECPROT=X'90',COMPROT=X'3080',            -

                 RUSIZES=X'8787',                                        -

                 PSERVIC=X'010000000000185018500200'

  * S3280SCS

           MODEENT LOGMODE=S3280SCS,FMPROF=X'03',TSPROF=X'03',           -

                 PRIPROT=X'B1',SECPROT=X'90',COMPROT=X'3080',            -

                 RUSIZES=X'87C6',PSNDPAC=01,SRCVPAC=01,                  -

                 PSERVIC=X'01000000E100000000000000'

  * S3280512

           MODEENT LOGMODE=S3280512,FMPROF=X'03',TSPROF=X'03',           -

                 PRIPROT=X'B1',SECPROT=X'90',COMPROT=X'3080',            -

                 RUSIZES=X'8686',                                        -

                 PSERVIC=X'010000000000185018500200'
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  .LBL2    ANOP

           MODEEND

           END

Runtime Considerations (VTAM)
If VTAM fails or is taken down during DC/UCF system execution, you do not have to take the system down. To resume
processing, the VTAM ACB must be closed, then reopened after VTAM has been restarted.

The following example illustrates the above procedure:

• The VTAM line XYZ is varied offline after failure with the following command:

DCMT VARY LINE XYZ OFFLINE

• VTAM is started up (if not done previously).
• The VTAM line XYZ is varied online with the following command:

DCMT VARY LINE XYZ ONLINE

DCMT commands are described in CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands.

Real APPC Support Considerations
The VTAM mode table entry for the logical unit used for APPC must specify:

• LOGMODE=vtam-modeent-name
• TYPE=0
• PSNDPAC=X'03'
• SSNDPAC=X'03'
• SRCVPAC=X'03'
• FMPROF=X'13'
• TSPROF=X'07'
• PRIPROT=X'B0'
• SECPROT=X'B0'
• COMPROT=X'50B1'
• RUSIZE=X'8585'
• PSERVIC=X'060200000000000000102F00'

In the parameters listed above, vtam-modeent-name must match the name specified in the MODEENT parameter of a
PTERM statement used to define a physical terminal for APPC.

Mode Table Entry

The following VTAM mode table entry defines the bind parameters for APPC:

MODEENT  LOGMODE=SNAAPPC1,                                             -
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         TYPE=0,                                                       -

         PSNDPAC=X'03',                                                -

         SSNDPAC=X'03',                                                -

         SRCVPAC=X'03',                                                -

         FMPROF=X'13',                                                 -

         TSPROF=X'07',                                                 -

         PRIPROT=X'B0',                                                -

         SECPROT=X'B0',                                                -

         COMPROT=X'50B1',                                              -

         RUSIZE=X'8585',                                               -

         PSERVIC=X'060200000000000000102F00'

SNA and LU Considerations

SNA Terminology

The following SNA terms appear in the descriptions of the LINE and PTERM statement parameters used to implement
SNA support:

• A logical unit (LU) is a port through which users access the SNA network. For example, an LU can be a CRT
terminal, a device such as a displaywriter, or a program such as CICS or the DC/UCF system. Each LU is a single
network addressable unit (NAU) to VTAM.

• A session is a logical connection between two LUs. Multiple sessions can exist between two LUs that share a single
physical connection. Each session is represented in the DC/UCF environment by a physical terminal element (PTE)/
logical terminal element (LTE) pair. DC/UCF treats each session as a local resource.

• A conversation is a complete transaction between LUs. A conversation is delineated on a session by a begin bracket
and an end bracket. Only one conversation can be allocated to a session at a time.

Bind Parameters for LU 6.2 Sessions
The mode table entry for an LU 6.2 should include the following parameter specifications:

LOGMODE=vtam-modeent-name

COS=class-of-service-name

TYPE=0
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FMPROF=X'13'

TSPROF=X'07'

PRIPROT=X'B0'

SECPROT=X'B0'

COMPROT=X'50B1'

RUSIZES=X'meme'

PSERVIC=X'060200000000000000002F00'

In the parameter specifications listed above:

• Vtam-modeent-name must match the mode table entry identified by the MODEENT parameter of a PTERM
statement.

• Class-of-service-name must match a name in the VTAM class-of-service table.
• Meme specifies the maximum amount of data that the DC/UCF system passes to VTAM. Meme represents two pairs

of numbers, each of which consists of a mantissa and an exponent.

LU 6.2 Restrictions
The DC SNA/VTAM driver does not provide support for the following LU 6.2 functions:

• MAP_NAME on read and write verbs. This function is not yet supported by IBM.
• SYNCPOINT and ROLLBACK support for LU 6.2.
• FLUSH verb. The DC/UCF system buffers read data but does not buffer write data.
• Program initialization parameters (PIP) on allocate requests.
• COBOL and PL/I support for LU 6.2 verbs.

Multiple Session Support
DC SNA Line Driver Functions as SNA Logical Unit

The DC SNA/VTAM line driver functions as an SNA logical unit. As such, the driver can maintain multiple sessions
with one or more other LUs to facilitate program-to-program communication (that is, distributed processing). For
example, if twenty sessions exist between a DC/UCF system and CICS, up to twenty tasks executing under DC/UCF can
communicate concurrently with twenty tasks executing under CICS.

How to Define Multiple Sessions

To define multiple sessions, you include multiple physical terminals with the same VTAM node name in the DC/UCF
system definition. You specify the VTAM node name in the NAME parameter of the system generation PTERM statement.
The maximum number of sessions that can exist between two LUs is limited by the number of physical terminals you
define. The number of sessions available at any given time is limited by the number of physical terminals that are in
service.

Multiple sessions between two LUs can use different classes of service or different protocols. The protocols for a session
are established by the mode table entry containing the parameters used to bind the session. You use the MODEENT
parameter of the system generation PTERM statement to associate a physical terminal with a mode table entry.
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Multiple Session Service Manager

To support multiple LU 6.2 sessions, the DC/UCF system must include the multiple session service manager. The service
manager negotiates the number of sessions to be allowed with the remote LU.

You define the multiple session service manager with system generation PROGRAM and TASK statements:

• Code an ADD PROGRAM statement for program RHDCCNOS that specifies ASSEMBLER, NOPROTECT, and
REENTRANT.

• Code an ADD TASK statement for task 06F1 that specifies INVOKES PROGRAM RHDCCNOS. Set the task priority as
high as possible.

To ensure that a session is always available to the LU 6.2 service manager, you must reserve two physical terminals:

• The system generation PTERM statement for each physical terminal must specify MODEENT IS SNASVCMG.
• The CONTENTION parameter of the system generation PTERM statement must specify WINNER for one physical

terminal and LOSER for the other physical terminal.

Sample Definitions for SNA Support
The following example shows sample system generation statements and VTAM definitions that implement SNA support
for LU 6.2 sessions in a DC/UCF system. The example creates two LUs, each with four sessions. For each LU, two
sessions are reserved for the multiple session service manager (mode table entry SNASVCMG).

The system generation statements consist of:

• One LINE statement with line type VTAMLU. You need only one LINE statement to support all LUs regardless of LU
type.

• Eight PTERM statements with physical terminal type LU. All but one of the physical terminals are defined as
ACQUIRE. The sessions that use these physical terminals are automatically connected at DC/UCF system startup.

• One PROGRAM statement for the multiple session service manager.
• One TASK statement for the multiple session service manager.

The VTAM definitions consist of:

• The VTAMLST entry for the APPL type major node
• The mode table entries with bind parameters for LU 6.2 sessions

System Generation Statements

ADD LINE SNALU1

    TYPE VTAMLU

    APPL ID IDMSSNA

    RPL 8

    ENABLED.

ADD PTERM LU10

    TYPE LU
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    ENABLED

    ACQUIRE

    NAME IS LU620001

    MODEENT IS SNASVCMG

    CONTENTION IS WINNER.

ADD LTERM LU10

    ENABLED

    PRIORITY IS 240.

ADD PTERM LU11

    TYPE LU

    ENABLED

    ACQUIRE

    NAME IS LU620001

    MODEENT IS SNASVCMG

    CONTENTION IS LOSER.

ADD LTERM LU11

    ENABLED

    PRIORITY IS 240.

ADD PTERM LU12

    TYPE LU

    ENABLED
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    ACQUIRE

    NAME IS LU620001

    MODEENT IS APPC01

    CONTENTION IS WINNER.

ADD LTERM LU12

    ENABLED.

ADD PTERM LU13

    TYPE LU

    ENABLED

    ACQUIRE

    NAME IS LU620001

    MODEENT IS APPC01

    CONTENTION IS LOSER.

ADD LTERM LU13

    ENABLED.

ADD PTERM LU20

    TYPE LU

    ENABLED

    ACQUIRE

    NAME IS LU620002

    MODEENT IS SNASVCMG

    CONTENTION IS WINNER.
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ADD LTERM LU20

    ENABLED

    PRIORITY IS 240.

ADD PTERM LU21

    TYPE LU

    ENABLED

    ACQUIRE

    NAME IS LU620002

    MODEENT IS SNASVCMG

    CONTENTION IS LOS .

ADD LTERM LU21

    ENABLED

    PRIORITY IS 240.

ADD PTERM LU22

    TYPE LU

    ENABLED

    ACQUIRE

    NAME IS LU620002

    MODEENT IS APPC01

    CONTENTION IS WINNER.
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ADD LTERM LU22

    ENABLED.

ADD PTERM LU23

    TYPE LU

    ENABLED

    NAME IS LU620002

    MODEENT IS APPC01

    CONTENTION IS OFF.

ADD LTERM LU23

    ENABLED.

ADD PROGRAM RHDCCNOS

    LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER

    REENTRANT

    NOPROTECT.

ADD TASK 06F1

    INVOKES PROGRAM RHDCCNOS

    PRIORITY IS 240

    NOINPUT

    INACTIVE INTERVAL IS OFF.

VTAMLST Entry
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         VBUILD TYPE=APPL

IDMSSNA  APPL  ACBNAME=IDMSSNA,                                        -

               AUTH=(ACQ,NOPASS,NVPACE,NOTSO,NOPO),                    -

               EAS=20,PARSESS=YES,                                     -

               MODETAB=LU62TAB

WARNING
Do not specify APPC=YES on the VTAM Application Definition.

Mode Table Entries

MODEENT  LOGMODE=APPC01,              (Parallel sessions)              -

         TYPE=0,                                                       -

         FMPROF=X'13',                                                 -

         TSPROF=X'07',                                                 -

         PRIPROT=X'B0',                                                -

         SECPROT=X'B0',                                                -

         COMPROT=X'50B1',                                              -

         RUSIZES=X'8787',                                              -

         PSERVIC=X'060200000000000000002F00'

MODEENT  LOGMODE=APPC02,              (Single sessions)                 -

         TYPE=0,                                                       -

         FMPROF=X'13',                                                 -

         TSPROF=X'07',                                                 -

         PRIPROT=X'B0',                                                -

         SECPROT=X'B0',                                                -
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         COMPROT=X'50B1',                                              -

         RUSIZES=X'8787',                                              -

         PSERVIC=X'060200000000000000002C00'

MODEENT  LOGMODE=SNASVCMG,                                             -

         TYPE=0,                                                       -

         FMPROF=X'13',                                                 -

         TSPROF=X'07',                                                 -

         PRIPROT=X'B0',                                                -

         SECPROT=X'B0',                                                -

         COMPROT=X'50B1',                                              -

         RUSIZES=X'8787',                                              -

         PSERVIC=X'060200000000000000002F00'

Sample System Definition
This section provides a sample of a complete system definition for a DC/UCF system.

System Definitions Provided at Installation

During installation, definitions of the following DC/UCF systems can be added to the system dictionary:

• System 90 -- A demonstration system
• System 99 -- A base system from which definitions can be copied into other systems

Copying Sample System Definitions

You can use the system generation compiler to display the definitions of the systems listed above once they have been
added to the data dictionary. Using the COPY statement, you can copy all or part of the base system definition to the site-
specific system that you are defining. The COPY statement is described in COPY Statement.

Sample System Definition for SYSTEM 12

The following definition of a DC/UCF system is provided as an example of a complete system definition. The definition is
shown as entered by the user rather than as displayed by the compiler. As a result, defaults accepted by the user are not
listed.

The sample system is assigned version number 12 and is defined to run under z/OS.

NOTE
Parameter values in the systems you define will differ from the values shown for the sample system based on
site-specific requirements.
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************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*     SYSTEM STATEMENT FOR SAMPLE SYSTEM 12                            *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

*

ADD SYSTEM 12

    ABEND STORAGE IS 200

    ABRU SNAP

    CHKUSER TASKS IS 4

    CUSHION IS 20

    CVNUMBER IS 12

    CWA SIZE IS 504

    DPE COUNT IS DEFAULT

    DUMP

    ECB LIST IS DEFAULT

    GENERATION ID IS SYS12

    INACTIVE INTERVAL IS 300

    NOJOURNAL RETRIEVAL

    CALL LIMIT FOR ONLINE TASKS IS 1000

    DBIO LIMIT FOR ONLINE TASKS IS 500

    LIMITS FOR ONLINE ARE ENABLED

    LOADLIST IS SYSLOAD

    LOG DATABASE
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    MAXIMUM ERUS IS 4

    MAXIMUM TASKS IS 22

    NEW COPY IS AUTOMATIC

    OPERATING SYSTEM IS MVS

    PAGE RELEASE IS YES

    PRINT KEY IS PF12

    PRINTER CHECKPOINT IS 50

    PROGRAM POOL IS 100

    NOPROTECT

    QUEUE JOURNAL BEFORE

    RCE COUNT IS DEFAULT

    REENTRANT POOL IS 2200

    RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD IS 85

    REPORT RETENTION IS 5

    RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL IS 1800 PROGRAM IS RHDCBYE VERSION 1

    RETRIEVAL NOLOCK

    RLE COUNT IS DEFAULT

    RUNAWAY INTERVAL IS 45

    RUNUNITS FOR LOADER = 1

    RUNUNITS FOR MSGDICT = 1

    RUNUNITS FOR QUEUE = 1

    RUNUNITS FOR SECURITY = 1

    RUNUNITS FOR SIGNON = 1

    RUNUNITS FOR SYSTEM/DEST = 1

    STACKSIZE IS 1200
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    STATISTICS INTERVAL OFF LINE TASK WRITE NOUSER TRANSACTION

    STORAGE KEY IS 9

    STORAGE POOL IS 1500

    SVC IS 173

    SYSCTL IS SYSCTL

    SYSLOCKS IS 1200

    SYSTRACE ON ENTRIES = 250

    TICKER INTERVAL IS 5

    UNDEFINED PROGRAM COUNT IS (23 23) FOR (ALL)

    UPDATE NOLOCK

    USERTRACE ON ENTRIES = 250

    .

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*     SECONDARY STORAGE POOLS FOR SYSTEM 12                            *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

*

ADD STORAGE POOL 127

    SIZE IS 1000

    CUSHION IS 12

    CONTAINS TYPES (USER USER-KEPT)

    RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD IS 85

    .
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ADD STORAGE POOL 126

    SIZE IS 500

    CUSHION IS 10

    CONTAINS TYPES (SHARED SHARED-KEPT)

    RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD IS 85

    .

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*     PRODUCT STATEMENTS FOR SYSTEM 12                                 *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

*

ADD ADSO

    MAXIMUM LINKS IS 4

    PRIMARY POOL IS 4084

    SECONDARY POOL IS 4084

    RESOURCES ARE RELOCATABLE

    DIALOG STATISTICS ON SELECTED

    .

ADD OLM

    NEW COPY IS YES

    PAGING STORAGE IS 50

    QUEUE RETENTION IS 60

    .

ADD OLQ
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    REPORT RETENTION IS 7

    MAXIMUM REPORT RETENTION IS 60

    MAXIMUM REPORT PAGES IS 8

    MAXIMUM REPORT COUNT IS 15

    MAXIMUM INTERRUPT COUNT IS 500

    REPORT DICTNAME IS ASF1DICT

    MAXIMUM SORT STORAGE IS 500

    BATCH CLASS IS 9.

    .

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*     KEYS TABLE FOR SYSTEM 12                                         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

*

INCLUDE MODULE DC-PFKEY-DEF

    .

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*     TASK AND PROGRAM STATEMENTS FOR ONLINE COMPONENTS                *

*     (EXCEPT THE SYSTEM GENERATION COMPILER)                          *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

*
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*

*     CA ADS

*

INCLUDE MODULE ADSO

    .

*

*     AUTOMATIC SYSTEM FACILITY

*

INCLUDE MODULE ASFIDB

    .

INCLUDE MODULE ASF

    .

*

*     ONLINE COMPILERS (EXCEPT SYSGEN)

*

INCLUDE MODULE IDD

    .

MODIFY TASK SSC

    .

MODIFY TASK SSCT

    .

*

*     ONLINE MAPPING
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*

INCLUDE MODULE ONLINE-MAPPING

    .

*

*     CA OLQ

*

INCLUDE MODULE ONLINE-QUERY

    .

************************************************************************

*     TASK AND PROGRAM STATEMENTS FOR SYSTEM TASKS                     *

*     AND THE SYSTEM GENERATION COMPILER                               *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

*

COPY TASKS FROM SYSTEM 99

    .

COPY PROGRAMS FROM SYSTEM 99

    .

************************************************************************

*     SUBSCHEMA PROGRAM STATEMENTS                                     *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

*

DEFAULT TEMPORARY PROGRAM

    SUBSCHEMA
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    NOPROTECT

    NODYNAMIC

    .

*

*     SUBSCHEMAS FOR CORPDATA

*

ADD PROGRAM PERSS001

    .

ADD PROGRAM PERSS002

    .

ADD PROGRAM ACCSS001

    .

ADD PROGRAM ACCSS002

    .

ADD PROGRAM ACCSS003

    .

ADD PROGRAM ADVSS001

    .

ADD PROGRAM SALSS001

    .

*

*     SUBSCHEMAS FOR CUSTDATA

*

ADD PROGRAM ADVSSC01
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    .

ADD PROGRAM SALSSC01

    .

ADD PROGRAM SALSSC02

    .

DEFAULT TEMPORARY PROGRAM

    PROGRAM

    PROTECT

    DYNAMIC

    .

************************************************************************

*     TASK AND PROGRAM STATEMENTS FOR CORPORATE APPLICATIONS           *

*     ── PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT                                          *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

*

*

*     EMPLOYEE TRACKING

*

ADD TASK EMPTRK

    INVOKES PROGRAM PERP001

    .

ADD PROGRAM PERP001

    .

ADD PROGRAM PERP002
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    .

ADD PROGRAM PERP003

    .

ADD PROGRAM PERP004

    .

ADD PROGRAM PERMP01

    MAP

    .

ADD PROGRAM PERMP02

    MAP

    .

ADD PROGRAM PERMP03

    MAP

    .

*

*     SALARY TRACKING

*

ADD TASK EMPSAL

    INVOKES PROGRAM PERP030

    NOINPUT

    .

ADD PROGRAM PERP030

    .

ADD PROGRAM PERP031
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    .

ADD PROGRAM PERMP30

    MAP

    .

ADD PROGRAM PERMP31

    MAP

    .

ADD PROGRAM PERMP32

    MAP

    .

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*     TASK AND PROGRAM STATEMENTS FOR CORPORATE APPLICATIONS           *

*     ── ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT                                         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

*

*

*     BUDGET PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION

*

ADD TASK BUDGET

    INVOKES PROGRAM ACCP001

    .

ADD PROGRAM ACCP001

    .
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ADD PROGRAM ACCP002

    .

ADD PROGRAM ACCP003

    .

ADD PROGRAM ACCMP01

    MAP

    .

ADD PROGRAM ACCMP02

    MAP

    .

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*     TASK AND PROGRAM STATEMENTS FOR CORPORATE APPLICATIONS           *

*     ── ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT                                        *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

*

*

*     CAMPAIGN TRACKING

*

ADD TASK ADVTRK

    INVOKES PROGRAM ADVP001

    .

ADD PROGRAM ADVP001
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    .

ADD PROGRAM ADVP002

    .

ADD PROGRAM ADVP003

    .

ADD PROGRAM ADVMP01

    MAP

    .

ADD PROGRAM ADVMP02

    MAP

    .

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*     TASK AND PROGRAM STATEMENTS FOR CORPORATE APPLICATIONS           *

*     ── SALES AND MARKETING DEPARTMENT                                *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

*

*

*     CUSTOMER TRACKING

*

ADD TASK CUSTRK

    INVOKES PROGRAM SALP001

    .

ADD PROGRAM SALP021
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    .

ADD PROGRAM SALP022

    .

ADD PROGRAM SALP023

    .

ADD PROGRAM SALMP21

    MAP

    .

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*     UTILITY PROGRAMS FOR CORPORATE APPLICATIONS                      *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

*

ADD PROGRAM COMPQTR

    .

ADD PROGRAM CHEKCUST

    .

ADD PROGRAM CUSTLOC

    TABLE

    .

ADD PROGRAM EXP001

    LANGUAGE ASSEMBLER

    REENTRANT
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    .

ADD PROGRAM EXP002

    LANGUAGE ASSEMBLER

    REENTRANT

    .

ADD PROGRAM EXP003

    LANGUAGE ASSEMBLER

    REENTRANT

    .

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*     TELEPROCESSING NETWORK FOR SYSTEM 12                             *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

*

*

*     OPERATOR'S CONSOLE

*

ADD LINE CONSOLE

    TYPE IS CONSOLE

    .

ADD PTERM OPERATOR

    TYPE IS OPERATOR

    .

ADD LTERM CONSOLE
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    PRIORITY IS 240

    PTERM IS OPERATOR

    .

*

*     VTAM LINE

*

ADD LINE VTAM12

    COMPACT

    TYPE IS VTAMLIN

    APPLICATION ID IS SYSTEM12

    RPL COUNT IS 10

    .

ADD PTERM PV12001

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD LTERM LT12001

    .

ADD PTERM PV12002

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD LTERM LT12002

    .

ADD PTERM PV12003

    TYPE IS V3277
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    .

ADD LTERM LT12003

    .

ADD PTERM PV12004

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD LTERM LT12004

    .

ADD PTERM PV12005

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD LTERM LT12005

    .

ADD PTERM PV12006

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD LTERM LT12006

    .

ADD PTERM PV12007

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD LTERM LT12007

    .

ADD PTERM PV12008

    TYPE IS V3277
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    .

ADD LTERM LT12008

    .

ADD PTERM PV12009

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD LTERM LT12009

    .

ADD PTERM PV12010

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD LTERM LT12010

    .

ADD PTERM PV12011

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD LTERM LT12011

    .

ADD PTERM PV12012

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD LTERM LT12012

    .

ADD PTERM PV12013
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    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD LTERM LT12013

    .

ADD PTERM PV12014

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD LTERM LT12014

    .

ADD PTERM PV12015

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD LTERM LT12015

    .

ADD PTERM PV12016

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD LTERM LT12016

    .

ADD PTERM PV12017

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD LTERM LT12017

    .

ADD PTERM PV12018
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    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD LTERM LT12018

    .

ADD PTERM PV12019

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD LTERM LT12019

    .

ADD PTERM PV12020

    TYPE IS V3277

    .

ADD LTERM LT12020

    .

ADD PTERM PV12021

    TYPE IS V3277

    NAME IS CT112001

    .

ADD LTERM LT12021

    .

ADD PTERM PV12022

    TYPE IS V3277

    NAME IS CT084020

    .
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ADD LTERM LT12022

    .

ADD PTERM PV12023

    TYPE IS V3277

    NAME IS CT084122

    .

ADD LTERM LT12023

    .

ADD PTERM PV12024

    TYPE IS V3277

    NAME IS CT064100

    .

ADD LTERM LT12024

    .

ADD PTERM PV12025

    TYPE IS V3277

    NAME IS CT112124

    .

ADD LTERM LT12025

    .

ADD PTERM PV12026

    TYPE IS V3277

    NAME IS CT084102

    .

ADD LTERM LT12026
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    .

ADD PTERM PRT12001

    TYPE IS V3286

    ACQUIRE

    NAME IS FT064007

    FORMFEED

    .

ADD LTERM PRT12001

    PRINTER NOBANNER CLASS IS (8)

    .

ADD PTERM PRT12002

    TYPE IS V3286

    ACQUIRE

    NAME IS CT116015

    FORMFEED

    .

ADD LTERM PRT12002

    PRINTER NOBANNER CLASS IS (10)

    .

ADD PTERM PRT12003

    TYPE IS V3286

    ACQUIRE

    NAME IS FT068007

    FORMFEED
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    .

ADD LTERM PRT12003

    PRINTER CLASS IS (25)

    .

*

*     UCF LINE

*

ADD LINE UCFLINE

    TYPE IS UCFLINE

    MODULE IS RHDCFSTB

    .

ADD PTERM UCFPT01

    TYPE IS UCFTERM

    .

ADD LTERM UCFLT01

    .

ADD PTERM UCFPT02

    TYPE IS UCFTERM

    .

ADD LTERM UCFLT02

    .

ADD PTERM UCFPT03

    TYPE IS UCFTERM

    .

ADD LTERM UCFLT03
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    .

ADD PTERM UCFPT04

    TYPE IS UCFTERM

    .

ADD LTERM UCFLT04

    .

ADD PTERM UCFPT05

    TYPE IS UCFTERM

    NAME IS CLASS33

    .

ADD LTERM UCFLT05

    PRINTER CLASS IS (33 35)

    .

*

*     DIAL UP CONNECTIONS

*

ADD LINE DIALUP

    TYPE IS ASYNC

    DDNAME IS DIALUP

    .

ADD PTERM TP1262A

    SCREEN TYPE IS ADM

    TYPE IS ASR33

    UNIT IS 037
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    .

ADD LTERM TL1262A

    .

*

*     BATCH SIMULATOR LINE

*

ADD LINE S3270Q1

    TYPE IS S3270Q

    INPUT DDNAME IS SIMIN1

    OUTPUT DDNAME IS SIMOUT1

    .

ADD PTERM PS3270Q1

    PRINTER CLASS IS 10

    TYPE IS S3277

    .

ADD LTERM LS3270Q1

    .

*

*     LASER PRINTER

*

ADD LINE LASER

    TYPE IS SYSOUTL

    DDNAME IS LASERDD

    .

ADD PTERM PLASER
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    TYPE IS SYSOUTT

    PAGE LENGTH IS 66

    PAGE WIDTH IS 80

    .

ADD LTERM LLASER

    PRINTER NOBANNER CLASS IS (63)

.

Tailoring the Banner Page
This section describes how to tailor the banner page on CA IDMS reports.

Specifying a Banner Page

Reports printed by CA IDMS optionally can begin with a banner page. You use the BANNER/NOBANNER parameter of
the system generation LTERM statement to specify whether reports printed on a given printer have a banner page. The
LTERM statement is described in LTERM Statement.

RHDCBANR Module

The text of the banner page is determined by the RHDCBANR module. The print program calls RHDCBANR repeatedly to
obtain each line of the banner page.

You can tailor the banner page to meet site-specific needs. To do this, you modify the RHDCBANR source module. Then
you assemble the source module and link edit the resulting module into the load (core-image) library.

To assemble and link-edit RHDCBANR, use the sample job control that is provided in the CAGJSAMP library. The
RHDCBANR source is located in the CAGJSRC library.

How the Banner Page is Built

When the print program calls RHDCBANR:

• Register 1 points to the logical terminal element (LTE) of the printer on which the report is to be printed.
• LTEQBUFA contains the address of a 180-byte buffer.
• LTERPEA contains the address of the report element (RPE) for the report being printed.
• RPEBCTR contains the number of the banner page line that RHDCBANR is to supply. For each report, the print

program sets RPEBCTR to zero before the first call to RHDCBANR.

RHDCBANR must build the next line of the banner page in the buffer identified by LTEQBUFA. Each banner page line
should contain only the data to be printed. RHDCBANR should not place device-dependent line control characters in the
buffer.

Additionally, RHDCBANR must set:

• LTEPRLEN to the length of the banner page line.
• LTEPROPT to X'00' for normal line spacing or to X'01' to cause a page eject before the line is printed.

RPEBCTR to the number of the banner page line to be built the next time the print program calls RHDCBANR. If no more
banner page lines are to be printed, RPEBCTR should be set to 255.
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TCAM Considerations
This section describes considerations that apply to DC sessions initiated from terminals on TCAM lines (that is, lines
defined as TYPE IS TCAMLIN).

Initial Task Execution

You can define a DC/UCF task to be executed whenever a user initiates a DC/UCF session on a TCAM line. You can use
the task to invoke a program such as the signon program (RHDCSNON), CA ADS runtime system (ADSORUN1), or a
user defined map.

The DC/UCF task code must match the TCAM Message Control Program (MCP) application id that the user enters to
initiate the DC/UCF session. Additionally, the DC/UCF task must be defined with the INPUT parameter.

For example, assume the TCAM MCP application id used to initiate a DC/UCF session is IDMS. If you include the
following TASK statement in the DC/UCF system definition, the signon program is invoked automatically whenever a user
initiates a session on a TCAM line:

ADD TASK IDMS

    INVOKES PROGRAM RHDCSNON

    INPUT

Disconnect Messages

DC/UCF issues either of two messages when it wants to terminate a session on a TCAM line:

• DC080101 LOGOFF - DISCONNECTED FROM IDMS-DC
IDMS-DC/UCF issues this message when:
– The terminal operator executes the BYE task.
– The resource timeout interval for the terminal expires.
– A user at another terminal issues a DCMT VARY PTERM DISCONNECT or VARY PTERM OFFLINE command for

the terminal.
• DC080102 LOGOFF - NO AVAILABLE IDMS-DC PTERMS

DC/UCF issues this message when a user attempts to initiate a session but all of the TCAM physical terminals are
either in use, reserved for other terminals, or offline.

DC/UCF sends the message to the terminal from which the session was initiated. In the case of message DC080101, DC/
UCF also disconnects the terminal from the physical terminal element (PTE).

You should write the TCAM MCP to scan for messages DC080101 and DC080102 in the output message handler. The
TCAM MCP should terminate the DC/UCF session when the message handler detects either message.

IDMSLBLS Procedure for z/VSE JCL
This section lists the IDMSLBLS procedure referenced in z/VSE JCL in this document.

What is the IDMSLBLS Procedure

IDMSLBLS is a procedure provided during a CA IDMS z/VSE installation. It contains file definitions for the CA IDMS
components listed below. These components are provided during installation:
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• Dictionaries
• Sample databases
• Disk journal files
• SYSIDMS file

Tailor the IDMSLBLS procedure to reflect the file names and definitions in use at your site and include this procedure in z/
VSE JCL job streams.

The sample z/VSE JCL provided in this document includes the IDMS.LBLS procedure. Therefore, individual file definitions
for CA IDMS dictionaries, sample databases, disk journal files, and SYSIDMS. file are not included in the sample JCL.

IDMSLBLS Procedure Listing

* ──────── LIBDEFS ────────

// LIBDEF  *,SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// LIBDEF  *,CATALOG=user.sublib

/*  ───────────────────────── LABELS ─────────────────────────

// DLBL    idmslib,'idms.library',2099/365

// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn,,,ssss,1500

// DLBL    dccat,'idms.system.dccat',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,31

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dccatl,'idms.system.dccatlod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dccatx,'idms.system.dccatx',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcdml,'idms.system.ddldml',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
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// DLBL    dclod,'idms.system.ddldclod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,21

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dclog,'idms.system.ddldclog',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcrun,'idms.system.ddldcrun',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,68

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcscr,'idms.system.ddldcscr',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,135

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dclscr,'idms.sysloc.ddlocscr',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dirldb,'idms.sysdirl.ddldml',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dirllod,'idms.sysdirl.ddldclod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    empdemo,'idms.empdemo1',2099/365,DA
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// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    insdemo,'idms.insdemo1',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    orgdemo,'idms.orgdemo1',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    empldem,'idms.sqldemo.empldemo',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    infodem,'idms.sqldemo.infodemo',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    projdem,'idms.projseg.projdemo',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    indxdem,'idms.sqldemo.indxdemo',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sysctl,'idms.sysctl',2099/365,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    secdd,'idms.sysuser.ddlsec',2099/365,DA
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// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dictdb,'idms.appldict.ddldml',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dloddb,'idms.appldict.ddldclod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqldd,'idms.syssql.ddlcat',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqllod,'idms.syssql.ddlcatl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqlxdd,'idms.syssql.ddlcatx',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asfdml,'idms.asfdict.ddldml',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asflod,'idms.asfdict.asflod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asfdata,'idms.asfdict.asfdata',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201
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// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    ASFDEFN,'idms.asfdict.asfdefn',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j1jrnl,'idms.j1jrnl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j2jrnl,'idms.j2jrnl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j3jrnl,'idms.j3jrnl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

/+

/*

idmslib.sublib Name of the sublibrary within the library containing CA IDMS
modules

user.sublib Name of the sublibrary within the library containing user modules
idmslib Filename of the file containing CA IDMS modules
idms.library File-ID associated with the file containing CA IDMS modules
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
dccat Filename of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.system.dccat File-ID of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
dccatl Filename of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD)

area
idms.system.dccatlod File-ID of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area
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dccatx Filename of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.system.dccatx File-ID of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
dcdml Filename of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.system.ddldml File-ID of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dclod Filename of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)

area
idms.system.ddldclod File-ID of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
dclog Filename of the system log area (DDLDCLOG) area
idms.system.ddldclog File-ID of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area
dcrun Filename of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
idms.system.ddldcrun File-ID of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
dcscr Filename of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
idms.system.ddldcscr File-ID of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
dcmsg Filename of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg File-ID of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
dclscr Filename of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
idms.sysloc.ddlocscr File-ID of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
dirldb Filename of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
idms.sysdirl.ddldml File-ID of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
dirllod Filename of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
idms.sysdirl.dirllod File-ID of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
empdemo Filename of the EMPDEMO area
idms.empdemo1 File-ID of the EMPDEMO area
insdemo Filename of the INSDEMO area
idms.insdemo1 File-ID of the INSDEMO area
orgdemo Filename of the ORGDEMO area
idms.orgdemo1 File-ID of the ORDDEMO area
empldem Filename of the EMPLDEMO area
idms.sqldemo.empldemo File-ID of the EMPLDEMO area
infodem Filename of the INFODEMO area
idms.sqldemo.infodemo File-ID of the INFODEMO area
projdem Filename of the PROJDEMO area
idms.projseg.projdemo File-ID of the PROJDEMO area
indxdem Filename of the INDXDEMO area
idms.sqldemo.indxdemo File-ID of the INDXDEMO area
sysctl Filename of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl File-ID of the SYSCTL file
secdd Filename of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
idms.sysuser.ddlsec File-ID of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
dictdb Filename of the application dictionary definition area
idms.appldict.ddldml File-ID of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dloddb Filename of the application dictionary definition load area
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idms.appldict.ddldclod File-ID of the application dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)
area

sqldd Filename of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.syssql.ddlcat File-ID of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
sqllod Filename of the SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatl File-ID of SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
sqlxdd Filename of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatx File-ID of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
asfdml Filename of the ASF dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.asfdict.ddldml File-ID of the ASF dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
asflod Filename of the ASF dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
idms.asfdict.asflod File-ID of the ASF dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
asfdata Filename of the ASF data (ASFDATA) area
idms.asfdict.asfdata File-ID of the ASF data area (ASFDATA) area
ASFDEFN Filename of the ASF data definition (ASFDEFN) area
idms.asfdict.asfdefn File-ID of the ASF data definition area (ASFDEFN) area
j1jrnl Filename of the first disk journal file
idms.j1jrnl File-ID of the first disk journal file
j2jrnl Filename of the second disk journal file
idms.j2jrnl File-ID of the second disk journal file
j3jrnl Filename of the third disk journal file
idms.j3jrnl File-ID of the third disk journal file
SYSIDMS Filename of the SYSIDMS parameter file

IDMSLBLS Procedure
What is the IDMSLBLS procedure

IDMSLBLS is a procedure provided during a CA IDMS z/VSE installation. It contains file definitions for the CA IDMS
components listed below. These components are provided during installation:

• Dictionaries
• Sample databases
• Disk journal files
• SYSIDMS file

Tailor the IDMSLBLS procedure to reflect the filenames and definitions in use at your site and include this procedure in z/
VSE JCL job streams.

The sample z/VSE JCL provided in this document includes the IDMSLBLS procedure. Therefore, individual file definitions
for CA IDMS dictionaries, sample databases, disk journal files, and SYSIDMS file are not included in the sample JCL.

IDMSLBLS procedure listing

* -------- LIBDEFS --------

// LIBDEF  *,SEARCH=idmslib.sublib
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// LIBDEF  *,CATALOG=user.sublib
/*  ------------------------- LABELS -------------------------
// DLBL    idmslib,'idms.library',2099/365
// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn,,,ssss,1500
// DLBL    dccat,'idms.system.dccat',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,31
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dccatl,'idms.system.dccatlod',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dccatx,'idms.system.dccatx',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dcdml,'idms.system.ddldml',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dclod,'idms.system.ddldclod',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,21
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dclog,'idms.system.ddldclog',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dcrun,'idms.system.ddldcrun',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,68
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dcscr,'idms.system.ddldcscr',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,135
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dclscr,'idms.sysloc.ddlocscr',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dirldb,'idms.sysdirl.ddldml',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dirllod,'idms.sysdirl.ddldclod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    empdemo,'idms.empdemo1',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    insdemo,'idms.insdemo1',2099/365,DA
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// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    orgdemo,'idms.orgdemo1',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    empldem,'idms.sqldemo.empldemo',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    infodem,'idms.sqldemo.infodemo',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    projdem,'idms.projseg.projdemo',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    indxdem,'idms.sqldemo.indxdemo',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    sysctl,'idms.sysctl',2099/365,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    secdd,'idms.sysuser.ddlsec',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dictdb,'idms.appldict.ddldml',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dloddb,'idms.appldict.ddldclod',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    sqldd,'idms.syssql.ddlcat',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    sqllod,'idms.syssql.ddlcatl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    sqlxdd,'idms.syssql.ddlcatx',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    asfdml,'idms.asfdict.ddldml',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    asflod,'idms.asfdict.asflod',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401
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// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    asfdata,'idms.asfdict.asfdata',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    ASFDEFN,'idms.asfdict.asfdefn',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    j1jrnl,'idms.j1jrnl',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    j2jrnl,'idms.j2jrnl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    j3jrnl,'idms.j3jrnl',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD
/+
/*

idmslib.sublib Name of the sublibrary within the library containing CA IDMS
modules

user.sublib Name of the sublibrary within the library containing user modules
idmslib Filename of the file containing CA IDMS modules
idms.library File-ID associated with the file containing CA IDMS modules
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
dccat Filename of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.system.dccat File-ID of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
dccatl Filename of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD)

area
idms.system.dccatlod File-ID of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area
dccatx Filename of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.system.dccatx File-ID of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
dcdml Filename of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.system.ddldml File-ID of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dclod Filename of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)

area
idms.system.ddldclod File-ID of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
dclog Filename of the system log area (DDLDCLOG) area
idms.system.ddldclog File-ID of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area
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dcrun Filename of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
idms.system.ddldcrun File-ID of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
dcscr Filename of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
idms.system.ddldcscr File-ID of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
dcmsg Filename of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg File-ID of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
dclscr Filename of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
idms.sysloc.ddlocscr File-ID of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
dirldb Filename of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
idms.sysdirl.ddldml File-ID of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
dirllod Filename of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
idms.sysdirl.dirllod File-ID of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
empdemo Filename of the EMPDEMO area
idms.empdemo1 File-ID of the EMPDEMO area
insdemo Filename of the INSDEMO area
idms.insdemo1 File-ID of the INSDEMO area
orgdemo Filename of the ORGDEMO area
idms.orgdemo1 File-ID of the ORDDEMO area
empldem Filename of the EMPLDEMO area
idms.sqldemo.empldemo File-ID of the EMPLDEMO area
infodem Filename of the INFODEMO area
idms.sqldemo.infodemo File-ID of the INFODEMO area
projdem Filename of the PROJDEMO area
idms.projseg.projdemo File-ID of the PROJDEMO area
indxdem Filename of the INDXDEMO area
idms.sqldemo.indxdemo File-ID of the INDXDEMO area
sysctl Filename of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl File-ID of the SYSCTL file
secdd Filename of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
idms.sysuser.ddlsec File-ID of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
dictdb Filename of the application dictionary definition area
idms.appldict.ddldml File-ID of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dloddb Filename of the application dictionary definition load area
idms.appldict.ddldclod File-ID of the application dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)

area
sqldd Filename of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.syssql.ddlcat File-ID of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
sqllod Filename of the SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatl File-ID of SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
sqlxdd Filename of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatx File-ID of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
asfdml Filename of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
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idms.asfdict.ddldml File-ID of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
asflod Filename of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
idms.asfdict.asflod File-ID of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
asfdata Filename of the asf data (ASFDATA) area
idms.asfdict.asfdata File-ID of the asf data area (ASFDATA) area
ASFDEFN Filename of the asf data definition (ASFDEFN) area
idms.asfdict.asfdefn File-ID of the asf data definition area (ASFDEFN) area
j1jrnl Filename of the first disk journal file
idms.j1jrnl File-ID of the first disk journal file
j2jrnl Filename of the second disk journal file
idms.j2jrnl File-ID of the second disk journal file
j3jrnl Filename of the third disk journal file
idms.j3jrnl File-ID of the third disk journal file
SYSIDMS Filename of the SYSIDMS parameter file

SYSGEN User Exit Program
The SYSGEN user-exit module is called by the system generation compiler when it encounters any of these four points:

When a User Exit is Calledhttp://wiki-dev.ca.com/display/IDMS/When+a+User+Exit+is+Called

• SIGNON/SIGNOFF/COMMIT
After the signon procedure is complete and the compiler's security checks have been passed, or immediately after
signoff or COMMIT processing.

• Major command
After an ADD, MODIFY, DELETE, DISPLAY or PUNCH request has been issued. The program is invoked just after
the system generation compiler has identified the entity that is the object of the request and has successfully checked
authorization requirements. Object entities can be any standard system generation entity type.

• Card image
After each input statement (card image) is passed to the user-exit control block after the statement has been:
– Scanned and printed on the SYSGEN Compiler Activity List
– Displayed at the terminal
– Written to the print file (online SYSGEN compiler interface only)
The administrator can build an audit trail of accesses and updates to the dictionary.

• End of converse
When one of the following occurs, the user can perform a termination activity, such as a write-to-log:
– The user presses ENTER during an online SYSGEN compiler session
– A batch run of the SYSGEN compiler processes a SIGNOFF statement
– A batch run of the SYSGEN compiler detects an end-of-file condition.

Rules for Writing the User-exit Program
This section describes the rules that apply to writing the user-exit program.

• Language
You can write the user-exit module in any language that supports OS calling conventions. However, it is recommended
that you write user-exit modules in Assembler to allow the online SYSGEN compiler to remain reentrant.
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NOTE
User-exit modules cannot be CA ADS dialogs.

• Versions
You can code and maintain separate versions of user-exit modules for the batch and online SYSGEN compilers, or you
can code modules that can be executed both in batch mode and online.

• Macros
The user-exit facility supports all CA IDMS/DB macros for exits to be used with the online SYSGEN compiler. For
exits to be used with the batch SYSGEN compiler, the only CA IDMS/DB macros supported are: #WTL, #ABEND,
#GETSTG, #FREESTG, #LOAD, and #DELETE; under DOS/VS(E), the only valid form of #DELETE is EPADDR=.

• Run units
You can start a run unit within an exit, however you should ensure that the run unit does not deadlock with the
SYSGEN compiler run unit. If a user-exit run unit accesses a dictionary area, the run unit should ready the object area
in a retrieval usage mode.

• Entry point
The entry point of the user exit invoked by the batch and online compilers differ.

Compiler Name Description User Exit Entry Point
RHDCSGEN Batch system generation compiler SGNEXITB
RHDCSGDC Online system generation compiler SGNEXITO

Although each exit has a unique entry point name, you can use the same exit code for more than one compiler by
assigning multiple entry point names to the same set of code.

• Enabling a compiler exit
To enable a user exit for the system generation compiler, link your exit module with IDMSUXIT.

NOTE
For more information on how to enable user exits by linking them with IDMSUXIT, refer to the "User Exits"
section in the CA IDMS Systems Operations section.

• Interface
User exits written in COBOL to run under the online SYSGEN compiler require a user-exit interface, written in
Assembler with an entry point of SGNEXITO, to be link edited with IDMSUXIT. This interface should issue a #LINK
to the COBOL program (with an entry point other than RHDCSGDC) to isolate it from RHDCSGDC, which is storage
protected.

• Register conventions
User-exit modules are called using the following OS register conventions:

R15        Entry point of user exit module

R14        Return address

R13        18 fullword SAVEAREA

R1         Fullword parameter list

• Parameters 3 and 4
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For all four types of user exits, parameter 1 points to a user-exit control block and parameter 2 points to a SIGNON
element block. The information addressed in parameters 3 and 4 varies based on the type of user exit, as follows:

• For the SIGNON/SIGNOFF/COMMIT and end-of-conversation exits, parameter 3 points to a SIGNON block.

• For the major command user exit, parameter 3 points to an entity control block.

• For the card-image user exit, parameter 3 points to a card-image control block.

• For all user exits except the card-image user exit, parameter 4 is reserved for use by the SYSGEN compiler and
should be defined as a PIC X(80) field in the user-exit module.

• For the card-image user exit, parameter 4 points to the input card image, which is defined as a PIC X(80) field.

The user-exit control blocks are described later in this section.

• Information modification
With the exception of the fields identified within the user-exit control block described below, a user-exit module should
not modify any of the information passed.

• Return codes
On return from a user-exit module, the user must set a return code and, optionally, specify a message ID and message
text to be issued by the system generation compiler, as follows:

Code SYSGEN action
0 No message is issued; SYSGEN continues with normal

processing.
1 An informational message is issued; SYSGEN continues with

normal processing.
4 An error message is issued; SYSGEN initiates error processing.

Control Blocks and Sample User-exit Programs
This section presents the formats of these five control blocks:

• User-exit control block
• SIGNON element block
• SIGNON block
• Entity control block
• Card-image control block

User-exit Control Block

The following table shows how to define the user-exit control block:

Field Usage Size Picture Description
1 Char 8 X(8) Compiler name:

RHDCSGEN
2 Char 8 X(8) Compiler start date: mm/

dd/yy
3 Char 8 X(8) Compiler start time:

hhmmssmm
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4 Binary 4 S9(8) COMP User field initialized to
0 (for use by reentrant
modules as a pointer to
their work area)

5 Binary 4 S9(8) COMP User return code
(described below)

6 Char 8 X(8) Message ID returned
by user, in the range
DC900000 through
DC999999, or any 6-
digit number; blank if no
message is returned

7 Char 80 X(80) Message text returned by
user

SIGNON Element Block

The following table shows how to define the SIGNON element block:

Field Usage Size Picture Description
1 Binary 1 X Length of user ID for

#WTLs (not addressable
by COBOL)

2 Char 32 X(32) SIGNON user ID

SIGNON Block

The following table shows how to define the SIGNON block:

Field Usage Size Picture Description
1 Char 16 X(16) SIGNON, SIGNOFF,

COMMIT or END-OF-
CONVERSE statement

2 Char 8 X(8) SIGNON dictionary name
3 Char 8 X(8) SIGNON node name
4A CHAR 32 X(32) User ID
5 Binary 2 S9(4) DDLDML area usage

mode: 36=UPDATE;
38=PROTECTED
UPDATE;37=RETRIEVAL

6 Binary 2 S9(4) DDLDCLOD area usage
mode

7 Binary 2 S9(4) DDLDCMSG area usage
mode

8 Binary 10 X(10) Reserved

NOTE
Each bit in flag 0 and flag 1 must be tested separately. More than one bit may be on at any one time.
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Entity Control Block

The following table shows how to define the entity control block:

Field Usage Size Picture Description
1 Char 16 X(16) Major command (ADD,

MODIFY, DELETE,
DISPLAY, or PUNCH).

2 Char 32 X(32) Entity type
3 Char 40 X(40) Entity occurrence
4 Binary 2 S9(4) Entity version number

or number of records
requested

5 Char 64 X(64) Additional Qualifier (not
used)

6 Char 32 X(32) PREPARED BY user ID
7 Char 32 X(32) REVISED BY user ID

Card-image Control Block

The following table shows how to define the card-image control block:

Field Usage Size Picture Description
1 Char 16 X(16) 'CARD IMAGE' command
2 Binary 2 S9(8) Input low-card column
3 Binary 2 S9(8) Input high-card column

Sample User-exit Program
The following sample user-exit program can be used to enforce naming conventions for elements in the batch and online
versions of the system generation compiler. The source code for this program can be found in the installation source
library under member name IDDSUXIT.

********************************************************************

IDDUXIT  TITLE 'NAMING CONVENTION CHECKER'

********************************************************************

*

*

*  PROGRAM NAME : IDDUXIT

*
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*  DATE         : mm/dd/yy

*

*

*  DESCRIPTION  : THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF A USER EXIT.  THIS PROGRAM

*                 SHOWS HOW A SHOP COULD CHECK THE ENTITY NAMES FOR

*                 A SHOP STANDARD.  ANY VIOLATIONS OF THE NAMING

*                 CONVENTION ARE TREATED AS AN ERROR AND THE ACTION

*                 (ADD, MOD, DEL) IS NOT ALLOWED.

*********************************************************************

IDDUXIT  CSECT

         #REGEQU

         ENTRY SGNEXITO

SGNEXITO DS    0H                    Online SYSGEN compiler entry

         ENTRY SGNEXITB

SGNEXITB DS    0H                    Batch SYSGEN compiler entry

*********************************************************************

*        SET UP ADDRESSABILITY                                      *

*********************************************************************

         STM   R14,R12,12(R13)      SAVE CALLERS REGISTERS

         LR    R12,R15

         USING IDDUXIT,R12

         L     R4,12(R1)             GET THE

         L     R3,8(R1)                 CORRECT

         L     R2,4(R1)                    PARAMETER
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         L     R1,0(R1)                       ADDRESSES

*

IDDUXITR DS    0H                    BASE THE CONTROL BLOCKS

*

         USING UXITCB,R1             USER EXIT CONTROL BLOCK

         MVC   UXITRCDE,F0           ZERO OUT THE RETURN CODE

         MVC   UXITMID(8),BLANKS     BLANK OUT THE MESSAGE ID

         MVC   UXITMTXT(80),BLANKS   BLANK OUT THE MESSAGE

*

*********************************************************************

*        INTERROGATE THE MAJOR COMMAND                              *

*********************************************************************

*

         SPACE

UXIENTY  EQU   *

         USING UXITECB,R3            ENTITY CONTROL BLOCK

*

         CLC   UXITEVRB,UXICSON        IS IT AN SIGNON?

         BE    USIGNON                   YES, CHECK THE USER NAME

*

         CLC   UXITEVRB,UXICARD        IS IT AN CARD IMAGE EXIT?

         BE    UCARD                     YES, CHECK THE CARD

*

         CLC   UXITEVRB,UXICADD        IS IT AN ADD?

         BE    UXIECHK                   YES, CHECK THE ENTITY-NAME
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*

         CLC   UXITEVRB,UXICMOD        IS IT A MODIFY?

         BE    UXIECHK                   YES, CHECK THE ENTITY-NAME

*

         CLC   UXITEVRB,UXICDEL        IS IT A DELETE?

         BE    UXIECHK                   YES, CHECK THE ENTITY-NAME

*                                        NO

         MVC   UXITMID(8),ELSEID      MOVE IN 'ELSE' MESSAGE ID

         MVC   UXITMTXT(80),ELSEMSG   MOVE IN 'ELSE' MESSAGE

         B     UXIEBYE

*

*********************************************************************

*        CHECK THE CARD IMAGE                                       *

*********************************************************************

*

         SPACE

UCARD    EQU   *

*

         MVC   UXITMID(8),CARDID     FILL IN THE MESSAGE ID

         MVC   UXITMTXT(80),CARDMSG  FILL IN THE MESSAGE TEXT

         B     UXIEBYE               BACK TO THE COMPILER

*

*********************************************************************

*        CHECK THE USER NAME FOR ME                                 *
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*********************************************************************

*

         SPACE

USIGNON  EQU   *

*

         USING UXITSEB,R2            SIGNON ELEMENT BLOCK

         USING UXITSB,R3             SIGNON BLOCK

*

         CLC  UXITUSER(3),WHOME      IS IT ME

         BE   UXIEDC                 YES GO CHECK FOR DC NAME

*                                    NO, GO TO JAIL, GO DIRECTLY TO

*                                    JAIL, DO NOT PASS GO DO NOT

USNAME   EQU   *                     COLLECT $200.

         MVC   UXITRCDE,F8           FILL IN THE RETURN CODE

         MVC   UXITMID(8),NOSNID     FILL IN THE MESSAGE ID

         MVC   UXITMTXT(80),NOSNMSG  FILL IN THE MESSAGE TEXT

         B     UXIEBYE               BACK TO THE COMPILER

*

UXIEDC   EQU   *

         TM    UXITFLG1,UXIT1DC      ARE WE RUNNING DC

         BZ    UXIEBYE               NO, SKIP DC ID CHECK

*

         CLC   UXITUSER,UXITIUSR     IS THE USER THE SAME AS DC

         BE    UXIEBYE               YES, OK LET IT PASS

*                                    NO, DON'T LET THEM SIGNON
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         MVC   UXITRCDE,F8           FILL IN THE RETURN CODE

         MVC   UXITMID(8),NODCID     FILL IN THE MESSAGE ID

         MVC   UXITMTXT(80),NODCMSG  FILL IN THE MESSAGE TEXT

         B     UXIEBYE               BACK TO THE COMPILER

*

*********************************************************************

*        CHECK THE ENTITY-NAME FOR VALID NAMING CONVENTION          *

*********************************************************************

*

         SPACE

UXIECHK  EQU   *

         USING UXITECB,R3            ENTITY CONTROL BLOCK

*

         CLC   UXITENME(3),NAMECHK   DOES THE NAME FOLLOW THE RULES?

         BE    UXIEBYE                 YES, LET THIS ONE PASS.

*                                      NO, RETURN AN ERROR

*

         MVC   UXITRCDE,F8           FILL IN THE RETURN CODE

         MVC   UXITMID(8),NONOID     FILL IN THE MESSAGE ID

         MVC   UXITMTXT(80),NONOMSG  FILL IN THE MESSAGE TEXT

*

********************************************************************

*        RETURN BACK TO THE COMPILER                               *

********************************************************************
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*

         SPACE

UXIEBYE  EQU   *

         LM    R14,R12,12(R13)       RELOAD CALLER'S REGISTERS

         BR    R14                   RETURN TO CALLER

         EJECT

********************************************************************

*        CONSTANTS AND LITERALS                                    *

********************************************************************

UXICADD  DC    CL16'ADD             '

UXICMOD  DC    CL16'MODIFY          '

UXICDEL  DC    CL16'DELETE          '

UXICSON  DC    CL16'SIGNON          '

UXICARD  DC    CL16'CARD IMAGE      '

NAMECHK  DC    CL3'XYZ'

WHOME    DC    CL3'XYZ'

WKLEN    DC    F'100'

NONOID   DC    CL8'DC999001'

NONOMSG  DC    CL80'NAMING CONVENTION VIOLATED - ACTION NOT ALLOWED'

NOSNID   DC    CL8'DC999002'

NOSNMSG  DC    CL80'SIGNON ERROR - USER NOT ALLOWED ACCESS'

NODCID   DC    CL8'DC999003'

NODCMSG  DC    CL80'SIGNON ERROR - USER NAME NOT DC USER NAME'

CARDID   DC    CL8'DC999004'

CARDMSG  DC    CL80'MESSAGE PRODUCED BY CARD IMAGE EXIT          '
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ELSEID   DC    CL8'DC999005'

ELSEMSG  DC    CL80'MESSAGE PRODUCED BY CARD IMAGE EXIT          '

BLANKS   DC    CL80' '

F0       DC    F'0'               NORMAL RETURN CODE - NO ERRORS

F2       DC    F'1'               INFORMATION MESSAGE

F4       DC    F'4'               WARNING MESSAGE

F8       DC    F'8'               ERROR MESSAGE

*

********************************************************************

*        USER EXIT CONTROL BLOCK                                   *

********************************************************************

UXITCB   DSECT

UXITCPLR DS    CL8           COMPILER NAME 'RHDCSGEN'

UXITDATE DS    CL8           COMPILER START DATE MM/DD/YY

UXITTIME DS    CL8           COMPILER START TIME HHMMSSMM

UXITWORK DS    F             USER FULLWORD INITIALIZED TO 0

UXITRCDE DS    0F            RETURN CODE RETURNED BY USER

         DS    XL3           UNUSED

UXITRC   DS    X

UXITRC00 EQU   X'00'              NORMAL RETURN CODE - NO ERRORS

UXITRC01 EQU   X'01'              INFORMATION MESSAGE

UXITRC04 EQU   X'04'              WARNING MESSAGE

UXITRC08 EQU   X'08'              ERROR MESSAGE

UXITMID  DS    CL8           USER MESSAGE ID RETURNED BY USER
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UXITMTXT DS    CL80          USER MESSAGE TEXT RETURNED BY USER

UXITCBLN EQU   *-UXITCB      USER EXIT CONTROL BLOCK LENGTH

*

********************************************************************

*        USER EXIT SIGNON ELEMENT BLOCK                            *

********************************************************************

UXITSEB  DSECT

UXITIDLN DS    X             LENGTH OF USERID FOR #WTL'S

UXITUSER DS    CL32          USER ID

         DS    0A            ROUND UP TO FULLWORD

UXITSNLN EQU   *-UXITSEB     LENGTH OF SIGNON ELEMENT

*

********************************************************************

*        USER EXIT SIGNON BLOCK                                    *

********************************************************************

UXITSB   DSECT

UXITTYPE DS    CL16          VERB

UXITDICT DS    CL8           DICTIONARY NAME

UXITNODE DS    CL8           NODE NAME

UXITIUSR DS    CL32          USER ID

UXITIPSW DS    CL8           USER'S PASSWORD

UXITFLG0 DS    CL1           ENVIRONMENT FLAG

UXIT0DOS EQU   X'80'           COMPILER RUNNING UNDER DOS

UXIT0MEN EQU   X'40'           RUNNING UNDER 'MENU' MODE
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UXITFLG1 DS    CL1           ENVIRONMENT FLAG

UXIT1LCL EQU   X'80'           RUNNING IN INTERNAL SUBROUTINE MODE

UXIT1DC  EQU   X'40'           COMPILER RUNNING UNDER DC

         DS    CL2           RESERVED FOR FUTURE FLAGS

         DS    CL20          RESERVED

UXITDMLM DS    H             DDLDML USAGE MODE

*                                36=UPDATE

*                                37=PROTECTED UPDATE

*                                38=RETRIEVAL

UXITLODM DS    H             DDLDCLOD USAGE MODE

UXITMSGM DS    H             DDLDCMSG USAGE MODE

         DS    CL10          RESERVED

UXITSLEN EQU   *-UXITSB      LENGTH OF USER EXIT SIGNON BLOCK

*

********************************************************************

*        USER EXIT ENTITY CONTROL BLOCK                            *

********************************************************************

UXITECB  DSECT

UXITEVRB DS    CL16          VERB

UXITENTY DS    CL32          ENTITY-TYPE

UXITENME DS    CL40          ENTITY NAME

UXITEVER DS    H             VERSION

UXITEADQ DS    CL64          ADDITIONAL QUALIFIER

UXITPREP DS    CL32          PREPARED BY USER NAME

UXITREV  DS    CL32          REVISED BY USER NAME
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UXITELEN EQU   *-UXITECB     LENGTH OF USER EXIT ENTITY CONTROL BLK

*

********************************************************************

*        END OF EXIT                                               *

********************************************************************

         END

Programming IDMS SQL
The topics in this section are for CA IDMS users responsible for designing and developing application programs using
embedded SQL. It documents aspects of CA IDMS that are specific to application programming with SQL, including pre-
compiler options and data type conversions between the database and the program language. These topics are for a user
with application programming experience and a working knowledge of SQL. Users should also be familiar with concepts of
CA IDMS.

How Examples are Presented

All program examples are in COBOL, unless otherwise indicated.

Most examples of access to an SQL-defined database refer to a test database of employee information that is supplied as
part of CA IDMS installation. The term CA IDMS refers to any one of the following components:

• CA IDMS/DB—The database management system
• CA IDMS/DC—The data communications system and proprietary teleprocessing monitor
• CA IDMS UCF—The universal communications facility for accessing CA IDMS database and data communications

services through another teleprocessing monitor, such as CICS
• CA IDMS DDS—The distributed database system

The actual product names are used for CA IDMS/DB, CA IDMS/DC, CA IDMS UCF, DC/UCF, and CA IDMS DDS to
identify the specific CA IDMS component only when it is important to your understanding of the product.

Accessing Data Using SQL
You embed SQL statements in an application program to access the database. SQL allows you to access the database
without reference to its physical characteristics.  You can use SQL to access both SQL-defined and network-defined
databases.

SQL Database Access

A database defined with SQL DDL includes constraints that govern data manipulation.  The DBMS enforces constraints at
runtime.

Tables and Views

Data accessed through SQL is perceived as tables made up of rows and columns. A table is a base table.

An application program accesses an SQL-defined database by issuing SQL statements that refer to one or more base
tables, or to a predefined view of one or more base tables.
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Schema and Area

A schema is a named collection of tables and views. The rows of a table are stored in the area that is specified in the
CREATE TABLE statement or, if not specified, in the default area for the schema.

Concurrent access to data can be controlled at the area level and the table row level.

SELECT Statement

A SELECT statement requests the DBMS to retrieve data. The table of values returned to the program on a select is a
result table. Typically, a result table is a subset of the row and column values in one or more base tables.

Cursor

A cursor is an SQL programming construct that is used to process data in a result table. The cursor defines the result
table, and the program can retrieve each row of the result table one at a time with a FETCH statement.

The cursor row whose values are available to the program represents the cursor position. Each FETCH statement
advances the cursor position to the next row of the result table.

Updateable Cursor

If the cursor definition meets certain requirements, it is an updateable cursor. The program can update or delete the row
on which an updateable cursor is positioned, (that is, the row most recently fetched).

INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE

The SQL statement to add a row to a table is INSERT and to delete a row is DELETE. The statement to modify one or
more column values in a row is UPDATE.

Host Variables

A host variable is a program variable that is referenced in an SQL statement. Host variables are used to receive data
retrieved from the database and to supply data to be added to the database.

Local Variables

A local variable of an SQL routine is a program variable declared in a compound statement of an SQL routine. Local
variables can be used to receive data retrieved from the database and to supply data to be added to the database.

Routine Parameter

A routine parameter of an SQL routine is a program variable declared in the parameter definition of an SQL routine.
Routine parameters provide for the mechanism of passing data between an SQL routine and its invoker, but they can also
be used to receive data retrieved from the database and to supply data to be added to the database.

CALL

The CALL procedure is the SQL statement that invokes an external procedure's program or an SQL procedure using a
remote procedure paradigm. Input values are passed from CA IDMS to the program or SQL procedure. The output values
are returned into the host variables of the program or into the local variables or routine parameters of the SQL procedure
specified in the procedure reference.

Bulk Processing

Bulk processing is a CA IDMS extension to the SQL standard that allows the program to select, fetch, or insert a group of
rows using a host variable array.

Temporary Table

An application program can create a temporary table, populate it, and manipulate the data in it. A temporary table exists
only for the duration of the SQL transaction in which it is created.

Prepared Statement
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A program can prepare, or compile, certain SQL statements at runtime. This allows the program to execute an SQL
statement that is not known until runtime.

Integrity Constraints

Integrity rules are enforced by the DBMS using constraints that are specified as part of the database definition.

Unique Constraint

A unique constraint requires that each row of a table be unique with respect to the value of a column or combination of
columns. A unique constraint is defined when an index or CALC key is defined with the UNIQUE parameter.

It is possible to define any number of unique constraints on a table.

Primary Key

The primary key is a column or combination of columns for which a unique constraint has been defined and which has
been defined as not null. Consequently, the primary key uniquely identifies each row and prevents duplicate rows from
being stored. For example, in the DEPARTMENT table of the demonstration database, DEPT_ID is the primary key.

A table usually has one and only one primary key.

Referential Constraint

A referential constraint is a relationship between two tables. A referential constraint identifies a foreign key in one of the
tables, the referencing table. A foreign key is a column or combination of columns whose value must exist as the value of
the primary key in a row of the related table, the referenced table.

When a referential constraint has been created, a row cannot be stored in the referencing table unless its foreign key
value already exists as a primary key in the referenced table. Conversely, a row in the referenced table cannot be deleted
or have its primary key value altered if the primary key value exists as a foreign key in the referencing table. This assures
referential integrity between the tables.

Referential Constraint Illustration

The following example identifies two referential constraints between the DEPARTMENT table and the EMPLOYEE table:

1. A value cannot be stored in the DEPT_ID column of the EMPLOYEE table unless the value exists in the DEPT_ID
column of the DEPARTMENT table

2. A value cannot be stored in the DEPT_HEAD_ID column of the DEPARTMENT table unless the value exists in the
EMP_ID column of the EMPLOYEE table

    DEPARTMENT
 table
    ┌───────────┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────┬──────────────┐
    │DEPT_ID    │DEPT_NAME                    │DIV_CODE     │DEPT_HEAD_ID  │
    ├───────────┼─────────────────────────────┼─────────────┼──────────────┤
    │       3510│APPRAISAL - USED CARS        │D02          │          3082│
    │       4500│HUMAN RESOURCES              │D09          │          3222│
    │       2210│SALES - NEW CARS             │D04          │          2010│
    │       5000│CORPORATE ACCOUNTING         │D09          │          2466│
    │       3520│APPRAISAL NEW CARS           │D04          │          3769│
    │       4600│MAINTENANCE                  │D06          │          2096│
    │       4200│LEASING - NEW CARS           │D04          │          1003│
    │       5100│BILLING                      │D06          │          2598│
    │       6000│LEGAL                        │D09          │          1003│
    │       1100│PURCHASING - USED CARS       │D02          │          2246│ ──┐
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    │       3530│APPRAISAL ─ SERVICE          │D06          │          2209│   │
    │       5200│CORPORATE MARKETING          │D09          │          2894│   │
┌───┼─────► 1110│PURCHASING - NEW CARS        │D04          │          1765│   │
│   │       3000│CUSTOMER SERVICE             │D09          │          4321│   │
│   │       6200│CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION     │D09          │          2461│   │
│   │       2200│SALES - USED CARS            │D02          │          2180│   │
│   │       1120│PURCHASING - SERVICE         │D06          │          2004│   │
│   │       4900│MIS                          │D09          │          2466│   │
│   └───────────┴─────────────────────────────┴─────────────┴──────────────┘   │
│                                                                              │
│ EMPLOYEE (DEPT_ID)                                                           │
│ references DEPARTMENT (DEPT_ID)                                              │
│                                                                              │
│                                                                              │
│          EMPLOYEE table                                                      │
│                                                                              │
│          ┌───────────┬────────────────────┬───────────┐     DEPARTMENT       │
│          │DEPT_ID    │EMP_LNAME           │EMP_ID     │     (DEPT_HEAD_ID)   │
│          ├───────────┼────────────────────┼───────────┤                      │
│          │       1100│FORDMAN             │       5008│     EMPLOYEE         │
│          │       1100│HALLORAN            │       4703│     (EMP_ID)         │
│          │       1100│HAMEL               │       2246│ ◄────────────────────┘
└──────────┼─────  1110│ALEXANDER           │       1765│
           │       1110│WIDMAN              │       2106│
           │       1120│JOHNSON             │       2004│
           │       1120│JOHNSON             │       3294│
           │       1120│UMIDY               │       2898│
           │       1120│WHITE               │       3338│
           │       2200│ALBERTINI           │       2180│
           │        .  │  .                 │        .  │
           │        .  │  .                 │        .  │
           │        .  │  .                 │        .  │
           └───────────┴────────────────────┴───────────┘

Domain Constraint

A domain constraint restricts column values and is part of the table definition. The types of domain constraint are:

• Data type -- Restricts column values to the data type of the column (for example, INTEGER restricts column values to
the set of integers)

• Check constraint -- Restricts column values to a range of values that satisfies a search condition
• Not null constraint -- Requires that each column of a row contain an actual value and not the absence of a value

Constraint Violation

If the DBMS detects a constraint violation when processing an SQL statement, it returns an error.
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Network-defined Database Access

CA IDMS provides the ability to use SQL to access a network-defined database. The SQL statements used to access this
database are the same as those used to access a database that is defined with SQL DDL. Programming considerations,
such as session management and concurrency control are also the same.

NOTE

For more information on accessing network-defined databases using SQL, see the topic "Accessing Network-
Defined Databases" in the IDMS Reference documentation.

SQL Application Development
Given the design of the database and the application, and the description of the data, you take these steps to develop an
SQL application in the CA IDMS environment:

1. Design the application
2. Model the database access using SQL submitted through the command facility
3. Write the application
4. Create executable modules
5. Execute the application
6. Test and debug the application

This article describes the following information:

Writing the Application

Program Language

In the program language, you write everything that the application program requires except database access and the
structures that are needed to handle database access. Embedding SQL in the program does not affect any rules that
apply to using the program language.

Embedded SQL

Within the application program, you can embed SQL statements to:

• Access the database
• Access the dictionary
• Define the structures that are needed to transfer data between the program and the DBMS
• Manage SQL sessions and transactions

NOTE
For more information about the complete syntax for all CA IDMS SQL statements, see "Statements" in the CA
IDMS Reference documentation.

Creating Executable Modules

Because the application program contains an embedded sub-language, you precompile the program to create a module
of the SQL statements (an RCM) that is separate from program source. You also create an access module that contains
an optimized access strategy for the SQL statements in one or more RCMs.

Precompiling the Program

The pre-compiler converts embedded SQL statements to internal form and stores them in a module that is called an RCM.
It replaces embedded SQL in the source module with calls to the DBMS. These calls, unlike the SQL statements they
replace, are intelligible to the language compiler.
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The pre-compiler checks the syntax of the embedded SQL. If there are syntax errors, it issues an error report instead of
storing the RCM.

Compiling the Program

After the program precompiles successfully, you compile and link the modified source program to create an executable
program load module.

Creating an Access Module

The load module that is executed when the program requests database access is the access module. You must create the
access module before executing the program.

An access module is built using one or more RCMs. Each RCM represents the SQL statements from a single source
program or CA ADS dialog.

When you create an access module, the optimizer performs these functions on each SQL statement from each RCM that
you include in the access module:

• Validates table and column references in the statement against the dictionary
• Selects the most efficient database access strategy for the statement

What Information the Optimizer Uses

To develop an optimized access strategy for an SQL statement, the optimizer considers:

• The type of statement
• The selection criteria
• The physical structure of the database as defined in the dictionary
• Statistics that are stored in the dictionary as a result of running the UPDATE STATISTICS utility

Summary of Program Preparation

The following steps make the application executable:

1. Pre-compile the programs.
2. Compile and link the programs.
3. Create the access module.

For more information about how you take these steps, see Preparing and Executing the Program.

The next flowchart shows the result of each step in the process:
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Executing the Application

SQL Statement Processing

When the program executes at runtime, the program load module and access module are loaded as necessary. The
access module is loaded the first time that the program calls the DBMS to access data in the database.

The DBMS attempts to validate the definition of a table to be accessed. It verifies that the table definition is not changed
since the access module was created. If validation fails, the DBMS automatically recreates the access module if you have
defined the access module to allow this.

Concurrency Control

When the application executes in a multiuser processing environment, the DBMS controls concurrent access to the same
set of data by setting retrieval or update locks. The DBMS determines the type, level, and duration of the lock from the
activities and the isolation level of the database transaction.

The CA IDMS defaults for locking favor the greatest possible concurrency that can be maintained while guaranteeing the
integrity of the data. You can change the system defaults for locking by specifying a different isolation level or a different
ready mode for an accessed area.

NOTE
For more information about specifying isolation level and ready mode, see Concurrency Control and Isolation
Levels.

Execution Environments

CA IDMS application programs can execute in the DC/UCF region, a batch region, or other region such as a CICS
region. Except for a local mode job, all processing of SQL statements occurs under the central version, the DC system
component that manages multiuser, concurrent access to the database.

Local mode is a single-user batch processing environment that manages access to areas of the database independent
of the central version. It is typically used for retrieval-only batch jobs and large-volume update applications that tend to
monopolize an area of the database.

The central version performs automatic recovery for programs that end abnormally. No automatic recovery is performed
for a local mode program.

Testing and Debugging the Application

Testing SQL Access

You can use the CA IDMS Command Facility to test SQL statements online and to verify conditions of the database.
When you successfully test a statement, you can save it in the dictionary.

NOTE
For more information about using the Command Facility, see Command Facility.

Debugging Embedded SQL

Besides using CA IDMS debugging tools for the host language program, you can debug embedded SQL by the following
methods:

• Displaying values in fields of SQL Communication Areas (SQLCAs), where the DBMS returns information about the
executing program and about SQL statement execution. For more information about displaying SQLCA fields, see SQL
Status Checking and Error Handling.

• Requesting a trace of all SQL commands issued from a batch application. For more information about the SQL trace
facility, see Debugging the Application.

• Issuing GET DIAGNOSTICS SQL statements to request diagnostic information from the DBMS about the last executed
SQL statement. For more information about the GET DIAGNOSTICS statement, see "GET DIAGNOSTICS" in the CA
IDMS Reference documentation.
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Writing an SQL Program
This topic describes the following information:

Accessing One or More Databases with SQL
Databases can be accessed with SQL using any of the following methods:

• Host variables
Variables that can be referenced in SQL statements in application programs

• Local variables and routine parameters
Variables that can be referenced in SQL statements in SQL routines

• SQL transaction
A database transaction initiated by an SQL statement

• SQL session
A connection to a dictionary that enables SQL access to a database

• SQL Communications Areas
Data structures the program uses to check the status of SQL statement execution

Host Variables in an SQL Statement
A host variable is a program variable that is referenced in an SQL statement. It is the only kind of variable that you can
use in an SQL statement embedded in application programs.

Host variables are necessary for the program to receive data from the database and in most cases for the program to
modify data in the database.

 How Host Variables Are Used 

Host variables are used to:

• Receive column values specified in a SELECT or FETCH statement
• Supply column values specified in an UPDATE statement, INSERT statement, or other statements containing a search

condition
• Supply information for dynamically executed statements. For more information, see Section8, Using Dynamic SQL.

 Host Variable Example 

In this example, DEPT-ID, EMP-LNAME, and EMP-ID are host variables. DEPT-ID and EMP-LNAME receive column
values and EMP-ID supplies a column value used in the search condition of the statement:

EXEC SQL
  SELECT DEPT_ID,
         EMP_LNAME
    INTO :DEPT-ID,
         :EMP-LNAME
    FROM EMPLOYEE
    WHERE EMP_ID = :EMP-ID
END-EXEC.

 Indicator Variable 

An indicator variable is a host variable used to manipulate null values.
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CA IDMS sets an indicator variable to -1 if the column value in the associated host variable is null.

An indicator variable should be defined for each column accessed by the program that could contain a null value. If the
program retrieves a null value from a column that has no indicator variable, CA IDMS returns an error.

In a host variable array for use in bulk processing, the data type of an indicator variable must be declared with a usage
SQLIND.

 Null Value 

A null value is the absence of a value and is not the same as spaces or numeric zeros, which are actual values. In
an SQL-defined database, a column, regardless of data type, can contain a null value unless the column definition
specifically disallows them.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

  

SQL Declare Sections

In SQL Standard, you define host variables within an SQL declare section. You begin and end an SQL declare section
with these statements:

EXEC SQL
  BEGIN DECLARE SECTION
END-EXEC.
 .
 .
 .
EXEC SQL
  END DECLARE SECTION
END-EXEC.

A CA IDMS extension of the SQL standard allows you to continue an SQL declaration section statement on the following
line after any keyword.

 What You Can Do 

You can include any number of host variable declarations in an SQL declare section. You can include any number of SQL
declare sections in a single application program.

 Host Variable Declaration Example 

In this example, the SQL declare section defines host variables, including one indicator variable, using standard COBOL
data declarations.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
 .
 .
 .
 EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION END-EXEC.
   01  EMP-ID           PIC S9(8)     USAGE COMP.
   01  EMP-LNAME        PIC X(20).
   01  SALARY-AMOUNT    PIC S9(6)V(2) USAGE COMP-3.
   01  PROMO-DATE       PIC X(10).
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   01  PROMO-DATE-I     PIC S9(4)     USAGE COMP.
 EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION END-EXEC.

INCLUDE TABLE Directive

 INCLUDE TABLE Statement 

You can use the INCLUDE TABLE statement, a CA IDMS extension of the SQL standard, to define a host language data
structure for table columns. INCLUDE TABLE is a precompiler directive that defines host variables for all columns of a
table, view, table procedure, procedure or function, or for a subset of columns that you specify in the statement.

If INCLUDE TABLE falls within the scope of an SQL declare section, embedded SQL statements can reference the
variables defined by the precompiler as host variables.

 Statement Example 

The following INCLUDE statement directs the precompiler to define host variables for the DIVISION table, which has
columns DIV_CODE, DIV_NAME, and DIV_HEAD_ID:

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
 .
 .
 .
EXEC SQL
   INCLUDE TABLE DIVISION
END-EXEC.

 Structure Example 

When the precompiler processes the INCLUDE TABLE statement in the prior example, it defines this structure:

*EXEC SQL
*   INCLUDE TABLE DIVISION
*END-EXEC.
 01   DIVISION.
         03   DIV-CODE               PIC X(3).
         03   DIV-HEAD-ID            PIC S9(4) COMP.
         03   DIV-HEAD-ID-I          COMP PIC S9(8).
*                                    SQLIND.
         03   DIV-NAME.
               49   DIV-NAME-LEN     PIC S9(4) COMP.
               49   DIV-NAME-TEXT    PIC X(40).

 INCLUDE Statement Options 

You can use options on the INCLUDE statement to perform the following:
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• Override the default element level
• Direct the precompiler not to group elements under a structure
• Specify the columns to be included
• Specify names for the generated record and element definitions
• Specify a prefix or suffix for an element name
• Direct the precompiler to generate a multiply-occurring array

NOTE
 For more information on INCLUDE statement syntax and options, see the IDMS Reference Guide.

 Including an Array 

You can use the INCLUDE statement to generate a host variable array by specifying the NUMBER OF ROWS parameter.
A host variable array is used in bulk processing.

NOTE
 For more information on bulk processing, see Bulk Processing.

 Host Variable Array Structure 

When the precompiler generates a host variable array, it creates a structure using three levels. In the next example, a
structure has been generated by an INCLUDE TABLE statement with NUMBER OF ROWS = 100:

DIVISION.
    02   DIVISION-BULK OCCURS 100 TIMES.
         03   DIV-CODE               PIC X(3).
         03   DIV-HEAD-ID            PIC S9(4) COMP.
         03   DIV-HEAD-ID-I          COMP PIC S9(8).
*                                    SQLIND.
         03   DIV-NAME.
               49   DIV-NAME-LEN     PIC S9(4) COMP.
               49   DIV-NAME-TEXT    PIC X(40).

 Usefulness of INCLUDE TABLE 

The INCLUDE TABLE statement is a programming tool. It assures that host variable definitions correspond to current
table column definitions in the dictionary: the data types are equivalent, and indicator variables are declared for all
columns that allow null values.

 When Not to Use INCLUDE TABLE 

Using INCLUDE TABLE is not appropriate if:

• The program must conform to the SQL standard
• The host variable declaration is for temporary table columns

Referring to Host Variables

 Reference Requirements 

These syntax requirements apply when you refer to a host variable in an embedded SQL statement:
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• To refer to any host variable in an embedded SQL statement, prefix the host variable name with a colon (:)
• To associate an indicator variable with a host variable, place the reference to the indicator variable after the host

variable, with no comma or other separator character

NOTE
 You can use the optional keyword INDICATOR as a separator.

 Reference Example 

In the following example, information from the BENEFITS table is selected for a given employee ID value, which the
program has assigned to the host variable EMP-ID. BENEFITS table information is retrieved into host variables VAC-
TAKEN and SICK-TAKEN. VAC-TAKEN-I and SICK-TAKEN-I are indicator variables.

EXEC SQL
   SELECT VAC_TAKEN,
          SICK_TAKEN
     INTO :VAC-TAKEN INDICATOR :VAC-TAKEN-I,
          :SICK-TAKEN INDICATOR :SICK-TAKEN-I
     FROM BENEFITS
     WHERE EMP_ID = :EMP-ID
END-EXEC.

Local Variables and Routine Parameters
Local variables and routine parameters are program variables of SQL routines. These variables can be used as any
program variable and are necessary for the SQL routine to receive data from the database and to modify data in the
database. In addition to their role as program variables, routine parameters are mainly used to pass input values from and
output values to the invoker of the SQL routine.

Local variables are defined in the DECLARE statement of a compound SQL statement. Routine parameters are defined in
the parameter-definition clause of the CREATE PROCEDURE or CREATE FUNCTION statements.

How Local Variables and Routine Parameters Are Used

Local variables and routine parameters are used as follows:

• Receive column values specified in a SELECT or FETCH statement
• Supply column values specified in an UPDATE statement, INSERT statement, or other statements containing a search

condition
• Supply information for dynamically executed statements

Local Variable Example

In the following example, DEPT_ID, EMP_LNAME, and EMP_ID are local variables defined in a compound statement with
label MAIN_BLOCK. DEPT_ID and EMP_LNAME receive column values and EMP_ID supplies a column value used in
the search condition of the statement:

SELECT EMPLOYEE.DEPT_ID, EMPLOYEE.EMP_LNAME INTO MAIN_BLOCK.DEPT_ID,

MAIN_BLOCK.EMP_LNAME
 FROM EMPLOYEE
WHERE EMPLOYEE.EMP_ID = MAIN_BLOCK.EMP_ID;
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Null Value

A null value is the absence of a value and is not the same as spaces or numeric zeros which are actual values. Local
variables and routine parameters are always nullable. However, as these are SQL variables, null support is built-in and
null indicators must not be used.

NOTE
For more information, see Null Values.

SQL Sessions

An SQL session is a logical connection between the executing application and the DBMS. It begins when the application
connects to a dictionary and ends when the application disconnects from the dictionary. The dictionary contains the
definition of the data accessed using SQL.

Beginning and Ending an SQL Session

Beginning an SQL Session

An SQL session begins when the program submits its first SQL statement. If that statement is a CONNECT, the session is
connected to the dictionary specified by the statement and the session is said to be explicitly connected.

If the first statement is not a CONNECT, the session is automatically connected to a default dictionary.

Session Hierarchy

A hierarchy of database sessions occurs when an SQL invoked routine (an SQL procedure, table procedure, or function)
starts its own session to access the database.

A database session that is started by a program executing as part of an SQL invoked routine is is a subordinate session
since it is under the control of the SQL session within which the routine was invoked. The controlling session is referred to
as the subordinate session's encompassing session. A top-level session is one that has no encompassing session.

     ┌──────────────┐
     │ Top-level/   │  Application issues:
     │ Encompassing │    -- CONNECT...
     │  Session     │    -- CALL "PROCA"
     │              │
     └──────────────┘
            │
            │
            │
     ┌──────────────┐
     │ Encompassing │  PROCA issues
     │     and      │    -- CONNECT...
     │ Subordinate  │    -- Invokes function FUNCB
     │   Session    │
     └──────────────┘
            │
            │
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            │
     ┌──────────────┐
     │              │  FUNCB issues
     │ Subordinate  │    -- BIND RUNUNIT...
     │   Session    │
     │              │
     └──────────────┘

Default Dictionary

When establishing an automatically connected SQL session, CA IDMS connects the session to a default dictionary.

The default dictionary for a top-level session is established by:

• SYSIDMS DICTNAME parameter for a batch application
• Value of the DICTNAME attribute for the user session, as set by one of the following:

– User profile
– System profile
– Default dictionary defined by the DBNAME table
– DCUF SET DICTNAME system task
– Call to IDMSIN01 to set the DICTNAME attribute

NOTE
For more information on SYSIDMS parameters and calling IDMSIN01, see Using Common Facilities.

The default dictionary for a subordinate session is determined by the initiating routine definition's DEFAULT DATABASE
parameter.

• If DEFAULT DATABASE CURRENT was specified, the default dictionary is the dictionary to which the encompassing
SQL session is connected.

• If DEFAULT DATABASE NULL was specified (or defaulted), the default dictionary is determined in the same way as for
a top-level session.

NOTE
For more information on the DEFAULT DATABASE parameter of the CREATE PROCEDURE, CREATE TABLE
PROCEDURE or CREATE FUNCTION statements, see the IDMS Reference documentation.

SQL Statements that End a Session

If the SQL session began automatically (that is, no CONNECT statement was issued), it ends when the program issues
one of these statements:

• COMMIT
• ROLLBACK
• COMMIT RELEASE
• ROLLBACK RELEASE
• RELEASE

If a CONNECT statement was executed to start the session, it ends when the program issues one of these statements:

• COMMIT RELEASE
• ROLLBACK RELEASE
• RELEASE

If an encompassing session ends, all of its subordinate sessions end also.
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Automatic Session Termination

If a batch application program terminates execution by returning control to the operating system, SQL sessions still in
progress are terminated automatically as if the application had issued a ROLLBACK RELEASE statement.

If a program returns control to a teleprocessing system or issues certain teleprocessing statements, such as FINISH
TASK, SQL sessions still in progress may or may not be terminated depending on the event or statement issued and
whether the session is suspended.

NOTE
For more information on the effect of teleprocessing statements on SQL sessions, see Effect of Teleprocessing
Statements and Events.

Database Transactions - IDMS SQL
A database transaction is a unit of recovery representing work done by one or more database sessions. All access to
CA IDMS data from within an SQL session is done under the control of a database transaction. Transactions can be
associated with one or more database sessions. A transaction can be associated with more than one session only if a
session is eligible to share its transaction with other sessions. Transactions started by sessions that are not eligible to
share their transaction are called nonshareable transactions.

Managing Nonshareable Transactions

Beginning a Transaction

A nonshareable transaction is started when the program submits an SQL statement that results in access to either user
data or a dictionary, unless the session is already associated with a transaction.

Transaction Hierarchy

Just as sessions can be related in a hierarchical way, their associated transactions can also be related hierarchically. If a
session is subordinate to another session, its transaction is subordinate to the encompassing session's transaction. For
more information on session hierarchies, see Beginning and Ending an SQL Session.

When a transaction is committed or rolled back, all of its direct and indirect subordinates are also committed or rolled
back.

Ending a Transaction

If a session's transaction is not shareable, it ends when:

• A COMMIT statement is executed.
• A ROLLBACK statement is executed.
• The SQL session is terminated.

When a transaction ends, all open cursors are closed, all temporary tables are dropped, and all prepared statements are
dropped.

Committing Changes

Changes made through an SQL session are committed when an SQL COMMIT statement is executed or when a
teleprocessing statement is executed that results in the committing of database updates. If changes are not committed in
one of these ways, updates made through an SQL session are backed out, either as the result of an explicit ROLLBACK
request or automatically as the result of a teleprocessing statement or event.

NOTE
For more information on the effect of teleprocessing statements on database transactions, see Effect of
Teleprocessing Statements and Events.
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Transaction sharing impacts the committing of database changes.

NOTE
For more information on the impact that sharing database transactions has on committing changes, see Sharing
Transactions Among Sessions.

Preserving Session State after a Commit

Normally when a transaction is committed, the state of the session is reset: cursors are closed, prepared statements are
deleted and temporary tables are dropped. However, a CA IDMS extension to the SQL standard allows you to commit
updates but preserve the session state as it was prior to the commit. This extension is the CONTINUE parameter of the
COMMIT statement:

   EXEC SQL

      COMMIT CONTINUE
   END-EXEC.

The CONTINUE parameter limits the effect of a COMMIT to committing updates and downgrading or releasing update
locks held for the transaction.

Sharing Transactions Among Sessions

Sharing a Transaction

A transaction can be shared by multiple database sessions, both SQL sessions and non-SQL sessions (rununits). By
sharing a transaction, sessions will not deadlock among themselves even if they access and update the same data.

Enabling Transaction Sharing

An SQL session is eligible to share its transaction if transaction sharing is in effect when the database session is started.

Transaction sharing is in effect for a top-level session if:

• TRANSACTION_SHARING=ON is specified in the SYSIDMS file for a batch application.

NOTE
For more information on SYSIDMS parameters, see SYSIDMS Parameter Descriptions.

• IDMSCINT or CICSOPT parameter specified TXNSHR=ON for CICS applications.

NOTE
For more information on IDMSCINT and CICSOPT parameters, see Administrating IDMS System
Operations.

• Transaction sharing has been enabled for the executing DC/UCF task by means of a SYSGEN or DCMT command.
• Transaction sharing has been enabled though a call to IDMSIN01.

For subordinate sessions, transaction sharing is controlled through the TRANSACTION SHARING parameter of the SQL
invoked routine's definition unless overridden by a call to IDMSIN01 from within the routine.

• If TRANSACTION SHARING ON is specified, transaction sharing is enabled for all sessions started by the routine.
• If TRANSACTION SHARING OFF is specified, transaction sharing is disabled for all sessions started by the routine.
• If TRANSACTION SHARING DEFAULT is specified (or defaulted), the transaction sharing state that was in effect

before the routine was called applies to all sessions started by the routine.

NOTE
For more information on the TRANSACTION SHARING parameter of the CREATE PROCEDURE, CREATE
TABLE PROCEDURE or CREATE FUNCTION statements, see Statements.
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Whether transaction sharing is enabled for a remote SQL session is determined by the attribute in effect in the CA IDMS
environment in which the session-initiating statement is issued. (A remote session is one that is connected to a dictionary
residing on a central version different from where the application is executing.)

Regardless of how transaction sharing is enabled, if it is in effect at the time a database session is started, then that
database session is eligible to share its transaction with other database sessions started by the same task or user
session. The following rules determine whether two sessions will share a transaction.

• A top-level database session will share its transaction with another top-level session if they are both eligible for
transaction sharing.

• A subordinate database session that is eligible for transaction sharing will share its encompassing session's
transaction even if the encompassing session is not eligible to share its transaction.
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Application Programming Considerations

Transaction sharing affects applications in the following ways:

• An update made through a database session may impact other database sessions sharing the same transaction.
• A rollback issued within one database session affects all sessions that share the same transaction.
• A commit issued by a database session whose transaction is shared has no affect on the transaction unless all other

sharing sessions have also been committed.

Inter-session Conflicts

Database sessions that share a transaction can impact each other in ways that would not be possible without transaction
sharing since locking would prevent such interactions. For example, a record can be deleted by one database session
while it is current of another database session that is sharing the same transaction. This can result in new and possibly
unexpected error conditions. If a database session's currency is impacted by an update made through another database
session, that currency is invalidated. If a subsequent DML request, such as a FETCH from a cursor, relies on that
invalidated currency, an error is returned.

• For SQL, the application receives an SQLCODE of -4 (statement failure) and an SQLRSN of 1087 (conflicting activity
within a shared transaction).

• For navigational DML, an error status of xx03 is returned to the application.

Before enabling transaction sharing for an application, you should ensure that affected programs handle these errors
appropriately.

Effect of Rollback Requests

If multiple database sessions share a transaction and one of those sessions issues a rollback request, all changes made
within the transaction are immediately rolled out. Other sessions sharing the transaction must issue their own rollback
requests before issuing any other DML requests. Issuing another DML request instead of a rollback will result in an error:

• For SQL, the application receives an SQLCODE of -5 (transaction failure) and an SQLRSN of 1088 (transaction forced
to backout)

• For navigational DML, the run unit is terminated and an error status of xx19 is returned to the application.

Effect of Commit Requests

If multiple top level database sessions share a transaction and one of those sessions issues a commit request, no
changes are committed until:

• All top-level sharing sessions that have had activity since the last commit, rollback or start of a transaction have issued
a commit, or,

• Until a teleprocessing commit is issued.
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The term "commit" refers to any DML command that would normally result in committing changes (COMMIT RELEASE,
COMMIT CONTINUE, FINISH, and so forth).

A commit issued through a subordinate session has no impact on its transaction if it is shared since such a transaction
can only be committed through the encompassing session.

Unless a COMMIT CONTINUE request is issued (for which currency locks are retained), all currencies owned by the
issuing database session are immediately released. However, implicit exclusive locks and explicit locks acquired by the
database session remain until the transaction is committed, even if the request terminates the database session.

Effect of Teleprocessing Statements and Events

Effect of Task-level DML Statements and Events

In a batch or DC/UCF environment, task-level commit and rollback statements and task-termination events affect the
status of database transactions and SQL sessions, as the following table shows. Their effect on a subordinate SQL
session is the same as their effect on its encompassing session.

Statement Effect on Top-level SQL Sessions Effect on Top-level Database Sessions
COMMIT TASK Equivalent to issuing a COMMIT

CONTINUE on all nonsuspended SQL
sessions

Commits changes made through all
transactions except nonshareable
transactions whose session is suspended.

COMMIT TASK ALL Equivalent to issuing a COMMIT on all
nonsuspended SQL sessions.

Commits changes made through all
transactions except nonshareable
transactions whose session is suspended.

FINISH TASK Equivalent to issuing a COMMIT RELEASE
on all nonsuspended SQL sessions

Commits changes made through all
transactions except nonshareable
transactions whose session is suspended.

ROLLBACK TASK CONTINUE Equivalent to issuing a ROLLBACK on
all nonsuspended SQL sessions. All
suspended sessions whose shareable
transaction is rolled back are marked as
requiring rollback.

Rolls back changes made through
all transactions except nonshareable
transactions whose session is suspended.

ROLLBACK TASK Equivalent to issuing a ROLLBACK
RELEASE on all nonsuspended SQL
sessions. All suspended sessions whose
shareable transaction is rolled back are
marked as requiring rollback.

Rolls back changes made through
all transactions except nonshareable
transactions whose session is suspended.

Normal task termination Equivalent to issuing a ROLLBACK
RELEASE on all nonsuspended SQL
sessions. All suspended sessions whose
shareable transaction is rolled back are
marked as requiring rollback.

Rolls back changes made through all
transactions except those for which all
associated sessions are suspended.

Abnormal Task Termination
Signoff
CA ADS Application Error Termination

Equivalent to issuing a ROLLBACK
RELEASE on all SQL sessions

Rolls back updates made by all
transactions associated with the task or
user session.

A task-level commit or rollback statement has no affect on transactions whose database sessions are suspended and for
which transaction sharing is not in effect.
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CICS Syncpoint and Backout Operations

The effect of a CICS syncpoint or backout operation on an SQL session depends on the parameters used to generate the
version of the IDMSCINT interface module with which the program was link-edited and the CICSOPT parameters used to
generate its corresponding IDMSINTC interface module.

The options in effect for a program that starts an SQL session determine how that session and its transaction are
impacted by CICS syncpoint and backout operations. The parameters that impact their semantics are:

• AUTOCMT: Enabling this option makes the work done by the database session eligible to be included in a CICS
UOW (Unit of Work). If included, CICS syncpoint and backout operations affect the changes made by the session.
Whether the changes made by a session are actually included in the CICS UOW is determined by the AUTONLY
setting and whether the application issues its own commit or rollback DML requests prior to the CICS syncpoint or
backout operation.

• AUTONLY: Enabling this option in conjunction with the AUTOCMT option forces the work done by the database
session to be included in the CICS UOW. DML statements that would normally commit work (such as FINISH TASK
or COMMIT) do not cause changes to be committed even if the session itself is terminated. The session's changes
are committed only when the CICS syncpoint occurs. On the other hand, if the changes made by a session for
which AUTONLY is enabled are backed out, either as the result of a DML ROLLBACK request or because of some
environmental condition such as a deadlock, the entire CICS UOW will eventually be backed out. This ensures
consistent behavior across all resources updated by the application.
If AUTONLY is not enabled but AUTOCMT is, the work done by the database session is included in the CICS UOW
only if the application does not issue commit or rollback DML requests prior to the CICS syncpoint operation.
Enabling AUTONLY without AUTOCMT has no impact on syncpoint operations.

NOTE
If transaction sharing is enabled, AUTONLY and AUTOCMT are always enabled.

• ONCOMT: This option specifies the effect that a CICS syncpoint operation has on a database session whose work is
included in the CICS UOW. The session can optionally be treated as if a COMMIT RELEASE, COMMIT, or COMMIT
CONTINUE were issued, meaning that it can be terminated, remain active but have currencies cleared or remain
active with currencies left intact.

• ONBACK: This option specifies the effect that a CICS backout operation has on a database session whose work is
included in the CICS UOW. The session can optionally be treated as if a ROLLBACK RELEASE or a ROLLBACK were
issued, meaning that it can be terminated or remain active but have its currencies cleared.

All of these options can be specified through both IDMSCINT and CICSOPT parameters. The CICSOPT parameters can
either override their IDMSCINT counterparts or be used as a default.

NOTE
For more information on these parameters, see Administrating IDMS System Operations.

A CICS syncpoint operation occurs when a CICS SYNCPOINT statement is executed by the application and when the
CICS task terminates normally. A CICS backout operation occurs when a CICS BACKOUT statement is executed by the
application and when the CICS task terminates abnormally.

The following table summarizes the impact of CICS syncpoint and backout operations and task-termination events on
SQL sessions and their transactions.

Operation or Event Effect
SYNCPOINT Operation If AUTOCMT is not in effect for a session, the SYNCPOINT

operation has no impact on the session and its transaction.
If AUTOCMT is in effect for a session, the uncommitted changes
made by the session are committed. The impact on the session is
determined by the session's ONCOMT option.
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BACKOUT Operation If AUTOCMT is not in effect for a session, the BACKOUT
operation has no impact on the session and its transaction.
If AUTOCMT is in effect for a session, the uncommitted changes
made by the session are backed out. The impact on the session is
determined by the session's ONBACK option.

Normal CICS Task Termination All nonsuspended SQL sessions are treated as if a ROLLBACK
RELEASE were issued (although their changes may have
been committed by the preceding syncpoint operation). Their
uncommitted changes are backed out.

Abnormal CICS Task Termination All SQL sessions are treated as if a ROLLBACK RELEASE were
issued. Their uncommitted changes are backed out.

Effect of Task-level DML Statements in CICS

In a CICS environment, task-level commit and rollback statements have the same effect on sessions as in a DC/UCF
environment. However, a task-level commit request (COMMIT TASK, COMMIT TASK ALL, or FINISH task) does not
commit the work done by sessions whose AUTONLY and AUTOCMT options are enabled.

Just as in a DC/UCF environment, a task-level rollback request (ROLLBACK TASK or ROLLBACK TASK CONTINUE)
affects all transactions except nonshareable transactions whose session is suspended.

Concurrency Control and Isolation Levels

Concurrency Control

CA IDMS manages concurrent access to the same set of data with a system of locks. The degree of concurrent access
allowed by a database transaction is determined by the isolation level of the transaction and the ready mode of the areas
it accesses.

Locks

CA IDMS provides two types of lock:

• A retrieval lock prevents updates but allows retrieval of data by another database transaction
• An update lock prevents both updates and retrieval of data by another database transaction

Isolation Levels and Locking

CA IDMS supports two isolation levels. The following descriptions explain how the system performs locking under each
isolation level assume the least restrictive ready mode for areas accessed by the database transaction:

• Cursor stability -- Under cursor stability, the DBMS places a retrieval lock on the row on which an updateable cursor
is positioned until the cursor position changes. It places a retrieval lock on the row accessed by a SELECT statement
that accesses only one row (a single-row select) until the SQL transaction accesses another row from the same table.
It releases update locks when the transaction either terminates or issues a COMMIT CONTINUE.

• Transient read -- Under transient read, the DBMS:
– Places no locks on rows accessed by the transaction
– Allows the transaction to retrieve locked rows
– Prevents the transaction from performing updates

Concurrency Under Cursor Stability

Cursor stability provides the greatest possible concurrency while guaranteeing the integrity of data read by the
transaction. Under cursor stability:
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• The row on which an updateable cursor is positioned cannot be updated by another database transaction before the
cursor position changes.

• A single row retrieved by a SELECT statement cannot be updated by another database transaction until the original
transaction accesses another row of the table.

Cursor stability does not prevent other database sessions that are sharing the same transaction from updating a session's
current cursor position or its most-recently retrieved row of a single row select.

Cursor stability is the CA IDMS default. It is appropriate for high-volume transaction environments.

Concurrency Under Transient Read

Transient read provides no protection from the effects of concurrent database transactions. It allows a database
transaction to read data that has not been committed and allows concurrent database transactions to update the data.

Transient read is appropriate when the transaction is retrieval only and does not require the data to be consistent and
entirely accurate.

Specifying the Isolation Level

You can specify the default isolation level with the DEFAULT ISOLATION parameter of the CREATE ACCESS MODULE
statement.

NOTE
For more information on how to create the access module, see Creating the Access Module.

A program can override the default isolation level for the access module by issuing a SET TRANSACTION statement. The
specification on this statement remains in effect until the end of the transaction.

NOTE
For more information on the SET TRANSACTION statement, see SET TRANSACTION.

Area Ready Mode

You can control concurrent access at the area level using the READY parameter of the CREATE ACCESS MODULE
statement. This parameter allows you to specify what type of retrieval or update lock the DBMS sets on an area that the
program accesses. The type of lock, in combination with the PRECLAIM or INCREMENTAL option, determines how long
the DBMS holds the lock for the transaction.

NOTE
For more information on the READY parameter of the CREATE ACCESS MODULE statement, see CREATE
ACCESS MODULE.

Repeatability

If you specify a ready mode of protected retrieval or protected update, the DBMS will prevent concurrent update access in
the specified areas for the duration of a database transaction. This gives the transaction running under cursor stability the
ability to repeat a read of the specified area or areas without changes to the data by other transactions.

NOTE
For more information on the lock management system, see  Administrating CA IDMS Database.

SQL Status Checking and Error Handling

When CA IDMS executes an SQL statement, it returns information on the status of statement execution to a data structure
called the SQLCA. Your program should contain logic to handle exceptional conditions resulting from statement execution.
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This logic takes the form of checking SQLCA information. An alternative to checking the SQLCA is the use of the GET
DIAGNOSTICS statement that provides for enhanced diagnostic information.

This article includes the following topics:

SQLCA

The SQL Communication Area (SQLCA) is a data structure to which the DBMS returns information on the execution of an
SQL statement.

SQLSTATE

SQLSTATE is a five-character string in which CA IDMS returns the status of the last SQL statement executed. It is
divided into a two-character class and a three-character subclass. Standard values are associated with each class and
subclass, which minimizes the need for vendors to define their own values and makes applications more portable from
one environment to another.

The following list displays the SQLSTATE values that CA IDMS can return. It is divided into sections based on the class
(the first 2 characters of the SQLSTATE value). Each subclass (the last 3 characters of the SQLSTATE value) is listed
under its associated class.

• SQL standard values -- Class and subclass values beginning with the characters A-H and 0-4 are established by the
SQL standards organizations.

• CA IDMS-defined values -- Class and subclass values beginning with the characters I-Z and 5-9 are vendor-defined.
In this case, they are specific to CA IDMS. (Any subclass value associated with a vendor-defined class is also defined
by that vendor.)

SQLSTATE Values
      00 Successful completion
         000  No
 subclass
      01 Warning
         000  No subclass
         004  String data, right truncation
         00C  SQL-invoked procedure returned result sets
         00D  Additional result sets returned
         00E  Attempt to return too many result sets
         010  Column cannot be mapped
         600  Inconsistent or invalid option
         602  Entity or association already exists
         605  Entity not defined in Catalog
         606  Invalid option for physical DDL
         607  Invalid option for DMCL
         608  Connecting to a dictionary which is missing either or
              or both of DDLCAT/DDLDML areas
         610  Database is inconsistent with request
         611  SQL routine parse error
         612  ADS compilation for an SQL routine failed
         613  Drop of SQL routine completed with warnings
         638  Warning returned from table
 procedure
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      02 No data
         000  No
 subclass
      07 Dynamic SQL error
         000 No subclass
         001 USING clause does not match dynamic parameter specification
         002 USING clause does not match target specification
         003 Cursor specification cannot be executed
         004 USING clause required for dynamic
 parameters
      08 Connection exception
         000  No subclass
         004  SQL-server rejected establishment of SQL-connection
         006  Connection
 failure
      0M Invalid SQL-invoked procedure reference
         000  No
 subclass
      0N SQL/XML Mapping Error
         000  No subclass
         001  Unmappable XML name
         002  Invalid XML
 character
      21 Cardinality violation
         000  No
 subclass
      22 Data Exception
         000  No subclass
         001  String data, right truncation
         002  Null value, no indicator parameter
         003  Numeric value out of range
         005  Error in assignment
         007  Invalid datetime format
         008  Datetime field overflow
         00J  Nonidentical notations with the same name
         00K  Nonidentical unparsed entities with the same name
         00L  Not an XML document
         00M  Invalid XML document
         00N  Invalid XML content
         00R  XML value overflow
         00S  Invalid comment
         00T  Invalid processing instruction
         011  Substring error
         012  Division by zero
         019  Invalid escape
 character
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      23 Constraint violation
         000  No subclass
         501  Duplicate key violation

      24 Invalid cursor state
         000  No
 subclass
      25 Invalid transaction state
         000  No subclass
         006  Read-only SQL-
transaction
      26 Invalid SQL statement name
         000  No
 subclass
      28 Invalid authorization specification
         000  No subclass
         602  Entity or association already defined
         605  Entity or association not previously defined
         607  Authorization ids not
 specified
      2C Invalid character set name
         000  No
 subclass
      34 Invalid cursor name
         000  No
 subclass
      37 Syntax error or access rule violation
         000  No
 subclass
      38 External routine exception
         000  No subclass
         999  ADS dialog failed or dialog does not
 exist
      39 External routine invocation exception
         000  No
 subclass
      3F Invalid schema name
         000  No
 subclass
      40 Transaction rollback
         000  No subclass
         001  Serialization
 failure
      42 Syntax error or access rule violation
         000  No subclass
         500  Table not found
         501  Column not found
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         502  Entity already defined
         503  Authorization failure
         504  Cursor not declared or previously declared
         505  Entity not found
         506  Invalid identifier
         507  Keyword used as identifier
         600  Invalid statement
         601  Statement not valid in this context
         603  Statement not valid for this schema
         604  Invalid data type
         606  Invalid statement option
         607  Missing statement option
         609  Invalid constraint definition
         610  Invalid number of
 columns
      50 CA-defined errors
         000  No subclass
         002  Limit exceeded
         003  Space exceeded
         00B  Internal error
         00I  Schema mismatch
         00J  Invalid entity definition
         00K  Uncategorized error
         00L  Invalid calling
 parameters
      60 &U$IDMS. specific errors
         000  No subclass
         001  Problem with load module or synchronization stamps
         002  Database error
         003  Rollback failed
         004  Failure while opening or describing a received cursor
         005  Unexpected error from GET/PUT
 SCRATCH
      64 &U$IDMS. Physical DDL error
         000  No
 subclass
      6U &U$IDMS. Utility error
         000  No subclass

SQLCODE

For status checking, another important field in the SQLCA structure is SQLCODE. The following table shows the values
that the DBMS may return to this field.

Value Meaning
< 0 The SQL statement returned an error (see the following error

values)
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0 The SQL statement was executed successfully
1 The SQL statement was executed successfully with a warning
100 There are no more rows associated with the current query, or no

rows satisfied the search criteria in a searched update or delete
Note: The SQL standard only defines meaning to the values of 0
and 100. Negative SQLCODE values signify an error; however,
specific values are not standardized as with SQLSTATE.

SQLCODE Error Values

The following table associates SQLCODE error values with one of the three kinds of SQL statement failure and suggests
the appropriate error-handling strategy for each category of error:

Value Level of failure Meaning
-7 Task An internal error caused a task abend,

leading to rollback and termination of the
SQL transaction and termination of the SQL
session

-6 SQL session An error caused an SQL session failure,
leading to rollback, termination of the SQL
transaction and termination of the SQL
session.
A program intending to retry the SQL
statements should first terminate the SQL
session with one of these statements:
ROLLBACK RELEASE
RELEASE
The equivalent TP monitor command

-5 SQL transaction An error has caused an SQL transaction
failure, leading to rollback and termination
of the SQL transaction.
A program intending to retry the SQL
statements should first terminate the
transaction with one of these statements:
ROLLBACK
ROLLBACK RELEASE
RELEASE
The equivalent TP monitor command

-4 SQL statement An error has caused failure of the SQL
statement to execute; the effect of the
statement, if any, on the database has been
rolled out.
Unless the reason for the error is one that
the program can handle, the program
should terminate the session or transaction.

SQLCERC

If an error is returned, the DBMS also returns a value in the SQLCERC field of the SQLCA. The value in this field is the
SQL error code.
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In certain cases, you can use this information to recover from error conditions. For example, if 1038 is returned to
SQLCERC, a deadlock has occurred. The application program can handle the deadlock by first terminating the database
transaction and then resuming processing after the last commit or start of transaction.

SQLCERC values correspond to the last four digits of the CA IDMS/DB runtime messages. To determine the meaning of a
particular SQLCERC value, refer to the text and description of the equivalent DB message.

NOTE
For more information about DB messages, either see "Messages," or issue a DCMT DISPLAY MESSAGE
DBnnnnnn statement, as described in the "IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands" section of the IDMS
Reference documentation.

Other SQLCA Fields

For error checking and reporting, these are other useful SQLCA fields:

Field Description of contents
SQLCLNO Source file line number from which the SQL statement was

obtained
SQLCSER Offset into the SQL statement buffer where a syntax error was

recognized
SQLCNRP Number of rows processed by the SQL statement
SQLCERM Text of the error message
SQLCERL Length of error message text
SQLCNRRS Actual number of results sets that an SQL invoked procedure

returns

How SQLCA Is Initialized

The DBMS initializes SQLCA values on every SQL statement execution. If the program accesses the SQLCA after issuing
an SQL statement, all SQLCA values refer to that statement.

SQLPIB Fields

When you display or log error information, you may wish to include information in fields of the SQL Program Information
Block (SQLPIB):

Field Description of contents
SQLDTS Date and time the program was compiled
SQLPGM Name of the RCM that is the source of the SQL statement

Displaying SQL Communication Area Fields

SQLCA Structure

The technique used by the program to access and display SQLCA information may depend on the SQLCA structure and
the rules governing use of the host program language.

For example, in the COBOL SQLCA structure, SQLCODE is defined as PIC S9(9) USAGE COMPUTATIONAL. To display
any possible SQLCODE value, including a negative value, you should first move the SQLCODE value to a work field
defined as PIC -9(4).
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NOTE
For more information on the SQLCA structure, see Requirements and Options for Host Languages.

Displaying an SQL Message

To display an SQL error message, you use the IDMSIN01 entry point to the IDMS module to call a function that formats
error message data using information in the SQLERM and SQLCERL fields.

NOTE
For more information on the requirements for calling IDMSIN01 to display SQL messages, see the "Callable
Services Reference" in the IDMS Reference documentation.

Error Handling

Using WHENEVER SQLERROR

If the program handles most or all errors by branching to one routine, consider using the WHENEVER precompiler
directive statement that specifies the SQLERROR condition. The precompiler adds the logic requested by a WHENEVER
statement immediately after every SQL statement that follows the WHENEVER statement.

In this example, if an SQL statement that follows the WHENEVER statement returns an error, processing branches to the
routine labeled ERROR-EXIT:

EXEC SQL
   WHENEVER SQLERROR GOTO :ERROR-EXIT
END-EXEC.

Overriding WHENEVER

Once the program issues a WHENEVER SQLERROR statement, it can override the statement only with:

• Another WHENEVER SQLERROR statement that specifies different branching logic
• A WHENEVER SQLERROR CONTINUE statement, which directs the precompiler not to add logic after subsequent

SQL statements

NOTE
For more information on the WHENEVER statement, refer to the IDMS Reference documentation.

Checking Specific Errors

When To Do It

In certain situations the program should check for specific errors before directing processing to a generalized error routine.

This section discusses when to code specific error-checking logic in Section4, Data Manipulation with SQL, and other
sections that present SQL programming techniques.

How to Do It

You write a conditional program statement to check for a specific SQL error following the SQL statement. The conditional
statement must also account for all other errors if the test for the specific error fails:

EXEC SQL
  INSERT
    INTO DIVISION
    VALUES (:DIVISION-CODE,
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            :DIVISION-NAME,
            :DIV-HEAD-ID)
END-
EXEC.
IF SQLSTATE = '23501' PERFORM EXISTING-DIVISION
ELSE IF SQLCODE < 0 GOTO ERROR-ROUTINE.

Using WHENEVER SQLERROR

To perform specific error checking after the program has issued a WHENEVER SQLERROR statement, you can:

• Override the previous WHENEVER statement before issuing the SQL statement:

EXEC SQL
  WHENEVER SQLERROR CONTINUE
END-EXEC.

EXEC SQL
  INSERT
 .
 .
 .
END-EXEC.

IF SQLSTATE = '23501' PERFORM EXISTING-DIVISION
ELSE IF SQLCODE < 0 GOTO ERROR-ROUTINE.

EXEC SQL
  WHENEVER SQLERROR GOTO ERROR-ROUTINE
END-EXEC.

• Place the specific error-handling logic in the generalized routine:

ERROR-ROUTINE.

IF SQLSTATE = '23501' PERFORM EXISTING-DIVISION.
 .
 .
 .

Using GET DIAGNOSTICS

The use of GET DIAGNOSTICS instead or in addition to checking SQLCA offers the following advantages:

• Better portability because of the SQL standards compliance
• Availability of more diagnostic information
• Independent of host language
• Built-in formatting of all diagnostic information

NOTE
For more information on GET DIAGNOSTICS, see the IDMS Reference documentation.
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Data Manipulation with SQL
When SQL is used in a host language program, you will need to perform data manipulation. There are several ways that
the program can take advantage of SQL DML in CA IDMS.

SQL DML Statements

Use the following SQL statements in data manipulation operations:

• SELECT -- To retrieve data
• INSERT -- To add data
• UPDATE -- To modify data
• DELETE -- To delete data
• CALL -- To invoke an SQL invoked procedure or table procedure.

SQL data manipulation statements provide the following capabilities:

• One statement can manipulate data in many rows
• One statement can perform both computation and data manipulation
• One statement can retrieve data from many tables

Consequently, you have several options for performing each type of data manipulation.

Retrieving Data

Using SELECT

In a program, you use the SELECT statement in one of these ways to retrieve data from the database:

• With an INTO clause that specifies host variable, local variables, or routine parameters names, to retrieve a single
row into working storage

• With a BULK clause that specifies the name of a host variable array, to retrieve multiple rows into working storage
• In a DECLARE CURSOR statement to define a cursor that you can use to retrieve multiple rows and then fetch each

row one at a time into working storage
• In an INSERT statement to select from one or more other tables the data to be inserted

When embedding a SELECT statement, specify each column even if you mean to select all columns. Using SELECT * to
select all columns can cause a program error if, for example, a column is added to the table.

Single-row SELECT Statement

If the result of a SELECT statement will be one and only one row, you can issue a SELECT statement with an INTO
clause.

A result table will contain only one row when:

• The WHERE clause specifies a primary key value as the search condition:

EXEC SQL

  SELECT EMP_ID,

         EMP_LNAME,

         DEPT_ID
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    INTO :EMP-ID,

         :EMP-LNAME,

         :DEPT-ID

    FROM EMPLOYEE

    WHERE EMP_ID = :EMP-ID

END-EXEC.

• All column values result from aggregate functions and no GROUP BY clause has been specified:

EXEC SQL

   SELECT COUNT(P.EMP_ID) INTO :TOT-EMPLOYEES,

          SUM(B.SALARY_AMOUNT) INTO :TOT-SALARIES,

          (SUM(B.VAC_ACCRUED) - SUM(B.VAC_TAKEN))

             INTO :UNUSED-VAC

      FROM POSITION P, BENEFITS B

      WHERE P.EMP_ID = B.EMP_ID

            AND P.SALARY_AMOUNT IS NOT NULL

            AND P.FINISH_DATE IS NULL

END-EXEC.

Checking Single-row Select Status

If the number of rows returned by a SELECT statement with an INTO clause is greater than 1, the DBMS returns
a cardinality violation error. No data is moved to the host variables named in the INTO clause.

If no row is found that matches the selection criteria, the DBMS returns a no rows found warning and moves 100 to
SQLCODE.

Updating the Single Row

Under cursor stability if the program performs single-row select that specifies the primary key in the search condition, the
DBMS locks the base row from which the resulting row is derived. This prevents any update by a concurrent database
transaction. The lock is maintained until one of these events occurs:
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• The database transaction ends
• The database session is suspended
• The database transaction accesses a different row from the same table

Until one of these events occurs, the SQL transaction can update the row without a need to check whether a concurrent
transaction has modified the row.

NOTE
For more information on updating rows, see Modifying Data.

Multiple-row SELECT

If the result table of a SELECT statement potentially has multiple rows, the program must declare a cursor or perform bulk
processing to process retrieved data.

Adding Data

Using INSERT

In a program, you use an INSERT statement to add data to the database in one of the following ways:

• INSERT with a VALUES clause to add a single row to a table by listing the column values in the statement
• INSERT with a SELECT statement to add one or more rows using existing data
• INSERT with a BULK clause to add multiple rows to a table from a host variable array

Single-row INSERT

To add a single row to a table, issue an INSERT statement with a VALUES clause that specifies a value for each column
in the column list:

EXEC SQL
  INSERT INTO DIVISION
              (DIV_CODE, DIV_NAME)        ◄─── Column list
     VALUES (:DIV-CODE, :DIV-NAME)
END-EXEC.

Multiple-row INSERT with SELECT

One way to add multiple rows to a table is to insert the result table of a SELECT statement.

In this example, a result table of data from the EMPLOYEE table is inserted into a table named TEMP_MGR:

EXEC SQL

  INSERT INTO TEMP_MGR
  SELECT DISTINCT E.MANAGER_ID,
         M.EMP_FNAME,
         M.EMP_LNAME
    FROM EMPLOYEE E, EMPLOYEE M
    WHERE E.MANAGER_ID = M.EMP_ID
END-EXEC.
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Guidelines for INSERT

Apply these guidelines when formulating an INSERT statement:

• An INSERT statement must supply a value for each column in the column list, even if the value is null
• The order of column values must match the order of the column list
• An INSERT statement must supply values for all columns of the named table if the column list is omitted:

EXEC SQL

  INSERT INTO DIVISION

     VALUES ('D06', 'ADVANCED RESEARCH', NULL)

            -- Division head id is null --

END-EXEC.

When embedding an INSERT statement with a VALUES clause, you should include a column list even if you mean
to insert values into all columns. Using a VALUES clause but omitting a column list can cause a program error if, for
example, a column has been added to the table.

• A column list must include any table columns that are defined as not null and as not having a default value
If an INSERT statement omits a table column from the column list, the DBMS:
– Stores the default value for the column, if one has been defined
– Stores a null value if the column allows nulls
– Returns a data exception error if no default value has been defined and nulls are not allowed

Checking INSERT Status

Since the DBMS enforces integrity constraints, the program can test SQLCERC for a constraint violation:

• 1023 -- Check constraint
• 1058 -- Unique constraint
• 1060 -- Referential constraint
• 1002 -- Null constraint
• 1031 -- Page group violation

NOTE
Referential constraints defined as linked clustered are not permitted to not cross page group boundaries.

Here is an example for a specific test for a check constraint violation:

IF SQLCERC = 1023 PERFORM INVALID-DATA

ELSE IF SQLCODE < 0 GOTO ERROR-ROUTINE.

If an INSERT statement that uses a SELECT statement executes successfully but adds no rows, the DBMS returns 100 to
SQLCODE and 0 to SQLCNRP.

Inserting Multiple Rows

You can add a set of rows to a table using one INSERT statement with a BULK clause.
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NOTE
For more information on using bulk processing to insert, see Bulk Processing.

Modifying Data

Using UPDATE

You modify data in a table using an UPDATE statement. There are two types of UPDATE statement:

• If the WHERE clause contains a search condition, the statement modifies any row that meets the search condition --
this is a searched update

• If the UPDATE statement specifies WHERE CURRENT OF cursor-name, the statement modifies only the row on which
the cursor is positioned -- this is a positioned update

NOTE
For information on positioned updates, see Using a Cursor.

Checking UPDATE Status

As with an INSERT statement, the DBMS enforces integrity constraints when the program issues an UPDATE statement.

NOTE
For more information on checking statement execution for constraint violation, see Adding Data.

Searched Updates

A searched update statement contains:

• A SET clause that specifies a value for each column to be updated
• A WHERE clause containing the criteria for choosing the rows to be updated

Searched Updates Using Host Variables

In this example, the UPDATE statement uses a host variable (SALARY-AMOUNT) to transfer a new data value to the
database and another host variable (EMP-ID) supplies the column value that is the criterion for choosing the row to
update:

EXEC SQL

   UPDATE POSITION
      SET SALARY_AMOUNT = :SALARY-AMOUNT
      WHERE EMP_ID = :EMP-ID
END-EXEC.

The statement in the example updates only one row because the search condition is restricted by the value of a primary
key (EMP_ID).

The statement in the following example updates multiple rows if more than one employee does the job represented by the
value in JOB-ID:

EXEC SQL

   UPDATE POSITION
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      SET SALARY_AMOUNT = :SALARY-AMOUNT
      WHERE JOB_ID = :JOB-ID
END-EXEC.

Searched Updates Without Host Variables

A searched update may operate on existing column values without using host variables. This statement gives a 10
percent raise to all employees with a current salary in a specified range:

EXEC SQL

   UPDATE POSITION
      SET SALARY_AMOUNT = 1.1 * (SALARY_AMOUNT)
      WHERE SALARY_AMOUNT BETWEEN 20000 AND 40000
END-EXEC.

No Matching Rows

If no rows satisfy the selection criteria in the WHERE clause of a searched update, SQLCODE will be set to 100.

Automatic Rollback

If the attempt to update one row of a searched update fails:

• Statement execution halts
• The DBMS returns an error value to SQLCODE
• The results of the UPDATE statement are automatically rolled back

Deleting Data

Using DELETE

You erase rows from a table using a DELETE statement. As with UPDATE, there are two types of DELETE statement:

• If the WHERE clause contains a search condition, the statement deletes any row that meets the search condition --
this is a searched delete

• If the DELETE statement specifies WHERE CURRENT OF cursor-name, the statement deletes only the row on which
the cursor is positioned -- this is a positioned delete

NOTE
For more information on positioned deletes, see Using a Cursor.

Searched Deletes

The statement in this example deletes all rows from the BENEFITS table for a fiscal year that precedes the one specified
in the :FISCAL-YEAR host variable:

EXEC SQL

  DELETE FROM BENEFITS
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    WHERE FISCAL_YEAR < :FISCAL-YEAR
END-EXEC.

If no rows satisfy the selection criteria in the WHERE clause of a searched delete, SQLCODE will be set to 100.

Checking DELETE Status

The DBMS disallows an attempt to delete a row from a referenced table in a relationship if a row with a matching foreign
key exists in a referencing table.

For example, since a referential constraint has been created between the EMPLOYEE table and the POSITION table
(with column EMP_ID in POSITION referencing column EMP_ID in EMPLOYEE), you cannot delete employee 1234 from
the EMPLOYEE table if employee 1234 exists in the POSITION table.

To detect a referential constraint violation on a DELETE statement, test for SQLCERC = 1060:

IF SQLCERC = 1060 PERFORM REFERENTIAL-ERROR

ELSE IF SQLCODE < 0 GOTO ERROR-ROUTINE.

Automatic Rollback

If the attempt to delete one row of a searched delete fails:

• Statement execution halts
• The DBMS returns an error value to SQLCODE
• The results of the DELETE statement are automatically rolled back

WARNING
When you issue a DELETE, be sure that the statement includes a WHERE clause. If the WHERE clause is
omitted, CA IDMS deletes all rows from the named table.

Using Indicator Variables in Data Manipulation

Indicator Variables in SELECT or FETCH

When a column value is retrieved into a host variable that has an associated indicator variable, the DBMS assigns a value
to the indicator variable:

Indicator variable value Meaning
-1 The value assigned to the host variable was null. The actual

content of the host variable is unpredictable.
0 The host variable contains a non-null value that has not been

truncated.
1 or greater The host variable contains a truncated value. The value in the

indicator variable is the length in bytes of the original untruncated
value.

Retrieving a Null Value

Since a null value is not valid in the program language, the program must test for -1 in the indicator variable and direct
processing to handle null value retrieval as needed if the test is true.
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Null Retrieval Example

In the following example, the program initializes two numeric host variables to zero:

MOVE ZERO TO VAC-TAKEN.
MOVE ZERO TO SICK-TAKEN.

If the next statement now retrieves null values from the VAC_TAKEN and SICK_TAKEN columns, the value of VAC-
TAKEN and SICK-TAKEN are still zero because the actual content of the host variables is unchanged when nulls are
retrieved:

EXEC SQL
   SELECT VAC_TAKEN,
          SICK_TAKEN
     INTO :VAC-TAKEN INDICATOR :VAC-TAKEN-I,
          :SICK-TAKEN INDICATOR :SICK-TAKEN-I
     FROM BENEFITS
     WHERE EMP_ID = :EMP-ID
END-EXEC.

Indicator Variables in Inserts and Updates

When the program issues a statement to store a value contained in a host variable, the statement optionally can name the
associated indicator variable.

If the statement names the indicator and the indicator variable value is 0, the DBMS stores the actual content of the
host variable. If the indicator variable value is -1, the DBMS stores a null value instead of the actual content of the host
variable.

Update Examples With Indicator Variables

In the next example, the program assigns 0 to the indicator variable after changing the value of the host variable VAC-
TAKEN. CA IDMS stores the actual content of VAC-TAKEN on the subsequent update:

ADD INPUT-VAC-TAKEN TO VAC-TAKEN.

MOVE ZERO TO VAC-TAKEN-I.
 .
 .
 .
EXEC SQL
   UPDATE BENEFITS
     SET VAC_TAKEN = :VAC-TAKEN INDICATOR :VAC-TAKEN-I
     WHERE EMP_ID = :EMP-ID
END-EXEC.

By omitting reference to the indicator variable in the UPDATE statement, the program can achieve the same result of
storing the actual content of the host variable:
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ADD INPUT-VAC-TAKEN TO VAC-TAKEN.

 .
 .
 .
EXEC SQL
   UPDATE BENEFITS
     SET VAC_TAKEN = :VAC-TAKEN
     WHERE EMP_ID = :EMP-ID
END-EXEC.

Similarly, the program can store a null value without naming the indicator variable:

EXEC SQL

   UPDATE BENEFITS
     SET VAC_TAKEN = NULL
     WHERE EMP_ID = :EMP-ID
END-EXEC.

Using a Cursor

In application programming, a cursor is an SQL construct that the program uses to process data in a result table. The
cursor declaration defines the result table. Once the program declares the cursor, the program can open the cursor and
sequentially fetch one row at a time from the result table.

Declaring a Cursor

How You Declare a Cursor

You define a cursor by issuing a DECLARE CURSOR statement. The DECLARE CURSOR statement contains a SELECT
statement:

EXEC SQL

   DECLARE EMP_SUM CURSOR FOR
     SELECT EMP_ID,
            MANAGER_ID,
            EMP_FNAME,
            EMP_LNAME,
            DEPT_ID
         FROM EMPLOYEE
         ORDER BY DEPT_ID
END-EXEC.
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Updateable Cursors

If the program updates the current cursor row, the cursor declaration must contain the FOR UPDATE OF clause,
specifying the result table columns that may be updated. In the definition of an updateable cursor:

• Only one table is named in the FROM clause of the SELECT statement
• The named table must be a base table, an updateable view or a table procedure
• The outer select may not contain a UNION, ORDER BY, or GROUP BY clause

NOTE
For more information on all criteria that an updateable cursor must meet, see DECLARE CURSOR.

Updateable Cursor Declaration Example

In this example, the EMP_SUM cursor is declared to allow the program to update the MANAGER_ID and DEPT_ID
columns:

EXEC SQL

   DECLARE EMP_SUM CURSOR FOR
     SELECT EMP_ID,
            MANAGER_ID,
            EMP_FNAME,
            EMP_LNAME,
            DEPT_ID
        FROM EMPLOYEE
        FOR UPDATE OF MANAGER_ID,
                      DEPT_ID
END-EXEC.

Fetching a Row

Opening the Cursor

Before the program can fetch cursor rows, it must open the cursor with an OPEN statement:

EXEC SQL

  OPEN EMP_SUM
END-EXEC.

How You Fetch a Row

The program fetches a row with a FETCH statement that names the cursor and includes an INTO clause that specifies the
host variables to receive the fetched row:

EXEC SQL
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  FETCH EMP_SUM
    INTO :EMP-ID,
         :MANAGER-ID :MANAGER-ID-I,
         :EMP-FNAME,
         :EMP-LNAME,
         :DEPT-ID
END-EXEC.

Cursor Position

Cursor position refers to a current position relative to a row of the cursor. When a FETCH statement is executed, the
values assigned to the host variables are retrieved from the row that follows the cursor position.

When the program opens the cursor, cursor position is before the first row of the result table. When a row is fetched, the
cursor position moves to that row and the column values for that row are moved into the host variables.

If another FETCH statement is executed while the cursor remains open, cursor position moves to the next row.

When There Are No More Rows

Cursor position advances row by row with each FETCH. If there is no row following the cursor position and a FETCH
statement is executed, the DBMS returns 100 to SQLCODE. When this condition occurs, the program should end iterative
logic for fetching cursor rows.

Testing for No More Cursor Rows

To test for no more cursor rows, test for SQLCODE = 100. If the test result is true, set a variable to indicate this condition,
as shown in the use of END-FETCH in the following example.

Referencing a variable such as END-FETCH in subsequent program logic is recommended because the program controls
the variable value, whereas the DBMS controls the value of SQLCODE.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

      77   END-FETCH    PIC X VALUE 'N'.
  .
  .
  .
 PROCEDURE DIVISION.
  .
  .
  .
     ***** Perform paragraph until no more cursor rows to process
      PERFORM FETCH-CURSOR UNTIL END-FETCH = Y.
  .
  .
  .
 FETCH-CURSOR.

      EXEC SQL
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        FETCH EMP_SUM INTO
          EMP-ID,
          MANAGER-ID MANAGER-ID-I,
          EMP-FNAME,
          EMP-LNAME,
          DEPT-ID
      END-EXEC.

     ***** Test for no more cursor rows
      IF SQLCODE = 100 MOVE 'Y' TO END-FETCH.
  .
  .
  .

Closing a Cursor

The program can close a cursor with the CLOSE statement:

EXEC SQL

  CLOSE EMP_SUM
END-EXEC.

Automatic Closing of a Cursor

The COMMIT and ROLLBACK statements automatically close all open cursors used by the application program.

Invalid Cursor State

The DBMS returns an invalid cursor state condition and ignores the statement if the program issues:

• An OPEN statement for a cursor that is open
• A CLOSE statement for a cursor that is closed
• A FETCH statement for a cursor that is closed
• A FETCH statement when the cursor position is after the last row (which means that the DBMS already returned 100 to

SQLCODE)

Summary of Cursor Management

This diagram summarizes how the program uses a cursor:

┌────────────┐
│            │
│  Declare   │
│  cursor    │
│            │
└──────┬─────┘
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       │
       │
       │
┌──────▼─────┐
│            │
│  Open      │
│  cursor    │
│            │
└──────┬─────┘
       │
       ◄──────────┐
       │          │ Iterative
┌──────▼─────┐    │ logic
│            │    │
│  Advance   ├────┘
│  cursor    │
│            │
└──────┬─────┘
       │
       │
       │
┌──────▼─────┐
│            │
│  Close     │
│  cursor    │
│            │
└────────────┘

Executing a Positioned Update or Delete

A positioned update modifies one or more column values of the current row of an updateable cursor. The statement takes
this form:

EXEC SQL

UPDATE table-name
  SET column-name = value-specification
  ...
  WHERE CURRENT OF cursor-name
END-EXEC.

Requirements for a Positioned Update

To execute a positioned update, the program must declare a cursor that:
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• Is updateable
• Contains a FOR UPDATE OF clause

Advantage of an Updateable Cursor

When the database transaction running under cursor stability fetches a row from an updateable cursor, the DBMS places
a lock on the row and maintains it until one of these events occurs:

• The program fetches the next cursor row
• The cursor is closed
• The database transaction ends

In this way, CA IDMS guarantees the base row is not modified or deleted by another transaction while it is the current
cursor row.

The DBMS maintains the lock on the current row of an updateable cursor during a suspended SQL session. This feature
is designed for pseudoconversational programming.

NOTE
For more information on pseudoconversational programming with embedded SQL, see Pseudoconversational
Programming.

Checking Positioned Update Status

If the program attempts to execute a positioned update when the referenced cursor is not updateable or does not contain
a FOR UPDATE OF clause, the DBMS returns an invalid cursor state error.

NOTE
For more information on checking the status of UPDATE statements in general, see Data Manipulation with
SQL.

Positioned Update Example

In the following example, the program declares a cursor to retrieve current data for vacation and sick days taken by
employees. The program adds input values to the values retrieved for the employee in the current cursor row. Then the
program issues a positioned update.

 EXEC SQL

   DECLARE VAC_SICK_CURSOR CURSOR FOR
      SELECT EMP_ID,
             VAC_TAKEN,
             SICK_TAKEN
        FROM BENEFITS
        FOR UPDATE OF VAC_TAKEN,
                      SICK_TAKEN
 END-EXEC.
  .
  .
  .
 EXEC SQL
   OPEN VAC_SICK_CURSOR
 END-EXEC.
  .
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  .
  .
 EXEC SQL
   FETCH VAC_SICK_CURSOR INTO
     :EMP-ID,
     :VAC-TAKEN INDICATOR VAC-TAKEN-I,
     :SICK-TAKEN INDICATOR SICK-TAKEN-I
 END-EXEC.
  .
  .
  .
 ADD INPUT-VAC-TAKEN TO VAC-TAKEN
 ADD INPUT-SICK-TAKEN TO SICK-TAKEN
  .
  .
  .
 EXEC SQL
   UPDATE BENEFITS
     SET VAC_TAKEN = :VAC-TAKEN,
         SICK_TAKEN = :SICK-TAKEN
     WHERE CURRENT OF VAC-SICK-CURSOR
 END-EXEC.
  .
  .
  .
 EXEC SQL
    CLOSE VAC_SICK_CURSOR
 END-EXEC.

Positioned Deletes

You can delete the current row of an updateable cursor simply by naming the table and the cursor in the DELETE
statement:

DELETE FROM table-name WHERE CURRENT OF cursor-name

A cursor must be updateable to perform a positioned delete, but the FOR UPDATE OF clause is not required in the cursor
declaration.

Checking Positioned Delete Status

If the program attempts to execute a positioned delete when the referenced cursor is not updateable, the DBMS returns
an invalid cursor state error.

NOTE
For more information on checking the status of DELETE statements in general, see Data Manipulation with SQL.
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Positioned Delete Example

In this example, the program declares an updateable cursor. After fetching a row, the program conditionally executes a
positioned delete.

 EXEC SQL

   DECLARE DEL_POSITION CURSOR FOR
      SELECT EMP_ID,
             JOB_ID
        FROM POSITION
 END-EXEC.
  .
  .
  .
 EXEC SQL
   OPEN DEL_POSITION
 END-EXEC.
  .
  .
  .
   EXEC SQL
     FETCH DEL_POSITION INTO
       :EMP-ID,
       :JOB-ID
   END-EXEC.
  .
  .
  .
 IF INPUT-ACTION = 'D&rq.
 EXEC SQL
   DELETE FROM POSITION
     WHERE CURRENT OF DEL_POSITION
 END-EXEC.
  .
  .
  .
 EXEC SQL
    CLOSE DEL_POSITION
 END-EXEC.

Bulk Processing

A CA IDMS extension of the SQL standard allows you to transfer multiple rows of data between the database and the
program using a single SELECT, FETCH, or INSERT statement with a BULK clause.

To issue a bulk select, fetch, or insert, the program must declare a host variable array.
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NOTE
For more information on declaring a host variable array in CA ADS, COBOL and PL/I see Requirements and
Options for Host Languages.

Executing a Bulk Fetch

A bulk fetch is a FETCH statement that retrieves multiple rows from a cursor into a host variable array.

To execute a bulk fetch:

1. Declare a host variable array
2. Open the cursor
3. Issue a FETCH statement with the BULK clause

NOTE
For more information on the FETCH statement, see FETCH.

Cursor Position

The first execution of a FETCH BULK statement retrieves the first set of rows from the cursor result table. After statement
execution, cursor position is on the last row fetched. If the FETCH BULK statement is executed again before the cursor
is closed, the next set of rows retrieved begins with the row following the cursor position. Fetching proceeds sequentially
through the cursor result table until no more rows are found.

How Many Rows Are Fetched?

If you do not specify a ROWS parameter in the BULK clause, the FETCH statement retrieves as many rows as will fit
between the starting row of the array and the end of the array.

If you specify a ROWS parameter in the BULK clause, the FETCH statement retrieves a number of rows equal to the
value in the ROWS. This value must be less than or equal to the number of rows between the starting row of the array and
the end of the array.

Maximum Rows Example

In this example, the program assigns a ROWS value that corresponds to the number of rows that can be displayed on a
given display terminal:

 EXEC SQL  BEGIN DECLARE SECTION  END-EXEC.

 01 BULK-DIVISION.
    02 BULK-DIV OCCURS 100 TIMES.
       03 DEPT-ID         PIC   9(4).
       03 DEPT-NAME       PIC   X(40).
 01 DIV-CODE              PIC   X(3).
 01 WS-SCREEN-LENGTH      PIC   S9(4) COMP.
  .
  .
  .
 EXEC SQL
   DECLARE DIV_DEPT CURSOR FOR
     SELECT DEPT_ID, DEPT_NAME
       FROM DEPARTMENT
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       WHERE DIV_CODE = :DIV-CODE
 END-EXEC.
 ACCEPT SCREENSIZE INTO WS-SCREEN-LENGTH.
 SUBTRACT 4 FROM WS-SCREEN-LENGTH.
 IF WS-SCREEN-LENGTH > 100 MOVE 100 TO
 WS-SCREEN LENGTH.
  .
  .
  .
 MOVE INPUT-DIV-CODE TO DIV-CODE.

 EXEC SQL
 OPEN DIV_DEPT
 END-EXEC.

 FETCH-PARAGRAPH.

 EXEC SQL
   FETCH DIV_DEPT
     BULK :BULK-DIVISION ROWS :WS-SCREEN-LENGTH
 END-EXEC.

 IF SQLCODE=100 MOVE 'Y' TO END-FETCH.
  .
  .
  .
 (Iterate paragraph until no more rows)

Specifying a Starting Row

The DBMS assigns the first row of the result table to the first row of the array unless you include the START parameter on
the BULK clause. The START value corresponds to the subscript value of the array occurrence.

Checking Statement Execution

If program logic calls for repeating the FETCH BULK statement until no more rows are found, the program must test for
SQLCODE = 100, as described in Using a Cursor. The DBMS always sets the value of SQLCNRP equal to the number of
rows returned unless an error occurs during processing.

The following table shows the possible combination of values returned to SQLCODE and SQLCNRP on a FETCH BULK
statement:
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SQLCODE and SQLCNRP Values

Result of bulk fetch SQLCODE value SQLCNRP value
No rows are returned 100 0
At least one row is returned but fewer rows
than the maximum allowed

100 Equals the number of rows returned

The number of rows returned matches the
maximum allowed

0 Equals the number of rows returned

Advantages of a Bulk Fetch

Using a BULK clause with a FETCH statement minimizes resources to retrieve data.

Unlike a bulk select, the program can retrieve an unlimited number of result rows by repeating a bulk fetch.

Bulk Fetch Considerations

• With a bulk fetch, the program generally cannot perform current or cursor operations such as a positioned update or
delete because the cursor is always positioned on (or after) the last row fetched

• If an error occurs during the processing of a bulk fetch, the contents of the host variable array are unpredictable
• If a bulk fetch results in retrieval of a null value, the contents of the host variable for the corresponding column is

unpredictable

Bulk Fetch Example

In this example, the program issues an INCLUDE TABLE statement to declare a host variable array for several columns of
the EMPLOYEE table. Then it declares a cursor to select the column values from all rows of the table.

 EXEC SQL  BEGIN DECLARE SECTION  END-EXEC.

 EXEC SQL
   INCLUDE TABLE EMPLOYEE AS BULK-EMPLOYEE
   (EMP_ID, EMP_FNAME, EMP_LNAME, DEPT_ID)
   NUMBER OF ROWS 50
   PREFIX 'BULK-'
 END-EXEC.
 EXEC SQL  END DECLARE SECTION  END-EXEC.
  .
  .
  .
 EXEC SQL
   DECLARE EMP_CRSR CURSOR FOR
     SELECT EMP_ID,
            EMP_FNAME,
            EMP_LNAME,
            DEPT_ID
       ORDER BY 4, 3, 2
 END-EXEC.
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When the FETCH statement is executed, the first 50 rows of the cursor result table are assigned to the BULK-EMPLOYEE
array, because the default starting row assignment is 1 and the default number of rows assigned is the array size. If the
FETCH statement is repeated, the next 50 rows of the result table are assigned to the array.

EXEC SQL

  OPEN EMP_CRSR
END-EXEC.
 .
 .
 .
EXEC SQL
  FETCH EMP_CRSR
    BULK :BULK-EMPLOYEE
END-EXEC.

IF SQLCODE = 100 MOVE 'Y' TO END-FETCH.

Executing a Bulk Select

A bulk select is a SELECT statement that retrieves multiple rows from the database into a host variable array:

1. Declare a host variable array
2. Issue the SELECT statement with a BULK clause, as in this example:

EXEC SQL

   SELECT DEPT_ID,

          DEPT_NAME,

          DIV-CODE,

          DEPT_HEAD_ID

      BULK :BULK-DEPARTMENT

      FROM DEPARTMENT

END-EXEC.

Checking the Status of a Bulk Select

A successful bulk select returns 100 to SQLCODE. A value of 100 will be returned if there are fewer result rows than
entries in the bulk array or if the number of result rows is the same as the number of entries. If the array is too small for
the result table, the statement returns a cardinality violation error.
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The following table shows the possible combinations of SQLCODE and SQLCNRP values on a bulk select:

Result of bulk select SQLCODE value SQLCNRP value
No rows are returned 100 0
At least one row is returned but fewer rows
than the maximum allowed

100 Greater than 0 and less than or equal to the
maximum allowed

The number of rows returned exceeds the
maximum allowed

Less than 0 Equal to the maximum allowed

Advantage of a Bulk Select

A bulk select retrieves a set of rows using fewer resources than a series of single-row SELECT statements to retrieve the
same rows.

Bulk Select Considerations

A bulk select:

• Cannot retrieve more rows than there are occurrences in the host variable array
• Retrieves the same set of rows, not the next set of rows, if the statement is reissued within the database transaction
• Causes the contents of the host variable array to be unpredictable if an error occurs during processing

A bulk select is appropriate only when selecting from a table with a number of rows that you consider fixed, such as a
table of the 50 states and their mailing codes.

If the size of the host variable array may be too small for the result table, you should declare a cursor for the SELECT
statement and use a bulk fetch.

Executing a Bulk Insert

A bulk insert is an INSERT statement that adds multiple rows in a host variable array to the database.

To execute a bulk insert:

1. Declare a host variable array
2. Assign values to the host variable array
3. Issue the INSERT statement with the BULK clause

Specifying the START and ROWS Parameters

A bulk insert adds as many rows from the host variable array as are specified in the ROWS parameter, starting from the
row specified in the START parameter. If START and ROWS are not specified, these are the defaults:

• The starting row is the first entry in the array
• The number of rows inserted is the number of occurrences defined for the array

NOTE
If the array is not full, specify a ROWS parameter value equal to the number of occurrences in the array that
contain data. This ensures that the DBMS will not attempt to insert array occurrences that contain no data.

Bulk Insert Example

In this example, the program declares a host-variable array with an INCLUDE TABLE statement. After values are
assigned to the array, the program issues a statement to insert all of the data in the array:
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 EXEC SQL

    INCLUDE TABLE SKILL AS BULK-SKILL
      NUMBER OF ROWS 100
      PREFIX 'BULK-'
 END-EXEC.
  .
  .
  .
 (Assign values to BULK-SKILL
 array)
  .
  .
  .
 EXEC SQL
    INSERT INTO SKILL
      BULK :BULK-SKILL
        ROWS :NUM-ROWS
 END-EXEC.

 IF SQLCODE < 0
   MOVE SQLCNRP TO FAILING-ROW-NUM
   PERFORM ERROR-ROUTINE.

Checking Bulk Insert Status

To detect unsuccessful execution of a bulk insert, test for SQLCODE < 0.

If the result of the test is true, the value of SQLCNRP equals the relative row number (from the specified starting row) of
the row which caused the failure. The DBMS rolls back the results of the failing row but not the results of the prior rows.

The following table shows the possible combinations of SQLCODE and SQLCNRP values on a bulk insert:

Result of bulk insert SQLCODE value SQLCNRP value
Fewer rows than the number of rows
specified are inserted because the insert
failed on a row

Less than 0 Equal to the relative row number of the
failing row

The number of rows inserted matches the
number of rows specified

0 Equal to the number of rows inserted

Advantage of a Bulk Insert

A bulk insert adds a group of rows using fewer resources than if the program issues a separate INSERT statement for
each row.

Invoking Procedures
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There are two types of SQL invoked procedures: a procedure and a table procedures. Both types can be invoked using
either a CALL statement or a SELECT statement. This section describes the results of invoking procedures in each of
these ways.

CALL Statement

In a program, you can use the CALL statement to invoke a (table) procedure. The following sections describe the results
of invoking each type of procedure using a CALL statement.

NOTE
For more information on SQL procedures and table procedures, see Defining and Using Table Procedures.

CALL of a Procedure

A procedure always returns zero or one result sets of parameters.

EXEC SQL

     CALL DEMOEMPL.GET_BONUS
      (1234, :BONUS-AMOUNT, :BONUS-CURRENCY)
END-EXEC

If the CALL is successful, indicated by an SQLSTATE of '00000' the host variables BONUS-AMOUNT and BONUS-
CURRENCY will contain valid data, returned by the invoked routine for EMP-ID 1234, the input value supplied for the first
parameter.

CALL of a Table Procedure

A table procedure can return zero or more result sets of parameters. Therefore, a simple CALL statement can not be used
to invoke and return all the result sets of the table procedure; a cursor is required.

Declaration of the Cursor

EXEC SQL

     DECLARE C_BONUS_SET CURSOR
             FOR CALL DEMOEMPL.GET_BONUS_SET
             ( EMP_ID =1234 )
END-EXEC.

Opening the Cursor

EXEC SQL

     OPEN C_BONUS_SET
END-EXEC.
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Fetching the Result Sets

EXEC SQL

     FETCH C_BONUS_SET INTO
           :EMP-ID,
           :BONUS-AMOUNT,
           :BONUS-CURRENCY
END-EXEC.

Host variables for all parameters specified in the table procedure definition should be provided.

NOTE
For more information on using cursors, see Using a Cursor.

SELECT Statement

The SELECT statement can be used as an alternative to the CALL statement to invoke a (table) procedure. The following
sections describe the results of invoking each type of procedure using a SELECT statement.

SELECT of a Procedure

A procedure always returns zero or one result sets of parameters, therefore, a SELECT ... INTO is used.

EXEC SQL

     SELECT BONUS_AMOUNT,
            BONUS_CURRENCY
     FROM DEMOEMPL.GET_BONUS(1234)
          INTO :BONUS-AMOUNT,
               :BONUS_CURRENCY
END-EXEC

If the SELECT is successful, indicated by an SQLSTATE of '00000' the host variables BONUS-AMOUNT and BONUS-
CURRENCY will contain valid data, returned by the invoked routine for EMP-ID 1234, the input value supplied for the first
parameter.

SELECT of a Table Procedure

A table procedure can return zero or more result sets of parameters. Therefore, a SELECT ... INTO statement is only
used when the SELECT returns zero or only one result set. A cursor is required if more than one row is returned to the
result set.

Declaration of the Cursor

EXEC SQL

     DECLARE C_BONUS_SET CURSOR
             FOR SELECT BONUS_AMOUNT, BONUS_CURRENCY
             FROM DEMOEMPL.GET_BONUS_SET
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             ( EMP_ID =1234 )
END-EXEC.

Opening the Cursor

EXEC SQL

     OPEN C_BONUS_SET
END-EXEC.

Fetching the Result Sets

EXEC SQL

     FETCH C_BONUS_SET
     INTO :BONUS-AMOUNT,
          :BONUS-CURRENCY
END-EXEC.

NOTE
For more information on using cursors, see Using a Cursor.

Requirements and Options for Host Languages
Requirements and options apply to a particular host language when you embed SQL in an application program to access
CA IDMS.

Using SQL in a CA ADS Application
This article contains the following sections that are specific to embedding SQL in a CA ADS application program:

NOTE

For more information about CA ADS application programming, refer to Using CA ADS and the "ADS Reference"
section of the IDMS Reference documentation.

Embedding SQL Statements

Requirements

To embed an SQL statement in a CA ADS program, you must:

• Observe CA ADS margin requirements (columns 1 through 72)
• Use SQL statement delimiters

Options

You can use the SQL convention to insert comments in an SQL statement.

You can use the CA ADS convention to continue an SQL statement on the next line.
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Delimited, Continued, and Commented Statements

How You Delimit a Statement

When you embed an SQL statement in a CA ADS application program, you must use these statement delimiters:

• Begin each SQL statement with EXEC SQL
• End each SQL statement with END-EXEC.

Statement Delimiter Example

The following example shows the use of SQL statement delimiters:

EXEC SQL
  INSERT INTO DIVISION VALUES ('D07','LEGAL',1234)
END-EXEC.

The statement text can be on the same line as the delimiters.

Continuing Statements

If you do one of the following, you can write an SQL statement on more than one line:

• Split the statement before or after any keyword, value, or delimiter
• Code through column 72 of one line and continue in column 1 of the next line

Continued Statement Example

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7 -- 
EXEC SQL
   INSERT INTO SKILL VALUES (5678, 'TELEMARKETING', 'PRESENT SALES SCRIP
T OVER THE TELEPHONE, INPUT RESULTS')
END-EXEC.

How to Put Comments in SQL Statements

To include comments within SQL statements that are embedded in a CA ADS program, you can use the SQL comment
characters, two consecutive hyphens (--), on an SQL statement line following the statement text.

Restrictions on Comments

• Do not insert a comment in the middle of a string constant or delimited identifier
• Do not use the CA ADS comment character ! to insert a comment in an embedded SQL statement

SQL Comment Example

The following example shows two comments within an embedded SQL statement:

EXEC SQL
-- Perform update on active employees only
   UPDATE BENEFITS
     SET VAC_ACCRUED = VAC_ACCRUED + 10,   -- Add 10 hours vacation
         SICK_ACCRUED = SICK_ACCRUED + 1   -- Add 1 sick day
     WHERE EMP_ID IN
         (SELECT EMP_ID FROM EMPLOYEE
            WHERE STATUS = 'A')
END-EXEC.
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Placing an SQL Statement

Where You Can Put Statements

These are the rules for placing an SQL statement in a CA ADS program:

• Only a WHENEVER directive or a DECLARE CURSOR statement may appear in a declaration module
• All SQL statements except for INCLUDE TABLE are valid for premap and response processes

Order of Compilation

Dialog modules are compiled in this order:

1. Declaration module
2. Premap process module
3. Response process modules

The order of compilation of response process modules is not guaranteed. Therefore, if a WHENEVER condition or
the availability of a cursor must span modules, you should place the WHENEVER statement or cursor declaration in a
declaration module.

Declaration Module

CA ADS uses a declaration module, if it exists, when you compile the dialog.

The declaration module can contain WHENEVER directives and DECLARE CURSOR statements.

WHENEVER and DECLARE CURSOR are not executable statements, and a declaration module is not executable. The
scope of a WHENEVER or DECLARE CURSOR is the entire dialog.

A WHENEVER directive or DECLARE CURSOR statement is valid in a premap or response process, but the scope of the
statement is not global.

Scope of WHENEVER

The scope of a WHENEVER condition in a premap or response is the rest of that premap or response or until another
WHENEVER statement that changes the condition is encountered within the process.

A WHENEVER declaration in a premap or response overrides (for the duration of its scope) the global declaration in the
declaration module.

Scope of DECLARE CURSOR

The scope of a DECLARE CURSOR statement is from the moment that the declaration is encountered in dialog
compilation to the end of that compilation.

Defining Host Variables

What You Declare

You implicitly declare host variables for a CA ADS dialog when:

• You associate a record or a table with the dialog using the WORK RECORD screen of ADSC
• You associate a map or subschema, and thus its records, with the dialog

Any record element that is valid for a CA ADS MOVE command is valid as a host variable.

NOTE
For more information about ADSC and the MOVE command, see the "ADS Reference" section of the IDMS
Reference documentation.

Equivalent Column Data Types

All CA IDMS data types are supported by CA ADS.
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This table shows definitions of CA ADS host variable data types and the equivalent CA IDMS table column data types:

CA ADS PICTURE and USAGE clause CA IDMS data type
PIC X(n) USAGE DISPLAY CHAR(n)
01 name
49 name-LEN PIC S9(4) COMP
49 name-TEXT PIC X(n)

VARCHAR(n)

PIC S9(p-s)V9(s) USAGE COMP-3 DECIMAL(p,s)
PIC 9(p-s)V9(s) USAGE COMP-3 UNSIGNED DECIMAL(p,s)1
USAGE COMP-2 DOUBLE PRECISION
USAGE COMP-1 REAL
USAGE COMP-1 FLOAT
PIC S9(n) USAGE COMP
(where n<5)

SMALLINT

PIC S9(n) USAGE COMP
(where n>4 and n<10)

INTEGER

PIC S9(n) USAGE COMP
(where n>9)

LONGINT or BIGINT

PIC S9(p-s)V9(s) USAGE DISPLAY NUMERIC(p,s)
PIC 9(p-s)V9(s) USAGE DISPLAY UNSIGNED NUMERIC(p,s)1
PIC X(n) USAGE DISPLAY BINARY(n)
PIC G(n) USAGE DISPLAY-1 GRAPHIC(n)1
01 name
49 name-LEN PIC S9(4) COMP
49 name-TEXT PIC G(n) DISPLAY-1

VARGRAPHIC(n)1

PIC X(10) USAGE DISPLAY DATE
PIC X(8) USAGE DISPLAY TIME
PIC X(26) USAGE DISPLAY TIMESTAMP
PIC X(8) USAGE DISPLAY TID1

NOTE
1 This data type is a CA IDMS extension of the SQL standard. For more information about CA IDMS data types,
see the IDMS Reference documentation.

Including Tables

You include an SQL table in a CA ADS dialog by specifying the table on the WORK RECORD screen of ADSC.

ADSC creates host variable structures using these data type equivalents when directed to include a table on the Work
Record Screen:

CA IDMS data type Data type in included table
BINARY(n) PIC X(n)
CHARACTER(n) PIC X(n)
VARCHAR(n) -LEN PIC S9(4) COMP

-TEXT PIC X(n)
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GRAPHIC(n) PIC G(n) DISPLAY-1
VARGRAPHIC(n) -LEN PIC S9(4) COMP

-TEXT PIC G(n) DISPLAY-1
DECIMAL(p,s) PIC S9(p-s)V9(s) COMP-3
UNSIGNED DECIMAL(p,s) PIC 9(p-s)V9(s) COMP-3
NUMERIC(p,s) PIC S9(p-s)V9(s) DISPLAY
UNSIGNED NUMERIC(p,s) PIC 9(p-s)V9(s) DISPLAY
DOUBLE PRECISION COMP-2
FLOAT(n) where
n <= 24
n > 24

COMP-1
COMP-2

REAL COMP-1
DATE PIC X(10)
TIME PIC X(8)
TIMESTAMP PIC X(26)
SMALLINT PIC S9(4) COMP
INTEGER PIC S9(8) COMP
LONGINT PIC S9(18) COMP
Indicator variable PIC S9(4) COMP or PIC S9(8) COMP
TID PIC X(8)

Defining Bulk Structures

A bulk structure is a group element or a record which contains a subordinate array for holding multiple occurrences of
input or output values. Bulk structures are used in bulk SELECT, INSERT, and FETCH statements for retrieving or storing
multiple rows of data.

Format of a Bulk Structure

A bulk structure consists of three levels:

• The highest level is the structure itself (level 01 through 47).
• The second level is a multiply occurring group item (level 02 through 48).
• The third level consists of elementary or variable length data items (variable length data items are group elements

consisting of a halfword length field followed by a character or graphics field).
The number, type and order of data items at the lowest level must correspond to the number, data type, and order of
column values being retrieved or inserted.

All data descriptions that are used by CA ADS are defined within the dictionary.

Bulk Structure Example

The following is an example of a valid bulk structure definition using IDD syntax:

ADD ELEMENT EMP-ID PIC 999.

ADD ELEMENT EMP-NAME PIC X(30).
ADD ELEMENT DEPT-NAME PIC X(30).
ADD ELEMENT BULK-ROW SUB ELEMENTS ARE
(EMP-ID EMP-NAME DEPT-NAME).
ADD ELEMENT BULK-DATA SUB ELEMENT
BULK-ROW OCCURS 20.
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Referring to a Bulk Structure

When referring to a bulk structure in a SELECT, FETCH, or INSERT statement, the name of the highest level is used:

EXEC SQL
  FETCH EMPCURS BULK :BULK-DATA
END-EXEC.

Restrictions

The following restrictions apply to bulk structures defined for use with CA ADS:

• The following clauses may not appear within the lowest level element definitions:
– BLANK WHEN ZERO IS ON
– JUSTIFY IS ON
– OCCURS
– (R) indicating redefinition
– SIGN IS LEADING/TRAILING
– SYNC

• Indicator variables cannot be defined for elements within the bulk structure
• The bulk structure must be either a record or the first element within the record

Referring to Host Variables

What You Can Do

CA IDMS supports references to host variables in SQL statements. The host variable name must be preceded with a
colon (:).

NOTE
For more information about host variables, see the "Referring to Host Variables" section of Host Variables in an
SQL Statement.

Qualifying Host Variable Names

CA IDMS supports two methods of qualifying CA ADS host variable names in an SQL statement.

For example, assume these host variable definitions:

01 EMP
     03 HIRE-DATE
 .
 .
 .
01 MGR
     03 HIRE-DATE
 .
 .
 .

The methods of qualifying HIRE-DATE in both of the following examples are valid:

EXEC SQL
  SELECT...
    INTO :HIRE-DATE OF
 EMP
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----------------
EXEC SQL
  SELECT...
    INTO :EMP.HIRE-DATE

Including SQL Communication Areas

Automatically Included

The SQL Communications Areas (SQLCAs) are included automatically in a CA ADS dialog that contains embedded SQL.
You make no declaration of these data structures in the CA ADS modules you create.

SQLCA Structure

This is the CA ADS format of the SQLCA:

COBOL/CA ADS SQLCA

    01  SQLCA.
        02  SQLCAID                 PIC X(8).
        02  SQLCODE                 PIC S9(9) COMP.
        02  SQLCSID                 PIC X(8).
        02  SQLCINFO.
         03  SQLCERC                PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  FILLER                 PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  SQLCNRP                PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  FILLER                 PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  SQLCSER                PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  FILLER                 PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  SQLCLNO                PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  SQLCMCT                PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  SQLCARC                PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  SQLCFJB                PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  FILLER                 PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  FILLER                 PIC S9(9) COMP.
        02  SQLCINF2 REDEFINES SQLCINFO.
         03  SQLERRD                PIC S9(9) COMP
                                    OCCURS 12.
        02  SQLCMSG.
         03  SQLCERL                PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  SQLERM                 PIC X(256).
        02  SQLCMSG2 REDEFINES SQLCMSG.
         03  FILLER                 PIC X(2).
         03  SQLERRM.
          04  SQLCERRML             PIC S9(4) COMP.
          04  SQLERRMC              PIC X(256).
        02  SQLSTATE                PIC X(5).
        02  SQLCRNF                 PIC X(1).
        02  SQLCNRRS                PIC S9(4) COMP.
        02  FILLLER                 PIC X(8).
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                                           ────┐
        02  SQLWORK                 PIC X(16). │
        02  SQLCWRK2 REDEFINES SQLWORK.        │
         03  SQLERRP.                          │
          04  SQLCVAL               PIC X(5).  │  Included by the
          04  FILLER                PIC X(3).  │  precompiler for
         03  SQLWARN.                          │  DB2 compatibility;
          04  SQLWARN0              PIC X(1).  │  not used by CA IDMS
          04  SQLWARN1              PIC X(1).  │
          04  SQLWARN2              PIC X(1).  │
          04  SQLWARN3              PIC X(1).  │
          04  SQLWARN4              PIC X(1).  │
          04  SQLWARN5              PIC X(1).  │
          04  SQLWARN6              PIC X(1).  │
          04  SQLWARN7              PIC X(1).  │
                                           ────┘

Using SQL in a COBOL Application Program
This article contains the following sections that are specific to embedding SQL in a COBOL application program:

NOTE
For more information documenting all aspects of COBOL application programming in the CA IDMS environment,
see DML Reference for COBOL.

Embedding SQL Statements

Requirements

To embed an SQL statement in a COBOL program, you must:

• Place the statement in the proper division of the program
• Observe COBOL margin requirements (columns 8 through 72)
• Use statement delimiters

Options

You can use SQL conventions to:

• Continue an SQL statement on the next line
• Insert comments in an SQL statement

You can use a precompiler-directive statement to copy SQL statements in a module from the dictionary into the program.

NOTE
SQL statements cannot be embedded using the COBOL INCLUDE or BASIS statement.

Delimited, Continued, and Commented Statements

Using SQL Statement Delimiters

When you embed an SQL statement in a COBOL application program, you must use these statement delimiters:

• Begin each SQL statement with EXEC SQL
• End each SQL statement with END-EXEC.
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NOTE
The period following END-EXEC is optional. Include it wherever you would normally terminate a COBOL
statement with a period.

The following example shows the use of SQL statement delimiters:

EXEC SQL

  INSERT INTO DIVISION VALUES ('D07','LEGAL',1234)
END-EXEC.

The statement text can be on the same line as the delimiters.

Continuing Statements

You can write SQL statements on one or more lines. If you split the statement before or after any keyword, value, or
delimiter, a special character is not required to show that a statement continues on the next line.

You can use the COBOL continuation character, a hyphen (-), in column 7 when a string constant in an embedded SQL
statement is split at column 72 and it continues on the next line:

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7 -- 

       EXEC SQL
         INSERT INTO SKILL
           VALUES (5678,'TELEMARKETING','PRESENT SALES SCRIPT OVER THE
      -'TELEPHONE, INPUT RESULTS')
       END-EXEC.

Inserting SQL Comments

To include comments within SQL statements that are embedded in a COBOL program, you can:

• Use the COBOL comment character * in column 7
• Use the SQL comment characters, two consecutive hyphens (--), on an SQL statement line following the statement

text

A comment that begins with the SQL comment characters (--) terminates at the end of the line (column 72).

You cannot use SQL comment characters to insert a comment in the middle of a string constant or delimited identifier.

The following example shows both methods of inserting comments within an embedded SQL statement:

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7 -- 

       EXEC SQL
      *********  PERFORM UPDATE ON ACTIVE EMPLOYEES ONLY
         UPDATE BENEFITS
           SET VAC_ACCRUED = VAC_ACCRUED + 10,  -- Add 10 hours vacation
               SICK_ACCRUED = SICK_ACCRUED + 1  -- Add 1 sick day
           WHERE EMP_ID IN
             (SELECT EMP_ID FROM EMPLOYEE
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             WHERE STATUS = 'A')
 END-EXEC.

Placing an SQL Statement

Where You Can Put Statements

These are the rules for placing an SQL statement in a COBOL program:

• The INCLUDE statement must be in the DATA DIVISION
• The WHENEVER can be in the DATA DIVISION or the PROCEDURE DIVISION
• The DECLARE CURSOR and DECLARE EXTERNAL CURSOR statements can be in the DATA DIVISION or the

PROCEDURE DIVISION but must precede the OPEN statement that references the cursor
• All other statements must be in the PROCEDURE DIVISION

Versions Before VS COBOL II

If your program is written for a version of COBOL that is before VS COBOL II, observe these guidelines:

• Do not include an SQL statement within the scope of a COBOL IF statement
• Use the THRU construction for a PERFORM statement that references a section containing an SQL statement

COBOL Version Examples

The following example is valid in VS COBOL II and later versions:

IF I < 100

  EXEC SQL
    SELECT EMP_LNAME,
           DEPT_ID
      INTO :EMP-LNAME,
           :DEPT-ID
      WHERE EMP_ID = :WK-EMP-ID
  END-EXEC.
  COMPUTE A = A + 1.

For a COBOL version before VS COBOL II, the procedure can be written as follows:

IF I < 100

  PERFORM  PARAGRAPH-B THRU PARAGRAPH-B-END
  COMPUTE A = A + 1.

PARAGRAPH-B.
  EXEC SQL
    SELECT EMP_LNAME,
           DEPT_ID
      INTO :EMP-LNAME,
           :DEPT-ID
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      WHERE EMP_ID = :WK-EMP-ID
  END-EXEC.
PARAGRAPH-B-END.

Defining Host Variables

Host variables are defined using COBOL data declarative statements appearing in SQL declare sections.

CA IDMS extensions offer the alternative methods of using the INCLUDE TABLE precompiler directive or copying record
descriptions from the data dictionary.

A host variable definition may appear anywhere a legal data item definition can appear.

Using COBOL Data Declarations

What You Declare

Within an SQL declare section, you specify the name, level, and data type of host variables using standard COBOL data
declarative statements and observing these guidelines:

• A host variable name must conform to COBOL rules for forming variable names
• The level number is in the range of 01 to 49, or 77

A CA IDMS extension of the SQL standard allows level numbers in the range of 02 to 49.
• The data type of the host variable as defined in the PICTURE and USAGE clauses

Equivalent Column Data Types

All CA IDMS data types can be supported in a COBOL program.

This table shows types of COBOL host variables and the equivalent CA IDMS table column data types:

COBOL PICTURE and USAGE clause CA IDMS data type
PIC X(n) USAGE DISPLAY CHAR(n)
01 name
49 name-LEN PIC S9(4) COMP
49 name-TEXT PIC X(n)

VARCHAR(n)

PIC S9(p-s)V9(s) USAGE COMP-3 DECIMAL(p,s)
PIC 9(p-s)V9(s) USAGE COMP-3 UNSIGNED DECIMAL(p,s)1
USAGE COMP-2 DOUBLE PRECISION
USAGE COMP-1 REAL
USAGE COMP-1 FLOAT
PIC S9(n) USAGE COMP
(where n<5)

SMALLINT

PIC S9(n) USAGE COMP
(where n>4 and n<10)

INTEGER

PIC S9(n) USAGE COMP
(where n>9)

LONGINT or BIGINT

PIC S9(p-s)V9(s) USAGE DISPLAY NUMERIC(p,s)
PIC 9(p-s)V9(s) USAGE DISPLAY UNSIGNED NUMERIC(p,s)1
PIC X(n) USAGE SQLBIN BINARY(n)
PIC G(n) USAGE DISPLAY-1 GRAPHIC(n)1
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01 name
49 name-LEN PIC S9(4) COMP
49 name-TEXT PIC G(n) DISPLAY-1

VARGRAPHIC(n)1

PIC X(10) USAGE DISPLAY DATE
PIC X(8) USAGE DISPLAY TIME
PIC X(26) USAGE DISPLAY TIMESTAMP
PIC X(8) USAGE SQLBIN TID1

NOTE
1This data type is a CA IDMS extension of the SQL standard. For more information about CA IDMS data types,
see SQL Reference.

Host Variable Declaration Example

In this example, the SQL declare section defines host variables, including one indicator variable, using standard COBOL
data declarations. The example is annotated to show the equivalent column data type for each variable and to identify an
indicator variable:

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
 .
 .
 .
 EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION END-EXEC.
   01  EMP-
ID           PIC S9(8)     USAGE COMP.    ◄─ INTEGER
   01  EMP-
LNAME        PIC X(20).                   ◄─ CHARACTER
   01  SALARY-
AMOUNT    PIC S9(6)V(2) USAGE COMP-3.  ◄─ DECIMAL
   01  PROMO-
DATE       PIC X(10).                   ◄─ DATE
   01  PROMO-DATE-
I     PIC S9(4)     USAGE COMP.    ◄─ Indicator variable
 EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION END-EXEC.

Declaring an indicator variable

An indicator variable must be either a 2-byte or 4-byte computational (binary) data type. In the previous example,
PROMO-DATE-I is a valid indicator variable.

SQLIND data type

You can declare an indicator variable with the data type SQLIND:

05  PROMO_DATE       PIC X(10).                ◄─ DATE
05  PROMO_DATE_I     SQLIND.                   ◄─ Indicator variable

The precompiler substitutes PIC S9(8) USAGE COMP in the output source.
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The SQLIND data type is primarily for use within bulk structure definitions. In other cases its use is optional.

Allowable Host Variable Definitions

A host variable definition may contain:

• PICTURE clause
• USAGE clause

– DISPLAY
– DISPLAY SIGN LEADING SEPARATE
– COMP
– COMP-11
– COMP-21
– COMP-31
– SQLIND1
– SQLBIN1
– SQLSESS1

• VALUE clause1
• 88 condition-name1 (any legal COBOL clause)
• OCCURS1 clause (except within a non-bulk structure)

Within a bulk structure definition, the occurs clause is allowed only on the second-level group element. The following
subclauses are also supported but only on the second-level group element of a bulk structure:
– DEPENDING ON

NOTE
The DEPENDING ON variable is not used in determining the number of rows in the bulk structure.

– ASCENDING/DESCENDING KEY
– INDEXED BY

• REDEFINES1 clause (except within a bulk or non-bulk structure)
• BLANK WHEN ZERO1 (except within a bulk or non-bulk structure)
• SYNCHRONIZED1 (except within a bulk or non-bulk structure)

(1 This support is a CA IDMS extension of the SQL standard.)

Using INCLUDE TABLE

Output of INCLUDE TABLE

The CA IDMS precompiler uses these data type equivalents when directed by an INCLUDE TABLE statement to create a
host variable declaration.

CA IDMS data type COBOL data type on INCLUDE TABLE
BINARY(n) PIC X(n)
CHARACTER(n) PIC X(n)
VARCHAR(n) -LEN PIC S9(4) COMP

-TEXT PIC X(n)
GRAPHIC(n) PIC G(n) DISPLAY-1
VARGRAPHIC(n) -LEN PIC S9(4) COMP

-TEXT PIC G(n) DISPLAY-1
DECIMAL(p,s) PIC S9(p-s)V9(s) COMP-3
UNSIGNED DECIMAL(p,s) PIC 9(p-s)V9(s) COMP-3
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NUMERIC(p,s) PIC S9(p-s)V9(s) DISPLAY
UNSIGNED NUMERIC(p,s) PIC 9(p-s)V9(s) DISPLAY
DOUBLE PRECISION COMP-2
FLOAT(n) where
n <= 24
n > 24

COMP-1
COMP-2

REAL COMP-1
DATE PIC X(10)
TIME PIC X(8)
TIMESTAMP PIC X(26)
SMALLINT PIC S9(4) COMP
INTEGER PIC S9(8) COMP
LONGINT PIC S9(18) COMP
SQLIND COMP PIC S9(8)
TID PIC X(8) USAGE SQLBIN

Default Structure

The default structure that is created by the INCLUDE statement has these features:

• An 01-level element for the table
• A subordinate element is named for each table column, which is defined with the equivalent program language data

type
• An additional element, with the suffix '-I', for each column that allows null values, to be available as an indicator

variable
• All element names that are generated with hyphens to replace underscores that appear in column names, to conform

to COBOL naming standards
If you specify a table without a schema name qualifier, you must supply a schema name with a precompiler option.

NOTE
For more information about precompiler options, see Preparing and Executing the Program.

Defining Bulk Structures

A bulk structure is a group element or a record which contains a subordinate array for holding multiple occurrences of
input or output values. Bulk structures are used in bulk SELECT, INSERT, and FETCH statements for retrieving or storing
multiple rows of data.

Format of a Bulk Structure

A bulk structure consists of three levels:

• The highest level is the structure itself (level 01 through 47).
• The second level is a multiply occurring group item (level 02 through 48).
• The third level consists of elementary or variable length data items (variable length data items are group elements

consisting of a halfword length field followed by a character or graphics field).
The number, type and order of data items at the lowest level must correspond to the number, data type, and order of
column values being retrieved or inserted.

Bulk Structure Example

An example of a valid bulk structure follows:
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EXEC SQL  BEGIN DECLARE SECTION   END-EXEC.

  02  BULK-DATA.
    04  BULK-ROW OCCURS 20 TIMES.
      05  EMP-ID    PIC 999.
      05  EMP-NAME  PIC X(30).
      05  DEPT-NAME PIC X(30).
EXEC SQL  END DECLARE SECTION    END-EXEC.

Referring to a Bulk Structure

When referring to a bulk structure in a SELECT, FETCH, or INSERT statement, the name of the highest level is used:

EXEC SQL

  FETCH EMPCURS BULK :BULK-DATA
END-EXEC.

Indicator Variables

An indicator variable can be associated with a data item within the structure as follows:

• The indicator variable must immediately follow the data item with which it is associated
• The picture of the indicator variable must be S9(n) where n is from 4 through 8
• The usage of the indicator variable must be SQLIND

On encountering the SQLIND usage, the precompiler interprets the variable as an indicator associated with the
preceding variable. SQLIND is replaced with COMP in the generated source.

Restrictions

The following COBOL clauses must not appear within a bulk structure definition:

• BLANK WHEN ZERO
• JUSTIFIED
• OCCURS (except at the second level)
• REDEFINES
• SIGN
• SYNCHRONIZED

Fillers may appear within the structure; however, their data content is not preserved across a bulk SELECT or FETCH.

Using INCLUDE TABLE

A bulk structure can be defined for a given table by using the INCLUDE TABLE statement with a NUMBER OF ROWS
clause. The statement in this example generates a bulk structure capable of holding 20 entries:

EXEC SQL

  INCLUDE TABLE EMPLOYEE NUMBER OF ROWS 20
END-EXEC.
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Non-bulk Structures and Indicator Arrays

About Non-bulk Structures

A non-bulk structure is a group element or record which is used to represent a list of host variables within an SQL
statement. When reference is made to a non-bulk structure, it is interpreted as a reference to all the subordinate elements
within the structure.

About Indicator Arrays

An indicator array is a group element or record which contains one multiply occurring subordinate element that is used as
an array of indicator variables. Indicator arrays hold indicator values for items within a non-bulk structure.

Format of a Non-bulk Structure

A non-bulk structure consists of two levels:

• The highest level is the structure itself (level 01 through 48)
• The second level consists of elementary or variable length data items (variable length data elements are group

elements which consist of a halfword length field followed by a character or graphics field)

The number, type, and order of data items at the lowest level must correspond to the number, data type, and order of
column values being retrieved or inserted.

Non-bulk Structure Example

This is an example of a valid non-bulk structure:

EXEC SQL  BEGIN DECLARE SECTION   END-EXEC.

  01  EMP-INFO.
      05  EMP-ID    PIC 999.
      05  EMP-NAME  PIC X(30).
      05  DEPT-NAME PIC X(30).
EXEC SQL  END DECLARE SECTION    END-EXEC.

Format of an Indicator Array

An indicator array consists of two levels:

• The highest level represents the entire array (level 01 through 48)
• The second level is a multiply occurring element that defines a halfword or fullword field

This is an example of a valid indicator array:

EXEC SQL  BEGIN DECLARE SECTION   END-EXEC.

  02  INDS.
    04  IND SQLIND OCCURS 20 TIMES.
EXEC SQL  END DECLARE SECTION    END-EXEC.

Referring to a Non-bulk Structure

A non-bulk structure can be referred to anywhere a list of host variables can be specified:

• The INTO clause of a SELECT or FETCH statement; for example:
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EXEC SQL

  FETCH EMPCURS INTO :EMP-INFO

END-EXEC.

• The VALUES clause of an INSERT statement

Unlike bulk processing, a single SQL statement can contain more than one reference to a non-bulk structure. Each
such reference is interpreted as a list of host variable references. The union of all such host variables together with any
elementary host variables must correspond to a single result row (or input row, for an INSERT statement).

Referring to an Indicator Array

To associate indicator variables with the elements of the non-bulk structure, the name of an indicator array is specified
immediately following the name of the non-bulk structure:

EXEC SQL

  FETCH EMPCURS INTO :INFO :INDS
END-EXEC.

NOTE
Either the name of the group or its subordinate element may be used to refer to an indicator array.

Association of Indicator Variables and Non-bulk Structure Elements

The number of occurrences in the indicator array need not be the same as the number of elements in the non-bulk
structure with which it is used. If there are more indicators than elements, the remaining indicators are ignored, although
their contents are not necessarily preserved. If there are fewer indicators than elements, an indicator is associated with
each element in the structure until all indicators are assigned. The remaining elements do not have associated indicators.
This may result in an error if an attempt is made to return a null value into an element with no associated indicator.

Restrictions

The following COBOL clauses must not appear within a non-bulk structure definition:

• BLANK WHEN ZERO
• JUSTIFIED
• OCCURS
• REDEFINES
• SIGN
• SYNCHRONIZED

Fillers having a character data type may appear within the structure. However, their data content is not preserved across a
SELECT or FETCH.

NOTE
Unless the included table has no nullable columns, an INCLUDE TABLE table-name precompiler directive
cannot be used to define the non-bulk structure. Any nullable column would cause the precompiler to insert an
associated indicator variable which makes the structure unusable for reference in the FETCH statement.
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Referring to Host Variables

What You Can Do

CA IDMS supports references to host variables in SQL statements. The host variable name must be prefixed with a colon
(:).

NOTE
For more information, see Referring to Host Variables.

CA IDMS also supports references to:

• Subordinate elements which may require qualification for uniqueness
• Subscripted elements

Qualifying Host Variable Names

CA IDMS supports two methods of qualifying host variable names.

For example, assume these host variable definitions:

01 EMP

     03 HIRE-DATE
 .
 .
 .
01 MGR
     03 HIRE-DATE
 .
 .
 .

The method of qualifying HIRE-DATE in either of the following examples is valid:

EXEC SQL

  SELECT...
    INTO :HIRE-DATE OF EMP

----------------

EXEC SQL
  SELECT...
    INTO :EMP.HIRE-DATE

Subscripted Variable Names

A CA IDMS extension of the SQL standard supports host variable arrays for use in bulk processing. By further extension
of the SQL standard, CA IDMS supports reference to a subscripted variable in a host variable array.
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The following host variable references are all valid:

• :DIV-CODE(1)
• :DIV-CODE (15)
• :DIV-CODE(SUB1)
• :DIV-CODE(SUB1,SUB2)

Including SQL Communication Areas

Declaring SQL Communication Areas

CA IDMS provides these ways of including the SQL Communication Areas in a COBOL program:

• The program can declare the host variable SQLSTATE in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION:

01   SQLSTATE      PIC X(5).

NOTE
SQLSTATE does not have to be defined inside an SQL declare section.

• The program can declare the host variable SQLCODE in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION:

01   SQLCODE       PIC S9(8)

                   USAGE COMP.

NOTE
SQLCODE does not have to be defined inside an SQL declare section.

• The precompiler automatically includes the communication areas at the end of the WORKING-STORAGE section in
any program that contains embedded SQL statements

• The program can issue this precompiler directive:

EXEC SQL

  INCLUDE SQLCA

END-EXEC.

Using the INCLUDE statement to declare the SQLCA is a CA IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

SQLCA Structure

This is the COBOL format of the SQLCA:

COBOL/CA ADS SQLCA

    01  SQLCA.
        02  SQLCAID                 PIC X(8).
        02  SQLCODE                 PIC S9(9) COMP.
        02  SQLCSID                 PIC X(8).
        02  SQLCINFO.
         03  SQLCERC                PIC S9(9) COMP.
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         03  FILLER                 PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  SQLCNRP                PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  FILLER                 PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  SQLCSER                PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  FILLER                 PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  SQLCLNO                PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  SQLCMCT                PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  SQLCARC                PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  SQLCFJB                PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  FILLER                 PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  FILLER                 PIC S9(9) COMP.
        02  SQLCINF2 REDEFINES SQLCINFO.
         03  SQLERRD                PIC S9(9) COMP
                                    OCCURS 12.
        02  SQLCMSG.
         03  SQLCERL                PIC S9(9) COMP.
         03  SQLERM                 PIC X(256).
        02  SQLCMSG2 REDEFINES SQLCMSG.
         03  FILLER                 PIC X(2).
         03  SQLERRM.
          04  SQLCERRML             PIC S9(4) COMP.
          04  SQLERRMC              PIC X(256).
        02  SQLSTATE                PIC X(5).
        02  SQLCRNF                 PIC X(1).
        02  SQLCNRRS                PIC S9(4) COMP.
        02  FILLLER                 PIC X(8).
                                           ────┐
        02  SQLWORK                 PIC X(16). │
        02  SQLCWRK2 REDEFINES SQLWORK.        │
         03  SQLERRP.                          │
          04  SQLCVAL               PIC X(5).  │  Included by the
          04  FILLER                PIC X(3).  │  precompiler for
         03  SQLWARN.                          │  DB2 compatibility;
          04  SQLWARN0              PIC X(1).  │  not used by CA IDMS
          04  SQLWARN1              PIC X(1).  │
          04  SQLWARN2              PIC X(1).  │
          04  SQLWARN3              PIC X(1).  │
          04  SQLWARN4              PIC X(1).  │
          04  SQLWARN5              PIC X(1).  │
          04  SQLWARN6              PIC X(1).  │
          04  SQLWARN7              PIC X(1).  │
                                           ────┘
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Copying Information from the Dictionary

You can use these precompiler directives to instruct the precompiler to copy entities from the dictionary into the COBOL
application program:

• COPY IDMS FILE
• COPY IDMS RECORD
• COPY IDMS MODULE
• INCLUDE module-name

COPY IDMS FILE Statement

The COPY IDMS FILE statements copy file descriptions from the dictionary into the program. Each COPY IDMS FILE
statement generates the file definition that includes record size, block size, and recording mode from the dictionary. Any
records included in the file through the Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD) facilities are also copied.

Syntax

►►─── FILE SECTION. ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─┴────────►◄
     └─ COPY IDMS FILE file-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬─┘
                                  └─ VERSION version-number ─┘

Parameters

• file-name
Copies the description of a non-CA IDMS file into the DATA DIVISION. File-name is either the primary name or a
synonym for a file that is defined in the dictionary.

• VERSION version-number
Qualifies file-name with a version number. Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 9999 and
defaults to the highest version number defined in the dictionary for file-name.

Usage

The FILE SECTION of the DATA DIVISION can include one or more COPY IDMS FILE statements.

COPY IDMS RECORD Statement

The COPY IDMS RECORD statement allows you to copy a record description from the dictionary into the DATA DIVISION
of a COBOL program at the location of the COPY IDMS statement.

Syntax

►►─┬─ WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ LINKAGE SECTION. ─────────┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
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 ►─▼─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─┴───►◄
     └─┬────────────────┬─── COPY IDMS RECORD record-specification ─┘
       └─ level-number ─┘

Expansion of Record-specification

►►─── record-name ───┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►
                     └─ VERSION version-number ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ REDEFINES record-name ─┘

Parameters

• level-number
Instructs the precompiler to copy the descriptions into the program at a level other than the level that was originally
specified for the description in the dictionary. Level-number must be an integer in the range 01 through 48.
If level-number is specified, the first level is copied to the level specified by level-n; all other levels are adjusted
accordingly. If level-n is not specified, the descriptions that are copied have the same level numbers as originally
specified in the dictionary.

• record-name
Specifies the name of the record to be copied. Record-name can be either the primary name or a synonym for a record
that is stored in the dictionary.

• version-number
Qualifies dictionary records with a version number. Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 9999.
If version-number is not specified, the record that is copied is the record synonym for the named record that is the
highest version defined for COBOL.

• REDEFINES record-name
Copies a record description to an area previously defined by another record description. Therefore, two record
descriptions can provide alternative definitions of the same storage location.

Usage

Invalid Descriptors

The program can copy a record definition from the dictionary and can use the record elements as host variables in
embedded SQL.

If you declare host variables by copying a record description from the dictionary, you must observe all rules regarding host
variable declarations.

Placement

You can place COPY IDMS RECORD statements in any area of the DATA DIVISION that COBOL allows record
definitions.

VALUE Clauses

If the dictionary record is to be copied into the LINKAGE SECTION and includes VALUE clauses, the VALUE clauses are
not copied.

Using COPY IDMS RECORD for Host Variables
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If the record to copy contains fields that the program may reference as host variables, you must include the COPY IDMS
RECORD statement in an SQL declaration section.

COPY IDMS MODULE Statement

The COPY IDMS MODULE statement copies source statements from a module that is stored in the data dictionary into
the source program.

Syntax

►►─── PROCEDURE DIVISION. ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─┴────►◄
     └─ COPY IDMS module module-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬─┘
                                      └─ VERSION version-number ─┘

Parameters

• module-name
Specifies the name of a module that was previously defined in the dictionary.

• version-number
Qualifies module-name with a version number. Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through 9999.
If version-number is not specified, the record copied is the highest version of the named module that is defined in the
dictionary for COBOL.

Usage

Placement

The unmodified module is placed into the program by the precompiler at the location of the request. The location of
the request is usually in the PROCEDURE DIVISION, but it can be anywhere that is appropriate for the contents of the
module to be included in the program.

Nesting Modules

COPY IDMS MODULE statements can be nested (that is, a statement that is invoked by a COPY IDMS MODULE entry
can itself be a COPY IDMS MODULE statement). However, you must ensure that a copied module does not, in turn, copy
itself.

INCLUDE Module-name Statement

The INCLUDE module-name statement is equivalent to a COPY IDMS MODULE statement in which the version number
is omitted.

NOTE
For more information about this statement, see SQL Reference.

Non-SQL Precompiler Directives

The CA IDMS precompiler accepts several directives that are not associated with SQL statements and host variable
declarations. These include:
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• RETRIEVAL -- Specifies that the precompiler should ready the area of the dictionary containing data definitions in
retrieval mode, allowing concurrent update of the area by other transactions

• PROTECTED -- Specifies that the precompiler should ready the area of the dictionary containing data definitions in
update mode, preventing concurrent update of the area by other transactions

• NO-ACTIVITY-LOG -- Suppresses the logging of program activity statistics
• DMLIST/NODMLIST -- Specifies generation or no generation of a source listing for the statements that follow

NOTE
For more information about non-SQL precompiler directives, see Precompiler Directives.

Using SQL in a PL/I Application Program
This article contains the following sections that are specific to embedding SQL in a PL/I application program:

NOTE
For more information about documentation of all aspects of PL/I application programming in the CA IDMS
environment, see DML Reference for PL/I.

Embedding SQL Statements

Requirements

To embed an SQL statement in a PL/I program, you must:

• Include an SQLXQ1 declaration
• Observe PL/I margin requirements (columns 2 through 72)
• Use statement delimiters

Options

You can use SQL conventions to:

• Continue an SQL statement on the next line
• Insert comments in an SQL statement

You can use a precompiler-directive statement to copy SQL statements in a module from the dictionary into the program.

Declaring SQLXQ1

PL/I applications with embedded SQL must include the SQLXQ1 ENTRY statement. The syntax for this statement is:

►►─┬─ DECLARE ─┬─ SQLXQ1 ENTRY OPTIONS (INTER, ASSEMBLER); ───────────────────►◄
   └─ DCL ─────┘

Delimited, Continued, and Commented Statements

Using SQL Statement Delimiters

When you embed an SQL statement in a PL/I application program, you must use these statement delimiters:

• Begin each SQL statement with EXEC SQL
• End each SQL statement with ;

An EXEC SQL delimiter must be preceded by either a PL/I label or the ; character.

The following example shows the use of SQL statement delimiters:
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EXEC SQL  INSERT INTO DIVISION VALUES ('D07','LEGAL',1234) ;

The statement text can be on the same line as the delimiters.

Continuing Statements

You can write SQL statements on one or more lines. If you split the statement before or after any keyword, value, or
delimiter, a special character is not required to show that a statement continues on the next line.

Inserting SQL Comments

To include comments within SQL statements that are embedded in a PL/I program, you can:

• Use the PL/I comment delimiters /* and */
• Use the SQL comment characters, two consecutive hyphens (--), on an SQL statement line following the statement

text

A comment that begins with the SQL comment characters (--) terminates at the end of the line (column 72).

You cannot use SQL comment characters to insert a comment in the middle of a string constant or delimited identifier.

The following example shows both methods of inserting comments within an embedded SQL statement:

EXEC SQL

/*********  PERFORM UPDATE ON ACTIVE EMPLOYEES ONLY  ********/
  UPDATE BENEFITS
    SET VAC_ACCRUED = VAC_ACCRUED + 10,  -- Add 10 hours vacation
        SICK_ACCRUED = SICK_ACCRUED + 1  -- Add 1 sick day
    WHERE EMP_ID IN
      (SELECT EMP_ID FROM EMPLOYEE
      WHERE STATUS = 'A') ;

Defining Host Variables

What You Declare

Within an SQL declare section, you specify the name, level, and data type of host variables using standard PL/I data
declarative statements and observing these guidelines:

• A host variable name must conform to PL/I rules for forming variable names
• The level number is in the range of 1 to 255
• The data type of the host variable

Using PL/I Declarations

Equivalent Column Data Types

This table shows data types of PL/I host variables that are valid in an SQL declare section and equivalent to CA IDMS
table column data types:

Equivalent PL/I data type CA IDMS data type
CHAR (n) CHAR(n)
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CHAR (n) VAR VARCHAR(n)
FIXED DECIMAL (p,s) DECIMAL(p,s)
FLOAT BINARY (n)
where n <= 24
where n > 24

REAL
DOUBLE PRECISION

FLOAT DECIMAL (n)
where n <= 6
where n > 6

REAL
DOUBLE PRECISION

FIXED BINARY (15) SMALLINT
FIXED BINARY (31) INTEGER
CHAR (n) BINARY(n)
GRAPHIC (n) GRAPHIC(n)1
GRAPHIC (n) VAR VARGRAPHIC(n)1
CHAR (10) DATE
CHAR (8) TIME
CHAR (26) TIMESTAMP
SQLBIN (n) BINARY(n)
CHAR(8) TID1

NOTE
1This data type is a CA IDMS extension of the SQL standard. For more information about CA IDMS data types,
see the Data Types.

Data Types Not Supported

The following table shows CA IDMS data types for which no equivalent data types exist in PL/I that are valid in an SQL
declare section. The table shows compatible PL/I data types that are valid in host variable declarations. However, if a data
value is not convertible between the two data types, accessing a column that has no equivalent data type may result in an
error.

Compatible PL/I data type CA IDMS data type
FIXED BINARY (31) LONGINT or BIGINT
FIXED DECIMAL (p,s) NUMERIC(p,s)
FIXED DECIMAL (p,s) UNSIGNED NUMERIC(p,s)
FIXED DECIMAL (p,s) UNSIGNED DECIMAL(p,s)

Host Variable Declaration Example

In this example, the SQL declare section defines host variables, including one indicator variable, using standard PL/I
data declarations. The example is annotated to show the equivalent column data type for each variable and to identify an
indicator variable:

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
 .
 .
 .
EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION ;
DECLARE 1  EMP_ID           FIXED BINARY (31) ;       ◄─ INTEGER
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DECLARE 1  EMP_LNAME        CHAR (20) ;               ◄─ CHARACTER
DECLARE 1  SALARY_AMOUNT    FIXED DECIMAL (6,2) ;     ◄─ DECIMAL
DECLARE 1  PROMO_DATE       CHAR (10) ;               ◄─ DATE
DECLARE 1  PROMO_DATE_I     FIXED BINARY (31) ;       ◄─ Indicator variable
EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION ;

Declaring an Indicator Variable

An indicator variable must be either FIXED BINARY (15) or FIXED BINARY (31) data type. In the previous example,
PROMO_DATE_I is an indicator variable for PROMO_DATE.

SQLIND Data Type

You can declare an indicator variable with the data type SQLIND:

DECLARE 1  PROMO_DATE       CHAR (10) ;               ◄─ DATE
DECLARE 1  PROMO_DATE_I     SQLIND ;                  ◄─ Indicator variable

The precompiler substitutes a FIXED BINARY (31) in the output source.

NOTE
The SQLIND data type is primarily for use within bulk structure definitions. In other cases, its use is optional.

Allowable Host Variable Definitions

A host variable definition must contain a data type declaration and may contain an occurrence count. No other
declarations are supported.

Using INCLUDE TABLE

Output of INCLUDE TABLE

The CA IDMS precompiler uses these data type equivalents when directed by an INCLUDE TABLE statement to create a
host variable declaration.

CA IDMS data type PL/I data type on INCLUDE TABLE
BINARY(n) CHAR (n)
CHARACTER(n) CHAR (n)
VARCHAR(n) CHAR (n) VAR
GRAPHIC(n) GRAPHIC (n)
VARGRAPHIC(n) GRAPHIC (n) VAR
DECIMAL(p,s) FIXED DECIMAL (p,s)
UNSIGNED DECIMAL(p,s) FIXED DECIMAL (p,s)
NUMERIC(p,s)1 FIXED DECIMAL (p,s)
UNSIGNED NUMERIC(p,s) FIXED DECIMAL (p,s)
DOUBLE PRECISION FLOAT BINARY (53)
FLOAT (n)
where n <= 24
where n > 24

FLOAT BINARY (21)
FLOAT BINARY (53)
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REAL FLOAT BINARY (21)
DATE CHAR (10)
TIME CHAR (8)
TIMESTAMP CHAR (26)
SMALLINT FIXED BINARY (15)
INTEGER FIXED BINARY (31)
LONGINT FIXED BINARY (31)
SQLIND FIXED BINARY (31)
TID CHAR(8)

Default Structure

The default structure that is created by the INCLUDE statement has these features:

• A level 1 element for the table
• A level 2 subordinate element that is named for each table column, which is defined with the equivalent program

language data type
• An additional level 2 element, with the suffix '_I', for each column that allows null values, to be available as an indicator

variable
If you specify a table without a schema name qualifier, you must supply a schema name with a precompiler option in
the JCL.

NOTE
For more information about precompiler options, see Precompiler Directives.

Defining Bulk Structures

A bulk structure is a group element or a record which contains a subordinate array for holding multiple occurrences of
input or output values. Bulk structures are used in bulk SELECT, INSERT, and FETCH statements for retrieving or storing
multiple rows of data.

Format of a Bulk Structure

A bulk structure consists of three levels:

• The highest level is the structure itself (level 01 through 253)
• The second level is a multiply occurring group item (level 02 through 254)
• The third level consists of elementary or variable length data items

The number, type and order of data items at the lowest level must correspond to the number, data type, and order of
column values being retrieved or inserted.

Bulk Structure Example

The following is an example of a valid bulk structure:

EXEC SQL  BEGIN DECLARE SECTION;

DCL  1  BULK_DATA,
     4  BULK_ROW (20),
     5  EMP_ID  FIXED DECIMAL(3),
     5  EMP_NAME  CHAR(30),
     5  DEPT_NAME CHAR(30);
EXEC SQL  END DECLARE SECTION;
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Referring to a Bulk Structure

When referring to a bulk structure in a SELECT, FETCH, or INSERT statement, the name of the highest level is used:

EXEC SQL

  FETCH EMPCURS BULK :BULK_DATA;

Indicator Variables

An indicator variable can be associated with a data item within the structure as follows:

• The indicator variable must immediately follow the data item with which it is associated
• The data type of the indicator variable must be SQLIND

On encountering the SQLIND data type, the precompiler interprets the variable as an indicator associated with the
preceding variable. SQLIND is replaced with BINARY FIXED(31) in the generated source.

Restrictions

A subscripted data element may not appear within the lowest level of a bulk structure.

Using INCLUDE TABLE

A bulk structure can be defined for a given table by using the INCLUDE TABLE statement with a NUMBER OF ROWS
clause. The statement in this example generates a bulk structure capable of holding 20 entries:

EXEC SQL

  INCLUDE TABLE EMPLOYEE NUMBER OF ROWS 20;

Referring to Host Variables

What You Can Do

CA IDMS supports references to host variables in SQL statements. The host variable name must be prefixed with a colon
(:).

NOTE
For more information, see Data Manipulation with SQL.

CA IDMS also supports references to:

• Subordinate elements which may require qualification for uniqueness
• Subscripted elements

Qualifying host variable names

You can use the group name to qualify the element name of a host variable.

For example, assume these host variable definitions:

DECLARE 1 EMP,

         2 HIRE_DATE
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 .
 .
 .
DECLARE 1 MGR,
         2 HIRE_DATE
 .
 .
 .

You can qualify HIRE_DATE as in this example:

EXEC SQL

  SELECT...
    INTO :EMP.HIRE_DATE ;

Subscripted Variable Names

A CA IDMS extension of the SQL standard supports host variable arrays for use in bulk processing. By further extension
of the SQL standard, CA IDMS supports reference to a subscripted variable in a host variable array.

The following host variable references are all valid:

• :DIV-CODE(1)
• :DIV-CODE (15)
• :DIV-CODE(SUB1)
• :DIV-CODE(SUB1,SUB2)

Including SQL Communication Areas

Declaring SQL Communication Areas

CA IDMS provides these ways of including the SQL Communication Areas in a PL/I program:

• The program can declare the host variable SQLSTATE:

EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION ;

DECLARE    SQLSTATE      CHARACTER(5) ;

EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION ;

• The program can declare the host variable SQLCODE:

EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION ;

DECLARE    SQLCODE       FIXED BINARY (31) ;

EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION ;

• The program can issue this directive:
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EXEC SQL  INCLUDE SQLCA ;

Using the INCLUDE statement to declare the SQLCA is a CA IDMS extension of the SQL standard.

SQLCA Structure

This is the PL/I format of the SQLCA:

PL/I SQLCA

 DECLARE 1  SQLCA,
           2  SQLCAID          CHARACTER (8),
           2  SQLCODE          FIXED BINARY (31),
           2  SQLCSID          CHARACTER (8),
           2  SQLCINFO,
             3  SQLCERC        FIXED BINARY (31),
             3  FILLERnnnn     FIXED BINARY (31),
             3  SQLCNRP        FIXED BINARY (31),
             3  FILLERnnnn     FIXED BINARY (31),
             3  SQLCSER        FIXED BINARY (31),
             3  FILLERnnnn     FIXED BINARY (31),
             3  SQLCLNO        FIXED BINARY (31),
             3  SQLCMCT        FIXED BINARY (31),
             3  SQLCARC        FIXED BINARY (31),
             3  SQLCFJB        FIXED BINARY (31),
             3  FILLERnnnn     FIXED BINARY (31),
             3  FILLERnnnn     FIXED BINARY (31),
           2  SQLCMSG,
             3  SQLCERL        FIXED BINARY (31),
             3  SQLCERM        CHARACTER (256),
           2  SQLSTATE         CHARACTER (5),
           2  SQLCRNF          CHARACTER (1),
           2  SQLCNRRS         FIXED BINARY (15),
           2  FILLERnnnn       CHARACTER (8),
           2  SQLWORK          CHARACTER (16) ;

 DECLARE 1 SQLCINF2 BASED (ADDR(SQLCINFO)),
           2  SQLERRD   FIXED BINARY (31),

 DECLARE 1 SQLCMSG2 BASED(ADDR(SQLCMSG)),
           2  FILLERnnnn        CHARACTER (2),
           2  SQLERRM,
             3  SQLERRML        FIXED BINARY (15).
             3  SQLERRMC        CHARACTER (256) ;
                                          ────┐
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 DECLARE 1 SQLCWRK2 BASED(ADDR(SQLWORK)),     │
           2  SQLERRP,                        │
             3  SQLCVAL        CHARACTER (5), │  Included by the
             3  FILLERnnnn     CHARACTER (3), │  precompiler for
           2  SQLWARN,                        │  DB2 compatibility;
             3  SQLWARN0  CHARACTER (1),      │  not used by CA IDMS.
             3  SQLWARN1  CHARACTER (1),      │
             3  SQLWARN2  CHARACTER (1),      │
             3  SQLWARN3  CHARACTER (1),      │
             3  SQLWARN4  CHARACTER (1),      │
             3  SQLWARN5  CHARACTER (1),      │
             3  SQLWARN6  CHARACTER (1),      │
             3  SQLWARN7  CHARACTER (1) ;     │
                                          ────┘

Including Information from the Dictionary

You can use these precompiler directive statements to instruct the precompiler to copy entities from the dictionary into the
PL/I application program:

• INCLUDE IDMS record-name
• INCLUDE IDMS MODULE module-name
• INCLUDE module-name

INCLUDE IDMS Record Statement

The INCLUDE IDMS Record statement is used to copy record descriptions into the program and can be coded in your
application program.

Syntax

  ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
►─▼─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ─┴───────►◄
    └─┬────────────────┬─── INCLUDE IDMS record-specification ─┘
      └─ level-number ─┘

Expansion of Record Specification

►►─── record-name ───┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►
                     └─ VERSION version-number ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ attribute ─┘
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Parameters

• level-number INCLUDE IDMS
Instructs the precompiler to copy one or more record descriptions into your program at the location of the INCLUDE
IDMS statement.
The optional level-number clause instructs the precompiler to copy descriptions into your program at a different level
than the level specified in the data dictionary. Level-number must be an integer in the range 01 through 99. If your
program specifies level-number, the DML precompiler copies the first level of code to the level specified by level-
number and adjusts all other levels accordingly. If your program does not specify level-number, the descriptions that
are copied by the DML precompiler have the same level numbers as originally specified in the dictionary.

• record-name
Specifies the name of the record to be copied. It can be the primary name of a record that is stored in the data
dictionary, or a synonym.

• VERSION version-number
Optionally qualifies IDD records with a version number. Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through
9999. Version-number defaults to the highest version number of the record that is defined in the data dictionary for the
language and operating mode under which the program compiles.

• attribute
Optionally allows you to instruct the DML precompiler to include PL/I attributes in the PL/I DECLARE statement. The
DML precompiler generates the PL/I DECLARE statement for the record that you specify in record-name.

Usage

Using Included Records as Host Variables

The program can copy a record definition from the dictionary and can use the record elements as host variables in
embedded SQL.

If you declare host variables by copying a record description from the dictionary, the following descriptors should not
appear in the record definition:

• REDEFINES
• SYNC

INCLUDE IDMS MODULE statement

The INCLUDE IDMS (module-name) statement copies procedure source statements that are defined by the database
administrator as modules in the dictionary.

Syntax

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
►►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────►◄
     └─ INCLUDE IDMS (module-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬─ ); ─┘
                                   └─ VERSION version-number ─┘

Parameters

• INCLUDE IDMS (module-name)
Copies procedure source statements that are defined by the DBA as modules in the dictionary. Module-name specifies
the name of a module that was previously defined using the DDDL compiler.

NOTE
For more information about the DDDL compiler, see the IDD DDDL Reference.
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The available PL/I standard modules are:
– IDMS_STATUS
– IDMS_STATUS (mode is IDMS_DC)
The DML precompiler inserts the module into your program at the location of the INCLUDE IDMS MODULE statement,
without modification.
You can nest INCLUDE IDMS MODULE statements. Code that is invoked by an INCLUDE IDMS MODULE entry can
itself contain INCLUDE IDMS MODULE statements. However, verify that a copied module does not copy itself.

• VERSION version-number
Optionally qualifies module-name with a version number. Version-number must be an integer in the range 1 through
9999.
Defaults for version-number depend on whether:
– A version of the module exists that you name with module-name which is operating-mode-specific. In this case, the

default is the version number of this module. If two or more mode-specific versions of the module exist, version-
number defaults to the highest version number among these versions.

– A version of the module exists that you name with module-name which is non-operating-mode-specific, and no
operating-mode-specific version exists. In this case, the default is the version number of this module. If two or more
non-mode-specific versions of the module exist, version-number defaults to the highest version number among
these versions.

If no version of the module exists in the dictionary, an error condition results.

INCLUDE Module-name Statement

The INCLUDE module-name statement is equivalent to an INCLUDE IDMS MODULE statement in which the version
number is omitted.

NOTE
For more information about this statement, see INCLUDE.

Non-SQL Precompiler Directives

The CA IDMS precompiler accepts several directives that are not associated with SQL statements and host variable
declarations including:

• RETRIEVAL -- Specifies that the precompiler should ready the area of the dictionary containing data definitions in
retrieval mode, allowing concurrent update of the area by other transactions

• PROTECTED -- Specifies that the precompiler should ready the area of the dictionary containing data definitions in
update mode, preventing concurrent update of the area by other transactions

• NO-ACTIVITY-LOG -- Suppresses the logging of program activity statistics
• DMLIST/NODMLIST -- Specifies generation or no generation of a source listing for the statements that follow

NOTE
For more information about non-SQL precompiler directives, see Precompiler Directives.

Preparing and Executing the Program
This section describes the steps required to put your source program into executable form.

If you are using CA ADS, the CA ADS compiler ADSC performs steps 1 and 2.

 

Precompiling the Program
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You precompile the program to separate SQL statements from the rest of the program and to replace the SQL statements
in the source program module with calls to the DBMS.

About the Precompiler

Why You Precompile

SQL is a database sublanguage that is not known to the language compiler. The CA IDMS precompiler:

• Checks the syntax of embedded SQL statements
• Modifies the source code by:

– Replacing SQL statements in the source program with program language calls to the DBMS
– Executing precompiler directives

• Stores a relational command module (RCM) for the program if no errors occur in precompiling

When to Precompile

Once you have precompiled a program, you must precompile it again after any changes to either host language or
embedded SQL statements. When you precompile a program that was previously precompiled, the DBMS rebuilds the
RCM only if one or more SQL statements in the program have changed.

After a program has been precompiled, you can make global changes to the schema-name qualifiers of tables and views
in embedded SQL statements when you create the access module. If instead you modify the SQL statements in the
source program, you must precompile the program again.

NOTE
For more information and documentation about the schema-name mapping for tables and views, see Creating
the Access Module.

How You Precompile

You precompile the program by submitting a batch job.

For precompiler JCL, see Sample JCL.

You can specify parameters in the precompiler JCL that determine how the precompiler executes.

For documentation of precompiler parameters, see Precompiler Options.

Authorization

To execute the precompiler, you must have:

• The authority to precompile the program if program registration is in effect for the dictionary
• User authority to precompile against the dictionary
• SELECT privilege on tables named in INCLUDE TABLE statements

Precompiler Options

Syntax

This is the expansion of precompiler-options in the precompiler EXEC PGM statement in JCL. These are not positional
parameters:

►►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ RCM = rcm-name ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ RCMVERSION = rcm-version-number ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AM = access-module-name ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ SCHEMA = schema-name ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ NOINSTALL ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ DICTNAME = dictionary-name ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ SQL = ──┬─ NO ───┤
              ├─ 89 ───┤
              └─ FIPS ─┘

 ►─┬──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ LIST ───┤
   └─ NOList ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ DATE = ─┬─ ISO ─┬─┘
              ├─ USA ─┤
              ├─ EUR ─┤
              └─ JIS ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TIME = ─┬─ ISO ─┬─┘
              ├─ USA ─┤
              ├─ EUR ─┤
              └─ JIS ─┘

COBOL precompiler only

►►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ COBOL = ──┬─ 1 ──┬─┘
                ├─ 2 ──┤
                └─ 85 ─┘

Parameters

• RCM = rcm-name
Specifies the name of the RCM created for the program by the precompiler.
This parameter must be specified for all host language programs except COBOL.
If this RCM is not specified to the COBOL precompiler, the RCM name is the program name identified in the program
source. If the name is not identified in the program, you must specify an RCM parameter.

• RCMVERSION = rcm-version-number
Specifies the version number of the RCM created for the program by the precompiler.
If RCMVERSION is not specified, the version number defaults to 1. If an RCM with the same version number already
exists in the dictionary, the precompiler replaces the existing RCM.

• AM = access-module-name
Specifies the name of the access module to be executed for the program at runtime.
The program can override this specification at runtime by issuing a SET ACCESS MODULE statement.
If this parameter is not specified, the access module name defaults to rcm-name.
The access module specified in access-module-name does need not exist when the program is precompiled. However,
if the access module does not exist when the program is executed, an invalid SQL statement identifier error occurs.

• SCHEMA = schema-name
Specifies the default schema-name qualifier for the precompiler to use when processing an INCLUDE TABLE
statement that does not supply a qualifier.
If an INCLUDE TABLE statement supplies a qualifier, the SCHEMA parameter is ignored for that table.
If SCHEMA is not specified and an INCLUDE TABLE statement does not supply a qualifier, the precompiler returns an
error.

• NOINSTALL
Specifies that the precompiler should only check syntax.
If this parameter is specified, the precompiler does not store the RCM.
If this parameter is not specified and the precompiler executes without errors, the precompiler stores the RCM.

• DICTNAME = dictionary-name
Specifies the name of the dictionary the precompiler should access.
If this parameter is not specified, the precompiler defaults to the dictionary specified in the DICTNAME parameter of
the SYSIDMS statement in the precompiler JCL.

NOTE
For more information on sample precompiler JCL, see Sample JCL.

If this parameter is not specified and there is no SYSIDMS DICTNAME parameter, the CA IDMS returns an error at
runtime.

• SQL =
Specifies the SQL syntax standard that the precompiler should apply when checking the validity of SQL statements in
the program.
The precompiler issues a warning if it detects an SQL statement that does not comply with the standard specified in
this parameter.
If this parameter is not specified, the default is the same as specifying SQL = NO.

• NO
Specifies that compliance with a named SQL standard is not checked or enforced, and all CA IDMS extensions are
permitted.

• 89
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Directs the precompiler to use ANSI X3.135-1989 (Rev), Database Language SQL with integrity enhancement, as the
standard for compliance.

• FIPS
Directs the precompiler to use FIPS PUB 127-1, Database Language SQL, as the standard for compliance.

• LIST
Directs the precompiler to create a listing of the program with precompiler messages.
If this parameter is specified, the program listing is written to the SYSLST file.
If this parameter is not specified, the default is the same as specifying NOList.
The precompiler directive NODMLIST, included in the program source, overrides the EXEC PGM parameter LIST.

NOTE
For more information on NODMLIST, see Precompiler Directives.

• NOList
Directs the compiler not to create a listing of the program with precompiler messages.
The precompiler directive DMLIST, included in the program source, overrides the EXEC PGM parameter NOList.

NOTE
For more information on DMLIST, see Precompiler Directives.

• COBOL =
Specifies the version of COBOL with which COBOL statements generated by the precompiler must comply.
If this parameter is not specified, the default is the same as specifying COBOL = 2.

• 1
Directs the precompiler to comply with versions of COBOL that precede VS-COBOL II when generating COBOL
statements.

• 2
Directs the precompiler to comply with VS-COBOL II when generating COBOL statements.

• DATE =
Specifies the format of the DATE data type to be used for communication between the program and the database
when the access module is executed.

• TIME =
Specifies the format of the TIME data type to be used for communication between the program and the database when
the access module is executed.

NOTE
You can use the DATE and TIME parameters to override the default for the installation.

Data type Format Example
DATE yyyy-mm-dd 1990-12-15
TIME hh.mm.ss 16.43.17
TIMESTAMP yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.nnnn 1990-12-15-16.43.17.123456

USA

Specifies that the format of the DATE data type should comply with the standard of the IBM USA standard. Formats used
when USA is specified are:

Data type Format Example
DATE mm/dd/yyyy 12/15/1990
TIME hh:mm AM

hh:mm PM
4:43 PM

TIMESTAMP yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.nnnn 1990-12-15-16.43.17.123456
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EUR

Specifies that the format of the DATE data type should comply with the standard of the IBM European standard. Formats
used when EUR is specified are:

Data type Format Example
DATE dd.mm.yyyy 15.12.1990
TIME hh.mm.ss 16.43.17
TIMESTAMP yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.nnnn 1990-12-15-16.43.17.123456

JIS

Specifies that the format of the DATE data type should comply with the standard of the Japanese Industrial Standard
Christian Era. Formats used when JIS is specified are:

Data type Format Example
DATE yyyy-mm-dd 1990-12-15
TIME hh:mm:ss 16:43:17
TIMESTAMP yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.nnnn 1990-12-15-16.43.17.123456

Compiling the Program

CA IDMS Precompiler

The CA IDMS precompiler modifies the program that you submit. CA IDMS comments out SQL statements and
substitutes calls to the DBMS. The entire source program is now in compilable form.

Here is an example of an SQL statement that has been commented out by the precompiler, and the code that the
precompiler has substituted:

 011200*    EXEC SQL

 011300*         FETCH CURS1 BULK :EMPDATA
 011400*           START :INDEX-CNTR ROWS :NUM-ROWS
 011500*    END-EXEC.
                  MOVE 4 TO SQLCLNO
                  MOVE 16 TO SQLCMD
                  MOVE 1 TO SQLARG
                  MOVE 4 TO SQLSID
                  MOVE 278 TO SQLTBL
                  MOVE 6 TO SQLMRO
                  MOVE INDEX-CNTR TO SQLSRO
                  MOVE NUM-ROWS TO SQLNRO
                  CALL 'IDMSSQL' USING
                                SQLRPB
                                SQLCA
                                SQLCA
                                SQLCIB
                                SQLPIB
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                                SQLCA
                                EMPDATA
                                SQLCA
                                SQLCA
                                SQLCA
                                SQLCA
                  .

Language Compiler

To compile the program, you submit the source program, as successfully modified by the precompiler, to the language
compiler. Output from the compiler consists of an object program and a source listing.

Link Editing

The linkage editor edits the object program into a specified load library. Output from the linkage editor consists of a load
module and a link map.

NOTE
For JCL and more information on compiling and link editing a program see Sample JCL.

Creating the Access Module

An access module is the executable form of the SQL statements that a program issues. When you create an access
module, you also invoke the optimizer. The optimizer automatically determines the most efficient access to the data
requested by the SQL statements. CA IDMS stores the access strategy in the access module.

How You Create an Access Module

You create an access module with an SQL statement, CREATE ACCESS MODULE. If you accept all defaults, the access
module you create:

• Is qualified with the name of the default schema for the user session
• Is stored in the DDLCATLOD area of the application dictionary to which you are connected
• Is created as version 1 if no access module of the same name and version exists in the dictionary
• Has no schema-name mapping to replace existing table or view qualifiers in SQL statements in the RCMs that the

access module contains
• Is defined with AUTO RECREATE ON, which means that the DBMS will attempt to re-create the access module at

runtime if a change has been made to the definition of a table accessed the module or if the RCM has been re-created
since it was included in the access module

• Is defined with VALIDATE ALL, which means that the DBMS will check the definition for each table in the access
module before executing the first statement in the access module

• Will execute with a default isolation of cursor stability and allow a transaction to perform updates
• Will execute with a ready mode of shared retrieval on all areas it accesses

Overriding Access Module Defaults

Access Module Name Qualifier

Qualify the access module name if you want to associate the access module with a schema that is not the default for the
SQL session in which the CREATE ACCESS MODULE statement is issued.
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Ownership of the schema that qualifies the access module affects authority to use the access module under CA IDMS
internal security. The owner of the schema must have authority to execute the statements in the access module, and the
authorities must be grantable for another user to execute the access module.

NOTE
For more information and specific rules regarding schema ownership and authority to execute access modules
under CA IDMS security, see the Security Checking.

Access Module Version Number

Specify an access module version number according to site standards.

You can use the version number of the access module to represent the version of the application that you want to execute
at runtime.

NOTE
For more information, see Executing the Application.

Schema-name Mapping for Tables and Views

Supply schema-name mapping to specify a qualifier that should replace a table or view qualifier in the RCMs that the
access module contains. Schema-name mapping allows you to specify the database that the access module accesses.

In this example, unqualified table and view names, and table and view names qualified with EMP_SCH, are mapped
to a schema called EMP_TSTSCH. When the access module executes, a reference to the EMPLOYEE table or the
EMP_SCH.EMPLOYEE will change to the EMP_TSTSCH.EMPLOYEE table:

EXEC SQL
  CREATE ACCESS MODULE EMPINFO1
     FROM EMPDICT.EMPDSP01,
          EMPDICT.EMPDSP02,
          EMPDICT.EMPDSP03,
          EMPDICT.EMPADD01,
          EMPDICT.EMPUPD01,
          EMPDICT.EMPUPD02,
          EMPDICT.EMPDEL01
     MAP EMP_SCH TO EMP_TSTSCH,    ◄─── Schema-name mapping
     MAP NULL TO EMP_TSTSCH
END-EXEC.

You can subsequently change the schema-name mapping by creating a new access module or altering an existing one.
This lets you change the database that the application accesses without precompiling the programs again. Altering an
access module is discussed in more detail in this topic.

Automatic Access Module Re-creation

At runtime, if the DBMS detects that the database definition of a table specified in the access module has changed since
the access module was created, it automatically recreates the access module unless the access module was defined with
AUTO RECREATE OFF.

If the AUTO RECREATE option is OFF at runtime, the DBMS returns an error with an SQLCERC value of 1014.
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Table Definition Timestamp Validation

The DBMS validates the definition timestamp of every table accessed by statements in the access module before
executing the access module unless you specify VALIDATE BY RCM or VALIDATE BY STATEMENT. Validation failure is a
condition that requires re-creation of the access module.

BY RCM causes validation only for tables accessed by statements in the RCM to be executed. BY STATEMENT causes
validation only for tables accessed by the statement to be executed.

One of these specifications may be appropriate if the application contains sections of code that are infrequently executed.

Transaction State

The default transaction state is READ WRITE unless you specify the READ ONLY parameter. READ ONLY will cause
an error to be returned at runtime attempts to perform an update. The combination of READ ONLY and a ready mode of
update will cause an error when you create the access module.

A program can override the transaction state specified for the access module with the SET TRANSACTION statement.

SET TRANSACTION must precede most statements in the transaction. For more information about the SET
TRANSACTION statement, see the IDMS Reference documentation.

A transaction with an isolation level of transient read is automatically a READ ONLY transaction. A specification of READ
WRITE for the access module or the transaction is ignored when the isolation level of the transaction is transient read.

Isolation Level

Specify the DEFAULT ISOLATION parameter only if cursor stability is not the appropriate isolation level for executing the
application.

NOTE
For more information on the effect of isolation level, see Writing an SQL Program.

Ready Mode

With the READY parameter, you can specify ready mode for one, some, or all areas.

Ready mode refers to the type of area lock the DBMS sets for the database transaction. The effect of the area lock differs
depending on whether the execution environment is the central version or local mode. For example, for a program running
under the central version, a ready mode of protected retrieval prevents concurrent transactions from updating data in the
area, but for a local mode program, it does not prevent concurrent updates.

If you specify the PRECLAIM option for an area, the DBMS sets area locks on the first database access statement (to
any area) in the transaction. If you do not specify PRECLAIM for an area, the default is INCREMENTAL, meaning that the
area lock is set on the first access to that area.

Default Ready Mode

You should accept the default ready mode unless experience proves there is a reason to override it.

NOTE
For more information on ready mode options, see the topic "CREATE ACCESS MODULE" in the IDMS
Reference documentation or Ready Areas.

Actual Ready Mode

The actual ready mode at runtime depends on the interaction of transaction state, specified ready mode, and the status of
the area (initially defined in the DMCL).

The following two tables present the actual ready mode in each possible interaction.
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READ ONLY Ready Modes

This table presents the actual ready modes when the transaction state is READ ONLY:

Specified ready mode Area status Actual ready mode
(No specification) Transient retrieval

Retrieval
Update

Transient retrieval
Shared retrieval
Shared retrieval

Any retrieval mode Transient retrieval
Retrieval
Update

Transient retrieval
As specified
Shared retrieval

Any update mode Transient retrieval
Retrieval
Update

Transient retrieval
Shared retrieval
Shared retrieval

READ WRITE Ready Modes

This table presents the actual ready modes when the transaction state is READ WRITE:

Specified ready mode Area status Actual ready mode
(No specification) Transient retrieval

Retrieval
Update

Transient retrieval
Shared retrieval
Shared update

Any retrieval mode Transient retrieval
Retrieval
Update

Transient retrieval
As specified
As specified

Any update mode Transient retrieval
Retrieval
Update

(Runtime error)
(Runtime error)
As specified

Altering an Access Module

What You Can Change

With an ALTER ACCESS MODULE statement, you can change any specification that you made on the CREATE ACCESS
MODULE statement. You can add, drop, or replace RCMs.

NOTE
For more information about altering an access module, see the topic "ALTER ACCESS MODULE" in the IDMS
Reference documentation.

Changing Schema-name Mapping

To change the schema-name mapping for the access module, you must reprocess all RCMs by specifying the REPLACE
ALL parameter, as in this example:

EXEC SQL
  ALTER ACCESS MODULE EMPINFO1
     REPLACE ALL
       MAP EMP_SCH TO EMP_PRODSCH,
       MAP NULL TO EMP_PRODSCH
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END-EXEC.

Executing an SQL Application

Batch Jobs

You can execute a batch job under the central version or in local mode.

JCL for executing an SQL application program in batch is presented in Sample JCL.

SYSIDMS Parameters

In batch JCL, you can tailor certain aspects of the runtime environment by specifying SYSIDMS parameters. The following
table lists the options specific to SQL processing:

SYSIDMS parameter What it does
SQLTRACE Activates or deactivates the facility that traces all SQL requests

made by the application
PROCTRACE=ON/OFF ON activates a trace of key user blocks that participate in an SQL

PROCEDURE call. OFF is the default.
SQL_CACHE_ENTRIES=n n specifies the max number of entries that will be used in

the dynamic SQL cache. One entry holds one cached SQL
statement. With n set to 0, dynamic SQL caching will be disabled.
The theoretical max value for n is 2,147,483,647, but the real
maximum is determined by available address space. The default
is 200.

SQL_INTLSORT=ON/OFF Allows you to force the internal IDMS sort to be used in local
mode. If ON is specified, an internal SORT rather than an
operating system SORT will be performed on SQL commands
issued in a local batch job that contains an ORDER BY clause. In
many cases, an internal SORT is faster than an operating system
SORT when you are not dealing with a large amount of data. OFF
is the default, indicating an operating system SORT will be used.

NOTE
For more information and the complete list of available SYSIDMS parameters, see SYSIDMS Parameter
Descriptions.

Execution Privilege

The privileges required to access a CA IDMS database using SQL depends on how CA IDMS database resources are
secured.

If CA IDMS internal security is in effect, authority to access the database through the program derives from ownership of
the schema that qualifies the access module name.

NOTE
For more information on qualifying the access module name, see Overriding Access Module Defaults.

If CA IDMS resources are secured by an external security system, the executing user must hold appropriate privileges on
all resources that the application program accesses. The schema name has no significance except as a qualifier.

NOTE
For more information on privileges required to access CA IDMS, see your security administrator.
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Testing the Access Module

Which Access Module Executes

The default access module that is executed at runtime is the access module associated with the program that issues the
first SQL statement executed within the SQL session.

A program is associated with an access module when the program is precompiled.

NOTE
For more information on associating a program with an access module, see "Precompiling the Program."

There are two ways to override at runtime the access module default that is set at precompile time:

• The program issues a SET ACCESS MODULE statement before the database transaction begins.

NOTE
For more information on using the SET ACCESS MODULE statement, see "Preparing and Executing the
Program" or "SET ACCESS MODULE" in the CA IDMS Reference documentation.

• A different version of the access module is used because a test version option has been set for the DC session in
which the program is executing.

Test Versions

If there is a version of the access module that matches the test version setting, the matching version is executed. If an
access module with a matching version is not found at runtime, version 1 of the access module is executed.

NOTE
For more information about test versions, see "DCUF TEST" in the CA IDMS Reference documentation.

Debugging the Application
CA IDMS provides these tools that you can use to debug the SQL portion of the application program:

Command Facility

The Command Facility is a tool for a user to issue ad hoc SQL statements in an interactive online environment or in batch
mode.

You can use this facility to test SQL statement syntax and to test conditions of the database both when you are designing
the application and, if necessary, while debugging.

NOTE
You can use CA OLQ to access CA IDMS with SQL. For more information, see "Online Query Reference."

This example shows a query submitted online to the Command Facility and the result table returned. A successful
SELECT statement, such as the one shown here, can be declared as a cursor with no change to the syntax.

                      OCF nn.n ONLINE IDMS NO ERRORS                       1/16
SELECT
PROJ_ID,
EST_START_DATE,
PROJ_DESC
FROM DEMOPROJ.PROJECT
WHERE EST_START_DATE > CURRENT DATE
ORDER BY 2;
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*+
*+ PROJ_ID     EST_START_DATE      PROJ_DESC
*+ -------     --------------      ---------
*+ C203        1998-02-01          Consumer study
*+ C240        1998-06-01          Service study
*+ C200        1999-01-15          New brand research
*+ D880        1999-11-01          Systems Analysis
*+ P634        2000-02-01          TV ads - WTVK
*+ P200        2000-09-01          Christmas media
*
+
*+ 6 rows processed

SQL Trace Facility

You can use the SQL trace facility to trace execution of the SQL statements in a batch program.

You activate the SQL trace facility by specifying the SYSIDMS parameter SQLTRACE=ON.

In this example, the SQL trace facility reports on the SQL processing for a SELECT statement submitted through
IDMSBCF, the batch Command Facility. The trace facility shows the steps in dynamically executing the SELECT, including
an automatic CONNECT.

 SELECT R.REFTABLE AS "PARENT",
        K.REFCOLUMN AS "PARENT COLUMN",
        R.NAME AS "RELATIONSHIP"
    FROM SYSTEM.CONSTRAINT R,
         SYSTEM.CONSTKEY   K
    WHERE R.SCHEMA = K.SCHEMA
      AND R.NAME = K.NAME
      AND R.SCHEMA = 'REL'
      AND R.TABLE     = 'C_EMPLOYEE'
      AND R.UNIQUE >= ' '
      OR  R.COMPRESS <= ' ' ;
Verb=07  CONNECT TO SYSSQL                                                             
 Caller=IDMSBCF   SQLSEQ=000001  *** S Q L
Verb=20  PREPARE-─►  SELECT R.REFTABLE AS "PARENT",                                    
 Caller=IDMSBCF   SQLSEQ=000008  *** S Q L
Verb=11  DESCRIBE                                                                      
 Caller=IDMSBCF   SQLSEQ=000005  *** S Q L
Verb=19  OPEN                                                                          
 Caller=IDMSBCF   SQLSEQ=000007  *** S Q L
Verb=16  FETCH                                                                         
 Caller=IDMSBCF   SQLSEQ=000006  *** S Q L
  S Q L  SQLCODE=0100  REASON CODE=0000
Verb=03  CLOSE                                                 
                         Caller=IDMSBCF   SQLSEQ=000002  *** S Q
 L
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PARENT              PARENT COLUMN                    
 RELATIONSHIP
C_DEPARTMENT        C_DEPT_ID                         DEPT_EMPLOYEE
C_PROJECT           C_PROJ_ID                        
 EMP_PROJECT
2 rows processed
Verb=05  COMMIT continue                                                               
 Caller=IDMSBCF   SQLSEQ=000003  *** S Q L
 .
 .
 .

You can activate and deactivate the SQL trace facility within the logic of the program. You do this by issuing calls to the
IDMSIN01 entry point to the IDMS module.

You can activate and deactivate the DML or SQL trace for a single CICS transaction, using the SYSIDMS parameter
IDMSIN01_ONLY.

NOTE
For more information on the requirements for calling IDMSIN01 to activate or deactivate the SQL trace facility,
see "IDMSIN01."

EXPLAIN Statemen

You can use the EXPLAIN statement to analyze the optimized access strategy for an SQL statement. An aspect of
database definition or the formulation of the SQL statement can result in a relatively inefficient strategy for a given SQL
statement. The information produced by the EXPLAIN statement can suggest corrective measures.

Online Debugger

You can debug online application program execution using the CA IDMS online debugger. The online debugger allows
you to:

• Set breakpoints in the program
• Stop execution of the program at a breakpoint
• Examine and optionally alter conditions that exist at the breakpoint
• Resume program execution

NOTE
For more information on debugging online application programs, see "Administrating Online Debugger."

SQL Programming Techniques
Programming techniques that increase the processing capability of the program and reduce the demand for system
resources are necessary for optimum performance. In several cases, you can achieve these results because of CA IDMS
SQL extensions.

Modularized Programming

You can design an SQL application using modularized programming techniques. CA IDMS provides extensions to the
SQL standard that allow a program to:
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• Share a cursor that was opened by another program
• Specify the access module that is to be executed for the program

Sharing a Cursor

A shared cursor is declared and opened in one program and accessed in another program.

Requirements

These are the requirements for declaring and using a shared cursor:

• The cursor declaration in the first program must specify the GLOBAL parameter.
In this example, program EMPGET declares and opens a global cursor to select benefits information:

 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
 PROGRAM-ID.  EMPGET.
  .
  .
  .
 DATA DIVISION.
 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 EXEC SQL
   DECLARE EMP_CRSR GLOBAL CURSOR FOR
     SELECT EMP_ID,
            JOB_ID,
            SALARY_AMOUNT,
            BONUS_PERCENT
       FROM BENEFITS
       WHERE EMP_ID = :EMP-ID
 END-EXEC.
  .
  .
  .
 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 EXEC SQL
   OPEN EMP_CRSR
 END-EXEC.

• Only the program that contains the global cursor declaration can contain the OPEN statement for the global cursor.
• A program that shares the cursor must make an external cursor declaration.

In the following example, program EMPUPD declares an external cursor to share the global cursor declared in
EMPGET:

 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
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 PROGRAM-ID.  EMPUPD.
  .
  .
  .
 DATA DIVISION.
 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 EXEC SQL
   DECLARE EMP_CRSR EXTERNAL CURSOR
 END-EXEC.

• Any number of programs that execute within the same database transaction can share a global cursor.
• All programs that share a cursor must be part of the same access module.

The GLOBAL parameter is not valid for cursors associated with dynamically-compiled SELECT statements.

Verifying External Cursors

The precompiler does not verify the validity of a DECLARE EXTERNAL CURSOR statement. The programmer has the
responsibility of verifying that programs meet the requirements for declaring and accessing a global cursor.

Shared Cursor Example

In this example, EMPGET declares EMP_CRSR as an updateable global cursor, opens the cursor, and fetches the row.
After checking the results of the fetch, EMPGET passes control to EMPUPD. EMPUPD declares EMP_CRSR as an
external cursor and performs a positioned update using input values for the updateable columns.

 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
 PROGRAM-ID.  EMPGET.
  .
  .
  .

 DATA DIVISION.
 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 EXEC SQL
   DECLARE EMP_CRSR GLOBAL CURSOR FOR
     SELECT EMP_ID,
            JOB_ID,
            SALARY_AMOUNT,
            BONUS_PERCENT
       FROM BENEFITS
       WHERE EMP_ID = :EMP-ID
       FOR UPDATE OF SALARY_AMOUNT,
                     BONUS_PERCENT
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 END-EXEC.
  .
  .
  .

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 EXEC SQL
   OPEN EMP_CRSR
 END-EXEC.

 PERFORM FETCH-ROUTINE UNTIL END-FETCH='Y'

 FETCH-ROUTINE.

 EXEC SQL
   FETCH EMP_CRSR
     INTO :EMP-ID,
          :JOB-ID,
          :SALARY-AMOUNT INDICATOR SALARY-AMOUNT-I,
          :BONUS-PERCENT INDICATOR BONUS-PERCENT-I
 END-EXEC.

 IF SQLCODE = 100 MOVE 'Y' TO END-FETCH.
 IF SALARY-AMOUNT-I = -1 OR BONUS-PERCENT-I = -1
    PERFORM INITIALIZE-NULL-VARIABLES.

 CALL EMPUPD.

 ---------------------------------------------------------------

 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
 PROGRAM-ID.  EMPUPD.
  .
  .
  .
 DATA DIVISION.
 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 EXEC SQL
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   DECLARE EMP_CRSR EXTERNAL CURSOR
 END-EXEC.
  .
  .
  .

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.
  .
  .
  .

 MOVE INPUT-SALARY-AMOUNT TO SALARY-AMOUNT.
 MOVE INPUT-BONUS-PERCENT TO BONUS-PERCENT.

 EXEC SQL
   UPDATE BENEFITS
     SET SALARY_AMOUNT = :SALARY-AMOUNT,
         BONUS_PERCENT = :BONUS-PERCENT
     WHERE CURRENT OF EMP_CRSR
 END-EXEC.

Using the SET ACCESS MODULE Statement

Why You Use It

You use a SET ACCESS MODULE statement to specify in the program what access module should be executed for a
database transaction. SET ACCESS MODULE overrides the default access module specification for the duration of the
transaction.

Default Access Module Specification

The default access module specification is the one associated with the program that initiates the SQL session -- that is,
the first program to issue an SQL statement.

NOTE
For information on how an access module is associated with a program, see Preparing and Executing the
Program.

The default access module is the access module that is executed unless the program issues a SET ACCESS MODULE
statement. The SET ACCESS MODULE specification remains in effect until the database transaction ends. After the
database transaction ends, the default access module is re-established.

When to Issue SET ACCESS MODULE

The SET ACCESS MODULE statement is valid only if the program issues it in the transaction before it issues an SQL
statement requesting dictionary or database access.
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NOTE
For more information and a list of statements that can precede SET ACCESS MODULE in a database
transaction, see the SET ACCESS MODULE.

Using a Host Variable

You can specify the access module name in a host variable on the SET ACCESS MODULE. This allows the specification
of an access module to be decided by conditions not known until runtime.

NOTE
When you define a host variable for the access module name, an eight-byte character field suffices because an
access module name is limited to eight characters.

SET ACCESS MODULE Example

In this example, program EMPACT declares a global cursor and issues a SET ACCESS MODULE statement before
starting a transaction with an OPEN statement:

 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
 PROGRAM-ID.  EMPACT.
  .
  .
  .

 DATA DIVISION.
 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 EXEC SQL
   DECLARE EMP_CRSR GLOBAL CURSOR FOR
     SELECT EMP_ID
       FROM EMPLOYEE
       WHERE STATUS = 'A'
 END-EXEC.
  .
  .
  .

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 MOVE 'EMPAPPL3' TO AM-NAME.

 EXEC SQL
   SET ACCESS MODULE :AM-NAME
 END-EXEC.
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 EXEC SQL
   OPEN EMP_CRSR
 END-EXEC.
  .
  .
  .

Pseudoconversational Programming
Pseudoconversational programming is an online programming technique that frees certain resources while the system
waits for a response from the online user. The pseudoconversational programming technique permits an online
environment to support more concurrent processing by conserving limited resources such as storage pool and program
pool space.

To facilitate pseudoconversational programming in an SQL application, CA IDMS supports the SUSPEND SESSION and
RESUME SESSION statements.

The online user response may call for modification of data that is retrieved by the program. This section discusses the
following techniques for updating data after a pseudoconverse, including consideration of whether the program needs to
verify that the data has not changed since it was retrieved.

Using SUSPEND SESSION and RESUME SESSION

What SUSPEND SESSION Does

When the program issues a SUSPEND SESSION statement, the DBMS releases all resources that are associated with
the SQL session except the resources needed to resume the current session and transaction:

• The database connection
• Cursor currencies
• Locks held by any currently active transaction
• Temporary tables
• Dynamically prepared SQL statements
• Session SQL row limit and current count for each open cursor

SUSPEND SESSION does not cause a commit or rollback of work.

What RESUME SESSION Does

RESUME SESSION reestablishes the active SQL session and database transaction. All characteristics and cursor
positions of the session and transaction are restored to what they were when the program issued the SUSPEND
SESSION statement.

In a pseudoconversational program, RESUME SESSION must be the first SQL statement the application issues after a
SUSPEND SESSION statement.

Advantages of Suspending and Resuming

because a suspended session preserves database transaction and SQL session characteristics, you can use SUSPEND
SESSION and RESUME SESSION in these types of applications:

• Scrolling through a list of result rows
• Updating a row with user input
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The following sections discuss how to use SUSPEND SESSION and RESUME SESSION in these types of processing.

Scrolling Through a List of Rows

Retrieval List Using Bulk Fetch

You can use a bulk fetch and a suspended session to develop an online application for scrolling through a list of rows.
Each fetch statement retrieves a screen display of rows. The session is suspended before the pseudoconverse and
resumed when the user requests the next set of rows to display. because the DBMS has maintained cursor position during
the suspended session, the next execution of the fetch statement automatically retrieves the next set of rows in the cursor
result table.

Retrieval List Example

In this example, having already declared a host variable array with as many occurrences as there are rows in a screen
display, the program declares and opens the POSITION_CRSR cursor to retrieve data about employees by department:

EXEC SQL
  DECLARE POSITION_CRSR CURSOR FOR
    SELECT P.EMP_ID,
           E.DEPT_ID,
           P.JOB_ID,
           P.SALARY_AMOUNT,
      FROM POSITION P, EMPLOYEE E
      WHERE P.EMP_ID = E.EMP_ID
        AND E.DEPT_ID = :DEPT-ID
END-
EXEC.
EXEC SQL
  OPEN POSITION_CRSR
END-EXEC.

The program then iterates the following logic until the online user exits this thread of the application. The first fetch uses
the value of INPUT-DEPT-ID. The second fetch retrieves the next set of employees for the department because the
DBMS has maintained the cursor position during the suspended session:

 EXEC SQL
   FETCH POSITION_CRSR
     BULK :BULK-POSITION
 END-
EXEC.
 IF SQLCODE = 100 MOVE 'Y' TO END-
FETCH.
 EXEC SQL
   SUSPEND SESSION
 END-
EXEC.
(Move retrieved values to display
 fields)
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 MAP
 OUT ...
(Pseudoconverse)
 MAP
 IN ...
 EXEC SQL
   RESUME SESSION
 END-
EXEC.
 IF END-FETCH = 'Y' ...  ◄─── Close cursor and
 either
                              select a new department or exit

Scrolling Backwards

Scrolling backwards through an online retrieval list requires pageable map processing. If necessary, you can manage
pageable map processing by using the following methods:

• The CA IDMS scratch area and scratch management statements to temporarily store and re-access retrieved data.
• CA ADS pageable mapping in a CA ADS application

Updating a Row After a Pseudoconverse

Using an Updateable Cursor

During a suspended session, the DBMS maintains the cursor position of an open cursor and also the lock on the current
cursor row. Therefore, a program running under the cursor stability isolation level can resume the suspended session
and can perform a positioned update without checking whether the row has been updated by a concurrent database
transaction.

Updateable Cursor Example

In this example, the program fetches a row from the BENEFITS_CRSR cursor, suspends the session, and displays the
row to the online user. Following user input, the program resumes the session and performs a positioned update with user
input:

 EXEC SQL
   DECLARE BENEFITS_CRSR FOR
     SELECT JOB_ID,
            SALARY_AMOUNT,
            BONUS_PERCENT
       FROM BENEFITS
       WHERE EMP_ID = :EMP-ID
 END-
EXEC.
 EXEC SQL
   OPEN BENEFITS_CRSR
 END-
EXEC.
 EXEC SQL
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   FETCH BENEFITS_CRSR
     INTO :JOB_ID,
          :SALARY_AMOUNT,
          :BONUS_PERCENT
 END-
EXEC.
 EXEC SQL
   SUSPEND SESSION
 END-
EXEC.
(Move retrieved values to display
 fields)
 MAP
 OUT ...
(Pseudoconverse)
 MAP
 IN...
(Program moves input data to host
 variables)
 EXEC SQL
   RESUME SESSION
 END-
EXEC.
 EXEC SQL
   UPDATE BENEFITS
     SET SALARY_AMOUNT = :SALARY-AMOUNT,
         BONUS_PERCENT = :BONUS-PERCENT
     WHERE CURRENT OF BENEFITS_CRSR
 END-
EXEC.
 EXEC SQL
   COMMIT
 END-EXEC.

Searched Update After a Pseudoconverse

When a database transaction running under the default isolation mode of cursor stability suspends the session, the DBMS
releases any lock that it set on the base rows of a single-row SELECT result. No locks are maintained on rows resulting
from bulk selects in this situation, and only the lock on the last row that is fetched in a bulk fetch is maintained under
cursor stability during a suspended session.

A concurrent database transaction can update the data that is retrieved by a single-row SELECT statement or FETCH
BULK statement while the session of the original transaction is suspended. In these situations, the program should check
whether the data has been modified since it was retrieved before applying an update after the pseudoconverse.
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Checking Whether the Row Was Modified

To be able to check whether a row has been modified, your processing environment can create and maintain a column for
a last-update timestamp value. An alternative is to compare the values of all fields to be updated with the values that were
retrieved.

Maintaining a Last-Update Timestamp

To maintain a last-update timestamp for a table row, use these procedures:

1. Define a last-update column for each table with data type TIMESTAMP and NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT
2. In the program, define the host variable for the last-update timestamp column as a character field with length 26
3. Set the last-update timestamp column to the value of the special register CURRENT TIMESTAMP when modifying the

row

You can add a last-update column to an existing table using the ALTER TABLE statement. For more information about the
ALTER TABLE, see the IDMS Reference documentation.

How You Check the Row Before Updating

To determine whether a row has been modified since the program retrieved it, you attempt a searched update with a
search condition that includes a comparison to verify that the last-update timestamp value has not changed.

Searched Update Example

In this example, the program issues a single-row SELECT statement from the POSITION table using the primary key of
the table. The program suspends the SQL session and displays the retrieved row to the online user:

 MOVE MAP-EMP-ID TO EMP-ID.
 MOVE MAP-JOB-ID TO JOB-
ID.
 EXEC SQL
   SELECT EMP_ID,
          JOB_ID,
          SALARY_AMOUNT,
          LAST_UPDATED
     INTO :EMP-ID,
          :JOB-ID,
          :SALARY-AMOUNT,
          :LAST-UPDATED
     FROM POSITION
     WHERE EMP_ID = :EMP-ID
 END-
EXEC.
 EXEC SQL
   SUSPEND SESSION
 END-EXEC.
  .
  .
  .
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 MAP
 OUT ...
(Pseudoconverse)

Following the pseudoconverse, the program issues an update to the single row using input from the online user. The
update executes only if the row has not been modified since it was retrieved:

 MAP
 IN ...
 MOVE MAP-SALARY-AMOUNT TO SALARY-
AMOUNT.
 EXEC SQL
   RESUME SESSION
 END-
EXEC.
 EXEC SQL
   UPDATE POSITION
     SET SALARY_AMOUNT = :SALARY-AMOUNT,
         LAST_UPDATED = CURRENT TIMESTAMP
     WHERE EMP_ID = :EMP-ID
       AND JOB_ID = :JOB-ID
       AND LAST_UPDATED = :LAST-UPDATED
 END-
EXEC.
 IF SQLCODE = 100 PERFORM ROW-CHANGED.

Managing Concurrent Sessions

The ability to maintain concurrent active sessions allows the program to access multiple databases with parallel database
transactions. For example, one session can retrieve data from one database and, using that data, perform an update
operation on another database.

This article describes the following information:

Caution When Transaction Sharing Is Not in Effect

If an application attempts to access the same database in concurrent sessions, there is an inherent risk of deadlock;
however, transaction sharing can be used to avoid such deadlocks.

NOTE
For more information on the use of transaction sharing, see Writing an SQL Program topic in this documentation
and the IDMS Reference documentation.

Session Management Concepts

Concurrent Session Identifier

When a session begins, CA IDMS assigns an identifier to the session and maintains the session identifier internally. All
SQL statements implicitly reference the session identifier during execution.
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If there are multiple concurrent sessions, each session has its own session ID. To manage multiple sessions, an
application must manipulate the session identifier directly.

Data Declaration Requirements

To manipulate the session identifier, the program must first:

• Declare one host variable of usage SQLSESS
• Define a variable in working storage for each of the multiple sessions that the program will maintain

When the program begins an SQL session, CA IDMS returns the session identifier to the SQLSESS host variable that the
program has defined. The program must save the SQLSESS value of each concurrent session.

How CA IDMS Uses the SQLSESS Variable

If the program declares an SQLSESS host variable, all calls to CA IDMS pass the SQLSESS host variable as a parameter
to indicate the session to which the SQL statements should be directed.

CA IDMS does not alter the session ID value in this parameter unless the statement being executed terminates the
session (that is, on a COMMIT, RELEASE, or ROLLBACK RELEASE). If the session is terminated, CA IDMS initializes the
SQLSESS host variable.

What the Program Must Do

Before executing an SQL statement, the application must ensure that the correct session ID value has been moved to the
SQLSESS host variable.

Implementing Concurrent Sessions

Declaring the SQLSESS Host Variable

To implement concurrent sessions, the program must declare a host variable to which CA IDMS assigns the session
identifier of the active SQL session:

EXEC SQL
  BEGIN DECLARE SECTION
END-
EXEC.
01   IDMS-SESS-ID    USAGE
 SQLSESS.
EXEC SQL
  END DECLARE SECTION
END-EXEC.

Saving the Session ID Value

The precompiler expands the SQLSESS host variable to an 8-byte character field. Therefore, to save session ID values,
the application program must define work fields that also are 8-byte character fields:

WS-SESSION-IDS.
     05  SESS1-ID          PIC X(8).
     05  SESS2-ID          PIC X(8).
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Multiple Session Steps

These are the steps in a typical scenario for managing multiple sessions:

1. Begin a session accessing Database 1
2. Move IDMS-SESS-ID to SESS1-ID
3. Initialize IDMS-SESS-ID by moving spaces to it
4. CONNECT TO Database 2
5. Move IDMS-SESS-ID to SESS2-ID

At this point, the current session ID value is the one representing the second session. To make the first session the
current session, the application program would move the value in SESS1-ID to IDMS-SESS-ID.

Multiple Sessions Started by One Program

The following diagram illustrates a scenario in which a program manages session IDs to maintain multiple concurrent
sessions.

In this case, the mainline program initiates both sessions and passes the appropriate session ID to each subordinate
program to indicate which session the subprogram should process. Each subprogram must also declare a session
identifier to hold the value passed from the mainline program.

Mainline
┌────────────────────────────────────────┐
│ Connect to DB01                        │
│ Save first session value               │
│ Initialize SQLSESS                     │
│ Connect to DB02                        │
│ Save second session value              │      Program1
│ Move first session value to SQLSESS    │      ┌────────────────────────┐
│ Call PROGRAM1 passing SQLSESS    ──────┼──────►...                     │
│                                        │      │LINKAGE SECTION.        │
│                                        │      │EXEC SQL                │
│                                        │      │  BEGIN DECLARE SECTION │
│                                        │      │END-EXEC.               │
│                                        │      │01 SQLSESS USAGE SQLSESS│
│                                        │      │EXEC SQL                │
│                                        │      │  END DECLARE SECTION   │
│                                        │      │END-EXEC.               │
│                                        │      │...                     │
│                                  ◄─────┼──────┤SQL statements for DB01 │
│                                        │      └────────────────────────┘
│                                        │
│                                        │      Program2
│ Move second session value to SQLSESS   │      ┌────────────────────────┐
│ Call PROGRAM2 passing SQLSESS    ──────┼──────►...                     │
│                                        │      │LINKAGE SECTION.        │
│                                        │      │EXEC SQL                │
│                                        │      │  BEGIN DECLARE SECTION │
│                                        │      │END-EXEC.               │
│                                        │      │01 SQLSESS USAGE SQLSESS│
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│                                        │      │EXEC SQL                │
│                                        │      │  END DECLARE SECTION   │
│                                        │      │END-EXEC.               │
│                                        │      │...                     │
│                                  ◄─────┼──────┤SQL statements for DB02 │
│                                        │      └────────────────────────┘
│   FINISH TASK                          │
└────────────────────────────────────────┘

Multiple Sessions Started by Different Programs

The following diagram illustrates a scenario in which multiple sessions are begun by multiple programs.

In this case, Program 1 must declare a session ID to indicate that a separate session is desired; otherwise, the
CONNECT statement will return an error. However, no manipulation of the session ID is required.

Mainline
┌────────────────────────────────────────┐
│                                        │
│                                        │      Program1
│ Connect to DB01                        │      ┌────────────────────┐
│ Call PROGRAM1                    ──────┼──────► Connect to DB02    │
│                                        │      │ Retrieve data      │
│                                  ◄─────┼──────┤ COMMIT RELEASE     │
│                                        │      └────────────────────┘
│ Update data in DB01                    │
│ COMMIT RELEASE                         │
└────────────────────────────────────────┘

Creating and Using a Temporary Table
A temporary table differs from a database table in these ways:

• A temporary table exists only as long as the database transaction in which it is created
• You cannot create an index on a temporary table
• A temporary table cannot be referenced in a view or a referential constraint
• A temporary table cannot be accessed by another database transaction

With the above exceptions, a program can access a temporary table and manipulate temporary table data as it does with
a database table.

Why Use a Temporary Table

A temporary table can be useful for certain processing requirements, such as to:

• Take a snapshot of information in the database
• Avoid re-accessing base tables multiple times to retrieve the same information, to process efficiently and assure that

the information does not change
• Perform certain operations that cannot be done with a single SQL statement, such as inserting rows into a table using

data retrieved from the same table
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Caution Using a Temporary Table

Since you cannot create an index on a temporary table, access to a temporary table is always serial. Accessing data in a
temporary table with many rows may degrade the performance of the program.

How You Create a Temporary Table

You create a temporary table in the procedural section of the program by issuing a CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE
statement. This statement requires:

• A temporary table name
• Column names
• Column definitions

CA IDMS maintains temporary tables in the scratch area. The program does not supply information on the physical
characteristics of a temporary table.

NOTE
For more information on creating temporary tables in particular, see  CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE. For more
information on creating tables in general, see CREATE TABLE.

Naming a Temporary Table

When you create a temporary table, you should name it in a way that cannot match the name of any table or view that
may be created. If a temporary table name matches the name of a base table or view, the optimizer will assume the name
refers to the base table or view, and the temporary table will not be accessed.

Cursor for a Temporary Table

The program can declare a cursor for a temporary table. However, when you create the access module for the
program, the optimizer issues a warning in response to any reference to the temporary table other than in the CREATE
TEMPORARY TABLE statement.

The programmer has the responsibility of verifying that the cursor declaration and the CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE
statement are compatible.

Temporary Table Example

In this example, the program creates a temporary table of manager names and ids using information in the EMPLOYEE
table. (The EMPLOYEE table itself associates the id of a manager with the name of the subordinate employee, not the
name of the manager.) Using a cursor, the program accesses a row of the temporary table and selects employees from
the EMPLOYEE table who report to the manager identified in the temporary table row.

This is the cursor declaration and the statement to create the temporary table:

 WORKING STORAGE SECTION.

 EXEC SQL
 DECLARE TEMP_CRSR CURSOR FOR
   SELECT *
     FROM TEMP_MGR
     ORDER BY 3
 END EXEC
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  .
  .
  .
 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 EXEC SQL
   CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE TEMP_MGR
          (TEMP_MGR_ID             INTEGER,
          TEMP_FNAME              CHAR(20),
          TEMP_LNAME              CHAR(20))
 END-EXEC.

This statement adds manager information to the temporary table:

EXEC SQL

  INSERT INTO TEMP_MGR
  SELECT DISTINCT E.MANAGER_ID,
         M.EMP_FNAME,
         M.EMP_LNAME
    FROM EMPLOYEE E, EMPLOYEE M
    WHERE E.MANAGER_ID = M.EMP_ID
END-EXEC.

This statement establishes a current cursor row for the temporary table:

EXEC SQL

  FETCH TEMP_CRSR
    INTO :MGR-ID,
         :MGR-FNAME,
         :MGR-LNAME
END-EXEC.

This statement performs a bulk select of employees who report to the manager in the current cursor row. Depending on
processing requirements, this statement could be a bulk fetch:

EXEC SQL

  SELECT EMP_FNAME,
         EMP_LNAME,
         DEPT_ID
    BULK :BULK-EMPLOYEE
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    FROM EMPLOYEE
    WHERE MANAGER_ID = :MGR-ID
      AND TERMINATION_DATE IS NULL
END-EXEC.

Bill-of-materials Explosion

This section presents a sample program that performs a bill-of-materials explosion. A discussion of the concepts involved
precedes the sample program.

What to Do

Maximum Level

The sample program establishes a value of 100 as the limit of levels for the explosion in its use of the MAX-LEVELS
variable. A limit of 100 is for illustration only; a program can set a higher or lower limit.

LIMITS-AND-CONSTANTS.

    02  NUMBER-OF-CURSORS  PIC S9    COMP VALUE 3.
    02  MAX-LEVELS         PIC S9(4) COMP VALUE 100.
    02  NULL-KEY-VALUE     PIC 9(7)       VALUE 0.

Cursor Declarations

The program declares three different cursors with identical definitions. The cursor issues a join of the PART and
COMPONENT tables that produces a result table of component parts for each part.

 EXEC SQL  DECLARE CURSOR1 CURSOR FOR
     SELECT COMPONENT_PART,
            QUANTITY,
            PART_NAME
       FROM COMPONENT C,
            PART P
      WHERE C.PART = :CURRENT-KEY
        AND C.COMPONENT_PART > :PREVIOUS-COMPONENT
        AND P.NUMBER = C.PART
      ORDER BY COMPONENT_PART
 END-EXEC

 EXEC SQL  DECLARE CURSOR2 CURSOR FOR
     SELECT COMPONENT_PART,
            QUANTITY,
            PART_NAME
       FROM COMPONENT C,
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            PART P
      WHERE C.PART = :CURRENT-KEY
  .
  .
  .

The minimum number of cursors needed is two. Theoretically, the program could declare more cursors with identical
definitions, up to a number of cursors equal to the maximum level for the explosion. However, for most bill-of-material
explosions, it is more practical and efficient to add program logic that allows the three cursors to be reused as illustrated in
the sample program later in this section.

Getting the First Row

The GET-FIRST-ROW section of the program issues a single-row select from the PART table. The search condition
equates an input part number (TOP-KEY), the part to be exploded, with PART_NUMBER, the unique key of the PART
table.

This select verifies the existence of the part and also retrieves its name.

EXEC SQL

  SELECT  PART_NUMBER,  PART_NAME
    INTO :CURRENT-KEY, :COMPONENT-NAME
    FROM  PART
    WHERE PART_NUMBER = :TOP-KEY
END-EXEC.

Going to the First Level

In the FETCH-NEXT-ROW section, the program opens a cursor to retrieve the component parts that make up the current
part, whose number it has assigned to CURRENT-KEY. The program fetches the first row of the cursor result table.

FETCH-NEXT-ROW SECTION.

    PERFORM OPEN-CURRENT-CURSOR.

    IF      CURRENT-CURSOR = 1
       EXEC SQL
          FETCH CURSOR1 INTO
            :COMPONENT-KEY, :QTY, :COMPONENT-NAME
       END-EXEC
    ELSE IF CURRENT-CURSOR = 2
 .
 .
 .
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Going Down More Levels

If the first fetch succeeds, the program executes the DOWN-ONE-LEVEL section. In this section, the program:

• Assigns the part number in the first row fetched to CURRENT-KEY
• Increments the current level by 1
• Increments the current cursor by 1 if the current cursor is less than 3

Because the program reuses the three cursors, it attempts to close a cursor in the CLOSE-CURRENT-CURSOR section
before it opens the cursor in the OPEN-CURRENT-CURSOR section. For the first three levels of the explosion, the DBMS
will ignore the CLOSE statement because the specified cursor has not yet been opened.

Using the part number retrieved in the fetch by the previous cursor, the program now fetches the first component part
of the next level down by opening the current cursor and fetching from it. This logic is repeated until a fetch returns an
SQLCODE of 100 (in effect, no more levels) or the defined maximum level is reached.

Saved Keys

Each time it goes down a level, the program saves the part number used in the fetch:

DOWN-ONE-LEVEL SECTION.

    IF CURRENT-LEVEL > MAX-LEVELS
       NEXT SENTENCE
    ELSE
       MOVE COMPONENT-KEY TO CURRENT-KEY

       MOVE COMPONENT-KEY TO SAVE-KEY (CURRENT-LEVEL)
 .
 .
 .

By saving the key, the program can later retrieve the part number for a level and execute the backup logic described
below.

When There Are No More Levels

When there are no more levels, the program executes the BACKUP-ONE-LEVEL section. It subtracts 1 from the level
number and retrieves the saved keys for the current and previous levels.

BACKUP-ONE-LEVEL SECTION.

    SUBTRACT 1 FROM CURRENT-LEVEL.
    IF CURRENT-LEVEL > 0
       MOVE SAVE-KEY (CURRENT-LEVEL) TO PREVIOUS-COMPONENT.
    IF CURRENT-LEVEL > 1
       MOVE SAVE-KEY (CURRENT-LEVEL - 1) TO CURRENT-KEY
.
.
.
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Since the cursor result tables are ordered by component part number and one of the conditions of each is
C.COMPONENT_PART > :PREVIOUS-COMPONENT, the program re-establishes cursor position in the list of
components by limiting the rows selected to those not yet processed. Each time a cursor is re-opened, the first row of the
result table is the next component to be processed,

This allows the program both to reuse a cursor and to fetch the next row for the previous level.

Completing the Explosion

The process of going down a level until there are no more levels, going back one level, and attempting to go down again
is repeated until backing up reaches the top level. The bill-of-materials explosion is now complete.

Sample Program

 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
  PROGRAM-ID.    EXPLODE.

  ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

  DATA DIVISION.
  WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

  01  SQLMSGS.
      02  SQLMMAX            PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +6.
      02  SQLMSIZE           PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +80.
      02  SQLMCNT            PIC S9(8) COMP.
      02  SQLMLINE           OCCURS 6 TIMES PIC X(80).

  01  REQ-WK.
      02  REQUEST-CODE       PIC S9(8) COMP.
      02  REQUEST-RETURN     PIC S9(8) COMP.

 01  LIMITS-AND-CONSTANTS.
     02  NUMBER-OF-CURSORS  PIC S9    COMP VALUE 3.
     02  MAX-LEVELS         PIC S9(4) COMP VALUE 100.
     02  NULL-KEY-VALUE     PIC 9(7)       VALUE 0.

 01  CURSOR-FLAGS.
     02  CURSOR-FLAG  OCCURS 3 TIMES PIC X.

 01  KEY-TABLE.
     02  SAVE-KEY     OCCURS 100 TIMES PIC 9(7).
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 01  WORK-FIELDS.
     02  CURRENT-LEVEL      PIC S9(4) COMP.
     02  CURRENT-CURSOR     PIC S9(4) COMP.
     02  DISPLAY-LEVEL      PIC ZZ9.
     02  WARNING-MSG        PIC X(40).
     02  SQLVALUE           PIC ----9.

 EXEC SQL    BEGIN DECLARE SECTION        END-EXEC
 01  DBNAME                 PIC X(8).
 01  PREVIOUS-COMPONENT     PIC S9(7) COMP-3.
 01  TOP-KEY                PIC S9(7) COMP-3.
 01  CURRENT-ROW.
     02  CURRENT-KEY        PIC S9(7) COMP-3.
     02  COMPONENT-KEY      PIC S9(7) COMP-3.
     02  QTY                PIC S9(5)V99 COMP-3.
     02  COMPONENT-NAME     PIC X(30).
 EXEC SQL    END   DECLARE SECTION           END-EXEC.

*********************************************************
*****         DECLARE CURSORS                       *****

 EXEC SQL  DECLARE CURSOR1 CURSOR FOR
     SELECT COMPONENT_PART,
            QUANTITY,
            PART_NAME
       FROM COMPONENT C,
            PART P
      WHERE C.PART = :CURRENT-KEY
        AND C.COMPONENT_PART > :PREVIOUS-COMPONENT
        AND P.NUMBER = C.PART
      ORDER BY COMPONENT_PART
 END-EXEC

 EXEC SQL  DECLARE CURSOR2 CURSOR FOR
     SELECT COMPONENT_PART,
            QUANTITY,
            PART_NAME
       FROM COMPONENT C,
            PART P
      WHERE C.PART = :CURRENT-KEY
        AND C.COMPONENT_PART > :PREVIOUS-COMPONENT
        AND P.NUMBER = C.PART
      ORDER BY COMPONENT_PART
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 END-EXEC

 EXEC SQL  DECLARE CURSOR3 CURSOR FOR
     SELECT COMPONENT_PART,
            QUANTITY,
            PART_NAME
       FROM COMPONENT C,
            PART P
      WHERE C.PART = :CURRENT-KEY
        AND C.COMPONENT_PART > :PREVIOUS-COMPONENT
        AND P.NUMBER = C.PART
      ORDER BY COMPONENT_PART
 END-EXEC
*********************************************************

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 EXEC SQL
   WHENEVER SQLERROR GO TO SQL-ERROR
 END-EXEC.

 MAINLINE SECTION.
     ACCEPT DBNAME.
     ACCEPT TOP-KEY.
*  INITIALIZE VARIABLES TO GET US STARTED
     MOVE 1 TO CURRENT-LEVEL.
     MOVE 1 TO CURRENT-CURSOR.
     MOVE SPACES TO CURSOR-FLAGS.
     MOVE NULL-KEY-VALUE TO PREVIOUS-COMPONENT.
*
     PERFORM GET-FIRST-ROW.
     PERFORM FETCH-NEXT-ROW
       UNTIL CURRENT-LEVEL = 0.
     EXEC SQL  COMMIT RELEASE   END-EXEC.
     GOBACK.

 GET-FIRST-ROW SECTION.
     EXEC SQL  CONNECT TO :DBNAME         END-EXEC.
     EXEC SQL
       SELECT  PART_NUMBER,  PART_NAME
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         INTO :CURRENT-KEY, :COMPONENT-NAME
         FROM  PART
         WHERE PART_NUMBER = :TOP-KEY
     END-EXEC.

     IF SQLCODE = 100
        MOVE 0 TO CURRENT-LEVEL
        DISPLAY '***** INVALID PART NUMBER: '
                 TOP-KEY
     ELSE
        DISPLAY '***** BILL OF MATERIALS FOR '
                'PART: ' CURRENT-KEY ' '
                COMPONENT-NAME ' *****'
        DISPLAY '**********************************'
                '**********************************'
                '**********************************'.

 FETCH-NEXT-ROW SECTION.
     PERFORM OPEN-CURRENT-CURSOR.

     IF      CURRENT-CURSOR = 1
        EXEC SQL
           FETCH CURSOR1 INTO
             :COMPONENT-KEY, :QTY, :COMPONENT-NAME
        END-EXEC
     ELSE IF CURRENT-CURSOR = 2
        EXEC SQL
           FETCH CURSOR2 INTO
             :COMPONENT-KEY, :QTY, :COMPONENT-NAME
        END-EXEC
     ELSE IF CURRENT-CURSOR = 3
        EXEC SQL
           FETCH CURSOR3 INTO
             :COMPONENT-KEY, :QTY, :COMPONENT-NAME
        END-EXEC.

     IF SQLCODE = 100
        PERFORM BACKUP-ONE-LEVEL
     ELSE
        PERFORM PRINT-CURRENT-ROW
        PERFORM DOWN-ONE-LEVEL.
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 OPEN-CURRENT-CURSOR SECTION.
     IF CURSOR-FLAG (CURRENT-CURSOR) NOT = 'O'
        MOVE 'O' TO CURSOR-FLAG (CURRENT-CURSOR)
        IF      CURRENT-CURSOR = 1
           EXEC SQL
              OPEN CURSOR1
           END-EXEC
        ELSE IF CURRENT-CURSOR = 2
           EXEC SQL
              OPEN CURSOR2
           END-EXEC
        ELSE IF CURRENT-CURSOR = 3
           EXEC SQL
              OPEN CURSOR3
           END-EXEC.

 CLOSE-CURRENT-CURSOR SECTION.

     IF CURSOR-FLAG (CURRENT-CURSOR) = 'O'
        MOVE ' ' TO CURSOR-FLAG (CURRENT-CURSOR)
        IF      CURRENT-CURSOR = 1
           EXEC SQL
              CLOSE CURSOR1
           END-EXEC
        ELSE IF CURRENT-CURSOR = 2
           EXEC SQL
              CLOSE CURSOR2
           END-EXEC
        ELSE IF CURRENT-CURSOR = 3
           EXEC SQL
              CLOSE CURSOR3
           END-EXEC.

 DOWN-ONE-LEVEL SECTION.
     IF CURRENT-LEVEL > MAX-LEVELS
        NEXT SENTENCE
     ELSE
        MOVE COMPONENT-KEY TO CURRENT-KEY
        MOVE COMPONENT-KEY TO SAVE-KEY (CURRENT-LEVEL)
        MOVE NULL-KEY-VALUE TO PREVIOUS-COMPONENT
        ADD 1 TO CURRENT-LEVEL
        IF CURRENT-CURSOR = MAX-CURSORS
           MOVE 1 TO CURRENT-CURSOR
           PERFORM CLOSE-CURRENT-CURSOR
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        ELSE
           ADD 1 TO CURRENT-CURSOR
           PERFORM CLOSE-CURRENT-CURSOR.

 BACKUP-ONE-LEVEL SECTION.
     SUBTRACT 1 FROM CURRENT-LEVEL.
     IF CURRENT-LEVEL > 0
        MOVE SAVE-KEY (CURRENT-LEVEL) TO PREVIOUS-COMPONENT.
     IF CURRENT-LEVEL > 1
        MOVE SAVE-KEY (CURRENT-LEVEL - 1) TO CURRENT-KEY
     ELSE
        MOVE TOP-KEY TO CURRENT-KEY.
     PERFORM CLOSE-CURRENT-CURSOR.
     IF CURRENT-CURSOR = 1
        MOVE MAX-CURSORS TO CURRENT-CURSOR
     ELSE
        SUBTRACT 1 FROM CURRENT-CURSOR.

PRINT-CURRENT-ROW SECTION.

     MOVE CURRENT-LEVEL TO DISPLAY-LEVEL.
     IF CURRENT-LEVEL > MAX-LEVELS
        MOVE 'MAXIMUM LEVEL, COMPONENTS NOT LISTED'
             TO WARNING-MSG
     ELSE
        MOVE SPACES TO WARNING-MSG.
     DISPLAY '  ' DISPLAY-LEVEL
             '  PART: ' COMPONENT-KEY
             '  '       COMPONENT-NAME
             '  QTY: '  QTY
             '  '       WARNING-MSG.
 SQL-ERROR         SECTION.
     DISPLAY '****************** ERROR IN SQL STATEMENT'
             ' ******************'.
     DISPLAY 'PROGRAM          ' SQLPGM
     DISPLAY 'COMPILED         ' SQLDATE
     MOVE SQLCLNO TO SQLVALUE.
     DISPLAY 'SQL LINE NUMBER  ' SQLVALUE
     MOVE SQLCODE TO SQLVALUE.
     DISPLAY 'SQLCODE          ' SQLVALUE
     MOVE SQLCERC  TO SQLVALUE.
     DISPLAY 'REASON CODE      ' SQLVALUE
     MOVE SQLCERC  TO SQLVALUE.
     DISPLAY 'ERROR CODE       ' SQLVALUE
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     MOVE SQLCNRP  TO SQLVALUE.
     DISPLAY 'ROWS PROCESSED   ' SQLVALUE

     MOVE 4 TO REQUEST-CODE.
     CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING SQLRPB, REQ=WK,
           SQLCA, SQLMSGS.
     IF REQUEST-RETURN NOT = 4
       MOVE 1 TO LINE-CNT
       PERFORM DISP=MSG UNTIL LINE-CNT > SQLMCNT.

 DISP-MSG SECTION.
     DISPLAY SQLMLINE (LINE-CNT).
     ADD 1 TO LINE-CNT.

Dynamic SQL
Depending on the processing requirement of the program and the capabilities of the programming language, you will need
to implement dynamic SQL.

Dynamic SQL refers to an SQL statement that is not known to the program at precompile time and therefore is compiled
dynamically when the program executes. CA IDMS provides dynamic SQL to allow the program to formulate, compile, and
execute a DML statement at runtime.

To Insert, Update, or Delete

You implement dynamic SQL with a small set of SQL statements. For SQL DML other than SELECT or CALL, these
statements are:

• EXECUTE IMMEDIATE -- Dynamically compiles and executes the statement
• PREPARE -- Dynamically compiles the statement
• EXECUTE -- Executes a prepared statement

If the statement to be dynamically compiled could be issued more than once in the program, you should use the
combination of PREPARE and EXECUTE statements.

To Select

To dynamically compile and execute a SELECT statement, you take these steps:

1. Formulate the statement
2. Prepare the statement and optionally describe the result table to CA IDMS
3. Declare or allocate a cursor using the dynamically compiled SELECT statement

To CALL an SQL Invoked Procedure

To dynamically compile and execute a CALL statement, you take these steps:

1. Formulate the statement
2. Prepare the statement and optionally describe the result table to CA IDMS
3. Declare or allocate a cursor using the dynamically compiled CALL statement
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Host Language Dependency

If the number and type of columns in a dynamic SELECT or CALL are not known at compile time, the host language
must provide explicit support for dynamic storage allocation because the variable storage requirements for the data to be
retrieved can be derived only from information returned to the SQLDA when the SELECT statement is prepared.

No Host Variables, Local Variables, or Routine Parameters

A dynamic SQL statement that is prepared or executed using an EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement cannot reference
host variables, local variables, or routine parameters within the text of the statement. If you want to repeatedly execute a
statement, such as an UPDATE, using different update values each time, you must use dynamic parameters in place of
variables or parameters.

NOTE
For more information about dynamic parameters, see the IDMS Reference documentation.

Precompiling with NOINSTALL

A program that consists entirely of dynamic SQL statements, session and transaction management statements, requires
no RCM. Therefore, you may precompile such a program with the NOINSTALL option. This directs the precompiler to
check syntax and not to store an RCM, thus eliminating the need for updating the dictionary. If SQL requests will be
issued from more than one program within a single transaction, each such program must have its RCM included in the
access module being used. This requirement holds, regardless of whether all of the statements within a program are
dynamic or not. As general practice, you should avoid specifying the NOINSTALL option.

Dynamic Insert, Update, and Delete Operations
You can perform a dynamic insert, update, or delete using EXECUTE or EXECUTE IMMEDIATE. EXECUTE is valid only
when the statement has been dynamically compiled with a PREPARE statement.

Using EXECUTE IMMEDIATE

When to Use It

Use EXECUTE IMMEDIATE to dynamically compile and execute a statement that will be issued only once in the
transaction.

If a program consists mainly of dynamic SQL statements, consider using EXECUTE IMMEDIATE for the few remaining
SQL statements. You can precompile the program with the NOINSTALL option, eliminating an RCM and an access
module to execute the program. This may be more efficient in your processing environment.

EXECUTE IMMEDIATE example

In this example, the program builds an INSERT statement in working storage and moves the complete statement to a host
variable, STATEMENT-TEXT. The program issues an EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement on the text contained in the host
variable:

 DATA DIVISION.
 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01   INSERT-STATEMENT-TEXT.
      02 FILLER            PIC X(21)  VALUE
         "INSERT INTO C_DIVISION VALUES ('".
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      02 DIV-CODE-TEXT     PIC X(3).
      02 FILLER            PIC X(3)  VALUE
         "','".
      02 DIV-NAME-TEXT     PIC X(40).
      02 FILLER            PIC X(2)  VALUE
         "',".
      02 DIV-HEAD-ID-TEXT  PIC X(4).
      02 FILLER            PIC X(3)  VALUE
         ")".

 EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION END-EXEC.
 01   STATEMENT-TEXT    PIC X(76).
 EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION   END-EXEC.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 MOVE INPUT-DIV-CODE TO DIV-CODE-TEXT.
 MOVE INPUT-DIV-NAME TO DIV-NAME-TEXT.
 MOVE INPUT-DIV-HEAD-ID TO DIV-HEAD-ID-TEXT.
 MOVE INSERT-STATEMENT-TEXT TO STATEMENT-TEXT.

 EXEC SQL
 EXECUTE IMMEDIATE :STATEMENT-TEXT
 END-EXEC.

Error-checking

There is no error-checking technique that is specific to EXECUTE IMMEDIATE. Check for SQLCODE < 0, or check for a
specific SQLSTATE value if appropriate.

Using PREPARE

Why You Use PREPARE

You use the PREPARE statement to dynamically compile an SQL statement that is formulated at runtime. You should
prepare the statement if:

• The statement may be issued more than once during a transaction
• The statement may be a SELECT

Determining Information About the Prepared Statement

You can use either the DESCRIBE option of the PREPARE statement or a separate DESCRIBE statement to determine
the following information:
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• Whether the prepared statement is a SELECT
• If the prepared statement is a SELECT, the number of result columns to be returned and the name and format of each

of the result columns
• The format of any dynamic parameters that must be supplied as input values when the statement is executed or an

associated cursor is opened

To retrieve this information, you must allocate at least one SQL descriptor area. You need to allocate two descriptor areas
if you want to retrieve information on both result columns and dynamic parameters.

NOTE
Descriptor areas must be defined using the SQLDA structure.

Declaring SQLDA

The program can declare the default descriptor area SQLDA with an INCLUDE statement:

EXEC SQL

  INCLUDE SQLDA
    NUMBER OF COLUMNS 20
END-EXEC.

Declaring SQLDA in CA ADS

If you are using descriptor areas in CA ADS, you can create a work record layout through IDD as described in the CA
ADS Using section. This work record must match the SQLDA layout and the initial values should conform to the data
types.

The following example displays the CA ADS format of the SQLDA:

SQLDA.

      05  SQLDAID             PIC X(8).
      05  SQLN                PIC S9(9) COMP
                              VALUE  +n .
      05  SQLD                PIC S9(9) COMP.
      05  SQLVAR              OCCURS n.
          10  SQLLEN          PIC S9(9) COMP.
          10  SQLTYPE         PIC S9(4) COMP.
          10  SQLSCALE        PIC S9(4) COMP.
          10  SQLPRECISION    PIC S9(4) COMP.

          10  SQLALN          PIC S9(4) COMP.
          10  SQLNALN         PIC S9(4) COMP.
          10  SQLNULL         PIC S9(4) COMP.
          10  SQLNAME         PIC X(32).

where n is the maximum number of occurrences of SQLVAR
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SQLDA Values

An SQL descriptor area used to retrieve information on the output of the prepared statement contains the following values:

The value in SQLD indicates whether the statement is:

• A SELECT statement if the value is greater than 0
• Not a SELECT statement if the value is equal to 0

If greater than 0, SQLD is the number of columns in the result table of the SELECT statement.

The value in SQLN indicates the maximum number of columns the descriptor area can describe:

• The number specified in the NUMBER OF COLUMNS parameter of the INCLUDE statement
• If SQLD is greater than SQLN, the descriptor area is too small to describe the result table.

SQLVAR is a structure that occurs SQLN times. Each occurrence contains information on a result column.

NOTE
For more information, see SQLDA in the CA IDMS Reference.

PREPARE Example

In this example, the program has formulated an SQL statement and has moved the character string into the host variable
STATEMENT-STRING:

EXEC SQL

  PREPARE DYNAMIC_STATEMENT
    FROM :STATEMENT-STRING
    DESCRIBE INTO SQLDA
END-EXEC.

Error-checking

If a PREPARE statement fails to execute at runtime, CA IDMS returns a negative value to SQLCODE.

If the SQLCODE value is -4, there may be a syntax error in the statement. If there is, the offset within the statement at
which the syntax error occurred is returned to the SQLCSER field of the SQLCA.

Using EXECUTE

Why You Use EXECUTE

You use EXECUTE to execute a dynamically compiled (prepared) statement other than SELECT. This is the format of the
EXECUTE statement:

EXEC SQL

  EXECUTE statement-
name
END-EXEC.
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The parameter statement-name must correspond to the value in the same parameter of a PREPARE statement that has
already been issued in the same transaction.

EXECUTE Example

In this example, the statement prepared in an earlier example is executed:

EXEC SQL

  EXECUTE DYNAMIC_STATEMENT
END-EXEC.

Error-checking

There is no error-checking technique that is specific to EXECUTE. Check for SQLCODE < 0, or check for a specific
SQLSTATE value if appropriate.

Repeating EXECUTE

You can repeat an EXECUTE statement in the same transaction because CA IDMS retains all dynamically compiled
statements for the duration of the transaction.

If the program prepares more than one statement in a database transaction using the same statement name, an
EXECUTE issued for the statement name will execute the most recently prepared statement.

Executing Prepared SELECT Statements
 

This section presents a sample program that prepares a SELECT statement and executes it dynamically. A discussion of
the concepts involved precedes the sample program.

What to Do

Declaring a Cursor

To execute a prepared SELECT statement, the program must first declare a cursor for the prepared statement.

The sample program declares this cursor:

EXEC SQL

      DECLARE CURSOR1 CURSOR FOR SELECT_STATEMENT
END-EXEC.

Preparing the Statement

Before opening a cursor defined with a dynamic SQL statement, the program must prepare the statement.

The sample program issues this PREPARE statement:
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EXEC SQL

   PREPARE SELECT_STATEMENT FROM :STATEMENT-TEXT
END-EXEC.

Building the Statement Text

In the sample program, the host variable STATEMENT-TEXT contains a character string consisting of a fixed portion of
the statement to which input text is added when the program executes.

The fixed portion of the statement specifies table and columns from which data is selected. This part of the statement is
initialized in working storage:

FIRST-PART-OF-STATEMENT.

    02  FILLER             PIC X(32)  VALUE
        'SELECT EMP_ID, EMP_FNAME,'.
    02  FILLER             PIC X(32)  VALUE
        ' EMP_LNAME, DEPT_ID,'.
    02  FILLER             PIC X(32)  VALUE
        ' MANAGER_ID, START_DATE '.
    02  FILLER             PIC X(32)  VALUE
        ' FROM DEMO.EMPL_VIEW_1 '.

The variable portion of the statement, which can specify additional selection criteria such as an ORDER BY or a WHERE
clause, is completed when BUILD-SQL-STATEMENT section of the program executes.

Declaring a Host Variable Array

The sample program performs a bulk fetch after it opens the cursor. The bulk fetch requires a host variable array to
receive the data.

The sample program declares the host variable array within an SQL declaration section using this INCLUDE statement:

FETCH-BUFFER.

EXEC SQL
   INCLUDE TABLE DEMO.EMPL_VIEW_1
             (EMP_ID, EMP_FNAME, EMP_LNAME,
               DEPT_ID, MANAGER_ID, START_DATE)
             NUMBER OF ROWS 50
             LEVEL 02
END-EXEC.

Executing the Fetch

After the program builds the statement text, prepares the statement, and opens the cursor, it issues the bulk fetch:
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FETCH-ROWS SECTION.

     EXEC SQL
        FETCH CURSOR1
           BULK :FETCH-BUFFER
     END-EXEC.
     MOVE 1 TO ROW-CTR.
     PERFORM DISPLAY-ROW
        UNTIL ROW-CTR > SQLCNRP.

Sample Program

  IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

  PROGRAM-ID.    EMPVIEW1.

  ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

  DATA DIVISION.
  WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

  01  SQLMSGS.

      02  SQLMMAX            PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +6.
      02  SQLMSIZE           PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +80.
      02  SQLMCNT            PIC S9(8) COMP.
      02  SQLMLINE           OCCURS 6 TIMES PIC X(80).

  01  REQ-WK.
      02  REQUEST-CODE       PIC S9(8) COMP.
      02  REQUEST-RETURN     PIC S9(8) COMP.
  01  LIMITS-AND-CONSTANTS.

      02  MAX-TEXT-LINES     PIC S9  COMP VALUE 5.

  01  FIRST-PART-OF-STATEMENT.
      02  FILLER             PIC X(32)  VALUE
          'SELECT EMP_ID, EMP_FNAME,'.
      02  FILLER             PIC X(32)  VALUE
          ' EMP_LNAME, DEPT_ID,'.
      02  FILLER             PIC X(32)  VALUE
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          ' MANAGER_ID, START_DATE '.
      02  FILLER             PIC X(32)  VALUE
          ' FROM DEMO.EMPL_VIEW_1 '.

  01  HEADING-LINE.
      02  FILLER             PIC X(31)  VALUE
          'ID #    FIRST NAME '.
      02  FILLER             PIC X(23)  VALUE
          'LAST NAME '.
      02  FILLER             PIC X(31)  VALUE
          'DEPT    MGR     START DATE'.
  01  DETAIL-LINE.

      02  EMP-ID             PIC 9(5).
      02  FILLER             PIC X(3)   VALUE SPACES.
      02  EMP-FNAME          PIC X(20).
      02  FILLER             PIC X(3)   VALUE SPACES.
      02  EMP-LNAME          PIC X(20).
      02  FILLER             PIC X(3)   VALUE SPACES.
      02  DEPT-ID            PIC 9(5).
      02  FILLER             PIC X(3)   VALUE SPACES.

      02  MANAGER-ID         PIC 9(5).
      02  FILLER             PIC X(3)   VALUE SPACES.
      02  START-DATE         PIC X(10).

  01  WORK-FIELDS.

      02  ROW-CTR            PIC S99 COMP.
      02  TEXT-CTR           PIC S99 COMP.
      02  INPUT-LINE.
          03  END-CHAR       PIC X.
            88 END-STATEMENT    VALUE ';'.
          03  FILLER         PIC X(79).
      02  SQLVALUE           PIC ────9.

  01  STATEMENT-TXT2.
      02  FIXED-PART         PIC X(128).
      02  VARIABLE-PART.
          03  TEXT-LINES OCCURS 5 TIMES PIC X(80).
  EXEC SQL    BEGIN  DECLARE SECTION           END-EXEC
  77  DBNAME                 PIC X(8).
  01  STATEMENT-TEXT         PIC X(641).
  01  FETCH-BUFFER.
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  EXEC SQL

     INCLUDE TABLE DEMO.EMPL_VIEW_1
               (EMP_ID, EMP_FNAME, EMP_LNAME,
                 DEPT_ID, MANAGER_ID, START_DATE)
               NUMBER OF ROWS 50
               LEVEL 02
  END-EXEC.

  EXEC SQL    END   DECLARE SECTION           END-EXEC

 *********************************************************
 *****         DECLARE CURSORS                       *****

  EXEC SQL
       DECLARE CURSOR1 CURSOR FOR SELECT_STATEMENT
  END-EXEC
 *********************************************************

  PROCEDURE DIVISION.

  EXEC SQL
    WHENEVER SQLERROR GO TO SQL-ERROR
  END-EXEC.

  MAINLINE SECTION.
      ACCEPT DBNAME.
      MOVE FIRST-PART-OF-STATEMENT TO FIXED-PART.
      MOVE 1 TO TEXT-CTR.
      PERFORM BUILD-SQL-STATEMENT
         UNTIL TEXT-CTR > MAX-TEXT-LINES.
      IF END-STATEMENT
         PERFORM PREPARE-AND-OPEN-CURSOR

         PERFORM FETCH-ROWS
           UNTIL SQLCODE = 100
         EXEC SQL  COMMIT RELEASE   END-EXEC.
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      GOBACK.

  BUILD-SQL-STATEMENT SECTION.

      IF NOT END-STATEMENT
         ACCEPT INPUT-LINE
         DISPLAY INPUT-LINE.

      IF NOT END-STATEMENT
         MOVE INPUT-LINE TO TEXT-LINE (TEXT-CTR)
      ELSE
         MOVE SPACES     TO TEXT-LINE (TEXT-CTR).
      ADD 1 TO TEXT-CTR.

  PREPARE-AND-OPEN-CURSOR SECTION.
      EXEC SQL                 ── CONNECT TO DATABASE

         CONNECT TO :DBNAME
      END-EXEC.

      EXEC SQL                 ── SET ISOLATION MODE
         SET TRANSACTION TRANSIENT READ
      END-EXEC.

      MOVE STATEMENT-TXT2 TO STATEMENT-TEXT.
      EXEC SQL                 ── PREPARE THE SELECT

         PREPARE SELECT_STATEMENT FROM :STATEMENT-TEXT
      END-EXEC.

      EXEC SQL                 ── OPEN THE CURSOR
         OPEN CURSOR1
      END-EXEC.

      DISPLAY ' '.

      DISPLAY ' '.
      DISPLAY HEADING-LINE.
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      DISPLAY ' '.

  FETCH-ROWS SECTION.
      EXEC SQL
         FETCH CURSOR1
            BULK :FETCH-BUFFER

      END-EXEC.
      MOVE 1 TO ROW-CTR.
      PERFORM DISPLAY-ROW
         UNTIL ROW-CTR > SQLCNRP.

  DISPLAY-ROW SECTION.
      MOVE CORRESPONDING EMPL-VIEW-1 (ROW-CTR) TO DETAIL-LINE.
      DISPLAY DETAIL-LINE.

      ADD 1 TO ROW-CTR.

 

  SQL-ERROR         SECTION.

      DISPLAY '****************** ERROR IN SQL STATEMENT'
              ' ******************'.
      DISPLAY 'PROGRAM          ' SQLPGM
      DISPLAY 'COMPILED         ' SQLDTS
      MOVE SQLCLNO TO SQLVALUE.

      DISPLAY 'SQL LINE NUMBER  ' SQLVALUE
      MOVE SQLCODE TO SQLVALUE.
      DISPLAY 'SQLCODE          ' SQLVALUE
      MOVE SQLCERC  TO SQLVALUE.
      DISPLAY 'REASON CODE      ' SQLVALUE
      MOVE SQLCERC  TO SQLVALUE.
      DISPLAY 'ERROR CODE       ' SQLVALUE
      MOVE SQLCNRP  TO SQLVALUE.
      DISPLAY 'ROWS PROCESSED   ' SQLVALUE

      MOVE 4 TO REQUEST-CODE.
      CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING SQLRPB, REQ-WK,
            SQLCA, SQLMSGS.
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      IF REQUEST-RETURN NOT = 4
        MOVE 1 TO LINE-CNT
        PERFORM DISP-MSG UNTIL LINE-CNT > SQLMCNT

  DISP-MSG SECTION.
      DISPLAY SQLMLINE (LINE-CNT).
      ADD 1 TO LINE-CNT.

Executing Prepared CALL Statements

This section presents a sample program that prepares a CALL statement and executes it dynamically. A discussion of the
concepts involved precedes the sample program.

What to Do

Declaring a Cursor

To execute a prepared CALL statement, the program must first declare a cursor for the prepared statement. The sample
program declares this cursor:

EXEC SQL

     DECLARE CURSOR1 CURSOR FOR CALL_STATEMENT
END-EXEC.

Preparing the Statement

Before opening a cursor defined with a dynamic SQL statement, the program must prepare the statement. The sample
program issues this PREPARE statement:

EXEC SQL

     PREPARE CALL_STATEMENT FROM :STATEMENT-TEXT
END-EXEC.

Building the Statement Text

In the sample program, the host variable STATEMENT-TEXT contains a character string consisting of a fixed portion of
the statement to which input text is added when the program executes.

The fixed portion of the statement specifies the CALL statement. This part of the statement is initialized in working
storage:

01 FIRST-PART-OF-STATEMENT.
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   02 FILLER PIC X(8) VALUE 'CALL '.

The variable portion of the statement, which specifies the procedure-reference in the form of [schema].procedure
[parameters], is completed when BUILD-SQL-STATEMENT section of the program executes.

Declaring Host Variables for 3 Parameters

The sample program performs a fetch into 3 host variables after it opens the cursor.

The sample program declares the following host variables within an SQL declaration:

01 DETAIL-LINE.

   02 P1          PIC 9(10).
   02 FILLER      PIC X(3)  VALUE SPACES.
   02 P2          PIC 9(10).
   02 FILLER      PIC X(3)  VALUE SPACES.
   02 P3          PIC X(32) VALUE SPACES.
   02 FILLER      PIC X(3)  VALUE SPACES.
01 DBNAME         PIC X(8).

01 STATEMENT-TEXT PIC X(641).

Executing the Fetch

After the program builds the statement text, prepares the statement, and opens the cursor, it issues the fetch:

FETCH-ROWS SECTION.

EXEC SQL
     FETCH CURSOR1 INTO :P1,
                        :P2,
                        :P3
END-EXEC.

MOVE 1 TO ROW-CTR.
PERFORM DISPLAY-ROW UNTIL
        ROW-CTR > SQLCNRP.

Sample Program

        IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
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        PROGRAM-ID.    DYNCALL.
      *---------------------------------------------------------*
      *                                                         *
      *                                                         *
      * DYNCALL will read a procedure-reference and execute it  *
      * dynamically.                                            *
      *                                                         *
      *   It is assumed that the procedure has 3 parameters,    *
      *   P1 and P2 are numeric, P3 is alphanumeric.            *
      *---------------------------------------------------------*

        ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
        DATA DIVISION.
        WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

        01  SQLMSGS.
            02  SQLMMAX            PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +6.
            02  SQLMSIZE           PIC S9(8) COMP VALUE +80.

            02  SQLMCNT            PIC S9(8) COMP.
            02  SQLMLINE           OCCURS 6 TIMES PIC X(80).

        01  REQ-WK.
            02  REQUEST-CODE       PIC S9(8) COMP.
            02  REQUEST-RETURN     PIC S9(8) COMP.

        77  LINE-CNT               PIC S9(8) COMP.

        01  LIMITS-AND-CONSTANTS.
            02  MAX-TEXT-LINES     PIC S9  COMP VALUE 5.

        01  FIRST-PART-OF-STATEMENT.
            02  FILLER             PIC X(8)  VALUE
                'CALL '.

        01  HEADING-LINE.
            02  FILLER             PIC X(13)  VALUE

                'P1 PIC 9(10)'.
            02  FILLER             PIC X(13)  VALUE
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                'P2 PIC 9(10)'.
            02  FILLER             PIC X(33)  VALUE
                'P3 X(32)'.

        EXEC SQL    BEGIN   DECLARE SECTION           END-EXEC
        01  DETAIL-LINE.
            02  P1                 PIC 9(10).
            02  FILLER             PIC X(3)   VALUE SPACES.

            02  P2                 PIC 9(10).
            02  FILLER             PIC X(3)   VALUE SPACES.
            02  P3                 PIC X(32)  VALUE SPACES.
            02  FILLER             PIC X(3)   VALUE SPACES.

        01  DBNAME                 PIC X(8).
        01  STATEMENT-TEXT         PIC X(641).

        EXEC SQL    END   DECLARE SECTION           END-EXEC

        01  WORK-FIELDS.
            02  ROW-CTR            PIC S99 COMP.
            02  TEXT-CTR           PIC S99 COMP.
            02  INPUT-LINE.
                03  END-CHAR       PIC X.
                  88 END-STATEMENT    VALUE ';'.
                03  FILLER         PIC X(79).
            02  SQLVALUE           PIC ----9.

        01  STATEMENT-TXT2.
            02  FIXED-PART         PIC X(8).
            02  VARIABLE-PART.
                03  TEXT-LINES OCCURS 5 TIMES PIC X(80).

      *********************************************************
      *****         DECLARE CURSORS                       *****

        EXEC SQL

             DECLARE CURSOR1 CURSOR FOR CALL_STATEMENT
        END-EXEC
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      *********************************************************

        PROCEDURE DIVISION.

        EXEC SQL
          WHENEVER SQLERROR GO TO SQL-ERROR
        END-EXEC.

        MAINLINE SECTION.
            ACCEPT DBNAME.
            MOVE FIRST-PART-OF-STATEMENT TO FIXED-PART.
            MOVE 1 TO TEXT-CTR.
            PERFORM BUILD-SQL-STATEMENT
               UNTIL TEXT-CTR > MAX-TEXT-LINES.
            IF END-STATEMENT
               PERFORM PREPARE-AND-OPEN-CURSOR

               PERFORM FETCH-ROWS
                 UNTIL SQLCODE = 100
               EXEC SQL  COMMIT RELEASE   END-EXEC.
            GOBACK.

        BUILD-SQL-STATEMENT SECTION.
            IF NOT END-STATEMENT
               ACCEPT INPUT-LINE
               DISPLAY INPUT-LINE.
            IF NOT END-STATEMENT
               MOVE INPUT-LINE TO TEXT-LINES(TEXT-CTR)

            ELSE
               MOVE SPACES     TO TEXT-LINES(TEXT-CTR).
            ADD 1 TO TEXT-CTR.

        PREPARE-AND-OPEN-CURSOR SECTION.
            EXEC SQL                 -- CONNECT TO DATABASE
               CONNECT TO :DBNAME
            END-EXEC.
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            EXEC SQL                 -- SET ISOLATION MODE

               SET TRANSACTION TRANSIENT READ
            END-EXEC.

            MOVE STATEMENT-TXT2 TO STATEMENT-TEXT.
            EXEC SQL                 -- PREPARE THE CALL
               PREPARE CALL_STATEMENT FROM :STATEMENT-TEXT
            END-EXEC.

            EXEC SQL                 -- OPEN THE CURSOR
               OPEN CURSOR1
            END-EXEC.

            DISPLAY ' '.
            DISPLAY ' '.
            DISPLAY HEADING-LINE.
            DISPLAY ' '.

        FETCH-ROWS SECTION.
            EXEC SQL
               FETCH CURSOR1
                 INTO :P1, :P2, :P3

            END-EXEC.
            MOVE 1 TO ROW-CTR.
            PERFORM DISPLAY-ROW
               UNTIL ROW-CTR > SQLCNRP.

        DISPLAY-ROW SECTION.
            DISPLAY DETAIL-LINE.
            ADD 1 TO ROW-CTR.

        SQL-ERROR         SECTION.
            DISPLAY '****************** ERROR IN SQL STATEMENT'
                    ' ******************'.
            DISPLAY 'PROGRAM          ' SQLPGM
            DISPLAY 'COMPILED         ' SQLDTS
            MOVE SQLCLNO TO SQLVALUE.
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            DISPLAY 'SQL LINE NUMBER  ' SQLVALUE
            MOVE SQLCODE TO SQLVALUE.
            DISPLAY 'SQLCODE          ' SQLVALUE
            MOVE SQLCERC  TO SQLVALUE.
            DISPLAY 'REASON CODE      ' SQLVALUE

            MOVE SQLCERC  TO SQLVALUE.
            DISPLAY 'ERROR CODE       ' SQLVALUE
            MOVE SQLCNRP  TO SQLVALUE.
            DISPLAY 'ROWS PROCESSED   ' SQLVALUE

            MOVE 4 TO REQUEST-CODE.
            CALL 'IDMSIN01' USING SQLRPB, REQ-WK,

                  SQLCA, SQLMSGS.
            IF REQUEST-RETURN NOT = 4
              MOVE 1 TO LINE-CNT
              PERFORM DISP-MSG UNTIL LINE-CNT > SQLMCNT.

        DISP-MSG SECTION.
            DISPLAY SQLMLINE (LINE-CNT).
            ADD 1 TO LINE-CNT.

Dynamic SQL Caching

Dynamic SQL caching is a common technique used to improve performance in an SQL environment. Caching works in
the following manner: when a dynamic SQL statement is compiled, a copy of the SQL statement and the result of the SQL
compilation are saved in a cache. For each subsequent SQL compilation request, the cache is searched. If the statement
is found, the matching compiled structures are used instead of recompiling the statement. This improves performance by
eliminating the I/O requests to read the catalog and the CPU usage required to invoke the SQL optimizer for subsequent
executions of the same dynamic SQL statement.

In most cases, the savings in resource consumption due to bypassing the SQL compilation are significantly greater than
the extra cost associated with caching the SQL source, access plans, and related structures.

SELECT, UPDATE, CALL, and DELETE SQL statements are cacheable. Caching is supported for the INSERT SQL
statement only if it contains at least one dynamic parameter. See the "Dynamic Parameters" topic in the IDMS Reference
documentation for more information.

Searching the Cache

When a search is made in the cache for a matching SQL statement, a cache hit occurs when a matching entry is found.
The following factors are considered in determining whether an SQL statement matches a cache entry:

• The text of the statement
• The default schema in effect for the SQL session
• The dictionary to which the SQL session is connected
• Whether the statement references temporary tables
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A literal comparison of the statement's text is made against each cache entry until a match is found. A literal comparison
avoids the overhead of parsing but has the consequence that an entry may not match because of differences in such
things as case and spacing. For example, the following three statements are considered different if using a literal
comparison:

Select * from EMPLOYEE
Select * from   EMPLOYEE
select * from employee

Specifying values as literals instead of as dynamic parameters can also result in unequal comparisons. The following two
statements would be textually identical if a dynamic parameter had been used in place of the numeric values 100 and 101:

select * from DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE where EMP_ID = 100
select * from DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE where EMP_ID = 101

NOTE
While the use of dynamic parameters can increase the frequency of finding a matching cache entry, it may
occasionally prevent the optimizer from choosing the most efficient access strategy.

When a dynamic statement that relies on a default schema is cached, both the statement text and the default schema
are saved. When the cache is searched for a statement that relies on a default schema, both the statement's text and the
session's default schema must be equal to their cached equivalents for the entry to match. Consider the following two
statements. The first will match a cached entry regardless of the default schema in effect for the SQL session. The second
will match only if the default schema in effect for the SQL session is the same as that in the cache:

select * from DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
select * from EMPLOYEE

The name of the dictionary to which an SQL session is connected is always saved in the cache and compared to the
session's dictionary during a search of the cache. If the two are not the same, then the cache entry does not match.

If an SQL statement references a temporary table, it will not be cached since each temporary table instance can be
structurally different from others of the same name. Therefore, no statement that references a temporary table will match
a cache entry.

Impact of Database Definition Changes

Database definition changes may or may not be detected automatically based on whether the database is SQL-defined or
non-SQL-defined. This has consequences for dynamic SQL caching as explained next.

SQL-Defined Databases and Caching

Because SQL-defined databases have an associated catalog and because areas for SQL-defined databases have
timestamps, CA IDMS is able to automatically detect definitional changes that impact cached SQL statements. Whenever
a statement needs recompilation, CA IDMS automatically detects this condition and recompiles the affected statement
dynamically.

Non-SQL-Defined Databases and Caching

Non-SQL-defined databases do not have timestamps for automatically determining whether a database's definition
accurately describes the underlying data. Consequently, when changing the structure of a non-SQL-defined database, it
is the administrator's responsibility to ensure that all SQL statements impacted by the change are recompiled. If dynamic
SQL caching is not used, then this entails recompiling access modules that reference the affected database. If dynamic
SQL caching is used, then it also entails purging the cache of statements that reference the affected database. This can
be done by deleting rows from the SYSCA.DSCCACHE or SYSCA.DSCCACHEV tables.
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NOTE
For more information on these tables, see the topic "Tables for Viewing, Monitoring, and Controlling the Cache"
in the IDMS Reference documentation.

It is also recommended that dynamic SQL caching be disabled during the transition period in which the definitional
changes are being implemented (described in "Controlling the Cache").

CA IDMS will detect the need to recompile cached SQL statements if a change is made to the referencing SQL schema
through which a non-SQL-defined schema is referenced. It does this by comparing the update stamp of the referencing
SQL schema to the compile stamp of the cached statement.

Controlling the Cache

There are various ways that an individual user and a DBA can control dynamic SQL caching. Three ways are discussed
following:

• Establishing caching attributes for an individual SQL session by issuing a SET SESSION statement
• Establishing default caching attributes for a central version through a system generation SQL CACHE statement
• Establishing default caching attributes for a local mode job by specifying a SYSIDMS SQL_CACHE_ENTRIES

parameter.

NOTE

For more information about the SET SESSION statement and the tables that control caching, see the topics
"SET SESSION" and "SQL Cache Tables" in the IDMS Reference documentation.

For more information about the SQL CACHE system generation statement, see the SQL CACHE Statement
-- Controls SQL Caching. For more information about the SYSIDMS parameter SQL_CACHE_ENTRIES, see
SYSIDMS Parameter Descriptions.

Sample JCLs
Sample JCL or commands for executing the precompile, access module creation, compile, and link edit steps on four
operating systems are provided in this section.

z/OS
The following sample JCL streams contain the steps required to make a host language source program with embedded
SQL into the form of executable modules. The first example is for execution under the central version, and the second
example is for execution in local mode.

The host language for the examples is COBOL 1. Change the specification of precompiler name, precompiler options, and
compiler name according to the host language and version of your program.

Following the second example is a table that gives the meaning of variables used in the examples.

Central Version JCL

//*****************************************************************
//**                  PRECOMPILE COBOL PROGRAM                   **
//*****************************************************************
//precomp  EXEC PGM=IDMSDMLC,REGION=1024K,
//             PARM='optional precompiler parameters'
//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR
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//sysctl   DD   DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR
//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYS001   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10))
//SYS002   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10))
//SYS003   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10))
//SYSPCH   DD   DSN=&.&.source,DISP=(NEW,PASS),
//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5),RLSE),
//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120)
//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A
//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-
name
DICTNAME=dictionary-
name

Additional SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

/*
//SYSIPT   DD   *

Host language source statements with embedded
 SQL
/*
//*****************************************************************
//**                  CREATE ACCESS MODULE                       **
//*****************************************************************

//accmod   EXEC PGM=IDMSBCF,REGION=1024K
//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//sysctl   DD   DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR
//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR
//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A
//SYSIDMS  DD   *
DMCL=dmcl-
name
DICTNAME=dictionary-
name

Additional SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

/*
//SYSIPT   DD   *
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CREATE ACCESS MODULE statement ;
COMMIT WORK RELEASE ;
/*
//*****************************************************************
//**                  COMPILE COBOL PROGRAM                      **
//*****************************************************************
//compile   EXEC PGM=IKFCBL00,REGION=240K,
//             PARM='DECK,NOLOAD,NOLIB,BUF=500000,SIZE=150K'

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=sys1.cobol.linklib,DISP=SHR
//SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))
//SYSUT2   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))
//SYSUT3   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))
//SYSUT4   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))
//SYSPUNCH DD   DSN=&.&.object,DISP=(NEW,PASS),
//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5),RLSE),
//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120)

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A
//SYSIN    DD   DSN=&.&.source,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//*****************************************************************
//**                  LINK PROGRAM MODULE                        **
//*****************************************************************
//link     EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=300K,PARM='LET,LIST,XREF'
//SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(20,5))
//SYSLIB   DD   DSN=sys1.coblib,DISP=SHR
//loadlib  DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//SYSLMOD  DD   DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A
//SYSLIN   DD   DSN=&.&.object,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)
//         DD   *
 INCLUDE loadlib(IDMS)          ◄──────────── Non-CICS
 only
 INCLUDE loadlib(IDMSCINT)      ◄──────────── CICS
 only
 ENTRY   userentry
 NAME    userprog(R)
/*
//*

Local Mode JCL

//*****************************************************************
//**                  PRECOMPILE COBOL PROGRAM                   **
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//*****************************************************************
//precomp  EXEC PGM=IDMSDMLC,REGION=1024K,
//             PARM='precompiler parameters'
//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//dictb    DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddldml,DISP=SHR
//dloddb   DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddldclod,DISP=SHR
//sqldd    DD   DSN=idms.syssql.ddlcat,DISP=SHR
//sqlxdd   DD   DSN=idms.syssql.ddlcatx,DISP=SHR
//sqllod   DD   DSN=idms.syssql.ddlcatl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR
//sysjrnl  DD   DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,UNIT=tape
//SYS001   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10))
//SYS002   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10))
//SYS003   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10))
//SYSPCH   DD   DSN=&.&.source,DISP=(NEW,PASS,DELETE),
//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5),RLSE),
//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120)
//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD   *
DMCL=dmcl-
name
DICTNAME=dictionary-
name

Additional SYSIDMS parameters, as
 appropriate
/*
//SYSIPT   DD   *

Host language source statements with embedded
 SQL
/*
//*****************************************************************
//**                  CREATE ACCESS MODULE                       **
//*****************************************************************

//accmod   EXEC PGM=IDMSBCF,REGION=1024K
//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//dictb    DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddldml,DISP=SHR
//dloddb   DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddldclod,DISP=SHR
//sqldd    DD   DSN=idms.syssql.ddlcat,DISP=SHR
//sqlxdd   DD   DSN=idms.syssql.ddlcatx,DISP=SHR
//sqllod   DD   DSN=idms.syssql.ddlcatl,DISP=SHR
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//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR
//sysjrnl  DD   DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,UNIT=tape

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A
//SYSIDMS  DD   *
DMCL=dmcl-
name
DICTNAME=dictionary-
name

Additional SYSIDMS parameters, as
 appropriate
/*
//SYSIPT   DD   *

CREATE ACCESS MODULE statement ;
COMMIT WORK RELEASE ;
/*

//*****************************************************************
//**                  COMPILE COBOL PROGRAM                      **
//*****************************************************************
//compile  EXEC PGM=IKFCBL00,REGION=240K,
//             PARM='DECK,NOLOAD,NOLIB,BUF=500000,SIZE=150K'
//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=sys1.cobol.linklib,DISP=SHR
//SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))
//SYSUT2   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))
//SYSUT3   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))

//SYSUT4   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))
//SYSPUNCH DD   DSN=&.&.object,DISP=(NEW,PASS,DELETE),
//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5),RLSE),
//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120)
//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A
//SYSIN    DD   DSN=&.&.source,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)
//*****************************************************************
//**                  LINK PROGRAM MODULE                        **
//*****************************************************************

//link     EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=300K,PARM='LET,LIST,XREF'
//SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(20,5))
//SYSLIB   DD   DSN=sys1.coblib,DISP=SHR
//loadlib  DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//SYSLMOD  DD   DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A
//SYSLIN   DD   DSN=&.&.object,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)
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//         DD   *
 INCLUDE loadlib(IDMS)          ◄──────────── Non-CICS
 only
 INCLUDE loadlib(IDMSCINT)      ◄──────────── CICS
 only
 ENTRY   userentry
 NAME    userprog(R)
/*
//*

NOTE
The link of CICS application programs that use IDMSCINT must incorporate JCL to resolve external reference
DFHEI1. The particular JCL depends on the nature and language of your application. For more information, see
the appropriate IBM CICS application programming documentation.

Variable Definitions

Variable Definition
accmod Stepname for batch Command Facility execution of the CREATE

ACCESS MODULE statement
compile Stepname for the compile step
dcmsg DDname of the system message area (DDLDCMSG)
dictb DDname of the application dictionary definition area (DDLDML)
dictionary-name Name of the dictionary containing the SQL definition areas
disk Symbolic device name for workfiles
dloddb DDname of the application dictionary definition load area

(DDLDCLOD)
dmcl-name Name of the DMCL
idms.appldict.ddldclod Data set name of the application dictionary definition load area

(DDLDCLOD)
idms.appldict.ddldml Data set name of the application dictionary definition area

(DDLDML)
idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and

database name table load modules
idms.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the CA IDMS

executable modules
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message area (DDLDCMSG)
idms.syssql.ddlcat Data set name of the SQL definition area (DDLCAT) of the

application dictionary
idms.syssql.ddlcatl Data set name of the SQL definition load area (DDLCATLOD) of

the application dictionary
idms.syssql.ddlcatx Data set name of the SQL definition index area (DDLCATX) of the

application dictionary
idms.tapejrnl Data set name of the tape journal file
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loadlib DDname of the load library containing the CA IDMS executable
modules

precomp Stepname for the precompile step
sqldd DDname of the SQL definition area (DDLCAT) of the application

dictionary
sqllod DDname of the SQL definition load area (DDLCATLOD) of the

application dictionary
sqlxdd DDname of the SQL definition index area (DDLCATX) of the

application dictionary
sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file
sys1.cobol.linklib Data set name of the library containing the host language compiler

module
sys1.coblib Data set name of the library containing host language compiler

subroutines
tape Symbolic device name for tape journal file
userentry Entry point for the user program
user.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing executable modules

for user programs
userprog Name of the user program
&.&object. Host language compiler output to be passed to the linkage editor
&.&source. Precompiler output to be passed to the host language compiler

z/VSE
The following sample JCL stream contains the steps required to make a host language source program with embedded
SQL into form of executable modules. Complete JCL for central version execution is presented, followed by modifications
for local mode execution.

The host language for the examples is COBOL. Change the specification of precompiler name, precompiler options, and
compiler name according to the host language and version of your program.

Following the sample JCL is a table that gives the meaning of variables used in the examples along with a set of usage
notes.

Central Version JCL

*****************************************************************
**                  PRECOMPILE COBOL PROGRAM                   **
*****************************************************************
// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS
// DLBL     idmspch,temp.dmlc,0
// EXTENT   SYS020,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll
// ASSGN    SYS020,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// EXEC     IDMSDMLC

Optional precompiler
 parameters
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/*

DMCL=dmcl-
name
DICTNAME=dictionary-
name

Additional SYSIDMS parameters, as
 appropriate
/*

Host language source statements with embedded
 SQL
/*
*****************************************************************
**                  CREATE ACCESS MODULE                       **
*****************************************************************

// EXEC     IDMSBCF
DMCL=dmcl-
name
DICTNAME=dictionary-
name

Additional SYSIDMS parameters, as
 appropriate
/*

CREATE ACCESS MODULE statement ;
COMMIT WORK RELEASE ;
/*
*****************************************************************
**                  COMPILE COBOL PROGRAM                      **
*****************************************************************

// DLBL     IJSYSIN,temp.dmlc,0
// EXTENT   SYSIPT,nnnnnn
// ASSGN    SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// OPTION   CATAL,NODECK,NOSYM
// PHASE    userprog,*
// EXEC     FCOBOL
*****************************************************************
**                  LINK PROGRAM MODULE                        **

*****************************************************************
// CLOSE    SYSIPT,SYSRDR
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INCLUDE IDMS                    ◄──────────── Non-CICS
 only
INCLUDE IDMSCINT                ◄──────────── CICS
 only
ENTRY(userentry)
// EXEC     LNKEDT
/*

Variable Definitions

Variable Definition
dictionary-name Name of the dictionary containing the SQL definitions
dmcl-name Name of the DMCL
f File number of the tape journal file
idmspch Host language compiler output to be passed to the linkage editor
idms.tapejrnl File ID of the tape journal file
llll Number of tracks (CKD) or blocks (FBA) of disk extent
nnnnnn Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
sysjrnl Filename of the tape journal file
temp.dmlc File ID of the precompiler output
userentry Entry point for the user program
userprog Name of the user program

Local Mode JCL

To execute in local mode, add these statements to the precompile step:

// TLBL     sysjrnl,'idms.tapejrnl',nnnnnn,,f
// ASSGN    SYS009,TAPE,VOL=nnnnnn

NOTE
The link of CICS application programs that use IDMSCINT must incorporate JCL to resolve external reference
DFHEI1. The particular JCL depends on the nature and language of your application. See the appropriate IBM
CICS application programming documentation for details.

Usage

IDMSLBLS Procedure

IDMSLBLS is a procedure provided during a CA IDMS z/VSE installation. It contains file definitions for these CA IDMS
components:
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• Dictionaries
• Demonstration databases
• Disk journal files
• SYSIDMS file

Individual file definitions for these components do not appear in the sample JCL. The IDMSLBLS procedure should be
tailored to reflect site-specific names and CA IDMS z/VSE job streams.

Logical Unit Assignments

These logical unit assignments appear in the sample JCL:

• SYS020 -- Precompiler output
• SYS009 -- Journal file (local mode)

COBOL Internal Sort

For programs that include a COBOL internal sort, place these statements in the compile step before the EXEC statement:

• ACTION NOAUTO -- Prevents multiple inclusions of IDMS
• INCLUDE IDMS -- IDMS interface for use with COMRG
• INCLUDE IDMSOPTI -- IDMSOPTI module

If IDMSOPTI is included, place this statement after the EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS statement:

// UPSI b

where b is the appropriate one- through eight-character UPSI switch.
• INCLUDE IDMSCANC -- For local mode, abort entry point

z/VM
The sample command sequence that follows contains the steps required to make a host language source program with
embedded SQL into form of executable modules.

The host language for the example is COBOL. Change the specification of precompiler name, precompiler options, and
compiler name according to the host language and version of your program.

Following the example is a table that gives the meaning of variables used in the examples and a set of usage notes.

Commands for Central Version Execution

/*****************************************************************/
/**                  PRECOMPILE COBOL PROGRAM                   **/
/*****************************************************************/

FILEDEF sysipt1 DISK program source
 a
FILEDEF sysidms1 DISK sysidms1 parms
 a
FILEDEF syspch DISK progname COBOL A3
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FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER
OSRUN IDMSDMLC PARM='optional precompiler parameters'

/*****************************************************************/
/**                  CREATE ACCESS MODULE                       **/
/*****************************************************************/

FILEDEF sysipt2 DISK create accmod
 a
FILEDEF sysidms2 DISK sysidms2 parms
 a
OSRUN IDMSBCF

/*****************************************************************/
/**                  COMPILE COBOL PROGRAM                      **/
/*****************************************************************/

FILEDEF TEXT DISK progname TEXT A3
COBOL progname (OSDECK APOST LIB
TXTLIB DEL utextlib
 progname
TXTLIB ADD utextlib
 progname

/*****************************************************************/
/**                  LINK PROGRAM MODULE                        **/
/*****************************************************************/

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER
FILEDEF SYSLMOD uloadlib LOADLIB A6 (RECFM V LRECL 1024 BLKSIZE 1024
FILEDEF objlib DISK utextlib TXTLIB a
FILEDEF SYSLIB DISK coblibvs TXTLIB p
LKED linkctl (LIST XREF LET MAP RENT NOTERM PRINT SIZE 512K 64K

Linkage editor control statements (in linkctl):

INCLUDE objlib(progname)
INCLUDE objlib1(IDMS)
ENTRY   progname
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NAME    progname(R)

Variable Definitions

Variable Definition
coblibvs TEXTLIB p Filename, filetype, and filemode of the library that contains host

language compiler modules
create accmod a Filename of the file containing the CREATE ACCESS MODULE

statement
linkctl Filename of the file that contains the linkage editor control

statements
loadlib DDname of the load library containing the CA IDMS executable

modules
objlib DDname of the user object library
objlib1 DDname of the CA IDMS object library
program COBOL A3 Filename, filetype, and filemode of the precompiler output
progname Name of the user program
program source a Filename of the file containing the program source
sysidms1 DDname for the file of SYSIDMS parameters for the precompiler

step
sysidms1 parms a Filename of the file containing SYSIDMS parameters for the

precompiler step
sysidms2 DDname for the file of SYSIDMS parameters for the step to create

the access module
sysidms2 parms a Filename of the file containing SYSIDMS parameters for the step

to create the access module
sysipt1 DDname for the program source file
sysipt2 DDname for the file containing the CREATE ACCESS MODULE

statement
syspch DDname for the precompiler output
uloadlib  LOADLIB A6 Filename, filetype, and filemode of the user load library
utextlib TXTLIB a Filename, filetype, and filemode of the user text library

Usage

Local Mode

To specify that the precompiler is executing in local mode, perform one of the following:

• Link the program with an IDMSOPTI program that specifies local execution mode
• Specify *LOCAL* as the first input parameter of the filename, type and mode identified by idmspass input a in the

IDMSFD exec.
• Modify the OSRUN statement:

OSRUN IDMSDMCL PARM='*LOCAL*'
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NOTE
This option is valid only if the OSRUN command is issued from a System Product interpreter or an EXEC2
file.

A local mode job should contain file definitions to include the following in the precompile step and the step to create the
access module:

Variable Definitions

Variable Definition
dcmsg DDname of the system message area (DDLDCMSG)
dictb DDname of the application dictionary definition area (DDLDML)
dloddb DDname of the application dictionary definition load area

(DDLDCLOD)
idms.appldict.ddldclod File name of the application dictionary definition load area

(DDLDCLOD)
idms.appldict.ddldml File name of the application dictionary definition area (DDLDML)
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg File name of the system message area (DDLDCMSG)
idms.syssql.ddlcat File name of the SQL definition area (DDLCAT) of the application

dictionary
idms.syssql.ddlcatl File name of the SQL definition load area (DDLCATLOD) of the

application dictionary
idms.syssql.ddlcatx File name of the SQL definition index area (DDLCATX) of the

application dictionary
idms.tapejrnl File name of the tape journal file
sqldd DDname of the SQL definition area (DDLCAT) of the application

dictionary
sqllod DDname of the SQL definition load area (DDLCATLOD) of the

application dictionary
sqlxdd DDname of the SQL definition index area (DDLCATX) of the

application dictionary
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file

A local mode job should contain file definitions to include the following in the step to create the access module:

SYSIPT File

To create a sysipt file:

1. Type XEDIT sysipt data a (NOPROF on the z/VM command line and press Enter
2. Type INPUT on the XEDIT command line and press Enter
3. Type in the IDMSPASS input parameters in input mode
4. Press Enter to exit input mode
5. Type FILE on the XEDIT command line and press Enter

SYSIDMS File

To execute the precompiler and create the access module, you should include these SYSIDMS parameters:

• DMCL=dmcl-name, to identify the DMCL
• DICTNAME=dictionary-name, to identify the dictionary whose catalog component contains the database definitions
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To create a file of SYSIDMS parameters:

1. Type XEDIT sysidms data a (NOPROF on the z/VM command line and press Enter
2. Type INPUT on the XEDIT command line and press Enter
3. Type in the SYSIDMS parameters in input mode
4. Press Enter to exit input mode
5. Type FILE on the XEDIT command line and press Enter

Test Database
Complete information on the data in the test database, supplied with CA IDMS, to which most of the sample programs in
this section refer, is presented in this section. You can use this information to develop SQL programs that access the test
database.

Table Names and Descriptions
This section contains information for the following tables:

ASSIGNMENT

EMP_ID Employee ID
PROJ_ID ID of project to which employee is assigned
START_DATE Date employee was assigned to the project
END_DATE Date employee completed work on the project

BENEFITS

FISCAL_YEAR Fiscal year for which this data applies
EMP_ID Employee ID
VAC_ACCRUED Vacation hours accrued to date
VAC_TAKEN Vacation hours taken to date
SICK_ACCRUED Sick days accrued to date
SICK_TAKEN Sick days taken to date
STOCK_PERCENT Percentage of earnings allocated to stock purchase
STOCK_AMOUNT Year-to-date amount deducted for stock purchase
LAST_REVIEW_DATE Date of last employee review
REVIEW_PERCENT Percent increase at last review
PROMO_DATE Date of last promotion
RETIRE_PLAN Retirement fund identifier: STOCK, BONDS, 401K
RETIRE_PERCENT Percentage of earnings deducted for retirement
BONUS_AMOUNT Amount of last bonus
COMP_ACCRUED Hours of compensation time accrued
COMP_TAKEN Hours of compensation time taken
EDUC_LEVEL Level of education: GED, HSDIP, JRCOLL, COLL, MAS, PHD
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UNION_ID Union identification number
UNION_DUES Amount of dues deducted per pay period

CONSULTANT

CON_ID Unique consultant ID
CON_FNAME Consultant's first name
CON_LNAME Consultant's last name
MANAGER_ID Employee ID of consultant's manager
DEPT_ID ID of department to which consultant is assigned
PROJ_ID ID of project to which consultant is assigned
STREET Consultant's street address
CITY Consultant's city
STATE Consultant's state
ZIP_CODE Consultant's zip code
PHONE Consultant's phone
BIRTH_DATE Birth date
START_DATE Consultant's date of hire
SS_NUMBER Social security number
RATE Hourly rate of pay

COVERAGE

PLAN_CODE Code of insurance plan providing the coverage
EMP_ID Employee ID of employee having the coverage
SELECTION_DATE Date employee selected this insurance plan
TERMINATION_DATE Date employee terminated this insurance plan; if null, plan is still in

force
NUM_DEPENDENTS Number of dependents covered under this insurance plan

DEPARTMENT

DEPT_ID Unique department ID
DEPT_HEAD_ID Employee ID of department head
DIV_CODE Code of the division to which this department belongs
DEPT_NAME Department name

DIVISION

DIV_CODE Unique division ID
DIV_HEAD_ID Employee ID of division head
DIV_NAME Division name
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EMPLOYEE

EMP_ID Unique employee ID
MANAGER_ID Employee ID of employee's manager
EMP_FNAME Employee's first name
EMP_LNAME Employee's last name
DEPT_ID ID of department to which employee is assigned
STREET Employee's street address
CITY Employee's city
STATE Employee's state
ZIP_CODE Employee's zip code
PHONE Employee's phone
STATUS Status of employee: (A) Active; (S) Short-term disability; (L) Long

term disability
SS_NUMBER Social security number
START_DATE Employee's date of hire
TERMINATION_DATE Date of termination
BIRTH_DATE Birth date

EXPERTISE

EMP_ID Employee ID
SKILL_ID Skill ID
SKILL_LEVEL Level of ability in this skill: 01 (low) to 04 (high)
EXP_DATE Date this level of ability was achieved

INSURANCE_PLAN

PLAN_CODE Unique plan code for company offering the insurance
COMP_NAME Name of insurance company
STREET Street address of insurance company
CITY City address of insurance company
STATE State address of insurance company
ZIP_CODE Zip code of insurance company
PHONE Telephone number of insurance company
GROUP_NUMBER Commonwealth's group number for this insurance company
DEDUCT Dollar amount deductible per year for this insurance plan
MAX_LIFE_BENEFIT Maximum dollar amount to be paid to insured employee
FAMILY_COST Amount deducted per paycheck for family coverage
DEP_COST Additional amount deducted per paycheck per dependent
EFF_DATE Date this coverage plan became effective
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JOB

JOB_ID Unique job ID
JOB_TITLE Job title
MIN_RATE Minimum salary/hourly rate for this job
MAX_RATE Maximum salary/hourly rate for this job
SALARY_IND Indicator for type of salary: (S) salaried; (H) hourly
NUM_OF_POSITIONS Total number of positions for this job
NUM_OPEN Number of positions currently open
EFF_DATE Date this job became effective
JOB_DESLINE_1 First line of job description
JOB_DESLINE_2 Second line of job description

POSITION

EMP_ID Employee ID
JOB_ID Job ID associated with this employee
START_DATE Date employee began this job
FINISH_DATE Date employee ended this job (null if current)
HOURLY_RATE Hourly rate earned while in this job (if hourly position)
SALARY_AMOUNT Yearly salary earned while in this job (if salaried position)
BONUS_PERCENT Bonus percent amount for this position (if sales position)
COMM_PERCENT Commission percent for this position (if sales position)
OVERTIME_RATE Overtime rate for this position (if hourly position)

PROJECT

PROJ_ID Unique project ID
PROJ_LEADER_ID Employee ID of project leader
EST_START_DATE Estimated date project is to begin
EST_END_DATE Estimated date project is to end
ACT_START_DATE Actual date project began
ACT_END_DATE Actual date project ended
EST_MAN_HOURS Total number of hours estimated for project
ACT_MAN_HOURS Actual number of hours required for project
PROJ_DESC Project description

SKILL

SKILL_ID Unique skill ID
SKILL_NAME Skill name
SKILL_DESC Skill description
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Test Data
This section lists the test data stored in the test database for the following:

Departments

Code Name Division code Head ID
3510 Appraisal - Used cars D02 3082
2200 Sales - Used cars D02 2180
1100 Purchasing - Used cars D02 2246
3520 Appraisal - New cars D04 3769
2210 Sales - New cars D04 2010
4200 Leasing - New cars D04 1003
1110 Purchasing - New cars D04 1765
1120 Purchasing - Service D06 2004
4600 Maintenance D06 2096
3530 Appraisal - Service D06 2209
5100 Billing D06 2598
6200 Corporate Administration D09 2461
5200 Corporate Marketing D09 2894
5000 Corporate Accounting D09 2466
4900 MIS D09 2466
6000 Legal D09 1003
4500 Human Resources D09 3222

Divisions

Division code Division name Head ID
D02 Used cars 2180
D04 New cars 2010
D06 Service 4321
D09 Corporate 1003

Insurance Plans

Plan ID Name
PLI Providential Life Insurance
HHM Homeostasis Health Maintenance Program
HGH Holistic Group Health Association
DAS Dental Associates
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Jobs

Job ID Name Minimum salary Maximum salary Salaried/ hourly No.
8001 Vice president 90000 136000 S 1
4023 Accountant 44000 120000 S 1
2051 AP Clerk 8.80 14.60 H 2
2053 AR Clerk 8.80 14.60 H 3
2077 Purch Clerk 17000 30000 S 3
3029 Computer Operator 25500 44000 S 1
3051 Data Entry Clerk 8.50 11.45 H 1
6011 Manager - Acctng 59400 121000 S 1
4560 Mechanic 11.45 21.00 H 7
4666 Sr Mechanic 41000 91000 S 1
4734 Mkting Admin 25000 62000 S 2
3333 Sales Trainee 21600 39000 S 4
5555 Salesperson 30000 79500 S 9
6004 Manager - HR 66000 138000 S 1
6021 Manager - Mktng 76000 150000 S 1
2055 PAYROLL CLERK 17000 30000 S 1
4025 Writer - Mktng 31000 50000 S 1
9001 President 111000 190000 S 1
4123 Recruiter 35000 56000 S 1
4130 Benefits Analyst 35000 56000 S 1
4012 Admin Asst 21000 44000 S 4
5111 CUST SER REP 27000 54000 S 4
4700 Purch Agent 33000 60000 S 5
5890 Appraisal Spec 45000 70000 S 5
5110 CUST SERVICE

MGR
40000 108000 S 1

Projects

Project ID Description
P634 TV ads - WTVK
C200 New brand research
P400 Christmas media
C203 Consumer study
C240 Service study
D880 System analysis
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Skills

Skill ID Name
4444 Assembly
3333 Bodywork
3088 Brake work
3065 Electronics
1030 Acct Mgt
5130 Basic math
5160 Calculus
4250 Data entry
4370 Filing
5200 General Acctng
5500 General Mktng
5430 Mktng Writing
5420 Writing
4490 Gen Ledger
4430 Interviewing
1000 Management
4420 Telephone
5180 Statistics
4410 Typing
5309 Appraising
6770 Purchasing
7000 Sales
6666 Billing
6650 Diesel Engine Repair
6670 Gas Engine Repair
6470 Window Installation

Test Database DDL
This section contains the SQL DDL that creates the demonstration database provided with the installation of CA IDMS.

*********************************************************************
*  Create schema for the following tables.  Then set session qualifier
*  for that schema
*********************************************************************
   CREATE SCHEMA DEMOEMPL;
   SET SESSION CURRENT SCHEMA DEMOEMPL;
*********************************************************************
*  Create the tables that belong to the schema DEMOEMPL.  Each
*  table is associated with an area in the segment DEMOEMPL.
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*********************************************************************

   CREATE TABLE         BENEFITS
  (FISCAL_YEAR          UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)         NOT NULL,
   EMP_ID               UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)         NOT NULL,
   VAC_ACCRUED          UNSIGNED DECIMAL(6,2)   NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,
   VAC_TAKEN            UNSIGNED DECIMAL(6,2)   NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,
   SICK_ACCRUED         UNSIGNED DECIMAL(6,2)   NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,
   SICK_TAKEN           UNSIGNED DECIMAL(6,2)   NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,
   STOCK_PERCENT        UNSIGNED DECIMAL(6,3)   NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,
   STOCK_AMOUNT         UNSIGNED DECIMAL(10,2) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,

   LAST_REVIEW_DATE     DATE                             ,
   REVIEW_PERCENT       UNSIGNED DECIMAL(6,3)           ,
   PROMO_DATE           DATE                            ,
   RETIRE_PLAN          CHAR(6)                         ,
   RETIRE_PERCENT       UNSIGNED DECIMAL(6,3)           ,
   BONUS_AMOUNT         UNSIGNED DECIMAL(10,2)         ,
   COMP_ACCRUED         UNSIGNED DECIMAL(6,2)   NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,
   COMP_TAKEN           UNSIGNED DECIMAL(6,2)   NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,

   EDUC_LEVEL           CHAR(06)                          ,
   UNION_ID             CHAR(10)                          ,
   UNION_DUES           UNSIGNED DECIMAL(10,2)            ,
   CHECK ( (RETIRE_PLAN IN ('STOCK', 'BONDS', '401K') ) AND
           (EDUC_LEVEL IN ('GED', 'HSDIP', 'JRCOLL', 'COLL',
            'MAS', 'PHD') ) ) )
      IN SQLDEMO.EMPLAREA;

*********************************************************************

   CREATE TABLE         COVERAGE
  (PLAN_CODE         CHAR(03)                                NOT NULL,
   EMP_ID            UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                   NOT NULL,
   SELECTION_DATE    DATE                       NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,
   TERMINATION_DATE  DATE                                         ,
   NUM_DEPENDENTS    UNSIGNED NUMERIC(2,0)      NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT)
      IN SQLDEMO.EMPLAREA;

*********************************************************************

   CREATE TABLE         DEPARTMENT
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  (DEPT_ID           UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)      NOT NULL,
   DEPT_HEAD_ID      UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)              ,
   DIV_CODE          CHAR(03)                   NOT NULL,
   DEPT_NAME         CHAR(40)                   NOT NULL)
      IN SQLDEMO.INFOAREA;
*********************************************************************

*********************************************************************

   CREATE TABLE         DIVISION
  (DIV_CODE          CHAR(03)                  NOT NULL,
   DIV_HEAD_ID       UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             ,
   DIV_NAME          CHAR(40)                  NOT NULL)
      IN SQLDEMO.INFOAREA;

*********************************************************************

   CREATE TABLE         EMPLOYEE
  (EMP_ID               UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)        NOT NULL,

   MANAGER_ID           UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                ,
   EMP_FNAME            CHAR(20)                     NOT NULL,
   EMP_LNAME            CHAR(20)                     NOT NULL,
   DEPT_ID              UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)        NOT NULL,
   STREET               CHAR(40)                     NOT NULL,
   CITY                 CHAR(20)                     NOT NULL,
   STATE                CHAR(02)                     NOT NULL,

   ZIP_CODE             CHAR(09)                     NOT NULL,
   PHONE                CHAR(10)                             ,
   STATUS               CHAR                         NOT NULL,
   SS_NUMBER            UNSIGNED NUMERIC(9,0)        NOT NULL,
   START_DATE           DATE                         NOT NULL,
   TERMINATION_DATE     DATE                                 ,
   BIRTH_DATE           DATE                                 ,
   CHECK ( ( EMP_ID <= 8999 ) AND (STATUS IN ('A', 'S', 'L', 'T') ) ) )
      IN SQLDEMO.EMPLAREA;

*********************************************************************

  CREATE TABLE         INSURANCE_PLAN
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 (PLAN_CODE            CHAR(03)                  NOT NULL,
  COMP_NAME            CHAR(40)                  NOT NULL,
  STREET               CHAR(40)                  NOT NULL,
  CITY                 CHAR(20)                  NOT NULL,
  STATE                CHAR(02)                  NOT NULL,
  ZIP_CODE             CHAR(09)                  NOT NULL,

  PHONE                CHAR(10)                  NOT NULL,
  GROUP_NUMBER         UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)     NOT NULL,
  DEDUCT               UNSIGNED DECIMAL(9,2)             ,
  MAX_LIFE_BENEFIT     UNSIGNED DECIMAL(9,2)             ,
  FAMILY_COST          UNSIGNED DECIMAL(9,2)             ,
  DEP_COST             UNSIGNED DECIMAL(9,2)             ,
  EFF_DATE             DATE                      NOT NULL)
      IN SQLDEMO.INFOAREA;

*********************************************************************

   CREATE TABLE         JOB
  (JOB_ID               UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)        NOT NULL,
   JOB_TITLE            CHAR(20)                     NOT NULL,
   MIN_RATE             UNSIGNED DECIMAL(10,2)               ,
   MAX_RATE             UNSIGNED DECIMAL(10,2)               ,
   SALARY_IND           CHAR(01)                             ,
   NUM_OF_POSITIONS     UNSIGNED DECIMAL(4,0)                ,

   EFF_DATE             DATE                                 ,
   JOB_DESC_LINE_1      VARCHAR(60)                          ,
   JOB_DESC_LINE_2      VARCHAR(60)                          ,
   CHECK ( SALARY_IND IN ('S', 'H') ) )
      IN SQLDEMO.INFOAREA;

*********************************************************************

   CREATE TABLE         POSITION
  (EMP_ID               UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)         NOT NULL,

   JOB_ID               UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)         NOT NULL,
   START_DATE           DATE                          NOT NULL,
   FINISH_DATE          DATE                                  ,
   HOURLY_RATE        UNSIGNED   DECIMAL(7,2)                 ,
   SALARY_AMOUNT      UNSIGNED   DECIMAL(10,2)                ,
   BONUS_PERCENT      UNSIGNED   DECIMAL(7,3)                 ,
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   COMM_PERCENT       UNSIGNED   DECIMAL(7,3)                 ,
   OVERTIME_RATE      UNSIGNED   DECIMAL(5,2)                 ,
   CHECK ( (HOURLY_RATE IS NOT NULL AND SALARY_AMOUNT IS NULL)

      OR (HOURLY_RATE IS NULL AND SALARY_AMOUNT IS NOT NULL) ) )
      IN SQLDEMO.EMPLAREA;

*********************************************************************

*********************************************************************

   CREATE SCHEMA  DEMOPROJ;
   SET SESSION CURRENT SCHEMA DEMOPROJ;

*********************************************************************

*  Create the tables that belong to the schema DEMOPROJ.  Each
*  table is associated with an area in the segment PROJSEG.
*********************************************************************

   CREATE TABLE         ASSIGNMENT
  (EMP_ID             UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)        NOT NULL,
   PROJ_ID            CHAR(10)                     NOT NULL,
   START_DATE         DATE                         NOT NULL,
   END_DATE           DATE                                 )
      IN  PROJSEG.PROJAREA;

*********************************************************************

   CREATE TABLE         CONSULTANT
  (CON_ID               UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)        NOT NULL,
   CON_FNAME            CHAR(20)                     NOT NULL,
   CON_LNAME            CHAR(20)                     NOT NULL,
   MANAGER_ID           UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)        NOT NULL,
   DEPT_ID              UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)        NOT NULL,
   PROJ_ID              CHAR(10)                             ,
   STREET               CHAR(40)                             ,
   CITY                 CHAR(20)                     NOT NULL,

   STATE                CHAR(02)                     NOT NULL,
   ZIP_CODE             CHAR(09)                     NOT NULL,
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   PHONE                CHAR(10)                             ,
   BIRTH_DATE           DATE                                 ,
   START_DATE           DATE                         NOT NULL,
   SS_NUMBER            UNSIGNED NUMERIC(9,0)        NOT NULL,
   RATE                 UNSIGNED DECIMAL(7,2)                ,
   CHECK ( (CON_ID >= 9000 AND CON_ID <= 9999) ) )
      IN PROJSEG.PROJAREA;

*********************************************************************

   CREATE TABLE         EXPERTISE
  (EMP_ID               UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)        NOT NULL,
   SKILL_ID             UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)        NOT NULL,
   SKILL_LEVEL          CHAR(02)                             ,
   EXP_DATE             DATE                                 )
      IN PROJSEG.PROJAREA;

*********************************************************************

*********************************************************************

   CREATE TABLE         PROJECT
  (PROJ_ID              CHAR(10)                    NOT NULL,
   PROJ_LEADER_ID       UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)               ,
   EST_START_DATE       DATE                                ,
   EST_END_DATE         DATE                                ,
   ACT_START_DATE       DATE                                ,
   ACT_END_DATE         DATE                                ,
   EST_MAN_HOURS        UNSIGNED DECIMAL(7,2)               ,

   ACT_MAN_HOURS        UNSIGNED DECIMAL(7,2)               ,
   PROJ_DESC            VARCHAR(60)                 NOT NULL)
      IN PROJSEG.PROJAREA;

*********************************************************************

   CREATE TABLE         SKILL
  (SKILL_ID             UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)        NOT NULL,
   SKILL_NAME           CHAR(20)                     NOT NULL,
   SKILL_DESC           VARCHAR(60)                          )
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      IN PROJSEG.PROJAREA;

*********************************************************************
*  Name calc keys for above tables (in order that they were defined)
*********************************************************************
   CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT(DEPT_ID);

   CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON DEMOEMPL.DIVISION(DIV_CODE);

   CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE(EMP_ID);

   CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON DEMOEMPL.INSURANCE_PLAN(PLAN_CODE);

   CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON DEMOEMPL.JOB(JOB_ID);

   CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON DEMOPROJ.CONSULTANT(CON_ID);

   CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON DEMOPROJ.PROJECT(PROJ_ID);

   CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON DEMOPROJ.SKILL(SKILL_ID);

*********************************************************************

*  Create unique indexes for tables in order in which they were defined
*********************************************************************
  CREATE UNIQUE INDEX AS_EMPROJ_NDX ON
         DEMOPROJ.ASSIGNMENT(EMP_ID,PROJ_ID);

  CREATE UNIQUE INDEX EX_EMPSKILL_NDX ON
         DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE(EMP_ID, SKILL_ID);

*********************************************************************

*  Create nonunique indexes for tables in order in which they
*  were defined
*********************************************************************
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   CREATE INDEX CO_CODE_NDX ON DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE(PLAN_CODE)
         IN SQLDEMO.INDXAREA;

   CREATE INDEX DE_CODE_NDX ON DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT(DIV_CODE);

   CREATE INDEX DI_HEAD_NDX ON DEMOEMPL.DIVISION(DIV_HEAD_ID);

   CREATE INDEX DE_HEAD_NDX ON DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT(DEPT_HEAD_ID);

   CREATE INDEX EM_MANAGER_NDX ON DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE(MANAGER_ID)
         IN SQLDEMO.INDXAREA;

   CREATE INDEX EM_NAME_NDX ON DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE(EMP_LNAME, EMP_FNAME)
         IN SQLDEMO.INDXAREA;

   CREATE INDEX EM_DEPT_NDX ON DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE(DEPT_ID)
         IN SQLDEMO.INDXAREA;

   CREATE INDEX IN_NAME_NDX ON DEMOEMPL.INSURANCE_PLAN(COMP_NAME)
          COMPRESSED;

   CREATE INDEX PO_JOB_NDX ON DEMOEMPL.POSITION(JOB_ID)
         IN SQLDEMO.INDXAREA;

   CREATE INDEX CN_NAME_NDX
          ON DEMOPROJ.CONSULTANT(CON_LNAME,CON_FNAME);

*********************************************************************

*  Create referential constraints
*********************************************************************

   CREATE CONSTRAINT EMP_BENEFITS
          DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS  (EMP_ID)  REFERENCES
          DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE  (EMP_ID)
               LINKED CLUSTERED
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               ORDER BY (FISCAL_YEAR DESC);

   CREATE CONSTRAINT INSPLAN_COVERAGE

          DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE        (PLAN_CODE)  REFERENCES
          DEMOEMPL.INSURANCE_PLAN  (PLAN_CODE)
               UNLINKED;

   CREATE CONSTRAINT EMP_COVERAGE
          DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE  (EMP_ID) REFERENCES
          DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE  (EMP_ID)
               LINKED CLUSTERED
               ORDER BY ( PLAN_CODE) UNIQUE;

   CREATE CONSTRAINT DIVISION_DEPT

          DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT  (DIV_CODE)  REFERENCES
          DEMOEMPL.DIVISION    (DIV_CODE)
               UNLINKED;

   CREATE CONSTRAINT EMP_DEPT_HEAD
          DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT  (DEPT_HEAD_ID)  REFERENCES
          DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE    (EMP_ID)
               UNLINKED;

   CREATE CONSTRAINT EMP_DIV_HEAD

          DEMOEMPL.DIVISION  (DIV_HEAD_ID)  REFERENCES
          DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE  (EMP_ID)
          UNLINKED;

   CREATE CONSTRAINT DEPT_EMPLOYEE
          DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE   (DEPT_ID)  REFERENCES
          DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT (DEPT_ID)
          UNLINKED;

   CREATE CONSTRAINT MANAGER_EMP

          DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE  (MANAGER_ID)  REFERENCES
          DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE  (EMP_ID)
          UNLINKED;
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   CREATE CONSTRAINT SKILL_EXPERTISE
          DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE  (SKILL_ID)  REFERENCES
          DEMOPROJ.SKILL      (SKILL_ID)
               LINKED CLUSTERED;

   CREATE CONSTRAINT EMP_POSITION
          DEMOEMPL.POSITION  (EMP_ID)  REFERENCES

          DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE  (EMP_ID)
               LINKED CLUSTERED
               ORDER BY (JOB_ID) UNIQUE;

   CREATE CONSTRAINT JOB_POSITION
          DEMOEMPL.POSITION  (JOB_ID)  REFERENCES
          DEMOEMPL.JOB       (JOB_ID)
               UNLINKED;

   CREATE CONSTRAINT PROJECT_ASSIGN

          DEMOPROJ.ASSIGNMENT  (PROJ_ID)  REFERENCES
          DEMOPROJ.PROJECT   (PROJ_ID)
               LINKED CLUSTERED;

   CREATE CONSTRAINT PROJECT_CONSULT
          DEMOPROJ.CONSULTANT  (PROJ_ID)  REFERENCES
          DEMOPROJ.PROJECT     (PROJ_ID)
               LINKED INDEX
               ORDER BY (PROJ_ID);

*********************************************************************
*  Alter tables to remove default indexes as necessary
*********************************************************************
   ALTER TABLE DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE
         DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

   ALTER TABLE DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
         DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

   ALTER TABLE DEMOEMPL.DIVISION
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         DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

   ALTER TABLE DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
         DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

   ALTER TABLE DEMOEMPL.INSURANCE_PLAN
         DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

   ALTER TABLE DEMOEMPL.POSITION

         DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

   ALTER TABLE DEMOPROJ.ASSIGNMENT
         DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

   ALTER TABLE DEMOPROJ.CONSULTANT
         DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

   ALTER TABLE DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE

         DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

*********************************************************************
*   Create views
*********************************************************************

   CREATE VIEW DEMOEMPL.EMP_VACATION
          (EMP_ID, DEPT_ID, VAC_TIME)
          AS SELECT E.EMP_ID, DEPT_ID, SUM(VAC_ACCRUED) - SUM(VAC_TAKEN)
             FROM DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE E, DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS B
             WHERE E.EMP_ID = B.EMP_ID
             GROUP BY DEPT_ID, E.EMP_ID;

   CREATE VIEW DEMOEMPL.OPEN_POSITIONS
          (JOB_ID, JOB_NAME, OPEN_POS)
          AS SELECT J.JOB_ID, J.JOB_TITLE,
                   (J.NUM_OF_POSITIONS - COUNT(P.JOB_ID))
             FROM DEMOEMPL.JOB J, DEMOEMPL.POSITION P
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             WHERE P.FINISH_DATE IS NULL AND P.JOB_ID = J.JOB_ID
                   PRESERVE DEMOEMPL.JOB
             GROUP BY J.JOB_ID, J.JOB_TITLE, J.NUM_OF_POSITIONS
             HAVING (J.NUM_OF_POSITIONS - COUNT(P.JOB_ID)) > 0;

*********************************************************************

*   Create updatable views
*********************************************************************

   CREATE VIEW DEMOEMPL.EMP_HOME_INFO
          AS SELECT EMP_ID, EMP_LNAME, EMP_FNAME, STREET, CITY, STATE,

                    ZIP_CODE, PHONE
             FROM DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE;

   CREATE VIEW DEMOEMPL.EMP_WORK_INFO
          AS SELECT EMP_ID, MANAGER_ID, START_DATE, TERMINATION_DATE
             FROM DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE;

Demo Data

*********************************************************************

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.DIVISION
       VALUES ('D02', NULL, 'USED CARS');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.DIVISION
       VALUES ('D04', NULL, 'NEW CARS');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.DIVISION
       VALUES ('D06', NULL, 'SERVICE');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.DIVISION
       VALUES ('D09', NULL, 'CORPORATE');

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
       VALUES (3510, NULL, 'D02', 'APPRAISAL - USED CARS');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
       VALUES (2200, NULL, 'D02', 'SALES - USED CARS');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
       VALUES (1100, NULL, 'D02', 'PURCHASING - USED CARS');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
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       VALUES (3520, NULL, 'D04', 'APPRAISAL NEW CARS');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
       VALUES (2210, NULL, 'D04', 'SALES - NEW CARS');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
       VALUES (4200, NULL, 'D04', 'LEASING - NEW CARS');

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
       VALUES (1110, NULL, 'D04', 'PURCHASING - NEW CARS');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
       VALUES (1120, NULL, 'D06', 'PURCHASING - SERVICE');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
       VALUES (4600, NULL, 'D06', 'MAINTENANCE');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
       VALUES (3530, NULL, 'D06', 'APPRAISAL - SERVICE');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
       VALUES (5100, NULL, 'D06', 'BILLING');

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
       VALUES (6200, NULL, 'D09', 'CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
       VALUES (5200, NULL, 'D09', 'CORPORATE MARKETING');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
       VALUES (5000, NULL, 'D09', 'CORPORATE ACCOUNTING');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
       VALUES (4900, NULL, 'D09', 'MIS');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
       VALUES (6000, NULL, 'D09', 'LEGAL');

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
       VALUES (4500, NULL, 'D09', 'HUMAN RESOURCES');

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.PROJECT
       values ('P634', 3411, '2000-02-01', '2000-03-01',
               null, null, 320, null, 'TV ads - WTVK');
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.PROJECT
       values ('C200', 3411, '1999-01-15', '2000-04-30', '1999-01-15',
             '2000-04-30', 1776, 2010, 'New brand research');
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.PROJECT
       values ('P400', null, '2000-09-01', '2000-12-10',
               null, null, 2960, null, 'Christmas media' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.PROJECT
       values ('C203', 2894, '1998-02-01', '1998-03-15', '1998-02-10',
              '1998-03-10', 960, 901.50, 'Consumer study' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.PROJECT
       values ('C240', 4358, '1998-06-01', '1998-07-01', '1998-06-01',
               '1998-08-15', 320, 722.75, 'Service study');
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INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.PROJECT
       values ('D880', 2466, '1999-11-01', '2001-02-01',
               null, null, 960, null, 'Systems analysis' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (8001, 'Vice President', 90000, 136000, 'S', 1,
               '1988-01-01',
  'Takes overall responsibility upon president absence',
  'Oversees coordination among divisions and departments');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (4023, 'Accountant', 44000, 120000, 'S', 1,
  '1985-01-01', 'Responsible for quarterly and final reports',

' Works with outside consultants on taxes');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (2051, 'AP Clerk', 8.80, 14.60, 'H', 2,
             '1989-03-01',
       'Responds to incoming invoices by sending out issued checks',
              'Files invoices');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (2053, 'AR Clerk', 8.80, 14.60, 'H', 3,
            '1989-03-01', 'Sends out customer invoices',

      'Sends out monthly statements and accepts payments');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (2077, 'Purch Clerk', 17000, 30000, 'S', 3,
              '1989-03-01',
 'Responsible for soliciting quotes from vendors', null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (3029, 'Computer Operator', 25000, 44000, 'S', 1,
              '1993-06-01',
        'Responsible for regular operation of computer system',
            'Calls outside maintenance as necessary');

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (3051, 'Data Entry Clerk', 8.50, 11.45, 'H', 1,
              '1993-06-02', 'Enters A/P and A/R data as necessary',
               null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (6011, 'Manager - Acctng', 59400, 121000, 'S', 1,
              '1988-01-01',
  'RESPONSIBILITY FOR ACCOUNTING INCLUDING A/P AND A/R',
              null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (4560, 'Mechanic', 11.45, 21.00, 'H', 7,
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              '1984-01-01',
'Works under supervision of senior mechanic to repair cars', null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (4666, 'Sr Mechanic', 41000, 91000, 'S', 1,
              '1988-06-01',
   'Oversees maintenance of all cars under warranty or not',
               null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (4734, 'Mktng Admin', 25000, 62000, 'S', 2,
              '1994-06-01',
'Provides marketing plans and ideas for marketing', null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (3333, 'Sales Trainee', 21600, 39000, 'S', 4,
              '1994-10-01',
     'Initial sales position for incoming salespeople',
              'Works under supervision of salesperson');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (5555, 'Salesperson', 30000, 79000, 'S', 9,
              '1984-01-01',
    'Primary responsibility to sell new or used cars', null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (6004, 'Manager - HR', 66000, 138000, 'S', 1,

              '1990-06-01',
    'Responsible for hiring, benefits, and education',
               'Also responsible for OSHA compliance');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (6021, 'Manager - Mktng', 76000, 150000, 'S', 1,
              '1992-01-02',
 'Responsible for all marketing for used and new cars', null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
     VALUES (2055, 'PAYROLL CLERK', 17000, 30000, 'S',1,'1989-03-01',
  'Issue payroll checks to employees and maintains records', null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (4025, 'Writer - Mktng', 31000, 50000, 'S', 1,
'1996-06-01', 'Writes marketing material based on marketingplans',
                      null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (9001, 'President', 111000, 190000, 'S', 1,
   '1984-01-01', 'Overall responsibility for well-beingof company',
               null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (4123, 'Recruiter', 35000, 56000, 'S', 1,
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              '1994-03-01',
 'Posts job openings and submits newspaper ads for openings', null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (4130, 'Benefits Analyst', 35000, 56000, 'S', 1,
              '1994-03-01',
  'Maintains benefits information, conforms to govt regulations',
 null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (4012, 'Admin Asst', 21000, 44000, 'S', 4,
              '1994-03-01', 'Assists managers as necessary',
              'Answers phone, files, writes letters, etc.');

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       VALUES (5111, 'CUST SER REP', 27000, 54000, 'S',4,
              '1989-06-01',
    'Provides customer support-takes care of complaints',
   'Provides information for customers over the phone');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (4700, 'Purch Agnt', 33000, 60000, 'S', 5,
              '1993-06-01',
'Responsible for purchasing decisions for parts and vehicles', null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
       values (5890, 'Appraisal Spec', 45000, 70000, 'S', 5,

              '1993-06-01',
   'Responsible for assessing value of vehicles traded in', null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.JOB
    VALUES (5110, 'CUST SER MGR', 40000, 108000, 'S',1, '1989-06-01',
      'Responsible for overseeing all customer support', null);

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (4444, 'Assembly', 'Auto body assembly experience' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (3333, 'Bodywork',
        'Experience in repairing auto bodies' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (3088, 'Brake work', 'Brake diagnosis and repair' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (3065, 'Electronics',
        'Electronic diagnosis and repair' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (1030, 'Acct Mgt',
       'Experience in managing acctng activities' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
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       values (5130, 'Basic Math',
        'Knowledge of basic math functions' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (5160, 'Calculus',
       'Knowledge of advanced mathematics' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (4250, 'Data Entry',
        'Familiarity with computer keyboard' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (4370, 'Filing',
       'Ability to organize correspondence/invoices' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (5200, 'Gen Acctng',
       'Familiarity with basic AR and AP' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (5500, 'Gen Mktng',
        'Knowledge of basic marketing concepts' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (5430, 'Mktng Writing',
       'Background in promotional writing' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (5420, 'Writing', 'General writing skills' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (4490, 'Gen Ledger',
       'Experience with general ledger' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (4430, 'Interviewing',
        'Basic interviewing experience' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (1000, 'Management', 'Experience managing people' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (4420, 'Telephone', 'Basic customer support' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (5180, 'Statistics',
        'Creating & evaluating statistics' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (4410, 'Typing', 'Minimum 60 wpm' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (5309, 'Appraising', 'Used car evaluation' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (6770, 'Purchasing',
       'Basic buying & negotiation procedures' );
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INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (7000, 'Sales', 'Background in sales techniques' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (6666, 'Billing', 'Basic billing procedures' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (6650, 'Diesel Engine Repair',
                     'Experience in diesel engine repair' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (6670, 'Gas Engine Repair',
               'Experience in gasoline engine repair' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.SKILL
       values (6470, 'Window Installation',
               'Installation of automotive windows' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (1003, null, 'James', 'Baldwin', 6200,

               '21 South St', 'Boston', 'MA', '02010',
               '6173295757', 'A', 076598765, '1984-02-01',
               null, '1951-08-02' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (3222, 1003, 'Louise', 'Voltmer', 4500,
               '28 Hayden St', 'Brookline', 'MA', '02066',
               '6176635520', 'A', 090588361, '1993-01-07',
               null, '1968-12-27' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (4321, 1003, 'George', 'Bradley', 6200,
               '344 East Main St', 'Grover', 'MA', '02976',
               '5087463300', 'A', 082999642, '1996-08-04',

               null, '1966-10-31' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (1234, 1003, 'Thomas', 'Mills', 6200,
               '14 Pleasant St', 'Brookline', 'MA', '02066',
               '6176646602', 'A', 055711009, '1985-03-14',
               null, '1969-10-19' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (2466, 1003, 'Patricia', 'Bennett', 5000,
              '152B Central St', 'Medford', 'MA', '02432',
              '5089487709', 'A', 098339556, '1991-10-29',

              null, '1963-12-23');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (2894, 1003, 'William', 'Griffin', 5200,
               '390 Sherman St', 'Taunton', 'MA', '02678',
               '5088449008', 'A', 077442111, '1992-05-11',
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               null, '1966-07-10' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (2174, 3222, 'Jonathan', 'Zander', 4500,
               '54 Bradford St', 'Brookline', 'MA', '02066',
               '6176633854', 'A', 032423789, '1997-09-30',
               null, '1969-05-17' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (3118, 3222, 'Alan', 'Wooding', 4500,
               '196 School St', 'Canton', 'MA', '02020',
               '5083766984', 'A', 098746783, '1992-11-18',
               null, '1969-05-17' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (2461, 1234, 'Alice', 'Anderson', 6200,
              '534 Newton St', 'Medford', 'MA', '02432',
              '5083873664', 'A', 068338909, '1991-09-09',
              null, '1966-07-01');

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (3841, 2461, 'Michelle', 'Cromwell', 6200,
               '452 Great Rd', 'Boston', 'MA', '02010',
               '6173298763', 'A', 055848876, '1994-10-25',
               null, '1971-05-20' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (4002, 2461, 'Linda', 'Roy', 6200,
               '29 Westville Ave', 'Wilmington', 'MA', '02476',
               '5088477701', 'A', 098354660, '1995-12-11',
               null, '1972-12-13' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (5103, 2466, 'Adele', 'Ferguson', 5000,
               '12 York Dr', 'Brookline', 'MA', '02066',
               '6176600684', 'A', 095877432, '1999-10-11',
               null, '1977-04-19' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (3449, 2466, 'Cynthia', 'Taylor', 5000,
               '201 Washington St', 'Concord', 'MA', '01342',
               '5082684508', 'A', 088930884, '1993-12-07',
               null, '1968-06-02' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (3411, 2894, 'Catherine', 'Williams', 5200,
               '566 Lincoln St', 'Boston', 'MA', '02010',
               null, 'A', 083356561, '1993-09-30',
               null, '1967-10-28' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
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       values (4358, 2894, 'Judith', 'Robinson', 5200,
               '139 White St', 'Wilmington', 'MA', '02476',
               '5087488011', 'A', 075399870, '1996-09-13',
               null, '1964-10-24' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (2781, 4358, 'Joseph', 'Thurston', 5200,
               '4 Birch St', 'Stoneham', 'MA', '02928',
               '6173286008', 'A', 087700466, '1992-04-12',
               null, '1968-11-29' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (2246, 2466, 'Marylou', 'Hamel', 1100,
               '11 Main St', 'Medford', 'MA', '02432',
               '5083457789', 'A', 059975848, '1998-12-07',
               null, '1968-10-24' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (4703, 2246, 'Martin', 'Halloran', 1100,
               '27 Elm St', 'Brookline', 'MA', '02066',
               '6176648290', 'A', 054475888, '1997-03-19',
               null, '1971-12-28' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (5008, 2246, 'Timothy', 'Fordman', 1100,
               '60 Boston Rd', 'Brookline', 'MA', '02066',
               '6176642209', 'A', 033767754, '1998-01-31',
               null, '1973-06-07' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (3082, 2894, 'John', 'Brooks', 3510,
               '129 Bedford St', 'Camden', 'MA', '02113',
               '5089273644', 'A', 098234567, '1992-07-03',
               null, '1970-09-02' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (4773, 3082, 'Janice', 'Dexter', 3510,
               '399 Pine St', 'Medford', 'MA', '02432',
               '5083847566', 'A', 089675632, '1997-06-14',
               null, '1969-11-19' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (2180, 2894, 'Joan', 'Albertini', 2200,
               '501 Piper Rd', 'Medford', 'MA', '02432',
               '5083145366', 'A', 066783225, '1989-10-27',
               null, '1964-03-26' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (4660, 2180, 'Bruce', 'MacGregor', 2200,
               '254 Waterside Rd', 'Camden', 'MA', '02113',
               '5092344620', 'A', 098363389, '1997-01-20',
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               null, '1965-10-28' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (3767, 2180, 'Frank', 'Lowe', 2200,
               '25 Rutland St', 'Natick', 'MA', '02364',
               '5082844094', 'A', 066985009, '1994-08-31',
               null, '1964-12-08' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (2448, 2180, 'David', 'Lynn', 2200,
               '93 Hubbard St', 'Natick', 'MA', '02364',
               '5082844736', 'A', 028448958, '1991-09-01',
               null, '1961-03-02' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (3704, 2448, 'Richard', 'Moore', 2200,
               '130 Swanson St', 'Dedham', 'MA', '02026',
               '6177739440', 'A', 095435467, '1994-04-10',
               null, '1961-11-23' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (1765, 2466, 'David', 'Alexander', 1110,
               '18 Cross St', 'Grover', 'MA', '02976',
               '5087394772', 'A', 048903743, '1985-10-23',
               null, '1955-11-13' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (2106, 1765, 'Susan', 'Widman', 1110,
               '43 Oak St', 'Medford', 'MA', '02432',
               '5083346364', 'A', 109857893, '1989-05-01',
               null, '1971-05-11' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (3769, 2894, 'Julie', 'Donelson', 3520,
               '14 Atwood Rd', 'Grover', 'MA', '02976',
               '5084850432', 'A', 067783532, '1994-08-31',
               null, '1967-08-15' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (2010, 2894, 'Cora', 'Parker', 2210,
               '2 Spring St', 'Boston', 'MA', '02010',
               null, 'A', 086574983, '1988-03-18',
               null, '1962-05-25' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (4001, 2010, 'Jason', 'Thompson', 2210,
               '3 Flintlock St', 'Natick', 'MA', '02364',
               '5082649956', 'A', 054578957, '1995-12-11',
               null, '1964-08-15' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
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       values (4008, 2010, 'Robert', 'Clark', 2210,
               '54 Tenny St', 'Brookline', 'MA', '02066',
               null, 'A', 198546272, '1996-01-23',
               null, '1959-11-01' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (4962, 2010, 'Peter', 'White', 2210,
               '1440 Mass Ave', 'Boston', 'MA', '02010',
               '6177732280', 'A', 123395857, '1997-10-04',
               null, '1959-07-01' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (3764, 2010, 'Deborah', 'Park', 2210,
               '379 Center St', 'Brookline', 'MA', '02066',
               '6179458377', 'A', 034222564, '1994-08-25',
               null, '1960-03-08' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (5090, 2010, 'Stephen', 'Wills', 2210,
               '34 Avon Dr', 'Canton', 'MA', '02020',
               '5083389935', 'A', 012434452, '1998-07-12',
               null, '1972-04-25' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (3991, 2010, 'Fred', 'Wilkins', 2210,
               '344 Stevens St', 'Taunton', 'MA', '02678',
               '5081840883', 'A', 026475929, '1994-11-12',
               null, '1963-03-29' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (4027, 3991, 'Cecile', 'Courtney', 2210,
               '99 West Main St', 'Natick', 'MA', '02364',
               '5089445386', 'A', 012209982, '1996-04-01',
               null, '1967-07-07' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (3778, 2466, 'Jane', 'Ferndale', 5100,
               '15 Dawson St', 'Medford', 'MA', '02432',
               '6173450099', 'A', 10477822, '1994-09-07',
               null, '1962-11-30' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (2598, 3778, 'Mary', 'Jacobs', 5100,
               '24A Main St', 'Camden', 'MA', '02113',
               null, 'A', 339000022, '1992-01-03',
               null, '1974-05-02' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (2004, 2466, 'Eleanor', 'Johnson', 1120,
               '225 Fisk St', 'Medford', 'MA', '02432',
               '5089253998', 'A', 01010885, '1988-02-28',
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               null, '1952-12-23' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (3294, 2004, 'Carolyn', 'Johnson', 1120,
               '79 High St', 'Brookline', 'MA', '02066',
               '6175567551', 'A', 038800922, '1993-02-19',
               null, '1967-10-05' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (3338, 2004, 'Mark', 'White', 1120,
               '560 Camden St', 'Canton', 'MA', '02020',
               '6179238844', 'A', 055002432, '1993-07-02',
               null, '1964-08-15' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (2209, 2894, 'Michael', 'Smith', 3530,
               '201 Summer St', 'Brookline', 'MA', '02066',
               '6175563331', 'A', 093666540, '1990-06-17',
               null, '1959-12-13' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (3341, 2209, 'Carl', 'Smith', 3530,
               '18 South St', 'Newton', 'MA', '02576',
               '6179658099', 'A', 033970385, '1993-07-02',
               null, '1962-02-03' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (2096, 4321, 'Thomas', 'Carlson', 4600,
              '23 Hemmingway Ln', 'Brookline', 'MA', '02066',
              '6175553643', 'A', 041783445, '1989-01-26',
              null, '1964-04-14');

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (2437, 2096, 'Henry', 'Thompson', 4600,
               '1467 West Ave', 'Boston', 'MA', '02030',
               '6179264105', 'S', 44622905, '1991-08-06',
               null, '1966-10-12' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (3433, 2096, 'Herbert', 'Crane', 4600,
               '20 W Bloomfield Ave', 'Newton', 'MA', '02456',
               '6178653440', 'A', 209338445, '1993-11-01',
               null, '1958-05-30' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (1034, 2096, 'James', 'Gallway', 4600,
              '12 East Speen St', 'Stoneham', 'MA', '02928',
              '6172251178', 'A', 067775312, '1984-02-01',
              null, '1951-11-23');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (2424, 1034, 'Ronald', 'Wilder', 4600,
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               '30 Heron Ave', 'Natick', 'MA', '02178',
               '5083347700', 'A', 056668338, '1991-07-24',
               null, '1948-09-09' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (4456, 1034, 'Thomas', 'Thompson', 4600,
               '32 South Broadway', 'Newton', 'MA', '02576',
               '6179660089', 'A', 077492347, '1997-01-04',
               null, '1978-09-13' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (3288, 1034, 'Ralph', 'Sampson', 4600,
               '99 Vale Ave', 'Newton', 'MA', '02576',
               '6179654443', 'A', 077447333, '1993-01-29',
               null, '1962-09-30' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (2299, null, 'Samuel', 'Spade', 4600,
               '47 London St', 'Canton', 'MA', '02020',
               null, 'L', 033892200, '1991-02-04',
               null, '1958-01-09' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (3199, null, 'Martin', 'Loren', 4600,
               '401 Cross St', 'Grover', 'MA', '02976',
               null, 'L', 098884332, '1992-12-05',
               null, '1962-10-19' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (2145, null, 'Martin', 'Catlin', 5200,
               '44 Smithville Hts', 'Wilmington', 'MA', '02476',
               '5087486625', 'L', 044895224, '1989-09-24',
               null, '1954-03-02' );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE
       values (2898, null, 'Mary', 'Umidy', 1120,
               '895A Braintree Circle', 'Medford', 'MA', '02432',
               '6173458860', 'S', 056906868, '1992-05-11',
               null, '1962-05-11' );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (4773, 5890, '1997-06-14', null, null,  45240.00,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (1234, 8001, '1985-03-14', null, null,  117832.68,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (3082, 5890, '1992-07-03', null, null,  68016.00,
               null, null, null );
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INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (2180, 5555, '1990-04-18', null, null,  76961.00,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (4660, 5555, '1997-03-31', null, null,  36400.00,
               .25, .157, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (3767, 5555, '1995-01-11', null, null,  50440.50,
               .23, .125, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (2448, 5555, '1991-09-01', null, null, 70720.00,
               .255, .157, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (3704, 3333, '1994-04-10', null, null, 22880.00,
               null, .105, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (4703, 2077, '1997-03-19', null, null, 24857.00,
               null, null, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (2246, 4700, '1993-09-28', null, null, 59488.00,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (5008, 4700, '1998-01-31', null, null, 47944.00,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (3769, 5890, '1994-08-31', null, null,  41600.00,
               null, null, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (4001, 5555, '1995-12-11', null, null, 36921.00,
               .23, .125, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (4008, 3333, '1996-01-23', null, null, 24441.00,
               null, .99, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (4962, 3333, '1997-10-04', null, null, 30680.00,
               null, .125, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (2010, 5555, '1988-03-18', null, null, 76440.00,
               .275, .180, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (3764, 5555, '1995-10-02', null, null, 54184.00,
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               .26, .170, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (5090, 5555, '1998-07-12', null, null, 48568.48,
               .205, .135, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (4027, 3333, '1996-04-01', null, null, 28081.40,
               null, .120, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (3991, 5555, '1995-06-06', null, null, 42016.00,
               .235, .125, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (1765, 4700, '1992-06-10', null, null, 47009.34,
               null, null, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (2106, 2077, '1989-05-01', null, null, 23920.00,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (2096, 4666, '1994-10-10', null, null, 85280.00,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (2437, 4560, '1991-08-06', null, 14.55, null,
               null, null, 21.83 );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (2598, 2053, '1992-01-03', null, 10.50, null,
               null, null, 15.00 );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (3433, 4560, '1993-11-01', null, 19.15, null,
               null, null, 28.00 );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (3778, 2053, '1994-09-07', null, 9.98,  null,
               null, null, 14.00 );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (1034, 4560, '1984-02-01', null, 20.93, null,
               null, null, 29.50 );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (2424, 4560, '1991-07-24', null, 13.60, null,
               null, null, 19.40 );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (2004, 4700, '1993-11-19', null, null, 59280.00,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (4456, 4560, '1997-01-04', null, 14.58, null,
               null, null, 19.87 );
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INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (3288, 4560, '1993-01-29', null, 16.40, null,
               null, null, 23.60 );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (3341, 5890, '1993-07-02', null, null, 48465.80,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (2209, 5890, '1990-06-17', null, null, 66144.00,
               null, null, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (3294, 4700, '1993-02-19', null, null, 53665.56,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (3338, 2077, '1993-07-02', null, null, 22048.84,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (2174, 4123, '1989-09-30', null, null, 49921.76,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (3118, 4130, '1992-11-18', null, null, 45241.94,
               null, null, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (3222, 6004, '1993-01-07', null, null,  110448.00,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (4321, 5110, '1996-08-04', null, null, 56977.80,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (2461, 4012, '1991-09-09', null, null,  43784.00,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (3841, 4012, '1994-10-25', null, null, 33800.00,
               null, null, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (4002, 4012, '1995-12-11', null, null, 28601.80,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (1003, 9001, '1984-02-01', null, null, 146432.00,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (5103, 2051, '1999-10-11', null, 7.13, null,
               null, null, 11.70 );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
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       values (2466, 6011, '1991-10-29', null, null,  94953.52,
               null, null, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (3449, 4023, '1993-12-07', null, null, 74776.00,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (2781, 4025, '1992-04-12', null, null, 43888.00,
               null, null, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (2894, 6021, '1992-05-11', null, null, 111593.00,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (3411, 4734, '1995-04-02', null, null, 53665.00,
               null, null, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (4358, 4734, '1996-09-13', null, null, 57824.50,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       VALUES (3764, 3333, '1994-08-25', '1995-10-01', NULL, 28912.00,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (3991, 3333, '1994-11-12', '1995-06-05', null, 27976.00,
               null, null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (2246, 2077, '1990-12-07', '1993-09-27', null, 29536.00,
               null, null, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (2096, 4560, '1989-01-26', '1994-10-09', 17.90, null,
               null, null, 28.85 );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (3767, 3333, '1994-08-31', '1995-01-10', null, 2200.00,
              null, .105, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (2180, 3333, '1997-10-27', '1990-04-17', null, 19000.10,
              null, .09, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (4660, 3333, '1997-01-20', '1997-03-30', null, 24000.00,
              null, .11, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (1765, 2077, '1985-10-23', '1992-06-10', null, 18001.00,
              null, null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
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       values (2004, 2053, '1988-02-28', '1993-11-18', 9.50, null,
              null, null, 13.50);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.POSITION
       values (3411, 4012, '1993-09-30', '1995-04-01', null, 44001.40,
              null, null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (4773, 5309, '02', '1995-10-14' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (1234, 1000, '04', '1988-06-01' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3082, 5309, '04', '1994-06-03' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2180, 7000, '04', '1993-01-01' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (4660, 7000, '03', '1995-10-09' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3767, 7000, '04', '1994-09-20' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2448, 7000, '03', '1991-06-10' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3704, 7000, '01', '1993-08-21' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (4703, 4250, '03', '1996-11-20' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2246, 1000, '03', '1993-10-01' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2246, 6670, '04', '1990-03-29' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (5008, 6770, '04', '1998-01-31' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (4703, 5130, '03', '1998-03-30' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3769, 5309, '04', '1992-10-04' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (4001, 7000, '03', '1994-12-11' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (4008, 4420, '01', '1994-12-14' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (4962, 5130, '02', '1992-11-01' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2010, 7000, '03', '1988-02-18' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3764, 7000, '03', '1992-01-01' );
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INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (5090, 7000, '03', '1997-02-12' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (4027, 7000, '01', '1995-03-19' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3991, 7000, '03', '1995-01-01' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (1765, 6770, '04', '1985-10-23' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2106, 6770, '03', '1991-10-01' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2096, 3333, '02', '1995-03-03' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2096, 3065, '03', '1998-04-01' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2437, 3333, '04', '1995-03-15' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE

       values (2437, 4444, '04', '1997-05-01' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2598, 6666, '03', '1997-07-25' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3433, 6650, '02', '1991-10-01' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3778, 5200, '03', '1998-01-21' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3778, 6666, '04', '1998-05-15' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (1034, 6470, '02', '1984-02-21' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2424, 6470, '03', '1989-04-18' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2004, 6770, '04', '1988-02-28' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (4456, 6670, '01', '1993-06-02' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (4456, 3065, '02', '1993-09-01' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3288, 6650, '02', '1993-06-12' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3288, 6670, '01', '1994-12-01' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3288, 3333, '04', '1993-12-01' );
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INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3341, 5309, '03', '1993-10-02' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2209, 5309, '04', '1992-08-12' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3294, 6770, '01', '1989-09-21' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3338, 6770, '03', '1994-12-11' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2174, 4430, '04', '1995-03-30' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3118, 5180, '03', '1995-07-23' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3222, 1000, '04', '1995-10-01' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3222, 4430, '04', '1996-12-01' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (4321, 4430, '04', '1997-03-24' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (4321, 1000, '03', '1998-06-01' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2461, 4370, '04', '1994-03-12' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2461, 4250, '04', '1997-03-01' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2461, 5180, '03', '1997-06-01' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3841, 4370, '03', '1995-10-10' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3841, 4410, '02', '1996-06-01' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (4002, 4370, '03', '1996-02-15' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (4002, 4410, '04', '1999-01-15' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (1003, 1000, '04', '1984-02-01' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (5103, 5200, '04', '1997-10-11' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2466, 1030, '04', '1991-10-29' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2466, 5200, '04', '1999-06-01' );
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INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2466, 4490, '03', '1999-12-01' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3449, 5200, '03', '1993-09-29' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2781, 5430, '01', '1995-09-27' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2781, 5420, '02', '1996-12-01' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2894, 1000, '04', '1995-11-12' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (2894, 5500, '04', '1996-12-15' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (3411, 5500, '04', '1997-01-30' );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE
       values (4358, 5500, '03', '1996-12-30' );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.CONSULTANT
       values (9443, 'Diane', 'Jones', 2466, 5200, 'D880',
               '183 Hawthorne Ln', 'Medford', 'MA', '02432',
               '5084475583', '1957-01-23', '1999-08-08', 089393334,
               50.00 );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.CONSULTANT
       values (9439, 'Charles', 'Miller', 2466, 4900, 'D880',
               '85 St. James St', 'Brookline', 'MA', '02066',
               '6174800873', '1963-09-12', '1999-02-18', 085763854,
               47.00 );

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.CONSULTANT
       values (9388, 'Linda', 'Candido', 2466, 5200, 'D880',
               '54 Church St', 'Newton', 'MA', '02456',
               '6179943082', '1959-08-30', '1997-12-21', 033006132,
               76.00 );
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.CONSULTANT
       values (9000, 'James', 'Legato', 1003, 6000, null,
               '85 North Rd', 'Newton', 'MA', '02456',
               '6179964874', '1970-05-20', '1994-03-20', 095578460,
              148.00 );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 4773, 68, 68, 8.00, 5.00, 0   ,0
                , '2000-10-15', .05, null,
                NULL, NULL, 900.00,0 ,0,
                'COLL', null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 3082, 68, 52, 8, 8, 0   ,0
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                , '2000-10-20', .055, null,
                '401K', .08, 1400.00,0 ,0,
                'JRCOLL', null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 2180, 92.50, 0, 8.00, 4.00, 0   ,0
                , '2000-10-30', .06, null,
                'STOCK', .05, 2100.00, 16,   0 ,
                'COLL', null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 4660, 68, 56, 8.00, 0, .07,
                3095, '2000-01-13', .06, null,
                '401K', .05, 850.68,0,0,
                'HSDIP', null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 3767, 68, 68, 8.00, 0, .07,
                2250, '2000-09-22', .045, null,
                '401K', .05, 1350.50, 16, 16,
                'JRCOLL', null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 2448, 68, 20.50, 8.00, 3, .075,
                6600, '2000-07-13', .05, null,
                'BONDS', .08, 2100.00, 0,0,
                'COLL', null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 3704, 68, 48, 8.00, 8.00, .05,
                3470, '2000-04-30', .045, null,
                'BONDS', .04, 1800.00, 8, 8,
                'JRCOLL', null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 4703, 46.75, 16, 8.00, 14.5, .05,
                3010, '2000-03-10', .08, null,
                NULL, NULL, 1107.50,0,0,
                'HSDIP', null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 2246, 92.50, 72, 8.00, 5, .05,
                4500, '2000-12-15', .08, '1993-09-27',
                null, null, 2300.00, 24.5, 16.00,
                'HSDIP', null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 5008, 46.5, 40, 8.00, 0, .10,
                2000, '2000-01-29', .06, null,
                '401K', .05, 307.50,0,0,
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                'COLL', null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 3769, 68, 0, 8.00, 6.00, .10,
                6600, '2000-10-01', .04, null,
                '401K', .03, 1356.70,0,0,
                'HSDIP', null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 4001, 68, 40, 8.00, 2.5, 0,0
                , '2000-12-20', .04, null,
                NULL, NULL, 1756.50,0,0,
                'HSDIP', null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 4008, 68, 0, 8.00, 3.5,0,0
                , '2000-01-14', .05, null,
                '401K', .05, 1750.00,0,0,
                'COLL', null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 4962, 68, 16, 8.00, 7.5, 0,0
                , '2000-10-04', .06, null,
                '401K', .06, 1307.80, 8.5, 8.5,

                'COLL', null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 2010, 92.75, 16.00, 8.00, 2.5,0,0
                , '2000-03-18', .05, null,
                'STOCK', .05, 2450.50, 0,0,
                'COLL', null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 3764, 68, 80, 8.00, 5.00, .08,
                3060, '2000-06-11', .065, '1991-05-10',
                'STOCK', .06, 1406.90, 32.5, 16.0,
                'COLL', null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 5090, 46, 0, 8.00, 0,0,0
                , '2000-07-14', .04, null,
                NULL, NULL, 0,0,0,
                'JRCOLL', null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 4027, 68, 40, 8.00, 4.00, .08,
                3000, '2000-07-19', .035, null,
                '401K', .04, 1750.00,0,0,
                'COLL', null, null);
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INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 3991, 68, 68, 8.00, 3.00, .08,
                4500, '2000-11-12', .055, '1995-06-05',
                '401K', .06, 1354.60, 8.0, 0,
                'COLL', null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 1765, 92.5, 32, 8.00, 0, .10,
                7600, '2000-10-23', .07, null,
                '401K', .08, 2500.00, 32, 0,
                'COLL', null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 2106, 92.5, 32, 8.00, 1.00, .08,
                5500, '2000-04-16', .06, '1999-08-17',
                'BONDS', .04, 2100.00, 0,0,
                'HSDIP', null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 2096, 92.5, 80, 8.00, 5.00, .05,
                5300, '2000-02-28', .055,
                 '1998-10-09','STOCK', .05, 2300.00, 0,0,
                'HSDIP', NULL, NULL);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 2437, 68, 0, 8.00, 4.5, 0,0
                , '2000-08-16', .04, null,
                NULL, NULL, 2100.00, 0,0,
                'GED', 'MC655-690l', 90.55);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000,2598, 60, 8, 20.00, 8.5,  0  ,0
                , '2000-01-26', .035, null,
                NULL, NULL, 2300.00, 0,0,
                'HSDIP', 'HP302-7409', 50.50);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 3433, 68, 40, 8.00, 4.00,0,0
                , '2000-10-23', .05, null,
                NULL, NULL, 1456.70,0,0,
                'JRCOLL', 'MC655-7487', 90.55);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 3778, 68, 40, 8.00, 4,0,0
                , '2000-09-24', .06, null,
                NULL, NULL, 1350.50,0,0,
                'HSDIP', 'HP302-7487', 50.50);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 1034, 92.5, 72, 8.00, 2.5, .10,
                5540, '2000-01-24', .05, null,
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                'BONDS', .06, 2900.00, 0,0,
                'HSDIP', 'MC655-4490', 90.55);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 2424, 92.5, 48, 8.00, 3.5, .05,
                2460, '2000-07-19', .04, null,
                NULL, NULL, 2100.00, 0,0,
                'HSDIP', 'MC655-5571', 90.55);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 2004, 92.5, 40, 8.00, 0, .05,
                2300, '2000-02-28', .03, null,
                '401K', .04, 2450.50,0,0,
                'JRCOLL', null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 4456, 68, 40, 8.00, 7.00,0,0
                , '2000-01-05', .03, null,
                NULL, NULL, 906.50,0,0,
                'HSDIP', 'MC655-6680', 90.55);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 3288, 68, 56, 8.00, 2.00,0,0
                , '2000-01-05', .04, null,
                NULL, NULL, 1500.00, 0,0,
                'HSDIP', 'MC655-4402', 90.55);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 3341, 68, 32.5, 8.00, 3.00,0,0
                , '2000-10-05', .045, null,
                '401K', .07, 1500.00, 0,0,
                'COLL', null, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 2209, 92.50, 32, 8.00, 5.5,0,0
                , '2000-06-14', .06, null,
                '401K', .06, 2300.00, 16.00, 16.00,
                'COLL', null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 3294, 68, 16, 8.00, 3.00,0,0
                , '2000-02-28', .055, null,
                '401K', .03, 1500.00, 0,0,
                'COLL', null, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 3338, 68, 0, 8.00, 1.5,0,0
                , '2000-07-02', .05, null,
                NULL, NULL, 1450.50,0,0,
                'HSDIP', null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
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        VALUES (2000, 2174, 92, 48, 8.00, 9.00,0,0
                , '2000-09-27', .06, null,
                '401K', .04, 2100.00, 0,0,
                'JRCOLL', null, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 3118, 68, 8, 8.00, 7.00, .05,
                2010, '2000-11-24', .045, null,
                'BONDS', .08, 1500.00, 8.5, 8.00,
                'COLL', null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 3222, 68, 0, 8.00, 2.5, .05,
                2240, '2000-01-02', .07, '1999-06-08',
                '401K', .09, 1350.50, 32, 8,
                'MAS', null, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 4321, 68, 48, 8.00, 3.00, .05,
                1991, '2000-08-02', .05, null,
                NULL, NULL, 1200.00, 0,0,
                'JRCOLL', null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 2461, 68, 40, 8.00, 1.5,0,0
                , '2000-09-13', .04, null,
                NULL, NULL, 2100.00,0 ,0,
                'HSDIP', null, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 3841, 68, 0, 8.00, 2.00,0,0
                , '2000-10-10', .06, null,
                NULL, NULL, 1300.00, 0,0,
                'JRCOLL', null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 4002, 68, 40, 8.00, 4.5,0,0
                , '2000-12-15', .045, null,
                NULL, NULL, 1750.50,0,0,
                'HSDIP', null, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 1003, 92, 0, 8.00, 0, .10,
                12340, null, .05, null,
                '401K', .10, NULL,0,0,
                'MAS', null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 5103, 46, 0, 8, 0, .05,
                530, '2000-10-11', .05, null,
                NULL, NULL, NULL,0,0,
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                'HSDIP', 'HP302-8403', 50.50);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 2466, 92.5, 40, 8.00, 3.5, .05,
                3400, '2000-10-30', .055, null,
                '401K', .05, 2100.00, 16, 16,
                'COLL', null, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 3449, 68, 56, 8.00, 10.5, .07,
                3700, '2000-12-02', .045, null,
                '401K', .03, 1453.70,0,0,
                'COLL', null, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 2781, 68, 60, 8.00, 7.00,0,0
                , '2000-04-25', .05, null,
                '401K', .03, 2105.90,0,0,
                'COLL', null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 2894, 68, 0, 8.00, 2.5,0,0
                , '2000-05-04', .055, null,
                'STOCK', .08, 2155.30, 16.5, 8,
                'MAS', null, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (2000, 3411, 68, 68, 8, 8,0,0
                , '2000-09-30', .05, NULL,
                '401K', .03, 1400.00, 0,0,
                'JRCOLL', null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 4358, 68, 0, 8.00, 6.5, .07,
                1430, '2000-09-27', .055, null,
                NULL, NULL, 950.50,0,0,
                'HSDIP', null, null );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 4773, 80, 80, 15, 1, 0   ,0, '1999-07-02',
                 .04, NULL, NULL, NULL, 600.00, 0,0,  'COLL',
                 null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 4773, 80, 48, 10, 10, 0   ,0, '1998-07-05',
                .03, NULL, NULL, NULL, 500.00, 0,0,  'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 4773, 24, 24, 4.5, 0, 0   , 0   , NULL, NULL,
                NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL,0,0,         'COLL', NULL,
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                null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 3082, 120, 120, 15, 8, 0   ,0, '1999-10-12',
         .05, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1100.00, 0,0,  'JRCOLL', NULL,
               null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
      VALUES (1998, 3082, 120, 120, 15, 4.5,  0  ,0,
       '1998-01-09',
           .05, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1000.00,0 ,0,  'JRCOLL', NULL,
               NULL);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
       VALUES (1997, 3082, 120, 120, 15, 2,   0 ,  0   , '1997-10-01',
                .05, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1000.00, 0,0,  'JRCOLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 2180, 160, 160, 15, 6,   0 ,0, '1999-10-17',
                .05, NULL, 'STOCK', .05, 2000.00, 0,0,  'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
      VALUES (1998, 2180, 120, 120, 15, 2.5,  0  ,0, '1998-10-25',
                .055, NULL, 'STOCK', .05, 1900.00, 0,0,  'COLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 2180, 120, 120, 15, 7,   0 ,0, '1997-10-02',
                .05, NULL, 'STOCK', .05, 2000.00, 0,0,  'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1999, 4660, 80, 80, 15, 10, .05, 2060, '1999-01-15',
               .055, NULL, '401K', .05, 750.60,   0 ,0    , 'HSDIP',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 4660, 80, 80, 10, 5,  0  ,0, '1998-01-30',
        .04, NULL, '401K', .05, 500.00,0 ,0,  'HSDIP', NULL,
                null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 4660, 48, 48, 8, 2.5, 0   , 0   , NULL, NULL,
                NULL, '401K', .04, 400.00, 0,0,  'HSDIP',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1999, 3767, 120, 120, 15, 0, .07, 2400, '1999-08-17',
               .05, NULL, '401K', .05, 1000.00, 0,0,  'JRCOLL',
                null, null);
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INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1998, 3767, 120, 120, 15, 0, .07, 2200, '1998-08-10',
                .05, NULL, '401K', .05, 1000.00, 0,0,
                'JRCOLL', null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1997, 3767, 120, 120, 15, 0, .07, 2000, '1997-08-01',
               .05, NULL, '401K', .05, 1350.00,0,0, 'JRCOLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 2448, 120, 120, 15, 8,0 ,0, '1999-09-18',
                .04, NULL, 'BONDS', .08, 1700.00,0 ,0,  'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 2448, 120, 120, 15, 15, 0,0, '1998-09-15',
                .035, NULL, 'BONDS', .08, 1500.00,0,0 ,  'COLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 2448, 120, 120, 15, 5, 0,0, '1997-08-30',
                .03, NULL, 'BONDS', .08, 1500.00,0 ,0,  'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1999, 3704, 120, 120, 15, 15, .04, 2800, '1999-04-24',
              .045, NULL, 'BONDS', .04, 1700.00, 0,0,  'JRCOLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1998, 3704, 120, 120, 15, 15, .03, 2200, '1998-04-30',
               .04, NULL, 'BONDS', .04, 1500.00, 0,0,  'JRCOLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 3704, 120, 120, 15, 15, 0,0, '1997-04-20',
                .035, null, null, null, 1300.00, 12, 12, 'JRCOLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1999, 4703, 80, 80, 15, 1, .04, 2300, '1999-03-10',
                .065, NULL, NULL, NULL, 950.00,0,0, 'HSDIP',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
       values (1998, 4703, 80, 80, 10,  2.5, .04, 2010, '1998-03-30',
                .05, NULL, NULL, NULL, 800.00,0 ,0,  'HSDIP',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 4703, 36, 36, 6, 0, 0   , 0   , NULL, NULL,
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                NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL,0,0, 'HSDIP', NULL,
                null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
     values (1999, 2246, 160, 160, 15, 3, .04, 3500, '1999-12-06',
           .07, '1993-09-27', NULL, NULL, 2100.00,0 ,0,  'HSDIP',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 2246, 120, 120, 15, 3,0 ,0, '1998-12-01',
          .065, '1993-09-27', NULL, NULL, 1700.00, 0,0,  'HSDIP',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 2246, 120, 120, 15, 5,0 ,0, '1997-12-20',
        .06, '1993-09-27', NULL, NULL, 1600.00, 0,0,  'HSDIP',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1999, 5008, 80, 80, 10, 6, .10, 1700, '1999-02-07',
                .04, NULL, NULL, NULL, 200.00, 0,0,  'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1998, 5008, 48, 48, 8, 7, .10, 1500, null, null,
                NULL, '401K', .05, NULL,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
      VALUES (1999, 3769, 120, 120, 15, 14,0 ,0, '1999-09-17',
                .04, NULL, '401K', .03, 1200.00,0 ,0,  'HSDIP',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
     VALUES (1998, 3769, 120, 120, 15, 8.5,0 ,0, '1998-09-01',
                .04, NULL, '401K', .04, 1100.00,0 ,0,  'HSDIP',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
       VALUES (1997, 3769, 120, 120, 15, 3, 0,0, '1997-09-06',
                .04, NULL, '401K', .04, 1000.00,0 ,0,  'HSDIP',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 4001, 120, 120, 15, 3,0 ,0, '1999-12-01',
                .045, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1500.00,0 ,0,  'HSDIP',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 4001, 80, 80, 15, 8,0 ,0, '1998-12-18',
                .04, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1200.00,0 ,0,  'HSDIP',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 4001, 80, 80, 15, 3, 0,0, '1997-12-10',
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                .04, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1000.00, 0,0,  'HSDIP',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
       VALUES (1999, 4008, 120, 120, 15, 2, 0,0, '1999-01-15',
                 .04, NULL, '401K', .05, 1500.00,0 ,0,  'COLL',
                 null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
         VALUES (1998, 4008, 80, 80, 15, 1, 0,0, '1998-01-31',
               .035, NULL, '401K', .05, 1350.00,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 4008, 80, 72, 15, 0, 0,0, '1997-01-30',
                .035, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1100.00,0 ,0,  'COLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 4962, 80, 80, 15, 4.5,0 ,0, '1999-10-10',
                .06, NULL, '401K', .05, 1150.50,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 4962, 80, 80, 10, 1,0 ,0, '1998-10-16',
                .05, null, '401K', .05, 1000.00, 2, 2, 'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1997, 4962, 12, 0, 2, 0, .05, 3000, null, null,
                NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 2010, 160, 160, 15, 4,0 ,0, '1999-03-01',
                .055, NULL, 'STOCK', .05, 2100.00,0 ,0,  'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
      VALUES (1998, 2010, 160, 152.5, 15, 3, 0,0, '1998-03-30',
                .05, NULL, 'STOCK', .05, 2000.00,0 ,0,  'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 2010, 160, 160, 15, 3,0 ,0, '1997-03-10',
                .05, null, 'BONDS', .05, 1600.00, 2, 2, 'COLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 3764, 120, 120, 15, 2, 0,0, '1999-08-01',
                .055, '1991-05-10', 'STOCK', .06, 1500.00,0 ,0,
                'COLL', null, null);
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INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 3764, 120, 120, 15, 3, 0,0, '1998-08-30',
             .05, '1991-05-10', 'STOCK', .05, 1200.00, 14, 14,
              'COLL',   NULL,NULL);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 3764, 120, 120, 15, 5, 0,0, '1997-08-17',
    .045, '1991-05-10', 'STOCK', .05, 1000.00,0 ,0,  'COLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 5090, 80, 80, 15, 2,0 ,0, '1999-07-30',
                .035, NULL, NULL, NULL, 800.00,0 ,0,  'JRCOLL',
                NULL,NULL);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 5090, 24, 24, 4, 2,  0  , 0   , NULL, NULL,
                NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL,0,0, 'JRCOLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 4027, 120, 120, 15, 8,0 ,0, '1999-03-15',
                .03, null, null, null, 1500.00, 16, 16, 'COLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 4027, 120, 120, 15, 0, 0,0, '1998-04-30',
                .03, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1200.00, 0,0,  'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 4027, 80, 80, 10, 2.5,0 ,0, '1997-04-01',
                .03, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1000.00, 0,0,  'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1999, 3991, 120, 120, 15, 8, .08, 4000, '1999-12-04',
       .05, '1995-06-05', '401K', .05, 1300.00, 0,0,  'COLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
      VALUES (1998, 3991, 120, 116, 15, 2,   0 , 0   , '1998-11-28',
             .045, '1995-06-05', '401K', .05, 1100.00, 8, 8, 'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 3991, 120, 120, 15, 8, 0,0, '1997-11-30',
          .045, '1995-06-05', NULL, NULL, 1000.00,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1999, 1765, 160, 160, 15, 0, .10, 7000, '1999-11-15',
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                .07, null, '401K', .08, 2500.50, 36, 0, 'COLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1998, 1765, 160, 160, 15, 0, .10, 6500, '1998-11-01',
      .07, null, '401K', .08, 2500.00, 88, 0, 'COLL', null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1997, 1765, 160, 160, 15, 0, .10, 6000, '1997-10-30',
                .065, null, '401K', .07, 2400.00, 72, 0, 'COLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
       values (1999, 2106, 160, 160, 15, 9.5, .07, 4500, '1999-05-01',
                .055, '1999-08-17', 'BONDS', .04, 1800.00, 0   , 0   ,
                 'HSDIP', null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 2106, 160, 160, 15, 3,0 ,0, '1998-05-15',
                .05, null, 'BONDS', .05, 1800.00, 8, 8, 'HSDIP',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 2106, 120, 120, 15, 8, 0,0, '1997-04-30',
                .03, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1700.00, 0,0 ,
                'HSDIP', null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1999, 2096, 160, 128, 15, 3, .04, 4500, '1999-02-18',
                .05, '1998-10-09', 'STOCK', .05, 2000.00, 0,0 ,
                'HSDIP', null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 2096, 160, 160, 15, 3,0 ,0, '1998-02-01',
                .05, '1998-10-09', 'STOCK', .05, 2500.00,0 ,0 ,
                'HSDIP', null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 2096, 120, 104, 15, 3,0 ,0, '1997-02-15',
                .06, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1700.00, 0,0 , 'HSDIP',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
      VALUES (1999, 2437, 120, 16, 15, 11.5,0 ,0, '1999-08-01',
               .035, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1800.00, 0,0 , 'GED',
                'MC655-6901', 84.05);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
      VALUES (1998, 2437, 120, 120, 15, 6.5,0 ,0, '1998-08-30',
                .03, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1200.00, 0,0 , 'GED',
                'MC655-6901', 79.62);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
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      VALUES (1997, 2437, 120, 120, 15, 15, 0,0, '1997-08-16',
                .03, NULL, '401K', .05, 1100.00,0 ,0 , 'GED',
                'MC655-6901', 70.00);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
     VALUES (1999, 2598, 120, 120, 15, 15, 0,0, '1999-01-30',
                .035, NULL, NULL, NULL, 2150.50, 0,0 , 'HSDIP',
                'HP302-7409', 54.86);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
      VALUES (1998, 2598, 120, 120, 15, 14, 0,0, '1998-01-15',
                .03, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1800.00,0 ,0 , 'HSDIP',
                'HP302-7409', 50.00);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 2598, 120, 120, 15, 6, 0,0, '1997-02-01',
                .03, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1700.00, 0,0 , 'HSDIP',
                'HP302-7409', 45.75);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 3433, 120, 120, 15, 8,0 ,0, '1999-10-17',
                .05, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1400.00, 0, 0, 'JRCOLL',
                'MC655-7487', 84.05);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 3433, 120, 120, 15, 4, 0,0, '1998-10-30',
                .05, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1300.00, 0   ,0   , 'JRCOLL',
                'MC655-7487', 79.62);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 3433, 120, 120, 15, 4,0 ,0, '1997-10-15',
                .055, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1200.00,0 ,0 , 'JRCOLL',
                'MC655-7487', 70.00);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 3778, 120, 120, 15, 0,0 ,0, '1999-09-01',
                .055, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1240.50,0 ,0 , 'HSDIP',
                'HP302-7487', 54.86);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
       VALUES (1998, 3778, 120, 120, 15, 14,0 ,0, '1998-09-26',
                .05, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1100.00, 0,0 , 'HSDIP',
                'HP302-7487', 50.00);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
      VALUES (1997, 3778, 120, 120, 15, 10, 0,0, '1997-09-18',
                .05, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1000.00,0 ,0 , 'HSDIP',
                'HP302-7487', 45.75);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1999, 1034, 160, 112, 15, 6, .10, 5000, '1999-02-01',
                .05, NULL, 'BONDS', .06, 2850.60, 0, 0, 'HSDIP',
                'MC655-4490', 84.05);
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INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 1034, 160, 112, 15, 15, 0,0, '1998-02-17',
                .05, NULL, 'BONDS', .06, 2720.80,0 ,0 , 'HSDIP',
                'MC655-4490',79.62);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 1034, 160, 48, 15, 8.5, 0,0, '1997-02-15',
                .05, NULL, NULL, NULL, 2500.00, 0,0 , 'HSDIP',
                'MC655-4490', 70.00);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 2424, 120, 120, 15, 15,0 ,0, '1999-06-25',
               .04, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1900.00, 0,0 , 'HSDIP',
               'MC655-5571', 84.05);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 2424, 120, 120, 15, 7, 0,0, '1998-07-01',
                .035, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1700.00,0 ,0 , 'HSDIP',
                'MC655-5571', 79.62);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 2424, 120, 120, 15, 3,0 ,0, '1997-07-17',
                .035, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1500.00,0 ,0 , 'HSDIP',
                'MC655-5571', 70.00);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1999, 2004, 160, 160, 15, 8, .04, 1550, '1999-02-17',
               .03, NULL, '401K', .04, 1850.00,   0 , 0   , 'JRCOLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
       VALUES (1998, 2004, 160, 160, 15, 2, 0,0, '1998-02-01',
              .035, NULL, '401K', .04, 1700.00,0 ,0 , 'JRCOLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
     VALUES (1997, 2004, 160, 160, 15, 3.5, 0,0, '1997-02-15',
                .03, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1600.00,0 ,0 , 'JRCOLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 4456, 80, 80, 15, 3, 0,0, '1999-02-05',
                .03, NULL, NULL, NULL, 650.00,0 ,0 , 'HSDIP',
                'MC655-6680', 84.05);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 4456, 80, 80, 10, 0, 0,0, '1998-02-17',
                .02, NULL, NULL, NULL, 700.00,0 ,0 , 'HSDIP',
                'MC655-6680', 79.62);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1997, 4456, 48, 48, 8, 1, 0   , 0   , null, null,
                NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, 0,0 , 'HSDIP',
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                'MC655-6680', 70.00);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 3288, 120, 120, 15, 9,0 ,0, '1999-02-01',
                .035, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1380.00,0 ,0 , 'HSDIP',
                'MC655-4402', 84.05);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 3288, 120, 120, 15, 8,0 ,0, '1998-02-03',
                .035, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1250.00,0 ,0 , 'HSDIP',
                'MC655-4402', 79.62);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
       VALUES (1997, 3288, 120, 120, 15, 11,0 ,0, '1997-01-28',
                .03, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1000.00, 0,0 , 'HSDIP',
                'MC655-4402', 70.00);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 3341, 120, 120, 15, 9,0 ,0, '1999-07-25',
                .05, NULL, '401K', .06, 1350.00,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 3341, 120, 116, 15, 8, 0,0, '1998-07-26',
                .06, null, '401K', .05, 1400.00, 16, 16, 'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
      VALUES (1997, 3341, 120, 120, 15, 6.5, 0,0, '1997-07-15',
                .04, NULL, NULL, NULL, 900.00, 0,0 , 'JRCOLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 2209, 120, 120, 15, 6, 0,0, '1999-07-02',
                .05, NULL, '401K', .05, 1200.00,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 2209, 120, 120, 15, 7,0 ,0, '1998-06-17',
                .05, NULL, '401K', .05, 1200.00,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 2209, 120, 120, 15, 3, 0,0, '1997-06-28',
                .045, null, null, null, 1550.80, 8, 8, 'COLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
       VALUES (1999, 3294, 120, 120, 15, 10, 0,0, '1999-02-20',
                .05, NULL, '401K', .03, 1380.00,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
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       VALUES (1998, 3294, 120, 120, 15, 13, 0,0, '1998-01-28',
                .05, NULL, '401K', .03, 1100.00,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 3294, 120, 120, 15, 3, 0,0, '1997-02-04',
                .05, NULL, '401K', .02, 1150.00,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 3338, 120, 120, 15, 0, 0,0, '1999-07-17',
                .05, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1200.00, 0,0 , 'HSDIP',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 3338, 120, 120, 15, 1,0 ,0, '1998-07-19',
                .045, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1130.00,0 ,0 , 'HSDIP',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 3338, 120, 120, 15, 2, 0,0, '1997-07-08',
                .05, NULL, NULL, NULL, 950.70, 0,0 , 'HSDIP',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 2174, 160, 160, 15, 9, 0,0, '1999-09-26',
                .055, NULL, '401K', .04, 1900.00,0 ,0 , 'JRCOLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 2174, 160, 160, 15, 11, 0,0, '1998-09-10',
                .05, NULL, '401K', .03, 1600.00, 0,0 , 'JRCOLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 2174, 120, 120, 15, 8, 0,0, '1997-09-09',
                .06, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1120.90, 0,0 , 'HSDIP',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1999, 3118, 120, 120, 15, 3, .05, 2000, '1999-11-02',
                .04, NULL, 'BONDS', .08, 1350.60,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 3118, 120, 112, 15, 8, 0,0, '1998-11-16',
                .04, NULL, 'BONDS', .07, 1200.00,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 3118, 120, 120, 15, 6,0 ,0, '1997-11-30',
                .04, NULL, 'STOCK', .06, 1100.00,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
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        values (1999, 3222, 120, 120, 15, 6, .04, 1780, '1999-01-16',
               .06, '1999-06-08', '401K', .06, 1200.00, 32, 16, 'MAS',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 3222, 120, 120, 15, 4,0 ,0, '1998-01-28',
               .06, null, '401K', .06, 1150.00, 48, 8.5, 'MAS',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 3222, 120, 120, 15, 7, 0,0, '1997-01-13',
                .05, null, '401K', .05, 980.00, 16, 16, 'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1999, 4321, 120, 96, 15, 2, .05, 1720, '1999-08-24',
                .055, null, null, null, 1100.00, 16, 16, 'COLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 4321, 80, 80, 15, 4, 0,0, '1998-08-29',
                .05, NULL, NULL, NULL, 980.00,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 4321, 80, 80, 10, 4,0 ,0, '1997-08-08',
                .04, NULL, NULL, NULL, 850.00,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 2461, 120, 112, 15, 0, 0,0, '1999-09-18',
                .05, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1950.00, 0,0 , 'HSDIP',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 2461, 120, 120, 15, 4, 0,0, '1998-09-01',
                .04, null, null, null, 1830.00, 48, 48, 'HSDIP',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 2461, 120, 120, 15, 3, 0,0, '1997-09-18',
                .035, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1600.00,0 ,0 , 'HSDIP',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 3841, 120, 120, 15, 1,0 ,0, '1999-10-05',
               .06, NULL, 'BONDS', .05, 1200.00,0 ,0 , 'JRCOLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 3841, 120, 120, 15, 3,0 ,0, '1998-10-31',
                .05, NULL, 'BONDS', .05, 1020.00,0  ,0 , 'JRCOLL',
                null, null);
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INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 3841, 80, 80, 15, 2,0 ,0, '1997-10-11',
                .07, NULL, NULL, NULL, 980.00,0  ,0 , 'JRCOLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
       VALUES (1999, 4002, 120, 120, 15, 3,0 ,0, '1999-12-01',
                .05, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1630.00,0 ,0 , 'HSDIP',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 4002, 120, 120, 15, 6, 0,0, '1998-12-05',
                .04, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1400.00, 0,0 , 'HSDIP',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 4002, 80, 80, 15, 5, 0,0, '1997-12-01',
                .04, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1380.00,0 ,0 , 'HSDIP',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1999, 1003, 160, 56, 15, 0, .10, 11500, null,
                .05, NULL, '401K', .10, NULL, 0,0 , 'MAS',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1998, 1003, 160, 80, 15, 0, .10, 10000, null,
                .05, NULL, '401K', .10, NULL, 0,0 , 'MAS',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1997, 1003, 160, 40, 15, 0, .10, 10000, null,
                .05, NULL, '401K', .10, NULL, 0, 0, 'MAS',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1999, 5103, 12, 12, 2, 0, 0   , 0   , null, null,
                NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, 0,0 , 'HSDIP',
                'HP302-8403', 54.86);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1999, 2466, 120, 120, 15, 9, .05, 2650, '1999-10-26',
                .05, null, '401K', .03, 1800.00, 16, 16, 'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
      VALUES (1998, 2466, 120, 112, 15, 11, 0,0, '1998-10-18',
                .04, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1300.00,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
      VALUES (1997, 2466, 120, 120, 15, 10,0 ,0, '1997-10-10',
                .035, NULL, NULL, NULL, 980.00,0  ,0 , 'JRCOLL',
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                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 3449, 120, 120, 15, 8, 0,0, '1999-12-08',
                .04, NULL, NULL, NULL, 240.50,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 3449, 120, 104, 15, 8, 0,0, '1998-12-02',
                .05, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1100.00,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 3449, 120, 112, 15, 9,0 ,0, '1997-12-18',
                .03, NULL, NULL, NULL, 080.00,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 2781, 120, 120, 15, 8, 0,0, '1999-04-11',
                .05, NULL, '401K', .03, 1700.00,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 2781, 120, 96, 15, 15, 0,0, '1998-04-26',
                .05, NULL, '401K', .03, 1450.80,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 2781, 120, 120, 15, 2,0 ,0, '1997-04-18',
                .05, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1100.00,0,0, 'COLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 2894, 120, 48, 15, 1,0 ,0, '1999-05-01',
                .05, null, 'STOCK', .08, 1920.00, 16, 0, 'MAS',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1998, 2894, 120, 40, 15, 0,0 ,0, '1998-05-18',
                .08, null, 'STOCK', .08, 1750.00, 32, 32, 'MAS',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1997, 2894, 120, 0, 15, 0, 0,0, '1997-05-11',
                .06, null, 'STOCK', .08, 1600.00, 16, 8, 'MAS',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        VALUES (1999, 3411, 120, 120, 15, 3, 0,0, '1999-10-10',
                .04, NULL, '401K', .03, 1350.00,0  ,0 , 'JRCOLL',
                null, null );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
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       VALUES (1998, 3411, 120, 120, 15, 15, 0,0, '1998-09-10',
               .04, NULL, '401K', .03, 1250.00, 0 ,0 , 'JRCOLL',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
      VALUES (1997, 3411, 120, 120, 15, 15,0 ,0, '1997-09-28',
                .03, NULL, NULL, NULL, 1100.00,0 ,0 , 'JRCOLL',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1999, 4358, 120, 112, 15, 2, .07, 1300, '1999-10-01',
                .055, NULL, NULL, NULL, 790.80, 0,0 , 'HSDIP',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1998, 4358, 120, 80, 15, 0, .07, 1230, '1998-09-15',
                .055, NULL, NULL, NULL, 820.00, 0,0 , 'HSDIP',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1997, 4358, 80, 80, 15, 14.5, .06, 980, '1997-09-26',
                .055, NULL, NULL, NULL, 700.00,0 ,0 , 'HSDIP',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (2000, 1234, 92, 40, 8, 12, .05, 9800, '2000-04-18',
             .06, '1998-07-10', 'BONDS', .10, 1750.00, 72, 0, 'HSDIP',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1999, 1234, 160, 16, 15, 0, .05, 8870, '1999-04-26',
            .07, '1998-07-10', 'BONDS', .08, 1600.00, 48, 0, 'HSDIP',
                null, null);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1998, 1234, 160, 32, 15, 0, .05, 8440, '1998-04-10',
             .06, '1998-07-10', 'BONDS', .07, 1600.00, 56, 0, 'HSDIP',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS
        values (1997, 1234, 160, 0, 15, 0, .05, 7690, '1997-04-01',
                .06, null, 'BONDS', .06, 1580.50, 48, 0, 'HSDIP',
                null, null);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.INSURANCE_PLAN
      values ('PLI', 'Providential Life Insurance',
              '950 Gibraltar Ave', 'Lisbon', 'VA', '03097',
         '7033548300', 7815, null, 1000000, null, null, '1988-02-01');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.INSURANCE_PLAN
      values ('HHM', 'Homeostasis Health Maintenance Program',
              '57 Goodwill Blvd', 'Bellingham', 'MA', '01988',
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            '5083535600', 2867, 300, 100000, 30, NULL, '1992-01-03');

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.INSURANCE_PLAN
      values ('HGH', 'Holistic Group Health Association',
              '2 Technology Park', 'Winnetka', 'IL', '06060',
              '9413865700', 9471, NULL, 900000, 10, 5, '1992-01-08');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.INSURANCE_PLAN
      values ('DAS', 'Dental Associates',
              '52 Dedham Pl', 'Medford', 'MA', '03032',
            '6174445362', 5598, 50, 15000, NULL, NULL, '1993-01-04');
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('PLI', 2096, '1995-03-03',
 null, 1);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HHM', 2096, '1995-03-03',
 null, 3);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 2096, '1995-03-03',
 null, 3);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HHM', 2437, '1995-03-15',
 null, 2);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HGH', 2598, '1997-07-25',
 null, 1);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HGH', 3433, '1993-12-31',
 null, 1);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HHM', 3433, '1993-11-01',

 '1993-12-31', 1)  ;
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 3433, '1993-12-31',
 null, 1);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HHM', 3778, '1998-01-21',
 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 3778, '1998-01-21',
 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HHM', 1034, '1992-06-01',
 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 1034, '1993-12-01',
 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HHM', 2424, '1993-07-24',

 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HGH', 4456, '1994-01-04',
 null, 1);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HHM', 3288, '1993-06-12',
 null, 1);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 3288, '1993-12-01',
 null, 1);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HHM', 3341, '1993-10-02',
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 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 3341, '1997-01-01',
 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HGH', 2209, '1992-08-12',

 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 2209, '1993-12-01',
 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HHM', 3294, '1993-02-19',
 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HHM', 3338, '1994-12-11',
 null, 2);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 2299, '1996-01-01',
 null, 1);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('PLI', 3199, '1995-10-20',
 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HHM', 3199, '1995-10-20',
 null, 2);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 3199, '1995-10-20',

 null, 2);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('PLI', 4001, '1995-12-11',
 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HGH', 4001, '1997-01-01',
 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('PLI', 4008, '1996-01-23',
 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 4008, '1996-01-23',
 null, 1);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('PLI', 4962, '1997-10-04',
 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 4962, '1997-12-01',

 null, 4);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 3764, '1994-08-25',
 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HHM', 5090, '1998-07-12',
 null, 3);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('PLI', 4027, '1996-04-01',
 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HHM', 3991, '1994-11-12',
 '1995-12-31',5) ;

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HGH', 3991, '1996-01-01',
 null, 5);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 3991, '1994-11-12',
 null, 5);
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INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HGH', 1765, '1992-06-01',
 null, 2);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 1765, '1993-12-01',
 null, 2);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 4773, '1995-10-14',
 NULL, 0   );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('PLI', 3767, '1994-09-20',
 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HHM', 3767, '1994-09-20',
 null, 2);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 3767, '1995-01-01',
 null, 2);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('PLI', 2448, '1992-01-01',
 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 2448, '1993-12-01',
 null, 3);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 3704, '1997-01-01',
 null, 3);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE VALUES ('HGH', 4703, '1997-03-19',
 null, 1);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 4703, '1997-03-19',
 null, 1);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HHM', 2246, '1992-06-01',
 null, 2);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 2246, '1998-01-01',
 null, 2);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HHM', 5008, '1998-01-31',
 null, 2);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 5008, '1998-01-31',
 null, 2);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HHM', 1234, '1993-06-01',
 null, 5);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HGH', 2174, '1995-03-30',
 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('HGH', 3118, '1995-07-23',
 null, 1);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE values ('DAS', 3222, '1995-10-01',
 null, 2);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE VALUES ('PLI', 1003, '1988-02-01',
 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE VALUES ('HHM', 1003, '1992-06-01',
 null, 3);
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INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE VALUES ('DAS', 1003, '1993-12-01',
 null, 3);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE VALUES ('PLI', 5103, '1999-10-11',
 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE VALUES ('HHM', 5103, '1999-10-11',
 null, 1);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE VALUES ('DAS', 5103, '1999-10-11',
 null, 1);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE VALUES ('PLI', 2781, '1995-09-27',
 NULL, 0   );

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE VALUES ('DAS', 2781, '1998-01-01',
 null, 2);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE VALUES ('PLI', 2894, '1995-11-12',
 NULL, 0   );
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE VALUES ('HGH', 2894, '1995-11-12',
 null, 3);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE VALUES ('DAS', 2894, '1995-11-12',
 null, 3);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE VALUES ('HGH', 3411, '1997-01-30',
null, 3);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE VALUES ('DAS', 3411, '1997-01-30',
null, 3);

INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE VALUES ('HHM', 4358, '1996-09-13',
null, 1);
INSERT INTO DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE VALUES ('DAS', 4358, '1996-09-13',
null, 1);

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.ASSIGNMENT
        VALUES (2466, 'D880', '1999-11-01', NULL);
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.ASSIGNMENT
        values (2894, 'P634', '2000-02-15', null);
INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.ASSIGNMENT
        values (3411, 'P634', '2000-03-01', null);

INSERT INTO DEMOPROJ.ASSIGNMENT
        VALUES (4358, 'C240', '1998-06-01', '1998-08-15') ;

UPDATE DEMOEMPL.DIVISION
      SET DIV_HEAD_ID =2180
      WHERE  DIV_CODE = 'D02';
UPDATE DEMOEMPL.DIVISION
      SET DIV_HEAD_ID =2010
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      WHERE  DIV_CODE = 'D04';

UPDATE DEMOEMPL.DIVISION
      SET DIV_HEAD_ID =4321
      WHERE  DIV_CODE = 'D06';
UPDATE DEMOEMPL.DIVISION
      SET DIV_HEAD_ID =1003
      WHERE  DIV_CODE = 'D09';
UPDATE DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
      SET DEPT_HEAD_ID =3082
      WHERE  DEPT_ID = 3510 ;

UPDATE DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
      SET DEPT_HEAD_ID =2180
      WHERE  DEPT_ID = 2200 ;
UPDATE DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
      SET DEPT_HEAD_ID =2246
      WHERE  DEPT_ID = 1100 ;
UPDATE DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
      SET DEPT_HEAD_ID =3769
      WHERE  DEPT_ID = 3520 ;

UPDATE DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
      SET DEPT_HEAD_ID =2010
      WHERE  DEPT_ID = 2210 ;

UPDATE DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
      SET DEPT_HEAD_ID =1003
      WHERE  DEPT_ID = 4200 ;
UPDATE DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
      SET DEPT_HEAD_ID =1765
      WHERE  DEPT_ID = 1110 ;

UPDATE DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
      SET DEPT_HEAD_ID =2004
      WHERE  DEPT_ID = 1120 ;
UPDATE DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
      SET DEPT_HEAD_ID =2096
      WHERE  DEPT_ID = 4600 ;
UPDATE DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
      SET DEPT_HEAD_ID =2209
      WHERE  DEPT_ID = 3530 ;

UPDATE DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
      SET DEPT_HEAD_ID =2598
      WHERE  DEPT_ID = 5100 ;
UPDATE DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
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      SET DEPT_HEAD_ID =2461
      WHERE  DEPT_ID = 6200 ;
UPDATE DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
      SET DEPT_HEAD_ID =2894
      WHERE  DEPT_ID = 5200 ;
UPDATE DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
      SET DEPT_HEAD_ID =2466
      WHERE  DEPT_ID = 5000 ;

UPDATE DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
      SET DEPT_HEAD_ID =2466
      WHERE  DEPT_ID = 4900 ;
UPDATE DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
      SET DEPT_HEAD_ID =1003
      WHERE  DEPT_ID = 6000 ;
UPDATE DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT
      SET DEPT_HEAD_ID =3222
      WHERE  DEPT_ID = 4500 ;

COMMIT WORK RELEASE;

Precompiler Directives
Learn more about CA IDMS precompiler directives that are not associated with SQL statements and host variable
declarations.

Overriding DDLDML Area Ready Mode

Syntax

►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
  ├─ *RETRIEVAL ────────┤
  └─ *PROTECTED-UPDATE ─┘

Parameters

 

• *RETRIEVAL
Overrides the default ready mode for the DDLDML area of the dictionary by specifying that the area is to be readied
for retrieval only. This allows concurrent database transactions to access the area in shared retrieval, shared update,
protected retrieval, or protected update modes.

• *PROTECTED-UPDATE
Overrides the default ready mode for the DDLDML area of the dictionary by specifying that the area is to be readied
for both retrieval and update. This allows concurrent database transactions to ready the area in shared retrieval mode
only. The protected update usage mode prevents concurrent update of the area.
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The dictionary ready override statement is printed on the source listing but is not passed to the COBOL compiler.

No Logging of Program Activity Statistics

Syntax

►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
  └─ *NO-ACTIVITY-LOG ─┘

Parameters

 

• *NO-ACTIVITY-LOG
Suppresses the logging of program activity statistics. The precompiler generates and logs the following program
activity statistics unless the *NO-ACTIVITY-LOG option is specified:
– Program name
– Language
– Date last compiled
– Number of lines
– Number of compilations
– Date created
– Schema name
– File statistics
– Database access statistics

Generating a Source Listing

Syntax

►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
  ├─ *DMLIST ────┤
  └─ *NODMLIST -─┘

Parameters

• *DMLIST
Specifies that the source listing is to be generated for the statements that follow.
*DMLIST overrides a previous *NODMLIST directive and the NOLIST precompiler parameter.

• *NODMLIST
Specifies that the source listing is not to be generated for the statements that follow.
*NODMLIST overrides a previous *DMLIST directive and the LIST precompiler parameter.

Usage

Column Position

Precompiler directives must be coded beginning in column 7.
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Default Ready Mode

The default ready for the DDLDML area mode is shared update. Shared update readies the area for both retrieval and
update and allows concurrent database transactions to ready the DDLDML area in shared update or shared retrieval.

Program Activity Statistics

Program activity statistics will not be logged if the DDLDML area is readied for retrieval only.

Using Logical Record Facility

Logical Record Facility (LRF)

Logical Record Facility is a runtime facility that allows application programmers to access CA IDMS data without having to
know the physical structure of the database. Under LRF, programmers do not have to use database navigation statements
to access information. This is because the DBA predefines database access logic that is typically coded by programmers.

Advantages: LRF offers many advantages for the corporate information system:

• Enhances runtime efficiency. Database access through LRF often requires less operating-system overhead than
database access through navigational DML commands. LRF can save overhead by reducing the number of program
calls.
For batch programs running under the CA IDMS central version (CV), CA LRF can also minimize supervisor calls
(SVCs). This results in faster and more efficient database access.

• Allows for increased data integrity. With LRF, the DBA can write all database navigation instructions in the subschema.
This helps to ensure that the logical relationships of the data are preserved.

• Allows for data security. The DBA can use LRF to:
– Restrict the records and fields viewed by the application program
– Restrict the database record occurrences viewed by the application program
– Restrict the operations that the application program can perform on records and fields

• Provides a flexible way to present data to different application programs. With LRF, the DBA can use standard
relational operations to:
– Select the record occurrences that the program can access
– Project the fields that appear in the program's view
– Join together information from two or more database records
– Compute new fields based on existing field values
These relational operations let the DBA establish relationships that do not exist in the schema. They also let the DBA
tailor logical views of data to individual programs. No matter how the DBA chooses to construct a view, the application
program will see the data as a single table.

• Simplifies a program's access to the database. LRF eliminates the need for programmers to learn the database
structure. By using LRF, a programmer does not have to be familiar with database navigation techniques or keep track
of database currency.

• Facilitates program maintenance. Because LRF insulates application programs from the database, changes to the
logical and physical database structures have minimal impact on existing programs. For example, the DBA can change
selection criteria for a record, and the program need not be recompiled

• Reduces programming redundancy. Because all database navigation instructions are placed in a path, the programmer
does not have to code these instructions. Applications that require similar information can access the path rather than
issue the database navigation statements themselves.

To use LRF successfully, you must understand your role as the DBA in defining logical-record subschemas. You must also
understand how the applications programmer uses the subschemas that you define.
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Introduction to Logical Record Facility (LRF)
This section contains the following topics:

 

The DBA's Role

As the database administrator (DBA), you control a program's access to the database by defining a subschema that
contains one or more logical records. A logical record is a logical grouping of fields selected from one or more database
records.

For example, you might want to use a logical record in the following business situation. Suppose that application programs
that process employee information frequently require similar information. This information often comes from different
database records. Some programs, for example, require an employee's id, name, start date, and status, as well as
information about that employee's department and office.

Defining the logical record

By using LRF, you can create a logical record that accesses all of the information required by an application program.
For example, you can define a logical record called EMP-INFO-LR, which contains selected fields from the EMPLOYEE,
DEPARTMENT, and OFFICE records.

Once the EMP-INFO-LR logical record is defined, a program can issue the following logical-record request:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-INFO-LR

  WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ '0015'.

As you can see from the diagram below, EMP-INFO-LR presents a view of three different database records to the
application program.

The following example compares two program requests for employee information: program A requests information
through the logical record facility; program B requests information by using navigational DML statements.
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Defining paths and path groups

Once you have defined the EMP-INFO-LR logical record, you can define paths and path groups for the logical record. A
path is a collection of Data Manipulation Language statements (DML statements) that are designed to process program
requests for database access. Paths are grouped into path groups, according to the DML verb used to access the path.

The following example shows how you can associate paths with the EMP-INFO-LR logical record. The EMP-INFO-LR
logical record is associated with paths that are grouped into a single path group. This logical record is defined in the
EMPLR35 subschema.

ADD

SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPLR35 OF SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1
   .
   .
   .
ADD
LOGICAL RECORD NAME IS EMP-INFO-LR                                 ─┐
  ELEMENTS ARE                                                      │
     EMPLOYEE                                                       │
     DEPARTMENT                                                     │ Logical
     OFFICE                                                         │ record
  COMMENTS                                                          │
     '************************************************************  │
     'THE EMP-INFO-LR RECORD ACCESS INFORMATION FROM THE'           │
     'EMPLOYEE DATABASE RECORD AND ALSO ACCESS INFORMATION'         │
     'FROM THE ASSOCIATED DEPARTMENT AND OFFICE RECORDS.'           │
   .                                                               ─┘
   .
   .
ADD
PATH-GROUP NAME IS OBTAIN EMP-INFO-LR                              ─┐
                                                                    │
  SELECT FOR KEYWORD ON-LEAVE                ─┐                     │
  OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-NAME-NDX    │                     │
     WHERE STATUS-0415 EQ '04'                │                     │
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  IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE MEMBER                     │ Path                │
     ON 1601 RETURN NO-DEPT                   │                     │
  OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE        ─┘                     │
                                                                    │ Path group
  SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415        ─┐                     │
   .                                          │ Path                │
   .                                          │                     │
   .                                         ─┘                     │
                                                                    │
  SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF DEPARTMENT ─┐             │
   .                                                  │ Path        │
   .                                                  │             │
   .                                                 ─┘            ─┘

For more information on defining logical records, path groups, and paths, See Starting to Define the Subschema, Defining
Path Groups, and Specifying Path Selectors.

How The Programmer Uses LRF

Logical-record requests

Application programmers request services from LRF by issuing special logical-record requests. Each of these requests
consists of a DML verb and the name of the desired logical record:

• OBTAIN logical-record should be used to request that a logical record be retrieved.
• MODIFY logical-record should be used to request that a logical record be modified.
• STORE logical-record should be used to request that a logical record be stored.
• ERASE logical-record should be used to request that a logical record be erased.

When a programmer issues a logical-record request, it maps to a path defined in the subschema. The outcome of the
request depends on how the path is coded. For example, a MODIFY logical-record request may or may not cause a
logical record to be changed.

Request options

Programmers can include the following options in a logical-record request:

• Specific selection criteria, in the form of a program WHERE clause. This clause requests that logical-record
occurrences be selected according to specified boolean selection criteria.

• A request to check the outcome of LRF processing, in the form of an ON clause. This clause specifies an action to
be taken based on a status returned from LRF.

For more information on accessing data through LRF, see LRF Programming Techniques.

How Logical Record Facility Works
This section contains the following topics:

Overview Of Logical Record Facility Processing

A program request for a logical record is processed in the following manner:

1. The application program requests the services of LRF by issuing a logical-record request. The request includes
a DML verb (OBTAIN, MODIFY, STORE, or ERASE) and the name of the desired logical record. It can also include
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a WHERE clause that contains selection criteria for the logical record and data to be used for updating the logical
record. All information associated with the logical-record request is sent through the program's logical-record request
control (LRC) block.

2. LRF interprets the program request by following these steps:
a. Locates the appropriate logical-record definition in the subschema.
b. Locates the appropriate logical-record path. LRF uses the logical-record name and DML verb to match to the

path group, and the contents of the program request's WHERE clause (if one exists) to map to the path.
c. Determines where to enter the path. LRF always enters the beginning of the path unless the path is being

iterated. For a discussion of path iteration, see Controlling Path Execution.
3. LRF issues a database access request to the DBMS, based on the current path-DML statement.
4. The DBMS executes the path-DML statement.
5. The DBMS returns control to LRF. Steps 3, 4, and 5 are repeated for each path-DML statement until all appropriate

statements have been executed.
6. LRF returns path-status information and data to the application program. The program regains control at the ON

clause (if present) or at the statement that immediately follows the logical-record request.

The following drawing shows how a logical-record request is processed. LRF processes a program's logical-record
request according to the steps outlined above. Steps 3, 4, and 5 are repeated until all appropriate path-DML statements in
the program have been executed.

Types of paths

There are two types of paths: retrieval and update. These paths are discussed below, followed by discussions of how
communication occurs between the application program and LRF, and between LRF and the DBMS.

Processing Retrieval Paths

A retrieval path services program requests to OBTAIN a logical record. Typically, the path-DML commands in a retrieval
path retrieve each database record that participates in the requested logical record. For example, a retrieval path for the
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EMP-INFO-LR logical record (described in Introduction to the Logical Record Facility) would probably contain path-DML
commands that retrieve the EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, and OFFICE database records.

When LRF processes a retrieval request, the way it returns the data depends on the environment:

• For batch programs running under the CA IDMS central version , LRF returns the entire logical record in one
packet of data. The packet is created when the program issues a bind request. It overlays program variable storage
when all path-DML commands have been executed. By returning all of the logical-record components in a single
packet, LRF reduces the number of SVC calls required for program/database communication.

• For online programs running under central version and batch programs running in local mode, LRF returns
data directly to program variable storage, one record at a time.

The transfer of data to program variable storage is transparent to the application program. Regardless of the type of
processing, the logical record is available to the program when all path-DML commands have been executed successfully
and all selection criteria have been satisfied.

Processing Update Paths

An update path services program requests to MODIFY, STORE, or ERASE a logical record. To MODIFY or STORE a
logical record, data must be made available to the DBMS. LRF passes the required data from program variable storage
to the DBMS when a request is issued. The data present in program variable storage can be placed there either by the
program or by the execution of a previous path-DML command.

You can code an update path to direct LRF to update some or all of the database records that participate in the logical
record. As the DBA, you determine what database records, if any, will be affected by a program's logical-record request.

For example, suppose a program needs to modify the STATUS-0415 field in the EMP-INFO-LR logical record. You
can code a path that modifies the EMPLOYEE database record (which contains this field) but does not affect the
DEPARTMENT or OFFICE records.

Communication Between The Program and LRF

LRC block

Communication between the application program and LRF occurs through the subschema control block and the logical-
record request control (LRC) block. When a program issues a request for a logical record, the LRC block passes the
logical-record verb, logical-record name, and WHERE clause selection criteria to LRF. Once the request is processed, the
LRC block passes path-status information back to the program.

SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL

The data description of the LRC block is identified as SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL in the application program. This
description is copied into the program when it is compiled.

Examining fields

After every call to LRF, the program should examine the LR-STATUS field of the LRC block. If the value returned is LR-
ERROR, the program should examine the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS (or IDMS-DC) communications block, as
described below.

Communication Between LRF and The DBMS

Communication between LRF and the DBMS occurs through either the IDMS communications block or the IDMS-DC
communications block:

• The IDMS communications block is used when the operating mode is either BATCH or BATCH-AUTOSTATUS.
• The IDMS-DC communications block is used when the operating mode is either IDMS-DC or DC-BATCH.

SUBSCHEMA-CTRL
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The data description of the IDMS or IDMS-DC communications block is identified as SUBSCHEMA-CTRL in the
application program. SUBSCHEMA-CTRL is copied into the program when it is compiled. The program can use the
ERROR-STATUS field of SUBSCHEMA-CTRL to check the outcome of the last path-DML statement executed. This field
should only be used if the LR-STATUS field of the LRC block returns LR-ERROR.

For more information on the IDMS and IDMS-DC communications blocks, see the CA IDMS Navigational DML
Programming section.

Preliminary Analysis and Design
This section contains the following topics:

 

Introduction to Analysis and Design

The key to using LRF successfully is to analyze the information needs of your organization and to design logical-record
subschemas that meet those needs.

Considerations

Before you begin to define a subschema, you should consider:

• The data requirements of the application programs that will use the subschema
• How the data should be secured
• Whether you want the selection of logical-record occurrences to occur in the program or the path
• Whether you want the subschema to be used for LRF processing only, or for both LRF and navigational DML

processing
• Whether you want LRF to return complete logical records only, or both partial and complete logical records

Each of these considerations is described below, followed by a list of specific logical-record design suggestions.

Identifying Data-Access Requirements

Steps to determine data requirements

Follow these steps to determine the data requirements for programs that will use the subschema:

1. Identify all anticipated user requests. You should determine exactly what data the users require for data processing.
2. Analyze each anticipated request to determine the required data elements. Then identify the database records that

contain these data elements.
3. Group together all requests that require the same (or almost the same) data elements. Each group of requests

will be the basis of one logical record.
4. Analyze each group of requests identified in step 3 to determine required selection criteria. Requests that use the

same selection criteria can be serviced by a single logical-record path.

Establishing priorities

You should use your discretion to determine which requests are most important. Priorities are typically defined by the
users and determined by the frequency and type of request.

Example

To illustrate how to identify data-access requirements, let's look at an example from the sample non-SQL defined
employee database shown in the following diagram.

NOTE
Most of the examples in this document are based on the sample non-SQL defined employee database.
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Some users frequently require access to the following data elements:

FIELD NAME          DESCRIPTION

 

EMP-ID-0415         employee id

EMP-NAME-0415       employee name

START-DATE-0415     employee start date

STATUS-0415         employee status

DEPT-ID-0440        department id

DEPT-NAME-0440      department name

OFFICE-CODE-0450    office code

Because these data elements are frequently accessed together, it is efficient to include them in a single logical record (the
EMP-INFO-LR logical record).

Suppose that users want to select this data according to the following criteria:

• For a specific employee, by employee id
• For a specific employee, by employee last name
• For all employees who work in a specific department
• For all employees who work in a specific office
• For all employees who are on leave

To service these requests, you could define five separate paths within the EMP-INFO-LR logical record. Each path would
service one type of data selection. For information on defining paths, see Defining Path Groups.
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Identifying Data-Security Requirements

Once you have identified and analyzed the data-access requirements of your organization, you should decide how the
data should be secured. Using logical records, you can secure data at three levels:

• The subschema level
• The path-group level
• The path level

Securing data at the subschema level

A subschema determines which database records and elements are available to the application programs that use the
subschema. When you define a subschema, you can include only those database records and elements that you want the
programs to access.

For example, suppose that two groups of application programs have similar data requirements for employee information.
One group needs access to the employee salary amount (SALARY-AMOUNT-0420), while the other group is not
authorized to access this field.

To secure this salary information from unauthorized users, you could:

• Define a subschema for each of the two groups. The first subschema would include the SALARY-AMOUNT-0420
field on an ELEMENTS ARE clause; the second subschema would not include this field.

• Register application programs for the appropriate subschema by using the Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD).
Program registration is discussed in the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section.

LR usage mode
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Another way you can secure data at the subschema level is by defining a subschema usage mode of LR. This usage
mode allows programs to access logical records only; the programs cannot access database records through navigational
DML calls. Subschema usage modes are described later in this section.

Other forms of subschema-level security include access restrictions for users, areas, sets, and records. This type of
security is described in CA IDMS Database Administrating section.

Securing data at the path-group level

By limiting the path groups defined in a subschema, you can control the operations a program can perform on a logical
record. If you define a logical record that has an OBTAIN path group only, application programs will be able to retrieve the
logical record but not update it.

Similarly, you can allow a program to retrieve a logical record, add a new logical record, and modify an existing logical
record by including OBTAIN, STORE, and MODIFY path groups in the logical record definition. The program, however, will
not be able to erase the logical record.

Path groups are discussed in Defining Path Groups.

Securing data at the path level

Selection criteria

You can implement occurrence-level security at the path level by specifying selection criteria within the path. Path
selection criteria are evaluated before the selection criteria specified within the program WHERE clause. Therefore, you
can use path selection criteria to control the programmer's awareness of the actual data within the database.

For example, suppose a group of application programs require salary information for nonexecutive employees. You can
code path selection criteria that request logical-record occurrences where the contents of the EMP-SALARY-0440 field
is less than $100,000. The programs will only be able to view those logical records that meet the path selection criteria.
Furthermore, the programs will not know that the selection criteria have been applied.

The path can also space or zero out sensitive data before the logical record is returned to the program.

Path selection criteria are discussed in more detail below.

Controlling the Selection Of Logical-Record Occurrences

Determining control

Before you code a logical-record subschema, you should determine how much control you want to maintain over the
selection of logical-record occurrences. The amount of control you maintain depends on whether the selection criteria are
specified in the program or in the path:

• The programmer controls the selection of logical-record occurrences by coding selection criteria in the program's
WHERE clause.

• You control the selection of logical-record occurrences by coding selection criteria in the path.

Logical-record selection criteria

Logical-record selection criteria can be coded in the program, in the path, or in both the program and the path. You should
be aware that path selection criteria are evaluated before program selection criteria. Therefore, programs never see data
that doesn't meet path selection criteria.

Advantages

Selecting logical-record occurrences in the path rather than the program provides the following advantages:

• You, rather than the programmer, have control over the logical-record occurrences returned to satisfy a
program request. This helps to minimize programmer error because it ensures that all programs that require the
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same logical-record occurrences will use the same selection criteria. It also provides data security, since programmers
need not be aware of the selection criteria specified in the path.

• You can change selection criteria defined in the path without requiring that programs be modified and
recompiled. This is especially useful for selection criteria that change often.
For example, the MINIMUM-SALARY and MAXIMUM-SALARY fields of the JOB record are typically subject to
frequent change. Any selection of JOB records based on salary levels should be placed in the path. That way, when
the salary levels change, application programs do not have to be recompiled.

• There is less data transfer activity involved. A record occurrence that doesn't meet path selection criteria is not
moved from the DBMS buffers to program variable storage.

Determining Subschema Usage Modes

Before you code a logical-record subschema, you should decide what usage mode you want the subschema to have. The
usage mode determines the types of requests that a program using the subschema can issue:

LR usage mode

A usage mode of LR specifies that the program can issue logical-record requests only. Programs that access logical
records only do not have to perform database navigation or be aware of currency. Therefore, for most subschemas, you
should specify a usage mode of LR.

When defining logical-record components for these subschemas, make sure you include all of the database records that
are required by the programs. Because the programs cannot retrieve database records directly, the required data must be
part of the logical record.

MIXED usage mode

A usage mode of MIXED specifies that the program can issue requests for both logical records and database records.
Programs that use the subschema can access database records through logical records and they can use navigational
DML commands to access database records directly.

These programs are also more dependent on the database structure. Therefore, the programmer must be aware of
database currencies.

NOTE
A usage of MIXED should be specified only if it is absolutely necessary for programs using the subschema to
issue navigational DML commands.

Controlling How LRF Returns Data

Before you code a logical-record subschema, you need to decide how you want LRF to return data to the program.
Whenever possible, LRF tries to construct a complete logical record. This means that LRF will return data for all
components of the logical record, as specified by the path.

LR-NOT-FOUND

If LRF cannot construct a complete logical record, it automatically returns a path status of LR-NOT-FOUND. It also returns
any data it was able to retrieve.

Accessing partial data

If you want a program to have access to the partial data, you should code your own path statuses to alert the program that
a partial logical record is being returned. You should also initialize the unused portions of the logical record to ensure that
the returned data is accurate.

For more information on complete and partial logical records, see Controlling Path Execution.
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Logical-Record Design Suggestions

There are a number of steps you can take to develop a good logical-record design:

• Customize each logical record to service one category of information.
• Customize each logical-record path to service one type of program request.
• Provide efficient database navigation in the path.
• Define path selectors carefully.

Customizing a logical record

Each logical record you construct should contain only one category of information. For example, the sample EMP-INFO-
LR logical record is designed to service program requests for employee information. All programs that require the same
same (or similar) employee information will request this logical record.

Too global

A logical record that is too global often processes and returns data elements that are not required by the program. This
can result in:

• Wasted space in program variable storage
• Unnecessary resources being allocated to maintain buffer areas for each logical record component
• An increased load module size for the subschema
• An excessive number of unrelated paths in the subschema

Too sparse

A logical record that is too sparse may return fewer data elements than a program requires. One program execution
must then access many logical records, resulting in:

• More complex LRF design and coding activity
• Increased program-LRF communication, with a corresponding increase in operating system overhead
• Increased programmer awareness of currency
• A reduction in data structure independence

Customizing a logical-record path

Each logical-record path you define should service only one type of program request. In general, the primary purpose of
an application program is to perform either retrieval or update activity. Thus, the subschemas you code should contain
the retrieval or update functions needed to perform the required activity. (A subschema designed for update activity will
usually contain both retrieval and update functions.)

You should always use a single path to retrieve an entire table. Whenever possible, you should also use the same
program WHERE clause to access this path.

If you do not use the same program WHERE clause, you force a program to switch paths to get the information it requires.
This can cause a 2040 error, which occurs when the WHERE clauses in successive OBTAIN statements direct LRF to
different paths.

Navigating the database efficiently

Considerations

When you code logical-record paths, you should navigate the database in the most efficient manner possible. Efficient
database navigation depends on the following factors.

Entering the database

You can enter the database by using the following access strategies:
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• CALC, based on a record's CALC key value
• DIRECT, based on a record's database key value
• INDEXED, based on a system-owned index or an indexed set
• AREA, based on a record's physical location in a database area

Your choice of an access strategy will depend on two factors:

• The information needs of the program
• The structure of the database

In general, CALC, DIRECT, and INDEXED entries are more efficient than AREA entry.

Progressing through the database

Once the database is entered, the accessed record becomes current of run unit, area, record type, and all sets in which it
participates as an owner or member.

A good strategy uses the interconnections that already exist in the database to minimize the total number of database
records accessed.

Using FIND or OBTAIN

FIND locates a record occurrence in the database; OBTAIN locates a record occurrence in the database and moves that
occurrence to program variable storage.

Using FINDs instead of OBTAINs makes LRF processing more efficient, but sometimes you must OBTAIN database
records. For a discussion of when to use OBTAIN statements, see Defining Path Groups.

Currency options

The DBMS refers to and updates currency while processing path-DML statements, just as it does while processing
program-DML commands. LRF automatically keeps track of currency between program requests. As a result,
programmers do not have to know the currency of records, sets, or areas when they rerequest a logical record.

You can specify the following currency options in the ADD SUBSCHEMA DDL statement:

• LR CURRENCY RESET (default) causes LRF to reobtain all of the logical-record elements it placed in program
variable storage during the previous execution of the path. This occurs each time LRF reenters an OBTAIN path.
LR CURRENCY RESET also causes LRF to restore the currency tables in the DBMS to what they were when control
was returned to the program.

• LR CURRENCY NO RESET causes LRF to restore currency only for the last iterated verb. LRF does not reobtain any
logical-record elements.

In most cases, you will want to specify a currency option of LR CURRENCY NO RESET. This option is more efficient than
LR CURRENCY RESET because it saves processing time and may also save I/O.

You should only allow LR currency to default to RESET when:

• The program will be modifying the logical-record area of program variable storage during path iteration
• Either the program or another path will be modifying a logical-record component in the database (by means of a

MODIFY or ERASE command), and you want LRF to react to the changes
• You are using subschemas defined for the exclusive use of CA OLQ

For a detailed discussion of LRF currency considerations, see Currency Considerations. For a discussion of using LRF
with CA OLQ, see Using LRF with Other Facilities.

Defining path selectors carefully

Every path in a path group must begin with at least one SELECT clause. This clause marks the beginning of a path
definition. Selectors in the clause are used to match a program request to the appropriate path.
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Considerations

When you define path selectors, you should keep these guidelines in mind:

• Some path selectors are better than others for certain types of database access:
– Use the FIELDNAME-EQ selector for CALC or direct entry. This selector ensures that the path will be selected if the

program references the key field in the appropriate way.
– Use the FIELDNAME selector to allow for nonkey retrieval or for generic key retrieval through an index.
– Use ELEMENT or null selectors if you want to do an area sweep.

• KEYWORD selectors are very versatile. You can use them to:
– Guarantee a match from the program to a given path.
– Reduce the need for programmers to code detailed comparisons. For example, you can put selection criteria in the

path and then use the keyword to map to the path.
You can also combine KEYWORD selectors with other types of selectors.

• LRF evaluates SELECT clauses in the order in which they are coded; it services program requests with the first
matching path. You should, therefore, always sequence SELECT clauses in order, from most specific to least specific.

 

 

Starting to Define the Subschema
Once you have analyzed your organization's information needs and thought about how you will design your logical
records, you are ready to define a subschema.

This section describes how to start defining a subschema that includes one or more logical records. In this section, you
will:

As you read this section, you should see the CA IDMS Database Administrating section for a description of subschema
compiler syntax.

 

Specifying a Subschema Usage Mode

One of the first steps in defining a logical-record subschema is to specify a subschema usage mode. For a subschema
that contains logical records, the usage mode can be either LR or MIXED.

LR usage mode

A usage mode of LR allows programs using the subschema to issue requests for logical records (through LRF DML
statements). Database records are accessed as components of logical records.

Additionally, these programs can issue the following commands, if appropriate:

• ACCEPT DATABASE STATISTICS
• BIND PROCEDURE
• COMMIT
• RETURN (for indexed sets only)
• ROLLBACK

MIXED usage mode

A usage mode of MIXED (the default) allows programs using the subschema to issue LRF DML statements and
navigational DML statements. These programs can access logical records and single database records.

Specifying the usage mode
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You specify a subschema usage mode by using the USAGE IS clause of the ADD SUBSCHEMA Data Description
Language (DDL) statement. The following example shows how to specify a subschema usage mode for the sample
EMPLR35 subschema.

The EMPLR35 subschema has a usage mode of LR. Programs that use this subschema can issue requests for logical
records only.

ADD

SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPLR35 OF SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1

   DESCRIPTION IS 'SAMPLE SUBSCHEMA FOR LRF MANUAL'

   PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL

   USAGE IS LR  ◄--------

   .

   .

   .

Specifying a Subschema Currency Option

When a subschema contains logical records, you can specify whether LRF is to reset currency and restore the logical-
record area of program variable storage. You specify these currency options in the LR CURRENCY clause of the ADD
SUBSCHEMA DDL statement.

NO RESET currency option

NO RESET directs LRF to restore currency for the last path-DML statement. LRF will restore currency before it
reexecutes an OBTAIN path.

RESET currency option

RESET (default) directs LRF to reset currency and to restore the logical record's program variable storage area before it
reexecutes an OBTAIN path.

The following example shows how to specify a currency option for the EMPLR35 subschema. The EMPLR35 subschema
has a currency option of NO RESET.

ADD

SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPLR35 OF SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1

   DESCRIPTION IS 'SAMPLE SUBSCHEMA FOR LRF MANUAL'

   PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL

   USAGE IS LR
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   LR CURRENCY NO RESET  ◄-----

   .

   .

   .

For more information on subschema currency options, see Currency Considerations.

Including Records, Sets, and Areas

You must include the following database components in a subschema that contains logical records:

• All database records that contain data to be used in application processing
• Any other database record referenced in a path
• All sets (including indexed sets) referenced in a path
• All areas that contain the specified database records and sets
• All sets and areas that will be affected by update activity

You include database components in a subschema by using the ADD RECORD, ADD SET, and ADD AREA DDL
statements.

Restricting the subschema's view

You should restrict the subschema's view of any database records included in your subschema definition. You can restrict
this view in two ways:

• By using a VIEW ID clause to copy a predefined view of the record description into the subschema
• By using an ELEMENTS ARE clause to identify the fields to be included in the record description

If you don't use one of these clauses, the record description will include all fields contained in the database record. This
could:

• Increase the size of the subschema load module, which can result in wasted space in program variable storage.
• Make the programs that use the subschema more vulnerable to changes in the database record definition. For

example, if new fields are added to the record, the new record description gets copied into the logical-record area of
program variable storage. Programs that use the subschema then need to be recompiled, whether or not they access
the new fields.

The following example shows how to include database components for the sample EMPLR35 subschema.

ADD

SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPLR35 OF SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1

    .

    .

    .

ADD
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AREA NAME IS EMP-DEMO-REGION

    .

ADD

AREA NAME IS ORG-DEMO-REGION

    .

ADD

RECORD NAME IS EMPLOYEE

   ELEMENTS ARE EMP-ID-0415 EMP-NAME-0415 START-DATE-0415

   STATUS-0415

    .

ADD

RECORD NAME IS DEPARTMENT

   ELEMENTS ARE DEPT-ID-0410 DEPT-NAME-0410

    .

ADD

RECORD NAME IS OFFICE

   ELEMENTS ARE OFFICE-CODE-0450

    .

ADD

SET NAME IS EMP-NAME-NDX

    .

ADD

SET NAME IS DEPT-EMPLOYEE

    .
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ADD

SET NAME IS OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

    .

    .

    .

Defining Logical Records

Now you are ready to define the logical records that you want to include in the subschema. You define a logical record by
using the ADD LOGICAL RECORD DDL statement. LRF uses the record layout described by this statement to reserve an
area in program variable storage.

Steps in defining a logical record

To define a logical record, you should:

1. Name the logical record
2. Name the elements of the logical record
3. Specify whether the logical-record description in program variable storage will be reinitialized when certain path

statuses are returned
4. Document the logical record

Step 1 Name the logical record

The logical record name must be from 1 through 16 characters and must be unique for the current subschema; it can't
duplicate the name of another logical record or database record described in the same subschema.

You name a logical record by using the NAME IS clause of the ADD LOGICAL RECORD DDL statement. The following
example shows how to name the EMP-INFO-LR logical record.

ADD

SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPLR35 OF SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1

   .

   .

   .

ADD

LOGICAL RECORD NAME IS EMP-INFO-LR

   .

   .
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   .

Step 2 Name the logical-record elements

You identify the records that participate in the logical record by using the ELEMENTS clause of the ADD LOGICAL
RECORD DDL statement. Program variable storage will contain a description of each record you name as a logical-record
element.

NOTE
Fields that are excluded from the subschema view will not be included in a logical-record description.

Records to include

You should include the following records as logical-record elements:

• All database records used to construct the logical record.
• Any other database record that contains fields used in one of the following ways:

– To pass data between the program and the path
– As operands in EVALUATE and COMPUTE operations

• Any IDD-defined work record that contains fields used in one of the following ways:
– To pass data between the program and the path
– As operands in EVALUATE and COMPUTE operations
Be sure you indicate which version of the work record you want to include in the logical record.

NOTE
Do not code an ADD RECORD statement for any IDD-defined work record included in your logical-record
description.

Using role names

To include an element that occurs more than once in a single logical record, you can use role names. Role names must be
included in the ELEMENTS clause of the ADD LOGICAL RECORD statement. Once a role name has been assigned, both
the path and the program must see the role rather than to the associated record element. For complete information on the
use of roles, see Using Role Names.

Naming record elements for EMP-INFO-LR

The following example shows how to name the record elements for the EMP-INFO-LR logical record.

NOTE
All logical-record components are double-word aligned when they appear in program variable storage.

The EMP-INFO-LR logical record includes the EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, OFFICE, and PATHREC records.

ADD

SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPLR35 OF SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1

   .

   .

   .
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ADD

LOGICAL RECORD NAME IS EMP-INFO-LR

   ELEMENTS ARE

       EMPLOYEE

       DEPARTMENT

       OFFICE

       PATHREC VERSION 1  ◄------ IDD-defined work record

   .

   .

   .

The following example shows the description of the EMP-INFO-LR logical record that will appear in program variable
storage. The logical-record description for EMP-INFO-LR includes selected fields from the EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT,
and OFFICE database records, and all fields from the PATHREC work record.

01  EMP-INFO-LR.

    02  EMPLOYEE.

        03  EMP-ID-0415               PIC 9(4).

        03  EMP-NAME-0415

            04  EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415   PIC X(10).

            04  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415    PIC X(15).

        03  START-DATE-0415

            04  START-YEAR-0415       PIC 9(2).

            04  START-MONTH-0415      PIC 9(2).

            04  START-DAY-0415        PIC 9(2).

        03  STATUS-0415               PIC 9(4).

        03  FILLER                    PIC X(1).
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    02  DEPARTMENT.

        03  DEPT-ID-0410              PIC 9(4).

        03  DEPT-NAME-0410            PIC X(45).

        03  FILLER                    PIC X(7).

    02  OFFICE.

        03  OFFICE-CODE-0450          PIC 9(3).

        03  FILLER                    PIC X(5).

    02  PATHREC.

        03  WORK-PATH-ID              PIC X(10).

Step 3 Specify initialization options for program variable storage

You can request that LRF clear program variable storage automatically when the following path statuses are returned:

• LR-ERROR
• LR-NOT-FOUND

You specify these options in the ON LR-ERROR and ON LR-NOT-FOUND clauses of the ADD LOGICAL RECORD DDL
statement. The default for each option is NOCLEAR.

Specifying CLEAR

By specifying CLEAR, you ensure that the data in program variable storage made available to the user meets program
WHERE clause selection criteria. This option is recommended if you want LRF to return complete logical records to the
program.

The following example shows how to specify initialization options for the EMP-INFO-LR logical record. These initialization
options ensure that program variable storage will be cleared when LRF returns a path status of LR-NOT-FOUND or LR-
ERROR.

ADD

SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPLR35 OF SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1
   .
   .
   .
ADD
LOGICAL RECORD NAME IS EMP-INFO-LR
   ELEMENTS ARE
       EMPLOYEE
       DEPARTMENT
       OFFICE
       PATHREC VERSION 1
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   ON LR-
ERROR CLEAR         ─┐  Initialization
   ON LR-NOT-
FOUND CLEAR     ─┘  options
   .
   .
   .

For more information on complete and partial logical records, see Controlling Path Execution.

Step 4 Document the logical record

To give programmers the information they need to use the subschema successfully, you should document each logical
record thoroughly. You can document a logical record by using the COMMENTS clause of the ADD LOGICAL RECORD
DDL statement. The information you provide will be copied along with the logical record to the appropriate area of
program variable storage.

Coding preliminary comments

It is recommended that you code preliminary comments at this stage of the subschema definition process. Once you have
defined the associated path groups and paths, you can make your comments more complete.

For the preliminary comments, you can:

• List the database records that the logical record will access
• List the DML verbs that can be issued for the logical record
• Describe the program selection criteria that will map to each path

The following example shows how to code preliminary comments for the EMP-INFO-LR logical record. For instructions on
coding comments, see Documenting the Subschema.

ADD

SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPLR35 OF SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1

    .

    .

    .

ADD

LOGICAL RECORD NAME IS EMP-INFO-LR

    ON LR-ERROR CLEAR

    ON LR-NOT-FOUND CLEAR

    ELEMENTS ARE

        EMPLOYEE
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        DEPARTMENT

        OFFICE

        PATHREC VERSION 1

    COMMENTS

        '***************************************************************'

  -     'THE EMP-INFO-LR LOGICAL RECORD ACCESSES INFORMATION FROM THE'

  -     'EMPLOYEE DATABASE RECORD AND ALSO ACCESSES INFORMATION'

  -     'FROM THE ASSOCIATED DEPARTMENT AND OFFICE RECORDS.'

  -     '***************************************************************'

  -     ' '

  -     'LR VERBS ALLOWED: OBTAIN'

  -     ' '

  -     '***************************************************************'

  -     ' '

  -     'SELECTION CRITERIA (TOTAL OF FIVE PATHS)'

  -     ' '

  -     '   OBTAIN PATH GROUP:'

  -     ' '

  -     ' '

  -     '    PATH 1)  THIS PATH RETRIEVES EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, AND'

  -     '             OFFICE INFORMATION FOR ALL EMPLOYEES WHO ARE'

  -     '             ON LEAVE.'

  -     ' '

  -     '             THE PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF THE PROGRAM'
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  -     '             REQUEST INCLUDES THE KEYWORD ON-LEAVE.'

  -     ' '

  -     ' '

  -     '    PATH 2)  THIS PATH RETRIEVES EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, AND'

  -     '             OFFICE INFORMATION FOR A PARTICULAR EMPLOYEE.'

  -     '             IT USES THE EMP-ID-0415 FIELD AS A'

  -     '             CALC KEY TO ACCESS EMPLOYEE INFORMATION.'

  -     ' '

  -     '             THE PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF ANY OF THESE'

  -     '             COMPARISONS ARE INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM WHERE'

  -     '             CLAUSE:'

  -     ' '

  -     '             EMP-ID-0415 = A NUMERIC LITERAL'

  -     '                           A PROGRAM VARIABLE'

  -     '                           A FIELD IN THE LOGICAL-RECORD'

  -     '                            AREA OF PROGRAM VARIABLE STORAGE'

  -     ' '

  .

  .

  .

Debugging Subschema Code

Debugging and Testing

What to watch out for

Before you use a logical-record subschema, it is a good idea to review both the path code and the program request. Here
are some things to watch out for:

• In the path code:
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– Missing or unresolved DO/END clauses
– Forgetting to put ON clauses after each path-DML statement
– Failing to establish run-unit currency prior to an IF [NOT] EMPTY command
– Omitting qualification by role name when the named field is assigned a role name
– Neglecting to obtain records prior to the reference of the values needed in an OF LR statement
– Omitting EACH commands and expecting iteration to occur
– Forgetting to specify OF LR for a logical-record field that participates in an EVALUATE or COMPUTE operation
– Forgetting to put a version number on an IDD-defined work record when you include this record as a logical-record

element
• In the program request:

– Omitting the FIRST/NEXT qualifier in a logical-record request
– Omitting qualification by role name when the named field is assigned a role name
– Using selection fields from records that are not being obtained in the path
– Using IDD-defined work fields as selection fields
– Issuing a COMMIT ALL, ROLLBACK, or ROLLBACK CONTINUE command, and expecting LRF to continue an

iteration cycle

Testing

After you review your subschema, you can test it by using CA OLQ, CA ADS, CA ADS Batch, or other CA IDMS facilities.
If you encounter problems, you can debug your subschema code in a variety of ways. Here are some suggestions:

• Include an IDD-defined work record as a logical-record element and return an appropriate literal through this
element. The literal can indicate which path was executed.

• Use DBA-defined path statuses to trace the path code.
• Regenerate and test the basic subschema code. If the code works, gradually add and test additional pieces of

code.
• Use the online debugger to set breakpoints in the program and to display the contents of storage on request. For

information on using the online debugger, see CA IDMS Online Debugger section.
• Request a snap dump of the contents of one or more areas in memory by using the Application Development System

SNAP command (or the various DML SNAP commands). For more information on the SNAP command, see the CA
ADS Reference section or to the appropriate DML manual.

Documenting the Subschema
This section contains the following topics:

Introduction to Subschema

Once you have finished defining a logical-record subschema, you are ready to document how the subschema works. At
this stage of the subschema definition process, you should already have preliminary comments that list and describe the
following information for each logical record in the subschema:

• The database records that the logical record will access
• The DML verbs that can be issued for the logical record
• The program selection criteria that will map to each path

At this stage, you may also want to describe:

• The data that will be returned to the program, including the sequence of the data
• All DBA-defined path statuses and the situations under which these path statuses will be returned
• Any role names associated with the logical record
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The COMMENTS clause

You document a logical record by using the COMMENTS clause of the ADD LOGICAL RECORD DDL statement. The
information you provide will be copied along with the logical record to the appropriate area of program variable storage.
You can retrieve this information either by displaying the logical record in the subschema compiler or by running the
LRDEFS logical-record report.

The remainder of this section describes how to use the COMMENTS clause and how to run the LRDEFS, LRPATH, and
LRACT logical-record reports.

Using the COMMENTS Clause

To use the COMMENTS clause of the ADD LOGICAL RECORD DDL statement, you enter as many lines of text as are
necessary to document the logical record. The following considerations apply:

• Each line of text must start with a quote. Ending quotes are optional.
• When text extends beyond the first line of input, each subsequent line must begin with a character that indicates either

continuation or concatenation:
– The hyphen (-) indicates that the line is a continuation of comment text.
– The plus sign (+) indicates that the line is to be appended to the previous line of comment text.

Example

The following example shows how to code comments for the sample EMP-INFO-LR logical record.

ADD

SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPLR35 OF SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1
    .
    .
    .
ADD
LOGICAL RECORD NAME IS EMP-INFO-LR
    .
    .
    .
    COMMENTS
        '***************************************************************'
  -     'THE EMP-INFO-LR LOGICAL RECORD ACCESSES INFORMATION FROM THE'
  -     'EMPLOYEE DATABASE RECORD AND ALSO ACCESSES INFORMATION'
  -     'FROM THE ASSOCIATED DEPARTMENT AND OFFICE RECORDS.'
  -     ' '
  -     'THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS RETURNED TO THE PROGRAM, IN'
  -     'THE ORDER SHOWN BELOW:'
  -     ' '
  -     '  EMPLOYEE RECORD   ── EMP-ID-0415, EMP-NAME-0415, START-DATE-0'
  +     '415'
  -     '                       STATUS-0415'
  -     ' '
  -     '  DEPARTMENT RECORD ── DEPT-ID-0440, DEPT-NAME-0440'
  -     ' '
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  -     '  OFFICE RECORD     ── OFFICE-CODE-0450'
  -     '  PATHREC VERSION 1 ── WORK-PATH-ID'

  -     ' '
  -     '  NOTE THAT THE WORK-PATH-ID FIELD INDICATES WHICH PATH'
  -     '  WAS EXECUTED.'
  -     '***************************************************************'
  -     ' '
  -     'LR VERBS ALLOWED: OBTAIN'
  -     ' '
  -     '***************************************************************'
  -     ' '
  -     'SELECTION CRITERIA (TOTAL OF FIVE PATHS)'
  -     ' '
  -     '   OBTAIN PATH GROUP:'
  -     ' '
  -     ' '
  -     '    PATH 1)  THIS PATH RETRIEVES EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, AND'
  -     '             OFFICE INFORMATION FOR ALL EMPLOYEES WHO ARE'
  -     '             ON LEAVE.'
  -     ' '
  -     '             THE PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF THE PROGRAM'
  -     '             REQUEST INCLUDES THE KEYWORD ON-LEAVE.'
  -     ' '
  -     '             IF PATH 1 IS SELECTED, THE VALUE OF THE'
  -     '             WORK-PATH-ID FIELD WILL BE "PATH 1".'
  -     ' '
  -     '             THE PATH CAN RETURN THE FOLLOWING DBA-DEFINED'
  -     '             PATH STATUSES:'
  -     ' '
  -     '             NO-DEPT    ── THE EMPLOYEE IS NOT ASSOCIATED WITH'
  -     '                           A DEPARTMENT'
  -     '             NO-OFFICE  ── THE EMPLOYEE IS NOT ASSIGNED TO AN'
  -     '                           OFFICE'
  -     ' '
  -     ' '
  -     '    PATH 2)  THIS PATH RETRIEVES EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, AND'
  -     '             OFFICE INFORMATION FOR A PARTICULAR EMPLOYEE.'
  -     '             IT USES THE EMP-ID-0415 FIELD AS A'
  -     '             CALC KEY TO ACCESS EMPLOYEE INFORMATION.'
  -     ' '
  -     '             THE PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF ANY OF THESE'
  -     '             COMPARISONS ARE INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM WHERE'
  -     '             CLAUSE:'
  -     ' '
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  -     '             EMP-ID-0415 = A NUMERIC LITERAL'
  -     '                           A PROGRAM VARIABLE'
  -     '                           A FIELD IN THE LOGICAL-RECORD'
  -     '                            AREA OF PROGRAM VARIABLE STORAGE'
  -     ' '
  -     '             IF PATH 2 IS SELECTED, THE VALUE OF THE'
  -     '             WORK-PATH-ID FIELD WILL BE "PATH 2".'
  -     ' '
  -     '             THE PATH CAN RETURN THE FOLLOWING DBA-DEFINED'
  -     '             PATH STATUSES:'
  -     ' '
  -     '             INVALID-ID ── THE INPUT EMPLOYEE ID IS INVALID'
  -     '             NO-DEPT    ── THE EMPLOYEE IS NOT ASSOCIATED WITH'
  -     '                           A DEPARTMENT'
  -     '             NO-OFFICE  ── THE EMPLOYEE IS NOT ASSIGNED TO AN'
  -     '                           OFFICE'
  -     ' '
  .
  .
  .

Running the LRDEFS Report

The LRDEFS report describes each logical record in a given subschema. This report:

• Describes the logical-record comments
• Lists each database record that is part of the logical record
• Describes each field in the logical record.

You run the LRDEFS report by choosing the LRDEFS option of the IDMSRPTS utility.

For instructions on running this utility, see CA IDMS Utilities section.

The example below shows a sample LRDEFS report for the EMPLR35 subschema.

IDMSRPTS 15.0                               -
SUBSCHEMA LOGICAL RECORD DESCRIPTIONS-            DATE     TIME   PAGE
LRDEFS                              FOR SUBSCHEMA EMPLR35  IN SCHEMA EMPSCHM  VERSION    1    04/28/99  134850     1

LOGICAL RECORD NAME EMP-INFO-LR
   COMMENTS           ***************************************************************
                     THE EMP-INFO-LR LOGICAL RECORD ACCESSES INFORMATION FROM THE
                     EMPLOYEE DATABASE RECORD AND ALSO ACCESSES INFORMATION
                     FROM THE ASSOCIATED DEPARTMENT AND OFFICE RECORDS.
                      THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS RETURNED TO THE PROGRAM, IN
                     THE ORDER SHOWN BELOW:
                        EMPLOYEE RECORD   ── EMP-ID-0415, EMP-NAME-0415, START-DATE-0415
                                            STATUS-0415
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                        DEPARTMENT RECORD ── DEPT-ID-0440, DEPT-NAME-0440
                        OFFICE RECORD     ── OFFICE-CODE-0450
                       PATHREC VERSION 1 ── WORK-PATH-ID
                        NOTE THAT THE WORK-PATH-ID FIELD INDICATES WHICH PATH
                       WAS EXECUTED.
                     ***************************************************************
                      LR VERBS ALLOWED: OBTAIN
                      ***************************************************************
                      SELECTION CRITERIA (TOTAL OF FIVE PATHS)
                         OBTAIN PATH GROUP:

                         PATH 1)  THIS PATH RETRIEVES EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, AND
                                  OFFICE INFORMATION FOR ALL EMPLOYEES WHO ARE
                                  ON LEAVE.
                                   THE PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF THE PROGRAM
                                  REQUEST INCLUDES THE KEYWORD ON-LEAVE.
                                   IF PATH 1 IS SELECTED, THE VALUE OF THE
                                  WORK-PATH-ID FIELD WILL BE "PATH 1".
                                   THE PATH CAN RETURN THE FOLLOWING DBA-DEFINED
                                  PATH STATUSES:
                                   NO-DEPT    ── THE EMPLOYEE IS NOT ASSOCIATED WITH
                                                A DEPARTMENT
                                  NO-OFFICE  ── THE EMPLOYEE IS NOT ASSIGNED TO AN
                                                OFFICE

                         PATH 2)  THIS PATH RETRIEVES EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, AND
                                  OFFICE INFORMATION FOR A PARTICULAR EMPLOYEE.
                                  IT USES THE EMP-ID-0415 FIELD AS A
IDMSRPTS 15.0                               -
SUBSCHEMA LOGICAL RECORD DESCRIPTIONS-                DATE     TIME   PAGE
 LRDEFS                              FOR SUBSCHEMA EMPLR35  IN SCHEMA EMPSCHM  VERSION    1       04/28/99  134850     2

                                  CALC KEY TO ACCESS EMPLOYEE INFORMATION.
                                   THE PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF ANY OF THESE
                                  COMPARISONS ARE INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM WHERE
                                  CLAUSE:
                                   EMP-ID-0415 = A NUMERIC LITERAL
                                                A PROGRAM VARIABLE
                                                A FIELD IN THE LOGICAL-RECORD
                                                 AREA OF PROGRAM VARIABLE STORAGE
                                   IF PATH 2 IS SELECTED, THE VALUE OF THE
                                  WORK-PATH-ID FIELD WILL BE "PATH 2".
                                   THE PATH CAN RETURN THE FOLLOWING DBA-DEFINED
                                  PATH STATUSES:
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                                   INVALID-ID ── THE INPUT EMPLOYEE ID IS INVALID
                                  NO-DEPT    ── THE EMPLOYEE IS NOT ASSOCIATED WITH
                                                A DEPARTMENT
                                  NO-OFFICE  ── THE EMPLOYEE IS NOT ASSIGNED TO AN
                                                OFFICE

                         PATH 3)  THIS PATH RETRIEVES EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, AND
                                  OFFICE INFORMATION FOR EACH EMPLOYEE IN A
                                  PARTICULAR DEPARTMENT.  IT USES THE DEPT-ID-0410
                                  FIELD AS A CALC KEY TO ACCESS DEPARTMENT
                                  INFORMATION.

                                  THE PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF ANY OF THESE
                                  COMPARISONS ARE INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM WHERE
                                  CLAUSE:
                                   DEPT-ID-0440 =
                                                 A LITERAL
                                                A PROGRAM VARIABLE
                                                A FIELD IN THE LOGICAL-RECORD
                                                 AREA OF PROGRAM VARIABLE STORAGE
                                   IF PATH 3 IS SELECTED, THE VALUE OF THE
                                  WORK-PATH-ID FIELD WILL BE "PATH 3".
                                   THE PATH CAN RETURN THE FOLLOWING DBA-DEFINED
                                  PATH STATUSES:
                                   INVALID-DEPT ── THE INPUT DEPARTMENT ID IS INVALID
                                  NO-OFFICE    ── THE EMPLOYEE IS NOT ASSIGNED TO AN
                                                  OFFICE
IDMSRPTS 15.0                               -
SUBSCHEMA LOGICAL RECORD DESCRIPTIONS-           DATE     TIME   PAGE
LRDEFS                              FOR SUBSCHEMA EMPLR35  IN SCHEMA EMPSCHM  VERSION    1   04/28/99  134850     3

                         PATH 4)  THIS PATH RETRIEVES EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, AND
                                  OFFICE INFORMATION FOR EACH EMPLOYEE ASSIGNED TO
                                  A PARTICULAR OFFICE.
                                  IT USES THE OFFICE-CODE-0450 FIELD AS A CALC
                                  KEY TO ACCESS OFFICE INFORMATION.
                                   THE PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF ANY OF THESE
                                  COMPARISONS ARE INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM WHERE
                                  CLAUSE:
                                   OFFICE-CODE-0450 =
                                                 A LITERAL
                                                A PROGRAM VARIABLE
                                                A FIELD IN THE LOGICAL-RECORD
                                                 AREA OF PROGRAM VARIABLE STORAGE
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                                   IF PATH 4 IS SELECTED, THE VALUE OF THE
                                  WORK-PATH-ID FIELD WILL BE "PATH 4".
                                   THE PATH CAN RETURN THE FOLLOWING DBA-DEFINED
                                  PATH STATUSES:
                                   INVALID-OFFICE ── THE INPUT OFFICE CODE IS INVALID
                                  NO-DEPT        ── THE EMPLOYEE IS NOT ASSOCIATED
                                                    WITH A DEPARTMENT

                         PATH 5)  THIS PATH RETRIEVES EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, AND
                                  OFFICE INFORMATION FOR A PARTICULAR EMPLOYEE.
                                  IT USES THE EMP-NAME-NDX TO ACCESS EMPLOYEE
                                  INFORMATION.
                                   THE PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF EITHER OF THESE
                                  FIELDS ARE REFERENCED IN THE PROGRAM WHERE
                                  CLAUSE:
                                   EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 AND EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415
                                   EMP-LAST-NAME-0415
                                   IF PATH 5 IS SELECTED, THE VALUE OF THE
                                  WORK-PATH-ID FIELD WILL BE "PATH 5".
                                   THE PATH CAN RETURN THE FOLLOWING DBA-DEFINED
                                  PATH STATUSES:
                                   INVALID-NAME ── THE INPUT EMPLOYEE NAME IS
                                                  INVALID
                                  NO-DEPT      ── THE EMPLOYEE IS NOT ASSOCIATED
                                                  WITH A DEPARTMENT
                                  NO-OFFICE    ── THE EMPLOYEE IS NOT ASSIGNED TO
                                                  AN OFFICE
IDMSRPTS 15.0                               -
SUBSCHEMA LOGICAL RECORD DESCRIPTIONS-          DATE     TIME   PAGE
LRDEFS                              FOR SUBSCHEMA EMPLR35  IN SCHEMA EMPSCHM  VE=SION    1  04/28/99  134850     4

 BUILT FROM.........

 RECORD NAME........ EMPLOYEE
RECORD ID.......... 0415
RECORD VERSION..... 0100
RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED
LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING       EMP-ID-0415
WITHIN............. EMP-DEMO-REGION              FROM PAGE  4013203    THRU  4013300
ACCESS RESTRICTION ON FOR........... ERASE
DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES....... USAGE....... VALUE............................. PICTURE...................    STRT  LGTH
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02 EMP-
ID-0415                       DISPLAY                                         9(4)                             1     4
                                                  SET CONTROL ITEM FOR ────────      CALC            DUP NOT ALLOWED
02 EMP-
NAME-0415                     DISPLAY                                                                          5    25
03 EMP-FIRST-
NAME-0415               DISPLAY                                         X(10)                            5    10
                                                  SET CONTROL ITEM FOR ────────      DEPT-
EMPLOYEE   DUP LAST
                                                  SET CONTROL ITEM FOR ────────      EMP-
NAME-NDX    DUP LAST
                                                  SET CONTROL ITEM FOR ────────      OFFICE-
EMPLOYEE DUP LAST
03 EMP-LAST-
NAME-0415                DISPLAY                                         X(15)                           15    15
                                                  SET CONTROL ITEM FOR ────────      DEPT-
EMPLOYEE   DUP LAST
                                                  SET CONTROL ITEM FOR ────────      EMP-
NAME-NDX    DUP LAST
                                                  SET CONTROL ITEM FOR ────────      OFFICE-
EMPLOYEE DUP LAST
02 START-
DATE-0415                   DISPLAY                                                                         30     6
03 START-
YEAR-0415                   DISPLAY                                         9(2)                            30     2
03 START-
MONTH-0415                  DISPLAY                                         9(2)                            32     2
03 START-
DAY-0415                    DISPLAY                                         9(2)                            34     2
02 STATUS-0415                       DISPLAY                                         X(2)                            36     2
88 ACTIVE-0415                       COND                                                                            36
                                                  '01'
88 ST-
DISABIL-0415                   COND                                                                            36
                                                  '02'
88 LT-
DISABIL-0415                   COND                                                                            36
                                                  '03'
88 LEAVE-OF-
ABSENCE-0415             COND                                                                            36
                                                  '04'
88 TERMINATED-0415                   COND                                                                            36
                                                  '05'

RECORD NAME........ DEPARTMENT
RECORD ID.......... 0410
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RECORD VERSION..... 0100
RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED
LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING       DEPT-ID-0410
WITHIN............. ORG-DEMO-REGION              FROM PAGE  4013353    THRU  4013400
IDMSRPTS 15.0                               -
SUBSCHEMA LOGICAL RECORD DESCRIPTIONS-                   DATE     TIME   PAGE
LRDEFS                              FOR SUBSCHEMA EMPLR35  IN SCHEMA EMPSCHM  VERSION    1           04/28/99  134850     5
 DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES....... USAGE....... VALUE............................. PICTURE...................    STRT  LGTH
02 DEPT-
ID-0410                      DISPLAY                                         9(4)                            41     4
                                                  SET CONTROL ITEM FOR ────────      CALC            DUP NOT ALLOWED
02 DEPT-
NAME-0410                    DISPLAY                                         X(45)                           45    45

RECORD NAME........ OFFICE
RECORD ID.......... 0450
RECORD VERSION..... 0100
RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED
LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING       OFFICE-CODE-0450
WITHIN............. ORG-DEMO-REGION              FROM PAGE  4013353    THRU  4013400
DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES....... USAGE....... VALUE............................. PICTURE...................    STRT  LGTH
02 OFFICE-
CODE-0450                  DISPLAY                                         X(3)                            97     3
                                                  SET CONTROL ITEM FOR ────────      CALC            DUP NOT ALLOWED

RECORD NAME........ PATHREC
RECORD VERSION..... 0001
DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES....... USAGE....... VALUE............................. PICTURE...................    STRT  LGTH
02 WORK-PATH-
ID                      DISPLAY                                         X(22)                          105    22
                                            -SUBSCHEMA LOGICAL RECORD DESCRIPTIONS- END
IDMSRPTS 15.0                              ─────── INPUT PARAMETER LISTING ───────                           DATE  TIME   PAGE
                                                                                                        04/28/99  134850     1
                                                    END OF INPUT PARAMETERS

Running the LRPATH Report

The LRPATH report lists the paths for each logical record in a given subschema.

You run the LRPATH report by choosing the LRPATH option of the IDMSRPTS utility.

For instructions on running this utility, see CA IDMS Utilities section.

The example below shows a sample LRPATH report for the EMPLR35 subschema.
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IDMSRPTS 15.0                              -
LOGICAL RECORD PATH DESCRIPTIONS-                         DATE     TIME   PAGE
LRPATH                              FOR SUBSCHEMA EMPLR35  IN SCHEMA EMPSCHM  VERSION    1           04/28/99  135407     1
 LOGICAL RECORD NAME EMP-INFO-LR
 BUILT FROM.........EMPLOYEE
                   DEPARTMENT
                   OFFICE
                   PATHREC           VERSION  0001
   OBTAIN  EMP-INFO-LR      PATH-GROUP

    SELECT FOR KEYWORD      ON-LEAVE
                    COMPUTE
                         WORK-PATH-ID OF LR EQ 'PATH 1'
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   OBTAIN EACH  EMPLOYEE         WITHIN EMP-NAME-NDX
                         WHERE  STATUS-0415 EQ '04'
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                       ON 0307 ITERATE
                   IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE    MEMBER
                       ON 1601 RETURN          NO-DEPT
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   FIND CURRENT EMPLOYEE
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   IF OFFICE-EMPLOYEE  MEMBER
                       ON 1601 RETURN          NO-OFFICE
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE
                       ON 0000 NEXT

    SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMPLOYEE                         EMP-ID-0415
                    COMPUTE
                         WORK-PATH-ID OF LR EQ 'PATH 2'
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE
                         WHERE  CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST
                       ON 0326 RETURN          INVALID-ID
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE    MEMBER
                       ON 1601 RETURN          NO-DEPT
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   FIND CURRENT EMPLOYEE
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                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   IF OFFICE-EMPLOYEE  MEMBER
                       ON 1601 RETURN          NO-OFFICE
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE
IDMSRPTS 15.0                              -
LOGICAL RECORD PATH DESCRIPTIONS-                         DATE     TIME   PAGE
LRPATH                              FOR SUBSCHEMA EMPLR35  IN SCHEMA EMPSCHM  VERSION    1           04/28/99  135407     2
                        ON 0000 NEXT

    SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ DEPARTMENT                       DEPT-ID-0410
                    COMPUTE
                         WORK-PATH-ID OF LR EQ 'PATH 3'
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   OBTAIN FIRST DEPARTMENT
                         WHERE  CALCKEY EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF REQUEST
                       ON 0326 RETURN          INVALID-DEPT
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   OBTAIN EACH  EMPLOYEE         WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                       ON 0307 ITERATE
                   IF OFFICE-EMPLOYEE  MEMBER
                       ON 1601 RETURN          NO-OFFICE
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE
                       ON 0000 NEXT

    SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ OFFICE                           OFFICE-CODE-0450
                    COMPUTE
                         WORK-PATH-ID OF LR EQ 'PATH 4'
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   OBTAIN FIRST OFFICE
                         WHERE  CALCKEY EQ OFFICE-CODE-0450 OF REQUEST
                       ON 0326 RETURN          INVALID-OFFICE
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   OBTAIN EACH  EMPLOYEE         WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                       ON 0307 ITERATE
                   IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE    MEMBER
                       ON 1601 RETURN          NO-DEPT
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE
                       ON 0000 NEXT
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    SELECT     USING INDEX  EMP-NAME-NDX
           FOR FIELDNAME    EMPLOYEE                         EMP-LAST-NAME-0415
               FIELDNAME    EMPLOYEE                         EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415

     SELECT     USING INDEX  EMP-NAME-NDX
           FOR FIELDNAME    EMPLOYEE                         EMP-LAST-NAME-0415
                    COMPUTE
                         WORK-PATH-ID OF LR EQ 'PATH 5'
                       ON 0000 NEXT
IDMSRPTS 15.0                              -
LOGICAL RECORD PATH DESCRIPTIONS-                         DATE     TIME   PAGE
LRPATH                              FOR SUBSCHEMA EMPLR35  IN SCHEMA EMPSCHM  VERSION    1          04/28/99  135407     3
                    OBTAIN EACH  EMPLOYEE         USING  INDEX
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                       ON 0326 RETURN          INVALID-NAME
                   IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE    MEMBER
                       ON 1601 RETURN          NO-DEPT
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   FIND CURRENT EMPLOYEE
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   IF OFFICE-EMPLOYEE  MEMBER
                       ON 1601 RETURN          NO-OFFICE
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                                           -LOGICAL RECORD PATH DESCRIPTIONS-       END
IDMSRPTS 15.0                              ─────── INPUT PARAMETER LISTING ───────                    DATE     TIME   PAGE
                                                                                                    04/28/99  135407     1
                                                    END OF INPUT PARAMETERS

Running the LRACT Report

The LRACT report lists program activity against each logical record in a given subschema. For each logical record
accessed by a program, the list includes the name of the program and the number of times the program issues each DML
verb against the logical record.

You run the LRACT report by choosing the LRACT option of the IDMSRPTS utility.

For instructions on running this utility, see CA IDMS Utilities section.

The example below shows a sample LRACT report for the EMPLR35 subschema.

IDMSRPTS 15.0                              ──LOGICAL RECORD ACTIVITY DESCRIPTIONS--                   DATE     TIME   PAGE
LRACT                               FOR SUBSCHEMA EMPLR35  IN SCHEMA EMPSCHM  VERSION    1          04/28/99  135530     1
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SCHEMA    VER SUBSCHEMA  RECORD                           PROGRAM   VER USAGE              TIMES  COMPILED  CREATED

EMPSCHM  0001 EMPLR35    EMP-INFO-
LR                      DOC001   0001 OBTAIN             0003   06/11/86 06/11/86
EMPSCHM  0001 EMPLR35    EMP-INFO-
LR                      DOC002   0001 OBTAIN             0003   06/11/86 06/11/86
EMPSCHM  0001 EMPLR35    EMP-INFO-
LR                      DOC003   0001 OBTAIN             0003   06/11/86 06/11/86
EMPSCHM  0001 EMPLR35    EMP-INFO-
LR                      DEPT-1   0001 OBTAIN             0001   07/16/86 07/16/86
                                           ──LOGICAL RECORD ACTIVITY DESCRIPTIONS-- END
IDMSRPTS 15.0                              ─────── INPUT PARAMETER LISTING ───────                    DATE     TIME   PAGE
                                                                                                    04/28/99  135530     1

                                                   END OF INPUT PARAMETERS

Sample Subschema EMPLR35

Overview

The EMPLR35 subschema defines the logical record EMP-INFO-LR, which can be accessed through an OBTAIN path
group.

Subschema listing

Below is the subschema compiler listing for this subschema.

     ADD

     SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPLR35 OF SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1

*+       DATE CREATED IS      07/17/91

*+       TIME CREATED IS      09010303

*+       DATE LAST UPDATED IS 08/27/91

*+       TIME LAST UPDATED IS 17063809

*+       PREPARED BY DEH

*+       REVISED  BY DEH

         DESCRIPTION IS 'SAMPLE SUBSCHEMA FOR LRF MANUAL'

         PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL
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         USAGE IS LR

         LR CURRENCY NO RESET

         .

     ADD

     AREA NAME IS EMP-DEMO-REGION

         .

     ADD

     AREA NAME IS ORG-DEMO-REGION

         .

     ADD

     RECORD NAME IS EMPLOYEE

         ELEMENTS ARE EMP-ID-0415 EMP-NAME-0415 START-DATE-0415 STATUS-0415

         .

     ADD

     RECORD NAME IS DEPARTMENT

         ELEMENTS ARE DEPT-ID-0410 DEPT-NAME-0410

         .

     ADD

     RECORD NAME IS OFFICE

         ELEMENTS ARE OFFICE-CODE-0450

         .

     ADD

     SET NAME IS EMP-NAME-NDX

         .

     ADD
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     SET NAME IS DEPT-EMPLOYEE

         .

     ADD

     SET NAME IS OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

         .

     ADD

     LOGICAL RECORD NAME IS EMP-INFO-LR

         ON LR-ERROR CLEAR

         ON LR-NOT-FOUND CLEAR

         ELEMENTS ARE

             EMPLOYEE

             DEPARTMENT

             OFFICE

             PATHREC VERSION 1

         COMMENTS
             '***************************************************************'
       -     'THE EMP-INFO-LR LOGICAL RECORD ACCESSES INFORMATION FROM THE'
       -     'EMPLOYEE DATABASE RECORD AND ALSO ACCESSES INFORMATION'
       -     'FROM THE ASSOCIATED DEPARTMENT AND OFFICE RECORDS.'
       -     ' '
       -     'THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS RETURNED TO THE PROGRAM, IN'
       -     'THE ORDER SHOWN BELOW:'
       -     ' '
       -     '  EMPLOYEE RECORD   ── EMP-ID-0415, EMP-NAME-0415, START-DATE-0'
       +     '415'
       -     '                       STATUS-0415'
       -     ' '
       -     '  DEPARTMENT RECORD ── DEPT-ID-0440, DEPT-NAME-0440'
       -     ' '
       -     '  OFFICE RECORD     ── OFFICE-CODE-0450'
       -     '  PATHREC VERSION 1 ── WORK-PATH-ID'
       -     ' '
       -     '  NOTE THAT THE WORK-PATH-ID FIELD INDICATES WHICH PATH'
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       -     '  WAS EXECUTED.'
       -     '***************************************************************'
       -     ' '
       -     'LR VERBS ALLOWED: OBTAIN'
       -     ' '
       -     '***************************************************************'

       -     ' '
       -     'SELECTION CRITERIA (TOTAL OF FIVE PATHS)'
       -     ' '
       -     '   OBTAIN PATH GROUP:'
       -     ' '
       -     ' '
       -     '    PATH 1)  THIS PATH RETRIEVES EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, AND'
       -     '             OFFICE INFORMATION FOR ALL EMPLOYEES WHO ARE'
       -     '             ON LEAVE.'
       -     ' '
       -     '             THE PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF THE PROGRAM'
       -     '             REQUEST INCLUDES THE KEYWORD ON-LEAVE.'
       -     ' '
       -     '             IF PATH 1 IS SELECTED, THE VALUE OF THE'
       -     '             WORK-PATH-ID FIELD WILL BE "PATH 1".'
       -     ' '
       -     '             THE PATH CAN RETURN THE FOLLOWING DBA-DEFINED'
       -     '             PATH STATUSES:'
       -     ' '
       -     '             NO-DEPT    ── THE EMPLOYEE IS NOT ASSOCIATED WITH'
       -     '                           A DEPARTMENT'
       -     '             NO-OFFICE  ── THE EMPLOYEE IS NOT ASSIGNED TO AN'
       -     '                           OFFICE'
       -     ' '
       -     ' '
       -     '    PATH 2)  THIS PATH RETRIEVES EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, AND'
       -     '             OFFICE INFORMATION FOR A PARTICULAR EMPLOYEE.'
       -     '             IT USES THE EMP-ID-0415 FIELD AS A'
       -     '             CALC KEY TO ACCESS EMPLOYEE INFORMATION.'
       -     ' '
       -     '             THE PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF ANY OF THESE'
       -     '             COMPARISONS ARE INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM WHERE'
       -     '             CLAUSE:'
       -     ' '
       -     '             EMP-ID-0415 = A NUMERIC LITERAL'
       -     '                           A PROGRAM VARIABLE'
       -     '                           A FIELD IN THE LOGICAL-RECORD'
       -     '                            AREA OF PROGRAM VARIABLE STORAGE'
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       -     ' '
       -     '             IF PATH 2 IS SELECTED, THE VALUE OF THE'
       -     '             WORK-PATH-ID FIELD WILL BE "PATH 2".'
       -     ' '
       -     '             THE PATH CAN RETURN THE FOLLOWING DBA-DEFINED'
       -     '             PATH STATUSES:'
       -     ' '
       -     '             INVALID-ID ── THE INPUT EMPLOYEE ID IS INVALID'
       -     '             NO-DEPT    ── THE EMPLOYEE IS NOT ASSOCIATED WITH'
       -     '                           A DEPARTMENT'
       -     '             NO-OFFICE  ── THE EMPLOYEE IS NOT ASSIGNED TO AN'
       -     '                           OFFICE'
       -     ' '
       -     ' '
       -     '    PATH 3)  THIS PATH RETRIEVES EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, AND'
       -     '             OFFICE INFORMATION FOR EACH EMPLOYEE IN A'
       -     '             PARTICULAR DEPARTMENT.  IT USES THE DEPT-ID-0410'
       -     '             FIELD AS A CALC KEY TO ACCESS DEPARTMENT'
       -     '             INFORMATION.'
       -     ' '
       -     ' '
       -     '             THE PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF ANY OF THESE'
       -     '             COMPARISONS ARE INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM WHERE'
       -     '             CLAUSE:'
       -     ' '
       -     '             DEPT-ID-0440 ='
       -     ' '
       -     '                           A LITERAL'
       -     '                           A PROGRAM VARIABLE'
       -     '                           A FIELD IN THE LOGICAL-RECORD'
       -     '                            AREA OF PROGRAM VARIABLE STORAGE'
       -     ' '
       -     '             IF PATH 3 IS SELECTED, THE VALUE OF THE'
       -     '             WORK-PATH-ID FIELD WILL BE "PATH 3".'
       -     ' '
       -     '             THE PATH CAN RETURN THE FOLLOWING DBA-DEFINED'
       -     '             PATH STATUSES:'
       -     ' '
       -     '             INVALID-DEPT ── THE INPUT DEPARTMENT ID IS INVALID'
       -     '             NO-OFFICE    ── THE EMPLOYEE IS NOT ASSIGNED TO AN'
       -     '                             OFFICE'
       -     ' '
       -     ' '
       -     '    PATH 4)  THIS PATH RETRIEVES EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, AND'
       -     '             OFFICE INFORMATION FOR EACH EMPLOYEE ASSIGNED TO'
       -     '             A PARTICULAR OFFICE.'
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       -     '             IT USES THE OFFICE-CODE-0450 FIELD AS A CALC'
       -     '             KEY TO ACCESS OFFICE INFORMATION.'
       -     ' '
       -     '             THE PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF ANY OF THESE'
       -     '             COMPARISONS ARE INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM WHERE'
       -     '             CLAUSE:'
       -     ' '
       -     '             OFFICE-CODE-0450 ='
       -     ' '
       -     '                           A LITERAL'
       -     '                           A PROGRAM VARIABLE'
       -     '                           A FIELD IN THE LOGICAL-RECORD'
       -     '                            AREA OF PROGRAM VARIABLE STORAGE'
       -     ' '
       -     '             IF PATH 4 IS SELECTED, THE VALUE OF THE'
       -     '             WORK-PATH-ID FIELD WILL BE "PATH 4".'
       -     ' '
       -     '             THE PATH CAN RETURN THE FOLLOWING DBA-DEFINED'
       -     '             PATH STATUSES:'
       -     ' '
       -     '             INVALID-OFFICE ── THE INPUT OFFICE CODE IS INVALID'
       -     '             NO-DEPT        ── THE EMPLOYEE IS NOT ASSOCIATED'
       -     '                               WITH A DEPARTMENT'
       -     ' '
       -     ' '
       -     '    PATH 5)  THIS PATH RETRIEVES EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, AND'
       -     '             OFFICE INFORMATION FOR A PARTICULAR EMPLOYEE.'
       -     '             IT USES THE EMP-NAME-NDX TO ACCESS EMPLOYEE'
       -     '             INFORMATION.'
       -     ' '
       -     '             THE PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF EITHER OF THESE'
       -     '             FIELDS ARE REFERENCED IN THE PROGRAM WHERE'
       -     '             CLAUSE:'
       -     ' '
       -     '             EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 AND EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415'
       -     ' '
       -     '             EMP-LAST-NAME-0415'
       -     ' '
       -     '             IF PATH 5 IS SELECTED, THE VALUE OF THE'
       -     '             WORK-PATH-ID FIELD WILL BE "PATH 5".'
       -     ' '
       -     '             THE PATH CAN RETURN THE FOLLOWING DBA-DEFINED'
       -     '             PATH STATUSES:'
       -     ' '
       -     '             INVALID-NAME ── THE INPUT EMPLOYEE NAME IS'
       -     '                             INVALID'
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       -     '             NO-DEPT      ── THE EMPLOYEE IS NOT ASSOCIATED'
       -     '                             WITH A DEPARTMENT'
       -     '             NO-OFFICE    ── THE EMPLOYEE IS NOT ASSIGNED TO'
       -     '                             AN OFFICE'

       -     ' '

       -     ' '

         .

     ADD

     PATH-GROUP NAME IS OBTAIN EMP-INFO-LR

         SELECT FOR KEYWORD ON-LEAVE

             COMPUTE WORK-PATH-ID OF LR EQ 'PATH 1'

                 ON 0000 NEXT

             OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-NAME-NDX

                 WHERE STATUS-0415 EQ '04'

                 ON 0000 NEXT

                 ON 0307 ITERATE

             IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE MEMBER

                 ON 1601 RETURN NO-DEPT

                 ON 0000 NEXT

             OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

                 ON 0000 NEXT

             FIND CURRENT EMPLOYEE

                 ON 0000 NEXT

             IF OFFICE-EMPLOYEE MEMBER

                 ON 1601 RETURN NO-OFFICE

                 ON 0000 NEXT
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             OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

                 ON 0000 NEXT

         SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

             COMPUTE WORK-PATH-ID OF LR EQ 'PATH 2'

                 ON 0000 NEXT

             OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE

                 WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST

                 ON 0326 RETURN INVALID-ID

                 ON 0000 NEXT

             IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE MEMBER

                 ON 1601 RETURN NO-DEPT

                 ON 0000 NEXT

             OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

                 ON 0000 NEXT

             FIND CURRENT EMPLOYEE

                 ON 0000 NEXT

             IF OFFICE-EMPLOYEE MEMBER

                 ON 1601 RETURN NO-OFFICE

                 ON 0000 NEXT

             OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

                 ON 0000 NEXT

         SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF DEPARTMENT

             COMPUTE WORK-PATH-ID OF LR EQ 'PATH 3'

                 ON 0000 NEXT

             OBTAIN FIRST DEPARTMENT
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                 WHERE CALCKEY EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF REQUEST

                 ON 0326 RETURN INVALID-DEPT

                 ON 0000 NEXT

             OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

                 ON 0000 NEXT

                 ON 0307 ITERATE

             IF OFFICE-EMPLOYEE MEMBER

                 ON 1601 RETURN NO-OFFICE

                 ON 0000 NEXT

             OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

                 ON 0000 NEXT

         SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ OFFICE-CODE-0450 OF OFFICE

             COMPUTE WORK-PATH-ID OF LR EQ 'PATH 4'

                 ON 0000 NEXT

             OBTAIN FIRST OFFICE

                 WHERE CALCKEY EQ OFFICE-CODE-0450 OF REQUEST

                 ON 0326 RETURN INVALID-OFFICE

                 ON 0000 NEXT

             OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

                 ON 0000 NEXT

                 ON 0307 ITERATE

             IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE MEMBER

                 ON 1601 RETURN NO-DEPT

                 ON 0000 NEXT
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             OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

                 ON 0000 NEXT

         SELECT USING INDEX EMP-NAME-NDX

             FOR FIELDNAME EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 OF EMPLOYEE FIELDNAME

                   EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

         SELECT USING INDEX EMP-NAME-NDX

             FOR FIELDNAME EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

             COMPUTE WORK-PATH-ID OF LR EQ 'PATH 5'

                 ON 0000 NEXT

             OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE USING INDEX

                 ON 0000 NEXT

                 ON 0326 RETURN INVALID-NAME

             IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE MEMBER

                 ON 1601 RETURN NO-DEPT

                 ON 0000 NEXT

             OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

                 ON 0000 NEXT

             FIND CURRENT EMPLOYEE

                 ON 0000 NEXT

             IF OFFICE-EMPLOYEE MEMBER

                 ON 1601 RETURN NO-OFFICE

                 ON 0000 NEXT

             OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

                 ON 0000 NEXT

         .
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                         * * *   END OF DATA   * * *

Sample Subschema EMPLR40

Overview

The EMPLR40 subschema defines the logical records EMPMOD-LR and EMPTRANS-LR. Both of these logical records
can be accessed through OBTAIN and MODIFY path groups.

Subschema listing

Below is the subschema compiler listing for this subschema.

      ADD

      SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPLR40 OF SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1

 *+       DATE CREATED IS      07/18/91

 *+       TIME CREATED IS      11555265

 *+       DATE LAST UPDATED IS 07/23/91

 *+       TIME LAST UPDATED IS 16260845

 *+       PREPARED BY DEH

 *+       REVISED  BY DEH

          DESCRIPTION IS 'SAMPLE SUBSCHEMA FOR LRF MANUAL'

          PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL

          USAGE IS LR

          LR CURRENCY NO RESET

 *+       USED BY: PROGRAM IS MOD-D VERSION IS 1

 *+       USED BY: PROGRAM IS STORE-D VERSION IS 1

 *+       USED BY: PROGRAM IS TRANS-D VERSION IS 1

          .

      ADD

      AREA NAME IS EMP-DEMO-REGION
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          .

      ADD

      AREA NAME IS ORG-DEMO-REGION

          .

      ADD

      RECORD NAME IS DEPARTMENT

          ELEMENTS ARE DEPT-ID-0410 DEPT-NAME-0410

          .

      ADD

      RECORD NAME IS OFFICE

          ELEMENTS ARE OFFICE-CODE-0450

          .

      ADD

      RECORD NAME IS EMPLOYEE

          .

      ADD

      SET NAME IS DEPT-EMPLOYEE

          .

      ADD

      SET NAME IS OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

          .

      ADD

      SET NAME IS EMP-NAME-NDX

          .

      ADD
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      LOGICAL RECORD NAME IS EMP-LR

          ON LR-ERROR CLEAR

          ON LR-NOT-FOUND CLEAR

          ELEMENTS ARE

              EMPLOYEE

              DEPARTMENT

              OFFICE

          COMMENTS

              '***************************************************************'

        -     'THE EMP-LR LOGICAL RECORD LETS YOU STORE A NEW EMPLOYEE RECORD'

        -     'AND MODIFY AN EXISTING EMPLOYEE RECORD.'

        -     ' '

        -     'TO STORE A NEW EMPLOYEE RECORD:'

        -     ' '

        -     '    1) EXECUTE OBTAIN PATH 1, USING A VALID DEPARTMENT ID'

        -     '       AND OFFICE CODE.  THIS PATH SETS CURRENCY ON THE'

        -     '       APPROPRIATE DEPARTMENT AND OFFICE RECORDS.'

        -     ' '

        -     '    2) EXECUTE STORE PATH 1.  THIS PATH USES THE CURRENCIES'

        -     '       ESTABLISHED PREVIOUSLY TO STORE THE NEW EMPLOYEE RECORD.'

        -     '       BE SURE THE NEW EMPLOYEE INFORMATION IS IN THE'

        -     '       LOGICAL-RECORD AREA OF PROGRAM VARIABLE STORAGE.'

        -     ' '

        -     'TO MODIFY AN EXISTING EMPLOYEE RECORD:'
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        -     ' '

        -     '    1) EXECUTE OBTAIN PATH 2, USING A VALID EMPLOYEE ID.'

        -     '       THIS PATH RETRIEVES ALL EMPLOYEE INFORMATION.'

        -     ' '

        -     '    2) MAKE THE NECESSARY CHANGES TO THE EMPLOYEE INFORMATION.'

        -     ' '

        -     '    3) EXECUTE MODIFY PATH 1.  THIS PATH MODIFIES THE'

        -     '       EMPLOYEE RECORD AS SPECIFIED.'

        -     ' '

        -     ' '

        -     '***************************************************************'

        -     ' '

        -     'LR VERBS ALLOWED: OBTAIN, STORE, MODIFY'

        -     ' '

        -     '***************************************************************'

        -     ' '

        -     '   OBTAIN PATH GROUP:'

        -     ' '

        -     '   SELECTION CRITERIA (TOTAL OF TWO PATHS)'

        -     ' '

        -     ' '

        -     '    PATH 1)  THIS PATH SETS CURRENCY ON THE APPROPRIATE'

        -     '             DEPARTMENT AND OFFICE RECORDS BEFORE A NEW'

        -     '             EMPLOYEE RECORD IS STORED.'

        -     ' '
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        -     '             THE PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF ANY OF THESE'

        -     '             COMPARISONS ARE INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM WHERE'

        -     '             CLAUSE:'
        -     ' '
        -     '             DEPT-ID-0410 AND OFFICE=CODE-0450 ='
        -     ' '
        -     '                           A LITERAL'
        -     '                           A PROGRAM VARIABLE'
        -     '                           A FIELD IN THE LOGICAL-RECORD'
        -     '                            AREA OF PROGRAM VARIABLE STORAGE'
        -     ' '
        -     '             THE PATH CAN RETURN THE FOLLOWING DBA-DEFINED'
        -     '             PATH STATUSES:'
        -     ' '

        -     '             INVALID-DEPT   ── THE INPUT DEPARTMENT ID IS'
        -     '                               INVALID'
        -     '             INVALID-OFFICE ── THE INPUT OFFICE CODE IS'
        -     '                               INVALID'
        -     ' '
        -     ' '
        -     '    PATH 2)  THIS PATH RETRIEVES ALL EMPLOYEE INFORMATION'
        -     '             FOR A PARTICULAR EMPLOYEE.  ONCE THIS'
        -     '             INFORMATION IS RETRIEVED, IT CAN BE'
        -     '             MODIFIED.  NOTE THAT THE PATH USES THE'
        -     '             EMP-ID-0415 FIELD AS A CALC KEY TO ACCESS'
        -     '             THIS INFORMATION.'
        -     ' '
        -     '             THE PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF ANY OF THESE'
        -     '             COMPARISONS ARE INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM WHERE'
        -     '             CLAUSE:'

        -     ' '
        -     '             EMP-ID-0410 ='
        -     ' '
        -     '                           A LITERAL'
        -     '                           A PROGRAM VARIABLE'
        -     '                           A FIELD IN THE LOGICAL-RECORD'
        -     '                            AREA OF PROGRAM VARIABLE STORAGE'
        -     ' '
        -     '             THE PATH CAN RETURN THE FOLLOWING DBA-DEFINED'
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        -     '             PATH STATUS:'
        -     ' '
        -     '             NO-EMP ── THE REQUESTED EMPLOYEE CANNOT'
        -     '                       BE FOUND'
        -     ' '
        -     ' '
        -     '   STORE PATH GROUP:'
        -     ' '
        -     '   SELECTION CRITERIA (TOTAL OF ONE PATH)'
        -     ' '
        -     ' '

        -     '             THIS PATH STORES A NEW EMPLOYEE RECORD.'

        -     '             TO STORE AN EMPLOYEE, YOU MUST FIRST'

        -     '             SELECT OBTAIN PATH 1.'

        -     ' '

        -     '             THE PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF THE PROGRAM'

        -     '             REQUEST INCLUDES THE KEYWORD STORE-EMP.'

        -     ' '

        -     '             IT DOES NOT RETURN ANY DBA-DEFINED'

        -     '             PATH STATUSES.'

        -     ' '

        -     ' '

        -     '   MODIFY PATH GROUP:'

        -     ' '

        -     '   SELECTION CRITERIA (TOTAL OF ONE PATH)'

        -     ' '

        -     ' '

        -     '             THIS PATH MODIFIES AN EXISTING EMPLOYEE RECORD'

        -     '             AS SPECIFIED BY THE APPLICATION PROGRAM.'

        -     ' '
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        -     '             THE PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF THE PROGRAM'

        -     '             REQUEST INCLUDES THE KEYWORD MOD-EMP.'

        -     ' '

        -     '             IT DOES NOT RETURN ANY DBA-DEFINED'

        -     '             PATH STATUSES.'

        -     ' '

        -     ' '

          .

      ADD

      LOGICAL RECORD NAME IS EMP-TRANS-LR

          ON LR-ERROR CLEAR

          ON LR-NOT-FOUND CLEAR

          ELEMENTS ARE

              EMPLOYEE

              DEPARTMENT ROLE IS OLD-DEPT

              DEPARTMENT ROLE IS NEW-DEPT

          COMMENTS

              '***************************************************************'

        -     'THE EMP-TRANS-LR LOGICAL RECORD MODIFIES THE RELATIONSHIP'

        -     'BETWEEN AN EXISTING EMPLOYEE AND HIS OR HER DEPARTMENT.'

        -     'IT IS USED TO PROCESS AN EMPLOYEE TRANSFER FROM ONE'

        -     'DEPARTMENT TO ANOTHER.'

        -     ' '

        -     ' '
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        -     '***************************************************************'

        -     ' '

        -     'LR VERBS ALLOWED: MODIFY'

        -     ' '

        -     '***************************************************************'

        -     ' '

        -     '   MODIFY PATH GROUP:'

        -     ' '

        -     '   SELECTION CRITERIA (TOTAL OF ONE PATH)'

        -     ' '

        -     ' '

        -     '             THIS PATH PROCESSES THE TRANSFER OF AN EMPLOYEE'

        -     '             FROM ONE DEPARTMENT TO ANOTHER.  THE PATH'

        -     '             DOES THE FOLLOWING:'

        -     ' '

        -     '               1) CHECKS THAT THE OLD DEPARTMENT ID, NEW'

        -     '                  DEPARTMENT ID, AND EMPLOYEE ID ARE VALID'

        -     ' '

        -     '               2) DISCONNECTS THE EMPLOYEE RECORD FROM'

        -     '                  THE OLD DEPARTMENT'

        -     ' '

        -     '               3) CONNECTS THE EMPLOYEE RECORD TO THE NEW'

        -     '                  DEPARTMENT'

        -     ' '

        -     '             THE PATH USES THE FOLLOWING ROLE NAMES:'
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        -     ' '

        -     '                OLD-DEPT REPRESENTS THE DEPARTMENT THAT THE'

        -     '                EMPLOYEE IS CURRENTLY A MEMBER OF'

        -     ' '

        -     '                NEW-DEPT REPRESENTS THE DEPARTMENT THAT THE'

        -     '                EMPLOYEE WILL TRANSFER TO'

        -     ' '

        -     '           THE PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF A VALUE FOR DEPT-ID-0415'

              '           OF OLD-DEPT IS PASSED THROUGH PROGRAM VARIABLE STORAGE'

              '           AND IF THESE COMPARISONS ARE INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM'

        -     '           WHERE CLAUSE:'

        -     ' '

        -     '             EMP-ID-0415 AND DEPT-ID-0415 OF NEW-DEPT ='

        -     ' '

        -     '                           A LITERAL'
        -     '                           A PROGRAM VARIABLE'
        -     '                           A FIELD IN THE LOGICAL-RECORD'

        -     '                            AREA OF PROGRAM VARIABLE STORAGE'

        -     ' '

        -     '             THE PATH CAN RETURN THE FOLLOWING DBA-DEFINED'

        -     '             PATH STATUSES:'

        -     ' '

        -     '             INVALID-ID        ── THE INPUT EMPLOYEE ID'

        -     '                                  IS INVALID'

        -     '             INVALID-NEW-DEPT  ── THE INPUT NEW DEPARTMENT'
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        -     '                                  ID IS INVALID'

        -     '             INVALID-OLD-DEPT  ── THE INPUT OLD DEPARMENT'

        -     '                                  ID IS INVALID'

        -     '             NO-DEPT           ── THE REQUESTED EMPLOYEE'

        -     '                                  IS NOT PART OF THE'

        -     '                                  INDICATED DEPARTMENT'

        -     ' '

        -     ' '

          .

      ADD

      PATH-GROUP NAME IS MODIFY EMP-LR

          SELECT FOR KEYWORD MOD-EMP

              FIND CURRENT EMPLOYEE

                  ON 0000 NEXT

              MODIFY EMPLOYEE

                  ON 0000 NEXT

          .

      ADD

      PATH-GROUP NAME IS OBTAIN EMP-LR

          SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF DEPARTMENT FIELDNAME-EQ

                OFFICE-CODE-0450 OF OFFICE

              OBTAIN FIRST DEPARTMENT

                  WHERE CALCKEY EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF REQUEST

                  ON 0000 NEXT

                  ON 0326 RETURN INVALID-DEPT
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              OBTAIN FIRST OFFICE

                  WHERE CALCKEY EQ OFFICE-CODE-0450 OF REQUEST

                  ON 0000 NEXT

                  ON 0326 RETURN INVALID-OFFICE

          SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

              OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE

                  WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST

                  ON 0000 NEXT

                  ON 0326 RETURN NO-EMP

          .

      ADD

      PATH-GROUP NAME IS STORE EMP-LR

          SELECT FOR KEYWORD STORE-EMP

              FIND CURRENT DEPARTMENT

                  ON 0000 NEXT

              FIND CURRENT OFFICE

                  ON 0000 NEXT

              STORE EMPLOYEE

                  ON 0000 NEXT

          .

      ADD

      PATH-GROUP NAME IS MODIFY EMP-TRANS-LR

          SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

              FIELDNAME-EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF NEW-DEPT
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              FIND FIRST NEW-DEPT

                  WHERE CALCKEY EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF NEW-DEPT OF REQUEST

                  ON 0000 NEXT

                  ON 0326 RETURN INVALID-NEW-DEPT

              OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE

                  WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST

                  ON 0000 NEXT

                  ON 0326 RETURN INVALID-ID

              IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE MEMBER

                  ON 0000 NEXT

                  ON 1601 RETURN NO-DEPT

              OBTAIN OWNER OLD-DEPT WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

                  WHERE DEPT-ID-0410 OF OLD-DEPT EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF OLD-DEPT OF

                    LR

                  ON 0000 NEXT

                  ON 0326 RETURN INVALID-OLD-DEPT

              DISCONNECT EMPLOYEE FROM DEPT-EMPLOYEE

                  ON 0000 NEXT

              OBTAIN FIRST NEW-DEPT

                  WHERE CALCKEY EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF NEW-DEPT OF REQUEST

                  ON 0000 NEXT

                  ON 0326 ITERATE

              CONNECT EMPLOYEE TO DEPT-EMPLOYEE

                  ON 0000 NEXT

          .
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Sample Subschema EMPSCHM

Overview

The EMPSCHM schema defines defines the sample employee database.

The data structure diagram for this database is found in Chapter 3, Preliminary Analysis and Design.

Schema listing

Below is the schema compiler listing for this schema.

       ADD

       SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1

*+         DATE CREATED IS      12/17/90

*+         TIME CREATED IS      14065127

*+         DATE LAST UPDATED IS 12/30/90

*+         TIME LAST UPDATED IS 14035955

*+         PREPARED BY TDB

*+         REVISED  BY TDB

           ASSIGN RECORD IDS FROM 1001

           PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL

*+         SUBSCHEMA IS EMPLR35

*+         SUBSCHEMA IS EMPLR40

           .

       ADD

       AREA NAME IS EMP-DEMO-REGION

           .

       ADD

       AREA NAME IS INS-DEMO-REGION

           .
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       ADD

       AREA NAME IS ORG-DEMO-REGION

           .

       ADD

       RECORD NAME IS COVERAGE

*+         USES STRUCTURE OF RECORD COVERAGE VERSION 100

           RECORD ID IS 400

           LOCATION MODE IS VIA EMP-COVERAGE SET

           RECORD SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS COVERGE

           .

       02 SELECTION-DATE-0400

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS COVSELDT

           .
           03 SELECTION-YEAR-0400

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS COVSELYR
               .

           03 SELECTION-MONTH-0400

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS COVSELMO

               .

           03 SELECTION-DAY-0400
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               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS COVSELDA

               .

       02 TERMINATION-DATE-0400

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS COVTRMDT

           .

           03 TERMINATION-YEAR-0400

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS COVTRMYR

               .

           03 TERMINATION-MONTH-0400

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS COVTRMMO

               .

           03 TERMINATION-DAY-0400

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS COVTRMDA

               .

       02 TYPE-0400

           PICTURE IS  X
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           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS COVTYPE

           .

                       88 MASTER-0400

                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                       VALUE IS 'M'

                       SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS COVMASTR

                       .

                       88 FAMILY-0400

                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                       VALUE IS 'F'

                       SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS COVFAMLY

                       .

                       88 DEPENDENT-0400

                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                       VALUE IS 'D'

                       SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS COVDPNDT

                       .

       02 INS-PLAN-CODE-0400

           PICTURE IS  X(3)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS COVPLNCD

           .

                       88 GROUP-LIFE-0400
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                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                       VALUE IS '001'

                       .

                       88 HMO-0400

                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                       VALUE IS '002'

                       .

                       88 GROUP-HEALTH-0400

                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                       VALUE IS '003'

                       .

                       88 GROUP-DENTAL-0400

                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                       VALUE IS '004'

                       .

       ADD

       RECORD NAME IS DENTAL-CLAIM

*+         USES STRUCTURE OF RECORD DENTAL-CLAIM VERSION 100

           RECORD ID IS 405

           LOCATION MODE IS VIA COVERAGE-CLAIMS SET

           MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH IS 132 CHARACTERS

           MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH IS 930 CHARACTERS

           RECORD SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DENTCLM

           .

       02 CLAIM-DATE-0405
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           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCCLMDT

           .

           03 CLAIM-YEAR-0405

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCCLMYR

               .

           03 CLAIM-MONTH-0405

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCCLMMO

               .

           03 CLAIM-DAY-0405

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCCLMDA

               .

       02 PATIENT-NAME-0405

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCPNAME

           .

           03 PATIENT-FIRST-NAME-0405

               PICTURE IS  X(10)
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               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCPFNAME

               .

           03 PATIENT-LAST-NAME-0405

               PICTURE IS  X(15)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCPLNAME

               .

       02 PATIENT-BIRTH-DATE-0405

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCPBIRDT

           .

           03 PATIENT-BIRTH-YEAR-0405

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCPBIRYR

               .

           03 PATIENT-BIRTH-MONTH-0405

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCPBIRMO

               .

           03 PATIENT-BIRTH-DAY-0405

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY
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               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCPBIRDA

               .

       02 PATIENT-SEX-0405

           PICTURE IS  X

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCPSEX

           .

       02 RELATION-TO-EMPLOYEE-0405

           PICTURE IS  X(10)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCRELEMP

           .

       02 DENTIST-NAME-0405

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCDNNAME

           .

           03 DENTIST-FIRST-NAME-0405

               PICTURE IS  X(10)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCDNFNAM

               .

           03 DENTIST-LAST-NAME-0405

               PICTURE IS  X(15)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY
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               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCDNLNAM

               .

       02 DENTIST-ADDRESS-0405

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCDNADDR

           .

           03 DENTIST-STREET-0405

               PICTURE IS  X(20)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCDNSTR

               .

           03 DENTIST-CITY-0405

               PICTURE IS  X(15)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCDNCITY

               .

           03 DENTIST-STATE-0405

               PICTURE IS  X(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCDNSTAT

               .

           03 DENTIST-ZIP-0405

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCDNZIP

               .
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               04 DENTIST-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0405

                   PICTURE IS  X(5)

                   USAGE IS DISPLAY

                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCDNZPF5

                   .

               04 DENTIST-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0405

                   PICTURE IS  X(4)

                   USAGE IS DISPLAY

                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCDNZPL4

                   .

       02 DENTIST-LICENSE-NUMBER-0405

           PICTURE IS  9(6)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCDNLICN

           .

       02 NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0405

           PICTURE IS  9(2)

           USAGE IS COMP

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCNOPROC

           .

       02 FILLER

           PICTURE IS  XXX

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           .
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       02 DENTIST-CHARGES-0405

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           OCCURS 0 TO 10 TIMES DEPENDING ON NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0405

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCDNCHGS

           .

           03 TOOTH-NUMBER-0405

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCTOTHNO

               .

           03 SERVICE-DATE-0405

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCSERVDT

               .

               04 SERVICE-YEAR-0405

                   PICTURE IS  9(2)

                   USAGE IS DISPLAY

                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCSERVYR

                   .

               04 SERVICE-MONTH-0405

                   PICTURE IS  9(2)

                   USAGE IS DISPLAY

                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCSERVMO

                   .

               04 SERVICE-DAY-0405
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                   PICTURE IS  9(2)

                   USAGE IS DISPLAY

                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCSERVDA

                   .

           03 PROCEDURE-CODE-0405

               PICTURE IS  9(4)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCPROCCD

               .

           03 DESCRIPTION-OF-SERVICE-0405

               PICTURE IS  X(60)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCDESCSV

               .

           03 FEE-0405

               PICTURE IS  S9(7)V99

               USAGE IS COMP-3

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DCFEE

               .

           03 FILLER

               PICTURE IS  XXX

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               .

       ADD
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       RECORD NAME IS DEPARTMENT

*+         USES STRUCTURE OF RECORD DEPARTMENT VERSION 100

           RECORD ID IS 410

           LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING ( DEPT-ID-0410 ) DUPLICATES ARE

                 NOT ALLOWED

           RECORD SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DEPARTMT

           .        

       02 DEPT-ID-0410

           PICTURE IS  9(4)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DEPTID

           .

       02 DEPT-NAME-0410

           PICTURE IS  X(45)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DEPTNAME

           .

       02 DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410

           PICTURE IS  9(4)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS DEPTHDID

           .

       02 FILLER

           PICTURE IS  XXX

           USAGE IS DISPLAY
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           .

       ADD

       RECORD NAME IS EMPLOYEE

*+         USES STRUCTURE OF RECORD EMPLOYEE VERSION 100

           RECORD ID IS 415

           LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING ( EMP-ID-0415 ) DUPLICATES ARE

                 NOT ALLOWED

           RECORD SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPLOYE

           .

       02 EMP-ID-0415

           PICTURE IS  9(4)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPID

           .

       02 EMP-NAME-0415

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPNAME

           .

           03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415

               PICTURE IS  X(10)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPFNAME

               .

           03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415
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               PICTURE IS  X(15)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPLNAME

               .

       02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPADDR

           .

           03 EMP-STREET-0415

               PICTURE IS  X(20)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPSTRET

               .

           03 EMP-CITY-0415

               PICTURE IS  X(15)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPCITY

               .

           03 EMP-STATE-0415

               PICTURE IS  X(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPSTATE

               .

           03 EMP-ZIP-0415

               USAGE IS DISPLAY
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               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPZIP

               .

               04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415

                   PICTURE IS  X(5)

                   USAGE IS DISPLAY

                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPZIPF5

                   .

               04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415

                   PICTURE IS  X(4)

                   USAGE IS DISPLAY

                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPZIPL4

                   .

       02 EMP-PHONE-0415

           PICTURE IS  9(10)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPPHONE

           .

       02 STATUS-0415

           PICTURE IS  X(2)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPSTATU

           .

                       88 ACTIVE-0415

                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME
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                       VALUE IS '01'

                       .

                       88 ST-DISABIL-0415

                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                       VALUE IS '02'

                       SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS STDSBL

                       .

                       88 LT-DISABIL-0415

                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                       VALUE IS '03'

                       SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS LTDSBL

                       .

                       88 LEAVE-OF-ABSENCE-0415

                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                       VALUE IS '04'

                       SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS LVOFAB

                       .

                       88 TERMINATED-0415

                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                       VALUE IS '05'

                       SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS TRMINATD

                       .

       02 SS-NUMBER-0415

           PICTURE IS  9(9)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY
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           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPSSNUM

           .

       02 START-DATE-0415

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPSTDT

           .

           03 START-YEAR-0415

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPSTYR

               .

           03 START-MONTH-0415

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPSTMO

               .

           03 START-DAY-0415

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPSTDA

               .

       02 TERMINATION-DATE-0415

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPTRMDT
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           .

           03 TERMINATION-YEAR-0415

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPTRMYR

               .

           03 TERMINATION-MONTH-0415

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPTRMMO

               .

           03 TERMINATION-DAY-0415

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPTRMDA

               .

       02 BIRTH-DATE-0415

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPBIRDT

           .

           03 BIRTH-YEAR-0415

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPBIRYR

               .
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           03 BIRTH-MONTH-0415

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPBIRMO

               .

           03 BIRTH-DAY-0415

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPBIRDA

               .

       02 FILLER

           PICTURE IS  XX

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           .

       ADD

       RECORD NAME IS EMPOSITION

*+         USES STRUCTURE OF RECORD EMPOSITION VERSION 100

           RECORD ID IS 420

           LOCATION MODE IS VIA EMP-EMPOSITION SET

           RECORD SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EMPOSITN

           .

       02 START-DATE-0420

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EPSTRTDT
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           .        

           03 START-YEAR-0420

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EPSTRTYR

               .

           03 START-MONTH-0420

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EPSTRTMO

               .

           03 START-DAY-0420

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EPSTRTDA

               .

       02 FINISH-DATE-0420

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EPFINIDT

           .

           03 FINISH-YEAR-0420

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EPFINIYR

               .
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           03 FINISH-MONTH-0420

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EPFINIMO

               .

           03 FINISH-DAY-0420

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EPFINIDA

               .        

       02 SALARY-GRADE-0420

           PICTURE IS  9(2)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EPSALGRD

           .

       02 SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

           PICTURE IS  S9(7)V99

           USAGE IS COMP-3

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EPSALAMT

           .

       02 BONUS-PERCENT-0420

           PICTURE IS  SV999

           USAGE IS COMP-3

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EPBONPCT
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           .

       02 COMMISSION-PERCENT-0420

           PICTURE IS  SV999

           USAGE IS COMP-3

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EPCMMPCT

           .

       02 OVERTIME-RATE-0420

           PICTURE IS  S9V99

           USAGE IS COMP-3

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EPOTRATE

           .

       02 FILLER

           PICTURE IS  XXX

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           .

       ADD

       RECORD NAME IS EXPERTISE

*+         USES STRUCTURE OF RECORD EXPERTISE VERSION 100

           RECORD ID IS 425

           LOCATION MODE IS VIA EMP-EXPERTISE SET

           RECORD SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EXPRTISE

           .

       02 SKILL-LEVEL-0425

           PICTURE IS  XX

           USAGE IS DISPLAY
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           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EXPSKLVL

           .

                       88 EXPERT-0425

                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                       VALUE IS '04'

                       .

                       88 PROFICIENT-0425

                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                       VALUE IS '03'

                       SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS PROFICNT

                       .

                       88 COMPETENT-0425

                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                       VALUE IS '02'

                       SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS COMPETNT

                       .

                       88 ELEMENTARY-0425

                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                       VALUE IS '01'

                       SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS ELEMNTRY

                       .        

       02 EXPERTISE-DATE-0425

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EXPDATE
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           .

           03 EXPERTISE-YEAR-0425

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EXPYEAR

               .

           03 EXPERTISE-MONTH-0425

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EXPMONTH

               .

           03 EXPERTISE-DAY-0425

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS EXPDAY

               .

       ADD

       RECORD NAME IS HOSPITAL-CLAIM

*+         USES STRUCTURE OF RECORD HOSPITAL-CLAIM VERSION 100

           RECORD ID IS 430

           LOCATION MODE IS VIA COVERAGE-CLAIMS SET

           RECORD SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HOSPCLM

           .

       02 CLAIM-DATE-0430

           USAGE IS DISPLAY
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           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCCLMDT

           .

           03 CLAIM-YEAR-0430

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCCLMYR

               .

           03 CLAIM-MONTH-0430

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCCLMMO

               .

           03 CLAIM-DAY-0430

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCCLMDAY

               .

       02 PATIENT-NAME-0430

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCPTNAME

           .

           03 PATIENT-FIRST-NAME-0430

               PICTURE IS  X(10)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY
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               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCPTFNAM

               .

           03 PATIENT-LAST-NAME-0430

               PICTURE IS  X(15)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCPTLNAM

               .

       02 PATIENT-BIRTH-DATE-0430

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCPTBDAT

           .

           03 PATIENT-BIRTH-YEAR-0430

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCPTBYR

               .

           03 PATIENT-BIRTH-MONTH-0430

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCPTBMO

               .

           03 PATIENT-BIRTH-DAY-0430

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCPTBDA
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               .

       02 PATIENT-SEX-0430

           PICTURE IS  X

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCPTSEX

           .

       02 RELATION-TO-EMPLOYEE-0430

           PICTURE IS  X(10)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCRELEMP

           .

       02 HOSPITAL-NAME-0430

           PICTURE IS  X(25)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCHSPNAM

           .

       02 HOSP-ADDRESS-0430

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCHSPADD

           .

           03 HOSP-STREET-0430

               PICTURE IS  X(20)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCHSPSTR
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               .

           03 HOSP-CITY-0430

               PICTURE IS  X(15)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCHSPCTY

               .

           03 HOSP-STATE-0430

               PICTURE IS  X(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCHSPSTA

               .

           03 HOSP-ZIP-0430

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCHSPZIP

               SYNONYM NAME FOR FORTRAN IS HCHZIP

               .

               04 HOSP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0430

                   PICTURE IS  X(5)

                   USAGE IS DISPLAY

                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCHSPZF5

                   .

               04 HOSP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0430

                   PICTURE IS  X(4)

                   USAGE IS DISPLAY

                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCHSPZL4
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                   .

       02 ADMIT-DATE-0430

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCADMTDT

           .

           03 ADMIT-YEAR-0430

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCADMTYR

               .

           03 ADMIT-MONTH-0430

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCADMTMO

               .

           03 ADMIT-DAY-0430

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCADMTDA

               .

       02 DISCHARGE-DATE-0430

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCDSCGDT

           .
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           03 DISCHARGE-YEAR-0430

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCDSCGYR

               .

           03 DISCHARGE-MONTH-0430

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCDSCGMO

               .

           03 DISCHARGE-DAY-0430

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCDSCGDA

               .

       02 DIAGNOSIS-0430

           PICTURE IS  X(60)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           OCCURS 2 TIMES

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCDIAGN

           .

       02 HOSPITAL-CHARGES-0430

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCHSPCHG

           .
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           03 ROOM-AND-BOARD-0430

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCRMBRD

               .

               04 WARD-0430

                   USAGE IS DISPLAY

                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCWARD

                   .

                   05 WARD-DAYS-0430

                       PICTURE IS  S9(5)

                       USAGE IS COMP-3

                       SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCWDDAYS

                       .

                   05 WARD-RATE-0430

                       PICTURE IS  S9(7)V99

                       USAGE IS COMP-3

                       SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCWDRATE

                       .

                   05 WARD-TOTAL-0430

                       PICTURE IS  S9(7)V99

                       USAGE IS COMP-3

                       SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCWDTOTL

                       .

               04 SEMI-PRIVATE-0430
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                   USAGE IS DISPLAY

                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCSPRIV

                   .

                   05 SEMI-DAYS-0430

                       PICTURE IS  S9(5)

                       USAGE IS COMP-3

                       SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCSDAYS

                       .

                   05 SEMI-RATE-0430

                       PICTURE IS  S9(7)V99

                       USAGE IS COMP-3

                       SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCSRATE

                       .

                   05 SEMI-TOTAL-0430

                       PICTURE IS  S9(7)V99

                       USAGE IS COMP-3

                       SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCSTOTAL

                       .

           03 OTHER-CHARGES-0430

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCOTHCHG

               .

               04 DELIVERY-COST-0430

                   PICTURE IS  S9(7)V99

                   USAGE IS COMP-3
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                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCDELVCH

                   .

               04 ANESTHESIA-COST-0430

                   PICTURE IS  S9(7)V99

                   USAGE IS COMP-3

                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCANSTHC

                   .

               04 LAB-COST-0430

                   PICTURE IS  S9(7)V99

                   USAGE IS COMP-3

                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS HCLABCST

                   .

       ADD

       RECORD NAME IS INSURANCE-PLAN

*+         USES STRUCTURE OF RECORD INSURANCE-PLAN VERSION 100

           RECORD ID IS 435

           LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING ( INS-PLAN-CODE-0435 )

                 DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED

           RECORD SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS INSPLAN

           .

       02 INS-PLAN-CODE-0435

           PICTURE IS  X(3)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS INPCODE
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           .

                       88 GROUP-LIFE-0435

                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                       VALUE IS '001'

                       SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS GROUPLIF

                       .

                       88 HMO-0435

                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                       VALUE IS '002'

                       .

                       88 GROUP-HEALTH-0435

                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                       VALUE IS '003'

                       SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS GRPHLTH

                       .

                       88 GROUP-DENTAL-0435

                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                       VALUE IS '004'

                       SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS GROUPDNT

                       .

       02 INS-CO-NAME-0435

           PICTURE IS  X(45)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS INPCNAME

           .
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       02 INS-CO-ADDRESS-0435

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS INPCADDR

           .

           03 INS-CO-STREET-0435

               PICTURE IS  X(20)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS INPCSTRT

               .

           03 INS-CO-CITY-0435

               PICTURE IS  X(15)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS INPCCITY

               .

           03 INS-CO-STATE-0435

               PICTURE IS  X(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS INPCSTAT

               .

           03 INS-CO-ZIP-0435

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS INPCZIP

               .

               04 INS-CO-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0435
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                   PICTURE IS  X(5)

                   USAGE IS DISPLAY

                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS INPCZPF5

                   .

               04 INS-CO-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0435

                   PICTURE IS  X(4)

                   USAGE IS DISPLAY

                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS INPCZPL4

                   .

       02 INS-CO-PHONE-0435

           PICTURE IS  9(10)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS INPCPHON

           .

       02 GROUP-NUMBER-0435

           PICTURE IS  9(6)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS INPGRPNO

           .

       02 PLAN-DESCRIPTION-0435

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS INPDESCR

           .

           03 DEDUCT-0435

               PICTURE IS  S9(7)V99
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               USAGE IS COMP-3

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS INPDEDCT

               .

           03 MAXIMUM-LIFE-COST-0435

               PICTURE IS  S9(7)V99

               USAGE IS COMP-3

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS INPMXLIF

               .

           03 FAMILY-COST-0435

               PICTURE IS  S9(7)V99

               USAGE IS COMP-3

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS INPFAMCS

               .

           03 DEP-COST-0435

               PICTURE IS  S9(7)V99

               USAGE IS COMP-3

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS INPDEPCS

               .

       02 FILLER

           PICTURE IS  XX

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           .

       ADD

       RECORD NAME IS JOB
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*+         USES STRUCTURE OF RECORD JOB VERSION 100

           RECORD ID IS 440

           LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING ( JOB-ID-0440 ) DUPLICATES ARE

                 NOT ALLOWED

           MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH IS 24 CHARACTERS

           MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH IS 296 CHARACTERS

           CALL IDMSCOMP BEFORE STORE

           CALL IDMSCOMP BEFORE MODIFY

           CALL IDMSDCOM AFTER GET

           RECORD SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS JOBA

           .

       02 JOB-ID-0440

           PICTURE IS  9(4)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS JOBID

           .

       02 TITLE-0440

           PICTURE IS  X(20)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS JOBTITLE

           .

       02 DESCRIPTION-0440

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS JOBDESCR

           .
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           03 DESCRIPTION-LINE-0440

               PICTURE IS  X(60)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               OCCURS 2 TIMES

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS JOBDSCLN

               .

       02 REQUIREMENTS-0440

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS JOBRQMNT

           .

           03 REQUIREMENT-LINE-0440

               PICTURE IS  X(60)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               OCCURS 2 TIMES

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS JOBREQLN

               .

       02 MINIMUM-SALARY-0440

           PICTURE IS  S9(6)V99

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS JOBMNSAL

           .

       02 MAXIMUM-SALARY-0440

           PICTURE IS  S9(6)V99

           USAGE IS DISPLAY
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           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS JOBMXSAL

           .

       02 SALARY-GRADES-0440

           PICTURE IS  9(2)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           OCCURS 4 TIMES

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS JOBSALGR

           .

       02 NUMBER-OF-POSITIONS-0440

           PICTURE IS  9(3)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS JOBNMPOS

           .

       02 NUMBER-OPEN-0440

           PICTURE IS  9(3)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS JOBNMOPN

           .

       02 FILLER

           PICTURE IS  XX

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           .

       ADD

       RECORD NAME IS NON-HOSP-CLAIM

*+         USES STRUCTURE OF RECORD NON-HOSP-CLAIM VERSION 100
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           RECORD ID IS 445

           LOCATION MODE IS VIA COVERAGE-CLAIMS SET

           MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH IS 248 CHARACTERS

           MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH IS 1008 CHARACTERS

           RECORD SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NONHSPCL

           .

       02 CLAIM-DATE-0445

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHCLMDT

           .

           03 CLAIM-YEAR-0445

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHCLMYR

               .

           03 CLAIM-MONTH-0445

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHCLMMO

               .

           03 CLAIM-DAY-0445

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHCLMDAY
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               .

       02 PATIENT-NAME-0445

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHPTNAME

           .

           03 PATIENT-FIRST-NAME-0445

               PICTURE IS  X(10)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHPTFNAM

               .

           03 PATIENT-LAST-NAME-0445

               PICTURE IS  X(15)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHPTLNAM

               .

       02 PATIENT-BIRTH-DATE-0445

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHPTBDAT

           .

           03 PATIENT-BIRTH-YEAR-0445

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHPTBYR

               .

           03 PATIENT-BIRTH-MONTH-0445
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               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHPTBMO

               .

           03 PATIENT-BIRTH-DAY-0445

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHPTBDA

               .

       02 PATIENT-SEX-0445

           PICTURE IS  X

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHPTSEX

           .

       02 RELATION-TO-EMPLOYEE-0445

           PICTURE IS  X(10)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHRELEMP

           .

       02 PHYSICIAN-NAME-0445

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHPHYNAM

           .

           03 PHYSICIAN-FIRST-NAME-0445
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               PICTURE IS  X(10)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHPHYFNM

               .

           03 PHYSICIAN-LAST-NAME-0445

               PICTURE IS  X(15)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHPHYLNM

               .

       02 PHYSICIAN-ADDRESS-0445

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHPHYADD

           .

           03 PHYSICIAN-STREET-0445

               PICTURE IS  X(20)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHPHYSTR

               .

           03 PHYSICIAN-CITY-0445

               PICTURE IS  X(15)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHPHYCTY

               .

           03 PHYSICIAN-STATE-0445

               PICTURE IS  X(2)
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               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHPHYSTA

               .

           03 PHYSICIAN-ZIP-0445

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHPHYZIP

               .

               04 PHYSICIAN-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0445

                   PICTURE IS  X(5)

                   USAGE IS DISPLAY

                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHPHYZ5

                   .

               04 PHYSICIAN-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0445

                   PICTURE IS  X(4)

                   USAGE IS DISPLAY

                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHPHYZ4

                   .

       02 PHYSICIAN-ID-0445

           PICTURE IS  9(6)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHPHYSID

           .

       02 DIAGNOSIS-0445

           PICTURE IS  X(60)
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           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           OCCURS 2 TIMES

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHDIAGN

           .

       02 NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0445

           PICTURE IS  9(2)

           USAGE IS COMP

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHNOPROC

           .

       02 FILLER

           PICTURE IS  X

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           .

       02 PHYSICIAN-CHARGES-0445

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           OCCURS 0 TO 10 TIMES DEPENDING ON NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0445

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHPHYCHG

           .

           03 SERVICE-DATE-0445

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHSERVDT

               .

               04 SERVICE-YEAR-0445

                   PICTURE IS  9(2)

                   USAGE IS DISPLAY
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                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHSERVYR

                   .

               04 SERVICE-MONTH-0445

                   PICTURE IS  9(2)

                   USAGE IS DISPLAY

                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHSERVMO

                   .

               04 SERVICE-DAY-0445

                   PICTURE IS  9(2)

                   USAGE IS DISPLAY

                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHSERVDA

                   .

           03 PROCEDURE-CODE-0445

               PICTURE IS  9(4)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHPROCCD

               .

           03 DESCRIPTION-OF-SERVICE-0445

               PICTURE IS  X(60)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHDESCSV

               .

           03 FEE-0445

               PICTURE IS  S9(7)V99
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               USAGE IS COMP-3

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS NHFEE

               .

           03 FILLER

               PICTURE IS  X

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               .

       ADD

       RECORD NAME IS OFFICE

*+         USES STRUCTURE OF RECORD OFFICE VERSION 100

           RECORD ID IS 450

           LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING ( OFFICE-CODE-0450 )

                 DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED

           RECORD SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS OFFIC

           .

       02 OFFICE-CODE-0450

           PICTURE IS  X(3)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS OFFCODE

           .

       02 OFFICE-ADDRESS-0450

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS OFFADDR

           .

           03 OFFICE-STREET-0450
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               PICTURE IS  X(20)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS OFFSTRT

               .

           03 OFFICE-CITY-0450

               PICTURE IS  X(15)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS OFFCITY

               .

           03 OFFICE-STATE-0450

               PICTURE IS  X(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS OFFSTATE

               .

           03 OFFICE-ZIP-0450

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS OFFZIP

               .

               04 OFFICE-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0450

                   PICTURE IS  X(5)

                   USAGE IS DISPLAY

                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS OFFZIPF5

                   .

               04 OFFICE-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0450
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                   PICTURE IS  X(4)

                   USAGE IS DISPLAY

                   SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS OFFZIPL4

                   .

       02 OFFICE-PHONE-0450

           PICTURE IS  9(7)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           OCCURS 3 TIMES

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS OFFPHONE

           .

       02 OFFICE-AREA-CODE-0450

           PICTURE IS  X(3)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS OFFAREA

           .

       02 SPEED-DIAL-0450

           PICTURE IS  X(3)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS OFFSPEED

           .

       ADD

       RECORD NAME IS SKILL

*+         USES STRUCTURE OF RECORD SKILL VERSION 100

           RECORD ID IS 455

           LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING ( SKILL-ID-0455 ) DUPLICATES ARE
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                 NOT ALLOWED

           RECORD SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS SKILLA

           .

       02 SKILL-ID-0455

           PICTURE IS  9(4)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS SKILID

           .

       02 SKILL-NAME-0455

           PICTURE IS  X(12)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS SKILNAME

           .

       02 SKILL-DESCRIPTION-0455

           PICTURE IS  X(60)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS SKILDESC

           .

       ADD

       RECORD NAME IS STRUCTURE

*+         USES STRUCTURE OF RECORD STRUCTURE VERSION 100

           RECORD ID IS 460

           LOCATION MODE IS VIA MANAGES SET

           RECORD SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS STRUCTUR
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           .

       02 STRUCTURE-CODE-0460

           PICTURE IS  X(2)

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS STRCODE

           .

                       88 ADMIN-0460

                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                       VALUE IS 'A'

                       .

                       88 PROJECT-0460

                       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

                       VALUE IS 'P1' THRU 'P9'

                       SYNONYM NAME FOR FORTRAN IS PROJCT

                       .

       02 STRUCTURE-DATE-0460

           USAGE IS DISPLAY

           SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS STRDATE

           .

           03 STRUCTURE-YEAR-0460

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS STRYEAR

               .

           03 STRUCTURE-MONTH-0460
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               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS STRMONTH

               .

           03 STRUCTURE-DAY-0460

               PICTURE IS  9(2)

               USAGE IS DISPLAY

               SYNONYM NAME FOR ASSEMBLER IS STRDAY

               .

       ADD

       SET NAME IS COVERAGE-CLAIMS

           ORDER IS LAST

           MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

           OWNER IS COVERAGE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS 4

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 5

           MEMBER IS HOSPITAL-CLAIM

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS 1

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2

               MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

           MEMBER IS NON-HOSP-CLAIM

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS 1

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2

               MANDATORY AUTOMATIC
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           MEMBER IS DENTAL-CLAIM

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS 1

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2

               MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

           .

       ADD

       SET NAME IS DEPT-EMPLOYEE

           ORDER IS SORTED

           MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

           OWNER IS DEPARTMENT

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS 1

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2

           MEMBER IS EMPLOYEE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS 1

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2

               LINKED TO OWNER

                   OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS 3

               OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC

               ASCENDING KEY IS ( EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415

                     )

                   DUPLICATES ARE LAST

           .

       ADD

       SET NAME IS EMP-COVERAGE

           ORDER IS FIRST
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           MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

           OWNER IS EMPLOYEE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS 7

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 8

           MEMBER IS COVERAGE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS 1

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2

               LINKED TO OWNER

                   OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS 3

               MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

           .

       ADD

       SET NAME IS EMP-EMPOSITION

           ORDER IS FIRST

           MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

           OWNER IS EMPLOYEE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS 9

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 10

           MEMBER IS EMPOSITION

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS 1

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2

               LINKED TO OWNER

                   OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS 3

               MANDATORY AUTOMATIC
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           .

       ADD

       SET NAME IS EMP-EXPERTISE

           ORDER IS SORTED

           MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

           OWNER IS EMPLOYEE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS 11

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 12

           MEMBER IS EXPERTISE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS 1

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2

               LINKED TO OWNER

                   OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS 3

               MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

               DESCENDING KEY IS ( SKILL-LEVEL-0425 )

                   DUPLICATES ARE FIRST

           .

       ADD

       SET NAME IS EMP-NAME-NDX

           ORDER IS SORTED

           MODE IS INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS 40 KEYS

           OWNER IS SYSTEM

           MEMBER IS EMPLOYEE

               INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS 4

               OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC
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               ASCENDING KEY IS ( EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415

                     ) COMPRESSED

                   DUPLICATES ARE LAST

           .

       ADD

       SET NAME IS JOB-EMPOSITION

           ORDER IS NEXT

           MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

           OWNER IS JOB

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS 2

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 3

           MEMBER IS EMPOSITION

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS 4

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 5

               LINKED TO OWNER

                   OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS 6

               OPTIONAL MANUAL

           .

       ADD

       SET NAME IS JOB-TITLE-NDX

           ORDER IS SORTED

           MODE IS INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS 30 KEYS

           OWNER IS SYSTEM

           MEMBER IS JOB
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               INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS 1

               OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC

               ASCENDING KEY IS ( TITLE-0440 ) UNCOMPRESSED

                   DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED

           .

       ADD

       SET NAME IS MANAGES

           ORDER IS NEXT

           MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

           OWNER IS EMPLOYEE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS 13

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 14

           MEMBER IS STRUCTURE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS 1

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2

               LINKED TO OWNER

                   OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS 3

               MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

           .

       ADD

       SET NAME IS OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

           ORDER IS SORTED

           MODE IS INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS 30 KEYS

           OWNER IS OFFICE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS 1
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               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2

           MEMBER IS EMPLOYEE

               INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS 5

               LINKED TO OWNER

                   OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS 6

               OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC

               ASCENDING KEY IS ( EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415

                     ) COMPRESSED

                   DUPLICATES ARE LAST

           .

       ADD

       SET NAME IS REPORTS-TO

           ORDER IS NEXT

           MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

           OWNER IS EMPLOYEE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS 15

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 16

           MEMBER IS STRUCTURE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS 4

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 5

               LINKED TO OWNER

                   OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS 6

               OPTIONAL MANUAL

           .
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       ADD

       SET NAME IS SKILL-EXPERTISE

           ORDER IS SORTED

           MODE IS INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS 30 KEYS

           OWNER IS SKILL

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS 2

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 3

           MEMBER IS EXPERTISE

               INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS 4

               LINKED TO OWNER

                   OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS 5

               MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

               DESCENDING KEY IS ( SKILL-LEVEL-0425 ) UNCOMPRESSED

                   DUPLICATES ARE FIRST

           .

       ADD

       SET NAME IS SKILL-NAME-NDX

           ORDER IS SORTED

           MODE IS INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS 30 KEYS

           OWNER IS SYSTEM

           MEMBER IS SKILL

               INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS 1

               OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC

               ASCENDING KEY IS ( SKILL-NAME-0455 ) UNCOMPRESSED

                   DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED
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           .

LRF Path
Learn more about path-related concepts.

Coding Path Database Control Commands
This section contains the following topics:

You use path database control commands to evaluate set conditions and place locks on database record occurrences.
These commands can be issued in both retrieval paths and update paths.

You can use the following path-DML statements to perform database control functions:

• IF [NOT] EMPTY tests the current occurrence of the named set to determine whether it contains any member record
occurrences.

• IF [NOT] MEMBER tests the record that is current of run unit to determine whether it participates as a member of the
named set.

• KEEP places a shared or exclusive lock on the database record occurrence that is current of the named record type,
set, or area.

Control command comparison

The following table compares path database control commands to CA ADS database control commands. For a complete
description of path database control commands, see the CA IDMS Database Administrating section.

Path command Comparison CA ADS command
IF [NOT] EMPTY These commands are functionally

equivalent.
IF SET [NOT] EMPTY

IF [NOT] MEMBER These commands are functionally
equivalent.

IF SET [NOT] MEMBER

KEEP [EXCLUSIVE] These commands are functionally
equivalent.

KEEP [EXCLUSIVE]

 There is no path command for this CA ADS
command.

KEEP LONGTERM

 There is no path command for this CA ADS
command.

READY

 There is no path command for this CA ADS
command.

COMMIT

 There is no path command for this CA ADS
command.

ROLLBACK

Note: In CA ADS, BIND and FINISH commands are performed automatically.

The remainder of this section describes how to check for empty-set and set-membership conditions, and how to place
locks on database records.
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Evaluating Empty-Set Conditions

To check for an empty-set condition, use the IF [NOT] EMPTY path-DML command. Before this command can be
executed, the object set must be current of run unit and must be included in the subschema definition.

NOTE
Use this command when you want to check for a set with no members. To check for an end-of-set condition, it is
better to use the FIND/OBTAIN NEXT WITHIN SET command.

LRF returns status codes in response to an IF [NOT] EMPTY query. You can use an ON clause to test for a particular
status code and indicate what action will be taken.

The status codes and their meanings are described below in the table below.

Status codes returned

Statement Status code Set condition
If set-name EMPTY 0000 Empty
 1601 Not empty

Example

The following example illustrates how to use the IF [NOT] EMPTY path-DML command. In this example, the path retrieves
all the employees who work in a particular job. If the job has no employees, the path returns a 'JOB-NOT-FILLED' status
to the program.

Path code:

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ JOB-ID-0440 OF JOB

   OBTAIN FIRST JOB

      WHERE CALCKEY EQ JOB-ID-0440 OF REQUEST

   IF JOB-EMPOSITION IS EMPTY
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      ON 0000 RETURN 'JOB-NOT-FILLED'

      ON 1601 NEXT

   FIND EACH EMPOSITION WITHIN JOB-EMPOSITION

   OBTAIN OWNER EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-EMPOSITION.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT-JOB-ID TO JOB-ID-0440.

OBTAIN FIRST JOB-LR

   WHERE JOB-ID-0440 EQ JOB-ID-0440 OF LR.

WHILE LR-FOUND

   REPEAT.

      PUT DETAIL.

      OBTAIN NEXT JOB-LR

         WHERE JOB-ID-0440 EQ JOB-ID-0440 OF LR.

   END.

DISPLAY.

Evaluating Set-Membership Status

To test whether a record is a member of a named set, use the IF [NOT] MEMBER path-DML command.

Conditions

The following conditions must be satisfied before this command can be executed:

• The object record must be current of run unit.
• The object record type must be included in the subschema.
• The named set must be included in the subschema.

For sets that have an optional disconnect option or a manual connect option, you should always issue an IF [NOT]
MEMBER command before you issue a FIND/OBTAIN OWNER command. For these types of sets, you can never
assume that the current of record or current of run unit is also current of set. For example, if you issue a FIND/OBTAIN
OWNER command for a record that is not currently connected to the named set, you will retrieve the owner of the current
record of set.

If a set is mandatory automatic, you don't have to check for an owner. Members of this set will always have an owner.

LRF returns status codes in response to an IF [NOT] MEMBER query. The status codes and their meanings are described
in the following table.
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Status codes returned

Statement Status code Member condition
If set-name MEMBER 0000 The current record of run unit is a member

of the named set.
 1601 The current record of run unit is not a

member of the named set.

Example

The following example illustrates how to use the IF [NOT] MEMBER path-DML command. In this example, the path
retrieves the owner DEPARTMENT record for a particular employee. If the employee is not associated with a department,
the path returns a 'NO-DEPT' path status to the program.

Path code:

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

   OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE

      WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST

   IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE MEMBER

      ON 0000 NEXT

      ON 1601 RETURN 'NO-DEPT'

   OBTAIN OWNER DEPARTMENT WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT-EMP-ID TO EMP-ID-0415.
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OBTAIN FIRST EMP-INFO-LR

   WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF LR.

Locking a Database Record

If you need to place an explicit lock on a database record, use the KEEP command. The KEEP command maintains
record locks for the duration of the recovery unit (that is, until released by means of the COMMIT, FINISH, or ROLLBACK
statements in the program).

Alternatively, you can use the KEEP option of the FIND/OBTAIN statements to place locks on records as they are
retrieved. This clause is described in the CA IDMS Database Administrating section.

NOTE
LRF places implicit locks on current database record occurrences after the execution of each path database
retrieval, update, or control command. This process is described in Chapter 15, Currency Considerations.

Conditions

Before the KEEP command can be executed in LRF, the following conditions must be satisfied:

• The object record must be current of the named record type, set, or area.
• The object record type, set name, and area name must be included in the subschema.

Example

The example shown below illustrates how to use the KEEP path-DML command to place an exclusive lock on an
EMPLOYEE record before it is modified.

Path code:

ADD

PATH GROUP NAME IS OBTAIN EMP-LR

    SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

       OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST

       KEEP EXCLUSIVE CURRENT EMPLOYEE.
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ADD

PATH GROUP NAME IS MODIFY EMP-LR

    SELECT

       MODIFY EMPLOYEE.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT-EMP-ID TO EMP-ID-0415.

MOVE NEW-STATUS TO STATUS-0415.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR

   WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF LR.

ON LR-FOUND

   THEN DO.

        MODIFY EMP-LR.

        END.

Coding Path Database Retrieval Commands
This section contains the following topics:

Path database retrieval commands locate data in the database and make it available to the application program. You can
use the following path-DML statements to retrieve database records.

Statement Action
FIND/OBTAIN WHERE CALCKEY Accesses a database record by using its CALC key value.

 
FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET WHERE SORTKEY Accesses a database record in a sorted set by using its sort key

value.
 

FIND/OBTAIN WHERE DBKEY Accesses a database record directly by using its database key
(db-key) value.
 

FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA Accesses a database record based on its logical location within a
set or its physical location within an area.
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FIND/OBTAIN EACH USING INDEX Accesses a database record based on the index specified in the
path SELECT clause.
 

FIND/OBTAIN OWNER Accesses the owner record of a set occurrence.
 

FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT Accesses a database record by using previously established
currencies.

Unique LRF options

Path retrieval commands can include a number of options that are unique to LRF:

• All FIND/OBTAIN commands can include a WHERE clause to select the occurrences of the database record to be
accessed. (For the FIND/OBTAIN WHERE CALCKEY, FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET WHERE SORTKEY, and FIND/
OBTAIN WHERE DBKEY commands, the WHERE clause is mandatory.)

• The FIND/OBTAIN WHERE CALCKEY, FIND/OBTAIN WHERE SORTKEY, and FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA
commands can include an EACH option, which directs LRF to iterate the path. Path iteration is discussed in Chapter
11, Controlling Path Execution.

• The FIND/OBTAIN WHERE CALCKEY, FIND/OBTAIN WHERE SORTKEY, and FIND/OBTAIN WHERE DBKEY
commands can contain the clauses OF REQUEST or OF LR. These clauses indicate the location of the key value.
They're discussed under "Passing key values", later in this section.

In general, you use path retrieval commands in the same way that you use CA ADS database retrieval commands or
navigational DML retrieval commands.

NOTE
In this document, all references to CA ADS apply to the Application Development System process language,
which is used by CA ADS and CA ADS Batch.

Information on using CA ADS retrieval commands can be found in the CA ADS Reference section. Information on using
navigational DML commands can be found in the CA IDMS Navigational DML Programming section.

Table of similarities and differences

The table below summarizes the similarities and differences between path retrieval commands and CA ADS retrieval
commands.

Path command Comparison CA ADS command
FIND/OBTAIN
WHERE CALCKEY

Path command has no DUPLICATE option.
To retrieve records with duplicate CALC
keys, you must use the FIRST/NEXT or
EACH option of the path command.

FIND/OBTAIN
CALC/DUPLICATE

FIND/OBTAIN
WITHIN SET
WHERE SORTKEY

The commands are functionally equivalent. FIND/OBTAIN
WITHIN SET
USING SORTKEY

 
FIND/OBTAIN
WHERE DBKEY

Path command must specify a record
name. For the CA ADS command, this is
optional.

FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY

FIND/OBTAIN
WITHIN SET/AREA

Path command must specify a record
name. For the CA ADS command, this is
optional.

FIND/OBTAIN
WITHIN SET/AREA

FIND/OBTAIN EACH
USING INDEX

There is no CA ADS command for this path
command.

 

FIND/OBTAIN OWNER Path command can specify record name. FIND/OBTAIN OWNER
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FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT Path command must specify one of the
following:
 
A record name
WITHIN set name
WITHIN area name
 
For the CA ADS command, this is optional.

FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT

 There is no path command for this CA ADS
command.

ACCEPT

 There is no path command for this CA ADS
command.

RETURN DB-KEY

NOTE
CA ADS database retrieval commands are similar in syntax and function to COBOL DML commands.

For an in depth discussion of each path retrieval command, see the CA IDMS Database Administrating section.

Special considerations

When coding path retrieval commands, you should be aware of special considerations that apply to:

• Using FINDs and OBTAINs
• Passing key values
• Retrieving CALC records
• Retrieving indexed records
• Retrieving records directly

Using FINDs and OBTAINs

FIND

The FIND format of the path FIND/OBTAIN commands locates a record occurrence in the database but does not move
the record occurrence to program variable storage. You should issue a FIND command whenever possible, to avoid
moving data unnecessarily.

For example, you could use a FIND command to access a database record that the path will use for navigational
purposes only. Suppose the EMPOSITION record is needed only to navigate from the EMPLOYEE record to the owner
JOB record. Because the application program does not require any data from the EMPOSITION record, you could locate it
with a FIND command.
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Path code:

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

   OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE

      WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST

   FIND FIRST EMPOSITION WITHIN EMP-EMPOSITION

   OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN JOB-EMPOSITION.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-NAME-LR

   WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ '0015'.

NOTE
You must always use a FIND command to access a database record that is not included in the logical record.
There is no reserved space for this record in program variable storage; therefore, you can't OBTAIN the record.

OBTAIN

The OBTAIN format of the path FIND/OBTAIN commands locates a record occurrence in the database and moves the
record's contents to program variable storage. You should OBTAIN a database record in the following situations:

• When you want to return the contents of the record to the application program.
• If you intend to issue an EVALUATE or COMPUTE statement against a field in the record. The EVALUATE statement

is discussed in Chapter 10, Specifying Selection Criteria for Logical Records. The COMPUTE statement is discussed
in Chapter 12, Manipulating Logical-Record Data.
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Passing Key Values

Specifying a key value

You can specify a value for a CALC key, sort key, or db-key in four ways:

• As a literal coded in the path
• As a logical-record field name, with the OF REQUEST clause
• As a logical-record field name, with the OF LR clause
• As an arithmetic expression

Specifying the key value as a literal

You can tell LRF to use a designated, numeric literal as a CALC key, sort key, or db-key value. For example, the path
shown below retrieves the JOB record occurrence where the CALC key (JOB-ID-0440) equals '5031'.

Path code:

SELECT

   OBTAIN FIRST JOB

      WHERE CALCKEY EQ '5031'.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-JOB-LR.

Specifying the key value with the OF REQUEST clause

The OF REQUEST clause tells LRF to use the key value contained in the LRC block (that is, the value passed through
the program's WHERE clause). This value can equate to a literal, a program variable, or another field in the logical record.
You typically use the OF REQUEST clause to access a key value passed by the application program.

When you issue an OF REQUEST:

1. The value to be passed is coded in the program's WHERE clause
2. At runtime, that value is placed in the LRC block
3. The OF REQUEST clause in the path tells LRF to look for the key field value in the LRC block
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The example below shows how the OF REQUEST clause works. LRF will use the key value contained in the program's
WHERE clause. It examines the LRC block to find this value.

Examples

Using a value that equates to a literal

This path retrieves the JOB record occurrence where the JOB-ID-0440 field is equal to '5100'.

Path code:

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ JOB-ID-0440 OF JOB

   OBTAIN FIRST JOB

      WHERE CALCKEY EQ JOB-ID-0440 OF REQUEST.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-JOB-LR
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   WHERE JOB-ID-0440 EQ '5100'.

Using a value that equates to a program variable

This path retrieves the JOB record occurrence where the JOB-ID-0440 field is equal to the value of JOB-WORK-FIELD.

Path code:

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ JOB-ID-0440 OF JOB

   OBTAIN FIRST JOB

      WHERE CALCKEY EQ JOB-ID-0440 OF REQUEST.

Program request:

MOVE '5100' TO JOB-WORK-FIELD.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-JOB-LR

    WHERE JOB-ID-0440 EQ JOB-WORK-FIELD.

Using a value that equates to another field in the logical record

This path retrieves the JOB record occurrence where the JOB-ID-0440 field is equal to the value of the JOB-ID-0440 field
in program variable storage.

Path code:

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ JOB-ID-0440 OF JOB

   OBTAIN FIRST JOB

      WHERE CALCKEY EQ JOB-ID-0440 OF REQUEST.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT-JOB TO JOB-ID-0440.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-JOB-LR

   WHERE JOB-ID-0440 EQ JOB-ID-0440 OF LR.

NOTE
The OF LR clause in the Program request points to the key field's location in program variable storage. This
clause will always correspond to an OF REQUEST clause in the path.
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Specifying the key value with the path OF LR clause

The OF LR clause (used in the path) tells LRF to use the key value contained in the logical-record area of program
variable storage. To use this clause successfully, you should make sure that the named key field has been initialized to a
value. The field can be initialized by the path:

• The path can move a value into the LR buffer through either a prior database retrieval command or through a
COMPUTE command.

You typically use the OF LR clause to access a key value that is set up in the path. This technique is especially useful for
processing records that have shared keys.

The example below shows how the OF LR clause works. LRF will use the key value contained in the logical-record buffer.
The key field must be initialized by the path.

Examples

When using the OF LR clause, be sure to qualify the logical-record field name in both the path and the program if the field
name is not unique within the logical record.

Using a value the path has moved into program variable storage

This path retrieves the LABEL record occurrence where the LABEL-NAME field is equal to the value of the LABEL-NAME
field in the ARTIST record occurrence. The LABEL-NAME field is qualified by record name because it is not unique within
the logical record.

Path code:

SELECT

   OBTAIN FIRST ARTIST

      WHERE CALCKEY EQ '0415'

   OBTAIN FIRST LABEL

      WHERE LABEL-NAME OF LABEL EQ LABEL-NAME OF ARTIST OF LR.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST ARTIST-LR.
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Using a value the program has moved into program variable storage

This path retrieves the ALBUM record occurrence where the ARTIST-ID field is equal to a value passed by the program.

Path code:

SELECT

   OBTAIN FIRST ALBUM

      WHERE CALCKEY EQ ARTIST-ID OF ARTIST OF REQUEST.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT-ARTIST TO ARTIST-ID OF ARTIST.

OBTAIN FIRST ARTIST-LR WHERE ARTIST-ID EQ ARTIST-ID OF ARTIST OF LR

Comparison of OF REQUEST and OF LR use in path

The table below shows the primary differences between the action of OF REQUEST and OF LR.

Using Value comes from Value at runtime Message to LRF at runtime
OF REQUEST Program WHERE clause Put in LRC block Look in LRC block
OF LR Prior path retrieval

Path COMPUTE
Placed in LR buffer Look in LR buffer

Specifying the key value as an arithmetic expression

You can tell LRF to use the result of an arithmetic expression as a CALC key, sort key, or db-key value. The expression
can be a simple or compound arithmetic operation. The operands in the expression can be either a numeric literal or a
logical-record field specified in the OF LR clause.

Example

For example, if the EMP-ID-0415 field is initialized to '0100', the following path will retrieve the JOB record occurrence
where the JOB-ID-0440 field contains the value '0101'.
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Path code:

SELECT

   OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE

      WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-O415 OF REQUEST.

   OBTAIN FIRST JOB

      WHERE CALCKEY EQ (JOB-ID-0440 OF LR + 1).

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-JOB-LR

   WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ '0100'.

Retrieving CALC Records

To retrieve a record based on its CALC key value, use the FIND/OBTAIN WHERE CALCKEY path-DML command.
The WHERE clause of this command is mandatory and must identify the CALC key value of the appropriate record
occurrence.

You specify the CALC key value in the same way that you specify any key value:

• As a literal
• As a logical-record field name, with the OF REQUEST clause
• As a logical-record field name, with the OF LR clause
• As an arithmetic expression

Retrieving Indexed Records

LRF provides a variety of ways to retrieve records that are members of an indexed set:

• For a sorted indexed set, you can use one of the following methods:
– Issue a FIND/OBTAIN EACH USING INDEX command
– Issue a FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET WHERE SORTKEY command
– Issue a FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET command

• For an unsorted indexed set, you would issue a FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA command. You cannot use a sort
key to access an unsorted indexed set.

In all cases, you will be able to add on an index at a later date without recompiling the program.

The three methods for accessing a sorted indexed set are discussed in detail below.

Using the FIND/OBTAIN EACH USING INDEX command

The FIND/OBTAIN EACH USING INDEX command directs LRF to retrieve a record occurrence based on the record
occurrence's index entry. When this command is issued, LRF requests that the db-key and sort key for the specified
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record occurrence be returned from the DBMS. LRF then uses the db-key to retrieve the data portion of the indexed
record, if needed.

This method of retrieving indexed records allows you to:

• Associate an index with a path SELECT clause to give you more flexibility in coding paths
• Build the sort key from both the path and program WHERE clauses
• Set up paths that can process complete, partial, or concatenated sortkeys

Each of these capabilities is discussed below.

Associating an index with a SELECT clause

You can associate an index with a path SELECT clause by naming the index in the SELECT statement. LRF will use
the named index whenever it finds an appropriate FIND/OBTAIN EACH USING INDEX command in the path. To be
appropriate, the command must specify a record that is a member of the named indexed set.

The FIND/OBTAIN EACH USING INDEX command in the path code below appropriately specifies the EMPLOYEE
record, which is a member of the EMP-NAME-NDX set.

Examples

Path code:

SELECT USING INDEX EMP-NAME-NDX

   FOR FIELDNAME EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

   OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE USING INDEX.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-NAME-LR

   WHERE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 EQ 'BOWER'.

ON LR-FOUND

   REPEAT.
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   PUT DETAIL.

    OBTAIN NEXT EMP-NAME-LR

       WHERE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 EQ 'BOWER'.

   END.

DISPLAY.

By associating an index with a SELECT clause, you can use the same path code to service each SELECT clause, as
illustrated in the example below.

Path code:

SELECT USING INDEX ARTIST-NAME-NDX

   FOR FIELDNAME ARTIST-NAME OF ARTIST

SELECT USING INDEX LABEL-NAME-NDX

   FOR FIELDNAME LABEL-NAME OF ARTIST

   OBTAIN EACH ARTIST USING INDEX.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST ARTIST-LR

   WHERE ARTIST-NAME OF ARTIST MATCHES 'L'.

ON LR-FOUND

   REPEAT.
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      PUT DETAIL.

      OBTAIN NEXT ARTIST-LR

         WHERE ARTIST-NAME OF ARTIST MATCHES 'L'.

   END.

Or

OBTAIN FIRST ARTIST-LR

   WHERE LABEL-NAME OF ARTIST EQ 'COLUMBIA'.

ON LR-FOUND

   REPEAT.

      PUT DETAIL.

      OBTAIN NEXT ARTIST-LR

         WHERE LABEL-NAME OF ARTIST EQ 'COLUMBIA'.

   END.

DISPLAY.

In this example, a single path-DML command services two separate path SELECT clauses. If you want to use a third
index to process the ARTIST record, you would simply add a new path selector. You would not have to change the path-
DML command or add additional path code.

Specifying the sort key

You specify a sort key value for the FIND/OBTAIN EACH USING INDEX command by using the path and program
WHERE clauses. Whenever possible, LRF builds a sort key from information provided in both of these WHERE clauses.
LRF builds the key as follows:

1. LRF first looks at the path WHERE clause (if one exists) for references to sort key fields. LRF uses these references to
build a low and high range for the key.

2. LRF then looks at the program WHERE clause (if one exists) for references to sort key fields. LRF uses these
references to update the ranges that were established in step 1.

The sort key that LRF uses must meet the sort criteria specified by both the path and program WHERE clauses. If there
are no WHERE clauses specified in the path or the program, LRF walks the indexed set.

Examples

For example, suppose you have the following path code and program request:
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Path code:

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

   OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE USING EMP-NAME-NDX

      WHERE (EMP-LAST-NAME-0415  > 'H')

         AND (EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 < 'M').

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-NAME-LR

    WHERE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 < 'L'

WHILE LR-FOUND

   REPEAT.

      PUT DETAIL.

       OBTAIN NEXT EMP-NAME-LR

          WHERE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 < 'L'.

   END.

DISPLAY.

In the above example, the sort key that LRF uses will be:

                Low value           High value
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                H                   L

If there were no program WHERE clause, the sort key would have been:

                Low value           High value

 

                H                   M

Passing sort key values

You can set up paths to accept complete, partial (generic), and concatenated sort keys to be passed from the program.
This depends on how you code your SELECT clauses:

• To allow for complete and partial (generic) sort keys, you should code a FIELDNAME selector. This selector
guarantees that the path will be matched if the program request references the specified field in any manner. With this
selector, the program can pass a string of characters, up to the length of the sort key.

• To allow for concatenated sort keys, you should code a FIELDNAME selector for each portion of the sort key.

Examples

Allowing for complete and partial sort keys

This path code allows the program to pass a string of characters, up to the length of the sort key, for the EMP-FIRST-
NAME-0415 component of the EMP-NAME-NDX.

Path code:

SELECT USING INDEX EMP-NAME-NDX

   FOR FIELDNAME EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415

OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE USING INDEX.

Program request:
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OBTAIN NEXT EMP-NAME-LR

   WHERE (EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 GE 'H') AND (EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 LT 'M').

Allowing for concatenated sort keys

This path code allows the program to pass a concatenated sort key for the EMP-NAME-NDX. Because a FIELDNAME
selector has been associated with each component of the concatenated key, a program request must reference both
components to match to the path.

Path code:

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

           FIELDNAME EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415

OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE USING EMP-NAME-NDX INDEX.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-INFO-LR

   WHERE (EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 EQ 'MURDOCH') AND

       (EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 EQ 'CATHY').

Index processing considerations

The presences of an OR operand in the WHERE clause -- even if the syntax references only key fields -- results in the
index being swept:

Efficient path

OBTAIN EACH PLAYER USING INDEX

   WHERE LAST-NAME GE WORK-LAST-NAME OF LR

      ON 0000 DO

          EVALUATE FIRST-NAME OF LR GT

             WORK-FIRST-NAME OF LR

            ON 2001 ITERATE

            ON 0000 NEXT

              END
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      ON 2001 NEXT

If your index is defined with KEY = composite of elementary items, an OBTAIN USING INDEX with the key equal to a
group item which is equivalent to the composition of the elementary items, results in the index being swept.

Examples

Path code:

SELECT USING INDEX IX-A FOR FIELDNAME GE-KEY OF A

OBTAIN EACH A USING INDEX

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST LR WHERE GE-KEY GE F-SEARCH-KEY1

     AND GE-KEY LE F-SEARCH-KEY2

If your index has concatenated keys, a program request that passes a non-high-order key only results in a full sweep of
the index, with all entries being returned:

Sortkey:

LAST-NAME

FIRST-NAME

Path code:

OBTAIN EACH PLAYER USING INDEX

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST PLAYER-LR WHERE FIRST-NAME EQ 'DAVID'.

Unpredictable results occur if a program request for a logical record compares a sortkey with a field in the same physical
record. In the example below, assume HIRE-DATE is a sortkey and both fields are in the player record:

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST PLAYER-LR

 WHERE HIRE-DATE EQ TERMINATION DATE.
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A workable method of applying this type of selection criteria is with an evaluate command in the path:

Path code:

OBTAIN EACH PLAYER USING INDEX

EVALUATE HIRE-DATE OF LR EQ

    TERMINATION-DATE OF LR

  ON 2001 ITERATE

  ON 0000 NEXT

NOTE
LRF does not have enough information to build the internal high-low table needed for fencing in the index
search, because the actual value for TERMINATION-DATE is not available until the player record is obtained.
LRF expects the information before the return against the INDEX SORTKEY is issued.

Using the FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET WHERE SORTKEY command

The FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET WHERE SORTKEY command directs the DBMS to search the index until it finds a sort
key value that matches the value specified. When a match is found, the DBMS returns the data portion of the indexed
record to LRF.

Complete sort key

If you use this method to retrieve records in an indexed set, you must specify a complete sort key value. You specify a sort
key value in the same way that you specify a CALC key value in path:

• As a literal coded in the path
• As a logical-record field name, with the OF REQUEST clause
• As a logical-record field name, with the OF LR clause
• As an arithmetic expression

These specifications are described earlier in this section, under Passing Key Values.

Example

For example, the path shown below retrieves the first JOB record occurrence where the TITLE-0440 field is equal to
'PROGRAMMER'.

Path code:
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SELECT FOR FIELDNAME EQ TITLE-0440 OF JOB

   OBTAIN FIRST JOB WITHIN JOB-TITLE-NDX

      WHERE SORTKEY EQ TITLE-0440 OF REQUEST.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-JOB-LR

   WHERE TITLE-0440 EQ 'PROGRAMMER'.

Using the FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET command

The FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET command directs LRF to walk the indexed set until it meets path and program selection
criteria. This option is recommended in the following situations:

• If you want to retrieve all of the record occurrences in the set
• If you want to select a record occurrence on the basis of a nonkey field

Examples

Retrieving all record occurrences in an indexed set

This path retrieves all EMPLOYEE records in sorted order, based on last name.

Path code:

SELECT

    OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-NAME-NDX.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-NAME-LR.
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ON LR-FOUND

   REPEAT.

   PUT DETAIL.

      OBTAIN NEXT EMP-NAME-LR.

   END.

DISPLAY.

Selecting a record occurrence on the basis of a nonkey field

This path retrieves all employees who are on leave.

Path code:

SELECT FOR KEYWORD ON-LEAVE

    OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-NAME-NDX

       WHERE STATUS-0415 EQ '04'.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-INFO-LR WHERE ON-LEAVE.

ON LR-FOUND

   REPEAT.

   PUT DETAIL.

      OBTAIN NEXT EMP-INFO-LR WHERE ON-LEAVE.

   END.

DISPLAY.

Retrieving Records Directly

To retrieve a record directly, based on its db-key value, use the FIND/OBTAIN WHERE DBKEY path-DML command. The
WHERE clause of this command is mandatory and must identify the db-key value of the appropriate record occurrence.

You can specify a db-key value in the same way that you specify a sort key or CALC key value:
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• As a literal (the db-key value must be a numeric literal)
• As a logical-record field name, with the OF REQUEST clause
• As a logical-record field name, with the OF LR clause
• As an arithmetic expression

These specifications are described earlier in this section under Passing Key Values.

Because the ACCEPT DB-KEY and RETURN DB-KEY statements are not valid in paths, the required db-key information
is usually passed from the program. The program can:

• Pass the db-key value to the path through any field in the logical record, including an IDD-defined work field.
The field used must be included in the subschema view. The record that contains the field must be defined as a logical-
record element.

• Issue a RETURN DB-KEY statement if the record is indexed.
• Issue an ACCEPT DB-KEY statement if the subschema has a usage mode of MIXED.

Examples

For example, the following path will obtain the DEPARTMENT record occurrence where the db-key equals the value of
WORK-FIELD in program variable storage.

Path code:

SELECT

OBTAIN FIRST DEPARTMENT

   WHERE DBKEY EQ WORK-FIELD OF REQUEST.

Program request (mixed mode only):

MOVE INPUT-ID TO EMP-ID-0415.

FIND CALC EMPLOYEE.

ACCEPT DB-KEY INTO WORK-FIELD
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   FROM DEPARTMENT-EMPLOYEE CURRENCY.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-INFO-LR

   WHERE WORK-FIELD EQ WORK-FIELD OF LR.

Coding Path Database Update Commands

Introduction

You use path database update commands to update database record occurrences. These commands can only be issued
in update paths (that is, STORE, MODIFY, and ERASE paths).

Path-DML statements

You can use the following path-DML statements to update database records:

• STORE adds a new database record occurrence to the database by using data present in program variable storage.
• MODIFY changes the contents of an existing database record occurrence by using data present in program variable

storage.
• ERASE deletes the current occurrence of a database record.
• CONNECT establishes the current occurrence of a database record as a member of the current occurrence of a set.
• DISCONNECT disconnects the current occurrence of a database record from the current occurrence of a set.

Path database update commands are similar in syntax and function to CA ADS database update commands and
navigational DML update commands. For a complete description of path database update commands, see the CA IDMS
Database Administrating section.

NOTE
For update requests, ensure that the LR buffer contains the values needed to fulfill the WHERE clause.

The remainder of this section describes how to store, modify, erase, connect, and disconnect database records by using
LRF.

Storing Database Records

Usage

You use the STORE command to:

• Acquire space in the database and a database key for a new record occurrence
• Transfer the values of the record elements from program variable storage to the object record occurrence in the

database
• Connect the object record to all sets for which it's defined as an automatic member

Conditions

Before a STORE command can be executed in LRF, the following conditions must be satisfied:
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• All areas affected either directly or indirectly by the STORE command must be readied in an update usage mode.
• All fields contained in the record to be stored should be included in the subschema. Any fields that are not included in

the subschema will be initialized to low values.
• The record type of the record to be stored must be defined as a logical-record element.
• All CALC and sort key fields must be initialized.
• Appropriate currencies must be established if:

– The object record has a location mode of VIA
– The object record participates as an automatic member of a set
– The set order is NEXT or PRIOR

You can design paths that store database records in a variety of ways, depending on the following factors:

• Whether currency needs to be established in the database for associated records
• Whether you want to use LRF to implement data integrity rules

Design considerations based on currency needs are discussed below. The implementation of data integrity rules through
LRF is discussed in Chapter 16, Implementing Data Integrity Rules.

When you don't have to establish currency

If currency doesn't need to be established in the database prior to the STORE, you can code a STORE path that simply
stores the object record. Because the path does not require key information, you can use either a KEYWORD selector or
a null SELECT clause to delimit the path.

For example, to store a new JOB record occurrence, you could code the following path:

Path code:

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS STORE EMP-JOB-LR

   SELECT FOR KEYWORD STORE-JOB

      STORE JOB.

Program request:

MOVE WORK-JOB TO EMP-JOB-LR.

STORE EMP-JOB-LR
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   WHERE STORE-JOB.

When you must establish currency

If currency needs to be established in the database prior to a STORE, the program will have to pass appropriate key
information to the path. This information should be passed through the program WHERE clause.

You generally establish currency by issuing an OBTAIN command in a path. There are two recommended ways to issue
this command:

• Issue an OBTAIN command in an OBTAIN path. Then issue a STORE command in a separate STORE path.
• Issue an OBTAIN command in a STORE path.

In either case, you should use FIELDNAME-EQ selectors to force the program to pass the necessary key information.

Examples

These examples show two ways to store the EMPOSITION record. To store this record, you must establish currency on
the appropriate EMPLOYEE record.

Establishing currency in an OBTAIN path

This path establishes currency on the appropriate EMPLOYEE record in an OBTAIN path.

Path code:

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS OBTAIN EMP-LR

   SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

       OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE

          WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST.
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ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS STORE EMP-LR

   SELECT

      FIND CURRENT EMPLOYEE

      STORE EMPOSITION.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT-EMP-ID TO EMP-ID-0415.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR

   WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ EMP-OF-0415 OF LR.

ON LR-FOUND THEN

   STORE EMP-LR.

Establishing currency in a STORE path

This path establishes currency on the appropriate EMPLOYEE record in a STORE path.

Path code:

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS STORE EMP-LR

   SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

      OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE

         WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST

      STORE EMPOSITION.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT-EMP-ID TO EMP-ID-0415.

STORE EMP-LR
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   WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF LR.

Modifying Database Records

Usage

You use the MODIFY command to replace the element values of a database record occurrence with element values that
are defined in program variable storage.

Conditions

Before a MODIFY command can be executed in LRF, the following conditions must be satisfied:

• All areas affected either directly or indirectly by the MODIFY command must be readied in an update usage mode.
• All fields to be modified should be included in the subschema view.
• If a sort-key field is to be modified, the sorted set in which the object record participates must also be included in the

subschema.
• The record type of the record to be modified must be defined as a logical-record element.
• The record to be modified must be established as current of run unit.

Steps

To MODIFY a record through LRF, you should follow these steps:

1. Issue an OBTAIN command in an OBTAIN path. This establishes the necessary currency and brings the object record
into program variable storage.

2. Issue a MODIFY command in a MODIFY path.

If the program is passing CALC key, sort key, or db-key information, be sure to code the appropriate path selectors.

Example

For example, to modify the STATUS-0415 field of a specific EMPLOYEE record occurrence, you could code the following
path:

Path code:

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS OBTAIN EMP-LR

   SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE
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      OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE

         WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST.

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS MODIFY EMP-LR

   SELECT FOR KEYWORD MOD-EMP

      FIND CURRENT EMPLOYEE

      MODIFY EMPLOYEE.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT-EMP-ID TO EMP-ID-0415.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR

   WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF LR.

ON LR-FOUND THEN

   DO.

      MOVE NEW-STATUS TO STATUS-0415.

      MODIFY EMP-LR

         WHERE MOD-EMP.

   END.

Erasing Database Records

You use the ERASE command to delete a record from the database. Erasure is a two-step process that first cancels a
record's membership in any set occurrences and then releases for reuse the space occupied by the record.

Usage

The ERASE command performs the following functions:

• Disconnects the object record from all set occurrences in which it participates as a member; logically or physically
deletes the record from the database

• Optionally erases all records that are mandatory members of set occurrences owned by the object record
• Optionally disconnects or erases all records that are optional members of set occurrences owned by the object record

Conditions
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Before an ERASE command can be executed in LRF, the following conditions must be met:

• All areas either directly or indirectly affected by the ERASE command must be readied in an update usage mode.
• The record type of the record to be erased must be included in the subschema, but does not have to be defined as a

logical-record element.
• All sets in which the object record participates as owner either directly or indirectly (for example, a set whose owner

is a member of a set owned by the object record) and all member record types in those sets must be included in the
subschema.

• If the object record participates as a member in a set with a mandatory disconnect option, the set's owner must be
included in the subschema.

• The object record must be established as current of run unit.

You can design paths that ERASE database records in a variety of ways:

• Issue an OBTAIN command in an OBTAIN path to establish the necessary currency. Then erase the record by issuing
an ERASE command in an ERASE path group.

• Issue the OBTAIN and ERASE commands in an ERASE path.
• Create a loop within an ERASE path group to erase all record occurrences within a set or area. In this case, a single

program request may result in multiple physical ERASES.

Examples

Establishing currency in an OBTAIN path

This path erases a specific occurrence of the EMPLOYEE record.

Path code:

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS OBTAIN EMP-LR

   SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

       OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE

          WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST.

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS ERASE EMP-LR
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   SELECT FOR KEYWORD ERASE-EMP

      FIND CURRENT EMPLOYEE

      ERASE EMPLOYEE.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT-EMP-ID TO EMP-ID-0415.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR

   WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF LR.

ON LR-FOUND THEN

    ERASE EMP-INFO-LR

       WHERE ERASE-EMP.

Establishing currency in an ERASE path

This path also erases a specific occurrence of the EMPLOYEE record.

Path code:

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS ERASE EMP-LR

   SELECT FOR KEYWORD ERASE-EMP

              FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

      OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE

         WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST

      ERASE EMPLOYEE.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT-EMP-ID TO EMP-ID-0415.

ERASE EMP-LR

   WHERE (EMP-ID-0415 EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF LR)
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      AND ERASE-EMP.

Erasing records by walking a set

This path erases all EMPOSITION records within a specific EMP-EMPOSITION set occurrence. Path iteration is
discussed in detail in Chapter 11, Controlling Path Execution.

Path code:

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS ERASE EMP-LR

   SELECT FOR KEYWORD ERASE-EMPOSIT

              FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

      OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE

         WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST

      OBTAIN EACH EMPOSITION WITHIN EMP-EMPOSITION

      ERASE EMPOSITION

         ON 0000 ITERATE.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT-EMP-ID TO EMP-ID-0415.

ERASE EMP-LR

   WHERE (EMP-ID-0415 EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF LR)

      AND ERASE-EMPOSIT.

Connecting Database Records

Usage

You use the CONNECT command to establish a record occurrence as a member of a set occurrence. Membership for the
set can be defined as either optional or mandatory.

Conditions

Before a CONNECT command can be executed in LRF, the following conditions must be met:
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• All areas affected either directly or indirectly by the CONNECT command must be readied in an update usage mode.
• The record type of the record to be connected must be included in the subschema. This record does not have to be

defined as a logical-record element.
• The named set (into which the specified record will be connected) must also be included in the subschema.
• The object record must be established as current of its record type.
• The occurrence of the set into which the specified record will be connected must be established as current of set. If

set order is NEXT or PRIOR, current of set also determines the position where the specified record will be connected
within the set.

In general, you would code the CONNECT command in either a STORE path or a MODIFY path, depending on how
you're using it.

Examples

Connecting a record in a STORE path

This path connects the EMPOSITION record to a JOB record when the EMPOSITION record is stored.

Path code:

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS STORE EMP-JOB-LR

   SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

              FIELDNAME-EQ JOB-ID-0440 OF JOB

      OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE

         WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST

      STORE EMPOSITION

      FIND FIRST JOB
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         WHERE CALCKEY EQ JOB-ID-0440 OF REQUEST

      CONNECT EMPOSITION TO JOB-EMPOSITION.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT-EMP-ID TO EMP-ID-0415.

MOVE INPUT-JOB-ID TO JOB-ID-0440.

STORE EMP-JOB-LR

   WHERE (EMP-ID-0415 EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF LR)

      AND (JOB-ID-0440 EQ JOB-ID-0440 OF LR).

Connecting a record in a MODIFY path

This path processes the transfer of an employee by connecting the EMPLOYEE record to a new DEPARTMENT record.

Path code:

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS MODIFY EMP-LR.

   SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

              FIELDNAME-EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF DEPARTMENT

      OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE
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         WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST

      OBTAIN FIRST DEPARTMENT

         WHERE CALCKEY EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF REQUEST

      CONNECT EMPLOYEE TO DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT-EMP-ID TO EMP-ID-0415.

MOVE INPUT-DEPT-ID TO DEPT-ID-0410.

MODIFY EMP-LR

   WHERE (EMP-ID-0415 EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF LR)

      AND (DEPT-ID-0410 EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF LR).

Disconnecting Database Records

Usage

You use the DISCONNECT command to cancel the membership of a record occurrence in a set occurrence. Membership
in the object set must be defined as optional.

Conditions

Before a DISCONNECT command can be executed in LRF, the following conditions must be met:

• All areas affected either directly or indirectly by the DISCONNECT command must be readied in an update usage
mode.

• The record type of the record to be disconnected must be included in the subschema. This record does not have to be
defined as a logical-record element.

• The named set (from which the specified record will be disconnected) must also be included in the subschema.
• The object record must be established as current of its record type.
• The occurrence of the set from which the specified record will be disconnected must be established as current of set.

In general, you would code the DISCONNECT command in either an ERASE path or a MODIFY path, depending on how
you're using it.

Examples

Disconnecting a record in an ERASE path
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This path disconnects the EMPOSITION record from a JOB record when the EMPOSITION record is erased.

Path code:

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS ERASE EMP-JOB-LR

  SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

      OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE

         WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST

      FIND FIRST EMPOSITION WITHIN EMP-EMPOSITION

      FIND OWNER JOB WITHIN JOB-EMPOSITION

      DISCONNECT EMPOSITION FROM JOB-EMPOSITION

      ERASE EMPOSITION.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT-EMP-ID TO EMP-ID-0415.

ERASE EMP-JOB-LR

   WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF LR.

Disconnecting a record in a MODIFY path
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This path processes the transfer of an employee by disconnecting the EMPLOYEE record from the old DEPARTMENT
record.

Path code:

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS MODIFY EMP-LR

   SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

      OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE

         WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST

      FIND OWNER DEPARTMENT WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

      DISCONNECT EMPLOYEE FROM DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT-EMP-ID TO EMP-ID-0415.

MODIFY EMP-LR

   WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF LR.

Controlling Path Execution
You can control the order in which LRF executes path-DML statements by coding an ON clause. This clause checks for
a particular DBMS status code and indicates what action should be taken if that status code is found. With an ON clause,
you can direct LRF to do any of the following:
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• Execute the next path-DML statement
• Branch within the path
• Iterate a path
• Return control to the program

Each of these options is described below, following a detailed discussion of the ON clause. This section contains the
following topics:

Using the ON Clause

To use the ON clause, you specify a DBMS status code and indicate what action should be taken if the DBMS returns that
status code. The following table shows the format of this clause. An ON clause consists of a DBMS status code followed
by a path processing request. This request is executed if the DBMS returns the indicated status code.

ON clause Requested action
ON status-code NEXT Tells LRF to execute the next command in the path.
ON status-code DO/END Tells LRF to execute the block of path DML-commands that are

nested within the ON clause. This block of commands can itself
include one or more nested blocks of commands. LRF permits up
to 32 levels of nested DO/END blocks.

ON status-code ITERATE Tells LRF to reexecute the most recent, successfully executed,
iterable path command. A path command is iterable if it contains
an EACH option.
If there is no successfully executed, iterable path command, LRF
returns a path status of LR-NOT-FOUND to the program.

ON status-code [CLEAR]
RETURN path-status

Tells LRF to interrupt path processing and return a particular path
status to the requesting program. CLEAR directs LRF to set the
contents of program variable storage to low values. If you do not
specify CLEAR, the contents of program variable storage are
available to the application program.

Automatically-generated ON clauses

The subschema compiler automatically generates ON clauses for all path-DML commands. You can override these ON
clauses by coding ON clauses explicitly. If the DBMS returns a status code for which an ON clause is not present, LRF
terminates path execution and returns a path status of LR-ERROR to the program.

The following table lists the ON clauses that the subschema compiler generates automatically for each path command.

Path command Default ON clauses
FIND/OBTAIN WHERE DBKEY
FIND/OBTAIN WHERE CALCKEY
FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET
WHERE SORTKEY
FIND/OBTAIN EACH USING INDEX

ON 0000 NEXT
ON 0326 ITERATE

FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA ON 0000 NEXT
ON 0307 ITERATE

IF SET EMPTY
IF SET MEMBER

ON 0000 NEXT
ON 1601 ITERATE

IF NOT EMPTY
IF NOT MEMBER
Note: The NOT affects only the subschema compiler in generating
a different flow of control.

ON 0000 ITERATE
ON 1601 NEXT
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COMPUTE
CONNECT
DISCONNECT
ERASE
FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT
FIND/OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN SET
GET
KEEP
MODIFY
STORE

 
 
 
ON 0000 NEXT

EVALUATE ON 0000 NEXT
ON 2001 ITERATE

Example

The following example shows a path whose ON clauses are generated automatically by the subschema compiler. This
path obtains employee, department, and office information for a particular employee. The ON clauses are generated
automatically when the path is compiled.

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415

    OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE

        WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST

        ON 0000 NEXT

        ON 0326 ITERATE

    IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE MEMBER

        ON 0000 NEXT

        ON 1601 ITERATE

    OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

        ON 0000 NEXT

    FIND CURRENT EMPLOYEE

        ON 0000 NEXT

    IF OFFICE-EMPLOYEE MEMBER

        ON 0000 NEXT

        ON 1601 ITERATE

    OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE
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        ON 0000 NEXT.

The following example shows the same path with some DBA-defined ON clauses. This path is similar to the one above,
except that it contains some DBA-defined ON clauses. The DBA-defined ON clauses are shaded.

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415

    OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE

        WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST

        ON 0000 NEXT

        ON 0326 ITERATE

    IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE MEMBER

        ON 0000 NEXT

        ON 1601 RETURN NO-DEPT

    OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

        ON 0000 NEXT

    FIND CURRENT EMPLOYEE

        ON 0000 NEXT

    IF OFFICE-EMPLOYEE MEMBER

        ON 0000 NEXT

        ON 1601 RETURN NO-OFFICE

    OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

        ON 0000 NEXT.

Executing the Next Path-DML Command

What it does

The ON...NEXT clause directs LRF to process the next command in the path. If LRF encounters another ON clause, it
ignores that clause and goes on to execute the next command. If LRF has successfully executed the last command in the
path when it encounters an ON...NEXT clause, LRF returns a path status of LR-FOUND to the program.
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The following example illustrates how to use the ON...NEXT clause. In this example, the path returns department and
employee information for all employees whose status is '04' (on leave). Note that the ON clauses in this example are
generated automatically by the subschema compiler.

Path code:

SELECT FOR KEYWORD ON-LEAVE

    OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-DEMO-REGION

       WHERE STATUS-0415 EQ '04'

          ON 0000 NEXT

          ON 0307 ITERATE

    IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE MEMBER

       ON 0000 NEXT

       ON 1601 ITERATE

    OBTAIN OWNER DEPARTMENT WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

       ON 0000 NEXT.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST DEPT-LR

    WHERE ON-LEAVE.

ON LR-FOUND
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    REPEAT.

       PUT DETAIL.

       OBTAIN NEXT DEPT-LR

          WHERE ON-LEAVE.

    END.

DISPLAY.

Branching Within a Path

ON...DO/END clause

You may want LRF to execute one or more path-DML commands only under certain conditions, based on the status
code returned when a previous command is executed. You can do this by placing the path-DML commands within an
ON...DO/END clause. If the DBMS returns the status code specified in the ON...DO/END clause, LRF processes the block
of commands included in this statement.

In some cases you may want to implement a multiple-alternative decision structure in a path. To implement this type of
structure, you would code two or more ON...DO/END clauses and associate each of these clauses with a different status
code.

Example

The example below illustrates how to use the ON...DO/END clause to branch within a path. In this example, the path
returns the following information:

• For all employees assigned to a department and an office, the path returns employee, department, and office
information.

• For all employees assigned to an office but not to a department, the path returns employee and office information.
• For all employees assigned to a department but not to an office, the path returns employee and department

information.

The path returns no information for an employee who is not assigned to a department and an office.
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Path code:

SELECT FOR KEYWORD ALL-EMP

    OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-DEMO-REGION

    IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE MEMBER

        ON 0000 DO

                OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

                FIND CURRENT EMPLOYEE

                IF OFFICE-EMPLOYEE MEMBER

                ON 0000 DO

                        OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

                        END

                ON 1601 NEXT

                END

        ON 1601 DO

                IF OFFICE-EMPLOYEE MEMBER

                ON 0000 DO

                        OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

                        END

                ON 1601 ITERATE

                END.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR

   WHERE ALL-EMP.

ON LR-FOUND
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    REPEAT.

        PUT DETAIL.

        OBTAIN NEXT EMP-LR

           WHERE ALL-EMP.

    END.

DISPLAY.

Iterating a Path

What iteration is

Path iteration is the process by which LRF reexecutes a block of code. LRF iterates a path when it performs the following
activities:

• Walks a set
• Sweeps an area
• Accesses database record occurrences that contain duplicate CALC key or sort key values

When is a command iterable

A command is iterable only if it specifies the EACH option. LRF recognizes this option as the beginning of iterative code.
The iterable commands are:

• FIND/OBTAIN EACH WHERE CALCKEY
• FIND/OBTAIN EACH WHERE SORTKEY
• FIND/OBTAIN EACH USING INDEX
• FIND/OBTAIN EACH WITHIN SET/AREA

There are three events that can trigger iteration within a path:

• The use of NEXT in a program request
• An unsuccessful attempt to meet program WHERE clause selection criteria
• An ON...ITERATE clause in the path

The logic of path iteration is described below, followed by separate discussions on triggering path iteration from a program
and from a path.

Path iteration logic

Path iteration occurs in a cycle that involves the following steps:

1. LRF locates the last successfully executed iterable command in the path. This is called the iteration point. If no
iterable command exists, LRF terminates processing and returns an LR-NOT-FOUND path status to the program.

2. LRF passes the located command to the DBMS.
3. The DBMS:

a. Reexecutes the command, based on the currencies established by the previous execution of the command.
b. Places the new database record occurrence into the appropriate area of program variable storage if the

iterable command is an OBTAIN command. This overlays the data placed there during the previous execution of
the path.
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4. LRF passes each subsequent path-DML command to the DBMS. The DBMS executes these commands. For any
OBTAIN commands, the DBMS continues to overlay data in program variable storage.

LRF continues to iterate the path by repeating steps 1 through 4 until it either:

• Finds a record occurrence that meets the selection criteria specified by the program
• Encounters an appropriate ON...RETURN clause
• Encounters an ON...ITERATE command, and there is nothing left to iterate
• Encounters an ON...NEXT command that's at the end of the path

LRF automatically saves appropriate db-keys after the execution of each path retrieval, update, or control command.
When LRF enters an iteration cycle, it uses the appropriate db-key to restore currency for the record associated with the
iterable command. For more information on currency in LRF, see Chapter 15, Currency Considerations.

Triggering iteration from the program

The program can trigger path iteration by specifying an OBTAIN NEXT logical-record command. This command is used
when the program expects to retrieve more than one occurrence of a logical record.

Examples

Example 1

This program request asks LRF to retrieve each occurrence of the EMP-JOB-LR logical record. (This example assumes
that each employee has only one job.) The information returned to the program is shown below for each path iteration.

Logical record First iteration Second iteration Third iteration
EMP-JOB-LR EMPLOYEE    
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EMP-ID-0415
EMP-LAST-NAME-0415
STATUS-0415

0119
BOWER
01

0048
TERNER
04

0023
O'HEARN
01

JOB
JOB-ID-0440
TITLE-0440

4023
PHOTOGRAPHER

3051
DATA ENTRY CLERK

3025
PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

Path code:

SELECT

    OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-DEMO-REGION

    FIND FIRST EMPOSITION WITHIN EMP-EMPOSITION

    IF JOB-EMPOSITION MEMBER

        ON 0000 NEXT

        ON 1601 ITERATE

    OBTAIN OWNER JOB WITHIN JOB-EMPOSITION.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-JOB-LR.

ON LR-FOUND

    REPEAT.

        PUT DETAIL.

        OBTAIN NEXT-JOB-LR.

    END.

DISPLAY.

Example 2

This program request asks LRF to retrieve each occurrence of the EMP-JOB-LR logical record for those employees who
are on leave. The information returned to the program is shown below for the first path iteration.

Logical record First iteration
EMP-JOB-LR EMPLOYEE  
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EMP-ID-0415
EMP-LAST-NAME-0415
STATUS-0415

0048
TERNER
04

JOB
JOB-ID-0440
TITLE-0440

3051
DATA ENTRY CLERK

Path code:

SELECT

    OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-DEMO-REGION

    FIND FIRST EMPOSITION WITHIN EMP-EMPOSITION

    IF JOB-EMPOSITION MEMBER

        ON 0000 NEXT

        ON 1601 ITERATE

    OBTAIN OWNER JOB WITHIN JOB-EMPOSITION.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-JOB-LR

    WHERE STATUS-0415 EQ '04'.

ON LR-FOUND

    REPEAT.

        PUT DETAIL.

        OBTAIN NEXT-JOB-LR

           WHERE STATUS-0415 EQ '04'.

    END.

DISPLAY.

Triggering iteration from the path

You can trigger iteration from the path by using the ON...ITERATE clause. You should trigger iteration from the path if you
want to:
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• Respond to an unsuccessful execution of a path-DML command by iterating past a record. This directs LRF to
continue processing without passing control back to the program.

• Create a loop for erasing or modifying database record occurrences. Because the program cannot initiate
iteration for an update path, you must initiate iteration in the path.

Example 1

Responding to an unsuccessful path-DML command execution

This path returns insurance plan information for each employee who has family coverage. In this example, iteration is
triggered from both the path and the program:

• The path-triggered iteration reexecutes path processing when the coverage type is not F (family) and when the
specified insurance plan is not found.

• The program-triggered iteration reexecutes path processing so the program can receive all occurrences of the EMP-
INSURANCE-LR logical record.

The ON clauses shown here are generated automatically by the subschema compiler.

Path code:

SELECT FOR KEYWORD FAMILY

  OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-DEMO-REGION

      ON 0000 NEXT

      ON 0307 ITERATE

  OBTAIN EACH COVERAGE WITHIN EMP-COVERAGE

     WHERE TYPE-0400 EQ 'F'

         ON 0000 NEXT

         ON 0307 ITERATE
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  OBTAIN FIRST INSURANCE-PLAN

     WHERE CALCKEY EQ INS-PLAN-CODE-0400 OF LR

         ON 0000 NEXT

         ON 0326 ITERATE.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-INSURANCE-LR WHERE FAMILY.

ON LR-FOUND

   REPEAT.

        PUT DETAIL.

        OBTAIN NEXT EMP-INSURANCE-LR WHERE FAMILY.

   END.

DISPLAY.

Example 2

Creating a loop to erase database record occurrences

This path erases all EMPOSITION records within a particular EMP-EMPOSITION set occurrence. The path-triggered
iteration obtains the next EMPOSITION record after a successful erase.

Path code:

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS ERASE EMP-JOB-LR

SELECT FOR KEYWORD ERASE-EMP
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           FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

        OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE

            WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST

        FIND EACH EMPOSITION WITHIN EMP-EMPOSITION

            ON 0000 NEXT

            ON 0307 ITERATE

        ERASE EMPOSITION

            ON 0000 ITERATE.

Program request:

ERASE FIRST EMP-JOB-LR

   WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ '0050' AND ERASE-EMP.

Returning Control To the Program

LRF automatically terminates path processing and returns control to the application program when either of the following
conditions is met:

• A logical-record request has executed successfully
• A logical-record request cannot be processed

System-defined path status

When LRF terminates path processing, it returns a system-defined path status to the program.

DBA-defined path status

You can direct LRF to return control to the application before path processing is complete by defining your own path
statuses. Any path status that is not generated automatically by the subschema compiler is known as a DBA-defined
path status.

System-defined path statuses and DBA-defined path statuses are described below, followed by a discussion of partial and
complete logical records.

Using system-defined path statuses

Types of path system-defined path statuses

There are three system-defined path statuses that can be returned to the program automatically when path processing
terminates:
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• LR-FOUND is returned when the logical-record request has been processed successfully. When LR-FOUND is
returned, the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS communications block contains 0000. Your place in the iteration cycle
is maintained.

• LR-NOT-FOUND is returned when the requested logical record can't be constructed for one of the following reasons:
– There is no logical-record occurrence that satisfies the program WHERE clause
– All occurrences of the requested logical record have already been returned
When LR-NOT-FOUND is returned, the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS communications block contains 0000. Your
place in the iteration cycle is lost.

• LR-ERROR is returned when a logical-record request is issued incorrectly or when a processing error occurs in the
path. When LR-ERROR is returned, the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS communications block contains one of the
following:
– A status code with a major code of 20. This usually indicates an error in the program request.
– A status code with a major code from 00 to 19. This usually indicates an error in the path.
Your place in the iteration cycle is lost.

The application programmer should always test for these path statuses after each logical-record request. For information
on the program logic used to test path statuses, see the CA IDMS Navigational DML Programming section.

Using DBA-defined path statuses

You can define your own path statuses by coding an ON...RETURN clause for each appropriate DBMS status code. When
LRF returns a DBA-defined path status, the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS communications block contains 0000.
Your place in the iteration cycle is maintained.

Defining your own path statuses can be advantageous if you use the path statuses to:

• Inform the program that LRF is returning a partial logical record. Partial logical records are discussed later in this
section.

• Distinguish between the two cases of LR-NOT-FOUND. To do this, you can:
– Inform the program that a required database record is missing
– Inform the program that all logical-record occurrences have already been retrieved

The use of DBA-defined LRF path statuses can result in bind errors during deadlock handling in CA ADS. If an LRF
subschema path detects a deadlock condition and returns a DBA-defined path status to the CA ADS dialog which issued
the LR request, the error status field is initialized to '0000'. The CA ADS deadlock handling logic issues an automatic re-
bind of the run unit on the next functional DML request, only when the error status minor code equals '29'. Allowing the
path status for deadlock conditions to default to LR-ERROR ensures that the error status returned will be 'XX29'.

Partial and complete logical records

LRF always tries to construct a complete logical record when processing a path to retrieve a logical-record occurrence.
To do this, LRF returns data for all of the logical-record elements, as specified by the path. If LRF succeeds in constructing
a complete logical record, it returns an LR-FOUND path status to the program.

At times, a path retrieves a logical-record occurrence for which some of the logical-record elements are not in the
database. If LRF cannot construct a complete logical record, it returns a status of LR-NOT-FOUND or LR-ERROR, along
with a partial logical record. A partial logical record contains data only for those logical-record elements that LRF was
able to retrieve (if any).

Considerations

The following considerations apply to partial and complete logical records:

• If you want a program to access a partial logical record, you should code your own path status. This status can
perform the following functions:
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– Alert the program that a partial logical record is being returned.
– Describe the partial logical record. This way, the program can execute different code, depending on the type of data

returned.
• If a partial logical record is returned to the program, new values for some logical-record fields are not placed in

program variable storage. As a result, these fields may contain data that is left over from a previous database record
retrieval.
There are two ways to ensure that data in the logical record area of program variable storage is accurate:
– If you want the programmer to have access to a partial logical record, you can initialize the unused portions of

the logical record by using the COMPUTE command. This command is described in Manipulating Logical-Record
Data.

– If you want the programmer to have access to a complete logical record only, you can direct LRF to clear the
logical-record area of program variable storage when a complete logical record cannot be returned. You can do this
by:
• Specifying ON LR-NOT-FOUND CLEAR and ON LR-ERROR CLEAR in the LOGICAL RECORD DDL statement,

as described in Chapter 4.
• Coding a DBA-defined path status that includes the CLEAR option.

Examples

Example 1

Allowing access to partial logical records

This path lists employee, skill, and expertise information for each employee who is an expert in a particular skill. If the skill
does not have any experts, LRF returns a partial logical record that contains skill information only and a path status of NO-
EXPERTS.
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This path uses the COMPUTE command to clear the unused portions of the logical record. The contents of program
variable storage are shown below for each of the following skill names:

• COBOL
• GEN LEDGER

Contents of variable storage for COBOL

Logical record First iteration Second iteration Third iteration Fourth iteration
EMP-SKILL-LR SKILL     
SKILL-NAME-0455
SKILL-ID-0455

COBOL
2010

COBOL
2010

COBOL
2010

COBOL
2010

EXPERTISE SKILL-
LEVEL-0425
EXPERTISE-DATE-0425

04
720128

04
700525

04
611230

04
611230

EMPLOYEE EMP-
ID-0415
EMP-NAME-0415

0024
JANE DOUGH

0003
JENNIFER GARLAND

0001
JOHN RUPEE

0001
JOHN RUPEE

PATH STATUS LR-FOUND LR-FOUND LR-FOUND NO-MORE-EXPERTS

Contents of variable storage for skill GEN LEDGER

Logical record First iteration
EMP-SKILL-LR SKILL  
SKILL-NAME-0455
SKILL-ID-0455

GEN LEDGER
4490

EXPERTISE SKILL-LEVEL-0425
EXPERTISE-DATE-0425

00
000000

EMPLOYEE EMP-ID-0415
EMP-NAME-0415

0000
 

PATH STATUS NO-EXPERTS

Path code:

SELECT USING SKILL-NAME-NDX FOR FIELDNAME-EQ SKILL-NAME-0455 OF SKILL

    OBTAIN EACH SKILL USING INDEX

       ON 0000 NEXT

       ON 0326 ITERATE

    OBTAIN EACH EXPERTISE WITHIN SKILL-EXPERTISE

       WHERE SKILL-LEVEL-0425 EQ '04'

          ON 0000 NEXT

          ON 0307 DO
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                  EVALUATE SKILL-LEVEL-0425 EQ '04'

                  ON 0000 RETURN NO-MORE-EXPERTS

                  ON 2001 DO

                          COMPUTE SKILL-LEVEL-0425 OF LR EQ '0'

                          ON 0000 NEXT

                          COMPUTE EXPERTISE-DATE-0425 OF LR EQ '0'

                          ON 0000 NEXT

                          COMPUTE EMP-ID-0415 OF LR EQ '0'

                          ON 0000 NEXT

                          COMPUTE EMP-NAME-0415 OF LR EQ ' '

                          ON 0000 RETURN NO-EXPERTS

                          END

                  END

   OBTAIN OWNER EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-EXPERTISE.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT SKILL-NAME TO SKILL-NAME-0425.

OBTAIN FIRST SKILL-LR

    WHERE SKILL-NAME-0455 EQ SKILL-NAME-0425 OF LR.

ON LR-FOUND

   REPEAT.

      PUT DETAIL.

      OBTAIN NEXT SKILL-LR

         WHERE SKILL-NAME-0425 EQ SKILL-NAME-0425 OF LR.

   END.
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ON NO-EXPERTS

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS 'NO EXPERTS FOR THIS SKILL'.

ON NO-MORE-EXPERTS

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS 'NO MORE EXPERTS FOR THIS SKILL'.

Example 2

Allowing access to complete logical records only ── method 1

This path also lists employee, skill, and expertise information for each employee who is an expert in a particular skill. If
the skill does not have any experts, LRF returns a DBA-defined return code of LR-NOT-FOUND but does not return any
logical-record data.

This path specifies a clear option to ensure that only complete logical records are returned to the program. The contents
of program variable storage are shown below for the COBOL and GEN LEDGER skill names.

Contents of variable storage for skill COBOL

Logical record First iteration Second iteration Third iteration Fourth iteration
EMP-SKILL-LR SKILL     
SKILL-NAME-0455
SKILL-ID-0455

COBOL
2010

COBOL
2010

COBOL
201

 

EXPERTISE SKILL-
LEVEL-0425
EXPERTISE-DATE-0425

04
720128

04
700525

04
611230

 

EMPLOYEE EMP-
ID-0415
EMP-NAME-0415

0024
JANE DOUGH

0003
JENNIFER GARLAND

0001
JOHN RUPEE

 

PATH STATUS LR-FOUND LR-FOUND LR-FOUND NO-MORE-EXPERTS

Contents of variable storage for skill GEN LEDGER

Logical record First iteration
EMP-SKILL-LR SKILL  
SKILL-NAME-0455
SKILL-ID-0455

 

EXPERTISE
SKILL-LEVEL-0425
EXPERTISE-DATE-0425

 

EMPLOYEE
EMP-ID-0415
EMP-NAME-0415

 

PATH STATUS LR-NOT-FOUND

Path code:

ADD
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LOGICAL RECORD NAME IS EMP-SKILL-LR

    ELEMENTS ARE

        SKILL

        EXPERTISE

        EMPLOYEE

    ON LR-ERROR CLEAR

    ON LR-NOT-FOUND CLEAR

    .

    .

    .

ADD

PATH GROUP NAME IS OBTAIN EMP-SKILL-LR

    SELECT USING SKILL-NAME-NDX FOR FIELDNAME-EQ SKILL-NAME-0455

    OF SKILL

        OBTAIN EACH SKILL USING INDEX

           ON 0000 NEXT

           ON 0326 ITERATE

        OBTAIN EACH EXPERTISE WITHIN SKILL-EXPERTISE

           WHERE SKILL-LEVEL-0425 EQ '04'

              ON 0000 NEXT

              ON 0307 RETURN LR-NOT-FOUND

        OBTAIN OWNER EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-EXPERTISE

           ON 0000 NEXT.

Program request:
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MOVE INPUT SKILL-NAME TO SKILL-NAME-0425.

OBTAIN FIRST SKILL-LR

    WHERE SKILL-NAME-0455 EQ SKILL-NAME-0425 OF LR.

ON LR-FOUND

   REPEAT.

   PUT DETAIL.

    OBTAIN NEXT SKILL-LR

        WHERE SKILL-NAME-0425 EQ SKILL-NAME-0425 OF LR.

    END.

ON LR-NOT-FOUND

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS 'NO MORE EXPERTS FOR THIS SKILL'.

Example 3

Allowing access to complete logical records only ── method 2

Like the paths described above, this path lists employee, skill, and expertise information for each employee who is an
expert in a particular skill. If the skill does not have any experts, LRF returns a DBA-defined return code of NO-EXPERTS
but does not return any logical-record data.

This path specifies an ON..CLEAR..RETURN option to ensure that only complete logical records are returned to the
program. The contents of program variable storage are shown below for the COBOL and GEN LEDGER skill names.

Contents of variable storage for skill COBOL

Logical record First iteration Second iteration Third iteration Fourth iteration
EMP-SKILL-LR SKILL     
SKILL-NAME-0455
SKILL-ID-0455

COBOL
2010

COBOL
2010

COBOL
2010

 

EXPERTISE SKILL-
LEVEL-0425
EXPERTISE-DATE-0425

04
720128

04
700525

04
611230

 

EMPLOYEE EMP-
ID-0415
EMP-NAME-0415

0024
JANE DOUGH

0003
JENNIFER GARLAND

0001
JOHN RUPEE

 

PATH STATUS LR-FOUND LR-FOUND LR-FOUND NO-MORE-EXPERTS

Contents of variable storage for skill GEN LEDGER

Logical record First iteration
EMP-SKILL-LR SKILL  
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SKILL-NAME-0455
SKILL-ID-0455

 

EXPERTISE
SKILL-LEVEL-0425
EXPERTISE-DATE-0425

 

EMPLOYEE
EMP-ID-0415
EMP-NAME-0415

 

PATH STATUS NO-EXPERTS

Path code:

ADD

LOGICAL RECORD NAME IS EMP-SKILL-LR

    ELEMENTS ARE

        SKILL

        EXPERTISE

        EMPLOYEE

    .

    .

    .

ADD

PATH GROUP NAME IS OBTAIN EMP-SKILL-LR

    SELECT USING SKILL-NAME-NDX FOR FIELDNAME-EQ SKILL-NAME-0455

    OF SKILL

        OBTAIN EACH SKILL USING INDEX

           ON 0000 NEXT

           ON 0326 ITERATE

        OBTAIN EACH EXPERTISE WITHIN SKILL-EXPERTISE

           WHERE SKILL-LEVEL-0425 EQ '04'

              ON 0000 NEXT
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              ON 0307 DO

                      EVALUATE SKILL-LEVEL-0425 EQ '04'

                         ON 0000 CLEAR RETURN NO-MORE-EXPERTS

                         ON 2001 CLEAR RETURN NO-EXPERTS

                      END

        OBTAIN OWNER EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-EXPERTISE

           ON 0000 NEXT.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT SKILL-NAME TO SKILL-NAME-0425.

OBTAIN FIRST SKILL-LR

    WHERE SKILL-NAME-0455 EQ SKILL-NAME-0425 OF LR.

ON LR-FOUND

   REPEAT.

   PUT DETAIL.

    OBTAIN NEXT SKILL-LR

        WHERE SKILL-NAME-0425 EQ SKILL-NAME-0425 OF LR.

    END.

ON NO-EXPERTS

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS 'NO EXPERTS FOR THE SKILL'.

ON NO-MORE-EXPERTS

    DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS 'NO MORE LOGICAL-RECORD OCCURRENCES'.

Defining Path Groups
This section contains the following topics:
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What Is a Path Group

Path groups

A path group is a collection of paths that service a particular type of program request. Every path defined for a logical
record must be included in a path group; you define at least one path group for each logical record.

You can write up to four path groups for any given logical record:

• An OBTAIN path group contains paths that service program requests to OBTAIN a logical record.
• A MODIFY path group should contain paths that service program requests to MODIFY a logical record.
• A STORE path group should contain a collection of paths that service program requests to STORE a logical record.
• An ERASE path group should contain a collection of paths that service program requests to ERASE a logical record.

Retrieval paths

Paths included in an OBTAIN path group are called retrieval paths. With retrieval paths, you can:

• Issue path-DML commands to retrieve a database record
• Iterate the path at the request of the program

NOTE
You cannot use a retrieval path to update a database record.

Update paths

Paths included in MODIFY, STORE, and ERASE path group are called update paths. You can issue any path-DML
command (including retrieval commands) within an update path. However, you cannot iterate the path at the request of
the program.

NOTE
Be careful when using a program WHERE clause since it is evaluated prior to the execution of an update verb.

Creating the Definition

You define a path group by using the ADD PATH-GROUP DDL statement. To define a path group, you should:

• Determine the verbs you want the programmer to be able to issue for the logical record. You code a path-group
statement for each of these verbs.

• Design and code the paths you need within each path group.
Instructions for coding paths are presented in Chapter 6, Specifying Path Selectors, through Chapter 14, Documenting
the Subschema.

Example

The following example shows how to define the OBTAIN path group used in the sample EMP-INFO-LR logical record.

ADD

SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPLR35 OF SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1

   .

   .

   .

ADD
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LOGICAL RECORD NAME IS EMP-INFO-LR

   .

   .

   .

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS OBTAIN EMP-INFO-LR

     SELECT FOR KEYWORD ON-LEAVE

       .

       .

       .

    SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415

        OF EMPLOYEE

       .

       .

       .

    SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ DEPT-ID-0410

        OF DEPARTMENT

       .

       .

       .

    (other paths follow)

Locating an appropriate path group

When LRF receives a logical-record request from the program, it locates the appropriate path group based on the DML
verb issued and the name of the object logical record. The following diagram shows how LRF locates an appropriate path
group.
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                                         ADD

                                         SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPLR35
                                             OF SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM
                                             VERSION IS 1
                                            .
                                            .
                                            .
                                         ADD
  Program request                        LOGICAL RECORD NAME IS EMP-INFO-LR
                                            .
  DML verb  Logical record name             .
  ┌─────┐      ┌─────────┐                  .
  │     │      │         │               ADD
  OBTAIN FIRST EMP-INFO-LR ◄───────────► PATH-GROUP NAME IS OBTAIN EMP-INFO-LR
     WHERE DEPT-ID-0410 EQ '5200'.
                                         SELECT FOR KEYWORD ON-LEAVE
                                            .
                                            .
                                            .
                                         SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415
                                             OF EMPLOYEE
                                            .
                                            .
                                            .
                                         SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ DEPT-ID-0410
                                             OF DEPARTMENT
                                            .
                                            .
                                            .
                                            (other paths follow)

Specifying Path Selectors
This section contains the following topics:

What Is a Path Selector?

Every path in a path group must contain at least one SELECT clause. A SELECT clause delimits a path. It is always
coded at the beginning of a path definition.

Path selectors

Each SELECT clause can contain any number of path selectors. These selectors describe comparison criteria for the
path. After locating the appropriate path group, LRF uses selectors to locate an appropriate path for a program request:

1. LRF compares the program WHERE clause with the SELECT clauses coded in the path group. LRF examines
SELECT clauses in the order in which they appear. The first path whose selectors match those of the program request
is the path that LRF executes.
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For a match to occur, the program request must satisfy all of the criteria specified by the path selectors. However, the
program WHERE clause can contain additional selection criteria not matched in the path.
For information on selection criteria, see Specifying Selection Criteria for Logical Records.

2. If LRF does not encounter a match between the program WHERE clause and path selectors, and there is no null
SELECT clause, the program request will not be processed.

The following diagram shows how LRF locates an appropriate path for a program request by matching the selection
criteria specified in the program request to the selectors specified in the path.

                                          Path group

                                           ADD
                                        ┌► PATH-GROUP NAME IS OBTAIN EMP-INFO-LR
                                        │
                                        │  SELECT FOR KEY WORD ON-LEAVE

Program request                         │     .
                                        │     .

DML verb  Logical record name           │     .
┌─────┐      ┌─────────┐                │  SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415
│     │      │         │                │     OF EMPLOYEE
OBTAIN FIRST EMP-INFO-LR ◄──────────────┘     .
  WHERE DEPT-ID-0410 EQ '5200'. ◄──┐          .
        │                    │     │          .
        └────────────────────┘     └──►    SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ DEPT-ID-0410
          Selection criteria                   OF DEPARTMENT
                                              .
                                              .
                                              .
                                           SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ OFFICE-CODE-0450
                                              OF OFFICE
                                              .
                                              .
                                              .
                                           SELECT USING INDEX EMP-NAME-NDX
                                              FOR FIELDNAME EMP-LAST-
NAME-0415 OF EMPLOYEE
                                                 FIELDNAME EMP-FIRST-
NAME-0415 OF EMPLOYEE
                                              .
                                              .

Types of path selectors
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There are four path selectors that you can include in a SELECT clause.

Path selector Description
KEYWORD keyword The WHERE clause of a program request must include the named

keyword. The comparison must be in the affirmative (that is, NOT
KEYWORD isn't valid), and the KEYWORD must not participate in
an OR operation.

FIELDNAME-EQ lr-field-name The WHERE clause of a program request must reference the
named logical-record field in an equality comparison. The field
must be compared to a single value and must not participate in an
OR operation.

FIELDNAME lr-field-name The WHERE clause of a program request must reference the
named logical-record field in any manner; no restrictions apply.

ELEMENT lr-element-name The WHERE clause of a program request must reference a field
that is in a named logical-record element.

SELECT clauses

Using the four path selectors, you can code these SELECT clauses in a path:

• SELECT FOR KEYWORD
• SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ
• SELECT FOR FIELDNAME
• SELECT FOR ELEMENT

In addition, you can code:

• A SELECT clause that has no selectors (a null SELECT)
• A SELECT clause that specifies an index
• Multiple selectors in one SELECT clause
• Multiple SELECT clauses in a single path

The remainder of this section discusses how to use each of the four path selectors and the various types of SELECT
clauses. These discussions are followed by guidelines for determining the order of your paths.

Using the KEYWORD Selector

What the KEYWORD selector does

You use the KEYWORD selector to:

• Guarantee a match from the program to a given path. With the KEYWORD selector, the program request doesn't
have to contain detailed selection criteria to be matched to a path.

• Insulate the program from logical-record selection criteria. With the KEYWORD selector, you can put all logical-
record selection criteria in the path. This allows you to change selection criteria without requiring that the program be
recompiled. It also makes data more secure, since programmers need not be aware of the selection criteria used.

You can also use a keyword to specify which path is servicing a particular request. This is very useful for the DBAs in
debugging situations and can be useful to the programmer, as well.

For a program request to match to a KEYWORD selector, the program must include the named keyword in its WHERE
clause.

Examples

You have coded the following SELECT clause in a path:
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SELECT FOR KEYWORD ON-LEAVE

The examples that follow show some program requests that can successfully access this path as well as program
requests that will not be successful.

Successful path access

This program request includes the named keyword in its WHERE clause.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE ON-LEAVE.

This program request includes the named keyword in its WHERE clause; the keyword participates in an AND operation.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE ON-LEAVE AND START-DATE-0415

   GE '800101'.

Unsuccessful path access

This program request includes the named keyword in a negative comparison. The keyword must be in the affirmative to
match to the path.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE NOT ON-LEAVE.

This program request includes the named keyword in an OR operation. The keyword must be either by itself or in an AND
operation to match to the path.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE ON-LEAVE OR START-DATE-0415

   GE '800101'.

Using the FIELDNAME-EQ Selector

What the FIELDNAME-EQ selector does

You use the FIELDNAME-EQ selector to:

• section a program request to a path that enters the database based on a CALC key or sort key value. The
FIELDNAME-EQ selector guarantees that the path will be selected if the program references the key field in an
appropriate way.

• Limit the number of logical-record occurrences returned to the program. Because the path is accessing a
database record type based on a key value, fewer record occurrences will be found and returned.

For a program request to match to a FIELDNAME-EQ selector, the program's comparison must equate the logical-record
field named in the selector to one of the following:
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• A literal value
• A program variable defined in the data dictionary
• A field described in the logical-record area of program variable storage

Examples

You have coded the following SELECT clause in a path:

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

The examples that follow show some program requests that can successfully access this path as well as program
requests that will not be successful.

Successful path access

This program request equates the named field to a literal.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ '0015'.

This program request equates the named field to a variable defined in the data dictionary.

MOVE '0015' TO WORK-FIELD.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE EQ WORK-FIELD.

This program request equates the named field to a field defined in the logical-record area of program variable storage.

MOVE '0015' TO EMP-ID-0415.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ

   EMP-ID-0415 OF LR.

This program request equates the named field to a literal and includes the field in an AND operation.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ '0015' AND

   EMP-LAST-NAME EQ 'SMITH'.

Unsuccessful path access

This program request includes the named field in a comparison other than an equality comparison. The field must be
referenced in an equality comparison to match to the path.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE EMP-ID-0415 GT '0010'.
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This program request includes the named field in a OR operation. The field can be either by itself or included in an AND
operation to match to the path.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE (EMP-ID-0415 EQ '0015') OR

   (EMP-LAST-NAME EQ 'JONES').

This program request equates the named field to an expression rather than to a single value. The field must be compared
to a single value to match to the path.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ (WORK-FIELD - 1).

Using the FIELDNAME Selector

What the FIELDNAME selector does

You use the FIELDNAME selector as follows:

• To perform retrieval based on a nonkey field
• To perform indexed retrieval based on a generic key, as described in Coding Path Database Retrieval Commands.

For a program request to match to a FIELDNAME selector, the program's comparison must reference the logical-record
field named in the selector. This field can be referenced in any manner.

Examples

You have coded the following SELECT clause in a path:

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME START-YEAR-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

The examples that follow show some program requests that can successfully access this path.

Successful path access

This program request includes the named field in an AND operation.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE (START-YEAR-0415 GT '80') AND

   (TERMINATION-YEAR-0415 LT '85').

This program request includes the named field in a MATCHES comparison.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE (START-YEAR-0415 MATCHES '8#')

   AND (DEPARTMENT-NAME-0410 EQ 'DATA PROCESSING').

This program request equates the named field to an expression.
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OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE START-YEAR-0415 EQ

   (START-YEAR-WORK + 1).

Using the ELEMENT Selector

What the ELEMENT selector does

Paths associated with an ELEMENT selector typically perform an area sweep. This selector can be used to service a
broad range of program requests.

For a program request to match an ELEMENT selector, the program's comparison must reference a field that's included in
the named logical-record element. The field can be referenced in any manner.

Examples

You have coded the following SELECT clause in a path:

SELECT FOR ELEMENT EMPLOYEE

The examples that follow show some program requests that can successfully access this path.

Successful path access

This program request references a field contained in the named logical-record element. The field is used in an equality
comparison.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 EQ

   EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 OF LR.

This program request references a field contained in the named logical-record element. This field is included in an AND
operation.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE STATUS-0415 EQ '05' AND

   START-YEAR-0415 GE '80'.

Using a Null SELECT Clause

What a null SELECT clause does

A null SELECT clause contains no selectors. This type of SELECT clause can service any logical-record request,
including:

• All logical-record requests for which no specific path has been defined
• A logical-record request that doesn't contain a WHERE clause

Because a null SELECT clause can match any program request, you should use it judiciously. If you choose to code a
path with a null SELECT clause, always place this path at the end of the path group.
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Examples

You have coded the following SELECT clause in a path:

SELECT

The examples that follow show some program requests that can successfully access this path.

Successful path access

This program request doesn't match any other path.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE (DEPT-NAME-0410 EQ DEPT-NAME-0410

   OF LR) AND (EMP-ID-0415 GT '0010' AND EMP-ID-0415 LT '0050').

This program request doesn't include a WHERE clause.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR.

Using a SELECT Clause That Names an Index

What a SELECT clause naming an index does

A SELECT clause that names an index tells LRF to use the named index in path processing. You can associate an index
with any type of SELECT clause, including a null SELECT.

A program request matches this type of SELECT clause when it meets the requirements of the various selectors (if any
are included). The program request does not have to specify an index name.

For more information on database entry based on indexes, see Coding Path Database Retrieval Commands.

Example

You have coded the following SELECT clause in a path:

SELECT USING INDEX EMP-NAME-NDX

  FOR FIELDNAME EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

The examples that follow show some program requests that can successfully access this path.

Successful path access

This program request meets the requirements of the FIELDNAME selector.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 EQ

   EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 OF LR.
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This program request also meets the requirements of the FIELDNAME selector.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

   MATCHES 'B'.

Using Multiple Selectors In a Single SELECT Clause

A SELECT clause that contains multiple selectors combines the capabilities of each of its selectors. The following
combinations of selectors are especially useful:

• A KEYWORD selector in combination with a FIELDNAME-EQ selector. This combination guarantees that the path
will be selected if the program references the key field in an appropriate way, and it gives the path control over the
selection of logical-record occurrences.

• Multiple FIELDNAME-EQ selectors. This combination is useful for paths that enter the database based on a
concatenated key. The various FIELDNAME-EQ selectors guarantee that the path will be selected if the program
references each key field in the appropriate way.

For a program request to match a SELECT clause that contains multiple selectors, the program request must meet the
requirements of all the named selectors.

Examples

You have coded the following SELECT clause in a path:

SELECT FOR KEYWORD MOD-EMP

           FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

To successfully access this path, the request shown below meets the requirements of both the FIELDNAME-EQ selector
and the KEYWORD selector.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE MOD-EMP AND EMP-ID-0415 EQ

   EMP-ID-0415 OF LR.

You have coded the following SELECT clause in a path, where each FIELDNAME-EQ selector references a component of
a concatenated key:

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ RACE-TITLE

           FIELDNAME-EQ RACE-DATE

To successfully access this path, the request shown below meets the requirements of both FIELDNAME-EQ selectors.

OBTAIN FIRST RACE-LR WHERE RACE-TITLE EQ 'DERBY' AND
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   RACE-DATE EQ '860801'.

Using Multiple SELECT Clauses For One Path

You can specify more than one SELECT clause for a path when you want to access the path with different types of
program requests. You may want to specify multiple SELECT clauses in the following cases:

• In combination with the USING INDEX clause, to process a concatenated index
• To eliminate identical paths that are delimited by different SELECT clauses
• To service different types of program requests that have not been matched to previous paths in the subschema

To access a path delimited by multiple SELECT clauses, the program request need only meet the requirements of one
SELECT clause.

Examples

You have coded the following SELECT clauses for a path:

SELECT USING INDEX EMP-NAME-NDX

   FOR FIELDNAME EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

       FIELDNAME EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

SELECT USING INDEX EMP-NAME-NDX

   FOR FIELDNAME EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

The examples that follow show some program requests that can successfully access this path.

Successful path access

This program request references both EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 and EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415. Therefore, it meets the
requirements of the first SELECT clause.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE (EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 EQ 'SMITH')

   AND (EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 EQ 'JANET').

This program request references EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 but does not reference EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415. Therefore, it
meets the requirements of the second SELECT clause.

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR WHERE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 MATCHES 'H'.

Determining Path Order

When LRF receives a request to retrieve or update a logical record, it attempts to match the selection criteria specified
by the program's WHERE clause to the selectors in a path. LRF begins this process with the first path in the path group.
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It then searches the path group from top to bottom until it finds a path whose selectors match the program's selection
criteria. The first matching path is the one that LRF selects.

Sequencing paths

Because LRF searches the path group sequentially, the order in which you code paths can determine which paths will be
chosen. To facilitate efficient database entry, be sure you code paths in order, from most specific to least specific.

As a rule, you should sequence paths by selector in the following order:

• KEYWORD
• FIELDNAME-EQ
• FIELDNAME
• ELEMENT

A path that has multiple selectors is often one of the more specific paths in a path group, while a path with a null SELECT
clause is always the least specific path. Because a null SELECT clause matches all requests, it should be the last
SELECT clause coded in a path group.

Examples

The following examples shows the sequence of retrieval paths coded in a sample logical record, along with some
matching program requests. The paths are coded in order from most specific to least specific. By coding the paths in this
sequence, efficient database entry is guaranteed.

ADD

LOGICAL RECORD NAME IS SAMPLE-LR

   .

   .

   .

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS OBTAIN SAMPLE-LR

    SELECT FOR KEYWORD ALL-EMP

      .

      .

      .

   SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

      .

      .
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      .

   SELECT USING EMP-NAME-NDX

      FOR FIELDNAME EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

          FIELDNAME EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

      .

      .

      .

   SELECT FOR FIELDNAME START-DATE-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

      .

      .

      .

   SELECT FOR ELEMENT EMPLOYEE

      .

      .

      .

   SELECT

Specifying Selection Criteria for Logical Records
You can specify selection criteria for a logical record by:

• Coding a WHERE clause to specify attributes of the logical-record occurrence you want to access.
• Issuing an EVALUATE command to determine whether an expression is true or false. You can then direct LRF to

perform specific path logic on the basis of this evaluation.

This section contains the following topics:

Using a WHERE Clause

A WHERE clause is a boolean expression that can specify one of the following:

• Criteria for selecting logical-record occurrences to be retrieved, stored, modified, or erased
• Criteria for selecting the database-records that will be used to construct the logical record

A WHERE clause can be coded in the program, in the path, or in both the program and the path. Program and path
WHERE clauses are discussed below, followed by a discussion of program and path WHERE clause interactions.
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Coding a program WHERE clause

Usage

The program WHERE clause serves two functions:

• Directs the program to an appropriate path by matching the criteria specified in the WHERE clause to the path
selectors. This is described in .

• Specifies selection criteria to be applied to a logical record occurrence. The program selection criteria is
evaluated after a logical-record occurrence has been placed in program variable storage. In the case of update verbs,
the selection criteria is evaluated before the logical-record occurrence is moved to the database. If the selection criteria
is not met, LRF returns a status of LR-NOT-FOUND.

Comparisons

The program WHERE clause consists of one or more comparisons or keywords connected by boolean operators. The
following table shows the general format of the program WHERE clause. A program WHERE clause can consist of one or
more operands connected by a boolean operator.

First operand Boolean operator Second operand
keyword
 
[NOT] comparison

AND keyword
 
[NOT] comparison

[NOT] comparison OR [NOT] comparison

WHERE clause comparison format

The following table shows the suggested format of a program WHERE clause comparison. This comparison is formed by
using one first operand, one conditional operator, and one second operand.

First operand Conditional operator Second operand
Logical-record field name EQ (IS) (=)

NE
GT (>)
LT (<)
GE
LE

Alphanumeric or numeric
literal
 
IDD-defined variable field
 
Arithmetic expression

 CONTAINS
MATCHES

Alphanumeric literal
 
IDD-defined variable field
 
Logical-record field name
OF LR

For information on program WHERE clause syntax, see the CA ADS Using section. or the CA IDMS Navigational DML
Programming section.

A program WHERE clause comparison is checked against data that has been moved into program variable storage. If the
path does not OBTAIN the records to be used in the comparison, LRF returns a path status of LR-NOT-FOUND.

Examples

This program request asks LRF to retrieve all employees whose status code is '01' (active), who work in a particular
department.
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Path code:

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF DEPARTMENT

   OBTAIN FIRST DEPARTMENT

      WHERE CALCKEY EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF REQUEST

   OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT-DEPT-ID TO DEPT-ID-0410.

OBTAIN FIRST DEPT-LR

   WHERE (DEPT-ID-0410 EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF LR)

       AND STATUS-0415 EQ '01'.

ON LR-FOUND

   REPEAT.

      PUT DETAIL.

      OBTAIN NEXT DEPT-LR

          WHERE (DEPT-ID-0410 EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF LR)

             AND STATUS-0415 EQ '01'.
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   END.

DISPLAY.

This program request asks LRF to retrieve information on all employees whose last name begins with A.

Path code:

SELECT USING INDEX EMP-NAME-NDX FOR FIELDNAME EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

    OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE USING INDEX.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-NAME-LR

   WHERE EMP-LAST-NAME MATCHES 'A'.

ON LR-FOUND

   REPEAT.

      PUT DETAIL.

      OBTAIN NEXT EMP-NAME-LR

          WHERE EMP-LAST-NAME MATCHES 'A'.

   END.

DISPLAY.
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Coding a path WHERE clause

You use the path WHERE clause to specify selection criteria for the database records used to construct a logical record
occurrence. Path selection criteria is evaluated before data is returned to program variable storage. Only those records (if
any) that meet the specified selection criteria are used to construct the logical record.

Consists of comparisons

The path WHERE clause consists of one or more comparisons connected by boolean operators. To specify additional
selection criteria for FIND/OBTAIN WHERE CALCKEY, FIND/OBTAIN WHERE SORTKEY, and FIND/OBTAIN WHERE
DBKEY commands, you simply attach this additional criteria with an AND operator.

The following table shows the general format of the path WHERE clause. A path WHERE clause can consist of one or
more comparisons connected by a boolean operator.

General format

First operand Boolean operator Second operand
[NOT] comparison AND

OR
[NOT] comparison

Format of a path WHERE clause comparison The following table shows the suggested format of a path WHERE clause
comparison. This comparison is formed by using one first operand, one conditional operator, and one second operand.

First operand Conditional operator Second operand
Logical-record field name EQ (IS) (=)

NE
GT (>)
LT (<)
GE
LE

Alphanumeric or numeric
literal
 
Logical-record field name
OF LR
 
Arithmetic expression

 CONTAINS
MATCHES

Alphanumeric literal
 
Logical-record field name
OF LR

For information on path WHERE clause syntax, see the CA IDMS Database Administrating section.

Examples

This path retrieves all employees whose status code is '04'
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Path code:

SELECT USING INDEX EMP-NAME-NDX FOR KEYWORD ON-LEAVE

   OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE USING INDEX

      WHERE STATUS-0415 EQ '04'.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-INFO-LR

   WHERE ON-LEAVE.

ON LR-FOUND

    REPEAT.

       PUT DETAIL.

       OBTAIN NEXT EMP-INFO-LR

        WHERE ON-LEAVE.

   END.

DISPLAY.

This path retrieves all albums made by 'Baez' that were released after 12/31/84.

Path code:

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ ARTIST-ID OF ALBUM

    OBTAIN EACH ALBUM
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        WHERE (CALCKEY EQ ARTIST-ID OF REQUEST)

            AND (RELEASE-DATE > '841231').

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST MUSIC-LR

   WHERE ARTIST-ID OF ALBUM EQ 'BAEZ'.

ON LR-FOUND

   REPEAT.

      PUT DETAIL.

      OBTAIN NEXT MUSIC-LR

         WHERE ARTIST-ID OF ALBUM EQ 'BAEZ'.

   END.

DISPLAY.

Program and path WHERE clause interactions

When both the program request and the path contain a WHERE clause, LRF evaluates the WHERE clauses in the
following order:

1. LRF evaluates the path WHERE clause first, before it returns a logical record to program variable storage.
2. LRF then evaluates the program WHERE clause, based on the data in program variable storage.

Allowable WHERE clause combinations

The following table summarizes the WHERE clause combinations that LRF allows. LRF allows the WHERE clause
combinations described in this table. The presence of a WHERE clause is indicated by an asterisk.

Program WHERE clause Path WHERE clause Action
* * Evaluates database-record occurrences

according to path WHERE clause selection
criteria, before data is placed in program
variable storage.
Evaluates logical-record occurrences
according to program WHERE clause
selection criteria, based on the data in
program variable storage.

 * Evaluates database-record occurrences
before data is placed in program variable
storage.
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*  Evaluates logical-record occurrences based
on data in program variable storage.

  Places all data retrieved by the path into
program variable storage. Does no further
evaluation of this data.

Advantages Whenever possible, you should place a WHERE clause in the path, rather than the program. Placing a
WHERE clause in the path offers the following advantages:

• Better efficiency in time and resources because data is only brought into program variable storage when the selection
criteria is met

• Better security because programmers need not be aware of the selection criteria used
• Ease of update because the code is centralized in the path

For a discussion of these design considerations, see Chapter 3:.

Examples

 

Example 1

This combination of path and program WHERE clauses returns employee information for each employee in the Data
Processing department who started work after 12/31/80 and whose status is '01' (active).

Path code:

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ DEPT-ID-0410

   OBTAIN EACH DEPARTMENT

      WHERE CALCKEY EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF REQUEST

   OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

      WHERE START-DATE-0415 > '801231'.

Program request:
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OBTAIN FIRST DEPT-LR

    WHERE DEPT-ID-0410 EQ '5200'

        AND STATUS-0415 EQ '01'.

ON LR-FOUND

    REPEAT.

       PUT DETAIL.

       OBTAIN NEXT DEPT-LR

          WHERE DEPT-ID-0410 EQ '5200'

              AND STATUS-0415 EQ '01'.

    END.

DISPLAY.

Example 2

This combination of path and program WHERE clauses returns employee information for each employee in the Data
Processing department who started work between 1981 and 1985 inclusive.

Path code:

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ DEPT-ID-0410

   OBTAIN EACH DEPARTMENT

      WHERE CALCKEY EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF REQUEST

   OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

      WHERE START-DATE-0415 > '801231'.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST DEPT-LR

    WHERE DEPT-ID-0410 EQ '5200'

        AND START-DATE-0415 < '860101'.

ON LR-FOUND
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    REPEAT.

       PUT DETAIL.

       OBTAIN NEXT DEPT-LR

          WHERE DEPT-ID-0410 EQ '5200'

              AND START-DATE-0415 < '860101'.

    END.

DISPLAY.

Example 3

This combination of path and program WHERE clauses returns employee information for each employee in the Data
Processing department who started work during or after 1986.

Employees who started work in 1985 don't meet the selection criteria specified in the program WHERE clause.

Path code:

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF DEPARTMENT

   OBTAIN EACH DEPARTMENT

      WHERE CALCKEY EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF REQUEST

   OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

      WHERE START-DATE-0415 > '851231'.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-INFO-LR

    WHERE DEPT-ID-0410 EQ '5200'

        AND START-DATE-0415 > '861231'.

ON LR-FOUND

    REPEAT.

       PUT DETAIL.

       OBTAIN NEXT EMP-INFO-LR
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          WHERE DEPT-ID-0410 EQ '5200'

              AND START-DATE-0415 > '861231'.

    END

DISPLAY.

Using the EVALUATE Command

You use the EVALUATE command to determine whether a specified boolean expression is true or false, and to allow
specific path logic to be performed on the basis of this evaluation.

How it differs from WHERE

The EVALUATE command differs from the path WHERE clause in the following ways:

• The selection criteria for an EVALUATE command should be applied after data is brought into program variable
storage. This data can be returned to the program whether or not the evaluation is true.

• The EVALUATE command allows branching in the path whether or not the specified condition is met.
• One of the operands in each comparison must be specified as a logical-record field OF LR.

To EVALUATE a particular field, you should first OBTAIN the database record that contains the object field. Be sure the
object field is defined in a logical-record element.

Status codes returned

LRF returns the following status codes in response to an EVALUATE command:

• 0000 indicates that the specified expression is true.
• 2001 indicates that the specified expression is false.

You can use an ON clause to test for a particular status code and specify what action should be taken. ON clauses are
described in Chapter 13, Using Role Names.

NOTE
You cannot issue an EVALUATE command for a group-level element in an IDD work record. To evaluate
a group-level element in an IDD work record, you must first redefine this element by using the COMPUTE
statement. This procedure is described in Chapter 12, Manipulating Logical-Record Data.

Examples

This path returns employee and job information for each employee who is underpaid.
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Path code:

SELECT FOR KEYWORD UNDERPAID

    OBTAIN EACH EMPOSITION WITHIN EMP-DEMO-REGION

       WHERE SALARY-GRADE-0420 EQ '21'

    EVALUATE SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 OF LR LT 20000

       ON 0000 DO

               OBTAIN OWNER EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-EMPOSITION

               FIND CURRENT EMPOSITION

               IF JOB-EMPOSITION MEMBER

                  ON 0000 NEXT

                  ON 1601 ITERATE

               OBTAIN OWNER JOB WITHIN JOB-EMPOSITION

               END

       ON 2001 ITERATE.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST JOB-LR
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   WHERE UNDERPAID.

ON LR-FOUND

    REPEAT.

        PUT DETAIL

        OBTAIN NEXT JOB-LR

           WHERE UNDERPAID.

    END.

DISPLAY.

This path lists employee, expertise, and skill information for all employees in a particular department who are experts in at
least one skill.

Path code:

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF DEPARTMENT

    OBTAIN FIRST DEPARTMENT

       WHERE CALCKEY EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF REQUEST

    OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

    OBTAIN EACH EXPERTISE WITHIN EMP-EXPERTISE

    EVALUATE SKILL-LEVEL-0425 OF LR EQ '04'
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       ON 0000 DO

               OBTAIN OWNER SKILL WITHIN SKILL-EXPERTISE

               END

       ON 2001 ITERATE.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT-DEPT-ID TO DEPT-ID-0440.

OBTAIN FIRST SKILL-LR

    WHERE DEPT-ID-0410 EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF LR.

ON LR-FOUND

   REPEAT.

      PUT DETAIL.

      OBTAIN NEXT SKILL-LR

         WHERE DEPT-ID-0410 EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF LR.

   END.

DISPLAY.

Manipulating Logical-Record Data
This section contains the following topics:

• The COMPUTE Command

The COMPUTE Command

What COMPUTE does

You can manipulate logical-record data by using the COMPUTE command. This command lets you:

• Copy data from one logical-record field to another logical-record field
• Set the value of a logical-record field equal to a literal or an arithmetic expression
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The COMPUTE command is issued as a boolean expression that contains an equality operation. The following table
shows the general format of this command. This command is formed by using one first operand, one conditional operator,
and one second operand.

First operand Conditional operator Second operand
Logical-record field name
OF LR

EQ (IS) (=) Alphanumeric or numeric
literal
 
Logical-record field name
OF LR
 
Arithmetic expression

Uses of the COMPUTE command

You can use the COMPUTE command to do any of the following:

• Initialize a logical-record field that will be used as a sort key or CALC key for a subsequent FIND/OBTAIN command
• Prepare a database record occurrence to be stored or modified
• Count record occurrences and cumulate totals
• Change a group-level field into an element-level field
• Initialize unused fields when a partial logical record is returned
• Return path information to the program

Examples

Initializing a field to be used as a sort key

This path retrieves information for all jazz albums that were made by a particular musician. It retrieves the appropriate
ALBUM records by using a concatenated sort key. The sort key is built in the path and contains the following information:

• A MUSIC-TYPE of JAZZ
• An ARTIST-ID that is passed through the program WHERE clause

The path constructs this key by using the COMPUTE command to move values into an IDD-defined work field. The work
field is shown below:

01  WORK-KEY.

    02  WORK-MUSIC-TYPE    PIC X(20).
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    02  WORK-ARTIST-ID     PIC 9(4).

Path code:

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ ARTIST-ID OF ARTIST

           KEYWORD JAZZ

    COMPUTE WORK-MUSIC-TYPE OF LR EQ 'JAZZ'

    FIND FIRST ARTIST

       WHERE CALCKEY EQ ARTIST-ID OF ARTIST OF REQUEST

    COMPUTE WORK-ARTIST-ID OF LR EQ ARTIST-ID OF ARTIST OF LR

    OBTAIN EACH ALBUM

       WHERE SORTKEY EQ WORK-KEY OF LR.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT-ARTIST TO ARTIST-ID OF ARTIST.

OBTAIN FIRST MUSIC-LR

    WHERE (ARTIST-ID OF ARTIST EQ ARTIST-ID OF ARTIST OF LR)

       AND JAZZ.

ON LR-FOUND

   REPEAT.

      PUT DETAIL.

      OBTAIN NEXT MUSIC-LR

         WHERE (ARTIST-ID OF ARTIST EQ ARTIST-ID OF ARTIST OF LR)

         AND JAZZ.

   END.

DISPLAY
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Preparing a database record to be modified

This path modifies all EMPLOYEE records whose zip code is '01118' and who live in the city of Springfield. The path
changes the zip code to '01119' for these record occurrences:

Path code:

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS MODIFY EMP-ADDRESS-LR

   SELECT FOR KEYWORD NEW-ZIP

      OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-NAME-NDX

          WHERE (EMP-ZIP-0415 EQ '01118')

          AND (EMP-CITY-0415 EQ 'SPRINGFIELD')

      COMPUTE EMP-ZIP-0415 OF LR EQ '01119'

      MODIFY EMPLOYEE

         ON 0000 ITERATE.

Program request:

MODIFY EMP-ADDRESS-LR

    WHERE NEW-ZIP.

Providing counter activity
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This path cumulates salary totals for all employees who work in a specified department.

Path code:

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF DEPARTMENT

    COMPUTE WORK-SALARY OF LR EQ 0

    OBTAIN FIRST DEPARTMENT

        WHERE CALCKEY EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF REQUEST

    OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

    ON 0000 DO

    OBTAIN FIRST EMPOSITION WITHIN EMP-EMPOSITION

       ON 0000 DO

           COMPUTE WORK-SALARY-AMOUNT OF LR EQ

               (WORK-SALARY-AMOUNT OF LR + SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 OF LR)

           ON 0000 ITERATE

       END

       ON 0307 ITERATE

    END.

Program request:
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OBTAIN FIRST TOTAL-SALARY-LR

    WHERE DEPT-ID-0410 EQ '3200'.

Changing group-level fields into element-level fields

This path increases the bonus percentage for each employee who has been with the company since April 31, 1985.
The path uses a COMPUTE command to copy the value of START-DATE-0415 (a group-level field) into WORK-START-
DATE (an element-level IDD-defined work field). The path then evaluates WORK-START-DATE to select the appropriate
employees.

Path code:

SELECT FOR KEYWORD BONUS-REVIEW

    OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-DEMO-REGION

    COMPUTE WORK-START-DATE OF LR EQ START-DATE-0415 OF LR

    EVALUATE WORK-START-DATE LE '850431'

    ON 0000 DO

      OBTAIN EACH EMPOSITION WITHIN EMP-EMPOSITION

         ON 0307 ITERATE.

      COMPUTE BONUS-PERCENT-0420 OF LR EQ

         (BONUS-PERCENT-0420 OF LR * 1.25)

      MODIFY EMPOSITION

         ON 0000 ITERATE.

    END

    ON 2001 ITERATE
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Program request:

MODIFY EMP-LR WHERE BONUS-REVIEW.

DISPLAY.

Initializing unused fields

This path lists employee, skill, and expertise information for each employee who is an expert in a particular skill. If there
are no 'experts' for the skill, LRF returns a partial logical record that contains skill information only.

The path uses the COMPUTE statement to initialize the fields in the EXPERTISE record before the logical record is
returned to the program. For information on partial logical records, see Chapter 11, Controlling Path Execution.

Path code:

SELECT USING SKILL-NAME-NDX FOR FIELDNAME-EQ SKILL-NAME-0455 OF SKILL

    OBTAIN EACH SKILL USING INDEX

    OBTAIN EACH EXPERTISE WITHIN SKILL-EXPERTISE

       WHERE SKILL-LEVEL-0425 EQ '04'

    ON 0000 DO

       OBTAIN OWNER EMPLOYEE

    END

    ON 0307 DO

            COMPUTE SKILL-LEVEL-0425 OF LR EQ '0'

            COMPUTE EXPERTISE-DATE-0425 OF LR EQ '0'
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            COMPUTE EMP-ID-0415 OF LR EQ '0'

            COMPUTE EMP-NAME-0415 OF LR EQ ' '

            END

Program request:

MOVE INPUT-SKILL-NAME TO SKILL-NAME-0425.

OBTAIN FIRST SKILL-LR

    WHERE SKILL-NAME-0455 EQ 'CODING'

ON LR-FOUND

    REPEAT.

        PUT DETAIL.

        OBTAIN NEXT SKILL-LR

           WHERE SKILL-NAME-0425 EQ SKILL-NAME OF LR.

    END.

DISPLAY.

Returning path information to the program

This path returns information to the program that indicates which path was executed. The path returns this information
through an IDD-defined work record. It uses the COMPUTE command to set the value of this work record.

Path code:

SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE
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   COMPUTE WORK-MESSAGE EQ 'EMP-ID PATH'

   OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE

      WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-LR

    WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ '0015'.

Using LRF Role Names
You can direct LRF to return two or more occurrences of a single database record type or IDD-defined work record type
simultaneously. You do this by assigning unique identifiers to the logical-record elements. These identifiers are called role
names.

Each logical-record element can have any number of role names. LRF reserves additional space in program variable
storage for each role name that you assign.

Suppose, for example, that you want to reserve space in program variable storage for two occurrences of a record. To do
this, you can either:

• Define one role name for the logical-record element. You then see the element by either the role name or the
record name.

• Define two role names for the logical-record element. You then see the element by its role names only.

Considerations

The following considerations apply to the use of roles names:

• Once you assign role names to a logical-record element, you must always qualify that element with one of its role
names. This holds true for both the path code and the program request.

• A role name cannot be the name of:
– A record or record synonym defined in the schema
– A field name included in the current subschema
– A keyword used in the current subschema

• Each role name can be assigned to only one record type per subschema. The role name can be assigned to that
record type in any number of logical records within the subschema.

• LRF does not keep separate currencies for each role name specified, except during an iteration cycle. If you issue a
path database update command with a role name, LRF updates the record occurrence that is current of record type.
At the end of path execution, currency for the logical-record element will reflect the last record occurrence accessed,
regardless of the role name used. For more information on currency in LRF, see Chapter 15, Currency Considerations.

Examples

Processing a bill of materials structure (using two role names)
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This path retrieves the names and ids of all employees who work for a particular manager. The EMPLOYEE record is
represented by two role names: MANAGER and WORKER. Thus, you can access the EMPLOYEE record by specifying
either MANAGER or WORKER.

Because the EMP-ID-0415 field is not unique in the EMP-EMP-LR logical record, you must qualify it with the MANAGER
or WORKER role names.

Path code:

ADD

LOGICAL RECORD NAME IS EMP-EMP-LR

   ELEMENTS ARE

      EMPLOYEE ROLE IS MANAGER

      EMPLOYEE ROLE IS WORKER

    .

    .

    .

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS OBTAIN EMP-EMP-LR

    SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF MANAGER

        OBTAIN FIRST MANAGER
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           WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST

           ON 0000 NEXT

           ON 0326 ITERATE

        FIND EACH STRUCTURE WITHIN MANAGES

           ON 0000 NEXT

           ON 0307 ITERATE

        OBTAIN OWNER WORKER WITHIN REPORTS-TO

           ON 0000 NEXT.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-EMP-LR

   WHERE EMP-ID-0415 OF MANAGER EQ '0015'.

ON LR-FOUND

   REPEAT.

      PUT DETAIL.

      OBTAIN NEXT EMP-EMP-LR

         WHERE EMP-ID-0415 OF MANAGER EQ '0015'.

   END.

DISPLAY.

Processing a bill of materials structure (using one role name)
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This path also retrieves the names and ids of all employees who work for a particular manager. The EMPLOYEE record
has only one role name assigned to it: WORKER. Thus, you can access the EMPLOYEE record by specifying either
EMPLOYEE or WORKER.

Path code:

ADD

LOGICAL RECORD NAME IS EMP-EMP-LR

   ELEMENTS ARE

      EMPLOYEE

      EMPLOYEE ROLE IS WORKER

    .

    .

    .

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS OBTAIN EMP-EMP-LR

    SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE

        OBTAIN FIRST EMPLOYEE

           WHERE CALCKEY EQ EMP-ID-0415 OF REQUEST
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           ON 0000 NEXT

           ON 0326 ITERATE

        FIND EACH STRUCTURE WITHIN MANAGES

           ON 0000 NEXT

           ON 0307 ITERATE

        OBTAIN OWNER WORKER WITHIN REPORTS-TO

           ON 0000 NEXT.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST EMP-EMP-LR

   WHERE EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE EQ '0015'.

ON LR-FOUND

   REPEAT.

      PUT DETAIL.

      OBTAIN NEXT EMP-EMP-LR

         WHERE EMP-ID-0415 OF EMPLOYEE EQ '0015'.

   END.

DISPLAY.

Representing multiple skills
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This path retrieves skill information for each employee who is an expert in two particular skills. The logic of the path is as
follows:

1. The path obtains the first SKILL record by using a value passed from the program. This SKILL record is represented
by the role name SKILL1.

2. The path then finds the first EXPERTISE record in the SKILL-EXPERTISE set where the SKILL-LEVEL-0425 field has
a value of 04 (expert).

3. The path obtains the owner EMPLOYEE record. This retrieves the name of the employee who has an expertise in the
named skill.

4. Now, the path searches the EMP-EXPERTISE set for an EXPERTISE record that has a skill level of 04.
5. When the path locates an EXPERTISE record that has a skill level of 04, it goes on to locate the owner SKILL record.

This SKILL record is represented by the role name SKILL2.
The path obtains the SKILL record if the skill name is equal to the second skill name passed from the program. In this
case, the employee is an expert in both given skills.
If the skill name is not equal to the second skill name passed by the program, the path continues to search the EMP-
EXPERTISE set for an EXPERTISE record that has an expertise level of 04 and is associated with the named skill.

Path code:

ADD

LOGICAL RECORD NAME IS SKILL-SKILL-LR

   ELEMENTS ARE

      SKILL ROLE IS SKILL1

      SKILL ROLE IS SKILL2

      EMPLOYEE

      EXPERTISE

   .

   .
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   .

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS OBTAIN SKILL-SKILL-LR

   SELECT FOR KEYWORD EXPERTS

      FIELDNAME-EQ SKILL-NAME-0455 OF SKILL1

      FIELDNAME-EQ SKILL-NAME-0455 OF SKILL2

      OBTAIN FIRST SKILL1 WITHIN SKILL-NAME-NDX

         WHERE SORTKEY EQ SKILL-NAME-0455 OF SKILL1 OF REQUEST

         ON 0000 NEXT

         ON 0326 RETURN SKILL-NOT-FOUND

      FIND EACH EXPERTISE WITHIN SKILL-EXPERTISE

         WHERE SKILL-LEVEL-0425 EQ '04'

         ON 0000 NEXT

         ON 0307 ITERATE

      OBTAIN OWNER EMPLOYEE WITHIN EMP-EXPERTISE

         ON 0000 NEXT

      FIND EACH EXPERTISE WITHIN EMP-EXPERTISE

         WHERE SKILL-LEVEL-0425 EQ '04'

         ON 0000 NEXT

         ON 0307 ITERATE

      OBTAIN OWNER SKILL2 WITHIN SKILL-EXPERTISE

         ON 0000 NEXT

         ON 0326 ITERATE.

Program request:
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MOVE 'COBOL' TO SKILL-NAME-0455 OF SKILL1 OF LR

MOVE 'GEN LEDGER' TO SKILL-NAME-0455 OF SKILL2 OF LR.

OBTAIN FIRST SKILL-SKILL-LR

   WHERE EXPERTS AND SKILL-NAME-0455 OF SKILL1 EQ

         SKILL-NAME-0455 OF SKILL1 OF LR

     AND SKILL-NAME-0455 OF SKILL2 EQ

         SKILL-NAME-0455 OF SKILL2 OF LR

ON LR-FOUND

   REPEAT.

      PUT DETAIL.

      OBTAIN NEXT SKILL-SKILL-LR

         WHERE EXPERTS AND SKILL-NAME-0455 OF SKILL1 EQ

               SKILL-NAME-0455 OF SKILL1 OF LR

           AND SKILL-NAME-0455 OF SKILL2 EQ

               SKILL-NAME-0455 OF SKILL2 OF LR

   END.

DISPLAY.

Currency Considerations
The DBMS checks and updates currency while processing path-DML statements, just as it does while processing
navigational DML statements. In LRF, currency is transparent to the programmer. The programmer does not have to know
the currency of records, sets, or areas to execute or reexecute a path.

This section contains the following topics:

Subschema currency tables

Currencies for area, set, record type, and run unit are kept in subschema currency tables, just as they are for navigational
DML programs. For more information on subschema currency tables, see Navigational DML Programming Reference.

Path-group control block

After the execution of each path database retrieval, update, or control command, LRF copies the appropriate currencies
from the subschema currency tables to a path-group control block. There is one path-group control block for each of
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the four path groups (OBTAIN, STORE, MODIFY, and ERASE). These control blocks maintain currencies by path-DML
statement.

Types of currencies copied

The following table lists the types of currencies that get copied from the subschema currency tables to the path-group
control block. LRF copies these currencies after the execution of each path-DML command.

Path-DML command Types of currencies copied to a path-group control block
FIND/OBTAIN EACH WITHIN SET
FIND/OBTAIN EACH USING INDEX
FIND/OBTAIN EACH WHERE CALCKEY

Set currencies (current, next, prior, and owner) for the named
chained, indexed, or CALC set

FIND/OBTAIN EACH WITHIN AREA Area currencies
All other commands Run-unit currency

The remainder of this section describes how LRF uses currency, how to choose a currency option for the subschema, and
how currency is maintained with role names.

How LRF Uses Currency

LRF uses the currencies saved in the path-group control blocks to:

• Protect the database record occurrences accessed by LRF from data corruption. LRF protects these record
occurrences by placing implicit locks on them. LRF keeps these locks either until the associated command is
reexecuted or until the saved currencies are cleared. For more information on implicit database locks, see CA IDMS
Database Administrating section.

• Position itself in an iteration cycle (OBTAIN path-group currencies only). This use of currency is described below.

When a program issues an OBTAIN NEXT command (requesting path iteration), LRF copies the db-key values saved for
the last iterated verb from the OBTAIN path-group control block back to the subschema currency tables. LRF then issues
a FIND NEXT or OBTAIN NEXT command to retrieve the next occurrence of the target database record. The format of the
FIND/OBTAIN command depends on whether the iterated verb is a FIND or an OBTAIN verb.

How LRF saves currencies

LRF saves currencies for each path group separately. This allows iteration to occur non-consecutively, as well as
consecutively. For example, a programmer may want to OBTAIN a logical record, MODIFY the logical record, and then
OBTAIN the next logical record. Because currencies are saved by path group, LRF can pick up the iteration cycle where it
left off. .

The following diagram shows how LRF uses currency. The currencies LRF copies are used to lock database record
occurrences and to position LRF in an iteration cycle.
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Saving currencies for an OBTAIN path

LRF saves currencies for an OBTAIN path until one of the following activities occurs:

• The program issues an OBTAIN FIRST statement either for the same path or for a different path. In this case,
LRF clears the OBTAIN path-group control block.

• The program issues an OBTAIN NEXT statement for the path, directing LRF to execute the path from the last
successfully executed iterable command. In this case, the existing currencies saved after the iteration point are
cleared. The currencies saved before the iteration point do not change.

• The program issues a COMMIT ALL or a ROLLBACK CONTINUE statement, which clears all path-group
currencies.

• The run unit ends (that is, the program issues a FINISH or ROLLBACK statement), which clears all path-group
currencies.

• The path returns LR-NOT-FOUND or LR-ERROR, which clears all OBTAIN path-group currencies.

Saving currencies for an update path

LRF saves currencies for a STORE, MODIFY, or ERASE path until one of the following activities occurs:

• The program issues another STORE, MODIFY, or ERASE logical record command, respectively. In this case, LRF
clears the path-group control block.

• The program issues a COMMIT ALL or ROLLBACK CONTINUE statement, which clears all path-group currencies.
• The run unit ends (that is, the program issues a FINISH or ROLLBACK) statement, which clears all path-group

currencies.
• The path returns LR-NOT-FOUND or LR-ERROR, which clears all STORE, MODIFY, or ERASE path-group

currencies, respectively.

Choosing a Currency Option

You can choose one of the following currency options when you define a logical-record subschema:

• LR CURRENCY NO RESET copies the db-key for the last iterated verb from the OBTAIN path-group control block to
the subschema currency tables. This activity is performed when a program issues an OBTAIN NEXT logical record
request (requesting path iteration).

• LRF CURRENCY RESET (default) issues a FIND/OBTAIN DBKEY command for each path database retrieval
command issued before the iteration point. This activity refreshes program variable storage. It also reestablishes the
currencies in the subschema currency tables so they reflect the currencies saved in the OBTAIN path-group control
block. It is performed when a program issues an OBTAIN NEXT logical record request (requesting path iteration).
The RESET option also directs LRF to copy the db-key for the last iterated verb from the OBTAIN path-group control
block to the subschema currency tables.

Example

The following example illustrates the difference between LR CURRENCY NO RESET and LR CURRENCY RESET. The
path in this example retrieves department, employee, and skill information for all employees who work in a particular
department. The iteration points in the path are shaded.
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Path code:

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS OBTAIN SKILL-LR

   SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF DEPARTMENT

   OBTAIN FIRST DEPARTMENT

      WHERE CALCKEY EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF REQUEST

   OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

   FIND EACH EXPERTISE WITHIN EMP-EXPERTISE

   OBTAIN OWNER SKILL WITHIN SKILL-EXPERTISE.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST SKILL-LR

   WHERE DEPT-ID-0410 EQ '5200'.

ON LR-FOUND

   REPEAT.

      OBTAIN NEXT SKILL-LR

         WHERE DEPT-ID-0410 EQ '5200'.
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      PUT DETAIL.

   END.

DISPLAY.

Given the above path:

• If the subschema currency option is NO RESET, LRF copies the db-key of the last iterated verb from the path-group
control block to the subschema currency tables, before it iterates the path. It does not reretrieve the DEPARTMENT
and EMPLOYEE records.

• If the subschema currency option is RESET, LRF issues the commands shown below, before it iterates the path.
(Assume that the last successfully executed iterable command is the FIND EACH EXPERTISE command.)

      OBTAIN FIRST DEPARTMENT

        WHERE CALCKEY EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF REQUEST

 

      OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE

As with the NO RESET option, LRF also copies the db-key of the last iterated verb from the path group-control block to
the subschema currency tables, before it iterates the path.

For a discussion of design considerations with regard to the NO RESET and RESET currency options, see Chapter 3,
Preliminary Analysis and Design.

Currency Considerations For Role Names

When you use role names, you should be aware of the following currency considerations:

• LRF keeps separate currencies by role name only during an iteration cycle. You must use the FIND/OBTAIN EACH
role-name statement for this to occur.

• Do not mix iterative retrieval activity by role name with STORE, MODIFY, or ERASE activity for the same role-name
occurrence. These commands will STORE, MODIFY, or ERASE whatever record occurrence is current of run unit.
They do not keep track of the current role name.

Example

The example shown below illustrates how the use of role names can affect currency. The OBTAIN path in this example
retrieves two occurrences of the ALBUM record. GREATEST HITS is a gold album; RUBBER SOUL is a platinum album.
The MODIFY path then tries to modify both record occurrences.

When the MODIFY GOLDREC statement is issued, RUBBER SOUL is current of run unit. Thus, RUBBER SOUL is
modified instead of GREATEST HITS. When the MODIFY PLATREC statement is issued, RUBBER SOUL is modified
again. The GREATEST HITS album remains unchanged.
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Path code:

ADD LOGICAL RECORD NAME IS MUSIC-LR

   ELEMENTS ARE ALBUM ROLE IS GOLDREC

                ALBUM ROLE IS PLATREC

 

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS OBTAIN MUSIC-LR

    SELECT

       OBTAIN EACH GOLDREC WITHIN MUSIC-NDX

          WHERE FLAG OF GOLDREC EQ 'G'

       OBTAIN EACH PLATREC WITHIN MUSIC-NDX

          WHERE FLAG OF PLATREC EQ 'P'.

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS MODIFY MUSIC-LR

    SELECT FOR KEYWORD MOD-REC

       FIND CURRENT GOLDREC

       MODIFY GOLDREC

       FIND CURRENT PLATREC
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       MODIFY PLATREC.

Program request:

OBTAIN FIRST MUSIC-LR.

   ON LR-FOUND

      REPEAT.

         PUT DETAIL.

         MODIFY MUSIC-LR

            WHERE MOD-REC.

         OBTAIN NEXT MUSIC-LR.

END.

   DISPLAY.

Implementing Data Integrity Rules
You can use LRF to implement integrity rules that protect the corporate data resource:

Data Integrity Rules

• Referential integrity rules protect the relationship between database records that have shared keys. For example,
in the sample Customer-Order database shown below, you can prevent an application program from storing a new
ORDER record for which no valid customer exists.

• Application-dependent integrity rules ensure that the logical relationships between data meet criteria that are
established by the application. For example, you can prevent an application program from erasing an existing ORDER
record if an associated item has already been shipped.

In general, you use the path WHERE clause and EVALUATE commands to implement data integrity rules through LRF.
Examples that show this implementation are presented below. For more information on data integrity, see CA IDMS
Database Design section.
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Examples

Enforcing data integrity rules for STORE activity

This path ensures that the customer number is valid, before it stores a new ORDER record. If the customer number is not
valid, the path returns an appropriate DBA-defined path status.

Path code:

ADD
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PATH-GROUP NAME IS STORE CUST-ORD-LR

   SELECT FOR KEYWORD STORE-ORD

      FIND FIRST CUSTOMER WITHIN CUST-NDX

         WHERE SORTKEY EQ CUST-NUMBER OF ORDER OF LR

             ON 0000 NEXT

             ON 0326 RETURN 'INVALID-CUST'

      STORE ORDER.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT-WORK TO CUST-ORD-LR.

STORE CUST-ORD-LR

   WHERE STORE-ORD.

ON INVALID-CUST

   DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS 'CUSTOMER NUMBER IS INVALID'.

Enforcing data integrity rules for ERASE activity

This path erases an occurrence of the ORDER record when a customer decides to cancel an order. The path also erases
all ITEM records that are associated with the order.

Before any records are erased, the path checks to see if any of the requested items have been shipped. If an item has
been shipped, the path indicates that it can't erase the order.

Path code:

ADD

PATH-GROUP NAME IS ERASE ORDER-LR

   SELECT FOR KEYWORD ERASE-ORD

              FIELDNAME-EQ ORD-NUMBER OF ORDER

      OBTAIN FIRST ORDER WITHIN ORD-NDX

         WHERE SORTKEY EQ ORD-NUMBER OF ORDER OF REQUEST

            ON 0000 NEXT
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            ON 0326 RETURN 'INVALID-ORD'

      FIND FIRST ITEM WITHIN ORD-NDX

         WHERE (SORTKEY EQ ORD-NUMBER OF ORDER OF LR)

         AND (ITEM-QTY-SHIPPED > 0)

            ON 0000 RETURN ITEM-SHIPPED

            ON 0326 NEXT

      FIND EACH ITEM WITHIN ORD-NDX

         WHERE SORTKEY EQ ORD-NUMBER OF ORDER OF LR

            ON 0000 NEXT

            ON 0326 DO

                    ERASE ORDER

                    END

      ERASE ITEM

            ON 0000 ITERATE.

Program request:

MOVE INPUT-NUMBER TO ORDER-NUMBER OF ORDER OF LR.

ERASE ORDER-LR

   WHERE (ORDER-NUMBER OF ORDER EQ ORDER-NUMBER OF ORDER OF LR)

   AND ERASE-ORD.

ON INVALID-ORD

   DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS 'ORDER NUMBER IS INVALID'.

ON ITEM-SHIPPED

   DISPLAY MSG TEXT IS 'AN ITEM HAS BEEN SHIPPED.  THE ORDER CANNOT

       BE CANCELED'.
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Using LRF with Other Facilities
You can use LRF with a variety of tools. This section describes how to use LRF with:

• CA OLQ
• CA ADS (including CA ADS Batch)
• CA IDMS/DC Mapping Facility

For information on using LRF with CA Culprit, see the CA Culprit for CA IDMS Reference section. You can also use LRF
with a variety of programming languages, including COBOL, PL/I, and Assembler. For information on using LRF with
these languages, see the CA IDMS Navigational DMLProgramming section and to the corresponding CA IDMS/DB or CA
IDMS/DC reference.

This section contains the following topics:

Using LRF With CA OLQ

CA OLQ is a data retrieval system used to access information stored in an CA IDMS/DB database and to produce and
format reports. You can use logical-record subschemas with both command-mode and menu-mode CA OLQ.

What you can do

By using logical-record subschemas with menu-mode CA OLQ, you can:

• Simplify end-user queries. If the subschema usage mode is LR, the CA OLQ Record Select screen will display only
the logical-record(s) that are included in the subschema. The user will not have to choose from a variety of database
records to make a specific query.

• Ensure that CA OLQ uses the most efficient path when it processes queries.

You can also use CA OLQ to test logical-record subschemas relatively easily and quickly. Because CA OLQ allows
data retrieval only, you can't use it to test update paths.

Considerations

The following considerations apply to using LRF with CA OLQ:

• CA OLQ's program variable storage cannot be accessed by other facilities. This has the following implications:
– Using the OF LR clause in a path used with CA OLQ can lead to unpredictable results. The OF LR clause directs

LRF to look in program variable storage for values that may or may not be there. Where possible, use the OF
REQUEST clause instead.

– If you use the NO RESET currency option, the data above the iteration point will not be visible after the first logical-
record occurrence is returned. Use the RESET currency option if you want the path to return more than one logical-
record occurrence.

– If you want the values in an IDD-work field to be displayed after the first logical record is returned, you should
compute the values below the lowest iteration point. Because an IDD-defined work record has no db-key, it can't be
reobtained.

• Always use the PATHSTATUS option in CA OLQ when you execute a path that contains a DBA-defined path
status. This option allows the status to be displayed on the screen.

 

Using LRF With CA ADS and CA ADS Batch

The Application Development System, including CA ADS and ADS/Batch, allow users to develop and execute
applications.
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Considerations

The following considerations apply to using LRF with CA ADS and ADS/Batch:

• Database considerations:
– A base subschema record may not participate in more than one logical record per dialog. Therefore, all

logical records used in a dialog must have different logical-record elements, unless you assign role names to the
elements.

– The OBTAIN logical-record command defaults to OBTAIN NEXT logical-record. In certain situations, using the
OBTAIN logical-record command may result in an LR-NOT-FOUND path status.
To avoid this situation:
Use the OBTAIN FIRST logical-record command when you want to retrieve the first occurrence of the named logical
record.
Use the OBTAIN NEXT logical-record command when you want to retrieve the next occurrence of the named
logical record.

• Flow of control considerations:
– When you invoke or link to a lower-level dialog using the same logical-record subschema, the logical-record

data is available at the lower level.
The data is not available when you transfer to a lower-level dialog, or invoke or link to a dialog that is not an
extended run unit.

– To change logical-record data in a lower-level dialog and then access these changes on a higher-level
dialog, you must use the RESET subschema currency option. 

• With AUTOSTATUS, you do not get the 20xx status codes returned to your dialogs. Because these codes usually
indicate a program/path interaction problem, you might want to use the ALLOWING ERROR CODES expression to
test for these codes.

Using LRF With the CA IDMS/DC Mapping Facility

The CA IDMS/DC mapping facility is used to define the layout of maps. These maps can be associated with dialogs
generated by the Application Development System and programs written in COBOL, PL/I, and Assembler.

Considerations

The following considerations apply to using logical records with the CA IDMS/DC mapping facility:

• You must name all logical-record elements in the RECORD NAME field of the Initial Definition screen.
• If a logical-record element is associated with a role name, you must specify the role name in the ROLE NAME field

of the Initial Definition screen. You will need to specify both the logical-record name and the role name for each role
name used.

For more information on the mapping facility, see CA IDMS Mapping Facility topics.

LRF Programming Techniques
This section discusses the LRF programming techniques that you use in coding CA IDMS/DB and CA IDMS/DC
programs. These techniques include:

• Using LRF documentation ── A discussion of the LRDEFS and LRPATH reports and how to use them in designing
your application.

• Accessing logical records ── A discussion of the DML statements available for accessing logical records and the
processing that you must perform before each call to LRF. An explanation of the WHERE clause is included.

• Testing for path status ── A discussion on testing the path statuses that are returned after every call to LRF.

This section contains the following topics:
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Using LRF Documentation

LRF documentation, which is available through the IDMSRPTS utility, is useful in all stages of LRF program development.
These reports contain a variety of information, such as records and record elements available to your application, DBA-
defined path statuses, and efficient WHERE clause arguments.

The following LRF reports are most useful to application programmers:

• LRDEFS lists records, record elements, and all DBA comments.
• LRPATH lists the records participating in the logical record and all DBA-defined path groups.

The LRDEFS report and the LRPATH report are explained below.

The LRDEFS Report

When writing an LRF application, you must isolate specific information about the logical records to be accessed. This
information is provided by the LRDEFS report. The LRDEFS report supplies definitions of all fields included in each logical
record defined in the subschema.

DBA comments

This report also lists comments provided by the DBA on the following topics:

• Restrictions placed on the operations that the program can perform in conjunction with each logical record (that is,
which of the LRF database access statements can you use).

• Selection criteria permitted in the WHERE clause that can accompany each LRF database access statement, for each
logical record available to the program. The LRDEFS report provides the following information about selection criteria,
as defined by the DBA:
– Names of individual logical-record fields that can be used in WHERE clause comparisons
– Types of comparisons that can or must be performed against the named fields
– DBA-designated keywords
The WHERE clause is explained in detail later in this section.

• Sequence of data returned to the program.
• IDD-defined records (if any) included in the logical record.
• Path statuses returned to the program by LRF to indicate the result of the requested operation.
• Program action to be taken following the return of DBA-defined path statuses.

Field definitions and DBA-supplied comments contained in this report provide all the information needed to access the
EMP-JOB-LR logical record.

IDMSRPTS 15.0                               -
SUBSCHEMA LOGICAL RECORD DESCRIPTIONS-                   DATE     TIME   PAGE

LRDEFS                              FOR SUBSCHEMA EMPSS19  IN SCHEMA EMPSCHM  VERSION  100          05/06/99  130256

LOGICAL RECORD NAME EMP-JOB-LR
  COMMENTS           ***********************************************************
                               EMP-JOB-LR    THIS LOGICAL RECORD ACCESSES EMPLOYEE,
                                             OFFICE, DEPARTMENT, AND JOB INFORMATION.
                     ***********************************************************************
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                     LR VERBS  ALLOWED: OBTAIN
                     ***************************************************************
                     SELECTION CRITERIA: (TOTAL OF 3 OBTAIN PATHS)

                     ►►►►►►►►►►►►►► OBTAIN PATH 1 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
                     THIS PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF THE FOLLOWING COMPARISON
                     IS INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM-REQUEST
                     WHERE CLAUSE:

                     DEPT-ID-0410 = A LITERAL
                                    A PROGRAM VARIABLE THAT HAS BEEN DEFINED TO IDD
                                    A FIELD IN THE AREA RESERVED FOR THE LOGICAL
                                      RECORD IN PROGRAM VARIABLE STORAGE (OF LR)

                     THIS PATH OBTAINS AN OCCURRENCE OF THE EMP-JOB-LR
                     FOR EACH EMPLOYEE
                     IN THE SPECIFIED DEPARTMENT.

                     NOTE THAT DEPT-ID-0410 IS USED AS A CALC KEY BY THE PATH.

                     ************* PATH STATUSES ************
                      LR-NOT-FOUND ── ALL OCCURRENCES OF THE LOGICAL RECORD
                     HAVE BEEN RETRIEVED.

                      DEPT-NOT-FOUND ── THE DBMS COULD NOT FIND THE SPECIFIED
                     DEPARTMENT.
                       **** PROGRAM ACTION ── WRITE A MESSAGE INDICATING THE
                                              KEY OF THE RECORD.

                      DEPT-EMPTY ── THE DEPARTMENT HAS NO EMPLOYEES
                       **** PROGRAM ACTION ── THE DEPARTMENT DATA IS GOOD;
                                              SPACE OR BLANK OUT EVERYTHING
                                              ELSE AND WRITE A NO-EMPLOYEES
                                              MESSAGE.

                      NO-JOBS ── THE EMPLOYEE HAS NO JOB RECORDS
                       **** PROGRAM ACTION ── THE DEPARTMENT AND EMPLOYEE DATA
                                              IS GOOD; SPACE OR BLANK OUT EVERYTHING
                                              ELSE AND WRITE A NO-JOBS MESSAGE.
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                      NO-OFFICE ── THE EMPLOYEE HAS NO OFFICE RECORD
                       **** PROGRAM ACTION ── EVERYTHING ELSE IS GOOD; SPACE OR
                                              BLANK OUT THE OFFICE RECORD AND
                                              WRITE A NO-OFFICE MESSAGE.
                     ►►►►►►►►►►►►►► OBTAIN PATH 2 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
                     THIS PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF THE FOLLOWING COMPARISON
                     IS INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM-REQUEST
                     WHERE CLAUSE:

                     EMP-ID-0415 =  A LITERAL
                                    A PROGRAM VARIABLE THAT HAS BEEN DEFINED TO IDD
                                    A FIELD IN THE AREA RESERVED FOR THE LOGICAL
                                     RECORD IN PROGRAM VARIABLE STORAGE (OF LR)

                     THIS PATH OBTAINS AN OCCURRENCE OF THE EMP-JOB-LR
                     FOR EACH SPECIFIED EMPLOYEE

                     NOTE THAT EMP-ID-0415 IS USED AS A CALC KEY BY THE PATH.

                     ************* PATH STATUSES ************
                      LR-NOT-FOUND ── ALL OCCURRENCES OF THE LOGICAL RECORD
                     HAVE BEEN RETRIEVED.

                      EMP-NOT-FOUND ── THE DBMS COULD NOT FIND THE SPECIFIED
                     EMPLOYEE.
                       **** PROGRAM ACTION ── WRITE A MESSAGE INDICATING THE
                                              KEY OF THE RECORD.

                      NO-DEPT ── THE EMPLOYEE HAS NO DEPARTMENT RECORD
                       **** PROGRAM ACTION ── THE EMPLOYEE DATE IS GOOD; SPACE OR
                                              BLANK OUT EVERYTHING ELSE AND
                                              WRITE A NO-DEPARTMENT MESSAGE.

                      NO-OFFICE ── THE EMPLOYEE HAS NO OFFICE RECORD.
                       **** PROGRAM ACTION ── THE EMPLOYEE
                                              AND DEPARTMENT DATA IS GOOD;
                                              SPACE OR BLANK OUT EVERYTHING
                                              ELSE AND WRITE A NO-OFFICE
                                              MESSAGE.
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                      NO-JOBS ── THE EMPLOYEE HAS NO JOB RECORDS
                       **** PROGRAM ACTION ── THE OFFICE, EMPLOYEE,
                                              AND DEPARTMENT DATA
                                              IS GOOD; SPACE OR BLANK OUT THE JOB
                                              RECORD AND WRITE A NO-JOBS MESSAGE.
                     ►►►►►►►►►►►►►► OBTAIN PATH 3 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
                     THIS PATH WILL BE SELECTED FOR ALL OTHER
                     PROGRAM REQUESTS.

                     THIS PATH OBTAINS AN OCCURRENCE OF THE
                     EMP-JOB-LR LOGICAL RECORD FOR EACH EMPLOYEE.

                     THIS PATH ENTERS THE DATABASE THROUGH AN AREA SWEEP
                     OF THE EMP-DEMO-REGION.

                    ************* PATH STATUSES ************
                     LR-NOT-FOUND ── ALL OCCURRENCES OF THE LOGICAL RECORD
                     HAVE BEEN RETRIEVED.

                      NO-DEPT ── THE EMPLOYEE HAS NO DEPARTMENT RECORD
                       **** PROGRAM ACTION ── THE EMPLOYEE DATA IS GOOD; SPACE OR
                                              BLANK OUT EVERYTHING ELSE AND
                                              WRITE A NO-DEPARTMENT MESSAGE.

                      NO-OFFICE ── THE EMPLOYEE HAS NO OFFICE RECORD.
                       **** PROGRAM ACTION ── THE EMPLOYEE
                                              AND DEPARTMENT DATA IS GOOD;
                                              SPACE OR BLANK OUT EVERYTHING
                                              ELSE AND WRITE A NO-OFFICE
                                              MESSAGE.

                      NO-JOBS ── THE EMPLOYEE HAS NO JOB RECORDS
                       **** PROGRAM ACTION ── THE OFFICE, EMPLOYEE,
                                              AND DEPARTMENT DATA
                                              IS GOOD; SPACE OR BLANK OUT THE JOB
                                              RECORD AND WRITE A NO-JOBS MESSAGE.
BUILT FROM.........

RECORD NAME........ EMPLOYEE
RECORD ID.......... 0415
RECORD VERSION..... 0100
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RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED
LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING       EMP-ID-0415
WITHIN............. EMP-DEMO-REGION              FROM PAGE  4013003    THRU  4013100
ACCESS RESTRICTION ON FOR........... ERASE
DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES....... USAGE....... VALUE............................. PICTURE...................    STRT  LGTH
02 EMP-
ID-0415                       DISPLAY                                         9(4)                             1     4
                                                  SET CONTROL ITEM FOR ────────      CALC            DUP NOT ALLOWED
02 EMP-
NAME-0415                     DISPLAY                                                                          5    25
03 EMP-FIRST-
NAME-0415               DISPLAY                                         X(10)                            5    10
                                                  SET CONTROL ITEM FOR ────────      DEPT-
EMPLOYEE   DUP LAST
                                                  SET CONTROL ITEM FOR ────────      EMP-
NAME-NDX    DUP LAST
                                                  SET CONTROL ITEM FOR ────────      OFFICE-
EMPLOYEE DUP LAST
03 EMP-LAST-
NAME-0415                DISPLAY                                         X(15)                           15    15
                                                  SET CONTROL ITEM FOR ────────      DEPT-
EMPLOYEE   DUP LAST
                                                  SET CONTROL ITEM FOR ────────      EMP-
NAME-NDX    DUP LAST
                                                  SET CONTROL ITEM FOR ────────      OFFICE-
EMPLOYEE DUP LAST
02 STATUS-0415                       DISPLAY                                         X(2)                            30     2
88 ACTIVE-0415                       COND                                                                            30
                                                  '01'
88 ST-
DISABIL-0415                   COND                                                                            30
                                                  '02'
88 LT-
DISABIL-0415                   COND                                                                            30
                                                  '03'
88 LEAVE-OF-
ABSENCE-0415             COND                                                                            30
                                                  '04'
88 TERMINATED-0415                   COND                                                                            30
                                                  '05'
02 SS-
NUMBER-0415                    DISPLAY                                         9(9)                            32     9
02 START-
DATE-0415                   DISPLAY                                                                         41     6
03 START-
YEAR-0415                   DISPLAY                                         9(2)                            41     2
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03 START-
MONTH-0415                  DISPLAY                                         9(2)                            43     2
03 START-
DAY-0415                    DISPLAY                                         9(2)                            45     2
RECORD NAME........ DEPARTMENT
RECORD ID.......... 0410
RECORD VERSION..... 0100
RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED
LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING       DEPT-ID-0410
WITHIN............. ORG-DEMO-REGION              FROM PAGE  4013153    THRU  4013200
DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES....... USAGE....... VALUE............................. PICTURE...................    STRT  LGTH
02 DEPT-
ID-0410                      DISPLAY                                         9(4)                            49     4
                                                  SET CONTROL ITEM FOR ────────      CALC            DUP NOT ALLOWED
02 DEPT-
NAME-0410                    DISPLAY                                         X(45)                           53    45
02 DEPT-HEAD-
ID-0410                 DISPLAY                                         9(4)                            98     4
02 FILLER                            DISPLAY                                         XXX                            102     3

RECORD NAME........ JOB
RECORD ID.......... 0440
RECORD VERSION..... 0100
RECORD LENGTH...... VARIABLE
MINIMUM ROOT.......    24 CHARACTERS
MINIMUM FRAGMENT...   296 CHARACTERS
LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING       JOB-ID-0440
WITHIN............. ORG-DEMO-REGION              FROM PAGE  4013153    THRU  4013200
CALL PROCEDURES.... NAME.... WHEN.. FUNCTION
                    IDMSCOMP BEFORE STORE
                    IDMSCOMP BEFORE MODIFY
                    IDMSDCOM AFTER  GET
DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES....... USAGE....... VALUE............................. PICTURE...................    STRT  LGTH
02 JOB-
ID-0440                       DISPLAY                                         9(4)                           105     4
                                                  SET CONTROL ITEM FOR ────────      CALC            DUP NOT ALLOWED
02 TITLE-0440                        DISPLAY                                         X(20)                          109    20
                                                  SET CONTROL ITEM FOR ────────      JOB-
TITLE-NDX   DUP NOT ALLOWED
RECORD NAME........ OFFICE
RECORD ID.......... 0450
RECORD VERSION..... 0100
RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED
LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING       OFFICE-CODE-0450
WITHIN............. ORG-DEMO-REGION              FROM PAGE  4013153    THRU  4013200
DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES....... USAGE....... VALUE............................. PICTURE...................    STRT  LGTH
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02 OFFICE-
CODE-0450                  DISPLAY                                         X(3)                           129     3
                                                  SET CONTROL ITEM FOR ────────      CALC            DUP NOT ALLOWED
02 OFFICE-
ADDRESS-0450               DISPLAY                                                                        132    46
03 OFFICE-
STREET-0450                DISPLAY                                         X(20)                          132    20
03 OFFICE-
CITY-0450                  DISPLAY                                         X(15)                          152    15
03 OFFICE-
STATE-0450                 DISPLAY                                         X(2)                           167     2
03 OFFICE-
ZIP-0450                   DISPLAY                                                                        169     9
04 OFFICE-ZIP-FIRST-
FIVE-0450        DISPLAY                                         X(5)                           169     5
04 OFFICE-ZIP-LAST-
FOUR-0450         DISPLAY                                         X(4)                           174     4
02 OFFICE-
PHONE-0450                 DISPLAY      OCCURS          3                  9(7)                           178    21
02 OFFICE-AREA-
CODE-0450             DISPLAY                                         X(3)                           199     3
02 SPEED-
DIAL-0450                   DISPLAY                                         X(3)                           202     3

The LRPATH Report

You can obtain additional logical-record information from the LRPATH report, which lists the DBA-defined path retrieval
logic. You should use this report to take special note of the following significant statements and clauses in the logical-
record definition:

Significant statements and clauses

• ROLE assigns a role name (such as MANAGER) to specified logical-record components. The DML compiler copies
the data items in that record, subordinate to the role name, into program variable storage at DML compile time. If
ROLE is used to assign a unique identifier to a logical-record component that occurs more than once in a single logical
record, you must qualify all references to elements in occurrences of the logical-record components.

NOTE
Assembler programmers: Assembler programs cannot reference roles.

For example, if the DBA assigns the role names WORKER and MANAGER to the EMPLOYEE database record, the
definitions copied into program variable storage would be as follows:

01  EMP-EMP-LR.

    02  MANAGER.

     03  EMP-ID-0415            PIC 9(4).

     03  EMP-NAME-0415.
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      04  EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415   PIC X(10).

      04  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415    PIC X(15).

     03  STATUS-0415            PIC X(2).

     03  SS-NUMBER-0415         PIC 9(9).

     03  START-DATE-0415.

      04  START-YEAR-0415       PIC 9(2).

      04  START-MONTH-0415      PIC 9(2).

      04  START-DAY-0415        PIC 9(2).

     03  FILLER                 PIC X(2).

    02  WORKER.

     03  EMP-ID-0415            PIC 9(4).

     03  EMP-NAME-0415.

      04  EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415   PIC X(10).

      04  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415    PIC X(15).

     03  STATUS-0415            PIC X(2).

     03  SS-NUMBER-0415         PIC 9(9).

     03  START-DATE-0415.

      04  START-YEAR-0415       PIC 9(2).

      04  START-MONTH-0415      PIC 9(2).

      04  START-DAY-0415        PIC 9(2).

     03  FILLER                 PIC X(2).

To see the employee id of the MANAGER record, you would code:

EMP-ID-0415 OF MANAGER.
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ROLE is typically used for reflexive joins and bill-of-materials structures. It can also be used to reduce program-DBMS
communication by accessing more than one occurrence of the same record type in one request.

• VERSION IS identifies logical-record components that are IDD-defined work records. These records can include
derived fields whose values are established through use of the COMPUTE verb.

• COMPUTE specifies path logic that can perform arithmetic operations. COMPUTE is typically used either to pass data
within the path or to return information to the application program.

• EVALUATE specifies path logic that can perform field editing by determining whether a boolean expression is true or
false.

• ON tests for a specific error status value and indicates the action the path is to take if that value is returned.
• RETURN returns path-status information to the application program that reports on whether path processing is

interrupted or terminated. The action to be taken by the program is influenced by the CLEAR option.
• CLEAR clears to low values the contents of the logical record in program variable storage. If CLEAR is not specified

by the RETURN command, partial logical records will be returned to the program; some fields in variable storage may
contain data from the previous logical record. Invalid data can be avoided in one of the following ways:
– The subschema path can use the COMPUTE verb to set invalid fields to blanks or zeros.
– The program can set invalid fields to blanks or zeros after the return of a DBA-specified path status.

Sample report

Below is a sample LRPATH report. The LRPATH report provides information on ROLE names, IDD-defined records, path
statuses, and partial paths that can assist in the design of your application.

IDMSRPTS 15.0                              -
LOGICAL RECORD PATH DESCRIPTIONS-                          DATE     TIME   PAGE

LRPATH                              FOR SUBSCHEMA EMPSS71  IN SCHEMA EMPSCHM  VERSION    1           04/06/99  130523

LOGICAL RECORD NAME EMP-MATCH-LR

BUILT FROM.........DEPARTMENT
                   EMPLOYEE
                   EMPLOYEE                          ROLE  MANAGER
                   OFFICE
                   EXPERTISE
                   SKILL
                   MESSAGE-REC       VERSION  0001

  OBTAIN  EMP-MATCH-LR     PATH-GROUP

    SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ DEPARTMENT                       DEPT-ID-0410
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                   OBTAIN FIRST DEPARTMENT
                         WHERE  CALCKEY EQ DEPT-ID-0410 OF REQUEST
                       ON 0326 CLEAR RETURN    DEPT-NOT-FOUND
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   IF DEPT-EMPLOYEE    IS NOT EMPTY
                       ON 0000 CLEAR RETURN    DEPT-EMPTY
                       ON 1601 NEXT
                   OBTAIN EACH  EMPLOYEE         WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                       ON 0307 ITERATE
                   FIND FIRST STRUCTURE        WITHIN REPORTS-TO
                       ON 0307 DO
                   COMPUTE
                         MESSAGE-3 OF LR EQ '** NO MANAGER **'
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                       END
                       ON 0000 DO
                   OBTAIN OWNER MANAGER          WITHIN MANAGES
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   FIND FIRST STRUCTURE        WITHIN MANAGES
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                       ON 0307 ITERATE
                   FIND OWNER EMPLOYEE         WITHIN REPORTS-TO
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                       END
                   IF OFFICE-EMPLOYEE  MEMBER
                       ON 1601 DO
                   COMPUTE
                         MESSAGE-1 OF LR EQ '** NO OFFICE **'
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   COMPUTE
                         OFFICE-CODE-0450 OF LR EQ '   '
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   COMPUTE
                         OFFICE-STREET-0450 OF LR EQ '   '
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                  COMPUTE
                         OFFICE-CITY-0450 OF LR EQ '   '
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   COMPUTE
                         OFFICE-STATE-0450 OF LR EQ '  '
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   COMPUTE
                         OFFICE-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0450 OF LR EQ '   '
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                       END
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                       ON 0000 DO
                   OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN OFFICE-EMPLOYEE
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                       END
                   IF EMP-EXPERTISE    IS NOT EMPTY
                       ON 0000 DO
                   COMPUTE
                         MESSAGE-2 OF LR EQ ' ** NO SKILL **'
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   COMPUTE
                         SKILL-ID-0455 OF LR EQ 0
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   COMPUTE
                         SKILL-NAME-0455 OF LR EQ '            '
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                   COMPUTE
                         SKILL-LEVEL-0425 OF LR EQ 0
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                       END
                       ON 1601 DO
                   OBTAIN EACH  EXPERTISE        WITHIN EMP-EXPERTISE
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                       ON 0307 ITERATE
                   OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN SKILL-EXPERTISE
                       ON 0000 NEXT
                       END

Accessing Logical Records

The statements used to access logical records are OBTAIN, MODIFY, STORE, and ERASE. Each of these statements
can include the following clauses:

• A WHERE clause to specify the logical-record occurrences to be accessed. For more information, see Using the
WHERE clause later in this section.

• An ON clause to evaluate the result of a request and specify action based on that result. For more information, see
The ON clause later in this section.

The OBTAIN, MODIFY, STORE, and ERASE statements are discussed below, followed by a discussion of the WHERE
clause.

Retrieving logical records

To retrieve logical records, perform the following steps:

1. Initialize any appropriate symbolic- or CALC-key fields.
2. Issue the OBTAIN statement, optionally specifying selection criteria in the WHERE clause.
3. Test for all possible path statuses.
4. If LRF returns a path status of LR-ERROR, perform the IDMS-STATUS routine.
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You can retrieve a single logical record, or you can code iterative logic to retrieve all logical records that meet criteria
specified in the WHERE clause. Additionally, you can specify that the retrieved logical record be placed into an alternative
variable-storage location.

OBTAIN FIRST and OBTAIN NEXT

If an OBTAIN FIRST statement is followed by an OBTAIN NEXT statement to retrieve a series of occurrences of the
same logical record, the OBTAIN statements must direct LRF to the same path. For this reason, you must ensure that the
selection criteria specified in the WHERE clauses that accompany the OBTAIN FIRST and OBTAIN NEXT statements are
identical.

It is best to use the OBTAIN FIRST/OBTAIN NEXT combination.

OBTAIN NEXT without OBTAIN FIRST

If the program initially issues an OBTAIN NEXT statement without issuing an OBTAIN FIRST, or if the last path status
returned for the path was LR-NOT-FOUND, LRF interprets the OBTAIN NEXT as OBTAIN FIRST.

NOTE
LRF does not interpret OBTAIN NEXT as OBTAIN FIRST in the following situations:

• After a path status of LR-FOUND
• After a path status of LR-ERROR
• After any DBA-defined path status

When retrieving logical records by specifying a symbolic- or CALC-key value, always use the OBTAIN FIRST/OBTAIN
NEXT combination.

Path statuses are explained in Testing For Path Status later in this section.

Example

The example below shows a program that retrieves logical records. This program obtains the first EMP-INS-LR logical
record, checks the path status, and obtains subsequent occurrences of the logical record by using the OBTAIN NEXT
statement.

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

         .

         .

    OBTAIN FIRST EMP-INS-LR WHERE EMP-ID-0415 = 

     EMP-ID-0415 OF LR.

    IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-ERROR' PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

    IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-NOT-FOUND'

         PERFORM A450-NO-LR

    ELSE
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         PERFORM A400-GET-NEXT-EMP-INS-REC THRU A400-EXIT

            UNTIL LR-STATUS = 'LR-NOT-FOUND'.

         .

         .

         .

A400-GET-NEXT-EMP-INS-REC.

         .

         .

         .

    OBTAIN NEXT EMP-INS-LR WHERE EMP-ID-0415 = 

     EMP-ID-0415 OF LR.

    IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-ERROR' PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

    IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-NOT-FOUND'

         GO TO A400-EXIT.

         .

         .

         .

A400-EXIT.

    EXIT.

Modifying logical records

To modify logical-record occurrences in the database, perform the following steps:

1. Either retrieve the logical record to be modified or initialize key fields, as specified by the DBA in the LRDEFS report.
2. Issue the MODIFY statement, optionally specifying selection criteria in the WHERE clause. The WHERE clause will be

evaluated at the beginning and acts as a security mechanism.
3. Test for all possible path statuses.
4. If LRF returns a path status of LR-ERROR, perform the IDMS-STATUS routine.
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Field values

LRF uses the field values present in the variable-storage location reserved for the logical record to update the appropriate
database records. You can optionally specify an alternative variable-storage location from which the changed field values
are to be taken.

The database record occurrences that are physically modified as a result of this statement are specified by the DBA in the
subschema modify path group. Depending on the specifications of the DBA, database records that participate in logical
records can be left as is, modified, stored, or erased. Other DBA-determined conditions related to the MODIFY statement
include:

• Whether you first need to OBTAIN a logical record before issuing the MODIFY statement
• WHERE clause arguments to be used
• The number of modify paths for each logical record (for example, one MODIFY path might require a keyword)
• Path statuses to be returned to the program

Example

The example below shows a program that modifies a logical record. The program modifies the employee address and
phone number fields in the logical record and issues the MODIFY statement. Note that the program checks for the DBA-
defined path status INVALID-MODIFY.

       DATA DIVISION.

       FILE SECTION.

       FD  NEW-EMP-ADDRESS-FILE-IN.

       01  NEW-EMP-ADDRESS-REC-IN.

           02  EMP-ID-IN               PIC 9(4).

           02  NEW-ADDRESS-IN          PIC X(46).

           02  NEW-PHONE-IN            PIC 9(10).

       PROCEDURE DIVISION.

                .

           READ NEW-EMP-ADDRESS-FILE-IN.

                AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

           PERFORM A300-CHANGE-ADDRESS THRU A300-EXIT

                              UNTIL END-OF-FILE.

           FINISH.

           GOBACK.
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       A300-CHANGE-ADDRESS.

           MOVE EMP-ID-IN TO EMP-ID-0415.

      *** OBTAIN SPECIFIED LOGICAL RECORD ***

           OBTAIN FIRST EMP-JOB-LR WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ

                                         EMP-ID-0415 OF LR.

      *** CHECK FOR PATH STATUSES ***

           IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-ERROR'

              PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

           IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-NOT-FOUND'

                PERFORM A350-EXCP-RPT

                GO TO A300-GET-NEXT.

           PERFORM U500-WRITE-OLD-ADDRESS.

           MOVE NEW-ADDRESS-IN TO EMP-ADDRESS-0415.

           MOVE NEW-PHONE-IN   TO EMP-PHONE-0415.

      *** MODIFY LOGICAL RECORD ***

           MODIFY EMP-JOB-LR. 

           IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-ERROR' 

           PERFORM IDMS-STATUS. 

      *** CHECK FOR DBA-DEFINED PATH STATUS ***

           IF LR-STATUS = 'INVALID-MODIFY' 

           PERFORM A350-EXCP-RPT. 

           IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-NOT-FOUND' 
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           PERFORM A350-EXCP-RPT. 

           PERFORM U510-WRITE-NEW-ADDRESS.

       A300-GET-NEXT.

           READ NEW-EMP-ADDRESS-FILE-IN

                AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

       A300-EXIT.

           EXIT.

Storing logical records

To store logical-record occurrences in the database, perform the following steps:

1. Either initialize key fields or perform other processing, as specified by the DBA in the LRDEFS report.
2. Issue the STORE statement, optionally specifying selection criteria in the WHERE clause. The WHERE clause will be

evaluated at the beginning and acts as a security mechanism.
3. Test for all possible path statuses.
4. If LRF returns a path status of LR-ERROR, perform the IDMS-STATUS routine.

LRF uses the field values present in the variable-storage location reserved for the logical record to update the appropriate
database records. You can optionally specify an alternative variable-storage location from which the field values are to be
taken.

STORE does not necessarily result in storing new occurrences of any of the database records that participate in the
logical record; the path selected to service a STORE logical-record request performs whatever database-access
operations the DBA has specified to service the request. Depending on the DBA's specifications, database records that
participate in logical records can be left as is, modified, stored, or erased.

STORE conditions

Other DBA-determined conditions related to the STORE statement include:

• Whether you first need to OBTAIN a logical record before issuing the STORE statement
• WHERE clause arguments to be used
• The number of store paths for each logical record (for example, one STORE path might require a keyword)
• Path statuses to be returned to the program

Example

The example below shows a program that stores a logical-record occurrence. This program stores a new occurrence of
the EMP-JOB-LR logical record.

       01  NEW-EMP-REC-IN.

           02  DEPT-ID-IN              PIC 9(4).
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           02  EMP-ID-IN               PIC 9(4).

           02  NAME-IN                 PIC X(25).

           02  ADDRESS-IN              PIC X(46).

           02  PHONE-IN                PIC 9(10).

           02  STATUS-IN               PIC X(2).

           02  SS-NUMBER-IN            PIC 9(9).

           02  START-DATE-IN           PIC 9(6).

           02  BIRTH-DATE-IN           PIC 9(6).

       PROCEDURE DIVISION.

           READ NEW-EMP-FILE-IN.

                AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

           PERFORM A300-STORE-EMP THRU A300-EXIT

                              UNTIL END-OF-FILE.

                 .

       A300-STORE-EMP.

           MOVE DEPT-ID-IN TO DEPT-ID-0410.

      *** OBTAIN LR TO ESTABLISH CORRECT DEPARTMENT ***

           OBTAIN FIRST EMP-JOB-LR WHERE DEPT-ID-0410 EQ

                                         DEPT-ID-0410 OF LR.

           IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-ERROR' PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

           IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-NOT-FOUND'

              PERFORM A350-EXCP-RPT

              GO TO A300-GET-NEXT.

           PERFORM B300-INITIALIZE-EMPLOYEE.

      *** STORE LOGICAL RECORD ***
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          STORE EMP-JOB-JR. 

          IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-ERROR' PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

          IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-NOT-FOUND' 

          PERFORM A360-STORE-EXCP-RPT 

          GO TO A300-GET-NEXT. 

      *** CHECK FOR DBA-DEFINED PATH STATUS *** 

          IF LR-STATUS = 'INVALID-STORE' 

          PERFORM A360-STORE-EXCP-RPT 

          GO TO A300-GET-NEXT. 

           PERFORM U500-WRITE-NEW-EMP-REPORT.

       A300-GET-NEXT.

           READ NEW-EMP-FILE-IN

                AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

       A300-EXIT.

           EXIT.

Erasing logical records

To delete a logical-record occurrence from the database, perform the following steps:

1. Either retrieve the logical record to be erased or initialize key fields, as specified by the DBA in the LRDEFS report.
2. Issue the ERASE statement, optionally specifying selection criteria in the WHERE clause. The WHERE clause will be

evaluated at the beginning and acts as a security mechanism.
3. Test for all possible path statuses.
4. If LRF returns a path status of LR-ERROR, perform the IDMS-STATUS routine.
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Field values

LRF uses field values present in the variable-storage location reserved for the logical record to update the database. You
can optionally specify an alternative variable-storage location from which the field values are to be taken (for example, if
the logical record was previously obtained using the INTO option).

ERASE does not necessarily result in the deletion of any of the database records that participate in the logical record. The
path selected to service an ERASE logical-record request performs whatever database access operations the DBA has
specified to service the request. For example, if a DEPARTMENT loses an employee, the EMP-JOB-LR logical record that
contains information about that employee would be erased; other information about the department would not be erased.
That is, EMPLOYEE information would be erased, but not DEPARTMENT, JOB, or OFFICE information.

Depending on the DBA's specifications, database records that participate in logical records can be left as is, modified,
stored, or erased.

ERASE conditions

Other DBA-determined conditions related to the ERASE statement include:

• Whether you first need to OBTAIN a logical record before issuing the ERASE statement
• WHERE clause arguments to be used
• The number of ERASE paths for each logical record (for example, one ERASE path might require a keyword)
• Path statuses to be returned to the program

Example

The example below illustrates a program that deletes a logical-record occurrence. This program OBTAINs the specified
occurrence of the EMP-JOB-LR logical record, and issues the ERASE statement. Note that the program checks the DBA-
defined path status INVALID-ERASE.

       DATA DIVISION.

       FILE SECTION.

       FD  EMP-ERASE-FILE-IN.

       01  EMP-ERASE-REC-IN.

           02  EMP-ID-IN               PIC 9(4).

       PROCEDURE DIVISION.

                .

           READ EMP-ERASE-FILE-IN.

                AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.

           PERFORM A300-ERASE-EMP THRU A300-EXIT

                              UNTIL END-OF-FILE.

           FINISH.
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           GOBACK.

       A300-ERASE-EMP.

           MOVE EMP-ID-IN TO EMP-ID-0415.

      *** OBTAIN THE SPECIFIED LOGICAL RECORD ***

           OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ

                                   EMP-ID-0415 OF LR.

           IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-ERROR' PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

           IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-NOT-FOUND'

              PERFORM A350-EXCP-RPT

              GO TO A300-GET-NEXT.

           PERFORM B300-ERASE-RPT.

      *** ERASE THE LOGICAL RECORD ***

          ERASE EMP-JOB-JR. 

          IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-ERROR' PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

          IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-NOT-FOUND' 

          PERFORM A350-EXCP-RPT. 

      *** TEST FOR DBA-DEFINED PATH STATUS *** 

          IF LR-STATUS = 'INVALID-ERASE' 

          PERFORM A350-EXCP-RPT. 

       A300-GET-NEXT.

           READ EMP-ERASE-FILE-IN

                AT END MOVE 'Y' TO EOF-SW.
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       A300-EXIT.

           EXIT.

Using the WHERE clause

You use the WHERE clause with any of the four logical-record database access statements. The WHERE clause allows
you to:

• Direct the program to a path predefined in the subschema by the DBA. This process is transparent to your
program. Through the path, you can access the database without issuing specific instructions for navigating the
database.

• Specify selection criteria to be applied to a logical record. The selection criteria allow you to specify the set of
logical-record occurrences to be accessed. This reduces the need for you to inspect many logical-record occurrences
in order to isolate those of interest.

• The WHERE clause will be evaluated at the beginning and acts as a security mechanism.

The WHERE clause is issued in the form of an expression that consists of comparisons and keywords connected by the
boolean operators (AND, OR, and NOT). If a user defined function is included in the expression, then it must not contain
any external calls. Any attempt to issue a DML or DC request in the user defined function may cause a runtime abend
to occur. Comparisons are presented below, followed by a discussion of keywords and LRF coding techniques and path
restrictions.

Comparisons

WHERE clause comparisons perform comparison operations on operands included in the WHERE clause expression.
LRF uses the results of these operations to determine the specific occurrences of a logical record to be accessed.
Additionally, LRF directs each logical-record request to an appropriate path in the subschema, depending on the operands
and operators included in the WHERE clause of the request.

Operands used in WHERE clause comparisons

The following table provides examples of the operands that can be used in the WHERE clause.

Operand Example
Literal WHERE EMP-ID-0415 = '0466'.
IDD-defined
program variable field

WHERE EMP-ID-0415 = IDD-EMP-ID-IN.

Logical-record field WHERE EMP-ID-0415 = EMP-ID-0415 OF LR.
Arithmetic expression WHERE SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 >(AVERAGE-SAL-WK-FLD *

2).

Testing relationships

Operators included in a WHERE clause comparison can specify that the following relationships between two operands be
tested:

• The value of the left operand contains the value of the right operand. Both operands included in the CONTAINS
operator must be alphanumeric values and elementary elements.

• Each character in the left operand matches the corresponding character in the right operand. The right operand
functions as a mask. When MATCHES is specified, LRF compares the left operand with the mask, one character at
a time, moving from left to right. The result of the match is either true or false: the result is true if the end of the mask
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is reached before encountering a character in the left operand that does not match a corresponding character in the
mask; the result is false if LRF encounters a character in the left operand that does not match a mask character.
Three special characters can be used in the mask to perform pattern matching:
– @ can be matched with any alphabetic character
– # can be matched with any numeric character
– * can be matched with any alphabetic or numeric character; both the left operand and the mask must be

alphanumeric values (in COBOL, PIC X or 9 DISPLAY) and elementary elements
• The value of the left operand is related to the value of the right operand in one of the following ways:

– Equal to
– Not equal to
– Greater than
– Less than
– Greater than or equal to
– Less than or equal to

Operations used in WHERE clause comparisons

The following table. provides examples for each of the operators used in the WHERE clause.

Operation Example
Contains WHERE EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415

CONTAINS 'SARA'.
Matches WHERE EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE MATCHES '021##'.
Equal to WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ IDD-EMP-ID-IN.
Not equal to WHERE STATUS-0415 NE '05'.
Greater than WHERE START-YEAR-0415 GT '75'.
Less than WHERE START-YEAR-0415 LT '75'.
Greater than or equal to WHERE JOB-ID-0440 GE IDD-JOB-ID-IN.
Less than or equal to WHERE JOB-ID-0440 LE IDD-JOB-ID-IN.
AND WHERE EMP-ID-0415 EQ IDD-EMP-ID-IN AND STATUS-0415

EQ '02'.
OR WHERE START-YEAR-0415 LT '75' OR STATUS-0415 EQ '05'.
Arithmetic expression WHERE SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 > (AVERAGE-SAL-WK-FLD *

2).

A WHERE clause can contain as many comparisons and keywords as required to specify the criteria to be applied to the
logical record. If necessary, the value of the SIZE parameter on the COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL statement can
be increased to accommodate very large and complex WHERE clause specifications.

Evaluating the WHERE clause

LRF evaluates operations in a WHERE clause by using the standard precedence of operators in the case of arithmetic
expressions. In other cases, it evaluates according to the order of appearance.

The standard precedence of operations is as follows:

1. Unary plus or minus
2. Multiplication or division
3. Addition or subtraction

Parentheses
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Parentheses can be used to clarify a multiple-comparison expression or to override the precedence of operations.

Numeric and alphanumeric literals

Numeric literals coded in the WHERE clause and used by the path as CALC keys or sort keys must be enclosed in
quotation marks and include leading zeros. Alphanumeric literals used as CALC keys or sort keys must be enclosed
in quotation marks and padded with spaces. Numeric literals that are defined as packed (COBOL COMP-3, PL/I fixed
decimal) and used as CALC keys or sort keys must be unquoted and include leading zeros.

Keywords

Keywords are names defined by the DBA to simplify processing of logical-record requests. A keyword specified in the
WHERE clause routes the request to the subschema path that is associated with that keyword. The path contains logic to
select the appropriate logical-record occurrences.

DBA-defined keywords are often used to force a match between a program request and an LRF path. Using keywords in
this manner ensures that the program request performs the logic coded in a specific path.

Keywords can also be used in place of detailed comparisons. In this case, the LRF path performs all comparisons; you
need only code a WHERE clause that uses that keyword.

Coding techniques and path restrictions

Every logical-record request must direct LRF to an appropriate path in the subschema before the request can be
processed. Typically, the DBA codes a number of paths that provide efficient access to the database based on the
information included in the WHERE clause. The DBA can also code paths that can be accessed regardless of the
contents of the request's WHERE clause. Such paths do not even require that requests include a WHERE clause.

NOTE
You should not change the WHERE clause selection criteria between an OBTAIN FIRST and an OBTAIN NEXT
logical-record request.

A path can require that a WHERE clause name one or more of the following:

• A particular keyword
• A particular value that is used by the path as a CALC key, sort key, or db-key
• A particular logical-record field of any kind
• Any field within a particular logical-record element (that is, within a particular database record)

When a logical-record request is issued, LRF searches through the subschema until it finds a path whose requirements
are met by the WHERE clause. LRF uses the first such path it finds to process the request, regardless of whether the
WHERE clause also meets the requirements of other paths.

Examples

The examples presented on the following pages illustrate various techniques for coding WHERE clauses to meet different
path requirements. Each example begins with DBA comments (from the LRDEFS report) that describe the WHERE clause
components required to access a specific path. Following these comments, a number of statements are listed, each of
which would successfully access that path. (In some cases, invalid solutions are illustrated for comparison.)

Using keywords

The DBA has written the following comments about a path:

THIS PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF THE KEYWORD

PROGRMR-ANALYSTS IS INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM-REQUEST
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WHERE CLAUSE.

 

THIS PATH OBTAINS AN OCCURRENCE OF THE EMP-JOB-LR LOGICAL

RECORD FOR EACH EMPLOYEE WHO IS A PROGRAMMER-ANALYST

(THAT IS, EACH EMPLOYEE WHO HAS A JOB-ID-0440 OF 3025)

To access this path, you could code:

OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR WHERE PROGRMR-ANALYSTS.

 

OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR WHERE PROGRMR-ANALYSTS AND

                        OFFICE-CODE-0450 EQ '001' AND

                        SKILL-LEVEL-0425 EQ '04.

Keywords must be coded in an affirmative and logically conjunctive manner (that is, do not code NOT or OR). The
requests listed below would not access this path:

OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR WHERE NOT PROGRMR-ANALYSTS.

 

OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR WHERE PROGRMR-ANALYSTS OR

                        OFFICE-CODE-0450 EQ '001'.

Using CALC keys

The DBA has written the following comments about a path:

THIS PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF THE FOLLOWING COMPARISON

IS INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM-REQUEST WHERE CLAUSE:

 

EMP-ID-0415 = A LITERAL

              A PROGRAM VARIABLE THAT HAS BEEN DEFINED TO IDD
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              A FIELD IN THE AREA RESERVED FOR THE LOGICAL

                RECORD IN PROGRAM VARIABLE STORAGE (OF LR)

 

NOTE THAT THE EMP-ID-IN VALUE INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM REQUEST

WHERE CLAUSE IS USED AS A CALC KEY BY THE PATH.

To access this path, you could code:

OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR WHERE EMP-ID-0415 = '0447'.

 

OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR WHERE EMP-ID-9415 = IDD-EMP-ID-IN.

 

OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR WHERE EMP-ID-0415 =

                        EMP-ID-0415 OF LR.

 

OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR WHERE EMP-ID-0415 = IDD-EMP-ID-IN

                  AND EMP-STATE-0415 = IDD-STATE-IN.

Logical-record fields that are used as CALC keys, sort keys, or db-keys in the WHERE clause can only be used in an
equality comparison with a single value. Additionally, the WHERE clause must be logically conjunctive (for example, do
not code OR). The requests listed below would not access this path:

OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR WHERE EMP-ID-0415 > '0447'.

 

OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR WHERE EMP-ID-0415 = (IDD-EMP-ID-IN - 1).

 

OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR WHERE (EMP-ID-0415 = '0466') OR

                        (EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 = 'JOHNSON        ').

Non-key comparisons
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The DBA has written the following comments about a path:

THIS PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF THE FOLLOWING COMPARISON

IS INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM-REQUEST WHERE CLAUSE:

 

SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 = A LITERAL

                     A PROGRAM VARIABLE THAT HAS BEEN DEFINED TO IDD

                     A FIELD IN THE AREA RESERVED FOR THE LOGICAL

                       RECORD IN PROGRAM VARIABLE STORAGE (OF LR)

                     AN ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION

 

ANY COMPARISON OPERATION CAN BE USED.

All comparisons are allowed for logical-record fields that are not used as CALC keys, sort keys, or db-keys. To access this
path, you could code:

OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR WHERE SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 LT

        (IDD-IN-AMT + IDD-ADJUST-VALUE).

 

OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR WHERE

        (SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 GT SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 OF LR)

         OR (DESCRIPTION-0440 CONTAINS 'TOP SECRET').

 

OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR WHERE

        (JOB-ID-0440 MATCHES 'A###') AND NOT

        (SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 LT (IDD-IN-AMT + IDD-ADJUST-VALUE)).

Non-key comparisons

The DBA has written the following comments about a path:
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THIS PATH WILL BE SELECTED IF THE FOLLOWING COMPARISON

IS INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM-REQUEST WHERE CLAUSE:

 

ANY FIELD FROM

THE EMPLOYEE RECORD

OF EMP-JOB-LR = A LITERAL

                A PROGRAM VARIABLE THAT HAS BEEN DEFINED TO IDD

                A FIELD IN THE AREA RESERVED FOR THE LOGICAL

                  RECORD IN PROGRAM VARIABLE STORAGE (OF LR)

                AN ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION

 

ANY COMPARISON OPERATION CAN BE USED.

All comparisons are allowed for database records that participate as elements in logical records. To access this path, you
could code:

OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR WHERE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 =

                        EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 OF LR.

 

OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR WHERE EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE EQ '58201'.

 

OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR WHERE EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 MATCHES 'C@@@@@@@@@@@@@@'.

Generic retrieval

The DBA has written the following comments about a path:

THIS PATH WILL BE SELECTED FOR ALL OTHER PROGRAM REQUESTS.

Any valid logical-record retrieval request can access this path.
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A request that contains no WHERE clause can be processed only by this type of path. To access this path, you could
code:

OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR.

 

OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR WHERE DESCRIPTION-0440 CONTAINS 'WEATHER'.

Testing For Path Status

LRF returns a specific path status to the LR-STATUS field of the program's LRC block to indicate the result of each
logical-record request. You can examine this information and use it to determine further processing.

1- to 16-character string

Each path status is 1- to 16-character string; it can be defined by either the system or the DBA. You should check the
path status after every call to LRF by using either the host-language IF statement or the ON clause (explained later in this
section). Additionally, a path status may indicate that LRF has returned a partial logical record as defined by the DBA.

System-defined path statuses, DBA-defined path statuses, the ON clause, and partial logical records are discussed below,
followed by examples of path status testing.

System-defined path statuses

There are three system-defined path statuses:

• LR-FOUND is returned when the logical-record request has been executed successfully. This status can be returned
in response to any of the four LRF DML statements. When LR-FOUND is returned, the ERROR-STATUS field of the
IDMS communications block contains 0000.

• LR-NOT-FOUND is returned when the logical record specified cannot be found, either because no such record exists
or because all logical-record occurrences have already been retrieved. LR-NOT-FOUND can be returned in response
to any of the four LRF DML statements, provided that the path to which LRF is directed includes retrieval logic. When
LR-NOT-FOUND is returned, the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS communications block contains 0000.
You should always check for LR-NOT-FOUND; if this path status is returned, you should take appropriate action based
on the fact that LRF could not find the requested logical record.

NOTE
A successful STORE, MODIFY, or ERASE can return a status of LR-NOT-FOUND if its WHERE clause does
not evaluate at the start.

• LR-ERROR is returned when a logical-record request is issued incorrectly or when an error occurs in the processing
of the path selected to service the request. When LR-ERROR is returned, the type of error-status code returned to the
program in the ERROR-STATUS field of the IDMS communications block differs according to the type of error:
– When the error occurs in the logical-record request, the ERROR-STATUS field contains an error-status code

issued by LRF (major code of 20).
– When an error occurs in the logical-record path processing, the ERROR-STATUS field contains an error-status

code issued by the DBMS (major code from 00 to 19).

NOTE
When a logical record detects a deadlock condition and returns a DBA-defined path status, the error status
field contains '0000' (not 'XX29') and bind errors occur during CA ADS deadlock handling. Allow the path
status to default to LR-ERROR to ensure that error status is 'XX29' which will be recognized by CA ADS as
well as the dialog which issued the request.
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You should always check for LR-ERROR; if LR-ERROR is returned, you should perform an error routine, such as
IDMS-STATUS, before initiating error recovery or aborting the program.

DBA-defined path statuses

The DBA can define additional path statuses in the subschema path group. Typically, these statuses are documented
in the subschema comments, which can be retrieved by using the LRDEFS parameter of the IDMSRPTS utility. The
LRDEFS report should indicate:

• All DBA-defined path statuses
• Conditions under which DBA-defined path statuses will be returned
• Program action required for each DBA-defined path status

Unless the DBA has specified otherwise, you should test for LR-ERROR before testing for any DBA-defined path
statuses.

NOTE
Programs that issue OBTAIN NEXT requests (allowing OBTAIN NEXT to default to OBTAIN FIRST) should
always be sure that LR-NOT-FOUND has been returned for a logical record before OBTAIN NEXT is issued for
a different logical record. This also applies to DBA-defined path statuses.

The ON clause

Every LRF DML statement can include an ON clause. The ON clause can be defined to test for a specific path status
following an LRF request.

The ON clause of a logical-record request consists of:

• A system- or DBA-defined path status
• An imperative statement directing the program to execute some function based on the result of the test

If LRF returns the path status specified in the ON clause, the imperative statement is executed. If the specified path status
is not returned, control is passed as follows:

• In COBOL and PL/I, the program performs the IDMS-STATUS routine; this routine will abort the program if a logical-
record error (LR-ERROR) has occurred.

• In Assembler, control is passed to the next statement in the program.

Partial logical records

LRF is sometimes unable to retrieve all data required to provide the requested logical record. In such cases the DBA can
specify that LRF should return that portion of the logical record that it was able to obtain. That portion that is returned is
referred to as a partial logical record. Typically, you are advised of this condition in a DBA-defined path status.

Keep in mind that those fields in program variable storage for which LRF was unable to provide data can contain values
placed there by a previous logical-record request. It is your responsibility to recognize this condition by testing explicitly for
a path status that indicates the return of a partial logical record and proceed accordingly.

The example below shows one possible response to partial logical records. Following the LRF request, the program tests
for the system-defined path statuses LR-ERROR and LR-NOT-FOUND; it then tests for the DBA-defined path statuses
EMP-NOT-FOUND and PARTIAL-LR. IF PARTIAL-LR is returned, the program performs a routine to clear variable-
storage fields of any data that remains there from a previous logical-record request.

OBTAIN NEXT EMP-JOB-LR

    WHERE EMP-ID-0415 = IDD-EMP-ID-IN.
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IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-ERROR'

    PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-NOT-FOUND'

    MOVE 'N' TO LRF-SW

    GO TO A200-EXIT.

IF LR-STATUS = 'EMP-NOT-FOUND'

    PERFORM A200-EMP-NOT-FOUND

    GO TO A200-EXIT.

IF LR-STATUS = 'PARTIAL-LR'

    PERFORM A200-CLEAR-OLD-DATA.

Path status examples

The following examples test for either LR-ERROR or LR-FOUND, LR-NOT-FOUND (where appropriate), and one or more
DBA-defined path statuses.

OBTAIN path statuses

This example retrieves logical-record occurrences for a specified employee id. After the OBTAIN statement, the program
checks for:

• LR-FOUND
• LR-ERROR
• LR-NOT-FOUND
• EMP-NOT-FOUND
• NO-DEPT
• NO-OFFICE
• NO-JOBS

       A200-GET-ALL.

           OBTAIN NEXT EMP-JOB-LR

               WHERE EMP-ID-0415 = IDD-EMP-ID-IN.

           IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-FOUND'

               NEXT SENTENCE

           ELSE
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               PERFORM A220-CHECK-PATH-STATUS THRU A220-EXIT.

           IF LRF-SW = 'N' GO TO A200-EXIT.

           PERFORM U000-FORMAT.

           PERFORM U100-WRITE-LINE.

       A200-EXIT.

           EXIT.

            .

            .

            .

       A220-CHECK-PATH-STATUS.

           IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-ERROR'

               PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

           IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-NOT-FOUND'

               MOVE 'N' TO LRF-SW

               GO TO A220-EXIT.

           IF LR-STATUS = 'EMP-NOT-FOUND'

               PERFORM A220-EMP-NOT-FOUND

               GO TO A220-EXIT.

           IF LR-STATUS = 'NO-DEPT'

               PERFORM A220-NO-DEPT.

               GO TO A220-EXIT.

           IF LR-STATUS = 'NO-OFFICE'

               PERFORM A220-NO-OFFICE.

               GO TO A220-EXIT.
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           IF LR-STATUS = 'NO-JOBS'

               PERFORM A220-NO-JOBS.

               GO TO A220-EXIT.

       A220-EXIT.

           EXIT.

MODIFY path statuses

This example requires the keyword MODIFY-EMP to access the correct MODIFY path. After the MODIFY statement, the
program checks for:

• LR-ERROR
• LR-NOT-FOUND
• NOT-CURRENT
• NO-KEY-MOD

       A200-MOD-EMP.

           OBTAIN FIRST EMP-JOB-LR

               WHERE EMP-ID-0415 = IDD-MOD-EMP-ID-IN.

           IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-FOUND'

               NEXT SENTENCE

           ELSE

               PERFORM A220-CHECK-PATH-STATUS THRU A220-EXIT.

           MOVE NEW-ADDRESS-IN TO EMP-ADDRESS-0415.

           MOVE NEW-PHONE-IN   TO EMP-PHONE-0415.

           MODIFY EMP-JOB-LR WHERE MODIFY-EMP.

           IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-ERROR'

               PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

           IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-NOT-FOUND'

               PERFORM A220-NOT-FOUND

               GO TO A200-EXIT.
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           IF LR-STATUS = 'NOT-CURRENT'

               PERFORM A220-NOT-CURRENT

               GO TO A200-EXIT.

           IF LR-STATUS = 'NO-KEY-MOD'

               PERFORM A220-NO-KEY-MOD

               GO TO A200-EXIT.

           PERFORM U000-FORMAT-MOD-RPT.

           PERFORM U100-WRITE-LINE.

       A200-EXIT.

           EXIT.

STORE path statuses

This example requires the program to pass DEPT-ID-0410 in the WHERE clause; it does not require a previous OBTAIN
statement. After the STORE statement, the program checks for:

• LR-ERROR
• LR-NOT-FOUND
• DUP-EMP-ID
• INVALID-DEPT-ID

       A200-STORE-EMP.

           PERFORM A210-INITIALIZE-EMP.

           MOVE DEPT-ID-IN TO DEPT-ID-0410.

           STORE EMP-JOB-LR

               WHERE DEPT-ID-0410 = DEPT-ID-0410 OF LR.

           IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-ERROR'

               PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

           IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-NOT-FOUND'

               PERFORM A220-LR-NOT-FOUND

               GO TO A200-EXIT.
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           IF LR-STATUS = 'DUP-EMP-ID'

               PERFORM A220-DUP-EMP-ID

               GO TO A200-EXIT.

           IF LR-STATUS = 'INVALID-DEPT-ID'

               PERFORM A220-INVALID-DEPT-ID

               GO TO A200-EXIT.

           PERFORM U000-FORMAT-STORE-RPT.

           PERFORM U100-WRITE-LINE.

       A200-EXIT.

           EXIT.

ERASE path statuses

This example requires the program to OBTAIN the requested occurrence of the EMP-JOB-LR logical record before
executing the ERASE statement. After the ERASE statement, the program checks for:

• LR-ERROR
• INVALID-ERASE

A200-STORE-EMP.

    OBTAIN FIRST EMP-JOB-LR

        WHERE EMP-ID-0415 = IDD-DEL-EMP-ID-IN.

    IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-FOUND'

        NEXT SENTENCE

    ELSE

        PERFORM A220-CHECK-PATH-STATUS THRU A220-EXIT.

    PERFORM U000-FORMAT-ERASE-RPT.

    ERASE EMP-JOB-LR.

    IF LR-STATUS = 'LR-ERROR'

        PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.
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    IF LR-STATUS = 'INVALID-ERASE'

        PERFORM A220-INVALID-ERASE

        GO TO A200-EXIT.

    PERFORM U100-WRITE-LINE.

A200-EXIT.

    EXIT.

Using Pervasive Encryption with CA IDMS
This article describes how to use pervasive encryption for database and other files. 

Pervasive encryption supports data set encryption for access methods VSAM, QSAM, and BSAM. To encrypt CA IDMS
databases, VSAM must be used as an access method. To change access methods from EXCP to VSAM, see Changing
the Access Method of a File.

When defining the VSAM cluster for encryption, the following items must be specified:

• A data class that specifies Extended Format, but does not specify Extended Addressing.
• A storage class that supports extended format. 
• A data set key label in the data class definition, the RACF data set profile, or the define cluster command. 
• Appropriate security must be defined for the key label and other IBM constructs. For information about activating data

set encryption, see the appropriate IBM documentation.

Converting to VSAM Encrypted files

1. Define the database files as VSAM in the DMCL
2. Modify the CV and batch JCL that reference the database files to reference the VSAM files.
3. Copy pages from the old file to the new, or format the file and load it. 

Data blocks are encrypted when writing to the file and decrypted when reading the file. 

Backup and Restore Functions

The IBM utility, ADRDSSU, should be considered for backup and restore functions. Its DUMP, COPY, and RESTORE
functions bypass decryption and process encrypted data. Files that are read by the CA IDMS backup utility are decrypted
when read. The files are not encrypted when written, unless the backup files are also defined as encrypted.

Encrypting a Database File

When encrypting a database file, the following data base files should also be considered:

• Disk journal files
• DC Queue area
• Scratch area if not in memory
• Dictionaries
• Log File
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The following sequential files that are used by utility and report programs should also be considered, if they may contain
confidential information.  Sequential files using QSAM can be encrypted using the JCL DSKEYLBL parameter.  See IBM
documentation for more requirements. 

• Archive journal files
• Extract, Merge, and Fix Journal files
• Backup files 
• REORG, Unload/Reload, Maintain Index work files
• LOAD/BUILD/VALIDATE work files
• Convert Page / Expand page output files
• DB Tools work and output files
• Culprit work files
• Batch OLQ work files
• Sort work files
• Any output file which might contain confidential data

 

Using CA Online Query (OLQ)
In this section CA OLQ (Online Query) is a query tool and report writer that accesses data stored in a CA IDMS/DB
database.

You can use CA OLQ to:

• Query a CA IDMS/DB database. For example, if you want to know the phone number of an employee, you can use
CA OLQ to retrieve the phone number from the database.

• Create reports. For example, if you want to list the names, phone numbers, and sales quotas for a group of
salespeople, you can use CA OLQ to create this report.

What are CA OLQ features?
CA OLQ offers the following features:

Menu facility

Using the CA OLQ menu facility you can learn how to create reports quickly. The menus are easy to use, and provide
most of the power of syntax-driven CA OLQ. 

Create reports

You can report on:

• – SQL tables
– ASF tables
– Database records

Format your report

You can enhance the appearance of your report by:

• – Sorting report rows
– Modifying column and page headers
– Specifying external pictures for columns
– Changing the spacing between columns
– Using code tables to translate data stored in the database into an alternative external representation
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Perform computations

You can create the following types of report calculations:

• – Computed columns
– Break processing and group subtotals
– Report totals
– Calculations including aggregate and built-in functions

Save a report

Once you create a report, you can save it online for a specified period of time.

Create a table from a report

You can create a table by saving your CA OLQ report as a table. The rows and columns in the table correspond to those
you have defined in the report.

Define predefined routines

You can save the set of CA OLQ commands used to create a report in a routine. This routine can be re-executed to create
reports that reflect the changing nature of data in the database.

Print a report

You can route your CA OLQ report to output devices defined to your system.

Execute OLQ commands using the OLQ batch facility

You can use the CA OLQ batch facility to create reports that query very large amounts of data, or to execute during non-
peak hours.

CA OLQ command mode

CA OLQ also offers syntax mode for very specific queries, or for people who prefer to use syntax.

For information on how to use CA OLQ command mode, refer to the CA OLQ Reference Section.

Two processing modes

You can create a report in either an online or a batch environment.

Two access modes

CA OLQ provides you with the ability to access both SQL and ASF tables, database and logical records, and sequential
files (batch only). Setting the access switch to either idms or olq tells CA OLQ what kind of table you want to access.

 

Sign on and Sign off
Signing on

You sign on to CA OLQ from CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF. When CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF prompts you with
ENTER NEXT TASK CODE, specify  olq menu options.

To go directly to a specific screen, name the screen when you sign on. For example, to go straight to the Session Options
screen when you sign on, type the following at the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF system prompt:

   V12 ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

     olq menu options 
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Signing off

To sign off from CA OLQ:

• Press [PF3] from any menu facility screen.
• Type QUIT or BYE in the command line.

Getting Help
The CA OLQ help system provides quick answers about how to use CA OLQ.

For example, if you're working on the Column Select screen and have a question about how to specify selection criteria,
you can press [PF1] to get more information.

The following help screen shows ways to specify retrieval selection criteria.

     CA OLQ. Release nn.n                         *** Help ***
 ->                                                       Page    10 of    20
127000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next screen

                HELP FOR *** COLUMN (FIELD) SELECT ***
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   Retrieving all rows            If you don't enter any selection criteria on
                                  the screen, CA OLQ will retrieve all rows from
                                  the data tables or records.

   What to type under             Each column has its own SELECTION CRITERIA
   SELECTION CRITERIA             entry.  If you want to retrieve rows based
                                  on the value in a certain column, fill in the
                                  SELECTION CRITERIA entry of that column.  For
                                  example:
                                                          SELECTION CRITERIA
                                  X  02 COLUMN1
                                  _  02 COLUMN2
                                  X  02 COLUMN3           eq 2000
                                  X  02 COLUMN4           gt 5 * COLUMN1

  -----------------------------------------------------------------(continued)--
 2=GLOBAL HELP  3=QUIT  4=MESSAGE  6=MENU  7=BWD  8=FWD  CLEAR=PREVIOUS SCREEN
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Type of Help PF key Information
How to use CA OLQ in general [PF2] General information on how to use the CA

OLQ menu facility.
Topics include CA OLQ command-line
commands, PF-key assignments, and
overviews of how to report on tables and
records.

How to use a specific menu facility screen [PF1] How to use each screen, including how to
use each of the fields on the screen.

What the message on your screen means [PF4] Explains the messages that you receive on
the message line of the screen.

Using Menu Facility
Screen components

Each CA OLQ screen has:

• The screen name listed in the top right corner.
• A page field under the screen name. The page field shows you which page of the current screen or report you are on.

You can type over this field to jump to a specific page.
• A command line marked by the -> prompt. You can enter commands to move you to other screens or to perform other

CA OLQ functions.
• A message line right below the command line. CA OLQ messages either tell you what to do next or signal that you

have tried to perform an invalid function.
• A list of PF keys along the bottom of the screen. The PF key assignments correspond to those established at system

generation.

                      CA, Inc.
     CA OLQ Release nn.n                               *** Menu
 *** 
 ->                                  Page 1 Of 3  
107017 CA OLQ Release nn.n
107019 Copyright(C) 2003 CA,Inc.
        Select                                              Command/       Show/
 Pfkey  Option  Description                                Screen Name     Help

                --->  Data Source for Report  <---
          X     Choose tables                              TABle             _
 PF2      _     Choose subschema                           SUBschema         _

                --->  Retrieval Activity  <---
          _     Choose records from selected subschema     RECord            _
          _     Choose columns for report                  COLumn            _
          _     Retrieve data to build report              RETrieve          _
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          _     Alter database access strategy             LINkage           _

                --->  Processing Mode  <---
          _     Execute or create a predefined routine     QFIle             _
          _     View existing or save current report       SAVe              _
                Submit batch report request                BATch             _

 1=HELP 3=QUIT 4=MESSAGE 5=GLOBAL HELP 8=FWD

How to use the screens

To select a screen option, type any character (except a blank, underscore, or d) on the line next to the option listing and
press [Enter].

For example, to select the EMPLOYEE record from the Record Select screen, type a character on the line next to the
EMPLOYEE option and press [Enter].

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Record Select ***
     ->                                                 Page     1of 1
123000 Select records and press the ENTER key

                        Records currently selected:    0
   Enter records :

 -and/or-
   Select records :
 _  COVERAGE
 _  DENTAL-CLAIM
 _  DEPARTMENT
 x
 EMPLOYEE
 _  EMPOSITION
 _  EXPERTISE
 _  HOSPITAL-CLAIM
 _  INSURANCE-PLAN
 _  JOB
 _  NON-HOSP-CLAIM
 _  OFFICE
 _  SKILL
 _  STRUCTURE

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH
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To get to another menu screen, type the command for that screen in the command line and press [Enter].

For example, to get to the Menu screen, type MENU in the command line of any menu facility screen and press [Enter].

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 -> menu                                                  Page     1 Line     1
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                           EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

      LAST         FIRST                SALARY         SALARY          BONUS
      NAME         NAME     START       GRADE          AMOUNT         PERCENT
 --------------- ---------- ----- -- -- ------ ---------------------- -------
 TERNER          NANCY         05 26 82     11               13000.00    .004
 JOHNSON         CYNTHIA       03 23 77     11               13500.00    .004
                                                          -----------
                                               AVE FOR 11:   13250.00

 NICEMAN         BRIAN         05 06 80     12               14000.00    .004
 GARDNER         ROBIN         06 15 81     12               14000.00    .004
 KING            DORIS         08 16 80     12               14500.00    .004
                                                          -----------
                                               AVE FOR 12:   14166.66

                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

To specify syntax on your screen, enter the syntax statement next to the prompt on the screen.

For example, to specify a COMPUTE statement, enter the statement next to the Compute prompt.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group By
                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #
   EMPLOYEE
 X  EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415                     2         _        _          _
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 X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                      1         _        _          _
 X  START-YEAR-0415                         5         _        _          _
 X  START-MONTH-0415                        3         _        _          _
 X  START-DAY-0415                          4         _        _          _
   EMPOSITION
 X  SALARY-GRADE-0420                       6         1        A          1
 X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                      7         _        _          _
 X  BONUS-PERCENT-0420                      8         _        _          _

           Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all _
 Compute: compute ave-salary = ave(salary-amount-0420) group by salary-
grade-042

0 having salary-grade-0420 gt
 18
 1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    11=HEADER

Using PF Keys
PF keys are used to:

• Scroll through pages of a screen ([PF7] and [PF8])
• Display the current report ([PF5])
• Access a specific screen (for example, [PF6] for the Menu screen)
• Page right and left through the default sequence of the Report Format screens ([PF10] and [PF11])
• Access the help system ([PF1], [PF2], [PF4])
• Terminate a CA OLQ session ([PF3])

For example, CA OLQ has a set of screens that you use to add formatting enhancements to your report. These screens
are set up so that you can scroll through them by using [PF10] and [PF11].

After you have created your report, you can enhance its appearance by using the Report Format screens. Usually, you
start with the Report Format - Sort screen and use [PF11] to scroll right to additional formatting screens.

Default Paging Sequence of the Report Format screens: You can use PF keys to page between the CA OLQ report
formatting screens.
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PF key values are assigned at system generation. The values given in this discussion are the default system-generation
values. If your site has other PF key assignments, they will be reflected in the help system.

How to Make a Report from a Table
In this section In this section, you create a report that retrieves data from a table. The following report displays data
stored in the EMPLOYEE table.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                                  Line     1
125004 press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT 
                                    mm/dd/yy

         EMP-LAST-NAME        DEPT-ID       SALARY-AMOUNT       PROJECT
        ---------------       -------       -------------       --------
        BANK                  4000               80000.00       TESTING
        ANGELO                4000               18000.00       PLANNING
        MCDOUGALL             4000               18000.00       PLANNING
        PENMAN                4000               39000.00       PLANNING
        JACKSON               4000               34000.00       PLANNING
        ZEDI                  4000               37000.00       EVALUATE
     END OF REPORT

                                      - 1 -
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 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       10=LEFT       11=RIGHT

What is a table?

A table is a systematic arrangement of data in rows and columns:

• Each row contains related information on a particular item. For example, data about an employee named Jackson.
• Each column represents a category of information. For example, each employee's last name.

In other words, columns are attributes associated with each row. Each row contains one entry for each column.

Figure 3-1 on page 3-4 shows a table containing information on employees.

The EMPLOYEE table:

┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
│                          EMPLOYEE Table                              │
├────────┬────────────────┬────────────────┬────────────┬──────────────┤
│ EMP-ID │ EMP-LAST-NAME  │ EMP-FIRST-NAME │ START-YEAR │ DEPT-HEAD-ID │
├────────┼────────────────┼────────────────┼────────────┼──────────────┤
│ 0075   │ Lanzarotta     │ Jennifer       │ 78         │ 0003         │
│ 3302   │ Elopoulos      │ Bart           │ 67         │ 0004         │
│ 3871   │ Mahoney        │ Reginald       │ 90         │ 0007         │
│ 4230   │ Ho             │ Duc            │ 91         │ 0011         │
│ 6264   │ Ortega         │ Daniel         │ 91         │ 0013         │
│ 6348   │ Jones          │ Edith          │ 85         │ 0015         │
├────────┼────────────────┼────────────────┼────────────┼──────────────┤
│ 7170   │ Poznanski      │ Anthea         │ 88         │ 0030         │
├────────┼────────────────┼────────────────┼────────────┼──────────────┤
│ 8939   │ Sahu           │ Ankur          │ 77         │ 0321         │
│ 8957   │ Sternbach      │ William        │ 82         │ 0349         │
└────────┴────────────────┴────────────────┴────────────┴──────────────┘

The EMP-ID column represents one category of information on the EMPLOYEE table. Each row represents one data
occurrence, which includes all the information on one employee.

For more information on tables, refer to CA IDMS SQL Self-Training Section.

Key Terms
Column

A vertical division in a table. A column represents a category of information, for example, employee last name.

Table

A presentation of data as a series of rows and columns.

• ASF tables refers to tables associated with the IDMSR schema.
• SQL tables refers to tables associated with an SQL schema.

Row

A horizontal division in a table. A row represents one data occurrence, for example, information on each employee.
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Selection criteria

An expression that specifies which rows of a table are to be selected for processing.

Creating Your Report From an SQL Table
Contents

In this example, you create a report from an SQL table using the following steps:

1. Be certain the access switch is set to idms
2. Select a table
3. Indicate which columns you want to appear in your report and specify selection criteria that determine which rows are

retrieved for your report
4. Specify any additional selection criteria for rows to be retrieved for your report
5. Retrieve the data for your report
6. Display your report

Step 1 -- Select the type of table

When you sign on to CA OLQ, select the Session Options screen:

   V12 ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:
     olq menu options

For this example, select Y to access SQL tables:

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Session Options ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
107017 CA OLQ Release 16.0
107019 Copyright(C) 2003 CA,Inc.
    Current interrupt count:     100        Current underline character: -
    Access IDMS SQL tables: Y (Y/N)      Current SQL NULL data value: .

    User options:               Page Columns Spread:    (L-Left,E-Even,M-Max,nn)
                  Change
        Help      Option        Current option    Alternate option

                                -> Report Processing Options <-

        _           _             NOFiller          FILler
        _           _             FULl              SPArse
        _           _             HEAder            NOHeader
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                                -> Column Processing Options <-

        _           _             OLQheader         NOOlqheader
        _           _             PICture           NOPIcture
        _           _             CODetable         NOCODetable

 1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

For more information on the access switch, refer to the CA OLQ Reference Section.

Step 2 -- Select a table

For this example, select Choose tables.

                      CA, Inc.
     CA OLQ Release nn.n                                *** Menu ***
 ->                                                       Page     1  Of      3
122000 Select an option and press the ENTER key.

        Select                                              Command/       Show/
 Pfkey  Option  Description                                Screen Name     Help

                --->  Data Source for Report  <---
          _     Choose tables                              TABle             _

                --->  Retrieval Activity  <---
          _     Choose records from selected subschema     RECord            _
          _     Choose columns for report                  COLumn            _
          _     Retrieve data to build report              RETrieve          _
          _     Alter database access strategy             LINkage           _

                --->  Processing Mode  <---
          _     Execute or create a predefined routine     QFIle             _
          _     View existing or save current report       SAVe              _
                Submit batch report request                BATch             _

 1=HELP         3=QUIT         4=MESSAGE         5=GLOBAL HELP         8=FWD

Specify SELECT and select the EMPLOYEE table.
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     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Table Processing ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of    11
138000 Select function, table(s) and press the ENTER key.

 Dictname:                 Schema:
 Function:  X Select                  _ Create                _ Delete
            _ Add                    _ Replace

 Enter table:
 -or-
 Select table
 _ DEMO.TAB1
 _ EMPDEMO.COVERAGE
 _ EMPDEMO.DENTAL_CLAIM
 _ EMPDEMO.DEPARTMENT

 s EMPDEMO.EMPLOYEE  
 _ EMPDEMO.EMPOSITION
 _ EMPDEMO.EXPERTISE
 _ EMPDEMO.HOSPITAL_CLAIM
 _ EMPDEMO.INSURANCE_PLAN
 _ EMPDEMO.JOB
 _ EMPDEMO.NON_HOSP_CLAIM
 1=HELP        3=QUIT        4=MESSAGE        6=MENU        7=BWD        8=FWD

Step 3 -- Choose columns and specify selection criteria

When you create a report that retrieves data from a table, you do not have to display the whole table. You can restrict the
scope of your report in three ways:

• By choosing which columns you want to display
• By specifying selection criteria to restrict which rows are retrieved for your report
• By specifying that you want to display only unique rows on your report

Choosing columns

You don't have to display all of the columns in your table. By using the Column Select screen, you can select only those
columns that you want to include in your report.

For example, if you just wanted to list employees' names and department numbers, you would only select those columns:

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

  _ EMPDEMO.EMPLOYEE

  _ 02 EMP_ID_0415
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  s 02 EMP_LAST_NAME_0415

  _ 02 EMP_FIRST_NAME_0415

  _ 02 EMP_STREET_0415

  _ 02 EMP_CITY_0415

  _ 02 EMP_STATE_0415

  _ 02 EMP_ZIP_FIRST_FIVE_0415

  _ 02 EMP_ZIP_LAST_FOUR_0415

  _ 02 EMP_PHONE_0415

  _ 02 EMP_SALARY_AMOUNT_0415

  _ 02 EMP_START_YEAR_0415

  _ 02 EMP_TERMAINATION_DATE_0415

  s 02 EMP_DEPT_ID

Specifying selection criteria

Selection criteria are logical expressions that you use to tell CA OLQ which rows of data to retrieve for your report. You
specify your selection criteria in the Selection criteria field of the Column Select screen.

For example, if you only wanted to list the names of those employees in department 4000, you would specify the
following:

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct Y Y/N

  _ EMPDEMO.EMPLOYEE

  _ 02 EMP_ID_0415

  s 02 EMP_LAST_NAME_0415

  _ 02 EMP_FIRST_NAME_0415

  _ 02 EMP_STREET_0415

  _ 02 EMP_CITY_0415

  _ 02 EMP_STATE_0415

  _ 02 EMP_ZIP_FIRST_FIVE_0415
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  _ 02 EMP_ZIP_LAST_FOUR_0415

  _ 02 EMP_PHONE_0415

  _ 02 EMP_SALARY_AMOUNT_0415

  _ 02 EMP_START_YEAR_0415

  _ 02 EMP_TERMAINATION_DATE_0415

  s 02 EMP_DEPT_ID                          eq 4000

Specifying only unique rows

You do not have to include duplicate rows (detail lines) on your report. By using the Distinct Y/N field on the Column
Select screen, you can display a report that contains only unique rows.

Select lastname, state, phone, salary, start year, termination date, and department ID. Specify that you want to want to
display only unique rows. Also, specify that you want to view only the list of employees in department 4000.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Of     1
 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key.

    Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N
  _ EMPDEMO.EMPLOYEE
  _ 02 EMP_ID_0415
  s 02 EMP_LAST_NAME_0415  
  _ 02 EMP_FIRST_NAME_0415
  _ 02 EMP_STREET_0415
  _ 02 EMP_CITY_0415
  s 02 EMP_STATE_0415  
  _ 02 EMP_ZIP_FIRST_FIVE_0415
  _ 02 EMP_ZIP_LAST_FOUR_0415
  s 02 EMP_PHONE_0415  
  s 02 EMP_SALARY_AMOUNT_0415  
  s 02 EMP_START_YEAR_0415  
  s 02 EMP_TERMAINATION_DATE_0415  
  s 02 EMP_DEPT_ID .                               eq 4000  

 Additional Selection Criteria:

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N
 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH
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Step 4 -- Specifying additional selection criteria

Additional selection criteria

The Additional selection criteria field and the Selection Criteria screen, give you more room to add selection criteria for
the rows of data you want in your report.

In this example, you want to report on those employees whose:

• Department ID is 4000 (already specified above)
• Phone exchange (first 3 digits) is '329'
• Last name begins with a 'C' or an 'S'
• State of residence is Massachusetts or New Hampshire
• Annual salary is greater than $40,000 and less than $100,000
• Start date with the company was after 1988
• Status is active (still an active employee)

Begin entering the additional selection criteria on this screen. Then specify Y to go to the Selection Criteria Screen for
more room to enter selection criteria.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Of     1
 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key.

    Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N
  _ EMPDEMO.EMPLOYEE
  _ 02 EMP_ID_0415
  s 02 EMP_LAST_NAME_0415
  _ 02 EMP_FIRST_NAME_0415
  _ 02 EMP_STREET_0415
  _ 02 EMP_CITY_0415
  s 02 EMP_STATE_0415
  _ 02 EMP_ZIP_FIRST_FIVE_0415
  _ 02 EMP_ZIP_LAST_FOUR_0415
  s 02 EMP_PHONE_0415
  s 02 EMP_SALARY_AMOUNT_0415
  s 02 EMP_START_YEAR_0415
  s 02 EMP_TERMAINATION_DATE_0415
  s 02 EMP_DEPT_ID                          eq 4000

 Additional Selection Criteria: EMP_PHONE_0415 = 329  

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? Y Y/N  
 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH
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Finish entering the additional selection criteria.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          ***Selection Criteria***
 ->                                                Line     1 Of     1

146000 Type in selection criteria, and press the ENTER key.
 Please Enter Additional Selection Criteria:

 EMP_PHONE_0415 = 329 AND (EMP_LAST_NAME_0415 = 'C' OR
 EMP_LAST_NAME_0415

 = 'S') AND (EMP_STATE_0415 = 'MA' OR EMP_STATE_0415 = 'NH') AND
 (EMP_SALARY_

 AMOUNT_0415 > 40000 AND EMP_SALARY_AMOUNT_0415 < 100000) AND
 (EMP_START_YEAR_

 0415 > 88) AND (EMP_TERMINATION_DATE_0415 IS NOT NULL);  

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

With the Selection Criteria screen you can also enter:
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• Exists predicates
• Quantified predicates (ANY, SOME, ALL)
• Nested select predicates
• Multiple criteria for the same command
• Group by, order by, and so on

Step 5 -- Retrieve the data

When you are retrieving the data for your report, two CA OLQ screens help you monitor what's going on.

The Retrieval Interrupted screen

This screen indicates that your report will contain more records than the current interrupt count allows.

NOTE
This screen is here just to show you an example. The numbers on the screen do not reflect the numbers you will
encounter in this example.

Specify Yes to continue data retrieval.

    CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Retrieval Interrupted ***
 ->
131000 Select YES or NO and press the ENTER key

         Retrieval interrupted due to excessive data base accesses.

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       90
 Total number of records read. . . .      100
 Total number of records selected. .       90
 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

         Continue execution     x Yes  
                                X No

         Current interrupt interval is     100 data base accesses.
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 1=HELP                            3=QUIT                            4=MESSAGE

What is an interrupt count?

The interrupt count indicates how many records are retrieved from the database at a time. It serves as a testing feature
when you are designing your report, enabling you to create the report format that you want without retrieving more data
than you need to.

Changing the interrupt count

The interrupt count is set at system generation. You can change this value by using the Interrupt Count option on the
Retrieval Interrupted screen, or on the Session Options screen.

What to do

If the number of records that meet the criteria for your report exceeds the interrupt count, the Retrieval Interrupted screen
asks you whether you want to continue data retrieval:

• If you want to continue retrieval select the Yes function on the screen. CA OLQ continues to retrieve more records
until the interrupt count is met again, or until all of the records that meet the criteria for your report have been retrieved.

• If you want to terminate retrieval select the No function on the screen. CA OLQ create a report that contains only
those records that have been retrieved up to this point.

The Retrieval Completed screen

This screen indicates that retrieval is completed for your report. From here you can either display your report or select one
of the report formatting or print options from the menu on the screen.

In this example, only eight records are retrieved for your report. Since this is less than the current interrupt count, you
bypass the Retrieval Interrupted screen and go straight to the Retrieval Completed screen.

    CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Retrieval Completed ***
 ->
130000 Select activity and press the ENTER key.

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .        8  Total displayable cols .      20
 Total number of records read. . . .        8  Formatted line length. .     372
 Total number of records selected. .        8
 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

     Select                                                 Command/
     Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

       X        Display report                             DISplay
       _        Save report                                SAVe
       _        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt
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       _        Change column headers                      HEAder
       _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder
       _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture
       _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt
       _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY
       _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Step 6 -- Display your report

Your report displays information on the employees in department 4000 with the additional selection criteria you specified.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                                  Line     1
125004 press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

 EMP_LAST_NAME_0415 EMP_STATE_0415 EMP_PHONE_0415 EMP_SALARY_AMOUNT_0415 START_
 ------------------ -------------- -------------- ---------------------- ------
 CONNOLLY   MA      6173298912 49000.00           89    
 COOPER     MA      6173291111 74000.00               89    
 CULLIPERO  NH              6033291433 90000.00               91    
 SACCO      NH      6033291212 80000.00               90    
 STEVENS    MA      6173298155 48000.00               89    
 STYCZCHENSKI   MA      6173292323 48000.00               90    
 SULLIVAN   MA      6173292323 55320.00               91    
 SZCHIEU    NH                  6033291414 47770.00               91    
     END OF REPORT

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     7=BWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT
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Press [PF11] to see the right half of the report.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                                  Line     1
125004 press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

YEAR_0415 EMP_DEPT_ID_0415
--------- ----------------
          4000
          4000
          4000
          4000
          4000
          4000
          4000
          4000

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     7=BWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Type leftmax or lmax on the command line to return to column 1 of the current page of the report. Type home on the
command line to return to column 1 of the first page of the report.

Creating Your Report From an ASF Table
Contents

In this example, you create a report from a table using the following steps:

1. Be certain that the access switch is set to olq.
2. Select a table.
3. Indicate which columns you want to appear in your report and specify selection criteria that determine which rows are

retrieved for your report.
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4. Retrieve the data for your report.
5. Display your report.

Step 1 -- Select the type of table

When you sign on to CA OLQ, select the Session Options screen:

   V12 ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:
     olq menu options

For this example, select N to access ASF tables:

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Session Options ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
107017 CA OLQ Release nn.n
107019 Copyright(C)  2003 CA,Inc.
    Current interrupt count:     100        Current underline character: -
    Access IDMS SQL tables: N (Y/N)      Current SQL NULL data value: .

    User options:               Page Columns Spread:    (L-Left,E-Even,M-Max,nn)
                  Change
        Help      Option        Current option    Alternate option

                                -> Report Processing Options <-

        _           _             NOFiller          FILler
        _           _             FULl              SPArse
        _           _             HEAder            NOHeader

                                -> Column Processing Options <-

        _           _             OLQheader         NOOlqheader
        _           _             PICture           NOPIcture
        _           _             CODetable         NOCODetable

 1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

For more information on the access switch, refer to the CA OLQ Reference Section.
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Step 2 -- Select a table

For this example, select Choose tables.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                                *** Menu ***
 ->                                                       Page     1  of      3
114002 Choose before requesting a retrieval, display, or format activity
122000 Select an option and press the ENTER key
        Select                                              Command/       Show
 Pfkey  Option  Description                                Screen Name     Help

                --->  Data Source for Report  <---
          x Choose tables                              TABle
          _     Choose subschema                           SUBschema         _

                --->  Retrieval Activity  <---
          _     Choose records from selected subschema     RECord            _
          _     Choose columns for report                  COLumn            _
          _     Retrieve data to build report              RETrieve          _
          _     Alter database access strategy             LINkage           _

                --->  Processing Mode  <---
          _     Execute or create a predefined routine     QFIle             _
          _     View existing or save current report       SAVe              _
          _     Submit batch report request                BATch             _

 1=HELP         2=GLOBAL HELP         3=QUIT         4=MESSAGE         8=FWD

Specify SELECT and select the EMPLOYEE table.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Table Processing ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
138000 Select function, table(s) and press the ENTER key

    Owner:  DOC1
  Catalog:  ASFDICT       Location:
 Function:  s Select                  _ Create                _ Delete
            _ Add                    _ Replace

 Enter table:
 -or-
 Select table
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 _ ACCOUNTING
 _ BUDGET
 _ DEPARTMENT
 _ EMP-TABLE

 s EMPLOYEE  
 _ EMPLOYEE TABLE
 _ EMPLOYEE-DATA
 _ JOB SALARIES
 _ MELROSE EMPLOYEES
 _ OLQ EXAMPLE
 _ PERSONNEL
 1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

Step 3 -- Choose columns and specify selection criteria

When you create a report that retrieves data from a table, you do not have to display the whole table. You can restrict the
scope of your report in three ways:

• By choosing which columns you want to display
• By specifying selection criteria to restrict which rows are retrieved for your report
• By specifying that you want to display only unique rows on your report

Choosing columns

You don't have to display all of the columns in your table. By using the Column Select screen, you can select only those
columns that you want to include in your report.

For example, if you just wanted to list employees' names and department numbers, you would only select those columns:

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

  _ EMPLOYEE

  _ 02 EMP-ID

  x 02 EMP-LAST-NAME

  _ 02 EMP-FIRST-NAME

  _ 02 START-YEAR

  _ 02 DEPT-HEAD-ID

  x 02 DEPT-ID

  _ 02 SALARY-AMOUNT

  _ 02 PROJECT
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  _ 02 OFFICE-CODE

Specifying selection criteria

Selection criteria are logical expressions that you use to tell CA OLQ which rows of data to retrieve for your report. You
specify your selection criteria in the Selection criteria field of the Column Select screen.

For example, if you only wanted to list the names of those employees in department 4000, you would specify the
following:

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

  _ EMPLOYEE

  _ 02 EMP-ID

  x 02 EMP-LAST-NAME

  _ 02 EMP-FIRST-NAME

  _ 02 START-YEAR

  _ 02 DEPT-HEAD-ID

  x 02 DEPT-ID                               eq 4000

  _ 02 SALARY-AMOUNT

  _ 02 PROJECT

  _ 02 OFFICE-CODE

More information on how to specify selection criteria is given in Section11, "How to Make a Report from Database
Records"..

Specifying only unique rows

You do not have to include duplicate rows (detail lines) on your report. By using the Distinct Y/N field on the Column
Select screen, you can display a report that contains only unique rows.

Select last name, start year, department head, department ID, salary amount, and project. Specify that you want to want
to display only unique rows. Also, specify that you want to view only the list of employees in department 4000.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key.

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N
 _ EMPLOYEE
 _ 02 EMP-ID
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 s 02 EMP-LAST-NAME  
 _ 02 EMP-FIRST-NAME

 s 02 START-YEAR  

 s 02 DEPT-HEAD-ID  

 s 02 DEPT-ID                            eq 4000  

 s 02 SALARY-AMOUNT  

 s 02 PROJECT  
 _ 02 OFFICE-CODE

 Additional Selection Criteria:

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Step 4 -- Specifying additional selection criteria

Additional selection criteria

The Additional selection criteria field and the Selection Criteria screen, give you more room to add selection criteria for
the rows of data you want in your report.

In this example, you want to report on those employees whose:

• Department ID is 4000 (already specified above)
• Project is Evaluation
• Manager is Ms. Sanchez (DEPT-HEAD-ID = 0111)
• Last name begins with a 'C' or an 'S'
• Annual salary is greater than $40,000 and less than $100,000
• Start date with the company was after 1988

Begin entering the additional selection criteria on this screen. Then specify Y to go to the Selection Criteria Screen for
more room to enter selection criteria.
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     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Of     1
124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key.

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N
 _ EMPLOYEE
 _ 02 EMP-ID
 s 02 EMP-LAST-NAME
 _ 02 EMP-FIRST-NAME
 s 02 START-YEAR
 s 02 DEPT-HEAD-ID
 s 02 DEPT-ID                               eq 4000
 s 02 SALARY-AMOUNT
 s 02 PROJECT
 _ 02 OFFICE-CODE

 Additional Selection Criteria: PROJECT EQ 'EVALUATION'  

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? Y Y/N  
 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Finish entering the additional selection criteria.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          ***Selection Criteria***
 ->                                                Line     1 Of     1

146000 Type in selection criteria, and press the ENTER key.
 Please Enter Additional Selection Criteria:

 PROJECT EQ 'EVALUATION' AND (DEPT-ID EQ 0111) AND (EMP-LAST-
NAME

 EQ 'C' OR EMP-LAST-NAME EQ 'S') AND (SALARY-AMOUNT GT 40000 AND
 SALARY-

 AMOUNT LT 100000) AND (START-YEAR GT 88)  
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 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

With the Selection Criteria screen you can also enter:

• Logical record keywords
• Criteria expressions for subscripted fields

Step 5 -- Retrieve the data

When you are retrieving the data for your report, two CA OLQ screens help you monitor what's going on.

The Retrieval Interrupted screen

This screen indicates that your report will contain more records than the current interrupt count allows.

NOTE
This screen is here just to show you an example. The numbers on the screen do not reflect the numbers you will
encounter in this example.

Specify Yes to continue data retrieval.

    CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Retrieval Interrupted ***
 ->
131000 Select YES or NO and press the ENTER key

         Retrieval interrupted due to excessive data base accesses.
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 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       46
 Total number of records read. . . .      100
 Total number of records selected. .       46
 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

         Continue execution     x Yes  
                                X No

         Current interrupt interval is     100 data base accesses.

 1=HELP                            3=QUIT                            4=MESSAGE

What is an interrupt count?

The interrupt count indicates how many records are retrieved from the database at a time. It serves as a testing feature
when you are designing your report, enabling you to create the report format that you want without retrieving more data
than you need to.

Changing the interrupt count

The interrupt count is set at system generation. You can change this value by using the Interrupt Count option on the
Retrieval Interrupted screen, or on the Session Options screen.

What to do

If the number of records that meet the criteria for your report exceeds the interrupt count, the Retrieval Interrupted screen
asks you whether you want to continue data retrieval:

• If you want to continue retrieval select the Yes function on the screen. CA OLQ will continue to retrieve more
records until the interrupt count is met again, or until all of the records that meet the criteria for your report have been
retrieved.

• If you want to terminate retrieval select the No function on the screen. CA OLQ will create a report that contains only
those records that have been retrieved up to this point.

The Retrieval Completed screen
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This screen indicates that retrieval is completed for your report. From here you can either display your report or select one
of the report formatting or print options from the menu on the screen.

In this example, only six records are retrieved for your report. Since this is less than the current interrupt count, you
bypass the Retrieval Interrupted screen and go straight to the Retrieval Completed screen.

    CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Retrieval Completed ***
 ->
130000 Select activity and press the ENTER key.

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .        6  Total displayable cols .      20
 Total number of records read. . . .        6  Formatted line length. .     372
 Total number of records selected. .        6
 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

     Select                                                 Command/
     Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

       X        Display report                             DISplay
       _        Save report                                SAVe
       _        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt
       _        Change column headers                      HEAder
       _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder
       _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture
       _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt
       _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY
       _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Step 6 -- Display your report

Your report displays information on the employees in department 4000 with the additional selection criteria you specified.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                                  Line     1
125004 press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy
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        EMP-LAST-NAME START-YEAR DEPT-HEAD-ID DEPT-ID SALARY-AMOUNT PROJECT
        ------------- ---------- ------------ ------- ------------- --------
        CALLAHAN      89         0111         4000    54000.00      EVALUATE
        CARTWRIGHT    91         0111         4000    80000.00      EVALUATE
        CEDI          90         0111         4000    77000.00      EVALUATE
        SAVINO        91         0111         4000    78000.00      EVALUATE
        SCHOOLER      89         0111         4000    48000.00      EVALUATE
        STEVENS       90         0111         4000    99000.00      EVALUATE
     END OF REPORT

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     7=BWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

How to Make a Report From More Than One Table
In this section In this section, you create a report that combines information from two tables, the DEPARTMENT table
and the EMPLOYEE table.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                           DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE
 REPORT
                                    mm/yy/dd

             DEPT-NAME            EMP-ID      EMP-LAST-NAME     START-YEAR  
     -------------------------    ------    ---------------    ----------
     PUBLIC RELATIONS             0007      BANK        78  
     PUBLIC RELATIONS             0120      ANGELO      79  
     PUBLIC RELATIONS             0127      MCDOUGALL       90  
     PUBLIC RELATIONS             0149      PENMAN      87  
     PUBLIC RELATIONS             0158      JACKSON         87  
     PUBLIC RELATIONS             0476      ZEDI        86  
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     THERMOREGULATION             0329      FINN        89  
     THERMOREGULATION             0349      WILCO       89  
     THERMOREGULATION             0355      TIME        81  
     THERMOREGULATION             0469      KASPAR      80  
     THERMOREGULATION             0479      CLOTH       89  
     END OF REPORT

                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       10=LEFT       11=RIGHT top=no.Key Terms

Join

A relational operation through which two or more tables are combined. Tables are joined based on columns that the tables
have in common.

Join criteria

A logical expression that compares like columns in two or more tables.

Project

A relational operation through which only particular columns of a table are accessed.

Select

A relational operation through which only particular rows of a table are accessed.

Selection criteria

An expression that specifies which rows of a table are to be selected for processing.

How to Combine Data From More Than One Table
Relational operations

When you combine data from two or more tables, you need to specify information that relates them somehow. Three
relational operations, select, project, and join, can be used to define and access tables:

• Select enables you to choose which rows you want to include in your report.
• Project enables you to choose which columns you want to display.
• Join enables you to combine two or more tables on the basis of common values.

In the preceding section, you applied two of these relational operations:

• You selected which rows you want displayed in your report by specifying selection criteria.

select * from department where dept-id = 4000

┌────────────────────────────────────┐
│             DEPARTMENT             │
├─────────────────────┬──────────────┤        ┌────────────────────────────┐
│ DEPT-NAME           │ DEPT-ID      │        │       DEPT NAME/ID         │
├─────────────────────┼──────────────┤        ├──────────────────┬─────────┤
│ Computer Operations │ 3200         │        │ DEPT─NAME        │ DEPT─ID │
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├─────────────────────┼──────────────┤        ├──────────────────┼─────────┤
│ Public Relations    │ 4000         ├───────►│ Public Relations │ 4000    │
├─────────────────────┼──────────────┤        └──────────────────┴─────────┘
│ Thermoregulation    │ 5200         │
└─────────────────────┴──────────────┘

Selecting rows:

• You projected which columns you want displayed in your report.

Project

select emp-last-name, dept-
id from employee

┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
│                       EMPLOYEE Table                           │
├────────┬────────────────┬────────────────┬────────────┬────────┤
│ EMP-ID │ EMP-LAST-NAME  │ EMP-FIRST-NAME │ START-YEAR │ DEPT-ID│
├────────┼────────────────┼────────────────┼────────────┼────────┤
│  0235  │ Alanza         │ Mariana        │ 87         │  3200  │
│  1450  │ Enrique        │ Uriel          │ 76         │  4000  │
│  9811  │ Roberts        │ Ellen          │ 90         │  4000  │
│  6732  │ Ditka          │ Robert         │ 81         │  4000  │
│  7648  │ Carr           │ Eustace        │ 84         │  5200  │
│  5552  │ Chiu           │ Li             │ 86         │  5200  │
└────────┴──────┬─────────┴────────────────┴────────────┴───┬────┘
                │                                           │
                │                                           │
                └────────────────────┬──────────────────────┘
                                     │
                                     │
                                     │
                        ┌────────────▼────────────┐
                        │       EMP/DEPT-ID       │
                        ├───────────────┬─────────┤
                        │ EMP-LAST-NAME │ DEPT-ID │
                        ├───────────────┼─────────┤
                        │ Alanza        │ 3200    │
                        │ Enrique       │ 4000    │
                        │ Roberts       │ 4000    │
                        │ Ditka         │ 4000    │
                        │ Carr          │ 5200    │
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                        │ Chiu          │ 5200    │
                        └───────────────┴─────────┘

Projecting Columns:

In this section you specify join criteria to combine data from the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT tables into a report.

What are join criteria?

Join criteria are logical expressions that equate a column in one table with equivalent columns in additional tables. You
must specify join criteria if you are reporting on more than one table at a time.

Joining tells CA OLQ which columns the tables have in common. By comparing the values in these columns, CA OLQ can
match the rows in the tables and retrieve only those rows that the tables share.

Join

select depart.dept-name, department.dept-id, employee.emp-last-
name

from employee, department where department.dept-id = employee.dept-id

┌─────────────────────────────────┐
│          DEPARTMENT             │
├───────────┬─────────────────────┤
│  DEPT-ID  │     DEPT-NAME       │
├───────────┼─────────────────────┤           ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────┐
│   3200    │ Computer Operations │           │             EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT           │
│   4000    │ Public Relations    ├────┐      ├─────────────────────┬─────────┬───────────────┤
│   5200    │ Thermoregulation    │    │      │     DEPT-NAME       │ DEPT-ID │ EMP-
LAST-NAME │
└───────────┴─────────────────────┘    │      ├─────────────────────┼─────────┼───────────────┤
                                       │      │ Computer Operations │ 3200    │ Alanza        │
       ┌──────────────────────────┐    │      │ Public Relations    │ 4000    │ Enrique       │
       │         EMPLOYEE         │    ├──────► Public Relations    │ 4000    │ Roberts       │
       ├────────────────┬─────────┤    │      │ Public Relations    │ 4000    │ Ditka         │
       │ EMP-LAST-NAME  │ DEPT-
ID │    │      │ Thermoregulation    │ 5200    │ Carr          │
       ├────────────────┼─────────┤    │      │ Thermoregulation    │ 5200    │ Chiu          │
       │ Alanza         │ 3200    │    │      └─────────────────────┴─────────┴───────────────┘
       │ Enrique        │ 4000    │    │
       │ Roberts        │ 4000    ├────┘
       │ Ditka          │ 4000    │
       │ Carr           │ 5200    │
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       │ Chiu           │ 5200    │
       └────────────────┴─────────┘

Joining the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT tables:

How do you specify join criteria?

To join two tables, find a column that the two tables have in common. The columns do not have to have the same name,
but they should:

• Have the same internal picture
• Have the same data type (for example, numeric)
• Contain some data that matches (in order to display data from both tables)

Where do you specify join criteria?

You specify join criteria in one of two places -- on the Column Select screen, or on the Selection Criteria screen:

• On the Column Select screen, in the Selection criteria field next to the join column: For example, these join criteria
join TABLE1 and TABLE2 based on common values of the ID and NUMBER fields:

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

  _ TABLE1

  X 03 ID

  X 03 NAME

  X 03 PHONE

  _ TABLE2

  _ 03 NUMBER                          eq ID

  X 03 SALARY

 Additional Selection Criteria:

 

 

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N

(Note that you could also specify the join criteria, eq ID, next to the TABLE1 ID column.)
• On the Column Select screen, under Additional Selection Criteria:

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

  _ TABLE1
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  X 03 ID

  X 03 NAME

  X 03 PHONE

  _ TABLE2

  _ 03 NUMBER                          eq id

  X 03 SALARY

 Additional Selection Criteria:

   name eq 'george'

 

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N

• On the Selection Criteria screen, under Additional Selection Criteria:

146000 Type in selection criteria, and press the ENTER key.

 Please Enter Additional Selection Criteria:

 

  id eq number and (phone matches '617*******') and (salary gt

  30000 and salary lt 50000)

Example

You can join the EMPLOYEE and JOB tables because they both have columns that represent employee ID numbers
(column ID in EMPLOYEE and column EMP-NUMBER in JOB). To join them, specify the following:

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

  _ EMPLOYEE

  X 03 ID

  X 03 NAME

  X 03 PHONE

  _ JOB
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  _ 03 EMP-NUMBER                      eq ID

  X 03 SALARY

 Additional Selection Criteria:

 

 

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N

Note that you do not have to select the EMP-NUMBER column from JOB. If you did, the report would list the employee ID
twice, once for ID and once for EMP-NUMBER.

What if columns have the same name?

If your common columns have the same name, you must include the table name in the join criteria. The table names and
the column names are separated by a period (.).

For example, if both EMPLOYEE and JOB contain the ID field, specify:

 Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

_ EMPLOYEE

X 03 ID

X 03 NAME

X 03 PHONE

_ JOB

_ 03 ID                              eq employee.id

X 03 SALARY

What happens if you don't specify join criteria?

When the access mode is set to olq, CA OLQ automatically prevents you from leaving out your join criteria. If you select
two tables and don't specify how to join them, CA OLQ issues a message reminding you to do so.

Creating your report
Contents

In this example, you create a report from two tables using the following steps:

1. Decide what kind of table you want to report on, a ASF table or an SQL table.
2. Choose two tables.
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3. Specify selection criteria that select which rows of data are retrieved for your report.
4. Project which columns you want to appear in your report.
5. Specify join criteria that relate the two tables based on a common column.
6. Retrieve the data for your report.
7. Display your report.

Step 1 -- Select the type of table

When you sign on to CA OLQ, select the Session Options screen:

   V12 ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:
     olq menu options

For this example, select Y to access SQL tables:

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Session Options ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
107017 CA OLQ Release nn.n
107019 Copyright(C) 2003 CA,Inc.
    Current interrupt count:     100        Current underline character: -
    Access IDMS SQL tables: N (Y/N)      Current SQL NULL data value: .

    User options:               Page Columns Spread:    (L-Left,E-Even,M-Max,nn)
                  Change
        Help      Option        Current option    Alternate option

                                -> Report Processing Options <-

        _           _             NOFiller          FILler
        _           _             FULl              SPArse
        _           _             HEAder            NOHeader

                                -> Column Processing Options <-

        _           _             OLQheader         NOOlqheader
        _           _             PICture           NOPIcture
        _           _             CODetable         NOCODetable

 1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD
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Step 2 -- Select tables

When you sign on to CA OLQ, the first screen you see is the Menu screen. Section2 describes how to sign on to CA OLQ.

For this example, select Choose tables.

                          CA Software
     CA OLQ Release nn.n                                *** Menu ***
 ->                                                       Page     1  of      3
107017 CA OLQ Release nn.n
107019 Copyright(C) 2003 CA,Inc.
122000 Select an option and press the ENTER key
        Select                                              Command/       Show
 Pfkey  Option  Description                                Screen Name     Help

                --->  Data Source for Report  <---
          X Choose tables                              TABle
          _     Choose subschema                           SUBschema         _

                --->  Retrieval Activity  <---
          _     Choose records from selected subschema     RECord            _
          _     Choose columns for report                  COLumn            _
          _     Retrieve data to build report              RETrieve          _
          _     Alter database access strategy             LINkage           _

                --->  Processing Mode  <---
          _     Execute or create a predefined routine     QFIle             _
          _     View existing or save current report       SAVe              _
          _     Submit batch report request                BATch             _

 1=HELP         2=GLOBAL HELP         3=QUIT         4=MESSAGE         8=FWD

Specify SELECT and select the DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE tables.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Table Processing ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
 138000 Select function, table(s) and press the ENTER key

     Owner:  DOC1
   Catalog:  ASFDICT       Location:
  Function:  s Select                 _ Create                _ Delete
             _ Add                    _ Replace
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  Enter table:
  -or-
  Select table
  _ ACCOUNTING
  _ BUDGET
  s
 DEPARTMENT
  _ EMP-TABLE
  s
 EMPLOYEE
  _ EMPLOYEE TABLE
  _ EMPLOYEE-DATA
  _ JOB SALARIES
  _ MELROSE EMPLOYEES
  _ OLQ EXAMPLE
  _ PERSONNEL
  1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

Step 3 -- Select, project, and join

In this step, you perform all three relational operations: select, project, and join:

• Select by restricting the rows of the report to those employees hired before 1990.
• Project by displaying only the DEPT-NAME, EMP-ID, EMP-LAST-NAME, and START-YEAR columns.
• Join by linking the DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE tables based on common values of the DEPT-ID field.

Select which columns you want to list in your report, specify that you want to include only those employees hired before
1990, and join the two tables based on common values in the DEPT-ID fields.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key

    Columns Currently Selected:    4     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N
  _ DEPARTMENT
  X 03 DEPT-
NAME
  _ 03 DEPT-ID
  _ 03 DEPT-HEAD-ID
  _ EMPLOYEE
  X 03 EMP-
ID
  X 03 EMP-LAST-
NAME
  _ 03 EMP-FIRST-NAME
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  X 03 START-YEAR                        lt
 90
  _ 03 DEPT-HEAD-ID
  _ 03 DEPT-ID                           eq department.dept-
id
  _ 03 SALARY-AMOUNT
  _ 03 PROJECT
  _ 03 OFFICE-CODE
 Additional Selection Criteria:

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Step 4 -- Retrieve the data

Depending on how high the interrupt count at your site is set, CA OLQ may bypass the Retrieval Interrupted screen and
proceed directly to the Retrieval Completed screen.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                     *** Retrieval Completed ***
 ->
130000 Select activity and press the ENTER key.

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       16  Total displayable cols .      20
 Total number of records read. . . .       16  Formatted line length. .     372
 Total number of records selected. .       16
 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

     Select                                                 Command/
     Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

       X        Display report                             DISplay
       _        Save report                                SAVe
       _        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt
       _        Change column headers                      HEAder
       _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder
       _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture
       _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt
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       _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY
       _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Step 5 -- Display your report

Your report displays information from both the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT tables.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125004 press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                           EMPLOYEE/DEPARTMENT REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

     EMP-ID     EMP-LAST-NAME     START-YEAR            DEPT-NAME
     ------    ---------------    ----------    -------------------------
     0007      BANK               78            PUBLIC RELATIONS
     0120      ANGELO             79            PUBLIC RELATIONS
     0149      PENMAN             77            PUBLIC RELATIONS
     0158      JACKSON            77            PUBLIC RELATIONS
     0329      FINN               79            THERMOREGULATION
     0349      WILCO              79            THERMOREGULATION
     0476      ZEDI               76            PUBLIC RELATIONS
     0479      CLOTH              79            THERMOREGULATION
     END OF REPORT

                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       10=LEFT       11=RIGHT

How to Format Your Report
Using CA OLQ, you can format your report by:
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• Sorting your report rows
• Changing the external picture of your data columns
• Modifying how data columns are displayed
• Changing your column headers
• Making page headers and footers

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1  Line     1
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.
 
                       SALARY REPORT FOR CENTRAL DIVISION
                                                                        03/23/99
 
          DEPARTMENT ID              NAME                  SALARY
          ─────────────         ───────────────         ────────────
              1000              FITZHUGH                   $13,000.00
                                JOHNSON                    $13,500.00
                                ORGRATZI                   $39,000.00
                                PEOPLES                    $80,000.00
              2000              BLOOMER                    $15,000.00
                                HUTTON                     $44,000.00
                                JENSON                     $82,000.00
                                KIMBALL                    $45,000.00
                                KING                       $14,500.00
                                NICEMAN                    $14,000.00
              3100              DOUGH                      $33,000.00
 
                                      - 1 -
 CREATED BY:SYB
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT
 

Format Report Key Terms
Code table

A table that is defined in the data dictionary and that contains corresponding pairs of values. For example:

Internal      Displayed

  Code         Value

________      _________

01            Alabama

02            Alaska

03            Arizona
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.             .

.             .

Internal codes are used to efficiently store the data in the database. External values are used to display data in programs
or reports.

Column alignment

A way to specify how report data columns align under the column headers. Options are left-justified, right-justified, and
centered.

Column header

A header at the top of each column of report data.

Display sequence

Determines the order in which report columns are displayed.

External picture

A code that defines the way your column value is formatted in your report. The external picture is used to add punctuation
(for example, commas) and special characters (for example, dollar signs) to your column data display.

Page header

A title at the top of each page of your report.

Page footer

A title at the bottom of each page of your report.

Sort

A way to order report rows. CA OLQ sorts the rows in your report based on the value of the sort fields that you specify.
Rows can be sorted in ascending or descending order.

Sparse/Full option

A CA OLQ editing feature that determines how column values that repeat in consecutive rows are displayed:

• Sparse displays only the first of a repeating set of column values.
• Full displays all occurrences of the repeating value.

Creating a Report
Before you can apply any report formatting features, you must have a current report. In this example you build a current
report with records from a subschema using the following steps:

NOTE
Before you begin, make certain the access switch is set to olq.

For more information on setting the access switch, see 3.3.1, "Step 1 -- Select the type of table".

1. Select a subschema.
2. Select the records you want to include in your report.
3. Select which columns you want to display.
4. Retrieve the data from the database and display your report.
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Step 1 -- Select a subschema

Select the EMPSS01 subschema.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Signon Database View ***
 ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1
121000 Select a subschema and press the ENTER key
 
   Dictionary name . : ASFDICT           Dictionary node name . :
   Database name . . :                   Database node name . . :
 
   Specify Subschema :               of Schema . . . :           Version :
 -or-
    Select subschema:               Description:
 x EMPSS01 OF EMPSCHM  VER    1  EMPLOYEE DATA
 _  FINANC01 OF EMPSCHM  VER    1   4Q87
 _  SALES01  OF EMPSCHM  VER    1   SALES QUOTAS
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH
 

Step 2 -- Select records

Select the DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE, and EMPOSITION records.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Record Select ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 123000 Select records and press the ENTER key
 
                         Records currently selected:    0
    Enter records :
 
  -and/or-
    Select records :
  _  COVERAGE
  _  DENTAL-CLAIM
  z DEPARTMENT 
  z EMPLOYEE 
  z EMPOSITION 
  _  EXPERTISE
  _  HOSPITAL-CLAIM
  _  INSURANCE-PLAN
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  _  JOB
  _  NON-HOSP-CLAIM
  _  OFFICE
  _  SKILL
  _  STRUCTURE
 
  1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH
 

Step 3 -- Choose columns

Select DEPT-ID-0410, EMP-LAST-NAME-0415, and SALARY-AMOUNT-0420. Then press [PF8] to scroll through pages
of the screen.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     4
 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key
 
    Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N
  _ DEPARTMENT
  s 02 DEPT-ID-0410                  *
  _ 02 DEPT-NAME-0410
  _ 02 DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410
  _ EMPLOYEE
  _ 02 EMP-ID-0415                   *
  _ 02 EMP-NAME-0415
  _ 03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415           *
  s 03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415            *
  _ 02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415
  _ 03 EMP-STREET-0415
  _ 03 EMP-CITY-0415
  _ 03 EMP-STATE-0415
  _ 03 EMP-ZIP-0415
 
  Enter additional criteria:
 
 
                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N
  1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       8=FWD       PA2=REFRESH
 

Step 4 -- Retrieve the data

Specify Yes to continue data retrieval.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Retrieval Interrupted ***
 ->
131000 Select YES or NO and press the ENTER key
 
         Retrieval interrupted due to excessive data base accesses.
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 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       46
 Total number of records read. . . .      100
 Total number of records selected. .       90
 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0
 
 
 
         Continue execution     x Yes 
                                _ No
 
 
         Current interrupt interval is     100 data base accesses.
 
 
 
 
 1=HELP                            3=QUIT                            4=MESSAGE
 

Depending on how high the interrupt count at your site is set, CA OLQ may bypass the Retrieval Interrupted screen and
proceed directly to the Retrieval Completed screen.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                     *** Retrieval Completed ***
 ->
130000 Select activity and press the ENTER key.
 
 
 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       68  Total displayable cols .      20
 Total number of records read. . . .      143  Formatted line length. .     372
 Total number of records selected. .      133
 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0
 
     Select                                                 Command/
     Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name
 
       X        Display report                             DISplay
       _        Save report                                SAVe
       _        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt
       _        Change column headers                      HEAder
       _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder
       _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture
       _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt
       _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY
       _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt
 
 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU
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Step 5 -- Display your report

Your report displays the data as it is retrieved from the database.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.
 
                      DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy
 
        DEPT-ID-0410       EMP-LAST-NAME-0415       SALARY-AMOUNT-0420
        ────────────       ──────────────────       ──────────────────
                6666       HENDON                            240000.00
                6666       PAPAZEUS                          100000.00
                6666       PAPAZEUS                           90000.00
                6666       RUPEE                              80000.00
                6666       RUPEE                              76000.00
                6666       WILDER                             90000.00
                2000       BLOOMER                            15000.00
                2000       HUTTON                             44000.00
                2000       JENSON                             82000.00
                2000       KIMBALL                            45000.00
                2000       KING                               14500.00
                2000       NICEMAN                            14000.00
 
                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT
 

Step 1 - Create a Current Report

When you save a report CA OLQ takes the set of commands you used to build your current report and saves them in the
data dictionary. In this step, you build a current report.

This report uses the EMPLOYEE and EMPOSITION records from the sample employee database. These records reside
in the EMPSS01 subschema.

Start on the Signon Database View screen. To get there, type subschema (or sub) in the command line of any screen.

Select the EMPSS01 subschema.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Signon Database View ***
 ->                                                       Page     3  OF      4
121000 Select a subschema and press the ENTER key
 
   Dictionary name . : TSTDICT           Dictionary node name . :
   Database name . . :                   Database node name . . :
 
   Specify Subschema :               of Schema . . . :           Version :
 -or-
    Select subschema:               Description:
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 s  EMPSS01 OF EMPSCHM  VER  100   DEPARTMENT AND EMPLOYEE INFORMATION
 _  FINANC01 OF EMPSCHM  VER  100   4Q87
 _  SALES01  OF EMPSCHM  VER  100   SALES QUOTAS
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     7=BWD     8=FWD     PA2=REFRESH
 

Select the EMPLOYEE and EMPOSITION records.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Record Select ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 123000 Select records and press the ENTER key
 
                         Records currently selected:    0
    Enter records :
 
  -and/or-
    Select records :
  _  COVERAGE
  _  DENTAL-CLAIM
  _  DEPARTMENT
  s EMPLOYEE 
  s EMPOSITION 
  _  EXPERTISE
  _  HOSPITAL-CLAIM
  _  INSURANCE-PLAN
  _  JOB
  _  NON-HOSP-CLAIM
  _  OFFICE
  _  SKILL
  _  STRUCTURE
 
  1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH
 

Select EMP-LAST-NAME-0415, SS-NUMBER-0415, SALARY-GRADE-0420, and SALARY-AMOUNT-0420. Press [PF8]
to scroll through the screen.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     3
 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key
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    Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N
  _ EMPLOYEE
  _ 02 EMP-ID-0415                   *
  _ 02 EMP-NAME-0415
  _ 03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415           *
  s 03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415            *
  _ 02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415
  _ 03 EMP-STREET-0415
  _ 03 EMP-CITY-0415
  _ 03 EMP-STATE-0415
  _ 03 EMP-ZIP-0415
  _ 04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415
  _ 04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415
  _ 02 EMP-PHONE-0415
  _ 02 STATUS-0415
  Additional selection criteria:
 
 
                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N
  1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       8=FWD       PA2=REFRESH
 

Select Yes to continue data retrieval.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Retrieval Interrupted ***
 ->
131000 Select YES or NO and press the ENTER key
 
         Retrieval interrupted due to excessive data base accesses.
 
 
 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       54
 Total number of records read. . . .      100
 Total number of records selected. .       99
 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0
 
 
 
         Continue execution     x Yes 
                                X No
 
 
         Current interrupt interval is     100 data base accesses.
 
 
 
 
 1=HELP                            3=QUIT                            4=MESSAGE
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      CA OLQ Release nn.n                     *** Retrieval Completed ***
 ->
130000 Select activity and press the ENTER key
 
 
 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       68  Total displayable cols .      20
 Total number of records read. . . .      125  Formatted line length. .     372
 Total number of records selected. .      124
 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0
 
     Select                                                 Command/
     Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name
 
       X        Display report                             DISplay
       _        Save report                                SAVe
       _        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt
       _        Change column headers                      HEAder
       _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder
       _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture
       _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt
       _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY
       _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt
 
 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU
 

This is how your report looks before you add any formatting features.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.
 
                           EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy
 
 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 SS-NUMBER-0415 SALARY-GRADE-0420 SALARY-AMOUNT-0420
 ────────────────── ────────────── ───────────────── ──────────────────
 LINGER                  092345812                33           38500.00
 TERNER                  045672222                11           13000.00
 BROWN                   019556712                44           42500.00
 CHARLES                 019556712                43           38000.00
 PENMAN                  014593186                33           39000.00
 DUNCAN                  010673343                72           85000.00
 EVERETT                 010673343                71           75000.00
 LITERATA                023567831                43           37500.00
 WILCO                   111000023                72           80000.00
 HEAROWITZ               031896154                42           33000.00
 TYRO                    019893456                21           20000.00
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 KAHALLY                 029661234                21           20000.00
 
                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT
 

Step 2 - Modify Your Report Headers

In this step, you modify your report headers. Start on the Report Format - Header screen. To get there, type header in the
command line.

Change your report headers to make them more legible.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Header ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
134000 Specify column headers and press the ENTER key
 
 Underline character:  -               Disp
                                       Seq              Header
   EMPLOYEE
 X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                   1 name 
 X  SS-NUMBER-0415                       2 social security number 
   EMPOSITION
 X  SALARY-GRADE-0420                    3 salary grade 
 X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                   4 salary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Compute:
 
 1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    10=SORT    11=EDIT
 

CA OLQ displays your new report headers.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.
 
                           EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy
 
                               SOCIAL 
                              SECURITY        SALARY 
             NAME              NUMBER         GRADE          SALARY 
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        ───────────────       ─────────       ──────       ───────────
        LINGER                092345812           33          38500.00
        TERNER                045672222           11          13000.00
        BROWN                 019556712           44          42500.00
        CHARLES               019556712           43          38000.00
        PENMAN                014593186           33          39000.00
        DUNCAN                010673343           72          85000.00
        EVERETT               010673343           71          75000.00
        LITERATA              023567831           43          37500.00
        WILCO                 111000023           72          80000.00
        HEAROWITZ             031896154           42          33000.00
 
                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT
 

Step 3 - Change Your Report Column Pictures

In this step, you modify the display of the social security and salary columns to make them more legible. Start on the
Report Format - Picture screen. To get there, type picture in the command line.

Change the picture for SS-NUMBER-0415 to include hyphens.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Picture ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
137000 Specify pictures and press the ENTER key
 
                                       Disp   Select Options  or  Alter
                                       Seq    $    ,    0         Picture
   EMPLOYEE
 X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                   1                   X(15)
 X  SS-NUMBER-0415                       2    _    _    _    99-999-9999 
   EMPOSITION
 X  SALARY-GRADE-0420                    3    _    _    _    99
 X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                   4    _    _    _    -ZZZZZZ9.99
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Compute:
 
 1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    10=EDIT    11=GROUP BY
 

CA OLQ displays your new picture.
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      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.
 
                           EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy
 
                                SOCIAL
                               SECURITY         SALARY
             NAME               NUMBER          GRADE          SALARY
        ───────────────       ───────────       ──────       ───────────
        LINGER                09-234-5812           33          38500.00
        TERNER                04-567-2222           11          13000.00
        BROWN                 01-955-6712           44          42500.00
        CHARLES               01-955-6712           43          38000.00
        PENMAN                01-459-3186           33          39000.00
        DUNCAN                01-067-3343           72          85000.00
        EVERETT               01-067-3343           71          75000.00
        LITERATA              02-356-7831           43          37500.00
        WILCO                 11-100-0023           72          80000.00
        HEAROWITZ             03-189-6154           42          33000.00
 
                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT
 

Step 4 - Sort Your Report Rows and Specify Group Calculations

In this step, you sort your report rows by salary grade, and compute the average salary in each salary grade. Start on the
Report Format - Sort screen. To get there, type sort in the command line.

Sort your rows in ascending order by salary grade; group your report rows by salary grade. Sort within salary grade by
salary amount.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key
 
                                            Disp      Sort    Order     Group By
                                            Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #
    EMPLOYEE
  X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                      1         _        _          _
  X  SS-NUMBER-0415                          2         _        _          _
    EMPOSITION
  X  SALARY-GRADE-0420                       3         1        a          1 
  X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                      4         2        a          _
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            Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all _
  Compute:
 
  1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER
 

For each salary grade group, calculate the average salary amount.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***
 ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1
136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key
 
 Group by: SALARY-GRADE-0420                                           Level# 1
                                           Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count _
   EMPLOYEE
 X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                     1      _     _     _     _
 X  SS-NUMBER-0415                         2      _     _     _     _
   EMPOSITION
 X  SALARY-GRADE-0420                      3      _     _     _     _
 X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                     4      _     x     _     _
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             Skip lines after group  1     Separator character -
 Compute:
 
 1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      10=PICTURE
 

CA OLQ displays the average salary for each salary grade group.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.
 
                           EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy
 
                            SOCIAL
                           SECURITY       SALARY
           NAME             NUMBER        GRADE              SALARY
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      ───────────────     ───────────     ──────     ──────────────────────
      FITZHUGH            11-234-5678         11                   13000.00
      TERNER              04-567-2222         11                   13000.00
      JOHNSON             01-134-7878         11                   13500.00
                                                                ───────────
                                                     AVE FOR 11: 13166.66 
 
      NICEMAN             03-345-6110         12                   14000.00
      GARDNER             02-233-4444         12                   14000.00
      KRAAMER             02-378-6666         12                   14000.00
      KING                06-784-5516         12                   14500.00
 
                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT
 

Sorting Your Report Rows
In this example, you use the Report Format - Sort screen to sort your report rows. To get there, type sort in the command
line.

Step 1 - Specify your sort criteria

To sort the rows in ascending order by department ID, specify 1 in the Sort Priority column and a in the Order (A/D)
column next to DEPT-ID-0410. And to sort each department's employees in ascending order by employee name, specify
2 in the Sort Priority column and an a in the Order (A/D) column next to EMP-LAST-NAME-0415.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key
 
                                            Disp      Sort    Order     Group By
                                            Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #
    DEPARTMENT
  X  DEPT-ID-0410                            1 1 a          _
    EMPLOYEE
  X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                      2 2 a          _
    EMPOSITION
  X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                      3         _        _          _
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
            Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all _
  Compute:
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  1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER
 

Step 2 - Display your report

The rows are sorted in ascending order by department ID, and within each department by employee last name.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
 105022 Sort successfully completed.  68 records in.  68 records out.
 125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.
                       DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT
                                     mm/dd/yy
 
         DEPT-ID-0410       EMP-LAST-NAME-0415       SALARY-AMOUNT-0420
         ────────────       ──────────────────       ──────────────────
                 1000       FITZHUGH                           13000.00
                 1000       JOHNSON                            13500.00
                 1000       ORGRATZI                           39000.00
                 1000       PEOPLES                            80000.00
                 2000       BLOOMER                            15000.00
                 2000       HUTTON                             44000.00
                 2000       JENSON                             82000.00
                 2000       KIMBALL                            45000.00
                 2000       KING                               14500.00
                 2000       NICEMAN                            14000.00
                 3100       DOUGH                              33000.00
                 3100       GALLWAY                            33000.00
 
                                       - 1 -
  1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT
 

Step 1 - Sort your report

Start on the Report Format - Sort screen. To get there, type SORT in the command line.

Use Disp Seq to change the column order to reflect the sort priority. Use Sort Priority to specify that you want to sort the
report rows by DEPT-ID (level 1), within each department by PROJECT (level 2), and within each project by SALARY-
AMOUNT (level 3). Use Order (A/D) to specify that you want all of the sorts to be in ascending order. Press [PF5] to
display your report.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key
 
                                            Disp      Sort    Order     Group By
                                            Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #
    EMPLOYEE
  X  EMP-LAST-NAME                           4         _        _          _
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  X  DEPT-ID                                 1         1        a          _
  X  SALARY-AMOUNT                           3         3        a          _
  X  PROJECT                                 2         2        a          _
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
            Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all _
  Compute:
 
  1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER
 

Step 2 - Display your report

The rows are sorted by DEPT-ID, within each department by PROJECT, and within each project by SALARY-AMOUNT.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
 105022 Sort successfully completed.  11 records in.  11 records out.
 125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections
                                  EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                     mm/dd/yy
 
         DEPT-ID       PROJECT        SALARY-AMOUNT        EMP-LAST-NAME
         -------       --------       -------------       ---------------
         4000          EVALUATE            37000.00       ZEDI
                       PLANNING            18000.00       MCDOUGALL
                                           25000.00       ANGELO
                                           34000.00       JACKSON
                                           39000.00       PENMAN
                       TESTING             80000.00       BANK
         5200 EVALUATE 31000.00 KASPAR 
                                           38000.00 CLOTH 
                       RESEARCH            33000.00       TIME
                                           45000.00       FINN
                                           80000.00       WILCO
      END OF REPORT
 
                                       - 1 -
  1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       10=LEFT       11=RIGHT
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Editing Your Report Values
Contents

In this example, you use the Report Format - Edit screen to:

• Suppress the display of repeating values in a given column
• Align the data under a column header (left-justified, center, right-justified)
• Change the order in which your columns are displayed

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Edit ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
135000 Specify edit options and press the ENTER key.

                                       Disp                     Code        Disp
                                       Seq Sparse Hex  Align    Table   Ver Len
   DEPARTMENT
 X  DEPT-ID-0410                         1    _    _    RIGHT
   EMPLOYEE
 X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                   2    _    _    LEFT
   EMPOSITION
 X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                   3    _    _    RIGHT

 Compute:

 1=HELP   3=QUIT   4=MESSAGE   5=DISPLAY   6=MENU   10=HEADER   11=PICTURE

Start on the Report Format - Edit screen. To get there, type EDIT in the command line of any screen and press [Enter].

Suppressing repeating values

When a column displays the same value for many consecutive rows, the report can become hard to read. To suppress
repeating values in a column, use the Sparse option on the Report Format - Edit screen:
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If you don't use Sparse:        If you use Sparse:
DEPT   EMPLOYEE   PHONE         DEPT   EMPLOYEE   PHONE
----   ────────   ─────         ────   ────────   ─────
 003   Sam        1250           003   Sam        1250
 003   Elmer      3000                 Elmer      3000
 003   Leo        4110                 Leo        4110
 005   Jack       3092           005   Jack       3092
 005   Gus        5555                 Gus        5555

To restore a column to full display, type a space under Sparse next to that column.

Sparse/Full

Another way to suppress repeating values is to use the Sparse and Full options on the Session Options screen.

• Sparse displays only the first of a repeating set of column values.
• Full displays all occurrences of the repeating value.

To get to the Session Options screen, type OPTIONS in the command line and press [Enter].

NOTE
When you select the sparse option on the Report Format - Edit screen, the display of repeating values is
suppressed only for the column you specify.

When you specify the Sparse/Full option on the Session Options screen, the display of repeating values is suppressed
throughout the entire report.

Aligning columns

You can modify how the columns of data align under their headers by using the Align field. For example:

Using LEFT:         Using CENTER:       Using RIGHT:
BONUS-PERCENT       BONUS-PERCENT       BONUS-PERCENT
--------------      ──────────────      ──────────────
03                       03                         03
02                       02                         02
06                       06                         06

To specify how you want data to align under the column headings, type LEFT, CENTER, or RIGHT under Align next to
that column.

Changing the column order

Use the Display Sequence field to specify the order in which columns are to appear. For each column, type a number to
indicate the new position for that column. For example:

                      Disp

                      Seq

NAME                  3

ID                    1

PHONE                 2

SALARY                4
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Step 1 - Specify your edit criteria

Select Sparse next to DEPT-ID-0410. And to center a column's data under its header, specify center for that column
under Align.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Edit ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 135000 Specify edit options and press the ENTER key.

                                       Disp                     Code        Disp
                                       Seq Sparse Hex  Align    Table   Ver Len
    DEPARTMENT
  X  DEPT-
ID-0410                         1    x    _    center
    EMPLOYEE
  X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                   2    _    _    LEFT
    EMPOSITION
  X  SALARY-
AMOUNT-0420                   3    _    _    center

  Compute:

  1=HELP   3=QUIT   4=MESSAGE   5=DISPLAY   6=MENU   10=HEADER   11=PICTURE

Step 2 - Display your report

Each department ID number is listed only once. Data in the DEPT-ID-0410 and SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 are centered
under their headers.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
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  ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
 125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                       DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT
                                     mm/dd/yy

         DEPT-ID-0410       EMP-LAST-NAME-0415       SALARY-
AMOUNT-0420
         ────────────       ──────────────────       ──────────────────
             1000           FITZHUGH                       13000.00
                            JOHNSON                        13500.00
                            ORGRATZI                       39000.00
                            PEOPLES                        80000.00
             2000           BLOOMER                        15000.00
                            HUTTON                         44000.00
                            JENSON                         82000.00
                            KIMBALL                        45000.00
                            KING                           14500.00
                            NICEMAN                        14000.00
             3100           DOUGH                          33000.00
                            GALLWAY                        33000.00

                                       - 1 -
  1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Additional editing features

Using the Report Format - Edit screen, you can also:

• Display a column in hexadecimal notation
• Specify a code table used to edit a column
• Remove columns from the report (or bring back columns that you have removed)
• Assign fixed column positions in your report

Using hexadecimal notation

When you see the sign (@) in a column value, means that invalid data has been retrieved from the database. To see the
actual value of the bad data, you can display the column in hexadecimal form. Once you have done this, report the value
of the column to your support staff.

To display a column in hexadecimal form, type any character under Hex next to that column:

 Normal Display    Hexadecimal Form
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   JOE@                X'D1D6C5AC'

To change the column from hexadecimal format back to normal display, type a space under hex next to that column.

Editing with code tables

Code tables are tables of values that have been defined in the data dictionary. CA OLQ uses these tables to translate
internal codes from the database into a more meaningful external expression of the data.

Here's how the Credit Rating code table looks in the dictionary:

    Encoded Value             Decoded Value

    01                        Credit O.K.

    02                        Rejected

    03                        Review

    etc.                      etc.

What to do

If your report contains a column of encoded values, you can tell CA OLQ to edit that column with a code table. Type the
name of the appropriate code table under Code Table next to that column. You may also need to type a version number
for that code table in the Ver entry. If you are unsure of the code table name (or version number) ask your support staff or
database administrator (DBA).

Built-in code tables for columns

Some columns have code tables built into them. CA OLQ indicates these columns by displaying the following under Code
Table:

**DICT**

If you want to use a different code table, you can type the name of the other code table over **DICT**.

If you don't want to use any code table, type spaces over **DICT**.

Removing columns from your report

To remove a column from your report, type a space or the letter d (for delete) in front of that column. For example, to
remove the PHONE and BONUS columns from your report, specify:

X  NAME

X  ID
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d  PHONE

X  SALARY

d  BONUS

Bringing a column back

To redisplay a column that you have removed, type any character (other than the letter d) in front of that column.

NOTE
You cannot redisplay computed columns. Once you have removed them from the report, they cannot be
restored.

Fixing columns in place

You can also use the display sequence field to fix one or more columns in position on the Display Report screen. A fixed
column always remains on the screen when you scroll right or left.

For example, you can fix the display of EMP-ID so that it always displays at the left margin of your report, no matter how
many times you page right or left.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
104009 DISPLAY RIGHT to see more report columns
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.
                      DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

 EMP-ID-0415 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415      NAME        EMP-CITY-0415  SS-NUMBER-0415

        0030 HENRIETTA           HENDON          WELLESLEY            011334444
        0471 IAN                 VALIODIS        SOMERVILLE           022887770
        0471 THEMIS              PAPAZEUS        NORTHBORO            022887770
        0001 JUAN                GARCIA          BOSTON               013445656
        0001 JOHN                RUPEE           METHUEN              013445656
        0472 ROBBY               WILDER          SOUTHBORO            038779010
        0069 JUNE                BLOOMER         LEXINGTON            039557818
        0100 EDWARD              HUTTON          MELROSE              011223333
        0011 RUPERT              JENSON          MELROSE              022347891
        0067 MARIANNE            KIMBALL         LITTLETON            022778878
        0106 DORIS               KING            MELROSE              067845516
        0101 BRIAN               NICEMAN         MELROSE              033456110

                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT
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The EMP-ID column always appears at the left margin of the report.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                      DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

 EMP-ID-0415 START-YEAR-0415 SALARY-GRADE-0420    SALARY     BONUS-PERCENT-0420

        0030              73                93   $240,000.00               .010
        0471              78                82   $100,000.00               .010
        0471              78                72    $90,000.00               .010
        0001              75                81    $80,000.00               .010
        0001              75                72    $76,000.00               .010
        0472              79                81    $90,000.00               .010
        0069              80                13    $15,000.00               .004
        0100              77                62    $44,000.00               .007
        0011              80                72    $82,000.00               .010
        0067              78                62    $45,000.00               .007
        0106              80                12    $14,500.00               .004
        0101              80                12    $14,000.00               .004

                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

On your report, fixed columns always appear first (before the regular numbered columns). If you have more than one fixed
column, you can switch their positions by typing F1, F2, and so on.

Changing Your Column Relative Positions
You can change how your columns are placed relative to one another by using the Page columns spread option on the
Session Options screen.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Session Options ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
141000 Select options to be changed and press the ENTER key

    Current interrupt count:     100        Current underline character:
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    User options:               Page columns spread:    (L-Left,E-Even,M-
Max,nn)

                  Change
        Help      Option        Current option    Alternate option

                                -> Report Processing Options <-

        _           _             NOFiller          FILler
        _           _             FULl              SPArse
        _           _             HEAder            NOHeader

                                -> Column Processing Options <-

        _           _             OLQheader         NOOlqheader
        _           _             PICture           NOPIcture
        _           _             CODetable         NOCODetable

 1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

Even

To evenly distribute the space between your report columns, specify E (for even):

               Employee/Emposition Report
                         mm/dd/yy

First                  Last                  Salary
Name                   Name                  Amount
----------          ───────────────          ───────────
DOUGLAS             KAHALLY                     20000.00
THEMIS              PAPAZEUS                   100000.00
HARRY               ARM                         46000.00
DORIS               KING                        14500.00
BETH                CLOUD                       52750.00
HENRIETTA           HENDON                     240000.00

Left

To group your columns to the left of the page, specify L (for left):
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                          Employee/Emposition Report
                                mm/dd/yy

  First         Last         Salary
  Name          Name         Amount
---------- ─────────────── ───────────
DOUGLAS    KAHALLY            20000.00
THEMIS     PAPAZEUS          100000.00
HARRY      ARM                46000.00
DORIS      KING               14500.00
BETH       CLOUD              52750.00
HENRIETTA  HENDON            240000.00

Max

To display the maximum amount of space between your report columns, specify M (for max):

                Employee/Emposition Report
                      mm/dd/yy

  First                   Last                  Salary
  Name                    Name                  Amount
----------           ───────────────          ───────────
DOUGLAS              KAHALLY                     20000.00
THEMIS               PAPAZEUS                   100000.00
HARRY                ARM                         46000.00
DORIS                KING                        14500.00
BETH                 CLOUD                       52750.00
HENRIETTA            HENDON                     240000.00

Number of spaces

To display a specific number of spaces between your report columns, specify that number. For example, if you specify a 4,
CA OLQ spaces the columns four spaces apart:

           Employee/Emposition Report
                mm/dd/yy

    First            Last            Salary
    Name             Name            Amount
  ──────────    ───────────────    ───────────
  DOUGLAS       KAHALLY               20000.00
  THEMIS        PAPAZEUS             100000.00
  HARRY         ARM                   46000.00
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  DORIS         KING                  14500.00
  BETH          CLOUD                 52750.00
  HENRIETTA     HENDON               240000.00

Changing Your Column Pictures
Contents

In this example, you use the Report Format - Picture screen to change the format of data in your report columns.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Picture ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
137002 The command you have specified is invalid for this screen

                                       Disp   Select Options  or  Alter
                                       Seq    $    ,    0         Picture
   DEPARTMENT
 X  DEPT-ID-0410                         1    _    _    _    9999
   EMPLOYEE
 X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                   2                   X(15)
   EMPOSITION
 X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                   3    _    _    _    -ZZZZZZ9.99

 Compute:

 1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    10=EDIT    11=GROUP BY

What is a picture?
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A picture is a code that represents how the data in a column is displayed. You can format your column data by defining a
picture for that column.

For example, when numeric data appears on the report, you create different pictures to display it in different ways:

    With a dollar sign:   $500     Or without:   500

    With commas:        65,000     Or without: 65000

    With leading zeros: 001229     Or without:  1229

    You can also combine these formats:

                       $65,000               001,229

How do you specify a picture?

To specify a column picture, use either of the following fields (but not both):

• Select Options -- If you want a fast, easy way to format numeric data.
• Alter Picture -- If you require more complex formatting for your data.

Select Options

These three columns let you do basic formatting of numeric data. In most cases, these columns are all you need to define
pictures for your report columns. You can choose one or more of these options:

$  displays a floating dollar sign

, displays a comma between every three digits (left

of the decimal)

0 displays leading zeros

Alter picture

This option lets you format a column by changing its picture. To change a picture, type over the default value that appears
in the Alter Picture entry. For example, suppose you have a column whose picture currently looks like this:
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    Alter

    Picture

    9999.99

To display a fixed dollar sign in this column, you could change the picture to this:

    Alter

    Picture

    $9999.99

Picture symbols

Symbol What it Does
X Stands for a single alphanumeric character
A Stands for a single alphabetic character
9 Stands for a single numeric character
Z Stands for a numeric character and suppresses leading zeros
$ Stands for a numeric character and displays a floating dollar sign

. Displays the decimal point in that position

+ Stands for a numeric character and displays + for positive values
- Stands for a numeric character and displays - for negative values
B Displays a blank character (a space) in that position
* Requests check protection. Leading zeros are displayed as

asterisks.

Examples

If you want your column to look like ... and the data is stored in the database
as ...

then specify this picture ...

123400M 123400M X(7)
1 23400 M 123400M XBXXXXXBX
JOHN JOHNSON A(4)
TWO WORDS TWOWORDS A(3)BA(5)
2350000 2350000 9(7)
2350000.00 2350000 9(7).99
$2,350,000.00 2350000 $$$,$$$,$$9.99
23/50/000 2350000 99/99/999
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120 00120 ZZZZZZ
+9876 9876 +++99

Step 1 - Modify a column picture

To add a leading dollar sign, select the $ option for SALARY-AMOUNT-0420. To insert commas, select the , option for
SALARY-AMOUNT-0420.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Picture ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 137000 Specify pictures and press the ENTER key

                                        Disp   Select Options  or  Alter
                                        Seq    $    ,    0         Picture
    DEPARTMENT
  X  DEPT-ID-0410                         1    _    _    _    9999
    EMPLOYEE
  X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                   2                   X(15)
    EMPOSITION
  X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                   3    x    x    _    -ZZZZZZ9.99

  Compute:

  1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    10=EDIT    11=GROUP BY

Step 2 - Display your report

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
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125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                      DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

        DEPT-ID-0410       EMP-LAST-NAME-0415       SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

            1000           FITZHUGH                      $13,000.00
                           JOHNSON                       $13,500.00
                           ORGRATZI                      $39,000.00
                           PEOPLES                       $80,000.00
            2000           BLOOMER                       $15,000.00
                           HUTTON                        $44,000.00
                           JENSON                        $82,000.00
                           KIMBALL                       $45,000.00
                           KING                          $14,500.00
                           NICEMAN                       $14,000.00
            3100           DOUGH                         $33,000.00
                           GALLWAY                       $33,000.00

                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Changing Column Headers
Contents

In this step, you use the Report Format - Header screen to:

• Change the text of the column headers that appear on the report
• Underline column headers

To get to the Report Format - Header screen, type header in the command line of any screen.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Header ***
 ->header                                        Page     1 of     1
134000 Specify column headers and press the ENTER key

 Underline character:                  Disp
                                       Seq              Header
   DEPARTMENT
 X  DEPT-ID-0410                         1 DEPT-ID-0410
   EMPLOYEE
 X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                   2 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415
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   EMPOSITION
 X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                   3 SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

 Compute:

 1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    10=SORT    11=EDIT

Default column headers

When you build a report, CA OLQ automatically creates column headers for you. These default headers come from the
names of the columns in the database or from CA OLQ headers defined in the dictionary.

Changing the defaults

To change the default column headers, type over the text in the Header entry. You can change any or all of the headers in
the report. Each header you type can be from 1 to 37 characters long.

Typing multiword headers

You can type headers that contain more than one word. To make a multiword header appear on a single line, type quotes
around it. Otherwise, each word of the header appears on a separate line of the report. For example:

Input:
         Last Name                   "Last Name"
Output:
           Last
           Name                       Last Name
    ────────────────────         ────────────────────
    Jones                        Jones
    Smith                        Smith
    Whipple                      Whipple

Session Options That Affect Report Headers:

Session Option Function
Header CA OLQ displays column headers on your report
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Noheader CA OLQ displays the report without headers (even if you've
created new headers on the Report Format - Header screen)

Olqheader CA OLQ uses any headers you've typed on the Report Format -
Header screen (or that have been created in the data dictionary)

Noolqheader CA OLQ ignores your headers and uses the column names from
the database as the headers on the report

To get to the Session Options screen, type options on the command line and press [Enter].

Underlining column headers

Underlining column headers can make them easier to read. CA OLQ uses the dash (-) character to draw these lines.

To change the underline character, type the character you want to use next to Underline Character. If you don't want
underlining on your report, type a space here.

Step 1 - Change your column headers

Change your column headers to make them more legible.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Header ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 134000 Specify column headers and press the ENTER key

  Underline character:                  Disp
                                        Seq              Header
    DEPARTMENT
  X  DEPT-ID-0410                         1 'Department
 Id'
    EMPLOYEE
  X  EMP-LAST-
NAME-0415                   2 Name
    EMPOSITION
  X  SALARY-
AMOUNT-0420                   3 Salary
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  Compute:

  1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    10=SORT    11=EDIT

Step 2 - Display your report

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                      DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

          DEPARTMENT ID              NAME                  SALARY

              1000              FITZHUGH                   $13,000.00
                                JOHNSON                    $13,500.00
                                ORGRATZI                   $39,000.00
                                PEOPLES                    $80,000.00
              2000              BLOOMER                    $15,000.00
                                HUTTON                     $44,000.00
                                JENSON                     $82,000.00
                                KIMBALL                    $45,000.00
                                KING                       $14,500.00
                                NICEMAN                    $14,000.00
              3100              DOUGH                      $33,000.00
                                GALLWAY                    $33,000.00

                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Making Page Headers and Footers
Contents

This example shows you how to use the Page Header/Footer screen to:
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• Specify page header or footer text
• Include variable values (for example, the report date)
• Specify the alignment of page header or footer elements (right-justified, left-justified, or centered)
• Skip lines before and after the page header or footer
• Put more than one heading element on a line

To get to the Page Header/Footer screen, type page in the command line and press [Enter].

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Page Header/Footer ***
 ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1
152000 Specify page header(s), footer(s) and press the ENTER key

  Format for $DATE: MM/DD/YY
  Use variables: $DATE, $TIME, $PAGE, $LINE, $USER...
  Skip lines before heading: 0           Skip lines after heading: 1

 Line   Page heading text                                              Align
 1      DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT                          CENTER
 2      $DATE                                                          CENTER
 3                                                                     CENTER
 4                                                                     CENTER
 5                                                                     CENTER

 Skip lines before footing: 1            Skip lines after footing: 0

 Line   Page footing text                                              Align
 1      - $PAGE -                                                      CENTER
 2                                                                     CENTER
 3                                                                     CENTER
 4                                                                     CENTER
 5                                                                     CENTER
 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          5=DISPLAY          6=MENU

Default page headers and footers

When you build a new report, CA OLQ automatically adds a standard page header and page footer to each page of the
report. The page header includes the names of the tables or records used and the current date:

EMPLOYEE REPORT

   mm/dd/yy

The page footer displays the number of each report page:
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- 1 -

NOTE
You specify page headers and footers in the same way. In this discussion, the examples will illustrate only page
headers.

Specifying text

To change the text in your header, type your text over the default text under Page heading text:

Input:

    Line        Page heading text                      Align

    1           Widget Inventory                       center

    2           $date                                  center

    3                                                  center

    4                                                  center

    5                                                  center

Output:

                      Widget Inventory

                         mm/dd/yy

Using variables

CA OLQ provides variables that you can include in your headers. These variables are placeholders for which CA OLQ
substitutes real values (such as a page number).

Variable Description Example
$DATE Displays the current date using the user-

specified date format
10/24/99

$EDATE Displays the current date (European format) 24/10/99
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$JDATE Displays the current date (Julian format) 99297
$TIME Displays the current time 10:30:59
$PAGE Displays the current page number - 12 -
$USER Displays the user ID (of the report's creator) JFK
$LINE Displays the current line number 33

Changing text alignment

To change how your header is aligned, specify LEFT, RIGHT, or CENTER under Align:

• Left left-justifies the heading text.
• Right right-justifies the heading text.
• Center centers the heading text.

For example:

Input:

Line        Page footing text                      Align

1           Agricultural Budget Report             right

2           Central Region                         right

3                                                  CENTER

4           Page  $page                            right

5                                                  CENTER

Output:

                               Agricultural Budget Report

                                           Central Region

                                                 Page  22
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Leaving blank lines before your text

To add to the top margin of your report, enter a number next to Skip lines before heading. If you type 0, CA OLQ will
leave no blank lines before it prints the page header. To leave one or more blank lines, type a number from 1 through 9.

Leaving blank lines after your text

To provide space after your page header, enter a number next to Skip Lines After Heading. If you type 0, CA OLQ will
leave no blank lines after it prints the page header. To leave one or more blank lines, type a number from 1 through 9.

Putting more than one text element on a line

To list more than one text element on a line, specify the same number in the Line entry for both elements. For example:

Input:

 Line        Page heading text                      Align

 1           Industrial Gizmos Inventory            CENTER

 1           $date                                  right

 3                                                  CENTER

 4                                                  CENTER

 5                                                  CENTER

Output:

              Industrial Gizmos Inventory           10/17/99

Session Options That Affect Page Headers and Footers:

Session Option Function
Header CA OLQ displays page headers on your report.
Noheader CA OLQ displays the report without page headers (even if you've

created new headers on the Report Format - Page Header/Footer
screen).
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Olqheader CA OLQ uses any headers you've typed on the Report Format -
Header screen (or that have been created in the data dictionary).

Noolqheader CA OLQ ignores your headers and uses the column names from
the database as the headers on the report.

To get to the Session Options screen, type options on the command line of any screen and press [Enter].

Specifying the date

The Format for $DATE: field displays the report date format. Valid date formats are listed in the following table.

Specifying a Date Format on the Page Header/Footer Screen:

Format Explanation Example
MONTH Displays the full month name in uppercase. JANUARY
Month Displays the first letter of the month name

in uppercase and the rest of the month
name in lowercase.

January

month Displays the full month name in lowercase. january
MON Displays the first three letters of the month

name in uppercase.
JAN

Mon Displays the first three letters of the month
name. The first letter is uppercase; the last
two letters are lowercase.

Jan

mon Displays the first three letters of the month
name in lowercase.

jan

MM Displays a zero-significant numeric
representation of the month.

January is represented as 01.

ZM Displays a zero-suppressed numeric
representation of the month.

January is represented as 1.

DD Displays a zero-significant numeric
representation of the day.

The 3rd is represented as 03.

ZD Displays a zero-suppressed numeric
representation of the month.

The 3rd is represented as 3.

YY Displays a two-digit representation of the
year.

1999 is represented as 99.

YYYY Displays a four-digit representation of the
year.

1999 is represented as 1999.

CC Displays a two-digit representation of the
century.

20

Step 1 - Specify page headers and footers

Specify the text you want displayed at the top of each page of your report and the alignment that you prefer. Add Created
by as part of your report footer. Include the $user variable to display the user ID of the person who created the report.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Page Header/Footer ***
  ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1
 152000 Specify page header(s), footer(s) and press the ENTER key
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   Format for $DATE: MM/DD/YY
   Use variables: $DATE, $TIME, $PAGE, $LINE, $USER...
   Skip lines before heading: 0           Skip lines after heading: 1

  Line   Page heading text                                              Align
  1      Salary Report For Central Division                             CENTER
  2      $DATE                                                          right
  3                                                                     CENTER
  4                                                                     CENTER
  5                                                                     CENTER

  Skip lines before footing: 1            Skip lines after footing: 0

  Line   Page footing text                                              Align
  1      - $PAGE -                                                      CENTER
  2      Created by:$user                                           left
  3                                                                     CENTER
  4                                                                     CENTER
  5                                                                     CENTER
  1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          5=DISPLAY          6=MENU

Step 2 - Display your report

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                       SALARY REPORT FOR CENTRAL DIVISION
                                                                        07/29/99

          DEPARTMENT ID              NAME                  SALARY

              1000              FITZHUGH                   $13,000.00
                                JOHNSON                    $13,500.00
                                ORGRATZI                   $39,000.00
                                PEOPLES                    $80,000.00
              2000              BLOOMER                    $15,000.00
                                HUTTON                     $44,000.00
                                JENSON                     $82,000.00
                                KIMBALL                    $45,000.00
                                KING                       $14,500.00
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                                NICEMAN                    $14,000.00
              3100              DOUGH                      $33,000.00

                                      - 1 -
 CREATED BY:RMG
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

How to Create Report Totals and Subtotals
This section shows you how to create report subtotals. The discussion is broken up into the following parts:

• A list of key terms used to describe report groups and subtotals
• A quick example of how to use CA OLQ to create subtotals
• A step-by-step example that walks you through the process of creating a report containing subtotals

Report Totals and Subtotals Key terms
Here are a few terms used to discuss report subtotals and totals:

Aggregate function

A function that performs a predefined operation on a group of report rows. You can apply aggregate functions to report
groups. Examples of aggregate functions are: average, high value, low value, count, and total.

Built-in function

A function that performs a predefined string, arithmetic, date/time, or trigonometric calculation on your report rows. You
can apply built-in functions to report groups by including them in a COMPUTE statement. Examples of built-in functions
are: gregorian date, cosine, and square root.

COMPUTE statement

A CA OLQ syntax statement used to perform calculations in the menu facility. You can apply the COMPUTE statement to
report groups. Any time you specify a built-in or aggregate function, CA OLQ creates a COMPUTE statement. You can
also specify your own COMPUTE statements.

Group by all

A report total including all rows in your report. Group by all means the same thing as report total.

Group field

A report column whose value is used to divide your report rows into groups. For example, you could list all of the
company's employees grouped according to which department they work in. In this case, DEPARTMENT-NAME is the
group field.

Report group

A set of report rows where each row contains the same value of the group field. For example, the personnel department
is a report group with DEPARTMENT NAME as the group field. Each row in this group contains PERSONNEL in the
DEPARTMENT NAME field.

Report subtotal

A computation applied to a report group. For example, if you grouped your employees by department, you can create
report subtotals that apply to that group, computing the average salary in each department.
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Report total

A computation that includes all of the rows in your report. For example, you can compute the total sales revenue earned
by all of your employees. Note that a report total does not have to be a sum. It can also be an average, a counter, a high
value, or a low value.

A Quick Example Creating a Subtotal
Contents

          ┌──    Creating a Report Subtotal
          │   ┌────────────────────────────┐
          │   │ Step 1                     │
          │   ├────────────────────────────┤
          │   │                            │
          │   │ Sort Report Rows           │
          │   │                            │
          │   │                            │
          │   │                            │
          │   │                            │
Report    │   └─────────────┬──────────────┘
Format-   │                 │
Sort      │                 │
screen    │   ┌─────────────▼──────────────┐
          │   │ Step 2                     │
          │   ├────────────────────────────┤
          │   │                            │
          │   │ Specify Report Groups      │
          │   │                            │
          │   │                            │
          │   │                            │
          │   │                            │
          │   └─────────────┬──────────────┘
          └──               │
          ┌──               │
          │   ┌─────────────▼──────────────┐
          │   │ Step 3                   ──┼─────►  Aggregate functions
Report    │   ├────────────────────────────┤          - COUNT
Format-   │   │                            │          - SUM
Group By  │   │ Specify Group Calculations │          - AVERAGE
screen    │   │                            │          - MAXIMUM
          │   │                            │          - MINIMUM
          │   │                            │
          │   │                          ──┼─────►  The COMPUTE statement
          │   └────────────────────────────┘
          └──
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Creating a Report Containing Subtotals:

The Boston Marathon

Suppose you were put in charge of keeping statistics for the Boston Marathon. The marathon database lists information
on each of the 7,000 runners, including their name, country, time, sex, etc..

This is what your report looks like when you start out:

                  BOSTON MARATHON
                     mm/dd/yy

     LAST NAME      SEX  FINISH TIME     COUNTRY
------------------  ---  -----------  --------------
GUERRIERI           M    2:19:30      ITALY
PARSONS             M    3:00:04      USA
VANDER WYK          F    2:54:12      BELGIUM
BJORNSEN            F    2:59:12      SWEDEN
BARBADO             M    2:40:12      ITALY
KEEFE               M    2:40:19      USA
KLEIN               F    3:09:23      USA
YAMADA              M    2:30:41      JAPAN
MARTIN              M    3:10:29      FRANCE
FRECETTE            F    3:10:01      BELGIUM
FUCCI               F    3:40:37      ITALY
BENOTTI             F    3:12:42      ITALY

What you're looking for

You want to create a subtotal that lists the time of the fastest female runner from each country. A portion of your report
(one subtotal) would look something like this:

 LAST NAME   SEX    COUNTRY           FINISH TIME
-----------  ---  -----------   ---------------------------
VANDER WYK   F    BELGIUM       2:54:12
FRECETTE     F    BELGIUM       3:10:01
HELFGOTT     F    BELGIUM       3:24:31
                                --------
                                FASTEST IN BELGIUM :2:54:12

What To Do

You need to perform three steps to create this subtotal:

• On the Report Format - Sort screen:
– Step 1 - Sort your report rows.
– Step 2 - Create report groups.

• On the Report Format - Group By screen:
– Step 3 - Specify your group calculations.
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The Report Format - Sort screen

Step 1 - Sort your report rows

You specify how you want to sort your report rows on the Report Format - Sort screen. Your Report Format - Sort screen
looks like this:

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

                                            Disp      Sort    Order     Group By
                                            Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #
    OLQ-EXAMPLE
  X  LAST-NAME                               1         _        _          _
  X  COUNTRY                                 6         2        a          _
  X  FINISH-TIME                             5         3        a          _
  X  SEX                                     4         1        a          _

            Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all _
  Compute:

  1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER

Sort Priority is used to specify the sort level. Order (A/D) is used to specify the sort order (ascending or descending).

                                      BOSTON MARATHON
                                         mm/dd/yy
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                           LAST NAME    SEX    COUNTRY     FINISH TIME

                                       ┌─┐    ┌───────┐   ┌───────┐
                           VANDER WYK  │F│    │BELGIUM│   │2:54:12│
                           FRECETTE    │F│    │BELGIUM│   │3:10:01│
                           HELFGOTT    │F│    │BELGIUM│   │3:24:31│

Sort Level 3                           │ │    │       │   └─▲─────┘
Sort Field = FINISH-TIME ──────────────┼─┼────┼───────┼─────┘
Sort Priority = 3                      │ │    │       │
Sort Order = Ascending                 │ │    │       │
                                       │ │    │       │
                           DECRE       │F│    │FRANCE │    3:11:09
                           BENOTTI     │F│    │ITALY  │    3:12:42
                           FUCCI       │F│    │ITALY  │    3:40:37
                           BJORNSEN    │F│    │SWEDEN │    2:59:12
                           KLEIN       │F│    │USA    │    3:09:24

Sort Level 2                           │ │    └─▲─────┘
Sort Field = COUNTRY    ───────────────┼─┼──────┘
Sort Priority = 2                      │ │
Sort Order = Ascending                 │ │
                                       │ │
                           VANPRAAG    │M│     BELGIUM     2:45:60
                           MARTIN      │M│     FRANCE      3:10:29
                           GUERRIERI   │M│     ITALY       2:19:30
                           BARBADO     │M│     ITALY       2:40:12
                           YAMADA      │M│     JAPAN       2:30:41
                           KEEFE       │M│     USA         2:40:19
                           SIMON       │M│     USA         2:52:48
                           PARSONS     │M│     USA         3:00:04

Sort Level 1                           └*┘
Sort Field = SEX        ────────────────┘
Sort Priority = 1
Sort Order = Ascending

Sort Levels and Sort Order:
In this report, you want to sort your report rows by sex
(to group all of the women together), by country, and
within each country by race time.  You must sort
before you can specify any report groups.

┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
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│ If You Do Sort First                                               │
├────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
│ Your report accurately reflects the fastest time for each country. │
├────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
│                                                                    │
│                  BOSTON MARATHON                                   │
│                     mm/dd/yy                                       │
│                                                                    │
│ LAST NAME    SEX    COUNTRY     FINISH TIME                        │
│                                                                    │
│ VANDER WYK   F      BELGIUM     2:54:12                            │
│ FRECETTE     F      BELGIUM     3:10:01                            │
│ HELFGOTT     F      BELGIUM     3:24:31                            │
│                                                                    │
│                                 FASTEST FROM BELGIUM   :2:54:12    │
│ DECRE        F      FRANCE      3:11:09                            │
│                                                                    │
│                                 FASTEST FROM FRANCE    :3:11:09    │
│ BENOTTI      F      ITALY       3:12:42                            │
│ FUCCI        F      ITALY       3:40:37                            │
│                                                                    │
│                                 FASTEST FROM ITALY     :3:12:42    │
│ BJORNSEN     F      SWEDEN      2:59:12                            │
│                                                                    │
│                                 FASTEST FROM SWEDEN    :2:59:12    │
│ KLEIN        F      USA         3:09:24                            │
│                                                                    │
│                                 FASTEST FROM USA       :3:09:24    │
│        ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┴───────────────┐
└────────┤ If You Don't Sort First                                              │
         ├──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
         │ If you sort by SEX, but forget to sort by COUNTRY, CA OLQ creates a  │
         │ group whenever it encounters a change in the COUNTRY column.  This   │
         │ causes inaccurate results when you try to calculate the fastest time │
         │ for each country.                                                    │
         ├──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
         │                                                                      │
         │                  BOSTON MARATHON                                     │
         │                     mm/dd/yy                                         │
         │                                                                      │
         │ LAST NAME    SEX    COUNTRY     FINISH TIME                          │
         │                                                                      │
         │ BENOTTI      F      ITALY       3:12:42                              │
         │ FUCCI        F      ITALY       3:40:37                              │
         │                                                                      │
         │                                 FASTEST FROM ITALY     :3:12:42      │
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         │ VANDER WYK   F      BELGIUM     2:54:12                              │
         │                                                                      │
         │                                 FASTEST FROM BELGIUM   :2:54:12      │
         │ BJORNSEN     F      SWEDEN      2:59:12                              │
         │                                                                      │
         │                                 FASTEST FROM SWEDEN    :2:59:12      │
         │ FRECETTE     F      BELGIUM     3:10:01                              │
         │                                                                      │
         │                                 FASTEST FROM BELGIUM   :3:10:01      │
         │ KLEIN        F      USA         3:09:24                              │
         │                                                                      │
         │                                 FASTEST FROM USA       :3:09:24      │
         │ DECRE        F      FRANCE      3:11:09                              │
         │                                                                      │
         │                                 FASTEST FROM FRANCE    :3:11:09      │
         │ HELFGOTT     F      BELGIUM     3:24:31                              │
         │                                                                      │
         │                                 FASTEST FROM BELGIUM   :3:24:31      │
         └──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Why You Have to Sort First: CA OLQ groups data by looking for a change in the value of the group field (COUNTRY). If
the data is not sorted in order by the group field, the changes can occur at random and produce subtotals other than the
ones you intended.

Step 2 - Create report groups

You also specify your group levels on the Report Format - Sort screen. Your Report Format - Sort screen looks like this:

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group
 By
                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level
 #
   CA OLQ-EXAMPLE
 X  LAST-NAME                               1         _        _          _
 X  COUNTRY                                 6         2        a          2
 X  FINISH-TIME                             5         3        a          _
 X  SEX                                     4         1        a          1
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           Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all _
 Compute:

 1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER

Group By Level # is used to specify group levels.

                                         BOSTON MARATHON
                                            mm/dd/yy

                                   LAST NAME    SEX    COUNTRY     FINISH TIME
                                  ┌───────────────────────────────────────────┐
                                ┌─┤VANDER WYK   F      BELGIUM     2:54:12    │
Group Level 2                   │ │FRECETTE     F      BELGIUM     3:10:01    │
Group field = COUNTRY ──────────┼─►HELFGOTT     F      BELGIUM     3:24:31    │
                                │ └─────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘
                                │                                           │
                                │  DECRE        F      FRANCE      3:11:09  │
                                │  BENOTTI      F      ITALY       3:12:42  │
                                │  FUCCI        F      ITALY       3:40:37  │
                                │  BJORNSEN     F      SWEDEN      2:59:12  │
Group Level 1                   │                                           │
Group field = SEX     ──────────►                                           │
                                │  KLEIN        F      USA         3:09:24  │
                                └───────────────────────────────────────────┘

                                   VANPRAAG     M      BELGIUM     2:45:60
                                   MARTIN       M      FRANCE      3:10:29
                                   GUERRIERI    M      ITALY       2:19:30
                                   BARBADO      M      ITALY       2:40:12
                                   YAMADA       M      JAPAN       2:30:41
                                   KEEFE        M      USA         2:40:19
                                   SIMON        M      USA         2:52:48
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                                   PARSONS      M      USA         3:00:04

Group Levels: This report is grouped at two levels: by SEX (level 1) and by COUNTRY (level 2).

The Report Format - Group By screen

You specify your group calculations on the Report Format - Group By screen. The Report Format - Group By screen looks
like this:

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***
  ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1
 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

  Group by: OLQ-EXAMPLE.COUNTRY                                         Level# 2
           NEXT _                           Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count
 _
    OLQ-EXAMPLE
  X  LAST-NAME                              1      _     _     _     _
  X  COUNTRY                                6      _     _     _     _
  X  FINISH-TIME                            5      _     _     _     x
  X  SEX                                    4      _     _     _     _

              Skip lines after group  1     Separator character -
  Compute:

  1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      10=PICTURE

Group by displays the current group field. Level # displays the current group level. Sum, Avg, Max, Min, and Count are
mathematical functions that you can apply to any report column. These functions apply to the extent of the current group
level.
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Step 3 - Specify your group calculations

To find the fastest time for women from each country, you need to compute the lowest race score in each country's group.
You specify this calculation by selecting the Min (minimum) function in the row across from FINISH TIME. CA OLQ
automatically calculates which woman in each country has the fastest time, and lists each group's top time.

                                                 BOSTON MARATHON
                                                     4/21/99

                                      LAST NAME    SEX    COUNTRY     FINISH TIME

                                      VANDER WYK   F      BELGIUM     2:54:12
                                      FRECETTE     F      BELGIUM     3:10:01

Group Calculation                     HELFGOTT     F      BELGIUM     3:24:31
(subgroup)                                     ┌────────────────────────────────┐
Group Level = 2───────────────────────────────► FASTEST FROM BELGIUM   :2:54:12 │
Current Group Field = COUNTRY                  └────────────────────────────────┘
Aggregate Function = MIN              DECRE        F      FRANCE      3:11:09

                                                                      FASTEST FROM FRANCE    :3:11:09
                                      BENOTTI      F      ITALY       3:12:42
                                      FUCCI        F      ITALY       3:40:37

                                                                      FASTEST FROM ITALY     :3:12:42
                                      BJORNSEN     F      SWEDEN      2:59:12

                                                                      FASTEST FROM SWEDEN    :2:59:12
                                      KLEIN        F      USA         3:09:24

                                                                      FASTEST FROM USA       :3:09:24

Group Calculations: This report uses the MIN (minimum) aggregate function to calculate the lowest time in each
country's group.

When you're done, your report looks like this:

                            BOSTON MARATHON
                                05/19/99

LAST NAME     SEX    COUNTRY           FINISH TIME
-----------   ---   ----------  ---------------------------
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VANDER WYK    F     BELGIUM     2:54:12
FRECETTE      F     BELGIUM     3:10:01
HELFGOTT      F     BELGIUM     3:24:31
                                --------
                                FASTEST IN BELGIUM :2:54:12

DECRE         F     FRANCE      3:11:09
                                --------
                                FASTEST IN FRANCE  :3:11:09

BENOTTI       F     ITALY       3:12:42
FUCCI         F     ITALY       3:40:37
                                --------
                                FASTEST IN ITALY   :3:12:42

BJORNSEN      F     SWEDEN      2:59:12
                                --------
                                FASTEST IN SWEDEN  :2:59:12

KLEIN         F     USA         3:09:23
                                --------
                                FASTEST IN USA     :3:09:23

Aggregate functions

CA OLQ provides five predefined calculations that you can apply to your report groups. These calculations are called
aggregate functions. They are:

• Count counts the number of rows in the report group.
• Total adds up occurrences of numeric columns in the report group.
• Average finds the average of the specified column in the report group.
• Maximum finds the highest value of the specified column in the report group.
• Minimum finds the lowest value of the specified column in the report group.

How to use aggregate functions

Aggregate functions are listed on the Report Format - Group By screen. To use them:

1. Make sure that the current group field is the one you want. The current group field is listed in the Group by field.
2. Select an aggregate function corresponding to the appropriate report column.

A Step-By-Step Example Creating a Report With Subtotals
In the rest of this section, you will create a series of reports that contain subtotals. Each report uses an additional CA OLQ
grouping feature to enhance the original report.
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You will first:

1. Create the original report, using the EMPLOYEE data table.
Your enhancements will then:

2. Sort the rows of the report.
3. Specify report groups, arranging the employees according to which department they work in.
4. Compute a report subtotal, finding the average salary of each department.
5. Compute a report total, finding the total amount of money paid in employee salaries.
6. Create nested subtotals, listing the number of employees working on each project within each department.

This is how your final report looks after you have added all of the grouping enhancements:

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
  ->                                                       Page     3 Line    25
 125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                  EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                     mm/dd/yy

               PROJECT                    SALARY-AMOUNT         EMP-LAST-NAME
    ------------------------------  -------------------------  ---------------
    RESEARCH                                         45000.00  FINN
                                                     80000.00  WILCO
                       -----------
    COUNT FOR RESEARCH:          3

                                                  -----------
                                    AVE FOR 5200 :  
 45400.00

                                                  ===========
                                                    453000.00

      END OF REPORT

                                       - 3 -
  1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     7=BWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Report rows are sorted by DEPT-ID, PROJECT, and SALARY-AMOUNT. Within each department, employees are
grouped by which project they work on. The average salary for each department is listed. The total amount paid in
employee salaries is listed at the bottom of the report.
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Create Your Report
Contents

 

Step 1 - Set your session options

Specify N. In this example, you will use ASF tables. Change the Full/Sparse option to Sparse. This option makes reports
containing groups easier to read.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Session Options ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
141000 Select options to be changed and press the ENTER key
    Current interrupt count:     100        Current underline character: -
    Access IDMS SQL tables: N (Y/N)         Current SQL NULL data value: .

    User options:               Page columns spread: E  (L-Left,E-Even,M-Max,nn)

                  Change
        Help      Option        Current option    Alternate option

                                -> Report Processing Options <-

        _           _             NOFiller          FILler
        _           x FULl
 SPArse
        _           _             HEAder            NOHeader

                                -> Column Processing Options <-

        _           _             OLQheader         NOOlqheader
        _           _             PICture           NOPIcture
        _           _             CODetable         NOCODetable

 1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

Step 2 - Select your table

Specify SELECT. Select the EMPLOYEE data table.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Data Table Processing ***
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  ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
 138000 Select function, data table(s) and press the ENTER key

     Owner:  DOC1
   Catalog:  ASFDICT       Location:
  Function:  s Select                 _ Create                _ Delete
             _ Add                    _ Replace

  Enter table:
  -or-
  Select table
  _ ACCOUNTING
  _ BUDGET
  _ DEPARTMENT
  _ EMP-TABLE
  s
 EMPLOYEE
  _ EMPLOYEE TABLE
  _ EMPLOYEE-DATA
  _ JOB SALARIES
  _ MELROSE EMPLOYEES
  _ OLQ EXAMPLE
  _ PERSONNEL
  1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

Step 3 - Select columns

Select EMP-LAST-NAME, DEPT-ID, SALARY-AMOUNT, and PROJECT.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key

    Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N
  _ EMPLOYEE
  _ 03 EMP-ID
  s 03 EMP-LAST-
NAME
  _ 03 EMP-FIRST-NAME
  _ 03 START-YEAR
  _ 03 DEPT-HEAD-ID
  s 03 DEPT-
ID
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  s 03 SALARY-
AMOUNT
  s 03
 PROJECT
  _ 03 OFFICE-CODE

  Additional selection criteria:

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N
  1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Step 4 - Retrieve your data

Depending on how high the interrupt count at your site is set, CA OLQ may bypass the Retrieval Interrupted screen and
proceed directly to the Retrieval Completed screen.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                     *** Retrieval Completed ***
 ->
130000 Select activity and press the ENTER key

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       11  Total displayable cols .      20
 Total number of records read. . . .       11  Formatted line length. .     372
 Total number of records selected. .       11
 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

     Select                                                 Command/
     Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

       X        Display report                             DISplay
       _        Save report                                SAVe
       _        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt
       _        Change column headers                      HEAder
       _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder
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       _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture
       _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt
       _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY
       _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Step 5 - Display your report

At this point, the data in your report is listed in the order in which it has been retrieved from the database.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 1 *                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

         EMP-LAST-NAME        DEPT-ID       SALARY-AMOUNT       PROJECT
        ---------------       -------       -------------       --------
        BANK                  4000               80000.00       TESTING
        ANGELO                4000               18000.00       PLANNING
        MCDOUGALL             4000               18000.00       PLANNING
        PENMAN                4000               39000.00       PLANNING
        JACKSON               4000               34000.00       PLANNING
        FINN                  5200               45000.00       RESEARCH
        WILCO                 5200               80000.00       RESEARCH
        TIME                  5200               33000.00       RESEARCH
        KASPAR                5200               31000.00       EVALUATE
        ZEDI                  4000               37000.00       EVALUATE
        CLOTH                 5200               38000.00       EVALUATE
     END OF REPORT

                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       10=LEFT       11=RIGHT

Sorting Your Report Rows 1
In this step, you sort the rows of the report on three different levels:

• By DEPT-ID
• Within each department group, by PROJECT
• Within each project group, by EMP-LAST-NAME
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Creating Groups and Specifying Subtotals
In this step, you find the average salary of each department by specifying DEPT-ID as a group field and applying a
calculation to that group. To do this:

1. Sort the rows of your report by department. You just did this in the last step of this example.
2. Group the employees according to which department they work in.
3. Calculate the average salary amount for that group.

Step 1 - Specify your group level

In this step, you calculate the average salary in each department.

Start on the Report Format - Sort screen. To get there, type SORT in the command line.

Specify that you want to group your employees by department by entering a 1 next to Group By Level #. Specifying 1
means that DEPT-ID is the highest level group field. You may later create subgroups within each department.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key
 
                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group By
                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #
   EMPLOYEE
 X  EMP-LAST-NAME                           4         _        _          _
 X  DEPT-ID                                 1         1        A          1 
 X  SALARY-AMOUNT                           3         3        A          _
 X  PROJECT                                 2         2        A          _
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all _
 Compute:
 
 1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER
 

Step 2 - Specify your subtotal

Group by displays EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID as the current group field. Level# displays 1 as the current group level. Use
Avg to specify that you want CA OLQ to compute the average salary for each department.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***
  ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1
 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key
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  Group by: EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID                                            Level# 1
                                            Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count _
    EMPLOYEE
  X  EMP-LAST-NAME                          4      _     _     _     _
  X  DEPT-ID                                1      _     _     _     _
  X  SALARY AMOUNT                          3      _     x     _     _
  X  PROJECT                                2      _     _     _     _
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
              Skip lines after group  1     Separator character -
  Compute:
 
  1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      10=PICTURE
 

CA OLQ generates this COMPUTE statement to calculate the average salary for each department.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key
 
                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group By
                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #
   EMPLOYEE
 X  EMP-LAST-NAME                           4         _        _          _
 X  DEPT-ID                                 1         1        A          1
 X  SALARY-AMOUNT                           3         3        A          _
 X  PROJECT                                 2         2        A          _
 
   COMPUTE FIELDS:
 X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E 
    MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY 
     EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1 
 
 
 
 
           Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all _
 Compute:
 
 1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER
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Step 3 - Display your report

CA OLQ displays the average salary for each department.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.
 
                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy
 
     DEPT-ID    PROJECT           SALARY-AMOUNT           EMP-LAST-NAME
     -------    --------    -------------------------    ---------------
     4000       EVALUATE                     37000.00    ZEDI
                PLANNING                     18000.00    MCDOUGALL
                                                         ANGELO
                                             34000.00    JACKSON
                                             39000.00    PENMAN
                TESTING                      80000.00    BANK
                                          -----------
                            AVE FOR 4000 :   37666.66 
 
     5200       EVALUATE                     31000.00    KASPAR
                                             38000.00    CLOTH
                RESEARCH                     33000.00    TIME
 
                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT
 

Creating Report Totals
Contents

In this step, you find the total amount of money paid in employee salaries. Because this sum includes all of the rows in the
report, you use the Group by all field.

Step 1 - Specify your group level

Start on the Report Format - Sort screen. To get there, type SORT in the command line.

Select Group by all to include all of the rows in your report in a group computation.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group By
                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #
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   EMPLOYEE
 X  EMP-LAST-NAME                           4         _        _          _
 X  DEPT-ID                                 1         1        A          1
 X  SALARY-AMOUNT                           3         3        A          _
 X  PROJECT                                 2         2        A          _

   COMPUTE FIELDS:
 X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E
   MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY
    EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

           Display lines:  Detail X  and/
or  Summary X       Group by all x
 Compute:

 1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER

Step 2 - Specify your report total

Group by shows you that you are including all of the rows in the report in your computation. Specify that you want
to know the sum of all the employee salaries in the report. Use Seq to specify the column under which you want the
computed field displayed.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***
  ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1
 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

  Group by: ALL                                                         Level#
                                            Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count _
    EMPLOYEE
  X  EMP-LAST-NAME                          4      _     _     _     _
  X  DEPT-ID                                1      _     _     _     _
  X  SALARY-AMOUNT                          3      x     _     _     _
  X  PROJECT                                2      _     _     _     _

    COMPUTE FIELDS:
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  X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-
AVE-2'=AVE(E    3
    MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY
     EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

              Skip lines after group  1     Separator character =
  Compute:

  1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      10=PICTURE

CA OLQ generates this COMPUTE statement to calculate the report total.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group By
                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #
   EMPLOYEE
 X  EMP-LAST-NAME                           4         _        _          _
 X  DEPT-ID                                 1         1        A          1
 X  SALARY-AMOUNT                           3         3        A          _
 X  PROJECT                                 2         2        A          _

   COMPUTE FIELDS:
 X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E
   MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY
    EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

 X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-
AM

OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL
 1

           Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all X
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 Compute:

 1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER

Step 3 - Display your report

CA OLQ displays the total amount spent in employee salaries.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line    10
125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

     DEPT-ID    PROJECT           SALARY-AMOUNT           EMP-LAST-NAME
     -------    --------    -------------------------    ---------------
     5200       EVALUATE                     31000.00    KASPAR
                                             38000.00    CLOTH
                RESEARCH                     33000.00    TIME
                                             45000.00    FINN
                                             80000.00    WILCO
                                          -----------
                            AVE FOR 5200 :   45400.00

                                          ===========
                                            453000.00

     END OF REPORT

                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       10=LEFT       11=RIGHT

Creating Levels of Nested Subtotals
In this step, you list the number of employees in each project group. For example, you can find out how many people are
currently on your department's planning committee.

Because each department has a planning committee, this kind of calculation requires two group levels:
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• Group level 1 groups the employees according to which department they work in. DEPT-ID is the group field
• Group level 2 groups the employees within each department according to which project they are currently assigned to.

PROJECT is the group field.

Step 1 - Specify your group level

Start on the Report Format - Sort screen. To get there, type Sort in the command line.

Specify that you want to group by PROJECT within each department group.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key
 
                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group By
                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #
   EMPLOYEE
 X  EMP-LAST-NAME                           4         _        _          _
 X  DEPT-ID                                 1         1        A          1
 X  SALARY-AMOUNT                           3         3        A          _
 X  PROJECT                                 2         2        A          2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all X
 Compute:
 
 1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER
 

Step 2 - Specify your subtotal

Group by displays EMPLOYEE.PROJECT as the current group level. Level# displays 2 as the current group level.
Specify that you want to count the number of employees within each project.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***
  ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1
 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key
 
  Group by: EMPLOYEE.PROJECT                                            Level# 2 
                                            Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count x 
    EMPLOYEE
  X  EMP-LAST-NAME                          4      _     _     _     _
  X  DEPT-ID                                1      _     _     _     _
  X  SALARY-AMOUNT                          3      _     _     _     _
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  X  PROJECT                                2      _     _     _     _
 
    COMPUTE FIELDS:
  X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E
    MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY
     EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1
 
  X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM
    OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1
 
              Skip lines after group  1     Separator character -
  Compute:
 
  1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      10=PICTURE
 

CA OLQ generates this COMPUTE statement to count the total number of employees working on each project.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***
 ->                                                       Page     2  OF      2
136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key
 
 Group by: EMPLOYEE.PROJECT                                            Level# 2
                                           Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count X
   COMPUTE FIELDS:
 X 'EMPLOYEE.PROJECT-COUNT-2'=COUNT 
 GROUP BY EMPLOYEE.PROJECT LEVEL 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             Skip lines after group  1     Separator character -
 Compute:
 
 1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    7=BWD    10=PICTURE
 

Step 3 - Display your report

CA OLQ lists the number of employees assigned to each project.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     3 Line    25
125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections
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                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy
 
              PROJECT                    SALARY-AMOUNT         EMP-LAST-NAME
   ------------------------------  -------------------------  ---------------
   RESEARCH                                         45000.00  FINN
                                                    80000.00  WILCO
                      -----------
   COUNT FOR RESEARCH:          3 
 
                                                 -----------
                                   AVE FOR 5200 :   45400.00
 
                                                 ===========
                                                   453000.00
 
     END OF REPORT
 
                                      - 3 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     7=BWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT
 

How To Format Reports Containing Calculations
In this section This section shows you how to enhance the appearance of groups and group calculations in your CA OLQ
report. Using CA OLQ, you can:

• Specify how many lines you want to skip after a group
• Specify which character you want to use to set apart computations
• Tailor your computation headings
• Display only lines containing computations
• Display all lines except those containing computations
• Skip pages after a group

The report shown below illustrates some of the ways you can format your computations using CA OLQ.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
  ->                                                       Page     2 Line    13
 125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                  EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                     mm/dd/yy

            EMP-LAST-NAME                     SALARY-AMOUNT
           ───────────────         ───────────────────────────────────
           CLOTH                                              38000.00
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           KASPAR                                             31000.00

           FINN                                               45000.00
           TIME                                               33000.00
           WILCO                                              80000.00
                                                           ───────────
                                            AVERAGE SALARY:   45400.00

                                                           ___________
                                   TOTAL SPENT IN SALARIES:  453000.00

                                       - 2 -
  1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     7=BWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT top=no.Key Terms

Here are a few terms used to discuss formatting report groups and calculations:

Detail line

A report line that displays a row of data retrieved from the database. A detail line can contain a computed column, but
does not contain a group computation.

Group computation

A calculation that CA OLQ performs on a report group.

Separator character

A character used to separate group computations from the rest of the report.

Summary computation

Another term for group computation.

Summary line

A report line that displays a group computation.

Create Your Reports
In this sample, you format the report you created in Hoe to Create Report Totals and Subtotals. To build your current
report, follow the steps outlined in Section6.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy
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       DEPT-ID                 PROJECT                   EMP-LAST-NAME
       ───────      ──────────────────────────────      ───────────────
       4000         EVALUATE                            ZEDI
                                       ───────────
                    COUNT FOR EVALUATE:          1

                    PLANNING                            ANGELO
                                                        JACKSON
                                                        MCDOUGALL
                                                        PENMAN
                                       ───────────
                    COUNT FOR PLANNING:          4

                    TESTING                             BANK

                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Skipping Lines After Groups
In this step, you specify how many blank lines you want CA OLQ to display between report groups.

You can indicate a different spacing for each group level. If your report contains more than one group level, you must
establish the current group field and group level before you can indicate how many lines you want to skip.

Step What To Do How To Do It
1 Proceed to the Report Format - Group By

screen.
Type GROUP BY in the command line of
any screen.

2 Establish the current group field and level. Type the group field next to Group by:
Type the corresponding level number in the
Level# field.
Press [Enter].

3 Specify how many lines you want displayed
after the current group.

Enter the number next to Skip lines after
group.

If you're not sure how to specify your group field and level, they are listed in the COMPUTE statement on the Report
Format - Group By screen. For example:

If your COMPUTE statement reads:

   'EMPLOYEE.PROJECT-COUNT'=COUNT
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   GROUP BY EMPLOYEE.PROJECT LEVEL 2'

Your group field is:

   EMPLOYEE.PROJECT

Your group level is:

   2

Specify employee.project as the current group field. Specify 2 as the current group level.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***
  ->                                                       Page     1  OF      2
 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

  Group by: employee.project                                            Level# 2
                                            Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count _
    EMPLOYEE
  X  EMP-LAST-NAME                          3      _     _     _     _
  X  DEPT-ID                                1      _     _     _     _
  X  SALARY-AMOUNT                          4      _     _     _     _
  X  PROJECT                                2      _     _     _     _

    COMPUTE FIELDS:
  X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM
    OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

  X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E
    MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY
     EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

              Skip lines after group  1     Separator character -
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  Compute:

  1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    10=PICTURE

CA OLQ echoes the screen, listing the current group field and level. Specify that you want to skip 0 lines after each project
group.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***
  ->                                                       Page     1  OF      2
 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

  Group by: EMPLOYEE.PROJECT                                            Level# 2
                                            Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count X
    EMPLOYEE
  X  EMP-LAST-NAME                          3      _     _     _     _
  X  DEPT-ID                                1      _     _     _     _
  X  SALARY-AMOUNT                          4      _     _     _     _
  X  PROJECT                                2      _     _     _     _

    COMPUTE FIELDS:
  X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM
    OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

  X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E
    MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY
     EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

              Skip lines after group  0     Separator character -
  Compute:

  1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    10=PICTURE

CA OLQ doesn't insert any blank lines between project groups.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
104009 DISPLAY RIGHT to see more report columns
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.
                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy
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       DEPT-ID                 PROJECT                   EMP-LAST-NAME
       ───────      ──────────────────────────────      ───────────────
       4000         EVALUATE                            ZEDI
                                      
 ───────────

                    COUNT FOR EVALUATE:         
 1
                    PLANNING                            ANGELO
                                                        JACKSON
                                                        MCDOUGALL
                                                        PENMAN
                                       ───────────
                    COUNT FOR PLANNING:          4
                    TESTING                             BANK
                                       ───────────
                    COUNT FOR TESTING :          1

                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Specifying a SCparator character
In this step, you specify which character you want to use to set your group calculations apart from the rest of your report.

CA OLQ provides lines separating your group calculations from the detail lines in your report. The default separator
characters that make up these lines are:

• A hyphen (-) for subtotals
• An equal sign (=) for report totals

You can change these default separator characters to modify your report's appearance.

Each group level's separator character is modified individually. Before you can specify a separation character, you must
establish a current group field and level.

Step What To Do How To Do It
1 Go to the Report Format - Group By

screen.
Type group by in the command line of any
screen.

2 Establish the current group field and level. Type the group field in the Group by entry.
Type the corresponding level number in the
Level # field.
Press [Enter].

3 Specify your separator character. Type the character you want in the
Separator character field.

Specify all as your current group field. Specify 1 as the current group level.
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      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***
  ->                                                       Page     1  OF      2
 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

  Group by: all                                                         Level# 1
                                            Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count _
    EMPLOYEE
  X  EMP-LAST-NAME                          3      _     _     _     _
  X  DEPT-ID                                1      _     _     _     _
  X  SALARY-AMOUNT                          4      _     _     _     _
  X  PROJECT                                2      _     _     _     _

    COMPUTE FIELDS:
  X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM
    OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

  X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E
    MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY
     EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

              Skip lines after group  1     Separator character -
  Compute:

  1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    10=PICTURE

CA OLQ echoes the screen, listing the current group field and level. Specify that you want the underscore (_) to set apart
the report total.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***
  ->                                                       Page     1  OF      2
 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

  Group by: ALL                                                    Level#1
                                            Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count _
    EMPLOYEE
  X  EMP-LAST-NAME                          3      _     _     _     _
  X  DEPT-ID                                1      _     _     _     _
  X  SALARY-AMOUNT                          4      X     _     _     _
  X  PROJECT                                2      _     _     _     _
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    COMPUTE FIELDS:
  X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM
    OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

  X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E
    MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY
     EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

              Skip lines after group  1     Separator character _
  Compute:

  1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    10=PICTURE

You may have to scroll forward (PF8) to view this computation. Underscores separate the report total computation from
the preceding detail lines.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
  ->                                                       Page     2 Line    13
 125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                  EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                     mm/dd/yy

               PROJECT               EMP-LAST-NAME         SALARY-AMOUNT
    ──────────────────────────────  ───────────────  ─────────────────────────
    EVALUATE                        CLOTH                             38000.00
                                    KASPAR                            31000.00
                       ───────────
    COUNT FOR EVALUATE:          2
    RESEARCH                        FINN                              45000.00
                                    TIME                              33000.00
                                    WILCO                             80000.00
                       ───────────                                 ───────────
    COUNT FOR RESEARCH:          3                   AVE FOR 5200 :   45400.00

                                                                     ___________
                                                                     453000.00

                                       - 2 -
  1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     7=BWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT
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Giving Your Computation a Heading
In this step, you modify the default headers for your group computations.

Computations with ALL as the group field are not assigned a default header. All other group computations are assigned
default headers. These headers include:

• A literal that labels the report group, consisting of a dollar sign ($) plus the group field name
• Any built-in or aggregate functions included in that group computation

For example, the default header for the average salary for each department is:

'AVE FOR $EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID'

This header would look like this for department 5200:

AVE FOR 5200  :

The default headers are listed on the Report Format - Header screen. To get there, type header in the command line of
any screen.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Header ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
134000 Specify column headers and press the ENTER key

 Underline character:  -               Disp
                                       Seq              Header
   EMPLOYEE
 X  EMP-LAST-NAME                        3 EMP-LAST-NAME
 X  DEPT-ID                              1 DEPT-ID
 X  SALARY-AMOUNT                        4 SALARY-AMOUNT
 X  PROJECT                              2 PROJECT

   COMPUTE FIELDS:
 X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM
   OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

 X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E    'AVE FOR $EMPLOYEE.DEPT-
ID:'
   MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY
    EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

 Compute:
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 1=HELP   3=QUIT   4=MESSAGE   5=DISPLAY   6=MENU   8=FWD   10=SORT   11=EDIT
     CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Header ***
 ->                                                       Page     2 of     2
134000 Specify column headers and press the ENTER key

 Underline character:  -               Disp
                                       Seq              Header
   COMPUTE FIELDS:
 X 'EMPLOYEE.PROJECT-COUNT'=COUNT          'COUNT FOR
 $EMPLOYEE.PROJECT:'
    GROUP BY EMPLOYEE.PROJECT LEVEL 2

 Compute:

 1=HELP   3=QUIT   4=MESSAGE   5=DISPLAY   6=MENU   7=BWD   10=SORT   11=EDIT

Specify more legible labels for your report total and department computations.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Header ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
134000 Specify column headers and press the ENTER key
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 Underline character:  -               Disp
                                       Seq              Header
   EMPLOYEE
 X  EMP-LAST-NAME                        3 EMP-LAST-NAME
 X  DEPT-ID                              1 DEPT-ID
 X  SALARY-AMOUNT                        4 SALARY-AMOUNT
 X  PROJECT                              2 PROJECT

   COMPUTE FIELDS:
 X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM    'TOTAL SPENT IN
 SALARIES:'
   OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

 X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E    'AVERAGE
 SALARY:'
   MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY
    EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

 Compute:

 1=HELP   3=QUIT   4=MESSAGE   5=DISPLAY   6=MENU   8=FWD   10=SORT   11=EDIT

Specify a more legible label for your project computation. In this example, the label contains a variable field
($EMPLOYEE.PROJECT) for the project name.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Header ***
  ->                                                       Page     2 of     2
 134000 Specify column headers and press the ENTER key

  Underline character:  -               Disp
                                        Seq              Header
    COMPUTE FIELDS:
  X 'EMPLOYEE.PROJECT-COUNT'=COUNT          'WORKING ON
 $EMPLOYEE.PROJECT:'
     GROUP BY EMPLOYEE.PROJECT LEVEL 2
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  Compute:

  1=HELP   3=QUIT   4=MESSAGE   5=DISPLAY   6=MENU   7=BWD   10=SORT   11=EDIT

CA OLQ displays a new label for your project groups.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

       DEPT-ID                  PROJECT                   EMP-LAST-NAME
       ───────      ───────────────────────────────      ───────────────
       4000         EVALUATE                             ZEDI
                                        ───────────
                    WORKING ON EVALUATE:          1
                    PLANNING                             ANGELO
                                                         JACKSON
                                                         MCDOUGALL
                                                         PENMAN
                                        ───────────
                    WORKING ON PLANNING:          4
                    TESTING                              BANK
                                        ───────────
                    WORKING ON TESTING :          1
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                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

CA OLQ displays a new label for your department computations and for your report total.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
  ->                                                       Page     2 Line    13
 125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                  EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                     mm/dd/yy

            EMP-LAST-NAME                     SALARY-AMOUNT
           ───────────────         ───────────────────────────────────
           CLOTH                                              38000.00
           KASPAR                                             31000.00

           FINN                                               45000.00
           TIME                                               33000.00
           WILCO                                              80000.00
                                                           ───────────
                                            AVERAGE SALARY:   45400.00

                                                           ___________
                                   TOTAL SPENT IN SALARIES:  453000.00

                                       - 2 -
  1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     7=BWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Note that if you lengthen your header, the column width lengthens accordingly. If you make your headers too long, this can
make your report difficult to read.

Displaying Only Summary Computations
In this step, you modify your report definition so that it displays only those report rows that contain summary computations.

Start on the Report Format - Sort screen. To get there, type sort on the command line of any screen.

Type a blank next to Detail to suppress the display of detail lines.
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     CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group By
                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #
   EMPLOYEE
 X  EMP-LAST-NAME                           3         3        A          _
 X  DEPT-ID                                 1         1        A          1
 X  SALARY-AMOUNT                           4         _        _          _
 X  PROJECT                                 2         2        A          2

   COMPUTE FIELDS:
 X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM
   OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

 X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E
   MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY
    EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

           Display lines:  Detail    and/or  Summary X       Group by all X
 Compute:

 1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    11=HEADER

CA OLQ displays only rows containing summary computations. Page right (PF11) to see the entire report.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

             DEPT-ID                       SALARY-AMOUNT
             ───────            ───────────────────────────────────
             4000                                         
 37000.00
             4000                                          39000.00
             4000                        AVERAGE SALARY:   37666.66
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             5200                                          31000.00
                                         AVERAGE SALARY:   45400.00

                                TOTAL SPENT IN SALARIES:  453000.00

     END OF REPORT

                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       10=LEFT       11=RIGHT

Displaying Only Detail Lines
In this step, you modify your report definition so that it displays only detail lines (those lines that do not contain any
summary computations).

Start on the Report Format - Sort screen. To get there, type sort on the command line of any screen. Type a character
next to Detail to restore the display of detail lines. Type a blank next to Summary to suppress the display of rows
containing summary computations.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
 133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

                                            Disp      Sort    Order     Group By
                                            Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #
    EMPLOYEE
  _  EMP-LAST-NAME                                     3        A          _
  X  DEPT-ID                                 1         1        A          1
  X  SALARY-AMOUNT                           4         _        _          _
  _  PROJECT                                           2        A          2

    COMPUTE FIELDS:
  X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM
    OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

  X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E
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    MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY
     EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

            Display lines:  Detail x  and/or  Summary         Group by all X
  Compute:

  1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    11=HEADER

CA OLQ displays only detail lines.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
104009 DISPLAY RIGHT to see more report columns
125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections
                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

      DEPT-ID                SALARY-AMOUNT                 EMP-LAST-NAME
      ───────     ───────────────────────────────────     ───────────────
      4000                                   37000.00     ZEDI
                                             18000.00     ANGELO
                                             34000.00     JACKSON
                                             18000.00     MCDOUGALL
                                             39000.00     PENMAN
                                             80000.00     BANK
      5200                                   38000.00     CLOTH
                                             31000.00     KASPAR
                                             45000.00     FINN
                                             33000.00     TIME
                                             80000.00     WILCO
     END OF REPORT

                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       10=LEFT       11=RIGHT

Skipping To a New Page After Computations
In this step, you request that CA OLQ skip to a new page after each change in the group field.
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Before you specify this option, you must establish a current group field and group level.

Step What To Do How To Do It
1 Go to the Report Format - Group By

screen.
Type group by in the command line of any
screen.

2 Establish the current group field and level. Type the group field in the Group by field.
Type the corresponding level number in the
Level# field.
Press [Enter].

3 Ask CA OLQ to skip to a new page after a
computation.

Enter pg in the Skip lines after group
field.

Specify employee.dept-id as your current group field. Specify 1 as the current group level.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***
  ->                                                       Page     1  OF      2
 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

  Group by: employee.dept-
id                                            Level# 1
                                            Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count _
    EMPLOYEE
  X  EMP-LAST-NAME                                 _     _     _     _
  X  DEPT-ID                                1      _     _     _     _
  X  SALARY-AMOUNT                          4      _     _     _     _
  X  PROJECT                                       _     _     _     _

    COMPUTE FIELDS:
  X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM
    OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

  X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E
    MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY
     EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

              Skip lines after group  1     Separator character -
  Compute:

  1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    10=PICTURE

Type sort in the command line. CA OLQ echoes the screen, listing the current group field and level. Type pg next to Skip
lines after group to specify that you want CA OLQ to skip a page after each change in the current group field (DEPT-ID).
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      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***
  -> sort                                                  Page     1  OF      2
 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

  Group by: EMPLOYEE.DEPT-
ID                                            Level# 1
                                            Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count _
    EMPLOYEE
  X  EMP-LAST-NAME                                 _     _     _     _
  X  DEPT-ID                                1      _     _     _     _
  X  SALARY-AMOUNT                          4      _     X     _     _
  X  PROJECT                                       _     _     _     _

    COMPUTE FIELDS:
  X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM
    OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

  X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E
    MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY
     EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

              Skip lines after group pg     Separator character -
  Compute:

  1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    10=PICTURE

Type a character next to Summary to restore the display of lines containing summary computations.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group By
                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #
   EMPLOYEE
 X  EMP-LAST-NAME                                     3        A          _
 X  DEPT-ID                                 1         1        A          1
 X  SALARY-AMOUNT                           4         _        _          _
 X  PROJECT                                           2        A          2
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   COMPUTE FIELDS:
 X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM
   OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

 X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E
   MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY
    EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

           Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary x       Group by all X
 Compute:

 1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    11=HEADER

CA OLQ displays each department's statistics on a separate page. Press [PF8] to page through the whole report.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
 104009 DISPLAY RIGHT to see more report columns
 125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.
                                  EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                     mm/dd/yy

       DEPT-ID                SALARY-AMOUNT                 EMP-LAST-NAME
       ───────     ───────────────────────────────────     ───────────────
       4000                                   37000.00     ZEDI

                                              18000.00     ANGELO
                                              34000.00     JACKSON
                                              18000.00     MCDOUGALL
                                              39000.00     PENMAN

                                              80000.00     BANK
                                           ───────────
                            AVERAGE SALARY:   37666.66

                                       - 1 -
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  1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     2 Line    13
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

      DEPT-ID                SALARY-AMOUNT                 EMP-LAST-NAME
      ───────     ───────────────────────────────────     ───────────────
      5200                                   38000.00     CLOTH
                                             31000.00     KASPAR

                                             45000.00     FINN
                                             33000.00     TIME
                                             80000.00     WILCO
                                          ───────────
                           AVERAGE SALARY:   45400.00

                                      - 2 -
 1=HELP   3=QUIT   4=MESSAGE   6=MENU   7=BWD   8=FWD   10=LEFT   11=RIGHT

How to Save a Set of Commands as a Qfile
What is a qfile?

A qfile is a way to save a set of CA OLQ commands in a file.

What do you do with qfiles?

You can execute a qfile to retrieve data from the database and create a report. The qfile formats the report the same way
each time it is executed, but the data in the report changes to reflect the current data in the database.

Example
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You could create a qfile that displays quarterly financial information. When you execute the routine at the end of each
fiscal quarter, the report looks the same each time, but the financial information changes.

Creating and Executing the QUARTER Qfile:

Qfiles differ from other CA OLQ functions in that they:

• Reflect the changing nature of data in the database
• Retain any formatting enhancements you have made to your report
• Re-execute any report calculations each time the qfile is executed

What You Want to Do Which CA OLQ Function to
Use

Formatting Retained? Calculations Reexecuted?

Save the set of commands used
to build a report

Qfile
The report created by a qfile
reflects the data that is in the
database when the qfile is
executed. The contents of
the report change as the data
changes.

Retained Reexecuted each time the
report is built

Save a copy of a report for later
use

Saved report
The report reflects the data
as it was when the report was
executed. The data doesn't
change.

Retained Executed at report definition

Create a table from your report Saved table
The table can later be used to
create other reports, or it can be
joined with other tables

Not retained Retained as they are executed
when the table is saved

Qfiles and Reports Key Terms
Here are some terms used to discuss qfiles and reports:
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Current report

The report you're working on in an active CA OLQ session. If you retrieve a saved report, CA OLQ clears out the current
report.

Data dictionary

The storage facility used by CA products as a central source for data definitions, modules, and run-time information. Qfile
definitions are stored in the data dictionary.

Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD)

The CA product used to access definitions stored in the dictionary.

Qfile definition

The CA OLQ syntax statements stored in the data dictionary when you create your qfile.

Creating a Qfile
Contents

In this example, you create a qfile using the following steps:

1. Build a SALARY report containing employee salary information.
2. Add formatting enhancements you want kept in the qfile.
3. Save the report definition as a qfile.

Creating a Qfile:

Step 1 - Build the salary report

When you create a qfile, CA OLQ takes the set of commands you used to build your current report and saves them as the
qfile definition. In this step, you build your current Salary report.

This report uses the EMPLOYEE and EMPOSITION records from the sample database. These records reside in the
EMPSS01 subschema.

Start on the Signon Database View screen. To get there, type sub in the command line of any screen.
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Select the EMPSS01 subschema.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                         *** Signon Database View ***
 ->                                                       Page     3  OF      3
121000 Select a subschema and press the ENTER key

   Dictionary name . : TSTDICT           Dictionary node name . :
   Database name . . :                   Database node name . . :

   Specify Subschema :               of Schema . . . :           Version :
 -or-
    Select subschema:               Description:
 x  EMPSS01  OF EMPSCHM  VER  100   DEPARTMENT AND EMPLOYEE INFORMATION
 _  FINAN01  OF EMPSCHM  VER  100   3Q91
 _  SALES01  OF EMPSCHM  VER  100   SALES QUOTAS

 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       7=BWD       PA2=REFRESH

Select the EMPLOYEE and EMPOSITION records.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Record Select ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 123000 Select records and press the ENTER key

                         Records currently selected:    0
    Enter records :
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  -and/or-
    Select records :
  _  COVERAGE
  _  DENTAL-CLAIM
  _  DEPARTMENT
  x 
 EMPLOYEE
  x 
 EMPOSITION
  _  EXPERTISE
  _  HOSPITAL-CLAIM
  _  INSURANCE-PLAN
  _  JOB
  _  NON-HOSP-CLAIM
  _  OFFICE
  _  SKILL
  _  STRUCTURE

  1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Select EMP-NAME-0415, START-YEAR-0415, START-MONTH-0415, START-DAY-0415, SALARY-GRADE-0420,
SALARY-AMOUNT-0420, and BONUS-PERCENT-0420. Page forward (PF8) to view all of the columns you need.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     3
 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N
  _ EMPLOYEE
  _ 02 EMP-ID-0415                   *
  x 02 EMP-
NAME-0415
  _ 03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415           *
  _ 03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415            *
  _ 02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415
  _ 03 EMP-STREET-0415
  _ 03 EMP-CITY-0415
  _ 03 EMP-STATE-0415
  _ 03 EMP-ZIP-0415
  _ 04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415
  _ 04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415
  _ 02 EMP-PHONE-0415
  _ 02 STATUS-0415
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  Enter additional criteria:

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N
  1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       8=FWD       PA2=REFRESH

Select Yes to continue data retrieval.

    CA OLQ Release nn.n                         *** Retrieval Interrupted ***
 ->
131000 Select YES or NO and press the ENTER key

         Retrieval interrupted due to excessive data base accesses.

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       54
 Total number of records read. . . .      100
 Total number of records selected. .       99
 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

         Continue execution     x
 Yes
                                X No

         Current interrupt interval is     100 data base accesses.

 1=HELP                            3=QUIT                            4=MESSAGE
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Depending on how high the interrupt count at your site is set, CA OLQ may bypass the Retrieval Interrupted screen and
proceed directly to the Retrieval Completed screen. Specify that you want to proceed to the Report Format - Sort screen.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                     *** Retrieval Completed ***
  ->
 130000 Select activity and press the ENTER key

  Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       68  Total displayable cols .      20
  Total number of records read. . . .      125  Formatted line length. .     372
  Total number of records selected. .      124
  Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

      Select                                                 Command/
      Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

        X        Display report                             DISplay
        _        Save report                                SAVe
        x        Choose the sort sequence of report        
 SORt
        _        Change column headers                      HEAder
        _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder
        _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture
        _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt
        _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY
        _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Step 2 - Add formatting enhancements

Your qfile definition saves all of the formatting enhancements you have included in your report. Enhancements include
sorts, break processing, external pictures, headings, and report titles.

See Section5, "How to Format Your Report" for more information on how to format your report.

In this step, you enhance your qfile definition by:

• Sorting the report rows by salary grade
• Grouping the report rows according to salary grade
• Changing the report headers

Start on the Report Format - Sort screen. To get there, type sort on the command line of any screen.
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To sort the rows by salary grade, specify 1 in the Sort Priority column next to SALARY-GRADE-0420. Specify a (for
ascending) in the Order (A/D) column next to SALARY-GRADE-0420.

To group you report rows by salary grade, specify 1 in the Group By Level # column next to SALARY-GRADE-0420.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                     *** Report Format - Sort ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

                                            Disp      Sort    Order     Group By
                                            Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #
    EMPLOYEE
  X  EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415                     1         _        _          _
  X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                      2         _        _          _
  X  START-YEAR-0415                         3         _        _          _
  X  START-MONTH-0415                        4         _        _          _
  X  START-DAY-0415                          5         _        _          _
    EMPOSITION
  X  SALARY-
GRADE-0420                       6         1        a          1
  X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                      7         _        _          _
  X  BONUS-PERCENT-0420                      8         _        _          _

            Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all _
  Compute:

  1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER

Type header on the command line.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***
  -> header                                            Page     1  OF      1
 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

  Group by COLUMN: SALARY-GRADE-0420                                    Level# 1
                                            Seq Total  Avg  Hival  Loval  Count _
    EMPLOYEE
  X  EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415                    1      _     _     _     _
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  X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                     2      _     _     _     _
  X  START-YEAR-0415                        3      _     _     _     _
  X  START-MONTH-0415                       4      _     _     _     _
  X  START-DAY-0415                         5      _     _     _     _
    EMPOSITION
  X  SALARY-GRADE-0420                      6      _     _     _     _
  X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                     7      _     x     _     _
  X  BONUS-PERCENT-0420                     8      _     _     _     _

              Skip lines after group  1     Separator character -
  Compute:

  1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      10=PICTURE

Change the display of the date columns to list them in order of month, day, and year. Change your headers to make them
more legible.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Header ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
 134000 Specify column headers and press the ENTER key

  Underline character:  -               Disp
                                        Seq              Header
    EMPLOYEE
  X  EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415                  1 First
 Name
  X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                   2 Last
 Name
  X  START-YEAR-0415                      5 '
 '
  X  START-
MONTH-0415                     3 Start
  X  START-DAY-0415                       4 '
 '
    EMPOSITION
  X  SALARY-
GRADE-0420                    6 Grade
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  X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                   7 Salary
 Amount
  X  BONUS-PERCENT-0420                   8 Bonus
 %

  Compute:

  1=HELP   3=QUIT   4=MESSAGE   5=DISPLAY   6=MENU   8=FWD   10=SORT   11=EDIT

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
 105022 Sort successfully completed.  68 records in.  68 records out.
 125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.
                            EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT
                                     mm/dd/yy

    FIRST         LAST                                SALARY          BONUS
    NAME          NAME       START       GRADE         AMOUNT           %
  ────────── ─────────────── ───── ── ── ───── ────────────────────── ─────
  TOM        FITZHUGH           09 19 81    11               13000.00  .004
  NANCY      TERNER             05 26 82    11               13000.00  .004
  CYNTHIA    JOHNSON            03 23 77    11               13500.00  .004
                                                          ───────────
                                               AVE FOR 11:   13166.66

  ROBIN      GARDNER            06 15 81    12               14000.00  .004
  BRIAN      NICEMAN            05 06 80    12               14000.00  .004
  DORIS      KING               08 16 80    12               14500.00  .004
  SANDY      KRAAMER            04 04 81    12               14000.00  .004

                                       - 1 -
  1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT
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Step 3 - Save the report as a Qfile

You now save your report as a qfile. CA OLQ takes all of the commands used to build the current report and saves them
in a qfile definition in the data dictionary.

Start on the Qfile Processing screen. To get there, type qfile in the command line.

Select Create. Specify salary next to Routine name. Add any descriptive comments you would like to be shown on the
screen.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key

  User: SYB
  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

  Function:    _ Execute       x Create         _ Replace       _ Delete
               _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit
               _ Execute batch

  Routine name:  salary                           Version:
  Comments: example

  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS
  _  DEPARTMENT                          1
  _  MANAGERS                            1
  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1
  _  SALARY GRADE                        1

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

CA OLQ returns a message indicating that your current report definition has been saved as a qfile. And CA OLQ lists the
SALARY qfile.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
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 109017 Requested operation for SALARY(1) has been successfully
 completed
 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key
  User: SYB
  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

  Function:    _ Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       _ Delete
               _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit
               _ Execute batch

  Routine name:                                   Version:
  Comments:

  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS
  _  DEPARTMENT                          1
  _  MANAGERS                            1
  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1
  _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS
  _  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Executing a Qfile
In this example, you execute a qfile to create a report.

Executing a Qfile:
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Start on the Qfile Processing screen. To get there, type qfile in the top line of any screen.

Select Execute. Name the SALARY qfile.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
                                                                     leted
 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key
  User: SYB
  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

  Function:    x Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       _ Delete
               _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit
               _ Execute batch

  Routine name:                                   Version:
  Comments:

  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS
  _  DEPARTMENT                          1
  _  MANAGERS                            1
  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1
  _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS
  x  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE
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  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Specify Yes to continue data retrieval.

    CA OLQ Release nn.n                         *** Retrieval Interrupted ***
 ->
092018 The default DICTNAME value has been modified.
092027 Underline character has been modified to -
         Retrieval interrupted due to excessive data base accesses.

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       54
 Total number of records read. . . .      100
 Total number of records selected. .       99
 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

         Continue execution     x
 Yes
                                X No

         Current interrupt interval is     100 data base accesses.

 1=HELP                            3=QUIT                            4=MESSAGE

Depending on how high the interrupt count at your site is set, CA OLQ may bypass the Retrieval Interrupted screen and
proceed directly to the Retrieval Completed screen.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                         *** Retrieval Completed ***
 ->
105022 Sort successfully completed.  68 records in.  68 records out.
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092021 Execution has completed for q-file: SALARY

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       68
 Total number of records read. . . .      125
 Total number of records selected. .      124
 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

     Select                                                 Command/
     Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

       X        Display report                             DISplay
       _        Save report                                SAVe
       _        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt
       _        Change column headers                      HEAder
       _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder
       _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture
       _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt
       _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY
       _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                              *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                           EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

   FIRST         LAST                                  SAL.          BONUS
   NAME          NAME       START       GRADE         AMOUNT           %
 ────────── ─────────────── ───── ── ── ───── ────────────────────── ─────
 TOM        FITZHUGH           09 19 81    11               13000.00  .004
 NANCY      TERNER             05 26 82    11               13000.00  .004
 CYNTHIA    JOHNSON            03 23 77    11               13500.00  .004
                                                         ───────────
                                              AVE FOR 11:   13166.66

 ROBIN      GARDNER            06 15 81    12               14000.00  .004
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 BRIAN      NICEMAN            05 06 80    12               14000.00  .004
 DORIS      KING               08 16 80    12               14500.00  .004
 SANDY      KRAAMER            04 04 81    12               14000.00  .004

                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Using One Qfile to Create Different Reports
Contents

In this example, you use the same qfile to create two or more reports that are nearly the same. Using Execute with new
criteria, you can suspend qfile execution and change the retrieval selection criteria used to build the report.

Example

By executing the SALARY qfile and modifying the retrieval criteria, you can create two reports:

• One displays all salary grades above $30,000.
• One displays all salary grades below $30,000.

Using One Qfile to Make More Than One Report:

In this example, you execute the SALARY qfile using the following steps:

1. Execute the SALARY qfile using Execute with new criteria.
2. CA OLQ starts to execute the qfile. Execution continues up to the first statement that would retrieve data from the

database.
3. CA OLQ suspends execution of the qfile and displays the Column Select screen.
4. You can change the retrieval criteria to display only those salary grades larger than 16.
5. When you press [Enter], CA OLQ resumes execution of the qfile.
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Step 1 - Use execute with new criteria

In this step, you use the Execute with new criteria option to suspend execution of the SALARY qfile before it retrieves any
data from the database.

Start on the Qfile Processing screen. To get there, type qfile in the command line of any screen.

Select Execute with new criteria and select the SALARY qfile.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key

  User: SYB
  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

  Function:    _ Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       _ Delete
               x Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit
               _ Execute batch

  Routine name:                                   Version:
  Comments:

  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS
  _  DEPARTMENT                          1
  _  MANAGERS                            1
  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1
  _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS
  x  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Step 2 - Change the Selection criteria

In this step, you change the data retrieval selection criteria to retrieve only those employees in salary grades greater than
16.

Specify greater than 16 in the Selection criteria column for the SALARY-GRADE-0420 field.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***
  ->                                                       Page     3 of     3
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 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key

    Columns currently selected:    7         Selection criteria
  _ EMPOSITION
  _ 02 START-DATE-0420
  _ 03 START-YEAR-0420
  _ 03 START-MONTH-0420
  _ 03 START-DAY-0420
  _ 02 FINISH-DATE-0420
  _ 03 FINISH-YEAR-0420
  _ 03 FINISH-MONTH-0420
  _ 03 FINISH-DAY-0420
  X 02 SALARY-GRADE-0420                 gt
 16
  X 02 SALARY-AMOUNT-0420
  x 02 BONUS-PERCENT-0420
  _ 02 COMMISSION-PERCENT-0420
  _ 02 OVERTIME-RATE-0420
  Additional selection criteria:

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N
  1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       7=BWD       PA2=REFRESH

Step 3 - Resume Qfile execution

In this step, you resume execution of the qfile to apply new data retrieval selection criteria.

The final report displays only those employees in salary grades of 16 or higher.

Select Yes to continue data retrieval.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Retrieval Interrupted ***
 ->
131000 Select YES or NO and press the ENTER key

         Retrieval interrupted due to excessive data base accesses.

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       48
 Total number of records read. . . .      100
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 Total number of records selected. .       87
 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

         Continue execution     x
 Yes
                                X No

         Current interrupt interval is     100 data base accesses.

 1=HELP                            3=QUIT                            4=MESSAGE

Depending on how high the interrupt count at your site is set, CA OLQ may bypass the Retrieval Interrupted screen and
proceed directly to the Retrieval Completed screen.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                         *** Retrieval Completed ***
 ->
130000 Select activity and press the ENTER key

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       59  Total displayable cols .      20
 Total number of records read. . . .      125  Formatted line length. .     372
 Total number of records selected. .      106
 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

     Select                                                 Command/
     Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

       X        Display report                             DISplay
       _        Save report                                SAVe
       _        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt
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       _        Change column headers                      HEAder
       _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder
       _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture
       _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt
       _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY
       _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                              *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                           EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

   FIRST         LAST                                  SAL.          BONUS
   NAME          NAME       START       GRADE         AMOUNT           %
 ────────── ─────────────── ───── ── ── ───── ────────────────────── ─────
 HERBERT    LIPSICH            04 29 81    21               18500.00  .004
 MICHAEL    ANGELO             09 08 79    21               18000.00  .004
 RALPH      TYRO               12 21 80    21               20000.00  .004
 MICHAEL    ANGELO             09 08 79    21               17000.00  .004
 DOUGLAS    KAHALLY            09 29 79    21               20000.00  .004
 CAROL      MCDOUGALL          06 07 80    21               18000.00  .004
                                                         ───────────
                                              AVE FOR 21:   18583.33

 JANE       FERNDALE           09 09 79    22               22500.00  .004

                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Modifying Your Qfile Definition
Contents

When you modify a qfile, CA OLQ overlays your IDD qfile definition with the commands used to build your current report.
Using this feature, you can:
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• Execute an existing qfile, change the report, and replace the qfile
• Execute a qfile, change the report, and save it as a different qfile
• Create a new report from scratch and save it under the name of an existing qfile

In this example, you modify the SALARY qfile using the following steps:

1. Establish a current report by executing the SALARY qfile
2. Modify the report definition to suppress the display of detail lines (those not containing any summary calculations)
3. Replace the qfile, overriding the current SALARY qfile definition with the commands used to build the summary report

Modifying Your Qfile Definition:

Step 1 - Establish a current report

In this step, you execute the SALARY qfile to create a current report. Start on the Qfile Processing screen. To get there
type qfile in the command line of any screen.

Select Execute and select the SALARY qfile.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key

  User: SYB
  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

  Function:    x Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       _ Delete
               _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit
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               _ Execute batch

  Routine name:                                   Version:
  Comments:

  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS
  _  DEPARTMENT                          1
  _  MANAGERS                            1
  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1
  _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS
  x  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Specify Yes to continue data retrieval.

    CA OLQ Release nn.n                            *** Retrieval Interrupted ***
 ->
192018 The default DICTNAME value has been modified.
092027 Underline character has been modified to -
         Retrieval interrupted due to excessive data base accesses.

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       54
 Total number of records read. . . .      100
 Total number of records selected. .       99
 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

         Continue execution     x
 Yes
                                X No
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         Current interrupt interval is     100 data base accesses.

 1=HELP                            3=QUIT                            4=MESSAGE

Specify that you want to proceed to the Report Format - Sort screen.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                     *** Retrieval Completed ***
  ->
 105022 Sort successfully completed.  68 records in.  68 records out.
 092021 Execution has completed for q-file: SALARY

  Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       68
  Total number of records read. . . .      125
  Total number of records selected. .      124
  Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

      Select                                                 Command/
      Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

        X        Display report                             DISplay
        _        Save report                                SAVe
        x        Choose the sort sequence of report        
 SORt
        _        Change column headers                      HEAder
        _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder
        _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture
        _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt
        _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY
        _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Step 2 - Modify the report definition

In this step, you modify the SALARY qfile to suppress the display of all detail lines (those not containing any summary
calculations) in the report. Thus the report displays only the average salary for each salary grade.
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Type a space next to Detail to suppress the display of detail lines.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                         *** Report Format - Sort ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group By
                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #
   EMPLOYEE
 X  EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415                     1         _        _          _
 X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                      2         _        _          _
 X  START-YEAR-0415                         5         _        _          _
 X  START-MONTH-0415                        3         _        _          _
 X  START-DAY-0415                          4         _        _          _
   EMPOSITION
 X  SALARY-GRADE-0420                       6         1        A          1
 X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                      7         _        _          _
 X  BONUS-PERCENT-0420                      8         _        _          _

           Display lines:  Detail    and/or  Summary X       Group by all _
 Compute:

 1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    11=HEADER

Type qfile in the command line to proceed to the Qfile Processing screen.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                              *** Display Report ***
 -> qfile                                                  Page    1 Line     1
133015 Default SUMMARY report columns selected
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.
                           EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

                                                 SAL.
                  GRADE                         AMOUNT
                  ─────                 ──────────────────────
                     11                 AVE FOR 11:   13166.66
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                     12                 AVE FOR 12:   14125.00

                     13                 AVE FOR 13:   14875.00

                     21                 AVE FOR 21:   18583.33

                     22                 AVE FOR 22:   22500.00

                     33                 AVE FOR 33:   38166.66

                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Step 3 - Replace the Qfile definition

In this step you override the SALARY command file with the commands used to make the current report.

Specify Replace. Select the SALARY qfile.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key

  User: SYB
  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

  Function:    _ Execute       _ Create         x Replace       _ Delete
               _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit
               _ Execute batch

  Routine name:                                   Version:
  Comments:

  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS
  _  DEPARTMENT                          1
  _  MANAGERS                            1
  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1
  _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS
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  x  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

CA OLQ responds with a message that the qfile has been replaced.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                              *** QFILE Processing ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
109017 Requested operation for SALARY(1) has been successfully
 completed
140000 Select function and press the ENTER key
 User: SYB
 Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

 Function:    _ Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       _ Delete
              _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit
              _ Execute batch

 Routine name:                                   Version:
 Comments:

 SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS
 _  DEPARTMENT                          1
 _  MANAGERS                            1
 _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1
 _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS
 _  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Looking at Your Qfile Definition Syntax
Contents

Where are qfile definitions stored?
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When you create a qfile, CA OLQ takes all the commands used in your current session and saves them as CA OLQ
syntax statements in the data dictionary. Definitions stored in the data dictionary are accessed using a CA product called
the Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD).

How to look at your qfile definition

Using the List option on the Qfile Processing screen, you can switch from CA OLQ to IDD to see how your qfile
commands are stored in the data dictionary.

For more information on IDD refer to the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference Section.

NOTE
Depending on the security level that has been assigned to you, you may or may not be able to access your qfile
definition in IDD. If your specifying List or Edit on the Qfile Processing screen does not switch you out of CA
OLQ, you probably do not have authority to access IDD.

Looking at Qfile Syntax:

In this example, you see how the SALARY qfile is stored in the data dictionary by using the following steps:

1. Switch to IDD using the List option on the Qfile Processing screen.
2. Look at the SALARY qfile definition in IDD.
3. Transfer from IDD back to CA OLQ.

Step 1 - Switch to IDD

Select List and the SALARY qfile.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 109017 Requested operation for SALARY (1) has been successfully completed
 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key
  User: SYB
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  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

  Function:    _ Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       _ Delete
               _ Execute with new criteria      x List          _ Edit
               _ Execute batch

  Routine name:                                   Version:
  Comments:

  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS
  _  DEPARTMENT                          1
  _  MANAGERS                            1
  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1
  _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS
  x  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Step 2 - View your Qfile in IDD

In this step, you look at your qfile definition:

• To page forward through the qfile definition, press [PF8].
• To page backward, press [PF7].

Note that whenever CA OLQ retrieves data from the database, it creates a Structured Query Language (SQL) SELECT
statement. The data retrieval selection criteria that you specified on the Column Select screen are specified in the
WHERE clause of the SELECT statement.

For a more detailed explanation of this and other CA OLQ syntax statements, refer to the CA OLQ Reference Section.

Your qfile syntax includes a SELECT (OLQ access mode) statement. The WHERE clause specifies data retrieval
selection criteria.

                      IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 2 LINE 1        END OF COMPILER

*+

*+  SET DICTNAME TSTDICT

*+  SET UNDERLINE '-'

*+  SET ACCESS OLQ
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*+  SIGNON SS EMPSS01  SCHEMA EMPSCHM ( 100)

*+  OPTIONS ALL HEADER ECHO NOFILLER FULL WHOLE INTERRUPT OLQHEADER

*+  NOPATHSTAT NOSTAT COMMENT VERBOSE NODBKEY PICTURE CODETAB NOSYN

*+  SELECT EMPLOYEE.EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 EMPLOYEE.EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 EMPLOYEE.ST

*+  -YEAR-0415 EMPLOYEE.START-MONTH-0415 EMPLOYEE.START-DAY-0415 EMPOSITION.SAL

*+  -GRADE-0420 EMPOSITION.SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 EMPOSITION.BONUS-PERCENT-0420 FRO

*+  MPLOYEE, EMPOSITION WHERE (EMP-EMPOSITION.EMPLOYEE.EMPOSITION)

*+  PAGE HEADER BLANK LINES AFTER 1  -

*+   LINE 1 'EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT'  CENTER -

*+   LINE 2 '$DATE'  CENTER

*+  PAGE FOOTER BLANK LINES BEFORE 1  -

*+   LINE 1 '- $PAGE -'  CENTER

*+  EDIT EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415  -

*+        ALIGN LEFT   -

*+        OLQHEADER 'FIRST'-

*+                  'NAME'-

*+        PICTURE 'X(10)'

*+  EDIT EMP-LAST-NAME-0415  -

*+        ALIGN LEFT   -

*+        OLQHEADER 'LAST'-

Step 3 - Leave IDD

In this step, you switch from IDD back to CA OLQ.

Type end in the command line.
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 end                  IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 2 LINE 1        END OF COMPILER

*+

*+  SET DICTNAME TSTDICT

*+  SET UNDERLINE '-'

*+  SET ACCESS OLQ

*+  SIGNON SS EMPSS01  SCHEMA EMPSCHM ( 100)

*+  OPTIONS ALL HEADER ECHO NOFILLER FULL WHOLE INTERRUPT CA OLQHEADER

*+  NOPATHSTAT NOSTAT COMMENT VERBOSE NODBKEY PICTURE CODETAB NOSYN

*+  SELECT EMPLOYEE.EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 EMPLOYEE.EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 EMPLOYEE.ST

*+  -YEAR-0415 EMPLOYEE.START-MONTH-0415 EMPLOYEE.START-DAY-0415 EMPOSITION.SAL

*+  -GRADE-0420 EMPOSITION.SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 EMPOSITION.BONUS-PERCENT-0420 FRO

*+  MPLOYEE, EMPOSITION  WHERE (EMP-EMPOSITION.EMPLOYEE.EMPOSITION)

*+  PAGE HEADER BLANK LINES AFTER 1  -

*+   LINE 1 'EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT'  CENTER -

*+   LINE 2 '$DATE'  CENTER

*+  PAGE FOOTER BLANK LINES BEFORE 1  -

*+   LINE 1 '- $PAGE -'  CENTER

*+  EDIT EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415  -

*+        ALIGN LEFT   -

*+        CA OLQHEADER 'FIRST'-

*+                  'NAME'-

*+        PICTURE 'X(10)'

*+  EDIT EMP-LAST-NAME-0415  -

*+        ALIGN LEFT   -

*+        CA OLQHEADER 'LAST'-
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Modifying Your Qfile Definition Syntax
Contents

In this example, you edit the SALARY qfile definition in the data dictionary using the following steps:

1. Switch to IDD using the Edit field on the Qfile Processing screen.
2. Modify the SALARY qfile definition.
3. Replace the SALARY qfile definition.
4. Switch from IDD back to CA OLQ.

Step 1 - Switch to IDD

In this step, you suspend your current CA OLQ session and transfer to the Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD).

Select Edit and the SALARY qfile.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key

  User: SYB
  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

  Function:    _ Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       _ Delete
               _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          x
 Edit
               _ Execute batch

  Routine name:                                   Version:
  Comments:

  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS
  _  DEPARTMENT                          1
  _  MANAGERS                            1
  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1
  _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS
  x  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU
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NOTE
When you first see the qfile definition, erase the first three lines (those that sign you on to IDD, specify the
dictionary name, and display the qfile). After you have erased these lines, your first line should begin with
the verb MODIFY. If you don't do this, IDD will see DISPLAY as the first verb when you press [Enter], and will
redisplay the qfile (without the changes you have made).

In this example, VERB MODIFY means that the qfile definition can be updated. Press [PF8] to scroll to the next page.

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      NO ERRORS      DICT=TSTDICT     1/86
 SIGNON DICTNAME= TSTDICT  NODENAME= ' '    USA UPD.
 DISPLAY QFILE 'SALARY                          ' VERSION    1 AS SYN VERB
 MODIFY
 .
      MODIFY
      QFILE NAME IS SALARY VERSION IS 1
          LANGUAGE IS OLQ
              TEXT IS OLQ
 *+       DATE CREATED IS      02/20/91
 *+       DATE LAST UPDATED IS 02/20/91
 *+       TIME LAST UPDATED IS 11160166
 *+       PREPARED BY SYB
 *+       REVISED  BY SYB
          DESCRIPTION IS OLQ
          USER IS SYB
              REGISTERED FOR ALL
              RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION
                          AND UPDATE
                          AND DELETION
              TEXT IS OLQ
          PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL
 *+       ACCESSED BY USER SYB
          COMMENTS
              'EXAMPLE'

Step 2 - Modify the SALARY Qfile Definition

In this step, you change the SALARY qfile definition using the following steps:

1. Press [PF4] to supply space to type in your changes.
2. Add a restriction to the SELECT statement WHERE clause that limits retrieval to salary grades higher than 18.
3. Press [PF5] to apply the change.

For more information on how to change dictionary definitions in IDD, refer to the CA IDMS Dictionary Module Editor User
Section.

In this example, your qfile syntax includes a SELECT (OLQ access mode) statement. Position the cursor on the line that
contains the WHERE clause. Press [PF4] to insert additional criteria.
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                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 2 LINE 1  DICT=TSTDICT    24/86

          QFILE SOURCE FOLLOWS

 SET DICTNAME TSTDICT

 SET UNDERLINE '-'

  SET ACCESS OLQ

 SIGNON SS EMPSS01  SCHEMA EMPSCHM ( 100)

 OPTIONS ALL HEADER ECHO NOFILLER FULL WHOLE INTERRUPT OLQHEADER               -

 NOPATHSTAT NOSTAT COMMENT VERBOSE NODBKEY PICTURE CODETAB NOSYN

 SELECT EMPLOYEE.EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 EMPLOYEE.EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 EMPLOYEE.START-

 -YEAR-0415 EMPLOYEE.START-MONTH-0415 EMPLOYEE.START-DAY-0415 EMPOSITION.SALARY-

 -GRADE-0420 EMPOSITION.SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 EMPOSITION.BONUS-PERCENT-0420 FROM E-

 MPLOYEE, EMPOSITION   W HERE (EMP-EMPOSITION.EMPLOYEE.EMPOSITION)

 PAGE HEADER BLANK LINES AFTER 1  -

  LINE 1 'EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT'  CENTER -

  LINE 2 '$DATE'  CENTER

 PAGE FOOTER BLANK LINES BEFORE 1  -

  LINE 1 '- $PAGE -'  CENTER

 EDIT EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415  -

       ALIGN LEFT   -

       OLQHEADER 'FIRST'-

                 'NAME'-

       PICTURE 'X(10)'

 EDIT EMP-LAST-NAME-0415  -
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       ALIGN LEFT   -

Type a blank over the closing parenthesis on the WHERE clause. Add AND SALARY-GRADE-0420 GT 18) to the
WHERE clause. Don't forget the closing parenthesis. Then press [PF5] to apply the change.

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 2 LINE 11 DICT=TSTDICT    34/86

EMPLOYEE, EMPOSITION  WHERE (EMP-EMPOSITION.EMPLOYEE.EMPOSITION and salary-grade

 -0420 gt 18)

Step 3 - Replace the SALARY Qfile definition

In this step, you replace the qfile definition in the data dictionary.

Press [PF6] to replace the qfile definition in the data dictionary.

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 2 LINE 11 DICT=TSTDICT    34/91

EMPLOYEE, EMPOSITION  WHERE (EMP-EMPOSITION.EMPLOYEE.EMPOSITION AND SALARY-GRADE

 -0420 GT 18)

 PAGE HEADER BLANK LINES AFTER 1  -

  LINE 1 'EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT'  CENTER -

  LINE 2 '$DATE'  CENTER

 PAGE FOOTER BLANK LINES BEFORE 1  -

  LINE 1 '- $PAGE -'  CENTER

 EDIT EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415  -

       ALIGN LEFT   -

       OLQHEADER 'FIRST'-

                 'NAME'-

       PICTURE 'X(10)'

 EDIT EMP-LAST-NAME-0415  -

       ALIGN LEFT   -

       OLQHEADER 'LAST'-
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                 'NAME'-

       PICTURE 'X(15)'

 EDIT START-YEAR-0415  -

       ALIGN RIGHT  -

       OLQHEADER ' '-

       PICTURE '99'

 EDIT START-MONTH-0415  -

       ALIGN RIGHT  -

IDD responds with the message NO ERRORS on the top line of the screen.

                      IDD nn.n ONLINE      NO ERRORS      DICT=TSTDICT

SIGNON DICTNAME= TSTDICT  NODENAME= ' '    USA UPD.

DISPLAY QFILE 'SALARY                          ' VERSION    1 AS SYN VERB MODIF

.

     MODIFY

     QFILE NAME IS SALARY VERSION IS 1

         LANGUAGE IS OLQ

             TEXT IS OLQ

*+       DATE CREATED IS      02/20/91

*+       DATE LAST UPDATED IS 02/20/91

*+       TIME LAST UPDATED IS 11160166

*+       PREPARED BY SYB

*+       REVISED  BY SYB

         DESCRIPTION IS OLQ

         USER IS SYB
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             REGISTERED FOR ALL

             RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION

                         AND UPDATE

                         AND DELETION

             TEXT IS OLQ

         PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL

*+       ACCESSED BY USER SYB

         COMMENTS

             'EXAMPLE'

Step 4 - Switch from IDD back to CA OLQ

In this step, you terminate your IDD session and switch back to the Qfile Processing screen.

Type end in the command line to get back to CA OLQ.

 end                  IDD nn.n ONLINE      NO ERRORS      DICT=TSTDICT

SIGNON DICTNAME= TSTDICT  NODENAME= ' '    USA UPD.

DISPLAY QFILE 'SALARY                          ' VERSION    1 AS SYN VERB MODIF

.

     MODIFY

     QFILE NAME IS SALARY  VERSION IS 1

         LANGUAGE IS OLQ

             TEXT IS OLQ

*+       DATE CREATED IS      02/20/91

*+       DATE LAST UPDATED IS 02/20/91

*+       TIME LAST UPDATED IS 11160166

*+       PREPARED BY SYB
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*+       REVISED  BY SYB

         DESCRIPTION IS OLQ

         USER IS SYB

             REGISTERED FOR ALL

             RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION

                         AND UPDATE

                         AND DELETION

             TEXT IS OLQ

         PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL

*+       ACCESSED BY USER SYB

         COMMENTS

             'EXAMPLE'

CA OLQ displays the Qfile Processing screen.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                              *** QFILE Processing ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
140000 Select function and press the ENTER key

 User: SYB
 Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

 Function:    _ Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       _ Delete
              _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit
              _ Execute batch

 Routine name:                                   Version:
 Comments:

 SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS
 _  DEPARTMENT                          1
 _  MANAGERS                            1
 _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1
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 _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS
 _  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Executing a Qfile in Batch Mode
When do you use batch?

If you have a qfile that you know is going to access a large amount of data, or if you want to execute your qfile overnight,
the batch option is the most efficient operating method. Executing a job in batch mode frees computer resources for other
users. Your DBA can help you decide when to execute your qfile in batch.

Because using batch requires advance preparation by your DBA, you will not actually execute a qfile in this example. This
example shows you the CA OLQ tools you need to know about to execute a qfile in batch mode.

You will:

1. Select a qfile.
2. Transfer to the Batch Processing screen.

Step 1 - Select a Qfile

Select Execute batch and select the SALARY qfile.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key
 
  User: SYB
  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:
 
  Function:    _ Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       _ Delete
               _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit
               x Execute batch 
 
  Routine name:                                   Version:
  Comments:
 
  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS
  _  DEPARTMENT                          1
  _  MANAGERS                            1
  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1
  _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS
  x  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE
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  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU
 

The default values for executing a qfile in batch are displayed when you access this screen from the Qfile Processing
screen.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                              *** Batch Processing ***
 ->                                                       Page     1  of      1
132000 Select activity, output selection and press the ENTER key
 
  Password:                Job control module: OLQBATCH-JCL-SYB 
  Select activity:
   _ Submit current report request and comments
   X Submit OLQ syntax
 
  To automatically generate output syntax:
   X Display (Output to SYSLST)
   _ Print (DC printer)  Class:            Dest:
   _ Save report         Name :
 
  Enter OLQ Syntax/Comments:
 > QFIL 'SALARY '(1) DICT TSTDICT DICTNO ' ' 
 >
 >
 >
 >
 >
 >
 >
 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU
 

Step 2 - Using the Batch Processing screen

To execute a qfile in batch mode:

1. Enter your user password.
2. Make sure that the proper Job Control Module is displayed. Ask your DBA to make sure you have the right name.
3. Select an output destination, or accept the default destination that has been listed for you. In addition, the output of the

batch job is always displayed at your terminal.
4. Check to see if the correct qfile name is listed in the Enter OLQ Syntax/Comments: field.
5. Press [Enter] to initiate your batch job.

For more information on how to use batch processing in CA OLQ, refer to Section12, "How to Use CA OLQ in Batch
Mode".

Deleting a Qfile
When you delete a qfile, CA OLQ uses the following:
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• Deletes the qfile definition in the data dictionary
• Removes the name of the definition from the list of qfiles on the Qfile screen

In this example, you delete a qfile using the Qfile Processing screen.

Start on the Qfile Processing screen. To get there, type qfile in the command line of any screen.

Select Delete and select the SALARY qfile.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key

  User: SYB
  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

  Function:    _ Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       x
 Delete
               _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit
               _ Execute batch

  Routine name:                                   Version:
  Comments:

  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS
  _  DEPARTMENT                          1
  _  MANAGERS                            1
  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1
  _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS
  _  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

CA OLQ responds with a message indicating that the qfile definition has been deleted. The name of the qfile is deleted
from the list of routine names.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 109017 Requested operation for SALARY (1) has been successfully
 completed
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 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key
  User: SYB
  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

  Function:    _ Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       _ Delete
               _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit
               _ Execute batch

  Routine name:                                   Version:
  Comments:

  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS
  _  DEPARTMENT                          1
  _  MANAGERS                            1
  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1
  _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

How to Make a Report from Database Records
In this section Using CA OLQ, you can report on records stored in a CA IDMS/DB.

Access mode: This section only applies when the access switch is set to OLQ.

For information on setting the access switch, see Step 1? Select the type of table.

For example, you can make an employee report based on data retrieved from the EMPLOYEE record.

Creating a Report:
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Key Terms 5
Here are some of the terms used to discuss making a report from database records:

Database view

A more descriptive term for subschema. The two terms are used interchangeably.

Element

The smallest significant unit of data in a CA IDMS/DB database. Record elements correspond to columns in a table. For
example, the record element DEPT-ID-0410 corresponds to the DEPARTMENT ID column in a table.

Record

A group of related elements. For example, the DEPT-NAME-0410, DEPT-ID-0410, and DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410 elements
are all grouped into the DEPARTMENT record. Records correspond to rows in a table. For example, the record element
DEPT-NAME-0410 corresponds to the DEPARTMENT NAME column in a table.

Selection criteria

A logical expression that you use to tell CA OLQ which rows of data to retrieve for your report.

Additional selection criteria

A logical expression that you use to tell CA OLQ which rows of data to retrieve for your report. Unlike selection criteria,
you can also use:

• Logical record keywords
• Criteria expressions for subscripted fields

Subschema
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A view of the database that contains a subset of the records, elements, sets, and areas that make up the entire database.
A subschema usually views functionally related data.

For example, the personnel department uses a subschema that views employee information such as salary, date of hire,
and personal information. All of the information used by the corporation (sales, accounting, and personnel) are held in the
same database, but the personnel department views only the information that it needs.

Using Subschemas:

Create a Report
In this sample, you create a report using the following steps:

Step 1 -- Choose a subschema.

In this step, you select a subschema that views employee information.

Select the EMPSS01 subschema.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Signon Database View ***
 ->                                                       Page     3  OF      4
121000 Select a subschema and press the ENTER key

   Dictionary name . : TSTDICT           Dictionary node name . :
   Database name . . :                   Database node name . . :
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   Specify Subschema :               of Schema . . . : EMPSCHM   Version :  100
 -or-
    Select subschema:               Description:
 x EMPSS01 OF EMPSCHM  VER  100   DEPARTMENT AND EMPLOYEE INFORMATION
 _  FINAN01  OF EMPSCHM  VER  100   3Q91
 _  SALES01  OF EMPSCHM  VER  100   SALES QUOTAS

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     7=BWD     8=FWD     PA2=REFRESH

Step 2 -- Select your records

In this step, you specify that you want to report on the EMPLOYEE and OFFICE records.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Record Select ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
123000 Select records and press the ENTER key

                        Records currently selected:    0
   Enter records :

 -and/or-
   Select records :
 _  COVERAGE
 _  DENTAL-CLAIM
 _  DEPARTMENT
 x
 EMPLOYEE
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 _  EMPOSITION
 _  EXPERTISE
 _  HOSPITAL-CLAIM
 _  INSURANCE-PLAN
 _  JOB
 _  NON-HOSP-CLAIM
 x
 OFFICE
 _  SKILL
 _  STRUCTURE

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Step 3 -- Choose columns and specify selection criteria

In this step, you:

1. Choose which columns you want to display in the report.
2. Specify retrieval selection criteria that restrict what data is retrieved from the database. In this sample, your selection

criteria limit the report to those employees from Boston.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key

    Columns currently selected:    0         Selection criteria
  _ EMPLOYEE
  x 02 EMP-ID-0415                   *
  _ 02 EMP-NAME-0415
  _ 03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415           *
  x 03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415            *
  _ 02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415
  _ 03 EMP-STREET-0415
  x 03 EMP-CITY-0415                     eq
 boston
  _ 03 EMP-STATE-0415
  _ 03 EMP-ZIP-0415
  _ 04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415
  _ 04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415
  x 02 EMP-
PHONE-0415
  _ 02 STATUS-0415
   Additional Selection Criteria:
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                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N
 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       8=FWD       PA2=REFRESH

More about selection criteria

Selection criteria are logical expressions you use to tell CA OLQ which rows of data you want to include in your report.
You don't have to specify any selection criteria. If you don't, CA OLQ retrieves all rows from the record.

If you specify...                      Your report looks like...
                                       ┌────────────────────────────────────────┐
                                       │                                        │
                                       │                     EMPLOYEE Report    │
                                       │                        mm/dd/yy        │
                                       │                                        │
                                       │ Emp ID   Last Name       City   State  │
                                       │                                        │
EMP-ID-0415 EQ '0075' ────────────────-> 0075     Lanzarotta      Lowell   MA   │
                                       │                                        │
                                       └────────────────────────────────────────┘
                                       ┌────────────────────────────────────────┐
                                       │                                        │
                                       │                     EMPLOYEE Report    │
                                       │                        mm/dd/yy        │
                                       │                                        │
                                       │ Emp ID Last Name  City           State │
                                       │                                        │
EMP-CITY-0415 EQ 'SHELBURNE FALLS' ───-> 3302   Elopoulos  Shelburne Falls   MA │
                                       │ 3871   Mahoney    Shelburne Falls   MA │
                                       │ 4230   Ho         Shelburne Falls   MA │
                                       │                                        │
                                       └────────────────────────────────────────┘
                                       ┌────────────────────────────────────────┐
                                       │                                        │
                                       │                EMPLOYEE Report         │
                                       │                  mm/dd/yy              │
                                       │                                        │
                                       │ Emp ID   Last Name       City     State│
                                       │                                        │
EMP-STATE-0415 NE 'MA' ───────────────-> 2789     Vangelis       Buckatunna  MS │
                                       │ 5558     Runningbrook   Casper      WY │
                                       │                                        │
                                       └────────────────────────────────────────┘
                                       ┌────────────────────────────────────────┐
                                       │                                            │   
                                       │          EMPLOYEE Report               │
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                                       │             mm/dd/yy                   │
                                       │                                        │
                                       │ Emp ID   Last Name     City     State  │
                                       │                                        │
EMP-CITY-0415 MATCHES  ───────────────-> 1164     Rokoski     Waltham    MA     │
"WAL@@@@@"                             │ 2112     Walesa      Walden     MA     │
                                       │ 3881     Li          Walpole    MA     │
                                       │ 4003     Barrett     Waltham    MA     │
                                       │                                        │
                                       └────────────────────────────────────────┘

How to specify selection criteria

Each column has its own Selection criteria field. If you want to retrieve rows based on the value in a certain column, fill in
the Selection criteria field next to that column. For example:

                        Selection criteria

X  02 COLUMN1

_  02 COLUMN2

X  02 COLUMN3           = 2000

X  02 COLUMN4           > 5 * COLUMN1

The following table gives examples of the types of operators you can include in your selection criteria.

Type of Operator Operator Description Example
Logical
comparison
operators

= Equal to = 100
= 100 to 500 (exclusive)
= 100 thru 500 (inclusive)

 ¬= Not equal to ¬= COLUMN2
 > Greater than > COLUMN1 * COLUMN2
 >= Greater than or equal to >= COLUMN4 + 100
 < Less than < COLUMN4 - COLUMN1
 <= Less than or equal to <= 750 / COLUMN4
Arithmetic operators + Addition COLUMN1 + COLUMN2
 - Subtraction COLUMN1 - 5
 * Multiplication COLUMN1 * 1/2
 / Division COLUMN1/COLUMN2
MATCHES and CONTAINS
characters

* Stands for any character contains "Z**05"

 @ Stands for any alphabetic
character

matches
"NEW@@@@@@@@@@"
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 # Stands for any numeric
character

matches "669####"

The IN clause

You can include the IN clause in your selection criteria. The IN clause is a subset of the SQL SELECT statement that
compares your column value to a list of data values.

For complete syntax and syntax rules, refer to the CA OLQ Reference Section.

IN IN yields a true comparison if the column value matches one or more of the data values. For example, you can
compare the value of the EMP-LAST-NAME field to the following IN clause:

   IN ('JONES', 'TANAKA', 'ANDERSON')

NOT IN NOT IN yields a true comparison if the column value does not match or more of the data values. For example,
you can compare the value of the EMP-LAST-NAME field to the following IN clause:

   NOT IN ('JONES', 'TANAKA', 'ANDERSON')

The LIKE clause

You can also include the LIKE clause in your selection criteria. The LIKE clause is a subset of the SQL SELECT
statement that searches for a pattern string.

For complete syntax and syntax rules, refer to the CA OLQ Reference Section.

How to use the LIKE clause

Your LIKE clause contains two parts:

• The LIKE/NOT LIKE keywords
• A pattern string

LIKE

LIKE determines whether a column expression contains a pattern string. LIKE yields a true comparison if the column
contains the pattern. For example, you can compare the EMP-LAST-NAME field to the following LIKE clause:

LIKE 'MAC%'

This comparison is true if the last name is any number of characters long and begins with the string MAC.

NOT LIKE

NOT LIKE yields a true comparison if the column does not contain the pattern. For example, you can compare the
OFFICE-CODE field to the following NOT LIKE clause:

NOT LIKE '002'

This comparison is true if the office code is anything except for 002.

Pattern string
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The pattern string is what is compared to the column value. The pattern can contain:

• Alphanumeric characters for an exact match
• Special characters used as wild cards
• An escape character to exactly match the special characters

The LIKE clause is summarized in the table below.

Object String Pattern String Example of Syntax Example of True comparison
Underscore (_) Any single character NAME LIKE 'S__' True if NAME is exactly 3

characters long and the first
character is S

Percent sign (%) Any sequence of zero or more
characters

NAME LIKE '%C__' True if NAME is 3 or more
characters long and the third
from last character is C

Single alphanumeric character Exact match to that
alphanumeric character

NAME LIKE 'MAC' True if NAME is MAC

Escape character + underscore
(_)

Exact match to the underscore
(_)

PARTNUM LIKE '*_115'
ESCAPE '*'1

True if PARTNUM is __115

Escape character + percent sign
(%)

Exact match to the percent sign
(%)

PARTNUM LIKE '*%15'
ESCAPE '*'1

True if PARTNUM is *%15

Escape character alone Exact match to the escape
character

PARTNUM LIKE '***' True if PARTNUM is ***

1The escape character can be any single alphanumeric character and is set by specifying ESCAPE 'escape-character' in
your SELECT statement.

The AND operator

If you enter selection criteria for more than one column, CA OLQ combines the expressions by placing the AND operator
between them. AND means that a row must meet both conditions in order to be retrieved.

For example, when you specify:

                           Selection criteria

   X  02 COLUMN1

   _  02 COLUMN2

   X  02 COLUMN3           eq 2000

   X  02 COLUMN4           gt 5 * COLUMN1

CA OLQ produces:

COLUMN3 eq 2000 and COLUMN4 gt 5 * COLUMN1

The OR operator
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You may not want to combine your expressions with AND operators. As an alternative, you can type the OR operator at
the beginning of any expression. OR means that a row need only meet one of the conditions in order to be retrieved.

For example, when you specify:

                        Selection criteria

X  02 COLUMN1

_  02 COLUMN2

X  02 COLUMN3           eq 2000

X  02 COLUMN4           or gt 5 * COLUMN1

CA OLQ produces:

COLUMN3 eq 2000 or COLUMN4 gt 5 * COLUMN1

Selection criteria for unchosen columns

You can specify criteria for columns that do not appear on your report. CA OLQ tests the values in such columns when it
chooses which rows to retrieve, but does not display those values on the report.

Built-in functions

CA OLQ provides built-in functions that you can use in your selection criteria. Built-in functions are a shorthand way of
performing common calculations (such as square root) and string manipulations (such as concatenation).

For more information on CA OLQ built-in functions, refer to the CA OLQ Reference Section.

Step 4 -- Enter additional selection criteria

In this step, you:

Specify Y to proceed to the Additional selection criteria screen.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key

    Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N
  _ EMPLOYEE
  x 02 EMP-ID-0415                   *
  _ 02 EMP-NAME-0415
  _ 03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415           *
  x 03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415            *
  _ 02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415
  _ 03 EMP-STREET-0415
  x 03 EMP-CITY-0415                     eq boston
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  _ 03 EMP-STATE-0415
  _ 03 EMP-ZIP-0415
  x 04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415
  _ 04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415
  x 02 EMP-PHONE-0415
  _ 02 STATUS-0415
   Additional Selection Criteria:

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? Y Y/N
 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       8=FWD       PA2=REFRESH

At the Selection criteria screen, specify additional retrieval selection criteria that restrict what data is retrieved from the
database. In this sample, your additional selection criteria limit the employees whose:

• Area code (first 3 digits) is '508'
• City of residence is not one beginning with 'New'
• Zip code begins with a '01'

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          ***Selection Criteria***
 ->                                                Line     1 Of     1
146000 Type in selection criteria, and press the ENTER key.
 Please Enter Additional Selection Criteria:

 (EMP-PHONE-0415 MATCHES '508#######') AND (EMP-CITY-0415 NOT LIKE 'NEW
%'

OR EMP-CITY-0415 NOT LIKE 'BOSTON') AND (EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE
 LIKE

'01###') 
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 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

More about additional selection criteria

The Additional selection criteria field works like the Selection criteria field, enabling you to enter simple and compound
expressions. In addition, you can enter:

• Logical record keywords
• Criteria expressions for subscripted fields

Type of Expression Example
Simple
Expressions

COLUMN1 eq 2000 thru 5000

 not COLUMN1 eq 2000 thru 5000
Compound
Expressions

(COLUMN3 eq 2000) and (COLUMN4 gt 5 * COLUMN1)

 (COLUMN3 eq 2000) or (COLUMN4 gt 5 * COLUMN1)
Logical
Record
Keywords

ACCOUNTANT and EMPLOYEE-ON-LEAVE

Subscripted
Fields

COLUMN5(3) matches "329****"

 (COLUMN1 eq (2 * COLUMN6(1))) or (COLUMN7 ne 1)

Step 5 -- Retrieve the data and display your report

In this step, you retrieve your report data from the database and display your report.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                     *** Retrieval Completed ***
 ->
130000 Select activity and press the ENTER key
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 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .        2  Total displayable cols .      20
 Total number of records read. . . .       57  Formatted line length. .     372
 Total number of records selected. .        2
 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

     Select                                                 Command/
     Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

       X        Display report                             DISplay
       _        Save report                                SAVe
       _        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt
       _        Change column headers                      HEAder
       _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder
       _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture
       _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt
       _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY
       _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

 

 

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

 EMP-ID-0415 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 EMP-CITY-0415 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE EMP-PHONE-0415
 ----------- ------------------ ------------- ------------------ --------------
        0015 LINGER             NATICK        01734              5085461414
        0013 PEOPLES            FRAMINGHAM    01818              5083291212
        0111 SANCHEZ            WESTON        01993              5084447871
 END OF REPORT
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                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       10=LEFT       11=RIGHT

How to Save a Table From a Report
In this section This section shows you how to save your current report as a data table. In this example, you will:

1. Create an EMPLOYEE/OFFICE report, retrieving data from the EMPLOYEE and OFFICE records
2. Save your current report as an ASF table
3. Save your current report as an SQL table
4. View the tables you just created

In this sample, you retrieve data from database records and store it in a table format. Each column of your table
corresponds to an element in one of the records you retrieved. For example, the EMP-ID-0415 column corresponds to the
EMP-ID-0415 element in the EMPLOYEE record.

Saving a Table from Your Current Report:
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Each row in the table you create corresponds to a single occurrence of a record. For example, the table row that contains
data for employee ANGELO corresponds to one occurrence each of the EMPLOYEE and OFFICE records.

     ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
     │ Record Type: EMPLOYEE                                             │
     │                                                                   │
┌────┴─────┬──────────────┬──────────────┐                               │
│          │              │              └┐                              │
│ EMP-ID-  │ EMP-FIRST-   │  EMP-LAST-    └┐                             │
│ 0145     │ NAME-0145    │  NAME-0145     └┐                            │
└──────────┴──────────────┴─────────────────┘                            │
                                                                         ▼
                                     ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐
Record Occurrences                   │            EMPLOYEE Table             │ 
                                     ├───────┬──────────────┬────────────────┤
┌───────┬──────────┬─────────┐       │ EMP-ID│ EMP-LAST-NAME│ EMP-FIRST-NAME │
│       │          │         └┐      ├───────┼──────────────┼────────────────┤
│ 0075  │ JENNIFER │LANZAROTTA└┐─►   │ 0075  │ Lanzarotta   │Jennifer        │ 
│       │          │           └┐    │ 3302  │ Elopoulos    │Bart            │
└───────┴──────────┴────────────┘    │ 3871  │ Mahoney      │Reginald        │
┌──────────┬──────────┬─────────┐    │ 4230  │ Ho           │Duc             │
│          │          │         └┐   │ 6264  │ Ortega       │Daniel          │
│ 3302     │ BART     │ ELOPOULOS└┐  │ 6348  │ Jones        │Edith           │
│          │          │           └┐ └───────┴──────────────┴────────────────┘
└──────────┴──────────┴────────────┘
┌──────────┬──────────┬──────────────┐
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│          │          │              └┐
│ 3871     │ REGINALD │  MAHONEY      └┐
│          │          │                └┐
└──────────┴──────────┴─────────────────┘

Save a Table Key Terms
Some terms used to discuss saving a table from a report are:

Automatic System Facility (ASF)

A tool in CA IDMS/DB used to create and manage tables. You can use ASF to modify the table definition, once you have
created a table using CA OLQ.

ASF Dictionary

An application dictionary used by ASF. You must be using the ASF dictionary when you are creating data tables with CA
OLQ. The application dictionary contains schema definitions, subschema definitions, user information, and application
definitions (such as records, maps, dialogs, and programs).

Current report

The report you're working on in an active CA OLQ session. If you retrieve a saved report, CA OLQ clears out the current
report.

Table

A presentation of data as a series of rows and columns.

• ASF tables refers to tables associated with the IDMSR schema.
• SQL tables refers to tables associated with an SQL schema.

Creating a Report 3
Contents

In this step, you create an OFFICE/EMPLOYEE report. This report retrieves information from the EMPLOYEE and
OFFICE records.

Step 1 -- Select a subschema

The EMPLOYEE and OFFICE records are defined in the EMPSS01 subschema for the sample employee database.

Start on the Signon Database View screen. To get there, type sub (for subschema) in the command line of any screen.

Select the EMPSS01 subschema.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Signon Database View ***
 ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1
121000 Select a subschema and press the ENTER key

   Dictionary name . : EMPLOYEE          Dictionary node name . :
   Database name . . :                   Database node name . . :
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   Specify Subschema :               of Schema . . . :           Version :
 -or-
    Select subschema:               Description:
  x  EMPSS01  OF EMPSCHM     VER    1
 _  FINAN01  OF EMPSCHM    VER    1
 _  SALES01  OF EMPSCHM    VER    1

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Step 2 -- Select what records you want

Select the EMPLOYEE and OFFICE records.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Record Select ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
123000 Select records and press the ENTER key

                        Records currently selected:    0
   Enter records :

 -and/or-
   Select records :
 _  COVERAGE
 _  DENTAL-CLAIM
 _  DEPARTMENT
  x 
 EMPLOYEE 
 _  EMPOSITION
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 _  EXPERTISE
 _  HOSPITAL-CLAIM
 _  INSURANCE-PLAN
 _  JOB
 _  NON-HOSP-CLAIM
  x 
 OFFICE 
 _  SKILL
 _  STRUCTURE

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Step 3 -- Select your columns

Select EMP-ID-0415 and EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 from the EMPLOYEE record. Select OFFICE-CODE-0450 and
OFFICE-CITY-0450 from the OFFICE record. Press [PF8] to view more pages of the screen.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     3
 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press ENTER key

    Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N
  _ EMPLOYEE
   x 02 EMP-ID-0415                    *
  _ 02 EMP-NAME-0415
  _ 03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415           *
   x 03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415             *
  _ 02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415
  _ 03 EMP-STREET-0415
  _ 03 EMP-CITY-0415
  _ 03 EMP-STATE-0415
  _ 03 EMP-ZIP-0415
  _ 04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415
  _ 04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415
  _ 02 EMP-PHONE-0415
  _ 02 STATUS-0415
  Additional selection criteria:

  1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU        8=FWD     PA2=REFRESH
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Step 4 -- Retrieve your data

Press [Enter] to view your report.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                     *** Retrieval Completed ***
 ->
130000 Select activity and press the ENTER key

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       57  Total displayable cols .      20
 Total number of records read. . . .       62  Formatted line length. .     372
 Total number of records selected. .       62
 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

     Select                                                 Command/
     Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

       X        Display report                             DISplay
       _        Save report                                SAVe
       _        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt
       _        Change column headers                      HEAder
       _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder
       _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture
       _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt
       _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY
       _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Step 5 -- Display your report

Your report lists data from the EMPLOYEE and OFFICE records.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                             OFFICE/EMPLOYEE
 REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy
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    EMP-ID-0415   EMP-LAST-NAME-0415   OFFICE-CODE-0450   OFFICE-CITY-0450
    -----------   ------------------   ----------------   ----------------
           0120   ANGELO               002                BOSTON
           0007   BANK                 002                BOSTON
           0069   BLOOMER              002                BOSTON
           0081   FITZHUGH             002                BOSTON
           0045   FONRAD               002                BOSTON
           0053   GARDNER              002                BOSTON
           0030   HENDON               002                BOSTON
           0100   HUTTON               002                BOSTON
           0158   JACKSON              002                BOSTON
           0011   JENSON               002                BOSTON
           0051   JOHNSON              002                BOSTON
           0049   KAHALLY              002                BOSTON

                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Saving Your Report As an SQL Table
NOTE
Before beginning this step, make sure that the access switch has been set to idms.

For information on setting the access mode switch, see Step 1? Select the type of table.

In this step, you save your report as a SQL table. Type table in the command line to proceed to the Table Processing
screen.

Select Create. Name your table emp_office.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Table Processing ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
 138000 Select function, table(s) and press the ENTER key

 Dictname:  EMPLOYEE       Schema:  EMPLOYEE
 Function:  _ Select                  x Create                   Delete
            _ Add                    _ Replace

  Enter table:  
 emp_office 
  -or-
  Select table
 _ EMPLOYEE.ACCOUNTING
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 _ EMPLOYEE.BUDGET
 _ EMPLOYEE.DEPARTMENT

  1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

CA OLQ responds with a message that your table has been defined. The EMP-OFFICE table is listed.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Data Table Processing ***
 ->                                                       Page     2 of     2
102020 The appending, replacing, or creating of an SQL table has been successful.
102021 A total of 100 rows have been inserted into the named SQL table.

 Dictname:                 Schema:  EMPLOYEE
 Function:  X Select                 _ Create                           _ Delete
            _ Add                    _ Replace

 Enter table:
  -or-
 Select table
 _ EMPLOYEE.ACCOUNTING
 _ EMPLOYEE.BUDGET
 _ EMPLOYEE.DEPARTMENT

 _
 EMPLOYEE.EMP_OFFICE 
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  1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

Saving Your Report As an ASF Table
NOTE
Before beginning this step, make sure that the access switch has been set to olq.

For information on setting the access mode switch, see Step 1? Select the type of table.

Before you begin, make sure that you are signed on to the correct ASF dictionary. Ask your DBA or support staff to make
sure you are signed on to the right dictionary.

In this step, you save your report as an ASF table. Type table in the command line to proceed to the Table Processing
screen.

Select Create. Name your table emp-office.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Table Processing ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
 138000 Select function, table(s) and press the ENTER key

     Owner:  DOC1
   Catalog:  ASFDICT       Location:
  Function:  _ Select                  x Create                  Delete
             _ Add                    _ Replace

  Enter table:   emp-
office 
  -or-
  Select table
  _ ACCOUNTING
  _ BUDGET
  _ DEPARTMENT
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  1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

CA OLQ responds with a message that your table has been defined. The EMP-OFFICE table is listed.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Table Processing ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
 102017  Table processing has been successfully
 completed 
 138000 Select function, table(s) and press the ENTER key
     Owner:  DOC1
   Catalog:  ASFDICT       Location:
  Function:  X Select                 _ Create                _ Delete
             _ Add                    _ Replace

  Enter table:
  -or-
  Select table
  _ ACCOUNTING
  _ BUDGET
  _ DEPARTMENT
  _ EMP-
OFFICE 

  1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD
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Viewing Your SQL Table
NOTE
Before beginning this step, make sure that the access switch has been set to idms.

For information on setting the access mode switch, see Step 1? Select the type of table.

In this step, you look at the table you just created.

Choose Select and select the EMP_OFFICE table.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Table Processing ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of    11
 138000 Select function, table(s) and press the ENTER key

 Dictname:                 Schema:  EMPLOYEE
 Function:  X Select                 _ Create                           _ Delete
            _ Add                    _ Replace

 Enter table:
  -or-
 Select table
 _ EMPLOYEE.ACCOUNTING
 _ EMPLOYEE.BUDGET
 _ EMPLOYEE.DEPARTMENT

 _
 EMPLOYEE.EMP_OFFICE 

  1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD
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Select all columns for viewing. When you select the table name, you automatically select all of the columns within that
table.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press ENTER key

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

 x
 EMP_OFFICE 
 _ 03 EMP-ID-0415
 _ 03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415
 _ 03 OFFICE-CODE-0450
 _ 03 OFFICE-CITY-0450

 Additional selection criteria:

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N
 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Viewing Your ASF Table
NOTE
Before beginning this step, make sure that the access switch has been set to olq.

For information on setting the access mode switch, see Step 1? Select the type of table.

In this step, you look at the table you just created.
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Choose Select and select the EMP-OFFICE table.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Table Processing ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     2
 138000 Select function, table(s) and press the ENTER key

     Owner:  DOC1
   Catalog:  ASFDICT       Location:
  Function:  X Select                  _ Create                 Delete
             _ Add                    _ Replace

  Enter table:
  -or-
  Select table
  _ ACCOUNTING
  _ BUDGET
  _ DEPARTMENT

 x EMP-
OFFICE 

  1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

Select all columns for viewing. When you select the table name, you automatically select all of the columns within that
table.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press ENTER key

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N
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 x EMP-
OFFICE 
 _ 03 EMP-ID-0415                   *
 _ 03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415            *
 _ 03 OFFICE-CODE-0450              *
 _ 03 OFFICE-CITY-0450

 Additional selection criteria:

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

How to Use CA OLQ in Batch Mode
What is batch processing? Batch processing is a way to create a report without requiring any interaction from the user.
Once you have set up the requirements of the batch job, you can start it running and it will run until it has completed,
without needing any input from you.

When do you use batch? Batch processing is used to process large amounts of data, or to perform an operation in off
hours.

If you are creating a report that contains a very large number of records, the amount of time that the system spends
retrieving your report's data restricts with the system's availability to other users. Thus, if you are creating a very large
report, you probably want to perform the data retrieval at off hours, when the system's resources aren't at high demand.

Example

Suppose you were put in charge of creating a personnel report for the phone company. Your report retrieves 30,000
records, one record for each employee. Since you are creating this report for the first time, you will probably want to
change it once you see how it looks.
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Because your report contains so many records, you don't want to retrieve all of them until you are sure that you have the
report exactly the way you want it. You can create a report prototype to make sure that you are satisfied with the report
before you retrieve the data.

Using batch processing

The step-by-step solution for the personnel report would be to:

1. Set your interrupt count to a very low level (for example, 20 records)
2. Create the report, but limit it to 20 records
3. Save the report definition as a qfile
4. Execute the qfile in off hours using batch processing

Processing a Qfile in Batch:

OLQ Batch Mode Key Terms
Some terms used to discuss batch processing are:

Batch

Batch processing means that the user doesn't have to interact with the computer system in order to perform a function.
Usually, a batch job is set up in advance (such as when you fill out your Batch Processing screen). Once the job has
started running, you cannot intervene except to cancel execution.

Input file

A file that contains input for a batch job.

Interactive

A way of performing a function in which the computer system requires the user to provide input, and then responds to that
input. An example would be CA OLQ menu mode. Another term to describe interactive processing is online.

Interrupt count
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The maximum number of records CA OLQ will retrieve when building a report. If the number of records that meet the
selection criteria for that report exceeds the interrupt count, CA OLQ suspends data retrieval and issues a message
asking you if you want to continue to retrieve records.

Job Control Language

A language used to define the special requirements of your batch program to the system. Job Control Language (JCL)
statements name input and output files, the name of your program, and your output destination.

Output destination

Any type of device that receives the report that you have created through your batch job. Output destinations can be a
printer, a terminal, or a log.

Output file

A file that contains the results of your batch job.

Batch Process to Create a Report
To create a report using batch, you do the following:

Steps to Create a Report using Batch:

Step What To Do How To Do It
1 Specify which report you want to execute

batch.
Build it from a table or records.
Execute a qfile.
Retrieve a saved report.
Specify your processing commands on the
Batch Processing screen.

2 Move to the Batch Processing screen. Type BATCH in the command line.
3 Specify your batch processing options. See Table 12-2
4 Initiate batch processing. Press [Enter].

The Batch Processing screen

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Batch Processing ***
 ->                                                       Page     1  of      1
132000 Select activity, output selection and press the ENTER key

  Password:                 Job control module: OLQBATCH-JCL-
RMG
  Select activity:
   _ Submit current report request and comments
   X Submit CA OLQ syntax

  To automatically generate output syntax:
   X Display (Output to SYSLST)
   _ Print (DC printer)  Class:            Dest:
   _ Save report         Name :
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  Enter CA OLQ Syntax/Comments:
 > QFIL 'SALARY '(1) DICT TSTDICT DICTNO '
 '
 >
 >
 >
 >
 >
 >
 >
 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

You can accept the default values on the Batch Processing screen or type over them. You'll probably need to ask your
DBA how to fill out these fields.

When you press [Enter], your batch job begins processing.

Batch Processing screen fields are explained in the following.

Batch Processing Screen Fields:

Field Function
Password: Provides security for saved reports and qfile definitions. Usually,

you want to enter your user password (it will not show on the
screen).

Job control module: Names a module that contains Job control language (JCL)
statements that tell the system how to run your batch job. Your
DBA defines Job Control Language modules for your site.

Select activity: Tells CA OLQ what is to be processed in batch mode. You can:
Execute the current report in batch mode (Submit current report
request). If you access the Batch Processing screen from the
Saved Reports screen, this field is the default.
Execute the commands listed in the Enter CA OLQ syntax/
comments field. (submit CA OLQ syntax). If you access the Batch
Processing screen from the Qfile Processing screen, this field is
the default.

Additional output selections: Tells CA OLQ where to route the output from your batch program.
A default output destination is displayed. Ask your support staff if
this is the correct destination.

Enter CA OLQ syntax/comments: Allows you to enter your own CA OLQ processing commands. If
you are running a qfile, this field displays the name of the qfile.

For more information on how to use the Batch Processing screen, refer to the CA OLQ Reference Section.

How to Print Your Report
Some terms used to discuss printing reports are:

Current report
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The report you are working on in an active CA OLQ session. If you retrieve a saved report or execute a qfile, CA OLQ
clears out the current report.

Destination

When you print a report, you specify an output destination where the report is to be printed. Usually, the destination is a
file associated with a printer.

Printing a Report
To print a report, do the following:

Steps for Printing a Report:

Step What To Do How To Do It
1 Create a current report. Build it from a table or records.

Execute a qfile.
Retrieve a saved report.

2 Move to the Print Processing screen. Type PRINT in the command line.
3 Specify your print options. See Table 13-2
4 Initiate print processing. Press [Enter].

When you get to the Print Processing screen, the fields are filled out with default values. You can accept these default
values or type over them. When you press [Enter], your job is routed to a printer.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Print Processing ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
139000 Select print options and press the ENTER key

 Print current report: Y (Y-Yes/N-No)
     Line size. . . .:   80
     Line count . . .:   60
     Number of copies:    1
     From page:    1    for: ALL  pages
 Enter destination:                           or class:
 -or-
 Select destination
_ DEST01
_ DEST02
_ DEST03
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 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Print Processing screen fields are explained in table in the section "Batch Processing".

Print Processing Screen Fields:

What to Specify Which Field to Use Restrictions Defaults
Whether you want to print the
report

Print current report: Specify Yes or No No

How many characters per print
line

Line size: 1 through 9999 80

The number of lines per page Line count: 1 through 9999 60
How many copies of the report
you want to print

Number of copies: 1 to 256 1

The number of the first page you
want to print

From page: Any page number in the report Page 1

How many report pages you
want to print

for: The number of pages in the
report

All of the report

The printer used to print the
report

Enter destination: A printer destination defined by
your DBA

Site specific. Ask your support
staff which printer is set up as
the default printer.

NOTE
The values of Line size and Line count do not have to match what you can see on your screen. They should
match the specifications of the printer that is specified as the output destination.

Introducing the OLQ SELECT statement
This section introduces the OLQ SELECT statement, which you can use to retrieve information in a CA IDMS/DB
database. It also contains some tips for using the command mode and reporting features of CA OLQ.

When to use OLQ SELECT

Use the OLQ SELECT statement, to access:

• ASF tables
• Database records
• Logical records
• Sequential files (batch only)

Important! The examples of the OLQ SELECT statement in this section are valid when the access switch is set to olq.

The CA IDMS/DB SQL SELECT statement is used when the access switch is set to sql. For more information, see the CA
IDMS SQL Reference Section.
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The OLQ SELECT Statement
When to use the SELECT statement

CA OLQ uses the OLQ SELECT statement to access information from ASF tables, logical records, and database records.

Generate queries

By using the SELECT statement, you can formulate both simple and complex queries for information. CA OLQ interprets
the SELECT statement and produces a report.

SELECT statement syntax

Depending on your request, use some or all of these clauses in the sequence listed:

Clause Information you supply
SELECT Columns or fields to display.
FROM The source of information (that is, table or record names).
WHERE Selection criteria applied to rows or record occurrences.
GROUP BY Column or field names for grouping information with the same

value (for example, all rows with the same department ID).
HAVING Selection criteria applied to grouped information (for example, a

summary row where the average salary is less than $35,000).
UNION Multiple SELECT statements. UNION combines the rows retrieved

from each SELECT statement.
ORDER BY Column or field names on which to sort retrieved information.

Reading a SELECT statement

Read a SELECT statement like an English sentence. The order of the clauses falls into place. For example, to get all
employee IDs less than 100 displayed in ascending order, you would:

• SELECT the employee ID
• FROM the EMP table
• WHERE the employee ID is less than 100
• ORDER the display BY employee ID

Here is the complete SELECT statement:

select empid from emp where empid < 100 order by empid

Some examples

These examples show how the SELECT statement is used to retrieve information from a database:

• List all information on corporate departments:

select * from dept

• List the names and phone numbers of employees in department 4000 sorted by the employee's last name:
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select lastname, firstname, phone

  from emp

  where deptid = 4000

  order by lastname

• Display the date Themis Papazeus was hired:

select startdate

  from emp

  where firstname=&xq.themis' and lastname=&xq.papazeus'

• List the number of employees in department 4000:

select count(*)

  from emp

  where deptid = 4000

• How many employees in each department were hired before January 1, 1975?

select deptid, count(*)
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  from emp

  where startdate < 750101

  group by deptid

Defining Your Data
Creating sample tables

If you want to use the SELECT statement as you proceed through this section, you need two or more ASF-generated
tables.

To create an ASF-generated table, see the CA IDMS ASF User Section.

Sample tables used in this section

The sample tables used in this section are ASF-generated tables created in part from data stored in the Employee
database your site receives at installation. The sample tables, which appear in Appendix A, "Sample Tables and
Database", are:

The table Contains information on
EMP Employees in departments 3100, 4000, and 6666
DEPT All corporate departments
JOBLIST Position held by each corporate employee
JOBCLASS Class and associated salary range assigned to a position
BOSTON Employees in the Boston office
WESTON Employees in the Weston office
SPRINGFIELD Employees in the Springfield office

Sample database

For the most part, examples in this section are based on the sample tables listed above. Examples that retrieve
information from network records use the Employee database. The data structure diagram for the Employee database
appears in Appendix A.

Some Tips On Using CA OLQ
Contents

This section gives you some tips on using CA OLQ:
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• Signing on
• Signing off
• Entering statements
• Setting the access to IDMS
• Tailoring your reports

Signing on

To signon to CA OLQ follow these steps:

Step 1 -- Sign on to a CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF system

Access your CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF system and enter your signon id and password at the ENTER NEXT TASK
CODE prompt:

V85  REL nn.n ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:
 signon cub scout

Step 2 -- Specify a dictionary

Specify the data dictionary that contains the table or subschema definitions describing the data you want. You may be
assigned to a dictionary when you sign on depending on the contents of your signon profile. You can change your signon
dictionary or specify a dictionary by issuing a DCUF command to set the dictionary name:

IDMS DC258003 V85 USER CUB SIGNED ON LTERM VL85008 AT 11:57:35.75 88.040
V85  REL nn.n ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:
 dcuf set dictname asfdict

NOTE
You can also specify a dictionary in the SIGNON statement.

Step 3 -- Enter CA OLQ's task code

Issue your site's task code for CA OLQ at the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE command. The task code provided at
installation is OLQ:

      SET DICTNAME ASFDICT
IDMS DC402009 V85 DICTNAME ASFDICT HAS BEEN SET
V85  REL nn.n ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:
 olq

You are now signed on to CA OLQ.

Step 4 -- Set your default access to OLQ

The examples of the SELECT statement in this section are only valid when your default access is set to OLQ. You can do
this for your CA OLQ session by specifying:
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 set access olq

OLQ 092033 00  Processing mode changed to OLQ.

Signing off

To end your DC/UCF session, follow these steps:

Step 1 -- Sign off CA OLQ

Sign off CA OLQ by entering BYE on the command line:

 bye

 OLQ 091057 00  Please enter next command.

CA OLQ terminates the CA OLQ session and returns you to DC/UCF.

Step 2 -- End your session

End your session by entering BYE at the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt:

OLQ 100029 00  Signoff accepted - OLQ session terminated

V401  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:
 bye

Entering commands

Switching between menu/command mode

If you have signed on to CA OLQ and you see a screen of menu options, you are in CA OLQ's menu facility. Press [PF9]
to swap to CA OLQ's command mode screen, which looks like this:

 OLQ 107017 00  CA OLQ Release nn.n
 OLQ 017019 Copyright(C) 2003 CA,Inc.
 OLQ 091057 00  Please enter next command.
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Command area of the screen

Type CA OLQ commands in the space above the CA OLQ messages you see on the screen above. You may notice
that your terminal shows more or less space in the command area than you see in the above example. The size of the
command portion is established at system generation by the INPUT LINE SIZE clause of the OLQ system generation
statement. If the command portion of your screen is too small, ask your system administrator to adjust the value assigned
to the INPUT LINE SIZE clause.

How to enter commands

Enter CA OLQ commands starting at the upper left corner of the screen. Depending on your preference, enter commands
in lower case letters, upper case letters, or both. When CA OLQ interprets a command, it changes the display to upper
case letters.

NOTE
By issuing a DCUF SET UPLOW command before signing on to CA OLQ, CA OLQ recognizes case in character
strings and displays processed commands and headings as you entered them.

Separate each word in a command by at least one blank. At a 3270-type terminal, press &retsym. to continue a command
on the next line. Press [Enter] to process the command. The processed command appears on the screen. You can edit
the command and resubmit it to CA OLQ.

Some useful commands

The SELECT statement is the focus of this section. However, you'll need some of the commands listed below to facilitate
your CA OLQ session:

Command Description Example
SIGNON Initiates a CA OLQ session by defining a

view of the database
signon ss empss01

HELP Explains how to use CA OLQ commands
and displays information on your tables and
subschema records

help table

SET Sets session parameters in a signon profile,
such as ACCESS

set access olq

OPTIONS Sets processing and display options for the
session

options = olqheader

DISPLAY Displays a report display
BYE Ends a CA OLQ session bye

Some of these commands are described below. For a complete description, see the CA OLQ Reference Section.

Command delimiters

CA OLQ provides a separator character, which lets you string many commands together. The system default is an
exclamation mark (!). All the examples in this section show an exclamation mark to separate the SELECT statement from
a DISPLAY command, which displays the report: select * from dept ! display.

CA OLQ also provides a comment character, which tells CA OLQ treat all text following the delimiter as a comment. The
system default is a semi-colon (;). By using a comment character, you can save portions of a command that you want
to edit and resubmit. This example shows a DISPLAY command typed over a SELECT statement CA OLQ has already
processed:

SELECT * FROM DEPT
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display; FROM DEPT

To change the separator and comment characters for your session, use the SET command:

 SET SEPARATOR CHARACTER '$'

 OLQ 092014 00  The SEPARATOR CHARACTER has been modified.

Signing on to a table or subschema

Issue a SIGNON command to tell CA OLQ what subschema to access for data. A SIGNON command is required for CA
IDMS/DB subschemas. It is optional for tables.

To sign on to a specific table or subschema enter a SIGNON command: signon table emp.

CA OLQ responds that it is ready to retrieve data:

 SIGNON TABLE EMP

 CA OLQ 100021 00  Ready to retrieve data from subschema RU000371

 CA OLQ 100022 00  Schema:    CA-IDMSDB          Version:       1

 CA OLQ 100023 00  Database name:    ASFDICT

 CA OLQ 100025 00  Dictionary name:  ASFDICT

Using the SELECT statement

You can use CA OLQ command mode to create your own SELECT statements, or you can let CA OLQ's menu facility
build the statements for you when you select data. All the examples in this section use command mode to enter the
SELECT statement.

Setting the access to IDMS

When you want to access SQL-defined tables, your default access setting must be set to IDMS. You can do this for your
CA OLQ session by specifying:

 set access idms
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OLQ 092120 00  Processing mode changed to IDMS.

You are now able to use the SELECT statement to access SQL-defined tables.

NOTE
The examples of the SELECT statement in this section are not necessarily valid for SQL-defined tables.

For more information on using the SELECT statement with SQL-defined tables, refer to the CA IDMS SQL Reference
Section.

Tailoring reports

Tailoring your report

The screen displays in this section show the direct results of the SELECT statement. The displays reflect default
formatting options. For example, reports have the name of the source table as a title, fields aren't edited, and groups of
data are not separated by blank lines.

You can easily tailor your reports by using options available in CA OLQ's menu facility.

The following series of screens show a few of these options:

Display the report

In command mode, issue a SELECT statement to CA OLQ:

select deptid, lastname, salary, phone

  from emp

  order by deptid, lastname ! display

 SELECT DEPTID, LASTNAME, SALARY, PHONE FROM EMP
 ORDER BY DEPTID, LASTNAME ! DISPLAY

                                   EMP
 REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy
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       DEPTID          LASTNAME             SALARY            
 PHONE

          3100       DOUGH                    33000.00         6174458155
          3100       GALLWAY                  33000.00         6173349155
          3100       GARFIELD                 65000.00         6173321967
          3100       GRANGER                  34500.00         6173341212
          3100       HEAROWITZ                33000.00         6173349634
          3100       JACOBI                   55000.00         6173348912
          3100       JENSEN                   37000.00         6172241955
          3100       LITERATA                 37500.00         6175912323
          3100       TYRO                     20000.00         6174459191
          4000       ANGELO                   18000.00         6178870235
          4000       BANK                     80000.00         6173321933
          4000       JACKSON                  34000.00         6175346767
          4000       MCDOUGALL                18000.00         6178871324
          4000       PENMAN                   39000.00         6175341199

                                      - 1 -

Go to the menu facility

Swap to CA OLQ's menu facility by pressing [PF9].

NOTE
You can also move directly to a screen by entering the name of the screen on the command line.

CA OLQ displays the Menu screen:

                      CA OLQ Release nn.n                *** Menu ***
 ->                                                       Page     1  of      3
122000 Select an option and press the ENTER  key.

        Select                                              Command/       Show
 Pfkey  Option  Description                                Screen Name     Help

                --->  Data Source for Report  <---
          _     Choose data tables                         TABle             _
          _     Choose subschema                           SUBschema         _

                --->  Retrieval Activity  <---
          _     Choose records from selected subschema     RECord            _
          _     Choose columns for report                  COLumn            _
          _     Retrieve data to build report              RETrieve          _
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          _     Alter database access strategy             LINkage           _

                --->  Processing Mode  <---
          _     Execute or create a predefined routine     QFIle             _
          _     View existing or save current report       SAVe              _
          _     Submit batch report request                BATch             _

 1=HELP         2=GLOBAL HELP         3=QUIT         4=MESSAGE         8=FWD

Change the column headings

On page 2 of the Menu screen, select the option to change column headers. CA OLQ brings you to the Report Format
- Header screen. You can assign new column headings for your report and specify a character to underline the column
headings. The default character is a hyphen (-).

                     CA OLQ Release nn.n        *** Report Format - Header ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
134000 Specify column headers and press the ENTER  key.

 Underline character:  -               Disp
                                       Seq              Header
   EMP
 X  DEPTID                               1 department
 id
 X  LASTNAME                             2 employee
 name
 X  PHONE                                4 PHONE
 X  SALARY                               3 SALARY

When you press [Enter], CA OLQ displays a revised report:

                     CA OLQ Release nn.n              *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125000 Press the ENTER  key to go to the next page of the report.

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

       DEPARTMENT        
 EMPLOYEE
           ID               NAME              SALARY          
 PHONE
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       ─────────      ───────────────      ───────────      ──────────
             3100      DOUGH                   33000.00      6174458155
             3100      GALLWAY                 33000.00      6173349155
             3100      GARFIELD                65000.00      6173321967
             3100      GRANGER                 34500.00      6173341212

Change the report title

Press [PF6] to return to the menu options. Choose the option to change page headers and footers. CA OLQ brings you to
the Page Header/Footer screen, where you can give the report a meaningful title:

                     CA OLQ Release nn.n          *** Page Header/Footer ***
 ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1
152000 Specify page header(s), footer(s) and press the ENTER  key.

  Format for $DATE: MM/DD/YY
  Use variables: $DATE, $TIME, $PAGE, $LINE, $USER...
  Skip lines before heading: 0           Skip lines after heading: 1

 Line   Page heading text                                              Align
 1      employee report by department                                  ENTER
 2      $DATE                                                          CENTER
 3                                                                     CENTER

Once you have entered the information, press [Enter]. CA OLQ displays this report:

                      CA OLQ Release nn.n             *** Display     Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125000 Press the ENTER  key to go to the next page of the report.

                          EMPLOYEE REPORT BY
 DEPARTMENT
                                    mm/dd/yy

       DEPARTMENT         EMPLOYEE
           ID               NAME              SALARY           PHONE
       ─────────      ───────────────      ───────────      ──────────
             3100      DOUGH                   33000.00      6174458155
             3100      GALLWAY                 33000.00      6173349155
             3100      GARFIELD                65000.00      6173321967
             3100      GRANGER                 34500.00      6173341212
             3100      HEAROWITZ               33000.00      6173349634
             3100      JACOBI                  55000.00      6173348912
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Format the phone and salary data

Return to the Menu screen by pressing [PF6] and choose the option to change the display format of data. CA OLQ brings
you to the Report Format - Picture screen where you can:

• Edit the phone number display
• Select options to display the SALARY field with a dollar sign and commas

                     CA OLQ Release nn.n       *** Report Format - Picture ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of 1
137000 Specify pictures and press the ENTER  key.

                                       Disp   Select Options  or  Alter
                                       Seq    $    ,    0         Picture
   EMP
 X  DEPTID                               1    _    _    _    9999
 X  LASTNAME                             2                   X(15)
 X  PHONE                                4    _    _    _    (999)999-9999
 X  SALARY                               3    x    x    _    -ZZZZZZ9.99

CA OLQ displays this report once it processes the information entered on the Report Format - Picture screen:

                      CA OLQ Release nn.n             *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page  1 Line  1
125000 Press the ENTER  key to go to the next page of the report.

                          EMPLOYEE REPORT BY DEPARTMENT
                                    mm/dd/yy

      DEPARTMENT        EMPLOYEE
          ID              NAME              SALARY             PHONE
      ─────────     ───────────────     ─────────────     ─────────────
            3100     DOUGH                  $33,000.00    
 (617)445-8155
            3100     GALLWAY                $33,000.00    
 (617)334-9155
            3100     GARFIELD               $65,000.00    
 (617)332-1967
            3100     GRANGER                $34,500.00    
 (617)334-1212
            3100     HEAROWITZ              $33,000.00    
 (617)334-9634
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            3100     JACOBI                 $55,000.00    
 (617)334-8912
            3100     JENSEN                 $37,000.00     (617)224-1955

Group the rows by department

Press [PF6] to return to the Menu screen and choose the option to sort the sequence of the report. CA OLQ brings you to
the Report Format - Sort screen. On this screen, you can indicate:

• The sort priority for the fields (which isn't really necessary because the ORDER BY clause of the SELECT statement
sorted the report's contents)

• The field on which to group data for summary calculations. In this case, the DEPTID field is assigned Group Level # 1.
• Whether to display detail lines, summary lines (subtotals), or both. In this screen, both types of lines are chosen.

                      CA OLQ Release nn.n           *** Report Format - Sort ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER  key.

                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group By
                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #
   EMP
 X  DEPTID                                  1         1        a          1
 X  LASTNAME                                2         2        a          _
 X  PHONE                                   4         _        _          _
 X  SALARY                                  3         _        _          _

           Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all _
 Compute:

 1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER
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Total the salaries

Once CA OLQ processes the information provided above, it brings you to the Report Format - Group By screen where you
can enter summary information for the report. In this example, the report will display the total salaries for each department.
The SKIP LINES and SEPARATOR CHARACTER fields indicate that CA OLQ will:

• Insert one line between the detail and subtotal lines
• Write a separator line (composed of hyphens) between the detail and subtotal lines

                     CA OLQ Release nn.n      *** Report Format - Group By ***
 ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1
136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER  key.

 Group by: EMP.DEPTID                                                  Level# 1
                                           Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count _
   EMP
 X  DEPTID                                 1      _     _     _     _
 X  LASTNAME                               2      _     _     _     _
 X  PHONE                                  4      _     _     _     _
 X  SALARY                                 3      x     _     _     _

             Skip lines after group  1     Separator character -
 Compute:

 1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      10=PICTURE

When you press [Enter], CA OLQ displays this report:

                     CA OLQ Release nn.n              *** Display Report ***
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 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
105022 Sort successfully completed.  19 records in.  19 records out.
125000 Press the ENTER  key to go to the next page of the report.
                          EMPLOYEE REPORT BY DEPARTMENT
                                    mm/dd/yy

    DEPARTMENT      EMPLOYEE
        ID            NAME                  SALARY                PHONE
    ─────────   ───────────────   ────────────────────────   ─────────────
          3100   DOUGH                           $33,000.00   (617)445-8155
          3100   GALLWAY                         $33,000.00   (617)334-9155
          3100   GARFIELD                        $65,000.00   (617)332-1967
          3100   GRANGER                         $34,500.00   (617)334-1212
          3100   HEAROWITZ                       $33,000.00   (617)334-9634
          3100   JACOBI                          $55,000.00   (617)334-8912
          3100   JENSEN                          $37,000.00   (617)224-1955
          3100   LITERATA                        $37,500.00   (617)591-2323
          3100   TYRO                            $20,000.00   (617)445-9191
                                              ────────────
                                                $348,000.00

                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

The end result

The report shown above contains the same data as the original report. However, this report is easier to read and contains
summary information for each department.

Retrieving Information from a Table

Retrieving All Columns

Use an asterisk (*) To retrieve all of the columns defined for a table, you can use an asterisk (*) in the SELECT
statement. An asterisk is shorthand for all of the table's columns. By using an asterisk, you don't need to know the table's
column names in order to retrieve data.

Example

To display the DEPT table, enter:

select * from dept ! display

                                   DEPT REPORT
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                                    mm/dd/yy

      DEPTID                       DEPTNAME                        MGRID
      ──────     ─────────────────────────────────────────────     ─────
        1000     PERSONNEL                                          0013
        2000     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                             0011
        3100     INTERNAL SOFTWARE                                  0003
        3200     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                0004
        4000     PUBLIC RELATIONS                                   0007
        5100     BRAINSTORMING                                      0015
        5200     THERMOREGULATION                                   0349
        5300     BLUE SKIES                                         0321
        6666     EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                           0030
     END OF REPORT

If all of the columns or all of the rows of the table don't fit on one screen, use these PF keys to scroll:

[PF7] Scroll backward
[PF8] Scroll forward
[PF10] Scroll left
[PF11] Scroll right

Note: If your PF key assignments are different than those described above, talk to your CA IDMS/DC system
administrator.

Retrieving Selected Columns
Name the columns

To retrieve some of the columns from your table, list the columns you want in the SELECT statement, using a comma to
separate each name. CA OLQ displays the columns in the order you enter them. Each column name becomes the column
header in the report.

NOTE
To determine the column names used in the sample tables, look in Appendix A or retrieve all of the table's
columns by using an asterisk in the SELECT statement.

Example

List each department's name and manager ID:

select deptname, mgrid from dept ! display

                                   DEPT REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy
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                            DEPTNAME                            MGRID
          ─────────────────────────────────────────────         ─────
          PERSONNEL                                              0013
          ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                 0011
          INTERNAL SOFTWARE                                      0003
          COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                    0004
          PUBLIC RELATIONS                                       0007
          BRAINSTORMING                                          0015
          THERMOREGULATION                                       0349
          BLUE SKIES                                             0321
          EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                               0030
     END OF REPORT

Eliminating Duplicate Data
Use DISTINCT

A table can have one or more columns with duplicate data entries. For example, the JOBLIST table lists COMPUTER
OPERATOR three times because three employees have that title. To retrieve unique, rather than duplicate, values in a
column, use the keyword DISTINCT in the SELECT statement.

Example

List unique job titles in the company:

select distinct title from joblist ! display

                                 JOBLIST REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

                                     TITLE
                              ────────────────────
                              ACCOUNTANT
                              AP CLERK
                              AR CLERK
                              COMPUTER OPERATOR
                              CUMULUS CARETAKER
                              DATA ENTRY CLERK
                              DATABASE ADMIN.
                              DIR CORP CONFUSION
                              DIR OPERATIONS
                              DIR WEATHER
                              DOCUMENTATION SPEC
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                              FINANCIAL ANALYST
                              HUMIDITY CONTROL CLK
                              ILLUSTRATOR

                                      - 1 -

Displaying Calculations in Columns
Compute new values

The SELECT statement displays calculated values, in addition to values stored in the table. For example, you might want
to calculate a 6% bonus for each employee.

To display a calculated column, include an arithmetic expression in the column list following the SELECT statement. An
arithmetic expression uses these operators:

Operator Meaning
+ Addition
- Subtraction
* Multiplication
/ Division

You can also use a built-in function to display a calculated column. Built-in functions are described later in this section.

Some examples

A few examples of arithmetic expressions appear below. These examples show you can:

• Leave spaces, or omit spaces, before and after these arithmetic operators: *, +, /. You must include a blank space
before and after a minus (-) sign.

• Use parentheses to show how the arithmetic expression should be evaluated and to improve readability.

Expression Meaning
salary/52 Evaluates a weekly salary
maxsalary - minsalary Evaluates a salary range
(salary * 0.06) / 4 Evaluates a 6% bonus, to be distributed in 4 payments

Provide a heading for a calculation

To give each calculated column a heading, use the keyword AS and a heading name following the arithmetic expression.
Enclose headings with two or more words in single quotation marks.

Example

List each employee's salary and end-of-year bonus, based on 6% of salary:

select empid, salary as &xq.annual salary', salary * 0.06 as bonus
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  from emp ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

            EMPID           ANNUAL SALARY                BONUS
            ─────           ─────────────           ───────────────
             0001                76000.00                 4560.0000
             0003                65000.00                 3900.0000
             0007                80000.00                 4800.0000
             0019                37000.00                 2220.0000
             0020                55000.00                 3300.0000
             0021                20000.00                 1200.0000
             0024                33000.00                 1980.0000
             0027                33000.00                 1980.0000
             0028                34500.00                 2070.0000
             0029                33000.00                 1980.0000
             0030               240000.00                14400.0000
             0035                37500.00                 2250.0000
             0120                18000.00                 1080.0000
             0127                18000.00                 1080.0000

                                      - 1 -

Putting Rows in Order
Use ORDER BY

To sort selected rows by the values in a column, use the ORDER BY clause. CA OLQ assumes you want rows in
ascending order. If you want rows in descending order, specify DESCENDING as Example 2 shows below.

CA OLQ sorts selected rows by the first column named in the ORDER BY clause. It then sorts each group of rows sharing
a common value in order of the second column named in the ORDER BY clause, and so on. For example, you might want
to display a table of bank transactions in order of branch number, and within each branch number, in order of transaction
date.

Example 1 -- Sorting on 1 column

For each employee in department 4000, list the ID, name, and hire date starting with the first person hired to the last
person hired:

select empid, lastname, firstname, startdate  as &xq.hire date'
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  from emp

  where deptid = 4000

  order by startdate ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

         EMPID           LASTNAME            FIRSTNAME         HIRE DATE
         ─────        ───────────────        ──────────        ─────────
          0476        ZEDI                   BETSY                760223
          0158        JACKSON                JOCK                 770707
          0149        PENMAN                 LAURA                770908
          0007        BANK                   MONTE                780430
          0120        ANGELO                 MICHAEL              790908
          0127        MCDOUGALL              CAROL                800607
     END OF REPORT

Example 2 -- Sorting on 2 columns

List the department ID, employee name, and hire date of all employees sorted by department. Within each department, list
the employees in alphabetic descending order:

select deptid, lastname, startdate as &xq.hire date'

  from emp

  order by deptid, lastname descending  ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

             DEPTID               LASTNAME                HIRE DATE
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             ──────            ───────────────            ─────────
               3100            TYRO                          801221
               3100            LITERATA                      800909
               3100            JENSEN                        820929
               3100            JACOBI                        811111
               3100            HEAROWITZ                     810909
               3100            GRANGER                       800527
               3100            GARFIELD                      770121
               3100            GALLWAY                       811010
               3100            DOUGH                         760808
               4000            ZEDI                          760223
               4000            PENMAN                        770908
               4000            MCDOUGALL                     800607
               4000            JACKSON                       770707
               4000            BANK                          780430

                                      - 1 -

Sorting on calculated columns

If you want to sort the contents of your report based on values in a calculated column, specify the column number in the
ORDER BY clause. Count the columns from left to right, beginning with 1.

Example

List salaries and anticipated 5% year-end bonus for employees in department 4000. List rows in order of smallest to
largest bonus:

select lastname, salary, &xq.year end bonus=', salary*0.005

  from emp

  where deptid=4000

  order by 4 ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy
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        LASTNAME          SALARY

     ANGELO                18000.00    YEAR END BONUS=             90.00000
     MCDOUGALL             18000.00    YEAR END BONUS=             90.00000
     JACKSON               34000.00    YEAR END BONUS=            170.00000
     ZEDI                  37000.00    YEAR END BONUS=            185.00000
     PENMAN                39000.00    YEAR END BONUS=            195.00000
     BANK                  80000.00    YEAR END BONUS=            400.00000
     END OF REPORT

Retrieving Selected Rows
Contents

Use WHERE

You can retrieve selected rows from a table by specifying selection criteria in the WHERE clause. A WHERE clause
contains one or more comparison expressions. A comparison expression compares one value to another value. The
simplest comparison expression compares column values to a constant. If the comparison expression is true, CA OLQ
selects the row for the report.

Within the WHERE clause, you can select rows by using these symbols and keywords:

Expression Meaning
Comparison operators (for example, = and <=) Compares each value in a column to another value.
AND and OR Connects comparison expressions. AND is true if all the

comparisons are true. OR is true if any of the comparisons is true.
IN Compares a column's values to a list of values. The expression is

true if the value in the column equals one of the listed values.
NOT Negates the comparison expression. That is, if the comparison

expression is true, NOT returns a value of false so the row is not
selected.

BETWEEN Compares each value in a column to a specified range, including
the starting and ending range values.

LIKE Compares a character string to a mask (that is, pattern).
Arithmetic expression Compares a value in a column to the result of an arithmetic

expression.
Built-in function Compares each value in a column to a value calculated by a

predefined function.

CA OLQ does not support NULL, an ANSI-standard keyword, for this release.

A simple comparison

Defining a comparison expression

As stated above, the simplest comparison expression compares each value in a column to a constant. The constant can
be either:
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• Numeric (that is, decimal, integer, real, hexadecimal, binary, or multibit binary).
• Character. A character constant is enclosed in single quotation marks.

The symbols that compare one value to the other are:

= Equal to
<> or ¬= Not equal to
> Greater than
< Less than
>= Greater than or equal to
<= Less than or equal to

If you prefer, you can also use these symbols: EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, and LE.

Example 1 -- Comparing a number

List all the employees that work in department 4000:

select deptid, firstname, lastname

  from emp

  where deptid = 4000 ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

             DEPTID            FIRSTNAME                LASTNAME
             ──────            ──────────            ───────────────
               4000            MONTE                 BANK
               4000            MICHAEL               ANGELO
               4000            CAROL                 MCDOUGALL
               4000            LAURA                 PENMAN
               4000            JOCK                  JACKSON
               4000            BETSY                 ZEDI
     END OF REPORT

Example 2 -- Comparing a character

List the department and names of all female employees:
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select deptid, firstname, lastname

  from emp

  where sex = &xq.f' ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

             DEPTID            FIRSTNAME                LASTNAME
             ──────            ──────────            ───────────────
               3100            JENNIFER              GARFIELD
               3100            JULIE                 JENSEN
               3100            JANE                  DOUGH
               6666            HENRIETTA             HENDON
               4000            CAROL                 MCDOUGALL
               4000            LAURA                 PENMAN
               4000            BETSY                 ZEDI
     END OF REPORT

Example 3 -- Selecting lower values

List the hire date, in ascending order, and names of all employees employed before January 1, 1978:

select startdate as &xq.hire date', firstname, lastname

  from emp

  where startdate < 780101

  order by startdate ! display
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                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

            HIRE DATE           FIRSTNAME               LASTNAME
            ─────────           ──────────           ───────────────
               731121           HENRIETTA            HENDON
               750223           JOHN                 RUPEE
               760223           BETSY                ZEDI
               760808           JANE                 DOUGH
               770121           JENNIFER             GARFIELD
               770707           JOCK                 JACKSON
               770908           LAURA                PENMAN
     END OF REPORT

Example 4 -- Using a calculation

List all job classes where the salary range is less than $3,000:

select class, minsalary as &xq.minimum salary',

  maxsalary as &xq.maximum salary'

  from jobclass

  where (maxsalary - minsalary) < 3000 ! display

                                 JOBCLASS REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

            CLASS           MINIMUM SALARY           MAXIMUM SALARY
            ─────           ──────────────           ──────────────
               21                 18000.00                 20000.00
               33                 37000.00                 39000.00
               42                 33000.00                 35000.00
     END OF REPORT
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Complex comparisons

Using AND and OR

You can specify more than one comparison expression to select rows from a table by connecting each expression with an
AND or an OR:

AND Retrieves the row if each comparison expression is true
OR Retrieves the row if any comparison expression is true

If a WHERE clause contains both AND and OR, CA OLQ evaluates the OR expressions first. For example, to process
the example below, CA OLQ determines whether the employee's department is 4000 or whether the employee was hired
before January 1, 1980. If either of these conditions is true, CA OLQ determines if the employee's job class is 21:

where class=21 and deptid=4000 or startdate<800101

NOTE
You can use parentheses to indicate the order in which CA OLQ evaluates the expressions. You can also use
parentheses to improve the readability and accuracy of complex expressions.

Example 1 -- Using AND

List information on all employees who were hired before January 1, 1980 and whose salary exceeds $50,000:

select empid, lastname, startdate as &xq.hire date', salary

  from emp

  where (startdate < 800101)

    and (salary > 50000) ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

        EMPID          LASTNAME           HIRE DATE         SALARY
        ─────       ───────────────       ─────────       ───────────
         0001       RUPEE                    750223          76000.00
         0003       GARFIELD                 770121          65000.00
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         0007       BANK                     780430          80000.00
         0030       HENDON                   731121         240000.00
         0471       PAPAZEUS                 780907          90000.00
         0472       WILDER                   790716          90000.00
     END OF REPORT

Example 2 -- Using parentheses with AND and OR

Parentheses determine how CA OLQ evaluates complex comparisons. Each of the SELECT statements shown below
have the same three comparison expressions. However, the first SELECT statement uses parentheses to group the
expressions connected by AND. The second groups the expressions connected by OR.

SELECT Statement 1

List the names, birthdays, and salaries of all employees who are either:

• Female, born before January 1, 1947 or
• Making less than $25,000

select lastname, firstname, birthdate, salary

  from emp

  where (sex = &xq.f' and birthdate < 470101)

    or (salary < 25000)

  order by birthdate ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

          LASTNAME          FIRSTNAME       BIRTHDATE        SALARY
       ───────────────      ──────────      ─────────      ───────────
       HENDON               HENRIETTA          331006         240000.0
       ZEDI                 BETSY              401229         37000.00
       PENMAN               LAURA              440504         39000.00
       GARFIELD             JENNIFER           450818         65000.00
       TYRO                 RALPH              551225         20000.00
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       ANGELO               MICHAEL            570405         18000.00
       MCDOUGALL            CAROL              590304         18000.00
     END OF REPORT

SELECT Statement 2

In comparison, list the same information on employees who:

• Are female and
• Earn less than $25,000 or were born before January 1, 1947

select lastname, firstname, birthdate, salary

  from emp

  where (sex = &xq.f')

    and (birthdate < 470101 or salary < 25000)

  order by birthdate ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

          LASTNAME          FIRSTNAME       BIRTHDATE        SALARY
       ───────────────      ──────────      ─────────      ───────────
       HENDON               HENRIETTA          331006        240000.00
       ZEDI                 BETSY              401229         37000.00
       PENMAN               LAURA              440504         39000.00
       GARFIELD             JENNIFER           450818         65000.00
       MCDOUGALL            CAROL              590304         18000.00
     END OF REPORT

Comparisons to a list of values

Using IN
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To compare a value to one of several values in a list, use the IN keyword. The IN keyword is a short way of coding two
or more comparison expressions connected by an OR. For example, both of these SELECT statements yield the same
result:

select empid

  from emp

  where deptid in (3100, 4000)

select empid

  from emp

  where (deptid = 3100) or

    (deptid = 4000)

Separate each value in the list by a comma. A blank following the comma is optional.

Example

List all employees whose job falls into one of these classes: 11, 21, 43, or 71 (the report shown below indicates that there
are no employees that have a job in class 11):

select firstname, lastname, class

 from emp
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 where class in (11, 21, 43, 71)

 order by class ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

             FIRSTNAME                LASTNAME                CLASS
             ──────────            ───────────────            ─────
             RALPH                 TYRO                          21
             MICHAEL               ANGELO                        21
             CAROL                 MCDOUGALL                     21
             JULIE                 JENSEN                        43
             LARRY                 LITERATA                      43
             JENNIFER              GARFIELD                      71
     END OF REPORT

Exclusive comparisons

Using NOT

You can retrieve all rows that are exceptions to the comparison expression by using the keyword NOT. For example, you
can retrieve information on all employees except those that work in departments 6666 and 3100.

A few examples appear below:

Example Meaning
where not (deptid < 4000) All rows where the department id is greater than or equal to 4000
where deptid = 4000 and not (empid = 0007) All rows where the department id is 4000 except the row with

employee id 0007

Example

List all employees except those with manager id 0007:

select firstname, lastname, mgrid

 from emp

 where not (mgrid = 0007)
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 order by mgrid ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

             FIRSTNAME                LASTNAME                MGRID
             ──────────            ───────────────            ──────
             LARRY                 LITERATA                     0003
             RALPH                 TYRO                         0003
             JULIE                 JENSEN                       0003
             JAMES                 JACOBI                       0003
             VLADIMIR              HEAROWITZ                    0003
             JANE                  DOUGH                        0003
             PERCY                 GRANGER                      0003
             JAMES                 GALLWAY                      0003
             MONTE                 BANK                         0030
             JENNIFER              GARFIELD                     0030
             HENRIETTA             HENDON                       0030
             JOHN                  RUPEE                        0030
             THEMIS                PAPAZEUS                     0030
             ROBBY                 WILDER                       0030

                                      - 1 -

Range comparisons

Using BETWEEN

To retrieve rows from a table where the values of one column fall in a range of values, use BETWEEN. BETWEEN selects
all rows that have values in between and equal to the starting and ending values of the specified range.

Example

List the ID, job class, and salary of all employees who earn from $33,000 to $39,000:

select empid, class, salary

  from emp
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  where salary between 33000 and 39000

  order by salary ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

               EMPID              CLASS                SALARY
               ─────              ─────              ───────────
                0024                 42                 33000.00
                0027                 42                 33000.00
                0029                 42                 33000.00
                0158                 42                 34000.00
                0028                 42                 34500.00
                0019                 43                 37000.00
                0476                 33                 37000.00
                0035                 43                 37500.00
                0149                 33                 39000.00
     END OF REPORT

Character string comparisons

Using LIKE

You can compare an alphanumeric field to a mask (pattern) that contains alphanumeric characters and wild card symbols.
For example, you might want to retrieve information on jobs that have CLERK in the job title.

To code the pattern, use the wild card symbols described below. If the pattern contains embedded blanks, enclose it in
single quotation marks.

Symbol Meaning
Percent (%) Specifies from 0 to any number of unknown characters
Underscore (_) Specifies a single unknown character

Some examples using these symbols appear below:

Example Selects the row if the value contains
'%m%' An M
'_m_' 3 characters with an M in the middle

NOTE
To improve CA OLQ's performance, use conditional operators, rather than LIKE, to perform character string
comparisons. For example, use where firstname = 'b' to retrieve all employees whose first name begins with B.
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Example 1 -- Using a % sign

List the names of all employees with initials JG:

select firstname, lastname

  from emp

  where firstname like &xq.j%'

    and lastname like &xq.g%' ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

                   FIRSTNAME                      LASTNAME
                   ──────────                  ───────────────
                   JENNIFER                    GARFIELD
                   JAMES                       GALLWAY
     END OF REPORT

Example 2 -- Using two % signs

List all employees whose name contains the letter Z:

select lastname

  from emp

  where lastname like &xq.%z%' ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
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                                    mm/dd/yy

                                    LASTNAME

                                 HEAROWITZ
                                 PAPAZEUS
                                 ZEDI
     END OF REPORT

Example 3 -- Using an underscore (_)

List all employees whose name contains 5 letters, beginning with J:

select firstname, lastname

  from emp

  where firstname like &xq.j____' ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

                   FIRSTNAME                      LASTNAME
                   ──────────                  ───────────────
                   JULIE                       JENSEN
                   JAMES                       JACOBI
                   JAMES                       GALLWAY
     END OF REPORT

Using Built-In Functions
Definition
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CA OLQ provides many predefined functions that evaluate expressions and return results. These functions, called built-in
functions, can be used anywhere you would normally specify arithmetic or comparison expressions. The built-in functions
fall into these categories:

Category Definition
String Perform operations on character strings, such as concatenating

BUSY and BEE
Arithmetic Perform arithmetic operations, such as rounding 5.77 to 6
Trigonometric Perform mathematical calculations, such as evaluating the cosine

of 30 degrees
Date Perform calculations on dates, such as evaluating the number of

days between January 14, 1956 and June 26, 1987

The examples shown below are only a few of the built-in functions you can use. For information on all the built-in functions
CA OLQ provides, see the CA OLQ Reference Section.

Example 1 -- Retrieving a substring

Create a 3-letter department code for each department by using the first three letters of the department name:

select substring(deptname,1,3) as &xq.dept code'

  from dept ! display

                                   DEPT REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

                                    DEPT CODE

                ACC
                BLU
                BRA
                COM
                EXE
                INT
                PER
                PUB
                THE
     END OF REPORT

Example 2 -- Concatenating names
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List the last name of each employee, followed by a comma and a blank, and the employee's first name. The EXTRACT
function deletes all trailing blanks from the employee's last name. The CONCATENATE function strings together:

• The character string returned by the EXTRACT function
• The literal containing the comma and the blank
• The employee's first name

select concatenate(extract(lastname), ', ',firstname)

  from emp ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

                        RUPEE, JOHN
                        GARFIELD, JENNIFER
                        BANK, MONTE
                        JENSEN, JULIE
                        JACOBI, JAMES
                        TYRO, RALPH
                        DOUGH, JANE
                        HEAROWITZ, VLADIMIR
                        GRANGER, PERCY
                        GALLWAY, JAMES
                        HENDON, HENRIETTA
                        LITERATA, LARRY
                        ANGELO, MICHAEL
                        MCDOUGALL, CAROL

                                      - 1 -

Example 3 -- Determining a date's weekday

List the day of the week each employee was born. The GWEEKDAY function accepts a Gregorian date and returns the
day of the week on which that date falls:

select lastname, birthdate, gweekday(birthdate) as weekday
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  from emp ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

               LASTNAME               BIRTHDATE            WEEKDAY
            ───────────────           ─────────           ──────────
            RUPEE                        330219           SUNDAY
            GARFIELD                     450818           SATURDAY
            BANK                         500101           SUNDAY
            JENSEN                       480730           FRIDAY
            JACOBI                       401101           FRIDAY
            TYRO                         551225           SUNDAY
            DOUGH                        510329           THURSDAY
            HEAROWITZ                    560425           WEDNESDAY
            GRANGER                      580222           SATURDAY
            GALLWAY                      471006           MONDAY
            HENDON                       331006           FRIDAY
            LITERATA                     550430           SATURDAY
            ANGELO                       570405           FRIDAY
            MCDOUGALL                    590304           WEDNESDAY

                                      - 1 -

Example 4 -- Calculating employee age

List each employee's name and age. The DATEDIF function determines the number of days between today's date
(January 13, 1999) and the employee's birthday. The NEXT-INT-EQLO function rounds the number of years to the next
lowest integer:

select firstname, lastname,

    next-int-eqlo(datedif(990113, birthdate)/365)

    as &xq.employee age'
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  from emp ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

      FIRSTNAME         LASTNAME                   EMPLOYEE AGE

      JOHN           RUPEE                                             54
      JENNIFER       GARFIELD                                          42
      MONTE          BANK                                              38
      JULIE          JENSEN                                            39
      JAMES          JACOBI                                            47
      RALPH          TYRO                                              32
      JANE           DOUGH                                             36
      VLADIMIR       HEAROWITZ                                         31
      PERCY          GRANGER                                           29
      JAMES          GALLWAY                                           40
      HENRIETTA      HENDON                                            54
      LARRY          LITERATA                                          32
      MICHAEL        ANGELO                                            30
      CAROL          MCDOUGALL                                         28

                                      - 1 -

Testing Your Knowledge
Using the sample tables in Appendix A, "Sample Tables and Database", code a SELECT statement for each of the
queries listed below. , contains one possible answer. Remember, there can be more that one way to achieve the same
result when you use the SELECT statement.

1. List the salary range for each job class
2. List all employees who have both a:

– Manager with ID 0007 or 0003
– Job that begins with the number 3

3. Identify all employees whose sex code was entered incorrectly (that is, is not M or F)
4. List the number of years employees have from January 1, 1988 until they reach retirement age (65)

Summarizing Information
Summary lines This section tells you how to create reports containing summary lines, rather than detail lines. A detail
line contains information on individual rows in a table. Summary lines contain summary information on detail lines. For
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example, a line containing salary information on Henrietta Hendon is a detail line. A line containing total salaries for all
employees is a summary line.

Aggregate functions

To summarize information, CA OLQ provides the aggregate functions shown below. An aggregate function is a type of
built-in function that evaluates all the values in a column and returns a single value.

Function Meaning

COUNT Counts the number of rows
SUM Supplies a total value for the named column
AVG Supplies an average value for the named column
MIN Supplies the lowest value in the named column
MAX Supplies the highest value in the named column
STD Standard deviation
VAR Variance

How to use aggregate functions

You use aggregate functions in the list of column names or expressions following the SELECT statement. The function is
calculated by giving the function (for example, SUM) followed by a column name or value in parentheses.

You can use all aggregate functions, except COUNT, with:

• Values in a column: sum(salary)
• An arithmetic expression: sum(salary * 0.06)
• Any combination of the items listed above

To count the number of selected rows, use COUNT followed by an asterisk in parentheses: count(*). CA OLQ displays
the value in the report.

Example -- Aggregate functions in column lists

List the number of employees within the company, and the company's total salary payment and average salary payment:

 select count(*) as &xq.number of employees',  sum(salary) as &xq.total salary',  avg(salary) as &xq.average

 salary'  from emp ! display   

 

EMP REPORT

                                    dd/mm/yy

       NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES          TOTAL SALARY           AVERAGE SALARY

       ───────────────────      ─────────────────────      ──────────────

                        19                 1070000.00            56315.78

     END OF REPORT

Summarizing Data In Groups
Groups

You can display summary information on groups. A group is a collection of detail lines that share a common value in
one or more columns. For example, you can display summary salary information for each department. Summarizing
information on groups in similar to break processing for those familiar with that reporting terminology.

Use GROUP BY
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To summarize information for groups of values, use the GROUP BY clause. The GROUP BY clause indicates which
columns to group. For example, this clause groups all rows that share the same department ID: group by deptid.

You can specify up to 31 columns in the GROUP BY clause. For example, you can group rows by department, and within
the department, by job ID: group by deptid, jobid.

When you group rows, each column listed in the SELECT statement, except those named in the GROUP BY clause, must
be acted upon by an aggregate function, such as AVG or MIN. For example, you might group rows by department ID to
return average and minimum salaries for each department. CA OLQ displays one row for each group it evaluates.

Example 1 -- Grouping based on 1 column

List the number of employees in each department and the department's total and average salaries:

select deptid, count(*) as &xq.number of employees',

   sum(salary) as &xq.total salary',

   avg(salary) as &xq.average salary'

 from emp

 group by deptid ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    dd/mm/yy

    DEPTID   NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES       TOTAL SALARY        AVERAGE SALARY
    ──────   ───────────────────   ─────────────────────   ──────────────
      3100                     9               348000.00         38666.66
      4000                     6               226000.00         37666.66
      6666                     4               496000.00        124000.00
     END OF REPORT

Example 2 -- Grouping based on 2 columns

For each department, list the number of employees, total salary, and average salary by gender. Notice that a sex code
was entered incorrectly for an employee in department 6666:
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select deptid, sex, count(*) as &xq.number of employees',

   sum(salary) as &xq.total salary',

   avg(salary) as &xq.average salary'

 from emp

 group by deptid, sex ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    dd/mm/yy

   DEPTID  SEX  NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES      TOTAL SALARY       AVERAGE SALARY
   ──────  ───  ───────────────────  ─────────────────────  ──────────────
     3100  F                      3              135000.00        45000.00
     3100  M                      6              213000.00        35500.00
     4000  F                      3               94000.00        31333.33
     4000  M                      3              132000.00        44000.00
     6666  F                      1              240000.00       240000.00
     6666  M                      2              166000.00        83000.00
     6666  N                      1               90000.00        90000.00
     END OF REPORT

Specifying a Condition For a Group
Use HAVING

To apply selection criteria to the result of a GROUP BY clause, use a HAVING clause after the GROUP BY clause. The
HAVING clause is similar to a WHERE clause, except that it applies to summary rows only. As in the WHERE clause, you
can connect multiple conditional expressions by using AND and OR.

Example

List the departments where the total salary exceeds $300,000:

select deptid, sum(salary) as &xq.total salary',
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    avg(salary) as &xq.average salary'

  from emp

  group by deptid

  having sum(salary) > 300000 ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    dd/mm/yy

          DEPTID             TOTAL SALARY              AVERAGE SALARY
          ──────         ─────────────────────         ──────────────
            3100                     348000.00               38666.66
            6666                     496000.00              124000.00
     END OF REPORT

Summarizing Information From Another Table
Using a nested SELECT statement

A SELECT statement within a WHERE clause is called a nested SELECT. You can use a nested SELECT statement to
retrieve information from one table based on summary information in another table.

Example -- COUNT in a nested SELECT

List the jobs held by more than one employee. The SELECT statement contains a nested SELECT that returns the
number of employees assigned to each job ID. The primary SELECT statement determines if the number is greater than
1:

select distinct jobid, title

  from joblist
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  where 1 <

    (select count(*)

     from emp

     where joblist.jobid = emp.jobid) ! display

                                 JOBLIST REPORT
                                    02/10/99

                  JOBID                         TITLE

                    3001                 MGR INTERNL SOFTWARE
                    3025                 PROGRAMMER/ANALYST
                    4025                 PR WRITER
     END OF REPORT

Testing Your Knowledge 1
Using the sample tables in num=A.Sample Tables and Database, code a SELECT statement for each of the queries listed
below. num=B.Answers, contains one possible answer. Remember, there can be more than one way to achieve the same
result when you use the SELECT statement.

1. For each manager in table EMP, determine the number of staff reporting to the manager and the average salary of the
staff members.

2. List the number of jobs greater than 3 that are assigned to classes 10 and 50. Display the report in order by the
number of jobs.

3. For departments 6666, 4000, and 3100, list the minimum and maximum salaries within the department, provided the
average departmental salary in greater than $37,800.

4. List information on employees earning less than the average salary.

Joining Tables or Database Records
Tables

In many cases, you want to retrieve information from two or more tables. For example, to retrieve the name of each
department manager, you must get the manager's ID from the DEPT table and the name that corresponds to the ID from
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the EMP table. With CA OLQ, you can obtain information from two tables by joining the tables based on a column both
tables have in common.

Database records

Additionally, if you are using CA IDMS/DB database records, you can join the records based on a common value or you
can join the records by specifying a record-to-record set relationship. For example, to retrieve information on employees
and where they work, you would use the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set of the Employee Database.

Tables and records

In some cases, you will want to retrieve information that exists in a table and in a record; for example, a CA IDMS/DB
record (DEPARTMENT) and a table (EMP).

This section explains how to retrieve data from each of these data structures.

Joining Tables
Contents

You can join tables that share a column of common values. For example, you can join:

• Two or more different tables.
• A table to itself when one column contains similar values to another column. For example, table EMP contains a

column of manager IDs. You would join table EMP to itself to determine the name of an employee's manager.

Both of these topics are described below. This section also describes a method to translate a nested SELECT that
retrieves more than one value into a SELECT statement that is a join operation.

Joining different tables

Associate one column with another

To join tables together, each table must have at least one column that corresponds to a column in another table. You join
tables together by equating these columns in the WHERE clause of the SELECT statement. The WHERE clause defines
the join condition. This figure joins the EMP and DEPT tables by equating the department ID values in both tables:

EMP table                              DEPT table
┌──────────────────────────────────┐    ┌────────────────────────────────────┐
│ EMPNAME                  DEPTID  │    │ DEPTID    DEPTNAME                 │
│                                  │    │                                    │
│ Jennifer Lanzarotta      3100    │    │ 3100     Internal Software         │
│ Bart Elopoulos           3200    │    │ 3200     Computer Operations       │
│ Reginald Mahoney         4000    │    │ 4000     Public Relations          │
│ Duc Ho                   2000    │    │ 2000     Accounting and Payroll    │
│ Daniel Ortega            1000    │    │ 1000     Personnel                 │
│ Edith Jones              5100    │    │ 5100     Brainstorming             │
│ Anthea Poznanski         0100    │    │ 0100     Executive Administration  │
│ Ankur Sahu               5300    │    │ 5300     Blue Skies                │
│ William Sternbach        5200    │    │ 5200     Thermoregulation          │
└─────────────────┬────────────────┘    └─────────────────┬──────────────────┘
                  │                                       │
                  └─────────────────┬─────────────────────┘
                                    │
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                                    │
                                    │
                                    │
Join rows in EMP table              │
and DEPT table that have DEPTID     │
equal to 5300 to list information   │
about department 5300 and its       │
employees                           │
                                    │
                                    │
        ┌───────────────────────────▼────────────────────────────┐
        │ EMPNAME                  DEPTID             DEPTNAME   │
        │                                                        │
        │ Ankur Sahu               5300               Blue Skies │
        └────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Which columns can you use?

The columns should contain comparable data. For example, you could compare the EMPID column in table EMP with the
MGRID column in table DEPT. Both columns contain employee ID values.

Choosing a column

In some cases, the tables you want to join will have more than one corresponding column. For example, you can join the
EMP and DEPT tables by comparing:

• The DEPTID column defined in both tables, or
• The EMPID column defined in the EMP table and the MGRID column defined in the DEPT table

If you compare the department ID values, CA OLQ retrieves information on all employees and their departments. If
you compare employee and manager ID values, CA OLQ retrieves information on all employees who are department
managers and the departments they manage.

Qualifying column names

When the tables you want to join have the same names for some or all of the columns (like the DEPTID column in the
EMP and DEPT tables), qualify the column names by specifying the table name, followed by a period and the column
name: dept.deptid. In fact, its a good idea to qualify all column names in join operations to make the SELECT statement
easier to read.

Coding the SELECT statement

To join tables in a SELECT statement:

1. Name selected columns from any or all of the tables in the column list following the SELECT keyword: dept.deptid,
emp.lastname.

2. Name the tables, separated by a comma, in the FROM clause of the SELECT statement: dept, emp. The order of the
tables is not important.

3. Compare the values of the associated columns in the WHERE clause: dept.deptid = emp.deptid. The WHERE
clause can contain more than one comparison expression, as shown in Example 2 below.

Example 1 -- Name the department managers

List information on each department manager. The SELECT statement joins the DEPT and EMP tables by getting rows
from both tables where the manager ID in the department table is the same as the employee ID in the EMP table:
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select dept.deptid, dept.deptname, emp.firstname, emp.lastname

  from dept, emp

  where dept.mgrid = emp.empid ! display

                                 DEPT/EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

 DEPTID                   DEPTNAME                    FIRSTNAME     LASTNAME
 ------ --------------------------------------------- ---------- ---------------
   3100 INTERNAL SOFTWARE                             JENNIFER   GARFIELD
   4000 PUBLIC RELATIONS                              MONTE      BANK
   6666 EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                      HENRIETTA  HENDON
     END OF REPORT

Example 2 -- Name employees hired before their manager

Assuming that employee IDs are assigned sequentially, list all employees who have worked at the company longer
than their manager; that is, those employees who have a lower ID than that of the department's manager. The SELECT
statement joins the EMP and DEPT tables by retrieving all rows where:

• The employee's department is the same as the manager's department, and
• The employee's ID is less than the manager's ID

select emp.empid, emp.lastname, emp.firstname, dept.mgrid

  from emp, dept

  where (dept.deptid = emp.deptid)

  and (emp.empid < dept.mgrid) ! display
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                                 EMP/DEPT REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

      EMPID         LASTNAME         FIRSTNAME      MGRID
     ------      ------------------  -----------    ------

        0001     RUPEE               JOHN             0030
     END OF REPORT

Joining more than two tables

If you need to join more than two tables, specify a join condition for each pair of tables. That is, to join three tables, you'll
need at least two join conditions. For example, to join the EMP, DEPT, and JOBCLASS tables, you could join the tables
this way:

Tables Join condition
EMP and DEPT dept.deptid = emp.deptid
EMP and JOBCLASS emp.class = jobclass.class

The resulting report would contain information on each employee's department and job class.

Example -- Join three tables

List job information on all employees who earn the minimum salary for their job class. The SELECT statement joins three
tables: EMP, JOBLIST, and JOBCLASS. CA OLQ retrieves all rows where:

• The employee ID in the EMP table matches the employee ID assigned to a job in the JOBLIST table, and
• The employee's job class matches the class assigned in the JOBCLASS table, and
• The employee's salary equals the minimum salary in the JOBCLASS table

select emp.empid, emp.lastname,

joblist.title, jobclass.class, emp.salary

  from emp, joblist, jobclass

  where joblist.empid=emp.empid and

  jobclass.class = emp.class and
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  emp.salary = jobclass.minsalary ! display

                           EMP/JOBLIST/JOBCLASS REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

    EMPID      LASTNAME              TITLE           CLASS     SALARY
    -----   ---------------   --------------------   -----   -----------
     0001   RUPEE             DIR OPERATIONS            72      76000.00
     0024   DOUGH             PROGRAMMER/ANALYST        42      33000.00
     0027   HEAROWITZ         PROGRAMMER/ANALYST        42      33000.00
     0029   GALLWAY           PROGRAMMER/ANALYST        42      33000.00
     0120   ANGELO            ILLUSTRATOR               21      18000.00
     0120   ANGELO            PASTE-UP ARTIST           21      18000.00
     0127   MCDOUGALL         PASTE-UP ARTIST           21      18000.00
     0476   ZEDI              PR WRITER                 33      37000.00
     END OF REPORT

Joining a table to itself

Why join a table to itself?

You join a table to itself when one column in a table requires the table itself to supply additional information. For example,
table EMP has a column of manager IDs. To find the name of Michael Angelo's manager, you find the manager's ID in the
MGRID column and then find the same ID in the EMPID column. The manager's name is associated with the employee
ID:

EMP table

┌──────────────────────────────────────┐
│ EMPID   EMPNAME               MGRID  │
│                                      │
│ 0075    Jennifer Lanzarotta   0003   │
│ 3302    Bart Elopoulos        0004   │
│ 3871    Reginald Mahoney      0007   │
│ 4230    Duc Ho                0011   │
│ 6264    Daniel Ortega         0013   │
│ 6348    Edith Jones           0015   │
│ 7170    Anthea Poznanski      0075   │
│ 8939    Ankur Sahu            0321   │
│ 8957    William Sternbach     0349   │
└─────────────────┬────────────────────┘
                  │
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                  │
                  │
                  │
                  │  Join table EMP to itself by equating Anthea
                  │  Poznanski's manager ID to an employee ID
                  │
                  │
┌─────────────────▼────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
│ EMPID   EMPNAME               MGRID     EMPID   EMPNAME               MGRID  │
│                                                                              │
│ 7170    Anthea Poznanski      0075      0075    Jennifer Lanzarotta   0003   │
└──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

This type of join is called a reflexive join and is used to implement a nested structure, which is also called a bill-of-
materials structure. A nested structure is one where there is a relationship between columns in the same table. For
example, nested relationships exist:

• In an industrial environment where a part in a component of another part and can contain component parts itself. For
example, a door is a component of a car and contains these component parts: handle, lock, and window.

• In the corporate environment used for examples in this section where an employee manages other employees.
Likewise, an employee can report to more than one supervisor.

How to join a table to itself

To join a table to itself, you simply treat the table as two tables by assigning aliases, or alternative names, to the table
in the SELECT statement. Thereafter, the SELECT statement coding requirements listed below are the same as if you
were joining two different tables. This figure illustrates how to join table EMP to itself by assigning two alias table names --
MANAGER and WORKER:

                     EMP table
                     ┌──────────────────────────────────────┐
                     │ EMPID   EMPNAME               MGRID  │
                     │                                      │
                     │ 0075    Jennifer Lanzarotta   0003   │
                     │ 3302    Bart Elopoulos        0004   │
                     │ 3871    Reginald Mahoney      0007   │
                     │ 4242    Chinua Achebe         0075   │
                     │ 7170    Anthea Poznanski      0075   │
                     └──────────────────┬───────────────────┘
                                        │
                                        │ Assign alias table names
                                        │
                   ┌────────────────────┴────────────────┐
                   │                                     │
                   │                                     │
MANAGER table      │                                     │
┌──────────────────▼───────────────────┐                 │
│ EMPID   EMPNAME               MGRID  │                 │
│                                      │                 │
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│ 0075    Jennifer Lanzarotta   0003   │                 │
│ 3302    Bart Elopoulos        0004   │                 │
│ 3871    Reginald Mahoney      0007   │                 │
│ 4242    Chinua Achebe         0075   │                 │
│ 7170    Anthea Poznanski      0075   │                 │
└──────────────────┬───────────────────┘                 │
                   │                                     │
                   │                     WORKER table    │
                                         ┌───────────────▼──────────────────────┐
    Join the MANAGER and WORKER tables   │ EMPID   EMPNAME               MGRID  │
    by equating the ID of the worker's   │                                      │
    manager to the employee ID of the    │ 0075    Jennifer Lanzarotta   0003   │
    manager                              │ 3302    Bart Elopoulos        0004   │
                   │                     │ 3871    Reginald Mahoney      0007   │
                   │                     │ 4242    Chinua Achebe         0075   │
                   │                     │ 7170    Anthea Poznanski      0075   │
                   │                     └───────────────┬──────────────────────┘
                   │                                     │
                   └───────────────────┬─────────────────┘
                                       │
                                       │
┌──────────────────────────────────────▼─────────────────────────────────────┐
│ MANAGER                                WORKER                              │
│                                                                            │
│ EMPID   EMPNAME               MGRID    EMPID   EMPNAME               MGRID │
│                                                                            │
│ 0075    Jennifer Lanzarotta   0003     4242    Chinua Achebe         0075  │
│ 0075    Jennifer Lanzarotta   0003     7170    Anthea Poznanski      0075  │
└────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Coding the SELECT statement

To join a table to itself, follow these steps:

1. Qualify each column listed after the SELECT keyword with an alias table name: manager.lastname
2. For each reflexive join (that is, for each time you join a table to itself), assign an alias by coding:

a. The table name
b. A blank
c. The alias
Separate each table and its alias from another with a comma: emp manager, emp worker

3. In the WHERE clause, compare two columns that share the same type of information: manager.empid =
worker.mgrid

Example

List each manager and associated staff. To retrieve this information, join the EMP table to itself, equating a manager's
employee ID to the ID of a staff member's manager.
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The SELECT statement assigns these aliases to EMP table: MANAGER and WORKER. The WHERE clause selects rows
where the employee ID in the MANAGER table equals the manager's ID in the WORKER table. The columns display the
manager's name retrieved from the MANAGER table and the worker's name retrieved from the WORKER table:

select manager.lastname as supervisor, worker.lastname as staff

  from emp manager, emp worker

  where manager.empid = worker.mgrid ! display

                                 EMP/EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

                   SUPERVISOR                        STAFF
                 ---------------                ---------------
                 GARFIELD                       JENSEN
                 GARFIELD                       JACOBI
                 GARFIELD                       TYRO
                 GARFIELD                       DOUGH
                 GARFIELD                       HEAROWITZ
                 GARFIELD                       GRANGER
                 GARFIELD                       GALLWAY
                 GARFIELD                       LITERATA
                 BANK                           ANGELO
                 BANK                           MCDOUGALL
                 BANK                           PENMAN
                 BANK                           JACKSON
                 BANK                           ZEDI
                 HENDON                         RUPEE
                 HENDON                         GARFIELD
                 HENDON                         BANK

                                      - 1 -

Comparing a column to more than one value

Why you compare more than one value
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You may want to compare values in one table to a list of values in another table. For example, you might want to obtain
information on all employees whose ID matches the manager IDs in table DEPT. If you know the manager IDs in table
DEPT, you could code a SELECT statement that compares employee IDs to a list of manager IDs:

select empid, lastname

  from emp

  where empid in

    (0013, 0011, 0003, 0004, 0007, 0015, 0349, 0321, 0030)

However, this type of query isn't practical in some cases, especially for large tables. CA OLQ provides a method to
retrieve this information.

Coding it as a join operation

You can obtain the same information by joining the EMP and DEPT tables where the manager ID in table DEPT is the
same as the employee ID in table EMP:

select emp.lastname

  from dept, emp

  where emp.empid = dept.mgrid

Retrieving Information From CA IDMS/DB Records
Contents

Examples to this point are all based on ASF-generated tables. However, you can also use the SELECT statement to
retrieve data from CA IDMS/DB database records. This portion of the section tells you how to retrieve data from:

• One CA IDMS/DB record
• Two or more CA IDMS/DB records by using sets
• A CA IDMS/DB bill-of-materials data structure
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Retrieving data from a single record

Comparing a record to a table

Retrieving information from a CA IDMS/DB database record is comparable to retrieving rows from a table. The CA IDMS/
DB record type (for example, the EMPLOYEE record) is like a table (for example, the EMP table). The EMPLOYEE record
occurrences are like the rows of EMP table.

Signing on to a subschema

To access CA IDMS/DB database records, you have to first sign on to a subschema. A subschema is a view of the
database. That is, it describes a subset of the database records that a CA IDMS/DB database contains.

To signon to a subschema, issue a SIGNON command:

signon ss=empss01

Coding the SELECT statement

To retrieve information from a single CA IDMS/DB database record, code the SELECT statement like this:

1. Enter record field names instead of column names following the SELECT keyword: emp-last-name-0415
2. Enter the record name instead of the table name following the FROM keyword: employee

Finding record names

If you do not know the record or the record field names that you need, issue these commands:

HELP RECORDS Lists the records defined to the subschema you have accessed
HELP RECORD=record-name Lists the fields associated with the named record

Example

List each office's code number, in ascending order, and city:

select office-code-0450, office-city-0450

  from office

  order by office-code-0450 ! display

                                  OFFICE REPORT
                                    01/27/99
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                OFFICE-CODE-0450               OFFICE-CITY-0450
                ----------------               ----------------
                001                            SPRINGFIELD
                002                            BOSTON
                005                            GLASSTER
                008                            WESTON
                012                            CAMBRIDGE
     END OF REPORT

Retrieving data from two or more records

How CA OLQ interprets a set relationship

CA IDMS/DB database records relate to each other through set&$. RB. relationships or through data values. A CA IDMS/
DB set links occurrences of one record type with associated occurrences of another record type. One record type is the
owner of the set. The other record type is a member of the set. For example, the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set associates
each employee with a particular office. The OFFICE record is the owner and the EMPLOYEE record is the member.

When you retrieve data from two or more tables, you join the tables on a common value. For example, you join the DEPT
and EMP tables by equating department IDs: where dept.deptid=emp.deptid. Similarly, when you retrieve data from
two or more records, you join the records by using a set relationship. For example, you join the OFFICE and EMPLOYEE
records with the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set relationship: where office-employee. The figure below illustrates how CA OLQ
interprets a set relationship between the OFFICE and EMPLOYEE database records:

Coding the SELECT statement
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To retrieve data from two or more CA IDMS/DB records, code the SELECT statement like this:

1. Enter record field names instead of column names following the SELECT keyword. If the same field name appears in
more than one record, qualify the fields with the record name: employee.emp-id-0415.

2. Enter the record names instead of the table names following the FROM keyword: office, employee.
3. Enter the set names following the WHERE keyword. Separate set names by AND. You can also include other WHERE

criteria. Separate additional WHERE criteria from set names by using AND, also: where (office-employee and dept-
employee) and (dept-id-0410 = 4000).

Example 1 -- Retrieving data from 2 records

List all employees who work in the Boston office. The SELECT statement shown below selects EMPLOYEE and OFFICE
records in the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set having an office code of BOSTON:

select emp-last-name-0415 as &xq.employee name',

  office-city-0450 as &xq.office'

  from employee, office

  where office-employee and office-city-0450 = &xq.boston' ! display

                             OFFICE/EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

                  EMPLOYEE NAME                     OFFICE
                 ---------------                ---------------
                 ANGELO                         BOSTON
                 BANK                           BOSTON
                 BLOOMER                        BOSTON
                 FITZHUGH                       BOSTON
                 FONRAD                         BOSTON
                 GARDNER                        BOSTON
                 HENDON                         BOSTON
                 HUTTON                         BOSTON
                 JACKSON                        BOSTON
                 JENSON                         BOSTON
                 JOHNSON                        BOSTON
                 KAHALLY                        BOSTON
                 KIMBALL                        BOSTON
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                 KING                           BOSTON

                                      - 1 -

Example 2 -- Retrieving data from 3 records

List the department and office location of each employee. The SELECT statement shown below:

1. Selects fields from the DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE, and OFFICE records where:
– The DEPT-EMPLOYEE set associates DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE record occurrences
– The OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set associates OFFICE and EMPLOYEE record occurrences

2. Orders the retrieved rows by employee name within each department

select dept-id-0410 as department, emp-last-name-0415 as employee,

  office-city-0450 as office

  from department, employee, office

  where dept-employee and office-employee

  order by dept-id-0410, emp-last-name-0415 ! display

                        OFFICE/EMPLOYEE/DEPARTMENT REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

          DEPARTMENT            EMPLOYEE                 OFFICE
          ----------         ---------------         ---------------
                0100         HENDON                  BOSTON
                0100         PAPAZEUS                WESTON
                0100         RUPEE                   SPRINGFIELD
                0100         WILDER                  SPRINGFIELD
                1000         FITZHUGH                BOSTON
                1000         JOHNSON                 BOSTON
                1000         ORGRATZI                BOSTON
                1000         PEOPLES                 BOSTON
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                2000         BLOOMER                 BOSTON
                2000         HUTTON                  BOSTON
                2000         JENSON                  BOSTON
                2000         KIMBALL                 BOSTON
                2000         KING                    BOSTON

                                      - 1 -

Retrieving data from a record joined to itself

By using a nested structure

Like tables, records can participate in nested structures. For example, employees who are supervisors have employees
who are staff members. Likewise, employees who are staff can report to more than one supervisor.

This type of set relationship is called a bill-of-materials structure. The data structure diagram in num=A.Sample Tables
and Database shows a bill-of-materials structure between the EMPLOYEE and STRUCTURE records:

• One set is MANAGES. It associates supervisors with staff.
• The other set is REPORTS-TO. It associates each employee with one or more supervisors.

The STRUCTURE record exists only to facilitate these set relationships.

Assign alias record names

This figure shows how CA OLQ interprets a bill-of-materials structure relationally, by using alias names for the
EMPLOYEE record:

• The SUPERVISOR alias contains occurrences of supervisors. The MANAGES set relates each supervisor to
employees who are staff.

• The WORKER alias contains occurrences of staff. The REPORTS-TO set relates each staff member to employees
who are supervisors.

CA OLQ uses the concept illustrated in the figure shown under Retrieving data from two or more records to interpret these
set relationships:

                    ┌─────────────┐
                    │             │
                    │  EMPLOYEE   │
                    │             │
                    └─┬─────────┬─┘
       MANAGES        │         │        REPORTS TO
                      │         │
                    ┌─▼─────────▼─┐
                    │             │
                    │  STRUCTURE  │
                    │             │
                    └─────────────┘

┌─────────────┐                         ┌───────────────┐
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│             │                         │               │
│ SUPERVISOR  │                         │    WORKER     │
│             │                         │               │
└─────┬───────┘                         └───────┬───────┘
      │                                         │
      │ MANAGES                      REPORTS TO │
      │            ┌───────────────┐            │
      │            │               │            │
      └────────────►   EMPLOYEE    ◄────────────┘
                   │               │
                   └───────────────┘

           CA OLQ relates the supervisor IDs
           to worker record occurrences and
           relates worker worker IDs to man-
           ager record occurrences in two
           tables
                          │
                          │
                          ▼
   MANAGES                          REPORTS-TO
┌────────────────────┐            ┌───────────────────────┐
│ MGRID   WORKER     │            │ WORKERID   MANAGER    │
│                    │            │                       │
│ 0075    Poznanski  │            │ 0075       Sarem      │
│ 0075    Achebe     │            │ 0075       Romans     │
└────────────────────┘            └───────────────────────┘
▲                                 ▲
│                                 │
│                                 │
Employee 0075 manages             Employee 0075 works for
Poznanski and Achebe              Sarem and Romans

Coding the SELECT statement

As with a reflexive table join, the SELECT statement is unique in that you assign alias names to the same record. To code
the SELECT statement, follow these steps:

1. Qualify each record field name with an alias record name: supervisor.emp-last-name-0415.
2. For each bill-of-materials navigation, assign a unique alias to the record by coding:

a. The record name
b. A blank
c. The alias
Separate each record and its alias from another with a comma: employee supervisor, employee worker, structure.

3. Name the sets that participate in the bill-of-materials following the WHERE clause by coding:
a. A qualified set name. A qualified set name is the set name followed by a period and the alias record name: where

reports-to.worker.
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b. An AND logical operator.
c. A second qualified set name.

Example -- Listing managers and their staff

Retrieve each project leader and the staff working on the project. The SELECT statement assigns these aliases to the
EMPLOYEE record: SUPERVISOR and WORKER. STRUCTURE is the name of the CA IDMS/DB record that facilitates
this bill-of-materials data structure.

The alias table names qualify record field names that appear following the SELECT keyword and set names that appear in
the WHERE clause:

select supervisor.emp-last-name-0415 as &xq.project leader',

  worker.emp-last-name-0415 as &xq.staff'

  from employee supervisor, employee worker, structure

  where manages.supervisor and reports-to.worker

  order by supervisor.emp-last-name-0415 ! display

                            EMPLOYEE/EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

                   PROJECT LEADER                    STAFF

                 BANK                           ZEDI
                 BANK                           JACKSON
                 BANK                           PENMAN
                 BANK                           MCDOUGALL
                 BANK                           ANGELO
                 CRANE                          GARDNER
                 CRANE                          KAHALLY
                 CRANE                          KLWELLEN
                 CRANE                          LIPSICH
                 CRANE                          KRAAMER
                 CRANE                          TERNER
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                 CRANE                          FONRAD
                 CRANE                          FERNDALE

                                      - 1 -

Retrieving Data Rrom Tables and Records
Signing on

To join information from a table and a database record, sign on to the subschema that contains the database record and
sign on to the table. Use a view id in the SIGNON statement to keep each signon active and to qualify records and tables
that share the same name:

signon table emp view emptab !

signon ss=empss01 view empssc&RB.

Comparing view IDs to alias names

A view ID applies when you sign on to more than one subschema. It qualifies records or tables that have the same name
in different subschemas.

An alias applies to records and tables in the SELECT statement. It qualifies fields (columns) and sets that have the same
name in different records or tables.

Coding the SELECT statement

Once you have signed on to the subschemas, code the SELECT statement like this:

1. Enter column names and/or record field names following the SELECT keyword: lastname, dept-name-0410.
2. Enter table and/or record names following the FROM keyword. If the record and table share the same name, qualify

them with the view id you assigned to the subschema at signon: emptab.emp, empssc.department.
3. Equate values in the WHERE clause. If you are retrieving information from a table and a database record, compare a

column to a field: deptid = dept-id-0410

Example -- Joining a table and a record

Join table EMP and database record DEPARTMENT to list all employees and their associated departments by:

1. Signing on to the EMPSS01 subschema in dictionary TSTDICT.
2. Signing on to the EMP table in dictionary ASFDICT.
3. Select the employee's name from table EMP and the department's name from record DEPARTMENT where a table

row and record occurrence have the same department ID value. The ORDER BY clause instructs CA OLQ to display
the rows alphabetically by employees names.

signon ss empss01 dictname tstdict view empssc !
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signon table emp dictname asfdict view emptab !

select lastname as employee, dept-name-0410 as department

  from emp, department

  where deptid = dept-id-0410

  order by lastname ! display

                              EMP/DEPARTMENT REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

          EMPLOYEE                           DEPARTMENT
       ---------------      ---------------------------------------------
       ANGELO               PUBLIC RELATIONS
       BANK                 PUBLIC RELATIONS
       DOUGH                INTERNAL SOFTWARE
       GALLWAY              INTERNAL SOFTWARE
       GARFIELD             INTERNAL SOFTWARE
       GRANGER              INTERNAL SOFTWARE
       HEAROWITZ            INTERNAL SOFTWARE
       HENDON               EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION
       JACKSON              PUBLIC RELATIONS
       JACOBI               INTERNAL SOFTWARE
       JENSEN               INTERNAL SOFTWARE
       LITERATA             INTERNAL SOFTWARE
       MCDOUGALL            PUBLIC RELATIONS
       PAPAZEUS             EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

Test Your Knowledge
Using the sample tables in Appendix A:, code a SELECT statement for each of the queries listed below. num=B.Answers,
contains one possible answer. Remember, there can be more than one way to achieve the same result when you use the
SELECT statement.

1. List the average salary for employees in the Boston office
2. List all employees in the Springfield office who are programmer/analysts
3. List the average salary of the managers in table DEPT
4. List all employees who are either programmer/analysts, paste-up artists, or a brainstorming manager
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Using the data structure diagram in code a SELECT statement for these database record queries:

1. List each employee's job title and salary
2. For each job assigned to more than one employee, list the number of employees assigned to the job and their average

salaries
3. List each employee's manager

Sample Tables and Database

BOSTON Table

     EMPID       LASTNAME        HIREDATE    OFFICECODE         TOWN
     ─────    ───────────────    ────────    ──────────    ───────────────
      0120    ANGELO               090879    002           BOSTON
      0007    BANK                 043078    002           BOSTON
      0069    BLOOMER              050580    002           BOSTON
      0119    BOWER                121477    002           BOSTON
      0081    FITZHUGH             091981    002           BOSTON
      0045    FONRAD               041480    002           BOSTON
      0053    GARDNER              061581    002           BOSTON
      0030    HENDON               112173    002           BOSTON
      0100    HUTTON               090777    002           BOSTON
      0158    JACKSON              070777    002           BOSTON
      0011    JENSON               092980    002           BOSTON
      0051    JOHNSON              032377    002           BOSTON
      0049    KAHALLY              092979    002           BOSTON
      0067    KIMBALL              091978    002           BOSTON
      0106    KING                 081680    002           BOSTON
      0074    KRAAMER              040481    002           BOSTON
      0127    MCDOUGALL            060780    002           BOSTON
      0101    NICEMAN              050680    002           BOSTON
      0091    ORGRATZI             101080    002           BOSTON
      0149    PENMAN               090877    002           BOSTON
      0013    PEOPLES              010281    002           BOSTON
      0048    TERNER               052682    002           BOSTON
      0466    ANDALE               061582    002           BOSTON
      0457    ARM                  012365    002           BOSTON

DEPT Table

       DEPTID                       DEPTNAME                        MGRID
       ──────     ───────────────────────────────────────────────   ─────
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         1000     PERSONNEL                                           0013
         2000     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                              0011
         3100     INTERNAL SOFTWARE                                   0003
         3200     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                 0004
         4000     PUBLIC RELATIONS                                    0007
         5100     BRAINSTORMING                                       0015
         5200     THERMOREGULATION                                    0349
         5300     BLUE SKIES                                          0321
         6666     EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                            0030

EMP Table

   EMPID  FIRSTNAME      LASTNAME      DEPTID  MGRID    SALARY     JOBID
   ─────  ─────────   ───────────────  ──────  ─────    ──────     ─────

    0001  JOHN        RUPEE              6666   0030     76000.00   3001
    0003  JENNIFER    GARFIELD           3100   0030     65000.00   3001
    0007  MONTE       BANK               4000   0030     80000.00   4001
    0019  JULIE       JENSEN             3100   0003     37000.00   3025
    0020  JAMES       JACOBI             3100   0003     55000.00   3011
    0021  RALPH       TYRO               3100   0003     20000.00   3027
    0024  JANE        DOUGH              3100   0003     33000.00   3025
    0027  VLADIMIR    HEAROWITZ          3100   0003     33000.00   3025
    0028  PERCY       GRANGER            3100   0003     34500.00   3025
    0029  JAMES       GALLWAY            3100   0003     33000.00   3025
    0030  HENRIETTA   HENDON             6666   0030    240000.00   9001
    0035  LARRY       LITERATA           3100   0003     37500.00   3031
    0120  MICHAEL     ANGELO             4000   0007     18000.00   4051
    0127  CAROL       MCDOUGALL          4000   0007     18000.00   4053
    0149  LAURA       PENMAN             4000   0007     39000.00   4025
    0158  JOCK        JACKSON            4000   0007     34000.00   4021
    0471  THEMIS      PAPAZEUS           6666   0030     90000.00   5001
    0472  ROBBY       WILDER             6666   0030     90000.00   9005
    0476  BETSY       ZEDI               4000   0007     37000.00   4025
    EMPID     PHONE       SSECNUM    STARTDATE   BIRTHDATE   CLASS   SEX
    ─────   ──────────   ─────────   ─────────   ─────────   ─────   ───

     0001   6173421515   013445656      750223      330219      72   M
     0003   6173321967   021994516      770121      450818      71   F
     0007   6173321933   022446676      780430      500101      72   M
     0019   6172241955   033456718      820929      480730      43   F
     0020   6173348912   018813465      811111      401101      63   M
     0021   6174459191   019893456      801221      551225      21   M
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     0024   6174458155   022337878      760808      510329      42   F
     0027   6173349634   031896154      810909      560425      42   M
     0028   6173341212   011234545      800527      580222      42   M
     0029   6173349155   014567777      811010      471006      42   M
     0030   6178881212   011334444      731121      331006      93   F
     0035   6175912323   023567831      800909      550430      43   M
     0120   6178870235   127675593      790908      570405      21   M
     0127   6178871324   153897789      800607      590304      21   F
     0149   6175341199   014593186      770908      440504      33   F
     0158   6175346767   019996919      770707      500904      42   M
     0471   6174561277   022887770      780907      350304      72   N
     0472   6174317709   038779010      790716      550304      81   M
     0476   6174319909   010004560      760223      401229      33   F

JOBCLASS Table

               CLASS              MINSALARY               MAXSALARY
               ─────              ─────────               ─────────

                  11                12000.00                18000.00
                  21                18000.00                20000.00
                  33                37000.00                39000.00
                  42                33000.00                35000.00
                  43                35500.00                40000.00
                  51                38000.00                57000.00
                  63                52500.00                62500.00
                  71                60000.00                70000.00
                  72                76000.00                90000.00
                  81                85000.00               105000.00
                  93               200000.00               250000.00

JOBLIST Table

         JOBID               TITLE                EMPID        CLASS
         ─────        ─────────────────────────── ─────        ─────

          1001        MGR PERSONNEL                0013           72
          1023        RECRUITER/INTERVWR           0091           43
          1051        PERSONNEL CLERK              0051           11
          1051        PERSONNEL CLERK              0081           11
          2001        MGR ACCTNG/PAYROLL           0011           72
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          2023        ACCOUNTANT                   0067           62
          2025        FINANCIAL ANALYST            0100           62
          2051        AP CLERK                     0101           12
          2053        AR CLERK                     0106           12
          2055        PAYROLL CLERK                0069           13
          3001        MGR INTERNL SOFTWARE         0003           71
          3003        MGR COMPUTER OPS             0004           71
          3011        DATABASE ADMIN.              0020           63
          3023        SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER           0016           52
          3025        PROGRAMMER/ANALYST           0019           43
          3025        PROGRAMMER/ANALYST           0023           44
          3025        PROGRAMMER/ANALYST           0024           42
          3025        PROGRAMMER/ANALYST           0027           42
          3025        PROGRAMMER/ANALYST           0028           42
          3025        PROGRAMMER/ANALYST           0029           42
          3027        PROGRAMMER TRAINEE           0021           21
          3027        PROGRAMMER TRAINEE           0023           43
          3029        COMPUTER OPERATOR            0031           21
          3029        COMPUTER OPERATOR            0032           22
          3029        COMPUTER OPERATOR            0049           21
          3031        DOCUMENTATION SPEC           0035           43
          3051        DATA ENTRY CLERK             0045           13
          3051        DATA ENTRY CLERK             0048           11
          3051        DATA ENTRY CLERK             0053           12
          3051        DATA ENTRY CLERK             0074           12
          4001        MGR PUBLIC RELATIONS         0007           72
          4021        SPORTS CONSULTANT            0158           42
          4023        PHOTOGRAPHER                 9999           33
          4025        PR WRITER                    0149           33
          4025        PR WRITER                    0476           33
          4051        ILLUSTRATOR                  0120           21
          4053        PASTE-UP ARTIST              0120           21
          4053        PASTE-UP ARTIST              0127           21
          5001        MGR BRAINSTORMING            0015           72
          5001        MGR BRAINSTORMING            0471           72
          5003        MGR THERMOREGULATION         0349           72
          5005        MGR BLUE SKIES               0321           71
          5021        RAINMAKER                    0301           53
          5023        RAINDANCE CONSULTANT         0334           43
          5025        SNOWBLOWER                   0341           51
          5025        SNOWBLOWER                   0466           51
          5027        KEEPER OF THE WINDS          0467           51
          5029        STURM/DRANG ADMIN            0457           53
          5029        STURM/DRANG ADMIN            0458           53
          5031        KEEPER OF BALLOONS           0329           52
          5033        WINTERIZER                   0355           51
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          5033        WINTERIZER                   0469           51
          5035        HUMIDITY CONTROL CLK         0479           43
          5037        SUNSHINE SUPERVISOR          0321           53
          5037        SUNSHINE SUPERVISOR          0366           51
          5039        CUMULUS CARETAKER            0371           53
          9001        PRESIDENT                    0030           93
          9003        DIR OPERATIONS               0001           81
          9005        DIR CORP CONFUSION           0472           81
          9007        DIR WEATHER                  0471           82

SPRINGFIELD Table

     EMPID       LASTNAME        STARTYEAR    OFFICECODE         CITY
     ─────    ───────────────    ─────────    ──────────    ──────────────
      0004    CRANE                 051477    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0024    DOUGH                 080876    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0032    FERNDALE              090979    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0329    FINN                  061679    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0029    GALLWAY               101081    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0003    GARFIELD              012177    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0028    GRANGER               052780    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0027    HEAROWITZ             090981    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0020    JACOBI                111181    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0019    JENSEN                092982    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0016    KLWELLEN              010678    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0031    LIPSICH               042981    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0035    LITERATA              090980    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0023    O'HEARN               050478    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0001    RUPEE                 022375    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0021    TYRO                  122180    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0472    WILDER                071679    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0476    ZEDI                  022376    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0007    BANK                  043078    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0069    BLOOMER               050580    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0467    BREEZE                022980    001           SPRINGFIELD

WESTON Table

     EMPID       LASTNAME        STARTDATE    OFFICECODE         CITY
     ─────    ───────────────    ─────────    ──────────    ───────────────
      0466    ANDALE                061582    008           WESTON
      0457    ARM                   012365    008           WESTON
      0467    BREEZE                022980    008           WESTON
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      0469    KASPAR                091476    008           WESTON
      0341    MUNYON                031482    008           WESTON
      0471    PAPAZEUS              090778    008           WESTON
      0355    TIME                  050675    008           WESTON
      0458    WAGNER                070883    008           WESTON
      0349    WILCO                 111179    008           WESTON
      0119    BOWER                 121477    008           WESTON
      0081    FITZHUGH              091981    008           WESTON
      0004    CRANE                 051477    008           WESTON
      0024    DOUGH                 080876    008           WESTON
      0032    FERNDALE              090979    008           WESTON
      0329    FINN                  061679    008           WESTON

EMPLOYEE Database Data Structure Diagram

Answers

Chapter 2 Answers
Query 1

List the salary range for each job class:
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select class, maxsalary - minsalary as &xq.salary range'

  from jobclass

                                  CLASS REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

                     CLASS                    SALARY RANGE

                        11                         6000.00
                        21                         2000.00
                        33                         2000.00
                        42                         2000.00
                        43                         4500.00
                        51                        19000.00
                        63                        10000.00
                        71                        10000.00
                        72                        14000.00
                        81                        20000.00
                        93                        50000.00
     END OF REPORT

Query 2

List all employees who have both a:

• Manager with ID 0007 or 0003
• Job that begins with the number 3

select lastname, mgrid, jobid

  from emp

  where mgrid in (0003, 0007) and
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    jobid like &xq.3___'

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

                 LASTNAME                 MGRID              JOBID

              JENSEN                        0003               3025
              JACOBI                        0003               3011
              TYRO                          0003               3027
              DOUGH                         0003               3025
              HEAROWITZ                     0003               3025
              GRANGER                       0003               3025
              GALLWAY                       0003               3025
              LITERATA                      0003               3031
     END OF REPORT

Query 3

Identify all employees whose sex code was entered incorrectly (that is, is not M or F):

select firstname, lastname, sex

  from emp

  where sex not in (&xq.m', &xq.f')

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

             FIRSTNAME                LASTNAME                SEX

             THEMIS                PAPAZEUS                   N
     END OF REPORT
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Query 4

List the number of years employees have from January 1, 1988 until they reach retirement age (65):

select firstname, lastname, birthdate,

  (65 - next-int-eqlo(datedif(880101,birthdate)/365))

  as &xq.years until retirement'

  from emp

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

   FIRSTNAME      LASTNAME      BIRTHDATE       YEARS UNTIL RETIREMENT

   JOHN        RUPEE               330219                                11
   JENNIFER    GARFIELD            450818                                23
   MONTE       BANK                500101                                27
   JULIE       JENSEN              480730                                26
   JAMES       JACOBI              401101                                18
   RALPH       TYRO                551225                                33
   JANE        DOUGH               510329                                29
   VLADIMIR    HEAROWITZ           560425                                34
   PERCY       GRANGER             580222                                36
   JAMES       GALLWAY             471006                                25
   HENRIETTA   HENDON              331006                                11
   LARRY       LITERATA            550430                                33
   MICHAEL     ANGELO              570405                                35
   CAROL       MCDOUGALL           590304                                37

                                      - 1 -
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Chapter 3 Answers
Query 1

For each manager in table EMP, determine the number of staff reporting to the manager and the average salary of the
staff members:

select mgrid, count(*) as &xq.number of staff',

  avg(salary) as &xq.average salary'

  from emp

  group by mgrid

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

         MGRID         NUMBER OF STAFF                  AVERAGE SALARY

           0003                      8                        35375.00
           0007                      5                        29200.00
           0030                      6                       106833.33
     END OF REPORT

Query 2

List the number of jobs greater than or equal to 3 that are assigned to classes 10 and 50. Display the report in order by
the number of jobs:

select count(*) as &xq.number of jobs', class

  from joblist
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  where class between 10 and 50

  group by class

  having count(*) >= 3

  order by 1

                                 JOBLIST REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

                     NUMBER OF JOBS                    CLASS

                                  3                       11
                                  3                       33
                                  4                       12
                                  5                       42
                                  6                       21
                                  6                       43
     END OF REPORT

Query 3

For departments 6666, 4000, and 3100, list the minimum and maximum salaries within the department, provided the
average departmental salary in greater than $37,800:

select deptid, min(salary) as &xq.minimum salary',

  max(salary) as &xq.maximum salary'

  from emp
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  where deptid in (3100, 4000, 6666)

  group by deptid

  having avg(salary) > 37800

                                   EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

          DEPTID         MINIMUM SALARY         MAXIMUM SALARY

            3100               20000.00               65000.00
            6666               76000.00              240000.00
     END OF REPORT

Query 4

List information on employees earning less than the average salary:

select lastname, salary

  from emp

  where salary <

     (select avg(salary)

      from emp) ! display

                                   EMP REPORT
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                                    mm/dd/yy

                     LASTNAME                       SALARY
                  ───────────────                 ───────────
                  JENSEN                             37000.00
                  JACOBI                             55000.00
                  TYRO                               20000.00
                  DOUGH                              33000.00
                  HEAROWITZ                          33000.00
                  GRANGER                            34500.00
                  GALLWAY                            33000.00
                  LITERATA                           37500.00
                  ANGELO                             18000.00
                  MCDOUGALL                          18000.00
                  PENMAN                             39000.00
                  JACKSON                            34000.00
                  ZEDI                               37000.00
     END OF REPORT

Chapter 4 Answers
Table Query 1

List the average salary for employees in the Boston office:

select count(*) as &xq.number of boston employees', avg(salary)

      as &xq.average salary'

  from emp, boston

  where emp.empid = boston.empid

                             EMPLOYEE/BOSTON REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

              NUMBER OF BOSTON EMPLOYEES             AVERAGE SALARY
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              ──────────────────────────             ──────────────
                                       7                   74142.85
     END OF REPORT

Table Query 2

List all employees in the Springfield office who are programmer/analysts:

select emp.lastname, joblist.title, springfield.city

  from emp, joblist, springfield

  where emp.empid = springfield.empid and

  emp.empid = joblist.empid and

  joblist.title = &xq.programmer/anaylst'

                       JOBLIST/EMPLOYEE/SPRINGFIELD REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

           LASTNAME                  TITLE                    CITY
        ───────────────       ────────────────────       ───────────────
        DOUGH                 PROGRAMMER/ANALYST         SPRINGFIELD
        HEAROWITZ             PROGRAMMER/ANALYST         SPRINGFIELD
        GRANGER               PROGRAMMER/ANALYST         SPRINGFIELD
        GALLWAY               PROGRAMMER/ANALYST         SPRINGFIELD
     END OF REPORT

Table Query 3

List the average salary of the managers in table DEPT:

select avg(salary) as &xq.average manager salary'
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  from emp, dept

  where emp.empid = dept.mgrid

                              EMP/DEPARTMENT REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

                             AVERAGE MANAGER SALARY

                                          128333.33
     END OF REPORT

Table Query 4

List all employees who are either programmer/analysts, paste-up artists, or a brainstorming manager:

select emp.lastname, joblist.title

  from emp, joblist

  where joblist.title in (&xq.programmer/analyst', &xq.paste-up artist',

     &xq.mgr brainstorming') and

     joblist.empid = emp.empid

                             JOBLIST/EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

                  LASTNAME                         TITLE
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               ───────────────              ────────────────────
               DOUGH                        PROGRAMMER/ANALYST
               HEAROWITZ                    PROGRAMMER/ANALYST
               GRANGER                      PROGRAMMER/ANALYST
               GALLWAY                      PROGRAMMER/ANALYST
               ANGELO                       PASTE-UP ARTIST
               MCDOUGALL                    PASTE-UP ARTIST
               PAPAZEUS                     MGR BRAINSTORMING
     END OF REPORT

Record Query 1

List each employee's job title and salary:

select employee.emp-last-name-0415, job.job-title-0440,

  emposition.salary-amount-0420

  from employee, emposition, job

  where emp-emposition and job-emposition

                         JOB/EMPOSITION/EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

      EMP-LAST-NAME-0415          TITLE-0440          SALARY-AMOUNT-0420
      ──────────────────     ────────────────────     ──────────────────
      O'HEARN                PROGRAMMER TRAINEE                 38000.00
      TYRO                   PROGRAMMER TRAINEE                 20000.00
      WILCO                  MGR THERMOREGULATION               80000.00
      GARFIELD               MGR INTERNL SOFTWARE               65000.00
      RUPEE                  MGR INTERNL SOFTWARE               76000.00
      JOHNSON                PERSONNEL CLERK                    13500.00
      FITZHUGH               PERSONNEL CLERK                    13000.00
      BLOOMER                PAYROLL CLERK                      15000.00
      ARM                    STURM/DRANG ADMIN                  46000.00
      WAGNER                 STURM/DRANG ADMIN                  47000.00
      ORGRATZI               RECRUITER/INTERVWR                 39000.00
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      BANK                   MGR PUBLIC RELATIONS               80000.00
      ANDALE                 SNOWBLOWER                         33500.00

                                      - 1 -

Record Query 2

For each job assigned to more than one employee, list the number of employees assigned to the job and their average
salaries:

select job.title-0440, count(*) as &xq.number of jobs',

      avg(emposition.salary-amount-0420) as &xq.average salary'

  from employee, emposition, job

  where emp-emposition and job-emposition

  group by job.title-0440

  having count(*) > 1

                              JOB/EMPOSITION REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

             TITLE-0440            NUMBER OF JOBS       AVERAGE SALARY
        ────────────────────       ──────────────       ──────────────
        COMPUTER OPERATOR                       3             20333.33
        DATA ENTRY CLERK                        4             13937.50
        DATABASE ADMIN.                         2             55000.00
        DOCUMENTATION SPEC                      2             41250.00
        MGR BRAINSTORMING                       3             83333.33
        MGR COMPUTER OPS                        3             68333.33
        MGR INTERNL SOFTWARE                    2             70500.00
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        PASTE-UP ARTIST                         2             17500.00
        PERSONNEL CLERK                         2             13250.00
        PR WRITER                               2             38000.00
        PROGRAMMER TRAINEE                      2             29000.00
        PROGRAMMER/ANALYST                      6             35500.00
        RAINMAKER                               3             46166.66

                                      - 1 -

Record Query 3

List each employee's manager:

select worker.last-name-0415 as &xq.staff', supervisor.last-name-0415

  as &xq.project leader'

  from employee worker, employee supervisor, structure

  where reports-to.worker and manages.supervisor

  order by worker.emp-last-name-0415

                            EMPLOYEE/EMPLOYEE REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

                      STAFF                     PROJECT LEADER
                 ───────────────                ───────────────
                 ANDALE                         MAKER
                 ANGELO                         BANK
                 ARM                            MAKER
                 BANK                           BOWER
                 BANK                           WILDER
                 BLOOMER                        JENSON
                 BOWER                          BANK
                 BREEZE                         MAKER
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                 CLOTH                          WILCO
                 CLOUD                          WILDER
                 CLOUD                          MOON
                 CRANE                          RUPEE
                 CROW                           MAKER

                                      - 1 -

Chapter 5 Answers
Query 1

List the jobs for which employees earn more than $65,000:

select *

  from joblist

  where exists (select *

                  from emp

                  where emp.jobid=joblist.jobid and

                  salary > 65000)

                                 JOBLIST REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

         EMPID         CLASS        JOBID                TITLE

           0003           71          3001        MGR INTERNL SOFTWARE
           0007           72          4001        MGR PUBLIC RELATIONS
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           0015           72          5001        MGR BRAINSTORMING
           0471           72          5001        MGR BRAINSTORMING
           0030           93          9001        PRESIDENT
           0472           81          9005        DIR CORP CONFUSION
     END OF REPORT

Query 2

List openings for jobs that command salaries in the range $35,000 to $40,000:

select class, jobid, title

  from joblist

  where not exists

    (select * from emp where emp.jobid=joblist.jobid)

    and exists

      (select * from jobclass where jobclass.class=joblist.class

       and minsalary >= 35000 and maxsalary <= 40000)

                                 JOBLIST REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

             CLASS            JOBID                    TITLE

                43              1023            RECRUITER/INTERVWR
                33              4023            PHOTOGRAPHER
                43              5023            RAINDANCE CONSULTANT
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                43              5035            HUMIDITY CONTROL CLK
     END OF REPORT

Query 3

List all employees in the Springfield office who have this job title: &xq.Programmer/Analyst':

select * from springfield where exists

    (select * from employee where employee.empid = springfield.empid

    and exists

        (select * from joblist where employee.empid = joblist.empid and

        joblist.title = &xq.programmer/analyst'))

                               SPRINGFIELD REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

     EMPID       LASTNAME        STARTYEAR    OFFICECODE         CITY
     ─────    ───────────────    ─────────    ──────────    ───────────────
      0024    DOUGH                 080876    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0029    GALLWAY               101081    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0028    GRANGER               052780    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0027    HEAROWITZ             090981    001           SPRINGFIELD
     END OF REPORT

Query 4

List all departments that have no associated employee:

select *
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from dept

where not exists

  (select * from emp

   where emp.deptid = dept.deptid) ! display

                                  DEPT REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

       DEPTID                      DEPTNAME                      MGRID

         1000      PERSONNEL                                       0013
         2000      ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                          0011
         3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                             0004
         5100      BRAINSTORMING                                   0015
         5200      THERMOREGULATION                                0349
         5300      BLUE SKIES                                      0321
     END OF REPORT

Chapter 6 Answers
Query 1

List employees in the Boston and Springfield offices, including commuters. Display the report in order of last name:

select * from boston

union

select * from springfield
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  order by 2

                                  BOSTON REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

     EMPID       LASTNAME        HIREDATE    OFFICECODE         TOWN
     ─────    ───────────────    ────────    ──────────    ───────────────
      0466    ANDALE               061582    002           BOSTON
      0120    ANGELO               090879    002           BOSTON
      0457    ARM                  012365    002           BOSTON
      0007    BANK                 043078    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0007    BANK                 043078    002           BOSTON
      0069    BLOOMER              050580    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0069    BLOOMER              050580    002           BOSTON
      0119    BOWER                121477    002           BOSTON
      0467    BREEZE               022980    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0004    CRANE                051477    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0024    DOUGH                080876    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0032    FERNDALE             090979    001           SPRINGFIELD
      0329    FINN                 061679    001           SPRINGFIELD

                                      - 1 -

Query 2

List the average salaries of employees in the Boston and Springfield offices:

select avg(salary) as &xq.average salary', town as city

  from boston, emp

  where boston.empid = emp.empid

  group by town
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union

select avg(salary), city

  from springfield, emp

  where springfield.empid = emp.empid

  group by city ! display

                                BOSTON/EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

                 AVERAGE SALARY                     CITY
                 ──────────────                ───────────────
                       49500.00                SPRINGFIELD
                       74142.85                BOSTON
     END OF REPORT

Query 3

List all the employees in the Springfield and Weston offices whose jobid is 3001 or 5001:

select lastname, city

  from weston, emp

  where weston.empid=emp.empid

     and jobid in (3001, 5001)
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union

select lastname, city

  from springfield, emp

  where springfield.empid=emp.empid

     and jobid in (3001, 5001) ! display

                                EMP/WESTON REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

              LASTNAME              JOBID                CITY
           ───────────────          ──────          ───────────────
           GARFIELD                   3001          SPRINGFIELD
           PAPAZEUS                   5001          WESTON
           RUPEE                      3001          SPRINGFIELD
     END OF REPORT

Final Query
Contents

For each job, list the number of employees greater than 1 who each the minimum salary for the job's class. Display the
report in order of job title:

select joblist.title, count(*) as &xq.number of employees',

    avg(salary) as salary
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  from joblist, emp

  where exists (select * from jobclass

                  where emp.class=jobclass.class and

                  emp.salary = jobclass.minsalary)

    and joblist.empid=emp.empid

  group by title

  having count(*) > 1

  order by title ! display

                               JOBLIST/EMP REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

               TITLE               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES         SALARY
        ────────────────────       ───────────────────       ───────────
        PASTE-UP ARTIST                              2          18000.00
        PROGRAMMER/ANALYST                           3          33000.00
     END OF REPORT
Glossary

Glossary

Additional selection criteria

Logical expressions, logical record keywords, and criteria expressions for subscripted fields that you use to tell CA OLQ
which rows of data to retrieve for your report. Additional selection criteria are specified in the Additional selection criteria
field of the Selection criteria screen.
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Aggregate function

A function that performs a predefined operation on a group of report rows. Examples of aggregate functions are: average,
high value, low value, count, and total.

ASF (Automatic System Facility)

A tool in CA-IDMS/DB used to create and manage tables. Once you have created a table using CA OLQ, you can use
ASF to modify the table definition.

ASF dictionary

An alternate data dictionary used by ASF. You must be using the ASF dictionary when you are creating data tables.

ASF table

A presentation of data as a series of rows and columns from a table associated with the IDMSR schema.

Batch

Batch processing means that the user doesn't have to interact with the computer system in order to perform a function.
Usually, a batch job is set up in advance (such as when you fill out your Batch Processing screen). Once the job has
started running, you cannot intervene except to suspend execution.

Built-in function

A function that performs a predefined string, arithmetic, date/time, or trigonometric calculation on your report rows.
Examples of built-in functions are: substring, Gregorian date, cosine, and square root.

Code table

A table defined in the data dictionary that contains corresponding pairs of values. One column in the table lists internal
code values that are used to efficiently store the data in the database. The other column in the table lists external values
that are used in programs or reports.

For example, a STATE code table could represent the STATE column as 01 in the internal (encoded) expression and
Alabama in the external (decoded) expression.

Column

A vertical division in a table. A column represents a category of information. For example, employee last name.

Column alignment

An editing feature that determines how report data columns align under the column headers. Options are left, right, and
center.

Column header

A header at the top of each column of report data.

COMPUTE statement

A CA OLQ syntax statement used to perform calculations in the menu facility. Any time you specify a built-in or aggregate
function, CA OLQ creates a COMPUTE statement. You can also provide your own COMPUTE statement.

Current report

The report you're working on in an active CA OLQ session. If you retrieve a saved report, CA OLQ clears out the current
report.

Data dictionary

The storage facility used by CA products as a central source for data definitions, modules, and run-time information. Qfile
definitions are stored in the data dictionary.
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Database view

Another term for subschema.

Destination

When you print a report, you specify an output destination where the report is to be printed. Usually, the destination is a
file associated with a printer.

Display sequence

A numeric sequence listed on CA OLQ report formatting screens. The numbers in the display sequence correspond to the
order in which report columns are displayed.

Element

The smallest significant unit of data in a CA-IDMS/DB database. Record elements correspond to columns in a table. For
example, DEPT-ID-0410 is an element.

External picture

A code that defines the way your column value is formatted in your report. The external picture is used to add punctuation
(for example, commas) and special characters (for example, dollar signs) to your column data display.

Group by all

A report total including all rows in your report. Group by all means the same thing as report total.

Group computation

A calculation that CA OLQ performs on a report group.

Group field

A report column whose value is used to divide your report rows into groups. For example, you could list all of the
company's employees grouped according to which department they work in. In this case, DEPARTMENT NAME is the
group field.

Input file

A file that contains input into a batch program.

Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD)

The CA product used to access definitions stored in the data dictionary.

Interactive

A way of performing a function in which the computer system requires the user to provide input and then responds to that
input. An example would be CA OLQ menu mode. Another term to describe interactive processing is online.

Interrupt count

The maximum number of records CA OLQ will retrieve when building a report. If the number of records that meet the
selection criteria for that report exceeds the interrupt count, CA OLQ suspends data retrieval and issues a message
asking you if you want to continue to retrieve records.

Job control language

A language used to define the special requirements of your batch program to the system. Job control language (JCL)
statements name input and output files, the name of your program, and your output destination.

Join

A relational operation through which two or more tables are combined. Tables are joined based on columns that the tables
have in common.
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Join criteria

A logical expression that compares like columns in two or more tables.

Output destination

Any type of device that receives the report that you have created as a result of your batch job. Output destinations can be
a printer, a terminal, or a log.

Output file

A file that contains the results of your batch program.

Page header

A title at the top of each page of your report.

Page footer

A title at the bottom of each page of your report.

Project

A relational operation through which only particular columns of a table are accessed.

Qfile definition

The CA OLQ syntax statements stored in the data dictionary when you create your qfile.

Record

A group of related elements. Records correspond to rows in a table. For example, DEPT-NAME-0410, DEPT-ID-0410,
and DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410 are all grouped into the DEPARTMENT record.

Report group

A set of report rows such that each row contains the same value of the group field. For example, the personnel
department is a report group with DEPARTMENT NAME as the group field. Each row in this group contains Personnel in
the DEPARTMENT NAME field.

Report subtotal

A computation applied to a report group. For example, if you grouped your employees by department, you could create
report subtotals that compute the average salary in each department.

Report total

A computation that includes all of the rows in your report. For example, you could compute the total sales revenue earned
by all of your employees. Note that a report total does not have to be a sum. It can also be an average, a counter, a high
value, or a low value.

Row

A horizontal row in a table. A row represents one data occurrence. For example, information on each employee.

Retention period

The number of days your saved report file is kept in your directory. After the retention period has expired, the report file is
deleted.

Saved report

A report file maintained in your user directory that contains a copy of a current CA OLQ report.

Select

A relational operation through which only particular rows of a table are accessed.
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Selection criteria

Logical expressions that you use to tell CA OLQ which rows of data to retrieve for your report. Selection criteria are
specified in the Selection criteria field of the Column Select screen.

Separator character

A character used to separate group computations from the rest of the report.

Sort

A way to order report rows. CA OLQ sorts the rows in your report based on the value of the sort field that you specify.
Rows can be sorted in ascending or descending order.

Sparse/Full option

A CA OLQ editing feature that determines how column values that repeat in consecutive rows are displayed:

• Sparse displays only the first of a repeating set of column values.
• Full displays all occurrences of the repeating value.

SQL table

A presentation of data as a series of rows and columns from a table associated with an SQL schema

Subschema

A view of the database that contains a subset of the records, elements, sets, and areas that make up the entire database.
A subschema usually views data that is functionally related.

For example, the personnel department uses a subschema that views employee information such as salary, date of hire,
and personal information. All of the information is held in the same database, but the personnel department views only the
information that it needs.

Summary computation

Another term for group computation.

Summary line

A report line that displays a group computation.

Using CA IDMS Log Analyzer
CA IDMS Log Analyzer, a CA IDMS database analysis and management tool, produces a variety of reports that present
useful information about database utilization. All of the CA IDMS Log Analyzer reports are generated from information
written to the CA IDMS Log. The CA IDMS Log Analyzer assumes if the year is greater than 69 the century is 19; if the
year is less than 69 the century is 20.

What is CA IDMS Log Analyzer?
CA IDMS Log Analyzer, a CA IDMS performance analysis and management tool, records information taken from the CA
IDMS Log and produces a variety of database analysis reports that gauge resource use and system performance.

CA IDMS Log Analyzer reports provide a clear, accurate, and up-to-date picture of resource use at your installation.
This database utility also answers many other system management questions that will help you fine-tune your CA IDMS
environment and help make users accountable for database use.

Users who are familiar with CA IDMS Journal Analyzer will recognize certain CA IDMS Log Analyzer reports because they
closely resemble some of the reports available through CA IDMS Journal Analyzer. But they are generated using statistics
from the Archived Log rather than the Journal File. This means you can get some of the same management information
from CA IDMS Log Analyzer without the system overhead associated with reading statistics from the Journal File.
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In addition, CA IDMS Log Analyzer uses information from the Log File that is not contained in the Journal File. With CA
IDMS and the CA IDMS Log Analyzer version of the CA IDMS SVC exit, billing-related information that can be helpful in a
chargeback situation is contained on the log. CA IDMS Log Analyzer takes this information, ties it to a particular user, and
produces billing-related reports that can augment billing/chargeback and budgeting procedures at your installation. Source
code for this SVC exit and these reports enables you to tailor them to meet your specific needs. 

Billing data also is available as a separate file. You can customize the CA IDMS Log Analyzer Billing Record File to meet
existing system requirements by modifying source code supplied by CA.

For more information, see the following topics:

How CA IDMS Log Analyzer Improves Productivity
CA IDMS Log Analyzer reports will expand your management perspective and allow you to improve productivity at your
CA IDMS installation.

Using CA IDMS Log Analyzer reports, you can establish system controls with discretion, forecast trends concerning use of
the information resource and gain a better understanding of CA IDMS performance capabilities. Specifically, CA IDMS Log
Analyzer reports:

• Identify the user, transaction, terminal, or account number that is associated with database use.
• Present CA IDMS statistics in a format you can use to measure and evaluate database resource consumption and

system performance.
• Provide quantitative statistics on I/Os, CPU cycles, total run-units that give you a picture of total system efficiency.

Reports Produced By CA IDMS Log Analyzer
CA IDMS Log Analyzer generates a total of 13 log reports and an audit report, and it also creates a Billing Record File.
This database utility is parameter-driven: you control the output by supplying the proper parameters. All CA IDMS Log
Analyzer reports use statistics from the CA IDMS Log to produce reports.

CA IDMS Log Analyzer reports can optionally show all log record times in UTC time. By default all log records are shown
in Local time.

Three Types of CA IDMS Log Analyzer Reports

CA IDMS Log Analyzer produces three major types of log reports, including:

• Billing Reports—Four Billing Reports relate CA IDMS statistics to the user(s) of the database. While CA IDMS Log
Analyzer is not a billing package, the reports provide useful CA IDMS statistics that are tied to job accounting data
for batch users and to terminal ID, user ID, or transaction ID for CICS, CA IDMS/DC, or CA ADS dialog transactions.
These reports are open-ended, because CA also provides source code that allows you to tailor them to the existing
billing system in your environment. See Customizing the Billing Reports.

• Management Reports—Five Management Reports present information on CPU cycle
• Program Reports—Four Program Reports contain both detailed and summarized information by application program

or dialog. These reports provide statistics on pages read, ratios, counts, and other significant CA IDMS statistics.

Reports on CA ADS Dialogs

CA ADS dialogs are included in the reports, listed as online programs. The statistics generated are the same as the
statistics for programs. CA IDMS Log Analyzer also reports overhead records for CA ADS, containing system usage
statistics that cannot be attributed to any specific dialog. The overhead records are reported as separate programs
(named $ADS@@OH and $ADS@@AO). If you are using these records for billing/chargeback purposes, you should
divide the usage in these reports proportionately among the dialogs executed by each user.
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Audit Report Summarizes Processing

The Audit Report monitors and summarizes CA IDMS Log Analyzer processing, lists all messages generated during each
execution, and also lists the parameters you specified.

Using the Billing Record File

The Billing Record File collects database utilization information from the CA IDMS Log. This file can be used as input to
an existing billing system in your environment. This file adds new flexibility to the CA IDMS environment by providing CA
IDMS statistics such as CPU cycle information and I/Os, then ties this information to user ID by transaction, terminal, or
operator.

Customizing the Billing Record File

The module that produces the Billing Record File is supplied as source code. This functional billing model can be
customized to meet your particular needs, as dictated by your billing/chargeback system, and then used as input to your
in-house billing system.

SVC User Exit Module
The SVC User Exit Module is a feature provided by CA IDMS Log Analyzer that helps control data from the CA IDMS Log.

Invoked in the CA IDMS SVC as a BIND RUN-UNIT is processed, this module makes it possible for you to not only log
information on run-unit execution for inclusion in the billing file, but also to log information that relates run-unit information
back to the specific batch job or TP task from which it originated.

As supplied, the module will capture user identification information (by terminal, transaction, or operator for each CICS
transaction, or by account for each batch job) so that it can be written to the CA IDMS Log. Then CA IDMS statistics can
be tied back to other statistics for the same user transaction or program.

The module is supplied as source code. This means you can use the identification information selected by CA or you can
tailor it to meet your organization's needs. When combined with the ability to customize the billing reports and the billing
file, this exit module gives you control over the content and format of statistical (billing) data taken from the CA IDMS Log.

Reports and Their Functions
Contents

Billing Reports

Billing Reports use statistics from the CA IDMS Log to produce four reports that can serve as a functional model for
building an effective billing system in your environment. Depending on the parameters you select, run-unit activity can be
tied to a specific user, transaction, terminal, or account number. These reports can be customized to meet your unique
needs.

• Billing Details Report
• Billing Summary Report
• Billing System Summary Report
• Billing Grand Summary Report

Billing Record File

This file can be input to your existing billing/chargeback system and can also be customized to meet your unique
requirements.
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Program Reports

Program Reports use statistics from the CA IDMS Log to offer detailed and summarized reports that show how efficiently
your application programs and dialogs are using CA IDMS.

• Program Details Report
• Program Summary Report
• Program System Summary Report
• Program Grand Summary Report

Management Reports

CA IDMS Log Analyzer produces three types of Management Reports: Highlights/Summary Reports, Highlights/Buffer
Pool Utilization Report, and the Management Ranking Report.

• Management Highlights/Summary Reports
– Highlights Program Summary Report
– Highlights System Summary Report
– Highlights Grand Summary Report

• Management Highlights/Buffer Pool Utilization Report
• Management Ranking Report

Audit Report

Generated dynamically, the Audit Report summarizes processing, lists messages received during an execution of CA
IDMS Log Analyzer, and lists all the parameters you supplied.

CA IDMS Log Analyzer Parameters
This section describes the parameters needed to produce the CA IDMS Log Analyzer. There are two primary parameters:
PROCESS and REPORT. The COMMENTS option allows you to include notes, observations, or comments with
parameter statements.

Parameters and Their Uses
Two parameters control CA IDMS Log Analyzer output: PROCESS and REPORT. The PROCESS parameter initiates CA
IDMS Log Analyzer processing. The REPORT parameter specifies which CA IDMS Log Analyzer report is to be printed.

The COMMENTS option gives you the ability to store comments, observations, or notes about certain reports and their
uses with the parameter statements that request those reports.

PROCESS

The PROCESS parameter is mandatory and should precede all report parameters. It supplies certain global parameters
that initiate all processing performed by CA IDMS Log Analyzer.

REPORT

The REPORT parameter specifies which type of CA IDMS Log Analyzer report is to be created and defines the data that
is to be printed. Up to 20 reports can be requested for each execution of CA IDMS Log Analyzer.

COMMENTS Option

The COMMENTS option included in CA IDMS Log Analyzer is designed for your convenience and can be used at your
discretion. When you place an asterisk (*) in the first column of a parameter statement, you can insert notes, observations,
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comments on reports and their uses, or any other information that will be helpful for future reference. CA IDMS Log
Analyzer parameter syntax follows the notation conventions shown in Table 3-1 and syntax rules shown in Table 3-2.
Please review these conventions and rules.

Notation Conventions for Parameter Statements:

Example Function
PROCESS All keywords are written in UPPERCASE. Those portions of the

keyword that must be entered are UNDERSCORED. When part of
a keyword is not underscored, you may omit it without altering the
meaning of the statement.

CONTINUE= YES A keyword phrase is made up of a major keyword followed by
an equal sign (=), followed by a minor keyword or a variable. A
keyword phrase cannot be split between two parameter cards.

INTERVAL=interval Variables appear in lowercase italic. Substitute an appropriate
value for each variable if the keyword phrase is required.

INTERVAL=60, RANK=45 Keyword phrases must be separated by a comma. All text
between a keyword phrase and the next comma is ignored.

[,NAME=name] Brackets indicate optional keyword phrases. If you omit the entire
parameter, CA IDMS Log Analyzer will supply a default value.

◄ Points to the default in a list of choices.
FILE= {NO YES◄} Braces enclose two or more options in a column. You must

choose one of them.

Parameter Syntax Rules:

Item Rule
Order of Parameter Statements Parameter statements are free-form. They can be entered in any

order.
Continuing a Parameter Statement To continue a parameter statement onto the next card, key in a

trailing comma.
Maximum Number of Reports Possible Per Execution A total of 20 reports can be requested during each execution of

CA IDMS Log Analyzer. This means you can choose 20 Program
Detail Reports, for example, or any combination of reports and
options available through CA IDMS Log Analyzer.

Entering Blanks on Parameter Statements You can enter blanks (character spaces) to separate keywords to
improve readability in a parameter statement without affecting the
parameter. Do not enter blanks within a keyword or value field.

Positions of Keyword Phrases on Parameter Statements All keyword phrases must be entered between positions 1 and 72
on each parameter card.
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Process Parameter (IDMS Log Analyzer)
The PROCESS parameter specifies that CA IDMS Log Analyzer processing is desired. It also specifies parameters that
have global meaning for the entire execution of CA IDMS Log Analyzer. PROCESS ismandatory.

The PROCESS parameter syntax is:

PROCESS [,CONTINUE={YES

                   NO◄}]

        [,RHDCRUAL={YES
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                   NO◄}]

        [,IDMSXXXX={YES

                   NO◄}]

        [ABEND={YES◄

                   NO}]

        [ UTC ]

PROCESS Syntax

PROCESS

Identifies the PROCESS statement.

CONTINUE Syntax and Options

CONTINUE={YES

         NO◄}

Indicates whether reports should be produced if invalid parameters (parameter errors) are detected.

• YES--indicates that processing will continue even if an invalid parameter is encountered. CA IDMS Log Analyzer
will ignore the invalid parameter and continue processing by locating the next valid parameter statement. An error
message indicating an invalid parameter statement will appear on the Audit Report.

• NO--indicates that after all parameters have been validated, processing will terminate if an invalid parameter statement
was encountered. An error message will appear on the Audit Report. 

Default: NO

RHDCRUAL Syntax and Options

RHDCRUAL={YES

         NO◄}

Indicates whether CA IDMS/DC internal run-units will be selected for processing by subsequent REPORT parameters.

• YES--indicates that run-unit RHDCRUAL will be selected for processing by subsequent REPORT parameters.
• NO--indicates that run-unit RHDCRUAL will not be selected for processing by subsequent REPORT parameters. 
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Default: NO

IDMSXXXX Syntax and Options

IDMSXXXX={YES

          NO◄}

Indicates whether run-units with program names beginning with IDMS will be selected for processing by subsequent
REPORT parameters.

• YES--indicates that run-units with program names beginning with IDMS will be selected for processing by subsequent
REPORT parameters.

• NO--indicates that run-units with program names beginning with IDMS will not be selected for processing by
subsequent REPORT parameters. 

Default: NO

ABEND

ABEND={YES◄

       NO}

Indicates whether CA IDMS Log Analyzer is to terminate with an abend (operation exception) when a serious error occurs.

• YES--indicates that processing will terminate with an abend (operation exception) when a serious error occurs.
• NO--indicates that processing will terminate without an abend when a serious error occurs. (In a z/OS environment, a

return code of 16 will be set.) If the cause of the error is not readily apparent, CA Support may request that you rerun
with ABEND=YES

Default: YES

UTC

Specifies that all log records times are shown in UTC time. By default all log record times are shown in local time.

Billing Reports/Billing Record File Parameters
Contents

The Billing Reports are available at four levels: details, summary, system, and grand summary. Grand summary, the fourth
report level, is produced automatically when you select multiple time intervals. To generate these reports or the Billing
Record File, use the parameter syntax listed here.

The parameters are:

REPORT=BILLING [,START=mmddyyhhmm] [,STOP=mmddyyhhmm]
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       [,INTERVAL=mmmmm]

       [,LEVEL={SUMMARY

                DETAIL

                SYSTEM◄}]

       [,FILE= {ONLY

                NO

                YES◄}]

       [,RUTYPE= {ONLINE

                  BATCH

                  SYSTEM◄}]

       [,RUNAME= {OPER-ID

                  TERM-ID

                  TRANS-ID
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                  ACCOUNT}]

       [,NAME=name or * ]

REPORT Syntax

REPORT=BILLING

Indicates that CA IDMS Log Analyzer is to process a request for a BILLING Report.

START Syntax

START=mmddyyhhmm

Specifies the starting date and time for a single report request.

Default: The default is the earliest Log date/time found in the input file.

Rules:

1. Start time must be specified in mmddyyhhmm format, where mmddyy represents the Gregorian date (month/day/year)
and hhmm is the time (hour/minute) using the 24-hour clock.

2. All zeros must be entered as placeholders. For example, 0102032301 would be entered for 11:01 p.m. on January 2,
2003.

STOP Syntax

STOP=mmddyyhhmm

Specifies the end of a selected time period for a single report request.

Default: The default for this keyword is the latest Log date/time found in the input file.

Rules:

1. Stop time must be specified in mmddyyhhmm format, where mmddyy represents the Gregorian date (month/day/year)
and hhmm is the time (hour/minute) using the 24-hour clock.

2. All zeros must be entered as placeholders. For example, 0102032301 would be entered for 11:01 p.m. on January 2,
2003.
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INTERVAL Syntax

INTERVAL=mmmmm

Specifies whether the time period you selected using the START and STOP parameters is to be divided into intervals and
also specifies the length of those intervals.

Default: Zero. Therefore, the time period will be reported as a single interval.

Rules:

1. INTERVAL must be specified in the mmmmm (minutes) format. (It is not necessary to include leading zeros.)
2. If you specify multiple intervals, a Grand Summary Report will be produced automatically.

LEVEL Syntax and Options

LEVEL={SUMMARY

       DETAIL

       SYSTEM◄}

Use this parameter to specify the level of reporting that you want printed.

• DETAIL--indicates that you want CA IDMS Log Analyzer to print the Billing Details Report. (A Billing Summary Report
and a Billing System Summary Report also will be produced for each time interval. A Grand Summary is produced only
when you request multiple intervals.)

• SUMMARY--indicates that you want a Billing Summary Report by program name. (A system summary will be produced
for each time interval specified by the INTERVAL parameter. A Grand Summary is produced automatically whenever
multiple intervals are reported.)

• SYSTEM--indicates that you want only system summaries to be produced for each time interval. A Grand Summary is
produced if multiple intervals are reported.

Default: SYSTEM

FILE Syntax and Options

FILE= {ONLY

       NO

       YES◄}

Use the FILE parameter to control the creation of a Billing Record File and a Billing Report.
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• ONLY--indicates that you want CA IDMS Log Analyzer to create only the Billing Record File but not the Billing
Report(s).

• NO--indicates that you want a Billing Report(s) but not the Billing Record File.
• YES--indicates that you want CA IDMS Log Analyzer to create the Billing Record File along with a Billing Report(s).

Default: YES

RUTYPE Syntax and Options

RUTYPE= {ONLINE

         BATCH

         SYSTEM◄}

When each run-unit was originally executed by CA IDMS, it was executed as either a batch or online task. Using this
parameter, you can specify whether the Billing Report will select only batch or only online run-units, or you can use the
SYSTEM parameter to indicate that all system tasks (both batch and online) are to be reported.

Use this parameter to specify which type of run-units are to be selected for reporting.

• BATCH--indicates that only batch run-units are to be reported on the Billing Report.
• ONLINE--indicates that only ONLINE run-units are to be reported on the Billing Report.
• SYSTEM--indicates that both batch and online run-units are to be reported on the Billing Report.

Default: SYSTEM

RUNAME Syntax and Options

RUNAME= {OPER-ID

         TERM-ID

         TRANS-ID

         ACCOUNT}

An individual run-unit or CA ADS dialog may be identified in a number of ways. The way CA IDMS Log Analyzer identifies
a run-unit is determined by two things:

• Whether this run-unit originates from an online transaction or a batch transaction.
• Whether this is a request for a Billing Report or a Program Report.

Billing Report parameters allow you to specify which field will be chosen as the identifying element of the run-unit (the
run-unit name or RUNAME). Only the Billing Reports offer you this option. Online run-units can be identified by operator,
terminal, or transaction of origin. Batch run-units can only be identified by the batch job's accounting information (i.e.,
account number, etc.).
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• OPER-ID--specifies that online run-units (or dialogs) are to be identified by operator ID.
• TERM-ID--specifies that online run-units (or dialogs) are to be identified by terminal ID.
• TRANS-ID--specifies that online run-units (or dialogs) are to be specified by transaction ID. TRANS-ID is the default for

online run-units.
• ACCOUNT--specifies that batch run-units are to be identified by account (i.e., account number or account name).

ACCOUNT is the default for all batch run-units.

Default: ACCOUNT is the default for all batch run-units. TRANS-ID is the default for all online run-units.

NAME Syntax and Options

NAME = name or *

This parameter lets you select only those run-unit records that have a specific (or generic) run-unit name. The field that is
to contain this name is specified by the RUNAME parameter.

Use this parameter to specify the actual (or generic) operator ID, terminal ID, transaction ID, or account information that a
run-unit must have in order for that run-unit to be selected for analysis on the Billing Report.

Default: *. See note below for more information.

NOTE
CA IDMS Log Analyzer will perform generic processing. For example, if you key in an asterisk (*) before a name
field (i.e., NAME = *ABC), all run-units whose name field (as specified by the RUNAME parameter) begins with
ABC will be included in the report.

The overhead records for CA ADS can be accessed by specifying RUNAME=TRANS-ID, NAME=$ADS@@OH.

Rules:

1. A maximum of eight characters can be entered for OPER-ID, TERM-ID, or TRANS-ID.
2. When BATCH is selected as RUTYPE and ACCOUNT is chosen as RUNAME, up to eleven (11) characters can be

supplied for this value field.

How RUNAME, RUTYPE, and NAME Parameters Interrelate

RUNAME is different for online run-units than it is for batch run-units. This means you should use NAME with RUTYPE =
SYSTEM only after carefully considering whether the RUNAME fields of batch and online run-units will both contain the
same value. For example, if you specify NAME = ABC, will batch run-units have an ACCOUNT field of ABC and online
run-units have a TRANS-ID (or OPER-ID or TERM-ID) field of ABC?

Program Report Parameters
Four Program Reports are available at four different levels: detail, summary, and system. The fourth level, grand
summary, is generated automatically if you select multiple intervals. To get these reports, use the parameter syntax listed
on this page.

  REPORT=PROGRAM [,START=mmddyyhhmm] [,STOP=mmddyyhhmm]
  
 
        [,INTERVAL=mmmmm]
  
 
        [,LEVEL={SUMMARY
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                 DETAIL
                 SYSTEM◄}]
  
 
        [,NAME=name or * ]
 

REPORT Syntax
  REPORT= PROGRAM
 

Specifies that CA IDMS Log Analyzer is to create and print a PROGRAM Report.

START Syntax
  START = mmddyyhhmm 
 

Specifies the starting date and time for a single report request.

Default: The earliest Log date/time found in the input file.

Rules:

1. Start time must be specified in mmddyyhhmm format, where mmddyy represents the Gregorian date (month/day/year)
and hhmm is the time (hour/minute) using the 24-hour clock.

2. All zeros must be entered as placeholders. For example, 0102032301 would be entered for 11:01 p.m. on January 2,
2003.

STOP Syntax
  STOP = mmddyyhhmm 
 

Specifies the end of a selected time period for a single report request.

Default: The default for this keyword is the latest Log date/time found in the input file.

Rules:

1. Stop time must be specified in mmddyyhhmm format, where mmddyy represents the Gregorian date (month/day/year)
and hhmm is the time (hour/minute) using the 24-hour clock.

2. All zeros must be entered as placeholders. For example, 0102032301 would be entered for 11:01 p.m. on January 2,
2003.

INTERVAL Syntax
  INTERVAL = mmmmm 
 

Specifies whether the time period you selected using the START and STOP parameters is to be divided into intervals and
also specifies the length of those intervals.

Default: Zero. Therefore, the time period will be reported as a single interval.

Rules:

1. INTERVAL must be specified in the mmmmm (minutes) format. (It is not necessary to include leading zeros.)
2. If you specify multiple intervals, a Grand Summary Report will be produced automatically.
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LEVEL Syntax and Options
  LEVEL={SUMMARY
        DETAIL
        SYSTEM◄}
 

Use this parameter to specify the level of report that you want printed.

• DETAIL--indicates that you want CA IDMS Log Analyzer to print the Program Details Report (A Program Summary
Report and a Program System Summary Report also will be produced for each time interval. A Grand Summary is
produced only when you request multiple intervals.)

• SUMMARY--indicates that you want a Program Summary Report for all run units selected. In addition, a system
summary will be produced for each time interval specified by the INTERVAL parameter. A grand summary is produced
if multiple intervals are reported. SYSTEM is the default value.

• SYSTEM--indicates that only Program System Summary Reports will be produced for each time interval. A grand
summary is produced only when multiple intervals are requested.

Default: SYSTEM

NAME Syntax and Options
  NAME = name or *
 

Allows you to supply the actual (or generic) name of the program(s) or dialog(s) to be reported on by CA IDMS Log
Analyzer.

For CA ADS dialogs, NAME identifies the name of the dialog. Overhead records for CA ADS are reported under the name
ADS@@OH.

For tasks executed within CA IDMS/DC, NAME is not the name of the program. Instead, it is the name of the CA IDMS/
DC task.

Default: *. See note below for further information.

NOTE
CA IDMS Log Analyzer will perform generic processing. For example, if you key in an asterisk (*) before a name
field (i. e. , NAME = *ABC), all run-units whose program name begins with ABC will be included in the report.

Management Highlights Summary Report Parameters
The Management Highlights Summary Reports are available at three levels of detail: program, system, and grand. To
generate these reports, use the parameter syntax listed on this page.

  REPORT=HI-SUM [,START=mmddyyhhmm] [,STOP=mmddyyhhmm]
  
 
        [,INTERVAL=mmmmm]
  
 
        [,LEVEL={PROGRAM
                 SYSTEM
                 GRAND◄}]
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REPORT Syntax
  REPORT = HI-SUM
 

Indicates that CA IDMS Log Analyzer is to create and print a Management Highlights Summary Report.

START Syntax
  START = mmddyyhhmm 
 

Specifies the starting date and time for a single report request.

Default: The earliest Log date/time found in the input file.

Rules:

1. Start time must be specified in mmddyyhhmm format, where mmddyy represents the Gregorian date (month/day/year)
and hhmm is the time (hour/minute) using the 24-hour clock.

2. All zeros must be entered as placeholders. For example, 0102032301 would be entered for 11:01 p.m. on January 2,
2003.

STOP Syntax
  STOP = mmddyyhhmm 
 

Specifies the end of a selected time period for a single report request.

Default: The default is the latest Log date/time found in the input file.

Rules:

1. Stop time must be specified in mmddyyhhmm format, where mmddyy represents the Gregorian date (month/day/year)
and hhmm is the time (hour/minute) using the 24-hour clock.

2. All zeros must be entered as placeholders. For example, 0102032301 would be entered for 11:01 p.m. on January 2,
2003.

INTERVAL Syntax
  INTERVAL = mmmmm 
 

Specifies whether the time period you selected using the START and STOP parameters is to be divided into intervals and
also specifies the length of those intervals.

Default: Zero. Therefore, the time period will be reported as a single interval.

Rules:

1. INTERVAL must be specified in the mmmmm (minutes) format. (It is not necessary to include leading zeros.)
2. If you specify multiple intervals, a Grand Summary Report will be produced automatically.

LEVEL Syntax
  LEVEL={PROGRAM
        SYSTEM
        GRAND◄}
 

Use this parameter to specify the level of report you want printed.
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• PROGRAM--indicates accumulation for each program or dialog in a time interval. A Management Highlights System
Summary Report also will be produced for each time interval. (A Management Highlights Grand Summary Report is
produced only when you request multiple intervals.)

• SYSTEM--indicates accumulation for all programs and dialogs within a time interval. A Management Highlights Grand
Summary Report is produced if multiple intervals are reported.

• GRAND--indicates accumulation of all programs and dialogs within all time intervals. GRAND is identical to SYSTEM if
the INTERVAL parameter is not supplied.

Default: GRAND

Buffer Pool Utilization Report Parameters
To generate the Management Highlights Buffer Pool Utilization Report, use the parameter syntax listed on this page.

REPORT= HI-BPU [,START =mmddyyhhmm]

               [,STOP =mmddyyhhmm]

REPORT Syntax

REPORT= HI-BPU

Specifies that CA IDMS Log Analyzer is to create and print a Management Highlights Buffer Pool Utilization Report.

NOTE
Buffer Pool Utilization Reports are generated on 24-hourintervals only. The built-in interval begins at midnight
and continues until midnight of the next day. CA IDMS Log Analyzer will override any INTERVAL you attempt to
supply.

START Syntax

START = mmddyyhhmm

Specifies the starting date and time for a single report request.

Default: The default is the earliest Log date/time found in the input file.

Rules:

1. Start time must be specified in mmddyyhhmm format, where mmddyy represents the Gregorian date (month/day/year)
and hhmm is the time (hour/minute) using the 24-hour clock.

2. All zeros must be entered as placeholders. For example, 0102032301 would be entered for 11:01 p.m. on January 2,
2003.

STOP Syntax
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STOP = mmddyyhhmm

Specifies the end of a selected time period for a single report request.

Default: The default for this keyword is the latest Log date/time found in the input file.

Rules:

1. Stop time must be specified in mmddyyhhmm format, where mmddyy represents the Gregorian date (month/day/year)
and hhmm is the time (hour/minute) using the 24-hour clock.

2. All zeros must be entered as placeholders. For example, 0102032301 would be entered for 11:01 p.m. on January 2,
2003.

Management Ranking Report Parameters
The REPORT parameter syntax for the Management Ranking Report is listed below.

REPORT=RANK  [,START=mmddyyhhmm] [,STOP=mmddyyhhmm]

       [,INTERVAL=mmmmm]

       [,RUTYPE= {ONLINE

                  BATCH

                  SYSTEM◄}]

       [,RANKWHAT={item

                   DETAIL

                   SYSTEM◄}]
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       [,RANKVALU= {MEAN

                    MEDIAN

                    ABSOLUTE◄}]

       [,RANKHOW= {HIGHEST

                   LOWEST

                   LT: value

                   LE: value

                   GT: value

                   GE: value}]

       [,RANK# =nn]

REPORT Syntax

REPORT =RANK

Indicates that CA IDMS Log Analyzer is to create and print a Management Ranking Report.

START Syntax

START =mmddyyhhmm
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Specifies the starting date and time for a single report request.

Default: The earliest Log date/time found in the input file.

Rules:

1. Start time must be specified in mmddyyhhmm format, where mmddyy represents the Gregorian date (month/day/year)
and hhmm is the time (hour/minute) using the 24-hour clock.

2. All zeros must be entered as placeholders. For example, 0102032301 would be entered for 11:01 p.m. on January 2,
2003.

STOP Syntax

STOP = mmddyyhhmm

Specifies the end of a selected time period for a single report request.

Default: The default for this keyword is the latest Log date/time found in the input file.

Rules:

1. Stop time must be specified in mmddyyhhmm format, where mmddyy represents the Gregorian date (month/day/year)
and hhmm is the time (hour/minute) using the 24-hour clock.

2. All zeros must be entered as placeholders. For example, 0102032301 would be entered for 11:01 p.m. on January 2,
2003

INTERVAL Syntax

 INTERVAL = mmmmm

Specifies whether the time period you selected using the START and STOP parameters is to be divided into intervals and
also specifies how long those intervals should be.

Default: An interval of zero means that the time period will be reported as a single interval. This is the default.

Rule: INTERVAL must be specified in the mmmmm (minutes) format. (It is not necessary to include leading zeros.)

RUTYPE Syntax and Options

RUTYPE= {ONLINE

         BATCH

         SYSTEM◄}
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When each run-unit was originally executed by CA IDMS, it was executed as either a batch or online task. Using this
parameter, you can specify whether the Management Ranking Report will select only batch or only online run-units, or you
can use the SYSTEM parameter to indicate that all system tasks (both batch and online) are to be reported.

Use this parameter to specify which type of run-units are to be selected for ranking.

• ONLINE--indicates that only online programs or dialogs are to be ranked.
• BATCH--indicates that only batch programs are to be ranked.
• SYSTEM--indicates that both batch and online programs and dialogs will be ranked.

Default: SYSTEM

RANKWHAT Syntax and Options

RANKWHAT =item

Specifies which attribute is to be ranked in the report.

Default: None. You must select one of the following items:

• #RU--number of run units (RANKVALU must be ABSOLUTE)
• PG-READ--pages read
• PG-WRITTEN--pages written
• PG-IO--pages written + pages read (total I/Os)
• PG-RATIO--pages requested/pages read
• CALC-RATIO--calc records overflow/calc records on home page
• VIA-RATIO--via records overflow/via records on owner page
• CPU-TIME--user-mode-time + system-mode-time

RANKVALUE Syntax and Options

RANKVALU= {MEAN

           MEDIAN

           ABSOLUTE◄}

Run-unit information may be ranked according to the actual value of the attribute selected. As an alternative, you may
specify that the MEAN or MEDIAN value for all program occurrences of the attribute is to be the basis of the ranking.

• MEAN--indicates that programs are to be ranked by the average value of the attribute for all run-units of the ranked
program.

• MEDIAN--indicates that programs are to be ranked by the median value of the attribute for all run-units of the ranked
program.

• ABSOLUTE--indicates that run-units are to be ranked by the value of the attribute from each run-unit of the ranked
program.

Default: ABSOLUTE

Rule: ABSOLUTE must be specified when RANKWHAT=#RU is specified.
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RANKHOW Syntax and Options

RANKHOW= {HIGHEST

          LOWEST

          LT: value

          LE: value

          GT: value

          GE: value}

Use this keyword to specify how the attribute you selected is to be ranked. There are six methods to choose from.

• HIGHEST--the attribute will be ranked from its highest value in a descending order.
• LOWEST--the attribute will be ranked from its lowest value in an ascending order.
• LT: value--the attribute will be ranked from a value less than the specified value in a descending order.
• LE: value--the attribute will be ranked from a value less than or equal to the specified value in a descending order.
• GT: value--the attribute will be ranked from a value greater than the specified value in an ascending order.
• GE: value--the attribute will be ranked from a value greater than or equal to the specified value in an ascending order.

Default: None. You must select one of the six available ranking methods.

Rules:

1. The specified values for LT, LE, GT, and GE must include two decimal positions when ranking medians or ratios (e. g. ,
median of five pages read is 500; a ratio of 3. 14 is 314).

2. Value (for LT, LE, GT, and GE) must be nine digits or less. Leading zeros are not required.
3. HIGHEST or LOWEST must be specified when RANKWHAT=#RU is specified.
4. HIGHEST or LOWEST must be specified when either RANKVALU=MEAN or RANKVALU=MEDIAN is specified.

RANK Syntax

RANK# = nn

After all of the run-unit records have been selected and ranked, you may also request how many you want to see on the
Management Ranking Report. For example, if you only want to see the first 10 when ranked according to your RANKHOW
parameter, specify RANK# = 10.

Use this parameter to specify the number of items to be reported on the RANKING report.

Default: 20

Rule: The maximum number of items that can be reported is 50. (It is not necessary to include leading zeros.)
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Messages (IDMS Log Analyzer)
This section describes the three types of messages generated by CA IDMS Log Analyzer: Error Messages, Informative
Messages, and Error Displays. Error Messages and Informative Messages appear on the Audit File while Error Displays
appear on the SYSOUT file or SYSLST file. This section includes messages, reasons for occurrence, and suggested
actions.

CA IDMS Log Analyzer Messages

CA IDMS Log Analyzer displays three types of messages:

• Error Messages are prefixed by an Ennn message number and report on erroneous conditions that may result in
incorrect processing or from which recovery is not possible.

• Informative Messages are prefixed by an Innn message number and report on actions taken or processing
accomplished by CA IDMS Log Analyzer.

• Error Displays appear when CA IDMS Log Analyzer requests an ABEND.

Error Messages

CA IDMS Log Analyzer Error Messages are prefixed by an Ennn number. The following list provides an explanation of
each message that includes a possible cause for the message and the suggested action to be taken by the user to correct
the problem.

E001 AN ERROR HAS OCCURRED WHILE OPENING file name; RETURN CODES ARE n1, n2, n3, n4

Reason: Probable JCL error or Z/VSE I/O module has not been generated correctly. Processing terminates with an
abend.

Action: Correct and resubmit the job. See Table 6-1 for explanation and appropriate action for the return codes indicated.

E002 AN ERROR HAS OCCURRED WHILE CLOSING file name; RETURN CODES ARE n1, n2, n3, n4

Reason: A temporary file has been deleted prematurely. Processing terminates with an abend.

Action: Correct and resubmit the job. See Table 6-1 for explanation and appropriate action for the return codes indicated.

E003 AN ERROR HAS OCCURRED WHILE READING file name; RETURN CODES ARE n1, n2, n3, n4

Reason: Probable JCL error or Z/VSE I/O module has not been generated correctly. Processing terminates with an
abend.

Action: Correct and resubmit the job. See Table 6-1 for explanation and appropriate action for the return codes indicated.

E004 AN ERROR HAS OCCURRED WHILE WRITING file name; RETURN CODES ARE n1, n2, n3, n4

Reason: Probable JCL error or Z/VSE I/O module has not been generated correctly. Processing terminates with an
abend.

Action: Correct and resubmit the job. See Table 6-1 for explanation and appropriate action for the return codes indicated.

E005 A MINOR KEYWORD WAS NOT RECOGNIZED text

Reason: A minor keyword was misplaced or misspelled. The specific input that was not recognized is printed.CA IDMS
Log Analyzer ignores the invalid text and skips to the next valid Keyword. Processing continues unless CONT=NO was
specified.

Action: Correct the parameter and resubmit.
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E006 A MAJOR KEYWORD WAS NOT RECOGNIZED text

Reason: A major keyword was misplaced or misspelled. The specific input that was not recognized is printed.CA IDMS
Log Analyzer ignores the invalid text and skips to the next valid keyword. Processing continues unless CONT=NO was
specified.

Action: Correct the parameter and resubmit.

E007 CONTINUATION OF PARAMETERS NOT RECEIVED

Reason: A parameter statement with a trailing comma was followed by a parameter with a new major keyword or the
parameter was the final statement in the input. Parameter is accepted as entered unless CONT=NO was specified.

Action: Correct the parameter and resubmit.

E008 KEYWORD TABLE IS MISSING

Reason: CA IDMS Log Analyzer load module is incomplete. Processing terminates with an abend.

Action: Confirm that CA IDMS Log Analyzer was properly installed and reinstall as necessary.

E009 KEYWORD VALUE ERROR text

Reason: The value entered for a keyword was unacceptable to CA IDMS Log Analyzer. The specific problem is noted in
the text. CA IDMS Log Analyzer ignores invalid keyword and skips to the next valid keyword. Processing continues unless
CONT=NO was specified.

Action: Correct the parameter and resubmit.

E010 LIMIT OF 20 REPORT PARAMETERS REACHED

Reason: More than twenty (20) valid report parameters have been encountered. The first twenty (20) parameters are
processed unless CONT=NO was specified.

Action: Eliminate the excess parameter statements.

E011 ALL REPORT REQUESTS WERE INVALID

Reason: All report requests entered were invalid. Processing terminates with an abend.

Action: Correct the requests and resubmit.

E012 FILE USED AS LOG ARCHIVE IS OF UNKNOWN TYPE

Reason: First record on the log archive file was not of a known log type. Processing terminates with an abend.

Action: Supply a correct file and resubmit.

E013 SORT FAILED sort return code/program name/sort number

Reason: An internally requested sort has ended improperly. Processing terminates with an abend. Message text lists
the return code received from the sort, the name of the CA IDMS Log Analyzer module that requested the sort and the
number of the sort within that module (if the module does more than one sort).

Action: Based on sort message content, correct the problem and resubmit.
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E014 REPORT UNKNOWN text

Reason: A report request was submitted for an unrecognized report. Message text lists the unrecognized report.CA IDMS
Log Analyzer ignores an invalid request and skips to the next valid request. Processing continues unless CONT=NO was
specified.

Action: Correct the request and resubmit.

E015 Log Analyzer TERMINATED.... .... ALL ARCHIVE LOG RECORDS FAILED....

Reason:

The Log file was created without specifying STATISTICS TASK WRITE in the central version (CV) sysgen.

START, STOP, NAME, etc. parameters found no matching Archive Log Records.

The database log was used as input.

Processing terminates by forcing an abend.

Action:

Check the I006 messages for record types 6-02 and 6-03. If none of these record types are present, ensure that the
CV was generated with STATISTIC TASK WRITE. Additionally, if CA IDMS Task Analyzer is installed, ensure that DC
STATISTICS Y is specified on USFAOPT.

Change the selection parameter or supply a different Archive Log File.

Change the JCL to specify a proper log file for input. See Note 4 in the chapter “Operations”.

.... PARAMETER STATEMENTS ARE REQUIRED

Reason: CA IDMS Log Analyzer must have input parameters. The input parameter file is empty. Processing terminates by
forcing an abend.

Action: Supply an input parameter file that contains valid CA IDMS Log Analyzer parameter statements. ....

.... A PROCESS PARAMETER IS REQUIRED

Reason: CA IDMS Log Analyzer must have a PROCESS parameter. The input parameter file did not contain one.
Processing terminates by forcing an abend.

Action: Supply an input parameter file that contains a valid CA IDMS Log Analyzer PROCESS parameter statement.

E016 FORMAT OF A KEYWORD PHRASE NOT RECOGNIZED text

Reason: A required delimiter has not been found following a keyword. The PROCESS keyword must not be followed by
an equal (=) sign. All other keyword phrases are composed of a major keyword, an equal (=) sign, and a minor keyword or
variable data. CA IDMS Log Analyzer ignores invalid keyword and skips to the next valid keyword. Processing continues
unless CONT=NO was specified. Text contains the specific input that caused the problem.

Action: Correct the problem and resubmit.

E017 CONFLICTING KEYWORD PARAMETERS text

Reason: Mutually exclusive keywords or keyword values have been entered.CA IDMS Log Analyzer ignores the
conflicting keyword or value and skips to the next valid keyword. Processing continues unless CONT=NO was specified.

Action: Correct the problem and resubmit.
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E018 GSSCVDT FAILED function return-code/Julian-date

Reason: GSSCVDT was called to convert a date from/to a Gregorian format. The non-zero return code is shown.
Possible functions are:

• J--convert 00YYDDD to MM/DD/YY
• G--convert 0MMDDYY to YYDDD

Possible return codes are:

• 4--invalid function code
• 8--Julian date is out of range
• 12--Julian date contains invalid characters
• 16--Gregorian date contains invalid characters
• 20--Gregorian month is out of range
• 24--Gregorian day is out of range

Processing terminates by forcing an abend.

Action: An internal error has occurred. Contact CA Product Support.

E019 GSSCALL FAILED program-name/return-code

Reason: GSSCALL was called to invoke program-name. The non-zero return code is shown. Possible return codes are:

• 4--invalid parameters
• 8--module program-name was not found in the load or core image library
• 12--not enough storage was available in the region or partition to successfully load program-name
• 16--an internal error has occurred Processing terminates by forcing an abend.

Action: For return code 8 or 12, make the appropriate change to the JCL and rerun. For return code 4 or 16, contact
Technical Support.

Informative Messages

CA IDMS Log Analyzer Informative Messages are prefixed by an Innn number. The following list provides an explanation
of each message.

I001 Log Analyzer started/ended date & time

Reason: The starting/ending date and time of CA IDMS Log Analyzer processing are displayed.

Action: None.

I002 INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT statement

Reason: The parameter statement as read is displayed.

Action: None.

I003 PROCESSING OPTIONS options

Reason: The processing options as interpreted by CA IDMS Log Analyzer are displayed.

Action: None.

I004 ARCHIVE RECORDS WILL BE PROCESSED FOR report type

Reason: The report types for which archive records are to be processed are displayed.
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Action: None.

I005 EXTRACT PROCESSING started/ended date & time

Reason: The starting/ending date and time of the extract phase of CA IDMS Log Analyzer are displayed.

Action: None.

I006 ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE log-record-type count

Reason: A count of archive records of a specific type on the Archive Log File is displayed.CA IDMS Log Analyzer reports
on the task and transaction statistic records. Check the STATISTICS parameter of your central version (CV) sysgen if your
CA IDMS Log Analyzer Audit Report does not show I006 messages for record types 6-02 and 6-03.

Action: None.

I007 TOTAL ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED count

Reason: A count of archive records on the log archive file is displayed.

Action: None.

I008 EXTRACT RECORDS WERE CREATED FOR report-type count

Reason: A count of extract records created for a specific report type is display.

Action: None.

I009 TOTAL EXTRACT RECORDS CREATED count

Reason: A count of extract records created is displayed.

Action: None.

I010 REPORT PROCESSING started/ended date & time

Reason: The starting/ending date and time of the report phase of CA IDMS Log Analyzer are displayed.

Action: None.

I011 REPORT WAS CREATED FOR YOUR PARAMETER parameter

Reason: The report options selected for a specified report request are displayed. Your options, as well as the defaults
supplied by CA IDMS Log Analyzer are included with this message.

Action: None.

I012 PARAMETER PROCESSING TOTALS category count

Reason: A count of parameter statements processed of a specific category is displayed.

Action: None.

I013 TOTAL RECORDS ADDED TO THE BILLING FILE count

Reason: A count of the Billing Records that were created as a result of a REPORT=BILLING request(s) is displayed. This
count should be equal to the sum of the counts of type 6 -28 and type 6-34 (CA ADS dialogs) records.

Action: None.
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Two types of errors can be reported by the return codes of n1, n2, n3, and n4--non-VSAM file errors and VSAM file errors.
The error is described by n2 and n4. For VSAM file errors, n4 is always equal to 28. The error is described by n1, n2, and
n3. A general return code is given by n4 for both non-VSAM and VSAM errors. All return codes are decimal values.
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Error Displays

CA IDMS Log Analyzer Error Displays appear on the SYSOUT or SYSLST file of your job. They always appear when CA
IDMS Log Analyzer requests an ABEND. An ABEND is requested when either a parameter error is detected or when an I/
O error occurs while processing one of the CA IDMS Log Analyzer input or output files.
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THE LOG ANALYZER MODULE module-name REQUESTED A PREMATURE TERMINATION.PLEASE REFER TO
LOG ANALYZER AUDIT REPORT FOR AN ERROR MESSAGE WITH THE SPECIFIC PROBLEM NOTED.

Reason: These messages appear whenever a premature termination of CA IDMS Log Analyzer processing is requested.
Depending on the PROCESS parameter ABEND, an operation exception may also occur.

Action: Check the CA IDMS Log Analyzer Audit Report for a related error message and take any action dictated by that
message.

GSFL999I file-id IS NOT VSAM - WILL TRY QSAM

Reason: Appears in Z/VSE when the indicated file is not a VSAM file. The message is preceded by a system message
indicating an open error for a VSAM file. If the attempt to open the file for QSAM processing is successful, CA IDMS Log
Analyzer will continue with normal processing.

Action: None.

CA IDMS Log Analyzer Operations
This section lists and explains the JCL necessary to successfully execute CA IDMS Log Analyzer in an z/OS, Z/VSE, or Z/
VM environment.

z/OS Environment
The z/OS JCL necessary to execute CA IDMS Log Analyzer is contained in Target or Distribution source library member
USLEXEC. A sample of the supplied JCL is listed, followed by notes.

z/OS JCL

 //USLMAIN JOB(job accounting information)

 //LOGAPROC PROC OUTCLASS=A,                                          (1)

 //                    LOGALIB='YOUR.LOGA.LOADLIB',                   (2)

 //                    PROG=USLMAIN,                                  (3)

 //                    LOGDSN='IDMS.LGARCHIV',                        (4)

 //                    LOGUNIT=,                                      (5)

 //                    LOGVOL=,                                       (5)

 //                    SORTCYL='(5,5)',                               (6)

 //                    EXTCYL='(5,5)',                                (6)

 //                    EXTBLK=,                                       (7)

 //                    EXTDISP='(NEW,DELETE,DELETE)',                 (8)

 //                    BILLDSN='YOUR.LOGA.BILLFILE',                  (9)
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 //                    BILLCYL='(5,5)',                               (6)

 //                    BILLBLK=,                                     (10)

 //                    BILDISP=CATLG                                 (11)

 //LOGA          EXEC  PGM=&PROG.

 //STEPLIB         DD  DSN=&LOGALIB.,DISP=SHR

 //SORTMSG         DD  SYSOUT=&OUTCLAS.

 //SYSOUT          DD  SYSOUT=&OUTCLAS.

 //AUDIT           DD  SYSOUT=&OUTCLAS.

 //REPORTS         DD  SYSOUT=&OUTCLAS.

 //SYSUDUMP        DD  SYSOUT=&OUTCLAS.

 //LOGFILE         DD  DSN=&LOGDSN.,

 //                    DISP=OLD&LOGUNIT.&LOGVOL.

 //SORTWK01        DD  UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,&SORTCYL).

 //SORTWK02        DD  UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,&SORTCYL).

 //SORTWK03        DD  UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,&SORTCYL).

 //SORTWK04        DD  UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,&SORTCYL).

 //SORTWK05        DD  UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,&SORTCYL).

 //SORTWK06        DD  UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,&SORTCYL).

 //EXTRACT         DD  DSN=&EXTDSN.,

 //                    UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,&EXTCYL).,

 //                    DISP=&EXTDISP.&EXTBLK.

 //BILLFILE        DD  DSN=&BILLDSN.,

 //                UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,&BILLCYL).,

 //                DISP=(NEW,&BILDISP.,DELETE)&BILLBLK.
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 //SYSIPT          DD  DDNAME=SYSIN

 //PEND

 //LOGA          EXEC  LOGAPROC,

 //* SPECIFY SORTLIB DD DSN=....              (if necessary)        (12)

 //* ENTER INPUT PARAMETERS HERE

  PROCESS , CONT=Y , IDMSXXXX=YES , RHDCRUAL=NO

   REPORT=HI-BPU

   REPORT=HI-SUM

   REPORT=BILLING,LEVEL=DETAIL

   REPORT=PROGRAM,LEVEL=SUMMARY

   REPORT=RANK, RANKWHAT=PG-IO, RANKHOW = HIGHEST

z/OS Operation Notes

1. Specify OUTCLAS to assign print output to other than CLASS=A.
2. Specify LOGALIB to be the same as LOADLIB in STEP1 of the installation procedure.
3. Specify PROG if you have changed the name of the CA IDMS Log Analyzer module as created in the first step of the

installation process.
4. Specify LOGDSN to name the input Archive Log File. This file must be the SYS002 file from the CA IDMS ARCHIVE

LOG utility or the SYS020 file from CA Culprit Statistics Report 99.
5. Specify LOGUNIT and LOGVOL if the archive log file to be processed by CA IDMS Log Analyzer is not a cataloged

dataset. Observe the required format for these parameters.
6. Specify SORTCYL, EXTCYL or BILLCYL if CYL (5,5) is not an appropriate space allocation for that file.

You can estimate file size if you know how many run-units are likely to match the selection criteria of your REPORT
parameter statements. For each run-unit, 19 records are created for each HI-SUM request, and one record is created
for every other type of report. These records are sorted and then written to the EXTRACT file. Also, each record for a
BILLING request where FILE = YES or FILE = ONLY is written to the BILLFILE.

7. Specify EXTBLK to create an EXTRACT file BLKSIZE suited to the type of storage device used in your environment.
Extract records for Billing or Program reports are 516 bytes long. All other records on the variable length extract file
are 164 bytes long. EXTBLK may specify any BLKSIZE that is at least 4 bytes larger than the largest record being
created. The default EXTBLK is 6144.

8. Specify EXTDISP to choose a final disposition of the Extract File. The Extract File is used within CA IDMS Log
Analyzer. The default disposition is (NEW, DELETE, DELETE).

9. Specify BILLDSN to name the Billing Record File that CA IDMS Log Analyzer is to create. This may be specified as
BILLDSN=NULLFILE if no Billing record File is to be created.

10. Specify BILLBLK to create a BILLING RECORD file BLKSIZE suited to the type of storage device used at your
installation. BILLBLK must specify a BLKSIZE that is a multiple of 100, the BILLFILE file record length. The default
BILLBLK is 6100.
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11. Specify BILDISP to choose a disposition for the Billing Record File. The default disposition is CATLG. Specify
BILDISP=PASS or BILDISP=DELETE.

12. If it is required by your installation, insert //SORTLIB DD DSN=sort-library-name, DISP=SHR prior to the parameter
statements. This statement names the library containing your SORT utility.

Z/VSE Environment
A sample of a Z/VSE environment JCL to execute CA IDMS Log Analyzer is contained in TOOLJCL library member
USLEXEC.S. This sample must be modified to reflect your hardware. A sample of the supplied JCL is listed below
followed by the notes.

Z/VSE JCL

 // OPTION PARTDUMP

 //   ASSGN     SYS005,SYSIPT                       PARAMETER INPUT

 //   ASSGN     SYS006,SYSLST                       AUDIT REPORT

 //   ASSGN     SYS007,CUU                          SELECTED REPORTS        (1)

 //   ASSGN     SYS010,CUU                          ARCHIVE LOG FILE        (1)

 //   DLBL      LOGFILE,'IDMS16.LGARCHIV',999,SD        X                   (3,4,6)

 //   EXTENT    SYS010,DISK,1,0,417200,10000        X                       (2)

 *

 //   ASSGN     SYS009,CUU                          BILLING FILE            (1)

 //   DLBL      BILLFIL,'BILLING.LOGA',0,SD             X

 //   EXTENT    SYS009,DISK,1,0,348000,01999        X                       (2)

 *

 //   ASSGN     SYS008,CUU                          EXTRACT FILE            (1)

 //   DLBL      EXTRACT,'LOGA.EXTRACT',0,SD             X                   (3,6)

 //   EXTENT    SYS008,DISK,1,0,427200,05270        X                       (2)

 *

 //   ASSGN     SYS001,CUU                          SORT WORK #1            (1)

 //   DLBL      SORTWK1,'SORT.WORK.1',0,SD                  X
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 //   EXTENT    SYS001,DISK,1,0,396000,07000        X                       (2)

 *

 //   ASSGN     SYS002,CUU                          SORT WORK #2            (1)

 //   DLBL      SORTWK2,'SORT.WORK.2',0,SD                  X

 //   EXTENT    SYS002,DISK,1,0,403000,07000        X                       (2)

 *

 //   ASSGN     SYS003,CUU                          SORT WORK #3            (1)

 //   DLBL      SORTWK3,'SORT.WORK.3',0,SD                  X

 //   EXTENT    SYS003,DISK,1,0,410000,07000        X                       (2)

 *

 *      PRIVATE CORE IMAGE LIBRARY(S)

 // DLBL   CILIB1,'YOUR-LOGA-CORELIB'         LOG ANALYZER LIBRARY

 // EXTENT ,VOL=VOLSER

 // DLBL   CILIB2,'YOUR-IDMS-CORELIB'         IDMS LIBRARY

 // EXTENT ,VOL=VOLSER

 // LIBDEF CL,SEARCH=(CILIB1,CILIB2),TEMP

 *

 // EXEC USLMAIN,SIZE=(AUTO,48K)                                            (5)

 *ENTER INPUT PARAMETERS

      PROCESS , CONT=Y , IDMSXXXX=YES , RHDCRUAL=NO

       REPORT=HI-BPU

       REPORT=HI-SUM

       REPORT=BILLING,LEVEL=DETAIL

       REPORT=PROGRAM,LEVEL=SUMMARY

       REPORT=RANK, RANKWHAT=PG-IO, RANKHOW = HIGHEST
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 /*

Z/VSE Operation Notes

1. Modify the unit addresses to refer to your installation's unit(s).
2. Specify extents and volume serial number(s) appropriate to your volume(s).

You can estimate size if you know how many run-units is likely to match the selection criteria of your REPORT
parameter statements. For each run-unit, 19 records are created for each HI-SUM request, and one record is created
for each other type of request. These records are sorted and then written to the EXTRACT file. Also, each record for a
BILLING request where FILE = YES or FILE = ONLY is also written to the BILLFILE.

3. Block sizes are assigned for all files by the GSSGNCB module.
4. This file must be the SYS002 file from the CA IDMS ARCHIVE LOG utility or the SYS020 file from CA Culprit Statistics

Report 99.
5. Ensure that a 1024K partition is available for this job.
6. Even if you use a storage management tool such as CA-DYNAM, an ASSGN statement is required by CA IDMS Log

Analyzer for every file except SORTWKnn. This assignment is necessary because CA IDMS Log Analyzer has its own
device-independent support which dynamically builds a DTF based on the device type indicated by the assignment of
the logical unit. The logical unit required for each work file is provided in the table in 5-2. The device may be defined
with DLBL or TLBL.

Z/VSE File Processing Alternate Method

Occasionally you will receive a message that a file is not VSAM. The message indicates that the dataset will be processed
SAM instead of VSAM because CA IDMS Log Analyzer was not able to find the dataset in the VSAM catalog. The
allocation will not affect processing results.

Z/VM Environment
A model Z/VM EXEC for executing CA IDMS Log Analyzer is shown below. Variables (boldface) are explained in the key
following the EXEC.

Z/VM EXEC

 /*  */

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR

 CA_LOADLIB_FN       = 'yourlib'

 IDMS_LOADLIB_FN     = 'idmslib'

 SORTLIB_FN          = 'sortlib'

 LOG_ARCHIVE_FN      = 'your.log.archive'

 LOG_ARCHIVE_FT      = 'filetype'

 LOG_ARCHIVE_FM      = '*'
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 /*                                                                   */

 /* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required librarie(s) */

 /* and database file(s).                                                 */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' CA_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

  'GLOBAL  TXTLIB ' SORTLIB_FN

 /*                                                                   */

 /* Files needed for all runs.                                            */

  'FILEDEF SORTMSG  PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSUDUMP PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSOUT   PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF AUDIT    DISK LOGA AUDIT fm'

  'FILEDEF REPORTS  DISK LOGA REPORTS fm'

  'FILEDEF EXTRACT  DISK LOGA EXTRACT fm'

  'FILEDEF LOGFILE  DISK' ,

    LOG_ARCHIVE_FN  LOG_ARCHIVE_FT LOG_ARCHIVE_FM

 /*                                                                   */

 /* You must create a file 'USLEXEC SYSIPT A' containing the input    */

 /* parameter statements prior to executing this EXEC.                    */

 /* This file must include a PROCESS statement and other statements   */

 /* for the reports and displays that you want generated. See CA IDMS */

 /* Log Analyzer User Guide for further details.                          */

 /*                                                                   */
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  'FILEDEF SYSIPT   DISK USLEXEC SYSIPT   A'

 /*                                                                   */

 /* Insert FILEDEF statements for SORT work space as required by      */

 /* your SORT product.                                                    */

 /*                                                                   */

  'FILEDEF SORTWK01 DISK sort_fn sort_ft sort_fm4 ( XTENT 100 '

 /*                                                                   */

 SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'STARTING EXECUTION OF CA IDMS/LOG ANALYZER'

 USLEXEC_RC = RC

  'EXECOS OSRUN USLMAIN'

  USLEXEC_RC = RC

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME LOGA LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  SAY 'USLEXEC FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' USLEXEC_RC

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

  'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  EXIT USLEXEC_RC

 /*                                                                   */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

  ERROR_RC = RC
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  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME LOGA LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  EXIT ERROR_RC

/*                                                                      */

Key to Z/VM EXEC

Z/VM JCL Sample Key:

Parameter Description
yourlib The file name of the library into which you downloaded CA IDMS

Log Analyzer.
idmslib The file name of the load library containing your CA IDMS

SUBSCHEMA and DMCL modules.
sortlib The file name of the text library containing your sort modules.
your.log.archive The file name of your log archive file. This file must be the

SYS002 file from the CA IDMS utility RHDCPRLG or the SYS020
file from CA Culprit Statistics Report 99.

LOGA REPORTS fm The file name, file type, and file mode of your REPORTS file.
LOGA EXTRACT fm The file name, file type, and file mode of your EXTRACT file.
sort_fn sort_ft sort_fm4 The file name, file type, and file mode of your sort work files. The

size of the sort work files can be adjusted depending on the size
of the EXTRACT file. You can estimate extract file size if you know
how many records are likely to match the selection criteria of your
REPORT parameter statements. For each run-unit, 19 records
are created for each HI-SUM request, and one record is created
for each other type of report. These records are sorted and then
written to the EXTRACT file.

fm The file mode of the relevant file.
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NOTE
Ensure that your virtual machine has been IPL'd with enough storage. Contact your systems programmer for
information on increasing its size, if necessary. The Log must be archived using the CA IDMS utility with a file
mode of x4, to indicate z/OS file-type simulation, and a DCB of: (RECFM U LRECL 4096.

File Attributes Used in CA IDMS Log Analyzer:

FILE/ NAME LOGICAL UNIT RECORD SIZE BLOCK SIZE - RDR PRT DISK/ TAPE
SYSIPT SYS005 80 80 * 6080 ***
AUDIT SYS006 133 * 133 6118
REPORTS SYS007 133 * 133 6118
EXTRACT SYS008 164-516 ** * * 6144
BILLFILE SYS009 100 * * 6100
LOGFILE SYS010 24-376 ** * * 6144 ***
DISKLOG SYS011 133 * * 6118 ***

NOTE

* This file cannot be assigned to this device type.

** This record is variable length: minimum and maximum shown.

*** The size shown is the maximum that can be processed. Smaller block sizes that are an appropriate multiple of the
record size can also be processed.

Appendix A: USLBILX and USLRPT5 Source Code
This section gives instructions for printing the CA source code for USLBILX and USLRPT5.

The source code will allow you to tailor the CA IDMS Log Analyzer billing reports. 

Location of Source Code

The source code for USLBILX and USLRPT5 was cataloged into your source statement library during the installation
procedure. The procedure for listing these modules differs for Z/OS and Z/VSE users. See the CA IDMS Installation and
Maintenance for z/OS for further information.

Listing Modules for Z/OS

We suggest that Z/OS users use the utility IEBGENER to print or punch the source code for the desired member.

Listing Modules for Z/VSE

We suggest that Z/VSE users use the LIBR function LIST or PUNCH to display and/or punch the desired modules.
USLBILX and USLRPT5 are in the COBOL statement library.

Appendix B: External Request Element Extension
This appendix provides a description of the External Request Element (ERE) extension.

Altering the ERE description is necessary if you want to tailor the CA IDMS Log Analyzer Billing Reports or the Billing
Record file.

To change the ERE extension you must alter GSISVCX, USLBILX, and USLRPT5.
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*------------------------------------------------------------------------------*  

*   ERE LAYOUT (AS CREATED BY GSISVCX FOR USE IN CA IDMS/
LOG ANALYZER)         *                                                                          *   NOTE: THESE FIELDS ARE CONTAINED WITHIN THE EXTRACT RECORD                 *                                                                              *------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*                  

25  EXT-LOG ERUS-ID                        

    30  EXT-LOG-ERE-JOB-NAME        PIC X(08).      

***    THE FOLLOWING DATES ARE BINARY FIELDS, IN JULIAN FORMAT (YYDDD)  

***    FOR OS         THE TIME IS IN 1/100 SEC  

***                IE. DIVISION BY 100 YIELDS HHMMSS  

***    FOR DOS BATCH/
CICS, THE TIME IS IN UNITS OF 1/10000 SEC  *                          

    30  EXT-LOG-ERE-JOB-START-TIME PICX (03).                           

    30 EXT-LOG-ERE-JOB-START-
DATE PIC S9(5)                               COMP-3.                           

    30  EXT-LOG-ERE-JOB-STEP-TIME  PIC X(03).                           

    30  EXT-LOG-ERE-ID             PIC X(04).                               

        88  EXT-LOG-ERE-VM      VALUE '   V'.                               

        88  EXT-LOG-ERE-CICS    VALUE'    C'.                           

    30  EXT-LOG-ERE-EXT-ONL.                                

        35  EXT-LOG-ERE-TRAN-ID    PIC X(04).                               

        35  EXT-LOG-ERE-TERM-ID    PIC X(04).                               

        35  EXT-LOG-ERE-OPER-ID    PIC X(03).                               

        35  FILLER                 PIC X(05).                           

    30  EXT-LOG-ERE-EXT-BTC        REDEFINES                                

                                   EXT-LOG-ERE-EXT-ONL.                                 

        35  EXT-LOG-ERE-ACCT       PIC X(16).                           
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    30  EXT-LOG-ERE-JOB-STEP-DATE  PIC X(03).   

Appendix C: EXTRACT Record
This appendix provides the description of the EXTRACT record. CA IDMS Log Analyzer uses the EXTRACT record to
generate reports.
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Appendix D: Billing Record File
This appendix provides a description of the CA IDMS Log Analyzer Billing Record File.

Altering this record layout is necessary if you want to tailor the CA IDMS Log Analyzer Billing file.

 *--------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *                                                                                *

 *   BILLING RECORD                                                               *

 *                                                                                *

 *   NOTICE:  THIS COPY BOOK IS USED BY THE CA IDMS/LOG ANALYZER MODULE USLBILX. *

 *             DISCRETION MUST BE USED IN CHANGING IT.                            *

 *                                                                                *

 *      BILL-RU-START IS THE DATE/TIME THE IDMSSVCX ROUTINE RECEIVED CONTROL FOR  *

 *             THE PARTICULAR RUN-UNIT.                                           *

 *      BILL-RU-STOP IS THE TIME THE LOG RECORD WAS WRITTEN AND IS, IN EFFECT,    *

 *             THE TIME OF TASK TERMINATION.                                      *

 *      BILL-ACCT-DATA IS UP TO 16 BYTES FROM THE ACCOUNT FIELD OF THE z/OS OR      *

 *          VS/ESA JOB CARD.                                                      *

 *                                                                                *

 *      CV AND DC TASKS ARE "INTERNAL" TASKS TO CA IDMS/DC.  THE IDMSSVCX ROUTINE *
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 *      DOES NOT RECEIVE CONTROL FOR INTERNAL TASKS AND AN ERE IS NEVER CREATED.  *

 *      THEREFORE, JOB NAME AND RUN-UNIT START DATE/TIME IS NOT AVAILABLE.  THE   *

 *      BILLING EXIT SETS THOSE FIELDS AS SHOWN BELOW:                      *

 *                                                                                *

 *             BILL-JOB-NAME       TO 'IDMSDBDC'                                  *

 *             BILL-RU-START-DATE  TO ZERO                                        *

 *             BILL-RU-START-TIME  TO ZERO                                        *

 *                                                                                *

 *      INTERNAL TASKS ARE IDENTIFIED BY CA IDMS WITH A POSITIVE TASK-ID.         *

 *      EXTERNAL TASKS ARE IDENTIFIED BY CA IDMS WITH A NEGATIVE TASK-ID.         *

 *      WHEN BUILDING THE BILLING RECORD, USLBILX CREATES A POSITIVE TASK-ID      *

 *      FOR EXTERNAL RUN-UNITS BY MULTIPLYING THE TASK-ID BY A NEGATIVE ONE.      *

 *                                                                                *

 *   NOTE: BILL-RU-START-DATE IS IN      00YYDDDS FORMAT ("S" IS SIGN).           *

 *         BILL-RU-START-TIME IS IN      UNITS OF 1/10,000 SECONDS.               *

     *         BILL-RU-STOP IS IN "SQL INTERNAL" FORMAT                           *

 *              BITS 00-26 = NBR OF DAYS SINCE JANUARY 1, 0001                    *

 *              BITS 27-43 = NBR OF SECONDS SINCE MIDNIGHT OF THIS DATE           *

 *              BITS 44-63 = NBR OF MICROSECONDS WITHIN THIS SECOND               *

 *                                                                                *

 *   CHANGE CONTROL.                                                              *

 *--------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

   02  BILLING-RECORD-INIT VALUE LOW-VALUE   PIC X(100).
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   02  BILLING-RECORD-R                      REDEFINES

       BILLING-RECORD-INIT                                SYNC.

   05  BILL-JOB-NAME                         PIC X(08).

   05  BILL-RU-START.

   10  BILL-RU-START-DATE                    PIC S9(7)    COMP-3.

   10  BILL-RU-START-TIME                    PIC S9(9)    COMP.

   05  BILL-RU-STOP                          PIC S9(18)   COMP.

   05  BILL-CPU-TIME                         PIC S9(9)    COMP.

   05  BILL-TOTAL-IO                         PIC S9(9)    COMP.

   05  BILL-IDMS-TASK-ID                     PIC S9(9)    COMP.

   05  BILL-ONL-BTC                          PIC X(01).

   88  BILL-BTC                              VALUE 'B'.

   88  BILL-CICS                             VALUE 'C'.

   88   BILL-DC                              VALUE 'D'.

   88   BILL-ONL                             VALUE 'C' 'D'.

   05   FILLER                               PIC X(03).

   05   BILL-INFO                            PIC X(24).
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   05   BILL-INFO-ONLINE                     REDEFINES

        BILL-INFO.

   10   BILL-TRAN-ID                         PIC X(08).

   10   BILL-TERM-ID                         PIC X(08).

   10   BILL-OPER-ID                         PIC X(08).

   05   BILL-INFO-BATCH                      REDEFINES

        BILL-INFO.

   10   BILL-ACCT-DATA                       PIC X(16).

   10   FILLER                               PIC X(08).

   05   FILLER                               PIC X(36).

Appendix E: I/O Modules
Included here are specific names of I/O modules needed in the core image library by CA IDMS Log Analyzer.

Also shown are the conditions under which each I/O module is needed and typical JCL for linking the module into the core
image library.

IJCFZII0 for Parameter card input

IJDFAZIZ for Printer output

IJFVZZZZ for Archive file input on tape and for EXTRACT file input on tape

IJFFZZZZ for Sequential log file input on tape

IJFVZZWZ for EXTRACT file output on tape and for Billing file output on tape if the Billing file is customized to have
variable length records.

IJFFZZWZ for Billing file output on tape

Typical JCL to link an I/O module

//  OPTION        CATAL,NODUMP,NOFASTTR
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    ACTION        MAP,AUTO
    PHASE         xxxxxxxx,*
    INCLUDE       xxxxxxx
//  EXEC          LNKEDT

Where xxxxxxxx is the name of I/O module to be linked.

Using CA IDMS MQ Adapter
CA IDMS provides the CA IDMS MQ Adapter (MQ Adapter) to support message queueing using IBM MQ to
enable applications to communicate with one another across your environment. The MQ Adapter connects online
applications to a local IBM MQ queue manager to allow applications access to the managed queues. The applications can
send and receive messages and obtain queue manager information. 

This section provides programming documentation for application developers to design, develop, and build new or existing
applications to use the MQ Adapter to access IBM MQ queues. From applications, the Message Queue Interface (MQI) is
used to control objects. Programs that interact with MQ must be linked with the CA IDMS stub.

NOTE
 The documentation for the MQ Adapter includes supplemental information about IBM MQ that is required for
IDMS MQ use only. See the IBM MQ documentation for specific information about IBM MQ. All instances of the
MQ Adapter that are referenced in this documentation refer to the MQ Adapter that is provided by CA IDMS
only.

The following topics provide information for application developers to get started programming their online applications
with the MQ Adapter:

• Design Considerations for MQ Application Programs 
• Develop Programs for MQ Access 
• Build Programs to Call MQ 

Design Considerations for MQ Application Programs
This article describes information to consider when designing IDMS MQ application programs for message queueing:

  

Automatic MQ Connect and Disconnect

Issuing an MQCONN to connect to IBM MQ from an IDMS MQ application program is optional. If an MQCONN has not
been issued and a connection does not already exist, the connection is done automatically on the MQOPEN.  If MQCONN
is issued, the queue manager name is ignored. The connection, when made, is always made to the queue manager
specified for the CV.

Issuing an MQDISC to disconnect is also optional. MQDISC does not disconnect the connection to the IBM MQ queue
manager. The connection remains until the MQ Adapter connection to IBM MQ is terminated. 

For more information about MQCONN and MQDISC, see the following MQ Sessions section and see the MQI Function
Descriptions.

MQ Sessions

An IDMS MQ session is an internal structure that is used to track open MQ objects and uncommitted units-of-work for a
DC task and to reserve a subtask during the session. A session is allocated when an application issues MQCONN or on
the first MQOPEN. The session is released when the DC task ends or when MQDISC is issued. If the session is created
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on the first MQOPEN, it is released on the last MQCLOSE or when uncommitted work is resolved (committed or backed
out).

 A session can also be created for some MQ functions such as MQPUT1 and MQSTAT and can be released when the
call ends. When a session ends, open queues are closed and its subtask is released. When the session ends normally,
uncommitted work is committed. When the session ends abnormally, uncommitted work it is backed out.   

A subtask is not connected to MQ until the first session reserves it and issues an MQCONN, MQOPEN, MQPUT1, or
MQSTAT function call. The subtask remains connected to MQ until the IDMS MQ connection is disabled. If already
connected, new sessions use the existing subtask connection. 

Trigger Monitor 

After the MQ Trigger Monitor retrieves a trigger message from an initiation queue, a DC task starts and invokes a DC
program. The program passes the address of the trigger message data. Optionally, the program can get access to the
data for possible use in the program. For more information, see Trigger Message Passed to an Invoked Program

Quiesce Processing

When the MQ connection is disabled with a DCMT V MQ DISABLE command and there are active sessions, the
connection goes into a quiesce state. Any MQ function which results in the creation of a new session fails with
a MQRC_Q_MGR_QUIESCING reason code. Existing sessions are allowed to complete normally. When the last session
ends, the IDMS MQ connection is disabled. The connection remains disabled until enabled with a DCMT V MQ ENABLE
command or the CV is restarted.

In a quiesce state and there is an active session, MQ functions MQOPEN, MQGET, MQPUT, and MQPUT1 fail with
reason code MQRC_Q_MGR_QUIESCING if the MQxxx_FAIL_IF_QUIESCING option is set, otherwise the functions are
passed through to MQ normally.

Develop Programs for MQ Access
This article provides information for developing programs to invoke MQ functionality using the MQ Adapter.

• Supported Programming Languages for MQ Adapter
Describes the programming languages that are supported by the MQ Adapter and how each language invokes MQ
functionality.

• Data Definition Files
Provides information about the application language and the corresponding data definitions.

• Trigger Header Message Passed to an Invoked Program
Provides information about trigger message data with programming language examples.

• MQI Function Descriptions
Describes MQ functions that are defined by IBM.

• Dynamically Call the Stub
Provides information about LINK statements when dynamically calling the IDMS Stub.

• Error Codes 
Lists the return codes and reason codes that are unique to the MQ Adapter.

• MQ Adapter MQI Sample Programs 
Lists the sample programs that use the MQ Adapter MQI.
 

Supported Programming Languages for MQ Adapter
This article describes the programming languages that are supported by the MQ Adapter and how each language invokes
MQ functionality.
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ADS/Online

This section describes the ADS/Online call interface for MQ. Applications that are written in CA ADS can use one of two
methods to exploit MQ.

• Use the built-in functions that are supplied by CA ADS. There is one built-in function for each supported MQ function.
They follow the same general rules as other CA ADS built-in functions. Parameters can be records or record elements.
The following example is sample code that is required to invoke the MQOPEN built-in function in your CA ADS dialog.

• Use a CA ADS control statement to invoke the MQ call. The following example shows how to use the LINK control
statement to invoke MQOPEN.

 Example 

Example of using
 LINK
 LINK TO PROGRAM 'MQOPEN' USING 
  (MQ-PARM2,CMQODV,MQ-PARM6,MQ-PARM5,MQ-PARM3,MQ-
PARM4).
 Example of using a built in
 function
 MQOPEN(W03-HCONN, 
        CMQODV, 
        W03-OPENOPTIONS,
        W03-HOBJ, 
        W03-COMPCODE, 
        W03-REASON) 

Each parameter must be a separate record when using the LINK TO PROGRAM.

NOTE

 We recommend using the built-in MQ functions. Built-in MQ functions are easier to use and provide the
additional benefits:

• Parameters can be a record element. When LINKing is used, each parameter must be defined as a separate
record.

• Calling a system-defined built-in function is more efficient than LINKing to another program type, optimizing
performance.

COBOL

Programs that are written in COBOL use the CALL statement to invoke MQ functionality.

IDMS MQ API return and reason codes are contained in IDMSQRNC. For more information about the return codes,
see MQ Error Codes.

 Example 

CALL 'MQOPEN' USING W03-HCONN 
                     MQOD 
                     W03-OPENOPTIONS 
                     W03-HOBJ 
                     W03-COMPCODE 
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                     W03-REASON.

 Parameter Declarations 

01 CONNECTIONHANDLE PIC S9(9) BINARY.
01 OBJECTDESCRIPTOR.
   COPY CMQODV. 
01 OPTIONS PIC S9(9) BINARY. 
01 HANDLEOBJECT PIC S9(9) BINARY. 
01 COMPCODE PIC S9(9) BINARY. 
01 RSNCODE PIC S9(9) BINARY.

HLASM

Programs that are written in HLASM use the CALL instruction to invoke the MQ functions.

IDMS MQ API return and reason codes are contained in IDMSQRNA. For more information about the return
codes, see MQ Error Codes.

Example 

CALL  MQOPEN,(LWACONH,LWAOBJD,LWAOPT,LWAHOBJ,LWACOMPC,LWARSNC),VL

PL/I

Programs that are written in PL/I use the CALL statement to invoke MQ functionality.

Example 

CALL 'MQOPEN' USING (W03_HCONN,
        MQOD,
        W03_OPENOPTIONS,
        W03_HOBJ,
        W03_COMPCODE,
        W03_REASON);

Parameter Declarations 

dcl ConnectionHandle  fixed bin(31);
dcl ObjectDescriptor  like MQOD;
dcl Options           fixed bin(31);
dcl ObjectHandle      fixed bin(31); 
dcl CompCode          fixed bin(31);
dcl RsnCode           fixed bin(31); 

Data Definition Files for MQ
IBM provides language-specific data definition files that you need when writing applications.

The following table describes the application language and the corresponding data definitions:

Language Data Definitions
Assembler COPY files
 COBOL COPY files
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PL/I Include files

See the IBM MQ documentation for more information about data definitions and descriptions. 

COPY and Include Files

COBOL COPY files, PL/I include files, and z/OS Assembler COPY files are used to make writing IDMS MQI applications
easier. The COPY and include files describe constants, structures, and return codes to help develop MQ applications.
They are used throughout the IDMS MQ examples (for example, the COBOL COPY CMQTML includes the COBOL data
definition for the trigger message).

ADS Copybook Considerations

 Adding a COBOL Copybook to an IDD Record Definition 

If an ADS dialog must reference MQ-related fields that are documented in the IBM MQ CMQV COBOL copybook or other
COBOL copybook, the copybook must be added to a dictionary. 

If a COBOL copybook contains a hex value clause, the hex value clause is flagged as invalid syntax by IDD: DC601040
UNKNOWN KEYWORD. The element is still added but contains an invalid value clause value. The CMQV copybook
contains elements with hex value clauses, which are flagged as in error by DDDL. If any of these elements are to be
used by an ADS dialog, they must be corrected. If they are not used, the errors can be ignored. Sample JCL member,
IDMSMQHX in your CAGJSAMP library, is provided to correct the known elements with hex value clauses at the time of
this writing. After the CMQV copybook has been added to your dictionary, modify IDMSMQHX with your library names,
and run against your dictionary.

JCL Considerations

The z/OS library that contains the language-specific data definitions must be made available in the JCL when compiling
the program. For example, COBOL copy files are located in thlqual.SCSQCOBC where thlqual is the high-level directory
of the IBM MQ installation. For more information, see the IBM MQ documentation.

Trigger Message Passed to an Invoked Program
When a task is invoked by the MQ Trigger Monitor when a trigger event occurs for a queue, the trigger message data is
made available to the program associated with the task. The MQTM structure describes the data in the trigger message.
An IBM copybook may be used to define the structure and the fields may then be used in the program, see the following
COBOL example. For a full source listing of the example, see the IDMSMQCB member in the CAGJSAMP library. For the
IBM copybook CMQTMx, see Copy and include files section above and the appropriate IBM documentation.

COBOL Example

The following COBOL example uses the LINKAGE SECTION to pass the MQTM (Trigger Message) structure for use in
the program. Using the 'PROCEDURE DIVISION USING MQM-TRIGGER-MESSAGE' statement, the COBOL program
can use the fields defined in the CMQTML copybook. In the following example, the field MQTM-USERDATA is used in the
COBOL program.

LINKAGE SECTION.
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        *    This IBM copybook contains the MQTM structure that is passed

        *    to the application program via linkage from the IDMS MQ

        *    Trigger Monitor.  It is optional to use the MQTM structure.

         01  MQM-TRIGGER-MESSAGE.

             COPY CMQTML.

        *****************************************************************

        *

        *  PROCEDURE DIVISION

        *

        *****************************************************************

        *    Procedure Division using MQTM structure

         PROCEDURE DIVISION USING MQM-TRIGGER-MESSAGE.

       *    Example of using MQTM-USERDATA field once received.

            MOVE MQTM-USERDATA                TO MQ-WTL-TEXT.

ADS Example

In the following ADS example, the field MQTM-QNAME is used in the ADS dialog to open the queue. For a full source
listing of the example, see the IDMSMQAB member in the CAGJSAMP library.                                                

NOTE
The record that describes the MQTM structure must be included as a work record in the dialog definition. The
CMQTMx copybook can be added as a work record to the ADS dialog. See ADD RECORD statement in the
following ADS example.  

!**********************************************************************
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!* CALL MQOPEN TO OPEN THE TRIGGER MONITOR QUEUE. THIS IS SUPPLIED    *

 !* VIA THE MQTM STRUCTURE PASSED BY THE IDMS TRIGGER MONITOR PROGRAM. *

 !**********************************************************************

  MOVE MQTM-QNAME  TO MQOD-OBJECTNAME.

  MOVE W00-QMGR    TO MQOD-OBJECTQMGRNAME.

  MOVE MQOT-Q      TO MQOD-OBJECTTYPE.

  COMPUTE W03-OPENOPTIONS =   MQOO-INPUT-AS-Q-DEF +

                              MQOO-FAIL-IF-QUIESCING.

  CALL MQOPEN.

  GENERATE FROM SOURCE ADD DIALOG IDMSMQAB     VERSION 0001

       MAINLINE YES

       AUTOSTATUS YES

       STATUS DEFINITION RECORD ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC

           VERSION 0001

       ACTIVITY LOG YES
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       SYMBOL TABLE YES

       DIAGNOSTIC TABLE YES

       MESSAGE PREFIX DC

       COBOL MOVE NO

       ENTRY POINT PREMAP

       RETRIEVAL LOCKING YES

      ADD RECORD      CMQV                             VERSION 0001

       ADD RECORD      CMQODV                           VERSION 0001

       ADD RECORD      CMQMDV                           VERSION 0001

       ADD RECORD      CMQPMOV                          VERSION 0001

       ADD RECORD      CMQGMOV                          VERSION 0001

       ADD RECORD      CMQSTSV                          VERSION 0001

       ADD RECORD      CMQTML                           VERSION 0001          <- Add
 MQTM structure record

MQI Function Descriptions
The MQ Adapter supports the MQI call interface to invoke MQ functions from online CA IDMS programs. This article
describes the following MQ functions that are defined by IBM:

• MQBACK
• MQCLOSE
• MQCMIT
• MQCONN
• MQDISC
• MQGET
• MQINQ 
• MQOPEN
• MQPUT
• MQPUT1
• MQSET
• MQSTAT

MQBACK

MQBACK tells the queue manager to back out all gets and puts since the last sync point.
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MQBACK(ConnectionHandle, CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Notes 

• When a DC task ends abnormally with uncommitted changes, task termination processing issues an MQBACK. 
• If the current MQ session was created by MQOPEN and has no open objects, the utility subtask that is reserved for

this session is released.

MQCLOSE

MQCLOSE terminates access to a queue.

MQCLOSE(ConnectionHandle, ObjectHandle, Options, CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Notes 

• An implicit MQCLOSE is issued for any open objects when a task ends.
• If the current MQ session was created by MQOPEN and has no uncommitted changes, the utility subtask that is

reserved for this session is released.

MQCMIT

MQCMIT creates a sync point for the queue manager, making all previous puts and gets permanent.

MQCMIT(ConnectionHandle, CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Notes 

• When a DC task ends normally with uncommitted changes, task termination processing issues an MQCMIT. 
• If the current MQ session was created by MQOPEN and has no open objects, the utility subtask that is reserved for

this session is released.

MQCONN

MQCONN establishes an IDMS MQ session. IDMS may connect to the queue manager or may use an existing
connection.

MQCONN(QManagerName, ConnectionHandle, CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Notes: 

• This call is not required. IDMS MQ sessions are automatically created on the first MQOPEN if one does not exist. 
• Sessions created by MQCONN will persist until the task ends or MQDISC is issued.
• A utility subtask is reserved for this session
• The parameter, QManagerName is ignored.

MQDISC

MQDISC terminates an IDMS MQ session.  IDMS remain connected to the queue manager unless the IDMS MQ
interface is disabled.

MQDISC(ConnectionHandle, CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Notes 

• This call is not required. IDMS MQ sessions end when a task ends.
• This call may be issued to end a session, regardless of how the session was started.
• If this call is issued, the following actions occur for the session:
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– Uncommitted changes are committed.
– Open objects are closed.
– The utility subtask that is reserved for this session is released.

MQGET

MQGET obtains a message from a queue.

MQGET(ConnectionHandle, ObjectHandle, MessageDescriptor, MQGMOStructure, BufferLength, Buffer, DataLength,

 CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Notes 

• The MQGMO_SET_SIGNAL option is not supported in ADS.
• Unless MQGMO_NO_SYNCPOINT is specified, IDMS considers the MQ session to have uncommitted changes.
• When the MQGMO_WAIT option is used, the defined INACTIVE INTERVAL for the IDMS task may need to be

increased.
• If the IDMS MQ connection is disabled while an MQ session is open, when the MQGMO_FAIL_IF_QUIESCING option

is used, the call fails with reason code MQRC_Q_MGR_QUIESCING. 

MQINQ

MQINQ inquires object attributes.

MQINQ(ConnectionHandle, ObjectHandle, SelectorCount, Selectors, IntegerAttrCount, IntegerAttrs,

 CharAttrLength, CharAttrs, CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Note 

• No IDMS requirements

MQOPEN

MQOPEN initializes access to a queue.

MQOPEN(ConnectionHandle, ObjectDescription, Options, ObjectHandle, CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Notes 

• If there is no active session, the first MQOPEN opens a session.  The session reserves a subtask. Following MQ calls
use this subtask until the session ends.

• If the utility subtask has not connected to the queue manager, it is connected before the call is processed.
• When the MQOO_FAIL_IF_QUIESCING option is used, if the CA IDMS MQ connection is disabled while an MQ

session is open, the call will fail with reason code MQRC_Q_MGR_QUIESCING.

MQPUT

MQPUT places a message on a queue.

MQPUT(ConnectionHandle, ObjectHandle, MessageDescriptor, MQPMOStructure, BufferLength, Buffer, CompCode,

 RsnCode)

Usage Notes 

• Unless MQPMO_NO_SYNCPOINT is specified, IDMS considers the MQ session to have uncommitted changes.
• When the MQPMO_FAIL_IF_QUIESCING option is used, if the CA IDMS MQ connection is disabled while an MQ

session is open, the call will fail with reason code MQRC_Q_MGR_QUIESCING.
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MQPUT1

MQPUT1 places a single message on a queue.

MQPUT1 (ConnectionHandle, ObjectDescriptor, MessageDescriptor, PutMsgOpts, BufferLength, Buffer,

 CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Notes 

• Unless MQPMO_NO_SYNCPOINT is specified, IDMS considers the MQ session to have uncommitted changes.
• If no session exists, a session is allocated.  
• When a session is allocated for the call, it is released after the call when MQPMO_NO_SYNCPOINT is specifed.
• When the MQPMO_FAIL_IF_QUIESCING option is used, if the CA IDMS MQ connection is disabled while an MQ

session is open, the call will fail with reason code MQRC_Q_MGR_QUIESCING.

MQSET

MQSET sets object attributes.

MQSET(ConnectionHandle, ObjectHandle, SelectorCount, Selectors, IntegerAttrCount, IntegerAttrs,

 CharAttrLength, CharAttrs, CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Note 

• No IDMS requirements.

MQSTAT

MQSTAT retrieves status information for asynchronous messages.

MQSTAT(ConnectionHandle, Type, Stat, CompCode, RsnCode)

Usage Notes 

• No IDMS requirements.
• If no session exists, a session is allocated.  
• When a session is allocated for the call, the session is released after the call.

Dynamically Call the IDMS MQ Stub
The CA IDMS MQ stub can be dynamically called from an application using one of the following DML LINK statements:

• ASSEMBLER
#LINK

• COBOL
TRANSFER CONTROL

• PL/I
TRANSFER

• ADS
LINK

We recommend linking the stub with the application or using direct calls. Dynamically calling the IDMS MQ stub uses
more overhead. For example, more storage and CPU are used. Whe using zIIP also, more SRB/TCB swaps occur.

The IDMSMQI stub must be link-edited with an alias name for each entry point that is to be called dynamically and the
alias name must be defined as a program to CA IDMS, with the SAVEAREA option.
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NOTE

Optional Steps

MQ Error Codes
This article describes the return codes and reason codes that are unique to the MQ Adapter. Refer to the IBM MQ
documentation for all other return and reason codes.

The name shown in the following table is the EQUate symbol generated by the IDMSQRNA macro.

 Name  Value  Description 
MQIRC_INVPL 13000 Invalid #MQI parameter list
MQIRC_INVFUNC 13001 Invalid #MQI Function
MQIRC_SMQTABMISSING 13002 SMQ table missing 
MQIRC_MQDISABLED 13003 SMQ Environment disabled
MQIRC_MQQUIESCING 13004 SMQ Environment quiescing
MQIRC_RNOINQNM 13005 Invalid QNAME parameter
MQIRC_RNOINHCO 13006 Invalid Q Handle parameter
MQIRC_RNOBADF 13007 Queue Handle not in user's table
MQIRC_RNOPINL 13008 Plugin module not loaded
MQIRC_RNOFRSVD 13009 Function reserved for the system
MQIRC_RNOSYSP1 13010 ASYNCECB and HANDLE are system

parms
MQIRC_RNONOLTE 13011 No LTE available from current TCE
MQIRC_RNOUSTNE 13012 UMQTAB does not exist
MQIRC_RNOUSTCA 13013 UMQTAB cannot be allocated 
MQIRC_RNOSLRCY 13014 MQ has been recycled
MQIRC_RNOINMQO 13015 Invalid MQOD parameter
MQIRC_RNOINOPT 13016 Invalid OPTIONS parameter
MQIRC_RNOINHOB 13017 Invalid HOBJ parameter
MQIRC_RNOINMQM 13018 Invalid MQMD parameter
MQIRC_RNOINBFL 13019 Invalid BUFFLEN parameter
MQIRC_RNOINBUF 13020 Invalid BUFFER parameter
MQIRC_ALOCSMQTAB 13021 SMQTAB cannot be allocated
MQIRC_RNOINDATAL 13022 Invalid DATALENGTH parameter
MQIRC_CONNECTFAIL 13023 Internal MQCONN failed 
MQIRC_NOOPENOBJECT 13024 Open Object not found 
MQIRC_NOAVAILSUBT 13025 No available subtask  
MQIRC_NOSUBTASKCONN 13026 No subtask connection
MQIRC_INVSELCOUNT   13027 Invalid SELECTORCOUNT parameter 
MQIRC_INVSELECTOR   13028 Invalid SELECTORS parameter 
MQIRC_INVINTATTRC   13029 Invalid INTATTRCOUNT parameter
MQIRC_INVINTATTRS   13030 Invalid INTATTRS parameter 
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MQIRC_INVCHATTRL    13031 Invalid CHARATTRLENGTH parameter
MQIRC_INVCHATTRS    13032 Invalid CHARATTRS parameter
MQIRC_INVMSGDESC 13033 Invalid MSGDESC parameter 
MQIRC_INVPUTMSGOPTS 13034 Invalid PUTMSGOPTS parameter 
MQIRC_INVBUFFERL 13035 Invalid BUFFERLENGTH parameter
MQIRC_INVBUFFER  13036 Invalid BUFFER parameter 
MQIRC_INVGETMSGOPTS 13037 Invalid GETMSGOPTS parameter  
MQIRC_INVOBJDESC 13038 Invalid OBJDESC parameter 
MQIRC_INVSTATTYP 13039 Invalid MQSTAT Type parameter
MQIRC_INVSTATSTS 13040 Invalid MQSTS Status Information Structure
MQIRC_NO_SESSION 13041 No session established
MQIRC_D1MQ_VERSION 13042 Unsupported version of RHDCD1MQ
MQIRC_MQ_STUB_LOAD 13043 Unable to load MQ stub

Sample Programs for MQ Adapter
The following table lists the sample programs that use the MQ Adapter MQI. 

Name Description Library Location
IDMSMQAB MQ Trigger Monitor Mapless ADS Dialog CAGJSAMP
IDMSMQCB COBOL DC PROGRAM started by the

IDMS Trigger Monitor
CAGJSAMP

IDMSMQDM COBOL DC program using IDMS MQI
functions 

CAGJSAMP

Build Programs to Call MQ
When building a CA IDMS program to call MQ, build the JCL that performs the following tasks:

• Compile (or assemble) the program to produce object code. 
The JCL for your compilation must include SYSLIB statements that make the IBM MQ copybooks available to the
compiler. 
The copybooks are supplied in the following IBM MQ for z/OS libraries:
– For COBOL, thlqual.SCSQCOBC
– For Assembler, thlqual.SCSQMACS
– For PL/I, thlqual.SCSQPLIC

• Link-edit the object code to produce a load module. 
When you link-edit the code, you must include the MQ stub module IDMSMQI.

• Store the load module in an application load library.

The following example is fragments of the JCL to link-edit the object module in the DC environment.

//*****************************************************************

//** LINK PROGRAM MODULE **

//*****************************************************************
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//link EXEC PGM=HEWL,REGION=1024K,PARM='LET,LIST,MAP,XREF'

//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=sysda,SPACE=(TRK,(20,5))

//SYSLIB DD DSN=language.linklib,DISP=SHR

//IDMSLIB DD DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//SYSLMOD DD DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIN DD DSN=&&OBJECT.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

// DD *

INCLUDE IDMSLIB(IDMS) required

INCLUDE IDMSLIB(IDMSMQI) required to call MQ API's

ENTRY userentry NAME userprog(R)

The following load libraries are defined in the example:

• language.linklibLoad library that contains COBOL, Assembler, or PL/1 support modules.
• idms.cagjload

Data set name of the load library containing the vanilla CA IDMS executable modules
• idms.custom.loadlib

Data set name of the load library containing the customized CA IDMS executable modules

Trace MQ Calls
You can trace MQ calls to determine where errors occur using a DCMT command for a specific LTE or a CSATST bit for
the entire system. The DCMT V LTE name MQ TRACE command is used for tracing by LTE.

The DCMT LTE MQ command supports the following options:

• CALLS
Traces MQ calls to the log
CSATST72 is the corresponding CSATST bit

• DBTRACE
Traces MQ calls to a DBTRACE buffer
CSATST69 is the corresponding CSATST bit

• GET DATA
Snaps MQGET data to the log
CSATST71 is the corresponding CSATST bit

• PUT DATA
Snaps MQPUT data to the log
CSATST70 is the corresponding CSATST bit

CSATST bits can be entered in SYSIDMS at startup, or can be turned on or off with a DCMT V CSATSTNN command.
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Example

 DCMT V LTE UCFLT01 MQ TRACE ALL
  
 
 010719 11.47.48 IDMS DC131999 V203 T168 MQ Trace:
 LTE=UCFLT01,ST=4,Func=IMQCONN,CMP=0,RSN=0,Time=0.000021
 010719 11.47.48 IDMS DC131026 V203 T168 MQ: SUBT0004 connected to MQT2
 010719 11.47.48 IDMS DC131999 V203 T168 MQ Trace:
 LTE=UCFLT01,ST=4,Func=MQPUT1,CMP=0,RSN=0,Time=0.053223,Obj=MQT2.DELLY01.QUEUE
 010719 11.47.48 MQI Trace: LTE=UCFLT01,Func=MQPUT1,Address=37461AF0,Length=0000000E/14
 37461AE0                                          D7E4E3F1 6DD4C5E2 E2C1C7C5 6DF10000  
 *                PUT1_MESSAGE_1  *
 010719 11.47.48 END OF SNAP
  
 
 010719 11.47.48 IDMS DC131999 V203 T168 MQ Trace:
 LTE=UCFLT01,ST=4,Func=MQCONN,CMP=0,RSN=0,Time=0.000115
 010719 11.47.48 IDMS DC131999 V203 T168 MQ Trace:
 LTE=UCFLT01,ST=4,Func=MQOPEN,CMP=0,RSN=0,Time=0.000913,Hndl=1,Obj=MQT2.DELLY01.QUE
 010719 11.47.48 IDMS DC131999 V203 T168 MQ Trace:
 LTE=UCFLT01,ST=4,Func=MQGET,CMP=0,RSN=0,Time=0.000148,Hndl=1,BuffLen=512,DataLen=1
 010719 11.47.48 MQI Trace: LTE=UCFLT01,Func=MQGET,Address=37461AF0,Length=0000000E/14
 37461AE0                                          D7E4E3F1 6DD4C5E2 E2C1C7C5 6DF10000  
 *                PUT1_MESSAGE_1  *
 010719 11.47.48 END OF SNAP
 010719 11.47.48 IDMS DC131999 V203 T168 MQ Trace:
 LTE=UCFLT01,ST=4,Func=MQGET,CMP=2,RSN=2033,Time=0.000071
 010719 11.47.48 MQI Trace: LTE=UCFLT01,Func=MQGET,Address=37461AF0,Length=0000000E/14
 37461AE0                                          00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  
 *                ..............  *
 010719 11.47.48 END OF SNAP
 010719 11.47.48 IDMS DC131999 V203 T168 MQ Trace:
 LTE=UCFLT01,ST=4,Func=MQCLOSE,CMP=0,RSN=0,Time=0.000062,Hndl=1
 010719 11.47.48 IDMS DC131999 V203 T168 MQ Trace:
 LTE=UCFLT01,ST=4,Func=MQDISC,CMP=0,RSN=0,Time=0.000025
 010719 11.47.48 IDMS DC131999 V203 T168 MQ Trace:
 LTE=UCFLT01,ST=NA,Func=TASKEND,CMP=0,RSN=0,Time=0.000000
 

Using Zowe CLI with CA IDMS
You can automate CA IDMS administration tasks by using Zowe, an open source project that includes a CLI (command-
line interface) component (Zowe CLI). For more information, see Zowe.org.

By using Zowe, the CA IDMS DBA or application developer can interact in a familiar format to simplify and automate
common CA IDMS administration tasks. You can manage batch jobs and mainframe data sets, transfer files, and can
execute TSO commands from Linux, Microsoft® Windows®, and Mac® command prompts.
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You can also manage CA IDMS administrative tasks using common tools, such as Integrated Development Environments
(IDEs), shell commands, and modern scripting languages, such as Bash, Python, TypeScript, and JavaScript. 

CA IDMS provides line mode (TTY) support for UCF TSO Front end (UCFTSO), which enables using the Zowe CLI to
execute CA IDMS commands. The CA IDMS integration with Zowe CLI does not support full screen programs and 3270
simulation modes, for example, IDD Menu Facility, OCF (Online Command Facility), OLP (Online PLOG), and OLQ
(Online query). 

The following list provides examples of using Zowe to automate and simplify CA IDMS operations:

• Interactive use, in a command prompt or bash terminal - Perform IDMS administrative tasks, such as submitting a
batch job to invoke an IDMS compiler or utility

• Interactive use, in an IDE terminal - Issue CA IDMS commands to view and manage your CA IDMS environment
• Scripting, to simplify repetitive tasks - Write a script that provides a simpler user interface to invoke CA IDMS tasks

and commands
• Scripting, to automate administrative tasks - Write a script that automatically increases the maximum concurrent

tasks value for a CV when the maximum task limit is reached

Defining Profiles
Profiles let you store configuration details for use on multiple commands. You can create a profile that contains your
username, password, and connection details for a particular mainframe system, and reuse that profile to avoid typing it
again on every command.  

Profiles are not required to use the Zowe CLI. This topic describes how to create the following profiles, which you may
want to use for CA IDMS administration tasks. 

Define the z/OSMF Profile

To connect to z/OSMF, you create a z/OSMF profile. The following example shows the Zowe commands that you use to
create the profile. The default port number is 443. If your host system does not use port 443, specify a different port.

$ zowe profiles create zosmf-profile (profileName) --host (z/OSMF Server host name) --port (z/OSMF server port

 number) --user (user name) --password (password). 

Define the TSO Profile

Create your TSO profile after defining the z/OSMF profile. The following example shows the Zowe commands that you
use to create the profile. 

$ zowe profiles create tso-profile (profileName) --account (accounting information)

Accessing the CA IDMS CV Through UCFTSO
You can allocate files to the TSO address space and can access the TSO front end by executing a customized TSO
CLIST or using the Zowe CLI to issue TSO commands.

This topic describes the process to allocate files and access your CA IDMS CV, and includes the following information:

Start a TSO Address Space
Starting a TSO address space returns a servlet-key that is used to target the address space in subsequent
commands. Issue the following Zowe command to start a TSO address space: 

$ zowe tso start address-space
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Allocate Files and Call the UCFTSO Interface
To allocate files and call the UCFTSO interface, you issue the zowe tso send address-space command to the TSO
address space. You can allocate files and can call the interface by one of the following methods:

• Execute a customized TSO CLIST
• Use the Zowe CLI 

Execute a Customized TSO 
List If you use a customized TSO CLIST to allocate files and call the interface, you first create a CLIST with the values for
your site environment. 

To create the TSO CLIST, use the UCFTSOCL member in the CAGJSAMP library and do the following:

1. Select the call statement to the RHDCUCFL module, which includes default values.
2. Define the values for your environment.
3. Save the CLIST into a location from where you execute the list.

The following example shows the commands that you use to allocate files and call the UCFTSO interface, using a
customized TSO CLIST:

$ zowe tso send address-space (servlet-key) --data "exec '(customized clist)'"

For more information about the TSO front-end and the RHDCUCFL module, see TSO Front-end on the UCF Front-
End topic. 

Use the Zowe CLI 

You can issue Zowe CLI commands individually or you can write a script using Zowe CLI commands to send TSO
commands to allocate files dynamically and call the UCFTSO interface. 

Example: setup-dynTSO.sh Script

The following script code example uses the Zowe CLI to allocate files and call the UCFTSO interface, instead of executing
a TSO CLIST:

# function setupTSO

# Starts a TSO address space and executes a TSO clist to access

# a back-end IDMS CV

#

setupTSO () {

uid=$(zowe zosmf check status | grep user | cut -d \' -f 2)

key=$(zowe tso start as --sko)

echo "TSO address space key is $key"

zowe tso send as $key --data "FREE F(SYSLST,SYSCTL,DCMSG)"

zowe tso send as $key --data "FREE F(SYSIDMS,SYSJRNL)"

zowe tso send as $key --data "ALLOC F(SYSLST) DA(*)"

zowe tso send as $key --data "ALLOC F(SYSCTL)   DA('DBDC.QA.ODCV.SYSO195.SYSCTL') SHR"

zowe tso send as $key --data "ALLOC F(DCMSG)    DA('DBDC.SYSQAXX.R190.DCMSG.PAV') SHR"

zowe tso send as $key --data "ALLOC F(SYSIDMS)  DA('SCHTE01.JCLLIB(SYSIDMS)') SHR"

zowe tso send as $key --data "ALLOC F(SYSJRNL)  DUMMY"

zowe tso send as $key --data "TSOLIB ACTIVATE DATASET('DBDC.QA.ODCV.SYSO195.NTWKLOAD'

 'IDMSNDV.MOTM.IDMS190.SCHTE01.D2.LOADLIB' 'DIST.QA.CAGJJ0.CUSTLOAD' 'DIST.CAGJJ0.PRODTGT.LOADLIB')"

echo "TSO setup complete"

zowe tso send as $key --data "CALL *(RHDCUCFL)"

}

# Call function to setup TSO address space for IDMS

setupTSO
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zowe tso send as $key --data "DCMT D TI"

zowe tso stop as $key

Script output: setup-dynTSO.sh

 The following example shows the output for using the setup-dynTSO.sh script to taylor the values for your environment:

$ ./setup_dynTSO.shTSO address space key is xxxxxxx-450-aahiaaanIKJ56247I FILE SYSLST NOT FREED, IS

 NOT ALLOCATEDIKJ56247I FILE SYSCTL NOT FREED, IS NOT ALLOCATEDIKJ56247I FILE DCMSG NOT FREED, IS NOT

 ALLOCATEDREADYIKJ56247I FILE SYSIDMS NOT FREED, IS NOT ALLOCATEDIKJ56247I FILE SYSJRNL NOT FREED, IS NOT

 ALLOCATEDREADYREADYREADYREADYREADYREADYREADYTSO setup completeV195 ENTER NEXT TASK CODE: CA IDMS release

 19.0 tape GJJ04I nodeSYSO195?CURRENT TIME 06:16:26.67CURRENT DATE 19/122STARTUP TIME 05:56:58.60STARTUP

 DATE 19/122RUNAWAY INTV 00030STALL INTV 00900QUIESCE WAIT STALL INTERVALTIMER INTV 00001RECOVERY WAIT NOT

 ALLOWEDRESOURCE INTV 01800RESOURCE PROG RHDCBYEV195 ENTER NEXT TASK CODE: CA IDMS release 19.0 tape GJJ04I

 nodeSYSO195?TSO address space ended successfully, key was: xxxxxxx-450-aahiaaan

Verify Access to the CA IDMS CV

When the call is issued and you reach the CA IDMS CV, a message is returned with information about the CV. See the
following example:

V195 ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:  CA IDMS release 19.0 tape GJJ04I node SYS0195

Terminate Access to the CA IDMS CV

To disconnect your access to the CA IDMS CV, issue the following Zowe CLI command to terminate the TSO address
space:

$ zowe tso stop address-space (servlet-key)

 

Interacting with the Zowe CLI
This topic provides examples of how to use the Zowe CLI to interact with CA IDMS.

 

Execute CA IDMS Commands
The following example shows the code format for executing CA IDMS commands.

$ zowe tso send address-space (servlet-key) --data (quoted-CA-IDMS-command)

Example: DCMT DISPLAY TIME

To following example shows how to use the zowe tso send command to execute the CA IDMS command— DCMT
DISPLAY TIME:

 $ zowe tso send as XXXXXXX-408-aagsaaas --data "DCMT DISPLAY TIME"

     CURRENT TIME 10:56:50.79

     CURRENT DATE 19/120

     STARTUP TIME 10:53:28.18

     STARTUP DATE 19/120

     RUNAWAY INTV 00030

       STALL INTV 00900

     QUIESCE WAIT STALL INTERVAL

       TIMER INTV 00001
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     RECOVERY WAIT NOT ALLOWED

     RESOURCE INTV 01800

     RESOURCE PROG RHDCBYE

V195 ENTER NEXT TASK CODE: CA IDMS release 19.0 tape GJJ04I node SYSO195

?

Submit a Batch Job
Issue the following command to submit a batch job:

$ zowe zos-jobs submit data-set "prefix.jcllib(IDMSDDDL)" --rff jobid --rft string

Sample Scripts for CA IDMS Administration Tasks
Common CA IDMS administration tasks can be simplified using modern scripting languages, for example, Bash, Python,
TypeScript, JavaScript.

Automate CA IDMS Administrative Tasks
The maxtasks.sh sample script automates increasing the maximum concurrent tasks for a CV, when the maximum task
limit is reached.

Script code: maxtasks.sh

The following example shows the maxtasks.sh script code that automates increasing the maximum concurrent tasks for a
CV, when the maximum task limit is reached.

# maxtasks shell script determines whether a CV has reached the

# threshold for maximum concurrent tasks. If it has, increase max

# tasks by 10%## function startCVaccess

# Starts a TSO address space and executes a TSO clist to access

# a back-end IDMS CV

#startCVaccess () {

uid=$(zowe zosmf check status | grep user | cut -d \' -f 2)

key=$(zowe tso start as --sko)

echo "TSO address space key is $key"

cvver=$(zowe tso send as $key --data "exec 'schte01.clist(ucfl195)'" | grep

'ENTER NEXT')

if [[ $? -eq 0 ]]

then echo "CV $(echo $cvver | cut -d " " -f 1) accessed"

else echo "CV not accessed"

fi

}

#

# function maxtask

# Determines if times at max tasks has been reached

# Issues message and exits if no changes needed

#

maxtask () {

acta=$(zowe tso send as $key --data "DCMT D ACT TA" | grep "max tasks")

cmaxt=$(echo $acta | cut -d " " -f4)

if [[ $(echo $acta | cut -d " " -f9) -eq 0 ]]

then echo "Maximum task threshold sufficient at $cmaxt. Value unchanged."

return 1
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else return 0

fi

}

#

# function varymax

# Add 10% to maxtasks

#

varymax () {

vret=$(zowe tso send as $key --data "DCMT V ACT TA MT $((cmaxt+cmaxt/10))")

if [[ $? -eq 0 ]]

then echo "Maximum tasks changed from $cmaxt to $(echo $vret | cut -d " " -

f11)"

else echo " Maximum tasks not changed. $vret"

fi

}

stopCVaccess () {

zowe tso stop as $key

}

Script output: maxtasks.sh

The following example shows the output for using the maxtasks.sh script to increase the maximum concurrent tasks for a
CV.

Times at max tasks 0 output:

schte01@xxxxxxxM4800 MINGW64 /c/Azowe/CLI/sample_scripts

$ ./maxtasks.sh

TSO address space key is xxxxxxx-481-aahuaaal

CV V195 accessed

Maximum task threshold sufficient at 50. Value unchanged.

TSO address space ended successfully, key was: xxxxxxx-481-aahuaaal

Times at max tasks >0 output:

$ ./maxtasks.sh

TSO address space key is xxxxxxx-515-aaimaaav

CV V195 accessed

Maximum tasks changed from 50 to 00055

TSO address space ended successfully, key was: xxxxxxx-515-aaimaaav

Simplify CA IDMS Administrative Tasks
The display-task.py sample script includes Zowe CLI commands to automate CA IDMS administrative tasks.  

This script contains the following information:

• Displays the task definition table, which includes all task codes that are associated with the DC/UCF system.
• Displays information for the specified task. The name of the task is passed as the parameter.

Script code: display-task.py
The following example of the display-task.py script shows the task codes that are associated with the DC/UCF system.

import subprocess

import json
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import sys

import argparse

import traceback

# issue a zowe command

def issue_command(cmd):

    try:

        output_string = subprocess.check_output(cmd, shell=True)

        return output_string

    except Exception as e:

        print('Error encountered while executing command')

        print("type error: " + str(e))

        print(traceback.format_exc())

        if hasattr(e, 'output'):

            print(json.loads(e.output)["stderr"])

        exit(1)

       

# start a TSO address space and return the servlet key

def start_tso():

    print("Starting a TSO address space...")

    output_string = json.loads(issue_command('zowe tso start as --rfj'))

    print(output_string["stdout"][:output_string["stdout"].index("\n")])

    return output_string["data"]["servletKey"]   

# end a TSO address space

def stop_tso(sKey):

    print("Stopping a TSO address space...")

    output_string = json.loads(issue_command('zowe tso stop as ' + sKey + ' --rfj'))

    print(output_string["stdout"][:output_string["stdout"].index("\n")])

# execute CLIST to connect to back-end IDMS CV

def connect_to_cv(sKey):

    print("Connecting to CV...")

    output_string = json.loads(issue_command('zowe tso send as ' + sKey + ' --data "exec

 \'thojo24.clist(ucfl195)\'" --rfj'))

    #output_string below will either say 'Connected to CV |cv_name|' or 'Back-end CV not active'

    try:

        if "not active" not in output_string["stdout"].lower():

            output_string = "Connected to CV " + output_string["stdouts"][output_string["stdout"].index("ENTER

 NEXT")-6:output_string["stdout"].index("ENTER NEXT")]

        else:

            output_string = output_string["stdout"][output_string["stdout"].index("BACK-END"):

(output_string["stdout"].index("BACK-END") + output_string["stdout"][output_string["stdout"].index("BACK-

END"):].index("\n"))]

    except Exception as e:

        print("type error: " + str(e))

        print(traceback.format_exc())

        return False

    else:

        print(output_string)
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        return(bool("not active" not in output_string.lower()))

       

# parse arguments for which IDMS task to process

def check_args():

    parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(description='Script to display tasks for a DC/UCF system',

 formatter_class=argparse.ArgumentDefaultsHelpFormatter)

    parser.add_argument('-t', '--task', help="The name of the task to be displayed", default='*ALL*')

    results = parser.parse_args()

    results = results.task.split()[0]

    return results

# display ALL IDMS CV tasks or a specific IDMS CV task

def process_task(servlet_key, task_name):

    output_string = issue_command('zowe tso send as ' + servlet_key + ' --data "DCMT D TASKS"') if task_name

 == '*ALL*' else issue_command('zowe tso send as ' + servlet_key + ' --data "DCMT D TASK ' + task_name + '"')

    #output_string below will be the list of all IDMS DV tasks or be a display of a single IDMS task

    try:

        output_string = output_string.decode()[:output_string.decode().index("ENTER NEXT")-7] if "not found"

 not in output_string.decode().lower() else output_string.decode()[output_string.decode().index("TASK

 CODE"):output_string.decode().index("ENTER NEXT")-7]

    except Exception as e:

        print("type error: " + str(e))

        print(traceback.format_exc())

    else:

        print(output_string)

# main

def main():

    task_name = check_args()

    servlet_key = start_tso()

    if not connect_to_cv(servlet_key):

        stop_tso(servlet_key)

        exit(1)

    process_task(servlet_key, task_name)

    stop_tso(servlet_key)

if __name__ == "__main__":

    main()

 

Script output: display_task.py

This example shows the output after using the script to display the definition table and the information for the specified
task.

$ python display_task.py

Starting a TSO address space...

TSO address space began successfully, key is: xxxxxxx-413-aagmaaay

Connecting to CV...

Connected to CV V160
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*** Task Definition Table ***

Taskcd   Program     Taskcd   Program     Taskcd   Program    Taskcd   Program

ADAI     ADAPMAIN    ADS      ADSORUN1    ADSA     ADSORUN1   ADSALIVE USGAMEN

ADSAT    ADSORUN1    ADSC     ADSORUN1    ADSCADSR ADSCADSR   ADSCADST ADSCADSR

ADSCDME  ADSORUN1    ADSCT    ADSORUN1    ADSK     ADSPCHEK   ADSL     ADSORUN1

ADSM     ADSORUN1    ADSODBUG ADSODBUG    ADSOTATU ADSORUN1   ADSR     ADSOMAIN

ADSRT    ADSOMAIN    ADST     ADSORUN1    ADS2     ADSOMAIN   ADS2T    ADSOMAIN

APPLKEY  SSKAMEN     ASF      ADSORUN1    ASFADSGD ADSORUN1   ASFINITD ADSORUN1

ASFOOAKD ADSORUN1    B        RHDCBYE     BUGQ     GSIC0510   BYE      RHDCBYE

CAPS     GSIUPLOW    CASERVER RHDCNP3S    CLIST    RHDCCLST   CLOD     RHDCCLOD

CUSTL    CUSTPJHT    DBX      USVAMEN     DCMT     RHDCMT00   DCPROFIL DCPROFIL

DCUF     RHDCUF00    DEBUG    DBUGMAIN    DMA      XDMAMEN    DME      USEAMEN

DMEADSC  USEAMEN     DMET     USEAMEN     DMLO     USDTPIF2   DQF      ADSORUN1

EMPINQ   EMPINQ      EM62     RHDCEM62    ENFORCER ESXAMEN    ENFRESET ESXRESET

ESXABAC  ESXABAC     ESXADL   ESXADL      ESXAEAC  ESXAEAC    ESXAEFI  ESXAEFI

ESXAEFR  ESXAEFR     ESXAEFV  ESXAEFV     ESXAEL   ESXAEL     ESXAETF  ESXAETF

ESXALOD  ESXALOD     ESXAMEN  ESXAMEN     ESXAOVE  ESXAOVE    ESXASL   ESXASL

ESXASTB  ESXASTB     ESXASTE  ESXASTE     ESXASTL  ESXASTL    ESXATL   ESXATL

ESXAUAC  ESXAUAC     ESXAUCD  ESXAUCD     ESXAUCE  ESXAUCE    ESXAUCT  ESXAUCT

ESXAUED  ESXAUED     ESXAUEG  ESXAUEG     ESXAUEN  ESXAUEN    ESXAUES  ESXAUES

ESXAUTL  ESXAUTL     ESXPFIX  ESXAOVE     GSIADOC  GSIADOC    IDD      IDMSDDDC

IDDM     IDMSDDDM    IDDML    IDDMLOOK    IDDMT    IDMSDDDM   IDDT     IDMSDDDC

IDMSJSRV RHDCNP3J    IDMSWSRV IDMSWSSS    IJHA0011 IJHA0011   IJHA0012 IJHA0012

KEYS     SSKAUSER    LOCKMON  LOCKMON     LOGD     USKMENU    LOOK     RHDCLOOK

LWEBSERV RHDCWSSP    MAPB     RHDCOMTC    MAPBT    RHDCOMTC   MAPC     ADSORUN1

MAPCT    ADSORUN1    OCF      IDMSOCF     OCFT     IDMSOCF    OCFX     IDMSOCFX

OLMI     OLMPMAIN    OLP      RHDCOPLG    OLQ      DMSOLQS    OLQNT    IDMSOLQS

OLQTNOTE OLQSNOTE    OPER     RHDCOPER    ORDCLO1  ORDCLOJ1   ORDCLO2 ORDCLOJ2

ORDDET1  ORDDETJ1    ORDDET2  ORDDETJ2    ORDREQ1  ORDREQJ1   ORDREQ2  ORDREQJ2

PAUSE    SSKAPOS     PA1      SSKAMAIN    PA2      SSKAMAIN   PA3      SSKAMAIN

PF1      SSKAMAIN    PF10     SSKAMAIN    PF11     SSKAMAIN   PF12     SSKAMAIN

PF13     SSKAMAIN    PF14     SSKAMAIN    PF15     SSKAMAIN   PF16     SSKAMAIN

PF17     SSKAMAIN    PF18     SSKAMAIN    PF19     SSKAMAIN   PF2      SSKAMAIN

PF20     SSKAMAIN    PF21     SSKAMAIN    PF22     SSKAMAIN   PF23     SSKAMAIN

PF24     SSKAMAIN    PF3      SSKAMAIN    PF4      SSKAMAIN   PF5      SSKAMAIN

PF6      SSKAMAIN    PF7      SSKAMAIN    PF8      SSKAMAIN   PF9      SSKAMAIN

PMAM     PMAMINIT    PMBILL   PMAMBILL    PMIM     PMIMINIT   PMRM     PMRTINIT

PMWNDRVR PMWNDRVR    PMWNSAVE PMWNCIDD    P5408    IDMSOCF    QREVIEW  GSIC0510

QUED     RHDCQUED    RETRIEVE SSKARTRV    RHDCNP3J RHDCNP3J   RHDCNP3S RHDCNP3S

RHDCNP3W IDMSWSSS    RHDCSROL RHDCSROL    RHDCSTTS RHDCSTTS   S        RHDCSNON

SCHEMA   IDMSCHDC    SCHEMAT  IDMSCHDC    SDEL     RHDCSDEL   SEND     RHDCSEND

SHOWMAP  RHDCSHOW    SIGNOFF  RHDCSNOF    SIGNON   RHDCSNON   SSC      IDMSUBDC

SSCT     IDMSUBDC   SSKAAPL   SSKAAPL     SSKADEF  SSKADEF    SSKAMEN  SSKAMEN

SSKAULS  SSKAULS    SSKAUSER  SSKAUSER    SUSPEND  RHDCSUSP   SYSGEN   RHDCSGDC

SYSGENT  RHDCSGDC   TCF       RHDCUMBR    TPSG     TPSAADSG   USEAADD  USEAADD

USEAAL   USEAAL     USEACAL   USEACAL     USEACAS  USEACAS    USEACCA  USEACCA

USEACDL  USEACDL    USEACDS   USEACDS     USEACPS  USEACPS    USEACPY  USEACPY

USEACSL  USEACSL    USEADSL   USEADSL     USEAKEY  USEAKEY    USEAMEN  USEAMEN

USEAMSL  USEAMSL    USEAPSL   USEAPSL     USEAREC  USEAREC    USEARSO  USEARSO

USEASDL  USEASDL    USEASEL   USEASEL     USEASON  USEASON    USEA000  USEA000

USFAOPT  USFAOPT    USFAOPT1  USFAOPT     USGADEL  USGADEL    USGADLS  USGADLS

USGAFIX  USGAFIX    USGAMEN   USGAMEN     USGAPL   USGAPL     USGASES  USGASES

USGASET  USGASET    USGINTX1  USGASOF     USKDUMP  USKDUMP    USKEVNT  USKEVNT
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USKMENU  USKMENU    USKSHOW   USKSHOW     USKSTAT  USKSTAT    USKTRCE  USKTRCE

USVAARE  USVAARE    USVABER   USVABER     USVACPL  USVACPL    USVACPY  USVACPY

USVAEDJ  USVAEDJ    USVAEJL   USVAEJL     USVAENT  USVAENT    USVAFLS  USVAFLS

USVAIDX  USVAIDX    USVAJUL   USVAJUL     USVAJUT  USVAJUT    USVAMEN  USVAMEN

USVAREC  USVAREC    USVARLS   USVARLS     USVASET  USVASET    USVASJL  USVASJL

USVASPC  USVASPC    USVASPL   USVASPL     USVASSL  USVASSL    USVASUB  USVASUB

USVASUL  USVASUL    USVASUT   USVASUT     USVAUTI  USVAUTI    USXIMAP  USXIMAP

USXIMAPT USXIMAP    WEBC      IDMSWEBC    WSQL     RHDCWSQL   WSQP RHDCWSQP

XDMAENV  XDMAENV    XDMAFIL   XDMAFIL     XDMAKEY  XDMAKEY    XDMALOD  XDMALOD

XDMALST  XDMALST    XDMAMEN   XDMAMEN     XDMAMNU  XDMAMNU    XDMAMN2  XDMAMN2

XDMAOUT  XDMAOUT    XDMAOVE   XDMAOVE     XDMASPO  XDMASPO    XDMASTO  XDMASTO

XDMAST1  XDMAST1    XDMAWHA   XDMAWHA     XDMAWTH  XDMAWTH    XDMAYES  XDMAYES

06F1     RHDCCNOS

Stopping a TSO address space...

TSO address space ended successfully, key was: xxxxxxx-413-aagmaaay

$ python display_task.py -t wsql

Starting a TSO address space...

TSO address space began successfully, key is: xxxxxxx-413-aagmaaaz

Connecting to CV...

Connected to CV V160

        Task Code WSQL

      Program/Map RHDCWSQL

        Map/Nomap NOMAP

    Input/Noinput NOINPUT

         Priority 110

           Status ENABLED AND INSRV

        Print Key OFF

       Stall Intv 00300 (SYSTEM)

     Quiesce Wait 00300 (SYSTEM)

    External Wait 00600 (SYSTEM)

   Resource Intvl 01800 (SYSTEM)

   Resource Progm RHDCBYE

     Times Called 0000000

  Current Threads 00000

   Max Concurrent OFF

      Term Output NOSAVE

         Autotask NO

         Location ANY

    Trans Sharing OFF(SYSTEM)

        On Commit WRITE COMT(SYSTEM)

      On Rollback RETAIN ID(SYSTEM)

    SQL Row Limit SYSTEM

    Storage Limit SYSTEM

       Lock Limit SYSTEM

       Call Limit SYSTEM

       DBIO Limit SYSTEM

Stopping a TSO address space...

TSO address space ended successfully, key was: xxxxxxx-413-aagmaaaz
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Administrating
Download a PDF of this Administrating section.

As a database or system administrator, you can perform admininstration operations on the following CA IDMS
components or systems:

NOTE

Information in this section is restricted to customers of CA IDMS. Use your Broadcom Support Online login ID to
access all content.

Administrating CA Endevor and DB for Bridge
The Bridge aids CA Endevor SCM users in the release management process by giving them access to the capabilities
inherent in a database environment.

Using CA Endevor SCM, you can track the history of an inventory element at the source. With the addition of the Bridge,
you have access to the migration data for an inventory element and can obtain the following information:

• The identity of promoted elements and entities.
• The origin of promoted elements and entities (source).
• The destination of promoted elements and entities (target).

The Bridge allows you to log CA Endevor SCM activities in a CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS Change Control Database
(CCDB) and to perform release management functions that enable you to monitor your development activity and maintain
the integrity of your systems.

Bridge Functions

You can perform the following functions with the Bridge:

Track the migration of an inventory element from one environment to another. For example, you can track the migration of
an inventory element from a development to a production environment.

Track and review changes to dictionary and non-dictionary entities from a central location. That is, you can log all CA
Endevor SCM activities in a CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS Change Control Database (CCDB).

Migrate both dictionary and non-dictionary entities under the control of the CCDB, so that when you migrate a CA IDMS
application from one dictionary to another, you can also migrate non-dictionary structures (for example, COBOL programs
or CA Culprit for CA IDMS reports used with a CA ADS application).

Monitor dictionary and non-dictionary changes under one unified Change Control Identifier (CCID). You can assign a
common set of CCIDs to CA Endevor SCM changes and dictionary changes and simultaneously monitor both sets of
entities.

Perform an analysis of the impact of proposed changes.

The following functions are not performed by the Bridge:

• Security measures including Preauthorization, Signout/Signin, Lock, and all security class data except NM-Mode and
Migrate.

• Source management for CA IDMS data dictionary entities.

When to Use the Bridge

Your organization benefits most from the Bridge product in the following circumstances:
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• You are currently using both CA Endevor SCM and CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS separately, and want to tie together
changes made to non-dictionary entities with changes made to dictionary entities.

• You are currently using CA Endevor SCM and want to take advantage of CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS's release
management support.

How the Bridge Executes

The Bridge program, C1DBBRDG, is an exit module that is executed in addition to other CA Endevor SCM user exits. As
with other CA Endevor SCM user exits, the Bridge is transparent to the user.

The sequence of events at run time is as follows:

1. The CA Endevor SCM user exit, if any, is executed.
2. The Bridge program, C1DBBRDG, is executed and, depending on the exit, performs as follows:

– At Exit 2, the Bridge validates actions, using the CCDB contents.
– At Exit 3, the Bridge logs actions in the CCDB. (If you already have your own logging process set up at this exit,

double logging occurs.)
– At Exits 5 and 6 the Bridge performs general housekeeping activities.

NOTE
The Bridge does not utilize Exits 1 and 4.

Commonly-Used Terms

The terms used throughout this document are part of standard CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS terminology. A number of
these terms are defined below for your convenience.

Term Definition
Archive Data Set The data set that contains output from a CA Endevor SCM Archive

and/or Transfer action. The archive data set can be any sequential
file where RECFM = VB, LRECL has a minimum value of 800, and
DSORG=PS.

CCDB The Change Control Database in CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS
that maintains a complete log of all changes made to a dictionary
entity. The CCDB also stores information on users, migration
activity, and security structures.

C1-ELEMENT In the Bridge, the entity type assigned to an inventory element
being monitored in a CCDB. See also the definition for Inventory
Element.

Dictionary The CA IDMS Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD) which contains
data definitions, modules, documentation, and run time
information for CA IDMS components.

DBNAME /DICTNAME In a multiple database/dictionary environment, a keyword in
command syntax that identifies a particular group of databases.
The group can include a CCDB, an IDD, and/or other databases.
The keyword is followed by the name of the database/dictionary
from which information is to be retrieved. The dictionary or
database name that is specified refers to an entry in the CA IDMS
Database Name Table (DB Table).

Entity An object monitored by the Change Monitor in a CCDB. For
example, an IDD object such as a dialog or a map, or a non-
dictionary inventory element. An entity is identified by its name,
version, and type.
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Environment A repository of definitions within CA Endevor SCM. An
environment comprises a Master Control File and one or more
libraries that contain the source for the entities. An environment is
subdivided into two stages.

Identifier The information that uniquely identifies the entity being tracked,
independent of its location. The complete identifier of an entity
consists of its name, version number, and type.

CA IDMS Central Version (CA IDMS/CV) In CA IDMS, a central copy of the database manager. This mode
of operation allows multiple application programs to execute
concurrently, sharing a single DBMS. The Bridge always runs
under CA IDMS/CV.

Inventory Element An object stored in a CA Endevor SCM environment (previously
referred to as a C1-ELEMENT). An inventory element is identified
by its system, subsystem, name, type, version, and level.
In a CCDB used under the Bridge, an inventory element is
automatically logged with a type of C1-ELEMENT.

Level In CA Endevor SCM, a version qualifier that identifies different
instances of an inventory element. For example, version 5 level
22 appears as 5.22. All levels of a given inventory element can
coexist.

Stage In CA Endevor SCM, a subdivision of the environment. An
inventory element can be in Stage 1 or in Stage 2. Typically,
you use Stage 1 as a transient holding area where you build the
inventory elements before migrating them to Stage 2. Typically,
you use Stage 2 for further testing before migrating the inventory
elements to a production environment.

Subsystem In CA Endevor SCM, a subgroup of a system; the secondary level
within the environment hierarchy. Each inventory element is in a
subsystem within a system.

System In CA Endevor SCM, a logical group of inventory elements as they
apply to major applications, departments, or work areas within an
organization; the top level within the hierarchy of the environment.
All inventory elements are assigned to a system.

Type The form of the element or entity. Types indicate how the element/
entity is created (the source language used) and how it is
manipulated. For example, COBOL, JCL, and copy books are
types of inventory elements in CA Endevor SCM. Processes,
dialogs, maps, and inventory elements are types of entities in CA
Endevor/DB for CA IDMS.

Version A number that identifies an iteration of an inventory element in a
CA Endevor SCM environment or a dictionary entity in the CCDB.
Multiple versions of a single entity can coexist in a dictionary,
whereas only a single version of an inventory element can exist at
any one time in a CA Endevor SCM environment.

Installation Procedures
This section provides you with information on the procedures to follow in the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS and CA
Endevor SCM operating environments when installing the Bridge.
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Prerequisites

Before installing and using the Bridge, you must successfully install CA Endevor SCM, Release 3.7 (or higher) and CA
Endevor/DB for CA IDMS, at every site involved in the migration process. It is also helpful if your staff using the Bridge
have:

• An understanding of the CA Endevor SCM and CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS environments in your organization.
• Familiarity with the online screens and reporting capabilities of CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS that display change

history and migration data.

Because the Bridge is designed for use with both CA Endevor SCM and CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS, you will find it
useful to have the following documents available for reference:

• CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS Using section
• Installing section -- z/OS
• Administrating section

Security Considerations

The following mode and migrate values are required for users executing the release management programs. They can be
set in the Security Class or by using NDVR-GLOBAL:

MIGRATE = Y

NM-MODE = Y

For instructions on modifying security parameters and an explanation of the options, see the discussion of security
classes in the Administrating section

Programs

The following table summarizes the programs used for the different functions within the release management process.

Function Program Host System
Selection NDVRDSEL Source
Correlation/impact analysis NDVRDCOR Target
Migration NDVRDLVR/NDVRC1 Source and Target
Confirmation (extract) NDVRDCF1 NDVRDCF2 Target Source

Sample copies of the JCL for the Bridge programs are stored in the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS JCL installation library.

Installation Summary

Installation of the Bridge involves the following steps:

1. In CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS, run the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS install. The Bridge modules will be installed as
part of the regular installation process.

2. In CA Endevor SCM, perform the following tasks:
– Customize the Defaults and Bridge Configuration control tables.
– Define the Bridge to ISPF.
– Modify the skeleton JCL.

3. Verify that the Bridge is operational.
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CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS Procedures

Installing the Bridge within CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS makes the Change Monitor available for use in a CA Endevor
SCM environment. You use the Bridge to activate the Change Monitor. In turn, the Change Monitor records Change Log
Entries (CLEs) in a designated CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS Change Control Database (CCDB).

Install the Bridge

The Bridge modules are installed as a part of the normal CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS product installation process. If you
are installing both CA Endevor SCM and CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS, install CA Endevor SCM first.

If you already have CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS installed and are subsequently installing CA Endevor SCM, run the
MSGCOPY job found in the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS installation library.

Using a Standalone CCDB

In most cases, you only modify the startup JCL and recycle the system because the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS
installation has already constructed the CCDBs used by the Change Monitor. However, if you have a CA Endevor SCM
environment that does not correspond to any CA IDMS/DB dictionary, and you want to instrument it with the Bridge, you
should refer to JOB 6 of the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS installation. You will need to duplicate portions of this job to
define a new CCDB environment.

CA Endevor SCM Procedures

This section discusses the steps in the CA Endevor SCM environment that are needed to complete the Bridge installation.
The Bridge is controlled by two tables:

• C1DBCNFG -- An application-specific configuration table that establishes the correspondence between an
environment and a CCDB

• C1DEFLTS -- The CA Endevor SCM Defaults table. In addition to providing information for these control modules, you
also need to update ISPF and TSO specifications.

Read this section for the following information:

• Constructing the Bridge configuration module -- Specifying the mapping between CA Endevor SCM and CA
Endevor/DB for CA IDMS components of the Bridge.

• Customizing the Defaults control table -- Incorporating Bridge-specific macros in the Defaults table.
• Defining the Bridge to ISPF -- Tailoring your ISPF logon procedure or CLIST to allocate ddnames and loadlibs for the

Bridge.
• Adding Bridge-specific data sets -- Updating the JCL library for use with the Bridge.

Constructing the Bridge Configuration Module

In this part of the installation, you code, assemble, and link-edit C1DBCNFG, the Bridge configuration table. (Sample JCL
for the configuration table is stored as member C1DBCNFG in the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS JCL installation library.)
To configure the Bridge for your particular application, code the following macro statements:

1. One NDVRC1DB TYPE= MAIN statement that contains the site identifier. The MAIN macro must be the first statement
in the sequence.

2. One or more NDVRC1DB TYPE = MAP statements. Each MAP entry links an inventory area (identified by an
environment/stage/system combination) to a CCDB or data dictionary known to a particular CA IDMS/CV system.

NOTE
You can map a single CCDB/dictionary to multiple systems and/or stages within an environment, but you
cannot map a single CCDB to multiple environments. (See the example, later in this section, for more
information on how to map Bridge components).

3. One NDVRC1DB TYPE = END statement. This must be the last macro statement in the sequence.
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4. An Assembler END statement.

Code the Source Module

The syntax for the Bridge configuration module (C1DBCNFG) is listed below:

NDVRC1DB TYPE=MAIN,SITEID=site-number

NDVRC1DB TYPE=MAP,

         SYSCTL=idms.sysctl,

         DICTNAM=dictname,

         LOGACTN=R/O,

         CCIDVAL=R/O,

         ENVRMNT=env-name,

         STAGE#=1/2/*,

         SYSTEM=system-name

NDVRC1DB TYPE=END

END

Each of the Bridge configuration module parameters and their variables are described below.

Parameter Description Values
SITEID = site-number The identifier of the site where the entities

are being migrated. This site id must match
the site id value in the Defaults table.

A 1-character alphanumeric value.
(Required)

SYSCTL = idms.sysctl The system control file that determines
which CA IDMS/CV system the Bridge uses
at run time.

A standard data set name. (Required)

DICTNAM = dictname The identifier of the IDD/CCDB that
corresponds to the named CA Endevor
SCM inventory area. The database must be
known to the CA IDMS/CV system named
in the SYSCTL parameter.

Options:
The 1- to 8-character name of a CA IDMS/
DB database name.
A blank, in quotation marks (' '), if the
inventory area maps to the primary
dictionary.
(Required)
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LOGACTN = R/O An indication of whether the Bridge should
log actions in the CCDB When logging is
required, actions are denied if the Bridge
cannot gain access to the appropriate
CCDB

Options:
R -- Logging is required; (the default).
O -- Logging is optional.

CCIDVAL = R/O An indication of whether the CCID specified
in the action must be defined in the CCDB.
When validation is required, actions are
denied if the CCID is not known to the
CCDB.

Options:
R -- Always validate the CCID (the default)
O -- Validation is optional.

ENVRMNT = env-name The name of the environment you are
mapping to the CCDB/IDD identified in the
DICTNAM parameter.
You cannot map a single CCDB to multiple
environments.

The 1- to 8-character name of the CA
Endevor SCM environment.

STAGE# = 1/2/* One or both stages (within the environment
named in the ENVRMNT parameter)
mapping to the dictionary named on the
DICTNAM parameter.

Options:
1 -- Map from Stage #1
2 -- Map from Stage #2
* -- Map from both stages (the default).

SYSTEM = system-name The CA Endevor SCM MVS system (within
the environment from the ENVRMNT
parameter) mapping to the dictionary
named on the DICTNAME parameter.

Options:
The 1- to 8-character name of a specific
system.
An asterisk (*) signifying all systems in the
environment (the default).

Configuration Example

The following figure illustrates a sample scenario where you are migrating inventory elements between systems in the
Development environment and between Stage 1 and Stage 2 environments.

To implement the Bridge between the CA Endevor SCM and CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS systems in this example, you
would code the following Configuration module:
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NDVRC1DB TYPE=MAIN,SITEID=3

NDVRC1DB TYPE=MAP,

       SYSCTL=IDMS.SYSCTL,DICTNAME=VENCAS,

       ENVRNMNT=ENVIR1,STAGE#=1,SYSTEM=VENCAS

NDVRC1DB TYPE=MAP,

       SYSCTL=IDMS.SYSCTL,DICTNAM=DEVCAS,

       ENVRNMNT=ENVIR1,STAGE#=1,SYSTEM=CAS

NDVRC1DB TYPE=MAP,

       SYSCTL=IDMS.SYSCTL,DICTNAM=DEVHOUSE,

       ENVRNMNT=ENVIR1,STAGE#=1,SYSTEM=INHOUSE

NDVRC1DB TYPE=MAP,

       SYSCTL=IDMS.SYSCTL,DICTNAM=CAS,

       ENVRNMNT=ENVIR1,STAGE#=2,SYSTEM=CAS

NDVRC1DB TYPE=MAP,

       SYSCTL=IDMS.SYSCTL,DICTNAM=HOUSE,

       ENVRNMNT=ENVIR1,STAGE#=2,SYSTEM=INHOUSE

NDVRC1DB TYPE=END

END

Building the Configuration Table

To build the configuration table:

1. Run the JCL listed on the next page to assemble and link-edit the configuration module. As noted earlier, the sample
for this job is distributed as C1DBCNFG in the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS installation JCL library.

2. To activate the configuration table, IPL your system or refresh the APF-authorized loadlib that contains the module.

NOTE
To coordinate maintenance of the Configuration module and the Defaults table, we recommend copying the
C1DBCNFG steps into BC1JDEFT, the job that assembles and link-edits the Defaults table. See JCL to
Assemble and Link-Edit the Defaults Table, in the following section, for information on the Defaults table JCL.
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JCL to Assemble and Link-Edit the Configuration Table

  //*(Insert site-specific JOB statement)

  //STEP1   EXEC PGM=your.assembler,REGION=2048K,

  //             PARM='DECK,NOLOAD,NORLD,NOXREF'

  //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

  //SYSLIB    DD DSN=endevor.db.distmac,

  //             DISP=SHR

  //SYSPUNCH  DD DSN=&.&ASMOP.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=TDISK,

  //             DCB=BLKSIZE=80,SPACE=(TRK,(5,1))

  //SYSUT1    DD DSN=&.&ASMWRK1.,UNIT=TDISK,SPACE=(TRK,(5,1))

  //SYSUT2    DD DSN=&.&ASMWRK2.,UNIT=TDISK,SPACE=(TRK,(5,1))

  //SYSUT3    DD DSN=&.&ASMWRK3.,UNIT=TDISK,SPACE=(TRK,(5,1))

  //SYSIN     DD *

    C1DBCNFG TITLE 'ENDEVOR DB BRIDGE CONFIGURATION TABLE'

             NDVRC1DB TYPE=MAIN,SITEID=site-number

  NDVRC1DB TYPE=MAP,

                      SYSCTL=idms.sysctl,

                      DICTNAM=dictname,

                      LOGACTN=R/O,

                      CCIDVAL=R/O,

                      ENVRMNT=env-name,

                      STAGE#=1/2/*,

                      SYSTEM=system-name

                .
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                .

                .

             NDVRC1DB TYPE=END

             END

  /*

  //STEP2   EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='LIST,NCAL,XREF,SIZE=(256K,64K)',

  //             COND=(0,NE)

  //SYSLIN   DD  DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&.&ASMOP.

  //SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=uprfx.uqual.LOADLIB(C1DBCNFG),

  //             DISP=SHR

  //SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=TDISK,SPACE=(CYL,(5,3))

  //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

  //*

Where:

• your.assembler is the name of the Assembler your site uses.
• endevor.db.distmac is the name of the source library you allocated when installing CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS.
• uprfx.uqual.LOADLIB is the name of the APF-authorized LINKLIST library you allocated when installing CA Endevor

SCM. (The load module must be named C1DBCNFG.)

NOTE
To avoid having to IPL the system or refresh the loadlib unnecessarily, we recommend that you use a Steplib
to test the assembly and link-edit before actually using the APF-authorized loadlib.

Customizing the Defaults Table

The Defaults table (C1DEFLTS) contains the TYPE=ENVRNMNT macros that define the environments you are using.
Sample JCL for the Defaults table is stored as member uprfx.uqual.JCL(BC1JDEFT) on the CA Endevor SCM installation
media.

Defaults Table Customization Steps

To customize the Defaults table:

1. Include a TYPE=ENVRNMNT macro for each environment. A sample from the ENVRNMNT macro is shown below.

C1DEFLTS TYPE=ENVRNMNT,
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        .

        .

        .

        ENDBACT=Y,         E/MVS DB BRIDGE OPTION (Y/N)   X

        ENDBAVL=Y,         E/MVS DB BRIDGE OPTION (Y/N)   X

        .

        .

        .

2. Edit the ENDBACT and the ENDBAVL parameter in the ENVRNMNT macro. The ENDBACT parameter pertains
specifically to the Bridge and must be turned on (set to YES) for each environment you are activating under the Bridge.
The ENDBAVL parameter must be set to YES if the ENDBACT is turned on.

3. Assemble and link-edit the table, using the JCL listed in JCL to Assemble and Link-Edit the Defaults Table. Make sure
the edited macros are sequenced correctly in the job stream. They must appear in the following order:
– TYPE=MAIN macro
– TYPE=ENVRNMNT
– TYPE=END
Step 1 assembles the macros and passes the assembled Defaults table to Step 2. Step 2 link-edits the table and
stores the completed table in iprfx.iqual.LOADLIB(C1DEFLTS) where iprfx.iqual is the name assigned to the load
library when CA Endevor SCM was installed.

4. To activate the Defaults table, IPL your system or refresh the APF-authorized loadlib that contains the module.

Refer to the Installing section -- z/OS if you need more detailed information on the Defaults table and its parameters.

Defining the Bridge to ISPF

In order to make the components of the Bridge available during ISPF sessions, update your ISPF logon procedure or TSO
CLIST as follows:

1. Modify the data sets allocated for ISPLLIB.
2. Optionally, add the SYSCTL data set.
3. Also, if you use two or more CV systems, allocate a comparable number of data sets in your CLIST.

ISPLLIB Allocations

Modify the ALLOCATE statement for ISPLLIB as follows:

ALLOC F(ISPLLIB) DS('endevor.loadlib','idms.loadlib', -  ) SHR

Where:
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• endevor.loadlib is the name of the load module library (created when CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS was installed) that
contains the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS system programs.

• idms.loadlib is the name of the load module library that contains the CA IDMS/DB system programs (IDMSINTB,
etc.).

CA IDMS Central Version Information

Optionally, add the following statements:

free  f(sysctl)

alloc  f(sysctl) ds('idms.sysctl'') shr

Where:

• idms.sysctl is the name of the SYSCTL file used to access the CA IDMS/DB Central Version that services the CCDB
database.

NOTE
If your Configuration table (C1DBCNFG) specifies the same SYSCTL data set name on all NDVRC1DB
statements, you can allocate the SYSCTL file in your TSO CLIST. However, If you have multiple SYSCTL files,
do not specify SYSCTL in the TSO CLIST.

Adding Bridge-Specific Data Sets

The installation job for CA Endevor SCM creates a JCL skeleton library called iprfx.iqual.ISPSLIB. Within this library, you
need to update member C1SB3000, adding two new DD statements.

Load Module Libraries

Add DD statements for STEPLIB, as follows:

//steplib  dd dsn=endevor.loadlib,disp=shr

//         dd dsn=idms.loadlib,disp=shr

Where:

• endevor.loadlib is the name of the load module library, created during the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS installation
process, that contains system programs used by the Bridge.

• idms.loadlib is the name of the load module library containing the CA IDMS system programs.

Basic Operations

Overview

This section provides you with information that will help you understand the coordination between the CA Endevor/DB for
CA IDMS and CA Endevor SCM functions of the Bridge.

Read this section for the following information:
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• Identifiers - Synchronizing CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS and CA Endevor SCM naming conventions
• Mask characters - Using mask characters for retrieving information
• Action codes - How they are translated by the Bridge
• Version/level numbers - How they are handled by the CCDB

Identifiers

The Bridge translates CA Endevor SCM element names into the corresponding entity names that are used in the release
management process. To request information from the CCDB online facility, you type a fully- or partially-qualified CA
Endevor SCM element name in the field that asks for the entity name.

System Identification

The Bridge creates audit trails and cross-reference records to reflect migration activity in the CCDBs of the target and
source environments. Each environment involved in migration as a source or target is identified by a system name and
a DBNAME/DICTNAME in the dictionary descriptor record contained in the CCDB. The system name is used to provide
unique system identification when the source and target environments share the same dictname. This often happens
when the environments involved reside on separate machines or CA IDMS/CVs.

You can set up system names using the Dictionary Functions online submenu. See the Administrating section for full
instructions on establishing a system name.

CA Endevor SCM Element Names

A CA Endevor SCM inventory element is identified by its system name, subsystem name, element name, element type,
and stage number.

The Bridge concatenates the above identifiers to form the entity name used in the CCDB. This entity name is what
appears online and in reports that display change history information.

For example, you could have a CA Endevor SCM inventory element that has the following identifiers:

• System = SYSTEMA
• Subsystem = SUBSYSA1
• Element name = TESTMAC1
• Type = COBOL
• Stage = 1

When the inventory element is updated and a Change Log Entry (CLE) is written to the CCDB, the Bridge translates the
inventory element name into a CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS entity name as follows:

 SYSTEMA SUBSYSA1TESTMAC1  COBOL   1
 

This is the way you would identify the inventory element when requesting information from the CCDB. Note that spaces
have been left after the system name, element name, and element type.

Name Segment Requirements

Each name segment has a required length. When not using delimiters, you need to pad the name segment with blanks to
maintain the required length. The number of characters required for each segment is shown in the table below.

Component Length
System name 8 characters
Subsystem name 8 characters
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Element name 10 characters
Type 8 characters
Stage 1 digit (1 or 2)

Delimiters

When using the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS online facilities, you can place periods or commas as name segment
delimiters. The commas separate the system name from the subsystem name, the subsystem name from the element,
and so on. For example, to use delimiters when requesting the inventory element in the previous example, you would
specify:

 SYSTEMA.SUBSYSA1.TESTMAC1.COBOL.1
 

Note that you do not use spaces to pad name segments when you are delimiting with periods or commas.

Mask Characters

The mask character provides a means of retrieving entity names that match a particular criteria. You can specify as much
or as little of the entity name as you want; the more information you give, the more specific the list that is returned. Use
the name mask when you want to:

• Enter partial entity names or name segments - For example, if you know the element is in System A, but are unsure
of the exact subsystem name, you could enter a partial subsystem name of SUBSYS*. This would provide you with a
list of all elements in System A with subsystems that begin with the letters SUBSYS.

• Verify that a particular element exists - You can use the name mask to retrieve a list of all elements meeting the
selected criteria to ensure that a specific element(s) does exist in the CCDB.

Using Asterisks

Asterisks (*) are used as mask characters. The information that the system retrieves depends on where you place the
asterisk and the additional information you supply. The system returns entity names matching all the criteria you specify in
your request.

To use the mask feature, type the beginning portion of the name segment followed immediately by an asterisk. You can
place the asterisk in the following positions:

• As the last nonblank character in the name. For example:
 SYSTEM*
 

In this example, all entities beginning with the characters S-Y-S-T-E-M are retrieved, no matter what the subsystem,
element, type, or stage.

• As the last nonblank character in a particular name segment. For example:
 SYSTEMA.SUBSYS*.TESTMAC1.COBOL.1
 

In this example, all Stage 1 COBOL inventory elements in SystemA named Testmac1 are retrieved from subsystems
that begin with the characters S-U-B-S-Y-S.

• As the last nonblank character in both the full name and a name segment. For example:
 SYS*.SUBSYS*
 

In this example, all entities are retrieved with names that begin with the characters S-Y-S, subsystems that begin with
S-U-B-S-Y-S, and any element name, type, and stage.

• As a single character in a name segment. For example:
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 SYSTEMA.SUBSYS*A.TESTMAC1.COBOL.1
 

In this example all subsystems are retrieved that begin with the characters S-U-B-S-Y-S-, end with an A, and match
the other name segments.

• In place of a name segment. For example:
 SYSTEMA.*.*.*.1
 

In this example, all Stage 1 entities from SystemA are retrieved.

Using Periods or Commas

You can use periods or commas as a mask placeholder. For example, to see change history for all Stage 1 macro-type
entities in SystemA, specify the following:

 SYSTEMA..MACRO.1
 

In this example, the first period marks the end of the system name, the second period designates the subsystem name,
and the third period designates the element name. This entry would generate a list of all the matching elements.

You can combine the comma and asterisk to retrieve an even larger list of elements. For example, to request all elements
belonging to systems beginning with the characters S-Y-S in Stage 1, with a type of MACRO, and any subsystem and
element name, specify the following:

 SYS*,,,MACRO,1
 

Version and Level Numbers

A CA Endevor SCM element identifier includes a version and a level number. The version number is designated by
the user. There can be only one version of a particular CA Endevor SCM element at a given time. The level number is
assigned by CA Endevor SCM. There can be up to 100 levels or sets of changes within a particular version.

The Bridge translates the CA Endevor SCM version and level number information to a CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS
version number which appears in the version field of reports and change history information. For example, if a CA
Endevor SCM inventory element is identified as version 1, level 4 (1.4), the Change Log Entry identifies this element as a
version 1 entity.

NOTE
The level number is recorded in the text of the Change Log Record and appears on the change history
information detail screens for the CA Endevor SCM element. (Refer to Section5, "Change History Reports,_ for
a discussion of the Bridge online facilities.)

Action Codes

CA Endevor SCM uses action commands (for example, ADD, UPDATE, DELETE) to maintain the source and related files
for inventory elements. Similarly, CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS captures and tracks actions against a particular dictionary.

When an action is performed against an inventory element, the Bridge translates the action code into a CCDB equivalent.
The value is recorded in the Change Log Entry, is written to the CCDB, and is placed in the Action field on reports and
change history information screens. As documentation, the CA Endevor SCM action command value is placed on change
history information screens.
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The following table lists the CA Endevor SCM action commands and the equivalent CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS action
codes that are recorded as Change Log Entries. Note that in the case of Move, Archive, and Transfer, the Change Log
Entry can vary, depending on the circumstances.

CA Endevor SCM Command Action Logged in CLEs
ADD A(dd).
ARCHIVE D(elete) if the entity is deleted.No action logged if the entity is not

deleted.
COPY No action logged.
DELETE D(elete).
UPDATE M (odify).
GENERATE M(odify).
LIST No action logged.
MOVE M(odify) at the target.D(elete) at the source.
PRINT No entry logged.
RESTORE M(odify) at the target.
RETRIEVE No entry logged.
SIGNIN No entry logged.
TRANSFER M (odify) at the target.D(elete) at the source.
UPDATE M(odify) the target entity.

Using the Bridge

Overview

This section provides you with information on the Bridge release management facilities and the migration process. The
release management architecture, in conjunction with the Change Monitor and the Change Control Database (CCDB),
controls the migration process for both dictionary and nondictionary entities.

Release management involves the following phases:

• Phase I: Selection -- Creating a selection list of CA Endevor SCM inventory elements for migration, based on input
selection criteria and Change Log information. The selection process also enables you to analyze the impact of the
proposed migration.

• Phase II: Migration -- Transferring entities on the final selection list from the source environment to the target
environment.

• Phase III: Confirmation -- Creating audit trails for the source and target environments, documenting the origin and
destination of the migrated entities.

This section describes these phases, particularly as they apply to the migration of CA Endevor SCM inventory elements.

Prerequisites

Before you begin using the Bridge, it is useful to have made the necessary security arrangements and to know the jobs
needed to implement the release management process.
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Phase I -- Selection

The release management process begins by selecting entities for migration based on the information contained in
the CCDB Change Log records and your input selection criteria. Only entities that have been modified in the source
environment since the last migration to the target environment are initially eligible. The selection criteria for migration can
include Change Control Identifiers (CCIDs), userids, status, and date/time ranges. At the successful conclusion of this
phase, you have a machine-readable file of the selected dictionary and non-dictionary entities. This file is used as input to
the other migration procedures. The following illustration shows the selection process.

The selection process involves the following steps:

• Step 1: Create the file of entities to migrate.
• Step 2: Modify the file, the source, and/or the selection criteria based on any exceptions reported by the Selection job.
• Step 3: Correlate the list with corresponding entities in the target environment.
• Step 4: Modify the list based on any exceptions reported by the Correlation job.
• Step 5: Finalize the migration file.

Each of these steps is discussed in detail in this section.

Step 1 Create Selection File

Select the entities to be migrated from the source to the target environment by running the selection processor
(NDVRDSEL). This job reads the signon and input command syntax in the input file (NDVRIPT) and creates a sequential
Entity Out file (NDVRENO) that contains the list of entities.
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Input

To select entities for the migration list:

1. Obtain a copy of the JCL for running NDVRDSEL. Sample JCL is available as SAMPDSEL in the CA Endevor/DB for
CA IDMS installation JCL library.

2. Code a TARGET parameter to supply siteid and environment information, as follows:
 TARGET {SYSTEM|NODENAME} [IS|=] node-name 
         {DBNAME|DICTNAME} [IS|=] dictname 
         SITEID = site-identifier 
         ENVIRONMENT = target-env-name 
 

3. Specify the following input parameters to indicate that you are using the CCDB database as input and that the file
being created is not executable:
 INPUT = DATABASE
 MODE = TRIAL
 

4. Establish INCLUDE, EXCLUDE, and/or WARN selection criteria. For more information on these commands, refer to
the Administrating section.

5. Specify one or more MIGRATE statements. To avoid confusion as to the source and target MAP entries, use specific
source and target system and stage IDs for each MIGRATE statement. Note that the source and target system,
subsystem, type, and stage IDs can be different, so that in effect, a MIGRATE command is a renaming rule for an
inventory element. The Bridge uses this information to determine which inventory elements (if any) should be renamed
when they migrate to the target system.
 MIGRATE  [SYSTEM mvs-system]
         [SUBSYSTEM mvs-subsystem]
         [TYPE mvs-type] [STAGE [NUMBER]mvs-stage#] 
         TO   [SYSTEM mvs-system]
         [SUBSYSTEM mvs-subsystem]
         [TYPE mvs-type] [STAGE [NUMBER]mvs-stage#]
 

The previous figure displays an example of an input file. You can specify multiple rules that work independently or
in conjunction with each other. To determine if any part of the name needs to be changed when the record is moved
to the target system, the Bridge systematically applies the set of rules to each source element in turn. For more
information, see the examples at the end of this section.

6. Execute the NDVRDSEL job. The following is a sample input file:
 SIGNON DICTNAME SRCDICT USER EDBADMIN.
 TARGET SYSTEM = 'QA' DICTNAME = 'D'
    SITEID = '1' ENVIRONMENT = QA.
 MIGRATE SYSTEM DEVELOP TO SYSTEM QA.
 MIGRATE SUBSYSTEM INTERNL TO SUBSYSTEM EXTERNL.
 MIGRATE TYPE COBOL TO TYPE COBXX.
 INPUT IS DATABASE.
 EXPAND IDD HIERARCHY RELATIONSHIPS.
 INCLUDE USER = DBADMIN.
 INCLUDE CCID = DEVELOP.
 EXCLUDE STATUS = NEVER-MIGRATE.
 MODE = TRIAL.
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MIGRATE Statement Examples

The following examples are based on a source environment that contains the inventory elements listed in the table below:

System Subsystem Type Stage
DEVELOP 9708 COBOL 1

9801 COBOL 2

Example 1

Change the stage number only.

To rename the stage component of inventory elements migrating from Stage #2 in the source DEVELOP and TEST
systems to Stage #1 in the target systems, use the following statement:

 MIGRATE STAGE 2 TO STAGE 1.
 

Example 2

Selectively change subsystem names within a given system.

As shown in the table below, the goal of this example is to change the 9708 subsystem name to INTERNL (within the
DEVELOP system only), when the inventory elements are migrated to the target system QA. Note that subsystem 9801
does not change.

System Subsystem Stage Type
Source element DEVELOP 9708 1 COBOL
Target element QA INTERNL 1 COBOL
Source element DEVELOP 9801 1 COBOL
Target element QA 9801 1 COBOL

To accomplish this change, use the following statement:

 MIGRATE SYSTEM DEVELOP SUBSYSTEM 9708
        TO SYSTEM QA SUBSYSTEM INTERNL.
 

Example 3

Globally change subsystem names for both systems.

This example changes the name of the 9708 subsystem to INTERNL in both the DEVELOP and the TEST systems. It also
changes the type for the TEST system.

System Subsystem Stage Type
Source element DEVELOP 9708 1 COBOL
Target element QA INTERNL 1 COBOL
Source element DEVELOP 9801 1 COBOL
Target element QA 9801 1 COBOL
Source element TEST 9708 1 COBOL
Target element QATEST INTERNL 1 COBXX
Source element TEST 9801 1 COBOL
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Target element QATEST 9801 1 COBXX

To accomplish these changes, use the following statements:

 MIGRATE SYSTEM DEVELOP TO SYSTEM QA
 MIGRATE SYSTEM TEST TYPE COBOL TO SYSTEM QATEST TYPE COBXX
 MIGRATE SUBSYSTEM 9708 TO SUBSYSTEM INTERNL
 

Example 4

Selectively change system and subsystem names.

This example changes the 9708 subsystem name to EMPl in the DEVELOP system and to INTERNL in the TEST system.

System Subsystem Stage Type
Element 1: Source DEVELOP 9708 1 COBOL
Target QA EMPL 1 COBOL
Element 2: Source DEVELOP 9801 1 COBOL
Target QA 9801 1 COBOL
Element 3: Source TEST 9708 1 COBOL
Target QATEST INTERNL 1 COBOL
Element 4: Source TEST 9801 1 COBOL
Target QATEST 9801 1 COBOL

To accomplish these changes, use the following statements:

 MIGRATE SYSTEM DEVELOP SUBSYSTEM 9708
               TO SYSTEM QA SUBSYSTEM EMPL.     (RULE 1)
 MIGRATE SYSTEM DEVELOP TO SYSTEM QA.           (RULE 2)
 MIGRATE SYSTEM TEST TO SYSTEM QATEST.          (RULE 3)
 MIGRATE SUBSYSTEM 9708 TO SUBSYSTEM INTERNAL   (Rule 4)
 

MIGRATE rules are applied in the order in which you enter them. In this example, the rules are applied as follows.

• Element 1: Rule 1 matches the system and subsystem names and is applied. Rule 2 does not match because the
system name has already been changed by Rule 1. Rule 3 does not match the system name. Rule 4 does not match
because the subsystem name has already been changed by Rule 1.

• Element 2: Rule 1 does not match the subsystem name. Rule 2 matches the system name and is applied. Rule 3
does not match the system name and Rule 4 does not match the subsystem name.

• Element 3: Rules 1 and 2 do not match the system name. Rule 3 matches the system name and is applied. Rule 4
matches the subsystem name and is applied.

• Element 4: Rules 1 and 2 do not match the system name. Rule 3 matches the system name and is applied. Rule 4
does not match the subsystem name.

Output

When the NDVRDSEL job executes successfully, it produces the following output:

• The Selection File (NDVRENO) with control information identifying the source and target Change Control Databases
(CCDBs), and the list of entities selected for migration.
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The Selection File has an ENT (entity) statement for each entity named with an INCLUDE statement. The ENT
statement is commented out with an asterisk (*) if that entity is also EXCLUDEd. You can edit this file with any source
code editor.

• The Control Report set (NDVRLST) that includes:
– The Input Command Listing that displays the commands you specified in the input command file (NDVRIPT).
– The Compiled Command Listing that displays the input command file as seen by the command interpreter within

NDVRDSEL.
– The Entity List Exception Listing that itemizes entities with WARN or EXCLUDE conditions.
– The End-of-Job Statistics summary with information related to the work the system performed during execution of

the job.
• The Detail Report (NDVRDTL) that lists all the entities and a summary of their rules and statistics. This report is

particularly useful if you need to edit the Selection File.
• The Utility Report (NDVRUTL) that flags potential problem areas requiring further investigation. It lists all closely

related entities modified out of sequence. This report is primarily for the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS administrator.

Step 2 Modify Selection File

Based on the reports you received as output in Step 1, you may want to make modifications to the Selection file. If you are
satisfied with the results after reviewing the Entity List Exception Listing and/or the Detail report, continue to Step 3.

Otherwise, your options are as follows:

• Edit the inventory source
• Edit the existing selection file, or
• Rebuild the selection file.

Edit the Inventory Source

Make the necessary changes, if any, to your CA Endevor SCM inventory elements. Then, edit the existing selection file or
rebuild the selection. See the following sections for more information.

Edit the Existing Selection File

1. Use a standard editor to modify the Selection File. The figure shown in Phase II - Migration shows the syntactical
format of the output file. You can manually add entities by inserting an ENT statement. To include an EXCLUDEd entity
that is listed in the file, remove the leading asterisk (*). The syntax for the entity statement is shown below; be sure to
place all ENT statements after the LIST FOLLOWS command.
 ENT type entity-name vvvv.
 

NOTE
CA Endevor SCM inventory elements always have an entity type of C1-Element.

2. Execute NDVRDSEL using the following input parameters:
 MODE = TRIAL.
 INPUT = FILE.
 

These parameters cause the Selection File to be read back into NDVRDSEL as NDVRENI. The program processes
the edited file against the selection criteria and the CCDB produces the following:
– A new Selection File, output as NDVRENO.
– A new set of reports.

3. Review the reports and continue the validation process until you are satisfied.
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Rebuild the Selection File

1. Edit the selection criteria parameters.
2. Run NDVRDSEL using the following input parameters:

              MODE = TRIAL.
              INPUT = DATABASE.
      SOURCE SYSTEM [NAME] [IS | =] source-system-name 
       DBNAME | DICTNAME [IS | =] dictname  | ' '
       VERIFY DATE = MM/DD/YY TIME = hh:mm:ss 
 TARGET {SYSTEM|NODENAME} [IS|=] node-name 
       {DBNAME|DICTNAME} [IS|=] dictname 
        SITEID [IS|=] site-identifier 
        ENVIRONMENT [IS|=] target-env-name. 
 MIGRATE [SYSTEM mvs-system ] [SUBSYSTEM mvs-subsystem ]
         [TYPE mvs-type ]  [STAGE[NUMBER]mvs-stage# ]
   TO  [SYSTEM mvs-system  ] [SUBSYSTEM mvs-subsystem ]
         [TYPE mvs-type  ]  [STAGE [NUMBERr]mvs-stage# ] .
      .
      .
      .
 [MODE     [IS | =]  {TRIAL | EXECUTE  | BACKOFF} .]
 [INPUT    [IS | =] {FILE |  DATABASE} .]
 [SIGNOUT  [TO] {USER | CCID} [NAME]  [IS | =]  signout-name ]
 [INCLUDE
           [FROM [DATE] [IS | =]  mm/dd/yy ]
           [THRU [DATE]  [IS | =] mm/dd/yy ]
           [ALL ]
             [{MGRP | CCID | USER} [NAME][IS | =] select-name 
           ['']
           [WHERE STATUS [NAME]  [IS | =] status-value ]  ].
 [EXCLUDE    [WHERE] STATUS [NAME] [IS | =] status-value
              [WITHIN CCID [NAME]  [IS | =]status-value ]  ].
 [EXPAND    IDD {CHANGE  | HIERARCHY} [relationships]. ]
 [WARN       [WHERE]
           [CCID  [IS | =] MULTIPLE]
           [CCID  [IS | =] NULL]
           [USER  [IS | =] MULTIPLE ]
           [USER  [IS | =] null]  .]
 LIST FOLLOWS  .
  ENT type entity name vvvv. 
  ENT type entity name vvvv.
       .
       .
       .
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Step 3 Correlate File with Target

When you have finished editing the selection list, run the correlation processor to produce an impact analysis report. The
correlation job examines the history of changes in the target environment to determine if candidates have been modified
since they were last migrated from the source environment. Also, it determines which entities might be adversely affected
by the migration, or might prevent successful transfer. In this manner, reversion of applied fixes or parallel development
conflicts are captured, and discrepancies can be resolved before they cause problems.

Input

To correlate the selection list with the target and produce an impact analysis report:

1. Obtain a copy of the JCL for running NDVRDCOR. This program reads the entity names and control information
contained in the Selection File. A sample job, SAMPDCOR, is available in the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS installation
JCL library. (The ddname of the Selection File is NDVRENI.)

2. Use the input file (NDVRIPT) to supplement the control statements in the Selection File. Refer to the Administrating
section for more information on the SIGNON, IGNORE, and EXPAND statements.

3. Execute the NDVRDCOR program.

Output

When the job executes successfully, you end with the following output:

• The Control Report set (NDVRLIST) that includes:
– The Input Command Listing that displays the commands you specified in the input command file (NDVRIPT).
– The Compiled Command Listing that combines the statements in the Selection File (NDVRENI) with those in the

input file (NDVRIPT).
– The Migration Entity Exceptions that lists entities on the Selection list that have been modified in the target system

since they were last migrated. If no migration activity is logged in the CCDB, the last migration is assumed to have
occurred at the beginning of recorded history for the target. (Note that this report only appears when there are
exceptions.)

– The Expansion Entity Exceptions report that lists related entities that have been modified since the last migration.
This report is for the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS administrator.

– The End-of-Job Statistics summary with information relating to the work performed by the system during execution.
• The Detail Report set (NDVRDTL) that includes:

– The Compiled Command Listing.
– The Correlation Detail Listing that itemizes all entities from the target that were involved in the impact analysis. Any

IGNORE rules you applied to exception conditions are listed in this report.
– The End-of-Job Statistics summary for the correlation job.

• The Utility Report set (NDVRUTL) that includes:
– The Input Entity List File listing that records the control information and the list of entities in the Selection File

(NDVRENI).
– The Target Entity Exceptions report that lists any entities that will stop the migration process. (Note that this report

only appears if you use the EXPAND statement and it only applies to CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS entities.)
– The End-of-Job Statistics summary for the correlation job.

Step 4 Modify Selection File

Based on the reports you received as output in Step 3, you may want to make modifications to the Selection File. If you
are satisfied with the results after reviewing the reports, continue to Step 5.

Otherwise, your options are as follows:
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• Edit the inventory source, or
• Edit the existing Selection File.

Edit the Inventory Source

1. Make any necessary changes to your CA Endevor SCM inventory elements.
2. Optionally, build a new Selection File, rebuild the existing file, or proceed to Step 5.

Edit the Existing Selection File

1. Use a standard editor to modify the Selection File. You can manually add entities by inserting an ENT statement. To
include an EXCLUDEd entity that is listed in the file, remove the leading asterisk (*).
Syntax for the entity statement is shown below; be sure to place all ENT statements after the LIST FOLLOWS
command.
 ENT type entity-name vvvv.
 

NOTE
CA Endevor SCM inventory elements always have an entity type of C1-ELEMENT.

2. Run NDVRDSEL using the following input parameters:
        INPUT = FILE.
 MODE = TRIAL.
 

3. Review the reports and edit the file, continuing the validation process until you are satisfied.
4. Run NDVRDCOR to correlate the new file with the target.

Step 5 Finalize Selection File

To obtain the final Selection File that can be used as input to the migration processor, execute NDVRDSEL using the
following input parameters:

 INPUT = FILE.
 MODE = EXECUTE.
 

In Execute mode, the Selection File you produced in Trial mode is read in as input (NDVRENI), and the final Selection File
is produced as NDVRENO.

Phase II -- Migration

You can now use the finalized selection list to migrate the entities. The Delivery processor, NDVRDLVR, builds transfer
files and the CA Endevor SCM batch processor, NDVRC1 updates the target environment. During migration, the Change
Monitor on the target environment is run in a special migration mode to indicate that the environment modifications are the
result of migration. The figure below summarizes the migration process.
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Input for the Source Job

To begin the migration process, create transfer files as follows:

1. Obtain a copy of the JCL for running NDVRDLVR/NDVRC1. A sample job, SAMPC1J1, is available in the CA Endevor/
DB for CA IDMS installation JCL library.

2. Specify the necessary information for the input file (NDVRIPT). To set SCL options, you need to include the following
parameter; code it immediately after the SIGNON statement.
 SET SCL [OPTIONS] option option option ...
 

where:
option can be any value supported by the CA Endevor SCM SET OPTIONS command that applies to Move and
Transfer actions. In Release 3.8 of CA Endevor SCM, these values are as follows:

BYPASS DELETE PROCESSOR FORCE
BYPASS ELEMENT DELETE COMMENT 'comment-string'

BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR OVERRIDE SIGNOUT
CCID ccid-name SYNCHRONIZE
IGNORE GENERATE FAILED WITH HISTORY

The remaining command language syntax for the input file is detailed in the Administrating section.

• Execute NDVRDLVR/NDVRC1.

Output from the Source Job

The migration process produces the following output for CA Endevor SCM environments.
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• An SCL file that contains CA Endevor SCM Restore commands for each inventory element being migrated.
• If the target environment is at another site, an SCL file that contains CA Endevor SCM Archive commands for each

inventory element being migrated.
• The Control Report set (NDVRLST) that includes:

– An Input Command Listing of the syntax you specified in the NDVRIPT input file.
– An Entity File Listing.
– A Process Summary.

• A standard output listing from the CA Endevor SCM batch processor.

Input for the Target Job

Run NDVRC1 in the target environment. A sample job, SAMPC1J2, is available in the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS
installation JCL library.

Output from the Target Job

After the job is run, you have the following output:

• Migration Change Log Entries (CLEs) on the target environment are assigned a CLE action code of V, and are
stamped with a footprint containing the exact date and time received, the source system identifier, and the date and
time the inventory element was selected at the source environment.

• If the target environment is at a different site, the job produces an archive data set that contains the source name and
information for the inventory elements being migrated.

Phase III -- Confirmation

After the migration is implemented successfully, you extract a confirmation file from the target. This file identifies the target
name, date and time of the migration, and each entity that was migrated. At the source, this file is used to create migration
Change Log Entries (CLEs). A complete audit trail of the migration now exists on the source and the target.

Migration CLEs are used by future Selection and Correlation jobs as part of the ongoing quality assurance/maintenance
cycle. In addition, the CLEs are used for comprehensive migration activity reports.

Step 1 Create a Confirm File

The confirmation file extract program reads the Selection File to determine which CLEs to extract from the target CCDB.
Extracts are done on the basis of source system, dictname, and date/time values.

To extract information for the confirmation file:

1. Obtain a copy of the JCL for NDVRDCF1. A sample job, SAMPDCF1, is available on the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS
installation JCL library.

2. Execute the NDVRDCF1 job.

Step 2 Create Source CLEs

Use the file you created in the previous step as input for the next job, the job that completes the confirmation process at
the source. This job creates migration Change Log Entries in the source CCDB (the CLE action code = C), and signs in
the migrated entities to make them available for entry into the development cycle.

To complete the confirmation process:

1. Obtain a copy of the JCL for NDVRDCF2.
2. Execute the NDVRDCF2 job.

You have now completed the Release Management cycle for this group of entities.
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Administrating CA Endevor and DB for CA IDMS
CA Endevor/DB Change Monitor authorizes and logs updates to any IDD in an accompanying Change Control Database
(CCDB). Logically, the CCDB is an extension of the dictionary. Updates to the CCDB and the dictionary being monitored
are kept in synchronization through the CA Endevor/DB system software.This section describes the administration of
Endevor/DB for CA IDMS.

Monitoring Change Activity
Change Monitor operates as a standard CA IDMS database procedure through the subschema used to update the
dictionary. The Change Monitor is “hooked” into a dictionary by mapping the CA Endevor/DB-supplied NDVRNWKA for
the IDMSNWKA subschema. From this point forward all updates attempted through NDVRNWKA will be routed to the
Change Monitor for logging and authorization. (Actual dictionary updates are performed by CA compilers.) For more
information, see the following topics:

Change Manager Architecture
Once the Change Monitor receives control, it establishes the relationship between a dictionary and its CCDB through
the DBNAME table. To achieve monitoring, the NDVRNWKA subschema, which describes the dictionary, as well as the
NDVRSUBS subschema, which defines the CCDB, are mapped to a common DBNAME. The Change Monitor supports as
many CCDBs as are defined in the DBNAME table. The Change Monitor decodes the DBNAME table at system startup to
determine the proper pairing of CCDBs to dictionaries.

To summarize, change monitoring is initialized by mapping the IDMSNWKA subschema to the NDVRNWKA subschema
and establishing a CCDB for the database names to be monitored.

NOTE
CA Endevor/DB cannot be used with Data Sharing and Dictionaries managed by CA Endevor/DB cannot be
shared.

Establishing a CCDB
Installing a CCDB is analogous to installing a dictionary. JCL and parameters to accomplish these tasks are supplied with
the installation media and are fully documented in the CA IDMS Installation and Maintenance -- z/OS section. Execute the
following jobs from the installation procedure:

• Job 6: Creates the segments, areas, and files for the Change Control Database (CCDB) and place in the Global
DMCL. This step also specifies the IDMSNWKA to NDVRNWKA subschema mapping for each database name to be
monitored.

• Job 7: Allocates the Change Control Database.
• Job 8: Punches and link-edits the local DMCL.
• Job 9: Modifies the CV startup JCL to include the CA Endevor/DB load library.
• Job 10: Assembles the Change Control Data Base server/data base name configuration table (NDVRCNFG) and links

it to your CV load library.
• Job 11: Cycles the CV.

Linking a Dictionary to the Change Monitor
The Change Monitor runs as a task named NDVRSERV under CV, or as a subtask of the operating system in local mode
operation. The task definition and programs for the Change Monitor are provided on the CA Endevor/DB installation
media. Once the installation procedure (shipped with the media) is executed, the Change Monitor is available to any
dictionary for which the IDMSNWKA -to- NDVRNWKA subschema mapping has been specified (for the applicable
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database name in the table). It is only necessary to install the Change Monitor once per CV. Any number of dictionary/
CCDB pairs can be run through the monitor.

Note: Disabling CA Endevor/DB is only recommended when unloading and reloading the dictionary for expansion
purposes. 

Figure 1.1 below depicts the flow of operation surrounding installation of CA Endevor/DB change monitoring on a
dictionary.

 

Figure 5: Linking a Dictionary to the Change Monitor

DBName Table Coding Rules
During execution the Change Monitor detects the DICTNAME and SUBSCHEMA name when an update to an IDD is
requested. It then searches for this name in the DBNAME table to determine the appropriate CCDB to which activity
should be logged.

The relationship between a dictionary (that is, an IDMSNWKA mapping) and a CCDB (that is, a xxxxCCDB segment) must
be one-to-one. The same pair of mappings must always occur together under a DBNAME.

The DBName for the dictionary linked, or "hooked" to the Change Monitor should be the same as the Segment Name of
the segment in the DMCL containing the dictionary's DDLDML area. Failure to do so may allow the Change Monitor to be
bypassed if the segment name of the DDLDML is specified as a DBName or Dictname. A valid DBName for a "hooked"
dictionary must include:

• Segment(s) describing the areas of a dictionary (DDLDML, DDLDCLOD, and, optionally, DDLDCMSG)
• Segment(s) describing all areas of a CCDB (NDVR-ADM, NDVR-LOG, and NDVR-PAK)
• Subschema mapping of IDMSNWKA to NDVRNWKA

For example, if the DMCL contains the following segment definitions:
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SEGMENT APPLDICT
     AREA APPLDICT.DDLDML
     AREA APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD
SEGMENT SYSMSG
     AREA SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG
SEGMENT APPLCCDB
     AREA APPLCCDB.NDVR-ADM
     AREA APPLCCDB.NDVR-LOG
     AREA APPLCCDB.NDVR-PAK

The correct DBName definition to link the APPLDICT dictionary to the Change Monitor would be:

CREATE DBNAME dbtable-name.APPLDICT
   INCLUDE SEGMENT APPLDICT
   INCLUDE SEGMENT SYSMSG
   INCLUDE SEGMENT APPLCCDB
   SUBSCHEMA IDMSNWKA MAPS TO NDVRNWKA
   SUBSCHEMA NDVRSUBS MAPS TO NDVRSUBS;

If APPLDICT is the default dictionary for the system, in addition to the above, you must establish subschema mappings at
the DBTable level as follows:

MODIFY DBTABLE dbtable-name
  SUBSCHEMA IDMSNWKA MAPS TO NDVRNWKA
         DBNAME APPLDICT
  SUBSCHEMA IDMSNWK? MAPS TO IDMSNWK?
         DBNAME APPLDICT

Note: Pointing two separate dictionaries at the same CCDB is not permitted. View the CCDB as a logical and physical
extension to the dictionary.

Seeding the CCDB
When the CA Endevor/DB system encounters an empty Change Control Database (CCDB), it loads the first Dictionary
Descriptor and Security Class records automatically. The initial CCDB is under the control of a Security Class named
NDVR-GLOBAL. NDVR-GLOBAL enables all menu options, allows modification without a CCID or userid, and has
preassignment and Auto-Signout turned off. The Dictionary record is named after the DBNAME of the dictionary for which
the CCDB was established. The initial global dictionary options specify no Userid required, no password required, Auto-
User, and a default Security Class of NDVR-DDA. Therefore, the first user will be running under the restrictions imposed
by NDVR-DDA since Auto-User will add the first user. This prevents users from accidentally gaining access to the CA
Endevor/DB Security System while the system is being set up by the installer.

After establishing a physical CCDB, the CA Endevor/DB Online front end must be used to assign a security administrator,
assign a System Identifier name, and set default security options. The first time the CA Endevor/DB Online front end is
used, the system will encounter the empty Change Control Database (CCDB) and load the dictionary and security class
records described above.
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To establish a security administrator, refer to Section3, "Global Security."

After setting up the security administrator, the dictionary and security options may be changed to conform to a specific
installation. Options such as requiring a password can be specified for the dictionary, and permissions can be modified
for each security class. The ability to use the CA Endevor/DB Batch front end is initially disabled for the loaded security
classes and must be enabled to use this facility. To enable the Batch front end, refer to Section3, "Global Security."

Change Monitor Configuration
The Change Monitor runs with a driver task under CV, or as a subtask of the operating system in local mode operation.
For CV, the task definition and programs for the driver are provided on the CA Endevor/DB installation media (in dictionary
member CA-ENDEVOR-DB-SYSGEN). Once the installation procedure shipped with the media is executed, the Change
Monitor and driver are available to any dictionary which has been "hooked" through the IDMSNWKA-to-NDVRNWKA
mapping. Any number of dictionary/CCDB pairs can be run through the monitor.

During execution, the Change Monitor automatically attaches a driver task (named NDVRSERV under CV) when it is first
invoked. The driver task opens one protected update run unit (on demand) for each CCDB under its control. While this
run unit is active, NDVRSERV has exclusive control of the CCDB. This run unit remains active throughout the day and is
responsible for all updates performed against the CCDB.

Figure 1.2 depicts the run time architecture of the CA Endevor/DB system.

Configuration Table
 

As part of the initial installation procedure (STEP 3), a null configuration table (load module NDVRCNFG) was placed in
the CA Endevor/DB load library with other executable components of the system. The NDVRCNFG table can be optionally
modified to:

• Assign base names when multiple DBNAMEs point to the same dictionary and CCDB.
• Cause the Change Monitor to attach more than one driver task.
• Configure CCDBs to driver tasks.

When running with the null NDVRCNFG table supplied at installation, all CCDBs defined to a CV run with default base
names, and run under one driver task as depicted in Figure 1.2. This is more than adequate for the majority of installations
and need not be modified. It must be kept in mind that CCDB activity is extremely minor in comparison to the work
performed in the IDD.
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The configuration table is a simple two-entry table with a Driver Number in column one and a DBNAME in column two.
The DBNAME in the table is used as the base name (DICTNAME) for the CCDB/IDD pair to which it belongs. The Driver
Number is a digit from 1 to 9 that specifies the driver task assigned to handle the CCDB for that DBNAME. If a Driver
Number is not specified, it defaults to 0.

When the driver task detects a newly initialized CCDB, it automatically primes the database with the records required
for execution. One of the records stored in the CCDB (the Dictionary Record) contains the DICTNAME of its associated
IDD. However, if the DICTNAME is changed (by a new DBNAME table) after initial install, the CCDB is automatically
updated by the driver to reflect the new name. These are normally straightforward operations, except where two or more
DICTNAMEs point to the same IDMS dictionary at initial startup or when renaming (by a new DBNAME table).

Note: If a site does not use multiple DBNAMES to point to the same IDMS dictionary, base name set up can be ignored.

The base name is stored internally in the CCDB Dictionary Record by the driver at startup. Only one base name can exist
per dictionary. The base name displays at the top of all CA Endevor/DB Online screens (in the header area) regardless
of the DICTNAME used to gain access to that dictionary (for example, through DCUF SET DICTNAME or CA Endevor/
DB Signon). The default base name for a CCDB will be the lowest in collating sequence unless the system is instructed
otherwise (as explained below). It is important to note that the primary dictionary is always known as ' ' under these rules
regardless of coding in the DBNAME table. Base names become important when using the Promotion Support Facilities
(see Section8, "Promotion Support Facilities") to create migration audit trail records in the CCDB.

Figure 1.3 depicts a system running with a NDVRCNFG table.

Notice that DBNAMEs (DCT1 and DCT2) both point to the same CCDB. Since DCT2 is coded in the NDVRCNFG table,
DCT2 is the base name. DCT1 becomes an alias name. All non-base names become alias names. DCT1 will function
normally (in DCUF commands and CA Endevor/DB search criteria) in all respects. When an alias name is used to sign-on,
or in DCUF commands prior to using CA Endevor/DB online screens, the base name will be echoed in the screen header
DICTNAME field.

Also notice in Figure 1.3 that a driver number other than 0 was specified with DCT2. This will cause the Change Monitor
to establish another task, and assign it DCT2's CCDB run unit. Although the example shows a separate task assigned to
DCT2, this is not necessary. If the Driver Number for DCT2 was specified as 0 or omitted, DCT2 would have its CCDB run
unit managed by driver 0.

The following rules apply to this table:

• The DBNAME specified in the NDVRCNFG table becomes the base name for that CCDB.
• A given DBNAME can only appear once in the table.
• All CCDBs not assigned through the NDVRCNFG table are assigned to driver 0.
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At system startup, the NDVRCNFG Table is loaded and analyzed along with the DBNAME table. The following actions
take place:

• The table is edited for consistency, and appropriate diagnostics are produced.
• All CCDBs are assigned base names and/or assigned to drivers according to the table.
• If any CCDBs are unassigned after the NDVRCNFG table is processed (those coded in the DBNAME table but not

entered in the NDVRCNFG table), they are allocated to driver 0 and assigned the default base name (lowest in
collating sequence).

• All drivers specified and the default driver 0 (if needed) are started. If all the CCDBs are allocated to other drivers,
driver 0 will not be started. Run units for CCDBs will be bound by the appropriate drivers when the first access request
is made.

Note: Under local mode, one driver subtask is started for the CCDB being accessed. Be sure to supply the correct
NDVRCNFG table and IDMSDBTB in the job step.

Sample JCL for NDVRCNFG

To assign base names, and/or establish more than one driver and assign CCDBs to drivers, Job 10 is supplied on the CA
Endevor/DB installation media. If the job from the install library is used, all substitutable parameters except for driver no
and base name were established as part of the installation procedure.

//JOBNAME   JOB (AAA),'JOB 10 INSTALLATION',CLASS=A,
//    MSGCLASS=X
//******************************************************************
//*                                                                *
//*  STEP 1:  ASSEMBLE CCDB SERVER/DBNAME CONFIGURATION TABLE.     *
//*                                                                *
//*  STEP 2:  LINK CONFIGURATION TABLE TO USERCV.LOADLIB.          *
//*                                                                *
//*                                                                *
//******************************************************************
//STEP1   EXEC PGM=your.assembler,REGION=2048K,
//             PARM='DECK,NOLOAD,NORLD,NOXREF'
//STEPLIB   DD DSN=idms.loadlib,
//             DISP=SHR
//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSLIB    DD DSN=ndvrdb.srclib,
//             DISP=SHR
//SYSPUNCH  DD DSN=&.&ASMOP.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=TDISK,
//             DCB=BLKSIZE=80,SPACE=(TRK,(5,1))
//SYSUT1    DD DSN=&.&ASMWRK1.,UNIT=TDISK,SPACE=(TRK,(5,1))
//SYSUT2    DD DSN=&.&ASMWRK2.,UNIT=TDISK,SPACE=(TRK,(5,1))
//SYSUT3    DD DSN=&.&ASMWRK3.,UNIT=TDISK,SPACE=(TRK,(5,1))
//SYSIN     DD DSN=ndvrdb.srclib,
//             DISP=SHR
//*
//*  LINK THE NDVRCNFG TABLE:
//*
//STEP2   EXEC PGM=your.linkeditor,REGION=2048K,COND=(4,LE),
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//             PARM='RENT,LET,LIST,MAP,XREF,SIZE=(256K,64K),NCAL'
//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUT1    DD DSN=&.&LNKWORK.,UNIT=TDISK,SPACE=(CYL,(5,1))
//SYSLMOD   DD DSN=usercv.loadlib (NDVRCNFG),
//             DISP=SHR
//SYSLIN    DD DSN=&.&ASMOP.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)
//*
//* END OF JOB 10

NDVRCNFG Coding Examples

To establish base names for a dictionary pointed to by more than one DICTNAME, code:

//SYSIN    DD   *
         NDVRSERV DBNAME=DBNAMEA       set up first CCDB name
         NDVRSERV DBNAME=DBNAMEB       set up second CCDB name
         NDVRSERV END=YES
         END

To establish two driver tasks and run DBNAME DB1 and DB2 under a common separate driver, code:

//SYSIN    DD   *
         NDVRSERV SERVER=1,DBNAME=DB1
         NDVRSERV SERVER=1,DBNAME=DB2
         NDVRSERV END=YES
         END

All DBNAMEs not specified above will go to driver 0.

To establish three driver tasks and assign DB1 to one separate driver and DB2 to another separate driver, code:

//SYSIN    DD   *
         NDVRSERV SERVER=1,DBNAME=DB1
         NDVRSERV SERVER=2,DBNAME=DB2
         NDVRSERV END=YES
         END

All DBNAMEs not specified above, but defined to the DBNAME table will go to driver 0.

Change Monitor Operations
Under CV, an authorized user can employ the CA Endevor/DB online system to turn the Change Monitor, the CCDB, or
the Security System on or off for a dictionary. This may be required in emergency situations when there is a critical need
to bypass security.
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Note: Since the NDVRSERV driver task(s) keeps an open run unit for each active CCDB, the areas in the CCDB cannot
be varied offline by DCMT commands until the run unit bound by task NDVRSERV under program NDVRFLIO completes.
The Control Functions Menu allows the user to release the CCDB run unit via an online command.

To turn off the monitor, security, or release a CCDB run unit:

1. Sign-on to CA Endevor/DB by entering NDVRMIS at the NEXT TASK CODE prompt.
2. Enter OPTION ===>10 (CONTROL FUNCTIONS) on the MAIN MENU.

The System Control Functions menu appears:
  CA-E/DB nn.n volser    CA-ENDEVOR/DB SYSTEM CONTROL FUNCTIONS mm/dd/yy  NDVRUA00
 USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
 OPTION ===> 8
   1  - BROWSE CCDB DESCRIPTOR RECORD      2  - MODIFY CCDB DESCRIPTOR RECORD
   3  - BROWSE SECURITY DESCRIPTORS        4  - ADD A SECURITY DESCRIPTOR
   5  - MODIFY SECURITY DESCRIPTORS        6  - DELETE SECURITY DESCRIPTORS
   7  - BROWSE MONITOR DICT STAT BLOCKS    8  - MODIFY MONITOR DICT STAT BLOCKS
 SECURITY CLASS ===>                                 (IF OPTIONS 3, 4, 5, 6 )
 DICTNAME       ===> SRCNDVR                         (IF OPTIONS 7, 8 )
 

3. Enter OPTION ===>8 (MODIFY MONITOR DICT STAT BLOCKS).
4. Enter the base name of the CCDB to be varied in the DICTNAME field.

The Monitor DICT Status Block Detail screen appears:
  CA-E/DB nn.n volser     MONITOR DICT STATUS BLOCK DETAIL      mm/dd/yy  NDVRMA30
 USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE
 ACTION ===> MODIFY
 *********************  DICTIONARY STATUS BLOCK INFORMATION  *******************
 DBNAME ===> SRCNDVR
 CURRENT MONITOR ACCESS MODE ===> U        PENDING MONITOR ACCESS MODE ===>
 CA-E/DB SECURITY PROCESSING ===> Y        CA-E/DB CHANGE LOGGING      ===> Y
 

If you left the DICTNAME blank on the prior screen, a list of all the active CCDBs running under the driver task for
the dictionary under which you are operating will appear. In this case, place a non-blank character next to the correct
DICTIONARY and press ENTER to get to the screen shown above. This screen contains Change Monitor control
information for the specified dictionary.

Current Monitor Access Mode

This field displays the current status of the Change Monitor.

Option Description
U Update mode. In update mode the CCDB areas are readied in

update mode.
R Retrieval mode. In retrieval mode the CCDB areas are readied in

retrieval.
Note: This mode would only be used when an emergency offline
process needs to be run against the CCDB while the dictionary is
still available for update. No Change Logging is accomplished.
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O Offline. In offline mode the Change Monitor does not ready the
CCDB areas. No CCDB or dictionary processing can take place in
the CV.
Note: This mode would only be used in an emergency situation
when the CCDB is required of an offline updating process. O must
be specified before the CCDB can be varied offline with DCMT
commands.

The following table summarizes the actions, which the CA Endevor/DB Change Monitor performs for various combinations
of the Dictionary Status Block settings:

Access Mode Security Processing Change Logging Action Description
O - - - - - - Fail all requests
R N N Allow all requests; log nothing
R - - - Y This combination is not allowed

by CA Endevor/DB
R Y N Do security
U N N Allow all requests; log nothing
U N Y Allow all requests; log all

updates
U Y N Do security; log nothing

Pending Monitor Access Mode

Set this field to U (Update), R (Retrieval), or O (Offline) to change the CURRENT MONITOR ACCESS MODE status.
The requested action will take effect as soon as work-in-progress is completed. Setting this field to R automatically turns
off Change Logging. Setting this field to O automatically turns off Change Logging and Security Processing. It is highly
recommended that the Data Dictionary be varied offline or retrieval before setting the CCDB to O or R.

WARNING
When the mode is reset to U, after being set to O or R, the Security and Logging switches are left at N.
Remember to set these switches to Ys for full CA Endevor/DB services to be in effect. Vary the Data Dictionary
to update mode after enabling CA Endevor/DB services.

Security Processing

Current status of the security system for this dictionary. To modify, set this field to Y or N.

• Y -- Security system is enabled
• N -- Security system is disabled. All updates are allowed to process regardless of signout, lock, or preauthorization. No

signouts are attempted.

Change Logging

Current status of the change monitor for this dictionary. To modify, set this field to Y or N.

• Y -- Change Log Entries are created in the CCDB when entities are updated.
• N -- Change Log Entries are not created in the CCDB when entities are updated. Vary the Data Dictionary areas to

retrieval mode before turning off logging.
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Security System Overview
The CA Endevor/DB Security System enhances IDD-level security enforcement. All CA Endevor/DB users and the
Change Monitor run under control of the CA Endevor/DB Security System. Conceptually, the CA Endevor/DB Security
System resides between the CA IDMS compilers and the dictionary. At execution time, all requests to modify entities
in the CCDB or the IDD are cleared through CA Endevor/DB security. After passing CA Endevor/DB security edits, a
dictionary update request is then passed to the IDD to be handled in the usual manner.

Security System Architecture
If the user has already established IDD-level security, CA Endevor/DB adds a layer of additional capability on top of that
already set up. If no IDD security is in effect, CA Endevor/DB security can be used exclusively to control updates to IDD
entities. The security administrator can establish any combination of CA Endevor/DB security, as well as IDD options.

Please note: No security is enforced when dictionary entities are retrieved immediately prior to update. CA Endevor/DB
security is enforced when the update actually occurs. If you fail IDD security, the system generates an IDD error message
indicating that you cannot perform that action. If you fail CA Endevor/DB security, the system generates an CA Endevor/
DB error message indicating that you cannot perform that action. Immediately after that message, the system displays an
IDD error message telling you that the update has failed.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the conceptual flow of requests through the CA Endevor/DB Security System. Both the CA Endevor/
DB Online System and the CA IDMS compilers gain authorization to update entities through CA Endevor/DB.

Figure 6: systemsecurityarchetecture
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The CA Endevor/DB Security System determines overall processing options through procedure enforcement, entity
attributes, and discrete function masks. These concepts are explained in more detail below.

Security Facilities
The CA Endevor/DB Security System is designed to prevent unauthorized users from modifying entities in the CCDB and/
or IDD. There are several reasons for wanting to closely control who modifies what. For example:

• Some entities may be critical or sensitive, and should only be updated by specific users (for example, disbursement
programs).

• Some users may be restricted to updating only specific types of entities (for example, programmers may not be
allowed to modify schema definitions).

• Some users may be restricted to updating only specific entity occurrences (for example, trainee programmers may be
restricted to only updating the classroom study applications).

• Some shops may want to enforce a rule allowing only one programmer (or one group of programmers) to work on
an entity at a time. In this case, once someone modifies an entity, no one else is allowed to modify it until the "initial
modifier" releases it.

• Certain actions may only be performed by appropriate personnel (for example, migration).

The CA Endevor/DB Security System provides these capabilities through special security facilities.

Note: No CA Endevor/DB security facility is required - they are all optional. If a facility is not needed at a site, it can be
disabled.

• Entity Type MONITOR Flags
For each entity type that CA Endevor/DB handles, there is a MONITOR flag. The effects of these flags are global:
if you set a MONITOR flag to N, then CA Endevor/DB simply ceases to pay any attention to that entity type. At
installation time, all MONITOR flags are Y.

• SIGNON Rules
There are various rules that govern the CA Endevor/DB signon process. These rules can be determined on a user-by-
user basis, or a CCID-by-CCID basis, or can be set globally. These rules determine:
– Whether a USER must be predefined in the CCDB before SIGNON is allowed;
– Whether a password must be correctly specified before SIGNON is allowed;
– Whether the CA IDMS/DC userid must be used as the CA Endevor/DB userid;
– Whether changes by the user to entities in the dictionary must be attributed to the user alone or to a CCID.
– If changes must be attributed to a CCID, whether the user must identify that CCID at SIGNON time or if predefined

CCID associations will be used.
• SIGNOUT Processing

An entity can be signed out to a USER or a CCID. Once signed out, only users signed on as that USER or under that
CCID can update the entity. An entity can be signed out manually or automatically. There is a set of entity type AUTO
SIGNOUT flags. For each entity type that CA Endevor/DB handles, there is an AUTO SIGNOUT flag. The effects of
these flags are global: if you set an AUTO SIGNOUT flag to Y, an entity is automatically signed out when it is modified.
It is signed out to the USER or CCID who modified it. There is also a SIGNOUT function in the Promotion Support
Selection utility - if used, all entities selected for migration are signed out when selected, and then signed in when the
migration is confirmed.

• PREAUTHORIZATION Processing
A USER or CCID can be preauthorized to an entity. Preauthorizations can be used in any or all of five places:
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– For specific entities - to set restrictions so that only preauthorized users can change them.
– For specific users - to restrict which entities they are allowed to change.
– To control which users are allowed to SIGNON or to make changes under given CCIDs.
– To control which users are allowed to establish entity-status relationships for certain statuses. These relationships

are used to control the promotion process.
– To predefine the CCID to which changes will be attributed for certain entities.

• LOCK Processing
A USER, a CCID, or the entire dictionary can be locked.
– Once a USER is locked, no one can sign on as that user or perform any updates as that user.
– Once a CCID is locked, no one can sign on under that CCID or make changes attributed to that CCID.
– Once a DICTIONARY is locked, no one can update anything in that dictionary.

• ACTION Rules
There are rules governing the ability to perform various CA Endevor/DB actions. These rules can be set on a user-by-
user basis, or a CCID-by-CCID basis, or globally. These rules determine:
– Whether a user is allowed to run the Archive/Compress utility;
– Whether a user is allowed to run the Promotion Support utilities;
– Which functions of the Online front end a user is allowed to operate.
– Whether a user is allowed to run the Batch front end and if so, which functions of the Batch front end a user is

allowed to operate.

Security Components
The CA Endevor/DB Security System consists of assigned security procedures in the CCDB, the security enforcement
logic inside the Change Monitor itself, the portions of the MIS Front End used to maintain the CCDB, and the portions
of the Promotion Support utilities that perform SIGNOUT and SIGNIN processing. The security administrator uses the
MIS Front End to establish the security procedures in the CCDB, and the Change Monitor automatically watches over
those procedures. To understand the CA Endevor/DB Security System, it is essential to understand the various security-
related data structures in the CCDB, how they interrelate, and how the Change Monitor uses them to provide the features
described above.

Component Description
Dictionary Descriptor Contains control flags that affect all dictionary entities and

users. Some of the SIGNON rule control flags are kept in the
Dictionary Descriptor, along with the MONITOR flags and the
AUTO SIGNOUT flags. This descriptor also contains a LOCK flag
for the dictionary, the name of the Security Class for the dictionary,
and the name of a Security Class to use when signon processing
is performed without a specified user.

Security Class Descriptor Contains the remainder of the control flags (not contained in
the Dictionary Descriptor). There is a Security Class associated
with the dictionary, with each USER, and with each CCID.
During signon processing, the security administrator identifies a
dictionary, and optionally a USER and up to 12 CCIDs -- each with
an associated Security Class. It is possible, then, to have a total
of up to 14 Security Class Descriptors as implied by the signon
process.
The control flags from these Security Class Descriptors are
merged under the following rules:
An N value for a flag in any Security Class means the user
operates with N.
A Y value for all security classes means the user operates with Y.
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USER Descriptor Contains the name, password, security class, and most recent
list of CCIDs for a user. When a user signs on, if no CCIDs are
specified, the list is assumed to identify the CCIDs to use; if one
or more CCIDs are specified, they are assumed to replace the old
list. An exception to this use of Signon CCIDs is when DERIVED
CCID processing is in effect for the user. Then Signon CCIDs are
not used, and predefined CCID to entity associations are used
to identify what CCIDs to associate as the updates to dictionary
entities occur. The USER Descriptor also contains a LOCK flag for
the user.

CCID Descriptor Contains the name and security class for a CCID. It also contains
a LOCK flag for the CCID.

SIGNOUT and PREAUTH Record Acts as a junction between ENTITY and either USER or CCID. It
contains a signout flag, a PREAUTH flag, and a DERIVE CCID
flag. A given SIGNOUT/ PREAUTHORIZATION record can serve
three purposes:
To record that an entity is signed out to the user or CCID involved
in the junction
To record that the user of the CCID involved in the junction is
preauthorized to the entity.
To record that changes made by any user running in DERIVED
CCID mode will be attributed to the CCID that participates in the
junction.

Security Implementation
This section describes the CA Endevor/DB security planning process, and the features that are used to implement each
desired capability.

Entity Type Monitoring

The security administrator's first consideration is to decide which entity types to monitor (and thus secure through the
CA Endevor/DB Security System). If, for instance, you do not wish to control the update of ELEMENT entities, set the
MONITOR flag for ELEMENTs to N.

For more information on entity types, see Appendix B, "CA Endevor/DB Entity Types," in the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS
Batch Reference section.

Security Classifications

The security administrator's next consideration is whether to establish security by USER, security by CCID, global
security, or no security at all.

• No security is the easiest to implement. Simply change the name of the default user Security Class (in the Dictionary
Descriptor) to the global privileges Security Class.

• Global security is only slightly more difficult. Change the name of the default user Security Class to the global security
class, and then disable (in that Security Class) those features, which no user is to be able to perform.

To establish security by USER or CCID, you must divide your user population into classes, based upon which actions
users in a given class are to be allowed to perform. You then set up a Security Class Descriptor for each class. Choose
one of these as the default class, and specify it as the default user Security Class in the Dictionary Descriptor. In order to
guarantee that a user signs on under the proper USER or CCID, set the NO-PASS flag in the Dictionary Descriptor to N
(thus forcing all users to specify a password when they sign on).
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• To establish security by USER, modify each USER Descriptor to specify the name of the appropriate Security Class.
CCIDs may be left optional but, if defined, would have the same Security Class as the Dictionary.

• To establish security by CCID, modify each USER Descriptor to specify the same Security Class as the Dictionary,
set the appropriate Security Class in each CCID Descriptor, mark every CCID (that has special privileges) as
PRIVATE, and establish the preauthorizations that determine which users are allowed to operate under each CCID.

Use of the CA Endevor/DB Batch Front End

The Batch front end provides a similar set of functions to the CA Endevor/DB Online front end. Through the use of a
batch command language, massive updates can be issued from simple, powerful commands. Also, command syntax can
be created using existing data from a CCDB. This can be very effective when cloning CCDB information. The Security
Administrator must decide whether to disallow this facility and if so, what security classes to disable it for. To disable this
facility, set the BATCH flag in the Security Class to N. A complete discussion of this facility is available in the CA Endevor/
DB for CA IDMS Batch Reference section.

Note: Setting the Batch flag to Y or N will have no effect on the use of other CA Endevor/DB Batch utilities.

AUTO SIGNOUT

Another issue to be decided is whether you want to use AUTO SIGNOUT to prevent simultaneous update by multiple
users. You control this feature on an entity-type by entity-type basis, by setting AUTO-SO flags in the Dictionary
Descriptor. If you elect to use AUTO-SO, then you must also decide whether to have the entities automatically signed out
to USER or CCID.

• If you want AUTO SIGNOUT to USER, set the SO-USER flag in every Security Class to Y and the NO-USER flag in
every Security Class to N.

• If you want AUTO SIGNOUT to CCID, set the SO-USER flag in every Security Class to N, the SO-CCID flag to Y, and
the NO-CCID flag in every Security Class to N.

STATUS

Next, you must decide whether you want to control the setting of STATUS. This utility allows only certain user classes to
set the STATUS functions of the Online front end or the Batch front end. STATUS may be used to control the Promotion
Support Selection utility and, thus, should be considered very sensitive. If you must distinguish between specific STATUS
values (for Promotion or any other reason), then you will have to set up the preauthorizations that determine which USER
is allowed to set the sensitive STATUS, and mark that STATUS as PRIVATE.

Preauthorization

The next five areas of concern are all addressed by the use of preauthorizations. They are:

• Dangerous Users - These dictionary users are to be restricted to only updating certain entities in the dictionary. For
example, trainees would fit into this category. The restriction is specified through the use of the NO-AUTH, LIM-AUTH,
and A-OPT flags in the appropriate SECURITY CLASS records. Set the flags in the SECURITY-CLASS record named
in the USER descriptor for each "dangerous user" to:
LIM-AUTH = N
NO-AUTH = N
Set the A-OPT flags in the same SECURITY-CLASS record to N for all entity types that are to be protected. Then
establish a PREAUTHORIZATION junction between each "dangerous user" and all of the entities that the user is to be
allowed to change.

• Sensitive Entities - These entities are to be updated by only certain users. For example, a disbursement dialog would
fit into this category. This restriction is also specified through the use of the NO-AUTH, LIM-AUTH, and A-OPT flags in
the SECURITY-CLASS records. Set the flags in every SECURITY-CLASS record to:
LIM-AUTH = Y
NO-AUTH = N
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Set the A-OPT flags in every SECURITY-CLASS record to N for those entity types that are to be protected. Then
establish a PREAUTHORIZATION junction between each sensitive entity and each user that is to be allowed to modify
that entity.

NOTE
The protection requires at least one PREAUTHORIZATION junction for each sensitive entity. If an entity
participates in NO PREAUTHORIZATION junctions, it is assumed by the system not to be sensitive.

• Derived CCID - In some shops, it may be infeasible to require that all users sign on to CA Endevor/DB each time
they switch from one CCID to another. For example, if a unique CCID is established for every change for every
DIALOG, programmers would be issuing CA Endevor/DB signons on a frequent basis. To circumvent this problem,
the administrator can predefine the relationships between CCIDs and dictionary entities, and the programmers can
run in "DERIVED CCID" mode. When doing so, they only signon to CA Endevor/DB to specify their userid. The CCID
to which a given change is attributed will be determined by the presence of a PREAUTHORIZATION junction. This
processing mode is also specified through the SECURITY-CLASS record. In the SECURITY-CLASS records named
in each DERIVED CCID user descriptor record, set the DE-CCID flag to Y. Then establish a PREAUTHORIZATION
junction between each entity to be changed and the CCID to which changes are to be attributed. In each of those
PREAUTHORIZATION junctions, set the DE-CCID flag to Y.

• Private CCID - You may need to make CCIDs private for several reasons. Perhaps you have established security by
CCID or you manage "Sensitive Entities" by CCID. In these (and other) cases, you will need to control which users are
allowed to signon or make changes under a CCID. The restriction is specified by setting the TYPE of each restricted
CCID to PRIVATE. Then establish a PREAUTHORIZATION junction between each USER that is to have access to a
given CCID and the following entity:
ENTITY NAME = ccid-name
TYPE = CCID
VERSION = 1

• Private Status - In promotion processing, the NDVRDSEL program EXCLUDE command will exclude any entity
associated with a given STATUS. The ability to associate entities with the STATUSes used in your shop's promotion
processing is therefore important. To control that ability, set the TYPE of each STATUS used in promotion processing
to PRIVATE. Then establish a PREAUTHORIZATION junction between each USER that is to have the ability and the
following entity:
ENTITY NAME = status-name
TYPE = STATUS
VERSION = 1

LOCK

The last area of concern in the implementation of the CA Endevor/DB Security System is LOCK. If a USER or CCID is to
be disabled for any reason, lock it. If all updates to a dictionary are to be suspended, lock it.

Note: Locking a dictionary does not affect the ability to update the corresponding CCDB.

Security Classes and Levels
 

The CA Endevor/DB Security System is structured to allow global security options that apply to all users within a
Dictionary/CCDB pair, as well as to allow tailored specifications to individual users and/or CCIDs. Global options for a
Dictionary are maintained and established in the CCDB record that represents the Dictionary being monitored. Individual
users and CCIDs cannot override options specified in this global record.

In addition to global security options specified only at the Dictionary level, each Dictionary, User, and CCID can be
associated with a Security Class. The Security Class is a named set of rules that apply to the CCDB entity with which it is
associated. In general, there is one Security Class for each unique set of permissions allowed. An installation usually sets
up a separate Security Class for DBAs, CCDB Administrators, and general users. The CCDB Administrator simply relates
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the desired Security Class to Users, CCIDs, and Dictionaries. The administrator can establish installation standards in the
Dictionary Security Class and be assured that no other Security Class can override it. Security Classes are also used to
restrict the activities of individual users, or individuals working under a given CCID.

Security Class Options

Procedures Entity Attributes Function Mask
Sign-in Update All menu masks
Auto signout Authorization All Batch commands
CCID   
User   
Limited Preauthorization   
Full Preauthorization   
Archive   
Migrate   
NM-Mode   
Batch   
Derived CCID Mode   

Options specified exclusively at the Dictionary level only. (These cannot be varied by individual users):

Procedures Entity Attributes Function Mask
Auto-User Monitor Non
Synch Sign-out  
Password   

The following diagrams shows the use of Dictionary and Security Class options in combination.

 

Sign-on
CA Endevor/DB Sign-on is a two phase process. Phase one establishes the userid, while phase two establishes the
CCID(s) and Security Class options under which the user will be operating.

• Phase 1
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CA Endevor/DB performs two types of Phase 1 Sign-on:

Sign-on Type Description
Explicit Performed as a result of an CA Endevor/DB Sign-on screen or a

SIGNON command. An CA Endevor/DB Sign-on element is built
with the userid keyed into the screen (if any) or the
CA IDMS/DC userid (if any). If Auto-User is in effect, the userid
will be added to the CCDB automatically. If the global options
require a password or a userid, it will be requested by the system
if omitted.

Implicit Performed internally by the Change Monitor when it first
encounters an attempt to update an entity in a Dictionary or
CCDB. If no prior CA Endevor/DB Sign-on element exists for
the user, the system will attempt an Implicit Sign-on. The userid
in the CA IDMS/DC sign-on element will be used to obtain the
CA Endevor/DB user definition. If the global options require a
userid, and none can be obtained from a sign-on element, the
attempted Dictionary update will be disallowed, and the user will
be requested to perform an Explicit Sign-on. If Auto-User is in
effect, the userid will be automatically added to the CCDB.
When running CA IDMS compilers in CA Endevor/DB Batch
mode, an Implicit Signon occurs if the Batch compiler is not run
under NDVRBOOK, or if no userid was used in the SIGNON
statement. The Implicit Signon will attempt to acquire a userid
associated with the batch job. If no userid is available, the
Implicit Signon will be for an unspecified userid. If the global
options require a userid, the attempted dictionary update will be
disallowed.

• Phase 2
Once phase one of SIGNON is complete, phase two processing begins. The USER descriptor for the userid
determined in phase one is fetched from the CCDB and the security class named therein is fetched. If no userid was
determined, the DEFAULT SECURITY CLASS named in the DICTIONARY descriptor is fetched. In either case, the
dictionary security class is also fetched, and the two sets of security flags are merged. At this point, CA Endevor/DB
SIGNON processing checks the merged DE-CCID flag to determine if DERIVED CCID mode is in effect.

If DERIVED CCID mode is in effect (DE-CCID = Y), processing is as follows:

1. The CA Endevor/DB and CA IDMS/DC userids are compared. If SYNCH = N and the userids are different, the session
is terminated.

2. The USER descriptor is checked. If it is LOCKED, the session is terminated.
3. The DICTIONARY descriptor is checked. If it is LOCKED, the session is terminated.
4. If there is not an existing USER descriptor for the user in the CCDB and AUTO-US = Y, CA Endevor/DB creates a

USER descriptor with the security class set to the default security class and the password set to blanks.
5. If the userid is not specified and NO-USER = N, the session is terminated.
6. If the password is not specified and NO-PASS = N, the session is terminated.
7. If all the above checks are passed, the session is started in "DERIVED CCID" mode.

If DERIVED CCID mode is not in effect (DE-CCID = N), processing is as follows:

1. The CA Endevor/DB and CA IDMS/DC userids are compared. If SYNCH = N and the userids are different, the session
is terminated.

2. The USER descriptor is checked. If it is LOCKED, the session is terminated.
3. The DICTIONARY descriptor is checked. If it is LOCKED, the session is terminated.
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4. If a userid is specified and a USER descriptor exists in the CCDB, and if CCIDs were specified in the SIGNON, the
CCID list in the USER descriptor is replaced. If no CCIDs were specified in the signon, the CCID list in the USER
descriptor is picked up and processing proceeds as if those CCIDs had been specified.

5. For each CCID specified in the signon, the CCID descriptor is fetched. If the CCID is locked, the session is terminated.
If the CCID is PRIVATE and the user is not preauthorized, the session is terminated. The security class named in the
CCID descriptor is merged with the dictionary and user security classes.

6. If there is not an existing USER descriptor for the user in the CCDB and AUTO-US = Y, CA Endevor/DB creates a
USER descriptor with the security class set to the default security class and the password set to blanks.

7. If the userid is not specified and NO-USER = N, the session is terminated.
8. If the password is not specified and NO-PASS = N, the session is terminated.
9. If no CCIDs were specified in the signon or existing USER descriptor and NO-CCID = N, the session is terminated.
10. If all above checks are passed, the session is started in "Normal" mode.

Once the user session is started, each change made to a dictionary or CCDB entity is subject to security checking and
logging.

The options in the Dictionary level Security Class apply to all users, including the security administrator. Be very
careful when modifying the Security Class associated with the Dictionary. The options in the CCID Security Class apply
to all users who are working with that CCID. The User Security Class options apply to the individual user. Security
Class restrictions at the Dictionary level cannot be overridden. When no userid or CCID is required, or when a user is
initially added with Auto-User, a default Security Class is assigned by CA Endevor/DB to cover the session. The CCDB
administrator specifies the default mask in the CCDB Dictionary definition.

Change Monitor Processing
Every change made by every user in either the dictionary or CCDB is seen by the CA Endevor/DB change monitor. For
every change, the processing takes place in two phases:

1. Before the change is applied to the dictionary/CCDB, it is checked by the security system.
2. After the change occurs, it is logged in the CCDB.

The security checking is as follows:

• If the CCDB is offline, the update request is disallowed.
• If security or monitoring is turned off, no other security validations are performed, and the update request is allowed.
• If the dictionary descriptor for the dictionary indicates that the dictionary is locked, the update request is disallowed.
• If the dictionary descriptor for the dictionary indicates that monitoring is not required for this record type, no other

security validations are performed, and the update request is allowed.
• If the change is being made in DERIVED CCID mode, the CCID validations which would be performed at signon time

must be performed for each CCID which had been preauthorized to the entity with the DERIVE CCID option. As the
associated CCIDs (the ones related to the entity through DE-CCID = Y preauthorization junctions) are scanned, locked
CCIDs are skipped, as are PRIVATE CCIDs to which the user is not preauthorized. If the security permission flags
indicate that the user is not allowed to process without a CCID, and there are no associated CCIDs, the update request
is disallowed. The authorization flags for each derived CCID's security class are merged into a net set of permission
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flags. If the change is being made in the "normal" mode (not DERIVED CCID mode), the net set of permission flags
were built in phase 2 of signon processing and this step is skipped.

• The security permission flags must indicate that the user is allowed to update this record type. If not, the update
request is disallowed.

• If the entity is signed out to another user or a CCID, the update request is disallowed.
• If the A-OPT flag for this record type is set to Y, the update is allowed and the next two checks for FULL AUTH and

LIM AUTH classifications are skipped.
• If the security permission flags indicate that the user is "FULL AUTH" classification and a preauthorization for either the

user or associated CCIDs does not exist, the update request is disallowed. This rule implements the "Dangerous User"
function described earlier in the Preauthorization section of this section.

• If the security permission flags indicate a user is "LIM AUTH" classification, and the entity is preauthorized to another
user or CCID, but not this user or CCID, the update request is disallowed. This rule implements the "Sensitive Entity"
function described earlier in the Preauthorization section of this section.

At this point, if all validations have been successfully completed by the security system, the update takes place. After the
change has taken place, it is logged in the CCDB. The log processing is as follows:

No logging of the update will be done if any of the following conditions are true:

• The CCDB is not in update mode.
• Logging is turned off.
• If the dictionary descriptor for the dictionary indicates that monitoring for this record type is not required.

If the request is to be logged, CA Endevor/DB performs the following processing:

• If the entity does not already exist, it will be added to the CCDB.
• A Change Log Entry (CLE) will be created, which is linked to all associated CCIDs (either the user's signon or the

derived CCIDs for the entity).

Global Security
A security administrator with authority to set global options and maintain Security Classes can be set up through the CA
Endevor/DB Online facility or the CA Endevor/DB Batch facility. To do this, you must accomplish the following tasks:

1. Set up a user description for the security administrator.
2. Associate the security administrator with an appropriate Security Class.

To do so using the Batch facility, submit a Batch job containing the following CA Endevor/DB commands:

 SIGNON USER NAME IS user-name DICTNAME IS dictname.
MOD USER EDBADMIN SECURITY CLASS IS NDVR-GLOBAL.
 

To do so using the Online facility, sign on to DC/UCF. Then sign on to CA Endevor/DB by entering NDVR at the ENTER
NEXT TASK CODE: prompt.

The Signon Function menu displays as follows:

 CA-E/DB nn.n volser             SIGNON FUNCTION               mm/dd/yy  NDVRM000
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===> 2
1  - SIGNON AND RETURN TO IDMS          2  - SIGNON AND GO TO FUNCTION MENU
ENDEVOR/DB USER:
NAME        ===> EDBADMIN
PASSWORD    ===>
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CCID(S):        ===>                 ===>                 ===>
    ("NOCCID    ===>                 ===>                 ===>
    TO CLEAR)   ===>                 ===>                 ===>
                ===>                 ===>                 ===>
ONLINE SYSTEM PARAMETERS:
DBNAME      ===> SRCNDVR
USAGE MODE  ===> UPDATE
 

Setting Up a Security Administrator
Perform the following tasks:

1. Enter 2 (SIGNON AND GO TO FUNCTION MENU) after OPTION ===>
2. Enter the Userid of the security administrator in the NAME field.
3. Enter the Dictionary name associated with this CCDB after DBNAME ===>.

Since Auto-User is in effect, the CA Endevor/DB system will automatically create a user record for the security
administrator. This user will be automatically associated with the Security Class NDVR-DDA that is insufficient for
security administration. In a later step, the Security Class will be changed. The Main Function Menu displays as
follows:

CA-E/DB nn.n volser            MAIN FUNCTION MENU             mm/dd/yy  NDVRU000
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
NDVRM000: I001 ENDEVOR/DB SIGNON PROCESSING COMPLETED
OPTION ===> 7
             1  - SIGNIN/SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS
             2  - AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS
             3  - LOCK FUNCTIONS
             4  - ENTITY AND ENTITY CHANGE HISTORY
             5  - CCID AND CCID CHANGE HISTORY
             6  - STATUS AND STATUS ASSOCIATIONS
             7  - USER AND USER CHANGE HISTORY
             8  - DICTIONARY AND DICTIONARY HISTORY
             9  - MANAGEMENT GROUPS AND CCIDS
            10  - ENDEVOR/DB CONTROL FUNCTIONS
            11  - ENDEVOR/DB SIGNON FUNCTION
            12  - RETURN TO IDMS/DC

4. Enter 7 (USER AND USER CHANGE HISTORY) after OPTION ===>. Press ENTER.
The system will respond with the USER FUNCTIONS menu as follows:

CA-E/DB nn.n volser              USER FUNCTIONS               mm/dd/yy  NDVRU700
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===> 3
1  - BROWSE USER DESCRIPTORS            2  - ADD A USER DESCRIPTOR
3  - MODIFY USER DESCRIPTORS            4  - DELETE USER DESCRIPTORS
5  - BROWSE USER/CHANGE ASSOCIATIONS    6  - ADD A USER/CHANGE ASSOCIATION
7  - MODIFY USER/CHANGE ASSOCIATIONS    8  - DELETE USER/CHANGE ASSOCIATIONS
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USER           ===> EDBADMIN                          (IF OPTIONS 1-8 )
ENTITY:                                               (IF OPTIONS 5, 6, 7, 8 )
   NAME        ===>
   TYPE        ===>
   VERSION     ===>
CHANGE-LOG SELECTION CRITERIA:                        (IF OPTIONS 5, 6, 7, 8 )
   START DATE  ===>                  END DATE  ===> mm/dd/yy
   START TIME  ===>                  END TIME  ===>
   ACTION CODE ===>

5. Enter 3 (MODIFY USER DESCRIPTIONS) in the OPTIONS field.
6. Enter the security administrator's userid in the USER field.

Press ENTER.
The User Detail screen for the Security Administrator displays as follows:

 CA-E/DB nn.n volser               USER DETAIL                 mm/dd/yy  NDVRM710
 USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE
 ACTION ===> MODIFY
 ******************************  USER INFORMATION  *****************************
 USER         ===> EDBADMIN                            PASSWORD ===>
 SECURITY CLS ===> NDVR-GLOBAL
 CURRENT CCID ===>
 COMMENT      ===> CCDB ADMINISTRATOR
 LOCKED       ===> N        LOCK DATE ===>            LOCK TIME ===>

This user definition was added by the system automatically at Sign-on.
7. Tab down to SECURITY CLS ===>.
8. Enter NDVR-GLOBAL.

Press ENTER.
The system will now associate the userid for the security administrator with the NDVR-GLOBAL Security Class. From
this point forward, the security administrator will have the capability to update anything in the CCDB (provided NDVR-
GLOBAL is not altered). It is recommended that the security administrator be the only user with NDVR-GLOBAL as a
Security Class.
The User Functions screen displays. The security administrator is now established.

Disallowing Batch Processing
To disallow performing Batch processing, the NDVR-GLOBAL security class must be modified so that the CA Endevor/DB
Batch facility is disabled. To disable this processing using the Online facility:

1. Enter =10 in the OPTION field on the Dictionary Function menu. This gives you direct access to the System Control
Functions menu without going through the Main Function menu.
The System Control Functions menu displays as follows:

CA-E/DB nn.n volser    CA-ENDEVOR/DB SYSTEM CONTROL FUNCTIONS mm/dd/yy  NDVRUA00
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===> 5
  1  - BROWSE CCDB DESCRIPTOR RECORD      2  - MODIFY CCDB DESCRIPTOR RECORD
  3  - BROWSE SECURITY DESCRIPTORS        4  - ADD A SECURITY DESCRIPTOR
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  5  - MODIFY SECURITY DESCRIPTORS        6  - DELETE SECURITY DESCRIPTORS
  7  - BROWSE MONITOR DICT STAT BLOCKS    8  - MODIFY MONITOR DICT STAT BLOCKS
SECURITY CLASS ===>                                 (IF OPTIONS 3, 4, 5, 6 )
DICTNAME       ===> SRCNDVR                         (IF OPTIONS 7, 8 )

2. Enter 5 in the OPTION field on the System Control Functions menu. Enter NDVR-GLOBAL in the Security Class field.
Then press ENTER.

NOTE
We are going to update the security class settings for the NDVR-GLOBAL security class, which is used by
the security administrator. If we did not enter a security class, the system would provide a list of security
classes from which we could select one or more for modifications. Refer to Section4, "Security Class
Maintenance," for further information on security class maintenance.

The Security Class Detail screen displays as follows:

 CA-E/DB nn.n volser            SECURITY CLASS DETAIL          mm/dd/yy  NDVRMA10
 USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE
 ACTION ===> MODIFY
 **************************  SECURITY CLASS INFORMATION  ***********************
 NAME    ===> NDVR-GLOBAL
 COMMENT ===> UNIVERSAL ENDEVOR/DB AND DICTIONARY CAPABILITIES
 MENU     1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9           MENU     1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8
 CONTROL: Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y              SIGNOUT: Y  Y  Y
 LOCK:    Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y           AUTH:    Y  Y  Y  Y
 CCID:    Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y           ENTITY:  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y
 STATUS:  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y              USER:    Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y
 M-GRP:   Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y              DICT:    Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y
 SIGNIN:  Y SO-CCID: Y SO-USER: Y NO-USER: Y NO-CCID: Y NO-AUTH: Y LIM-AUT: Y
 NM-MODE: Y ARCHIVE: Y MIGRATE: Y DE-CCID: N   BATCH: Y
 ENTITY: SCH DMC FIL TAS SUB USE DES REC SYS APO SET DIA APP ELE QFI PRC TAB FUN
 MODS:    Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y
 A-OPT:   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y
 ENTITY: MOD PHY CLA ATT MAP LOG LIN MSG LOA LR  PRO CCD DIC EUS CCI MGR STA SEC
 MODS:    Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y
 A-OPT:   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y

3. Enter N to the right of the BATCH: option. Press ENTER.
The System Control Functions screen displays as follows:

CA-E/DB nn.n volser    CA-ENDEVOR/DB SYSTEM CONTROL FUNCTIONS mm/dd/yy  NDVRUA00
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
NDVRMA10: I001 ACTION COMPLETED NORMALLY: SECURITY-CLASS MODIFY
OPTION ===>
  1  - BROWSE CCDB DESCRIPTOR RECORD      2  - MODIFY CCDB DESCRIPTOR RECORD
  3  - BROWSE SECURITY DESCRIPTORS        4  - ADD A SECURITY DESCRIPTOR
  5  - MODIFY SECURITY DESCRIPTORS        6  - DELETE SECURITY DESCRIPTORS
  7  - BROWSE MONITOR DICT STAT BLOCKS    8  - MODIFY MONITOR DICT STAT BLOCKS
SECURITY CLASS ===> NDVR-GLOBAL                     (IF OPTIONS 3, 4, 5, 6 )
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DICTNAME       ===> SRCNDVR                         (IF OPTIONS 7, 8 )

Setting Up Global Dictionary Options
To set up the global dictionary options, you must modify the default settings which were automatically created when the
CCDB was first opened. These global dictionary options can be set up through the CA Endevor/DB Online facility or the
Batch facility.

To do so using the Batch facility, execute the following MODIFY DICTIONARY command in a Batch job:

MODIFY DICTIONARY dictname
       SECURITY CLASS IS NDVR-GLOBAL
       DEFAULT SECURITY CLASS IS NDVR-DDA
       SYSTEM NAME IS system-
name
       AUTO-US IS Y
       NO-SYNC IS Y
       NO-PASS IS Y
       MONITOR (SCH FIL TAS SUB USE DES REC SYS APO SET DIA
                APP ELE QFI PRC TAB FUN MOD PHY CLA ATT MAP
                LOA LIN MSG LOG LR PRO)
       AUTO-SO NONE.

Refer to the following description of the Online screen for more information on the DICTIONARY option settings.

To modify the global dictionary options using the Online facility:

1. Enter NDVRMIS at the Next Task Code prompt to sign on to CA Endevor/DB.
2. Enter 8 in the OPTION field on the Main Menu.

The Dictionary Functions menu screen displays:

CA-E/DB nn.n volser           DICTIONARY FUNCTIONS            mm/dd/yy  NDVRU800
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===> 2
1  - BROWSE DICTIONARY DESCRIPTORS      2  - MODIFY DICTIONARY DESCRIPTORS
3  - DELETE DICTIONARY DESCRIPTORS      4  - BROWSE CHANGE-LOG ENTRIES
5  - MODIFY CHANGE-LOG ENTRIES          6  - DELETE CHANGE-LOG ENTRIES
DICTIONARY NAME ===> SRCNDVR                          (IF OPTIONS 1-6 )
ENTITY:                                               (IF OPTIONS 4, 5, 6 )
   NAME         ===>
   TYPE         ===>
   VERSION      ===>
CHANGE-LOG SELECTION CRITERIA:                        (IF OPTIONS 4, 5, 6 )
   START DATE   ===>                   END DATE  ===> mm/dd/yy
   START TIME   ===>                   END TIME  ===>
   ACTION CODE  ===>
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3. Enter 2 (MODIFY DICTIONARY DESCRIPTORS) after OPTION ===>.
The following screen displays:

 CA-E/DB nn.n volser        DICTIONARY DESCRIPTOR DETAIL       mm/dd/yy  NDVRM810
 USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE
 ACTION ===> MODIFY
 ***************************   DICTIONARY INFORMATION   ************************
 NAME       ===> SRCNDVR               SYSTEM IDENTIFIER  ===> SYSTEM81
 SEC. CLASS ===> NDVR-GLOBAL           DEFAULT USER CLASS ===> NDVR-DDA
 ORG. NAME  ===>                       DICTIONARY TYPE    ===> N
 LOCKED     ===> N       LOCK DATE ===>              LOCK TIME ===>
 COMMENT    ===> SOURCE DEMONSTRATION DICTIONARY
 AUTO-US: Y   NO-SYNC: Y   NO-PASS: Y
 ENTITY: SCH DMC FIL TAS SUB USE DES REC SYS APO SET DIA APP ELE QFI PRC TAB FUN
 MONITOR: Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y
 AUTO-SO: N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N
 ENTITY: MOD PHY CLA ATT MAP LOG LIN MSG LOA LR  PRO
 MONITOR: Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y
 AUTO-SO: N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N

This screen contains the global definition for the Dictionary displayed.

Fields are described below.

• NAME
Dictionary for which the CCDB was set up.

Note: This name will change automatically if the DBNAME table entry for this dictionary is modified to a new or different
name.

• SYSTEM IDENTIFIER
Enter a 1-8 character value to be used to identify the system in which this dictionary resides. This identifier may
represent the system's external or internal name, a node name, or a data sharing group name. The System Identifier is
used with the name of the dictionary to uniquely identify the dictionary for migration oriented Change Log entries which
contain identifying information relating to the destination and origin of entities that have migrated from one dictionary to
the next. System Identifier should be unique across your CA IDMS environment regardless of CV, CPU, or data center.

• SEC. CLASS
The Security Class associated with the Dictionary. Initially, the Dictionary is set up with NDVR-GLOBAL as a Security
Class.

Note: It is recommended that this be left unaltered until a thorough understanding of the Security System is established.

The restrictions set up in the Dictionary Security Class (see Section4, "Security Class Maintenance") apply to all users in
the Dictionary.

To change the Dictionary Security Class, enter the new Security Class name to be used for the Dictionary.

• DEFAULT USER CLASS
This is the Security Class that will be associated with users who are added using the Auto-User procedure. Initially, this
is set to NDVR-DDA. The default Security Class can be changed by keying the new Security Class name desired.

• ORIGINAL NAME
Not supported in this release. Leave blank.

• DICTIONARY TYPE
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Not supported in this release. Always = N.
• LOCKED

Informational. Values are Y or N. Indicates if the Dictionary is locked.
• LOCK DATE

Informational. Date the Dictionary was locked.
• LOCK TIME

Informational. Time the Dictionary was locked.
• AUTO-US

Values are Y or N:
– Y -- Users are added automatically by CA Endevor/DB when encountered the first time.
– N -- Users are not automatically added to the system.

• NO-SYNC
Values are Y or N.
– Y -- When signing on, the CA Endevor/DB and CA IDMS/DC userids can be different.
– N -- When signing on, the CA Endevor/DB and CA IDMS/DC userids cannot be different.

• NO-PASS
Values are Y or N.
– Y -- When signing on, the CA Endevor/DB password is optional.
– N -- When signing on, the CA Endevor/DB password is required.

• ENTITY
The three-character entity name abbreviations used by the CA Endevor/DB and CA IDMS/DC system for IDD entity
types. They act as column headings for the next two fields.

• MONITOR
Values are Y or N.
– Y -- Monitor the modifications to entities of the type specified in the column heading (ENTITY:).
– N -- Do not monitor or create Change Log Entries for modifications to the entity type in the column heading. When

monitoring is turned off for an entity type, none of the other CA Endevor/DB attributes have significance.
• AUTO-SO

Values are Y or N.
– Y -- If the resultant Security Class specifies that Auto-Signout is in effect, entities of this type will be signed out

automatically.
– N -- Entities of this type will not be signed out automatically.

Security Class Maintenance
Security Classes are a central part of CA Endevor/DB security. Within the Security Class, restrictions are defined which
apply to Dictionaries, CCIDs, and Users. Each one of these entities can be associated with a different Security Class.
At execution time, the Security System combines all the Security Classes referenced and arrives at a resultant Security
Class. If a permission is disallowed at any level (Dictionary, CCID, or User), the resultant Security Class disallows the
action.

Establishing and Maintaining Security Classes

The Dictionary, CCID, and User definitions each contain a reference to a Security Class name. There is usually no more
than five or six Security Classes in a CCDB. Many installations set up one for the security administrator (usually NDVR-
GLOBAL), one for the Dictionary (usually NDVR-GLOBAL), one for the DBA, one for development leaders, and one for
general application developers.

Security classes can be defined and maintained using either the Online front end or the Batch front end. The commands
used in the Batch front end are ADD, MODIFY, and DELETE SECURITY CLASS. Refer to the CA Endevor/DB for CA
IDMS Batch Reference section for further information on using them. The meanings of the various options for the ADD
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SECURITY CLASS or MODIFY SECURITY CLASS commands are discussed in the following description of the Online
screens.

When using the Online front end, Security Classes are maintained under the Control Functions screen. To access this
screen:

1. Enter 10 in the OPTION field on the Main Function menu.
The System Control Functions screen displays as follows:
 CA-E/DB nn.n volser    CA-ENDEVOR/DB SYSTEM CONTROL FUNCTIONS mm/dd/yy  NDVRUA00
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===>
  1  - BROWSE CCDB DESCRIPTOR RECORD      2  - MODIFY CCDB DESCRIPTOR RECORD
  3  - BROWSE SECURITY DESCRIPTORS        4  - ADD A SECURITY DESCRIPTOR
  5  - MODIFY SECURITY DESCRIPTORS        6  - DELETE SECURITY DESCRIPTORS
  7  - BROWSE MONITOR DICT STAT BLOCKS    8  - MODIFY MONITOR DICT STAT BLOCKS
SECURITY CLASS ===>                                 (IF OPTIONS 3, 4, 5, 6 )
DICTNAME       ===> SRCNDVR                         (IF OPTIONS 7, 8 )
 

To add a new Security Class, enter 4 in the OPTION field.
To modify an existing Security Class, enter 5 in the OPTION field.
To delete a Security Class, enter 6 in the OPTION field.
To go directly to the Security Class Detail screen (NDVRMA10), enter the name of the Security Class to be processed
in the Security Class field. If you clear that field, you will first go to the Security Class List screen (NDVRUA10).
  CA-E/DB nn.n volser            SECURITY CLASS LIST            mm/dd/yy  NDVRUA10
 USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE
 ACTION ===> MODIFY
   SECURITY CLASS                     COMMENT
 _ QA               SECURITY CLASS FOR QUALITY ASSURANCE
 _ DEVELOPMENT      SECURITY CLASS FOR DEVELOPMENT
 _ SUPPORT          SECURITY CLASS FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT
 s NDVR-DDA         DICTIONARY ADMINISTRATION CAPABILITIES
 s NDVR-GLOBAL      UNIVERSAL ENDEVOR/DB AND DICTIONARY CAPABILITIES
   **    END    **
 

NDVRUA10 Field Descriptions

• ACTION
Description of the current processing function: ADD, MODIFY, or DELETE.

Field Description
(no title) Place any non-blank character beside an entry and press Enter

to display the Security Class Detail screen (NDVRMA10) for that
particular security class.

• SECURITY CLASS
A list of the security classes that you are able to select.

• COMMENT
A comment describing the security class.
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NDVRMA10 Field Descriptions
  CA-E/DB nn.n volser            SECURITY CLASS DETAIL          mm/dd/yy  NDVRMA10
 USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE
 ACTION ===> MODIFY
 **************************  SECURITY CLASS INFORMATION  ***********************
 NAME    ===> NDVR-DDA
 COMMENT ===> DICTIONARY ADMINISTRATION CAPABILITIES
 MENU     1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9           MENU     1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8
 CONTROL: Y  N  Y  N  N  N  Y  N              SIGNOUT: Y  Y  Y
 LOCK:    Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y           AUTH:    Y  Y  Y  N
 CCID:    Y  N  N  N  Y  N  N  N  Y           ENTITY:  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y
 STATUS:  Y  N  N  N  Y  Y  Y  Y              USER:    Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y
 M-GRP:   Y  N  N  N  Y  N  N  N              DICT:    Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y
 SIGNIN:  Y SO-CCID: Y SO-USER: Y NO-USER: Y NO-CCID: Y NO-AUTH: Y LIM-AUT: Y
 NM-MODE: Y ARCHIVE: Y MIGRATE: Y DE-CCID: N   BATCH: Y
 ENTITY: SCH DMC FIL TAS SUB USE DES REC SYS APO SET DIA APP ELE QFI PRC TAB FUN
 MODS:    Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y
 A-OPT:   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y
 ENTITY: MOD PHY CLA ATT MAP LOG LIN MSG LOA LR  PRO CCD DIC EUS CCI MGR STA SEC
 MODS:    Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y
 A-OPT:   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y
 

CA Endevor/DB discrete function switches are at the top of the screen, procedures are in the middle, and entity attributes
are at the bottom. All fields are defined so that a value of N denotes a restriction and Y denotes a permission. Remember
that an N causes the restriction to take effect regardless of other Security Classes that are merged to arrive at the result.
In other words, restrictions cannot be overridden.

Fields are described below:

• ACTION
Action selected on the previous menu.

• NAME
The name of the Security Class.

• COMMENT
Any comment may be entered.

• MENU
The six rows directly underneath the COMMENT field on this screen are used to control the Online and Batch front end
functions that will be available to a user logged on under this Security Class. There are ten subfunction menus in the
Online front end, and so there are ten groups of menu flags on the screen. Each group is labeled with the name for the
corresponding Online front end subfunction screen. For example:
 MENU    1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9
 
CONTROL  Y  N  Y  N  N  N  Y  N
 

The eight Y/N flags to the right of "CONTROL: " are used to allow or disallow the use of the eight options on the
System Control Functions (NDVRUA00) screen. Thus, in the example above, a user signed on under this security
class would have the use of options 1, 3, and 7 on the NDVRUA00 screen. The other options would be denied if
attempted, and would not appear on that screen.
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These same flags control a user's ability to use Batch front end commands and command options. In the example
above, the user would be able to use the ADD SECURITY CLASS, MODIFY SECURITY CLASS, and DELETE
SECURITY CLASS commands in PUNCH mode, but not in PROCESS mode. PUNCH mode is the CA Endevor/DB
Batch equivalent of Browse actions in the CA Endevor/DB Online front end.
The full breakdown of MENU flags and the Online and Batch functions that they control is fully described in Appendix
B, "Online/Batch Control Flags."

• SIGNIN

Option Description
Y A user signed on under this security class can sign entities in and

out for other users.
N A user signed on under this security class can sign entities in and

out only for him/her self.

• SO-CCID
• SO-USER

These options control the behavior of the security monitor when it is performing automatic signout (DICTIONARY
descriptor AUTO-SO = Y). The AUTO-SO flag has precedence. If AUTO-SO is set to Y, automatic signout will occur,
regardless of the SO-CCID and SO-USER flag settings. If AUTO-SO = N, automatic signout will not occur. SO-CCID
and SO-USER determine whether automatic signout signs an entity out to the userid or the CCID under which the
change occurs. The combinations are as follows:

SO-CCID SO-USER Description
Y N Automatic signout to CCID
Y or N Y Automatic signout to user
N N Automatic signout to user

• NO-CCID

Option Description
Y The Change Monitor will not require a CCID before modifying an

entity.
N The Change Monitor will require a CCID before modifying an

entity.
Note: If this is the Security Class for the Dictionary, make sure the
security administrator is associated with a CCID before turning
this field to N. Failure to do so may result in a universal inability to
access the Dictionary.

• NO-USER

Option Description
Y The Change Monitor will not require a USER before modifying an

entity.
N The Change Monitor will require a USER before modifying an

entity.
Note: If this is the Security Class for the Dictionary, make sure the
security administrator USER has been added before turning this
field to N.
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• NO-AUTH
• LIM-AUTH

These are used in conjunction to control the preauthorization procedures to be applied as follows:

Field Description
NO-AUTH=Y, LIM-AUTH=Y or N Preauthorization is ignored for this user. Any entity may be

modified regardless of authorization.
NO-AUTH=N, LIM-AUTH=Y User can modify entities that have been preauthorized to that user

and entities that have not been preauthorized to anybody else.
NO-AUTH=N, LIM-AUTH=N User must be preauthorized for update to all entities.

• NM-MODE

Option Description
Y User can use the NDVRDLVR Utility command, which runs in "no-

monitor" mode.
N User cannot use the NDVRDLVR Utility command in "no-monitor"

mode.

• ARCHIVE

Option Description
Y User can run the NDVRARCO utility.
N User cannot run the NDVRARCO utility.

• MIGRATE

Option Description
Y User can run the NDVRBOOK utility with OPTION=MIGRATE to

create migrate in CLEs on the target system, and the user can run
program NDVRDCF2 to create migrate out CLEs on the source
system.

N User cannot run with migration-level authority.

• DE-CCID

Option Description
Y User will run in DERIVED CCID mode.
N User will not run in DERIVED CCID mode.

• BATCH

Option Description
Y User can run the NDVRMISB Batch Management Facility.
N User cannot run the NDVRMISB Batch Management Facility.

• ENTITY
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The three-character entity abbreviations used by CA Endevor/DB to represent DICTIONARY and CCDB entity types.
These act as column headings for the next two fields. Refer to Appendix B, "CA Endevor/DB Entity Types," in the CA
Endevor/DB for CA IDMS Batch Reference section for more information on entity types.

• MODS

Option Description
Y User can modify entities of that type.
N Users cannot update entities of that type.

• A-OPT
This option takes precedence over the NO-AUTH and LIM-AUTH flags. If A-OPT = Y for a particular entity type, you
may modify all entities of that type, regardless of preauthorization. Use this field to tailor preauthorization to entity
types.

Option Description
Y User can modify entities of that type without preauthorization.
N Preauthorization is required for users to modify this entity type.

Security Preauthorization
The next five areas of concern are all addressed by the use of preauthorizations. They are:

• Dangerous Users. These dictionary users are to be restricted to updating only certain entities in the dictionary. For
example, trainees would fit into this category. The restriction is specified through the use of the NO-AUTH, LIM-AUTH,
and A-OPT flags in the appropriate SECURITY CLASS records. Set the flags in the SECURITY-CLASS record named
in the USER descriptor for each "dangerous user" to:

LIM-AUTH = N

NO-AUTH = N

Set the A-OPT flags in the same SECURITY-CLASS record to N for all entity types that are to be protected. Then
establish a PREAUTHORIZATION junction between each "dangerous user" and all of the entities that the user is to be
allowed to change.

• Sensitive Entities. These entities are to be updated only by certain users. For example, a disbursement dialog would
fit into this category. This restriction is also specified through the use of the NO-AUTH, LIM-AUTH, and A-OPT flags in
the SECURITY-CLASS records. Set the flags in every SECURITY-CLASS record to:

LIM-AUTH = Y

NO-AUTH = N

and set the A-OPT flags in every SECURITY-CLASS record to N for those entity types that are to be protected. Then
establish a PREAUTHORIZATION junction between each sensitive entity and each user that is to be allowed to modify
that entity.

NOTE
The protection requires at least one PREAUTHORIZATION junction for each sensitive entity. If an entity
participates in NO PREAUTHORIZATION junctions, it is assumed by the system not to be sensitive.

• Derived CCID. In some shops, it may be infeasible to require that all users sign on to CA Endevor/DB each time they
switch from one CCID to another. For example, if a unique CCID is established for every change for every DIALOG,
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then programmers would be issuing CA Endevor/DB signons all day. To circumvent this problem, the CA Endevor/
DB administrator can predefine the relationships between CCIDs and dictionary entities, and the programmers can
run in "DERIVED CCID" mode. When doing so, they only signon to CA Endevor/DB to specify their userid - the CCID
to which a given change is attributed will be determined by the presence of a PREAUTHORIZATION junction. This
processing mode is also specified through the SECURITY-CLASS record. In the SECURITY-CLASS records named
in each DERIVED CCID user descriptor record, set the DE-CCID flag to Y. Then establish a PREAUTHORIZATION
junction between each entity to be changed and the CCID to which changes are to be attributed. In each of those
PREAUTHORIZATION junctions, set the DE-CCID flag to Y.

• Private CCID. You may need to make CCIDs private for several reasons: if you have established security by CCID or if
you manage "Sensitive Entities" by CCID. In these (and other) cases, you will need to control which users are allowed
to signon or make changes under a CCID. The restriction is specified by setting the TYPE of each restricted CCID
to PRIVATE. Then establish a PREAUTHORIZATION junction between each USER that is to have access to a given
CCID and the following entity:

ENTITY NAME = ccid-name

TYPE = CCID

VERSION = 1

• Private Status. In promotion processing, the NDVRDSEL program EXCLUDE command will exclude any entity
associated with a given STATUS. The ability to associate entities with the STATUSes used in your shop's promotion
processing is therefore important. To control that ability, set the TYPE of each STATUS used in promotion processing
to PRIVATE. Then establish a PREAUTHORIZATION junction between each USER that is to have the ability and the
following entity:

ENTITY NAME = status-name

TYPE = STATUS

VERSION = 1

This section provides a step-by-step approach to assigning preauthorization for each of the objectives stated above.

You can do this through the Online facility or Batch facility. In Batch, you would use the ADD, MODIFY, and DELETE
PREAUTHORIZATION commands. Refer to the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS Batch Reference section for more
information on Batch. In Online, you would select option 2 from the Main Function Menu.

Restricting Users Through Preauthorization
When using preauthorization to restrict a user, the CCDB administrator defines preauthorization relationships between
that user and the limited dictionary entities, which s/he is allowed to modify.

For example, you may want to restrict a programmer trainee (EDBADMIN) to modify only a limited set of training entities
(beginning, in this example, with the characters DEPT). Once a list of preauthorized entities has been established for that
user, the user is automatically denied the ability to modify any other dictionary entities.

To accomplish this, you can use the Online front end or Batch front end. In Batch, you would use the ADD
PREAUTHORIZATION command. The Batch commands that equate to the next eight Online screens would be as follows:

ADD PREAUTHORIZATION ENTITY NAME = DEPT* TO USER EDBADMIN.
MOD SECURITY CLASS DEFAULT-SECURITY NO-AUTH = N LIM-AUTH = N A-OPT NONE.
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To accomplish this through the Online front end, perform the following:

1. Enter option 2 on the Pre-authorization Functions menu (2-ADD PREAUTHORIZATIONS). Next, specify the entities
which the user (EDBADMIN) will be able to modify (ENTITY NAME=DEPT*).

CA-E/DB nn.n volser        PRE-AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS        mm/dd/yy  NDVRU200
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===> 2
  1  - BROWSE PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS          2  - ADD PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS
  3  - DELETE PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS          4  - MODIFY PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS
ENTITY:                                               (IF OPTIONS 1 - 4 )
   NAME      ===> DEPT*
   TYPE      ===>
   VERSION   ===>
USER         ===> EDBADMIN                            (IF OPTIONS 1 - 4 )
CCID         ===>                                     (IF OPTIONS 1 - 4 )

2. Press ENTER.
The system responds with a Pre-authorization List screen, which identifies all available entities as specified (DEPT).
In the following example, all available programmer training entities (beginning with the characters DEPT) have been
listed since the wildcard (*) was specified as part of the ENTITY name qualifier.

 CA-E/DB nn.n volser           PRE-AUTHORIZATION LIST          mm/dd/yy  NDVRU210
 USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
 ACTION ===> AUTHORIZE
     USER       CCID    OUT AUTH DER      ENTITY NAME                  TYP VERS
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTINQ                          DIA    1
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTINQ-ENTER                    PRC    1
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTINQ-PREMAP                   PRC    1
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTMAP                          LOA    1
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTMAP                          MAP    1
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTMAP                          MOD    1
 s                       N   N    N   DEPTUPD                          DIA    1
 s          001 CCIDS    N   Y    N   DEPTUPD-ENTER                    PRC    1
 s          001 CCIDS    N   Y    N   DEPTUPD-PREMAP                   PRC    1
   * END *

Where AUTH is Y, the entity is already preauthorized. Where DER is Y, one or more preauthorizations exist for the
entity to a CCID with the DERIVE CCID option specified. Where OUT is Y, the entity is signed-out. The USER and
CCID fields indicate the number of Users and CCIDs to which an entity is preauthorized. In the above example, the
last listed entity (DEPTUPD-PREMAP) is preauthorized to one CCID (0001 CCID) with the DERIVE CCID option
specified. For more information, use the Browse Preauthorization function for this entity.

NOTE
This screen lists all entities that have not been preauthorized to user EDBADMIN. User EDBADMIN, as
specified on the Pre-authorization Functions screen, will reappear on the Pre-authorization Detail screen on
the next page.
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3. Using this screen, you further define the list of entities, which can be modified by this user. Select the entities that you
wish to preauthorize to the user (EDBADMIN) by entering any non-blank character to the left of the desired entries. In
our example, all entities beginning with DEPTUPD have been selected.

4. Press ENTER.
The system responds with a Pre-authorization Detail screen for each selected entity. A sample detail screen is shown
below.

 CA-E/DB nn.n volser          PRE-AUTHORIZATION DETAIL         mm/dd/yy  NDVRM210
 USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
 ACTION ===> AUTHORIZE
 ***********************  PRE-AUTHORIZATION INFORMATION  ***********************
 DERIVE CCID ===> N                     SIGNED OUT ===> N  PRE-AUTHORIZED ===> N
 EST. WORK COMPLETION ===>              ACT. WORK COMPLETION  ===>
 COMMENT ===>
 ****************************  ENTITY INFORMATION   ****************************
 NAME    ===> DEPTUPD                                          VERSION ===>    1
 TYPE    ===> DIALOG
 COMMENT ===>
 ****************************   USER INFORMATION    ****************************
 NAME         ===> EDBADMIN                                    LOCKED  ===> N
 SECURITY CLS ===> NDVR-GLOBAL
 CURRENT CCID ===>
 COMMENT ===> CCDB ADMINISTRATOR
 ****************************   CCID INFORMATION    ****************************
 NAME    ===>               SECURITY CLASS ===>                   LOCKED ===>
 COMMENT ===>

5. Within the Pre-authorization Information section of the screen, fill in the appropriate fields to document
preauthorization.
User information has already been filled in, based on earlier input from the Pre-authorization Functions screen.
This information can be changed to preauthorize a different user, or it can be "spaced out" and replaced with CCID
information to preauthorize a CCID.
By pressing ENTER after each detail screen as it appears, you're building a list of the entities preauthorized to the
restricted user (EDBADMIN).
By pressing PF3, the system cancels your preauthorization request.
When all selected entities (DEPTUPD) have been entered, the system responds with a final list of all "leftover" (not
preauthorized) entities remaining from the previous list. This enables you to double-check the list for any entities you
may have missed.

 CA-E/DB nn.n volser           PRE-AUTHORIZATION LIST          mm/dd/yy  NDVRU210
 USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
 NDVRM210: I002 ALL SELECTED RECORDS PROCESSED
 ACTION ===> AUTHORIZE
     USER       CCID    OUT AUTH DER      ENTITY NAME TYP VERS
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTINQ                          DIA    1
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTINQ-ENTER                    PRC    1
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTINQ-PREMAP                   PRC    1
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTMAP                          LOA    1
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 _                       N   N    N   DEPTMAP                          MAP    1
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTMAP                          MOD    1
   * END *

6. Return to the Main Function Menu by pressing CLEAR or PF3.

NOTE
To preauthorize the same entities to another user, follow the same procedure as above. Another method is
to preauthorize entities to a CCID, and then preauthorize users to that CCID. Entities may be preauthorized
to single or multiple CCIDs, single or multiple users, or a combination of CCIDs and users. When entities
are preauthorized to both Users and CCIDs, this does not force the preauthorized user to use one of the
preauthorized CCIDs.

Now that you've built the preauthorization list for the user (EDBADMIN), "alert" the CA Endevor/DB Security System to
heed that list. To do this:

1. Select option 10 (CA-Endevor/DB CONTROL FUNCTIONS) from the Main Function Menu.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser            MAIN FUNCTION MENU             mm/dd/yy  NDVRU000
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===> 10
             1  - SIGNIN/SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS
             2  - AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS
             3  - LOCK FUNCTIONS
             4  - ENTITY AND ENTITY CHANGE HISTORY
             5  - CCID AND CCID CHANGE HISTORY
             6  - STATUS AND STATUS ASSOCIATIONS
             7  - USER AND USER CHANGE HISTORY
             8  - DICTIONARY AND DICTIONARY HISTORY
             9  - MANAGEMENT GROUPS AND CCIDS
            10  - ENDEVOR/DB CONTROL FUNCTIONS
            11  - ENDEVOR/DB SIGNON FUNCTION
            12  - RETURN TO IDMS/DC

Press ENTER.
The system responds with the CA-Endevor/DB SYSTEM CONTROL FUNCTIONS screen.

2. Select option 5 (MODIFY SECURITY DESCRIPTORS).

CA-E/DB nn.n volser    CA-ENDEVOR/DB SYSTEM CONTROL FUNCTIONS mm/dd/yy  NDVRUA00
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===> 5
  1  - BROWSE CCDB DESCRIPTOR RECORD      2  - MODIFY CCDB DESCRIPTOR RECORD
  3  - BROWSE SECURITY DESCRIPTORS        4  - ADD A SECURITY DESCRIPTOR
  5  - MODIFY SECURITY DESCRIPTORS        6  - DELETE SECURITY DESCRIPTORS
  7  - BROWSE MONITOR DICT STAT BLOCKS    8  - MODIFY MONITOR DICT STAT BLOCKS
SECURITY CLASS ===>                                 (IF OPTIONS 3, 4, 5, 6 )
DICTNAME       ===> SRCNDVR                         (IF OPTIONS 7, 8 )

Press ENTER.
The system then provides a list of all the Security Classes in the CCDB on the SECURITY CLASS LIST screen.
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3. Select all items on the list by typing any non-blank character to the left of each Security Class entry. This lets you
"zoom in" on each Security Class in order to set security flags as needed.

 CA-E/DB nn.n volser            SECURITY CLASS LIST            mm/dd/yy  NDVRUA10
 USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE
 ACTION ===> MODIFY
   SECURITY CLASS                     COMMENT
 s DEFAULT-SECURITY SECURITY CLASS FOR RESTRICTED CAPABILITIES
 s QA               SECURITY CLASS FOR QUALITY ASSURANCE
 s DEVELOPMENT      SECURITY CLASS FOR DEVELOPMENT
 s SUPPORT          SECURITY CLASS FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT
 s NDVR-DDA         DICTIONARY ADMINISTRATION CAPABILITIES
 s NDVR-GLOBAL      UNIVERSAL ENDEVOR/DB AND DICTIONARY CAPABILITIES
   **    END    **

Press ENTER.
The system responds with a SECURITY CLASS DETAIL screen for each Security Class selected on the above list.

4. On the SECURITY CLASS DETAIL screens that apply to all other (non-restricted) users, set the Preauthorization flags
on the Security Class screens as follows (No Preauthorization required):

LIM-AUTH=Y

NO-AUTH=Y

Also, set all A-Opt flags to Y.
5. On the SECURITY CLASS DETAIL screen that applies to restricted user EDBADMIN (in our example, the Security

Class is DEFAULT-SECURITY), set the Preauthorization flags as follows (Full Preauthorization):

LIM-AUTH=N

NO-AUTH=N

Also, set all A-Opt flags to N.

WARNING
Do not set both LIM-AUTH and NO-AUTH to N for the dictionary Security Class NDVR-GLOBAL unless your
intentions are to preauthorize all users to every entity before they update it.

 CA-E/DB nn.n volser            SECURITY CLASS DETAIL          mm/dd/yy  NDVRMA10
 USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE
 ACTION ===> MODIFY
 **************************  SECURITY CLASS INFORMATION  ***********************
 NAME    ===> DEFAULT-SECURITY
 COMMENT ===> SECURITY CLASS FOR RESTRICTED CAPABILITIES
 MENU     1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9           MENU     1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8
 CONTROL: Y  N  Y  N  N  N  N  N              SIGNOUT: Y  N  N
 LOCK:    N  N  N  N  N  N  N  N  N           AUTH:    N  N  N  N
 CCID:    Y  N  N  N  Y  N  N  N  Y           ENTITY:  Y  N  N  N  Y  Y
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 STATUS:  Y  N  N  N  Y  N  N  N              USER:    Y  N  N  N  Y  N  N  N
 M-GRP:   Y  N  N  N  Y  N  N  N              DICT:    Y  N  N  Y  N  N
 SIGNIN:  Y SO-CCID: N SO-USER: Y NO-USER: Y NO-CCID: Y NO-AUTH: N LIM-AUT: N
 NM-MODE: Y ARCHIVE: Y MIGRATE: Y DE-CCID: N   BATCH: N
 ENTITY: SCH DMC FIL TAS SUB USE DES REC SYS APO SET DIA APP ELE QFI PRC TAB FUN
 MODS:    Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y
 A-OPT:   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N
 ENTITY: MOD PHY CLA ATT MAP LOG LIN MSG LOA LR  PRO CCD DIC EUS CCI MGR STA SEC
 MODS:    Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y
 A-OPT:   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N

Note: If there are specific entity types for which preauthorization rules are to be ignored, set those individual A-Opt flags
to Y.

Now that the preauthorization list has been built, and the Security Class flags have been set, user EDBADMIN's access
(and all other users with Security Class DEFAULT-SECURITY) is restricted to only those preauthorized entities. If user
EDBADMIN attempts to modify an entity to which s/he is not preauthorized, the CA Endevor/DB Security System will
prevent access and display an error message to that effect.

To remove preauthorization, select option 3 (DELETE PREAUTHORIZATION) on the Pre-authorization Functions screen.

Protecting Critical Entities Through Preauthorization
When using preauthorization to protect critical or sensitive entities, the CCDB administrator is restricting those entities
from modification by the general user population. Typical examples would be company payroll and personnel programs
that contain confidential information. In this case, users would be preauthorized to make modifications to those sensitive
programs. Dictionary entities that were not deemed to be sensitive could be modified by any user.

To accomplish this, the entity can be preauthorized to the user or CCID that will make modifications to the entity. The
security classes for the general user population would be modified to disallow modifications to entities, which have been
preauthorized to another user. You can do this by using either the Online front end or the Batch front end. In Batch, you
would use the ADD PREAUTHORIZATION and MODIFY SECURITY CLASS commands. The Batch commands that
equate to the next eight Online screens would be as follows:

ADD PREAUTHORIZATION ENTITY NAME = DEPT* TO USER EDBADMIN.
MOD SECURITY CLASS NDVR-DDA NO-AUTH = N LIM-AUTH = Y A-OPT NONE.
MOD SECURITY CLASS SUPPORT NO-AUTH = N LIM-AUTH = Y A-OPT NONE.
MOD SECURITY CLASS PROJECT-LEADER NO-AUTH = N LIM-AUTH = Y A-OPT NONE.
MOD SECURITY CLASS GMG-SECURITY NO-AUTH = N LIM-AUTH = Y A-OPT NONE.

The first command preauthorizes the user EDBADMIN to make modifications to all entities, which begin with DEPTUPD.
The MODIFY SECURITY commands modify all the security classes for the general user population to disallow
modifications to entities for which they have not been preauthorized.

To accomplish this through the Online front end, perform the following:

1. Select option 2 (ADD PREAUTHORIZATIONS) on the Pre-authorization Functions menu. Next, specify the entities
which the user (EDBADMIN) will be able to modify (ENTITY NAME=DEPT*).

CA-E/DB nn.n volser        PRE-AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS        mm/dd/yy  NDVRU200
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
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OPTION ===> 2
  1  - BROWSE PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS          2  - ADD PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS
  3  - DELETE PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS          4  - MODIFY PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS
ENTITY:                                               (IF OPTIONS 1 - 4 )
   NAME      ===> DEPT*
   TYPE      ===>
   VERSION   ===>
USER         ===> EDBADMIN                            (IF OPTIONS 1 - 4 )
CCID         ===>                                     (IF OPTIONS 1 - 4 )

Press ENTER.
The system responds with a Pre-authorization List screen, which identifies all available entities as specified (DEPT).
In the following example, the entities beginning with the characters DEPT have been listed since the wildcard (*) was
specified as part of the ENTITY name qualifier.

 CA-E/DB nn.n volser           PRE-AUTHORIZATION LIST          mm/dd/yy  NDVRU210
 USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
 ACTION ===> AUTHORIZE
     USER       CCID    OUT AUTH DER      ENTITY NAME                  TYP VERS
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTINQ                          DIA    1
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTINQ-ENTER                    PRC    1
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTINQ-PREMAP                   PRC    1
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTMAP                          LOA    1
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTMAP                          MAP    1
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTMAP                          MOD    1
 s                       N   N    N   DEPTUPD                          DIA    1
 s          001 CCIDS    N   Y    N   DEPTUPD-ENTER                    PRC    1
 s          001 CCIDS    N   Y    N   DEPTUPD-PREMAP                   PRC    1
   * END *

Where AUTH is Y, the entity is already preauthorized. Where DER is Y, one or more preauthorizations exist for the
entity to a CCID with the DERIVE CCID option specified. Where OUT is Y, the entity is signed-out. The USER and
CCID fields indicate the number of users and CCIDs to which an entity is preauthorized. In the above example, the last
listed entity (DEPTUPD-PREMAP) is preauthorized to one CCID (0001 CCID) with the DERIVE CCID option specified.
For more information, use the Browse Preauthorization function for this entity.

NOTE
This screen lists all entities that have not been preauthorized to User EDBADMIN. User EDBADMIN, as
specified on the Pre-authorization Functions screen, will reappear on the Pre-authorization Detail screen on
the next page.

2. To further define the list of entities which can be modified by this user, select the entities that you wish to preauthorize
to the user (EDBADMIN) by entering any non-blank character to the left of the desired entries. In our example, all
entities named DEPTUPD have been selected.
Press ENTER.
The system responds with a Pre-authorization Detail screen for each selected entity. A sample detail screen is shown
below.

 CA-E/DB nn.n volser          PRE-AUTHORIZATION DETAIL         mm/dd/yy  NDVRM210
 USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
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 ACTION ===> AUTHORIZE
 ***********************  PRE-AUTHORIZATION INFORMATION  ***********************
 DERIVE CCID ===> N                     SIGNED OUT ===> N  PRE-AUTHORIZED ===> N
 EST. WORK COMPLETION ===>              ACT. WORK COMPLETION  ===>
 COMMENT ===>
 ****************************  ENTITY INFORMATION   ****************************
 NAME    ===> DEPTUPD                                          VERSION ===>    1
 TYPE    ===> DIALOG
 COMMENT ===>
 ****************************   USER INFORMATION    ****************************
 NAME         ===> EDBADMIN                                    LOCKED  ===> N
 SECURITY CLS ===> NDVR-GLOBAL
 CURRENT CCID ===>

 COMMENT ===> CCDB ADMINISTRATOR
 ****************************   CCID INFORMATION    ****************************
 NAME    ===>               SECURITY CLASS ===>                   LOCKED ===>
 COMMENT ===>

3. Within the Pre-authorization Information section of the screen, fill in the appropriate fields to document
preauthorization.
User information has already been filled in, based on earlier input from the Pre-authorization Functions screen.
This information can be changed to preauthorize a different user, or it can be "spaced out" and replaced with CCID
information to preauthorize a CCID.
By pressing ENTER after each detail screen as it appears, you're building a list of the entities preauthorized to the
restricted user (EDBADMIN).
To cancel your preauthorization request, press PF3.
When all selected entities (DEPTUPD) have been entered, the system responds with a final list of all "leftover" (not
preauthorized) entities remaining from the previous list. This enables you to double-check the list for any entities you
may have missed.

 CA-E/DB nn.n volser           PRE-AUTHORIZATION LIST          mm/dd/yy  NDVRU210
 USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
 NDVRM210: I002 ALL SELECTED RECORDS PROCESSED
 ACTION ===> AUTHORIZE
     USER       CCID    OUT AUTH DER      ENTITY NAME TYP VERS
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTINQ                          DIA    1
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTINQ-ENTER                    PRC    1
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTINQ-PREMAP                   PRC    1
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTMAP                          LOA    1
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTMAP                          MAP    1
 _                       N   N    N   DEPTMAP                          MOD    1
   * END *

4. Return to the Main Function Menu by pressing CLEAR or PF3.
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NOTE
To preauthorize the same entities to another user, follow the same procedure as above. Another method is
to preauthorize entities to a CCID, and then preauthorize users to that CCID. Entities may be preauthorized
to single or multiple CCIDs, single or multiple Users, or a combination of CCIDs and Users. When entities
are preauthorized to both Users and CCIDs, this does not force the preauthorized user to use one of the
preauthorized CCIDs.

Now that you've built the preauthorization list for the user (EDBADMIN), "alert" the CA Endevor/DB Security System to
heed that list. To do this:

1. Select option 10 (ENDEVOR/DB CONTROL FUNCTIONS) from the Main Function Menu.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser            MAIN FUNCTION MENU             mm/dd/yy  NDVRU000
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===> 10
             1  - SIGNIN/SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS
             2  - AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS
             3  - LOCK FUNCTIONS
             4  - ENTITY AND ENTITY CHANGE HISTORY
             5  - CCID AND CCID CHANGE HISTORY
             6  - STATUS AND STATUS ASSOCIATIONS
             7  - USER AND USER CHANGE HISTORY
             8  - DICTIONARY AND DICTIONARY HISTORY
             9  - MANAGEMENT GROUPS AND CCIDS
            10  - ENDEVOR/DB CONTROL FUNCTIONS
            11  - ENDEVOR/DB SIGNON FUNCTION
            12  - RETURN TO IDMS/DC

Press ENTER.
The system responds with the CA-ENDEVOR/DB SYSTEM CONTROL FUNCTIONS screen.

2. Select option 5 (MODIFY SECURITY DESCRIPTORS).

CA-E/DB nn.n volser    CA-ENDEVOR/DB SYSTEM CONTROL FUNCTIONS mm/dd/yy  NDVRUA00
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===> 5
  1  - BROWSE CCDB DESCRIPTOR RECORD      2  - MODIFY CCDB DESCRIPTOR RECORD
  3  - BROWSE SECURITY DESCRIPTORS        4  - ADD A SECURITY DESCRIPTOR
  5  - MODIFY SECURITY DESCRIPTORS        6  - DELETE SECURITY DESCRIPTORS
  7  - BROWSE MONITOR DICT STAT BLOCKS    8  - MODIFY MONITOR DICT STAT BLOCKS
SECURITY CLASS ===>                                 (IF OPTIONS 3, 4, 5, 6 )
DICTNAME       ===> SRCNDVR                         (IF OPTIONS 7, 8 )

Press ENTER.
The system then provides a list of all the Security Classes in the database on the SECURITY CLASS LIST screen.

3. Select all items on the list by typing any non-blank character to the left of each Security Class entry. This lets you
"zoom in" on each Security Class in order to set security flags as needed.

 CA-E/DB nn.n volser            SECURITY CLASS LIST            mm/dd/yy  NDVRUA10
 USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE
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 ACTION ===> MODIFY
   SECURITY CLASS                     COMMENT
 s DEFAULT-SECURITY SECURITY CLASS FOR RESTRICTED CAPABILITIES
 s QA               SECURITY CLASS FOR QUALITY ASSURANCE
 s DEVELOPMENT      SECURITY CLASS FOR DEVELOPMENT
 s SUPPORT          SECURITY CLASS FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT
 s NDVR-DDA         DICTIONARY ADMINISTRATION CAPABILITIES
 s NDVR-GLOBAL      UNIVERSAL ENDEVOR/DB AND DICTIONARY CAPABILITIES
   **    END    **

Press ENTER.
The system responds with a SECURITY CLASS DETAIL screen for each Security Class selected on the above list.

4. On all of the SECURITY CLASS DETAIL screens that follow, set the Preauthorization flags as follows (Limited
Preauthorization):

LIM-AUTH=Y

NO-AUTH=N

Also, set all A-Opt flags to N.
These screens will set the flags in all the security classes that you have selected.

WARNING
Do not set both LIM-AUTH and NO-AUTH to N for the dictionary Security Class NDVR-GLOBAL unless your
intentions are to preauthorize all users to every entity before they update it.

 CA-E/DB nn.n volser            SECURITY CLASS DETAIL          mm/dd/yy  NDVRMA10
 USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE
 ACTION ===> MODIFY
 **************************  SECURITY CLASS INFORMATION  ***********************
 NAME    ===> DEFAULT-SECURITY
 COMMENT ===> SECURITY CLASS FOR RESTRICTED CAPABILITIES
 MENU     1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9           MENU     1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8
 CONTROL: Y  N  Y  N  N  N  N  N              SIGNOUT: Y  Y  Y
 LOCK:    N  N  N  N  N  N  N  N  N           AUTH:    N  N  N  N
 CCID:    Y  N  N  N  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y           ENTITY:  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y
 STATUS:  Y  N  N  N  Y  Y  Y  Y              USER:    Y  N  N  N  Y  N  N  N
 M-GRP:   Y  N  N  N  Y  N  N  N              DICT:    Y  N  N  Y  Y  Y
 SIGNIN:  Y SO-CCID: N SO-USER: Y NO-USER: Y NO-CCID: Y NO-AUTH: N LIM-AUT: Y
 NM-MODE: N ARCHIVE: N MIGRATE: N DE-CCID: N   BATCH: N
 ENTITY: SCH DMC FIL TAS SUB USE DES REC SYS APO SET DIA APP ELE QFI PRC TAB FUN
 MODS:    Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y
 A-OPT:   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N
 ENTITY: MOD PHY CLA ATT MAP LOG LIN MSG LOA LR  PRO CCD DIC EUS CCI MGR STA SEC
 MODS:    Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y
 A-OPT:   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N

If there are specific entity types for which preauthorization rules are to be ignored, set those individual A-Opt flags to Y.
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Now that the preauthorization list has been built, and the Security Class flags have been set, user EDBADMIN's access
(and all other users with Security Class DEFAULT-SECURITY) is restricted to only those preauthorized entities. If user
EDBADMIN attempts to modify an entity to which s/he is not preauthorized, the CA Endevor/DB Security System will
prevent access and display an error message to that effect.

To remove preauthorization, select option 3 (DELETE PREAUTHORIZATION) on the Pre-authorization Functions screen.

Restricting Access to a CCID Through Preauthorization
The CA Endevor/DB Security System allows an administrator to restrict the users that are allowed to sign on or make
changes under a CCID. This is necessary to insure security integrity in the following situations:

• Security management by CCID. If the security class restrictions are administered by CCID (instead of by user).
• If sensitive entities are preauthorized to CCIDs.

To control which users are allowed to SIGNON to a given CCID or to make changes under that CCID, you must mark the
CCID as PRIVATE and then establish preauthorizations between each entitled user and the following entity:

ENTITY NAME = ccid
VERSION = 1
TYPE = CCID

Both of these actions can be performed with either the Online front end or the Batch front end. For example, the Batch
commands would be:

MOD CCID EDB-SYSADMIN TYPE PRIVATE.
ADD PREAUTHORIZATION ENTITY NAME EDB-SYSADMIN
TYPE CCID VERSION 1 TO USER EDBADMIN.

To accomplish this with the Online front end:

1. Select option 2 on the Pre-authorization Functions screen (ADD PREAUTHORIZATIONS). Specify an ENTITY NAME
(in our example, EDB-SYSADMIN), type CCID in the ENTITY TYPE field, and type a 1 in the ENTITY VERSION field.
In the USER field, enter the userid for the user (EDBADMIN in our example) you are preauthorizing.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser        PRE-AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS        mm/dd/yy  NDVRU200
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===> 2
  1  - BROWSE PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS          2  - ADD PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS
  3  - DELETE PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS          4  - MODIFY PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS
ENTITY:                                               (IF OPTIONS 1 - 4 )
   NAME      ===> EDB-SYSADMIN
   TYPE      ===> CCID
   VERSION   ===> 1
USER         ===> EDBADMIN                            (IF OPTIONS 1 - 4 )
CCID         ===>                                     (IF OPTIONS 1 - 4 )

Press ENTER.
Since Full Preauthorization qualification information has been specified, the system bypasses the list screen and
responds directly with a Pre-authorization Detail screen.
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CA-E/DB nn.n volser          PRE-AUTHORIZATION DETAIL         mm/dd/yy  NDVRM210
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
ACTION ===> AUTHORIZE
***********************  PRE-AUTHORIZATION INFORMATION  ***********************
DERIVE CCID ===> N                     SIGNED OUT ===> N  PRE-AUTHORIZED ===> N
EST. WORK COMPLETION ===>              ACT. WORK COMPLETION  ===>
COMMENT ===>
****************************  ENTITY INFORMATION   ****************************
NAME    ===> EDB-SYSADMIN                                     VERSION ===>    1
TYPE    ===> CCID
COMMENT ===>
****************************   USER INFORMATION    ****************************
NAME         ===> EDBADMIN                                    LOCKED  ===> N
SECURITY CLS ===> NDVR-GLOBAL
CURRENT CCID ===>
COMMENT ===>
****************************   CCID INFORMATION    ****************************
NAME    ===>               SECURITY CLASS ===>                   LOCKED ===>
COMMENT ===>

2. Press ENTER. User EDBADMIN is now preauthorized to use the CCID named EDB-SYSADMIN.
Follow this same procedure for each user to whom you want to grant preauthorization for that CCID. The end result is
a group of users that is now preauthorized to a specific CCID.

3. Return to the Main Function Menu and select option 5 (CCID AND CCID CHANGE HISTORY).

CA-E/DB nn.n volser            MAIN FUNCTION MENU             mm/dd/yy  NDVRU000
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE

OPTION ===> 5
             1  - SIGNIN/SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS
             2  - AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS
             3  - LOCK FUNCTIONS
             4  - ENTITY AND ENTITY CHANGE HISTORY
             5  - CCID AND CCID CHANGE HISTORY
             6  - STATUS AND STATUS ASSOCIATIONS
             7  - USER AND USER CHANGE HISTORY
             8  - DICTIONARY AND DICTIONARY HISTORY
             9  - MANAGEMENT GROUPS AND CCIDS
            10  - ENDEVOR/DB CONTROL FUNCTIONS
            11  - ENDEVOR/DB SIGNON FUNCTION
            12  - RETURN TO IDMS/DC

Press ENTER.
The system responds with the CCID FUNCTIONS screen.
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4. Select option 3 (MODIFY CCID DESCRIPTORS). Enter the name of the CCID (EDB-SYSADMIN in our example).

CA-E/DB nn.n volser              CCID FUNCTIONS               mm/dd/yy  NDVRU500
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===> 3
  1  - BROWSE CCID DESCRIPTORS            2  - ADD A CCID DESCRIPTOR
  3  - MODIFY CCID DESCRIPTORS            4  - DELETE CCID DESCRIPTORS
  5  - BROWSE CCID/CHANGE ASSOCIATIONS    6  - ADD A CCID/CHANGE ASSOCIATION
  7  - MODIFY CCID/CHANGE ASSOCIATIONS    8  - DELETE CCID/CHANGE ASSOCIATIONS
  9  - BROWSE ENTITY STATUS FOR CCID
CCID           ===> EDB-SYSADMIN                     (IF OPTIONS 1 - 9 )
ENTITY:                                              (IF OPTIONS 5 - 9 )
   NAME        ===>
   TYPE        ===>
   VERSION     ===>
CHANGE-LOG SELECTION CRITERIA:                       (IF OPTIONS 5 - 8 )
   START DATE  ===>                   END DATE  ===> 04/30/97
   START TIME  ===>                   END TIME  ===>
   ACTION CODE ===>

Press ENTER.
The system responds with a CCID DETAIL screen, which shows the selected CCID.

5. In order to restrict access to a CCID (in our case, EDB-SYSADMIN), change the CCID TYPE to PRIVATE.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser               CCID DETAIL                 mm/dd/yy  NDVRM510
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE
ACTION ===> MODIFY
******************************  CCID INFORMATION  *****************************
NAME    ===> EDB-SYSADMIN  SEC. CLASS ===> NDVR-GLOBAL       TYPE ===> PRIVATE
COMMENT ===> EDB SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION
LOCKED  ===> N             LOCK DATE  ===>              LOCK TIME ===>

6. Press ENTER.

WARNING
Use of that CCID is now restricted to only those users who are specifically preauthorized.

To remove preauthorization, select option 3 (DELETE PREAUTHORIZATION) on the Pre-authorization Functions screen.

Assigning Status Privileges Through Preauthorization
The CA Endevor/DB Security System allows an administrator to restrict the users that are allowed to assign a status to an
entity. This is necessary when controlling what entities are included in a migration using status(es).

To control which users are allowed to assign a status to an entity(ies), you must mark the status as PRIVATE and then
establish preauthorizations between each entitled user and the following entity:

ENTITY NAME = status-name
VERSION = 1
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TYPE = STATUS

Both of these actions can be performed with either the Online front end or the Batch front end. For example, the Batch
commands would be:

MODIFY STATUS NEVER-MIGRATE TYPE PRIVATE.
ADD PREAUTHORIZATION ENTITY NAME IS NEVER-MIGRATE
TYPE IS STATUS VERSION IS 1 TO USER EDBADMIN.

To accomplish this with the Online front end:

1. Select option 2 on the Pre-authorization Functions screen (ADD PREAUTHORIZATIONS). Specify an ENTITY NAME
(in our example, NEVER-MIGRATE), type STATUS in the ENTITY TYPE field, and 1 in the ENTITY VERSION field.
Then, specify the user to be allowed status privileges (in our case, EDBADMIN).

CA-E/DB nn.n volser        PRE-AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS        mm/dd/yy  NDVRU200
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===> 2
  1  - BROWSE PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS          2  - ADD PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS
  3  - DELETE PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS          4  - MODIFY PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS
ENTITY:                                               (IF OPTIONS 1 - 4 )
   NAME      ===> NEVER-MIGRATE
   TYPE      ===> STATUS
   VERSION   ===>    1
USER         ===> EDBADMIN                            (IF OPTIONS 1 - 4 )
CCID         ===>                                     (IF OPTIONS 1 - 4 )

Press ENTER.
The system responds with a Pre-authorization Detail screen.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser          PRE-AUTHORIZATION DETAIL         mm/dd/yy  NDVRM210
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
ACTION ===> AUTHORIZE
***********************  PRE-AUTHORIZATION INFORMATION  ***********************
DERIVE CCID ===> N                     SIGNED OUT ===> N  PRE-AUTHORIZED ===> N
EST. WORK COMPLETION ===>              ACT. WORK COMPLETION  ===>
COMMENT ===>
****************************  ENTITY INFORMATION   ****************************
NAME    ===> NEVER-MIGRATE                                    VERSION ===>    1
TYPE    ===> STATUS
COMMENT ===>
****************************   USER INFORMATION    ****************************
NAME         ===> EDBADMIN                                    LOCKED  ===> N
SECURITY CLS ===> NDVR-GLOBAL
CURRENT CCID ===>
COMMENT ===>
****************************   CCID INFORMATION    ****************************
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NAME    ===>               SECURITY CLASS ===>                   LOCKED ===>
COMMENT ===>

2. Press ENTER. The designated user (EDBADMIN) is now preauthorized to set or turn off the specified Status (NEVER-
MIGRATE). Follow the above procedure for every user to whom you want to assign status setting privileges. The end
result is a group of users that is able to set and remove the status for entities.

3. Return to the Main Function Menu and select option 6 (STATUS AND STATUS ASSOCIATIONS).

CA-E/DB nn.n volser            MAIN FUNCTION MENU             mm/dd/yy  NDVRU000
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===> 6
             1  - SIGNIN/SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS
             2  - AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS
             3  - LOCK FUNCTIONS
             4  - ENTITY AND ENTITY CHANGE HISTORY
             5  - CCID AND CCID CHANGE HISTORY
             6  - STATUS AND STATUS ASSOCIATIONS
             7  - USER AND USER CHANGE HISTORY
             8  - DICTIONARY AND DICTIONARY HISTORY
             9  - MANAGEMENT GROUPS AND CCIDS
            10  - ENDEVOR/DB CONTROL FUNCTIONS
            11  - ENDEVOR/DB SIGNON FUNCTION
            12  - RETURN TO IDMS/DC

4. Press ENTER.
The system responds with the STATUS FUNCTIONS screen.

5. Select option 3 (MODIFY STATUS DESCRIPTORS) and, in the STATUS field, fill in the name of the STATUS to which
status privileges will be applied (NEVER-MIGRATE).

CA-E/DB nn.n volser             STATUS FUNCTIONS              mm/dd/yy  NDVRU600
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===> 3
  1  - BROWSE STATUS DESCRIPTORS          2  - ADD A STATUS DESCRIPTOR
  3  - MODIFY STATUS DESCRIPTORS          4  - DELETE STATUS DESCRIPTORS
  5  - BROWSE STATUS/ENTITY ASSOCIATIONS  6  - ADD A STATUS/ENTITY ASSOCIATION
  7  - MODIFY STATUS/ENTITY ASSOCIATIONS  8  - DELETE STATUS/ENTITY ASSOCIATIONS
STATUS     ===> NEVER-MIGRATE                      (IF OPTIONS 1 - 8 )
ENTITY:                                            (IF OPTIONS 5 - 8 )
   NAME    ===> NEVER-MIGRATE
   TYPE    ===> STATUS
   VERSION ===>    1
THE FOLLOWING VALUE IS USED WHEN STATUS IS SET WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF A CCID
CCID       ===>                                    (IF OPTIONS 5 - 8 )

6. Press ENTER.
The system responds with a STATUS DETAIL screen.

7. Change the TYPE from PUBLIC to PRIVATE.
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CA-E/DB nn.n volser               STATUS DETAIL               mm/dd/yy  NDVRM610
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE
ACTION ===> MODIFY
*****************************  STATUS INFORMATION  ****************************
NAME    ===> NEVER-MIGRATE                      TYPE ===> PRIVATE
COMMENT ===> STATUS FOR THINGS TO NEVER MIGRATE

Press ENTER. The user (EDBADMIN) is now preauthorized to set or turn off NEVER-MIGRATE status for any entity.

To remove preauthorization, select option 3 (DELETE PREAUTHORIZATION) on the Pre-authorization Functions screen.

Preparing for Derived CCID Processing
When using DERIVED-CCID processing, the CCID(s) associated with a change are determined when the change is made
to an entity. The DERIVED CCID processing allows a user to associate changes to one or more CCIDs without the user
having to signon to CA Endevor/DB with the CCID(s). To turn on DERIVED CCID processing, the dictionary's and user's
security class must specify DE-CCID = Y. If they are not, DERIVED CCID processing is not active. In addition, entities are
preauthorized to the derived CCIDs with the DE-CCID flag set to Y.

To accomplish this, you can either use the Online front end or the Batch front end. In Batch, you would use the ADD
PREAUTHORIZATION and the MODIFY SECURITY CLASS commands. The Batch commands to set up CCID EDB-QA
as a derived CCID for all entities whose name begins with "DEPT" and to assign derived CCID processing for all security
classes would be as follows:

ADD PREAUTHORIZATION ENTITY NAME = DEPT*
TO CCID EDB-QA DERIVE CCID = Y.
MOD SECURITY CLASS = * DERIVE CCID = Y.

To accomplish this through the Online front end, perform the following:

1. Select option 2 on the Pre-authorization Functions menu (2-ADD PREAUTHORIZATIONS). Next, specify the entities
to which the CCID EDB-QA is to be preauthorized.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser        PRE-AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS        mm/dd/yy  NDVRU200
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===> 2
  1  - BROWSE PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS          2  - ADD PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS
  3  - DELETE PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS          4  - MODIFY PRE-AUTHORIZATIONS
ENTITY:                                               (IF OPTIONS 1 - 4 )
   NAME      ===> DEPT*
   TYPE      ===>
   VERSION   ===>
USER         ===>                                     (IF OPTIONS 1 - 4 )
CCID         ===> EDB-QA                              (IF OPTIONS 1 - 4 )

Press ENTER.
The system responds with a Pre-authorization List screen, which identifies all available entities whose name begins
with DEPT. In the following example, all entities (beginning with the characters DEPT) not already preauthorized to
CCID EDB-QA have been listed (since the wildcard (*) was specified as part of the ENTITY name qualifier).
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2. Using this screen, you further define the list of entities that are to be preauthorized to this CCID. Select the entities that
you wish to preauthorize to the CCID (EDB-QA) by entering any non-blank character to the left of the desired entries.
In our example, all entities whose name begins with "DEPT-" have been selected.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser           PRE-AUTHORIZATION LIST          mm/dd/yy  NDVRU210
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
ACTION ===> AUTHORIZE
    USER       CCID    OUT AUTH DER      ENTITY NAME TYP VERS
_                       N   N    N   DEPTINQ                          DIA    1
_                       N   N    N   DEPTINQ-ENTER                    PRC    1
_                       N   N    N   DEPTINQ-PREMAP                   PRC    1
_                       N   N    N   DEPTMAP                          LOA    1
_                       N   N    N   DEPTMAP                          MAP    1
s                       N   N    N   DEPTMAP                          MOD    1
s                       N   N    N   DEPTUPD                          DIA    1
s          001 CCIDS    N   Y    N   DEPTUPD-ENTER                    PRC    1
s          001 CCIDS    N   Y    N   DEPTUPD-PREMAP                   PRC    1
  * END *

Where AUTH is Y, the entity is already preauthorized. Where DER is Y, DERIVE CCID processing is in effect for the
preauthorization. Where OUT is Y, the entity is signed-out. The USER and CCID fields indicate the number of USERs
and CCIDs to which an entity is preauthorized. In the above example, the last listed entity (DEPTUPD-PREMAP) is
preauthorized to one CCID (0001 CCID). For more information, use the Browse Preauthorization function as applied to
this entity.

NOTE
This screen lists all entities that have not already been preauthorized to CCID EDB-QA. CCID EDB-QA, as
specified on the Pre-authorization Functions screen, will reappear on the Pre-authorization Detail screen on
the next page.

3. Press ENTER.
The system responds with a Pre-authorization Detail screen for each selected entity. A sample detail screen is shown
below.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser          PRE-AUTHORIZATION DETAIL         mm/dd/yy  NDVRM210
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
ACTION ===> AUTHORIZE
***********************  PRE-AUTHORIZATION INFORMATION  ***********************
DERIVE CCID ===> N                     SIGNED OUT ===> N  PRE-AUTHORIZED ===> N
EST. WORK COMPLETION ===>              ACT. WORK COMPLETION  ===>
COMMENT ===>
****************************  ENTITY INFORMATION   ****************************
NAME    ===> DEPTUPD                                          VERSION ===>    1
TYPE    ===> DIALOG
COMMENT ===>
****************************   USER INFORMATION    ****************************
NAME         ===>                                             LOCKED  ===>
SECURITY CLS ===>
CURRENT CCID ===>
COMMENT ===>
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****************************   CCID INFORMATION    ****************************
NAME    ===> EDB-QA        SECURITY CLASS ===> QA                LOCKED ===> N
COMMENT ===> EDB PROJECT QA

4. Within the Pre-authorization Information section of the screen, fill in the appropriate fields to document
preauthorization:
– Enter a Y in the DERIVE CCID field to specify that this CCID is to be derived. The CCID information has already

been filled in, based on earlier input from the Pre-authorization Functions screen. This information can be changed
to preauthorize a different CCID.

– By pressing ENTER after each detail screen as it appears, you're building a list of the entities preauthorized to the
CCID EDB-QA.

– By pressing PF3, the system will cancel your preauthorization request.
When all selected entities whose name begins with DEPTUPD have been entered, the system responds with a final
list of all "leftover" (not preauthorized) entities remaining from the previous list. This enables you to double-check
the list for any entities you may have missed.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser           PRE-AUTHORIZATION LIST          mm/dd/yy  NDVRU210
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
NDVRM210: I002 ALL SELECTED RECORDS PROCESSED
ACTION ===> AUTHORIZE
    USER       CCID    OUT AUTH DER      ENTITY NAME TYP VERS
_                       N   N    N   DEPTINQ                          DIA    1
_                       N   N    N   DEPTINQ-ENTER                    PRC    1
_                       N   N    N   DEPTINQ-PREMAP                   PRC    1
_                       N   N    N   DEPTMAP                          LOA    1
_                       N   N    N   DEPTMAP                          MAP    1
  * END *

5. Return to the Main Function Menu by pressing CLEAR or PF3.

Note: To preauthorize the same entities to another CCID, follow the same procedure as above. Entities may be
preauthorized to single or multiple CCIDs.

Now that you've built the preauthorization list for the CCID EDB-QA, you need to modify the security descriptors for the
dictionary descriptor and the users who will be using DERIVED CCID processing. To do this:

1. Select option 10 (ENDEVOR/DB CONTROL FUNCTIONS) from the Main Function Menu.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser            MAIN FUNCTION MENU             mm/dd/yy  NDVRU000
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===> 10
             1  - SIGNIN/SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS
             2  - AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS
             3  - LOCK FUNCTIONS
             4  - ENTITY AND ENTITY CHANGE HISTORY
             5  - CCID AND CCID CHANGE HISTORY
             6  - STATUS AND STATUS ASSOCIATIONS
             7  - USER AND USER CHANGE HISTORY
             8  - DICTIONARY AND DICTIONARY HISTORY
             9  - MANAGEMENT GROUPS AND CCIDS
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            10  - ENDEVOR/DB CONTROL FUNCTIONS
            11  - ENDEVOR/DB SIGNON FUNCTION
            12  - RETURN TO IDMS/DC

2. Press ENTER.
The system responds with the CA-ENDEVOR/DB SYSTEM CONTROL FUNCTIONS screen.

3. Select option 5 (MODIFY SECURITY DESCRIPTORS).

CA-E/DB nn.n volser    CA-ENDEVOR/DB SYSTEM CONTROL FUNCTIONS mm/dd/yy  NDVRUA00
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===> 5
  1  - BROWSE CCDB DESCRIPTOR RECORD      2  - MODIFY CCDB DESCRIPTOR RECORD
  3  - BROWSE SECURITY DESCRIPTORS        4  - ADD A SECURITY DESCRIPTOR
  5  - MODIFY SECURITY DESCRIPTORS        6  - DELETE SECURITY DESCRIPTORS
  7  - BROWSE MONITOR DICT STAT BLOCKS    8  - MODIFY MONITOR DICT STAT BLOCKS
SECURITY CLASS ===>                                 (IF OPTIONS 3, 4, 5, 6 )
DICTNAME       ===> SRCNDVR                         (IF OPTIONS 7, 8 )

4. Press ENTER.
The system then provides a list of all the Security Classes in the database on the SECURITY CLASS LIST screen.

5. This action changes all security classes to use derived CCID processing. Select all items on the list by typing any non-
blank character to the left of each Security Class entry. This lets you "zoom in" on each Security Class in order to set
security flags as needed.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser            SECURITY CLASS LIST            mm/dd/yy  NDVRUA10
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE
ACTION ===> MODIFY
  SECURITY CLASS                     COMMENT
s DEFAULT-SECURITY SECURITY CLASS FOR RESTRICTED CAPABILITIES
s QA               SECURITY CLASS FOR QUALITY ASSURRANCE
s DEVELOPMENT      SECURITY CLASS FOR DEVELOPMENT
s SUPPORT          SECURITY CLASS FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT
s NDVR-DDA         DICTIONARY ADMINISTRATION CAPABILITIES
s NDVR-GLOBAL      UNIVERSAL ENDEVOR/DB AND DICTIONARY CAPABILITIES
  **    END    **

6. Press ENTER.
The system responds with a SECURITY CLASS DETAIL screen for each Security Class selected on the above list.

7. On the Security Class Detail screen, enter a Y in the DE-CCID field. This will enable DERIVED CCID processing for
users and the dictionary descriptors, which have these security classes.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser            SECURITY CLASS DETAIL          mm/dd/yy  NDVRMA10
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE
ACTION ===> MODIFY
**************************  SECURITY CLASS INFORMATION  ***********************
NAME    ===> DEFAULT-SECURITY
COMMENT ===> SECURITY CLASS FOR RESTRICTED CAPABILITIES
MENU     1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9           MENU     1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8
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CONTROL: Y  N  Y  N  N  N  Y  N              SIGNOUT: Y  Y  Y
LOCK:    N  N  N  N  N  N  N  N  N           AUTH:    Y  Y  Y  N
CCID:    Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y           ENTITY:  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y
STATUS:  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y              USER:    Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y
M-GRP:   Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y              DICT:    Y  N  N  Y  N  N
SIGNIN:  Y SO-CCID: N SO-USER: Y NO-USER: N NO-CCID: N NO-AUTH: N LIM-AUT: N
NM-MODE: Y ARCHIVE: Y MIGRATE: Y DE-CCID: Y   BATCH: N
ENTITY: SCH DMC FIL TAS SUB USE DES REC SYS APO SET DIA APP ELE QFI PRC TAB FUN
MODS:    N   N   N   N   N   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y
A-OPT:   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N
ENTITY: MOD PHY CLA ATT MAP LOG LIN MSG LOA LR  PRO CCD DIC EUS CCI MGR STA SEC
MODS:    Y   N   Y   Y   Y   N   N   N   N   N   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y
A-OPT:   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N

Note: If the security class for the dictionary descriptor (NDVR-GLOBAL) does not specify DERIVED CCID processing
(DE-CCID = Y), DERIVED CCID processing will not be active even if a user's security class in that dictionary specified
CCID processing.

By pressing ENTER after each detail screen as it appears, you are building a group of security classes which specify
derived CCID processing. Press PF3 to cancel your MODIFY SECURITY CLASS request.

Lock Security
In addition to preauthorizing users and CCIDs, security measures can be taken one step further using a level of control
called lock. The lock function is used to prevent use of an CA Endevor/DB userid or CCID, and/or to prevent a dictionary
from being updated. Lock is a temporary condition; when you want to allow access again, you simply unlock the entity.

You can lock:

• An CA Endevor/DB User (userid) - which prevents signon and updates by that userid.
• A CCID - which prevents signon under that CCID and updates logged to that CCID.
• A Dictionary - which prevents any modifications from being done in the dictionary.

This section provides a step-by-step approach to locking and unlocking users, CCIDs, and the dictionary.

Lock processing begins when you select option 3 from the Main Function Menu:

 CA-E/DB nn.n volser            MAIN FUNCTION MENU             mm/dd/yy  NDVRU000
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===> 3
             1  - SIGNIN/SIGNOUT FUNCTIONS
             2  - AUTHORIZATION FUNCTIONS
             3  - LOCK FUNCTIONS
             4  - ENTITY AND ENTITY CHANGE HISTORY
             5  - CCID AND CCID CHANGE HISTORY
             6  - STATUS AND STATUS ASSOCIATIONS
             7  - USER AND USER CHANGE HISTORY
             8  - DICTIONARY AND DICTIONARY HISTORY
             9  - MANAGEMENT GROUPS AND CCIDS
            10  - ENDEVOR/DB CONTROL FUNCTIONS
            11  - ENDEVOR/DB SIGNON FUNCTION
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            12  - RETURN TO IDMS/DC
 

The system returns the Lock/Unlock Functions menu below:

 CA-E/DB nn.n volser           LOCK/UNLOCK FUNCTIONS           mm/dd/yy  NDVRU300
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===>
  1  - BROWSE LOCKED USERS                2  - LOCK USERS
  3  - UNLOCK USERS                       4  - BROWSE LOCKED CCIDS
  5  - LOCK CCIDS                         6  - UNLOCK CCIDS
  7  - BROWSE LOCKED DICTIONARIES         8  - LOCK DICTIONARIES
  9  - UNLOCK DICTIONARIES
USER       ===>                                    (IF OPTIONS 1, 2, 3 )
CCID       ===>                                    (IF OPTIONS 4, 5, 6 )
DICTIONARY ===> SRCNDVR                            (IF OPTIONS 7, 8, 9 )
 

The Browse Option
Prior to locking or unlocking a particular user(s), you may want to determine who has already been locked. Use the
browse option (1) to retrieve a list of these users.

Note: Because the procedures are the same for all three entities, the examples described and illustrated on the following
pages pertain to only one entity - users. To browse, lock, or unlock a CCID or dictionary, you would simply select the
appropriate option number and follow these same procedures.

1. Select option 1 on the Lock/Unlock Functions menu (1 - BROWSE LOCKED USERS).

CA-E/DB nn.n volser           LOCK/UNLOCK FUNCTIONS           mm/dd/yy  NDVRU300
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===> 1
  1  - BROWSE LOCKED USERS                2  - LOCK USERS
  3  - UNLOCK USERS                       4  - BROWSE LOCKED CCIDS
  5  - LOCK CCIDS                         6  - UNLOCK CCIDS
  7  - BROWSE LOCKED DICTIONARIES         8  - LOCK DICTIONARIES
  9  - UNLOCK DICTIONARIES
USER       ===>                                    (IF OPTIONS 1, 2, 3 )
CCID       ===>                                    (IF OPTIONS 4, 5, 6 )
DICTIONARY ===> SRCNDVR                            (IF OPTIONS 7, 8, 9 )

2. Press ENTER.
The User Lock List screen displays, which identifies all users previously locked. Once you have checked the list, you
can either return to the Lock/Unlock Functions menu (by pressing PF3 or CLEAR) or you can select a particular userid
and review it in more detail.

3. Select the userid you want to review by entering any non-blank character to the left of the desired entry. In this
example, userid EDBADMIN has been selected.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser              USER LOCK LIST               mm/dd/yy  NDVRU310
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
ACTION ===> BROWSE
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                USER NAME             LOCK
_    SYSADMIN                          Y
_    DEPTMGR                           Y
s    EDBADMIN                          Y
     ******    END OF DATA    ******

4. Press ENTER.
The User Lock Detail screen displays for userid EDBADMIN. Y in the LOCKED field indicates that this user is indeed
locked; the date and time the userid was locked are also displayed.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser               USER LOCK DETAIL            mm/dd/yy  NDVRM310
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE
ACTION ===> BROWSE
******************************  USER INFORMATION  *****************************
USER         ===> EDBADMIN                            PASSWORD ===>
SECURITY CLS ===> SUPPORT
CURRENT CCID ===> EDB-ADMIN
COMMENT      ===> E. D. B. ADMINISTRATOR
LOCKED       ===> Y        LOCK DATE ===> 04/30/97   LOCK TIME ===> 09:55:52

5. Press ENTER and then PF3 to return directly to the Lock/Unlock Functions menu.

If you selected more than one userid for review, the User Lock Detail screen for the next user appears. Continue pressing
ENTER until all detail screens have been displayed; the last ENTER brings you back to the User Lock List. Press PF3 to
return to the Lock/Unlock Functions screen.

The Lock Option
When you lock a particular user, you are preventing that userid from logging onto the CA Endevor/DB system, as well as
preventing IDD updates by that user. This restriction remains in place until you unlock the userid.

1. Select option 2 on the Lock/Unlock Functions menu (2 - LOCK USERS). In addition, enter the userid you want to lock;
in this example, userid SYSADMIN is designated.

CA-E/DB nn.n volser           LOCK/UNLOCK FUNCTIONS           mm/dd/yy  NDVRU300
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===> 2
  1  - BROWSE LOCKED USERS                2  - LOCK USERS
  3  - UNLOCK USERS                       4  - BROWSE LOCKED CCIDS
  5  - LOCK CCIDS                         6  - UNLOCK CCIDS
  7  - BROWSE LOCKED DICTIONARIES         8  - LOCK DICTIONARIES
  9  - UNLOCK DICTIONARIES
USER       ===> SYSADMIN                           (IF OPTIONS 1, 2, 3 )
CCID       ===>                                    (IF OPTIONS 4, 5, 6 )
DICTIONARY ===> SRCNDVR                            (IF OPTIONS 7, 8, 9 )

2. Press ENTER.
The User Lock Detail screen displays for userid SYSADMIN.
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CA-E/DB nn.n volser               USER LOCK DETAIL            mm/dd/yy  NDVRM310
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE
ACTION ===> LOCK
******************************  USER INFORMATION  *****************************
USER         ===> SYSADMIN                            PASSWORD ===>
SECURITY CLS ===> NDVR-GLOBAL
CURRENT CCID ===>
COMMENT      ===>
LOCKED       ===> N        LOCK DATE ===>            LOCK TIME ===>

3. To lock userid SYSADMIN, press ENTER. Then, press PF3 to return to the Lock/Unlock Functions menu.

Note the LOCKED field on the bottom line of the screen. When you first see the screen, the letter N appears in this field.
Locking the userid automatically changes the entry to Y, which appears in the field when you next access this screen. In
addition, userid SYSADMIN will be listed on the User Lock List the next time that screen appears.

An Alternate Procedure

If for some reason you did not indicate a specific user on the Lock/Unlock Functions menu, the User Lock List appears
when you press ENTER. This list contains all CA Endevor/DB users who are not already locked. You can now select the
userid(s) you want to lock by entering any non-blank character next to the desired entry(ies). Press ENTER; when the
User Lock Detail screen appears for the user, you can perform any of the following activities:

• LOCK this user. Simply press ENTER; if you selected more than one userid, the User Lock Detail screen for the next
userid displays.

• NOT lock this user. Simply clear the ACTION field and press ENTER. Again, if you indicated more than one userid to
be locked, the next User Lock Detail screen displays.

• Return directly to the User Lock List. Press PF3.

Continue locking or not locking until all detail screens have been displayed. The last ENTER brings you back to the User
Lock List. Press PF3 to return to the Lock/Unlock Functions menu.

The Unlock Option
Unlocking a userid allows users to signon under that userid once again.

1. Select option 3 on the Lock/Unlock Functions menu (3-UNLOCK USERS) and enter the userid you want to unlock. In
this example, userid SYSADMIN will be unlocked.
 CA-E/DB nn.n volser           LOCK/UNLOCK FUNCTIONS           mm/dd/yy  NDVRU300
USER ===> EDBADMIN            DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR           MODE ===> UPDATE
OPTION ===> 3
  1  - BROWSE LOCKED USERS                2  - LOCK USERS
  3  - UNLOCK USERS                       4  - BROWSE LOCKED CCIDS
  5  - LOCK CCIDS                         6  - UNLOCK CCIDS
  7  - BROWSE LOCKED DICTIONARIES         8  - LOCK DICTIONARIES
  9  - UNLOCK DICTIONARIES
USER       ===> SYSADMIN                           (IF OPTIONS 1, 2, 3 )
CCID       ===>                                    (IF OPTIONS 4, 5, 6 )
DICTIONARY ===> SRCNDVR                            (IF OPTIONS 7, 8, 9 )
 

2. Press ENTER.
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The system again responds with the User Lock Detail screen for userid SYSADMIN. Now, however, the ACTION field
states unlock rather than lock.
 CA-E/DB nn.n volser               USER LOCK DETAIL            mm/dd/yy  NDVRM310
USER ===> EDBADMIN             DICTNAME ===> SRCNDVR          MODE ===> UPDATE
ACTION ===> UNLOCK
******************************  USER INFORMATION  *****************************
USER         ===> SYSADMIN                            PASSWORD ===>
SECURITY CLS ===> NDVR-GLOBAL
CURRENT CCID ===>
COMMENT      ===>
LOCKED       ===> Y        LOCK DATE ===> 04/30/97   LOCK TIME ===> 10:02:12
 

3. To unlock userid SYSADMIN, press ENTER. Then press PF3 to return to the Lock/Unlock Functions menu.

On this display, the entry in the LOCKED field is Y. As with the LOCK option, the entry automatically changes when you
press ENTER - in this case, to N. And, userid SYSADMIN will no longer be on the User Lock List screen.

An Alternate Procedure

If you did not indicate a specific userid on the Lock/Unlock Functions menu, the User Lock List appears when you press
ENTER. This list consists of all CA Endevor/DB users currently in a locked condition. Select the userid(s) you want
to unlock by entering any character next to the desired entry(ies). Press ENTER; when the USER Lock Detail screen
appears, you can perform any of the following activities:

• UNLOCK this user. Press ENTER; if you selected more than one userid, the User Lock Detail screen for the next
userid is returned.

• NOT unlock this userid. Simply clear the ACTION field and press ENTER. Again, if you indicated more than one
userid, the next User Lock Detail screen displays.

• Return directly to the User Lock List by pressing PF3.

Continue locking or unlocking until all detail screens have been displayed. The last ENTER brings you back to the User
Lock List. Press PF3 to return to the Lock/Unlock Functions menu.

CCIDs and Dictionaries

As mentioned above, the procedures for browsing, locking, and unlocking CCIDs and dictionaries are the same as those
for users. Select the appropriate options for these entities, as listed below:

• To BROWSE LOCKED CCIDS - select option 4.
• To LOCK CCIDS - select option 5.
• To UNLOCK CCIDS - select option 6.
• To BROWSE LOCKED DICTIONARIES - select option 7.
• To LOCK DICTIONARIES - select option 8.
• To UNLOCK DICTIONARIES - select option 9.

Archiving and Compressing the CCDB
CA Endevor/DB's archive and compress facility, NDVRARCO, allows the CCDB administrator to eliminate obsolete
information from the CCDB, to optimize disk space, to transfer essential data onto tape or disk for future reference, and
to maintain essential information in special Configuration Change Log entries within CCDB. The archive and compress
facility accomplishes this by performing the following tasks:

• Removing Uncommitted Change Log Entries from the CCDB.
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If an updating program (such as IDD) runs a job which is abended or interrupted, that incomplete job is marked as
"uncommitted" in the CCDB database. CA Endevor/DB ignores uncommitted CLEs for change control purposes, and
disposes of them when the ARCHIVE/COMPRESS program is run.

• Compressing Data in the CCDB.
The goal of compression is to eliminate "noise" records in the CCDB that add little value to the audit trail or change
control process. During compression, contiguous strings of CLEs, which relate to the same user and CCID entity are
summarized into a single compressed CLE with a net action code (depending on the sequence of activity). When the
Change Log History for dictionaries, CCIDs, users or entities is displayed, compressed CLEs appear in their original
time relative positions. In order to do compress processing, the user must enter the COMPRESS command and
specify a compress age.

• Archiving Data from the CCDB to a Sequential File.
Archive processing enables the CCDB administrator to transfer data from the CCDB into a sequential file (tape or
disk). Typically, these records contain obsolete change information, which is no longer needed on a regular basis, yet
warrants being preserved for future reference. Such would be the case, for example, when a migration is completed
and the associated change information is no longer needed in the online database for future migrations, regression
detection, or audit trail purposes.
Archiving that information would free up space in the CCDB while maintaining a "pre-migration" copy of that change
log information on tape for historical purposes. In order to invoke archive processing, the user must specify the
ARCHIVE command and specify the name of the CCID, USER, or MANAGEMENT-GROUP to be archived.

• Modifying Confirmation Log Entries
This function allows the CCDB administrator to modify the dictionary name and/or system identifier information
contained in Confirmation Change Log entries written to the CCDB during the promotion, or migration, process.

• Converting Secondary Commit Groups
When Derived CCID processing is used, secondary commit groups are sometimes created to associate Change Log
Entries (CLEs) to CCIDs. The ARCHIVE/COMPRESS program converts them to ordinary commits.

Note: Because secondary commit records contain a dbkey as data, the ARCHIVE/COMPRESS program must be
run prior to running any CA IDMS utility (such as UNLOAD/RELOAD) which will change dbkeys for existing CCDB
NDVRCOMT records. The ARCHIVE/COMPRESS program will eliminate the stored dbkey values.

Installations commonly apply both compression and archive to the same CCDB, using these facilities for two basic
purposes:

• For routine cleanup/maintenance, where uncommitted jobs are automatically deleted and "noise" information is
systematically compressed.

• For archiving the change log history used to drive a migration process. The same USER/CCID/MANAGEMENT-
GROUP used for the NDVRDSEL SELECT commands would generally be used for the ARCHIVE commands.

The use of CA Endevor/DB to control the promotion or migration process depends completely on the contents of the
CCDB. The use of NDVRARCO's ARCHIVE processing removes Change Log records from the CCDB; the use of
NDVRARCO's ALTER CONFIRMATION processing modifies the dictionary identification information contained in
Confirmation Change Log records in the CCDB.

There are three major guidelines to be followed when using NDVRARCO's ARCHIVE processing.

• Multiple Migration Targets.
If you intend to migrate dictionary entities to more than one target, you should never use NDVRARCO to archive the
source dictionary development change history until the migration is complete to all targets. Do not archive a CCID used
to trigger the selection of entities until it has been received by all target systems.

• Multiple Migration Sources.
If you make changes to dictionary entities at two or more source dictionaries, you should never use NDVRARCO
to archive change history until all affected dictionaries are synchronized. For example, let's say that development is
done at dictionary A, QA at dictionary B, and production at dictionary C. If a migration from dictionary A to dictionary
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B is followed by a QA-related change at B, then the history of change at B cannot be archived until migrated to, or
reproduced at, both A and C. Use the Post Migration Activity Report (NDVRPT15) to identify QA and production fixes.

• Vendor-Supplied Source.
If you make changes to vendor-supplied dictionary entities, you should never use NDVRARCO to archive the history
of those changes. The audit trail of these changes will always be needed to upgrade to new maintenance levels and
releases of the vendor product. Regular and exclusive use of compression in these cases will keep the growth of the
CCDB at moderate and predictable levels.

NDVRARCO's ALTER CONFIRMATION processing requires some thought before its use. Since selection of entities for
promotion is based on "the last time the entity was promoted to the target dictionary" and the target dictionary is identified
by the Dictionary Name and System Identifier in the Confirmation Change Log records in the CCDB, accurate dictionary
identification information is crucial. If a "hooked," or monitored, dictionary is moved from one system to another, or the
system it resides in is renamed, or if the segment name of the dictionary is changed (causing a change in the Database
Name Table DBName entry for the monitored dictionary), this information needs to be updated in the Confirmation
Change Log entities in each applicable CCDB. The following guidelines should be followed:

• Source Dictionary Identification Changes
If the dictionary name and/or system identifier of a source dictionary is changed, after updating the source CCDB's
Dictionary Descriptor to reflect the change, ALTER CONFIRMATION commands should run against each target CCDB
into which entities from the source dictionary have been promoted to reflect the new source dictionary identification
information. This information is contained in "Migrate In" (Action Code "V") Confirmation Change Log records in the
target CCDB.

• Target Dictionary Identification Changes
If the dictionary name and/or system identifier of a target dictionary is changed, after updating the target CCDB's
Dictionary Descriptor to reflect the change, ALTER CONFIRMATION commands should be run against each source
CCDB from which entities have been promoted to reflect the new target dictionary identification information. This
information is contained in "Migrate Out" (Action Code "C") Confirmation Change Log records in the source CCDB..eul

Contents

NDVRARCO Command Language

 

NDVRARCO is driven via three separate commands: SIGNON, COMPRESS, and ARCHIVE.

SIGNON

The syntax for SIGNON is as follows:

►►────── SIGnon ──┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►
                  ├─ DBNAme ──────┬── is dictname ──┘
                  └─ DICtName ────┘

 ►────┬───────────────────────────┬───┬──────────────────────────┬───────────►
      └─ USEr name is user-name ──┘   └─ PASsword is password ───┘

 ►───────────┬────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────── . ───────►◄
             └─ CCId name is ───┬─────── ccid ────────┤
                                │                     │
                                │     ┌─── , ───┐     │ 
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                                └─ ( ─▼─ ccid ──┴─ ) ─┘

The SIGNON command identifies the user responsible for the archive/compress processing and optional password and
CCID list. If no CCID list is specified, the default CCIDs for the user are assigned from the CCDB.

NOTE
If the user runs NDVRARCO but doesn't specify COMPRESS, ARCHIVE or ALTER CONFIRMATION, the utility
will clean up uncommitted work only.

COMPRESS

In order to perform compress processing, the user must explicitly instruct NDVRARCO to do so. The syntax for
COMPRESS is as follows:

►►────── COMpress ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───── - ──────►◄
      └─ TO ───┬─ DATE is mm/dd/yy ──┬────────────────────┬───┤
               │                     └─ TIME is hh:mm:ss ─┘   │
               │                                              │ 
               └─ AGE is age ─────────────────────────────────┘

• The TO DATE value is used to specify the month, day, and year prior to which the compress processing is to be
performed. This is followed by an optional TIME value, which defaults to 23:59:59 if not specified.

• The TO AGE value is used to specify the number of days prior to which compression is to be performed.

If neither TO DATE nor TO AGE is specified, the system defaults to an age of 1 (day). NDVRARCO will not touch any
Change Log Entries in the database that are less than 24 hours old.

NOTE
You are limited to one COMPRESS command per NDVRARCO run. If you specify more than one COMPRESS
command, only the last applies.

There is a specific set of rules that CA Endevor/DB applies during compress processing:

• For A (Add), D (Delete), or M (Modify) actions -- A series of consecutive Adds that have the same entity description
by the same USER/CCID will compress to a single Add; the same holds true for consecutive series of Modifies or
Deletes. An Add followed by a series of Modifies will compress to an Add. A series of Modifies followed by a Delete will
compress to a Delete. Finally, when Adds and Deletes alternate, the net result will be a Delete if the last action was a
Delete, and a Modify if the last action was an Add. For A/M/D action compression, the resultant database record is also
modified to show the count of the original change log record, plus the date/time of the oldest compressed record in the
series.

• For C (migrate out) and V (migrate in) actions -- These actions are involved in migration as records are migrated out
(C) of the source dictionary and migrated into (V) the target dictionary. When compress processing is performed, the
most recent C and V record for each entity, for each source/target dictionary are preserved. Thus, the level of the last
migration from or to, any dictionary is always preserved.

• Note that since the last C and V actions relative to each source or target are critical to future migration, NDVRARCO
considers these records to be inviolate and does not remove them from the database, even if they meet an ARCHIVE
command criteria.

• For I (Signin) and O (Signout) actions -- the most recent I (signin) and (O) signout records are preserved for each
entity during compression.
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ARCHIVE

In order to perform archive processing, the user must explicitly instruct NDVRARCO to do so. The syntax for ARCHIVE is
as follows:

►►────── ARChive ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►
      └─ TO ───┬─ DATE is mm/dd/yy ──┬────────────────────┬───┤
               │                     └─ TIME is hh:mm:ss ─┘   │
               │                                              │ 
               └─ AGE is age ─────────────────────────────────┘

 ►────┬─ USEr ─────────────┬─────┬── is name ──┬────────────────── . ────────►◄
      ├─ CCId ─────────────┤     └── ALL ──────┘
      └─ MANagement-group ─┘

• The TO DATE value is used to specify the month, day, and year prior to which archive processing is to begin. This is
followed by an optional TIME value, which defaults to 23:59:59 if not specified.

• The TO AGE value is used to specify the number of days prior to which archive processing is to be performed.

The USER/CCID/MANAGEMENT-GROUP clause specifies the name of the group to be archived.

• When specifying a management group, the user can either key in the word MANAGEMENT-GROUP in its entirety or
use the MGR abbreviation.

• Quotes are used only if the name contains embedded special characters such as commas or blanks. It is important to
note that when archiving change history that hasn't been booked to any user or CCID, it is specified as ' ' (quote-blank-
quote), blank meaning no user or no CCID.

• When you specify USER, CCID, or MANAGEMENT GROUP IS ALL, all Change Log Entries qualifying under the TO
DATE/AGE range will be archived.

If neither TO DATE nor TO AGE is specified, the system defaults to an age of 1 (day). NDVRARCO will not touch any
Change Log Entry in the database that is less than 24 hours old.

You can specify up to 43 ARCHIVE commands per NDVRARCO run.

ALTER CONFIRMATION

In order to perform Confirmation Change Log record modification, the user must explicitly instruct NDVRARCO to do so.
The syntax for ALTER CONFIRMATION is as follows:

►►─┬─ ALTer ──┬─ CONfirmation ─┬─ change log ─┬─┬──entries ─┬─────────────────►
   └─ MODify ─┘                └─ change-log ─┘ └─ entrys ──┘

 ►─┬──FROm ─┬─┬─ DICtname ─┬─ is dictname ── SYStem name is system ───────────►
   └─ FOR ──┘ └─ DBName ───┘

 ►─ TO ─┬─ DICtname ─┬─ is dictname ── SYStem name is system . ───────────────►◄
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        └─ DBName ───┘

• The FROM DICTNAME value is used to specify the dictname, or dbname, and system identifier contained in a
Confirmation Change Log record that you wish to alter.

• The TO DICTNAME value is used to specify the dictname, or dbname, and system identifier that you want to be placed
in the Confirmation Change Log record for each record that matches the value specified in the FROM DICTNAME
parameter..eul
Those Confirmation Change Log records matching the dictname/dbname and system identifier specified in the
FROM DICTNAME clause will be modified to reflect the dictname/dbname and system identifier specified in the TO
DICTNAME clause. Statistics identifying the number of Confirmation Change Log records modified for each ALTER
CONFIRMATION command will be reported at the end of the job.
You can specify up to 100 ALTER CONFIRMATION commands per NDVRARCO run.

Running NDVRARCO

One NDVRARCO execution is required for each CCDB to be processed. These jobs are generally run during periods of
low CV activity, such as immediately after startup or before shutdown. However, they may be efficiently run at any point
during the day. Upon completion, a Change Log Entry that reflects the NDVRARCO run is associated with the Dictionary
record in the CCDB with an action code of P. This record contains CLE purge statistics.

Archived CLEs are placed in the SYS020 file. These records can be used as input into the CA Endevor/DB reporting
input module (See the section on Reporting in the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS Using section.). It is suggested that the
SYS020 file be set up as a generation data group to allow easy access to detailed historical information.

NDVRARCO Output

NDVRARCO output provides the user with four types of information: a standard input command listing, followed by
compiled input commands, running information, and summary statistics.

As a matter of course, NDVRARCO echoes the user's input commands at the beginning of the output listing. Following the
initial input command listing, NDVRARCO provides a series of informational messages that apply specifically to compiled
input.

volser                                                      CA, INC.                                        DATE      TIME     PAGE
RELEASE nn.n                                        C A - E N D E V O R / D B                             mm/
dd/yy  10:14:22  00001
                                                  CCDB ARCHIVE/COMPRESS UTILITY

   SIGNON DBNAME SRCNDVR USER EDBADMIN.
   COMPRESS               TO DATE mm/dd/yy.
   ARCHIVE  USER EDBADMIN TO DATE mm/dd/yy.
   ALTER CONFIRMATION CHANGE LOG ENTRYS
       FROM DBNAME TGTDICT SYSTEM SYSTEM81
         TO DBNAME TGTNDVR SYSTEM SYSTEM81.

NDVRARCO: I002 COMPRESS PROCESSING WILL BE PERFORMED ON CCDB CHANGE-
LOG ENTRIES CREATED BEFORE DATE mm/dd/yy TIME 23:59:59
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NDVRARCO: I003 CHANGE-LOG ENTRIES FOR EDBADMIN                         PRIOR TO DATE mm/
dd/yy TIME 23:59:59 WILL BE ARCHIVED
NDVRARCO: I004 ABORTED UPDATE SESSIONS OCCURRING BEFORE DATE mm/dd/
yy TIME 10:14:22 WILL BE REMOVED FROM THE DATABASE

NDVRARCO: I020 CLE NUMBER      100 DATE mm/dd/
yy TIME 06:31:22 FOR ELE DATE-2                                   BEING PROCESSED

NDVRARCO: I005 NUMBER OF ABORTED UPDATE SESSIONS REMOVED FROM DATABASE ...............:        2

NDVRARCO: I006 NUMBER OF CHANGE-
LOG RECORDS REMOVED FROM DATABASE BY COMPRESSION .....:        3

NDVRARCO: I007 ARCHIVE PROCESSING FOR USER EDBADMIN
               NUMBER OF CHANGE-
LOG RECORDS REMOVED FROM DATABASE ....................:      123
               NUMBER OF RECORDS WRITTEN TO ARCHIVE FILE .............................:      461

NDVRARCO: I008 NUMBER OF CONFIRMATION CHANGE-LOG ENTRIES ALTERED
               FROM DBNAME TGTDICT  SYSTEM SYSTEM81 TO DBNAME TGTNDVR  SYSTEM SYSTEM81:      150

• If a COMPRESS command was specified, NDVRARCO informs the user that compress processing will be performed,
along with the date and time prior to which everything will be compressed.

• If ARCHIVE commands were specified, NDVRARCO provides a message for each archive that is to be performed,
along with the name of each program to be archived and a PRIOR TO date and time.

• If ALTER CONFIRMATION commands were specified, NDVRARCO provides a message for each command indicating
the number of Confirmation Change Log records that were altered.

The final message in this listing block refers to the aborted updates, which were removed from the database as
NDVRARCO performed its routine cleanup of uncommitted work.

NOTE
If the user specified a MANAGEMENT-GROUP name, NDVRARCO provides the names of associated CCIDs in
the compiled command listing, not the management group.

Following the compiled input listing, NDVRARCO provides run-related information for job monitoring purposes. As
indicated in the bolded area below, the first listings in this block indicate aborted update sessions. These are the
incomplete jobs that are rolled out by the updating program (for example, IDD). One of these messages appear for each
aborted session. The final information in this block serves as a "counter" for the passing of each 100 CLEs. These listings
indicate the date/time stamp in that particular CLE, along with that CLE's associated entity name. This is NDVRARCO's
way of letting administrators observe execution progress.

The final block of information provided in NDVRARCO output is the summary statistics listing.
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• The first message in this block reflects the number of aborted update sessions removed from the database. This single
message occurs with every NDVRARCO run.

• The second message reflects the number of change-log records removed from the database by compression. This
single message occurs only if compress processing was requested.

• The third type of message is archive-related and will consequently appear only if archive processing was requested.
Each archive request produces a list of summary statistics indicating the number of change-log records removed from
the database, and the number of records written to an archive file.

• The fourth type of message will appear only if ALTER CONFIRMATION processing was requested. Each ALTER
CONFIRMATION request produces summary statistics indicating the number of Confirmation Change Log records
altered in the CCDB for the request.

Sample JCL and Syntax

Use the following JCL to run NDVRARCO. It is contained in member SAMPARCO on the installation media JCL library:

Sample z/OS and OS/390 JCL

//JOBNAME  JOB YOUR.JOBCARD.INFORMATION

//JOBLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=usercv.loadlib

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ndvrdb.loadlib

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.loadlib

//*

//*********************************************************************

//*

//*  JOB:      SAMPARCO

//*

//*  PURPOSE:  ARCHIVE, COMPRESS AND PURGE OLD CHANGE LOG ENTRIES.

//*

//*  STEP:     FUNCTION:

//*  =====     =========

//*

//*  ARCHCOMP  RUNS PROGRAM NDVRARCO.  USERID MUST BE AUTHORIZED.
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//*

//*********************************************************************

//*

//ARCHCOMP EXEC PGM=NDVRARCO,REGION=1000K

//*

//*   OUTPUT ARCHIVE FILE: COMPATIBLE WITH CULPRIT REPORTING.

//*   EXAMPLE ASSUMES YOU WILL USE GENERATION DATA GROUPS.

//*

//SYS020   DD DSN=user.xxxxccdb.archgdg (+1),

//         DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=tape,

//         DCB=(user.gdgmodel,BLKSIZE=14400,LRECL=288,RECFM=FB)

//SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl

//NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*

//NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY

//SYSIDMS  DD *

DMCL=dmcl-name

DICTNAME=dictionary-name

Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters

/*

//NDVRIPT  DD *

   SIGNON
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     USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd

          DICTNAME userdict.

   COMPRESS TO AGE nn.

/*

Promotion Support Facilities
In a typical promotion, entities are copied from a source data dictionary to a target data dictionary. CA Endevor/DB
Facilities perform the following functions:

• Selection of entities to migrate based upon input selection criteria, IDD relationships, and Change Log information.
• Integrity checking the source system prior to migration for complete development activity (for example, dialogs

generated when a subordinate process or map is changed, records updated when subordinate elements are changed,
maps generated when work records are modified, subschemas recompiled when schemas are changed, etc.). A
complete description of integrity checks is contained later in this section.

• Impact analysis prior to migration on the target dictionary by examining the IDD relationships and the CCDB history
of changes on that system. During impact analysis, migrating entities and related entities in the target system are
examined for update activity since they last migrated from the source system. Any update usually represents an
inconsistency between the source and target systems.

• Migration of changed entities from the source to the target system using the CA Endevor/DB native mode migrator.
• Automatic Signout of migrating entities during impact analysis to prevent update until the migration process is

completed.
• Building a standard IDD Class/Attribute structure in the source dictionary as an interface to other vendors' migration

facilities at an installation, if desired.
• Audit trail creation on the source and target systems reflecting the origin and destination of migrated entities.

The Promotion Support architecture, in conjunction with the Dynamic Change Monitor and the CCDB, gives CA Endevor/
DB the unique capability to assure accurate promotions while eliminating a majority of the time-consuming tasks normally
associated with migration. CA Endevor/DB facilities can be used to perform all migration tasks or to interface with an
existing migrator in use at an installation.

WARNING
CA Endevor/DB Promotion Support does not currently migrate CLASS/ATTRIBUTE or USER definitions.
If you have entities with ATTRIBUTES or any of the ATTRIBUTE-related characteristics (USER-DEFINED-
COMMENTS, USER-DEFINED-ENTITIES, simple ATTRIBUTES), then you must ensure that the CLASSES and
ATTRIBUTES are defined at the target dictionary before running the target-dictionary portions of promotion. For
instance, if a source-dictionary entity is defined with MYCLASS=MYATTRIBUTE, then that characteristic will be
migrated. If MYCLASS and MYATTRIBUTE are not already defined at the target, then do so manually before
running NDVRBOOK (OPTION=MIGRATE).
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Selection for Migration

The promotion process begins by executing the SELECTION/VERIFICATION PROCESSOR (program NDVRDSEL).
Entities are selected to be migrated from the information contained in the CCDB Change Log, input selection criteria, and
the IDD. As a result, only those entities, which have been actually modified in the source system since the last migration
to the target system, are initially eligible. Criteria, which are used to select entities for promotion, include the target system
identifier, CCIDs, users, status, date and time ranges, management group, or a combination thereof.

Using the entities selected from the CCDB as a starting point, the data dictionary is interrogated and relationships
expanded to determine if any closely related entities were modified since their last migration to the target system. Closely
related entities are migrated if they have been modified.

Upon selection, a machine-readable and user-editable candidate entity list and control file is created. This list is then
used as input to other promotion support utilities. Entities in the candidate list are also optionally signed-out at selection
time by the Verification Processor. This assures that no unintended changes will be made to the entities selected until the
promotion process is completed.

Target System Impact Analysis

Following successful selection and verification of the candidate entity list on the source system, the CORRELATION
PROCESSOR (program NDVRDCOR) performs a comprehensive impact analysis on the target system. As input, the
Correlation Processor uses a sequential file containing a list of element names and control information produced by
NDVRDSEL. Figure 8.2 illustrates the Correlation/Verification cycle.

Impact analysis is performed independently of the actual entity migration. Each entity in the candidate list is checked
against the CCDB and the target IDD to ensure that no update activity has occurred to the entities migrating (or to closely
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related entities) since those entities were last promoted from the source system. In this manner, reversion of applied fixes
or parallel development conflicts are captured prior to receiving unexpected results. Any discrepancies can be identified
and repaired prior to migration. The process of executing Verification and Correlation may be safely and quickly iterated in
the quality assurance phase of promotion.

Entity Migration

After quality assurance, the finalized entity list is used to migrate either source statements or executable modules (load
module only migration) from the source system by the DELIVERY PROCESSOR. Optionally, a Class/Attribute structure
can be built to serve as a mechanism for tagging those entities, which have been marked for promotion for use by another
migration package.

When using another vendor's migration package, migrate using the Class/Attribute path after the Delivery Processor
creates it from the selection list. Figure 8.3 represents the Delivery process. Detailed information on the exact outputs
produced is contained later in this section.

Target System Audit Trail Creation
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At this point in the process, all entities committed to promotion are updated in the target system via standard compilers
running stand-alone or indirectly through a migrator. During migration, the Dynamic Change Monitor on the target
system is run in a special migration mode to reflect that the data dictionary modifications are the result of migration.
This is accomplished by passing a special command to the Change Monitor through program NDVRBOOK in a
procedure described later in this section. Resultant migration Change Log Entries (Migrate-in CLEs) on the target system
(CLE action code = V) are stamped with a "footprint" containing the exact date and time received, the source system
identification, and the time the entity was selected on the source system. Figure 8.4 reflects this process. The Migrate-in
CLEs can be created regardless of the migration procedure used at an installation.

Source System Audit Trail Creation

Figure 8.5 - NDVRDCF1 and NDVRDCF2 - Promotion Support Cycle Completion.

After a successful migration is committed and tested out on the target system, a confirmation file is extracted from the
target system by program NDVRDCF1 and sent back to the source system via program NDVRDCF2. Migration Change
Log Entries are created in the source system CCDB (CLE action code = C), reflecting the exact time the entries were
received on the target system and the target system identification. At this point, a complete audit trail of the migration
exists on the source and target systems.

Migration Change Log Entries are used by future Correlation and Verification executions as part of the on-going quality
assurance/maintenance cycle. As an added feature, the Change Log Entries created by the Reception Processor are
used for comprehensive migration activity reports. The Reception Processor is independent of the quality assurance
processors and can be run stand-alone or in conjunction with any migration procedure or program.

Programs and Security for Migration
The logical processes depicted in Figure 8.5 are implemented with the following utility programs:

Process Program Name Run on System
Selection NDVRDSEL Source
Validation (Source) NDVRDSEL Source
Impact Analysis (Target) NDVRDCOR Target
Exportation NDVRDLVR Source
Importation w/Audit Trail NDVRBOOK Target
Source Audit Trail (extract) NDVRDCF1 Target
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Source Audit Trail (update) NDVRDCF2 Source

Any user executing the CA Endevor/DB promotion support programs will require the following procedures enabled in the
Security Class (or use NDVR-GLOBAL):

NM-MODE = Y

MIGRATE = Y

For instructions on modifying Security Class parameters and a full explanation of these options, See Section4, "Security
Class Maintenance."

System Identification
CA Endevor/DB creates audit trails and cross reference records to reflect migration activity in the CCDBs of the target
and source systems. Each dictionary involved in migration as a SOURCE or TARGET is identified by SYSTEM NAME
and a DBNAME in the dictionary descriptor record contained in the CCDB. The SYSTEM NAME is used to provide unique
system identification when the source and target dictionaries share the same DICTNAME. This often happens when the
dictionaries involved reside on separate CVs.

Set up SYSTEM NAMEs using the DICTIONARY FUNCTIONS online submenu. See Section1 in this document for full
instructions on establishing a SYSTEM NAME.

When more than one DBNAME is used to point to the same physical data dictionary within a CV, CA Endevor/DB uses the
DBNAME supplied in promotion support input command files for migration activity checking.

NOTE
A consistent DBNAME should be used for each physical dictionary for all promotion support activity. Failure to
use a consistent name causes the selection and impact analysis routines to produce excessive warnings and
selections. It is recommended that the base name be used.

Source System Validation and Integrity Checking Rules

NDVRDSEL Selection and Verification

The function of NDVRDSEL is to select and verify the entities to be migrated from the source to the target system.
NDVRDSEL reads the Sign-on and input command syntax from the NDVRIPT file and creates a sequential NDVRENO
(Entity Out) file. The NDVRENO file contains control information, which identifies the source and target system and a
list of entity statements. This file is in display format and is suitable for editing in the event that subsequent NDVRDSEL
or NDVRDCOR runs identify changes to be made to the entity list. Make these changes with any standard source code
editor.

During the validation process, all modified entities, which satisfy the selection criteria, are initially selected based on
CCDB information. The IDD is then optionally interrogated to determine if any related entities have been modified since
last migration to the specified target system.

Entities, which are examined in this process, fall into four general classes:
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• Entities with CCDB change activity according to the selection criteria. These entities are migrated to the target system.
• Entities related to changed entities, which are unconditionally migrated with the changed entity.
• Entities related to changed entities which are migrated only if modified in the source system since its last migration to

the target, even though the modification occurred outside of the CCDB selection criteria (another Management Group,
CCID, userid, time range, or Status).

• Related entities, which should have been modified in the source system based on the modification of a subordinate
entity, but were not. For example, if a map was modified but its related Dialog was not regenerated, that dialog would
fall into this category. These entities are listed on an exception report for investigation.

Three different strategies can be employed to select IDD entities related to those that were logged in the CCDB. These
strategies are specified as part of the input command file to program NDVRDSEL.

STRATEGY 1 - CHANGE RELATIONSHIPS

The EXPAND IDD CHANGE RELATIONSHIPS selection strategy is used when:

• All promoting development activity has taken place under CA Endevor/DB.
• Only changed entities are to be promoted.

It operates under the following assumptions:

• All development in the source dictionary has taken place under CA Endevor/DB.
• Only the changes undertaken since the Change Monitor was installed are to be promoted.
• The target dictionary contains the complete application, part of which will be replaced by the promotion process.

STRATEGY 2 - HIERARCHY RELATIONSHIPS

The EXPAND IDD HIERARCHY RELATIONSHIPS selection strategy is used when:

• All promoting development activity has not taken place under CA Endevor/DB.
• All related entities are to be promoted regardless of change activity.
• The application is not currently present in the target dictionary.

It is intended to operate under the following conditions:

• CA Endevor/DB was installed or interrupted in the middle of a development cycle.
• Major entities have change activity against them in the CCDB, but modified subordinate entities may not have had any

change activity.

STRATEGY 3 - MINIMUM RELATIONSHIPS

The EXPAND IDD MINIMUM RELATIONSHIPS selection strategy is used when:

• All promoting development activity has taken place under CA Endevor/DB.
• Only changed entities are to be promoted.
• The expansion processing is to be limited. For example, if the NDVRDSEL selection criteria chooses a DIALOG which

is used in several APPLICATIONs, then the EXPAND IDD MINIMUM RELATIONSHIPS will only inspect entities "lower"
in the application definition, such as MAPs and PROCESSes, and will not include the APPLICATIONs because they
are "higher" in the hierarchy.

It is intended to operate under the following condition:

• Only changes undertaken since the Change Monitor was installed are to be promoted.
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Strategy Comparison

The following table identifies, by entity type, the selection of entities related to the promoting entity depending on the type
of EXPAND IDD RELATIONSHIPS clause specified to NDVRDSEL (see syntax below).

It is important to note that the Promoting Entity is selected based on CCDB information (Change Log Entries and any
selection criteria specified in the NDVRDSEL syntax), but during EXPAND IDD processing, related entities are selected
based on their relationship to the promoting entity in the IDD.

Entities related to a selected entity, which should have been modified, but were not, may be listed on the EXCEPTION
LISTING. For example, an APPLICATION selected for promotion is related to a RECORD, which is not selected, but the
date last updated of the RECORD is more recent than the date last updated of the APPLICATION.

Promoting Related EXPAND IDD RELATIONSHIPS
Entity Type Entity Type CHANGES HIERARCHY MINIMUM
APPLICATION LOAD MODULE Always Always Always

RECORD Modified Always Modified
DIALOG LOAD MODULE Always Always Always

MAP Modified Always Modified
PROCESS Modified Always Modified
RECORD Modified Always Modified
SUBSCHEMA Modified Never Never

ELEMENT ELEMENT Modified Always Modified
RECORD Modified Never Never

FILE FILE Modified Always Modified
MAP DIALOG Modified Always Modified

LOAD MODULE Always Always Always
MODULE Modified Always Modified
RECORD Modified Always Modified
TABLE Modified Always Modified

MODULE MAP Modified Always Modified
MODULE Modified Always Modified
PROGRAM Always Never Never

PROCESS DIALOG Modified Never Never
PROCESS Modified Always Modified

PROGRAM MAP Modified Always Modified
MODULE Modified Always Modified
RECORD Modified Always Modified
SUBSCHEMA Modified Never Never

QFILE QFILE Modified Always Modified
RECORD APPLICATION Modified Never Never

DIALOG Modified Never Never
ELEMENT Modified Always Modified
MAP Modified Never Never
PROGRAM Modified Never Never
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SCHEMA Modified Never Never
SUBSCHEMA Modified Never Never

SCHEMA RECORD Modified Always Modified
SUBSCHEMA Modified Always Modified

SET SCHEMA Modified Never Never
SUBSCHEMA DIALOG Modified Never Never

LOAD MODULE Always Always Always
PROGRAM Modified Never Never
RECORD Modified Always Modified
SCHEMA Modified Never Never

TABLE LOAD MODULE Always Always Always
MAP Modified Always Modified

Promoting Entity Type Related Entity Type DATE/TIME EXCEPTION LISTED
APPLICATION LOAD MODULE APPL > LOAD MODULE

RECORD RECORD > APPLICATION
DIALOG LOAD MODULE

MAP MAP > DIALOG
PROCESS PROCESS > DIALOG
RECORD RECORD > DIALOG
SUBSCHEMA SUBSCHEMA > DIALOG

ELEMENT ELEMENT
RECORD ELEMENT > Record

FILE FILE
MAP DIALOG MAP > DIALOG

LOAD MODULE MAP > LOAD MODULE
MODULE MODULE > MAP
RECORD RECORD > MAP
TABLE TABLE > MAP

MODULE MAP MODULE > MAP
MODULE
PROGRAM MODULE > PROGRAM

PROCESS DIALOG PROCESS > DIALOG
PROCESS

PROGRAM MAP MAP > PROGRAM
MODULE MODULE > PROGRAM
RECORD RECORD > PROGRAM
SUBSCHEMA

QFILE QFILE
RECORD APPLICATION RECORD > APPLICATION

DIALOG RECORD > DIALOG
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ELEMENT ELEMENT > RECORD
MAP RECORD > MAP
PROGRAM RECORD > PROGRAM
SCHEMA RECORD > SCHEMA
SUBSCHEMA RECORD > SUBSCHEMA

SCHEMA RECORD RECORD > SCHEMA
SUBSCHEMA SCHEMA > SUBSCHEMA

SET SCHEMA SET > SCHEMA
SUBSCHEMA DIALOG SUBSCHEMA > DIALOG

LOAD MODULE SSC > LOAD MODULE
PROGRAM SUBSCHEMA > PROGRAM
RECORD RECORD > SUBSCHEMA
SCHEMA SCHEMA > SUBSCHEMA

TABLE LOAD MODULE TABLE > LOAD MODULE
MAP TABLE > MAP

Generally for new development projects there is little difference between the three strategies, since all entities have been
added and are selected in any case.

When maintenance promotions are undertaken, Strategy 1 will usually yield a much smaller and more efficient promotion
list since only the changes will be promoted.

When maintenance promotions are undertaken in the situation where multiple maintenance teams were working on
overlapping sets of entities, Strategy 3 may prevent the work of all the maintenance teams from being gathered together,
and allow independent promotion. Note, however, that this may lead to inconsistencies in the target dictionary. In the case
where the work of two teams is co-dependent, you must promote them together.

NDVRDSEL Command Syntax
The following command syntax, specified in the NDVRIPT file, is accepted by NDVRDSEL:

 ►►────── SIGnon ──┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►
                  ├─ DBNAme ──────┬── is dictname ──┘
                  └─ DICtName ────┘
 
 ►────┬─────────────────────────┬───┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────►
      └─ USEr name is user-id ──┘   └─ PASsword is password ───┘
 
 ►───────────┬────────────────────────────────────────┬────────── . ─────────►◄
             └─ CCId name is ───┬─────── ccid ────────┤
                                │                     │
                                │     ┌─── , ───┐     │ 
                                └─ ( ─▼─ ccid ──┴─ ) ─┘
 

 ►►────── TARget ──┬──SYStem is target-system-name ────┬──────────────────────►
                  └─ NODename is target-node-name ────┘
 
 ►────────┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►◄
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          ├─ DBNAme ──────┬── is dictname ──┘
          └─ DICtName ────┘
 

 ►►────────┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄
          └─ MODe is ───┬─── EXEcute ◄────┬── . ───┘
                        ├─── TRIal ───────┤
                        └─── BACkoff ─────┘
 

 ►►────────┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄
          └─ INPut is ───┬─── DATabase ◄──┬── . ───┘
                         └─── FILe ───────┘
 

 ►►────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►◄
          └─ SIGnout to ───┬─ USEr ──┬── name is signout name ── . ──┘
                           └─ CCId ──┘
 

 ►►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄
   └─ INClude ──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─┘
                ├─ ALL ◄─────────────────────────────────────────────┤
                │                                                    │
                │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────┐  │
                ├─▼─ FROm date is mm/dd/yy ───────────────────────┼──┘
                ├─── THRu date is mm/dd/yy ───────────────────────┤
                ├─── where STATUS name is status ─────────────────┤
                ├─── USEr name is user-id ────────────────────────┤
                ├─── CCId name ccid ──────────────────────────────┤
                └─┬─ MANagement-group ┬ name is management-group ─┘
                  └─ MGRp ────────────┘
 

 ►►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►◄
   │           ┌────────────────────────────────────────────┐         │
   └─ EXClude ─▼─┬── where STAtus name is status ──────┬────┴──── . ──┘
                 └── WIThin CCId name is ccid ─────────┘
 

 ►►────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►◄
          └─ EXPand IDD ─┬─────────────────┬── relationships ── . ───┘
                         ├─── CHAnge ◄─────┤
                         ├─── HIErarchy ───┤
                         └─── MINimum ─────┘
 

 ►►────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►◄
          └─ WARn where ─┬────────────────────────┬──────────── . ───┘
                         ├─── CCId is MULtiple ───┤
                         ├─── CCId is NULl ───────┤
                         ├─── USEr is MULtiple ───┤
                         └─── USEr is NULl ───────┘
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• SIGNON
The SIGNON command identifies the user responsible for the migration and optional password and CCID list. If no
CCID list is specified, the default CCIDs for the user are assigned from the CCDB.

• TARGET
The TARGET command identifies the target system and base dictionary name to be migrated to. This identifier is used
to drive the verification process. All activity against an entity since it last migrated will be used for integrity checking for
WARN conditions and for INCLUDE conditions (See below).

NOTE
The target system name and dictname specified in this statement must match the values in the Dictionary
record in the CCDB for the target dictionary. If an erroneous target dictionary and system name are given,
NDVRDSEL will select many more entities than are necessary to achieve source and target synchronization.
This is because the software bases its selection on change activity and last migration date.

The last migration date is determined from the Migrate out CLEs created by NDVRDCF2 when the migration is
confirmed on the source system. The Migrate out CLEs contain the date of migration and the target system name and
dictname. Since there will be no Migrate out CLEs on the source system for a non-existent target, giving the wrong
target name will erroneously trigger the selection of all entities modified on the source system.

• MODE
The Verification and Selection program can be run in three modes. They are:

Mode Description
TRIAL This mode produces the NDVRENO file but does not perform the

bulk sign-out of entities, even if specified in the input command
syntax. All other edits are performed. This mode can be used by
individual project leaders or development teams independently of
the person responsible for migration, to check the integrity of work
performed on the target and source dictionaries without affecting
the state of the CCDB.
Note: Users executing NDVRDSEL in TRIAL mode do not require
security authorization.

EXECUTE This mode performs all edits and selection and will sign-out
the entities upon selection if SIGNOUT is specified in the input
command file.
Note: Any user operating in this mode must be authorized for
MIGRATE = Y in his/her Security Class.

BACKOFF This mode signs-in all elements that were signed-out during a
NDVRDSEL run.
Note: Any user operating in this mode must be authorized for
MIGRATE = Y in his/her Security Class.

• INCLUDE
Entities may be selected for migration based on CCID, user, Status, Date, or Management Group (MGRP). MGRP,
CCID, and user are mutually exclusive. Only one of these conditions should be specified in a single INCLUDE
statement, and may be combined with Date and Status conditions.Conditions within an INCLUDE statement are
logically ANDed with other conditions within that statement. Each INCLUDE statement is logically ORed with other
INCLUDE statements. Specify one INCLUDE for each set of modifications to be migrated.
To perform this function, NDVRDSEL reads Change Log Entries after the last Migrate-out CLE (action code = C) to the
target system. If no Migrate-out CLE exists, it assumes the last migration to the target took place at the beginning of
the recorded history for that entity.
When MGRP is specified, all IDD work performed under the CCIDs in that Management Group is selected.
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When STATUS is given as the only selector within an INCLUDE statement, or when STATUS is given in combination
with USER, only the base status (status set without a CCID context in the CCDB) is examined.
When STATUS is given as a selector in combination with MGRP or CCID, the base status or the status within the
context of the included CCIDs is considered.
When ALL is specified, all updated entities since the last migration to the target are included. If the last activity against
an entity is a migrate out (CLE action = C) to the target dictionary, it will not be included. All other entities in the CCDB
are included.

• EXCLUDE
Multiple EXCLUDE statements may be specified. Excluded from migration are those items which have been selected
by an INCLUDE or through IDD expansion, but have a particular Status. This mechanism is employed as a way of
excluding individual entities, even though all other criteria would have resulted in selection. For example, it can be
used to accommodate last minute project decisions to migrate only part of the work performed under a CCID, or to
exclude untested work.

NOTE
The IDD selection logic will not expand through (or validity edit) an entity that has been excluded. To prevent
wholesale selection when a global record has changed in a compatible manner, EXCLUDE the global record
from migration.

When the WITHIN clause is specified, the status under the context of the CCID specified is examined. When no
WITHIN clause is present, only the base status is considered (status set without a CCID context in the CCDB).

NOTE
This is intentionally made more restrictive than the INCLUDE STATUS clause which will select a base or
CCID status when specified.

• SIGNOUT
All entities selected for migration will be signed out. Existing Signouts are overridden by NDVRDSEL. It is therefore
possible to allow individual programmers the ability to Signout entities via Auto-Sign or explicit Signout to preserve the
integrity of entities during development. When selected for migration, the user responsible for migration gains control of
the entity regardless of prior signout status.
When the migration is completed, the signout is restored to the developer. Signout prevents modification by individuals
other than the person responsible for the migration once an entity is selected. All entities will be signed out to the user
or the CCID specified in the command.
Signouts remain in effect until the entities are received on the target system (through NDVRDCF2) or until
MODE=BACKOFF is executed. After migration, Signouts are automatically signed back in.

• EXPAND
NDVRDSEL determines the entities to be migrated through two passes:
– Pass 1 reads the CCDB and selects changed entities, according to specified selection criteria, which have been

modified since their last migration to the target system. Alternatively, Pass 1 reads the input Entity List File
(NDVRENI) and selects all entities named in the file.

– Pass 2 examines the IDD and optionally selects and validates entities related to those, which have changed.
When the EXPAND option is not in effect (default setting), the CCDB (or input Entity List File) is the sole source for
entities which satisfy the selection criteria. No Pass 2 is performed. No consistency validation on the source dictionary
is performed. In this case, the selection list will consist only of the entities modified in the source system without regard
to affected entities in the source IDD.
When the EXPAND IDD RELATIONSHIPS clause is in effect, the Pass 2 selection and verification process will
consistency-edit the IDD to determine if any potentially dangerous conditions exist in the source dictionary (e.g.,
Element changes with no corresponding Record modification). Entities, which violate validation conditions, are
reported in the NDVRDSEL Exception Report. See the "Source System Validation and Integrity Checking Rules"
section in this section for a complete description of the validation and selection rules.

NOTE
If the CA Endevor/DB migrator is being used, always specify the EXPAND clause.
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When EXPAND is in effect, NDVRDSEL will place additional entities (beyond those contained in the CCDB) into the
NDVRENO file. The strategy used to select additional entities will depend upon the EXPAND option. CHANGE is the
default strategy when the EXPAND clause is specified.

Option Meaning
CHANGE CHANGE examines all relevant IDD relationships during Pass 2

in the dictionary according to the relationships described earlier
in this section under Strategy 1. It will then select for migration
all dictionary entities related to the entities logged to the CCDB if
they have changed since they last migrated to the target system
and dictionary. Any new item selected will start a new selection
path. Selection paths stop when an entity is reached along a path,
which has not been modified in the source system.
Note: The object of this technique is to migrate only the minimum
set of entities required to bring the source and target into
synchronization.

HIERARCHY HIERARCHY examines only hierarchical IDD relationships during
Pass 2 in the dictionary according to the relationships described
earlier in this section under Strategy 2. It will then select for
migration all dictionary entities that are subordinate to any one
already chosen. Any new item selected for migration will later be
used to search for other entities.
Note: When HIERARCHY is specified, related entity types are
unconditionally migrated regardless of change activity. Also note
that the object of this technique is to migrate complete application
systems, especially in situations where CA Endevor/DB is being
used to migrate an application system for the first time.

MINIMUM MINIMUM examines only hierarchical IDD relationships, and then
select only those subordinate entities that have changed since
they last migrated to the target system and dictionary. Any new
item selected for migration will later be used to search for other
entities.
Note: The object of this technique is to allow the separate
migration of application systems that share components. It
should be used with great caution, because such application
systems may be so thoroughly inter-dependent that they cannot
be migrated independently.

• WARN
All entities selected from the CCDB for migration can be optionally edited to produce warnings for each of the following
exception conditions. Warnings appear on the NDVRDSEL Exception Report.

Warning Description
CCID IS MULTIPLE A modification under more than one CCID has occurred to this

entity since it last migrated to the target system. To perform this
function, NDVRDSEL reads Change Log Entries after the last
Migrate-out CLE (action code = C) to the target system. If no
Migrate-out CLE exists, it assumes the beginning of the recorded
history for that entity. By examining the detail change history
associated with entities flagged with this warning, it is possible to
identify the users involved for follow-up questioning, if necessary.
Multiple updates can be prevented at modification time by the use
of the CA Endevor/DB Signout facility.
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CCID IS NULL A modification with no CCID has occurred against this entity
since it last migrated to the target system. This warning will flag
unclassified work. This condition can be prevented at modification
time through the use of the NO-CCID Security Class Option on the
dictionary Security Class.

USER IS MULTIPLE More than one user has modified this entity since it last migrated
to the target system. To perform this function, NDVRDSEL reads
Change Log Entries after the last Migrate-out CLE (action code =
C) to the target system. If no Migrate-out CLE exists, it assumes
the beginning of the recorded history for that entity. This edit is
intended as an aid to insure that multiple users were aware of
and tested each other's updates. By examining the detail change
history associated with entities flagged with this warning, it is
possible to identify the users involved for follow-up questioning, if
necessary. Multiple updates can be prevented at modification time
by the use of the CA Endevor/DB Signout facility.

USER IS NULL A modification with no userid has occurred against this entity
since it last migrated to the target system. This warning will flag
unclassified work after the fact. This condition can be prevented at
modification time through the use of the NO-USER Security Class
Option on the dictionary Security Class.

• INPUT
Two primary input sources can be used for entity editing:
– INPUT=DATABASE
– INPUT=FILE
DATABASE: The CCDB is used with any INCLUDE/EXCLUDE statements to produce the NDVRENO file. The
NDVRENO file contains a user-editable entity list and control information. From this point forward, the NDVRENO data
set is used as input to other promotion support programs. DATABASE is used for the initial run of NDVRDSEL when
change history is used to select entities for migration. After externally editing the entity list in the NDVRENO file (if
necessary), subsequent runs for integrity edits would be done with INPUT=FILE and an NDVRENI file.
Figure 8.6 depicts a run with INPUT=DATABASE.

FILE: A previously created NDVRENO file can be read in through the NDVRENI DD statement. When this occurs, all
entities in the list are re-edited for WARN conditions, selection criteria, and validation rules. A new NDVRENO file is
always produced reflecting the most recent execution time. Entities manually added to the list are signed out if SIGNOUT
is specified in the syntax. INPUT=FILE is used when iterating the Verification and Correlation process to obtain a "safe" or
"improved" entity list based on validation edits and impact analysis.

Another use of INPUT=FILE is when a known entity list is migrating. Manually coding ENT statements eliminates the
overhead of scanning the CCDB (Pass 1) for all change activity. In this case, the advantages of cross entity validation and
selection (Pass 2) is still obtained even though the CCDB was not used for initial list creation.

NOTE
When doing this, make sure that a LIST FOLLOWS statement immediately precedes your ENT statement.
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INPUT=FILE can also be used in BACKOFF processing. If you have run NDVRDSEL in EXECUTE mode and had it
perform SIGNOUT processing, the most expedient way to undo the SIGNOUT processing is to submit a job that specifies
MODE=BACKOFF and INPUT=FILE, and use the previous job's NDVRENO file as NDVRENI.

When INPUT=FILE is specified, the following additional edits are performed:

• A warning is produced when no change history for an entity exists in the CCDB.
• A warning is produced when an entity in the NDVRENI file would have been EXCLUDEd or failed to be INCLUDEd

based on optionally supplied INCLUDE/ EXCLUDE commands. If no commands are supplied in conjunction with
NDVRENI, there will be no warnings of this type.

Figure 8.7 depicts a run with INPUT=FILE. The NDVRENI statement is required when INPUT=FILE is coded.

NDVRDSEL Sample JCL

Use the following JCL to run NDVRDSEL. It is contained in member SAMPDSEL on the CA Endevor/DB installation
media JCL library:

Sample z/OS and OS/390 JCL
 //JOBNAME  JOB YOUR.JOBCARD.INFORMATION 
 //JOBLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=usercv.loadlib 
 //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ndvrdb.loadlib 
 //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.loadlib 
 //*
 //*********************************************************************
 //*
 //*  JOB:      SAMPDSEL
 //*
 //*  PURPOSE:  SELECT IDD ENTITIES FOR MIGRATION.
 //*
 //*  STEP:     FUNCTION:
 //*  =====     =========
 //*
 //*  SELECT    GENERATE ENTITY LIST TO DRIVE THE REST OF MIGRATION
 //*            OPTIONALLY, RE-EDIT PRIOR MODIFIED/RECYCLED LIST.
 //*
 //*********************************************************************
 //*
 //SELECT   EXEC PGM=NDVRDSEL,REGION=1000K
 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl 
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 //*
 //*  THE NDVRENI FILE IS ONLY USED IF INPUT=FILE.
 //*  OMIT OR DUMMY OUT IF INPUT=DATABASE.
 //*
 //NDVRENI  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdsel.dseni 
 //*
 //*  THE NDVRENO FILE IS PROCESSED BY ALL MIGRATION JOBS THAT FOLLOW.
 //*
 //NDVRENO  DD DSN=user.ndvrdsel.dseno,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),
 //          UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=volser,SPACE=(TRK,(5,5),RLSE),
 //          DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB)
 //NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRDTL  DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRUTL  DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=dmcl-name 
 DICTNAME=dictionary-name 
  Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters 
 /*
 //NDVRIPT  DD *
    SIGNON
      USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd 
           DICTNAME userdict.
    TARGET SYSTEM ='cvsysid' DICTNAME ='userdict'.
    MODE = EXECUTE.
    INPUT IS DATABASE.
    EXPAND IDD RELATIONSHIPS.
    SIGNOUT TO USER userid.
    INCLUDE USER = userid.
    EXCLUDE WHERE STATUS = status.
    WARN WHERE CCID MULTIPLE.
    WARN WHERE USER MULTIPLE WHERE USER NULL.
 /*
 

NDVRDSEL Outputs
NDVRDSEL produces three report files and one output file:
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• A control report (ddname NDVRLST). This report echoes the user-specified syntax, and itemizes all entities that have
had CCDB-related warnings or exceptions issued against them.

• A detail report (ddname NDVRDTL). This report itemizes each entity selected or excluded from the NDVRENO file, the
reason for selection or exclusion, and any warning or exceptions that were generated.

• A utility report (NDVRUTL). This report lists the input Entity List file (NDVRENI). If IDD expansion is performed, it will
also contain a Validation Exception listing.

• A sequential output file (ddname NDVRENO). This data set is the file, which controls all subsequent steps in the
promotion process.

NDVRDSEL Output File (ddname NDVRENO)

The NDVRENO file contains 80 character records in display format. It is the hub of the CA Endevor/DB Promotion Support
System and is used in all subsequent promotion support facilities for control, detail, and backoff information. Italic items
are generated internally by NDVRDSEL and placed in the output file. Other items are passed into the output file from the
input specifications. The NDVRENO file contains the following generated syntax:

 SOURCE  SYSTEM [NAME] [IS | =] source system name
        {DBNAME | DICTNAME} [IS | =] dictname   | ' '
        VERIFY DATE = mm/dd/yy  TIME = hh:mm:ss 
        .
 

 TARGET SYSTEM [NAME] [IS | =] target system name 
        [{DBNAME | DICTNAME} [IS | =] dictname].
 

 [MODE  [IS | =] {TRIAL | EXECUTE | BACKOFF} .]
 

 [INPUT [IS | =] {FILE | DATABASE.]
 

 [SIGNOUT       [TO] {USER | CCID} [NAME] [IS | =] signout name .]
 

 [INCLUDE
        [FROM [DATE] [IS | =] mm/dd/yy ]
        [THRU [DATE] [IS | =] mm/dd/yy ]
        [ALL]
        [{MGRP | CCID | USER} [NAME] [IS | =] select name 
        |'']
        [WHERE STATUS [NAME] [IS | =] status value] ].
 

 [EXCLUDE       [WHERE] STATUS [NAME] [IS | =] status value 
                [WITHIN CCID [NAME] [IS | =] status value ] ].
 

 [EXPAND        IDD {CHANGE} | HIERARCHY}[RELATIONSHIPS].]
 

 [WARN  [WHERE]
        [CCID [IS | =] MULTIPLE]
        [CCID [IS | =] NULL]
        [USER [IS | =] MULTIPLE]
        [USER [IS | =] NULL] .]
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 LIST FOLLOWS .
 

  ENT type  entity name  vvvv.
  ENT type  entity name  vvvv.
        .
        .
        .
 

One entity or ENT statement is created for each entity INCLUDEd. If that entity was also EXCLUDEd, the statement would
be commented out with an "*" in column 1.

NOTE
The comment causes the Correlation Processor (NDVRDCOR) and the Delivery Processor (NDVRDLVR) to
ignore the statement. If you want to include any excluded entity, simply remove the leading "*". To manually
include an entity, edit the file and add an ENT statement according to the free form syntax above.

When running the NDVRENO file back into NDVRDSEL as NDVRENI (with INPUT=FILE), the generated syntax
preceding LIST FOLLOWS is ignored. The ENT statements are processed against the selection criteria and the CCDB.
New ENT statements may be added or old ones deleted as required, through standard editors. Selection criteria are
always taken from the NDVRIPT file and placed in the output file regardless of the INPUT option. The most recently
generated syntax is therefore echoed by subsequent migration utilities for informational purposes.

If you construct an NDVRENI file manually, be sure to start with a LIST FOLLOWS command. The ENT statements are
formatted as follows:

Columns Contents
1 Comment Indicator (blank or *)
2-4 ENT literal
5 blank
6-21 Entity Type
22 blank
23 Single Quote (')
24-63 Full Entity Name (segmented as required with spaces)
64 Single Quote (')
65 blank
66-69 Entity Version Number (nnnn)
70 Period (.)
71-72 blanks
73-80 Sequence Number of statement within NDVRENO file.

NDVRDSEL Control Report (ddname NDVRLST)

Program NDVRDSEL produces a four-part NDVRLST control report:

• An input command listing.
• A compiled command listing.
• An entity list exception report.
• An End-of-Job statistics summary.

A description of each part and a detailed explanation follow.
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NDVRDSEL Input Command Listing

The Input Command Listing simply reflects the record images the user specified in the NDVRIPT file.

  volser                                                     CA, INC.                   
    DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                                        C A - E N D E V O R / D B          
 mm/dd/yy  08:40:07  00001
 NDVRDSEL CONTROL REPORT                         MIGRATION SELECT/VERIFY PROCESSOR      
           INPUT COMMAND LISTING
    SIGNON DBNAME SRCNDVR
           USER EDB-SYSTEM-ADMINISTRATOR
           CCID EDB-SYSADMIN.
    TARGET SYSTEM SYSTEM81 DBNAME TGTNDVR.
    MODE = TRIAL. INPUT IS DATABASE.
    SIGNOUT TO CCID EDB-SYSADMIN.
    INCLUDE WHERE STATUS IS MIGRATE-TEST.
    INCLUDE FROM  DATE mm/dd/yy.
    EXCLUDE WHERE STATUS IS NEVER-MIGRATE.
    EXPAND IDD HIERARCHY RELATIONSHIPS.
 

NDVRDSEL Compiled Command Listing

The Compiled Command Listing displays the input command file as seen by the parser and command interpreter within
NDVRDSEL. When the program encounters a Signon command, it echoes the CCIDs under which the user is executing
in the source CCDB. If SIGNOUT is in effect, CLEs created to reflect the signout (type = O) will be cataloged under the
CCID(s) listed.

It is recommended that a unique CCID be created and used for each migration. In this way, all the entities signed out as
a result of the Promotion Support System are easily identified by displaying the Change Log Entries by CCID through the
CA Endevor/DB Online facility.

All INCLUDE and EXCLUDE statements are assigned rule numbers that are used in the Detail and Utility reports.
Rule numbers appear above each INCLUDE and EXCLUDE in the report. When an INCLUDE MGRP statement is
encountered, a display of all the CCID names included in that Management Group will accompany the statement listing.

  volser                                                        CA, INC.                
    DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                                        C A - E N D E V O R / D B          
 mm/dd/yy  08:40:08  00002
 NDVRDSEL CONTROL REPORT     **** TRIAL ****     MIGRATION SELECT/VERIFY PROCESSOR      
        COMPILED COMMAND LISTING
  SOURCE SYSTEM = 'SYSTEM81' DBNAME = 'SRCNDVR '                         00000001
      VERIFY DATE = mm/dd/yy TIME = 08:40:08                             00000002
      USER = 'EDB-SYSTEM-ADMINISTRATOR        '                          00000003
      CCID =('EDB-SYSADMIN','            ','            ','            ',00000004
             '            ','            ','            ','            ',00000005
             '            ','            ','            ','            ')00000006
  .                                                                      00000007
  TARGET SYSTEM = 'SYSTEM81' DBNAME = 'TGTNDVR '                         00000008
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  .                                                                      00000009
  MODE = TRIAL                                                           00000010
  .                                                                      00000011
  INPUT = DATABASE                                                       00000012
  .                                                                      00000013
  SIGNOUT TO CCID = 'EDB-SYSADMIN'                                       00000014
  .                                                                      00000015
  EXPAND IDD HIERARCHY RELATIONSHIPS                                     00000016
  .                                                                      00000017
 *********** INCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0001                                    00000018
  INCLUDE  ALL                                                           00000019
      WHERE STATUS = 'MIGRATE-TEST    '                                  00000020
  .                                                                      00000021
 *********** INCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0002                                    00000022
  INCLUDE  ALL                                                           00000023
      FROM DATE = mm/dd/yy                                               00000024
  .                                                                      00000025
 *********** EXCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0001                                    00000026
  EXCLUDE WHERE STATUS = 'NEVER-MIGRATE   '                              00000027
  .                                                                      00000028
  LIST FOLLOWS .                                                         00000029
 

NDVRDSEL Entity List Exception Listing

The Entity List Exception Listing contains a tabular list of migrating entities which violated WARN CCDB conditions or
were specifically EXCLUDEd from the migration.

All entities INCLUDEd in a migration receive an ENT statement in the NDVRENO file (even if it is later EXCLUDEd).
Exception conditions flagged in the exception listing report display the ENT command as it appears in the NDVRENO
file with a summary of the error conditions to the right. Entities which were EXCLUDEd have an "*" in front of the ENT
statement. The "*" causes the entity to be ignored by subsequent programs in the promotion process. If the user decides
to INCLUDE a specific entity that had been previously EXCLUDEd, he/she merely removes the '*' in the NDVRENO file
using a standard source editor.

  volser                                                        CA, INC.                
    DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                                        C A - E N D E V O R / D B          
 mm/dd/yy  08:40:35  00003
 NDVRDSEL CONTROL REPORT     **** TRIAL ****     MIGRATION SELECT/VERIFY PROCESSOR      
   ENTITY LIST EXCEPTION LISTING
                                                                         SEQUENCE  INCL
 EXCL FOUND FOUND CHANGE MULT NULL MULT NULL
      ENTITY TYPE      ENTITY NAME                                VERS     NUMBER  RULE
 RULE  IDD  CCDB   COUNT CCID CCID USER USER
 *ENT RECORD           'EMPL-RECORD-1                           ' 0001.  00000232  IDDX
 0001             000000
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Report Fields

Column headings in this report are used in other NDVRDSEL outputs. They are described below:

Field Description
Entity Type Type of the entity INCLUDEd.
Entity Name Name of the entity INCLUDEd.
Vers Version Number of the entity INCLUDEd.
Sequence Number Sequence number in the statement in the NDVRENO file. This will

assist the user in editing the file if it becomes necessary.
INCL Rule The first rule number that caused this entity to be INCLUDEd in

the migration. A rule number of "IDDX" indicates an item in the
report that originated from the IDD expansion processing. Items
with an INCL rule of IDDX would not have been selected under
any of the user-supplied selection criteria. If the Change Count is
not zero on these items, they are related to migrating entities but
include changes outside of the supplied selection criteria.

EXCL Rule The first rule number that caused this entity to be EXCLUDEd
from the migration.
Note: EXCLUDEs always supersede INCLUDEs. If an EXCLUDE
rule applies to the entity, its corresponding ENT statement will be
commented out with an "*" in column 1.

Found IDD N = Entity occurred on the NDVRENI file or in the CCDB but does
not exist in the IDD. These entities generate E-level errors when
an attempt is made to migrate them.
Note: This report column is meaningful only if EXPAND is in
effect.

Found CCDB N = Entity occurred on the NDVRENI file or was found in IDD but
does not exist in the CCDB. This is an informational exception.
According to the CCDB, this entity has not been modified.

Change Count The number of times this entity has been modified since it last
migrated to the target system.

Mult CCID Y = A modification has been made to this entity under more than
one CCID since it last migrated to the target.

Null CCID Y = A modification has been made to this entity with no CCID
since it last migrated to the target.

Mult User Y = A modification has been made to this entity under more than
one userid since it last migrated to the target.

Null User Y = A modification has been made to this entity with no userid
since it last migrated to the target.

NDVRDSEL End-of-Job Statistics

The End-of-Job Statistics report concludes each of the report files produced by NDVRDSEL. Contained within it are
informational statistics relating to the work that was performed during execution.

  volser                                                       CA, INC.                 
    DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                                        C A - E N D E V O R / D B          
 mm/dd/yy  08:40:41  00004
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 NDVRDSEL CONTROL REPORT     **** TRIAL ****     MIGRATION SELECT/VERIFY PROCESSOR      
           END OF JOB STATISTICS
 NDVRDSEL: I001 SELECT/VERIFY ENTITY TOTALS
                                       **  MATCHED  **  ** NOT FOUND **   TOTAL
               INPUT   INPUT    IDD    INCLUDE EXCLUDE   SOURCE  SOURCE   SELECT
 ENTITY TYPE  NDVRENI  CCDB    EXPAND  RULE(S) RULE(S)    CCDB     IDD   NDVRENO
 APPLICATION        0       2       0        0       0        0       0        0
 DESTINATION        0       3       0        0       0        0       0        0
 DIALOG             0       2       0        0       0        0       0        0
 ELEMENT            0     276     213        0       0        0       0      213
 FILE               0       4       0        0       0        0       0        0
 LINE               0      12       0        0       0        0       0        0
 LOAD MODULE        0      40       2        1       0        0       0        3
 MAP                0      18       0        2       0        0       0        2
 MESSAGE            0       1       0        0       0        0       0        0
 MODULE             0      36       0        0       0        0       0        0
 PROCESS            0       1       0        0       0        0       0        0
 PROGRAM            0      19       0        0       0        0       0        0
 RECORD             0      32       8       12       4        0       0       16
 SCHEMA             0       6       0        2       0        0       0        2
 SUBSCHEMA          0       4       0        2       0        0       0        2
 SYSTEM             0       1       0        0       0        0       0        0
 TABLE              0       4       0        0       0        0       0        0
 TASK               0      11       0        0       0        0       0        0
 USER               0       5       0        0       0        0       0        0
 OTHER              0      47       0        0       0        0       0        0
 INVALID            0
 ____________ _______ _______ _______  _______ _______  _______ _______  _______
 TOTAL              0     524     223       19       4        0       0      238
 NDVRDSEL: I002 ENTITIES MATCHING INCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0001 .............       5
                ENTITIES MATCHING INCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0002 .............      14
 NDVRDSEL: I003 ENTITIES MATCHING EXCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0001 .............       4
 NDVRDSEL: I004 ENTITIES WITH NO CHG LOG ENTRIES SINCE LAST MIGRATION ..     631
 NDVRDSEL: I005 ENTITIES MODIFIED WHEN NO CCID WAS KNOWN ...............       0
                ENTITIES MODIFIED BY MULTIPLE CCIDS.....................       0
                ENTITIES MODIFIED WHEN NO USER WAS KNOWN ...............       0
                ENTITIES MODIFIED BY MULTIPLE USERS.....................       0
 

NDVRDSEL Detail Report (ddname NDVRDTL)

The Detail Report contains a listing of all the ENT statements written to the NDVRENO file on the left-hand side, and a
summary of rules and statistics on the right-hand side. Use this report as reference when editing the NDVRENO file (if
necessary). A copy of the End-of-Job statistics is printed after the detail report for reference.

  volser                                                       CA, INC.                 
     DATE    TIME     PAGE
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 RELEASE nn.n                                        C A - E N D E V O R / D B          
 mm/dd/yy  08:40:10  00002
 NDVRDSEL DETAIL REPORT      **** TRIAL ****     MIGRATION SELECT/VERIFY PROCESSOR      
 OUTPUT ENTITY LIST FILE RECORDS
                                                                         SEQUENCE  INCL
 EXCL FOUND FOUND CHANGE MULT NULL MULT NULL
      ENTITY TYPE      ENTITY NAME                                VERS     NUMBER  RULE
 RULE  IDD  CCDB   COUNT CCID CCID USER USER
  ENT RECORD           'COVERAGE                                ' 0100.  00000030  0001 
                 000001
  ENT RECORD           'EMPLOYEE                                ' 0100.  00000034  0001 
                 000001
  ENT RECORD           'EMPMAP-WORK-RECORD                      ' 0001.  00000035  0002 
                 000001
  ENT MAP              'EMPMAPP1                                ' 0001.  00000036  0002 
                 000001
  ENT SCHEMA           'EMPSCHM                                 ' 0100.  00000038  0002 
                 000003
  ENT SUBSCHEMA        'EMPSS01 EMPSCHM                         ' 0100.  00000039  0002 
                 000007
  ENT ELEMENT          'SELECTION-DATE                          ' 0100.  00000049  IDDX 
                 000000
  ENT LOAD-MODULE      'EMPMAPP1                                ' 0001.  00000162  IDDX 
                 000004
 *ENT RECORD           'EMPL-RECORD-1                           ' 0001.  00000232  IDDX
 0001             000000
 

NDVRDSEL Utility Report (ddname NDVRUTL)

The Utility report itemizes all closely related entities, which were modified improperly (out of sequence). Entities in this list
represent potential problem areas that require further investigation. The major expert validation rules used to derive this
report are graphically depicted in the "Source System Validation and Integrity Checking Rules" section in this section.

  volser                                                      CA, INC.                  
   DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                                        C A - E N D E V O R / D B          
 mm/dd/yy  08:40:26  00001
 NDVRDSEL UTILITY REPORT     **** TRIAL ****     MIGRATION SELECT/VERIFY PROCESSOR      
   VALIDATION EXCEPTION LISTINGE
 ******* VALIDATION EXCEPTION ENTITY *******   LAST CHANGED ON        *************
 RELATED ENTITY **************   LAST CHANGED ON
 TYP  NAME                              VERS    DATE     TIME         TYP  NAME         
                     VERS    DATE     TIME
 REC  COVERAGE                          0100  mm/dd/yy 08:29:59       MAP  COVERMAP     
                     0001  mm/dd/yy 14:45:03
 REC  CUSTOMER                          0001  mm/dd/yy 08:31:06       PRO  PRANDEM1     
                     0001  mm/dd/yy
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 REC  EMPLOYEE                          0100  mm/dd/yy 08:31:23       MAP  PREAUTHM     
                     0001  mm/dd/yy 07:50:02
 REC  EMPMAP-WORK-RECORD                0001  mm/dd/yy 08:35:09       MAP  EMPMAP       
                     0001  mm/dd/yy 13:08:16
 REC  EMPMAP-WORK-RECORD                0001  mm/dd/yy 08:35:09       MAP  EMPMAPP1     
                     0001  mm/dd/yy 14:06:34
 REC  EMPMAP-WORK-RECORD                0001  mm/dd/yy 08:35:09       MAP  EMPMAPP1     
                     0001  mm/dd/yy 14:06:34
 SCH  EMPSCHM                           0100  mm/dd/yy 08:40:42       SUB  EMPSS01
 EMPSCHM                   0100  mm/dd/yy 08:37:27
 SCH  EMPSCHM                           0100  mm/dd/yy 08:40:42       SUB  EMPSS01
 EMPSCHM                   0100  mm/dd/yy 08:37:27
 

Each VALIDATION EXCEPTION ENTITY and its RELATED ENTITY is displayed with the last date and time updated (if
available). Last update dates are extracted from the dictionary record as opposed to the CCDB to allow for cases where
no CCDB record exists, and to provide meaningful validation reports for new installations. In some cases, the last update
time is not available in the dictionary record. When no time is available, only the date is used for purposes of validation.
When two related entities are updated on the same date, and no update time is available from the dictionary, CA Endevor/
DB assumes that the order of update was correct. In all cases, the entity in the left-hand column is the most recently
updated. The related entity that was updated in improper sequence is in the right-hand column.

This Entity Type Is in the Right Column of This Report Because . . .
Record An Element within this Record has changed and is being migrated

as part of another Record. The Element has not been replaced in
this Record on the source system. If applicable, modify the Record
and rerun NDVRDSEL. If the Record is not modified in the source
system, it will not be rebuilt on the target system and will remain
unchanged.

Dialog A Record, Map, Process, or Subschema used in this Dialog has
been modified but the Dialog has not been modified on the source
system. Regenerate the Dialog on the source system, test the
changes, and rerun NDVRDSEL.
Important! If a Map is involved (in the left column), failure to
regenerate this dialog causes an CA IDMS/DC date mismatch
on the target system when this dialog is executed. If a Record or
Process is involved, the changes will be migrated to the target but
no generation of the Dialog will occur.

Map A Record contained in this Map has been changed but the Map
has not been regenerated on the source system.
Important! If this condition is left unchecked, the Record included
in this Map will not successfully import into the target system if
this Map exists on the target system. Regenerate the Map on the
source system, test out the changes, and rerun NDVRDSEL.

Subschema Either a Record within the Subschema, or the Schema containing
this Subschema, has changed since the Subschema was last
generated.
Important! If this condition is left unchecked, the Record included
in this Subschema will not successfully import into the target
system if this Subschema exists on the target system. Regenerate
the Subschema on the source system, test out the changes, and
rerun NDVRDSEL.
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Schema A Set or Record that appears in this Schema has been changed
since the Schema was last validated.
Important! If this condition is left unchecked, the Record included
in this Schema will not successfully import into the target system
if this Schema exists on the target system. Validate the Schema,
regenerate all Subschema on the source system, test the
changes, and rerun NDVRDSEL.

Program A Map or Record used by this program has changed and is
migrating, but the program has not been regenerated to reflect the
change.
Important! Failure to regenerate this program causes an CA
IDMS/DC date mismatch on the target system when this program
is executed. Regenerate the program, test the changes, and rerun
NDVRDSEL.

Load Module A Dialog, Subschema, Map, Application, or Table was updated,
but no Load Module was generated to reflect the update.
Important! If a SOURCE FORM migration is taking place,
failure to generate a Load Module will result in exportation and
regeneration of untested components. If an EXECUTABLE
FORM migration is taking place, out-of-date Load Modules (no
corresponding source code in the dictionary) will be exported.
Regenerate the component, test the changes, and rerun
NDVRDSEL.

NDVRDCOR Correlation
The Correlation processor reads the entity list file produced by NDVRDSEL (NDVRENO) as ddname NDVRENI for entity
names and control information. The CCDB and IDD on the target system is examined for modifications made to the
entities in the list after they were last migrated into the target system dictionary from the source system dictionary.

Any modifications made to the entities on the list are reported as potential candidates for problems since corresponding
changes may not have been made in the source system. The user is also warned when updates are made without a user
or CCID, or when multiple user or CCID updates have been made to an entity on the target since last migration from the
source dictionary. A warning is issued to an entity that has been migrated in (CLE Action = V) from a dictionary other than
the source dictionary since its last migration from the source dictionary.

NOTE
If entities are routinely renamed when they are migrated to QA or Production, or if their version number is set to
a value other than the source system, make sure to change those values in the ENT statements contained in the
NDVRENI file before running the Correlation Processor (NDVRDCOR).

NDVRDCOR can be instructed to ignore a warning for an entity if its Status has been set to a particular value. Using this
mechanism, it is possible to suppress warnings in those cases where the user has prior knowledge as to its state on the
sending system. For example, this technique can be used to mark entities for which all updates made to the Production or
QA system were also made on the source system.

NOTE
Since NDVRDCOR is a read-only process, no special security is required to execute it.

The Correlation Processor can be run in conjunction with NDVRDSEL executed in TRIAL mode by unauthorized
application developers to qualify entities for migration before involving the DA or DBA. This process can be run to
identify potential regression problems arising from multiple update or from updates occurring independently in the QA or
Production dictionaries that did not originate in the source system (i.e., emergency fixes, QA fixes). Development teams
can be given the capability to suppress unnecessary warnings through the use of installation standard Status codes.
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Target System Impact Analysis Rules

During execution of the Correlation Processor (program NDVRDCOR), the target system CCDB and IDD are examined to
determine if any modifications have been made to the target dictionary that might conflict with the entity changes migrating
in. The entities examined fall into three general categories:

• Entities contained in the migration list, which have been modified at the target since last being migrated.
• Entities, which are closely related to, those contained in the entity list, and which have changed since last migrated

from the source.
• Entities, which are closely related to those, contained in the entity list, and whose presence will prevent the migration

from succeeding (BUILDER CODE violations).

NDVRDCOR always checks for entities in the first category. It does so by inspecting the target CCDB. NDVRDCOR
accepts an EXPAND IDD RELATIONSHIPS command. If specified, the program will check for entities in the last two
categories. Entities in the first category are printed in the MIGRATION ENTITY EXCEPTIONS report produced by
NDVRDCOR, entities in the second category are printed in the EXPANSION ENTITY EXCEPTIONS report, and those in
the third category are printed in the TARGET ENTITY EXCEPTIONS report.

The following table identifies the relationships examined in the target system for impact analysis when the EXPAND IDD
RELATIONSHIPS command is specified. For each Entity Type, the Related Entity will be Exception Listed if it has been
modified in the target system since it was last migrated from the source system.

Entity Type Related Entity Type
APPLICATION LOAD MODULE
DIALOG LOAD MODULE
 MAP
 PROCESS
 RECORD
 SUBSCHEMA
ELEMENT RECORD
MAP DIALOG
 LOAD MODULE
 MODULE
 PROGRAM
 RECORD
 TABLE
MODULE MAP
 PROGRAM
PROCESS DIALOG
PROGRAM MAP
 MODULE
RECORD APPLICATION
 DIALOG
 ELEMENT
 MAP
 PROGRAM
 SCHEMA
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 SUBSCHEMA
SCHEMA SUBSCHEMA
 RECORD
SET SCHEMA
SUBSCHEMA DIALOG
 LOAD MODULE
 PROGRAM
 RECORD
 SCHEMA
TABLE LOAD MODULE
 MAP

NDVRDCOR Command Syntax

The parameters to execute NDVRDCOR are contained in the front of the NDVRENI file as created automatically
by NDVRDSEL. The following command syntax specified in the NDVRIPT file is used to supplement the automatic
parameters:

►►────── SIGnon ──┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►
                  ├─ DBNAme ──────┬── is dictname ──┘
                  └─ DICtName ────┘

 ►────┬─────────────────────────┬───┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────►
      └─ USEr name is user-id ──┘   └─ PASsword is password ───┘

 ►───────────┬────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────── . ───────►◄
             └─ CCId name is ───┬─────── ccid ────────┤
                                │                     │
                                │     ┌─── , ───┐     │ 
                                └─ ( ─▼─ ccid ──┴─ ) ─┘

►►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►◄
   │           ┌────────────────────────────────────────────┐         │
   └─ IGNore ──▼─┬── where STAtus name is status ──────┬────┴──── . ──┘
                 └── WIThin CCId name is ccid ─────────┘

►►────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►◄
          └─ EXPand IDD relationships ───────────────────────── . ───┘

• SIGNON
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Identifies the user responsible for the migration and optional password and CCID list. If no CCID list is specified, the
default CCIDs for the user are assigned from the CCDB.

• IGNORE
Multiple IGNORE statements can be specified. Ignored from warnings are those items, which have a particular Status.
This mechanism is employed as a way of excluding individual entities, even though all other criteria would have
resulted in warning.

NOTE
When the WITHIN clause is specified, the status under the context of the CCID name is examined. When no
WITHIN clause is present, only the base status is considered. If the same base and CCID status values are
to be ignored, two IGNORE statements are necessary. Multiple IGNORE statements are ORed.

• EXPAND
NDVRDCOR performs its correlation processing in two passes:
– Pass 1 reads the input Entity List file and checks the target CCDB to see if any of those entities have been changed

at the target since last migration.
– Pass 2 examines the IDD and checks entities related to those which will be migrating.
When the EXPAND option is not in effect (default setting), the input Entity List File is the sole source for entities to be
checked. No Pass 2 is performed. In this case, no information will be provided about target changes to related entities
and no information will be provided about "migration stopper" entities (See below).
When the EXPAND IDD RELATIONSHIPS clause is in effect, the Pass 2 expansion and checking will be performed.
Target dictionary entities that are not migrating, but that are directly related to the migrating entities and that have
changed since last migrated from the source (if ever), will be reported in the Expansion Entity Exceptions report.
See the "Target System Impact Analysis Rules" section for a complete description of the correlation rules. Also, the
Pass 2 processing will produce the Target Entity Exceptions report. This is a listing of all MAPs, SUBSCHEMAs and
SCHEMAs that exist at the target dictionary, and include records coming in the migration but are not themselves
coming in the migration. Because of the BUILDER CODE rules enforced by CA-IDD, these entities will prevent the
import of the new record definitions. You must remove these "migration stopper" entities from the target dictionary
before attempting to run the migration import job, or else add them to the set of entities being migrated.

NOTE
If the CA Endevor/DB migrator is being used, always specify the EXPAND clause.

NDVRDCOR Sample JCL

Use the following JCL to run NDVRDCOR. It is contained in member SAMPDCOR on the CA Endevor/DB installation
media JCL library:

Sample z/OS and OS/390 JCL

//JOBNAME  JOB YOUR.JOBCARD.INFORMATION

//JOBLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=usercv.loadlib

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ndvrdb.loadlib

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.loadlib

//*
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//*********************************************************************

//*

//*  JOB:      SAMPDCOR

//*

//*  PURPOSE:  CORRELATES SELECTED ENTITIES AGAINST TARGET CCDB/DICT

//*

//*  STEP:     FUNCTION:

//*  =====     =========

//*

//*  CORRELAT  EXAMINES TARGET CCDB/DICT FOR ENTITIES ON SELECTION FILE

//*            FROM NDVRDSEL RUN.  WARNS OF POSSIBLE REGRESSION ERRORS.

//*

//*********************************************************************

//*

//CORRELAT EXEC PGM=NDVRDCOR,REGION=600K

//SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl

//NDVRENI  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdsel.dseno

//NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*

//NDVRDTL  DD SYSOUT=*

//NDVRUTL  DD SYSOUT=*

//NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY

//SYSIDMS  DD *
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DMCL=dmcl-name

DICTNAME=dictionary-name

Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters

/*

//NDVRIPT  DD *

   SIGNON

     USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd

          DICTNAME userdict.

  IGNORE WHERE STATUS ='status'.

/*

NDVRDCOR Outputs

NDVRDCOR produces three report files:

• A control report (NDVRLST). This report echoes the expanded control syntax from the NDVRENI and NDVRIPT files,
and itemizes all entities from IDD expansion and NDVRENI that have had warnings or exceptions issued against them.

• A detail report (NDVRDTL). This report itemizes all entities examined in the impact analysis process - both the entities
named in the NDVRENI file and those found during IDD expansion.

• A utility report (NDVRUTL). This report lists the input Entity List file (NDVRENI). If IDD expansion is performed, it will
also contain a "migration stopper" report showing all MAPs, SCHEMAs, and SUBSCHEMAs that exist at the target and
will prevent the migration from succeeding.

When sending an NDVRENO file from NDVRDSEL to a remote location for impact analysis, it is not necessary to include
a listing of that file. NDVRDCOR will echo the original selection syntax, as well as ENT statements originally generated.

Each report is now shown in detail.

NDVRDCOR Control Report (ddname NDVRLST)

The control report file is composed of five parts:

• An input command listing.
• A compiled command listing.
• A migration exception report.
• An IDD expansion exception report.
• An End-of-Job statistics summary.
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NDVRDCOR - Input Command Listing

The Input Command Listing echoes the input statements contained in the NDVRIPT file.

 volser                                                     CA, INC.                      DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                                        C A - E N D E V O R / D B           mm/
dd/yy  07:14:48  00001
 NDVRDCOR CONTROL REPORT                            MIGRATION TARGET CORRELATION                               INPUT COMMAND LISTING
    SIGNON DBNAME TGTNDVR
           USER EDB-SYSTEM-ADMINISTRATOR
           CCID EDB-SYSADMIN.
    IGNORE WHERE STATUS 'NEVER-MIGRATE'.

NDVRDCOR - Compiled Command Listing

The Compiled Command Listing is a combination of statements contained on the NDVRENI file merged with additional
statements from the NDVRIPT file. All statements preceding the INPUT clause are taken from the NDVRENI file. Since
NDVRDCOR always takes its input from the NDVRENI file, the compiled command indicates that. The EXPAND IDD
command appears only if specified in the input commands. IGNORE RULES only appear if specified in the input.

 volser                                                      CA, INC.                      DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                                        C A - E N D E V O R / D B           mm/
dd/yy  07:14:52  00002
 NDVRDCOR CONTROL REPORT                            MIGRATION TARGET CORRELATION                            COMPILED COMMAND LISTING
  SOURCE SYSTEM = 'SYSTEM81' DBNAME = 'SRCNDVR '
      VERIFY DATE = mm/dd/yy TIME = 09:00:18
      USER = 'EDB-SYSTEM-ADMINISTRATOR        '
      CCID =('EDB-SYSADMIN','            ','            ','            ',
             '            ','            ','            ','            ',
             '            ','            ','            ','            ')
  .
  TARGET SYSTEM = 'SYSTEM81' DBNAME = 'TGTNDVR '
  .
  MODE = EXECUTE
  .
  INPUT = FILE
  .
 *********** IGNORE RULE NUMBER 0001
  IGNORE WHERE STATUS = 'NEVER-MIGRATE   '
  .
  LIST FOLLOWS .

NDVRDCOR - Migration Exception Report

The Migration Exception Report contains a listing of all the ENT statements from the NDVRENI file for migrating entities
which have been modified in the target system since they were last migrated from the source system. If no migration
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activity is logged in the CCDB, the last migration is assumed to have occurred at the beginning of recorded history for the
dictionary. This report will not appear if there were no exception entities.

WARNING
If the changes made from these modifications have not been reflected in the migrating entities, possible
reversion of independently applied changes to the target system will occur.

 volser                                                      CA, INC.                      DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                                        C A - E N D E V O R / D B           mm/
dd/yy  07:14:52  00003
 NDVRDCOR CONTROL REPORT                            MIGRATION TARGET CORRELATION                         MIGRATION ENTITY EXCEPTIONS
                                                                         IGNR FOUND FOUND CHANGE MULT NULL MULT NULL
      ENTITY TYPE      ENTITY NAME                                VERS   RULE IDD   CCDB  COUNT  CCID CCID USER USER
  ENT RECORD           'COVERAGE                                ' 0100.                   000001
  ENT RECORD           'EMPLOYEE                                ' 0100.                   000001
  ENT RECORD           'EMPMAP-WORK-
RECORD                      ' 0001.                   000001
  ENT MAP              'EMPMAPP1                                ' 0001.                   000001
  ENT SCHEMA           'EMPSCHM                                 ' 0100.                   000001
  ENT SUBSCHEMA        'EMPSS01 EMPSCHM                         ' 0100.                   000001
  ENT LOAD-
MODULE      'EMPMAPP1                                ' 0001.                   000001
  ENT MODULE           'MAP-FIELD-
HELP                  HELP    ' 0001.                   000001

Report Fields

The column headings reflected in this report are used for other NDVRDCOR reports. They are explained below:

Field Description
Entity Type Type of entity migrating in.
Entity Name Name of migrating entity.
Vers Version number of migrating entity.
IGNR Rule On detail reports, the IGNORE rule applied to overriding the

exception condition. This will not appear on the exception report.
Found IDD N = Entity could not be found in the target system IDD.
Found CCDB N = Entity could not be found in the target system CCDB.
Change Count Number of times this entity was modified in the target system

since it was last migrated from the source system as specified in
the NDVRENI file.

Mult CCID Y = A modification has been made to this entity under more than
one CCID since it last migrated to the target.

Null CCID Y = A modification has been made to this entity with no CCID
since it last migrated to the target.

Mult User Y = A modification has been made to this entity under more than
one userid since it last migrated to the target.
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Null User Y = A modification has been made to this entity with no userid
since it last migrated to the target.

NDVRDCOR - Expansion Exception Report

This report itemizes those entities, which are closely related to the entities migrating in, and which have been modified in
the target system since their last migration.

NOTE
Each of the entities in this list may not be synchronized with their counterparts in the source system. Therefore,
when the pending migration is completed, an untested combination of entities will result. Possible consequences
are date/time mismatches between Dialogs, Programs and Maps, and/or other unpredictable results. The expert
rules used to determine the participants in this report are graphically depicted in the "Impact Analysis Rules"
section in this section.

CA-E/DB    nn.n volser                        C A - E N D E V O R / D B           mm/dd/
yy 16:27:01     PAGE 00004
CONTROL REPORT                              MIGRATION CORRELATION PROCESSOR                  EXPANSION ENTITY EXCEPTIONS

     ENTITY TYPE      ENTITY NAME                                VERS   IGNR FOUND FOUND CHANGE MULT NULL MULT NULL
                                                                        RULE  IDD  CCDB   COUNT CCID CCID USER USER
 COR RECORD           'DEPARTMENT                              ' 0100.                   000001        Y

NDVRDCOR - End-of-Job Statistics

The End-of-Job Statistics report concludes each of the report files produced by NDVRDCOR. Contained within it are
informational statistics relating to the work that was performed during execution.

 volser                                                      CA, INC.                      DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                                        C A - E N D E V O R / D B           mm/
dd/yy  07:14:53  00004
 NDVRDCOR CONTROL REPORT                            MIGRATION TARGET CORRELATION                               END-
OF-JOB STATISTICS
 NDVRDCOR: I001 CORRELATION ENTITY TOTALS
                              MATCHED   CHANGED  ** NOT FOUND **  SIGNED
               INPUT    IDD    IGNORE    IN TGT   TARGET  TARGET  OUT IN   TOTAL
 ENTITY TYPE  NDVRENI  EXPAND   RULE      CCDB     CCDB    IDD    TARGET  SELECT
 LOAD MODULE        5       0        0        3        2       0        0      3
 MAP                3       0        0        3        0       0        0      3
 MODULE             1       0        0        1        0       0        0      1
 PROGRAM            1       0        0        1        0       0        0      1
 RECORD            14       0        0       13        1       0        0     13
 SCHEMA             2       0        0        1        1       0        0      1
 SUBSCHEMA          2       0        0        1        1       0        0      1
 INVALID            0
 ____________ _______ _______  _______  _______  _______ _______  _______ ______
 TOTAL             28       0        0       23        5       0        0     23
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 NDVRDCOR: I002 ENTITIES MATCHING IGNORE RULE NUMBER 0001  .............       0
 NDVRDCOR: I003 ENTITIES MODIFIED WHEN NO CCID WAS KNOWN ...............       0
                ENTITIES MODIFIED BY MULTIPLE CCIDS.....................       0
                ENTITIES MODIFIED WHEN NO USER WAS KNOWN ...............       0
                ENTITIES MODIFIED BY MULTIPLE USERS.....................       0

NDVRDCOR Detail Report (ddname NDVRDTL)

The detail report file is composed of three parts:

• A compiled command listing.
• A listing of all entities inspected during the processing.
• An End-of-Job statistics summary.
• Compiled Command Listing The Compiled Command Listing in the NDVRDTL file is identical to the one in the

NDVRLST file, and is not shown here.
• Correlation Detail Listing The Correlation Detail Listing itemizes all entities examined on the target IDD and CCDB that

were involved in the impact analysis. If IGNORE rules were applied to any exception conditions, they will be shown in
this report.

 volser                                                      CA, INC.                      DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                                        C A - E N D E V O R / D B           mm/
dd/yy  07:14:52  00002
 NDVRDCOR DETAIL REPORT                             MIGRATION TARGET CORRELATION                          CORRELATION DETAIL LISTING
                                                                         IGNR FOUND FOUND CHANGE MULT NULL MULT NULL
      ENTITY TYPE      ENTITY NAME                                VERS   RULE IDD   CCDB  COUNT  CCID CCID USER USER
  ENT RECORD           'COVERAGE                                ' 0100.                   000001
  ENT RECORD           'EMPLOYEE                                ' 0100.                   000001
  ENT RECORD           'EMPMAP-WORK-
RECORD                      ' 0001.                   000001
  ENT MAP              'EMPMAPP1                                ' 0001.                   000001
  ENT SCHEMA           'EMPSCHM                                 ' 0100.                   000001
  ENT SUBSCHEMA        'EMPSS01 EMPSCHM                         ' 0100.                   000001
  ENT LOAD-
MODULE      'EMPMAPP1                                ' 0001.                   000001
  ENT MODULE           'MAP-FIELD-
HELP                  HELP    ' 0001.                   000001
 *ENT ELEMENT          'SELECTION-DATE                          ' 0100.  0001
 *ENT ELEMENT          'SELECTION-YEAR                          ' 0100.  0001
 *ENT ELEMENT          'SELECTION-MONTH                         ' 0100.  0001
 *ENT ELEMENT          'SELECTION-DAY                           ' 0100.  0001

NDVRDCOR - End-of-Job Statistics

The End-of-Job Statistics listing in the NDVRDTL file is identical to the one in the NDVRLST file, and is not shown here.
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NDVRDCOR Utility Report (ddname NDVRUTL)

The utility report file is composed of three parts:

• A listing of the input NDVRENI file.
• A target entities exception report.
• An End-of-Job statistics summary.

NDVRDCOR - Input Entity List File

The Input Entity List File report echoes all the control information and ENT statements contained in the NDVRENI file.

 volser                                                CA, INC.                      DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                                   C A - E N D E V O R / D B           mm/
dd/yy  07:14:52  00001
 NDVRDCOR UTILITY REPORT                       MIGRATION TARGET CORRELATION                  INPUT ENTITY LIST FILE
  SOURCE SYSTEM = 'SYSTEM81' DBNAME = 'SRCNDVR '                         00000001
      VERIFY DATE = mm/dd/yy TIME = 09:00:18                             00000002
      USER = 'EDB-SYSTEM-ADMINISTRATOR        '                          00000003
      CCID =('EDB-SYSADMIN','            ','            ','            ',00000004
             '            ','            ','            ','            ',00000005
             '            ','            ','            ','            ')00000006
  .                                                                      00000007
  TARGET SYSTEM = 'SYSTEM81' DBNAME = 'TGTNDVR '                         00000008
  .                                                                      00000009
  MODE = EXECUTE                                                         00000010
  .                                                                      00000011
  INPUT = DATABASE                                                       00000012
  .                                                                      00000013
  SIGNOUT TO CCID = 'EDB-SYSADMIN'                                       00000014
  .                                                                      00000015
  EXPAND IDD CHANGE RELATIONSHIPS                                        00000016
  .                                                                      00000017
 *********** INCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0001                                    00000018
  INCLUDE  ALL                                                           00000019
      WHERE STATUS = 'MIGRATE-TEST    '                                  00000020
  .                                                                      00000021
 *********** INCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0002                                    00000022
  INCLUDE  ALL                                                           00000023
      FROM DATE = mm/dd/yy                                               00000024
  .                                                                      00000025
 *********** EXCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0001                                    00000026
  EXCLUDE WHERE STATUS = 'NEVER-MIGRATE   '                              00000027
  .                                                                      00000028
  LIST FOLLOWS .                                                         00000029
  ENT RECORD           'COVERAGE                                ' 0100.  00000030
  ENT RECORD           'EMPLOYEE                                ' 0100.  00000031
  ENT RECORD           'EMPMAP-WORK-RECORD                      ' 0001.  00000032
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  ENT MAP              'EMPMAPP1                                ' 0001.  00000033
  ENT SCHEMA           'EMPSCHM                                 ' 0100.  00000034
  ENT SUBSCHEMA        'EMPSS01 EMPSCHM                         ' 0100.  00000035
  ENT MODULE           'MAP-FIELD-HELP                  HELP    ' 0001.  00000036
  ENT ELEMENT          'SELECTION-DATE                          ' 0100.  00000037
  ENT ELEMENT          'SELECTION-YEAR                          ' 0100.  00000038
  ENT ELEMENT          'SELECTION-MONTH                         ' 0100.  00000039
  ENT ELEMENT          'SELECTION-DAY                           ' 0100.  00000040

NDVRDCOR - Target Entity Exceptions

The Target Entity Exceptions listing is only produced if EXPAND IDD processing has been requested, and if any
"migration stopper" entities have been found.

 volser                                                     CA, INC.                       DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                                        C A - E N D E V O R / D B           mm/
dd/yy  07:14:52  00001
 NDVRDCOR UTILITY REPORT                            MIGRATION TARGET CORRELATION                            TARGET ENTITY EXCEPTIONS
 ************ MIGRATION STOPPING ENTITY ************                  **************** MIGRATING ENTITY *****************
 TYP  NAME                                      VERS                  TYP  NAME                                      VERS
 SCH  EMPSCHM                                   0100                  REC  EMPLOYEE                                  0100
 SUB  EMPSS01                                   0100                  REC  EMPLOYEE                                  0100

NDVRDCOR - End-of-Job Statistics

The End-of-Job Statistics listing in the NDVRUTL file is identical to the one in the NDVRLST file, and is not shown here.

NDVRDLVR Definition Delivery
• After NDVRDSEL is run (to select and validate the source system) and NDVRDCOR is run (to perform impact analysis

on the target), NDVRDLVR performs one or both of the following functions:
• Migrates full Source or Executable (Load Module only) definitions from the source dictionary for all items contained in

the NDVRENI file created by NDVRDSEL.
• Builds a Class/Attribute Structure in the source dictionary for all items selected by NDVRDSEL. When using an

alternate vendor's migrator, use the Class/Attribute migration path to export entities selected by CA Endevor/DB.
The Class/Attribute structure is also useful as an audit trail when copying the entire dictionary to a system where CA
Endevor/DB is not installed.

The NDVRDLVR program performs its function by first reading the NDVRIPT file with the command syntax described
below. It then invokes as many of the following CA IDMS compilers as are necessary for the action being performed:

• ADSOBCOM
• ADSOBTAT
• IDMSDDDL
• IDMSCHEM
• IDMSUBSC
• RHDCMAP1
• RHDCMPUT
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The DDDL syntax required to add the CLASS and ATTRIBUTE structure (if needed) and extract the source statements
and/or load modules is fed to the compiler internally by NDVRDLVR.

Contents

No Change Log Entries are created as a result of NDVRDLVR activity. This program has the capability to instruct the
Change Monitor to refrain from logging. This is done to prevent entities in dictionaries, which are intermediate stops in the
migration path from appearing as if they were modified since the last migration. Thus, NDVRDCOR will not falsely warn
against modification overlay to entities, which were migrated in and migrated out without intervening updates except by
NDVRDLVR. For this reason, any user executing this program will need to be authorized for NM-MODE=Y in the Security
Class.

NDVRDLVR Command Syntax

►►────── SIGnon ──┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►
                  ├─ DBNAme ──────┬── is dictname ──┘
                  └─ DICtName ────┘

 ►────┬─────────────────────────┬───┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────►
      └─ USEr name is user-id ──┘   └─ PASsword is password ───┘

 ►───────────┬────────────────────────────────────────┬────────── . ─────────►◄
             └─ CCId name is ───┬─────── ccid ────────┤
                                │                     │
                                │     ┌─── , ───┐     │ 
                                └─ ( ─▼─ ccid ──┴─ ) ─┘

►►────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
          └─┬── IDMs ───────┬─────┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────
            ├── TARget ─────┤     └── USEr name is dc-user-name ────┘
            └── SOUrce ─────┘

 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►◄
  ────────┬────────────────────────────────┬─── . ────────────┘
          └── PASsword is dc-password ─────┘

►►──────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►◄
        └─ TAG with CLAss class-name ATTribute attribute-name ─── . ──┘

►►────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►◄
          └─ EXPort ───┬─── SOUrce ───────┬─ form ── . ───┘
                       └─── EXEcutable ───┘
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►►────────┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄
          └─ MODe is ───┬─────────────────┬── . ───┘
                        ├─── EXEcute ◄────┤
                        └─── BACkoff ─────┘

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►◄
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐  │
   └─▼─ SET ─┬── SOUrce IDMsdddl SESsion ─┬─ OPTions options ──── . ─┴──┘
             ├── SOUrce IDMsdddl RECord ──┤
             ├── SOUrce IDMsdddl ELEment ─┤
             ├── SOUrce SCHema ───────────┤
             ├── SOUrce SUBschema ────────┤
             ├── SOUrce RHDcmput PROcess ─┤
             ├── TARget IDMsdddl SESsion ─┤
             └── TARget RHDcmput PROcess ─┘

NOTE
The option text referred to in the syntax above identifies option values that are not validated by CA Endevor/
DB. When the option values are specified, CA Endevor/DB simply inserts them into the appropriate CA IDMS
compiler command. Also, if a SET OPTIONS command is repeated, only the last one specified will be used.

• SIGNON
The SIGNON command identifies the user responsible for the migration and optional password and CCID list. If no
CCID list is specified, the default CCIDs for the user are assigned from the CCDB.

NOTE
For this utility to operate, the user must be authorized in the Security Class for MIGRATE=Y and (optionally)
NM-MODE=Y if TAG is selected.

• IDMS USER
The IDMS command is used to specify the IDD USER and (optionally) PASSWORD information used to access
the migration dictionaries. The IDMS USER statement and the SOURCE/TARGET USER statements are mutually
exclusive: if you specify IDMS USER, you cannot specify either SOURCE or TARGET USER. If you specify either the
SOURCE or TARGET USER command, you cannot specify the IDMS USER command. If you specify the IDMS USER
command, the user and password on that command will be used for the dictionary processing at both the source and
target dictionaries. If omitted, you may specify either SOURCE and/or TARGET USER commands. If you specify none
of these, no CA IDMS user identification will be used at either the target or the source dictionaries.

• SOURCE USER
The SOURCE command is used to specify the IDD USER and (optionally) PASSWORD information used to access
the source dictionary. The SOURCE USER statement and the IDMS USER statements are mutually exclusive: if you
specify SOURCE USER, you cannot specify IDMS USER. Likewise, if you specify the IDMS USER command, you
cannot specify the SOURCE USER command. You may specify or omit the TARGET USER command if you specify
SOURCE USER. The SOURCE USER command must be used when a source IDD user name is needed and either a
different or no target IDD user name is needed.

• TARGET USER
The TARGET command is used to specify the IDD USER and (optionally) PASSWORD information used to access the
target dictionary. The TARGET USER statement and the IDMS USER statements are mutually exclusive: if you specify
TARGET USER, you cannot specify IDMS USER. Likewise, if you specify the IDMS USER command, you cannot
specify the TARGET USER command. You may specify or omit the SOURCE USER command if you specify TARGET
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USER. The TARGET USER command must be used when a target IDD user name is needed and either a different or
no source IDD user name is needed.

• TAG
The TAG command is used to instruct NDVRDLVR to build a CLASS and ATTRIBUTE structure to tag the entities
contained in the NDVRENI file.

• EXPORT
The EXPORT command causes NDVRDLVR to extract the entities contained in the NDVRENI file from the source
dictionary. Two mutually exclusive options are available:
– EXECUTABLE FORM -- whenever possible, only LOAD MODULES for entities will be extracted from the dictionary.

See the "NDVRDLVR Output Files" section for a description of generated output.
– SOURCE FORM -- whenever possible, source descriptions of the entities will be extracted for regeneration on the

target system. See the "NDVRDLVR Output Files" section for a description of generated output.
• MODE

The MODE command determines whether to add CLASS/ATTRIBUTE relationships or remove them. To create a
CLASS/ATTRIBUTE relationship on each entity in the NDVRENI file list, run with MODE = EXECUTE. To reverse the
effects of a prior run, run the same NDVRENI file back into NDVRDLVR with MODE = BACKOFF. Only the CLASS/
ATTRIBUTE relationships are deleted by BACKOFF. If TAG has not been run, there is nothing to back-off.

• SET SOURCE IDMSDDDL SESSION OPTIONS
This command allows changes to the default session options used by CA Endevor/DB for the source dictionary. CA
Endevor/DB sets the source IDMSDDDL session options using the following DDDL command:

SET SESSION OPTIONS

QUOTE IS '

INPUT 1 THRU 72 OUTPUT 80

DISPLAY AS SYNTAX VERB REPLACE

WITH DETAILS MODULE SOURCE PICTURE OVERRIDES SYNONYMS

ATTRIBUTES ALL COMMENT TYPES.

These options may be overridden or added to by specifying the SET SOURCE IDMSDDDL SESSION OPTIONS
command. For example, the command:

SET SOURCE IDMSDDDL SESSION OPTIONS REGISTRATION OVERRIDE.

causes a second DDDL SET SESSION OPTIONS command to be used, which turns off entity occurrence security.
Refer to the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section for a full discussion of DDDL session options.

• SET SOURCE IDMSDDDL RECORD OPTIONS
This command allows changes to the default punch record options specified by CA Endevor/DB when punching record
definitions from the source dictionary. CA Endevor/DB sets the following options by default when punching record
definitions from the source dictionary.

PUNCH RECORD record-name VERSION version-nr ALSO

WITH FILES ELEMENTS SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS.

Note that the 'ALSO WITH' indicates that these options are to be added to the source IDMSDDDL session options.
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The punch record options can be overridden by specifying the SET SOURCE IDMSDDDL RECORD OPTIONS
command. If you specify any options here, you must specify them all. The option text specified must begin with the
'ALSO WITH' or 'WITHOUT' or 'WITH' text. For example, the command:

SET SOURCE IDMSDDDL RECORD OPTIONS ALSO WITH OLQ HEADERS.

includes OLQ headers in the punched record output.
With this command, following punch record command is issued:

PUNCH RECORD record-name VERSION version-nr ALSO WITH

OLQ HEADERS.

Refer to the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section for a full discussion of DDDL PUNCH RECORD options.
• SET SOURCE IDMSDDDL ELEMENT OPTIONS

This command allows changes to the default options specified by CA Endevor/DB when punching element definitions
from the source dictionary. CA Endevor/DB sets the following options by default when punching element definitions
from the source dictionary:

PUNCH ELEMENT element-name VERSION version-nr.

The element options can be overridden by specifying the SET SOURCE IDMSDDDL ELEMENT OPTIONS command.
If you specify any options here, you must specify them all. The options text specified must begin with the 'ALSO WITH'
or 'WITH' or 'WITHOUT' text. For example, the command:

SET SOURCE IDMSDDDL ELEMENT OPTIONS WITHOUT SYNONYMS.

excludes element synonyms from the punched element output.
With this command, the following punch element command is issued:

PUNCH ELEMENT element-name VERSION version-nr

WITHOUT SYNONYMS.

Refer to the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section for a full discussion of DDDL PUNCH ELEMENT options.
• SET TARGET IDMSDDDL SESSION OPTIONS

This command allows changes to the default session options used by CA Endevor/DB for the target dictionary.
CA Endevor/DB sets the following target IDMSDDDL session options:

QUOTE IS ' DEFAULT IS ON INPUT 1 THRU 72 OUTPUT 80

These options can be overridden or added to by specifying the SET TARGET IDMSDDDL SESSION OPTIONS
command. For example, the command:

SET TARGET IDMSDDDL SESSION OPTIONS DECIMAL-POINT IS COMMA.

establishes the comma (,) as the default decimal-point character.
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Refer to the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section for a full discussion of DDDL session options.
• SET SOURCE SCHEMA OPTIONS

This command allows changes to the default options specified by CA Endevor/DB when punching schema definitions
from the source dictionary.
CA Endevor/DB sets the following options by default when punching schema definitions from the source dictionary:

PUNCH SCHEMAschema-id VERSION version-nr.

The punch schema options can be overridden by specifying the SET SOURCE SCHEMA OPTIONS command. If
you specify any options here, you must specify them all. The options text specified must begin with 'ALSO WITH',
'WITHOUT', or 'WITH' text. For example, the command:

SET SOURCE SCHEMA OPTIONS ALSO WITH HISTORY.

includes all history associated with the schema.
With this command, the following punch schema command is issued:

PUNCH SCHEMA schema-id VERSION version-nr ALSO WITH HISTORY.

Refer to the CA IDMS Database Administering section for a full discussion of PUNCH SCHEMA options.
• SET SOURCE SUBSCHEMA OPTIONS

This command allows changes to the default options specified by CA Endevor/DB when punching subschema
definitions from the source dictionary.
CA Endevor/DB sets the following options by default when punching subschema definitions from the source dictionary:

PUNCH SUBSCHEMA subschema-id.

The punch subschema options can be overridden by specifying the SET SOURCE SUBSCHEMA OPTIONS
command. If you specify any options here, you must specify them all. The options text specified must begin with the
'ALSO WITH' or 'WITHOUT' or 'WITH' text. For example, the command:

SET SOURCE SUBSCHEMA OPTIONS ALSO WITH HISTORY.

includes the date and time the subschema was created or last modified.
With this command, the following punch subschema command is issued:

PUNCH SUBSCHEMA subschema-id ALSO WITH HISTORY.

Refer to the CA IDMS Database Administering section for a full discussion of PUNCH SUBSCHEMA options.
• SET SOURCE RHDCMPUT OPTIONS

This command allows changes to the default RHDCMPUT process options used by CA Endevor/DB for the source
dictionary. By default, the following process options are set:

PROCESS=TERSE

This option can be overridden by specifying the SET SOURCE RHDCMPUT PROCESS OPTIONS command. For
example, the command:
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SET SOURCE RHDCMPUT PROCESS OPTIONS PROCESS=TERSE,DATETIME=YES.

produces the syntax to define a map in terse form with the date/time stamp preserved.
Refer to the CA IDMS Reference section for a full discussion of RHDCMPUT PROCESS options.

• TARGET RHDCMPUT OPTIONS
This command allows changes to the default RHDCMPUT process options used by CA Endevor/DB for the target
dictionary. By default, the following process options are set:

PROCESS=LOAD

This option can be overridden by specifying the SET TARGET RHDCMPUT PROCESS OPTIONS command. For
example, the command:

SET TARGET RHDCMPUT PROCESS OPTIONS PROCESS=LOAD,REPORT.

includes a report of all maps generated.
Refer to the CA IDMS Reference section for a full discussion of RHDCMPUT process options.

NDVRDLVR Sample JCL

Use the following JCL to run NDVRDLVR. It is contained in member SAMPDLVR on the CA Endevor/DB installation media
JCL library:

Sample z/OS and OS/390 JCL

//JOBNAME  JOB YOUR.JOBCARD.INFORMATION

//JOBLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=usercv.loadlib

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ndvrdb.loadlib

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.loadlib

//*

//*********************************************************************

//*

//*  JOB:      SAMPDLVR

//*

//*  PURPOSE:  PRODUCES ALL MIGRATION OUTPUTS FROM SENDING SYSTEM.

//*
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//*  STEP:     FUNCTION:

//*  =====     =========

//*

//*  DELIVERY  PROGRAM NDVRDLVR DRIVES IDMSDDDL, RHDCMPUT, ETC. TO

//*            GENERATE DATA STREAMS FOR EXECUTABLE/SOURCE MIGRATION.

//*

//*********************************************************************

//*

//DELIVERY EXEC PGM=NDVRDLVR,REGION=1200K

//SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl

//NDVRENI  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdsel.dseno

//SYSIPT   DD DSN=&.&SYSIPT.,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)

//SYSPCH   DD DSN=&.&SYSPCH.,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)

//NDVRUT1  DD DSN=&.&NDVRUT1.,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)

//********************************************************************

//*   THE FOLLOWING FILES NEEDED FOR EXPORT PROCESSING (EITHER TYPE) *

//********************************************************************

//*** ADSA STATEMENTS ***            (SMALL)

//NDVRAGEN DD DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsagen,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=volser,SPACE=(TRK,(1,5),RLSE),
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//            DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB)

//*** DCMT VARY COMMANDS  ***        (SMALL)

//NDVRDVAR DD DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsdvar,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=volser,SPACE=(TRK,(1,5),RLSE),

//            DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB)

//*** ADD ENTITY STATEMENTS  ***     (LARGE)

//NDVRDUPD DD DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsdupd,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=volser,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//            DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB)

//*** ADD LOAD MODULES STMTS ***     (LARGE)

//NDVRDLOD DD DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsdlod,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=volser,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//            DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB)

//********************************************************************

//*   THE FOLLOWING FILES NEEDED FOR EXPORT SOURCE PROCESSING ONLY   *

//********************************************************************

//*** ADSOBCOM SYNTAX STMTS ***      (SMALL)

//NDVRDGEN DD DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsdgen,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=volser,SPACE=(TRK,(1,5),RLSE),

//            DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB)

//*** SCHEMA DELETE STMTS ***        (SMALL)

//NDVRCDEL DD DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dscdel,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=volser,SPACE=(TRK,(1,5),RLSE),

//            DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB)

//*** ADD SCHEMA STMTS ***           (LARGE)
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//NDVRCUPD DD DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dscupd,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=volser,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//            DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB)

//*** DELETE SUBSCHEMA STMTS ***     (SMALL)

//NDVRUDEL DD DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsudel,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=volser,SPACE=(TRK,(1,5),RLSE),

//            DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB)

//*** ADD SUBSCHEMA STMTS ***        (LARGE)

//NDVRUUPD DD DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsuupd,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=volser,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//            DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB)

//*** DELETE MAP  STMTS ***          (SMALL)

//NDVRMDEL DD DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsmdel,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=volser,SPACE=(TRK,(1,5),RLSE),

//            DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB)

//*** GENERATE MAP STMTS ***         (SMALL)

//NDVRMGEN DD DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsmgen,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=volser,SPACE=(TRK,(1,5),RLSE),

//            DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB)

//*** ADD MAP SYNTAX STMTS ***       (LARGE)

//NDVRMUPD DD DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsmupd,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=volser,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//            DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB)

//********************************************************************
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//*   THE FOLLOWING FILES NEEDED FOR CA-E/OS/390 ELEMENTS ONLY.      *

//*   IF CA-E/DB - CA-E/OS/390 BRIDGE NOT USED, SPECIFY THESE FILES  *

//*   WITH DD DUMMY                                                  *

//********************************************************************

//*** SOURCE TRANSFER STMTS ***      (SMALL)

//NDVRSCL1 DD DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsscl1,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=volser,SPACE=(TRK,(1,5),RLSE),

//            DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB)

//*** TARGET TRANSFER STMTS ***      (SMALL)

//NDVRSCL2 DD DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsscl2,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=volser,SPACE=(TRK,(1,5),RLSE),

//            DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB)

//NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*

//NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY

//SYSIDMS  DD *

DMCL=dmcl-name

DICTNAME=dictionary-name

Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters

/*

//NDVRIPT  DD *

   SIGNON
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     USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd

          DICTNAME userdict.

   IDMS USER =  idduserid PASSWORD = iddpswd.

   EXPORT SOURCE FORM.

   MODE = EXECUTE.

/*

NDVRDLVR Outputs

NDVRDLVR produces one control report (NDVRLST) and up to 12 output files. The control report echoes the user-
specified syntax and itemizes all entities and control information read from the NDVRENI file. Each CA IDMS compiler
executed under NDVRDLVR also produces an output listing.

NDVRDLVR Output Files

The output files produced by NDVRDLVR are a function of the input commands specified and the entities being migrated.
When no output is needed for a required file, it is opened and closed to create a null data set.

File Requirements

This section summarizes the contents of required output files for the following input commands:

• TAG
• EXPORT - SOURCE OR EXEC. FORMS
• EXPORT SOURCE FORM
• TAG

There is no output file for the TAG command. All class/attribute work is done through internal compiler invocation.
• EXPORT - SOURCE OR EXECUTE. FORMs

The following table summarizes the contents of required output files for the EXPORT - SOURCE OR EXEC. FORMS
command.

Output (Compiler and Content) Required DDNAME
ADSOBTAT statements to define APPLICATIONS NDVRAGEN
DCMT Vary commands to optionally run through the UCF batch
simulator on the target system to pick up LOAD MODULE
updates.

NDVRDVAR

IDMSDDDL statements to update entities on the target system.
When EXECUTABLE FORM is specified, this file will contain
QFILES and MESSAGES.
When SOURCE FORM is specified, this file will contain QFILES,
MESSAGES, ELEMENTS, RECORDS, PROCESSES, TABLES,
MODULES, and PROGRAM DEFINITIONS.

NDVRDUPD

IDMSDDDL statements to add LOAD MODULES. NDVRDLOD
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• EXPORT SOURCE FORM
The following table summarizes the contents of required output files for the EXPORT SOURCE FORM command.

Output (Compiler and Content) Required DDNAME
ADSOBCOM generate statements to define DIALOGS. NDVRDGEN
IDMSCHEM statements to delete SCHEMAS. NDVRCDEL
IDMSCHEM statements to add SCHEMAS. NDVRCUPD
IDMSUBSC statements to delete SUBSCHEMAS. NDVRUDEL
IDMSUBSC statements to add SUBSCHEMAS NDVRUUPD
RHDCMAP1 statements to delete MAPS NDVRMDEL
RHDCMPUT "PROCESS=LOAD" statements to load MAPS NDVRMGEN
RHDCMAP1 statements to add NDVRMUPD

NDVRDLVR Control Report (ddname NDVRLST)

NDVRDLVR produces a three-part control report as follows:

• An input command listing.
• An entity file listing.
• A processing summary.

An explanation of each report follows.

• NDVRDLVR - Input Command Listing
The input command listing echoes the user-specified syntax in the NDVRIPT file.

 volser                                               CA, INC.                            DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                                  C A - E N D E V O R / D B                 mm/
dd/yy  11:57:08  0000
 NDVRDLVR INPUT COMMAND LISTING              MIGRATION DELIVERY PROCESSOR
    SIGNON DBNAME SRCNDVR
           USER EDB-SYSTEM-ADMINISTRATOR
           CCID EDB-SYSADMIN.
    IDMS USER DBADMIN PASSWORD ????????.
    SET SOURCE IDMSDDDL RECORD OPTIONS
        WITH ALL WITHOUT ATTRIBUTES HISTORY.
    SET TARGET IDMSDDDL SESSION OPTIONS DELETE IS ON.
    EXPORT SOURCE FORM.

• NDVRDLVR - Entity File Listing
The Entity File Listing contains a display of the NDVRENI file as it was seen by NDVRDLVR. This is an informational
report included for reference.

 volser                                                 CA, INC.                          DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                                   C A - E N D E V O R / D B                mm/
dd/yy  11:57:09  0000
 NDVRDLVR ENTITY FILE LISTING                 MIGRATION DELIVERY PROCESSOR
  SOURCE SYSTEM = 'SYSTEM81' DBNAME = 'SRCNDVR '                         00000001
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      VERIFY DATE = mm/dd/yy TIME = 09:00:18                             00000002
      USER = 'EDB-SYSTEM-ADMINISTRATOR        '                          00000003
      CCID =('EDB-SYSADMIN','            ','            ','            ',00000004
             '            ','            ','            ','            ',00000005
             '            ','            ','            ','            ')00000006
  .                                                                      00000007
  TARGET SYSTEM = 'SYSTEM81' DBNAME = 'TGTNDVR '                         00000008
  .                                                                      00000009
  MODE = EXECUTE                                                         00000010
  .                                                                      00000011
  INPUT = DATABASE                                                       00000012
  .                                                                      00000013
  SIGNOUT TO CCID = 'EDB-SYSADMIN'                                       00000014
  .                                                                      00000015
  EXPAND IDD CHANGE RELATIONSHIPS                                        00000016
  .                                                                      00000017
 *********** INCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0001                                    00000018
  INCLUDE  ALL                                                           00000019
      WHERE STATUS = 'MIGRATE-TEST    '                                  00000020
  .                                                                      00000021
 *********** INCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0002                                    00000022
  INCLUDE  ALL                                                           00000023
      FROM DATE = mm/dd/yy                                               00000024
  .                                                                      00000025
 *********** EXCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0001                                    00000026
  EXCLUDE WHERE STATUS = 'NEVER-MIGRATE   '                              00000027
  .                                                                      00000028
  LIST FOLLOWS .                                                         00000029
  ENT RECORD           'COVERAGE                                ' 0100.  00000030
  ENT RECORD           'CUSTOMER                                ' 0001.  00000031
  ENT RECORD           'DENTAL-CLAIM                            ' 0100.  00000032
  ENT RECORD           'DEPARTMENT                              ' 0100.  00000033
  ENT RECORD           'EMPLOYEE                                ' 0100.  00000034
  ENT RECORD           'EMPMAP-WORK-RECORD                      ' 0001.  00000035
  ENT MAP              'EMPMAPP1                                ' 0001.  00000036
  ENT SCHEMA           'EMPSCHM                                 ' 0100.  00000037
  ENT SUBSCHEMA        'EMPSS01 EMPSCHM                         ' 0100.  00000038
  ENT MODULE           'MAP-FIELD-HELP                  HELP    ' 0001.  00000039

NDVRDLVR - Processing Summary

The Processing Summary is composed of two sections:

• A phase-level return code summary showing the return codes that resulted from the execution of each of the required
compilers. The phases of execution are as follows:
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– Phase 1 - IDMSDDDL
– Phase 2 - IDMSCHEM
– Phase 3 - IDMSUBSC
– Phase 4 - RHDCMPUT
– Phase 5 - IDMSDDDL (LOAD MODULES ONLY)

In the example below, phase 5 was not required and was omitted from execution.
• An End-of-Job statistics summary showing the number and types of output records produced to each file.

 volser                                               CA, INC.                           DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                                  C A - E N D E V O R / D B                mm/
dd/yy  11:57:19  0000
 NDVRDLVR PROCESSING SUMMARY                 MIGRATION DELIVERY PROCESSOR
 NDVRDLVR: I001 DELIVERY PROCESSING PHASE 1 DONE - IDMSDDDL RETURN CODE ... 0000
 NDVRDLVR: I002 DELIVERY PROCESSING PHASE 2 DONE - IDMSCHEM RETURN CODE ... 0000
 NDVRDLVR: I003 DELIVERY PROCESSING PHASE 3 DONE - IDMSUBSC RETURN CODE ... 0000
 NDVRDLVR: I004 DELIVERY PROCESSING PHASE 4 DONE - RHDCMPUT RETURN CODE     0000
 NDVRDLVR: I009 MIGRATION DELIVERY ENTITY TOTALS
                                      INPUT        IDD                    TOTAL
                ENTITY TYPE          NDVRENI      EXPAND                 DELIVER
                LOAD MODULE                5           0                       0
                MAP                        3           3                       3
                MODULE                     1           1                       1
                PROGRAM                    1           1                       1
                RECORD                    14          14                      14
                SCHEMA                     2           2                       2
                SUBSCHEMA                  2           2                       2
                INVALID                    0
                ____________         _______     _______                 _______
                TOTAL                     28          23                      23
 NDVRDLVR: I010 MIGRATION DELIVERY FILE TOTALS
                NDVRAGEN APPLICATION ADD COMMANDS (ADSOBTAT) ...........       0
                NDVRDGEN APPLICATION GENERATE COMMANDS (ADSOBCOM) ......       0
                NDVRDUPD IDD ENTITY COMMANDS (IDMSDDDL) ................      16
                NDVRDLOD IDD LOAD MODULE COMMANDS (IDMSDDDL) ...........       0
                NDVRCDEL SCHEMA DELETE COMMANDS (IDMSCHEM) .............       2
                NDVRCUPD SCHEMA ADD COMMANDS (IDMSCHEM) ................       2
                NDVRUDEL SUBSCHEMA DELETE COMMANDS (IDMSUBSC) ..........       2
                NDVRUUPD SUBSCHEMA ADD COMMANDS (IDMSUBSC) .............       2
                NDVRMDEL MAP DELETE COMMANDS (RHDCMAP1) ................       3
                NDVRMUPD MAP ADD COMMANDS (RHDCMAP1) ...................       3
                NDVRMGEN MAP GENERATE COMMANDS (RHDCMPUT) ..............       3
                NDVRDVAR DCMT VARY PROGRAM COMMANDS ....................       5
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NDVRBOOK in Migration Mode
After NDVRDLVR has been run and all entities have been punched from the Source Dictionary, NDVRBOOK will be used
to migrate the entities into the Target Dictionary. When this type of processing is being performed, NDVRBOOK is being
executed in migration mode and must be run under Batch/CV.

When running DDDL compilers or other utilities that invoke compilers to perform the migration on the target system,
NDVRBOOK is run in a special migrate mode.

NOTE
In order to run NDVRBOOK in Migration Mode, the user must be associated with a Security Class with
MIGRATE=Y and DE-CCID (Derived CCID) = N. Derived CCID processing is not valid for migration processing.

When running in migrate mode, NDVRBOOK will read the NDVRENI file for control information before invoking the
necessary compiler or utility to be executed. The SOURCE SYSTEM/DICTIONARY and VERIFY DATE/TIME will be
extracted from the NDVRENI file and passed to the Change Monitor.

When processing the NDVRENI file for a migration at the target system, NDVRBOOK updates each entity record in the
target CCDB applicable to the compiler named in the PROGRAM IS program-name statement with the migration-id. If the
VERIFY ALL clause is specified on the OPTION IS MIGRATE statement, each entity record in the target CCDB is updated
with the migration-id regardless of the compiler named in the PROGRAM IS program-id statement. NDVRBOOK performs
the migration-id updated for the first applicable entity on the NDVRENI file last and checks for this entity's being updated
with the migration ID first, ensuring that duplicate and incomplete updates are avoided.

When the compilers ADD or MODIFY any entity while under migrate mode, a special Change Log Entry will be produced
which contains an action code of V (Migrate-in), the SOURCE SYSTEM/DICTIONARY, and the VERIFY DATE/TIME
extracted from the NDVRENI file. This record serves as an audit trail or "footprint" to register the entity's source origin and
selection time, as well as the time it was received. CLEs are created when the Change Monitor detects an update by the
executing compiler or migrator. When an update is performed by an executing compiler in migrator mode, the Change
Monitor compares the migration-id for the entity in the CCDB (which had been previously updated by NDVRBOOK) with
the migration-id for this session. If they are equal, a V type CLE is created. If they are not equal, no CLE is created.
Migrate-in CLEs can be reported on in summary fashion by NDVRPT17, the TARGET MIGRATION REPORT (See
Section12 of the CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS Using section).

The Migrate-in CLEs created by the Change Monitor running in migrate mode are an essential part of the Correlation and
Verification integrity checking process. They also provide an essential audit trail that assists in the resolution of production
problems.

NDVRBOOK Command Syntax

To run any compiler or utility in migrate mode, specify the following syntax in NDVRIPT:

►►────── SIGnon ──┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►
                  ├─ DBNAme ──────┬── is dictname ──┘
                  └─ DICtName ────┘

 ►────┬─────────────────────────┬───┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────►
      └─ USEr name is user-id ──┘   └─ PASsword is password ───┘

 ►───────────┬────────────────────────────────────────┬────────── . ─────────►◄
             └─ CCId name is ───┬─────── ccid ────────┤
                                │                     │
                                │     ┌─── , ───┐     │ 
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                                └─ ( ─▼─ ccid ──┴─ ) ─┘

►►────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄
          └─ PROgram name is program-name ───── . ───┘

►►────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►◄
          └─ OPTion is MIGrate ───┬───────────────────┬─ . ───┘
                                  └─── VERify all ────┘

• SIGNON
The SIGNON command identifies the user responsible for the migration and optional password and CCID list. If no
CCID list is specified, the default CCIDs for the user are assigned from the CCDB.

NOTE
The user must be authorized for MIGRATE=Y in the Security Class for this utility to operate.

• PROGRAM
The PROGRAM command provides the name of the program or compiler name to execute.

• OPTION
The OPTION command instructs the Change Monitor to go into migration mode. All ADD and MODIFY actions made
by the program executed in this step will create a CLE with action code = V, as well as descriptive information from the
control file such as the SOURCE SYSTEM/DICTIONARY and the SOURCE DATE/TIME.
When MIGRATE is specified, an NDVRENI file, generally created by NDVRDSEL, must be included in the JCL.

• VERIFY ALL
When processing the NDVRENI file, this option instructs NDVRBOOK to update each entity record in the target CCDB
that corresponds to an ENT entity in the Entity List File with the migration ID, regardless of the compiler named in the
PROGRAM IS program-name statement. If omitted (default), only those entity records in the target CCDB applicable to
the compiler named in the PROGRAM IS program-name statement will be updated with the migration-id.

NDVRBOOK Outputs
When running under NDVRBOOK with OPTION=MIGRATE, the NDVRLST file will consist of three parts:

• The input syntax from the NDVRIPT file.
• The control commands extracted from NDVRENI used to create the Migrate-in CLEs.
• The entity statements from the NDVRENI file. You will only see this third portion for the first step executed for any

given migration.

 volser                                       CA, INC.                                   DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                           C A - E N D E V O R / D B                      mm/
dd/yy  06:18:19  00002
 NDVRBOOK                                BATCH MIGRATION SUPPORT
  SOURCE SYSTEM = 'SYSTEM81' DBNAME = 'SRCNDVR '                         00000001
      VERIFY DATE = mm/dd/yy TIME = 09:00:18                             00000002
      USER = 'EDB-SYSTEM-ADMINISTRATOR        '                          00000003
      CCID =('EDB-SYSADMIN','            ','            ','            ',00000004
             '            ','            ','            ','            ',00000005
             '            ','            ','            ','            ')00000006
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  .                                                                      00000007
  TARGET SYSTEM = 'SYSTEM81' DBNAME = 'TGTNDVR '                         00000008
  .                                                                      00000009
  MODE = EXECUTE                                                         00000010
  .                                                                      00000011
  INPUT = DATABASE                                                       00000012
  .                                                                      00000013
  SIGNOUT TO CCID = 'EDB-SYSADMIN'                                       00000014
  .                                                                      00000015
  EXPAND IDD CHANGE RELATIONSHIPS                                        00000016
  .                                                                      00000017
 *********** INCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0001                                    00000018
  INCLUDE  ALL                                                           00000019
      WHERE STATUS = 'MIGRATE-TEST    '                                  00000020
  .                                                                      00000021
 *********** INCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0002                                    00000022
  INCLUDE  ALL                                                           00000023
      FROM DATE = mm/dd/yy                                               00000024
  .                                                                      00000025
 *********** EXCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0001                                    00000026
  EXCLUDE WHERE STATUS = 'NEVER-MIGRATE   '                              00000027
  .                                                                      00000028
  LIST FOLLOWS .                                                         00000029
  ENT RECORD           'COVERAGE                                ' 0100.  00000030
  ENT RECORD           'EMPLOYEE                                ' 0100.  00000031
  ENT RECORD           'EMPMAP-WORK-RECORD                      ' 0001.  00000032
  ENT MAP              'EMPMAPP1                                ' 0001.  00000033
  ENT SCHEMA           'EMPSCHM                                 ' 0100.  00000034
  ENT SUBSCHEMA        'EMPSS01 EMPSCHM                         ' 0100.  00000035
  ENT MODULE           'MAP-FIELD-HELP                  HELP    ' 0001.  00000036
  ENT ELEMENT          'SELECTION-DATE                          ' 0100.  00000037
  ENT ELEMENT          'SELECTION-YEAR                          ' 0100.  00000038
  ENT ELEMENT          'SELECTION-MONTH                         ' 0100.  00000039
  ENT ELEMENT          'SELECTION-DAY                           ' 0100.  00000040

Importing Entities Exported by NDVRDLVR
The following information describes how to import entities that are exported by NDVRDLVR.

When importing entities extracted by NDVRDLVR, examine the NDVRDLVR PROCESSING SUMMARY report
(NDVRLST), Migration Delivery File Totals to determine which of the following files should be processed. If the Migration
Delivery File Total for a file (i.e., NDVRMDEL) is 0, then the corresponding NDVRBOOK job should not be executed. CA
IDMS compilers must be executed in the order listed for those files whose Migration Delivery File Total is not 0. All CA
IDMS compilers should be run through NDVRBOOK, except as noted below.

WARNING
Failure to do so will result in unpredictable results.
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Order of Compiler Execution

Compiler Input File Taken From NDVRDLVR
RHDCMAP1 NDVRMDEL - Delete Maps
IDMSUBSC NDVRUDEL - Delete Subschemas
IDMSCHEM NDVRCDEL - Delete Schemas
IDMSDDDL NDVRDUPD - Add Entities_
IDMSCHEM NDVRCUPD - Add Schemas
IDMSUBSC NDVRUUPD - Add Subschemas
RHDCMAP1 NDVRMUPD - Add Maps
RHDCMPUT NDVRMGEN - Generate Maps
IDMSDDDL NDVRDLOD - Add Load Modules_
ADSOBCOM NDVRDGEN - Generate Dialogs
ADSOBTAT NDVRAGEN - Update Application Table_
UCF Batch Simulato NDVRDVAR - DCMT Vary commands to activate the new load

modules. This step is optional. Restarting the CV also causes
the new load modules to be invoked. The UCF batch simulator is
custom-generated at each installation according to CA installation
instructions. It is not necessary to run this step under NDVRBOOK
since no dictionary updating will take place.

NOTE
Run only the steps marked with + if EXPORT EXECUTABLE FORM was specified in NDVRDLVR. Run all steps
if EXPORT SOURCE FORM was specified.

NDVRBOOK Migration JCL (Source)

The following sample step illustrates the use of NDVRBOOK to create Migrate-in CLEs for source entities migrated out
with CA Endevor/DB (MIGRATE SOURCE FORM to NDVRDLVR). It is contained in member SAMPMIGS on the CA
Endevor/DB installation media JCL library:

Sample z/OS and OS/390 JCL
 //JOBNAME  JOB YOUR.JOBCARD.INFORMATION 
 //JOBLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=usercv.loadlib 
 //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ndvrdb.loadlib 
 //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.loadlib 
 //*
 //*********************************************************************
 //*
 //*  JOB:      SAMPMIGS
 //*
 //*  PURPOSE:  MIGRATE-IMPORT JOB FOR SOURCE-FORM STYLE MIGRATION.
 //*
 //*  STEP:     FUNCTION:
 //*  =====     =========
 //*
 //*  MAP1MDEL  DELETES MAPS TO BE MIGRATED. (ALLOWS DDDL CHANGES)
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 //*
 //*  UBSCUDEL  DELETES SUBSCHEMAS TO BE MIGRATED.
 //*
 //*  CHEMCDEL  DELETES SCHEMAS TO BE MIGRATED.
 //*
 //*  DDDLDUPD  DELETE/ADD/MOD/REPLACE IDMSDDDL ENTITIES MIGRATING.
 //*
 //*  CHEMCUPD  ADDS SCHEMAS TO BE MIGRATED.
 //*
 //*  UBSCUUPD  ADDS SUBSCHEMAS TO BE MIGRATED.
 //*
 //*  MAP1MUPD  ADDS MAPS TO BE MIGRATED.
 //*
 //*  MPUTMGEN  GENERATES MAPS TO BE MIGRATED.
 //*
 //*  DDDLDLOD  UPDATES LOAD MODULES TO BE MIGRATED.
 //*
 //*  BGENDGEN  GENERATES ADSO DIALOGS TO BE MIGRATED.
 //*
 //*  BTATAGEN  RUNS ADSOBTAT TO UPDATE THE ADS/A APPLICATION TABLE.
 //*
 //*  UCFDCMT   (OPTIONAL) USES 'UCFBATCH' TO DRIVE DCMT TO VARY
 //*            LOAD MODULES / MAPS TO NEW COPY.
 //*            NOTE: YOU MUST GENERATE 'UCFBATCH' MODULE AND SET ITS
 //*                  PROGRAM NAME HERE AS GENERATED IN YOUR SHOP.
 //*
 //*********************************************************************
 //*
 //MAP1MDEL EXEC PGM=NDVRBOOK,REGION=2048K
 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl 
 //NDVRENI  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdsel.dseno 
 //SYSIPT   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsmdel 
 //NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY
 //SYSPCH   DD DUMMY
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=dmcl-name 
 DICTNAME=dictionary-name 
  Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters 
 /*
 //NDVRIPT  DD *
    SIGNON
      USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd 
      DICTNAME userdict.
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 PROGRAM = RHDCMAP1.
 OPTION = MIGRATE.
 /*
 //*
 //UBSCUDEL EXEC PGM=NDVRBOOK,REGION=2048K
 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl 
 //NDVRENI  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdsel.dseno 
 //SYSIPT   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsudel 
 //NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY
 //SYSPCH   DD DUMMY
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=dmcl-name 
 DICTNAME=dictionary-name 
  Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters 
 /*
 //NDVRIPT  DD *
    SIGNON
      USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd 
           DICTNAME userdict.
 PROGRAM = IDMSUBSC.
 OPTION = MIGRATE.
 /*
 //*
 //CHEMCDEL EXEC PGM=NDVRBOOK,REGION=2048K
 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl 
 //NDVRENI  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdsel.dseno 
 //SYSIPT   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dscdel 
 //NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY
 //SYSPCH   DD DUMMY
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=dmcl-name 
 DICTNAME=dictionary-name 
  Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters 
 /*
 //NDVRIPT  DD *
    SIGNON
      USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd 
            DICTNAME userdict.
 PROGRAM = IDMSCHEM.
 OPTION = MIGRATE.
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 /*
 //*
 //DDDLDUPD EXEC PGM=NDVRBOOK,REGION=2048K
 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl 
 //NDVRENI  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdsel.dseno 
 //SYSIPT   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsdupd 
 //NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY
 //SYSPCH   DD DUMMY
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=dmcl-name 
 DICTNAME=dictionary-name 
  Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters 
 /*
 //NDVRIPT  DD *
    SIGNON
      USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd 
           DICTNAME userdict.
 PROGRAM = IDMSDDDL.
 OPTION = MIGRATE.
 /*
 //*
 //CHEMCUPD EXEC PGM=NDVRBOOK,REGION=2048K
 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl 
 //NDVRENI  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdsel.dseno 
 //SYSIPT   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dscupd 
 //NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY
 //SYSPCH   DD DUMMY
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=dmcl-name 
 DICTNAME=dictionary-name 
  Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters 
 /*
 //NDVRIPT  DD *
    SIGNON
      USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd 
           DICTNAME userdict.
 PROGRAM = IDMSCHEM.
 OPTION = MIGRATE.
 /*
 //*
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 //UBSCUUPD EXEC PGM=NDVRBOOK,REGION=2048K
 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl 
 //NDVRENI  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdsel.dseno 
 //SYSIPT   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsuupd 
 //NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY
 //SYSPCH   DD DUMMY
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=dmcl-name 
 DICTNAME=dictionary-name 
  Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters 
 /*
 //NDVRIPT  DD *
    SIGNON
      USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd 
            DICTNAME userdict.
 PROGRAM = IDMSUBSC.
 OPTION = MIGRATE.
 /*
 //*
 //MAP1MUPD EXEC PGM=NDVRBOOK,REGION=2048K
 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl 
 //NDVRENI  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdsel.dseno 
 //SYSIPT   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdsel.dsmupd 
 //NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY
 //SYSPCH   DD DUMMY
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=dmcl-name 
 DICTNAME=dictionary-name 
  Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters 
 /*
 //NDVRIPT  DD *
    SIGNON
      USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd 
            DICTNAME userdict.
 PROGRAM = RHDCMAP1.
 OPTION = MIGRATE.
 /*
 //*
 //MPUTMGEN EXEC PGM=NDVRBOOK,REGION=2048K
 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl 
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 //NDVRENI  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdsel.dseno 
 //SYSIPT   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsmgen 
 //NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY
 //SYSPCH   DD DUMMY
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=dmcl-name 
 DICTNAME=dictionary-name 
  Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters 
 /*
 //NDVRIPT  DD *
    SIGNON
      USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd 
           DICTNAME userdict.
 PROGRAM = RHDCMPUT.
 OPTION = MIGRATE.
 /*
 //*
 //DDDLDLOD EXEC PGM=NDVRBOOK,REGION=2048K
 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl 
 //NDVRENI  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdsel.dseno 
 //SYSIPT   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsdlod 
 //NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY
 //SYSPCH   DD DUMMY
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=dmcl-name 
 DICTNAME=dictionary-name 
  Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters 
 /*
 //NDVRIPT  DD *
    SIGNON
      USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd 
           DICTNAME userdict.
 PROGRAM = IDMSDDDL.
 OPTION = MIGRATE.
 /*
 //*
 //BGENDGEN EXEC PGM=NDVRBOOK,REGION=900K
 //CDMSLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=usercv.loadlib 
 //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ndvrdb.loadlib 
 //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.loadlib 
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 //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ca.caiclid 
 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl 
 //NDVRENI  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdsel.dseno 
 //SYSIPT   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsdgen 
 //NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSPCH   DD DUMMY
 //SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=dmcl-name 
 DICTNAME=dictionary-name 
  Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters 
 /*
 //NDVRIPT  DD *
    SIGNON
      USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd 
            DICTNAME userdict.
   PROGRAM = ADSOBCOM.
   OPTION = MIGRATE .
 /*
 //*
 //BTATAGEN EXEC PGM=NDVRBOOK,REGION=500K
 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl 
 //NDVRENI  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdsel.dseno 
 //SYSIPT   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsagen 
 //SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY
 //SYSPCH   DD DUMMY
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=dmcl-name 
 DICTNAME=dictionary-name 
  Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters 
 /*
 //NDVRIPT  DD *
    SIGNON
      USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd 
           DICTNAME userdict.
   PROGRAM = ADSOBTAT.
   OPTION = MIGRATE .
 /*
 //*
 //* 'UCFBATCH' MAY NOT BE THE PROGRAM-ID GENERATED IN YOUR SHOP.
 //* STEP IS OPTIONAL
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 //*
 //UCFDCMT  EXEC PGM=UCFBATCH,REGION=500K
 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl 
 //SYSIPT   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsdvar 
 //SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSPCH   DD DUMMY
 //SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=dmcl-name 
 DICTNAME=dictionary-name 
  Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters 
 /*
 

NDVRBOOK Migration JCL (Executable)

The following sample job illustrates the use of NDVRBOOK to create Migrate-in CLEs for executable entities migrated out
with CA Endevor/DB (MIGRATE EXECUTABLE FORM to NDVRDLVR). It is contained in member SAMPMIGE on the CA
Endevor/DB installation media JCL library:

Sample z/OS and OS/390 JCL
 //JOBNAME  JOB YOUR.JOBCARD.INFORMATION 
 //JOBLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=usercv.loadlib 
 //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ndvrdb.loadlib 
 //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.loadlib 
 //*
 //*********************************************************************
 //*
 //*  JOB:      SAMPMIGE
 //*
 //*  PURPOSE:  MIGRATE-IMPORT JOB FOR EXECUTABLE-ONLY STYLE MIGRATION.
 //*
 //*  STEP:     FUNCTION:
 //*  =====     =========
 //*
 //*  DDDLDLOD  IMPORTS LOAD MODULES FROM DELIVERY OUTPUT FILE
 //*
 //*  BTATAGEN  RUNS ADSOBTAT TO UPDATE THE ADS/A APPLICATION TABLE.
 //*
 //*  UCFDCMT   (OPTIONAL) USES 'UCFBATCH' TO DRIVE DCMT TO VARY
 //*            LOAD MODULES / MAPS TO NEW COPY.
 //*            NOTE: YOU MUST GENERATE 'UCFBATCH' MODULE AND SET ITS
 //*                  PROGRAM NAME HERE AS GENERATED IN YOUR SHOP.
 //*
 //*********************************************************************
 //*
 //DDDLDLOD EXEC PGM=NDVRBOOK,REGION=1000K
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 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl 
 //NDVRENI  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdsel.dseno 
 //NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSPCH   DD DUMMY
 //SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=dmcl-name 
 DICTNAME=dictionary-name 
  Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters 
 /*
 //NDVRIPT  DD *
    SIGNON
      USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd 
           DICTNAME userdict.
   PROGRAM = IDMSDDDL.
   OPTION = MIGRATE .
 /*
 //SYSIPT    DD DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsdlod,DISP=SHR
 //*
 //BTATAGEN EXEC PGM=NDVRBOOK,REGION=1000K
 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl 
 //NDVRENI  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdsel.dseno 
 //SYSIPT   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsagen 
 //NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSPCH   DD DUMMY
 //SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=dmcl-name 
 DICTNAME=dictionary-name 
  Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters 
 /*
 //NDVRIPT  DD *
    SIGNON
      USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd 
           DICTNAME userdict.
   PROGRAM = ADSOBTAT.
   OPTION = MIGRATE .
 /*
 //*
 //* 'UCFBATCH' MAY NOT BE THE PROGRAM-ID GENERATED IN YOUR SHOP.
 //* STEP IS OPTIONAL
 //*
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 //UCFDCMT  EXEC PGM=UCFBATCH,REGION=500K
 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl 
 //SYSIPT   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsdvar 
 //SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSPCH   DD DUMMY
 //SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=dmcl-name 
 DICTNAME=dictionary-name 
  Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters 
 /*
 

NDVRBOOK Generic Migration JCL (any program)

The following sample JCL illustrates the use of NDVRBOOK to create Migrate-in CLEs for any program executing on the
target system. If you are using another vendor's migrator, simply run the import step with the program name of the migrate
in utility in the PROGRAM statement. Remember to include any DD statements required by the migration utility statement
in this step as well:

Sample z/OS and OS/390 JCL
 //JOBNAME  JOB YOUR.JOBCARD.INFORMATION 
 //JOBLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=usercv.loadlib 
 //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ndvrdb.loadlib 
 //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.loadlib 
 //*
 //*********************************************************************
 //*
 //*  JOB:      SAMPBOOK
 //*
 //*  PURPOSE:  RUN ANY CA COMPILER WITH CA-ENDEVOR/DB USER/CCID SIGNON.
 //*
 //*  STEP:     FUNCTION:
 //*  =====     =========
 //*
 //*  BOOKDDDL  RUNS IDMSDDDL UNDER CA-ENDEVOR/DB BOOK-END.
 //*            (CHANGE PROGRAM SENTENCE TO RUN OTHER COMPILERS)
 //*
 //*********************************************************************
 //*
 //BOOKDDDL EXEC PGM=NDVRBOOK,REGION=1300K
 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl 
 //NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY
 //SYSPCH   DD DUMMY
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 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=dmcl-name 
 DICTNAME=dictionary-name 
  Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters 
 /*
 //NDVRIPT  DD *
    SIGNON
      USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd 
           DICTNAME userdict.
    PROGRAM = IDMSDDDL.
 /*
 //SYSIPT   DD *
    SIGNON
      USER = idduserid PASSWORD = iddpswd 
           DICTNAME userdict.
 *+ PUT YOUR IDMSDDDL STATEMENTS HERE. +*
 /*
 

NDVRDCF1 Target Confirmation
After a migration is executed under NDVRBOOK with OPTION=MIGRATE, Change Log Entries exist in the target CCDB
that reflect the event. To create corresponding CLEs on the source system to reflect the fact that an entity was selected for
migration and actually received on the target, a two-step procedure is invoked.

Step 1 is the execution of NDVRDCF1 on the target system to extract an entity list. To perform this task, the NDVRENI
file created by NDVRDSEL and previously consumed by NDVRBOOK is again consumed by NDVRDCF1. This is done to
obtain the necessary control information to identify the appropriate CLEs involved. It is accomplished on the basis of the
SOURCE SYSTEM/DICTIONARY and VERIFY DATE/TIME.

During Step 2, a new file is created DDNAME NDVRENO) which contains a confirmation file to be sent to NDVRDCF2
on the source system. The confirmation file will contain the control information from the NDVRENI file and a generated
CONFIRM statement (See format below). The CONFIRM statement identifies the actual target system. One ENT
statement will exist in the confirmation file for each entity received with OPTION=MIGRATE. The ENT statement will
contain the DATE and TIME the entity was received.

Each ENT statement produced by NDVRDCF1 will be consumed by NDVRDCF2 on the source system and used to
create a Migrate-out CLE (action code = C) in the CCDB. Each Migrate-out CLE will contain the actual received DATE/
TIME and the TARGET SYSTEM/DICTIONARY names in its description. The CLE will appear in the source CCDB as of
the VERIFY DATE/TIME of the entity after it is processed by NDVRDCF.

NDVRDCF1 Command Syntax

NDVRDCF1 accepts the following syntax:

 ►►────── SIGnon ──┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►
                  ├─ DBNAme ──────┬── is dictname ──┘
                  └─ DICtName ────┘
 
 ►────┬─────────────────────────┬───┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────►
      └─ USEr name is user-id ──┘   └─ PASsword is password ───┘
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 ►───────────┬────────────────────────────────────────┬────────── . ─────────►◄
             └─ CCId name is ───┬─────── ccid ────────┤
                                │                     │
                                │     ┌─── , ───┐     │ 
                                └─ ( ─▼─ ccid ──┴─ ) ─┘
 

• SIGNON
The SIGNON command identifies the user responsible for the migration and optional password and CCID list.

NOTE
If no CCID list is specified, the default CCIDs for the user are assigned from the CCDB. The user must be
authorized for MIGRATE=Y in the Security Class for this utility to operate.

NDVRDCF1 Sample JCL

Use the following JCL to run NDVRDCF1. It is contained in member SAMPDCF1 on the CA Endevor/DB installation
media JCL library:

Sample z/OS and OS/390 JCL
 //JOBNAME  JOB YOUR.JOBCARD.INFORMATION 
 //JOBLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=usercv.loadlib 
 //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ndvrdb.loadlib 
 //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.loadlib 
 //*********************************************************************
 //*
 //*  JOB:      SAMPDCF1
 //*
 //*  PURPOSE:  POST-MIGRATION CONFIRMATION EXTRACT: RUN ON TARGET.
 //*
 //*  STEP:     FUNCTION:
 //*  =====     =========
 //*
 //*  CONFIRM1  EXTRACT LIST OF MIGRATED ENTITIES RECEIVED AT TARGET
 //*            SYSTEM TO LOG BACK ON SENDING SYSTEM.
 //*
 //*********************************************************************
 //CONFIRM1 EXEC PGM=NDVRDCF1,REGION=1000K
 //SYSCTL   DD DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=dmcl-name 
 DICTNAME=dictionary-name 
  Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters 
 /*
 //NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRDTL  DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRENI  DD DSN=user.ndvrdsel.dseno,DISP=SHR
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 //*
 //*  CONFIRM FILE TO PASS TO NDVRDCF2 ON THE SENDING SYSTEM:
 //*
 //NDVRENO  DD DSN=user.ndvrdcf1.dseno,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),
 //       UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(15,5),RLSE),VOL=SER=volser,
 //       DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB)
 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRIPT  DD *
    SIGNON
      USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd 
           DICTNAME userdict.
 /*
 

NDVRDCF1 Outputs
NDVRDCF1 produces two reports:

• A control report (NDVRLST). This report echoes the user-specified syntax.
• A detail report (NDVRDTL). This report itemizes all statements placed in the NDVRENO file.

NDVRDCF1 Output File (ddname NDVRENO)

The output file from NDVRDCF1 is source syntax as shown below.

 CONFIRM SYSTEM = 'SYSTEM81' DBNAME = 'TGTNDVR '                         00000001
      DATE = mm/dd/yy TIME = 09:14:34                                    00000002
      USER = 'EDB-SYSTEM-ADMINISTRATOR        '                          00000003
      CCID =('EDB-SYSADMIN','            ','            ','            ',00000004
             '            ','            ','            ','            ',00000005
             '            ','            ','            ','            ')00000006
  .                                                                      00000007
  SOURCE SYSTEM = 'SYSTEM81' DBNAME = 'SRCNDVR '                         00000008
      VERIFY DATE = mm/dd/yy TIME = 09:00:18                             00000009
  .                                                                      00000010
  TARGET SYSTEM = 'SYSTEM81' DBNAME = 'TGTNDVR '                         00000011
  .                                                                      00000012
  MODE = EXECUTE                                                         00000013
  .                                                                      00000014
  INPUT = DATABASE                                                       00000015
  .                                                                      00000016
  SIGNOUT TO CCID = 'EDB-SYSADMIN'                                       00000017
  .                                                                      00000018
 *********** INCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0000                                    00000019
  INCLUDE  ALL                                                           00000020
      WHERE STATUS = 'MIGRATE-TEST    '                                  00000021
  .                                                                      00000022
 *********** INCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0000                                    00000023
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  INCLUDE  ALL                                                           00000024
      FROM DATE = mm/dd/yy                                               00000025
  .                                                                      00000026
 *********** EXCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0001                                    00000027
  EXCLUDE WHERE STATUS = 'NEVER-MIGRATE   '                              00000028
  .                                                                      00000029
  EXPAND IDD CHANGE RELATIONSHIPS                                        00000030
  .                                                                      00000031
  LIST FOLLOWS .                                                         00000032
  ENT RECORD           'COVERAGE                                ' 0100   00000033
      MIGRATED TO 'TGTNDVR SYSTEM81'                                     00000034
      DATE mm/dd/yy TIME = 06:38:36 .                                    00000035
 

NDVRDCF1 Control Report (ddname NDVRLST)

The control report produced by NDVRDCF1 is comprised of three parts:

• An input command listing.
• An input entity header list.
• An End-of-Job statistics summary.

NDVRDCF1- Input Command Listing

The Input Command Listing echoes the user-supplied syntax. All required control information for the execution of the
extract comes from the NDVRENI file. The SIGNON is the only command displayed.

  volser                                            CA, INC.                            
    DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                              C A - E N D E V O R / D B                    
 mm/dd/yy  09:14:27  00001
 NDVRDCF1 CONTROL REPORT                 MIGRATION TARGET CONFIRMATION                  
     INPUT COMMAND LISTING
    SIGNON DBNAME TGTNDVR
           USER EDB-SYSTEM-ADMINISTRATOR
           CCID EDB-SYSADMIN.
 

NDVRDCF1- Input Entity List Header Report

The Input Entity List Header Report displays the control information from the front of the NDVRENI file that was used to
perform the extract. All Migrate-in CLEs containing the specified SOURCE SYSTEM, SOURCE DBNAME, and VERIFY
DATE/TIME will be extracted into the confirmation file format described above. Since the control information reflects
the NDVRDSEL run that last selected the entities, the appropriate data is extracted regardless of when the importation
occurred. A unique date and time for importation will be placed on each record in the confirmation file.

  volser                                              CA, INC.                          
    DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                              C A - E N D E V O R / D B                    
 mm/dd/yy  09:14:28  00002
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 NDVRDCF1 CONTROL REPORT                 MIGRATION TARGET CONFIRMATION            INPUT
 ENTITY LIST HEADER LISTING
  SOURCE SYSTEM = 'SYSTEM81' DBNAME = 'SRCNDVR '                         00000001
      VERIFY DATE = mm/dd/yy TIME = 09:00:18                             00000002
      USER = 'EDB-SYSTEM-ADMINISTRATOR        '                          00000003
      CCID =('EDB-SYSADMIN','            ','            ','            ',00000004
             '            ','            ','            ','            ',00000005
             '            ','            ','            ','            ')00000006
  .                                                                      00000007
  TARGET SYSTEM = 'SYSTEM81' DBNAME = 'TGTNDVR '                         00000008
  .                                                                      00000009
  MODE = EXECUTE                                                         00000010
  .                                                                      00000011
  INPUT = DATABASE                                                       00000012
  .                                                                      00000013
  SIGNOUT TO CCID = 'EDB-SYSADMIN'                                       00000014
  .                                                                      00000015
  EXPAND IDD CHANGE RELATIONSHIPS                                        00000016
  .                                                                      00000017
 *********** INCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0001                                    00000018
  INCLUDE  ALL                                                           00000019
      WHERE STATUS = 'MIGRATE-TEST    '                                  00000020
  .                                                                      00000021
 *********** INCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0002                                    00000022
  INCLUDE  ALL                                                           00000023
      FROM DATE = mm/dd/yy                                               00000024
  .                                                                      00000025
 *********** EXCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0001                                    00000026
  EXCLUDE WHERE STATUS = 'NEVER-MIGRATE   '                              00000027
  .                                                                      00000028
  LIST FOLLOWS .                                                         00000029
 

NDVRDCF1- End-of-Job Statistics

The End-of-Job Statistics report summarizes the processing activity of NDVRDCF1. All entities in the CCDB are examined
for CLEs relating to the migration.

  volser                                             CA, INC.                           
  DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                              C A - E N D E V O R / D B                  
 mm/dd/yy  09:14:35  00003
 NDVRDCF1 CONTROL REPORT                 MIGRATION TARGET CONFIRMATION                  
   END-OF-JOB STATISTICS
 NDVRDCF1: I001 TARGET CONFIRMATION ENTITY TOTALS
                                                                CLE(S)   CONFIRM
                ENTITY TYPE                                    INSPECT   NDVRENO
                ELEMENT                                            386         0
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                LOAD MODULE                                          4         2
                MAP                                                 10         2
                MODULE                                               1         1
                PROGRAM                                              1         1
                RECORD                                              26        13
                SCHEMA                                               2         1
                SUBSCHEMA                                            2         1
                OTHER                                                3         0
                ____________                                   _______   _______
                TOTAL                                              435        21
 

NDVRDCF1 Detail Report (ddname NDVRDTL)

The detail report produced by NDVRDCF1 itemizes confirmation sent to the NDVRENO file. Confirmation information is
comprised of two parts. The first part represents the control information propagated from the NDVRENI file. The second
part contains confirmation type ENT statements. These ENT statements produce DATEs and TIMEs that represent the
time the run unit that updated the target dictionary actually began execution. This date and time will be placed in the
descriptive portion of Migrate-out CLEs to be created when NDVRDCF2 (See below) reads the NDVRENO file on the
source system.

NDVRDCF1- Output Confirmation File Report

Each entity successfully received by the target system is displayed in collating sequence by name. After the NDVRENI
file is reused by the next migration (and the control information is overlaid in the NDVRENI file), an entity list report on any
migration can be obtained through the Target Migration Summary (See CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS Using section).

  volser                                            CA, INC.                            
  DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                              C A - E N D E V O R / D B                  
 mm/dd/yy  09:14:34  00001
 NDVRDCF1 DETAIL REPORT                  MIGRATION TARGET CONFIRMATION                 
 OUTPUT CONFIRMATION FILE
 CONFIRM SYSTEM = 'SYSTEM81' DBNAME = 'TGTNDVR '                         00000001
      DATE = mm/dd/yy TIME = 09:14:34                                    00000002
      USER = 'EDB-SYSTEM-ADMINISTRATOR        '                          00000003
      CCID =('EDB-SYSADMIN','            ','            ','            ',00000004
             '            ','            ','            ','            ',00000005
             '            ','            ','            ','            ')00000006
  .                                                                      00000007
  SOURCE SYSTEM = 'SYSTEM81' DBNAME = 'SRCNDVR '                         00000008
      VERIFY DATE = mm/dd/yy TIME = 09:00:18                             00000009
  .                                                                      00000010
  TARGET SYSTEM = 'SYSTEM81' DBNAME = 'TGTNDVR '                         00000011
  .                                                                      00000012
  MODE = EXECUTE                                                         00000013
  .                                                                      00000014
  INPUT = DATABASE                                                       00000015
  .                                                                      00000016
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  SIGNOUT TO CCID = 'EDB-SYSADMIN'                                       00000017
  .                                                                      00000018
 *********** INCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0000                                    00000019
  INCLUDE  ALL                                                           00000020
      WHERE STATUS = 'MIGRATE-TEST    '                                  00000021
  .                                                                      00000022
 *********** INCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0000                                    00000023
  INCLUDE  ALL                                                           00000024
      FROM DATE = mm/dd/yy                                               00000025
  .                                                                      00000026
 *********** EXCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0001                                    00000027
  EXCLUDE WHERE STATUS = 'NEVER-MIGRATE   '                              00000028
  .                                                                      00000029
  EXPAND IDD CHANGE RELATIONSHIPS                                        00000030
  .                                                                      00000031
  LIST FOLLOWS .                                                         00000032
  ENT RECORD           'COVERAGE                                ' 0100   00000033
      MIGRATED TO 'TGTNDVR SYSTEM81'                                     00000034
      DATE mm/dd/yy TIME = 06:38:36 .                                    00000035
 

NDVRDCF2 Source Confirmation
NDVRDCF2 processes the output file created by NDVRDCF1 as ddname NDVRENI to create Migrate-out (action code =
C) CLEs on the source system. These CLEs serve as an essential audit trail to the target destination of entities. Any entity
that has not been modified since it was last migrated from the source to the target will not be selected for subsequent
migration to that target system by NDVRDSEL. Similarly, the NDVRDSEL will only examine CLEs up to the last Migrate-
out CLE for the target system for integrity warnings.

Another function of NDVRDCF2 is to signin all entities signed out when NDVRDSEL originally ran. This will be done if the
SIGNOUT TO command appears in the control information contained in NDVRENI.

Optionally, NDVRDCF2 can be used to backout previously created Migrate-out CLEs in the event that a migration is
backed-off of the target system permanently. In this case, the appropriate CLEs are deleted. Backoff is accomplished by
reading in the same NDVRENI file that was originally used to create the CLEs.

NDVRDCF2 Command Syntax

NDVRDCF2 accepts the following syntax:

 ►►────── SIGnon ──┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►
                  ├─ DBNAme ──────┬── is dictname ──┘
                  └─ DICtName ────┘
 
 ►────┬─────────────────────────┬───┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────►
      └─ USEr name is user-id ──┘   └─ PASsword is password ───┘
 
 ►───────────┬────────────────────────────────────────┬────────── . ─────────►◄
             └─ CCId name is ───┬─────── ccid ────────┤
                                │                     │
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                                │     ┌─── , ───┐     │ 
                                └─ ( ─▼─ ccid ──┴─ ) ─┘
 

 ►►────────┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄
          └─ MODe is ───┬─────────────────┬── . ───┘
                        ├─── EXEcute ◄────┤
                        └─── BACkoff ─────┘
 

• SIGNON
The SIGNON command identifies the user responsible for the migration and optional password and CCID list. If no
CCID list is specified, the default CCIDs for the user are assigned from the CCDB.

NOTE
For this utility to operate, the user must be authorized for MIGRATE=Y in the Security Class.

• MODE
The MODE command instructs NDVRDCF2 to create or delete CLEs. In either case, the confirmation file produced by
NDVRDCF1 must be supplied as ddname NDVRENI. MODE=BACKOFF must be coded to delete CLEs created by a
prior MODE=EXECUTE.

NOTE
For this utility to operate, the user must be authorized for MIGRATE=Y in the Security Class.

NDVRDCF2 Sample JCL

Use the following JCL to run NDVRDCF2. It is contained in member SAMPDCF2 on the CA Endevor/DB installation
media JCL library:

Sample z/OS and OS/390 JCL
 //JOBNAME  JOB YOUR.JOBCARD.INFORMATION 
 //JOBLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=usercv.loadlib 
 //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ndvrdb.loadlib 
 //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.loadlib 
 //*
 //*********************************************************************
 //*
 //*  JOB:      SAMPDCF2
 //*
 //*  PURPOSE:  MARK ENTITIES ON SENDING SYSTEM 'CONFIRMED' AS MIGRATED
 //*
 //*  STEP:     FUNCTION:
 //*  =====     =========
 //*
 //*  CONFIRM2  UPDATE ENTITIES LISTED ON FILE FROM NDVRDCF1.
 //*
 //*********************************************************************
 //*
 //CONFIRM2 EXEC PGM=NDVRDCF2,REGION=800K
 //SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl 
 //NDVRENI  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdcf1.dseno 
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 //NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*
 //NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY
 //SYSIDMS  DD *
 DMCL=dmcl-name 
 DICTNAME=dictionary-name 
  Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters 
 /*
 //NDVRIPT  DD *
    SIGNON
      USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd 
           DICTNAME userdict.
    MODE = EXECUTE.
 /*
  
 

NDVRDCF2 Outputs

NDVRDCF2 produces one control report (NDVRLST). The control report is composed of two parts as follows:

• An input command listing.
• An entity file listing.

The report formats are explained below in detail.

NDVRDCF2- Input Command Listing

The Input Command Listing displays the input syntax supplied in the NDVRIPT file.

  volser                                             CA, INC.                           
   DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                              C A - E N D E V O R / D B                   
 mm/dd/yy  11:42:58  00001
 NDVRDCF2                                MIGRATION SOURCE CONFIRMATION                  
    INPUT COMMAND LISTING
    SIGNON DBNAME SRCNDVR
           USER EDB-SYSTEM-ADMINISTRATOR
           CCID EDB-SYSADMIN.
    MODE EXECUTE.
 

NDVRDCF2- Entity File Listing

The Entity File Listing displays the NDVRENI file that was processed by NDVRDCF2. All Migrate-out CLEs created on the
source system will be inserted into the Change Log as of the date of selection by NDVRDSEL. This accurately reflects the
time the entity was selected for migration. The descriptive portion of the Migrate-out CLEs created will contain the target
system identifier and the date and time it was received at the target.

At this point in time, a permanent and complete audit trail exists on both the target and source systems. The descriptive
portions of each system's CLEs point to each other.
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  volser                                            CA, INC.                           
 DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                            C A - E N D E V O R / D B                   mm/
dd/yy  11:43:03  00002
 NDVRDCF2                              MIGRATION SOURCE CONFIRMATION                    
   ENTITY FILE LISTING
 CONFIRM SYSTEM = 'SYSTEM81' DBNAME = 'TGTNDVR '                         00000001
      DATE = mm/dd/yy TIME = 10:27:25                                    00000002
      USER = 'EDB-SYSTEM-ADMINISTRATOR        '                          00000003
      CCID =('EDB-SYSADMIN','            ','            ','            ',00000004
             '            ','            ','            ','            ',00000005
             '            ','            ','            ','            ')00000006
  .                                                                      00000007
  SOURCE SYSTEM = 'SYSTEM81' DBNAME = 'SRCNDVR '                         00000008
      VERIFY DATE = mm/dd/yy TIME = 09:00:18                             00000009
  .                                                                      00000010
  TARGET SYSTEM = 'SYSTEM81' DBNAME = 'TGTNDVR '                         00000011
  .                                                                      00000012
  MODE = EXECUTE                                                         00000013
  .                                                                      00000014
  INPUT = DATABASE                                                       00000015
  .                                                                      00000016
  SIGNOUT TO CCID = 'EDB-SYSADMIN'                                       00000017
  .                                                                      00000018
 *********** INCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0000                                    00000019
  INCLUDE  ALL                                                           00000020
      WHERE STATUS = 'MIGRATE-TEST    '                                  00000021
  .                                                                      00000022
 *********** INCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0000                                    00000023
  INCLUDE  ALL                                                           00000024
      FROM DATE = mm/dd/yy                                               00000025
  .                                                                      00000026
 *********** EXCLUDE RULE NUMBER 0001                                    00000027
  EXCLUDE WHERE STATUS = 'NEVER-MIGRATE   '                              00000028
  .                                                                      00000029
  EXPAND IDD CHANGE RELATIONSHIPS                                        00000030
  .                                                                      00000031
  LIST FOLLOWS .                                                         00000032
  ENT RECORD           'COVERAGE                                ' 0100   00000033
      MIGRATED TO 'TGTNDVR SYSTEM81'                                     00000034
      DATE mm/dd/yy TIME = 06:38:36 .                                    00000035
 

NDVRDCF2- End-of-Job Statistics

The End-of-Job Statistics report summarizes the processing activity of NDVRDCF2.
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  volser                                                      CA, INC.                  
    DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                                        C A - E N D E V O R / D B          
 mm/dd/yy  11:43:19  00004
 NDVRDCF2                                          MIGRATION SOURCE CONFIRMATION        
                       END-OF-JOB STATISTICS
 NDVRDCF2: I001 SOURCE CONFIRMATION ENTITY TOTALS
                                                 CONFIRM     CONFIRM     CONFIRM
                ENTITY TYPE                      NDVRENI      SIGNIN     CHG LOG
                LOAD MODULE                            2           4           2
                MAP                                    2           2           2
                MODULE                                 1           1           1
                PROGRAM                                1           1           1
                RECORD                                13          13          13
                SCHEMA                                 1           1           1
                SUBSCHEMA                              1           1           1
                ____________                     _______     _______     _______
                TOTAL                                 21          23          21
 

The Source Code Comparator
CA Endevor/DB's Source Code Comparator is designed to identify changes to individual lines of code modified between
one version of a system and another. Typically, the Comparator is employed as a troubleshooting aid, or as a means of
identifying the changes that an installation has made to tailor a vendor-supplied application system. It is an invaluable
tool when applying maintenance releases of vendor software or when combining parallel development versions. In these
cases, the Promotion Support Facilities, in conjunction with the CCDB Change Log, identify and extract the affected
entities, while the Comparator identifies the exact areas within those entities that have changed.

The Source Code Comparator can be executed in one of two modes:

• Stand-alone mode
Any two sequential files with a record length of between 4 and 256 bytes (fixed or variable) can be compared with the
stand-alone CA Endevor/DB utility NDVRCOMP.

• Migration mode
In migration mode, the standard output files from a NDVRDLVR run (See Section8) is compared with the target
dictionary. The CA Endevor/DB utility program NDVRDCMP:
– Automatically parses the input files and identifies the entities contained therein;
– Dynamically invokes IDD to extract the corresponding entities from the target dictionary;
– Internally invokes the source statement comparator for each entity;
– Index and summarize the results by entity name and type in a control report.

Facilities also exist to limit the compare to entities of specific types in a single execution. For example, only ELEMENTs
and RECORDs might be singled out for comparison even though the input files contain entities of all types. Sample JCL
for the execution of the compare in migration mode is contained on the CA Endevor/DB installation media.

Running the Comparator in Stand-alone Mode
Contents
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CA Endevor/DB provides a utility, NDVRCOMP, which compares the contents of two PDS members and/or sequential
files, and reports the differences between them.

NDVRCOMP accepts as input two files, which can be either PDS members or sequential files. The files can be fixed or
variable length, but cannot exceed an LRECL of 256 (260 for variable-length files).

NDVRCOMP reports the differences between the two files. The first file, NDVRIN1, is assumed to be the "base" file. The
second file, NDVRIN2, is assumed to be the "changed" file. NDVRCOMP reports the differences in file-2 as compared to
file-1.

The files are compared line-by-line, based on the contents of particular (contiguous) characters. The range of characters
included in the compare is defined in terms of a from and thru column. For example, you might want to compare two files
based on the contents of positions 1-5 only.

The output from NDVRCOMP can be formatted either for file browse (without ASA characters and headings) or for
hardcopy printout (including ASA characters and headers).

JCL

Use the JCL below to run NDVRCOMP. It is contained in member SAMPCOMP on the CA Endevor/DB installation media
JCL library:

Sample z/OS and OS/390 JCL

//JOBNAME  JOB YOUR.JOBCARD.INFORMATION

//JOBLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ndvrdb.loadlib

//*

//*********************************************************************

//*

//*  JOB:     SAMPCOMP

//*

//*  PURPOSE: COMPARE THE CONTENTS OF TWO SOURCE-CODE TYPE FILES

//*           (NDVRIN1 AND NDVRIN2) AND PRODUCE A FILE DESCRIBING

//*           THEIR DIFFERENCES.

//*

//*  YOU TELL NDVRCOMP WHAT TO DO BY SPECIFYING A 'COMPARE' COMMAND.

//*  THE SYNTAX IS AS FOLLOWS:

//*
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//*    COMPARE

//*       COLUMN = N TO M RECORD TYPE = FIXED/VARIABLE LENGTH = NNN

//*       PAD = BLANK/NULL/X'FF' OUTPUT = CHANGES/HISTORY/NEW

//*       FORMAT = FILE/DISPLAY SIZE = NNNNN TITLE = 'YOUR TITLE'

//*       .

//*

//*    ALL CLAUSES ARE OPTIONAL.  THE DEFAULT VALUES ARE AS FOLLOWS:

//*

//*    COMPARE COLUMN = 1 TO 72 RECORD TYPE = FIXED LENGTH = 80

//*       PAD = BLANK OUTPUT=CHANGES FORMAT = DISPLAY SIZE = 10000

//*       TITLE = ' '.

//*

//*       WHERE:

//*

//*       COLUMN        THE START AND END COLUMNS TO INSPECT

//*       RECORD        THE RECORD FORMAT AND (MAXIMUM) RECORD LENGTH

//*       PAD           THE CHARACTER TO USE IN EXTENDING VARIABLE-

//*                     LENGTH RECORDS BEFORE COMPARING THEM

//*       OUTPUT        CONTENT OF OUTPUT FILE:

//*         CHANGES       SHOW THE INSERTIONS AND DELETIONS

//*         HISTORY       SHOW THE INSERTS AND DELETES IN THE CONTEXT

//*                       OF THE NDVRIN1 SOURCE

//*         NEW           SHOW THE INSERTS IN THE CONTEXT OF THE

//*                       NDVRIN2 SOURCE
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//*       FORMAT        WHERE THE OUTPUT IS TO BE WRITTEN

//*         FILE          WRITE TO NDVRPCH FILE

//*         DISPLAY       WRITE TO NDVRLST FILE

//*       SIZE          THE ESTIMATED COUNT OF THE NUMBER OF RECORDS

//*                     IN NDVRIN1 PLUS THE NUMBER OF RECORDS IN

//*                     NDVRIN2 (OVER ESTIMATE IF YOU DON'T KNOW).

//*       TITLE         A TITLE FOR THE TOP OF EACH PAGE OF OUTPUT

//*                     WHEN FORMAT=DISPLAY IS SPECIFIED

//*

//*   RESTRICTION:  LRECL FOR INPUT FILES (NDVRIN1 AND NDVRIN2) MAY

//*                 NOT EXCEED 256

//*

//*********************************************************************

//*

//COMPARE  EXEC PGM=NDVRCOMP,REGION=400K

//NDVRIN1  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=original.source.dataset.or.member

//NDVRIN2  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=changed.source.dataset.or.member

//NDVRPCH  DD DSN=user.changes.dataset,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=volser,SPACE=(TRK,(5,5),RLSE),

//            DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=88,BLKSIZE=3168)

//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1))

//SORTWK02 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1))

//SORTWK03 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1))

//SORTWK04 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1))
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//NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*

//NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD DUMMY

//SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY

//NDVRIPT  DD *

COMPARE COLUMN = 1 TO 72 RECORD TYPE = FIXED LENGTH = 80

   PAD = BLANK OUTPUT=CHANGES FORMAT = DISPLAY SIZE = 10000

   TITLE = ' '.

/*

SAMPLE z/OS and OS/390 JCL

//JOBNAME  JOB YOUR.JOBCARD.INFORMATION

//JOBLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=usercv.loadlib

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ndvrdb.loadlib

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.loadlib

//*

//*********************************************************************

//*

//*  JOB:      SAMPDCMP

//*

//*  PURPOSE:  PRODUCES SOURCE-COMPARISON REPORT FROM NDVRDLVR OUTPUT

//*

//*  STEP:     FUNCTION:
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//*  =====     =========

//*

//*  COMPARE   PROGRAM NDVRDCMP DRIVES IDMSDDDL, RHDCMPUT, ETC. TO

//*            COMPARE TARGET SOURCE WITH NDVRDLVR MIGRATION EXPORT

//*            FILE CONTENTS.

//*

//*********************************************************************

//*

//COMPARE  EXEC PGM=NDVRDCMP,REGION=1000K

//SYSCTL   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl

//SYSIPT   DD DSN=&.&SYSIPT.,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)

//SYSPCH   DD DSN=&.&SYSPCH.,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)

//NDVRIN1  DD DSN=&.&NDVRIN1.,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)

//NDVRIN2  DD DSN=&.&NDVRIN2.,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)

//SORTIN   DD DSN=&.&SORTIN.,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)

//SORTOUT  DD DSN=&.&SORTOUT.,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//            UNIT=disk,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)

//SORTWK01 DD SPACE=(CYL,(4,4)),UNIT=disk

//SORTWK02 DD SPACE=(CYL,(4,4)),UNIT=disk
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//SORTWK03 DD SPACE=(CYL,(4,4)),UNIT=disk

//SORTWK04 DD SPACE=(CYL,(4,4)),UNIT=disk

//********************************************************************

//*   THE FOLLOWING FILE CONCATENATES THE "SOURCE CODE" EXPORT       *

//*   FILES PRODUCED BY NDVRDLVR AT THE SOURCE SYSTEM/DICTIONARY.    *

//********************************************************************

//NDVRSRC  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsdupd

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dscupd

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsuupd

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.ndvrdlvr.dsmupd

//NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*

//NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSLST   DD DUMMY

//SYSOUT   DD DUMMY

//SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY

//SYSIDMS  DD *

DMCL=dmcl-name

DICTNAME=dictionary-name

Other Optional SYSIDMS Parameters

/*

//NDVRIPT  DD *
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   SIGNON

     USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd

          DICTNAME userdict.

   REPORT CHANGES AND DETAILS.

   COMPARE TYPES = (PROCESS, PROGRAM, ELEMENT, RECORD, SCHEMA,

          SUBSCHEMA, QFILE, TABLE, MODULE, MESSAGE, MAP).

/*

z/OS and OS/390 JCL

//JOBNAME  JOB YOUR.JOBCARD.INFORMATION

//JOBLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ndvrdb.loadlib

//*

//*********************************************************************

//*

//*  JOB:      SAMPRJCL

//*

//*  PURPOSE:  CONVERT JCL TO USE NDVRBOOK.

//*

//*  STEP:     FUNCTION:

//*  =====     =========

//*

//*  GORJCL    CONVERTS JCL TO EXECUTE NDVRBOOK WITH INSTRUCTIONS AS

//*            TO THE PROGRAM TO EXECUTE AND THE USER TO ASSIGN CHANGE

//*            LOG ENTRIES TO.
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//*

//*********************************************************************

//*

//GORJCL   EXEC PGM=NDVRRJCL,REGION=640K

//NDVRJCLI DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.input.jcl.dataset

//NDVRJCLO DD DISP=OLD,DSN=your.output.jcl.dataset

//NDVRLST  DD SYSOUT=*

//NDVRERR  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY

//NDVRIPT  DD DATA,DLM='##'

   CONVERT JOBSTREAM

     USER = youruserid PASSWORD = yourpswd

          DICTNAME userdict.

*+ PUT YOUR SEARCH FOR COMMANDS HERE.   +*

##

/*

 

NDVRRJCL Command Syntax

Through the use of input commands the CA Endevor/DB user, password, and dictionary are specified. In addition, blocks
of JCL statements can be replaced.

►►────── CONvert JOBstream ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►────┬────────────────────┬───┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────────►
      └─ USEr is user-id ──┘   └─ PASsword is password ───┘

 ►────┬───────────────────────────────┬────────── . ─────────────────────────►◄
      ├─ DICtname ──┬── is dictname ──┘
      └─ DBName ────┘
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►►────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
      │                  ┌────────────────────────────────────────┐
      └─ SEARCH FOR ─────▼─── search-for-jcl-statements ──────────┴──────────

 ►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
                         ┌────────────────────────────────────────┐
  ────── REPLACE WITH ───▼─── replace-with-jcl-statements ────────┴──────────

 ►─────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
                           │ 
  ────── SEARCH END . ─────┘

Syntax Rules

 

• CONVERT JOBSTREAM
The CONVERT JOBSTREAM command is used to identify which CA Endevor/DB user to assign dictionary updates.
When the converted JCL is executed, the CA Endevor/DB user name and password are passed to CA Endevor/DB's
Security System/Change Monitor prior to invoking the utility that performs dictionary updates. The dictname specifies
the dbname of the dictionary to which the updates are to be performed.
NDVRRJCL can convert any type of JCL. For example, you can run NDVRRJCL in CMS and convert a z/OS or
OS/390 jobstream. NDVRRJCL automatically recognizes the job language.
The user, password, and dbname(dictname) clauses are used to build the SIGNON command so that NDVRBOOK
can perform the CA Endevor/DB signon (when the converted JCL is executed). Depending on your CA Endevor/DB
signon requirements, all or none of these clauses may be required. In addition, if the USER clause is not specified, the
PASSWORD clause is not used to build the subsequent CA Endevor/DB SIGNON command.

• SEARCH FOR REPLACE WITH
The SEARCH FOR command is used to search for blocks of JCL statements within the input JCL and to replace those
blocks with the "REPLACE WITH" JCL statements in the output JCL. The command must be written as follows:
– The SEARCH FOR clauses must begin in card column 1 and be exact, up to and including card column 72.
– The REPLACE WITH clauses must begin in card column 1 and include up to and including card column 72.
– The "REPLACE WITH" and "SEARCH END" clauses must begin in card column 1 and cannot be abbreviated.
– This command must be entered exactly in the sequence as indicated in the diagram above.
– Replacement of partial statements is not supported.

• SEARCH END
The SEARCH END clause terminates the SEARCH FOR/REPLACE WITH blocks.

NDVRRJCL Inputs

The NDVRRJCL JCL input file (NDVRJCLI) contains the JCL jobstream(s) which are to be converted. The following is an
example of a jobstream contained in that file.

//SAMPDDDL JOB (????????),'IDD UPDATE'

//DDDL     EXEC PGM=IDMSDDDL,REGION=1024K
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//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSTEM.LOAD

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=EDB.LOAD

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=IDMS.LOAD

//SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SORTMSG  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSCTL   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSTEM.SYSCTL

//SYSPCH   DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIDMS  DD  *

DMCL=CVDMCL

/*

//SYSIPT   DD *

SIGNON USER DBADMIN PASSWORD DBADMIN DICTNAME SRCNDVR.

 ...

/*

//

The NDVRRJCL input commands file (NDVRIPT) contains the input command syntax NDVRRJCL uses 
to convert the JCL. The following are the input commands contained in that file.

CONVERT JOBSTREAM USER IS EDBADMIN PASSWORD IS EDBADMIN DICTNAME IS DEMO.

SEARCH FOR

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=TEST.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DEVEL.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=RELEASE.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

REPLACE WITH
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//STEPLIB  DD DSN=TEST.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DEVEL.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=RELEASE.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=ENDEVOR.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

SEARCH END.

NDVRRJCL Outputs

The NDVRRJCL output file (NDVRJCLO) will contain the converted JCL jobstream(s) which have been converted using
the input commands against the input file.

The NDVRRJCL output listing file (NDVRLST) will contain a summary of the input commands read and all error and
informational messages issued.

The following is an output file contained in the NDVRJCLO file.

//SAMPDDDL JOB (????????),'IDD UPDATE'

//DDDL     EXEC PGM=NDVRBOOK,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSTEM81.LOADLIB

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DIST.CAABF0.LOADLIB

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DIST.CAGJE0.LOADLIB

//SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SORTMSG  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSCTL   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSTEM.SYSCTL

//SYSPCH   DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIDMS  DD  *

DMCL=CVDMCL

/*

//SYSIPT   DD *
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SIGNON USER DBADMIN PASSWORD DBADMIN DICTNAME SRCNDVR.

 ...

/*

//NDVRLST DD SYSOUT=*

//NDVRIPT DD *

SIGNON USER NAME IS "EDBADMIN"

       PASSWORD  IS "EDBADMIN"

        DICTNAME IS "SRCNDVR"

        .

PROGRAM IS IDMSDDDL.

/*

//

Return Codes

NDVRRJCL will return a 0 if it is successful, or an 8 if an error is encountered. If an error is encountered, the output
NDVRLST file will contain message(s) stating the reason for the failure. The following is an example of an output listing
contained in the NDVRLST file.

volser                                              CA, INC.                              DATE      TIME     PAGE
RELEASE nn.n                               C A - E N D E V O R / D B                    mm/
dd/yy  11:34:58  00001
CONVERT JOBSTREAM USER = EDBADMIN PASSWORD = EDBADMIN DICTNAME SRCNDVR.
SEARCH FOR
//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSTEM.LOAD
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=EDB.LOAD
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=IDMS.LOAD
REPLACE WITH
//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSTEM81.LOADLIB
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DIST.CAABF0.LOADLIB
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DIST.CAGJE0.LOADLIB
SEARCH END.
NDVRRJCL: I003 NDVRRJCL SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED
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Running NDVRCOMP

You can use either the NDVRIPT file (control card specifications) or input parms to supply information to run NDVRCOMP.
Each of the methods is described in the following sections.

Control Card Specifications

Control cards are supplied on file NDVRIPT and are free-form. The control cards consist of the word COMPARE followed
by optional clauses and ending with a period (.). This method provides the greatest degree of flexibility and control.

Syntax

►►──── COMpare ────┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►
                   └─ COLumn is start-column to end-column ──┘

 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►
    └─ RECord ─┬──────────────────────────┬────┬────────────────────┬────┘
               └─ TYPe is ┬─ FIXed─────┬──┘    └─ LENgth is length ─┘
                          └─ VARiable──┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────┬───┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────►
    └─ PAD ──┬─ BLAnk ◄─────┬─┘   └─ OUTput is ──┬─ CHAnges ◄──┬─┘
             ├─ NULl ───────┤                    ├─ HIStory ───┤
             └─ 'pad-char' ─┘                    └─ NEW ───────┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────┬───┬─────────────────────┬───────────────►
    └─ FORmat is ──┬─ DISplay ◄──┬─┘   └─ SIZe is file-size ─┘
                   ├─ FILe ──────┤
                   ├─ IEBupdte───┤
                   └─ PDM ───────┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─ TITle is 'user-title' ──┘

A description of the syntax clauses follows:

• COLUMN
Specifies the columns to compare from and thru. If omitted, columns 1-72 are used.

• OUTPUT
Specifies which records are to be output. The default is CHANGES only. The options are: HISTORY (shows the
existing member together with both inserts and deletes), and NEW (shows the new member, highlighting inserts only).

• FORMAT
Specifies the output format. The default is DISPLAY that writes the output to file NDVRLST. The syntax listing is
produced first, followed by the original output file in report format - with carriage control and page headings. The FILE
option (i.e., BROWSE) writes the data to DDname NDVRPCH without page headings.

• PAD
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PAD is applicable to variable length records only. The default is BLANK (which pads short records with blanks up to
the compare length). The options are NULL (which pads with binary zeros) or "x" (which pads with the specified single
character).

• SIZE
Specifies a file-size estimate for the sort. By default, this option is ignored.

• TITLE
Appears before the first data line as a line of asterisks, followed by the title string and another line of asterisks. Useful if
FORMAT=FILE.

Input Parameters

Specify PARM values as described below. Separate the values using a single comma, leaving no spaces between the
values.

• output-format
Two-character code that indicates the type of comparison information you want reported (character 1) and the format
of the output file (character 2). The default is CD.

Specify the first character (type of information you want) as follows:

Code Meaning
C Print only the changes between the two files; that is, those lines

inserted from file 2 and those lines deleted from file 1.
A modification to a line of code displays as an insert of the
modified line(s) immediately followed by a delete of the old line(s).

H Print a history of both files including:
Inserts. Any lines that were in file-2 but are not in file-1,
highlighting those lines with %INSERT to the far left: % allows you
to scan for changes easily; INSERT indicates that the line was
new in file-2.
Deletes. Any lines that were in file-1 but are not in file-2,
highlighting those lines with %DELETE to the far left: % allows
you to scan for changes easily; DELETE indicates that the line is
not in file-2.
Equals. Any lines that were equal in file-1 and in file-2. These lines
display with blanks in the far left.

B Print (browse) the contents of file-2, highlighting only the
statements inserted relative to file-1 with %INSERT in the far left.

Specify the second character (output format) as follows:

Code Meaning
F The output file is in browse format and does not have any

ASA characters or headers. The output is written to DDname
NDVRPCH.

D The output file is formatted for print, and includes ASA characters
and headers. The output is written to DDname NDVRLST.

• from
Starting character for the compare. NDVRCOMP begins its search at this position, within both files. The default is 1.

• thru
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Ending character for the compare. NDVRCOMP ends its search with this position, within both files. For variable-length
records, if the record in one file is longer than that in the other, and the thru character extends beyond the end of the
record, NDVRCOMP pads according to the pad-char specification before performing the compare.
The default thru specification is 72.

• rec-count
Largest number of records in either file. The default is 10000. Estimate high when specifying this value.

• pad-char
Pad character used for variable-length records, as described for the thru parameter above. Specify this as follows.
(The default is BLANK.)

Code Pad with:
BLANK Blanks.
NULL Null values (binary zeros).
nnn The hexadecimal equivalent of nnn, where nnn is a 1-3 character

decimal value. Specify 64 to pad with X'40', 255 to pad with X'FF',
and so forth.

Sample Outputs

The following report is returned when you specify output-format code CD (Changes Report). It shows only the changes
between the two files: that is, those lines that are in file-2 but not in file-1 (marked with %INSERT), or those lines that are
missing from file-2 that were in file-1 (marked with %DELETE).

volser                               CA, INC.                          DATE      TIME     PAGE
nn.n                        C A - E N D E V O R / D B                mm/dd/
yy  15:06:59  00001
NDVRCOMP                               FILE COMPARE UTILITY
   COMPARE COLUMN 1 TO 72
   RECORD TYPE FIXED  LENGTH 80
   PAD = BLANK
   OUTPUT = CHANGES
   FORMAT = DISPLAY
   SIZE = 250
   .
 INSERT        ADD MODULE NAME IDMS-STATUS VERSION 2 LANGUAGE IS COBOL            000001
 DELETE        ADD MODULE NAME IDMS-STATUS VERSION 1 LANGUAGE IS COBOL            000001
 INSERT                IF DB-STATUS-OK GO TO IDMS-STATUS-EXIT.                    000007
 DELETE                IF DB-STATUS-OK GO TO ISABEX.                              000007
 INSERT                IF ERROR-STATUS = '0295' OR '0895' OR '0995' OR '1295'     000009
 INSERT                   DISPLAY 'CA-ENDEVOR/DB AUTHORIZATION ERROR'             000010
 INSERT                       UPON CONSOLE                                        000011
 INSERT                   GO TO IDMS-STATUS-EXIT.                                 000012
 INSERT                DISPLAY                                                    000013
 INSERT                   'PROGRAM ' PROGRAM-NAME ' ABORTING WITH '               000014
 INSERT                   'ERROR STATUS ' ERROR-STATUS                            000015
 INSERT                   ' - NOTIFY DATABASE ADMINISTRATION GROUP'               000016
 INSERT                   UPON CONSOLE.                                           000017
 DELETE                DISPLAY '**************************'                       000009
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 DELETE                        ' ABORTING - ' PROGRAM-NAME                        000010
 DELETE                        ', '           ERROR-STATUS                        000011
 DELETE                        ', '           ERROR-RECORD                        000012
 DELETE                        ' **** RECOVER IDMS ****'                          000013
 DELETE                        UPON CONSOLE.                                      000014
 INSERT        IDMS-STATUS-EXIT.                                                  000028
 INSERT            EXIT.                                                          000029
 DELETE        ISABEX. EXIT.                                                      000025
%****** RECORDS: FILE 1 = 00026  FILE 2 = 00030  INSERTS = 00013  DELETES = 00009 ******

The following report is returned when you specify output-format code HD (History Report). It lists the contents of file-2,
highlighting inserts from file-2 and deletes from file-1.

volser                                 CA, INC.                         DATE      TIME     PAGE
nn.n                         C A - E N D E V O R / D B                mm/dd/
yy  15:08:14  00001
NDVRCOMP                               FILE COMPARE UTILITY
   COMPARE COLUMN 1 TO 72
   RECORD TYPE FIXED  LENGTH 80
   PAD = BLANK
   OUTPUT = HISTORY
   FORMAT = DISPLAY
   SIZE = 250
   .
%INSERT        ADD MODULE NAME IDMS-STATUS VERSION 2 LANGUAGE IS COBOL            000001
%DELETE        ADD MODULE NAME IDMS-STATUS VERSION 1 LANGUAGE IS COBOL            000001
               MODULE SOURCE                                                      000002
              ******************************************************************  000003
               IDMS-STATUS                                              SECTION.  000004
              ******************************************************************  000005
               IDMS-STATUS-PARAGRAPH.                                             000006
%INSERT                IF DB-STATUS-OK GO TO IDMS-STATUS-EXIT.                    000007
%DELETE                IF DB-STATUS-OK GO TO ISABEX.                              000007
                       PERFORM IDMS-ABORT.                                        000008
%INSERT                IF ERROR-STATUS = '0295' OR '0895' OR '0995' OR '1295'     000009
%INSERT                   DISPLAY 'CA-ENDEVOR/DB AUTHORIZATION ERROR'             000010
%INSERT                       UPON CONSOLE                                        000011
%INSERT                   GO TO IDMS-STATUS-EXIT.                                 000012
%INSERT                DISPLAY                                                    000013
%INSERT                   'PROGRAM ' PROGRAM-NAME ' ABORTING WITH '               000014
%INSERT                   'ERROR STATUS ' ERROR-STATUS                            000015
%INSERT                   ' - NOTIFY DATABASE ADMINISTRATION GROUP'               000016
%INSERT                   UPON CONSOLE.                                           000017
%DELETE                DISPLAY '**************************'                       000009
%DELETE                        ' ABORTING - ' PROGRAM-NAME                        000010
%DELETE                        ', '           ERROR-STATUS                        000011
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%DELETE                        ', '           ERROR-RECORD                        000012
%DELETE                        ' **** RECOVER IDMS ****'                          000013
%DELETE                        UPON CONSOLE.                                      000014
                       DISPLAY 'PROGRAM NAME ------ ' PROGRAM-NAME.               000018
                       DISPLAY 'ERROR STATUS ------ ' ERROR-STATUS.               000019
                       DISPLAY 'ERROR RECORD ------ ' ERROR-RECORD.               000020
                       DISPLAY 'ERROR SET --------- ' ERROR-SET.                  000021
                       DISPLAY 'ERROR AREA -------- ' ERROR-AREA.                 000022
                       DISPLAY 'LAST GOOD RECORD -- ' RECORD-NAME.                000023
                       DISPLAY 'LAST GOOD AREA ---- ' AREA-NAME.                  000024
                       DISPLAY 'DML SEQUENCE ------ ' DML-SEQUENCE.               000025
                       ROLLBACK.                                                  000026
                       CALL 'ABORT'.                                              000027
%INSERT        IDMS-STATUS-EXIT.                                                  000028
%INSERT            EXIT.                                                          000029
%DELETE        ISABEX. EXIT.                                                      000025
               MSEND.                                                             000030
%****** RECORDS: FILE 1 = 00026  FILE 2 = 00030  INSERTS = 00013  DELETES = 00009 ******

Return Codes

The COND CODE values below can be returned by NDVRCOMP. Code 3007 is the expected result. Other values might
be returned, indicating a problem with the sort. If this happens, rerun the job to obtain the sort messages, specifying //
SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=*.

Return Code Meaning
3000 The input files are identical for the columns compared. No reports

were produced.
3001 An input or output file could not be opened. Ensure that the DD

statements are correct for all files and try again.
3002 The number of records in one or both of the input files exceeds the

maximum count specified by the rec-count parameter. Increase
the count and try again. It is better to estimate high rather than
low.

3003 The LRECL for an input file exceeded 256 (260 for variable-
length). You cannot use this file as input.

3005 The record format for an input file is Undefined. The record must
specify either Fixed or Variable.

3006 An input parameter is missing or invalid (e.g., thru > from). Check
your syntax with the parameter descriptions above, correct the
problem, and resubmit the job.

3007 NDVRCOMP completed its compare successfully, and found
differences between the files. This is the standard return code.

Running the Comparator in Migration Mode
To run a compare in migration mode, the utility program NDVRDCMP is executed. NDVRDCMP accepts as input the
standard source files extracted by the NDVRDLVR program (See Section8 for details on NDVRDLVR).
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The contents of the incoming files are compared with the contents of the target dictionary on an entity-by-entity, line-by-
line basis. The output reports of changes is identical to the stand-alone utility display. The target dictionary is considered
file-1, and the input files produced by NDVRDLVR comprise file-2. When an entity exists in the incoming file, but does not
exist in the target system, no compare is attempted. However, the summary report following the execution will reflect this
condition. Similarly, when the incoming entity and the entity at the target system are identical, no report is produced.

NDVRDCMP Command Syntax
Contents

Through the use of an input command file it is possible to limit a compare run to specific entity types and/or vary the
output report format. NDVRDCMP will parse the input files for only the type(s) specified.

►►────── SIGnon ──┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►
                  ├─ DBNAme ──────┬── is dictname ──┘
                  └─ DICtName ────┘

 ►────┬─────────────────────────┬───┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────►◄
      └─ USEr name is user-id ──┘   └─ PASsword is password ───┘

►►────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►◄
      └─ REPort CHAnges ─┬─ ONLy ◄─────────┬─ . ────┘
                         └─ And DETails ───┘

►►────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►◄
      └─ COMpare TYPes is ─┬─ ALL ◄──────────────┬─ . ───┘
                           ├─ type ──────────────┤
                           │     ┌─── , ───┐     │ 
                           └─ ( ─▼─ type ──┴─ ) ─┘

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►◄
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐  │
   └─▼─ SET TARget ─┬── IDMsdddl SESsion ─┬─ OPTions options ──── . ─┴──┘
                    ├── IDMsdddl RECord ──┤
                    ├── IDMsdddl ELEment ─┤
                    ├── SCHema ───────────┤
                    └── SUBschema ────────┘

The option text referred to in the syntax above identifies option values that are not validated by CA Endevor/DB. When
the option values are specified, CA Endevor/DB simply inserts them into the appropriate CA compiler command. Also, if a
SET OPTIONS command is repeated, only the last one specified will be used.

• SIGNON
The SIGNON command is fed directly to the IDMSDDDL and other CA utility programs, and is used to identify the
dictionary, CA IDMS user and password which will be used to extract entity definitions. Note that this is CA IDMS
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SIGNON and it specifies an CA IDMS user, not an CA Endevor/DB user. The SIGNON commands processed by
all other CA Endevor/DB utilities are CA Endevor/DB SIGNON commands - this implementation is unique to the
NDVRDCMP program.

• REPORT
The REPORT command is optionally used to vary the printed results in the NDVRLST file.

Option Meaning
CHANGES ONLY Only the inserted and deleted lines will display (same as stand-

alone option C as described above). This is the default setting.
CHANGES AND DETAILS The contents of the target dictionary for each entity are displayed

with the inserted and deleted lines in context (same as the stand-
alone option H as described above).

• COMPARE
The COMPARE command is optionally used to limit the compare to specified entity types.

Option Meaning
TYPES = ALL All the entities contained in the input files under dd statement

NDVRSRC are compared to the target dictionary. This is the
default setting.

TYPES = (type, ...) A single entity type or list of entity types can also be specified. The
allowable types are:
SCHEMA
SUBSCHEMA
PROGRAM
PROCESS
FILE
ELEMENT
QFILE
TABLE
MODULE
MESSAGE
RECORD
MAP
For example, when COMPARE TYPES = (MAP, SUBSCHEMA). is
coded, only the Maps and Subschema from the input files will be
compared to the target dictionary.

• SET TARGET IDMSDDDL SESSION OPTIONS

NOTE
To accurately compare the differences between the source and target dictionaries, this set of options must be
identical to the 'SET SOURCE IDMSDDDL SESSION OPTIONS' specified for NDVRDLVR in Section8.

This command allows changes to the default session options used by CA Endevor/DB for the target dictionary.
CA Endevor/DB sets the following target IDMSDDDL session options:

SET SESSIONS OPTIONS

QUOTE IS ' DEFAULT IS ON INPUT 1 THRU 72 OUTPUT 80.
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These options can be overridden or added to by specifying the SET TARGET IDMSDDDL SESSION OPTIONS
command. For example, the command:

SET TARGET IDMSDDDL SESSION OPTIONS

REGISTRATION NO OVERRIDE.

will cause a second SET SESSION OPTIONS command to be used, which will turn off entity occurrence security.
Refer to the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section for a full discussion of IDD session options.

• SET TARGET IDMSDDDL RECORD OPTIONS

NOTE
To accurately compare the differences between the source and target dictionaries, this set of options must be
identical to the 'SET SOURCE IDMSDDDL RECORD OPTIONS' specified for NDVRDLVR in Section8.

This command allows changes to the default punch record options specified by CA Endevor/DB when punching record
definitions from the target dictionary. The following options are set by default when punching record definitions from the
target dictionary.

PUNCH RECORD record-name VERSION version-nr ALSO

 WITH FILES ELEMENTS SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS.

Note that the 'ALSO WITH' indicates that these options are to be added to the target IDD session options.
The punch record options can be overridden by specifying the SET SOURCE IDMSDDDL RECORD OPTIONS
command. If you specify any options here, you must specify them all. The option text specified must begin with the
'ALSO WITH' or 'WITHOUT' or 'WITH' text. For example, the command:

SET TARGET IDMSDDDL RECORD OPTIONS

ALSO WITH OLQ HEADERS.

includes OLQ headers in the punched record output.
With this command, the following punch record command is issued:

PUNCH RECORD record-name VERSION version-nr ALSO

 WITH OLQ HEADERS.

Refer to the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section for a full discussion of DDDL PUNCH RECORD options.
• SET TARGET IDMSDDDL ELEMENT OPTIONS

NOTE
To accurately compare the differences between the source and target dictionaries, this set of options must be
identical to the 'SET SOURCE IDMSDDDL ELEMENT OPTIONS' specified for NDVRDLVR in Section8.

This command allows changes to the default options specified by CA Endevor/DB when punching element definitions
from the target dictionary. The following options are set by default when punching element definitions from the target
dictionary:

Punch element element-name version version-nr.
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These punch element options can be overridden by specifying the SET TARGET IDMSDDDL ELEMENT OPTIONS
command. If you specify any options here, you must specify them all. The options text specified must begin with the
'ALSO WITH' or 'WITH' or 'WITHOUT' text. For example, the command:

SET TARGET IDMSDDDL ELEMENT OPTIONS ALSO WITH

subordinate elements SYNONYMS ATTRIBUTES.

will include subordinate elements, element synonyms, and attributes in the punched element output.
With this command, the following punch element command is issued:

PUNCH ELEMENT element-name VERSION version-nr

ALSO WITH SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS SYNONYMS ATTRIBUTES.

Refer to the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section for a full discussion of DDDL PUNCH ELEMENT options.
• SET TARGET SCHEMA OPTIONS

NOTE
To accurately compare the differences between the source and target dictionaries, this set of options must be
identical to the 'SET SOURCE IDMSDDDL SCHEMA OPTIONS' specified for NDVRDLVR in Section8.

This command allows changes to the default options specified by CA Endevor/DB when punching schema definitions
from the target dictionary.
The following options are set by default when punching schema definitions from the target dictionary:

PUNCH SCHEMA schema-id VERSION version-nr.

These punch schema options can be overridden by specifying the SET TARGET SCHEMA OPTIONS command. If
you specify any options here, you must specify them all. The options text specified must begin with 'ALSO WITH' or
'WITHOUT' or 'WITH' text. For example, the command:

SET TARGET SCHEMA OPTIONS ALSO WITH HISTORY.

includes all history information for the schema.
With this command, the following punch schema command is issued:

PUNCH SCHEMA schema-id VERSION version-nr ALSO WITH HISTORY.

Refer to the CA IDMS Database Administering section for a full discussion of PUNCH SCHEMA options.
• SET TARGET SUBSCHEMA OPTIONS

To accurately compare the differences between the source and target dictionaries, this set of options must be identical
to the 'SET SOURCE IDMSDDDL SUBSCHEMA OPTIONS' specified for NDVRDLVR in Section8.
This command allows changes to the default options specified by CA Endevor/DB when punching subschema
definitions from the target dictionary.
The following options are set by default when punching subschema definitions from the target dictionary:

PUNCH SUBSCHEMA subschema-id.
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These punch subschema options can be overridden by specifying the SET TARGET SUBSCHEMA OPTIONS
command. If you specify any options here, you must specify them all. The options text specified must begin with the
'ALSO WITH' or 'WITHOUT' or 'WITH' text. For example, the command:

SET TARGET SUBSCHEMA OPTIONS ALSO WITH HISTORY.

will include the date and time the subschema was created or last modified.
With this command, the following punch subschema command is issued:

PUNCH SUBSCHEMA subschema-id ALSO WITH HISTORY.

Refer to the CA IDMS Database Administering section for a full discussion of PUNCH SUBSCHEMA options.

JCL

Use the JCL below to run NDVRDCMP. It is contained in member SAMPDCMP on the CA Endevor/DB installation media
JCL library:

NDVRDCMP Inputs
The NDVRDCMP input file (NDVRSRC) may either be constructed using NDVRDLVR or built manually.

• If you wish to use the NDVRDLVR files, simply run NDVRDLVR and then specify the NDVRDUPD, NDVRCUPD,
NDVRUUPD and NDVRMUPD files as the input to NDVRDCMP.

• If you wish to construct the NDVRSRC file for NDVRDCMP manually, you must use one or more of the following CA
IDMS utilities:
– RHDCMPUT. Used to produce MAP and PANEL source.
– IDMSCHEM. Used to produce Schema source.
– IDMSUBSC. Used to produce Subschema source.
– IDMSDDDL. Used to produce source for all other entity types.

When you run these CA IDMS compilers, you must instruct them to output entity source via PUNCH commands
(PROCESS TERSE in the case of RHDCMPUT). Note that NDVRDCMP depends critically on the exact PUNCH
command options used by IDMSDDDL, IDMSCHEM and IDMSUBSC.

For RHDCMPUT, use the following commands:

PROCESS=TERSE}

mapname VERSION=nnnn

For IDMSCHEM, use the following commands:

SET OPTIONS QUOTE IS 'OUTPUT 80 DISPLAY AS SYNTAX VERB ADD.

PUNCH SCHEMA schema VERSION nnnn.

For IDMSUBSC, use the following commands:
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SET OPTIONS QUOTE IS 'OUTPUT 80 DISPLAY AS SYNTAX VERB ADD.

PUNCH SUBSCHEMA subschema SCHEMA schema VERSION nnnn.

For IDMSDDDL, use the following commands:

SET OPTIONS QUOTE IS 'OUTPUT 80 DISPLAY AS SYNTAX VERB REPLACE WITH ALL.

    

PUNCH PROGRAM program VERSION nnnn ALSO WITH ENTRY POINTS TASKS.

PUNCH TABLE table VERSION nnnn.

PUNCH QFILE qfile VERSION nnnn.

PUNCH MESSAGE message.

PUNCH PROCESS process VERSION nnnn.

PUNCH MODULE module VERSION nnnn LANGUAGE language.

PUNCH RECORD record VERSION nnnn ALSO WITH FILES ELEMENTS SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS.

PUNCH ELEMENT element VERSION nnnn.

The PUNCH processing produces sequential data sets, which may then be used directly as input to NDVRDCMP.

NDVRDCMP Outputs
Contents

NDVRDCMP produces a 4-part output report in ddname NDVRLST. The output report comprises:
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• An Input Command Listing
• An Entity Comparison Listing
• An Entity Comparison Index
• A Processing Summary

NDVRDCMP - Input Command Listing

The Input Command Listing echoes the user-supplied syntax contained in the NDVRIPT file.

volser                                   CA, INC.                          DATE      TIME     PAGE
nn.n                           C A - E N D E V O R / D B                 mm/dd/
yy  15:34:35  00001
INPUT COMMAND LISTING               MIGRATION COMPARISON PROCESSOR
   SIGNON USER DBADMIN PASSWORD ???????? DBNAME TGTNDVR.
   REPORT CHANGES ONLY.
   COMPARE TYPES = (SCHEMA, SUBSCHEMA, PROGRAM, PROCESS, QFILE, TABLE,
                    MODULE, MESSAGE, FILE, MAP).

NDVRDCMP - Entity Comparison Listing

The Entity Comparison Listing displays the results of each unequal entity comparison requested. A display of changes
only, or of the entire target dictionary entity with inserted and deleted statements embedded within will be produced.
Output formats are varied with the REPORT statement. In this listing the target dictionary is considered file-1 and the
incoming source statements comprise file-2. Modified statements show as inserts followed by deletes.

volser                                               CA, INC.                              DATE      TIME     PAGE
nn.n                                        C A - E N D E V O R / D B                    mm/
dd/yy  15:35:59  00002
ENTITY COMPARISON LISTING                        MIGRATION COMPARISON PROCESSOR
***********************************************************************************************************************************
*                                                                                                                                 *
*  TABLE            ADSCSELB                                      VER  100     - COMPARISON ("INSERT" AND "DELETE" MARK CHANGES)  *
*                                                                                                                                 *
***********************************************************************************************************************************
 DELETE          GENERATE
 DELETE          .
%****** RECORDS: FILE 1 = 00011  FILE 2 = 00009  INSERTS = 00000  DELETES = 00002  IGNORED = 00000 ******
***********************************************************************************************************************************
*                                                                                                                                 *
*  TABLE            TESTCODE                                      VER    1     - COMPARISON ("INSERT" AND "DELETE" MARK CHANGES)  *
*                                                                                                                                 *
***********************************************************************************************************************************
 INSERT          TABLE IS SORTED
 INSERT          DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED
 DELETE          TABLE IS UNSORTED
 DELETE          GENERATE
 DELETE          .
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%****** RECORDS: FILE 1 = 00013  FILE 2 = 00012  INSERTS = 00002  DELETES = 00003  IGNORED = 00000 ******
***********************************************************************************************************************************
*                                                                                                                                 *
*  TABLE            TESTEDIT                                      VER    1     - COMPARISON ("INSERT" AND "DELETE" MARK CHANGES)  *
*                                                                                                                                 *
***********************************************************************************************************************************
 DELETE          GENERATE
 DELETE          .
%****** RECORDS: FILE 1 = 00011  FILE 2 = 00009  INSERTS = 00000  DELETES = 00002  IGNORED = 00000 ******

NDVRDCMP - Index to Entity Listing

The Index to Entity Listing displays the result of each comparison in alphabetical sequence by entity name. If there is
a difference between the source and target entities, a page number will be found in the right-hand column. Detailed
comparison results will be found on the page number indicated in the Entity Comparison Listing as shown above. When
an entity appears more than once in the input entity file produced by NDVRDLVR (as when an element is contained in
more than one migrating record), it may appear more than once in the comparison listing.

volser                                               CA, INC.                              DATE      TIME     PAGE
nn.n                                        C A - E N D E V O R / D B                    mm/
dd/yy  15:40:44  00003
INDEX TO ENTITY LISTING                          MIGRATION COMPARISON PROCESSOR
TABLE            ADSCSELB                                  VER  100 SOURCE IS DIFFERENT THAN TARGET ...........................    2
PROGRAM          AUTODIAG                                  VER  100 SOURCE AND TARGET IDENTICAL (NOT LISTED)
MODULE           AUTOUSER-FLD-
HELP                HELP     VER  100 SOURCE AND TARGET IDENTICAL (NOT LISTED)
MODULE           AUTOUSER-MAP-
HELP                HELP     VER    1 SOURCE AND TARGET IDENTICAL (NOT LISTED)
MODULE           AUTOUSER-MAP-
HELP                HELP     VER  100 SOURCE AND TARGET IDENTICAL (NOT LISTED)
FILE             CUSTOMER-
FILE                             VER    1 SOURCE AND TARGET IDENTICAL (NOT LISTED)
MESSAGE          DC601086                                  VER    0 SOURCE AND TARGET IDENTICAL (NOT LISTED)
PROGRAM          EMPINQ                                    VER    1 SOURCE AND TARGET IDENTICAL (NOT LISTED)
MODULE           MAP-FIELD-
HELP                   HELP     VER    1 SOURCE AND TARGET IDENTICAL (NOT LISTED)
FILE             ORDER-
FILE                                VER    1 SOURCE AND TARGET IDENTICAL (NOT LISTED)
PROGRAM          PRANDEM1                                  VER    1 SOURCE AND TARGET IDENTICAL (NOT LISTED)
FILE             RPTFILE                                   VER    1 SOURCE AND TARGET IDENTICAL (NOT LISTED)
TABLE            TESTCODE                                  VER    1 SOURCE IS DIFFERENT THAN TARGET ...........................    2
TABLE            TESTEDIT                                  VER    1 SOURCE IS DIFFERENT THAN TARGET ...........................    2
MAP              EMPMAPP1                                  VER    1 NOT AT TARGET, NEW ENTITY COMING FROM SOURCE (NOT LISTED)
MAP              EMPMAPP2                                  VER    1 NOT AT TARGET, NEW ENTITY COMING FROM SOURCE (NOT LISTED)
SCHEMA           EMPSCHM                                   VER  100 SOURCE AND TARGET IDENTICAL (NOT LISTED)
SUBSCHEMA        EMPSS01                          EMPSCHM  VER  100 SOURCE AND TARGET IDENTICAL (NOT LISTED)
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MAP              EMPMAP01                                  VER    2 NOT AT TARGET, NEW ENTITY COMING FROM SOURCE (NOT LISTED)
MAP              EMPMAP02                                  VER    1 NOT AT TARGET, NEW ENTITY COMING FROM SOURCE (NOT LISTED)

NDVRDCMP - Processing Summary

The Processing Summary displays end-of-job statistics that reflect the results of the comparison run.

volser                                   CA, INC.                            DATE      TIME     PAGE
nn.n                           C A - E N D E V O R / D B                   mm/dd/
yy  15:40:44  00004
PROCESSING SUMMARY                  MIGRATION COMPARISON PROCESSOR
NDVRDCMP: I001 COMPARISON PROCESSING COMPLETED
                                                  NEW FROM         CHANGED AT
          ENTITY TYPE         PROCESSED            SOURCE            SOURCE
          FILES                       3                 0                 0
          MAPS                        4                 4                 0
          MESSAGES                    1                 0                 0
          MODULES                     4                 0                 0
          PROGRAMS                    3                 0                 0
          SCHEMAS                     1                 0                 0
          SUBSCHEMAS                  1                 0                 0
          TABLES                      3                 0                 3
          TOTAL                      20                 4                 3

The JCL Converter
CA Endevor/DB's JCL Converter converts JCL that executes dictionary update utilities to use CA Endevor/DB's
NDVRBOOK program. NDVRBOOK assigns the dictionary updates to a particular user or CCID. Typically, the JCL
Converter is employed as a conversion aid to tailor vendor-supplied sets of JCL or old jobstreams used at a shop prior to
the installation of CA Endevor/DB. It is a valuable tool when applying maintenance releases of vendor software.

The JCL Converter can convert JCL to execute against a monitored dictionary. It will dynamically determine the type of
JCL that it is converting and build the appropriate control statements for that environment. Additionally, it will accept input
"SEARCH FOR/REPLACE WITH" commands to replace blocks of JCL statements. Typically, these commands are used
to replace JOBLIB or STEPLIB statements to include CA Endevor/DB's load libraries. These "SEARCH FOR/REPLACE
WITH" commands can, however, be used against any blocks of statements.

Why JCL Needs To Be Converted
When a dictionary is monitored by CA Endevor/DB, dictionary updates are identified and assigned to users and/or CCIDs.
When executing batch dictionary updates, CA Endevor/DB's NDVRBOOK program identifies the CA Endevor/DB user
and/or CCIDs to validate and assign the updates. Instead of specifying the dictionary update utility on the EXEC statement
in your JCL, specify NDVRBOOK. An input NDVRIPT file contains control statements for NDVRBOOK, specifying the
particular user to whom the updates are to be credited and the dictionary update utility to invoke. When executed,
NDVRBOOK passes this user identification to CA Endevor/DB's Security System/Change Monitor and then loads and
passes control to the dictionary update utility. The subsequent dictionary updates are assigned to the user and/or CCIDs
specified to NDVRBOOK.
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Use the JCL, following, to run NDVRRJCL. It is contained in member SAMPRJCL on the CA Endevor/DB installation
media JCL library:

//JOBNAME    JOB  YOUR.JOBCARD.INFORMATION

//JOBLIB      DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ndvrdb.loadlib

//*

//*********************************************************************

//*

//*    JOB:            SAMPRJCL

//*

//*    PURPOSE:    CONVERT  JCL  TO  USE  NDVRBOOK.

//*

//*    STEP:          FUNCTION:

//*    =====         =========

//*

//*    GORJCL        CONVERTS  JCL  TO  EXECUTE  NDVRBOOK WITH  INSTRUCTIONS  AS

//*                  TO  THE  PROGRAM TO  EXECUTE  AND  THE  USER  TO  ASSIGN  CHANGE

//*                  LOG  ENTRIES  TO.

//*

//*********************************************************************

//*

//GORJCL      EXEC  PGM=NDVRRJCL,REGION=640K

//NDVRJCLI  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.input.jcl.dataset

//NDVRJCLO  DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=your.output.jcl.dataset

//NDVRLST    DD  SYSOUT=*

//NDVRERR    DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP  DD  DUMMY

//NDVRIPT    DD  DATA,DLM='##' 

   CONVERT  JOBSTREAM

     USER  = youruserid  PASSWORD  = yourpswd

           DICTNAME  userdict.

*+  PUT  YOUR  SEARCH  FOR  COMMANDS HERE.      +*

##

/*

Security Menu Mask Definitions
Security Class definitions allow the tailoring of menu screens. The following table defines the menu items that correspond
to the rows and columns on the Security Class Detail screen. An N in all subfunctions for a category causes the
suppression of that category on the main menu screen. Conversely, a Y next to any subfunction causes that category to
appear on the main menu screen.

Mask Values

Main Menu Category Subfunction Meaning
1 Signin/Signout Browse entities signed out.

Signout entities
Signin entities

2 Authorization Browse preauthorizations
Add preauthorizations
Delete preauthorizations
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3 Lock/Unlock Browse locked users
Lock users
Unlock users
Browse locked CCIDs
Lock CCIDs
Unlock CCIDs
Browse locked dictionaries
Lock dictionaries
Unlock dictionaries

4 Entity Browse entity descriptors
Add a new entity descriptor
Modify entity descriptors
Delete entity descriptors
Browse entity change history
Browse entity status history

5 CCID Browse CCID descriptors
Add a CCID descriptor
Modify CCID descriptors
Delete CCID descriptors
Browse CCID/change associations
Add CCID/change associations
Modify CCID/change associations
Delete CCID/change associations
Browse entity status for CCID

6 Status Browse status descriptors
Add a status descriptor
Modify status descriptors
Delete status descriptors
Browse status/entity associations
Add a status/entity association
Modify status/entity associations
Delete status/entity associations

7 User Browse user descriptors
Add a user descriptor
Modify user descriptors
Delete user descriptors
Browse user/change associations
Add a user/change association
Modify user/change associations
Delete user/change associations

8 Dictionary Browse dictionary descriptors
Modify dictionary descriptors
Delete dictionary descriptors
Browse change log entries
Modify change log entries
Delete change log entries
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9 Management Group Browse management groups
Add a management group
Modify management groups
Delete management groups
Browse MGRP/CCID associations
Add a MGRP/CCID association
Modify MGRP/CCID associations
Delete MGRP/CCID associations

10 Control Browse CCDB descriptor records
Modify CCDB descriptor records
Browse security descriptors
Add a security descriptor
Modify security descriptors
Delete security descriptors
Browse monitor dict. stat blocks
Modify monitor dict. stat blocks

Online/Batch Control Flags
The Y/N flags on the Security Class Detail screen (described in Section4) control a user's ability to use Batch front end
commands and command options. PUNCH mode is the CA Endevor/DB Batch equivalent of Browse actions in the CA
Endevor/DB Online front end.

The full breakdown of MENU flags and the Online and Batch functions that they control is as follows:

Online Function Batch Function

 

 

Main Menu Subfunction Menu Option Command Mode
Signin/ Signout Functions Browse Entities Signed

Out
1 Signin and Signout Punch

 Signout Entities 2 Signout Process
 Signin Entities 3 Signin Process
Preauthor- ization
Functions

Browse Preauthor-
izations

1 Add Preauthor- ization Punch

   Modify Preauthor- ization Punch
   Delete Preauthor- ization Punch
 Add Preauthor- ization 2 Add Preauthor- ization Process
 Delete Preauthor-

izations
3 Delete Preauthor- ization Process

 Modify Preauthor-
izations

4 Modify Preauthor- ization Process

Lock Functions Browse Locked Users 1  - - - - -
 Lock Users 2  - - - - -
 Unlock Users 3  - - - - -
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 Browse Locked CCIDs 4  - - - - -
 Lock CCIDs 5  - - - - -
 Unlock CCIDs 6  - - - - -
 Browse Dictionaries 7  - - - - -
 Lock Dictionaries 8  - - - - -
 Unlock Dictionaries 9  - - - - -
Entity Functions Browse Entity Descriptors 1 Add Entity Punch
   Modify Entity Punch
   Delete Entity Punch
 Add New Entity

Descriptor
2 Add Entity Process

 Modify Entity Descriptors 3 Modify Entity Process
 Delete Entity Descriptors 4 Delete Entity Process
 Browse Entity Change

History
5  - - - - -

 Browse Entity Status
History

6  - - - - -

CCID Processing Browse CCID Descriptors 1 Add CCID Punch
   Modify CCID Punch
   Delete CCID Punch
 Add CCID Descriptor 2 Add CCID Process
 Modify CCID Descriptors 3 Modify CCID Process
 Delete CCID Descriptors 4 Delete CCID Process
 Browse CCID/ Change

Associations
5  - - - - -

 Add CCID/ Change
Association

6  - - - - -

 Modify CCID/ Change
Association

7  - - - - -

 Delete CCID/ Change
Association

8  - - - - -

 Browse Entity Status for
CCID

9  - - - - -

Status Processing Browse Status
Descriptors

1 Add Status Punch

   Modify Status Punch
   Delete Status Punch
 Add Status Descriptor 2 Add Status Process
 Modify Status Descriptors 3 Modify Status Process
 Delete Status Descriptors 4 Delete Status Process
 Browse Status/ Entity

Associations
5 Add Entity/ STATUS

clause
Punch

 Add Status/ Entity
Associat- ions

6 Add Entity/ STATUS
clause

Process
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 Modify Status/ Entity
Associations

7 Modify Entity/ STATUS
clause

Process

 Delete Status/ Entity
Associations

8 Delete Entity/ STATUS
clause

Process

User Processing Browse User
Descriptions

1 Add User Punch

   Modify User Punch
   Delete User Punch
 Add User Description 2 Add User Process
 Modify User Descriptions 3 Modify User Process
 Delete User Descriptions 4 Delete User Process
 Browse User/ Change

Associations
5  - - - - -

 Add User/ Change
Association

6  - - - - -

 Modify User/ Change
Associations

7  - - - - -

 Delete User/ Change
Associations

8  - - - - -

Dictionary Processing Browse Dictionary
Descriptors

1 Modify Dictionary Punch

 Modify Dictionary
Descriptors

2 Modify Dictionary Process

 Delete Dictionary
Descriptors

3  - - - - -

 Browse Change Log
Entries

4  - - - - -

 Modify Change Log
Entries

5  - - - - -

 Delete Change Log
Entries

6  - - - - -

Management Group
Processing

Browse Management
Groups

1 Add Management Group Punch

   Modify Management
Group

Punch

   Delete Management
Group

Punch

 Add Management Group 2 Add Management Group Process
 Modify Management

Groups
3 Modify Management

Groups
Process

 Delete Management
Groups

4 Delete Management
Groups

Process

 Browse Mgrp/ CCID
Associations

5 Add Mgmt Grp/ CCID
clause

Punch

 Add Mgrp/ CCID
Association

6 Add Mgmt Grp/ CCID
clause

Process
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   Modify Mgmt Grp/ CCID
clause

Process

 Modify Mgrp/ CCID
Associations

7 Modify Mgmt Grp/ CCID
clause

Process

 Delete Mgrp/ CCID
Associations

8 Modify Mgmt Grp/ CCID
clause

Process

Control Functions Browse CCDB Descriptor
Record

1  - - - - -

 Modify CCDB Descriptor
Record

2  - - - - -

 Browse Security
Descriptors

3 Add Security Class Punch

   Modify Security Class Punch
   Delete Security Class Punch
 Add Security Descriptor 4 Add Security Class Process
 Modify Security

Descriptors
5 Modify Security Class Process

 Delete Security
Descriptors

6 Delete Security Class Process

 Browse Monitor Dict Stat
Blocks

7  - - - - -

 Modify Monitor Dict Stat
Blocks

8  - - - - -

CA Endevor/DB Signon and Return to CA
IDMS

1  - - - - -

Signon Functions Signon and Go To
Function Menu

2 Signon  

Administrating CA IDMS Database
This section is intended for anyone who is responsible for administering one or more CA IDMS database and for those
whose responsibility lies in administering a portion of the database, such as database definition.

CA IDMS Environment (Database Administration)
CA IDMS provides both database and data communications services for the development and execution of applications
in multi- and single-user environments. Development, production, and end-user systems coexist in the CA IDMS
environment.

Components

CA IDMS includes the following components:

• Database management system
• CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF (DC/UCF)
• Dictionaries
• Physical database definition
• Logical database definition
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Types of Operation

The CA IDMS environment supports three types of operation:

• Multiuser—Implemented through CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF central version
• Single-user—Implemented through local mode
• Data Sharing—Implemented as two or more CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF central versions operating cooperatively

through coupling facility services

Online programs always access the database using central version services. Batch programs can access the database
either under central version or in local mode. Batch or online TP-monitor programs other than CA IDMS/DC running in
another address space communicate with central version through facilities that are provided by CA IDMS.

Multiuser Environment

 Central Version 

In a multiuser environment, you use the services of the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF central version to access the
database. When two or more users attempt to access or update the database simultaneously, the DBMS, which is part of
the DC/UCF system, controls and coordinates access to the database.

Central version operations provide greater concurrency and recovery services than local mode operations.

Under central version:

• The DBMS ensures the integrity of the database by controlling concurrent access through locks that are placed on
areas and table rows or record occurrences.

• The DBMS performs automatic recovery operations for programs that end abnormally

Requesting Central Version Services

Application programs executing within the following environments can make database requests of the central version:

• Batch address spaces
• CA IDMS/DC and CA IDMS UCF (DC/UCF) systems
• Other teleprocessing monitors

An application program executing within the DC/UCF environment can take advantage of the single region architecture
of CA IDMS. Because the database and data communications services operate within a single address space, database
requests do not need to be transferred across address spaces.
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Single-user Environment

Local Mode

In local mode, the DBMS, which is loaded at program execution time, handles requests for database services, but does
not support requests from multiple users.

A batch program that runs in local mode executes entirely in its own address space.

Local mode:

• Reduces system overhead for long-running batch jobs that tend to monopolize a database area
• Controls access from concurrently executing local mode applications and central version applications through physical

locks on the area. Only one address space can update an area at one time.

Recovery in the event of abnormal termination is accomplished through manual recovery operations.

Data Sharing Environment

A data sharing environment is one in which multiple central versions operate cooperatively through the coupling facility
services of IBM's parallel sysplex architecture. Each CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF system that is to participate in a data
sharing environment must be a member of a data sharing group. There can be any number of data sharing groups within
a sysplex, but a central version can belong to only one group at a time.

The primary advantage of data sharing is that more than one central version can update a database concurrently. In fact,
every member of a data sharing group can simultaneously update one or more databases. This enables more than one
central version to service a given type of transaction, thereby providing both increased transaction throughput and fault
tolerance in the event of failure.
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The following diagram illustrates a data sharing group. It consists of four members (CUST01, CUST02, CUST03, and
CUST04), each of which share update access to the same set of databases (Inventory, Customer, and Financial).

  

CA IDMS/DC and CA IDMS UCF
The CA IDMS/DC system is central to the CA IDMS multiuser operating environment. CA IDMS/DC (or CA IDMS UCF)
controls:

• Task management
• Terminal communications
• Scratch and queue management
• Storage and program management

Defining the System

You define the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF system in the system dictionary through a process called system
generation using the system generation compiler. The system definition includes:

• Definitions for system resources, programs, tasks, logs, and statistical reporting.
• Teleprocessing component definitions

NOTE
For more information about CA IDMS/DC and CA IDMS UCF, see Using System Generation.

CA IDMS/DB Components
CA IDMS/DB includes the following components:
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Database Management System

The database management system makes it possible to access the data in your database. It ensures that the data is
consistent and coordinates access to data using locks. The DBMS provides data integrity through automatic recovery
services and has various tuning options such as clustering, linked lists, and data compression.

Dictionaries

What is a Dictionary

To support the runtime environment, certain information is required to define and control that environment. This
information is stored in dictionaries.

A dictionary is a special CA IDMS defined database that holds definitions of:

• Other databases
• CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF systems
• User-written applications

The two kinds of dictionaries that are used in the CA IDMS environment are system dictionaries and application
dictionaries.

System Dictionary

The system dictionary contains DC/UCF system definitions and physical database definitions.

There can be only one system dictionary in a runtime environment.

Application Dictionary

An application dictionary contains application definitions and logical database definitions. This includes records,
relationships, areas, schemas, subschemas, maps, and dialogs.

There can be zero, one, or more application dictionaries in a runtime environment.

NOTE
For more information about defining and maintaining dictionaries, see Dictionaries and Runtime Environments.

Physical Database Definition

In addition to defining the logical components of the database, you define the physical characteristics of the data and the
environment in which it is accessed. This is called the physical database definition.

The physical database definition includes the following:

• Segments, areas, and files that will hold the data
• Buffers that are used in retrieving and storing data
• Journal files that are used for recovery

The physical database definition is stored in the system dictionary, since it represents all data accessible through the
runtime environment.

Logical Database Definition

The logical database definition identifies the user's view of the data.

The logical database definition includes:
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• Definition of records, tables, and views
• Definitions of relationships between these entities
• Specification of integrity rules
• Specification of indexes and other access keys

Logical database definitions reside in the application dictionary.

Security (Database Administration)
Access to CA IDMS databases and the DC/UCF runtime environment is controlled through a common security facility.
This security facility allows access to be controlled using CA IDMS internal security services or external security
packages, such as CA ACF2, CA Top Secret, or RACF.

NOTE

For more information, see Administrating Security for IDMS.

Getting Started (Database Administration)
Before you can define, load, and access a database, you must have an operational CA IDMS environment.

Installation

To create an operational CA IDMS environment, you install CA IDMS from an integrated installation media supplied
by CA. The media contains the programs and files that are required to install all purchased CA IDMS system software
products under each supported operating system.

NOTE

For information about installation procedures, see the section for your operating system in Installing.

Runtime Components

The CA IDMS runtime environment that you install includes the following components:

• Program libraries containing the CA IDMS/DB and CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF products
• System dictionary
• Application dictionary
• Sample database
• CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF system. This system is a starter system which you can modify to meet the needs of

your environment.

Prepare the Production Environment

Once you have a DC/UCF system, you can prepare your production environment. The process is as follows:

1. Design the database
2. Define the database
3. Load the database
4. Develop and test applications
5. Establish the production environment

At each step you must:

• Establish and enforce naming conventions for entities such as schemas, database areas, records or tables, and
application modules.
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A set of standardized naming conventions that suit your corporate needs will save much time and confusion and will
help to ensure an efficient and effective CA IDMS environment.

• Implement security measures to protect entities such as the database, data dictionary, and DC/UCF system from
unauthorized access.

Design the Database

Designing a database involves the following activities:

1. Develop a design for the database
2. Decide on an implementation for that logical design

Database design is the process of determining the fundamental data entities that are needed to support the corporation
business.

During the initial design stage, you gather information about the business functions performed at your corporation.
Through analysis of these functions, you identify the types of data that are manipulated by the functions and determine the
relationships among the data types. Using data modeling techniques, you then create a diagram that serves as a logical
model of the corporate data resource.

Once the initial design is complete, you enhance that design to meet specific application performance and processing
requirements.

During this stage, you determine indexes and other access keys used to meet required performance goals and design
structures to optimize storage resources.

NOTE

For complete database design steps, See Administrating Database Design.

Define the Database

At this point, you must decide on the logical definition language and translate the design into CA IDMS structures
appropriate to that implementation. If you choose SQL, you must:

1. Define the physical database
2. Format the operating system files
3. Define the logical database

If you do not choose SQL, you can define the logical database either before or after defining the physical database and
formatting the operating system files.

Define the Physical Database

To put the database design into effect, you set up the physical database environment. This involves identifying and sizing:

• Buffers
• Areas
• Database files
• Journal files

There is a common language that is used for these definitions regardless of the logical definition language chosen.

NOTE
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• For general information about defining the physical database, see Defining Physical Databases.
• For more information about defining the physical database, see Defining Segments, Files, and Areas and

Defining, Generating, and Punching a DMCL.
• For more information about sizing the database, see Administrating Database Design.
• For more information about formatting operating system files, see Allocating and Formatting Files.

Define the Logical Database

Defining the logical database involves defining the data structures, such as tables and indexes, which are identified during
the database design process. To produce this definition, you use either SQL or non-SQL statements.

NOTE

• For more information about defining a logical database using SQL, see Defining a Database Using SQL.
• For more information about defining a logical database using Non-SQL, see Defining a Database Using Non-

SQL.

Load the Database

After the physical and logical database definition is complete, you load data into the database. This data may come from
another database or from sequential files.

NOTE

• For more information about loading the database for non-SQL defined databases, see Loading a Non-SQL
Defined Database.

• For more information about loading the database for SQL defined databases, see Loading an SQL-Defined
Database.

Develop and Test Applications

After you have loaded the data into the database, you can continue to develop and test applications.

Establish the Production Environment

When you have completed development and testing of your applications, you need to establish the production
environment.

Create Test and Production Configurations

You can set up separate configurations for test and production applications by creating:

• Two systems, two dictionaries, two databases
• One system, two dictionaries, two databases

To isolate the production environment from the impact of the test environment, the first approach is recommended.

 

Tools for Database Definition and Maintenance
You can define and maintain your database using various facilities.

Command Facility

The command facility is a tool that is used to enter:
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• Physical database definition and maintenance statements
• SQL logical database definition and maintenance statements
• Utility statements

The command facility can be run in either online or batch mode.

NOTE
For more information about the command facility, see Using Common Facilities.

Schema, Subschema, and DDDL Compilers

The batch and online schema, subschema, and data dictionary definition language (DDDL) compilers are used to define
and maintain the logical definition of non-SQL databases:

• Schema compiler -- Used to create a complete logical non-SQL database definition
• Subschema compiler -- Used to create a subset view of the logical database definition for use with application

programs.
• DDDL compiler -- Used to create record and element definitions in the dictionary.

Utilities

You use utilities to perform maintenance operations on the database. Most utilities are executed as statements through
the command facility; however, some are standalone programs.

NOTE
For more information about utilities, see Utilities.

Defining Physical Databases
A physical database is a collection of data that resides in operating system files. CA IDMS/DB uses information provided
at runtime to determine how to map the logical representation of the database to one of perhaps many physical
implementations of the database.

 

The definition of a physical database is represented as a segment. A segment defines the areas (that is, logical files) and
physical files that contain the data in the database. For CA IDMS/DB to access the segment at runtime, the segment must
be added to the definition of a DMCL.

What is a DMCL?

A DMCL is a collection of segment definitions that can be accessed in a single execution of CA IDMS/DB. A DMCL exists
as a load module in a load library and is used at runtime to determine where data required by an application is physically
stored.

A DMCL also performs the following tasks:

• Assigns buffer space needed for processing the data
• Describes a buffer and files for journaling database activity
• Identifies a database name table, which CA IDMS/DB uses at runtime to map a logical database definition to a physical

database definition
• Specifies data sharing-related attributes
• Identifies the areas of the database to be shared across members of a data sharing group
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In most cases, you will need only one DMCL per configuration. For example, if you maintain separate test and production
configurations, each would have its own DMCL. All applications that run under the central version use a single DMCL as
specified in the system startup parameters. Applications that run in local mode can also use this DMCL.

Under local mode, you may want to use a DMCL tailored for particular applications, such as loading a database. You
can specify the name of the DMCL for use in local mode in the SYSIDMS parameter file. If you do not specify a DMCL
explicitly, CA IDMS/DB assumes the DMCL is named IDMSDMCL.

Segments

Represent a Physical Database

A segment represents a physical database usually defined by a single schema. It describes the collection of areas and
files containing the data of the database. One logical definition (schema) can be associated with one or more physical
definitions (segments). Each of these segments contains areas and files.

Following is an illustration of a physical database:

Areas Define Range of Database Pages

An area is a logical file divided into database pages. A database page represents a logical file block.

Database Pages Physically Stored in Files

You assign an area's pages to one or more physical disk files that exist on direct access volumes. At runtime, CA IDMS/
DB maps a page in an area to one or more blocks in a file; the way CA IDMS/DB maps a database page to a physical file
depends on the file's access method.
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DMCLs

DMCL Contains Segments

A DMCL contains one or more segments. These may include:

• Segments that define the system dictionary
• Segments that define one or more application dictionaries
• Segments that define one or more user databases

DMCL Used at Runtime

A DMCL is the structure used by CA IDMS/DB at runtime to access physical database definitions. It must exist as a load
module in a load library.

Buffers Reserve Space in Memory

A DMCL also defines two types of buffers:

• Database buffers, which hold database pages in use by CA IDMS/DB
• A journal buffer which holds journal blocks used to log database activity prior to being written to the journal file

Journal Files

Depending on your runtime environment, your DMCL will contain one of the following designations for journaling:

Environment Journaling entities
Central version
Local mode (without journaling)

2 or more disk journals
1 archive journal

Local mode (with journaling) 1 tape journal

Data Sharing Attributes

A DMCL used by a central version that is a member of a data sharing group also specifies attributes that are related to
data sharing. These attributes include such things as the maximum number of members that can belong to the group and
the action that should be taken if the coupling facility fails. These attributes are ignored by central versions that are not
members of a data sharing group and by CA IDMS running in a local mode environment.

Database Name Tables

Maps Logical Definition to Physical

A database name table is an entity associated with a DMCL that is used to map the logical database definition to one or
more segments in the DMCL.

Contents of a Database Name Table

The definition of a database name table includes one or more database names. Each database name identifies the
segments to be accessed as part of the logical database. A database name table may also include one or more database
group declarations.

Group Names for Dynamic Routing

In a parallel sysplex environment, a database name table may also define database groups (DBGROUPs) which
represent collections of central versions to which requests can be dynamically routed. A database request can be serviced
on any central version whose database name table includes the database group to which the request is directed.

Database Name Table Used at Runtime

A database name table is used by CA IDMS/DB at runtime to access physical database definitions. It must exist as a load
module in a load library.
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Separating Logical and Physical Database Definitions
Under CA IDMS/DB, you create a logical database definition (a schema) that contains no reference to how the data is
physically stored and accessed at runtime. The physical database definition contains that information.

Advantages

The advantages of separating the logical database definition from its physical implementation are the following:

• You do not have to modify your schemas because of changes made to the physical description of a database.
• One logical database definition can have multiple physical implementations.

Defining Segments, Files, and Areas
A segment represents a physical database. It describes the physical implementation of a database whose logical contents
are usually represented by a single schema. Associated with a segment are the areas and files that contain the data in the
database.

Segments

The definition of a segment includes these attributes:

• What type of segment it is; that is, whether the segment definition describes the physical implementation of a non-SQL
defined database or an SQL defined database

• Page groups and the maximum number of records or rows that can be stored on a database page; these two
parameters determine how many pages the database can contain and the db-key format that describes the location of
records or rows in the database

• For SQL-defined databases:
– Optionally, the name of the schema for which this segment is reserved
– Optionally, the synchronization stamp level

Example

 create segment prodseg
   for sql
   for schema prodschm
   stamp by area;
 

NOTE
Segment must be added to DMCL Definition.

Before CA IDMS/DB can use a segment at runtime, you must add the segment to a DMCL, which in turn must exist as a
load module in a load library.

Files

Database Files Contain Data

A CA IDMS database is stored on one or more disk files on direct access volumes. Database files contain data CA IDMS/
DB accesses on behalf of applications.

What a File Defines

The definition of a file includes:
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• The name of the file being defined. Within a DMCL, the name of the file must be a unique combination of the segment
with which the file is associated and the file identifier.

• The type of file (that is, database or native VSAM) and the access method CA IDMS/DB is to use.
• Optionally, the data set name (or other operating system specific information) that CA IDMS/DB can use to locate the

file rather than using information specified in a JCL statement.
• The external name or label in z/VSE to be used to identify the file. CA IDMS/DB searches the execution JCL for an

external file name that matches the specified name and, if found, uses the JCL information to locate the dataset. If you
do not specify information on the dataset in the FILE statement, you must include an external file name.

Example

 create file emp_demo1
   assign to empfile;
 

For more information on file access methods and creating files, see Allocating and Formatting Files.

Areas

The following section Discusses related areas of database segment.

Range of Database Pages

An area is a contiguous range of database pages. Each page in an area maps to a block in a file that is associated with
the area.

Related Areas Generally Share Same Segment

Areas that contain related information are usually defined within the same segment. For example, the Commonweather
database has three areas within one segment: one for employee information (EMP-DEMO-REGION), one for
organizational information (ORG-DEMO-REGION), and one for benefits information (INS-DEMO-REGION).

An Area Maps to Files

Each area can map to one or more physical files. In turn, one file can contain the pages of one or more areas.

What an Area Defines

When you define an area, you assign the following attributes:

• The area's initial page range and pages reserved for future expansion
• The size of each page in the area and, optionally, a cushion reserved for expansion of variable-length records, internal

index records, and compressed records and rows
• Optionally, for SQL-defined databases, whether to maintain a synchronization stamp for each table in the area or a

single stamp for the entire area
• Optionally, for non-SQL defined databases, symbolic parameter values
• The file or files that contain the area's pages

NOTE
For more information on sizing areas and planning their use, see the Administrating section.

Planning

 

Segment Boundaries

Note the following section about segment boundaries.
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One Schema One Segment

Typically one segment contains the data described by one schema. However, other factors need to be considered when
deciding how data should be separated into segments.

Non-SQL Defined Data

Place all areas defined by a single schema in one segment unless:

• One or more areas are shared across multiple physical implementations. For example, if employee information is
segmented by region but insurance information is corporate-wide, area(s) containing the insurance information must
be placed in their own segment even though they are described in the same schema as the employee information.

• Areas defined by the schema are managed as separate units. For example, the insurance area(s) might have a
different backup cycle than the employee area(s) and separating them into different segments allows operations to be
performed by segment.

If areas described by a single schema are separated into different segments, it is strongly recommended that no set
crosses the segment boundary (no set should have an owner in one segment and a member in another). This is advisable
because it will allow you to perform maintenance operations (such as reorganization) on a segment independently of other
segments. If a set crosses a segment boundary, you may need to define a new segment that includes all impacted areas
or create a database name that includes all impacted segments and whose name is the same as the segment on which
the operation is being performed.

SQL Defined Data

Each table is associated directly with an area in which its data rows are stored. Restrictions about where the rows of a
given table can be stored are imposed by security and the DBA when defining a segment.

A segment can be reserved for tables from a specific schema by specifying the FOR SCHEMA clause on the segment
definition within the application dictionary in which the tables will be defined. By specifying the FOR SCHEMA clause,
the DBA ensures that only tables associated with the named schema will be stored in the segment. This can be useful in
ensuring that only related production data is stored in a given segment.

In an information center or development environment in which schemas are owned by individuals, it is likely that tables
from multiple schemas will reside in a single segment. Segmentation might be related more to group affiliation than to
schema association.

Mapping Areas to Files

One area can be stored in multiple files and a single file can contain many areas. Typically, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between an area and a file unless:

• The resulting file would be larger than a single disk device, in which case multiple files are used to contain the area
• VSAM is being used as the underlying access method and the area is larger than 4Gb, in which case the area must be

mapped to multiple files
• There are a number of small, non-volatile areas, in which case multiple areas may be contained in a single file

NOTE
For more information on mapping areas to files, see the Administrating section.

Page Ranges

Areas are made up of contiguously numbered pages. The low and high page numbers assigned to an area define its page
range. The page range of an area:

• Must not overlap that of any other area in the same segment
• Must not overlap that of any other area in a segment included in the same DMCL if the two segments have the same

page group
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When an area is defined, pages can be reserved for future expansion by using the MAXIMUM SPACE clause. If specified,
CA IDMS ensures that no other area included in the same DMCL has a page range that overlaps both the currently
allocated and the reserved space. By reserving additional pages, you are assured of being able to extend the area's page
range without unloading and reloading the data.

Page Groups

Definition

A page group is an attribute of a segment. It uniquely identifies a collection of page ranges. For example, page 30,002 of
page group 0 is different than page 30,002 of page group 1. The following diagram shows how page groups allow areas to
be defined with the same or overlapping page ranges:

     PAGE GROUP 0                    PAGE GROUP 1

┌───────────────────────┐         ┌───────────────────────┐

│ AREA EMP-AREA         │         │ AREA ORDER-AREA       │

│   PAGES 30000 to 30500│         │   PAGES 30000 to 30500│

└───────────┬───────────┘         └───────────┬───────────┘

            │                                 │

            │                                 │

            ▼                                 ▼

     PAGE 30,002 of                    PAGE 30,002 of

       PAGE GROUP 0                      PAGE GROUP 1

When to Use Page Groups

The default page group, 0, allows you to use up to 16,777,214 database pages containing up to 255 records/rows per
page. Typically, you use page groups if your database environment requires more than 16,777,214 database pages; for
example, if you access multiple, large databases within a single DMCL. By using page groups, you can include areas with
the same page range in a single DMCL.

Mixed Page Groups

You may define a database with a mix of page groups; however, you may not define a database in which a chain set
crosses a page group boundary. For SQL-defined databases, neither indexes nor referential constraints may cross a page
group boundary.

Page Groups and Run Units

By default, a run unit can access data from only one page group at a time. This restriction can be overcome by specifying
the MIXED PAGE GROUP option on the DBNAME statement that defines the database, but using this option has
implications for programs accessing the database.

SQL sessions can access data in mixed page groups without any restrictions or special considerations.
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NOTE
For more information on using mixed page groups, see the Section“Defining a Database Name Table”.

Page Groups and Dictionaries

There are special rules about mixed page groups and dictionaries.

NOTE
For more information, see the Chapters “Defining a Database Name Table” and “Dictionaries and Runtime
Environments”.

Records Per Page

Maximum Records Per Page Affect Database Page Count

When defining a segment, you can specify the maximum number of record occurrences or rows that can be stored on
a database page. The value you assign determines the db-key format, which in turn, affects the highest allowable page
number that can be assigned to areas associated with the segment.

What Value Should You Use?

In most cases, use the default number of records per page, 255. This value accommodates a database with page
numbers up to 16,777,214. Otherwise, choose:

• A larger value if your database contains very small records and your page size is large.
• A smaller value if your database contains very large records or you need more than 16,777,214 pages in a single

database

Maximum Records Per Page Restrictions

You may define a database that has different maximum records per page for its component segments; however, you
may not define a database in which components of a set, index, or referential constraint reside in areas with different
maximums.

Maximum Records Per Page and Transactions

The same considerations that apply to page groups also apply to maximum records per page:

• All data accessed in a run unit must have the same maximum number of records per page, unless the MIXED PAGE
GROUP BINDS option is specified on the DBNAME statement that defines the database being accessed.

• SQL transactions have no limitations in this regard.

NOTE
For more information on mixing maximum records per page, see Section6, “Defining a Database Name Table".

Maximum Records Per Page and Dictionaries

There are special rules regarding dictionaries and maximum number of records per page.

NOTE
For more information, see Section6, “Defining a Database Name Table” and Section25, “Dictionaries and
Runtime Environments”.

Page Reserve

Page reserve is the amount of space on a page that is used only for the expansion of existing records or rows. It is never
used for storing new occurrences.

Specifying a page reserve as part of an area definition is useful if the area contains:
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• Indexes
• Variable length records
• Compressed records or rows

The page reserve for an area can also be specified as an area override within a DMCL definition. Specifying it at the
DMCL level allows tailoring the page reserve for particular types of processing, such as database loading or index
building. By specifying a page reserve during these types of operations and then reducing or removing it altogether, you
ensure that each page will contain free space for both new record occurrences or rows and the expansion of variable
length objects.

Resolving Symbolic Parameters

Areas Resolve Schema-defined Symbols

If you defined a non-SQL schema using symbolic names for subareas, VIA-record displacement, or index attributes, you
must assign values to the symbolic parameters in the physical definition of the areas.

An Example of Symbolics

The following schema definition of EMPSCHM illustrates the use of a subarea symbolic. The EMPLOYEE record is stored
in the EMP-SUBAREA portion of the EMP-DEMO-REGION area.

add schema empschm.                                          ─┐

   add area emp-demo-region.                                  │

   add record employee                                        │ Logical

     location mode is calc using id-0415                      │ definition

     within area emp-demo-region                              │

        subarea emp-subarea.                                 ─┘

Subarea EMP-SUBAREA can be assigned different page ranges in different physical databases. For example, in segment
TEST1, EMP-SUBAREA maps to pages 2002 through 2051; in segment TEST2, EMP-SUBAREA maps to pages 5002
through 7000:

create area test1.emp-demo-region                            ─┐

   primary space 100                                          │

   from page 2001                                             │

   subarea emp-subarea offset 1 for 50 percent  ◄───────┐     │

      .                                                 │     │ Physical

      .                                                 │     │ definition

create area test2.emp-demo-region                       │     │
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   primary space 2000                                   │     │

   from page 5001                                       │     │

   subarea emp-subarea offset 1 for 100 percent  ◄──────┘    ─┘

      .

      .

Percent Specification and Area Expansion

To allow subarea page ranges to expand in proportion to increases in the area's page range, use an OFFSET
specification with a percentage value in the FOR parameter. For example, the default of OFFSET 0 FOR 100 PERCENT
indicates that the subarea is the entire area regardless of future expansion.

Synchronization Stamps

Table and Area Level Stamps

For SQL segments, you can specify whether synchronization stamps are to be maintained at the table or area level.

The synchronization stamp is used to make sure that the logical database definition in the access module corresponds to
the current logical database definition in the dictionary.

NOTE
The synchronization stamp specification in the area definition included in the DMCL must be the same as that in
the application dictionary in which the tables are defined.

At runtime, if the runtime system finds that the stamps in the access module and the database are not in sync, the access
module is automatically recreated (if that option has been selected) or an error message is issued.

If you specify that the stamp is to be maintained at the table level, the stamp will be updated for an individual table when
the definition of the table or any associated CALC, index, or constraint definition is modified.

If you specify that the stamp is to be maintained at the area level, the stamp will be updated when the definition of any
table (or any associated CALC, index, or constraint definition) in the area is modified.

Which Type of Synchronization Stamp to Use
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If changes to the logical structure of your database are rare (generally the case for databases in production), use area
level synchronization stamps because they incur less overhead at runtime to validate. If your logical database definition
changes frequently, as in a test or information center environment, choose table level synchronization stamps because a
change in the definition of one table has no impact on the stamp value of other tables.

Specifying Data Set Name Information

Specifying a Data Set Name

When you access a file, you must provide information to the operating system to locate the file on disk storage. You can
specify this information in one of two ways:

• In the JCL used to execute your local mode or central version system
• For z/OS and z/VM operating systems and for z/VSE with DYNAM/D, by supplying dataset information in the FILE

statement

Reasons to Specify Dataset Information on the FILE Statement

The advantages of specifying the data set name or other operating system information on the FILE statement are:

• You can specify fewer statements in the system execution JCL.
• If you change the location of a file, only its definition needs changing and not every set of execution JCL.
• By not supplying an external file name (a ddname), you can ensure that only the correct file is accessed, since the

dataset name cannot be overridden in the execution JCL.
• In a z/OS operating system, you can access more files if dynamic allocation is used to reference them.

Controlling the Use of Dynamic Allocation in Local Mode

By default, data set information included on the FILE statement will be used in both central version and local mode
environments to dynamically allocate a data set unless the identifying information is overridden through a JCL statement.

A site may control whether dynamic allocation is used by default for local mode operations and the default
behavior can be overridden for an individual job step. Both of these actions are effected through the use of the
LOCAL_DYNAMIC_ALLOCATION SYSIDMS parameter. The default behavior can be established by compiling a
SYSIDMS options module and it can be overridden by specifying a LOCAL_DYNAMIC_ALLOCATION parameter in the
SYSIDMS file associated with the job step.

NOTE
For more information on the SYSIDMS parameter file, see the Using section.

Procedure for Defining Segments
Steps

Action Statement
Define a segment CREATE SEGMENT
Define one or more files to be associated with the segment CREATE FILE
Define one or more areas to be associated with the segment CREATE AREA
If the segment is an SQL segment, add its definition and minimally
the definition of its associated areas to the application dictionary
that will contain the definitions of the SQL-defined database

CREATE SEGMENT, CREATE AREA

Add the segment to an existing DMCL definition ALTER DMCL with the ADD SEGMENT clause
Make the DMCL available to your runtime environment See Section5, “Defining, Generating, and Punching a DMCL"
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NOTE
When copying an SQL segment definition to the application dictionary, you do not need to define the files.

Example of a Non-SQL Segment Definition

The following example creates a segment for a non-SQL defined database. The statements in the example define the
segment and its associated files and areas. The characteristics of the segment are:

• Segment EMPSEG -- By default, CA IDMS/DB assigns these values:
– Page group: 0
– Maximum records per page: 255

• File EMPDEMO1 -- EMPDEMO1 is a non-VSAM file with a dataset name of CORP.SYSPUB.EMPFILE1. It will be
accessed using a ddname of EMPFILE1 unless overridden by a DMCL parameter

• Area EMPAREA -- Area EMPAREA has the following attributes:
– 2000 pages, starting on page 990001 and ending on page 992000. These pages will be used to store record

occurrences assigned to the area. The definition does not provide for future expansion of the area because it does
not specify a MAXIMUM SPACE clause.

– Pages size of 6000 bytes.
– A symbolic subarea, CALC-RANGE, which starts at page 990002 and extends for the remainder of the area.
– A symbolic index, EMP-LNAME-NDX, which is a sorted index based on an index key of 10 characters and

estimated entry count of 10,000
– An association with file EMPDEMO1 that, by default, contains the entire area, beginning on block 1 of the file.

create segment empseg;

create file empseg.empdemo1

   assign to empfile1

   dsname 'corp.syspub.empfile1'

   disp shr;

add area empseg.emparea

   primary space 2000 pages

       from page 990001

   page size 6000 characters

   subarea calc-range offset 1 for 100 percent

   symbolic index emp-lname-ndx

       based on sorted key length 10 for 10000 records
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   within file empdemo1;

Example of an SQL Segment Definition

The following example defines a segment and its associated areas and files for an SQL-defined database. The
characteristics of the segment are:

• Segment PRODSEG -- This segment has the following characteristics:
– Is associated with SQL-schema PRODSCHM; that is, the areas in segment PRODSEG are reserved for tables in

schema PRODSCHM
– Maintains synchronization stamps at the area level (rather than the table level)
– By default, belongs to page group 0 and contains up to a maximum of 255 rows per database page
You must define the segment in both the application dictionary that will contain the schema and table definitions and in
the system dictionary.

• Files EMP_DEMO1 and PROJ_DEMO1 -- Both files are VSAM database files. At runtime, CA IDMS/DB looks in the
JCL for a file specification with a matching ddname.

• Areas EMP_AREA and PROJ_AREA -- The definitions of both areas allow for future expansion by using the
MAXIMUM SPACE clause.
For example, area EMP_AREA contains 1500 pages beginning on page 80001 and ending on page 81500. The
first 1000 pages are the initial allocation. The remaining 500 pages are reserved for future expansion of the area.
Additionally, the synchronization stamp for area EMP_AREA is by table, overriding the specification made at the
segment level.

create segment prodseg

   for sql

   for schema prodschm

   stamp by area;

create file emp_demo1

   assign to empfile

   vsam;

create file proj_demo1

   assign to projfile

   vsam;

create area emp_area
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   primary space 1000 pages

       from page 80001

   maximum space 1500 pages

   page size 6000 characters

   stamp by table

   within file emp_demo1;

create area proj_area

   primary space 1000 pages

       from page 82001

   maximum space 1500 pages

   page size 6000 characters

   within file proj_demo1;

Defining, Generating, and Punching a DMCL
The DMCL is the runtime component that describes one or more physical databases. The DMCL:

• Designates which physical databases are accessible at runtime
• Describes the files used to journal database activities
• Specifies buffers for database and journal files
• Designates which areas are to be shared across members of a data sharing group
• Specifies attributes that affect data sharing operations

What a DMCL Contains

A DMCL contains the following component definitions:

Component Function
Database buffers Hold database pages in memory while CA IDMS/DB accesses

information on the pages.
Journal buffer Maintains information to be written to journal files, which are used

for recovery operations. One and only one journal buffer must be
defined for a DMCL.

Journal files Log database activity. You can define either disk and archive
journal files or a tape journal file.
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Segments Contain the areas of the database and the files to which those
areas map.

DMCL Area/File Overrides

A DMCL definition can also override area and file definitions in the segments added to the DMCL.

Designating Areas as Shared

The DMCL indicates which areas are eligible to be shared for update across members of a data sharing group. Sharability
can be specified for an entire segment or for an individual area through an area override.

DMCL Identifies Database Name Table

A DMCL also identifies the database name table to be used at runtime. The database name table provides logical names
for one or more segments associated with the DMCL.

Order of Component Definition

To define a DMCL and its components, issue the following statements in the listed order:

1. CREATE DMCL
2. CREATE BUFFER
3. CREATE JOURNAL BUFFER
4. Either:

– CREATE DISK JOURNAL
– CREATE ARCHIVE JOURNAL

5. Or
– CREATE TAPE JOURNAL

6. ALTER DMCL, adding segments and optionally, any area and file overrides

DMCL Used Under the Central Version

All applications that execute under the central version use a single DMCL.

DMCL Used in Local Mode

An application that uses local mode database services may use the same DMCL used under the central version or a
DMCL tailored for local mode operations. You can define as many local DMCLs as you wish. However, generally a local
mode DMCL should be created only for the following reasons:

• To execute a local mode update application with journaling activated
• To reduce core requirements in your local mode address space by reducing the number of segments in the DMCL
• To use a different page reserve or buffer size for special processing such as load operations

Differences Between Central Version and Local Mode DMCLs

The table below highlights the main differences between a DMCL used under the central version and a DMCL used only
in local mode:

Component DMCL used under CV and in local mode Local mode-only DMCL
Buffer size Typically large for central version

operations to accommodate concurrent
processing and small for local mode
operations to accommodate 1 application

Typically small, to accommodate 1
application

Journal files 2 or more disk journal files and 1 or more
archive files

1 tape journal file

DMCL Defined in Shared and Memory Cache
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Shared cache can only be used under the central version, but not for local mode processing. 

Memory cache can be used for both central version and local mode processing. 

NOTE

Under the central version, if both shared and memory cache are specified, shared cache is chosen. If the shared
cache open fails, no attempt is made to open memory cache.

DMCLs Used for Data Sharing

In a data sharing environment, more than one central version may share the same DMCL. If all members of a data sharing
group are identical with respect to the data that they access, then they should share the same DMCL. This type of group
is referred to as a homogeneous group.

If members of a group share access to only a subset of data, they may use different DMCLs. This type of group is referred
to as a heterogeneous group.

The choice of whether members of a data sharing group use the same DMCL is a matter of convenience and does not
affect the operation of the group. However, if different DMCLs are used, they should all specify the same data sharing
attributes.

Stored as a Load Module

Because the DMCL is a runtime component, its definition must be generated and stored as a load module, and then
punched and link-edited to a load library.

Identifying the DMCL to the Runtime System

You must identify the DMCL to be used in the runtime system:

• Under the central version, specify the name of the DMCL to be used as a startup parameter for the DC/UCF system.
See the Administrating section for information on startup parameters.

• In local mode, if the name of the DMCL is not IDMSDMCL, specify the name in the SYSIDMS parameter file.

Data Sharing Attributes
What Attributes Can Be Specified?

The following data sharing-related attributes can be specified in a DMCL:

• The maximum number of members that can belong to the data sharing group
• The number of entries in the group's lock structure
• The default shared cache structure for the member using this DMCL
• The action that should be taken in response to a coupling facility failure

Group Membership

A DC/UCF system is specified to be a member of a data sharing group through parameters in the SYSIDMS file in the
system's startup JCL. The system belongs to the specified group from the time it begins execution until it is shutdown. If
the system abends, it remains a group member until it is restarted and terminated normally.

Specifying the Maximum Number of Members

The DMCL of each group member specifies the maximum number of members that can belong to the group at one time.
The maximum number of members should be large enough to accommodate all anticipated systems, but since the value
affects the size of the lock structure, it should not be larger than necessary.

What is a Lock Structure?

A lock structure is an object that resides in a coupling facility. It contains global locks that are used to control inter-member
access to shared resources such as database areas and record occurrences.
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Part of a lock structure is a table whose entries represent hash values. You specify the number of entries in this table as
one of the data sharing attributes in the DMCL. The more entries in this table, the less likelihood there is that multiple
resources will hash to the same table entry, a situation that increases locking overhead. However, the more entries in this
table, the larger the lock structure needed to contain it.

Specifying the Number of Lock Table Entries

The value that you specify for the number of lock table entries should be at least as large as the highest SYSLOCKs value
specified in the system definition of any member in the group. Performance may be improved by specifying an even larger
value.

NOTE
For more information on sizing a lock structure, see the Administrating section.

Conflicting Group Attributes

Since the DMCL used by each member of a data sharing group specifies the maximum number of group members and
the number of lock table entries, it is possible that the values specified by different members conflict. The first member
to start determines the effective values and those values remain unchanged until all members of the group terminate
normally. You can determine which values are in effect by issuing a DCMT DISPLAY DATA SHARING command.

What Is a Shared Cache?

A shared cache is a structure that resides in a coupling facility. It is used to contain database pages and acts as a global
buffer pool shared across central versions. The use of a shared cache reduces the number of I/Os to the database.

In order to share update access to data, all files associated with a shared area must be assigned to a cache structure.
One means of doing this is to specify a default shared cache for the DMCL and override the default as necessary for
individual segments and files.

NOTE
For more information on the use of shared cache, see the Administrating section.

Coupling Facility Failures

In order to share update access to data, the coupling facility must be available to control access to shared resources. You
may specify what action a member is to take in the event that a coupling facility structure becomes unavailable while a
DC/UCF system is executing. You may direct the system to:

• Abend as soon as it detects a failure in a critical coupling facility structure
• Remain active but abend tasks that request access to shared resources

By directing the system to remain active, it can service transactions that do not access shared data. However, you will
not be able to shut down the system normally since it will be unable to successfully disconnect from one or more coupling
facility structures.

NOTE
For more information on dealing with coupling facility failures, see the Administrating section.

Database Buffers
What Is a Database Buffer?

A database buffer is space allocated in memory to hold database pages while CA IDMS/DB accesses information on
those pages. A buffer is divided into pages. If information on the page is updated, CA IDMS/DB writes the altered page
back to the database when that buffer page is needed or when the transaction ends.

CA IDMS/DB Acquires Space When It Opens Associated File

CA IDMS/DB acquires a buffer when it first opens a file associated with the buffer. If, during execution of the runtime
system, CA IDMS/DB opens no files associated with the buffer, CA IDMS/DB does not acquire space for that buffer.
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CA IDMS/DB Searches Buffers Before Files

To satisfy a program's request for data, CA IDMS/DB first searches the buffers to see if the requested page already
resides in main memory. If the page is there, CA IDMS/DB uses the in-core copy and avoids an I/O. If it isn't, CA IDMS/DB
searches the database files for the requested page.

Every File Must Be Associated with a Buffer

A database buffer must be defined to a DMCL before you can add segments to the DMCL definition. Each file contained
in the segments added to the DMCL must be associated with a buffer. You can associate a file with a buffer in one of three
ways:

• By naming the buffer in a file override added to the DMCL definition
• By naming the buffer when adding a segment to the DMCL definition
• By using the default buffer defined to the DMCL

The page size of the buffer must be greater than or equal to the block size or (in the case of VSAM) control interval of all
files associated with the buffer.

What a Database Buffer Defines

The definition of a database buffer includes these attributes:

• The buffer's page size
• The number of pages in the buffer
• How CA IDMS/DB acquires storage for the buffer
• Attributes for native VSAM files

When to Define a Database Buffer

You define a database buffer when:

• You are defining a DMCL for the first time. The DMCL must have at least one database buffer.
• You have modified the database by adding another file and the anticipated use of this file indicates that another buffer

will minimize contention among transactions.
• Monitoring and tuning operations indicate the need for another buffer.

Journal Buffers and Journal Files
This article contains information about journal buffers and journal files.

Logs Database Activity

Journaling logs database activity on journal files. The following table describes the type of information CA IDMS/DB writes
to a journal:

Type of information Description
Database images Contain before and after images of modified records and rows
Checkpoints Describe a transaction event such as a COMMIT or ROLLBACK

NOTE
For more information on the journal records, see Section19, "Journaling Procedures".

How Do You Use Journal Files?

You use the journal files to recover the database following a system or transaction failure. Typically, journaling occurs for
applications that execute under the central version because CA IDMS/DB uses the journals for automatic rollback and
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warmstart. Journaling is less common for applications that execute in local mode, but may be used for applications that
update a large database.

NOTE
For more information about journaling procedures under the central version and in local mode, see Section19,
"Journaling Procedures". Backup and recovery are discussed fully in 21.2, "Backup Procedures".

Journaling Entities

To log information about database activity, CA IDMS/DB requires the following journal entities in a DMCL:

• A journal buffer, which allocates space in memory to hold journal pages containing information about database activity.
Each DMCL contains only one journal buffer.

• Journal files, to which CA IDMS/DB writes the journal pages.

When CA IDMS/DB Writes a Journal Page

CA IDMS/DB writes a journal page to the active journal file when one of the following conditions exist:

• The page in the journal buffer is full
• An update transaction terminates. A transaction terminates when the application program issues a COMMIT, COMMIT

WORK, ROLLBACK, ROLLBACK WORK or FINISH statement or similar task-level statement, or when the application
program aborts.

• The journal page contains before images for records or rows on a database page which must be written to the
database.

Types of Journal Files

Type Medium
Disk journal file Disk
Archive journal file Sequential tape or disk file (1)
Tape journal file Sequential tape or disk file (1)

Note: (1) To be used for manual recovery, journal files on disk must be copied to tape.

Files You Choose Depend on the Runtime Environment

The type of journal files you define to a DMCL depends on whether the DMCL is used under the central version or to
journal updates made by a local mode application. The following table displays a typical journaling configuration:

Type of configuration Description
Under the central version Define:

2 or more disk journals
1 or more archive journals

In local mode Define 1 tape journal

A DMCL defined with disk and archive journals can be used in local mode provided journaling is not necessary. Only a
DMCL defined with a tape journal file can be used to journal in local mode.

Multiple Archive Files

You can define more than one archive journal. When CA IDMS/DB offloads a disk journal, journal images are written to
each archive file, thereby reducing the risk of unreadable archive journal files.

Sizing Journal Buffers

What the Journal Buffer Defines
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The definition of a journal buffer defines how many pages it contains and how large the pages should be.

Buffer Page Size

The journal buffer page size determines the block size for the disk or tape journal files that are specified for the DMCL.
Use the following criteria to select a size for the journal buffer pages:

• If possible, the page size should be at least twice the size of the longest database record occurrence
• The page size should approximate an optimal page size for the device type in which non-VSAM disk journal files reside
• For tape journal files, the buffer page size should be as large as possible
• For VSAM disk journal files, the journal buffer page size must match the rounded up CI size. IBM rounds up the

specified CI size when the defined size is not a supported size. The journal buffer page size must match this rounded
up size. The VSAM RECSZ should be 8 bytes less. CA IDMS automatically makes the internal journal block size 8
bytes less than the CI size. 

NOTE
For more information about valid ranges for each operating system, see the JOURNAL BUFFER statement in
Section7, “Physical Database DDL Statements”.

Number of Buffer Pages

The higher the number of buffer pages, the more likely that a journal block is found in memory eliminating the need for a
disk access. Because a central version reads journal blocks primarily during rollback operations, increasing the number of
journal buffer pages reduces the number of I/Os and the amount of time that is required roll out database changes.

You should minimally allocate five journal buffer pages. If you have the storage, increase this number significantly in a
volatile system in which rollbacks occur frequently.

Sizing Journal Files

Disk Journal Attributes

When you define disk journal files consider the following topics:

• How many disk journal files to define
• The number of blocks in each disk journal

Number of Disk Journals

For optimal journal processing, you should define at least three disk journal files. When one file is full, CA IDMS/DB can
immediately write to another file. While CA IDMS/DB writes to the alternate file, you can offload the full disk journal file to
an archive file using the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement. If CA IDMS/DB fills the second file, it can swap to a third
file even if the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility is still offloading the first file.

Batch Update Jobs May Require Added Files

You may need to increase the number of disk journal files when you run a batch program that updates a large volume
of data. An added disk journal can prevent a situation in which the offload utility fails to complete its task before the
remaining disk journal files fill.

Place Files to Avoid Offload Contention

To reduce contention during offload operations, you should:

• Place the disk journals on disk packs that do not contain database or dictionary files
• Assign each disk journal to a different volume and channel

Disk Journal File Size

The size of a disk journal file affects:
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• How often the disk journal gets offloaded to the archive journal and the amount of time that is required to accomplish
the offload. A small disk journal size means a greater number of archive tapes to maintain because the last database
backup. A large disk journal size means CA IDMS/DB needs more time to offload the disk journal to an archive file.

• The risk of losing data due to an I/O error on a journal file. A smaller file reduces the potential data loss while a larger
one increases it.

• The amount of time that is required to perform a warmstart following a system failure. If the disk journal files are large,
it may take longer for CA IDMS/DB to read through the journal in use at the time of the system failure.

NOTE
You can enhance warmstart performance by using the FRAGMENT INTERVAL options of the SYSTEM
system generation statement or of the DCMT VARY JOURNAL command.

Adding Segments to the DMCL
Contents

Required Segments

Segments Required for Central Version

The DMCL used under the central version must contain physical descriptions of all segments to be accessed under the
central version. The segments include those defining:

• The system dictionary
• The user catalog
• Additional system areas required for central version operations:

– DDLDCLOG
– DDLDCRUN
– DDLDCSCR
– SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG

• One or more application dictionaries
• One or more user databases

The user catalog may not be required depending on your security implementation.

NOTE
For more information, see the CA IDMS Security Administering section.

Each central version must have its own DDLDCLOG system area and if used, its own DDLDCSCR area. In a non-data
sharing environment, each central version must also have its own DDLDCRUN system area. In a non data-sharing
environment, only one central version can update an area at a time. In a data-sharing environment, all areas except
DDLDCLOG and DDLDCSCR can be shared and updated simultaneously by multiple central versions.

Segments Required for Local Mode

The DMCL used in local mode contains all segments to be accessed by the application. Generally these segments
include:

• The system dictionary
• The user catalog
• The message area, SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG
• All user databases to be accessed by the application
• For applications using SQL:
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– A local mode scratch area, DDLOCSCR, or a system scratch area, DDLDCSCR, unless scratch in memory is in
effect

– The application dictionary containing the table definitions
• For applications using non-SQL DML:

– The application dictionary containing the subschema load module

The system dictionary and user catalog may not be required, depending on how security is implemented in your
environment.

NOTE
For more information, see the CA IDMS Security Administering section.

Subschema load modules can be loaded from a load library instead of a dictionary. A warning message may be written to
the job log if the segment containing the load area (DDLDCLOD) for the default dictionary is not included in the DMCL.

File Limitations

Although any number of segments can be added to a DMCL, z/OS places a limit on the number of files that can be
accessed within a single job step. This is a runtime restriction, since the DMCL can contain the definition of any number of
files; however the number that can be accessed concurrently is limited.

Normally a z/OS job step can access up to 3,273 files. CA IDMS has extended this limit for a CV, to allow up to 10,000
files to be accessed using dynamic allocation and 3,273 files to be accessed using DD statements.

NOTE
Since the maximum number of DD statements that can be associated with a job step is 3273, if the number of
database files in a DMCL is close to or exceeds this limit, dynamic allocation should be used for all database
files so that the limit will not prevent the use of DD statements to override dynamically allocated files when
necessary.

Increasing the number of files beyond the 3273 limit has implications for manual recovery, since the increased limit is
supported only for CVs and not local mode batch jobs such as utility executions. To perform manual recovery, it may be
necessary to execute the ROLLBACK or ROLLFORWARD utility statement multiple times, recovering a subset of the
areas or segments in each execution.

NOTE
For more information on the impact on recovery, see 21.2, “Backup Procedures".

Area Status

Type of Access

When a DC/UCF system first accesses an area, the type of access is determined by the area status specifications within
the DMCL. The choices for area status are:

• Update -- indicating that database transactions executing under the central version can retrieve and update data within
the area; local mode transactions and other central versions can retrieve from but not update the area.

• Retrieval -- indicating that database transactions executing under the central version can retrieve but not update data
in the area; a local mode transaction or another central version can update the area.

• Transient retrieval -- similar to retrieval except that record (row) locks are not maintained for transactions executing
within the central version.

• Offline -- indicating that database transactions executing under the central version can neither retrieve nor update data
in the area.

The status of an area can be changed dynamically using DCMT VARY AREA and VARY SEGMENT commands.

Retrieval Versus Transient Retrieval
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Because locks are not maintained for records or rows in areas whose status is transient retrieval, less CPU (and
potentially less storage) may be consumed by a transaction than if the area status were retrieval. (SQL transactions using
an isolation level of transient retrieval and non-SQL transactions in a system with a sysgen specification of no retrieval
locking are the exceptions.) However, an area whose status is transient retrieval must be varied offline before it can be
varied to another status such as update.

To vary an area offline, all concurrently executing transactions must be terminated and all notify locks released. During
the time it takes to achieve this quiesce point, new transactions will not be allowed to access the area. If this causes
unacceptable processing delays the use of transient retrieval should be avoided.

Permanent Area Status

The status of an area can be changed at run time using a DCMT VARY AREA or VARY SEGMENT command. In addition
to establishing a new area status, that status can also be declared as "permanent." A permanent area status remains
in effect until changed by a subsequent DCMT command or until the DC/UCF system's SYSTRK or journal files are
initialized. A permanent area status survives system shutdowns and abnormal terminations.

Status After System Termination

Unless a permanent area status has been established through a DCMT command, the ON STARTUP and ON
WARMSTART parameters determine the status of an area when a DC/UCF system starts up. The first time a DC/UCF
system is started or whenever it is restarted after a normal shutdown, the status of an area is established from the ON
STARTUP specification. If the system is restarted following an abnormal termination, the status of an area is established
from the ON WARMSTART specification. If the warmstart option is MAINTAIN CURRENT STATUS, the area status is set
to what it was at the time of the abnormal termination.

Sharing Update Access to Data

What Is a Shared Area?

A shared area is an area that has been designated as shared. The sharability state of an area has meaning only for a
central version that is a member of a data sharing group. An area that has been designated as shared can be updated
concurrently by any member of the data sharing group that has access to the area in update. Only one group can have
update access to an area at a time.

Designating an Area as Shared

You designate an area as shared by specifying the DATA SHARING YES clause when adding the segment to the DMCL
or on a subsequent area override. The sharability state of an area can be changed at runtime by issuing a DCMT VARY
SEGMENT or VARY AREA command, provided that the area's status is offline.

Shared Area Requirements

To share update access to an area, the following criteria must be met:

• All of the area's files must have an associated shared cache
• The area's characteristics must be identical in all members of the data sharing group that are to share access. These

characteristics include:
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– Page range, page group, and number of records per page
– Segment and area names
– Page size
– File mappings
– IDMS file names
– DSNAME and VOLSER of the associated disk files

• Within a data sharing group, no two shared areas can have overlapping page ranges within a page group
• Within a data sharing group, the combination of DSNAME and VOLSER must be unique for all IDMS files associated

with shared areas
• A shared area cannot be native VSAM
• A shared area cannot be part of a dictionary controlled by CA Endevor/DB

If these conditions are not satisfied, you must alter your DMCL and segment definitions before declaring the area to be
shared. Failure to do so will mean that one or more members of the group will be unable to access the area.

These conditions are waived on any CA IDMS system that is accessing the area in a transient retrieval mode regardless
of whether the area has been designated as shared.

Area Overrides

The following information can be specified or overridden at the area level:

• Page reserve
• Central version area status
• Sharability state of an area

Overriding Page Reserve

Page reserve is space allocated on a database page for the expansion of variable-length records, bottom-level (SR8)
index records, and compressed record occurrences or rows. Certain types of processing may benefit from tailored page
reserves. For example, you may want to increase page reserve during an index load, after which, you reduce the page
reserve.

To change the page reserve assigned to an area for a particular DMCL, override the area's definition:

create segment prodemp;

create area emp-area

   primary space 50 pages

   page size 1000 characters

   page reserve 0 characters

 .

 .

 .
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alter dmcl idmsdmcl

   add segment prodemp

   add area prodemp.emp-area

        page reserve 250 characters;

After loading the index, drop the area's page reserve by dropping the area override from the DMCL definition:

alter dmcl idmsdmcl

   drop area prodemp.emp-area;

File Overrides

The following information can be specified or overridden at the file level:

• External file name (DDNAME)
• Dataset disposition for dynamic allocation
• Dataspace usage
• Buffer association
• Shared cache association

Overriding the External File Name

If your DMCL contains files defined with duplicate external file names, use the file override clause to resolve the conflict.

Dataspace Usage

Use file overrides to indicate that a file is to reside in a dataspace. If a dataspace is used, whenever a page is read from
disk it will be cached in the dataspace. All future reads will receive a copy of the page in the dataspace, thus reducing I/O
requests. The page will remain in the dataspace until the file is closed.

The DCMT VARY FILE command allows the dataspace specification to be changed dynamically while the system is
running.

Shared Cache Association

You can associate a shared cache with a file either through a file override or by specifying a default shared cache for the
file's segment. The latter is then used for all files within the segment, unless a file override specifies a different shared
cache.

A default shared cache can also be specified for the DMCL. This is used only in a data sharing environment for file's
whose associated area is designated as shared and for which no cache has otherwise been assigned.

NOTE
For more information on using shared cache, see the Administrating section.

Procedure for Defining a DMCL
Steps for Defining the Central Version DMCL
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To create a DMCL for use under the central version, follow these steps:

Action Statement
Create the DMCL CREATE DMCL
Create one or more database buffers CREATE BUFFER
Create 1 journal buffer CREATE JOURNAL BUFFER
Create 2 or more disk journal files CREATE DISK JOURNAL
Create 1 or more archive journal files CREATE ARCHIVE JOURNAL
Add all segments to be used under the central version or in local
mode

ALTER DMCL with the ADD SEGMENT clause

Optionally, override file or area definitions contained in segments
associated with the DMCL

ALTER DMCL with the ADD FILE or ADD AREA clauses

Associate a database name table with the DMCL ALTER DMCL with the DBTABLE clause

Example

The following example creates a DMCL to be used under the central version and in local mode. The DMCL defines
one large buffer. For applications run locally, the buffer contains 100 4096-byte pages. Under the central version, the
buffer initially contains 500 pages; you can increase the number of pages to 1500 dynamically by issuing a DCMT VARY
BUFFER command.

create dmcl proddmcl dbtable proddbs;

create buffer big_buffer

   page size 4096

   local mode buffer pages 100

      opsys storage

   central version mode buffer

      initial pages 500

      maximum pages 1500

      opsys storage;

create journal buffer jrnlbuff

   page size 4096

   buffer pages 3;
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create disk journal diskjnl1

   file size 1000

   assign to sysjnl1;

create disk journal diskjnl2

   file size 1000

   assign to sysjnl2;

create disk journal diskjnl3

   file size 1000

   assign to sysjnl3;

create archive journal archjrnl

   block size 16000

   assign to sysajnl1;

alter dmcl proddmcl

   default buffer big_buffer

   add segment system

   add segment defdict

   add segment empdict

   ...

   add segment empseg;

Steps for Defining a Local Mode DMCL
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To create a DMCL for local mode only, follow the same steps as in defining a DMCL for central version use, except define
a tape journal file instead of disk and archive journal files.

create dmcl idmsdmcl dbtable proddbs;

create buffer locl_buffer

   page size 16000

   local mode buffer pages 100

      opsys storage;

create journal buffer jrnlbuff

   page size 4096

   buffer pages 3;

create tape journal tapejnl1

   assign to tapejrnl;

alter dmcl idmsdmcl

   default buffer locl_buffer

   add segment defdict

   add segment catdict

   add segment empdict

   ...

   add segment empseg;

Making the DMCL Accessible to the Runtime Environment
Generate the DMCL Load Module
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Generate the DMCL load module by issuing a GENERATE statement. Optionally, identify the operating system under
which the DMCL will be used. For example, you can define a DMCL on a z/OS operating system that will be used under z/
VM:

 generate dmcl idmsdmcl for vm;
 

Punch the DMCL

Punch the DMCL load module using the PUNCH DMCL LOAD MODULE utility statement:

 punch dmcl load module idmsdmcl;
 

Link-edit the DMCL

Link-edit the resulting object module to a load library using the linkage-editor for your operating system. The name
under which you link the DMCL is the name by which the DMCL is known at runtime. Therefore, you can define different
DMCLs and link them all with the same name provided they reside in different load libraries. This can be an advantage for
local mode operations since the default DMCL used at runtime is IDMSDMCL, unless a SYSIDMS parameter is used to
override the default.

Identify the DMCL to the Runtime System

Identify the DMCL to the runtime system:

• Under the central version, specify the DMCL name in the startup parameters for the DC/UCF system
• If the name of the DMCL to be used in local mode is not IDMSDMCL, identify the local mode DMCL in the SYSIDMS

parameter file.

Defining a Database Name Table
A database name table is used to:

• Group multiple segments under one name for processing as a single database or dictionary
• Group multiple segments under one name for maintenance operations
• Define a default dictionary for both online and local mode processing
• Identify the database to be accessed by a rununit when no database name is provided by the application or its runtime

environment
• Identify the database groups to which database requests can be dynamically routed in a parallel sysplex environment

Contents of a Database Name Table

A database name table contains the definition of one or more database names defined with a CREATE DBNAME
statement. Database names group segments together for processing as a single database or dictionary. Each database
name definition consists of its name and the identification of one or more segments containing data required by
applications accessing the named database. Additional options associated with a database name influence the
processing of non-SQL applications. These options permit:

• Translating subschema names at runtime
• Restricting access to specified subschemas
• Binding a run unit to areas with a mixture of page groups and maximum records per page values

A database name table also includes a set of DBTABLE mapping rules used to identify the database or dictionary to be
accessed if none is specified at runtime. These rules identify the database name to be accessed when a rununit binds to
a given subschema. Every database name table must include at least one DBTABLE mapping rule to identify the default
dictionary.
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In a parallel sysplex environment, a database name table may also define one or more database groups defined with a
CREATE DBGROUP statement. A database group represents a named collection of central versions that can service a
given set of database requests. Any central version whose database name table includes the database group to which a
request is directed is a member of that group and is eligible to service that request. The request will be dynamically routed
to one of the CVs in the database group based on CPU availability.

NOTE
For more information on DBGROUPs and dynamic routing, see the Administrating section.

Grouping Segments Together

The purpose of a database name is to group multiple segments together for use as a single database. Segment grouping
is primarily used for defining dictionaries and non-SQL defined databases. The following example illustrates how database
names can be used for defining test and production employee databases.

Each database name consists of two segments, one containing employee data and one containing project data. The
production database EMPDB, contains segments EMPSEG and PROJSEG; the test database TESTDB, contains
segments TEMPSEG and TPROSEG.

         Database name table ALLDBS

         ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────┐

         │    ┌──────────────────────────────────┐     │

         │    │Database name EMPDB               │     │

         │    │                                  │     │

         │    │     Segment EMPSEG               │     │

         │    │     Segment PROJSEG              │     │

         │    │                                  │     │

         │    └──────────────────────────────────┘     │

         │                                             │

         │    ┌──────────────────────────────────┐     │

         │    │Database name TESTDB              │     │

         │    │                                  │     │

         │    │     Segment TEMPSEG              │     │

         │    │     Segment TPROSEG              │     │

         │    │                                  │     │
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         │    └──────────────────────────────────┘     │

         └─────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Utility Use Only Database Names

Database names can also be created simply as a means of referring to a group of segments even though no application
will ever access the segments together. Creating such database names can simplify administration since certain
commands, such as DCMT QUIESCE, can operate by DBNAME. In order to avoid warning messages caused by such
arbitrary groups of segments, you can specify FOR UTILITY USE ONLY when defining the DBNAME.

NOTE
For more information on the types of warnings that may be reported, see 6.2.6, “Conflicting Names” and 6.2.7,
“Mixed Page Groups and Maximum Records Per Page”.

Planning a Database Name Table
Contents

 

SQL Considerations

Connecting an SQL Session

Most SQL applications will connect to the dictionary containing the definitions of the tables to be accessed. If the
dictionary is composed of a single segment, no database name is required. If the dictionary is composed of multiple
segments, then a database name must be created to identify all segments that make up the dictionary.

The following example shows a dictionary definition composed of three segments: a DDLDML component (testdict), a
catalog component (testcat), and a message component (sysmsg):

 .

 .

 .

create dbname testdict

  add segment testdict

  add segment testcat

  add segment sysmsg;

NOTE
For more information on defining dictionaries, see Section25, "Dictionaries and Runtime Environments".

Accessing Data through a Referencing Schema
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If the SQL application accesses data through a referencing schema, the database name to which the SQL session
connects may also need to include the segments containing the data to be accessed. Referencing schemas are used to
provide SQL access to non-SQL defined databases and to enable different instances of an SQL-defined database to be
accessed using the same table names.

When a referencing schema is defined, you can associate it with a specific database. If the referencing schema is not
associated with a specific database (because its DBNAME is null), then you must include the segments containing the
data to be accessed in the database name to which the SQL session connects.

In the following example, the SQL schema definition representing a non-SQL defined database does not include a
DBNAME specification:

create schema empsql

  for nonsql schema empschm;

For CA IDMS to know where the non-SQL defined data is located, you must define a database name that includes both
the dictionary segments and the non-SQL segments containing the data. The segment TESTCAT is the segment in
which the EMPSQL schema resides. The segment TESTDICT contains the non-SQL schema EMPSCHM. The segment
EMPSEG is the non-SQL segment containing the data described by schema EMPSCHM.

 .

 .

 .

create dbname abc

   add segment testdict

   add segment testcat

   add segment sysmsg

   add segment empseg

Non-SQL Considerations

Identifying Segments

When binding a rununit, the runtime system must determine which segment (or segments) contain the data to be
accessed. Although the subschema identifies the areas, there may be several areas with the same name in the DMCL. To
determine which area to access, the runtime system must qualify the area name with the name of a segment.

To determine the segments to be accessed, the name of a segment or database must be provided at runtime. This name
can be specified in any of the following ways:
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• By the application, using the DBNAME parameter on the BIND RUNUNIT statement
• From the DBNAME session attribute. Session attributes are established through user or system profiles, DCUF SET

commands in DC/UCF or SYSIDMS parameters in batch
• From the DBNAME value in a SYSCTL file or an IDMSOPTI module linked with the application
• From the database name table through the use of DBTABLE mapping rules

Accessing a Single Segment

If all areas to be accessed are within one segment, the name of the segment can be specified at runtime using one
of the above techniques. For example, the EMPLOAD program executed during CA IDMS installation only requires
access to areas in the EMPDEMO segment. The SYSIDMS parameter file in the execution job stream specifies
DBNAME=EMPDEMO, identifying the segment to be accessed. No special DBNAME entry is required.

Accessing Multiple Segments

If the application needs access to areas within multiple segments, those segments must be grouped together as a single
database whose name is provided at runtime. When the bind takes place, CA IDMS locates the definition of the database
in the database name table. It then searches the segments associated with that database name for a match on each area
named in the subschema.

The installation process again provides an example of using a DBNAME to group segments together as one database.
The system dictionary is the dictionary used to contain both physical database definitions (DMCLs, SEGMENTs, and so
on) and the DC/UCF system definition. The logical name of this dictionary must be SYSTEM, since components of the
runtime system access it under this name. However, it is composed of multiple segments:

• The CATSYS segment containing the DDLCAT, DDLCATX and DDLCATLOD areas
• The SYSTEM segment containing the DDLDML, DDLDCLOD and other system runtime areas
• The SYSMSG segment containing the messages issued by the runtime system

To treat all of these segments as a single database for processing by tools such as IDD and the command facility, the
database name table contains a database name called SYSTEM which includes all three segments.

Using DBTABLE Mappings

When binding a rununit, if no segment or database name is explicitly established, CA IDMS searches the list of DBTABLE
mapping rules in the database name table looking for one in which the "from-subschema" matches the name of the
subschema specified on the bind. If a match is found, the database to be accessed is determined from the DBNAME
specified in the DBTABLE mapping rule. If no match is found (and therefore no segment names can be established), the
bind will fail with an error status of 1491.

To ensure that rununits will bind successfully, you must specify DBTABLE mappings for all rununits that bind without
establishing a DBNAME. For example, if all rununits binding to a subschema whose name begins with INS are to access
the insurance database INSDB then specify the following DBTABLE mapping:

alter dbtable alldbs

  subschema ins????? maps to ins????? dbname insdb;

Using Subschema Mappings

When defining a database name, you can specify subschema mapping rules that change the name of the subschema
specified by the application at the time a rununit is bound. This feature allows an application program to be compiled
against one subschema but execute using a different subschema. This can be useful when:

• The two subschemas are derived from different schemas (for example, test and production schemas)
• The two subschemas are derived from different versions of the same schema (a change was made to the schema and

new subschemas created)
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For example, two schemas, EMPSCHM and TEMPSCHM define the production and test versions of the same database.
Separate schemas are maintained so that changes can be made to the test version without impacting production.
Each schema has a set of subschemas: EMPPxxxx are production subschemas and EMPTxxxx are test subschemas.
Programs are compiled against the test subschemas and copied into the production libraries when ready. The following
subschema mapping rule ensures that rununits use production subschemas when binding to the production (EMPDB)
database:

    create dbname alldbs.empdb

      subschema empt???? maps to empp????

.

.

.

Additional Segments

In your database name definition, you must identify the segments containing the data to be accessed by applications
binding to that database. If all applications specify a DBNAME on the BIND RUNUNIT statement, then only segments
accessed by those rununits need to be included in the database name. If, on the other hand, the database name is
specified externally (for example by using a DCUF command), then you may need to include additional segments within
your database name definition or use subschema mapping rules to ensure that rununits bind successfully.

To illustrate this, assume that an application requires access to both employee and project data in segments EMPSEG
and PROJSEG respectively. To satisfy this application, a database name of EMPDB is created:

create dbname alldbs.empdb

  include segment empseg

  include segment projseg;

Instead of specifying EMPDB within the application, the user issues a DCUF SET DBNAME command to establish
EMPDB as the DBNAME session attribute. Because this session attribute applies to all rununits initiated on behalf of the
user, to satisfy another rununit accessing insurance information, either:

• Include the insurance segment in the EMPDB database name
or

• Use subschema mapping rules on the DBNAME statement for EMPDB to redirect the insurance rununit to a different
database name:

alter dbname alldbs.empdb

  subschema empt???? maps to empp????

  subschema ???????? uses dbtable mapping;
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In addition to changing the name of employee subschemas, these parameters have the effect of treating rununits binding
to other subschemas, as if no DBNAME were specified; instead, the database name is selected using the DBTABLE
mapping rules.

Restricting Subschema Names

Determines Valid Subschemas

You can request that the subschema name bound by an application be present in the database name table in order for
the application to execute using the subschema. You can use this feature to prevent access to the database from an
unauthorized subschema.

To request this feature, specify MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA REQUIRED on the DBNAME statement.

NOTE
You can also achieve the same or better protection using rununit security documented in CA IDMS Security
Administering section.

Application Dictionaries

Database Name Required

In most cases, each application dictionary will require a separate database name definition. The only time a database
name definition is not required for a dictionary is if all areas other than the system message area are in one segment.

NOTE
For more information on defining dictionaries, see Section25, “Dictionaries and Runtime Environments".

Sharing Areas

If areas are shared between dictionaries, place those areas in separate segments and include the segment in all
appropriate database names. For example, if two or more dictionaries share the same DDLDCLOD area, then place the
load area in its own segment and define a database name for each dictionary including in each the segment that contains
the shared load area.

Mixed Page Groups

If your dictionaries have different page groups (or maximum records per page), they cannot share areas. This also applies
to the system message area, which can be included only in dictionaries with the same page group.

NOTE
All of the AREAS in a dictionary subschema (for example, IDMSNWKA, IDMSNWKG, and so on) must be in the
same PAGE GROUP. A BIND for such a subschema containing AREAS that map to different PAGE GROUPS
is not supported and will result in the task being abended with error messages DB347030 and DC208001 and
abend code 5007.

Defining the Default Dictionary

What Is a Default Dictionary?

The default dictionary is the dictionary accessed by SQL applications, CA IDMS tools and other runtime components
when none is specified through other means. For example, if the DDDL compiler is executed in batch and a dictionary is
neither specified on a SIGNON statement nor a SYSIDMS parameter, the default dictionary is accessed.

Defining a Default Dictionary

The default dictionary is defined using a DBNAME statement and is identified as the default by a DBTABLE mapping rule.

By convention, the default dictionary is identified (using DBTABLE mapping rules) as the database name to which the
IDMSNWKL subschema maps. Since all subschemas whose names begin with "IDMSNWK" are typically mapped in
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the same way, the DBTABLE mapping rule defining the default dictionary usually specifies IDMSNWK? as a subschema
name.

The following statements define TESTDICT, which is comprised of segments TESTDICT and SYSMSG, as the default
dictionary for the ALLDBS database name table:

  create dbtable alldbs

    subschema idmsnwk? maps to idmsnwk? dbname testdict

.

.

.

  create dbname alldbs.testdict

    segment testdict

    segment sysmsg;

Every database name table must have a default dictionary specification.

Conflicting Names

Area Names

If you have database areas with conflicting names, you must define separate database names for each set of conflicting
areas. This means that if two segments have an identically named area, they cannot be included within the same
database name. Areas that must be shared across databases (for example, areas containing corporate-wide insurance
information) should be placed in their own segment so that they can be included in multiple database names without
causing conflicts.

Segment and Database Names

If a DMCL includes a segment with the same name as a database in the associated database name table, then that
database name must include the segment of the same name. For example, if a DMCL contains a segment named
EMPDB and its associated database name table contains a database name called EMPDB, then the segment EMPDB
must be included in the database named EMPDB. This ensures that applications accessing EMPDB will always access
the same data.

Checking for Conflicts

Both of the above conditions are checked by the runtime system. If a name conflict is detected, the database name is
flagged in error and no application will be able to access it. To detect conflicts before placing a new DMCL or database
name table into production, use the DMCL option of the IDMSLOOK utility.

To eliminate warning messages for database names created only for administrative convenience, you can designate them
for utility use only.

Mixed Page Groups and Maximum Records Per Page

What Is Allowed?
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SQL access to data in mixed page groups and with different maximum records per page is always allowed. However, by
default, CA IDMS does not support the ability to access data in areas with different page groups or maximum records per
page from a run unit. Therefore, if you need to access a database which exceeds the size limits of a single page group
or which uses different record maximums from a single run unit, you must indicate this by specifying the MIXED PAGE
GROUP BINDS ALLOWED option on the DBNAME statement that defines the database.

What Happens When Binding a Run Unit?

If an application program binds a run unit to a database that includes segments with a mix of page groups or maximum
records per page, the bind may or may not succeed depending on the MIXED PAGE GROUP option specified on the
database's DBNAME statement:

• MIXED PAGE GROUP BINDS ALLOWED -- The bind will succeed regardless of what areas are included in the
subschema.

• MIXED PAGE GROUP BINDS NOT ALLOWED -- The bind will succeed only if all areas in the subschema are in the
same page group and have the same maximum records per page.

Detecting Potential Problems

You can detect potential problems ahead of time by using the IDMSLOOK utility (or the LOOK system task). The DMCL
option will warn you if you have mixed page groups or maximum records per page within any of your database names.
The BIND option will indicate whether a bind run unit will succeed for a specified subschema and database.

To eliminate warning messages for database names created only for administrative convenience, you can designate them
for utility use only.

Application Program Considerations

Special care must be taken in navigational-DML application programs that access data with a mix of page groups or
maximum records per page. If the application program retrieves a record by dbkey then it must do one of the following:

• Specify on the DML command the name of the record that it is trying to retrieve
• Specify on the DML command the page group and maximum records per page of the record that it is trying to retrieve
• Ensure that the current page group and maximum records per page are correct for the record that it is trying to

retrieve. The current page group and record maximum are those associated with the dbkey that is current of run unit.

Failure to take one of these actions may lead to the inability to retrieve any record or the retrieval of unintended records.

Identifying Potential Problem Programs

Numbered exit, Exit 34, is provided for use with the MIXED PAGE GROUP BINDS ALLOWED option. You can use this
exit to help identify applications that may require modification to function correctly when mixed page group support is
enabled.

NOTE
For more information on Exit 34, see the Administrating section.

Dictionary Considerations

MIXED PAGE GROUP BINDS ALLOWED cannot be specified for dictionaries. When defining a dictionary with a mixture
of page groups or maximum records per page, the following rules must be observed:

• The DDLDML and DDLDCLOD areas must be in the same page group and have the same maximum records per
page. The DDLDCMSG area (if included in the DBNAME) must also have the same page group and record maximum.

• The DDLCAT, DDLCATX, and DDLCATLOD areas must be in the same page group and have the same maximum
records per page.

• These two area sets may be in different page groups.
• Dictionaries that share load areas must be in the same page group.

If you define a dictionary with a mixture of page groups or maximum records per page, certain utility functions such as
UNLOAD can only be performed by segment or individual area, rather than for the dictionary as a whole.
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Sharing Database Name Tables

One Database Name Table Per Environment

In most cases only one database name table is needed for each of your runtime environments. This means that all
DMCLs defined in a system dictionary normally specify the same database name table in their DBTABLE clause. The
database name table used at runtime is the one identified in the DMCL being used.

Missing Segments

Since multiple DMCLs are associated with the same database name table, it is possible (in fact likely) that a segment
included in a database name is not included in the DMCL being used. This is a normal condition and will result in an error
only if an application attempts to access data from the missing segment.

Defining and Generating the Database Name Table
Steps to Follow

Define and generate the database name table using the steps listed as follows.

The database name table must exist as a module in a load library in order to be usable by the runtime system. The name
of the load module assigned in the link-edit must match the name specified in the DMCL.

Action Statement
Create the database name table, adding DBTABLE mappings to
define a default dictionary and for non-SQL applications binding
without a DBNAME

CREATE DBTABLE

Create the database names, adding the segments and
subschema mappings required by your applications

CREATE DBNAME

Generate the database name table GENERATE DBTABLE
Associate the database name table with a DMCL ALTER DMCL
Punch the database name table load module and link-edit it to a
load library

PUNCH DBTABLE LOAD MODULE

Example

The example below defines a basic database name table that is suitable if all non-dictionary segments in your runtime
environment are in the same page group and have unique area names.

It has the following characteristics:

• A database name for each of the following dictionaries: an application dictionary called DEFDICT, the system
dictionary called SYSTEM and the SYSDIRL dictionary containing report definitions and dictionary schemas.

• A DBTABLE mapping rule identifying DEFDICT as the default dictionary
• A database name called DEFDB that includes all non-SQL defined segments (other than those related to a dictionary)
• A DBTABLE mapping rule identifying DEFDB as the database to be accessed by all non-SQL applications that do not

specify a DBNAME

       create dbtable alldbs

        subschema idmsnwk? maps to idmsnwk? dbname defdict

        subschema ???????? maps to ???????? dbname defdb;
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       create dbname system

        segment catsys

        segment system

        segment sysmsg;

       create dbname defdict

        segment defdict

        segment defcat    ◄-- for SQL users

        segment sysmsg;

       create dbname defdb

        segment user-segment1

        segment user-segment2

 .

 .

 .

       generate dbtable alldbs;

Physical Database DDL Statements
Physical Database Description Statements

The following table summarizes the statements described in this section in order by verb. The statement descriptions are
arranged in alphabetic order by noun.

Statement Purpose
ALTER ARCHIVE JOURNAL Modifies the definition of an archive journal file
ALTER AREA Modifies the definition of an area
ALTER BUFFER Modifies the definition of a database buffer
ALTER DBGROUP Modifies a database group within a database name table
ALTER DBNAME Modifies an entry in the database name table
ALTER DBTABLE Modifies a database name table definition
ALTER DISK JOURNAL Modifies the definition of a disk journal file
ALTER DMCL Modifies a DMCL definition
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ALTER FILE Modifies the definition of a database file
ALTER JOURNAL BUFFER Modifies the definition of a journal buffer
ALTER SEGMENT Modifies the definition of a segment
ALTER TAPE JOURNAL Modifies the definition of a tape journal file
CREATE ARCHIVE JOURNAL Defines an archive journal file
CREATE AREA Defines an area
CREATE BUFFER Defines a database buffer
CREATE DBGROUP Adds a database group to a database name table
CREATE DBNAME Adds an entry to the database name table
CREATE DBTABLE Creates a database name table
CREATE DISK JOURNAL Defines a disk journal file
CREATE DMCL Defines a DMCL
CREATE FILE Defines a database file
CREATE JOURNAL BUFFER Defines a journal buffer
CREATE SEGMENT Defines a segment
CREATE TAPE JOURNAL Defines a tape journal file
DISPLAY ARCHIVE JOURNAL Displays the definition of an archive journal file
DISPLAY AREA Displays the definition of an area
DISPLAY BUFFER Displays the definition of a database buffer
DISPLAY DISK JOURNAL Displays the definition of a disk journal file
DISPLAY DMCL Displays a DMCL definition
DISPLAY FILE Displays the definition of a database file
DISPLAY JOURNAL BUFFER Displays the definition of a journal buffer
DISPLAY SEGMENT Displays the definition of a segment
DISPLAY TAPE JOURNAL Displays the definition of a tape journal file
DROP ARCHIVE JOURNAL Deletes the definition of an archive journal file
DROP AREA Deletes the definition of an area
DROP BUFFER Deletes the definition of a database buffer
DROP DBGROUP Deletes a database group from the database name table
DROP DBNAME Deletes an entry from the database name table
DROP DBTABLE Deletes the definition of a database name table
DROP DISK JOURNAL Deletes the definition of a disk journal file
DROP DMCL Deletes a DMCL definition
DROP FILE Deletes the definition of a database file
DROP JOURNAL BUFFER Deletes the definition of a journal buffer
DROP SEGMENT Deletes the definition of a segment
DROP TAPE JOURNAL Deletes the definition of a tape journal file
GENERATE DBTABLE Generates a database name table load module
GENERATE DMCL Generates a DMCL load module
PUNCH ARCHIVE JOURNAL Punches the definition of an archive journal file
PUNCH AREA Punches the definition of an area
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PUNCH BUFFER Punches the definition of a database buffer
PUNCH DISK JOURNAL Punches the definition of a disk journal file
PUNCH DMCL Punches a DMCL definition
PUNCH FILE Punches the definition of a database file
PUNCH JOURNAL BUFFER Punches the definition of a journal buffer
PUNCH SEGMENT Punches the definition of a segment
PUNCH TAPE JOURNAL Punches the definition of a tape journal file

Components of a Physical DDL Statement
Keywords, Values, and Separators

Physical DDL statements consist of:

• Keywords
• User-supplied values that:

– Identify specific occurrences of entities (for example, the EMP_BUFF database buffer)
– Specify data values (for example, 983 or 'Boston')

• Separators that separate keywords and user-supplied values from one another. A separator can be a space, a
comment, or a new-line character (for example, [Enter]).

Where Separators Are Not Required

Separators are not required before or after a character string literal or any of the following symbols:

Symbols Description
: Colon
, Comma
. Period
; Semicolon

Clauses in Syntax Statements Are Not Positional

The clauses in the syntax statements that appear in this section are not positional. That is, you can code the clauses in
any order.

Verb Synonyms

The following table summarizes synonyms for the verbs CREATE, ALTER, DROP, and ADD:

Verb Synonym
CREATE ADD
ALTER MODIFY, MOD
DROP DELETE, DEL when part of the main syntax statement EXCLUDE,

EXC when part of a clause
ADD INCLUDE, INC

DDL Statement Naming Conventions
Contents
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Valid Characters

A physical DDL entity name consists of a combination of:

• Upper case letters (A through Z)
• Digits (0 through 9)
• At sign (@)
• Dollar sign ($)
• Pound sign (#)
• Hyphen (-) or underscore (_), but not both; do not use a hyphen or underscore when naming the following entities:

– DBNAME
– DBTABLE
– DMCL
– SEGMENT

The first character of an identifier must be a letter, @, $, or #. If you like, you can enclose the identifier in double quotes
(").

Qualifying Entity Names

Names for some entities can be qualified by names of other entities. For example, a database buffer can be qualified by
the name of the DMCL with which it is associated.

To qualify an entity, specify the qualifier first, followed by a period (.), followed by the name of the entity you are
qualifying. For example, the following qualified identifier identifies the EMP_BUFF database buffer associated with DMCL
IDMSDMCL:

idmsdmcl.emp_buff

Number of Characters

The following table summarizes how long each entity name can be:

Maximum Length Physical Database Entity
18 ARCHIVE JOURNAL

AREA
BUFFER
DISK JOURNAL
FILE
JOURNAL BUFFER
TAPE JOURNAL

8 DBNAME
DBTABLE
DMCL
SEGMENT

Using Lowercase Letters in Identifiers

Some physical DDL statements contain references to SQL entities. For example, you can specify the name of an SQL
schema on a SEGMENT statement. If the schema name is case sensitive, enclose it in double quotes:

for sql schema "Devschm"
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If you code other physical DDL entities in lower case letters, CA IDMS/DB automatically converts them to upper case.

Keywords as Identifiers

Why Avoid Keywords as Identifiers

The use of keywords as identifiers can cause ambiguity in some circumstances. You should therefore avoid using
keywords as identifiers.

If you must use a keyword as an identifier, enclose the identifier in double quotation marks to prevent possible ambiguity.

NOTE
For information on submitting physical DDL statements to the command facility, see the Using section.

Entity Currency

Entities That Establish Currency

The DMCL, SEGMENT, and DBTABLE entities establish currency for associated entities, as shown in the following table:

Current Entity Associated Entities
DMCL ARCHIVE JOURNAL

BUFFER
DISK JOURNAL
JOURNAL BUFFER
TAPE JOURNAL

SEGMENT AREA
FILE

DBTABLE DBNAME

How Is Currency Established?

Currency is established when you:

• Perform a CREATE or ALTER operation on a DMCL, SEGMENT, or DBTABLE entity occurrence
• Fully qualify the name of an entity associated with a DMCL, segment, or database name table on a CREATE, ALTER,

or DROP statement

Subsequent operations on associated entities are applied to that particular DMCL, segment, or database name table. The
following example establishes IDMSDMCL as the current DMCL occurrence. The database buffer statement that follows
implicitly associates the named buffer with IDMSDMCL:

alter dmcl idmsdmcl;

create buffer index_buffer

  page size 1076

  local mode buffer pages 10

  central version buffer
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    initial pages 100

    maximum pages 500;

Use Fully-qualified Names if Currency Not Established

If you don't establish currency on a DMCL, segment, or database name table before operating on an associated entity,
you must qualify the name of the associated entity with the name of the DMCL, segment, or database name table. In the
following example, the BUFFER statement must qualify the named buffer with the name of the DMCL because DMCL
currency was not first established:

create buffer idmsdmcl.index_buffer

  page size 1076

  local mode buffer pages 10

 .

 .

 .

Once this statement is executed, IDMSDMCL is established as the current DMCL.

Generic DISPLAY/PUNCH Statement
The DISPLAY and PUNCH operations produce as output the DDL statements that describe the named entity. DISPLAY
and PUNCH operations do not update the entity description.

The location of the output depends on which verb is used and whether you are using the online or the batch command
facility:

• DISPLAY displays online output at the terminal and lists batch output in the command facility's activity listing.
• PUNCH writes the output to the system punch file. All punched output is also listed in the command facility's activity

listing.

Syntax

Display and punch statements share common clauses. Syntax descriptions for these common clauses appear below.
Deviations from these descriptions for particular entities appear in the syntax description for that entity.

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ entity-type-name entity-occurrence-name ────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
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 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────►

     │               ┌───────────────────────────┐ │

     ├─ WITh ──────┬─▼─── entity-option-keyword ─┴─┘

     └─ WITHOut ───┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERb ─┬─ DISplay ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ─────┤

            ├─ CREate ────┤

            ├─ ALTer ─────┤

            └─ DROp ──────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ◄──┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ─────┘

Parameters

 

• entity-type-name
Identifies the type of entity to display or punch.

• entity-occurrence-name
Specifies the name of the entity occurrence to display or punch. If there is no current associated entity, entity-
occurrence-name must be the fully qualified name of an existing occurrence of the specified entity type. For example,
to display an area, you must either qualify the area with the name of its associated segment or obtain currency on that
segment before issuing the DISPLAY AREA statements.

• WITh
Displays or punches only the parts of the entity description specified by entity-option-keyword in addition to parts that
are always included, such as the entity occurrence name.

• WITHOut
Does not display or punch the specified options. Other options in effect through the WITH clause in the current
DISPLAY statement are displayed.

• entity-option-keyword
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Specifies options to display or punch. Entity-option-keyword differs for each entity. See the description of a particular
entity for more information.

• VERB
Specifies the verb with which the entity statement is to be displayed or punched. For example, if VERB CREATE is
specified, the output of the DISPLAY/PUNCH statement is a CREATE statement. If VERB DROP is specified, the
output is a DROP statement, and so on. If this clause is not coded, the verb used is the one shown as the default in the
syntax diagram for the specific entity being displayed.

• AS COMments
Outputs physical database syntax as comments with the characters *+ preceding the text of the statement. AS
COMMENTS is the default.

• AS SYNtax
Outputs physical database syntax which can be edited and resubmitted to the command facility.

Usage

 

• Code Only One WITH Clause
Only one WITH clause is permitted per DISPLAY/PUNCH operation; if more than one WITH clause is specified, the
compiler applies only the options specified in the last one.

Examples

Including All Display Options Except One

This example produces a display of all options, except the journal buffer's history:

display journal buffer idmsdmcl.jrnl_buffer

         with all

         without history;

DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL Statement
The DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL statement displays all occurrences of a physical database entity.

Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬── ALL ──────────────────────────┬─ entity-type ────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─┬─ FIRst ─┬──┬────────────────┬─┘

                   └─ LASt ──┘  ├─ 1 ◄───────────┤

                                └─ entity-count ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ◄──┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch  ────┤

            ├─ CREate ────┤

            ├─ ALter  ────┤

            └─ DROp   ────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬──┬─────────────┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ───┘  └─ RECursive ─┘

Expansion of conditional-expression

►►─┬─ mask-comparison ────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   ├─ value-comparison ───────────────────────┤

   └─┬───────┬─ ( ─┬─ mask-comparison ──┬─ ) ─┘

     └─ NOT ─┘     └─ value-comparison ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

   │ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ AND ─┬─┬─ mask-comparison ────────────────────────┬─┴─┘

       └─ OR ──┘ ├─ value-comparison ───────────────────────┤

                 └─┬───────┬─ ( ─┬─ mask-comparison ──┬─ ) ─┘

                   └─ NOT ─┘     └─ value-comparison ─┘
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Expansion of mask-comparison

►►─── entity-option-keyword ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬─ CONTAINs ─┬─ 'mask-value' ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ MATCHES ──┘

Expansion of value-comparison

►►─┬─ 'character-string-literal' ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ numeric-literal ────────────┤

   └─ entity-option-keyword ──────┘

 

 ►─┬─ IS ─┬───────┬─────────┬─┬─ 'character-string-literal' ─┬────────────────►◄

   │      └─ NOT ─┘         │ ├─ numeric-literal ────────────┤

   ├─ NE ───────────────────┤ └─ entity-option-keyword ──────┘

   └─┬───────┬─┬─┬─ EQ ─┬─┬─┘

     └─ NOT ─┘ │ └─ = ──┘ │

               ├─┬─ GT ─┬─┤

               │ └─ > ──┘ │

               ├─┬─ LT ─┬─┤

               │ └─ < ──┘ │

               ├─ GE ─────┤

               └─ LE ─────┘

Parameters

 

• ALL
Lists all occurrences of the requested entity type that the current user is authorized to display.
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Online users: With a large number of entity occurrences, ALL may slow response time.
• FIRst

Lists the first occurrence of the named entity type.
• LASt

Lists the last occurrence of the named entity type.
• entity-count

Specifies the number of occurrences of the named entity type to list. 1 is the default.
• entity-type

Identifies the entity type that is the object of the DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL request. Valid physical database entity-type
values appear in the table under "Usage" below.

• WHEre conditional-expression
Specifies criteria to be used by the compiler in selecting occurrences of the requested entity type.
The outcome of a test for the condition determines which occurrences of the named entity type the schema or
subschema compiler selects for display.

• mask-comparison
Compares an entity type operand with a mask value.

• entity-option-keyword
Identifies the left operand as a syntax option associated with the named entity type. The table located in the "Usage"
section lists valid options for each entity type.

• CONTAINs
Searches the left operand for an occurrence of the right operand. The length of the right operand must be less than or
equal to the length of the left operand. If the right operand is not contained entirely in the left operand, the outcome of
the condition is false.

• MATCHES
Compares the left operand with the right operand one character at a time, beginning with the leftmost character in each
operand. When a character in the left operand does not match a character in the right operand, the outcome of the
condition is false.

• 'mask-value'
Identifies the right operand as a character string; the specified value must be enclosed in quotation marks. Mask-value
can contain the following special characters:

Special Character Description
@ Matches any alphabetic character in entity-option-keyword.
# Matches any numeric character in entity-option-keyword.
* Matches any character in entity-option-keyword.

• value-comparison
Compares values contained in the left and right operands based on the specified comparison operator.

• 'character-string-literal'
Identifies a character string enclosed in quotes.

• numeric-literal
Identifies a numeric value.

• entity-option-keyword
Identifies a syntax option associated with the named entity type; valid options for each entity type are listed in the table
presented under "Usage" below.

• IS
Specifies that the left operand must equal the right operand for the condition to be true.

• NE
Specifies that the left operand must not equal the right operand for the condition to be true.

• EQ/=
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Specifies that the left operand must equal the right operand for the condition to be true.
• GT/>

Specifies that the left operand must be greater than the right operand for the condition to be true.
• LT/<

Specifies that the left operand must be less than the right operand for the condition to be true.
• GE

Specifies that the left operand must be greater than or equal to the right operand for the condition to be true.
• LE

Specifies that the left operand must be less than or equal to the right operand for the condition to be true.
• NOT

Specifies that the opposite of the condition fulfills the test requirements. If NOT is specified, the condition must be
enclosed in parentheses.

• AND
Indicates the expression is true only if the outcome of both test conditions is true.

• OR
Indicates the expression is true if the outcome of either one or both test conditions is true.

• RECursive
Appends “AS SYNTAX.” or “AS COMMENT.” to each generated line of output.

NOTE
For descriptions of the remaining DISPLAY parameters, see Generic DISPLAY/PUNCH Statement.

Usage

Output Contains Only Enough Information to Display/Punch Entity

Output produced by DISPLAY or PUNCH ALL consists only of the information necessary to execute a DISPLAY/
PUNCH request for each entity occurrence. For example, DMCL occurrences are displayed with their name, and
AREA occurrences with their fully qualified name (that is, segmentname.areaname). In an online session, the user can
execute the displayed statements by pressing Enter. This two-step process allows the user to scan the names of entity
occurrences before submitting the generated statements for execution.

Valid Entity Option Keywords for Conditional Expressions
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The following table lists entity type options that you can specify in a conditional expression.

Entity Type Option
ARCHIVE
JOURNALS
DISK JOURNALS
TAPE JOURNALS

FULl <entity-type> NAMe
<entity-type> JOUrnal name
NAMe
DMCl name
DDName
ACCess method
DATASPACE
PREpared by
CREated by
REVised by
LAST UPDated by
DATE LASt CRItical CHAnge
MONth LASt CRItical CHAnge
DAY LASt CRItical CHAnge
YEAr LASt CRItical CHAnge
DATE last UPDated
MONth last UPDated
DAY last UPDated
YEAr last UPDated
DATE CREated
MONth CREated
DAY CREated
YEAr CREated

JOURNAL
BUFFERS
BUFFERS

FULl <entity-type> NAMe
journal BUFfer name
NAMe
PREpared by
CREated by
REVised by
LAST UPDated by
DATE LASt CRItical CHAnge
MONth LASt CRItical CHAnge
DAY LASt CRItical CHAnge
YEAr LASt CRItical CHAnge
DATE last UPDated
MONth last UPDated
DAY last UPDated
YEAr last UPDated
DATE CREated
MONth CREated
DAY CREated
YEAr CREated
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DBNAMES
DBGROUPS

FULl <entity-type> NAMe
DBName <entity-type>
NAMe
DBTable name
PREpared by
CREated by
REVised by
LAST UPDated by
DATE LASt CRItical CHAnge
MONth LASt CRItical CHAnge
DAY LASt CRItical CHAnge
YEAr LASt CRItical CHAnge
DATE last UPDated
MONth last UPDated
DAY last UPDated
YEAr last UPDated
DATE CREated
MONth CREated
DAY CREated
YEAr CREated

DBTABLES DBTable name
NAMe
CV system
SYStem
PREpared by
CREated by
REVised by
LAST UPDated by
DATE LASt CRItical CHAnge
MONth LASt CRItical CHAnge
DAY LASt CRItical CHAnge
YEAr LASt CRItical CHAnge
DATE last UPDated
MONth last UPDated
DAY last UPDated
YEAr last UPDated
DATE CREated
MONth CREated
DAY CREated
YEAr CREated
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DMCLs DMCl name
NAMe
DBTable name
PREpared by
CREated by
REVised by
LAST UPDated by
DATE LASt CRItical CHAnge
MONth LASt CRItical CHAnge
DAY LASt CRItical CHAnge
YEAr LASt CRItical CHAnge
DATE last UPDated
MONth last UPDated
DAY last UPDated
YEAr last UPDated
DATE CREated
MONth CREated
DAY CREated
YEAr CREated

FILES FULl file NAMe
FILe name
file NAMe
SEGment name
DDName
DSName
ACCess method
z/VM USEr id
z/VM virtual ADDress
SET name
PREpared by
CREated by
REVised by
LAST UPDated by
DATE LASt CRItical CHAnge
MONth LASt CRItical CHAnge
DAY LASt CRItical CHAnge
YEAr LASt CRItical CHAnge
DATE last UPDated
MONth last UPDated
DAY last UPDated
YEAr last UPDated
DATE CREated
MONth CREated
DAY CREated
YEAr CREated
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PHYSICAL
AREAS

FULl physical area NAMe
physical AREa name
NAMe
SEGment name
PAGe GROup
area TYPe
PREpared by
CREated by
REVised by
LAST UPDated by
DATE LASt CRItical CHAnge
MONth LASt CRItical CHAnge
DAY LASt CRItical CHAnge
YEAr LASt CRItical CHAnge
DATE last UPDated
MONth last UPDated
DAY last UPDated
YEAr last UPDated
DATE CREated
MONth CREated
DAY CREated
YEAr CREated

SEGMENTS SEGment name
NAMe
PAGe GROup
segment TYPe
PREpared by
CREated by
REVised by
LAST UPDated by
DATE LASt CRItical CHAnge
MONth LASt CRItical CHAnge
DAY LASt CRItical CHAnge
YEAr LASt CRItical CHAnge
DATE last UPDated
MONth last UPDated
DAY last UPDated
YEAr last UPDated
DATE CREated
MONth CREated
DAY CREated
YEAr CREated

Default Order of Precedence Applied to Logical Operators

Conditional expressions can contain a single condition, or two or more conditions combined with the logical operators
AND or OR. The logical operator NOT specifies the opposite of the condition. The compiler evaluates operators in a
conditional expression 1 at a time, from left to right, in order of precedence. The default order of precedence is as follows:
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• MATCHES or CONTAINS keywords
• EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, LE operators
• NOT
• AND
• OR

If parentheses are used to override the default order of precedence, the compiler evaluates the expression within the
innermost parentheses first.

Date Selection Criteria

Date selection in these WHERE clause options:

• DATE CREATED
• DATE LAST UPDATED
• DATE LAST CRITICAL CHANGE

may be specified as a value-comparison string in the form 'MM/DD/YY' or 'CCYY-MM-DD' in the right-hand side of
the conditional expression and will be interpreted by the extraction in CCMMDDYY form to accurately determine the
relationship of dates. For example, these DISPLAY ALL statements:

DISPLAY ALL SEGMENTS

        WHERE DATE CREATED > '01/01/96';

 

DISPLAY ALL DMCLS

        WHERE DATE LAST CRITICAL CHANGE < '1996-07-14';

establishes a search criteria to identify the occurrences whose date values (which are also evaluated in CCYYMMDD
form) meet the requirements of the specified string. The DISPLAY ALL process determines that the date '01/01/96' is
greater than the date '12/31/95'.

Alternately, you may specify the value-comparison string on either side of the conditional expression in the form
'CCYYMMDD' to achieve the same results.

You can substitute day, month, or year for each of these WHERE clause options. For example, this DISPLAY ALL
statement specifies a search condition which is based on month and year.

DISPLAY ALL AREAS WHERE MONTH CREATED = '01'

                    AND YEAR  CREATED > '95';

Example

The following example displays all AREAS created since June 1, 1986:

display all AREAS where date created > '1986-06-01'
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    as syntax;

ARCHIVE JOURNAL Statements
The ARCHIVE JOURNAL statements create, alter, drop, display, or punch the definition of an archive journal file in the
dictionary.

Authorization

• To create, alter, or drop an archive journal, you must have the following privileges:
– DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the archive journal definition resides
– ALTER on the DMCL with which the archive journal is associated

• To display or punch the archive journal, you must have the DISPLAY privilege on the DMCL with which the archive
journal is associated or DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the archive journal definition resides.

Syntax

CREATE/ALTER ARCHIVE JOURNAL

►►─┬─ CREATE ─┬─ ARCHIVE JOURNAL ─┬──────────────┬─ journal-file-name ────────►

   └─ ALTER ──┘                   └─ dmcl-name. ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BLOCK SIZE character-count characters ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ASSIGN TO ─┬─ ddname ────┬─┘

                 └─ filename ──┘

DROP ARCHIVE JOURNAL

►►── DROP ARCHIVE JOURNAL ─┬──────────────┬─ journal-file-name ───────────────►◄

                           └─ dmcl-name. ─┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH ARCHIVE JOURNAL

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ ARCHIVE JOURNAL ─┬──────────────┬─ journal-file-name ───────►
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   └─ PUNch ───┘                   └─ dmcl-name. ─┘

 

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►

     │               ┌────────────────┐  │

     ├─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ──┬─┴──┘

     └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ HIStory ──┤

                       ├─ ALL ◄─────┤

                       └─ NONe ─────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERb ─┬─ DISplay ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ─────┤

            ├─ CREate ◄───┤

            ├─ ALTer ─────┤

            └─ DROp ──────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ◄──┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ─────┘

 

Parameters

 

• dmcl-name
Identifies the DMCL with which the archive journal file is associated. Dmcl-name must name an existing DMCL defined
to the dictionary. If you don't specify a DMCL name, you must first establish a current DMCL as described in Entity
7.3.3, “Entity Currency" earlier in this section.

• journal-file-name
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Specifies the name of the archive file. Journal-file-name must be a 1- through 18-character name that follows the
conventions described in 7.3, "Naming Conventions".
Journal-file-name must be unique within the DMCL.

• BLOCK SIZE character-count
Specifies the number of characters in each block of the archive journal file. This clause is required on a CREATE
statement.
The value of character-count depends on the operating system:

Operating System Block Size Range (in bytes) Comments
z/OS 512 - 327641 Must be greater than or equal to the journal

buffer page size and should be sized for
efficient tape file storage and access.

z/VSE 512 - 32764 Same as for z/OS.
z/VM 4096  

NOTE
Maximum for an IBM 3380 device is 32760.

• ASSIGN TO
Associates the archive journal file with an external file name. This clause is required on a CREATE statement. The
external file name must be unique within the DMCL.

• ddname
Specifies the external name for the file under z/OS or z/VM. ddname must be a 1- through 8-character value that
follows operating system conventions for ddnames.

• filename
Specifies the external name for the file under z/VSE. Filename must be a 1- through 7-character value that follows
operating system conventions for filenames.

• DETails
Displays or punches details about the archive journal.

• HIStory
Displays or punches:
– The user who defined the archive journal
– The user who last updated the archive journal
– The date the archive journal was created
– The date the archive journal was last updated

• ALL
Displays or punches all information on the archive journal. ALL is the default action for a DISPLAY or PUNCH verb.

• NONe
Displays or punches the name of the archive journal.

Usage

Archive Journal File Requirement

You must define an archive journal if you are journaling to disk files. When a disk journal file is full, you offload the disk
journal to the archive journal. While the offload occurs, CA IDMS/DB journals to another disk journal.

Using Multiple Archive Journals as Backup

You can define multiple archive journals associated with one DMCL. When you invoke the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility
statement to offload a disk journal file, CA IDMS/DB writes the contents of the disk journal to each archive file associated
with the DMCL. Therefore, if during the course of manual recovery, an archive file is unreadable, you can attempt recovery
using an alternate archive journal file.
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Incompatibility of Tape and Archive Journal Files

You cannot include the definition of a tape journal file in the DMCL if you include the definition of disk and archive journal
files.

Archive Journal Block Size

When a DMCL is generated, the block size associated with an archive journal is checked to ensure it is not less than the
block size of the disk journals. Since the block size of the disk journals is derived from the page size of the journal buffer,
if the archive journal's block size is less than the page size of the journal buffer, the page size of the journal buffer is used
and a warning message issued.

Examples

Defining an Archive Journal File

The following CREATE ARCHIVE JOURNAL statement defines the archive journal file SYSJRNL:

create archive journal idmsdmcl.sysjrnl

   block size 19068 characters

   assign to sysjrnl;

Changing the Block Size

The following ALTER ARCHIVE JOURNAL statement changes the block size of the archive journal file SYSJRNL to
32,670 characters:

alter archive journal idmsdmcl.sysjrnl

   block size 32670 characters;

Dropping an Archive Journal File

The following DROP ARCHIVE JOURNAL statement deletes the definition of the archive journal file SYSJRNL from the
dictionary:

drop archive journal idmsdmcl.sysjrnl;

AREA Statements
The AREA statements create, alter, delete, display, or punch the definition of an area in the dictionary.

Authorization

• To create, alter, or drop an area, you must have the following privileges:
– DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the area definition resides
– ALTER on the segment with which the area is associated

• To display or punch an area, you must have DISPLAY privilege on the segment with which the area is associated or
DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the area definition resides
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Syntax

CREATE/ALTER AREA

►►─┬─ CREATE ─┬─ physical AREA ─┬─────────────────┬─ area-name ───────────────►
   └─ ALTER ──┘                 └─ segment-name. ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►
   ├─ initial-page-range-specification ───────┤
   └─ EXTEND SPACE extend-page-count pages ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PAGE SIZE character-count characters ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►
   └─ PAGE RESERVE size ─┬─ 0 ◄──────────────────────┬─ characters ─┘
                         └─ reserve-character-count ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►
   └─ ORIGINAL PAGE SIZE original-character-count characters ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ STAMP BY ─┬─ TABLE ─┬─┘
                └─ AREA ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►
   └──── TIMESTAMP timestamp-value ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌────────────────────────────┐ │
   └─▼── symbol-specification ────┴─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   │ ┌─────────────────────────────┐ │
   └─▼────file-specification  ─────┴─┘

DROP AREA

►►── DROP physical AREA ─┬─────────────────┬─ area-name ──────────────────────►◄
                         └─ segment-name. ─┘

initial_page

►►─── PRIMARY SPACE primary-page-count pages FROM page start-page ────────────►
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ MAXIMUM SPACE max-page-count pages ─┘

symbol_specification

►►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─┬─ ADD ◄────┬─┤
   │ └─ INClude ─┘ │
   └─┬─ DROP ────┬─┘
     └─ EXClude ─┘

 ►─┬─ SUBAREA symbolic-subarea-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────┬─►◄
   │                                 └─ subarea-specification ─┘            │
   ├─ SYMBOLIC DISPLACEMENT symbolic-displacement-name ─┬──────────────────┬┤
   │                                                    └─ page-cnt pages ─┘│
   └─ SYMBOLIC INDEX symbolic-index-name ─┬───────────────────────┬─────────┘
                                          └─ index-specification ─┘

subarea_specification

►►─┬─ FROM page start-page THRU page end-page ───────────────────────────┬────►◄
   ├─ SPACE subarea-page-count pages FROM page subarea-start-page ───────┤
   └─ OFFSET ─┬─ 0 ◄──────────────────────┬─ FOR ─┬─ 100 PERCENT ◄─────┬─┘
              ├─ offset-page-count PAGEs ─┤       ├─ percent PERCENT ──┤
              └─ offset-percent PERCENT ──┘       └─ page-count PAGEs ─┘

index_specification

►►─┬ BLOCK CONTAINS key-count keys ─┬───────────────────────────────┬───────┬─►◄
   │                                └ DISPLACEMENT page-count pages ┘       │
   └ BASED ON ─┬──────────┬─ KEY LENGTH key-length ┌───────────────────────┬┘
               ├ SORTED ◄─┤                        └ FOR index-cnt RECORDS─┘
               └ UNSORTED ┘

file_specification

►►─┬───────────────┬─┬─ FILE file-name ──────────────────┬────────────────────►
   ├─┬─ ADD ◄────┬─┤ └─ PATH FILE native-vsam-file-name ─┘
   │ ├─ WITHIN ──┤ │
   │ └─ INClude ─┘ │
   └─┬─ REMOVE ──┬─┘
     ├─ DROP ────┤
     └─ EXClude ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►◄
   └─ FROM start-block ─┬─ THRU end-block ───────────────┬─┘
                        └─ FOR ─┬─ ALL blocks ─────────┬─┘
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                                └─ block-count blocks ─┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH AREA

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ AREA ─┬─────────────────┬─ area-name ───────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘        └─ segment-name. ─┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐
 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►
     │               ┌────────────────┐  │
     ├─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ FILes ────┬─┴──┘
     └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ SYMbols ──┤
                       ├─ DETails ──┤
                       ├─ HIStory ──┤
                       ├─ ALL ◄─────┤
                       └─ NONe ─────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ VERb ─┬─ DISplay ───┬─┘
            ├─ PUNch ─────┤
            ├─ CREate ◄───┤
            ├─ ALTer ─────┤
            └─ DROp ──────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ◄──┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ─────┘

Parameters

CREATE/ALTER AREA

• segment-name
Specifies the segment associated with the area. Segment-name must identify a segment defined in the dictionary.
If you do not specify a segment name when you issue an AREA statement, you must first establish a current segment
as described in “Entity Currency" at "DDL Statement Naming Conventions."

• area-name
Specifies the name of the area. Area-name must be a 1- through 18-character name that follows the conventions
described in "DDL Statement Naming Conventions."
Area-name must be unique within the segment associated with the area.

WARNING

If the area is associated with an SQL segment in an application dictionary, you must drop any tables or
indexes associated with the area before you attempt to delete the area by issuing a DROP AREA statement.

If the area is associated with a non-SQL segment, the name of the area must be the same as the area
defined in the non-SQL schema.

• initial-page-range-specification
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Specifies the initial page range assigned to the area. This clause is required on a CREATE statement.
Native VSAM: For special considerations that apply to the page ranges of native VSAM data sets, see "Usage" below.
Expansion of  initial-page-range-specification
– PRIMARY SPACE primary-page-count

Specifies the initial number of pages to be included in the area. Primary-page-count must be an integer in the
range 2 through the maximum number of pages determined by the MAXIMUM RECORDS clause of the SEGMENT
statement. The upper limit is 1,073,741,821.

WARNING
This parameter establishes the default CALC page range of the area and should not be specified with new
values on an ALTER AREA request unless the area is empty or is to be reloaded using the RELOAD or
REORG utilities.

– FROM page start-page
Specifies the page number of the first page in the area. Start-page must be an integer in the range 1 through the
maximum number of pages determined by the MAXIMUM RECORDS clause of the SEGMENT statement. The
upper limit is 1,073,741,821.

– MAXIMUM SPACE max-page-count pages
Specifies the largest number of pages that can be included in the area. Max-page-count must be:
• An integer in the range 2 through the maximum number of pages determined by the MAXIMUM RECORDS

clause of the SEGMENT statement; the upper limit is 1,073,741,821.
• Greater than or equal to the primary page count for the area
The default maximum number of pages is the area's primary page count.
Native VSAM: If specified, MAXIMUM SPACE must equal the primary page count.

• EXTEND SPACE extend-page-count
On an ALTER AREA statement, specifies a number of pages to be added to the area. The new pages are numbered
starting after the last page currently in the area.
Extend-page-count must be an integer in the range 1 through the maximum number of pages determined by the
MAXIMUM RECORDS clause of the SEGMENT statement. The upper limit is 1,073,741,818. The number of new
pages plus the number of existing pages cannot exceed the maximum number of pages allowed for the area.
When you add pages to an area, you must also associate the added pages with either:
– One or more additional files
– File blocks beginning at the end of the last file with which the area is associated
Added pages are automatically associated with file blocks, by specifying the 'WITHIN FILE'-clause without the 'FROM'-
clause for the <file-name> (if only 1 file is associated with the area) or for the last <file-name> (if more than 1 file is
associated with the area). All other changes in the assignment of file blocks require first an EXCLUDE of the <file-
name(s)>, followed by a new 'WITHIN FILE <file-name> FROM'-clause.

WARNING
When specifying an EXTEND SPACE parameter, do not specify a PRIMARY SPACE parameter which alters
the original page range of the area.

Native VSAM: Do not specify the EXTEND SPACE clause. For special considerations that apply to EXTEND SPACE
see Usage, below.

NOTE
This parameter is not valid on the CREATE AREA statement.

• PAGE SIZE character-count
Specifies the number of characters in each page of the area. This clause is required on a CREATE statement.
Character-count must be a multiple of 4 in the range 48 through 32,764 and must be at least 40 bytes larger than the
largest fixed-length record or uncompressed row in the area. Some operating systems may not support a page size of
32764 characters. Check your operating system limitations.
Native VSAM: Do not specify the PAGE SIZE clause.

• PAGE RESERVE SIZE reserve-character-count
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Specifies the number of characters to be reserved on each page to accommodate increases in the length of records or
rows stored on the page. Reserved space will be used for:
– SR8 index records, which vary in length at the bottom level of the index. The length of a bottom-level SR8 record

can change due to any operation that updates an indexed record. Reserved space is not available for new SR8
records.

– Variable-length records that expand during DML MODIFY operations.
– Compressed rows or records whose physical length increases due to a change in the data values.
Reserve-character-count must be either 0 or:
– A multiple of 4 in the range 48 through 32,716
– Less than or equal to the size of a page in the area minus 48
The default is 0.
Native VSAM: Do not specify this clause.

• ORIGINAL PAGE SIZE original-character-count
Specifies the page size of the area when it was last formatted. This clause must be specified the first time the page
size of an area is increased using the EXPAND PAGE utility statement, and should not be specified again unless you
reformat the area using the new specification.
Original-character-count must be a multiple of 4 in the range 48 through 32764 and cannot be greater than the value
specified for the PAGE SIZE clause. The default on a CREATE AREA statement is the value specified for the PAGE
SIZE clause.
Native VSAM: Do not specify this clause.

• STAMP BY TABLE
On a CREATE AREA statement, directs CA IDMS/DB to update the synchronization stamp for an individual table in
the area when the definition of the table or any associated CALC key, index, or referential constraint is modified. This
clause is valid only for areas that are associated with an SQL segment.
STAMP BY TABLE overrides the synchronization stamp specification defined for the segment with which the area is
associated.

NOTE
This parameter is not valid on the ALTER AREA statement.

• STAMP BY AREA
On a CREATE AREA statement, directs CA IDMS/DB to maintain a synchronization stamp for the area as a whole in
addition to the synchronization stamps for individual tables. CA IDMS/DB updates the stamps for both the individual
table and the whole area when the definition of any table in the area or any associated CALC key, index, or referential
constraint is modified. Maintaining stamps at the area level allows validation of access modules by area rather than by
individual table. However, a change to a table within the area requires that an access module that references any table
within the area be recompiled.
STAMP BY AREA overrides the synchronization stamp specification defined for the segment with which the area is
associated.
This clause is valid only for areas that are associated with an SQL segment.

NOTE
This parameter is not valid on the ALTER AREA statement.

• TIMESTAMP timestamp-value
Specifies the value of the synchronization stamp to be assigned to the area. Timestamp-value must be a valid external
representation of a timestamp. This clause is valid only for areas associated with an SQL segment and for which area-
level stamping is in effect.

• symbol-specification :pd
Expansion of symbol-specification
– ADD

For areas associated with non-SQL segments, specifies a value for a symbolic parameter defined in a non-SQL
schema definition. ADD is the default. INClude is a synonym.
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NOTE
If the symbolic parameter is already defined to the area, CA IDMS/DB updates its value.

– DROP
For areas associated with non-SQL segments, removes the symbolic parameter.
To drop a symbolic parameter, specify only the name of the symbol to be dropped. Optional clauses, such as
subarea-specification, are not allowed. EXClude is a synonym.

– SUBAREA symbolic-subarea-name
Names a symbolic parameter that represents a subdivision of the area's page range. Symbolic-subarea-name is a
1- to 18-character name that follows the conventions described in DDL Statement Naming Conventions. Symbolic-
subarea-name must be unique within the subareas defined for the area.

– subarea-specification
Specifies an actual page range for the subarea or a relative page range for the subarea based upon the total
number of pages defined for the area. If you do not specify an actual or relative page range for the subarea, the
default is the page range of the area expressed as this offset specification:
offset 0 pages for 100 percent

Expansion of subarea-specification
• FROM page start-page

Specifies the starting page for the subarea. Start-page must be an integer in the range 1 through the high page
number of the area.
• THRU page end-page

Specifies the last page for the subarea. End-page must be an integer:
• Within the page range defined for the area
• Greater than the value specified for start-page

• SPACE subarea-page-count pages
Specifies the number of pages to be included in the subarea. Subarea-page-count is an integer in the range 1
through the number of pages in the area.
• FROM page subarea-start-page

Specifies the first page of the subarea. Subarea-start-page must be an integer in the range 1 through the high
page number of the area.

• OFFSET
Specifies a relative page range for the subarea, in terms of either a percentage of the area or a displacement
relative to the first page of the area. The assigned relative page range must fall within the page range for the
area.

• offset-page-count PAGEs
Determines the first page of the subarea within the area. CA IDMS/DB uses the calculation below to determine
the relative page number:
first subarea page = (LPN + offset-page-count)

     where LPN = the lowest page number in the area

Offset-page-count must be an integer in the range 0 through the number of pages in the area minus 1.
• offset-percent PERcent

Determines the first page of the subarea within the area based on the lowest page number of the area and the
total number of pages in the area:
first subarea page = (LPN + (PPC * offset-percent * .01))

     where LPN = the lowest page number in the area
       and PPC = the primary page count
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Offset-percent must be an integer in the range 0 through 100.
• FOR page-count PAGEs

Determines the last page of the subarea within the area based on the first page of the subarea:
last subarea page = (FSP + page-count - 1)

     where FSP = the first subarea page
                 (determined by calculations above)

The calculated page must not exceed the highest page number in the area.
• FOR percent PERcent

Determines the last page of the subarea within the area based on the first page of the subarea and the total
number of pages in the area:
last subarea page = (FSP + (TNP * percent * .01) - 1)

     where FSP = the first page in the subarea
                 (determined by calculations above)
       and TNP = the total number of pages in the area

Percent must be an integer in the range 1 through 100. The default is 100. If percent causes the calculated
last page of the subarea to be greater than the highest page number in the area, the compiler ignores the
excessive page numbers, and CA IDMS/DB will store the record occurrences up to and including the last
page in the area.

– SYMBOLIC DISPLACEMENT symbolic-displacement-name
Names a symbolic parameter that represents the displacement of member records that participate in a VIA set
from the owner record of the set. Symbolic-displacement-name is a 1- to 18-character name that follows the
conventions described in DDL Statement Naming Conventions. Symbolic-displacement-name must be unique
within the symbolic displacement names defined to the area.

– page-cnt-pages
Specifies how many pages separate the member record of a VIA set from the owner record. Page-cnt-pages is an
integer in the range 0- through 32767.

– SYMBOLIC INDEX symbolic-index-name
Names a symbolic parameter that represents index characteristics. Symbolic-index-name is a 1- to 18-character
name that follows the conventions described in DDL Statement Naming Conventions. Symbolic-index-name must
be unique within the symbolic index names defined to the area.

– index-specification
Specifies either:
• The values that represent the number of entries in an SR8 record and the displacement of bottom-level SR8

records from the remainder of the index.
• The values that are used to calculate the number of SR8 entries and the displacement.
Expansion of index-specification
• BLOCK CONTAINS key-count keys

Specifies the maximum number of entries in each internal index record (SR8 system record). Key-count must be
an integer in the range 3 through 8180.
DISPLACEMENT page-count pages
Indicates the number of pages bottom-level SR8 records are displaced from the top of the index. Page-count
must be either 0 or an integer in the range 3 through 32,767. The default is 0, which means bottom-level index
records are not displaced.
BASED ON KEY LENGTH key-length
Calculates the size of the index block and displacement based upon the length of the key fields and the number
of entries in the index. Specify key-length as:
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• 0, for unsorted indexes
• 0, for indexes sorted by db-key
• An integer in the range 1 through 256 for other indexes
SORTED
Indicates that the index keys are sorted.
UNSORTED
Indicates that the index keys are not sorted.
FOR index-cnt RECORDS
Specifies an estimated number of record occurrences to be indexed. Index-cnt is an integer in the range 0
through 2,147,483,647. The default is 1000. For more information, see Usage, below.

• file-specification
Specifies the file(s) to which pages in the area map. An area can map to one or more files.
Expansion of file-specification
– ADD FILE file-name

Associates the area with the named database file or native VSAM file that has an access method of KSDS, ESDS
or RRDS. WITHIN and INClude are synonyms. File-name must identify a file that:
• Is associated with the same segment as the area
• Is not defined with PATH as an access method
Native VSAM: Native VSAM files with access method KSDS, ESDS, or RRDS must map to one and only one area.
Likewise, the area must map to one and only one native VSAM file and PATH file.

NOTE

You can associate an area with 1 through 32,767 files. Pages in the area are mapped consecutively to
blocks in the first file named, then to blocks in the second file named, and so on. If any files are associated
with the area, you must identify enough file blocks to accommodate all the pages in the area.

• – DROP FILE file-name
Dissociates the area from the named file. REMOVE and EXClude are synonyms. File-name must identify a
database file previously associated with the area.
If you dissociate a file from an area, you must identify enough additional file blocks in the same ALTER AREA
statement to accommodate the pages that no longer map to the file, unless all files are dissociated from the area.

– PATH FILE native-vsam-file-name
Identifies a native-VSAM PATH file for the area. Native-vsam-file-name is a 1- to 18-character name of a PATH file
defined to the segment. The following restrictions apply:
• The access method defined for native-vsam-file-name on a CREATE/ALTER FILE statement must be PATH.
• The file cannot map to any other areas
• The area must map to a file whose access method is KSDS or ESDS

– FROM start-block
Specifies the number of the first block in the named file to be associated with the area. Start-block must be an
integer in the range 1 through 2,147,483,646. The default depends on the verb:
• For CREATE AREA, the default is 1
• For ALTER AREA without the EXTEND SPACE clause, the default is 1
• For ALTER AREA with the EXTEND SPACE clause, the default is the current high block number of the file plus 1

– THRU end-block
Specifies the number of the last block in the named file to be associated with the area. End-block must be an
integer in the range 2 through 2,147,483,647.

– FOR ALL
Specifies that blocks in the named file are to be associated with the area for the entire page range of the area, or, if
specified for an ALTER AREA with an EXTEND SPACE clause, for the number of pages in the extended space.

– FOR block-count blocks
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Specifies the number of blocks in the named file to be associated with the area. Block-count must be an integer in
the range 2 through 2,147,483,647.

DROP AREA

• segment-name
Specifies the segment associated with the area.

• area-name
Specifies the name of the area.

DISPLAY/PUNCH AREA

• FILes
Displays or punches information on all files to which the area is mapped.

• SYMbols
Displays or punches information on all symbols defined to the area.

• DETails
Displays or punches details about the area.

• HIStory
Displays or punches:
– The user who defined the area
– The user who last updated the area
– The date the area was created
– The date the area was last updated

• ALL
Displays or punches all information on the area. ALL is the default action for a DISPLAY or PUNCH verb.

• NONe
Displays or punches the name of the area.

NOTE

For more information about DISPLAY/PUNCH, see Generic DISPLAY/PUNCH Statement.

Usage

Unique Page Range

The range of pages reserved for an area is defined by the FROM PAGE parameter in conjunction with the MAXIMUM
SPACE parameter (or the PRIMARY SPACE parameter if you do not specify MAXIMUM SPACE). This page range must
not overlap the page range for:

• Any other area contained in the segment
• Any other area in a DMCL in which the area's segment is included if the page groups are the same

Contiguity of Page Ranges

Page ranges within a segment can be, but do not have to be, contiguous with one another.

Page Range Limits Depend on Maximum Number of Records Per Page

The highest page number for an area depends on the maximum number of records or rows that can fit on a single page.
Use the table provided under "Usage" in SEGMENT Statements to determine the highest page number.

Page Ranges for CALC Records

The last page of a subarea that can be used to store CALC record occurrences depends on the type of offset
specification:
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• For page offsets, the last page of the CALC range is the last page of the subarea.
• For percentage offsets, this calculation is used to determine the last page of the CALC range:

calc-lastpage-of-subarea =
    firstpage-of-subarea + percent * primary-page-count * .01

Copying an Extended Area Into a New Segment

It may become necessary to copy the definition of an area that was extended into a new segment. If you issue a DISPLAY
command for the original area definition, the PRIMARY SPACE parameter for the area is generated with the total number
of pages defined to the area due to any previous EXTEND SPACE operations. Information regarding the original number
of pages defined to the area is generated as a comment.

When using DISPLAY to add the area to a new segment definition, the area primary space is defined with the total
number of pages assigned to the extended area and does not carry forward the extended condition of the area. If this new
definition is used against a copy of the original area, the page range for CALC records in the new definition is different
than that used in the original area. This causes  NOT FOUND errors when attempting to access CALC records when
using their CALC keys.

NOTE

To properly copy an extended area definition to a new segment, it is necessary to code the PRIMARY SPACE
using the area original page range on the creation of the area within the new segment. Following the creation,
you must perform an EXTEND SPACE procedure on the new area definition for the total number of pages in the
extended portion of the original area.

What Happens to Offsets When You Expand an Area

When you expand an area by using the EXTEND SPACE clause on the ALTER AREA command, the following occurs to
the first page, last page, and CALC last page of a subarea:

• The first page does not change
• The last page changes if you specified a percentage offset; CA IDMS/DB allows CALC overflow records and records

with other location modes to be stored in the expanded space
• The last page of the CALC range does not change; that is, CALC records continue to target to the original page range

assigned to the subarea

NOTE
You must exercise care when expanding an area containing subarea definitions that use offset percentages
because subareas can overlap after the EXTEND SPACE is performed. For example:

Given the following subarea allocations for an area containg 1000 pages, the page ranges are as follows:

    Definition                LoPage     HiPage
SUB1 OFFSET  0% FOR 25%          1         250
SUB2 OFFSET 25% FOR 25%        251         500
SUB3 OFFSET 50% FOR 25%        501         750
SUB4 OFFSET 75% FOR 25%        751        1000

If an EXTEND SPACE is executed, and 1000 more pages are added to the area, the allocations are as follows:

Sub Area        LoPage        HiPage
  SUB1             1            500
  SUB2           251            750
  SUB3           501           1000
  SUB4           751           1250
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You can see that adding 1000 pages to the area did not significantly increase the space available in which to store
records, nor did the additional space get used by any areas mapped to defined subarea definitions -- only SUB4 benefits
by the additional pages.

Percentage Offsets Most Flexible

Percentage offset specifications are the most flexible in terms of database maintenance. As the database grows and must
eventually be expanded, the areas of the database must also be expanded. If you use percentage offsets, CA IDMS/DB
automatically assigns record occurrences to the appropriate percentage of the new area.

Page Range for RRDS Native VSAM Areas

CA IDMS/DB constructs the db-key for a record in an RRDS native VSAM area in the following manner:

dbkey = low-dbkey-of-area + relative-record-number

Therefore, for an RRDS file, the number of pages specified by the page range must be calculated as follows (rounded up
to the next integer):

number-of-pages =
 (number-of-vsam-records-in-file + 1) / (maximum-records-per-page + 1)

NOTE
Maximum-records-per-page is specified on the CREATE SEGMENT statement and determines the format of the
database keys for records in areas that are contained in the segment.

Page Range for KSDS Native VSAM Areas

CA IDMS/DB constructs the db-key for a record in a KSDS native VSAM area by randomizing the record's prime key to a
database key in the database key range for the area. Therefore, for a KSDS file, a rule-of-thumb for calculating the page
range is as follows (rounded up to the next integer):

number-of-pages = number-of-vsam-records-in-file / x

where x =  10 if number-of-vsam-records-in-file < 100,000
           100 if number-of-vsam-records-in-file > 100,000

The idea is to specify a page range that minimizes the probability of constructing duplicate keys without specifying an
excessive number of pages for the area.

Page Range for ESDS Native VSAM Areas

CA IDMS/DB constructs the db-key for a record in an ESDS native VSAM area in the following manner:

dbkey = low-dbkey-of-area + relative-byte-address

Therefore, for an ESDS file, the number of pages specified by the page range must be calculated as follows (rounded up
to the next integer):

number-of-pages = total-bytes-in-file / (maximum-records-per-page + 1)

NOTE
Maximum-records-per-page is specified on the CREATE SEGMENT statement and determines the format of the
database keys for records in areas that are contained in the segment.

Physical Device Blocking

A database page is a fixed block. As a general rule, you should use pages that are an even fraction of the track size.
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The following table lists the optimal page sizes by device type for five IBM disk drives. Manufacturers of other brands of
direct access storage devices (DASD) should be able to provide similar information for their own equipment.

Per track 3330 3340 3350 3375 3380 3390
1 13028 8368 19068 32764 32764 32764
2 6444 4100 9440 17600 23476 27996
3 4252 2676 6232 11616 15476 18452
4 3156 1964 4628 8608 11476 13680
5 2496 1540 3664 6816 9076 10796
6 2056 1252 3020 5600 7476 8904
7 1744 1052 2564 4736 6356 7548
8 1508 896 2220 4096 5492 6516
9 1324 780 1952 3616 4820 5724
10 1180 684 1740 3200 4276 5064
11 1060 608 1564 2880 3860 4564
12 960 544 1416 2592 3476 4136
13 876 488 1296 2368 3188 3768
14 804 440 1180 2176 2932 3440
15 740 400 1096 2016 2676 3172

Notes:
The bytes per page for FBA devices must be a multiple of 512.
On z/VM, the size of a database page must be less than or equal to 4096 bytes.For VSAM database files the character-
count must be at least 8 bytes larger than the page size.

Synchronization Stamps

If you expect frequent changes to the definitions of SQL tables, you should maintain synchronization stamps at the table
level. If you do not expect frequent changes, you should maintain stamps at the area level.

Specifying a Synchronization Stamp Value

When defining or altering an area for which area-level stamping is in effect, you can specify an explicit value for its
synchronization stamp. This allows you to create databases that have identical physical attributes and can therefore be
accessed through a single schema definition.

Since an area's synchronization stamp is updated each time any DDL statement affecting the area is issued, the
synchronization stamp must be set after issuing the SQL DDL statements that define the database.

Care should be exercised when specifying a specific timestamp, since its purpose is to enable the detection of
discrepancies between an entity and its definition. If explicitly specified, the timestamp should always be set to a new
value following a definitional change so that the change is detectable to the run time system.

Contiguity of File Blocks

Block ranges within a file associated with more than one area must be contiguous.

To specify that all pages of the area map to all pages of the file, specify:

...from 1 for all

on the file specification.
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If the file has multiple areas associated with it, the block range will overlap if both of the areas map to the file having this
specification. You can map the first area using "FROM 1 FOR ALL", but you must map the second area "FROM last-block-
of-the-file+1 FOR ALL".

Device Types or Access Methods May Limit the Number of File Blocks

Device types or access methods may further restrict the number of blocks allowed in a file. For example, a maximum of
65,535 tracks can be addressed in BDAM files.

NOTE
For more information on device types and access methods, see Allocating and Formatting Files.

Native VSAM File Restrictions

An area that maps to native VSAM files has the following restrictions:

• A native VSAM file defined with an access method RRDS, KSDS, or ESDS can map to one and only one area
• An area that maps to a native VSAM file must map to one and only one file
• If an area is associated with one or more files defined with PATH as an access method, then:

– The area must map to either an ESDS or KSDS file
– The PATH file must not be associated with any other area

Index Calculations

The following algorithms are used to calculate BLOCK CONTAINS key-count and the DISPLACEMENT page-count
values for symbolic index parameters when the BASED ON clause is specified.

Index block:

Step 1:  Assuming 3 SR8's per page, compute the following:

         The maximum size of the variable portion of an SR8:
            ( (Page size - Page reserve - 32) / 3 ) - 40 = SR8-vsize

         The maximum number of entries in an SR8:
                Sorted index:  (SR8-vsize / ( 8 + Keylen) ) - 2
              Unsorted index:  (SR8-vsize / 4 ) - 1

         If the number of SR8 entries is less than 3, set it to 3; if
         greater than 8180, set it to 8180.

Step 2:  Establish the number of index entries:  Use the FOR index-cnt
         value, if specified, or 1000.

Step 3:  Estimate the number of entries per SR8 for a 3-level index:
         Find the first entry in the following table whose Number of
         Entries column is greater than or equal to the value established
         in Step 2.
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               Number of        Number of
               entries          SR8 entries

                   1,000           10
                  15,625           25
                 125,000           50
                 512,000           80
               1,000,000          100
               2,000,376          126
               3,375,000          150
               5,359,375          175
               8,000,000          200
              15,625,000          250
                 -1              8180

Step 4:   Determine the INDEX BLOCK value:  Use the lesser of the Number
          of SR8 entries from the table and the value from Step 1 as the
          INDEX BLOCK (IBC) value in the remaining calculations.

Displacement:

For unsorted indexes, the displacement is set to 0; for sorted indexes, it is calculated as follows:

Step 1:  Calculate the number of bottom level and higher level SR8s:

                Set N             = #-of-entries
                High-level-SR8s   = 0
                Bottom-level-SR8s = 1

                Repeat

                  N = (N + IBC - 1) / IBC (truncate)

                  If N = 1, exit

                  If High-level-SR8s = 0,
                        High-level-SR8s    = 1
                        Bottom-level-SR8s  = N
                  Else High-level-SR8s = High-level-SR8s + N

          Set Total-SR8s = High-level-SR8s + Bottom-level-SR8s
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Step 2:   Determine the number of SR8s per page:

                Calculate size of an SR8:

                        SR8-size = 32 + (IBC + 1) * (keylen + 8)

                Calculate number of SR8s per page:

                        (Page-size - Page-reserve - 32) / (SR8-size + 8)

Step 3:   Establish the INDEX DISPLACEMENT:

                If Number of Higher Level SR8s is less than 2, set
                the DISPLACEMENT = High-level-SR8s.  (For a one or
                two-level index, displacement will be 0 or 1
                respectively.)

                If Number of Higher Level SR8s is greater than 1,
                compute the displacement:

                  (High-level-SR8s + SR8s-per-page - 1)
                  -------------------------------------  + 1 (truncate)
                            SR8s-per-page

                If the calculate displacement is greater than the number
                of pages in the area containing the index, then:

                  Displacement = Number of pages in area / 2

Examples

Mapping to a Single File

The CREATE AREA statement below defines an area that has only one associated file. All 100 pages in the area will map
to the first available 100 blocks in the file.

create area demoseg.emp_space
   primary space 100 pages
   page size 4276
   within file demoseg.emp_file;
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Mapping to Two Files

The CREATE AREA statement below defines an area that maps to two files. The first 500 pages in the area map to the
first 500 blocks in the PUB_FILE_1 file. The second 500 pages in the area map to 500 blocks of the PUB_FILE_2 file,
starting at block number 1001.

create area salesseg.sales_space
   primary space 1000 pages
   from page 85001
   maximum space 1500 pages
   page size 3820 characters
   page reserve size 800 characters
   within file pub_file_1
      from 1 for 500
   within file pub_file_2
      from 1 for 500;

Adding Pages to an Area

The ALTER AREA statement below adds 200 pages to the SALES_SPACE area. The new pages are mapped to the
PUB_FILE_3 file.

alter area salesseg.sales_space
   extend space 200 pages
   within file pub_file_3
   from 1 thru 200;

Dropping an Area

The following DROP AREA statement deletes the definition of the SALES_SPACE area from the dictionary. If SALESSEG
is defined as an SQL segment, then you must first drop all tables and indexes associated with the area:

drop area salesseg.sales_space;

BUFFER Statements
 

The BUFFER statements create, alter, drop, display, or punch the definition of a database buffer in the dictionary. You
must define at least one database buffer for a DMCL.

Authorization

• To create, alter, or drop a database buffer, you must have the following privileges:
– DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the database buffer definition resides
– ALTER on the DMCL with which the database buffer is associated

• To display or punch the database buffer, you must have DISPLAY privilege on the DMCL with which the database
buffer is associated or DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the buffer definition resides

BUFFER Statement Syntax

CREATE/ALTER BUFFER

►►─┬── CREATE ─┬─ BUFFER ─┬──────────────┬─ database-buffer-name ─────────────►
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   └── ALTER ──┘          └─ dmcl-name. ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PAGE SIZE character-count characters ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►

   └─ NATIVE VSAM ─┬─ LSR KEYLEN lsr-key-length ──┬─ STRNO string-number ─┘

                   └─ NSR BUFNI nsr-buffer-count ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

   └─ LOCAL MODE BUFFER PAGES local-mode-page-count ─┬───────────────────┬─┘

                                                     ├─ OPSYS storage ◄──┤

                                                     └─ IDMS storage ────┘

 

 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►◄

    └┬─ CENTRAL VERSION ─┬─ MODE BUFFER ─┬─────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ CV ──────────────┘               └─ cv-buffer-options ─┘

DROP BUFFER

►►─── DROP BUFFER ─┬──────────────┬─ database-buffer-name ────────────────────►◄

                   └─ dmcl-name. ─┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH BUFFER

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ BUFFER ─┬──────────────┬─ database-buffer-name ─────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘          └─ dmcl-name. ─┘
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   ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►

     │               ┌────────────────┐  │

     ├─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ──┬─┴──┘

     └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ HIStory ──┤

                       ├─ ALL ◄─────┤

                       └─ NONe ─────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERb ─┬─ DISplay ───┬───┘

            ├─ PUNch ─────┤

            ├─ CREate ◄───┤

            ├─ ALTer ─────┤

            └─ DROp ──────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ◄──┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ─────┘

Expansion of cv-buffer-options

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ INITIAL PAGES initial-page-count ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MAXIMUM PAGES maximum-page-count ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └┬─ OPSYS storage ◄──┬─┘

    └─ IDMS storage ────┘

 

BUFFER Statement Parameters

• dmcl-name
Identifies the DMCL with which the database buffer is associated. Dmcl-name must name an existing DMCL defined
to the dictionary. If you don't specify a DMCL name, you must establish a current DMCL as described in 7.3.3, “Entity
Currency".

• database-buffer-name
Specifies the name of the buffer being created. Database-buffer-name must be a 1- through 18-character name that
follows the conventions described in 7.3, “Naming Conventions".
Database-buffer-name must be unique among the database and journal buffer names within the DMCL. From 1 to
32,767 database buffers can be defined to a single DMCL.

• PAGE SIZE character-count
Specifies the number of characters in each page of the buffer. This clause is required on a CREATE statement. The
buffer page size determines the size of the largest database page or VSAM control interval that can be written to the
buffer.
The value of character-count depends on the type of buffer being defined:

File Buffer Type Valid Page Sizes (in bytes)
VSAM database file  48 - 32764; multiple of 4 1 2
Native VSAM file3 LSR 512, 1024, 2048, or multiple of 4096 up to

28672
 NSR 512 - 8192; multiple of 512

8193 - 30720; multiple of 2048

NOTE
For VSAM database files, character-count must be at least 8 bytes larger than the size of the database page.

NOTE
For native VSAM files, the PAGE SIZE clause must be greater than or equal to the largest control interval of a
file that maps to the buffer.

• NATIVE VSAM
Specifies a buffer for use with native VSAM data sets.

• LSR KEYLEN lsr-key-length
Specifies an LSR (local shared resource) buffer. Only one is allowed per DMCL.
Lsr-key-length specifies the maximum key length for all native VSAM files using the buffer, where lsr-key-length-n is an
integer in the range 1 through 255.

• NSR BUFNI index-buffer-count
Specifies an NSR (nonshared resource) buffer. Any number of these are allowed.
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Index-buffer-count specifies the number of index buffers VSAM uses to transfer the contents of index entries between
main memory and auxiliary storage. It is an integer in the range string-number through 32767.

• STRNO string-number
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent requests permitted against all areas associated with files that are
assigned to the buffer, where string-number is an integer in the range 1 through 255.

• LOCAL MODE BUFFER PAGES local-mode-page-count
Specifies the number of pages to be included in the buffer when the database is used in local mode. Valid values for
local-mode-page-count appear as follows:

Buffer Type Valid Values
Non-native VSAM buffers 3 to 16,777,2141; default 3
Native VSAM buffers 2 to 256; must be greater than the value assigned to STRNO in

the NATIVE VSAM clause above

NOTE
The practical upper limit depends on the amount of available storage.

NOTE
Native VSAM For native VSAM data sets, the buffer page count specifies the number of pages in the buffer
used to transfer data between memory and auxiliary storage. For LSR buffers, the page count specifies the
number of pages used to transfer both data and index entries.

• OPSYS storage
Places the buffer in a contiguous block of storage acquired from the operating system. The storage is acquired above
the 16-megabyte line in operating systems that support extended addressing. If sufficient storage is not available,
storage is acquired as IDMS storage. OPSYS STORAGE is the default.

• IDMS storage
Acquires a discrete piece of storage for each buffer page. If the operating system supports extended addressing, the
storage will be acquired above the 16-megabyte line.
Native VSAM: Do not specify this clause.

• CENTRAL VERSION MODE BUFFER
Specifies page counts for the buffer when the database is used under the central version.

• cv-buffer-options
Specifies options for the buffer used under the central version.

• INITIAL PAGES initial-page-count
Specifies the initial number of pages to be allocated for the buffer. Initial-page-count is an integer. Valid values appear
as follows:

Buffer Type Valid Values
Non-native VSAM buffers 3 to 16,777,2141; default 3
Native VSAM buffers 2 to 256; must be greater than the value assigned to STRNO in

the NATIVE VSAM clause above

NOTE
The practical upper limit depends on the amount of available storage.

NOTE
Native VSAM: For native VSAM data sets, the buffer page count specifies the number of pages in the buffer
used to transfer data between memory and auxiliary storage. For LSR buffers, the page count specifies the
number of pages used to transfer both data and index entries.

• MAXIMUM PAGES maximum-page-count
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Specifies the largest number of pages that can be allocated for the buffer. Maximum-page-count is an integer in the
range 3 to 16,777,214. It must be greater than or equal to the number specified in the INITIAL PAGES parameter. The
default is the initial number of pages included in the buffer.
Native VSAM: Do not specify this clause.

• OPSYS storage
Places the buffer in contiguous storage acquired from the operating system. OPSYS STORAGE is the default.
The storage is acquired above the 16-megabyte line in operating systems which support extended addressing. If
sufficient storage is not available, storage is acquired as IDMS storage.

• IDMS storage
Requests a discrete piece of storage for each buffer page from the DC/UCF storage pool. If the DC/UCF system
contains a storage pool above the 16-megabyte line, then storage for the buffer is acquired above the 16-megabyte
line.
Native VSAM: Do not specify this clause.

• DETails
Displays or punches details about the database buffer.

• HIStory
Displays or punches:
– The user who defined the database buffer
– The user who last updated the database buffer
– The date the database buffer was created
– The date the database buffer was last updated

• ALL
Displays or punches all information on the database buffer. ALL is the default action for a DISPLAY or PUNCH verb.

• NONe
Displays or punches the name of the database buffer.

BUFFER Statement Usage

Buffer Storage Not Acquired Until Needed

CA IDMS/DB does not acquire storage for a buffer until it opens a file associated with the buffer.

Buffer Page Count Under the Central Version

When you start up a DC/UCF system, the number of pages in a given buffer is the number specified in the INITIAL
PAGES parameter in the buffer definition. If the initial number of pages is lower than the number specified in the
MAXIMUM PAGES parameter, you can use the DCMT VARY BUFFER command to increase the number of pages in the
buffer up to the specified maximum.

How CA IDMS/DB Acquires Storage for a Buffer

The OPSYS and IDMS parameters tell CA IDMS/DB how to acquire storage for the buffer. In response to the OPSYS
parameter, CA IDMS/DB issues a request to the operating system for a contiguous block of storage for the buffer pages.
In response to the IDMS parameter, CA IDMS/DB issues requests to the DC/UCF system for storage equal to the size of
a buffer page until all the required pages are acquired. For both OPSYS and IDMS, CA IDMS/DB acquires the storage
above the 16-megabyte line, if possible.

Dropping a Buffer with Associated Files

Before you delete the definition of a buffer, use the ALTER DMCL statement to change the buffer specification for files
associated with the buffer.

Reducing the number of physical I/Os

Reduce the number of physical I/Os by increasing the size of Database Buffers and/or implementing CA IDMS features
such as Buffers above the BAR.
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BUFFER Statement Examples

Defining the Default Buffer

The CREATE BUFFER statement below defines a buffer for DMCL IDMSDMCL. The buffer can be used in both local
mode and under the central version.

create buffer idmsdmcl.index_buffer

   page size 4276

   local mode buffer pages 15

   central version mode buffer

      initial pages 100

      maximum pages 500;

Modifying the Page Count for Use Under the Central Version

The following ALTER BUFFER statement modifies both the initial page count and the maximum page count of the
INDEX_BUFFER buffer:

alter buffer idmsdmcl.index_buffer

   central version mode buffer

      initial pages 150

      maximum pages 300;

Dropping a Database Buffer

The following DROP BUFFER statement deletes the definition of the INDEX_BUFFER buffer from the dictionary:

drop buffer idmsdmcl.index_buffer;

DBGROUP Statements
The DBGROUP statements create, alter, drop, display, or punch a database group definition.

Authorization

To create, alter, or drop a database group, you must have the following privileges:

• DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the database group definition resides
• ALTER on the database name table in which the database group resides
• CREATE, ALTER, or DROP, respectively, on the database group specified on the DBGROUP statement
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To display or punch a database group, you must hold DISPLAY on the DBGROUP specified in the DBGROUP statement
or DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the database name table resides.

Syntax

CREATE/ALTER DBGROUP

►►─┬─ CREATE ─┬─ DBGROUP ─┬─────────────────┬─ dbgroup-name ──────────────────►

   └─ ALTER ──┘           └─ dbtable-name. ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ENABLED ◄──┤

   └─ DISABLED ──┘

DROP DBGROUP

►►─── DROP DBGROUP ─┬─────────────────┬─ dbgroup-name ────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ dbtable-name. ─┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH DBGROUP

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ DBGROUP ─┬─────────────────┬─ dbgroup-name ─────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘           └─ dbtable-name. ─┘

 

   ┌────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────┬─┴─────────────────────────────────────►

     │              ┌───────────────┐ │

     ├─ WITh ─────┬─▼─┬─ ALL ◄────┬─┴─┘

     └─ WITHOut ──┘   ├─ NONe ────┤

                      ├─ DETails ─┤

                      └─ HIStory ─┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERb ─┬─ DISplay ──┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ────┤

            ├─ CREate ◄──┤

            ├─ ALTer ────┤

            └─ DROp ─────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ◄──┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ─────┘

Parameters

 

• dbtable-name
Identifies a database name table defined to the dictionary. You must specify the database name table if you have not
established a current database name table as described in 7.3.3, “Entity Currency" earlier in this section.

• dbgroup-name
Specifies a unique database group in the database name table. Dbgroup-name is a 1-8-character value that follows
the conventions described in 7.3, “Naming Conventions" earlier in this section.

• ENABLED/NOT ENABLED
Specifies whether or not an IDMS system using this database name table will become a member of the database
group when the system is started. If the system is not a member of the group, it cannot service database requests
directed to the specified group.
Once the system is active, group membership status can be changed by issuing a DCMT VARY DBGROUP statement.

• DETails
Displays or punches details about the database group.

• HIStory
Displays or punches:
– The user who defined the database group
– The user who last updated the database group
– The date the database group was created
– The date the database group was last updated

• ALL
Displays or punches all information on the database group. ALL is the default action for a DISPLAY or PUNCH verb.

• NONe
Displays or punches the name of the database group.
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Usage

What the DBGROUP Statement Does

Each DBGROUP statement defines a database group entry in the database name table. Each DBGROUP statement
defines a database group that may be specified in place of a nodename for dynamic routing purposes.

Examples

Defining a Database Group

This example defines two database groups, one representing all CVs that can service customer-related transactions
(CUSTGRP) and another that can service finance-related transactions (FINGRP). Both groups have been included in
the database name table called CUSTDBT, while only FINGRP has been included in the database name table called
CORPDBT.

create dbgroup custdbt.custgrp;

 

create dbgroup custdbt.fingrp;

 

create dbgroup corpdbt.fingrp;

DBNAME Statements
The DBNAME statements create, alter, drop, display, or punch a database name definition.

Authorization

To create, alter, or drop a database name, you must have the following privileges:

• DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the database name definition resides
• ALTER on the database name table in which the database name resides
• CREATE, ALTER, or DROP, respectively, on the database name specified on the DBNAME statement

To display or punch a database name, you must hold DISPLAY on the DBNAME specified in the DBNAME statement or
DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the database name table resides.

Syntax

CREATE/ALTER DBNAME

►►─┬─ CREATE ─┬─ DBNAME ─┬─────────────────┬─ db-name ────────────────────────►

   └─ ALTER ──┘          └─ dbtable-name. ─┘

 

 ►──┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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    ├─ FOR GENERAL USE ◄─────┤

    └─ FOR UTILITY USE ONLY ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

   └─ MIXED PAGE GROUP BINDS ─┬─ NOT ALLOWED ◄──────────────────────┬──┘

                              └─ ALLOWED ─┬───────────────────────┬─┘

                                          └─ VERIFY ─┬─ ON ─────┬─┘

                                                     └─ OFF ◄───┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA ─┬─ OPTIONAL ◄──┬─┘

                          └─ REQUIRED ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   │ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────┐  │

   └─▼─┬───────────────┬─ SEGMENT segment-name ─┴──┘

       ├─┬─ ADD ◄────┬─┤

       │ └─ INClude ─┘ │

       └─┬─ DROP ────┬─┘

         └─ EXClude ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─────────┬─ SUBSCHEMA ssc-name-1 ─┬─ MAPS TO ssc-name-2 ───┬─┴─┘

       ├ ADD ◄───┤                        └─ USES DBTABLE MAPPING ─┘

       └ INClude ┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

   │ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬ DROP ───┬─ SUBSCHEMA ─┬─ ssc-name-1 ─┬─┴─┘

       └ EXClude ┘             └─ ALL ────────┘

DROP DBNAME

►►── DROP DBNAME ─┬─────────────────┬─ db-name ───────────────────────────────►◄

                  └─ dbtable-name. ─┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH DBNAME

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ DBNAME ─┬─────────────────┬─ db-name ───────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘          └─ dbtable-name. ─┘

 

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►

     │               ┌────────────────┐  │

     ├─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ ALL ◄─────┬─┴──┘

     └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ NONe ─────┤

                       ├─ DETails ──┤

                       └─ HIStory ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERb ─┬─ DISplay ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ─────┤

            ├─ CREate ◄───┤

            ├─ ALTer ─────┤

            └─ DROp ──────┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ◄──┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ─────┘

Parameters

 

• dbtable-name
Identifies a database name table defined to the dictionary. You must specify the database name table if you have not
established a current database name table as described in 7.3.3, "Entity Currency" earlier in this section.

• db-name
Specifies a unique database name in the database name table. Db-name is a 1- to 8-character value that follows the
conventions described in 7.3, "Naming Conventions". It cannot be the reserved keyword '*DEFAULT'.

• FOR GENERAL USE
Specifies that the database name is intended for use by application programs.

• FOR UTILITY USE ONLY
Specifies that the database name is intended for administrative purposes only.

• MIXED PAGE GROUP BINDS ALLOWED|NOT ALLOWED
Specifying MIXED PAGE GROUP BINDS ALLOWED on a DBNAME statement allows a rununit accessing the
DBNAME to bind to areas with a mixture of page group and radix values. If not explicitly specified, a rununit binding
to a DBNAME whose segments have different page groups will fail if the subschema being used includes areas with
different page groups. The default is NOT ALLOWED.

NOTE
This option applies only to non-SQL-defined databases. Mixedpage group access is always ALLOWED for
SQL-defined databases.

• VERIFY ON|OFF
Specifies whether or not a check will be made at bind rununit time to ensure that no chain sets included in the
subschema cross page group boundaries. If VERIFY OFF is specified, it is your responsibility to ensure that this
condition is met. The default for VERIFY is OFF.
Notes:
– This option applies only to non-SQL-defined databases. The VERIFY option is always off for SQL-defined

databases.
– A runtime check is always performed for update operations to SQL-defined databases to ensure that the referenced

and referencing tables are in the same page group and have the same number of records per page. The VERIFY
option setting does not control this runtime check.

• MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA OPTIONAL
Specifies that the subschema name passed with the BIND RUN-UNIT statement does not have to be present in the
database name definition. OPTIONAL is the default.

• MATCH ON SUBSCHEMA REQUIRED
Specifies that the subschema name passed with the BIND RUN-UNIT statement must be present in the database
name definition. If the subschema name is not present, the bind is rejected.

• ADD SEGMENT
Associates a segment with the database name. ADD is the default. You have to add at least one segment to a
database name definition.

• DROP SEGMENT
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Disassociates a segment from the database name.
• segment-name

Identifies a segment to be added to or dropped from the database name definition.
• ADD SUBSCHEMA

Adds or updates a subschema mapping associated with the database name. This clause either maps the subschema
name passed in a BIND RUN-UNIT statement to the name of a corresponding subschema that CA IDMS/DB will use
to access the database or it specifies that the subschema mappings associated with the DBTABLE statement are to be
used in determining the database name to be accessed.

NOTE
New subschema mappings are added at the end of all existing mappings associated with the database
name.

• ssc-name-1
Specifies the name of a subschema passed in a BIND RUN-UNIT statement. You can use wildcards to specify the
subschema name as described below under "Usage".

• ssc-name-2
Specifies the name of a subschema to which CA IDMS/DB maps the subschema named in the BIND RUN-UNIT
statement. You can use wildcards to specify the subschema name as described below under "Usage".

• USES DBTABLE MAPPING
Selects an alternate database name using the subschema name passed on the BIND RUN-UNIT statement and the
subschema mapping rules associated with the DBTABLE statement.

• DROP SUBSCHEMA
Remove a subschema mapping from the database name definition. Ssc-name-1 must be the same as that specified in
a subschema mapping associated with the database name.

• ALL
Removes all subschema mappings from the database name definition. This can be useful when the subschema
mappings must be reordered. You can drop all mappings and then re-add them in a different order.

• DETails
Displays or punches details about the database name.

• HIStory
Displays or punches:
– The user who defined the database name
– The user who last updated the database name
– The date the database name was created
– The date the database name was last updated

• ALL
Displays or punches all information on the database name. ALL is the default action for a DISPLAY or PUNCH verb.

• NONe
Displays or punches the name of the database name.

Usage

What the DBNAME Statement Does

Each DBNAME statement defines an entry in the database name table. Each DBNAME statement defines a database
name that may be specified in a BIND RUN-UNIT or SQL CONNECT statement unless FOR FOR UTILITY USE ONLY is
specified. If UTILITY USE ONLY is specified, the database name can only be used for administrative purposes.

Restrictions on Names

The following restrictions apply to database name definitions:
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• The database name must be different from any segment included in a DMCL associated with the database name table
unless the segment is included in the database name definition.

• The names of all areas associated with segments added to the database name definition must be unique unless FOR
UTILITY USE ONLY is specified. For example, you cannot have an area named EMP_AREA in segments EMPSEG
and PROJSEG if both segments are included in a database name definition.

These restrictions are checked at runtime. If violated, the database name is marked in error and no transaction will be
allowed to access it.

Using Wildcards for Mapping Subschemas

When you specify a subschema name, you can use a question mark (?) to indicate any character. Each question mark in
ssc-name-1 will match any character in the corresponding position of a subschema name passed on the BIND RUN-UNIT
statement. For example, an ssc-name-1 of EMP??T? will match all 7-character subschema names beginning with EMP
and having a "T" as the sixth character.

Each question mark in ssc-name-2 will preserve the character in the corresponding position of the subschema name
passed on the BIND. For example, an ssc-name-2 of EMP??P? will replace the first three characters and the sixth
character of the subschema name passed on the bind statement with "EMP" and "P" respectively. The remaining
characters of the subschema name remain unchanged. If ssc-name-2 is ????????, the subschema name passed on the
bind statement remains unchanged.

Mapping Sequence Is Important if Using Wildcards

Subschema mappings are searched from top to bottom until a match is found on ssc-name-1. Therefore, you should list
the most specific subschema mapping first and the least specific last. For example:

add subschema emp???? maps to emp????

 .

 .

 .

add subschema ???????? maps uses dbtable mapping

Examples

Defining a Database Name

This example defines a production database (EMPDB) and a test database (TESTDB) as entries in database name table
ALLDBS. EMPDB contains two segments: EMPSEG containing employee information and PROJSEG containing project
information. Similarly, TESTDB contains two segments, TEMPSEG and TPROJSEG containing test employee and project
data.

create dbname alldbs.empdb

  add segment empseg

  add segment projseg;
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create dbname alldbs.testdb

  add segment tempseg

  add segment tprojseg;

Using Wildcards to Map Subschemas

In this example, the database name TESTDB is changed to map any subschema name beginning with PROD to a
subschema name beginning with TEST. The last 4 characters of the subschema name remain unchanged.

alter dbname alldbs.testdb

  add subschema prod???? maps to test????;

DBTABLE Statements
The DBTABLE statements perform the following tasks:

• Creates, alters, drops, displays, or punches a database name table definition in the dictionary
• Generates or deletes a database name table load module in the DDLCATLOD area of the dictionary

Authorization

• To create, alter, drop, or generate a database name table, you must have the following privileges:
– DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the database name definition resides
– CREATE (for creating), ALTER (for altering or generating), or DROP (for dropping) on the database name table

• To delete the database name table load module, you must have USE authority on the named load module.
• To display or punch the database name table, you must hold DISPLAY privilege on the database name table, or

DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the database name table definition resides.

Syntax

CREATE/ALTER DBTABLE

 ►►─┬─ CREATE ─┬─ DBTABLE dbtable-name ────────────────────────────────────────►   
    └─ ALTER ──┘

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►  
  │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐│   
  └─▼─┬─────────┬─ SUBSCHEMA ssc-name-1 MAPS TO ssc-name-2 DBNAME db-name ┴┘
      ├ ADD ◄───┤     
      └ INClude ┘

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄   
  │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────────┐  │ 
  └─▼─┬─ DROP ───┬─ SUBSCHEMA ─┬─ ssc-name-1 ─┬─┴──┘      
      └─ EXClude ┘             └─ ALL ────────┘
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DROP DBTABLE

 

►►── DROP DBTABLE dbtable-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄  

 

GENERATE DBTABLE

 

►►─── GENerate DBTABLE dbtable-name ──────────────────────────────────────────►

 

DELETE DBTABLE LOAD MODULE

 

 ►►─┬─ DELete ─┬─ DBTABLE LOAD MODULE dbtable-load-module-name ────────────────►  
    └─ DROP ───┘ 

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄   
   └─ PERMANENT ─┘

 

DISPLAY/PUNCH DBTABLE

 

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ DBTABLE dbtable-name ───────────────────────────────────────►   
   └─ PUNch ───┘

  ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐ 
►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►   
    │               ┌────────────────┐  │    
    ├─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ ALL ◄─────┬─┴──┘

    └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ NONe ─────┤     
                      ├─ DETails ──┤  
                      └─ HIStory ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►   
   └─ VERb ─┬─ DISplay ───┬─┘
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            ├─ PUNch ─────┤            
            ├─ CREate ◄───┤     
            ├─ ALTer ─────┤ 
            └─ DROp ──────┘

►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄   
  └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ◄──┬─┘          
         └─ SYNtax ─────┘

 Parameters

• dbtable-name
Specifies the name of a database name table. Database-name-table is a 1- to 8-character value that assigns a unique
name to the database name table within the dictionary.

• ADD SUBSCHEMA
Identifies the database to be accessed by adding or updating a DBTABLE mapping that maps the name of the
subschema specified in a BIND RUN-UNIT statement to a corresponding subschema and its associated database
name definition. ADD is the default.
New DBTABLE mappings are added at the end of all existing mappings associated with the database name table.
See "Usage" below for information on using this clause.

• ssc-name-1
Specifies a 1- to 8-character name of a subschema passed on a BIND RUN-UNIT statement. You can use wildcards to
specify the subschema name as described below under "Usage".

• ssc-name-2
Specifies a 1- to 8-character name of a subschema to which CA IDMS/DB maps the subschema named on a BIND
RUN-UNIT statement. You can use wildcards to specify the subschema name as described in the "Usage" topic in this
section.

• db-name
Identifies the database to be accessed. Db-name is a 1- to 8-character value that identifies a database name definition
in the database name table. See the "Usage" topic in this section for information on how CA IDMS/DB uses this
database name at runtime.

• DROP SUBSCHEMA
Drops a DBTABLE mapping from the database name table. The name specified in ssc-name-1 must be the same as
that in a subschema mapping associated with the database name table.

• ALL
Removes all DBTABLE mappings from the database name table. This can be useful when the mappings must be
reordered. You can drop all mappings and then re-add them in a different sequence.

• dbtable-load-module-name
Specifies the name of the database name table load module to delete from the DDLCATLOD area.

• PERMANENT
Physically erases the database name table load module. By default, IDMS/DB logically erases the database name
table load module and physically erases it upon system startup.

• DETails
Displays or punches details about the database name table.

• HIStory
Displays or punches:
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– The user who defined the database name table
– The user who last updated the database name table
– The date the database name table was created
– The date the database name table was last updated

• ALL
Displays or punches all information on the database name table. ALL is the default action for a DISPLAY or PUNCH
verb.

• NONe
Displays or punches the name of the database name table.

Usage

Identify Database Name Table in DMCL

To use the database name table at runtime, you must associate the database name table with the DMCL used at run time.

DBTABLE Mappings Identify Database Names

The primary function of the DBTABLE mappings specified on the DBTABLE statement is to identify the database name
to access when none is provided on a BIND RUN-UNIT statement. The subschema mappings are searched for a match
on the subschema name passed on the bind. The first subschema mapping with a matching ssc-name-1 determines the
database name to be accessed.

The DBTABLE mappings can also be used if the definition of the database name provided on the bind contains a
subschema mapping with the USES DBTABLE MAPPING clause. This clause directs CA IDMS/DB to ignore the database
name provided on the bind and to select another database name by using the DBTABLE mappings.

Using Wildcards for Mapping Subschemas

When you specify a subschema name, you can use a question mark (?) to indicate any character. Each question mark in
ssc-name-1 will match any character in the corresponding position of a subschema name passed on the BIND RUN-UNIT
statement. For example, an ssc-name-1 of EMP??T? will match all 7-character subschema names beginning with EMP
and having a "T" as the sixth character.

Each question mark in ssc-name-2 will preserve the character in the corresponding position of the subschema name
passed on the BIND. For example, an ssc-name-2 of EMP??P? will replace the first three characters and the sixth
character of the subschema name passed on the bind statement with "EMP" and "P" respectively. The remaining
characters of the subschema name remain unchanged. If ssc-name-2 is ????????, the subschema name passed on the
bind statement remains unchanged.

Mapping Sequence Is Important if Using Wildcards

DBTABLE mappings are searched from top to bottom until a match is found on ssc-name-1. Therefore, you should list the
most specific mapping first and the least specific mapping last. For example:

add subschema emp????? maps to emp????? dbname empdb

 .

 .

 .

add subschema ???????? maps to ???????? dbname defdb
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Generate Creates a Database Name Table Load Module

The GENERATE DBTABLE statement creates and stores a database name table load module. To make a database name
table available to CA IDMS/DB you must punch the load module as an object deck and link edit it into the appropriate load
library.

To punch a database name table load module as an object deck, use the PUNCH DBTABLE LOAD MODULE utility
statement.

Regenerate the Database Name Table Following Changes

You must regenerate the database name table following any additions, changes, or deletions by issuing a GENERATE
DBTABLE statement.

Defining the Default Dictionary

One of the primary functions of a database name table is to identify the default dictionary. A default dictionary is the
dictionary accessed when you don't specify a dictionary explicitly. It is defined as the database name to which the
IDMSNWKL subschema maps. Typically, it is specified using a subschema mapping statement such as:

subschema idmsnwk? maps to idmsnwk? dbname defdict

You must define a default dictionary in every database name table you create.

Examples

Defining a Database Name Table

The following statement creates the ALLDBS database name table. It illustrates the use of DBTABLE mappings to select a
database name for processing. All run units binding with a subschema name beginning with CUST will access CUSTDB;
those with names beginning with EMP will access the EMPDB; all others will access DEFDB.

create dbtable alldbs

   subschema emp????? maps to emp????? dbname empdb

   subschema cust???? maps to cust???? dbname custdb

   subschema ???????? maps to ???????? dbname defdb;

Generating a Database Name Table

The following example generates a load module for database name table ALLDBS:

generate dbtable alldbs;

Identifying the Default Dictionary

This example identifies TESTDICT as the default dictionary. The DBTABLE mapping maps all IDMSNTWK subschemas
to dictionary TESTDICT. The dictionary contains segments for the base definition areas, catalog areas and the system
message area:
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create dbtable alldbs

  add subschema idmsnwk? maps to idmsnwk? dbname testdict;

 .

 .

 .

create dbname alldbs.testdict

  add segment testdict

  add segment catseg

  add segment sysmsg;

DISK JOURNAL Statements
 

The DISK JOURNAL statements create, alter, drop, display, or punch the definition of a disk journal file from the dictionary.

Authorization

• To create, alter, or drop a disk journal file, you must have the following privileges:
– DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the disk journal file definition resides
– ALTER on the DMCL with which the disk journal file is associated

• To display or punch a disk journal file, you must have DISPLAY privilege on the DMCL with which the disk journal file is
associated or DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the disk journal file definition resides.

Syntax

CREATE/ALTER DISK JOURNAL

►►─┬─ CREATE ─┬─ DISK JOURNAL ─┬──────────────┬─ journal-file-name ───────────►

   └─ ALTER ──┘                └─ dmcl-name. ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ FILE SIZE block-count blocks ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └ ASSIGN TO ─┬─ ddname ─────────┤

                ├─ filename ───────┤

                └─ NULL ───────────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └┬─┬─ NONVSAM ◄──┬─┬─┘

    │ └─ BDAM ──────┘ │

    └─ VSAM ──────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DSNAME ─┬ 'data-set-name' ─┤

              └─ NULL ◄──────────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DISP ─ SHR ◄───┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ VM VIRTUAL ADDRESS ─┬─ virtual-address ─┤

                          └─ NULL  ◄──────────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ VM USERID ─┬ vm-user-id ─┤

                 └─ NULL ◄─────┘

DROP DISK JOURNAL

►►── DROP DISK JOURNAL ─┬──────────────┬─ journal-file-name ──────────────────►◄

                        └─ dmcl-name. ─┘
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DISPLAY/PUNCH DISK JOURNAL

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ DISK JOURNAL ─┬──────────────┬─ journal-file-name ──────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘                └─ dmcl-name. ─┘

 

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►

     │               ┌────────────────┐  │

     ├─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ──┬─┴──┘

     └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ HIStory ──┤

                       ├─ ALL ◄─────┤

                       └─ NONe ─────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERb ─┬─ DISplay ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ─────┤

            ├─ CREate ◄───┤

            ├─ ALTer ─────┤

            └─ DROp ──────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ◄──┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ─────┘

 

Parameters
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• dmcl-name
Identifies the DMCL with which the disk journal file is associated. Dmcl-name must name an existing DMCL defined
to the dictionary. If you don't specify a DMCL name, you must establish a current DMCL as described in 7.3.3, "Entity
Currency" earlier in this section.

• journal-file-name
Specifies the name of the journal file. Journal-file-name must be a 1- through 18-character name that follows the
conventions described in 7.3, "Naming Conventions".
Journal-file-name must be unique among the disk and archive journal file names within the DMCL definition.

• FILE SIZE block-count
Specifies the number of blocks in the journal file. This clause is required on a CREATE statement. Block-count is an
integer in the range 9 through 2,147,483,647.

• ASSIGN TO
Specifies an external file name. Every external file name in a DMCL definition must be unique. In z/VSE without
DYNAM/D, an external file name must be specified. In other environments, if the external file name is not specified, a
data set name or VM virtual address must be specified.

• ddname
(z/OS and z/VM systems only) Specifies the external name for the file. ddname must be a 1- through 8-character value
that follows operating system conventions for ddnames.

• filename
(z/VSE systems only) Specifies the external name for the file. filename must be a 1- through 7-character value that
follows operating system conventions for file names.

• NULL
Sets the external file name to blanks. It is equivalent to not specifying an external file name for a file. This option is not
valid under z/VSE unless DYNAM/D is being used.

• NONVSAM
Identifies the access method for the journal file as BDAM, or DAM. BDAM is a synonym for NONVSAM. NONVSAM is
the default.
The access method you specify must be the same for all disk journal files associated with the DMCL.

• VSAM
Identifies the access method for the journal file as VSAM. The access method you specify must be the same for all
disk journal files associated with the DMCL.

• DSNAME data-set-name
Specifies the name of the data set to be used when dynamically allocating the journal file for z/OS, z/VSE, and OS-
format data sets under z/VM.
data-set-name must conform to host operating system rules for forming data set names.
A data-set-name that includes embedded periods must be enclosed in single or double quotation marks.
Under z/VM, the DSNAME parameter or VM VIRTUAL ADDRESS and USERID parameters, or both can be specified.

• NULL
Sets the data set name to blanks. This is equivalent to not specifying a data set name for a file.

• DISP
(z/OS and z/VM systems only) Specifies the disposition to be assigned when the file is dynamically allocated.

• SHR
Indicates that the data set used for the file is available to a DC/UCF system and multiple local mode applications at a
time.
Under z/VM, DISP SHR causes a link with an access mode of multiple read (MR).
SHR is the default when you do not include the DISP parameter in a CREATE JOURNAL FILE statement.

• VM VIRTUAL ADDRESS 'virtual-address'
(z/VM systems only) Specifies the virtual address of the minidisk used for the journal file. virtual-address is a
hexadecimal value in the range X'01' to X'FFFF'.

• NULL
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Sets the virtual address to blanks. On CREATE statements, this is equivalent to not specifying a virtual address for a
file. On ALTER statements, it removes any previous virtual address specification for the file.

• VM USERID vm-user-id
(z/VM systems only) Identifies the owner of the minidisk used for the journal file. vm-user-id is a 1- to 8-character
value.
A user ID for an OS-format data set must be specified. The user ID is optional for CMS-format files.
If a user ID is not specified for a CMS-format file, CA IDMS assumes that the owner of the minidisk is the user ID of the
virtual machine in which it is running.

• NULL
On CREATE statements, this is equivalent to not specifying a minidisk owner for a file. On ALTER statements,
removes any previous minidisk owner specification for the file.

• DETails
Displays or punches details about the disk journal.

• HIStory
Displays or punches:
– The user who defined the disk journal
– The user who last updated the disk journal
– The date the disk journal was created
– The date the disk journal was last updated

• ALL
Displays or punches all information on the disk journal. ALL is the default action for a DISPLAY or PUNCH verb.

• NONe
Displays or punches the name of the disk journal.

Usage

Define Two or More Disk Journal Files

You must define at least two disk journal files when you journal to disk. When one journal file is full, CA IDMS/DB switches
to another one. You must use an ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement to offload the full journal file.

Dynamic Allocation of Journal Files

Dynamic allocation of files is operating system and file-type dependent. For more information on dynamic file allocation in
various operating systems, see 7.14.3, “Usage".

Archive Journal File Requirement

When you journal to disk journal files, you must also define at least one archive journal file to which CA IDMS/DB offloads
the contents of a disk journal when it is full.

Incompatibility of Tape and Disk Journal Files

You cannot include the definition of a tape journal file in the DMCL if you include the definitions of disk and archive journal
files.

Disk Journaling Used Under the Central Version

To take advantage of the automatic recovery and warmstart capabilities offered under the central version, you must
journal to disk.

Disk Journals in Local Mode

A DMCL containing disk journals can be used in local mode but no journaling of database activity is performed. To journal
in local mode, use a DMCL that defines a tape journal file instead.

Block size of Disk Journal File
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The block size of a disk journal file is determined by the page size of the journal buffer. For VSAM disk journals, the page
size of the journal buffer must be the control interval size of the disk journal.

The block size or control interval of the disk journal file must not be larger than the block size of the archive journal file.

Dataspaces Not Supported

The use of dataspaces for journal files is not supported.

Examples

Defining a Disk Journal File

The following CREATE DISK JOURNAL statement defines the disk journal file SYSJRNL1:

create disk journal idmsdmcl.sysjrnl1

   file size 1000 blocks

   assign to sysjrnl1;

Dropping a Disk Journal File

The following DROP DISK JOURNAL statement deletes the definition of the disk journal file TMPJRNL1 from the
dictionary:

drop disk journal idmsdmcl.tmpjrnl1;

More Information

 

• On the procedure for defining disk journals, see Section5, "Defining, Generating, and Punching a DMCL".
• On journaling procedures, such as offloading, see Section19, “Journaling Procedures".
• On defining archive journal files, see 7.6, "ARCHIVE JOURNAL Statements".

DMCL Statement
DMCL statements perform the following tasks:

• Create, alters, or deletes the definition of a DMCL in the dictionary
• Generate a DMCL load module and stores it in the DDLCATLOD area of the dictionary
• Delete a DMCL load module from the DDLCATLOD area of the dictionary
• Display or punches the definition of a DMCL in the dictionary

This topic contains the following information on DMCL statements:

Authorization

• To create, alter, drop or generate a DMCL, you must have the following privileges:
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– DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the DMCL definition resides
– CREATE (for creating), ALTER (for altering and generating), or DROP (for dropping) privilege on the named DMCL
– To alter a DMCL you must have USE authorization on any dbtable including the DMCL

• To display or punch a DMCL definition, you must have DISPLAY privilege on the named DMCL or DBADMIN authority
on the dictionary in which the DMCL definition resides

• To associate a database name table with a DMCL, you must have USE privilege for the named database name table

Syntax

CREATE/DROP DMCL
►►──┬─ CREATE ─┬─ DMCL dmcl-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─ DROP ───┘ 

ALTER DMCL
►►── ALTER DMCL dmcl-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►
    └─ DEFAULT BUFFER ─┬─ default-buffer-name ─┬─┘
                       └─ NULL ◄───────────────┘
 ►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ DBTABLE ─┬─ dbtable-name ─┬─┘
                └─ NULL ◄────────┘
 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►
    │ ┌────────────────────────────────────┐ │
    └─▼-─┬─ segment-specification ───────┬─┴─┘
         ├─ file-override-specification ─┤
         └─ area-override-specification ─┘
 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►
    └─ DATA SHARING ─┬─ NO ──────────────────────────┤
                     │ ┌───────────────────────────┐ │
                     └─▼─ data-sharing-attributes ─┴─┘
 ►───┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
     └─ MEMORY CACHE ─┬──────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►
                      └─ LOCATION ─┬─ ANYWHERE ◄───┬─┘
                                   └─ 64 BIT ONLY ─┘
 ►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►◄
 ►────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────┬┘
                      └─ STORAGE LIMIT ─┬─ OPSYS ◄──────┬┘
                                        └─ nnn ─┬─ MB ─┬┘
                                                ├─ GB ─┤
                                                ├─ TB ─┤
                                                ├─ PB ─┤
                                                └─ EB ─┘

GENERATE DMCL
►►── GENERATE DMCL dmcl-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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   └─ FOR ─┬─ MVS ◄───┬─┘
           ├─ VSE ────┤
           └─ VM ─────┘

DELETE DMCL LOAD MODULE
►►─┬─ DELete ─┬─ DMCL LOAD MODULE dmcl-load-module-name ─────────────────────►
   └─ DROP ───┘
 ►─┬─────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ PERMANENT ─┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH DMCL
►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ DMCL dmcl-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘
   ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐
 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►
     │               ┌────────────────┐  │
     ├─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ AREas ────┬─┴──┘
     └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ BUFfers ──┤
                       ├─ FILes ────┤
                       ├─ JOUrnals ─┤
                       ├─ SEGments ─┤
                       ├─ DETails ──┤
                       ├─ HIStory ──┤
                       ├─ ALL ◄─────┤
                       └─ NONe ─────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ VERb ─┬─ DISplay ───┬───┘
            ├─ PUNch ─────┤
            ├─ CREate ◄───┤
            ├─ ALTer ─────┤
            └─ DROp ──────┘
 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ◄──┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ─────┘

Expansion of data-sharing-attributes
►►─┬─ LOCK ENTRIES lock-entry-count ───────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ MEMBERS member-count ────────────────────┤
   ├─ DEFAULT SHARED CACHE default-cache-name ─┤
   └─ CONNECTIVITY LOSS ─┬─ ABEND ─────┬───────┘
                         └─ NOABEND ◄──┘

Expansion of segment-specification
►►─┬───────────────┬─ SEGMENT segment-name ───────────────────────────────────►
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   ├─┬─ ADD ◄────┬─┤
   │ └─ INClude ─┘ │
   └─┬─ DROP ────┬─┘
     └─ EXClude ─┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►
   └─ DEFAULT BUFFER ─┬─ database-buffer-name ─┬─┘
                      └─ NULL ─────────────────┘
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►
   └─ ON STARTUP SET STATUS TO ─┬─ UPDATE ◄─────────────┬─┘
                                ├─ RETRIEVAL ───────────┤
                                ├─ TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL ─┤
                                └─ OFFLINE ─────────────┘
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►
   └─ ON WARMSTART ─┬─ MAINTAIN CURRENT STATUS ◄────────────────┬─┘
                    └─ SET STATUS TO ─┬─ UPDATE ──────────────┬─┘
                                      ├─ RETRIEVAL ───────────┤
                                      ├─ TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL ─┤
                                      └─ OFFLINE ─────────────┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►
   └─ DEFAULT SHARED CACHE ─┬─ default-cache-name ─┬─┘
                            └─ NULL ◄──────────────┘
 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ DATA SHARING ─┬─ NO ◄──┬─┘
                    └─ YES ──┘

Expansion of file-override-specification
►►─┬───────────────┬─ FILE segment-name.file-name ────────────────────────────►
   ├─┬─ ADD ◄────┬─┤
   │ └─ INClude ─┘ │
   └─┬─ DROP ────┬─┘
     └─ EXClude ─┘
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►
   └─ BUFFER ───┬ database-buffer-name ──┬┘
                └─ DEFAULT ◄─────────────┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ASSIGN TO ─┬─ ddname ────┬─┘
                 ├─ filename ──┤
                 ├─ DEFAULT ◄──┤
                 └─ NULL ──────┘
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─── DISP ─┬─ SHR ───────┬──────┘
              └─ OLD ───────┘
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►
   └─ MEMORY CACHE ┬──NO ◄─────────────────────────────────────────┬──┘
                   └─ YES ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬───┘ 
                           └── STORAGE LIMIT NN ┬──────────┬───┘
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                                                └─ PERCENT ┘
 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ DATASPACE ─┬─ NO ◄──┬─┘
                 └─ YES ──┘
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ SHARED CACHE ─┬─ cache-name ──┬─┘
                    ├─ NULL ────────┤
                    └─ DEFAULT ◄────┘

Expansion of area-override-specification
►►─┬───────────────┬─ physical AREA segment-name.area-name ──────────────────►
   ├─┬─ ADD ◄────┬─┤
   │ └─ INClude ─┘ │
   └─┬─ DROP ────┬─┘
     └─ EXClude ─┘
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►
   └─ MEMORY CACHE ┬──NO ◄───────────────────────────────────────┬────┘
                   └─ YES ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┘
                           └── STORAGE LIMIT NN ┬──────────┬───┘
                                                └─ PERCENT ┘
 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►
   └─ PAGE RESERVE size reserve-character-count characters ─┘
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►
   └─ ON STARTUP SET STATUS TO ─┬─ UPDATE ◄─────────────┬─┘
                                ├─ RETRIEVAL ───────────┤
                                ├─ TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL ─┤
                                └─ OFFLINE ─────────────┘
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►
   └─ ON WARMSTART ─┬─ MAINTAIN CURRENT STATUS ◄────────────────┬─┘
                    └─ SET STATUS TO ─┬─ UPDATE ──────────────┬─┘
                                      ├─ RETRIEVAL ───────────┤
                                      ├─ TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL ─┤
                                      └─ OFFLINE ─────────────┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ DATA SHARING ─┬─ NO ────────┬──┘
                    ├─ YES ───────┤
                    └─ DEFAULT ◄──┘

Parameters

CREATE/DROP DMCL

• dmcl-name
Names the DMCL. Dmcl-name is a 1- to 8-character name assigned according to naming conventions described in
7.3, "Naming Conventions".
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ALTER DMCL

• DEFAULT BUFFER  buffer-name
Specifies the default buffer for the DMCL. Buffer-name must identify a database buffer defined in the dictionary and
associated with the DMCL.
The default buffer is used for all files, unless overridden at the segment or file level.
Native VSAM: For more information about assigning buffers for native VSAM files, see the "Usage" topic in this
section.

• – NULL
On an ALTER DMCL statement, removes the named buffer as the default buffer for the DMCL.

• DBTABLE dbtable-name
Specifies the name of the database name table to be used with the DMCL at runtime.

• – NULL
Disassociates the database name table from the DMCL.

• DATA SHARING data-sharing-attribute
Specifies or removes attributes associated with data sharing operations.
– NO—Removes data sharing-related information from the DMCL
– data-sharing-attribute —Adds or changes the specified data sharing attribute
Data sharing attributes apply to any DC/UCF system that uses this DMCL and is a member of a data sharing group. If
data sharing attributes are not included in the DMCL of a CA IDMS system that becomes a member of a data sharing
group, the following defaults will be used:
– lock-entry-count: 4096
– member-count: 7
– default-cache-name: null
– connectivity loss: NOABEND

Expansion of data-sharing-attributes

• LOCK ENTRIES lock-entry-count
Specifies the number of lock table entries that will be allocated within the coupling facility lock structure. The value
specified must be in the range 4096 through 1,073,741,824. The number of lock entries will be rounded up to a power
of 2.
– MEMBERS member-count

Specifies the maximum number of CA IDMS systems that can be members of the system's data sharing group. The
value specified must be in the range 7 through 247.

– DEFAULT SHARED CACHE default-cache-name
Specifies the default shared cache for any system using this DMCL. Default-cache-name must identify an XES
cache structure defined to a coupling facility accessible to the CA IDMS system.
The default shared cache for a system is used at runtime for any file whose area is designated as shared, if the file
does not have an assigned cache. This value has no affect on files that are not associated with a shared area.

– ON CONNECTIVITY LOSS
Specifies what action the CA IDMS system is to take when either a loss in connectivity to or a failure of a critical
coupling facility structure associated with a data sharing group is detected.
• ABEND—Specifies that the CA IDMS system is to abnormally terminate immediately.
• NOABEND—Specifies that the CA IDMS is to remain active in order to service non-data sharing-related

requests.
NOABEND is the default if ON CONNECTIVITY LOSS is not specified.

• MEMORY CACHE
Indicates global options for caching files in memory.
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NOTE

For more information about operating-specific considerations in using memory cache and 64-bit storage, see
the CA IDMS System Operations topics.

– LOCATION
Indicates where to allocate the storage for memory cache:
• ANYWHERE

Memory cache storage is allocated from 64-bit storage; if no or not enough 64-bit storage is available, dataspace
storage is acquired.

• 64 BIT ONLY
Memory cache storage is allocated from 64-bit storage; if no or not enough 64-bit storage is available, memory
caching fails.

– STORAGE LIMIT
Controls the amount of storage used for memory caching:
• OPSYS

Memory cache storage can be acquired until the operating system limit is reached. For 64-bit storage, the
operating system limit is set through the MEMLIMIT parameter; for dataspace storage, the limit is optionally
imposed by an operating system exit.

• nnn MB, GB, TB, PB, EB
CA IDMS controls the amount of memory cache storage if the value specified is smaller than the operating
system limit. nnn must be a positive value between 1 and 32767. MB, GB, TB, PB, EB indicate the unit in which
nnn is expressed. The abbreviations stand for Mega Byte (2**20), Giga Byte (2**30), Tera Byte (2**40), Peta
Byte (2**50), and Exa Byte (2**60).

Expansion of   segment-specification
On an ALTER DMCL statement, specifies the name of a segment to be added to the DMCL, or identifies a segment in the
DMCL to be altered or removed.

• ADD
Adds the named segment to the DMCL definition or alters its attributes.

• DROP
Drops the named segment from the DMCL definition.

• SEGMENT segment-name
Identifies the segment. Segment-name is a 1- to 8-character value that identifies a segment defined to the dictionary.

• DEFAULT BUFFER buffer-name
Specifies the buffer to be used by files associated with the segment. Buffer-name must identify a buffer associated with
the DMCL. Unless overridden by a file override clause, all files associated with the segment will use the named buffer.
Native VSAM: For information about assigning buffers for native VSAM files, see the "Usage" topic in this section.

• NULL
Removes the default buffer associated with the segment.

• ON STARTUP SET STATUS TO
Specifies the default startup status for areas associated with the segment. The startup status determines how CA
IDMS/DB accesses an area when the DC/UCF system is started after an orderly shutdown.
The status of an area determines the ready modes in which programs executing under the central version can obtain
access to the area.

• UPDATE
Sets the status of the area to update and places an external lock on the area.
When the status of an area is update, transactions executing under the central version can obtain access to the area in
any ready mode.
ON STARTUP SET STATUS TO UPDATE is the default when you do not include the ON STARTUP parameter in a
CREATE SEGMENT statement.

• RETRIEVAL
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Sets the status of the area to retrieval.
When the status of an area is retrieval, transactions executing under the central version can obtain access to the area
in retrieval modes only (that is, transient retrieval, shared retrieval, protected retrieval, and exclusive retrieval).

• TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL
Sets the status of the area to transient retrieval.
When the status of an area is transient retrieval, transactions executing under the central version can obtain access to
the area only in retrieval ready modes, and regardless of the ready mode, no record or row locks will be acquired.

• OFFLINE
Places the area offline.
When the status of an area is offline, transactions executing under the central version cannot obtain access to the area
in any ready mode.

• ON WARMSTART
Specifies the default warmstart status for areas associated with the segment. The warmstart status determines how
CA IDMS/DB accesses an area when the DC/UCF system is started up after an abnormal termination.

• MAINTAIN CURRENT STATUS
Sets the area status to that in effect at the time the DC/UCF system was abnormally terminated.
ON WARMSTART MAINTAIN CURRENT STATUS is the default when you do not include the ON WARMSTART
parameter in a CREATE SEGMENT statement.

• DEFAULT SHARED CACHE
Specifies or removes the default shared cache for a segment.
– default-cache-name —Specifies the name of the shared cache to be used for files associated with the segment.

Default-cache-name must identify an XES cache structure defined to a coupling facility accessible to the CA IDMS
system.

– NULL—Removes the default shared cache from the segment.
NULL is the default if DEFAULT SHARED CACHE is not specified.
The value established at the segment level may be overridden at the file level.

• DATA SHARING
Specifies whether or not areas associated with the segment are eligible to be concurrently updated by CA IDMS
systems that are members of a data sharing group.
– YES—Specifies that concurrent update is allowed.
– NO—Specifies that concurrent update is not allowed.
NO is the default if DATA SHARING is not specified.
The value established at the segment level may be overridden for individual areas within the segment.

Expansion of file-override-specification
On an ALTER DMCL statement, specifies override attributes for a file in a segment that has been added to the DMCL.

• ADD
Adds or modifies file override information in the DMCL. ADD is the default.

• DROP
Drops file override information from the DMCL.

NOTE

This parameter does not drop file definitions from the DMCL.
• segment-name.file-name

Identifies the file whose attributes are being overridden. Segment-name must identify a segment included in the DMCL.
File-name must identify a file in the named segment.

• BUFFER buffer-name
Specifies the buffer for the file. Buffer-name must identify a buffer associated with the DMCL.
If no buffer is specified on a file override, the default buffer for the segment is used.
Native VSAM: For information about assigning buffers for native VSAM files, see the "Usage" topic in this section.

• DEFAULT
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Specifies that the file is to use the segment's default buffer. If the segment lacks a default buffer assignment, the
default buffer is the default buffer assigned to the DMCL. DEFAULT is the default.

• ASSIGN TO
Associates the database file with an external file name that overrides the external file name assigned on a CREATE or
ALTER FILE statement. All external file names in a DMCL definition must be unique.

• ddname
Specifies the external name for the file under z/OS or z/VM. Ddname must be a 1- through 8-character value that
follows operating system conventions for ddnames.

• filename
Specifies the external name for the file under z/VSE. Filename must be a 1- through 7-character value that follows
operating system conventions for filenames.

• DEFAULT
Removes the external file name override assigned to the file and re-assigns the external file name specified on a
CREATE or ALTER FILE statement.

• NULL
Removes any external file name for the file. If you specify NULL, you must specify the data set name on the DSNAME
clause and/or z/VM VIRTUAL ADDRESS clause of the FILE statement. This option is not valid under z/VSE unless
DYNAM/D is being used.

• DISP
For z/OS and z/VM systems, specifies the disposition to be assigned when the file is dynamically allocated.

• SHR
Indicates that the data set specified on the DSNAME parameter will be available to multiple DC/UCF systems and local
mode transactions at a time.
Under z/VM, DISP SHR causes a link with an access mode of multiple read (MR).

• OLD
Indicates that the data set specified on the DSNAME parameter will be available to only one DC/UCF system or local
mode transaction at a time.
Under z/VM, DISP OLD causes a link with an access mode of multiple write (MW).

• MEMORY CACHE Specifies whether or not to cache the file in memory.
Note: When specified on the area override statement, this option applies to all files in the area. When specified on both
the area and file override, the file override is used.
– NO  Specifies not to cache the file in memory. Note: This is the default for SYSTRK files and cannot be changed.
– YES  Specifies to limit the amount of 64-bit storage allocated for a given file to a percentage of a total file size,

instead of allocating storage for the entire file.
• STORAGE LIMIT NN PERCENT Specifies, in percentage, how much of the area's file to cache in memory.

Limit: 0 through 100
• The value 0 or 100 specifies to cache the entire file in memory
• The values 1 to 99 specify to limit the amount of 64-bit storage allocated for a given file to a percentage of a

total file size, instead of allocating storage for the entire file.
NOTE

For more information about operating-system specific considerations in using memory cache and 64-bit
storage, see the CA IDMS System Operations topics.

• DATASPACE NO
Same as MEMORY CACHE NO. This syntax is provided for upward compatibility only.

• DATASPACE YES
Same as MEMORY CACHE YES. This syntax is provided for upward compatibility only.

• SHARED CACHE
Specifies or removes the shared cache for a file.
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– cache-name—Specifies the name of the shared cache to be used for the file. Cache-name must identify an XES
cache structure defined to a coupling facility accessible to the CA IDMS system.

– NULL—Removes the shared cache assigned to the file.
– DEFAULT—Specifies that the default cache specified for the segment will be used for the file.
DEFAULT is the default if SHARED CACHE is not specified.

Expansion of area-override-specification
On an ALTER DMCL statement, specifies override attributes for an area in a segment that has been added to the DMCL.

• ADD
Adds or modifies area override information in the DMCL. ADD is the default.

• DROP
Drops area override information from the DMCL.

NOTE

This parameter does not drop area definitions from the DMCL.
• segment-name.area-name

Identifies the area whose attributes are being overridden. Segment-name must identify a segment included in the
DMCL. Area-name must identify an area in the named segment.

• MEMORY CACHE Specifies whether or not to cache the file in memory.
Note: When specified on the area override statement, this option applies to all files in the area. When specified on both
the area and file override, the file override is used.
– NO  Specifies not to cache the file in memory. Note: This is the default for SYSTRK files and cannot be changed.
– YES  Specifies to limit the amount of 64-bit storage allocated for a given file to a percentage of a total file size,

instead of allocating storage for the entire file.
• STORAGE LIMIT NN PERCENT Specifies, in percentage, how much of the area's file to cache in memory.

Limit: 0 through 100
• The value 0 or 100 specifies to cache the entire file in memory
• The values 1 to 99 specify to limit the amount of 64-bit storage allocated for a given file to a percentage of a

total file size, instead of allocating storage for the entire file.
NOTE

For more information about operating-system specific considerations in using memory cache and 64-bit
storage, see the CA IDMS System Operations topics.

• PAGE RESERVE SIZE reserve-character-count
Specifies the number of bytes to be reserved on each page to accommodate increases in the length of record
occurrences or rows stored on the page. This clause overrides the value specified in the PAGE RESERVE SIZE clause
of a CREATE or ALTER AREA statement.
Reserve-character-count must be either 0 or a multiple of 4 in the range 48 through 32,716 and must be less than or
equal to the area's page size. The default is 0.
Native VSAM: For areas defined for native VSAM files, reserve-character-count must be 0.

• ON STARTUP SET STATUS TO
Specifies a startup status for the area that overrides the startup status specified for the segment with which the area is
associated. See above for a description of this clause and its options.

• ON WARMSTART
Specifies a warmstart status for the area that overrides the warmstart status specified for the segment with which the
area is associated. See above for a description of this clause and its options.

• DATA SHARING
Specifies whether or not the area is eligible to be concurrently updated by CA IDMS systems that are members of a
data sharing group.
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– YES—Specifies that concurrent update is allowed.
– NO—Specifies that concurrent update is not allowed.
– DEFAULT—Specifies that the data sharing attribute of the segment will apply to the area.
DEFAULT is the default if DATA SHARING is not specified.

• FOR
Specifies the operating system for which the DMCL is being generated. If not specified, the default is the operating
system in which the GENERATE statement is executed.

• MVS
Generates a DMCL load module for the z/OS operating system.

• VSE
Generates a DMCL load module for the z/VSE operating system.

• VM
Generates a DMCL load module for the z/VM operating system.

• dmcl-load-module-name
Specifies the name of the DMCL load module to delete from the DDLCATLOD area.

• PERMANENT
Physically erases the DMCL load module. By default, CA IDMS/DB logically erases the DMCL load module and
physically erases it upon system startup.

• AREas
On DISPLAY/PUNCH requests, identifies all database areas defined to the DMCL which have override specifications.

• BUFfers
On DISPLAY/PUNCH requests, identifies all database buffers and journal buffers associated with the DMCL.

• FILes
On DISPLAY/PUNCH requests, identifies all files defined to the DMCL which have override specifications.

• JOUrnals
On DISPLAY/PUNCH requests, identifies all disk, tape, and archive journal files associated with the DMCL.

• SEGments
On DISPLAY/PUNCH requests, identifies all segments contained in the DMCL.

• DETails
Displays or punches details about the DMCL.

• HIStory
Displays or punches:
– The user who defined the DMCL
– The user who last updated the DMCL
– The date the DMCL was created
– The date the DMCL was last updated

• ALL
Displays or punches all information about the DMCL. ALL is the default action for a DISPLAY or PUNCH verb.

• NONe
Displays or punches the name of the DMCL.

Usage

Ordering Definitions

You must define one or more database buffers for the DMCL before you add segments.

Assigning Buffers for Native VSAM Files

The following restrictions apply to buffers assigned to native VSAM files:
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• If the buffer is defined as NSR, all files using it must be associated with a single area.
• If the file access method is KSDS, ESDS, PATH, or RRDS, then the associated buffer must be defined as NSR or LSR.

Likewise, if the buffer is defined as NSR or LSR, only KSDS, ESDS, PATH, and RRDS files can use it
• All PATH files associated with an area mapped to a KSDS or ESDS file must use the same buffer as the KSDS or

ESDS file.

Assigning Buffers for Other Files

The page size of the buffer must be greater than or equal to the page size of all areas whose files are assigned to the
buffer. If the file's access method is VSAM, the page size of the buffer must be greater than or equal to the file's control
interval size.

External File Name

All non-blank external file names, including those for both database and journal files, must be unique within a DMCL. If
necessary, use file overrides to assign unique names.

An external file name must be specified unless dynamic allocation will be used to access the file.

NOTE

 For more information about dynamic file allocation in various operating systems, see 7.14.3, “Usage".

Archive Journal Block Size

Upon generation, the block size associated with an archive journal is checked to ensure it is not less than the block size
of the disk journals. Since the block size of the disk journals is derived from the page size of the journal buffer, if the
archive journal's block size is less than the page size of the journal buffer, the page size of the journal buffer is used and a
warning message issued.

Caching Files in Memory

You can reduce retrieval I/O operations by caching a file in memory using the MEMORY CACHE clause of the file override
specification. File caching is not supported for native VSAM files.

NOTE

For more information about using memory caching, see Reducing I/O.

Dataspace Versus Memory Cache

The MEMORY CACHE clause replaces the use of the DATASPACE clause. The latter is still accepted for upward
compatibility, but is no longer generated on displays.

Controlling Memory Cache

Use the DMCL-wide MEMORY CACHE options to control where and how much memory cache storage can be allocated.

Insufficient Storage for Memory Cache

If MEMORY CACHE YES is specified for a file, and not enough storage is available to cache the file in memory,
processing continues as if MEMORY CACHE NO was specified.

Dynamically Changing Memory Cache Specification

The MEMORY CACHE specification can be changed dynamically:
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• Use DCMT VARY DMCL to change DMCL-wide MEMORY CACHE options
• Use DCMT VARY FILE to change the MEMORY CACHE specification for a file.

NOTE

 For more information about DCMT VARY DMCL and DCMT VARY FILE, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and
Operator Commands topics.

Specifying Data Sharing Attributes

Each data sharing group has an associated coupling facility lock structure. The first CA IDMS system to become a
member of the group, establishes the attributes of the lock structure. These attributes remain in effect until all members
of the group have terminated normally. As long as any CA IDMS system is either active or has failed and not yet been
restarted, the existing lock structure attributes remain in effect. Lock structure attributes include the number of lock entries
and the maximum number of members. Both of these attributes affect the size requirements for the lock structure and
should be chosen carefully.

NOTE

 For more information about specifying data sharing attributes, see 24.4, “Reducing I/O”. Also see the CA IDMS
System Operations topics.

Examples

Creating a DMCL

The following statement creates DMCL IDMSDMCL:

create dmcl idmsdmcl;

Assigning Buffers

The following statement assigns buffers to files associated with the DMCL:

• File INDX_FILE in segment EMPSEG uses INDX_BUFF as its buffer
• All other files in segment EMPSEG use EMP_BUFF as their buffer
• All files in other segments in the DMCL use the default buffer

alter dmcl idmsdmcl
     default buffer def_buff
     add segment projseg
     add segment empseg
         default buffer emp_buff
         file empseg.indx_file
         buffer indx_buff
     add segment payseg;

More Information

NOTE

More Information:
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• Defining, Generating, and Punching a DMCL
• Modifying Physical Database Definitions
• Reducing I/O
• CA IDMS System Operations topics

FILE Statements
The FILE statements create, alter, drop, display, or punch the definition of a database file in the dictionary.

Authorization

• To create, alter, or drop a database file, you must have the following privileges:
– DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the file definition resides
– ALTER privilege on the segment with which the file is associated

• To display or punch a file definition, you must have DISPLAY privilege on the segment with which the file is associated
or DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the file definition resides.

Syntax

CREATE/ALTER FILE

►►─┬─ CREATE ─┬─ FILE ─┬─────────────────┬─ file-name ────────────────────────►

   └─ ALTER ──┘        └─ segment-name. ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ASSIGN TO ─┬─ ddname ────┬─┘

                 ├─ filename ──┤

                 └─ NULL ──────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DSNAME ─┬─ 'data-set-name' ─┬─┘

              └─ NULL ◄───────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └── DISP ─┬─ SHR ◄──┬─────┘

             └─ OLD ───┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ VM VIRTUAL ADDRESS ─┬─ 'virtual-address' ─┬──┘

                          └─ NULL ──────────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VM USERID ─┬─ vm-user-id ─┬─┘

                 └─ NULL ───────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

   ├─┬─ NONVSAM ◄──┬──────────────────────────────────┤

   │ └─ BDAM ──────┘                                  │

   ├─ VSAM ───────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ ESDS ───────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ RRDS ───────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─┬─ KSDS ─┬─┬────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ PATH ─┘ └─ FOR CALC ─┘ └─ FOR SET set-name ─┘

DROP FILE

►►── DROP FILE ─┬─────────────────┬─ file-name ───────────────────────────────►◄

                └─ segment-name. ─┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH FILE

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ FILE ─┬─────────────────┬─ file-name ───────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘        └─ segment-name. ─┘

 

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐
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 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►

     │               ┌────────────────┐  │

     ├─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ AREas ────┬─┴──┘

     └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ DETails ──┤

                       ├─ HIStory ──┤

                       ├─ ALL ◄─────┤

                       └─ NONe ─────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERb ─┬─ DISplay ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ─────┤

            ├─ CREate ◄───┤

            ├─ ALTer ─────┤

            └─ DROp ──────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ◄──┬─┘

         └─ SYNtax ─────┘

 

Parameters

• segment-name
Specifies the segment associated with the file. Segment-name must identify an existing segment defined to the
dictionary.
If you do not specify the segment name, you must establish a current segment as described in "Entity Currency."

• file-name
Specifies the name of the file. File-name must be a 1- through 18-character name that follows the naming conventions.
File-name must be unique within the segment associated with the file.

• ASSIGN TO
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Specifies an external file name. Every external file name in a DMCL definition must be unique. If you do not specify an
ASSIGN TO clause, you must do one of two things:
– Specify the external file name in a file override clause in every DMCL in which the segment is included
– Specify DSNAME or VM VIRTUAL ADDRESS parameter
In z/VSE without DYNAM/D, every file must have an external file name. In other environments, if the external file name
is not specified, a data set name or VM virtual address must be specified.

• ddname
Specifies the external name for the file under z/OS or z/VM. Ddname must be a 1- through 8-character value that
follows operating system conventions for ddnames.

• filename
Specifies the external name for the file under z/VSE. Filename must be a 1- through 7-character value that follows
operating system conventions for filenames.

• NULL
Sets the external file name to blanks. This is equivalent to not specifying an external file name for a file. This option is
not valid under z/VSE unless DYNAM/D is being used.

• DSNAME data-set-name
For z/OS and z/VSE and OS-format data sets under z/VM, specifies the name of the data set to be used when
dynamically allocating the file. You must include this parameter if the file has no external file name assigned.
Data-set-name must conform to host operating system rules for forming data set names.
A data set name that includes embedded periods must be enclosed in single or double quotation marks.
Under z/VM, you can specify the DSNAME parameter or VM VIRTUAL ADDRESS and USERID parameters, or both.

NOTE
For more information on allocating files dynamically under z/VSE and z/VM, see the "Usage" topic in this
section.

• NULL
In ALTER statements, removes any previous data-set name specification for the file.

• DISP
For z/OS and z/VM systems, specifies the disposition to be assigned when the file is dynamically allocated.

• OLD
Indicates that the data set used for the file will be available to only one DC/UCF system or local mode application at a
time.
Under z/VM, DISP OLD causes a link with an access mode of multiple write (MW).

• SHR
Indicates that the data set used for the file will be available to multiple DC/UCF systems and local mode applications at
the same time.
Under z/VM, DISP SHR causes a link with an access mode of multiple read (MR).
SHR is the default when you do not include the DISP parameter in a CREATE FILE statement.

• VM VIRTUAL ADDRESS 'virtual-address'
For z/VM systems, specifies the virtual address of the minidisk to be used for the file. Virtual-address is a hexadecimal
value in the range X'0001' to X'FFFF' with all four digits specified.

• VM VIRTUAL ADDRESS NULL
On ALTER statements, removes any previous virtual address specification for the file.

• VM USERID vm-user-id
For z/VM systems only, identifies the owner of the minidisk to be used for the file. Vm-user-id is a 1- to 8-character
value.
You must specify a user ID for an OS-format data set. The user ID is optional for CMS-format files.
If you do not specify a user ID for a CMS-format file, CA IDMS/DB assumes that the owner of the minidisk is the user
ID of the virtual machine in which CA IDMS/DB is running.

• NULL
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Removes any previous minidisk owner specification for the file.
• NONVSAM

Identifies the access method for the file as BDAM, or DAM. BDAM is a synonym for NONVSAM. NONVSAM is the
default file access method.

• VSAM
Identifies the access method for the file as VSAM.
Specify VSAM for VSAM database files.

• ESDS
Identifies the structure of a native VSAM file to be accessed by CA IDMS/DB as ESDS (entry-sequenced data set).

• RRDS
Identifies the structure of a native VSAM file to be accessed by CA IDMS/DB as RRDS (relative-record data set).

• KSDS
Identifies the structure of a native VSAM file to be accessed by CA IDMS/DB as KSDS (key-sequenced data set).

• PATH
Identifies a native VSAM path (alternate index) on ESDS or KSDS native VSAM files.

• FOR CALC
Specifies that CALC access to records in the area associated with the file is to be translated into either primary key
access (for a KSDS file) or alternate index access (for a PATH file). Only 1 file (KSDS or PATH) associated with an
area may contain the FOR CALC clause.

• FOR SET set-name
Indicates that set access for the named set is to be translated into either primary key access (for KSDS file) or
alternate index access (for a path file). Set-name is the name of a set defined by a schema SET statement with the
VSAM INDEX clause. A given set-name can be specified in only one FOR SET clause for files within a segment.

• AREas
Displays or punches all areas with which the file is associated.

• DETails
Displays or punches details about the file.

• HIStory
Displays or punches:
– The user who defined the file
– The user who last updated the file
– The date the file was created
– The date the file was last updated

• ALL
Displays or punches all information on the file. ALL is the default action for a DISPLAY or PUNCH verb.

• NONe
Displays or punches the name of the file.

Usage

Dynamic File Allocation Under z/VSE without DYNAM/D

Under z/VSE without DYNAM/D, dynamic file allocation is used only when moving a file to another location while CV
remains active. It is not used when a file is initially opened. To open files, CA IDMS/DB requires the external filename,
DLBL, and EXTENT for every file defined in the DMCL. Specifying a DSNAME as part of the file's definition is optional and
does not affect how a file is opened.

To move a file to a new location while CV remains active, follow this procedure:

1. Deallocate the file using the DCMT VARY FILE command DEALLOCATE option
2. Add or replace the DLBL and EXTENT information in the SYSTEM standard label group using z/VSE batch facilities
3. Re-allocate the file using the DCMT VARY FILE command ALLOCATE option
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4. Open the file using the DCMT VARY FILE command OPEN option

WARNING
Be careful when you replace the DLBL and EXTENT information in the SYSTEM standard label group. The
DLBL and EXTENT information affects all other jobs in the z/VSE system that try to open or close database files
with the same filename.

Dynamic File Allocation under z/VSE with DYNAM/D

If using DYNAM/D in z/VSE, the functionality related to dynamic file allocation is similar to that provided in z/OS. If a
DSNAME is specified as part of the file's definition and no matching external file name is defined in a label group, CA
IDMS/DB (in conjunction with DYNAM/D) dynamically allocates the file by creating label and extent information during the
open process.

Dynamic File Allocation Under z/VM

If a dynamically allocated file under z/VM is:

• An OS-format data set, the CREATE FILE statement must include the DSNAME, VIRTUAL ADDRESS, and USERID
parameters

• A CMS-format file:
– The file must be a reserved file
– The CREATE FILE statement must include the VIRTUAL ADDRESS parameter

Dropping a File with Associated Areas

Before you delete the definition of a file, use the ALTER AREA statement to:

• Dissociate the file from any areas with pages that map to the file
• Map the dissociated area pages to one or more other files

Examples

Defining a Preallocated File

The CREATE FILE statement below defines the database file INS_FILE. The file must be defined in the JCL used to
execute CA IDMS/DB because no dynamic allocation information was provided.

create file demoseg.ins_file

   assign to insfile;

Defining File to Be Dynamically Allocated

The CREATE FILE statement below defines a database file to be allocated dynamically under z/OS. Since a ddname was
specified, execution JCL can be used to override the dataset name at runtime.

create file syspub.public4

   assign to syspub04

   dsname 'corp.syspub.public4';

Dropping a Database File
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The following DROP FILE statement deletes the definition of the INS_FILE file from the dictionary and from all DMCLs
with which it is associated:

drop file demoseg.ins_file;

JOURNAL BUFFER Statements
The JOURNAL BUFFER statements create, alter, drop, display, or punch the definition of a journal buffer in the dictionary.
For each DMCL, you must define one and only one journal buffer.

Authorization

• To create, alter, or drop a journal buffer, you must have the following privileges:
– DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the journal buffer definition resides
– ALTER privilege on the DMCL with which the journal buffer is associated

• To display or punch a journal buffer, you must have DISPLAY privilege on the DMCL with which the journal buffer is
associated or DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the journal buffer definition resides

Syntax

CREATE/ALTER JOURNAL BUFFER

 ►►─┬─ CREATE ─┬─ JOURNAL BUFFER ─┬──────────────┬─ journal-buffer-name ───────►
    └─ ALTER ──┘                  └─ dmcl-name. ─┘
  
 
  ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►
    └─ PAGE SIZE character-count characters ─┘
  
 
  ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─ BUFFER PAGES page-count ─┘
 

DROP JOURNAL BUFFER

 ►►── DROP JOURNAL BUFFER ─┬──────────────┬─ journal-buffer-name ──────────────►◄
                           └─ dmcl-name. ─┘
 

DISPLAY/PUNCH JOURNAL BUFFER

 ►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ JOURNAL BUFFER ─┬──────────────┬─ journal-buffer-name ──────►
    └─ PUNch ───┘                  └─ dmcl-name. ─┘
  
 
    ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐
  ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►
      │               ┌────────────────┐  │
      ├─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ──┬─┴──┘
      └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ HIStory ──┤
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                        ├─ ALL ◄─────┤
                        └─ NONe ─────┘
  ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ VERb ─┬─ DISplay ───┬─┘
             ├─ PUNch ─────┤
             ├─ CREate ◄───┤
             ├─ ALTer ─────┤
             └─ DROp ──────┘
  
 
  ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ◄──┬─┘
           └─ SYNtax ─────┘
 

Parameters

• dmcl-name
Identifies the DMCL with which the journal buffer is associated. Dmcl-name must name an existing DMCL defined to
the dictionary. If you don't specify a DMCL name, you must establish a current DMCL as described in 7.3.3, "Entity
Currency" earlier in this section.

• journal-buffer-name
Specifies the name of the journal buffer. Journal-buffer-name must be a 1- through 18-character name that follows the
conventions described in 7.3, "Naming Conventions".

• PAGE SIZE character-count
Specifies the number of bytes in each page of the buffer. This clause is required on a CREATE statement. The buffer
page size determines the block size for all disk or tape journal files defined in the DMCL.
For VSAM disk journal files, the page size must match the rounded up CI size. IBM rounds up the specified CI size
if the defined size is not a supported size. The journal buffer page size must match this rounded up size. The VSAM
RECSZ should be 8 bytes less. CA IDMS automatically makes the internal journal block size 8 bytes less than the CI
size.
If a page is smaller than 256 bytes, then no data storage is possible. We recommend that a minimum page size of 512
bytes or larger be used.
The value of character-count depends upon the operating system: 

System Valid page sizes (in bytes)
z/OS and z/VSE 208 - 32764; multiple of 4. Page size cannot be greater than the

maximum block size for the disk device.
z/VM 4096

• BUFFER PAGES page-count
Specifies the number of pages to be included in the buffer. This clause is required on a CREATE statement. Page-
count must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767.

• DETails
Displays or punches details about the journal buffer.

• HIStory
Displays or punches:
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– The user who defined the journal buffer
– The user who last updated the journal buffer
– The date the journal buffer was created
– The date the journal buffer was last updated

• ALL
Displays or punches all information on the journal buffer. ALL is the default action for a DISPLAY or PUNCH verb.

• NONe
Displays or punches the name of the journal buffer.

Usage

Dropping the Journal Buffer

If you drop the journal buffer associated with a DMCL, be sure to define a new journal buffer before you regenerate the
DMCL load module.

Examples

Defining a Journal Buffer

The following CREATE JOURNAL BUFFER statement defines the journal buffer JRNL_BUFF with 3 pages:

 create journal buffer idmsdmcl.jrnl_buff
    page size 2932 characters
    buffer pages 3;
 

Modifying the Page Size of a Journal Buffer

The following ALTER BUFFER statement changes the page size of journal buffer JRNL_BUFF to 4,352 characters:

 alter journal buffer idmsdmcl.jrnl_buff
    page size 4352 characters;
 

Dropping a Journal Buffer

The following DROP JOURNAL BUFFER statement deletes the definition of journal buffer JRNL_BUFF from the
dictionary:

 drop journal buffer idmsdmcl.jrnl_buff;
 

For more information, see the following topics:

SEGMENT Statements
The SEGMENT statements create, alter, drop, display, or punch the definition of a segment in the dictionary.

 

Authorization 

• To create, alter, or drop a segment, you must have the following privileges:
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– DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the segment definition resides
– CREATE (for creating), ALTER (for altering), or DROP (for dropping) on the named segment

• To display or punch a segment, you must have DISPLAY privilege on the named segment or DBADMIN on the
dictionary in which the segment definition resides

Syntax

CREATE/ALTER SEGMENT 

►►─┬─ CREATE ─┬─ SEGMENT segment-name ────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ALTER ──┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ FOR ─┬─ NONSQL ◄──┬─┘
            └─ SQL ──────┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
    └─ PAGE GROUP ─┬─ page-group-number ─┬─┘
                   └─ 0 ◄────────────────┘
 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►
    └─ MAXIMUM RECORDS PER PAGE ─┬─ maximum-record-count ─┬─┘
                                 └─ 255 ◄─────────────────┘

 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ FOR SCHEMA ─┬─ sql-schema-name ─┬─┘
                   └─ NULL ────────────┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─ STAMP BY ─┬─ TABLE ◄──┬─┘
                 └─ AREA ────┘

DROP SEGMENT 

►►── DROP SEGMENT segment-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DISPLAY/PUNCH SEGMENT 

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ SEGMENT segment-name ───────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐
 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►
     │               ┌────────────────┐  │
     ├─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ AREas ────┬─┴──┘
     └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ DMCls ────┤
                       ├─ FILes ────┤
                       ├─ SYMbols ──┤
                       ├─ DETails ──┤
                       ├─ HIStory ──┤
                       ├─ ALL ◄─────┤
                       └─ NONe ─────┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ VERb ─┬─ DISplay ───┬─┘
            ├─ PUNch ─────┤
            ├─ CREate ◄───┤
            ├─ ALTer ─────┤
            └─ DROp ──────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ◄──┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ─────┘

 

Parameters

 

• segment-name 
Specifies the name of the segment. Segment-name must be a 1- through 8-character name that follows the
conventions described in 7.3, "Naming Conventions".
Segment-name must be unique within the dictionary.

WARNING
 If the segment is an SQL segment in an application dictionary, you must dissociate any tables, indexes,
and referential constraints associated with the segment's areas before you attempt to delete the segment by
issuing a DROP SEGMENT statement.

• FOR NONSQL
Indicates that the segment contains data defined by a non-SQL schema. FOR NONSQL is the default. Valid on
CREATE operation only.

• FOR SQL
Indicates that the segment contains data defined by an SQL schema. Valid on CREATE operation only.

• PAGE GROUP page-group-number 
Specifies the page group of the segment's areas. Page-group-number is an integer in the range 0 through 32767. The
default is 0.

• MAXIMUM RECORDS PER PAGE maximum-record-count 
On a CREATE statement, specifies the maximum number of record occurrences that can be stored on a single page of
the segment's areas. Maximum-record-count is an integer in the range 3 through 2727. The default is 255.

• FOR SCHEMA sql-schema-name 
Reserves areas associated with the segment for tables and indexes in the named SQL schema. Sql-schema-
name must identify an SQL schema defined in the dictionary or a warning will be issued.
If the segment already contains tables and indexes from other SQL schemas, CA IDMS/DB does not prevent access to
them, however, no new ones can be defined.

• FOR SCHEMA NULL
On an ALTER statement, removes any previous SQL schema restriction for the segment.

• STAMP BY TABLE
For SQL segments only, maintains synchronization stamps at the table level. BY TABLE is the default.
When maintaining stamps at the table level, CA IDMS/DB updates the stamp for an individual table when the definition
of the table or any associated calc, index, or constraint is modified.
This clause is ignored for segments defined as non-SQL.

• STAMP BY AREA
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For SQL segments only, maintains a synchronization stamp at the area level in addition to the stamps maintained for
individual tables. When maintaining stamps at the area level, CA IDMS/DB updates the stamps for both the individual
table and its area when the definition of any table in the area (or any associated calc, index, or constraint) is modified.
Maintaining stamps at the area level allows validation of access modules by area rather than by individual
table. However, a change to a table within the area requires that an access module that references any table within the
area be recompiled.
This clause is ignored for segments defined as non-SQL.

• AREas
Displays or punches information on all areas contained in the segment.

• DMCLS
Displays or punches information on all DMCLS in which the segment is included.

• FILes
Displays or punches information on all files contained in the segment.

• SYMbols
Displays or punches information on all symbols defined to areas contained in the segment.

• DETails
Displays or punches details about the segment.

• HIStory
Displays or punches:
– The user who defined the segment
– The user who last updated the segment
– The date the segment was created
– The date the segment was last updated

• ALL
Displays or punches all information on the segment. ALL is the default action for a DISPLAY or PUNCH verb.

• NONe
Displays or punches the name of the segment.

Usage

Assigning Page Groups 

When you assign a segment to a page group, keep these restrictions in mind:

• For non-SQL defined databases, all data accessed within a run unit must be in the same page group and have the
same maximum number of records per page unless you specify the MIXED PAGE GROUP BINDS ALLOWED option

• When adding segments to a DMCL, areas within a page group must have unique, non-overlapping page ranges

CA IDMS/DB Rounds Up the Maximum Record Count 

CA IDMS/DB may change the maximum number of records or rows that can be stored on a single page. CA IDMS/DB
rounds the value to the next higher power of 2 less 1 to arrive at the actual number of records per page. (This is the
largest number that can be represented in the same number of bits.) The following table shows the actual maximum
records per page resulting from values specified for maximum-record-count.

Value specified in MAXIMUM RECORDS
clause 

Actual maximum records per page High allowable page number 

3 3 1,073,741,822
4 - 7 7 536,870,910
8 - 15 15 268,435,454
16 - 31 31 134,217,726
32 - 63 63 67,108,862
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64 - 127 127 33,554,430
128 - 255 255 16,777,214
256 - 511 511 8,388,606
512 - 1,023 1,023 4,194,302
1,024 - 2,047 2,047 2,097,150
2,048 - 2,727 2,7271 1,048,574

NOTE
 Although a 12-bit line number would theoretically accommodate 4,095 records per page, only 2,727 4-byte
record occurrences can actually be stored on the largest possible page.

MAXIMUM RECORDS Clause Determines the Db-Key Format 

Because the MAXIMUM RECORDS PER PAGE clause determines the number of bits required for a line number, it also
determines the format of database keys for the segment. A database key is a 32-bit field, made up of 2 values:

• The number of the page on which a record occurrence or row resides
• The record's or row's line number within that page

Maximum-record-count determines the number of bits required to store a line number (minimum 2 bits; maximum 12); the
remaining bits become the page-number portion of the database key. Consequently, maximum-record-count and the page
numbers assigned to schema areas are dependent upon one another, as is shown in the table above.

In most cases, maximum-record-count can be left to default to 255; this accommodates a database with page numbers up
to 16,777,214.

NOTE
 The number specified in the MAXIMUM RECORDS clause indicates the maximum number of records that the
run-time system will place on a single page. The actual number of records on a given page depends on the page
size specified on the AREA statement and the sizes of individual records or rows placed on the page.

NOTE
 For information on how the MAXIMUM RECORDS clause and the area's page size affect the number of records
or rows on a page, see the presentation of space management in Space Management.

Examples

Defining a Segment 

The following CREATE SEGMENT statement defines the SALESSEG segment:

create segment salesseg
   for sql
   for schema saleschm
   stamp by area;

Dropping a Segment 

The following DROP SEGMENT statement deletes the definition of the segment SALESSEG from the dictionary:

drop segment salesseg;

TAPE JOURNAL Statements
The TAPE JOURNAL statements create, alter, drop, display, or punch the definition of a tape journal file in the dictionary.
You can define only one tape journal file for any given DMCL.
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Authorization

• To create, alter, or drop a tape journal file, you must have the following privileges:
– DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the tape journal definition resides
– ALTER privilege on the DMCL with which the tape journal file is associated

• To display or punch a tape journal file definition, you must have DISPLAY privilege on the DMCL with which the tape
journal file is associated or DBADMIN on the dictionary in which the tape journal definition resides.

Syntax

CREATE/ALTER TAPE JOURNAL

►►─┬─ CREATE ─┬─ TAPE JOURNAL ─┬──────────────┬─ journal-file-name ───────────►

   └─ ALTER ──┘                └─ dmcl-name. ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ASSIGN TO ─┬─ ddname ────┬─┘

                 └─ filename ──┘

DROP TAPE JOURNAL

►►── DROP TAPE JOURNAL ─┬──────────────┬─ journal-file-name ──────────────────►◄

                        └─ dmcl-name. ─┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH TAPE JOURNAL

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ TAPE JOURNAL ─┬──────────────┬─ journal-file-name ──────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘                └─ dmcl-name. ─┘

 

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►

     │               ┌────────────────┐  │

     ├─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ──┬─┴──┘

     └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ HIStory ──┤
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                       ├─ ALL ◄─────┤

                       └─ NONe ─────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERb ─┬─ DISplay ───┬─┘

            ├─ PUNch ─────┤

            ├─ CREate ◄───┤

            ├─ ALTer ─────┤

            └─ DROp ──────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ◄──┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ─────┘

 

Parameters

• dmcl-name
Identifies the DMCL with which the tape journal file is associated. Dmcl-name must name an existing DMCL defined
to the dictionary. If you don't specify a DMCL name, you must establish a current DMCL as described in 7.3.3, "Entity
Currency".

• journal-file-name
Specifies the name of the tape journal file. Journal-file-name must be a 1- through 18-character name that follows the
conventions described in 7.3, "Naming Conventions".

• ASSIGN TO
Associates the tape journal file with an external file name. This clause is required on a CREATE statement. Each
external file name defined to a DMCL must be unique.

• ddname
Specifies the external name for the file under z/OS or z/VM. Ddname must be a 1- through 8-character value that
follows operating system conventions for ddnames.

• filename
Specifies the external name for the file under z/VSE. Filename must have the following format: SYSnnn where nnn is a
3-digit number.

• DETails
Displays or punches details about the tape journal.

• HIStory
Displays or punches:
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– The user who defined the tape journal
– The user who last updated the tape journal
– The date the tape journal was created
– The date the tape journal was last updated

• ALL
Displays or punches all information on the tape journal. ALL is the default action for a DISPLAY or PUNCH verb.

• NONe
Displays or punches the name of the tape journal.

Usage

Mutually Exclusive Journal Definitions

A DMCL must contain the definitions of either disk and archive journal files or a tape journal file. You cannot include the
definition of disk and archive journal files in the DMCL if you include the definition of a tape journal file.

Journal File Block Size

The block size of a tape journal file is determined by the page size of the journal buffer associated with the DMCL.

Journaling in Local Mode

If you want to use journaling facilities for a local mode application, the application must use a DMCL in which a tape
journal is defined.

Examples

Defining a Tape Journal File

The following CREATE TAPE JOURNAL statement defines the tape journal file TAPEJRNL:

create tape journal locdmcl.tapejrnl

   assign to sysjrnl;

Changing the External File Name

The following ALTER TAPE JOURNAL statement changes the external file name assigned to tape journal file, TAPEJRNL:

alter tape journal locdmcl.tapejrnl

   assign to sysjrnl1;

Dropping a Tape Journal File

The following DROP TAPE JOURNAL statement deletes the definition of the tape journal file TAPEJRNL from the
dictionary:

drop tape journal locdmcl.tapejrnl;
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Summary of Physical Database Limits
Data Limits

The following table summarizes the maximum values allowed for physical database definitions:

Item Maximum allowed
Pages in a data buffer 16,777,214
Bytes in a database buffer page 32,764; multiple of 4
Journal buffer pages associated with a database 32,767
Bytes in a journal buffer page 32,768; multiple of 4
Files in a database 32,767
Files associated with an area 32,767
Areas associated with a file 32,767
Pages associated with an area 1,073,741,822
Bytes in a database page 32,764; multiple of 4
Blocks in a disk journal file 999,999
Bytes in an archive journal block 32,768

Defining a Database Using SQL
This section contains procedures for defining the logical components of an SQL-defined database (the last step in the list).

Steps to Define a Database

To use SQL to define your database, follow these steps:

1. Design and size the database using information provided in the Administrating section document.
2. Define in the system dictionary the segments that represent the physical database. Include the segments in your

DMCL, and generate, punch, and link edit the DMCL.

NOTE
For more information on the physical database, see Section4, “Defining Segments, Files, and Areas".

3. Create and format the operating system files that will contain the table's rows. These files must be accessible to the
runtime environment before you define your tables.

4. Copy the segment definition from the system dictionary into the application dictionary in which you wish to define your
tables.
The segment and area names you use in the logical definition must match those defined in the physical definition in
the system dictionary. The stamp level, which tells CA IDMS/DB to check the date and time of definition at either the
area level or table level, must also match in both definitions. It is recommended that the page range and page size of
areas match in both definitions since this information is used for optimization and index sizing. It is not necessary to
define the files in the application dictionary.

5. Enter SQL data description (DDL) statements to do the following, in this order:
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– Create the schema
– Create tables
– Create CALC keys
– Create indexes
– Create referential constraints
– Drop unneeded default indexes
– Create views

For complete SQL DDL syntax, see the CA IDMS SQL Reference section. For design decisions, see the Administrating
section document.

Executing SQL Data Description Statements
Tool for Entering SQL DDL Statements

You enter SQL data description language statements using the online or batch command facility. The command facility
performs the following functions:

• Accepts as input SQL data description language (DDL) statements
• Updates the application dictionary with definitions
• Updates the database to reflect the definitions

NOTE
See the CA IDMS SQL Administrating section for syntax. See the Using section document for information on
submitting SQL statements using the command facility.

Identifying the Dictionary

When you use the command facility, you must identify the application dictionary to be updated by either:

• Explicitly connecting to a dictionary
• Establishing a default dictionary

Executing DDL Statements Programmatically

You can embed SQL DDL statements in an application program. No cursors can be open when you execute embedded
DDL statements.

NOTE
See the CA IDMS SQL Administrating section document for information on embedding SQL statements in an
application program.

Local Mode

It is recommended that SQL statements not be executed in local mode. If a local mode error is encountered in the
execution of a DDL statement, the dictionary is left in an unpredictable state and must be manually recovered. To avoid
this, execute SQL DDL statements only under the central version.

Creating a Schema
You create a schema by issuing a CREATE SCHEMA statement.

Things You Can Specify

1. Schema name
2. Optionally a default area
3. Optionally a reference to another schema, either an SQL or non-SQL schema

Considerations
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• The default area specified in the CREATE SCHEMA statement must be defined to the application dictionary in which
the schema is being defined. The default area is used to contain table rows if no area is specified as part of the table
definition.

• If reference is made to another schema, the schema containing the reference is called a referencing schema and the
schema that it refers to is a referenced schema. A referencing schema cannot contain table or view definitions.
– You can reference a non-SQL schema to enable SQL access to a non-SQL defined database.
– You can reference an SQL schema to allow identical SQL defined databases to be accessed through a single

schema definition. The referenced schema must not be itself a referencing schema nor contain tables that reference
or are referenced by tables in other schemas. For other considerations associated with referencing SQL schemas,
see the CA IDMS SQL Reference section.

• A referencing schema can be bound to a specific database instance or unbound by not specifying a DBNAME as
part of the referencing schema definition. Accessing tables through an unbound referencing schema allows runtime
determination of the database instance to be accessed based on the database to which an SQL session connects.
Therefore, the same table name (and access modules) can be used to access different database instances by
connecting to different database names. Each database name definition must include the appropriate database
segments to be accessed.

• The owner of the schema being created (and, therefore, all tables and views within the schema) is the user issuing the
CREATE SCHEMA statement. To reassign ownership to another authorization ID, use the TRANSFER OWNERSHIP
statement, as described in the CA IDMS SQL Reference section.

Examples

In the following example, the schema PROD is defined. The default area for the schema is PROD_AREA. Rows in tables
associated with this schema will be stored in PROD_AREA unless an area name is explicitly coded in the CREATE
TABLE statement.

create schema prod

   default area prod_area;

In the following example, the schema WINDOW is defined and associated with the non-SQL defined schema SCHED.
Programs using SQL data manipulation language statements can access data in the non-SQL database by using the
schema WINDOW.

create schema window

    for nonsql schema sched;

In the following example, the schemas HRTEST1 and HRTEST2 are defined as referencing schemas for SQL schema
HRTEST0. References to tables in HRTEST1 will access data in the HRTEST1 database while those in HRTEST2 will
access data in the HRTEST2 database. These databases contain identically-defined base tables as described by the
HRTEST0 schema.

create schema hrtest1

   for sql schema hrtest0 dbname hrtest1;
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create schema hrtest2

   for sql schema hrtest0 dbname hrtest2;

In the following example, the schema HRTEST is also defined as a referencing schema for SQL schema HRTEST0;
however, HRTEST is not associated with any specific database instance. Consequently, the data that is accessed through
references to HRTEST tables will be determined at runtime by the database to which the SQL session connects.

create schema hrtest

   for sql schema hrtest0;

Creating a Table
You create a table by issuing the CREATE TABLE statement and adding appropriate clauses to describe each column
associated with the table.

Things You Can Specify

1. Table name, using a schema qualifier unless you have specified a default schema name in the SET SESSION
statement

NOTE
For more information on session management statements, see the CA IDMS SQL Reference section.

2. Column names
3. Data type for each column
4. Optionally a default value and a null specification for each column
5. Optionally a check constraint to limit the values allowed in a column or columns
6. An area in which the table's rows will be stored (unless you want them stored in the default area for the schema)
7. Data compression
8. An estimate of the number of rows for the table
9. Physical attributes, including a table ID number and a synchronization timestamp.

Specifying Physical Attributes

When defining or altering a table, you can specify physical attributes that are normally generated automatically. Specifying
explicit values for this information, allows you to create tables that have identical physical attributes and can therefore be
accessed through a single schema definition.

Since a table's synchronization stamp is updated each time an associated index, calc key or referential constraint is
added or removed, the synchronization stamp must be set after adding or removing these associated entities.

Care should be exercised when specifying a specific timestamp, since its purpose is to enable the detection of
discrepancies between a table and its definition. If explicitly specified, the timestamp should always be set to a new value
following a definitional change so that the change is detectable to the run time system.

Compressing

The COMPRESS option in the table definition statement specifies that data be compressed when it is stored in the
database and decompressed when it is retrieved from the database.

To use the COMPRESS option, you must have CA IDMS Presspack installed at your site.
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NOTE
See the CA IDMS Presspack Using section for information on CA IDMS Presspack.

Estimated rows

When you create a new table, it is useful to specify the number of rows you expect to be stored in the table. CA IDMS/DB
uses this information to:

• Optimize host language statements that reference the table and are compiled before the table is loaded and the
UPDATE STATISTICS statement has been executed for it

• Calculate index characteristics

Example

In the following example, the EMPLOYEE table is defined and associated with the PROD schema. The table includes 15
columns. The check parameter restricts the values that can be inserted in the EMP_ID and STATUS columns. The data in
this table will be stored in the EMP.EMPREG area and the expected number of rows for the table is 500.

create table prod.employee

                  (emp_id            unsigned numeric      not null,

                   manager_id        unsigned numeric              ,

                   emp_fname         char(20)              not null,

                   emp_lname         char(20)              not null,

                   dept_id           unsigned numeric      not null,

                   street            char(40)                      ,

                   city              char(20)              not null,

                   state             char(02)              not null,

                   zip_code          char(09)              not null,

                   phone             char(10)                      ,

                   status            char                  not null,

                   ss_number         unsigned decimal(9,0) not null,

                   start_date        date                  not null,

                   termination_date  date                          ,

                   birth_date        date                          ,

         check ( (emp_id between 0 and 8999) and
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                 (status in ('A', 'S', 'L', 'T') ) )

         in emp.empreg

         estimated rows 500;

Defining a CALC Key
You create a CALC key by issuing the CREATE CALC statement and specifying a CALC key column.

Things You Can Specify

1. Whether the CALC key is unique
2. Name of the table associated with this CALC key
3. Name of the column or columns that make up the CALC key

Considerations

• You can define only one CALC key for a table.
• The table must be empty when you define a CALC key for it.
• You must specify NOT NULL for the column(s) on which the CALC key is placed if you use the UNIQUE option.
• The table cannot be the referencing table in a clustered referential constraint.
• The table cannot have a clustered index defined on it.

Examples

In the following example, a unique CALC key is defined on the EMPLOYEE table. The CALC key consists of one column,
EMP_ID.

create unique calc key on prod.employee(emp_id);

In the following example, a unique multi-column CALC key is defined on the BENEFITS table. The CALC key consists of
two columns, EMP_ID and FISCAL_YEAR.

create unique calc key on test.benefits(emp_id, fiscal_year);

Defining an Index
You define an index by issuing the CREATE INDEX statement.

Things You Can Specify

1. Whether the index is unique
2. Name of the index
3. Name of the table on which the index is defined
4. Name of the column or columns that make up the index key
5. The sequencing options for the index
6. Optionally, the area in which the index will be stored
7. Optionally, physical characteristics of the index
8. Optionally, physical attributes, including an index ID
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Considerations

• CA IDMS/DB will automatically determine the physical characteristics of the index based on the estimated (or actual)
number of rows in the table. However, you may choose to supply this information yourself.

• Index names must be unique for all indexes defined on a table
• An index must be in the same page group as the table on which it is defined.

Specifying Physical Attributes

When creating an index, you can specify physical attributes that are normally generated automatically. Specifying
explicit values for this information allows you to create and maintain tables that have identical physical attributes and can
therefore be accessed through a single schema definition.

Example

In this example, an index has been created on the employee table. The keys in the index are LAST_NAME,
FIRST_NAME. The index does not require that the last name/first name combination be unique. The index will be located
physically in a separate area from the data in the table.

create index em_name_ndx on prod.employee (last_name, first_name)

    in emp.empreg1;

Defining a Referential Constraint
You create a referential constraint by issuing the CREATE CONSTRAINT statement and specifying the referenced and
referencing tables and columns.

Things You Can Specify

1. Name of the constraint
2. The referencing table and column(s)
3. The referenced table and column(s)
4. Whether the referential constraint is linked or unlinked (the default)
5. Options such as clustered (ORDER BY) or indexed (INDEX)

Considerations

• The referenced column values of each row in the referenced table must be unique in the database. Therefore, ensure
that either a unique CALC key or a unique index key is defined on the referenced columns.

• The datatype of a referencing column must be the same as its referenced column.
• If you specify an unlinked referential constraint:

– The referencing table must have a CALC key or index defined on the referencing columns.
– The order of the columns must be the same as the unique CALC key or index on the referenced columns.
– If using an index on the referencing columns, the index can contain columns in addition to the referencing columns.

The referencing columns must precede any additional columns in the index key.
• If you are defining a self-referencing constraint, it must be unlinked.
• Referential constraints (linked and unlinked) may not cross page group boundaries, meaning that the areas in which

the referenced and referencing tables reside must have the same page group.

Example - Linked Referential Constraint
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In this example, a linked referential constraint has been created to ensure that the employee ID in the benefits table is a
valid ID by checking it against the employee IDs in the employee table. The referential constraint is indexed and ordered
by the fiscal year.

create constraint emp_benefits

   benefits (emp_id)

   references employee (emp_id)

   linked index

     order by (fiscal_year desc);

Example - Unlinked Referential Constraint

In this example, an unlinked referential constraint has been created to ensure that an employee's manager is a valid
employee. Since this is a self-referencing constraint (both columns being in the same table), it must be unlinked.
UNLINKED is the default.

create constraint manager_emp

   employee (manager_id)

   references employee(emp_id);

Dropping a Default Index
You add or drop a default index by issuing an ALTER TABLE statement on the table whose default index you want to drop.

Things You Can Specify

• Use the ADD DEFAULT INDEX parameter to create a default index for the named table.

NOTE
The table must not already have a default index associated with it.

• Use the CASCADE parameter to drop all indexes in which the named column is an indexed column following entities.

NOTE
If CASCADE is not specified, the column must not participate in a referential constraint or index, or be named
in a view.

Considerations

It may not always be appropriate to drop a default index.

NOTE
See the Database Design topics for information about retaining or dropping default indexes, and see the SQL
Reference section for complete information on ALTER TABLE.

Example

In the following example, the default index is dropped from the EMPLOYEE table .
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 alter table prod.employee
       drop default index;
 

Creating a View
You create a view by issuing the CREATE VIEW statement and specifying the view column names, the table(s) and
column(s) from which the view is derived, and data restrictions, if any.

Things You Can Specify

1. Name of a view, using a schema qualifier unless you have specified a default schema name in the SET SESSION
statement

NOTE
For more information on session management statements, see the CA IDMS SQL Reference section.

2. A column list if there are computations or duplicate column names in the result table of the view definition
3. An appropriate SQL select statement

NOTE
For a complete discussion of SQL select statements, see the CA IDMS SQL Reference section.

4. A check option to ensure that only data values that satisfy the SELECT statement are inserted or updated through the
view.

5. Physical attributes, including a synchronization stamp.

Specifying Physical Attributes

When creating a view, you can specify physical attributes that are normally generated automatically. Specifying explicit
values for this information allows you to create and maintain views that have identical attributes and can therefore be
accessed through a single schema definition.

Care should be exercised when specifying a specific timestamp, since its purpose is to enable the detection of
discrepancies between a view and its definition. If explicitly specified, the timestamp should always be set to a new value
following a definitional change so that the change is detectable to the run time system.

Considerations

• You cannot define an index on a view
• Updatable views are syntactically valid anywhere in SQL DML statements that tables are; a view is updatable when the

SELECT statement references only one table and when the view projects no computed values
• If the WHERE clause of the SELECT statement contains a subquery, you cannot use the check option
• Avoid using an asterisk (*) in the SELECT statement of your view. If a column is added to the underlying table, the view

becomes invalid and must be dropped and recreated.

Example - Single Table View

In the following example, a simple view is defined on the EMPLOYEE table.

create view prod.emp_home_phone

   as select emp_id, emp_lname, emp_fname, phone

      from prod.employee;

Example - Updatable View
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In the following example, a view is defined with the check option to restrict rows that can be updated and inserted.
Using the view, the value of DEPT_ID cannot be changed to something other than 'SALES', and new rows must have a
DEPT_ID of 'SALES'.

create view hr.sales_employee

   as select emp_id, emp_lname, emp_fname, dept_id, emp_ssno

      from prod.employee

      where dept_id = 'SALES'

   with check option;

Example - Nonupdatable View

In the following example, a view is defined with three columns derived from two tables. Since the third column includes
both aggregate functions and an arithmetic operation, the CREATE VIEW statement must specify names for the columns
in the view.

This view is nonupdatable because the SELECT references more than one table and because the view projects computed
values.

create view prod.emp_vacation

   (emp_id, dept_id, vac_time)

   as select e.emp_id, dept_id, sum(vac_accrued) - sum(vac_taken)

      from prod.employee e, prod.benefits b

      where e.emp_id = b.emp_id

      group by dept_id, e.emp_id;

NOTE
For more information on SQL syntax, see the CA IDMS SQL Reference section.

Defining a Database Using Non-SQL
This section provides information on Step 4, defining the logical components (schema, subschema) of the database.

Steps to Define a Database

To use non-SQL methods to define your database, follow these steps:

1. Design and size the database using information provided in the Administrating section document.
2. Define in the system dictionary the segments that represent the physical database. Include the segments in your

DMCL, and generate, punch, and link edit the DMCL. For more information on the physical database, see Section4,
“Defining Segments, Files, and Areas".
Note: You can defer this step until after you define the schema and subschema.
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3. Allocate and format the operating system files as described in Allocating and Formatting Files.
Note: You can defer this step until after you define the schema and subschema.

4. Define a schema and one or more subschemas.

Schemas and Subschemas
CA IDMS/DB needs descriptions of databases to manage those databases. To satisfy this requirement, the database
administrator defines two logical components of the non-SQL database:

• Schema
The schema is a complete description of a database, including the names and descriptions of all areas, records,
elements, and sets. The major purpose of the schema is to provide definitions from which to generate subschemas.

• Subschema
A subschema provides a view of the database as seen by an application program. This view is often a subset of the
complete schema definition. A subschema is used at runtime to provide the DBMS with a description of those portions
of the database that are accessible to the application program.
The subschema can restrict access to the database in the following ways:
– The subschema identifies the areas, records, elements, and sets which are accessible.
– The subschema identifies the Data Manipulation Language (DML) functions which can be performed.

Subschemas also allow you to define logical records. Logical records are a view of one or more base records and a set of
operations performed on those records.

Other entities defined within the process of schema and subschema definition are records, sets, areas, indexes, and
CALC keys.

NOTE
For a complete discussion of non-SQL database components and how to decide which components and options
you will use in your database, see the Administrating section.

Storing Schema and Subschema Source

Source descriptions for schemas and subschemas are kept in the DDLDML area of the dictionary.

Many software components need database descriptions that are not in object form. For example, DML compilers need
a source from which they can generate record descriptions within user-written programs; the IDMSRPTS utility needs a
source from which it can produce database reports, and so on. Source descriptions provide a form that is readable by the
software when performing these non-DBMS functions.

Load Modules are Maintained for Subschemas

Load modules are maintained for subschemas. Subschema load modules are kept in the DDLDCLOD area of the
dictionary and, optionally, in a load library. Load modules consist of machine-readable code that CA IDMS/DB uses at
runtime to transfer data between the program and the database.

Reporting on Schema and Subschema Definitions http://wiki-dev.ca.com/display/IDMS/Reporting+on+Schema+and
+Subschema+Definitions

There are two methods of obtaining a report on a schema or subschema:

• Running the IDMSRPTS utility program
• Running the schema or subschema compiler in batch mode to produce an activity listing

Schema and Subschema Compilers
This article describes the Schema and Subschema Compilers and includes the following topics:
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Schema Compiler

The schema compiler, IDMSCHEM, performs the following functions:

• Accepts as input DDL statements that describe the areas, records, elements, and sets of the database
• Evaluates the syntax and logic of the input
• Places source descriptions of the schema and its components into the dictionary
• Produces a list of the compiler's activities

Subschema Compiler

The subschema compiler, IDMSUBSC, performs the following functions:

• Accepts as input DDL statements that describe the subschema as follows:
– Identifies selected areas, records, elements, and sets of the database
– Defines logical records
– Places restrictions on allowable DML verbs

• Validates the syntax and logic of the input
• Places a source description of the subschema into the dictionary
• Generates a subschema load module and places it into the dictionary
• Produces a list of the compiler's activities

You can define any number of subschemas for each schema. One subschema might include all areas, records, and
sets in the schema while another might contain only those areas, records, and sets needed for a program accessing the
database. Usually you define one subschema for each group of similar applications that access the database.

Additional Functions of the Compilers

In addition to the functions stated above, SCHEMA and SUBSCHEMA statements can:

• Add, modify, delete, display, or punch a schema or subschema description
• Secure the schema or subschema definition
• Authorize users to issue specific verbs against the schema or subschema definition

NOTE
For more information on using the schema and subschema compilers, see Section10, “Using the Schema and
Subschema Compilers”.

Defining a Schema

Order of Schema Component Definition

When you add a new schema to the dictionary, you must submit the ADD SCHEMA statement first. Although you can
add most statements in any order, cross references to nonexistent components generate error messages. To avoid error
messages, submit statements in this order:

1. SCHEMA statement
2. AREA statements
3. RECORD statements (and associated ELEMENT substatements)
4. SET statements
5. VALIDATE statement

NOTE
If VALIDATE is not executed successfully, the schema cannot be used by other software components.
(Subschemas cannot be defined and utilities that require the schema name as input cannot be executed.)
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SCHEMA Statement

The SCHEMA statement performs the following:

• Identifies the schema
• Secures the schema definition
• Establishes schema currency

When you issue an ADD SCHEMA statement, a new schema description is created in the dictionary. Default values
established through the SET OPTIONS statement (see 11.5, “SET OPTIONS Statement”) can be used to supplement the
user-supplied description.

ADD also sets the schema's status to IN ERROR. A VALIDATE statement must set the status to VALID before a
subschema or CA IDMS/DB utility can reference the schema.

Procedure

1. Name the schema
2. Optionally add descriptive information
3. Optionally specify automatic record ID assignment
4. Optionally identify the schema that this schema is derived from
5. Optionally provide security information
6. Optionally provide comments and user-defined attributes

Examples

The following example shows the minimum SCHEMA statement required to establish a database.

add schema name is sampschm.

The following example shows a complete SCHEMA statement.

add schema name is empschm version is 1

    assign record ids from 3000

    derived from schema oldschm version is 1

    include user is kla registered for all

    public access is allowed for display

    include status is production

    comments 'this schema is based on a former employee schema'

            -'used before the addition of the new divisions'.

AREA Statements

AREA statements identify an area of the database. Depending on the verb and options coded, the AREA statement can
also:
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• Add, modify, delete, display, or punch the area description
• Determine which (if any) database procedures will be executed when the area is accessed at runtime

The schema compiler applies AREA statements to the current schema. See 9.7, “Establishing Schema and Subschema
Currency”.

The ADD AREA statement causes CA IDMS/DB to create a new area description in the dictionary and associates it with
the current schema.

Procedure

1. Name the area
2. Optionally specify database procedures to be called

NOTE
You can copy an area description from another schema

Example

The following example shows an AREA statement including calls to database procedures:

add area name is org-demo-region

    call secdbproc before ready for exclusive update

    call chkdbproc before rollback.

• SAME AS
SAME AS copies an entire area description including database procedure information from an area in another schema
into the current schema. The SAME AS clause must precede all other optional clauses.

RECORD Statements

RECORD statements identify a non-SQL database record type. Depending on the verb, options, and substatements
coded, the RECORD statements can also:

• Add, modify, delete, display, or punch the record description
• Assign the record type to an area
• Determine which (if any) database procedures will be executed when occurrences of the record type are accessed at

runtime
• Create a dictionary description of the record, including its synonyms, elements, and element synonyms or associate

the record with an existing structure

The schema compiler applies RECORD statements to the current schema.

The ADD RECORD statement creates a new schema record description in the dictionary and associates it with the current
schema.

Unless the SHARE clause is used, ADD RECORD creates a record structure for the schema record. The record
structure's name is the same as that of the schema record. The structure is automatically assigned a version number,
which distinguishes the record from others that have the same name in the dictionary. The schema compiler uses NEXT
HIGHEST when assigning record version numbers.

NOTE
It is better to use the SHARE clause rather than define the record structure in the schema. The SHARE clause
allows you to maintain control of the record versions stored in the dictionary.
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SHARE

The SHARE STRUCTURE and SHARE DESCRIPTION clauses allow the schema to share the structure of either a
dictionary record (IDD record) or a record that belongs to another schema.

The SHARE clause connects an existing record structure to the schema record. The schema record shares the dictionary
description of an existing record, including its synonyms, elements, and element synonyms. The SHARE clause does not
create a new record structure.

Note the following considerations about using SHARE:

• All schema records that share a single structure must have the same name
• Any number of schema records can share a single structure
• The structure is shared equally among the records; no single schema owns the structure
• The SHARE clause must precede any RECORD SYNONYM clauses. Synonyms are assigned to the structure and are

therefore available to all schema records that share the structure.
• The schema compiler does not allow modification of a shared structure except to include record synonyms.

Nonstructural information (record ID, location mode, and so on) is maintained separately for each schema record and
can be modified.

• The SHARE clause and ELEMENT substatements (14.5, “Element Substatement”) are mutually exclusive. Use
SHARE to connect the record to an existing structure; use ELEMENT substatements to create a new structure for the
schema record.
Do not use ELEMENT substatements for any schema record that shares a structure. Once SHAREd, a schema record
should always be maintained through SHARE clauses.

Both SHARE STRUCTURE and SHARE DESCRIPTION cause the schema record to share the structure of an existing
record.

Two Schemas Sharing One Record Structure

The following diagram shows two schemas sharing the structure of the EMPLOYEE record.

SHARE STRUCTURE

When using SHARE STRUCTURE, you must supply the appropriate:
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• Record ID
• Location mode
• VSAM type
• Area association
• Minimum root
• Minimum fragment
• CALL clauses

Example

The following example shows a RECORD statement for SKILL which shares the structure of the SKILL record in the
schema OTHRSCHM.

add record name is skill

  share structure of record skill

     of schema othrschm

  location mode is calc using skill-code

     duplicates are not allowed

  within area org-demo-region

  minimum root length is control length

  minimum fragment length is record length

  call idmscomp before store

  call idmscomp before modify

  call idmsdcom after get.

SHARE DESCRIPTION

SHARE DESCRIPTION allows the schema record to share the structure of a record that belongs to another schema.
Unlike SHARE STRUCTURE, SHARE DESCRIPTION copies the entire record description (record ID, location mode,
etc.) from the owning schema to the schema record named as the object of the ADD statement. You do not have to add
anything.

Example

In the following example, the SKILL record in the current schema shares the structure of the SKILL record in EMPSCHM
(version 1). Each record has its own copy of nonstructural information.

add record name is skill

  share description of record skill
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    of schema empschm version 1.

COPY ELEMENTS

The COPY ELEMENTS substatement uses the structure of an existing record type to generate new element descriptions
for the record type. (The SHARE clause of the RECORD statement does not generate new element descriptions; it uses
existing ones.)

Separate Record Structures with Identical Elements

The COPY ELEMENTS substatement requests that all elements from a record description already stored in the dictionary
be included in the new record structure. The record description may have been stored through another schema or through
the IDD DDDL compiler. COPY ELEMENTS can be used in place of ELEMENT substatements (see below) to define all
of the record's elements or only some of them. When COPY ELEMENTS supplies some of the record's elements, use
ELEMENT substatements to supply the rest.

SHARE and COPY ELEMENTS
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The differences between SHARE STRUCTURE, SHARE DESCRIPTION, and COPY ELEMENTS are as follows:

SHARE DESCRIPTION SHARE STRUCTURE COPY ELEMENTS
Shares the structure of another schema
record

Shares the structure of either a dictionary
record (IDD record) or another schema
record

Creates new element descriptions based
on existing record structures

Uses existing element descriptions Uses existing element descriptions Creates new element descriptions
Copies the nonstructural part of the existing
schema record:
Record ID
Location mode
VSAM type
Area
Minimum root length
Minimum fragment length
Database procedures

Does not copy nonstructural information Does not copy any record information

ELEMENT Substatements

The ELEMENT substatements identify the element of a schema record. Because elements cannot exist in a database
except as components of a record, schema elements are considered subordinate to schema records. Consequently, all
ELEMENT substatements for a single record must immediately follow the RECORD statement in a single execution of the
schema compiler.

The ELEMENT substatement uses COBOL-like syntax to describe elements. Additional clauses provide CA IDMS/DB-
specific information and documentational entries.

The ELEMENT substatement associates an element with the record and, if the element does not already exist, adds the
element description to the dictionary. The element descriptions cannot be modified individually or deleted using these
substatements. To change element descriptions, modify the record description and respecify all of the record's elements.

The minimum ELEMENT substatement required for the element to be a valid schema component depends on whether the
element is a group or elementary item:

Item Required
Group item Level

Name
Elementary item Level number

Name
Picture (or usage)

Example

Minimal ELEMENT substatements are shown below:

02 claim-date.

   03 claim-year   pic 99.

   03 claim-month  pic 99.

   03 claim-day    pic 99.
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Mixing ELEMENT and COPY ELEMENTS Substatements

You can mix ELEMENT and COPY ELEMENTS substatements in any sequence necessary to describe the structure of
the record. However, because the level number of copied elements are the same as those in the base record, you should
take care in mixing elements of different levels. To mix ELEMENT and COPY ELEMENTS substatements and to change
the level numbers within the record, follow these steps:

1. Code ELEMENT and COPY ELEMENTS substatements to put the elements into their appropriate positions in the
record structure

2. Online, issue a DISPLAY RECORD with AS SYNTAX and VERB MODIFY for the record; in batch mode, code PUNCH
instead of DISPLAY.

3. Change the affected level numbers only. Do not erase unaffected elements; all elements for a single record must
always be presented together.

4. Submit the new statement to the compiler

Example

In the following example, the structure of NEW-COVERAGE is generated by copying elements from the COVERAGE
record and the IDD-built CARRIER-DETAIL record, and by coding new element descriptions in line:

add record name is new-coverage

  location mode is via emp-coverage set

  within emp-demo-region area

  copy elements from record coverage

    of schema empschm version 1.

  02 cov-carried-id   pic 99.

  02 cov-carrier-name pic x(20).

  copy elements from record carrier-detail.

The result of the above activity is as follows:

01 new-coverage

   02 cov-select-date.

      03 cov-select-year    pic 99

      03 cov-select-month   pic 99

      03 cov-select-day     pic 99

   02 cov-termin-date.
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      03 cov-termin-year    pic 99

      03 cov-termin-month   pic 99

      03 cov-termin-day     pic 99

   02 cov-type              pic x.

   02 cov-insplan-code      pic xxx.

   02 cov-carrier-id        pic 99.

   02 cov-carrier-name      pic x(20).

   02 cov-carr-no-of-claims pic 99 comp.

   02 cov-carr-claims-processed

                        occurs 0 to 100

                        depending on

                        cov-carr-no-of-claims

      03 cov-carr-payment   pic x.

         88 prompt          value '9'.

         88 over-30-days    value '4'.

         88 over-60-days    value '1'.

      03 cov-carr-courtesy  pic x.

      03 cov-carr-check     pic x.

         88 cleared         value 'C'.

         88 bounced         value 'B'.

Procedure

1. Name the record
2. Identify where the structure of the record is to come from:

– Structure shared with an existing record structure
– Structure defined in this schema

3. Optionally specify the record ID
4. Specify the location mode for the record
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5. Specify the area where record occurrences will be stored; optionally specify a subarea
6. Optionally specify minimum root and fragment information for variable length records
7. Optionally specify database procedures to be called

NOTE
If you specified in the SCHEMA statement that record IDs were to be set up automatically, you can still override
the ID in the RECORD statement.

Example

The following example defines a schema record which has the same description as another record in schema
DEMOSCHM. The employee record will be stored CALC based on the EMP-ID element with a portion of the EMP-DEMO-
REGION area. The portion of the area is defined with the SUBAREA clause. The subarea name is actually defined in the
DMCL and resolved at runtime.

add record name is employee

   share structure of record emp version is 10 of schema demoschm

   location mode is calc using (emp-id) duplicates are not allowed

   within area emp-demo-region

         subarea low-pages

   call idmscomp before store

   call idmscomp before modify

   call idmsdcom after get.

SET Statements

The SET statements identify and describe a set. Depending on the verb, the SET statements can add, modify, delete,
display, or punch the set description (see 14.7, “SET Statement").

Note that if a set's owner record is deleted, the set is automatically deleted. Additionally, the deleted record and set are
deleted from all subschema descriptions associated with the current schema. However, if the member record is deleted,
the set remains. To delete the set (if it has no other member records), use the DELETE SET statement.

The schema compiler applies SET statements to the current schema.

The ADD SET statement creates a new set description in the dictionary and associates it with the current schema.

Procedure

1. Name the set
2. Specify order
3. Specify the mode
4. Specify owner and members
5. Specify set options
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NOTE

• If you intend to have prior pointers, do not forget to specify MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR.
• If you are creating a system-owned index, the owner is SYSTEM.

Example

The following example shows a SET statement.

add set name is insplan-rider

  order is last

  mode is chain

  owner is insplan

  member is rider

  mandatory automatic.

• SAME AS
The SAME AS clause copies an entire set description including order, mode, owner, and members from a set in
another schema into the current schema. SAME AS must precede all other optional clauses.

VALIDATE

Schema Status

CA IDMS/DB requires that a valid schema reside in the dictionary before any other activity involving the database can
begin. Each schema in the dictionary carries a status of either IN ERROR or VALID as follows:

Status Indicates... Status set by...
IN ERROR The schema was not processed by an

error-free VALIDATE statement and
prevents other CA IDMS/DB software
(subschema compiler and utilities) from
using the schema

After the execution of an ADD SCHEMA or
MODIFY SCHEMA statement

VALID The schema is usable by other CA IDMS/
DB software

After error-free execution of the VALIDATE
statement

Only the schema compiler updates the status.

Verification

VALIDATE causes the schema compiler to verify the relationships among all components of the schema that is current for
update. Based on this verification, the schema compiler takes one of the following actions:

Result Compiler action
No errors found Compiler sets schema status to VALID
Errors found Compiler issues messages indicating the exact nature of each

error
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Other Results of VALIDATE

In addition to the verification, VALIDATE causes the schema compiler to resolve pointer positions for which AUTO was
specified in set description statements.

The VALIDATE statement can be used at any time to verify the relationships of schema components. For example, if
you have not yet defined sets, but want to verify the schema's record structures, you can use VALIDATE. In this case,
however, you should anticipate a warning for those records whose location mode is VIA an undefined set.

Procedure

Issue the VALIDATE statement:

validate.

Defining a Subschema
Contents

The subschema copies its logical database definitions from the schema. You must define a valid schema and store it in
the dictionary before you can create a subschema.

Order of Subschema Component Definition

When you add a new subschema to the dictionary, you must submit the ADD SUBSCHEMA statement first. Although you
can add most statements in any order, cross references to nonexistent components generate error messages. To avoid
error messages, submit statements in this order:

• SUBSCHEMA statement
• AREA statements
• RECORD statements
• SET statements
• LOGICAL RECORD statements
• PATH-GROUP statements
• VALIDATE statement
• GENERATE statement

Subschema Statement

What It Does

The SUBSCHEMA statement:

• Identifies the subschema
• Associates it with a schema
• Secures the subschema definition
• Establishes subschema currency

Once a specific subschema becomes current, the subschema compiler applies subsequent statements to that
subschema.

Procedure

1. Name the subschema
2. Name the schema from which this subschema is derived
3. Optionally provide a description
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4. Specify the usage
5. Optionally include security information
6. Optionally include comments

NOTE
Be explicit about the usage mode for your subschema. Specify either LR or DML; only in cases where both LRF
and DML are used should you specify MIXED (for more information, see the Administrating section document).

Example

The following example shows the definition of the subschema EMPSS01.

add subschema name is empss01

    of schema name is empschm version is 1

    description is 'subschema for adding/modifying employees'

    public access is allowed for all

    usage is lr.

AREA Statements

AREA statements identify areas to be included in this subschema. The area descriptions are copied from the schema area
descriptions. Depending on the verb and options coded, the AREA statements can also:

• Determine the usage modes in which programs using the subschema can ready the area
• Determine the default usage mode for programs that do not issue READY statements
• Modify, delete, display, or punch a subschema area

The subschema compiler applies AREA statements to the current subschema.

Procedure

1. Name the area
2. Optionally specify usage modes that are not allowed
3. Optionally specify default usage mode for the area

NOTE
The default for usage modes is that the mode is allowed. Specify those usage modes you do not want allowed.

Example

The following example shows the definition of the area ORG-DEMO-REGION being copied into the current subschema.

add area org-demo-region

  exclusive update is not allowed

  default usage is shared update.
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RECORD Statements

RECORD statements identify records to be included in this subschema. The record descriptions are copies from the
schema descriptions. Depending on the verb and options coded, the RECORD statements can also:

• Specify which record elements can be accessed through the subschema
• Specify which DML verbs can be issued against the record
• Specify the order in which record descriptions occur within the subschema
• Modify, delete, display, or punch a subschema record description

The subschema compiler applies RECORD statements to the current subschema.

Procedure

1. Name the record
2. Optionally identify the elements that can be accessed through the subschema
3. Specify which DML verbs will not be allowed

NOTE

• A simple ADD RECORD statement copies a record in its entirety includingall its elements from the schema description
into the subschema definition.

• You can change the order of the elements from that specified in the schema.
• You can add additional security and control by restricting the DML commands that programs using this subschema can

issue against each record.

Example

The following example shows the definition of the record SKILL being copied into the current subschema.

add record skill

  store is not allowed

  erase is not allowed.

SET Statements

SET statements identify sets to be included in this subschema. The set description is copied from the schema description.
Depending on the verb, the SET statements can also:

• Determine which DML verbs can be issued against the set
• Modify, delete, display, or punch a subschema set description

The subschema compiler applies SET statements to the current subschema.

Procedure

1. Name the set
2. Optionally specify which DML verbs will not be allowed

NOTE
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• If the set's owner record is deleted, either from theschema or from the subschema, the set is automatically deleted
from the subschema.

• If the set's member record is deleted, either from the schema or from the subschema, the set remains in the
subschema.

• If a set is added to the subschema, the owner of the set must also be added to the subschema
• If one or more sets associated with a record is not included in the subschema, certain update operations on the record

are prohibited, as follows:
– If a set in which the record is an owner is missing, the record cannot be erased
– If a set in which the record is a member is missing, the record cannot be erased and:

• If the set has a membership of AUTOMATIC, the record cannot be stored
• If the set is sorted, the record cannot be modified

Example

The following example shows the definition of the set SKILL-EXPERTISE being copied into the current subschema.

add set name is skill-expertise.

LOGICAL RECORD Statements

LOGICAL RECORD statements define a logical record that programs using the subschema can access.

A logical record is defined by naming the logical record and all the subschema records that participate in it; these
subschema records are known as logical-record elements. The records must participate in the subschema (through ADD
RECORD statements) before they can be named as logical record elements in the LOGICAL RECORD statement.

When a DML processor copies a logical-record description into a program, each logical-record element is subordinate
to the logical record itself. The sequence of logical-record elements in the copied description is the same as that in DDL
LOGICAL RECORD statement. If a subschema record occurs more than once in a single logical record, the additional
occurrences must be assigned unique identifiers called roles.

The subschema compiler applies LOGICAL RECORD statements to the current subschema.

NOTE
For more information on creating logical records, refer to the Administrating section document.

Procedure

1. Name the logical record
2. Name the records that are components of this logical record
3. Optionally specify error information
4. Optionally include comments

Example

The following example shows the definition of the logical records MANAGER-STAFF and DEPT-ROSTER.

add lr name is manager-staff

  elements are employee

               structure

               employee role name is staff.
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add lr name is dept-roster

  elements are department

               employee role name is staff.

PATH-GROUP Statements

PATH-GROUP statements define paths for a specific logical record. At runtime, LRF services program requests by
following one of the paths to access the logical record.

For each logical record, at least one path group, and at most four (one for each DML verb that can be used to access
the logical record), must be defined. A path group can contain any number of paths. Which path LRF uses at runtime is
determined by selection criteria, both in the path group and in the program requesting LRF services.

NOTE
For more information on logical records and path groups, see the Administrating section document.

The subschema compiler applies PATH-GROUP statements to the current subschema.

Procedure

1. Name the type of path group
2. Add appropriate DML statements

Example

add path-group name is store emp-pers-data

  select

    find first department

       where calckey eq dept-id-0410 of lr

       on 0326 return no-dept

       on 0000 next

    find first office

       where calckey eq office-code-0450 of lr

       on 0326 return no-office

       on 0000 next

    find first employee

       where calckey eq emp-id-0415 of lr
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       on 0000 return emp-exists

       on 0326 next

    store employee

       on 0000 next

Subschema Validation and Generation

After you describe the subschema, the dictionary contains the subschema description, but no subschema load module yet
exists in the load area of the dictionary. A load module can be generated only from a valid subschema description.

Subschema Status

Each subschema description in the dictionary carries a status of either IN ERROR or VALID as follows:

Status Indicates... Status set by...
IN ERROR The subschema has been added or

modified but has not been validated. This
status prevents the generation of a load
module for the subschema.

An ADD SUBSCHEMA or MODIFY
SUBSCHEMA statement
Any schema modification that affects the
subschema (for example, deletion of a set)

VALID The subschema has been validated and
load modules can be generated

The error-free execution of a VALIDATE or
GENERATEstatement
The error-free execution of a schema
compiler REGENERATE statement.

You can validate the subschema and generate the load module in a single step (using the GENERATE statement) or you
can validate the subschema at any time without generating a load module (using the VALIDATE statement).

VALIDATE

The VALIDATE statement instructs the subschema compiler to verify the relationships among all components of the
subschema. Based on this verification, the compiler takes one of the following actions:

Result Compiler action
No errors found Compiler sets subschema status to VALID
Errors found Compiler issues messages indicating the exact nature of each

error

You usually use VALIDATE for dry runs of the subschema compiler since it causes the compiler to check the components
but not to create subschema load modules.

Procedure

Issue the VALIDATE statement:

validate.

GENERATE

The GENERATE statement instructs the compiler to create subschema tables for the subschema that is current and to
store them as a load module in the dictionary load area. For GENERATE to produce the new subschema load module,
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the current subschema must be valid. So, if a VALIDATE statement has not been specified for the subschema, the
GENERATE statement causes the compiler to perform validation before creating the subschema tables.

Procedure

1. Issue the GENERATE statement, as follows:

generate.

Security Checking
Contents

The schema and subschema compilers maintain security to ensure that no unauthorized person uses the compilers to
perform secured operations. The compilers perform security checking operations when:

• The verb is SIGNON, VALIDATE, or GENERATE
• The SET OPTIONS statement contains REGISTRATION OVERRIDE
• The component type is SCHEMA
• The component type is SUBSCHEMA
• The statement is the first statement of the session

In any of the above cases, the compiler determines whether the requested operation is secured. If the operation is not
secured, the compiler bypasses the security check and begins processing the statement. If the operation is secured,
the compiler checks the user's description in the dictionary to determine whether the user is authorized to perform an
operation. If the user is authorized, the compiler processes the input statement; if not, the compiler issues an error
message.

Types of Security Checked

The compilers check four kinds of security:

• Compiler security
• Registration override security
• Verb security
• Component security

Each kind of security is presented separately below; each topic includes the following kinds of information:

• When security is checked
• How security is turned on or off
• How the compiler determines who the issuing user is
• What constitutes an authorized user

Checking Compiler Security

The schema and subschema compilers check compiler security:

• When SIGNON is issued
• When the first statement of the session is issued (implicit SIGNON)

Compiler security is turned on or off through the IDD DDDL statement, SET OPTIONS FOR DICTIONARY SECURITY
FOR IDMS IS ON/OFF.

NOTE
This IDD DDDL statement also turns verb security on or off; compiler and verb security cannot be set
independently.
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Determining Who is Issuing the Statement

To determine who is issuing the statement, the compiler looks at the user name specified in the SIGNON statement. If the
SIGNON statement is not issued or does not include the USER clause, the user name defaults as described in the SET
OPTIONS presentation under Section10, “Using the Schema and Subschema Compilers”.

An authorized user, for this function, is one whose description in the dictionary includes authority to use the compiler.
Compiler authority is assigned through one of the following IDD DDDL USER statements (use MODIFY for existing user
descriptions):

Statement Action
ADD USER NAME IS user-name
AUTHORITY FOR any verb
IS ALL.

Assigns authority to use both compilers

ADD USER NAME IS user-name
AUTHORITY FOR any verb
IS IDMS.

Assigns authority to use both compilers

ADD USER NAME IS user-name
AUTHORITY FOR any verb
IS SCHEMA.

Assigns authority to use the schema compiler only

ADD USER NAME IS user-name
AUTHORITY FOR any verb
IS SUBSCHEMA.

Assigns authority to use the subschema compiler only

Checking Registration Override Security

The schema and subschema compilers check registration override security when they encounter a SET OPTIONS
statement containing a REGISTRATION OVERRIDE clause.

Unlike the other kinds of security, this one cannot be turned on or off; that is, the compiler always checks for an authorized
user when it encounters a REGISTRATION OVERRIDE clause.

Determining Who is Issuing the Statement

To determine who is issuing the REGISTRATION OVERRIDE clause, the compiler looks at the PREPARED BY and
REVISED BY user names in the SET OPTIONS statement. If the SET OPTIONS statement does not include either
clause, or if user signon override is not allowed, the user name defaults as described in the SET OPTIONS presentation
under Section10, “Using the Schema and Subschema Compilers”.

An authorized user for the REGISTRATION OVERRIDE clause is one whose description in the dictionary includes all
authorities. All authorities are assigned through the following IDD DDDL USER statement (use MODIFY for existing user
descriptions):

ADD USER NAME IS user-name

  AUTHORITY IS ALL.

Checking Verb Security

The schema and subschema compilers check verb security whenever a SCHEMA statement (schema compiler only) or
SUBSCHEMA statement (subschema compiler only) is issued. Note that verb security is not checked for each component
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of a schema or subschema. Once a user passes security for a schema or a subschema, all of its components are
available to the user.

Turning Verb Security On or Off

Verb security is turned on or off through the IDD DDDL statement, SET OPTIONS FOR DICTIONARY SECURITY FOR
IDMS IS ON/OFF.

NOTE
This IDD DDDL statement also turns compiler security on or off; verb security and compiler security cannot be
set independently.

Determining Who is Issuing the Statement

To determine who is issuing the SCHEMA or SUBSCHEMA statement, the compiler looks at four areas; if any area
contains the name of an authorized user, security is satisfied and the compiler processes the request:

• The SCHEMA or SUBSCHEMA statement PREPARED BY clause
• The SCHEMA or SUBSCHEMA statement REVISED BY clause
• The current session option for PREPARED BY
• The current session option for REVISED BY

NOTE
If user signon override is not allowed, the user issuing the statement is always assumed to be the user known to
the execution environment. PREPARED BY and REVISED BY user specifications are ignored.

An authorized user, for this function, is one whose description in the dictionary includes authority to issue the verb
specified in the SCHEMA or SUBSCHEMA statement, in conjunction with the authority to use the compiler. Verb authority
is assigned through IDD DDDL USER statements, such as those in the following examples:

ADD USER NAME IS KCO                 assigns authority to use all

    AUTHORITY FOR UPDATE             verbs in each DDL compiler

      IS IDMS.

ADD USER NAME IS BAC                 assigns authority to use MODIFY,

    AUTHORITY FOR MODIFY             DISPLAY, and PUNCH in each DDL

      IS IDMS.                       compiler

ADD USER NAME IS TWG                 assigns authority to use DELETE,

    AUTHORITY FOR DELETE             DISPLAY, and PUNCH in the schema

      IS SCHEMA.                     compiler only
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ADD USER NAME IS JFD                 assigns authority to use DISPLAY

    AUTHORITY FOR DISPLAY            and PUNCH in the schema compiler

      IS SCHEMA.                     only

While schema authority only allows the user to access the schema compiler, any subschema updates resulting from
authorized schema updates are allowed (for example, deleting a set from the schema causes the set to be deleted from
the subschemas associated with that schema).

NOTE
For more information on assigning verb authority, see the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section.

Checking Component Security

The schema compiler checks the security of a specific schema whenever a SCHEMA statement (other than ADD
SCHEMA) is issued for that schema; the subschema compiler checks security of a specific subschema whenever a
SUBSCHEMA statement (other than ADD SUBSCHEMA) is issued for that subschema. Note that this security is not
checked for each component of a schema or subschema. Once a user passes security for a schema or a subschema,
all of its components are available to the user. Component security applies to every existing schema and subschema,
regardless of whether compiler security is on.

PUBLIC ACCESS Clause

Security for a specific schema or subschema is set through the PUBLIC ACCESS clause of the SCHEMA or
SUBSCHEMA statement. A schema or subschema is said to be unsecured if PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL is
in effect; any other public access specification places some level of security on the schema or subschema.

Examples

The following examples show how component security is set:

MOD SCHEMA EMPSCHM                      turns off security for EMPSCHM

    PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED

      FOR ALL.

MOD SUBSCHEMA EMPSS01                   turns on security for all verbs

    OF SCHEMA EMPSCHM                   issued against EMPSS01

    USER IS JFD

      REGISTERED FOR ALL

    PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED

      FOR NONE.
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MOD SUBSCHEMA EMPSS02                   turns off security for DISPLAY

    OF SCHEMA EMPSCHM                   EMPSS02 and PUNCH EMPSS02;

    USER IS LSB                         turns on security for all other

      REGISTERED FOR ALL                verbs issued against EMPSS02

    PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED

      FOR DISPLAY.

Authorized Users

An authorized user for a specific schema or subschema is one whose association with the schema or subschema includes
the verb used in the SCHEMA or SUBSCHEMA statement being processed. This authority is assigned through the
REGISTERED FOR subclause of the USER clause in a previously-issued SCHEMA or SUBSCHEMA statement, as
shown in the following examples:

ADD SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS01           assigns authority to KCO to

    USER NAME IS KCO                    use all verbs against EMPSS01

      REGISTERED FOR ALL.

ADD SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS02           assigns authority to WXE to

    USER NAME IS WXE                    access EMPSS02 with only those

      REGISTERED FOR PUBLIC ACCESS.     verbs specified in EMPSS02's

                                        PUBLIC ACCESS clause

ADD SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM              assigns authority to ILI to

    USER NAME IS ILI                    DISPLAY and PUNCH EMPSCHM

      REGISTERED FOR DISPLAY.

NOTE
For more information on PUBLIC ACCESS and USER clauses, see "SCHEMA statement" in "SCHEMA
statement" in Section14, “Schema Statements".
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Establishing Schema and Subschema Currency
You establish schema or subschema currency when you enter a SCHEMA or SUBSCHEMA statement. Once a specific
schema or subschema becomes current, subsequent statements are applied to that schema or subschema.

There are two types of currency: update and display.

Type of Currency Set by... Allows...
Update ADD SCHEMA/SUBSCHEMA

or
MODIFY SCHEMA/SUBSCHEMA

All operations against components

Display Any schema or subschema statement
(except DELETE)

Schema or subschema components to be
displayed and punched

Example of Changes in Currency

The following example shows schema currency changes. Note that DISPLAY does not cancel update currency when the
displayed schema was previously current for update.

EMPSCHM is current for display only; schema components cannot be modified.

dis schema empschm.

  dis area emp-demo-region.

  dis rec employee.

EMPSCHM is current for update and display; schema components can be added, modified, deleted, displayed, and
punched.

mod schema empschm.

  del set ooak-skill.

  del set ooak-job.

  dis record job.

DEMOSCHM is current for both update and display; EMPSCHM has lost all currency.

mod schema demoschm.

  del set order-oremark.

  dis rec oremark.

DEMOSCHM remains current for both update and display; DISPLAY does not cancel update currency (for the same
schema).
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dis schema demoschm.

  del set product-item.

  del rec product.

  dis rec item.

EMPSCHM is current for display only; DEMOSCHM loses all currency; no schema is current for update.

dis schema empschm.

  dis area org-demo-region.

  dis set dept-employee.

  dis rec dept.

Using the Schema and Subschema Compilers
This section describes how to use the schema and subschema compilers, specifically, how to:

• Submit statements to the schema and subschema compilers
• Compile in batch and online environments
• Store a subschema load module
• Get a listing of a schema or subschema definition

The following information on the compiling environment is provided where appropriate. 

Online Compiling Schema DDL Statements
You can use an online session to input source DDL statements that create, modify, delete, or display schema and
subschema definitions. For more information on the batch alternative, see Batch Compiling Schema DDL Statements.

An online session begins when the user signs on to the compiler, continues through any number of DDL operations, and
ends when the user signs off from or otherwise terminates the compiler.

Starting a Session

To start an online session, do the following:

1. Sign on to the host TP monitor according to site-standard conventions.
2. Enter the task code for the compiler according to site-standard conventions. Task codes are SCHEMA for the schema

compiler, SSC for the subschema compiler. A line identifying the compiler appears at the top of the screen.
3. Optionally, enter the SIGNON statement in the input/output area of the screen.
4. Optionally, enter the SET OPTIONS statement after the SIGNON statement to establish processing options for this

session.
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NOTE
For more information on SIGNON, SET OPTIONS, and other compiler-directive statements, see Schema
Compiler-Directive Statements.

Submitting Statements

After you are signed on, you can enter ADD, MODIFY, DELETE, DISPLAY, and PUNCH statements, see Operations on
Entities.

NOTE
For more information on schema statements, see Schema Statements. For more information on subschema
statements, see Subschema Statements.

Ending a Session

To end an online session, do the following:

1. Enter SIGNOFF in the input/output area, then press [Enter]. This erases the work file, terminates the full-screen editor,
erases the session options, and displays a transaction summary.

2. Press [Clear]. This returns control to the system.

NOTE
To end a session and return control to the system without receiving a transaction summary, enter the END
command on the top line of the screen instead of using SIGNOFF.

Recovering a Session

If the Compiler Abends

If the schema or subschema compiler terminates abnormally and you want to resume at the point before which you
entered the last statement, enter the compiler's task code.

All updates made to the dictionary remain intact. Text changes made to the last screen are applied to your work file.

If the DC/UCF System Abends

If your system terminates abnormally, the work file and all session options are lost. Enter the compiler's task code to begin
a new session.

Batch Compiling Schema DDL Statements
You can use a batch stream to input source DDL statements that create, modify, delete, or display schema and
subschema definitions.

The following are the batch programs you use to compile source DDL statements for non-SQL databases:

• IDMSCHEM (batch program for schema compiling)
• IDMSUBSC (batch program for subschema compiling)

Running either of these programs in batch mode produces an activity listing, see Schema and Subschema Listings.

NOTE
For the JCL you need to run these compile programs under the central version or in local mode, see Batch
Compiler Execution JCL.

Coding DDL Schema and Subschema Statements
Contents
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This section describes how to submit logical DDL statements to the schema and subschema compilers. It describes
common components of the DDL syntax, statement delimiters, symbols recognized as comments by the compilers, and
input format.

Statement Components

Five Components

Most DDL statements consist of five components, in the following order (exceptions are presented later):

1. Verb (required) designates the specific operation to be performed by the statement: ADD, MODIFY, REPLACE,
DELETE, DISPLAY, or PUNCH. Acceptable verb synonyms are shown in the following table.

Verb Synonym
ADD CREATE
MODIFY ALTER
DELETE DROP

1. Entity type (required) identifies the type of data in the dictionary that the selected operation will affect: SCHEMA,
AREA, RECORD, SET, SUBSCHEMA, LOGICAL RECORD, or PATH-GROUP.

2. Entity occurrence name (required) identifies a specific instance of the named entity type.
3. Optional clauses provide qualifying data for each component occurrence. Optional clauses can be specified in any

order, unless individual clause explanations state otherwise.
4. Period (required) signifies the end of the statement. The period can immediately follow the last word in the statement,

can be separated from the last word by blanks, or can appear on a separate line.
If you specify the SEMICOLON ALTERNATE clause of the SET OPTIONS compiler-directive statement, both the
period (.) and the semicolon (;) will be recognized as statement terminators.

Example Statement

The following example illustrates the parts of the typical DDL statement:

ADD    SCHEMA      EMPSCHM    MEMO DATE IS 04/30/92       .

 ▲        ▲           ▲       ▲                   ▲       ▲

 │        │           │       └───────────────────┘       │

verb   entity      entity       optional clause      terminating

        type     occurrence                             period

                    name

Statement Exceptions

Exceptions to the syntax format rule stated above are clearly indicated in both the syntax layouts and the syntax
explanations of the individual statements. Exceptions include the following:
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• DELETE operations, which must not contain optional clauses (other than those needed to uniquely qualify the entity,
such as VERSION, or satisfy security requirements, that is, PREPARED BY)

• VALIDATE, GENERATE, and REGENERATE, which do not name entities
• Carriage control statements (for compiler listings)
• Compiler-directive statements

Delimiting Statements

Required Delimiters

One or more blanks must be used as delimiters between words and clauses.

Optional Delimiters

Commas (,) and colons (:), are treated as blanks by the compilers and can be used as delimiters between words and
clauses to enhance readability. You can also use a semicolon (;) as a delimiter if the SET OPTIONS statement does not
set the SEMICOLON ALTERNATE END OF SENTENCE to ON.

End of Statement Delimiter

A period (.) signifies the end of the statement. You can also designate a semicolon (;) as an alternative statement
terminator by specifying ON in the SEMICOLON ALTERNATE clause of the SET OPTIONS statement.

Compiler Comments

You can use the following symbols to begin a comment:

Symbol Column
*+ (asterisk, plus) Any
-- (hyphen, hyphen) Any
* (asterisk) 1

CA IDMS/DB treats all remaining text on the input line as a comment.

Significance of *

An asterisk as the first nonblank character of the input line identifies the line as a compiler comment: lines beginning with
an asterisk are ignored by the compiler.

Significance of *+

The combination of the asterisk and the plus sign in columns one and two of an input line identifies the line both as a
comment line (because of the asterisk) and as a line not to be redisplayed.

NOTE
For more information on the compiler's ability to redisplay input, see the ECHO and LIST options in 11.5, “SET
OPTIONS Statement".

Comment Lines in Messages and DISPLAY Output

The DDL compilers generate lines beginning with the *+ combination, as follows:

• Messages -- All informational, warning, and error messages displayed by the compilers are preceded by *+.
• DISPLAY output -- All output lines generated by a DISPLAY AS COMMENTS statement are preceded by *+. For

DISPLAY AS SYNTAX, lines which contain information not directly associated with syntax statements are preceded by
*+.

Example
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In this example, the schema compiler ignores the WITHIN AREA clause when it processes the ADD RECORD statement:

ADD RECORD NAME IS EMPLOYEE

  LOCATION MODE IS CALC

    USING (ID-0415)

    DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED

  *+ WITHIN AREA EMP-DEMO-REGION .

Input Format

80-character Input

You can code statements in columns 1 through 80, or you can limit the input range using the INPUT COLUMNS clause of
the SET OPTIONS statement. The maximum range is 1 through 80. The minimum number allowed between low and high
columns is 10. The default depends on the mode in which the compiler is used:

• Online default -- 1 through 79 in 3270 full-screen mode; 1 through 80 for line devices
• Batch default -- 1 through 72

Multiline Input

DDL statements can be coded as multiple-line input. The four required statement components (verb, entity type, entity
occurrence, and period) and most optional clauses can be continued from one line to the next, as long as words are not
split (including user-supplied names in quotes). No continuation character is required.

Three examples of acceptable subschema DDL input are shown as follows:

• Single line input:

add subschema name is empss01 schema is empschm.

• Multiline input:

add subschema name is empss01

    schema is empschm.

• Multiple statements per line:

signon user is msk. dis schema demoschm with none.

dis area demoxarea. dis rec employee. dis set dept-employee.

Error Handling

An error is any condition that prevents the compiler from performing the requested operation. The user errors detected by
the schema and subschema compilers fall into two major categories:
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• Syntax errors
• Logic errors

The compilers check for both kinds of errors at the same time.

Syntax Errors

Syntax errors are those caused when you violate a clause's format rules (such as a misspelled keyword).

When you submit a statement as input, the compiler examines the statement, word by word, expecting specific
combinations of keywords and expressions. This process is known as parsing the syntax.

The compiler expects a sentence to begin with a verb and end with a period. Words that can follow the verb vary,
depending on the verb; words that can follow a component name vary, depending on the component type; and so on. If
the compiler parses a clause or subclause successfully (that is, if keywords and expressions fall in the expected order),
the compiler attempts to apply that clause. If not, the compiler processes the error.

Logic Errors

Logic errors are those caused when a syntactically correct clause requests an operation that is not practicable (such as a
request to modify a nonexistent component).

When the DDL compiler attempts to satisfy a specific request, it may find that the request is not logical. When trying to
determine the cause of a logic error, you should consider the following possibilities:

• Sentence -- Logical errors can be caused by illogic of the sentence itself (for example, an attempt to modify a
nonexistent component)

• Clause -- Because the compiler examines each clause individually, logic errors can occur in individual clauses.
• Combination of sentence and clause -- Logic errors can be caused by an illogical combination of otherwise correct

clauses or statements, such as a SUBSCHEMA statement whose usage is DML followed by a LOGICAL RECORD
statement.

Some logic errors are not detected when the statement is processed. Check for interdependence of components occurs
when the VALIDATE statement is executed.

Example of a Logic Error

The following example shows a logic error. The first statement contains no errors; the second statement attempts to
assign a record ID already assigned to a record. The compiler actions caused by the partially correct statement are shown
at right.

add record department

  record id is 410

  location mode is calc using dept-id

    duplicates not allowed

  02 dept-id    pic x(4).

add record employee   ◄──────────────────── Puts record in dictionary

  record id is 410    ◄──────────────────── Produces error messages

  location mode is calc using emp-id  ◄──── Assigns location mode and
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     duplicates not allowed                    duplicates option to record

  02 emp-id    pic 9(4).  ◄──────────────── Associates elements with

                                               the record

After the processing is complete, the dictionary contains a partial description of the EMPLOYEE record. To complete the
description, you should issue the following statement:

modify record employee record id is 411.

You can specify any record ID other than 410. Because the location mode and elements already are part of the record
description in the dictionary, you would not need to recode them.

FORWARD SPACING Message

The message FORWARD SPACING TO NEXT PERIOD indicates that the compiler cannot continue processing the
statement. For example, if the compiler detects an invalid password, the compiler must reject all clauses in the statement.
To resume processing, the compiler searches for the end of the statement (the period) and begins with the next keyword.
This message is issued when the compiler is checking either identification or security at the beginning of the statement.
Consequently, no partial updates occur when this message is issued.

More Information about Messages

For detailed information on error/status messages, see the CA IDMS Messages section document.

Coding Keywords, Variables, and Comment Text
Contents

A DDL input statement contains keywords and variables. This section provides rules for:

• Coding keywords
• Forming entity-occurrence names
• Using quotes in user-supplied names
• Coding comments in schema and subschema descriptions

Coding Keywords

Keywords are predefined names or special characters that appear in syntax diagrams. Required letters appear in
uppercase. Optional letters are in lowercase.

Abbreviations

Keywords can be spelled in full, or they can be abbreviated to a minimum of three characters if no other word in the same
syntactical position can be abbreviated identically. The keywords ELEMENT and VERSION are exceptions to the three-
character minimum requirement and can be abbreviated to EL and V, respectively.

Coding Entity-Occurrence Names

An entity-occurrence name is the name you provide to a schema or subschema entity, such as the schema itself, a
schema area, and a schema record.

Valid Characters
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The following are valid characters to include in entity-occurrence names:

• Letters (A through Z)
Lowercase letters in entity names are translated to uppercase.

• Digits (0 through 9)
• At sign (@)
• Dollar sign ($)
• Pound sign (#)
• Hyphen (-)

The first character of an identifier must be a letter, @, $, or #. A hyphen cannot be the last character and cannot follow
another hyphen.

NOTE
Element name can also begin with a digit (0 through 9).

Program Language Restrictions

Because the DDL compilers cannot anticipate which programming languages will use which records and elements, the
user is responsible for ensuring that record and element names follow the character set and word length rules and do not
duplicate any of the reserved words of the specific compiler or assembler.

Maximum Length

The maximum length of an entity-occurrence name depends on the entity. Syntax rules for each entity indicate length
restrictions.

Avoid Using Keywords

Keywords recognized by a DML processor may inhibit the processor's operation when used as entity-occurrence names.
Keywords will pass successfully through the processor under some conditions, but not under others. Consequently, avoid
using keywords as entity-occurrence names.

Coding User-Supplied Values

A user-supplied value is any text value, except an entity-occurrence name, that you supply in a DDL statement.
For example, your user ID and password are user-supplied values. So are character-string literals used in Boolean
expressions and descriptive text for schema and subschema entities.

Lowercase letters are retained in user-supplied values which are enclosed in quotes (such as comments). In values not
enclosed in quotes, lowercase letters are translated to uppercase.

Using Quotes for Special Characters

The coding rules listed for entity-occurrence names apply to user-supplied values. In addition, you can use quotation
marks in order to use special characters. The DDL compilers treat these characters as special characters :

• Comma (,)
• Period (.)
• Semicolon (;)
• Apostrophe (')
• Parenthesis ( ( and ) )
• Colon (:)
• The quote character (' or ")

Default Quotation Mark

The single quotation mark (') is the default quote character established during installation. You can specify the double
quotation mark (") as the quote character by means of the SET OPTIONS statement.
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Embedding the Quote Character

When the quote character is to be embedded in a user-supplied name, it must appear twice for each occurrence in
the original name. For example, the name MARY'S PROGRAM should be input as 'MARY''S PROGRAM' if the single
quotation mark (') has been designated as the quote character, and as "MARY'S PROGRAM" if the double quotation mark
(") has been designated as the quote character.

Code the Closing Quote

If the closing quote is omitted from a quoted literal, the literal is interpreted as including everything to the end of the input
column range.

Nullifying Existing Values

Two quote characters with no space between them is a null string. Null strings can be used for nulling out existing values.
Note that the null string does not null lines of comment text in COMMENTS clauses; it creates one blank line.

Coding Comment Text

You can add comments to SCHEMA, SUBSCHEMA, RECORD element substatement, and LOGICAL record definitions in
the COMMENTS clause. Rules for coding comment-text appear next.

Text Can Be Any Length

Text can extend to any length. Code as many lines as are necessary to document the entity.

Use Quotes on Each Line

A quote must precede the text of each line; ending quotes on each line are optional. When COMMENTS is the last clause
in the statement and the terminating quote (at the end of the last line) is omitted, code the period on a separate line;
otherwise, the compiler treats the period as part of the comment.

Multiline Input

When text extends beyond the first line of input, each subsequent line must begin with a character indicating either
continuation or concatenation, as follows:

Line type Symbol Meaning
Continuation Hyphen (-) Compilers treat the new line as a

continuation of comment text
Concatenation Plus (+) Compilers append the new line to the

preceding line of comment text; any number
of text lines can be concatenated, provided
that their combined length does not exceed
80 bytes

Examples

The following example of the SUBSCHEMA statement compares valid omissions of a terminating quote with an invalid
omission. In the third statement, the subschema compiler assumes that the period is part of the comment and that ADD
RECORD was meant to be a clause of the SUBSCHEMA statement; because this is not valid syntax, the compiler flags
ADD RECORD as an error.

• Valid:

  modify subschema name is empss01

     usage is dml
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     comments 'This subschema is used only in emergencies

     .

  modify subschema name is empss02

     comments 'This subschema will be obsolete by August.

           usage is dml.

• Invalid:

  modify subschema name is empss03

     comments 'This subschema will be obsolete by August.

  add record name is employee.

The following example illustrates continuation and concatenation:

• As input:

  add subschema name is empss01

    comments 'Includes the entire '

    + 'employee '

    + 'database.'

    - 'Ron and Jan '

    + 'are responsible for this subschema.'.

• As output of DISPLAY or PUNCH:

  ADD SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS01

      COMMENTS 'INCLUDES THE ENTIRE EMPLOYEE DATABASE.'

      - 'RON AND JAN ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS SUBSCHEMA.'.

Output From the Compilers
Contents
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This section describes the source code, load modules, and hardcopy listings created by the schema and subschema
compilers.

Source Code and Load Modules

Schema Definition

The schema compiler creates and maintains schemas in the DDLDML area of the dictionary in source form only; no
schema load module ever exists. The schema is not used at runtime.

The dictionary can contain any number of schemas to define different versions of one database or to define several
independent databases.

A schema is identified by a name and version number, the combination of which must be unique.

Subschema Definition

The subschema compiler creates subschemas in source and load module forms in the dictionary. Source is stored in the
DDLDML area. Load modules are stored in the DDLDCLOD area.

Storing a Subschema Load Module in a Load Library

Optionally, you can store a subschema load module in a load library. To do this, perform the following steps:

1. Punch the load module using the subschema or DDDL compiler  -- Submit the PUNCH LOAD MODULE statement to
obtain an object deck of the subschema.

2. Link edit the object deck into the load library  -- Execute the operating system's linkage editor, using as input the object
deck produced by the PUNCH LOAD MODULE statement.

Load Modules at Runtime

At runtime, the subschema load module can reside in either the dictionary load area or a load library. If it resides in both
places, CA IDMS/DB uses the first one it finds based on the loadlist and dictionary established for your session.

If you are using CA OLQ, you must keep the subschemas being accessed by CA OLQ in the dictionary load area.

NOTE
For more information on loading, see the CA IDMS Administrating section document.

Schema and Subschema Listings

Running the schema and subschema batch compile programs produces hardcopy listings, as follows:

• IDMSCHEM produces the Schema Compiler Activity List
• IDMSUBSC produces the Subschema Compiler Activity List

Contents of a Listing

The Schema Compiler Activity List and the Subschema Compiler Activity List each contain the following information:

• Heading -- The top of each page of the listing contains the name of the software component (IDMSCHEM or
IDMSUBSC), release number, name of the listing, date, time, and page number.

• Input listing -- The body of the printout contains a line for each line of source code you entered. Column 1 shows the
compiler-assigned line number. Column 10 shows the text of schema source code.

• Warning and error messages -- These messages are interspersed in the body of the report, as needed. See the CA
IDMS Messages section for descriptions of the compiler messages.

• Transaction summary -- The transaction summary indicates the number of schemas/subschemas compiled and the
number of error and warning messages issued

Format-Control Statements for Listings

You can use the SKIP and EJECT statements to format the schema and subschema listings.
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SKIP

Use the SKIP1/2/3 statement to insert 1, 2, or 3 blank lines after the line on which you entered the statement.

Do not use a terminating period with SKIP and leave no space between SKIP and the number you specify. For example,
code SKIP2, not SKIP 2.

EJECT

Use the EJECT statement to force a new page. Printing on the new page begins with the statement following the EJECT
statement.

Do not use a terminating period with EJECT.

Schema Compiler-Directive Statements
Compiler-directive statements are any statements you issue to the schema or subschema compiler that do not produce
schema or subschema definitions. The following table describes the compiler-directive statements presented in this
section:

Purpose Statement Description
Signon SIGNON Identifies the user and the environment in

which the compiler is to execute.
Signoff SIGNOFF Terminates the compiler.
Set compiler default values SET OPTIONS Establishes defaults for execution of the

compiler.
Include module source INCLUDE Instructs the compiler to use as input the

code found in a dictionary source module.
Display all entity occurrences DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL Displays or punches all occurrences of a

schema or subschema entity.
Display IDD definitions DISPLAY/PUNCH IDD Displays or punches the definition of an

entity occurrence.

The DBA can issue these statements, including SIGNON and SIGNOFF, either online or in batch mode. Compiler-
directive statements are described in alphabetical order.

DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL Statements
The DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL statement displays all occurrences of an entity related to the schema or subschema compiler
from which the statement is issued.

Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬── ALL ──────────────────────────┬─ entity-type ────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─┬─ FIRst ─┬──┬────────────────┬─┘

                   ├─ LASt ──┤  ├─ 1 ◄───────────┤

                   ├─ NEXt ──┤  └─ entity-count ─┘

                   └─ PRIor ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERB ─┬─ ADD     ─┬─┘

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ REPlace ─┤

            ├─ DELete ──┤

            ├─ DISplay ─┤

            └─ PUNch ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘

          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

Expansion of conditional-expression

►►─┬─ mask-comparison ────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►
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   ├─ value-comparison ───────────────────────┤

   └─┬───────┬─ ( ─┬─ mask-comparison ──┬─ ) ─┘

     └─ NOT ─┘     └─ value-comparison ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

   │ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ AND ─┬─┬─ mask-comparison ────────────────────────┬─┴─┘

       └─ OR ──┘ ├─ value-comparison ───────────────────────┤

                 └─┬───────┬─ ( ─┬─ mask-comparison ──┬─ ) ─┘

                   └─ NOT ─┘     └─ value-comparison ─┘

Expansion of mask-comparison

►►─── entity-option-keyword ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬─ CONTAINs ─┬─ 'mask-value' ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ MATCHES ──┘

Expansion of value-comparison

►►─┬─ 'character-string-literal' ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ numeric-literal ────────────┤

   └─ entity-option-keyword ──────┘

 

 ►─┬─ IS ─┬───────┬─────────┬─┬─ 'character-string-literal' ─┬────────────────►◄

   │      └─ NOT ─┘         │ ├─ numeric-literal ────────────┤

   ├─ NE ───────────────────┤ └─ entity-option-keyword ──────┘

   └─┬───────┬─┬─┬─ EQ ─┬─┬─┘
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     └─ NOT ─┘ │ └─ = ──┘ │

               ├─┬─ GT ─┬─┤

               │ └─ > ──┘ │

               ├─┬─ LT ─┬─┤

               │ └─ < ──┘ │

               ├─ GE ─────┤

               └─ LE ─────┘

Parameters

 

• ALL
Lists all occurrences of the requested entity type that the current user is authorized to display.
Online users: With a large number of entity occurrences, ALL may slow response time.

• FIRst
Lists the first occurrence of the named entity type.

• LASt
Lists the last occurrence of the named entity type.

• NEXt
Lists the next occurrence of the named entity type.

• PRIor
Lists the prior occurrence of the named entity type.

• entity-count
Specifies the number of occurrences of the named entity type to list. 1 is the default.

• entity-type
Identifies the entity type or entity synonym that is the object of the DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL request. Valid values for
each compiler appear in the table under "Usage" in this section.

• WHEre conditional-expression
Specifies criteria to be used by the compiler in selecting occurrences of the requested entity type.
The outcome of a test for the condition determines which occurrences of the named entity type the schema or
subschema compiler selects for display.

• mask-comparison
Compares an entity type operand with a mask value.

• entity-option-keyword
Identifies the left operand as a syntax option associated with the named entity type. The table in the "Usage" section
lists valid options for each entity type.

• CONTAINs
Searches the left operand for an occurrence of the right operand. The length of the right operand must be less than or
equal to the length of the left operand. If the right operand is not contained entirely in the left operand, the outcome of
the condition is false.

• MATCHES
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Compares the left operand with the right operand one character at a time, beginning with the leftmost character in each
operand. When a character in the left operand does not match a character in the right operand, the outcome of the
condition is false.

• 'mask-value'
Identifies the right operand as a character string; the specified value must be enclosed in quotation marks. Mask-value
can contain the following special characters:

Special Characters Description
@ Matches any alphabetic character in entity-option-keyword.
# Matches any numeric character in entity-option-keyword.
* Matches any character in entity-option-keyword.

• value-comparison
Compares values contained in the left and right operands based on the specified comparison operator.

• 'character-string-literal'
Identifies a character string enclosed in quotes.

• numeric-literal
Identifies a numeric value.

• entity-option-keyword
Identifies a syntax option associated with the named entity type; valid options for each entity type are listed in the table
presented in the "Usage" section.

• IS
Specifies that the left operand must equal the right operand for the condition to be true.

• NE
Specifies that the left operand must not equal the right operand for the condition to be true.

• EQ/=
Specifies that the left operand must equal the right operand for the condition to be true.

• GT/>
Specifies that the left operand must be greater than the right operand for the condition to be true.

• LT/<
Specifies that the left operand must be less than the right operand for the condition to be true.

• GE
Specifies that the left operand must be greater than or equal to the right operand for the condition to be true.

• LE
Specifies that the left operand must be less than or equal to the right operand for the condition to be true.

• NOT
Specifies that the opposite of the condition fulfills the test requirements. If NOT is specified, the condition must be
enclosed in parentheses.

• AND
Indicates the expression is true only if the outcome of both test conditions is true.

• OR
Indicates the expression is true if the outcome of either one or both test conditions is true.

NOTE
For descriptions of the remaining DISPLAY parameters, see 12.5, “DISPLAY/PUNCH Operations".

Usage

Limiting the Number of Records Read
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You can limit the number of entity occurrences CA IDMS/DB reads for a DISPLAY ALL request by setting two options in
the SET OPTIONS statement:

• DISPLAY ALL LIMIT IS ON activates interrupt processing.
• INTERRUPT COUNT IS interrupt-count terminates the DISPLAY ALL request when the number of occurrences read

exceeds the interrupt limit, whether or not the occurrences meet the criteria of an associated WHERE clause. If you set
the interrupt count to NULL, CA IDMS/DB will reject DISPLAY ALL requests.

Type of Display Depends on Compiler and Entity

The compilers display the entity occurrences as syntax or as comments depending on the entity type requested and the
compiler in which the DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL statement is issued, as shown in the following table

NOTE
C means display as comments; S means display as syntax, if requested.

Entity type Compiler Schema Compiler Subschema
ATTRIBUTES C C
CLASSES C C
ELEMENTS C  
ELEMENT SYNONYMS C  
LOAD MODULES  S
RECORDS C  
RECORD SYNONYMS C  
SCHEMAS S C
SUBSCHEMAS C S
USERS C C

Output Contains Only Enough Information to Display/Punch Entity

Output produced by DISPLAY or PUNCH ALL consists only of the information necessary to execute a DISPLAY/PUNCH
request for each entity occurrence. For example, RECORD occurrences are displayed with their name and version, and
ATTRIBUTE occurrences with their name and class. In an online session, the user can execute the displayed statements
by pressing [Enter]. This two-step process allows the user to scan the names of entity occurrences related to the compiler
in which the statement is issued.

Valid Entity Option Keywords for Conditional Expressions

Entity type Option Entity type Option
ATTribute
User-defined
entity

Entity-type name
PREpared by
REVised by
DATe last UPDated
MONth last UPDated
DAY last UPDated
YEAr last UPDated
DATe CREated
MONth CREated
DAY CREated
YEAr CREated
CLAss name

CLAss Entity-type name
PREpared by
REVised by
DATe last UPDated
MONth last UPDated
DAY last UPDated
YEAr last UPDated
DATe CREated
MONth CREated
DAY CREated
YEAr CREated
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ELement
RECord
USEr

Entity-type name
Version
PREpared by
REVised by
DATe last UPDated
DATe CREated
DEScription
FULl name
(users only)

ELement SYNonym ELement SYNonyn name
ELement NAMe
Version
PREpared by
REVised by
DATe last UPDated
MONth last UPDated
DAY last UPDated
YEAr last UPDated
DATe CREated
MONth CREated
DAY CREated
YEAr CREated
DEScription

RECord SYNonym SYNonym NAMe
RECord NAMe
Version
PREfix
SUFfix
VIEw id
PREpared by
REVised by
DATe last UPDated
MONth last UPDated
DAY last UPDated
YEAr last UPDated
DATe CREated
MONth CREated
DAY CREated
YEAr CREated
DEScription

SUBschema Entity-type name
PREpared by
REVised by
DATe last UPDated
MONth last UPDated
DAY last UPDated
YEAr last UPDated
DATe CREated
MONth CREated
DAY CREated
YEAr CREated
DEScription
SCHema NAMe
SCHema Version

SCHema Entity-type name
PREpared by
REVised by
DATe last UPDated
MONth last UPDated
DAY last UPDated
YEAr last UPDated
DATe CREated
MONth CREated
DAY CREated
YEAr CREated
DATe COMpiled
MONth COMpiled
DAY COMpiled
YEAr COMpiled
DEScription

LOAd module Entity-type name
Version
DATe COMpiled
MONth COMpiled
DAY COMpiled
YEAr COMpiled

Default Order of Precedence Applied to Logical Operators
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Conditional expressions can contain a single condition, or two or more conditions combined with the logical operators
AND or OR. The logical operator NOT specifies the opposite of the condition. The compiler evaluates operators in a
conditional expression 1 at a time, from left to right, in order of precedence. The default order of precedence is as follows:

• MATCHES or CONTAINS keywords
• EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, LE operators
• NOT
• AND
• OR

If parentheses are used to override the default order of precedence, the compiler evaluates the expression within the
innermost parentheses first.

Example

The following example displays all records prepared by user JKD since June 1, 1986:

display all records

  where prepared by eq 'jkd' and

  year created ge '86' and

  month created ge '06' as syntax.

DISPLAY/PUNCH IDD Statement
The DISPLAY/PUNCH IDD statement displays the dictionary definition of an entity occurrence related to the schema or
subschema compiler. The output is displayed as comments.

Entity Definitions

The following table lists the entity definitions that the schema and subschema compilers display:

Entity Type Schema Compiler Subschema Compiler
ATTRIBUTE X X
CLASS X X
ELEMENT X
ELEMENT SYNONYM X
RECORD X
RECORD SYNONYM X
USER X X
LOAD MODULE X

Syntax
 ►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ IDD entity-type name is entity-occurrence-name ─────────────►
    └─ PUNch ───┘
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  ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ version-specification ─┘
  
  ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►
    └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘
                            └─ PASsword is password ─┘
  ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►
    │                 ┌─────────────────────────┐ │
    └─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼- entity-option-keyword ─┴─┘
      ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤
      └─ WITHOut ───┘
  
  ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ VERB ─┬─ ADD ─────┬─┘
             ├─ MODify ──┤
             ├─ REPlace ─┤
             ├─ DELete ──┤
             ├─ DISplay ─┤
             └─ PUNch ───┘
  
  ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
           └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘
 

Parameters

• DISPLAY/PUNCH IDD
Lists or punches an IDD definition as comments.

• entity-type
Specifies one of the entity types listed in the previous table.

• entity-occurrence-name
Names an existing occurrence of the specified entity type.

NOTE
For descriptions of the remaining parameters, see 12.5, “DISPLAY/PUNCH Operations”.

Example

In the following example, the dictionary definition of version 100 of the DEPARTMENT record is requested from the
schema compiler.

 display idd record department version 100.
 

NOTE
For more information on DISPLAY/PUNCH syntax options, see Section12, “Operations on Entities".

The SET OPTIONS Statement
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The SET OPTIONS statement allows a user to establish the following processing options for an individual session:

• Identification of the user who is adding, modifying, deleting, punching, or displaying component descriptions
• Quote character
• Decimal point character
• Characters for delimiting an input file
• Disposition of ADD statements issued for existing components
• Starting and incremental line numbers for record elements and for lines of comment text
• Compiler output format
• Conventions for specifying version numbers for schemas, records, and programs named in DDL statements
• Destination of punched descriptions
• Format of displayed or punched descriptions (syntax or comments)
• Information to be included in displayed or punched descriptions
• Automatic subschema load module deletion

Syntax

SET OPTIONS Statement

►►─── SET OPTions for session ────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DECimal-point is ─┬─ COMma ──┬─┘

                        └─ PERiod ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DEFault is ─┬─ ON ──┬─┘

                  └─ OFF ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─ DEFault for EXIsting Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                       ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                       └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►
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   └─ DEFault for NEW Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────┬─┘

                                  └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ◄──┤

                                           └─ LOWest ────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DELete is ─┬─ ON ────┬─┘

                 └─ OFF ◄──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DISplay ALL LIMit is ─┬─ ON ────┬─┘

                            └─ OFF ◄──┘

 

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ ECHo ────┤

   └─ NO ECHo ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ EOF is ─┬─ /* ◄─────────────┬─┘

              ├─ 'eof-indicator' ─┤

              └─ OFF ─────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ HEAder ────┤

   └─ NO HEAder ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►

   └─ INPut columns are start-column-number THRu end-column-number ─┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ INTerrupt COUnt is ─┬─ interrupt-count ─┬─┘

                          └─ NULl ◄───────────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LINes per page is line-count ─┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ LISt ────┤

   └─ NO LISt ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OUTput line size is ─┬─ 80 ──┬─┘

                           └─ 132 ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ user-specification ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ PROmpt ────┤

   └─ NO PROmpt ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘

                └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ QUOte is ─┬─ ' ─┬─┘

                └─ " ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ REGistration OVErride ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ SEMicolon alternate end of sentence is ─┬─ ON ────┬─┘

                                              └─ OFF ◄──┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ SEQuence is sequence-number ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─ USEr signon OVErride is ─┬─┬─ ALLowed ◄──┬───┬─┘

                               │ └─ ON ────────┘   │

                               └─┬─ NOT ALLowed ─┬─┘

                                 └─ OFF ─────────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   │ ┌───────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼- DISplay display-options ─┴─┘

DISPLAY/PUNCH OPTIONS Statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ OPTions ─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘           └─ for ─┬─ SESsion ◄───┬─┘
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                                   └─ DICtionary ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ WITh ────┬─ DETails ─┘

     └─ WITHOut ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘

          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

 

Expansion for display-options

►►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

   │                 ┌─────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─┬─ WITh ◄─────┬─▼─┬─ ALL COMment TYPes ─────────┬─┴─┘

     ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ AREas ─────────────────────┤

     └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ATTributes ────────────────┤

                       ├─ COMments ──────────────────┤

                       ├─ CULprit headers ───────────┤

                       ├─ DEFinitions ───────────────┤

                       ├─ DETails ───────────────────┤

                       ├─ ELements ──────────────────┤
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                       ├─ HIStory ───────────────────┤

                       ├─ LRS ───────────────────────┤

                       ├─ OLQ headers ───────────────┤

                       ├─ PATh-groups ───────────────┤

                       ├─ PROgrams ──────────────────┤

                       ├─ RECords ───────────────────┤

                       ├─ SCHemas ───────────────────┤

                       ├─ SETs ──────────────────────┤

                       ├─ SHAred structures ─────────┤

                       ├─ SUBschemas ────────────────┤

                       ├─ SYMbols ───────────────────┤

                       ├─ SYNonyms ──────────────────┤

                       ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┬─┤

                       │ └─ UDCS ──────────────────┘ │

                       ├─ USErs ─────────────────────┤

                       ├─ ALL ◄──────────────────────┤

                       └─ NONE ──────────────────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERB ─┬─ ADD ─────┬─┘

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ DELete ──┤

            ├─ DISplay ─┤

            └─ PUNch ───┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ───┘

Parameters

 

• SET OPTions for session
Establishes the defaults that govern a single session. All other executions of the compiler are unaffected by the options
specified in this statement.

• DECimal-point is COMma
Designates a comma as the character that represents a decimal point in DDL source statements.
When DECIMAL-POINT IS COMMA is in effect, a comma (,) is interpreted as a decimal point, and a period (.) is
interpreted as an insertion character.

• DECimal-point is PERiod
Designates a period as the character that represents a decimal point in DDL source statements.
When DECIMAL-POINT IS PERIOD is in effect, a period is interpreted as a decimal point, and a comma is interpreted
as an insertion character.

• DEFault is ON
Specifies that the compiler will accept ADD statements that identify established components and will interpret them as
MODIFY statements. A warning message is issued when this occurs.

• DEFault is OFF
Specifies that the compiler will not accept ADD statements that identify established components. The compiler issues
an error message and terminates processing of the statement in error.

• DEFault for EXIsting Version is
Establishes a default version number for existing schemas, records, programs, and source modules named in DDL
statements. If a statement identifies an existing schema, record, or program without a version number, the compiler
treats the statement as though it were coded with a VERSION clause in the format specified in the DEFAULT FOR
EXISTING VERSION option. Version numbers must fall within the range 1 through 9999, whether specified explicitly or
in relation to existing versions.

• version-number
Specifies an explicit version number and must be an unsigned integer in the range 1 through 9999. If a subsequent
DDL statement references an existing schema, record, or program without including a version number, the compiler
selects the version number specified by version-number.

• HIGhest
Specifies the highest existing version number for the named schema, record, or program. If a subsequent DDL
statement references an existing schema, record, or program without including a version number, the compiler selects
the highest existing version number for that schema, record, or program.

• LOWest
Specifies the lowest existing version number for the named schema, record, or program. If a subsequent DDL
statement references an existing schema, record, or program without including a version number, the compiler selects
the lowest existing version number for that schema, record, or program.

• DEFault for NEW Version is
Establishes a default version number for schemas being added to the dictionary. If an ADD SCHEMA statement names
a schema without a version number, the compiler treats the statement as though it were coded with a VERSION clause
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in the format specified in the DEFAULT FOR NEW VERSION option. Version numbers must fall within the range 1
through 9999, whether specified explicitly or in relation to existing versions.

• version-number
Specifies an explicit version number and must be an unsigned integer in the range 1 through 9999. If a subsequent
ADD SCHEMA statement names a schema without including a version number, the compiler assigns the version
number specified by version-number.

• next HIGhest
Specifies the highest version number assigned to schema-name plus one. If a subsequent ADD SCHEMA statement
names a schema without including a version number, the compiler assigns the highest existing version number for that
schema name plus one.

• next LOWest
Specifies the lowest version number assigned to schema-name minus one. If a subsequent ADD SCHEMA statement
names a schema without including a version number, the compiler assigns the lowest existing version number for that
schema name minus one.

• DELete is ON
Turns on an option to automatically delete version 1 of a subschema load module when the subschema is deleted.

• DELete is OFF
Turns off an option to automatically delete version 1 of a subschema load module when the subschema is deleted.
OFF is the default.

• DISplay ALL LIMit is ON
Limits the number of entity occurrences read for a DISPLAY ALL request by the value specified in the INTERRUPT
COUNT clause.

• DISPLAY ALL LIMit is OFF
Does not limit the number of entity occurrences read for a DISPLAY ALL request. OFF is the default.

• ECHo
Specifies that the compiler lists every line it reads (note that lines beginning with *+ are not echoed). Online, input is
redisplayed; in batch mode, input appears in the compiler's activity listing.

• NO ECHo
Specifies the compiler does not list input lines, whether or not a line contains an error. This option is intended for
commands that are submitted 1 line at a time (for example, under TSO local, z/VM local, or from a hard-copy terminal).

• EOF is
Designates the 2-character logical end-of-file indicator to be honored by the compiler. When the compiler encounters
the indicator coded in the first 2 columns of the input range, it recognizes only the DDL statements that precede the
indicator and does not process DDL statements that follow it.

• /*
Is the default end-of-file indicator.

• 'eof-indicator'
Is a 2-character value enclosed in quotes.

• OFF
Specifies that there is no active end-of-file indicator.

• HEAder
(Batch only) Specifies that a heading line identifying the compiler is to appear on the compiler activity listing.

• NO HEAder
(Batch only) Specifies that no heading line identifying the compiler is to appear on the compiler activity listing.

• INPut columns are
Specifies the input range. The compiler reads, in subsequent input lines, only those columns that fall between start-
column-number and end-column-number, inclusive; all other columns are ignored. Start-column-number and end-
column-number must be at least 10 columns apart. The default and maximum ranges depend on the mode in which
the compiler is used:
– Online:
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• Full-screen mode (default and maximum) -- 1 through 79
• Line device (default and maximum) -- 1 through 80

– Batch:
• Default -- 1 through 72
• Maximum -- 1 through 80

• INTerrupt COUnt is interrupt-count
Specifies the number of entity occurrences CA IDMS/DB will read for a DISPLAY ALL request when you specify
DISPLAY ALL LIMIT IS ON. Interrupt-count is an integer in the range 0 through 32768.

• INTerrupt COUnt is NULL
Sets to 0 (zero) the number of entity occurrences CA IDMS/DB will read for a DISPLAY ALL request when you specify
DISPLAY ALL LIMIT IS ON. If you attempt to issue a DISPLAY ALL statement when the interrupt count is null (0), CA
IDMS/DB will reject the command. NULL is the default.

• LISt
Specifies that the compiler lists every line it reads. LIST performs the same function as ECHO.

• NO LISt
Specifies that the compiler lists only lines containing errors.

• LINes per page is line-count
Establishes the number of lines per page for a terminal display or batch activity listing. Line-count is an integer in the
range 10 through 60. The default is 60.

• OUTput line size is
Specifies the width of the terminal display or batch activity listing. The online default is 80; the batch default is 132.
Note that with an output line size of 80, error messages do not provide the line numbers of lines in error; the error
message, however, will immediately follow the line in error.

• user-specification
Establishes the default user for the user-specification clause in the SCHEMA and SUBSCHEMA statements and can
be overridden in those statements.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for user-specification is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions”.

If this clause is not used, user-id defaults to the user ID known to the DC/UCF system (online compiler) or the user ID
known to the batch environment (batch compiler).

• PROmpt
Indicates that the compiler will prompt the user for each new line of input when entering DDL source statements line by
line (rather than in full-screen mode), as shown in the following example:

ENTER

Note that this option is operational in batch execution, where PROMPT causes the prompt to precede each statement
in the compiler's activity listing.

• NO PROmpt
Indicates that the compiler will not prompt the user for each new line of input when entering DDL source statements
line by line (rather than in full-screen mode).

• PUNch TO module-specification
Specifies that punched output will be directed to the named module in the dictionary. The user can override this default
in individual PUNCH statements.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for module-specification is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions”.

• PUNCH to SYSpch
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Specifies that punched output will be directed to the system punch file. SYSPCH is the default destination established
during installation. The user can override this default in individual PUNCH statements.

• QUOte is '/"
Designates a single (') or double (") quote as the quote character in effect for the session. Once set, the selected
character must be used in DDL source statements wherever a quotation mark is required.

• REGistration OVErride
Turns off schema or subschema security for the session. The user who specifies REGISTRATION OVERRIDE can
modify, delete, display, and punch all schemas and subschemas, even those whose accessibility otherwise is limited
by a PUBLIC ACCESS clause.

• SEMicolon alternate end of sentence is ON/OFF
Designates that the schema and subschema compilers will (ON) or will not (OFF) recognize both a semicolon and
period as an end of statement terminator. OFF, the default, indicates that the compilers will treat a semicolon as a
blank character.

• SEQuence is sequence-number
Specifies the starting and incremental value for the line numbers to be assigned to record elements and to lines of
comment text. Sequence-number must be a 1- to 5-digit unsigned integer.
Sequence numbers assigned to record elements are insignificant within the schema compiler itself; however, you can
refer to an element by its sequence number when using IDD to modify a record description.

• USEr signon OVErride is
Indicates whether CA IDMS/DB will allow users to specify a different user ID in a SIGNON statement from the one
known to the environment in which the compiler is executing (the DC/UCF system for online, the batch environment for
batch).

• ALLowed
Users may sign on to the compiler with a different user ID from the ID known to the execution environment and user-
specification clauses may be used to override the default user ID. ALLOWED is the default. ON is a synonym for
ALLOWED.

• NOT ALLowed
CA IDMS/DB will not allow the user ID to be changed. Users who are already known to the environment cannot specify
a different user ID in the SIGNON statement. Additionally, user-specification clauses cannot be used to change the
default user ID. OFF is a synonym for NOT ALLOWED.

• DISplay display-options
Sets the defaults that govern the output produced by subsequent DISPLAY or PUNCH statements. The defaults
established with this clause can be overridden in individual DISPLAY and PUNCH statements.

• WITh
Instructs the compiler to include the specified types of information in output produced by DISPLAY/PUNCH statements.

• ALSo WITH
Instructs the compiler to include the specified types of information in output produced by DISPLAY/PUNCH statements
in addition to those currently in effect (either through the SET OPTIONS statement or as set in the individual DISPLAY
or PUNCH statement).

• WITHOut
Instructs the compiler to exclude the specified types of information in output produced by DISPLAY/PUNCH
statements.

• ALL COMment TYPes
Displays or punches all comment entries (COMMENT, CULPRIT HEADERS, OLQ HEADERS, DEFINITIONS)
associated with the schema or subschema.

• AREas
Displays or punches all areas in the schema or subschema.

• ATTributes
Displays or punches all attributes, and their respective classes, associated with the schema or the subschema.

• COMments
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Displays or punches comments associated with the schema, schema record, subschema, or logical record.
• CULprit headers

Displays or punches all CA Culprit headers for schema elements, when schema record elements are displayed.
• DEFinitions

Displays or punches all definitions associated with the subschema.
• DETails

Displays or punches details of the component. The details vary depending on the component; they are presented with
the syntax for each schema and subschema statement.

• ELements
When records for the schema are displayed, displays or punches all elements in COBOL format; when records in the
subschema are displayed, all elements included in the subschema definition of the record.

• HIStory
Displays or punches the date and time that the schema or subschema was created and/or last modified and the name
of the user who created or last modified the schema or subschema.

• LRS
Displays or punches all logical records in the subschema.

• OLQ headers
Displays or punches all CA OLQ headers for schema elements, when schema record elements are displayed.

• PATh-groups
Displays or punches all logical-record path groups in the subschema.

• PROgrams
Displays or punches all programs associated with the subschema.

• RECords
Displays or punches all database records and elements in the schema or subschema.

• SCHemas
Displays or punches the schema related to the displayed or punched schema through the DERIVED FROM option of
the SCHEMA statement.

• SETs
Displays or punches all sets in the schema or subschema.

• SHAred structures
Displays or punches the SHARE STRUCTURE clause of a schema record as syntax and the record's elements as
comments.

• SUBschemas
Displays or punches all subschemas related to the displayed or punched schema.

• SYMbols
Displays or punches all symbols associated with the schema.

• SYNonyms
When records for the schema are displayed, displays or punches all record synonyms associated with the schema;
when record elements also are displayed, the record and element synonyms associated with the schema.

• USEr DEFINED COMments/(UDCS)
Displays or punches all user-defined comment keys associated with the schema and subschema.

• USErs
Displays or punches all users associated with the schema or subschema.

• ALL
Displays or punches all the information associated with the displayed component. WITH ALL is the default for the
DISPLAY clause of the SET OPTIONS statement.

• NONE
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Displays or punches only the information that uniquely identifies the component: component name; component
version, if any; and, for subschemas only, the name and version of the associated schema. Note that NONE is
meaningful only when WITH is specified.

• VERB
Sets the default for the verb with which the statements are to be produced as the output of DISPLAY and PUNCH
statements. For example, if VERB ADD is specified, the output of a later DISPLAY RECORD statement is an ADD
RECORD statement; if VERB DELETE is specified, the output of a later DISPLAY RECORD statement is a DELETE
RECORD statement; and so on.
The user can override this default in individual DISPLAY and PUNCH statements.

• AS COMments
Instructs the compiler to list output produced by a DISPLAY or PUNCH statement in comment format (each line begins
with the characters *+). These comment characters specify that the line is not to be redisplayed as a function of the
ECHO or LIST options.

• AS SYNtax
Instructs the compiler to list output produced by a DISPLAY or PUNCH statement in syntax format. Display output AS
SYNTAX when you plan to resubmit some or all of the displayed statements to the compiler (for example, when using
an existing component description as a template for a new component).

• for SESsion
Displays or punches the current options in effect for the session, whether defaulted from installation, set in the
dictionary by IDD, or set for the session with the DDL compiler SET OPTIONS statement. FOR SESSION is the
default.

• for DICtionary
Displays or punches the current options for the dictionary. These options default across sessions. The display does not
list options that are only in effect for the session. Dictionary options are set with SET OPTIONS FOR DICTIONARY in
the IDD DDDL compiler.

• WITh DETails
Specifies that the session or dictionary options are displayed. WITH must be specified to display the options if SET
OPTIONS FOR SESSION DISPLAY WITHOUT DETAILS was specified.

• WITHOut DETails
Specifies that the session or dictionary options are not displayed.

Usage

Schema and Subschema Tasks Performed by DELETE IS ON

In the subschema compiler, DELETE IS ON performs the following tasks:

• Deletes version 1 of the subschema load module from the load area of the dictionary when you issue a DELETE
SUBSCHEMA command.

NOTE
If the subschema load module has a version number other than 1, the load module must be explicitly deleted
using the DELETE LOAD MODULE command. For more information on this command, see Section15,
“Subschema Statements".

• Erases the PROG-051 dictionary record occurrence associated with the subschema load module, provided the
program was built by the subschema compiler and does not participate in any other entity relationships.

In the schema compiler, DELETE IS ON performs the same tasks described above for each subschema associated with
the schema named in the DELETE SCHEMA command.

Order of Precedence Applied to the LIST and ECHO Options

The LIST and ECHO options have similar functions; the compiler uses the following order of precedence in determining
which options will take effect:

1. NO ECHO
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2. NO LIST
3. ECHO
4. LIST

This precedence is interpreted as follows: If NO ECHO is set, the setting of LIST or NO LIST is immaterial; if ECHO and
NO LIST both are set, NO LIST takes precedence; and so on.

AUTHORITY FOR ALL Required

Only users whose dictionary description specifies AUTHORITY FOR ALL can specify REGISTRATION OVERRIDE or
change the following SET OPTIONS settings:

• SIGNON OVERRIDE
• DISPLAY ALL LIMIT
• INTERRUPT COUNT

Other options can be changed by any user holding the necessary authority to use the compiler.

Overriding SET OPTIONS Defaults on Individual Statements

The SET OPTIONS defaults established for user identification, the destination and format of displayed and punched text,
and version assignment can be overridden in individual component statements. Other compiler processing options cannot
be so overridden and remain in effect until they are reset, either explicitly (by a subsequent SET OPTIONS statement) or
automatically.

Options Reset at the Start of Each Session

All options are reset at the beginning of each session:

• In batch mode, each time the compiler is executed.
• Online, with the first DDL statement issued upon returning to the compiler after either a normal session termination

(SIGNOFF) or an abnormal termination of the DC/UCF system. A SIGNON statement that follows session initiation
and precedes a SIGNOFF statement (or, in batch mode, the end of the input file) does not begin a new session and,
therefore, does not reset all options.

Some Options Reset by the SIGNON Statement

The compiler automatically resets some options to their defaults each time a SIGNON statement is issued. The following
table shows which options are reset by the SIGNON statement, which can be changed by the IDD DDDL SET OPTIONS
FOR DICTIONARY statement, and the defaults established at installation:

DISPLAY/PUNCH Options Valid for Each Compiler

Not all options available for the DISPLAY WITH/ALSO WITH/WITHOUT clause affect all DISPLAY or PUNCH statements.
The options that can be specified in this clause apply to DISPLAY or PUNCH statements for specific components, as
shown in the following table:

DISPLAY option Compiler Schema Compiler Subschema
ALL X X
ALL COMMENT TYPES X X
AREAS X X
ATTRIBUTES X X
COMMENTS X X
CULPRIT™ HEADERS X  
DETAILS X X
DEFINITIONS  X
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ELEMENTS X X
HISTORY X X
LRS  X
NONE X X
OLQ HEADERS X  
PATH-GROUPS  X
PROGRAMS  X
RECORDS X X
SCHEMAS X  
SETS X X
SHARED STRUCTURES X  
SUBSCHEMAS X  
SYNONYMS X  
USERS X X
USER DEFINED COMMENTS  X

Default DISPLAY/PUNCH WITH/WITHOUT DETAILS

The default for WITH/WITHOUT DETAILS on the DISPLAY/PUNCH OPTIONS statement is specified at the session level
in the SET OPTIONS statement.

Examples

Sample SET OPTIONS Statement

In this example, the compiler has been instructed to list DISPLAY/PUNCH output in syntax format; each line of input is to
be listed; and subsequent input must be specified in the range of columns 2 through 65.

set options for session

    display as syntax

    list

    input columns are 2 thru 65.

Setting the End-Of-File Indicator

The following example establishes // as the end-of-file indicator for the current compiler session:

set options for session

     eof is '//'.

More Information
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• For more information on modules, see the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section.
• For more information on assigning authority to users, see the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section.
• For more information on DISPLAY/PUNCH statement options, see 12.5, “DISPLAY/PUNCH Operations”.

SIGNON Statement
The SIGNON statement permits users to identify themselves to the compiler and to describe the environment in which the
compiler is to execute.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

If IDMS SECURITY is ON in the dictionary, you must already be assigned the appropriate authority (IDMS, SCHEMA, or
SUBSCHEMA) through the AUTHORITY clause of the IDD DDDL USER statement.

NOTE
For more information on the DDDL USER statement, see IDD DDDL Reference.

Syntax

►►─── SIGnon ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►

   └─ USEr name ─┬─ is ─┬─ user-id ─┬────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                 └─ = ──┘           └─ PASsword ─┬─ is ─┬─ password ─┘

                                                 └─ = ──┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─┬─ DICtionary name ─┬─┬─ is ─┬─┬─ dictionary-name ─┬─┘

     ├─ DICTName ────────┤ └─ = ──┘ └─ ' ' ─────────────┘

     └─ DBName ──────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ NODe name ─┬─┬─ is ─┬─┬─ nodename ─┬──┘

     └─ NODEName ──┘ └─ = ──┘ └─ ' ' ──────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►◄
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   └─ USAge mode ─┬─ is ─┬─┬─ UPDate ◄──────────┬─ for ─┬─ ALL ◄─────┬─┘

                  └─ = ──┘ ├─ PROtected UPDate ─┤       ├─ DDLDML ───┤

                           └─ RETrieval ────────┘       ├─ DDLDCLOD ─┤

                                                        └─ DDLDCMSG ─┘

Parameters

• USEr name is user-id
Specifies the ID of the user signing on to the compiler. If the SECURITY clause of the dictionary (DDDL) SET
OPTIONS statement specifies that security for IDMS is on, user-id must be the ID of a user authorized (in the DDDL
USER clause) for schema or subschema compiler access. User-id must be a 1- to 32-character value and must be
enclosed in quotation marks if it contains embedded blanks or delimiters.

• PASsword is password
Specifies the password of the user signing on to the compiler.

• DICtionary name is dictionary-name
Specifies the dictionary to be accessed by the compiler. If dictionary-name is blanks enclosed by quotes, it indicates
the default dictionary for the local mode runtime environment or the target node if running under the central version.

• NODe name is nodename
Specifies the name of the node that controls the dictionary to be accessed. Nodename identifies a node in the
network. If nodename is blanks enclosed in quotes, it indicates the local node (the node at which the online compiler is
executing or the DC/UCF system accessed by the batch compiler running under the central version).

• USAge mode is
Specifies the manner in which the compiler can access dictionary areas. This clause overrides the usage mode
defined during system generation by means of the IDD statement (see Administrating Security for IDMS).

• UPDate
Specifies that the current user and all other users can update the dictionary concurrently. The compiler automatically
prevents deadlock conditions or situations in which users must wait for commands issued by other users to be
processed. This is the default, unless overridden during system generation.

• PROtected UPDate
Specifies that only the current user can update the dictionary. Other users are restricted to performing retrieval
operations. During an online session, the current user has exclusive control for update only if the DDDL compiler has
been invoked. Between terminal interactions, the areas can be updated by other users.

• RETrieval
Specifies that the current user can only perform retrieval operations against the dictionary. This usage mode does not
restrict other users from accessing the dictionary in update or protected update mode.

• for ALL
Indicates that the usage mode applies to all areas. ALL is the default.

• for DDLDML
Indicates that the usage mode applies only to the DDLDML area.

• for DDLDCLOD
Indicates that the usage mode applies only to the DDLDCLOD area.

• for DDLDCMSG
Indicates that the usage mode applies only to the DDLDCMSG area.
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Usage

When to Specify USER and PASSWORD in SIGNON

If you are identified to the environment in which the compiler is executing and you do not hold the necessary authorities
to perform the intended actions, you must use the USER clause of SIGNON. In this case, you would specify the ID of a
user who holds the necessary authorities (providing USER SIGNON OVERRIDE IS ALLOWED is specified in the SET
OPTIONS statement). If the user ID you specify has been assigned a password in the dictionary being accessed, you
must also supply that password in the SIGNON statement.

If you are not identified to the execution environment and IDMS SECURITY is ON, you must use the USER parameter
of SIGNON. In this case, the user ID and password you specify are verified by the central security facility. If verified, you
will be known to both the execution environment and the compiler. The user ID must hold the appropriate SCHEMA or
SUBSCHEMA authority in the dictionary you are accessing as well as the authority to sign on to the DC/UCF system (if
you are executing online). If the user ID you specify has been assigned a password in the central security facility, that
password must be specified in the SIGNON statement.

In all other cases, the USER parameter is not required and should not be specified.

Identifying the Dictionary to be Accessed

The DICTIONARY and NODENAME clauses together identify the dictionary to be accessed by the compiler. If only one is
specified, the other is derived.

Dictionary-name, if specified, must identify a DBNAME or segment accessible at the target node or local mode runtime
environment. If dictionary-name is not specified, but nodename is specified, then the dictionary is the default dictionary at
the specified node.

In local mode, nodename has no meaning and is ignored. When running under the central version, nodename, if
specified, identifies the node at which the target dictionary resides. If not specified, the location of the dictionary is
determined from the resource table associated with the local DC/UCF system.

If neither dictionary name nor nodename is specified, they will be established from:

• The TCF specification, if running under TCF
• Session attributes as established by DCUF, SYSIDMS, system or user profiles
• The default dictionary associated with the local runtime environment.

User ID Used in Subsequent DDL Statements

User-id becomes the value assigned in the PREPARED BY and REVISED BY clauses (user-specification clause) in
subsequent DDL statements, replacing any user named during system signon; this value can be overridden with the SET
OPTIONS statement, described in this section.

NOTE

More Information:

• For more information on the transfer control facility (TCF), see Using Transfer Control Facility (TCF).
• For more information on DCUF statements, see CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands.
• For more information on dictionary security, see IDD DDDL Reference.
• For more information on central security, see CA IDMS Security Administering.

Operations on Entities
Learn more about the operations you can perform on entities, such as ADD, MODIFY, and DELETE.
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ADD Operations
ADD (or the synonym CREATE) does the following:

• Adds schema and subschema entity definitions to the dictionary
• Associates entities with the current schema or subschema

If the Entity Already Exists

If the entity already exists in the dictionary, the response of the compiler depends on the value associated with the
DEFAULT clause of the SET OPTIONS statement:

• If DEFAULT IS ON is specified, the compiler interprets the ADD as a MODIFY
• If DEFAULT IS OFF is specified, the compiler issues an error message and terminates processing of the statement.

Defaults

You can explicitly code all characteristics of the added entity or accept one or more default characteristics. Default
characteristics are established:

• As dictionary options (using the SET OPTIONS statement)
• As session options (using the SET OPTIONS statement)

The syntax statements identify all default values.

Establishes Update Currency

ADD SCHEMA and ADD SUBSCHEMA statements establish update currency for the specified schema or subschema.
Schema or subschema entities can be updated once update currency is established.

NOTE
For a discussion of currency, see 9.7, “Establishing Schema and Subschema Currency”.

Use VALIDATE After ADD

ADD also sets the schema's or subschema's status to IN ERROR. A VALIDATE statement must set the status to VALID
before the schema or subschema becomes a usable component.

MODIFY Operations
MODIFY (or the synonym ALTER) does the following:

• Changes schema and subschema component entity definitions in the dictionary
• Associates component entities with the current schema or subschema

All clauses valid for ADD operations are also valid for MODIFY operations.

Explicitly Code All Changes

All changes to the existing definition must be explicitly coded. Default values apply to ADD operations only.

Establishes Update Currency

MODIFY SCHEMA and MODIFY SUBSCHEMA statements establish update currency for the specified schema or
subschema. Schema or subschema component entities can be updated once update currency is established.

NOTE
For a discussion of currency, see 9.7, “Establishing Schema and Subschema Currency”.

Use VALIDATE After MODIFY

MODIFY also sets the schema's or subschema's status to IN ERROR. A VALIDATE statement must set the status to
VALID before the schema or subschema becomes a usable component.
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DELETE Operations
DELETE (or the synonym DROP) functions differently for schema and subschema entities. For example, specifying
DELETE for a schema area deletes the named area from the dictionary. Specifying DELETE for a subschema area
disassociates the named area from the subschema description.

Syntax Presentations Describe Actions

You can find a description of DELETE actions in the detailed syntax descriptions provided for each schema and
subschema entity.

VALIDATE Operations
VALIDATE operations cause the schema or subschema compiler to verify the relationships among all components of the
schema or subschema that is current for update. Based on this verification, the compiler sets the status to:

• IN ERROR, if it detects errors
or

• VALID, if it detects no errors

If an error is detected, messages indicate the nature of the error.

Schema and Subschema Status Conditions

The schema or subschema definition in the dictionary carries a status of either IN ERROR or VALID:

• A status of IN ERROR indicates that the definition was not processed by an error-free VALIDATE statement. IN
ERROR prevents other CA IDMS/DB software components (for example, a language precompiler) from using the
schema or subschema. The schema compiler sets the status to IN ERROR following a successful execution of
an ADD or MODIFY SCHEMA statement. Likewise, the subschema compiler does so following ADD or MODIFY
SUBSCHEMA.

• A status of VALID indicates that the schema or subschema is usable by other CA IDMS/DB software components.
The schema compiler sets the schema's status to VALID after the error-free execution of the VALIDATE statement.
Likewise, the subschema compiler does so following the VALIDATE statement or the GENERATE statement.

Use VALIDATE at Any Time During Definition

You can use VALIDATE at any time to verify the relationships of schema or subschema components. For example, you
can use VALIDATE when you have not yet defined schema sets, but want to verify the schema's record structures.
However, expect a warning for any records whose location mode is VIA an undefined set.

DISPLAY/PUNCH Operations
Contents

DISPLAY and PUNCH produce as output the DDL statements that describe the named entity. DISPLAY and PUNCH do
not update the entity description.

The location of the output depends on which verb is used and whether the compiler is operating in a batch or online mode:

• DISPLAY displays online output at the terminal and lists batch output in the compiler's activity listing.
• PUNCH writes the output to the system punch file or to a module in the dictionary. All punched output is also listed in

the compiler's activity listing.

Syntax

The following syntax diagram shows the DISPLAY/PUNCH clauses that are common to all DDL entities. Any exceptions
are noted in the syntax description for each entity.
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NOTE
For DISPLAY ALL syntax, see Section11, “Compiler-Directive Statements”.

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ entity-type-name entity-occurrence-name ────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ version-specification ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   │ │                 ┌───────────────────────────┐ │ │

   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼ ── entity-option-keyword ─┴─┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘

          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERB ─┬─ ADD ─────┬─┘

            ├─ MODify ──┤
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            ├─ DELete ──┤

            ├─ DISplay ─┤

            └─ PUNch ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ───┘

Parameters

 

• entity-type-name
Identifies the type of entity to display or punch.

• entity-occurrence-name
Specifies the name of the entity occurrence to display or punch. Entity-occurrence-name must be the name of an
existing occurrence of the specified entity type.

• version-specification
Optionally, qualifies the named entity occurrence with a version number. The default is the current session option.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for version-specification is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions".

• PREpared by user-id
Identifies the user who is punching or displaying the entity description. User-id can be any 1- to 32-character value; if
the value includes spaces or delimiters, it must be enclosed in quotes. The default is the current session option.
If SIGNON OVERRIDE is not allowed, the PREPARED BY clause is ignored and the user is identified as the user
known to the runtime.

• PASsword is password
Supplies the user's password. If user-id is assigned a password in the dictionary (through the IDD DDDL compiler),
password must be that password; if not, the PASSWORD clause is invalid. The default password is the current session
option.

• WITh
Displays or punches only the parts of the entity description specified by entity-option-keyword in addition to parts that
always are included such as the entity occurrence name and version. WITH overrides the session defaults specified on
the SET OPTIONS statement.

• ALSo WITh
Displays or punches the parts of the entity description specified by entity-option-keyword in addition to those already in
effect (through the SET OPTIONS statement or through the WITH clause in the current DISPLAY statement).

• WITHOut
Does not display or punch the specified options. Other options in effect (through the SET OPTIONS statement or
through WITH or ALSO WITH in the current DISPLAY statement) are displayed.

• entity-option-keyword
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Specifies options to display or punch. Entity-option-keyword differs for each entity. See the description of a particular
entity for more information.

• TO
For PUNCH operations only, specifies the destination of punched output. The default is the current session option.

• module-specification
For PUNCH operations only, directs output to the named module in the dictionary.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for module-specification is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions".

• SYSpch
For PUNCH operations only, directs output to the SYSPCH system punch file

• VERB
Specifies the verb with which the entity statement is to be displayed or punched. For example, if VERB ADD is
specified, the output of the DISPLAY/PUNCH statement is an ADD statement; if VERB DELETE is specified, the output
is a DELETE statement; and so on. If this clause is not coded, the compiler uses the current session option.

• AS COMments
Outputs DDL syntax as compiler comments, with *+ preceding the text of the statement. The default is the current
session option.

• AS SYNtax
Outputs DDL syntax which can be edited and resubmitted to the schema or subschema compiler. The default is the
current session option.

Usage

Defaults Determined by SET OPTIONS

DISPLAY and PUNCH default options are determined by the SET OPTIONS statement.

Security Enforcement

If either the compiler or the entity being displayed or punched is secured, the compiler rejects the operation unless the
user issuing the statement holds the necessary authority. The user issuing the statement is established by:

• The PREPARED BY clause of the DISPLAY/PUNCH statement
• The user-specification in the SET OPTIONS statement
• The user identified in a compiler SIGNON statement
• The user known to the runtime environment in which the compiler is executing

One WITH Clause Per DISPLAY/PUNCH

Only one WITH clause is permitted per DISPLAY/PUNCH operation; if you specify more than one, the compiler applies
only the options specified in the last one. To add additional options, use the ALSO WITH option.

Examples

In the following example, the DISPLAY statement includes all current defaults except the schema history.

display schema name is empschm

        without history.

In the following example, the DISPLAY statement specifies all options (except schema history), whether or not they are
included in the current defaults.
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display schema name is empschm

         with all

         without history.

More Information

 

• For more information on statement syntax, see Section14, “Schema Statements” and Section15, “Subschema
Statements”.

• For more information on compiler comments, see Section10, “Using the Schema and Subschema Compilers”.
• For more information on the SET OPTIONS statement and SET OPTIONS session value for user-specification, see

Section11, “Compiler-Directive Statements”.

Parameter Expansions
This section describes expansions for syntax parameters. In a syntax diagram, an expansion is indicated by an underlined
and italicized variable.

Expansion of boolean-expression
Each FIND/OBTAIN command in a PATH-GROUP statement can include a WHERE clause that specifies boolean
selection criteria to be applied to database record occurrences.

The boolean expression can specify as many comparisons as are required to specify the criteria to be applied to the
database record. Individual comparisons must be connected by the boolean operators AND, OR, and NOT.

Syntax

Expansion of  boolean-expression

►►─┬───────┬─ comparison ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NOT ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ AND ─┬─┬───────┬─ comparison ──┴─┘

       └─ OR ──┘ └─ NOT ─┘

Expansion of  comparison
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►►─┬─ 'character-string-literal' ──────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ numeric-literal ─────────────────┤

   ├─ arithmetic-expression ───────────┤

   ├─ db-record-field ────────────────┤

   └─ lr-field OF LR ─────────────────┘

 

 ►─┬─┬─ EQ ─┬───┬─┬─ 'character-string-literal' ──────┬───────────────────────►◄

   │ ├─ IS ─┤   │ ├─ numeric-literal ─────────────────┤

   │ └─ = ──┘   │ ├─ arithmetic-expression ───────────┤

   ├─ NE ───────┤ ├─ db-record-field ─────────────────┤

   ├─┬─ GT ─┬───┤ └─ lr-field OF LR ──────────────────┘

   │ └─ > ──┘   │

   ├─┬─ LT ─┬───┤

   │ └─ < ──┘   │

   ├─ GE ───────┤

   ├─ LE ───────┤

   ├─ CONTAINS ─┤

   └─ MATCHES ──┘

Parameters

• NOT
Specifies that the opposite of the condition fulfills the test requirements.

• comparison
• 'character-string-literal'

An alphanumeric literal enclosed in single quotes.
• numeric-literal

A numeric literal that can be preceded by a minus sign. In numeric literals, if the current decimal point default is a
comma, a period (.) is interpreted as an insertion character, and a comma (,) is interpreted as a decimal point.

• arithmetic-expression
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An arithmetic expression specified as a minus sign (-), as a simple arithmetic operation, or as a compound arithmetic
operation. Arithmetic operators permitted in an arithmetic expression are +, -, *, and /. Operands can be a numeric
literal, logical-record field, or database field.

• db-record-field
A data field that participates in the database record named in the path DML command. The field can occur in a record
that is accessed but that does not participate in a logical record.

• lr-field of LR
Specifies a data field that participates in the logical record. The OF LR entry is required; it indicates that the value of
the named field has been placed in the logical record's variable-storage location by a previous path DML command.

• EQ/IS/=
Indicates that the value of the left operand must equal the value of the right operand for the boolean expression to be
true. EQ, IS, and = are synonymous.

• NE
Indicates that the value of the left operand must not equal the value of the right operand for the boolean expression to
be true.

• GT/>
Indicates that the value of the left operand must be greater than the value of the right operand for the boolean
expression to be true. GT and > are synonymous.

• LT/<
Indicates that the value of the left operand must be less than the value of the right operand for the boolean expression
to be true. LT and < are synonymous.

• GE
Indicates that the value of the left operand must be greater than or equal to the value of the right operand for the
boolean expression to be true.

• LE
Indicates that the value of the left operand must be less than or equal to the value of the right operand for the boolean
expression to be true.

• CONTAINS
Indicates that the value of the right operand is contained in the value of the left operand. The value of the right operand
must not be longer than the value of the left operand. Note that each operand included with the CONTAINS operator
can be a logical-record field name, database record field name, or alphanumeric literal. The fields must be defined as
alphanumeric or unsigned zoned decimal values and must be an elementary item.

• MATCHES
Indicates that each character in the left operand matches a corresponding character in the right operand (the mask).
When MATCHES is specified, CA IDMS/DB compares the left operand with the mask, one character at a time, moving
from left to right. The result of the match is either true or false: the result is false if CA IDMS/DB encounters a character
in the left operand that does not match the corresponding character in the mask; the result is true if CA IDMS/DB
reaches the end of the mask before encountering a character in the left operand that does not match a mask character.
Three special characters can be used in the mask to perform pattern matching, as follows:

Special Characters Description
@ Matches any alphabetic character
# Matches any numeric character
* Matches any alphabetic or numeric character

Note that each operand included with the MATCHES operator can be a logical-record field name, database record field
name, or alphanumeric literal. The fields must be defined as alphanumeric or unsigned zoned decimal values and must be
elementary items.

• AND
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Indicates the expression is true only if the outcome of both test conditions is true.
• OR

Indicates the expression is true if the outcome of either one or both test conditions is true.

Usage

Order of Evaluation

When CA IDMS/DB encounters a boolean expression, it evaluates all operators in the entire boolean expression.
Operators are evaluated one at a time, beginning with the operator of the highest precedence. Operators in arithmetic
expressions are assigned the highest precedence, followed by comparison operators and boolean operators, respectively.
The default order of precedence is shown, following:

1. Unary minus in an arithmetic expression (highest precedence)
2. Multiplication and division in an arithmetic expression
3. Addition and subtraction in an arithmetic expression
4. MATCHES and CONTAINS comparison operators
5. EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, LE comparison operators
6. NOT boolean operator
7. AND boolean operator
8. OR boolean operator (lowest precedence)

Operations of equal precedence are evaluated left to right.

Use Parentheses to Override Default Precedence of Operators

You can use parentheses to override the default precedence of operators and to clarify multiple-comparison boolean
expressions. The expression in the innermost parentheses is evaluated first. The keyword NOT can precede a
parenthetical expression to negate the result.

Expansion of db-record-field
Contents

Db-record-field specifies a data field that participates in the database record named in a PATH GROUP statement.

Syntax

Expansion of db-record-field

►►─── database-record-field-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   │ ┌─────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─ OF group-element-name ─┴─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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   └─ OF database-record-name ─┘

Parameters

 

• database-record-field-name
Specifies a data field that participates in the database record named in the path command. If data-record-field-name is
not unique within the database record named in the path command, at least one of the optional clauses is required.

• OF group-element-name
Uniquely identifies the named database field. Group-element-name names the group element that contains the field.
A maximum of 15 different OF group-element-name qualifiers can be specified to identify a maximum of 15 levels of
group elements.

• OF database-record-name
Names the database record that contains the field.

Usage

Qualify IDD-Created Synonyms

Note that, although the schema compiler does not allow duplicate elements within a single database record, record
synonyms created with IDD can contain such duplicates. Thus, inclusion of such IDD-created synonyms in the subschema
can necessitate qualification by group element.

Duplicate Element Names in Records Not Recommended

Using duplicate element names in records is not generally recommended because qualification by group element is not
supported by CA OLQ, CA Culprit, or navigational DML statements.

Expansion of lr-field
Lr-field specifies a data field that participates in the logical record named in a PATH GROUP statement.

Syntax

Expansion of lr-field

 ►►─── logical-record-field-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────►
  
  ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
    │ ┌─────────────────────────┐ │
    └─▼─ OF group-element-name ─┴─┘
  
  ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─ OF lr-element-name ─┘
 

Parameter

• logical-record-field-name
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Specifies a data field that participates in the logical record. If logical-record-field-name is not unique within the logical
record, code at least one of the optional clauses.

• OF group-element-name
Uniquely identifies the named database field. Group-element-name names the group element that contains the field.
A maximum of 15 different OF group-element-name qualifiers can be specified to identify up to 15 levels of group
elements.

• OF lr-element-name
Names the logical-record element (database or IDD record) that contains the logical-record field. Lr-element-name can
be a database record name, an IDD record name, or a role name. If the logical record element containing the logical
record field is a record to which a role name has been assigned, lr-element-name must be the role name.

Usage

Coding Subscripts for Multiply-Occurring Fields

Code subscripts for multiply-occurring fields after all other qualifiers, including the OF LR and OF REQUEST clauses. For
example, to refer to the second occurrence of logical-record-field-name, which is defined as occurring three times and
which contains a db-key, code the WHERE clause of find-obtain-dbkey-clause as follows:

 WHERE DBKEY = logical-record-field-name OF LR (2)
 

Expansion of module-specification
Module-specification is used to direct punched output to the named module in the dictionary. The named module must
exist in the dictionary; the PUNCH function will not create a new module.

Syntax

Expansion of module-specification

 ►►─── MODule module-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
  
  ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ version-specification ─┘
  
  ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ LANguage is language ─┘
  
  ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄
    └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘
                            └─ PASsword is password ─┘
 

Parameters

• MODule module-name
Specifies the name of an existing module in the dictionary.

• version-specification
Qualifies the named module with a version number. The version number defaults to the current session option for
existing versions.
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NOTE
Expanded syntax for version-specification is presented in this section.

• LANguage is language
Identifies the language with which the module is associated in the dictionary. If multiple modules with the same name
and version number exist in the dictionary, the LANGUAGE clause is required; if the module is not associated with any
language, this clause is invalid.

• PREpared by user-id
Identifies the user who is updating the module. User-id can be any 1- to 32-character value; if the value includes
spaces or delimiters, it must be enclosed in quotes. The default is the current session option.

• PASsword is password
Supplies the user's password. If user-id is assigned a password in the dictionary (through the IDD DDDL compiler),
password must be that password; if not, the PASSWORD clause is invalid. The default is the current session option.

Usage

Source Statements Appended to End of Module Source

If the module already contains source statements, the compiler places the punched output at the end of the existing
module source; if module source does not exist, the compiler automatically generates a header, which is followed by the
punched output. The header contains the date and time that the initial module source was created.

Use PREPARED BY When Compiler Checks Security

PREPARED BY is used when the compiler checks security. If the module is secured, the compiler rejects the operation
unless it finds the name and password of an authorized user in one of the following places:

• The PREPARED BY clause of the module specification
• The PREPARED BY clause of the PUNCH statement
• The user identified in the SET options user-specification
• The user identified in the signon statement
• The user known to the runtime environment in which the compiler is executing

More Information
For more information about defining modules and security, see the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section.

Expansion of user-specification
Contents

User-specification identifies the user creating or using the schema entity, subschema entity, or SET OPTIONS statement.
This is the user that must hold the authority to perform the operation.

Syntax

Expansion of user-specification

►►─┬ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ─┬───────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

   └ REVised ──┘              └ PASsword is password ─┘
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Parameters

 

• PREpared/REVised by user-id
Identifies the user. User-id can be any 1- to 32-character value; if the value includes spaces or delimiters, it must be
enclosed in site-standard quotes.

• PASsword is password
Supplies the user's password. If user-id is assigned a password in the dictionary (through the IDD DDDL compiler),
password must be that password; if not, the PASSWORD clause is invalid.

Usage

Default User-ID

If user-specification is omitted from a DDL statement, the user issuing the statement is identified as:

• The user specified in the SET OPTIONS statement
• The user specified in the SIGNON statement
• The user known to the DC/UCF system executing the online compiler or the user known to the batch environment, if

executing the batch compiler.

Ignored if SIGNON OVERRIDE NOT ALLOWED

If SIGNON OVERRIDE is not allowed, user-specification is ignored and authorization checking is done using the user-id
known to the runtime environment.

Expansion of user-options-specification
Contents

User-options-specification associates a user with a schema or subschema for security or documentation purposes.

Syntax

Expansion of user-options-specification

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ REGistered for ─┬─ DELete ──────────┬─┘

                      ├─ DISplay ─────────┤

                      ├─ MODify ──────────┤

                      ├─ UPDate ──────────┤

                      ├─ PUBlic ACCess ◄──┤

                      └─ ALL ─────────────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►
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   └─ RESponsible for ─┬─ CREation ─┬─┬──────────────────────────┬─┘

                       ├─ UPDate ───┤ │ ┌──────────────────────┐ │

                       ├─ DELetion ─┤ └─▼─ AND ─┬─ CREation ─┬─┴─┘

                       └─ NONe ◄────┘           ├─ UPDate ───┤

                                                └─ DELetion ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

Parameters

 

• REGistered for
Authorizes the user to perform the specified types of operations on the schema.

• DELete
Allows the user to perform DELETE, DISPLAY, and PUNCH operations only.

• DISplay
Allows the user to perform DISPLAY and PUNCH operations only.

• MODify
Allows the user to perform MODIFY, DISPLAY, and PUNCH operations only.

• UPDate
Allows the user to perform all basic operations: MODIFY, DELETE, DISPLAY, and PUNCH. Unlike ALL, UPDATE
neither changes public access nor allows the associated user to change public access.

• PUBlic ACCess
Allows the user to perform only those operations, on the schema or subschema, that are available to all users who can
sign on to the schema or subschema compiler. PUBLIC ACCESS is the default.

• ALL
Allows the user to perform all basic operations: MODIFY, DELETE, DISPLAY, and PUNCH. Additionally, ALL allows the
user to issue the PUBLIC ACCESS clause (described in the SCHEMA or SUBSCHEMA statement), thus enabling the
user to change security for the schema. If user-id is the first user to have this capability, ALL changes public access to
NONE.

• RESponsible for
Documents a user's responsibility for the schema. It has no effect on the user's authority to access the schema or
subschema. Specify any or all of the following options:
– CREATION
– UPDATE
– DELETION
– NONE (default)

• TEXt is user-text
Allows further documentation of the user's association with the schema or subschema. User-text is 1 through 40
characters of text; if it contains spaces or delimiters, it must be enclosed in site-standard quotes.
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NOTE
For more information on the PUBLIC ACCESS authority, see the SCHEMA and SUBSCHEMA statements.

Expansion of version-specification
Version-specification explicitly qualifies an entity with a version number. If you don't specify a version, the default is the
current session option for existing versions.

Syntax

Expansion of version-specification

 ►►─── Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
                   ├─ HIGhest ────────┤
                   └─ LOWest ─────────┘
 

NOTE
NEXT HIGHEST and NEXT LOWEST are options in the VERSION clause of ADD SCHEMA.

Parameters

• version-number
Specifies an explicit version number and must be an unsigned integer in the range 1 through 9999

• HIGhest
Specifies the highest version number assigned to the named entity

• LOWest
Specifies the lowest version number assigned to the named entity

• NEXt HIGhest/NEXt LOWest
Establishes the version number of a new schema as the next higher or next lower version with respect to existing
schemas with the same name.

Examples

The following ADD SCHEMA statement would assign version 6 to the new schema EMPSCHEM, if version 5 of
EMPSCHEM already exists.

 add schema empschem version next highest.
 

The following is an example of modifying the lowest version. If versions 2, 7, and 11 of schema SOFSCHEM exist in the
dictionary, the following statement would cause version 2 of SOFSCHEM to be modified:

 modify schema sofschem version is lowest.
 

Schema Statements
This section describes SCHEMA statements. Syntax, parameter descriptions, usage information, and examples are
presented for each statement. Statements are presented in the order in which you use them when you are defining a
schema.

The SCHEMA statements identify the schema as a whole, and establish schema currency. In addition, SCHEMA
statements can:
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• Add, modify, delete, display, or punch a schema description
• Establish security for the schema
• Authorize users to issue specific verbs against the schema

Syntax order

ADD/MODIFY syntax is presented first, followed by DELETE syntax. DISPLAY/PUNCH syntax is presented last.

Expansion variables

Diagrams for expansion variables (indicated by underscore and italics) are shown at the end of the current syntax
diagram. Expansions for common clauses are handled in a separate section, and those expansions are referenced in the
parameter description.  

Syntax

Syntax: ADD/MODIFY SCHEMA statement

►►─┬─ ADD ────┬─ SCHema name is schema-name ──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MODify ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ───────┬─┘

                  ├─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ◄──┬─┤

                  │        └─ LOWest ────┘ │

                  ├─ HIGhest ──────────────┤

                  └─ LOWest ───────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ user-specification ────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ schema DEScription is description-text ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MEMo DATe is mm/dd/yy ─┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─ ASSign RECord IDS from ─┬─ 1001 ◄────────────┬─┘

                              └─ record-id-number ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   └─ DERived from SCHema is ─┬─ old-schema-name ┬───────────────────────┬─┬┘

                              │                  └ version-specification ┘ │

                              └─ NULl ◄────────────────────────────────────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ INClude ◄──┬─ USEr is user-id ─┬──────────────────────────────┬┴─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘                   └─ user-options-specification ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic ACCess is allowed for ─┬─ DELete ──┬─┘

                                    ├─ DISplay ─┤

                                    ├─ MODify ──┤

                                    ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                    ├─ ALL ◄────┤

                                    └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   │ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─────────────┬─ class-name is attribute-name ┬───────────────────┬┴─┘

       ├─ INClude ◄──┤                               └ TEXT is user-text ┘
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       └─ EXClude ───┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   │  ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

   └──▼─┬─────────────┬─ USER DEFINED COMMENT is comment-key ─────────────────

        ├─ INClude ◄──┤

        └─ EXClude ───┘

─►────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

  ──────────────────────────┐ │

  ──┬─────────────────────┬─┴─┘

    └─ TEXt is user-text ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─┬─ COMments ────┬──┬─ comment-text ─┬─┘

     └─ comment-key ─┘  └─ NULl ─────────┘

Syntax: DELETE SCHEMA

►►─── DELete SCHema name is schema-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬──────────►

                                         └─ version-specification ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ user-specification ─┘

Syntax: DISPLAY/PUNCH SCHEMA

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ SCHema name is schema-name ─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ version-specification ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   │ │                 ┌─────────────────────────┐ │ │

   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ ALL COMment TYPes ─┬─┴─┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ AREas ─────────────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ATTributes ────────┤

                         ├─ COMments ──────────┤

                         ├─ CULprit headers ───┤

                         ├─ DETails ───────────┤

                         ├─ ELements ──────────┤

                         ├─ HIStory ───────────┤

                         ├─ OLQ headers ───────┤

                         ├─ RECords ───────────┤

                         ├─ SCHemas ───────────┤

                         ├─ SETs ──────────────┤

                         ├─ SHAred structures ─┤

                         ├─ SUBSChemas ────────┤

                         ├─ SYNonyms ──────────┤
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                         ├─ USErs ─────────────┤

                         ├─ ALL ───────────────┤

                         └─ NONe ──────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERB ─┬─ ADD ─────┬─┘

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ DELete ──┤

            ├─ DISplay ─┤

            └─ PUNch ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ────┬──┘

          └─ SYSpch ──────────────────┘

Parameters

 

• SCHema name is schema-name
Identifies the schema. Schema-name must be a 1- to 8-character value. Schema-name must not be the same as any
components or synonyms within the schema.

• Version is
Qualifies the schema with a version number, which distinguishes this schema from others that have the same
name. Version-number specifies an explicit version number and must be an unsigned integer in the range 1 through
9999. On an ADD operation, the default is the session default for new versions; on other operations, the default is the
session default for existing versions.
– NEXt HIGhest
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On an ADD operation, specifies the highest version number assigned to schema-name plus 1. For example, if
versions 3, 5, and 8 of schema CULSCHEM exist in the dictionary, NEXT HIGHEST would define in version 9 of
CULSCHEM.

– NEXt LOWest
On an ADD operation, specifies the lowest version number assigned to schema-name minus 1. For example,
if versions 3, 5, and 8 of schema CULSCHEM exist in the dictionary, NEXT LOWEST would define version 2 of
CULSCHEM.

– HIGhest
On MODIFY and DELETE operations, specifies the highest version number assigned to schema-name. For
example, if versions 2, 7, and 11 of schema SOFSCHEM exist in the dictionary, HIGHEST would indicate version 11
of SOFSCHM.

– LOWest
On MODIFY and DELETE operations, specifies the lowest version number assigned to schema-name. For
example, if versions 2, 7, and 11 of schema SOFSCHEM exist in the dictionary, LOWEST would indicate version 2
of SOFSCHM.

• user-specification
Identifies the user accessing the schema description. If SIGNON OVERRIDE is not allowed, user-specification is
ignored and the user id identified as the user known to the runtime environment.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for user-specification is presented in Section13, "Parameter Expansions”.

• schema DEScription is description-text
Optionally specifies a name that is more descriptive than the 8-character schema name required by CA IDMS/DB,
but can be used to store any type of information. This clause is purely documentational. Description-text is a 1- to 40-
character alphanumeric field; if it contains spaces or delimiters, it must be enclosed in site-standard quotes.

• MEMo DATe is mm/dd/yy
Specifies any date the user wishes to supply; it is purely documentational. Note that the time and date of schema
creation and last revision are maintained automatically, apart from MEMO DATE, by the schema compiler.

• ASSign RECord IDS from record-id-number
Specifies the number that the schema compiler will use as a base for numbering schema records. Record-id-
number must be an unsigned integer in the range 10 through 9999; it defaults to 1001. Record-id-number is assigned
to the first record in the schema that specifies RECORD ID IS AUTO. the compiler assigns record-id-number to that
record.

NOTE
For more information on assigning IDs for subsequent records, see the description of RECORD ID IS AUTO
under 14.4, “RECORD Statement”.

• DERived from SCHema is old-schema-name
Associates the current schema with another schema (old-schema-name). This clause is purely informational.

• DERived from SCHema is NULl
Dissolves such an association between the current schema and another. It is purely documentational.

• INClude USEr is user-id
Associates a user with the schema description. User-id must be the name of a user as defined in the dictionary.

• user-options-specification
Specifies options available to a user associated with the schema.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for user-options-specification is presented in Section13, "Parameter Expansions”.

• EXClude USEr is user-id
Disassociates a user from the current schema. User-id must be the ID of a user as defined in the dictionary.

• PUBlic ACCess is allowed for
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For the current schema and its components, specifies which operations are available for public access (that is, to all
users who can sign on to the schema compiler). When coded, the keyword ALLOWED can be abbreviated to no fewer
than 4 characters (ALLO).

• DELete
Allows all users to DELETE, DISPLAY, and PUNCH the schema and its components.

• DISplay
Allows all users to DISPLAY and PUNCH the schema and its components.

• MODify
Allows all users to MODIFY, DISPLAY, and PUNCH the schema and its components.

• UPDate
Allows all users to ADD, MODIFY, DELETE, DISPLAY, and PUNCH the schema and its components. Unlike ALL,
UPDATE does not allow users to change the schema's PUBLIC ACCESS specification.

• ALL
Allows all users to ADD, MODIFY, DELETE, DISPLAY, and PUNCH the schema and its components. Additionally, ALL
allows users to change the schema's PUBLIC ACCESS specification, thus enabling them to change security for the
schema. ALL is the default.

• NONe
Prohibits all users, except those explicitly associated with the schema, from accessing it in any way.

• INClude class-name is attribute-name
Classifies the schema for documentational purposes by associating an attribute with the schema. INCLUDE is the
default.
Class-name must be the name of a class as defined in the dictionary through the IDD DDDL compiler. If the dictionary
entry for the class specifies that attributes must be added manually, attribute-name must be the name of an attribute
already associated with class-name; if not, attribute-name can be any 1- to 40-character value, enclosed in site-
standard quotes if it contains spaces or delimiters.

NOTE
See the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section for instruction in defining classes and attributes.

• TEXT is user-text
Supplies additional documentation of the assignment of a specific attribute to the schema. User-text is 1 to 40
characters of text; if it contains spaces or delimiters, it must be enclosed in site-standard quotes.

• EXClude class-name is attribute-name
Disassociates an attribute from the schema. Class-name must be the name of a class for which an attribute is already
associated with the schema; attribute-name names the attribute to be disassociated from the schema.

• INClude/EXClude USER DEFINED COMMENT is comment-key
Identifies a type of comment to be associated with (INCLUDE) or disassociated from (EXCLUDE) the schema.
INCLUDE is the default. Comment-key must identify an existing user-defined comment type. Values that contain
embedded blanks or special characters or that duplicate a keyword from the DDL syntax must be enclosed in site-
standard quote characters. Comment text is assigned to the comment-key using the COMMENTS clause.

• COMments/comment-key is comment-text/NULl
Updates or removes schema comments. Comment-key is the value assigned in the USER DEFINED COMMENTS
clause of the IDD DDDL MODIFY ENTITY statement. NULl removes comment text from the current schema.

NOTE
Coding rules for comment-text are presented in 10.5.4, “Coding Comment Text”.

• ALL COMment TYPes
Displays and punches all information from the categories COMMENTS, CULPRIT HEADERS, and OLQ HEADERS.

• AREas
Displays and punches all areas in the schema.

• ATTributes
Displays and punches all attributes, and their respective classes, associated with the schema.

• COMments
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Displays and punches all comments associated with the schema through the COMMENTS clause of the ADD or
MODIFY SCHEMA statement; when RECORDS and ELEMENTS are also specified, all COMMENTS associated with
the record elements.

• CULprit headers
When RECORDS and ELEMENTS are also specified, displays and punches all CULPRIT HEADERS specified for the
record elements.

• DETails
Displays and punches information specified previously in the following clauses:
– SCHEMA DESCRIPTION
– MEMO DATE
– ASSIGN RECORD IDS FROM
– PUBLIC ACCESS

• ELements
When RECORDS is also specified, displays and punches all elements contained within the records.

• HIStory
Displays and punches creation and revision information:
– Creation -- The date and time the schema was added to the dictionary and the user who added it (also known as

the prepared-by user)
– Revision -- The date and time the schema was last modified and the user who modified it (also known as the

revised-by user)
• OLQ headers

When RECORDS and ELEMENTS are also specified, displays and punches all OLQ HEADERS specified for the
record elements.

• RECords
Displays and punches all records in the schema, without their associated elements.

• SCHemas
Displays and punches the schema associated with the current schema through the DERIVED FROM SCHEMA clause.

• SETs
Displays and punches all sets in the schema.

• SHAred structures
When RECORDS and DETAILS are also specified, WITH SHARED STRUCTURES displays the SHARE
STRUCTURE clause of the record definition as syntax, and the record's elements as comments. WITHOUT SHARED
STRUCTURES displays a clause, USES STRUCTURE OF RECORD, as comments, and the record's elements as
syntax.

• SUBSChemas
Displays and punches all subschemas associated with the schema.

• SYNonyms
When RECORDS is also specified, displays and punches the record synonyms associated with the schema; when
RECORDS and ELEMENTS are also specified, displays and punches the record and element synonyms associated
with the schema.

• USErs
Displays and punches all users associated with the schema.

• ALL
Displays and punches the entire schema description.

• NONe
Displays and punches only the schema name and version number.

Usage

Effect of ADD on Schema
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ADD creates a new schema description in the dictionary. Default values established through the SET OPTIONS statement
can be used to supplement the user-supplied description.

ADD also sets the schema's status to IN ERROR. A VALIDATE statement must set the status to VALID before a
subschema or CA IDMS/DB utility can reference the schema.

Effect of MODIFY on Schema

MODIFY modifies an existing schema description in the data dictionary. This verb also sets the schema's status to IN
ERROR. A VALIDATE statement must set the status to VALID before a subschema or CA IDMS/DB utility can reference
the schema.

Effect of DELETE on Schema

DELETE deletes an existing schema description and its associated subschema descriptions from the dictionary.

If the SET OPTIONS statement specifies DELETE IS ON, the schema compiler also:

• Logically deletes version 1 of all subschema load modules associated with the schema from the load area of the
dictionary (load modules qualified by another version number must be explicitly deleted).

• Automatically erases version 1 of any PROG-051 dictionary record occurrence associated with the subschema load
module, provided the record was built by the subschema compiler and is not related to any other entity type in the
dictionary.

SCHEMA statement defaults

The schema compiler defaults to supply this information on the schema:

• Version-number defaults to the current session option for new versions.
• The record ID assignment begins with 1001.

ADD interpreted as MODIFY

If, on an ADD operation, a schema of the same name and version already exists in the dictionary, the action taken by the
schema compiler varies depending on the session option for DEFAULT:

• If DEFAULT IS ON was specified, the schema compiler interprets the ADD as a MODIFY for the named schema.
• If DEFAULT IS OFF was specified, the schema compiler issues an error message and terminates processing of the

ADD SCHEMA statement. Note that, in this case, schema currency will be null for subsequent statements.

Security enforcement

If either authority for SCHEMA is on or the schema being operated on is secured in the dictionary, the user issuing
the schema statement must hold the necessary authority to perform the operation. The user issuing the statement is
established by:

• user-specification in the SCHEMA statement
• user-specification in the SET OPTIONS statement
• The user identified in a compiler SIGNON statement
• The user known to the runtime environment in which the compiler is executing

If SIGNON OVERRIDE is not allowed, the user is always the one known to the runtime environment.

USER DEFINED COMMENTS clause

To associate a user-defined comment with a schema:

1. Specify a comment-key in the USER DEFINED COMMENTS clause
2. Associate comment-text with the key in the COMMENTS clause

If a COMMENTS clause appears in a MODIFY statement, the compiler edits or removes existing comment text.
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To remove user-defined comments:

1. Specify NULL in a COMMENTS clause
2. Specify EXCLUDE in a USER DEFINED COMMENTS clause

Use DISPLAY ALL to list all schema names

To list the names of all schemas, issue a DISPLAY ALL statement.

Examples

Minimum SCHEMA statement

The following example supplies the minimum SCHEMA statement required for the purpose of later establishing a
functional database:

add schema name is sampschm.

Using the TEXT clause to document schema revisions

In the following example, the DBA documents schema revisions and the purposes for those revisions; note that the DBA
first defined REVISION NUMBER as a class in the dictionary with auto attributes.

modify schema name is culschem  version 6

    revision number is '6.5'

        text is 'accommodate new billing procedures'.

NOTE
For more information on the DISPLAY ALL statement, see Section11, “Compiler-Directive Statements".

AREA Statement

The AREA statements identify a logical area of the database. Depending on the verb and options coded, the AREA
statements can also:

• Add, modify, delete, display, or punch the area description
• Determine which (if any) database procedures will be executed when the area is accessed at runtime

The schema compiler applies AREA statements to the current schema. For an explanation of schema currency, see
Establishing Schema and Subschema Currency.

Syntax

Syntax: ADD/MODIFY AREA

►►─┬─ ADD ────┬─ AREa name is area-name ──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MODify ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ SAMe AS area base-area-name ────────────────────────────────────────────

 

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►

  ─── of SCHema base-schema-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                                  └─ version-specification ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─ CALl procedure-name ─┬─ BEFore ──────────┬─┬───────────────────┬─┴─┘

                             ├─ AFTer ───────────┤ └─ function-option ─┘

                             └─ on ERRor during ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ EXClude ALL CALls ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ESTimated PAGes ─┬─ are ─┬─ page-count ─┘

                       └─ is ──┘

Expansion of function-option

►►─┬─ REAdy ─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────►◄

   │         └─ for ─┬─ EXCLUSive ─┬─ UPDate ────┬─┬─┘ │

   │                 │             └─ RETrieval ─┘ │   │

   │                 ├─ PROtected ─┬─ UPDate ────┬─┤   │

   │                 │             └─ RETrieval ─┘ │   │
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   │                 ├─ SHAred ─┬─ UPDate ────┬────┤   │

   │                 │          └─ RETrieval ─┘    │   │

   │                 ├─ UPDate ────────────────────┤   │

   │                 └─ RETrieval ─────────────────┘   │

   ├─ FINish ──────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ COMmit ──────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ ROLlback ────────────────────────────────────────┘

Syntax: DELETE AREA

►►─── DELete AREa name is area-name ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Syntax: DISPLAY/PUNCH AREA

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ AREa name is area-name ─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │

   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │

   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ ALL ─────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘   └─ NONE ────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERB ─┬─ ADD ─────┬─┘

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ DELete ──┤
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            ├─ DISplay ─┤

            └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘

          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

Parameters

• AREa name is area-name
Identifies the area description. Area-name is a 1- to 16-character name that is the same as a physical area name.
Apply the following considerations when selecting area names:
– Area-name must not be the same as the schema name or the name of any other component (including synonyms)

within the schema.
– Because area-name will be copied into DML programs, it must not be the name of a keyword known to either the

DML precompiler or the host programming language.
• SAMe AS area base-area-name

Copies the entire area description from an area in another schema into the current schema. Base-area-name must
identify an existing area.

• of base-schema-name
Identifies the schema that contains base-area-name. The base schema must have a status of VALID (see the
VALIDATE statement in this section).

• version-specification
Qualifies the schema that contains base-area-name with a version number. The default version for existing schemas
is the current session option. Expanded syntax for version-specification is presented in Expansion of version-
specification.
If the highest version of base-schema-name does not contain base-area-name, the schema compiler issues an error
message; the compiler does not search for the highest schema version that contains base-area-name. Likewise, if
the lowest version number assigned to base-schema-name does not contain base-area-name, the schema compiler
issues an error message; the compiler does not search for the lowest schema version that contains base-area-name.
SAME AS AREA must not be specified for an area to which database procedures already are assigned. Consequently,
placement of the SAME AS AREA clause is restricted as follows:
– ADD operation -- When used in an ADD operation, SAME AS AREA must precede all other optional clauses.
– MODIFY operation -- SAME AS AREA cannot be used in a MODIFY operation unless the area was added with no

optional clauses.
As stated earlier, SAME AS AREA copies all information from the copied area to the new area description; the schema
compiler treats all subsequent clauses as MODIFY operations.

• CALl procedure-name
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Requests that a system-provided or user-defined database procedure be called at specified times during runtime
processing.
Procedure-name is the CSECT name or entry point of an existing procedure. If, at runtime, the procedure is link edited
alone for dynamic loading, procedure-name must also be the load library member name.

• BEFore
Calls a database procedure before a runtime READY, FINISH, COMMIT, or ROLLBACK function is performed against
the area.

• AFTer
Calls a database procedure after a runtime READY, FINISH, COMMIT, or ROLLBACK function is performed against
the area.

• on ERRor during
Calls a database procedure when an error occurs during a runtime READY, FINISH, COMMIT, or ROLLBACK function
performed against the area. The DBMS detects an error when the error status is not 0000.

• function-option
Specifies the database function that invokes the database procedure. If no function is specified, the procedure is called
for every DML function performed against the area.

• REAdy
Invokes the database procedure when the runtime system encounters a READY statement.

• EXCLUSive
Invokes the database procedure for those runtime READY statements that include either the EXCLUSIVE UPDATE or
EXCLUSIVE RETRIEVAL usage mode.

• EXCLUSive UPDate
Invokes the database procedure for those runtime READY statements that include the EXCLUSIVE UPDATE usage
mode.

• EXCLUSive RETrieval
Invokes the database procedure for those runtime READY statements that include the EXCLUSIVE RETRIEVAL
usage mode.

• PROtected
Invokes the database procedure for those runtime READY statements that include either the PROTECTED UPDATE
or PROTECTED RETRIEVAL usage mode.

• PROtected UPDate
Invokes the database procedure for those runtime READY statements that include the PROTECTED UPDATE usage
mode.

• PROTected RETrieval
Invokes the database procedure for those runtime READY statements that include the PROTECTED RETRIEVAL
usage mode.

• SHAred
Invokes the database procedure for those runtime READY statements that include either the SHARED UPDATE or
SHARED RETRIEVAL usage mode.

• SHAred UPDate
Invokes the database procedure for those runtime READY statements that include the SHARED RETRIEVAL usage
mode.

• SHAred RETrieval
Invokes the database procedure for those runtime READY statements that include the SHARED RETRIEVAL usage
mode.

• UPDate
Invokes the database procedure for those runtime READY statements that include any UPDATE usage mode.

• RETrieval
Invokes the database procedure for those runtime READY statements that include any RETRIEVAL usage mode.

• FINish
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Invokes the database procedure when the runtime system encounters a FINISH statement.
• COMmit

Invokes the database procedure when the runtime system encounters a COMMIT statement.
• ROLlback

Invokes the database procedure when the runtime system encounters a ROLLBACK statement.
• EXClude ALL CALls

Negates any previously assigned CALL clauses for the area.
• ESTimated pages is page-count

Specifies an estimated page count for the area. Page-number is an integer in the range 0 through 1073741822. The
default is 0.
Code this option if your transaction performs SQL against a non-SQL database. The value you enter helps the SQL
optimizer determine the best way to retrieve records; for example, using an area sweep, an index, and so on.

• DETails
Displays or punches with the following information on the area:
– All database procedures assigned to the area
– The type and name of each symbol associated with the area

• ALL
Displays or punches the entire area description.

• NONe
Displays or punches only the area name.

Usage

DELETE Deletes Area From Subschemas Associated With Schema

DELETE AREA deletes the named area description from the data dictionary. Consequently, the area is removed not only
from the current schema, but also from the descriptions of all subschemas associated with the current schema.

SAME AS AREA clause saves coding time

Because SAME AS AREA copies an existing description, it can relieve the DBA of a considerable amount of coding,
particularly when many database procedure calls are common across schemas. For an example of assigning database
procedures to areas, see the CALL clause, later in this discussion.

You can code multiple CALL statements

Any number of CALL statements for as many DML functions as desired can be specified for an area, as shown in the
following example:

add area name is ins-prod-region

    same as area ins-demo-region of schema empschm version 1

    call excrash before ready for exclusive

    call securchk before ready for protected update

    call updimsg on error during ready for update

    call countall after finish

    call securlog after ready for update.
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If more than one BEFORE, AFTER, or ON ERROR procedure is specified for the same function, the procedures are
executed in the order specified.

Must respecify all calls to change one call

To change database procedures for an area, all calls must be respecified. For example, to remove CALL SECURLOG
from the above specification, code the following:

mod area name is ins-prod-region

    call countall after finish

    call securchk before ready for update.

    call updimsg on error during ready for update

    call excrash before ready for exclusive.

Calls needed for IDMSCOMP compression

If any record in the area uses IDMSCOMP and IDMSDCOM for compression and decompression, the area should have
the following database procedure specifications:

call idmscomp before finish

call idmsdcom before finish

This ensures that the work areas used by the compression and decompression routines are freed when a rununit
terminates.

Examples

Sample Minimum AREA Statement

The following example supplies the minimum AREA statement required for the area to be a valid schema component:

add area name is emp-demo-region.

Copying an area from another schema

In the following example, the statement creates the EMP-PROD-REGION area, which is identical to EMP-DEMO-REGION
and associates the new area with the current schema:

add area name is emp-prod-region

    same as area emp-demo-region

         of schema empschm version is 1.
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NOTE
For more information on database procedures, see Section16, “Writing Database Procedures”.

RECORD Statement
The RECORD statements identify a database record type. Depending on the verb, options, and sub-statements coded,
the RECORD statements can also:

• Add, modify, delete, display, or punch the record description
• Assign the record to a database area
• Determine which (if any) database procedures will be executed when occurrences of the record are accessed at

runtime
• Create a record structure, that is, a dictionary description of the record, including its synonyms, elements, and element

synonyms; associate the record with an existing structure

The schema compiler applies RECORD statements to the current schema.

NOTE
For an explanation of schema currency, see Establishing Schema and Subschema Currency.

RECORD Statement Syntax

Syntax ADD/MODIFY RECORD

►►─┬─ ADD ────┬─ RECord name is record-name ──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MODify ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ SHAre ─┬─ record-structure-option ───┬─┘

             └─ record-description-option ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ RECord ID is ─┬─ record-id-number ─┬─┘

                    └─ AUTo ─────────────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   │ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─────────────┬─ record-synonym-specification ─┴─┘
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       ├─ INClude ◄──┤

       └─ EXClude ───┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

   └─ LOCation MODe is ┬ calc-location-mode-specification ────────────────┬┘

                       ├ DIRect ──────────────────────────────────────────┤

                       ├ VIA set-name set ┬─────────────────────────────┬─┤

                       │                  └ displacement-specification ─┘ │

                       ├ VSAm ────────────────────────────────────────────┤

                       └ vsam-calc-location-mode-specification ───────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ WIThin AREa area-name ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                             ├─ SUBarea symbolic-subarea-name ─┤

                             └─ offset-expression ─────────────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ VSAm TYPe is ─┬─┬─ FIXed ────┬─ LENgth ─┬─ SPAnned ────┬─┬─┘

                    │ └─ VARiable ─┘          └─ NONSPAnned ─┘ │

                    └─ NULl ───────────────────────────────────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►

   └─ MINimum ROOT length is ─┬─ root-length characters ─┬─┘

                              ├─ CONtrol length ─────────┤

                              ├─ RECord length ──────────┤

                              └─ NULl ───────────────────┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   └─ MINimum FRAgment length is ─┬─ fragment-length characters ─┬─┘

                                  ├─ RECord length ──────────────┤

                                  └─ NULl ───────────────────────┘

    ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►──▼─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─►

      └─ DCTable name ─┬ BUILTIN ─────┬─┬────────────────────────────────┬┘

                       └ dctable-name ┘ └ is used FOR ─┬─ COMpression ───┤

                                                       ├─ DECOMpression ─┤

                                                       └─ BOTh ◄─────────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►

   └─ PROcedure name procedure-name is used FOR ─┬─ COMpression ───┬─┘

                                                 └─ DECOMpression ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►

   │ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─ CALl procedure-name ─┬─ BEFore ──────────┬─┬──────────────┬─┴─┘

                             ├─ AFTer ───────────┤ ├─ CONnect ────┤

                             └─ on ERRor during ─┘ ├─ DISCONnect ─┤

                                                   ├─ ERAse ──────┤

                                                   ├─ FINd ───────┤

                                                   ├─ GET ────────┤

                                                   ├─ MODify ─────┤
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                                                   └─ STOre ──────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ estimated OCCurrences are record-count ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ EXClude ALL CALls ─┘

Expansion of record-structure-option

►►─── STRucture of record shared-record-name ─────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

   ├─ version-specification ────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ of SCHema shared-schema-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                                    └─ version-specification ─┘

Expansion of record-description-option

►►─── DEScription of record shared-record-name ───────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── of SCHema shared-schema-name ───────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ version-specification ─┘

Expansion of record-synonym-specification

►►─── RECord ─┬─ SYNonym name ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

              └─ name SYNonym ─┘
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 ►─┬─ IS record-synonym-name FOR language language ─┬─────────────────────────►◄

   └─ FOR language language IS record-synonym-name ─┘

Expansion of calc-location-mode-specification

►►─── CALc USIng ─┬─ calc-element-name ─────────────┬─────────────────────────►

                  │     ┌─────────────────────┐     │

                  └─ ( ─▼─ calc-element-name ─┴─ ) ─┘

 

 ►─── DUPlicates are ─┬─ FIRst ───────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

                      ├─ LASt ────────┤

                      ├─ by DBKey ────┤

                      └─ NOT allowed ─┘

Expansion of displacement-specification

►►── DISplacement ─┬──USIng symbolic-displacement-name ─┬─────────────────────►◄

                   └─ page-count pages ─────────────────┘

Expansion of vsam-calc-location-mode-specification

►►─── VSAm CALc USIng calc-element-name ──────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── DUPlicates are ─┬─ UNORDered ───┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

                      └─ NOT allowed ─┘

Expansion of offset-expression

►►── OFFset ─┬─ 0 ◄──────────────────────┬── for ─┬─ 100 PERcent ◄─────┬──────►◄

             ├─ offset-page-count PAGes ─┤        ├─ percent PERcent ──┤
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             └─ offset-percent PERcent ──┘        └─ page-count PAGes ─┘

Syntax: DELETE RECORD

►►─── DELete RECord name is record-name ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

Syntax: DISPLAY/PUNCH RECORD

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ RECord name is record-name ─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   │ │                 ┌─────────────────────────┐ │ │

   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ ALL COMment TYPes ─┬─┴─┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ AREas ─────────────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ COMments ──────────┤

                         ├─ CULprit headers ───┤

                         ├─ DETails ───────────┤

                         ├─ ELements ──────────┤

                         ├─ OLQ headers ───────┤

                         ├─ SHAred structures ─┤

                         ├─ SYNonyms ──────────┤

                         ├─ ALL ───────────────┤

                         └─ NONe ──────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERB ─┬─ ADD ─────┬─┘

            ├─ MODify ──┤
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            ├─ DELete ──┤

            ├─ DISplay ─┤

            └─ PUNch ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ────┬─┘

          └─ SYSpch ──────────────────┘

RECORD Statement Parameters

• RECord name is record-name
Identifies the database record description to be added, modified, or deleted. Record-name must be a 1- to 16-
character name. The first character must be A through Z (alphabetic), #, $, or @ (international symbols). The
remaining characters can be alphabetic or international symbols, 0 through 9, or the hyphen (except as the last
character or following another hyphen). Record-name must not be the same as the schema name or the name of any
other component (including synonyms) within the schema.

• SHAre
Connects an existing record structure to the schema record. That is, the schema record shares the dictionary
description of an existing record, including its synonyms, elements, and element synonyms. Note that, unlike the
COPY ELEMENTS substatement the SHARE clause does not create a new record structure.

NOTE
For more information on contrasting SHARE and COPY ELEMENTS, see "Usage" in this section.

The following considerations apply to the sharing of record structures:
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– All schema records that share a single structure must have the same name.
– Any number of identically named records can share a single structure.
– The structure is shared equally among the records; that is, no single record owns the structure.
– When coded, the SHARE clause must precede any RECORD SYNONYM clauses. Synonyms are assigned to the

structure and are therefore available to all schema records that share the structure.
– The schema compiler does not allow modification of a shared structure, except to include record synonyms.

Nonstructural information (record ID, location mode, and so on) is maintained separately for each schema record
and can be modified.

– The SHARE clause and ELEMENT substatements are mutually exclusive. Use SHARE to connect the record to an
existing structure; use ELEMENT substatements to create a new structure for the schema record.

– Do not use ELEMENT substatements for any schema record that shares a structure. Once SHAREd, a schema
record should always be maintained through SHARE clauses.

• record-structure-option
Allows the schema record to share the structure of either a dictionary record (IDD record) or a record that belongs
to another schema. The DBA must supply the appropriate RECORD ID, LOCATION MODE, VSAM TYPE, WITHIN
AREA, MINIMUM ROOT, MINIMUM FRAGMENT, and CALL clauses, as shown in the following example:

add record name is skill

    share structure of record skill

        of schema othrschm

    location mode is calc using skill-code

        duplicates are not allowed

    within area org-demo-region

    minimum root length is control length

    minimum fragment length is record length

    call idmscomp before store

    call idmscomp before modify

    call idmsdcom after get.

• shared-record-name
Identifies an existing record. While it can be either a primary name or a synonym, shared-record-name must be the
same as record-name (the object of the ADD or MODIFY).

• of SCHema shared-schema-name
Names the schema associated with shared-record-name. Shared-schema-name must be the name of a schema,
already defined in the dictionary, in which shared-record-name participates. The schema must have a status of VALID
(see the VALIDATE statement in this section).

• version-specification
Uniquely qualifies shared-schema-name with a version number. The default for existing versions is the current session
option.
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NOTE
Expanded syntax for version-specification is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions”.

• record-description-option
Allows the schema record to share the structure of a record that belongs to another schema. Unlike SHARE
STRUCTURE, SHARE DESCRIPTION copies the remainder of shared-record-name's description (record ID, location
mode, and so forth) to the schema record named as the object of the ADD or MODIFY (record-name). In the following
example, the SKILL record in the current schema shares the structure of the SKILL record in EMPSCHM (version 1);
each record has its own copy of nonstructural information:

add record name is skill

    share description of record skill

        of schema empschm version 1.

SHARE DESCRIPTION is not valid if record-name already has nonstructural specifications.
• shared-record-name

Identifies an existing record. While it can be either a primary name or a synonym, shared-record-name must be the
same as record-name (named as the object of the ADD or MODIFY). Shared-record-name must be qualified with the
name of the schema to which it belongs.

• version-specification
Uniquely qualifies dictionary records specified for shared-record-name. The default is the session option.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for version-specification is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions”.

• of SCHema shared-schema-name
Names the schema associated with shared-record-name. This clause is required.
Shared-schema-name must be the name of a schema, already defined in the dictionary, in which shared-record-name
participates. The schema must have a status of VALID (see 14.8, “VALIDATE Statement”)

• version-specification
Uniquely qualifies shared-schema-name with a version number. The default for existing versions is the current session
option.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for version-specification is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions”.

• RECord ID is
Assigns a number that uniquely identifies each schema record type. Record IDs are used internally only by CA IDMS/
DB software: user-written code never refers to record IDs.

WARNING
Do not change record IDs for existing databases. Use the RECORD ID clause only when adding new records
or when changing records in a schema for which a database is not yet defined.

• record-id-number
Specifies an absolute record ID; it must be an unsigned integer in the range 10 through 9999. Record IDs can be
duplicated across areas in the schema, however, record IDs must be unique for all records within one area

• AUTo
For ADD operations only, indicates that the compiler automatically assigns the record ID. If the record is the first in
the schema to be assigned a record ID, AUTO assigns the value specified in the ASSIGN RECORD IDS clause in the
SCHEMA statement; otherwise, AUTO assigns a value 1 greater than the highest record ID in the schema, until 9999
is reached. When 9999 is reached, the AUTO attribute assigns the highest unused record ID.
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The compiler assigns the ID when the ADD RECORD statement is processed; subsequent displays of the record show
the actual ID, rather than the word AUTO.

• INClude record-synonym-specification
Identifies a record synonym to be associated with the primary record name. A synonym is an alternate name for a
record. You can associate more than one record synonym with a record.

• record-synonym-name
Names the record synonym. Record-synonym-name must follow the rules for the host language with which the
synonym is being used and must follow the rules specified above for record names. Record synonyms that will be
copied into a subschema or used with OLQ must not exceed 16 characters.

• language
Specifies the host language with which the record synonym will be used. Valid values are any of the languages defined
in the dictionary, including those defined when CA IDMS/DB is installed: COBOL, PL/I, ASSEMBLER, OLQ, SQL, and
CULPRIT. A single synonym may be associated with any number of languages. A record may have only one record
synonym associated with language SQL.
You can specify the language variable before or after the record-synonym-name variable.

• EXClude record-synonym-specification
Disassociates the named record synonym from the record, provided it is not associated with any other schemas,
subschemas, maps, or logical records. If you specify the optional FOR LANGUAGE clause, CA IDMS/DB
disassociates the record synonym from the named language.

• LOCation MODe is
Defines the technique that CA IDMS/DB will use to physically store occurrences of the record type. Each record type
must be assigned only one location mode. Note, however, that a record type's location mode does not restrict retrieval
of record occurrences to a single technique.

• calc-location-mode-specification
Specifies that occurrences of the record are to be stored on or near a page that CA IDMS/DB calculates from values in
the record element(s) defined by calc-elecalc-element-name (the record's CALC key).

• calc-element-name
Names any elementary or group data element defined as a record element (see 14.5, “Element Substatement"), with
the following restrictions:
– No element named FILLER can be used in the CALC key.
– No repeating element (that is, one defined with an OCCURS clause) and no element subordinate to a repeating

element can be used in the CALC key.
Multiple calc-element-name values can be coded, forming a compound CALC control element and thereby allowing
record placement to be keyed on more than one element within the record. The element names that form the CALC
control element need not be contiguous within the member record. The combined lengths of the elements (as defined
in the PICTURE and USAGE clauses of the ELEMENT substatement) must not exceed 256 bytes.
If the calc key is to be referenced as a primary key in a set definition, calc-element-name must not identify a group
element.

• DUPlicates are
Specifies whether occurrences of a record type with duplicate CALC key values are allowed and, if allowed, how they
are logically positioned relative to the duplicate record already stored.

• FIRst
Logically positions record occurrences with a duplicate CALC key before the duplicate record already stored.

• LASt
Logically positions record occurrences with a duplicate CALC key after the duplicate record already stored.

• by DBKey
Logically positions record(s) occurrences with a duplicate CALC key according to the db-key.

• NOT allowed
Indicates that record occurrences with duplicate CALC keys are not allowed.

• DIRect
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Specifies that occurrences of the record are to be stored on or near a page specified at runtime by the user program.
• VIA set-name set

Specifies that occurrences of the record are to be stored relative to their owner in a specific set:
– If the member and owner records are assigned to the same page range, the member record occurrences are

clustered as close as possible to the owner record.
– If the member and owner records are assigned to different page ranges, the member record occurrences are

clustered at locations, within their page range, proportional to the location of the owner within its page range.
– If set-name is a system-owned indexed set, CA IDMS/DB will attempt to store the member record in physical

sequential order.
Set-name specifies the name of a set in which the record type participates as a member. In most cases, records are
defined before sets, so set-name need not identify an existing set. However, until the set is defined, the VALIDATE
statement will detect errors in the schema.

• displacement-specification
Specifies how far away member records are stored from the owner record.

• DISplacement USIng symbolic-displacement-name
Names a symbol used to represent the displacement. The symbol is assigned a value in a corresponding physical area
definition.

• DISplacement page-count pages
Specifies how far away member records cluster from the owner record when the member and owner record
occurrences are assigned to the same page range. The member records cluster starting at the page on which the
owner record resides plus page-count pages (wrapping around to the beginning of the page range if necessary).
Page-count must be an unsigned integer in the range 0 through 32,767. If page-count exceeds the number of pages in
the record page range, the displacement wraps around to the beginning of the page range.

• VSAm
Specifies that the record is a native VSAM record for which CALC access is required.

• vsam-calc-location-mode-specification
Specifies the CALC key used to access occurrences of the record type from a native VSAM file.

• USIng calc-element-name
Names the element representing the key of a native VSAM file. For KSDS files, calc-element-name identifies the
primary key; for PATH files, it identifies an alternate index on a KSDS or ESDS file. It also must be defined through an
ELEMENT substatement, with the same restrictions as those for the CALC element in the CALC USING clause above.

• DUPlicates are
Specifies whether native VSAM record occurrences are allowed to have duplicate CALC keys and if allowed. The
DUPLICATES option must correspond to the duplicates option specified when the file was defined to VSAM.

• UNORDered
Indicates that CA IDMS/DB stores record occurrences with duplicate CALC keys and always retrieves the duplicate
record occurrences in the order in which they were stored (whether retrieving forward or backward through the area).

• NOT allowed
Indicates that CA IDMS/DB does not store record occurrences with duplicate CALC keys.

• WIThin AREa area-name
Identifies the area in which occurrences of the record type will be located. Area-name must name an area associated
with the current schema.

• SUBAREA symbolic-subarea-name
Names a symbol used to represent a page range (a subarea). Within the physical area definition, the symbolic subarea
is assigned the actual range of pages. in which CA IDMS/DB will store occurrences of the record type.

• offset-expression
Specifies a relative range of pages, in terms of either a percentage of the physical area or a number of pages in which
CA IDMS/DB will store occurrences of the record type. By default, CA IDMS/DB uses the entire physical area.

• offset-page-count PAGES
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Determines the lowest page that CA IDMS/DB should use as the first page to store occurrences of the record type. CA
IDMS/DB calculates the actual page, using the formula shown next, when you generate the DMCL that contains the
physical area:

record's lopage = (LPN + offset-page-count)

 

     where LPN = the lowest page number in the physical area

Offset-page-count must be an integer in the range 0 through the number of pages in physical-area-name minus 1.
• offset-percent PERcent

Determines the first page in which CA IDMS/DB will store occurrences of the record type based on the initial page
range of the physical area:

record's lopage = (LPN + (INP * offset-percent * .01))

 

     where LPN = the lowest page number in the physical area

       and INP = the initial number of pages in the physical area

Offset-percent must be an integer in the range 0 through 100.
• FOR page-count PAGes

Determines the last page in which CA IDMS/DB will store occurrences of the record type based on record's low page.

record's hipage = (RLP + page-count - 1)

 

     where RLP = the first page in which occurrences of the

                 record will be stored

The calculated page must not exceed the highest page number in the physical area.
• FOR percent PERcent

Determines the last page in which CA IDMS/DB will store occurrences of the record type based on the record's low
page and the total number of pages in the physical area:

record's hipage = (RLP + (TNP * percent * .01) - 1)

 

     where RLP = the first page in which occurrences of the record

                 will be stored

       and TNP = the total number of pages in the physical area
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Percent must be an integer in the range 1 through 100. The default is 100. If percent causes the calculated high page
to be greater than the highest page number in the physical area, CA IDMS/DB will ignore the excessive page numbers
and will store the record occurrences up to and including the last page in the physical area. The following example is
valid and causes EMPLOYEE records to be stored over the last 3/4ths of the area:

add record name is employee

    within area emp-demo-region

        offset 25 percent for 100 percent.

• VSAm TYPe is
Identifies the record as a native VSAM data record and removes or supplies information on how the file containing
the record was defined to VSAM. Unless NULL is specified, the options must match those of the VSAM file being
described.
For a schema definition to be valid, VSAM TYPE must be supplied for all native VSAM records; this clause is valid only
for those records.

• FIXed LENgth
Specifies a fixed length record.

• VARiable LENgth
Specifies a variable length record.

• SPAnned
Specifies that occurrences of the record can span VSAM control intervals.

• NONSPAnned
Specifies that occurrences of the record cannot span VSAM control intervals.

• NULl
Removes information previously specified in a VSAM TYPE clause.

• MINimum ROOT length is
Specifies (or removes the specification for) the minimum portion of a variable-length record that can be stored
on a database page. During DML STORE operations, if CA IDMS/DB cannot find a page with enough space to
accommodate the minimum root, it will not store the record.

• root-length characters
Specifies that the initial portion of the record must be the specified number of bytes (characters). Root-length must
include all CALC, index, and sort control elements. It must be an unsigned integer; if it is not a multiple of 4, the
compiler will make it so by rounding up.

• CONtrol length
Specifies that the initial portion of the record must include all bytes up to and including the last CALC, index, or
sort control element. If the record contains an element defined with an OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause, or if a
PROCEDURE NAME or DCTABLE clause is used to indicate compression, CONTROL LENGTH is the default.

• RECord length
Specifies that the initial portion of the record must be the entire record (that is, the record is not to be fragmented).

• NULl
Removes information previously specified in a MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH clause.

• MINimum FRAgment length is
Either specifies the minimum length of subsequent segments (fragments) of a variable-length record or removes such
specification (NULL). During DML STORE and MODIFY operations, if CA IDMS/DB cannot find a page with enough
space to accommodate the specified portion of the record, it will not store or modify the record.

• fragment-length characters
Specifies that subsequent portions of the record must include at least fragment-length bytes (an exception is the last
fragment, which can be smaller). Fragment-length must be an unsigned integer; if it is not a multiple of 4, the compiler
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will make it so by rounding up. If the record contains an element defined with an OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause,
the default is 4.
If the record does not contain an OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause but does contain either a PROCEDURE NAME or
a DCTABLE clause (indicating that it is compressed), the default is 40, or (record-length - control-length), whichever is
smaller.

• RECord length
Specifies that subsequent portions of the record must include the remainder of the record. No more than one fragment
will ever be created.

• NULl
Removes information previously specified in a MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH clause.

• DCTable name
For sites that have installed CA IDMS Presspack, specifies the name of a Data Characteristic Table (DCT). A DCT
establishes the best way to compress or decompress records, based upon statistics created by the IDMSPASS utility.
This parameter is repeatable so you can specify one DCT for compression and another for decompression.

• BUILTIN
Specifies the name of a DCT supplied with CA IDMS Presspack that contains generic information that can be used to
compress or decompress any record or set of records.

• dctable-name
Specifies the name of a customized DCT. Dctable-name is a 1- to 8-character name of a customized DCT created by
IDMSPASS.

• is used FOR COMPression
Specifies that the named DCT is used to compress records.

• is used FOR DECOMpression
Specifies that the named DCT is used to decompress records.

• is used FOR BOTh
Specifies that the named DCT is used to compress and decompress records. BOTH is the default.

• PROcedure name procedure-name
Specifies the name of a standard compression or decompression procedure. Procedure-name is the name of a
system-provided or user-defined database record compression or decompression procedure. It must be the CSECT
name or entry point of an existing procedure. If, at runtime, the procedure is link edited alone for dynamic loading,
procedure-name must also be the load library member name.

• is used FOR COMpression
Specifies that the procedure compresses the record.

• is used FOR DECOMpression
Specifies that the procedure decompresses the record.

• CALl procedure-name
Specifies the name of a system-provided or user-defined database procedure to be called when the runtime system
performs the specified DML function against the record. If no function is specified, the procedure is called for every
DML function performed against the record.
Procedure-name is the CSECT name or entry point of an existing procedure. If, at runtime, the procedure is link edited
alone for dynamic loading, procedure-name must also be the load library member name.
If multiple procedures are called for the same function, the procedures are invoked in the order specified.

• BEFore
Calls the procedure before the DML function is performed against the record.

• AFTer
Calls the procedure after the DML function is performed against the record.

• on ERRor during
Calls the procedure when a runtime error occurs during the processing of a DML function against the record. A runtime
error exists when the error status is not equal to 0000.

• CONnect
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Calls the database procedure in response to a CONNECT function.
• DISCONnect

Calls the database procedure in response to a DISCONNECT function.
• ERAse

Calls the database procedure in response to an ERASE function.
• FINd

Calls the database procedure in response to a FIND function. To call a database procedure in response to OBTAIN,
code this option and the GET option.

• GET
Calls the database procedure in response to a GET function. To call a database procedure in response to OBTAIN,
code this option and the FIND option.

• MODify
Calls the database procedure in response to a MODIFY function.

• STOre
Calls the database procedure in response to a STORE function.

• estimated OCCurrences are record-count
Specifies an estimated number of record occurrences. CA IDMS/DB uses this value to optimize SQL access to the
record. Record-count is an integer in the range 0 to 2,147,483,647. The default is 0.

• EXClude ALL CALls
Negates any previously assigned CALL clauses for the record.

• ALL COMment TYPes
Displays and punches all information from the categories COMMENTS, CULPRIT HEADERS, and OLQ HEADERS.

• AREas
Displays and punches the WITHIN AREA clause of the RECORD statement.

• COMments
When ELEMENTS is also specified, displays and punches all comments associated with the record elements through
the COMMENTS clause of the ELEMENT substatement.

• CULprit headers
When ELEMENTS is also specified, displays and punches all CULPRIT HEADERS specified for the record elements.

• DETails
Displays and punches the following information on the record:
– The record ID
– The name and version number of the record whose structure was used to create the schema record
– The record's location mode
– The record's VSAM TYPE specification, if any
– The record's MINIMUM ROOT specification
– The record's MINIMUM FRAGMENT specification
– All database procedures assigned to the record

• ELements
Displays and punches all elements associated with the record.

• OLQ headers
When ELEMENTS is also specified, displays and punches all OLQ HEADERS specified for the record elements.

• SHAred structures
When DETAILS is also specified, displays and punches the SHARE STRUCTURE clause of the RECORD statement
as syntax and the record's elements as comments; WITHOUT SHARED STRUCTURES displays the USES
STRUCTURE clause as comments and the record's elements as syntax.

• SYNonyms
Displays and punches the record's synonyms; when ELEMENTS is also specified, the record and element synonyms.

• ALL
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Displays and punches the entire record description
• NONe

Displays and punches only the record name

RECORD Statement Usage

Effect of ADD On Records

ADD creates a new schema record description in the data dictionary and associates it with the current schema. The
record is known as a schema record.

Unless the SHARE clause is used, ADD also creates a record structure for the schema record. The record structure's
name is the same as that of the schema record. The structure is automatically assigned a version number, which
distinguishes the record from others that have the same name in the dictionary. The schema compiler uses NEXT
HIGHEST when assigning record version numbers.

Effect of MODIFY on records

MODIFY modifies an existing schema record in the dictionary. All clauses associated with an ADD operation can be
specified for MODIFY operations.

NOTE
IDD DDDL Reference  provides instruction for replacing record elements in schema-owned records under the
RECORD entity type discussion. IDD can be used to include documentary information on the record or to modify
record elements.

MODIFY operations that affect the record structure

MODIFY operations that use the SHARE clause or ELEMENT substatements affect the record structure. The following
considerations apply to such MODIFY operations:

• The SHARE clause and the ELEMENT substatements disassociate the schema record from its existing structure, then
associate the record with the specified structure. A schema record's structure is never modified.
If the disassociated structure becomes unused as a result of the MODIFY operation, the schema compiler deletes the
structure from the dictionary unless it is used in any of the following ways:
– Participates in a map
– Participates in another schema
– Participates in a subschema logical record
– Is owned by IDD
The schema compiler assigns the version number of the unused record to the rebuilt record.

• The schema compiler associates the new record structure with the source of all subschemas that use the record.
Subschema load modules, however, must be updated explicitly with a schema REGENERATE or subschema
GENERATE statement.

NOTE
When a MODIFY operation affects the structure of an existing record, the schema compiler attempts to
recreate all partial views of the record, in addition to full views. Subschema views are recreated without view
IDs. When a MODIFY operation affects a record used as a logical record element, the logical record must be
modified (through the subschema compiler) before the subschema load module can be generated.

Effect of DELETE on records

DELETE operations cause the schema compiler to:
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• Remove the named record from both the current schema and the schema's associated subschema descriptions.
• If the DELETE operation causes the record structure to become unused (as described above), delete that structure

from the dictionary.
• Delete all sets that the record owns, thus removing such sets from both the current schema and the schema's

associated subschema descriptions.
• Remove set membership specifications for all sets in which the record is a member. To delete such a set (if it has no

other member records), use the DELETE SET statement.

Defaults supplied on an ADD RECORD statement

The schema compiler defaults supply the following information:

• Record ID is automatically assigned by the compiler
• Record fragmentation (variable-length records only) defaults to a minimum root length of CONTROL LENGTH and to a

minimum fragment length of four bytes

Schema record must have at least one element

Every valid schema record must have at least one element (defined in an element substatement) associated with it.

Name records with conventions of programming language in mind

When naming schema records, be sure that the selected names conflict neither with the naming conventions of the
programming language(s) that will be used with the CA IDMS Data Manipulation Language (DML) nor with the DML
precompilers themselves. As a rule, schema records should bear names that coincide with the language used most often;
define record synonyms to accommodate other languages. In addition to the record naming rules stated above, consider
the following points when selecting names (or synonyms) for schema records:

• Assembler names should not exceed eight bytes in length and should not contain hyphens. When the Assembler DML
precompiler (IDMSDMLA) generates a DC or DSECT from a schema record description, it uses the record name as
the DC or DSECT name. If the record name exceeds eight bytes in length, IDMSDMLA truncates it, possibly causing
duplicate names to appear in the program.

• COBOL names must not contain the characters #, $, or @.
• PL/I naming conventions coincide with valid CA IDMS/DB schema record names. When the PL/I DML precompiler

(IDMSDMLP) generates data field declarations from schema record descriptions, it automatically changes hyphens in
the record names to underscores.

Record name for SQL access

If using SQL to access a non-SQL defined database, each record in the non-SQL schema is accessed as a table. The
name of the table is always the schema record name (i.e., the object of an ADD RECORD statement). A record synonym
for language SQL, if defined, is not used as the SQL table name although element synonyms for language SQL are used
as column names.

Only one record synonym for language SQL may be defined for a record.

NOTE
For more information, see the CA IDMS SQL Reference section.

Considerations for using record synonyms

Record synonyms are language-dependent: each DML precompiler automatically includes the synonym, if any, associated
with the compiler-specific programming language (unless instructed otherwise, through a manual COPY or INCLUDE
statement).

The following considerations apply when using record synonyms:
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• Internally, the schema compiler uniquely identifies record synonyms by assigning version numbers to them.
• The subschema compiler can use any record synonym assigned to a schema record type.
• Record names and synonyms must be unique within a schema. If different schema records have identical synonyms

(with different version numbers) in the dictionary, only one such record synonym can be copied into a given schema.
Subschemas are independent of this restriction.

• Only one record synonym with a language of SQL may exist for a record. This synonym is used when you use SQL to
access a non-SQL defined database.

• If a synonym of a schema record is associated with the language of a program being precompiled, the precompiler
copies that synonym instead of the schema's primary record (unless instructed otherwise, through a manual COPY or
INCLUDE statement).

• If the record copied into a program by a DML precompiler is a synonym of a schema record, the DML precompiler
treats the synonym as if it were the schema record (for example, in the BIND statement).

When to use area page counts

Use area page counts (for example, the OFFSET page-count clause) under these conditions:

• For records accessed by an area sweep (for example, DIRECT records)
• To exclude an area's SMP page (if the area has only 1), from the CALC algorithm

Differences between SHARE STRUCTURE/DESCRIPTION clauses

Both SHARE STRUCTURE and SHARE DESCRIPTION cause the schema record to share the structure of an existing
record. The differences between the two are:

• SHARE DESCRIPTION shares the structure of another schema record; SHARE STRUCTURE shares the structure of
either a dictionary record (IDD record) or another schema record.

• SHARE DESCRIPTION additionally copies the nonstructural part of the existing schema record; SHARE STRUCTURE
does not. The nonstructural part is the record ID, location mode, VSAM type, area, minimum root length, minimum
fragment length, and database procedures associated with the schema record.

SHARE DESCRIPTION must appear first

SHARE DESCRIPTION must be the first clause in the ADD or MODIFY RECORD statement. Any clauses that follow
SHARE DESCRIPTION are applied to the record description as modifications. Thus, the DBA can share the description
of a record that is similar to the one needed, and code only those clauses that represent differences between the two
records. For this usage, select as shared-record-name a record whose structure is identical to that needed: while the
descriptive part of the record can be changed directly, the structural part cannot.

Percentage offsets provide most flexibility

Of the page limiting options, OFFSET with percentage specifications is the most flexible. As a database grows and must
eventually be expanded, the physical areas of the database must also be expanded. If the DBA originally expresses
a record type's page range as a percentage of a physical area, the schema compiler "remembers" the percentage.
Consequently, when the physical area is later expanded, the DBA need not respecify the record's page range; the schema
compiler will automatically assign the record type to the appropriate percentage of the new physical area.

MINIMUM ROOT/FRAGMENT clauses can apply to fixed-length records

The MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH and MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH clauses also apply to fixed-length records if those
records are being processed by the compression (IDMSCOMP) and decompression (IDMSDCOM) procedures or IDMS/
Presspack. The schema compiler automatically generates these clauses in response to a PROCEDURE NAME or
DCTABLE NAME clause.
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The MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH and MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH clauses are allowable, but not functional, for native
VSAM records.

Storing variable-length records

CA IDMS/DB never stores a variable-length record on a page unless sufficient space exists for the minimum root, and it
never stores fragments smaller than the specified minimum, except for the last fragment. If MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH
IS RECORD LENGTH is specified and a record occurrence is larger than page size minus 40, CA IDMS/DB returns an
error-status code of 1211 (on a STORE) or 0811 (on a MODIFY). The same is true if MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH IS
RECORD LENGTH is specified and a record fragment is larger than page size minus 40.

Modifying the record size can cause fragmentation

Increasing the size of the record occurrence with a runtime MODIFY operation can necessitate fragmentation even though
fragmentation was not specified in the schema. For example, if MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH IS RECORD LENGTH, CA
IDMS/DB stores the current length of the record without fragmentation. However, if a record occurrence is later modified
to a length that exceeds available page space, it may be fragmented at that time. Similarly, if MINIMUM FRAGMENT
LENGTH IS RECORD LENGTH is specified, no occurrence of the record is fragmented more than once (root plus 1
fragment) upon storage, but an occurrence can be further fragmented if its length is increased as a result of modification.

Considerations for variable-length/-compressed records

For variable and variable-compressed record types, both the MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH and MINIMUM FRAGMENT
LENGTH clauses can be omitted and the defaults taken; CA IDMS/DB recognizes the record as variable from the
OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause in a record element description (see 14.5, “Element Substatement”).

NOTE
The best practice is to always include both the MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH and MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH
clauses in the description of all variable-length records if you specify CALL statements for record compression
and decompression.

Considerations for fixed-compressed record types

For fixed-compressed record types, MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH IS CONTROL LENGTH must be specified explicitly
if you use CALL statements to specify IDMSCOMP and IDMSDCOM for compression and decompression. This will
ensure the proper result from the IDMSCOMP and IDMSDCOM procedures. If neither of the two clauses is specified, the
compression procedures will compress data; however, the record will consume its full, fixed length in storage.

MINIMUM ROOT and MINIMUM FRAGMENT examples

EXAMPLE 1:                   CALC and sort control items

                             │    │

                             ▼    ▼

ADD RECORD NAME IS SKILL     ┌─┬────┬────────────────────────────┐

  LOCATION MODE IS CALC      └─┴────┴────────────────────────────┘ Total record

     USING SKILL-CODE                      ┌─┐ ┌─────────────┐     length:

  DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED                   └─┘ └─────────────┘     76 bytes
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  WITHIN ORG-DEMO-REGION AREA               ▲         ▲

  MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH IS CONTROL LENGTH     │         │

  MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH IS RECORD LENGTH. │         │

                                      ┌─────┘         │

                                      │               │

                                   Minimum root     Minimum fragment

 

 

 

                                         Total record length: 900 bytes

 EXAMPLE 2:                        ┌───────────────────────────────────────────┐

                                   └───────────────────────────────────────────┘

                                   ┌──────────────┐ ┌─────────────┐ ┌──────────┐

 ADD RECORD NAME IS DENTAL-CLAIM   └──────────────┘ └─────────────┘ └──────────┘

    LOCATION MODE IS VIA           ┌──────────────┐ ┌─────────────┐ ┌──────────┐

      COVERAGE-CLAIMS SET          └──────────────┘ └─────────────┘ └──────────┘

    WITHIN INS-DEMO-REGION AREA    ┌──────────────┐ ┌─────────────┐ ┌──────────┐

    MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH IS 0       └──────────────┘ └─────────────┘ └──────────┘

    MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH IS 80. ┌──────────────┐ ┌─────────────┐ ┌───┐

                                   └──────────────┘ └─────────────┘ └───┘

                                                     Minimum fragments

Minimum root and fragment lengths assigned to compressed records

The schema compiler assigns the following minimum root and fragment lengths to the record definition when it processes
a DCTABLE clause or a PROCEDURE NAME clause:
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• MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH IS CONTROL LENGTH
• MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH IS 4 for variable compressed records
• MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH IS the lesser of 40 and (record-length - control-length) for fixed compressed records

You can override the defaults by explicitly coding the MINIMUM ROOT and MINIMUM FRAGMENT clauses.

Respecify procedure statements if procedure is updated/deleted

If you want to add, modify, or delete a DCT, a standard compression or decompression procedure or other CALL
procedures for a record, all DCTABLE, PROCEDURE, and CALL clauses must be respecified when you modify the
record.

Area procedures needed for IDMSCOMP compression

If any record in the area uses IDMSCOMP and IDMSDCOM for compression and decompression, the area should have
the following database procedure specifications:

CALL IDMSCOMP BEFORE FINISH.

CALL IDMSCOMP BEFORE ROLLBACK.

CALL IDMSDCOM BEFORE FINISH.

CALL IDMSDCOM BEFORE ROLLBACK.

This ensures that the work areas used by the compression and decompression routines are freed when a rununit
terminates.

Implied CALL statements generated by PROCEDURE NAME

The PROCEDURE NAME clause generates the equivalent of the following CALL statements, depending on whether the
clause specifies COMPRESSION or DECOMPRESSION:

Procedure CALL statements
COMPRESSION CALL procedure-name BEFORE MODIFY

CALL procedure-name BEFORE STORE
DECOMPRESSION CALL procedure-name AFTER GET

Code as many CALL clauses as necessary

Any number of CALL clauses for as many DML functions as necessary can be specified for a record, as shown in the
following example. If more than one BEFORE, AFTER, or ERROR procedure is specified for the same function, the
procedures are executed in the order specified.

add record name is insurance-plan

    location mode is calc using code

        duplicates are not allowed

    within area ins-demo-region
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    call inrecs after get

    call error-check after get.

Examples

Minimum RECORD statement for an uncompressed record

The following example supplies the minimum RECORD statement required for an uncompressed record to be a valid
schema component:

add record name is employee

    location mode is calc using emp-id

        duplicates are not allowed

    within area emp-demo-region.

    02  emp-id pic xxxx.

Minimum RECORD statement for a fixed-length compressed record

The following example supplies the minimum RECORD statement required for a fixed-length, compressed record to be a
valid schema component:

add record name is job

    location mode is calc using job-id

        duplicates are not allowed

    within area org-demo-region

    procedure name idmscomp is used for compression

    procedure name idmsdcom is used for decompression

    02  job-id pic xxxx.

The above example specifies procedures to call to compress and decompress the JOB record. By default, the schema
compiler supplies a minimum root length and fragment length for the record. Note that you can also compress and
decompress a record by using CA IDMS Presspack.
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Specifying a record synonym

The following example specifies a synonym for a record named DENTAL-CLAIM to be used by an Assembler program (for
which record names must not be longer than eight characters):

add record name is dental-claim

    location mode is via coverage-claims set

    within ins-demo-region area

    record synonym name for assembler is dntlclm.

Specifying an area percentage offset

Logical area, EMP-DEMO-REGION, has been defined to physical areas within the PROD and TEST segments.
PROD.EMP-DEMO-REGION contains 1000 pages, numbered 1 through 1000, with an additional 500 pages (1001
through 1500) reserved for extending the physical area. TEST.EMP-DEMO-REGION contains 100 pages, numbered 1501
through 1600.

Record EMPLOYEE is defined to EMP-DEMO-REGION as follows:

add record name is employee

  within area emp-demo-region

  offset 25 percent for 75 percent.

Using the percentage offset specified for the EMPLOYEE record, the runtime system calculates the low and high pages
for the record in the initial page range of PROD.EMP-DEMO-REGION:

• Low page is 251 (1 + (1000 * 25 * .01))
• High page is 1000 (251 + (1000 * 75 * .01) -1).

For TEST.EMP-DEMO-REGION, the first and last usable page is:

• Low page is 1526 (1501 + (100 * 25 * .01)
• High page is 1600 (1526 + (100 * 75 * .01) -1).

When you extend PROD.EMP-DEMO-REGION by 500 pages (page 1 through 1500) using the percentage offsets
specified for the EMPLOYEE record, the runtime system calculates the record's low and high pages in the extended page
range:

• Low page is 251 (1 + (1000 * 25 * .01)).
• High page is 1375 (251 + (1500 * 75 * .01) - 1).

CA IDMS/DB will store occurrences of the EMPLOYEE record on pages numbered 251 through 1375 in the PROD.EMP-
DEMO-REGION area. If the record's location mode is CALC, the record will continue to target to its initial page range of
251 through 1000 and overflow, if necessary, into the extended pages 1001 through 1375.
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Specifying a relative page offset for an area

In the following example, physical area ORG-DEMO-REGION in segment PROD contains 240 pages, numbered from
2001 through 2240. The schema description of the DEPARTMENT record is:

add record name is department

    within area org-demo-region

        offset 2 pages for 238 pages.

Using the offset specified for the DEPARTMENT record, the runtime system calculates the low and high pages for the
record as:

• The low page is 2003 (2001 + 2).
• The high page is 2240 (2003 + 238 - 1).

CA IDMS/DB will store occurrences of the DEPARTMENT record on pages numbered 2003 through 2240 in the
PROD.ORG-DEMO-REGION area.

Modifying a record by adding new routines

In the next example, schema record EMPREC is modified by adding two routines to handle errors that occur when a
record is obtained or stored. The code must respecify the PROCEDURE name clauses for the standard compression and
decompression routines because of the new CALL clauses.

modify record name is emprec

  procedure name is idmscomp is used for compression

  procedure name is idmsdcom is used for decompression

  call errrtn on error during store

  call errget on error during get.

NOTE

More Information:

• Writing Database Procedures
• Record Storage and Deletion
• Using Presspack

Element Substatement
Contents

The element substatement associates an element with the record and, if the element does not already exist, adds the
element description to the dictionary. Schema element descriptions cannot be modified or deleted. To change element
descriptions, modify the record description and respecify all of the record's elements.
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Syntax

Element substatement

►►─── level-number  element-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ REDefines base-element-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PICture is picture ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   │┌─────────────────────────────────────────────┐

   └▼─┬─ VALue is ───┬─┬─  .───┬─ initial-value ──┴───────────────────────────►

      └─ VALues are ─┘ └─ ALL ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   │┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

   └▼─┬─ VALue is ───┬─────  .──────────────────────────────────────────────────

      └─ VALues are ─┘

 

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   ──┬─┬────────┬─ condition-value ─────────────────────────────────────┬─┴─┘

     │ └─ ALL ──┘                                                       │

     │  ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐    │

     └ (▼ ┬─────┬ condition-value ┬───────────────────────────────┬┴ ) ─┘
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          └ ALL ┘                 └ THRu ─┬─────┬ condition-value ┘

                                          └ ALL ┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ USAge is ─┬─ BIT ─────────────────┬─┘

                ├─┬─ COMPUTATIONAL ─┬───┤

                │ ├─ COMp ──────────┤   │

                │ └─ BINary ────────┘   │

                ├─┬─ COMPUTATIONAL-1 ─┬─┤

                │ ├─ COMP-1 ──────────┤ │

                │ └─ SHOrt-point ─────┘ │

                ├─┬─ COMPUTATIONAL-2 ─┬─┤

                │ ├─ COMP-2 ──────────┤ │

                │ └─ LONg-point ──────┘ │

                ├─┬─ COMPUTATIONAL-3 ─┬─┤

                │ ├─ COMP-3 ──────────┤ │

                │ └─ PACked ──────────┘ │

                ├─┬─ COMPUTATIONAL-4 ─┬─┤

                │ └─ COMP-4 ──────────┘ │

                ├─ CONdition-name ──────┤

                ├─ DISplay ─────────────┤

                ├─ DISplay-1 ───────────┤

                └─ POInter ─────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ SYNChronized ─┬─────────┬─┘

                    ├─ LEFt ──┤
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                    └─ RIGht ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

   └─ OCCurs ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 

─►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  ─┬─ occurrence-count times ──────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

   └─┬─ occurrence-count ──────┬─ times DEPending on control-element-name ─┘

     └─ 0 TO occurrence-count ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ JUStify RIGht ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BLAnk when ZERo ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ SIGn is ─┬─ LEAding ──┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

               └─ TRAiling ─┘ └─ SEParate character ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   │ ┌─────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─ element-synonym-specification ─┴─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ INDexed BY ─┬─ index-name ─────────────┤
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                  │     ┌──────────────┐     │

                  └─ ( ─▼─ index-name ─┴─ ) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

   ├─ INDex KEY is ─┬─ index-name ─┬─ ASCending ──┬────────────┬─┤

   │                │              └─ DEScending ─┘            │ │

   │                │     ┌───────────────────────────────┐    │ │

   │                └─ ( ─▼─ index-name ─┬─ ASCending ──┬─┴─) ─┘ │

   │                                     └─ DEScending ─┘        │

   └─┬─ ASCending ──┬─ key is ─┬─ index-name ───────────┬────────┘

     └─ DEScending ─┘          │    ┌──────────────┐    │

                               └─( ─▼─ index-name ─┴ ) ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   │ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   │ │                                   ┌──────────────────────────┐     │ │

   └─▼─ EDIt ─┬───────────┬─ TABle is ( ─▼─ 'value'─┬───────────────┴┬ ) ─┴─┘

              ├─ VALid ◄──┤                         └─ THRu 'value' ─┘

              └─ INValid ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►

   │ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   │ │                    ┌─────────────────────────────────┐     │ │

   └─▼─ CODe TABle is  ( ─▼─ 'encode-value' 'decode-value' ─┴─ ) ─┴─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ EXTernal PICture is picture ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

   │┌───────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └▼─┬─ OLQ header ─────┬─ is ─┬─ 'comment-text'─┬─┴─┘

      ├─ CULprit header ─┤      └─ NULl ──────────┘

      ├─ COMments ───────┤

      ├─ DEFinitions ────┤

      └─ comment-key ────┘

Expansion of element-synonym-specification

►►─── element ─┬─ SYNonym name ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

               └─ name SYNonym ─┘

 

 ►─── FOR language language is synonym-name ──────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

 

• level-number
Indicates the level within the record to be occupied by the element. The level number must be an unsigned integer
in the range 02 through 49, or 88. Level 88 applies to records used with CA ADS or COBOL only. Note that the
highest level (01) in any record description is assigned by CA IDMS/DB to the record itself. The COBOL and PL/I
DML precompilers can be directed to change the level numbers when the record is copied into a program (see the
language-specific CA IDMS DML reference).

• element-name
Identifies the element to be added to the record description. Element-name must be a 1- to 32-character name. The
first character must be A through Z (alphabetic), digit (0 through 9), #, $, or @ (international symbols). The hyphen can
also be used except as the first or last character, or following another hyphen. Element-name must not be the same
as the schema name or the name of any other component (including synonyms) within the schema, with the following
exceptions:
– An element name or synonym can be duplicated within a schema, but must be unique within the record.
– The special element name FILLER, which can be used on as many levels and as many times as appropriate,

describes an element without naming it. A FILLER element must not be the object of a REDEFINES clause (a
FILLER element can, however, redefine another element).

• REDefines base-element-name
Specifies an alternative description for a previously defined place within the record structure. At runtime, when a
program's storage is allocated, the redefining element description will not be allocated new storage space but will,
instead, be assigned the same storage as base-element-name. Base-element-name must be the name of a preceding
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element of the same level within the record structure. When used, the REDEFINES clause must adhere to the
following rules:
– The element containing the REDEFINES clause must not be longer than the base element. Subordinate elements

can vary in size, as necessary, within the redefining element or the base element.
– The redefining element cannot be a CALC, sort control, or foreign key element; the base element can be.
– Neither the redefining element nor the base element can be a level-88 description.
– No intervening element (of the same or lower level number) that assigns space can exist between the base element

and the redefining element. Other redefining elements, however, are allowed. When an element is redefined more
than once, the redefining elements must refer to the name of the base element.

– Neither the redefining element nor its subordinate elements can contain a VALUE clause, except subordinate
level-88 elements.

– Elements subordinate to the redefining element can contain REDEFINES clauses.
– Neither the base or redefining element nor their subordinate elements can contain OCCURS DEPENDING ON

clauses.
– Elements to which the base and redefining elements are subordinate can contain OCCURS clauses (without

DEPENDING ON). The base element cannot contain an OCCURS clause, but its subordinate elements can. The
redefining element and its subordinate elements can contain OCCURS clauses.

• PICture is picture
Describes an element by depicting the element's length and data type. PICTURE is not valid for level-88 elements or
for elements whose usage is COMPUTATIONAL-1, COMPUTATIONAL-2, or POINTER; For other types of elements,
specify picture as a 1- to 30-character value that includes only those characters specific to the element's data
type. The schema compiler's PICTURE specifications are similar to those for COBOL. See the "Usage" topic for a
description of PICTURE specifications for valid data types.

• VALue is/VALues are
Assigns an initial value or a list of values to an element description in the application program's main storage at
program runtime, or it assigns a conditional value or a list of conditional values to a COBOL condition name (level-88
element). All level-88 element descriptions must include the VALUE clause. Enclose listed values in parentheses.
The VALUE clause has no effect on the database directly; the DBA is encouraged not to include initial-value in the data
descriptions except as background or null values for use in main storage.
The VALUE clause is prohibited for the following:
– COMP-1, COMP-2, and BIT element descriptions
– An element description containing a REDEFINES clause or an element description subordinate to one containing a

REDEFINES clause
– An element description containing an OCCURS clause or an element description subordinate to one containing an

OCCURS clause
– An element description of an external floating point number

• ALL
Instructs CA IDMS/DB to fill the element description with repetitions of initial-value. For example, PIC X(5) VALUE ALL
'*' is the same as PIC X(5) VALUE '*****'.

• initial-value
Specifies the initial value assigned to the element at runtime as follows:
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– Character string literal -- For alphanumeric elements only: a string of characters enclosed in site-standard quote
characters. The character string (including quotes) must not exceed the size of the element as defined in the
PICTURE clause or 34 bytes, whichever is shorter.

– Numeric literal -- For numeric elements only: a string of 1 to 18 numeric characters, optionally preceded by a plus
sign (default) or minus sign and optionally containing a decimal point (use the appropriate decimal point character
as required by the session option for DECIMAL-POINT).

– Figurative constant -- For alphanumeric and numeric elements: ZERO, ZEROS, and ZEROES. For alphanumeric
elements only: SPACE, SPACES, HIGH-VALUE, HIGH-VALUES, LOW-VALUE, LOW-VALUES, and ALL. ALL is
used in conjunction with and indicates repeated occurrences of a nonnumeric literal.

• condition-value
Assigns a conditional value to a COBOL condition name (level-88 element). Coding rules specified for initial-value
above also apply to condition-value. Condition-value must conform to the picture for the element that occupies storage.

• THRu condition-value
Specifies a range of valid condition values for COBOL condition names (level 88). When THRU is used, the
first condition-value assigns the first of a range of values that the condition name will represent at runtime; the
second condition-value assigns the ending value of the range. To list values or ranges of values, enclose the list in
parentheses.

• USAge is
Specifies the storage format of data elements. USAGE defaults to CONDITION-NAME for level-88 elements and to
DISPLAY for all others.

• BIT
Values are stored as bits containing 0s or 1s. Bit elements must always be described in multiples of 8. (CA IDMS/DB
does not provide slack bits.) The multiples of 8, however, can range over adjacent elements. For example, five bits can
be described in one element and three in the next.

• COMPUTATIONAL/COMp/BINary
Numeric values are stored in binary format with the following space requirements:
– 1 to 4 decimal digits require 2 bytes (1 halfword).
– 5 to 9 decimal digits require 4 bytes (1 fullword).
– 10 to 18 decimal digits require 8 bytes (1 doubleword).

• COMPUTATIONAL-1/COMP-1/SHOrt-point
Numeric values are stored in internal floating point (short precision) format, requiring 4 bytes. Do not code a PICTURE
clause with this usage.

NOTE
VS2 COBOL does not support COMPUTATIONAL-1.

• COMPUTATIONAL-2/COMP-2/LONg-point
Numeric values are stored in internal floating point (long precision) format, requiring 8 bytes. Do not code a PICTURE
clause with this usage.

NOTE
VS2 COBOL does not support COMPUTATIONAL-2.

• COMPUTATIONAL-3/COMP-3/PACked
Numeric values are stored in packed decimal format, requiring a half byte for each decimal digit plus a half byte for a
sign, rounded up to the next full byte.

• CONdition-name
The element does not occupy storage. CONDITION-NAME is assumed if level 88 is specified for the element. Note
that CONDITION-NAME can be used in CA ADS dialogs and COBOL programs only. Do not code a PICTURE clause
with this usage.

• DISplay
Values are stored 1 character to a byte, according to EBCDIC conventions.

• DISplay-1
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One character occupies 2 bytes. DISPLAY-1 must be specified for double-byte character string (DBCS) data items.
• POInter

Values are stored as fullwords. POINTER is used for elements that are to be used as address constants. Do not code
a PICTURE clause with this usage.

• SYNChronized
Documents the following alignments for usages of COMP, COMP-1, and COMP-2:
– COMP -- Halfword (1 to 4 decimal digits) or fullword (5 to 18 decimal digits) alignment
– COMP-1 -- Fullword alignment
– COMP-2 -- Doubleword alignment
The SYNCHRONIZED specification does not force alignment, but rather documents user-imposed alignment. If
synchronized is specified, filler elements must be used to align numeric data according to the above rules.

• OCCurs occurrence-count times
Specifies the number of times that the element is to be repeated. Occurrence-count must be an unsigned integer in
the range 1 through 32,767. Individual occurrences of the element are referenced in application programs by placing a
subscript after the element name.
Observe the following rules when using the OCCURS clause:
– An element containing an OCCURS clause cannot be a CALC, sort control, or foreign key element, nor can an

element subordinate to an element containing an OCCURS clause be a CALC, sort control, or foreign key element.
– Neither an element containing an OCCURS clause nor an element subordinate to an element containing an

OCCURS clause can contain a VALUE clause.
– OCCURS clauses can be nested no more than three deep for use in COBOL programs. Otherwise, any depth of

nesting is permissible.
• occurrence-count times DEPending on control-element-name

Defines a control element within the record that determines the actual number of times the COBOL element will occur.
Occurrence-count must be an integer in the range 1 through 32,767. Control-element-name must identify an
elementary data element that precedes the element being defined in the record. It must be defined as a signed
computational element with a picture in the range S9 through S9(9) or 9 through 9(9). Runtime values of control-
element-name must be in the range 0 through 32,767 (but not exceeding occurrence-count).
Individual OCCURS DEPENDING ON elements are referenced in the same fashion as individual OCCURS elements.
Observe the same rules as for the OCCURS clause with the following additions:
– Only one OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause can appear in a record description. The group or elementary item

description containing the clause must be the last one in the record description (that is, no element description with
the same or lower level number can follow an OCCURS DEPENDING ON element).

– Control-element-name cannot contain an OCCURS or REDEFINES clause, nor can it be subordinate to elements
that do.

– The element containing an OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause can have subordinate elements that contain
OCCURS clauses.

• 0 to occurrence-count times DEPending on control-element-name
Indicates that the multiply-occurring group occurs from 0 to occurrence-count times depending on the value of the
control-element. Rules for occurrence-count and control-element-name appear above.

• JUStify RIGht
Specifies that when the element's runtime value is not as long as the element's picture allows, the value will occupy the
rightmost positions of the element. JUSTIFY RIGHT is valid for alphanumeric or alphabetic elements only (group item
or one whose PICTURE is specified with Xs or As).

• BLAnk when ZERo
Specifies that when the element's runtime value is zero, the value will be changed to spaces.

• SIGn is LEAding
Specifies that the sign of a numeric field is to appear in the leading position. This clause is valid for numeric display
elements only.

• SIGn is TRAiling
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Specifies that the sign of a numeric field is to appear in the trailing position. This clause is valid for numeric display
elements only.

• SEParate character
Causes the sign of a numeric field to appear as a separate byte. This clause is valid for numeric display elements only.

• element-synonym-specification
Associates a synonym (alternative name) with the element specified in the ELEMENT substatement. These synonyms
are language dependent: each DML precompiler will automatically include the synonym associated with the compiler-
specific programming language.

• language
Specifies the host language with which the synonym will be used. Valid values are any languages associated with the
record's synonyms.

• synonym-name
Specifies the name of the synonym to be associated with the primary element name; it must be specified according
to the rules for the host language with which the synonym is being used and must follow the rules specified above for
element names.

• INDexed BY index-name
Defines an index to be used at runtime for a multiply-occurring element (that is, one whose definition contains an
OCCURS or OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause). This index is used in COBOL SET and SEARCH operations, and is
therefore used as a subscript when accessing the associated OCCURS or OCCURS DEPENDING ON element.
Index-name must be a 1- to 30-character name; the characters can be A through Z (at least one), 0 through 9, or the
hyphen (except as the first or last character or following another hyphen). It cannot duplicate any element named in the
schema. Index-name is implicitly defined as a fullword binary item.
You can specify more than one index by creating a list of names enclosed in parentheses.

• INDex KEY is index-name
Specifies one or more record-specified index keys for a multiply-occurring group record element or a subordinate
record element. Index-name identifies an elementary element that is subordinate to the associated element. It must be
the primary name of the subordinate element; it cannot be a synonym.
You can specify more than one index key by creating a list enclosed in parentheses. Each key can be either ascending
or descending.
Note that the INDEX KEY clause allows a mixed collating sequence (that is, a mixture of ascending and descending
keys); the ASCENDING/DESCENDING KEY IS clause does not.

• ASCending
Sorts the designated key in ascending order.

• DEScending
Sorts the designated key in descending order.

• ASCending/DEScending KEY is index-name
Specifies one or more record-specific index keys for the multiply-occurring group element or subordinate element.
Index-name must be the primary name of an element that is subordinate to the named group element. ASCENDING
and DESCENDING sorts the subordinate elements within a multiply-occurring field in ascending or descending order,
respectively.
You can specify more than one index key by creating a list enclosed in parentheses.

• EDIT TABle is
Specifies an edit table associated with the record element. An edit table contains a list of valid or invalid values for the
record element used by the DC/UCF mapping facility.

• VALid
Indicates the edit table contains valid values for the record element. VALID is the default.

• INValid
Indicates the edit table contains invalid values for the record element.

• 'value'
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Specifies a value for the edit table. Value is a 1- to 34-character value enclosed in quotes. Separate one value from
another with a blank or comma; for example, ('A' 'E' 'G' THRU 'M' 'X').

• THRu 'value'
Specifies a range of values for the edit table.

• CODe TABle is
Specifies a translation table to be associated with the record element; for example, a record element containing state
abbreviations could have a code table that identifies the name of the state:

code table is ('ak' 'alaska' 'al' 'alabama' 'ar' 'arkansas'...)

Code tables are used by the DC/UCF mapping facility.
• 'encode-value'

Identifies the value to be translated. Encode-value is a 1- to 34-character value enclosed in quotes.
• 'decode-value'

Identifies the translated value. Decode-value is a 1- to 64-character value enclosed in quotes. Null values ('') and NOT
FOUND are also valid.

• EXTernal PICture is picture
Defines the display format for record-element data. The picture is available to all map fields that use the record
element.

• OLQ header
Defines one or more column headers to be used in place of the element name in CA OLQ reports.

• CULprit header
Defines one or more column headers to be used in place of the element name in CA Culprit reports.

• COMments
Defines comments to be associated with the element description.

• DEFinitions
Defines a description of use or purpose for the record element

• comment-key
Defines a user-supplied name to be associated with comments about the record element. If comment-key contains
embedded blanks or delimiters, enclose it in quotes.

• comment-text
Specifies text associated with headings, definitions, or comments. Comment-text can be any length; nonnumeric
literals must be enclosed in quotes. Note, however, that when coding headers, the rules for header definition must be
applied to comment-text. See the CA OLQ Reference section or the CA Culprit for further details.
Comment-text can be continued for any number of lines. To continue a header or comment to the next line, code a
hyphen in the next line, and code a quote followed by the text of the continued comment after the hyphen. Code a
closing quote after the text of the final line.
Comments appear in schema source listings and subschema dictionary listings, and in DML listings when the
SCHEMA-COMMENTS option is specified to the DML precompiler.

• NULl
Removes text associated with headings, definitions, or comments.

Usage

Naming Elements

When naming schema element types, be sure that the selected names conflict neither with the naming conventions of
the programming language(s) that will be used with the CA IDMS Data Manipulation Language (DML) nor with the DML
precompilers themselves. As a rule, schema element types should bear names that coincide with the language used most
often; use element synonyms to accommodate other languages (see the ELEMENT SYNONYM NAME clause later). In
addition to the element naming rules stated above, consider the following points when selecting names (or synonyms) for
schema element types:
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• Assembler names should not exceed eight bytes in length and should not contain hyphens. When the Assembler DML
precompiler (IDMSDMLA) generates a DC or DSECT from a schema element description, it uses the element name as
the DC or DSECT name. If the element name exceeds eight bytes in length, IDMSDMLA truncates it, possibly causing
duplicate names to appear in the program.

• COBOL requires names that do not exceed 30 bytes in length and do not contain the characters #, $, or @. When the
COBOL DML precompiler (IDMSDMLC) generates a field description from a schema element description, it uses the
element name as the field name. If the element name exceeds 30 bytes in length, IDMSDMLC truncates it, possibly
causing duplicate names to appear in the program.

• PL/I requires names that do not exceed 31 bytes in length and do not contain hyphens. When the PL/I DML
precompiler (IDMSDMLP) generates a data field declaration from a schema element description, it changes hyphens in
the element name to underscores. If the element name exceeds 31 bytes in length, IDMSDMLP truncates it, possibly
causing duplicate names to appear in the program.

SQL synonyms

When using SQL to access a non-SQL defined database, each record in the non-SQL schema is accessed as a table.
The name of a column of the table is either:

• The element synonym for language SQL, if one exists
• The element name within the schema record

In either case, hyphens within the name are converted to underscores so that it does not have to be enclosed in quotes
within SQL statements.

Elements which occur a fixed number of times within the record have a suffix appended to their name to distinguish
occurrences. The suffix is composed of occurrence numbers for each level of nested occurs. For example, if element
QUARTERLY-QUOTA occurs 4 times, the corresponding column names are:

• QUARTERLY_QUOTA_1
• QUARTERLY_QUOTA_2
• QUARTERLY_QUOTA_3
• QUARTERLY_QUOTA_4

If QUARTERLY_QUOTA is a sub-element within element ANNUAL- SALES which occurs 3 times, the corresponding
column names would be:

• QUARTERLY_QUOTA_1_1...QUARTERLY_QUOTA_1_4
• QUARTERLY_QUOTA_2_1...QUARTERLY_QUOTA_2_4
• QUARTERLY_QUOTA_3_1...QUARTERLY_QUOTA_3_4

Since column names are restricted to 32 characters, it may be necessary to define an SQL synonym for a multiply
occurring element so that CA IDMS/DB can append the required suffix.

Function of element level numbers

The function of level numbers 02 through 49 is to create a hierarchy among the element descriptions for a record so
that a programmer can, with a single reference, access elements discretely or in groups. The technique is to follow an
element description of one level with element description(s) of a higher numbered level. For example, a level 03 element
is subordinate to a level 02 element.

Group items and elementary items

A group item contains two or more subordinate elements. A DML reference to a group item gains access to all
subordinate items. A subordinate item can, in turn, be a group item, with nesting permitted until level 49 is reached (unless
otherwise excepted). An item description that has no subordinate items is called an elementary item.

The following example outlines the element descriptions for the EMPLOYEE record:
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02 EMP-ID...                   elementary item

02 EMP-NAME...                 group item

   03 EMP-FNAME...             elementary items subordinate

   03 EMP-LNAME...               to EMP-NAME

02 EMP-SEX...                  elementary item

02 EMP-ADDRESS...              group item

   03 EMP-STREET...            elementary items subordinate

   03 EMP-CITY...                   to EMP-ADDRESS

   03 EMP-STATE...

   03 EMP-ZIP...               group item subordinate to

                                     EMP-ADDRESS

      04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-5...    elementary items subordinate

      04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-4...           to EMP-ZIP

Minimum element substatements

The minimum element substatement required for the element to be a valid schema component depends on whether the
element is a group or elementary item:

• Group items require level number and name only.
• Elementary items require level number, name, and picture (or usage, where the item's usage prohibits picture

specification).

PICTURE formats for alphanumeric data

Alphanumeric data is described by the following characters:

• X -- The character X represents one alphanumeric character. Note, however, that if USAGE IS BIT (see the USAGE
clause in this section), X represents one bit.

• (n) -- An integer in parentheses can be placed after an X to represent n repetitions of the alphanumeric character (for
example, X(4) means XXXX).

PICTURE formats for alphabetic data

Alphabetic data is described by the following characters:

• A -- The character A represents one alphabetic character (A through Z and space only).
• (n) -- An integer in parentheses can be placed after an A to represent n repetitions of the alphabetic character (for

example, A(4) means AAAA).

PICTURE formats for DBCS edited data
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For DBCS edited data, the PICTURE character string can contain these symbols:

Symbols Description
G Each G represents a single DBCS character position (two bytes).

When you use this picture, the element USAGE clause must
specify DISPLAY-1. Any associated VALUE clause must specify a
GRAPHIC literal or the figurative constant SPACES.

B Each B represents the position used for a space character.

In the following example, the DBCS value represents a string of up to five characters. So and si represent the shift-out and
shift-in characters, respectively:

02 zip-code pic g(5)  usage display-1

            value g'sodbcs-valuesi'.

PICTURE formats for fixed decimal data

Fixed decimal data is described by the following characters:

• 9 -- The character 9 represents one numeric character.
• (n) -- An integer in parentheses can be placed after a 9 to represent n repetitions of the numeric character (for

example, 9(4) means 9999).
• V -- The character V represents an assumed decimal point. No more than one V can appear in an element picture. If

the V is omitted and P is not used, the assumed decimal point is after the rightmost 9.
• P -- The character P represents an assumed zero. Any number of Ps can be placed in the leftmost or rightmost (but

not both) positions of an element picture. An assumed decimal point is automatically placed before the first P when the
Ps are leftmost and after the last P when the Ps are rightmost.

• S -- The character S indicates that the number is maintained as either positive or negative. When used, the S must
be the first character in the element picture. When the S is omitted, values for the element description are considered
positive.

PICTURE formats for external floating point data

External floating point data is described in two parts: the mantissa, which represents the decimal part (fractional part)
of the element, and the exponent, which represents the power of 10 to which the base of one (1) must be raised before
being multiplied by the mantissa to determine the element's actual value.

Syntax for the floating point picture is shown next:

►►─┬─ + ─┬─ mantissa E ─┬─ + ─┬─ exponent ────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ - ─┘              └─ - ─┘

Symbol Description
+/- The plus sign or the minus sign indicates whether the mantissa is

positive or negative.
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mantissa The numeric part of the mantissa is described by the following
characters: 9, which represents one numeric character; (n),
following a 9, which represents n repetitions of the numeric
character; and V, which represents an assumed decimal point.
At least one 9 is required. No more than one V can appear in the
mantissa; if the V is omitted, the assumed decimal point is after
the rightmost 9.

E The character E signifies the beginning of the exponential portion
of the picture.

+/- The plus sign or the minus sign indicates whether the exponent is
positive or negative.

exponent The numeric part of the exponent is described by the following
characters: 9, which represents one numeric character; and
(n), following a 9, which represents n repetitions of the numeric
character.
At least one 9 is required; no more than two 9s (or the equivalent
9(2)) can be coded.

PICTURE formats for numeric edited data

Numeric edited data is described by using the numeric data characters described above, along with the following editing
characters:

Z        +      ,

B        CR     -

0        DB     *

$        .

These characters represent edit symbols used in reporting data; quotes are not required. For the individual interpretations
of these symbols, refer to the appropriate programming language manual.

Note that if the current decimal point default is DECIMAL-POINT IS COMMA, a period (.) is interpreted as an insertion
character and a comma (,) is interpreted as a decimal point.

Data formats described only in elementary items

The actual formats of data can be described only in elementary items. Consequently, the PICTURE, USAGE (except
BIT), SYNCHRONIZED, BLANK WHEN ZERO, and SIGN clauses are prohibited in group element descriptions. During
programming operations, however, data is accessible not only through its elementary item description, but also through all
group items under which it falls. The element EMP-ADDRESS, for example, could be referred to directly in a program.

COBOL condition names

The function of level number 88 is to assign COBOL condition names to specific runtime values of an element. A level 88
element does not occupy storage at runtime: it merely provides a name for a particular value that the preceding element's
(level 02 through 49) runtime storage may contain. The name of the level-88 element is known as a condition name.
A level-88 ELEMENT substatement must immediately follow either the substatement describing the element for which
the level-88 element provides a condition name or another level 88 ELEMENT substatement. The following example
illustrates the description of a level-88 element; see the presentation of the VALUE clause for further details:
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add record name is expertise

    .

    .

    .

    02 skill-level-0425     picture is xx.

       88 expert-0425       usage is condition-name

                            value is '04'.

       88 proficient-0425   usage is condition-name

                            value is '04'.

       88 competent-0425    usage is condition-name

                            value is '04'.

       88 elementary-0425   usage is condition-name

                            value is '04'.

Usage clause restrictions for PICTURE clause data types

Alphanumeric, alphabetic, external floating point, and numeric edited descriptions must always have a usage of DISPLAY.
Fixed decimal element descriptions can have a usage of DISPLAY, COMP, COMP-3, or COMP-4.

The exact runtime characteristics of an element depend not only on the PICTURE specification, but also on other
specifications for the element's format, such as USAGE. The following table illustrates several PICTURE specifications in
combination with VALUE specifications.

Usage Picture Sample Value Storage Requirements
DISPLAY X(5) T0241 5 bytes
 X(10) JUNE 10 bytes -- Padded on right with

blanks
 9(7) 2376600 7 bytes
 9(10) 2376600 10 bytes -- Padded on left with

zeros
 9(7)V99 2376600.59 9 bytes -- Assumed decimal

point requires no space
 9(5)PP 2376600 5 bytes -- Assumed zeros

require no space
 +99E-9 .0000059 6 bytes
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DISPLAY-1 G(5) DBCS
character
string

10 bytes

COMP 9(4) 2376 2 bytes
 9(7)V99 2376600.59 4 bytes
COMP-1 none 2376600.59 4 bytes
COMP-2 none 2376600.59 8 bytes
COMP-3 9(7) 2376600 4 bytes
 9(7)V99 2376600.59 5 bytes
BIT X 1 1 byte
 X(7) FILLER  

How the COBOL DML precompiler handles bit elements

When a COBOL program copies a record that contains a bit element, the DML precompiler does the following:

• If the bit element starts on a byte boundary, it assigns a usage of DISPLAY and a picture of X(n); n is the number of
bytes before the next bit item that starts on a byte boundary.

• If the bit element does not start on a byte boundary, it is not reflected in the COBOL program.

Element storage characteristics due to usage and picture

The following table illustrates how values are stored with different usages.

Usage Alphanumeric Value Internal Representation in hexadecimal
DISPLAY BILL BALL C2 C9 D3 D3 40 C2 C1 D3 D3
DISPLAY 4857964 F4 F8 F5 F7 F9 F6 F4
COMP 4857964 00 4A 20 6C
COMP-1 4857964 40 4A 20 6C
COMP-2 4857964 40 00 00 00 00 4A 20 6C
COMP-3 4857964 48 57 96 4C
BIT B'11110000' F0
POINTER 4857964 00 4A 20 6C

OCCURS DEPENDING ON creates variable-length records

The OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause makes a record variable in length. If the MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH and/or
MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH clauses are not included in the record description, the defaults (CONTROL LENGTH
and four bytes) are assigned. The total space required in main storage for a variable-length record is:

main storage space = F + (V * M)

 

    where F = the length of the record's fixed

              portion

          V = the length of one occurrence of
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              the record's variable portion

          M = the maximum number of times the control element

              can occur

For example, the total main storage required for the ABRIDGED-DENTAL-CLAIM record described next under "Examples"
is 20 + 15 + 2 + 9 + 2 + ((2 + 2 + 2 + 2) * 10) = 128 bytes. The actual size of a specific occurrence of the record (data
portion) as stored in the database, however, is as follows:

database storage space = F + (V * C)

 

    where F = the length of the record's fixed

              portion

          V = the length of one occurrence of

              the record's variable portion

          C = the value of the control element

              in the specific record occurrence.

A value of 2 for DC-NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES, for example, indicates two DC-DENTIST elements and a record length
of 20 + 15 + 2 + 9 + 2 + ((2 + 2 + 2 + 2) * 2) = 64 bytes.

SQL Considerations

If you intend to use SQL to access the data described by a non-SQL schema record, consider the following when
designing your record elements:

• Group elements are not visible as columns in SQL, but elementary items within group elements are
• Fillers, condition names, redefining elements and elements subordinate to redefining elements are not visible as

columns
• Elements containing an OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause and elements subordinate to such an element are not

visible as columns
• The datatype of a column is derived from the picture and usage of the corresponding element as follows:

Picture and Usage Data Type
PIC X(n) usage DISPLAY CHAR(n)
PIC A(n) usage DISPLAY CHAR(n)
Numeric edited1 CHAR(l), l=byte length
External floating point2 CHAR(l), l=byte length
PIC G(n) usage DISPLAY GRAPHIC(n)
PIC S9(t)V9(s) usage DISPLAY NUMERIC(t+s,s)
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PIC SP..9(p) usage DISPLAY3 NUMERIC(p,p)
PIC S9(p)P.. usage DISPLAY3 NUMERIC(p,0)
PIC 9(t)V9(s) usage DISPLAY UNSIGNED NUMERIC(t+s,s)
PIC P..9(p) usage DISPLAY3 UNSIGNED NUMERIC(p,p)
PIC 9(p)P.. usage DISPLAY3 UNSIGNED NUMERIC(p,0)
PIC S9(t)V9(s) usage COMP-3 DECIMAL(t+s,s)
PIC SP..9(p) usage COMP-33 DECIMAL(p,p)
PIC S9(p)P.. usage COMP-33 DECIMAL(p,0)
PIC 9(t)V9(s) usage COMP-3 UNSIGNED DECIMAL(t+s,s)
PIC P..9(p) usage COMP-33 UNSIGNED DECIMAL(p,p)
PIC 9(p)P.. usage COMP-33 UNSIGNED DECIMAL(p,0)
PIC S9(n), n<5 usage COMP4 SMALLINT
PIC S9(n), 4<n<10 usage COMP4 INTEGER
PIC S9(n), 9<n usage COMP4 LONGINT
PIC 9(n) usage COMP4 BINARY(l), l=byte length
PIC X(n) usage BIT BINARY(l), l=byte length
USAGE POINTER BINARY(4)
USAGE COMP-1 REAL
USAGE COMP-2 DOUBLE PRECISION

NOTE
1. Numeric edited includes any element whose usage is DISPLAY and:

Whose picture contains any of the editing symbols: + - Z B 0 $ CR DB . , *

• Whose picture clause contains only the symbols: 9 (n) V S P but whose element description also includes the SIGN
LEADING or SEPARATE CHARACTER specification

NOTE
2. External floating point includes any element whose usage is DISPLAY and whose picture is: +/- mantissa E
+/- exponent

NOTE
3. The scaling character "P" in a picture clause is ignored in value representations of associated columns. This
has the effect of representing values of such columns as a power of 10 greater than or smaller than their actual
value. For example, if an element is described as PIC S9(5)PPP, a value of 123000 will be represented in SQL
as 123. If an element is described as PIC SPPP9(5), a value of .000123 will be represented in SQL as .123.

NOTE
4. Computational elements also include those whose USAGE is BINARY and COMP-4. If the picture of a
computational item includes an implied decimal point, it is ignored in determining the data type of the column.
This has the effect of representing values of such columns as a power of 10 greater than their actual values. For
example, if an element is described as PIC S9(5)V99 USAGE COMP, a value of 123.56 will be represented in
SQL as 12345.

NOTE
Elements whose usage is BIT are not represented by columns except as noted:

Group elements in which all subordinate elements have a usage of BIT and which start on a byte boundary are
represented by columns with a data type of BINARY. The length of the column is the length in bytes from the start of the
group element to the start of the next element at the same level which begins on a byte boundary. If groups are nested
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within groups, the group element with the lowest level number in which all subordinate elements are bits is the element
represented by a column. Intervening and subordinate elements are not represented by columns.

• BIT elements occurring a fixed number of times and beginning on a byte boundary are represented by columns with
a data type of BINARY. The length of the column is the length in bytes from the start of the element to the start of the
next element at the same level which also begins on a byte boundary. Intervening elements are not represented by
columns.

• Other BIT elements which begin on a byte boundary are represented by columns with a data type of BINARY. The
length of the column is the length in bytes from the start of the element to the start of the next element at the same
level which also begins on a byte boundary. Intervening elements are not represented by columns.

Examples

Minimum element substatement

Minimal ELEMENT substatements are illustrated next:

02  claim-date.

    03  claim-year   picture 99.

    03  claim-month  picture 99.

    03  claim-day    picture 99.

A valid element description also requires usage information. In the above example, the schema compiler defaults to
assign USAGE IS DISPLAY to each element.

Redefining the same element storage area

In the following example, one record type holds data relating to four different types of facilities and, accordingly, requires
four definitions of the same storage area:

modify record name is facility.

   02 fc-id                      pic x(4).

   02 fc-lunchroom.

      03 fc-l1-length            pic 99.

      03 fc-l1-width             pic 99.

      03 fc-l1-tables            pic 99.

      03 fc-l1-seats             pic 9(4).

      03 fc-l1-pots              pic 99.

   02 fc-lounge                  redefines fc-lunchroom.
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      03 fc-l2-chairs            pic 99.

      03 fc-l2-ashtrays          pic 99.

      03 fc-l2-tables            pic 99.

      03 filler                  pic 9(6).

   02 fc-emp-library             redefines fc-lunchroom.

      03 fc-l3-desks             pic 99.

      03 fc-l3-tables            pic 99.

      03 fc-l3-bookcases         pic 99.

      03 fc-l3-mag-racks         pic 99.

      03 filler                  pic 9(4).

   02 fc-hallway                 redefines fc-lunchroom.

      03 fc-h-length             pic 99.

      03 fc-h-width              pic 99.

      03 filler                  pic 9(8).

Base-element-name cannot contain OCCURS clause

In the following example, any element except EXP-SKILL-DATE-N can contain an OCCURS clause:

05  exp-skill-date.

    10  exp-skill-date-n.

        15  exp-skill-year-n    pic 99.

        15  exp-skill-month-n   pic 99.

        15  exp-skill-day-n     pic 99.

    10  exp-skill-date-x  redefines exp-skill-date-n.

        15  exp-skill-year-x    pic 99.

        15  exp-skill-month-x   pic 99.

        15  exp-skill-day-x     pic 99.
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Group elements have implied pictures

In this example, group elements, COV-SELECT-DATE and COV-TERMIN-DATE have implied pictures of X(6). Group
elements have implied pictures of X(n), where n equals the total number of bytes required by all subordinate elements.

modify record name is coverage.

   02 cov-select-date.

      02 cov-select-year      pic 99.

      02 cov-select-month     pic 99.

      02 cov-select-day       pic 99.

   02 cov-termin-date.

      02 cov-termin-year      pic 99.

      02 cov-termin-month     pic 99.

      02 cov-termin-day       pic 99.

   02 cov-type                pic x.

   02 cov-insplan-code        pic xxx.

Assigning condition values to level-88 elements

These two examples show different ways of assigning condition values for the same record definition:

• Example 1:

modify record name is structure.

   02 struct-code                 pic xx.

      88 president                value 'a1'.

      88 sr-vice-president        value 'a2'.

      88 vice-president           value 'a3'.

      88 sr-manager               value 'b1'.

      88 mid-manager              value 'b2'.

      88 lower-manager            value 'b3'.
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      88 supervisor               value 'c1'.

      88 senior                   value 'd1'.

      88 regular                  value 'd2'.

      88 trainee                  value 'd3'.

   02 struct-effective-date.

      03 struct-effect-year       pic 99.

      03 struct-effect-month      pic 99.

      03 struct-effect-day        pic 99.

• Example 2:

modify record name is structure.

   02 struct-code                 pic xx.

      88 president                value 'a1'.

      88 vice-presidents          value ('a2' 'a3').

      88 managers                 value 'b1' thru 'b3'.

      88 supervisor               value 'c1'.

      88 technicians              value ('d1' 'd2' 'd3').

   02 struct-effective-date.

      03 struct-effect-year       pic 99.

      03 struct-effect-month      pic 99.

      03 struct-effect-day        pic 99.

In a COBOL program using this record description, the following statements have the same meaning:

if president then perform 0500-bigwig.

 

if struct-code = 'a1' then perform 0500-bigwig.
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Variable-length record description

The following example describes a variable number of DC-DENTIST-CHARGES elements within the ABRIDGED-
DENTAL-CLAIM record type:

modify record name is abridged-dental-claim.

   02  dc-dentist-address.

       03  dc-dent-street        pic x(20).

       03  dc-dent-city          pic x(15).

       03  dc-dent-state         pic xx.

       03  dc-dent-zip           pic x(9).

   02  dc-number-of-procedures   pic 99  comp.

   02  dc-dentist-charges      occurs 0 to 10 times

                               depending on

                               dc-number-of-procedures.

       03  dc-tooth-number       pic 99.

       03  dc-service-date.

           03  dc-serv-year      pic 99.

           03  dc-serv-month     pic 99.

           03  dc-serv-day       pic 99.

Repeating group items

The following example defines eight occurrences of the DC-CLAIM-DATE element:

02 dc-claim-date            occurs 8 times.

   03 dc-claim-year         pic 99.

   03 dc-claim-month        pic 99.

   03 dc-claim-day          pic 99.
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The total length of all DC-CLAIM-DATE elements is 8 * (2 + 2 + 2) = 48 bytes. To reference the second DC-CLAIM-
DATE element, the programmer can code DC-CLAIM-DATE(2) or DC-CLAIM- DATE(subscript), where subscript is an
elementary item that contains the value 2. To reference only the DC-CLAIM-MONTH element of the second DC-CLAIM-
DATE element, the programmer can code DC-CLAIM-MONTH(2) or DC-CLAIM-MONTH(subscript).

The previous example can be expanded as follows to include a second level of multiply-occurring elements:

02 dc-claim-date            occurs 8 times.

   03 dc-claim-year         pic 99.

   03 dc-claim-month        pic 99.

   03 dc-claim-day          pic 99.

   03 dc-claim-time         occurs 6 times.

      05 dc-claim-hour      pic 9.

      05 dc-claim-am-or-pm  pic xxxx.

The total length of the DC-CLAIM-DATE element now is 8 * ((2 + 2 + 2) + (6 * (1 + 4))) = 288 bytes. To refer to the fourth
DC-CLAIM-TIME element subordinate to the second DC-CLAIM-DATE element, the programmer can code DC-CLAIM-
TIME(2,4) or DC-CLAIM-TIME(subscript-1, subscript-2), where subscript-1 is an elementary item that contains the value 2
and subscript-2 is an elementary item that contains the value 4.

Indexing a multiply-occurring element

In the following example, the DC-DENTIST-CHARGES element defines an index named DCX:

02  dentist-charges-0405

    occurs 0 to 10 times

    depending on number-of-procedures-0405

    indexed by dcx.

Associating comments with element descriptions

The following example illustrates the use of element comments in the COVERAGE record:

modify record name is coverage.

   02 cov-select-date.

      02 cov-select-year      pic 99.

      02 cov-select-month     pic 99.
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      02 cov-select-day       pic 99.

   02 cov-termin-date.

      02 cov-termin-year      pic 99.

      02 cov-termin-month     pic 99.

      02 cov-termin-day       pic 99.

   02 cov-type                pic x.

      comments 'this is the type assigned to the coverage by

      -        'our company''s insurance professionals'.

   02 cov-insplan-code        pic xxx.

      comments 'this is the code assigned to the coverage by

      -        'the insurance company'.

More Information

 

• For more information on mixing element substatements with the COPY ELEMENTS substatements, see "Usage"
under COPY ELEMENTS.

• For more information on code tables and external pictures, see the CA IDMS Reference section.

COPY ELEMENTS Substatement
Contents

The COPY ELEMENTS substatement requests inclusion of all elements from a record description already stored in the
dictionary. The record description may have been stored through another schema or the IDD DDDL compiler. COPY
ELEMENTS can be used in place of ELEMENT substatements to define all of the record's elements or only some of them.
When COPY ELEMENTS supplies some of the record's elements, use ELEMENT substatements to supply the rest.

Unlike the SHARE clause of the RECORD statement, COPY ELEMENTS generates a new copy of the record structure for
record-name (the object of the ADD or MODIFY).

Syntax

COPY ELEMENTS substatement

►►─── COPy ELements from record base-record-name ─────────────────────────────►
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►◄

   ├─ version-specification ──────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ of SCHema base-schema-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                                  └─ version-specification ─┘

Parameters

 

• COPy ELements from record base-record-name
Identifies the record whose structure is to be copied into the description of record-name (the object of the ADD or
MODIFY). Copied elements have the same level numbers in record-name that they have in the base record.
Base-record-name must identify a record already defined in the dictionary and can be a primary name or a synonym
(as described under "RECORD statements," in this section).

• version-specification
Uniquely qualifies base-record-name with a version number. The default is the current session option for existing
versions.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for version-specification is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions".

• of SCHema base-schema-name
Qualifies descriptions of records that participate in a schema. Base-schema-name must be the name of a schema,
already defined in the dictionary, in which base-record-name participates.

• version-specification
Uniquely qualifies base-schema-name with a version number. The default is the current session option for existing
versions.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for version-specification is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions".

Usage

Mixing Element and COPY ELEMENTS Substatements

Element and COPY ELEMENTS substatements can be mixed in any sequence necessary to describe the structure of the
record. However, because the level numbers of copied elements are the same as those in the base record, you should
exercise care in mixing elements of different levels. To mix element and COPY ELEMENTS substatements and to change
the level numbers within the record, do the following:

1. Code ELEMENT and COPY ELEMENTS substatements to place the elements into their appropriate positions, as
shown in the example that follows this discussion.

2. Online, issue a DISPLAY RECORD with AS SYNTAX and VERB MODIFY for the record; in batch mode, code PUNCH
instead of DISPLAY.

3. Change the affected level numbers only. Do not erase unaffected elements: all elements for a single record must
always be presented together.

4. Submit the new statement to the compiler.

Examples

In the following example, the structure of NEW-COVERAGE is generated by copying elements from the COVERAGE
record and the DDDL-built CARRIER-DETAIL record, and by coding new element descriptions in line.
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add record name is new-coverage

    location mode is via emp-coverage set

    within emp-demo-region area.

    copy elements from record coverage

        of schema empschm version 1.

    02  cov-carrier-id          pic 99.

    02  cov-carrier-name        pic x(20).

    copy elements from record carrier-detail.

The previous example effectively produces a new record description, NEW-COVERAGE, that has the following structure:

01 new-coverage.

   02 cov-select-date.

      03 cov-select-year   pic 99.

      03 cov-select-month  pic 99.

      03 cov-select-day    pic 99.

   02 cov-termin-date.

      03 cov-termin-year   pic 99.

      03 cov-termin-month  pic 99.

      03 cov-termin-day    pic 99.

   02 cov-type             pic x.

   02 cov-insplan-code     pic xxx.

   02 cov-carrier-id       pic 99.

   02 cov-carrier-name     pic x(20).

   02 cov-carr-no-of-claims

                           pic 99 comp.
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   02 cov-carr-claims-processed

                 occurs 0 to 100

                 depending on

                 cov-carr-no-of-claims.

      03 cov-carr-payment  pic x.

        88 prompt          value '9'.

        88 over-30-days    value '4'.

        88 over-60-days    value '1'.

      03 cov-carr-courtesy pic x.

      03 cov-carr-check    pic x.

         88 cleared        value 'c'.

         88 bounced        value 'b'.

SET Statement for Schema

The SET statements identify and describe a set. Depending on the verb, the SET statements can add, modify, delete,
display, or punch the set description.

The schema compiler applies SET statements to the current schema.

NOTE
The parameters used in the following syntax diagrams are described in sections below the syntax diagrams.

Syntax

ADD/MODIFY SET statement

►►─┬─ ADD ────┬─ SET name is set-name ────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ MODify ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─
   └─ SAMe AS SET base-set-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────

─►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►
  ─── of SCHema base-schema-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘
                                  └─ version-specification ─┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ORDer is ─┬─ FIRst ──┬─┘
                ├─ LASt ───┤
                ├─ NEXt ───┤
                ├─ PRIor ──┤
                └─ SORted ─┘
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►
   └─ MODe is ─┬─ CHAin ─┬───────────────────┬──────────┬─┘
               │         └─ LINked to PRIor ─┘          │
               ├─ VSAm INDex ───────────────────────────┤
               └─ INDex indexed-set-mode-specification ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►
   ├─ OWNer is record-name ─┬────────────────────────┬─┤
   │                        └─ owner-record-options ─┘ │
   └─ OWNer is SYStem ─┬──────────────────────┬────────┘
                       └─ area-specification ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄
   │ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   └─▼─┬─────────────┬─ MEMber is record-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬┴─┘
       ├─ INClude ◄──┤                         └─ member-record-options ─┘
       └─ EXClude ───┘

indexed_set

►►─┬─ USIng symbolic-index-name ────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄
   └─ BLOck CONtains key-count keys ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┘
                                     └─ DISplacement is ─┬─ 0 ◄─────────┬─┘
                                                         └─ page-count ─┘

owner_record

►►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►
   └─ NEXt dbkey POSition is ───┬─ next-dbkey-position ─┬─┘
                                └─ AUTo ────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►
   └─ PRIor dbkey POSition is ─┬─ prior-dbkey-position ─┬─┘
                               └─ AUTo ─────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄
   └─ PRImary KEY is ─┬─ system-owned-index-name ─┬─┘
                      ├─ CALc ────────────────────┤
                      └─ NULl ────────────────────┘

area_specification

►►─── WIThin AREa area-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►◄
   ├─ SUBarea symbolic-subarea-name ─────────────────────────────────────┤
   └─ OFFset ─┬─ 0 ◄──────────────────────┬── for ─┬─ 100 PERcent ◄─────┬┘
              ├─ offset-page-count PAGes ─┤        ├─ percent PERcent ──┤
              └─ offset-percent PERcent ──┘        └─ page-count PAGes ─┘

member_record

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►
   └─ INDex dbkey POSition is ─┬─ OMItted ────────────────┬─┘
                               ├─ index-dbkey-position ───┤
                               └─ AUTo ───────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►
   └─ NEXt dbkey POSition is ─┬─ next-dbkey-position ─┬─┘
                              └─ AUTo ────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►
   └─ PRIor dbkey POSition is ─┬─ prior-dbkey-position ─┬─┘
                               └─ AUTo ─────────────────┘
 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►
   └─ LINked to OWNer ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘
                       └─ OWNer dbkey POSition is ┬ owner-dbkey-position ┬┘
                                                  └ AUTo ────────────────┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►
    └─ FOReign KEY is ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘
                       ├─ element-name ──────┬────────────┬─────────────┬─┘
                       │                     └─ NULlable ─┘             │
                       │                                                │
                       │      ┌────────────────────────────────┐        │
                       │      ▼                                │        │
                       ├─  ( ── element-name ──┬────────────┬──┴── ) ───┤
                       │                       └─ NULlable ─┘           │
                       └─ NULl ─────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬─ MANdatory ──┬──┬─ AUTomatic ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ OPTional ───┘  └─ MANual ─────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ key-expression ─┘

key_expression

►►─┬──────────────┬─ KEY is ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ ASCending ──┤
   └─ DEScending ─┘

 ►─┬─ sort-element-name ─┬───────────────┬───────────────┬────────────────────►
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   │                     ├─ ASCENDING ◄──┤               │
   │                     └─ DEScending ──┘               │
   │     ┌─────────────────────────────────────────┐     │
   ├─ ( ─▼─ ( sort-element-name ─┬───────────────┬─┴─ ) ─┤
   │                             ├─ ASCending ◄──┤       │
   │                             └─ DEScending ──┘       │
   └─ DBKey ─┬───────────────┬───────────────────────────┘
             ├─ ASCending ◄──┤
             └─ DEScending ──┘
 ►─┬────────────────────┬─┬────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   └─ NATural sequence ─┘ ├─ COMpressed ───┤
                          └─ UNCOMpressed ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ DUPlicates are ─┬─ FIRst ───────┬─┘
                      ├─ LASt ────────┤
                      ├─ UNORDered ───┤
                      ├─ NOT allowed ─┤
                      └─ by DBKey ────┘

DELETE SET statement

►►─── DELete SET name is set-name ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DISPLAY/PUNCH SET statement

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ SET name is set-name ───────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ ALL ─────┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   └─ NONe ────┘
 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ VERB ─┬─ ADD ─────┬─┘
            ├─ MODify ──┤
            ├─ DELete ──┤
            ├─ DISplay ─┤
            └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘
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Parameters

ADD/MODIFY SET Statement

• SET name is set-name
Identifies the database set description. Set-name must be a 1- to 16- character name. Apply the following
considerations when selecting set names:
– Set-name must not be the same as the schema name or the name of any other component (including synonyms)

within the schema.
– Because set-name is copied into DML programs, it must not be the name of a keyword that is known to either the

DML precompiler or the host programming language.
• SAMe AS SET base-set-name

Copies the entire set description (order, mode, owner, and members) from base-set-name of another schema into the
description set-name (the object of the ADD or MODIFY). Base-set-name must identify an existing set.
– of SCHema base-schema-name

Identifies the schema that contains base-set-name. The base schema must have a status of VALID.
– version-specification

Uniquely qualifies the schema with a version number. The default is the current session option for existing versions.
If the schema version that corresponds to HIGHEST or LOWEST does not contain base-set-name, the schema
compiler issues an error message.

• ORDer is
Specifies the logical order of adding new member record occurrences to a set occurrence at runtime.
– FIRst

Positions the new record immediately after the owner record, becoming the first member in the set (a LIFO stack).
– LASt

Positions the new record immediately before the owner record, becoming the last member in the set (a FIFO stack).
If MODE IS CHAIN is also coded, include LINKED TO PRIOR in the MODE clause.

– NEXt
Positions the new record immediately after the current of set.

– PRIor
Positions the new record immediately before the current of set. If MODE IS CHAIN is also coded, include LINKED
TO PRIOR in the MODE clause.

– SORted
Positions the new record according to the value of one or more of its data elements (called a sort control element)
relative to the values of the same elements in other member records of the same type. ORDER IS SORTED must
be specified for native VSAM sets.

• MODe is
Specifies the characteristic of the set that tells CA IDMS/DB how pointers are to be maintained at runtime.
– CHAin

Links each record in the set to the next record (establishes the NEXT pointer for the set) and is mandatory for all set
types except indexed sets and native VSAM sets.
• LINked to PRIor

Specifies that each record in a chained set will be chained to the prior record (establishes the PRIOR pointer for
the set) and to the next record. LINKED TO PRIOR is required if LAST or PRIOR was specified in the ORDER
clause.
When using LINKED TO PRIOR and assigning pointers manually (see the OWNER and MEMBER clauses,
later), be sure to code the PRIOR DBKEY POSITION clause of the OWNER and MEMBER clauses.

– VSAm INDex
Identifies the set as a native VSAM set representing either a primary index on a KSDS file or an alternate index
on an ESDS or KSDS file. Each VSAM set must be represented by a KSDS or PATH file in the physical database
definition.
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VSAM sets can have, as members, only records whose location mode is VSAM OR VSAM CALC; owner records
are not specified for VSAM sets.

– INDex indexed-set-mode-specification
Identifies the set as an indexed set. This option is not valid for multiple-member sets.

Expansion of   indexed-set-mode-specification
– USIng symbolic-index-name

Specifies the name of a symbol representing the index. The symbolic index is assigned values in a corresponding
physical area definition that identify either:
• The number of entries in each bottom-level index (SR8) record and, optionally, the displacement of the bottom-

level index records from their owners
• The values that are required by CA IDMS/DB to calculate the number of entries in each bottom-level (SR8)

record and its displacement from its owner
– BLOck contains key-count keys
– Establishes the number of entries in each bottom-level index record (SR8 system record). Key-count must be an

unsigned integer in the range 3 through 8180. For the rationale used in determining a value for key-count, see
Allocating Space for Indexes.
• DISplacement is page-count pages

Indicates how far away from their owners the bottom level index records are to be stored.
Default: 0
Limits: Unsigned integer 0 to 32,767

• OWNer is record-name
Identifies the record type that owns the set; record-name must name a record that is associated with the current
schema. This format of the OWNER clause is required for:
– Chained sets
– Indexed sets in which the owner is a user-defined record (see also the OWNER IS SYSTEM clause)
It is not allowed for native VSAM sets.
– owner-record-options

Identifies the positions within the owner record's prefix to be used for next and prior (if any) pointers of the set being
described and optionally identifies the owner record's primary key.
The defaults for next and prior pointer positions depend on the set's mode.
Default:  Following are the defaults for each set mode:

– MODE IS CHAIN causes a default of NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO; the LINKED TO PRIOR clause causes a
default of PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO.

– MODE IS VSAM is not applicable to next and prior set pointers.
– MODE IS INDEX causes defaults of NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO and PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO,

unless OWNER IS SYSTEM is also coded.
Expansion of owner-record-options
– next-dbkey-position

Represents the sequential position of the NEXT set pointer within the owner record's prefix.
Limits: Whole integer 1 to 8180

– prior-dbkey-position
Represents the sequential position of the PRIOR set pointer within the owner record's prefix; it must be a whole
integer in the range 1 through 8180.
When assigning pointer positions manually, remember to specify a prior db-key position if either of these conditions
is true:
• LINKED TO PRIOR is specified in the MODE clause.
• INDEX is specified in the MODE clause and OWNER IS SYSTEM is not specified.

– AUTo
Causes the schema compiler to automatically assign a set pointer position within the owner record's prefix when
the schema description is validated. Until the schema description is validated, a DISPLAY or PUNCH of the set
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indicates AUTO for pointer positions; after the schema description has been validated, DISPLAY or PUNCH
indicates the sequential pointer positions that the validation resolved (see VALIDATE Statement).

– PRImary KEY is
For SQL access against a non-SQL defined database, defines a primary key field in the owner record.
• system-owned-index-name

Identifies a system-owned index as the primary key. To use this specification, the owner record must be a
member of the named index and the named index must be a mandatory automatic set that is defined, as
duplicates not allowed. No elements that are named as the keys for the system-owned index can be group
elements.

• CALc
Identifies the primary key as the owner record's CALC key. To use this specification, the owner record must be
stored with a location mode of CALC in which duplicates are not allowed. The CALC key must not contain a
group element.

• NULl
Removes the primary key from the set and all foreign keys that are associated with the primary key.

• OWNer is SYStem
Specifies that the indexed set being described is owned by an internal owner record (SR7 system record). A single
occurrence of the SR7 record type owns the set containing all member occurrences (identified in the MEMBER clause,
shown next). OWNER IS SYSTEM establishes a relationship that is functionally, though not internally, the same as that
of a one-of-a-kind (OOAK) record to its set members.
OWNER IS SYSTEM is not valid in the following instances:
– If the set mode is CHAIN
– If the set mode is VSAM INDEX
– area-specification

Specifies the area in which the owner record (SR7) and the index structure is to reside. If this clause is not coded,
the owner record and index structure is stored in the same area as the member record (specified in the MEMBER
clause).

Expansion of area-specification
– WIThin AREa area-name

Specifies the name of the area. Area-name must be the name of an area that is already defined as part of the
current schema.
Defaults for the WITHIN AREA clause are as follows:
• If WITHIN AREA is coded without SUBAREA or OFFSET, the SR7 owner record is stored within the named

area's page range.
• If WITHIN AREA is not coded, CA IDMS/DB places the owner record in the same area and page range as the

set member (in the MEMBER clause).
– SUBarea symbolic-subarea-name

Names a symbol representing a page range (or subarea). Within the physical area definition, the symbolic subarea
is assigned the actual range of pages in which CA IDMS/DB stores the system-owned index structure.

– OFFset
Specifies a relative range of pages in the physical area, in terms of either a percentage of the area or a number of
pages, in which CA IDMS/DB stores the owner record and the index structure.
• offset-page-count PAGes

Determines the first page in which CA IDMS/DB stores the owner record based on the lowest page number of
the area:
record lopage = (LPN + offset-page-count)

     where LPN = the lowest page number in the physical area

Limits:  An integer in the range 0 through the number of pages in physical-area-name minus 1.
• offset-percent PERcent
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Determines the first page in which CA IDMS/DB stores the owner record based on the initial page range of the
physical area:
record's lopage = (LPN + (INP * offset-percent * .01))

     where LPN = the lowest page number in the physical area
       and INP = the initial number of pages in the physical area

Limits:  0 to 100.
• FOR page-count PAGes

Determines the last page in which CA IDMS/DB stores the owner record based on the record's low page:
record's hipage = (RLP + page-count - 1)

     where RLP = the first page in which the SR7 can be stored

The calculated page must not exceed the highest page number in the physical area.
• FOR percent PERcent

Determines the last page in which CA IDMS/DB stores the owner record based on the record's low page and the
total number of pages in the physical area:
record's hipage = (RLP + (TNP * percent * .01) - 1)

     where RLP = the first page in which the SR7 can be stored
       and TNP = the total number of pages in the physical area

If percent causes the calculated high page to be greater than the highest page number in the physical area, CA
IDMS/DB ignores the excessive page numbers, and stores the record occurrences up to and including the last
page in the physical area.
Default: 100
Limits: 1 to 100

• INClude MEMber is record-name
Identifies a record type that is to participate as a member of the set. Record-name must name a record that is
associated with the current schema. Code as many MEMBER clauses as are necessary to declare all of the set's
member record types (note that indexed sets and native VSAM sets must include only one member record type).

• EXClude MEMber is record-name
Identifies a record type that is no longer to participate as a member of the set. Record-name must name a record type
that was previously included in the set definition. Additional options of the MEMBER clause are invalid.
– member-record-options

Specifies additional information about set members in order to maintain the set at runtime.
Expansion of   member-record-options
– AUTo

Causes the schema compiler to automatically assign a set pointer position within the member record's prefix when
the schema description is validated. Until the schema description is validated, a DISPLAY or PUNCH of the set
indicates AUTO for pointer positions; after the schema description is validated, DISPLAY or PUNCH indicates the
pointer positions that the validation resolved.
Default:  Defaults assigned by the schema compiler depend on the set mode that is specified for the set as shown
in the following table:

Mode Defaults

MODE IS CHAIN Causes a default of NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO;
the LINKED TO PRIOR clause causes a default of PRIOR
DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO.
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MODE IS INDEX Causes a default of INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS
AUTO. (Note that if the DBA codes NEXT or PRIOR, the
schema compiler accepts the statement, but changes the
specification to INDEX.)

MODE IS VSAM Is not applicable to next and prior set pointers.

– OMItted
Indicates no pointer is maintained in the member record for the index. For a system-owned index, this means that
there are no index pointers in the member records. If you use this option for a system-owned index, you must also
specify the MANDATORY AUTOMATIC set options.

– index-dbkey-position
Assigns the sequential position of the index set pointer within the member record's prefix. Index-dbkey-position
must be an integer in the range 1 through 8180. The default for the index pointer position depends on the set mode
as shown in the table under the "Usage" topic
When assigning pointer positions manually, remember to specify this value if the set is an indexed set.

– next-dbkey-position
Assigns the sequential position of the next set pointer within the member record's prefix. Next-dbkey-position must
be an integer in the range 1 through 8180. The default for the next pointer position depends on the set mode as
shown in the table under the "Usage" topic.

– prior-dbkey-position
Assigns the sequential position of the prior set pointer within the member record's prefix. Prior-dbkey-position must
be an integer in the range 1 through 8180. The default for the prior pointer position depends on the set mode as
shown in the table under the "Usage" topic. Remember to specify this value if LINKED TO PRIOR is specified in the
MODE clause.

– LINked to OWNer
Links each member record of the named type in the set to the owner record.
• OWNer dbkey POSition is owner-dbkey-position

Assigns the owner pointer position manually. Owner-dbkey-position represents a relative position in the member
record's prefix to be used for storing the database key of the owner record of the set; it must be an unsigned
integer in the range 1 through 8180. Do not specify this clause for:

• Indexed sets whose owner is SYSTEM
• Native VSAM sets
• OWNer dbkey POSition is AUTo

Causes the schema compiler to automatically assign the owner pointer position within the member record's prefix
when the schema is validated. AUTO is the default.
Until the schema description is validated, a DISPLAY or PUNCH of the set indicates AUTO for the pointer
position; after validation, these statements indicate the actual sequential pointer position.

– FOReign KEY is
For SQL access against a non-SQL defined database, identifies or removes a foreign key in the member record.
• NULl

Removes a previously defined foreign key from the member record; if specified, the owner record must be
defined without a primary key.

• element-name
Identifies an element or a list of elements enclosed in parentheses that identify the foreign key. The elements
cannot be group elements and must match the data type and length of the corresponding element in the primary
key.

• NULlable
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Indicates that the foreign key element can contain NULL values. To use this specification, the following rules
apply:

• The membership option of the member record cannot be mandatory automatic
• The foreign key element cannot be a control key or subordinate to a control key in any sorted set
• The foreign key element cannot be a CALC key
• The foreign key element must be defined as NULLABLE in all primary/foreign key sets in which it is named

– MANdatory
Specifies that occurrences of this record type cannot be disconnected from the set other than through an ERASE
function. MANDATORY must be specified for native VSAM sets and index sets in which the index db-key position is
omitted.

– OPTional
Specifies that occurrences of this record type can be disconnected from the set without being erased. Either
MANDATORY or OPTIONAL must be specified when including a member into a set.
AUTomatic
Specifies that occurrences of this record type are connected implicitly to the set as part of the STORE function.
AUTOMATIC must be specified for native VSAM sets and index sets in which the index db-key position is omitted.

– MANual
Specifies that occurrences of this record type are connected to the set only when the CONNECT function is issued.
Either AUTOMATIC or MANUAL must be specified when including a member into a set.

– key-expression
Identifies a sorted set. This clause is required if SORTED is specified in the ORDER statement and is invalid for
other set orders.

NOTE
In a multiple-member set, record occurrences are maintained in order within their record type, but are
maintained in no predictable order with respect to records of other types within the set.

Expansion of   key-expression
– sort-element-name

Identifies the member record element(s) on whose values the set is to be sorted (that is, the sort control element).
Sort-element-name specifies the name of a group or elementary data item that is defined in an element description
statement for the named member record type, with the following restrictions:
• No element that is named FILLER can be used in the sort control element.
• No element that redefines another element or is subordinate to an element that redefines another element can

be used in the sort control element.
• No repeating element (that is, one defined with an OCCURS clause) and no element subordinate to a repeating

element can be used in the sort control element.
• No element exceeding 256 bytes can be used in the sort control element.
Multiple sort-element-name values (each with its own order) can be coded, forming a compound sort control
element and thereby allowing the member records to be sorted on more than one element within the record. The
element names that make up the sort control element need not be contiguous within the member record. Note,
however, that the combined lengths of the elements (as defined in the PICTURE and USAGE clauses of the
ELEMENT substatement) must not exceed 256 bytes. Do not code multiple sort-element-names for native VSAM
sets.

– DBKey
For indexed sets only, specifies that the member record's database key is the set control element. Duplicates are
not allowed.
• ASCending

Sorts the specified sort-element or database key in ascending order. ASCENDING is the default. ASCENDING
must be specified for native VSAM sets.
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Note that if you specify ASCENDING before the KEY keyword, you cannot specify ASCENDING or
DESCENDING anywhere else in key-expression.

• DEScending
Sorts the specified sort-element or database key in descending order.
Note that if you specify DESCENDING before the KEY keyword, you cannot specify ASCENDING or
DESCENDING anywhere else in key-expression.

– NATural sequence
Indicates that the values of the key fields are sorted and evaluated with negative values before positive values.
By default, CA IDMS/DB sorts and evaluates the key fields using a standard collating sequence, which sorts
information according to its hexadecimal representation.
Even if NATURAL SEQUENCE is specified, the schema compiler may use a standard sort sequence if an element
in the sort key is a group element. If the data types of the elements subordinate to the group do not affect the
natural sort sequence, CA IDMS/DB uses the natural sequence. Otherwise, it uses the standard sort sequence and
issues a warning message.

NOTE
If STANDARD SEQUENCE is assumed and the CONTROL FIELDS allow NATURAL SEQUENCE,
NATURAL SEQUENCE will be selected. Control fields that are display will be set to NATURAL
SEQUENCE.

• UNCOMpressed
Applies to sorted indexed sets only and specifies that similar index entries are maintained in their entirety.

• COMpressed
Applies to sorted indexed sets only and specifies that similar index entries are maintained in compressed form.
COMPRESSED saves index space by compressing repeated characters and by causing like index entries to
be stored in part: the initial like portion of the entry is stored once for all similar entries and only the different
remaining portions are stored for each entry.

– DUPlicates are
Specifies how CA IDMS/DB handles a record occurrence whose sort key duplicates an existing occurrence's sort
key.
• FIRst

Logically positions record occurrences before the occurrence(s) with the duplicated sort key. FIRST is not valid
for native VSAM sets.

• LASt
Logically positions record occurrences after the occurrence(s) with the duplicated sort key. LAST is not valid for
native VSAM sets.

• NOT allowed
Does not allow record occurrences with duplicate sort keys.

• UNORDered
For native VSAM only, retrieves record occurrences in the order in which they were stored, regardless of the
direction in which the set is being searched.

• by DBkey
For MODE IS INDEX sets only, sorts record occurrences with duplicate key values by db-key.

DELETE SET Statement

• SET name is set-name
Identifies the database set description. Set-name must be a 1- to 16- character name.

DISPLAY/PUNCH SET Statement

• DETails
Displays or punches the entire set description.

• ALL
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Displays or punches the entire set description.
• NONe

Displays or punches only the set name.

NOTE

For more information about DISPLAY/PUNCH, see Generic DISPLAY/PUNCH Statement and Expansion of
module specification.

Usage

Set Automatically Deleted if Owner Record is Deleted

If a set's owner record is deleted (by a DELETE RECORD statement), the set is automatically deleted. Additionally, the
deleted record and set are deleted from all subschema descriptions that are associated with the current schema. But if a
set's member record is deleted (by a DELETE RECORD statement), the set remains.

Explicitly deleting a set

To delete the set (if it has no other member records), use the DELETE SET statement. DELETE deletes the named set
description from the data dictionary. Consequently, the set is removed not only from the current schema, but also from the
descriptions of all subschemas associated with the current schema. No optional clauses are valid for DELETE operations.

Default automatic pointer assignments for owner records

A valid set description requires pointer positions for the owner record and for each member record.

The defaults for the owner pointer positions depend on the set's mode specification as shown in the following table.
Positions for which "none" is indicated have no default and must not be specified; there is no such pointer position for
these modes.

Set mode NEXT PRIOR
CHAIN (without LINKED TO PRIOR) AUTO none
CHAIN (with LINKED TO PRIOR) AUTO AUTO
VSAM none none
INDEX (with user-defined record type as
owner)

AUTO AUTO

INDEX (with SYSTEM as owner) none none

Default automatic pointer assignments for member records

A valid set description requires pointer positions for the owner record and for each member record. The defaults for the
member record pointer positions depend on the set's mode specification as shown in the following table. Positions for
which "none" is indicated have no default and must not be coded; these modes have no such pointer position.

Set mode NEXT PRIOR INDEX
CHAIN
(without LINKED TO PRIOR)

AUTO none none

CHAIN
(with LINKED TO PRIOR)

AUTO AUTO none

VSAM none none none
INDEX none none AUTO

Unlinked indexes
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An unlinked index is a system-owned index in which there are no index pointers in the member records. You specify an
unlinked index by using the OMITTED option on the INDEX DBKEY POSITION clause of the MEMBER RECORD clause.
Unlinked indexes provide the following advantages:

• You can load and rebuild unlinked indexes faster
• You can add or remove an unlinked index without restructuring the database, provided the control length of a

compressed or variable length member record is not changed

However, unlinked indexes may increase processing overhead. For more considerations about unlinked indexes, see
Non-SQL Tuning Options.

The set options for an unlinked index must be MANDATORY AUTOMATIC.

Pointer positions in a record

For a given record, each position must be assigned to only one set pointer, and the positions within the record must be
contiguous.

SAME AS SET clause reduces coding

Because SAME AS SET copies an existing description, it can relieve the DBA of a considerable amount of coding. The
DBA can create a base set description with SAME AS SET and code additional clauses to alter the description of the new
set as desired.

Restrictions for SAME AS SET clause

SAME AS SET must not be specified for a set to which order, mode, owner, or member already is assigned.
Consequently, placement of the SAME AS SET clause is restricted as follows:

• ADD operation -- When used in an ADD operation, SAME AS SET must precede all other optional clauses.
• MODIFY operation -- SAME AS SET cannot be used in a MODIFY operation unless the set was added with no

optional clauses.

Don't change set pointers for existing databases

Do not change set pointers for existing databases. Use the NEXT DBKEY POSITION, PRIOR DBKEY POSITION, INDEX
DBKEY POSITION only when adding new sets or when changing sets in a schema for which a database is not yet
defined. If you must change set pointers, for example, because a set is deleted, you must restructure your database.

Determine pointer positions before assigning pointers

For a given record, each position must be assigned to only one set pointer, and the positions within the record must
be contiguous. When assigning positions manually, determine the pointer positions for all sets in the schema before
coding set descriptions. This avoids any conflicts (such as attempting to use the same position twice) and speeds up the
mechanical process of adding set descriptions to the schema description.

Percentage offsets assist database maintenance

Of the page limiting options, OFFSET with percentage specifications is the most flexible. As a database grows and must
eventually be expanded, the physical areas of the database must also be expanded. If the DBA originally expressed the
owner record's page range as a percentage of an area, the range need not be respecified to fit the new physical area
description; the runtime system automatically assigns the owner record to the same relative position in the new physical
area.

Foreign keys and control length

The specification of a foreign key does not affect the control length of the member record. Foreign key elements may
occur beyond the last control key even if the record is compressed or variable in length. However, if a foreign key element
does begin after the control length and the record has a database procedure which changes the value of the foreign key
field on a store or modify (for example, to convert it to upper case), then you should not use SQL INSERT statements to
store new occurrences, nor SQL UPDATE statements to change the value of the foreign key. If you use these statements,
the value of the foreign key field before the procedure is executed is used to validate the primary/foreign key relationship.
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This may cause the update to fail on a referential constraint violation or it may cause the member record to be associated
with an incorrect owner.

Primary/Foreign key usage

Defining primary and foreign keys for network sets allows SQL to treat sets as referential constraints between network
records. Incorporating a foreign key into the member record of a set and identifying the primary and foreign keys in the
SET definition statement allows standard application development tools that use JDBC and ODBC metadata functions to
discover the relationship between the network records in a set relationship. This also enables the use of standard SQL
statements to INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE rows in the owner and member records, and eliminates the need for SQL
syntax extensions and table procedures.

Records which participate in a set that is defined with primary/foreign keys cannot be referenced in SQL statements which
use a virtual key schema and if done, results in an error.

Mixed page groups

Chained sets may not cross page group boundaries regardless of the MIXED PAGE GROUP BINDS ALLOWED option
setting.

Examples

Minimum SET statement

The following example supplies the minimum SET statement that is required for the set to be a valid schema component:

add set name is insplan-rider
  order is last
  mode is chain
  owner is insplan
  member is rider
  mandatory automatic.

Defining a chained set

The following example specifies that new records in the COVERAGE-CLAIMS set are added immediately before the
owner record, and that both next linkages (required) and prior linkages (optional) are used:

add set name is coverage-claims
  order is last
  mode is chain linked to prior
  .
  .
  .

Defining an indexed set

The following example identifies INDEX-JOB-TITLE as an indexed set; each of the set's bottom-level internal index
records will contain 50 entries.

add set name is index-job-title
  order is sorted
  mode is index block contains 50 keys
  .
  .
  .
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Using SAME AS SET to reduce coding

As stated earlier, SAME AS SET copies all information from the copied set to the new set description; the schema
compiler treats all subsequent clauses as MODIFY operations. In the following example, the MODE clause is treated as
though the statement were a MODIFY SET statement; the statement creates the EMP-POSITION set, which is identical to
EMP-POS set, except for its mode, and associates the new set with the current schema.

add set name is emp-position
  same as set emp-pos of schema testschm version is 1
  mode is chain linked to prior.

Calculating the page range of owner records

In the following example, physical area EMP-DEMO-REGION contains 1000 pages, numbered from 1 through 1000. At
runtime, CA IDMS/DB will use the offset specified for the system owner record and store the record on pages 51 ((1000 *
5 * .01) + 1) through 1000.

... owner is system
      within area emp-demo-region
        offset 5 percent for 95 percent.

In the following example, ORG-DEMO-REGION contains 240 pages, numbered from 2001 through 2240. At runtime, CA
IDMS/DB will store the owner record on pages 2041 (2001 + 40) through 2240.

... owner is system
      within area org-demo-region
        offset 40 pages for 200 pages.

Manually setting pointer positions

The following MEMBER clause example establishes the EMPOSITION record as a member of the JOB-POSITION
set. EMPOSITION has NEXT and PRIOR pointers for this set in positions 1 and 2 of the record prefix; owner linkage is
maintained, with the OWNER pointer in position 3 of the record prefix. Runtime operations for EMPOSITION are governed
by the OPTIONAL disconnect and MANUAL connect option.

add set name is job-position
  order is next
  mode is chain linked to prior
  owner is job
    next dbkey position is 1
    prior dbkey position is 2
  member is emposition
    next dbkey position is 1
    prior dbkey position is 2
    linked to owner
      owner dbkey position is 3
    optional manual.

Examples of sorted sets

The following example illustrates two sorted sets:

add set name is ooak-skill
  order is sorted
  mode is chain linked to prior
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  owner is ooak
    next dbkey position is 1
    prior dbkey position is 2
  member is skill
    next dbkey position is 1
    prior dbkey position is 2
    optional automatic
    key is skill-name ascending
      duplicates not allowed.

add set name is emp-expertise
  order is sorted
  mode is chain linked to prior
  owner is employee
    next dbkey position is 10
    prior dbkey position is 11
  member is expertise
    next dbkey position is 4
    prior dbkey position is 5
    linked to owner
    owner dbkey position is 6
    mandatory automatic
    key is emp-expertise ascending
      duplicates first.

Examples of indexed sets

The following example defines sets similar to those in the previous example. in this example the sets are implemented as
indexed sets:

add set name is ooak-skill
  order is sorted
  mode is index
    block contains 70 keys
  owner is system
  member is skill
    index dbkey position is 1
    optional automatic
    key is skill-name ascending
      compressed
      duplicates not allowed.

add set name is emp-expertise
  order is sorted
  mode is index
    block contains 50 keys
  owner is employee
    next dbkey position is 10
    prior dbkey position is 11
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  member is expertise
    index dbkey position is 4
    linked to owner
      owner dbkey position is 5
    mandatory automatic
    key is emp-expertise ascending
      duplicates first.

Example of a multiple-member set

The following example illustrates a set with three member record types; the db-key position specification defaults to
AUTO:

add set name is coverage-claims
  order is last linked to prior
  mode is chain
  owner is coverage
  member is hospital-claim
    mandatory automatic
  member is non-hosp-claim
    mandatory automatic
  member is dental-claim
    mandatory automatic.

Primary/Foreign key usage:

Defining primary and foreign keys for network sets allows SQL to treat sets as referential constraints between network
records. Incorporating a foreign key into the member record of a set and identifying the primary and foreign keys in the
SET definition statement, allows standard application development tools that use JDBC and ODBC metadata functions,
to discover the relationship between the network records in a set relationship. This also enables the use of standard SQL
statements to INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE rows in the owner and member records and eliminates the need for SQL
syntax extensions and table procedures. If the department ID is defined in the EMPLOYEE record as DEPT-ID-4015, the
following example shows how the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set can be defined as a referential set.

add set name is dept-employee
  .
  .
  .
  owner is department
  .
  .
  .
    primary key is calc
  member is employee
  .
  .
  .
    foreign key is dep-id-0415
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NOTE

• The virtual foreign key feature is an alternative to defining a referential set. For more information, see
"Accessing Network-Defined Databases" in the CA IDMS Reference documentation.

• For more information about pointer positioning, system-owned index sets and system record types, and how
CA IDMS/DB compresses index entries, see "Administrating Database Design."

VALIDATE Statement for Schema
The VALIDATE statement verifies the relationships among all components of the schema that is current for update and
sets the status of the schema to VALID (if no errors exist) or IN ERROR (if errors exist). CA IDMS/DB requires that a valid
schema resides in the dictionary before any other activity involving the database can begin.

Only the schema compiler updates the status.

Syntax

►►─── VALIDATE ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Usage

Effect of VALIDATE on schema

When the schema compiler validates the schema, it takes one of the following actions:

• If it finds no errors, the compiler sets the schema status to VALID. VALID indicates that the schema is usable by other
CA IDMS/DB software.

• If it finds errors, the compiler sets the schema status to IN ERROR and issues messages indicating the exact nature of
each error. The DBA uses these messages to determine what changes must be made for the schema to be valid. As
long as the status is IN ERROR, other CA IDMS/DB software (such as the subschema compiler and utilities) cannot
use the schema.

Must validate the schema following ADD and MODIFY

The schema compiler sets the schema status to IN ERROR after the successful execution of an ADD SCHEMA or
MODIFY SCHEMA statement. You must validate the schema to make it available to other CA IDMS/DB software.

VALIDATE resolves pointers

In addition to the verification described above, VALIDATE causes the schema compiler to resolve the pointer positions for
which AUTO was specified in set description statements.

VALIDATE can be used at any time during schema definition

The VALIDATE statement can be used at any time to verify the relationships of schema components. For example, if
the DBA has not yet defined sets but wants to verify the schema record structures, VALIDATE can be used. In this case,
however, the DBA should anticipate a warning for records whose location mode is VIA an undefined set.

REGENERATE Statement
The REGENERATE statement regenerates subschema load modules following changes to the schema that is current for
update.
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Syntax
 ►►─── REGenerate ─┬─ AFFected ─┬─ SUBSChemas ─────────────────────────────────►
                   └─ ALL ──────┘
  
  ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─ as LOAd MODule Version version-number ─┘
 

Parameters

• AFFected
Instructs the schema compiler to regenerate only those subschemas that have been affected by the schema
modification.

• ALL
Instructs the schema compiler to regenerate all subschemas associated with the current schema.

• as LOAd MODule Version version-number
Specifies the version number to be assigned to the subschema load modules. Version-number must be an unsigned
integer in the range 1 through 9999. The default is 1.

NOTE
Unlike other version numbers, the load module version number does not default to the current session
option.

Usage

Effect of REGENERATE on Subschemas

In response to the REGENERATE statement, the schema compiler identifies each subschema that must be regenerated
and verifies the relationships among the components of each identified subschema. Based on this verification, the schema
compiler takes one of the following actions:

• If it finds no errors, the compiler invokes the subschema compiler to create subschema tables and store the tables as a
load module in the dictionary load area (DDLDCLOD). The subschema is marked as VALID.

• If it finds errors, the compiler issues messages indicating the name of the invalid subschema and the exact nature of
each error and marks the subschema IN ERROR. The DBA uses these messages to determine what changes must
be made for the subschema to be valid and uses the subschema compiler to make any necessary changes to the
subschema.

Using the subschema compiler to regenerate subschemas

Alternatively, after modifying and validating a schema, the DBA can use the subschema compiler (IDMSUBSC) to validate
and regenerate subschemas. To regenerate subschemas, use either the schema compiler or the subschema compiler:
using both causes needless duplication of processing. Note that if a subschema requires changes in addition to those
necessitated by changes in the schema, the DBA need not use REGENERATE. The DBA can, after validating the
schema, use the subschema compiler both to make the additional changes and to generate the new subschema load
module.

Subschema Statements
This section describes SUBSCHEMA statements. Syntax, parameter descriptions, usage information, and examples are
presented for each statement.

The SUBSCHEMA statements identify the subschema as a whole, and establish subschema currency,  see Establishing
Schema and Subschema Currency. In addition to the functions stated above, SUBSCHEMA statements can:
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• Add, modify, delete, display, or punch a subschema description
• Establish security for the subschema
• Authorize users to issue specific verbs against the subschema

Syntax Order

ADD/MODIFY syntax is presented first, followed by DELETE syntax. DISPLAY/PUNCH syntax is presented last.

Expansion Variables

Diagrams for expansion variables (indicated by underscore and italics) are shown at the end of the current syntax
diagram. Expansions for common clauses are handled in a separate section, and those expansions are referenced in the
parameter description.  

Syntax

Syntax: ADD/MODIFY SUBSCHEMA

►►─┬─ ADD ────┬─ SUBschema name is subschema-name ────────────────────────────►

   └─ MODify ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ of SCHema name is schema-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                                     └─ version-specification ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ user-specification ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ subschema DEScription is description-text ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─┬─ PROgram REGistration REQuired ─┬─ is ─┬─ ON ────┬─┘

     └─ AUThorization ─────────────────┘      └─ OFF ◄──┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ USAge is ─┬─ DML ─────┬─┘

                ├─ LR ──────┤

                └─ MIXed ◄──┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼- statistics-transfer-specification ─┴─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LR CURrency ─┬─ RESet ◄───┬─┘

                   └─ NO RESet ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─────────────┬─ USEr is user-id ─┬──────────────────────────────┬┴─┘

       ├─ INClude ◄──┤                   └─ user-options-specification ─┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ PUBlic ACCess is allowed for ─┬─ DELete ──┬─┘

                                    ├─ DISplay ─┤

                                    ├─ MODify ──┤

                                    ├─ UPDate ──┤

                                    ├─ ALL ◄────┤

                                    └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►
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   │ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─────────────┬─ class-name is attribute-name ┬───────────────────┬┴─┘

       ├─ INClude ◄──┤                               └ TEXT is user-text ┘

       └─ EXClude ───┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─┬─ COMments ────┬──┬─ comment-text ─┬─┘

     └─ comment-key ─┘  └─ NULl ─────────┘

Expansion of statistics-transfer-specification

►►─── TRAnsfer statistics to SUBschema name subschema-name ───────────────────►

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ of SCHema name is schema-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                                     └─ version-specification ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ FOR PROgram name is program-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                                        └─ version-specification ─┘

Syntax: DELETE SUBSCHEMA

►►─── DELete SUBschema name is subschema-name ────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ of SCHema name is schema-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                                     └─ version-specification ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ user-specification ─┘

Syntax: DISPLAY/PUNCH SUBSCHEMA

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ SUBschema name is subschema-name ───────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ of SCHema name is schema-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                                     └─ version-specification ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

   │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   │ │                 ┌─────────────────────────────────┐ │ │

   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ ALL COMment TYPes ─────────┬─┴─┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ AREas ─────────────────────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ATTributes ────────────────┤

                         ├─ COMments ──────────────────┤

                         ├─ DEFinitions ───────────────┤

                         ├─ DETails ───────────────────┤

                         ├─ ELements ──────────────────┤

                         ├─ HIStory ───────────────────┤
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                         ├─ LRS ───────────────────────┤

                         ├─ PATh-groups ───────────────┤

                         ├─ PROgrams ──────────────────┤

                         ├─ RECords ───────────────────┤

                         ├─ SETs ──────────────────────┤

                         ├─┬─ USEr DEFINED COMments ─┬─┤

                         │ └─ UDCs ──────────────────┘ │

                         ├─ USErs ─────────────────────┤

                         ├─ ALL ───────────────────────┤

                         └─ NONe ──────────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERB ─┬─ ADD ─────┬─┘

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ DELete ──┤

            ├─ DISplay ─┤

            └─ PUNch ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘

          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘
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Parameters

 

• SUBschema name is subschema-name
Identifies the subschema description to the dictionary. Subschema-name specifies the name of the subschema.
Subschema-name must be a 1- to 8-character alphanumeric value.

• of SCHema name is schema-name
Associates the subschema with a previously compiled schema. Schema-name is the name of a valid schema for which
the named subschema represents a program view. This clause is required for ADD operations; it is required for all
other operations if the subschema name is not unique in the dictionary.

• version-specification
Specifies the version number of the schema. The version number defaults to the current session option for existing
versions.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for version-specification is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions".

• user-specification
Identifies the user using the subschema description.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for user-specification is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions".

• subschema DEScription is description-text
Optionally specifies a name that is more descriptive than the 8-character subschema name required by CA IDMS/
DB, but can be used to store any type of information; SUBSCHEMA DESCRIPTION is purely documentational.
Description-text is a 1- to 40-character alphanumeric field; if it contains spaces or delimiters, it must be enclosed in
quotes.
For CA OLQ users, the descriptive information appears on the CA OLQ screen to select subschemas.

• PROgram REGistration REQuired/AUThorization is ON
Specifies that programs must be registered with the named subschema in order to be compiled against the
subschema. AUTHORIZATION is a synonym for PROGRAM REGISTRATION REQUIRED.
To register a program with a subschema, use the IDD DDDL PROGRAM statement. A program naming the subschema
is not eligible for compilation by the DML precompilers unless it is registered with the subschema.

• PROgram REGistration REQuired/AUThorization is OFF
Specifies that programs do not have to be registered with the named subschema to be compiled against the
subschema. AUTHORIZATION is a synonym for PROGRAM REGISTRATION REQUIRED. OFF is the default. Any
program naming the subschema can be compiled by the DML precompilers.

• USAge is DML
Specifies that programs using the subschema can access database records only. Attempts to access logical records
will result in the return of an error-status code of 2010 to the requesting program.

• USAge is LR
Specifies that programs using the subschema can access logical records only. Attempts to access database records
will result in the return of an error-status code of nn10 to the requesting program.

• USAge is MIXed
Specifies that programs using the subschema can access both database records and logical records. MIXED is the
default.

• statistics-transfer-specification
Transfers compile-time program statistics from the current subschema to another subschema. Statistics can be
transferred for all programs associated with the current subschema or for a specific program. Statistics can be viewed
in standard dictionary (DREPORTs) activity reports (see the CA IDMS Reporting section), as follows:
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– Area statistics by area and by program
– Set statistics by set and by program
– Record statistics by record and by program
– Logical record statistics by logical record and by program

• TRAnsfer statistics to SUBschema name subschema-name
Identifies the subschema to receive the transferred statistics.

• of SCHema name is schema-name
Identifies the schema with which the subschema receiving the transferred statistics is associated; this clause is
required if subschema-name is not unique.

• version-specification
Uniquely qualifies schema-name with a version number. The default is the current session option for existing versions.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for version-specification is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions".

• FOR PROgram name is program-name
Identifies a program for which statistics have been collected under the current subschema. The statistics for and
registration of the named program are transferred to the subschema named in the TRANSFER STATISTICS clause. If
this clause is omitted, the statistics for all programs associated with the subschema will be transferred.

• version-specification
Uniquely qualifies program-name with a version number. The default is the current session option for existing versions.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for version-specification is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions".

• LR CURrency RESet
For subschemas containing logical-record definitions, specifies that the CA IDMS Logical Record Facility (LRF) is to
reset currency and restore the logical record's program variable storage area before iterating a path. RESET is the
default.
LRF sets the currency to that which existed at the termination of the previous execution of the path and restores the
logical record's variable storage area with the records obtained during the previous execution of the path. LRF resets
currency by issuing FINDs by DBKEY for all logical-record elements previously located up to, but not including, that
element at which iteration is to commence. LRF restores storage by additionally issuing GETs for those elements
retrieved as well as located during the previous execution of the path.

• LR CURrency NO RESet
Specifies that LRF is not to reset currency or restore variable storage.

• INClude USEr is user-id
Associates a user with the subschema description. User-id must be the name of a user as defined in the dictionary.

• user-options-specification
Registers the user to access the subschema description, places security on the subschema description, and
documents the user's association with the subschema. The options available with this clause are valid for INCLUDE
only.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for user-options-specification is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions".

• PUBlic ACCess is allowed for
Specifies which operations are available, for the current subschema and its components, for public access (that is, to
all users who can sign on to the subschema compiler. When coded, the keyword ALLOWED can be abbreviated to no
fewer than four characters (ALLO).

• DELete
Allows unregistered users to DELETE, DISPLAY, and PUNCH the subschema and its components.

• DISplay
Allows unregistered users to DISPLAY and PUNCH the subschema and its components.

• MODify
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Allows unregistered users to MODIFY, DISPLAY, and PUNCH the subschema and its components.
• UPDate

Allows unregistered users to ADD, MODIFY, DELETE, DISPLAY, and PUNCH the subschema and its components.
Unlike ALL, UPDATE does not allow unregistered users to change the subschema's PUBLIC ACCESS specification.

• ALL
Allows unregistered users to ADD, MODIFY, DELETE, DISPLAY, and PUNCH the subschema and its components.
Additionally, ALL allows all users to change the subschema's PUBLIC ACCESS specification, thus enabling them to
change security for the subschema.

• NONe
Prohibits unregistered users from accessing the subschema.

• INClude class-name is attribute-name
Provides a way for the DBA to classify the subschema for documentational purposes by associating an attribute with
the subschema.
Class-name must be the name of a class as defined in the dictionary through the IDD DDDL compiler. If the dictionary
entry for the class specifies that attributes must be added manually, attribute-name must be the name of an attribute
already associated with class-name; if not, attribute-name can be any 1- to 40-character value, enclosed in quotes if it
contains spaces or delimiters.

NOTE
For instruction in defining classes and attributes, see the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section.

• EXClude class-name is attribute-name
Dissociates an attribute with the subschema. Class-name must be the name of a class for which an attribute already is
associated with the subschema; attribute-name names the attribute in order to be dissociated from the subschema.

• TEXT is user-text
On INCLUDE class-name operations, supplies additional documentation of the assignment of a specific attribute to the
subschema. User-text is 1 to 40 characters of text; if it contains spaces or delimiters, it must be enclosed in quotes.

• COMments/comment-key is comment-text/NULl
Provides a way for the DBA to maintain comments about the subschema. Comment-key is the value assigned in the
USER DEFINED COMMENTS clause of the IDD DDDL MODIFY ENTITY statement. NULl disassociates text from the
current subschema.

NOTE
Coding rules for comment-text are presented in 10.5.4, "Coding Comment Text".

• ALL COMment TYPes
Displays and punches all comment entries (COMMENTS, DEFINITIONS, ELEMENT DEFINITIONS, CULPRIT
HEADERS, OLQ HEADERS, REMARKS, and user-defined comment keys) associated with the requested subschema.

• AREas
Displays and punches all areas included in the subschema.

• ATTributes
Displays and punches all classes and attributes assigned to the subschema.

• COMments
Displays and punches all COMMENTS clauses included both in the SUBSCHEMA statement and in all logical-record
definitions in the subschema.

• DEFinitions
Displays and punches all definitions associated with the subschema.

• DETails
Displays and punches the following information on the subschema:
– The AUTHORIZATION clause specified for the subschema
– The USAGE clause specified for the subschema
– The LR CURRENCY clause specified for the subschema

• ELements
Displays and punches the following information:
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– When LRS and DETAILS are also specified, database records contained in a logical record definition
– When RECORDS and DETAILS are also specified, elements (fields) previously specified in a subschema record

definition
• HIStory

Displays and punches the date and time that the subschema was created or last modified.
• LRS

Displays and punches all logical records included in the subschema.
• PATh-groups

Displays and punches all logical-record path groups included in the subschema.
• PROgrams

Displays and punches all programs associated with the subschema.
• RECords

Displays and punches all database records included in the subschema.
• SETs

Displays and punches all sets included in the subschema.
• USEr DEFINED COMments/UCDS

For subschema with user-defined comment keys only, displays and punches all user-defined comment keys
associated with the requested subschema.

• USErs
Displays and punches all users associated with the subschema, including the REGISTRATION, RESPONSIBILITY,
and PUBLIC ACCESS clauses.

• ALL
Displays and punches the entire subschema description.

• NONe
Displays and punches only the subschema name and associated schema name and version number.

Usage

Effect of ADD on Subschema

ADD creates a new subschema source description in the dictionary. Default values established through the SET
OPTIONS statement can be used to supplement the user-supplied description.

ADD also sets the subschema's status to IN ERROR. The status must be set to VALID before a subschema load module
can be generated; a load module must be generated before programs can use the subschema to access the database.

Effect of MODIFY on Subschema

MODIFY modifies an existing subschema source description in the dictionary. All clauses associated with an ADD
operation can be specified for MODIFY operations.

MODIFY also sets the subschema's status to IN ERROR. The status must be set to VALID before a subschema load
module can be generated. Note, that if modification involves the following changes, and if the subschema already has a
load module, a new load module need not be produced:

• Documentation
• Program registration
• Statistics transfer
• Users included or excluded
• Public access

Effect of DELETE on Subschema

DELETE deletes an existing subschema source description from the dictionary. The subschema load module (if any)
remains intact, unless the SET OPTION statement specifies DELETE IS ON, in which case the subschema compiler:
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• Logically deletes version 1 of the subschema load module from the load area of the dictionary (load modules qualified
by another version number must be explicitly deleted).

• Automatically erases version 1 of any PROG-051 dictionary record occurrence associated with the subschema load
module, provided the record was built by the subschema compiler and is not related to any other entity type in the
dictionary.

SUBSCHEMA Statement Defines Its Use by Program

The SUBSCHEMA statement defines the following information on its use by programs:

• Program authorization -- The SUBSCHEMA statement specifies whether programs using the subschema must be
registered with the subschema (by means of the IDD DDDL compiler) in the dictionary in order to be eligible for
compilation by the CA IDMS Data Manipulation Language (DML) precompilers.

• DML usage -- The SUBSCHEMA statement specifies whether programs using the subschema can issue only DML
requests, only logical-record DML requests, or both.

The SUBSCHEMA statement can also be used to transfer the statistics (such as database access statistics) for the
named subschema to another subschema.

ADD Interpreted as MODIFY

If, on an ADD operation, a subschema of the same name within the same schema already exists in the dictionary, the
action taken by the subschema compiler varies depending on the current session option for DEFAULT:

• If DEFAULT IS ON is specified, the subschema compiler interprets the ADD as a MODIFY for the named subschema.
• If DEFAULT IS OFF is specified, the subschema compiler issues an error message and terminates processing of the

ADD SUBSCHEMA statement. Note that, in this case, subschema currency will be null for subsequent statements.

User-Specification Required for Secured Subschemas

If the user-specification clause is not used, user-id and password default to the current session options.

User-specification is used when the subschema compiler checks security. If either the subschema compiler or the specific
subschema is secured, the compiler rejects the operation unless it finds the name and password of an authorized user in
one of the following places:

• The SUBSCHEMA statement
• The current session value

NOTE
For a detailed description of security, see the CA IDMS Security Administering section.

Transferring Statistics for Some, But Not All, Programs

To transfer statistics for multiple (but not all) programs, repeat the TRANSFER STATISTICS clause for each program. To
transfer statistics for all programs registered with the subschema, include a single TRANSFER STATISTICS clause that
does not specify a program name.

Existing User Registration Replaced by New One

When modifying a user's registration, the option specified in the REGISTERED FOR clause replaces the previous
specification. In the following example, the second REGISTERED FOR clause removes BARBER's ability to delete
subschema empss01.

add subschema empss01

    user is barber

    registered for update.
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mod subschema empss01

    user is barber

    registered for modify.

Existing User Responsibility Replaced by New One

When modifying a user's responsibility documentation, the option specified in the RESPONSIBLE FOR clause replaces
the previous specification. In the following example, the second RESPONSIBLE FOR clause removes CREATE from
BAKER's documentation of responsibilities.

add subschema empss02

    user is baker

    responsible for creation and update.

 

mod subschema empss02

    user is baker

    responsible for update.

Registered Users Can Perform Non-Public Access Operations

To perform any operation not available for public access, the user must be registered for that operation in the current
subschema. Registered users can also perform operations available for public access.

At Least One User Must Be Registered for ALL

When a subschema is added to the dictionary, public access defaults to ALL and cannot be changed until at least one
user is registered for ALL operations. The first registration of a user for ALL operations changes public access to NONE.
Note that the last user with ALL registration cannot be excluded from the subschema description until public access
is changed to ALL. Thus the subschema compiler ensures that no inaccessible subschema description exists in the
dictionary. The following example illustrates the various stages of public access:

add subschema empss01.

Public access defaults to all.

mod subschema empss01.

    user is mjj
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      registered for all

    public access is modify.

Public access changes from NONE to MODIFY with PUBLIC ACCESS is MODIFY.

mod subschema empss01.

    exclude user mjj.

This statement is not possible. Public access must first be changed to all.

Assigning Text to a Comment Key

Before entering comment-text for a comment-key in the COMMENTS clause, the comment key must have been
previously defined in the USER DEFINED COMMENTS clause of the IDD DDDL MODIFY ENTITY statement.

Before specifying EXCLUDE in the USER DEFINED COMMENTS clause of an IDD DDDL MODIFY ENTITY statement,
you must first specify NULL for the comment key in the SUBSCHEMA COMMENTS clause.

Examples

Minimum SUBSCHEMA Statement

The following example supplies the minimum SUBSCHEMA statement required for the purpose of later establishing a
functional subschema:

add subschema name is dehss01

  of schema empschm version 100.

Securing the subschema for LRF Usage

This example modifies subschema DEHSS01 so that any program that uses the subschema must first be registered. It
also designates that these programs can access logical records only.

mod subschema dehss01

   program registration is on

   usage is lr .

Registering a User For All Operations

This example indicates user DEH has authority to perform all basic entity operations and to issue the PUBLIC ACCESS
clause. All other users are allowed to display or punch the subschema.

mod subschema dehss01

   include user deh
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       registered for all

   public access is allowed for display.

Documenting Subschema Revisions

In the following example, the DBA documents subschema revisions and the purpose of those revisions; note that the DBA
first defined revision number as a class in the dictionary:

modify subschema name is culss01

    prepared by dba  password is tennis

    revision number is '6.5'

        text is 'accommodate new billing restrictions'.

NOTE
For more information on when to specify LR CURRENCY RESET or NO RESET, see the Administrating section.

The AREA Statements

The AREA statements identify a subschema area. Depending on the verb and options coded, the AREA statements can
also:

• Copy an area description from the schema with which the current subschema is associated
• Determine the usage modes in which programs using the current subschema can ready the area
• Determine the default usage mode for programs that do not issue READY statements
• Delete an area from the subschema
• Display or punch a subschema area

The subschema compiler applies AREA statements to the current subschema.

Syntax

Syntax: ADD/MODIFY AREA

►►─┬─ ADD ────┬─ AREa name is area-name ──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MODify ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

   │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─────────────┬──┬─ UPDate ────┬─ is ─┬─ ALLowed ◄────┬─┴─┘
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       ├─ EXClusive ─┤  └─ RETrieval ─┘      └─ NOT ALLowed ─┘

       ├─ PROtected ─┤

       └─ SHAred ────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►◄

   └─ DEFault USAge is ─┬─┬─────────────┬──┬─ UPDate ────┬──┬─────────┬─┬─┘

                        │ ├─ EXClusive ─┤  └─ RETrieval ─┘  └─ FORce ─┘ │

                        │ ├─ PROtected ─┤                               │

                        │ └─ SHAred ────┘                               │

                        └─ NULl ◄───────────────────────────────────────┘

Syntax: DELETE AREA

►►─── DELete AREa name is area-name ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Syntax: DISPLAY/PUNCH AREA

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ AREa name is area-name ─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │

   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │

   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ ALL ─────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘   └─ NONe ────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ VERB ─┬─ ADD ─────┬─┘

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ DELete ──┤

            ├─ DISplay ─┤

            └─ PUNch ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘

          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

Parameters

 

• AREa name is area-name
Identifies an area description. Area-name must be the name of an area defined in the schema with which the current
subschema is associated.

• UPDate
Specifies an area ready mode of UPDATE. Run units can ready the area for shared update, protected update, or
exclusive update.

• RETrieval
Specifies an area ready mode of RETRIEVAL. Run units can ready the area for shared retrieval, protected retrieval, or
exclusive retrieval.

• EXClusive
Specifies an area ready mode of EXCLUSIVE UPDATE or EXCLUSIVE RETRIEVAL.

• PROtected
Specifies an area ready mode of PROTECTED UPDATE or PROTECTED RETRIEVAL.

• SHAred
Specifies an area ready mode of SHARED UPDATE or SHARED RETRIEVAL.

• is ALLowed
Specifies that run units using the current subschema can ready the area in the specified ready mode. ALLOWED is the
default.

• is NOT ALLowed
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Specifies that run units using the current subschema cannot ready the area in the specified ready mode.
• DEFault USAge is

Specifies the default ready mode, if any, in which the named area is to be readied for programs using the current
subschema.

• UPDate
Specifies the default ready mode is UPDATE. The area can be readied in SHARED UPDATE, EXCLUSIVE UPDATE,
or PROTECTED update.

• RETrieval
Specifies the default ready mode is RETRIEVAL. The area can be readied in SHARED RETRIEVAL, EXCLUSIVE
RETRIEVAL, or PROTECTED RETRIEVAL.

• EXClusive
Specifies the default ready mode is either EXCLUSIVE UPDATE or EXCLUSIVE RETRIEVAL.

• PROtected
Specifies the default ready mode is either PROTECTED UPDATE or PROTECTED RETRIEVAL.

• SHAred
Specifies the default ready mode is either SHARED UPDATE or SHARED RETRIEVAL.

• FORce
Specifies that the area is automatically readied even if explicit READY statements for other areas have already been
issued. If this parameter is omitted, then automatic ready is disabled after any explicit READY statement.

NOTE
For more information on FORCE, see the Usage section.

• NULl
Specifies that programs accessing this area must issue an explicit READY statement for the area. NULL is the default.

• DETails
Displays and punches the ready modes in which the area can or cannot be readied and the default ready mode in
which the area will be readied for programs using the current subschema.

• ALL
Displays and punches the entire area description.

• NONe
Displays and punches only the name of the area.

Usage

Effect of ADD on Areas

ADD copies the area description from the schema description into the subschema description.

Effect of DELETE on Areas

DELETE removes the area from the current subschema description in the dictionary; the area remains associated with the
schema.

AREA Statement Determines How Programs Can Ready the Area

ADD and MODIFY AREA operations can restrict the ready modes in which programs using the current subschema can
ready the area, and can specify a default ready mode in which the area will be readied for programs using the current
subschema.

The UPDATE (RETRIEVAL) IS ALLOWED clause can be repeated for as many different ready modes as required.

Specify Default Ready Mode for All Subschema Areas or use the FORCE Option

If a program issues an explicit READY for one area, it must issue an explicit READY for all areas to be accessed unless
the areas use the default usage mode with the FORCE option. The automatic READY mechanism is turned off as soon as
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one area is readied explicitly by a program and then only areas using the default usage option FORCE are automatically
readied.

Considerations for Using the FORCE Option with ADS Dialogs

The FORCE option is provided to allow application changes to be deferred when a record in an index set is moved to
a different area. This type of change might be done to implement a Mixed Page Group Index Set. When the FORCE
option is used on an AREA referenced by ADS dialogs having extended run units, those dialogs must be modified in some
manner, as indicated in the scenarios and workarounds outlined below.

Three types of issues can occur with respect to the use of the FORCE option with areas that ADS dialogs access using an
extended run unit:

1. Negative impact on performance
Most ADS dialogs READY all areas for RETRIEVAL, therefore the default usage modes are often defined as
RETRIEVAL. However, UPDATE dialogs require one or more areas to be readied for UPDATE. In cases where a
new area is defined using the FORCE option and the subschema is referenced in one or more UPDATE dialogs,
the RETRIEVAL/UPDATE clause for the new area must be set to UPDATE to allow updating the index set. Applying
this setting changes all RETRIEVAL dialogs which reference that subschema area to UPDATE, which can cause
degradation in performance, or in some cases may cause deadlocks to occur due to increased locking.
Workaround
Identify the dialogs that UPDATE the index (there should not be too many). Change the UPDATE dialogs by one of the
two following methods:
– Add a READY UPDATE statement in the process code (instead of using the Area FORCE option).
– Use a new tailored subschema that readies the new area using the FORCE and UPDATE options.
This workaround only functions if the run units are not extended.

2. Abends in dialogs using extended run units.
This issue can occur in situations such as this example:
An update dialog readies one area for UPDATE and another for RETRIEVAL. This dialog then LINKs to a dialog that
does not ready the second area, but also readies the first area for UPDATE to allow updates to an indexed set that the
upper-level dialog does not use. For efficiency, ADS keeps the run unit open through both dialogs. If one record of the
indexed set is moved from the UPDATE area to the RETRIEVAL area, the lower-level dialog needs UPDATE access to
the new area.
As the run unit is rebound only when the dialogs are recompiled, the second run unit does not have UPDATE access
to the second area. ERROR-STATUS abends such as 0801 and 1209 can occur.
Workaround
Change the subschema to ready its second area for UPDATE using the FORCE option. Be aware that doing so can
cause the locking problems described in the preceding issue.

NOTE
Using a tailored subschema for the lower-level dialog is not an option because the run unit would no longer
be extended.

3. Incomplete recovery after an abend of an extended run unit
When two dialogs use the same subschema with extendable attributes, the run unit is extended if one dialog LINKs
to the other. When an indexed set is modified to span page groups, then neither of these dialogs is able to access the
new area unless the dialogs are recompiled or the subschema is modified to FORCE a READY for the new area.
Problems can occur in the situation when a subschema is changed to add a new area using the FORCE and UPDATE
options. When a lower-level dialog in an extended run unit is recompiled, its RAT (READY AREA TABLE) is changed
to access the new area and the run unit from the higher-level dialog will no longer be extended. In normal situations,
the dialog performs as before, except that multiple run units are bound and finished during each execution of the
transaction. If an abend occurs, only part of the transaction is rolled back because multiple run units were bound.
Workaround
Recompile all dialogs in the run unit thread if the FORCE option is used on an AREA referenced by ADS dialogs
having extended run units.
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Example

This example adds area EMP-DEMO-REGION to the current subschema. EMP-DEMO-REGION can be readied for
SHARED UPDATE or SHARED RETRIEVAL. The default ready mode is SHARED RETRIEVAL.

add area name is emp-demo-region

   shared update is allowed

   default usage is shared retrieval.

NOTE
For more information on area ready modes and ready options, see the CA IDMS Navigational DML
Administrating section.

The RECORD Statements
 

The RECORD statements identify a subschema record. Depending on the verb and options coded, the RECORD
statements can also:

• Copy a record description from the schema with which the current subschema is associated
• Define a subschema view of the record; a subschema view determines:

– Which record elements can be accessed through the subschema
– Which DML verbs can be issued against the record

• Establish a priority, within the subschema, for the record
• Delete a record from the subschema
• Display or punch a subschema record description

The subschema compiler applies RECORD statements to the current subschema.

Contents

Syntax

Syntax: ADD/MODIFY RECORD

►►─┬─ ADD ────┬─ RECord name is database-record-name ─────────────────────────►

   └─ MODify ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VIEw ID is view-id ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►
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   │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ CONnect ────┬─ is ─┬─ ALLowed ◄────┬─┴─┘

       ├─ DISconnect ─┤      └─ NOT ALLowed ─┘

       ├─ ERAse ──────┤

       ├─ FINd ───────┤

       ├─ GET ────────┤

       ├─ KEEp ───────┤

       ├─ MODify ─────┤

       └─ STOre ──────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   │                  ┌──────────────┐   │

   └─ ELements are ─┬─▼- field-name ─┴─┬─┘

                    └─ ALL ────────────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PRIority is ─┬─ record-priority ─┬─┘

                   └─ NULl ────────────┘

Syntax: DELETE RECORD

►►─── DELete RECord name is database-record-name ─────────────────────────────►◄

Syntax: DISPLAY/PUNCH RECORD

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ RECord name is database-record-name ────────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   │ ┌────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   │ │                 ┌────────────────┐ │ │

   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ──┬─┴─┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ ELements ─┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ──────┤

                         └─ NONe ─────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERB ─┬─ ADD ─────┬─┘

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ DELete ──┤

            ├─ DISplay ─┤

            └─ PUNch ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘

          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

Parameters

 

• RECord name is database-record-name
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Names a database record described in the schema with which the current subschema is associated. Database-record-
name can be a record synonym of a schema record, in which case it must not exceed 16 characters.

• VIEw ID is view-id
Copies a predefined view of the record description into the subschema, or it defines a view being created by the
current subschema for this record description.
If view-id exists in the dictionary, that view is copied into the subschema. In this case, view-id must be the identifier of a
database record placed in the dictionary by previous execution of the subschema compiler for another subschema, or
by the IDD DDDL compiler (via DDDL RECORD entity-type syntax). If view-id does not already exist in the dictionary, it
defines a new view of database-record-name in the dictionary, and it can subsequently be used for another subschema
compiled under any schema that copies the same database record.
View-id must be a 1- to 32-character alphanumeric value. Additionally, it must be unique for the record, but need not be
unique among all records defined in the dictionary.

• CONnect
Specifies that programs using the current subschema can or cannot issue CONNECT commands against database-
record-name.

• DISconnect
Specifies that programs using the current subschema can or cannot issue DISCONNECT commands against
database-record-name.

• ERAse
Specifies that programs using the current subschema can or cannot issue ERASE commands against database-
record-name.

• FINd
Specifies that programs using the current subschema can or cannot issue FIND commands against database-record-
name.

• GET
Specifies that programs using the current subschema can or cannot issue GET commands against database-record-
name.

• KEEp
Specifies that programs using the current subschema can or cannot issue KEEP commands against database-record-
name.

• MODify
Specifies that programs using the current subschema can or cannot issue MODIFY commands against database-
record-name.

• STOre
Specifies that programs using the current subschema can or cannot issue STORE commands against database-
record-name.

• is ALLowed
Specifies that the program using the current subschema can issue the specified DML function against the database
record. ALLOWED is the default.

• is NOT ALLowed
Specifies that the program using the current subschema cannot issue the specified DML function against the database
record.

• ELements are field-name
Identifies the schema-defined fields to be included in the subschema description of database-record-name. Field-name
must identify a field defined for database-record-name in the schema associated with the current subschema. (This is
also true if database-record-name is a synonym.)

NOTE
For more information on using this clause, see "Usage" in this section.

• ELements are ALL
Includes all schema-defined fields to be in the subschema description of database-record-name.

• PRIority is record-priority
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Specifies a priority to be assigned to the record in the runtime subschema tables. The PRIORITY clause is used to
sequence record descriptions according to their priority in the subschema tables. For example, heavily-used records
should receive a higher priority than less-frequently used records.
Record-priority is an unsigned integer in the range 0 through 9999, where 0 represents the lowest priority and 9999
represents the highest priority. If the PRIORITY clause is not included for a record, the record's sequence in the
runtime subschema tables will correspond to that in which it was included in the current subschema. Records with the
same priority are organized in the order included, within priority.

• PRIority is NULl
Specifies that this record description is to be assigned no priority (that is, it will be placed at the end of the subschema
tables).

• DETails
Displays and punches the elements, access restrictions, view, and priority defined in the subschema record
description. Note that only those elements previously specified in a subschema RECORD statement are displayed.

• ELements
When DETAILS is also specified, displays and punches the elements specified in the ELEMENTS ARE clause of the
subschema record definition.

• ALL
Displays and punches the entire record description.

• NONe
Displays and punches only the name of the record.

Usage

Effect of ADD on Records

ADD copies the record description from the schema description into the subschema. The record can be copied into the
subschema with its primary name or with any of its synonyms.

NOTE
A record description can be copied only once into a subschema, regardless of the number of record synonyms
that exist for that record.

The following illustrates the use of the ADD RECORD statement. The left-hand side illustrates the original schema record
description. The right-hand side illustrates a subschema record description, a subset of the schema.

SCHEMA                                       SUBSCHEMA

 

ADD RECORD NAME IS EMPOSITION             ADD RECORD NAME IS EMPOSITION

   LOCATION MODE IS VIA EMP-POSITION SET       STORE IS NOT ALLOWED

   WITHIN EMP-DEMO-REGION AREA.                ERASE IS NOT ALLOWED

   02 POS-START-DATE.                          ELEMENTS ARE

      03 POS-START-YEAR   PIC 99.                  POS-FINISH-DATE

      03 POS-START-MONTH  PIC 99.                  POS-START-DATE.

      03 POS-START-DAY    PIC 99.            ┌───────────────┬────────────────┐
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   02 POS-FINISH-DATE.                       │POS-FINISH-DATE│ POS-START-DATE │

      03 POS-FINISH-YEAR  PIC 99.            └───────────────┴────────────────┘

      03 POS-FINISH-MONTH PIC 99.

      03 POS-FINISH-DAY   PIC 99.

   02 POS-SALARY-GRADE    PIC 99.

   02 POS-SALARY-AMOUNT   PIC S9(7)V99 COMP-3.

   02 POS-BONUS-PERCENT   PIC S999 COMP-3.

   02 POS-COMM-PERCENT    PIC S999 COMP-3.

   02 POS-OVERTIME-RATE   PIC S999 COMP-3.

   ┌──────────────┬───────────────┬──┬─────────────┐

   │POS-START-DATE│POS-FINISH-DATE│  │             │

   ├─────┬─────┬──┴─┬─────────────┴──┴─────────────┘

   │     │     │    │               ▲       ▲

   └─────┴─────┴────┘   POS-SALARY-GRADE    │

      ▲     ▲     ▲     POS-SALARY-AMOUNT -─┘

      │     │     └──── POS-OVERTIME-RATE

      │     └────────── POS-COMM-PERCENT

      └──────────────── POS-BONUS-PERCENT

Effect of DELETE on Records

DELETE removes the record from the current subschema description in the dictionary; the record remains associated with
the schema.

How DELETE RECORD Affects Set Definitions

If the record owns a subschema set, DELETE RECORD deletes the set. If the record is a member of a subschema set,
DELETE RECORD has no effect on the set.

The subschema DELETE RECORD statement does not affect the schema description of sets.

How ELEMENTS and VIEW ID Clauses Determine the Record Description
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The combination of the ELEMENTS clause specification and the VIEW ID clause specification determines which fields are
copied into the subschema description of database-record-name. The following table lists the possible combinations of the
ELEMENTS clause and VIEW ID clause specifications and the resulting subschema view of the record.

 No VIEW ID Clause VIEW ID Clause
No ELEMENTS Clause All schema-defined fields Fields defined for record identified by view

ID
ELEMENTS ARE ALL All schema-defined fields All schema-defined fields; new view ID

created
ELEMENTS ARE field name Schema-defined fields named in

ELEMENTS clause
Schema-defined fields named in
ELEMENTS clause; new view ID created

NOTE
When the ELEMENTS clause is used for a view ID associated with other subschemas, the subschema compiler
ignores the VIEW ID clause, creating a new subschema view with a null ID.

Considerations Specifying Fields in the ELEMENTS Clause

The following considerations apply to copying schema-defined fields into the subschema description of the record:

• Schema-defined fields can be named in any order in the ELEMENTS clause; the order in which they are named is the
order in which they will participate in the subschema view of the record.

• If a group field is included in the subschema record description, all of its subordinate fields will be included and will
retain their schema-defined order.

• FILLER fields cannot be included in the subschema record description, except as automatically included under groups.
• Redefining fields (or their subordinate fields) cannot be included in the subschema record description. Note, however,

that if a redefined field is included, all redefining fields (and their subordinate fields) for that field will be included in the
record description.

• Individual fields subordinate to an OCCURS field cannot be included in the record description. The OCCURS field itself
must be included, in which case all fields subordinate to it will automatically be included as well.

• If an OCCURS DEPENDING ON field is included, the field on which that field depends must also be included in the
record description.

• If an OCCURS DEPENDING ON field is included, it must be named last in the ELEMENTS clause.
• All fields named in the ELEMENTS clause must have the same level number.
• Bit fields cannot be included in the ELEMENTS clause.

PRIORITY Clause Can Optimize Use of Subschema Tables at Runtime

The PRIORITY clause permits the DBA to optimize runtime use of the subschema tables when a frequently used
subschema includes many record types, of which only a few are used heavily. Those records used most heavily should
be assigned high priorities. The PRIORITY clause is useful primarily in subschemas in which only a few record types are
accessed frequently.

Example

This example adds a view of schema record EMPLOYEE to the current subschema. The view includes the employee
ID and employee name. Programs accessing the EMPLOYEE record through the current subschema will not be able to
access other elements defined for the EMPLOYEE record.

add record name is employee

   view id is dehview
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   elements are emp-id-0415

                emp-name-0415 .

SET Statement for Subschema
 

The SET statements identify a subschema set. Depending on the verb, the SET statements can also:

• Copy a set description from the schema
• Determine which DML verbs can be issued against the set
• Delete a set description from the subschema
• Display or punch a subschema set description

The subschema compiler applies SET statements to the current subschema. For an explanation of subschema currency,
see Establishing Schema and Subschema Currency.

Syntax

Syntax: ADD/MODIFY SET

►►─┬─ ADD ────┬─ SET name is set-name ────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MODify ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄

   │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ CONnect ────┬─ is ─┬─ ALLowed ◄────┬─┴─┘

       ├─ DISconnect ─┤      └─ NOT ALLowed ─┘

       ├─ FINd ───────┤

       └─ KEEp ───────┘

Syntax: DELETE SET

►►─── DELete SET name is set-name ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Syntax: DISPLAY/PUNCH SET

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ SET name is set-name ───────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ PUNch ───┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │

   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │

   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ ALL ─────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘   └─ NONe ────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERB ─┬─ ADD ─────┬─┘

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ DELete ──┤

            ├─ DISplay ─┤

            └─ PUNch ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘

          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

Parameters

 

• SET name is set-name
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Identifies a set defined in the schema associated with the current subschema.
• CONnect

Specifies that programs using the current subschema can or cannot issue CONNECT commands against set-name.
• DISconnect

Specifies that programs using the current subschema can or cannot issue DISCONNECT commands against set-
name.

• FINd
Specifies that programs using the current subschema can or cannot issue FIND commands against set-name.

• KEEp
Specifies that programs using the current subschema can or cannot issue KEEP commands against set-name.

• is ALLowed
Specifies that the program using the current subschema can issue the specified DML function against the set.
ALLOWED is the default. This clause can be repeated for as many operations as required.

• is NOT ALLowed
Specifies that the program using the current subschema cannot issue the specified DML function against the set. This
clause can be repeated for as many operations as required.

• DETails
Displays and punches access restrictions defined for the set priority defined in the record description.

• ALL
Displays and punches the entire set description.

• NONe
Displays and punches only the name of the set.

Usage

Effect of ADD on Sets

ADD copies the set description from the schema description into the subschema description.

Before a set can be added to the subschema, the record that owns that set must be present in the subschema. Note,
however, that system-owned indexed sets and sets based on native VSAM data sets) are excluded from this rule, since
the owner record is not specified in the subschema.

For a set to be a valid subschema component, at least one member record must be present in the subschema.

Effect of MODIFY on Sets

MODIFY modifies some aspect of the set's participation in the subschema. All clauses associated with an ADD operation
can be specified for MODIFY operations.

Effect of DELETE on Sets

DELETE removes the set from the current subschema description in the dictionary; the set remains associated with the
schema.

Set Automatically Deleted When Owner Record Deleted

If the set's owner record is deleted, either from the schema or from the subschema, the set is automatically deleted from
the subschema.

Explicitly Delete Set After Deleting Member Records

If the set's member record is deleted, either from the schema or from the subschema, the set remains in the subschema.
To delete the set, delete all the member records associated with the set before issuing the DELETE SET statement.
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Example

In the following example, an attempt is made to add the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set to the current subschema. The
subschema compiler returns error messages indicating that the owner of the set (the DEPARTMENT record) has not been
added to the subschema:

add set name is dept-employee.

Produces these messages:

*+ E DC643023  OWNER OF SET NOT IN SUBSCHEMA

*+ W DC601017  FORWARD SPACING TO NEXT PERIOD

LOGICAL RECORD Statement
Contents

The LOGICAL RECORD statements define a logical record that programs using the current subschema can access.
Depending on the verb, the LOGICAL RECORD statements can also modify, delete, display, or punch a logical-record
description.

A logical record is defined by naming the logical record and all the subschema records that participate in it; these
subschema records are known as logical-record elements. The records must participate in the subschema (through ADD
RECORD statements) before they can be named as logical record elements in the LOGICAL RECORD statement.

NOTE
IDD work records used as logical-record elements do not need a subschema ADD RECORD statement.

The subschema compiler applies LOGICAL RECORD statements to the current subschema.

Syntax

ADD/MODIFY LOGICAL RECORD

►►─┬─ ADD ────┬─┬─ LOGical RECord ─┬─ name is logical-record-name ────────────►

   └─ MODify ─┘ └─ LR ─────────────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

   │                ┌──────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─ ELements are -▼─┬─ subschema-record-specification ─┬─┴─┘

                      └─ idd-record-specification ───────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ ON LR-ERROR ─┬─ CLEar ─────┬─┘

                   └─ NOClear ◄──┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ON LR-NOT-FOUND ─┬─ CLEar ─────┬─┘

                       └─ NOClear ◄──┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ COMments comment-text ─┘

Expansion of subschema-record-specification

►►─── subschema-record-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►◄

                             └─ ROLe name is role-name ─┘

Expansion of idd-record-specification

►►─── idd-record-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── version-specification ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ROLe name is role-name ─┘

Syntax: DELETE LOGICAL RECORD

►►─── DELete ─┬─ LOGical RECord ─┬─ name is logical-record-name ──────────────►◄

              └─ LR ─────────────┘

Syntax: DISPLAY/PUNCH LOGICAL RECORD
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►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬─ LOGical RECord ─┬─ name is logical-record-name ───────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─ LR ─────────────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   │ ┌────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   │ │                 ┌────────────────┐ │ │

   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ COMments ─┬─┴─┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ DETails ──┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ──────┤

                         └─ NONe ─────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERB ─┬─ ADD ─────┬─┘

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ DELete ──┤

            ├─ DISplay ─┤

            └─ PUNch ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘

          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘
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Parameters

 

• LOGical RECord/LR name is logical-record-name
Names a logical record. For ADD operations, logical-record-name must uniquely identify a logical record in the current
subschema.
Logical-record-name cannot duplicate the name of a database record described in the same subschema. Note that
synonyms cannot be defined for logical records; logical records with different names (such as names for COBOL
versus those for Assembler) must be defined in different subschemas.
Logical-record-name must be a 1- to 16- character name. Note that LOGICAL RECORD and LR are synonymous.
When naming logical records, be sure that the selected names do not conflict with the CA IDMS Data Manipulation
Language precompiler with which the logical records will be used.

• ELements are
Identifies either a subschema record described in the current subschema or a record described in the dictionary, but
not in the schema that owns the current subschema. Multiple subschema and dictionary records can be defined as
elements of a logical record.
All elements named in the ELEMENTS clause of the DDL RECORD statement or the DDDL RECORD statement are
included in the logical record.

• subschema-record-specification
Identifies a record described in the current subschema and optionally assigns a unique ID to a logical record element
that occurs more than once in the logical record description.

• subschema-record-name
Identifies the name of a subschema record described in the current subschema.

• ROLe name is role-name
Assigns a unique ID to a logical-record element that occurs more than once in a single logical record; it can also be
used for logical-record elements that occur only once in the logical record.
Role-name is a 1- to 16-character name. Role-name cannot be the name of a record or record synonym defined in the
schema that owns the current subschema, or the name of a logical record used in the subschema.
Each role name can be assigned to only one record type per subschema; it can be assigned to that record type in any
number of LOGICAL RECORD statements.

• idd-record-specification
Identifies a record described in the dictionary, but cannot be the name of a record or record synonym defined in the
schema that owns the current subschema. IDD records commonly are included in logical records to introduce work
fields into the logical-record path logic.

• idd-record-name
Names the dictionary record.

• version-specification
Qualifies the dictionary record with a version number. This clause is required for dictionary records. The version
number defaults to the current session option for existing versions.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for version-specification is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions".

• ROLe name is role-name
Assigns a unique ID to a logical-record element that occurs more than once is a single logical record. The syntax rules
that appear above apply, with one exception: for dictionary records, role-name can be up to 32 characters long.

• ON LR-ERROR CLEar
Indicates that variable-storage allocated to the logical record in the program gets set to low values if a program request
for access to the named logical record results in the return of the LR-ERROR path status.

• ON LR-ERROR NOClear
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Indicates that variable-storage allocated to the logical record in the program does not get set to low values if a program
request for access to the named logical record results in the return of the LR-ERROR path status. NOCLEAR is the
default.

• ON LR-NOT-FOUND CLEar
Indicates that variable-storage allocated to the logical record in the program gets set to low values if a program request
for access to the named logical record results in the return of the LR-NOT-FOUND path status.

• ON LR-NOT-FOUND NOClear
Indicates that variable-storage allocated to the logical record in the program does not get set to low values if a program
request for access to the named logical record results in the return of the LR-NOT-FOUND path status. NOCLEAR is
the default.

• COMments comment-text
Permits documentational entries for the named logical record.

NOTE
For rules on coding comment-text, see 10.5.4, "Coding Comment Text".

• COMments
Displays and punches all comment text included in the logical-record definition.

• DETails
Displays and punches the following information on the logical record:
– All subschema records that participate as elements in the logical record
– The ON LR-ERROR clause specified for the logical record
– The ON LR-NOT-FOUND clause specified for the logical record

• ALL
Displays and punches the entire logical-record description.

• NONe
Displays and punches only the name of the logical record.

Usage

Sequence of LR Elements in Program Storage Same as DDL Sequence

When a DML precompiler copies a logical-record description into a program's description of variable storage, each
logical-record element is subordinate to the logical record itself. The sequence of logical-record elements in the copied
description is the same as that in DDL LOGICAL RECORD statement. If a subschema record occurs more than once in a
single logical record, the additional occurrences must be assigned unique IDs, called roles.

Must Modify Logical Record if Records Used in Logical Record Change

If any record used as a logical-record element is modified (through the schema compiler or the IDD DDDL compiler), the
logical record must also be modified (through the subschema compiler) before the subschema load module is generated.

Must Use Role Names in PATH-GROUP Syntax

Once a role name has been assigned, that name must be used whenever PATH-GROUP syntax requires a logical-record
element name.

Document All Logical Record Definitions

The following information should be included as COMMENTS for every logical record defined in the subschema:

• The DML verbs that a program using the subschema can issue in connection with logical-record-name
• The selection criteria that a program can include with each permitted logical-record DML verb
• The DBA-defined path statuses that can be returned for each permitted DML verb
• The sequence in which data is returned to the program
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Examples

Adding Logical Record Elements

This example adds two subschema records to a newly created logical record:

add lr name is dehlr

    elements are employee department.

Using Role Names

The following examples compare a valid way to use a role name more than once with an invalid one:

VALID

 

    add lr name is manager-staff

        elements are employee

                     structure

                     employee role name is staff.

    add lr name is dept-roster

        elements are department

                     employee role name is staff.

 

INVALID

 

    add lr name is emp-hosp-claims

        elements are employee

                     coverage

                     hospital-claim role name is claim.

    add lr name is emp-dental-claims

        elements are employee
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                     coverage

                     dental-claim role name is claim.

NOTE
For more information on logical record path statuses (LR-ERROR and LR-NOT-FOUND), see the Administrating
section.

PATH-GROUP Statement
Contents

The PATH-GROUP statements define, modify, delete, display, or punch processing paths for a specific logical record. At
runtime, LRF services program requests by following one of the paths to access the logical record.

For each logical record, at least one path group, and at most four (one for each DML verb that can access the logical
record), must be defined. A path group can contain any number of paths. Which path LRF uses at runtime is determined
by selection criteria, both in the path group and in the program requesting LRF's services.

The subschema compiler applies PATH-GROUP statements to the current subschema.

Syntax

Syntax: ADD/MODIFY PATH-GROUP

►►─┬─ ADD ────┬─ PATh-group name is ─┬─ ERAse ──┬─ logical-record-name ───────►

   └─ MODify ─┘                      ├─ MODify ─┤

                                     ├─ OBTain ─┤

                                     └─ STOre ──┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►◄

   │ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   │ │                 ┌──────────────────────────────────────┐ │ │

   └─▼- select-clause -▼─┬─ compute-clause ─────────────────┬─┴─┴─┘

                         ├─ connect-clause ─────────────────┤

                         ├─ disconnect-clause ──────────────┤

                         ├─ erase-clause ───────────────────┤

                         ├─ evaluate-clause ────────────────┤
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                         ├─ find-obtain-calckey-clause ─────┤

                         ├─ find-obtain-current-clause ─────┤

                         ├─ find-obtain-dbkey-clause ───────┤

                         ├─ find-obtain-index-clause ───────┤

                         ├─ find-obtain-owner-clause ───────┤

                         ├─ find-obtain-set-or-area-clause ─┤

                         ├─ find-obtain-sortkey-clause ─────┤

                         ├─ get-clause ─────────────────────┤

                         ├─ if-empty-clause ────────────────┤

                         ├─ if-member-clause ───────────────┤

                         ├─ keep-clause ────────────────────┤

                         ├─ modify-clause ──────────────────┤

                         ├─ on-error-clause ────────────────┤

                         └─ store-clause ───────────────────┘

Expansion of select-clause

►►─── SELect ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ USIng INDex indexed-set-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ for ─┬─ ELement lr-element-name ─┬─┘

           ├─ FIEldname lr-field ──────┤

           ├─ FIELDNAME-EQ lr-field ───┤

           └─ KEYword keyword ─────────┘
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Expansion of compute-clause

►►─── COMpute lr-field OF LR = ─┬─ 'character-string-literal' ─┬──────────────►◄

                                ├─ numeric-literal ────────────┤

                                ├─ arithmetic-expression ──────┤

                                └─ lr-field OF LR ─────────────┘

Expansion of connect-clause

►►─── CONnect database-record-name TO set-name ───────────────────────────────►◄

Expansion of disconnect-clause

►►─── DISconnect database-record-name FROM set-name ──────────────────────────►◄

Expansion of erase-clause

►►─── ERAse database-record-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─┬─ PERmanent ─┬─ MEMbers ─┘

     ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤

     └─ ALL ───────┘

Expansion of evaluate-clause

►►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ EVALuate boolean-expression ─┘

Expansion of find-obtain-calckey-clause

►►─┬─ FINd ───┬─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OBTain ─┘ └─ KEEp ─┬─────────────┬─┘
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                         └─ EXClusive ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────┬─ database-record-name ───────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ FIRst ◄─ ─┤

   ├─ NEXt ────┤

   └─ EACh ────┘

 

 ►─── WHEre CALckey ─┬─ EQ ─┬─┬─ 'character-string-literal' ─┬────────────────►

                     ├─ IS ─┤ ├─ numeric-literal ────────────┤

                     └─ = ──┘ ├─ arithmetic-expression ──────┤

                              └─ lr-field ─┬─ OF LR ──────┬──┘

                                           └─ OF REQUEST ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ AND boolean-expression ─┘

Expansion of find-obtain-current-clause

►►─┬─ FINd ───┬─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OBTain ─┘ └─ KEEp ─┬─────────────┬─┘

                         └─ EXClusive ─┘

 

 ►──── CURrent ─┬─ database-record-name ─┬────────────────────────────────────►

                ├─ WIThin set-name ──────┤

                └─ WIThin area-name ─────┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHEre boolean-expression ─┘

Expansion of find-obtain-dbkey-clause

►►─┬─ FINd ───┬─┬────────────────────────┬─ database-record-name ─────────────►

   └─ OBTain ─┘ └─ KEEp ─┬─────────────┬─┘

                         └─ EXClusive ─┘

 

 ►─── WHEre DBkey ─┬─ EQ ─┬─┬─ numeric-literal ───────────┬───────────────────►

                   ├─ IS ─┤ ├─ arithmetic-expression ─────┤

                   └─ = ──┘ └─ lr-field ─┬─ OF LR ──────┬─┘

                                         └─ OF REQUEST ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ AND boolean-expression ─┘

Expansion of find-obtain-index-clause

►►─┬─ FINd ───┬─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OBTain ─┘ └─ KEEp ─┬─────────────┬─┘

                         └─ EXClusive ─┘

 

 ►─── EACh database-record-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── USIng ─┬─ INDex ────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

             └─ indexed-set-name ─┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHEre boolean-expression ─┘

Expansion of find-obtain-owner-clause

►►─┬─ FINd ───┬─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OBTain ─┘ └─ KEEp ─┬─────────────┬─┘

                         └─ EXClusive ─┘

 

 ►─── OWNer ─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

             └─ database-record-name ─┘

 

 ►─── WIThin set-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHEre boolean-expression ─┘

Expansion of find-obtain-set-or-area-clause

►►─┬─ FINd ───┬─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OBTain ─┘ └─ KEEp ─┬─────────────┬─┘

                         └─ EXClusive ─┘

 

 ►─┬─ FIRst ──────┬─ database-record-name ────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ LASt ───────┤

   ├─ NEXt ───────┤

   ├─ PRIor ──────┤

   ├─ EACh ───────┤
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   └─ EACh PRIor ─┘

 

 ►─── WIThin ─┬─ set-name ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

              └─ area-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHEre boolean-expression ─┘

Expansion of find-obtain-sortkey-clause

►►─┬─ FINd ───┬─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OBTain ─┘ └─ KEEp ─┬─────────────┬─┘

                         └─ EXClusive ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────┬─ database-record-name ───────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ FIRst ◄──┤

   └─ EACh ────┘

 

 ►─── WIThin set-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── WHEre SORtkey ─┬─ EQ ─┬─┬─ 'character-string-literal' ─┬────────────────►

                     ├─ IS ─┤ ├─ numeric-literal ────────────┤

                     └─ = ──┘ ├─ arithmetic-expression ──────┤

                              └─ lr-field ─┬─ OF LR ──────┬──┘

                                           └─ OF REQUEST ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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   └─ AND boolean-expression ─┘

Expansion of get-clause

►►─── GET database-record-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Expansion of if-empty-clause

►►─── IF set-name is ─┬───────┬─ EMPty ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

                      └─ NOT ─┘

Expansion of if-member-clause

►►─── IF ─┬───────┬─ set-name MEMber ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

          └─ NOT ─┘

Expansion of keep-clause

►►─── KEEp ─┬─────────────┬─ CURrent ─┬─ database-record-name ─┬──────────────►◄

            └─ EXClusive ─┘           ├─ WIThin set-name ──────┤

                                      └─ WIThin area-name ─────┘

Expansion of modify-clause

►►─── MODify database-record-name ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Expansion of on-error-clause

►►─── ON idms-error-status ─┬─ DO nested-block END ────────────┬──────────────►◄

                            ├─ ITErate ────────────────────────┤

                            ├─ NEXt ───────────────────────────┤

                            └─┬─────────┬─ RETurn path-status ─┘

                              └─ CLEar ─┘
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Expansion of store-clause

►►─── STOre database-record-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Syntax: DELETE PATH-GROUP

►►─── DELete PATh-group name is ─┬─ ERAse ──┬─ logical-record-name ───────────►◄

                                 ├─ MODify ─┤

                                 ├─ OBTain ─┤

                                 └─ STOre ──┘

Syntax: DISPLAY/PUNCH PATH-GROUP

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ PATh-group-name is ─┬─ ERAse ──┬─ logical-record-name ──────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘                      ├─ MODify ─┤

                                      ├─ OBTain ─┤

                                      └─ STOre ──┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │

   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │

   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ ALL ─────┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘   └─ NONe ────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VERB ─┬─ ADD ─────┬─┘

            ├─ MODify ──┤

            ├─ DELete ──┤
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            ├─ DISplay ─┤

            └─ PUNch ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘

          └─ SYNtax ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘

          └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘

Parameters

 

• PATh-group name is ERAse logical-record-name
Specifies an ERASE path-group for which the subsequent path definitions are available to service program requests.
Logical-record-name must be the name of a logical record defined for the current subschema.

• PATh-group name is MODify logical-record-name
Specifies a MODIFY path-group for which the subsequent path definitions are available to service program requests.
Logical-record-name must be the name of a logical record defined for the current subschema.

• PATh-group name is OBTain logical-record-name
Specifies an OBTAIN path-group for which the subsequent path definitions are available to service program requests.
Logical-record-name must be the name of a logical record defined for the current subschema.

• PATh-group name is STOre logical-record-name
Specifies a STORE path-group for which the subsequent path definitions are available to service program requests.
Logical-record-name must be the name of a logical record defined for the current subschema.

• select-clause
Delimits paths within a path group. Thus, at least one SELECT clause must precede the database commands that
constitute a path definition.
Multiple paths can be defined for a single path group; LRF executes only one path per program request. LRF chooses
that path based on the selectors coded in the FOR options of the multiple SELECT clauses. The first SELECT clause
whose selectors match those of the program request is the path that LRF executes.

• USIng INDex indexed-set-name
Identifies the indexed set (if any) that LRF uses when executing a database command specified using the find-obtain-
index-clause (described later). Indexed-set-name must be a sorted indexed set included in the current subschema.
When coded, the USING INDEX clause must precede the FOR clause(s) of the SELECT clause.

• for
Identifies selectors to be used as the basis of path selection to service logical-record requests. For a path to be
chosen, the WHERE clause of the program DML request must supply information that matches all selectors specified
in any one of the path's SELECT clauses.
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A SELECT clause can contain any number of selectors, including zero. A SELECT clause with no selectors will always
cause the path to be selected. Four types of selectors can be included in the SELECT clause, in any combination:
KEYWORD, FIELDNAME-EQ, FIELDNAME, and ELEMENT.

• ELement lr-element-name
Specifies that the WHERE clause of a request to be serviced by the path must reference a field in the named logical-
record element (database record) in any manner.

• FIEldname lr-field
Specifies that a request to be serviced by the path must reference the named logical-record field (in any manner).
The optional qualifier OF lr-element-name names the logical-record element that contains the logical-record field. This
qualifier is required if lr-field-name is not unique within the subschema.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for lr-field is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions”.

• FIELDNAME-EQ lr-field
Specifies that the WHERE clause of a request to be serviced by the path must reference the named logical-record field
in a logically conjunctive single-value equality comparison. For example, LRF will service the following requests:

where fieldname eq 123

where fieldname eq 123 and ...

The following requests will not be serviced:

where lr-field-name eq 12 / 3

where lr-field-name eq 123 or ...

The optional qualifier OF lr-element-name names the logical-record element that contains the logical-record field. This
qualifier is required if lr-field-name is not unique within the subschema. FIELDNAME-EQ selectors are intended for
paths that utilize CALCKEY, SORTKEY, or DBKEY access. Therefore, the named field is usually qualified with an OF
REQUEST clause in a path DML statement, but not in the SELECT statement

NOTE
Expanded syntax for lr-field is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions”.

• KEYword keyword
Specifies that the WHERE clause of a request to be serviced by the path must include the named keyword in an
affirmative and logically conjunctive manner. For example, LRF will service the following types of requests:

where keyword

where keyword and ...

The following types of requests will not be serviced:

where not keyword

where keyword or ...

• compute-clause
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Sets the value of the left operand (lr-field-name) to equal the value represented by the right operand. Note that all
named fields used with COMPUTE must be fields within the logical record named in the PATH-GROUP statement.

• lr-field OF LR
In the left operand, lr-field names the receiving data field. If logical-record-field-name occurs more than once within the
logical record, it must be qualified by OF lr-element-name. Lr-element-name must identify the logical-record element
containing the data field, as follows:
– If the logical-record element was assigned a role name in the LOGICAL RECORD statement, lr-element-name must

specify that role name.
– If the logical-record element was not assigned a role name in the LOGICAL RECORD statement, lr-element-name

must specify the logical-record element name.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for lr-field is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions”.

• 'character-string-literal'
Specifies an alphanumeric literal enclosed in single quotes.

• numeric-literal
Specifies a numeric literal as the right operand. A minus sign (-) can precede the numeric literal.

• arithmetic-expression
Specifies either a simple arithmetic expression (containing only 1 operator) or a compound arithmetic expression
(containing multiple operators). Arithmetic operators permitted in an arithmetic expression are +, -, *, and /. Operands
can be numeric literals (without quotes) and logical-record field names.

• lr-field OF LR
In the right operand, specifies a data field that participates in the current logical record. Rules for qualifying this name
are the same as those for qualifying the left operand.

• connect-clause
Establishes the current occurrence of the named database record as a member of the current occurrence of the
named set.

• database-record-name
Names the type of record to be connected. Database-record-name must be included in the current subschema.

• set-name
Names the set to which the database record will be connected. Set-name must be included in the current subschema.

• disconnect-clause
Disconnects the current occurrence of the named database record from the current occurrence of the named set.

• database-record-name
Names the type of record to be disconnected. Database-record-name must be included in the current subschema.

• set-name
Names the set from which the database record will be disconnected. Set-name must be included in the current
subschema.

• erase-clause
Erases the current occurrence of the named database record.

• database-record-name
Specifies the type of record to be erased. Database-record-name must be included in the current subschema.

• PERmanent MEMbers
Erases the specified record and its mandatory set members. Optional member records are disconnected but not
erased. All erased mandatory members that, in turn, own set occurrences are treated as if ERASE PERMANENT
commands had been issued for those erased records (that is, all mandatory members of the erased records' sets are
also erased). This process continues through the database structure until all mandatory records in the sequence have
been treated.

• SELECTIVE MEMbers
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Erases the specified record and its mandatory set members. Optional member records are erased only if they do not
currently participate as members in other set occurrences. All erased records that, in turn, own set occurrences are
treated as if ERASE SELECTIVE commands had been issued for those erased records.

• ALL MEMbers
Erases the specified record and all of its mandatory and optional set members. All erased records that, in turn, own set
occurrences are treated as if ERASE ALL commands had been issued for those erased records.

• evaluate-clause
Determines whether the specified boolean expression is true or false, allowing specific PATH-GROUP logic to be
performed based on the outcome of the evaluation.
If the expression is true, CA IDMS/DB returns an error status of 0000. If the expression is false, CA IDMS/DB returns
an error status of 2001. The error status can be checked with the ON clause, thus allowing conditional processing. Use
of EVALUATE implies ON 0000 NEXT and ON 2001 ITERATE.

• boolean-expression
Specifies a boolean expression. In EVALUATE, comparisons within the boolean expression must specify logical-
record-field-name OF LR.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for boolean-expression is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions”.

• find-obtain-calckey-clause
Specifies that a database record is to be located or obtained by means of its CALC key.

• FINd
Finds (locates) the named database record.

• OBTain
Finds (locates) and obtains the named database record.

• KEEp
Places a shared lock on the record occurrence.

• EXClusive
Places an exclusive lock on the record occurrence.

• FIRst
Specifies that the first record occurrence encountered containing the indicated CALC-key value is to be accessed.
FIRST is the default.

• NEXt
Specifies that a record occurrence containing the same CALC-key value as the current record of the specified record
type is to be accessed. NEXT assumes previous retrieval of a record containing the specified CALC-key value and
accesses a record containing a duplicate CALC key.

• EACh
Specifies that each record containing the indicated CALC-key value is to be accessed. EACH indicates that this FIND/
OBTAIN command can be iterated.
Every time the command is iterated, LRF retrieves another occurrence of the named record that contains the specified
CALC key. This iteration permits LRF to access all records that contain that CALC key.

• database-record-name
Specifies the type of record to be accessed. Database-record-name must be a record whose location mode is CALC.

• WHEre CALCkey EQ/IS/=
Specifies the CALC-key value to be used when accessing the database record.

• 'character-string-literal'
Specifies an alphanumeric literal enclosed in single quotes.

• numeric-literal
Specifies a numeric value to be used as the CALC key.

• arithmetic-expression
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Specifies an arithmetic expression whose result is to be used as the CALC key. The expression can be designated as
a simple arithmetic operation or as a compound arithmetic operation. Arithmetic operators permitted in an arithmetic
expression are +, -, *, and /. Operands can be literals, logical-record fields, or database fields.

• lr-field
Specifies that the CALC-key value to be used is in the named logical-record field. If the database record's CALC key
is made up of noncontiguous fields, logical-record-field-name must be the same size as the total length of all fields in
the CALC key. To accomplish this, define an IDD record type that contains logical-record-field-name and name the IDD
record as an element of the logical record.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for lr-field is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions”.

• OF LR
Specifies that the CALC-key value to be used is in the named logical-record field in program variable storage. The path
DML statement must initialize the field to the appropriate value before the FIND/OBTAIN request is issued. Note that
LRF uses the contents of the named field, even if the request's WHERE clause also specifies a CALC-key value.

• OF REQUEST
Specifies that the CALC-key value is passed in the request's WHERE clause. Logical-record-field-name is equated
in the WHERE clause to a literal value, a program variable, or the value of a logical-record field. Note that if OF
REQUEST is specified, logical-record-field-name should also be named in a SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ clause in
the path containing this FIND/OBTAIN command.

• AND boolean-expression
Specifies boolean selection criteria that further identify the database record occurrence to be accessed.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for boolean-expression is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions”.

• find-obtain-current-clause
Specifies that the database record that is current of the named record type, set, or area is to be located or obtained.

• FINd
Finds (locates) the named database record.

• OBTain
Finds (locates) and obtains the named database record.

• KEEp
Places a shared lock on the record occurrence.

• EXClusive
Places an exclusive lock on the record occurrence.

• database-record-name
Specifies the type of record to be accessed. Database-record-name must be included in the current subschema.

• WIThin set-name
Specifies the database record occurrence that is current of the named set. Set-name must be included in the current
subschema.

• WIThin area-name
Specifies the database record occurrence that is current of the named area. Area-name must be included in the
current subschema.

• WHEre boolean-expression
Specifies boolean selection criteria that further identify the database record occurrence to be accessed.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for boolean-expression is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions”.

• find-obtain-dbkey-clause
Specifies that a database record is to be located or obtained by means of its db-key.

• FINd
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Finds (locates) the named database record.
• OBTain

Finds (locates) and obtains the named database record.
• KEEp

Places a shared lock on the record occurrence.
• EXClusive

Places an exclusive lock on the record occurrence.
• database-record-name

Specifies the type of record to be accessed.
• number-literal

Specifies a literal value to be used as the db-key. Numeric-literal must be a 1- to 10-digit unsigned numeric value.
• arithmetic-expression

Specifies an arithmetic expression whose result is to be used as the db-key. The expression can be designated as
a simple arithmetic operation or as a compound arithmetic operation. Arithmetic operators permitted in an arithmetic
expression are +, -, *, and /. Operands can be a literal, logical-record field, and database field.

• lr-field
Specifies that the value in the named field is to be used as the db-key. Logical-record-field-name must be a full binary
field or a 4-byte packed (COMP-3) field.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for lr-field is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions”.

• OF LR
Specifies that the db-key value to be used is in the named logical-record field in program variable storage. The path
DML statement must initialize the field to the appropriate value before the FIND/OBTAIN request is issued. The value
of the named field is a fullword binary value; if the field is a packed data field, CA IDMS/DB converts its value to binary.
Note that LRF uses the contents of the named field, even if the request's WHERE clause also specifies a db-key value.

• OF REQUEST
Specifies that the db-key value is passed in the request's WHERE clause. Logical-record-field-name is equated in
the WHERE clause to a literal value, to a fullword binary field, or to a logical-record field that contains a fullword
binary value (if the field is a packed data field, CA IDMS/DB converts its value to binary). Note that if OF REQUEST
is specified, logical-record-field-name should also be named in a SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ clause in the path
containing this FIND/OBTAIN command.

• AND boolean-expression
Specifies boolean selection criteria that further identify the database record occurrence to be accessed.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for boolean-expression is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions”.

• find-obtain-index-clause
Specifies that a database record is to be located or obtained on the basis of its membership within a sorted indexed
set.

• FINd
Finds (locates) the named database record. In this clause, FIND searches the index and thus does not establish
currency for database-record-name. To establish such currency, use OBTAIN.

• OBTain
Finds (locates) and obtains the named database record.

• KEEp
Places a shared lock on the record occurrence.

• EXClusive
Places an exclusive lock on the record occurrence.

• EACh database-record-name
Specifies that each member of the indexed set is to be accessed.
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EACH specifies that each member of the indexed set is to be accessed. EACH indicates that this FIND/OBTAIN
command can be iterated. Every time the command is iterated, LRF retrieves another occurrence of the named record
via the index. This iteration permits LRF to access all records in the indexed set.
Database-record-name specifies the type of record to be accessed. It must name a record defined as a member of the
named set.

• USIng INDex
Indicates that the set used for retrieval is the set named in the USING INDEX clause of the SELECT clause that
caused the path to be selected. That is, the set name coded in the SELECT clause replaces the word INDEX when
LRF interprets the DML command.
In the following example, a program request that includes a reference to EMP-NAME causes LRF to interpret the path
DML command as OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE USING IND-EMP-NAME. A program request that includes a reference
to EMP-ZIP-CODE causes LRF to interpret the command as OBTAIN EACH EMPLOYEE USING IND-EMP-ZIP-
CODE.

add path-group name is obtain lr-employee

    select using index ind-emp-name

           for fieldname emp-name

    select using index ind-emp-zip-code

           for fieldname emp-zip-code

    obtain each employee using index.

• USIng indexed-set-name
Identifies the name of a sorted indexed set to which database-record-name belongs. Indexed-set-name must be
included in the current subschema. This option must be used if the path's SELECT clause does not include USING
INDEX for the set.

• WHEre boolean-expression
Specifies boolean selection criteria that further identify the database record occurrence to be accessed. If the WHERE
clause contains any reference to the indexed set's sort control element, LRF uses the index (rather than checking
values in each record) to satisfy the WHERE clause criteria.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for boolean-expression is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions”.

• find-obtain-owner-clause
Specifies that the owner of the current occurrence of the named set is to be located or obtained.

• FINd
Finds (locates) the named database record.

• OBTain
Finds (locates) and obtains the named database record.

• KEEp
Places a shared lock on the record occurrence.

• EXClusive
Places an exclusive lock on the record occurrence.

• OWNer database-record-name
Identifies the occurrence (role) of the set's owner as a record within the subschema. Database-record-name need not
be coded if the owner record is specified only once in the LOGICAL RECORD statement.

• WIThin set-name
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Specifies the set owned by the database record. Set-name must be included in the current subschema.

NOTE
If the set membership option for the named set is not mandatory automatic, the path should test for set
membership before issuing this command.

• WHEre boolean-expression
Specifies boolean selection criteria that further identify the database record occurrence to be accessed.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for boolean-expression is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions”.

• find-obtain-set-or-area-clause
Specifies that a database record is to be located or obtained on the basis of its logical location with a set or its physical
location within an area.

• FINd
Finds (locates) the named database record.

• OBTain
Finds (locates) and obtains the named database record.

• KEEp
Places a shared lock on the record occurrence.

• EXClusive
Places an exclusive lock on the record occurrence.

• FIRst
Specifies that the first record in the named set or area is to be accessed.

• LASt
Specifies that the last record in the named set or area is to be accessed.

• NEXt
Specifies that the next record in the named set or area is to be accessed. NEXT assumes that currency has been
established in the named set or area and accesses the next record in relation to the record previously accessed in the
set or area by either program request or path command.

• PRIor
Specifies that the prior record in the named set or area is to be accessed. PRIOR assumes that currency has been
established in the named set or area and accesses the prior record in relation to the record previously accessed in the
set or area by either program request or path command.

• EACh
Specifies that each record in the named set or area is to be accessed, beginning with the first record occurrence in the
set or area. EACH indicates that this FIND/OBTAIN command can be iterated.
Each time the command is iterated, the next record occurrence is accessed in the set or area, based on the currency
established by the previous execution of the command. This iteration permits LRF to walk the named set or sweep the
named area.

• EACH PRIor
Specifies that each prior record occurrence in the set or area is to be accessed, beginning with the last record
occurrence in the set or area. EACH PRIOR indicates that this FIND/OBTAIN command can be iterated.
Each time the command is iterated, the prior record occurrence in the set or area is accessed, based on the currency
established by the previous execution of the command. This iteration permits LRF to walk the named set or sweep the
named area in a prior direction.

• database-record-name
Specifies the type of record to be accessed. Database-record-name must be included in the current subschema.

• WIThin set-name
Specifies a database record occurrence that is defined to the named set. Set-name must be included in the current
subschema.

• WIThin area-name
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Specifies a database record occurrence that is defined to the named area. Area-name must be included in the current
subschema.

• WHEre boolean-expression
Specifies boolean selection criteria that further identify the database record occurrence to be accessed.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for boolean-expression is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions”.

• find-obtain-sortkey-clause
Specifies that a database record in a sorted set is to be accessed on the basis of its sort-key value.

• FINd
Finds (locates) the named database record.

• OBTain
Finds (locates) and obtains the named database record.

• KEEp
Places a shared lock on the record occurrence.

• EXClusive
Places an exclusive lock on the record occurrence.

• FIRst
Specifies that the first record occurrence encountered containing the indicated sort-key value is to be accessed. FIRST
is the default.

• EACh
Specifies that each record containing the indicated sort-key value is to be accessed. EACH indicates that this FIND/
OBTAIN command can be iterated.
Every time the command is iterated, LRF retrieves another occurrence of the named record that contains the specified
sort key. This iteration permits LRF to access all records that contain that sort key.

• database-record-name
Specifies the type of record to be accessed. Database-record-name must be defined as a member of the named set.

• WIThin set-name
Specifies the set of which database-record-name is a member. Set-name must be included in the current subschema.

• WHEre SORtkey EQ/IS/=
Specifies the sort-key value to be used when accessing the database record.

• 'character-string-literal'
Specifies an alphanumeric literal enclosed in single quotes.

• numeric-literal
Specifies a numeric value to be used as the sort key.

• arithmetic-expression
Specifies an arithmetic expression whose result is to be used as the sort key. The expression can be designated as
a simple arithmetic operation or as a compound arithmetic operation. Arithmetic operators permitted in an arithmetic
expression are +, -, *, and /. Operands can be literals, logical-record fields, or database fields.

• lr-field
Specifies that the sort-key value to be used is in the named logical-record field. If the sort key is made up of
noncontiguous fields, logical-record-field-name must be the same size as the total length of all fields in the sort key.
To accomplish this, define an IDD record type that contains logical-record-field-name and name the IDD record as an
element of the logical record.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for lr-field is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions”.

• OF LR
Specifies that the sort-key value to be used is in the named logical-record field in program variable storage. The path
DML statement must initialize the field to the appropriate value before the FIND/OBTAIN request is issued. Note that
LRF uses the contents of the named field, even if the request's WHERE clause also specifies a sort-key value.

• OF REQUEST
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Specifies that the sort-key value is passed in the request's WHERE clause. Logical-record-field-name is equated in the
WHERE clause to a literal value, a program variable, or the value of a logical-record field. Note that if OF REQUEST
is specified, logical-record-field-name should also be named in a SELECT FOR FIELDNAME-EQ clause in the path
containing this FIND/OBTAIN command.

• AND boolean-expression
Specifies boolean selection criteria that further identify the database record occurrence to be accessed.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for boolean-expression is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions”.

• get-clause
Moves the located occurrence of the named database record to the corresponding logical-record element in the
variable-storage location assigned to the logical record named in the PATH-GROUP NAME clause.

• database-record-name
Specifies the type of record to be moved. Database-record-name must be included as a logical-record element.

• if-empty-clause
Tests the current occurrence of the named set to determine whether it contains any member record occurrences. If the
set does not contain members, the error status is set to 0000; otherwise the error status is set to 1601.

• set-name
Specifies the name of the set to be tested. Set-name must be included in the current subschema.

• NOT
Reverses the default ON conditions for the IF SET EMPTY command. Refer to "Usage" for specific path commands
using default ON clauses.

• if-member-clause
Tests the record that is current of run unit to determine whether it participates as a member of any occurrence of the
named set.
If the record is a member of the set, the error status is set to 0000; otherwise, the error status is set to 1601. Refer to
"Usage" for specific path commands using default ON clauses.

• NOT
Reverses the default ON conditions for the IF SET MEMBER command.

• set-name
Names the set on which the member test is to be performed. Evaluates to true if the current record of run unit does
participate as a member of any occurrence of the named set. Set-name must be included in the current subschema.

• keep-clause
Places a shared or exclusive lock on the record occurrence that is current of the named record type, set, or area.

• KEEp CURrent
Places a shared lock or the current record occurrence.

• KEEp EXClusive CURrent
Places an exclusive lock or the current record occurrence.

• database-record-name
Places the lock on the current occurrence of the named database record type. Database-record-name must be
included in the current subschema.

• WIThin set-name
Places the lock on the current occurrence of the named set. Set-name must be included in the current subschema.

• WIThin area-name
Places the lock on the current occurrence of the named area. Area-name must be included in the current subschema.

• modify-clause
Modifies the named database record by using data present in the variable-storage location assigned to the logical
record. The requesting program must initialize variable storage to the appropriate value before LRF executes this path
command.

• database-record-name
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Identifies a logical-record element of the logical record named in the PATH-GROUP statement.
• on-error-clause

Specifies the action to be taken in the event that CA IDMS/DB returns the error status indicated by idms-error-status.
This path command can be used to override the default ON clauses generated automatically by the subschema
compiler as shown in the "Usage" topic.

• idms-error-status
Specifies a 4-digit value of which the first two digits represent the CA IDMS/DB major error code and the last two digits
represent the minor error code value.

NOTE
For more information on CA IDMS/DB runtime error-status codes, see the CA IDMS Navigational DML
Administrating section.

• DO nested-block END
Specifies that a nested block of path commands following this ON command is to be executed. The keyword END is
required at the termination of the nested block. The block of commands included with an ON DO command can itself
include ON DO statements; up to 32 levels of nested blocks are permitted.

• ITErate
Specifies that the most recent successfully executed path command containing an EACH clause is to be reexecuted.
See the table under "Usage" in this section for a list of the ON ITERATE clauses generated automatically by the
subschema compiler.

• NEXt
Specifies that if CA IDMS/DB returns idms-error-status, the next command in the path is to be executed. The
subschema compiler automatically generates an ON 0000 NEXT command for every path command (with the
exception of IF NOT EMPTY and IF NOT MEMBER, for which it generates ON 1601 NEXT).

• RETurn path-status
Specifies that LRF is to interrupt path processing and return path-status to the requesting program. (An LR-NOT-
FOUND path status terminates path processing.) Path-status must be a 1- to 16-character alphanumeric string, without
enclosing quotes.

• CLEar RETurn path-status
Specifies that the contents of the logical record in program variable storage are to be cleared to low values. If CLEAR
is not specified, LRF will return partial logical records.

• store-clause
Stores a new occurrence of the named database record by using data present in the variable-storage location
assigned to the logical record. The requesting program must initialize variable storage to the appropriate value before
LRF executes this path command.

• database-record-name
Identifies a logical-record element of the logical record named in the PATH-GROUP statement.

• DETails
Display and punches the entire path group description.

• ALL
Display and punches the entire path group description.

• NONe
Display and punches only the name of the path group.

Usage

Path Group Can Include Multiple Paths

A path group can include any number of paths, each of which must be preceded by at least one SELECT clause.

Commands Allowed for OBTAIN Path-Groups
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Paths included in a path group for OBTAIN logical-record requests cannot include database modification commands
(MODIFY, STORE, ERASE, CONNECT, DISCONNECT). OBTAIN paths can include only the following database
commands:

• FIND (all formats)
• OBTAIN (all formats)
• GET
• KEEP

Identifying a Database Record in a Path-Group

The path DML commands require identification of the database record to be acted upon. Specify the database record as
follows:

• If the database record is not an element of the path group's logical record, specify the database record name as
defined in the subschema.

• If the database record is an element of the path group's logical record, specify one of the following names:
– Logical-record element name -- If the database record's position within the logical record is not assigned a role

name, specify the logical-record element name (the subschema record name).
– Role name -- If the database record's position within the logical record is assigned a role name, specify the role

name.

NOTE
For more information on the position of logical record elements within logical records, see 15.6, "LOGICAL
RECORD Statement".

Access Restrictions Apply to Logical Record Navigation

Access restrictions specified for records, sets, and areas apply to DML commands included in paths.

Terminate PATH-GROUP Statement With a Period

Each PATH-GROUP statement contains only one period, at the very end of the statement.

Logical Record Placed in Program Variable Storage

For OBTAIN and GET path DML commands, the retrieved record is placed in the program's variable storage. The record
is placed in its corresponding logical-record element within the logical record named in the PATH GROUP statement. For
MODIFY and STORE path DML statements, the data used to update the database is taken from this same location.

NOTE
In a DML program, the programmer can specify that the record be placed in and taken from an alternative
variable-storage location. To do this, the programmer codes an INTO clause on the OBTAIN logical-record
request and a FROM clause on the MODIFY, STORE, and ERASE logical-record requests. See the CA IDMS
Navigational DML Administrating section for details.

Coding find-obtain-index-clause can reduce I/O

When LRF encounters the find-obtain-index-clause, it looks for any reference to the set's sort control element in the
WHERE clauses of both this path's command and the program request. If such a reference is found, LRF uses the index
(rather than checking values in each record) to satisfy the WHERE clause criteria. Using the index usually takes fewer I/
O operations than does checking each member record's sort-key value. Thus, when accessing each member of a sorted
indexed set, this form of FIND/OBTAIN is preferable to another.

Default ON Clauses for Specific Path Commands
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This table shows the path commands for which ON clauses are automatically generated by the subschema compiler.
These ON clauses are overridden by the path definition.

Path Command Default ON Clause
FIND/OBTAIN WHERE DBKEY
FIND/OBTAIN WHERE CALCKEY
FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET WHERE SORTKEY
FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING INDEX

ON 0000 NEXT
ON 0326 ITERATE

FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET/AREA ON 0000 NEXT
ON 0307 ITERATE

IF SET EMPTY
IF SET MEMBER

ON 0000 NEXT
ON 1601 ITERATE

IF NOT SET EMPTY
IF NOT SET MEMBER

ON 0000 ITERATE
ON 1601 NEXT

FIND/OBTAIN CURRENT
FIND/OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN SET
GET
MODIFY
STORE
CONNECT
DISCONNECT
ERASE
KEEP
COMPUTE

ON 0000 NEXT

EVALUATE ON 0000 NEXT
ON 2001 ITERATE

On-error-clause follows if-empty/member-clause

An on-error-clause follows a if-member-clause or a if-empty-clause either explicitly, if coded by the DBA, or implicitly by
the subschema compiler. The on-error-clause indicates the action to be taken based on the error-status code returned by
CA IDMS/DB.

Example

This example modifies the OBTAIN DEHLR path group. The SELECT statement of the path group obtains employee
records using the employee ID as the CALC key:

mod path-group name is obtain dehlr

    select for element employee

    obtain employee where calckey is emp-id-0415 of request.

NOTE
For more information on logical records and path groups, see the Administrating section.
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The VALIDATE Statement
The VALIDATE statement instructs the subschema compiler to verify the relationships among all components of the
subschema that is current for update. If no errors occur during the validation, the subschema compiler sets the status of
the subschema to VALID; if errors exist, the subschema compiler sets the status to IN ERROR.

 

Authorization

The user requires authorization to modify the current subschema.

NOTE
See the USER clause under the SUBSCHEMA statements for more information.

Syntax

►►─── VALIDATE ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Usage

Effect of VALIDATE on Subschemas

When the subschema compiler validates the subschema, it takes one of the following actions:

• If it finds no errors, the compiler sets the subschema's status to VALID. A VALID status means the subschema load
module can be generated.

• If it finds errors, the compiler issues messages indicating the exact nature of each error and sets the subschema's
status to IN ERROR. The DBA uses these messages to determine what changes must be made for the subschema to
be valid.

Must Validate the Subschema Following ADD and MODIFY

The subschema compiler also sets the subschema's status to IN ERROR under these conditions:

• The subschema was just created with an ADD SUBSCHEMA statement
• The subschema was modified with a MODIFY SUBSCHEMA statement
• The schema associated with the subschema was modified in a way that affects the subschema; for example, a set

deletion
• Any component of the subschema as added, modified, or deleted

VALIDATE Typically Used to Check Errors

VALIDATE is typically used for dry runs of the subschema compiler, since it causes the compiler to check the components
but not to create subschema load modules.

LOAD MODULE Statement
Contents

The LOAD MODULE statements identify a subschema load module stored in the load area of the dictionary
(DDLDCLOD). The MODIFY and DELETE statements update the load module stored in the dictionary load area.

A load module is stored in the dictionary load area as a result of one of the following statements:

• A subschema GENERATE statement
• An IDD DDDL ADD LOAD MODULE statement followed by an object deck
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Only a load module identified with a load module type of SUBSCHEMA can be processed.

Depending on the verb and options submitted to the subschema compiler, the LOAD MODULE statements can:

• Delete, display, or punch a load module
• Change the RMODE or the AMODE of a load module

Syntax

Syntax: MODIFY LOAD MODULE

►►─┬─ MODify ─┬─ LOAd MODule name is load-module-name ────────────────────────►

   └─ DELete ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ Version is ─┬─ version number ─────────┬─┘

                  └─┬────────┬─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                    └─ NEXt ─┘ └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ user-specification ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ AMOde is ─┬─ 24 ────┬─┘

                └─ ANY ◄──┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ RMOde is ─┬─ 24 ────┬─┘

                └─ ANY ◄──┘

Syntax: DISPLAY/PUNCH LOAD MODULE

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ LOAd MODule name is load-module-name ───────────────────────►

   └─ PUNch ───┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ version-specification ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ PREpared by user-id ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                           └─ PASsword is password ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │

   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │

   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ DETails ─┬─┴─┴─┘

       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ HIStory ─┤

       └─ WITHOut ───┘   ├─ ALL ─────┤

                         └─ NONe ────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WITh SYNtax ─┘

Parameters

 

• LOAd MODule name is load-module-name
Identifies an existing load module. Load-module-name must be a 1- to 8-character alphanumeric value.

• Version is
Supplies the version number of the load module. The version number defaults to the current session option for existing
versions.

• version-number
Specifies an explicit version number and must be an unsigned integer in the range 1 through 9999.

• NEXt
Instructs the subschema compiler to assign the next highest or next lowest version number to load-module-name

• HIGhest
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Instructs the subschema compiler to assign the highest existing version number to load-module-name.
• LOWest

Instructs the subschema compiler to assign the lowest existing version number to load-module-name.
• user-specification

Identifies the user and the user's password. The default is the current session options.
If either the subschema compiler or the specific load module is secured, the compiler rejects the operation unless it
finds the name and the password of an authorized user in one of the following places:
– The LOAD MODULE statement user-specification clause
– The current session option

NOTE
Expanded syntax for user-specification is presented in Section13, “Parameter Expansions”.

• AMOde is ANY
Indicates that the module is invoked in 31-bit addressing mode. ANY is the default.
If RMODE is ANY, then AMODE must be ANY.

• AMOde is 24
Indicates that the module is invoked in 24-bit addressing mode.

• RMOde is ANY
Indicates that the module can be loaded above or below the 16-megabyte line. ANY is the default residency mode.

• RMOde is 24
Indicates that the module must be loaded below the 16-megabyte line.

• DETails
Display and punches load module length, entry point address, number of RLD (relocation directory) entries, security
class, logical deletion flag, and module type (subschema).

• HIStory
Display and punches the date and time the load module was created.

• ALL
Display and punches the entire load module description.

• NONe
Display and punches only the load module name and version.

• WITh SYNtax
For PUNCH only, punches an object deck accompanied by the ADD LOAD MODULE syntax described in the CA IDMS
IDD DDDL Reference section. This option is useful for producing an object deck that is to be placed in a load area
other than the system load library.

Usage

Effect of DELETE on Load Modules

DELETE deletes the named load module from the load area of the dictionary. The subschema compiler also automatically
erases the PROG-051 dictionary record occurrence associated with the load module, except if the record:

• Was not built by the subschema compiler
• Participates in other entity relationships, for example, maps

Effect of DISPLAY on Load Modules

DISPLAY displays online output at the terminal and lists batch output in the compiler's activity listing. The output always
appears as comments regardless of the default option in effect.

Effect of PUNCH on Load Modules

PUNCH writes output to the system punch file or to a module in the dictionary. All punched output is also listed in a
subschema compiler's activity listing.
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The subschema compiler produces an object (relocatable) deck accompanied by ADD LOAD MODULE syntax from the
named load module. The object deck can subsequently be link edited and placed in a load library. You can also use this
option to move a load module from one dictionary to another.

NOTE
When you punch a load module from the dictionary load area (DDLDCLOD area) into an object module, the
DDDL compiler omits the RMODE/AMODE attributes because the RMODE/AMODE clause is not acceptable to
the linkage editor. If you are punching the load module to add it to a different dictionary, then you must edit the
punched syntax to include the RMODE/AMODE clause.

Systems with 24-bit Addressing Load Modules Below the Line

For DC/UCF systems running in 24-bit mode, modules are loaded below the 16-megabyte lines regardless of the RMODE
specification.

Residency Mode Determines Which Program Pool to Use

For DC/UCF systems running in 31-bit mode, modules with an RMODE of ANY are loaded into XA program pools (above
the 16-megabyte line); modules with an RMODE of 24 are loaded into non-XA program pools (below the 16-megabyte
line).

Examples

This example modifies the residency mode of load module DEHSS01:

modify load module name is dehss01

   rmode is any.

NOTE
For more information on defining load modules, see the LOAD MODULE statement in the CA IDMS IDD DDDL
Reference section.

DISPLAY/PUNCH SCHEMA Statement
The DISPLAY and PUNCH SCHEMA statements produce as output the commented DDL statements that describe
components of the schema that owns the current subschema.

NOTE
For a description of currency, see 9.7, “Establishing Schema and Subschema Currency”.

Syntax
 ►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ SCHema ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ PUNch ───┘
  
  ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►
    └─┬─ AREa ───┬─ name is entity-occurrence-name ─┘
      ├─ RECord ─┤
      └─ SET ────┘
  
  ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►
    │ ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │
    │ │                 ┌──────────────────────────┐ │ │
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    └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼── entity-option-keyword ─┴─┴─┘
        ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤
        └─ WITHOut ───┘
  ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ VERB ─┬─ ADD ─────┬─┘
             ├─ MODify ──┤
             ├─ DELete ──┤
             ├─ DISplay ─┤
             └─ PUNch ───┘
  
  ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─ TO ─┬─ module-specification ─┬─┘
           └─ SYSpch ───────────────┘
 

Parameters

• SCHema
Displays or punches the commented description of the schema associated with the current subschema.

• AREa name is entity-occurrence-name
Displays or punches the commented description of the named schema area entity.

• FILe name is entity-occurrence-name
Displays or punches the commented description of the named schema file entity.

• RECord name is entity-occurrence-name
Displays or punches the commented description of the named schema record entity.

• SET name is entity-occurrence-name
Displays or punches the commented description of the named schema set entity.

• entity-option-keyword
Names an option to be displayed or punched. The value of entity-option-keyword depends on the schema component.
The following table lists values for entity-option-keyword.

Option SCHEMA AREA RECORD SET
ALL x x x x
ALL COMMENT TYPES x x
AREAS x x
ATTRIBUTES x
COMMENTS x x
CULPRIT HEADERS x x
DETAILS x x x x
ELEMENTS x x
HISTORY x
NONE x x x x
OLQ HEADERS x x
RECORDS x
SCHEMAS x
SETS x
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SHARED STRUCTURES x x
SUBSCHEMAS x
SYMBOLS x x x x
SYNONYMS x x
USERS x

Example

This example displays the description of the DEPARTMENT record associated with the subschema's schema. Note that
the subschema compiler produces commented output.

 display schema record name is department without elements .
 *+   ADD
 *+   RECORD NAME IS DEPARTMENT
 *+       SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD DEPARTMENT VERSION 100
 *+       RECORD ID IS 410
 *+       LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING ( DEPT-ID-0410 ) DUPLICATES ARE
 *+             NOT ALLOWED
 *+       WITHIN AREA ORG-DEMO-REGION OFFSET 2 PAGES FOR 48 PAGES
 *+       RECORD NAME SYNONYM IS DEPARTMT FOR LANGUAGE ASSEMBLER
 *+       .
 

Writing Database Procedures
Special-Purpose Subroutines

Database procedures are special-purpose subroutines designed to perform functions such as data compression and
decompression. You write and compile these procedures as subroutines that are executed by the database management
system whenever an access is made to an area or a record. User-written database procedures can be specified for non-
SQL defined databases only. For more information, see the following topics:

 

Procedures are Called in the Schema

You specify as part of the schema definition when a procedure is to be called. At runtime, these procedures
are called automatically; the call is transparent to the application program. You can specify that a procedure be
called before or after any of the following DML statements or on an error condition resulting from execution of one of the
commands in the following table.

Command Description
READY Prepares database areas for processing.
FINISH Commits changes to the database and terminates the run unit.
COMMIT Commits changes to the database.
ROLLBACK Rolls back database changes and optionally terminates the run

unit.
STORE Adds a new record occurrence to the database.
CONNECT Links a record occurrence to a set.
MODIFY Changes the data content of an existing record occurrence.
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DISCONNECT Removes a member record occurrence from a set.
ERASE Deletes a record occurrence from the database.
FIND Locates a record occurrence in the database.
GET Moves all data associated with a previously located record

occurrence into the requesting program's variable storage.

The OBTAIN DML command combines the functions of the FIND and GET commands; thus, to perform a database
procedure on an OBTAIN command, specify the procedure on a FIND and/or GET.

Common Uses of Database Procedures
This article describes the common uses of database procedures, and includes the following information:

Compression and Decompression

Data compression replaces repeating characters (most frequently blanks and binary zeros) and common character
combinations with codes that decrease the amount of data stored in the database. Data decompression returns
compressed data to its original form for use by an application program. A compression procedure (IDMSCOMP) and a
decompression procedure (IDMSDCOM) are provided with CA IDMS/DB in source and object form.

The IDMSCOMP database procedure compresses record occurrences before storage, as follows:

• Converts repeating blanks into a 2-byte code
• Converts repeating binary zeros into a 2-byte code
• Converts other repeating characters into a 3-byte code
• Converts a number of commonly used character pairs into a 1-byte code

Data that does not fall into any of the above categories remains as is. Each group of as-is data is prefixed by a 2-byte
length code.

CA IDMS/DB decompresses records after retrieval through the IDMSDCOM database procedure. These procedures are
invoked automatically by CA IDMS/DB if you have coded the appropriate CALL parameters in the schema RECORD and
AREA definitions.

NOTE
You can also use CA IDMS Presspack to compress data. For more information, see Using Presspack.

Data Validation

Data validation involves checking data being stored to ensure that items :

• Are alphabetic or numeric
• Fall in user-specified ranges
• Are equal to specific values

If an item fails the check, the procedure can disallow storage of the record.

Privacy/Security

You can use database procedures to perform the following privacy/security functions:

• Encoding/decoding data to ensure physical data security
• Prohibiting programs from reading restricted data (record-occurrence level)
• Requiring passwords for access to restricted data (area level)
• Restricting use of a qualified ERASE DML command
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Record Suppression Assistance

When a database (DB) procedure is written to do record suppression (to prevent some record occurrences from being
returned to the application program for security or other reasons) it sets a minor code error status. CA IDMS treats this as
an error and does not return data to the program. Normally an application must be modified to handle that status in order
to continue processing, which may require changes to many programs.

Key Benefits

With Record Suppression Assistance, when a DB procedure suppresses a record, for most commands CA IDMS reissues
the command automatically and control does not return to the application program until a valid record is obtained. This
allows record-level security to be implemented with minimum impact on applications.

To activate this assistance, define the minor code status that the DB procedure sets in SYSIDMS with the syntax:
SUPPRESS_RECORD_ON_STATUS=<minor code>. When IDMS encounters this status, it reissues the verb under the
rules below. In the most common cases, this allows the application to continue processing without modification.

When the AFTER GET DB procedure returns the specified minor error-status, the following processing occurs:

• OBTAIN FIRST and LAST verbs are converted to OBTAIN NEXT and PRIOR and reissued
• OBTAIN NEXT and PRIOR verbs are reissued without conversion
• OBTAIN CALC is changed to OBTAIN DUPLICATE and reissued
• OBTAIN DUPLICATE is reissued without conversion
• OBTAIN DBKEY returns not found

All other verbs return the minor status set by the DB procedure.

When a FIND is issued followed by a GET and the record is suppressed, the verb is not reissued. The GET fails with an
05XX, where XX is the minor status set by the DB procedure. Currency remains unchanged and the program continues
processing from the last FIND verb.
Up to three minor codes may be defined to activate assistance. Multiple codes are allowed to support possible
compatibility issues, and the assistance is the same regardless of which code activates it. All alphanumeric minor codes
are valid, plus the numeric code 99. Numeric codes 00-98 are reserved for IDMS use.

Data Collection

Data collection procedures accumulate statistics and other information from areas and records being accessed.

Record Length for Variable-Length Native VSAM Records

Use the IDMSNVLR database procedure, provided with CA IDMS to transmit the length of a native VSAM variable-length
record from an application program to the DBMS before a STORE or MODIFY DML command, and from the DBMS to
the program after a GET DML command. The IDMSNVLR procedure is intended for use by programs accessing native
VSAM variable-length records that do not contain an OCCURS-DEPENDING-ON field. IDMSNVLR allows the length to be
communicated in the record's DBA-DEFINED-RDW (RECORD-DESCRIPTOR-WORD).

To use IDMSNVLR, the schema record description must provide for a standard DBA-DEFINED-RDW field (two-byte field
plus two bytes of filler) as the last field in the record. The schema record description must be defined as follows:

     record description.

         record name is record-name

         record id is record-id
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         location mode is ...

 

         call idmsnvlr before store.

         call idmsvnlr before modify.

         call idmsvnlr after get.

 

         03  ...

 

         03  dba-defined-rdw

             comment 'this word is not maintained in the database.'

             05 rdw-len          pic S9(4) comp.

             05 filler           pic XX.

The DBA-DEFINED-RDW is not part of the physical record stored in the database. Before a STORE or MODIFY DML
command is executed, IDMSNVLR strips off the DBA-DEFINED-RDW (the last four bytes of the record) by specifying
RDW-LEN minus 4 as the record length. The DBA-DEFINED-RDW always includes the length of the DBA-DEFINED-
RDW itself.

Before issuing a STORE or MODIFY DML command, the application program must move the length of the variable-length
record (since that record was defined in the subschema) into the RDW-LEN. IDMSNVLR passes this value (minus 4) to
the DBMS. After a GET DML command, IDMSNVLR returns the length of the subschema view of the record in the RDW-
LEN field.

Although the schema description must specify the DBA-DEFINED-RDW as the last field of the record, the subschema
description can specify the DBA-DEFINED-RDW as the first field of the record.

Coding Database Procedures
This section provides information to assist in writing database procedures. You do not have to code or compile database
procedures provided with CA IDMS/DB (for example, the IDMSNVLR procedure).

Considerations

There are two ways in which a database procedure can be invoked:

• It can be directly called by IDMSDBMS
• It can be called through a stub module that is called by IDMSDBMS.

Only fully reentrant assembler and LE-compliant COBOL and PL/I procedures can be invoked directly by IDMSDBMS. All
other procedures must be called indirectly, at a cost in performance.

• Database procedures that are invoked directly by IDMSDBMS execute in system mode and MPMODE=ANY.
• For performance reasons, we recommend that all database procedures be written in fully reentrant assembler code.
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Note: The methods that can be used for invoking a procedure depend on many factors including its language, calling
conventions, reentrancy, and whether it issues CA IDMS DML Commands. For more information on the different methods
for invoking procedures and how to choose one based on a procedure's characteristics, see 16.5, “Methods for Invoking
Procedures”.

Issuing CA IDMS DML Commands in a Database Procedure

• While it is possible for database procedures to issue IDMS DML commands like navigational and SQL DML commands
and commands that manipulate storage, scratch and queue resources, any such command can potentially result in
a wait. A wait can result in deadlocks or degraded system performance because DBMS may be holding buffer locks
when the procedure is called. If it is necessary to issue IDMS DML commands from within the procedure, consider the
following:
– Do not use the DBSTUB1 method described in B1 method described.
– A directly-invoked assembler procedure must follow DC system mode calling conventions. For more information on

DC system calling conventions and MPMODE, see "Calling Conventions for Numbered Exits" in the Administrating
section.

– A procedure that contains only IDMS DML commands associated with accessing a database can be compiled with
a protocol of BATCH and execute in either a DC/UCF or a local mode address space. A COBOL or PL/I procedure
that contains other (non-database access) IDMS DML commands must be compiled using the IDMS-DC protocol
and can execute only in the DC/UCF address space. An assembler procedure can contain non-database access
IDMS DML commands and execute in either environment provided the requested services are available. For
example, requests for storage and scratch can be issued in either environment, whereas queue-related requests
can only be issued within DC/UCF.

– If the procedure accesses the database by binding a run unit or starting an SQL session, its database session is
subordinate to that of the run unit under which the procedure is invoked. Therefore, actions such as FINISH or
ROLLBACK that impact the invoking run-unit automatically have a similar impact on the procedure's database
session if it is still active.

– If the procedure accesses the same database as the invoking run-unit and database locks are being maintained,
deadlocks between the two sessions are possible unless they are made to share the same transaction, see
"Sharing Transactions Among Sessions" in the CA IDMS Navigational DML Administrating section.

• Avoid using operating system functions that may cause the central version region to wait. This degrades performance.
• Ensure the module name is the name specified in the schema CALL statement. Database procedures are no longer

linked with subschema modules. They are dynamically loaded by DBMS on the first call. The entry point name can be
different from the module name.

Area Procedures

You must write area procedures to accept the following five blocks of information which are passed when the database
procedure is executed by CA IDMS/DB:

• Procedure control block (20 bytes)
• Application control block (236 bytes)
• Application program information block (user-specified length)
• Area control block (28 bytes)
• IDMS statistics block (100 bytes)

Record Procedures

You must write record procedures to accept the following five blocks of information which are passed when the database
procedure is executed by CA IDMS/DB:
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• Procedure control block (20 bytes)
• Application control block (236 bytes)
• Application program information block (user-specified length)
• Record control block (56 bytes)
• Record occurrence block (length specified in schema)

Record procedures have access to the entire data portion of the schema-defined records. They are not restricted to the
subschema views seen by application programs.

Database Procedure Blocks

The following tables show the format of the database procedure blocks.

Procedure Control Block

This is the first block of information passed to both area and record procedures. It contains information that reflects the
general conditions under which the database procedure is being invoked. Total length is 20 bytes.

 

Item Usage Length Description
Entry Level Alphanumeric 4 bytes Level at which the procedure is

invoked: REC or AREA
Entry Time Alphanumeric 4 bytes The time the procedure is

invoked: BFOR, AFTR, or ERR
Major Code Alphanumeric 2 bytes Major DML code of the DML

command for which the
procedure is being invoked
(that is, 12 for STORE, or 03 for
FIND, and so forth)

IDBMSCOM Code Binary 2 bytes IDBMSCOM code of the
DML command for which the
procedure is being invoked (that
is, 14 for FIND NEXT WITHIN
SET, or 15 for FIND NEXT
WITHIN AREA, and so forth)

Cancel Indicator Binary 2 bytes Zero indicates that the DML
command should be performed;
nonzero requests cancellation
of the DML command. The initial
value of zero can be reset by a
BEFORE procedure.

Record Indicator Binary 1 byte Indicates whether record
is present in the Record
Occurrence Block
0 - record is not present
1 - record is present

Filler Alphanumeric 1 byte Reserved
User Item Binary 4 bytes For user storage, as needed

(normally, an address);
initialized to zero. This value is
preserved across calls to the
procedure.
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Application Control Block

This is the second block of information passed to both area and record procedures. It contains information that reflects the
status of the application program at procedure execution time. Total length is 236 bytes.

 

Item Usage Length Description
Subschema Name Alphanumeric 8 bytes Name of subschema being used
Program Name Alphanumeric 8 bytes Name of application program
Error-Status Indicator Alphanumeric 4 bytes Major DML code (first two bytes)

of the command for which the
procedure is being invoked,
and the minor error-status code
(second two bytes)

Database Key Binary 4 bytes The database key that is current
of run unit

Record Name Alphanumeric 18 bytes Name of record type that is
current of run unit

Area Name Alphanumeric 18 bytes Name of area to which current
of run unit is assigned

Filler Alphanumeric 18 bytes Reserved for future use
Error-Set Name Alphanumeric 18 bytes Name of error-set type, if

applicable
Error-Record Name Alphanumeric 18 bytes Name of error-record type, if

applicable
Error-Area Name Alphanumeric 18 bytes Name of error area, if applicable
IDBMSCOM Array Alphanumeric 100 bytes System IDBMSCOM array for

passing function information
Direct Db-key Binary 4 bytes Item used by application

program to specify a database
key for storing a record in
DIRECT storage mode

Application Program Information Block

This is the third block of information passed to both area and record procedures. It contains information (if any) passed
between the application program and database procedure. Total length is determined by user.

Item Usage Length Description
Application Program Information DBA-defined DBA-defined Information passed from

application program using
a BIND PROCEDURE
statement; if not used, this field
must be defined as a 4-byte
alphanumeric item

Area Control Block
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This is the fourth block of information passed to area procedures. It contains information on the area for which the
procedure is being invoked. Total length is 28 bytes.

Item Usage Length Description
Area Name Alphanumeric 18 bytes Name of area for which DML

command is being invoked
Filler Alphanumeric 2 bytes  
Low Page Binary 4 bytes Number of lowest page in area
High Page Binary 4 bytes Number of highest page in area

 

CA IDMS Statistics Block

This is the fifth block of information passed to area procedures. It contains runtime statistics for the application program
(same statistics obtained by the DML command ACCEPT IDMS-STATISTICS). Total length is 100 bytes.

 

Item Usage Length Description
Date Alphanumeric 8 bytes Today's date in the format mm/

dd/yy

Time Alphanumeric 8 bytes The time of the last occurrence
of BIND RUN-UNIT, FINISH,
or run-unit abort; in the format
hhmmsshh

Pages Read Binary 4 bytes Total pages read by application
program

Pages Written Binary 4 bytes Total pages written by
application program

Pages Requested Binary 4 bytes Total pages requested by
application program

CALC Records Binary 4 bytes Total CALC records stored with
no overflow

CALC Overflow Binary 4 bytes Total CALC records that
overflowed

VIA Records Binary 4 bytes Total VIA records stored with no
overflow

VIA Overflow Binary 4 bytes Total VIA records that
overflowed from target page

Records Requested Binary 4 bytes Total number of records
accessed by the DBMS

Records Current Binary 4 bytes Total number of records
established as current of run
unit

Calls to CA IDMS/DB Binary 4 bytes Total calls made for DBMS
services

Fragments Stored Binary 4 bytes Total variable length record
fragments

Records Relocated Binary 4 bytes Total records relocated
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Locks Requested1 Binary 4 bytes Total number of record locks
requested

Select Locks Held2 Binary 4 bytes Number of shared locks now
held

Update Locks Held2 Binary 4 bytes Number of exclusive locks now
held

Run Unit Id2 Binary 4 bytes LID: Local Identification number
of transaction for journaling
purposes; incremented by
one and carried across central
versions until the journal is
reinitialized

Task Id2 Binary 4 bytes Identification number of central
version task; reinitialized for
each central version run and
incremented by 1, beginning
at 2 (0 and 1 are reserved for
system)

Local Identification2 Alphanumeric 8 bytes Identification code of batch or
TP program to facilitate location
of dumps and elements in the
central version log

Filler Alphanumeric 8 bytes Reserved

• As a lock is released, this value is not decremented
• Applies to central version only

Record Control Block

This is the fourth block of information passed to record procedures. It contains information regarding the record type for
which the procedure is being invoked. Total length is 56 bytes.

 

Item Usage Length Description
Record Name Alphanumeric 18 bytes Name of record type for which

DML command is being invoked
Area Name Alphanumeric 18 bytes Name of area to which record is

assigned
Record ID Binary 2 bytes Identification number of record

type for which DML command is
being invoked

Record Length Binary 2 bytes Length (data only), in bytes, of
record

Control Length Binary 2 bytes Length (data only), in bytes, of
record up to and including the
last CALC or sort-control field

Maximum Length Binary 2 bytes Actual length of fixed-length
record or maximum length of
variable-length record, in bytes

Database Key Binary 4 bytes Database key of record
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Low Page Binary 4 bytes Number of lowest page on
which records of this type can
exist

High Page Binary 4 bytes Number of highest page on
which records of this type can
exist

Record Occurrence Block

This is the fifth block of information passed to record procedures. It is used to pass the actual record occurrence for
which the procedure is invoked. There are situations in which the record occurrence is not available to be passed to the
procedure. Total length is defined in the record type's schema description. 

Item Usage Length Description
Record Occurrence As defined in schema As defined in schema Actual record that is the target of

the DML command

Whenever possible, the record occurrence for which the procedure is being invoked is passed, but under some conditions
the DBMS may not have immediate access to this data. In all cases, the fifth parameter is passed to the procedure, but its
validity is not guaranteed under all scenarios. The following table indicates the availability of the record occurrence block
data relative to procedure call times:

DML Verb Procedure Call Times
BEFORE

Procedure Call Times AFTER Procedure Call Times ON
ERROR

CONNECT Present if last good verb was an
OBTAIN, STORE, or MODIFY
for target record type, else
uncertain

Present if last good verb was an
OBTAIN, STORE, or MODIFY
for target record type, else
uncertain

Present if last good verb was an
OBTAIN, STORE, or MODIFY
for target record type, else
uncertain

DISCONNECT Present if last good verb was an
OBTAIN, STORE, or MODIFY
for target record type, else
uncertain

Present if last good verb was an
OBTAIN, STORE, or MODIFY
for target record type, else
uncertain

Present if last good verb was an
OBTAIN, STORE, or MODIFY
for target record type, else
uncertain

ERASE Present if last good verb was an
OBTAIN, STORE, or MODIFY
for target record type, else
uncertain

Present if last good verb was an
OBTAIN, STORE, or MODIFY
for target record type, else
uncertain

Present if last good verb was an
OBTAIN, STORE, or MODIFY
for target record type, else
uncertain

FIND Unavailable unless access is
CALC, then calckey fields are
available

Available if FIND executed
as part of OBTAIN else
unavailable. If access is CALC,
calckey fields are available

Unavailable unless access is
CALC, then calckey fields are
available

GET Available if GET executed
as part of an OBTAIN, else
unavailable

Available Available if GET executed
as part of an OBTAIN, else
uncertain

MODIFY Available, contains data passed
from user program

Available, contains data passed
from user program

Available, contains data passed
from user program

STORE Available, contains data passed
from user program

Available, contains data passed
from user program

Available, contains data passed
from user program

Establishing Communication Between Programs and Procedures

Program/Procedure Communication
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Some database procedures may require specific information from the calling application program (for example, a
password for a security routine). Use the application program information block to pass this information. Using the BIND
PROCEDURE DML command, the programmer binds space in program variable storage for the information to be passed.
At program runtime, whenever the procedure is called, the information in the program space bound to the procedure is
placed in the procedure's application program information block.

Executing Under the Central Version in a Different Address Space

If the application program is executing under the central version and in a different address space, the program must bind
a 256-byte space in variable storage. Programs running in the same address space as the central version or in local
mode can bind a variable amount of space, but 256 bytes is recommended in case of future changes in the operating
configuration.

In the central version environment, the BIND procedure DML has the function of passing the information in the application
program information block to the database procedure. To get information back from the database procedure, the
application program should issue an ACCEPT...FROM...PROCEDURE DML statement. If the application program wishes
to send new information to the database procedure, the application program should alter the data in the application
program information block and then issue another BIND procedure DML statement, which will cause the central version's
copy of the application program information block to be refreshed.

No Information Passed

Usually, no information is passed between the program and the database procedure, since database procedures are
normally transparent to application programs. When no information is passed, the database procedure must define the
application program information block as a 4-byte alphanumeric item.

Specifying When to Call Database Procedures

Using CALL

To specify when a database procedure is to be called at runtime, you use the CALL statement in the schema DDL for
areas and records. You can use database procedures with any number of DML commands for any number of areas or
records. For example, to compress/decompress JOB records with the CA IDMS/DB-supplied procedures, specify the
following CALL statements for the JOB record type:

call idmscomp before store.

call idmscomp before modify.

call idmsdcom after get.

NOTE
If the schema contains any records for which IDMSCOMP or IDMSDCOM is called, IDMSDCOMP and
IDMSDCOM must be called as area procedures 'BEFORE FINISH' and 'BEFORE ROLLBACK' to release the
storage used for internal compression/decompression work areas.

Link Editing Database Procedures

You must link database procedures as standalone modules. Database procedures linked with subschema modules are no
longer supported.
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Procedures Written in COBOL under z/VSE

For database procedures written in COBOL that will execute under z/VSE, assemble the following CSECT and catalog it
into the appropriate relocatable library:

ILBDMNS0  CSECT

     DC X'FF'

     END

Assign to the CSECT a library member name other than ILBDMNS0 so that the CSECT will not be linked to all COBOL
programs. This CSECT name must be included in the link edit of the COBOL database procedure. The procedure checks
the field contained in this CSECT to establish the appropriate linkage with CA IDMS/DB.

Executing Database Procedures

When a DML command is issued at application run time, all BEFORE procedures are executed in the order specified in
the schema. A BEFORE procedure can prevent execution of the DML command in either of the following ways:

• By resetting the cancel indicator in the procedure control block to a nonzero value
• By resetting the error-status indicator in the application control block to a nonzero value

The DML command is not executed if either of the above conditions exists when all BEFORE procedures have been
completed. If the cancel indicator in the procedure control block is reset to a nonzero value, control passes directly to the
AFTER procedures. If the error-status indicator in the application control block is reset to a nonzero value, control passes
directly to the ON-ERROR procedures.

NOTE
To prevent execution of a FINISH DML command, a BEFORE FINISH procedure must reset the error-status
indicator to a nonzero value. You cannot use the cancel indicator for this purpose.

Resetting the Error-Status Indicator

In resetting the error-status indicator, the procedure should change only the last two bytes (the minor code); the procedure
should leave the first two bytes (the major code) unchanged. However, when the value of the error-status indicator is zero,
the procedure should reset the indicator with the value from the major code item of the procedure control block.

NOTE
To avoid confusion, user-defined error-status codes should not duplicate CA IDMS/DB error-status codes.

At this point, if the DML command has not been canceled, the command is executed. ON-ERROR procedures are
executed if errors have occurred during validation by the DBMS or if the error-status indicator contains a value other
than 0000. If, because of validation errors, execution immediately drops through to an ON-ERROR procedure, BEFORE
procedures and the DML command itself are not performed. The error-status indicator can be reset by either a BEFORE
procedure or the DML command.

If the error-status is 00, any AFTER procedures are now executed. However, if the error-status is not 00, AFTER
procedures are not executed unless at least one ON-ERROR procedure has been defined for the verb. Because AFTER
procedures can be executed when the DML command has been suppressed or a non-zero error-status has been returned
they should always check the values of the cancel indicator and error-status indicator.
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Item Usage Length Description
Date Alphanumeric 8 bytes Today's date in the format mm/

dd/yy

Time Alphanumeric 8 bytes The time of the last occurrence
of BIND RUN-UNIT, FINISH,
or run-unit abort; in the format
hhmmsshh

Pages Read Binary 4 bytes Total pages read by application
program

Pages Written Binary 4 bytes Total pages written by
application program

Pages Requested Binary 4 bytes Total pages requested by
application program

CALC Records Binary 4 bytes Total CALC records stored with
no overflow

CALC Overflow Binary 4 bytes Total CALC records that
overflowed

VIA Records Binary 4 bytes Total VIA records stored with no
overflow

VIA Overflow Binary 4 bytes Total VIA records that
overflowed from target page

Records Requested Binary 4 bytes Total number of records
accessed by the DBMS

Records Current Binary 4 bytes Total number of records
established as current of run
unit

Calls to CA IDMS/DB Binary 4 bytes Total calls made for DBMS
services

Fragments Stored Binary 4 bytes Total variable length record
fragments

Records Relocated Binary 4 bytes Total records relocated
Locks Requested1 Binary 4 bytes Total number of record locks

requested
Select Locks Held2 Binary 4 bytes Number of shared locks now

held
Update Locks Held2 Binary 4 bytes Number of exclusive locks now

held
Run Unit Id2 Binary 4 bytes LID: Local Identification number

of transaction for journaling
purposes; incremented by
one and carried across central
versions until the journal is
reinitialized
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Task Id2 Binary 4 bytes Identification number of central
version task; reinitialized for
each central version run and
incremented by 1, beginning
at 2 (0 and 1 are reserved for
system)

Local Identification2 Alphanumeric 8 bytes Identification code of batch or
TP program to facilitate location
of dumps and elements in the
central version log

Filler Alphanumeric 8 bytes Reserved

1. As a lock is released, this value is not decremented

2. Applies to central version only

Methods for Invoking Procedures
Contents

A database procedure is called as an extension of the database engine. A procedure can be called directly by
IDMSDBMS. This is referred to as the Direct invocation method. Alternatively, a procedure can be invoked indirectly by
using one of two techniques referred to as DBSTUB1 and DBSTUB2. These are described later in this section.

The methods that can be used to invoke a given procedure depend on several factors:

• Language of the procedure
• Reentrancy or LE-compliance
• Calling conventions that it uses
• Whether it issues IDMS DML requests

The following table identifies the methods that can be used for invoking procedures with differing characteristics. Where
multiple invocation methods are listed as valid, the recommended method is highlighted.

Language Comments IDMS DML Issued by
Procedure

Valid Invocation Methods

Assembler Reentrant, DC calling
conventions

Does not matter Direct, DBSTUB1, DBSTUB2

Assembler Non-reentrant, DC calling
conventions

No DBSTUB1

Assembler Reentrant, IBM calling
conventions

No DBSTUB1, DBSTUB2

Assembler Non-reentrant, IBM calling
conventions

No DBSTUB1, DBSTUB2

Assembler Reentrant, IBM calling
conventions

Yes DBSTUB2

VS Cobol Non-LE-compliant No DBSTUB1, DBSTUB2
VS Cobol Non-LE-compliant, reentrant Yes DBSTUB2
VS Cobol/2 Non-LE-compliant, reentrant Does not matter DBSTUB2
LE-compliant Cobol LE-compliant, reentrant Does not matter Direct, DBSTUB2
PL/I Non-LE-compliant, reentrant Does not matter DBSTUB2
PL/I LE-compliant, reentrant Does not matter Direct, DBSTUB2
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DBSTUB1 Invocation Method

The DBSTUB1 invocation method is valid only for calling a COBOL program compiled with VS-COBOL or a non-reentrant
assembler program. It is not valid for any other program such as a program written in COBOL, PL/I or any LE-compliant
language. DBSTUB1 is an assembler front end that is linked with the actual procedure. The linked module name must
match the name in the schema CALL statement. The entry point must point to DBSTUB1's entry point.

DBSTUB1 is written with DC system calling conventions. It runs in MPMODE=DB, which means that it holds a lock on
MPMODE DB when it gains control. No other program that runs in MPMODE DB can run at the same time. Once it has
control, it calls the database procedure that is linked with it. The procedure called must not issue any IDMS calls because
during such a call, the MPMODE DB lock protection is lost.

NOTE
For more information on DC system calling conventions and MPMODE, see "Calling Conventions for Numbered
Exits" in the Administrating section.

A unique DBSTUB1 must be written for and linked with each database procedure that needs this interface. Usually only
the entry point that is called must be changed.

Following is a sample of DBSTUB1 that calls the CHECKIT database procedure.

DBSTUB1  TITLE 'Example of a DB procedure'

         #MOPT CSECT=DBSTUB1,ENV=SYS

*

*    The following code shows how a COBOL database procedure might

*    be called in a multi-tasking environment.  This program is

*    linked with the COBOL procedure.  The module name must be the

*    same as the name coded in the Schema CALL statement.

*    The entry point is STUBEP1.

*

*    The following code emulates how DBMS calls DB procedures.

*    When this procedure receives control the task is single

*    threaded on the MPMODE=DB lock.

*

*    On Entry: R1 already points to plist.

*
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        USING CSA,R10

STUBEP1  #START MPMODE=DB

         L      R15,=V(CHECKIT)        Base linked DB Procedure.

         CLC    =X'4700',0(R15)        Bif DC mode prog.

         BE     STUB010

*

         #CHKSTK =(18+1)               Make sure room on stack,

*                                           for the savearea.

         BALR   R14,R15                Call Standard mode program.

         B      STUB020

*

STUB010  #CALL  (R15)                  Call DC mode program.

*

STUB020  #RTN                          Return to DBMS.

         LTORG

         COPY   #CSADS

         END

Following is how DBSTUB1 would be linked with CHECKIT.

INCLUDE OBJLIB(DBSTUB1)

INCLUDE OBJLIB(CHECKIT)

ENTRY   STUBEP1

MODE    AMODE(31),RMODE(ANY)

NAME    CHECKIT(R)
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DBSTUB2 Invocation Method

The DBSTUB2 invocation method is valid for calling a program written in COBOL or PL/I compiled with any compiler
supported by CA IDMS. Usage of this method is optional and not recommended when the program is compiled with an
LE-compliant compiler because of performance. This program is an assembler front end that is linked separately from
the procedure it calls. The DBSTUB2 program must be linked as the name specified in the Schema CALL statement. The
database procedure must be linked as a second name and defined to DC in the SYSGEN.

DBSTUB2 is written with DC system mode calling convention. It runs in MPMODE=CALLER which means multiple task
threads can be running through it at the same time and this code must be totally reentrant.

Once DBSTUB2 gains control it activates the real procedure with a #LINK command. IDMS/DC will setup and call the
program in user mode.

When the procedure ends, control is returned to DBSTUB2.

This method violates the principal of maintaining control of the CPU. One or more #WAITs can occur during the execution
of the #LINK. This increases the likelihood of deadlocks or performance problems.

Following is a sample of DBSTUB2 that calls the CHECKIT database procedure. However, in this case DBSTUB2 has
been linked as CHECKIT and the COBOL CHECKIT has been linked as CHECKIT2.

DBSTUB2  TITLE 'Example DB procedure'

         #MOPT CSECT=DBSTUB2,ENV=SYS

*

*    The following code shows how a database procedure might call

*    a program written in a high level language like COBOL II.

*

*    The name in the Schema CALL statement must be this module.

*    The module this program #LINKs must be defined in the DC

*    SYSGEN.  In this example the CHECKIT database procedure

*    would have been renamed to CHECKIT2 and this procedure

*    would be called CHECKIT.

*

*    By #LINKing the DB procedure, the current system mode

*    environment is preserved.  The #LINKed subprogram is setup

*    and called based on how it is defined to DC.  For example

*    a COBOL program would get called as a quasi-reentrant with
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*    DC allocating the private copy of WORKING-STORAGE for it.

*

*    ON Entry:  R1 points to the procedure parmlist

*

         USING CSA,R10

STUBEP1  #START MPMODE=CALLER

*        #GETSTK  =8,REG=R11     get 8 words for plist

         USING LWA,R11

*

         LM    R3,R7,0(R1)        get db parameters

         #LINK PGM='CHECKIT2',PARMS=((R3),(R4),(R5),(R6),(R7)),              X

                PLIST=SYSPLIST     link to DB procedure

 *

          #RTN                     return to the DBMS

          LTORG

 LWA      DSECT                    local work area

 SYSPLIST DS    8F                 PLIST for #LINK

          COPY  #CSADS

          END

Following is how DBSTUB2 would be linked.

INCLUDE OBJLIB(DBSTUB2)

ENTRY   STUBEP1

MODE    AMODE(31),RMODE(ANY)

NAME    CHECKIT(R)
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CHECKIT would get linked:

INCLUDE OBJLIB(CHECKIT)

ENTRY   CHECKIT

MODE    AMODE(31),RMODE(ANY)

NAME    CHECKIT2(R)

In Conclusion

The methods described in this section solve the problem of calling database procedures that are not reentrant or are
written in COBOL or PL/I and compiled with a non-LE-compliant compiler. The overhead of using the methods will be high.
DBSTUB1 will have less overhead than DBSTUB2. For performance reasons, we recommend avoiding these methods
by writing database procedures as fully reentrant assembler programs. The second best option is to write a database
procedure in COBOL or PL/I and compile it with an LE-compliant compiler.

Considerations for Non-Reentrant or Non-LE-Compliant Database Procedures

Invoking Non-Reentrant or Non-LE-Compliant Procedures

There are special considerations for invoking these types of procedures.

• In a multi-tasking environment, a non-reentrant database procedure written in assembler can only be called indirectly
using the DBSTUB1 approach described in this section.

• Database procedures written in COBOL or PL/I that are compiled with a non-LE-compliant compiler (such as, COBOL/
II, PL/I 2.3) must be called indirectly using the DBSTUB2 approach described in this section.

NOTE
LE is the abbreviation for Language Environment.

Database Procedure Example
Using the Employee database, a company uses a database procedure to perform validity checks on employee
identification numbers (ID-0415) before EMPLOYEE records are stored in the employee database. A COBOL program
CHECKID functions as follows:

• Describes (in the program's LINKAGE SECTION) the five blocks of information that CA IDMS/DB passes to all
database procedures

• Performs the validity checks by using the first four bytes of the EMPLOYEE record, as passed to the program's record
occurrence block

• Sets the error-status indicator in the application control block to 99 if the employee id (ID-0415) fails validity checks

Sample Database Procedure

The LINKAGE SECTION describes the five blocks of information that CA IDMS/DB passes to the procedure. ID-0415
(employee ID) is the first four bytes of the record occurrence passed to the procedure. If ID-0415 does not pass the
validity check, the error-status indicator in the application control block is set to 99 to prevent execution of the DML
command for which the procedure was called.

Sample database procedure
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**************************************************************

 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

**************************************************************

 PROGRAM-ID.           CHECKID.

 DATE-WRITTEN.         JUNE 15, 1991.

 AUTHOR.               COMMONWEATHER CORP.

 REMARKS.              VALIDATES INCOMING EMPLOYEE NUMBERS.

**************************************************************

 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

**************************************************************

**************************************************************

 DATA DIVISION.

**************************************************************

LINKAGE SECTION.

 01  PROC-CTRL.

     02  PC-ENTRY-LEVEL           PIC X(4).

     02  PC-ENTRY-TIME            PIC X(4).

     02  PC-MAJOR-CODE            PIC XX.

     02  PC-IDBMSCOM-CODE         PIC 9(4) COMP.

     02  PC-CANCEL-SWITCH         PIC 9(4) COMP.
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     02  FILLER                   PIC XX.

     02  PC-USER-AREA             PIC 9(8) COMP.

 01  APPLIC-CTRL.

     02  SC-SUB-NAME              PIC X(8).

     02  SC-PROG-NAME             PIC X(8).

     02  SC-ERROR-STATUS.

         03  SC-ERR-MAJOR         PIC XX.

         03  SC-ERR-MINOR         PIC XX.

     02  SC-DBKEY                 PIC 9(8) COMP.

     02  SC-REC-NAME              PIC X(18).

     02  SC-AREA-NAME             PIC X(18).

    02 FILLER                    PIC X(18).

     02  SC-ERR-SET-NAME          PIC X(18).

     02  SC-ERR-REC-NAME          PIC X(18).

     02  SC-ERR-AREA-NAME         PIC X(18).

     02  SC-IDBMSCOM              PIC X(100).

     02  SC-DIRECT-DBKEY          PIC 9(8) COMP.

 01  A-P-COMM-DATA                PIC X(4).

 01  REC-CTRL-BLOCK.

     02  RC-REC-NAME              PIC X(18).

     02  RC-AREA-NAME             PIC X(18).

     02  RC-REC-ID                PIC 9(4) COMP.

     02  RC-REC-LENGTH            PIC 9(4) COMP.
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     02  RC-REC-CTRL-LEN          PIC 9(4) COMP.

     02  RC-REC-MAX-LEN           PIC 9(4) COMP.

     02  RC-DBKEY                 PIC 9(8) COMP.

     02  RC-LPL                   PIC 9(8) COMP.

     02  RC-HPL                   PIC 9(8) COMP.

 01  EMPLOYEE.

     02  ID-0415                  PIC X(4).

     02  FILLER                   PIC X(103).

**************************************************************

 PROCEDURE DIVISION USING         PROC-CTRL

                                  APPLIC-CTRL

                                  A-P-COMM-DATA

                                  REC-CTRL-BLOCK

                                  EMPLOYEE.

**************************************************************

     IF ID-0415 NOT NUMERIC

     OR ID-0415 LESS THAN '0001'

     OR ID-0415 GREATER THAN '9999'

     THEN MOVE 99 TO SC-ERR-MINOR.

     GOBACK.

Schema Statement

Include the following clauses in the record description for EMPLOYEE in the Employee schema:
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CALL CHECKID BEFORE STORE.

CALL CHECKID BEFORE MODIFY.

Any program using a subschema compiled under this schema automatically invokes the database procedure CHECKID
before storing or modifying an EMPLOYEE record occurrence.

Allocating and Formatting Files
To make a file accessible to CA IDMS/DB, follow these steps:

1. Use physical DDL statements to: define the file within a new or existing segment and associate it with one or more
new or existing areas; include the segment definition, with any file and/or area overrides, in a DMCL.

2. Make available the DMCL in which the file's segment is included.
3. Create the file using facilities provided by your operating system.
4. Format the file.

Types of Files
Available Options

CA IDMS/DB can access data stored in the following types of files:

File Type Access Method File Structure
Direct access EXCP (z/OS, z/VSE) A file block corresponds to a database page
Physical sequential EXCP (z/OS)

SAM (z/VSE)
A file block corresponds to a database page

CMS format minidisk DASD block I/O (z/VM) A file block corresponds to a database page
VSAM database VSAM (z/OS, z/VSE) An ESDS VSAM file in which each Control

Interval contains a single database page
plus 8 bytes of control information used by
VSAM

Native VSAM VSAM (z/OS, z/VSE) An ESDS, KSDS, or RRDS VSAM file
or PATH in which each VSAM record
corresponds to an IDMS record

Specifying the File Type in the FILE Statement

When you define a file using a physical DDL FILE statement, you specify the file's type using these parameters:

FILE Statement Parameter Corresponding File Type
NONVSAM or BDAM Direct access (z/OS, z/VSE)

Physical sequential (z/OS)
CMS format minidisk (z/VM)

VSAM VSAM database (z/OS, z/VSE)

ESDS
KSDS
RRDS
PATH

Native VSAM (z/OS, z/VSE)
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File Access Methods
Determines How CA IDMS/DB Gains Access to Files

When an application program issues a call to CA IDMS/DB for retrieval or storage of a record or row of data, CA IDMS/
DB maps the database page that contains the record or row to the corresponding block or blocks in the file. The means by
which this mapping occurs varies according to the access method in use:

• EXCP (z/OS, z/VSE)
• SAM (z/VSE)
• DASD Block I/O (z/VM)
• VSAM (z/OS, z/VSE)

EXCP Access Method

The EXCP access method is used in z/OS and z/VSE to take advantage of extended addressing. Using EXCP as an
access method, CA IDMS/DB maps the database page number to a relative track and record number. The database page
size must equal the block size of the file.

SAM Access Method

Using SAM as an access method, CA IDMS/DB maps the first database page number to a relative block number (RBN)
within the sequential access file. It then reads forward sequentially from that RBN. The database page size must equal the
block size of the file.

DASD Block I/O

In z/VM, all CA IDMS/DB files are allocated as separate minidisks and are accessed using DASD Block I/O.

NOTE
For more information, see the Installing section -- z/VM.

VSAM Access Method

CA IDMS/DB can take advantage of extended addressing when accessing data by means of the VSAM access method.
All VSAM macros use the AMODE=31 and RMODE=31 parameters. Therefore, all VSAM control blocks are allocated
above the 16-megabyte line.

Accessing VSAM Database Files

Using VSAM as an access method to VSAM database files, CA IDMS/DB maps the database page number to a VSAM
control interval and issues a request to VSAM for that control interval.

Accessing Native VSAM Files

Existing VSAM files to be accessed by CA IDMS/DB are referred to as native VSAM files because they are not formatted
into pages as is the case with all other file types. CA IDMS/DB accesses native VSAM files using VSAM record-level
services. A native VSAM file can have one of the following structures:

• Key-sequenced (KSDS)
• Entry-sequenced (ESDS)
• Relative record (RRDS)

Regardless of the type of file being accessed, each is represented by a single record type described to CA IDMS/DB in a
non-SQL schema definition.

NOTE
For more information, see 17.6, “Considerations for Native VSAM Files".

Choosing Between VSAM and Non-VSAM File Types
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In z/OS and z/VSE, you may define database files as either VSAM or non-VSAM.

z/VSE: To define non-VSAM files on FBA disk devices (type 3310 or type 3370), use a sequential label (that is, an SD
attribute on the DLBL statement).

Creating Disk Files
Use Operating System Facilities

Use facilities provided by your operating system to create and catalog the files.

File Placement on Disk

You can reduce I/O response time by planning where you place files on a disk. In general, spread high activity files across
disk devices and channels. Particularly, consider the placement of disk journal files used by systems engaged in high-
volume update activity.

Multi-volume Files

CA IDMS does not support files that span multiple physical volumes. If an area is too large to reside on a single volume, it
must be mapped to multiple files, each residing on a single physical volume.

Parallel Access Volume Exploitation

Parallel Access Volumes (PAV devices) allow concurrent I/O against individual files. If a database is allocated on a PAV
device, it may reduce I/O wait times and thus increase transaction throughput and improve response times. Similar,
although less significant, benefits may be achieved by allocating a journal file on a PAV device since I/O contention with
the journal archive utility may be reduced.

No special action is needed to exploit this feature beyond allocating a database or journal file on a properly configured
PAV device.

Valid Disk Devices for Archive and Tape Journal Files

The following table summarizes the disk device types CA IDMS/DB supports for archive and tape journal files:

System Device Types
z/OS Any supported by QSAM
z/VSE Any supported by SAM
z/VM Any supported by QSAM

Valid Device Types for Disk Journal Files and Database Files

The following table summarizes the device types CA IDMS/DB supports for disk journal files and database files:

System Device Types
z/OS Any supported by BDAM or VSAM
z/VSE Any supported by SAM
z/VM Any supported by DASD Block I/O

Maximum Area Page Sizes
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When allocating non-VSAM files in z/OS and z/VSE operating systems, the page size of an area is restricted by the track
size of the disk device being used. The following table identifies the maximum page size for non-VSAM files in z/OS and
z/VSE operating systems:

Disk Device Maximum Page Size Bytes per Track
2311 3624 3625
2314 7292 7294
2321 2000 2092
3330/3330B 13028 13030
3340 8368 8535
3350 19068 19254
3375 32764 36000
3380 32764 47476
3390 32764 56664

File Characteristics

Non-VSAM Files in z/OS

To create a non-VSAM file in z/OS, use a JCL statement or a facility such as TSO. The DCB characteristics of the file
must be:

Parameter Value
DSORG PS or DA
BLKSIZE Page size of the area(s) mapped to the file
RECFM F

VSAM Files

To create a VSAM database or journal file, you use the IDCAMS utility from IBM. The following IDCAMS statements are
used:

• DEFINE SPACE -- Allocates disk space for one or more VSAM files; alternatively, the database file can be defined in
its own data space

• DEFINE CLUSTER -- Creates the database file as an ESDS VSAM cluster specifying the following attributes:

Attribute Description
RECORDS Assign:

PRIMARY SPACE as the number of pages mapped to the file
SECONDARY SPACE as the value 2

RECORDSIZE Assign:
AVERAGE as the page size of the area mapped to the file
MAXIMUM as the page size of the area mapped to the file

CONTROL INTERVALSIZE For database files,assign a value at least 8 bytes larger than the
page size of the area mapped to the file, but less than twice the
page size minus 8 ((2 * page size)- 8)
For disk journal files, assign a value that is the same as the page
size of the journal buffer

SHAREOPTIONS Assign (3 3)
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REUSE SUBALLOCATE or UNIQUE  
NONSPANNED  
NONINDEXED  

Formatting Files
What Formatting Means

Formatting means initializing database or disk journal files into database pages or blocks according to information
provided by the DMCL.

WARNING
NEVER format native VSAM files

Formatting Database Files

When you issue a FORMAT command against a database file, CA IDMS/DB:

• Establishes space management pages (SMPs) for the area(s) that map to the file
• Initializes the space management entry for each database page
• Establishes a header and footer on each database page
• Sets all data portions of database pages to binary zeros

Formatting Journal Files

When you issue a FORMAT command against a disk journal file, CA IDMS/DB formats the file into blocks according to the
journal file specification in the DMCL module. The disk journal file contains:

• Journal header records at the beginning
• Binary zeros in the remainder

Before You Begin

Before you format a file, the DMCL that contains the file definition must be available. The DMCL provides the information
CA IDMS/DB needs to format the file into database pages or journal file blocks.

Formatting Options

You can specify four options on the FORMAT utility statement. The following table identifies when to use these options:

Action FORMAT Option
Format newly-created database file(s) FILE or SEGMENT
Re-format non-empty database file(s) 1 AREA or SEGMENT*
Format a disk journal file JOURNAL

Example

The following example instructs CA IDMS/DB to format all the database files contained in segment EMPSEG:

format segment empseg;

Considerations for Native VSAM Files
Contents
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About Native VSAM Files

A native VSAM file is a file that is already defined to VSAM and contains VSAM records. Even though a native VSAM
file is not structured as a CA IDMS database file, users can gain access to it using CA IDMS/DB DML. To access data in
native VSAM data sets, CA IDMS/DB converts DML statements issued by an application program into record-level (not
control-interval) VSAM requests and passes control to VSAM. A CA IDMS/DB local run unit or the central version appears
to VSAM as a single application that:

1. Opens VSAM data clusters
2. Activates VSAM paths using local-shared resources (LSR) or non-shared resources (NSR)
3. Accesses data records
4. Closes the clusters and paths

Native VSAM Files Contain Data

CA IDMS/DB can access native VSAM files only if they contain at least one record; that is, the files cannot be empty. This
also implies that empty native VSAM files cannot be loaded using CA IDMS/DB services.

Defining Native VSAM to CA IDMS

Before an existing VSAM file can be accessed using CA IDMS/DB DML statements, both a logical and physical
description must be provided using non-SQL schema and physical DDL statements.

NOTE
For more information on defining native VSAM files, see Appendix D, "Native VSAM Considerations".

More Information

• For more information on creating and formatting z/VM files, see Installing section -- z/VM.
• For more information on loading files, see Section22, "Loading a Non-SQL Defined Database" and Section4, “Defining

Segments, Files, and Areas” and Section27, “Modifying Physical Database Definitions”.
• For more information on disk journal file definition and modification, see Section5, “Defining, Generating, and Punching

a DMCL” and Section27, “Modifying Physical Database Definitions”.
• For more information on syntax for the FILE and DISK JOURNAL statements, see Section7, “Physical Database DDL

Statements”.
• For more information on loading files, see Section22, “Loading a Non-SQL Defined Database” and Section23, “Loading

an SQL-Defined Database”
• For more information on IDCAMS, see the appropriate IBM publication.
• For more information on using native VSAM files, see the Administrating section.

Buffer Management
You want to choose the optimal buffer attributes to achieve a balance between storage resources and I/O. Buffers use
space in main memory, but reduce the amount of I/O performed on behalf of your applications. You can reduce the
number of physical I/Os by increasing the size of Database Buffers and/or implementing CA IDMS features such as
Buffers above the BAR. 

This article describes the following information:

How Many Buffers Do You Need?

Multiple Buffers Allowed

As a general rule, one large buffer is often adequate for most processing situations. However, you may need to define
more buffers to:
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• Enhance database performance
• Optimize storage use

Separate Buffers to Enhance Performance

To enhance run-time performance, you can associate individual files with separate buffers. This reduces contention for
buffer pages.

For example, you can assign a frequently-used index to a separate file and then assign the file to a separate buffer.
Applications can access this index in its own buffer, while CA IDMS/DB uses other buffers to hold database pages.

Separate Buffers to Optimize Storage Use

The size of a buffer page must be as large as the largest database page that uses the buffer. Therefore, you can optimize
storage use by assigning files that contain the same or similar block sizes to the same buffer.

How Many Pages Should a Buffer Contain?

Minimum Number of Pages

The minimum number of pages in a buffer is three. However, a value of at least five is recommended to avoid excessive
database I/O operations and to reduce contention among transactions for space in the buffer.

Maximum Number of Pages

The maximum number of pages is constrained only by available memory resources. However, if you allocate too
many pages, you may degrade performance by increasing the amount of virtual paging performed by the operating
system.

Choosing an Optimum

Choosing an optimum number of pages comes with experience gained from tuning your database. However, if most files
in the DMCL use a common buffer, a rule of thumb indicates that the number of buffer pages should be at least three
times the maximum number of anticipated concurrent database transactions.

Manage the Size of the Buffer Dynamically in Response to Need

Once a database is in operation under the central version, you can dynamically change the number of pages in the central
version buffer with a DCMT VARY BUFFER statement. By changing the size dynamically, you can determine the optimum
size for the buffer by monitoring the buffer utilization ratio, which is described in 18.3, “Tuning Buffers for Performance".

Local Mode vs. Central Version Specifications

You can size a buffer differently for local mode and central version use. This feature allows you to optimize use of memory
resources. For example, you could specify that a particular buffer will hold 100 pages when used in local mode and 500
pages when used under the central version. Under local mode, the buffer is smaller because it supports only a single
application; under the central version, the buffer is larger because it supports multiple, concurrent applications.

Initial and Maximum Allocations Under the Central Version

Buffers defined to run under the central version can be assigned an initial number of pages and a maximum number of
pages. Depending on the amount of system activity, you can use the DCMT VARY BUFFER command to change the
number of pages in the buffer; for example, use the DCMT VARY BUFFER command to increase the number of buffer
pages during peak system usage or to reduce the number of buffer pages at other times.

You Can Use JCL to Increment Size of Local Mode Buffer

At z/OS sites, you may want to increase the size of the buffer for a specific application, such as loading a database.
You can do this without modifying the buffer definition by specifying additional buffer pages in the BUFNO parameter of
the JCL statement identifying a file associated with the buffer. At runtime, CA IDMS/DB acquires storage for the buffer
equal to the number of pages specified in the DMCL's buffer definition plus the value assigned to BUFNO for each file
associated with the buffer.
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Buffers and File Caching

In certain operating systems, you can cache database files in a separate storage area called a cache. There are two types
of caching available:

• Memory caching in which files are cached in a dataspace or in z-storage (storage above the 64-bit address line)
• Shared caching in which files are cached in a coupling facility.

NOTE
For more information on how to enable file caching and the options available in different operating systems, see
DMCL Statements.

If a file is cached, CA IDMS reads database pages from the cache into the database buffer. If it modifies the database
page, CA IDMS writes the modified page back to disk and to the cache. One advantage of a cache is a reduction in the
number of I/Os to the file. Another advantage is that you may be able to reduce the number of pages in your buffer pool,
relying on the cache to hold pages while not in use.

Memory caching provides larger caching capabilities than database buffers (even those allocated above the 16-megabyte
line). However, you must have sufficient expanded storage on your machine to support the use of memory caching.
Without adequate storage, the paging overhead associated with the system can increase significantly.

If using a coupling facility cache, you must have enough coupling facility space to hold the most frequently accessed
pages, to make its use worthwhile. An additional advantage of a coupling facility cache is that it can be shared by more
than one central version.

File caching is not available for native VSAM files.

Using Batch LSR for VSAM Files

At z/OS sites, VSAM database files can make use of IBM's Batch Shared Resources Subsystem (Batch LSR) by
specifying the SUBSYS JCL parameter. At runtime, CA IDMS/DB opens the VSAM database file and the VSAM Batch
LSR subsystem converts the buffer management technique to LSR processing and allows the buffer pool to be created in
hyperspace. Batch LSR is also supported for native VSAM files.

Batch LSR Improves Performance for Actively Used Files

By using Batch LSR, you can reduce the number of pages in the buffer associated with the file in your DMCL because
VSAM and the Batch LSR subsystem can create a large buffer pool in hyperspace which will minimize the number of I/Os.
This feature offers performance improvements for files that are actively used.

SUBSYS Subparameters

Use of the Batch LSR subsystem and the number and location of the buffers is controlled by use of the SUBSYS JCL
parameter and its subparameters. Use the MSG=I subparameter to display the batch LSR subsystem messages on the
job log. Do not use DEFERW=YES because it could affect the integrity of your database in the event of a system failure.

How Large Should a Buffer Page Be?

Pages as Large as Largest Database Page

The page size for a buffer must be able to hold the largest database page that will be read into that buffer. Therefore, to
conserve system resources, try to assign files to the buffer with roughly equivalent block sizes (a block equals a database
page).

Choosing a Method for Storage Acquisition

Choosing IDMS or OPSYS

The IDMS and OPSYS options on the BUFFER statements determine how CA IDMS/DB acquires storage for the buffer
and the source of this storage:
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• If you specify OPSYS storage, CA IDMS/DB issues one or more requests to the operating system for a contiguous
block of storage. If the operating system supports extended addressing, the storage will be acquired above the 16-
megabyte line.

• If you specify IDMS storage, CA IDMS/DB issues separate storage requests for each page in the buffer. The storage is
acquired from IDMS-managed storage and will reside above the 16-megabyte line under the following conditions:
– In local mode, if the operating system supports extended addressing
– Under the central version, if an XA storage pool exists which supports system-type storage.

Advantages of Using OPSYS Storage

The OPSYS storage option offers an advantage to sites that define large buffers because of the way storage is acquired.
For example, a buffer defined with an initial number of pages of 1000 will result in a single storage request for the entire
1000 pages if OPSYS is specified or 1000 storage requests if IDMS is specified. Another advantage is that the OPSYS
storage is acquired outside the IDMS storage pool while IDMS storage is acquired from the IDMS storage pool. Therefore,
the storage pool must be large enough to hold the buffer.

Insufficient Storage Under the Central Version

When initially allocating a buffer or when increasing the size of a buffer in response to a DCMT command, CA IDMS/DB
may be unable to acquire all the necessary storage. If this occurs and the storage acquisition mode is OPSYS, CA IDMS/
DB will attempt to acquire the storage from the IDMS storage pool. Whenever acquiring storage from the IDMS storage
pool, if the necessary storage cannot be acquired or if the DC/UCF system is placed in a short-on-storage condition, the
number of pages in the buffer is reduced by half until the necessary storage can be acquired without a short-on-storage
condition.

Managing Buffers Dynamically
Changing Buffer Characteristics

Once a database is in operation, you can vary the characteristics of buffers dynamically by issuing the DCMT VARY
BUFFER statement.

By making a temporary change to a buffer setting online, you can evaluate the potential impact this change might have on
overall system performance. This allows you to identify the optimal settings for your buffers. When you have identified the
optimal settings, you can make permanent changes to the buffer definitions by using the ALTER BUFFER DDL statement.

Types of Changes

The following buffer characteristics can be changed using DCMT commands:

• The number of pages in the buffer pool
• The number of pages to be acquired in each storage request (this value defaults to the initial number of pages in the

buffer pool)
• The maximum number of pages in the buffer pool
• The storage acquisition mode (OPSYS or IDMS)
• Whether the chained read facility is activated and the number of pages that must be in the buffer to invoke chained

reads as described under 18.4, “Using Chained Reads”
• Whether a file is cached using a DCMT VARY FILE/AREA/SEGMENT command

If the number of pages in the buffer pool is changed to any value between the initial and maximum number of pages, the
change is effective immediately. Changing the number of pages in the buffer pool beyond this range or changing other
buffer characteristics takes effect only after the buffer is closed and re-opened. The buffer can be closed using a DCMT
VARY BUFFER command and it will be re-opened automatically when the next read occurs for a file associated with the
buffer.

Varying a DMCL

The following buffer changes can be made dynamically by varying a new copy of the DMCL:
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• The page size of a buffer can be changed
• New buffers can be added to the system
• Existing buffers can be removed from the system
• Files can be associated with a different buffer

Other characteristics, such as the number of pages in the buffer or the storage acquisition mode, are not affected by
varying a new copy of the DMCL. To dynamically make such changes, use the DCMT VARY BUFFER command.

Tuning Buffers for Performance
This article describes how to manage CV buffers and maintain optimal performance, and includes the following
information:

When to Add More Database Buffers

If your monitoring operations reveal contention among applications for use of your buffers, you may need to add more
buffers. For example, you may create a new buffer and assign it to a file that is accessed frequently. Files that are
accessed infrequently can share buffers without incurring contention among applications.

To determine which files within a buffer are accessed most frequently, use the DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS BUFFER
command with the FILE option. The output shows the number of pages that are requested and the number of reads and
writes issued for each file that is associated with a specific buffer. Optimally sized buffers show a much higher number
of pages that are requested and found in the buffer (Fnd-in-Buf) than the number of pages that are read because they
are not found in the buffer (Phy-Reads). Usually the number of pages for Fnd-in-Buf is greater than the number for Phy-
Reads. A buffer that is well optimized usually shows a Fnd-in-Buf page number at least ten times higher than the number
of Phy-Reads.

When to Change the Database Buffer Page Size

If you associate different files with the buffer, you may have to change the buffer page size. The buffer page size must
be as large as the largest database page in any file that is associated with the buffer. If new files that are assigned to the
buffer contain larger database pages, the buffer page must be increased accordingly. Likewise, if the files are removed
from the buffer, you may be able to decrease the buffer page size to conserve memory resources.

When to Change the Number of Database Buffer Pages

You can use the buffer utilization ratio to determine if a buffer has the optimal number of pages. This ratio is the number
of database pages that are requested to the number of database pages that are read from disk. A high ratio (above two)
indicates an effective buffer size. A lower ratio indicates that the buffer has too few pages.

You can use the DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS BUFFER command to determine these values. You can also obtain them
from the Performance Monitor, JREPORTs, and SREPORTs. 

Example

Using the DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS BUFFER command, the following output shows the page size and number of
pages in the buffers: 
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From the output, we discover that the following three buffers stand out with much higher Phy-Reads. We find that two of
these buffers are defined with only five pages and the other with 10.The buffers with several hundred pages or higher are
getting the best ratio of Fnd-in-Buf to Phy-Reads.
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 In this case, we recommend to significantly increase the number of pages, for these three buffers, and continue to
monitor them to see if further increase may be needed.

Using Chained Reads
What Chained Reads Do

Chained reads allows CA IDMS/DB to read multiple blocks from disk with a single I/O request. It can significantly reduce
both elapsed and CPU times for applications that process multiple contiguous pages within an area.

CA IDMS/DB automatically uses chained reads under z/OS and z/VSE both in local and central version processing under
these conditions:

• Prefetch processing has not been disabled by issuing a DCMT VARY command or through a PREFETCH SYSIDMS
parameter

• The file being accessed is non-VSAM
• The file is not cached
• The buffer pool for the file contains a page count of at least 255 pages
• And, one or more of the following applies:

– An area sweep is being performed.
– An SQL request is processed in such a way that multiple contiguous pages will likely be accessed (walking a

clustered set or index, performing an index scan).
– The number of pages in the buffer pool exceeds the pre-fetch limit. The default pre-fetch limit is 500 but this can be

overridden using a DCMT VARY BUFFER command or through a PREFETCH_BUF SYSIDMS parameter.
– One of the following utility functions is executing:

• ARCHIVE LOG
• BACKUP
• BUILD INDEX
• CLEANUP
• MAINTAIN INDEX
• PRINT LOG
• PRINT SPACE
• REORG
• RESTRUCTURE
• RESTRUCTURE CONNECT
• UNLOAD
• UPDATE STATISTICS
• VALIDATE

NOTE
Several other utilities such as ARCHIVE JOURNAL use QSAM processing for their sequential processing.
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How Chained Reads Work

When chained reads is active, a single start I/O reads up to an entire track at one time. If some of the pages are already in
core, those pages are skipped (that is, they are not read).

When IDMS/DB processes an entire area, it issues multiple start I/Os. Under the central version, without read drivers,
two start I/Os will be issued; in local mode, as many as ten start I/Os will be issued (subject to buffer pool size). IDMS/DB
overlaps multiple start I/Os to reduce elapsed time.

Controlling the Use of Chained Reads

Under the central version, use the PREFETCH option of the DCMT VARY DMCL, AREA, FILE, or BUFFER commands to
control when to use chained reads. ON is the default unless it is overridden by a PREFETCH=OFF SYSIDMS parameter.
OFF takes precedence over ON for subordinate entities. For example, varying PREFETCH OFF for an area will disable it
for all files associated with that area.

The default prefetch limit of 500 pages can be overridden by specifying a PREFETCH_BUF SYSIDMS parameter. In
central version, it can also be overridden by using the following command:

DCMT VARY BUFFER <buffer-name> PREFETCH <limit>

For example, if the limit for a buffer pool is set to 300, then (provided that there are at least 300 buffer pages) chained
reads will be used for all access to files associated with the buffer unless it is explicitly disabled at the file, area, or system
level.

Monitoring Effectiveness

To determine the effectiveness of chained reads in your system, use the OPER WATCH DB IO command, which displays
the number of start I/Os and pages read using chained I/O for a given task.

It is possible that certain applications or processing loads may either experience no improvement or incur increased
overhead because chained reads may cause pages to be prematurely flushed from the buffer. If such a situation
occurs, you can disable chained reads for local mode or central version by specifying PREFETCH=OFF as a SYSIDMS
parameter.

Using Read and Write Drivers
The following information describes the behavior of read and write drivers.

Read Drivers

A read driver performs "look-ahead" reads when CA IDMS/DB is instructed to sweep an area. When it is activated, it
uses chained reads to read a track of pages beginning with the third or fourth tracks from the start of the area sweep and
attempts to prefetch the pages that will be needed by the application. Use the DCMT VARY DB READ ON/OFF command
to activate or de-activate the read driver for an area.

Write Drivers

A write driver facilitates writing pages from the buffer to disk. CA IDMS/DB invokes a write driver under these conditions:

• When a transaction is committed and the buffer contains at least five updated pages. The driver writes all the pages in
the buffer updated by the transaction.

• When more than 75% of the pages in the buffer are updated pages.

Use the DCMT VARY DB WRITE DRIVER ON/OFF command to activate or de-activate the write driver.
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Journaling Procedures

Journaling Overview

Journals Log Database Activity:

Journals log database activity. Specifically, journals log:

• Before and after images of modified records and rows
• Status of transactions accessing the database

Note: Throughout the remainder of this section, the term record is used to mean both record and row.

Journaling Under the Central Version

Update and Retrieval Transactions

Under the central version, several transactions can update the database concurrently. CA IDMS/DB writes information
on all update transactions to the journal files. CA IDMS/DB also writes status information on retrieval-only transactions if
JOURNAL RETRIEVAL is specified in the system generation SYSTEM statement.

Use Disk Journals Under the Central Version

You must use disk journals for automatic recovery under the central version. Automatic recovery occurs during warmstart,
following the abnormal termination of a transaction, and following the execution of an SQL statement during which errors
were encountered. Note: For more information on automatic recovery, see 21.2, “Backup Procedures”.

Need at Least Two Disk Journals

Under central version, you need at least two disk journals. As one file becomes full, CA IDMS/DB automatically switches
to an alternate file. While CA IDMS/DB writes to the alternate file, the full disk journal file must be offloaded using the
ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement.

Journaling in Local Mode
Journaling May Not Be Necessary

When you execute an application in local mode, that application is the only one that has access to any areas it updates.
Therefore, journaling may not be necessary in local mode, provided you backup the database files before and after
executing an application that updates the database. Typically, you journal in local mode when your database is too large
to backup in a reasonable amount of time.

Must Use Tape Journals in Local Mode

To journal in local mode, you must use a DMCL that defines a tape journal file. You can assign the tape journal file to
either a disk or tape device. However, if you journal to a disk device, you must copy the file to a tape device before using it
in a manual recovery operation.

Journal Files
Contents

Journal Record Types

Database activity is recorded on a journal file (tape or disk). CA IDMS/DB writes the following information to the journal:

• Journal record entries that contain the image of database records
• Checkpoints that describe the status of transactions accessing the database

Writing Journal Blocks
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CA IDMS/DB accumulates journal records in the journal buffer. It writes the journal buffer to a journal file when one of the
following conditions occurs:

• The buffer is full.
• A page containing an updated record occurrence whose before image is in the journal buffer, is to be written back to

the database.
• A database transaction is committed or backed out. A transaction commits or backs out as the result of an explicit

request, such as a FINISH or ROLLBACK or because the application aborts.

NOTE
All journal file blocks are the same length, whether or not the buffer is full when written to a journal file.

Journal Record Entries

Log Changes in Records

CA IDMS/DB uses journal record entries to log changes to the records in a database. A journal record entry is an image of
a database record. As a database record is added, deleted, or modified, CA IDMS/DB writes a before image that contains
the image of the record before update and an after image that contains the image of the record after update.

Journal Images For Modified Records

On a change to an existing record, the contents of before and after images are dependent on how the processing of the
DML statement affects the database record:

Affect on Database Record Contents of Journal Record Entry
Data in the record changes Database key of the record occurrence

Prefix portion of the record occurrence
Data portion of the record occurrence

Record's relationships in a set changes Database key of the record occurrence
Prefix portion of the record occurrence

Journal Images For New or Deleted Records

If a DML statement adds a new record occurrence into the database, the before image of the record is null. Similarly, if a
DML statement removes a record occurrence, the after image of the record is null.

Checkpoints

Describe Transaction Status

Checkpoints describe the status of database transactions. CA IDMS/DB writes these checkpoints to the journal file:

Checkpoint Description
BGIN Written to the journal file to mark the beginning of local work

done by a transaction branch. This checkpoint is written when
a database transaction is initiated if JOURNAL RETRIEVAL
is specified in the system generation, or when the first update
occurs, otherwise.

ENDJ Written to the journal file during a commit operation to mark the
successful completion of a transaction branch.
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COMT Written to the journal file during a commit operation to mark the
successful completion of a transaction branch. A COMT is similar
to an ENDJ checkpoint except that it enables work done after the
commit to be recorded on the journal file using the same local
identifier (LID).

ABRT Written to the journal file during a backout operation to mark the
abnormal completion of a transaction branch.

AREA Written for each area readied by an explicit DML READY
command or readied automatically by the DBMS.

RTSV Written automatically to the journal file each time CA IDMS/DB
encounters an error while executing an SQL or physical DDL
statement that updated the database. During recovery, CA IDMS/
DB rolls back to the journal record designated by the RTSV
checkpoint record.

TIME Written to a journal each time the journal's buffer is initialized.
However, the time and date fields contain binary zeros until the
journal buffer is written to the journal file.

BFOR Written to a journal each time a record is updated and carries the
image of that record before the change was made

AFTR Written to a journal each time a record is updated and carries the
image of that record after the change was made

CKPT Written to a journal to mark the simultaneous successful
completion of multiple branches of a local transaction. This
checkpoint is used to coordinate the commit of a local transaction
involving multiple branches.

USER Written to a journal via the WRITE JOURNAL command issued by
a user program

JSEG Written to a journal at the beginning of each disk journal segment.
This record identifies the transactions that were active when that
journal segment was started.

DSEG Written periodically to the journal to identify the transactions that
are active at a given point in time.

DCOM Written to the journal file during a two-phase commit operation to
mark the successful completion of a distributed transaction. It is
written to the coordinator's journal file at the start of the second
phase of the commit operation and to a participant's journal file
when it is informed that its changes should be committed.

DBAK Written to the journal file during a two-phase commit operation to
mark the abnormal completion of a distributed transaction. It is
written to the coordinator's journal file during the first phase of the
commit operation as soon as it is determined that the transaction's
changes should be backed out and to a participant's journal file
when it is informed that its changes should be backed out.

DFGT Written to the journal file at the end of a two-phase commit
operation to mark the end of the distributed transaction. It is
written to a coordinator's or participant's journal file if any other
distributed checkpoint (DCOM, DBAK, DPND, and DIND) had
been previously written for the transaction.
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DIND Written to a participant's journal file during a two-phase commit
operation to note that the participant is prepared to commit its
portion of the distributed transaction. The participant will wait for
a directive from the coordinator as to whether to complete the
commit operation or to back out changes.

DPND Written to the journal file during a two-phase commit operation
to mark an interim result for a distributed transaction. It may be
written for several reasons, such as when a participant is forced
to complete a transaction heuristically or when a coordinator is
unable to communicate with a participant during the second phase
of the commit operation.

NOTE
ENDJ, COMT, and ABRT checkpoints are written to the journal file only by transactions for which a BGIN
checkpoint is also written.

Avoiding Duplicate LID Values

An LID is a serially incremented 4-byte value that uniquely identifies work done by a local transaction branch. With the
increased need for non-stop operations, there is a greater chance that LID values may wrap within the lifetime of a central
version. This, in turn, could lead to a situation in which duplicate LID values are in use, if a database session existed long
enough for its LID value to be repeated. To minimize this possibility, you can force the assignment of a new LID value
each time a long running database session commits or backs out its work. Doing so has the added benefit of reducing
recovery time.

To force the assignment of a new LID value, specify ON COMMIT WRITE ENDJ NEW ID and ON ROLLBACK NEW ID
on the SYSTEM or TASK statements in the system definition or specify this dynamically using the DCMT VARY TASK or
VARY DYNAMIC TASK commands.

NOTE
There is no need to specify this for system run units, since a new LID value is always assigned when they are
committed or backed out.

More Information

• For more information on improving recovery times, see 19.6.3, "Reducing Recovery Time".
• For more information on specifying system definition parameters, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.
• For more information on DCMT commands, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

Two-Phase Commit Journaling

Journaling and Two-Phase Commit

Journaling is integral to the two-phase commit process. As a distributed transaction progresses through the commit
process, distributed checkpoint records are written to the journal file to record its changing state. These checkpoints are
used in the event of a system failure to rebuild incomplete transactions so that they can be completed through a process
of resynchronization with other systems.

NOTE
For a complete discussion of two-phase commit within CA IDMS, see Section20, “Two-Phase Commit
Processing".

Distributed Checkpoints

The following distributed checkpoints can be written in support of a two-phase commit operation:
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• DIND (In doubt) - Written by a participant after it has successfully prepared its resources for commit and prior to
returning an OK response to its coordinator.

• DCOM (Commit) - Written by a coordinator to signify that a transaction's changes will be committed. Its existence
separates the first and second phases of the commit process. A participant also writes a DCOM immediately upon
receiving a Commit request from its coordinator.

• DBAK (Backout) - Written by a coordinator to signify that a transaction's changes will be backed out. Its existence
demarcates the first and second phases of the commit process. A participant also writes a DBAK immediately upon
receiving a Backout request from its coordinator, but only if a DIND had been previously written.

• DPND (Pending) - Written by a coordinator during the second phase of a commit operation if some participant is
unable to complete its commit processing due to a failure. By writing this record, the coordinator is able to forget some
participants while remembering others. It is also written to record the heuristic completion of a transaction.

• DFGT (Forget) - Written by coordinators and participants when they have completed their two-phase commit
processing for a transaction. A DFGT record is written only if some other distributed checkpoint record was previously
written.

Each distributed checkpoint contains a distributed transaction identifier (DTRID), a 16-byte value assigned by CA IDMS to
uniquely identify a distributed transaction across all participating systems.

Relating Local and Distributed Journal Entries

BGIN, COMT, ENDJ and ABRT checkpoints and BFOR and AFTR journal entries log work done by a transaction branch
within the local system. They contain a 4-byte local identifier (LID) that uniquely identifies this work. To associate work
done locally with a distributed transaction, DIND, DCOM and DBAK checkpoints contain a list of LID values representing
the local work units that are part of the distributed work unit.

The following illustrates the sequence in which local and distributed journal records may be written to a journal file for a
distributed transaction:

• BGIN - indicating the start of work done locally
• BFOR/AFTR - one or more pairs
• DIND - on a participant only
• DCOM or DBAK - on a participant and a coordinator
• COMT or ENDJ - if a DCOM was written
• ABRT - if a DBAK was written
• DPND - on a coordinator if the commit operation was interrupted; on a participant if the transaction was heuristically

completed
• DFGT - on a participant and a coordinator if any other distributed checkpoint was written

Participants and Coordinators

DIND, DCOM, DBAK and DPND records also contain information on a participant's coordinator and about a coordinator's
participants. The specific information that is recorded varies depending on the type of the coordinator or participant. For
example, the node name, resource name, and remote transaction branch identifier are recorded for CA IDMS participants.
The RRS URID (Unit of Recovery Identifier) is recorded for an RRS coordinator or participant.

Splitting Distributed Checkpoints

Distributed checkpoint records can be larger than a single disk journal block. If this is the case, they are split into as many
journal blocks as are necessary to hold the entire record. It is also possible for a distributed checkpoint to be split across
disk journal files and, hence, across archive files. The manual recovery utilities reassemble the record, provided that
all necessary archive files are processed in a single execution of the utility. They ignore partial records in which not all
segments are present in the input file.
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I/O Error or Corruption of a Journal File

While CV is active, if a journal encounters an I/O error, or some type of corruption, IDMS will stop using the journal. If the
error occurred to the active journal, IDMS will switch to the next journal, and disable the use of this journal. If the error
occurred to a journal that was not the active journal, then IDMS will not switch to this journal. It will remain disabled to
IDMS until the journal file is corrected.

If two journals are defined to the system, and one becomes corrupted, IDMS will journal to just one journal. When that
journal fills, IDMS will wait until the journal is offloaded by the ARCHIVE JOURNAL, before it starts to journal again. All
update activity to the database will stop until the ARCHIVE JOURNAL is done. Therefore, it is recommended that you
define three or more journals to the system. Most users run with four or more journal files.

To correct the disabled journal; Run an Archive Journal - to offload any data on the corrupted journal. If the offload will not
run, identify the journal file that is corrupt and resubmit the Archive Journal using the READ parameter.

DCMT VARY JOURNAL journal-file-name INACTIVE. This makes sure the journal is 'offline' or disabled to IDMS. IDMS
will not use the journal at this time.

Format the journal. Run the IDMS FORMAT Utility, specifying just the journal file with the error.

DCMT VARY JOURNAL journal-file-name ACTIVE. This brings the journal back 'online' to IDMS. After this command
is issued, IDMS will automatically switch to this journal when the prior journal is full. Until this journal is switched to, the
Segment number for this journal will be '0'.

Formatting Journal Files
Before a journal file can be used by a system, it must be formatted. When doing so, it might be necessary to specify a
size for the journal data store. This is an area reserved at the start of every journal file that is used to record information
on other systems with which a system communicates. In most cases, the default size is sufficient and no explicit size
parameter is needed; however, if a system's journal block size is very small, or if it communicates with many other CA
IDMS or CICS systems, it may be necessary to reserve additional space. If a journal's available space is exhausted,
attempts to communicate with a new system will fail. It will then be necessary to shut down the system, offload and format
the journal files, and restart the system before communicating with a new system.

You specify a size for the journal data store by specifying a DATA STORAGE SIZE parameter on the FORMAT JOURNAL
statement. All journal files used by a system must be formatted with the same data store size. Once a journal file has been
formatted for the first time, it can be reformatted using the FAST option. This parameter directs the utility to format only the
journal headers which is a much faster process than formatting the entire file.

For more information on formatting journal files, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.

Offloading Disk Journal Files
Contents

What Happens When You Offload a Disk Journal File

The ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement offloads the contents of a disk journal file to an archive journal file. It also
rebuilds the disk journal file, condensing all before images for each active transaction into new journal blocks at the
beginning of the file. This process creates a journal file that contains only those before images that are needed if an active
transaction aborts or requests rollback.

Creating Multiple Archive Files

CA IDMS/DB will offload the disk journal files to multiple archive files if more than one is defined in the DMCL used when
executing the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement. By creating multiple archive files, you increase the likelihood that a
readable archive file is available in the event it is needed for manual recovery. If an I/O error is encountered while writing
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to one of the archive files, a warning message is issued and offloading continues without further writes to the damaged
file. If all archive files incur write errors, execution is aborted.

When to Offload

You normally offload disk journal files only when:

• CA IDMS/DB switches to another disk journal file
• The DC/UCF system is shut down and the database is backed up

The procedure for each scenario is provided next followed by a description of how to restart an offload operation.

When CA IDMS/DB Switches Journal Files

When Switch Occurs

CA IDMS/DB switches to another disk journal file when:

• The active disk journal becomes full
• You issue a DCMT VARY JOURNAL command under the central version
• An I/O error is detected on the active disk journal file

What Happens When the Switch Occurs

When CA IDMS/DB switches to another disk journal file, it writes a message to the operator, indicating that a swap has
occurred and that the previously active journal file needs offloading. The operator should respond to this message by
offloading the full file.

Eliminating Operator Intervention

You can eliminate the need for operator intervention by using a write-to-operator exit routine that intercepts and reviews
the message to the operator and responds by automatically submitting a job to offload the full journal file.

NOTE
For information on the WTOEXIT user exit and sample routines for each operating system, see the
Administrating section.

How to Offload the Disk Journal

ARCHIVE JOURNAL Utility Statement

To offload the journal, you execute the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement using the batch command facility. You should
use the default option of AUTO so that the oldest non-archived journal file is selected for processing.

If change tracking is in effect for the CV whose journals are being offloaded, you should reference the CV's SYSTRK file
in your ARCHIVE JOURNAL execution jcl so that the archive job is sharing the description of the journal files that are
currently in use by CV.

NOTE
For more information on change tracking and how to reference a SYSTRK file, see "Change Tracking" in the
Administrating section.

System Failure During Offload

If the operating system fails while an ARCHIVE JOURNAL statement is executing, resubmit the ARCHIVE JOURNAL job
using the RESTART parameter and identifying the journal file that was being processed at the time of failure.

Potential Problems While Offloading
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You may encounter two types of problems when you offload journal files in an active system:

1. The offloaded journal file is still full following the offload because it contains before images for uncommitted
transactions active at the time of the offload. The ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement issues messages indicating
how full the disk journal file is after being offloaded. If it is full, it is usually because a long-running batch job is updating
the database without issuing intermediate COMMIT statements. If all journal files fill, the system will halt database
processing until corrective action is taken. See 19.4.3, “Handling Full Journal Files" for how to recover from this
situation.

2. The remaining disk journal files fill before ARCHIVE JOURNAL completes offloading a single file. When this occurs,
CA IDMS/DB temporarily halts further database activity until the offload job is complete.

Prevention For Problem 1

To prevent a full disk journal following an offload, take one or more of the following steps:

• Ensure that batch update programs issue frequent COMMITs to reduce the number of before images that must be
retained on the journal file

• Allocate larger disk journal files
• Execute long-running update programs in local mode

Prevention For Problem 2

To prevent future disk journal file overloading, take one or more of the following steps:

• Allocate larger disk journal files
• Increase the number of disk journal files
• Execute long-running update programs in local mode.

Handling Full Journal Files

Long running transactions that do not commit their changes can fill the journals because the ARCHIVE JOURNAL
utility is unable to remove the BFOR images for uncommitted transactions. The ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility generates
a warning message when the journal file that is being archived remains nearly full after the process completes. The
ARCHIVE_JOURNAL_WARNING_PERCENT SYSIDMS parameter dictates the threshold used to trigger the message. If
this message appears, it indicates that the journal files are filling and corrective action may be needed.

When the journals are close to being full, the CA IDMS system halts database activity. To recover from this situation, the
task that is filling the journals must be canceled.

To assist in this process, the following message is written for each task that is waiting to write to a full journal file:

DC205024 Journal Write waiting on full Journal

The message will be repeated every few seconds until tasks are no longer waiting on a full journal.

To recover from this situation, the task that is filling the journal files must be identified and aborted. To assist in this
effort, CA IDMS will display message DC205030 showing details of the task causing the journal swap. This is most likely
the task causing excessive journaling activity, although it may not be. To determine if this is the offending task, display
detailed transaction information by issuing DCMT DISPLAY TRANSACTION commands or using the transaction detail
function of the real time monitor within CA IDMS Performance Monitor.

Look for the transaction that has written the largest number of BFOR journal images. Cancel its associated task by issuing
a DCMT VARY ACTIVE TASK command.

When the cancelled task has terminated, issue a DCMT VARY JOURNAL command to force the central version to swap
to a new active journal file allowing the full file to be offloaded and condensed by ARCHIVE JOURNAL. It is likely that
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DCMT VARY JOURNAL will need to be issued more than once, since several journal files may have filled and require
offloading.

Once the system swaps back to the first journal file on which tasks waited, processing should continue without the need
for further intervention.

After System Shutdown

Offload All Files

After a normal system shutdown, you may offload all non-empty journal files, by executing an ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility
statement with the ALL option:

archive journal all;

Usually Done in Conjunction With Backup

Offloading all journal files following a system shutdown is usually performed in conjunction with backing up the database.

NOTE
For more information on backup, see 21.2, “Backup Procedures".

User Exits and Reports for Journal Management
User exits

The following table describes user exits that you can use in managing your journals:

User Exit Description
IDMSAJNX Can be used to collect statistics on database activities; CA IDMS/

DB invokes this exit as it offloads a journal record page to the
archive file

IDMSDPLX Can be used to maintain duplicate journal files; CA IDMS/
DB invokes this exit each time it writes to the disk journal or a
database file;

IDMSJNL2 Can be used for duplicating journal information and statistics
collection; CA IDMS/DB invokes this exit each time it writes a
journal buffer to the journal file

WTOEXIT Can be used to automatically initiate a journal offload following a
switch to a new journal file. CA IDMS/DB invokes the exit each
time a message is written to the operator.

NOTE
For more information on these user exits and how to invoke them, see the Administrating section.

Reports
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The following table summarizes reports you can use to manage your journals:

Reports Description
JREPORTs Report on the content of the journal file as follows:

Transaction summary
Program termination statistics
Program I/O statistics
Program summary
Transactions within an area
Programs within an area
Area summary
You can also request a formatted dump of the journal file

PRINT JOURNAL utility Reports on checkpoint information for transactions recorded
on the archive file; this information is useful for rollback and
rollforward operations

NOTE

• For more information on JREPORTs, see the CA IDMS Reporting section.
• For more information on the PRINT JOURNAL utility, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.

Influencing Journaling Performance

CA IDMS/DB provides facilities to:

• Reduce the amount of I/O activity for journal files under the central version
• Reduce the time needed to warmstart a central version following abnormal termination
• Reduce the time needed to recover long running database sessions

Reducing Journal File I/O

Increasing Journal Buffer Size

If your system encounters frequent or sizable rollback operations, it may be possible to reduce the I/O to the journal file by
increasing the number of pages in the journal buffer. Minimally, the journal buffer should hold at least 5 pages. Increasing
the number of pages may significantly improve performance.

Deferring Journal Writes

You can reduce the amount of journal I/O by instructing CA IDMS/DB to defer the writing of journal buffers. Normally CA
IDMS/DB forces the writing of a journal buffer to the journal file whenever a COMT, ENDJ, or ABRT record is written to
the journal buffer or when an updated database page is written to disk and the journal buffer contains a before image
for a record on that page. You can request that CA IDMS/DB defer the journal write by specifying a non-zero JOURNAL
TRANSACTION LEVEL either in the system generation SYSTEM statement or in a DCMT VARY JOURNAL command.

How Transaction Levels Work

When the number of active transactions in the central version is greater than the journal transaction level, CA IDMS/DB
defers the writing of a journal buffer. If the journal write is deferred, the task requiring the write is placed in a wait state
until the journal block is written. The journal block is written when:

• The number of active transactions falls below the journal transaction level
• The journal buffer is full
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NOTE
An 'active transaction' is one for which journal records are being created.

By deferring the journal write, CA IDMS/DB is able to place more information on a journal block, thus reducing the need to
write as many blocks.

Considerations

The establishment of a journal transaction level is most effective in an active system; that is, one in which many update
transactions are active at one time. If used, you should set the journal transaction level to be at least 4. The lower the
number, the longer tasks deferring their journal writes may wait.

Improving Warmstart Performance

Reducing Warmstart Time

You can reduce the time it takes to warmstart a central version following an abnormal termination by specifying a non-
zero value for a JOURNAL FRAGMENT INTERVAL in the system generation SYSTEM statement or in a DCMT VARY
JOURNAL command.

How the Journal Fragment Works

The journal fragment interval designates an interval for writing dummy segment (DSEG) records to the journal file. DC/
UCF uses the DSEG records in the event of a system crash to determine the appropriate starting place for warmstart
processing, as shown in the following steps:

1. The new journal file is activated. It begins with header records. These records contain:
– Information on currently open transactions
– The relative block number (RBN) of the DSEG record. The RBN signifies which DSEG record is used to start

forward processing in the event of a warmstart.

2. If the journal fragment interval is 500, the DC/UCF system will do the following before it writes the 509th journal block:
– Creates and writes the DSEG record
– Updates the DSEG RBN in the journal header
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3. In the event of a system crash, the warmstart forward processing starts at the DSEG record at RBN 509 instead of at
the JSEG record. This saves the time it would have taken for processing to read the first 500 journal blocks.

Considerations

If your journal files are large (in terms of the number of pages), a journal fragment interval can significantly reduce the
amount of time it takes to warmstart a DC/UCF system. The warmstart logic goes to the most recently accessed journal
fragment and starts its recovery processing from that point. However, because there is overhead required to write dummy
segment headers, your journal fragment interval should be at least 100. Choose an interval that is between 100 and half
the number of blocks in your journal file.

Reducing Recovery Time

Another way to reduce recovery time for all types of recovery operations is to force the writing of an ENDJ checkpoint
instead of a COMT for long-running database sessions that periodically commit their changes. This is especially useful
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for long running sessions that infrequently perform a burst of updates and then issue a commit. Forcing an ENDJ reduces
recovery time because less data has to be examined to locate the start of a recovery unit. This can benefit all types of
recovery: warmstart, automatic recovery, and manual recovery.

To force the writing of an ENDJ during commit operations, specify ON COMMIT WRITE ENDJ on the SYSTEM or TASK
statement in the system definition or specify this dynamically using the DCMT VARY TASK or DCMT VARY DYNAMIC
TASK commands.

NOTE
There is no need to specify this for system run units, since an ENDJ checkpoint is always written when they are
committed.

More Information

 

• For more information on defining and modifying journal files, see Section5, “Defining, Generating, and Punching a
DMCL”and Section27, “Modifying Physical Database Definitions”.

• For more information on database backup and recovery, see 21.2, “Backup Procedures”.
• For more information on allocating and formatting disk journal files, see Section17, “Allocating and Formatting Files”.
• For more information on user exits, see the Administrating section.
• For more information on and the complete syntax and syntax rules for the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement, see

the CA IDMS Administrating section.
• For more information on DCMT VARY JOURNAL and DCMT VARY FILE commands, see the CA IDMS System Tasks

and Operator Reference section.
• For more information on journal system generation parameters, see the SYSTEM statement in the CA IDMS

Administrating section.

Two-Phase Commit Processing
Two-phase commit is a protocol used to ensure that all changes made within the scope of a distributed unit of recovery
are either applied (committed) or backed out. As the name implies, a two-phase commit process is divided into two
phases. In the first phase, resource managers participating in the unit of recovery prepare their resources to be
committed. If they cannot do so, they inform the request or of the failure. In the second phase, the resource managers
either make their changes permanent or back them out based on the overall outcome of the transaction.

If a resource manager indicates that it has successfully prepared its resources to be committed, it guarantees that the
resources can be committed even if some adverse condition, such as a system failure, occurs prior to completion of the
commit process. It is this guarantee that ensures that all changes are either applied or backed out in their entirety.

The remainder of this section first introduces some terminology related to two-phase commit processing and then
describes some of the key aspects of a two-phase commit operation.

Terminology

The following terms are associated with two-phase commit processing:
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• A Resource Manager is a software component that controls access to and the state of one or more recoverable
resources. A CA IDMS central version is an example of a resource manager.

• A Transaction Manager is a software component that directs commit and backout processes. Multiple transaction
managers may be involved in a single commit or backout operation. If so, their actions are coordinated to achieve
transaction consistency. Every CA IDMS system has a transaction manager as a component.

• A Coordinator is a transaction manager that initiates a two-phase commit operation and is responsible for its overall
outcome. A coordinator is sometimes referred to as an initiator.

• A Participant is a resource manager or a transaction manager other than the coordinator that participates in a two-
phase commit operation. A participant is sometimes referred to as an agent.

• A Distributed Transaction is a unit of recovery in which more than one resource manager participate.

For more information, see the following topics:

 

Two-Phase Commit Overview
Typical Commit Flows

The following diagram illustrates the communications that take place during a typical two-phase commit operation
involving three systems. In this example, A is the coordinator since it initiates the commit operation, and B and C are
participants.

In this example, A forwards a Prepare request to each of its participants, directing them to prepare for a commit. After B
and C both respond positively, A then directs them to complete the commit operation.
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The following diagram illustrates another typical commit flow. In this example, A is again the overall transaction
coordinator, and B and C are participants. However, in this case, B plays a dual role. It is both a participant with respect
to A and a coordinator with respect to C since it forwards the Prepare and Commit directives that it receives from A to
C. Such a situation might arise because an application on A starts a remote SQL session on B that, in turn, updates
resources on C through an SQL procedure.
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Prepare and Commit Outcomes

When a participant receives a Prepare request, it does whatever is necessary to guarantee that a subsequent Commit
request can be honored. This may involve such things as flushing buffers or forwarding requests to other participants. If
all of these activities are completed successfully, the participant signals its willingness to commit by responding OK to the
Prepare request. If it is unable to successfully complete its preparations, it indicates this by responding BACKOUT to the
Prepare request.

The coordinator gathers the responses from its participants and determines the final outcome for the commit operation.
If all participants indicate that they are willing to commit, then the coordinator proceeds with the second phase and the
transaction will complete successfully as indicated by a final outcome of OK. If any participant indicates that it cannot
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commit, then the coordinator directs its participants to back out their changes instead of committing them. The final
commit outcome in this case is BACKOUT.

A participant can respond to a Prepare request in ways other than OK or BACKOUT. It can respond FORGET to signal
that it made no updates within the transaction being committed and so need not participate in the second phase. This
has the potential for reducing the number of communications needed to complete the commit operation. A participant
can also respond "heuristically", indicating that its resources have already been committed or backed out. A transaction
might be completed heuristically because it was forced to complete through some administrative action. Such heuristic
actions defeat the two-phase commit process and can lead to mixed outcomes in which some changes are committed
while others are backed out.

NOTE
While CA IDMS does not make heuristic decisions on its own, it does allow an administrator to commit or
backout a transaction using a DCMT command, following an interruption in the commit process.

Recovery From Failure

Failures in communications, operating systems, or resource or transaction managers can interrupt the two-phase commit
process. The point at which the failure occurs determines whether a transaction's changes are ultimately committed or
backed out. If the failure occurs during the first phase in the process, changes are backed out. If the failure occurs during
the second phase, changes are committed.

Recovery from failure during a two-phase commit involves a process called resynchronization, in which messages are
exchanged between a coordinator and a participant in order to complete the transaction. To facilitate resynchronization,
both the coordinator and the participant write additional journal records at critical points during the two-phase commit
process.

Two-Phase Commit within CA IDMS
 

This section describes the two-phase commit support provided by CA IDMS. While some of the information may not be
necessary for day-to-day operations, it facilitates understanding the output from recovery utilities and DCMT commands
and may prove useful in recovery situations.

Use of Two-Phase Commit

Two-Phase in Central Version

Central version always uses a two-phase commit protocol to commit resources. When a commit operation initiates within
a central version, that system becomes the coordinator. Any other central version involved in the transaction becomes a
participant.

Requesting Two-Phase Commit

The DML commands that an application issues to commit tasks and database transactions (for example, FINISH
TASK or COMMIT CONTINUE) always initiate a two phase-commit. This ensures that all changes made even by a
distributed transaction are either committed or backed out as a single unit. A number of optimizations are supported to
minimize overhead, especially for transactions in which only a single resource manager has made changes. See "Commit
Optimizations" later in this section for a description of the optimizations supported by CA IDMS.

Support for Pre-Release 16.0 Central Versions

Prior to Release 16.0, CA IDMS did not support a two-phase commit protocol. Such a system is referred to as a "one-
phase commit only" resource manager, since it can accept only a single commit request rather than separate Prepare and
Commit requests. CA IDMS supports one-phase commit only resource managers in the following way.
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If there is a single one-phase commit only participant in a distributed transaction, CA IDMS first sends Prepare requests
to all other participants before sending a commit request to the one-phase commit only participant. If this latter request is
successful, then the commit operation proceeds to a successful conclusion; otherwise, the transaction is backed out.

If a distributed transaction has multiple one-phase commit only participants, only one of them can be the last one invoked
and so there is an unavoidable possibility that the transaction may complete with mixed results, meaning that some
changes are committed while others are backed out.

Support for Batch Applications

All changes made by a batch application are committed or backed out as a single unit provided at least one of the
following is true:

• All updates are made through a single transaction
• Updates are made through multiple transactions serviced by a single central version and a task-level commit request is

issued.
• Batch RRS support is enabled and all updates are made through transactions executing on one or more central

versions running within the same operating system image as the batch application.

NOTE
For more information on RRS, see the Administrating section.

External Coordinators and Participants

External Coordinators

A central version can participate in a two-phase commit operation controlled by the following external coordinators:

• CICS Transaction Server
• RRS-IBM's system-level resource recovery platform for z/OS
• An XA transaction manager supported by CA IDMS Server

By participating in externally-controlled transactions, updates to CA IDMS resources can safely be coordinated with those
of other resource managers supported by the above transaction managers.

NOTE
For more information on CICS Transaction Server and RRS, see the Administrating section.

External Participants

A central version can coordinate transactions in which external resource managers are participants. It does this in one
of two ways: by enlisting the services of RRS or by using a resource manager interface tailored to both the CA IDMS
environment and the external resource manager.

If the external resource manager supports RRS as a coordinator, using RRS as an intermediary is the easiest way for
an external resource manager to participate in a transaction coordinated by a central version. In this way, any resource
manager that supports RRS as a coordinator can potentially participate in a CA IDMS-controlled transaction.

If the resource manager does not support RRS as a coordinator, then an interface that is tailored to the external resource
manager and that supports the CA IDMS transaction manager protocol must be written to enable the resource manager to
be a direct participant in a CA IDMS-controlled transaction.

Resource Managers, Interfaces and Exits

Resource Managers

When discussing commit protocols, the term "resource manager" traditionally refers to a software component that
manages recoverable resources. However, in CA IDMS this term refers to both the resource manager and the interface
used to communicate with it.
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The DCMT DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED RESOURCE MANAGER command can be used to obtain a list of all resource
managers known to a central version or to display the details of a specific resource manager.

NOTE
For more information on DCMT commands, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

CA IDMS Resource Managers

When one CA IDMS system accesses another, each one becomes a resource manager to the other. On the front end, the
partner system is identified by its node name and an interface name of "DSI_CLI"; on the back end, the partner system
is identified by its node name and an interface name of "DSI_SRV". A central version may have knowledge of several
resource managers whose interface name is DSI_CLI or DSI_SRV, since it may communicate with several CA IDMS
systems. Furthermore, a central version may have knowledge of two resource managers with the same node name, one
for each of the two interfaces, since a system can act as both front-end and back-end to another system.

External Resource Managers

When a CICS system is used to access a central version, it becomes a known resource manager on the backend with a
node name that is the concatenation of "CICS" and the CICS system name and an interface name that is specified by the
IDMSINTC interface module through which access is made.

When RRS is activated within a central version, it is known as a resource manager whose node name is that of the local
system and whose interface name is "RRS_RMI".

NOTE
For more information on CICS and RRS, see the Administrating section.

Interfaces and Exits

To participate in a two-phase commit operation coordinated by CA IDMS, a resource manager makes its existence known
by registering with the local transaction manager. When registering, the resource manager interface identifies exit routines
to be invoked by the transaction manager during the commit process. In this way, the resource manager interface acts as
a bridge between the local transaction manager and the resource or transaction manager to which it provides access. It is
the resource manager interface's responsibility to forward Prepare, Commit, and Backout directives and return appropriate
responses to the local transaction manager.

When a resource manager's exit is invoked, it returns outcomes that are similar to those outlined in 20.2.8, “Transaction
Outcomes". For example, a resource manager's prepare exit can return a FORGET outcome to signify that it has made
no changes within the scope of the transaction and therefore need not participate in the second phase of the commit
operation.

Interests and Roles

Transaction Interests

For a resource manager to participate in a transaction, it must register an interest in that transaction. The existence of an
interest informs the transaction manager that the resource manager's exits should be invoked during commit and backout
processing for the transaction.

Roles

When an interest is registered, the role that the resource manager is to play with respect to the transaction is specified.
CA IDMS recognizes the following roles:

• Communications Resource Manager (CRM) - indicating that the resource manager is a remote participant in the
transaction.

• Participant (PART) - indicating that the resource manager is a local participant in the transaction.
• Server Distributed Resource Manager (SDSRM) - indicating that the resource manager is the coordinator for the

transaction.
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When a central version application calls a resource manager interface to access a remote resource, the interface registers
a CRM interest in the application's current transaction, since it is acting as a remote participant in that transaction. An
SDSRM interest is registered before or during the prepare stage of transaction processing to record a remote transaction
manager as the coordinator for a transaction.

As a two-phase commit operation proceeds, interests are assigned states similar to those outlined in 20.2.7, "Transaction
States". For example, if an interest's prepare exit returns OK, then the state of the interest is set to InDoubt, reflecting the
fact that the associated resource manager is waiting for the final commit or backout directive.

Commit Optimizations

Types of Optimizations

To minimize the cost of doing a two-phase commit operation, CA IDMS supports the Read Only, Single Agent, and
Presumed Abort optimizations.

Read Only

The Read Only optimization reduces the number of communications needed to commit a distributed transaction. A
participant that has not updated resources within the scope of the transaction can respond FORGET to a Prepare request.
CA IDMS does not include such read-only participants in the second phase of the commit operation, thus eliminating at
least one communication. Additionally, the read-only participant writes no journal records in support of the two-phase
commit operation.

Single Agent

CA IDMS uses the Single Agent optimization to reduce the flows needed to commit a distributed transaction. At the point
when a Prepare request is to be sent to the last remaining participant, if all other participants have responded FORGET or
if this is the only participant in the transaction, then a OnePhaseCommit request is sent instead of a Prepare. This results
in only a single communication with the participant to complete the commit operation. Furthermore, if there is only a single
participant, the coordinator writes no journal records in support of the distributed transaction.

Presumed Abort

CA IDMS uses a Presumed Abort protocol to reduce journaling overhead. Simply put, this means that while a coordinator
retains knowledge of a committed transaction until all of its participants indicate that they have completed the second
phase of the commit operation, the coordinator can immediately forget transactions whose outcome is BACKOUT.
Consequently, no journaling activity for a distributed transaction takes place at a coordinator until all Prepare votes have
been collected and then only if the outcome is OK. The absence of knowledge of a transaction signifies that its outcome is
BACKOUT.

The alternative to Presumed Abort is Presumed Nothing. Under this protocol, a coordinator retains knowledge of the
outcome of a commit operation until all participants indicate that it can be forgotten, regardless of whether the final
outcome is OK or BACKOUT. Consequently, a coordinator must journal the existence of a transaction prior to forwarding
the first Prepare request, and it must retain knowledge of backed out transactions longer. CA IDMS does not support the
Presume Nothing protocol.

Transaction Identifiers

Multiple Identifiers

Transactions can have multiple identifiers. CA IDMS assigns two types of identifiers: a local identifier and a distributed
transaction identifier. External transaction managers may assign transaction identifiers of their own, generically referred to
as external transaction identifiers.

Local Identifier

A Local (transaction) Identifier (LID) is a four-byte value that identifies the work done by a local transaction branch. It
is used to distinguish the work done by one branch from that of another within a central version and is recorded in the
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journal records that are used to track local database changes (for example, BGIN, BFOR, AFTR). Local transaction
identifiers are unique only within a central version.

Distributed Transaction Identifier

A Distributed Transaction Identifier (DTRID) is a 16-byte value that uniquely identifies a distributed transaction across
all participating nodes. It is assigned by the CA IDMS system that is acting as the coordinator for the transaction or by
a CICS interface. Every distributed transaction processed by a CA IDMS system is assigned a DTRID, regardless of
whether the transaction also has externally assigned identifiers. The DTRID is recorded in the distributed transaction
journal records that are written during the two-phase commit process (for example, DIND, DCOM, DFGT).

A DTRID value is comprised of an 8-character prefix followed by an 8-byte hexadecimal value. If assigned by a CA
IDMS system, the prefix is the system's node name and the suffix is an 8-byte internal format timestamp. If the DTRID is
assigned by a CICS interface, the 8-character prefix consists of "CICS" concatenated with the 4-character CICS system
name. The 8-byte hexadecimal value is the UOW (Unit of Work) identifier assigned by CICS to the work unit being
committed.

External Identifiers

External transaction managers may also assign their own identifiers to a distributed transaction in which CA IDMS is a
participant. The following types of external identifiers are recognized by CA IDMS and are recorded in the distributed
transaction journal records written by the central version that interfaces directly with the external transaction manager.
These journal entries provide a cross reference between internal and external identifiers.

• RRS URID - the Unit of Recovery (URID) assigned by RRS. A URID is a 16-byte hexadecimal value.
• XA XID - the transaction identifier assigned by an XA transaction manager. An XID is a hexadecimal value which can

be up to 140 bytes long.

Transaction Branch

A Transaction Branch represents a separately identifiable portion of a transaction within which deadlocks cannot occur.
Unless transaction sharing is in effect, every database session (every run unit or SQL database session) is associated
with a separate transaction branch. When transaction sharing is in effect, multiple database sessions may share a single
transaction branch. In so doing, they avoid deadlocking amongst themselves, since deadlocks are not possible for work
performed under a single transaction branch.

An application is associated with multiple transaction branches if it opens concurrent non-sharing database sessions.
Multiple branches can also result from the use of system services that access a dictionary, such as loading from a load
area or accessing a queue area. If more than one transaction branch exists, they are organized hierarchically, meaning
that there is a single top-level branch and one or more subordinate branches. The top-level branch represents either the
work done by a single database session or all work done by a task. A subordinate branch always represents the work
done by a database session or multiple sessions if transaction sharing is in effect. A subordinate branch may, in turn, have
subordinate branches of its own, perhaps as a result of an SQL routine that opens its own database session.

NOTE
For more information on the relationship between database sessions and transactions and the use of transaction
sharing to avoid deadlocks, see either CA IDMS Navigational DML Administrating section or CA IDMS SQL
Administrating section.

Branch Identifiers

Every transaction branch is assigned a unique identifier that never changes. This Branch Identifier (BID) is an eight-byte
hexadecimal value that is sometimes qualified by the node name of the local system to make it a globally unique value. A
BID is different from an LID, since an LID is assigned each time a transaction is started, whereas a BID is assigned only
when a branch is created. If multiple transactions are serially associated with a transaction branch, because an associated
database session commits its work without terminating, then the branch's LID value will change, but its BID will not.

A commit operation is always targeted to a single transaction branch and encompasses all of its subordinate branches.
The target branch becomes the top-level branch of the transaction and its subordinates become the subordinate branches
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of the transaction. If a task-level commit operation is initiated, the target branch is always the top-level branch in the
task's hierarchy. If a database session-level commit operation is initiated, the target branch is the one associated with the
database session through which the commit request is issued.

It is possible that more than one set of Prepare/Commit flows are sent to a single participant for a transaction, each
directed to a different target branch. The BID of the target branch is carried in the associated distributed journal records, in
order to distinguish one set from another. The target branch is also included in several messages that may be generated
during a two-phase commit operation.

A DCMT DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION command for a specific transaction lists all of the local branches
associated with a distributed transaction. For a description of this command, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and
Operator Reference section.

Transaction States

Transaction State

Transaction state is an attribute of a distributed transaction that reflects its progress through a two-phase commit
operation. The CA IDMS transaction manager assigns the following transaction states for this purpose:

• InReset - This is the initial state prior to the start of a commit or backout operation.
• InFlight - This state is assigned at the start of a two-phase commit operation and persists while the transaction

manager is assessing the need for and the ability to proceed with the two-phase commit operation.
• InPrepare - This state is assigned when the transaction manager determines that a full two-phase protocol is needed

to guarantee the integrity of a commit operation.
• LastAgent - This state is assigned by a coordinator's transaction manager when there is only a single participant and

consequently a full two-phase protocol is not needed to guarantee the integrity of a commit operation.
• InDoubt - This state is assigned by a participant's transaction manager when it writes a DIND journal record for the

transaction and persists until it receives a Commit or Backout directive from the coordinator.
• InCommit - This state is assigned when a DCOM journal record is written for the transaction and persists until all

processing for the transaction is complete.
• InBackout - This state is assigned when it is determined that the outcome of the distributed transaction is BACKOUT

and persists until all processing for the transaction is complete.
• Forgotten - This state is assigned when the two-phase commit operation is complete.

State Transitions

The following diagram illustrates the transitions that can occur from one state to another as a transaction proceeds
through a two-phase commit operation.
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Transaction Outcomes

Transaction Outcomes

Fundamentally, a distributed transaction can have only one of the following three outcomes: all changes were committed,
all changes were backed out, or some changes were committed while others were backed out. However, it is useful to
support variations of these especially as interim results of individual Prepare and Commit requests.

CA IDMS recognizes the following outcomes:

• OK - The request is complete and the transaction's changes have been committed.
• FORGET - The request is complete, but no changes were committed since none were made (that is, this is a read-only

transaction).
• OK_PENDING - The request is not yet complete, but changes have been or will be committed.
• BACKOUT - The request is complete but changes have been backed out.
• BACKOUT_PENDING - The request is not yet complete, but changes have been or will be backed out.
• HC - The request is complete, and the transaction's changes have been heuristically committed.
• HR - The request is complete, but the transaction's changes have been heuristically backed out.
• HM - The request is complete, but some changes have been committed while others have been backed out.

Heuristic Outcomes

Heuristic outcomes are the result of a commit or backout decision made by a participant rather than a coordinator. The
use of DCMT VARY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION to force an InDoubt transaction to commit or back out results in a
heuristic outcome.

Backup and Recovery
Protects Your Data

Database backup and recovery are maintenance tasks that protect the changes made to your database:
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• Backup is a routine database maintenance task that produces a copy of the database. If necessary, this backup copy
can be used to restore lost data.

• Recovery restores the contents of the database when an error occurs that corrupts the database or disk journal file.
Recovery procedures restore altered areas to their original state.

Types of Recovery

Under the central version, recovery occurs automatically with no intervention from the DBA. If automatic recovery fails
you must recover the database manually. You must also recover the database manually for local mode update jobs that
terminate abnormally.

Backup Procedures
Contents

Perform Backups Often

Backup procedures are an essential part of database administration. To help protect the integrity of your database, you
should perform backups as often as possible. As a general rule, always back up the database:

• At regular, scheduled intervals, such as daily or weekly
• Before and after structural changes to the database
• Whenever you initialize journal files
• Since automatic recovery is not available in local mode, before and after executing an application run in local mode.

Design a Backup Plan

To ensure that your backup procedures meet the data processing needs of your company, you need to decide how often
to take backups and how long to retain them. Develop a schedule and procedures for performing backups and stick to it.

General Guidelines

The following list identifies some guidelines to follow in designing a backup plan:

• Define the backup and recovery requirements for an application while the application is being designed. Test all
backup and recovery procedures before the application is put into production.

• Make sure you backup the database after making changes to its physical definition (such as changing the page size,
page range, and so on).

• Identify all archive files created since the last backup.
• If you need to concatenate archive tapes for historical records, make sure that the tapes included in the concatenation

are not required for recovering the database. For example, you might concatenate the archive tapes from the previous
week at the end of the current week.

• Bear in mind that restoring a database from a date several weeks in the past can be a very time-consuming process
because of the volume of journal data that needs to be processed.

BACKUP Utility Statement

The examples outlined in this section use the BACKUP utility statement provided with CA IDMS/DB to backup the
database. You can use other utilities (such as IEBGENER in z/OS) to perform the backup and recovery operation
provided they restore disk files to the state they were in when copied.

If you use the CA-provided BACKUP utility statement for regularly scheduled backups, specify the FILE option rather than
the AREA option. FILE lets you recover an individual file in the event it is damaged rather than having to recover the entire
area. Use the AREA option only if multiple areas are stored in a single file.

Back Up After a Normal System Shutdown

Steps
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While the system is inactive, back up the database using the following procedure:

Action Statement
Offload all the non-empty journal files ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement with the ALL or AUTOALL

option
Copy all files associated with the database BACKUP utility statement or any comparable backup utility

Backup While the DC/UCF System is Active

Types of Backup While System is Active

There are two types of backup that can be done while DC/UCF remains active:

• A quiesced backup during which no updates are made to the areas being copied
• A hot backup during which the areas that are copied are updated by transactions executing within the central version

While it is preferable to back up a database when it is quiesced, a site with high-availability requirements may not be able
to disable updates long enough to complete the backup.

Considerations

If you decide to use a hot backup strategy, consider the following:

• The time to recover using a hot backup may be longer than with a backup produced while the area was quiesced due
to additional steps in the recovery process.

• To recover using a file produced during a hot backup, all archive journal files created while the backup was taking
place must also be available; without these files, the backup file cannot be used. Although the EXTRACT JOURNAL
utility statement can be used to preprocess the journal images generated during this time period, the original archive
files must also be available to perform a successful recovery.

• To ensure the availability of the archive journal files you should treat them in the same way as the backup file; for
example, if a copy of the backup file is sent offsite, a copy of all corresponding archive files should also be sent offsite.

NOTE
For more information on the impact of a hot backup on recovering a database, see 21.5, “Manual Recovery".

Quiesced Backup Procedure

The procedure outlined below describes how to perform a quiesced backup.

Action Steps
Quiesce update activity in the target areas. (See considerations) Issue one or more of the following commands:

DCMT VARY AREA ... RETRIEVAL
DCMT VARY AREA ... OFFLINE
DCMT QUIESCE AREA ...
DCMT VARY SEGMENT ... RETRIEVAL
DCMT VARY SEGMENT ... OFFLINE
DCMT QUIESCE SEGMENT ...
DCMT QUIESCE DBNAME ...
DCMT VARY RUN UNIT ... OFFLINE

Note the quiesce point Record the date and time that the areas were quiesced.
Optionally force a new archive journal file to be created:
Issue a DCMT VARY JOURNAL command
Execute the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement
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Copy all files containing the target areas. Execute the BACKUP utility statement using the FILE option or
any comparable backup utility.

Restart update activity in the target areas. Issue one or more of the following commands:
DCMT VARY AREA ... ONLINE
DCMT VARY SEGMENT ... ONLINE
DCMT VARY ID ... TERMINATE
DCMT VARY RUN UNIT ... ONLINE

Hot Backup Procedure

The procedure for a hot backup is similar to that for a quiesced backup, except that updates are re-enabled before the
backup is complete. The procedure described next includes establishing a second quiesce point. This is not necessary if
the appropriate recovery procedure is followed.

NOTE
For more information on the impact of a hot backup and a second quiesce point on recovery, see 21.5, "Manual
Recovery".

Action Steps
Quiesce update activity in the target areas. (See considerations) Issue one or more of the following commands:

DCMT VARY AREA ... RETRIEVAL
DCMT VARY AREA ... OFFLINE
DCMT QUIESCE AREA ...
DCMT VARY SEGMENT ... RETRIEVAL
DCMT VARY SEGMENT ... OFFLINE
DCMT QUIESCE SEGMENT ...
DCMT QUIESCE DBNAME ...
DCMT VARY RUN UNIT ... OFFLINE

Note the quiesce point Record the date and time that the areas were quiesced.
Optionally force a new archive journal file to be created:
Issue a DCMT VARY JOURNAL command
Execute the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement

Restart update activity in the target areas. Issue one or more of the following commands:
DCMT VARY AREA ... ONLINE
DCMT VARY SEGMENT ... ONLINE
DCMT VARY ID ... TERMINATE
DCMT VARY RUN UNIT ... ONLINE

Copy all files containing the target areas. Execute the BACKUP utility statement using the FILE option or
any comparable backup utility.

Optionally, establish a second quiesce point for the target areas. Issue one or more of the following commands:
DCMT VARY AREA ... RETRIEVAL
DCMT VARY AREA ... OFFLINE
DCMT QUIESCE AREA ...
DCMT VARY SEGMENT ... RETRIEVAL
DCMT VARY SEGMENT ... OFFLINE
DCMT QUIESCE SEGMENT ...
DCMT QUIESCE DBNAME ...
DCMT VARY RUN UNIT ... OFFLINE
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Mark the end of the backup process. Force a new archive journal file to be created:
Issue a DCMT VARY JOURNAL command
Execute the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement
If a second quiesce point was established, record its date and
time.

If a second quiesce point was established, restart update activity
in the target areas.

Issue one or more of the following commands:
DCMT VARY AREA ... ONLINE
DCMT VARY SEGMENT ... ONLINE
DCMT VARY ID ... TERMINATE
DCMT VARY RUN UNIT ... ONLINE

Quiescing Update Activity

Both DCMT VARY AREA (and SEGMENT) and DCMT QUIESCE can be used to quiesce update activity in one or more
areas of the database. Consider the following when choosing which of these to use:

• If DCMT VARY is used, tasks which subsequently attempt to access a target area in an update mode (or any mode if
the area is varied offline) will receive an 0966 error status. Unless the application program handles this condition, the
associated task will fail. If DCMT QUIESCE is used, such tasks will wait until update activity is restarted, unless their
quiesce wait time is exceeded.

• DCMT QUIESCE provides more control over the quiesce operation. For example, it is possible to specify how long
the quiesce operation should wait for conflicting tasks to finish and what action should be taken in the event that the
quiesce point has not been reached in the specified time interval.

• In a data sharing environment, DCMT QUIESCE will quiesce update activity across all members of the data sharing
group. DCMT VARY will quiesce update activity only within the DC/UCF system in which it is executed.

• DCMT QUIESCE can be used to automate much of the backup process.

More Information

• For more information on backup automation, see 21.2.4, "Automating the Backup Process".
• For more information on the DCMT system task, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

Quiescing Update Activity for System Areas

When backing up a system area, such as a load area, it may be necessary to terminate predefined system run units by
issuing a DCMT VARY RUN UNIT ... OFFLINE command. This will be necessary if predefined run units for the target area
have been defined in the system definition and such run units access the area in update mode. You can determine this by
issuing a DCMT DISPLAY RUN UNIT command.

Varying a system run unit offline does not prevent overflow run units from being started to service requests for the area. It
simply terminates predefined run units of the specified type. Since varying an area offline will impact the system's ability
to service requests for the area, it is advisable to quiesce update activity to system areas either by varying their status to
retrieval or by using the DCMT QUIESCE command.

Depending on the options specified when issuing a DCMT VARY AREA, DCMT VARY SEGMENT, or DCMT QUIESCE
command, the system may automatically terminate conflicting predefined system run units.

NOTE
For more information on when predefined system run units are automatically terminated, see the individual
commands in the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

Data Sharing Considerations

In a data sharing environment, whenever update activity is quiesced, it must be quiesced in all DC/UCF systems that
are members of the data sharing group. If a DCMT QUIESCE command is used, then update activity will automatically
be quiesced on all members within the group. If a DCMT VARY AREA or DCMT VARY SEGMENT command is used, it
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must be executed on each system that is a member of the group. This can be accomplished by broadcasting the DCMT
command.

NOTE
For more information on broadcasting DCMT commands, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator
Reference section.

Back Up Before and After Local Mode Jobs

Two Options

To protect data to be accessed by an update job running in local mode, you can either:

• Use local mode journaling. This option is best for large databases that would require a long time to backup and restore.
• Back up the database before and after you run the job. This option is best for small databases that can be backed up

within a reasonable time frame.

NOTE
For information on local mode journaling, see Section19, “Journaling Procedures”.

Steps to Back Up the Database

Follow the steps below to back up a database before and after running an update application in local mode:

Action Steps
Make the areas to be accessed by the application unavailable
under the central version

DCMT VARY AREA or SEGMENT with the OFFLINE,
RETRIEVAL, or TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL option

Before running an application, back up each file of the database BACKUP or any comparable backup utility
Dummy the journal file by adding a dummy file definition statement
in the execution JCL of the local mode application if the DMCL
being used has a tape journal file defined
After running the application,back up each file of the database BACKUP or any comparable backup utility
Swap to another disk journal file to coordinate CVs archive journal
files with the backup

DCMT VARY JOURNAL

Re-activate the areas for use under the central version If the areas are OFFLINE or in RETRIEVAL mode,issue DCMT
VARY AREA or SEGMENT ONLINE
If the areas are in TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL mode, first vary them
OFFLINE and then ONLINE.

CA ADS: When you vary an area in preparation for a local mode update, CA ADS users should vary the area to either
OFFLINE or TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL mode; do not use RETRIEVAL mode.

Automating the Backup Process

Exploiting DCMT QUIESCE

Backing up a database while the DC/UCF system is active can be automated through the use of the DCMT QUIESCE
command. To assist in this effort, the following can be specified as options:

• A unique identifier for use in subsequent DCMT DISPLAY ID and DCMT VARY ID commands to query or terminate an
outstanding quiesce operation.

• The action that should be taken in the event that a quiesce point cannot be reached within a specified time interval.
The available choices are to abandon the quiesce operation or force the quiesce by canceling conflicting tasks.

• An indication of whether a new archive journal file should be created when the quiesce point is reached.
• An indication of whether update activity in the target areas should be restarted automatically once the areas are

quiesced.
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Quiesce User Exit

When a quiesce point is achieved, numbered exit, Exit 38 is invoked. This exit can be used to initiate the next step in the
backup process. For example, it can submit a job to the internal reader, thus enabling the QUIESCE task to automatically
initiate a copy operation. Once the files are copied, a subsequent UCF batch job step can invoke further system tasks to
complete the backup process.

Rather than submitting a batch job, exit 38 might instead use an API to directly interface to a "zero-time copy" facility if the
database resides on a storage device that provides such a capability.

More Information

• For more information on how to code an Exit 38 routine, see the Administrating section.
• For more information on the DCMT QUIESCE command, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Reference

section.

Automating a Quiesced Backup

The following illustrates how the DCMT QUIESCE command can be used to automate a quiesced backup operation.

Activity Description
dcmt quiesce dbname CUST hold swap CUSTBKP This command initiates a quiesce operation identified as

CUSTBKP. All areas in all segments included in the database
name CUST will be quiesced. When the quiesce point is reached,
a new archive journal file will be created and exit 38 will be
invoked. The quiesce point will be held until the quiesce operation
is explicitly terminated.

Exit 38 is invoked Exit 38 submits a batch job through the internal reader (or an
equivalent mechanism) to initiate the copy operation.

Batch job is executed The batch job first copies all files containing areas of the CUST
database and then invokes a UCF batch job step that terminates
the quiesce operation by issuing a DCMT VARY ID command.

dcmt vary id CUSTBKP terminate This command terminates the quiesce operation and makes the
CUST areas available for update.

Automating a Hot Backup

The following illustrates how the DCMT QUIESCE command can be used to automate a hot backup operation.

Activity Description
dcmt quiesce dbname CUST nohold swap CUSTBKP1 This command initiates a quiesce operation identified as

CUSTBKP1. All areas in all segments included in the database
name CUST will be quiesced. When the quiesce point is reached,
a new archive journal file will be created and exit 38 will be
invoked. The quiesce operation will then terminate and make the
areas available for update.

Exit 38 is invoked Exit 38 submits a batch job through the internal reader (or an
equivalent facility depending on the operating system) to initiate
the copy operation.

Batch job is executed The batch job first copies all files containing areas of the CUST
database and then invokes a UCF batch job step.
The UCF batch job step either initiates a second quiesce
operation by issuing a DCMT QUIESCE command or forces a
new archive journal file to be created by issuing a DCMT VARY
JOURNAL command.
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dcmt quiesce dbname CUST nohold swap CUSTBKP2 This command initiates a quiesce operation identified as
CUSTBKP2. All areas in all segments included in the database
name CUST will be quiesced. When the quiesce point is reached,
a new archive journal file will be created and exit 38 will be
invoked. The quiesce operation will then terminate and make the
areas available for update.
Exit 38 examines the quiesce identifier and determines that no
further action is needed.

dcmt vary journal This command forces the use of another disk journal file which in
turn causes a batch execution of the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility
statement.
Note: Automatic submission of the ARCHIVE JOURNAL job is
dependent on the implementation of a site-specific means (such
as WTOEXIT) to examine console messages and use operating
system facilities to submit a batch job.

Automatic Recovery
Available Only Under the Central Version

Automatic recovery is available only under the central version.

Automatic recovery occurs when CA IDMS/DB:

• Warmstarts, following a system failure
• Automatically rolls back a failing transaction
• Automatically rolls back the changes made by a physical DDL or SQL statement that encountered errors

 

Warmstart

Due to System Failure

Warmstart occurs when CA IDMS starts up and, by examining the journal files, it detects that the previous execution of
the DC/UCF terminated abnormally CA IDMS uses the journal files to rollback or restart all transactions that were active
when the system failed.

How You Respond to a System Failure

In response to a DC/UCF system failure, you should immediately restart the system. In a data sharing environment, or if
distributed transactions were active at the time of failure, it is particularly important to restart failing systems as soon as
possible, since some data may be inaccessible within other systems until the failing system has completed its warmstart.

NOTE
Do not offload any journal files between the time of system failure and your first attempt to warmstart the system.
If you must offload, use the READ option of the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement.

Data Sharing Considerations

In general, you respond to a DC/UCF system failure in the same way regardless of whether the system is a member of a
data sharing group. However, certain types of failures, such as a loss in connectivity to a coupling facility, require special
action. Additionally, if a member is unable to warmstart and manual recovery becomes necessary, then data sharing
introduces additional considerations.

Incomplete Distributed Transactions at Startup
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When restarting a failed central version, warmstart identifies incomplete distributed transactions that were active at the
time of failure. Depending on where in the commit process the failure occurred, these transactions are completed by
warmstart or are restarted. If restarted, the transactions remain active until resynchronization takes place with the other
resource or transaction managers involved in the transaction or until the transactions are manually completed.

If a restarted transaction is in an InDoubt state, then any locks held by that transaction at the time of failure are reacquired
and held until the transaction is completed. Since these locks prevent access to resources that were updated by the
transaction, it is important to restart all failed systems as soon as possible in order that resynchronization can complete
the transaction and free the locks.

The following sample messages might be displayed when a distributed transaction is restarted:

IDMS DC202038 V74 In-Doubt Transaction-ID 1416 will be added to the

unrecovered transaction list

IDMS DC202051 V74 Warmstart COMPLETE, but recovery of SOME transactions

have been DEFERRED until later in the startup

IDMS DB342017 V74 T1 Will lock Transaction-ID 1416

IDMS DB342019 V74 T1 DTRID SYSTEM74::01650C90A708A9B2-01650C8C4207D9FF

active at startup

IDMS DB342020 V74 T1 DTRID SYSTEM74::01650C90A708A9B2-01650C8C4207D9FF

has been restarted

IDMS DB342022 V74 T1 In-Doubt Transaction 1416 has been restarted

Incomplete Warmstart

Certain errors, such as I/O errors or open failures, may prevent warmstart from rolling out the changes in one or more
database files. If this occurs, warmstart will continue, the system will start up and the transactions affected by the error will
be restarted. Once restarted, automatic rollback will be invoked to again attempt to remove the effect of the unrecovered
transactions. If automatic rollback is successful, no further action is necessary although the reason for the original failure
should be investigated and corrective action taken if necessary. If automatic rollback is not successful, the unrecovered
transactions will be suspended just as if they had encountered an I/O error. To correct the situation, You respond as if a
database file I/O error occurred. First take whatever action is necessary to make the file available, such as restoring a
damaged file or using DCMT commands to correct a data set name. Then restart the suspended transactions by issuing a
DCMT VARY FILE ACTIVE command.

How Warmstart Works

During warmstart, CA IDMS/DB does the following:

1. Establishes which disk journal file was active at the time of the failure
2. Locates the last journal record written before the system failed
3. Either restarts or rolls back and writes ABRT checkpoints for all incomplete transactions.

Example
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The following example shows how a warmstart operation is done. In this example, the two transactions are active at the
time of the system crash. Both are recovered automatically when the system is restarted.
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Automatic Rollback

Due to Transaction Failure

Automatic rollback occurs when a transaction fails or an application requests recovery by means of the ROLLBACK
command. CA IDMS/DB writes an ABRT checkpoint for the transaction and automatically rolls out the changes made
to the database by the transaction. The recovery occurs while the system continues to process requests by other
concurrently active transactions.

NOTE
Automatic rollback also occurs when an error is encountered executing SQL or physical DDL statements. In
these cases, an RTSV checkpoint record is written instead of an ABRT checkpoint, but in other respects, the two
recovery operations are the same.

Example

The following example shows how an automatic rollback occurs. In this example, transaction B aborts. CA IDMS/DB then
performs an automatic rollback for transaction B while other transactions continue to process.
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Resynchronization

What is Resynchronization?

Resynchronization is a process in which information is exchanged between two systems to establish attributes relevant
to the two-phase commit process and to complete outstanding distributed transactions following a failure. This section
focuses on resynchronization between CA IDMS systems.

When Does It Occur?

Resynchronization between CA IDMS systems occurs at the following times.

• When a central version is started, resynchronization is initiated with each known backend system. A backend system
is known if it was accessed by a database session since the last time the journal files were formatted. If the started
system cannot communicate with one or more of its backend systems, resynchronization with those systems is retried
on a periodic basis until communication is reestablished.

• When a remote database session is started, resynchronization is initiated with the backend system if it was previously
unknown (that is, if this is the first time the backend system has been accessed since the journal files were formatted)
or if the backend system has been recycled since resynchronization previously took place between the two systems.

NOTE
A remote database session is started when an application binds a run unit or connects an SQL session to a
remote database. It is also started when a DCUF task establishes a remote dictionary as a default.

• When manually driven through a DCMT VARY DISTRIBUTED RESOURCE MANAGER command, resynchronization
is attempted with the specified resource manager.

NOTE
For more information on DCMT and DCUF, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

What Does It Entail?
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Resynchronization begins with an exchange of startup times and journal timestamps between the two systems. As the
name implies, the startup time is the time at which a system was started and is used to detect when a partner system is
recycled.

The journal timestamp is assigned by a central version the first time it opens a set of journal files after they have been
formatted. It is subsequently used to detect when a partner's journal files have been reformatted since the last time the
two systems resynchronized with each other.

If no distributed transactions involving the two systems exist at the time that resynchronization takes place, the two
systems simply exchange the above information, update their journal files with new or changed partner information, and
record each other as open resource managers.

If distributed transactions involving the two systems do exist at the time of resynchronization, each system compares
its partner's current journal timestamp with the one that it had saved previously. If the timestamps are the same,
resynchronization proceeds by exchanging information on the incomplete distributed transactions that are pending
resynchronization. If the timestamps are not the same, it indicates that one of the following has occurred:

• The partner system's journal files have been prematurely formatted.
• The partner system has been started with incorrect journal files.
• The partner system has been started with an incorrect DCNAME parameter.

Any of these conditions result in a resynchronization failure.

Responding to Resynchronization Failures

If resynchronization detects a journal stamp mismatch with a system for which incomplete distributed transactions exist,
resynchronization cannot complete. When this occurs, messages are displayed that show the old and new journal stamps
and the incomplete distributed transactions that are impacted by the mismatch. The operator is prompted as to what
action should be taken. The following example shows the messages that are displayed as a result of a mismatch in
SYSTEM74's journal stamps as they are known to SYSTEM73.

DC329021 V73 T23 Journal stamp mismatch for SYSTEM74::DSI_SRV *OLD

2002-12-14-07.20.36.376737

DC329021 V73 T23 Journal stamp mismatch for SYSTEM74::DSI_SRV *NEW

2003-01-30-08.07.42.278334

DC329022 V73 T23 RM Name           Dtrid                      Branch

           State

DC329023 V73 T23 SYSTEM74::DSI_SRV SYSTEM74::01650D6EDFB1AB93-

01650D6A79F31E50 InDoubt

DC329024 V73 REPLY 01 T23 Reply with resynchronization action for

SYSTEM74::DSI_SRV (Ignore,Defer):

Before replying to message DC329024, the cause of the mismatch should be determined. The appropriate response
should then be made as outlined in the following table. Until a response is made to the DC329024 message, no database
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access is permitted with the identified resource manager. Any task attempting such access waits until a response has
been made or its wait time is exceeded.

Reply Meaning and Considerations
IGNORE This reply specifies that resynchronization with the resource

manager should continue. The distributed transactions listed in the
preceding DC329023 messages require manual completion.
IGNORE is appropriate if the partner system's journal files have
been prematurely formatted. In this case, the only way to complete
the affected transactions is to do so manually, since the journal
entries required to complete the transactions automatically are no
longer available on the partner system's journal files.
For guidance on how to manually complete the transactions, see
"Completing Transactions Manually".

DEFER This reply specifies that resynchronization with the resource
manager should be postponed until a later time. Database
access with the identified resource manager is disallowed until
resynchronization has completed successfully.
DEFER is appropriate if the mismatch can be corrected by
recycling one or the other system. Perhaps one of the systems
was started with incorrect journal files or the partner system was
started with an incorrect DCNAME parameter.
After replying DEFER, the system in error should be shutdown
and restarted correctly. It may then be necessary to initiate
resynchronization using a DCMT VARY DISTRIBUTED
RESOURCE MANAGER command.

Distributed Transaction Recovery Considerations
Contents

Recovery is Automatic

The primary responsibility for effecting recovery of distributed transactions lies with warmstart and resynchronization.
Consequently, manual intervention should almost never be required provided that correct operating procedures are
followed.

System Interdependence

The one important consideration when dealing with distributed transaction recovery is that systems are no longer
independent with respect to recovery. Information on a coordinator's journal files might be needed to complete the
recovery process for a participant.

Restarting Failed Systems

When restarting a failed central version, it is advisable to restart it on the same logical operating system image as the one
on which it abnormally terminated. This ensures that the restarted system can access (and be accessed by) the same
systems with which it was able to communicate prior to the abnormal termination regardless of the intersystem access
methods available for use. If the restarted system cannot communicate with another system, it is not able to resynchronize
with that system. This may leave incomplete transactions holding locks that prevent access to portions of the database.
Resynchronization will eventually complete these transactions when the necessary intersystem communications are re-
established.

Completing Transactions Manually In rare circumstances following a resynchronization failure, it may be necessary to
complete a distributed transaction manually. CA IDMS provides two ways to do this: either by using DCMT commands or
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through facilities provided by the manual recovery utilities. Only transactions that are pending resynchronization should be
completed manually. This restriction is enforced if using the DCMT commands.

Completing InDoubt Transactions

Regardless of how it is done, when manually completing a transaction whose state is InDoubt, you must specify whether
to commit or back out the transaction's changes. You should research the situation carefully before taking any action. If
you make the wrong decision, the distributed transaction will have a mixed outcome, meaning that some of its changes
will be committed while others will be backed out.

The following sources of information might be helpful in determining the correct action to take:

• The output from a DCMT DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION command. This will indicate what system is acting
as the coordinator for the transaction and can be used if the transaction is still active within the participant. Similar
information can be obtained from the detailed reports produced by the PRINT JOURNAL or FIX ARCHIVE utilities.

• Facilities provided by the coordinator for determining the outcome of a transaction.
– If the coordinator is a CA IDMS system, its journal files will contain a DCOM record for the transaction if its changes

should be committed. Use the PRINT JOURNAL summary report to see all incomplete distributed transactions
or J-Report 8 to see a list of all distributed checkpoints. (Before generating either report, be sure to offload and
include all journal files created since the point of failure.) If there is no DCOM entry for the transaction, then the
transaction's changes should be backed out.

– If the coordinator is RRS, use the RRS ISPF panels to determine the outcome of the transaction.
– If the coordinator is CICS, examine its LOG file or use CEMT commands to determine the outcome of the

transaction.

Completing Distributed Transactions Using DCMT

Completing InDoubt Transactions Using DCMT

Once you have determined whether an InDoubt transaction's changes should be committed or backed out, issue a DCMT
VARY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION command specifying COMMIT or BACKOUT as appropriate.

Completing a transaction in this way will mark it as heuristically committed or backed out (with an outcome of HC or HR
respectively). After the DCMT command is issued, the transaction will hold no locks, but it will remain active until either:

• Resynchronization with the coordinator takes place, or
• The transaction is forced to end by a DCMT VARY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION command that specifies FORGET.

If resynchronization is allowed to complete the transaction, a check will be made to see if its overall outcome is consistent
(meaning that the transaction's changes were either all committed or all backed out). If a mixed outcome is detected, this
fact will be reported on the log and the transaction will remain active on the coordinator until a DCMT command is issued
causing it to be forgotten.

Completing InCommit or InBackout Transactions Using DCMT

A transaction whose state is InCommit or InBackout holds no locks and, therefore, is not preventing access to any
part of the database. Consequently, there is no urgency involved in completing such transactions and they should
normally be allowed to complete automatically through resynchronization. However, if resynchronization fails due to an
uncorrectable error, such as premature formatting of a journal file, the DCMT VARY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION
command specifying FORGET can be used to force completion of InCommit or InBackout transactions.

NOTE
Even specifying FORGET will not cause a transaction to complete if it cannot successfully communicate with all
resource managers that still require notification.

Incomplete Transactions and Manual Recovery

The Impact of Distributed Transactions
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If manual recovery becomes necessary, the process is generally the same regardless of whether the archive journal files
contain distributed transaction checkpoint records or not.

However, special action may be needed when a ROLLFORWARD operation terminates or a ROLLBACK operation
begins at a point in time when a distributed transaction is active and in an InDoubt state. The problem that arises in these
situations is that the recovery utility does not know whether to commit the local changes made by the InDoubt transaction
or back them out. Since the utility has no way of communicating with a coordinator to determine what action to take, it may
be necessary for the DBA to explicitly specify the final outcome for the transaction.

Determining If InDoubt Transactions Exist

All recovery utilities that report transaction information, also report on distributed transactions. For example, the PRINT
JOURNAL and FIX ARCHIVE utilities include information on all distributed transactions in their detailed report and list
incomplete transactions in their summary report. Incomplete transactions that are in an InDoubt state will be among those
listed in the summary report.

Why There are Incomplete InDoubt Transactions

A distributed transaction is in an InDoubt state when the last journal record written for that transaction is a DIND. Normally,
a DCOM or a DBAK record follows a DIND, and its presence determines whether a transaction's changes should be
committed or back out respectively. The absence of a DCOM or DBAK record may be because:

• It exists but on a later archive journal file that is not being processed in the current execution of the recovery utility.
• It exists but is split between two archive journal files, only the first of which is being processed in the current execution

of the recovery utility.
• It has not been written because resynchronization with the transaction's coordinator has not completed.

The first two conditions may indicate that not all required journal records are being processed. The third condition may
necessitate an explicit specification of how to complete the transaction.

NOTE
For more information on the journal records that are written in support of distributed transactions, see "Two-
Phase Commit Journaling" in 19.2.4, “Two-Phase Commit Journaling”.

How Utilities Deal with InDoubt Transactions

By default, the recovery utilities leave an InDoubt transaction in its InDoubt state, meaning that its changes are not rolled
out. A DBA can override this default behavior by adding an entry to a manual recovery control file to explicitly specify the
action to be take for an InDoubt transaction.

When to Manually Complete Transactions

Explicitly overriding the default action should normally not be necessary. In fact, the presence of InDoubt transactions at
the end of a ROLLFORWARD or the beginning of a ROLLBACK operation should be researched to determine the reason
for their existence and to ensure that the recovery procedure being followed is valid and includes all necessary journal
input.

For example, an InDoubt transaction might validly be encountered when recovering a damaged database file. In this case,
the transaction should be allowed to remain InDoubt. When the recovered file is subsequently varied active to the central
version, the transaction will be completed (backed out or committed) automatically.

The only time that an InDoubt transaction should be explicitly completed is in exceptional situations that prevent
resynchronization from completing the transaction automatically, such as:

• When a coordinator is permanently inaccessible
• When a coordinator's journal files have been prematurely formatted
• When a participant's journal files have been damaged or prematurely formatted.

Even in the first two situations, if the transaction is still active within the participant central version it should be completed
using a DCMT VARY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION command rather than using a manual recovery control file override.
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How to Explicitly Complete InDoubt Transactions

Before taking any action to complete an InDoubt transaction, you must first determine whether its changes should be
committed of backed out. This will typically require using facilities provided by the coordinator to determine the final
transaction outcome.

NOTE
See "Distributed Transaction Recovery Considerations" in 21.4, “Distributed Transaction Recovery
Considerations” for potential sources of information.

To explicitly complete an InDoubt transaction, an entry must be added to a manual recovery control file. The following
utilities will read a manual recovery control file for this purpose:

• EXTRACT JOURNAL (unless ALL is specified)
• FIX ARCHIVE
• MERGE ARCHIVE (if COMPLETE is specified)
• PRINT JOURNAL
• ROLLBACK
• ROLLFORWARD (unless ALL is specified)

To complete a transaction, you must specify its DTRID and an action of either COMMIT or BACKOUT.

If an InDoubt transaction is completed by a utility that creates an output archive file (FIX ARCHIVE, EXTRACT JOURNAL
and MERGE ARCHIVE), the utility will write additional distributed transaction checkpoint records that complete the
transaction in the specified way.

NOTE
For more information on the format and use of a manual recovery control file, see the above utilities in the CA
IDMS Administrating section.

Deleting Resource Managers

When to Delete a Resource Manager

A resource manager should only be deleted if it no longer exists or if it is permanently inaccessible. Even in these cases,
there is often no need to explicitly delete a resource manager, since it will disappear when the journal files are next
formatted. However, if incomplete, distributed transactions exist that involve an inaccessible resource manager as a
participant, then you may want to explicitly delete the resource manager to enable the transactions to be completed.

How to Delete Resource Managers

You can delete a resource manager by issuing a DCMT VARY DISTRIBUTED RESOURCE MANAGER command
specifying DELETE. This removes the resource manager from the system, purges it from the journal files and deletes all
associated transaction interests. Clearly, this command should be used with care.

The following procedure should be followed to delete a resource manager:

1. Obtain a list of transactions in which the resource manager has an interest by issuing a DCMT DISPLAY
DISTRIBUTED RESOURCE MANAGER command for the target resource manager.

2. For each listed transaction determine whether the resource manager is a coordinator or a participant by displaying its
detail using a DCMT DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION command.

3. Complete each transaction for which the resource manager is a coordinator by issuing one or more DCMT VARY
DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION commands.

4. Issue a DCMT VARY RESOURCE MANAGER ... DELETE to delete the resource manager.
5. Complete each transaction for which the resource manager was a participant by issuing a DCMT VARY

DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION command.
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NOTE
For information on using DCMT commands to complete transactions, see 21.4.1, “Completing Distributed
Transactions Using DCMT” Using DCMT.

Manual Recovery
Before You Begin

Before you attempt to manually recover the areas or files of the database, gather the available facts, such as:

1. The time of the system or transaction failure
2. Whether the failure occurred under the central version or in local mode
3. What applications were running at the time the system failed
4. Which areas of the database were in use and whether these were in update mode
5. The time of the preceding quiesce point

You can use the PRINT JOURNAL or MERGE ARCHIVE utility statements to determine the information in items 3, 4, and
5.

Locate Backup and Archive Files

After you've determined the nature of the failure, locate the most recent backup of the database and all archive journal
files created since the backup.

NOTE
To successfully recover the database, all of the archive files must be readable. To increase the likelihood of this,
you can define multiple archive files in the DMCL used to execute the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement.
This directs CA IDMS/DB to create multiple archive files during offload.

Determine if InDoubt Transactions Need Special Attention

Depending on the nature of the recovery operation, incomplete InDoubt transactions may need to be completed manually
as part of the recovery process.

NOTE
For more information on dealing with InDoubt transactions during manual recovery process, see 21.4.2,
“Incomplete Transactions and Manual Recovery”.

Minimize Scope of Recovery

You can limit the recovery process by recovering only the areas or files that were impacted by the failure. Areas that were
available for retrieval do not have to be recovered. Depending on the nature of the failure, recovery may be restricted
to an individual file. If the recovery is due to an application error, all areas updated by the application may need to be
recovered to insure the logical integrity of the database. This may in turn necessitate the recovery of other areas, if
another application has updated both the original and additional areas.

After You Are Done

After you recover an area or file, check the validity of the recovery by:

• Following procedures you designed to check the validity of the data; for example, by executing a report you run
regularly and comparing the output to output produced before the recovery

• Verifying the structure of the database by executing the IDMSDBAN utility

NOTE
For more information on IDMSDBAN, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.

The remainder of this section describes manual recovery procedures under the following circumstances:
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• After a warmstart fails
• I/O errors in a database file
• I/O errors in a journal file
• When journaling in local mode
• When using the database in both local mode and under the central version (mixed-mode recovery)

It also provides special considerations for data sharing environments and native VSAM files.

Recovery From a Quiesced Backup

Quiesced Backup

A quiesced backup is a backup that is performed while no updates are being made to the data that is being copied. The
following types of backup are quiesced backups:

• A backup performed after the DC/UCF system is shutdown
• A backup performed while the DC/UCF system is active, provided that the affected areas are quiesced at the time of

the backup
• A backup performed before and after a local mode job

NOTE
For more information on how to backup a database, see see 21.2, “Backup Procedures”.

Recovery Procedure

The procedure outlined below describes the general approach to recovery from a quiesced backup. See the later sections
in this section for additional considerations specific to certain types of failures.

Action Steps
Copy the files that need to be recovered from the backup
When required: Always.

Execute the RESTORE utility statement using the FILE option or
another comparable utility.

Consolidate, in the sequence in which they were created, the
archive journal files created since the quiesce point established at
the start of the backup procedure.
When required: This step is necessary only under the following
conditions:
In z/OS environments, if the subsequent ROLLFORWARD utility
statement will be executed with the SEQUENTIAL option and
more than one archive journal file must be processed.
In a data sharing environment, if more than one member has
updated the affected areas and the subsequent ROLLFORWARD
utility statement will be executed with either the SEQUENTIAL or
the ALL and STOP TIME options.

Execute one of the following and use as input the properly
concatenated set of archive files:
FIX ARCHIVE utility statement
MERGE ARCHIVE utility statement
EXTRACT JOURNAL utility statement
another comparable utility
If consolidating archive files from multiple members and
the subsequent rollforward will be executed with either the
SEQUENTIAL or the ALL and STOP TIME options, use the
MERGE ARCHIVE utility statement.
Note: For more information, see 21.11, “Data Sharing Recovery
Considerations”.
If recovery involves local mode journal files, the MERGE
ARCHIVE utility statement can be used to consolidate both local
mode journal files and archive files.
Note: For more information, see 21.10, “Recovery Procedures for
Mixed-Mode Operations”.
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Reapply to the restored files all updates made since the backup
was taken
When required: Always.

Execute the ROLLFORWARD utility statement using either the
consolidated journal file or individual archive files concatenated in
the sequence in which they were created.
If the journal files were consolidated using the EXTRACT
JOURNAL utility, specify the FROM EXTRACT option.
If FROM EXTRACT is not specified, then the following
considerations apply:
Specify the SORTED option unless there is insufficient disk space
available. SORTED must be specified if:
A consolidated journal file is not used as input in z/OS
environments and more than one archive file must be processed.
The input journal file is on a device, such as a disk or a 3490 that
does not support reading backwards.
Running ROLLFORWARD in a z/VM environment.
If the SEQUENTIAL option is used and the quiesce point for the
affected areas does not coincide with the start of the first input file,
use the START TIME parameter to identify the quiesce point.

Recovery From a Hot Backup

Hot Backup

A hot backup is a backup that is performed while the database is being updated. The steps that must be taken to create a
usable hot backup are described in 21.2, “Backup Procedures”.

Recovery Procedures

Following are two approaches to recovery from a hot backup. The first involves the use of both the ROLLBACK and
ROLLFORWARD utility statements; the second involves two executions of the ROLLFORWARD utility statement. Either
approach can be used to successfully recover from a hot backup; however certain conditions must be satisfied to use the
second approach.

NOTE
For additional considerations associated with specific types of failure, refer to later sections in this section.

InDoubt Transaction Considerations

With either approach, there is no need to take any special action with regard to incomplete InDoubt transactions during
the first recovery operation (during a ROLLBACK in approach 1 or the first ROLLFORWARD in approach 2), since the
utility will handle them correctly.

However, depending on the nature of the recovery, you may need to take some action for InDoubt transactions that
remain at the end of the final ROLLFORWARD operation. For more information, see 21.4.2, “Incomplete Transactions and
Manual Recovery”.

Restore Procedure 1

This approach can always be used to recover from a hot backup provided that the correct procedures were followed when
the backup was taken and the necessary journal and backup files are available.

Action Steps
Copy the files that need to be recovered from the backup.
When required: Always.

Execute the RESTORE utility statement using the FILE option or
another comparable utility.
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Identify:
The quiesce point that was taken at the beginning of the backup
procedure.
The archive journal files created since this quiesce point up to and
including the one created at the end of the backup procedure.
All archive journal files created since the quiesce point up to the
point of failure.
When required: Always.

Use the PRINT JOURNAL utility statement, or if the quiesce point
was established using the DCMT QUIESCE command, examine
the operating system log for the DC/UCF system on which the
DCMT command was issued.

Consolidate, in the sequence in which they were created, the
archive journal files created between the quiesce point and the
end of the backup procedure.
When required: This step is necessary only under the following
conditions:
In z/OS environments if more than one input journal file must be
processed.
In a data sharing environment, if the SEQUENTIAL option will be
specified on the subsequent ROLLBACK utility statement and
more than one member's journal images must be processed.

Execute one of the following and use as input the properly
concatenated set of archive files:
FIX ARCHIVE utility statement
MERGE ARCHIVE utility statement
Another comparable utility
If consolidating archive files from multiple members and the
subsequent rollback will be executed with the SEQUENTIAL
option, use the MERGE ARCHIVE utility statement.
Note: For more information, see Data Sharing Recovery
Considerations.
This and the subsequent step can be combined by using a sort
utility to do the consolidation unless the use of MERGE ARCHIVE
is required.

If backward read is not supported, presort the journal blocks
created between the quiesce point and the end of the backup
procedure in reverse sequence.
Multiple archive files may be consolidated into a single sorted
output file.
When required: This step is necessary in a z/VM environment or
if the journal files reside on devices such as disk or 3490s that do
not support backward read.

Execute the sort utility and use as input either a set of archive
journal files or the consolidated journal file produced in the
preceding step.
Note: For the sort parameters to use, see the ROLLBACK utility
statement in the CA IDMS Administrating section.

Remove from the restored files the effects of all updates made
between the quiesce point and the end of the backup process.
When required: Always

Execute the ROLLBACK utility statement specifying the
HOTBACKUP option and using either the consolidated journal file
or individual archive files concatenated in the sequence in which
they were created.
If the quiesce point for the affected areas does not coincide with
the start of the input (or the end of the input if it was sorted in
reverse sequence), use the STOP TIME parameter to identify the
quiesce point.
If STOP TIME is specified, also specify ACTIVE; otherwise specify
ALL.
If backward read is not supported for the device on which the input
journal file resides, specify ROLLBACK3490 in the SYSIDMS
parameter file associated with the ROLLBACK job step. This
parameter is not necessary in a z/VM environment.
If a consolidated journal file is not used as input in z/OS
environments, specify the SORTED option.
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Consolidate, in the sequence in which they were created, the
archive journal files created since the quiesce point established at
the start of the backup procedure.
When required: This step is necessary only under the following
conditions:
In z/OS environments, if the subsequent ROLLFORWARD utility
statement will be executed with the SEQUENTIAL option and
more than one archive journal file must be processed.
In a data sharing environment, if more than one member has
updated the affected areas and the subsequent ROLLFORWARD
utility statement will be executed with either the SEQUENTIAL or
the ALL and STOP TIME options.

Execute one of the following and use as input the properly
concatenated set of archive files:
FIX ARCHIVE utility statement
MERGE ARCHIVE utility statement
EXTRACT JOURNAL utility statement
Another comparable utility
If consolidating archive files from multiple members and
the subsequent rollforward will be executed with either the
SEQUENTIAL or the ALL and STOP TIME parameters, use the
MERGE ARCHIVE utility statement.
Note: For more information, see Data Sharing Recovery
Considerations.
If recovery also involves local mode journal files, the MERGE
ARCHIVE utility statement can be used to consolidate local mode
journal files and archive files.
Note: For more information, see Recovery Procedures for Mixed-
Mode Operations.

Reapply to the restored files all updates made since the quiesce
point established at the beginning of the backup procedure.
When required: Always.

Execute the ROLLFORWARD utility statement using either the
consolidated journal file or individual archive files concatenated in
the sequence in which they were created.
If the journal files were consolidated using the EXTRACT
JOURNAL utility, specify the FROM EXTRACT option.
If FROM EXTRACT is not specified, then the following
considerations apply:
Specify the SORTED option unless there is insufficient disk space
available. SORTED must be specified if:
A consolidated journal file is not used as input in z/OS
environments and more than one archive file must be processed.
The input journal file is on a device, such as a disk or a 3490 that
does not support reading backwards.
Running ROLLFORWARD in a z/VM environment.
If the SEQUENTIAL option is used and the quiesce point for the
affected areas does not coincide with the start of the first input file,
use the START TIME parameter to identify the quiesce point.

Restore Procedure 2

The use of this approach requires that:

• Two quiesce points were established during the hot backup procedure
• Backward read is supported for the input journal files. Backward read is not available in z/VM environments nor when

the journal files reside on disk or a device such as a 3490

If either of these conditions are not satisfied, the first recovery approach must be followed.

Action Steps
Copy the files that need to be recovered from the backup
When required: Always.

Execute the RESTORE utility statement using the FILE option or
another comparable utility.

Identify the two quiesce points that were taken during the backup
process. Also identify the archive journal files that were created
between those quiesce points and after the second quiesce point.
When required: Always.

Use the PRINT JOURNAL utility statement, or if the quiesce point
was established using the DCMT QUIESCE command, examine
the operating system log for the DC/UCF system on which the
DCMT command was issued.
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Consolidate, in the sequence in which they were created, the
archive journal files created between the two quiesce points
established during the backup procedure.
When required: This step is necessary only in z/OS, and data
sharing environments if more than one archive journal file must be
processed.

Execute one of the following and use as input the properly
concatenated set of archive files:
FIX ARCHIVE utility statement
MERGE ARCHIVE utility statement
Another comparable utility
Note: If consolidating archive files from multiple data sharing
members, use the MERGE ARCHIVE utility statement. For more
information, see Data Sharing Recovery Considerations.

Reapply to the restored files all updates made between the two
quiesce points.

Execute the ROLLFORWARD utility statement specifying the
SEQUENTIAL option and using either the consolidated journal file
or individual archive files concatenated in the sequence in which
they were created.
If the first quiesce point for the affected areas does not coincide
with the start of the first input file, use the START TIME parameter
to identify the quiesce point.
If the second quiesce point does not coincide with the end of
the last input file, use the STOP TIME parameter to identify the
second quiesce point.
Note: Output from the EXTRACT utility statement cannot be used
to apply the images during this step.

Consolidate, in the sequence in which they were created, the
archive journal files created after the second quiesce point
established during the backup procedure.
When required: This step is necessary only under the following
conditions:
In z/OS environments, if the subsequent ROLLFORWARD utility
statement will be executed with the SEQUENTIAL option and
more than one archive journal file must be processed.
In a data sharing environment, if more than one member has
updated the affected areas and the subsequent ROLLFORWARD
utility statement will be executed with either the SEQUENTIAL or
the ALL and STOP TIME options.

Execute one of the following and use as input the properly
concatenated set of archive files:
FIX ARCHIVE utility statement
MERGE ARCHIVE utility statement
EXTRACT JOURNAL utility statement
Another comparable utility
If consolidating archive files from multiple members and
the subsequent rollforward will be executed with either the
SEQUENTIAL or the ALL and STOP TIME parameters, use the
MERGE ARCHIVE utility statement.
Note: For more information, see Data Sharing Recovery
Considerations.
If recovery also involves local mode journal files, the MERGE
ARCHIVE utility statement can be used to consolidate local mode
journal files and archive files.
Note: For more information, see Recovery Procedures for Mixed-
Mode Operations.

Reapply to the restored files, all updates made since the second
quiesce point.
Note: Updates made prior to the second quiesce point may also
be reapplied during this step; however there is no need to do so.
When required: Always.

Execute the ROLLFORWARD utility statement using either the
consolidated journal file or individual archive files concatenated in
the sequence in which they were created.
If the journal files were consolidated using the EXTRACT
JOURNAL utility, specify the FROM EXTRACT option.
If FROM EXTRACT is not specified, then the following
considerations apply:
Specify the SORTED option unless there is insufficient disk space
available to perform the sort. SORTED must be specified if a
consolidated journal file is not used as input in z/OS environments
and more than one archive file must be processed.
If the SEQUENTIAL option is used and the quiesce point for the
affected areas does not coincide with the start of the first input file,
use the START TIME parameter to identify the quiesce point.
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Reducing Recovery Time

Ways to Reduce Recovery Time

It is often critical to recover a database as quickly as possible to meet availability demands. The length of time it takes to
recover can be reduced by:

• Limiting the scope of the recovery
• Reducing the time between backups
• Sorting journal images
• Pre-processing archive files

Limiting Scope of Recovery

One of the most significant factors affecting recovery time is the number of files being recovered. If recovering due to an I/
O error, only a single file may need to be recovered. If recovering due to a journal I/O error, it may be necessary to recover
all files in the database. To reduce time, recover only those files or areas impacted by the failure.

Reducing Time Between Backups

Another factor that affects recovery time is the number of journal images that must be applied to a restored file. One way
to reduce the volume of journal images is to backup more frequently. Backups should be taken frequently enough that
recovery times meet your operational requirements.

Sorting Journal Images

Another way to reduce the number of journal images applied to a restored file is to use the SORTED option of the
ROLLFORWARD or ROLLBACK utility statement. By specifying this option, only the last AFTR image (in the case
of ROLLFORWARD) or the first BFOR image (in the case of ROLLBACK) is applied to the database. While time and
resources are required to sort the journal images, the number of I/Os to the database (and therefore the length of time
needed to recover) may be significantly reduced using this option.

NOTE
There are restrictions on the use of the SORTED option when recovering from a hot backup. For more
information, see 21.5.2, “Recovery From a Hot Backup”.

Preprocessing Archive Files

Another way to reduce the time needed to recover is to preprocess journal images using the EXTRACT JOURNAL utility
statement. This utility eliminates redundant journal images by retaining only the last AFTR image for a dbkey. It creates an
output file (called an extract file) that subsequently can be used as input to the ROLLFORWARD utility statement.

A backup plan may include the regular use of EXTRACT JOURNAL to pre-process archive journal files. If a recovery
then becomes necessary, the extract files already exist and can be used in place of the original archive files to reduce the
volume of journal images that must be applied to the database, thereby reducing the length of time it takes to recover.

To illustrate how this may be done, the EXTRACT JOURNAL utility might be executed each night. Its input would consist
of all archive files produced since the previous night's extract or since the previous backup, whichever occurred most
recently. If a recovery becomes necessary, the EXTRACT JOURNAL utility must be executed one more time to process
the remaining archive files. After the database files are restored from the backup, the ROLLFORWARD utility is used to
reapply updates. Its input is the concatenated set of extract files produced since the backup.

NOTE
There are restrictions on the use of extract files when recovering from a hot backup.

More Information

• For more information, see 21.5.2, “Recovery From a Hot Backup”.
• For more information on and for considerations in the use of the EXTRACT JOURNAL utility statement in a data

sharing environment, see 21.11, “Data Sharing Recovery Considerations”.
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Recovering a Large Number of Files

Operating System File Limitations

Some operating systems impose a limit on the number of files that can be accessed within a single job step. Except when
exploiting extended file support in z/OS, the limit for a central version is the same as that for a batch job and so there are
no special considerations involved in recovery.

Extended File Support

CA IDMS has extended the number of files that can be accessed by a central version in a z/OS operating system to
exceed that which can be accessed by a batch job step. While useful, this capability may impact manual recovery.

Extended File Support and Manual Recovery

Under rare circumstances, it may be necessary to recover more files than can be accessed by a single batch job step. If
this occurs, it will be necessary to split the recovery operation into multiple job steps each of which recovers a subset of
the areas, files or segments within the DMCL. Each job step can access up to 3273 files.

Recovery Procedures After a Warmstart Failure
Before You Begin

Before you begin the recovery process, determine why the warmstart failed. Start by checking any shutdown or warmstart
messages. The failure could be due to:

• Changes made to the DMCL or startup JCL
• Hardware problems
• Software maintenance
• Disabling change tracking

Corrective Action

If the failure is due to:

Change Action
Changes in the DMCL and a timestamp mismatch is detected Warmstart the system using the prior version of the DMCL load

module
Note: The warmstart failure could have been avoided through the
use of change tracking by the CV.

Changes in the startup JCL Correct the JCL and restart the system
Note: The warmstart failure could have been avoided through the
use of change tracking by the CV.

Software maintenance Back out the maintenance and restart the system
Disabling change tracking Warmstart the system specifying an IGNORE_SYSTRK_DMCL

SYSIDMS parameter and ensure that the correct DMCL load
module and startup JCL is used

NOTE
For more information on implementing change tracking, see "Change Tracking" in the Administrating section.

Steps
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In the unlikely event that hardware or software problems prevent the warmstart process from recovering the database,
follow these steps:

Action Statement
Offload all journal files ARCHIVE JOURNAL with the FULL option to offload all full journal

files. This should be followed by an ARCHIVE JOURNAL with
the READ option to offload the journal that was active when the
abnormal system failure occurred.

Check for incomplete InDoubt transactions.
Be sure to include all archive files created since the last quiesce
point.

PRINT JOURNAL and FIX ARCHIVE

If incomplete InDoubt transactions exist, complete them manually
by creating a new archive file.
For more information, see 21.4.2, “Incomplete Transactions and
Manual Recovery”.

FIX ARCHIVE using manual recovery control file input to complete
the InDoubt transactions.

Recover the transactions that were active at the time of the
system failure (that is, abended transactions)

ROLLBACK with the ACTIVE option

Unlock the areas that were not accessed during the rollback
process. The ROLLBACK statement identifies what areas it
unlocked.

UNLOCK

Reinitialize the journal files FORMAT JOURNAL

Data Sharing Considerations

If a member of a data sharing group is unable to warmstart and manual recovery must be undertaken, any shared area
that was being updated by the failing member must be quiesced in all other members of the data sharing group before the
ROLLBACK utility is executed. To quiesce the area, change its status to OFFLINE or TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL. Do not
use the DCMT QUIESCE command to quiesce the area.

NOTE
For additional data sharing considerations, see 21.11, "Data Sharing Recovery Considerations".

Recovery Procedures from Database File I/O Errors
What an I/O Error Means

An I/O error occurring on a database file indicates that an error occurred trying to read or write to the file. This may be
caused by hardware malfunctions such as a channel problem, which if corrected, means that no recovery operation is
needed. An I/O error can also be caused by a physically damaged file or disk device; this type of error requires recovery
of the file.

Identifying a Database File I/O Error

When CA IDMS/DB encounters an I/O error in a database file, the following events occur:

1. CA IDMS/DB issues one of the following messages:
– DC205007, which indicates a read error
– DC205008, which indicates a write error

2. The transaction abends with a code of 3010 or 3011.
3. CA IDMS/DB performs automatic recovery processing.

If Recovery is Successful
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If the recovery process is successful, CA IDMS/DB continues processing. To fix the I/O error, you must follow these steps:

Action Statement
Take the area(s) associated with the bad database file offline DCMT VARY AREA with the OFFLINE option
Identify the problem and fix it. If the problem is not associated
with the database file itself (for example, the problem is due to a
bad channel), perform step 3 after the problem is corrected; if the
problem is due to a damaged file, perform the steps outlined for an
unsuccessful recovery.
Bring the area(s) associated with the database file online DCMT VARY AREA with the ONLINE option

If the Recovery is Unsuccessful

If the recovery process is unsuccessful, CA IDMS/DB suspends the transaction and issues the following message:

DC205009 TRANSACTION SUSPENDED. TRANSACTION ID: transaction-id

When CA IDMS/DB issues this message, quiesce the area in which the problem occurred as quickly as possible to
prevent additional transactions from readying the area. The following table identifies all the steps:

Action Statement
Quiesce the affected area (see Considerations in this section) DCMT VARY AREA with the TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL or

OFFLINE options
Switch to a new journal file DCMT VARY JOURNAL
De-allocate the file DCMT VARY FILE with the DEALLOCATE option; use the FORCE

option if the file cannot be closed (for example, because of a
channel problem)

Restore a copy of the damaged file using the last backup tape as
input. If the FORCE option was used in step 3, recreate the file
with a new name

RESTORE with the FILE option

Rollforward the restored copy of the file using the archive journal
files in the order they were created

Various. See 21.5, “Manual Recovery"

If the file was restored to a new location:
Recatalog it in z/OS
Update the standard labels in z/VSE

Operating system facilities

If the file was renamed in z/OS or z/VM, change its dataset name DCMT VARY FILE with the DSNAME option
Make the new file available to the central version DCMT VARY FILE with the ALLOCATE option
Re-activate the suspended transactions so they complete
automatic recovery

DCMT VARY FILE with the ACTIVE option

Re-activate the area for update processing If the area was varied OFFLINE, issue DCMT VARY AREA with
the ONLINE option
If the area was varied to TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL mode, first
vary it OFFLINE and then ONLINE

Considerations

Quiescing the Area

Quiesce the area by varying it offline or retrieval. The differences are as follows:
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• If the area is varied offline, no new transactions will be able to access the area until the recovery is complete and the
area is varied online; existing transactions will complete if possible.

• If the area is varied to transient retrieval, transactions can continue to read data from the area but cannot update until
the recovery is complete and the area is varied offline and back online. This may be useful if the area is mapped to
many files (only one of which is damaged) or if only a small portion of the file is damaged. It can also be beneficial if
most of the file blocks are in a buffer or a dataspace.

If the area to be recovered is a system area, it may be necessary to terminate predefined system run units by issuing
a DCMT VARY RUN UNIT ... OFFLINE command to quiesce activity to the area. It is advisable to vary the status of a
system area to transient retrieval rather than offline.

In a data sharing environment, it is important to quiesce a shared area in all members of the data sharing group. The
broadcast capability of DCMT commands can be used to do this easily.

Renaming the File

If you restored the file under a new name, you must make sure that the correct file is used the next time the system is
started. If change tracking is in effect for the DC/UCF system, CA IDMS automatically ensures that the correct file is used
when the system is restarted following an abnormal termination. However, if change tracking is not in use or if you shut
down the system, you must do one of the following:

• Rename (and recatalog) the restored file to its original name before restarting the DC/UCF system.
• Alter the system startup JCL to reference the new dataset name.
• After recovery is complete, modify the dataset name in the definition of the file, regenerate all DMCLs which include

the file's segment and make the new DMCL available to the DC/UCF system.

If you fail to do one of the above, CA IDMS/DB will attempt to access the wrong file the next time the system is started.
This may have serious consequences if the original file still exists.

More Information

• For more information on making a DMCL available to a runtime system, see see 7.13, “DMCL Statements”.
• For more information on implementing change tracking, see "Change Tracking" in the Administrating section.

Use of Deallocate Force

If the damaged file was de-allocated using the FORCE option, the DC/UCF system marks the file as closed and de-
allocated but does not actually issue the corresponding operating system requests. For this reason, you must restore the
file under a different dataset name. When the DC/UCF system is eventually shutdown, it will not shutdown successfully
because the operating system will attempt to close the original file. This will either cause an abend or the DC/UCF system
will hang. In either case, examine the messages produced on the log. If the following message appears, the database
system has completed processing and no additional action is required:

DC200010 CA IDMS/DB Inactive

If this message does not appear, you should restart the system (after taking appropriate steps such as renaming the file)
and then shut it down.

Correcting the Lock Option of an Area and File

If the area associated with a damaged database file is in retrieval mode or offline and the file was restored with the area
lock on, then the area status is incompatible with the file status. If you try to vary the area online, IDMS responds with an
error. To correct this situation, issue a DCMT VARY AREA command with the UPDATE LOCKED option. This command
allows IDMS to vary the area to an update mode even though the file is locked.

InDoubt Transaction Considerations
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No special action regarding InDoubt transactions should be necessary, since they will complete once the file is varied
active and resynchronization takes place with the coordinator.

Recovery Procedures from Journal File I/O Errors
If an I/O error is encountered when accessing a journal file, the system responds differently depending on whether a read
or write error is encountered:

• If a write error occurs, CA IDMS/DB swaps to a new journal file, re-issues the journal write and disables the use of the
file on which the error occurred.

• If a read error occurs, CA IDMS/DB writes message DC205007 to the system log, indicating a read error and disables
the journal file from further use.

The DC/UCF system will continue to operate without the use of the damaged journal file, although processing may be
slower due to the availability of fewer journal files.

Automatic Recovery Failure

If a transaction abends (or issues a rollback) and, in order to recover, CA IDMS/DB must access a disabled journal file, it
places the failing transaction in a suspended state and issues the following message to the log:

DC205009 Transaction suspended.  Transaction id xxxxxx

Recovery Procedure Steps

To recover from an I/O error on a journal file, follow these steps:

Action Statement
1. Vary the affected journal file offline DCMT VARY JOURNAL FILE OFFLINE
2. Monitor the status of the journal file within the system. DCMT DISPLAY JOURNAL FILE
3. If the journal file's status changes to OFFLINE, continue with
Step 4. Otherwise, perform the steps outlined for unable to reach
offline status.
4. Identify the problem and correct it. If the problemis not
associated with the journal file itself (the problem is due to a bad
channel for example), correct the problem and continue with Step
5. If the problem is due to a damaged file, proceed with the steps
outlined in "Repairing a Damaged Journal File."
5 Vary the affected journal file online. DCMT VARY JOURNAL FILE ONLINE

If the Journal Does Not Reach Offline Status

There are two conditions that may prevent a journal file from reaching an offline status:

• One or more active transactions are still dependent on the file for recovery
• The journal file has not been archived

If the journal file does not reach offline status, take the following actions:

Action Statement
1. Determine if active transactions still depend on the journal file. DCMT DISPLAY JOURNAL FILE PENDING TRANSACTIONS
2. If no pending transactions exist:
2.1 Offload the journal file ARCHIVE JOURNAL
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2.2 If the archive is successful, the journal file will reach offline
status, so proceed with Step 4 in the preceding table.
2.3 If the archive is not successful, perform a quiescedbackup of
all areas that were in update mode at the time of the I/O error and
then proceed with the steps outlined in "Repairing a Damaged
Journal File."

Various
See "Quiesced Backup Procedure" in 21.2, “Backup Procedures".

3. If pending suspended transactions exist, quiesce all update
activity within the system.

DCMT VARY AREA OR SEGMENT

4. If pending non-suspended transactions exist:
4.1 Wait for them to complete. Do not cancel them.
4.2 If there are pending InDoubt distributed transactions, try
to complete them by initiating resynchronization with their
coordinator.

Various
See 21.3.3, “Resynchronization”

5. If only pending suspended transactions exist, cancel the
system and proceed with the steps outlined in "Manual Recovery
Following a Journal File I/O Error."

Operating system facilities

Repairing a Damaged Journal File

Take the following actions to repair a damaged journal file while the DC/UCF system remains active:

Action Statement
1. De-allocate the journal file DCMT VARY JOURNAL FILE DEALLOCATE

Use the FORCE option if the file cannot be closed (for example,
because of a channel problem)

2. Allocate a new journal file; if the FORCE option was used in
Step 1, create the file with a new name

Operating system facilities

3. Format the new journal file FORMAT JOURNAL
4. If the file was allocated in a new location or with a new name
Recatalog it in z/OS
Update the standard labels in z/VSE

Operating system facilities

5. If the file was allocated with a new name, make the name
known to the DC/UCF system

DCMT VARY JOURNAL FILE DSNAME

6. Make the new file available to the DC/UCF system DCMT VARY JOURNAL FILE ONLINE

Considerations for Renaming the File

If you allocated the new journal file using a new name, you must make sure that the correct file is used the next time the
system is started. If change tracking is in effect for the DC/UCF system, CA IDMS automatically ensures that the correct
file is used when the system is restarted following an abnormal termination. However, if change tracking is not in use or if
you shutdown the system, you must do one of the following:

• Rename (and recatalog) the new journal file to the original name before restarting the DC/UCF system.
• Alter the system startup JCL to reference the new dataset name.
• If using dynamic allocation for journal files, after recovery is complete, modify the dataset name in the definition of the

journal file, regenerate the impacted DMCL and make the new DMCL available to the DC/UCF system.

If you fail to do one of the above, CA IDMS attempts to access the wrong journal file the next time the system is started.
This may have serious consequences if the original file still exists.

More Information
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• For more information on making a DMCL available to a runtime system, see see 7.13, “DMCL Statements”.
• For more information on the use of change tracking, see "Change Tracking" in the Administrating section.

Manual Recovery Following a Journal File I/O Error

If one or more transactions cannot be rolled back due to their dependence on the damaged journal file, take the following
actions to complete the recovery process:

Action Statement
1. Restore all areas that were open at the time of the I/O error
(including load and queue areas)

RESTORE

2. Check for incomplete InDoubt transactions using the archive
journal files created since each backup was taken

PRINT JOURNAL or FIX ARCHIVE

3. If incomplete InDoubt transactions exist, complete them
manually by creating a new archive file.

FIX ARCHIVE using manual recovery control file input to complete
the InDoubt transactions

4. Roll forward all restored areas using the archive journal files
created since each backup was taken or the corrected file created
in the preceding step

ROLLFORWARD with the COMPLETED and AREA options

5. Initialize all journal files FORMAT JOURNAL with the ALL option
6. Backup all recovered database areas BACKUP with the FILE option
7. Re-start the system
8. Re-run all transactions that were not recovered

Considerations

Quiescing System Activity

In a data sharing environment, it is important to quiesce a shared area in all members of the data sharing group. The
broadcase capability of DCMT commands can be used to do this easily.

Conservative Approach

The steps outlined above take a conservative approach to the recovery process in two ways:

• No attempt is made to try and offload the damaged journal file. If the file can be offloaded, then the areas can be
recovered using ROLLBACK (with the ACTIVE option) rather than using RESTORE and ROLLFORWARD.

• All areas being updated by the system are recovered. If you identify the areas that were being updated by the
suspended transactions, then recovery can be limited to those areas and other areas which are logically-associated.
To identify the areas that were being updated, you can use the DCMT DISPLAY TRANSACTION command for the
suspended transactions or the DCMT DISPLAY AREA command which will identify the areas that have not quiesced.

Distributed Transaction Considerations

If journal information was lost due to the I/O error and areas had to be restored, any transactions whose journal images
were lost were effectively backed out. This can lead to a mixed result for distributed transactions, since changes on other
systems may have been committed. Unfortunately, there may be no way to determine what other systems are impacted
due to the loss in journal information.

If you do know of another system that might be involved in one of these transactions, use their journal or log information
to identify distributed transactions impacted by the failure. Look for distributed transactions in which the failed system was
involved (as either a participant or a coordinator) and that were committed subsequent to the point to which an impacted
area was restored.
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Recovery Procedures for Local Mode Operations
Recovery procedures for local mode operations differ depending on whether you are journaling and if so, whether you are
journaling to a disk device or tape device. The following topics provide the recovery procedures for each situation.

No Journaling

Use the Backup File

If you are not maintaining journal files during execution of a local mode job and the job terminates abnormally, you must
restore all areas updated by the local mode application.

Journaling to a Tape Device

Steps

To recover a local mode database when journaling to a tape device, follow these steps:

Action Statement
Rollback the database or areas of the database using as input the
tape journal file created by the local mode job

If the job can be re-started from the last COMMIT point,
useROLLBACK with the ACTIVE option
If the job has to be re-run from the beginning, use ROLLBACK
with the ALL option

Re-run the application

Journaling to a Disk Device

Steps

If you are journaling a local mode job to a disk device, follow these steps:

Action Statement
Copy the journal file to a tape device Operating system utility
Follow the steps outlined above for journaling to a tape device
above

Using an Incomplete Journal File

What is an Incomplete Journal File?

An incomplete journal file is a journal file that does not contain a final ABRT checkpoint for the active transaction or even
an end-of-file mark. This occurs when the journal file has been unexpectedly interrupted, for example, when the operating
system crashes. An incomplete journal file is not suitable for recovering your database. To make a suitable journal file for
recovery, use the FIX ARCHIVE utility statement, which:

• Reads the damaged file and creates a new one
• Writes an ABRT checkpoint at the end of the new file

Steps

To recover a database in local mode, using an incomplete journal file, follow these steps:

Action Statement
Fix the journal file FIX ARCHIVE
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Recover the database using the output from the FIX ARCHIVE
utility statement as described for journaling to a tape device
above.

Recovery Procedures for Mixed-Mode Operations
What is a Mixed-Mode Operation?

When database areas have been updated both in local mode and under the central version (for example, when an area
has been varied offline, subsequently updated by a local transaction that used journaling, and then varied back online),
the database must be restored by using both the local and the central version journals.

Mixed Mode Recovery

The following scenario is an example of synchronizing the recovery operations by explicitly using both the central version
and local journals to ensure proper recovery of all database areas:

6 a.m.        Nightly backups taken

8 a.m.        System startup:  AREA1, AREA2,

              AREA3 are readied in update

              mode under the central version.

10:30 a.m.    AREA1 is varied offline.

              While offline, a local mode program

              (using a tape journal) updates

              AREA1 while the central version

              continues to update AREA2 and

              AREA3.

11:30 a.m.    A VARY JOURNAL command is issued

              for the central version journal.

              AREA1 is varied back online and

              the central version continues to
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              update AREA1, AREA2, and AREA3.

12:00 p.m.    Database file I/O error occurs

              on AREA1.

When the database file I/O error occurs, the affected file associated with AREA1 must be restored by using both the local
and central version journals.

Steps to Recover the Database

The following steps illustrate one approach to recovery, given the situation outlined above. Note that with this approach
two separate rollforward operations are used. To process journal images from both central version and local mode
operations in a single execution of the ROLLFORWARD utility, you must use the alternate recovery approach described
next.

Action Statement
Restore the damaged file using the backup tapes produced at 6
a.m.

RESTORE with the FILE option

Rollforward all archive files produced before 11:30 ROLLFORWARD FILE specifying ALL
Rollforward the local journal file, restoring the file up to 11:30 a.m. ROLLFORWARD FILE specifying ALL
Rollforward using the archive files produced between 11:30 a.m.
and 12:00 p.m.

ROLLFORWARD FILE with the COMPLETE option

For a complete description of the recovery process, see 21.7, “Recovery Recovery Procedures from Database File I/O
Errors".

An Alternate Approach

The following steps illustrate an alternate approach to recovery in a mixed-mode environment. With this approach, the
local mode journal file is first merged with the archive files produced by the central version and the merged output file is
used to recover the database in a single rollforward operation.

Action Statement
Restore the damaged file using the backup tapes produced at 6
a.m.

RESTORE with the FILE option.

Merge the local mode journal file with all archive files produced
since 8 a.m.

MERGE ARCHIVE specifying the COMPLETE option

For a complete description of the recovery process, see 21.7, "Recovery Procedures from Database File I/O Errors".

Data Sharing Recovery Considerations
Quiescing Update Activity

Whenever it becomes necessary to quiesce access to an area during a recovery operation, the quiesce must apply to
all members of a data sharing group. For recovery purposes, the quiesce will usually be done by varying the area status
to OFFLINE or TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL using a DCMT VARY command. This command must be executed in every
member to establish a group-wide quiesce for a shared area. To do this easily, the command may be broadcast to other
members of the group.
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Occasionally, it will be sufficient to quiesce update access to an area through the use of a DCMT QUIESCE command.
This command will automatically propagate the quiesce for a shared area to all group members, so there is no need to
execute it on more than one member of the group.

NOTE
For more information on DCMT commands and how to broadcast them, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and
Operator Reference section.

Recovery from a Warmstart Failure

If warmstart fails for one or more members of a data sharing group, recovery can proceed just as if the DC/UCF systems
were not data sharing members. This is true even if manual recovery is necessary provided that all shared areas being
updated by the members at the time of failure are quiesced in the remaining members of the group. The quiesce should
be done by varying the status of the affected areas to OFFLINE using a DCMT VARY command.

If manual recovery is necessary, each member can be recovered independently provided that:

• Only the ROLLBACK recovery utility is used
• The ACTIVE option is specified when executing ROLLBACK, and
• Executions of the ROLLBACK utility are serialized

Failure to comply with these conditions, may result in database corruption.

Recovery from Other Types of Failures

Except when following the above procedure to recover from a warmstart failure, the archive files from all members
that have updated a shared area since the backup was taken must be included in any manual recovery. Furthermore,
the journal images from all members must be processed together in the same execution of the ROLLFORWARD or
ROLLBACK utility. It is not valid to process the images from one member in one execution followed by the images from
another member in another execution, since journal images must be processed in chronological sequence.

Recovery from a warmstart failure is an exception to this rule only because records updated by one member cannot be
accessed by another member until the changes are committed or rolled out. If warmstart fails, the unrecovered records
remain locked, so no other member can update them. This means that there will never be more than a single member with
a before image for an unrecovered record and so inter-member sequencing is not important.

Using MERGE ARCHIVE

The MERGE ARCHIVE utility is used to merge the journal images from multiple members so that they are in chronological
sequence. As noted above, most recovery utilities require that journal images be processed chronologically. In a data
sharing environment, the journal images produced by each member are in chronological sequence, but the images for
areas concurrently updated by multiple members are contained in each member's archive files. The MERGE ARCHIVE
utility interleaves the journal images from multiple members so that they occur in date/time sequence. The resulting output
file may then be used as input to a ROLLFORWARD, ROLLBACK, or EXTRACT JOURNAL utility statement.

When executing the MERGE ARCHIVE utility statement, the input consists of a concatenated set of archive files and
optionally a merge archive file produced from a previous execution of the MERGE ARCHIVE utility. Archive files produced
by a single member must be processed in the order in which they were created. Archive files from different members may
be processed in any order relative to those of other members.

When to Use MERGE ARCHIVE

The output of the MERGE ARCHIVE utility can always be used as input to the ROLLFORWARD, ROLLBACK, and
EXTRACT JOURNAL utility statements in place of the original archive files. It can also be used to combine local mode
journal files and archive files when mixed-mode updates must be recovered.

However, while optional in most cases, MERGE ARCHIVE must be used to merge the journal images of multiple data
sharing group members before those images are processed by:
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• ROLLFORWARD or ROLLBACK utility statements that specify the SEQUENTIAL option.
• ROLLFORWARD, ROLLBACK, or EXTRACT JOURNAL utility statements that specify both the ALL and STOP TIME

options.

Using EXTRACT JOURNAL

The EXTRACT JOURNAL utility is used to preprocess journal images in order to reduce recovery time. This utility can
also be used in a data sharing environment. Any of the following are valid approaches to its use:

• Separately preprocess the archive files of each member
• Preprocess the archive files of multiple members together
• Merge the archive files of multiple members using the MERGE ARCHIVE utility and then preprocess the merge file

You must use the third approach if the ALL and STOP TIME parameters are specified on the EXTRACT JOURNAL utility
statement; otherwise, any of the above approaches can be used to preprocess journal files in a data sharing environment.

If using either of the first two approaches, the EXTRACT JOURNAL utility statement can be executed on a periodic
basis to preprocess the archive files created since its previous execution, or since a backup was taken. If recovery
becomes necessary, all extract files produced since the backup must be concatenated as input to a single execution of
the ROLLFORWARD utility. The order in which the extract files are concatenated must be such that the journal images for
each member are in chronological sequence. It makes no difference in which order the images of one member occur in
relation to those of another member.

If using the third approach, the entire set of archive files produced by group members that have updated the affected
areas must be merged prior to executing the EXTRACT JOURNAL utility. The MERGE ARCHIVE utility can be executed
on a periodic basis to merge the archive files created since its previous execution with the previously created merge file.
The EXTRACT JOURNAL utility can then be used to preprocess the final merge file.

NOTE
For more information on executing both the MERGE ARCHIVE and the EXTRACT JOURNAL utility statements,
see the CA IDMS Administrating section.

Coupling Facility Failures

Certain types of failures are unique to a data sharing environment, such as the loss of a coupling facility or a structure
within the coupling facility. In some cases, all members of a group will fail and recovery must be coordinated across the
group, a process called "group restart."

NOTE
For more information on recovering from coupling facility failures and group restart, see the Administrating
section.

Considerations for Recovery of Native VSAM Files
About Recovery for Native VSAM Files

CA IDMS/DB performs journaling for native VSAM files just like it does for other types of files it supports. The recovery
procedures described in this section apply to native VSAM files also. The processing difference is that the BACKUP
and RESTORE utility statements cannot be used with native VSAM files. Instead, use IDCAMS or some other utility for
backing up and restoring the file.

Potential Problems

Since VSAM controls the actual updating of the data sets, recovery problems may occur. If a total system failure occurs
after CA IDMS/DB passes control to VSAM, automatic recovery is not guaranteed. Therefore, you should back up native
VSAM data sets frequently, as described in the appropriate VSAM documentation. Recovery can then be accomplished by
restoring your file Using IDCAMS (or some other utility) and ROLLFORWARD utility statements.

File Verification After Failure
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If a DC/UCF system fails or a local mode application terminates abnormally, you must issue the IDCAMS VERIFY
command for native VSAM files that were open for update at the time of the failure.

Limitations for ESDS Areas

You cannot use the ROLLBACK utility statement for an ESDS area to which a record has been added, because VSAM
does not allow the necessary erase.

Limitations for KSDS Areas

Due to limitations within the VSAM access method, ROLLFORWARD and ROLLBACK cannot be run with the SORTED
option to recover native VSAM KSDS areas. If you need to use the SORTED option, because of the volume of data, and a
database that contains a mixture of KSDS, ESDS, and/or RRDS native VSAM files, follow these steps:

Action Statement
Restore the native VSAM files Operating system facility
Rollforward or rollback the area that maps to the KSDS file; the
utility statement recovers the KSDS file and any associated
alternate indexes.

ROLLFORWARD or ROLLBACK with the SEQUENTIAL option

Rollforward or rollback all the remaining areas or files. ROLLFORWARD or ROLLBACK with the SORTED option

Loading a Non-SQL Defined Database
Loading Options

To load a database defined with non-SQL DDL statements, you can use either:

• The FASTLOAD utility statement
• A user-written load program

FASTLOAD Utility Statement

To use FASTLOAD, you must write and compile a format program that specifies how to load the data. After executing
the format program, you invoke the FASTLOAD utility statement, which loads record occurrences into the database and
makes set connections using the output from the format program. It also builds indexes during the load process.

User-Written Program

You can also load a database by using DML commands in a user-written application. The application can be written in any
of the languages CA IDMS/DB supports.

If you use a user-written program to load the database, you should organize the record occurrences in the input file so that
they mimic the structure of the database. For example, you should sort the records so that a CALC record is followed by
its VIA member record occurrences. Steps for organizing the input file appear in more detail later in this section.

Advantages of FASTLOAD

FASTLOAD is often more efficient than a user-written program for loading a database with complicated structures (for
example, multiple-member sets or multi-level record relationships). Additionally, FASTLOAD does not require pre-sorted
data. As part of its internal processing, FASTLOAD sorts the data at certain points during the load process.

Loading Database Records Using FASTLOAD
The following topics provide information about how to use FASTLOAD to load database records.

Requires a User-Written Format Program

To use FASTLOAD, you must write a format program that uses subroutines provided by CA to prepare data for input to the
FASTLOAD utility statement.
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NOTE
For more information on and a description of the format program, see the FASTLOAD statement in the CA IDMS
Administrating section.

General Considerations

Always Load in Local Mode

You must load a database in local mode. Journaling is not required, and is not recommended when loading a database for
these reasons:

• The load utility does not maintain checkpoints
• It's easier to re-run a failed job step than to recover the database
• Journaling can impact performance

Cross-Area Sets

• If the owner and member records of an automatic set exist in different database areas, load the areas together.
• If the owner and member records of a manual set exist in different database areas, either:

– Load the areas together
– Run a user-written program to connect the records after loading the entire database

CALC Records

The target page for CALC records to be loaded into a database can be determined in one of two ways:

• By the standard CA IDMS/DB CALC routine (IDMSCALC).
• By a user-written CALC exit routine (IDMSCLCX) that was compiled and link-edited with IDMSUXIT.

WARNING
If you determine the target page using IDMSCALC, you must use it whenever the database is accessed;
likewise, if you use the IDMSCLCX user exit, you must continue to use an IDMSUXIT module with which it is
linked.

NOTE
For more information on enabling user exits by linking IDMSUXIT, refer to the "User Exits" section of the CA
IDMS Systems Operations topics.

Compressed Data

If the schema definition specifies compression for a record type, CA IDMS/DB compresses the record before it stores
it during a load operation. Therefore, before you begin the load procedure, be sure the schema definition includes the
information it requires to compress the record occurrences.

Reserving Space on the Page

To reserve space for the storage of additional records on a page or for increases in the length of records stored on a page,
add an area override to the DMCL that specifies a page reserve. When the load is complete, you can remove the area
override.

Buffers

The DMCL that you use to load the database should contain a local mode buffer that contains at least 10 pages. One
large buffer should be sufficient. However, you may obtain performance improvements by assigning the files associated
with each area to a separate buffer. If you don't have enough resources, then try to assign the files associated with the
following areas to separate buffers:

• Index area
• Areas for which the owner record exists in one area and the member record exists in another area

Considerations for Large Databases
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A large database should be loaded in portions. The FASTLOAD statement assumes that all record occurrences that are
connected by automatic sets will be loaded at the same time. For a large database, this assumption can be limiting. To
load a large database:

1. Group the record types so that there are not automatic sets between the groups
2. Load each group of record types
3. If manual set connections exist between records in different groups, connect the records by executing a user-written

program

Subschema Requirements

The subschema that you use in the load process must:

• Include all records being loaded and all set relationships in which the records participate
• Allow all affected areas to be readied in exclusive update mode

FASTLOAD Procedure
Steps

To load a database for the first time, follow these steps:

1. Write and compile a format program that specifies how to load the data. For more information on the format program,
see the CA IDMS Administrating section

2. Link-edit the format program with IDMSDBLU
3. Define the segments, areas, and files that represent the physical database
4. Add the segment definition to the DMCL and make the DMCL available to the runtime environment
5. Format the database files to be loaded using the FORMAT utility statement with the FILE option
6. Execute the format program
7. Load the database using the output from the format program as the input to FASTLOAD
8. Back up the database areas using the BACKUP utility statement or any comparable backup utility
9. Verify the validity of the loaded database using:

– IDMSDBAN, to verify the physical integrity of the database
– CA OLQ, CA Culprit, or some other retrieval job to verify the data in the database

Loading Database Records Using a User-Written Program
Before you load a database using a user-written program, you must first organize the data in the input file. This section
Discusses how to organize the record occurrences followed by the procedure to load the database.

  

Organizing Input Data for a User-Written Program

 Organize Record Occurrences to Match Schema 

To make the database load as efficient as possible, you need to organize the record occurrences to match the structure
of the database. For example, you want a CALC owner record to be followed by its VIA member records. The discussion
below identifies how to organize the data.

 Step 1: Identify the Record Types 

The first step in organizing input data is to identify the type of each record. To identify the type of record, add the record's
ID to the beginning of each record occurrence. For example, the ID of the DEPARTMENT record is 410; the ID of the
EMPLOYEE record is 415.
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 Step 2: Identify CALC Clusters 

A CALC cluster is an occurrence of a CALC record, all of its VIA member records, and all VIA member records of a VIA
member record occurrence. For efficient database processing, all the records within a CALC cluster should fit on one
page (and thereby, can be processed with one I/O). If the records do not fit on one page, then store the most frequently
accessed record types immediately following the CALC record occurrence so that they have a better chance of being
stored on the same page as the owner.

 Step 3: Form CALC Cluster Hierarchies 

A hierarchy is a collection of CALC clusters. For example, if a CALC record occurrence in one cluster is owned by a
record in another cluster, you have a hierarchy of CALC clusters. In the Commonweather database, both the OFFICE and
DEPARTMENT records own occurrences of the EMPLOYEE record, which in turn owns VIA member record occurrences.
In deciding what records to include in the CALC cluster hierarchy, consider the number of CALC record occurrences. For
example, if the DEPARTMENT record has many more occurrences then the OFFICE record, then store the EMPLOYEE
records immediately after the owning DEPARTMENT record. This potentially saves an I/O because you won't need to
reestablish currency on the DEPARTMENT record occurrence later on.

Hierarchies are loaded from top-to-bottom, left-to-right order. When you store the owner of a CALC cluster, you establish
currency to store the member of a CALC cluster.

 Step 4: Sort the Records in a Hierarchy 

To sort records within a hierarchy, add a prefix to the beginning of the record occurrence. The prefix contains the record
id and sequence number for each level of the hierarchy. For example, the DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE, EMPOSITION
record hierarchy might have a prefix that looks like this:

 ID and sequence number of each level in hierarchy  Record ID  Record Occurrence 
410/1 0/0 0/0 410 Department record 1
410/1 415/1 0/0 415 Employee record 1
410/1 415/1 420/1 420 Emposition record 1
410/1 415/1 420/2 420 Emposition record 2

 Step 5: Order the Occurrences of Each Hierarchy 

A database page will typically hold more than one database cluster. Therefore, you can load multiple clusters with one I/
O if you load all the hierarchies that target to the same database page. To sort the hierarchy occurrences, add the CALC
target page number of the top cluster in the hierarchy to the beginning of the input record.

NOTE
 To determine the CALC target page, use IDMSCALC in the program that creates the input file; for more
information on IDMSCALC, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.

 Step 6: Include Records Excluded from the Hierarchies 

Some records do not fall within a hierarchy. For example, suppose you did not include the OFFICE record, which owns
EMPLOYEE record occurrences in a CALC cluster hierarchy. To load owner records that fall outside of a hierarchy:

1. Position the non-VIA owner records at the beginning of the input file, before any records that form part of a hierarchy,
by adding an identifier to the beginning of each input record. For example, the identifier of the OFFICE record type
might be 4 and the identifier of the DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE, EMPOSITION hierarchy might be 5.

2. Add the key of the non-VIA owner record to the end of the hierarchy record occurrence; at load time, use the key
to find the owner before storing the member. For example, add the OFFICE-CODE-0450 field to the end of each
EMPLOYEE record occurrence.

 Step 7: Order Sorted and Indexed Sets 

Sorted sets should always be loaded in the same order as the sort sequence. To sort the input data:
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• For a set within a hierarchy, replace the sequence number field at the record's level in the hierarchy with the sort key of
the set; for example, if the EMP-EMPOSITION set is a sorted set, replace the sequence number for occurrences of the
EMPOSITION record with the record's sort key in the prefix portion of the input record.

• For a set outside of a hierarchy, follow these steps:
a. Re-define the set as manual
b. Create a file containing records with these fields: the owner's page, the set name, the owner's CALC key, the set's

sort key, the dbkey of the member record
c. Sort the file in:

• Descending order by page
• Ascending order by set name and owner key
• Either ascending or descending order by sort key

d. After loading the database, connect the set members using a user-written program

 Step 8: Sort the Input Records 

Sort the input records in:

• Ascending order by identifier
• Descending order by target page number
• Ascending order by the concatenation of all ID and sequence fields that represent a hierarchy

NOTE
 If records are to be stored VIA a system-level index, they should be sorted in the reverse order of their VIA
index so records at the end of the index will be processed first by the user-written format program. This ensures
that the physical sequence of the records on the database matches the sequence of the index.

Loading the Database

To load a database for the first time using a user-written program, follow these steps:

 Action  Statement 
Write and compile a load program that specifies how to load the
data.

 

Optionally, tailor the DMCL to be used for the load operation ALTER DMCL
If altered, make the DMCL available to the local mode runtime
environment

See Section5, "Defining, Generating, and Punching a DMCL"

Format the database files to be loaded FORMAT
Load the database using as input the sorted input file Execute the user-written program
If necessary, connect members to sets treated as manual during
the load

Execute the user-written program

Back up the database areas BACKUP or any comparable backup utility
Verify the validity of the loaded database CA OLQ, CA Culprit, or some other retrieval job to verify the data

in the database

 Example 

The following example shows code to load the DEPARTMENT hierarchy:

read an input record
repeat until end-of-file
   if record-id = 410
         move DEPARTMENT record
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         store DEPARTMENT
   else if record-id = 415
         move OFFICE key
         find calc OFFICE
         move EMPLOYEE record
         store EMPLOYEE
   else if record-id = 420
         move JOB key
         find calc job
         move EMPOSITION record
         store EMPOSITION
   else if record-id = 425
         move SKILL key
         find calc SKILL
         move EXPERTISE record
         store EXPERTISE
   end-if
read next input record
end-repeat

Loading an SQL-defined Database
Loading SQL Defined Databases

CA IDMS provides utilities to efficiently load a database that has been defined with SQL DDL statements. The entire load
operation can be performed as a single operation using the LOAD utility statement, or it can be executed as separate
operations using a combination of the LOAD, BUILD, and VALIDATE utility statements. Regardless of which method is
used, loading an SQL-defined database consists of multiple phases and steps within those phases.

Loading Phases

The following table summarizes the phases involved with loading an SQL-defined database. The load process was
designed to accommodate both small databases and very large databases and allow flexibility in tailoring the load process
to the characteristics of the data being loaded:

Phase What it does
Load Loads the specified tables
Build Builds indexes and linked index constraints for the specified

tables; this phase can be bypassed if neither linked index
constraints nor non-clustering indexes are defined on the specified
tables

Validate Validates referential constraints in which the specified tables
participate

Database Load
Steps Within Phases
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Each of these phases, in turn, is composed of sub-phases called steps. The following table summarizes the function of
each step:

Phase Step What it does
Load Step 1 Processes data in preparation for sorting;

this step can be bypassed if data is already
sorted

 Step 2 Loads the table rows
Connects linked, clustered constraints
Builds clustering indexes

Build Step 1 Performs an area sweep in the absence of
an intermediate extract file

 Step 2 Finds the db-keys of rows that participate
in the referenced table of a linked index
referential constraint

 Step 3 Builds non-clustering indexes and linked
indexes

 Step 4 Updates the prefixes of rows that
participate as the referencing table of a
linked index referential constraint

Validate Step 1 Validates only those constraints that can
be processed efficiently in a single pass
and extracts information on other referential
constraints

 Step 2 Validates any referential constraints
bypassed in Step 1

Loading Options

CA IDMS/DB offers you the following loading options:

Option Description When to use it
Full load Loads, builds and validates the specified

tables
Always, unless special considerations apply

Phased load Executes each phase (load, build, and
validate) separately

When loading a number of tables one
at a time or in groups; defer build and
validate phases until all the tables have
been loaded

Segmented load Loads portions of input in separate
operations

When loading extremely large tables; defer
the build and validate steps until all the
input records have been processed

Stepped load Executes each step of a phase (load, build,
and validate) separately

When loading extremely large tables for
which external sort packages may be more
efficient or when space for intermediate
work files or tape drives is at a premium

Load Flow Diagram

The following diagram illustrates the load and build phases of the process described above:
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CA IDMS/DB Enforces All Constraints During the Load

CA IDMS/DB enforces all constraints during the load process. That is, it enforces:

• Referential constraints
• Data type constraints
• Check constraints
• Unique constraints

For example, if a table allows only specified values to be stored in a column, CA IDMS/DB stores only valid values. CA
IDMS/DB also assigns default values for columns for which no input values are supplied, provided the column was defined
to allow null or default values.

Loading Considerations
Loading Multiple Tables

If you are loading multiple tables, it may be necessary to split the process into separate load operations and process them
in a certain order. Use these rules to determine whether this is necessary and the correct sequence in which to perform
the load operations.
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• Tables clustered through a linked or unlinked constraint cannot be loaded until the referenced table is loaded and any
index on the referenced key has been built.

• Linked index constraints cannot be built until the referenced table is loaded and any index on the referenced key has
been built.

Using Pre-Sorted Data

Before CA IDMS/DB loads data, it sorts the data using a sort sequence best suited to the table's characteristics. If you
have already sorted the input data, you can tell CA IDMS/DB to skip the sort phase.

Providing Sorted Data

To sort the data yourself, follow these recommendations to achieve the most efficient load for your tables:

Table Characteristic Recommended Sort Sequence
Table has a clustered index Sort on index key
Table has a clustered referential constraint Sort on foreign key of the referencing table
Table has a CALC key Sort on CALC-key target page; to do this, use the IDMSCALC

utility program to determine the target page and append the target
page to the input record

Database Buffers Used During Load

You must load a database in local mode. The DMCL that you use for the load should specify buffers for the areas being
loaded that contain at least 10 pages. The larger the buffer, the more efficient the load.

Reserving Space on the Page

If you want to leave free space on the database pages following the load, add an area override in the DMCL that specifies
a page reserve. After the load is complete, remove the area override so that new rows and index entries can use the free
space. This technique is especially useful for areas that contain only indexes or that contain tables clustered on an index.

Error Handling

CA IDMS/DB may encounter errors during each phase of the load process. You can instruct CA IDMS/DB what to do
in response to these errors, for example, to continue processing or to quit following a specified number of errors. The
following table summarizes the types of errors that can occur within each phase:

Phase Type of Error Corrective Action
All phases Table not defined in the catalog Define the table in the catalog
Load Check constraint violation

Invalid data values
Unique constraint violation on a CALC
key,clustering index, or linked clustered
constraint
Referential constraint violation on a linked
clustered constraint

No corrective action needed; however, row
is not inserted and subsequent build and
validate phases may fail.
Ensure that the referenced table has been
loaded and any referenced key index built
prior to loading the referencing table.

Build Unique constraint violation on non-
clustering indexor linked index constraint
Referential constraint violation on a linked
index constraint

FIX PAGE utility statement or reload data

Validate Invalid referential constraint INSERT to store missing owner
UPDATE to change invalid foreign key
DELETE to remove invalid referencing rows
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Input Data Used in the Build Phase

You can enter the BUILD phase of the load process using data stored in intermediate work files created by the
LOAD phase or by instructing CA IDMS/DB to extract the necessary information as the first step in the build process.
Intermediate work files are generally used when you intend to enter the BUILD phase immediately following the LOAD
phase; typically, you instruct CA IDMS/DB to extract the information if some time elapses between the two phases.

The following table summarizes how to specify these options:

BUILD Phase Input Load and Build Option LOAD Statement BUILD Statement
Intermediate work file Phased load and build LOAD NO VALIDATE None

Stepped load LOAD STEP1 EXTRACT Start with BUILD STEP2
Extracted work file Phased load LOAD NO BUILD Start with BUILD STEP1

Enhancing Load Performance

The following list identifies some ways to enhance the performance of your load operations:

• If possible, load several tables at the same time
• Validate several tables at once
• Always load using sorted data; either letting CA IDMS/DB sort the data or by supplying pre-sorted data
• Increase the number of pages in the buffer(s)

Contents of the Input File
Mixed Input Records

The input file to the load process can contain different types of input records. For example, the input file might contain an
EMPLOYEE record, followed by a DEPARTMENT record, followed by an OFFICE record and so on; to distinguish the
different types of records, you must include a record identifier (in this example, at the end of the record):

0574SMITH    JOHN   254 WILLOW ST   NEEDHAM  MA   4035 415

4001PERSONNEL          MASON      PAULA    5538   0020 410

0020CHICAGO  3 CORPORATE PLACE                         450

NOTE
By including record identifiers at the end of the input records, you may be able to avoid listing individual column
definitions in the LOAD statement.

Loading Multiple Tables

You can load more than one table in the same load operation by using one of the following techniques:

• By specifying selection criteria applied against records in the input file. For example, to load the EMPLOYEE table,
using the example above, you could select all input records with value '415' as a record identifier.

• By selecting specific fields from one input record that contains data pertinent to multiple tables. For example, the input
record may contain values to be stored in table EMPLOYEE and values to be stored in table DEPARTMENT.

Identifying Columns Implicitly

If, in the LOAD statement, you do not explicitly list the columns in the table to be loaded, CA IDMS/DB assumes that
values are supplied for all columns in the table. It starts with position 1 of the input record and extracts input values
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for each column of the table. To be successful, the input data must match the order, data type, length, and null criteria
specified in the table definition. Columns that allow null values must be represented by a data field and an indicator field,
which is described under "Null values".

Identifying Columns Explicitly

If you supply values for only some of the columns within the table or if the order or data types of the values in the input file
do not match that of the columns in the table, you must tell CA IDMS/DB:

• Where to find the column values in the input record by specifying their start position relative to the beginning of the
input record

• The data type of the input record value
• The null value criteria for input values, if applicable

If you omit a column name, the column must either:

• Allow null values
• Allow a default value

Data Types

If you explicitly list the columns to be loaded, the data type of the value to be stored can be different from the data type
defined for the column provided the data types are compatible. For example, a column defined as CHARACTER is
compatible with data types VARCHAR, DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP.

NOTE
For more information on compatible data types, see the CA IDMS SQL Reference section.

Null Values

Null values in an input file can be represented as either:

• A specific data value, designated by you in the NULL IF clause of the LOAD statement.
• An indicator field, immediately following the data field. This field is either a 1, 2, or 4 byte binary field and must contain

a value of:
– 0, to indicate a non-null data value
– -1, to indicate a null value
If you do not explicitly list the columns to be loaded, then all columns that permit null values must be followed by a 4-
byte indicator field.

Loading Procedures
The remainder of this section provides procedures and examples for:

Note: Only one LOAD, BUILD, or VALIDATE statement may be performed during one execution of the batch command
facility; for example, you cannot submit two LOAD statements at one time.

Steps That Apply to All Load Procedures

Steps Before the Load

Action Statement
Define the tables to be loaded CREATE TABLE
Create the input file or files of data to be loaded using CA Culprit,
CA OLQ (batch), or a user-written program

 

Vary the areas in which the tables reside offline to DC/UCF BACKUP or a comparable backup utility
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Steps After the Load

After loading the data, perform these steps:

Action Statement
Optionally, verify the result by retrieving data from the loaded
tables

SELECT statements

Back up the areas in which the tables reside BACKUP or a comparable backup utility
Vary the areas online DCMT VARY AREA with the ONLINE option

Full Load Procedure

Steps

Follow these steps to perform a full load of an SQL-defined database:

Action Statement
In local mode, load, build, and validate one or more database
tables

LOAD

Example

This example loads, builds, and validates tables ASSIGNMENT, CONSULTANT, EXPERTISE, SKILL, and PROJECT.
Each of these tables is independent of those in other areas of the EMPLOYEE database. By default, CA IDMS/DB sorts
the input data before it loads the tables. Also by default, if it finds any errors during any phase of the load procedure, it
stops.

To load each table, CA IDMS/DB applies selection criteria against each input record it reads. For example, the
ASSIGNMENT table receives all input records where the value in position 210 of the input record equals '512'. Similarly,
the EXPERTISE table receives all input records where the value in position 210 equals '320'.

load

  into demoproj.assignment

    where position 210 = '512'

    (emp_id position 1 smallint,

     proj_id position 3 char(4),

     start_date position 13 date,

     end_date position 23 char(8) null if '01-01-01')

  into demoproj.consultant

    where position 210 = '222'
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  into demoproj.expertise

    where position 210 = '320'

    (emp_id position 1 smallint,

     skill_id position 3 smallint,

     skill_level position 5 char(2) null if '99',

     exp_date position 7 date)

   into demoproj.project

     where position 210 = '416'

   into demoproj.skill

     where position 210 = '445';

Phased Load Procedure

Steps

Follow the steps shown next to perform a phased load:

Note: Optionally, back up the database areas between the load and build steps if you want to recover the data in the
event of a failed job step.

 

Action Statement
Identify the following tables:
All tables clustered through referential constraints; if multiple
levels of clustering exist, the tables in each level must be loaded in
a separate operation before those at a lower level
All referencing tables in linked index constraints where the
referenced key is an index; if multiple levels of such a structure
exist, the tables in the higher levels must be loaded before those
at a lower level

 

In local mode, load and build all tables not identified in Step 1
above.

LOAD with the NO VALIDATE option

For each clustering level,load and build all tables clustered
through referential constraints
For each linked index level, load and build all tables that
participate in linked index constraints

LOAD with the NO VALIDATE option
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Validate the referential constraints of all the loaded tables VALIDATE SEGMENT

Example

In this example, the tables BENEFITS, COVERAGE, EMPLOYEE, and POSITION are loaded in a phased load procedure.
The tables have the following characteristics:

Table Characteristics
BENEFITS References EMPLOYEE in a linked, clustered constraint
COVERAGE References EMPLOYEE in a linked, clustered constraint
EMPLOYEE References DEPARTMENT in an unlinked constraint
POSITION References EMPLOYEE in a linked, clustered constraint

To load the tables, load and build the EMPLOYEE table first, followed by the remaining tables. After all 4 tables are
loaded, validate the referential constraints that exist between them. Each of these statements must be executed in a
separate job step:

load

  into demoempl.employee

  where position 150 = '415'

  no validate;

load 

  into demoempl.benefits

  where position 150 = '478'

  into demoempl.coverage

  where position 150 = '488'

  into demoempl.position

  where position 150 = '492'

  no validate;

  validate segment demoempl;
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Segmented Load Procedure

Steps

Follow the steps listed next, to perform a segmented load:

Action Statement
Load the input records in groups; for example, the first 1,000,000,
the second 1,000,000 and so on

LOAD NO BUILD using the FROM and FOR clauses for each
group of input records

Build the table indexes BUILD INDEXES NO VALIDATE
Build the indexed constraints BUILD CONSTRAINTS NO VALIDATE
Validate the referential constraints of the tables within the segment VALIDATE

Example

This example uses a segmented load to load table EMPLOYEE, which contains more than 2,000,000 rows. By default,
each input record is to be stored in the EMPLOYEE table, with each field in the input record corresponding in length and
data type to each column defined for the EMPLOYEE table.

The first LOAD statement loads 1,000,000 rows in the table, starting with the first input record. CA IDMS/DB will notify the
user for each 100,000 input records processed. The second LOAD statement processes the next 999,999 input records
beginning with input record 1,000,001. The third LOAD statement processes the remaining input records.

Because the table is so large, indexes and indexed constraints are built in separate steps using the BUILD statements.
Finally, the referential constraints for the table are validated.

load

  into demoempl.employee

  no build

  for 1000000

  notify 100000;

load

  into demoempl.employee

  no build

  from 1000001

  for   999999

  notify 100000;
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load

  into demoempl.employee

  no build

  from 2000000

  notify 100000;

build indexes

  for demoempl.employee

  no validate

  notify 100000;

build constraints

  for demoempl.employee

  no validate

  notify 100000;

validate table demoempl.employee

  notify 100000;

Stepped Load Procedure

Steps

Follow the steps listed next, to perform a stepped load:
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NOTE
If you want to be able to recover the database in the event of a failed job step, back up the database areas
between each job step.

Action Statement
1. In local mode, load one or more database tables choosing
one of the following options. If you intend to build indexes and
relationships for the tables immediately following the load step,
choose one of the options that creates an intermediate work file:

 

1.1Load, creating intermediate extract files for the build phase LOAD STEP1 EXTRACT BOTH (the default)
1.2 Load, creating an intermediate extract file for building indexes LOAD STEP1 EXTRACT INDEXES
1.3 Load, creating an intermediate extract file for building
relationships

LOAD STEP1 EXTRACT RELATIONSHIPS

1.4 Load, creating no intermediate extract file LOAD STEP1 NO EXTRACT
2. If you specified WITHOUT PRESORT, skip this step. Otherwise,
sort the data using an external sort program and the sort cards
supplied by CA IDMS/DB. Then continue the load phase of the
stepped load procedure.

LOAD STEP2

3. If you specified LOAD STEP1 NO EXTRACT, perform this
step to collect the data necessary to build the table indexes and
indexed constraints

BUILD STEP1

4. Sort the data using an external sort program and the sort cards
supplied by CA IDMS/DB

 

5. After all of the tables have been loaded or after completingthe
previous step, determine the db-keys of rows in any tables that
participate as the referenced table in a linked index referential
constraint

BUILD STEP2

6. Sort the data using an external sort program and the sort cards
supplied by CA IDMS/DB

 

7. Build unclustered indexes and linked index
referentialconstraints

BUILD STEP3

8. Sort the database using an external sort program and the sort
cards supplied by CA IDMS/DB

 

9. Update the prefixes of any tables that participate as
thereferencing table in a linked index referential constraint

BUILD STEP4

10. Perform the first pass at validating the relationships between
tables that participate in referential constraints

VALIDATE STEP1

11. Sort the database using an external sort program and the sort
cards supplied by CA IDMS/DB

 

12. Perform the second pass of validatingreferential constraints;
generally, a second pass is required for unlinked relationships if
either the referenced table or referencing table contains a CALC
key.

VALIDATE STEP2

Example

In the next example, the DBA loads an SQL-defined database in the following steps:
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• Loads tables CUSTOMER and INVENTORY using pre-sorted data
• Loads tables ORDERS and PARTS using pre-sorted data
• Using an area sweep, extracts information for building indexes and indexed constraints
• Builds the indexes and constraints for the table using separate steps and external sorts
• Validates referential constraints

load step1

  into custschm/customer

   where position 300 = '435'

  into custschm.inventory

   where position 300 = '457'

  without presort

  no extract;

load step1

  into custschm.orders

   where position 200 = '335'

  into custschm.parts

   where position 200 = '345'

  without presort

  no extract;

build step1

   for custschm.customer

       custschm.inventory

       custschm.orders
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       custschm.parts;

Sort the data:

build step2;

Sort the data:

build step3;

Sort the data:

build step4;

validate step1;

Sort the data:

validate step2;

Monitoring and Tuning Database Performance
Why You Need to Monitor

Eventually, a database may begin to outgrow its initial allocation of space, with resulting increased I/O and poor response
time. If you don't monitor your databases on a regular basis, these conditions can become critical, forcing you to take
emergency actions at an inconvenient time.

Suggested Monitoring Schedule

Consider using the following schedule as the basis for monitoring database performance:

Monitoring tool Monitoring frequency Information provided

JREPORT 004 Daily Summary information on the database
processing activities for each program
recorded in the journal file

IDMSDBAN report 2 Weekly Area detail statistics, such as number of
logically full pages and number of relocated
records

IDMSDBAN report 5 Monthly Set detail statistics, such as the number of
pages needed to store a chained set

PRINT SPACE Daily Area space utilization statistics
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Monitoring tool Monitoring frequency Information provided

IDMSDBAN (all reports) Monthly or as needed Set statistics, including broken chains,
record data, and area data

Keep a history of meaningful statistics so that you can identify abnormal conditions when they arise.

SQL Considerations

Most of the information in this section applies to both SQL and non-SQL defined databases. Text that applies to only one
or the other will be noted. In addition, much of the section applies to the physical structures that underlie the database
definition. Therefore, one set of terms will be used for these physical entities. For example, chain sets are the physical
structure used to implement both SQL linked constraints and non-SQL sets defined with the MODE IS CHAIN clause.

Monitoring Facilities
CA IDMS/DB offers the following online and batch tools for you to use to monitor the performance of your databases:

Online and Batch Components

Facility Uses
Performance Monitor To monitor:

Real-time database and system statistics
System-wide, wait-time statistics for a unit of time
Statistics about resource usage by individual programs

DCMT commands To display definitions and run-time statistics for entities associated
with a DC/UCF system

IDMSDBAN utility program To check for broken chains and to display statistics and data for
sets, records, and areas

OPER WATCH commands To display dynamic run-time statistics associated with DC/UCF
systems

PRINT INDEX utility statement To monitor the structure of user-owned and system-owned
indexes

PRINT SPACE utility statement To monitor space utilization in segments or areas
PRINT JOURNAL utility statement To display checkpoint information on transactions recorded on an

archive or tape journal file
PRINT utility statement To display the contents of requested database pages
JREPORTs To monitor journal and database usage statistics
SREPORTs To monitor system and database usage statistics
Online print log (PLOG) To display system messages, system trace information, and snap

dumps from the DDLDCLOG area
UPDATE STATISTICS utility statement To refresh statistical information on SQL defined databases,

and non-SQL defined databases that are accessed by SQL
commands.

 

Database Statistics

What is Collected
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The DBMS collects a number of statistics on a run-unit or SQL transaction level that are categorized as basic and
extended statistics. The following tables provide a description of each.

Basic Statistics

Run-unit or SQL Transaction Level Description
Pages read Specifies the number of database pages physically read.
Pages written Specifies the number of requests made to write a database page.
Pages requested Specifies the number of times the DBMS requested that a

database page can be read.
CALC record on target page Specifies the number of times a CALC record was stored and the

record occurrence fit on its target page.
CALC record overflow Specifies the number of times a CALC record was stored and the

record occurrence overflowed its target page.
VIA record on target page Specifies the number of times a VIA record was stored and the

record occurrence fit on its target page.
VIA record overflow Specifies the number of times a VIA record was stored and the

record occurrence overflowed its target page.
Record requested Specifies the total number of record occurrences the DBMS

accessed to satisfy DML requests.
Records current of run-unit Specifies the number of record occurrences that were made

current of run-unit.
Calls to the DBMS Specifies the total number of DML commands passed from the

user application to the DBMS.
Fragments stored Specifies the number of variable length record fragments (SR4)

stored by the run-unit.
Relocated records With a non-SQL defined database: Specifies the number of

variable length record fragments or relocated records brought
back to their original root or target page.
With an SQL defined database: Specifies the number of records
relocated from or returned to their original target page.

Locks requested Specifies the total number of record locks requested.
Select locks held Specifies the number of select (shared) locks held at the end of

the run-unit.
Update locks held Specifies the number of update (exclusive) locks held at the end of

the run-unit.

Extended Statistics

Run-unit or SQL Transaction Level Description
SR8 records split Specifies the number of SR8 records that were split during the life

of the run-unit.
SR8 spawns Specifies the number of times that a new level of an index was

created due to the splitting of the index's top level SR8.
SR8 records stored Specifies the number of SR8 records of all levels that were stored

into the database.
SR8 records erased Specifies the number of SR8 records of all levels that were erased

from the database.
SR7 records stored Specifies the number of SR7 records stored into the database.
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SR7 records erased Specifies the number of SR7 records erased from the database.
Total binary searches Specifies the total number of times the DBMS initiated a binary

search against an index.
Levels searched Incremented every time that the DBMS goes down a level during

a binary search throughout the life of the entire run-unit across all
accessed indexes.

Orphans adopted Specifies the number of orphaned user records that were adopted
back to their referencing level-0 SR8.

Fewest levels searched Specifies the fewest number of levels walked during a binary
search throughout the life of the run-unit.

Most levels searched Specifies the greatest number of levels walked during a binary
search throughout the life of the run-unit.

Where to find the statistics

The database statistics are initially accumulated on the run-unit level and can be accessed through the following facilities:

• JREPORTS report on the basic statistics from information written to the journal files.
• ACCEPT 'statistics' DML commands allow the user to access both the basic and extended statistics from a currently

running program.
• GET STATISTICS SQL DML commands allow an application program or the command facility to access both the basic

and extended statistics for the current SQL transaction.

CA IDMS also consolidates the statistics from all run-units active for a CV task. These values can be accessed through
the following facilities:

• SREPORTs report on both the basic and extended statistics from data written to the DCLOG.
• PMARPTs report on the basic statistics from data written by the ApplicationMonitor component of the Performance

Monitor.

Items to Monitor and Tune
Contents

Monitoring the Database

For your database, the major areas of degradation are:

• Pages over 70% full
• CALC and VIA (clustered) record overflow
• Fragmented records
• Inefficient index structures
• An increase in logically-deleted or relocated records

Journal Use

Useful Statistics to Monitor

Statistic Meaning Action
Journal read waits Indicates CA IDMS/DB must wait to read

a page from a journal file into the journal
buffer during a rollback operation.

Increase the number of pages in the journal
buffer
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Journal page utilization Indicates the fullness of journal pages
written from the journal buffer.

Create fuller journal buffers by:
Adjusting the journal buffer page size in the
definition of the journal buffer
Increasing the journal TRANSACTION
LEVEL option at system generation or
using a DCMT VARY JOURNAL command

Where the Statistics are Reported

• ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement report
• JREPORT 004
• Performance Monitor
• DCMT DISPLAY JOURNAL

Buffer Utilization

Useful Statistics to Monitor

Statistic Meaning Possible action
Buffer utilization ratio Indicates the ratio of the number of pages

requested to the number read; values less
than 2 indicate a problem with the buffer
size or with the design of the database

Increase the number of buffer pages
Reassign files to buffers

Forced writes Indicates the number of times CA IDMS/
DB had to write a buffer page to storage in
order to read a database page

Increase the number of buffer pages
Reassign files to buffers
Issue COMMITs more frequently in update
jobs

Buffer waits Indicates the number of times the buffer
was requested but was not available

Increase the number of buffer pages
Reassign files to buffers

Where the Statistics are Reported

• Performance Monitor
• SREPORT 003
• DCMT DISPLAY/VARY BUFFER

Space Management and Database Design

Useful Statistics to Monitor

Statistic Meaning Possible Action
Clustering ratio Indicates the ratio of the number of

records requested to the number of pages
requested; ratios less than 4 indicate poor
database design or space availability
problems

Redesign the database using clustering
more effectively
Increase the area's page size or page
range andunload and reload the database
Reassign files to buffers

Page space availability Indicates how full database pages are Increase the database page size
Increase the number of pages

Fragments stored Indicates the number of fragments stored
for a variable-length record.

Increase the page size and read each
record in an update mode
Increase the page reserve size
Change fragmentation specifications
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Records relocated Indicates the number of expanded records
moved to a new page due to lack of space

Unload/reload the database
Increase the page size and read each
record in an update mode

CALC cluster ratio Indicates the ratio of CALC records stored
on the target page to the total number (that
is, hits plus overflow) stored; values less
than 1 indicate space availability problems

Increase the area's page size or number of
pages and unload and reload the database

VIA cluster ratio Indicates the ratio of VIA (or clustered)
records stored on the target page to the
total number (that is, hits plus overflow)
stored; values less than 1 indicate large
clusters, space availability problems, or
small page size

Increase the area's page size or number of
pages and unload and reload the database

Effectiveness ratio Indicates the ratio of number of records
CA IDMS/DB requests to the number that
are current-of-run-unit. Values much higher
than 1 indicate poor program logic or set
options

Review application/database design.
Consider use of PRIOR or OWNER
pointers and possible elimination of some
sorted sets. (Note that linked constraints
in SQL-defined databases always include
PRIOR and OWNER pointers.)

Logically deleted records Indicates the number of logically deleted
records

Physically delete the logically deleted
records using the CLEANUP utility
statement

Where Statistics are Reported

• JREPORT 004
• SREPORTs 003, 007, and 009
• Performance Monitor
• IDMSDBAN utility report 5
• PRINT SPACE utility statement report
• PRINT JOURNAL utility statement
• UPDATE STATISTICS utility statement report for the SQL catalog

Indexing Efficiency

Useful Statistics to Monitor

Statistic Meaning Possible action
Orphan count Indicates the number of orphaned SR8

records.
Tune or rebuild the index if more than 25%
of the member records are orphaned.

Index levels Indicates the number of levels in the index. Tune or rebuild the index if the number
of levels exceeds the number originally
calculated

SR8 split Indicates the number of SR8 splits. If the number of SR8 splits is high,
determine if applications frequently insert
a large group of index entries in one spot;
tune or rebuild the index to balance it and
cleanup orphan index records.

Where the Statistics are Reported
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• Performance Monitor (Realtime monitor) Run Unit Detail screen
• PRINT INDEX utility statement
• IDMSDBAN utility report 5

Tuning an Index

Tuning of an index should be done when any of the following conditions exist:

• Index usage performance degradation
• Index needs redimensioning

One way to tune an index is to rebuild it: for a non-SQL defined database, use MAINTAIN INDEX, for an SQL-defined
database, drop the index and recreate it.

An alternative way of index tuning is to use the TUNE INDEX utility statement. TUNE INDEX compares to rebuilding the
index as follows:

TUNE INDEX Rebuild Index
Operating mode and area availability to
applications

Local mode: offline
CV and batch-CV: online

Local mode: offline

Specialized DMCL/schema needed No Yes
Attributes that can change INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS and PAGE

RESERVE
All

You can run the TUNE INDEX command to do the following:

• Enhance performance
– Eliminate orphans at all levels of the index. This improves performance if the index is accessed at the bottom level.
– Rebalance SR8's. In an unbalanced index, more records have to be accessed when traversing the index from the

top to the bottom.
– Resequence SR8's. Optimum performance is obtained if the top level SR8 resides on the same page as the index

owner and if the bottom level SR8's are in physical sequence.
• Rebuild the index to accommodate future growth

– Specify TEMPORARY PAGE RESERVE and TEMPORARY INDEX UTILIZATION to define the attributes with which
to tune the index.

Run TUNE INDEX online or in batch through central version mode if the affected area or areas must remain online while
the index is tuned.

Database Locks

Useful Statistics to Monitor

Statistic Meaning Possible action
Number of non-share locks held Indicates the number of non-share locks

(primarily update locks) held. The larger the
number of update locks held, the greater
the probability of contention between the
tasks holding the locks and other tasks
accessing the same database.

Issue COMMITs more frequently in update
jobs
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Task wait status Indicates whether a task is waiting for
access to an area or record

Tasks that are waiting on locks have an
ECB type of 'LMGR Lock'.If you notice a
task waiting a long time on one or more
locks, review ready modes and database
design, especially for contention for OOAK
and FOAK records, by examining all
tasks exhibiting this behavior for common
programs, functions, and database
references.
If overall throughput is constrained, identify
the source; for example, CPU or DASD
usage.
If overall throughput is not constrained,
identify potential deficiencies in database
or application design or implementation;
for example, look at the number of locks
held by individual programs; determine if
tasks contend for OOAK and FOAK records
in which case lowering the DEADLOCK
DETECTION INTERVAL might improve the
situation.

ECB type Denotes the type of resource being waited
on. In the case of area locks and dbkey
locks, this statistic will contain the literal
'LMGR ECB'.
Note: in the Performance Monitor this
information is listed under the column
headings 'First ECB', 'Second ECB', and
'Third ECB'.

Number of shared locks held Indicates the number of share locks held.
Share locks allow transactions other than
the owning transaction to read the row,
but not to update it. Thus, higher levels of
share locks can impede concurrency (and
throughput) if they are placed on rows in
areas that are heavily accessed.

The number of locks held can be reduced
by increasing the COMMIT frequency within
the application.

ISO (SQL only) Indicates the isolation level of the
transaction. The isolation level of a
transaction defines how long retrieval locks
are held.

Ensure that the transaction is running in the
appropriate isolation level for the level of
data integrity required by the application.

State (SQL only) Indicates the state of the transaction which
defines how the transaction is affecting the
data it is processing:
Read only (RO) specifies that the
transaction is reading data but not adding
or updating.
Read write (RW) specifies that the
transaction intends to add and update data.

Ensure that the transaction state is
appropriate for the type of processing being
performed. Transactions that only read data
should have a state of RO.
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Ratio of global resource lock requests to
local lock requests

Indicates the number of times that CA
IDMS had to acquire or alter a global lock
on an area, page, or record in order to
service the indicated number of local lock
requests. The larger this ratio, the greater
the inter-member contention for resources,
since CA IDMS acquires global record and
page locks only if contention exists between
members.

Issue COMMITs more frequently in update
transactions
Disperse frequently updated data across
more pages within the area
Increase the size of the area, especially if
frequently inserting or deleting data in an
area that is more than 70 percent full
Split the workload between members to
minimize inter-member contention for
resources

Ratio of the number of global lock waits to
the number of global lock requests.

Indicates the number of times that CA
IDMS had to wait for a global lock request
to complete. This ratio is a measure of one
or more of the following types of contention:
Inter-member contention for transaction
resources
False contention caused by synonyms
when hashing to the global lock table
Contention for operating system resources
such as channels

Use operating system tools to determine
the nature of the contention
Take the actions outlined above to reduce
inter-member contention for transaction
resources
Increase the number of lock table entries to
reduce false contention

Number of times lock storage overflowed Indicates the number of times that
CA IDMS had to acquire lock storage
dynamically in order to satisfy a lock
request. The larger this number the more
CPU cycles that were expended to satisfy
lock requests. Additionally the storage pool
may become fragmented since dynamically
acquired storage may not always be
releasable.

Examine the overflow details to determine
the type of storage overflows that occurred
Determine the applicable base factor for the
type of overflowing storage:
Session and class storage is based on
the number of logical terminal elements
(LTERMs) defined for the system.
Resource and proxy storage is based
on the SYSLOCKS system definition
parameter
XES Request storage is based on the
maximum number of tasks specified in the
system definition.
Increase the appropriate base factor
(the number of LTERMs, SYSLOCKS, or
maximum number of tasks) to increase the
size of the initial storage allocation, and
thus reduce the number of overflows.

Where the Statistics are Reported

• For area contention:
– SREPORTs
– JREPORT 006
– Performance Monitor (Realtime monitor): Active User Task Detail, Active System Task Detail screen, Transaction

Detail screen, and SQL Detail screen
– DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE TASKS
– Area status codes from DCMT DISPLAY TRANSACTION transaction id
– Area status codes from OPER WATCH DB
– OPER WATCH TIME

• For record contention:
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– Status codes from OPER WATCH DB
– Status codes from DCMT DISPLAY TRANSACTION transaction id
– DCMT DISPLAY LOCK (shows longterm and notify locks held by logical terminals)

• For lock storage overflows:
– DCMT DISPLAY LOCK STATS

• For inter-member contention in a data sharing environment:
– DCMT DISPLAY LOCK STATS
– DCMT DISPLAY DATA SHARING XES LOCKS

Reducing Area Contention

• Ready areas in shared ready modes
• Create a window for batch jobs

Reducing Record Contention

• Have the application issue more COMMITs
• Run applications that contend for a record serially, rather than concurrently
• Have some applications use a different access route that avoids the record under contention
• Change the database design so that access can be less serialized

Longterm Locks

Useful Statistics to Monitor

Statistic Meaning Possible action
Tasks having areas locked Shows which tasks have areas locked Use this information to identify tasks that

ready an area in protected or exclusive
mode, since this increases the potential for
throughput degradation

Longterm/ notify locks Displays longterm or notify lock statistics by
logical terminal

Use this information to identity tasks that
hold a large number of longterm and/or
notify locks

Where the Statistics are Reported

• DCMT DISPLAY AREA
• DCMT DISPLAY LOCK AREA/LTERM

SQL Processing

Useful Statistics to Monitor

Statistic Meaning Possible Action
Sorts performed The number of sorts performed as the

result of an SQL statement (the result of
processing the ORDER BY clause)

Add additional indexes or sorted constraints
to reduce the number of sorts

Maximum rows sorted The largest number of rows sorted as the
result of an ORDER BY clause

Add additional indexes to eliminate the sort
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AM recompiles The number of times access modules
were automatically recompiled at runtime
because of a recompilation of the
corresponding program or dialog, or
because of a change in the underlying
database definition.

Examine the cause of compilations.
If necessary, move frequently altered
tables to areas with table level stamp
synchronization.

Where the Statistics are Reported

• SREPORTs
• Performance Monitor
• IDMSDBAN utility reports (database structure)

Reducing Input/Output
The following sections describe how input/output (I/O) can be reduced:

Caching Files in Memory

If a database file is cached in memory, the DBMS looks in the cache before reading a database page from disk. If the
page resides in the cache, the retrieval I/O is eliminated. If the page must be read from the disk, it is saved in the cache to
satisfy future retrieval operations. Database files with a high number of I/Os are good candidates for caching in memory.

There are two basic types of file caching: shared cache which uses coupling facility services to enable a single cache
to be shared by multiple central versions and memory cache which is accessible only by a single central version. The
remainder of this discussion focuses on memory cache. For information on shared cache, see "Administrating CA IDMS
System Operations."

NOTE
Memory caching is available only for non-native VSAM files.

To enable the use of memory cache, take the following steps:

• Decide which files to cache by using standard performance-monitoring tools to determine the database files with
the most I/O. For example, you can use the DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS FILES to get a list of all files and their
associated I/O counts or look at gathered operating system statistics. Choose files with the highest retrieval counts.

• Change the DMCL definition to specify MEMORY CACHE YES for each file to be cached. For details, see "DMCL
Statement." Alternatively, use the DCMT VARY FILE command to dynamically initiate the use of memory cache for one
or more files. For more information, see "CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands."

• Compute the total amount of storage that is needed to cache the selected files. To do this, for each file, multiply the
number of blocks in the file by the file's block size and total the results. The resulting value is the amount of storage
needed. Ensure that sufficient storage of the required type is available to all jobs that use the altered DMCL.

If the operating system supports 64-bit storage, the cache is allocated in 64-bit storage if sufficient memory is available.
If no or not enough 64-bit storage is available to hold the entire file, the file will not be cached in memory. For details, see
"DMCL Statement."

Optimizing 64-bit Memory Cache Storage

You can cache more files within a given amount of 64-bit storage by specifying a percentage of a file to be cached,
instead of the whole file. When no file limit is specified, storage to hold every page in the file is allocated and every cached
page is read. When a file limit is specified as a percentage of the file size, only the last N pages read are cached, where N
is the number of pages that fit in the specified limit after allowing for overhead. When the cache is full, the oldest page in
the cache is replaced by the newest page. For more information, see DMCL Statement. 
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Database Reorganization

Database reorganization includes:

• Reducing full pages by changing the size of a database page or increasing the number of pages
• Reducing overflow by changing the size of a database page or increasing the number of pages
• Decreasing fragmentation for non-SQL defined databases by:

– Specifying page reserve
– Changing page size
– Reassigning records
– Redefining fragmentation specifications
– Increasing the number of pages

• Increasing the efficiency of an index's structure by decreasing the number of levels in the index and/or assigning SR8
records to a separate page range

• Reducing logically deleted and/or relocated records by physically deleting logically deleted occurrences using the
CLEANUP utility statement and/or unloading and reloading the data

• Reducing the number of fragments and/or relocated records by increasing the page size and reading all records in an
update mode

Application Design

Selecting the Optimal Path

The first step to determine if the application is optimally designed is to determine if it is accessing the data it needs, using
the access path that will create the fewest number of I/Os. To determine if this is true:

1. Walk through the application and identify the actual transaction path
2. Review the existing database design and determine if there is a more efficient way to:

– Access the needed records
– Process the necessary relationships

Database Design

Take into account the following database design considerations for reducing I/O:

• Adding sets, indexes, pointers, redundancy
• Changing set type, set (index) order for non-SQL defined databases
• Changing location (area) of record or index, index and/or set stored VIA (or clustered)
• Changing UNLINKED constraints to LINKED (SQL-defined databases) or repeating item (non-SQL defined databases)
• Splitting a record

For more information, see "Administrating IDMS System Operations."

Using UPDATE STATISTICS (SQL-Accessed Databases)

Execute the UPDATE STATISTICS utility statement at the following times:

• Periodically (according to the needs of the application) to reflect shifts in the distribution of data in the database (for
example, changes in owner/member ratios, area space utilization, index layout)

• After individual applications that alter the distribution of data; for example, monthly or year-end summary and offload
processing
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SQL-Defined Tables or Areas

Run UPDATE STATISTICS on individual tables or whole areas. The resulting statistics are stored in the SQL catalog and
are used by the Access Module Compiler to generate optimal access strategies for SQL processing. Access modules
that reference the tables whose statistics have been updated can then be recompiled to take advantage of the updated
information. Table/access module cross-reference information on the catalog can be used to determine which access
modules to recompile.

Non-SQL Schemas If They are Accessed by SQL

Run UPDATE STATISTICS on some or all areas defined in a non-SQL Schema. The resulting statistics are kept in the
dictionary that defines the non-SQL schema. If the database is accessed by SQL the statistics will be used by the Access
Module Compiler to generate optimal access strategies for SQL processing.

Restrictions on Statistics and Non-SQL Schemas

Non-SQL statistics are kept with the schema definition in the dictionary. This means statistics may be kept for only one
physical database per schema. When processing an SQL command, only the current set of statistics will be used for that
command regardless of the physical database being accessed by that command. The user must decide which physical
database will provide the statistics that best meets their needs and run UPDATE STATISTICS against that database.

Dictionaries and Runtime Environments
A dictionary is a special CA IDMS database that contains definitions of other databases, DC/UCF systems, and
applications. Information in the dictionary is organized into entity types that correspond to major data processing
components (for example, tables, records, programs). The dictionary becomes populated with information on the data
processing environment as various CA IDMS/DB software components are executed.

System and Application Dictionaries

Each DC/UCF system must contain a system dictionary. Any number of application dictionaries can also exist in a CA
IDMS/DB runtime environment. The following table describes both types of dictionaries:

Dictionary Description
System Includes all information required to establish, maintain, and control

the processing environment:
The DC/UCF system definition
The physical database definitions
Each runtime environment must have a system dictionary named
SYSTEM.

Application Optional dictionaries that contain information specific to a
particular application, group of applications, or development
groups:
The logical database definitions
Maps, dialogs, records, programs, elements
A runtime environment may contain zero or more application
dictionaries the names of which are user-defined.

Physical Components of a Dictionary

Dictionary Areas
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Dictionaries are composed of the following areas:

Area name Description
DDLDML Contains the following types of information:

DC/UCF system definitions
Non-SQL schema and subschema definitions
Maps
Dialogs
Source modules
Record and element descriptions
IDD users
Classes and attributes

DDLDCLOD Contains load modules associated with entities contained in the
DDLDML area; for example:
Map load modules
Dialog load modules
Subschema load modules

DDLCAT Contains definitions of physical databases (segments, DMCLs,
database name tables); at sites with the SQL option, contains
definitions of SQL entities (tables, constraints, indexes, and so on)

DDLCATX Contains indexes defined on entities stored in the DDLCAT area
DDLCATLOD Contains:

DMCL load modules
Database name table load modules
Access modules at sites with the SQL option

DDLDCMSG Contains system and user-defined messages

Logical Components of a Dictionary

Dictionary Components

You can group the six areas of the dictionary into logical components based on the inherent relationships that exist
between the dictionary areas:

Logical Component Dictionary Areas
Base definition component DDLDML DDLDCLOD
Message component DDLDCMSG
Catalog component DDLCAT DDLCATX DDLCATLOD

Components of a System Dictionary

A system dictionary always contains all three components:

• A base definition component
• A catalog component
• A message component

Components of an Application Dictionary

An application dictionary may contain all or a subset of the components. At sites without the SQL option, an application
dictionary usually contains only a base definition component and a shared message component.
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Sharing the Message Area

In most cases, an application dictionary will not have its own message area. Since the runtime system uses only the
system message area (SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG) to display messages, most application dictionaries will share the system
message area, rather than having a separate message area.

Assigning Dictionary Areas to Segments

Segment by Component

The six areas that make up a dictionary should be segmented by logical component. That is, a segment should be defined
for each of the base definition, catalog, and message components of a dictionary.

In most cases, a dictionary will not have its own message component, but will share the system message area
SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG. Sites without the SQL option do not need to define a catalog segment for their application
dictionary.

Define a Database Name

If a dictionary is made up of more than one segment, you must define a database name to represent the dictionary. The
database name identifies all of the segments that together make up the dictionary.

The one exception to this is a dictionary comprised of only two segments, one of which is the SYSMSG segment. A
database name is unnecessary because CA IDMS/DB automatically uses the system message area (in the SYSMSG
segment) if no message area is associated with the dictionary.

Sharing Dictionary Areas

By separating dictionary components into segments, you can share those components between dictionaries, as illustrated
next:
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To share SEG1 between dictionary A and dictionary B, define a database name for each that includes the SEG1 segment.

System Dictionary Components

You should not share the base definition component and the catalog component of the system dictionary with application
dictionaries. Since the system dictionary contains critical information needed to control and execute your CA IDMS
environment, it should be accessed only by authorized personnel and should be reserved for the following information:

• DC/UCF system definitions
• Physical database definitions

Sharing Individual Areas

It is possible to separate a component into multiple segments so that individual areas (such as a load area) can be shared
across dictionaries. While this is supported, it is not recommended because of the potential for naming conflicts between
the dictionaries. For example, a dialog in one dictionary could have the same name as a map in another dictionary, both of
which have an associated load module.

WARNING
Under no circumstances should the DDLCAT and DDLCATX areas be placed in different segments.

Page Groups
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All segments associated with a dictionary must have the same page group (and maximum number of records per page).
If you have different page groups, you will receive errors when you attempt to access the dictionary through IDD or other
dictionary tools.

This rule also applies to the system message area (SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG). It can only be included in dictionaries whose
other segments have the same page group as the SYSMSG segment. When processing a dictionary with a difference
page group, IDD cannot be used to display or update messages. Maintenance of the system message area can only be
done from a dictionary that has the same page group as the SYSMSG segment.

Page Groups and SQL

When defining an application dictionary that contains a catalog component, the page groups of the base and catalog
components may be different. The page group of the catalog component has no impact on the page group of data that
may be accessed while connected to the dictionary.

CA-supplied Dictionary Definitions
This section contains information on the following topics:

Provided on Install Tape

As part of installation, you receive definitions for entities required to operate your CA IDMS environment. These definitions
are described next:

Definition Description
Non-SQL descriptions of the dictionary A schema and subschemas describing the base definition and

message components and that part of
the catalog component used for physical database definitions

At sites with the SQL option, an SQL description of the catalog
component

Table definitions of the catalog component of the SYSTEM
schema and views based on those tables in the SYSCA schema

Runtime messages Messages used by CA-written software
Entity, class, and attribute definitions Definitions of base entity, class, and attributes used by CA IDMS

tools
Protocols and standard error routines Generalized source modules that the DML processors use to

convert DML statements into calls for DBMS services
DC/UCF device types, task, and program definitions Definitions used to generate DC/UCF systems
CA Culprit report modules CA Culprit source modules used to produce standard reports; for

example, JREPORTs, SREPORTs, and DREPORTs
Nondatabase structures Records that are not associated with a CA IDMS database. CA

IDMS/DB stores the definitions of
nondatabase structures as records in the dictionary; applications
can copy the definitions of
the records at compile time by means of COPY IDMS or INCLUDE
IDMS compiler-directive commands.

How the Dictionary Gets Populated

Dictionaries are populated with CA-supplied definitions in one of three ways:

Definition Description
IDMSDIRL Loads the non-SQL schema and subschemas that define the base

definition and message components of the dictionary
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IDD, IDMSCHEM, IDMSUBSC Populates the base definition and message components of the
dictionary using source members provided at installation

Command facility Populates the catalog component of the dictionary with system
table and view definitions (SQL-option only)

Where Information Should Reside

The information listed above can reside in either a system dictionary or an application dictionary, or both:

Information Where it should reside
Non-SQL schema and subschema describing the dictionary In one dictionary associated with each system; the definitions may

be shared across systems
SQL definitions In all dictionaries having a catalog component (SQL-option only)
Messages In all system message areas
Entity, class, and attribute definitions In all system and application dictionaries
Protocols and standard error routines In all application dictionaries
DC/UCF device types, task, and program definitions In all system dictionaries
CA Culprit report modules In the same dictionary that contains the non-SQL schema and

subschema definitions of the dictionary

Logical Database Definitions

CA-Supplied Schema

The following table describes the non-SQL schema supplied by CA that describes a dictionary. Its definitions are stored in
a dictionary by the IDMSDIRL utility.

Schema Areas
IDMSNTWK DDLDML DDLDCLOD DDLCAT DDLCATX DDLDCMSG

CA-Supplied Subschemas

The following table describes subschemas supplied by CA and the CA IDMS products or facilities that make use of them.
Most of these subschemas are distributed as object modules only. The source definitions of IDMSNWKA and IDMSNWKG
are also stored in a dictionary by IDMSDIRL for user-reporting purposes.

 

Subschema Areas Used By
IDMSCATL DDLCATLOD Loader processing

CLOD DC/UCF system task
PUNCH utility statement
Database administrators when executing
utilities such as
UNLOAD/RELOAD against the
DDLCATLOD area
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IDMSCATZ DDLCAT DDLCATX DDLCATLOD The command facility for SQL processing
andphysical database definition
User applications issuing dynamic SQL
requiring automatic recompilation
of an access module or issuing SQL DDL
statements
Database administrators when executing
utilities such as
UNLOAD/RELOAD against the DDLCAT
and DDLCATX areas

IDMSNWKA DDLDML DDLDCLOD DDLDCMSG IDD DDDL compiler (IDMSDDDL)
DC/UCF system generation compiler
(RHDCSGEN)
DC/UCF startup
Schema and subschema compilers
(IDMSCHEM and IDMSUBSC)
CA IDMS/DC mapping compilers (MAPC
and batch)
CA ADS compilers
CA OLQ
CA Culprit
The Automatic System Facility (ASF)

IDMSNWKL DDLDCLOD Loader processing and the CLOD DC/UCF
system task

IDMSNWKT DDLDML SQL processing to access non-SQL defined
database descriptions

IDMSNWKU DDLDML DDLDCLOD DDLDCMSG
DDLCAT DDLCATX

Database administrators when executing
utilities such as UNLOAD/RELOAD against
dictionary areas DDLDML, DDLDCLOD,
and DDLDCMSG

IDMSNWKG DDLDML DDLDCLOD DDLDCMSG
DDLCAT DDLCATX

IDMSRPTS

IDMSNWK6 DDLDCMSG System message processing
IDMSNWK7 DDLDCRUN QUED and QUEM DC/UCF system tasks

and queue processing
IDMSNWK8 DDLDML CLIST and send-message processing
IDMSNWK9 DDLDCLOG Online print log (OLP) and PRINT and

ARCHIVE LOG utility statements

 

Note: Additional non-SQL schemas and subschemas are supplied at installation time. For more information, see the CA
IDMS Security Administering section.

SQL Table Definitions

At sites with the SQL option, CA IDMS/DB also provides the table and view definitions that describe the catalog
component of the dictionary. These definitions are distributed under two schema names:
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Definition Description
SYSTEM Contains the catalog table definitions; no changes can be made to

any of the entities in the SYSTEM schema
SYSCA Contains the CA-supplied views of the SYSTEM tables and

records in the IDMSNWK schema; these views restrict
access to table definition information based on a user's SELECT
authority on the table.

Note: For more information and a description of the table definitions, see the CA ADS Reference section.

Protocols, Nondatabase Structures, and Modules

The following table summarizes the protocols, nondatabase structures, and modules placed in the dictionary at installation
time:

Language Protocol Non-database structure Module
COBOL BATCH

BATCH-AUTOSTATUS
CICS
CICS-AUTOSTATUS
CICS-EXEC
CICS-EXEC-AUTO
CICS-STANDARD
CICS-STD-AUTO
DC-BATCH
IDMS-DC
IDMS-DC-NONAUTO
IDMSDML-PROTOCOL-SQL

DB-STATISTICS
SUBSCHEMA-CTRL for
IDMS-DC
IDMS-DC-NONAUTO
DC-BATCH
CICS
CICS-AUTOSTATUS
CICS-EXEC
CICS-EXEC-AUTO
CICS-STANDARD
CICS-STD-AUTO
SUBSCHEMA-LR-CTRL

IDMS-STATUS for
BATCH-AUTOSTATUS
IDMS-DC
DC-BATCH
all others

PL/I BATCH
CICS
CICS_EXEC
DC_BATCH
IDMS_DC
IDMSDML_PROTOCOL_SQL

DB-STATISTICS
SUBSCHEMA_CTRL for
CICS
CICS_EXEC
IDMS_DC
DC_BATCH
SUBSCHEMA_LR_CTRL

IDMS_STATUS
IDMS_STATUS
(IDMS_DC)

Assembler BATCH
CICS
CICS-AUTOSTATUS
CICS-EXEC
CICS-EXEC-AUTO
IDMSDC

SSCTRL for
CICS
CICS-AUTOSTATUS
CICS-EXEC
CICS-EXEC-AUTO
SSLRCTL

DBSTATS

Defining New Dictionaries
Contents
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Defining New Catalog Components

Physical Characteristics

The segment definition for all catalog components must have the following characteristics:

• The names of the areas must be DDLCAT, DDLCATX, and DDLCATLOD
• The page size of the areas should be at least 4856 plus page reserve

All other physical characteristics can be chosen based on processing requirements, hardware configuration, and standard
database design techniques. For example, choose an access method and page size appropriate for your disk devices and
consider using a page reserve on the DDLCATX area.

Catalog Components for Non-SQL Use

Without the SQL option, only a system dictionary requires a catalog component. When defining the corresponding
segment, specify FOR NONSQL (or take the default).

Catalog Components For SQL Use

If the SQL option has been installed at your site, one or more of your application dictionaries will have an associated
catalog component in order to define tables and views. The corresponding segment must have the following attributes:

• FOR SQL specification on the segment
• STAMP BY AREA for the DDLCAT and DDLCATLOD areas
• STAMP BY TABLE for the DDLCATX area

The catalog associated with the system dictionary can also be defined with these attributes. If it is, SQL can be used to
examine the physical database definitions stored in the system dictionary.

When a new SQL catalog component is defined, take the following steps after the new segment has been formatted:

1. Define the system tables and views in the new catalog using the TABLEDDL and VIEWDDL members in the
installation source library

2. Issue the UPDATE STATISTICS utility statement against the new DDLCAT area
3. Grant appropriate authorities to permit authorized users to create schemas in the new dictionary

Defining New Application Dictionaries

Steps

To create a new application dictionary, follow these steps:

Action Steps
Start a session in the command facility CONNECT TO SYSTEM
Define segments for the base definition and the catalog
components of the dictionary
Note that you need the catalog component only if the SQL option
is installed at your site.

CREATE SEGMENT

Add the new segment(s) to the DMCL used at runtime ALTER DMCL with the ADD SEGMENT clause
If you created two segments, define a new database name in the
database name table

CREATE DBNAME

Generate, punch, and linkedit the new DMCL See Section27, “Modifying Physical Database Definitions”
If you created a new database name, generate, punch, and
linkedit the new database name table

See Section28, “Modifying Database Name Tables”

Create and format new dictionary files See Section17, “Allocating and Formatting Files”
Make the DMCL available to the runtime system See Section27, “Modifying Physical Database Definitions”
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Populate the dictionary with CA-supplied definitions Use IDD DDDL statements to add entity, class, and attribute
definitions, protocols, and standard error routines

If you created a new catalog component:
Populate it with the system table and view definitions
Execute UPDATE STATISTICS for the DDLCAT area of the new dictionary
Grant appropriate authorities to define schemas in the new dictionary

Example

The following example illustrates how to define a new application dictionary. It consists of a new definition component in
segment TESTDICT, a new catalog component in segment TESTCAT, and the system message component.

The database name for the dictionary is TESTDICT.

1. Define the new TESTDICT and TESTCAT segments and their areas and files.

create segment testdict

  for nonsql

  page group 0

  maximum records per page 255;

add file testdml

  assign to testdml

  dsname 'test.ddldml';

add file testlod

  assign to testlod

  dsname 'test.ddldclod';

add area ddldml

  primary space 10000 pages

    from page 5000001

  maximum space 20000 pages

  page size 4276
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  within file testdml

    from 1 for all blocks;

add area ddldclod

  primary space 1000 pages

    from page 5020001

  maximum space 5000

  page size 8196

  within file testlod

    from 1 for all blocks;

create segment testcat

  for sql

  page group 0

  maximum records per page 255

  stamp by area;

add file testcat

  assign to testcat

  dsname 'test.testcat';

add file testcatx

  assign to testcats

  dsname 'test.testcatx';
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add file testcatl

  assign to testcatl

  dsname 'test.testcatl';

add area ddlcat

  primary space 5000 pages

    from page 5030001

  maximum space 10000 pages

  page size 8196

  within file testcat;

add area ddlcatx

  primary space 1000 pages

    from page 5040001

  maximum space 3000 pages

  page size 8196

  within file testcatx;

add area ddlcatlod

  primary space 500 pages

    from page 5045001

  maximum space 5000 pages

  page size 8196

  within file testcatl;

2. Modify the DMCL
3. Generate, punch, and linkedit the new DMCL:
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generate dmcl idmsdmcl;

4. Define a new database name for the dictionary

add dbname alldbs.testdict

  segment testdict

  segment testcat

  segment sysmsg;

5. Generate, punch, and link the database name table:

generate table dbtable alldbs;

6. Create and format new dictionary files:

format segment testdict;

format segment testcat;

7. Populate the dictionary using the appropriate source from the installation source library.
8. Execute UPDATE STATISTICS for the new DDLCAT area:

update statistics for area testcat.ddlcat;

9. Assign appropriate authorities within the new dictionary.

Defining New System Dictionaries

Steps

To create a system dictionary for a new system, follow these steps:

Action Steps
Start a session in the command facility CONNECT TO SYSTEM
Create new segments that contain these dictionary areas
DDLDML
DDLDCLOD
DDLCAT
DDLCATX
DDLCATLOD
DDLDCMSG
Note: Use segment names that are different than existing
segment names.

CREATE SEGMENT

If you created more than one segment, create a database name
table entry that contains all the segments you created

CREATE DBNAME

Add the segment(s) to the DMCL ALTER DMCL with the ADD SEGMENT clause
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Generate, punch, and link the DMCL See Section27, “Modifying Physical Database Definitions"
If you created more than one segment, generate, punch, and link
the database name table

See Section28, “Modifying Database Name Tables"

Format the new dictionary files FORMAT FILE/SEGMENT
Grant appropriate administrative privileges to authorized
individuals on and within the new dictionary

See the CA IDMS Security Administering section

Re-define the dictionary segment(s) in the new dictionary by
either:
Creating the segments directly
Punching the segment definitions from the current SYSTEM
dictionary and re-adding them to the new dictionary
Make sure the segment name of the message area in the new
dictionary is SYSMSG. Define additional segments necessary for
a complete runtime environment.

CREATE SEGMENT
PUNCH SEGMENT

Define a database name table that includes the database name
SYSTEM; SYSTEM must identify the new dictionary segments.
Add additional entries as necessary.

CREATE DBTABLE
CREATE DBNAME

Create a new DMCL with associated database buffers,a journal
buffer, and journal files

See Section5, "Defining, Generating, and Punching a DMCL"

Add the new segments and associate the database name table
with the new DMCL

ALTER DMCL

Generate, punch, and link the new DMCL See Section5, "Defining, Generating, and Punching a DMCL"
Generate, punch and link the new database name table See Section6, "Defining a Database Name Table"
Populate the system dictionary with the following CA-supplied
definitions:
Entity, class, and attribute definitions
DC/UCF device types, tasks, and programs
If the new catalog segment was defined as FOR SQL, complete its
definition.

See 25.3.1, "Defining New Catalog Components".

Establishing a Default Dictionary
What is a Default Dictionary

A default dictionary is the dictionary that will be accessed by CA IDMS tools if you don't specify a dictionary by other
means such as using a DCUF SET DICTNAME command or a CONNECT statement.

Defining a Default Dictionary

To define a default dictionary for your runtime environment, include a subschema mapping in the database name table
associated with the runtime DMCL for the IDMSNWK subschemas. For example, the following statement establishes
TESTDICT as the default dictionary for the runtime environment using the ALLDBS database name table:

create dbtable alldbs

   add subschema idmsnwk? maps to idmsnwk? dbname testdict;
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Runtime Environments
Contents

Central Version or Local Mode

CA IDMS/DB can run within a DC/UCF system as a central version or in local mode:

• Central version operations provide database services to batch or online applications. Multiple users can gain access to
a database concurrently.

• Local mode operations are batch operations that do not run under a central version. In local mode, only one user at a
time has access to a database area in update mode.

Data Sharing Environment

Data sharing is an environment in which two or more central versions operate cooperatively through the use of a coupling
facility. In this environment, multiple central versions may concurrently access a database area in update mode.

Central Version Runtime Components

The following table lists the components needed for a central version runtime environment:

Component Description
System dictionary Defines the DC/UCF system and physical database entities
DDLDCLOG Contains central version log records when the log file for the

central version is assigned to the database
DDLDCRUN Contains runtime queue information used by CA-supplied tools

and online user programs
DDLDCSCR Contains runtime scratch information used by CA-supplied tools

and online user programs
SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG Contains CA-supplied and user-defined messages
DDLSEC Contains user and group information
Application dictionaries
User databases
SYSTRK reference Contains a description of the central version's database

environment.

Considerations

• The segment name of the system message area must be SYSMSG.
• The segment(s) associated with DDLDCLOG and DDLDCRUN must be included in the SYSTEM database name.
• Each central version must have its own DDLDCLOG. In a non-data sharing environment, each central version must

also have its own DDLDCRUN area. In a data sharing environment, the DDLDCRUN area may be shared among
members of a data sharing group.

• The DDLDCSCR component is not needed if scratch information is maintained in memory. If the DDLDCSCR
component is used, each central version must have its own and the segment associated with the DDLDCSCR must be
included in the SYSTEM database name.

• The DDLSEC area may not be necessary depending on your security implementation.
• The SYSTRK reference is needed if change tracking is in effect for the central version.

More Information
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• For more information on sharing the DDLDCRUN area, see the Administrating section.
• For more information on security, see the CA IDMS Security Administering section.
• For more information on specifying the location of scratch information, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.
• For more information on Change Tracking and referencing SYSTRK files, see "Change Tracking" in the Administrating

section.

Local Mode Runtime Components

The following table lists the components needed for a local mode runtime environment:

Component Description
System dictionary Defines the DC/UCF system and physical database entities
SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG Contains CA-supplied and user-defined messages
DDLSEC Contains user and group information
DDLOCSCR Contains runtime scratch information used by local mode CA-

supplied tools and user programs issuing SQL requests
Application dictionaries
User databases
SYSTRK reference Enables the local mode application to share the database

environment of a CV.

Considerations

The segment name of the system message area must be SYSMSG.

• The DDLSEC area may not be necessary depending on your security implementation.
• The DDLOCSCR is always optional. If it is not available, scratch information is stored in memory or in the DDLDCSCR

area.
• At least the default dictionary should be available in local mode. Additional application dictionaries may be needed for

loading subschemas and processing SQL requests.
• Including a reference to a SYSTRK file is only available if the central version is using change tracking.

More Information

• For more information on security, see the CA IDMS Security Administering section.
• For more information on specifying the location of scratch information, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.
• For more information on Change Tracking and referencing SYSTRK files, see "Change Tracking" in the Administrating

section.

SYSIDMS Parameter File

About SYSIDMS Parameters

A SYSIDMS parameter is a parameter that can be added to the JCL stream of a batch job running in local mode or under
the central version. You can use SYSIDMS parameters to specify:

• Physical requirements of the environment, such as the DMCL and database to use at runtime
• Runtime directives that assist in application execution
• Operating system-dependent file information

For a complete list of the parameters that can be specified, see the Using section.

Establishing Session Options

Established at Signon
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CA IDMS establishes options for your runtime session when you signon on to a DC/UCF system or when CA IDMS/
DB issues its first database request from a batch application (in local mode or under the central version) or external
teleprocessing monitor. The manner in which CA IDMS implements the options and how they affect your session depends
on the runtime environment.

Specifying a Default Database or Dictionary

CA IDMS/DB provides several ways to specify a session default dictionary or database. The methods available depend on
the runtime environment.

Online Processing

To specify a session default in an online environment, you can:

• Specify DICTNAME/DICTNODE or DBNAME/DBNODE attributes in a system or user profile
• Issue a DCUF command
• Issue a compiler SIGNON or CONNECT statement naming the dictionary and/or database from within an online CA

IDMS/DB compiler or tool (this will update the default dictionary for the runtime session)

Batch Processing

To specify a session default dictionary for a batch central version or external teleprocessing monitor application, you can
use:

• An IDMSOPTI module (for non-SQL applications only)
• A SYSCTL file
• A SYSIDMS parameter file

NOTE
For more information on how CA IDMS/DB determines which database or dictionary to access when provided
with information by the program, IDMSOPTI module, SYSCTL file, and SYSIDMS file, see the Administrating
section.

Local Mode Processing

To specify a session default for local mode, you can use:

• An IDMSOPTI module (for non-SQL applications only)
• A SYSIDMS parameter file

More Information

• For more information on database name tables, see Section6, “Defining a Database Name Table".
• For more information on the SYSCTL file and IDMSOPTI module, see the Administrating section.
• For more information on dictionary entities, see the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section.
• For more information on SYSIDMS parameter syntax, see the Using section.

Migrating from Test to Production
Whether you have multiple dictionaries under a single CA IDMS/DB system or several dictionaries under separate CA
IDMS/DB systems, you probably need to migrate definitions from one dictionary to another. Typically, migration occurs
when testing is complete and an application is ready for production. At that time, the database and application definitions
must be moved from the test into the production environment.

Considerations for Non-SQL and SQL Defined Data
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The need to migrate applies to SQL-defined and non-SQL defined databases and to applications using SQL or
navigational DML. Most of this section applies to both SQL and non-SQL equally. Text that applies specifically to one or
the other will be noted.

Migration Aids

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator is a product supplied by CA that can be extremely helpful for migrating applications from one
environment to another. For more information, see the CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator Using section.

Establishing Migration Procedures
Considerations

Because many of the pieces of an application, such as subschemas, maps, and dialogs, exist in both source and load
module format, you must consider the following questions when you migrate from one dictionary to another:

• Should you copy or move the components?
• Should you migrate and recompile source code to produce load modules?
• Should you migrate just the load modules?

Accessibility of the Source Code

The major benefit of a complete, fully documented application is that the proper source code is accessible when needed
for debugging. If a problem arises and the source code resides in a properly controlled production environment, the
source code can easily be found and it will correspond exactly to the load module(s) where the problem was encountered.

Availability of Disk Space

A trade-off to migrating a fully documented application is the amount of disk space required. The space may be in one
environment, such as production, or may be spread out over a number of environments, such as development, test,
and production. Determining exactly how much disk space is necessary depends on whether you decide to copy the
application into the production environment or simply move it.

Redundancy

If you choose to maintain separate copies of the application, you must contend with the trade-offs of redundancy. Often,
updates to one copy must also be made to the other, and they both must be made within a short period of time to maintain
consistency.

Accessibility of Information

If you maintain only one copy of the application, you use a minimum amount of disk space and do not have to contend
with redundancy. However, accessibility of information becomes a consideration. If the information is secured so that only
one person is able to access it, procedures must be developed that allow maintenance programmers and all members of
the staff to obtain reports of component definitions. At the same time, you must ensure that there is ample security so that
no one can make accidental or malicious updates that would invalidate production applications.

Implementing Migration Procedures
Contents

Steps

There are essentially four steps involved in migration:

1. Determine the types of components to migrate
Carefully examine the circumstances for dependencies and other relationships among the components involved.

2. Determine the sequence of migration
Components that do not depend on the definitions of other components should be first on the list.

3. Identify the components
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Identify the names, version numbers, and, as appropriate, languages of the individual components that you need to
migrate.

4. Migrate the components using the batch and online compilers and utilities

These steps are discussed on the following pages.

Before You Begin

Before you begin a migration, you may want to back up all involved files. These files can include:

• Source and target DDLDML, DDLDCLOD, DDLCAT, DDLCATX, and DDLCATLOD areas
• Source and target source libraries
• Source and target load libraries
• Source and target JCL procedure libraries

These backups provide coverage during the migration as well as after the migration is complete. If problems arise at any
time, you can restore individual components or entire files from the backups.

Step 1 Determine the Types of Components to Migrate

The components to be migrated should include not only what needs to be migrated but also what is affected by the
migration. The descriptions that follow identify components typically involved in migration and how these affect other
components.

CA ADS Application Structure

The application structure is saved as a load module in the DDLDCLOD area of the data dictionary; no source definitions
for the application are stored in the DDLDML area. The application structure is relatively autonomous. If you make
changes to the application structure, you do not need to recompile any other application components.

Changes to the application structure, however, can logically affect other components, specifically dialogs. For example, if
you change a response name, you will want to change the response field value of any response processes you expect to
execute before control is passed to the response. The application will execute without modifying the dialog, but it will not
produce the expected results.

Maps

Changes to maps fall into two categories:

• Critical changes
• Noncritical changes

Critical changes update the date/time stamp. Any dialogs that use the map must be recompiled before they can be
executed. Critical changes to maps include:

• Adding a data field to the map
• Deleting a data field from the map

Noncritical changes to maps do not cause the map date/time stamp to be updated and, therefore, do not affect any other
application components.

Dialogs

Dialogs associate subschemas or access modules, maps, and process code. The dialog load module contains executable
process source code. Recompiling a dialog containing SQL statements creates a new relational command module (RCM).
Any access modules that include that RCM must then be recompiled also. Recompiling a dialog does not affect any other
application component.

Process Source Code
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Process source code is stored in the data dictionary. Process code is compiled by the dialog compiler and becomes
executable when the dialog is compiled. To have changes to process source code reflected in the dialog load module, you
must recompile the dialog.

RCMs (SQL DML Applications Only)

If a program/dialog containing SQL statements is recompiled, an RCM is automatically created for it and stored as a load
module in the DDLDCLOD area. If the program/dialog load module is copied intact to the production system, the RCM
load module must also be copied.

Subschemas (Navigational DML Applications Only)

If you change a subschema associated with a dialog, map, or program, you do not need to recompile the dialog, map or
program. If the subschema changes cause you to change the logic of a process module, you will need to recompile the
dialog(s) in which the module is used. If the subschema changes affect the lengths of data elements or records or the
procedural code in a program, you will need to recompile and relink the program.

Access Modules (SQL DML Applications Only)

Access modules must be compiled from scratch using the catalog that defines the database to be accessed. They cannot
be copied in load module form like other application components. A typical migration would copy the RCM load modules,
apply any needed database definition changes and then create all access modules used by the application, using the
CREATE ACCESS MODULE command.

Non-SQL Data Definitions

Non-SQL data is defined in records that consist of record elements. Records are either database records, which are
included in a schema, or work records, which are defined through the DDDL compiler.

Changes to database records require that all subschemas that use those records be recompiled. All SQL access modules
that reference those records must also be recompiled for SQL applications that access non-SQL defined databases.
Changes to either database records or work records may require map and/or dialog recompilation.

Some changes to database records require some form of restructuring to incorporate those changes into the existing
database.

NOTE
For more information on modifying the schema definition of a non-SQL defined database, see Section33,
“Modifying Schema Entities".

SQL Data Definitions

Data is defined in tables that consist of columns. Changes to these tables require that all access modules that use those
tables be recreated. Depending on the definition of a particular access module, this recreation may occur automatically or
may have to be initiated manually. These changes may require map and dialog recompilation.

Some changes to table definitions require some form of restructuring to incorporate those changes into the existing
database.

NOTE
For more information on modifying the schema definition of an SQL defined database, see Section30, “Modifying
Schema, View, Table, and Routine Definitions".

Adaptive Query Management

Adaptive query management is a feature of the IDMS SQL option that automatically recompiles access modules in
response to certain kinds of changes in a database application. For example, if a dialog/program has been recompiled,
the runtime SQL engine detects whether corresponding access modules have been recompiled to include the new RCM.
If not, it automatically recompiles the access module at runtime (if the AUTO RECREATE ON option was specified when
the access module was created or last altered). Adaptive query management applies to SQL DML applications that
access either non-SQL or SQL-defined databases.
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Adaptive query management also automatically recompiles existing access modules that access SQL-defined databases
when the definitions of those databases change. Note that this does not happen for non-SQL defined databases. It is the
responsibility of the applications administrator to manually recompile any access modules affected by changes to a non-
SQL defined database.

Edit and Code Tables

Changes to stand-alone edit and code tables that are associated with a map require that the map be recompiled only if the
tables are linked to the map. Changes to unlinked tables do not affect the map load module.

Examples

Example 1──Adding a Data Item to a Screen

Suppose users of an application request an additional data item on a screen. To determine what is affected, consider the
relationship between the map and the new data item:

For an application using navigation DML, you need to do the following if the data item is from a database record already
being used by the map:

1. Change the map to display the data item
2. Recompile the map
3. Recompile any dialogs that use the map

To take these actions, you need to migrate the map and the dialogs.

For an application using navigation DML, you need to do the following if the database record is part of the subschema
used by the map, but the record is not already in use by the map:

1. Add the record to the map definition
2. Change the map to display the data item
3. Recompile the map
4. Recompile any dialogs that use the map

To take these actions, you need to migrate the map and the dialogs.

For an application using navigation DML, you need to do the following if the database record is not already part of the
subschema:

1. Add the record to the subschema
2. Recompile the subschema
3. Add the record to the map definition
4. Change the map to display the data item
5. Recompile the map
6. Recompile any dialogs that use the map

To take these actions, you need to migrate the subschema, map, and dialogs.

If the data item can be derived (for example, calculated) from data already available to the application, you need to:

1. Create a work record for the map and add it to the map definition or modify the existing work record
2. Change the map to display the data item
3. Recompile the map
4. Change any processes that must derive the data item
5. Recompile any dialogs that use the map

To take these actions, you need to migrate the record, subschema, map, affected processes, and dialogs.

If the application uses SQL DML, a work record will already have been defined to move data between the map and the
SQL statements in the dialog. To add another database item to the screen, you need to:

1. Add the item to the work record already defined for the host variables referenced in the SQL DML statements.
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2. Change the map to display the data item.
3. Recompile the map.
4. Make necessary changes to the SQL statements to retrieve the data item from the database.
5. Recompile any dialogs that contain altered SQL statements and any dialogs that use the map.
6. Recompile (using the ALTER ,kACCESS MODULE statement) any access modules that contain the recompiled

dialogs.

Example 2──Implementing a New Application

Suppose you implement an entirely new application based on an existing database. When the new application has been
adequately tested, all of the application components need to be migrated from the test system to the production system. In
addition, you must also consider what database components to migrate:

• If you have not made any changes to the structure of the database, then the existing schema and physical definitions
are not affected

• Depending on the volume and type of activity involved in the new application, you may need to adjust the buffers and
review the adequacy of the journals in the global DMCL

• If the application uses navigational DML and you used existing subschemas, they, too, are unaffected by the migration.
However, if you created new subschemas for the application, you must migrate them.

• If the application uses SQL DML, you must migrate any RCMs and access modules that were created as part of the
application.

Step 2 Determine the Sequence of Migration

Can Migrate Load Module at Any Time

If you choose to migrate only load modules, the sequence in which you migrate them does not matter.

Sequence Matters for Source Code Migration

If you migrate any source code, the sequence is very important because there are dependencies among the components.

Non-SQL database definitions

1. Elementary data items
2. Group level data items
3. Database records
4. Schemas
5. Subschemas

SQL database definitions

1. Schemas
2. Tables
3. CALC keys
4. Indexes
5. Constraints

Physical database definitions

1. Segments
2. Areas
3. Files
4. DMCL modules
5. Database name tables
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Application components definitions

1. Edit and code tables
2. Work records for elementary data items,group level data, maps, and dialogs
3. CA ADS process modules
4. Modules called by CA ADS processes or other programs
5. Maps
6. CA ADS application structures
7. CA ADS dialogs
8. RCMs (for SQL DML applications only)
9. Access modules (for SQL DML applications only)

Components that can be migrated in any sequence

1. Load modules
2. Source code for batch and online programs
3. CA Culprit source code
4. JCL

Step 3 Identify the Individual Components

Having determined the types of components you need to migrate, you can begin to identify the individual occurrences. To
identify them uniquely, you need both their names and version numbers. For modules, programs, and edit/code tables,
you also need the name of the language in which they are programmed.

Step 4 Migrate the Components

Depending on the volume of information and the configuration of your dictionaries, you can use batch or online facilities to
move or copy the component definitions to their target dictionary.

Using Online Compilers for Migration

If the volume of information is small and both dictionaries are under the control of the same CA IDMS/DB or DC/UCF
system, you can use the online compilers for most of the migration.

Using Batch Compilers for Migration

If the volume is large or if the dictionaries are under the control of separate CA IDMS/DB or DC/UCF systems, you need to
use the batch compilers and utilities.

Migrating Only Load Modules

If you only want to create an executable application in the production environment, you migrate just the essential load
modules. Note that for SQL DML applications, the access modules must still be compiled from scratch on the production
system.

Migrating the Complete Application

If you want a complete, fully documented application in the production environment, you need to:

• Migrate the source for all components
• Recompile the components
• Recompile the corresponding load modules
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Identification Aids
The descriptions below identify facilities or techniques you can use to identify the individual application components you
need to migrate. To extract information on components stored in libraries or other data sets, use an appropriate operating
system utility.

IDD DISPLAY Statement

Using either the online or batch dictionary compiler, you can list the names and version numbers of entity occurrences
with a simple form of the DISPLAY ALL statement. Any of the IDD entity types can be displayed.

Using an optional WHERE clause on the DISPLAY ALL statement, you can more closely select the occurrences you
want displayed. With any entity types, you can qualify the occurrence name. For some entity types, there are additional
selection criteria that you can specify, such as the user ID of the person who created the entity.

NOTE
For more information on the DISPLAY ALL statement and its WHERE clause, see the discussion on entity-
occurrence display in CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section.

Command Facility

With either the online or batch command facility, you can:

• Display physical database definitions
• Use a SELECT statement to list, but not display the syntax of, SQL entity definitions

IDMSRPTS

IDMSRPTS is a utility that produces reports on information stored in the dictionary. One of its options, the Program Cross-
Reference Listing, is particularly useful for migration operations if you are using program registration. The report lists all
subschemas for a specified schema and all of the programs registered against those subschemas.

NOTE
For a sample of this report and instructions on how to run the IDMSRPTS utility, see the CA IDMS
Administrating section.

DREPORTs

DREPORTs also report on information stored in the dictionary. There are some DREPORTs that summarize information
for dictionary entities and some that present detailed information on these entities.

From the summary reports, you can obtain the names and version numbers of the components that need to be migrated.
If you need to know whether other related components will be affected, you can run one or more of the reports that
present detailed information.

NOTE
For more information on DREPORTs, see the CA IDMS Reporting section.

AREPORTs

AREPORTs report on CA ADS dialogs, application structures, and their associated components (such as subschemas,
RCMs, maps, and processes) from the information stored in the DDLDML area of the dictionary.

The complete detail report is most useful when you are planning the migration of an entire application. When planning the
migration of more than one dialog, run the report that keys in on only the dialogs you need.

NOTE
For more information on AREPORTs, see the CA IDMS Reporting section.

SQL Catalog

The SQL catalog contains the definitions of all SQL-defined database entities. It also contains information on all access
modules and the tables that they reference (or records, for SQL DML applications that access non-SQL defined
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databases). Since the catalog is itself an SQL-defined database, SQL SELECT statements may be used to query its
contents.

Dictionary Classes and Attributes

Classes and their attributes are primarily a means of extending the documentation capabilities in the dictionary. When
migrating, documentation by class and attribute provides a powerful mechanism to analyze and identify the components
involved. Using classes and attributes provides you with the capability to display a simple list of names or to report on the
details of all components having the same attribute. For example, using the DDDL compiler, you can display all modules
associated with attribute TEST within class STATUS:

display attribute test within class status with modules.

NOTE
For more information on creating classes and attributes and display entities based on class and attribute, see
the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section. For more information on reporting by class and attribute, see the
CA IDMS Reporting section.

Naming Conventions

Naming conventions help in identifying and migrating components.

Although there are no hard-and-fast rules for designing naming conventions, there are a few factors that you should keep
in mind:

• Collating sequence
Many of the DREPORTs display the components sorted in ascending order by name. If the names of all components
of an application begin with the same few characters, it is easy to distinguish one application from another, but more
difficult to distinguish components within an application. Likewise, if the names of all elements within a record begin
with the same few characters, it is easy to distinguish one record from another in a list, but more difficult to distinguish
elements within a record.

• Acceptable name lengths
The software permits names of different lengths for different components. If you want several characters of every
name to identify the application, select a small number (for example, 2 or 3) of characters for this purpose, in order to
leave enough characters for other purposes.

• Consistent number of characters
Consider selecting a consistent number of characters to identify the record in which an element is placed or
components within a particular application. If you choose a standard number of characters and place them in a
standard position, it will be easy to sort information or to scan lists or reports for a particular item.

As an alternative to embedding an application identifier in component names, you may choose to use a class/attribute
pair. This arrangement allows more characters per name for other purposes, while still providing a connection between
components of the same application.

Migration Tools

General Methods
Contents

Migration Tasks

Migration generally consists of two or three tasks:
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• Punching or decompiling components from a dictionary to a temporary work file or external file
• Compiling the components from the temporary work file or external file into the target dictionary
• Recompiling load modules, as necessary, in the target dictionary

The options of the schema, subschema, DDDL compilers, and command facility that you use for these tasks function
identically. Different options exist in the mapping compilers and the mapping utility, and CA ADS compilers.

The following discussions explore the methods of migration using the DISPLAY and PUNCH statement options of
the schema, subschema, and DDDL compilers and the command facility, and the various parameters of the mapping
compilers and the mapping utility.

Using the DISPLAY statement

Use for Small Volumes of Data

The DISPLAY statement of the schema, subschema, and DDDL compilers, and command facility is useful for moving
small volumes of information between dictionaries under the control of the same DC/UCF system. Because this technique
occurs online, system resources, such as response time and storage pool space, will limit the volume you are able to
migrate.

Steps

There are four steps in the technique:

1. Sign on to the dictionary containing the components (the source dictionary)
2. Display the individual components using the AS SYNTAX clause.

This step accomplishes the task of decompiling the components to a temporary work file. If you need to modify existing
components in the target dictionary, use the VERB MODIFY option of the DISPLAY statement (DISPLAY ADD is the
default action):

display subschema empss01 as syntax verb mod.

3. While the components are in the compiler's work file, insert a SIGNON statement for the target dictionary into the work
file as the first statement.
This step prepares for the task of compiling the components from the temporary work file into the target dictionary. At
the conclusion of this step, the work file contains a SIGNON statement for the target dictionary, followed by ADD or
MODIFY statements for those components you want to migrate.

NOTE
Typically the output of the previous step includes an echo of the input, so the first statement in the output is
the DISPLAY statement. The DISPLAY statement is not necessary, so you can replace it with the SIGNON
statement.

4. Invoke the compiler
The compiler signs you off the source dictionary, signs you on to the target dictionary, and adds or modifies the
components in the work file.

Final Tasks for Schemas and Load Modules

This technique will copy the source to the target dictionary, but it does not automatically validate schemas or recompile
load modules for subschemas and edit and code tables. You can perform these additional functions in one of two ways:

• After you compile the source into the target dictionary, establish currency on the appropriate component and issue the
VALIDATE or GENERATE statement. To establish currency, issue a simple MODIFY statement for the component. For
example:

modify subschema empss01.
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generate.

• Before you compile the source into the target dictionary, edit the work file by inserting the VALIDATE or GENERATE
statement after the source for the component.

Using the PUNCH Statement

Used for Batch Migration

The PUNCH statement of the schema, subschema, and DDDL compilers and command facility is useful for batch
migrations. If you perform the migration in batch mode, the PUNCH statement allows you to migrate larger volumes of
information. It also allows you to migrate between dictionaries under the control of different DC/UCF systems.

Writes Information to File or Module

The PUNCH statement has the same options as the DISPLAY statement. However, it writes the requested information to
one of two destinations: an external file or an IDD module.

Use Files or Modules to Accumulate Large Numbers of Components

The file or module provides an intermediate place to store the information you want to migrate. As a result, you can:

• Accumulate components in one or more modules over the course of several terminal sessions
• Accumulate several files of components over the course of separate executions of the batch compiler
• Edit the content of the modules or files; For example, to change the STATUS of components from TEST to

PRODUCTION

Technique 1

This technique is very similar to the technique for the DISPLAY statement described above. Because it occurs in batch,
however, you can migrate larger volumes of information.

Steps

The steps in this technique follow:

1. In the first execution of the compiler, sign on to the source dictionary in batch mode and punch the individual
components to an external file.
In the PUNCH statement, use the AS SYNTAX clause. In addition, specify VERB MOD if you are migrating existing
components. Define the file as SYSPCH in the JCL.
To avoid having to specify these clauses in every PUNCH statement, you can issue a SET OPTIONS statement before
the PUNCH statements:

set options display as syntax verb mod.

2. When the job ends, edit the external file as follows:
– Insert a SIGNON statement for the target dictionary as the first statement.
– Insert the following statement after the SIGNON statement:

set options input 1 thru 80.

This step prepares for the task of compiling the components from the temporary file into the target dictionary. Be
sure the SIGNON and SET OPTIONS statements start between columns 1 and 72.

– Execute the compiler a second time, using the edited file as input.
The compiler signs on the target dictionary and adds or modifies the components in the file.

Technique 2
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With this technique, you create a dictionary module in the source dictionary to hold the components you want to migrate.
You migrate the module to the target dictionary, extract the ADD or MODIFY statements for the individual components,
and store or modify each of the components in the target dictionary.

Steps

The steps in this technique follow:

1. In batch or online mode, sign on to the source dictionary and create a module occurrence to hold the components to
be moved. For example:

add module holdit.

2. While signed on to the source dictionary, punch the components to be moved into the module using the TO MODULE
and AS SYNTAX clauses:

punch element emp-last-name

  to module holdit

  as syntax.

The module source for HOLDIT now consists of the ADD ELEMENT EMP-LAST_NAME statement.
You can perform this step in batch or online mode, and you can punch more than one component to the module. If you
use the SET OPTIONS statement following signon, your input appears as follows:

set options input 1 thru 80

            default is on

            punch to module holdit

            as syntax.

punch element emp-last-name.

 .

 .

 .

This statement automatically changes an ADD to MODIFY if the entity already exists in the dictionary and punches the
entity as syntax.

3. In batch mode, sign on to the source dictionary and punch the module to an external file.
The input to the compiler consists of only two statements: a SIGNON statement for the source dictionary and a
PUNCH statement for the module. In the PUNCH statement, use the AS SYNTAX and TO SYSPCH clauses. Also, be
sure to define the file as SYSPCH in the JCL.
At the end of this step, the external file contains only one statement: an ADD/MODIFY MODULE statement. Within
the MODULE statement, however, the module source consists of the ADD or MODIFY statement for the individual
components that you want to migrate.

4. Edit the external file as follows:
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– Insert a SIGNON statement for the target dictionary as the first statement
– Insert the following statement after the SIGNON statement:

set options input 1 thru 80.

– Insert an INCLUDE MODULE statement as the last statement.
As a result of the editing, the external file contains four statements:
– A SIGNON statement
– A SET OPTIONS statement
– An ADD MODULE or MODIFY MODULE statement
– An INCLUDE MODULE statement.
For example:

  signon user dba password pass dictname target.

  set option input 1 thru 80.

add module holdit

 .

 .

 .

module source follows

add element emp-last-name

  version is 1

  pic is x(20)

 .

 .

 .

msend.

include module holdit.

5. Execute the compiler in batch mode, using the edited file as input.
The compiler signs on to the target dictionary and adds or modifies the module. The INCLUDE statement brings the
module source into the compiler's work file. The content adds or modifies the individual components to the target
dictionary.

Final Tasks for Schemas and Load Modules
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As with the DISPLAY statement, the PUNCH statement does not automatically validate the schemas or generate the load
modules for subschemas and edit/code tables. To perform these function, use one of the methods described earlier in
26.6.1, "Using the DISPLAY statement".

Technique 3

This technique combines parts of the Technique 2 presented above and parts of the online DISPLAY technique described
earlier in 26.6.1, "Using the DISPLAY statement". Because this technique entails an online migration, you need to
moderate the volume of information you punch.

The steps in this technique follow:

1. In online mode, sign on to the source dictionary and create a module occurrence to hold the components to be moved.
2. While signed on to the source dictionary, punch the components to be moved to the module.

As above, direct the output of the punch to the module by including the TO MODULE clause in each PUNCH
statement or in a SET OPTIONS statement. Also, specify the AS SYNTAX clause and the VERB ADD or VERB
MODIFY clause, as appropriate.

3. Clear the compiler's work file.
4. Display the module.

This step brings the module (with all of its source) into the compiler's work file. In the DISPLAY statement, use the AS
SYNTAX clause.

5. Edit the work file as follows:
– Insert a SIGNON statement for the target dictionary as the first statement.
– Insert an INCLUDE MODULE statement as the last statement.
This step prepares the work file for the task of compiling the module and then the components into the target
dictionary. As a result of the editing, the work file contains three statements:
– A SIGNON statement
– An ADD MODULE or MODIFY MODULE statement
– An INCLUDE MODULE statement

6. Invoke the compiler
The compiler signs on to the target dictionary and adds or modifies the module. The INCLUDE statement brings the
module source into the compiler's work file and executes the content of the work file. The content adds or modifies the
individual components to the target dictionary.

Final Steps for Schemas and Load Modules

As with the other techniques, this technique does not automatically validate schemas or generate load modules for
subschemas and edit/code tables. To perform these functions, use one of the methods described earlier in 26.6.1, "Using
the DISPLAY statement".

Using the Mapping Compiler and Mapping Utility

Steps

There are three steps to migrate maps between dictionaries (whether under the same CA IDMS/DB or DC/UCF system or
not):

1. Decompile the maps from the source dictionary.
For this step, use the decompile function of the mapping utility (RHDCMPUT). You can decompile one or several maps
in a single execution:

PROCESS=DECOMPILE

MAP=map1-name
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MAP=map2-name

 .

 .

 .

The output of the decompilation consists of the source form of the maps, typically stored in a temporary file.
2. Compile the maps into the target dictionary.

For this step, use the file of decompiled maps from the previous step as input to the mapping compiler (RHDCMAP1).
The mapping compiler places a source description of the map in the DDLDML area of the target dictionary.

3. Generate the load modules for the maps in the target dictionary.
For this step, use either the online mapping facility or the load function of the mapping utility (RHDCMPUT). If you use
the load function of the mapping utility, you can generate multiple load modules in a single execution:

PROCESS=LOAD

MAP=map1-name

MAP=map2-name

 .

 .

 .

Specify Source and Target Dictionary

The source and target dictionaries are typically part of multiple dictionary environments. Consequently, you must indicate
which of the dictionaries the mapping compiler and mapping utility should run against. There are several techniques for
specifying a particular dictionary in a multiple dictionary environment.

NOTE
For more information, see Section25, “Dictionaries and Runtime Environments”.

For SQL-Defined Entities

Using DISPLAY and PUNCH

SQL-defined entities (schemas, tables, and so on) can be migrated using the DISPLAY and PUNCH techniques described
earlier in this section. This approach is useful for creating a second entity that has the same definition as one in test.

Including All Related Entities

To generate syntax for all entities related to an entity whose definition is being displayed or punched, specify the FULL
option.

For example, the following statement will generate syntax for all entities in the EMP schema.

display schema emp full as syntax
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The next statement will generate syntax for the EMP.DEPT table and its associated indexes, constraints and calc keys.

display table emp.dept full as syntax

Replicating Physical Attributes

By default, when a DISPLAY or PUNCH statement is used to recreate the DDL for an SQL-defined entity such as a
schema, the definition will be logically identical to the original. However, certain physical attributes that normally are
assigned internally by the DBMS when an entity is created will not be the same if the generated DDL is used to create a
new entity. These attributes include such things as a table's numeric identifier (its table ID) and the timestamps that are
used to track when an entity's definition is changed.

Ensuring that physical (as well as logical) attributes are identical for all entities associated with an area or segment,
facilitates copying of data from one area or segment to another. For example, you could use operating system facilities to
copy production files to a quality assurance environment for testing purposes if the physical attributes of both are identical.

NOTE
To copy files this way, the definitions of the segments in which the files are defined must also be identical except
for segment name and page group.

It is possible to define new entities with the same physical attributes as those of another entity by specifying the FULL
PHYSICAL clause on the DISPLAY or PUNCH statement. This will cause additional syntax to be generated that will
explicitly establish values for the physical attributes of the new entity.

The following entities have physical attributes that need to be considered:

• Schema
• Table
• View
• Table Procedure
• Procedure
• Function
• Index
• Area

Keeping Physical Attributes Identical

Each time an SQL-defined entity definition is directly or indirectly changed, its definition timestamp is changed
automatically. For example, if a new index is added to a table, the table's timestamp is updated automatically. To keep two
or more entity definitions identical, and after making the same change to the cloned definition, you must use an ALTER
statement to set the cloned entity's timestamp to be the same as that of the original entity.

For example, the following procedure ensures that two tables have the same timestamp after adding an index to each of
them.

1. Add the index to the first table:

create index emp.depts on emp.dept (name)

2. Determine its new timestamp value:

display table emp.dept with timestamp

3. Add the index to the second table:
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create index emp2.depts on emp2.dept (name)

4. Force the second table's timestamp to be the same as the first:

alter table emp2.dept timestamp 'yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.tttttt'

NOTE
For more information on SQL DDL, DISPLAY and PUNCH statements, see the CA IDMS SQL Administrating
section.

Area-Level Timestamps

If an area was defined with the STAMP BY AREA clause, then each time a change is made to the definition of any table
stored in the area, the area's timestamp is updated. This is the timestamp that must be manipulated to maintain identical
definitions. An area's timestamp is also updated whenever an associated table is created or dropped.

Modifying Physical Database Definitions
Changes You Can Make and What To Do

The following tables summarize the changes you can make to physical database definitions and how to make the change.
In most cases, all you need to do is:

• Alter the entity's definition
• Generate, punch, and link all DMCLs associated with the entity definition

However, if the entity is defined to the runtime DMCL, some changes affect how CA IDMS/DB processes a request to
make the modified DMCL available dynamically. The following tables identify those changes.

When the tables indicate that you must unload and reload a segment or an area, you can use any of the following to
accomplish this:

• The REORG utility statement
• The UNLOAD and RELOAD utility statements
• CA IDMS/DB Reorg

NOTE
For more information on REORG and UNLOAD/RELOAD, see the CA IDMS Administrating section. For more
information on CA IDMS/DB Reorg, see the CA IDMS/DB Reorg Using section.

Segment Definition

Change you can make How to make it
The schema reserved for defining tables and indexes within areas
associated with the segment
The segment's page group

Alter the segment's definition and generate, punch, and link all
DMCLs to which the segment is defined

The maximum number of records or rows per page Alter the segment definition and generate, punch, and link a
DMCLin which the segment is included.
If the segment is empty, use this DMCL to execute a FORMAT
SEGMENT utility statement.
If the segment is not empty, use this and a DMCL containing the
original segment definition to execute the CONVERT PAGE utility
statement.
Generate, punch, and link all remaining DMCLs in which the
segment is included.
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File Definition

Change you can make How to make it
The external file name
The file's allocation information, such as the data set name and
disposition

Alter the file's definition and generate, punch, and link all DMCLs
in which the segment that contains the file is defined

The file's access method (VSAM or non-VSAM) See 27.4, "Changing the Access Method of a File"

Area Definition

Change you can make How to make it
Change the page range (but not the number of pages) assigned to
an area

Alter the area's definition and generate, punch, and link a DMCLin
which the area's segment is included.
If the area is empty, use this DMCL to format all files in the area
If the area is not empty, use this DMCL and a DMCL containing
the original segment definition to execute the CONVERT PAGE
utility statement.
Generate, punch, and link all remaining DMCLs in which the
segment is included.

Increase the area's page size See 27.5.1, "Increasing the Page Size of an Area"
Extend the area's page range See 27.5.2, "Extending the Page Range of an Area"
Change the primary number of pages assigned to the area'spage
range

If the area is not empty, unload and reload the area

Decrease the size of the area's pages If the area is not empty, unload and reload the area
Increase or decrease the page reserve Use an area override in the DMCL definitionfor special operations,

such as loading a database; then remove the area override
To make a permanent change, alter the area definition; if the area
is not empty, changing the page reserve affects only subsequent
store and insert operations
Generate, punch and link the DMCL(s) that contain the area
override or the segment that contains the defined area

Add, modify, or drop a symbolic definition 1 Alter the area's definition and generate, punch, and link all DMCLs
in which the segment that contains the area is defined

Re-assign the area to new or different files See 27.6, "Adding or Dropping Files Associated With an Area"
Update an area's timestamp Alter the area's definition and specify the new timestamp value.

This applies only to areas defined for SQL use.

NOTE
1. If changing the page range of a subarea associated with a record in a non-empty area, unload and reload the
area. If changing the page range of a subarea associated with an index in a non-empty area, use the MAINTAIN
INDEX utility statement to rebuild the index in the new page range as described in the CA IDMS Administrating
section.
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DMCL Definition

Change you can make How to make it
Reassign the buffer associated with a file
Associate or disassociate a database name table
Add or remove a segment
Change an area's startup or warmstart status
Change an area's page reserve
Change the external file name for a file
Change the disposition for a file
Change the use of memory caching for a file
Change the shared cache assigned to a file

Alter the DMCL definition and generate, punch, and link the DMCL

Database Buffer Definitions

Change you can make How to make it
Change the buffer page size
Change the buffer page count
Change how the CA IDMS/DB acquires storage for the buffer
Add or remove buffers

Alter the buffer definition and generate, punch, and link the DMCL
with which the buffer is associated

Journal Buffer Definition

Change you can make How to make it
Change the size of the journal buffer pages See 27.7, "Changing the Page Size of a Disk Journal".

Change the number of journal buffer pages Alter the definition of the journal buffer and generate, punch, and
link the DMCL with which the journal buffer is associated.

Disk Journal Definition

Change you can make How to make it
Change the external file name
Add or remove a disk journal file
Change the file's allocation information, such as its data setname
Change the number of pages in the disk journal file

If altering the characteristics of or removing an existingjournal file,
offload its contents
Alter the journal file's definition and generate, punch, and link the
DMCL
Format the journal file

Change the file's access method See 27.8, "Changing the Access Method of a Disk Journal".

Change you can make How to make it
Change the external file name
Add or remove a disk journal file
Change the file's allocation information, such as its data setname
Change the number of pages in the disk journal file

If altering the characteristics of or removing an existing journal file,
offload its contents
Alter the journal file's definition and generate, punch, and link the
DMCL
Format the journal file

Change the file's access method See 27.8, "Changing the Access Method of a Disk Journal".
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Archive Journal Definition

Change you can make How to make it
Change the file's block size
Change the file's external file name
Add or remove archive journal files

Alter the archive file's definition and generate, punch, and link the
DMCL with which the archive file is associated

Tape Journal Definition

Change you can make How to make it

Change the file's external file name Alter the tape file's definition and generate, punch, and link the
DMCL with which the tape journal file is associated

Changes You Cannot Make

• Segment's type (that is, SQL or NONSQL)
• Name of a segment containing SQL tables

Making the Changes Available Under the Central Version
Most Changes Can Be Implemented Dynamically

Most physical database changes can be made effective to a CV without recycling by issuing a DCMT VARY DMCL
command.

Some changes require files to be deallocated and reallocated. The ability to deallocate and reallocate files dynamically
depends on the operating system and the information provided in the file definition.

NOTE
For more information, see 7.14, "FILE Statements".

Some changes require that the use of areas or journal files be quiesced. CA IDMS does this automatically as part of the
vary operation. However, this may take a significant amount of time if long-running transactions are in progress.

NOTE
For more information on the impact of each type of change, see 27.3, “Dynamic DMCL Management".

JCL Considerations

If CV's execution JCL contains DD statements for files whose data set name is changed by a DCMT VARY DMCL
command, remove those DD statements before cycling the system.

Restart Considerations

If using VARY DMCL to implement your changes, you must consider how to handle an unanticipated failure during and
after the operation.

The recommended approach is to use change tracking so that no manual intervention is needed to restart the CV after an
abnormal termination. CA IDMS automatically restarts the system correctly using the information stored in the SYSTRK
files.

If change tracking is not in effect, you are responsible for maintaining a copy of the old DMCL load module. You may need
to restart the CV using the old DMCL if an abnormal termination occurs while the VARY DMCL command is in progress.
Additionally, you may need to update the execution JCL before restarting the system to ensure that the correct data set
names are being referenced.

NOTE
For more information on change tracking, see "Change Tracking" in the Administrating section.
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Making Disk Journal File Changes

If making changes to disk journal files, do not change or replace all files at the same time. For example, you cannot
change the dataset name or number of pages of all journal files with a single DCMT VARY DMCL command. To
accomplish this, implement the changes in two separate operations, changing only some of the journal files each time.

Because of this restriction, you cannot change the page size of the disk journal files dynamically since all journal files must
have the same page size. To change the journal page size, you must shutdown and restart the CV using a DMCL with the
new journal buffer page size.

Data Sharing Considerations

In a data sharing environment, most changes to an area or its associated files will not take effect until the area is varied
offline in all group members in which it is shared since most area (and associated file) characteristics must be identical
across all sharing members. For a list of these characteristics, see Sharing Update Access to Data.

The following procedure is recommended for making shared area or file changes:

• Modify and generate a new DMCL for all affected members
• Vary the area offline in all sharing members
• Vary a new copy of the altered DMCL in all affected members
• Vary the area online in all affected members

NOTE
For more information on data sharing, see the Administrating section.

Dynamic DMCL Management
Impact of Changes

When a DMCL is being varied, certain changes cause:

• Areas to be quiesced
• Files to be deallocated and reallocated

Change Quiesce area? Reallocate file?
Segment changes
Dropping and recreating the segment Yes Yes
Page group Yes Yes
Maximum number of records per page Yes Yes
Segment's schema No No
Area changes
Adding an area Allocate
Dropping an area Yes Deallocate
Primary page range Yes Yes
Extending page range Yes Yes
Page size Yes Yes
Original page size Yes Yes
Symbolic parameters Yes Yes
Area-to-file mapping Yes Yes
Page reserve No No
Maximum space No No
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Area's timestamp No No
File changes
Dataset name Yes Yes
z/VM user id/virtual address Yes Yes
Access method Yes Yes
Disposition No Yes
External name (DDNAME) No Yes
DMCL changes
Adding a segment Allocate
Dropping a segment Yes Deallocate
Buffer associated with a file No 1 No
Shared cache usage for a file No No
File's external name (DDNAME) No Yes
File's disposition No Yes
Area status No Yes
Shared cache for a file No Yes
Disk Journal changes
Adding a disk journal Allocate
Dropping a disk journal Yes (2) Deallocate
Number of pages in file Yes (2) No
Dataset name Yes (2) Yes
File's external name (DDNAME) No Yes

NOTE
1 If a file is associated with a new buffer, the area's pages are first purged from the buffer pool.

NOTE
2 Use of the disk journal file is quiesced.

Considerations

• Changing the page size of a buffer causes the buffer to be closed and re-opened with the new size. All other buffer
changes (such as the number of pages) are ignored. To change these parameters while the system is active, issue a
DCMT VARY BUFFER command.

• Changes to a journal buffer, tape, or archive journal file have no impact on the runtime system.
• In a data sharing environment, if an area is shared, most changes to the area and its associated files will not take

effect until the area is varied offline in all group members in which it is shared.

Changing the Access Method of a File
You can change the format of database files from non-VSAM to VSAM and vice versa. The following list describes the
process:

1. Expand the page size of the file's area, if necessary.
2. Alter the file definition to change its access method and generate, punch, and link all DMCLs in which the file's

segment is included. Optionally, you can specify a new database name or other location information.
3. Allocate a new VSAM or non-VSAM data set, as described in Allocating and Formatting Files.
4. Make the area to be processed unavailable for update under the central version.
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5. Copy the old VSAM or non-VSAM file to the new data set.
6. Make the new DMCLs and file available to the runtime environment.

Expand the Page Size

Converting from non-VSAM to VSAM

When you convert a non-VSAM file to VSAM, first expand the page size of the area, if the page size of the area is
significantly smaller than the size of the VSAM control interval. The optimal page size is 8 bytes less than the VSAM
control interval.

Converting from VSAM to non-VSAM

When you convert a VSAM file to non-VSAM, consider expanding the page size of the area, either before or after the
conversion, if the page size of the area is inefficient for the device type.

Copy the Data to the New File

You can use one of the following two options to copy the data to the new file:

• BACKUP and RESTORE utility statements
• The IDCAMS utility

Backup and Restore Utility Statements

To use BACKUP and RESTORE to copy the database files, follow these steps:

1. Offload the data in the old file(s) using the BACKUP utility statement and the old DMCL. If all files within a multi-file
area are being converted, use the AREA option on the BACKUP statement; otherwise, use the FILE option.

2. If the backup was performed with the AREA option, format the new files using the new DMCL before executing Step 3.
3. Reload the data into the new file(s) using the RESTORE utility statement and the new DMCL. If the data was offloaded

with the AREA option, restore with the AREA option; otherwise, restore with the FILE option.

Using the IDCAMS Utility

The REPRO command of the IDCAMS utility can be used to copy the data between a VSAM and non-VSAM file and vice
versa. If you use this approach, be sure to copy all pages (blocks) in the file in their entirety without reblocking. For more
information on IDCAMS, see the appropriate IBM documentation.

NOTE

More information:

• Administrating Database Design
• Increasing the Size of an Area

Increasing the Size of an Area
 

This article describes the following information:

Available Options

To increase the size of an area, you can:

1. Increase the page size of the area by using the EXPAND PAGE utility statement
2. Extend the number of pages in the area by using the EXTEND SPACE clause of the AREA statement
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3. Increase the current number of pages assigned to the area by unloading and reloading the area

Which Option to Use

Both options 1 and 3 distribute free space throughout an area. While option 1 is faster (and therefore less disruptive) than
option 3, it does not reorganize indexes or improve the placement of existing data which may have overflowed due to lack
of space on a page. Option 1 is most effective if used before the area approaches a full condition.

Option 2 adds free space only at the end of an area. This can be useful where records or tables have a location mode of
direct or are clustered around a dbkey index or an OOAK record. It can also be used as a temporary means of increasing
space in an area whose page size cannot be increased (due to device or VSAM restrictions).

If the area to be extended contains CALC records, these records will continue to only target pages in the original page
range. If no space is available to hold the new occurrences, they will overflow into the extended page range. The area
must continue to be defined as being extended until the records are unloaded and reloaded into a new database in which
the entire extended page range is defined as the original page range. Failure to do this results in 0326 errors when CALC
retrieval is attempted.

In order to extend an area, there must be unassigned page numbers following the current page range. If these page
numbers are already assigned to another area, the current page range cannot be extended. Either Option 1 or 3 must be
used; or the current page range must be converted to a new range and that range extended.

Procedures

Procedures for the first two options follow.

NOTE
For information on unloading and reloading an area, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.

Increasing the Page Size of an Area

Steps

To increase the page size for an area, follow these steps:

1. For each file associated with the area, allocate a new file having the larger page size.
2. Copy the contents of each existing file to its new counterpart by executing the EXPAND PAGE utility statement once

for each file.
3. Delete the old files and rename the new files to the old names.
4. Alter the area definition by removing the WITHIN FILE clause and replacing it with REMOVE FILE.
5. Alter the area by:

– Changing the page size
– Adding the ORIGINAL PAGE SIZE clause
– Re-adding the WITHIN FILE clause

6. Generate, punch, and link all DMCLs in which the file's segment is included

Extending the Page Range of an Area

Steps

To extend the number of pages in an area, follow these steps:

1. If the additional pages being added to the area will reside in a new file, define the file.
2. Change the definition of the area specifying the number of additional pages to add to the area by using the EXTEND

SPACE clause. On the EXTEND SPACE clause, specify to which file the additional pages will be mapped by using the
WITHIN FILE clause.
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If the additional pages would cause the number of pages in the area to exceed the maximum space allowed, you can
use the MAXIMUM SPACE clause to increase the maximum provided the page numbers are not assigned to another
area that will be used in the same DMCL as the area being expanded.

3. Generate, punch and link all DMCLs that contain the segment with which the area is associated.
4. Allocate a new database file to contain the additional pages and initialize the file using the new DMCL.
5. If new pages are being added to the last file of the area:

– Make the area to be processed unavailable for update under the central version.
– Backup the area using an old DMCL.
– Restore the area using an old DMCL, but referencing the new file through JCL statements.

NOTE
If the area maps to its file on a one-to-one basis, it is necessary to include IDMSQSAM=ON in the
RESTORE utility's SYSIDMS file.

– Delete the old file and rename the new file.
– Backup the expanded area.

6. Make the DMCLs and the new file available to the runtime environment.

NOTE

More Information:

For information about how to alter the area, see EXPAND PAGE.

Adding or Dropping Files Associated With an Area
Types of Changes

The pages of an area can be mapped to different files provided that all the pages are accounted for. For example, two files
can be combined into one file or one file can be separated into multiple files.

Steps

To add or remove files from an area, follow these steps:

1. Define the new files.
2. Change the definition of the area by excluding all files associated with the area and re-assigning the pages of the area

to file blocks.
3. Drop all unused files.
4. Generate, punch and link all DMCLs that contain the segment with which the area is associated.
5. Allocate and format new database files.
6. Make the area to be processed unavailable for update under the central version. (If re-using some of the existing files,

take the area offline to the central version.)
7. Backup the area using the AREA option of the BACKUP utility statement and the old DMCL.
8. Restore the area using the AREA option of the RESTORE utility statement and the new DMCL.
9. Make the DMCLs and the new files available to the runtime environment.

Changing the Page Size of a Disk Journal
Steps

To change the page size of a disk journal, follow these steps:

1. Change the size of the journal buffer page.
2. Generate, punch, and link the DMCL.
3. Shut down the system.
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4. Offload all currently used journals using the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement with the ALL option and the old
DMCL.

5. Allocate and format new disk journal files.
6. Restart the system with the new DMCL and the new journal files.

Changing the Access Method of a Disk Journal
You can change the access method used for a disk journal file from non-VSAM to VSAM or vice versa. To do this you
must:

1. Change the definition of the disk journal file specifying the desired access method. Alter the page size of the journal
buffer:
– If changing from non-VSAM to VSAM, the page size must match the rounded up CI size. When allocating the new

VSAM disk journal files, IBM rounds up the specified CI size if the defined size is not a supported size. The journal
buffer page size must match this rounded up size. The VSAM RECSZ should be 8 bytes less. IDMS automatically
makes the internal journal block size 8 bytes less than the CI size.

– If changing from VSAM to non-VSAM, select an optimal page size for the device type
2. Generate, punch, and link the DMCL.
3. Shut down the system.
4. Offload all currently used journals using the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement with the ALL option and the old

DMCL.
5. Allocate and format new disk journal files.
6. Restart the system with the new DMCL and the new journal files.

Modifying Database Name Tables
You can modify the following characteristics of a database name table definition:

• What databases are associated with the database name table (through the DBNAME statement)
• What segments and/or subschema mappings are associated with a database name
• Generic subschema mappings defined to the database name table
• The MIXED PAGE GROUP BINDS option setting for a DBNAME
• What database groups are associated with the database name table (through the DBGROUP statement)
• The usage option for a DBNAME

Steps

To modify a database name table, follow these steps:

Action Statement
Modify the database name, database group, and/or database
name table

CREATE, ALTER, or DROP DBNAME
CREATE, ALTER, or DROP DBGROUP
ALTER DBTABLE

Regenerate the database name table GENERATE DBTABLE
Punch and link the database name table to a load library PUNCH DBTABLE LOAD MODULE
Make the database name table available under the central version DCMT VARY DBTABLE NEW COPY

Example
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In the following example, the DBA adds a new database name to an existing database name table. After generating and
punching the database name table load module, the DBA instructs CA IDMS/DB to load the updated database name
table:

 create dbname alldbs.benefits
    add segment empseg
    add segment projseg
    add segment beneseg;
 

 generate dbtable alldbs;
 

 punch dbtable load module alldbs;
 

After link-editing the modified database name table to a load library, make it available under the central version:

 dcmt vary dbtable alldbs new copy
 

Modifying SQL-Defined Databases
You can modify an SQL-defined database by:

• Adding or dropping tables
• Modifying table components
• Adding, modifying, or dropping indexes and referential constraints
• Adding, modifying, or dropping schemas
• Adding or dropping views
• Adding, modifying or dropping SQL routines
• Adding or dropping keys associated with SQL routines

Maintaining Identically-Defined Entities
Why Identical Definitions are Useful

Maintaining entities with identical definitions can be useful in situations such as the following:

• Taking a snapshot copy of a production database for testing purposes
• Moving a test database into production
• Implementing database segmentation so that multiple segments can be accessed through a single referencing schema

and set of access modules
• Restoring a back-version of a database and its definition

How to Maintain Identical Definitions

To maintain identically defined entities, you must explicitly specify physical attributes whose values would otherwise be
automatically assigned when the entity is created or altered. The physical attributes that must be explicitly specified for
this purpose are:

• Numeric table identifier assigned to a table when it is created
• Numeric index identifier assigned to an index when it is created
• Synchronization timestamps associated with an area, table, view, procedure, table procedure or function

The appropriate DDL statements (such as CREATE TABLE, ALTER AREA, and so on) provide clauses for the
specification of these physical attributes.
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Determining the Physical Attributes of Existing Entities

You can determine the values of the physical attributes assigned to an existing entity by specifying either FULL
PHYSICAL or WITH TIMESTAMP on a DISPLAY or PUNCH statement for the entity. The FULL PHYSICAL option
generates syntax for all attributes of an entity including physical attributes such as table IDs and synchronization stamps.
The WITH TIMESTAMP option generates only the syntax for specifying a synchronization timestamp.

If you display a schema specifying FULL PHYSICAL, syntax is generated for all entities in the schema. The syntax
includes specifications for all physical attributes of those entities. A final set of ALTER statements is generated to establish
the value for the synchronization timestamp for all entities that have one.

NOTE
For more information on these clauses and the syntax used to specify physical attributes, see the SQL
Reference section.

Specifying Synchronization Timestamps

While the ability to specify physical attributes can be useful in certain situations, it should be used with care. If you change
the value of a synchronization timestamp, you can disable the ability for the database engine to detect definition-based
changes. This could result in data corruption if an out-of-date access module updates the database.

At a minimum, you should ensure that every version of an entity's definition has a unique synchronization timestamp
associated with it. You should also be aware that while some entities, such as indexes and constraints, do not have an
associated timestamp, changing their definition is, in effect, changing the definition of their associated table(s) and must
also result in a unique sychronization stamp value.

If a table resides in an area that is controlled by area-level synchronization stamps, you must update the area's
synchronization timestamp. Updating the table's synchronization stamp is optional but recommended. If a table resides
in an area that is controlled by table-level synchronization stamps, you must update the table's stamp and cannot update
that of the area.

Specifying Table and Index IDs

It is not always possible to create a table with a specific table ID or an index with a specific index ID. You are able to
do so only if the value specified is not assigned to another table or index in the same area. Consequently, manipulation
of physical attributes is generally only appropriate for schemas that define the entire contents of a database area or
segment.

Stamp Synchronization

The SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS utility lets you compare stamps in the data area and the catalog and to update one from
the other.

This utility provides an alternative mechanism for maintaining identical synchronization timestamps and may be an aid in
recovery situations in which either the catalog or a data area must be restored independently of the other.

For example, suppose that you want to take a copy of a production database for testing purposes. Assuming that the
definitions of both are identical except for the synchronization timestamps, you can use operating system facilities for
copying the data files and then use the SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS utility to update the copied areas with the timestamps
from the test catalog.

NOTE
For more information on the SYNCHRONIZE STAMPS utility, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.

Methods for Modifying
You can use the following methods to change an SQL-defined database:

• Single DDL statement
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You use a single DDL statement to make the change. The change takes effect immediately. For example, you use a
single DDL statement when adding a check constraint.

• Multiple DDL statements
You use multiple DDL statements to make the change. The particular SQL DDL statements you use depend on the
type of change being made. For example, to change certain index characteristics (such as the order in which index
keys are stored) you can use these SQL statements:
– DROP INDEX
– CREATE INDEX
The change takes effect upon completion of these statements.

• Combination of DML and DDL statements
You use a combination of DML and DDL statements to modify a definition. This method often involves dropping,
redefining, and reloading a table to make the change.
Once the data has been reloaded, the change takes effect. For example, to move a table to a new area, you use DML
or utility statements to:
a. Create a new table in the new area (DDL CREATE)
b. Copy the rows of data to the new table (DML INSERT)
c. Delete the existing table (DDL DROP)

Choosing a Modification Method

In some cases, you may choose the method to use. In other cases, the method is dictated by database factors such as
whether the table contains data or whether it participates in a referential constraint.

Each modification is discussed in detail in the following sections.

Inform Your Users

Some changes you make to the database will have a direct impact on your users. For example, if you drop a table or a
view, users will no longer have access to the data.

Before you make a change such as dropping a table, you can use SELECT statements to determine where the entity to
be changed is used. Specifically, look for:

• Views that reference the table
• Referential constraints in which the table participates
• Access modules that access the table

This indicates the potential impact the change may have and provides information on determining the best method to use
to make the change.

Modifying Schema, View, Table, and Routine Definitions
This section describes methods for creating, dropping, and changing schemas, views, tables, and routines. For more
information on the SQL DDL statements used in the procedures in this section, see the CA IDMS SQL Reference section.

This section describes how to:

Drop an Existing Schema

DROP SCHEMA Statement

To drop a schema, use an SQL DDL DROP SCHEMA statement. This removes the named schema only if no tables or
views are associated with it.

CASCADE Option

If you specify the CASCADE option, you also delete:
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• The definition of each table and view associated with the named schema
• The data stored in each table associated with the schema
• The definition of each referential constraint, index, and CALC key defined on the tables associated with the named

schema
• The view definition of each view derived from one or more of the tables associated with the named schema
• All privileges granted on tables dropped as a result of cascade processing

Considerations

If all tables and indexes on those tables are in a segment in which no other table or index from another schema resides,
then you can use the FORMAT utility to erase rows and indexes before using DROP SCHEMA. This will enable more
efficient execution.

Example

In the following example, a schema and its associated tables are dropped.

 drop schema demoempl cascade;
 

Modify a Schema

To modify a schema, use the SQL DDL ALTER SCHEMA statement.

Considerations

Changing the default area associated with the schema does not affect existing tables.

Example

In the following example, the schema's default area is changed.

 alter schema demoempl
    default area demoempl.emplarea;
 

Maintaining Views
Contents

This section describes how to:

• Drop a view
• Change a view definition by dropping and recreating it

Dropping a View

DROP VIEW Statement

To drop a view, use the SQL DDL DROP VIEW statement.

CASCADE Option

Use the CASCADE option if the view being dropped participates in any other view definitions. CASCADE directs CA
IDMS/DB to drop the named view and all views derived from the named view.

When you drop a view (without CASCADE), the following definitions are removed from the dictionary:

• The view
• All privileges granted on the view
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If you specify CASCADE, these additional definitions are removed from the dictionary:

• All views in which the view is referenced and all views referencing those views
• All privileges granted on views dropped as a result of cascade processing

Considerations

You must specify CASCADE if there are views defined on the view you are dropping.

Example

In the following example, the view EMP_HOME_INFO is dropped. This also drops any views derived from this view.

drop view emp_home_info cascade;

Modifying a View

To modify a view, use the SQL DDL DROP VIEW statement to drop the view and then use the SQL DDL CREATE VIEW
statement to re-add the view.

Before modifying a view, you can use the SELECT SYNTAX FROM SYSCA.SYNTAX statement to display the syntax
used to create a view.

select syntax from sysca.syntax

  where schema=HR

  and table=EMP-SALARY;

NOTE
For more information on SYSCA.SYNTAX table, see the CA IDMS SQL Reference section.

Example

In the following example, the syntax for the view EMP_HOME_INFO is displayed using the SELECT SYNTAX statement.
The view is then dropped (DROP) and re-added (CREATE) with an additional column (CITY).

This SELECT SYNTAX statement:

select syntax from sysca.syntax

   where schema=demoempl

   and table=emp_home_info;

Displays this view syntax:

create view emp_home_info

    as select emp_id, emp_lname, emp_fname, phone
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        from employee;

DROP VIEW AND CREATE VIEW are used to modify the view.

drop view emp_home_info;

create view emp_home_info

  as select emp_id, emp_lname, emp_fname, phone, city

     from employee;

Maintaining Tables
This article includes the following information:

  

Creating a Table

CREATE TABLE Statement 

To create a table, use the SQL DDL CREATE TABLE statement.

Considerations 

The area in which the rows are to reside must be defined in the application dictionary and be accessible to the runtime
environment in which the CREATE TABLE statement is issued.

Dropping a Table

DROP TABLE Statement 

To drop a table, use the SQL DDL DROP TABLE statement. Use the CASCADE option if the table participates in a
referential constraint or is referenced in one or more view definitions.

No CASCADE 

When you drop a table (without CASCADE), the following definitions are removed from the dictionary:

• The table
• Its CALC key (if any)
• All indexes that are definedd on the table
• All privileges that are granted on the table

Table rows and indexes are removed from the database.

With CASCADE 

If you specify CASCADE, these additional definitions are removed from the dictionary:

• All referential constraints in which the table participates
• All views in which the table is referenced and all views referencing those views
• All privileges that are granted on views dropped as a result of cascade processing

Considerations 
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Using FORMAT to Erase Table Rows 

If the table you want to drop is the only table in an area, and if it participates in no linked constraints and any indexes also
reside in areas in which no other table or index resides, you can use the FORMAT utility to drop the table more efficiently:

1. Format the areas containing the table and indexes
2. Drop the table

NOTE
 For more information about FORMAT, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.

 Dropping All Tables in a Schema 

If you want to drop all tables in a schema, use the DROP SCHEMA statement with the CASCADE option rather than
dropping each table individually.

Example 

In the following example, these entities are dropped: the BENEFITS table, its CALC key, all indexes that are defined on it,
all privileges on it, all referential constraints in which BENEFITS participates, all views in which this table is referenced and
all views referencing that view, and all privileges that are granted on all those views. In addition, all data is deleted.

drop table demoempl.benefits cascade;

Changing Columns and Their Attributes

 ALTER TABLE Statement 

With the ALTER TABLE statement, you can make the following column changes:

• Add a column
• Change a column data type or null attribute
• Drop or change a column default clause
• Rename a column
• Drop a column

For instructions on using the ALTER TABLE statement, see the SQL Reference section.

Considerations 

• Add a Column
The definition of the table is updated to include the new column definition, and the new column becomes the last
column in the table. Table rows are not updated as part of the ALTER TABLE processing; instead, the column is added
to an existing row only when that row is next updated.
When adding a column, if the table is not empty, you much supply a default value for the added column. You do this in
one of the following ways:
– Specify that the column is to have a default value. All existing rows are then considered to have the default value for

the new column.
– Allow the column to have a null value. All existing rows are then considered to have a null value for the column.

NOTE
For more information about choosing a value, see the SQL Reference section.

• Compressed Rows
If a new column in a compressed table is used as an index key or as a referencing column, consider placing the
column near the front of the table. Otherwise, the compression potential of the table is greatly reduced.
To do this, the table must be dropped and re-added with a new column order. When you put the rows back into the
table, make sure the data is in the new column order.

• Effect on Programs and View Definitions
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Adding a column to a table does not impact existing programs or view definitions except under the following
circumstances:
– If your host language programs include SELECT * from the table, they receive runtime errors because of the added

column.
– If a view definition includes a SELECT * from the affected table, it becomes invalid and must be dropped and

recreated.
• Effect on Access Modules

When the definition of a table is modified, the stamp associated with the table is updated.  The stamping level of the
area determines which access modules must be recompiled.
– For areas with STAMP BY TABLE, only access modules which directly reference the table must be recompiled.
– For areas with STAMP BY AREA, a change to any table within the area will update the stamp. This requires an

access module that references any table in that area must be recompiled.
• Add a Default to a Column

 
Allowing a column to have a default value affects only the table’s definition; existing table rows are not affected.

• Remove a column Default 
If the table is populated and the column does not allow null values, every existing row must contain a value in the
changed column. To ensure this, each row is accessed and updated if it does not contain a value for the column.

• Rename a Column 
A column that is named in a check constraint or a view cannot be renamed.
The definition of all referential constraints, sort keys, CALC keys and indexes in which the column participates are
updated  to show the new column name.

• Drop a Column
Every row in the table is updated to remove the column value.
If a column is named in a check constraint or is part of the CALC key of a populated table, you cannot drop the column.
If you do not specify CASCADE, the column must not be one of the following types of columns:
– A column in a CALC key
– A referenced or foreign key column in a referential constraint
– An indexed column
– A sort column of a linked constraint
– Named in a view
If you specify CASCADE, how the column is used determines what other items are dropped:
– Dropping a CALC key column also drops the CALC key
– Dropping a referenced or foreign key column in a referential constraint also drops the constraint
– Dropping an indexed column also drops the index
– Dropping a sort column of a linked constraint also drops the constraint
– Dropping a column that is named in a view also drops the view

• Change a column Null Attribute
The following situations apply when you change a column null attribute:
– When the column is part of a CALC key of a populated table, or is a referenced column in a constraint, the ALTER

statement fails.
– When you change a null attribute, every row in the table is updated to add or remove the null attribute byte for that

column.
– When the changed column is a sort column, every index and linked indexed constraint is automatically rebuilt.
– When disallowing nulls and the value of the column is null for a row in the table, the ALTER statement fails.

• Change a column Data Type 
The following situations apply when you change a column data type:
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– When the column is part of a CALC key of a populated table, or is a referenced column in a constraint, the ALTER
statement fails.

– When changing a column data type, the new data type you enter must be compatible for assignment with the
original data type.

– Every row in the table is restructured to convert the column value to the new type. This might involve increasing or
decreasing the length of the row.

– The ALTER statement fails if a loss of data (such as truncation of a non-blank character or numeric overflow) would
occur as part of the conversion.

– When you change data type, every index and linked indexed constraint in which the column is a sort column is
rebuilt.

• Maximum Row Length
Adding a column to a table or changing a column attributes might increase the length of the table row beyond the
maximum allowed.
For compressed tables, the maximum is 32760. If the new column would cause this to be exceeded, the column
cannot be added to the table; instead, consider creating a second table to hold the additional information.
For uncompressed tables, the maximum depends on the page size of the area in which the table resides. If the new
column would cause the length of the row to be greater than (page size - 40), then do one of the following:
– Use the EXPAND PAGE utility statement to increase the page size of the areas.

NOTE
 For more information about EXPAND PAGE, see the Administrating section.

 Note: The maximum length of an uncompressed row can be as much as (page size - 40); however, it is recommended
that row lengths be no more than 30% of the size of the page.

• Expanding Space in an Area
If an area is becoming full, consider expanding its space before increasing the length of table rows. The section
“Modifying Physical Database Definitions” describes methods you can use to expand an area.

Adding or Removing Data Compression

Drop/Add Table 

To add or remove compression, you must drop and redefine the table, as described in 30.5, “Dropping and Recreating a
Table”. When redefining the table, add or remove the COMPRESS clause as desired.

Considerations 

• By removing compression, the table occupies more space in the database and may overflow a database that is already
near capacity

• By adding compression, you may incur a modest increase in CPU time during subsequent DML processing of the table

NOTE
 For more information about data compression, see the CA IDMS Presspack Using section.

Adding a New Check Constraint

ALTER TABLE statement 

To add a new check constraint, use the SQL DDL ALTER TABLE statement with the ADD CHECK option.

Considerations 

• Adding a check constraint appends the new check constraint to any check constraints currently on the table
• If current data does not conform to the new check constraint, you receive an error when CA IDMS/DB processes the

ALTER TABLE command

Example 
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In the following example, a new check constraint is added to the BENEFITS table.

alter table emp.benefits
   add check ( fiscal_year > 1920 );

Dropping a Check Constraint

ALTER TABLE Statement 

To drop a check constraint, use the SQL DDL ALTER TABLE statement with the DROP CHECK option. DROP CHECK
deletes all check constraints associated with the table.

Example 

In the following example, all check constraints associated with the BENEFITS table are dropped.

alter table emp.benefits
   drop check;

Modifying a Check Constraint

To modify a check constraint, follow these steps:

1. Drop the existing check constraint, as described above
2. Add the new check constraint, as described above

NOTE
 Use SELECT SYNTAX from SYSCA.SYNTAX to display the existing check constraints before dropping it:

select syntax from sysca.syntax
 where schema='EMP' and
 table = 'BENEFITS';

Example 

alter table emp.benefits
   drop check;

alter table emp.benefits
   add check ( fiscal_year > 1930 );

Revising the Estimated Row Count for a Table

ALTER TABLE Statement 

To change the estimated row count on the table definition, use the SQL DDL ALTER TABLE statement with the
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF ROWS option.

Considerations 

• Changing the estimated number of rows for a table does not affect default index sizing unless you drop and re-add the
index or referential constraint. The estimated number of rows is used for index calculations only if it is greater than the
NUMROWS column in SYSCA.TABLE. NUMROWS is updated whenever an UPDATE STATISTICS utility statement is
issued for the table or the table's area.
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NOTE
 For more information about index calculations, see the CA IDMS SQL Reference section.

• Changing the estimated row count may affect the access paths chosen by the access module compiler for SQL DML
statements that reference the table. Unlike other table modifications, though, changing the estimated row count does
not cause existing access modules that reference the table to be automatically recompiled. If recompilation of selected
access modules is desired, you must use the ALTER ACCESS MODULE statement to force reoptimization.

NOTE
 Estimated number of rows is used for optimization purposes only if the NUMROWS column of
SYSCA.TABLE is 0.

Example 

In the following example, the estimated row count for the EMPLOYEE table is revised.

alter table emp_employee
   estimated row count 750000;

Changing the Area of a Table

Drop/Add Table 

To change the area in which the rows of a table are stored, you must drop the table and redefine it specifying the new
area.

NOTE
 For the steps and considerations involved in this process, see 30.5, “Dropping and Recreating a Table”.

Dropping the Default Index Associated with a Table

ALTER TABLE Statement 

To drop the default index associated with a table, use the SQL DDL ALTER TABLE statement with the DROP DEFAULT
INDEX option.

effectConsiderations 

• Do not drop the default index on a table until the CALC key, indexes, and referential constraints in which the table
participates have been defined. If no other index exists on the table, an area sweep is initiated each time one of the
above components is defined.

• Dropping the default index could change the location mode of a table.
• Default indexes can be useful whenever it is anticipated that a table is accessed without WHERE clauses specifying

index or CALC keys and without joins that might use referential relationships with other tables. In short, they are useful
whenever it is anticipated that the optimizer would otherwise choose area sweeps to satisfy access requests on the
table. This is particularly true when it is a sparse table, because a sweep of the default index only accesses data pages
that contain rows of the table; whereas, an area sweep accesses every page of the area.

NOTE
 For more information about when you would choose to drop the default index, see the Administrating section.

 Example 

In the following example, the default index for the EMPLOYEE table is dropped.

alter table emp.employee
   drop default index;
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Dropping and Recreating a Table
Contents

Considerations for Dropping/Adding a Table

Many types of changes can only be implemented by dropping and redefining a table. There are two major considerations
involved with this process:

• Preserving the table's data
• Re-establishing the table's relationships with other tables and views

This section outlines two approaches that can be used to drop and recreate a table:

• Method 1 -- Uses a combination of DDL and DML statements to perform the operation
• Method 2 -- Uses DDL and utility statements

Considerations

Select the approach based on the size of the table and the importance of minimizing the time during which the table
cannot be accessed. Consider the following:

• Method 1 requires there be enough space in the database to hold two copies of the data simultaneously. It also builds
indexes and validates relationships as the data is being inserted into a new table, potentially requiring a large number
of row locks and journal images.

• Method 2 reloads the data in local mode using the LOAD utility statement. Therefore, the table and all other tables in
the same area cannot be accessed while the load is taking place.

For these reasons, Method 1 is more appropriate for small tables, while Method 2 is more suited for large tables.

Method 1 -- Using DDL and DML Statements

Steps

To use a combination of DDL and DML statements to recreate a table, follow these steps:

1. Define a new table that has the same definition as the original table except for the desired changes.
2. Define the same indexes and CALC keys for the new table as for the old (unless changes in these are desired).
3. For each referential constraint in which the original table is the referencing table, define a similar constraint on the new

table. The new constraint must be defined with a different name and if the referenced table is not empty, it must be
defined as unlinked. (The unlinked constraint may also require that an index be defined, including the foreign key of
the new table).

4. For each referential constraint in which the original table is the referenced table, determine if the referencing table
is empty. If it is, define a similar constraint with a different name in which the new table is the referenced table. If the
referencing table is not empty, determine if additional indexes are needed, including the foreign key of the referencing
table, to support a similar constraint defined as unlinked. If additional indexes are required, create them now.

5. For each view in which the original table is referenced (or views of those views), display the definition syntax by
selecting from SYSCA.SYNTAX. Save the resulting output so the views can be recreated later.

6. Copy the data from the original table to the new table using an INSERT statement with the SELECT option.
7. For each referential constraint in which the original table is the referenced table and the referencing table is not empty,

define a constraint in which the new table is the referenced table. The new constraint must have a different name and
be defined as unlinked.

8. Drop the original table using the CASCADE option of DROP table.
9. For each self-referencing constraint defined on the original table, define a similar constraint on the new table. (A self-

referencing constraint is a referential constraint in which the referenced and referencing table are the same.)
10. Complete the transition to the new table as follows:
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– Define a view on the new table with the same name as the original table and including all of its columns.
– Recreate the views whose syntax was previously saved; examine those view definitions to see if changes are

required.
– Re-specify privilege definitions on the individual table and views if access is controlled through CA IDMS internal

security.

Guaranteeing Integrity of the Data

Steps 6 through 8 should be performed within a single transaction to minimize the potential of changes to the data in the
original table and any of its related tables until the entire operation is completed. To ensure that no changes are made
between the time the data is copied and the time the table is dropped, take one of the following actions just prior to issuing
the SELECT statement:

• Prohibit access to the table by explicitly dropping all views that reference it. This is effective only if all update access to
the table is done through a view.

• Revoke all INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE privileges from the table (and any matching wildcarded table names) if
access is controlled through CA IDMS internal security.

• Alter the original table and add a dummy column. This has the effect of prohibiting access to the table until the
transaction has terminated.

Recreating Empty Tables

If the table to be recreated is empty, you need not define a new table. Instead, simply drop and redefine the table making
the desired changes to its definition. However, be sure to take appropriate steps to preserve referential constraints, views
derived from the table, and privilege definitions.

Method 2 -- Using DDL and Utility Statements

Steps

To use a combination of DDL and utility statements to drop and recreate a table, take the following steps:

1. Identify all tables related through a linked constraint to the target table (the table whose definition is to be changed).
Either the related tables must be unloaded and reloaded together with the target table or the constraints will become
unlinked when they are redefined.

2. For each view in which the target table is referenced (or views of those views), display the definition syntax by
selecting from SYSCA.SYNTAX. Save the resulting output so the views can be recreated later.

3. For each table to be unloaded, extract the data to a sequential file using either:
– A user-written program
– A CA Culprit report
Use separate extract files for each table or place an indicator in each output record to identify the table from which the
data was extracted. Be sure the data was extracted successfully before proceeding to the next step.

4. Drop the target table (specifying the CASCADE option) and delete the rows from the related tables that were unloaded
by using a DELETE statement. If no other tables or indexes exist within the affected areas and all relationships are
within those areas (and were unloaded), format the area before issuing the DROP and DELETE statements. Be sure
to vary the areas offline to the DC/UCF system before formatting them.

5. Redefine the table making any necessary changes.
6. Redefine the indexes and CALC key on the target table.
7. Redefine the referential constraints in which the target table participates. If any of the constraints involve non-empty

tables, those constraints must be defined as unlinked.
8. Reload the tables using the LOAD utility statement and the sequential file as input.

NOTE
For more information on how to perform the load operation, see Section23, “Loading an SQL-Defined
Database".
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9. Complete the process as follows:
– Recreate the views whose syntax was previously saved; examine those view definitions to see if changes are

required
– Respecify privilege definitions on the target table and its referencing views if access is controlled through CA IDMS

internal security

Guaranteeing the Integrity of the Data

You must ensure that no updates are made to any of the unloaded tables once their data has been extracted. To ensure
that no changes are made between the time the data is extracted and the time the tables have been reloaded:

• Prohibit access to the tables by explicitly dropping all views that reference it. This is effective only if all update access
to the table is done through a view.

• Revoke all INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE privileges from the tables (and any matching wildcarded table names) if
access is controlled though CA IDMS internal security.

Maintaining Routines and Their Keys
Contents

A routine is either an SQL procedure, table procedure or function. This section describes how to:

• Drop a routine
• Change a routine definition and associate or disassociate keys

Dropping a Routine

DROP Routine Statements

To drop a routine, use one of the following statements:

• DROP PROCEDURE to drop an SQL procedure
• DROP TABLE PROCEDURE to drop a table procedure
• DROP FUNCTION to drop an SQL scalar function defined by a CREATE FUNCtion statement

No CASCADE

When you drop a routine (without CASCADE), the following definitions are removed from the dictionary:

• The procedure, table procedure or function that is the target of the drop
• All keys defined on the target routine
• All privileges granted on the routine

With CASCADE

If you specify CASCADE, these additional definitions are removed from the dictionary:

• All views in which the routine is referenced and all views referencing those views.
• All privileges granted on views dropped as a result of cascade processing

Example

In the following example, the table procedure WORK_SCHEDULE is dropped. This also drops any views derived from this
table procedure.

drop table procedure work_schedule cascade;
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Modifying a Routine

Types of Changes You Can Make

The following attributes of a routine can be changed:

• External name of the routine
• Estimated rows and I/O counts
• Work area usage, size and attributes
• Mode in which the routine executes
• Definition timestamp
• Default database in effect when the routine is invoked
• Whether the routine should share the encompassing SQL session's transaction
• Programming language that the routine is written in

Additionally, you can also add or remove a key from a procedure or table procedure. Keys are used to assist CA IDMS/DB
in calculating the amount of resources that will be consumed by a given routine invocation.

Statements That Modify Routines

To modify a routine's attributes, use one of the following statements:

• ALTER PROCEDURE to alter an SQL procedure
• ALTER TABLE PROCEDURE to alter a table procedure
• ALTER FUNCTION to alter an SQL scalar function defined by a CREATE FUNCTION statement

To associate a new key with a procedure or table procedure, use the CREATE KEY statement. To drop a key, use a
DROP KEY statement.

Examples

In the following example, function CORP_DATE is altered to change the external name of the function.

alter function corp_date external name corpdate:

Modifying Indexes, CALC Keys, and Referential Constraints
This section describes methods for creating, dropping, and changing indexes, CALC keys, and referential constraints. For
more information on the SQL DDL statements used in the procedures in this section, see the CA IDMS SQL
Administrating section.

This section describes how you can do the following tasks:

Creating an Index

To create a new index on a column or columns in a table, use the SQL DDL CREATE INDEX statement. If the index is
going to map to a new area, see Defining Segments, Files, and Areas for information on defining an area.

Considerations

• If you specify that the index is unique, and data in the key columns is not unique, you will receive an error and the
index will not be created.

• Each index implies additional runtime processing to handle INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements for the index
itself.
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NOTE
For more information on designing indexes, see the Database Design topics.

Example

In the following example, an index is built on the LAST_NAME column in the BENEFITS table.

 create index be_lname (last_name) on emp.benefits;
 

Dropping an Index

To drop an index from an existing table, use the SQL DDL DROP INDEX statement.

Considerations

A unique index or CALC key is required on all referenced columns in a constraint, and an index including the referencing
(foreign key) columns or a CALC key on all referencing columns must exist to support unlinked constraints. If dropping an
index would violate either of these rules, the DROP will not be allowed.

Example

In the following example, an optional index is dropped from a table:

 drop index be_lname from emp.benefits;
 

Changing Index Characteristics/Moving an Index

To modify index characteristics or to move an index from one area to another, use the SQL DDL ALTER INDEX statement.

Types of Changes You Can Make:

The following attributes of a referential constraint can be changed:

• Index block specification
• Index uniqueness
• The area in which an index resides

Statements That Modify Indexes:

To modify index attributes, use the ALTER INDEX statement.

Considerations

• If changing index tuning options, remember to observe referential constraint rules.

Example: Index altered on the BENEFITS table

 alter index emp_lname (last_name) on emp.benefits
       displacement is 40 pages
            index block contains 30 keys
       in area emp.emp1;
 

Maintaining CALC Keys
This topic describes how to:

• Create a CALC key
• Drop a CALC key
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Creating a CALC Key

To create a CALC key for an empty table, use the SQL DDL CREATE CALC statement.

If the table is not empty, you must drop and recreate the table, adding the CALC key before reloading the table's data.

NOTE
For the steps involved in this process, see Section30, “Modifying Schema, View, Table, and Routine
Definitions” .

Considerations

Only one location mode is permitted for a table. If the table is stored clustered on an index or constraint, you must drop
the clustering index or constraint and re-add it as non-clustered before you can create a CALC key.

Example

In the following example, a unique CALC key is created for the EMPLOYEE table.

 create unique calc key on emp.employee (emp_id);
 

Dropping a CALC Key

To drop a CALC key from an empty table, use the SQL DDL DROP CALC statement.

If the table is not empty, you must drop and recreate it.

NOTE
For the steps involved in this process, see Section30, “Modifying Schema, View, Table, and Routine Definitions".

Considerations

You cannot drop a CALC key that is required for implementation of a referential constraint if no index exists to support it. If
necessary, either drop the constraint or create an index to support it before dropping the CALC key.

Example

In the following example, the CALC key is dropped from the EMPLOYEE table.

 drop calc key from emp.employee;
 

Maintaining Referential Constraints
Contents

This section describes how to:

• Create or drop linked or unlinked referential constraints
• Modify the tuning characteristics of referential constraints

Creating a Referential Constraint

To create an unlinked or linked referential constraint, use the SQL DDL CREATE CONSTRAINT statement. CA IDMS/DB
checks and rejects any invalid CREATE CONSTRAINT statements.

Considerations

• To create a linked constraint if both tables are not empty, you must drop and recreate the tables, defining the linked
constraint before reloading the data.
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NOTE
For steps and considerations involved with this process, see Section30, “Modifying Schema, View, Table, and
Routine Definitions.

• When adding an unlinked constraint on a non-empty table, CA IDMS/DB ensures that all rows of the table satisfy the
constraint. If one or more rows do not satisfy the constraint, the create will not be allowed.

Example

In the following example, a linked referential constraint has been created to make sure that the employee ID in the
benefits table is a valid ID by checking it against the employee IDs in the employee table. The referential constraint is
indexed and ordered by the fiscal year.

create constraint emp_benefits

   benefits (emp_id)

   references employee (emp_id)

   linked index

     order by (fiscal_year desc);

Dropping a Referential Constraint

To drop an unlinked referential constraint, or a linked referential constraint, use the SQL DDL DROP CONSTRAINT
statement.

Considerations

If you drop a clustered constraint, the location mode of the referencing table will change as follows:

• If a default index exists, CA IDMS/DB will use it as the clustering index.
• Otherwise, it uses a direct location mode which means that all new rows will be stored in the first page containing

enough space to hold the row.

Example

In the following example, the EMP_BENEFITS constraint is removed from the BENEFITS table:

drop constraint emp_benefits from benefits;

Modifying Referential Constraint Tuning Characteristics

To modify referential constraint tuning characteristics (for example, changing from unlinked to linked or adding an ORDER
BY option) use the SQL DDL DROP CONSTRAINT statement, then re-add the constraint using the SQL DDL CREATE
CONSTRAINT statement. Certain referential constraint characteristics can be changed with the SQL DDL ALTER
CONSTRAINT statement.

For more information on SQL DDL statements see the SQL Reference section.

Using ALTER CONSTRAINT

Types of Changes You Can Make:
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The following attributes of a referential constraint can be changed:

• Index block specification
• Index uniqueness

Statements That Modify Constraints

To modify referential constraint attributes, use the ALTER CONSTRAINT statement.

Considerations

All considerations for modifying a referential constraint apply.

Example: Indexed constraint characteristics are changed

alter constraint dept_empl on demo.empl

      displacement is 50 pages

      index block contains 10 keys;

Using DROP/CREATE CONSTRAINT

Considerations

All considerations for dropping and creating a referential constraint apply.

Example: Linked referential constraint has been changed to unlinked

drop constraint emp_benefits from benefits;

create constraint emp_benefits

       benefits (emp_id)

       references employee (emp_id);

Modifying Non-SQL Defined Databases
Modification of a non SQL-defined database involves modifying any of the components you defined earlier for the schema
or subschema. This includes:

• Adding or deleting schemas
• Adding, modifying, or deleting schema areas
• Adding, modifying, or deleting schema records
• Adding, modifying, or dropping indexes and sets

Changes to Schemas and Subschemas
In general, when you change a database, you must modify the schema code and revalidate the schema. However,
changing the schema has an impact on other components of the CA IDMS/DB environment. If you add or delete an area
from a schema, you may have to add or delete that area in one or more segments and regenerate DMCLs. You will also
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have to modify and recompile some or all subschema definitions compiled under the original schema to reflect changes
made to the schema.

If you access the non-SQL defined data through SQL, you may also need to recompile access modules and drop and
recreate SQL view definitions.

The primary tool for changing a schema is the schema compiler.

Steps to Modify the Schema

The steps to make any schema modification are as follows:

1. Change and re-validate the necessary schema and subschema definitions
2. Change the actual data (if it exists) to fit the new database specifications using the RESTRUCTURE, MAINTAIN

INDEX, REORG or UNLOAD/RELOAD utility statements
3. Revise and recompile any application programs that may have been affected by the above changes
4. Test to ensure that the change has been made correctly.

Changes to Subschemas

Subschemas identify selected areas, records, elements, and sets of the database. They also define logical records and
establish security by restricting runtime access to the database.

Any time you make a change to any of the above components in your CA IDMS/DB environment, you will have to change
one or more of your subschemas.

The primary tool for changing subschemas is the subschema compiler.

Methods for Modifying

Depending on the type of change you want to make to a non-SQL defined database, you would do one of the following:

• Change the definition
• Change the definition and additionally use one or more utility statements

Basic Definition Change

To change a logical database definition when there is no impact on data, you can use the schema compiler (or another
compiler). This type of change takes effect without requiring the use of a utility statement.

An example of a change in which there is no data impact is adding a new area to a schema.

Definition Change Using Utility Statements

For database changes that have an impact on data, you must change the database definition and additionally use an
appropriate utility statement:

• RESTRUCTURE -- Modifies record occurrences to fit new schema specifications. RESTRUCTURE allows you to:
– Insert new data items anywhere in a record
– Delete existing data items
– Change the length and position of data items
– Change the format of a record from fixed length to variable length or from variable length to fixed length
– Add or remove record compression
– Delete chained sets and add or delete set pointers

• REORG and UNLOAD/RELOAD -- Reorganizes data when changes are made to the placement of records and
indexes within the database (for example, moving a record from one area to another).

• MAINTAIN INDEX -- Builds, rebuilds, or deletes indexes in the database. You use this utility whenever you need to
make a structural change to the database involving indexes (for example, adding a new index to the database).
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Procedure for Modifying the Non-SQL Definitions

Step 1: Copy the Original Schema and Global Subschema

1. Create a new schema which is identical to the original schema.
2. Create a global subschema for the new schema with a name which is different from that of any other subschema in the

dictionary. Include in the subschema all areas, records, and sets associated with the schema.

Step 2: Modify the New Schema and Subschema

1. Make the necessary changes to the new schema definition.
2. Validate the schema.
3. Regenerate the global subschema, modifying it if necessary.

Step 3: Modify the Segment and DMCL, If Necessary

NOTE
You need to modify segments and DMCLs only if you add or remove an area or make other changes to the
physical definition in addition to changing the schema.

1. Make the appropriate changes in the segment definition. Make sure that subareas and other symbolics are defined
appropriately.

2. Generate, punch, and link all DMCLs containing the altered segment.

Step 4: Make Changes to the Data

NOTE
Not all schema changes require data changes. See Section33, “Modifying Schema Entities” for the steps
needed in each case.

1. Backup the area or files.
2. Use the appropriate utility or user-written program to change the data.
3. Verify the change using IDMSDBAN and/or a retrieval program, CA OLQ, or CA Culprit.
4. Backup the altered areas or files.

Step 5: Complete the Change

1. Update the original schema in the same way that the copy was changed.
2. Regenerate all subschemas associated with the original schema that are affected by the change, modifying them if

necessary to add new areas, records, or sets.
3. Recompile all access modules affected by the change, using the ALTER ACCESS MODULE statement with the

REPLACE ALL option.
4. Drop and recreate all SQL views affected by the change.
5. Make the new subschemas, DMCLs, and files available to your runtime environment.

Considerations

The procedure outlined above requires that changes first be made to a copy of the original schema and only after all
other steps have been completed are the changes made to the original schema. This approach ensures that the original
schema continues to describe the data until the altered areas are made available to the runtime environment. You should
use this (or a similar approach) if during the process:

• CA OLQ, CA Culprit, or dynamic SQL users will be accessing the original schema definition
• Application programs will be compiled against the original schema and must access the data before it has been

changed.

If the above is not a concern or if no data changes are necessary, then the initial modifications can be made to the original
schema rather than a copy, avoiding the necessity of replicating those changes later.
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RESTRUCTURE Utility Statement

What RESTRUCTURE Does

The RESTRUCTURE utility statement modifies record occurrences to fit new schema specifications. You run
RESTRUCTURE in local mode using a subschema associated with a schema that describes the database before
restructuring.

RESTRUCTURE does not require that the database be unloaded and reloaded. Database keys remain unchanged. New
database procedures can be executed during restructuring. For example, IDMSCOMP can be executed to compress
previously uncompressed records.

Steps for RESTRUCTURE

To make changes using RESTRUCTURE, follow the procedure described in the section “Procedure for Modifying the Non-
SQL Definitions”, except add the steps listed in the following table.

After ... Do this
Modifying the schema and subschemas Execute the schema compare utility (IDMSRSTC) to generate

IDMSRSTT macro statements for use in the database restructure
Executing IDMSRSTC Assemble the IDMSRSTT statements into a base restructuring

table and use the table with the RESTRUCTURE utility statement;
use a subschema that describes the database before restructuring

Executing RESTRUCTURE Connect any new pointers to existing sets using the
RESTRUCTURE CONNECT utility statement; use a subschema
that describes the database after restructuring

Executing RESTRUCTURE CONNECT Write a program to connect pointers in new sets to existing
records

NOTE
For more information on IDMSRSTC, RESTRUCTURE, and RESTRUCTURE CONNECT, see the
Administrating section.

REORG and UNLOAD/RELOAD Utility Statements

What REORG and UNLOAD/RELOAD Do

The REORG and UNLOAD/RELOAD utility statements reorganize databases by unloading existing records and reloading
them into another database. To reorganize a database, you follow one of two approaches:

• Use the UNLOAD utility statement to offload data to an intermediate file. Use the RELOAD utility statement to store the
record data into another database, build index structures, and connect related records together in set structures.

• Use the REORG utility statement to both offload and reload data.

The choice of which approach to use depends on a number of factors:

• The operating system in which the utility is to execute. Currently, REORG is only supported in z/OS.
• The size of the database and the amount of time that you have available to reorganize it. REORG uses parallel

processing to reduce the elapsed time that it takes to reorganize a database.
• The types of changes being made. The REORG utility supports more types of changes and in certain cases makes

implementing those changes easier. For example, the REORG utility allows you to:
– Change the CALC key of a record without unloading and reloading twice
– Change the fields comprising an index key
– Change the order of an index
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NOTE
For more information on the types of changes that can be made through the two utilities, see the CA IDMS
Administrating section.

Steps for unloading and reloading a database

To make changes using REORG or UNLOAD/RELOAD, follow the procedure described in 32.2.2, "Procedure for
Modifying the Non-SQL Definitions", adding the steps listed in the following table.

After ... Do this
Modifying the schema and subschemas Use the REORG or UNLOAD/RELOAD statements to reorganize

the data using subschemas that reflect both the old and new
schema definitions.

Unloading the data Use the FORMAT utility statement to initialize the files into which
the data will be reloaded.

NOTE
For more information on REORG, UNLOAD and RELOAD, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.

MAINTAIN INDEX Utility Statement

What MAINTAIN INDEX Does

The MAINTAIN INDEX utility statement allows you to build, rebuild, and delete both system-owned and user-owned
indexes (indexed sets). You can also change the characteristics of an index, such as changing an index key from a
compressed to an uncompressed format.

Steps to Modify Indexes

To make changes to an index, follow the procedure described in 32.2.2, "Procedure for Modifying the Non-SQL
Definitions", adding the steps listed in the following table.

After ... Do this
Modifying the schema and global subschema For system-owned indexes:

Use MAINTAIN INDEX to build, rebuild, or delete an index.
For user-owned indexes (indexed sets):
Write a program that calls IDMSTBLU and passes descriptor
information

NOTE
Depending on the operation, you will need either a subschema reflecting the old schema, the new schema, or
both.

NOTE
For more information on MAINTAIN INDEX and IDMSTBLU, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.

Modifying Schema Entities
This section describes:

• The procedure to modify a schema or schema entities when the database is empty.
• Specific procedures to add, delete, or modify schema or schema entity definitions when the database is not empty.

These procedures include only those that require a utility to effect the change.
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Modifications to an Unloaded Database

What components are affected

Changes to a schema or schema entity in an unloaded database affects:

• The schema
• The subschemas that reference the schema
• The access modules that reference the schema
• SQL views that reference the schema

Steps

1. Modify the schema and any schema entities, as desired
2. Validate the schema
3. Regenerate any affected subschemas
4. Drop and recreate SQL views that reference the schema, as necessary
5. Alter affected access modules using the REPLACE ALL option

Schema Modifications

This section describes how to:

• Delete a schema
• Change schema characteristics

Deleting a Schema
What Components are Affected

When you delete a schema, the definitions of the schema and all subschemas associated with the schema are removed
from the dictionary.

Steps to delete a schema

To delete a schema from the dictionary:

1. Delete the schema
2. Delete load modules associated with the deleted subschemas
3. Delete files that contain the data
4. Delete the segment(s) corresponding to the schema
5. Regenerate all affected DMCLs
6. Remove the segment(s) from the database name table
7. Delete SQL schema(s) referencing the non-SQL schema

Considerations

When you delete a schema, subschemas associated with that schema are also deleted. The subschema load modules
are not deleted.

In addition, the physical database definition(s) that apply to the schema's areas are not automatically deleted. You must
modify the physical database definitions to delete the areas and regenerate all affected DMCLs.

Changing Schema Characteristics
Schema characteristics include:
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• Description
• Memo date
• Assignment rules for record IDs
• Security specifications
• User-defined information (class/attribute and user-defined comments)

What components are affected

When you modify characteristics of a schema, only the schema definition is affected. These characteristics do not impact
critical definitions within the schema or its subschemas, so a VALIDATE statement is not required.

Area Modifications
Contents

Types of changes

This section describes how to make the following area-related changes:

• Add or delete an area in an existing schema definition
• Add, remove, or change procedures associated with the area

Adding or Deleting an Area

What Components are Affected

Adding or deleting an area in the schema affects the schema and subschemas referencing the area to be deleted,
segments describing related physical databases, and DMCLs in which those segments are included.

Steps to add an area

1. Modify the schema
2. Add the new area
3. Define one or more records or system-owned indexes associated with the area
4. Validate the schema
5. Add the new area to one or more subschemas
6. Format the new area using the FILE option of the FORMAT utility statement

Steps to delete an area

1. Modify the schema
2. Modify existing records mapping to the area to be deleted so that they map to a different area
3. Delete the area
4. Validate the schema
5. Regenerate any affected subschemas

Considerations

• If existing records are to reside in a new area, see 33.5.6, “Changing a Record's Area".
• If an existing index is to reside in a new area, see 33.7.2, “Changing the Location of an Index".
• After you have added an area to a schema or deleted an area from a schema, make sure you update the DMCL

module appropriately.

Changing Area Characteristics

What components are affected
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When you add or delete area procedures, the area and schema definitions are affected. All subschemas which include the
area must be regenerated and all access modules accessing a record in the area must be altered.

Steps to change area characteristics

See 33.2, "Modifications to an Unloaded Database" for the steps to modify an empty database.

Considerations

Remember to respecify all database procedures in the order that they are to be called when you add, remove, or change
the procedures associated with an area.

Record Modifications
Contents

Types of changes

This section describes the following record-related changes:

• Adding or deleting a record in your schema
• Changing a record's CALC key
• Changing a record's location mode
• Changing a record's area
• Changing a record element
• Changing record procedures

Adding Schema Records

What components are affected

Adding schema records affects the schema.

Steps to add a record

1. Add the record using DDDL statements
2. Modify the schema
3. Add the record to the schema using SHARE STRUCTURE
4. Validate the schema
5. Modify any subschemas that should contain the new record
6. Add the new record to each subschema
7. Regenerate the subschemas

Considerations

If the record participates in a set with existing records, you must use the RESTRUCTURE utility statement to add pointer
positions to the existing records. You must also write a program that connects the records into proper set occurrences.

NOTE
For more information on adding a set to a schema, see the section "Adding or Deleting a Set".

Deleting Schema Records

What components are affected

Deleting schema records affects the schema and the data. It also affects subschemas and access modules that reference
the record and any other records connected to the record through sets. SQL views referencing the record become invalid.

Steps to delete a record
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To delete a record from the schema where data has been loaded:

1. Write and execute a program to erase all occurrences of the record
2. Create a new schema based on the original schema omitting the record and omitting any affected sets
3. Validate the schema
4. Use the schema compare utility (IDMSRSTC) to generate the IDMSRSTT macro statements
5. Restructure the database using the RESTRUCTURE utility statement

NOTE
If the record does not participate in any set relationships, there is no need to restructure the database.

6. Complete the process by updating the original schema definition, regenerating subschemas, altering affected access
modules, and dropping affected views

Considerations

• If you created the record using DDDL statements, the record definition will remain in the dictionary after it has been
deleted from the schema

• If you created the record using schema DDL and the record has not been copied into any other schema, its definition
will be deleted from the dictionary after it has been deleted from the schema definition.

• If the record participates in a set relationship, you have to remove the set from the schema definition or modify the
definition before validation

• Regenerating affected subschemas will remove the record from the subschema definition
• When you erase occurrences of the record, you may have to use a subschema derived from a schema where the sets

in which the record is an owner have been changed to optional. This permits the member record to be disconnected
from the owner record rather than being erased.

Changing a Record's CALC Key

Types of Changes

You can make the following changes to a record's CALC key:

• Replace one or more elements in the CALC key
• Add or remove elements in the CALC key
• Change the picture or usage of an element in the CALC key

What components are affected

Both the schema record definition and the data are affected. Subschemas and access modules that reference the record
are also affected.

Steps to change the CALC key

To change the CALC key of a schema record where data has been loaded:

1. Add a new schema based on the original schema
2. Modify the record in the new schema specifying the new CALC key or any changes to fields currently participating in

the record's CALC key
3. Validate the schema
4. Execute the RESTRUCTURE utility if any fields within the record's CALC key have had their definitions changed or

any of the conditions discussed under "Considerations" apply
5. Create a new global subschema if applicable
6. Unload and reload the database
7. Complete the process by updating the original schema definition, regenerating subschemas, and altering affected

access modules

Considerations
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• If a field to be added to the CALC key does not exist in the record, add the field using RESTRUCTURE and initialize it
before unloading and reloading the data. Initialize the field using restructure or a user-written program.

NOTE
For information on adding a new record element, see 33.5.7, "Modifying Record Elements".

• If using UNLOAD and RELOAD (instead of REORG) to change a CALC key, the following additional considerations
apply:
– If the control length of the record is changing as a result of the change to the CALC key and the record is

compressed or variable length, you must do one of the following:
• Use RESTRUCTURE to alter the control length before unloading and reloading the data.
• Unload and reload the data twice (using the old subschema on the first unload and the new subschema on the

second)
– UNLOAD/RELOAD clusters VIA records based on the CALC key defined in the subschema used to unload the

data. Therefore, you need to do a second UNLOAD/RELOAD to properly cluster VIA records if the subschema used
to unload the data describes the old CALC key.
As an alternative, you can use the new subschema for unloading. This ensures that the new CALC key is used to
determine target pages for both the CALC record and its associated VIA records. However, the new subschema
can be used to unload data only if no other changes have been made to the record (such as the record's area, set
pointers, etc.).
In some cases, multiple changes can be accommodated by using an intermediate schema/subschema to unload
the data. For example, to change the CALC key of a record and also move it to a new area, unload the data using a
subschema that describes the record's new CALC key but old area. Reload the data using a subschema describing
the new CALC key and the new area.

Changing the DUPLICATES Option on a CALC or SORT Key

Types of Changes

You can make the following changes to the DUPLICATES option on a record's CALC or sort key:

• Duplicates first to duplicates last
• Duplicates last to duplicates first
• Duplicates not allowed to duplicates first/last
• Duplicates first/last to duplicates not allowed

What components are affected

The schema definition is affected. Depending on the change, the data may also be affected. All subschemas and access
modules referencing the record are also affected.

Steps to change the duplicates option

See 33.2, "Modifications to an Unloaded Database" at the beginning of this section for the steps to change the duplicates
option from:

• Duplicates first/last to duplicates not allowed
• Duplicates not allowed to duplicates first/last

To change the duplicates option from first to last or from last to first:

1. Write a program using a subschema that specifies duplicates first for the CALC or sort key. The program must
– Modify the CALC or sort key value to a dummy value
– Modify the CALC or sort key value to its original value
– Read each record that has duplicate values, using either OBTAIN CALC DUPLICATE or OBTAIN NEXT IN SET to

retrieve duplicate records in the current order
This has the effect of reversing the order of the duplicate records.
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2. Modify the schema
3. Modify the record changing the duplicates option
4. Validate the schema
5. Regenerate any affected subschemas
6. Alter affected access modules using the REPLACE ALL option

Considerations

• When you change from duplicates first or last to duplicates not allowed, make sure that no duplicate key values exist in
the database.

• When changing from duplicates first to last or last to first, write a conversion program to logically reorder the record
occurrences in the database.
Using the approach described above, the program must execute using a subschema specifying duplicates first.
Therefore, it should use a subschema created either before or after the schema has been changed depending on
whether the duplicates option is being changed from or to duplicates first.

Changing the Location Mode of a Record

Types of Changes

These are the possible location mode changes for a record in the database:

• CALC to VIA
• CALC to DIRECT
• DIRECT to CALC
• DIRECT to VIA
• VIA to CALC
• VIA to DIRECT
• VIA one set in the schema to VIA another set

What components are affected

The record definition and the data are affected. Subschemas and access modules referencing the record are also
affected.

Steps to change the location mode

To change the location mode of a schema record where data has been loaded:

1. Add a new schema based on the original schema
2. Modify the record in the new schema to specify the new location mode
3. Validate the schema
4. Create a new global subschema
5. Unload and reload the database
6. Complete the process by updating the original schema, regenerating affected subschemas, and altering affected

access modules.

Considerations

• If the storage mode is being changed to VIA:
– If the set does not exist, take the following actions before unloading and reloading the data:
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• Add the set to the schema and subschemas
• Write a program to connect the members to the appropriate owner occurrence

– Unload and reload the data using either the REORG or the UNLOAD/RELOAD utilities.
– If the REORG utility is used, the unload phase takes additional time to retrieve the member records because it does

so by walking the new (non-clustering) VIA set
– If UNLOAD/RELOAD are used, you must do one of the following:

• Either unload and reload the data a second time in order to cluster the member records correctly
• Use an intermediate subschema to unload the data. The intermediate subschema must describe the original

database except that the member record is VIA the new set. Using this technique results in longer unload times
because the member records are retrieved by walking the new (non-clustering) VIA set.

• If the storage mode is being changed to CALC, see 33.5.3, "Changing a Record's CALC Key" for considerations on
doing this.

• If the storage mode is being changed to DIRECT:
– You must unload and reload the data if the original location mode was CALC but not if it was VIA.
– The record is reloaded into the same page if the page is within the record's target page range. If the old page is not

part of the target page range, the record is stored in its target range proportionally to its position in its original range.
If this is not acceptable, you may need to write a user-written program to unload the database and the FASTLOAD
utility to reload it.

Changing a Record's Area

Types of Changes

You can move a record from one area to another or change the portion of an area in which a record is stored.

NOTE
If a subarea symbolic is associated with the record, you change the portion of the area in which the record is
stored by changing the physical area definition and regenerating DMCLs. See Section27, “Modifying Physical
Database Definitions” for more information.

What components are affected

The schema record definition and data area affected. Subschemas and access module that reference the record are also
affected.

Steps to change the record's area

To change the area (or portion of an area) in which record occurrences are stored when data has been loaded:

1. Create a new schema based on the original schema
2. Add the area, if necessary, to the new schema
3. Modify the record in the new schema to specify the new area or subarea/offset
4. Validate the schema
5. Create a new global subschema
6. Unload and reload the database
7. Complete the process by updating the original schema, regenerating affected subschemas, and altering affected

access modules.

Considerations

• If you had to add the area to the schema, you must explicitly add it to subschemas associated with the record. You
must also explicitly add the area to all applicable physical database definitions and regenerate affected DMCLs.

• If you increase the page range of a record whose location mode is other than CALC, you do not need to unload and
reload the data provided the new page range includes all pages of the original range.
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Modifying Record Elements

Types of changes

These are changes you can make to an element within a schema record:

• Adding or removing a record element
• Changing the picture or usage mode of an element

What components are affected

The record definition is affected. If data has been loaded, the data may also be affected. Subschemas in which the
record is included are affected as are programs compiled from those subschemas. Access modules and SQL views that
reference the record are also affected.

Steps to change the record element

To make any of the above changes when data has been loaded:

1. Using DDDL statements, create a record with a new version number and same name having the revised structure
2. Create a new schema based on the original schema with the new record
3. Validate the schema
4. Use the schema compare utility (IDMSRSTC) to generate the IDMSRSTT macro statements
5. Restructure the database
6. Complete the process by updating the original schema, regenerating affected subschemas, altering access modules,

and dropping and recreating affected SQL views

Considerations

• You can replace filler elements with record elements whose total length equals that of the filler element without
creating a new version of the record. The new elements are immediately reflected in the schema. The next time any
programs that use that schema record are compiled, the new elements appear. Affected subschemas are flagged for
regeneration.

• You should initialize any 'filler' fields or fields whose picture or usage has been changed using either RESTRUCTURE
or a user-written program.

• A record element in a schema-owned record can be replaced with elements of the same name
• If you want to maintain consistency among the record version numbers in your schema:

a. Complete all of the steps above
b. Delete the original version of the record
c. Modify the record using DDDL statements to change its version number
You do not have to modify the schema.

• Non-structural changes can be made directly to schema-owned records using DDDL. For example, you can change
the external picture of a record element even if it is associated with a schema.

NOTE
For more information on the types of changes that can be made to schema-owned records, see the CA IDMS
IDD DDDL Reference section.

• If you change the format (picture or usage) of an element used in a CALC or sort key, additional steps may be needed
to convert the data.

Changing Other Record Characteristics

Types of Changes

You can make the following changes to the characteristics of a record (changes other than those described previously in
this section):
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• Record ID
• Record synonyms
• VSAM type
• Minimum root and minimum fragment length
• Whether the record is compressed or uncompressed

NOTE
For information on dropping or adding a database procedure associated with a record, see 33.5.9, “Adding and
Dropping Database Procedures”.

What components are affected

The record definition is affected and the data is affected if changing the record ID or compression. All subschemas and
access modules that reference the record are affected. SQL views are affected only if the SQL synonym for an element is
changed.

Steps to make the change

To modify the VSAM type, record synonyms, or minimum root and fragment lengths, follow the procedure described in
Modifications to an Unloaded Database at the beginning of this section.

Considerations

• To change the record ID when data exists, write a program that offloads and reloads that data.
• Optionally, unload and reload the data to reorganize existing data after changing the minimum root or minimum

fragment.
• To change a record from compressed to uncompressed, you must either unload and reload the data or use

RESTRUCTURE to alter the data.
• If changes to the record elements do not affect control fields, all you need to do is issue a DDDL MODIFY RECORD

statement.

NOTE
For more information on modifying non-IDD owned records, see the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section.

• If you change the SQL synonym for one or more elements, then you must drop and recreate all SQL views that
reference the record. You must also change all programs that refer to those elements in an SQL statement.

• If you change the VSAM type, ensure that appropriate changes, if necessary, are made to the VSAM definition using
the IDCAMS utility.

Adding and Dropping Database Procedures

What components are affected

If you implement a new database procedure, or change the name of an existing procedure, it will affect the schema and
one or more subschemas. It may also require that you restructure the database, if the purpose of the procedure is to alter
the physical data (for example, record compression). All subschemas and access modules that reference the record are
also affected by procedure changes.

Steps to make the change

To add, modify, or delete database procedures that have no effect on the data, follow the procedure described in 33.2,
"Modifications to an Unloaded Database".

Considerations

• If a new database procedure does affect the data, write and compile the new procedure and then use the
RESTRUCTURE utility statement to change the existing data by specifying the new procedure in a NUPROCS macro.
If database procedures are already associated with the record, they may need to be removed from the schema and
subschema before executing RESTRUCTURE. The existing procedures, if invoked, will be called after all NUPROCS
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procedures have been called. If, for example, the new procedure compresses the data in the record, the existing
procedures may not work properly. To overcome this problem, either execute RESTRUCTURE using a subschema
derived from an intermediate schema in which all procedures normally called before the new procedure have been
removed from the record or unload and reload the data to add the new procedure.

• You can add or remove procedures that affect the data by unloading and reloading it. To do this, create a new schema
and subschema containing the revised procedure calls. Unload the data using the old subschema and reload it using
the new subschema.

• To change a database procedure for an area, all calls must be respecified.

Set Modifications
Contents

Types of changes

The following set-related changes can be made:

• Add or remove a set
• Change the mode (index or chain)
• Add or remove set pointers
• Change set order
• Change membership options

Adding or Deleting a Set

What components are affected

The schema set definition and data are affected. Segments and DMCLs may also be affected if a set is indexes and a
symbolic index specification needs to be added, removed, or replaced in the physical definition. Subschemas and access
modules that reference either the owner or member of the set are also affected.

Steps to add or delete a set

To add or delete a set when data has been loaded:

1. Create a new schema based on the original schema but containing the new set or omitting the deleted set
2. Validate the schema
3. Create a global subschema for the new schema
4. Use the schema compare utility (IDMSRSTC) to generate the IDMSRSTT macro statements
5. Restructure the database using the RESTRUCTURE utility statement
6. If adding a set, write a program to connect member record occurrences to the appropriate owner occurrences.
7. Complete the change by updating the original schema, regenerating affected subschemas, and altering affected

access modules.

Considerations
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• Both records participating in a new set must be defined to the schema
• If you replace an existing set with a new set, do not use the AUTO parameter; specify the actual pointer positions.

This eliminates the possibility that the schema compiler will identify different pointer positions than exist in the loaded
database.

• When deleting an existing set from a schema and a participating record contains pointer positions for sets beyond the
deleted set's pointer positions, you must renumber the remaining positions. You cannot leave unused pointer positions.

• If you delete a set, the set is also deleted from all subschema descriptions.
• If you delete the owner record within a set, the set is automatically deleted and both the set and deleted record are

removed from all subschema descriptions.
• If you delete the member record within a set, the set remains. You receive an error on validation if there are no

remaining members in the set (as in a multimember set)
• If you want a new set to be included in a subschema, you must modify the subschema and add the set to the

subschema.
• Regenerating affected subschemas will remove a deleted set from all subschemas.
• When you delete a set, alter and recompile all programs that use the set

Changing Set Mode

Types of changes

You can change the mode of a set from chain to index or vice versa.

What components are affected

The schema set definition and data are affected. All subschemas and access modules that reference either the owner or
member records are also affected.

Steps to change from chained to indexed

To change a chained set to an indexed set when data has been loaded:

1. Create a new schema based on the original schema
2. Modify the set in the new schema to change the set mode
3. Validate the schema
4. Create a global subschema
5. Write a program that sweeps the area, walks each set, and calls IDMSTBLU to perform a BUILD function.
6. Restructure the database if needed to remove old pointer positions and add new ones.
7. Execute MAINTAIN INDEX from SORT3 using the output from step 5 as input
8. Complete the change by updating the original schema, regenerating affected subschemas, and altering affected

access modules.

Steps to change from indexed to chained

To change an indexed set to a chained set when data has been loaded:

1. Create a new schema based on the original schema
2. Modify the set in the new schema to change the set mode
3. Validate the schema
4. Create a global subschema
5. Write a program that sweeps the area and calls IDMSTBLU to perform a DELETE function and also produces a work

file for input to step 8.
6. Use the output generated by IDMSTBLU as input to MAINTAIN INDEX and run it from SORT3 to delete each index

occurrence
7. Restructure the database as needed to remove old pointers positions and add new ones
8. Sort the workfile produced by IDMSTBLU by owner key, member symbolic key, or set position.
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9. Write a program to:
a. Read the sorted output
b. Obtain owner by db-key
c. Obtain member by db-key
d. Connect the member to the set

10. Complete the change by updating the original schema, regenerating affected subschemas, and altering affected
access modules.

Considerations for the change from indexed to chained

• When you submit the RESTRUCTURE utility statement to initialize pointers (and possibly to delete pointers), you must
initialize all existing pointer positions in the owner and member records that will be re-used for the chained set. If this is
not done, you will be unable to connect the members to their owners in Step 9.

• The work file produced in Step 5 should contain the following information:
– The dbkey of each owner record occurrence
– The dbkey of each member record occurrence
– The position of each member record with the set (if its necessary to maintain the same set order)
– The sort key of the member record within the set (if the set order is changing or the order of duplicates does not

have to be maintained)

Adding and Dropping Set Pointers

Types of changes

You can make the following changes to set pointers:

• Add or remove prior or owner pointers from a chain set
• Add or remove owner pointers from an indexed set

What components are affected

When you change the prior or owner pointers defined to a set, the schema set definition and data are affected.
Subschemas and access modules that reference either the owner or member records are also affected.

Steps to add or drop set pointers

To add or drop set pointers when data has been loaded:

1. Create a new schema based on the original schema but containing the modified set pointers
2. Validate the schema
3. Create a global subschema
4. Use the schema compare utility (IDMSRSTC) to generate the IDMSRSTT macro statements
5. Restructure the database using RESTRUCTURE
6. If you add a prior or owner pointer to an existing set, fill in the pointer values using RESTRUCTURE CONNECT
7. Complete the process by modifying the original schema, regenerating affected subschemas, and altering affected

access modules.

Considerations

• When adding or deleting pointers, do not use the AUTO parameter; specify the actual pointer positions. This eliminates
the possibility the schema compiler will identify different pointer positions than exist in the loaded database.

• When deleting a pointer from a set in a schema and a participating record contains pointer positions beyond the
deleted pointer, you must renumber the remaining positions. You cannot leave unused pointer positions.

Changing Set Order

Types of changes
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You can make the following order-related changes:

• Change from SORTED to unsorted (NEXT, PRIOR, FIRST, LAST) order
• Change from unsorted to sorted
• Change one of the unsorted orders to another
• Change the sort key or collating sequence of a sorted set

What components are affected

When you change NEXT, PRIOR, FIRST, LAST, or SORTED specifications, the schema set definition and data are
affected. Subschemas and access modules that reference either the owner or member records area are also affected.

Steps to change set order

Follow the steps listed in 33.2, "Modifications to an Unloaded Database" at the beginning of this section if both of the
following statements are true:

• You are changing a chained or an unsorted indexed set to NEXT, PRIOR, FIRST, or LAST
• It is not important to re-order existing data

Steps to re-order chain and unsorted indexed sets

To change the set order of a chained or unsorted indexed set, member records must be re-ordered:

1. Create a new schema based on the original
2. Modify the set to change the set order
3. Validate the schema
4. Create a global subschema
5. Write a conversion program that disconnects and re-orders (in the desired sequence) each member record occurrence
6. Complete the process by updating the original schema, regenerating affected subschemas and altering affected

access modules

Steps to re-order sorted indexed sets

To change the sort key of a sorted indexed set or to change an indexed set from unsorted to sorted and vice versa, follow
the procedure for re-ordering chain sets except replace Step 5 with the following:

1. Write a program that sweeps the area and call IDMSTBLU with a REBUILD function
2. Use the output from the step above as input to MAINTAIN INDEX and run MAINTAIN INDEX from SORT3

Considerations

When you change the set order from or to SORTED or when you change the sort key of a sorted set, the control length
of the member record may change. If it does, and the member record is compressed or variable in length, you must use
RESTRUCTURE to change the control length of existing record occurrences.

Changing Set Membership Options

Types of changes

You can change a MANDATORY set to OPTIONAL and vice versa. You can also change an AUTOMATIC set to MANUAL.

What components are affected

When you change membership options, the schema set definition is affected. Subschemas and access modules that
reference either owner or member record are also affected.

Steps to change membership options

To change membership options, regardless of whether data is loaded, follow the steps outlined in 33.2, "Modifications to
an Unloaded Database".
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Considerations

Changing membership options may impact existing application programs. Consider the following:

• If you change from AUTOMATIC to MANUAL or vice versa, programs that STORE member records may need to
connect records into the set using a CONNECT statement or no longer issue such a CONNECT.

• If you change from OPTIONAL to MANDATORY, programs that DISCONNECT members from the set must be
changed and programs that ERASE owner records may need to be changed.

• If you change from MANDATORY AUTOMATIC to any other option, programs that obtain the owner of the set may be
affected (because a given member occurrence may not have an owner).

Index Modifications
Contents

Types of changes

You can make the following types of changes to system-owned indexes:

• Add or remove an index
• Change the area in which an index resides
• Change index characteristics
• Change from linked to unlinked or vice versa

Adding or Deleting System-Owned Indexes

What components are affected

When you add or remove a system-owned index, the schema set definition and the data are affected. All subschemas and
access modules that reference the member record are also affected.

Steps to add an index

To add an index when data has been loaded:

1. Add a new schema based on the original schema adding the new index
2. Validate the schema
3. Create a global subschema for the new schema
4. If the index is linked, add the index pointer position to the member record using the schema compare utility

(IDMSRSTC) and RESTRUCTURE
5. Build the index structure using the new subschema using the MAINTAIN INDEX utility statement
6. Complete the process by updating the original schema, regenerating affected subschemas, and altering affected

access modules

Steps to remove an index

To remove an index when data has been loaded:

1. Add a new schema based on the original schema removing the index
2. Validate the schema
3. Create a global subschema for the new schema
4. Delete the index structure using an old subschema and the MAINTAIN INDEX utility statement
5. If the index is linked, remove the index pointed from the member record using the schema compare utility

(IDMSRSTC) and the RESTRUCTURE utility statement
6. Complete the process by updating the original schema, regenerating affected subschemas, and altering affected

access modules
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Considerations

• The index you delete from the schema will automatically be deleted from any affected subschemas when you request
that affected subschemas be regenerated.

• If an index is added or removed, it may change the control length of the record. If it does and the record is compressed
or variable in length, you must change the control length of existing data using RESTRUCTURE.

Changing the Location of an Index

Types of changes

You can change the area (or portion of an area) in which the index structure resides.

What components are affected

The schema set definition and data are affected. Subschemas and access modules that reference the member record are
also affected.

NOTE
If a subarea symbolic is associated with the index, you change the portion of the area in which the index is
stored by changing the physical area definition and regenerating DMCLs. See Section27, “Modifying Physical
Database Definitions” for more information.

Steps to change the area

To change the area (or portion of an area) in which an index resides when data has been loaded:

1. Add a new schema based on the original schema
2. Add the area, if necessary
3. Modify the indexed set to map to the new area or subarea/page range
4. Validate the schema
5. Create a new global subschema
6. Rebuild the index using both an old and new subschema using the MAINTAIN INDEX utility statement

Considerations

• If the area does not exist in the subschema, you will receive an error when you issue REGENERATE AFFECTED
SUBSCHEMAS.

Changing Index Characteristics

Types of changes

You can change the following index-related characteristics:

• Key compression
• Number of entries in an SR8 record
• Index displacement
• Index key or collating sequence

What components are affected

The schema set definitions and data are affected. Subschema and access modules that reference the member record are
also affected.

Steps to change index characteristics

To change index characteristics when data has been loaded:

1. Add a new schema based on the original schema modifying the set characteristics
2. Validate the schema
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3. Create a global subschema
4. Rebuild the index using the MAINTAIN INDEX utility and the REBUILD option
5. Complete the process by updating the original schema, regenerating affected subschemas, and altering affected

access modules

Considerations

• If you change the index key, the control length of the member record may change. If it does, and the member record
is compressed or variable in length, you must use RESTRUCTURE to change the control length of existing record
occurrences.

• When you execute the MAINTAIN INDEX utility statement, use the REBUILD option:
– If you change key compression, you must specify the name of an old subschema in the USING parameter and the

name of a new subschema in the NEW SUBSCHEMA parameter.
– If you change the symbolic key or the collating sequence, you must specify the new subschema in the USING

parameter.
If both types of change are being made at once, you will need to run MAINTAIN INDEX twice, once to delete the
existing index (using the old subschema) and once to build the new index (using the new subschema).

Adding or Deleting Index Pointers

Types of changes

You can delete or add index pointers. The index pointer in a member record is optional for system-owned indexes.

Adding or deleting index pointers

To add or delete an index pointer:

1. Modify the schema specifying INDEX POSITION IS NONE
2. Add or delete the pointer position using the RESTRUCTURE utility statement
3. Rebuild the index using the MAINTAIN INDEX utility statement

Modifying Subschema Entities
Affect on Applications Associated with the Subschema

Changes you make to a subschema impact application programs associated with that subschema. In general, when
you add, modify, or delete a subschema entity and regenerate the subschema, follow the appropriate procedure in the
following table:

If a program... You should...
Is associated with the subschema but does not need to access the
new entity (area, record, or set)

Not have to recompile the program

Is associated with the subschema and needs access to a new
entity or has access to a modified entity

Alter the program as needed
Recompile the program

Regenerating the Subschema

Before you can use the subschema, you must regenerate it as described in Section15, “Subschema Statements".

If you want to use the subschema before the system is recycled, you must issue a DCMT VARY PROGRAM .. NEW
COPY command. This statement causes the regenerated subschema to be loaded into the program pool the next time it
is requested.

Identifying Programs Associated with a Subschema
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If your site updates the dictionary every time a program is compiled, the dictionary will contain the necessary information
to identify the programs associated with a modified subschema.

If this information is stored in the dictionary, you can run IDMSRPTS Program Cross-Reference Listing report. For each
program associated with a subschema, the report lists:

• Name
• Version number
• Date last compiled
• Number of times compiled
• Language

NOTE
For more information on IDMSRPTS, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.

If your site does not update the dictionary when a program is compiled, such information must be maintained manually.

Modifying or Deleting a Subschema

Modifying a Subschema

When You Might Want to Make This Change

There are several modifications you may want to make to the subschema definition itself (other than modifications to set,
area, and record definitions). These modifications include:

• Description
• Program registration
• Authorization
• Usage
• Information on transferring statistics
• Logical record currency
• Security
• User-defined information (class/attribute and user-defined comments)

What Components are Affected

The definition of the subschema as it resides in the dictionary is affected by such modifications.

Example

In the following example, program registration has been turned on. This requires that all programs using this subschema
be registered with the named subschema in order to be compiled against it.

modify subschema empss01

  program registration required is on.

generate.

Deleting a Subschema

When You Might Want to Make This Change

If there is no longer a need for a subschema, you may want to delete it.
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What Components are Affected

The subschema source is affected by the deletion of a subschema. The subschema load module is not affected.

Considerations

• When you delete a subschema, programs associated with that subschema can no longer be compiled. You must
associate each program with a new subschema.

• If you have not specified DELETE IS ON in the SET OPTIONS statement, the subschema load module is not
automatically deleted when you delete the subschema definition. You must explicitly delete the associated load
module.

Example

In the following example, the subschema EMPSS01 is deleted.

delete subschema empss01.

Adding, Modifying, or Deleting a Record
What Components are Affected

The record definition portion of the subschema is affected by such a modification.

Considerations

• If you include a new record in the subschema and that record participates in a mandatory automatic set, you have to
include the owner of that set in the subschema (or the set itself) so that application programs using the subschema can
store occurrences of the new record.
When you regenerate the subschema, you will receive a notice of an access restriction.

• If you modify a record so that some elements are omitted, you may have to modify and regenerate maps for online
programs as well as the programs or dialogs themselves.

• If you add a record that is stored in an area not currently participating in this subschema, you must add that area to the
subschema if a program is to access the new record. You will receive an error on generation if the area is not added.

Adding, Modifying, or Deleting a Set
What Components are Affected

The set definition portion of the subschema is affected by such a modification.

Considerations

• If you do not add the set owner and member record types to the subschema, your program cannot access the new set.
• If you add the set and the set member record type but not the owner record type, the application program will not be

able to obtain the owner of the set.
• If you add the set and the set owner record type but not the member record type, the application program will not be

able to walk the set.
• If you delete a set but not its owner or member record type, currency will not be maintained for that set and, although

an application program can access the owner, it cannot walk a set to obtain all members. In addition, the application
program cannot connect a member into the set, and, if the set is mandatory automatic, the application program cannot
store a new record occurrence.
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Adding, Modifying, or Deleting an Area
When You Might Want to Make This Change

You can add areas to or delete areas from a subschema or make a modification to an existing area. Normally this is done
in conjunction with adding or deleting a record or index structure stored in that area or to move records into a new area for
performance reasons.

What Components are Affected

The area definition portion of the subschema is affected by such a modification.

Considerations

• If you modify the usage mode so that a mode is no longer allowed, you may have to modify the READY mode of your
program to match.

• If you modify the default usage mode, you should check programs using the subschema to see that there is no conflict.
• If you delete an area, make sure that there are no records or indexes mapping to that area still in the subschema.
• If an area is renamed or deleted, all ADS dialogs that use the subschema must be recompiled if they use neither

READY ALL nor DBMS autoready.

Adding, Modifying, or Deleting a Logical Record or Path Group
What Components are Affected

Only the definition of either the logical record or a path group is affected.

Considerations

• If you modify a logical record so that some elements are omitted, you may have to modify and regenerate maps for
online programs as well as the programs themselves.

• If you remove a path group from the subschema, you must modify and recompile any program or dialog associated
with that subschema using the deleted path group.

• If you have changed the selection criteria in a path, you need to modify the program requests in programs or dialogs
associated with that subschema.

NOTE
For more information on Logical Record Facility, see the Administrating section.

Space Management
Definitions of Areas and Pages

A CA IDMS database contains one or more areas. Each database area is a named subdivision of addressable storage in
the database. A CA IDMS area is subdivided into database pages. Most database pages are used to hold actual record
occurrences (or rows). Some pages are reserved by CA IDMS for space management.

Note: Record occurrences and rows of an SQL-defined table are stored in the same way in a CA IDMS database. For
simplification, the term record occurrence will be used to indicate both row and record occurrence, and record type to
indicate both table and record type.

Definition of Database Key

Each record occurrence in a CA IDMS database is uniquely identified by a database key (db-key) that specifies the
physical location of the occurrence. Database keys are used as pointers to related record occurrences or index records.

The format of a database key can vary from database to database. The variable format of the db-key allows you to tailor
space management factors to different processing requirements.
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Database Pages
Size of Database

A database can have from 2 to 1,073,741,822 pages. Each area contains pages of equal size. Each page can contain up
to 32,756 bytes of data. For details, see 35.3, “Database Keys". Database pages are mapped to BDAM, or DAM blocks,
or VSAM control intervals (for details, see Section17, “Allocating and Formatting Files"). Each database page is identified
by a unique page number and data transfers are accomplished one page at a time.

Page Format

All database pages, regardless of size, have a header and footer with the same general format as shown in the following
diagram. A database page always has a header at the beginning of the page and a footer at the end; free space is in the
middle.
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Header

The header occupies the first 16 bytes of each page and is formatted as follows:

• Page number (4 bytes) -- A unique, system-assigned number of the page.
• SR1 system record (12 bytes) -- An SR1 record is stored on each page during initialization by the FORMAT utility.

Each SR1 record contains the space available count (that is, the number of bytes of free space on the page).

Footer

The footer occupies the last 16 bytes of each page and is formatted as follows:
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• Line index 0 (8 bytes) -- Identifies the location and length of the SR1 system record
• Line space count (2 bytes) -- Number of bytes used for line indexes and the footer
• Filler (2 bytes) -- Reserved space
• Page number (4 bytes) -- The unique system-assigned number of the page

NOTE
Numeric fields maintained by CA IDMS are in binary format, although this section represents them as decimal
numbers.

To simplify the illustrations, the page size (800 bytes) in the figures of this section is unusually small.

Database Page Layout

Except for the header and the footer, pages are filled with the following entries:

• Record occurrences -- The actual record occurrences are positioned on the page from top to bottom immediately
following the header. Each occurrence consists of a prefix (containing pointers) and a data portion. A page can hold
from 3 to 2,727 record occurrences depending on user specification (for details, see 35.3, “Database Keys".)

• Line indexes -- The line indexes identify the locations of record occurrences on the page and are positioned on the
page from bottom to top, immediately preceding the footer. A page contains one line index per record occurrence on
the page. Each line index has the following format:
– Record id (2 bytes) -- Identification of the record type
– Displacement (2 bytes) -- Location of the record occurrence relative to the beginning of the page, where the first

byte on the page is position 0
– Record length (2 bytes) -- Length of the entire record occurrence stored on this page (data plus prefix) in bytes
– Prefix length (2 bytes) -- Length of the prefix portion of the record in bytes

Record occurrences are added from the top down; line indexes from the bottom up. Free space is always in the middle.
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Database Keys
Identify Each Record Occurrence

Each record occurrence in a CA IDMS database is uniquely identified by a database key (db-key), which indicates the
occurrence's physical location in the database. A db-key is assigned when a record occurrence is stored in the database.
The db-key never changes as long as the record remains in the database (that is, until the record is erased or until the
database is unloaded and subsequently reloaded).

Used as Pointers

Database keys are used as pointers to related record occurrences or index records. As such, database keys are
found in the system-maintained prefixes that precede the data portion of the record occurrence. For example, a record
occurrence's prefix may contain the database keys of the next, prior, and owner records of the chained set in which that
occurrence is a member.

A db-key is a 4-byte (32 bit) binary number. The Database Management System (DBMS) creates a db-key for a record
occurrence by concatenating the following numbers:

• Page number -- The page on which the record occurrence is stored
• Line number -- The position of the record occurrence's line index on the page relative to the other line indexes, where

the line index for the SR1 record is line index 0

Db-key Format

The db-key format is variable. The number of bits reserved in the db-key for the page number and line number,
respectively, can vary from one physical database to another, as long as the total number of bits used is 32. You identify
the db-key format to be used by specifying the maximum number of record occurrences to be stored on one database
page in the CREATE SEGMENT statement.

Default Db-Key Format

In the default db-key format, 24 bits are allocated for the page number and eight bits for the line number. This format
allows a maximum of 16,777,214 pages in the database, with each page containing up to 255 record occurrences.

Variable Format

The variable format of the db-key allows you to tailor space management factors to different processing requirements. For
storage of small records, specify a database with many record occurrences per page and a smaller number of pages. For
storage of large records, specify a database with few record occurrences per page but a large number of pages. For these
different requirements, adjust the db-key format as follows:

• To allow more record occurrences per page, increase the number of bits for the line index. (The line number must be
from 2 to 12 bits in length.)

• To allow more pages per database, increase the number of bits for the page number.

As the number of record occurrences allowed on a page increases, the number of pages allowed in the database
decreases. Conversely, the more pages in the database, the fewer occurrences each page can hold.

NOTE
The MIXED PAGE GROUP BINDS ALLOWED option for a DBNAME may be used to increase the number of
records accessible in a database from a single database transaction.

The following diagram shows the db-key formats for n CA IDMS database with three possible formats: 255 record
occurrences per page (the default size); the greatest possible number of occurrences per page; and the greatest possible
number of pages.
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Determining the Db-Key Format

Using the decimal value that you specify in the MAXIMUM RECORDS PER PAGE clause on the CREATE SEGMENT
statement, CA IDMS/DB determines the db-key format, as follows:
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• To determine the total possible number of line indexes for a page, CA IDMS/DB adds 1 to the maximum number
of record occurrences per page. (This number represents line index 0, reserved for the SR1 record.)

• To determine the size of the line number portion of the db-key, CA IDMS/DB identifies the number of bits required
to store the largest possible line index.

• To determine the size of the page number portion of the db-key, CA IDMS/DB subtracts the number of bits for the
line number from 32 (the total number of bits in a db-key).

For example, the default number of record occurrences per page is 255. In this case, the total number of line indexes is
256 (that is, line index 0 through 255). Since the decimal number 255 takes eight bits of storage in binary format, the line
number portion of the db-key for this database is eight bits, and the page number portion is 24 bits.

NOTE
CA IDMS uses all 32 bits of the db-key for the page number and the line number. If you want to reserve a bit in
the db-key as a sign bit (that is, if you will write routines that perform arithmetic operations using the db-key sign
bit), make sure that the db-keys created for your occurrences can be stored in only 31 bits.

Conversion Algorithms

Use the following algorithms to convert a db-key into individual page and line numbers:

dbkey-page = dbkey/2**bits-for-line

dbkey-line = dbkey - (dbkey-page * (2**bits-for-line))

where:

• dbkey = the 4-byte binary database key
• dbkey-page = the binary database page number
• dbkey-line = the binary database line number
• bits-for-line = the number of bits for the line number in the database key

Area Space Management
Contents

What is an Area?

A CA IDMS database is divided into one or more areas. Each database area is a named subdivision of addressable
database storage. Each area can contain one or more record types, according to varying processing requirements, but all
occurrences of a particular record type must be in the same area.

Managing Space in an Area

To manage space in an area, CA IDMS/DB keeps track of available space on each page. CA IDMS reserves selected
pages called space management pages (SMPs) for this purpose. The first page in each area is an SMP. Depending on
the number and size of pages in the area, CA IDMS may reserve additional SMPs throughout the area.

Since you frequently assign several record types to an area, data pages in these areas are typically filled with record
occurrences of different record types and the occurrences' corresponding line indexes. For example, in the sample
employee database, the DEPARTMENT, JOB, OFFICE, and SKILL records are all assigned to the ORG-DEMO-REGION
area. Thus, occurrences of all of these record types can be stored on the same page.

Sample Page
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The following drawing shows a sample page in the ORG-DEMO-REGION. Typically, except for the header and footer, a
page in an area is filled with occurrences of different record types. Page 7130 in the ORG-DEMO-REGION area contains
occurrences of the OFFICE, JOB, and DEPARTMENT record types.

Space Available

To manage space, CA IDMS/DB keeps track of the available space on each page. The space available is maintained in
the following locations:

• SR1 records -- System records in each page's header which contain the space available count for the page
• Space management pages (SMPs) -- One or more system-reserved pages which contain entries that indicate

whether each page (in a range of pages) is empty or full

SR1 records and space management pages are discussed separately next.

SR1 Records

Each database page in an area contains an SR1 record in the page header. Each occurrence of the SR1 record contains
the space available count for that page. The SR1 record type is the owner of a set used by CA IDMS/DB to keep track of
CALC records (for details, see "Storing CALC records" in Section36, “Record Storage and Deletion”).

SR1 Record Format

The SR1 record is formatted as follows:

• Next pointer for CALC set (4 bytes) -- Database key (next pointer) of the CALC record, targeted to that page, with the
lowest CALC key

• Prior pointer for CALC set (4 bytes) -- Database key (prior pointer) of the CALC record, targeted to that page, with
the highest CALC key

• Space available count (2 bytes) -- Number of bytes of free space remaining on the page
• Filler (2 bytes) -- Reserved space

Line Index

Every line index 0 in an area identifies the location of an SR1 record and always contains the following values:

• record identification = 1
• displacement = 4
• record length = 12
• prefix length = 8
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The following diagram shows an empty page in an area. This is what a page would look like after initialization by the
FORMAT utility.

NOTE
The space available count for an empty page is always the page size minus 32 (in this case, 800 - 32 = 768)
and the line space count for an empty page is always 16. The CALC set pointers in the SR1 record on an empty
page point back to the SR1 record itself since it is the only record in the set.

Space Management Pages

What is a Space Management Page?

CA IDMS reserves selected pages, called space management pages (SMPs), to keep track of the available space on
each page. These pages are filled with 2-byte items called space management entries. Each space management entry,
depending on the entry's relative position on the page, corresponds to a page in the area. The first entry corresponds to
the space management page itself, the second entry to the first page following the space management page, and so on.

Number of Pages Managed by SMP

The number of pages managed by one space management page is the page size minus 32 (header and footer) divided by
2 (two bytes per space management entry).

For example, a space management page for an area whose page size is 800 bytes holds 384 entries. The first entry is
for the space management page itself. If the area contained 900 pages, the area would require three space management
pages. The first space management page would be the first page in the area, the second would be the 385th page, and
the third would be the 769th page.

FORMAT Utility Initializes SMP Entries

For pages that will contain record occurrences, the FORMAT utility initializes space management entries to a value
equal to the page size of the area minus the number of bytes used by the header and footer (that is, the amount of usable
space on each page). The first space management entry is for the space management page and is initialized to zero. In
the previous example, the space management entries for data pages would be initialized to a value of 768.

Accessing Space Management Pages

After initialization, space management pages are accessed only in the following situations:
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• STORE command -- If CA IDMS/DB cannot store a record occurrence on the target page because insufficient space
exists on that page, the space management page is consulted for the next page that has sufficient space. Further, if
the space available count field on the target page shows that more than 70 percent of the usable space is used, the
space management page is accessed and the space management entry is changed to the actual space available.
Also, if CA IDMS/DB uses the last available line index on a page to store a record, a halfword of 2 is entered in the
space management entry, indicating that the page is logically full.

• ERASE command -- When the actual space available for a page is shown in the space management entry (that is,
when the page is more than 70 percent full) and a record occurrence is deleted from the page, CA IDMS/DB accesses
the space management page and does one of the following:
– If the page is still more than 70 percent full, CA IDMS/DB moves the new space available count from the page to the

space management entry.
– If the page is now less than 70 percent full, CA IDMS/DB reinitializes the space management entry to the value of

the page size minus the length of the header and the footer (that is, the decimal value 32).

Actual Space Available

The actual space available for each page is not maintained constantly to avoid accessing the space management page
each time a record is stored or erased. Instead, a page is considered empty (for space management purposes) until either
of the following conditions occurs:

• A store operation for a record occurrence puts the space used over the 70 percent threshold.
• All line indexes on that page have been used (that is, the page is logically full).

A page returns to the empty status when an erase operation puts the space used back below the 70 percent threshold.

Consequently, unless a large enough page size is specified, CA IDMS/DB might attempt to store records that will not
physically fit on a page.

Suppose, for example, that a page is 60 percent full and marked as empty in the space management page, and that a
record occurrence being stored is 45 percent of the page size. Using information maintained in the space management
page, CA IDMS/DB would determine that the record occurrence could fit on the page, when it could not.

To ensure that CA IDMS/DB can successfully store all records, specify a page size that allows CA IDMS/DB to store the
largest fixed-length record on 30 percent of the page.

Determining Minimum Page Size

Use the following algorithm to determine minimum page size:

min-page-size = ((record-length + 8) / 0.30) + head-foot-length

where:

• min-page-size = the decimal value of the minimum page size
• record-length = the length of the largest fixed-length record type (data plus prefix)
• 8 = the length of the line index
• head-foot-length = the maximum length of a header and footer on a page; the decimal value 32

Reporting on Area Space Utilization

The PRINT SPACE utility statement reports on:

• Space utilization based on the contents of the SMPs
• With the FULL option, space utilization based on the actual contents of each database page (using the space available

count)

Use of the Space Management Page
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The following diagram shows the use of the space management page.

CA IDMS/DB changes the space management entry for page 7120 from 768 (the page size minus 32) to 36 (the actual
number of bytes left on page 7120) after storing the JOB 3027 record. Thus, after consulting the space management
page, CA IDMS/DB knows that it cannot store the DEPT 2000 record (72 bytes long) on page 7120 because of insufficient
space, and stores it on the next page.

When the OFFICE 1 record is deleted from page 7120, the page is still more than 70 percent full, so CA IDMS/DB moves
the value 124 (the actual amount of space available) to the space management entry.

When the JOB 3027 record is deleted, however, page 7120 is less than 70 percent full and the space management entry
is reinitialized to 768 bytes.
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Record Storage and Deletion
Determining the Target Page

To store a record in the database, CA IDMS/DB first determines a target page. Storage mode specifications govern the
selection of the target page, as follows:

• In CALC storage mode, CA IDMS/DB calculates the number of the target page by executing a randomizing routine
against the CALC key.

• In VIA or CLUSTERED storage mode, which is used to store related record occurrences (or rows) on the same page
or on as few pages as possible, CA IDMS/DB determines the number of the target page from:
– For non-SQL, the number of the page that contains the current record of the VIA set
– For SQL, the referenced row of a clustered constraint

• In DIRECT storage mode, the user explicitly specifies the target page. (Note that if you specify the value -1, the target
page is the first page assigned to the record type.)

Storing the Record Occurrence

If the target page has sufficient space to store the entire record occurrence (fixed-length uncompressed records) or the
record's minimum root, CA IDMS/DB then stores the record occurrence on the target page. If the target page does not
have sufficient free space to store the record occurrence, CA IDMS/DB stores the record occurrence on the next page that
has sufficient space. The search for free space always proceeds in a forward (higher database key) direction. If the end of
the area (or the page range assigned to the record type) is reached before space is located, the search wraps around to
the beginning of the area (or the page range assigned to the record type).

After identifying the first available free page, CA IDMS/DB performs the following operations to store a record occurrence:

• Creates a line index and positions it at the end of the free space or an unused line index.
• Positions the prefix and data (as retrieved from the program variable storage) at the beginning of the free space.

When storing a fixed-length uncompressed record, CA IDMS/DB places the entire record occurrence on the target
page. When storing a variable-length record occurrence, CA IDMS/DB places as much of the record occurrence as
possible on the target page. (For details, see 36.1.3, “Storing Variable-Length Records”.)

• Updates the space available count in the header and the line space count in the footer.
• Updates the record's pointers as follows:

– Updates the pointers for all user sets in which the record is an automatic member
– Sets the pointers to null (-1) for all sets in which the record is a manual member
– Sets the pointers to the database key of the object record itself for all owner records (indicating an empty set)
– For SQL, sets the pointers to null (-1) for linked constraints in which the table is the referencing table if one or more

columns of the foreign key are null; otherwise, sets the pointers to the db-keys of related rows
– For SQL, sets the pointers to the database key of the object row itself for linked constraints in which the table's the

referenced table
• Updates the record's CALC set pointers (if any).
• Updates the pointers in all other records affected by the stored record's automatic (and CALC, if applicable) set

connections.
For example, if record B2 is being stored between records B1 and B3 in set A-B, B2's next pointer is set to B3's
database key, while B2's prior pointer is set to B1's database key. Additionally, B1's next pointer is changed from B3's
database key to B2's, and B3's prior pointer is changed from B1's database key to B2's.

Record Storage

Storing CALC Records

Stored On or Near Calculated Page
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CA IDMS/DB stores records that have a storage mode of CALC on or near the page calculated from the record's CALC
key (a schema-specified symbolic key). CA IDMS/DB uses the system-owned CALC set to keep track of all CALC
records that randomize to a specific page. The CALC set's owner is the system-owned SR1 record type. The CALC set's
members are all of the user records with a storage mode of CALC. The set is sorted in ascending sequence on the CALC
key of each member record occurrence.

Example of a System-Owned CALC Set

The following diagram shows the system-owned CALC set for the sample employee database.

NOTE
The system-owned CALC set is an internal set. It should not be included in the user's schema or in structural
diagrams.

One System-Owned CALC Set Per Database

There is one system-owned CALC set type per database; there is one CALC set occurrence for each page in the area.
The CALC set is sorted in ascending sequence based on the CALC key of each member occurrence.

SR1 System Record

On a page that contains record occurrences, the SR1 record on a data page owns all CALC records that randomize to
that page at store time, including records that end up on another page due to overflow conditions.

The following diagram shows the format and occurrences of the CALC set on page 7120 of the sample database. The
CALC set for page 7120 includes all CALC records randomized to that page.

NOTE
DEPT 2000 belongs to the CALC set for page 7120 even though DEPT 2000 was actually stored on page 7121
(due to lack of space on its target page).
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Retrieving a CALC Record

To retrieve a record occurrence stored CALC, CA IDMS/DB accepts from the user the value of the record's CALC key
and calculates a page number from the key. CA IDMS/DB then enters this database page on the SR1 record and follows
the page's CALC chain until either the requested record is located or a record of the same type with a higher key value is
located; in the latter case, CA IDMS/DB returns an error status of 0326 (record not found) to the user.

Storing a CALC Record

In adding the DEPT 3100 record to page 7126, CA IDMS/DB creates a record prefix (shaded portion) that consists of
pointers for the CALC set and for the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set. The prefix and data (as found in program variable storage)
are positioned at the beginning of the free space. A line index is created at the end of the free space. The space available
count is decremented, and the line space count is incremented.

NOTE
The CALC pointers in the SR1 record are updated to point to the DEPT 3100 record, while the CALC pointers in
the DEPT 3100 record are set to point to the SR1 record. All other pointers in the DEPT 3100 record point back
to the record itself because its DEPT-EMPLOYEE set occurrence is empty.
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Storing Another CALC Record

The EMPLOYEE 23 record randomizes to and is stored on page 7026. The prefix of the EMPLOYEE 23 record supplies
the following information: EMPLOYEE 23 (the only member of the CALC set on page 7008) and EMPLOYEE 19 are the
only members of the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set for OFFICE 3100; EMPLOYEE 19 is next of set in the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set
for DEPT 3100; all of the set occurrences that EMPLOYEE 23 owns are empty.
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Clustering Records

In the VIA or CLUSTERED storage mode, CA IDMS/DB stores related records together on the same page or on as few
pages as possible. A record can be clustered through a chained set (a linked clustered constraint), an indexed set (a
clustering index), or an unlinked constraint (SQL only).

Clustering records around a chained set

Storage Strategy

If a record has a storage mode of VIA a chained set (or CLUSTERED around a referential constraint), CA IDMS/DB uses
the location of the current record of set (always the referenced row of referential constraints) to determine where to store
the new record, as follows:

• If the current record of set is a member of the set, the DBMS stores the new record as close as possible to the current
record of set.

• If the current record of set is an owner of the set, CA IDMS/DB determines where to store the member record, as
follows:

If the members and owners in the specified set are assigned to the
same page range, and if you have not specified displacement in
the non-SQL schema...

CA IDMS/DB stores the member record occurrence as close as
possible to the owner

If the members and owners in the specified set are assigned to
the same page range, and you have specified displacement in the
non-SQL schema...

CA IDMS/DB stores the member record occurrence as close as
possible to the owner, allowing for displacement
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If the members and owners in the specified set are assigned to
different page ranges...

CA IDMS/DB stores the member record occurrence as close as
possible to the page (within the member record's page range)
that is proportional to the location of the owner (within the owner's
page range)

The following diagram shows how CA IDMS/DB stores a record through a chained set. For a discussion of how CA IDMS/
DB stores a record through an indexed set, see 36.1.2.2, “Storing records via an indexed set”.

Example

In this example, EMPLOYEE 23 has randomized to page 7026. EMPLOYEE 23's EMPOSITION record is stored VIA
EMPLOYEE 23 on page 7026. To locate the EMPOSITION record, CA IDMS/DB applies the randomizing routine to
EMPLOYEE 23 (giving page number 7026), enters page 7026 on the SR1 record, and follows the CALC set until the
EMPLOYEE 23 record is located. CA IDMS/DB then obtains the EMPOSITION record through the EMP-EMPOSITION
chain.

Storing records via an indexed set

Storage Order

Indexed sets can be used to store member records in a physical order that reflects the order of the member's db-key
or symbolic key in the index, by defining the member record's storage mode as via (or clustered) an indexed set that is
sorted on db-key or symbolic key.

Determining the Target Page
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CA IDMS/DB determines the target page on which to store a member occurrence via an indexed set, as follows:

If this is the first record occurrence stored via a user-owned index
set or a system-owned index with the same page range as the
member record...

CA IDMS/DB determines the target page as follows:
If the member or owner in the set are assigned to the same
page range, CA IDMS/DB stores the member record occurrence
as close as possible to the owner record (allowing for record
displacement if specified).
If the member and owner in the set are assigned to different
page ranges, CA IDMS/DB stores the member record as close
as possible to the page (within the member's page range) that is
proportional to the location of the owner (within the owner's page
range).

If this is the first record occurrence stored via a system-owned
index with a separate page range from that of the member...

The target page is the low page of the member's page range

If other record occurrences have already been stored (that is, if
the index is not empty)...

CA IDMS/DB determines the target page, as follows:
If the set is sorted by db-key, CA IDMS/DB finds the highest db-
key of a record that is already a member of the indexed set, and
uses the page specified in this db-key as the target page.
If the set is sorted by symbolic key, CA IDMS/DB determines the
target page for the new record as follows:
Identifies the SR8 record that will hold the symbolic key for the
new record
Finds the db-key of the record with the preceding or following
symbolic key in the index and uses the page specified in this db-
key as the target page

Example

For example, the EMP-EXPERTISE set in the sample order entry database is an indexed set, and EXPERTISE records
are stored in physical-sequential order based on the value of the SKILL-LEVEL field. The non-SQL schema DDL
statements necessary to specify physical-sequential placement of the EXPERTISE record are as follows:

               RECORD NAME EXPERTISE

                  LOCATION MODE VIA EMP-EXPERTISE SET ...

               SET NAME EMP-EXPERTISE

                  ORDER SORTED

                  MODE INDEX ...

                  OWNER EMPLOYEE

                  MEMBER EXPERTISE ...

                     DESCENDING KEY SKILL-LEVEL ...
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In this case, CA IDMS/DB stores each EXPERTISE record as close as possible to the record with the next lower SKILL-
LEVEL.

Storing Variable-Length Records

Types of Variable-Length Records

Internally, CA IDMS/DB treats the following types of records as variable-length:

 Description
Fixed-length compressed records Records with a fixed length that are compressed through a

specified compression routine. Although the length of these
record types is fixed from the point of view of user programs,
compression makes them internally variable.

Variable-length records Records (either compressed or uncompressed) the length of
which depends on a variable field (that is, records that contain an
OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause).

Since you cannot anticipate the total length of either of these types of records, specify, in the schema, the following
information:

• The record's minimum root -- The smallest amount of the data to be stored on the record's home page
• The record's minimum fragment -- The smallest amount of data to be stored on any additional page

Steps to Store a Variable-Length Record

Using the values specified for minimum root and minimum fragment, CA IDMS/DB performs the following steps to store a
variable-length record:

1. CA IDMS/DB stores either the entire record or as much of the record as possible on the target page (provided that the
space available is sufficient for the minimum root specification in the schema). This page, the first page on which CA
IDMS/DB stores either the entire record or a portion of the record, is referred to as the record's home page; the portion
of the record placed on the home page is called the root.

2. CA IDMS/DB stores the remainder of the record on subsequent pages, by working in a forward direction and wrapping
around to the beginning of the area (or the page range assigned to the record), if necessary. Each subsequent portion
of the record that exists on a separate page is called a fragment. No fragment except the last one will be less than the
schema minimum fragment specification.

Variable-Length Indicator

In the root, CA IDMS/DB places an extra pointer at the end of the prefix to point to the first fragment. At the beginning
of the data portion of the root, CA IDMS/DB adds a 4-byte variable-length indicator (VLI) The VLI contains a 2-byte
counter used to keep track of the size of the data portion of the entire record (including four-bytes for the VLI). The record-
length field in the line index for a root segment contains the length of the portion of the record (prefix and data) that is
stored on the home page.

SR4 System Record

Each fragment contains a one-pointer prefix that points to the next fragment; the last fragment points back to the root.
Fragments are placed on a page in the same manner as any record. A fragment is considered an SR4 system record;
the record-id field in the line index of a fragment is always set to a value of 4.

Storing a Variable-Length Record

In the following example, the JOB 5023 record fits entirely on page 7130; because the JOB record is a compressed
record, it is a variable-length record and CA IDMS/DB includes a 4-byte variable-length indicator (VLI) in it, bringing
the total data length of the record to 300 bytes. CA IDMS/DB cannot store the entire JOB 5025 record on page 7130;
however, the page does have sufficient space for a root. CA IDMS/DB stores the root portion of JOB 5025 on page 7130
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and includes a VLI, bringing the data portion of the entire record to 280 bytes. CA IDMS/DB stores the remainder of the
record on page 7131 as a fragment. Note that the record-id field for the last line index on page 7131 is 4, indicating that
the record is a fragment.

Returning Fragments to the Home Page

On future accesses (GET, OBTAIN, or SELECT) of a fragmented variable-length record, CA IDMS/DB may reduce the
number of fragments. If the area is readied in update mode and the home page has sufficient space to hold the entire
record, CA IDMS/DB returns the fragments to the page. The fragments (minus fragment pointers) are concatenated to the
root and physically deleted from the pages on which the fragments were located; the fragment pointer in the root is set
to point to itself. Adjustments are made to the space available count in the page header and to the record length in the
record's line index.

Page Reserve

When the size of a variable-length record is increased by a DML MODIFY command, CA IDMS/DB may create additional
fragments for the record. If you anticipate a general increase in the size of variable-length records in an area, specify a
page reserve for the area to decrease the possibility that CA IDMS/DB will create fragments.

A page reserve sets aside a specified number of bytes on each database page in an area for modification of variable-
length records. CA IDMS/DB cannot use this reserved space to store any kind of record.

Specify an area's page reserve in the physical database definition(s) for the area using either a CREATE AREA statement
or in an area override statement within the DMCL(s) that include the area's segment. An adequate page reserve is
typically 30 percent of the area's size. Use the following criteria to estimate the size of the page reserve:

• The likelihood that variable-length records will be modified
• The anticipated increase in the number of variable-length records

When you specify a page reserve, you do not affect the physical structure of the database. In fact, you can vary the page
reserve for an area by using (at different times) several DMCL modules with different page reserves.
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Relocated Records

Records Relocated Because of Increased Size

When increasing record sizes in areas, the RESTRUCTURE utility statement may occasionally relocate a record if the
record no longer fits on its home page. Similarly, if a table has been altered to add one or more columns, CA IDMS/DB
may relocate a row when it is next updated because it will no longer fit on its original page. The dictionary migration utility
(RHDCMIG1 and RHDCMIG2) may also relocate records. When a record is stored on a new page, the relocated record is
considered an SR3 system record and the line index created for the record on the new page contains a record id of 3.

Record Identified by SR2 System Record

To preserve the integrity of the record's database key, CA IDMS/DB leaves an 8-byte control record (an SR2 system
record) on the home page in place of the relocated record. The SR2 system record has a record id of 2 and contains the
following information on the relocated record:

• Database key (4 bytes) -- The pointer (db-key) to the new location of the relocated record
• Record id (2 bytes) -- The original record id of the relocated record
• Length (2 bytes) -- The total length (fixed-length records) or root length (variable-length records) of the relocated

record

Returning Relocated Record to its Home Page

On future accesses (GET, OBTAIN, or SELECT) of a relocated record, CA IDMS/DB may return the relocated record to its
home page. If the area is readied in update mode and the home page has sufficient space to hold the relocated record,
CA IDMS/DB returns it to the page.

In the following example, the OFFICE 1 record, increased in size by RESTRUCTURE, is moved from page 7120 to 7121.
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Record Deletion
To erase a record (or delete a row), CA IDMS/DB performs the following operations:

• Disconnects and/or erases all records owned by the object record, depending on the nature of the ERASE DML
command issued by the program (that is, ERASE, ERASE ALL, ERASE PERMANENT, or ERASE SELECTIVE).

NOTE
When using SQL, the row must not be referenced by any other row.

• Disconnects the object record from all indexed sets in which it participates as a member.
• Disconnects the object record from all chained sets (with prior pointers) in which it participates as a member.
• Deletes the record either physically or logically, as follows:

– If all chained sets in which the record participates as a member have prior pointers, CA IDMS/DB physically deletes
the record.

– If any of the chained sets in which the record participates as a member do not have prior pointers, CA IDMS/DB
logically deletes the record.

NOTE
If CA IDMS/DB has identified the prior record in each chained set (without prior pointers) in which the
record participates (for example, walking the set), CA IDMS/DB physically deletes the record. All linked
clustered constraints have prior pointers.

Physical Deletion

Operations Performed

CA IDMS/DB performs the following operations to physically delete a record:

1. Removes the record's data and prefix from the database.
2. Moves all records following the deleted record on the page, so that all free space remains in the middle of the page.
3. Performs the following operations, depending on the location of the record's line index on the page:

– If the line index is contiguous with the free space on the page (that is, if the record's line index is the last index on
the page), CA IDMS/DB removes the line index and updates the line space count in the footer.

– If the record's line index is not contiguous with the free space on the page, CA IDMS/DB sets the record's line index
to zeros.

4. Updates the space available count in the header.

Example

In this example, the first EMPOSITION record for EMPLOYEE 23 has prior pointers. In erasing the record, CA IDMS/DB
removes the record completely (data and prefix), shifts the remaining EMPOSITION record up on the page, and sets the
line index for the deleted record to zeros. The remaining EMPOSITION record, although now physically the second record
on the page, remains as line number 3. Line index 2 is reused when a new record is added to the page.
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Use of Record's Line Index

Line indexes cannot be shifted down because the position of the line index relative to other line indexes determines the
line number, and changing a record's line number would invalidate the record's database key. Existing line indexes for
physically deleted records are either reused as new records are added to the page (as shown in the previous diagram or
removed as further deletions make them contiguous to the free space.

Logical Deletion

Pointers Deleted

To avoid consuming unnecessary time and I/O disconnecting records from sets without prior pointers, CA IDMS/DB does
not physically delete the record when an ERASE command is issued. Instead, the next time CA IDMS/DB encounters a
logically deleted record while walking a chained set of which the record is a member, CA IDMS/DB disconnects the record
from the set, provided that the record's area was readied in update mode. Since the record prior to the logically deleted
record is still current of run unit, CA IDMS/DB can update the record's next pointer and disconnect the logically deleted
record. To be physically deleted, the record must have been disconnected from all sets in which the record was a member.

Operations Performed

CA IDMS/DB performs the following operations to logically delete a record:
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• Removes the record's data from the database, but leaves the prefix
• Moves all records following the deleted record on the page, so that all free space remains in the middle of the page
• Sets the logical delete flag (the first bit) in the record id field of the record's line index
• Updates the space available count field in the header

Example

In the following example, assume that the EMPOSITION records do not have prior pointers in the EMP-EMPOSITION
set. When erasing an EMPOSITION record, CA IDMS/DB removes only the data and flags the record's line index. The
EMPOSITION record is logically deleted. The next time CA IDMS/DB is walking this occurrence of the EMP-EMPOSITION
set in update mode and encounters the flagged record, CA IDMS/DB physically deletes the record.

Consideration

Occasionally, in recovering from an error during a store operation, CA IDMS/DB may create a logically deleted record. If
CA IDMS/DB has stored a record and is in the process of making the automatic connections when CA IDMS/DB discovers
an error condition (for example, no currency established in one of the automatic sets), CA IDMS/DB must erase the record
being stored. If one of the chained sets to which the record has already been connected has next pointers only, CA IDMS/
DB logically deletes the record.
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Chained Set Management
Chained sets can be used to physically link related record occurrences together. In a chained set, a pointer in each
member record occurrence's prefix contains the db-key of the logically next occurrence of the set.

Defining a Chained Set

Define a set as chained as follows:

Name Description

SQL schema definition LINKED CLUSTERED on the CONSTRAINT statement. When a
constraint is implemented as a chained set, the referenced table is
the owner of the set and the referencing table is the member.

Non-SQL schema definition MODE IS CHAIN on the SET statement.

Chained Sets

Use

A chained set is used to establish a logical relationship between two or more user-defined record types and consists of an
owner record type and one or more member record types.

The following diagram uses standard CA IDMS database notation to describe a chained set type; the diagram includes the
name of the set, linkage options, membership options, sort sequence (if any), and sort key (if any).

This example shows a chained set (the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set) between two user-defined record types. The owner of the
DEPT-EMPLOYEE set type is the user-defined DEPARTMENT record type; the member is the EMPLOYEE record type.

Next, Prior, and Owner Pointers

A chained set occurrence consists of one occurrence of the owner record type and any number of member record
occurrences. The prefix of each record occurrence that participates in a set contains a next pointer (that is, the db-key
of the next logical record occurrence in the set occurrence). Optionally, record occurrences can include prior pointers,
which link records together in the logically prior direction, and owner pointers, which link member record occurrences to
the owner occurrence.

NOTE
SQL-defined constraints implemented as a chained set always have next, prior, and owner pointers.

Basic Structure of a Chained Set Occurrence
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A record occurrence in a chained set occurrence always contains in its prefix a next pointer that points to the logically next
record occurrence in the set occurrence.

Connecting Records to Chained Sets

Operations Performed

CA IDMS/DB performs the following operations to connect a record (that has previously been stored) to a chained set:

• Updates the prefix of the record being connected to reflect the record's next, prior, and owner (as applicable) pointers
in the set

• Updates pointers in all other records affected by the new set connections

In the following example, EMPLOYEE 19 and EMPLOYEE 23 have been stored on pages 7023 and 7026, respectively.
Connecting each to DEPT 3100 as members of the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set affects the DEPT 3100 record on page 7126.
Its prefix must be updated to point to the next and prior members of the set.
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Disconnecting Records

Operations Performed

To disconnect a record occurrence from a chained set without erasing the record occurrence, CA IDMS/DB must update
pointers in the current, prior, and next records, as described next:
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• For the record being disconnected, CA IDMS/DB adjusts all the record occurrence's pointers to null (minus 1) for the
set from which the record is being disconnected.

• For the prior record in the chain, CA IDMS/DB adjusts the next pointer for the set from which the record occurrence
is being disconnected so that the prior record points to the next record.

• For the next record in the chain (if the set has prior pointers), CA IDMS/DB adjusts the prior pointer for the set from
which the record occurrence is being disconnected so that the next record points to the prior record.

The following diagram shows disconnecting a record. The EMPLOYEE 19 record is disconnected from the DEPT-
EMPLOYEE set for DEPT 3100. EMPLOYEE 19's pointers for that set are changed to null. The prior pointer in the
EMPLOYEE 23 record is adjusted to point to the DEPT 3100 record, while the next pointer in the DEPT 3100 record must
be adjusted to point to the EMPLOYEE 23 record.

Adjusting the Pointer

To adjust the next pointer in the prior record, CA IDMS/DB must access the prior record. In a set without prior pointers,
however, CA IDMS/DB must walk the entire set to access the prior record. For this reason, prior pointers are typically
included in all sets to which the DISCONNECT (or ERASE) DML command might be applied.
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Retrieving Records

Walking a Set

A program using navigational DML or CA IDMS/DB in response to an SQL request can access all of the members of a
chained set in the following manner: starting with the owner record occurrence, a program can use the next pointers to
access each member occurrence in the chain until the program reaches the owner record again. Accessing members in a
chain in this way is known as "walking a set."

Assume that the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set in the sample database is a chained set sorted by employee identification number
(EMP-ID-0415). To retrieve an occurrence of the EMPLOYEE record, a program could issue the following requests:

MOVE '0050' TO DEPT-ID-0410

OBTAIN CALC DEPARTMENT.

OBTAIN NEXT WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE SET.

Processing the Request

CA IDMS/DB processes this request as follows:

1. Using the value '0050' placed by the program in the DEPT-ID-041 0 field, CA IDMS/DB obtains the DEPARTMENT
record with an identification number of '0050'.

2. CA IDMS/DB then finds the record occurrences pointed to by DEPARTMENT 50's next DEPT-EMPLOYEE pointer.

Retrieving an Owner

A program can issue the following request to retrieve an occurrence of the DEPARTMENT record associated with an
employee:

MOVE '0019' TO EMP-ID-0415.

OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE SET.

Processing the Request

CA IDMS/DB processes this request as follows:

1. Using the value '0019' placed by the program in the EMP-ID-0415 field, CA IDMS/DB obtains the EMPLOYEE record
with an identification number of '0019'.

2. If the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set has owner pointers, CA IDMS/DB uses the EMPLOYEE record's owner pointer to retrieve
the owning DEPARTMENT.

3. If the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set does not have owner pointers, CA IDMS/DB uses the EMPLOYEE record's next pointer
to walk the set until it retrieves the owner occurrence (that is, an occurrence of the DEPARTMENT record type).

Index Management
Indexed sets can be used to physically link related record occurrences together or to provide alternate access to a record.
In an indexed set, a pointer array associated with each owner occurrence contains the db-keys of all related member
record occurrences.
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Types of Indexed Sets

There are two types of indexed sets:

Set Description
User-owned The owner of the set is a user-defined record.
System-owned The owner of the set is a system-defined SR7 record. The location

mode of an SR7 record is CALC on the set name for non-SQL
defined indexes or on an internally-generated name for SQL
defined indexes. There is at most one occurrence of an SR7
record for each system-owned index.

How to Define an Indexed Set

Use the following clauses on the SET statement to define an indexed set in a non-SQL schema definition:

Set Description
User-owned MODE IS INDEX
System-owned MODE IS INDEX

OWNER IS SYSTEM

Indexed Sets
Use the following SQL statements to implement an SQL defined constraint as an indexed set:

Set Description
User-owned Use this clause on the CONSTRAINT statement:

LINKED INDEX
System-owned Use the CREATE INDEX statement

When you implement a constraint as an indexed set, the referenced table is the owner of the set and the referencing table
is the member.

Set Order

An indexed set can have any of the following set orders: FIRST, LAST, NEXT, PRIOR, or SORTED. If it is SORTED, it can
be sorted either on a user-specified symbolic key (sort key) or on the db-key of the member record occurrences.

Using SQL, the set order of a LINKED INDEX constraint is:

• SORTED, if you specify the ORDER BY clause
• Otherwise, LAST

The set order of an indexed set created using the CREATE INDEX statement is:

• SORTED on a symbolic key if you specify the ORDER BY clause
• Otherwise, SORTED on db-key

Notation

The following diagram uses standard CA IDMS database notation for two indexed sets, SKILL-EXPERTISE and EMP-
LNAME-NDX. The descriptions of the indexed set relationships in the figure include the name of the set, linkage options,
membership options, and the sort sequence and symbolic key.
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The left side of the figure illustrates an indexed set (the SKILL-EXPERTISE set) between two user-defined record types.
The owner of the SKILL-EXPERTISE set is the user-defined SKILL record; the member, EXPERTISE, is the indexed
database record.

The right side of the figure illustrates an indexed set (the EMP-LNAME-NDX set) used to place an index on a user-defined
member record type. The owner of the EMP-LNAME-NDX set is a system record, represented by a triangle; the member,
EMPLOYEE, is the indexed database record.

Indexed Set Occurrence

An indexed set occurrence consists of one occurrence of the owner record, type, an index, and any number of member
record occurrences. The owner occurrence contains next and prior pointers to the index; the bottom-level of the index
contains the member record occurrences' db-keys in the specified set order. If the indexed set has a user-defined owner
record, each member occurrence contains an index pointer to the bottom-level of the index, and optionally, a pointer that
links them directly to the owner occurrence. If the indexed set is system-owned, each member occurrence may optionally
contain an index pointer.

NOTE
AN SQL defined linked constraint implemented as an indexed set always has owner pointers.

Basic Structure of an Indexed Set: The member record occurrences in an indexed set point to the index that is chained
to the owner record by next, prior, and owner pointers. The owner record contains next and prior pointers that chain it to
the index.
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Structure of Indexes
Index Creation

The creation of an index is transparent to application programs. An index is created according to your specifications, but
the actual creation and storage of the index is performed by CA IDMS/DB. An index is composed of SR8 system record
occurrences chained (by next, prior, and owner pointers) to the owner occurrence and each other.

SR8 Records in an Index

Thus, an index is a chained set between the indexed set's owner record and the SR8 records. An index contains SR8
records chained by next, prior, and owner pointers to the indexed set's owner record. For simplicity, prior and owner
pointers are not included in the next figure):
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Initially, the index is composed of a single SR8 member record. When the first SR8 record is full, additional SR8 records
are added to the index as chained records.

Bottom-Level SR8 Record and Database Record Occurrences

An SR8 record, shown in the following diagram, contains from 3 to 8,180 index entries (as specified in the schema or
segment definition) and a cushion (that is, a field the length of the largest possible index entry).

The SR8 record in the diagram contains four entries and a cushion. Each index entry contains an index pointer that points
to a database occurrence that is a member of the indexed set; each member occurrence contains an index pointer that
points to that SR8 record. (Note that, for simplicity, prior and owner pointers are not included in this figure.)
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Content of an Index Entry

The actual content of an index entry depends on the indexed set's characteristics, as follows:

• Unsorted set -- An index entry contains only the db-key of a member record occurrence.
• Sorted set -- SR8 records for sorted indexed sets are arranged in levels to form a tree structure to facilitate a binary

search. Consequently, an index entry contains the db-key of a member record occurrence or the db-key of another
SR8 record occurrence. Additionally, for indexed sets sorted on a symbolic key, an index entry is composed of a db-
key and a symbolic key. A symbolic key is a key constructed of one or more record elements (or columns) in the order
specified in the schema (up to 256 bytes in length). (For a detailed discussion of indexed set structure for sorted
indexed sets, see 38.3.2, “Connecting Members to Sorted Indexed Sets".)

Example

In this example, there is a single SR8 record chained to the indexed set's owner. The SR8 record contains three entries.
Each entry contains an index pointer that points to a member database occurrence; each member occurrence contains an
index pointer that points to that SR8 record. Additionally, the member occurrences contain owner pointers that point back
to the set's owner.
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Indexed Set with Sorted Set Order

For sorted indexed sets, you can specify that CA IDMS/DB keep the index entries within the SR8 records in ascending,
descending, or mixed order according to the member record's db-key or symbolic key. You can also specify whether
numeric fields should be collated so that negative values are lower than positive values (natural sequence) or whether
they should collate based on their bit pattern. If you specify that an indexed set be sorted on symbolic key, you can also
specify whether duplicate symbolic keys are allowed or disallowed. Even if you specify that duplicate symbolic keys are
allowed, CA IDMS/DB does not store the same symbolic key more than once in the index. For example, the first time a
record with a symbolic key ADAMS is added to the indexed set, CA IDMS/DB adds the symbolic key ADAMS to the index
and associates the record occurrence's db-key to the key ADAMS. Later, if you add another record with the symbolic key
ADAMS to the indexed set, CA IDMS/DB associates the db-key of the new record to the existing symbolic key of ADAMS
in the SR8 record.

Specifying Compression

Additionally, you can specify that CA IDMS/DB store symbolic keys in either compressed or uncompressed format. (Note
that CA IDMS/DB always strips trailing pad characters from an indexed set's symbolic keys.) If you specify compression,
CA IDMS/DB applies a 2-level compression algorithm to the symbolic key before inserting the key into the index, as
follows:

• Prefix compression -- CA IDMS/DB compares (left to right) the symbolic key of the record being inserted into
the index with adjacent symbolic keys and removes like characters. For example, if there are two symbolic keys,
JOHNSON and JONES, CA IDMS/DB stores the JOHNSON key in its entirety and stores JONES as NES.

• Repeating character compression -- CA IDMS/DB compresses three or more repeating single characters within
each symbolic key into two bytes, and compresses 2 through 64 repeating blanks or nulls into one byte.

Specify compression of symbolic keys if the keys have either of the following characteristics:
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• Commonly share the same prefix
• Contain many repeating characters (including blanks or nulls)

How the Index is Organized

To facilitate the process of locating an index entry for sorted sets, CA IDMS/DB organizes an index for sorted records into
levels. In this case, when the first (top-level) SR8 record is full, CA IDMS/DB performs the following processing:

1. Splits the SR8 record into two parts. These two SR8 records stay at the same level.
2. Constructs a new higher level with two entries. Each entry points to one of the SR8 records created by Step 1.

CA IDMS/DB repeats this process as the index expands. Indexes can have any number of intermediate levels. As CA
IDMS/DB adds new entries, it splits SR8 records and spawns new levels of SR8 records. An entry on one level points to
an SR8 record at a lower level; the bottom-level entries point to the indexed database records themselves.

Therefore, in a sorted indexed set with three levels (top, intermediate, and bottom), the index is structured as follows:

• The top level is made up of one SR8 record that contains index entries. Each entry is composed of a pointer to (that
is, the database key of) an intermediate-level SR8 record and the highest symbolic key contained therein.

• The intermediate level is made up of one SR8 record for each entry in the top level. Each entry is composed of a
pointer to a bottom-level SR8 record and the highest symbolic key contained therein.

The bottom level is made up of one SR8 record for each entry in the intermediate level. Each entry is composed of a
symbolic key and a pointer to a database record occurrence.

Example

For example, the sample database includes the indexed set EMP-LNAME-NDX. The EMP-LNAME-NDX set, shown in the
following diagram and table shows the function of index levels and the search process. This simple index contains only
three entries per SR8 record. The figure represents index and database records. (For simplicity, prior and owner pointers
are not included in this figure.) The table shows the index pointers and symbolic keys.

To locate LONG in this 3-level index, CA IDMS/DB performs the following steps:

1. Accesses the SR7 owner record by using the set name as the CALC key

NOTE
For SQL-defined indexes, it uses a CALC key based on a number assigned to each index.

2. Accesses the top-level SR8 record by using the next pointer in the SR7 record
3. Searches this top-level SR8 record for the first entry with a symbolic key equal to or greater than LONG
4. Uses the db-key in this entry to access an intermediate-level SR8 record (that is, the NELSON/WEST SR8 record)
5. Searches this intermediate-level SR8 record (that is, the NELSON/WEST SR8 record) for the first entry equal to or

greater than LONG
6. Uses the db-key in this entry to access a lower level SR8 record (that is, the JONES/NELSON SR8 record at the

bottom level)
7. Searches this bottom-level SR8 record (the JONES/NELSON SR8 record) for the LONG entry
8. Uses the db-key in the LONG entry to access the requested member database record occurrence

NOTE
Since previous processing deleted indexed records, not all of the index entries in each SR8 record are presently
used (for instance, the STUART and UPTON/WEST SR8 records at the bottom level). Consequently, this index
has space for expansion without spawning a new level.
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In this example, each SR8 record is composed of a maximum of three entries. Each entry is composed of a symbolic key
value and a db-key. The shaded entries are used to locate the LONG record in the database. In the top and intermediate
levels, the db-key in each entry points to another SR8 record. In the bottom level, the db-key in each entry points to
a database record. (Note that, for simplicity, prior and owner pointers are not included in this figure; also, since two
employees are named BENN, there are two database member occurrences with that name.)

The entries in the 3-level index are shown next. Each entry is composed of a symbolic key and a db-key. The shaded
entries are used to locate the LONG record in the database. The index entries in the top and intermediate levels point
to SR8 records at the next lowest level. Only the bottom-level entry points to the database record. Note that since two
employees are named BENN, there are two db-keys (one to each database member occurrence) for that symbolic key.

 SR8 db-key SR8 Index Entries  
Top level SR8 records 90002:3 InnisWest 90004:1090004:57
Intermediate level SR8 records 90004:10 CarrFerroInnis 90015:1390016:4090030:6
 90004:57 NelsonStuartWest 90021:390018:5390030:6
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Bottom-level SR8 records 90015:13 BennCarr 721009:147723006:105
 90016:40 DavisEastFerro 720617:201721592:63722310:1

6
 90030:6 GreyHallInnis 720016:31727160:52725921:74
 90021:3 JamesLongNelson 726412:4724263:12727160:90
 90018:53 Stuart 720039:37
 90030:12 UptonWest 720715:52725129:2

Connecting Records to Indexed Sets
Contents

All set orders (that is, FIRST, LAST, NEXT, PRIOR, and SORTED) are supported for indexed sets. Indexed set order
determines the way CA IDMS/DB builds the index when new member record occurrences are connected to the indexed
set.

Connecting members to indexed sets ordered FIRST, LAST, NEXT, or PRIOR is discussed next, followed by a separate
discussion of connecting members to indexed sets with a set order of SORTED.

Connecting Members to Unsorted Indexed Sets

To connect new members to indexed sets with FIRST, LAST, NEXT, and PRIOR set order, CA IDMS/DB inserts a new
index entry between existing index entries. When one SR8 record fills, CA IDMS/DB creates a new SR8 record; there is
only one level of SR8 records in an unsorted index.

Once a request has been made to connect a member occurrence to an indexed set, CA IDMS/DB first checks whether
other entries exist. If no other entries exist, CA IDMS/DB creates and stores the first SR8 record (containing the first entry)
and connects it to the owner occurrence with next, prior, and owner pointers. The target page for the first SR8 record is
the page of the owner of the indexed set occurrence (plus displacement, if any).

CA IDMS/DB Actions

If other entries do exist, CA IDMS/DB takes the following actions:

Step 1

Identifies the appropriate SR8 record and insertion point based on the set order, as follows:

• NEXT -- The insertion point is physically after the index entry for the current SET occurrence.
• FIRST -- The insertion point is physically the first index entry in the first SR8 record.
• PRIOR -- The insertion point is physically before the index entry for the current SET occurrence.
• LAST -- The insertion point is physically the last index entry in the last SR8 record.

NOTE
SQL-defined unsorted indexed constraints have an internal order of LAST.

Step 2

Inserts the new entry into the index, as follows:

• If there is enough space in the target SR8 record for the new entry (that is, the insertion of this entry would not exceed
the maximum allowable entries, and the target SR8's page has sufficient available space), CA IDMS/DB inserts the
new entry into the target SR8 record.

• If there is not enough space in the target SR8 for the new entry, CA IDMS/DB inserts the new entry based on the
location of the identified insertion point, as follows:
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– If the identified insertion point is physically first in the target SR8 record, CA IDMS/DB checks whether there is
enough space in the prior SR8 record:
• If there is enough space in the prior SR8 record, CA IDMS/DB inserts the new entry as the physically last entry in

the prior SR8 record.
• If there is not enough space in the prior SR8 record, CA IDMS/DB splits the target SR8 record.

– If the insertion point is physically last in the target SR8 record, CA IDMS/DB checks whether there is enough space
in the next SR8 record:
• If there is enough space in the next SR8 record, CA IDMS/DB inserts the new entry in the next SR8 record.
• If there is not enough space in the next SR8 record, CA IDMS/DB splits the target SR8 record.

– If the insertion point is neither the physically first nor last in the target SR8 record, CA IDMS/DB checks whether
there is enough space in the next SR8 record:
• If there is enough space in the next SR8 record, CA IDMS/DB moves the last entry to the SR8 record
• If there is not enough space in the next SR8 record, CA IDMS/DB splits the target SR8 record.

Index Pointers for Split SR8s

When CA IDMS/DB splits an SR8 record (Record A) into two SR8 records (Records A and B), the entries relocated
to Record B point to member occurrences that still contain index pointers pointing to Record A if index pointers are
maintained for the set (index pointers are optional for system-owned indexes). If index pointers are maintained, splitting
Record A causes CA IDMS/DB to set the orphan count in Record A equal to the number of entries moved to Record B.

Splitting an SR8 Record

The following diagram shows splitting an SR8 record to add a member occurrence to an indexed set with a set order of
NEXT. (Note that, for simplicity, prior and owner pointers are not included in this figure.)
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Connecting Members to Sorted Indexed Sets

Spawning

CA IDMS/DB organizes an index for sorted records into levels. When a top or intermediate SR8 record is full, CA IDMS/
DB spawns a new level through the following steps:

1. CA IDMS/DB splits the SR8 record into two SR8 records.
2. CA IDMS/DB constructs a new higher-level SR8 record. This new full-size SR8 record contains only two entries. Each

entry points to one of the SR8 records created by Step 1.
CA IDMS/DB determines the target page of a new SR8 record, as follows:
– If displacement has been specified and if the new record is a bottom-level SR8 record, the target page is the page

of the owner of the indexed set occurrence plus displacement.
– Otherwise, the target page is the page of the owner of the indexed set occurrence.

CA IDMS/DB repeats this process as the index expands. Indexes can have any number of intermediate levels. As CA
IDMS/DB adds new entries, it splits SR8 records and spawns new levels of SR8 records. An entry on one level points to
an SR8 record at a lower level; the bottom-level entries point to the indexed database records themselves.

Connecting New Members

To connect new members into a sorted index, CA IDMS/DB first identifies the appropriate insertion point of the new entry
based on the symbolic key or db-key. If this is the first entry (and, therefore, the first SR8 record), CA IDMS/DB creates,
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stores and connects a new SR8 record to the owner occurrence. CA IDMS/DB determines the target page for the new
SR8 record as described above.

If this is not the first entry, CA IDMS/DB identifies the insertion point of the new entry based on the symbolic key or db-key.
Once the appropriate insertion point is identified, CA IDMS/DB inserts the new entry into the index, as follows:

• If there is space in the target SR8 record (that is, if insertion of this entry would not exceed maximum allowable entries
and the target SR8 record's page has sufficient available space, CA IDMS/DB inserts the new entry in the target SR8
record.

• If space in the target SR8 record is insufficient for the new entry, CA IDMS/DB attempts to move a number of entries to
a prior or next SR8 record if space is available. Otherwise, a split occurs which may cause spawning depending on the
available space in the higher-level SR8 records.

Disconnecting Records from Indexed Sets
Assume that the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set in the sample database is an indexed set sorted by employee identification
number (EMP-ID-0415). To disconnect an occurrence of the EMPLOYEE record, a program could issue the following
requests:

MOVE '0019' TO EMP-ID-0415.

FIND CALC EMPLOYEE.

DISCONNECT EMPLOYEE FROM DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

Processing the Request

CA IDMS/DB processes these requests as follows:

1. Finds the SR8 record pointed to by EMPLOYEE record 19's index pointer.
2. Searches the SR8 record for EMPLOYEE 19's db-key. If CA IDMS/DB finds EMPLOYEE 19's db-key, processing skips

to Step 3. If CA IDMS/DB does not find EMPLOYEE 19's db-key, processing continues as follows:
a. CA IDMS/DB decrements the SR8 record's orphan count by 1. If the SR8 contains no entries and the orphan count

is 0 CA IDMS/DB erases the SR8 record.
b. CA IDMS/DB follows SR8 records until it finds the db-key.
c. CA IDMS/DB updates EMPLOYEE 19's index pointer to point to the correct SR8 record.

3. Removes EMPLOYEE 19's key entry from the bottom-level SR8 record and rewrites that SR8 record.
4. If this were an unsorted set, processing would be complete. Since this is a sorted set, if EMPLOYEE 19's symbolic key

is the highest key in the SR8 record, CA IDMS/DB passes up the key to each level in which the key is the highest and
removes the entry for EMPLOYEE 19 from each successive SR8 record.

Retrieving Indexed Records
In contrast to locating member records of a chained set, CA IDMS/DB locates member record occurrences in an index by
searching the index. CA IDMS/DB does not have to access each member record occurrence as with chain linkage.

Types of Processing

Because CA IDMS/DB searches the index rather than actual record occurrences, indexed sets provide a quick and
efficient method for the following types of processing:
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• Random retrieval by symbolic key or generic key -- CA IDMS/DB can retrieve individual records randomly by
means of a symbolic key. CA IDMS/DB can also retrieve a group of records by using a partial (generic) symbolic key. A
string of characters, up to the length of the symbolic key, can be used as a generic key.

• Sorted retrieval by db-key, symbolic key, or generic key -- CA IDMS/DB can retrieve records in sorted order if the
index is ordered on db-key or symbolic key. In this case, the db-keys or symbolic keys in an index are automatically
maintained in sorted order and records therefore can be retrieved in ascending or descending order by db-key or
symbolic key. Because records can be accessed through more than one index, they can be retrieved in more than one
sort sequence.

• Unsorted in exceptionally long sets -- To locate the db-keys of members in an indexed set, CA IDMS/DB walks the
index. Since accessing member record occurrences' db-keys in an index requires less database I/O than accessing
the record occurrences themselves, CA IDMS/DB can retrieve the db-keys of member records in exceptionally long
sets more efficiently if the records are related using an index rather than a chain. This type of processing is useful for
finding the nth record in a set or for manipulating lists of db-keys.

• Physical sequential processing by db-key -- Member record occurrences can be clustered through an index. With
this storage mode, the physical location of member records reflects the ascending or descending order of their db-key.
If occurrences of a record type are to be retrieved in sequential order, clustering them through an index reduces I/O.
This type of processing is most efficient when used with a stable database.

Example When Owner Pointers

Assume that the DEPT-EMPLOYEE set in the sample database is an indexed set sorted by employee identification
number (EMP-ID-0415). To retrieve an occurrence of the EMPLOYEE record, a program might issue the following
requests:

MOVE '0019' TO EMP-ID-0415.

OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

OBTAIN NEXT WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE SET.

To fulfill the prior request, CA IDMS/DB performs the following processing:

Step 1

Using the value '0019' placed by the program in the EMP-ID-0415 field, obtains the EMPLOYEE record with an
identification number of '0019'.

Step 2

Obtains the EMPLOYEE record with the next-highest identification number as follows:

1. Finds the SR8 record pointed to by EMPLOYEE 19's index pointer.
2. Searches the SR8 record for EMPLOYEE 19's db-key. If CA IDMS/DB finds EMPLOYEE 19's db-key, processing skips

to Step 3. If CA IDMS/DB does not find EMPLOYEE 19's db-key, processing continues as follows:
a. Decrements the SR8 record's orphan count by 1. If the orphan count is now 0, CA IDMS/DB erases the SR8 record

if it is empty or rewrites it if it still contains entries.
b. CA IDMS/DB searches the next SR8 record in the index until it finds the db-key. At this time, CA IDMS/DB updates

the EMPLOYEE record's index pointer to point to the correct SR8 record.

NOTE
CA IDMS/DB only updates pointers and the orphan count at this time if both the area that contains the
SR8 records and the area that contains the EMPLOYEE records were readied in update mode.

Step 3
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Obtains the EMPLOYEE record whose db-key is adjacent to current of set (that is, the next EMPLOYEE record).

Example When No Owner Pointers

If the EMPLOYEE record did not have owner pointers, a program could issue the following request to retrieve an
occurrence of the DEPARTMENT record:

MOVE '0019' TO EMP-ID-0415.

OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN DEPT-EMPLOYEE SET.

When fulfilling the above request, the DBMS would discover the lack of an owner pointer in the set and use the
EMPLOYEE record's index pointer to find the bottom-level SR8 record that contains the key for the requested
EMPLOYEE record. CA IDMS/DB will then use the owner pointer contained in that SR8 record to obtain the
DEPARTMENT record.

SR8 Record Currency

When a program uses a subschema that contains records in an indexed set, CA IDMS/DB changes SR8 record currency
only when it accesses a member record through the index, since CA IDMS/DB keeps track of SR8 record currency
internally. When CA IDMS/DB accesses a member record in any other manner, CA IDMS/DB does not change SR8
record currency.

For example, a program might issue the following commands:

MOVE '0019' TO EMP-ID-0415.

OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE.

OBTAIN NEXT WITHIN EMP-LNAME-NDX SET.

CA IDMS/DB then fulfills these requests as follows:

1. Using the value '0019' for CALC entry into the database, CA IDMS/DB accesses the EMPLOYEE record with that
identification number. EMPLOYEE 19 is now current of run unit, record, and the EMP-LNAME-NDX set. At this point,
since CA IDMS/DB has not accessed an SR8 record, internal currency is not created for the SR8 structure of the index
set.

2. On OBTAIN NEXT, CA IDMS/DB accesses the SR8 record that contains the index entry for EMPLOYEE 19. At this
time, CA IDMS/DB makes this SR8 record the current record of the SR8 structure of the index set.

3. CA IDMS/DB finds the next index entry (either in that SR8 record or the next SR8 record). The SR8 record containing
that index entry is now current of the SR8 structure.

4. Using the next index entry, CA IDMS/DB obtains the corresponding EMPLOYEE record. That EMPLOYEE record is
now current of run unit, record, and the EMP-LNAME-NDX.

RETURN and FIND Commands

When a program uses a subschema that contains records in an index, use:

• The RETURN command to retrieve database keys and/or symbolic keys from the index without accessing database
records.

• The FIND command to maintain indexed set currency.
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Lock Management
The primary means of influencing how CA IDMS/DB controls access to data is in the way areas are readied and the status
assigned to areas within a central version. These factors ultimately determine which transactions can access and update
data within a CA IDMS database and whether concurrent access is controlled at the area or record occurrence level.

Readying Areas

Area Ready Modes

Types of Ready Modes

A transaction can restrict runtime operations in a database area by readying that area with a mode of update or retrieval,
as follows:

Type Description
Update The readying transaction can both retrieve and update data within

the area.
Retrieval The readying transaction cannot update data in the area.

Ready Mode Qualifiers

You can qualify the specified area ready mode with a shared (default), protected, or exclusive option to prevent update or
retrieval of an area by other transactions executing concurrently under the same central version or, in the case of a shared
area, under other central versions that are members of the same data sharing group. The qualified ready modes are:

Ready Mode Description
Shared update If a transaction has readied the area in shared update mode, other

transactions executing concurrently can ready the area in shared
update or shared retrieval mode.

Shared retrieval If a transaction has readied the area in shared retrieval mode,
other transactions executing concurrently can ready the area in
shared update, shared retrieval, protected retrieval, or protected
update mode.

Protected update If a transaction has readied the area in protected update mode,
other transactions executing concurrently can ready the area in
shared retrieval mode only.

Protected retrieval If a transaction has readied the area in protected retrieval mode,
other transactions executing concurrently can ready the area in
shared retrieval or protected retrieval mode.

Exclusive update and exclusive retrieval If a transaction has readied the area in exclusive update
or exclusive retrieval mode, other transactions executing
concurrently cannot ready the area in any mode. Exclusive
retrieval is available only using navigational DML.
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Transient retrieval A ready mode of transient retrieval cannot be explicitly set by
application programs or access module specifications. Instead,
transient retrieval is automatically used by a transaction accessing
an area in a retrieval mode, if either of the following conditions
apply:
The status of the area within the central version is transient
retrieval
The isolation level of the SQL transaction readying the area is
transient read
If a transaction has readied an area in transient retrieval mode,
other transactions executing concurrently can ready the area in
any mode.

NOTE
Both area status and transaction isolation levels area discussed under 39.2.2, "Central Version Area Status" and
39.2.4, “Ready Modes and SQL Access”, respectively.

Compatibility of Ready Modes

The mode in which one transaction readies an area restricts the mode in which other transactions executing under the
same central version or in the case of a shared area, within the same data sharing group, can ready that area. This table
shows the modes in which transaction B can ready an area, depending on the mode in which transaction A has readied
the area. Y(es) signifies that the second transaction can ready the area in the specified mode; N(o) signifies that it cannot.
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Concurrent Use of an Area Within a Central Version or Data Sharing Group

When a transaction cannot ready an area because of a protected or exclusive restriction, CA IDMS/DB places the
transaction in a wait state. When the restriction is lifted, the transaction can proceed.

Example of Concurrent Area Usage

The following diagram shows concurrent use of an area by transactions executing under a central version or data sharing
group. Concurrently, transaction A readies AREA1 in protected update mode, transaction B readies the area in shared
retrieval mode, and transaction C attempts to ready the area in exclusive update mode. The system puts transaction C
into a wait state until both transactions A and B terminate. Transactions D and E, attempting to ready the area, must wait
until transaction C terminates.
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Central Version Area Status

Area Status and Ready Modes

Each area accessible from within a central version has a status associated with it. The status of an area affects the mode
in which transactions executing under the central version can ready the area:

Mode Description
UPDATE (or ONLINE) Transactions executing under the central version can ready the

area in any mode
RETRIEVAL Transactions executing under the central version can ready the

area in any retrieval mode (EXCLUSIVE, PROTECTED, SHARED
or TRANSIENT)

TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL Transactions executing under the central version can ready the
area in any retrieval mode, but the CA IDMS/DB automatically
changes the mode to TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL

OFFLINE Transactions executing under the central version cannot ready the
area in any mode

Establishing the Area Status

The status of an area within a central version is initially established by specifications made within the DMCL used by the
DC/UCF system. An area's status may subsequently be changed by DCMT commands.

Permanent Area Status

When an area's status is changed through a DCMT command, it may be designated as permanent. A permanent area
status persists across both normal and abnormal system terminations until it is subsequently changed by another DCMT
command or until the journal files associated with the central version are initialized. Whether an area's status has been
designated as permanent is indicated on the output from a DCMT DISPLAY AREA command.
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At System Startup

If a permanent area status is not in effect, the first time a system is started and each time it is subsequently started after a
normal shutdown, the status of the area is set to that specified in the ON STARTUP parameter of the ADD SEGMENT or
ADD AREA statement within the DMCL definition. The default area status is UPDATE.

Following an Abnormal System Termination

If a permanent area status is not in effect, when restarting a system following an abnormal termination, the status of the
area is set to that specified in the ON WARMSTART parameter of the ADD SEGMENT, or ADD AREA statement within
the DMCL definition. The area can be set to what it was at the time of the failure (the default) or it can be set to an explicit
value.

Changing Area Status

You can change the status of an area within a central version by issuing a DCMT VARY AREA or VARY SEGMENT
command. In certain cases, CA IDMS cannot change the status of the area immediately because existing transactions are
accessing the area. In addition to active transactions, longterm or notify locks held by pseudo-conversational applications
may prevent the area status from being changed. If CA IDMS cannot change the status immediately, it initiates an internal
task that completes the DCMT VARY operation when no more conflicts exist. During the time it takes to complete the vary,
transactions attempting to ready the area in a mode that is incompatible with the new area status receive an error.

NOTE
For more information on the DCMT VARY AREA and VARY SEGMENT commands, see the CA IDMS System
Tasks and Operator Reference section.

Default Ready Mode Using Navigational DML

You can specify a default ready mode for a database area in a subschema definition. The specified default mode
determines the mode in which the area is to be readied for programs using that subschema. If you specify a default mode
for a database area, programs using the subschema do not have to issue a READY command for the area. If a program
issues a READY command for one area in the subschema, the automatic readying mechanism is disabled. In this case
the program must issue a READY command for all areas to be accessed unless the FORCE option is specified for the
default usage mode. Areas using the default usage mode combined with the FORCE option are automatically readied
even if the run-unit already issued READY for other areas.

Note: For more information on the limitations of using the FORCE option with ADS dialogs, see the Usage information in
the Area Statement section.

Ready Modes and SQL Access

Factors Affecting SQL Lock Management

When accessing data using SQL, the way in which an area is readied depends on several factors:

• The transaction state
• The isolation level
• The requested ready mode
• The status of areas within central version

Transaction State

A transaction initiated using SQL has one of two states:

State Description
READ ONLY Data can be read, but not updated; updates to temporary tables

are allowed
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READ WRITE Data can be both read and updated using DML and DDL
statements

Default is READ WRITE

Unless otherwise specified, the transaction state is READ WRITE. You can override the default when you define an
access module or by issuing a SET TRANSACTION statement at runtime.

Isolation Level

A transaction initiated using SQL also has one of two isolation levels:

Isolation Level Description
CURSOR STABILITY Guarantees read integrity. Read integrity ensures that:

All data accessed by the transaction is in a committed state
The most-recently accessed row of an updatable cursor is
protected from update by other transactions while it remains
current

TRANSIENT READ Does not guarantee read integrity. For this reason, a transaction
executing under transient read is not allowed to update the
database. If the isolation level of a transaction is transient read,
the transaction state is automatically READ ONLY.

Default is CURSOR STABILITY

Unless otherwise specified, the isolation level of a transaction is CURSOR STABILITY. You can override the default when
you define an access module or by issuing a SET TRANSACTION statement at runtime.

Requested Ready Modes

You can specify within the access module definition the modes in which CA IDMS/DB is to ready the areas accessed
by non-dynamic SQL statements embedded in an application. Otherwise, CA IDMS/DB determines the ready mode at
runtime. It also determines the ready mode at runtime for dynamic SQL statements.

Runtime Ready Modes

The ready mode in which an area is accessed at runtime depends on the requested ready mode, the transaction state, the
isolation level, and the area's availability:

Transaction State Isolation Level Area Ready Mode
READ ONLY TRANSIENT READ Transient retrieval mode; no row locks are

placed.
READ ONLY CURSOR STABILITY Retrieval modes only.

If update modes were specified on the
CREATE or ALTER ACCESS MODULE
statement, CA IDMS/DB changes them
to shared retrieval. If no ready option was
specified, the default is shared retrieval.

READ WRITE CURSOR STABILITY All areas are accessed using the mode
specified on the CREATE ACCESS
MODULE.
If no mode was specified, the default is:
Shared update in local mode and under the
central version, if the area status is update
Shared retrieval under the central version, if
the area status is retrieval
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Under central version, if an area is being readied in a retrieval mode and the status of the area is transient retrieval, CA
IDMS/DB changes the ready mode to transient retrieval.

Physical Area Locks
CA IDMS/DB maintains a physical area lock as a flag within the first space management page of an area. It examines and
sets the lock whenever the area is opened for update. This occurs when:

• A local mode transaction readies the area in an update mode
• A DC/UCF system is started in which the area status in the DMCL is UPDATE
• A DCMT VARY AREA command changes the status of the area to UPDATE

Unlocking the Physical Area

Once a physical lock is placed on an area, it remains set until:

• The local mode transaction or central version terminates normally
• Manual recovery procedures are used to roll out the effects of a failing local mode transaction
• A central version is restarted after an abnormal termination and subsequently shutdown normally
• The area status within central version is changed from update to another status

Physical Area Locks and Shared Areas

In a data sharing environment, the physical area lock in a shared area is set by the first member of a data sharing group to
open the area for update and it is reset by the last member to relinquish control.

Controlling Update Access

Purpose of Physical Area Locks

Physical area locks prevent concurrent update by independent transactions (that is transactions executing outside of
a single central version or data sharing group) and prevent update access to an area requiring recovery of incomplete
transactions.

How Locking Works

CA IDMS/DB provides this protection as follows:

Protection Name Description
Local mode As each area is readied in any update mode, CA IDMS/DB checks

the lock. If the lock is set, the transaction receives an error and
access to the area is not allowed.
If the lock is not set, the local mode transaction causes the lock to
be set and the space management page is rewritten immediately.
If the transaction terminates abnormally (that is, without issuing a
FINISH or COMMIT WORK), the lock remains set. Further update
access is prevented until the area is recovered (through CA IDMS
recovery procedures).
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Central version At system startup, the central version checks the locks in all areas
intended for update. If the physical lock is set and the area is not
shared, or the area is shared but is not currently being updated
by another member of the central version's data sharing group,
then a warning message is displayed at the console and the area
status is changed to offline. The central version proceeds without
the use of that area and any transaction attempting to ready that
area will receive an error. If the physical lock is subsequently
removed from the area, the status of the area can be varied to
update.

Locking Within Central Version
Contents

Logical Locks

Control Access to Resources

Logical locks are used within a central version and within a data sharing group to control access to database resources by
concurrently executing transactions. Before a transaction can access a resource, it places a lock on the resource which
prevents other transactions from modifying or, in some cases, accessing the resource while the lock is maintained.

In a data sharing environment, CA IDMS uses global transaction locks, maintained in a coupling facility lock structure to
control inter-member access to shared resources.

NOTE
For more information on global locking, see 39.5, “Locking Within a Data Sharing Group”.

Wait States

If a transaction attempts to lock a resource which is locked by another transaction with a conflicting mode, the first
transaction will wait until the lock is released. If the waiting transaction exceeds the internal wait interval specified at
system generation, CA IDMS aborts the transaction and rolls out its updates. If one transaction is waiting to place a lock
and the transaction that holds it then waits on a lock held by the first transaction, a deadlock condition exists. CA IDMS
resolves this condition by aborting and rolling back one of the transactions.

NOTE
For more information on detecting and resolving deadlocks, see 39.7, "Deadlocks".

Hierarchical Locking

CA IDMS/DB uses a hierarchical locking scheme in which locks are placed at area and record occurrence (row) levels.
Area locks control access to the area, and by implication, all record occurrences stored within the area. Record locks
control access to individual record occurrences or rows.

A transaction intending to access data within an area must first place a lock at the area level. Depending on the strength
of that lock (its mode), the transaction may or may not also place locks on individual record occurrences as it retrieves or
updates them.

In a data sharing environment, CA IDMS uses a three-level hierarchy to control inter-member access to shared resources:
area, proxy, and record occurrence.

NOTE
For more information on this additional level, see 39.5.3, “Proxy Locks”.

Types of Locks

Lock Modes
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Each logical lock has an associated lock mode. The mode of the lock determines whether the lock conflicts with other
locks already held on the resource and with locks subsequently requested by other transactions.

The following types of locks (lock modes) are used for both area and record locks:

Mode Identifier Description
Share S Typically used to guarantee that no updates

are made to data while a transaction is
accessing it. A share lock is compatible with
other share locks but not with exclusive
locks. A share lock placed on an area
implies a share lock on each record within
the area.

Exclusive X Typically placed on a resource to protect
transactions from accessing data that is
being updated by the issuing transaction.
An exclusive lock is incompatible with
both share and other exclusive locks. An
exclusive lock placed on an area implies
an exclusive lock on all records within the
area.

Null-lock NL A null-lock is a special type of lock which is
placed on a record to signify a notify lock
and on an area to signify transient retrieval
access. Null-locks provide no protection
against concurrent access.

Intent Locks on Areas

The following types of locks are placed only on areas:

Mode Identifier Description
Intent share IS Allows share (S) locks to be placed on

records within the area.
Intent exclusive IX Allows exclusive (X) locks to be placed on

records within the area.
Update intent exclusive UIX Allows exclusive locks to be placed on

records within the area by the issuing
transaction, but not by other transactions.

In addition to the above lock modes, the following lock mode has been provided for but is currently not used:

• Update (U)---An update lock is placed on a resource if it might be updated after it is retrieved (in which case the lock
would be upgraded to an exclusive lock).

Compatibility of Locks

For two transactions running within the same DC/UCF system to access the same area or row concurrently, their lock
types must be compatible. When two transactions attempt to set locks that are not compatible, the first transaction to set a
lock causes the second transaction to wait until the resource is freed.

NOTE
CA IDMS ensures that a transaction does not compete with itself for locks.

Compatibility Chart
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The following chart shows which lock modes are compatible and which are incompatible. The plus sign (+) indicates a
situation in which two lock modes are compatible. The minus sign (-) indicates a situation in which two lock modes are
incompatible.

NL IS IX S U UIX X
NL + + + + + + +
IS + + + + + + -
IX + + + - - - -
S + + - + + - -
U + + - + - - -
UIX + + - - - - -
X + - - - - - -

Example

If TRANSACTION1 holds a share (S) lock on an area, TRANSACTION2 can set a null-lock (NL), intent-share (IS), share
(S), or update (U) lock on the same area.

Logical Area Locks

Effect of Ready Mode

To control concurrent access to areas within a central version, the mode in which an area is readied is translated into a
logical lock on the area. As an area is readied, CA IDMS/DB attempts to place an appropriate lock based on the ready
mode. If the new lock doesn't conflict with locks already held by other transactions, access is granted to the area. If a
conflict exists, the transaction is placed in a wait state until the conflicting locks are released.

Area Lock Depends on Area Ready Mode

The type of lock (lock mode) placed on an area depends on the mode in which the area is being readied:

Ready mode Lock mode
Transient retrieval Intent Share (NL)
Shared retrieval Intent Share (IS)
Shared update Intent Exclusive (IX)
Protected retrieval Share (S)
Protected update Update Intent Exclusive (UIX)
Exclusive retrieval Exclusive (X)
Exclusive update Exclusive (X)

When Area Locks are Acquired

For transactions initiated through navigational DML, CA IDMS/DB acquires area locks when either of the following occur:

• The first non-ready DML (other than BIND RECORD) statement is issued following one or more READY statements
• The first non-bind statement is issued within a transaction using default ready modes specified by the subschema

For SQL-initiated transactions, when area locks are acquired depends on the area acquisition mode specified within an
access module or in effect for dynamic SQL.

NOTE
For more information, see 39.4.4, “Area Locking for SQL Transactions".
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Area Acquisition Threshold

If a transaction is locking multiple areas at one time, and must wait to place a lock on one of the areas, CA IDMS/DB
releases the locks on all other areas before placing the transaction in a wait state. This helps to avoid deadlocks between
two or more transactions trying to gain access to areas. However, it also means that another transaction can gain access
to an area whose lock was released by the waiting transaction. To avoid this pre-emption, you can specify an area
acquisition threshold at system generation that limits the number of times a transaction will wait on an area lock before it
no longer releases other area locks.

Area Locking for SQL Transactions

When Area Locks are Acquired

The time at which area locks are acquired for SQL transactions varies depending on the lock acquisition mode in effect.
There are two lock acquisition modes:

• Preclaim
• Incremental

On First Database Access

The preclaim mode directs CA IDMS to place locks on all areas in a transaction that use the preclaim acquisition mode as
soon as the first statement that requires access to the database is executed.

You can use the preclaim mode to reduce the likelihood of deadlocks. A transaction that uses the preclaim option to lock
an area will not wait for an area that is held by another transaction while it holds a lock on an area.

On First Area Access

The incremental mode directs CA IDMS to delay placing a lock on an area until the first statement in the transaction that
requires access to the area is executed.

You can use the incremental mode to increase database concurrency. A transaction that uses the incremental mode does
not place a lock on an area until the area is actually required for processing. This makes the area accessible to other
transactions for a longer period of time. In general, if a transaction does not always access every area in its access path,
you should assign the incremental mode to those areas that are least likely to be accessed.

Example

Suppose a transaction needs to access three different tables, each of which is stored in a different area:

Table Area Acquisition mode
T1 AREA1 Preclaim
T2 AREA2 Incremental
T3 AREA3 Preclaim

Locks would be acquired in the manner shown next:

TRANSACTION A

-------------

   .

   .
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   .

SELECT * FROM T1;    ◄---------------  Locks are placed on both

   .                                     AREA1 and AREA3.

   .

   .

SELECT * FROM T2;    ◄---------------  A lock is placed on AREA2.

   .

   .

   .

SELECT * FROM T3;

   .

   .

   .

Record Locks

Purpose of Record Locks

Record locks are used within the central version to control concurrent access to individual record occurrences (rows).
Occurrence-level record locks (in conjunction with area locks) are used to:

• Protect against concurrent update of the same record by two or more transactions
• Prevent record occurrences that are current within one transaction from being updated by another transaction

Implicit record locks

CA IDMS/DB automatically places locks on records accessed by a transaction if the area in which the record resides is
readied in any of the following modes:

Area ready mode Record lock
Shared retrieval on read records Shared (S) locks
Shared update Shared (S) locks on read records; exclusive (X) locks on updated

records
Protected update Exclusive (X) locks on updated records

NOTE
You can use system generation options to inhibit record locking for navigational DML applications, as discussed
in 39.4.6, “System Generation Options Affecting Record Locking".

Shared Record Locks
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If shared locks are being maintained, CA IDMS/DB places one on each record as it is accessed. Shared locks are also
maintained on:

• The most-recently accessed record of its type (the most-recently accessed row of each table)
• The most-recently accessed record in each set (the most-recently accessed row of each constraint or index)
• The most-recently accessed record in each area.

NOTE
Additional shared locks are maintained on the current row of each updatable cursor open within an SQL
transaction.

CA IDMS/DB releases these locks as the transaction accesses different record occurrences. These implicit record locks
guarantee the integrity of the currencies used by navigational DML applications and provide the protection necessary for
SQL applications executing with an isolation level of cursor stability.

NOTE
For more information on isolation levels, see 39.2.4, "Ready Modes and SQL Access".

Exclusive Record Locks

If exclusive locks are being maintained, CA IDMS/DB places them on all records altered by a DML or DDL statement until
the recovery unit terminates (that is a COMMIT (CONTINUE), ROLLBACK (CONTINUE) or FINISH is issued) or until the
transaction abends.

Implicit Page Locks

Implicit locks are used in a special way to control user access to pages for which the amount of available space has been
altered. When the available space on a page is changed as a result of an update operation, CA IDMS/DB places a special
implicit exclusive lock on the page, allowing retrieval to continue. If a subsequent DML or DDL command from a different
transaction requests further modification to available space on that page, the request is delayed until the lock is released
(that is, until the recovery unit that caused the lock to be set terminates).

Explicit Record Locks

The navigational programmer can set explicit record locks with the DML KEEP command. The KEEP verb or the
KEEP option of a FIND or OBTAIN verb places a shared lock on the record occurrence. KEEP with the EXCLUSIVE
option places an exclusive lock on the record occurrence. CA IDMS/DB holds explicit record locks until the transaction
terminates or a COMMIT ALL statement is executed.

System Generation Options Affecting Record Locking

Two system generation options affect whether CA IDMS/DB maintains record locks for navigational DML transactions.
These options are:

Option Description
RETRIEVAL LOCK/NOLOCK Specifies whether CA IDMS/DB places shared locks on records in

an area readied in SHARED RETRIEVAL
UPDATE LOCK/NOLOCK Specifies whether CA IDMS/DB places exclusive locks on records

updated in an area readied in PROTECTED UPDATE

NOTE
These system generation parameters affect only navigational DML applications; they do not apply to SQL
applications.

Reading Uncommitted Data

If RETRIEVAL NOLOCK is specified, a transaction may read uncommitted data; that is, it may read data that has been
updated by another transaction before those changes have been committed or data that has been accessed by a retrieval
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transaction may be concurrently updated while the retrieval transaction is still active. This may result in inconsistencies
in the data processed by the shared retrieval transaction. These inconsistencies may also include transient 11xx abends
from the DBMS.

If UPDATE NOLOCK is specified, a transaction updating data in an area readied in PROTECTED UPDATE does not
protect transactions readying the area in SHARED RETRIEVAL. As with RETRIEVAL NOLOCK, it is possible for a
transaction which has readied the area in SHARED RETRIEVAL to read a record updated by a PROTECTED UPDATE
transaction before it has been committed.

Since both options affect the protection afforded shared retrieval transactions, it is typical (though not required) to set both
parameters in the same way. In systems in which there is a high volume of updates, you might want to consider specifying
LOCK for both.

NOTE
No inter-CV retrieval protection is provided except for shared areas accessed through members of a data
sharing group. If an area is not shared, then regardless of the system lock options in effect, it is possible for a
shared retrieval transaction executing in a central version whose area status is retrieval to read uncommitted
data updated by another central version.

TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL area status

As an alternative to using system generation parameters to reduce the volume of record locks maintained, consider using
a central version's area status of TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL instead. Provided the area is not updated within the central
version, a status of transient retrieval can be used to eliminate the locking of records within the area.

Locking Within a Data Sharing Group
Contents

Within a data sharing group, locking is used to control inter-member access to shared resources, just as it is used to
control access to resources within a central version. The basic locking scheme used within a central version is extended
for data sharing in the following ways:

• Global transaction locks are used to control inter-member access
• An additional level is introduced in the locking hierarchy
• Page locks are used to protect database pages while they reside in a buffer pool

NOTE
For more information on data sharing, see the Administrating section.

Inter-CV-Interest

Inter-CV-interest denotes a state in which an area is being shared by:

• At least one group member with an area status of UPDATE, and
• More than one group member with an area status of RETRIEVAL or UPDATE. Members accessing an area in

TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL, have no impact on inter-CV-interest.

Conflict for the area (and the records and pages in the area) can only occur if there is inter-CV-interest in the area. This
is significant because if there is no inter-CV-interest in an area, the overhead associated with controlling access to it is
reduced.

Whether there is inter-CV-interest in an area is indicated on the output from a DCMT DISPLAY AREA command.

Global Transaction Locks

Global transaction locks are locks that reside within a coupling facility lock structure and are used to control inter-member
access to data in shared areas. Whenever a transaction places a lock on a shared area or on a record that resides in a
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shared area and there is inter-CV-interest in that area, global locks ensure that no other transaction in the data sharing
group is accessing the same resource in a conflicting mode.

Managing Global Locks

Global locking relies on a coupling facility lock structure to record and manage global locks. Global locks are acquired by
the CA IDMS lock manager whenever a transaction places a lock on a resource and a sufficiently strong global lock is
not already held by that CV. Global locks are retained until no transaction within a CV requires a lock of that strength, at
which point the global lock may be released, downgraded, or retained, depending on the resource type and whether there
is contention for the resource between group members.

Inter-CV-Interest and Global Locking

Global transaction locks are not acquired if there is no inter-CV-interest in an area. If inter-CV-interest begins because
another member accesses the area in a potentially conflicting mode, global transaction locks will be acquired by every
sharing member in which a transaction holds a lock on the area or any of its records.

Proxy Locks

A proxy lock is a global lock used within a data sharing group to represent a lock on all the records within a page of a
shared area. Proxy locks are held by members of a data sharing group and not by individual transactions.

An Additional Hierarchy Level

Proxy locks represent an additional level in the locking hierarchy used by CA IDMS to control access to data.

Normally CA IDMS uses a two-level locking hierarchy: area and record. Before placing a lock on a record, a transaction
must place a lock on the area in which the record resides. Depending on the mode of the area lock, it may be possible to
avoid placing locks on individual records within the area.

For shared areas, the locking hierarchy expands to three levels: area, proxy, and record. Before a lock is placed on a
record in a shared area, a lock must be held on a proxy that represents the record's page and before this can be done, a
lock must be held on the area in which the record resides.

Proxy Lock Modes

A proxy can be locked in one of two modes: Share or Exclusive. At least a share lock must be held on a proxy before a
transaction can place a share or null (notify) lock on a record represented by the proxy. Similarly, an exclusive proxy lock
must be held before a transaction can place an exclusive lock on a record represented by the proxy.

Managing Proxy Locks

An exclusive proxy lock held by one member does not prohibit access by another member. Instead the purpose of proxy
locks is to detect inter-CV contention for resources and to eliminate the use of global record locks where possible. As long
as all members holding a lock on a proxy hold it in share mode, there is no contention for resources on the page and no
need to globally lock individual records on that page. However, if at least two members hold a lock on a proxy and at least
one of those is an exclusive lock, then there is possible contention for individual records, necessitating the use of global
record locks to control access to individual records.

The acquisition and management of proxy locks is done automatically by the CA IDMS lock manager. Application
programs do not need to explicitly acquire or manage proxy locks. However, database administrators should be aware of
their existence and their impact on recovery and resource utilization.

Page Locks

A page lock is a lock that is used within a data sharing group to protect database pages while they reside in a member's
local buffer pool. Page locks are only placed on pages of areas that are designated for data sharing and only if there is
inter-CV interest in the area.

Managing Page Locks
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The coupling facility lock structure associated with the data sharing group is used to record and manage global page
locks, just as is done for global transaction locks. And just as a proxy represents all of the records on the page, it also
represents the page itself. Therefore, proxy locks reduce the need to acquire and release global page locks each time a
page is moved into and out of the buffer pool.

Page Lock Protection

Before a database page is read into the buffer pool, an exclusive or shared lock is placed on that page, depending on
whether the active transaction intends to update the page. Once the lock is acquired, no other group member may place
a conflicting lock on the page until the first member relinquishes its lock. This means that no other sharing member may
read the page contents while another member has it locked exclusively. Page locks are held until another group member
wants access to the page in a conflicting mode. Before an exclusive page lock can be released on an updated page, the
page is written to the disk and to the shared cache.

Controlling Access to Native VSAM Files
Physical Area Locks Not Set

CA IDMS does not maintain physical area locks for areas that map to native VSAM data sets. Therefore, a combination
of SHAREOPTIONS, JCL, and operational procedures is used to control updates of native VSAM data sets by CA IDMS,
local transactions, and non-CA IDMS programs.

DEFINE CLUSTER Command

For example, you can prevent concurrent update by specifying the parameter SHAREOPTIONS(2,3) in the DEFINE
CLUSTER command during VSAM cluster definition. This parameter permits only one application program to open
the data set for update, thereby preventing concurrent update of the data set by two application programs executing in
different regions. Within a central version, access to native VSAM files is controlled through the use of logical locks on
areas and records just as for CA IDMS database files.

CA IDMS/DB Facilities

You can use CA IDMS facilities to further control access to native VSAM data sets. For example, to protect a data set
from being updated, set the status within central version to TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL or RETRIEVAL. In this case, no
application program running under the central version can ready the area in update mode.

To ensure read integrity of the area when accessed by transactions executing under a central version, you can use the
following procedure when updating the data set using non CA IDMS programs:

1. Vary offline the CA IDMS area that maps to the VSAM data set by means of the DCMT VARY AREA OFFLINE
command.

2. Run the job to update the VSAM data set.
3. Vary the area to retrieval access mode using the DCMT VARY AREA RETRIEVAL command, thus making the area

once again available under the central version.

Deadlocks
A deadlock is an unresolvable contention between multiple requestors for a resource. Resources are either DC/UCF
system resources (such as programs and storage) or database resources (such as areas and records). CA IDMS/DB uses
different control block structures to track contention for DC/UCF system resources and database resources. Although
it tracks deadlocks using different control block structures, the same deadlock detection mechanism is used to resolve
deadlocks.
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How the System Detects a Deadlock

Deadlock detection is a process performed on a time interval basis. It is carried out in four major phases:

1. Identifying stalled tasks -- To identify tasks that are stalled, all dispatch control elements (DCEs) in the system are
examined. Any DCE found stalled while waiting on an internal resource is entered into the deadlock detection matrix
(DDM). All subsequent processing begins with the DCE address stored in the DDM table. This eliminates the need to
scan all DCEs in the system.

2. Identifying task dependencies -- Next, the dependencies between the stalled tasks are identified. The deadlock
detection matrix is updated. For each task on which another task is waiting, a bit in the deadlock detection matrix is set
to one.

3. Identifying deadlocks -- To determine which tasks are involved in a deadlock cycle, a transformation is performed on
the matrix. From this process, a pair of deadlocked tasks is identified. From this pair, a victim is selected.

4. Selecting a victim -- The task running for the shortest period of time is chosen as the victim of the two tasks as long
as:
– The priority of the victim task is less than that of the other task
– The victim task's wait was not entered with COND=NONE and the other task's wait was entered with COND=DEAD
The task running for the shortest period of time is chosen as the victim because it is more likely that it will have
consumed fewer resources than a longer running task. As a result, less duplication of work should be required when
the victim is restarted, with these exceptions:
– If the other task is of a higher priority, implying that it is of more importance
– If the victim task entered the deadlock with COND=NONE and the other task specified COND=DEAD. In this case,

the task specifying COND=DEAD is chosen as the victim since COND=DEAD indicates that the task is designed to
handle and recover from deadlock situations. This prevents an abend.

Victim Selection User Exit

The algorithm used to select a victim in a deadlock situation may not be optimal for your installation or applications. User
exit 30 allows victims to be selected based upon specific requirements. The exit is passed the DCE addresses of each
pair of deadlocked tasks and may take one of two actions:

• Choose one of the tasks as the victim task
• Return control to the deadlock detector by requesting that the default deadlock detection logic be applied

Deadlock Detection Interval

You can control the frequency with which the deadlock detection mechanism searches for deadlocked tasks using the
DEADLOCK DETECTION parameter of the SYSTEM statement.

The DEADLOCK DETECTION parameter allows you to specify the amount of time that elapses before the deadlock
detection mechanism searches for deadlocked tasks. Note that in an idle system, deadlock detection is also idled
until new tasks are started. This eliminates CPU consumption for deadlock detection when no tasks could possibly be
deadlocked.

You can use the DCMT VARY DEADLOCK command at runtime to override the system generation specification.

Global Deadlock Detection

What is a Global Deadlock?

A global deadlock is a situation in which unresolvable contention exists for shared resources between tasks executing on
different members within a data sharing group.

Detecting Global Deadlocks

A global deadlock is possible if at least one stalled task is waiting on a global resource. In a potential global deadlock
situation, each member passes information to the one acting as the global deadlock manager. The global deadlock
manager examines the information gathered from the other members and determines which tasks, if any, are deadlocked.
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Resolving Global Deadlocks

If a global deadlock exists, user exits are invoked, to assist in selecting a victim task. If these exits are not provided, the
task running for the shortest period or with the lowest priority is designated as the victim. Once the victim is determined,
the member on which the victim is executing is directed to cancel the task.

Global Deadlock User Exits

Two user exits are used in selecting a victim in a global deadlock situation:

• Exit #35 is invoked when a group member is collecting information on a stalled task to send it to the global deadlock
manager. The exit provides the opportunity for a site to collect additional information that may be relevant to the victim
selection process.

• Exit #36 is invoked by the global deadlock manager when a victim is being selected. Its function is similar to exit #30,
but it is passed different parameters. Instead of being passed the DCE addresses of two deadlocked tasks, it is passed
a pair of parameters for each task, one of which is the information collected by exit #35. In this way, site-specific
criteria can be used in selecting a victim even though the deadlocked tasks may be executing on a group member that
is different than that of the global deadlock manager.

Note: For details on coding these exits, see the Administrating section.

Sample SQL Database Definition
Sample Database Definition

   CREATE SCHEMA DEMOEMPL;

   SET SESSION CURRENT SCHEMA DEMOEMPL;

  CREATE TABLE          BENEFITS

      (FISCAL_YEAR          UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                NOT NULL,

       EMP_ID               UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                NOT NULL,

       VAC_ACCRUED          UNSIGNED DECIMAL(6,2)   NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,

       VAC_TAKEN            UNSIGNED DECIMAL(6,2)   NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,

       SICK_ACCRUED         UNSIGNED DECIMAL(6,2)   NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,

       SICK_TAKEN           UNSIGNED DECIMAL(6,2)   NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,

       STOCK_PERCENT        UNSIGNED DECIMAL(6,3)   NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,

       STOCK_AMOUNT         UNSIGNED DECIMAL(10,2)  NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,

       LAST_REVIEW_DATE     DATE                                         ,

       REVIEW_PERCENT       UNSIGNED DECIMAL(6,3)                        ,
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       PROMO_DATE           DATE                                         ,

       RETIRE_PLAN          CHAR(6)                                      ,

       RETIRE_PERCENT       UNSIGNED DECIMAL(6,3)                        ,

       BONUS_AMOUNT         UNSIGNED DECIMAL(10,2)                       ,

       COMP_ACCRUED         UNSIGNED DECIMAL(6,2)   NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,

       COMP_TAKEN           UNSIGNED DECIMAL(6,2)   NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,

       EDUC_LEVEL           CHAR(06)                                     ,

       UNION_ID             CHAR(10)                                     ,

       UNION_DUES           UNSIGNED DECIMAL(10,2)                       ,

   CHECK ( (RETIRE_PLAN IN ('STOCK', 'BONDS', '401K') ) AND

           (EDUC_LEVEL IN ('GED', 'HSDIP', 'JRCOLL', 'COLL',

            'MAS', 'PHD') ) ) )

   IN SQLDEMO.EMPLAREA;

  CREATE TABLE          COVERAGE

      (PLAN_CODE         CHAR(03)                                NOT NULL,

       EMP_ID            UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                   NOT NULL,

       SELECTION_DATE    DATE                       NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,

       TERMINATION_DATE  DATE                                            ,

       NUM_DEPENDENTS    UNSIGNED NUMERIC(2,0)      NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT)

   IN SQLDEMO.EMPLAREA;

  CREATE TABLE          DEPARTMENT

      (DEPT_ID           UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                   NOT NULL,

       DEPT_HEAD_ID      UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                           ,

       DIV_CODE          CHAR(03)                                NOT NULL,
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       DEPT_NAME         CHAR(40)                                NOT NULL)

  IN SQLDEMO.INFOAREA;

  CREATE TABLE          DIVISION

      (DIV_CODE          CHAR(03)                                NOT NULL,

       DIV_HEAD_ID       UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                           ,

       DIV_NAME          CHAR(40)                                NOT NULL)

   IN SQLDEMO.INFOAREA;

  CREATE TABLE          EMPLOYEE

      (EMP_ID               UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                NOT NULL,

       MANAGER_ID           UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                        ,

       EMP_FNAME            CHAR(20)                             NOT NULL,

       EMP_LNAME            CHAR(20)                             NOT NULL,

       DEPT_ID              UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                NOT NULL,

       STREET               CHAR(40)                             NOT NULL,

       CITY                 CHAR(20)                             NOT NULL,

       STATE                CHAR(02)                             NOT NULL,

       ZIP_CODE             CHAR(09)                             NOT NULL,

       PHONE                CHAR(10)                                     ,

       STATUS               CHAR                                 NOT NULL,

       SS_NUMBER            UNSIGNED NUMERIC(9,0)                NOT NULL,

       START_DATE           DATE                                 NOT NULL,

       TERMINATION_DATE     DATE                                         ,

       BIRTH_DATE           DATE                                         ,
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  CHECK ( ( EMP_ID <= 8999 ) AND (STATUS IN ('A', 'S', 'L', 'T') ) ) )

  IN SQLDEMO.EMPLAREA;

CREATE TABLE          INSURANCE_PLAN

     (PLAN_CODE            CHAR(03)                              NOT NULL,

      COMP_NAME            CHAR(40)                              NOT NULL,

      STREET               CHAR(40)                              NOT NULL,

      CITY                 CHAR(20)                              NOT NULL,

      STATE                CHAR(02)                              NOT NULL,

      ZIP_CODE             CHAR(09)                              NOT NULL,

      PHONE                CHAR(10)                              NOT NULL,

      GROUP_NUMBER         UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                 NOT NULL,

      DEDUCT               UNSIGNED DECIMAL(9,2)                         ,

      MAX_LIFE_BENEFIT     UNSIGNED DECIMAL(9,2)                         ,

      FAMILY_COST          UNSIGNED DECIMAL(9,2)                         ,

      DEP_COST             UNSIGNED DECIMAL(9,2)                         ,

      EFF_DATE             DATE                                  NOT NULL)

  IN SQLDEMO.INFOAREA;

  CREATE TABLE          JOB

      (JOB_ID               UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                NOT NULL,

       JOB_TITLE            CHAR(20)                             NOT NULL,

       MIN_RATE             UNSIGNED DECIMAL(10,2)                       ,

       MAX_RATE             UNSIGNED DECIMAL(10,2)                       ,

       SALARY_IND           CHAR(01)                                     ,
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       NUM_OF_POSITIONS     UNSIGNED DECIMAL(4,0)                        ,

       EFF_DATE             DATE                                         ,

       JOB_DESC_LINE_1      VARCHAR(60)                                  ,

       JOB_DESC_LINE_2      VARCHAR(60)                                  ,

   CHECK ( SALARY_IND IN ('S', 'H') ) )

   IN SQLDEMO.INFOAREA;

  CREATE TABLE          POSITION

      (EMP_ID               UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                NOT NULL,

       JOB_ID               UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                NOT NULL,

       START_DATE           DATE                                 NOT NULL,

       FINISH_DATE          DATE                                         ,

       HOURLY_RATE        UNSIGNED   DECIMAL(7,2)                        ,

       SALARY_AMOUNT      UNSIGNED   DECIMAL(10,2)                       ,

       BONUS_PERCENT      UNSIGNED   DECIMAL(7,3)                        ,

       COMM_PERCENT       UNSIGNED   DECIMAL(7,3)                        ,

       OVERTIME_RATE      UNSIGNED   DECIMAL(5,2)                        ,

   CHECK ( (HOURLY_RATE IS NOT NULL AND SALARY_AMOUNT IS NULL)

           OR (HOURLY_RATE IS NULL AND SALARY_AMOUNT IS NOT NULL) ) )

   IN SQLDEMO.EMPLAREA;

   CREATE SCHEMA  DEMOPROJ;

   SET SESSION CURRENT SCHEMA DEMOPROJ;
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  CREATE TABLE           ASSIGNMENT

      (EMP_ID             UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                  NOT NULL,

       PROJ_ID            CHAR(10)                               NOT NULL,

       START_DATE         DATE                                   NOT NULL,

       END_DATE           DATE                                           )

   IN PROJSEG.PROJAREA;

 CREATE TABLE           CONSULTANT

     (CON_ID               UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                 NOT NULL,

      CON_FNAME            CHAR(20)                              NOT NULL,

      CON_LNAME            CHAR(20)                              NOT NULL,

      MANAGER_ID           UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                 NOT NULL,

      DEPT_ID              UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                 NOT NULL,

      PROJ_ID              CHAR(10)                                      ,

      STREET               CHAR(40)                                      ,

      CITY                 CHAR(20)                              NOT NULL,

      STATE                CHAR(02)                              NOT NULL,

      ZIP_CODE             CHAR(09)                              NOT NULL,

      PHONE                CHAR(10)                                      ,

      BIRTH_DATE           DATE                                          ,

      START_DATE           DATE                                  NOT NULL,

      SS_NUMBER            UNSIGNED NUMERIC(9,0)                 NOT NULL,

      RATE                 UNSIGNED DECIMAL(7,2)                         ,

   CHECK ( (CON_ID >= 9000 AND CON_ID <= 9999) ) )

   IN PROJSEG.PROJAREA;
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  CREATE TABLE           EXPERTISE

      (EMP_ID               UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                NOT NULL,

       SKILL_ID             UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                NOT NULL,

       SKILL_LEVEL          CHAR(02)                                     ,

       EXP_DATE             DATE                                         )

   IN PROJSEG.PROJAREA;

  CREATE TABLE           PROJECT

      (PROJ_ID              CHAR(10)                             NOT NULL,

       PROJ_LEADER_ID       UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                        ,

       EST_START_DATE       DATE                                         ,

       EST_END_DATE         DATE                                         ,

       ACT_START_DATE       DATE                                         ,

       ACT_END_DATE         DATE                                         ,

       EST_MAN_HOURS        UNSIGNED DECIMAL(7,2)                        ,

       ACT_MAN_HOURS        UNSIGNED DECIMAL(7,2)                        ,

       PROJ_DESC            VARCHAR(60)                          NOT NULL)

   IN PROJSEG.PROJAREA;

  CREATE TABLE           SKILL

      (SKILL_ID             UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                NOT NULL,

       SKILL_NAME           CHAR(20)                             NOT NULL,

       SKILL_DESC           VARCHAR(60)                                  )

   IN PROJSEG.PROJAREA;
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  CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT(DEPT_ID);

  CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON DEMOEMPL.DIVISION(DIV_CODE);

  CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE(EMP_ID);

  CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON DEMOEMPL.INSURANCE_PLAN(PLAN_CODE);

  CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON DEMOEMPL.JOB(JOB_ID);

  CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON DEMOPROJ.CONSULTANT(CON_ID);

  CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON DEMOPROJ.PROJECT(PROJ_ID);

  CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON DEMOPROJ.SKILL(SKILL_ID);

  CREATE UNIQUE INDEX AS_EMPROJ_NDX ON

         DEMOPROJ.ASSIGNMENT(EMP_ID,PROJ_ID);

  CREATE UNIQUE INDEX EX_EMPSKILL_NDX ON

         DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE(EMP_ID, SKILL_ID);

  CREATE INDEX CO_CODE_NDX ON DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE(PLAN_CODE)
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         IN SQLDEMO.INDXAREA;

  CREATE INDEX DE_CODE_NDX ON DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT(DIV_CODE);

  CREATE INDEX DI_HEAD_NDX ON DEMOEMPL.DIVISION(DIV_HEAD_ID);

  CREATE INDEX DE_HEAD_NDX ON DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT(DEPT_HEAD_ID);

  CREATE INDEX EM_MANAGER_NDX ON DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE(MANAGER_ID)

         IN SQLDEMO.INDXAREA;

  CREATE INDEX EM_NAME_NDX ON DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE(EMP_LNAME, EMP_FNAME)

         IN SQLDEMO.INDXAREA;

  CREATE INDEX EM_DEPT_NDX ON DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE(DEPT_ID)

         IN SQLDEMO.INDXAREA;

  CREATE INDEX IN_NAME_NDX ON DEMOEMPL.INSURANCE_PLAN(COMP_NAME)

          COMPRESSED;

  CREATE INDEX PO_JOB_NDX ON DEMOEMPL.POSITION(JOB_ID)

         IN SQLDEMO.INDXAREA;

 CREATE INDEX CN_NAME_NDX ON DEMOPROJ.CONSULTANT(CON_LNAME,CON_FNAME);
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   CREATE CONSTRAINT EMP_BENEFITS

       DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS  (EMP_ID)  REFERENCES

       DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE  (EMP_ID)

               LINKED CLUSTERED

               ORDER BY (FISCAL_YEAR DESC);

   CREATE CONSTRAINT INSPLAN_COVERAGE

       DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE        (PLAN_CODE)  REFERENCES

       DEMOEMPL.INSURANCE_PLAN  (PLAN_CODE)

               UNLINKED;

   CREATE CONSTRAINT EMP_COVERAGE

       DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE  (EMP_ID) REFERENCES

       DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE  (EMP_ID)

               LINKED CLUSTERED

               ORDER BY ( PLAN_CODE) UNIQUE;

   CREATE CONSTRAINT DIVISION_DEPT

       DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT  (DIV_CODE)  REFERENCES

       DEMOEMPL.DIVISION    (DIV_CODE)

               UNLINKED;

   CREATE CONSTRAINT EMP_DEPT_HEAD

       DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT  (DEPT_HEAD_ID)  REFERENCES

       DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE    (EMP_ID)

               UNLINKED;
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   CREATE CONSTRAINT EMP_DIV_HEAD

       DEMOEMPL.DIVISION  (DIV_HEAD_ID)  REFERENCES

       DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE  (EMP_ID)

               UNLINKED;

   CREATE CONSTRAINT DEPT_EMPLOYEE

       DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE   (DEPT_ID)  REFERENCES

       DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT (DEPT_ID)

               UNLINKED;

   CREATE CONSTRAINT MANAGER_EMP

       DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE  (MANAGER_ID)  REFERENCES

       DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE  (EMP_ID)

               UNLINKED;

   CREATE CONSTRAINT SKILL_EXPERTISE

       DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE  (SKILL_ID)  REFERENCES

       DEMOPROJ.SKILL      (SKILL_ID)

               LINKED CLUSTERED;

   CREATE CONSTRAINT EMP_POSITION

       DEMOEMPL.POSITION  (EMP_ID)  REFERENCES

       DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE  (EMP_ID)

               LINKED CLUSTERED

               ORDER BY (JOB_ID) UNIQUE;
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   CREATE CONSTRAINT JOB_POSITION

       DEMOEMPL.POSITION  (JOB_ID)  REFERENCES

       DEMOEMPL.JOB       (JOB_ID)

               UNLINKED;

   CREATE CONSTRAINT PROJECT_ASSIGN

       DEMOPROJ.ASSIGNMENT  (PROJ_ID)  REFERENCES

       DEMOPROJ.PROJECT   (PROJ_ID)

               LINKED CLUSTERED;

   CREATE CONSTRAINT PROJECT_CONSULT

       DEMOPROJ.CONSULTANT  (PROJ_ID)  REFERENCES

       DEMOPROJ.PROJECT     (PROJ_ID)

               LINKED INDEX ORDER BY (PROJ_ID);

   ALTER TABLE DEMOEMPL.COVERAGE

       DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

   ALTER TABLE DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT

       DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

   ALTER TABLE DEMOEMPL.DIVISION

       DROP DEFAULT INDEX;
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   ALTER TABLE DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE

       DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

   ALTER TABLE DEMOEMPL.INSURANCE_PLAN

       DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

   ALTER TABLE DEMOEMPL.POSITION

       DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

   ALTER TABLE DEMOPROJ.ASSIGNMENT

       DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

   ALTER TABLE DEMOPROJ.CONSULTANT

       DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

   ALTER TABLE DEMOPROJ.EXPERTISE

       DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

   CREATE VIEW DEMOEMPL.EMP_VACATION

          (EMP_ID, DEPT_ID, VAC_TIME)

          AS SELECT E.EMP_ID, DEPT_ID, SUM(VAC_ACCRUED) - SUM(VAC_TAKEN)

             FROM DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE E, DEMOEMPL.BENEFITS B

             WHERE E.EMP_ID = B.EMP_ID
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             GROUP BY DEPT_ID, E.EMP_ID;

   CREATE VIEW DEMOEMPL.OPEN_POSITIONS

          (JOB_ID, JOB_NAME, OPEN_POS)

          AS SELECT J.JOB_ID, J.JOB_TITLE,

                    (J.NUM_OF_POSITIONS - COUNT(P.JOB_ID))

             FROM DEMOEMPL.JOB J, DEMOEMPL.POSITION P

             WHERE P.FINISH_DATE IS NULL AND P.JOB_ID = J.JOB_ID

                   PRESERVE DEMOEMPL.JOB

             GROUP BY J.JOB_ID, J.JOB_TITLE, J.NUM_OF_POSITIONS

             HAVING (J.NUM_OF_POSITIONS - COUNT(P.JOB_ID)) > 0;

   CREATE VIEW DEMOEMPL.EMP_HOME_INFO

          AS SELECT EMP_ID, EMP_LNAME, EMP_FNAME, STREET, CITY, STATE,

                    ZIP_CODE, PHONE

             FROM DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE;

   CREATE VIEW DEMOEMPL.EMP_WORK_INFO

          AS SELECT EMP_ID, MANAGER_ID, START_DATE, TERMINATION_DATE

             FROM DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE;

Sample Non-SQL Database Definition
Sample Database Schema Definition

       ADD SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 100
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       SCHEMA DESCRIPTION IS 'EMPLOYEE DEMO DATABASE'

       COMMENTS 'INSTALLATION: COMMONWEATHER CORPORATION'

           .

       ADD AREA NAME IS EMP-DEMO-REGION

           .

       ADD AREA NAME IS ORG-DEMO-REGION

           .

       ADD AREA NAME IS INS-DEMO-REGION

           .

       ADD RECORD NAME IS COVERAGE

           SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD COVERAGE VERSION IS 100

           RECORD ID IS 0400

           LOCATION MODE IS VIA             EMP-COVERAGE SET

           WITHIN AREA INS-DEMO-REGION

           OFFSET  5 PAGES FOR 45 PAGES

           .

       ADD RECORD NAME IS DENTAL-CLAIM

           SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD DENTAL-CLAIM VERSION IS 100

           RECORD ID IS 0405

           LOCATION MODE IS VIA          COVERAGE-CLAIMS SET

           WITHIN AREA INS-DEMO-REGION

           OFFSET  5 PAGES FOR 45 PAGES

           MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH IS             130 CHARACTERS

           MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH IS          RECORD LENGTH

           .
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       ADD RECORD NAME IS DEPARTMENT

           SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD DEPARTMENT VERSION IS 100

           RECORD ID IS 0410

           LOCATION MODE IS CALC          USING DEPT-ID-0410

                                      DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

           WITHIN AREA ORG-DEMO-REGION

           OFFSET  5 PAGES FOR 45 PAGES

           .

       ADD RECORD NAME IS EMPLOYEE

           SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD EMPLOYEE VERSION IS 100

           RECORD ID IS 0415

           LOCATION MODE IS CALC           USING EMP-ID-0415

                                      DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

           WITHIN AREA EMP-DEMO-REGION

           OFFSET  5 PAGES FOR 95 PAGES

           .

       ADD RECORD NAME IS EMPOSITION

           SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD EMPOSITION VERSION IS 100

           RECORD ID IS 0420

           LOCATION MODE IS VIA           EMP-EMPOSITION SET

           WITHIN AREA EMP-DEMO-REGION

           OFFSET  5 PAGES FOR 95 PAGES

         .

       ADD RECORD NAME IS EXPERTISE
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           SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD EXPERTISE VERSION IS 100

           RECORD ID IS 0425

           LOCATION MODE IS VIA            EMP-EXPERTISE SET

           WITHIN AREA EMP-DEMO-REGION

           OFFSET  5 PAGES FOR 95 PAGES

           .

       ADD RECORD NAME IS HOSPITAL-CLAIM

           SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD HOSPITAL-CLAIM VERSION IS 100

           RECORD ID IS 0430

           LOCATION MODE IS VIA          COVERAGE-CLAIMS SET

           WITHIN AREA INS-DEMO-REGION

           OFFSET  5 PAGES FOR 45 PAGES

           .

       ADD RECORD NAME IS INSURANCE-PLAN

           SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD INSURANCE-PLAN VERSION IS 100

           RECORD ID IS 0435

           LOCATION MODE IS CALC    USING INS-PLAN-CODE-0435

                                      DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

           WITHIN AREA INS-DEMO-REGION

           OFFSET  1 PAGE  FOR  4 PAGES

           .

       ADD RECORD NAME IS JOB

           SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD JOB VERSION IS 100

           RECORD ID IS 0440

           LOCATION MODE IS CALC           USING JOB-ID-0440
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                                      DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

           WITHIN AREA ORG-DEMO-REGION

           OFFSET  5 PAGES FOR 45 PAGES

           MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH IS CONTROL LENGTH

           MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH IS RECORD LENGTH

           CALL IDMSCOMP BEFORE STORE

           CALL IDMSCOMP BEFORE MODIFY

           CALL IDMSDCOM AFTER GET

          .

       ADD RECORD NAME IS NON-HOSP-CLAIM

           SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD NON-HOSP-CLAIM VERSION IS 100

           RECORD ID IS 0445

           LOCATION MODE IS VIA          COVERAGE-CLAIMS SET

           WITHIN AREA INS-DEMO-REGION

           OFFSET  5 PAGES FOR 45 PAGES

           MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH IS             248 CHARACTERS

           MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH IS          RECORD LENGTH

           .

       ADD RECORD NAME IS OFFICE

           SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD OFFICE VERSION IS 100

           RECORD ID IS 0450

           LOCATION MODE IS CALC      USING OFFICE-CODE-0450

                                      DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

           WITHIN AREA ORG-DEMO-REGION
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           OFFSET  5 PAGES FOR 45 PAGES

           .

       ADD RECORD NAME IS SKILL

           SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD SKILL VERSION IS 100

           RECORD ID IS 0455

           LOCATION MODE IS CALC         USING SKILL-ID-0455

                                      DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

           WITHIN AREA ORG-DEMO-REGION

           OFFSET  5 PAGES FOR 45 PAGES

           .

       ADD RECORD NAME IS STRUCTURE

           SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD STRUCTURE VERSION IS 100

           RECORD ID IS 0460

           LOCATION MODE IS VIA                  MANAGES SET

           WITHIN AREA EMP-DEMO-REGION

           OFFSET  5 PAGES FOR 95 PAGES

          .

       ADD SET NAME IS COVERAGE-CLAIMS

           ORDER IS LAST

           MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

           OWNER IS COVERAGE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

           MEMBER IS HOSPITAL-CLAIM

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO
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               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

           MEMBER IS NON-HOSP-CLAIM

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

           MEMBER IS DENTAL-CLAIM

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

           .

       ADD SET NAME IS DEPT-EMPLOYEE

           ORDER IS SORTED

           MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

           OWNER IS DEPARTMENT

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

           MEMBER IS EMPLOYEE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               LINKED TO OWNER

                   OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC

               ASCENDING KEY IS ( EMP-LAST-NAME-0415
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                                  EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 )

                   DUPLICATES LAST

          .

       ADD SET NAME IS EMP-COVERAGE

           ORDER IS FIRST

           MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

           OWNER IS EMPLOYEE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

           MEMBER IS COVERAGE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               LINKED TO OWNER

                   OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

           .

       ADD SET NAME IS EMP-EMPOSITION

           ORDER IS FIRST

           MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

           OWNER IS EMPLOYEE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

           MEMBER IS EMPOSITION

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO
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               LINKED TO OWNER

                   OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

           .

       ADD SET NAME IS EMP-EXPERTISE

           ORDER IS SORTED

           MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

           OWNER IS EMPLOYEE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

           MEMBER IS EXPERTISE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               LINKED TO OWNER

                   OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

               DESCENDING KEY IS (SKILL-LEVEL-0425 )

                   DUPLICATES FIRST

         .

       ADD SET NAME IS EMP-NAME-NDX

           ORDER IS SORTED

           MODE IS INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS 40 KEYS

           OWNER IS SYSTEM

               WITHIN AREA EMP-DEMO-REGION
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               OFFSET  1 PAGE  FOR  4 PAGES

           MEMBER IS EMPLOYEE

               INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC

               ASCENDING KEY IS ( EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

                                  EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 )

                   COMPRESSED

                   DUPLICATES LAST

           .

       ADD SET NAME IS JOB-EMPOSITION

           ORDER IS NEXT

           MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

           OWNER IS JOB

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

           MEMBER IS EMPOSITION

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               LINKED TO OWNER

                   OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               OPTIONAL MANUAL

           .

       ADD SET NAME IS JOB-TITLE-NDX

           ORDER IS SORTED

           MODE IS INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS 30 KEYS
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           OWNER IS SYSTEM

               WITHIN AREA ORG-DEMO-REGION

               OFFSET  1 PAGE  FOR  4 PAGES

           MEMBER IS JOB

               INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC

               ASCENDING KEY IS ( TITLE-0440 )

                   DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

        .

       ADD SET NAME IS MANAGES

           ORDER IS NEXT

           MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

           OWNER IS EMPLOYEE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

           MEMBER IS STRUCTURE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               LINKED TO OWNER

                   OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

           .

       ADD SET NAME IS OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

           ORDER IS SORTED
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           MODE IS INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS 30 KEYS

           OWNER IS OFFICE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

           MEMBER IS EMPLOYEE

               INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               LINKED TO OWNER

                   OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC

               ASCENDING KEY IS ( EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

                                  EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 )

                   COMPRESSED

                   DUPLICATES LAST

           .

       ADD SET NAME IS REPORTS-TO

           ORDER IS NEXT

           MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

           OWNER IS EMPLOYEE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

           MEMBER IS STRUCTURE

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               LINKED TO OWNER

                   OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO
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               OPTIONAL MANUAL

         .

       ADD SET NAME IS SKILL-EXPERTISE

           ORDER IS SORTED

           MODE IS INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS 30 KEYS

           OWNER IS SKILL

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

           MEMBER IS EXPERTISE

               INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               LINKED TO OWNER

                   OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

               DESCENDING KEY IS ( SKILL-LEVEL-0425 )

                   DUPLICATES FIRST

           .

       ADD SET NAME IS SKILL-NAME-NDX

           ORDER IS SORTED

           MODE IS INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS 30 KEYS

           OWNER IS SYSTEM

               WITHIN AREA ORG-DEMO-REGION

               OFFSET  1 PAGE  FOR  4 PAGES

           MEMBER IS SKILL

               INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO
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               OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC

               ASCENDING KEY IS ( SKILL-NAME-0455 )

                   DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

           .

       VALIDATE

           .

Sample Database Subschema Definition

        ADD SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS01

            OF SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION  100

        COMMENTS 'THIS IS THE COMPLETE VIEW OF EMPSCHM'

            .

        ADD AREA NAME IS EMP-DEMO-REGION

            .

        ADD AREA NAME IS INS-DEMO-REGION

            .

        ADD AREA NAME IS ORG-DEMO-REGION

            .

        ADD RECORD NAME IS COVERAGE

            .

        ADD RECORD NAME IS DENTAL-CLAIM

            .

        ADD RECORD NAME IS DEPARTMENT

            .

        ADD RECORD NAME IS EMPLOYEE
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            .

        ADD RECORD NAME IS EMPOSITION

            .

        ADD RECORD NAME IS EXPERTISE

            .

        ADD RECORD NAME IS HOSPITAL-CLAIM

            .

        ADD RECORD NAME IS INSURANCE-PLAN

            .

        ADD RECORD NAME IS JOB

            .

        ADD RECORD NAME IS NON-HOSP-CLAIM

            .

        ADD RECORD NAME IS OFFICE

            .

        ADD RECORD NAME IS SKILL

            .

        ADD RECORD NAME IS STRUCTURE

           .

        ADD SET COVERAGE-CLAIMS

            .

        ADD SET DEPT-EMPLOYEE

            .

        ADD SET EMP-COVERAGE

            .
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        ADD SET EMP-EXPERTISE

            .

        ADD SET EMP-NAME-NDX

            .

        ADD SET EMP-EMPOSITION

            .

        ADD SET JOB-EMPOSITION

            .

        ADD SET JOB-TITLE-NDX

            .

        ADD SET MANAGES

            .

        ADD SET OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

            .

        ADD SET REPORTS-TO

            .

        ADD SET SKILL-EXPERTISE

            .

        ADD SET SKILL-NAME-NDX

            .

        GENERATE

            .

Native VSAM Considerations
An overview of batch compilation and the JCL/commands you need to execute non-SQL schema and subschema
statements under the central version or in local mode are discussed in this section.
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You can structure a native VSAM data set as a key-sequenced data set (KSDS), an entry-sequenced data set (ESDS), or
a relative record data set (RRDS). The following table lists the characteristics of each data set structure.

Native VSAM Data Set Structures

VSAM Structure 1 Access method Record Format
KSDS
1 KSDS = key-sequenced data
set

Prime index
Alternate indexes

Fixed or variable Spanned or nonspanned

ESDS
ESDS = entry-sequenced data
set

Relative byte address (RBA)
Alternate indexes

Fixed or variable Spanned or nonspanned

RRDS
RRDS = relative record data set

Relative record number Fixed Nonspanned

CA IDMS/DB Native VSAM Definitions
Contents

To use native VSAM files in a CA IDMS environment, you define native VSAM structures in the schema, segment, and
DMCL. Schema, segment, and DMCL definitions are discussed separately as follows.

Schema Definition

The schema establishes the correspondences between the logical characteristics of the native VSAM file and CA IDMS/
DB, as follows:

A File

A CA IDMS file represents a VSAM cluster or path:

• A KSDS with a prime index or alternate indexes or both
• An ESDS with or without alternate indexes
• An RRDS

An area represents a KSDS, ESDS, or RRDS data component. You map one area to each VSAM file; each area must
have a unique page range. The page range is a function of the VSAM data set structure. For more information on how to
determine the page range, see "AREA statements" in Physical Database DDL Statements.

A Schema Record

A schema record represents a VSAM data record:

• All VSAM data records can be represented as a record with a location mode of VSAM
• A KSDS with a prime index or alternate indexes and an ESDS with an alternate index can be represented as a CALC

record

A Schema Set

A schema set represents the index of a VSAM data set and related records. These sets are sorted and maintained
through the following types of native VSAM data set structures:

• A KSDS with a prime or alternate index
• An ESDS with an alternate index

You define sets with alternate indexes in the schema to allow record occurrences with duplicate sort keys. These record
occurrences are retrieved in the order in which the records were stored, regardless of the order in which the set is
searched. For sorted sets that do not allow duplicate sort keys, you can use any index to maintain the set.
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Native VSAM sets allow you to code application programs that:

• Access a specific record directly by sort key
• Access records by generic sort key
• Process the native VSAM file in sort-key sequence from the start of the file or from a specified starting point.

Relationships Between VSAM and CA IDMS/DB Structures

The schema, AREA, RECORD, SET, and SET statements, and the segment statements needed to represent native
VSAM structures are listed in the following table.

VSAM Structure CA IDMS/DB Structure DDL Statement
KSDS
ESDS
RRDS
PATH

File CREATE FILE segment.file-name

Data component: KSDS, ESDS, RRDS Area Schema definition:
ADD AREA NAME IS area-name
...
Segment definition:
CREATE AREA segment.area-name
...

VSAM data record Record ADD RECORD NAME IS record-name
LOCATION MODE IS VSAM
VSAM TYPE IS type
WITHIN AREA area-name.

VSAM data record:
KSDS with prime
or
alternate index
ESDS alternate
index

CALC record ADD RECORD NAME IS record-name
LOCATION MODE IS VSAM
CALC
USING calc-element-name
DUPLICATES ARE duplicates-option
VSAM TYPE IS type
WITHIN AREA area-name.

KSDS prime or
alternate index
ESDS alternate
index

Set (sorted by prime or alternate key) ADD SET NAME IS set-name
MODE IS VSAM
INCLUDE MEMBER IS record-name
MANDATORY AUTOMATIC
ASCENDING KEY IS sort-key-name.

DMCL Definition

The DMCL module establishes the correspondences at runtime between physical characteristics of the database and the
native VSAM files. You describe native VSAM files to be accessed by CA IDMS/DB in the DMCL BUFFER statements with
the following:

• PAGE CONTAINS specifies the size of the largest control interval of any native VSAM file associated with the buffer
• BUFFER CONTAINS specifies the number of I/O buffers in the buffer pool to be used to transfer records between

memory and auxiliary storage
• NATIVE VSAM specifies that the buffer pool is for use exclusively with native VSAM files
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DML Functions with Native VSAM
To access information from a native VSAM data set, CA IDMS/DB converts DML statements issued by the application
program into record-level (not control-interval) VSAM macro variations (for example, ACB, RPL) and passes control
to VSAM. No changes have to be made to the VSAM data set. A local run unit or central version appears to VSAM
as a single application that opens VSAM data clusters, activates VSAM paths using local-shared resources (LSR) or
nonshared resources (NSR), accesses data records, and closes the clusters and paths.

The following table lists different VSAM structures and the CA IDMS/DB DML functions that can be used to access the
VSAM structures.

DML Functions for Native VSAM Data Set Access

CA IDMS/DB DML Statement VSAM Structure
STORE last within area ESDS
STORE direct by db-key RRDS
STORE physical sequential KSDS
ERASE KSDS or RRDS
FIND/OBTAIN FIRST/NEXT WITHIN SET KSDS or ESDS with a primary index or alternate indexes
FIND/OBTAIN LAST/PRIOR WITHIN SET KSDS or ESDS with a primary index or alternate indexes
FIND/OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORT KEY KSDS or ESDS
FIND/OBTAIN FIRST/NEXT WITHIN AREA KSDS, ESDS, or RRDS
FIND/OBTAIN LAST/PRIOR WITHIN AREA KSDS, ESDS, or RRDS
FIND/OBTAIN CALC KSDS or ESDS with a primary index or alternate indexes
FIND/OBTAIN CALC DUPLICATE KSDS or ESDS with a primary index or alternate indexes
FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY ESDS or RRDS
MODIFY, changing CALC key or sort key KSDS or ESDS with a primary index or alternate indexes
MODIFY, without changing CALC key or sort key KSDS, ESDS, or RRDS
MODIFY, changing record length KSDS
ROLLBACK following STORE (without restore and rollforward) KSDS or RRDS
ROLLBACK following ERASE (without restore and rollforward) KSDS or RRDS
ROLLBACK following MODIFY (without restore and rollforward) KSDS or RRDS

Batch Compiler Execution JCL
CA IDMS/DB can access information from native VSAM data sets. A native VSAM data set is one that is defined to
VSAM and contains VSAM records. Although a native VSAM data set is not structured as a CA IDMS database, it can be
accessed as if it were.

This section describes:

• Native VSAM data set structures
• Schema, segment, and DMCL considerations
• DML functions that can be used to access native VSAM structures

Note: Native VSAM files are different from database files that have VSAM as an access method.

Batch Compilation
Local Mode Considerations
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The DDL compilers can be run under the central version or in local mode. If the central version has access to the
DDLDML or DDLDCLOD area of the dictionary in update usage mode, an attempt to execute a compiler in local mode
without specifying USAGE RETRIEVAL in a SIGNON statement will terminate with an error code of 0966.

To ensure the integrity of the dictionary, either journal local mode compilations or back up the dictionary before each local
mode compilation. The central version uses automatic recovery procedures to ensure the integrity of the dictionary.

Naming the Dictionary and System

In an operating environment with multiple dictionaries, the name of the dictionary to be accessed (or the DC/UCF
system on which it resides) can be specified through SYSIDMS parameters or on the compiler SIGNON statement or
the command facility CONNECT statement. If specified in both places, the SIGNON or CONNECT specification takes
precedence. If specified in the SYSIDMS file, the name of the dictionary is specified using DICTNAME and the DC/UCF
system on which it resides is specified using DICTNODE.

NOTE
For more information on the SYSIDMS parameter file, see Section25, “Dictionaries and Runtime Environments".

Compiling a Non-SQL Defined Schema

To compile a schema in batch mode, execute the program IDMSCHEM. Input and output are as follows:

Mode Description
Input Schema source statements
Output A source description of the schema stored in the dictionary

A Schema Compiler Activity List
A card image file containing schema syntax,if the source input
contains a PUNCH statement

NOTE
To compile an SQL-defined schema, you submit SQL DDL statements through the CA IDMS Command Facility.
For sample job streams, see the Using section.

Compiling a Subschema
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To compile a subschema in batch mode, execute the program IDMSUBSC. Input and output are as follows:

Mode Description
Input Subschema source statements
Output A source description of the subschema stored in thedictionary

A Subschema Compiler Activity List
A subschema load module stored in the dictionary load area
(DDLDCLOD), if the source input contains a GENERATE
statement
A card image file containing schema syntax, if the source input
contains a PUNCH statement

Defining Segments, DMCLs, and Database Name Tables

To define a DMCL in batch mode, execute the program IDMSBCF (the CA IDMS Command Facility). Input and output are
as follows:

Mode Description
Input Segments, DMCL, and database name table source statements

as described in Physical Database DDL Statements.
Output Segment, DMCL, and database name table sourcedescriptions

stored in the dictionary
A DMCL or database name table load module, if the source
contains a GENERATE statement
A command facility activity listing
A card image file containing DDL syntax or DMCL or database
name table object code, if the source input contains a punch
statement
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NOTE
For more information on sample IDMSBCF job streams, see the Using section.

CMS Commands
Contents

This section provides the CMS commands to run the schema and subschema compilers (under the central version and in
local mode).

Schema Compiler

IDMSCHEM -- Central Version IDMSCHEM (CMS)

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

FILEDEF SYSPCH DISK syspch output a (RECFM F LRECL 80

FILEDEF SYSIPT schema ddl a (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE nnn

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK syidms parms a (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE nnn

FILEDEF sysctl DISK sysctl idms a

EXEC IDMSFD

OSRUN IDMSCHEM

NOTE
Include the SYSPCH statement only if the DDL specifies PUNCH TO SYSPCH.

• syspch output a
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File name, type, and mode of the output punch file
• schema ddl a

File name, type, and mode of the file that contains the schema DDL statements
• ppp

Record length of file
• nnn

Block size of file
• sysidms parms a

File name, type, and mode of the file that contains the SYSIDMS parameters
• sysctl

File name of the SYSCTL file
• sysctl idms a

File name, type, and mode of the SYSCTL file
• IDMSFD

Exec which defines all FILEDEFs, TXTLIBs, and LOADLIBs required by the system

IDMSCHEM -- Local Mode

To execute the schema compiler in local mode, specify local mode in one of the following ways:

• Link IDMSCHEM with an IDMSOPTI program that specifies local execution mode
• Specify *LOCAL* as the first input parameter in the SYSIPT file
• Modify the OSRUN command:

OSRUN IDMSCHEM PARM='*LOCAL*'

NOTE
This option is valid only if the OSRUN command is issued from a System Product interpreter or an EXEC2
file.

Creating the SYSIPT File

To create the SYSIPT file, enter these CMS commands:

XEDIT sysipt data a (NOPROF

INPUT

 .

 .

 .

Schema source statements

 .

 .

 .
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FILE

Editing the SYSIPT File

To edit the SYSIDMS parameter file, enter these CMS commands:

XEDIT sysidms parms a (NOPROF

INPUT

 .

 .

 .

SYSIDMS parameters

 .

 .

 .

FILE

Subschema Compiler

IDMSUBSC -- Central Version IDMSUBSC (CMS)

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

FILEDEF SYSPCH DISK syspch output a (RECFM F LRECL 80

FILEDEF SYSIPT subsch ddl a (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE nnn

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK syidms parms a (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE nnn

FILEDEF sysctl DISK sysctl idms a

EXEC IDMSFD

OSRUN IDMSUBSC

NOTE
Include the SYSPCH statement only if the DDL specifies PUNCH TO SYSPCH.

• subsch ddl a
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File name, type, and mode of the file that contains the subschema DDL statements
• syspch output a

File name, type, and mode of the output punch file
• ppp

Record length of file
• nnn

Block size of file
• sysidms parms a

File name, type, and mode of the file that contains the SYSIDMS parameters
• sysctl

File name of the SYSCTL file
• sysctl idms a

File name, type, and mode of the SYSCTL file
• IDMSFD

Exec which defines all FILEDEFs, TXTLIBs, and LOADLIBs required by the system

IDMSUBSC -- Local Mode

To execute the subschema compiler in local mode, specify local mode in one of the following ways:

• Link IDMSUBSC with an IDMSOPTI program that specifies local execution mode
• Specify *LOCAL* as the first input parameter in the SYSIPT file
• Modify the OSRUN command:

OSRUN IDMSUBSC PARM='*LOCAL*'

NOTE
This option is valid only if the OSRUN command is issued from a System Product interpreter or an EXEC2
file.

NOTE
For more information on creating a SYSIPT file or editing the SYSIDMS file, see the information provided with
the IDMSCHEM jobstream.

System Record Types
CA IDMS/DB maintains the following nine system record types for space management:

Type Record ID Description
SR1 1 Participates as owner in the system-owned

CALC set; members are all user record
types with a storage mode of CALC; occurs
once for each page in a standard database
area as bytes 5 through 16 in the header

SR2 2 Replaces records relocated by the
RESTRUCTURE, and the migration utility
(RHDCMIG1 and RHDCMIG2), and SQL
processing following the addition of a
column to a table; eight bytes in length
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SR3 3 Identifies a user record as having been
relocated; the actual user-designated
record identification can be found in the
relocated record's corresponding SR2
record

SR4 4 Identifies fragments of variable-length
records; the actual user-designated record
identification can be found in the line index
of the root portion of the record

SR5 5 Holds the area-level synchronization stamp
for SQL-defined segments and acts as an
owner for the table-level synchronization
stamp records (SR9s)

SR6 6 Appears in the subschema tables for
excluded owner or member record
definitions in set relationships; never occurs
in the database

SR7 7 Participates as owner in an index; stores
CALC under the indexed set's name;
occurs once for each indexed set in the
database that does not have a user-defined
owner record

SR8 8 Contains index entries that point to lower
level SR8 records or to an indexed set's
member database record occurrences;
chained by next, prior, and owner pointers
to the owner record occurrence of an
indexed set

SR9 9 Holds the table identifier and
synchronization stamp for each table in the
area

User-Exit Program for Schema and Subschema Compiler
This section presents the procedures for coding a user-exit program, which is called by the schema compiler and
subschema compiler to:

• Perform security checks
• Enforce entity-occurrence naming conventions
• Maintain an audit trail of dictionary activity

Sample User-Exit Program for Schema and/or Subschema Compilers

A common user-exit program can be coded to be shared by the schema compiler and subschema compiler, or a
specialized user-exit program can be coded for each or for only one of the compilers.

The rules and procedures governing the user-exit program are the same for all compilers that use it.

The following sample user-exit program can be used to enforce naming conventions for elements in the batch and online
versions of the schema and subschema compilers. The source code for this program can be found in the installation
source library under member name IDDSUXIT.

********************************************************************
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IDDUXIT  TITLE 'NAMING CONVENTION CHECKER'

********************************************************************

*

*

*  PROGRAM NAME : IDDUXIT

*

*  DATE         : 03/01/96

*

*

*  DESCRIPTION  : THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF A USER EXIT.  THIS PROGRAM

*                 SHOWS HOW A SHOP COULD CHECK THE ENTITY NAMES FOR

*                 A SHOP STANDARD.  ANY VIOLATIONS OF THE NAMING

*                 CONVENTION ARE TREATED AS AN ERROR AND THE ACTION

*                 (ADD, MOD, DEL) IS NOT ALLOWED.

*********************************************************************

IDDUXIT  CSECT

         #REGEQU

         ENTRY SCHEXITO

SCHEXITO DS    0H                    Online Schema compiler entry

         ENTRY SCHEXITB

SCHEXITB DS    0H                    Batch Schema compiler entry

         ENTRY SUBEXITO

SUBEXITO DS    0H                    Online Subschema compiler entry

         ENTRY SUBEXITB

SUBEXITB DS    0H                    Batch Subschema compiler entry
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*********************************************************************

*        SET UP ADDRESSABILITY                                      *

*********************************************************************

         STM   R14,R12,12(R13)      SAVE CALLERS REGISTERS

         LR    R12,R15

         USING IDDUXIT,R12

         L     R4,12(R1)             GET THE

         L     R3,8(R1)                 CORRECT

         L     R2,4(R1)                    PARAMETER

         L     R1,0(R1)                       ADDRESSES

*

IDDUXITR DS    0H                    BASE THE CONTROL BLOCKS

*

         USING UXITCB,R1             USER EXIT CONTROL BLOCK

         MVC   UXITRCDE,F0           ZERO OUT THE RETURN CODE

         MVC   UXITMID(8),BLANKS     BLANK OUT THE MESSAGE ID

         MVC   UXITMTXT(80),BLANKS   BLANK OUT THE MESSAGE

*

*********************************************************************

*        INTERROGATE THE MAJOR COMMAND                                *

*********************************************************************

*

         SPACE

UXIENTY  EQU   *
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         USING UXITECB,R3            ENTITY CONTROL BLOCK

*

         CLC   UXITEVRB,UXICSON        IS IT A SIGNON?

         BE    USIGNON                   YES, CHECK THE USER NAME

*

         CLC   UXITEVRB,UXICARD        IS IT A CARD IMAGE EXIT?

         BE    UCARD                     YES, CHECK THE CARD

*

         CLC   UXITEVRB,UXICADD        IS IT AN ADD?

         BE    UXIECHK                   YES, CHECK THE ENTITY-NAME

*

         CLC   UXITEVRB,UXICMOD        IS IT A MODIFY?

         BE    UXIECHK                   YES, CHECK THE ENTITY-NAME

*

         CLC   UXITEVRB,UXICDEL        IS IT A DELETE?

         BE    UXIECHK                   YES, CHECK THE ENTITY-NAME

*                                        NO

         MVC   UXITMID(8),ELSEID      MOVE IN 'ELSE' MESSAGE ID

         MVC   UXITMTXT(80),ELSEMSG   MOVE IN 'ELSE' MESSAGE

         B     UXIEBYE

*

*********************************************************************

*        CHECK THE CARD IMAGE                                       *

*********************************************************************

*
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         SPACE

UCARD    EQU   *

*

         MVC   UXITMID(8),CARDID     FILL IN THE MESSAGE ID

         MVC   UXITMTXT(80),CARDMSG  FILL IN THE MESSAGE TEXT

         B     UXIEBYE               BACK TO THE COMPILER

*

*********************************************************************

*        CHECK THE USER NAME FOR ME                                 *

*********************************************************************

*

         SPACE

USIGNON  EQU   *

*

         USING UXITSEB,R2            SIGNON ELEMENT BLOCK

         USING UXITSB,R3             SIGNON BLOCK

*

         CLC  UXITUSER(3),WHOME      IS IT ME

         BE   UXIEDC                 YES GO CHECK FOR DC NAME

*                                    NO, GO TO JAIL, GO DIRECTLY TO

*                                    JAIL, DO NOT PASS GO DO NOT

USNAME   EQU   *                     COLLECT $200.

         MVC   UXITRCDE,F8           FILL IN THE RETURN CODE

         MVC   UXITMID(8),NOSNID     FILL IN THE MESSAGE ID
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         MVC   UXITMTXT(80),NOSNMSG  FILL IN THE MESSAGE TEXT

         B     UXIEBYE               BACK TO THE COMPILER

*

UXIEDC   EQU   *

         TM    UXITFLG1,UXIT1DC      ARE WE RUNNING DC

         BZ    UXIEBYE               NO, SKIP DC ID CHECK

*

         CLC   UXITUSER,UXITIUSR     IS THE USER THE SAME AS DC

         BE    UXIEBYE               YES, OK LET IT PASS

*                                    NO, DON'T LET THEM SIGNON

         MVC   UXITRCDE,F8           FILL IN THE RETURN CODE

         MVC   UXITMID(8),NODCID     FILL IN THE MESSAGE ID

         MVC   UXITMTXT(80),NODCMSG  FILL IN THE MESSAGE TEXT

         B     UXIEBYE               BACK TO THE COMPILER

*

*********************************************************************

*        CHECK THE ENTITY-NAME FOR VALID NAMING CONVENTION          *

*********************************************************************

*

         SPACE

UXIECHK  EQU   *

         USING UXITECB,R3            ENTITY CONTROL BLOCK

*

         CLC   UXITENME(3),NAMECHK   DOES THE NAME FOLLOW THE RULES?

         BE    UXIEBYE                 YES, LET THIS ONE PASS.
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*                                      NO, RETURN AN ERROR

*

         MVC   UXITRCDE,F8           FILL IN THE RETURN CODE

         MVC   UXITMID(8),NONOID     FILL IN THE MESSAGE ID

         MVC   UXITMTXT(80),NONOMSG  FILL IN THE MESSAGE TEXT

*

********************************************************************

*        RETURN BACK TO THE COMPILER                                        *

********************************************************************

*

         SPACE

UXIEBYE  EQU   *

         LM    R14,R12,12(R13)       RELOAD CALLER'S REGISTERS

         BR    R14                   RETURN TO CALLER

         EJECT

********************************************************************

*        CONSTANTS AND LITERALS                                    *

********************************************************************

UXICADD  DC    CL16'ADD             '

UXICMOD  DC    CL16'MODIFY          '

UXICDEL  DC    CL16'DELETE          '

UXICSON  DC    CL16'SIGNON          '

UXICARD  DC    CL16'CARD IMAGE      '

NAMECHK  DC    CL3'XYZ'
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WHOME    DC    CL3'XYZ'

WKLEN    DC    F'100'

NONOID   DC    CL8'DC999001'

NONOMSG  DC    CL80'NAMING CONVENTION VIOLATED - ACTION NOT ALLOWED'

NOSNID   DC    CL8'DC999002'

NOSNMSG  DC    CL80'SIGNON ERROR - USER NOT ALLOWED ACCESS'

NODCID   DC    CL8'DC999003'

NODCMSG  DC    CL80'SIGNON ERROR - USER NAME NOT DC USER NAME'

CARDID   DC    CL8'DC999004'

CARDMSG  DC    CL80'MESSAGE PRODUCED BY CARD IMAGE EXIT          '

ELSEID   DC    CL8'DC999005'

ELSEMSG  DC    CL80'MESSAGE PRODUCED BY CARD IMAGE EXIT          '

BLANKS   DC    CL80' '

F0       DC    F'0'               NORMAL RETURN CODE - NO ERRORS

F2       DC    F'1'               INFORMATION MESSAGE

F4       DC    F'4'               WARNING MESSAGE

F8       DC    F'8'               ERROR MESSAGE

*

********************************************************************

*        USER EXIT CONTROL BLOCK                                   *

********************************************************************

UXITCB   DSECT

UXITCPLR DS    CL8           COMPILER NAME 'IDMSCHEM' OR 'IDMSUBSC'

UXITDATE DS    CL8           COMPILER START DATE MM/DD/YY

UXITTIME DS    CL8           COMPILER START TIME HHMMSSMM
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UXITWORK DS    F             USER FULLWORD INITIALIZED TO 0

UXITRCDE DS    0F            RETURN CODE RETURNED BY USER

         DS    XL3           UNUSED

UXITRC   DS    X

UXITRC00 EQU   X'00'              NORMAL RETURN CODE - NO ERRORS

UXITRC01 EQU   X'01'              INFORMATION MESSAGE

UXITRC04 EQU   X'04'              WARNING MESSAGE

UXITRC08 EQU   X'08'              ERROR MESSAGE

UXITMID  DS    CL8           USER MESSAGE ID RETURNED BY USER

UXITMTXT DS    CL80          USER MESSAGE TEXT RETURNED BY USER

UXITCBLN EQU   *-UXITCB      USER EXIT CONTROL BLOCK LENGTH

*

********************************************************************

*        USER EXIT SIGNON ELEMENT BLOCK                            *

********************************************************************

UXITSEB  DSECT

UXITIDLN DS    X             LENGTH OF USERID FOR #WTL'S

UXITUSER DS    CL32          USER ID

         DS    0A            ROUND UP TO FULLWORD

UXITSNLN EQU   *-UXITSEB     LENGTH OF SIGNON ELEMENT

*

********************************************************************

*        USER EXIT SIGNON BLOCK                                    *

********************************************************************
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UXITSB   DSECT

UXITTYPE DS    CL16          VERB

UXITDICT DS    CL8           DICTIONARY NAME

UXITNODE DS    CL8           NODE NAME

UXITIUSR DS    CL32          USER ID

UXITIPSW DS    CL8           USER'S PASSWORD

UXITFLG0 DS    CL1           ENVIRONMENT FLAG

UXIT0DOS EQU   X'80'           COMPILER RUNNING UNDER z/VSE

UXIT0MEN EQU   X'40'           RUNNING UNDER 'MENU' MODE

UXITFLG1 DS    CL1           ENVIRONMENT FLAG

UXIT1LCL EQU   X'80'           RUNNING IN INTERNAL SUBROUTINE MODE

UXIT1DC  EQU   X'40'           COMPILER RUNNING UNDER DC

         DS    CL2           RESERVED FOR FUTURE FLAGS

         DS    CL20          RESERVED

UXITDMLM DS    H             DDLDML USAGE MODE

*                                36=UPDATE

*                                37=PROTECTED UPDATE

*                                38=RETRIEVAL

UXITLODM DS    H             DDLDCLOD USAGE MODE

UXITMSGM DS    H             DDLDCMSG USAGE MODE

         DS    CL10          RESERVED

UXITSLEN EQU   *-UXITSB      LENGTH OF USER EXIT SIGNON BLOCK

*

********************************************************************
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*        USER EXIT ENTITY CONTROL BLOCK                            *

********************************************************************

UXITECB  DSECT

UXITEVRB DS    CL16          VERB

UXITENTY DS    CL32          ENTITY-TYPE

UXITENME DS    CL40          ENTITY NAME

UXITEVER DS    H             VERSION

UXITEADQ DS    CL64          ADDITIONAL QUALIFIER

UXITPREP DS    CL32          PREPARED BY USER NAME

UXITREV  DS    CL32          REVISED BY USER NAME

UXITELEN EQU   *-UXITECB     LENGTH OF USER EXIT ENTITY CONTROL BLK

*

********************************************************************

*        END OF EXIT                                               *

********************************************************************

         END

Quick Reference Information
This section contains quick reference information which can be useful when performing administration tasks in the
database.

Edit Command Command Format
COPY Copy a single line: %C

Copy this line and the next n-1 lines: %Cn
Copy a block of lines: %CB (on the first line of the block) %CE (on
the last line of the block)
You follow a COPY command with an AFTER or BEFORE
command.

DELETE Delete a single line: %D
Delete this line and the next n-1 lines: %Dn
Delete a block of lines: %DB (on the first line of the block) %DE
(on the last line of the block)
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MOVE Move a single line: %M
Move this line and the next n-1 lines: %Mn
Move a block of lines: %MB (on the first line of the block) %ME
(on the last line of the block)
You follow a MOVE command with an AFTER or BEFORE
command.

REPEAT Repeat a single line: %R
Repeat this line and the next n-1 lines: %Rn
Repeat a block of lines: %RB (on the first line of the block) %RE
(on the last line of the block)

AFTER Place a COPY or MOVE block after the line on which this
command is placed: %A

BEFORE Place a COPY or MOVE block before the line on which this
command is placed: %B

TOP Reposition the work file so that the line on which the command
appears becomes the top line on the screen: %T

Ready Mode Compatibility

Lock Resource ID Format
Contents

Resource Type Bytes 1-4 Bytes 5-8
Dbkey X'nnnn00xx Dbkey
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Page X'nnnn10xx' Page number
Space on a page X'nnnn20xx' Page number
Area X'nnnn80xx Area low page number
Area (transient retrieval) X'nnnnC0xx' Area low page number

Runtime Error-Status Codes

Major DB Status Codes

Major Code Database Function
00 Any DML statement
01 FINISH
02 ERASE
03 FIND/OBTAIN
05 GET
06 KEEP
07 CONNECT
08 MODIFY
09 READY
11 DISCONNECT
12 STORE
14 BIND
15 ACCEPT
16 IF
17 RETURN
18 COMMIT
19 ROLLBACK
20 LRF requests

Minor DB Status Codes

Minor Code Database Function Status
00 Combined with a major code of 00, this code indicates successful

completion of the DML operation. Combined with a nonzero
major code, this code indicates that the DML operation was not
completed successfully due to central version causes, such as
time-outs and program checks.

01 An area has not been readied. When this code is combined with
a major code of 16, an IF operation has resulted in a valid false
condition.

02 Either the db-key used with a FIND/OBTAIN DB-KEY statement
or the direct db-key suggested for a STORE is not within the page
range for the specified record name.
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03 Invalid currency for the named record, set, or area. This can
only occur when a run unit is sharing a transaction with other
database sessions. The 03 minor status is returned if the run
unit tries to retrieve or update a record using a currency that has
been invalidated because of changes made by another database
session that is sharing the same transaction.

04 The occurrence count of a variably occurring element has been
specified as either less than zero or greater than the maximum
number of occurrences defined in the control element.

05 The specified DML function would have violated a duplicates-not-
allowed option for a CALC, sorted, or index set.

06 No currency has been established for the named record, set, or
area.

07 The end of a set, area, or index has been reached or the set is
empty.

08 The specified record, set, procedure, or LR verb is not in the
subschema or the specified record is not a member of the set.

09 The area has been readied with an incorrect usage mode.
10 An existing access restriction or subschema usage prohibits

execution of the specified DML function. For LRF users, the
subschema in use allows access to database records only.
Combined with a major code of 00, this code means the program
has attempted to access a database record, but the subschema in
use allows access to logical records only.

11 The record cannot be stored in the specified area due to
insufficient space.

12 There is no db-key for the record to be stored. This is a system
internal error and should be reported.

13 A current record of run unit either has not been established or has
been nullified by a previous ERASE statement.

14 The CONNECT statement cannot be executed because the
requested record has been defined as a mandatory automatic
member of the set.

15 The DISCONNECT statement cannot be executed because the
requested record has been defined as a mandatory member of the
set.

16 The record cannot be connected to a set of which it is already a
member.

17 The transaction manager encountered an error.
18 The record has not been bound.
19 The run unit's transaction was forced to back out.
20 The current record is not the same type as the specified record

name.
21 Not all areas being used have been readied in the correct usage

mode.
22 The record name specified is not currently a member of the set

name specified.
23 The area name specified is either not in the subschema or not an

extent area; or the record name specified has not been defined
within the area name specified.
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25 No currency has been established for the named set.
26 No duplicates exist for the named record or the record

occurrences cannot be found.
28 The run unit has attempted to ready an area that has been readied

previously.
29 The run unit has attempted to place a lock on a record that is

locked already by another run unit. A deadlock results. Unless the
run unit issued either a FIND/OBTAIN KEEP EXCLUSIVE or a
KEEP EXCLUSIVE, the run unit is aborted.

30 An attempt has been made to erase the owner record of a
nonempty set.

31 The retrieval statement format conflicts with the record's location
mode.

32 An attempt to retrieve a CALC/DUPLICATE record was
unsuccessful; the value of the CALC field in variable storage is
not equal to the value of the CALC control element in the current
record of run unit.

33 At least one set in which the record participates has not been
included in the subschema.

40 The WHERE clause in an OBTAIN NEXT logical-record request
is inconsistent with a previous OBTAIN FIRST or OBTAIN NEXT
command for the same record. Previously specified criteria, such
as reference to a key field, have been changed. A path status of
LR-ERROR is returned to the LRC block.

41 The subschema contains no path that matches the WHERE
clause in a logical-record request. A path status of LR-ERROR is
returned to the LRC block.

42 An ON clause included in the path by the DBA specified return
of the LR-ERROR path status to the LRC block; an error has
occurred while processing the LRF request.

43 A program check has been recognized during evaluation of
a WHERE clause; the program check indicates that either a
WHERE clause has specified comparison of a packed decimal
field to an unpacked nonnumeric data field, or data in variable
storage or a database record does not conform to its description.
A path status of LR-ERROR is returned to the LRC block unless
the DBA has included an ON clause to override this action in the
path.

44 The WHERE clause in a logical-record request does not supply a
key element (sort key, CALC key, or db-key) expected by the path.
A path status of LR-ERROR is returned to the LRC block.

45 During evaluation of a WHERE clause, a program check has been
recognized because a subscript value is neither greater than 0 nor
less than its maximum allowed value plus 1. A path status of LR-
ERROR is returned to the LRC block unless the DBA has included
an ON clause to override this action in the path.

46 A program check has revealed an arithmetic exception (for
example: overflow, underflow, significance, divide) during
evaluation of a WHERE clause. A path status of LR-ERROR is
returned to the LRC block unless the DBA has included an ON
clause to override this action in the path.
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53 The subschema definition of an indexed set does not match the
indexed set's physical structure in the database.

54 Either the prefix length of an SR51 record is less than zero or the
data length is less than or equal to zero.

55 An invalid length has been defined for a variable-length record.
56 An insufficient amount of memory to accommodate the CA IDMS

compression/decompression routines is available.
57 A retrieval-only run unit has detected an inconsistency in an index

that should cause an 1143 abend, but optional APAR bit 216 has
been turned on.

58 An attempt was made to rollback updates in a local mode
program. Updates made to an area during a local mode program's
execution cannot be automatically rolled out. The area must be
manually recovered.

60 A record occurrence type is inconsistent with the set named in the
ERROR-SET field in the IDMS communications block. This code
usually indicates a broken chain.

61 No record can be found for an internal db-key. This code usually
indicates a broken chain.

62 A system-generated db-key points to a record occurrence, but no
record with that db-key can be found. This code usually indicates
a broken chain.

63 The DBMS cannot interpret the DML function to be performed.
When combined with a major code of 00, this code means invalid
function parameters have been passed on the call to the DBMS.
For LRF users, a WHERE clause includes a keyword that is longer
than the 32 characters allowed.

64 The record cannot be found; the CALC control element has not
been defined properly in the subschema.

65 The database page read was not the page requested.
66 The area specified is not available in the requested usage mode.
67 The subschema invoked does not match the subschema object

tables.
68 The CICS interface was not started.
69 A BIND RUN-UNIT may not have been issued; the CV may be

inactive or not accepting new run units; or the connection with the
CV may have been broken due to time out or other factors. When
combined with a major code of 00, this code means the program
has been disconnected from the DBMS.

70 The database will not ready properly; a JCL error is the probable
cause.

71 The page range or page group for the area being readied or the
page requested cannot be found in the DMCL.

72 There is insufficient memory to dynamically load a subschema or
database procedure.

73 A central version run unit will exceed the MAXERUS value
specified at system generation.
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74 The dynamic load of a module has failed. If operating under the
central version, a subschema or database procedure module
either was not found in the data dictionary or the load (core image)
library or, if loaded, will exceed the number of subschema and
database procedures provided for at system generation.

75 A read error has occurred.
76 A write error has occurred.
77 The run unit has not been bound or has been bound twice. When

combined with a major code of 00, this code means either the
program is no longer signed on to the subschema or the variable
subschema tables have been overwritten.

78 An area wait deadlock has occurred.
79 The run unit has requested more db-key locks than are available

to the system.
80 The target node is either not active or has been disabled.
81 The converted subschema requires specified database name to

be in the DBNAME table.
82 The subschema must be named in the DBNAME table.
83 An error has occurred in accessing native VSAM data sets.
87 The owner and member records for a set to be updated are not in

the same page group or do not have the same db-key radix.
88 No foreign key index found. This code set internally for an

UPDATE or DELETE issued for a table related to another table as
owner of an unlinked constraint and no foreign key index exists.

89 The SQL ROW LIMIT has been reached for the SQL statement.
91 The subschema requires a DBNAME to do the bind run unit.
92 No subschema areas map to DMCL.
93 A subschema area symbolic was not found in DMCL.
94 The specified dbname is neither a dbname defined in the

DBNAME table, nor a SEGMENT defined in the DMCL.
95 The specified subschema failed DBTABLE mapping using the

specified dbname.

NOTE
For a complete description of DB runtime status codes, see "CA IDMS Status Codes" in the Messages section.

Major DC Status Codes

Major Code Function
00 Any DML statement
30 TRANSFER CONTROL
31 WAIT/POST
32 GET STORAGE/FREE STORAGE
33 SET ABEND EXIT/ABEND CODE
34 LOAD/DELETE TABLE
35 GET TIME/SET TIMER
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36 WRITE LOG
37 ATTACH/CHANGE PRIORITY
38 BIND/ACCEPT/END TRANSACTION STATISTICS
39 ENQUEUE/DEQUEUE
40 SNAP
43 PUT/GET/DELETE SCRATCH
44 PUT/GET/DELETE QUEUE
45 BASIC MODE TERMINAL MANAGEMENT
46 MAPPING MODE TERMINAL MANAGEMENT
47 LINE MODE TERMINAL MANAGEMENT
48 ACCEPT/WRITE PRINTER
49 SEND MESSAGE
50 COMMIT TASK/ROLLBACK TASK/FINISH TASK/WRITE

JOURNAL
51 KEEP LONGTERM
58 SVC SEND/RECEIVE

Minor DC Status Codes
Contents

Minor Code Function Status
00 Combined with a major code of 00, this code indicates either

successful completion of the DML function or that all tested
resources have been enqueued.

01 The requested operation cannot be performed immediately;
waiting will cause a deadlock.

02 Either there is insufficient storage in the storage pool or the
storage required for control blocks is unavailable.

03 The scratch area ID cannot be found.
04 Either the queue ID (header) cannot be found or a paging session

was in progress when a second STARTPAGE command was
received (that is, an implied ENDPAGE was processed before this
STARTPAGE was executed successfully).

05 The specified scratch record ID or queue record cannot be found.
06 No resource control element (RCE) exists for the queue record;

currency has not been established.
07 Either an I/O error has occurred or the queue upper limit has been

reached.
08 The requested resource is not available.
09 The requested resource is available.
10 New storage has been assigned.
11 A maximum task condition exists.
12 The named task code is invalid.
13 The named resource cannot be found.
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14 The requested module is defined as nonconcurrent and is
currently in use.

15 The named module has been overlaid and cannot be reloaded
immediately.

16 The specified interval control element (ICE) address cannot be
found.

17 The record has been replaced.
18 No printer terminals have been defined for the current DC system.
19 The return area is too small; data has been truncated.
20 An I/O, program-not-found, or potential-deadlock status condition

exists.
21 The message destination is undefined, the long term ID cannot

be found, or a KEEP LONGTERM request was issued by a
nonterminal task.

22 A record already exists for the scratch area specified.
23 No storage or resource control element (RCE) could be allocated

for the reply area.
24 The maximum number of outstanding replies has been exceeded.
25 An attention interrupt has been received.
26 There is a logical error in the output data stream.
27 A permanent I/O error has occurred.
28 The terminal dial-up line is disconnected.
29 An invalid parameter has been passed in the list set up by the

DML processor.
30 The named function has not yet been implemented.
31 An invalid parameter has been passed; the TRB, LRB, or MRB

contains an invalid field; or the request is invalid because of a
possible logic error in the application program. In a DC-BATCH
environment, a possible cause is that the record length specified
by the command exceeds the maximum length based on the
packet size.

32 The derived length of the specified variable storage is negative or
zero.

33 Either the named table or the named map cannot be found in the
data dictionary load area.

34 The named variable-storage area must be an 01-level entry in the
LINKAGE SECTION.

35 A GET STORAGE request is invalid because the LINKAGE
SECTION variable has already been allocated.

36 The program either was not defined during system generation or is
marked out-of-service.

37 A GET STORAGE operand is invalid because the specified
variable storage area is in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION
instead of the LINKAGE SECTION.

38 Either no GET STORAGE operand was specified or the specified
LINKAGE SECTION variable has not been allocated.

39 The terminal device being used is out of service.
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40 NOIO has been specified but the datastream cannot be found.
41 An IF operation resulted in a valid true condition.
42 The named map does not support the terminal device in use.
43 A line I/O session has been cancelled by the terminal operator.
44 The referenced field does not participate in the specified map; a

possible cause is an invalid subscript.
45 An invalid terminal type is associated with the issuing task.
46 A terminal I/O error has occurred.
47 The named area has not been readied.
48 The run unit has not been bound.
49 NOWAIT has been specified but WAIT is required.
50 Statistics are not being kept.
51 A lock manager error occurred during the processing of a KEEP

LONGTERM request
52 The specified table is missing or invalid.
53 An error occurred from a user-written edit routine.
54 Either there is invalid internal data or a data conversion error has

occurred.
55 The user-written edit routine cannot be found.
56 No DFLDS have been defined for the map.
57 The ID cannot be found, is not a long-term permanent ID, or is

being used by another run unit.
58 Either the LRID cannot be found, the maximum number of

concurrent task threads was exceeded, or an attempt was made
to rollback database changes in local mode.

59 An error occurred in transferring the KEEP LONGTERM request to
IDMSKEEP

60 The requested KEEP LONGTERM lock id was already in use with
a different page group

63 Invalid function parameters have been passed on the call to the
DBMS.

64 No detail exists currently for update; no action has been taken.
Alternatively, the requested node for a header or detail is either
not present or not updated.

68 There are no more updated details to MAP IN or the amount of
storage defined for pageable maps at sysgen is insufficient. In
the latter case, subsequent MAP OUT DETAIL statements are
ignored.

72 No detail occurrence, footer, or header fields exist to be mapped
out by a MAP OUT RESUME command, or the scratch record that
contains the requested detail could not be accessed. The latter
case is a mapping internal error and should be reported.

76 The first screen page has been transmitted to the terminal.
77 Either the program is no longer signed on to the subschema or the

variable subschema tables have been overwritten.
80 The target node is either not active or has been disabled.
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97 An error was encountered processing a syncpoint request; check
the log for details.

98 An unsupported COBOL compiler option (for example, DEBUG)
has been specified for an online program or a program running
in a batch region has issued a DML verb that is only valid when
running online under CA IDMS/DC/UCF.

99 An unexpected internal return code has been received; the
terminal device is out of service.

NOTE
For a complete description of DC runtime status codes, see "CA IDMS Status Codes" in the Messages section.

ERROR-STATUS Condition Names

Code Condition name Explanation
0000 DB-STATUS-OK No error
0307 DB-END-OF-SET End of set, area, or SPF index
0326 DB-REC-NOT-FOUND No record found
0001 to
9999

ANY-ERROR-STATUS Any nonzero status

0000 to
9999

ANY-STATUS Any status

3101 3201
3401 3901

DC-DEADLOCK Waiting will cause a deadlock

3202 3402 DC-NO-STORAGE Insufficient space available
4303 DC-AREA-ID-UNK ID cannot be found
4404 DC-QUEUE-ID-UNK Queue header cannot be found
4305 4405 DC-REC-NOT-FOUND Record cannot be found
3908 DC-RESOURCE-NOT-AVAIL Resource not available
3909 DC-RESOURCE-AVAIL Resource is available
3210 DC-NEW-STORAGE New space allocated
3711 DC-MAX-TASKS Maximum attached tasks
4317 DC-REC-REPLACED Record has been replaced
4319 4419
4519 4719

DC-TRUNCATED-DATA Return area too small; data has been
truncated

4525 4625 DC-ATTN-INT Attention interrupt received
4743 DC-OPER-CANCEL Session cancelled

Administrating CA IDMS MQ Adapter
CA IDMS supports MQ (message queue) by providing the CA IDMS MQ Adapter (MQ Adapter). The MQ Adapter enables
CA IDMS online applications to exchange messages with other applications that use IBM MQ. IDMS online applications
connect to a local IBM MQ queue manager to allow applications access to the managed queues. The applications can
send and receive messages and obtain queue manager information. IBM MQ is supported in CA IDMS systems running in
the z/OS environment.
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NOTE
The documentation for the MQ Adapter includes supplemental information about IBM MQ that is required for
IDMS MQ use only. See the IBM MQ documentation for specific information about IBM MQ. All instances of the
MQ Adapter that are referenced in this documentation refer to the MQ Adapter that is provided by CA IDMS
only.

The following topics provide information for administrators to configure, manage, secure, and analyze the MQ
environment using the MQ Adapter:

• MQ Adapter Getting Started 
• Add Support for MQ Adapter Trigger Monitor 
• Manage MQ Adapter Status at Runtime 
• Manage MQ Trigger Monitor at Runtime 
• Secure MQ at the Command Level 
• Analyze MQ Adapter Statistics at Runtime 
• Optional Steps 

Configure the MQ Adapter
This article describes how to configure the MQ Adapter for CA IDMS to allow user-written programs to exchange
messages with other applications using IBM MQ queue managers.

  

Prerequisites

Ensure that the following requirements are met:

• IBM MQ version 8.0 or later is installed
• Review IBM MQ configuration requirements and prerequisites

Generate MQ Adapter Support with SYSGEN

To configure the MQ Adapter, perform the following tasks:

• Define the MQ entity in SYSGEN.
– Ensure that the STATUS clause must be defined as ENABLED to turn on MQ support in CA IDMS.
– Specify the queue manager name that the DC system connects to.

For more information about SYSGEN statements, see MQ Statement -- Defines MQ Runtime Environment.

Specify the Number of Utility Subtasks 
IDMS MQ support requires the use of utility subtasks. One utility subtask is reserved for each concurrent MQ session.
When all utility subtasks have been reserved, no new MQ session can start and MQ functions which try to start a new
session will fail. Utility subtasks are automatically created at startup when an MQ statement is defined in SYSGEN. By
default, the number of utility subtasks that are created is equal to the number of CPUs defined to the system minus one.

To override the default number, use the SUBTASKS or SUBT parameter in the PARM parameter of the EXEC statement
for the startup JCL. The value that is specified must be from 2 through 99. If multitasking is also enabled, SUBT specifies
the number of utility subtasks available for all DC/UCF work, not just MQ. 

See the following example of the SUBTASKS parameter in use. 

Example of SUBTASKS PARM Syntax 

The following PARM specification specifies that two utility subtasks should be started in a uni-tasking system.
//STARTUP  EXEC PGM=dcucfsys,PARM='MT=N,SUBTASKS=3'
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For more information about the PARM parameter, see Specifying Runtime Options.

Enough utility subtasks should be defined at system startup to meet a normal MQ workload. More subtasks may need to
be defined to handle spikes in the workload.

To identify utility subtask usage, the threshold, High-Water-Mark (HWM), and times exceeded values in the MQ statistics
displays should be referenced. If the HWM value reaches the threshold or times exceeded is greater than zero, then an
increase to the number of subtasks should be considered. For more information on MQ Statistics, see Analyzing MQ
Adapter Statistics at Runtime.

MQ Trigger Monitor tasks should also be considered. The trigger monitor listener reserves a subtask while it is active.

Add Support for MQ Trigger Monitor
IDMS MQ supports trigger monitoring to start application tasks automatically when messages arrive in the application
queue. The MQ Trigger Monitor provides a polling option for CA IDMS to connect automatically to the queue manager
when the queue manager comes online. CA IDMS supports multiple trigger monitors, each monitoring one initiation
queue. 

The MQ Trigger Monitor performs the following events for each trigger monitor instance:

• The associated initiation queue that is defined for the trigger monitor is opened.
• The initiation queue is monitored for a trigger message. (A trigger message is put on an initiation queue if a trigger

event has occurred)
• Based on the contents of the trigger message, starts a DC task to process the application queue.

The task that is started is defined in the APPLICID parameter of the IBM MQ process definition.
• Passed to the task is the address of the MQTM structure which describes the trigger message data after a trigger

event occurs. See IBM MQ MQI application reference for language-specific MQTM declarations. 

This article contains the following information:

Generate MQ Trigger Monitor Support with SYSGEN

The MQ Trigger Monitor is provided by the MQ line driver. The IDMS parameters that control the trigger monitor are
defined using the following SYSGEN statements:

SYSGEN STATEMENT DESCRIPTION
MQ LINE Defines the MQ LINE which supports the MQ Trigger Monitor. The

LINE defines the polling Interval which determines the number of
seconds to wait before trying to reconnect to the initiation queue
for each MQTRIGGR PTE if there is a failure.

MQ Trigger Monitor PTERM Defines the initiation queue from which the trigger message is
retrieved. The PTERM definition TYPE MQTRIGGR specifies the
IBM MQ defined initiation queue that is accessed by the trigger
monitor. Each trigger monitor PTERM uses a utility subtask.
Depending on how many active units of work are expected to
run simultaneously, the number of subtasks may need to be
increased.

BULK PTERM/LTERM pairs Defines each pair that is assigned to the user-defined task that
gets started when a trigger message is retrieved and a task has
been specified.

To enable the MQ Trigger Monitor feature in the DC/UCF system, perform the following tasks:

• Define an MQ type LINE. 
• Define a PTERM/LTERM pair for each trigger monitor instance.
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– PTERM type is MQTRIGGR.
• Define several BULK PTERM/LTERM pairs.

You determine the number of BULK PTERM/LTERM pairs by defining as many BULK PTERM/LTERM pairs as the
expected maximum number of concurrent tasks automatically started by the trigger monitor. The system generation
syntax permits you to define one pair, and the REPEAT clause of the PTERM statement can be used to facilitate the
definition of multiple PTERMs and LTERMs.

• Define polling for online queue manager.
Specify the Polling Interval option on the MQ LINE statement in SYSGEN. In the definition for an MQ LINE, specify
POLLING INTERVAL IS n where N is the number of seconds to wait in between polling. If 0, then polling is disabled.
The default is 0, no polling.

For more information, see Using System Generation.

For more information about system generation MQ types, see SYSGEN MQ Type.

Define IBM MQ Queues and Processes for MQ Trigger Monitor to Use

MQ trigger queues and processes must be defined to use the MQ Trigger Monitor. Parameters that are defined in these
queues and processes are also defined in the IDMS MQ environment using SYSGEN.

FROM IBM MQ DEFINITION IBM MQ PARAMETER DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE
Define a process APPLICID DC task that is defined for IDMS

MQ application program that the
MQ Trigger Monitor starts.

APPLICID ('FINAN')

Define a queue
('CAMQTS.SID.TRIGG01')

INITQ Name of the local MQ initiation
queue where the queue
manager puts the trigger
messages and where the MQ
Trigger Monitor is retrieving
them. The name of this queue
must match the name of the
initiation queue that is defined in
the MQ Trigger Monitor PTERM.

INITQ
('SYSTEM.DEFAULT.INITIATION.QUEUE')

See the IBM MQ documentation for more information about IBM MQ triggering.  

The queue and process parameters that are included in the trigger message are passed to the IDMS MQ application but
the parameters are not required to be added to the IDMS CV. For more information, see the following Trigger Message
Data Passed to DC Application upon Invocation section.

Example of the Relationship Between IBM MQ and IDMS Definitions

The following information represents the PROCESS in the QLOCAL definition to show the relationship between QLOCAL
and PROCESS.

For more information about triggering requirements, see the IBM Knowledge Center, prerequisites for triggering topic.

1. Create a local queue to be triggered and associate the initiation queue, for example:

DEFINE QLOCAL ('CAMQTS.SID.TRIGG01') + 

DESCR ('initiation queue description') + 

INITQ ('initiation.queue') + 
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PROCESS ('process.name')

2.  Specify the INITQ (initiation queue) in the trigger attributes of the QLOCAL that is set up for triggering. 

* Trigger attributes
TRIGGER +
TRIGTYPE( FIRST ) +
TRIGMPRI( 0 ) +
TRIGDPTH( 1 ) +
TRIGDATA( ' ' ) +
PROCESS( 'CAMQTS.HB.TRIGG01.PROCESS' ) +
INITQ( 'SYSTEM.DEFAULT.INITIATION.QUEUE' )

      

The initiation queue is also defined in the MQ PTERM statement in the following example:

ADD PTERM MQPTERM1
      ENABLED
      IN LINE MQ1
      MAXIMUM ERRORS IS 3
      PRINTER CLASS IS 1
      READBUFFER
      TYPE IS MQTRIGGR
      INITIATION QUEUE IS 'SYSTEM.DEFAULT.INITIATION.QUEUE

3. Create an IBM process definition object with information defining the DC task to be initiated and the data to be passed
to application or task (optional). For example, trigger the task called FINAN.

DEFINE PROCESS (process.name) + 
DESCR ('process description') + 
APPLTYPE ('65536') + 
APPLICID ('FINAN') + 
USERDATA ('Finance data')

The following example displays the DC task statement added for FINAN. See Example TASK Statement for more
information about adding a task:

ADD TASK FINAN
      ENABLED
      EXTERNAL
      EXTERNAL WAIT IS SYSTEM

When a trigger message is placed on the initiation queue by the queue manager, the trigger message contains
information from the process definition. For example, 'finance data' is passed in the trigger message USERDATA field.
See the corresponding IBM MQ documentation for a layout of the MQTM structure.
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Trigger Message Data Passed to DC Application upon Invocation

When a DC task is invoked by MQ Trigger Monitor, the MQTM structure is made available to the program associated
with the task. The MQTM structure describes the data in the trigger message and can be used by the program. The
fields of the MQTM structure are derived from the IBM MQ queue and process definitions. For example, ENVDATA and
USERDATA are defined in the IBM MQ process definition. TRIGGERDATA is defined in the application queue definition.

For more information, see the corresponding IBM MQ documentation.

Example of an Application Accessing a Passed Trigger Message

The application in this example uses the LINKAGE SECTION to accept the MQTM data fields into the program. The
application program gains access to the Linkage section with the PROCEDURE DIVISION USING MQM-TRIGGER-
MESSAGE.statement. When the application program gains access, any of the fields in CMQTML such as MQTM-QNAME
or MQTM-USERDATA can be used in the program.

For a full source listing of the example, see the IDMSMQCB member in the CAGJSAMP library.

LINKAGE SECTION.
  
         *    This IBM copybook contains the MQTM structure that is passed
         *    to the application program via linkage from the IDMS MQ
         *    Trigger Monitor.  It is optional to use the MQTM structure.
          01  MQM-TRIGGER-MESSAGE.
              COPY CMQTML.
  
         *****************************************************************
         *
         *  PROCEDURE DIVISION
         *
         *****************************************************************
         *    Procedure Division using MQTM structure
          PROCEDURE DIVISION USING MQM-TRIGGER-MESSAGE.

  

Manage MQ Adapter Status at Runtime
This article describes how to manage the status of the MQ Adapter at runtime:
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Enable, Disable, and Quiesce 

Use the following DCMT commands to enable, disable, and quiesce the status of the MQ Adapter:

COMMAND DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE

DCMT DISPLAY MQ Displays the queue manager name and the
status of the IDMS MQ connection (enabled
and disabled).
Displays the current values and the values
set in SYSGEN.

DCMT DISPLAY MQ

DCMT V MQ ENABLED Enables the IDMS MQ connection. DCMT V MQ ENABLED
DCMT V MQ DISABLED Disable the IDMS MQ connection.

Use DCMT V MQ DISABLED to allow
active program sessions to complete on
their own. When the last session ends,
the MQ connection becomes disabled.
Enables you to force the DMS MQ
connection to disable when there are active
sessions.
If you cannot wait for program sessions to
end, use the FORCE option by reissuing
the command as DCMT V MQ DISABLED
FORCE. Active sessions are taken away
from their owning tasks, open objects are
closed, and uncommitted work is backed
out. An active task discovers its session
has been taken when it issues an MQ call.
The call fails with a reason code indicating
that the connection was broken.
DCMT V MQ DISABLED without the
FORCE option defaults to QUIESCE.
Use DCMT V MQ DISABLE QUEISCE
to Prevents the execution of any new
MQCONN and MQOPEN requests, but
allow executing applications with existing
MQ sessions to finish processing. QUIesce
is the default option for a DCMT VARY
MQ DISABLED command.  MQ support
will be disabled when all MQ sessions
have terminated. Tasks waiting for a
message will receive an error code,
when MQGET was issued with the
MQGMO_FAIL_IF_QUIESCING option.

DCMT V MQ DISABLED
DCMT V MQ DISABLED FORCE

DCMT V MQ DISABLED QUIESCE

Modify IBM MQ Queue Manager

Use the following DCMT command to change the queue manager that is connected to by the CV system:

COMMAND DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE

DCMT VARY MQ Enables you to change the name of the
queue manager.

DCMT VARY MQ QUEUE MANAGER<MQ
queue manager name>
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Manage MQ Trigger Monitor at Runtime
This article describes how to manage the MQ Trigger Monitor at runtime:

  

Start and Restart MQ Trigger Monitor

The trigger monitor instance that serves the defined initiation queue is started automatically when the CV is started.
If the connection of the instance to the initiation queue is broken, the instance will continuously attempt to reconnect
after waiting the amount of time that is specified by the polling interval. If the instance is stopped manually, or polling is
disabled, the instance must be restarted manually.

Use the following DCMT commands to stop and restart all or one IDMS MQ trigger monitor defined to a CV:

COMMAND DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 
DCMT VARY
LINE

Enables you to disable all active trigger
monitors or enable all inactive trigger
monitors defined to a CV.

DCMT VARY LINE <MQ LINE name> ON
DCMT VARY LINE <MQ LINE name> OFF

DCMT VARY PTERM Enables you to disable or enable a
particular trigger monitor (defined as an
MQTRIGGR PTERM type).

DCMT VARY PTERM <MQ PTERM name>
OFFLINE
 DCMT VARY PTERM <MQ PTERM
name> ONLINE

Display and Modify MQ Trigger Monitor Definitions

Use the following DCMT commands to display and modify the definitions that are used to define the MQ Trigger Monitor:

COMMAND  DESCRIPTION  EXAMPLE  
DCMT DISPLAY
LINE

Enables you to display information that is
associated with the line that is defined for
IDMS MQ.

DCMT DISPLAY LINE <MQ LINE name>

DCMT DISPLAY
LTERM

Displays information for a logical terminal
that is defined for IDMS MQ.

DCMT DISPLAY LTERM <MQ
LTERM name>

DCMT DISPLAY
PTERM 

Enables you to display the MQTRIGGER
PTERMs.

DCMT DISPLAY PTERM <MQ
PTERM name>

DCMT VARY
LINE

Enables you to change the line attributes
defined for MQ.

DCMT VARY LINE <MQ LINE name> ON

DCMT VARY
LTERM

Enables you to change logical terminal
attributes defined for MQ.

DCMT VARY LTERM <MQ
LTERM name> OFFLINE

DCMT VARY PTERM Enables you to manage the MQTRIGGR
PTERMs.

DCMT VARY PTERM <MQ PTERM name>
OFFLINE

Modify the IBM MQ Initiation Queue 

Use the following DCMT commands to change the initiation queue that is used by an MQ Trigger Monitor instance:

 COMMAND   DESCRIPTION   EXAMPLE  
DCMT VARY PTERM Enables you to manage the MQ initiation

queue dynamically. 
 Note: The PTERM must be varied
OFFLINE to vary the initiation queue.

DCMT VARY PTERM <MQ PTERM name>
INITIATION QUEUE <MQ INITIATION
QUEUE name>
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Secure MQ at the Command Level
The DCMT commands for MQ and existing DCMT commands can be secured at the command level. For new and existing
DCMT command codes used in conjunction with the #CTABGEN macro, see  #CTABGEN.

Analyze MQ Adapter Statistics at Runtime
The MQ Adapter has monitoring facilities at both the system-wide level and by queue. These statistics may be used to
evaluate the usage of utility subtasks and the number of IDMS MQI calls and the number of calls that are made to IBM
MQ.

Use the output of the following DCMT commands to monitor MQ Adapter activity at runtime:

COMMAND DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE
DCMT DISPLAY
STATSTICS SYSTEM

Displays existing system statistics and the
following IDMS MQ statistics:
• Number of calls to MQI
• Number of calls to IBM MQ
• Number of MQOPENs commands

issued
• Number of MQCLOSEs commands

issued
• Number of MQPUTs commands issued
• Number of MQGETs commands issued
• Subtask statistics
• High-water mark for concurrent subtask

use
• Number of utility subtasks available
• Number of times a subtask is

unavailable
Note: The INTERVAL and ROLL
functionality is not supported for CA IDMS
MQ statistics.

DCMT DISPLAY STATSTICS SYSTEM

DCMT D STAT MQ Displays the IDMS MQ statistics only (see
the DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYStem
command for MQ statistics list).

DCMT D STAT MQ

DCMT D STAT MQ QUEUES Displays IDMS MQ statistics and the queue
statistics for each IDMS MQ queue that has
been accessed in the CV:
• Number of MQOPENs commands that

are issued for a queue
• Number of MQCLOSEs commands that

are issued for a queue
• Number of MQPUTs commands that are

issued for a queue
• Number of MQGETs commands that are

issued for a queue

DCMT D STAT MQ QUEUES

DCMT D STAT
MQ QUEUE <queuename>

Displays IDMS MQ queue statistics for
the named queue only (see the DCMT
DISPLAU STAT MQ QUEUES command
for queue statistics list),

DCMT D STAT MQ QUEUE<IBM MQ
queue-name>
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NOTE

DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS Command

Optional Steps
The following optional steps enable programs to dynamically call the stub.

Link the MQ Stub with RHDCD1MQ

The MQ stub may be linked with RHDCD1MQ.  If you use this option, place RHDCD1MQ in a library that is concatenated
ahead of CAGJLOAD. RHDCD1MQ in CAGJSAMP is a sample JCL for linking the MQ stub with RHDCD1MQ. The
following example shows what you need to code in SYSIN to link the MQ stub with RHDCD1MQ:  

ORDER RHDCD1MQ, CSQBSTUB  INCLUDE CAGJLOAD (RHDCD1MQ)  INCLUDE SCSQLOAD (CSQBSTUB)  ENTRY D1MQEP1
  SETOPT PARM(REUS (SERIAL))  NAME RHDCD1MQ (R)

 

Note: Linking CSQBSTUB with RHDCD1MQ is required when the IDMSMQI stub is dynamically loaded and linked with the standard
CSQB alias names

Enable Programs to Dynamically Call the IDMS MQ Stub

As an option, CA IDMS programs can dynamically invoke MQ functions. We recommend that you use the call interface,
or use MQ built-in functions interface for ADS dialogs. The dynamic interface is less efficient and swaps in and out of
zIIP mode. When the dynamic interface is required, perform this set up by relinking the IDMS MQ stub with aliases and
defining aliases as DC programs.

Relinking IDMS MQ Stub with Aliases

The IDMS MQ stub can be dynamically called from a DC application using one of the following DML LINK statements:

•  ASSEMBLER
#LINK

•  COBOL
TRANSFER CONTROL

•  PL/I 
TRANSFER

•  ADS 
• LINK

Dynamically calling the IDMS MQ stub uses more overhead than linking the stub with the application and calling it directly.
For example, more storage and CPU are used. When using zIIP also, more SRB/TCB swaps occur.

The IDMSMQI stub must be link-edited with an alias name for each entry point that is to be called dynamically.

 Example 

 INCLUDE AAGJMOD(IDMSMQI)
 ENTRY   IDMSMQI         
 ALIAS   MQBACK(MQBACK)
 ALIAS   MQCLOSE(MQCLOSE)  
 ALIAS   MQCMIT(MQCMIT)    
 ALIAS   MQCONN(MQCONN)    
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 ALIAS   MQDISC(MQDISC)    
 ALIAS   MQGET(MQGET)     
 ALIAS   MQINQ(MQINQ)
 ALIAS   MQOPEN(MQOPEN)    
 ALIAS   MQPUT(MQPUT)     
 ALIAS   MQPUT1(MQPUT1)
 ALIAS   MQSET(MQSET) 
 ALIAS   MQSTAT(MQSTAT) 
 SETOPT PARM(REUS=SERIAL)  
 NAME IDMSMQI(R)

 Defining Aliases as DC Programs 

Each alias name must be defined as a program to CA IDMS with the SAVEAREA option.

 Example 

ADD PROGRAM MQCLOSE
               LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER                SAVEAREA.  

Administrating Database Design
A database is a computer representation of information that exists in the real world. Like a painting, a database tries to
imitate reality. Designing a database is an art form, and a successful database bears the mark of a thoughtful, creative
designer.

For a given database problem, there may be several solutions. While some designs are clearly better than others, there
is no right or wrong design. The structure of your database will therefore be determined not only by the requirements of
the business but also by your individual style as a designer. As you develop and refine the design for a database, let your
intuition be your guide.

The purpose of creating a database is to satisfy the information requirements of business application programs. Before
users can run their application programs, the database administrator (DBA) must design and implement the corporate
database. As the DBA or database designer, you are responsible for database design and implementation.

Data models

To design a database, you must develop two different data models:

• The logical model describes all corporate information to be maintained in the database. This model represents the way
the user perceives the data.

• The physical model describes how the data is stored and accessed by the system. The physical design for a database
builds on the logical model. During the physical design process, you tailor the logical design to specific application
performance requirements and plan the best use of storage resources.

Iterative process

Creating a design for a database is an iterative process. After you have developed the logical and physical models,
you need to review the design process and the available documentation with users in your corporation. As users make
suggestions for improvement, you should make appropriate changes to the design. Review the design repeatedly until it is
acceptable to the user community.

The following topics are discussed on this page: 
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Design Implementation

The database design you create can be implemented using either of two implementation languages provided by CA
IDMS/DB:

• SQL DDL
• Non-SQL DDL

Design considerations are documented in this section.

NOTE

For complete SQL DDL statements, see the CA IDMS SQL Reference page. For complete non-SQL DDL
statements, see the CA IDMS Database Administration page.

Syntax Diagram Conventions

The syntax diagrams presented in this section use the following notation conventions:

UPPERCASE OR SPECIAL CHARACTERS

Represents a required keyword, partial keyword, character, or symbol that must be entered completely as shown.

lowercase

Represents an optional keyword or partial keyword that, if used, must be entered completely as shown.

italicized lowercase

Represents a value that you supply.

lowercase bold

Represents a portion of the syntax shown in greater detail at the end of the syntax or elsewhere in the document.

◄─

Points to the default in a list of choices.

►►────────────────────

Indicates the beginning of a complete piece of syntax.
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────────────────────►◄

Indicates the end of a complete piece of syntax.

─────────────────────►

Indicates that the syntax continues on the next line.

►─────────────────────

Indicates that the syntax continues on this line.

────────────────────►─

Indicates that the parameter continues on the next line.

─►────────────────────

Indicates that a parameter continues on this line.

►── parameter ─────────►

Indicates a required parameter.

►──┬─ parameter ─┬─────►

   └─ parameter ─┘

Indicates a choice of required parameters. You must select one.

►──┬─────────────┬─────►

   └─ parameter ─┘

Indicates an optional parameter.

►──┬─────────────┬─────►

   ├─ parameter ─┤

   └─ parameter ─┘
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Indicates a choice of optional parameters. Select one or none.

  ┌─────────────┐

►─▼─ parameter ─┴──────►

Indicates that you can repeat the parameter or specify more than one parameter.

  ┌─── , ─────────┐

►─▼─ parameter ───┴──────►

Indicates that you must enter a comma between repetitions of the parameter.

Sample Syntax Diagram

The following sample explains how the notation conventions are used:
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!

 

Introduction to Logical Design
Logical database design is the process of determining the logical data structures needed to support an organization's
information resource. The logical design process helps you to implement a database that satisfies the requirements of
your business organization.

Logical design is critical to the implementation of a corporate database. If your logical design is incomplete or has flaws,
making changes to the means of data collection, storage, and protection can be costly later on. By using a well-conceived
preliminary design, you can easily implement and test a database. A sound logical design therefore helps to ensure a
successful implementation.

A complete and accurate logical design for a database helps to ensure:
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• Data independence -- The logical design process yields a database model that is independent of program or physical
storage requirements. This model represents the way data structures appear to users. It does not specify how data
structures are maintained in or processed by the computer.

• Physical database flexibility -- Because the logical design is independent of storage and performance requirements,
it can be used to implement a database used with any hardware or software system. During the physical design
process, the logical design can be tailored to satisfy the needs of particular users or to suit a particular data processing
environment.

• Integrity -- The logical design identifies both the data maintained in your corporation and the rules of the business.
These business rules can be used later to define integrity rules for the physical design.

• User satisfaction -- The logical design represents data structures in a simple, understandable format. You can show
the design to users at any stage of development without intimidating them. The logical design can be easily modified to
incorporate users' suggestions and feedback.

There are many viable approaches available for logical database design. In this section, we combine several design
techniques, including systems analysis, the entity-relationship approach, and normalization.

NOTE
The entity-relationship approach was developed by Peter Chen. For further information on his approach to
database design, see Entity-Relationship Approach to Information Modeling and Analysis, Peter P. Chen, editor,
ER Institute (1981).

By using these techniques, you can create a logical model that consists of:

• Descriptions of the data required by each user application
• A comprehensive picture of the corporation's data

 

Determining User Data Requirements
Users of application programs require access to only selected portions of a database. Therefore, you need to develop a
logical model that includes descriptions of the data required by each program.

Data tables

To the user of an application program, information in a CA IDMS/DB database will appear in the form of data tables.
Data tables consist of columns and rows of related data. For example, a table might contain information on a company's
departments, organized under headings such as DEPT ID, DEPT NAME, and DEPT BUDGET. A DEPARTMENT table
with these categories of information is illustrated in the following diagram.

Information for company departments is maintained in the Department data table. A column represents a list of all
department IDs. A row represents a single department.
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Views

Users can manipulate columns and rows of data by accessing tables directly or by defining views of the database. Views
enable users to select specified rows or columns or to combine information from two or more tables. For example, a view
might use the relational join operation to combine information from the DEPARTMENT table and the EMPLOYEE table, as
illustrated below.

Relational join operation

To show company employees with their departments, the DEPT/EMPLOYEE view uses the common DEPT ID column to
join the Department and Employee data tables. This join operation selects all information from the tables that pertains to
department 110. In the DEPT/EMPLOYEE view, the project operation has been used to include the DEPT ID and DEPT
NAME columns from the DEPARTMENT table and the EMP # and LAST NAME columns from the EMPLOYEE table.
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Determining the Data Needs of the Company
As the database designer, you must understand all data used in your corporation. Once you have determined the user's
information requirements, you need to develop a comprehensive picture of the corporation's data. Your logical design
must include a complete description of this data.

Entity-relationship diagram

To represent the total picture, you can use the entity-relationship approach to logical design. With this approach, you
develop an entity-relationship diagram, which serves as a model of the entire corporate enterprise. This diagram
visually represents all data relationships that exist within the corporation.

Entities

If data tables allow you to see the "trees" in a database, the arrangement of entities in an entity-relationship diagram helps
you to represent the "forest." An entity is any general category of information used for business data processing. For
example, the DEPARTMENT entity might describe information on the departments in a corporation, while the EMPLOYEE
entity might describe company employees.

Entity-relationship diagramming

When two or more entities in a database share a relationship, their relationship can be graphically depicted on the entity-
relationship diagram.
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In the diagram below, the DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE data entities are related through the relationship BELONGS
TO.

Overview of the Logical Design Process
During the initial stage of logical design, you identify the business problem that users hope to solve by creating a
database. After interviewing several employees, you perform a thorough analysis of the business system, determining the
processing functions performed by the organization and the flow of data during typical executions of these functions.

An analysis of the system provides documentation of the types of data required by users to perform their day-to-day
business tasks. With this documentation, you can create the entity-relationship diagram.

Procedure

Logical database design involves the following procedures:

• Analyzing the business system
• Identifying the data entities (or data tables) and their relationships
• Identifying the data attributes
• Normalizing the data attributes
• Verifying that all business functions are supported by the logical design

NOTE
The first three procedures listed above are often performed concurrently. For example, in many instances, you
will identify data entities, relationships, and attributes as you analyze the business system. By drawing a rough
entity-relationship diagram during the systems analysis phase, you can sometimes simplify the design process.

Review the process

After you have performed the procedures listed above, you need to review the process and the available documentation
with users in your corporation. As these users make suggestions for improvement, make appropriate changes to the
design.

 

 

 

Analyzing the Business System
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Systems analysis is a necessary introduction to database design. Analyzing a corporate business system is a serious
endeavor, about which many books have been written. It is not the purpose of this section to describe the various
methodologies available for performing systems analysis. Since this section deals primarily with database design, it
cannot present anything but an overview of systems analysis.

Analyzing the business system involves gathering information on the day-to-day functions of the organization,
documenting this information, gathering more information, and so on, until a clear picture develops of the operations of the
organization. To fully analyze the business system, you need to:

1. Define the general business functions.
2. Break down the general business functions into specific functions.
3. Identify the data elements used for functions and categorize them by subject.
4. Identify the business rules.
5. Review the results of analysis.

You can follow steps 1 through 5 below to perform a thorough analysis of your organization. Before you perform these
procedures, you may need to write a description of the organization. This description will be used as the basis for systems
analysis.

Organization description for the Commonweather Corporation

Below is a sample company description for the Commonweather Corporation.

          Commonweather Corporation is a leader in the new, rapidly

          expanding field of external climate control.  Commonweather

          has offices in five locations.  Since its incorporation,

          560 employees have been hired.  Most of these employees are

          still with the company and have held, on the average, two

          different positions.

 

          Because Commonweather anticipates rapid growth, it has

          created an organizational structure that will be well

          suited to a company with many more employees.  It has

          identified 41 different job titles and has created nine

          departments, each with its own department head.  Several

          employees in each department have been appointed to supervisory

          positions and have hiring authority.  Employees are, on

          occasion, assigned to head or participate in interdepart-
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          mental projects.  In two years, the personnel department

          anticipates that there will be eight ongoing projects.

 

          To facilitate the search for new employees, the personnel

          department has identified 68 skills that will need to be

          represented in the company's future employee base.  When

          an employee is hired, the employee's level of expertise

          for each of these skills is identified.

 

          The personnel department believes that by offering

          excellent employee benefits they can meet Commonweather's

          personnel needs.  Therefore, they offer generous insurance

          benefits. Each employee is offered coverage in a life

          insurance plan, a dental plan, and a health plan (HMO or

          group-health).  Employees can have complete family coverage

          or dependent coverage only.

 

          A copy of each insurance claim filed by an employee for

          dental, hospital, or nonhospital services is sent to the

          personnel department.  Each dental or nonhospital claim

          can be for up to ten dental or physician services.  The

          personnel department submits all claims to the insurance

          companies.  The department keeps a copy until the claim

          is paid; then the claim is thrown out.  An employee cannot

          change coverage until all outstanding claims have been paid.
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Step 1 Defining General Business Functions
What is a business function?

A business function is an activity performed during the day-to-day operations of an organization. The types of functions
performed by a company determine the logical organization of the corporate database. To develop a complete logical
design for a database, you therefore need to list all functions performed at your organization.

Often a business function can be broken down into several smaller functions. To avoid getting lost in the details, you
should begin by listing the most general business functions.

Deriving the function list

By reviewing the company description, you can derive a list of the most general business functions. The following list of
functions might be derived from the company description for the Commonweather Corporation:

• Hire employees
• Terminate employees
• Maintain employee information
• Maintain office and department information
• Maintain information on salaries and jobs
• Maintain skills inventory
• Maintain personnel information on projects
• Maintain information on employee insurance

Step 2 Defining Specific Business Functions
Smaller units of work

To break down the general business functions into smaller units of work, you need to think about what activities are
involved in performing a particular business procedure.

For example, the general function Maintain skills inventory might involve these activities:

• Add a skill
• Add a skill for an employee
• Identify skills for an employee
• Identify skill level for an employee skill
• Identify all employees with a particular skill
• Identify all employees with a particular level of a particular skill
• Upgrade an employee skill level

Transactions

After you have broken down each general function into its component steps, you should be able to identify the most
important application transactions of your organization. Your descriptions of these transactions can then be used by the
MIS staff to develop application programs.

In many instances, business functions can be broken down into many levels. Therefore, you may have to perform step 2
repeatedly to identify the most detailed functions of the business. For example, you might need to break down the function
Maintain skills inventory several times before you can identify the application transactions.

Specific business functions for Commonweather Corporation

Below is a complete list of detailed business functions for the Commonweather Corporation.
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    1.  Hire employees:
  
        a) Add an employee
 

        b) Assign an employee's position
 

        c) Assign an employee to an office
 

        d) Assign supervisory authority for an employee
 

        e) Assign supervisor for an employee
 

        f) Assign an employee to a department
    2.  Terminate employees:
  
        a) Delete an employee
 

        b) Delete an employee's position
 

        c) Remove an employee from an office
 

        d) Remove supervisory authority for an employee
 

        e) Remove an employee from a department
    3.  Maintain employee information:
  
        a) Assign or change an employee's position
 

        b) Assign an employee to or remove an employee from an office
 

        c) Assign an employee to or remove an employee from a department
 

        d) Assign or remove supervisory authority for an employee
 

        e) Assign or change supervisor for an employee
 

        f) List employees for a department
    4.  Maintain office and department information:
  
        a) Assign or delete an office
 

        b) Change an office address
 

        c) Add or delete a department
 

        d) Change a department head
    5.  Maintain information about salaries and jobs:
  
        a) Create a job
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        b) Provide a job description
 

        c) Eliminate a job
 

        d) Establish job salaries
 

        e) Change job description or salary
    6.  Maintain skills inventory:
  
        a) Add a skill
 

        b) Add a skill for an employee
 

        c) Identify skills for an employee
 

        d) Identify skill level for an employee skill
 

        e) Identify all employees with a particular skill
 

        f) Identify all employees with a particular skill level
 

        g) Upgrade an employee skill level
    7.  Maintain personnel information about projects:
  
        a) Add a new project or delete a completed one
 

        b) Assign and remove employees from a project
 

        c) Assign or remove a project leader
 

        d) List names and phone numbers of all workers on a project
    8.  Maintain information about employee insurance:
  
        a) Add or remove a health insurance plan for an employee
 

        b) Identify the health insurance coverage for an employee
 

        c) Change coverage for an employee on a plan
 

        d) Add or change plan and coverage for an employee
 

        e) Add or delete a claim
 

        f) Show life and health insurance details for an employee
 

        g) Submit duplicate claim forms for an employee accident
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Step 3 Listing the Data Elements
Identify data each function requires

After you have listed the business functions for your organization, you can begin to identify the data that each function
requires. Your list of data elements (data table columns) will most likely expand and change as you gather more
information on the organization. At this stage in the design process, simply list those elements that are clearly associated
with each business task and group them according to general subject categories.

Consider using the following resources to identify data elements.

Interviews

Throughout the database design process, you conduct interviews with company personnel. Your meetings should give
you an idea what data elements are required for particular business functions.

List of business functions

Many data elements can be identified in the list of detailed business functions (application transactions). Review your
list of functions carefully to see if any elements can be recognized.

Data flow diagrams

To indicate the flow of information within the organization, you need to draw data flow diagrams (DFDs) for each of
the general and specific business functions. A DFD should identify what information is needed to perform a particular
function, where this information resides (logically, not in storage), and where it is likely to be moved during the course of
processing. To identify the data flows, perform the following procedures:

1. Ask these questions:
a. Where does the data come from?
b. What happens to it when it reaches the system?
c. Where does it go?
d. What data should be restricted from user access?

NOTE
Once you have identified any restrictions that apply to the use of the information, you can begin to consider
which security measures should be implemented for the system.

2. Identify the sources of information by defining the data stores:
– People
– Departments
– Documents

3. Verify the completeness of the information with users.

Data flow diagrams for a sample business function

The following diagram shows data flow diagrams (DFDs) for a general business function and its component steps.
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Hierarchy plus Input-Process-Output diagrams

To indicate the flow of information within the organization, you may also want to draw Hierarchy plus Input-Process-
Output (HIPO) diagrams for each of the business functions. A HIPO diagram can help you to identify what information is
needed to perform a particular function. The diagram below shows a HIPO diagram for a sample business function.
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Example

The following data elements might be accessed by the Maintain skills inventory function:

        EMPLOYEE                  SKILL

 

      Employee name             Skill code

      Employee ID               Skill name
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      Employee office           Date acquired

                                Skill description

The grouping of elements under the categories EMPLOYEE and SKILL may change later on.

Step 4 Identifying the Business Rules
The rules of a business govern the execution of business functions against the database. Additionally, they define data
integrity concerns that must be addressed during the course of database design. The business rules for your organization
can be derived from the analysis of the company description, the function lists, the DFDs, and the HIPO diagrams.
Compile a complete list of these rules.

Business rules for the Commonweather Corporation

The following is a list of business rules for the Commonweather Corporation.

   1.  There are currently five offices; expansion plans allow

       for a maximum of ten.

 

   2.  Employees can change position, department, or office.

 

   3.  There are 560 employees; allow for a maximum of 1000.

 

   4.  Records are maintained for an employee's previously held

       positions.

 

   5.  Each department has one department head and several members

       with supervisory positions with hiring authority.

 

   6.  Each office has a maximum of three telephone numbers.

 

   7.  When an employee is hired, his or her level of expertise

       in each of several skills is identified.
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   8.  When an employee is hired, he or she automatically becomes a

       member of a particular department, and a particular office,

       and reports to a particular supervisor.

 

   9.  Each job description has several salary grades associated

       with it.

 

   10. When hired, an employee is automatically covered by life

       insurance.

Step 5 Reviewing the Results of Analysis
Once you have performed steps 1 through 4 above, you need to review the materials you have gathered thus far. You
need to ask yourself this question: Has anything been overlooked?

Making changes later on in the design process can sometimes be costly. Therefore, you should make sure that users
have the chance to offer feedback at this point in the design process.

Documentation

By the time you have completed systems analysis, the following documentation should be available:

• General and specific function lists
• Data flow diagrams or HIPO diagrams for the functions
• List of data elements
• List of business rules

Using the dictionary

You can use the Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD) to document data elements and business rules.

Developing a Data Structure Diagram
To derive a preliminary data structure diagram from an entity-relationship diagram, you need to:

Follow the steps described below to create a preliminary data structure diagram for your database.

Representing Entities

Entities
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Each entity in the logical database design is represented by an entity on the preliminary data structure diagram as shown
below.

Each attribute identified during the logical database design process becomes a data element in the physical design. The
names you used in the logical database design are also used in the physical design process.

Representing Relationships as Entities

Certain relationships defined during the logical design process should be represented as entities in the preliminary data
structure diagram. These include:

• Relationships carrying non-key data
• Many-to-many relationships

Another type of relationship, the self-referencing relationship, can become a separate entity in the preliminary data
structure diagram or can carry the key to the relationship as a foreign key.

Each of these types of relationships is discussed below.

Relationships carrying non-key data

While most data relationships defined in the logical design contain only foreign keys, some carry both keys and non-key
data. Relationships that contain non-key data must be represented as entities as you continue with the physical database
design.

For example, because the relationship IS POSITIONED IN carries both keys and non-key data, it must be represented as
an entity. Give this new entity an appropriate name.

Keys Non-key data

JOB ID
EMP ID

SALARY
OVERTIME RATE
COMMISSION PERCENT
BONUS PERCENT
START DATE
TERMINATION DATE

However, the relationship IS LOCATED should not be represented as an entity because it contains only key information:
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   OFFICE CODE (key)

   EMP ID (key)

Many-to-many relationships

In a physical database design, you establish connections between related entities through one-to-many or one-to-
one relationships. Each many-to-many relationship defined in the logical design must be converted to two one-to-many
relationships. To make this change, you need to represent each many-to-many relationship as an entity, whether it
contains non-key data or not. When you derive an entity from a many-to-many relationship, you create two one-to-many
relationships, as shown below.

In the Commonweather Corporation, an employee can possess as many as five skills and a specific skill can be held by
many employees. This situation establishes a many-to-many relationship between the SKILL and EMPLOYEE entities.
Before you implement such a relationship under CA IDMS/DB, you must first create a new entity.

By replacing the many-to-many relationship between EMPLOYEE and SKILL with a new entity, you create two one-to-
many relationships:

• A one-to-many relationship is created between EMPLOYEE and the entity EXPERTISE.
• Another one-to-many relationship is created between SKILL and EXPERTISE.

Name the new entities appropriately.

Self-referencing relationships

A self-referencing relationship allows users to combine information from different occurrences of the same entity.
For example, to relate different employees in a company, an application program might combine data from different
occurrences of the EMPLOYEE entity. A database user can then show employees and the managers they report to.

You may find more than one self-referencing relationship on a particular entity. If the relationships use the same keys, they
are probably mirror images of each other. For example, MANAGES and REPORTS TO are two side of the same coin.
Since they both use the same key and carry the same data, they are really one relationship.
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Replace the self-referencing relationship with an entity if any of the following are true:

• If the self-referencing relationship carries data (for example, the date that the employee began to work for this
manager)

• If you want to carry historical information (such as what managers an employee has had)
• If the self-referencing relationship is a many-to-many relationship

Replace the self-referencing relationship with an entity, specifying two relationships between the original entity and the
new entity. These relationships can be one-to-many or one-to-one, depending on the logic behind them.

The following diagram shows how you might resolve a self-referencing relationship into an entity having two relationships
with the primary entity: one one-to-many relationship and one one-to-one relationship. The new entity contains further
information on the relationship between manager and employees.

If none of the above conditions apply, you can represent the relationship simply using a foreign key. In this case, the
key of the manager would be carried as a foreign key in the EMPLOYEE entity. This approach will require fewer storage
resources and therefore is recommended in those situations where it can be used.

Representing Relationships Between Entities

In the logical design process, you represented relationships between entities with diamonds and identified the keys
associated with the relationship.

During the previous step ("Representing Entities") you changed each many-to-many relationship to two one-to-many
relationships by creating a new entity. All relationships between entities should now fall into only two categories:

• One-to-many relationships
• One-to-one relationships

Representing the relationships
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To represent the relationships in the preliminary data structure diagram, perform the following steps:

1. For each relationship, draw a line between the related entities.
2. For each one-to-many relationship, place an arrow on the line between the entities to identify the "many" side of

the relationship.
3. For each one-to-one relationship, do not draw an arrow on the line between the entities.
4. Name the relationship. Usually the name is a concatenation of the two entities it relates.

For example, the relationship between OFFICE and EMPLOYEE could be called OFFICE-EMPLOYEE and the
relationship between SKILL and EXPERTISE could be called SKILL-EXPERTISE.

5. Indicate the foreign key.
The foreign key will be shown as part of the definition of the relationship.

Foreign keys in a one-to-many relationship

In a one-to-many relationship, the key of the one entity is carried as a foreign key in the many entity.

For example, in the relationship between the entities OFFICE and EMPLOYEE, the key for the OFFICE entity (the one
entity) is carried as a foreign key in the EMPLOYEE entity (the many entity).

Add the foreign key to the list of data elements associated with the appropriate entity and indicate each foreign key on
the data structure diagram, as described below:

1. Under the relationship name, indicate the foreign key used in the relationship.
For example, specify OFFICE CODE under the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE relationship to indicate that the data element
OFFICE CODE is a foreign key for that relationship.

2. Rename foreign keys used to establish self-referencing relationships. Like any other entity that was originally
a logical relationship, the entity used to define a self-referencing relationship carries as foreign keys the keys from
each of the entities it relates. However, in this type of relationship, the two foreign keys must be derived from the same
entity, EMPLOYEE.
To avoid having two data elements with the same name (EMP ID) as keys to the entity, assign unique names to the
foreign keys. For example, you might name the keys MGR ID and EMP ID to distinguish managers from workers.

NOTE
The foreign key in a self-referencing relationship must be nullable. If it were not nullable, the first piece of data
stored could not satisfy the referential integrity of the relationship. For example, the first employee stored would
carry a manager ID that would not match an existing employee ID, as the integrity of the relationship requires. If
the self-referencing relationship carries data, that data must also be nullable.

Foreign keys in a one-to-one relationship

In a one-to-one relationship, the foreign key can be placed in either entity participating in the relationship. Usually, you
can conserve space by placing the foreign key in one of the two entities. For example, if there is a relationship between
DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE to indicate which employee is head of a department, you can conserve space by placing
the EMP ID of the head of the department in the DEPARTMENT entity rather than the other way around since there will
typically be far more employees than departments.

Diagramming relationships between entities

The diagram below shows a portion of the data structure diagram for Commonweather after your changes have been
made.
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Estimating Entity Lengths

Once the entity types have been identified, you should estimate the length of each entity. To calculate each entity's length,
add up the length of the data elements contained in the entity. Don't forget to include foreign keys residing in that entity. If
the entity has a variable length, estimate the maximum possible length of the entity.

Although the lengths of entities may change as you refine the physical design, it is useful to have an estimate of the size
of an entity during the design process.

Indicating the length

Once you have determined the length of a particular database entity, you can indicate this information in the data structure
diagram. The example below shows the OFFICE entity with a length of 55.

Identifying Entities and Relationships
By allowing you to document the total picture of an organization's data, the entity-relationship method of performing logical
design allows you to:

• Use a top-down approach for logical design. To develop an entity-relationship diagram for a database, you define
the most general categories of information first. Once you have identified these subject categories, you can then
include more specific information in the design.

• Demonstrate the semantic meaning of an organization's information. This approach allows you to create a
logical design for a database by analyzing descriptions of the organization that are written in everyday English. The
entity-relationship diagram, the end product of logical design, accurately reflects the language used by employees to
describe the organization. Therefore, this diagram can be reviewed and refined easily.

What are entities and relationships?

As you develop an entity-relationship diagram for a database, you identify each data entity and relationship used
by the organization. An entity is a general category of business data that can be easily identified from the available
documentation. A relationship defines a logical connection between two associated data entities. For example, the
relationship REPORTS TO might identify a connection between a PERSON entity and a COMPANY entity.
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Early in the logical design process, you need to determine the data entities and relationships necessary to fulfill
the business functions of your organization. This section presents guidelines for identifying data entities and their
relationships.

 

Identifying Data Entities
Identifying entities in the list of functions

Each data entity should appear as a noun in the list of sentences that define business functions, as illustrated below.
Many nouns appear in the sentences that are not entities. Only nouns that describe data that is meaningful to the
organization itself should be identified as entities.

Because each organization has unique data requirements, there is no single correct set of entities that can be derived
from a list of functions. Given the same business functions, two organizations might select different key nouns, thereby
creating unique lists of data entities.

   1.  Hire employees:

 

       a) Add an employee

 

       b) Assign an employee's position

 

       c) Assign an employee to an office

 

       d) Assign supervisory authority for an employee

 

       e) Assign supervisor for an employee

 

       f) Assign an employee to a department

   2.  Terminate employees:

 

       a) Delete an employee
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       b) Delete an employee's position

 

       c) Remove an employee from an office

 

       d) Remove supervisory authority for an employee

 

       e) Remove an employee from a department

   3.  Maintain employee information:

 

       a) Assign or change an employee's position

 

       b) Assign an employee to or remove an employee from an office

 

       c) Assign an employee to or remove an employee from a department

 

       d) Assign or remove supervisory authority for an employee

 

       e) Assign or change supervisor for an employee

 

       f) List employees for a department

 

 

   4.  Maintain office and department information:

 

       a) Assign or delete an office
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       b) Change an office address

 

       c) Add or delete a department

 

       d) Change a department head

   5.  Maintain information about salaries and jobs:

 

       a) Create a job

 

       b) Provide a job description

 

       c) Eliminate a job

 

       d) Establish job salaries.

 

       e) Change job description or salary.

   6.  Maintain skills inventory:

 

       a) Add a skill

 

       b) Add a skill for an employee

 

       c) Identify skills for an employee

 

       d) Identify skill level for an employee skill
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       e) Identify all employees with a particular skill

 

       f) Identify all employees with a particular skill level

 

       g) Upgrade an employee skill level

   7.  Maintain personnel information about projects:

 

       a) Add a new project or delete a completed one

 

       b) Assign and remove employees from a project

 

       c) Assign or remove a project leader

 

       d) List names and phone numbers of all workers on a project

   8.  Maintain information about employee insurance:

 

       a) Add or remove a health insurance plan for an employee

 

       b) Identify the health insurance coverage for an employee

 

       c) Change coverage for an employee on a plan

 

       d) Add or change plan and coverage for an employee

 

       e) Add or delete a claim
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       f) Show life and health insurance details for an employee

 

       g) Submit duplicate claim forms for an employee accident

Steps to identify entities

To identify the data entities for your organization:

1. Determine which nouns in the list of business functions are the key nouns.
2. List these key nouns on a separate piece of paper.
3. Draw a rectangular box around each noun.

Data entities for the Commonweather Corporation

Below is a list of data entities that was derived from the list of functions for the Commonweather Corporation.
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Identifying Relationships Among Entities
A relationship connects two associated data entities. The relationship between two entities can often be expressed with
a verb. For example, the relationship between the DEPARTMENT entity and the EMPLOYEE entity might be expressed
with the verb phrase BELONGS TO, since an employee belongs to a department in an organization.

Representing the relationship between two entities

The relationship between two entities is shown with a diamond. The name of the relationship is specified inside the
diamond.

No hard-and-fast rule exists for determining data relationships for an organization. Data relationships depend on
the requirements of the organization. The concept of marriage, for example, could be viewed as an entity type or a
relationship between two people, depending on how the data was viewed.

Types of Data Relationships

Data entities in a database are related in one of three ways: one-to-one (1-1), one-to-many (1-M), and many-to-many (M-
M). Each of these types of relationships is explained below.

One-to-one (1-1)

In the one-to-one example below, for every EMPLOYEE entity occurrence in the database, there can exist only one
corresponding PROJECT entity occurrence.

One-to-many (1-M)
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In the one-to-many example below, for every DEPARTMENT entity occurrence in the database, there may exist one or
more corresponding EMPLOYEE entity occurrences.

Many-to-many (M-M)

In the many-to-many example below, for every SKILL entity occurrence in the database, there can exist one or more
corresponding EMPLOYEE entity occurrences; for every EMPLOYEE entity occurrence in the database, there can also
exist one or more corresponding SKILL entity occurrences.

Other types of data relationships

In addition to relationships between two entity types, the following types of data relationships are acceptable in an entity-
relationship model:

• A relationship can be defined for only one entity type. For example, to define a relationship between different
employees in an organization, you might want to combine different data occurrences from the EMPLOYEE entity. In
this case, the relationships among employees might be expressed as MANAGES and REPORTS TO, as shown in the
entity-relationship diagram of Commonweather Corporation.
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General Guidelines for Identifying Relationships

To identify the relationships between data entities, perform the following steps:

1. Using the list of business functions, identify relationships between entities as verbs. In those instances where no verb
adequately expresses the relationship, join the two entity names to form a name for the relationship. For example, the
DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE entities could be connected through the relationship BELONGS TO or through the
relationship DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

2. List these key verbs between the entities they connect and draw a diamond around each one.
3. Associate entities with the appropriate relationships by connecting them with lines.
4. Label each relationship to show whether it is 1-1, 1-M, or M-M.

Entity-relationship diagram for Commonweather Corporation

The following diagram illustrates a simple entity-relationship diagram for the Commonweather Corporation.
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Identifying Attributes
Attributes and values

An attribute is the smallest unit of data that describes an entity or a relationship. A single occurrence of an attribute is
called a value. For example, John Smith might be one of several values that exist for the attribute NAME of the entity
EMPLOYEE. Several synonyms are used in the computer industry to refer to an attribute, including data item, data
element, field, and column. All of these terms have roughly the same meaning.

In this section, we will identify the attributes that are associated with each entity and data relationship defined so far during
the logical design process.

Establishing Naming Conventions for the Attributes
Because the process of identifying attributes yields information from many different sources, the information can contain
considerable redundancy. Users and data processing professionals have different ways of perceiving the same data. The
same piece of information might be called by several names, making it difficult to see that these names are synonyms for
the same attribute. In addition, two different pieces of data might sometimes be called by the same name.

As soon as the business meaning of each attribute is clear, you should establish conventions for naming the attributes.
Adopting a set of standardized naming conventions appropriate for the organization saves much time and confusion, and
helps to ensure an efficient and effective design.

Identifying the Attributes of Each Entity
 

Each entity in a database is described by certain attributes. Attributes are those pieces of information on an entity that
are required for processing performed by the business functions. By carefully examining the business functions, you can
determine which attributes need to be maintained for each entity in the database.

Attribute Categories

Attributes for a data entity fall into the following categories:

• Unique keys -- To distinguish data occurrences, you need to identify unique keys. A unique key is an attribute
or combination of attributes whose value or values uniquely identify an occurrence of an entity or relationship.
Identification numbers and codes are typically used as unique keys, since their values are rarely modified.

• Primary keys -- A primary key is a unique key that is used to represent an entity in a database. For example, the
attribute EMP ID might be used as the primary key of the entity EMPLOYEE.

• Secondary keys -- A secondary key is an attribute in a data entity that is used by certain business functions to
access occurrences of that entity. For example, the EMP NAME attribute might be the secondary key for the entity
EMPLOYEE.

• Foreign keys -- A foreign key is an attribute of an entity or relationship that is also used as the primary key of another
entity. A foreign key is used to relate two data entities. For example, to relate the DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE
entities, you might define the DEPT ID attribute, which is the primary key of the DEPARTMENT entity, as the foreign
key of the EMPLOYEE entity.
By itself, a foreign key can never be the primary key of the entity in which it is stored. Since the DEPT ID attribute
could never uniquely identify an occurrence of the EMPLOYEE entity, it could never be its primary key.
However, a foreign key can be part of the primary key of an entity. In some instances, you need to combine a foreign
key with another data element in an entity to create its primary key.

• Non-key data -- All attributes of an entity that are not unique keys, primary keys, secondary keys, or foreign keys are
considered non-key attributes. For example, the EMP ADDRESS attribute is a non-key attribute of the EMPLOYEE
entity.
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As you identify the attributes of each data entity, you need to determine whether the attributes are unique keys, primary
keys, secondary keys, foreign keys, or non-key attributes.

Grouping the Attributes

You can identify the attributes associated with an entity by examining the following materials:

• List of business functions
• List of business rules
• List of data elements that you compiled during systems analysis

Attributes for entities

As you determine the attributes that are associated with a particular entity, you should list the attributes. The following
example shows a portion of output that includes attributes:

 OFFICE                                   JOB     

 

       OFFICE CODE                             JOB ID

       OFFICE ADDRESS                          JOB TITLE

       OFFICE SPEED DIAL                       JOB DESCRIPTION

       OFFICE AREA CODE                        REQUIREMENTS

       OFFICE PHONE                            MAX SALARY

                                               MIN SALARY

 DEPARTMENT                                    NUMBER OF POSITIONS

                                               NUMBER OPEN

       DEPT ID                                 SALARY GRADE

       DEPT NAME

       DEPT HEAD ID

 

 SKILL                                    PROJECT 

 

       SKILL CODE                              PROJECT CODE

       SKILL NAME                              PROJECT LEADER
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       SKILL DESCRIPTION                       PROJECT DESCRIPTION

                                               EST START DATE

                                               ACT START DATE

                                               EST END DATE

                                               ACT END DATE

Identifying Unique Keys

An entity can have many attributes, but only some attributes uniquely identify occurrences of that entity. There might be
more than one unique key in an entity. For example, the EMPLOYEE entity has two unique keys, EMP ID and EMP SS
NUM.

For each entity, choose from among its attributes the ones that uniquely identify each occurrence. The attribute that best
serves this purpose is a good candidate for a primary key. If there is no attribute that uniquely identifies an entity, it might
be necessary to combine two or more attributes for a unique key or create an attribute that serves as a key.

Establishing Primary Keys

What is a primary key?

The primary key for each entity must be a unique key. From a business standpoint, the primary key should also be the
most important element(s) in the entity. The requirements of your organization will determine which unique key attribute
will be the primary key.

Suppose that you must select a primary key for the EMPLOYEE entity. Since both the EMP ID and EMP SS NUM
attributes can be used to uniquely identify an occurrence of this entity, you need to select one of these keys. The EMP ID
attribute is probably used most often for processing; therefore, this element is the best choice for the primary key.

Entities with primary keys

Once you determine the primary key for an entity, you should mark this key with an asterisk (*). The following example
shows a portion of output with marked primary keys:

 OFFICE                                  JOB     

 

     * OFFICE CODE                           * JOB ID

       OFFICE ADDRESS                          JOB TITLE

       OFFICE SPEED DIAL                       JOB DESCRIPTION

       OFFICE AREA CODE                        REQUIREMENTS

       OFFICE PHONE                            MAX SALARY

                                               MIN SALARY
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 DEPARTMENT                                    NUMBER OF POSITIONS

                                               NUMBER OPEN

     * DEPT ID                                 SALARY GRADE

       DEPT NAME

       DEPT HEAD ID

 

 SKILL                                   PROJECT 

 

     * SKILL CODE                            * PROJECT CODE

       SKILL NAME                              PROJECT LEADER

       SKILL DESCRIPTION                       PROJECT DESCRIPTION

                                               EST START DATE

Identifying Weak Entities

What is a weak entity?

You may find that some entities in your database are identified only by their relationship with another entity. Such entities
are called weak entities. Typically, a weak entity has a primary key that contains only one foreign key.

The entity DEPENDENT, for example, is a weak entity because it uses the primary key of the EMPLOYEE entity as part
of its own primary key. Whenever an employee leaves the corporation, all information on that employee as well as any
information on dependents must be erased from the database.

The attribute NAME is the only candidate for a primary key in the DEPENDENT entity, but NAME does not uniquely
identify each occurrence of the DEPENDENT entity. Therefore, the primary key of the DEPENDENT entity must be a
concatenation of the NAME attribute and the EMP ID attribute of the EMPLOYEE entity. This concatenated key provides
the link between employees and their associated dependents.

Indicating a weak entity

You identify a weak entity on the entity-relationship diagram by drawing a double box around the entity, as shown in the
diagram below.

DEPENDENT is a weak entity because it uses the primary key of the EMPLOYEE entity as part of its own primary key.
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Identifying the Attributes for Each Relationship Type
Some data relationships have attributes that describe meaningful non-key information, others do not, as described below:

• A one-to-one relationship sometimes carries non-key data. An example of a one-to-one relationship is LEADS,
where the business rules state that each project has a single leader, and one employee may be project leader for
only one project. For this relationship, it may be important to carry the dates when the project leader begins and ends
leadership responsibility.

• A one-to-many relationship typically does not carry any non-key data. The relationship LOCATES, for example,
simply relates an employee to a particular office. There is no additional information on that relationship that is required
by the business functions.

• Many-to-many relationships usually do carry non-key information required by the business functions. EXPERT
IN, for example, carries information on a particular employee's level of expertise with a particular skill.

• A self-referencing structure is a special kind of many-to-many relationship that sometimes carries non-key
data. For example, in the Commonweather Corporation, the relationship between workers and managers is defined as
REPORTS TO and the relationship between managers and workers is defined as MANAGES. Non-key data about the
REPORTS TO and MANAGES relationships might be the dates on which a relationship began and ended.

List the attributes

As you determine the attributes that are associated with a particular relationship, you should list these attributes, as
follows:

 IS LOCATED                              BELONGS TO 

     * OFFICE CODE                           * DEPT ID

     * EMP ID                                * EMP ID

 LEADS                                   HEADS      
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     * PROJECT CODE                          * DEPT ID

     * WRKR EMP ID                           * HEAD EMP ID

 WORKS ON                                IS POSITIONED   

     * PROJECT CODE                          * EMP ID

     * WRKR EMP ID                           * JOB ID

                                               SALARY

                                               COMMISSION PERCENT

EXPERT IN                                      BONUS PERCENT

     * EMP ID                                  OVERTIME RATE

     * SKILL CODE                              START DATE

       SKILL LEVEL                             END DATE

       DATE ACQUIRED

CHOOSES                                  REPORTS TO  

     * EMP ID                                * WRKR EMP ID

     * HEALTH PLAN CODE                      * SUPR EMP ID

     * COVERAGE TYPE                           WRKR BEGIN DATE

                                               WRKR END DATE

INSURED BY                               MANAGES  
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     * EMP ID                                * SUPR EMP ID

     * LIFE PLAN CODE                        * WRKR EMP ID

                                               SUPR BEGIN DATE

                                               SUPR END DATE

 PAYS FOR HOSP                           SPECIFIES  

     * HEALTH PLAN CODE                      * HEALTH PLAN CODE

     * COVERAGE TYPE                         * COVERAGE TYPE

     * HOSPITAL CLAIM ID

 PAYS FOR PHY                            PAYS FOR DENT 

     * HEALTH PLAN CODE                      * HEALTH PLAN CODE

     * COVERAGE TYPE                         * COVERAGE TYPE

     * NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM ID                 * DENTAL CLAIM ID

Identifying Attribute Characteristics
Attribute characteristics

At this time, you can identify characteristics of the attributes you have listed. Attribute characteristics include:

• Length
• Type (alphanumeric or numeric)
• Nullability

Null values

Sometimes you do not know the data associated with a particular attribute. The attribute might not be applicable to a
particular entity occurrence, such as the phone number of an employee with no phone. Or the data simply might not be
known yet, such as the credit rating of a new customer. Such attributes should allow null values. An attribute that does not
allow null values requires that data always be entered.
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Normalizing the Data
You can use normalization techniques to refine the entity-relationship model. Once you have determined the entities,
relationships, and attributes of a database, you can use normalization procedures to ensure that each entity and
relationship is designed in its simplest form. The goal of normalization is to develop entities that consist of a primary
key, together with a set of attributes whose values are determined solely by the value of the primary key.

In many instances, you will find that the entities you developed earlier are already organized in easy-to-use structures.
The entity-relationship approach often breaks entities down into normalized structures naturally. In those instances when
data entities and relationships are fully normalized, the normalization process does not result in any changes to the
design.

Update anomalies

Through normalization, you can develop a database that is protected against update anomalies. Update anomalies
are abnormal processing conditions that result from the execution of update functions against the database. Update
anomalies sometimes compromise the integrity of the database; therefore, you need to design data entities and
relationships that, when implemented as data tables, are fully protected against such anomalies.

Types of anomalies

The following examples illustrate two types of anomalies:

• Deletion anomaly──Suppose you want to delete some information from the following data table:

               JOB

 

EMP ID     JOB ID     SALARY GRADE     SALARY

 

1216       ADM          18              15000

1041       MGR          30              30000

1633       INST         23              22000

1063       ADM          18              18000

In the JOB table, the SALARY GRADE depends only on the JOB ID. If you delete the row for employee 1041 in the
JOB table, you therefore lose not only the fact that employee 1041 is a manager, but also the fact that the SALARY
GRADE for a manager is 30.

• Insertion anomaly──Suppose you want to add some information to the JOB table. You want to enter the fact
that a programmer has a SALARY GRADE of 21. Because of the structure of the JOB table, you cannot enter this
information until someone actually has a job as a programmer.

Preventing anomalies

To prevent anomalies from occurring during deletions and insertions of rows in the JOB table, you might create two
separate tables:
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     POSITION                                JOB

 

EMP ID     JOB ID     SALARY           JOB ID       SALARY GRADE

 

1216       ADM         15000           ADM            18

1041       MGR         30000           MGR            30

1633       INST        22000           INST           23

1063       ADM         18000           PGMR           21

Now you can delete the row for employee 1041 in the POSITION table without losing the fact that the SALARY GRADE
for a manager is 30. You can also specify that a programmer has a SALARY GRADE of 21 in the JOB table without first
specifying a programmer's name.

By breaking down data tables into smaller tables, you prevent update anomalies from occurring.

 

Normal Forms of Data
All normalized data tables exist in one of the following normal forms:

A data table that exists in a particular normal form complies with the rules that define that form. A table that exists in
second normal form satisfies the criteria for first normal form; in addition, a table in third normal form satisfies the criteria
for both first and second normal forms.

Goal of normalization

Since the rules of third normal form are the most rigorous, they are also the most desirable. The goal of the
normalization process is to create data tables that are organized in third normal form.

NOTE
Several database theorists have suggested that tables in third normal form can be broken down into even
simpler structures. For example, some theorists recommend that tables be organized in fourth or fifth normal
form. However, at the present time, it seems most practical to organize data tables in third normal form.

The first, second, and third normal forms of data organization are discussed in the following sections.

First Normal Form

A data table is in first normal form if each of the attributes of a given row contains a single value. A table in first normal
form has no repeating groups.

Table not in first normal form

Since the following table contains a repeating element called BUDGET, it is not in first normal form:

NOTE
In these examples, primary key attributes are highlighted.
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      DEPARTMENT

 

DEPT ID   DEPT NAME     BUDGET

 

1000      OPERATIONS    50000

                        30000

                        40000

                        30000

Table in first normal form

The following table is in first normal form:

      DEPARTMENT

 

DEPT ID   DEPT NAME

1000      OPERATIONS

2046      DEVELOPMENT

3333      DOCUMENTATION

5653      MARKETING

Second Normal Form

A data table is in second normal form if it is in first normal form and its entire primary key determines the values of each
of its attributes. When a table is in second normal form, each of the attributes is dependent on the whole key and not any
part of the key.

Table in first normal form

The POSITION table shown below is in first normal form but not in second normal form:

                 POSITION

 

EMP ID  JOB ID   EMP NAME  SALARY GRADE     SALARY
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1216    ADM      SMITH      18              15000

1041    MGR      JONES      30              30000

1633    INST     DAVIS      23              22000

1063    ADM      EVANS      18              18000

In the POSITION table shown above, the primary key is the concatenation of EMP ID and JOB ID. This table is not in
second normal form because some of the non-key attributes are dependent on a part of the primary key. For example, the
EMP NAME attribute is dependent on only EMP ID, while the SALARY GRADE attribute is dependent only on JOB ID.

Table in first and second normal forms

The following table is in both first and second normal forms:

        POSITION

EMP ID  JOB ID     SALARY

1216    ADM        15000

1041    MGR        30000

1633    INST       22000

1063    ADM        18000

In the POSITION table shown above, the primary key is the concatenation of EMP ID and JOB ID. The POSITION table
is in first normal form because it contains no repeating groups. It is in second normal form because the non-key attribute
SALARY is dependent on the entire primary key (the concatenation of EMP ID and JOB ID). If a user knows an EMP ID
value and a JOB ID value, the user can easily find out the SALARY for an employee who works in a particular job.

Third Normal Form

A data table is in third normal form if it is in second normal form and no non-key attribute determines the value of another
non-key attribute; a table that is in third normal form contains no transitive dependencies among non-key attributes.

Table not in third normal form

The EMPLOYEE table shown below is not in third normal form:

               EMPLOYEE

 

EMP ID  EMP NAME    DEPT ID    DEPT NAME

1216    SMITH       1000       OPERATIONS
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1041    JONES       3500       MARKETING

1633    DAVIS       3400       DOCUMENTATION

1063    EVANS       2000       SUPPORT

Let's assume that EMP ID is the primary key of the EMPLOYEE table shown above. In this case, the table is not in third
normal form because a non-key attribute has a transitive dependency on another non-key attribute. The DEPT NAME
attribute is dependent on the DEPT ID attribute; a DEPT NAME value can be determined by the value of a particular
DEPT ID.

Normalizing the table

To normalize the EMPLOYEE table shown above, you could break down this table into two separate tables:

   EMPLOYEE         DEPARTMENT

 

EMP ID  EMP NAME          DEPT ID    DEPT NAME

1216    SMITH             1000       OPERATIONS

1041    JONES             3500       MARKETING

1633    DAVIS             3400       DOCUMENTATION

1063    EVANS             2000       SUPPORT

Since the EMP NAME attribute is not dependent on any other non-key attribute, the EMPLOYEE table shown above is
in third normal form. In addition, since the DEPT NAME attribute is not dependent on any other non-key attribute, the
DEPARTMENT table is also in third normal form.

Rules of first, second, and third normal forms

The following table summarizes the rules of each normal form of data organization.

Normal Form Rules
First normal form A data table is in first normal form if each of the attributes of a

given row contains a single value; a table in first normal form has
no repeating groups.

Second normal form A data table is in second normal form if it is in first normal form
and its entire primary key determines the values of each of its
attributes. When a table is in second normal form, each of the
attributes is dependent on the whole key and not any part of the
key.

Third normal form A data table is in third normal form if it is in second normal form
and no non-key attribute determines the value of another non-key
attribute. A table that is in third normal form contains no transitive
dependencies among non-key attributes.
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How To Normalize Data
The primary key for a data entity is used to determine whether the attributes for that entity satisfy the rules of second and
third normal form. Sometimes you will need to organize the same list of attributes for an entity in different ways, depending
on which attribute(s) is selected as the primary key.

Atomic primary key

The DENTAL CLAIM entity shown below is uniquely identified by an atomic primary key. An atomic primary key is a
primary key that consists of a single attribute. The atomic primary key for the DENTAL CLAIM entity shown below is
DENTAL CLAIM ID.

          DENTAL CLAIM

 

             * DENTAL CLAIM ID

               EMP ID

               COVERAGE TYPE

               DATE OF CLAIM

               PATIENT NAME

               RELATION TO EMPLOYEE

               PATIENT SEX

               PATIENT DATE OF BIRTH

               PATIENT ADDRESS

               NUMBER OF DENTAL PROCEDURES

               TOTAL CHARGES

               DENTIST LICENSE NUMBER

               DENTIST NAME

               DENTIST ADDRESS

               PROCEDURE ID

               PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION

               PROCEDURE FEE
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               SERVICE DATE

In all the examples that follow, primary key attributes are indicated with a star (*).

Listing Data in First Normal Form

After you have listed a particular entity and its attributes, you need to verify that the entity is in first normal form:

1. Remove repeating groups:
a. For each repeating group identified, create a new entity.
b. List its attributes.
c. Identify its primary key.
d. For each new entity created, create a relationship that relates it to the original entity in a 1-M manner.

2. Update the E-R diagram to reflect your changes.

Dental claim information in first normal form

The entities that describe dental claim information are listed in first normal form in the table below. The bold entity and
relationship were added to organize the information in first normal form.

Data Entity/ Relationship Description
DENTAL CLAIM
* DENTAL CLAIM ID
EMP ID
COVERAGE TYPE
DATE OF CLAIM
PATIENT NAME
RELATION TO EMPLOYEE
PATIENT SEX
PATIENT DATE OF BIRTH
PATIENT ADDRESS
DENTIST LICENSE NUMBER
DENTIST NAME
DENTIST ADDRESS

Entity Describes a dental claim for an employee.

LISTS A DP
(dental procedure)
* DENTAL CLAIM ID
* PROCEDURE ID

Relationship Relates DENTAL CLAIM to DENTAL
PROCEDURE.

DENTAL PROCEDURE
* DENTAL CLAIM ID
* PROCEDURE ID
PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
PROCEDURE FEE
SERVICE DATE

Entity Describes the procedures for a particular
dental claim; this weak entity was derived
from the DENTAL CLAIM entity because its
attributes appeared as repeating elements.
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Listing Data in Second Normal Form

To verify that all entities are in second normal form, perform the following steps:

1. Identify entities with compound keys. Entities with compound keys are sometimes in first normal form but not
in second normal form. Therefore, you need to carefully examine each entity that has more than one attribute in
its primary key. By definition, entities with atomic keys are in second normal form (that is, if the entity contains no
repeating groups and you selected an appropriate attribute as the primary key).

2. Remove partially dependent attributes:
a. Locate any attributes that are dependent on only part of a compound key.
b. Remove these attributes and create a new entity. Create a new relationship to relate the new entity to the entity

from which it was removed.
3. Update the E-R diagram to reflect these changes.

Dental claim information in second normal form

The entities and relationships that describe dental claim information are listed in second normal form in the following table.
No changes were made to organize the information in second normal form.

Data Entity/ Relationship Description
DENTAL CLAIM
* DENTAL CLAIM ID
EMP ID
COVERAGE TYPE
DATE OF CLAIM
PATIENT NAME
RELATION TO EMPLOYEE
PATIENT SEX
PATIENT DATE OF BIRTH
PATIENT ADDRESS
DENTIST LICENSE NUMBER
DENTIST NAME
DENTIST ADDRESS

Entity Describes a dental claim for an employee.
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LISTS A DP
(dental procedure)
* DENTAL CLAIM ID
* PROCEDURE ID

Relationship Relates DENTAL CLAIM to DENTAL
PROCEDURE.

DENTAL PROCEDURE
* DENTAL CLAIM ID
* PROCEDURE ID
PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
PROCEDURE FEE
SERVICE DATE

Entity Describes the procedures for a particular
dental claim; this weak entity was derived
from the DENTAL CLAIM entity because its
attributes appeared as repeating elements.

Listing Data in Third Normal Form

To organize data entities in third normal form, perform the following steps:

1. Remove transitively dependent attributes:
a. Locate any non-key attributes that are facts about another non-key attribute.
b. Remove these attributes and create a new entity.
c. Create a new relationship that relates the new entity to the original entity.

2. Update the E-R diagram to reflect your changes.

Dental claim information in third normal form

The entities and relationships that describe dental claim information are listed in third normal form in the following table.

The bold entities and relationships were added to organize the information in third normal form. Since none of the entities
listed contain attributes that are dependent on part of the primary key, the information shown in this table is also in second
normal form.

Data Entity/ Relationship Description
DENTAL CLAIM
* DENTAL CLAIM ID
EMP ID
DATE OF CLAIM

Entity Describes a dental claim for an employee.
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LISTS A DP
* DENTAL CLAIM ID
* DENTAL PROCEDURE ID

Relationship Relates DENTAL CLAIM to DENTAL
PROCEDURE.

DENTAL PROCEDURE
* DENTAL CLAIM ID
* PROCEDURE ID
PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
PROCEDURE FEE
SERVICE DATE

Entity Describes the procedures for a particular
dental claim; this weak entity was derived
from the DENTAL CLAIM entity because its
attributes appeared as repeating elements.

CLAIMS DENT
* EMP ID
* PATIENT NAME
* DENTAL CLAIM ID

Relationship Relates PATIENT to DENTAL CLAIM.

PATIENT
* EMP ID
* PATIENT NAME
RELATION TO EMPLOYEE
PATIENT DATE OF BIRTH
PATIENT ADDRESS

Entity Describes a patient who makes a claim; this
entity was derived from the DENTAL CLAIM
entity to avoid transitive dependencies;
in second normal form, the attributes
RELATION TO EMPLOYEE, PATIENT
DATE OF BIRTH, and PATIENT ADDRESS
were dependent on the non-key attributes
PATIENT NAME and EMP ID of DENTAL
CLAIM.

DENT CLAIMED FOR
* DENTAL CLAIM ID
* DENTIST LICENSE NUMBER

Relationship Relates DENTIST to DENTAL CLAIM.

DENTIST
* DENTIST LICENSE NUMBER
DENTIST NAME
DENTIST ADDRESS

Entity Describes the dentist who performs dental
work for a patient; this entity was derived
from the DENTAL CLAIM entity to avoid
transitive dependencies; in second normal
form, the attributes DENTIST NAME and
DENTIST ADDRESS were transitively
dependent on the non-key attributes
DENTIST NAME and DENTIST ADDRESS
of the DENTAL CLAIM entity.
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Normalized Data for the Commonweather Corporation
The data entities and relationships for the Commonweather Corporation are listed in first, second, and third normal forms
in the following tables.

Data entities for Commonweather in first normal form

The bold entities and relationships were added to organize the information in first normal form. Since none of the entities
listed contain attributes that are dependent on part of the primary key, the information shown in this table is already in
second normal form.

Data Entity/ relationship Description
OFFICE
* OFFICE CODE
OFFICE ADDRESS
OFFICE SPEED DIAL
OFFICE AREA CODE

Entity Describes offices in which employees work.

CALLS
* OFFICE CODE
* OFFICE PHONE

Relationship Relates OFFICE and PHONE.

PHONE
* OFFICE PHONE

Entity Describes office phones; this entity was
derived from the OFFICE entity because its
attributes appeared as repeating elements.

IS LOCATED
* OFFICE CODE
* EMP ID

Relationship Relates EMPLOYEE and OFFICE.

SKILL
* SKILL CODE
SKILL NAME
SKILL DESCRIPTION

Entity Describes the skills for each employee.

EXPERT IN
* SKILL CODE
* EMP ID
SKILL LEVEL
DATE ACQUIRED

Relationship Relates SKILL and EMPLOYEE.

DEPARTMENT
* DEPT ID
DEPT NAME

Entity Describes the departments that employees
belong to.

BELONGS TO
* DEPT ID
* EMP ID

Relationship Relates DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE.

HEADS
* DEPT ID
* EMP ID

Relationship Relates DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE.
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JOB
* JOB ID
JOB TITLE
JOB DESCRIPTION
REQUIREMENTS
MAX SALARY
MIN SALARY
NUMBER OF POSITIONS

Entity Describes the jobs employees perform
within the company.

PAYS
* JOB ID
* SALARY GRADE

Relationship Relates JOB and SALARY GRADE.

SALARY GRADE
* JOB ID
* SALARY GRADE
GRADE MIN SALARY
GRADE MAX SALARY

Entity Describes the salary grades for each
job; this weak entity was derived from
JOB because its attributes appeared as
repeating elements.

IS POSITIONED
* JOB ID
* EMP ID
SALARY
OVERTIME RATE
COMMISSION PERCENT
BONUS PERCENT
START DATE
TERMINATION DATE

Relationship Relates EMPLOYEE and JOB.

PROJECT
* PROJECT CODE
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
EST START DATE
ACT START DATE
EST END DATE
ACT END DATE

Entity Describes projects that employees work on
and lead.

WORKS ON
* PROJECT CODE
* EMP ID
WO START DATE
WO END DATE

Relationship Relates EMPLOYEE and PROJECT.

LEADS
* PROJECT CODE
* EMP ID

Relationship Relates EMPLOYEE and PROJECT

REPORTS TO
* WRKR EMP ID
* SUPR EMP ID
WRKR START DATE
WRKR END DATE

Relationship Relates those employees who are
supervisors to other employees who are
workers.
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MANAGES
* SUPR EMP ID
* WRKR EMP ID
SUPR START DATE
SUPR END DATE

Relationship Relates those employees who are workers
to other employees who are supervisors.

EMPLOYEE
* EMP ID
EMP NAME
SS NUMBER
EMP ADDRESS
EMP HOME PHONE
DATE OF BIRTH
DATE OF HIRE
DATE OF TERMINATION
STATUS

Entity Describes company employees.

INSURED BY
* EMP ID
* LIFE PLAN CODE

Relationship Relates EMPLOYEE and LIFE INS PLAN.

LIFE INS PLAN
* LIFE PLAN CODE
INSCO NAME
INSCO ADDRESS
INSCO PHONE
PLAN DESCRIPTION
GROUP NUMBER

Entity Describes a life insurance plan for each
employee.

CHOOSES
* EMP ID
* HEALTH PLAN CODE
* COVERAGE TYPE

Relationship Relates EMPLOYEE and COVERAGE.

COVERAGE
* HEALTH PLAN CODE
* COVERAGE TYPE
COVERAGE DESCRIPTION
SELECTION DATE
TERMINATION DATE

Entity Describes health coverage for each
employee.

SPECIFIES
* HEALTH PLAN CODE
* COVERAGE TYPE

Relationship Relates COVERAGE and HEALTH INS
PLAN.

HEALTH INS PLAN
* HEALTH PLAN CODE
GROUP NUMBER
INSCO NAME
INSCO ADDRESS
INSCO PHONE
PLAN DESCRIPTION

Entity Describes health insurance plans for
employees.
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PAYS FOR DENT
* HEALTH PLAN CODE
* COVERAGE TYPE
* DENTAL CLAIM ID

Relationship Relates COVERAGE and DENTAL CLAIM.

DENTAL CLAIM
* DENTAL CLAIM ID
EMP ID
COVERAGE TYPE
DATE OF CLAIM
PATIENT NAME
RELATION TO EMPLOYEE
PATIENT SEX
PATIENT DATE OF BIRTH
PATIENT ADDRESS
DENTIST LICENSE NUMBER
DENTIST NAME
DENTIST ADDRESS

Entity Describes a dental claim for an employee;
in this example, the DENTAL CLAIM entity
has an atomic key, DENTAL CLAIM ID.

LISTS A DP
* DENTAL CLAIM ID
* PROCEDURE ID

Relationship Relates DENTAL CLAIM and DENTAL
PROCEDURE.

DENTAL PROCEDURE
* DENTAL CLAIM ID
* PROCEDURE ID
PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
PROCEDURE FEE
SERVICE DATE

Entity Describes the procedures for a particular
dental claim; this entity was derived from
the DENTAL CLAIM entity because its
attributes appeared as repeating elements.

PAYS FOR HOSP
* HOSPITAL CLAIM ID
* HEALTH PLAN CODE
* COVERAGE TYPE

Relationship Relates COVERAGE and HOSPITAL
CLAIM.

HOSPITAL CLAIM
* HOSPITAL CLAIM ID
EMP ID
COVERAGE TYPE
DATE OF CLAIM
PATIENT NAME
RELATION TO EMPLOYEE
PATIENT SEX
PATIENT DATE OF BIRTH
PATIENT ADDRESS
DIAGNOSIS
HOSPITAL NAME
HOSPITAL ADDRESS
HOSPITAL PHONE
HOSPITAL CHARGES
ADMIT DATE
DISCHARGE DATE

Entity Describes a hospital claim for an employee.
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PAYS FOR PHY
* HEALTH PLAN CODE
* COVERAGE TYPE
* NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM ID

Relationship Relates COVERAGE and NON-HOSPITAL
CLAIM.

NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM
* NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM ID
EMP ID
COVERAGE TYPE
DATE OF CLAIM
PATIENT NAME
RELATION TO EMPLOYEE
PATIENT SEX
PATIENT DATE OF BIRTH
PATIENT ADDRESS
DIAGNOSIS
PHYSICIAN ID
PHYSICIAN NAME
PHYSICIAN ADDRESS
NUMBER OF NON-HOSP
PROCEDURES
PHYSICIAN CHARGES

Entity Describes a non-hospital claim for an
employee.

LISTS A NHP
* NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM ID
* NON-HOSPITAL
PROCEDURE ID

Relationship Relates NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM and NON-
HOSPITAL PROCEDURE.

NON-HOSPITAL PROCEDURE
* NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM ID
* PROCEDURE ID
PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
PROCEDURE FEE
SERVICE DATE

Entity Describes the procedures for a particular
hospital claim; this weak entity was
derived from the NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM
entity because its attributes appeared as
repeating elements.
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Data structure diagram showing Commonweather entities in first normal form

Data entities for Commonweather in second normal form

No changes were made to organize the information in second normal form.
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Data entities for Commonweather in third normal form

The bold entities and relationships were added to organize the information in third normal form.

Data Entity/ Relationship Description
OFFICE
* OFFICE CODE
OFFICE ADDRESS
OFFICE SPEED DIAL
OFFICE AREA CODE

Entity Describes the offices employees work in.

CALLS
* OFFICE CODE
* OFFICE PHONE

Relationship Relates OFFICE and PHONE.

PHONE
* OFFICE PHONE

Entity Describes office phones; this entity was
derived from the OFFICE entity because its
attributes appeared as repeating elements.

IS LOCATED
* OFFICE CODE
* EMP ID

Relationship Relates EMPLOYEE and OFFICE.
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SKILL
* SKILL CODE
SKILL NAME
SKILL DESCRIPTION

Entity Describes skills for each employee.

EXPERT IN
* SKILL CODE
* EMP ID
SKILL LEVEL
DATE ACQUIRED

Relationship Relates SKILL and EMPLOYEE.

DEPARTMENT
* DEPT ID
DEPT NAME

Entity Describes departments in which employees
work.

BELONGS TO
* DEPT ID
* EMP ID

Relationship Relates DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE.

HEADS
* DEPT ID
* EMP ID

Relationship Relates DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE.

JOB
* JOB ID
JOB TITLE
JOB DESCRIPTION
REQUIREMENTS
MAX SALARY
MIN SALARY
NUMBER OF POSITIONS

Entity Describes the jobs employees perform
within the company.

PAYS
* JOB ID
* SALARY GRADE

Relationship Relates JOB and SALARY GRADE.

SALARY GRADE
* JOB ID
* SALARY GRADE
GRADE MIN SALARY
GRADE MAX SALARY

Entity Describes salary grades for each job;
this entity was derived from the JOB
entity because its attributes appeared as
repeating elements.

IS POSITIONED
* JOB ID
* EMP ID
SALARY
OVERTIME RATE
COMMISSION PERCENT
BONUS PERCENT
START DATE
TERMINATION DATE

Relationship Relates JOB and EMPLOYEE.
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PROJECT
* PROJECT CODE
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
EST START DATE
ACT START DATE
EST END DATE
ACT END DATE

Entity Describes the projects that employees work
on.

WORKS ON
* PROJECT CODE
* EMP ID
WO START DATE
WO END DATE

Relationship Relates EMPLOYEE and PROJECT.

LEADS
* PROJECT CODE
* EMP ID

Relationship Relates EMPLOYEE and PROJECT.

REPORTS TO
* WRKR EMP ID
* SUPR EMP ID
WRKR START DATE
WRKR END DATE

Relationship Relates those employees who are
supervisors to other employees who are
workers.

MANAGES
* SUPR EMP ID
* WRKR EMP ID
SUPR START DATE
SUPR END DATE

Relationship Relates those employees who are workers
to other employees who are supervisors.

EMPLOYEE
* EMP ID
EMP NAME
SS NUMBER
EMP ADDRESS
EMP HOME PHONE
DATE OF BIRTH
DATE OF HIRE
DATE OF TERMINATION
STATUS

Entity Describes company employees.

INSURED BY
* EMP ID
* LIFE PLAN CODE

Relationship Relates EMPLOYEE and LIFE INS PLAN.

LIFE INS PLAN
* LIFE PLAN CODE
PLAN DESCRIPTION
GROUP NUMBER

Entity Describes the life insurance plan for each
employee.

CHOOSES
* EMP ID
* HEALTH PLAN CODE
* COVERAGE TYPE

Relationship Relates EMPLOYEE and COVERAGE.
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COVERAGE
* HEALTH PLAN CODE
* COVERAGE TYPE
COVERAGE DESCRIPTION

Entity Describes the health coverage chosen by
each employee.

SPECIFIES
* HEALTH PLAN CODE
* COVERAGE TYPE

Relationship Relates HEALTH INS PLAN and
COVERAGE.

HEALTH INS PLAN
* HEALTH PLAN CODE
GROUP NUMBER
PLAN DESCRIPTION

Entity Describes the health insurance for each
employee.

PROVIDES LIP
* LIFE PLAN CODE
* INSCO NAME

Relationship Relates INS CO and LIFE INS PLAN.

PROVIDES HIP
* HEALTH PLAN CODE
* INSCO NAME

Relationship Relates INS CO and HEALTH INS PLAN.

INS CO
* INSCO NAME
INSCO ADDRESS
INSCO PHONE

Entity Describes insurance companies; this entity
was derived from the LIFE INS PLAN
and HEALTH INS PLAN entities to avoid
transitive dependencies; in second normal
form, the attributes INSCO ADDRESS and
INSCO PHONE were transitively dependent
on the non-key attribute INSCO NAME.

PAYS FOR DENT
* HEALTH PLAN CODE
* COVERAGE TYPE
* DENTAL CLAIM ID

Relationship Relates COVERAGE and DENTAL CLAIM.

DENTAL CLAIM
* DENTAL CLAIM ID
DATE OF CLAIM

Entity Describes a dental claim for an employee;
in this example, the DENTAL CLAIM entity
has an atomic key, DENTAL CLAIM ID.

LISTS A DP
* DENTAL CLAIM ID
* PROCEDURE ID

Relationship Relates DENTAL CLAIM and DENTAL
PROCEDURE.

DENTAL PROCEDURE
* DENTAL CLAIM ID
* PROCEDURE ID
PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
PROCEDURE FEE
SERVICE DATE

Entity Describes the procedures for a particular
dental claim; this entity was derived from
the DENTAL CLAIM entity because its
attributes appeared as repeating elements.

DENT CLAIMED FOR
* DENTAL CLAIM ID
* DENTIST LICENSE NUMBER

Relationship Relates DENTIST and DENTAL CLAIM.
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DENTIST
* DENTIST LICENSE NUMBER
DENTIST NAME
DENTIST ADDRESS
DENTIST PHONE

Entity Describes the dentist who performed dental
work for a patient; this entity was derived
from the DENTAL CLAIM entity to avoid
transitive dependencies; in second normal
form, the attributes DENTIST NAME and
DENTIST ADDRESS were transitively
dependent on the non-key attributes
DENTIST NAME and DENTIST ADDRESS
of the DENTAL CLAIM entity.

CLAIMS DENT
* DENTAL CLAIM ID
* PATIENT NAME
* EMP ID

Relationship Relates PATIENT and DENTAL CLAIM.

PAYS FOR HOSP
* HOSPITAL CLAIM ID
* HEALTH PLAN CODE
* COVERAGE TYPE

Relationship Relates COVERAGE and HOSPITAL
CLAIM.

HOSPITAL CLAIM
* HOSPITAL CLAIM ID
EMP ID
COVERAGE TYPE
DATE OF CLAIM
HOSPITAL CHARGES
ADMIT DATE
DISCHARGE DATE
DIAGNOSIS

Entity Describes a hospital claim for an employee.

HOSP CLAIMED FOR
* HOSPITAL CLAIM ID
* HOSPITAL NAME

Relationship Relates HOSPITAL CLAIM and HOSPITAL.

HOSPITAL
* HOSPITAL NAME
HOSPITAL ADDRESS
HOSPITAL PHONE

Entity Describes the hospital in which a patient
was treated; this entity was derived from
the HOSPITAL CLAIM entity to avoid
transitive dependencies; in second normal
form, the attributes HOSPITAL ADDRESS
and HOSPITAL PHONE were transitively
dependent on the non-key attribute
HOSPITAL NAME of the HOSPITAL CLAIM
entity.

CLAIMS HOSP
* HOSPITAL CLAIM ID
* PATIENT NAME
* EMP ID

Relationship Relates PATIENT and HOSPITAL CLAIM.

PAYS FOR PHY
* HEALTH PLAN CODE
* COVERAGE TYPE
* NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM ID

Relationship Relates COVERAGE and NON-HOSPITAL
CLAIM.

NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM
* NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM ID
DATE OF CLAIM
DIAGNOSIS

Entity Describes a non-hospital claim for an
employee.
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LISTS A NHP
* NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM ID
* PROCEDURE ID

Relationship Relates NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM and NON-
HOSPITAL PROCEDURE.

NON-HOSPITAL PROCEDURE
* NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM ID
* PROCEDURE ID
PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
PROCEDURE FEE
SERVICE DATE

Entity Describes the procedures for a particular
non-hospital claim; this entity was derived
from the NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM entity
because its attributes appeared as
repeating elements.

PHYS CLAIMED FOR
* NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM ID
* PHYSICIAN ID

Relationship Relates NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM and
PHYSICIAN.

PHYSICIAN
* PHYSICIAN ID
PHYSICIAN NAME
PHYSICIAN ADDRESS
PHYSICIAN PHONE

Entity Describes a physician who performed a
service for a patient; this entity was derived
from the NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM entity to
avoid transitive dependencies; in second
normal form, the attributes PHYSICIAN
NAME, PHYSICIAN ADDRESS, and
PHYSICIAN PHONE were transitively
dependent on the non-key attribute
PHYSICIAN ID of the NON-HOSPITAL
CLAIM entity.

CLAIMS NHOSP
* NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM ID
* PATIENT NAME
* EMP ID

Relationship Relates NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM and
PATIENT.

PATIENT
* EMP ID
* PATIENT NAME
RELATION TO EMPLOYEE
PATIENT SEX
PATIENT DATE OF BIRTH
PATIENT ADDRESS

Entity Describes a patient who makes a claim;
this entity was derived from the DENTAL
CLAIM, HOSPITAL CLAIM, and NON-
HOSPITAL CLAIM entities to avoid
transitive dependencies; in second
normal form, the attributes RELATION TO
EMPLOYEE, PATIENT SEX, PATIENT
DATE OF BIRTH, and PATIENT ADDRESS
were transitively dependent on the non-key
attributes PATIENT NAME and EMP ID of
the DENTAL CLAIM entity; PATIENT is a
weak entity related to EMPLOYEE.
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Data structure diagram showing Commonweather entities in third normal form

Validating the Logical Design
 

The final test of a logical design is whether it provides all the information needed for application processing. To verify that
your logical database design is complete, you need to simulate the flow of each business processing function through the
database.

Tracing the Access Path

An access path shows the order in which data entities and their attributes are retrieved in the course of application
processing. By tracing the access path of each general and specific business function, you can determine whether the
database will support the processing needs of your organization. For clarity and readability, you need to draw a separate
access path diagram for each business function.
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Follow these steps:

1. Identify the entry point for the function. The entry point for a function is the first entity that it accesses in the
database. You can determine the entry point for a function by analyzing the description of the function. (See Section3,
"Analyzing the Business System".) From the description of a particular function, you need to determine the most direct
way to carry out the function.

2. Identify all entities and relationships that must be accessed. First make a list of all attributes required by the
application. Then identify the entities and relationships that contain those attributes.

3. Trace the direction of data flow. To distinguish the direction of data flow from those lines that represent data
relationships, you need to draw dotted lines to indicate the flow:
a. Draw a dotted line from outside the diagram to the entry-point entity.
b. Draw a dotted line through all entities and relationships that must be accessed. Do not be concerned about what

keys might be necessary to move from one entity type to another. Retrieve an entity only if it has the attributes that
you need to display or modify in some way.

c. Indicate the direction of data flow by drawing an arrow at the end of each dotted line.
4. Determine the type of access. Indicate on the access path diagram the type of access for each entity or relationship:

– R -- Read
– C -- Change
– A -- Add
– D -- Delete

Sample Access Path Diagram

The following diagram illustrates a sample access path diagram for a general business function and its specific
transactions.

As you trace the flow of each function, you may find that a particular application requires data that is not documented
in the logical design. In the event that this happens, you need to make changes to the design to include this data. Once
you have determined that the design contains all necessary data, you are prepared to develop a physical model for the
database.
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Introduction to Physical Design
The database designer is responsible for efficient access to the database no matter how that database is implemented.
This means that a complete logical and physical database design must take place prior to implementation.

In the first seven sections, you worked through the process for creating a logical database design, that is based on
business functions and rules. You are now ready to make physical design decisions.

What is physical database design?

Physical database design is the process of tailoring the logical model to specific application performance requirements.
During this phase of database design, you need to plan the best use of computer storage resources and provide for the
most efficient data access.

At the conclusion of the logical design process, you should have documentation that represents the data model required
to support the organization's information resource. As a result of normalization, you should also have an organized list
of data entities. With these resources, you are prepared to make intelligent decisions about how to optimize database
performance. This is the physical database design process.

Steps in the Physical Database Design Process
The physical database design process involves creating a base physical design followed by refinements based on the
implementation choice. The physical database design process involves the following steps:

1. Create a preliminary data structure diagram based on the logical database design.
2. Identify application performance requirements.
3. Assign location modes.
4. Evaluate and refine the physical database design.
5. Choose physical tuning options.
6. Minimize contention among transactions.

Physical Database Structures
 

Once you created your design, you perform the necessary calculations to determine the amount of space required by your
database and implement the database design using SQL or non-SQL data definition statements.

No matter how you choose to define the database, certain physical database structures are used by CA IDMS/DB to
implement your design.

Areas and Pages

CA IDMS/DB subdivides the physical database into separate areas, each consisting of a set of contiguously numbered
pages.

Areas are stored in operating system files, each page corresponding to one or more direct access blocks. CA IDMS/DB
usually transfers an entire page of data in a single input/output operation.

While some database pages are reserved for space management, the majority of pages are used to hold user data in the
form of entity occurrences. Each entity occurrence corresponds to a single row of an SQL-defined table or an instance of
a record defined by a non-SQL schema.

A page can contain as many entity occurrences as space availability permits.
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Segments

A segment defines the areas and files that contain the data in the database. A segment represents a physical database
usually defined by a single schema. For the database to access the segment at runtime, the segment must be included in
the definition of a DMCL.

DMCL

A DMCL is a collection of segment definitions that can be accessed in a single execution of CA IDMS/DB. The DMCL also
specifies buffer characteristics, describes the buffer and files for journaling database activity, and identifies a database
name table that the database uses at runtime to map a logical (or schema) definition of the database to specific segments.

A DMCL exists as a load module in a load (core-image) library and is used at runtime to determine where data required by
an application is physically stored.

For more information on segments and the DMCL, see the Administrating CA IDMS Database.

Database Keys

CA IDMS/DB assigns a database key (db-key) to each record occurrence when it is entered into the database. The
database key is the concatenation of the number of the page on which a record occurrence is stored and a line number.
A line number is an index to an eight-byte structure called a line index. The line index is used to locate the record
occurrence within the page. The database key uniquely identifies the record with which it is associated and never changes
as long as the record remains in the database.

Structure of the Physical Database

The diagram below shows how areas, pages, and entity occurrences appear in the database.

The EMPDATA database area contains four pages and five entity occurrences. Each of the entity occurrences is uniquely
identified by a database key. For example, the database key for the Mary Bliss occurrence is 1001:1.
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SQL and Non-SQL Definitions
In CA IDMS, you have the choice of implementing your database design with either SQL or non-SQL definition
statements. The choice of which definition language to use is based on the specific needs of your application.

Most of the physical design process is the same, regardless of which language is chosen. In those few areas of design
implementation where the options differ for SQL and non-SQL, those options are clearly noted in this section.

Likewise, there are some variances in the terminology used with each of the implementation languages. The
accompanying table outlines sets of equivalent terminology.

Table of Terms

Logical/Physical Design Terminology SQL Terminology Non-SQL Terminology
Entity Table Record type
Entity occurrence Row Record occurrence
Data element Column Field/element
CALC location mode CALC location mode CALC location mode
Clustered location mode Clustered location mode VIA location mode
Parent Referenced table Owner
Child Referencing table Member
Relationship Referential constraint Set
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Index Index Index

Creating a Preliminary Data Structure Diagram
To derive a preliminary data structure diagram from an entity-relationship diagram, you need to do the following in the
order listed:

Represent Entities

Entities

Each entity in the logical database design is represented by an entity on the preliminary data structure diagram as shown
below.

Each attribute identified during the logical database design process becomes a data element in the physical design. The
names you used in the logical database design are also used in the physical design process.

Representing Relationships as Entities

Certain relationships defined during the logical design process should be represented as entities in the preliminary data
structure diagram. These include:

• Relationships carrying non-key data
• Many-to-many relationships

Another type of relationship, the self-referencing relationship, can become a separate entity in the preliminary data
structure diagram or can carry the key to the relationship as a foreign key.

Each of these types of relationships is discussed below.

Relationships carrying non-key data

While most data relationships defined in the logical design contain only foreign keys, some carry both keys and non-key
data. Relationships that contain non-key data must be represented as entities as you continue with the physical database
design.

For example, because the relationship IS POSITIONED IN carries both keys and non-key data, it must be represented as
an entity. Give this new entity an appropriate name.
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Keys Non-key data

JOB ID
EMP ID

SALARY
OVERTIME RATE
COMMISSION PERCENT
BONUS PERCENT
START DATE
TERMINATION DATE

However, the relationship IS LOCATED should not be represented as an entity because it contains only key information:

   OFFICE CODE (key)

   EMP ID (key)

Many-to-many relationships

In a physical database design, you establish connections between related entities through one-to-many or one-to-
one relationships. Each many-to-many relationship defined in the logical design must be converted to two one-to-many
relationships. To make this change, you need to represent each many-to-many relationship as an entity, whether it
contains non-key data or not. When you derive an entity from a many-to-many relationship, you create two one-to-many
relationships, as shown below.

In the Commonweather Corporation, an employee can possess as many as five skills and a specific skill can be held by
many employees. This situation establishes a many-to-many relationship between the SKILL and EMPLOYEE entities.
Before you implement such a relationship under CA IDMS/DB, you must first create a new entity.

By replacing the many-to-many relationship between EMPLOYEE and SKILL with a new entity, you create two one-to-
many relationships:

• A one-to-many relationship is created between EMPLOYEE and the entity EXPERTISE.
• Another one-to-many relationship is created between SKILL and EXPERTISE.

Name the new entities appropriately.
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Self-referencing relationships

A self-referencing relationship allows users to combine information from different occurrences of the same entity.
For example, to relate different employees in a company, an application program might combine data from different
occurrences of the EMPLOYEE entity. A database user can then show employees and the managers they report to.

You may find more than one self-referencing relationship on a particular entity. If the relationships use the same keys, they
are probably mirror images of each other. For example, MANAGES and REPORTS TO are two side of the same coin.
Since they both use the same key and carry the same data, they are really one relationship.

Replace the self-referencing relationship with an entity if any of the following are true:

• If the self-referencing relationship carries data (for example, the date that the employee began to work for this
manager)

• If you want to carry historical information (such as what managers an employee has had)
• If the self-referencing relationship is a many-to-many relationship

Replace the self-referencing relationship with an entity, specifying two relationships between the original entity and the
new entity. These relationships can be one-to-many or one-to-one, depending on the logic behind them.

The following diagram shows how you might resolve a self-referencing relationship into an entity having two relationships
with the primary entity: one one-to-many relationship and one one-to-one relationship. The new entity contains further
information on the relationship between manager and employees.
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If none of the above conditions apply, you can represent the relationship simply using a foreign key. In this case, the
key of the manager would be carried as a foreign key in the EMPLOYEE entity. This approach will require fewer storage
resources and therefore is recommended in those situations where it can be used.

Represent Relationships Between Entities

In the logical design process, you represented relationships between entities with diamonds and identified the keys
associated with the relationship.

During the previous step ("Representing Entities") you changed each many-to-many relationship to two one-to-many
relationships by creating a new entity. All relationships between entities should now fall into only two categories:

• One-to-many relationships
• One-to-one relationships

Representing the relationships

To represent the relationships in the preliminary data structure diagram, perform the following steps:

1. For each relationship, draw a line between the related entities.
2. For each one-to-many relationship, place an arrow on the line between the entities to identify the "many" side of

the relationship.
3. For each one-to-one relationship, do not draw an arrow on the line between the entities.
4. Name the relationship. Usually the name is a concatenation of the two entities it relates.

For example, the relationship between OFFICE and EMPLOYEE could be called OFFICE-EMPLOYEE and the
relationship between SKILL and EXPERTISE could be called SKILL-EXPERTISE.

5. Indicate the foreign key.
The foreign key will be shown as part of the definition of the relationship.

Foreign keys in a one-to-many relationship

In a one-to-many relationship, the key of the one entity is carried as a foreign key in the many entity.
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For example, in the relationship between the entities OFFICE and EMPLOYEE, the key for the OFFICE entity (the one
entity) is carried as a foreign key in the EMPLOYEE entity (the many entity).

Add the foreign key to the list of data elements associated with the appropriate entity and indicate each foreign key on
the data structure diagram, as described below:

1. Under the relationship name, indicate the foreign key used in the relationship.
For example, specify OFFICE CODE under the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE relationship to indicate that the data element
OFFICE CODE is a foreign key for that relationship.

2. Rename foreign keys used to establish self-referencing relationships. Like any other entity that was originally
a logical relationship, the entity used to define a self-referencing relationship carries as foreign keys the keys from
each of the entities it relates. However, in this type of relationship, the two foreign keys must be derived from the same
entity, EMPLOYEE.
To avoid having two data elements with the same name (EMP ID) as keys to the entity, assign unique names to the
foreign keys. For example, you might name the keys MGR ID and EMP ID to distinguish managers from workers.

NOTE
The foreign key in a self-referencing relationship must be nullable. If it were not nullable, the first piece of data
stored could not satisfy the referential integrity of the relationship. For example, the first employee stored would
carry a manager ID that would not match an existing employee ID, as the integrity of the relationship requires. If
the self-referencing relationship carries data, that data must also be nullable.

Foreign keys in a one-to-one relationship

In a one-to-one relationship, the foreign key can be placed in either entity participating in the relationship. Usually, you
can conserve space by placing the foreign key in one of the two entities. For example, if there is a relationship between
DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE to indicate which employee is head of a department, you can conserve space by placing
the EMP ID of the head of the department in the DEPARTMENT entity rather than the other way around since there will
typically be far more employees than departments.

Diagramming relationships between entities

The diagram below shows a portion of the data structure diagram for Commonweather after your changes have been
made.
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Estimate Entity Lengths

Once the entity types have been identified, you should estimate the length of each entity. To calculate each entity's length,
add up the length of the data elements contained in the entity. Don't forget to include foreign keys residing in that entity. If
the entity has a variable length, estimate the maximum possible length of the entity.

Although the lengths of entities may change as you refine the physical design, it is useful to have an estimate of the size
of an entity during the design process.

Indicating the length

Once you have determined the length of a particular database entity, you can indicate this information in the data structure
diagram. The example below shows the OFFICE entity with a length of 55.

Preliminary Data Structure Diagram Example
Following is the preliminary data structure diagram that represents entities, relationships, foreign keys, and estimated
entity lengths:
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Identifying Application Performance Requirements
After creating the preliminary data structure diagram, you need to interview company employees who can help you
determine the application requirements for the database so that you can refine that database structure.

Performance and storage requirements

As you gather information from users, you need to identify both the performance and storage requirements of the system:

• Establish performance requirements for transactions.
• Prioritize transactions.
• Determine how often each transaction will be executed.
• Identify access requirements for each transaction.
• Determine the database entry point and access key for each transaction.
• Project growth patterns.
• Determine the number of entity occurrences in each relationship.
• Determine how often each database entity will be accessed.

The requirements of the system determine how you should design the physical database model. For example, the
requirements of a particular application can help you to define the page size for a database area.

Making design decisions

You will use the information that you gather at this stage in the physical design process to make several design decisions
later on, as shown below.

Information gathered in this section Used in...
Performance requirements for transactions
Transaction priorities
Access requirements
Database entry points and access keys

Refining the Physical Design (Section12)

How often each transaction will be executed
How often each entity will be accessed

Minimizing Contention Among Transactions (Section14)

Projected growth patterns
Number of entity occurrences in each relationship

Determining the Size of the Database (Section15)

 

 

Establishing Performance Requirements for Transactions
Employees depend on fast computer turnaround to accomplish their day-to-day work. To ensure satisfactory turnaround
time, you should establish performance requirements for the system.

Since company personnel have varying information requirements, you need to define separate performance requirements
for each transaction. While some transactions perform high-volume, routine processing, such as payroll, inventory, and
budgets, others enable end users to make ad hoc requests for information.

Company personnel measure the efficiency of a transaction by the amount of work it can perform and the amount of time
it requires to perform the work. If you help employees to define realistic expectations of transaction performance, you can
set performance requirements for the system that will be acceptable to the user community.

Processing modes
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For each transaction, select a mode of computer processing that meets the needs of users without degrading system
performance. For example, you might decide to execute a high-volume processing task as a batch job, while allowing end
users to make ad hoc requests for data through an online application.

Once the processing mode has been established, define appropriate performance requirements for the transaction.
Your requirements will vary depending on the mode of processing: while a 12-hour turnaround time might be acceptable
for a large batch program, a 5-minute response time will be unsatisfactory for an online application.

Sample Transactions

The following table shows performance requirements for three sample transactions at the Commonweather Corporation.

Transaction Processing Mode Time
Add or delete a claim Online 3 seconds
List of employees for an office Batch 15 minutes
Show salary grade for all jobs Online 6 seconds

Considerations

Your requirements should take into consideration the resources available with the computer system. If the resources are
not adequate to meet the established performance requirements, you will need to modify the expectations of the user
community or acquire additional resources.

Prioritizing Transactions
Every data processing department must prioritize requests for transactions. For example, when a high-level executive
requires access to vital organization information, the data processing department tries to provide this information
immediately.

As the DBA, you are responsible for ensuring that critical transactions execute in an efficient manner. To optimize
performance, you need to schedule data processing tasks according to specific organization priorities.

Assigning priorities to transactions

The following table shows how you might prioritize three typical transactions.

Establish a HIGH priority for transactions that are vital to the operations of the organization. For example, you might
specify a HIGH priority for a transaction that services the information needs of upper-level managers in the organization.

Sample Transactions

Transaction Processing Mode Time Priority
Add or delete a claim Online 3 seconds High
List of employees for an office Batch 15 minutes Medium
Show salary grade for all jobs Online 6 seconds Low

Determining How Often Transactions Will Be Executed
Early in the design process, you need to determine how often each transaction will be executed. This can give you an
indication of how the transaction might affect the overall performance of the system.

To determine how often particular transactions will be executed:
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• Find out the hours when each transaction will be run.
• Create a preliminary schedule of batch update and reporting program runs.
• Once you have created a schedule of processing jobs, estimate how often each transaction will be executed during the

hours when it is typically run.

Sample transactions

The following table shows how often three typical transactions will be executed.

Transaction Processing Mode Time Priority Frequency of Access
Add or delete a claim Online 3 seconds High 100/day
List of employees for an
office

Batch 15 minutes Medium 5/week

Show salary grade for all
jobs

Online 6 seconds Low 5/week

Identifying Access Requirements
You identify access requirements for each transaction by analyzing the business functions documented during the logical
design process. Different business functions require different access to the database.

Business function

The following business function specifies that you need to access the SKILL, EXPERTISE, and EMPLOYEE entities:

Add a skill for an employee.

Sample transactions

Transaction Processing Mode Time Priority Frequency of
Access

Access
Requirements

Add or delete a claim Online 3 seconds High 100/day EMPLOYEE CLAIM
List of employees for
an office

Batch 15 minutes Medium 5/week OFFICE EMPLOYEE

Show salary grade
for all jobs

Online 6 seconds Low 5/week JOB SALARY
GRADE

Determining the Database Entry Point and Access Key for Each Transaction
You need to determine the first entity that each transaction accesses in the database. Identifying entry points can point out
the need for extra indexes, or, as will be seen in Determining How an Entity Should Be Stored, the need for an entity to be
stored with a location mode of CALC.

You can determine the database entry point and the data element that is used as an access key for a transaction by
reviewing the access path diagram that you developed for the transaction during the logical design process. Specify the
name of the entity and the data element that is used to access the entity.

Sample transactions
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The following table shows the database entry points and access keys for three typical transactions.

Transaction Processing
Mode

Time Priority Frequency of
Access

Access
Requirements

Entry Point

Add or delete a
claim

Online 3 seconds High 100/day EMPLOYEE
CLAIM

EMPLOYEE
(EMP ID)

List of employees
for an office

Batch 15 minutes Medium 5/week OFFICE
EMPLOYEE

OFFICE (OFFICE
CODE)

Show salary
grade for all jobs

Online 6 seconds Low 5/week JOB SALARY
GRADE

JOB (None)

Projecting Growth Patterns
Projecting the minimum, most frequent, and maximum number of entity occurrences helps you to determine how much
space is required to support a database. These projections should be for a specified period of time.

To structure the database correctly, you need to make the following projections for each entity:

• Minimum number of occurrences -- Identifies the starting point for the database and, when compared to the maximum,
gives you an idea of the projected growth.

• Most typical number of occurrences -- Identifies the number of occurrences seen most frequently in the database (the
mode). This number is used in determining the number of entity occurrences in a relationship and during performance
analysis.

• Maximum number of occurrences -- Identifies the largest expected number of occurrences of this entity. This figure is
used for sizing the database.

Sample number of entity occurrences

Entity Name Minimum Most Frequent Maximum
DEPARTMENT 9 15 20
EMPLOYEE 560 1000 1500
OFFICE 36 90 150
JOB 41 80 120
SKILL 68 80 120
STRUCTURE 1000 1500 2000
EMPOSITION 2000 2500 3000
EXPERTISE 3000 3500 4000
COVERAGE 1000 4000 6000
LIFE INS PLAN 3 4 5
HEALTH INS PLAN 5 10 10
INS CO 5 10 15
HOSPITAL CLAIM 800 3000 5000
NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM 1000 4000 6000
DENTAL CLAIM 2500 5000 7000
PATIENT 2000 5000 7000
DENTIST 100 300 1000
PROJECT 350 500 1000
NON-HOSPITAL PROCEDURE 2000 5000 8000
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DENTAL PROCEDURE 4500 7000 9000
PHYSICIAN 100 300 1000
HOSPITAL 50 100 300
WORKER 560 3000 5600

Determining the Number of Entities in Each Relationship
To determine the sizing characteristics of the database, you will need to know the number of entities in each data
relationship. For example, you will need to know the number of employees in each department to allow for effective
placement of the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT database entities.

Document both the expected and maximum number of entities in each relationship. If these numbers cannot be provided,
use the statistics on numbers of entity occurrences that are gathered earlier to determine the numbers. For example, you
can calculate the maximum number of employees in each department by dividing the maximum number of EMPLOYEE
entity occurrences by the maximum number of DEPARTMENT entity occurrences.

Sample numbers of relationship entity occurrences

The following table shows the projected number of entity occurrences in three sample data relationships.

Relationship Expected Maximum
Employees in each department 66 75
Employees in each office 8 20
Positions for each employee 2 5

Determining How Often Each Entity Will Be Accessed
If you know how often each entity will be accessed, you will be able to predict potential bottlenecks in the system. To
estimate how frequently each entity will be accessed:

• Review the database access path of each transaction that uses the entity.
• Analyze the frequency with which each transaction will be executed.

Sample entity access rates

The following table shows how often three sample database entities might be added, deleted, updated, or retrieved in the
course of business at Commonweather Corporation.

Entity Name Adds Deletes Updates Reads
DEPARTMENT 3/year 3/year 1/week 25/day
EMPLOYEE 4/month 3/month 8/week 100/day
JOB 1/week 1/week 5/week 25/day

Determining How to Store an Entity
This article discusses the first step in the refinement process—assigning location modes to the entities in the database,
after you create a preliminary data structure diagram and gather the information necessary to refine the diagram.
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Location Modes
To ensure efficient database performance, plan the best use of computer storage resources and provide for the most
efficient data access. Several facilities are available under CA IDMS/DB for this purpose. By minimizing the number of
input/output operations that are performed against the database, these facilities ensure optimal processing performance.

The data location modes in CA IDMS/DB provide you with the following capabilities:

Randomization

CALC location mode

CA IDMS/DB allows users to distribute occurrences of a particular entity randomly across the area to which it is assigned.
Randomization of entity occurrences is achieved with the CALC location mode.

When you specify CALC for an entity, the database uses a randomizing algorithm to calculate a storage page for each
occurrence of that entity; the calculation is based on the value of a symbolic key (named the CALC key).

The following diagram shows the use of the CALC location mode to randomize entity occurrences.
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CA IDMS/DB stores an occurrence of a CALC entity on or near a calculated storage page. The entity is placed directly on
the preferred page if sufficient space exists. Otherwise, it is placed on the next page within the area where sufficient space
exists. If the end of the area is reached in the search for space, CA IDMS/DB wraps around to the beginning of the area.

Purpose of the CALC location mode

The purpose of the CALC location mode is twofold:

• Direct retrieval by symbolic key, enabling retrieval of an entity occurrence with a single read operation. Retrieval
of an entity located CALC involves knowing only the value of its CALC key; the database automatically converts the
CALC key into the correct page number when the entity is requested. For more information concerning the use of
numeric fields within a record of the CALC key, see Zoned and Packed Decimal Fields as IDMS Keys.

• Random distribution of entity occurrences over all the pages in an area. This reduces overflow conditions and
leaves space for clustered entity occurrences. For further information on overflow conditions, see General Database
Sizing Considerations.

Clustering

Clustering enables you to group entity occurrences that are likely to be accessed together. When you request clustering,
the database stores each entity occurrence as close as possible to another occurrence to which it is logically related.

Minimizing read operations

By storing related entity occurrences on or near the same page, clustering minimizes the number of read operations
that are required to access the database. Clustering could, for example, be used to retrieve a DEPARTMENT entity
occurrence and its related EMPLOYEE entity occurrences with a single read operation.

Clustering enhances processing performance by grouping entity occurrences that are likely to be accessed together. For
example, clustering could be used to store employees CRANE, GARDNER, and FONRAD on the same database page
as the OPERATIONS department, the department to which these employees belong. All four entity occurrences could be
retrieved with a single read operation.
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Clustering methods

CA IDMS/DB supports the following methods of clustering entity occurrences:

• Clustering through a relationship allows you to cluster entity occurrences related through a relationship. This causes an
entity (the child) to be stored as close as possible to the entity it references (the parent).
If assigned to the same area, child occurrences will target to the same page as their parent.
When assigned to a different area, child occurrences are stored at the same relative position in their area as the parent
occurrence is in its area.
This is the most efficient means of clustering two or more related entities.
To indicate clustering through a relationship, you specify a location mode of CLUSTERED and the name of the
relationship around which this entity is to be clustered.
For further information on how CA IDMS/DB clusters entity occurrences, see Administrating CA IDMS Database.

• Clustering through an index allows you to cluster entity occurrences based on the value of a symbolic key. If clustering
using an index, all occurrences having the same (or similar) index key values are targeted to the same database page.
This has the effect of maintaining entity occurrences physically in sequence by the value of the key.
This is the most efficient means of ordering data occurrences if multiple occurrences are often retrieved in the
sequence of their key values. However, its benefit is minimized if frequent additions and deletions cause entity
occurrences to be stored out of sequence due to overflow conditions.
To indicate clustering through an index, you specify a location mode of CLUSTERED and the name of the index
around which this entity is to be clustered.
For more information on indexes, see Refining the Database Design.

• Clustering using the CALC location mode allows you to cluster entities related through a shared data element. You
assign the CALC location mode to each entity, defining corresponding data elements as CALC keys.
When the CALC location mode is specified for two entities, CA IDMS/DB stores all entity occurrences that have the
same CALC key value on or near the same database page.
This is a means of clustering entities even if no relationship exists but does not work well for extremely volatile or high-
volume entities. Frequent additions and deletions of entity occurrences may increase the likelihood of contention and, if
many occurrences target to the same page, overflow conditions will increase I/O rates.
To indicate clustering using the CALC location mode, you specify a location mode of CALC for each entity, defining
identical data elements as CALC keys.

Guidelines for Determining How an Entity Should Be Stored
Guidelines for assigning location modes to entities are shown below. As you determine how you want to store each entity,
indicate this information on your data structure diagram.
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The decision operations in the chart are discussed below, followed by a discussion of how to assign data location modes
to entities in the Commonweather Corporation database.

Is This Entity Both a Parent and a Child?

Ask this question of every entity that is identified in the logical database design.

If the answer to this question is Yes for an entity, the entity is involved in multiple relationships. Decide which, if any, of
these relationships you use for clustering.
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Is There Optimal Relationship Clustering for This Entity?

If the entity is involved in multiple relationships in which it is both the parent and child, it may be possible to cluster this
entity around another related entity. Optimal clustering means that application programs access this entity most often
with another entity and clustering can be used effectively.

Clustering through a relationship is one of the most effective ways of reducing I/Os when related entity occurrences are
retrieved together. Therefore, if applications accessing this entity frequently access related entities, you should generally
cluster the child entities through the relationship.

NOTE
If the size of all clustered entity occurrences is too large, the benefit of clustering might be negated because
several I/Os are required to access the entire cluster.

If there is no optimal clustering, the entity should be stored CALC, providing both an alternate entry point into the
database and a parent around which other entities can be clustered.

Example

An example of such an entity is the EMPLOYEE entity. This entity is both a parent and a child but has no optimal
clustering.

The COVERAGE entity, on the other hand, is both a parent and child but can be clustered optimally around the
EMPLOYEE-COVERAGE relationship because access is most often with the EMPLOYEE entity, and multiple
COVERAGE entity occurrences relating to a particular employee are often accessed simultaneously.

Is This a Parent Entity but Not a Child Entity?

Ask this question for each entity that does not exist as both a parent and a child.

An entity that exists only as a parent entity is often used as an entry point into the database. For this reason, it is
advisable to have a fast access key on the entity.

The CALC location mode generally is a better choice than an index key because:

• It requires fewer I/Os to access an entity using a CALC key.
• The CALC algorithm randomizes entity occurrences, thus allowing space to cluster related entity occurrences.

Example

An example of a parent entity but not a child entity is the DEPARTMENT entity. This entity should be stored CALC based
on the DEPT ID.

Is This a Child Entity but Not a Parent Entity?

Ask this question of each entity that exists neither as a parent and child, nor as only a parent.

An entity that acts as a child but not a parent is not usually used as an entry point into the database. This entity often can
be stored clustered around one of its parent entities.

Clustering through a relationship is one of the most effective ways of reducing I/Os when related entity occurrences are
retrieved together. Therefore, if applications accessing this entity frequently access related entities, you should generally
cluster the child entities through the relationship.

NOTE
If the size of all clustered entity occurrences is large, the benefit of clustering might be negated because it
requires several I/Os to access the entire cluster.

Example
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An example of a child entity but not a parent is the EXPERTISE entity. An occurrence of this entity is most frequently
accessed through its associated EMPLOYEE entity occurrence. Therefore, it can be stored clustered around the EMP-
EXPERTISE relationship.

Is Generic Retrieval Required and Is the Entity Relatively Static?

The only entities left to ask this question of are standalone entities and child-only entities having no optimal clustering.

You should choose CALC location mode if application programs always retrieve this entity using its full key or if it is
relatively dynamic (that is, many additions, deletions, or key changes).

If an entity is relatively static and multiple occurrences are often retrieved together, it is most effective to cluster the entity
through an index defined on the most-commonly used access key.

If the entity is not static, but often participates in multi-occurrence retrievals, cluster the entity on an index defined on its
db-key. For more information on indexes, Section12, "Refining the Database Design"

Graphic Conventions
 

Graphic conventions are used to represent both the location mode and indexes.

Conventions for Specifying Location Mode

To indicate your location mode decision on the data structure diagram, you need to name the method (CALC or
CLUSTERED). If the entity is to be stored CALC, name the CALC key. If the entity is to be clustered, name the
relationship or the index it is to be clustered around.

The diagram below shows how your location method decisions are indicated on the diagram. The EMPLOYEE entity
has a location mode of CALC. Its CALC key is the data element EMP ID and duplicates of this key are not allowed; the
key must be unique. The second example is the DENTAL CLAIM entity, which has a location mode of CLUSTERED.
Occurrences of this entity will be clustered around the COVERAGE-CLAIMS relationship.

The following characteristics of the entities are indicated on the diagram:
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• Entity name -- The name of the entity
• Length -- The estimated data length (in bytes) for fixed-length entities; the maximum length for variable-length entities.

This information is used in database sizing.
• Location mode -- How the entity is stored in the database (CALC or CLUSTERED).
• CALC-key, relationship name, or index name -- The name of the CALC-key field (CALC entities) or the name of the

relationship around which this entity is to be clustered (if the entity is to be clustered around a relationship), or the
name of the index around which this entity is to be clustered (if the entity is to be clustered around an index).

• Dup opt (CALC entities only) -- The duplicates option: the disposition of entities with duplicate CALC keys (U for unique
or blank for non-unique).

Conventions for Representing Indexes

To represent an index on the data structure diagram:

• Use a triangle to represent the index.
• Specify a name for the index.
• Identify the data element name(s) that are to be indexed.
• Specify whether duplicate indexed keys are allowed (blank) or not allowed (U).

Sample index representation

The following diagram shows the standard CA IDMS/DB notation for an index. The index allows the DBMS to access
all EMPLOYEE entity occurrences in the database based on the last name/first name in ascending order. Duplicate last
name/first name combinations are allowed.

Location Modes for Entities

By following the guidelines presented in this section, you can assign appropriate location modes to the entities in your
database. The following table is an example shows how the location mode was decided for each entity a database.

Is this entity... Both parent and
child?

With optimal
clustering?

Parent and not
child

Child and not
parent (w/optimal
clustering)?

Generic retrieval
and relatively
static?

DEPARTMENT N - Y - -
OFFICE N - Y - -
PROJECT Y N - - -
INS CO N - Y - -
LIFE INS PLAN N - N N Y
HEALTH INS Y N - - -
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PLAN Y N - - -
NON-HOSPITAL N - N N -
CLAIM Y N - - -
DENTAL CLAIM N - Y - -
HOSPITAL Y N - - -
PHYSICIAN N - Y - -
DENTIST N - Y - -
EMPLOYEE N - Y - -
JOB      
SKILL      
PATIENT      

Location mode: Store CALC on primary key. For example, store the EMPLOYEE entity CALC on EMP ID.

Is this entity... Both parent and
child?

With optimal
clustering?

Parent and not
child

Child and not
parent (w/optimal
clustering)?

Generic retrieval
and relatively
static?

EMPOSITION N - Y - -
EXPERTISE N - Y - -
STRUCTURE Y N - - -
WORKER N - Y - -
PHONE N - N N Y
SALARY Y N - - -
GRADE Y N - - -
COVERAGE N - N N -
NON-HOSPITAL Y N - - -
PROCEDURE N - Y - -
DENTAL Y N - - -
PROCEDURE N - Y - -

Location mode: Store clustered on the optimal relationship. For example, store the EXPERTISE entity clustered on the
EMP-EXPERTISE relationship

Revised Data Structure Diagram for the Commonweather Corporation

After you have decided how you want to store and access each entity, indicate this information on the data structure
diagram. Below is the updated data structure diagram for the Commonweather Corporation database.
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Refining the Database Design
You have created a preliminary model for a physical database and have identified the entities in the database. You have
also gathered the information necessary to refine this diagram and have assigned location modes to the entities. Now you
will refine the preliminary design to allow for optimal transaction and system performance.

Evaluating the Database Design
Evaluation considerations

Before you refine the data structure diagram, you need to evaluate the design for performance. To satisfy performance
requirements for each individual business transaction, you need to consider the following issues:

• Input/output (I/O) performance -- Is the number of I/O operations performed against the database sufficiently low to
provide satisfactory transaction performance?

• CPU time -- Does the structure of the physical database optimize the use of CPU processing?
• Space management -- Do design choices help to conserve storage resources?

Once you have refined the database to satisfy each individual transaction, you need to determine how the system will be
affected by the concurrent execution of several transactions. To avoid excessive contention for database resources, you
need to make appropriate changes to the physical model.

Refining the database design

Like many other database design procedures, refining the database design is an iterative process, as shown below. As
you refine the design, you need to evaluate the design for performance. When you make changes, you should review the
design to ensure that it will optimize processing for all critical transactions and also minimize the likelihood of contention.

Refinement Options
CA IDMS/DB provides options for refining the database design to ensure optimal performance in individual transactions.
There is no right or wrong method for refining the physical database model. Your organization's requirements will
determine the best approach for you.

Options

The following database options can be used to ensure optimal performance in individual business transactions:

• Indexes -- Section11, "Determining How an Entity Should Be Stored" showed you how to include indexes in the
database design to provide data clustering. At this point in the design process, you have the option to include
additional indexes to provide generic search capabilities as well as alternate access keys.

• Collapsing relationships -- A one-to-many relationship can be expressed within a single entity by making the many
portion of the relationship a repeating data element. A one-to-many relationship expressed in this way can enhance
processing performance by reducing DBMS overhead associated with processing multiple entity occurrences.

• Introducing redundancy -- By maintaining certain data redundantly, you can sometimes enhance processing
efficiency in selected applications.

Each of these options is described in detail below following a discussion of how to estimate I/Os for transactions.

Estimating I/Os for Transactions
Contents

After you have assigned data location and access modes to the entities in a database, you need to estimate the number
of input/output operations that each business transaction will perform. You estimate the I/O count for a transaction
by tracing the flow of processing from one entity to another in the database. As you trace the flow of processing, you
determine the number of I/Os required to access all necessary entities.
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The I/O estimate for a business transaction depends on several factors, including:

• The order in which entities are accessed
• The location mode of each entity accessed
• The types of indexes (if any) used to access the data
• How the entities are clustered in the database

General guidelines

Assuming that an entire cluster of database entities can fit on a single database page, you can use the following general
guidelines for estimating I/Os:

• Zero I/Os are required to access an entity that is clustered around a previously accessed entity.
• One I/O is required to access an entity stored CALC.
• Three I/Os are required to access an entity through an index.

To calculate the time required to perform all I/O operations in a particular transaction, perform the following computations:

• Total number of I/Os for all entity types -- Compute the total number of I/O operations by adding the number of I/Os
required to retrieve and update occurrences of all entity types.

• I/O reserve factor -- Multiply the total number of I/Os by 1.5 to account for possible overflow conditions and large
index structures.

• Amount of time to perform I/Os -- Multiply the total number of I/Os for all entity types by the access time for the
device being used. The result is a rough estimate of the time required to perform all I/O operations in the transaction.

Once you have determined how much time will be required to execute a particular transaction, you need to compare this
time figure with the performance goal you established earlier in the design process. If the required time does not meet
your expectations, you need to modify the physical database model until it does. Sometimes you have to change your
expectations.

For further information on establishing performance goals for business transactions, see Section10, "Identifying
Application Performance Requirements".

Two sample exercises in estimating I/Os are presented below. Each exercise uses the EMPLOYEE, EXPERTISE, and
SKILL entities:

Sample Exercise 1 Estimating I/Os for a Retrieval Transaction

Suppose you need to estimate I/Os for the following transaction:

Identify skills for an employee.

In this transaction, the user specifies an employee ID value and the system returns the employee ID, name, skill code,
skill level, and skill description for the specified employee. This transaction uses the EMPLOYEE entity as an entry point
to the database.

I/O estimates
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By analyzing the access path of the transaction, you can make the following I/O estimates for each entity accessed:

• EMPLOYEE -- Because this entity is stored CALC, only one I/O operation is required to retrieve one EMPLOYEE
entity occurrence from the database.

• EXPERTISE -- Each employee can have as many as five skills. Therefore, the transaction retrieves five EXPERTISE
entity occurrences for each EMPLOYEE entity occurrence. However, since EXPERTISE entity occurrences are
clustered around a related EMPLOYEE entity occurrence, no I/Os are necessary to retrieve the EXPERTISE entity
occurrences.

• SKILL -- For each EXPERTISE entity occurrence retrieved, there is an associated SKILL entity occurrence in the
database. Therefore five SKILL entity occurrences are retrieved for each employee. Since the SKILL entity is stored
CALC, its occurrences are distributed randomly in the database. To retrieve five SKILL entity occurrences, the system
must perform five I/Os.

Estimating I/Os for a sample retrieval transaction

A total of six I/O operations will be performed by this transaction, as shown below.

Sample Exercise 2 Estimating I/Os for an Update Transaction

When you estimate I/Os for a transaction that performs update functions, you need to consider I/O operations that must
be executed to ensure database integrity. In addition to the I/Os required to access desired entities, update transactions
must perform I/Os to access related entities. Some types of integrity checking require that the system access other related
entities.

Suppose you need to estimate I/Os for the following transaction:

Add a skill for an employee.
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To protect the relationship between an EMPLOYEE entity and an associated EXPERTISE entity, the EMPLOYEE entity
must be accessed before storing the EXPERTISE entity. Likewise, to protect the relationship between a SKILL entity and
an associated EXPERTISE entity, the SKILL entity must be accessed before storing the EXPERTISE entity.

I/O estimates

Knowing this information, you can make the following I/O estimates for each entity accessed:

• EMPLOYEE -- Because this entity is stored CALC, only one I/O operation is required to access one EMPLOYEE entity
in the database.

• SKILL -- Since the SKILL entity is stored CALC, only one I/O is required to access a single SKILL occurrence in the
database.

• EXPERTISE -- EXPERTISE entities are clustered around a related EMPLOYEE entity. Therefore one I/O is necessary
to store the EXPERTISE entity.

Estimating I/Os for a sample update transaction

A total of three I/O operations will be performed by this transaction, as shown below.

Eliminating Unnecessary Entities
Contents

Sometimes entities identified during the logical design are not required as separate entities in the physical implementation.
Two ways to eliminate such entities are:

• Collapsing relationships
• Introducing redundancy
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Collapsing Relationships

During the normalization process in logical database design, you separated multiply-occurring data into a separate entity
type (first normal form). It may be more efficient to move this data back into the original (parent) entity.

Consider this option if data occurs a fixed number of times and the data is not related to another entity. An example of
such data is monthly sales totals for the last twelve months collapsed into a sales entity.

Advantages

By maintaining the data in a single entity instead of maintaining two separate entity types, you can:

• Save storage space that might otherwise be used for pointers or foreign-key data.
• Reduce database overhead by eliminating the need to retrieve two entities. When you express a one-to-many

relationship within a single entity, application programs can access all desired data with a single DBMS access.

NOTE
Expressing a one-to-many relationship within a single entity offers little I/O performance advantage over
clustering two separate entities.

Comparison of collapsing relationships and maintaining separate entities

The following table presents a comparison of collapsing relationships into a single entity type and maintaining separate
entities.

Efficiency Considerations Potential Impact
I/O Expressing a one-to-many relationship within a single entity offers

little I/O performance advantage over clustering two entities.
CPU time By storing a repeating element in an entity, you can reduce the

amount of CPU time required to access the necessary data.
Space management By storing a repeating element in an entity instead of maintaining

two separate entity types, you can save storage space that might
otherwise be required for pointers or foreign key data.

Contention No difference

SQL considerations

Because repeating elements violate first normal form, they are incompatible with the relational model and cannot be
defined in SQL. However, if there are a fixed number of repetitions (such as months in a year), the repeating elements
can be separately named (such as JANUARY, FEBRUARY, and so on). If there is a variable but quite small number of
occurrences (such as phone numbers), a fixed maximum number of elements can be named (PHONE1, PHONE2, for
example), using the nullable attribute to allow identification of occurrences that might not have a value.

Introducing Redundancy

Although data redundancy should normally be avoided, you can sometimes enhance processing efficiency in selected
applications by storing redundant information. A certain amount of planned data redundancy can be used to simplify
processing logic.

In some instances, you can eliminate an entity type from the database design by maintaining some redundant information.
For example, you might be able to eliminate an entity type by maintaining the information associated with this entity in
another entity type in the database. When you merge two or more entity types in this way, you simplify the physical data
structures and reduce relationship overhead.

Considerations

Consider maintaining redundant data under the following circumstances:
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• An entity type is never processed independently of other entity types. If an entity is always processed with one
or more additional entity types, you may be able to eliminate the entity and store the information elsewhere in the
database. Since the information associated with the entity is not meaningful by itself, inconsistent copies of the data
should not present a problem for the business.

• An entity type is not used as an entry point to the database. If application programs do not use a particular entity
type as an entry point to the database, you may be able to eliminate the entity type from the design. However, do not
eliminate the entity if it is a junction entity type in a many-to-many relationship.

• The volume of data to be stored redundantly is minimal. Do not maintain large amounts of data redundantly. A
high volume of redundant information will require excessive storage space.

Example

The following diagram shows how you might use data redundancy to enhance processing of dental claim information.

By maintaining all DENTIST information with the DENTAL CLAIM entity, you can simplify the database design and reduce
the overhead of maintaining the relationship. Since Commonweather users do not process information associated with the
DENTIST entity by itself, inconsistent DENTIST information will not present a problem for the business.

Eliminating Unnecessary Relationships
The purpose of a relationship is to represent integrity rules between entities. As such, they serve a useful purpose in
modeling your business. However, there is always overhead associated with a relationship. Since the DBMS must ensure
the integrity of a relationship during update operations, they result in increased CPU and I/O. They may also require
additional storage space.

While you should not sacrifice needed integrity, you should eliminate relationships that are not required for business
reasons. Particularly review the need for:

• One-to-one relationships
For example, the DEPARTMENT-HEAD relationship may not require DBMS enforcement of integrity and, if so, should
be eliminated as a relationship.

• Relationships in which there are only a few pre-established parent occurrences
Examples of this type of relationship would be STATE-OFFICE or SEX-EMPLOYEE. Ensuring that each office is in a
valid state or that each employee is assigned a valid sex should be done in one of the following ways rather than as a
relationship.
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– By using a map edit or code table (application enforcement)
– By using a check constraint (in SQL-defined databases)
– By using database procedures (in non-SQL defined databases)
– Through a logical record facility path (in non-SQL defined databases)

In the Commonweather database, the relationship between INSCO and HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN can be removed.

Adding Indexes
In Determining How an Entity Should Be Stored, you included indexes in the physical database model for entities that will
be accessed through multi-occurrence retrievals. These entity occurrences will be clustered around the index. You now
have the option to define additional indexes for database entities to satisfy processing requirements.

Review the function lists and access paths that you documented during the logical design process to ensure that each
entry point entity has an efficient access for each application search key. If necessary, add additional indexes as alternate
access keys to satisfy application requirements.

For further information on how to determine the database entry point for each business transaction, see Section10,
"Identifying Application Performance Requirements".

What is an index?

An index is a data structure consisting of addresses (db-keys) and values from one or more data elements of a given
entity. Indexes enhance processing performance by providing alternate access keys to entities.

Advantages and disadvantages

While indexes minimize the number of I/Os required to retrieve data from the database, they require extra storage space
and add overhead for maintenance. The addition of an index actually increases the I/Os and processing time required to
add or remove an entity occurrence. You will need to weigh the options when considering the use of indexes.

Why add additional indexes?

Indexes provide a quick and efficient method for performing several types of processing.

• Direct retrieval by key -- With an index, the DBMS can retrieve individual entity occurrences directly by means of a
key. For example, an application programmer could use an index to quickly access an employee by social security
number.
Because more than one index can be defined on an entity (each on a different data element), they can be used to
implement multiple access keys to an entity.

• Generic access by key -- Indexes allow the DBMS to retrieve a group of entity occurrences by specifying a complete
or partial (generic) key value. For example, an index could be used to quickly access all employees whose last names
begin with the letter M. A string of characters, up to the length of the symbolic key, can be used as a generic key.

• Ordered retrieval of occurrences -- The DBMS can use a sorted index to retrieve entity occurrences in sorted order.
In this case, the keys in the index are automatically maintained in sorted order; the entity occurrences can then be
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retrieved in ascending or descending sequence by key value. The application program does not have to sort the entity
occurrences after retrieval. For example, all employees could be listed by name. Because entity occurrences can be
accessed through more than one index, they can be retrieved in more than one sort sequence.

• Retrieval of a small number of entity occurrences -- An index improves retrieval of all occurrences of a sparsely-
populated entity and provides a way of locating all occurrences of such entities without reading every page in the area
(an area sweep). Area sweeps are the most efficient means of retrieving entities with occurrences on all (or almost all)
pages in an area.

• Physical sequential processing by key -- Entity occurrences can be stored clustered around an index. With this
storage mode, the physical location of the clustered entity occurrences reflects the ascending or descending order
of their db-keys or symbolic keys. If occurrences of an entity are to be retrieved in sequential order, storing entity
occurrences clustered via the index reduces I/O. This option is most effective when used with a stable database.

• Enforcement of unique constraints -- An index can be used to ensure that entity occurrences have unique values for
data elements; for example, to ensure that employees are not assigned duplicate social security numbers.
Other means of enforcing unique constraints include:
– Using a unique CALC key
– Using a sorted relationship

Index keys

The keys associated with an index can be either:

• Symbolic keys, in which the key values in the index are the same as one or more data elements in the indexed entity
occurrences

• Db-keys, in which the key values in the index are the db-keys of the indexed entity occurrences.

Symbolic key indexes are useful for:

• Enforcing unique constraints
• Providing alternate access keys (entry points) into the database
• Supporting generic and ordered retrieval of entity occurrences

Db-keys are useful for:

• Retrieving all occurrences of a sparsely-populated entity (an entity with occurrences on only some of the pages in an
area)

If generic or ordered retrieval is not a consideration when adding new symbolic key index and the key is made up of
more than one data element, choose as the first data element one which is not already an access key into the database.
For example, if you place an index on COVERAGE to ensure that its primary key is unique, then the index key will be
composed of: EMP ID, HEALTH PLAN CODE, and COVERAGE TYPE. Since EMP ID and HEALTH PLAN CODE are
already entry points into the COVERAGE entity (because they are CALC keys of related entities), choose COVERAGE
TYPE as the first data element in the index key.

Index order

The index order is the way in which the entity occurrences will be logically ordered based on the key or keys you have
chosen. Index orders include:

• Ascending -- Index entries are ordered so that an entry with a lower key value occurs before an entity with a higher
key value: A through Z, smallest to largest.

• Descending -- Index entries are ordered so that an entry with a higher key value occurs before an entity with a lower
key value: Z through A, largest to smallest.

• Mixed -- You can choose to have one key of an index ordered in one order and another key of the same index in a
different order.

In general, choose an index order based on how data is most frequently accessed. For example, if employees are most
often retrieved in ascending order by last name, then choose ascending as the index order.
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Db-key indexes

You can choose to have the index order based on the db-keys of the entity occurrences being indexed.

Indexes ordered by db-key especially improve retrieval of entities with occurrences on only some of the pages in an area,
but which are likely to have more than one occurrence per page, such as entities clustered around a sparsely occurring
parent.

Retrieving all occurrences of an entity

The following table provides guidelines for choosing a retrieval method (and, thus, a design) to retrieve all occurrences of
an entity.

Data in the Database Access Method
Sparsely populated An index based on symbolic key
Every page contains one or more occurrences of the entity Use an area sweep
Sparsely populated but a page contains multiple occurrences of
the entity

An index based on db-key

SQL considerations

In the SQL environment, every entity that is a parent in a relationship must have a unique index or CALC key defined for
the referenced (primary) key. Add any indexes that are missing.

Every entity defined in an SQL-defined database is initially assigned a default index. This is an index sorted by db-key
so that all entity occurrences can be accessed with the minimum number of I/Os. You must decide whether to retain this
index or drop it. You should drop the default index if any of the following are true:

• The entity is densely populated; every page contains at least one occurrence of the entity.
• Entity occurrences are clustered around another index.
• Another index is defined on the entity, and it is unlikely that more than one entity occurrence resides on a page.
• Non-keyed queries will be extremely rare.

Representing additional index options

In Determining How an Entity Should Be Stored, you saw how to represent an index.

To represent additional index options in the data structure diagram:

• Specify the order for each data element used as an index key (ASC - ascending; DES - descending).
• If the order is by db-key, specify DBKEY.

The following diagram shows the standard CA IDMS/DB notation for an index. The index allows the DBMS to access all
EMPLOYEE entity occurrences in the database based on the last name/first name in descending order. Duplicate last
name/first name combinations are allowed.

Summary of indexes
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Indexes should be added, if necessary, when validating transaction performance. Add additional indexes if the advantage
gained outweighs the cost.

The following table presents a comparison of the use of indexes and user-written sort routines.

Efficiency Considerations Potential Impact
I/O I/O may be reduced for retrieval but increased for update.
CPU time CPU can be reduced for retrieval but increased for update.
Space Indexes require extra storage space in the database.
Contention The use of an index can sometimes cause contention.

Refined Data Structure Diagram for Commonweather Corporation
Collapse relationships

You can eliminate unnecessary entities by embedding their data in a related entity type. By using a repeating data
element instead of maintaining two separate entities, you can save storage space and also reduce CPU needed to access
the repeating data as described below:

• The PHONE and SALARY GRADE records are ideal candidates for elimination because:
– Each entity participates in only one relationship. The PHONE entity is related only to the OFFICE entity; the

SALARY GRADE entity is related only to the JOB entity.
– A maximum number of repetitions is predictable for each entity. A maximum of three phone numbers exists for each

office; a maximum of four salary grades exists for each job.
Thus we can eliminate the PHONE entity and place three PHONE NUMBER data elements in the OFFICE entity. We
can also eliminate the SALARY GRADE entity and place four SALARY GRADE data elements in the JOB entity. If you
define this database using SQL statements, each of the repeating data elements must have a unique name and, in the
case of PHONE NUMBER and SALARY GRADE, allow null values.

Introduce redundancy

The PHYSICIAN, HOSPITAL, PATIENT, DENTIST, and INS CO entities are never processed independently of other
entity types. Therefore, they do not need to be maintained independently in the database. In addition, information in the
PROJECT and WORKER entities is already carried in the STRUCTURE entity. HEALTH INS PLAN and LIFE INS PLAN
contain the same type of information and can be combined into a single entity. Information maintained in these entities can
therefore be embedded in other related entities:

• INS CO information can be stored in HEALTH INS PLAN and LIFE INS PLAN.
• PHYSICIAN information can be maintained in NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM.
• HOSPITAL information can be maintained in HOSPITAL CLAIM.
• PATIENT information can be maintained in NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM, HOSPITAL CLAIM, and DENTAL CLAIM.
• DENTIST information can be maintained in DENTAL CLAIM.
• HEALTH INS PLAN and LIFE INS PLAN can be combined into one entity called INSURANCE PLAN.

Update anomalies for these entities will not present a problem for the organization. For example, since Commonweather
users do not process DENTIST information by itself, inconsistent information in this entity will not compromise integrity or
complicate business processing functions.

Eliminate unnecessary relationships

At this point, the health-related entities can be represented as:
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The LIFE-PLAN relationship can be eliminated by treating it as another type of coverage available through an insurance
plan. Although this change will require that an occurrence of COVERAGE be associated with each EMPLOYEE, it
simplifies the database structure and the application processing.

The HIP-COVERAGE relationship can be eliminated also. Since there will never be more than 15 insurance plans in the
database, the validity of an employee's insurance information (the plan code) can be enforced through other means such
as a logical record facility path or an SQL CHECK constraint.

Also eliminate the DEPT-HEAD relationship. Integrity enforcement by the DBMS for this one-to-one relationship is not
critical to Commonweather Corporation.

Add indexes

Add the following indexes to enforce unique constraints:

• An index on SKILL based on SKILL NAME
• An index on COVERAGE based on COVERAGE TYPE, PLAN CODE, and EMP ID
• An index on EMPOSITION based on JOB ID and EMP ID
• An index on EXPERTISE based on SKILL CODE and EMP ID
• An index on NON-HOSP PROCEDURE based on NON-HOSP CLAIM ID and PROCEDURE NUMBER
• An index on DENTAL PROCEDURE based on DENTAL CLAIM ID and PROCEDURE NUMBER

NOTE
You will see in the next section how some of these indexes can be eliminated.

Add the following indexes to provide generic search capability:

• An index on JOB based on JOB TITLE
• An index on EMPLOYEE based on EMP LAST NAME

Refined data structure diagram
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Choosing Physical Tuning Options
Contents

Overview

Physical tuning options

The following database options can be used to ensure optimal performance in individual business transactions:

• Placement of entities in areas -- To facilitate certain processing operations, you can instruct CA IDMS/DB to divide
the database into separate areas. Each area can contain one or more entities.
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You can also sometimes simplify application processing, recovery procedures, and unload/load operations by
segmenting the database.

• ata compression -- To save disk space, you can instruct the database to compress data before it is stored and
decompress it when it is retrieved.

• Relationships and tuning options -- When relating entities, you can establish linked or unlinked relationships. Linked
relationships can be used to optimize performance in applications that process related entities.

• Index key compression -- To save disk space, you can instruct CA IDMS/DB to compress indexes.
• Non-SQL tuning options

– Multimember relationships -- A single relationship is maintained for multiple child entity types.
– Direct location mode -- You can assign this location mode to an entity when the application programmer must be

able to explicitly specify the physical location of entity occurrences in the database.
– Variable-length entities -- You can collapse two entities involved in a one-to-many relationship where the many

entity can contain a variable number of occurrences.
– Database procedures -- You can write and compile database procedures to be executed at application

runtime when a program accesses an area or entity to perform predefined programming functions such as data
compression and decompression.

– CALC duplicates options -- You can specify options for nonunique CALC keys specifying how these nonunique
occurrences will be stored in the database.

– Relationship tuning options -- You can specify options as part of the definition of a relationship to specify the
order of child occurrences, how the occurrences will be linked with each other, how new occurrences are introduced
into the relationship, and how existing occurrences can be modified.

– Index tuning options -- You can specify options as part of the definition of an index to provide for unlinking
the index and for determining the order in which entity occurrences will be referenced in the index, how new
occurrences are introduced into the index, and how existing occurrences can be modified.

Each of these tuning options is described in detail below.

Placement of Entities in Areas

Why separate entities?

To facilitate certain processing operations, you can instruct CA IDMS/DB to divide the database into separate areas. Each
area can contain one or more entities. You place database entities in separate areas to:

• Minimize processing interruptions that might be caused by backup and recovery procedures. CA IDMS/DB provides
standard system utility programs that allow the system operator to rollforward/rollback or dump/restore only those
areas in a database that require backup and recovery. Before performing backup and recovery procedures, the
operator typically varies each area or file that is currently held in update usage mode to retrieval (or offline mode).
Once an area has been varied to retrieval or offline mode, further update processing is not allowed. By assigning
entities to separate areas, you can ensure that backup and recovery procedures impact the minimal number of
applications.
For further information on backup and recovery, see CA IDMS Administrating section and CA IDMS Database
Administering section.

• Reduce time required to perform maintenance activities (such as unload and reload by area). By separating
entities into separate areas, you make the amount of data processed smaller, which, in turn, reduces the time required
for the processing.

• Reduce cluster overflow. The impact of large cluster sizes can be reduced by separating one or more entity types
into separate areas. This is especially effective if less-frequently accessed entities are separated.

• Improve efficiency of serial processing. If an entity (or entities) is to be retrieved mainly by area sweeps, that entity
(or entities) should be assigned to a separate area.

See the following topics for more information:
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Guidelines

Consider the following general guidelines for assigning entities to database areas:

• Whenever possible, place indexes in separate areas. If two or more indexes can be accommodated by the same page
size, you can place the indexes in the same area. If using a non-SQL implementation, consider segregating each index
in its own page range if they are in the same area or if the indexes are restricted to separate page ranges.

• In general, you should store only one type of entity cluster in each area of a database.
• Nonclustered entities can be placed together in a separate area or can be included in an area containing a cluster,

provided that CALC overflow will not be a problem.

Segmentation of Databases

By segmenting the database, you can simplify application processing, recovery procedures, and unload/load operations.
CA IDMS/DB allows you to create databases that are segmented according to:

• Groups of entities
• Logical keys

Segmenting by Groups of Entities

To facilitate processing of the same data by different application programs, you can create a database that is segmented
by groups of entities, as shown below.

To create such a database, you assign entities to separate database areas and use only unlinked (as opposed to linked)
relationships between entities in different areas. See "Linked and Unlinked Relationships" later in this section for further
information on types of relationships.

Database segmented by groups of entities

Advantages

A database segmented by entity is advantageous because it:

• Eliminates the need to perform maintenance for linked relationships that cross areas and facilitates and shortens
unload/reload operations.

• Allows certain application programs to remain active while parts of the database are being recovered or restructured.

Considerations

Although a database segmented by entity can facilitate certain processing functions, it can sometimes complicate
processing of child entities. If an application requires the ability to group child entities by parent, the DBMS must use
additional system resources to access the related entities that are stored in different areas.
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Segmenting by Logical Key

Segmenting by logical key is used to separate a large non-SQL-defined database into identical segments based on the
value of one or more data elements. For example, you might separate employee data by company code, each company
within Commonweather Corporation having its own segment of the database.

NOTE
The key field on which the segmentation is performed may or may not actually exist as a data element in some
entity of the database.

Segmenting by key value in a non-SQL implementation

To segment by key value in a non-SQL implementation:

1. Define a single schema that describes the database.
2. Define a set of subschemas associated with the schema.
3. Define a segment for each physical implementation of the database. Each segment must contain the same named set

of areas. Use separate page ranges or page groups to distinguish each segment.
4. If necessary, define a database name for each segment, including the corresponding segment and additional

segments for other data accessed by the application.
5. Provide a mechanism to direct each application program to the correct segment by specifying the DBNAME or

segment name on its BIND RUNUNIT statement.

Segmenting by key value in an SQL implementation

To segment by key value in an SQL implementation:

1. Define a segment for each logical division of the database. Each segment must contain the same named set of areas.
2. Define a schema for each logical division. Each schema will describe tables in one of the segments.
3. Define the identical set of tables in each schema.
4. For each application, create a set of access modules, one for each schema.
5. Provide a mechanism to direct processing to the correct access module at runtime.

Database Implementation by Key Value
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Advantages

A database implementation by key value is advantageous because it:

• Simplifies recovery operations by permitting certain application programs to remain active while parts of the database
are being recovered or updated.

• Facilitates and shortens unload/load operations.
• Allows for distribution of an organization's processing to multiple machines and sites.

Considerations

While a database that is implemented by key value facilitates certain processing functions, it complicates simultaneous
processing of all segments.

In an SQL environment, you could create a view of all the tables at once to access all segments at one time.

In a non-SQL environment, you would have to bind concurrent run units to access all segments at one time. An alternative
is to bind rununits serially.

Data Compression
Conserving disk space

To conserve disk space, you can instruct the database to compress data before storage and decompress it after retrieval.
There are three ways to compress and decompress data:

• CA IDMS Presspack
• IDMSCOMP and IDMSDCOM database procedures
• User-written procedure

These procedures are invoked automatically by the DBMS as data is stored and retrieved.
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NOTE
Only CA IDMS Presspack is available for SQL-defined data.

Advantages and disadvantages of data compression

The following table summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of data compression.

Efficiency Considerations Potential Impact
I/O By compressing an entity, you conserve storage resources,

allowing the system to fit more entities on each database page. If
you can fit all entity occurrences associated through a particular
relationship on a single page, the system will only perform one I/O
to access these entities.

CPU time Compressing data requires some extra CPU time to perform
compression/decompression processing.

Space management Compression can be used to conserve considerable amounts of
storage.

Contention No difference.

Considerations for using CA IDMS Presspack

CA IDMS Presspack uses Huffman techniques to compress database entities. The techniques include assigning unique
bit string codes of different lengths to single character and character strings. These codes substitute for the character and
character strings in the entities.

To assign the codes, CA IDMS Presspack uses character and character-string frequencies of occurrence. It assigns
shorter codes to the most frequently occurring characters and character strings. To those that occur less frequently, CA
IDMS Presspack assigns longer codes.

CA IDMS Presspack compresses both textual and nontextual data.

For further information on CA IDMS Presspack, see CA IDMS Database Administering section and CA IDMS Presspack
Using section.

Considerations for using IDMSCOMP and IDMSDCOM

IDMSCOMP and IDMSDCOM are supplied with CA IDMS/DB. They are placed in the load (core-image) library at
installation time and are also provided in source form so you can modify them if necessary. You can also write your own
database procedure or use other commercially available compression/decompression procedures.

For further information on database procedures, see CA IDMS Database Administering section.

To compress data, IDMSCOMP performs the following conversion procedures:

• Converts repeating blanks into a 2-byte code.
• Converts repeating binary zeros into a 2-byte code.
• Converts other repeating characters into a 3-byte code.
• Converts any of a number of commonly used character pairs into a 1-byte code.

Data that does not fall into any of the above categories remains unchanged. Each group of unchanged data is prefixed by
a 2-byte code. The following diagram shows the compression of contiguous blanks in an entity.
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Considerations for user-written procedures

If writing your own compression procedures, you must follow conventions for writing database procedures.

For information on database procedures, see CA IDMS Database Administering section.

Guidelines for compression

Consider the following guidelines when deciding whether data should be compressed:

• When determining whether or not to compress/decompress an entity, you should consider whether the disk space
saved justifies the CPU overhead incurred by the routines.

• The control portion of an entity is not compressible.
The control portion of an entity includes all data elements up to the last key (CALC, sort, index). Since this portion of
an entity is not compressible, it may mean that not enough compressible data exists to justify compression.

• Use compression/decompression procedures for entities that are not updated often. While the compression
procedures save considerable disk space, it uses additional CPU time to perform its processing.

• Do not compress entities that start with large groups of repeating characters but lose them over time.
• IDMSCOMP/IDMSDCOM considerations:

– IDMSCOMP and IDMSDCOM compression procedures operate most efficiently for entities whose occurrences
usually contain sizable portions of blanks or binary zeros.

– Don't use this compression for entities containing only small scattered groups of repeating characters.
– Data that is stored in packed decimal format is not a good candidate for data compression.

Storage mode

If you decide to compress data in an entity, you should add a storage mode of C for the entity on the data structure
diagram.

Relationship Tuning Options
What is a relationship?

Entity occurrences are related to one another if the foreign key in a child occurrence has the same value as the primary
key in a parent occurrence. You identified relationships in the logical database design process.
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Linked and Unlinked Relationships

When implementing these relationships, there are a number of physical tuning options from which to choose. You have
already decided whether a relationship is a clustering relationship or not. You must now decide whether to define the
relationship as linked or unlinked.

• A linked relationship is one in which related entity occurrences are linked to one another through embedded pointers.
• An unlinked relationship is one in which no embedded pointers are used to link related entity occurrences.

Advantages of linked relationships

Linked relationships have the following advantages:

• Since there is direct linkage between parent and related child occurrences, linked relationships provide the most
efficient means (in terms of CPU and I/O) of retrieving related entity occurrences.

• Unlinked relationships require that a CALC key or index be defined on the foreign key of the child entity.
• An index adds both CPU and I/O to retrieve data and maintain the index. It also requires additional storage space.
• Defining a CALC key on the foreign key is almost as effective as using a linked relationship provided that it does not

cause CALC overflow conditions, which increases I/O, CPU, and contention. However, you can define only one CALC
key per entity, so that an entity participating as a child in more than one relationship must use indexes for all but one
unlinked relationship.

• Linked relationships provide an ordering option that can reduce the need for additional indexes to enforce unique
constraints and avoid sorting of retrieved information.

Considerations

Keep the following considerations in mind when using linked and unlinked relationships.

• Self-referencing relationships must always be unlinked.
• Linked relationships require physical restructuring of entity occurrences to add or remove relationships.
• The time required for and impact of maintenance operations, such as unload/reload, can be reduced if relationships

between entities in different areas are unlinked. This is particularly important in designing large databases.

Non-SQL considerations

In a non-SQL environment:

• There is no integrity enforcement by the DBMS with an unlinked relationship. Integrity must be enforced by
applications or logical record facility path logic.

• There is no relationship clustering with an unlinked relationship. You must use CALC clustering to achieve results
similar to clustering.

NOTE
If CALC clustering results in long CALC chains, CPU, I/Os, and contention might all increase.

You can eliminate foreign keys from child entities if the relationship is linked. This has the following results:

• It reduces storage requirements
• It eliminates the need to update each child occurrence if the parent's key is changed.

For example, if you change the value of DEPT ID in a department, related employees do not need to be updated.

If you choose to retain the embedded foreign keys, you:

• Have full update SQL access to the data
• Will reduce the number of I/Os required to retrieve foreign key values for nonclustered entities (for example, to retrieve

the department ID of an employee)

Unlinked Relationship Tuning Options

In designing an unlinked relationship, define the following:
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• Index or calc key on the foreign key of the relationship

Additional Columns in the Foreign Key Indexes

In designing an unlinked relationship, you must define an index or calc key on the foreign key of the relationship. If you
use an index to enforce the integrity of the referential constraint, it must contain the columns that make up the foreign
key but can contain additional columns. Defining additional columns after the foreign key columns has the potential for
reducing disk space requirements and improving performance.

The ability to extend foreign key indexes with additional columns may enable one index to be used for multiple purposes.
For example, a table’s primary key is often a concatenation of one of its foreign keys with additional columns that together
form a unique identifier for each row of the table. A single index can be used to enforce both the integrity of the referential
constraint and the uniqueness of the primary key. By eliminating a second index you reduce disk space requirements and
the overhead associated with index maintenance.

Including extra columns in a foreign key index may also improve access efficiency by enabling the use of more index
scans to identify rows matching selection criteria. The use of an index scan can significantly reduce the number of I/Os
needed to satisfy a query.

Defining additional columns in the index key

To define additional columns in the index key, define an index so that the foreign key columns precede any additional
columns in the index key. The order of the foreign key columns in the index key must match the order of the referenced
columns in some unique index or CALC key on the referenced table.

Linked Relationship Tuning Options

In designing a linked relationship, you specify the following options:

• Type of linkage (chained or indexed)
• Relationship ordering (sorted or unsorted)
• Sort options (order and uniqueness)

Type of Linkage

CA IDMS/DB supports the following types of linked relationships:

• Chained -- The DBMS maintains relationships based on internal information stored in the prefix of each entity
occurrence. This information in the prefix contains the db-key of the logically next occurrence in the relationship.

• Indexed -- The DBMS maintains relationships through an index between a parent and related child occurrences. The
bottom level of the index contains the db-keys of the related child occurrences. Each child occurrence contains an
index pointer that points to the bottom level of the index.
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Guidelines

As a general rule, use indexed for nonclustered relationships and chained for clustered relationships.

An indexed nonclustered relationship requires fewer I/Os to add or remove an entity occurrence than a chained
nonclustered relationship. This is because the adjacent entity occurrences are not updated; only the index structure needs
to be updated. In addition, fewer I/Os are required to retrieve a child occurrence by key in a nonclustered relationship if it
is indexed rather than chained.

A chained relationship, on the other hand, requires less CPU overhead for maintenance and retrieval than an indexed
relationship. It also requires less storage space because there is no index structure. For these reasons, it is a better
choice than indexed for clustered relationships because I/Os are not generally a concern.

NOTE
For databases implemented with SQL, all linked clustered relationships are chained and all linked nonclustered
relationships are indexed.

For further information on the structure of indexed relationships, see Section15, "Determining the Size of the Database".

For further information on indexed relationships, see CA IDMS Database Administering section.

A comparison of indexed and chained relationships

The following table presents a comparison of indexed relationships and chained relationships.

Efficiency Considerations Potential Impact
I/O Indexed relationships often require fewer I/O operations to access

child entities in nonclustered relationships, especially if the
relationship is sorted.

CPU time Chained relationships use less CPU time for processing of child
entities than indexed relationships.

Space management Chained relationships require less storage space than indexed
relationships.

Contention No difference.

Representing an indexed relationship

To represent an indexed relationship:
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• Name the relationship.
• Specify whether the order is ASCending or DEScending for each key.
• Identify the data element name(s) to be indexed.
• Specify whether duplicate indexed items are allowed (blank) or not allowed (U for unique).
• Specify whether the index key is to be compressed.

The following diagram shows the standard CA IDMS/DB notation for an indexed relationship. The index allows the DBMS
to access all EXPERTISE occurrences associated with a particular skill based on skill level in descending order.

Sorted and Unsorted Relationships

You can specify the logical order of child occurrences within each linked relationship:

• Sorted -- A new entity occurrence is positioned according to the value of one or more of its data elements (called a
sort key) relative to the values of the same data elements in other related child occurrences.

• Unsorted -- A new entity occurrence is positioned according to a predefined order within the relationship.
For example, all new entity occurrences might be positioned ahead of all existing occurrences.

Advantages of a sorted relationship

Through a sorted relationship:

• A program can retrieve a child occurrence directly by key, thus reducing CPU.
• A program can retrieve child occurrences data in order, thus avoiding sorts.
• Unique constraints can be enforced without the need for additional indexes.

Considerations for sorted relationships

Maintaining the relationship's order during update operations requires increased CPU and a greater number of I/Os than
an unsorted relationship.

Enforcing unique constraints

Sorted relationships can be used to enforce unique constraints as an alternative to a CALC key or index. For example,
you can eliminate the EXP-NDX index in the Commonweather Corporation by defining either the SKILL-EXPERTISE or
the EMP-EXPERTISE relationship as a unique sorted relationship.
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To eliminate the index, you must either:

• Define SKILL-EXPERTISE as sorted on EMP ID with the unique option.
or

• Define EMP-EXPERTISE as sorted on SKILL CODE with the unique option

Either approach ensures that no employee is assigned duplicate skills.

Sorted order

You can choose to sort in ascending, descending, or mixed order.

As a general rule, choose the sort order to reflect the most commonly desired retrieval order. However, the sequence
chosen for a chained relationship can have an impact on performance in update transactions. This will allow the DBMS to
locate the point of insertion more quickly.

If new entity occurrences typically have sort key values greater than existing occurrences, the relationship should have
a descending sort order. Conversely, if new occurrences have sort keys lower than existing occurrences, ascending is
preferable.

For example, new occurrences of dated entities are usually stored with higher dates than previously stored occurrences. If
this is the case, you should specify descending for a chained relationship sorted by date.

More Information

For more information concerning the usage of numeric fields as part of a sort key, see Zoned and Packed Decimal Fields
as IDMS Keys.

Nonsorted Order

If the entity occurrences in the relationship are not to be sorted, you can specify the logical order of child entity
occurrences within each occurrence of a relationship. You determine how a new child is placed in a relationship by
specifying one of the following orders:

• FIRST creates a LIFO (last in, first out) order. The new entity is positioned at the beginning of the relationship.
• LAST creates a FIFO (first in, first out) order. The new entity is positioned at the end of the relationship.
• NEXT creates a simple list. The new entity is positioned immediately after the current (most recently accessed) entity.

The NEXT order is recommended as a default.
• PRIOR creates a reverse list. The new entity is positioned immediately before the current entity.
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Flexibility

The NEXT and PRIOR orders provide more flexibility than the FIRST and LAST options; the programmer can connect an
entity anywhere within the relationship by establishing currency before or after the point of insertion. When the FIRST and
LAST options are assigned, the programmer can be certain of the positioning of new entities, regardless of set currency.

NOTE
The PRIOR and LAST options require prior pointers.

For more information on pointers, see "Linkage" later in this section.

Next and prior order example

In the example below, assume that a program is positioned on SANDY SHORE before it stores JUNE MOON in
the database. In a relationship defined with the NEXT order, JUNE MOON will be stored after SANDY SHORE. In a
relationship defined with the PRIOR order, JUNE MOON will be stored before SANDY SHORE.

First and last order example

Suppose two entities are added in the following order: PETER PLUM, then SANDY SHORE. In a relationship defined with
the FIRST order, the entity stored most recently (SANDY SHORE) will be returned first. In a relationship defined with the
LAST order, the entity stored first (PETER PLUM) will be returned first.
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Additional Sort Options

Standard and natural collating sequence

You can specify either of two collating sequences for sorted relationships:

• Standard collating sequence for sorted relationships orders key fields based on their EBCDIC collating sequence
without regard to data type.

• Natural collating sequence for sorted relationships orders key fields based on their data type. This means that
negative numeric values will collate lower than positive values.

In the example below, assume that the values are packed or zoned decimal numbers. They are ordered first using the
natural collating sequence and then using the standard collating sequence.

Natural Standard
-4268.50 15.26
-351.78 144.83
-258.00 -258.00
15.26 -351.78
144.83 2594.38
2594.38 -4268.50

Duplicates options

You can specify options for relationships indicating how nonunique occurrences will be logically placed in a sorted
relationship. You can specify duplicates first or duplicates last

• Duplicates first -- The duplicate entity occurrence will be logically placed in the relationship before the entity
occurrence already having that sort key.

• Duplicates last -- The duplicate entity occurrence will be logically placed in the relationship after the entity occurrence
already having that sort key.

Duplicates not allowed in the non-SQL definition is equivalent to unique.

A relationship can be sorted in either ascending or descending order. The duplicates option for a sorted relationship
determines what happens when a user tries to store an entity with a duplicate sort key value.

You can order the sorted relationship entity occurrences with duplicate key values as duplicates first, duplicates last, as
discussed above, or in child db-key sequence. This option speeds retrieval by reducing I/O.
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Use sorted relationships to simplify programming

Sorted relationships simplify programming effort by allowing the programmer to specify a symbolic key value for storage,
retrieval, and positioning of an entity occurrence in the database. By using sorted relationships, the programmer need
issue only one DML statement to locate an entity in the database. To locate an entity in a FIRST, LAST, NEXT, or PRIOR
relationship, the programmer must walk the relationship by issuing several DML statements.

The diagram below shows the use of sorted relationships to simplify programming.

Unsorted                             Sorted

 

0200-GETREC.                         0200-GETREC.

  OBTAIN NEXT B WITHIN A-B.            MOVE 'B15' TO B-KEY.

  IF DB-END-OF-SET                     OBTAIN B WITHIN A-B USING B-KEY.

     THEN GO TO 0900-NOREC.            IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND

  PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.                    THEN GO TO 0900-NOREC.

  IF B-KEY NOT = 'B15'                 PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

     THEN GO TO 0200-GETREC.

Use sorted relationships to enhance online or batch processing

Since sort routines incur considerable CPU overhead, they are rarely used in online programs. Sorted relationships are
therefore useful for sequencing data for online display. They are also useful in the batch environment: a batch program
can process sorted input transactions very efficiently in sorted relationships.

Linkage

Each entity in the database carries one, two, or three pointers for each chained relationship in which it participates. You
should usually include all allowable pointers for each entity:
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• Next pointer -- Required for all relationships in which the entity participates as parent or child; the next pointer is the
database key of the next entity in the relationship. The last child entity in a relationship points to the parent.

• Prior pointer -- Optional for all relationships in which the entity participates as parent or child; the prior pointer is the
database key of the prior entity in the relationship. The first child entity occurrence in a relationship points to the parent.

• Owner pointer -- Optional for all relationships in which the entity participates as a child; the parent pointer is the
database key of the parent entity occurrence.

Omitting prior pointers

Prior pointers can be omitted under the following conditions:

• Child entity occurrences in the relationship will not be erased or disconnected except by walking the set.
• Child entity participates as a child in no other relationship.
• Order is not LAST or PRIOR (see "Nonsorted Order" above).
• The FIND/OBTAIN LAST or FIND/OBTAIN PRIOR DML functions will not be used for the relationship.

Omitting owner pointers

Owner pointers (db-keys pointing to the parent) can be omitted under the following conditions:

• The parent will not be accessed from a child occurrence.
• The FIND/OBTAIN OWNER DML function will not be used for the relationship.

NOTE
Be sure to include an OWNER pointer for any entity that participates as a child in more than one relationship
since the child entity is probably an entity created to implement a many-to-many relationship. In this case, the
system will most likely need to access parent entities from the child entities regularly.

Pointers in indexed relationships

The parent of an indexed relationship has the following mandatory pointers:

• Next pointer -- Points to the first occurrence of an SR8 entity (an internal entity used to hold the index)
• Prior pointer -- Points to the last occurrence of an SR8 entity

For further information on the structure of an index, see Section15, "Determining the Size of the Database".

The child entity occurrence of an indexed relationship has one mandatory and one optional pointer:

• Index pointer -- This pointer is required; it is used to access the SR8 entity that owns a particular child entity
occurrence.

• Owner pointer -- This pointer is optional; it points to the parent of the relationship

For further information on the structure of indexed relationships, see Section15, "Determining the Size of the Database".

For further information on indexed relationships, see CA IDMS Database Administering section.

Representing linkage

Represent relationship linkage on the data structure diagram by identifying the pointers to be used. For example,
specifying NPO indicates that next, prior, and owner pointers are to be used.

For an indexed relationship, specify I or IO.
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Membership Options

Membership options determine how an entity is connected to and disconnected from a relationship. These options affect
the use of the DML STORE, CONNECT, DISCONNECT, and ERASE statements.

You define membership options in two parts. The first part indicates the manner (mandatory or optional) in which the
entity is disconnected from a linked relationship. The second part indicates the manner (automatic or manual) in which
the entity is connected to a linked relationship.

Disconnect options

The disconnect options operate as follows:

• Mandatory -- A child occurrence cannot be disconnected from the relationship without also being erased from the
database (that is, the DML DISCONNECT verb cannot be issued against entities in the relationship).

• Optional -- A child occurrence can be disconnected from a relationship by the DISCONNECT verb. The entity
occurrence remains in the database and is accessible in other ways; it can be connected to another relationship.

The mandatory/optional membership specification affects the outcome of the DML ERASE statement. If any of the
ERASE options (PERMANENT, SELECTIVE, ALL) is specified when an ERASE statement is issued against an entity, all
mandatory entities owned by that entity are also erased. Optional child entity occurrences are left as is, disconnected, or
erased, depending on the ERASE option specified.

Mandatory disconnect

The disconnect option is usually specified as mandatory. However, do not specify the mandatory disconnect option
when:

• An application requires the ability to dissociate a child entity occurrence from its parent (usually with the intention
of associating the child with another parent occurrence). At Commonweather Corporation, employees sometimes
need to be transferred from one department to another. Therefore, the disconnect option for the DEPT-EMPLOYEE
relationship must be specified as optional

WARNING
Be careful when using the optional disconnect option for child entities of a relationship stored clustered
around that relationship. If the entity is later disconnected from its original parent and connected to another,
CA IDMS/DB does not physically relocate the entity; for all practical purposes, that entity is no longer
clustered around its parent.

• An application requires the ability to erase a parent entity without erasing the child entities (using the ERASE
PERMANENT and ERASE SELECTIVE functions). Suppose the Commonweather Corporation decides to close an
office in a certain city. In this case, the office should be erased, but the employees who work in that office should not be
erased.

Connect options

The connect options operate as follows:

• Automatic -- The membership of an entity in a relationship is established automatically by the DBMS whenever a child
occurrence is stored in the database.

• Manual -- The membership of an entity in a relationship is not established when a child occurrence is stored.
Membership must be established explicitly by using the DML CONNECT statement.

Disconnect and connect options are combined to form membership options:

• MA -- Mandatory automatic
• MM -- Mandatory manual
• OA -- Optional automatic
• OM -- Optional manual

Automatic connect
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The connect option is usually specified as automatic. However, do not specify the automatic connect option when:

• An application requires the ability to store a child entity without associating it with any parent. For example, at
Commonweather Corporation, an employee can join the company without first being assigned to a department.
Therefore, the manual option must be specified for the DEPT-EMPLOYEE relationship.

• If two relationships exist between the same two entities representing a self-referencing relationship, only one of the
relationships can be automatic; the other must be manual. Otherwise, a child would be connected to the same parent
occurrence in each relationship, as shown below.

Guidelines

The manual connect and optional disconnect options permit greater flexibility but require more programming effort.
Additionally, they provide less control over data integrity. You should therefore choose the mandatory automatic (MA)
membership option, unless there exists a special business requirement for optional disconnect and/or manual connect
functions.
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Representing membership options

Represent membership options for a relationship on the data structure diagram by specifying the membership options to
be used: MA, MM, OA, or OM.

Removing Foreign Keys

Since all defined relationships in a database implemented with non-SQL are linked, you have the option of removing
foreign keys from the child entity. This:

• Reduces storage requirements
• Eliminates the need to update each child occurrence if the parent's key is changed

If you choose to retain the embedded foreign keys, you:

• Have full update SQL access to the data
• Might reduce the number of I/Os required to retrieve foreign key values for nonclustered entities (for example, to

retrieve the department ID of an employee)

Index Key Compression
To conserve disk space, you can instruct the database to compress an index key before storage and decompress it
after retrieval. The index key is compressed in the same way that data is compressed. (For more information, see "Data
Compression" earlier in this section.)

Non-SQL Tuning Options
Sorted relationship considerations

When you store an entity occurrence in a sorted chained relationship, the DBMS searches the relationship in the next
direction, starting with the current entity occurrence. If the new occurrence cannot be inserted in the next direction,
the DBMS establishes currency on the parent entity occurrence and begins the search from this occurrence (moving
in the next direction). When you store an entity occurrence in a sorted indexed relationship, the DBMS searches the
occurrences starting from the top of the index structure.

NOTE
If the DUPLICATES FIRST option is specified for a sorted relationship and the key of the current entity of set is
equal to the key of the entity to be stored, the DBMS must begin its search for the insertion point from the owner
entity.

Store operations are executed most efficiently when the new entity can be inserted either at the very beginning or the very
end of the relationship. If new entities are consistently stored in ascending order, you should perform one of the following
procedures to ensure that insertions of new entity occurrences into the relationship will be performed efficiently:

• Assign the descending sort sequence to the relationship. In this case, the sequence in which entities are sorted in the
relationship is the opposite of the sequence in which new entities are added, as shown below.
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NOTE
When you write a program to perform the initial load of the database, plan to sort the entities in the same order
as the relationship order to optimize processing efficiency. For example, if dated entities are maintained in a
relationship that is sorted in descending order, sort the initial load file in descending order before performing the
load.

• If you have the option to sort input entities before executing the store operation, you may want to define the sort order
as ascending and allow the programmer to issue program statements that optimize efficiency. In this case, you should
ensure that the programmer establishes currency at the end of the relationship before issuing the store statement
command:

FIND OWNER

FIND LAST IN SET

STORE
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Remember that you must include PRIOR pointers if you plan to let programmers issue FIND/OBTAIN LAST statements
against a chained linked relationship. Without PRIOR pointers, the DBMS must walk the entire linked relationship in
the next direction to access the LAST entity.

For more information on pointers, see "Linkage" later in this section.

If input entities are consistently stored in descending order, perform one of the following procedures:

• Assign the ascending sequence to the relationship.
• Have programmers establish currency at the beginning of the relationship before issuing the store command:

FIND OWNER

STORE

For further information on the DML statements used to access the database, see CA IDMS DML Reference section for
COBOL.

Representing a sorted relationship

Represent a sorted relationship on the data structure diagram by specifying ASC or DES and the name of the sort key as
part of the relationship specification.

There are additional tuning options available to non-SQL implementations. These are described in this section.

Multimember Relationships

What is a multimember relationship?

A multimember relationship is a single relationship maintained for more than one child entity type.
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Multimember relationships eliminate the overhead of carrying pointers (db-keys) in the parent entity for additional
relationships.

However, to retrieve specific entity occurrences in multimember relationships, the database often must access
occurrences of unwanted entity types.

Guidelines

Generally, multimember relationships should be used only when:

• The different child entity types are usually processed together.
For example, since the ACCOUNT, INVOICE, and PAYMENT entities are usually processed together, you might want
to create a multimember relationship to relate these entity types, as shown below.
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Applications that use this accounts receivable structure generate statements that contain details of an account's invoices
and payments since the last statement, in order by date. If the INVOICE and PAYMENT entities are maintained in
separate relationships, an application program will have to merge them into the proper sequence. If the entities are
maintained in one relationship, they are already in order.

• The different child entity types are mutually exclusive.
Suppose each employee in a corporation is paid on either an hourly or salaried basis. You may want to create a
multimember relationship to relate the EMPLOYEE, HOURLY, and SALARIED entities, as shown below.

• Child entities are of many types, but each child entity type has only a few occurrences.
In an auto insurance database, a policy may have many riders, each requiring a different format. However, most
policies have no more than a few riders attached. If a relationship were maintained between a policy and each
potential rider, the policy entity would require at least five sets of pointers, most of them unused, instead of one, as
shown below.
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In all other cases, you should maintain a separate relationship for each entity type.

Considerations

• A multimember relationship cannot be an indexed relationship.
• When accessing a multimember relationship through the logical record facility, only one of the child entity types can

be accessed in each pass through the relationship. This means that several passes through a relationship might be
necessary to access all child entity types.
For further information on accessing a multimember relationship through logical records, see the Administrating
section.

• Multimember relationships should not include both clustered child entity types and nonclustered child entity types.
If both types of entities are included in a multimember relationship, I/O performance will be degraded. The system
may have to perform additional I/Os to access the clustered child entity occurrences (because the nonclustered child
occurrences are distributed throughout the database).

A comparison of multiple relationships and multimember relationships

The following table presents a comparison of multiple relationships and multimember relationships

Efficiency Considerations Potential Impact
I/O No difference.
CPU time Multimember relationships may require more CPU time to process

related entities than multiple relationships.
Space management Multimember relationships eliminate the overhead of carrying

pointers in the parent entity for extra relationships.
Contention In some situations, multimember relationships may cause more

entity contention than multiple relationships. If an entity that
participates in a multimember relationship is updated often,
locking of a modified occurrence of this entity by one transaction
may prevent other transactions from accessing occurrences of
other entities in the relationship. Therefore you may want to create
a separate relationship for a frequently updated entity.
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Direct Location Mode

In rare situations, the application program has to have control over an entity's placement in the database. If the application
programmer must be able to identify explicitly the location of entity occurrences in the database, you should assign the
direct location mode to the entity type. This location mode provides programmers with rapid access to database entities
and allows them to control the clustering of entities.

Store entities chronologically

Use direct location mode to store entities chronologically. The direct location mode can be used to arrange entity
occurrences serially in a database area. The programmer can arrange entities serially by instructing CA IDMS/DB to store
each entity on the same page as the preceding entity. CA IDMS/DB either stores the entity on the same page or on the
next page(s), as space availability permits.

Ensure effective clustering

Use the direct location mode to ensure effective clustering. If a child entity has two different parent entities, you may
want to take responsibility for clustering occurrences of the child entity. Suppose occurrences of entity C are related to an
occurrence of entity A in some instances and by an occurrence of entity B in other instances. You would need to be able
to cluster each occurrence of C with its appropriate parent entity (an occurrence of either A or B).

You can achieve effective clustering in this situation by assigning the direct location mode to entity C and the OM (optional
manual) membership option to both relationships. Whenever a C entity occurrence must be stored in the database, the
application programmer can then connect the entity to its appropriate relationship and cluster the entity with its parent.

For more information on membership options, see "Membership Options" later in this section.

However, you should also plan on writing your own unload and reload program for the C entity, since the DBMS does not
know how to locate C entities.

Considerations

If the direct location mode is chosen, the entity should either be a child in a relationship or have an index defined on it.
If neither of these is true, the only method to access an occurrence is through an area sweep. In most cases, clustering
around an index or a relationship is a better storage strategy.

Representing the direct location mode

Represent the direct location mode on the data structure diagram by specifying DIRECT for the location mode. Do not
name a CALC key or a relationship.

Variable-Length Entities

Use a repeating element in a variable-length entity instead of two separate entity types when:
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• The "many" portion of the relationship does not participate in other relationships. Once you have created a
repeating data element, you cannot relate the data in this element to other entity types.

• The number of repetitions is not static. In general, use a variable-length entity when the average number of the
entity's repeating groups actually used is less than 75% of the maximum number of repetitions. Otherwise, use a fixed-
length entity to store the repeating group. (The 75% figure is a general guideline. You should consider actual disk
space savings.) See Refining the Database Design for information on fixed-length entities.

NOTE
Each entity can have only one variably repeating data element.

• SQL access to the repeating information is not a requirement.
If you intend to use SQL to retrieve information from the database, you may not want to create variable repeating data
elements because you will not be able to access the variable portion through SQL.

You must include a counter element in the entity to indicate the current number of occurrences of the repeating data
element in each entity occurrence.

If you decide to create a repeating data element in a variable-length entity, be sure to change the length of the entity on
the data structure diagram. Additionally, change the storage mode of the entity to V (variable).

Several entities in the Commonweather database can be converted to repeating elements in variable-length entities. The
NON-HOSPITAL PROCEDURE and DENTAL PROCEDURE entities should be made repeating elements because they
each participate in only one relationship and occur a limited number of times:

• The NON-HOSPITAL PROCEDURE entity can be converted to a repeating element in the NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM
entity.

• The DENTAL PROCEDURE entity can be converted to a repeating element in the DENTAL CLAIM entity.

Database Procedures

Database procedures are special-purpose subroutines designed to perform predefined programming functions such as
data compression and decompression. You write and compile these procedures as subroutines that are executed at
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application runtime when a program accesses an area or entity. Database procedures have access to the entire data
portion of the entity occurrence.

The time a procedure is to be called is specified in the schema. At runtime, these procedures are called automatically; the
call is transparent to the application program.

Common uses

Database procedures are typically used to perform the following functions:

• Compression and decompression
• Data validation
• Privacy and security
• Data collection
• Determination of record length for variable-length native VSAM records

For complete information on coding and using database procedures, see CA IDMS Database Administering section.

CALC Duplicates Option

You can specify options for nonunique CALC keys indicating how these nonunique occurrences will be stored in the
database. You can specify duplicates first or duplicates last .

• Duplicates first -- The duplicate entity occurrence will be logically placed in the database before the entity occurrence
already having that CALC key.

• Duplicates last -- The duplicate entity occurrence will be logically placed in the database after the entity occurrence
already having that CALC key.

• Duplicates not allowed -- Duplicates not allowed in the non-SQL definition is equivalent to unique.

Relationship Tuning Options

There are additional tuning options available for relationships in the non-SQL environment.
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Index Tuning Options

There are several index tuning options available in the non-SQL environment.

Unlinked versus Linked Indexes

An unlinked index is an index in which there are no index pointers in the child entities.

Considerations

• Unlinked indexes can be added and removed without restructuring the database, provided the control length of the
entity is not changed.

• Building or rebuilding an unlinked index is faster because there are no index pointers to be maintained.
• Additional CPU and I/Os are required to locate an index entry for the current entity occurrence. For example, changing

the index key value or erasing an entity occurrence both require the retrieval of the index entry.
This additional overhead occurs because the DBMS must search the index to find the entry, whereas in a linked
relationship there is a direct pointer to the SR8 occurrence containing the entry.

• Linked indexes require additional storage space.

Additional Sort Options for Indexes

Standard and natural collating sequence

You can specify either of two collating sequences for indexes:

• Standard collating sequence for indexes orders key fields based on their EBCDIC collating sequence without regard to
data type.

• Natural collating sequence for indexes orders key fields based on their data type. This means that negative numeric
values will collate lower than positive values.

Duplicates option

As with sorted relationships, you can order index entries with duplicate index key values as duplicates first, duplicates
last, or in db-key sequence.

If there are many duplicates and the index is unlinked, order the duplicates by db-key. This will reduce CPU in locating a
specific index entry.

Representing additional index sort options

Represent additional sort options for a relationship on the data structure diagram by specifying:

• NATURAL if the collating sequence is to be natural. Standard is the default.
• DF for duplicates first, DL for duplicates last, or DBKEY for duplicates by db-key.

Nonsorted Indexes

Nonsorted indexes are another way of linking all occurrences of an entity when the database is sparsely populated with
occurrences of that entity. A nonsorted index requires less CPU and storage than a sorted index. A nonsorted index might,
however, be less effective than an index sorted by db-key value. If multiple entity occurrences reside on a page, an index
ordered by db-key will reduce the I/Os necessary to retrieve all occurrences.

Nonsorted orders

If the entity occurrences in the index are not to be sorted, you can specify the logical placement of new index entries by
indicating one of the following orders:
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• FIRST creates a LIFO (last in, first out) order. The new index entry is positioned at the beginning of the index.
• LAST creates a FIFO (first in, first out) order. The new index entry is positioned at the end of the index.
• NEXT creates a simple list. The new index entry is positioned immediately after the entry for the current (most recently

accessed) entity occurrence. The NEXT order is recommended as a default.
• PRIOR creates a reverse list. The new index entry is positioned immediately before the entry for the current entity

occurrence.

Index Membership Options

The same membership options are available for indexes as for relationships (see "Membership Options" earlier in this
section).

Guidelines

Use the mandatory-automatic (MA) membership option unless you want only certain entity occurrences to be indexed;
that is, if you want the program to control which entity occurrences are to be indexed.

Non-SQL Entity and Index Placement

To facilitate certain processing operations, you can instruct the database to store entity occurrences in a specific portion of
an area (non-SQL defined databases only).

By restricting entity occurrences to a specific set of pages, you can minimize overflow conditions.

Displace a clustered entity from its owner

You can displace a clustered entity from its owner. The DISPLACEMENT clause of the non-SQL schema ADD RECORD
statement allows you to store clustered entities away from their owner entity in a database area. By specifying the number
of pages to displace the clustered entities, you can separate different entity types within a cluster.

Specify a subarea in which to store an entity

You can specify a subarea within an area in which a particular entity is to be stored. To separate CALC entities from other
entities in an area, CA IDMS/DB allows you to assign all occurrences of a particular entity type to a range of pages.

For further information, see the WITHIN AREA clauses of the non-SQL schema ADD RECORD statement in CA IDMS
Database Administering section.

Specify a subarea in which to store an index

When specifying index placement, you can specify a subarea within an area in which the owner of a system-owned index
is to be stored. If you decide to place an index in an area with other database entities, you might want to assign the owner
to a specific range of pages in the area.

For further information, see the WITHIN AREA clauses of the non-SQL schema ADD SET statement in CA IDMS
Database Administering section.

As you plan the use of storage resources, you need to keep in mind these options for minimizing overflow conditions in
the database.

Physical Tuning Options for Commonweather Corporation
Assign entities to areas

You need to assign entities to database areas to provide for efficient application runtime processing:
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• ORG-DEMO-REGION can hold all nonclustered entities. The DEPARTMENT, OFFICE, JOB, SKILL, and INSURANCE
PLAN entities can be stored in this area of the database.

• EMP-DEMO-REGION holds all entities clustered around the EMPLOYEE entity. The EMPLOYEE, EMPOSITION,
EXPERTISE, and PROJECT entities should be stored together in this area.

• INS-DEMO-REGION holds all entities clustered around the COVERAGE entity. The COVERAGE, NON-HOSPITAL
CLAIM, HOSPITAL CLAIM, and DENTAL CLAIM entities can be stored in this area.

By placing Commonweather entities in separate areas, we enable programs to prepare only the area or areas required for
a particular operation rather than the entire database. In addition, we reduce the likelihood of contention for heavily-used
entities.

You might want to assign entities and indexes to separate areas.

Compress entities

The JOB and INSURANCE PLAN entities each contain a data element that provides descriptive information on a
particular entity occurrence (JOB DESCRIPTION and PLAN DESCRIPTION). As such, these entities are good candidates
for compression.

Relationship options

All relationships are linked to provide most efficient access. Since this is not a large database, it is not necessary to
eliminate relationships between areas.

All clustered relationships are chained; all nonclustered relationships are indexed. This reduces I/O when accessing
nonclustered relationships and reduces CPU when accessing clustered relationships.

The following relationships are sorted with the unique option to eliminate indexes used only to enforce unique constraints:

New Sorted Relationship Sort Key Index Eliminated
EMP-EMPOSITION START DATE JOB-NDX
EMP-EXPERTISE SKILL CODE EMP-NDX
NHC-PROC PROCEDURE NUMBER NON-HOSP-NDX
DC-PROC PROCEDURE NUMBER PROC-NDX

The following relationships are sorted to avoid sorting retrieval occurrences:

Sorted Relationship Sort Key
DEPT-EMPLOYEE EMP LAST NAME EMP FIRST NAME
OFFICE-EMPLOYEE EMP LAST NAME EMP FIRST NAME
SKILL-EXPERTISE SKILL LEVEL

All sorted relationships are order ascending except:

• SKILL-EXPERTISE, since usually employees holding a skill should be listed such that those with the highest rating
appear first

• EMP-EMPOSITION, since position START DATEs are usually increasing in value

Refined Commonweather Corporation Database Design (For SQL Implementation)

The refined data structure diagram for Commonweather Corporation (for SQL implementation) is shown below.

A review of transactions shows that all insurance information should be clustered around an employee. This can be
accomplished by removing the CALC key from NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM, HOSPITAL CLAIM, and DENTAL CLAIM
entities and replacing each with a unique index on NONHOSP CLAIM ID, HOSPITAL CLAIM ID, and DENTAL CLAIM
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ID respectively. In addition, the location mode of each of the three entities must be changed to CLUSTERED through its
relationship with COVERAGE.

Due to the volume of data in the INS DEMO REGION, it is decided that all linked relationships between this region and the
EMP DEMO REGION be converted to unlinked. The only relationship affected is EMP-COVERAGE. In order to convert it
to unlinked, you must either add an index or CALC key on EMP ID (the foreign key of the relationship).

Since you want to cluster coverage entity occurrences by employee anyway, a CALC key on EMP ID is chosen since
it achieves the same results as clustering through the EMP-COVERAGE relationship and eliminates the need for an
additional index.

Refined Commonweather Corporation Database Design (For Non-SQL Implementation)

Additional non-SQL physical tuning options chosen for the Commonweather Corporation database design are discussed
below.
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Create a multimember relationship

Since the COVERAGE, HOSPITAL CLAIM, NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM, and DENTAL CLAIM entities are usually processed
together, we can create a multimember relationship to relate these entities. Let's call this relationship COVERAGE-
CLAIMS.

Variable-length entities

Several entities in the Commonweather database should be converted to repeating elements in variable-length entities.
The NON-HOSPITAL PROCEDURE and DENTAL PROCEDURE entities should be made variably-repeating elements
because they each participate in only one relationship.

• The NON-HOSPITAL PROCEDURE entity can be converted to a repeating element in the NON-HOSPITAL CLAIM
entity.

• The DENTAL PROCEDURE entity can be converted to a repeating element in the DENTAL CLAIM entity.

Add new entity

Because an employee must be managed by another existing employee, the integrity of the MANAGES-REPORT TO
relationship must be ensured. In order to accomplish this in a non-SQL implementation, a new entity (STRUCTURE)
and two relationships (REPORT-TO and MANAGES) must be created. Indicate the appropriate relationship options to
ensure that an employee is associated with an existing employee. The MANAGES relationship is sorted to enforce unique
constraints. (If it were not a sorted relationship, an index would have to be created to enforce uniqueness.)

Remove unnecessary keys

Remove foreign keys if SQL access is not a priority. If you choose to remove unnecessary keys, adjust the entity lengths
accordingly.

Relationship options

Choose linkage and membership options for linked relationships. Choose ordering option of each nonsorted relationship.

Duplicates options

Duplicates options for indexes and sorted relationships were chosen based on application requirements.

The diagram below could be used to implement the database using a non-SQL definition.

The diagram shows:

• A multimember set
• Variable-length entities
• Removal of foreign keys as reflected in new entity lengths
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Since the design shown above will satisfy the performance requirements of the Commonweather Corporation, this
diagram will be used in later sections of this section as the basis for performing sizing calculations and a final database
design review.

Minimizing Contention Among Transactions
Contents

Overview

Once you have refined the database model to optimize each individual database transaction, you should determine how
the system will be affected by the concurrent execution of several transactions. You need to consider making changes to
the physical model to minimize the likelihood of system bottlenecks.

Bottlenecks are often caused by excessive contention for database resources. For example, bottlenecks can occur
when two or more programs (or terminal operators) attempt to execute update transactions against the same entity
occurrences at the same time. Since the likelihood of contention increases with the number of database transactions, you
need to determine whether the physical database model can accommodate the number of transactions executed at your
corporation.
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This section explains why database contention occurs and also shows you how to minimize contention.

Sources of Database Contention
Contents

Business transactions must contend for the following database resources:

• Areas
• Entities

Area Contention

Physical area locks

CA IDMS/DB examines and sets physical area locks whenever an area is opened in an update mode. Physical area locks:

• Prevent concurrent updates by multiple IDMS runtime environments (multiple local database transactions, multiple
central versions, or a combination of both)

• Prevent update access to an area that requires rollback of database transactions

Physical locks are handled differently depending on the mode of processing:

• Local mode -- As each area is readied in any update mode, the lock is checked. If the lock is set, access to the area
is not allowed. If the lock is not set, the local database transaction causes the lock to be set. In the event that the
transaction terminates abnormally (that is, without issuing a FINISH), the lock remains set. Further update access or
commit processing by subsequent database transactions is prevented until the area is recovered.

• Central version -- At system startup, the central version checks the locks in all areas available to the system for
update processing. If any lock is set, further access to that area is disallowed (that is, the area is varied offline to the
central version). The central version proceeds without the use of that area.
If the lock is removed after system startup, the operator must vary the area status from offline to online to make the
area available to the central version.

Logical area locks

Logical area locks are used by central version to control concurrent access to areas by database transactions running
under central version. Logical area locks are derived from the mode in which an area is readied. A logical lock on a
database area sometimes causes transactions to wait for database resources. When a transaction cannot ready an area
because of a protected or exclusive restriction placed on that area by another transaction, the second transaction is
placed in a wait state until the first transaction is finished.

Concurrent area access

The following diagram shows the way in which ready modes and ready options restrict concurrent use of an area by
database transactions executing under one central version.

Transaction A readies AREA1 in protected update mode; transaction B readies the area in shared retrieval mode; and
transaction C attempts to ready the area in exclusive update mode and is put into a wait state until both transactions A
and B terminate. Transactions D and E, attempting to ready the area, must wait until transaction C terminates.
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Entity Occurrence Contention

Record locks

CA IDMS/DB sets record locks on entity occurrences accessed by transactions operating under the central version.
Record locks are never maintained for transactions operating in local mode, since concurrent update is prevented by
physical area locks.

Locks can be set implicitly by the central version or explicitly by the programmer, as described below:

• Implicit record locks are maintained automatically by the central version for every transaction running in shared
update mode. They are optionally maintained in shared retrieval and protected update mode, according to your
specifications at system generation.

• Explicit record locks, set by the programmer using navigational DML, are used to maintain record locks that would
otherwise be released following a change in currency.
They are never maintained for areas whose status is transient retrieval or for database transactions executing with an
isolation level of transient retrieval.

Functions

Record locks perform four functions:

• Protect against concurrent update of the same entity occurrence by two or more transactions
• Protect transactions from reading uncommitted updates made by another transaction
• Protect entity occurrences that are current of one transaction from being updated by another transaction
• Allow one transaction to selectively protect any entity from access or update by another transaction

Increased contention

Record locks can sometimes increase contention among programs that require access to database resources. In some
instances, conditions that result from the use of record locks can even cause abnormal termination of transactions
executing under the central version. The following conditions can occur:

• Too many locks. If resource limits for locks are established and a transaction tries to generate more locks than the
limit, the system might terminate the transaction, depending on your specifications at system generation. If resource
limits for locks were not established, the system will continue processing, but processing performance might be
degraded.

• Excessive wait time. If a transaction, while attempting to set a record lock, is made to wait for another transaction
to terminate (or to release a lock on an entity), the first transaction waits only as long as the interval specified at
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system generation before abending. When a transaction exceeds the internal wait time, the system will terminate the
transaction.

• Deadlock situation. If two transactions are in a deadlock, one of the transactions is aborted. A deadlock occurs
when two transactions wait on each other for access to the same resource(s). For example, if both transaction A and
transaction B read the same entity occurrence, each acquires a shared record lock on the occurrence. If transaction A
then tries to update the entity occurrence, it will wait until transaction B releases its lock. If transaction B tries to update
the occurrence, it will wait on transaction A. Transactions A and B are in a deadlock situation.
CA IDMS/DB resolves this potential bottleneck by aborting and rolling back one of the transactions. By default, the
transaction chosen is the most recently begun transaction with the lowest priority.

Minimizing Contention
Contents

Guidelines

You can reduce the likelihood of bottlenecks resulting from area and entity occurrence contention by making appropriate
changes to the physical database design. To make intelligent design decisions to reduce contention, you must first identify
potential bottlenecks.

Section10, "Identifying Application Performance Requirements" showed you how to determine:

• The priority of each business transaction
• The frequency of execution of each transaction
• The frequency of access of each entity

By examining this information closely, you can identify potential bottlenecks in the physical database. For example, if
you know that two different database entities will be accessed often, you can assign these entities to different areas to
avoid area contention. Additionally, you can schedule the execution of high-priority programs to reduce the likelihood of
contention with other programs.

Minimizing Contention for Entities and Areas

Guidelines

Consider the following guidelines for minimizing contention for database entities and areas:

• Minimize the use of one-of-a-kind (OOAK) entities.
To reduce contention for an OOAK entity used for maintaining a control number (like the next order number in an
order-entry system), you can manufacture the control number. For example, instead of storing the number in the
database, you could determine the number dynamically from the date and time at which each order is placed.

• Avoid placing heavily-used entities in the same area. If several heavily-used entities are placed in the same
database area, the area may become a source of database contention. When heavily-used entities are stored in the
same area, programs may have to contend for storage space, and internally-maintained control structures such as
those used for CALC processing.
To minimize area contention, you can assign each heavily-used entity to a separate area in the database, as shown in
the following diagram.
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For further information on assigning entities to database areas, see Section15, "Determining the Size of the Database".

• Place large indexes in separate areas. To avoid contention for space and because indexes are typically heavily
used, place them in separate areas.

• Avoid long-running update transactions. Application programs that perform many updates often set many record
locks. To lessen the possibility of abnormal termination as a result of setting too many locks or being involved in a
deadlock, the programmer can commit database changes to release locks at intervals throughout the processing.
This technique should be used with caution, since the commit function also causes a checkpoint to be written to the
journal file. Following the unsuccessful execution of a DML function, a transaction is rolled back only to the point of the
last checkpoint. Thus the existence of a checkpoint resulting from a commit statement would prohibit the system from
performing a rollback to the beginning of the transaction.

• Separate frequently used and updated entities. If an entity creates excessive contention among application
programs, you can segment the entity into two or more entities. For example, if the EMPLOYEE entity were a source
of contention, you could break the entity into EMPERS and EMPAY. EMPERS might contain all personal information
on each employee, while EMPAY could contain professional information. The two entities could then be assigned to
different database areas and use different indexes.
By segmenting employee data, you could eliminate contention between those programs that access employee
personal information and those programs that only require access to professional information, as shown in the
following diagram.
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• Include several levels for each frequently-updated sorted index. While sorted indexes with very few levels can
be used to optimize performance in retrieval applications, they sometimes cause contention between application
programs that perform update functions.
If a sorted index will be updated frequently, make sure that the index consists of at least three levels. For further
information on sizing a sorted index, see Section15, "Determining the Size of the Database".

• Schedule the execution of batch update jobs. In some situations, you should consider scheduling programs that
execute batches of updates to reduce contention. By executing update programs one at a time, you can ensure that
these programs do not have to contend for the same database resources.

• Ready areas in shared update mode. If an application program readies an area in protected or exclusive mode, other
programs can be placed in a wait state. Therefore, whenever possible, programs updating a limited number of entities
before a commit should ready areas in shared update mode. The shared update mode allows multiple transactions
under the same central version to access the area concurrently, thereby reducing area locking and contention.

Determining the Size of the Database
After you have decided how each entity in the database will be stored and accessed, you can determine how much
storage space to reserve for the database. To allow for the most efficient processing, you need to plan the best use of
available computer storage resources.

As you determine the size of the database, you need to consider several factors, including the hardware available at your
corporation and the type of business applications that will be using the database.

After presenting a discussion of general database sizing considerations, this section shows you how to:

• Calculate the size of an area
• Allocate space for indexes
• Place areas in files
• Size a megabase

General Database Sizing Considerations
Before you determine the size of the database, you need to be familiar with the following topics:

Sizing Considerations for Compressed and Variable Length Entities

Internally, the DBMS treats the following types of entities as variable in length:

• Fixed-length compressed entities -- Entities with a fixed length that are compressed through a compression routine;
although the length of these entities is fixed from the point of view of user programs, compression makes them
internally variable.

• Variable-length entities -- Compressed or uncompressed entities with a length that depends on a variably occurring
data element (that is, entities that contain an OCCURS DEPENDING clause).

Fragmentation

The DBMS fragments a variable-length entity occurrence when it is unable to store the entire entity on a single page.
Fragmentation forces the system to perform two or more I/Os to retrieve a single variable-length entity. Fragmentation
should be kept to a minimum.

Root and fragment size

In a non-SQL environment, you can specify the following information in the schema:

• Minimum root -- The smallest amount of data to be stored on the entity's home page (target page)
• Minimum fragment -- The smallest amount of data to be stored on any additional page
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For SQL compressed entities, the minimum root and fragment are assigned automatically.

If a variable-length root or fragment exceeds 30 percent of the page size, space management problems can occur. To
ensure efficient space management, you need to tailor the size of the minimum root and fragment to the optimal page size
for the database area.

Page reserve

When a database area contains variable-length entities, and a general increase in the size of the entities is anticipated,
you should define a page reserve in the area definition. By specifying a page reserve, you can minimize fragmentation of
variable-length entities.

The page reserve is a specified number of bytes per page that can be used only for expansion of variable-length entities
or internally-maintained index records. For further information on internally-maintained index records, see "Allocating
Space for Indexes" later in this section. The space will not be used for storing new entity occurrences. In general, page
reserve should always be less than 30 percent of the page size.

The page reserve is specified in the CREATE/ALTER AREA statement of the physical database definition.

NOTE
A page reserve does not affect the physical structure of the database. You can, therefore, vary the page reserve
by using different DMCL modules, each with a different page reserve.

More Information For more information on the physical database definition, see the CA IDMS Database Administering
section.

Space Management

To manage space in an area, the DBMS keeps track of available space on each page. CA IDMS/DB reserves selected
pages called space management pages (SMPs) for this purpose.

Space management pages

The first page in each area is an SMP; depending on the number and size of pages in the area, CA IDMS/DB can reserve
additional SMPs throughout the area. When you determine the size of an area, you need to take into consideration the
number of SMPs to be maintained in the area.
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More information For more information on space management, see the CA IDMS Database Administering section.

Overflow Conditions

Overflow conditions occur when entities must contend for storage space in the database. In some instances, overflow can
cause performance degradation. Therefore, you need to understand the causes of overflow and know how to minimize it.

You should try to predict the effectiveness of segregating entities in the planning stage and then fine tune the database in
a test environment.

NOTE
You can use the database analysis utility (IDMSDBAN) to determine the total number of overflows in a database.

Types of overflow

There are two types of overflow:

• CALC overflow
• Cluster overflow

Each of these types of overflow is discussed separately below.

CALC Overflow

If occurrences of several entity types are randomized in one area or if an insufficient number of pages exists for the
number of occurrences of one CALC entity type, CALC overflow conditions can occur.

Suppose an area contains two CALC entity types, A and C, and one clustered entity type, B, that is clustered through
the A-B relationship. One A and four B entities fill a page, so that in several instances there is no room for a C entity
randomizing to the same page. CALC overflow can occur in this situation, as shown below.

In this instance, A and B entities have filled pages 1003 and 1006, and have caused C2 and C4 to overflow to the next
page. Two accesses are required to retrieve these entities.
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Some overflow should be expected. Be concerned if a high percentage (more than 25%) of CALC entities overflow.

Reducing overflow

To reduce overflow:

• Ensure non-static areas are no more than 75% full.
• Initially load CALC entity occurrences before clustered entity occurrences. (This is especially effective in static

databases.)
• Separate entities into different areas.

Cluster Overflow

If the page size for a database area is not large enough to hold an entire cluster of entity occurrences, cluster overflow
conditions may occur. Cluster overflow occurs when the DBMS cannot fit a new entity occurrence on the same page as
other entity occurrences in the cluster. Cluster overflow forces the DBMS to try to store the entity occurrence on the next
page in the area.

Suppose an area contains one entity, A, stored CALC, and one entity, B, which is clustered through the A-B relationship.
One A and four B occurrences fill a page. In the instance shown in the diagram, one of the A-B clusters contains two
B occurrences, one contains four occurrences, and one contains seven occurrences. Since there isn't room for the
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seven occurrences on one page, the extra occurrences have had to overflow to pages 1004 and 1005. To retrieve all
occurrences in the cluster requires three accesses.

Reducing cluster overflow

You can reduce cluster overflow by:

• Increasing the page size for the area
• Assigning clustered entities to separate areas from their parent entities

Calculating the Size of an Area
 

To determine the amount of space necessary for a particular database area, you need to perform the following
procedures:

1. Calculate the size of each cluster.
2. Determine the page size.
3. Calculate the number of pages in the area
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Follow steps 1 through 3 as described below to determine the size of the areas in your database.

Step 1 Calculating the Size of Each Cluster

Through clustering, users can store related entities close together in the database. Clustering allows a business
application to access related entities quickly and efficiently. To ensure optimal processing, you base your database sizing
calculations on the size of a cluster.

If you do not plan the use of storage resources effectively, the system may be unable to fit an entire cluster on a single
page. Overflow conditions may occur, causing the system to perform two or more I/Os to access each application cluster.
For a detailed discussion of overflow conditions, see Overflow Conditions.

Procedure

You use the following procedures to calculate the size of a cluster:

1. Identify the entity types in the cluster.
2. Determine the length (in bytes) of each entity type stored in the cluster.
3. If an entity participates in a relationship, add 4 bytes for each NEXT, PRIOR, OWNER, or INDEX pointer.

NOTE
 In an SQL implementation, linked clustered relationships always contain NEXT, PRIOR, and OWNER
pointers. Linked indexed relationships always contain INDEX and OWNER pointers.

4. If an entity in a non-SQL implementation is indexed, add 4 bytes for the INDEX pointer associated with
each linked index.

5. If an entity is stored CALC, add 8 bytes to allow for pointers in the CALC (SR1) chain.
6. If an entity is variable length or compressed, add 8 bytes to allow for the variable-length indicator and fragment pointer.
7. Add 8 bytes for each entity to allow for storage of line indexes.
8. Sum the numbers calculated above to determine the total number of bytes for a single occurrence of each entity type.
9. Determine the average number of occurrences of each entity type in a single cluster.
10. Multiply the total bytes for each entity by the number of occurrences in the cluster to calculate the amount of space

needed for each entity type in the cluster.
11. Add the above space calculations to determine the total size for a single cluster.

NOTE
If any entity in the cluster is the parent of an indexed relationship, you need to allow space for storage of the
internal index entities.

Sample cluster size calculation

The following diagram shows how the size of a cluster is determined.

In the EMP-DEMO-REGION area, 492 bytes are required to store a complete cluster of EMPLOYEE, EXPERTISE,
EMPOSITION, and STRUCTURE entities.
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The above calculations are for a non-SQL implementation. If this is an SQL implementation, the data length and index
pointer options can differ.

NOTE
If one or more indexes are to be included in the cluster, refer to the index size calculations later in this section.

Step 2 Determining the Page Size

Page size

Whenever possible, you select a page size that holds two to three clusters of data used by an application program. The
maximum page size is 32764.

Physical device blocking 

A database page is a fixed block. As a general rule, you use pages that are an even fraction of the track size.

The following table lists the optimal page sizes by device type for six IBM disk drives. Manufacturers of other brands of
direct access storage devices (DASD) should be able to provide similar information for their own equipment.

per track  3330  3340  3350  3375  3380  3390 
1 13028 8368 19068 32764 32764 32764
2 6444 4100 9440 17600 23476 27996
3 4252 2676 6232 11616 15476 18452
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4 3156 1964 4628 8608 11476 13680
5 2496 1540 3664 6816 9076 10796
6 2056 1252 3020 5600 7476 8904
7 1744 1052 2564 4736 6356 7548
8 1508 896 2220 4096 5492 6516
9 1324 780 1952 3616 4820 5724
10 1180 684 1740 3200 4276 5064
11 1060 608 1564 2880 3860 4564
12 960 544 1416 2592 3476 4136
13 876 488 1296 2368 3188 3768
14 804 440 1180 2176 2932 3440
15 740 400 1096 2016 2676 3172

NOTE
Note: The bytes per page for FBA devices must be a multiple of 512.

Considerations

Entity size 

The size of a fixed-length entity or of a variable-length entity's minimum root or fragment cannot exceed 30 percent of
page size without causing additional overhead for space management. Page size should always be at least three and
one-third times greater than the largest entity in the area. A higher ratio (up to ten times greater) is preferable.

NOTE
With a variable-length entity, the length of the root and fragment must conform to the consideration stated
above. The entity itself (root plus all fragments) can be larger than the page.

Page reserve 

When you calculate the page size, you need to take into consideration the amount of space necessary for the page
reserve. A page reserve is used to allow space for:

• Future growth -- At load time, you may want to reserve space in the database for storage of new data entities or for
splitting of SR8 entities in an index structure. In either case, you should specify the page reserve when the database is
first defined and then remove this page reserve after the database has been loaded.

• Expansion of variable-length entities -- The page reserve for an area that contains variable-length entities is
specified when the database is defined and is never removed.

Calculating the page reserve 

To calculate the size of a page reserve, perform the following procedures:

1. For each variable-length entity in the area, find the difference in bytes between the anticipated starting and expanded
sizes.

2. Multiply the difference for each entity type by the anticipated number of occurrences of the entity.
3. Divide the total by the number of pages in the area.

The page reserve should never exceed 30 percent of the page size.

Buffer pool size 

The size of a buffer pool depends on the amount of concurrent processing to be performed against the database. To avoid
excessive database I/O operations, the buffer pool should be able to hold at least five pages.
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If sufficient main storage cannot be allocated for a 5-page (or larger) buffer pool, you should reduce the page size.

Suppose an installation uses type 3380 disk devices. In this environment, the main storage required to create a buffer
pool of six buffer pages is:

Page Size Main Storage Required for Six Buffers 
32,764 bytes 196,584 bytes
23,476 bytes 140,856 bytes
15,476 bytes 92,856 bytes
11,476 bytes 68,856 bytes
9,076 bytes 54,456 bytes
7,476 bytes 44,856 bytes

NOTE
There is additional overhead for each page in the buffer pool not included in the above numbers.

Processing requirements 

The number of clusters (or portions of clusters) to be stored on a page should be determined by application processing
requirements:

• For typical random processing where direct access to data is essential, you should use small page sizes (few
clusters). A small page requires less time per access and permits more concurrent processing on a channel. However,
a small page also reduces the data transfer rate, causes more I/Os, and uses more disk space for a given quantity of
data.

• For typical serial processing, large page sizes (several clusters) allow a high data transfer rate and reduce the
number of I/Os. However, large pages also monopolize the channel for longer periods of time.

Page header and footer 

You need to allow 32 bytes on each page for the header and footer.

Large clusters 

If the size of a cluster is excessively large (greater than 1/3 to 1/2 of a track), define a new database area and move a
portion of the cluster to this area. Move one or more child entities in the cluster to the new area. You can adjust the size of
this new area to accommodate a large cluster by increasing the page size or by adding more pages.

Storing clusters in a separate area 

When you store child entities in a cluster in a separate area from their parent entities, the position of the child entity
occurrences is proportional to the position of the parent entities in their area. Therefore the sizing considerations for both
areas should be similar.

Step 3 Calculating the Number of Pages in the Area

After you identified the optimal page size for a database area, you can determine the number of pages to allocate to that
area. If significant growth is expected early, plan for 50 percent initial capacity and allow for growth up to 70 to 80 percent.
As a rule, you should try to avoid exceeding 70 percent capacity.

Procedure 

To calculate the total number of pages required for a database area, perform the following procedures:

1. Calculate the number of bytes in each entity in the area:
a. Multiply the number of bytes in each entity by the number of occurrences. Below is a form you can use to compute

the number of bytes required for each entity type. 
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b. After you determined how much space is needed for each entity type, add the bytes for each entity to determine
the total number of bytes for the area.

2. Calculate the number of base pages by dividing the total entity bytes by the page size minus 32.
3. Divide the result by the desired space utilization (70 percent) to get the total number of base pages. (Static files

average 70 percent; dynamic files average 50 percent.) If there are any SR8 entities in the area, you may want to
increase the page reserve.

4. Subtract 32 from the page size and divide by 2 (bytes per SMP entry). 

NOTE
For large databases, the CALC algorithm operates most effectively when the number of pages in the area is
a prime number.

5. Divide the quotient into the number of base pages and round up to the next integer. The result is the number of space
management pages.

6. Add the number of base pages and space management pages to determine the total number of pages in the area.
7. To calculate the number of tracks needed, divide the number of pages in the area by the number of pages per track on

the type of disk device being used.

Sample area size calculation 

The following sample shows how the number of pages in an area is determined for an area containing 1000 employees. 

The EMP-DEMO-REGION area needs 492,000 bytes to store all occurrences of the EMPLOYEE, EXPERTISE,
EMPOSITION, and STRUCTURE entities. Calculations determine that 167 database pages of 4276 bytes need to be
allocated to accommodate these entities.
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1. Entity bytes per area = 492k bytes.
2. Calculate the number of base pages by dividing the total bytes by page size minus 32:

4276 - 32 = 4244
492,000 / 4244 = 116 pages (rounded)

3. Divide by desired space utilization (70%): 166 (rounded).
4. Subtract 32 from page size and divide by two. Divide the quotient into the number of base pages and round up to the

next integer. The result is the number of space management pages:
166 / 2122 = .08

When you round to the next whole page, only one SMP is needed.
5. Add the number of base pages and space management pages to determine the number of pages in the area: 167
6. Divide the number of pages in the area by the number of pages per track on the type of disk device being used. The

result is the number of tracks needed:
167 / 10 = 16.7 tracks

Allocating Space for Indexes
Contents

When a database area contains an index, you must provide space in the area for storage of the index. To determine the
amount of space needed, you perform some simple calculations. Before you allocate space for an index, you need to
consider both the volume of data entities to be indexed and the type of internal structures that CA IDMS/DB will generate
to allow access to these entities.
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Following a discussion of the structure of an index, procedures for calculating the size of an index are presented below.

Index Structure

Indexes are built and maintained by the DBMS for:

• System indexes -- These are standalone index structures providing alternate access to entity occurrences. They are
defined using the OWNER IS SYSTEM clause of the non-SQL ADD SET statement or the CREATE INDEX statement
in SQL.
The root (or top entity) of a system index is an SR7 entity. This is an internal record type with a location mode of CALC.
For non-SQL-defined indexes, the CALC key is the name of the index. For SQL-defined indexes, it is an internally
generated name.

• Indexed relationships -- These are index structures associated with each occurrence of a parent entity in an indexed
relationship and are used to point to the associated child entity occurrences.
They are defined using the MODE IS INDEX clause of the non-SQL ADD SET statement where the set is not defined
as SYSTEM-OWNED or the LINKED INDEX clause of an SQL CREATE CONSTRAINT statement. The root of an
indexed relationship is an occurrence of the parent entity.

Structure of an index

The structure of an index consists of internally maintained records called SR8s. Each SR8 is chained (by next, prior, and
owner pointers) to the parent entity occurrence (or SR7 in the case of a system index) and to each other. An index is
therefore structured as a chained relationship between the parent entity (or SR7) and the SR8s.

An SR8 contains from 3 to 8,180 index entries and a cushion (that is, a field that is the length of the largest possible
index entry). The content of an index entry depends on the index characteristics:

• For sorted indexes, SR8s are arranged in levels to facilitate searching. Each index entry contains the db-key of an
indexed entity occurrence or the db-key of another SR8. Additionally, for indexes sorted on a symbolic key, each index
entry also contains a symbolic key. A symbolic key is a key constructed of one or more data elements in the order
specified in the schema (up to 256 bytes in length).

• For unsorted indexes, SR8s are arranged in a single level. Each index entry is the db-key for an entity occurrence.

An unsorted index

The following diagram shows the structure for a simple unsorted indexed relationship. In this example, there is a single
SR8 chained to the indexed set's parent. The SR8 contains three entries. Each entry contains an index pointer that points
to a child entity occurrence. Each child occurrence contains an index pointer that points to that SR8 and an owner pointer
that points back to the set's parent. (The owner pointer is optional.)
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Structure of a three-level index

The following diagram shows the structure for a sorted index arranged in three levels. In this example, each SR8 has
a maximum of three entries. Each entry consists of a symbolic key value and a db-key. The bold entries show how the
LONG entity is located during an index search. In the top and intermediate levels, the db-key in each entry points to
another SR8. (For simplicity, prior and owner pointers are not included in this figure.)

Entries in a 3-level index

The following diagram shows the index pointers and symbolic keys for a three-level sorted index. Each entry consists of a
symbolic key and a pointer (db-key). The bold entries show how the LONG entity is located in the database. The pointers
in the top and intermediate levels point to SR8s at the next lowest level. Only the bottom-level entry points to the indexed
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entity. (For simplicity, prior and owner pointers are not included in this figure; in addition, there are two pointers for the
symbolic key for BENN, since there are two employees with that name.)

Symbolickey Db-key
Top-level SR8s 90002:3 Innis

West
90004:10
90004:57

Intermediate-
level SR8s

90004:10 Carr
Ferro
Innis

90015:13
90016:40
90030:6

90004:57 Nelson
Stuart
West

90021:3
90018:53
90030:12

Bottom-level SR8s 90015:13 Benn
Carr

721009:147 723006:105
721007:3

90016:40 Davis
East
Ferro

720617:201
721592:63
722310:16

00030:6 Grey
Hall
Innis

720016:31
727160:52
725921:74

90021:3 James
Long
Nelson

726412:4
724263:12
727160:90

90018:53 Stuart
Upton

720039:37
720715:52

90030:12 West 725129:2

Number of levels in an index

The number of levels in an index directly affects database performance. The number of levels determines:

• The number of I/Os required to access the indexed entities. An index that has few levels (four or fewer) typically
incurs a minimum number of I/Os to access the indexed entities.

• How much contention will occur for access to the SR8 records. An index that has several levels typically reduces
contention among application programs that require access to SR8s.

An index is considered efficient if there is little contention for the SR8s and few I/Os are required to access the indexed
entities. To develop an efficient index, you should usually plan an index that has three levels of SR8s. An index that has
more than eight or ten levels is likely to degrade processing performance by causing the system to access many SR8s
when searching for a particular indexed entity occurrence. A system index that consists of fewer than three levels may
incur contention if frequently updated. Indexed relationships should usually have fewer than three levels since contention
is less likely because there are multiple index structures (one for each relationship occurrence).

Since the structure of an index depends on several dynamic factors, it is often difficult to make a precise calculation of the
number of levels that the DBMS will create. CA IDMS/DB therefore provides schema syntax that can be used to influence
the number of levels that will be generated for a particular index.

The number of levels generated by CA IDMS/DB for a sorted index depends on the number of index entries in each SR8.
You can specify the maximum number of entries that can be contained in an SR8 by using the INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS
clause of the index definition in the schema.

You can improve the efficiency of an index by performing one of the following procedures:
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• Decrease the number of levels in the index by increasing the number of entries in each SR8. This action can
enhance efficiency by decreasing the number of SR8s that the DBMS must access when searching for a particular
entry.

• Increase the number of levels in the index by decreasing the number of entries in each SR8. This action can
enhance efficiency by reducing the likelihood of contention for SR8s.

For further information on the structure of an index, see CA IDMS Database Administering section.

Calculating the Size of the Index

To account for the different types of index structures, you use a different set of formulas to calculate the size of each of the
following types of indexes:

• Indexes sorted on a symbolic key
• Indexes sorted on the database key
• Unsorted indexes

Formulas for calculating the size of indexes are outlined in the following tables.

For information on sizing an index automatically, see Area statements in "Physical Database DDL Statements" of Volume
1 of CA IDMS Database Administering section.

Considerations

Before you calculate the size of your indexes, you should be aware of the following index sizing considerations:

• The method of loading the index determines how the index size should be calculated. The formulas presented in
the tables below should be used only to calculate space requirements for indexes that are loaded in sequential order.

• Index sizing calculations should allow ample space for future growth. You have several options for reserving
space for expansion of an index:
– Make a generous estimate of the number of occurrences to be indexed; use this inflated number as the basis for

performing your index sizing calculations.
– Make a generous estimate of the number of pages required for the area in which the index will be stored; the

formulas presented below can be used to calculate the minimum number of pages required for an area in which an
index will be stored.

– Specify a page reserve at load time; after the index has been loaded, remove the page reserve and increase the
number of entries in each SR8.

– Indicate how far away from the parent or SR7 the bottom-level SR8s are to be stored. For an indexed relationship
or a system-owned index, you can use the DISPLACEMENT clause of the non-SQL schema ADD SET statement
or the SQL schema CREATE INDEX statement to cluster bottom-level SR8s away from their parent in a database
area. By specifying the number of pages to displace the bottom-level SR8s, you can reserve space in the area for
storage of intermediate SR8s.

Calculating the Size of an Index Sorted on a Symbolic Key

Calculation Formula/Instructions
Number of indexed entity occurrences and key length The requirements of your database will determine these values.

You may want to use an inflated number to allow for future growth.
Number of index levels In most situations, you should design indexes with three levels.

However, your index may consist of from one to four index levels.
Indexes with few entries or a short key can be built with only two
levels; indexes with many entries or very long keys might require
four levels. Indexed relationships or indexes with extremely few
entries might require only one level.
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Number of entries per SR8 For an n-level index:
#SR8-entries =
nth-root-of-#indexed-entity-occurrences
For example, to build a 3-level index:
#SR8-entries =
cube-root-of-#indexed-entity-occurrences
The results of this calculation should be rounded up to the next
higher integer.

Size of SR8 entities Determine SR8 size (including line index space) by using the
following formula:
SR8-size =
40 + (#SR8-entries + 1) * (key-length + 8)
Key-length equals the sum of the lengths of all data elements in
the index key.

Number of SR8s Determine the number of SR8s required for your index by level:
#Level-0-SR8s =
(#indexed-entity-occurrences + #SR8-entries - 1)
----------------------------------------------
#SR8-entries
#Level-1-SR8s =
(#level-0-SR8s + #SR8-entries - 1)
---------------------------------
#SR8-entries
#Level-2-SR8s =
(#level-1-SR8s + #SR8-entries - 1)
--------------------------------
#SR8-entries
One of the above calculations will be required for each level
in your index; note that the quotient should be truncated, not
rounded. Calculate the number of SR8s at each level until the
quotient equals 1. The total number of SR8s required for your
index is equal to the sum of all the counts computed above.

Number of bytes required Calculate the total number of bytes of space you will need to
accommodate the index:
Total-#bytes-required = #SR8s * SR8-size
Note: Level-0 refers to the bottom level of the index structure.
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Page size for the index area Plan to store at least three SR8s on a page; use a page reserve
of up to 29% of each page. The page reserve factor actually
increases the size of your database page so that additional SR8s
can be accommodated without generating overflow. Use the
following formulas to estimate page size.
Page-size = (#SR8s-per-page) * (SR8-size)
Total-page-size = page-size + page-reserve
+ page-header-footer-length
The header-footer length is 32 bytes for an area. Compare the
resulting page size with the table under "Step 2: Determining the
page size" and select the next larger page size that's compatible
with your DASD device:
If the page size determined in this way is too large, the number
of index levels will have to be increased until a satisfactory
compromise between page size and number of index levels is
reached.
If the page size determined is much smaller than 4K, use a 4K
page size instead; this allows more than three SR8s to be stored
on each page.

Number of SR8 displacement pages For improved efficiency, sorted indexes should make use of SR8
displacement pages to displace bottom-level (level-0) SR8s
from the top-level and intermediate-level SR8s. To determine
the number of displacement pages needed, perform these
calculations:
#Non-displaced-SR8s = total-#SR8s - #level-0-SR8s
#SR8-displacement-pages =
(#non-displaced-SR8s + #SR8s-per-page - 1)
------------------------------------------ + 1
#SR8s-per-page
Note that the quotient should be truncated, not rounded.

Number of pages needed for the index After calculating the displacement pages, determine the total
number of pages needed for the index:
Total-#Pages-needed = #SR8-displacement-pages +
(#level-0-SR8s + #SR8s-per-page - 1)
------------------------------------
#SR8s-per-page
Note that the quotient should be truncated, not rounded.

Calculating the Size of an Index Sorted on db-key

Calculation Formula/Instructions
Number of index entity occurrences The requirements of your database will determine this value.

You may want to use an inflated number to allow space for future
growth.

Number of index levels In most situations, you should design indexes with three levels.
However, your index could consist of from one to four index levels.
Indexes with few entries can be built with only two levels; indexes
with many entries might require four levels. Indexed relationships
or indexes with extremely few entries might require only one level.
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Number of entries per SR8 For an n-level index:
#SR8-entries =
nth-root-of-#indexed-entity-occurrences
For example, to build a 3-level index:
#SR8-entries =
cube-root-of-#indexed-entity-occurrences
The results of this calculation should be rounded up to the next
higher integer.

Size of SR8s Determine SR8 size (including line index space) by using the
following formulas:
Level-0-SR8-size =
40 + (#SR8-entries + 1) * 4
Non-level-0-SR8-size =
40 + (#SR8-entries + 1) * 8
Round the value up to the next higher number divisible by 4. The
level-0 SR8 length is nearly half that of the non-level-0 SR8. This
means that a page for an index sorted on db-key can hold nearly
twice as many bottom-level SR8s as higher-level SR8s.

Number of SR8s Determine the number of SR8s required for your index by level:
#Level-0-SR8s =
(#indexed-entity-occurrences + #SR8-entries - 1)
----------------------------------------------
#SR8-entries
#Level-1-SR8s =
(#level-0-SR8s + #SR8-entries - 1)
---------------------------------
#SR8-entries
#Level-2-SR8s =
(#level-1-SR8s + #SR8-entries - 1)
---------------------------------
#SR8-entries
The quotient should be truncated, not rounded. Continue
calculating the number of SR8s at each level until the quotient
equals 1. One of the above calculations will be required for each
level in your index. The total number of SR8s required for your
index is equal to the sum of all counts computed above.

Number of bytes required Calculate the total number of bytes of space you will need to
accommodate the index:
#Bytes-required-for-level-0-SR8s =
#level-0-SR8s * Level-0-SR8-size
#Bytes-required-for-non-level-0-SR8s =
#non-level-0-SR8s * non-level-0-SR8-size
Total-#bytes-required =
level-0-bytes + non-level-0-bytes
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Page size for the index area Plan to store at least three SR8s on a page; use a page reserve of
up to 29 percent of the page size. The page reserve factor actually
increases the size of your database page so that additional SR8s
can be accommodated without generating overflow. Use the
following formulas to estimate page size:
Page size =
(#SR8s-per-page) * (non-level-0-SR8-size)
Total-page-size = page-size + page-reserve
+ page-header-footer-length
The header-footer length is 32 bytes for a standard area. Compare
the resulting page size with the result from the previous table and
select the next larger page size that's compatible with your DASD
device:
If the page size determined in this way is too large, the number
of index levels will have to be increased until a satisfactory
compromise between page size and number of index levels is
reached.
If the page size determined is much smaller than 4K, use a 4K
page size instead; this allows more than three SR8s to be stored
on each page.

Number of SR8 displacement pages needed For improved efficiency, sorted indexes should make use of SR8
displacement pages to displace bottom-level (level-0) SR8s
from the top-level and intermediate-level SR8s. To determine
the number of displacement pages needed, perform these
calculations:
#Non-displaced-SR8s =
total-#SR8s - #level-0-SR8s
#SR8-displacement-pages =
(#non-displaced-SR8s + #SR8s-per-page - 1)
------------------------------------------ + 1
#SR8s-per-page
Note that the quotient is truncated, not rounded.

Number of pages needed for the index After calculating the displacement pages, determine the total
number of pages needed for the index:
Total-#Pages-needed =
#SR8-displacement-pages +
(#level-0-SR8s + #level-0-SR8s-per-page - 1)
--------------------------------------------
#level-0-SR8s-per-page
Note that the quotient is truncated, not rounded.

Calculating the Size of an Unsorted Index

Calculation Formula/Instructions
Number of indexed entity occurrences The requirements of your database will determine this value. You

might want to use an inflated number to allow space for future
growth.

Number of index levels Unsorted indexes consist of only one level (level-0).
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Number of entries per SR8 The number of SR8s should be three or more and less than
the number of entity occurrences being indexed. Work out the
formulas in the following steps with a number of your choice;
bear in mind that you need to derive an SR8 that is less than 30
percent of the page size for the area. Recalculate the formulas as
necessary until you reach the desired result.

Size of SR8s Determine SR8 size (including line index space) by using the
following formula:
SR8-size = 40 + (#SR8-entries + 1) * 4
Round the value up to the next higher number divisible by 4.

Number of SR8s Determine the number of SR8s that will be required for your index:
Total-#SR8s =
(#indexed-entity-occurrences + #SR8-entries - 1)
-----------------------------------------------
#SR8-entries
Note that the quotient is truncated, not rounded.

Number of bytes required Calculate the total number of bytes of space you will need to
accommodate the index:
#Bytes-required-for-SR8s = #SR8s * SR8-size

Page size for the index area Plan to store at least three SR8s on a page; use a page reserve of
up to 29 percent of the page size. The page reserve factor actually
increases the size of your database page so that additional SR8s
can be accommodated without generating overflow. Use the
following formulas to estimate page size:
Page-size = (#SR8s-per-page) * (SR8-size)
Total-page-size =
page-size + page-reserve
+ page-header-footer-length
The header-footer length is 32 bytes for an area. Compare the
resulting page size with the result from the first table and select
the next larger page size that's compatible with your DASD
device:
If the page size determined in this way is too large, the number
of index levels will have to be increased until a satisfactory
compromise between page size and number of index levels is
reached.
If the page size determined is much smaller than 4K, use a 4K
page size instead; this allows more than three SR8s to be stored
on each page.

Number of pages needed for the index Determine the total number of pages needed for the index:
Total-#pages-needed =
(#SR8s + #SR8s-per-page - 1)
----------------------------
#SR8s-per-page
Note that the quotient should be truncated, not rounded.

Sample index size calculation

The following diagram shows how space is allocated for storage of an index.

The SKILL-NAME index requires 18 database pages.

For a detailed explanation of the formula used to calculate space requirements for this index, see the previous table.
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            # OF SKILL OCCURRENCES                    1680

            KEY LENGTH                                  12

            # OF INDEX LEVELS                            3

            # OF ENTRIES PER SR8                        12

            SIZE OF SR8                                300

            # OF SR8s                                  153

            # OF BYTES REQUIRED FOR INDEX            45900

            # OF SR8 DISPLACEMENT PAGES                  3

            TOTAL # OF PAGES IN SKILL-NAME-REGION AREA  18

     # SR8 ENTRIES = Cube-root-of-#skill-occurrences = 12 (rounded up)

 

     SR8 SIZE = 40 + (13 * 20) = 300 bytes

     LVL-0  =  (1680 + 11) / 12  = 140 (truncated)

 

     LVL-1  =  (140 + 11) / 12   =  12 (truncated)

 

     LVL-2  =  (12 + 11) / 12    =   1 (truncated)

(In this 3-level index, there are 140 displaced SR8s and 13 non-displaced SR8s; the total number of SR8s is 153.)

     # OF BYTES REQUIRED FOR INDEX =   153 * 300 = 45900
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     SPACE REQUIRED FOR STORING 3 SR8s = 3 * 300

     PAGE-SIZE (INCLUDING PAGE RESERVE) = 900/.70  + 32  = 1318

(1318 bytes for page size is very small; therefore a 4K page size might be used instead. If a 4K page size is selected, the
DBMS will be able to store approximately 10 SR8s on a page.)

     # OF SR8 DISPLACEMENT PAGES = (15 + 10 - 1) / 10 + 1 = 3

     TOTAL # OF PAGES IN AREA    = (140 + 10 - 1) / 10 + 3 = 18

Placing Areas in Files
Guidelines

You can assign all areas in a database to a single file or you can distribute areas over several files. The following table
provides some guidelines for assigning areas to files.

The relationship between areas and files can be defined as one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, or many-to-many.
Each arrangement has its advantages and disadvantages.

Relationship Advantages Disadvantages
One area to one file Allows ease of maintenance

Facilitates recovery
Provides maximum flexibility in assigning
areas to buffers

If used with VSAM, this arrangement
can require excessive VSAM memory
requirements (GETVIS).

One area to many files Minimizes head/channel contention by
spreading dataover multiple packs
Optimizes processing of large and/or highly
active areas

Many areas to one file Recommended for small, stable areas that
are not used often

Restricts buffer allocations
Complicates DBA maintenance

Many areas to many files Severely restricts buffer allocations
Complicates DBA maintenance
Minimizes flexibility in data set placement
on disk
Complicates recovery procedures
Should be avoided

Processing considerations

When assigning areas to files, you should keep in mind the following processing considerations.

Input/output seek time

Follow these guidelines for minimizing seek time:
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• If you need to keep all (or several) areas online, you can reduce seek time by mapping each area into files allocated
across all the disk volumes.

• Place the most frequently accessed data set (database file) near the middle cylinder on a disk volume. The access arm
begins a seek operation from the position where it completed the last operation; therefore, the distance the arm must
travel will, on the average, be less to reach a cylinder in the middle of the disk surface.

• Place the smallest data sets that are accessed equally often near the center of the disk volume.
• When concurrently active data sets must be accessed by the same access mechanism, place them adjacent to one

another.
• If possible, place small, concurrently active data sets on the same cylinder.

For more specific guidelines, consult your hardware vendor publications for the hardware devices used at your installation.

Access-arm contention

To reduce contention for use of the access arm, you can place concurrently active data sets under different access
mechanisms.

Minimizing seek time

If you need to keep all areas online, you can reduce seek time by mapping the areas into files allocated across all the disk
volumes. For example, you can allocate nine files, three on each volume, and map each area across all three volumes.
This reduces the number of cylinders across which the disk heads must move to process any one application, as shown
below.

The diagram below shows how entities used for one application can be distributed over all volumes to limit head
movement.

Sizing considerations

As you assign areas to files, you need to keep in mind the following sizing considerations:

• For each page, there must be only one corresponding block of the same size.
• Pages in one area must be numbered as one continuous range of integers (you select the starting number); blocks in

one file must be numbered as one continuous range of integers, starting with the number one.
• Page ranges must not overlap.
• Page size can vary from area to area but not within an area; block size can vary from file to file but not within a file.

Areas with different page sizes cannot be mapped into one file, and one area cannot be mapped across files with
different block sizes.

• If an area is so large that it requires more than a single physical disk device and the access method is non-VSAM, the
area must be mapped to multiple files where the size of each file is no larger than the capacity of a single device.

• If VSAM is being used as the underlying access method for the database, an area of over 4GB must be mapped to
multiple VSAM files.

Sizing a Megabase
To allow for processing of very large databases, CA IDMS/DB permits you to:
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Each of these sizing options is discussed below.

Varying the Database Key Format

A database key is the concatenation of an entity's page number and its line index, for a total of four bytes. The format for
a database key is variable. The page number can make up 20 to 30 bits of the database key; the line index can make up
2 to 12 bits. You determine the database key format by specifying the MAXIMUM RECORDS PER PAGE clause of the
CREATE SEGMENT statement.

Since database key format is variable, you can structure the database to allow for either:

• More pages with fewer entities per page -- The number of pages in an area can be from 2 to 1,073,741,824.
• More entities per page with fewer pages -- Each page in a database can have from 2 to 2,727 entities.

To accommodate a very large database, you need to make sure that the highest page in an area can be expressed in the
database key format. You also need to ensure that the line index is large enough to identify the highest entity occurrence
on a specific page.

NOTE
The number specified in the MAXIMUM RECORDS PER PAGE clause indicates the maximum number of entity
occurrences that the run-time system will place on a single page. The actual number of occurrences on a given
page depends on the page size and the size of individual entity occurrences placed on the page.

Assigning Segments to Page Groups

By assigning segments to page groups, you can maintain, under a single central version, multiple databases that total
more than a billion pages. A page group uniquely identifies a collection of page ranges. You can specify a numeric
identifier in the range 0 through 32,767 as a page group.

More Information

For more information on varying the db-key and page groups, see the CA IDMS Database Administering section.

Considerations

Although segments can be assigned different page groups and database key formats, the following restrictions apply:

• By default, a single database transaction can access data in only one page group for a non-SQL-defined database.
Therefore, data to be accessed together must be defined within the same page group.

• The single page group restriction for a transaction does not apply to SQL-defined databases or to non-SQL-defined
databases accessed through a DBNAME with Mixed Page Group Binds Allowed. However, all records of a record
type to be accessed in a single transaction must reside in the same segment. While you can horizontally segment a
database, for example by placing customer information in three segments (CUSTEAST, CUSTWEST, CUSTCENT),
you can access only one of these segments at a time from within a transaction.

• For non-SQL defined tables, owner and member records for a chain set must be in the same page group and have the
same number of records per page.

• For SQL defined tables, referenced and referencing tables for a referential constraint must be in the same page group
and have the same number of records per page, and a table and its index area must be in the same page group and
have the same number of records per page.

• By default all segments accessed by a single database transaction must have the same database key format.
However, when using a DBNAME with Mixed Page Group Binds Allowed, a single transaction can access data from
multiple page groups, each having a different database key format.

• All segments of a dictionary must be in the same page group.
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Implementing Your Design
After you have determined the space requirements of the database, you are prepared for a final design review and
implementation. You need to review the design to ensure that the database will support the business transactions
performed by users at your corporation. You also need to ensure that applications that access the database will execute
efficiently.

This section shows you how to review both the logical and physical models for a corporate database.

Reviewing the Design
Contents

Reviewing the design for a corporate database involves performing the following procedures:

1. Reviewing the logical database model
2. Reviewing the physical database model

Follow the steps below to finalize the design for your corporate database.

Step 1 Review the Logical Database Model

In the initial stages of logical design, you identified the business problem that users hoped to solve by creating a
database. After interviewing several company employees, you performed a thorough analysis of the business system,
determining the processing functions performed by the corporation and the flow of data during typical executions of these
functions.

An analysis of the system provided documentation of the types of data required by corporate users to perform their day-to-
day business tasks. With this documentation, you created the entity-relationship diagram, which serves as a model of the
corporate enterprise.

During the final review of a database design, you should make sure that the physical design does not compromise the
logical model for the database.

Step 2 Review the Physical Database Model

Earlier in the design process, you traced the flow of each business transaction through the database. By tracing the flow
of transactions, you tried to ensure that the system would support all database processing. During the final review of a
database design, you need to trace the flow of business transactions again.

Calculating I/Os

As you trace the flow of each business transaction, you should calculate the number of input/output operations that will be
performed. The I/O calculation for a business transaction depends on several factors. These factors include the order in
which entities are accessed, the location mode of each entity accessed, the types of indexes (if any) used to access the
data, and the way entities are clustered in the database.

See Section12, "Refining the Database Design" for instructions on how to estimate the number of I/Os for a transaction.

Potential Design Flaws

As you trace the flow of each transaction, you need to look for potential design flaws. Here are some things to watch out
for.

Nonclustered relationships
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Relationships between two entities that are stored with the CALC location mode sometimes degrade processing in
applications that retrieve all child entity occurrences. When two CALC entities are related, the system must perform
several I/O operations to retrieve the child entity occurrences participating in the relationship, as shown below.

CALC-to-CALC relationships are particularly costly for long chained relationships (those having many child occurrences).
In the following diagram, note the number of pages accessed in order to retrieve all employees in a particular department.

Sorted relationships

Sorted relationships are efficient for some kinds of processing and not for others. When you design a relationship, you
need to consider whether the sorted order is appropriate for the type of processing that will be performed.

Make sure that:

• Every sorted relationship can be justified.
• If new key values are higher than existing values, the relationship is ordered in descending sequence.
• If new key values are lower than existing values, the relationship is ordered in ascending sequence.
• If the relationship is not clustered, it is indexed rather than chained (non-SQL implementation).

For further information on sorted relationships, see Refining the Database Design.

Relationships crossing areas

When two entities related through a linked relationship are stored in different database areas, certain utilities require that
you operate on both areas at the same time. Therefore, you might want to consider using an unlinked relationship rather
than a linked relationship.

Ineffective clustering
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Processing performance can be affected by ineffective clustering. Suppose that an entity participates as a child in two
relationships. To achieve optimal performance, the relationship through which an entity is most frequently accessed
should be chosen as the clustering relationship.

In the example below, retrieving all positions for a job will require fewer I/Os than retrieving all positions for an employee.
This should be reviewed to ensure that it reflects transaction frequencies.

Large clusters

Large clusters of entity occurrences can also cause performance problems. If the amount of space required to hold related
entity occurrences is greater than the page size for a database area, CALC or cluster overflow conditions can occur.

Absence of PRIOR pointers in a non-SQL implementation

PRIOR pointers should be excluded from a relationship only when all of the following conditions are true:

• Child entity occurrences in a relationship are not erased or disconnected.
• Child entity occurrences in a relationship participate in no other relationship.
• Order is not LAST or PRIOR.
• The FIND/OBTAIN LAST or FIND/OBTAIN PRIOR functions are not used for the relationship.

In all other circumstances, you should include PRIOR pointers in a relationship.

Absence of OWNER pointers in a non-SQL implementation

OWNER pointers should be excluded from a relationship only when all of the following conditions are true:

• Parent entities in a relationship are not accessed from child entities.
• The FIND/OBTAIN OWNER DML function is not used for the relationship.
• Parent and child entities are normally stored all on one page.

In all other circumstances, you should include OWNER pointers in a relationship. Every relationship must have NEXT
pointers except indexed relationships, which must have INDEX pointers.

Questions To Address

Here are some questions that you should address before implementing a database:

• Will performance be acceptable for the five to ten most important transactions? From a performance standpoint,
the most important transactions are those transactions that are executed most frequently.

• Do any clustered entities require rapid, random retrieval? If so, consider placing indexes on these entities or, in a
non-SQL implementation, adding additional linked relationships, as described below.
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In the following example, the EMPLOYEE entity is stored clustered via the DEPT-EMPLOYEE relationship. A new
entity called EMP-NUM is created and linked to the EMPLOYEE entity in a one-to-one relationship. Using the
relationship and CALC retrieval on EMP-NUM, an employee can be retrieved by employee number using two I/Os,
even though it is neither a CALC nor an index key.

• Does any entity that sparsely populates an area require processing of all occurrences? If so, consider building
an index for the entity.

• Can extra relationships be added for more direct access? In some cases, you might want to include additional
relationships to enhance processing performance. For example, you might want to define the DEPT-SKILL relationship
to allow retrieval of information from the DEPARTMENT and SKILL entities without having to retrieve employees. The
diagram below shows this use of an extra relationship.

Implementing the Design
Contents

Now that you have a physical database design, it is time to implement that design. CA IDMS/DB provides two methods for
implementation:

• SQL DDL statements -- Available only if your site has the SQL Option
• Non-SQL DDL statements

The data structure diagram you created is used as the basis for your implementation. The diagram that follows shows
a portion of the data structure, annotated with both the SQL and non-SQL definition statements that apply to the
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components illustrated. Complete SQL and non-SQL implementations of the Commonweather Corporation database can
be found in Non-SQL Database Implementation for the Commonweather Corporation.

Implementing Your Design with SQL

You can choose to implement your design using SQL statements.

SQL terminology

The following table relates the terms used during the physical design process with those used in an SQL implementation.

Logical/Physical Design Term SQL Implementation Term
Entity Table
Entity occurrence Row
Data element Column
CALC location mode CALC
Clustered location mode Clustered constraint
Relationship Constraint
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Index Index
Unique Unique
Parent Referenced table
Child Referencing table

Implementation Steps

1. Decide on naming conventions for:
– Tables
– Columns
– Constraints
– Indexes

2. Create the database.
3. Create the logical definition of your database using SQL DDL statements.
4. Copy the segment definition from the system dictionary into the application dictionary in which you will define your

tables.

More Information

For more information on physical definition and creation, see the CA IDMS Database Administering section.

Steps 1 through 3 are described in more detail below.

You are now ready to define the tables and other logical components of your database.

Naming conventions

Database tables and columns should have short, meaningful names. Table names are up to 18 characters in length.
Columns within tables can have names of up to 32 characters. Underscores are usually used between tokens within a
name (for example, SKILL_LEVEL). Hyphens should be avoided since names containing hyphens must be enclosed in
double quotes when used in SQL syntax.

Referential constraints are typically named by concatenating the names of the two related tables. For example, the
referential constraint between the EMPLOYEE table and the DEPARTMENT table becomes DEPT_EMPLOYEE. This
convention may need to be modified, however, since constraint names can be no more than 18 characters.

Indexes must also be named. Names up to 18 characters are permitted.

Creating the database

A database is represented by a segment. To create a database, you:

1. Define the segment in the system dictionary using CREATE SEGMENT, FILE, and AREA statements.
2. Include the segment definition in a DMCL and punch and link edit it to a load or core image library.
3. Allocate the operating system files defined in the segment and initialize them using the FORMAT utility statement.

Creating the logical database definition

The following examples illustrate how the logical components of your design are translated into SQL DDL.

For complete DDL syntax, see CA IDMS SQL Reference section.

CREATE SCHEMA statement

A schema groups one or more tables together. Typically all tables associated with a single database, or with a specific
application within a single database, are defined within one schema. The statement below defines the schema,
EMPSCHM.
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   CREATE SCHEMA EMPSCHM;   ◄----------- Names the schema

CREATE TABLE statement

Each entity in your design is defined as an SQL table. The definition of a table includes:

• The name of the table
• A list of columns (data elements), including the data type of each, whether a default has been designated, and whether

or not nulls are allowed
• An optional check constraint that limits the data that can be maintained in the database for a particular column or

columns
• The name of the area in which the data for the table is to be stored

The following statement defines the table, SALARY GRADE.

  CREATE TABLE EMPSCHM.SALARY_GRADE   ◄--------- Names the table

    (SALARY_GRADE     UNSIGNED NUMERIC(2,0)      NOT NULL, ┐

     JOB_ID           UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)      NOT NULL, │ Names the

     HOURLY_RATE      UNSIGNED DECIMAL(7,2)              , │ columns and

     SALARY_AMOUNT    UNSIGNED DECIMAL(10,2)             , │ assigns column

     BONUS_PERCENT    UNSIGNED DECIMAL(7,3)              , │ characteristics

     COMM_PERCENT     UNSIGNED DECIMAL(7,3)              , │

     OVERTIME_RATE    UNSIGNED NUMERIC(5,2)                ┘

  CHECK ( (HOURLY_RATE IS NOT NULL AND SALARY_AMOUNT IS NULL)

           OR (HOURLY_RATE IS NULL AND SALARY_AMOUNT IS NOT NULL) ) )

    IN SQLDEMO.EMP_DEMO_REGION;    ◄---- Names the area qualified

                                           with a segment name

Null values

SQL allows you to represent the absence of a column value in a particular row by assigning NULL to the column. This
could happen because the value is not known yet (such as a credit rating when a credit check has not yet been completed
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for a new customer) or because it isn't applicable (such as phone number for an employee with no phone). Null values
may receive special treatment in certain SQL DML statements. For example, the COUNT aggregate function doesn't
include null values in a particular column when counting the number of rows based on that column.

CREATE INDEX statement

The definition of an index includes:

• The name of the index
• The name of the table and columns in the table on which the index is placed
• The area in which the index is to be stored
• The UNIQUE and/or clustering specification
• Additional physical tuning options

The statement below defines the EMP_NAME_NDX index.

CREATE EMPSCHM.INDEX EMP_NAME_NDX     ◄------- Names the index

    ON EMPSCHM.EMPLOYEE(EMP_LAST_NAME, EMP_FIRST_NAME) ◄-- Names the columns

    IN SQLDEMO.INDXAREA;   ◄--------- Names the area qualified with

                                      segment name

CREATE CONSTRAINT statement

In an SQL-defined database, relationships are the vehicle for the enforcement of referential integrity. The system
automatically ensures that the foreign key columns of child rows are either null or match the primary key of an existing
parent row.

Linked and unlinked relationships are implemented as constraints. The definition of a constraint includes:

• The name of the constraint
• The names of the two tables it relates
• The referenced and referencing columns
• A specification of whether the constraint is linked or unlinked
• A specification of whether child entity occurrences are to be clustered based on this relationship
• Additional tuning options

The statement below defines the EMP_EXPERTISE constraint.

   CREATE CONSTRAINT EMPSCHM.EMP_EXPERTISE  ◄--- Names the referential constraint

           EMPSCHM.EXPERTISE  (EMP_ID)  REFERENCES ┐ Names referenced and referencing

           EMPSCHM.EMPLOYEE   (EMP_ID)             ┘ tables and columns

               LINKED CLUSTERED;  ◄----- Specifies type of referential constraint
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Creating views

SQL-defined views can be used to:

• Implement security because they can restrict access to a subset of the rows and columns within a table
• Provide a shorthand means of referring to complex SELECT statements

Below are some sample views that might be created for the Commonweather database:

   CREATE VIEW EMPSCHM.SS_FORMAT

          (EMP_ID, EMP_LAST_NAME, EMP_FIRST_NAME, SS1, SS2, SS3)

          AS SELECT EMP_ID, EMP_LAST_NAME, EMP_FIRST_NAME,

                    SUBSTR(SS_NUMBER, 1, 3), SUBSTR(SS_NUMBER, 4, 2),

                    SUBSTR(SS_NUMBER, 6, 4)

             FROM EMPSCHM.EMPLOYEE;

 

   CREATE VIEW EMPSCHM.EMP_HOME_INFO

          AS SELECT EMP_ID, EMP_LAST_NAME, EMP_FIRST_NAME, STREET,

                    CITY, STATE, ZIP_CODE, PHONE

             FROM EMPSCHM.EMPLOYEE;

 

   CREATE VIEW EMPSCHM.EMP_WORK_INFO

          AS SELECT EMP_ID, START_DATE, TERMINATION_DATE

             FROM EMPSCHM.EMPLOYEE;

Table and view security

If CA IDMS/DB internal security is in effect, GRANT statements must be used to allow others, besides the owner, to
access the tables and views within a schema. Every schema has an owner. The initial owner of a schema is the user who
created it. Ownership can be transferred to another individual using the TRANSFER OWNERSHIP statement.

For more information on these statements, see CA IDMS SQL Reference section.

Implementing Your Design with Non-SQL

You can choose to implement your design using non-SQL statements.

Non-SQL terminology
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The following table relates the terms used during the physical design process with those used in a non-SQL
implementation.

Logical/Physical Design Term Non-SQL Term
Entity Record type
Entity occurrence Record occurrence
Data element Field/element
CALC location mode CALC
Clustered location mode VIA
Relationship Set
Index Set
Unique Duplicates not allowed
Parent Owner
Child Member

Implementation Steps

1. Decide on naming conventions for:
– Records
– Elements
– Sets

2. Create the logical definition of your database using non-SQL schema and subschema statements.
3. Create the database.

Each of these steps is described below.

Naming conventions

Database records and elements should have short, meaningful names. Record names are up to 16 characters in length.
Elements within records can have names of up to 32 characters. Hyphens are usually used between tokens within a name
(for example, SKILL-NAME).

Sets are typically named by concatenating the names of the two related records. This convention may need to be
modified, however, since set names can be no more than 16 characters. For example, the set between the EMPLOYEE
record and the DEPARTMENT record remains DEPT-EMPLOYEE.

Database definition

The following examples illustrate how the logical components of your design are translated into non-SQL schema
statements. These statements are input to the schema compiler.

For complete DDL syntax, see CA IDMS Database Administering section.

ADD SCHEMA statement

A schema represents a logical group of records. Typically all records associated with a single database are defined within
one schema.

The statement below defines the EMPSCHM schema.

ADD

SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION 1   ◄------------- Names the schema
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    SCHEMA DESCRIPTION IS 'COMMONWEATHER DATABASE'

    ASSIGN RECORD IDS FROM 1001 .

ADD AREA statement

Areas must be explicitly defined using the following statement.

ADD

AREA NAME IS EMP-DEMO-REGION   ◄-------------- Names the area

SUBAREA CALC-RANGE ◄-------------- Subarea name

SPACE  50 FROM  1  ◄-------------- Subarea page range

ADD RECORD statement

The definition of a record includes:

• The name of the record
• The elements included within the record (information copied from or shared with another record)
• Explicit or automatic specification of a record ID

Record IDs are internally-used numbers assigned to each record in a schema.
• Location mode specification
• Root and fragment information for variable length records
• Optionally, database procedures to be called upon certain DML commands
• The name of the area in which this record is to be stored

The statement below defines the record EMPLOYEE.

ADD

RECORD NAME IS JOB   ◄--------------------------- Names the record

    SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD JOB VERSION 1 ◄---- Uses description of record that has

                                                  already been defined through IDD
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    RECORD ID IS AUTO     ◄---------------------- Instructs the system to assign

                                                  the record id

    LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING (JOB-ID)

       DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED

    MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH IS 24 CHARACTERS      ┐  Tells the system how to store

    MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH IS 296 CHARACTERS ┘  fragments of this variable-
length record

    CALL IDMSDCOM BEFORE STORE    ┐  Tells the system to compress the record

    CALL IDMSDCOM BEFORE MODIFY   │  during updates and decompress it for retrieval

    CALL IDMSDCOM AFTER GET       ┘  processing

    WITHIN AREA ORG-DEMO-REGION ◄---------------- Specifies the area name

    USING CALC-RANGE            ◄---------------- and subarea

ADD SET statement

To implement a linked relationship, you need to define a set. The definition of a set includes:

• The name of the set
• The names of the owner and member records
• The linkage characteristics (index or chain) and pointer options
• Membership rules
• The set order

The statement below defines the EMP-COVERAGE set.

ADD

SET NAME IS EMP-COVERAGE

    ORDER IS FIRST  ◄-------------------- Tells the system to insert each new record

                                          immediately after the owner record in the set
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    MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR ◄------ Tells the system that this is a chained set,

                                          not an indexed set and prior pointers are used

    OWNER IS EMPLOYEE

        NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO  ┐  Causes the schema compiler to assign pointer

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO ┘  positions in the owner record automatically

    MEMBER IS HEALCOV

        NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO      ┐  Causes the schema compiler to assign

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO     │  pointer positions in the member record

        LINKED TO OWNER                  │  automatically

            OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO ┘

        MANDATORY AUTOMATIC  ◄----------- Tells the system the membership option

                                          for the set

Subschema definition

Each subschema description for a database identifies the schema components that are available to a particular
application program. Before a program containing logical record facility or navigational DML can be compiled, you must
define at least one subschema.

To define a subschema, you submit the following types of statements to the subschema compiler:

• SUBSCHEMA statements
• AREA statements
• RECORD statements
• SET statements
• LOGICAL RECORD statements
• PATH-GROUP statements

A sample subschema listing for the Commonweather database is shown in Zoned and Packed Decimal Fields as IDMS
Keys.

For further information on defining subschemas, see CA IDMS Database Administering section. For further information on
defining a logical record subschema, see the Administrating section.

Creating the database
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A database is represented by a segment. To create a database, you:

1. Define the segment in the system dictionary using SEGMENT, FILE, and AREA statements.
2. Include the segment definition in a DMCL and punch and link edit the DMCL to a load or core image library.
3. Allocate the operating system files defined in the segment and initialize them using the FORMAT utility statement.

You are now ready to load data into your database.

Zoned and Packed Decimal Fields as IDMS Keys
In many scenarios, it is necessary to construct IDMS keys that contain numeric fields with a format of zoned or packed
decimal. To ensure the proper logical results intended by the database designer, you should be aware of the manner in
which IDMS handles different variations of these fields and how application coding may influence the resulting contents of
the database.

Numeric Formats

To understand the various ramifications of using zoned or packed decimal fields as IDMS key fields, it is necessary to
have an understanding of the internal structure of the various formats.

Zoned decimal fields use one byte of storage to represent each single digit within a value. The high-order nibble of the
last byte is used to convey the sign of the number when the field is defined as 'signed'. When a value is moved into an
unsigned field, the sign nibble always contains a hexadecimal 'F'. A field that is signed uses a 'C' for a positive value
and a 'D' for a negative number. It should be noted that a signed field also interprets an 'F' as a positive sign and a
'B' to represent a negative number. The high-order nibbles of all other bytes will contain a hex 'F' and are ignored for
determining the sign of the number. The values of +999 and -999 will have the following internal structures when zoned
decimal format is used.

Signed:       PIC S9(4)     +999  =  x'F0F9F9C9'

                                  -999  =  x'F0F9F9D9'

 

Unsigned:  PIC  9(4)        +999  =  x'F0F9F9F9'

                                  -999  =  x'F0F9F9F9'

Packed decimal format uses a single nibble for each digit of the number and maintains the sign in the low-order nibble
of the field's last byte. Unsigned fields always use an 'F' for the sign while signed fields use a 'C' for positive numbers
and a 'D' for negative numbers. Signed fields interpret an 'F' as a positive sign and a 'B' as a negative sign. The following
internal structures will result for values of +999 and -999 when packed decimal format is used.

Signed:       S9(5) COMP-3        +999  =  x'00999C'

                                           -999  =  x'00999D'

 

Unsigned:      9(5) COMP-3        +999  =  x'00999F'
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                                           -999  =   x'00999F'

It is important to realize that the various sign nibble values are assigned in a language such as COBOL when a value is
moved directly into a named field. Fields that are part of group moves will not have any conversion performed relative to
the value in their sign nibble.

02   GROUP-A.

  04    FIELD-A        PIC  S9(5) COMP-3.

 

02   GROUP-B.

  04    FIELD-B        PIC    9(5) COMP-3.

A value of -999 will be moved into FIELD-A and FIELD-B with the following instructions resulting in the hex value to the
right of the instruction.

  MOVE -999 TO FIELD-A.               FIELD-A = x'00999D'

  MOVE -999 TO FIELD-B.               FIELD-B = x'00999F'

Although functionally equivalent the following instructions will result in a different value to be moved into FIELD-B.

  MOVE -999 TO FIELD-A                FIELD-A = x'00999D'

  MOVE GROUP-A to GROUP-B.        FIELD-B = x'00999D'

Although the above example used packed decimal numbers, the same scenario is true for zone decimal fields. This
programming difference may have an impact on your IDMS database depending on the type of key in which a field is used
and whether a field's definition is signed or unsigned.

Signed Versus Unsigned Keys

The most significant difference when using numeric fields as part of an IDMS key is whether the field has been defined as
signed or unsigned. If a field has been defined as signed whether zoned or packed, IDMS will honor the format and will
perform comparisons that will recognize functionally equivalent values as being equal.

x'00999C'  equals  x'00999F'

However unsigned fields are treated as character values and functionally equivalent values are not considered equal
unless the sign nibbles are also equal.

X'00999C'  is not equal to  x'00999F'
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Sorted Chain or Index Sets

The format of a field that is part of a key is significant to IDMS when that field is specifically named as part of the key.
If a numeric field is part of a group level element and the group name is specified as the key, IDMS is not aware of
the elementary elements at run time and the entire group is treated as character format. No numeric format specific
comparisons are attempted by IDMS against elementary elements that are a part of a group when the group name is
specified as the key field.

When signed zoned decimal or signed packed decimal fields are identified as part of a set or index key, IDMS honors the
format. At run-time the DBMS will normalize the sign nibbles so that comparisons against functionally equivalent values
return a result of equal. This ensures that sorted chain sets and index sets will maintain their sequence based on a field's
functional value.

Since unsigned zone decimal or packed decimal numbers are treated as character data, functionally equivalent values
with different sign nibbles return a result of not equal during comparison operations. This can result in a different
sequence for a sorted set or index set depending on the sign characteristic of the numeric field as depicted in the following
example. Each set is assumed to have an ascending order and allows duplicates.

Signed:                                        Unsigned:

 02  FIELD-A   PIC  S9(5)  COMP-3.   02  FIELD-A   PIC  9(5)  COMP-3.

 02  FIELD-B   PIC  x(4).                  02  FIELD-B    PIC  X(4).

 

    x'00999C', c'AAAA'                      x'00999C', c'AAAA'

    x'00999F', c'AAAA'                      x'00999C', c'BBBB'

    x'00999C', c'BBBB'                      x'00999F', c'AAAA'

In the signed example, x'00999C' and x'00999F' are functionally equal and the relative position of the first two records
is determined by the duplicates option and the sequence in which the records were added to the set. For the unsigned
example the functional equivalence of the packed fields will not be recognized and x'00999F' is considered to be greater
than x'00999C'. The duplicates option would not come into consideration since none of the three keys is considered to be
equal.

CALC Records

Inconsistent sign nibbles for zone or packed decimal fields used in a calckey may have more of an impact than when
those fields are used as keys for a chain set or index set. The initial operation applied against a CALC record runs a
hashing algorithm against the calckey to identify the page on which IDMS will store the record occurrence. Prior to
executing the hashing algorithm, IDMS constructs the calckey into a piece of contiguous storage from the various fields
defined as making up the key. The algorithm has no knowledge of the individual component fields comprising the calckey
or their various formats. The algorithm simply performs logical arithmetic calculations against the character string to
determine the record's target page.

As a result, values of x'00999C' and x'00999F' although functionally equivalent, will in all probability generate different
target pages for their CALC records. If a zone or packed field is used as part of a calckey it is very important that all
programs involved with the creation or accessing of these records use a consistent method for initializing these numeric
fields.
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Logical Database Definition for the Commonweather Database
Below is the complete non-SQL defined schema listing for the Commonweather Corporation database design shown.

NOTE
Once the system has assigned an ID number to each record, you should indicate this number on the data
structure diagram.

Schema Statement

ADD

SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1

    SCHEMA DESCRIPTION IS 'EMPLOYEE DEMO DATABASE'

    ASSIGN RECORD IDS FROM 1001

    PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL
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.

Area Statements

ADD

AREA NAME IS EMP-DEMO-REGION

.

 ADD

AREA NAME IS ORG-DEMO-REGION

.

 ADD

AREA NAME IS INS-DEMO-REGION

.

Record Statements

     ADD

     RECORD NAME IS COVERAGE

         SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD COVERAGE VERSION 1

         LOCATION MODE IS VIA EMP-COVERAGE SET

         WITHIN AREA INS-DEMO-REGION.

 

     ADD

     RECORD NAME IS DENTAL-CLAIM

         SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD DENTAL-CLAIM VERSION 1

         LOCATION MODE IS VIA COVERAGE-CLAIMS SET

         MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH IS 132 CHARACTERS

         MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH IS 930 CHARACTERS
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         WITHIN AREA INS-DEMO-REGION

         .

     ADD

     RECORD NAME IS DEPARTMENT

         SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD DEPARTMENT VERSION 1

         LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING ( DEPT-ID ) DUPLICATES ARE

               NOT ALLOWED

         WITHIN AREA ORG-DEMO-REGION

         .

     ADD

     RECORD NAME IS EMPLOYEE

         SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD EMPLOYEE VERSION 1

         LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING ( EMP-ID ) DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED

         WITHIN AREA EMP-DEMO-REGION

         .

     ADD

     RECORD NAME IS EMPOSITION

         SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD EMPOSITION VERSION 1

         LOCATION MODE IS VIA EMP-EMPOSITION SET

         WITHIN AREA EMP-DEMO-REGION

         .

     ADD

     RECORD NAME IS EXPERTISE

         SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD EXPERTISE VERSION 1
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         LOCATION MODE IS VIA EMP-EXPERTISE SET

         WITHIN AREA EMP-DEMO-REGION

         .

ADD

RECORD NAME IS HOSPITAL-CLAIM

    SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD HOSPITAL-CLAIM VERSION 1

    LOCATION MODE IS VIA COVERAGE-CLAIMS SET

    WITHIN AREA INS-DEMO-REGION

    .

 ADD

RECORD NAME IS INSURANCE-PLAN

    SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD INSURANCE-PLAN VERSION 1

    LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING ( PLAN-CODE ) DUPLICATES ARE

          NOT ALLOWED

    CALL IDMSCOMP BEFORE STORE

    CALL IDMSCOMP BEFORE MODIFY

    CALL IDMSDCOM AFTER GET

    WITHIN AREA INS-DEMO-REGION

    .

 ADD

RECORD NAME IS JOB

    SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD JOB VERSION 1

    LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING ( JOB-ID ) DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED

    MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH IS 24 CHARACTERS

    MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH IS 296 CHARACTERS
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    CALL IDMSCOMP BEFORE STORE

    CALL IDMSCOMP BEFORE MODIFY

    CALL IDMSDCOM AFTER GET

    WITHIN AREA ORG-DEMO-REGION

    .

 ADD

RECORD NAME IS NON-HOSP-CLAIM

    SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD NON-HOSP-CLAIM VERSION 1

    LOCATION MODE IS VIA COVERAGE-CLAIMS SET

    MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH IS 248 CHARACTERS

    MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH IS 1008 CHARACTERS

    WITHIN AREA INS-DEMO-REGION

    .

 ADD

RECORD NAME IS OFFICE

    SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD OFFICE VERSION 1

    LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING ( OFFICE-CODE ) DUPLICATES ARE

          NOT ALLOWED

    WITHIN AREA ORG-DEMO-REGION

    .

 ADD

RECORD NAME IS SKILL

    SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD SKILL VERSION 1

    LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING ( SKILL-CODE ) DUPLICATES ARE
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          NOT ALLOWED

    WITHIN AREA ORG-DEMO-REGION

    .

 ADD

RECORD NAME IS STRUCTURE

    SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD STRUCTURE VERSION 1

    LOCATION MODE IS VIA MANAGES SET

    WITHIN AREA EMP-DEMO-REGION

    .

 ADD

RECORD NAME IS PROJECT

    SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD PROJECT VERSION 1

    LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING ( PROJECT-CODE ) DUPLICATES ARE

          NOT ALLOWED

    WITHIN AREA EMP-DEMO-REGION

    .

 ADD

RECORD NAME IS WORKER

    SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD WORKER VERSION 1

    LOCATION MODE IS VIA PROJECT-WORKER SET

    WITHIN AREA EMP-DEMO-REGION

    .

Set Statements

ADD
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SET NAME IS COVERAGE-CLAIMS

    ORDER IS LAST

    MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

    OWNER IS COVERAGE

    MEMBER IS HOSPITAL-CLAIM

        MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

    MEMBER IS NON-HOSP-CLAIM

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

    MEMBER IS DENTAL-CLAIM

        NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

    .

 ADD

SET NAME IS DEPT-EMPLOYEE

    ORDER IS SORTED

    MODE IS INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS 30 KEYS

    OWNER IS DEPARTMENT

        NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

    MEMBER IS EMPLOYEE

        INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        LINKED TO OWNER
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            OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC

        ASCENDING KEY IS ( EMP-LAST-NAME EMP-FIRST-NAME )

            COMPRESSED

            DUPLICATES ARE LAST

    .

 ADD

SET NAME IS EMP-COVERAGE

    ORDER IS SORTED

    MODE IS INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS 30 KEYS

    OWNER IS EMPLOYEE

        NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

    MEMBER IS COVERAGE

        INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        LINKED TO OWNER

            OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

    ASCENDING KEY IS ( PLAN-CODE COVERAGE-TYPE )

        DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

    .

ADD

SET NAME IS EMP-EMPOSITION

    ORDER IS SORTED
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    MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

    OWNER IS EMPLOYEE

        NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

    MEMBER IS EMPOSITION

        NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        LINKED TO OWNER

            OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

    DESCENDING KEY IS ( START-DATE )

        DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

    .

 ADD

SET NAME IS EMP-EXPERTISE

    ORDER IS SORTED

    MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

    OWNER IS EMPLOYEE

        NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

    MEMBER IS EXPERTISE

        NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        LINKED TO OWNER

            OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO
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        MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

        DESCENDING KEY IS ( SKILL-CODE )

            DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED

    .

 ADD

SET NAME IS LNAME-NDX

    ORDER IS SORTED

    MODE IS INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS 40 KEYS

    OWNER IS SYSTEM

    MEMBER IS EMPLOYEE

        INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC

        ASCENDING KEY IS ( EMP-LAST-NAME EMP-FIRST-NAME )

              COMPRESSED

            DUPLICATES ARE LAST

    .

ADD

SET NAME IS JOB-EMPOSITION

    ORDER IS NEXT

    MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

    OWNER IS JOB

        NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

    MEMBER IS EMPOSITION
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        NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        LINKED TO OWNER

            OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        OPTIONAL MANUAL

    .

 ADD

SET NAME IS JOB-TITLE-NDX

    ORDER IS SORTED

    MODE IS INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS 30 KEYS

    OWNER IS SYSTEM

    MEMBER IS JOB

        INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC

        ASCENDING KEY IS ( JOB-TITLE ) UNCOMPRESSED

            DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED

    .

 ADD

SET NAME IS MANAGES

    ORDER IS SORTED

    MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

    OWNER IS EMPLOYEE

        NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

    MEMBER IS STRUCTURE
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        NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        LINKED TO OWNER

            OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

     ASCENDING KEY IS ( WKRK-EMP-ID ) UNCOMPRESSED

            DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED

    .

 ADD

SET NAME IS OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

    ORDER IS SORTED

    MODE IS INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS 30 KEYS

    OWNER IS OFFICE

        NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

    MEMBER IS EMPLOYEE

        INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        LINKED TO OWNER

            OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC

        ASCENDING KEY IS ( EMP-LAST-NAME EMP-FIRST-NAME )

              COMPRESSED

            DUPLICATES ARE LAST

    .
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 ADD

SET NAME IS REPORTS-TO

    ORDER IS SORTED

    MODE IS INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS 30 KEYS

    OWNER IS EMPLOYEE

        NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

    MEMBER IS STRUCTURE

        INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        LINKED TO OWNER

            OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        OPTIONAL MANUAL

    ASCENDING KEY IS ( SUPR-EMP-ID ) UNCOMPRESSED

        DUPLICATES ARE FIRST

    .

 ADD

SET NAME IS EMP-PROJECT

    ORDER IS NEXT

    MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

    OWNER IS EMPLOYEE

        NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

    MEMBER IS PROJECT

        INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO
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        LINKED TO OWNER

            OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC

    .

 ADD

SET NAME IS PROJECT-WORKER

    ORDER IS NEXT

    MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

    OWNER IS PROJECT

        NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

    MEMBER IS WORKER

        INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        LINKED TO OWNER

            OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        OPTIONAL MANUAL

    .

ADD

SET NAME IS EMP-WORKER

    ORDER IS FIRST

    MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

    OWNER IS EMPLOYEE

        NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO
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    MEMBER IS WORKER

        INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        LINKED TO OWNER

            OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

    .

 ADD

SET NAME IS SKILL-EXPERTISE

    ORDER IS SORTED

    MODE IS INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS 30 KEYS

    OWNER IS SKILL

        NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

    MEMBER IS EXPERTISE

        INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        LINKED TO OWNER

            OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

        MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

        DESCENDING KEY IS ( SKILL-LEVEL ) UNCOMPRESSED

            DUPLICATES ARE FIRST

    .

SQL Database - Logical Database Definition for Commonweather Database
Contents

Below is a listing for the SQL definition of the Commonweather Corporation database for the design shown.
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Schema Statement

  CREATE SCHEMA EMPSCHM;

 

  SET SESSION CURRENT SCHEMA EMPSCHM;

Table Statements

  CREATE TABLE COVERAGE
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         (PLAN_CODE               CHAR(03)                          NOT NULL,

          EMP_ID                  UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,

          SELECTION_DATE          DATE                 NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,

          TERMINATION_DATE        DATE                                      )

          COVERAGE-TYPE           CHAR(01)                          NOT NULL,

       IN SQLDEMO.INS_DEMO_REGION;

 

  CREATE TABLE DENTAL_CLAIM

         (CLAIM_DATE              DATE                              NOT NULL,

          PATIENT_FIRST_NAME      CHAR(10)                                  ,

          PATIENT_LAST_NAME       CHAR(15)                                  ,

          PATIENT_BIRTH_DATE      DATE                                      ,

          PATIENT_SEX             CHAR(01)                                  ,

          RELATION_TO_EMPLOYEE    CHAR(10)                                  ,

          EMP_ID                  UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,

          PLAN_CODE               CHAR(03)                                  ,

          DENTIST_FIRST_NAME      CHAR(10)                                  ,

          DENTIST_LAST_NAME       CHAR(15)                                  ,

          DENTIST_STREET          CHAR(20)                                  ,

          DENTIST_CITY            CHAR(15)                                  ,

          DENTIST_STATE           CHAR(2)                                   ,

          DENTIST_ZIP_FIRST_FIVE  CHAR(05)                                  ,

          DENTIST_ZIP_LAST_FOUR   CHAR(04)                                  ,

          DENTIST_LICENSE_NUMBER  UNSIGNED NUMERIC(6,0)                     )

       IN SQLDEMO.INS_DEMO_REGION;
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  CREATE TABLE DENTAL_PROCEDURE

         (EMP_ID                  UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,

          PLAN_CODE               CHAR(03)                          NOT NULL,

          SERVICE_DATE            DATE                              NOT NULL,

          TOOTH_NUMBER            UNSIGNED NUMERIC(2,0)                     ,

          PROCEDURE_CODE          UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,

          FEE                     DECIMAL(9,2)                              ,

          DESCRIPTION             VARCHAR(60)                               )

       IN SQLDEMO.INS_DEMO_REGION;

 

  CREATE TABLE DEPARTMENT

         (DEPT_ID                 UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,

          DEPT_HEAD_ID            UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                     ,

          DEPT_NAME               CHAR(40)                          NOT NULL)

     IN SQLDEMO.ORG_DEMO_REGION;

  CREATE TABLE EMPLOYEE

         (EMP_ID                  UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,

          EMP_FIRST_NAME          CHAR(20)                          NOT NULL,

          EMP_LAST_NAME           CHAR(20)                          NOT NULL,

          DEPT_ID                 UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,

          OFFICE_CODE             UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,

          STREET                  CHAR(40)                                  ,

          CITY                    CHAR(20)                          NOT NULL,

          STATE                   CHAR(02)                          NOT NULL,
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          ZIP_FIRST_FIVE          CHAR(05)                          NOT NULL,

          ZIP_LAST_FOUR           CHAR(04)                          NOT NULL,

          PHONE                   CHAR(10)                                  ,

          STATUS                  CHAR(01)                          NOT NULL,

          SS_NUMBER               UNSIGNED NUMERIC(9,0)             NOT NULL,

          START_DATE              DATE                              NOT NULL,

          TERMINATION_DATE        DATE                                      ,

          BIRTH_DATE              DATE                                      ,

     CHECK ( ( EMP_ID <= 8999 ) AND (STATUS IN ('01', '02', '03', '04', '05') ) ) )

     IN SQLDEMO.EMP_DEMO_REGION;

 

  CREATE TABLE EMPOSITION

         (EMP_ID                  UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,

          JOB_ID                  UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,

          START_DATE              DATE                              NOT NULL,

          FINISH_DATE             DATE                                      ,

          SALARY_GRADE            UNSIGNED NUMERIC(2,0)                     )

    IN SQLDEMO.EMP_DEMO_REGION;

 

  CREATE TABLE HOSPITAL_CLAIM

         (CLAIM_DATE              DATE                              NOT NULL,

          PATIENT_FIRST_NAME      CHAR(10)                                  ,

          PATIENT_LAST_NAME       CHAR(15)                                  ,

          PATIENT_BIRTH_DATE      DATE                                      ,

          PATIENT_SEX             CHAR(01)                                  ,
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          RELATION_TO_EMPLOYEE    CHAR(10)                                  ,

          EMP_ID                  UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,

          PLAN_CODE               CHAR(03)                                  ,

          HOSPITAL_NAME           CHAR(25)                                  ,

          HOSPITAL_STREET         CHAR(20)                                  ,

          HOSPITAL_CITY           CHAR(15)                                  ,

          HOSPITAL_STATE          CHAR(2)                                   ,

          HOSPITAL_ZIP_FIRST_FIVE CHAR(05)                                  ,

          HOSPITAL_ZIP_LAST_FOUR  CHAR(04)                                  ,

          ADMIT_DATE              DATE                                      ,

          DISCHARGE_DATE          DATE                                      ,

          DIAGNOSIS               CHAR(120)                                 ,

          WARD_DAYS               UNSIGNED NUMERIC(5,0)                     ,

          WARD_RATE               DECIMAL(9,2)                              ,

          WARD_TOTAL              DECIMAL(9,2)                              ,

          SEMI_DAYS               UNSIGNED NUMERIC(5,0)                     ,

          SEMI_RATE               DECIMAL(9,2)                              ,

          SEMI_TOTAL              DECIMAL(9,2)                              ,

          DELIVERY_COST           DECIMAL(9,2)                              ,

          ANESTHESIA_COST         DECIMAL(9,2)                              ,

          LAB_COST                DECIMAL(9,2)                              )

       IN SQLDEMO.INS_DEMO_REGION;

 CREATE TABLE INSURANCE_PLAN

        (PLAN_CODE                CHAR(03)                          NOT NULL,
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         COMP_NAME                CHAR(40)                          NOT NULL,

         STREET                   CHAR(20)                                  ,

         CITY                     CHAR(15)                          NOT NULL,

         STATE                    CHAR(02)                          NOT NULL,

         ZIP_FIRST_FIVE           CHAR(05)                                  ,

         ZIP_LAST_FOUR            CHAR(04)                                  ,

         PHONE                    CHAR(10)                          NOT NULL,

         GROUP_NUMBER             UNSIGNED NUMERIC(6,0)             NOT NULL,

         DEDUCT                   UNSIGNED DECIMAL(9,2)                     ,

         MAX_LIFE_BENEFIT         UNSIGNED DECIMAL(9,2)                     ,

         FAMILY_COST              UNSIGNED DECIMAL(9,2)                     ,

         DEP_COST                 UNSIGNED DECIMAL(9,2)                     )

    IN SQLDEMO.INS_DEMO_REGION;

  CREATE TABLE JOB

         (JOB_ID                  UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,

          JOB_TITLE               CHAR(20)                          NOT NULL,

          MIN_RATE                UNSIGNED DECIMAL(10,2)                    ,

          MAX_RATE                UNSIGNED DECIMAL(10,2)                    ,

          SALARY_IND              CHAR(01)                                  ,

          NUM_OF_POSITIONS        UNSIGNED DECIMAL(3,0)                     ,

          NUM_OPEN                UNSIGNED DECIMAL(3,0)                     ,

          EFF_DATE                DATE                                      ,

          JOB_DESC_LINE_1         VARCHAR(60)                               ,

          JOB_DESC_LINE_2         VARCHAR(60)                               ,

          REQUIREMENTS            VARCHAR(120)                              ,
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          HOURLY_RATE             UNSIGNED DECIMAL(7,2)                     ,

          SALARY_AMOUNT           UNSIGNED DECIMAL(10,2)                    ,

          BONUS_PERCENT           UNSIGNED DECIMAL(7,3)                     ,

          COMM_PERCENT            UNSIGNED DECIMAL(7,3)                     ,

          OVERTIME_RATE           UNSIGNED DECIMAL(5,2)                     )

    IN SQLDEMO.ORG_DEMO_REGION;

 

  CREATE TABLE EXPERTISE

         (EMP_ID                  UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,

          SKILL_CODE              UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,

          SKILL_LEVEL             CHAR(02)                                  ,

          EXP_DATE                DATE                                      ,

     CHECK ( SKILL_LEVEL IN ('01', '02', '03', '04', '05') ) )

   IN PROJSEG.EMP_DEMO_REGION;

  CREATE TABLE NON_HOSP_CLAIM

         (CLAIM_DATE              DATE                              NOT NULL,

          PATIENT_FIRST_NAME      CHAR(10)                                  ,

          PATIENT_LAST_NAME       CHAR(15)                                  ,

          PATIENT_BIRTH_DATE      DATE                                      ,

          PATIENT_SEX             CHAR(01)                                  ,

          RELATION_TO_EMPLOYEE    CHAR(10)                                  ,

         EMP_ID                  UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,

          PLAN_CODE               CHAR(03)                                  ,

          PHYS_FIRST_NAME         CHAR(10)                                  ,

          PHYS_LAST_NAME          CHAR(15)                                  ,
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          PHYS_STREET             CHAR(20)                                  ,

          PHYS_CITE               CHAR(15)                                  ,

          PHYS_STATE              CHAR(2)                                   ,

          PHYS_ZIP_FIRST_FIVE     CHAR(05)                                  ,

          PHYS_ZIP_LAST_FOUR      CHAR(04)                                  ,

          PHYSICIAN_ID            UNSIGNED NUMERIC(6,0)                     ,

          DIAGNOSIS               VARCHAR(120)                              )

       IN SQLDEMO.INS_DEMO_REGION;

 

  CREATE TABLE NON_HOSP_PROCEDURE

         (EMP_ID                  UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,

          PLAN_CODE               CHAR(03)                          NOT NULL,

          SERVICE_DATE            DATE                              NOT NULL,

          PROCEDURE_CODE          UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,

          FEE                     DECIMAL(9,2)                              ,

          DESCRIPTION             VARCHAR(60)                               )

       IN SQLDEMO.INS_DEMO_REGION;

 

  CREATE TABLE OFFICE

         (OFFICE_CODE             UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,

          STREET                  CHAR(20)                                  ,

          CITY                    CHAR(15)                                  ,

          STATE                   CHAR(2)                                   ,

          ZIP_FIRST_FIVE          CHAR(05)                                  ,

          ZIP_LAST_FOUR           CHAR(04)                                  ,
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          SPEED_DIAL              CHAR(03)                                  ,

          AREA_CODE               CHAR(03)                                  ,

          PHONE_1                 UNSIGNED NUMERIC(7,0)                     ,

          PHONE_2                 UNSIGNED NUMERIC(7,0)                     ,

          PHONE_3                 UNSIGNED NUMERIC(7,0)                     )

     IN SQLDEMO.ORG_DEMO_REGION;

  CREATE TABLE PROJECT

         (PROJECT_CODE            UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,

          DESCRIPTION             CHAR(40)                                  ,

          EST_BEGIN_DATE          DATE                                      ,

          ACT_BEGIN_DATE          DATE                                      ,

          EST_END_DATE            DATE                                      ,

          ACT_END_DATE            DATE                                      ,

          LDR_EMP_ID              UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)                     )

     IN SQLDEMO.EMP_DEMO_REGION;

 

  CREATE TABLE SKILL

         (SKILL_CODE              UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,

          SKILL_NAME              CHAR(20)                          NOT NULL,

          SKILL_DESC              VARCHAR(60)                               )

    IN PROJSEG.ORG_DEMO_REGION;

 

  CREATE TABLE WORKER

         (PROJECT_CODE            UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,

          EMP_ID                  UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0)             NOT NULL,
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          BEGIN_DATE              DATE                                      ,

          END_DATE                DATE                                      )

     IN SQLDEMO.EMP_DEMO_REGION;

CALC Key Statements

  CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON DEPARTMENT (DEPT_ID);

 

  CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON EMPLOYEE (EMP_ID);

 

  CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON INSURANCE_PLAN (PLAN_CODE);

 

  CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON JOB (JOB_ID);

 

  CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON SKILL (SKILL_CODE);

 

  CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON PROJECT (PROJECT_CODE);

 

  CREATE UNIQUE CALC KEY ON OFFICE (OFFICE_CODE);

Index Statements

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 -- Create unique indexes

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  CREATE UNIQUE INDEX SKILL_NAME_NDX ON SKILL(SKILL_NAME);
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  CREATE UNIQUE INDEX JOB_TITLE_NDX ON JOB(JOB_TITLE);

 

  CREATE UNIQUE INDEX COV_NDX ON COVERAGE (PLAN_CODE, COVERAGE_TYPE, EMP_ID);

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 -- Create nonunique indexes

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  CREATE INDEX LNAME_NDX ON EMPLOYEE(EMP_LAST_NAME, EMP_FIRST_NAME)

         IN SQLDEMO.INDXAREA;

Constraint Statements

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------

 -- Create referential constraints

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   CREATE CONSTRAINT EMP_COVERAGE

           COVERAGE  (EMP_ID) REFERENCES

           EMPLOYEE  (EMP_ID)

               UNLINKED CLUSTERED;

 

   CREATE CONSTRAINT DEPT_EMPLOYEE

           EMPLOYEE   (DEPT_ID)  REFERENCES

           DEPARTMENT (DEPT_ID)

               LINKED INDEX

               ORDER BY (EMP_LNAME, EMP_FNAME);
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   CREATE CONSTRAINT MANAGES_REPORTS_TO

           EMPLOYEE   (SUPR_EMP_ID)  REFERENCES

           EMPLOYEE   (EMP_ID)

               LINKED INDEX;

 

   CREATE CONSTRAINT SKILL_EXPERTISE

           EXPERTISE  (SKILL_CODE)  REFERENCES

           SKILL      (SKILL_CODE)

               LINKED INDEX

               ORDER BY (SKILL_LEVEL DESC);

 

   CREATE CONSTRAINT EMP_EMPOSITION

           EMPOSITION  (EMP_ID)  REFERENCES

           EMPLOYEE    (EMP_ID)

               LINKED CLUSTERED

               ORDER BY (START_DATE DESC) UNIQUE;

 

   CREATE CONSTRAINT JOB_EMPOSITION

           EMPOSITION  (JOB_ID)  REFERENCES

           JOB         (JOB_ID)

               LINKED INDEX;

 

   CREATE CONSTRAINT OFFICE_EMPLOYEE

           EMPLOYEE  (OFFICE_CODE)  REFERENCES

           OFFICE    (OFFICE_CODE)
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               LINKED INDEX

               ORDER BY (EMP_LNAME, EMP_FNAME);

 

   CREATE CONSTRAINT EMP_EXPERTISE

           EXPERTISE  (EMP_ID)  REFERENCES

           EMPLOYEE   (EMP_ID)

               LINKED CLUSTERED

               ORDER BY (SKILL_CODE DESC) UNIQUE;

 

   CREATE CONSTRAINT EMP_PROJECT

           EMPLOYEE   (LDR_EMP_ID)  REFERENCES

           PROJECT    (EMP_ID)

               LINKED INDEX;

 

   CREATE CONSTRAINT PROJECT_WORKER

           WORKER  (PROJECT_CODE) REFERENCES

           PROJECT (PROJECT_CODE)

               LINKED CLUSTERED;

 

   CREATE CONSTRAINT EMP_WORKER

           WORKER   (EMP_ID)  REFERENCES

           EMPLOYEE (EMP_ID)

               LINKED INDEX;

 

   CREATE CONSTRAINT COVERAGE_NHC
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           NON_HOSP_CLAIM  (EMP_ID, PLAN_CODE)  REFERENCES

           COVERAGE        (EMP_ID, PLAN_CODE)

               LINKED CLUSTERED;

 

   CREATE CONSTRAINT COVERAGE_HC

           HOSPITAL_CLAIM  (EMP_ID, PLAN_CODE)  REFERENCES

           COVERAGE        (EMP_ID, PLAN_CODE)

               LINKED CLUSTERED;

 

   CREATE CONSTRAINT COVERAGE_DC

           DENTAL_CLAIM  (EMP_ID, PLAN_CODE)  REFERENCES

           COVERAGE      (EMP_ID, PLAN_CODE)

               LINKED CLUSTERED;

 

   CREATE CONSTRAINT DCLAIM_PROC

           DENTAL_PROCEDURE  (DENTAL_CLAIM_ID)  REFERENCES

           DENTAL_CLAIM      (DENTAL_CLAIM_ID)

               LINKED CLUSTERED;

 

   CREATE CONSTRAINT NHCLAIM_PROC

           NON_HOSP_PROCEDURE  (NON_HOSP_CLAIM_ID)  REFERENCES

           NON_HOSP_CLAIM      (NON_HOSP_CLAIM_ID)

               LINKED CLUSTERED;

Remove Default Indexes
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   ALTER TABLE COVERAGE

        DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

 

   ALTER TABLE DEPARTMENT

        DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

 

   ALTER TABLE EMPLOYEE

        DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

 

   ALTER TABLE INSURANCE_PLAN

        DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

 

   ALTER TABLE EMPOSITION

        DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

 

   ALTER TABLE EXPERTISE

        DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

 

   ALTER TABLE SALARY_GRADE

        DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

 

   ALTER TABLE PROJECT

        DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

 

   ALTER TABLE WORKER
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        DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

 

   ALTER TABLE PHONE

        DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

 

 

  ALTER TABLE DENTAL_PROCEDURE

        DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

 

   ALTER TABLE NON_HOSP_PROCEDURE

        DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

   ALTER TABLE OFFICE

        DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

 

   ALTER TABLE SKILL

        DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

 

   ALTER TABLE DENTAL_CLAIM

        DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

 

   ALTER TABLE HOSPITAL_CLAIM

        DROP DEFAULT INDEX;

 

   ALTER TABLE NON_HOSP_CLAIM

        DROP DEFAULT INDEX;
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View Definitions

SQL-defined views allow an application program to see just a portion of the database. A view can be used to introduce
security.

Below are some sample views that might be created for the Commonweather database:

   CREATE VIEW EMPSCHM.SS_FORMAT

          (EMP_ID, EMP_LAST_NAME, EMP_FIRST_NAME, SS1, SS2, SS3)

          AS SELECT EMP_ID, EMP_LAST_NAME, EMP_FIRST_NAME,

                    SUBSTR(SS_NUMBER, 1, 3), SUBSTR(SS_NUMBER, 4, 2),

                    SUBSTR(SS_NUMBER. 6, 4)

             FROM EMPSCHM.EMPLOYEE;

 

   CREATE VIEW EMPSCHM.EMP_HOME_INFO

          AS SELECT EMP_ID, EMP_LAST_NAME, EMP_FIRST_NAME, STREET,

                    CITY, STATE, ZIP_CODE, PHONE

             FROM EMPSCHM.EMPLOYEE;

 

   CREATE VIEW EMPSCHM.EMP_WORK_INFO

          AS SELECT EMP_ID, START_DATE, TERMINATION_DATE

             FROM EMPSCHM.EMPLOYEE;

Subschema Definition

Sample subschema listing for the Commonweather database

A sample subschema listing for the Commonweather database is shown below.

For further information on defining subschemas, see CA IDMS Database Administering section.

ADD

SUBSCHEMA NAME IS A200SS03 OF SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1

    PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL
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    USAGE IS MIXED

    .

 ADD

AREA NAME IS EMP-DEMO-REGION

    .

 ADD

AREA NAME IS ORG-DEMO-REGION

    PROTECTED UPDATE IS NOT ALLOWED

    EXCLUSIVE UPDATE IS NOT ALLOWED

    .

 ADD

RECORD NAME IS DEPARTMENT

    .

 ADD

RECORD NAME IS EMPLOYEE

    .

 ADD

RECORD NAME IS OFFICE

    .

 ADD

SET NAME IS DEPT-EMPLOYEE

    .

 ADD

SET NAME IS OFFICE-EMPLOYEE

    .
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Administrating DDS Design and Operations
The initial task of the administrator is to analyze the organization's information requirements. By using the results of
this analysis, the administrator can begin to define the characteristics of the network. The structure of the network
should reflect the way information is handled by the organization and allow the organization to access the information as
efficiently as possible.

This section offers an approach to designing a CA IDMS DDS network from an organization's informational requirements.
The stages of the design process are as follows:

• Conceptual specification -- Analyze and define the organization's information requirements.
• Design specification -- Adapt the conceptual specification to CA IDMS DDS requirements.
• Implementation specification -- Develop the design into a CA IDMS DDS network by defining nodes, paths, and

databases.

Distributed Data Processing
As information requirements become increasingly complex, organizations need to find new ways to distribute processing
power, application programs, and data. Distributed data processing allows distribution of application programs and data
among interconnected sites to satisfy the information needs of the organization. Depending on its requirements, an
organization may choose to centralize or decentralize its data processing systems. 

Centralized data processing

In a centralized system, one machine controls all file access and updates.

A centralized system responds to the needs of the organization by permitting a high level of control over application
programs and data.

A centralized data processing system is useful when:

• All data is shared across application programs.
• Many end users need access to the same data and also require the most current data available.
• Security has been established as the responsibility of the central site.
• Large volumes of data are involved. In this case, centralized control can help handle the volume of data efficiently.

In a centralized data processing environment, more attention typically is given to direct access storage devices (that is,
their cost and reliability) than to data transmission.

The following illustration shows the way in which one machine controls all file access and updates in a centralized system.
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Decentralized data processing

In a decentralized system, multiple machines control file access and updates to serve the varied needs of end users.

End users tend to have more control over application development and operations in a decentralized environment. A
decentralized system is useful when:

• Data is primarily accessed at a single location. In this case, it is most efficient to store the data where it is used.
• The update rate is high. In this case, distribution of the data across different sites would permit more efficient update

operations.
• Security has been established as a local responsibility.
• Data is used in highly specialized ways by end users.

In a decentralized data processing environment, more attention typically is given to data transmission costs and reliability
than to direct access storage devices.

Two kinds of networks

Distributed data processing networks make it possible to combine the benefits of both centralized and decentralized
systems. These networks can be viewed in two ways:

• Physical network -- The combination of interconnected equipment (hardware) and programs (telecommunications
access methods) used to transmit data between physical locations.

• Logical network -- The combination of databases and application programs that handle an organization's information
and processing requirements.

CA IDMS DDS allows distributed processing

CA IDMS DDS is designed to respond to the need for distributed processing. The remainder of this section presents an
overview of concepts and network configuration.

What Is CA IDMS DDS?
This section describes CA IDMS DDS and the facilities for generating and operating a CA IDMS DDS network.

Each system is a node
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CA IDMS DDS is a system that establishes and maintains communication between nodes in a distributed data processing
network. Each node in the network is a CA IDMS/DC system or a CA IDMS UCF system. Each node can be generated to
provide the services required by a particular group of applications or a wide range of different applications.

NOTE
The term node, when used in this section, refers to a CA IDMS DDS node (a CA IDMS/DC system or a CA
IDMS UCF system), and should not be confused with a VTAM node or an SNA node.

Using CA IDMS DDS, an organization can realize the benefits of both centralized and decentralized data processing.
Nodes can be located at the same site or at remote sites, and each node can control one or more CA IDMS databases.
Application programs can access any database in the network, and the network is designed so the location of all
databases is transparent to application programs.

Host and target nodes

Under CA IDMS DDS, a single node accepts application requests for database services and either processes those
requests directly by accessing a database under its controls or passes the requests to the node that controls the
appropriate database. Once the requesting node (the host node) routes a request to another node (the target node),
the target node performs the requested service and returns the results to the host. The host then returns the results to
the application. The process of locating the appropriate database and routing the requests to the controlling node is
transparent to the requesting application.

Distribute or centralize data

The data available to applications executing within the network can be distributed among databases controlled by several
different nodes; alternatively, all data can be stored centrally in a single database, where the controlling node processes
all application requests originating at other nodes. Additionally, using CA IDMS UCF, the network can be designed to
permit online transactions originating at one node to be executed at a remote node.

CA IDMS DDS is flexible

CA IDMS DDS permits flexibility in designing a distributed database network. Any number of DC/UCF systems can
participate in the network; each node can be located at a remote site, or several nodes can be located at a single site.
Depending on the location of the individual nodes, communication between nodes takes place by way of the SVC
(Supervisor Call) Routine or a telecommunications line.

Network Configuration
A CA IDMS DDS network consists of multiple nodes connected by the SVC or a telecommunications line, as follows: 

• SVC -- The SVC connects two or more nodes residing in a single machine, as shown in the following illustration.
Data and application requests are transferred between the two nodes through the SVC.
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• Telecommunications line -- A telecommunications line connects two nodes residing in different machines at remote
sites or two nodes in the same machine. Data and application requests are transferred between the two nodes
across the line by the telecommunications access method. The telecommunications lines between nodes can be any
supported by the Common Communications Interface (CCI), TCP/IP, or VTAM.
– CCI -- For a list of supported communications access methods, see the CA Common Services for z/OS

documentation.
– TCP/IP -- TCP/IP controls communication between machines. When TCP/IP is used to connect two CA IDMS DDS

nodes, communication is controlled by TCP/IP.
– VTAM -- VTAM controls communications between machines. When VTAM is used to connect two CA IDMS DDS

nodes, communication is controlled by VTAM.

Use of CCI, TCP/IP, or VTAM in a CA IDMS DDS environment is illustrated as follows:
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Direct and indirect connections

In a network, a node can be connected directly (by way of SVC or a teleprocessing line) to any number of other nodes.
If two nodes are connected directly, communication between them takes place by way of this direct connection. If two
nodes are not directly connected, communication between them takes place by way of one or more nodes that are directly
connected to the host and target nodes. The following illustration shows a sample CA IDMS DDS network.

The nodes in New York and Boston can communicate by way of a direct connection. However, node SYSTEM06 in Los
Angeles would communicate with node SYSTEM01 in Boston by way of SYSTEM05.

Configuring the network

CA IDMS DDS network configuration is defined through DC/UCF system generation procedures. In addition to standard
system generation entries, the system generation of each system that participates in the network includes entries to:

• Identify the node
• Define the node's direct connections to other nodes
• Name the databases controlled by the node

The user can obtain reports on the generation of nodes through the Data Dictionary Reporter (DDR).

NOTE
For more information on CA IDMS DDS system generation, see Section3, "CA IDMS DDS System Generation".

Changing configuration

Facilities are available that allow the user to alter the network configuration as necessary.

NOTE
For more information on managing the network, see Section4, "CA IDMS DDS System Operations".

Path selection
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Within a network, the CA IDMS DDS controls the selection of the path along which application requests are transferred
between nodes. Path selection and global and local databases are discussed in Section2, "Network Design
Considerations".

The remainder of this section provides information essential to the design and implementation of a CA IDMS DDS
network.

Network Design Considerations

Conceptual Specification
Contents

This section describes how to create a conceptual specification for a CA IDMS DDS network.

Analyze the organization

The initial conceptual specification for a network should be removed from CA IDMS DDS design and implementation
considerations. The conceptual specification should fall naturally from the way the organization handles information.

Since the primary requirement for a sound conceptual specification is knowing the organization's information
requirements, an organization may decide to coordinate this phase of network design with business analysts, who may
not know a great deal about computers, but do know the organization.

Take the following steps to create a conceptual specification:

1. Identify and examine applications; also, develop a catalog of software components.
2. Identify and examine databases, both existing and potential.
3. Define security requirements for databases.
4. Analyze and evaluate hardware configurations and data communications facilities.

As the following illustration shows, steps 1, 2, and 3 define the logical network, and step 4 defines the physical network.
The conceptual specification of a network is based on the analysis of both the logical and physical networks.

These four steps are discussed separately as follows.

┌─────────────────────┐ -─┐

│                     │   │

│  Define processing  │   │

│     requirements    │   │

│                     │   │

│                     │   │

└─────────────────────┘   │

┌─────────────────────┐   │

│                     │   │
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│   Define database   │   │   Logical

│     requirements    │   ├── network

│                     │   │   design

│                     │   │

└─────────────────────┘   │

┌─────────────────────┐   │

│                     │   │

│   Define security   │   │

│   requirements for  │   │

│      databases      │   │

│                     │   │

└─────────────────────┘ -─┘

┌─────────────────────┐ -─┐

│                     │   │

│   Define hardware   │   │   Physical

│  configuration and  │   ├── network

│ data communications │   │   design

│      facilities     │   │

└─────────────────────┘ -─┘

Identifying and Examining Applications

This section describes how to identify and examine applications that will run in a CA IDMS DDS network.

Define processing requirements

Identifying and examining the application programs and other software components that access the organization's
databases allows the administrator to determine the processing requirements of the organization. The execution of these
steps may vary from site to site.
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• Identify users of the organization's data, both people and programs.
• Analyze the frequency of data access and identify the times that certain data is likely to be accessed.
• Determine the volume of data being accessed.
• Identify the individuals (or sites) responsible for maintaining applications.

Defining the organization's processing requirements helps the administrator determine where the application programs
are most needed.

Because processing requirements constantly change and grow, these steps are likely to be repeated. By keeping abreast
of changing processing requirements, the administrator can accurately assess the efficiency of the network and decide
when modifications are needed.

Identifying and Examining Databases

This section describes how to identify and examine databases that will be accessed in a CA IDMS DDS network.

Define database requirements

Identifying and examining the organization's databases allows the administrator to determine what data needs to be
accessed and where the data is currently maintained. Security requirements for the organization's databases should also
be examined because the databases participate in a network and can be accessed from any node. The administrator can
secure these databases using standard CA IDMS security features.

NOTE
For more information on database security, see the CA IDMS Security Administering section.

Examining the organization's databases provides the administrator with an understanding of the data requirements of
the organization. This information, coupled with knowledge of the processing requirements (determined by examining
applications), leads to a logical network design specification, as discussed later in this section.

Analyzing Hardware Configurations

This section describes how to analyze your hardware configurations.

Define existing physical network

Existing hardware configurations and data communications facilities must be considered when creating the initial
conceptual specification. The hardware configuration and data communications facilities determine the physical network
design. The administrator must be familiar with the existing configuration and be able to reconfigure the system in order to
accomplish the level of distributed processing required by the organization.

Design Specification
Contents

Once the characteristics of the application programs (processing requirements) and databases (data requirements)
have been identified, the administrator can begin to design the network. The network design involves using the facilities
available with CA IDMS DDS to construct a network that most efficiently organizes data and application programs and
places system resources close to the users of those resources.

When designing a CA IDMS DDS network, the system administrator should consider the following: 

• Operating systems and telecommunications access methods
• Methods of connection
• Path selection
• Host and target databases
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Operating Systems and Telecommunications Access Methods

A CA IDMS DDS network can operate on any environment that CA IDMS and CCI, TCP/IP, or VTAM support.

Methods of Connection

Each node in a CA IDMS DDS network is connected to at least one other node. Four types of connections can exist:

• SVC (Supervisor Call) Routine -- The SVC connects two nodes that reside in the same machine.
• CCI -- CCI connects two nodes on different machines or on one machine.
• TCP/IP -- TCP/IP connects two CA IDMS DDS nodes on different machines (or the same machine) and controls

communication between the nodes.
• Virtual Telecommunications Access Method (VTAM) -- VTAM connects two CA IDMS DDS nodes on different

machines (or the same machine) and controls communication between the nodes.

Typically, the types of connections chosen depend on the hardware and data communication facilities available at the site.

Path Selection

In a CA IDMS DDS network configuration, several paths can exist between two nodes. The nodes can be connected using
CCI, TCP/IP, or VTAM.

Using CCI

When a host node passes a database request to a target node, CCI directs the communication between the two nodes by
selecting the optimum path along which to pass the request. The path selected by CCI can be a direct path between the
two nodes, or, if the nodes are not directly connected, can be by way of one or more intermediate nodes.

The path selected is used to pass all application requests to the target node. If the path becomes unavailable (for
example, if a telecommunications line fails or if a node in the path signs off from the network) during application execution,
CCI automatically selects another available path, usually without interruption in processing.

Using TCP/IP

When using TCP/IP, the host node and the target node will have previously connected to each other. Multiple connections
may exit between the two nodes; one connection is assigned for each DDS request.

Using VTAM

When using VTAM, the host node and the target node will have previously connected to each other, and the request is
sent on that connection.

Host and Target Databases

A node can control one or more databases. Each node maintains a table (the resource name table) that lists the
database(s) it has access to, their locations, and how to reach them. This table is maintained by CA IDMS DDS at the
node, allowing the location of any database to be transparent to applications.

Database names can be duplicated within the network. Each node can control a database that replicates local databases
controlled by other nodes in the network. Each node's table would simply define the location of the database as local, and
applications asking for that database would access the local one.

The choice between local and global databases should be based on how the databases are accessed. For example, if
each site in a network maintains its own production database, those databases could each have the same name and be
defined as local databases. However, if the organization maintains a central database required by multiple sites, it would
make sense to define that database as global.

The following illustration shows a CA IDMS DDS network configuration that maintains local production databases at
distributed sites while also maintaining centrally located global databases.
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Implementation Specification
Contents

At this point, the administrator should have a clear idea about the organization's data requirements, processing
requirements, and facilities available through CA IDMS DDS to distribute the organization's databases and applications.

The administrator can begin to implement the network design by creating a network diagram that can be used as a basis
for coding the necessary DC/UCF system generation statements. This process involves defining node and connection
characteristics:

• Node Characteristics -- Name and identification of the node, operating environment, and associated databases
• Connection Characteristics -- Type of connection and path identification

Connecting Nodes

This section describes how nodes are connected in a CA IDMS DDS network.

Ports

In CA IDMS DDS, a connection between two nodes is defined in terms of a port. A port is an access point through which
the node passes request and response packets to another node. A port is defined at system generation time by the
resource name table (IDMSCSTB).

NOTE
For more information on ports, see Section3, "CA IDMS DDS System Generation".

The resource name table tells the node the names of other nodes and the path used to reach each other node. For
example, suppose node A is connected to node C by way of node B. To communicate with node C, node A sends a
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message to B for C. B receives the message, and forwards it to C. All A needs to know is that messages to C should be
sent to B. That information is maintained in the resource name table.

Two types of connection

A CA IDMS DDS connection is represented in the network diagram by one of two different types of lines, depending
on the type of connection between two nodes. A straight line represents an SVC connection, and a communication
link represents either a CCI, a TCP/IP, or a VTAM connection. The LINE/PTERM pair that defines the node's port is
placed beneath the line and near the node that uses the port. The following illustration shows the types of CA IDMS DDS
connections and the information associated with the connections.

Coding node definitions

The resulting network diagram can be used as a basis for coding the DC/UCF system generation statements needed to
define the node.

NOTE
For more information on coding these statements, see the CA IDMS Administrating section. A discussion of the
CA IDMS DDS components included in a DC/UCF system generation is presented in Section3, "CA IDMS DDS
System Generation".

CA IDMS DDS System Generation
This section describes the CA IDMS DDS components included in a DC/UCF system generation to define a node. For
system generation syntax and rules, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.

Each node specified

Each node in a network is generated by including specific CA IDMS DDS system generation statements and clauses with
the standard DC/UCF system generation statements. These statements and clauses allow the administrator to specify the
characteristics of the node and its relationship with other nodes. During DC/UCF system generation, the individual node,
its direct connections to other nodes, system control information, and database information are defined:

• Node name -- The name by which the node is known to other nodes in the network.
• CA IDMS DDS ports -- The LINE and PTERM pair that defines the access point through which the node passes

request and response packets to other nodes.
• SYSCTL overrides (z/OS) -- System control information used to direct external request units to the appropriate node

and/or database.

CA IDMS DDS reports

System generation reports that produce the CA IDMS DDS-specific information are available. These reports allow the
administrator to examine and evaluate the components of the network.

A discussion of the CA IDMS DDS system characteristics and reporting capabilities follows.
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Node Name
Each node must have a name by which it is known to all other nodes in the network. A node can have only one name
associated with it, and that name must be unique throughout the network. The node name is not necessarily the same
name as is used to sign on to the system. For example, to invoke a CA IDMS/DC system from a VTAM terminal, the
following command might be used:

IDMSDC

If the system invoked by the preceding command had a version number of 8, and a node name was not specified, the
node would be given a default name of SYST0008. Thus all other nodes would know it as SYST0008. It is important not to
confuse the task code or signon command with the node name.

Establish naming conventions

Naming conventions should be established for nodes to ensure uniqueness and clarity. One approach (as used in this
section) would be to name all nodes by using the system number specified in the system generation SYSTEM statement.
For example, SYSTEM01 and SYSTEM02 would be the node names for system numbers 01 and 02.

NOTE
The node names default to SYST0nnn. For more information, see the SYSTEM statement description in the CA
IDMS Administrating section.

CA IDMS DDS Ports
A CA IDMS DDS port is defined during system generation with a LINE and PTERM pair. A port represents an access point
through which the node passes request and response packets to another node. Each node in a network can be connected
to any number of other nodes.

DC/UCF system generation statements include clauses specific to the CA IDMS DDS that allow the administrator
to specify characteristics about the port. Through the definition of these ports, the administrator defines some of the
characteristics of the network and controls data transmission through the network.

Depending on the access method selected for the communication between the nodes, different types of LINEs and
PTERMs must be defined in the DC/UCF systems on the two nodes. The following are the list of specific definitions
required for each access method:

• CCI access method
• LINE definitions: on both systems, a CCI LINE must be defined.
• PTERM definitions: on both systems, one BULK PTERM for eachconnection must be defined.
• TCP/IP access method
• LINE definitions: on both systems, a SOCKET LINE must be defined.
• PTERM definitions: on the local system, a DDSTCPIP PTERM pointing tothe target system must be defined; on the

remote system, a LISTENER PTERM and one BULK PTERM for each connection must be defined.
• VTAM access method
• LINE definitions: on both systems, a DDS LINE must be defined.
• PTERM definitions: on the local system, a VTAM PTERM pointing to thetarget system and one BULK PTERM for

each connection must be defined; on the remote system, one BULK PTERM for each connection must be defined.The
characteristics of CA IDMS DDS LINEs and PTERMs are discussed separately in the following paragraphs.

LINEs

CCI
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CCI LINEs are used by the node to establish communication between nodes. The parameter of the CCI LINE statement is
TYPE IS CCI, which identifies the line as a CCI line that will be used to connect two DC/UCF systems (nodes).

TCP/IP

SOCKET LINEs must be defined in each node to allow DDS communication between nodes.

NOTE
For more information, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.

VTAM

DDS LINEs are used by the node to establish communication between nodes. DDS LINEs should not be confused with
other DC/UCF LINE types, or with telecommunications lines. The two parameters of the DDS LINE statement are as
follows:

• TYPE IS DDS indicates that the LINE is to be used to establish a connection between two nodes.
• The SOURCE parameter (VTAM only) specifies the application program identification used to define the CA IDMS

DDS node to VTAM. VTAM uses this information to establish connection between two CA IDMS DDS nodes.

PTERMs

CCI

CCI PTERMs are used in conjunction with CCI LINEs to establish communication between two nodes. The CCI PTERM
parameter is TYPE IS BULK, which specifies that the data transfer between two DC/UCF systems will be bulk.

TCP/IP

On the local system, a DDSTCPIP PTERM is used to define the target system for the DDS connection; it contains the host
name or IP-address of the target node, and the port number to use to establish the connection. On the remote system, the
standard IDMSJSRV server LISTENER PTERM and one BULK PTERM from the SOCKET LINE are used to process the
DDS request.

VTAM

DDS PTERMs are used in conjunction with DDS LINEs to establish communication between two nodes. The PTERM
defines the node's line driver and supplies parameters to be used by the line driver at run time. Typically, multiple
PTERMs are defined for each LINE. The DDS PTERMs, unlike DC/UCF physical terminals, do not need to be associated
with LTERMs.

A DDS PTERM is specified at system generation with TYPE BULK or TYPE VTAM. For the TYPE VTAM, you specify
VTAM as the PTERM TYPE if the connection being established is between two nodes that reside on different machines
connected by a VTAM communication link. The following additional PTERM parameters can be specified when using
TYPE VTAM:

• BLOCKSIZE -- Specifies the size of the packet used to pass data between nodes.
• TARGET=VTAM application-id -- Specifies the VTAM LUNAME of the target CA IDMS DDS node. VTAM application-

id corresponds to a VTAM minor node name and must be unique throughout the network. This is a required parameter.
• WEIGHT FACTOR -- Specifies the priority to be assigned to the port defined by the PTERM and its associated line.

When selecting a port through which to pass request and response packets, the node bases its selection on the
PTERM weight factor for each port that connects the node to a target node.

Resource Name Table
The ability to access multiple databases is inherent in the CA IDMS DDS. If multiple databases are to be controlled by the
node, an entry for each database to be accessed must exist in the node's resource name table.
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For convenience, generic names using wild cards are supported. Thus, PROD* could be used to specify all databases
with names beginning with PROD.

The NODE table which is also part of the resource table identifies the communications method to use to access each
node name in the DC/UCF communications network.

For more information on how to generate the resource name table and the node table in a CA IDMS system, see the
RESOURCE TABLE and the NODE statements in the CA IDMS Administrating section.

System Generation Reports
DC/UCF system generation reports are available that produce CA IDMS DDS-specific information. These reports fall into
two categories:

• Source reports -- System generation information resulting from system generation phase 1. These reports describe
the generated forms of CA IDMS DDS entities.

• Sysgen reports -- System generation information resulting from system generation phase 2. These reports describe
the executable forms of CA IDMS DDS entities.

These reports are available as CREPORTS through Data Dictionary Reporter (DDR).

NOTE
For specific information on running CREPORTS, see the CA IDMS Reporting section. For samples of all DC/
UCF system generation reports, see the CA IDMS Reporting section.

The following table lists the standard CREPORTS available for reporting on CA IDMS DDS definitions in the data
dictionary.

Report Number Report title Data dictionary module name Category
01 Network description by line CREPORT 001 SYSGEN
02 Network description by physical

terminal
CREPORT 002

14 Network description by line CREPORT 014 SOURCE
15 Network description by physical

terminal
CREPORT 015

16 Physical terminals within line CREPORT 016
43 DDS report CREPORT 043 SYSGEN and SOURCE

CA IDMS DDS System Operations

Network Membership Affects Operations
The operation of a CA IDMS DDS node is similar to that of any DC/UCF system. The node is started up in the same
way and, for the most part, executes like a standard DC/UCF system. The differences that do exist are the result of the
communication that takes place between the nodes. Because these systems participate in a network and can access
databases other than their own, there are new considerations concerning how the network is managed, how application
requests are processed, and how backup and recovery are performed.

This section presents operational considerations for using CA IDMS DDS. The following topics are discussed:
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• CA IDMS DDS system startup
• Facilities for managing the network
• Processing application requests
• Backup and recovery

This information applies to the CA IDMS DDS environment only; it is intended to supplement the DC/UCF operational
procedures, as discussed in the following publications:

• CA IDMS Database Administering section
• CA IDMS Administrating section
• Administrating section

CA IDMS DDS System Startup
Contents

The CA IDMS DDS startup procedure is identical to the standard DC/UCF startup procedure. When a node is started up, it
transmits messages through its ports to the other nodes to which it is connected. If the other node is active, a connection
is established and information is exchanged between nodes. This information is stored internally as tables maintained by
CA IDMS DDS.

Each node knows the status of neighbors

As nodes sign on or off, these tables are updated to reflect the changes in the network. At any point while the network is
operating, every node in the network knows the status of all the nodes to which it maintains direct connections.

The following illustration shows the sequence of events that takes place when a CA IDMS DDS network is started.

Path Maintenance

In a network, multiple paths can exist between nodes; if one path becomes unavailable, CA IDMS DDS selects another
path to maintain communication between nodes.
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VTAM users, however, can alter the path selection by changing the weights associated with a CA IDMS DDS port. See the
CA IDMS Administrating section for a discussion of the WEIGHT FACTOR DDS PTERM parameter.

Facilities for Managing the Network
Once a CA IDMS DDS network is in operation, it is necessary to monitor the activity of the network and make alterations
as needed. Facilities for managing the network are available in these forms:

• CCI -- Allows addition and deletion of telecommunication paths.
• DCMT functions -- Allow the user to monitor the network and make immediate changes as needed.
• Statistics reports -- Offer a more complete, in-depth analysis of the network.

DCMT Functions

DC/UCF master terminal functions provide the means to monitor and control the various aspects of the CA IDMS DDS
system at run time:

DCMT Functions Description
DISPLAY DDS Displays general CA IDMS DDS information including information

on nodes, lines, and physical terminals (PTERMs).
DISPLAY LINE Displays information on a line.

DISPLAY PTERM Displays information on a PTERM.

VARY LINE Enables the user to vary the line online or offline.

VARY PTERM Enables the user to vary the terminal online or offline.

NOTE
For more information on the DCMT functions in the preceding table, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and
Operator Reference section.

VARY commands should be secured

The DCMT VARY LINE/PTERM commands should be used only to vary the line and/or physical terminal online or offline.
Since use of this command could affect network operations, these tasks should be adequately secured. DC/UCF permits
the assignment of a discrete security class to each of the DCMT commands, thereby allowing the administrator to limit the
use of the VARY command to authorized persons only. These DCMT functions apply directly to CA IDMS DDS system
operations.

More Information

• For more information on discrete security for the DCMT task, see the CA IDMS Security Administering section.
• For more information on DCMT functions applicable to the DC/UCF environment, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and

Operator Reference section.

Statistics Reports

DC/UCF statistic reports (SREPORTS) are available to summarize statistical data written to the log area (DDLDCLOG)
during system execution and subsequently offloaded (by means of the ARCHIVE LOG utility) to an archive file. These
reports allow the administrator to examine network activity. Using these reports, the administrator can make informed
decisions about the efficiency of the network. The following table lists the DC/UCF statistics reports available.
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NOTE
For more information on system statistics, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Reference section or
CA IDMS Reporting section.

Number Description
000 Performs housekeeping functions for the other reports and

produces no output. This report must be copied into all statistical
report runs.

001 Produces system and external run-unit (task) histograms.
002 Produces line histograms applicable for CA IDMS DDS.
003 Produces general system-wide statistics.
008 Produces external run-unit (task) statistics by accounting data.
009 Produces external run-unit (task) statistics by program name.
012-016 Produce system-wide external run-unit (task), program, line, and

physical terminal statistics. Reports 012 through 016 must always
be requested together.

099 Produces an output file of all statistics records contained in the
input archive log file, but performs no formatting; thus, the records
in the output file are identical in format to the records in the
archive log file. Since it contains statistics records only, the output
file is smaller than the archive log file and provides a convenient
means of saving statistics records for input to future statistical
report runs.

Processing Application Requests
Contents 

Processing application requests for database services in the CA IDMS DDS environment involves:

1. Identifying the target database and node
2. Routing database requests to the target node
3. Servicing database requests

Identifying the target database and node

When a request unit signs on to its host node, it names a target database and/or node. This action signals to the host
node that all requests for database services are to be routed to the named node or database. If the unit names only a
target node and no database, the target node selects the default database (under its control) as the one to be accessed to
service requests issued by the request unit. If the request unit names the host node or a database controlled by the host
node, all requests for database services are handled by the host node.

Routing database requests to the target node

After the target node has been identified, the optimum path is selected along which to route database requests from the
host node to the target node. The selected path is used to transfer every database requests issued by the request unit. If
the path becomes unavailable at any point during request unit processing, another path is automatically selected if one is
available.

Servicing database requests

When the request unit issues a database access request, the host node signals CA IDMS DDS to transfer the request
and any accompanying data to the target node. The request and data are routed along the selected path to the target
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node. The target node performs the requested database operation and returns a response to the host node, which in turn
passes the results of the request to the request unit.

Target nodes do the work

Each database request issued by the request unit is serviced in the same manner: the host node passes a request to the
target node, which services the request and returns a response to the host node. If, at any point during run-unit execution,
the application program abends, the target node performs any necessary recovery of the database being accessed. When
the request unit terminates normally, the application program can begin a new request unit.

When a batch to CV application accessing SYSTEM01 requests database services from SYSTEM02, the following
sequence of events occurs:

1. The request is passed from the CA IDMS batch interface, called by the application program, to the host node
(SYSTEM01).

2. The host node builds a database request packet and posts the CA IDMS DDS line driver to transmit the packet to the
target node (SYSTEM02). Depending on the access method associated with the target node in the NODE table, that
CA IDMS DDS line driver can be the CCI line driver (CCI), the SOCKET line driver (TCP/IP) or the DDS line driver
(VTAM).

3. The CA IDMS DDS line driver transmits the packet to its counterpart on the target node.
4. The CA IDMS DDS line driver on the target node receives the packet, validates the message, and passes the packet

to the CV executing on the target node to process the request.
5. The target node processes the request. Database access, if required, is performed by the DBMS within the target

node.
6. The target node builds a response packet with the necessary data and posts the CA IDMS DDS line driver to transmit

the packet back to its counterpart on the host node.
7. The CA IDMS DDS line driver on the host node receives the packet, validates the message, and passes the packet to

the task executing on the host node; the response data is then passed to the application program.

The following illustration shows the process involved in executing a database request through CA IDMS DDS.

Applications executing in the CA IDMS DDS environment can execute multiple request units sequentially or concurrently.
Each concurrently executing request unit can access a different database and/or node.

Remote tasks and terminal I/O

Under CA IDMS DDS, a target node executes tasks for a host node. When the CA IDMS DDS network configuration
includes two or more DC/UCF systems, a user signed on to a terminal controlled by one system can request a task
be executed at the target node, which is itself a DC/UCF system. In this situation, the host node performs terminal I/O
operations while the target node executes the program and performs the database I/O operations or routes the request
through CA IDMS DDS to yet another node. In environments where certain tasks requested at the host node involve
considerable I/O to and from a remote database but little terminal I/O, executing the task at the node that controls the
database serves to minimize the transmission of data between the host and target nodes resulting in both faster and more
efficient processing.
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When a task requested at the host node is executed at the target node, it is processed by DC/UCF tasks that execute
under the target node. All database requests are issued by, and their results returned to, the tasks executing under the
target node. These tasks, in turn, issue terminal I/O requests, which are passed by CA IDMS DDS from the target node
to the host node. The host node performs the appropriate terminal I/O operations to map data from the issuing task to the
terminal or to map data from the terminal to the issuing task. The following illustration shows the remote execution of DC/
UCF tasks.

DDS System Backup and Recovery
Each node has available the full range of DC/UCF backup and recovery facilities (journaling, warmstart, and rollback).
In the event of system or program failure, each node is responsible for the recovery of the database(s) under its control,
including databases that have been accessed on behalf of other nodes.

The action taken by CA IDMS DDS in the event of system or application program failure varies, depending on whether the
failure is a system or program failure:

• System failure -- When a node is disconnected, either because the system crashed or a connection failed, the node
is responsible for recovery of all active request units under its control. Additionally, if the node provides a path for other
nodes, that path is no longer available. If alternative paths are available, CA IDMS DDS automatically selects the best
alternative path and continues processing. Restart requires only that the failed node be restarted; when restart occurs,
communication between all nodes in the network is automatically reestablished.

• Program failure -- When an application program fails, recovery takes place in exactly the same way that it does in
a standard DC/UCF system. All database recovery is handled using standard CA IDMS recovery features, and the
applications are restarted as appropriate.

NOTE
For a complete discussion of CA IDMS backup and recovery facilities, see the Administrating section.

The following illustrations show how database recovery is handled in the CA IDMS DDS environment following an
application program failure, and a system failure in the same CA IDMS DDS configuration.

Recovery after application program failure
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Recovery after system failure

TCP/IP Considerations
This section presents a sample CA IDMS DDS configuration that uses TCP/IP to connect two CA IDMS nodes residing in
different machines. The next section illustrates the CA IDMS system generation statements needed to run in a CA IDMS
DDS environment.

A pool of free connections (socket connections) can be maintained between the two CA IDMS nodes. This pool of
connection is controlled by the local system. The free connections in the pool can belong to the following lists:

• Permanent list
The maximum number of free connections that can belong to that list is defined using the PERMANENT
CONNECTION clause on the DDSTCPIP type PTERM sysgen statement. These connections are not pre-allocated
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when the corresponding DDSTCPIP PTERM is varied online in the local system, but only when a DDS request
completes.

• Idle list
The amount of time a free connection remains in the idle list is defined using the IDLE INTERVAL clause on the
DDSTCPIP type PTERM sysgen statement.

When a DDS request is started, the system tries to find a free connection from the pool of connections, and if one is
present (scans first the idle list, then in the permanent list), it assigns it to the request. If no free connection is found, it
creates a new one to serve the request.

When the DDS request terminates, the corresponding connection is either returned to the pool of connections (in the
permanent list first, if the maximum number of permanent connections in the pool is not reached yet, or in the idle list, if it
applies), or simply closed.

A special connection, called the control connection, is always maintained between the two nodes and is reserved by the
system to detect when one of the nodes abends or stop normally.

System Generation Entries
The following examples show the CA IDMS system generation statements required to define the systems. SYSTEM01
runs on the DDSNODE1 IDMS node. SYSTEM02 runs on the DDSNODE1 IDMS node.

SYSTEM01 sysgen

SYSTEM01

.

.

LINE TCPIP

     TYPE IS SOCKET.

PTERM TCPDDS2

      TYPE IS DDSTCPIP

      TARGET ADDRESS IS DDSNODE2

      TARGET PORT IS 3772

      IDLE INTERVAL IS 60

      NUMBER PERMANENT CONNECTIONS IS 5.

LTERM TCPDDS2 PTERM IS TCPDDS2.
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PTERM TCPLIST1

      TYPE IS LISTENER

      PORT IS 3771

      BACKLOG IS 100

      TASK IS RHDCNP3J

      MODE IS SYSTEM

      PARM IS 'TASK=IDMSJSRV'.

LTERM TCPLIST1 PTERM IS TCPLIST1.

PTERM TCPBLK01

      TYPE IS BULK

      REPEAT COUNT IS 20.

LTERM TCPBLK01 PTERM IS TCPBLK01.

SYSTEM02 sysgen

SYSTEM02

.

.

LINE TCPIP

     TYPE IS SOCKET.

PTERM TCPDDS1

      TYPE IS DDSTCPIP

      TARGET ADDRESS IS DDSNODE1

      TARGET PORT IS 3771

      IDLE INTERVAL IS 60
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      NUMBER PERMANENT CONNECTIONS IS 5.

LTERM TCPDDS1 PTERM IS TCPDDS1.

PTERM TCPLIST2

      TYPE IS LISTENER

      PORT IS 3772

      BACKLOG IS 100

      TASK IS RHDCNP3J

      MODE IS SYSTEM

      PARM IS 'TASK=IDMSJSRV'.

LTERM TCPLIST1 PTERM IS TCPLIST1.

PTERM TCPBLK01

      TYPE IS BULK

      REPEAT COUNT IS 20.

LTERM TCPBLK01 PTERM IS TCPBLK01.

Connection Synchronization
When one of the CVs within a DDS-TCP/IP connection terminates, the connections between the two CVs terminate.
  When the CV restarts, DDS rebuilds (or 'resynchronizes') the connections between the two systems. If the CV
being restarted is the 'frontend' CV in the DDS connection, the resynchronization occurs automatically in all cases. 
If the CV being restarted is the 'backend' CV, then the resynchronization occurs automatically only if the two CVs are
interconnected in both directions using DDS-TCP/IP, because, without the bi-directional interconnection of CVs, there
is no mechanism for the 'frontend' CV to get notified that the 'backend' CV is now available. For example, CV "A" must
have a DDS-TCP/IP connection for CV "B", and CV "B" must have a DDS-TCP/IP connection to CV "A" in order for the
resynchronization of DDS-TCP/IP connections to occur automatically in all cases. When this bi-directional interconnection
of CVs does not exist, and the 'backend' CV in a DDS-TCP/IP connection is started prior to starting the 'frontend' CV,
the DBA must start the DDS-TCP/IP connection manually from the 'frontend' CV, using command "DCMT V pterm-name
ONLINE", where pterm-name is the name of the DDS-TYPE PTE.
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VTAM Considerations (DDS Design and Operations)
This section presents an example of a CA IDMS DDS configuration that uses VTAM to connect two CA IDMS DDS
nodes residing in different machines. The configuration in this example is a two-domain VTAM network. VTAM with the
Multisystem Networking Facility (MSNF) is running on each machine.

The following illustration shows the additional VTAM entries and CA IDMS system generation statements that are required
to run in a CA IDMS DDS environment.

This section contains the following articles:

 

VTAM Entries
The following VTAM entries are included in the VTAMLST data set for VTAM1:

 

APPL MAJOR NODE:

SYSTEM01 APPL   AUTH=(ACQ,NOPASS,NVPACE,NOTSO,SPO)

DDSNODE1 APPL   AUTH=(NOACQ,NOPASS,NVPACE,NOTSO,SPO),PARSESS=YES

CDRSC MAJOR NODE:

     

DDSNODE2   CDRSC   CDRM=CDRM02

 

The following VTAM entries are included in the VTAMLST data set for VTAM2:
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APPL MAJOR NODE:

SYSTEM02  APPL   AUTH=(ACQ,NOPASS,NVPACE,NOTSO,SPO)

DDSNODE2  APPL   AUTH=(NOACQ,NOPASS,NVPACE,NOTSO,SPO),PARSESS=YES

CDRSC MAJOR NODE;

     

DDSNODE1   CDRSC   CDRM=CDRM01

System Generation Entries (VTAM)
The following examples show the CA IDMS system generation statements required to define the systems.

SYSTEM01 sysgen

  SYSTEM 01

  .

  .

  LINE VTAM01

   ENABLED

       TYPE IS VTAMLIN

       APPL ID IS SYSTEM01...

  PTERM...

  .

  .

  LINE DDS01

   ENABLED

       TYPE IS DDS

       SOURCE=DDSNODE1.

 

  PTERM PT01DDS1

       TYPE VTAM

       BLOCKSIZE 8192
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       TARGET DDSNODE2

       WEIGHT 20.

  PTERM PT02DDS1

       TYPE VTAM

       BLOCKSIZE 8192

       TARGET DDSNODEX (NOT SHOWN ABOVE)

       WEIGHT 30.

 

  PTERM PT01BULK

       TYPE BULK.

 

  LTERM LT01BULK

       PTERM IS PT01BULK.

SYSTEM02 sysgen

  SYSTEM02

  .

  .

  LINE VTAM02

   ENABLED

       TYPE IS VTAMLIN

       APPL ID IS SYSTEM02....

  PTERM....

  .

  .
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  .

  LINE DDS02

   ENABLED

       TYPE IS DDS

       SOURCE = DDSNODE2

 

  PTERM PT01DDS2

       TYPE VTAM

       BLOCKSIZE 8192

       TARGET DDSNODE1

       WEIGHT 20.

 

  PTERM PT02DDS2

       TYPE VTAM

       BLOCKSIZE 8192

       TARGET DDSNODEX (NOT SHOWN ABOVE)

       WEIGHT 30.

 

  PTERM PT02BULK

       TYPE BULK.

 

  LTERM LT02BULK

       PTERM IS PT02BULK.

NOTE
VTAM minor node names must be unique throughout the VTAM network. Therefore, the APPL ID IS parameter
on the VTAMLIN LINE statement (used to define the 3270 terminals) and the SOURCE parameter on the DDS
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LINE statement cannot be the same even though these LINE statements participate in the same CA IDMS
system.

Administrating CA IDMS Performance Monitor System
The CA IDMS Performance Monitor (Performance Monitor) is a performance and tuning tool. You can use Performance
Monitor to monitor hardware and software resource utilization in a DC/UCF system.

NOTE

For information about installing Performance Monitor only or installing it with other CA IDMS products, see the
Installing section.

Customizing Performance Monitor

The process for customizing Performance Monitor is as follows:

1. Code any installation parameters that are specific to Performance Monitor.
2. Generate the installation job control.
3. (Optional) Modify the parameters of #PMOPT, which is the macro that specifies runtime options for Performance

Monitor.
4. Execute the installation job stream.
5. (Optional) Modify the parameters of the #PMGEN macro that is embedded in the three Performance Monitor

initialization modules.
6. Define report/billing groups for the Application Monitor.
7. (Optional for z/OS only) Start the IDMSINFO address space if you want to enable monitoring of a remote CV.

NOTE

For more information about starting the IDMSINFO address space, see IDMSINFO Service Provider.
8. (Optional) Add external security product definitions to authorize canceling a remote CA IDMS task as follows:

a. Create a resource class (CDT profile) of CA@IDMSI.
b. Follow the pattern "TASK.targetCVname.taskcode" for resource names. Control authority is required.

9. (Optional) Add external security product definitions to authorize monitoring of an external CA IDMS CV as follows:
10. 1. Create a resource class (CDT profile) of CA@IDMSI.

2. Follow the pattern "SYST.targetCVname" for resource names.
3. Compile and link-edit a new RHDCSRTT module with the SECXMON=YES parameter into a CDMSLIB loadlib in

the startup JCL of the secured target CV.

  11.  Restart the system to activate Performance Monitor.

Modifying #PMOPT Parameters
 

The installation program generates #PMOPT, a configurable macro that specifies runtime options for Performance
Monitor. This macro cannot be modified during installation. 

  

Syntax
►►── #PMOPT AMACT= ──┬─ YES ─┬─ ,AMDCLOG= ─┬─ YES ─┬─────────────────────────►
                     └─ NO ──┘             └─ NO
 ──┘
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 ►──┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,AMSMF= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘
                └─ NO
 ◄──┘
 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,AMSMFSZ= ─┬─ 8180 ◄──────────┬─┘
                  └─ smf-block-size
 ─┘
 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,DBKMAX= ─┬─ 5 ◄ ──────────────┬─┘
                 └─ db-keys-per-task
 ─┘
 ►──┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,DCSTATS= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘
                  └─ NO
 ◄──┘
 ►──┬────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,DLGNAME= ─┬─ SCREEN ◄──┬─┘
                  └─ FIRST
 ────┘
 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,ENTMAX= ─┬─ 50 ◄─────────────┬─┘
                 └─ maximum-entries
 ─┘
 ►── ,IMACT= ─┬─ YES ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
              └─ NO
 ──┘
 ►── ,IMDCLOG= ─┬─ YES ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
                └─ NO
 ──┘
 ►──┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,IMSMF= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘
                └─ NO ◄──┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,IMSMFSZ= ─┬─ 8180 ◄──────────┬─┘
                  └─ smf-block-size
 ─┘
 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,INTVMAX= ─┬─ 20 ◄───────────────┬─┘
                  └─ maximum-intervals
 ─┘
 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,INTVSIZ= ─┬─ 10 ◄───────────┬─┘
                  └─ interval-size
 ─┘
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 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,LIBMAX= ─┬─ 10 ◄───────────────┬─┘
                 └─ libraries-tracked
 ─┘
 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,OCCRMAX= ─┬─ 50 ◄─────────────┬─┘
                  └─ maximum-records
 ─┘
 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,SMFRCID= ─┬─ 230 ◄──────────┬─┘
                  └─ smf-record-id ─┘

  ►──┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►
     └─ ,SMFHEDR= ─┬─ YES ◄──┬─┘
                   └─ NO  ──┘

 ►──┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,SMFTYP4= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘
                  └─ NO
 ◄──┘
 ►──┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,SMFTY30= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘
                  └─ NO
 ◄──┘
 ►──┬───────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,TERMINL= ─┬─ LTERM ◄──┬─┘
                  └─ ACCMETH
 ─┘
 ►──┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,TSKWAIT= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘
                  └─ NO
 ◄──┘
 ►──┬─────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─ ,IMREFT= ─┬─ 2400 ◄────────┤
                 └─ refresh-time ─┘

Parameters

Following is the list of parameters for the #PMOPT macro:

•  AMACT=YES/NO
Required.  Specifies whether the Application Monitor is activated automatically when the DC/UCF system is started. If
you specify YES, Performance Monitor continuously captures task statistics regardless of the status of the Application
Monitor's online component.
Default: None

•  AMDCLOG=YES/NO
Required: Specifies whether information collected by the Application Monitor should be written to the system log area.
If you specify NO, Application Monitor statistics can be viewed online only.
Default: None
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NOTE

: If you specify AMDCLOG=NO and you want the information to be available for batch reporting, you must
specify AMSMF=YES

• .AMSMF=YES/NO
(z/OS only). Specifies whether information collected by the Application Monitor should be written to the SMF job
accounting file. If you specify YES, you must include the SMFRCID parameter. If you specify NO and want data
available for batch reports, you must also specify AMDCLOG=YES.
Default: NO

•  AMSMFSZ=8180/smf-block-size 
(z/OS only).  Specifies the maximum number of bytes in Application Monitor SMF statistics blocks (1024-32764). The
default is 8180. This parameter is applicable only if AMSMF=YES.

•  DBKMAX=5/db-keys-per-task 
Specifies the number of db-keys the Interval Monitor should track (0-20). This parameter is applicable only if
IMACT=YES.
Default: 5

•  DCSTATS=YES/NO
Specifies whether the standard DC task statistics block should be written to the DC/UCF system log area.
If you specify YES, the standard DC statistics block, as well as Performance Monitor statistics records, is written to the
log at task termination.
Default: NO

•  DLGNAME=
Specifies which CA ADS dialog is recorded by the Application Monitor as the program name.
–  SCREEN

Specifies to use the name of the dialog that issues the mapout request. The name of the dialog last loaded is used
for the task code, and the option is displayed as LAST in the Application Monitor options screen.
Default: SCREEN

–  FIRST
Specifies to use the name of the first (high level) dialog.

•  ENTMAX=50/maximum-entries 
The maximum number of entities that are monitored online by the Application Monitor at any given time (0-1,000).
Default: 50

•  IMACT=YES/NO
Required. Specifies whether the Interval Monitor is activated automatically when the DC/UCF system is started.
Default: None

•  IMDCLOG=YES/NO
Required. Specifies whether information collected by the Interval Monitor is to be written to the DC/UCF system log
area. If you specify NO, Interval Monitor statistics can be viewed online only.
Default: None

NOTE

 If you specify IMDCLOG=NO, and you want the information to be available for batch reporting, you must
specify IMSMF=Yes.

•  IMSMF=YES/NO
(z/OS only).  Specifies whether information collected by the Interval Monitor should be written to the SMF job
accounting file. If you specify NO, and want the information available for batch reporting, you must specify
IMDCLOG=YES.
Default: NO

•  IMSMFSZ=8180/smf-block-size 
(z/OS only) The number of bytes in Interval Monitor SMF statistics blocks (1,024-32,764). This parameter is applicable
only if IMSMF=YES.
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Default: 8,180
•  INTVMAX=20/maximum-intervals 

The maximum number of intervals maintained by the online component of the Interval Monitor. Once the maximum
number is reached during processing, the system wraps to begin overwriting with the earliest interval.
If you specify 0, the online component of the Interval Monitor is unavailable.
Default: 20
Limits:  0 to 1,000

•  INTVSIZ=10/interval-size 
The number of minutes in each interval maintained by the Interval Monitor (5-1,440). The default is 10.
Default: 10
Limits: 5 to 1,440

•  LIBMAX=10/libraries-tracked 
The number of libraries (CDMSLIB, CDMSLnnn, and so forth) the Interval Monitor should maintain.
Default: 10
Limits: 0 to 1,000

NOTE

 z/VSE users: z/VSE sites should specify either 1 or 0. 0 indicates that no library statistics are to be
maintained.

•  OCCRMAX=50/maximum-records 
The default number of statistics records accumulated by the Application Monitor for each monitored entity (0-9999).
If you specify 0, the online component of the Application Monitor is unavailable.
Default: 50

•  SMFRCID=230/smf-record-id 
(z/OS only) The SMF user record ID for Interval Monitor and Application Monitor statistics records written to the SMF
file (128-255). The default is 230. This parameter is applicable only if IMSMF=YES or AMSMF=YES.
Default: 230
Limits: 128 to 255

•  SMFHEDR=YES/NO 
(z/OS only) Specifies whether a CA IDMS Performance Monitor header is appended to SMF Type 4 and Type 30
records that are created and written to the SMF file. When the field is set to “YES,” SMF Type 4 and 30 record IDs
match the value set in the SMFRCID parameter. This parameter is applicable only if AMSMF=YES and SMFTYP4 and/
or SMFTYP30=YES.
Default: YES

•  SMFTYP4=YES/NO
(z/OS only) Specifies whether Type 4 SMF records (step termination records) are created and written to the SMF file.
This parameter is applicable only if AMACT=YES.
Default: NO

•  SMFTYP30=YES/NO
(z/OS only) Specifies whether Type 30 SMF records (step termination records) are created and written to the SMF file.
This parameter is applicable only if AMACT=YES.
Default: NO

•  TERMINL=LTERM/ACCMETH
Specifies whether the Application Monitor tracks the logical terminal or the access method for use in LTERM ID fields.
Default: LTERM.

•  TSKWAIT=YES/NO
Specifies whether task-wait statistics should be collected. The statistics are written to the log area if you specify
AMDCLOG=YES.
Default: NO
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NOTE

: Statistics are written to the SMF job accounting file if you specify AMSMF=YES.
•  IMREFT=refresh-time 

The time, in the format hhmm (24-hour clock), to initialize the Interval Monitor data collection buckets. Initialization is
performed at the end of the interval in which the specified time falls.

Modifying #PMGEN Parameters

Each component of the Performance Monitor has its own initialization module, automatically generated when you run
CAIIJMP.

Component Initialization module
Realtime Monitor PMRTINIT
Interval Monitor PMIMINIT
Application Monitor PMAMINIT

Modify #PMGEN

You can modify the initialization modules by modifying the parameters of the #PMGEN macro embedded in each module.
Follow these steps:

1. Examine the default #PMGEN macro generated for each Performance Monitor module.
2. Modify the parameters of each #PMGEN macro as appropriate for your site. The source code is located in the source

library (SRCLIB) created during installation.
3. Assemble the modified initialization module.
4. Link edit the modified initialization module.

z/OS and z/VSE users: For z/OS users, modifications can be made by reassembling and relinking #PMGEN. Any
modifications to the CA IDMS load libraries should be applied by MSHP for z/VSE. For sample JCL for the #PMGEN
macro, see the sample JCL library provided at installation. For more information on how to assemble and link edit a
module using MSHP, see Install and Maintain z/VSE .

Default #PMGEN Macros

The following examples display the #PMGEN defaults for each component of the Performance Monitor. Note that X
represents the continuation character you must code in column 72. The continuation character can be any non-blank
character.

Example: #PMGEN defaults for the Realtime Monitor

 #PMGEN  CASE=UPLOW,                X
         CONV=YES,                  X
         DSTREAM=MODIFIED,          X
         EDIT=YES,                  X
         PFKEYS=24,                 X
         REFRESH=10,                X
         SITESAVE=YES,              X
         SNAP=YES,                  X
         SORT=YES,                  X
         STAE=NO,                   X
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         USERSAV=YES
 

Example: #PMGEN defaults for the Interval Monitor

 #PMGEN  CASE=UPLOW,                X
         CONV=PSEUDO,               X
         DSTREAM=FULL,              X
         EDIT=YES,                  X
         PFKEYS=24,                 X
         REFRESH=NO,                X
         SITESAVE=YES,              X
         SNAP=YES,                  X
         STAE=NO,                   X
         USERSAV=YES
 

Example: #PMGEN defaults for the Application Monitor

 #PMGEN  CASE=UPLOW,                X
         CONV=PSEUDO,               X
         DSTREAM=FULL,              X
         EDIT=YES,                  X
         PFKEYS=24,                 X
         REFRESH=NO,                X
         SITESAVE=YES,              X
         SNAP=YES,                  X
         SORT=YES,                  X
         STAE=NO,                   X
         USERSAV=YES
 

Syntax
 ►►─── #PMGEN ─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
              └─ CASE= ─┬─ UPLOW ◄ ─┬─┘
                        └─ UPPER ───┘
 
 ►──┬─────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,CONV= ─┬─ PSEUDO ◄──┬─┘
               └─ YES ──────┘
 
 ►──┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,EDIT= ─┬─ YES ◄──┬─┘
               └─ NO ────┘
 
 ►──┬────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,DSTREAM= ─┬─ FULL ◄ ───┬─┘
                  └─ MODIFIED ─┘
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 ►──┬───────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,PFKEYS= ─┬─ 12 ◄──┬─┘
                 └─ 24 ───┘
 
 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,REFRESH= ─┬─ NO  ◄─────────────┬─┘
                  ├─ YES ──────────────┤
                  └─ refresh-interval ─┘
 
 ►──┬─────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,SITESAV= ─┬─ YES ◄──┬─┘
                  └─ NO ────┘
 
 ►──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,SNAP= ─┬─ NO ◄──┬─┘
               └─ YES ──┘
 
 ►──┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,SORT= ─┬─ YES ◄──┬─┘
               └─ NO ────┘
 
 ►──┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,STAE= ─┬─ YES ◄──┬─┘
               └─ NO ────┘
 
 ►──┬─────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─ ,USERSAV= ─┬─ YES ◄──┬─┘
                  └─ NO ────┘
  
 

Parameters

• CASE=UPLOW/UPPER
Specifies if literals and help text is to appear in uppercase and lowercase (UPLOW) or uppercase only (UPPER). The
default is UPLOW. Specify UPPER if the lowercase English alphabet causes problems with your site's terminals.

• CONV=PSEUDO/YES
Indicates if the component is to run pseudo-conversationally. PSEUDO (default) indicates that it runs pseudo-
conversationally. YES indicates that it runs conversationally. Generally, this parameter is PSEUDO for the Interval and
Application Monitors; YES for the Realtime Monitor. NO is a synonym for PSEUDO.

• EDIT=YES/NO
Specifies whether the person running the monitor can edit windows. The default is YES.

• DSTREAM=FULL/MODIFIED
Specifies whether the data stream sent to the terminal is to be compressed. FULL (default) indicates that the data
stream will not be compressed and will use relatively less CPU time but more transmission time. MODIFIED indicates
that the data stream will be compressed and will use relatively more CPU time but less transmission time.

• PFKEYS=12/24
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Defines the number of PF keys in use. The default is 12. If you specify 24, any keys not explicitly used by the monitors
are shadow keys (PF17 shadows PF5, PF18 shadows PF6, and so forth).

• REFRESH=NO/YES/refresh-interval
Specifies whether Performance Monitor automatically refreshes monitor screens with current statistics. The default is
NO. This parameter should be NO for the Interval and Application Monitors. Specify NO, YES, or refresh-interval for
the Realtime Monitor:
– YES -- the default refresh interval is 10 seconds
– refresh-interval -- Performance Monitor automatically refreshes the screen at the interval specified; Refresh-interval

must be in the range 1-99
– YES or refresh-interval -- Performance Monitor refreshes the screen automatically regardless of the

CONV=PSEUDO/YES specification

NOTE
By default, REFRESH=NO is forced for UCF terminals regardless of the setting in #PMGEN. The REFRESH
value will be honored for the setting in #PMGEN. The REFRESH value will be honored for UCF terminals
if optional bit 34 is set in RHDCOPTF. Limitations still exist, however, on the use of automatic refresh when
using UCF terminals. These limitations arise because the REFRESH option is implemented by issuing a
READ BUFFER instead of a READ MODIFIED command when it is checking for input before refreshing the
screen.

The limitations are as follows:
– The z/VM front-end UCF module does not support screen refresh. Optional bit 34 should not be applied to a back-

end that is to be accessed through UCFCMS.
– Screen refresh is not supported for any other environment where READ BUFFER is not supported. These include

TCAM terminals and z/VM PASSTHRU. Do not set the optional bit in these environments.
– Under TSO, the front-end UCF module must be created with the parameter VTAM=YES on the #UCFTSO

parameter. This is the recommended value for most sites.
– Under CICS, we recommend that a special version of the UCF front-end be created for use only with

PERFMON. Create this version by assembling the #UCFCICS macro with the parameters RESETKB=ASIS and
LASTOUT=TASKEND. This lets multiple WRITE datastreams be sent to the terminal between READ commands,
but allows input from the terminal while the front-end UCF task is running. Without these options, terminal hangs
or CICS task abends such as ATNI or ATCV can result. These parameters might not be desirable for UCFCICS
applications other than PMRM. That is why we recommend a special UCFCICS module.
Also ensure the CICS terminal control table entry has a TOTAL buffer size large enough to accommodate the
realtime monitor READ BUFFER and datastream write commands. In addition, each #UCFUTD macro associated
with the UCF front-end should specify BUFSIZ=8192.
Note that the READ BUFFER command causes the front-end UCFCICS task, which is accessing PMRM, to
run conversationally. This means that a CICS task will be running as long as PMRM is running. This task might
use increasing amounts of CICS resources such as storage. This might necessitate terminating the PMRM task
periodically to release resources.

– For all TP monitors, UCF lets the terminal operator modify the PMRM session only at the REFRESH interval.
Attempts to update the screen prematurely can result in problems such as INPUT INHIBITED (X-F at the bottom
of the terminal screen). To avoid these problems, the terminal operator should observe the following procedures
before pressing a function key or the Enter key:
• Move the cursor off the command line.
• Wait for the <<SCREEN HELD>> message to appear on the screen.

This indicates that PMRM has issued the READ BUFFER and recognized that operator input is pending.
• Press the desired function key or Enter key.
It may be helpful to reduce the default refresh interval of 10 seconds by reassembling the #PMGEN macro and
relinking the PMRTINIT program. Alternatively, the REFRESH command can be issued from within PMRM.
Note that optional bit 34 has no effect on non-UCF terminals.

• SITESAV=YES/NO
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Specifies whether a Performance Monitor user can save version 1 of the monitor screens. The default is YES. As
system administrator, you can tailor the screens with YES at installation and then specify NO once Performance
Monitor is in production.

NOTE
For more information on tailoring screen displays, see Tailoring Screens, Task Codes, and Entry Options.

• SNAP=NO/YES
Specifies whether Performance Monitor writes a snap dump to the log file whenever the STAE detects an abend within
the Performance Monitor. The default is NO. If SNAP=YES, STAE must also be YES.

• SORT=YES/NO
Specifies whether the Performance Monitor user can sort windows. The default is YES.

• STAE=YES/NO
Specifies whether the Performance Monitor STAE receives control when an abend occurs within the Performance
Monitor. The default is YES.

• USERSAV=YES/NO
Specifies whether users can save a test version of the monitor screens (any version other than version 1). The default
is YES.

NOTE
For more information on saving modified screen versions, see Tailoring Screens, Task Codes, and Entry
Options.

Defining Report/Billing Groups
Report/billing groups are used by the Application Monitor to categorize users for chargeback, accounting, and reporting
purposes. Often, report/billing groups represent a division, department, development team, or application.

Associating Users With a Group

You can associate a user with a group using the installation code in the system profile or user profile. System and user
profiles are created using the Command Facility.

NOTE
For more information about profiles, see the IDD DDDL Reference or the Installing section.

Changing the Billing Group Code
You can change billing groups online or through a program.

Changing Billing Groups Online

Enter the task code pmbill to access a screen on which you can dynamically change the billing group code. After you exit
this screen, all subsequent Application Monitor statistics records for the user will reflect the new billing group code.

The following messages are returned by PMBILL processing:

• Billing Group changed to: xxxxxxxxxxxx.
The Application Monitor has changed the billing group code to the value displayed.

• Billing Group greater than 12 characters.
You supplied a billing group code that was too long. Supply a code that is 12 characters or less and try again.

• Billing Group unchanged.
The monitor did not change the billing group. Another message is displayed with this message, giving the reason.

• Current Billing Group: xxxxxxxxxxxx.
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The monitor has determined from the signon element that the billing group code for the signed-on user is the value that
is displayed. It will next ask for the new billing group code.

• Enter new Billing Group.
The monitor is requesting the new billing group code. Type the code and press ENTER.

• No user currently signed on.
You tried to change the billing group code, but are not signed on to a DC/UCF system. Sign on to a DC/UCF system
and try again.

• Sign on before setting Billing Group.
See No user currently signed on. These messages always appear together.

• Terminal error - please retry.
An error occurred with the terminal message handling. Enter the request again.

NOTE
For more information about the PMBILL task, see the Using Performance Monitor section.

Changing Billing Groups Through a Program

An application program running under a DC/UCF system can maintain billing groups through a program call to
PMAMBL10, a module supplied with the Application Monitor.

PMAMBL10 functions

Two functions are available with the PMAMBL10 interface:

• Get Billing Group returns the current billing group for the signed-on user
• Set Billing Group establishes a new billing group for the signed-on user

These functions are useful when:

• Your billing group changes during the day
• Your installation wishes to bill by program or application; using PMAMBL10, the billing assignment falls under program

control

PMAMBL10 interface record

Programs that use PMAMBL10 require the following interface record (shown for COBOL):

01 BILLING-INTERFACE-RECORD.

   05 BILLING-RECORD-LENGTH   PIC 9(4) USAGE COMP  VALUE 24.

   05 BILLING-RECORD-VERSION  PIC 9(4) USAGE COMP  VALUE 1.

   05 BILLING-RECORD-FUNCTION PIC X(4) USAGE DISPLAY.

         88  GET-BILL          VALUE 'GETB'.

         88  SET-BILL          VALUE 'SETB'.

   05 BILLING-GROUP-RETCODE   PIC X(4) USAGE DISPLAY.

         88  GOOD-RETURN       VALUE 'RBOK'.

         88  NO-USER-SIGNED-ON VALUE 'RBNS'.
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         88  BAD-RECORD        VALUE 'RBBP'.

   05 BILLING-GROUP           PIC X(12).

Description of fields

• BILLING-RECORD-LENGTH (binary) contains the length of the BILLING-INTERFACE-RECORD (always 24 for this
release).

• BILLING-RECORD-VERSION (binary) contains the version number of the interface record (always 1 for this release).
• BILLING-RECORD-FUNCTION (display) determines the function requested: GETB, to return the current billing group

into BILLING-GROUP; SETB, to set the billing group from the value in BILLING-GROUP.
• BILLING-GROUP-RETCODE (display) contains the status of the last request, as shown in the following table.
• BILLING-GROUP (display) contains the billing group last set or returned (depending on the value in BILLING-

RECORD-FUNCTION).

Billing group return codes

Code Meaning
RBOK Processing was successfully completed.
RBNS No user was signed on, so no action was taken.
RBBP The interface record contains an invalid length (should be 24),

version (should be 1), or function (should be GETB or SETB).

Passing control to PMAMBL10

When the program initializes fields in the interface record, it passes control to PMAMBL10. When the program receives
control back from PMAMBL10, it examines the contents of BILLING-GROUP-RETCODE for the status of the requested
operation.

COBOL example

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

    .

    .

    .

MOVE 24 TO BILLING-RECORD-LENGTH.

MOVE 1 TO BILLING-RECORD-VERSION.

MOVE 'AUDITING    ' TO BILLING-GROUP.

MOVE 'SETB' TO BILLING-RECORD-FUNCTION.

TRANSFER CONTROL TO 'PMAMBL10'

LINK USING BILLING-INTERFACE-RECORD.
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    .

    .

    .

IF GOOD-RETURN . . .

CA ADS example

MOVE 'AUDITING    ' TO BILLING-GROUP.

MOVE 'SETB' TO BILLING-RECORD-FUNCTION.

LINK TO PROGRAM 'PMAMBL10'

      USING (BILLING-INTERFACE-RECORD).

IF GOOD-RETURN . . .

 

 

Tailoring Screens, Task Codes, and Entry Options
You can customize screen displays and create custom sets of task codes.

This section contains the following articles:

Customizing Screen Displays
Performance Monitor allows you modify screens and save them in the dictionary. This capability is controlled by the
SITESAV and USERSAV parameters of the #PMGEN macro:

• USERSAV allows Performance Monitor users to save test versions (that is, versions other than 1) of monitor screens
• SITESAV allows Performance Monitor users to save all versions (including version 1) of monitor screens

The following pages tell you how to modify and save version 1 of Performance Monitor screens.

What you can do

You can modify the format of Performance Monitor screen displays (using EDIT and SORT) and save the screen load
modules in the dictionary (using SAVE). For example, you can use these facilities to change the display size or the column
order in the display. You can also specify that a certain field be displayed in descending order so that you can easily detect
high activity.

NOTE
You should not edit screens whose window format is FIXED. To determine a window's format, use the ADMIN
screen.

How to do it
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To tailor a Performance Monitor screen, perform the following steps:

1. Sign on to a DC/UCF system.
2. Set a session test version of 1 by using the DCUF TEST command.
3. Set a session default dictionary by using the DCUF SET DICTNAME command.

This name should specify the dictionary to which users are signed on while using Performance Monitor.
4. Sign on to Performance Monitor.
5. Make the screen the default window, as described in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor Using section.
6. Make any required changes using the EDIT and SORT windows. For more information on EDIT and SORT, see the

CA IDMS Performance Monitor Using section.
7. Issue the SAVE command to request that Performance Monitor save the load module for the modified screen in the

dictionary.
A Performance Monitor subtask saves the load module in the session default dictionary. Because the session version
was set to 1 (in Step 2), the load module is saved as version 1.

NOTE
Because a subtask performs the save processing, all other active windows are available to you while the
save occurs.

Restrictions

In order to save revised screen displays in this way (that is, in order to save version 1), the SITESAV parameter of the
#PMGEN macro must specify YES. This macro is included in each of the three Performance Monitor initialization modules
and is described in Part One of this section.

Sample scenario

You can follow the steps below to tailor the screens for a component of Performance Monitor (Realtime Monitor, Interval
Monitor, or Application Monitor):

1. Generate the #PMGEN macro with SITESAV=YES for the component whose screens are being changed, then
complete the Performance Monitor installation.

2. Modify and save screen displays specific to your site.
3. Recode the #PMGEN macro with SITESAV=NO, then reassemble and relink the initialization module for the

component.

Notes and suggestions

Observe these following guidelines:

• Users signed on to DC with a default version of 1 will use the modified screen displays automatically. To use the
modified displays, ensure that your default DC version number (modified by the DCUF TEST command) is 1.

• Users signed on to DC under a test version (a version other than 1) use screen displays saved under their test version.
If there is no screen display load module for their test version, they use the modified display.

• In order to ensure use among multiple dictionaries, you may want to punch the saved load module to a load library.
This library must be ahead of the Performance Monitor load library in the CDMSLIB concatenation or search
sequence.

• In order to allow certain users to always have site save capability, you may choose to implement separate task codes.
This is explained in Tailoring Task Codes later in this section.

Example of tailoring and saving screens

The example below shows how to tailor and save the Active User Tasks screen used by the Realtime Monitor.

1. Press [PF4] to make the Active User Task Detail screen the default window.
2. Type edit at the CMD--> prompt.

PM-R17.0 SYSTEM71               CA, Inc.                 V71      10.158 12:02:56.34
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CMD-->                                                         Window : 02
                                                               Refresh: 10
  02 Active User Task Detail                                                 >
  Task       Task      Current Task  Link                     Task  Ecblist
  Number     Code      Program  Pri Level User_ID  Lterm_ID Status  Address
  1796       PMRM     PMWNDRVR  252                VL71001  RUN    00000000

Press [Enter] to display the Edit Window Format screen.
3. Press [PF6] to display the screen for editing the window fields.

PM-
R17.0 SYSTEM99                CA, Inc.                  V72      10.158 15:34:18.54

CMD-->                                                           Window : 02
                                                                 Refresh: 10
  02 EDIT Window Format - PF6 for Window Edit                               i
          Field  Field                                  Required Displayable
 Command  Order Number Field Name                       Field    Field
    _         1      1 Task_Number                         YES       YES
    _         2      2 Task_Code                           YES       YES
    _         3      3 Current_Program                     YES       YES
    _         4      4 Priority                            NO        YES
    _         5      5 Link_Levels                         NO        YES
    _         6      6 User_ID                             NO        YES
    _         7      7 Lterm_ID                            NO        YES
    _         8      8 Task_Status                         NO        YES

4. To move a field, enter m in the Command column of the field to move, and enter a in the Command column of the
field that you want the moved field to follow. For example, to move Task_Status after Priority, enter m in the Command
column for Task_Status, a in the Command column for Priority, and then press [Enter]. Repeat this step for each field
you want to move.

NOTE
For more information on the EDIT facility, see the CA IDMS Performance Monitor Using section.

5. Press [PF3] to display the Active User Task Detail screen and verify the changes.
6. To save the changes permanently, type save at the CMD--> prompt and press [Enter].

Performance Monitor tells you the module name, version, and dictionary for the saved load module for the screen.

PM-
R17.0 SYSTEM99                CA, Inc.                  V72      10.158 15:34:18.54

CMD-->                                                          Window : 02
                                                                Refresh: 10
  02 Save Site - Window Overrides
The Window Load Module will be saved according to the following information:
        Module: PMRTMTSK
       Version:    98
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      Dictname:
      Dictnode:
 PRESS PF6 IN ORDER TO CONFIRM SAVE.

7. Press [PF6] to save the load module and version shown.
Performance Monitor displays the message SAVE OF WINDOW DEFINITION IS IN PROGRESS. When the save is
complete and the screen refreshes (either automatically or when you press [Enter]), Performance Monitor displays the
message SAVE OF WINDOW DEFINITION SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED.

Tailoring Task Codes
You can generate separate versions of the PMxxINIT modules for users with a higher security class. For example, you
could have one set of task codes for DBAs and one set of task codes for programmers. The DBAs are allowed to save
modules in the dictionary; programmers are not.

To assign a separate set of task codes, perform the following steps:

1. Code separate initialization modules (PMRTINIT, PMIMINIT, or PMAMINIT). The #PMGEN macros contained in each
of these modules should specify the abilities that you want the higher class of users to have. For example, you may
want to specify SITESAV=YES and SORT=YES.

NOTE
Use the modules supplied with your Performance Monitor installation media as models. You can change any
of the #PMGEN parameters except PROGRAM.

2. Link edit the initialization module, but specify a name other than PMxxINIT in the link-edit NAME statement (for
example, PMRTINI2).
Be sure to include an ENTRY INITEP1 statement in the link-edit stream.

3. Using the system generation compiler, define the new initialization program and a task to invoke the program. For
example, task code PMRM2 could invoke program PMRTINI2.
You could assign a higher security class to this task code so that it is available only to certain users. For prototype
system generation statements, see the DLODPERF module, which is automatically installed into the specified source
library by the Performance Monitor installation process.

Task Code Entry Options
Task-code entry options are established at runtime. You use them to override session and installation options when
initiating a Performance Monitor session.

NOTE
These options are not explained in the Using Performance Monitor section. As system administrator, you decide
whether to make these options available to your site's Performance Monitor users.

You can override certain session and installation options by invoking Performance Monitor components using task-code
entry options. These overrides apply to the current Performance Monitor component session only. Syntax and parameter
descriptions follow.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

►►──┬─────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►
    ├─ CONVersational ────────┤
    └─ PSEUDO-conversational ─┘
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 ►──┬───────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ DATAstream ─┬─ FULl ───────┬─┘
                   └─ COMPressed ─┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►
    ├─ REFresh ─┬─ is ─┬─ refresh-interval ─┤
    │           └─ = ──┘                    │
    └─ NOREFresh ───────────────────────────┘

 ►──┬──────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    ├─ SNAP ───┤
    └─ NOSNAP ─┘

 ►──┬──────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    ├─ STAE ───┤
    └─ NOSTAE ─┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─ SYStem ─┬─ is ─┬── job-name ─┘
               └─ = ──┘

Parameters

• CONVersational/PSEUDO-conversational
Specifies whether the Performance Monitor component runs in a conversational or a pseudo-conversational manner.
The Realtime Monitor is the only Performance Monitor component that should run conversationally.

• DATAstream FULl/COMPressed
Specifies whether all fields or only modified fields are transmitted to and from the terminal.

• REFRESH is refresh-interval/NOREFresh
Specifies either a refresh interval or that refresh processing should not occur. Refresh-interval is a number from 1
through 99.

• SNAP/NOSNAP
Specifies whether the system should perform a snap dump in the event of Performance Monitor abnormal termination
processing.

• STAE/NOSTAE
Specifies whether the STAE option is enabled or disabled for your Performance Monitor session.

• SYStem is job-name
(z/OS only) Specifies the job name of a remote Central Version that is monitored by the Performance Monitor session.
If you do not specify a job name, the local Central Version job name is used. To request a list of all active central
versions, specify an asterisk in place of the job name. Request a filtered list by using an asterisk as a wildcard
character in a given job name. Any characters following an asterisk are ignored.
To monitor a system remotely, ensure:
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– The IDMSINFO address space is active.
– The monitored central version is running non-swappable.

NOTE
Notes:

• For more information about using the IDMSINFO address space, see the Administrating section.
• The Realtime Monitor is the only Performance Monitor component that can exploit external monitoring

functionality.

Examples

The following example invokes the Realtime Monitor and specifies that it is to run pseudo-conversationally:

V84  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

pmrm pseudo

NOTE
When you run the Realtime Monitor pseudo-conversationally, Performance Monitor still refreshes the screen.

You can use more than one task-code entry option at a time. The following example invokes the Realtime Monitor and
specifies that it is to run with NOSTAE and a refresh interval of 30 seconds:

V84  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

pmrm nostae refresh 30

You can run Realtime Monitor to examine a remote Central Version from a local session:

V84  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

pmrm system=system71

You can run Realtime Monitor to list all active central versions whose job name starts with the prefix SYSQ:

V84  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

pmrm system=sysq*
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Performance Monitor Record Descriptions
This section documents the Performance Monitor record layouts. It provides the following information:

• Format of Performance Monitor records
• Format of SMF records
• Record descriptions (DSECTs) for all records used for statistics collection

Format of Performance Monitor Records
The record format shown below applies to Performance Monitor records stored in the following files:

• DC/UCF system log file
• Archive file
• PMSMFEX extract file
• PMxRPT90 output tape or disk file

The bottom portion lists the log-record component lengths and, where appropriate, the DSECT field that indicates the
component length.
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Format of SMF Records
The following record format applies to records stored in the SMF file as user SMF record type nnn. SMF records contain
both Application Monitor and Interval Monitor records. The data portion of Performance Monitor records is of variable
length.
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#PMARADS

                        COPY #PMARADS

               *********************************************************************
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               ***                                                               ***
               ***      #PMARA - PMIM AREA WAIT RECORD                           ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               *********************************************************************
               *        ONE AREA RECORD FOR EACH AREA/FILE COMBINATION IN DMCL
               *              EX: ONE FILE W/ TWO AREAS WILL HAVE 2
               *                  ONE AREA IN 3 FILES WILL HAVE 3
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *

Offset  Value

000000         #PMARA   DSECT                                                12/05/95
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000000         ARAHDR   DS   0H                   RECORD HEADER
               *
000000         ARALEN   DS    H                   RECORD LENGTH         (INCLUSIVE)
000002         ARARTYPE DS    X                   RECORD TYPE
        00001  ARA$TYPE EQU       1               ..PMIM AREA WAIT RECORD
000003         ARASEQ#  DS    X                   SEQUENCE NUMBER
000004         ARAVER#  DS    X                   RECORD VERSION
        00001  ARA$VER  EQU       1               ..CURRENT VERSION
000005                  DS    XL3                 **RESERVED**
               *
000008                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **
00000C         ARASDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL START DATE   (00YYYDDF)
000010         ARASTIME DS    F                   INTERVAL START TIME   (10**-4 SEC)
000014         ARAEDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL END DATE     (00YYYDDF)
000018         ARAETIME DS    F                   INTERVAL END TIME     (10**-4 SEC)
               *
        0001C  ARAHDRLN EQU   *-ARAHDR            LENGTH OF HEADER
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        0001C  ARADATA  EQU   *                   START OF AREA DATA
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
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               *
               *        PART 1 - ARASEQ#=1
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
00001C         ARANAME  DS    CL27                NAME OF AREA
000037         ARAFILE  DS    CL27                FILENAME OF AREA
000052         ARABUFR  DS    CL18                BUFFER FOR AREA
000064         ARAFPERA DS    H                   # FILES FOR AREA
               *                                     IE: HOW MANY OF THESE RECS?
000066         ARAPGGRP DS    H                   PAGE GROUP
000068         ARAKYFMT DS    F                   DBKEY FORMAT
00006C         ARAATYP  DS    CL2                 TYPE OF AREA (DPRATYP)
00006E         ARASTATS DS    CL2                 AREA STATUS INTVL START (DPRCURST)
000070         ARASTATE DS    CL2                 AREA STATUS INTVL END

Offset  Value

000072                  DS    H                   ** RESERVED **
               *
000074         ARASHCNM DS    CL16                NAME OF SHARED CACHE
000084                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000088         ARAWBKTS DS   0F                   START OF WAIT TIME STATISTICS
               *
000088         ARADBIR  DS   0F                   DBIO READ WAIT
000088         ARADBIRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
00008C         ARADBIRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000090         ARADBIR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000094         ARADBIW  DS   0F                   DBIO WRITE WAIT
000094         ARADBIWT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000098         ARADBIWH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
00009C         ARADBIW# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
0000A0         ARAFCBX  DS   0F                   DBIO WAIT ON A PRIOR I/O (DOS)
0000A0         ARAFCBXT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
0000A4         ARAFCBXH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
0000A8         ARAFCBX# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
0000AC         ARADBFR  DS   0F                   DB BUFFER WAIT
0000AC         ARADBFRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
0000B0         ARADBFRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
0000B4         ARADBFR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
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               *
0000B8         ARABMES  DS   0F                   BMESECB WAIT
0000B8         ARABMEST DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
0000BC         ARABMESH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
0000C0         ARABMES# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
0000C4         ARABMEX  DS   0F                   BMEXECB WAIT
0000C4         ARABMEXT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
0000C8         ARABMEXH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
0000CC         ARABMEX# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
0000D0         ARADBKY  DS   0F                   DBKEY WAIT
0000D0         ARADBKYT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
0000D4         ARADBKYH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
0000D8         ARADBKY# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
0000DC         ARASHC   DS   0F                   SHARED CACHE WAIT
0000DC         ARASHCT  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
0000E0         ARASHCH  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
0000E4         ARASHC#  DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
0000E8                  DS    0F
        000E8  ARA1DSLN EQU   *-#PMARA            PART1 - LENGTH OF RECORD
               *
               *
        00008  ARA#BKTS EQU   8                   PART1 - # WAIT BUCKETS
        000CC  ARA1DTLN EQU   ARA1DSLN-ARAHDRLN   PART1 - LENGTH OF RECORD DATA
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
0000E8                  ORG   ARADATA
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
               *        PART 2 - ARASEQ#=2

Offset  Value

               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
00001C         ARA#ACWT DS    F                   # AREA ACCESS WAITS
000020         ARA#ACCS DS    F                   # AREA ACCESSES
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000024         ARA#WRIT DS    F                   # PHYSICAL WRITES FROM AFM
000028         ARA#READ DS    F                   # PHYSICAL READS FROM AFM
00002C         ARA#BFHT DS    F                   # BUFFER HITS FOR AREA RQSTS
000030         ARA#PFHT DS    F                   # PREFETCH HITS
               *
000034         ARA#ESAR DS    F                   # READS FROM ESA CACHE
000038         ARA#ESAF DS    F                   # FOUND IN ESA CACHE
00003C         ARA#ESAW DS    F                   # WRITE TO ESA CACHE
000040         ARA#SHCR DS    F                   # READS FROM SHARED CACHE
000044         ARA#SHCF DS    F                   # FOUND IN SHARED CACHE
000048         ARA#SHCW DS    F                   # WRITE TO SHARED CACHE
00004C         ARA#SHCX DS    F                   # WRITE THAT FAILED
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000050                  DS    0F
        00050  ARA2DSLN EQU   *-#PMARA            PART2 - LENGTH OF RECORD
               *
               *
        00034  ARA2DTLN EQU   ARA2DSLN-ARAHDRLN   PART2 - LENGTH OF RECORD DATA
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000050                  ORG   ,
               *
        000E8  ARAMXLEN EQU   ((*-#PMARA+3)/4)*4  LENGTH OF LARGEST PART
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

#PMBUFDS

                        COPY #PMBUFDS
               *********************************************************************
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      #PMBUF - PMIM BUFFER WAIT RECORD                         ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               *********************************************************************
               *
               *        ONE BUFFER RECORD FOR EACH BUFFER POOL IN DMCL
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
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               *

Offset  Value

000000         #PMBUF   DSECT                                                12/13/95
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000000         BUFHDR   DS   0H                   RECORD HEADER
               *
000000         BUFLEN   DS    H                   RECORD LENGTH         (INCLUSIVE)
000002         BUFRTYPE DS    X                   RECORD TYPE
        00002  BUF$TYPE EQU       2               ..PMIM BUFFER WAIT RECORD
000003         BUFSEQ#  DS    X                   SEQUENCE NUMBER       (ALWAYS 1)
000004         BUFVER#  DS    X                   RECORD VERSION
        00001  BUF$VER  EQU       1               ..CURRENT VERSION
000005                  DS    XL3                 ** RESERVED **
               *
000008                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **
00000C         BUFSDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL START DATE   (00YYYDDF)
000010         BUFSTIME DS    F                   INTERVAL START TIME   (10**-4 SEC)
000014         BUFEDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL END DATE     (00YYYDDF)
000018         BUFETIME DS    F                   INTERVAL END TIME     (10**-4 SEC)
               *
        0001C  BUFHDRLN EQU   *-BUFHDR            HEADER LENGTH
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        0001C  BUFDATA  EQU   *                   START OF JOURNAL DATA
               *
00001C         BUFNAME  DS    CL18                NAME OF BUFFER POOL
00002E                  DS    XL2                 ** RESERVED **             PERF/109
000030         BUFPGSIZ DS    F                   SIZE OF BUFFER PAGE
000034         BUF#DEFN DS    F                   # BUFFER PAGES DEFINED (IN DMCL)
000038         BUF#INUS DS    F                   # BUFFER PAGES IN USE
               *
00003C         BUF#RQST DS    F                   # REQUESTS TO BUFFER POOL
000040         BUF#FLSH DS    F                   # BUFFER FLUSHES IN BUFFER POOL
000044         BUF#WRIT DS    F                   # PHYSICAL WRITES FROM BCRST
000048         BUF#READ DS    F                   # PHYSICAL READS FROM BCRST
00004C         BUF#PFND DS    F                   # PAGES FOUND IN BUFFER POOL
000050         BUF#PFCA DS    F                   # PAGES FOUND IN CACHE (ESA/SHA-CA)
000054         BUF#PFET DS    F                   # PAGES FOUND IN PREFETCH BUFFER
               *
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               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000058         BUFWBKTS DS   0F                   START OF WAIT TIME STATISTICS
               *
000058         BUFDBIR  DS   0F                   DB READ WAIT

Offset  Value

000058         BUFDBIRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
00005C         BUFDBIRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000060         BUFDBIR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000064         BUFDBIW  DS   0F                   DB WRITE WAIT
000064         BUFDBIWT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000068         BUFDBIWH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
00006C         BUFDBIW# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000070         BUFBMES  DS   0F                   BMESECB WAIT
000070         BUFBMEST DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000074         BUFBMESH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000078         BUFBMES# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
00007C         BUFBMEX  DS   0F                   BMEXECB WAIT
00007C         BUFBMEXT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000080         BUFBMEXH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000084         BUFBMEX# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000088         BUFDBFR  DS   0F                   DB BUFFER WAIT
000088         BUFDBFRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
00008C         BUFDBFRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000090         BUFDBFR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000094                  DS   0F                   ** RESERVED **
000094                  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000098                  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
00009C                  DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        000A0  BUFDSLEN EQU   ((*-#PMBUF+3)/4)*4  LENGTH OF RECORD
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        00005  BUF#BKTS EQU   5                   # WAIT BUCKETS
        00084  BUFDTLEN EQU   BUFDSLEN-BUFHDRLN   LENGTH OF RECORD DATA
               *
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               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

#PMCDMDS

                        COPY #PMCDMDS
               *********************************************************************
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      #PMCDM - PMIM CDMSLIB WAIT RECORD                        ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               *********************************************************************
               *

Offset  Value
000000         #PMCDM   DSECT                                     03/03/88
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000000         CDMHDR   DS   0H                   RECORD HEADER
               *
000000         CDMLEN   DS    H                   RECORD LENGTH         (INCLUSIVE)
000002         CDMRTYPE DS    X                   RECORD TYPE
        00003  CDM$TYPE EQU       3               ..PMIM CDMSLIB WAIT RECORD
000003         CDMSEQ#  DS    X                   SEQUENCE NUMBER       (ALWAYS 1)
000004         CDMVER#  DS    X                   RECORD VERSION
        00001  CDM$VER  EQU       1               ..CURRENT VERSION
000005                  DS    XL3                 ** RESERVED **
               *
000008                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **
00000C         CDMSDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL START DATE   (00YYYDDF)
000010         CDMSTIME DS    F                   INTERVAL START TIME   (10**-4 SEC)
000014         CDMEDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL END DATE     (00YYYDDF)
000018         CDMETIME DS    F                   INTERVAL END TIME     (10**-4 SEC)
               *
        0001C  CDMHDRLN EQU   *-CDMHDR            HEADER LENGTH
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        0001C  CDMDATA  EQU   *                   START OF CDMSLIB DATA
               *
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00001C         CDMNUMB  DS    H                   NUMBER OF CDMSLNNN (CDMSLIB=0)
00001E                  DS    H                   * UNUSED
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000020         CDMWBKTS DS   0F                   START OF WAIT TIME STATISTICS
               *
000020         CDMREAD  DS   0F                   CDMSLIB I/O WAIT
000020         CDMREADT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000024         CDMREADH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000028         CDMREAD# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        0002C  CDMDSLEN EQU   ((*-#PMCDM+3)/4)*4  LENGTH OF RECORD
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        00001  CDM#BKTS EQU   1                   # WAIT BUCKETS
        00010  CDMDTLEN EQU   CDMDSLEN-CDMHDRLN   LENGTH OF RECORD DATA
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

#PMDBGDS

                                            COPY #PMDBGDS

               *********************************************************************
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      #PMDBG - PMIM DBGROUP WAIT RECORD                        ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               *********************************************************************
               *

Offset  Value 

000000         #PMDBG   DSECT                                               12/04/95
               *
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               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000000         DBGHDR   DS   0H                   RECORD HEADER
               *
000000         DBGLEN   DS    H                   RECORD LENGTH         (INCLUSIVE)
000002         DBGRTYPE DS    X                   RECORD TYPE
        0000C  DBG$TYPE EQU      12               ..PMIM DBGROUP WAIT RECORD
000003         DBGSEQ#  DS    X                   SEQUENCE NUMBER       (ALWAYS 1)
000004         DBGVER#  DS    X                   RECORD VERSION
        00001  DBG$VER  EQU       1               ..CURRENT VERSION
000005                  DS    XL3                 ** RESERVED **
               *
000008                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **
00000C         DBGSDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL START DATE   (00YYYDDF)
000010         DBGSTIME DS    F                   INTERVAL START TIME   (10**-4 SEC)
000014         DBGEDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL END DATE     (00YYYDDF)
000018         DBGETIME DS    F                   INTERVAL END TIME     (10**-4 SEC)
               *
        0001C  DBGHDRLN EQU   *-DBGHDR            HEADER LENGTH
               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        0001C  DBGDATA  EQU   *                   START OF DBGROUP DATA
               *
00001C         DBGNAME  DS    CL8                 NAME OF DBGROUP
000024         DBG#REQ  DS    F                   TOTAL NUMBER OF REQUESTS
               *
000028         DBGNODNM DS    CL8                 NAME OF SERVER NODE
000030         DBGNOD#R DS    F                   NUMBER OF REQUESTS PROCESSED
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000034         DBGWBKTS DS   0F                   START OF WAIT TIME STATISTICS
               *
               *
000034         DBGDBG   DS   0F                   DBGROUP WAIT
000034         DBGDBGT  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000038         DBGDBGH  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
00003C         DBGDBG#  DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        00040  DBGDSLEN EQU   *-#PMDBG            LENGTH OF RECORD
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
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        00001  DBG#BKTS EQU   1                   # WAIT BUCKETS

Offset  Value 

        00024  DBGDTLEN EQU   DBGDSLEN-DBGHDRLN   LENGTH OF RECORD DATA
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

 

#PMDBKDS

                        COPY #PMDBKDS
               *********************************************************************
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      #PMDBK - TASK DBKEY WAIT RECORD                          ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               *********************************************************************
               *
               *
               *        UP TO MAX # SPECIFIED IN #PMOPT PER TASK
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *

Offset  Value

000000         #PMDBK   DSECT                            03:24:14 03/03/88   12/27/94
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000000         DBKHDR   DS   0H                   RECORD HEADER
               *
000000         DBKLEN   DS    H                   RECORD LENGTH         (INCLUSIVE)
000002         DBKRTYPE DS    X                   RECORD TYPE
        00012  DBK$TYPE EQU      18               ..PMAM TASK DBKEY WAIT RECORD
000003         DBKSEQ#  DS    X                   SEQUENCE NUMBER
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000004         DBKVER#  DS    X                   RECORD VERSION
        00001  DBK$VER  EQU       1               ..CURRENT VERSION
000005                  DS    XL3                 ** RESERVED **
               *
000008         DBKTSKID DS    F                   TASK ID
00000C         DBKSDATE DS    PL4                 TASK START DATE       (00YYYDDF)
000010         DBKSTIME DS    F                   TASK START TIME       (10**-4 SEC)
000014         DBKEDATE DS    PL4                 TASK END DATE         (00YYYDDF)
000018         DBKETIME DS    F                   TASK END TIME         (10**-4 SEC)
               *
        0001C  DBKHDRLN EQU   *-DBKHDR            HEADER LENGTH
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        0001C  DBKDATA  EQU   *                   START OF TASK DBKEY WAIT DATA
               *
00001C         DBKDBKEY DS    F                   DBKEY BEING WAITED ON
000020         DBKAREA  DS    CL27                AREA CONTAINING DBKEY
00003B         DBKFILE  DS    CL27                FILE CONTAINING DBKEY
               *
000056         DBKOWNER DS    X                   DBKEY OWNER TYPE
        00080  DBKDCE   EQU   X'80'               ..DCE IS OWNER
        00040  DBKLTE   EQU   X'40'               ..LTE IS OWNER
        00020  DBKHTE   EQU   X'20'               ..HTE IS OWNER
000057                  DS    X                   **  RESERVED  **
               *
000058         DBKPGGRP DS    H                   AREA'S PAGE GROUP  (DPRPGRUP)
00005A                  DS    XL2                 **  RESERVED  **           PERF/116
00005C         DBKKYFMT DS    F                   DBKEY FORMAT       (DPRDBKFM)
               *
000060         DBKLTYPE DS    F                   LOCK TYPE          (FROM RLTH)
               *
               *--------------------------------
               *

Offset  Value

000064         DBKVDATA DS   0F                   VARIABLE HOLDER INFORMATION
               *
               *        HOLDER IS ANOTHER TASK
000064         DBKHDTID DS    F                   TASK ID OF HOLDER
000068         DBKHDPGM DS    CL8                 PROGRAM HOLDING DBKEY
000070         DBKHDTSK DS    CL8                 TASK NAME OF HOLDER
               *
000078                  ORG   DBKVDATA
               *        HOLDER IS ANOTHER LTERM (LONGTERM LOCKS)
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000064                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **
000068         DBKHDLTE DS    CL8                 LTERM OF HOLDER
               *
000070                  ORG   DBKVDATA
               *        HOLDER IS A DDS TASK
000064                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **
000068         DBKHTLTE DS    CL8                 DDS FRONTEND LTERM OF HOLDER
000070         DBKHTNOD DS    CL8                 DDS FRONTEND NODENAME OF HOLDER
               *
000078                  ORG
        00014  DBKVLEN  EQU   *-DBKVDATA          LENGTH OF VARIABLE DATA
               *
               *--------------------------------
               *
000078         DBKWAIT  DS    F                   DBKEY WAIT TIME       (10**-4 SEC)
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        0007C  DBKDSLEN EQU   ((*-#PMDBK+3)/4)*4  LENGTH OF RECORD
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        00060  DBKDTLEN EQU   DBKDSLEN-DBKHDRLN   LENGTH OF RECORD DATA
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

#PMHDRDS

                        COPY #PMHDRDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      #PMHDR - PERFORMANCE MONITOR RECORD HEADER               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***
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               *********************************************************************

               *

               *        DESCRIBES THE HEADER PORTION OF EACH RECORD WRITTEN

               *              BY THE PERFORMANCE MONITOR TO THE DC LOG OR TO SMF

               *

               *        FOR RECORDS WRITTEN TO THE DC LOG AND FOR RECORDS

               *              REFORMATTED BY THE PMRSMFEX REPORT

               *              THE RECORD HEADER BEGINS AT FIELD PMSFIXE

               *                 (SEE #PMSTLDS DSECT)

               *

               *        FOR RECORDS WRITTEN TO SMF, THE RECORD HEADER

               *              FOR THE FIRST PERFMON RECORD IN THE SMF

               *              RECORD BEGINS AT FIELD SMFHDATA

               *                 (SEE #PMSMHDS DSECT)

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         #PMHDR   DSECT                                               11/24/95

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

000000         PMHLEN   DS    H                   RECORD LENGTH          (INCLUSIVE)
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               *

000002         PMHRTYPE DS    X                   PERFORMANCE MONITOR RECORD TYPE

               *

        00001  PMH$ARA  EQU     1                 ..PMIM AREA WAIT RECORD

        00002  PMH$BUF  EQU     2                 ..PMIM BUFFER WAIT RECORD

        00003  PMH$CDM  EQU     3                 ..PMIM CDMSLIB WAIT RECORD

        00004  PMH$INS  EQU     4                 ..PMIM INTERVAL STAT RECORD

        00005  PMH$INT  EQU     5                 ..PMIM INTERVAL WAIT RECORD

        00006  PMH$JRL  EQU     6                 ..PMIM JOURNAL WAIT RECORD

        00007  PMH$LNE  EQU     7                 ..PMIM LINE WAIT RECORD

        00008  PMH$PGM  EQU     8                 ..PMIM PROGRAM POOL WAIT RECORD

        00009  PMH$RUS  EQU     9                 ..PMIM RUNUNIT STAT RECORD

        0000A  PMH$STG  EQU    10                 ..PMIM STORAGE POOL STAT RECORD

        0000B  PMH$YPE  EQU    11                 ..PMIM STORAGE TYPE WAIT RECORD

        0000C  PMH$DBG  EQU    12                 ..PMIM DBGROUP WAIT RECORD

        0000D  PMH$XLK  EQU    13                 ..PMIM DSG XESLOCK WAIT RECORD

        0000E  PMH$XLI  EQU    14                 ..PMIM DSG XESLIST WAIT RECORD

        0000F  PMH$XMS  EQU    15                 ..PMIM DSG XCF MSG WAIT RECORD

               *

        00010  PMH$TAS  EQU    16                 ..PMAM TASK INFORMATION RECORD

        00011  PMH$TAW  EQU    17                 ..PMAM TASK WAIT RECORD

        00012  PMH$DBK  EQU    18                 ..PMAM DBKEY WAIT RECORD

               *

        00001  PMHIMLO  EQU     1                 LOW  PMIM REC TYPE

        0000F  PMHIMHI  EQU    15                 HIGH PMIM REC TYPE
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        00010  PMHAMLO  EQU    16                 LOW  PMAM REC TYPE

        00012  PMHAMHI  EQU    18                 HIGH PMAM REC TYPE

               *

               *--------------------------------

               *

000003         PMHSEQ#  DS    X                   SEQUENCE NUMBER

               *

000004         PMHVER#  DS    X                   RECORD VERSION #

000005                  DS    XL3                 ** RESERVED **

               *

               *--------------------------------

               *

000008         PMHTSKID DS   0F                   PMAM - TASKID

000008                  DS   0F                   PMIM - RESERVED

000008                  DS    F

               *

               *        PMAM - FOLLOWING ARE FOR THE TASK

               *        PMIM - FOLLOWING ARE FOR THE INTERVAL

               *

00000C         PMHSDATE DS    PL4                 START DATE            (00YYDDDF)

000010         PMHSTIME DS    F                   START TIME            (10**-4 SEC)

               *

000014         PMHEDATE DS    PL4                 END DATE              (00YYDDDF)

000018         PMHETIME DS    F                   END TIME              (10**-4 SEC)
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               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

        0001C  PMHDSLEN EQU   *-#PMHDR            HEADER LENGTH

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

 

#PMINSDS

                COPY #PMINSDS   

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      #PMINS - PMIM INTERVAL STATISTICS RECORD                 ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

               *

               *        ONE INTERVAL STATS RECORD PER INTERVAL

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *
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Offset  Value

 

000000         #PMINS   DSECT                                     22:24:15

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

000000         INSHDR   DS   0H                   RECORD HEADER

               *

000000         INSLEN   DS    H                   RECORD LENGTH         (INCLUSIVE)

000002         INSRTYPE DS    X                   RECORD TYPE

        00004  INS$TYPE EQU       4               ..PMIM INTERVAL STAT RECORD

000003         INSSEQ#  DS    X                   SEQUENCE NUMBER       (ALWAYS 1)

000004         INSVER#  DS    X                   RECORD VERSION

        00001  INS$VER  EQU       1               ..CURRENT VERSION

000005                  DS    XL3                 ** RESERVED **

               *

000008                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **

00000C         INSSDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL START DATE   (00YYYDDF)

000010         INSSTIME DS    F                   INTERVAL START TIME   (10**-4 SEC)

000014         INSEDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL END DATE     (00YYYDDF)

000018         INSETIME DS    F                   INTERVAL END TIME     (10**-4 SEC)

               *

        0001C  INSHDRLN EQU   *-INSHDR            HEADER LENGTH

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
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               *

        0001C  INSDATA  EQU   *                   START OF INTERVAL STATISTIC DATA

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

               *        PART1 - INSSEQ#=1

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

00001C         INSINTSZ DS    F                   SIZE OF INTERVAL      (10**-4 SEC)

               *

000020         INS#TSTR DS    F                   # TASKS STARTED IN INTERVAL

000024         INS#TEND DS    F                   # TASKS ENDED DURING INTERVAL

000028         INS#TACS DS    F                   # TASKS ACTIVE AT INTVL START

00002C         INS#TACE DS    F                   # TASKS ACTIVE AT INTVL END

000030         INS#TABN DS    F                   # TASKS ABENDED DURING INTVL

000034         INS#TOUT DS    F                   # TASKS TIMED OUT (SINGLE ECB)

000038         INS#TOUL DS    F                   # TASKS TIMED OUT (ECB LIST)

00003C         INS#MXTK DS    F                   # TIMES AT MAX TASK IN INTVL

               *

000040         INS#HASH DS    F                   # DBKEY HASH TBL ENTRIES(CCESTCHT)

000044         INS#SYN  DS    F                   # DBKEY SYN TBL ENTRIES (CCESTCST)

               *

               *--------------------------------

               *

               *        INTERVAL DC STATISTICS
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               *

000048         INSPGMCL DS    F                   # PGMS CALLED           (STCPGMCL)

00004C         INSPGMLD DS    F                   # PGMS LOADED   (STCPGMLD+STRPGLRP+

               *                                                   STRXPLDS+STRXPLRP)

000050         INSTRMRD DS    F                   # TERMINAL READS        (STCTRMRD)

000054         INSTRMWR DS    F                   # TERMINAL WRITES       (STCTRMWR)

000058         INSTRMER DS    F                   # TERMINAL ERRORS       (STCTRMER)

00005C         INSSTGGT DS    F                   # STORAGE GETS          (STCSTGGT)

000060         INSSTGFR DS    F                   # STORAGE FREES         (STCSTGFR)

000064         INSSCRGT DS    F                   # SCRATCH GETS          (STCSCRGT)

000068         INSSCRPT DS    F                   # SCRATCH PUTS          (STCSCRPT)

00006C         INSSCRDL DS    F                   # SCRATCH DELETES       (STCSCRDL)

000070         INSQUEGT DS    F                   # QUEUE GETS            (STCQUEGT)

000074         INSQUEPT DS    F                   # QUEUE PUTS            (STCQUEPT)

000078         INSQUEDL DS    F                   # QUEUE DELETES         (STCQUEDL)

00007C         INSSVRQS DS    F                   # DC SERVICE RQSTS      (STCSVRQS)

000080         INSDBRQS DS    F                   # DB SERVICE RQSTS      (STCDBRQS)

000084         INSTIMSY DS    F                   SYSTEM MODE CPU TIME    (STCTIMSY)

000088         INSTIMUS DS    F                   USER MODE CPU TIME      (STCTIMUS)

               *

00008C                  DS   2F                   ** RESERVED **

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *
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        00094  INS1DSLN EQU   *-#PMINS            PART1 - LENGTH OF RECORD

               *

        00078  INS1DTLN EQU   INS1DSLN-INSHDRLN   PART1 - LENGTH OF RECORD DATA

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

000094                  ORG   INSDATA

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

               *        PART2 - INSSEQ#=2

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

               *        Extended statistics                                     R180

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

000020         INSXBEG  DS    0D                  Beginning of Extended statistics

000020         INSSYTI  DS    D                   CPU time in TOD

000028         INSCPTI  DS    D                   SRB CPU time on CP in TOD

000030         INSZPTI  DS    D                   SRB CPU time on zIIP in TOD

000038         INSUSTI  DS    D                   User mode time in TOD

000040         INSTTTI  DS    D                   TCB CPU time in TOD

000048         INSENTI  DS    D                   Total enclave SRB CPU time in TOD

000050                  DS    14D                 Reserved
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0000C0         INSXEND  DS    0D                  End of Extended statistics

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

        000C0  INS2DSLN EQU   *-#PMINS            PARTS - LENGTH OF RECORD

        000A4  INS2DTLN EQU   INS2DSLN-INSHDRLN   PARTS - LENGTH OF RECORD DATA

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

0000C0                  ORG   ,

               *

        000C0  INSMXLEN EQU   ((*-#PMINS+7)/8*8)  LENGTH OF LARGEST PART

               *

        00000  INS#BKTS EQU   0                   # WAIT BUCKETS ENTIRE RECORD

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

#PMINTDS

                COPY #PMINTDS   

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      #PMINT - PMIM INTERVAL WAIT SUMMARY DATA                 ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***
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               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

               *

               *        ONE INTERVAL WAIT RECORD PER INTERVAL

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         #PMINT   DSECT                                               09/30/99

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

000000         INTHDR   DS    0H                  RECORD HEADER

               *

000000         INTLEN   DS    H                   RECORD LENGTH         (INCLUSIVE)

000002         INTRTYPE DS    X                   RECORD TYPE

        00005  INT$TYPE EQU       5               ..PMIM INTERVAL WAIT RECORD

000003         INTSEQ#  DS    X                   SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         INTVER#  DS    X                   RECORD VERSION

        00001  INT$VER  EQU       1               ..CURRENT VERSION

000005                  DS    XL3                 ** RESERVED **
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               *

000008                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **

00000C         INTSDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL START DATE   (00YYYDDF)

000010         INTSTIME DS    F                   INTERVAL START TIME   (10**-4 SEC)

000014         INTEDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL END DATE     (00YYYDDF)

000018         INTETIME DS    F                   INTERVAL END TIME     (10**-4 SEC)

               *

        0001C  INTHDRLN EQU   *-INTHDR            HEADER LENGTH

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

        0001C  INTDATA  EQU   *                   START OF INTERVAL SUMMARY DATA

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

               *        PART1 - INTSEQ#=1

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

00001C         INT#TSTR DS    F                   # TASKS STARTED IN INTERVAL

000020         INT#TEND DS    F                   # TASKS ENDED DURING INTERVAL

000024         INTTIMSY DS    F                   SYSTEM MODE CPU TIME  (10**-4 SEC)

000028         INTTIMUS DS    F                   USER MODE CPU TIME    (10**-4 SEC)

00002C                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **

               *
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               *--------------------------------

               *

000030         INT1BKTS DS   0F                   PART1 - START OF WAIT TIME BUCKETS

               *

000030         INTDBIR  DS   0F                   DBIO READ WAIT

000030         INTDBIRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

000034         INTDBIRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

000038         INTDBIR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

00003C         INTDBIW  DS   0F                   DBIO WRITE WAIT

00003C         INTDBIWT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

000040         INTDBIWH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

000044         INTDBIW# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

000048         INTFCBX  DS   0F                   DBIO WAITING ON PRIOR I/O (DOS)

000048         INTFCBXT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

00004C         INTFCBXH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

000050         INTFCBX# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

000054         INTDBFR  DS   0F                   DB BUFFER WAIT

000054         INTDBFRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

000058         INTDBFRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

00005C         INTDBFR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *
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000060         INTJRLR  DS   0F                   JRNL READ WAIT

000060         INTJRLRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

000064         INTJRLRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

000068         INTJRLR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

00006C         INTJRLW  DS   0F                   JRNL WRITE WAIT

00006C         INTJRLWT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

000070         INTJRLWH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

000074         INTJRLW# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

000078         INTJBFR  DS   0F                   JRNL BUFFER WAIT

000078         INTJBFRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

00007C         INTJBFRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

000080         INTJBFR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

000084         INTLOGR  DS   0F                   DCLOG READ WAIT

000084         INTLOGRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

000088         INTLOGRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

00008C         INTLOGR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

000090         INTLOGW  DS   0F                   DCLOG WRITE WAIT

000090         INTLOGWT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

000094         INTLOGWH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

000098         INTLOGW# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *
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00009C         INTLOGS  DS   0F                   DCLOG SINGLE THREAD WAIT

00009C         INTLOGST DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

0000A0         INTLOGSH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

0000A4         INTLOGS# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

0000A8         INTLOGF  DS   0F                   DCLOG FULL WAIT

0000A8         INTLOGFT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

0000AC         INTLOGFH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

0000B0         INTLOGF# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

0000B4         INTSCRR  DS   0F                   SCRATCH READ WAIT

0000B4         INTSCRRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

0000B8         INTSCRRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

0000BC         INTSCRR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

0000C0         INTSCRW  DS   0F                   SCRATCH WRITE WAIT

0000C0         INTSCRWT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

0000C4         INTSCRWH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

0000C8         INTSCRW# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

0000CC         INTSCRS  DS   0F                   SCRATCH SINGLE THREAD WAIT

0000CC         INTSCRST DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

0000D0         INTSCRSH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

0000D4         INTSCRS# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
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               *

0000D8         INTQUER  DS   0F                   QUEUE READ WAIT

0000D8         INTQUERT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

0000DC         INTQUERH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

0000E0         INTQUER# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

0000E4         INTQUEW  DS   0F                   QUEUE WRITE WAIT

0000E4         INTQUEWT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

0000E8         INTQUEWH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

0000EC         INTQUEW# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

0000F0                  DS   0F

        000F0  INT1DSLN EQU   *-#PMINT            PART1 - LENGTH OF RECORD

               *

               *

        00010  INT1#BKT EQU   16                  PART1 - # WAIT BUCKETS

        000D4  INT1DTLN EQU   INT1DSLN-INTHDRLN   PART1 - LENGTH OF RECORD DATA

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

0000F0                  ORG   INTDATA

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
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               *

               *        PART2 - INTSEQ#=2

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

00001C         INT2BKTS DS   0F                   PART2 - START OF WAIT TIME BUCKETS

               *

00001C         INTDBKY  DS   0F                   DBKEY WAIT

00001C         INTDBKYT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

000020         INTDBKYH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

000024         INTDBKY# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

000028         INTSTGP  DS   0F                   STORAGE POOL WAIT

000028         INTSTGPT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

00002C         INTSTGPH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

000030         INTSTGP# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

000034         INTPGMP  DS   0F                   PGMPOOL WAIT

000034         INTPGMPT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

000038         INTPGMPH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

00003C         INTPGMP# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

000040         INTPGML  DS   0F                   PGM LOAD WAIT

000040         INTPGMLT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
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000044         INTPGMLH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

000048         INTPGML# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

00004C         INTLDRS  DS   0F                   LOADER SINGLE THREAD WAIT

00004C         INTLDRST DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

000050         INTLDRSH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

000054         INTLDRS# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

000058         INTACCS  DS   0F                   AREA ACCESS WAIT

000058         INTACCST DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

00005C         INTACCSH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

000060         INTACCS# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

000064         INTERUS  DS   0F                   ERUS WAIT

000064         INTERUST DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

000068         INTERUSH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

00006C         INTERUS# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

000070         INTDDSW  DS   0F                   DDS WAIT

000070         INTDDSWT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

000074         INTDDSWH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

000078         INTDDSW# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

00007C         INTCKUS  DS   0F                   AVAILABLE CHKUSER WAIT

00007C         INTCKUST DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
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000080         INTCKUSH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

000084         INTCKUS# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

000088         INTTPIR  DS   0F                   TPIO READ WAIT

000088         INTTPIRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

00008C         INTTPIRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

000090         INTTPIR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

000094         INTTPIW  DS   0F                   TPIO WRITE WAIT

000094         INTTPIWT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

000098         INTTPIWH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

00009C         INTTPIW# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

0000A0         INTTCA   DS   0F                   TCA NEW TASK WAIT

0000A0         INTTCAT  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

0000A4         INTTCAH  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

0000A8         INTTCA#  DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

0000AC         INTDBG   DS   0F                   DBGROUP WAIT

0000AC         INTDBGT  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

0000B0         INTDBGH  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

0000B4         INTDBG#  DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

0000B8         INTSHC   DS   0F                   SHARED CACHE WAIT
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0000B8         INTSHCT  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

0000BC         INTSHCH  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

0000C0         INTSHC#  DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

0000C4         INTOTHE  DS   0F                   OTHER EXTERNAL WAIT

0000C4         INTOTHET DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

0000C8         INTOTHEH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

0000CC         INTOTHE# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

0000D0         INTOTHR  DS   0F                   OTHER WAITS

0000D0         INTOTHRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

0000D4         INTOTHRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

0000D8         INTOTHR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

0000DC         INTXLK   DS   0F                   DSG XESLOCK WAIT

0000DC         INTXLKT  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

0000E0         INTXLKH  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

0000E4         INTXLK#  DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

0000E8         INTXLI   DS   0F                   DSG XESLIST WAIT

0000E8         INTXLIT  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

0000EC         INTXLIH  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

0000F0         INTXLI#  DS    F                   ....# WAITS

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
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               *

0000F4                  DS   0F

        000F4  INT2DSLN EQU   *-#PMINT            PART2 - LENGTH OF RECORD

               *

               *

        00012  INT2#BKT EQU   18                  PART2 - # WAIT BUCKETS

        000D8  INT2DTLN EQU   INT2DSLN-INTHDRLN   PART2 - LENGTH OF RECORD DATA

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

0000F4                  ORG   INTDATA

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

               *        PART3 - INTSEQ#=3

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

               *        Extended statistics                                     R180

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

000020         INTXBEG  DS    0D                  Beginning of Extended statistics

000020         INTSYTI  DS    D                   CPU time in TOD

000028         INTCPTI  DS    D                   SRB CPU time on CP in TOD
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000030         INTZPTI  DS    D                   SRB CPU time on zIIP in TOD

000038         INTUSTI  DS    D                   User mode time in TOD

000040         INTTTTI  DS    D                   TCB CPU time in TOD

000048         INTENTI  DS    D                   Total enclave SRB CPU time in TOD

000050                  DS    14D                 Reserved

0000C0         INTXEND  DS    0D                  End of Extended statistics

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

        000C0  INT3DSLN EQU   *-#PMINT            PART3 - LENGTH OF RECORD

        000A4  INT3DTLN EQU   INT3DSLN-INTHDRLN   PART3 - LENGTH OF RECORD DATA

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

0000C0                  ORG   ,

               *

        000F8  INTMXLEN EQU   ((*-#PMINT+7)/8*8)  LENGTH OF LARGEST PART

               *

        00022  INT#BKTS EQU   INT1#BKT+INT2#BKT   # WAIT BUCKETS ENTIRE RECORD

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

#PMJRLDS

                        COPY #PMJRLDS
               *********************************************************************
               ***                                                               ***
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               ***      #PMJRL - PMIM JOURNAL WAIT RECORD                        ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               *********************************************************************
               *
               *        ONE FOR EACH DISK JOURNAL IN DMCL
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *

Offset  Value

000000         #PMJRL   DSECT                                                12/27/94
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000000         JRLHDR   DS   0H                   RECORD HEADER
               *
000000         JRLLEN   DS    H                   RECORD LENGTH         (INCLUSIVE)
000002         JRLRTYPE DS    X                   RECORD TYPE
        00006  JRL$TYPE EQU       6               ..PMIM JOURNAL WAIT RECORD
000003         JRLSEQ#  DS    X                   SEQUENCE NUMBER       (ALWAYS 1)
000004         JRLVER#  DS    X                   RECORD VERSION
        00001  JRL$VER  EQU       1               ..CURRENT VERSIONA
000005                  DS    XL3                 ** RESERVED **
               *
000008                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **
00000C         JRLSDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL START DATE   (00YYYDDF)
000010         JRLSTIME DS    F                   INTERVAL START TIME   (10**-4 SEC)
000014         JRLEDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL END DATE     (00YYYDDF)
000018         JRLETIME DS    F                   INTERVAL END TIME     (10**-4 SEC)
               *
        0001C  JRLHDRLN EQU   *-JRLHDR            HEADER LENGTH
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        0001C  JRLDATA  EQU   *                   START OF JOURNAL DATA
               *
00001C         JRLNAME  DS    CL27                NAME OF JOURNAL
000037         JRLFILE  DS    CL8                 DD NAME OF JOURNAL
00003F                  DS    X                   ** RESERVED **             PERF/109
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000040         JRLBRBN  DS    F                   FIRST RBN WRITTEN IN INTVL
000044         JRLERBN  DS    F                   LAST  RBN WRITTEN IN INTVL
000048         JRL#BLKW DS    F                   # BLOCKS WRITTEN DURING INTVL
00004C         JRL#BYTW DS    F                   # BYTES WRITTEN DURING INTVL
000050         JRLPGSZ  DS    F                   PAGE SIZE OF JRNL
000054                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000058         JRLWBKTS DS   0F                   START OF WAIT TIME STATISTICS
               *
000058         JRLJRLR  DS   0F                   JRNL READ WAIT
000058         JRLJRLRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
00005C         JRLJRLRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000060         JRLJRLR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *

Offset  Value

000064         JRLJRLW  DS   0F                   JRNL WRITE WAIT
000064         JRLJRLWT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000068         JRLJRLWH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
00006C         JRLJRLW# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000070         JRLJBFR  DS   0F                   JRNL BUFFER WAIT
000070         JRLJBFRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000074         JRLJBFRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000078         JRLJBFR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
00007C         JRLJBEE  DS   0F                   JBEE WAIT
00007C         JRLJBEET DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000080         JRLJBEEH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000084         JRLJBEE# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *        DS    F
               *
000088         JRLJBC   DS   0F                   JBC WAIT
000088         JRLJBCT  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
00008C         JRLJBCH  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000090         JRLJBC#  DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000094                  DS   0F                   ** RESERVED **
000094                  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000098                  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
00009C                  DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
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               *
        000A0  JRLDSLEN EQU   ((*-#PMJRL+3)/4)*4  LENGTH OF LOG RECORD
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        00005  JRL#BKTS EQU   5                   # WAIT BUCKETS
        00084  JRLDTLEN EQU   JRLDSLEN-JRLHDRLN   LENGTH OF RECORD DATA
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

#PMLNEDS

                        COPY #PMLNEDS
               *********************************************************************
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      #PMLNE - PMIM LINE WAIT RECORD                           ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               *********************************************************************
               *
               *        ONE LINE WAIT RECORD FOR EACH LINE IN SYSGEN
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *

Offset  Value

000000         #PMLNE   DSECT                                                07/11/91
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000000         LNEHDR   DS    0H                  RECORD HEADER
               *
000000         LNELEN   DS    H                   RECORD LENGTH         (INCLUSIVE)
000002         LNERTYPE DS    X                   RECORD TYPE
        00007  LNE$TYPE EQU       7               ..PMIM LINE WAIT RECORD
000003         LNESEQ#  DS    X                   SEQUENCE NUMBER       (ALWAYS 1)
000004         LNEVER#  DS    X                   RECORD VERSION
        00001  LNE$VER  EQU       1               ..CURRENT VERSION
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000005                  DS    XL3                 ** RESERVED **
               *
000008                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **
00000C         LNESDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL START DATE   (00YYYDDF)
000010         LNESTIME DS    F                   INTERVAL START TIME   (10**-4 SEC)
000014         LNEEDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL END DATE     (00YYYDDF)
000018         LNEETIME DS    F                   INTERVAL END TIME     (10**-4 SEC)
               *
        0001C  LNEHDRLN EQU   *-LNEHDR            HEADER LENGTH
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        0001C  LNEDATA  EQU   *                   START OF LINE DATA
               *
00001C         LNENAME  DS    CL8                 NAME OF LINE
000024         LNEDRVR  DS    CL8                 NAME OF LINE DRIVER
               *
00002C         LNELTYPE DS   0CL2
00002C         LNETYPE  DS    C                   LINE TYPE               (PLETYPE)
00002D         LNEMETH  DS    C                   ACCESS METHOD           (PLEMETH)
00002E         LNE#TERM DS    H                   # TERMINALS ON THE LINE (PLENTERM)
               *
000030         LNESTATS DS    X                   STATUS AT INTVL START   (PLEFLAGS)
000031         LNESTATE DS    X                   STATUS AT INTVL END     (PLEFLAGS)
000032                  DS    H                   ** RESERVED **
               *
000034         LNE#READ DS    F                   # READS
000038         LNE#WRIT DS    F                   # WRITES
00003C         LNE#RDER DS    F                   # READ ERRORS
000040         LNE#WRER DS    F                   # WRITE ERRORS
               *
000044         LNEBLEN  DS    F                   # CHARS BEFORE COMPACT  (PLEBLEN)
000048         LNECLEN  DS    F                   # CHARS AFTER COMPACT   (PLECLEN)

Offset  Value

               *
00004C         LNE#RPLS DS    H                   # RPLS SYSGENNED        (PLE5NRPL)
00004E                  DS    H                   ** RESERVED **
               *
000050         LNE#RPLQ DS    F                   # RPL REQUESTS          (PLE5QRPL)
000054         LNE#RPLW DS    F                   # RPL WAITS             (PLE5WRPL)
               * IF HAVE AN RPL WAIT BUCKET, NEED ABOVE?
               *  (ABOVE IS FROM PLE.  WAIT BUCKET IS FROM CECB.
               *   SO MAY DIFFER THO WHY I CAN'T SAY.)
               *
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000058         LNE#BYTR DS    F                   # BYTES READ
00005C         LNE#BYTW DS    F                   # BYTES WRITTEN
               *                                CAN WE DO THESE?
000060                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000064         LNEWBKTS DS   0F                   START OF WAIT TIME STATISTICS
               *
000064         LNETPIR  DS   0F                   TERMINAL READ WAIT
000064         LNETPIRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000068         LNETPIRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
00006C         LNETPIR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000070         LNETPIW  DS   0F                   TERMINAL WRITE WAIT
000070         LNETPIWT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000074         LNETPIWH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000078         LNETPIW# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
00007C         LNERPL   DS   0F                   RPL WAIT
00007C         LNERPLT  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000080         LNERPLH  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000084         LNERPL#  DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000088                  DS   0F                   ** RESERVED **
000088                  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
00008C                  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000090                  DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        00094  LNEDSLEN EQU   ((*-#PMLNE+3)/4)*4  LENGTH OF LOG RECORD
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        00003  LNE#BKTS EQU   3                   # WAIT BUCKETS
        00078  LNEDTLEN EQU   LNEDSLEN-LNEHDRLN   LENGTH OF RECORD DATA
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

#PMPGMDS

                        COPY #PMPGMDS
               *********************************************************************
               ***                                                               ***
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               ***      #PMPGM - INTERVAL MONITOR PROGRAM POOL WAIT DATA         ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               *********************************************************************
               *
               *        ONE FOR EACH PROGRAM POOL IN SYSGEN
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *

Offset  Value

000000         #PMPGM   DSECT                                              04/20/88
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000000         PGMHDR   DS   0H                   RECORD HEADER
               *
000000         PGMLEN   DS    H                   RECORD LENGTH         (INCLUSIVE)
000002         PGMRTYPE DS    X                   RECORD TYPE
        00008  PGM$TYPE EQU       8               ..PMIM PROGRAM POOL WAIT RECORD
000003         PGMSEQ#  DS    X                   SEQUENCE NUMBER       (ALWAYS 1)
000004         PGMVER#  DS    X                   RECORD VERSION
        00001  PGM$VER  EQU       1               ..CURRENT VERSION
000005                  DS    XL3                 ** RESERVED **
               *
000008                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **
00000C         PGMSDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL START DATE   (00YYYDDF)
000010         PGMSTIME DS    F                   INTERVAL START TIME   (10**-4 SEC)
000014         PGMEDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL END DATE     (00YYYDDF)
000018         PGMETIME DS    F                   INTERVAL END TIME     (10**-4 SEC)
               *
        0001C  PGMHDRLN EQU   *-PGMHDR            HEADER LENGTH
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        0001C  PGMDATA  EQU   *                   START OF PROGRAM POOL DATA
               *
00001C         PGMPTYPE DS    X                   POOL TYPE               (PDTPTYP)
        00080  PGMPP24  EQU   X'80'                  24 BIT PROGRAM POOL
        00040  PGMRP24  EQU   X'40'                  24 BIT REENTRANT POOL
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        00020  PGMPP31  EQU   X'20'                  31 BIT PROGRAM POOL
        00010  PGMRP31  EQU   X'10'                  31 BIT REENTRANT POOL
               *
00001D                  DS    X                   **  RESERVED  **
00001E         PGMPGSZ  DS    H                   PGMPOOL PAGE SIZE         (PDTPAGSZ)
000020         PGM#PGS  DS    F                   # PAGES IN POOL           (PDTNPAGE)
               *
000024         PGMINUSE DS    F                   # PGS IN USE AT INTVL END (PDTNPAGO)
000028         PGMHIWAT DS    F                   # PGS IN USE HI WATERMARK (PDTNHWM)
00002C         PGM#PGLD DS    F                   # PAGES LOADED
               *
000030         PGM#OVNU DS    F                   # LDS INTO SPACE NOT USED (PDTNPRGA)
000034         PGM#OVPU DS    F                   # OVLYS OF PGM NOT IN USE (PDTNPRGN)
000038         PGM#OVIU DS    F                   # OVLYS OF PGM IN USE     (PDTNPRGU)
00003C         PGM#LODS DS    F                   # LOADS TO POOL
000040                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **

Offset  Value

               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000044         PGMWBKTS DS   0F                   START OF WAIT TIME STATISTICS
               *
000044         PGMPGML  DS   0F                   LOAD WAIT
000044         PGMPGMLT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000048         PGMPGMLH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
00004C         PGMPGML# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000050         PGMPGMP  DS   0F                   POOL SPACE WAIT
000050         PGMPGMPT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000054         PGMPGMPH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000058         PGMPGMP# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
00005C                  DS   0F                   ** RESERVED **
00005C                  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000060                  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000064                  DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        00068  PGMDSLEN EQU   ((*-#PMPGM+3)/4)*4  LENGTH OF LOG RECORD
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *
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        00002  PGM#BKTS EQU   2                   # WAIT BUCKETS
        0004C  PGMDTLEN EQU   PGMDSLEN-PGMHDRLN   LENGTH OF RECORD DATA
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

#PMRUSDS

                        COPY #PMRUSDS
               *********************************************************************
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      #PMRUS - INTERVAL RUNUNITS INFORMATION RECORD            ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               *********************************************************************
               *
               *        ONE PER INTERVAL
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *

Offset  Value

000000         #PMRUS   DSECT
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000000         RUSHDR   DS   0H                   RECORD HEADER
               *
000000         RUSLEN   DS    H                   RECORD LENGTH         (INCLUSIVE)
000002         RUSRTYPE DS    X                   RECORD TYPE
        00009  RUS$TYPE EQU       9               ..PMIM RUNUNIT WAIT RECORD
000003         RUSSEQ#  DS    X                   SEQUENCE NUMBER       (ALWAYS 1)
000004         RUSVER#  DS    X                   RECORD VERSION
        00001  RUS$VER  EQU       1               ..CURRENT VERSION
000005                  DS    XL3                 ** RESERVED **
               *
000008                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **
00000C         RUSSDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL START DATE   (00YYYDDF)
000010         RUSSTIME DS    F                   INTERVAL START TIME   (10**-4 SEC)
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000014         RUSEDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL END DATE     (00YYYDDF)
000018         RUSETIME DS    F                   INTERVAL END TIME     (10**-4 SEC)
               *
        0001C  RUSHDRLN EQU   *-RUSHDR            HEADER LENGTH
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        0001C  RUSDATA  EQU   *                   START OF RUNUNIT DATA
               *
00001C         RUS#RU   DS    F                   # RUNUNITS STARTED DURING INTVL
000020         RUS#EXRU DS    F                   # EXT. RUS STARTED DURING INTVL
000024         RUS#RUNM DS    F                   # RUNUNITS ENDED NORMAL IN INTVL
000028         RUS#EXNM DS    F                   # EXT. RUS ENDED NORMAL IN INTVL
00002C         RUS#MXRU DS    F                   # MAX CONCURRENT RUNUNITS
000030         RUS#MXEX DS    F                   # MAX CONCURRENT EXT. RUS
000034         RUS#DBKL DS    F                   # DBKEY LOCKS
000038         RUS#EXDB DS    F                   # EXTERNAL RUS WITH DB RUS
00003C         RUS#RACS DS    F                   # RUNUNITS ACTIVE AT INTVL START
000040         RUS#XACS DS    F                   # EXT. RUS ACTIVE AT INTVL START
000044         RUS#RACE DS    F                   # RUNUNITS ACTIVE AT INTVL END
000048         RUS#XACE DS    F                   # EXT. RUS ACTIVE AT INTVL END
00004C         RUS#SLOK DS    F                   # SYSTEM LOCKS
000050         RUSNXTRU DS    F                   # NEXT RUNUNIT ID TO ASSIGN
000054                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **
               *
               *--------------------------------
               *
               * DB STATISTICS FOR INTERVAL

Offset  Value

               *
000058         RUSPAGRD DS    F                   # DB PAGES READ         (STBPAGRD)
00005C         RUSPAGWR DS    F                   # DB PAGES WRITTEN      (STBPAGWR)
000060         RUSPAGRQ DS    F                   # DB PAGES REQUESTED    (STBPAGRQ)
000064         RUSCALNO DS    F                   # DB CALC RECS NO OFLOW (STBCALNO)
000068         RUSCALOV DS    F                   # DB CALC RECS W/ OFLOW (STBCALOV)
00006C         RUSVIANO DS    F                   # DB VIA RECS NO OFLOW  (STBVIANO)
000070         RUSVIAOV DS    F                   # DB VIA RECS W/ OFLOW  (STBVIAOV)
000074         RUSRECRQ DS    F                   # DB RECORDS REQUESTED  (STBRECRQ)
000078         RUSRECCU DS    F                   # DB RECORDS CURR OF RU (STBRECCU)
00007C         RUSDBRQS DS    F                   # DB DBMS CALLS         (STBDBRQS)
000080         RUSFRAGS DS    F                   # DB FRAGMENTS STORED   (STBFRAGS)
000084         RUSUPCNT DS    F                   # DB RECORDS UPDATED    (STBUPCNT)
000088         RUSCACHE DS    F                   # DB RECS FND IN CACHE  (STBCACHE)
00008C         RUSPRFET DS    F                   # DB RECS FND IN PREFET (STBPRFET)
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               *
               *--------------------------------
               *
               * JRNL BLOCK % FULL STATISTICS FOR INTERVAL
               *
000090         RUSPERC  DS  10H                   JRNL BLK % FULL BUCKETS (JBCPERC)
               *
               *--------------------------------
               *
               * SQL STATISTICS FOR INTERVAL
               *
0000A4         RUS#CMD  DS    F                   # OF SQL COMMANDS EXECUTED
0000A8         RUS#FET  DS    F                   # OF ROWS FETCHED
0000AC         RUS#INS  DS    F                   # OF ROWS INSERTED
0000B0         RUS#UPD  DS    F                   # OF ROWS UPDATED
0000B4         RUS#DEL  DS    F                   # OF ROWS DELETED
0000B8         RUS#SRT  DS    F                   # OF SORTS PERFORMED
0000BC         RUS#SRR  DS    F                   # OF ROWS SORTED
0000C0         RUS#SMI  DS    F                   # OF MINIMUM ROWS
0000C4         RUS#SMX  DS    F                   # OF MAXIMUM ROWS
0000C8         RUS#AMC  DS    F                   # OF AM RECOMPILES
               *
0000CC                  DS   3F                   ** RESERVED **
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        000D8  RUSDSLEN EQU   ((*-#PMRUS+3)/4)*4  LENGTH OF LOG RECORD
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        000BC  RUSDTLEN EQU   RUSDSLEN-RUSHDRLN   LENGTH OF RECORD DATA
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

#PMSMHDS

                    COPY #PMSMHDS   

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      #PMSMH - PERFORMANCE MONITOR SMF HEADER                  ***

               ***                                                               ***
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               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

               *

               * DESCRIBES THE HEADER IN THE FRONT OF THE SMF RECORDS WRITTEN

               *     BY THE PERFORMANCE MONITOR

               *

               * THE FIRST PORTION OF THE PERFORMANCE MONITOR SMF HEADER IS

               *     THE STANDARD IBM SMF HEADER

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         #PMSMH   DSECT

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

000000         SMFHLEN  DS    H                   RECORD LENGTH

000002         SMFHSEG  DS    H                   SEGMENT DESCRIPTOR      (NOT USED)

               *

000004         SMFHFLG  DS    X                   SYSTEM INDICATOR
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        00002  SMFHMVS  EQU   X'02'                   MVS

        00006  SMFHXA   EQU   X'06'                   MVS/XA

               *

000005         SMFHRTY  DS    X                   SMF RECORD TYPE

000006         SMFHTME  DS    XL4                 TIME WRITTEN         (10**-2 SECS)

00000A         SMFHDTE  DS    PL4                 DATE WRITTEN         (00YYDDDF)

00000E         SMFHSID  DS    CL4                 SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

               *

               *      END OF STANDARD IBM SMF HEADER

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

000012         SMFH#REC DS    H                   # OF PERFMON RECORDS IN THIS

               *                                      SMF RECORD

               *

000014         SMFHPMID DS    X                   COMPONENT ID

        00001  SMFHPMIM EQU   X'01'                   INTERVAL MONITOR

        00002  SMFHPMAM EQU   X'02'                   APPLICATION MONITOR

000015         SMFHCV#  DS    X                   CENTRAL VERSION #    (0-255)

000016         SMFHDCV# DS    H                   DC SYSTEM VERSION #  (1-9999)

               *

000018         SMFHVER  DS    CL4                 PERFORMANCE MONITOR VERSION

        8F0F0  SMFH$VER EQU   C'1800'                 RELEASE 18.0

00001C         SMFHJBN  DS    CL8                 Job name for CV region        R180
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               *

               *

        00024  SMFHDATA EQU   *                   LOCATION OF FIRST PERFMON RECORD

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

        00024  SMHDSLEN EQU   *-#PMSMH            LENGTH

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

#PMSM4DS

                COPY #PMSM4DS   

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      #PMSM4 - APPLICATION MONITOR SMF TYPE 4 RECORDS          ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

               *

               *        SMF TYPE 4 RECORDS - JOB STEP COMPLETION.

               *

               *        THE PERFORMANCE MONITOR WILL WRITE ONE SMF TYPE 4 RECORD
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               *              FOR EACH TASK AT TASK TERMINATION IF DESIRED

               *

               *        FIELD NAMES USED ARE THE SAME AS THOSE SHOWN IN

               *              THE IBM SPL:SMF MANUAL

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         #PMSM4   DSECT                                            05/17/88

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

000000         SMF4LEN  DS    H                   RECORD LENGTH

000002         SMF4SEG  DS    H                   SEGMENT DESCRIPTOR - UNUSED

               *

000004         SMF4FLG  DS    X                   SYSTEM INDICATOR

        00002  SMF4MVS  EQU   X'02'               ..MVS

        00006  SMF4XA   EQU   X'06'               ..MVS/XA

               *

000005         SMF4RTY  DS    X                   SMF RECORD TYPE

        00004  SMF4$RTY EQU   X'04'               ..STEP TERMINATION RECORD TYPE

               *

000006         SMF4TME  DS    XL4                 TIME RECORD WRITTEN   (10**-2 SEC)
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00000A         SMF4DTE  DS    PL4                 DATE RECORD WRITTEN   (00YYDDDF)

00000E         SMF4SID  DS    CL4                 SYSTEM IDENTIFIER FROM CVT

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

000012         SMF4JBN  DS    CL8                 JOBNAME OF CV JOB

00001A         SMF4RST  DS    XL4                 DC TASK INIT TIME     (10**-2 SEC)

00001E         SMF4RSD  DS    PL4                 DC TASK INIT DATE     (00YYDDDF)

               *

000022         SMF4UIF  DS    CL8                 USER IDENTIFICATION

               *                                  ..DC/UCF = USERID (FIRST 8 BYTES)

               *                                  ..CICS   = OPERATOR ID

               *                                  ..BATCH  = BATCH JOBNAME

               *

00002A 0       SMF4STN  DC    X'01'               STEP NUMBER - ALWAYS 01

00002B         SMF4SIT  DS    XL4                 SAME AS SMF4RST-SEE ABOVE

00002F         SMF4STID DS    PL4                 SAME AS SMF4RSD-SEE ABOVE

000033         SMF4NCI  DS    XL4                 UNUSED

               *

000037         SMF4SCC  DS    XL2                 COMPLETION INDICATOR

               *                                  ..NORMAL COMPLETION = X'0000'

               *                                  ..ABEND COMPLETION  = X'FFFF'

               *

000039         SMF4PRTY DS    XL1                 IDMS-DC/UCF TASK PRIORITY
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               *

00003A         SMF4PGMN DS    CL8                 PROGRAM NAME IDENTIFIER

               *                                  ..DC/UCF = PROGRAM NAME

               *                                  ..ADSO   = DIALOG NAME

               *                                  ..ERUS   = PROGRAM NAME FROM

               *                                             BIND RUNUNIT

               *

000042         SMF4STMN DS    CL8                 STEP NAME  (TASK CODE IDENTIFIER)

               *                                  ..DC/UCF = TASK CODE

               *                                  ..ADSO   = APPLICATION NAME

               *                                  ..BATCH  = BATCH JOBNAME

               *                                  ..CICS   = TRANSACTION ID

               *

00004A         SMF4RSV5 DS    XL2                 UNUSED

00004C         SMF4SYST DS    XL2                 IDMS PGMPOOL HI WATERMARK IN KBYTES

00004E         SMF4H0ST DS    XL2                 IDMS STGPOOL HI WATERMARK IN KBYTES

000050         SMF4RV1  DS    XL2                 UNUSED

000052         SMF4RSHO DS    XL4                 UNUSED

000056         SMF4SPK  DS    XL1                 STORAGE PROTECT KEY OF CV

000057         SMF4STI  DS    XL1                 STEP TERMINATION INDICATOR

        00000  SMF4$NRM EQU   X'00'               ..NORMAL COMPLETION

        00002  SMF4$ABD EQU   X'02'               ..ABEND

000058         SMF4RV2  DS    XL2                 UNUSED

00005A         SMF4AST  DS    XL4                 SAME AS SMF4RST

00005E         SMF4PPST DS    XL4                 SAME AS SMF4RST
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000062         SMF4RV3  DS    XL1                 UNUSED

000063         SMF4SRBT DS    XL3                 SRB (zIIP on CP + zIIP) (10**-2 SEC)

000066         SMF4RIN  DS    XL2                 UNUSED

000068         SMF4RLCT DS    XL2                 OFFSET TO RELOCATE SECTION

               *

00006A 0       SMF4LENN DC    XL2'000A'           LENGTH OF DEVICE ENTRY PORTION

00006C 2       SMF4DEVC DC    XL1'20'             DEVICE CLASS = DASD

00006D 0       SMF4UTYP DC    XL1'0E'             DEVICE TYPE  = 3380

00006E 0       SMF4CUAD DC    XL2'0FFF'           DEVICE ADDRESS

000070         SMF4EXCP DS    XL4                 # OF IDMS PAGES READ AND WRITTEN

               *

000074         SMF4LNTH DS    XL1                 LENGTH OF ACCOUNTING SECTION

               *                                  ..DC/UCF      = X'28'

               *                                  ..CICS ERUS   = X'24'

               *                                  ..BATCH ERUS  = LENGTH OF FIELDS

               *                                                  X'22' MAX

               *

000075         SMF4SETM DS    XL3                 TASK TOTAL CPU TIME    (10**-2 SEC)

               *

000078         SMF4NAF  DS    XL1                 # OF ACCOUNTING FIELDS

               *                                  ..DC/UCF      = X'04'

               *                                  ..CICS ERUS   = X'04'

               *                                  ..BATCH ERUS  = # OF FIELDS CAPTURED

               *                                                     BY SVC EXIT
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000079         SMF4ACTF DS    CL36                ACCOUNTING FIELDS

               *

00009D                  ORG   SMF4ACTF

000079         SM4DACTF DS   0X                   DC/UCF ACCOUNTING FIELDS

000079 0       SM4DTSKL DC    XL1'08'             ..TASK CODE LENGTH

00007A         SM4DTSK  DS    CL8                 ..TASK CODE

000082 0       SM4DLTEL DC    XL1'08'             ..LTERM LENGTH

000083         SM4DLTE  DS    CL8                 ..LTERM

00008B 0       SM4DBLGL DC    XL1'0C'             ..BILLING GROUP LENGTH

00008C         SM4DBLG  DS    CL12                ..BILLING GROUP

000098 0       SM4DTIDL DC    XL1'04'             ..DC TASK ID LENGTH

000099         SM4DTID  DS    XL4                 ..DC TASK ID (TASK NUMBER)

        00024  SM4DACTL EQU   *-SM4DACTF          DC/UCF ACCOUNTING FIELDS LENGTH

               *

00009D                  ORG   SMF4ACTF

000079         SM4CACTF DS   0X                   CICS ERUS ACCOUNTING FIELDS

000079 0       SM4CTRNL DC    XL1'08'             ..TRANSACTION ID LENGTH

00007A         SM4CTRN  DS    CL8                 ..TRANSACTION ID

000082 0       SM4CTRML DC    XL1'08'             ..TERMINAL ID LENGTH

000083         SM4CTRM  DS    CL8                 ..TERMINAL ID

00008B 0       SM4COPRL DC    XL1'08'             ..OPERATOR ID LENGTH

00008C         SM4COPR  DS    CL8                 ..OPERATOR ID

000094 0       SM4CTIDL DC    XL1'04'             ..CICS TASK ID LENGTH

000095         SM4CTID  DS    XL4                 ..CICS TASK ID (TASK NUMBER)

        00020  SM4CACTL EQU   *-SM4CACTF          CICS ERUS ACCOUNTING FIELDS LENGTH
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               *

000099                  ORG   SMF4ACTF

000079         SM4BACTF DS    CL30                BATCH ERUS = JOBCARD ACCOUNTING INFO

               *                                               (30 BYTES MAX)

000097                  ORG   ,

00009D         SMF4PGIN DS    CL102               RELOCATE SECTION - UNUSED

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

        00103  SM4DSLEN EQU   *-#PMSM4            LENGTH OF SMF4 RECORD

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

#PMS30DS

                        COPY #PMS30DS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      #PMS30 - APPLICATION MONITOR SMF TYPE 30 RECORDS         ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************
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               *

               *        SMF TYPE 30 RECORDS - COMMON ADDRESS SPACE WORK RECORD

               *

               *        THE PERFORMANCE MONITOR WILL WRITE ONE SMF TYPE 30 RECORD

               *              FOR EACH TASK AT TASK TERMINATION IF DESIRED

               *

               *        FIELD NAMES USED ARE THE SAME AS THOSE SHOWN IN

               *              THE IBM SPL:SMF MANUAL

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

Offset  Value

000000         #PMS30   DSECT                                                06/20/91

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

000000         SMF30LEN DS    H                   RECORD LENGTH

000002         SMF30SEG DS    H                   SEGMENT DESCRIPTOR - UNUSED

               *

000004         SMF30FLG DS    X                   SYSTEM INDICATOR
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        00002  SMF30SUB EQU   X'02'               ..SUBSYSTEM ID FOLLOWS SYS ID

        00002  SMF30STY EQU   X'02'               ..SUBTYPES UTILIZED

        00002  SMF30MVS EQU   X'02'               ..MVS

        00006  SMF30XA  EQU   X'06'               ..MVS/XA

               *

000005         SMF30RTY DS    X                   SMF RECORD TYPE 30

        0001E  SMF30$RT EQU   X'1E'               ..COMMON ADDRESS SPACE WORK RECORD

               *

000006         SMF30TME DS    XL4                 TIME RECORD WRITTEN   (10**-2 SEC)

00000A         SMF30DTE DS    PL4                 DATE RECORD WRITTEN   (00YYDDDF)

00000E         SMF30SID DS    CL4                 SYSTEM IDENTIFIER

000012         SMF30WID DS    CL4                 SUBSYSTEM IDENTIFIER

               *

000016         SMF30STP DS    XL2                 SMF RECORD SUBTYPE

        00001  SMF30$JS EQU   X'01'               ..JOB START RECORD TYPE

        00002  SMF30$IN EQU   X'02'               ..INTERVAL RECORD TYPE

        00003  SMF30$ST EQU   X'03'               ..STEP TERMINATION RECORD TYPE

        00004  SMF30$TO EQU   X'04'               ..STEP TOTAL RECORD TYPE

        00005  SMF30$JT EQU   X'05'               ..JOB TERMINATION RECORD TYPE

        00006  SMF30$SA EQU   X'06'               ..SYSTEM ADDRESS SPACE RECORD TYPE

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

000018         SMF30SOF DS    XL4                 OFFSET TO SUBSYSTEM SECTION FROM

               *                                  START OF RECORD, INCLUDING RDW
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00001C         SMF30SLN DS    XL2                 LENGTH OF SUBSYSTEM SECTION

00001E         SMF30SON DS    XL2                 NUMBER OF SUBSYSTEM SECTION

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

000020         SMF30IOF DS    XL4                 OFFSET TO ID SECTION FROM

               *                                  START OF RECORD, INCLUDING RDW

000024         SMF30ILN DS    XL2                 LENGTH OF IDENTIFICATION SECTION

000026         SMF30ION DS    XL2                 NUMBER OF IDENTIFICATION SECTION

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

000028         SMF30UOF DS    XL4                 OFFSET TO I/O ACTIVITY SECTION FROM

               *                                  START OF RECORD, INCLUDING RDW

00002C         SMF30ULN DS    XL2                 LENGTH OF I/O ACTIVITY SECTION

00002E         SMF30UON DS    XL2                 NUMBER OF I/O ACTIVITY SECTION

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

000030         SMF30TOF DS    XL4                 OFFSET TO COMPLETION SECTION FROM

               *                                  START OF RECORD, INCLUDING RDW

000034         SMF30TLN DS    XL2                 LENGTH OF COMPLETION SECTION

000036         SMF30TON DS    XL2                 NUMBER OF COMPLETION SECTION

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

000038         SMF30COF DS    XL4                 OFFSET TO PROCESSOR SECTION FROM

               *                                  START OF RECORD, INCLUDING RDW

00003C         SMF30CLN DS    XL2                 LENGTH OF PROCESSOR SECTION

00003E         SMF30CON DS    XL2                 NUMBER OF PROCESSOR SECTION

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

000040         SMF30AOF DS    XL4                 OFFSET TO ACCOUNTING SECTION FROM
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               *                                  START OF RECORD, INCLUDING RDW

000044         SMF30ALN DS    XL2                 LENGTH OF ACCOUNTING SECTION

000046         SMF30AON DS    XL2                 NUMBER OF ACCOUNTING SECTION

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

000048         SMF30ROF DS    XL4                 OFFSET TO STORAGE SECTION FROM

               *                                  START OF RECORD, INCLUDING RDW

00004C         SMF30RLN DS    XL2                 LENGTH OF STORAGE SECTION

00004E         SMF30RON DS    XL2                 NUMBER OF STORAGE SECTION

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

000050         SMF30POF DS    XL4                 OFFSET TO PERFORMANCE SECTION FROM

               *                                  START OF RECORD, INCLUDING RDW

000054         SMF30PLN DS    XL2                 LENGTH OF PERFORMANCE SECTION

000056         SMF30PON DS    XL2                 NUMBER OF PERFORMANCE SECTION

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

000058         SMF30OOF DS    XL4                 OFFSET TO OPERATOR SECTION FROM

               *                                  START OF RECORD, INCLUDING RDW

00005C         SMF30OLN DS    XL2                 LENGTH OF OPERATOR SECTION

00005E         SMF30OON DS    XL2                 NUMBER OF OPERATOR SECTION

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

000060         SMF30EOF DS    XL4                 OFFSET TO EXCP SECTION FROM

               *                                  START OF RECORD, INCLUDING RDW

000064         SMF30ELN DS    XL2                 LENGTH OF EXCP SECTION

000066         SMF30EON DS    XL2                 NUMBER OF EXCP SECTIONS IN PERIOD

000068         SMF30EOR DS    XL2                 NUMBER OF EXCP SECTIONS IN

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
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               *                                  HEADER FIELDS NOT USED BY PERF

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

00006A         SMF30RVD DS    XL2                 Unused

00006C         SMF30EOS DS    XL4                 Unused

000070         SMF30DRO DS    XL4                 Unused

000074         SMF30DRL DS    XL2                 Unused

000076         SMF30DRN DS    XL2                 Unused

000078         SMF30ARO DS    XL4                 Unused

00007C         SMF30ARL DS    XL2                 Unused

00007E         SMF30ARN DS    XL2                 Unused

000080         SMF30OPO DS    XL4                 Unused

000084         SMF30OPL DS    XL2                 Unused

000086         SMF30OPN DS    XL2                 Unused

000088         SMF30OPM DS    XL4                 Unused

00008C         SMF30UDO DS    XL4                 Unused

000090         SMF30UDL DS    XL2                 Unused

000092         SMF30UDN DS    XL2                 Unused

000094         SMF30UDS DS    XL4                 Unused

000098         SMF30RMO DS    XL4                 Unused

00009C         SMF30RML DS    XL2                 Unused

00009E         SMF30RMN DS    XL2                 Unused

0000A0         SMF30RMS DS    XL4                 Unused

0000A4         SMF30MOF DS    XL4                 Unused

0000A8         SMF30MLN DS    XL2                 Unused
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0000AA         SMF30MNO DS    XL2                 Unused

0000AC         SMF30MOS DS    XL4                 Unused

        00046  S30HACTL EQU   *-SMF30RVD

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *                                  SUBSEQUENT RECORDS

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *       SUBSYSTEM SECTION

               *

0000B0                  DS    0H

0000B0 0       SMF30TYP DC    XL2'05'             SUBTYPE IDENTIFICATION (ALWAYS 03)

               *              X'01'               ..JOB START RECORD TYPE

               *              X'02'               ..INTERVAL RECORD TYPE

               *              X'03'               ..STEP TERMINATION RECORD TYPE

               *              X'04'               ..STEP TOTAL RECORD TYPE

               *              X'05'               ..JOB TERMINATION RECORD TYPE

               *              X'06'               ..SYSTEM ADDRESS SPACE RECORD TYPE

               *

0000B2         SMF30RS1 DS    XL2                 RESERVED

0000B4 F       SMF30RVN DC    CL2'5'              RECORD VERSION NUMBER (ALWAYS 5)

0000B6 D       SMF30PNM DC    CL8'PERFMON '       SUBSYSTEM OR PRODUCT NAME

               *

        0000E  S30SACTL EQU   *-SMF30TYP          LENGTH OF SUBSYSTEM SECTION

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *       IDENTIFICATION SECTION

               *
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0000BE                  DS    0H

0000BE         SMF30JBN DS    CL8                 JOBNAME OF CV JOB

0000C6         SMF30PGM DS    CL8                 PROGRAM NAME IDENTIFIER

               *                                  ..DC/UCF = PROGRAM NAME

               *                                  ..ADSO   = DIALOG NAME

               *                                  ..ERUS   = PROGRAM NAME FROM

               *                                             BIND RUNUNIT

               *

0000CE         SMF30STM DS    CL8                 STEP NAME  (TASK CODE IDENTIFIER)

               *                                  ..DC/UCF = TASK CODE

               *                                  ..ADSO   = APPLICATION NAME

               *                                  ..BATCH  = BATCH JOBNAME

               *                                  ..CICS   = TRANSACTION ID

               *

0000D6         SMF30UIF DS    CL8                 USER IDENTIFICATION

               *                                  ..DC/UCF = USERID (FIRST 8 BYTES)

               *                                  ..CICS   = OPERATOR ID

               *                                  ..BATCH  = BATCH JOBNAME

               *

0000DE         SMF30JNM DS    CL8                 JES JOB IDENTIFIER-NOT USED

0000E6 0       SMF30STN DC    XL2'0001'           STEP NUMBER - ALWAYS 01

0000E8         SMF30CLS DS    X                   JOB CLASS-NOT USED

0000E9                  DS    X                   RESERVED

0000EA         SMF30PGN DS    XL2                 JOB PERFORMANCE GROUP NUM-NOT USED
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0000EC         SMF30JPT DS    XL2                 JES INPUT PRIORITY

0000EE         SMF30AST DS    XL4                 DEVICE ALLOCATION START TIME

0000F2         SMF30PPS DS    XL4                 PROBLEM PROGRAM START TIME

0000F6         SMF30SIT DS    XL4                 SAME AS SMF30RST-SEE BELOW

0000FA         SMF30STD DS    PL4                 SAME AS SMF30RSD-SEE BELOW

0000FE         SMF30RST DS    XL4                 DC TASK INIT TIME     (10**-2 SEC)

000102         SMF30RSD DS    PL4                 DC TASK INIT DATE     (00YYDDDF)

000106         SMF30RET DS    XL4                 DC TASK END TIME      (10**-2 SEC)

00010A         SMF30RED DS    PL4                 DC TASK END DATE      (00YYDDDF)

00010E         SMF30USR DS    CL20                PROGRAMMERS NAME-NOT USED

000122         SMF30GRP DS    CL8                 RACF GROUP ID-NOT USED               
  

00012A                  ORG   SMF30USR                                 IDMS/5487       
  

00010E         SMF30NET DS    CL20                CICS NETWORK UOW ID  IDMS/5487       
  

000122         SMF30UOW DS    XL8                 CICS UOW ID          IDMS/5487       
  

00012A                  ORG   ,                                        IDMS/5487       
  

00012A         SMF30RUD DS    CL8                 RACF USER ID-NOT USED                
  

000132         SMF30TID DS    CL8                 RACF TERMINAL ID-NOT USED            
  

00013A                  ORG SMF30RUD                                   IDMS/5313/5487  
  

00012A         SMF30IPA DS    XL16                IP address (binary)  IDMS/5313       
  

00013A                  ORG   SMF30IPA                                     
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00012A         SMF30IP4 DS    XL4                 IP V4 addr (binary)  IDMS/5313       
  

00012E                  ORG  
 SMF30IPA                                                        

00012A         SMF30IP6 DS    XL16                IP V6 addr (binary) 
 IDMS/5313              

00013A                  ORG   ,                                        IDMS/5313/5487   
      

        0002C  SMF30SPC EQU   *-SMF30USR

               *

        0007C  S30JACTL EQU   *-SMF30JBN          LENGTH OF IDENTIFICATION SECTION

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *       COMPLETION SECTION

               *

00013A                  DS    0H

00013A         SMF30SCC DS    XL2                 COMPLETION INDICATOR

               *                                  ..NORMAL COMPLETION = X'0000'

               *                                  ..ABEND COMPLETION  = X'FFFF'

               *

00013C         SMF30STI DS    XL2                 STEP TERMINATION INDICATOR

        00000  SMF30$NM EQU   X'0000'             ..NORMAL COMPLETION

        00002  SMF30$AB EQU   X'0002'             ..ABEND

               *

00013E         SMF30ARC DS    XL4                 ABEND REASON CODE

               *

        00008  S30LACTL EQU   *-SMF30SCC          LENGTH OF COMPLETION SECTION

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
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               *       ACCOUNTING SECTION

               *

               *

000142                  DS    0H

000142         SMF30ACL DS    XL1                 LENGTH OF ACCOUNTING SECTION

               *                                  ..DC/UCF      = X'28'

               *                                  ..CICS ERUS   = X'24'

               *                                  ..BATCH ERUS  = LENGTH OF FIELDS

               *                                                  X'22' MAX

               *

000143         SMF30SET DS    XL3                 TASK TOTAL CPU TIME    (10**-2 SEC)

               *

000146         SMF30NAF DS    XL1                 # OF ACCOUNTING FIELDS

               *                                  ..DC/UCF      = X'04'

               *                                  ..CICS ERUS   = X'04'

               *                                  ..BATCH ERUS  = # OF FIELDS CAPTURED

               *                                                     BY SVC EXIT

000147         SMF30ACT DS    CL36                ACCOUNTING FIELDS

               *

00016B                  ORG   SMF30ACT

000147         S30DACTF DS   0X                   DC/UCF ACCOUNTING FIELDS

000147 0       S30DTSKL DC    XL1'08'             ..TASK CODE LENGTH

000148         S30DTSK  DS    CL8                 ..TASK CODE

000150 0       S30DLTEL DC    XL1'08'             ..LTERM LENGTH
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000151         S30DLTE  DS    CL8                 ..LTERM

000159 0       S30DBLGL DC    XL1'0C'             ..BILLING GROUP LENGTH

00015A         S30DBLG  DS    CL12                ..BILLING GROUP

000166 0       S30DTIDL DC    XL1'04'             ..DC TASK ID LENGTH

000167         S30DTID  DS    XL4                 ..DC TASK ID (TASK NUMBER)

        00024  S30DACTL EQU   *-S30DACTF          DC/UCF ACCOUNTING FIELDS LENGTH

               *

00016B                  ORG   SMF30ACT

000147         S30CACTF DS   0X                   CICS ERUS ACCOUNTING FIELDS

000147 0       S30CTRNL DC    XL1'08'             ..TRANSACTION ID LENGTH

000148         S30CTRN  DS    CL8                 ..TRANSACTION ID

000150 0       S30CTRML DC    XL1'08'             ..TERMINAL ID LENGTH

000151         S30CTRM  DS    CL8                 ..TERMINAL ID

000159 0       S30COPRL DC    XL1'08'             ..OPERATOR ID LENGTH

00015A         S30COPR  DS    CL8                 ..OPERATOR ID

000162 0       S30CTIDL DC    XL1'04'             ..CICS TASK ID LENGTH

000163         S30CTID  DS    XL4                 ..CICS TASK ID (TASK NUMBER)

        00020  S30CACTL EQU   *-S30CACTF          CICS ERUS ACCOUNTING FIELDS LENGTH

               *

000167                  ORG   SMF30ACT

000147         S30BACTF DS    CL30                BATCH ERUS = JOBCARD ACCOUNTING INFO

               *                                               (30 BYTES MAX)

000165                  ORG   ,

        00029  S30AACTL EQU   *-SMF30ACL          LENGTH OF ACCOUNTING SECTION

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
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               *       STORAGE AND PAGING SECTION

               *

00016C                  DS    0H

00016C         SMF30RSV DS    XL2                 RESERVED

00016E         SMF30SFL DS    XL1                 NOT USED

               *

00016F         SMF30SPK DS    XL1                 STORAGE PROTECT KEY OF CV

000170         SMF30PRV DS    XL2                 IDMS PGMPOOL HI WATERMARK IN KBYTES

000172         SMF30SYS DS    XL2                 IDMS STGPOOL HI WATERMARK IN KBYTES

               *

000174         SMF30PGI DS    XL4                 NUMBER OF IDMS PAGES READ/WRITTEN

000178         SMF30PGO DS    XL4                 UNUSED

00017C         SMF30REC DS    XL4                 UNUSED

000180         SMF30NSW DS    XL4                 UNUSED

000184         SMF30PSI DS    XL4                 UNUSED

000188         SMF30PSO DS    XL4                 UNUSED

00018C         SMF30VPI DS    XL4                 UNUSED

000190         SMF30VPO DS    XL4                 UNUSED

000194         SMF30VPR DS    XL4                 UNUSED

000198         SMF30CPI DS    XL4                 UNUSED

00019C         SMF30HPI DS    XL4                 UNUSED

0001A0         SMF30LPI DS    XL4                 UNUSED

0001A4         SMF30HPO DS    XL4                 UNUSED

0001A8         SMF30PST DS    XL4                 UNUSED
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0001AC         SMF30PSC DS    XL8                 UNUSED

0001B4         SMF30RGB DS    XL4                 UNUSED

0001B8         SMF30ERG DS    XL4                 UNUSED

0001BC         SMF30ARB DS    XL4                 UNUSED

0001C0         SMF30EAR DS    XL4                 UNUSED

0001C4         SMF30URB DS    XL4                 UNUSED

0001C8         SMF30EUR DS    XL4                 UNUSED

0001CC         SMF30RGN DS    XL4                 UNUSED

               *

        00058  SMF30ZER EQU   *-SMF30PGO

               *

        00064  S30PACTL EQU   *-SMF30RSV          LENGTH OF STORAGE/PAGING SECTION

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

0001D0                  ORG   ,

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *       Processor accounting section                             R180

               *

0001D0                  DS    0H

0001D0         SMF30PTY DS    XL2                  Reserved

0001D2         SMF30TFL DS    XL2                  Invalid timer flags

0001D4         SMF30CPT DS    XL4                  Total TCB time (10**-2 sec)

0001D8         SMF30CPS DS    XL4                  Total SRB time (10**-2 sec)

0001DC         SMF30TF2 DS    XL1                  Additional timer flags
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0001DD         SMF30T32 DS    XL1                  Additional failure flags

0001DE         SMF30T33 DS    XL1                  Additional failure flags

0001DF                  DS    XL1                  Filler

               * Offset x'10'

0001E0         S30SYTI  DS    XL8                  CPU time in TOD format

0001E8         S30CPTI  DS    XL8                  SRB CPU time on CPU in TOD format

0001F0         SMF30IST DS    XL4                  Interval start time (10**-2 SEC)

0001F4         SMF30IDT DS    PL4                  Interval start date (0CYYDDDF)

0001F8         S30TTTI  DS    XL8                  TCB CPU time in TOD format

               * Offset x'30'

000200         S30ZPTI  DS    XL8                  SRB CPU time ON zIIP in TOD format

000208                  DS    XL8                  Filler

000210         S30USTI  DS    XL8                  User mode CPU time in TOD format

000218                  DS    XL16                 Filler

000228         S30ENTI  DS    XL8                  Total enclave SRB CPU time in TOD

        00060  S30PRASL EQU   *-SMF30PTY           Length of processor account. sect.

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *       Performance accounting section                           R180

               *

000230                  DS    0H

000230         SMF30SRV DS    XL4                  unused

000234         SMF30CSU DS    XL4                  CPU service units (TCB used)

000238         SMF30SRB DS    XL4                  SRB service units (SRB used)
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00023C         SMF30IO  DS    XL4                  unused

000240         SMF30MSO DS    XL4                  unused

000244         SMF30TAT DS    XL4                  unused

000248         SMF30SUS DS    XL4                  Copy of RmctAdjC

               *                                   Number of sixteenths of one CPU

               *                                   microsecond per CPU service unit

00024C         SMF30RES DS    XL4                  unused

000250         SMF30TRS DS    XL4                  unused

000254         SMF30WLM DS    CL8                  unused

00025C         SMF30SCN DS    CL8                  unused

000264         SMF30GRN DS    CL8                  unused

00026C         SMF30RCN DS    CL8                  unused

000274         SMF30ETA DS    XL4                  unused

000278         SMF30ESU DS    XL4                  unused

00027C         SMF30ETC DS    XL4                  unused

000280         SMF30PFL DS    CL16                 unused

000290         SMF30JQT DS    XL4                  unused

000294         SMF30RQT DS    XL4                  unused

000298         SMF30HQT DS    XL4                  unused

00029C         SMF30SQT DS    XL4                  unused

0002A0         SMF30PF1 DS    XL1                  unused

0002A1         SMF30PF2 DS    XL1                  unused

0002A2         SMF30RS4 DS    CL1                  unused

0002A3         SMF30ZEP DS    CL1                  unused

0002A4         SMF30JPN DS    CL8                  unused
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0002AC         SMF30MSC DS    XL4                  unused

0002B0         SMF30CPC DS    XL2                  CPU Service Definition Coefficient

0002B2         SMF30LOC DS    XL2                  unused

0002B4         SMF30SRC DS    XL2                  SRB Service Definition Coefficient

0002B6         SMF30ZNF DS    XL2                  unused

0002B8         SMF30SNF DS    XL2                  Normalization factor for zIIP

               *

        0008A  S30PEASL EQU   *-SMF30SRV           Length of processor acounting sect.

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

        002BA  S30DSLEN EQU   *-#PMS30             LENGTH OF SMF30 RECORD

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

#PMSTGDS

                        COPY #PMSTGDS
               *********************************************************************
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      #PMSTG - PMIM STGPOOL DATA RECORD                        ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
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               ***                                                               ***
               *********************************************************************
               *
               *        ONE FOR EACH STORAGE POOL DEFINED IN THE SYSGEN
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *

Offset  Value

000000         #PMSTG   DSECT                                     03/03/88
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000000         STGHDR   DS   0H                   RECORD HEADER
               *
000000         STGLEN   DS    H                   RECORD LENGTH         (INCLUSIVE)
000002         STGRTYPE DS    X                   RECORD TYPE
        0000A  STG$TYPE EQU      10               ..PMIM STORAGE POOL RECORD
000003         STGSEQ#  DS    X                   SEQUENCE NUMBER       (ALWAYS 1)
000004         STGVER#  DS    X                   RECORD VERSION
        00001  STG$VER  EQU       1               ..CURRENT VERSION
000005                  DS    XL3                 ** RESERVED **
               *
000008                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **
00000C         STGSDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL START DATE   (00YYYDDF)
000010         STGSTIME DS    F                   INTERVAL START TIME   (10**-4 SEC)
000014         STGEDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL END DATE     (00YYYDDF)
000018         STGETIME DS    F                   INTERVAL END TIME     (10**-4 SEC)
               *
        0001C  STGHDRLN EQU   *-STGHDR            HEADER LENGTH
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        0001C  STGDATA  EQU   *                   START OF STORAGE POOL DATA
               *
00001C         STGPOLID DS    X                   STORAGE POOL ID (0-256) (SCTPNUM)
               *
00001D         STGTYPE  DS    X                   STORAGE TYPE FLAGS      (SCTTYPE)
        00080  STGSHR   EQU   X'80'               ..SHARED
        00040  STGSHRK  EQU   X'40'               ..SHARED-KEPT
        00020  STGUSR   EQU   X'20'               ..USER
        00010  STGUSRK  EQU   X'10'               ..USER-KEPT
        00008  STGTRM   EQU   X'08'               ..TERMINAL
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        00004  STGDBA   EQU   X'04'               ..DATABASE
        00002  STGSYS   EQU   X'02'               ..SYSTEM
               * NOTE: A STG POOL MAY CONTAIN MULTIPLE STORAGE TYPES
               *       THUS STGTYPE MAY HAVE MULTIPLE BITS TURNED ON
               *
00001E                  DS    H                   ** RESERVED **
000020         STG#PGS  DS    F                   # PAGES IN POOL         (SCTSIZE)
000024         STGCUSHN DS    F                   POOL CUSHION            (SCTCUSHN)
               *
000028         STG#INUS DS    F                   # PAGES IN USE AT END OF INTERVAL
00002C         STGHIWAT DS    F                   HIGH WATERMARK IN USE

Offset  Value

               *
000030         STG#GETS DS    F                   # GETSTGS
000034         STG#FREE DS    F                   # FREESTGS
000038         STG#PAS1 DS    F                   # PASS-1 HITS
00003C         STG#PAS2 DS    F                   # PASS-2 HITS
000040         STG#PAS3 DS    F                   # PASS-3 HITS
000044         STG#SOS  DS    F                   # TIMES SOS
               *
000048                  DS   3F                   ** RESERVED **
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        00054  STGDSLEN EQU   ((*-#PMSTG+3)/4)*4  LENGTH OF LOG RECORD
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        00038  STGDTLEN EQU   STGDSLEN-STGHDRLN   LENGTH OF RECORD DATA
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

#PMSTLDS

                        COPY #PMSTLDS
               *********************************************************************
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      #PMSTL - PERFORMANCE MONITOR STATS LOGREC TEXT PORTION   ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
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               ***                                                               ***
               *********************************************************************
               *
               *        REPLACES THE #STLDS FOR PERFORMANCE MONITOR RECORDS ON
               *              THE DC LOG.
               *
               *        IT DESCRIBES THE DATA IN THE DCLOG RECORDS
               *              BEGINNING AT FIELD LGRTEXT
               *
               *        THIS DOES NOT APPEAR IN PERFORMANCE MONITOR RECORDS
               *              WRITTEN TO SMF
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *

Offset  Value

000000         #PMSTL   DSECT                                                12/19/95
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000000         PMSTYPE  DS    X                   PERFMON STATS RECTYPE
        000E6  PMSTPMAM EQU   230
        000E7  PMSTPMIM EQU   231
               *
000001         PMSPMID  DS    X                   COMPONENT ID
        00001  PMSPMIM  EQU     1                 ..INTERVAL MONITOR
        00002  PMSPMAM  EQU     2                 ..APPLICATION MONITOR
               *
000002         PMSDCV#  DS    H                   DC SYSTEM VERSION #
               *
000004         PMSRID   DS    CL4                 RELEASE ID
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000008                  DS    0F                  ..ALIGNMENT
        00008  PMSFIXE  EQU   *                   END OF FIXED PORTION
        00008  PMSFIXL  EQU   PMSFIXE-#PMSTL      LEN OF FIXED PORTION
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        00008  PMSDSLEN EQU   ((*-#PMSTL+3)/4)*4  LENGTH
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
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#PMSVXDS

                        COPY #PMSVXDS
               *********************************************************************
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      #PMSVX - PERFORMANCE MONITOR ERE EXTENSION               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               *********************************************************************
               *
               *        REPLACES PERFMON 10.1 RTSDS DSECT
               *              (#PMRTSDM MACRO)
               *
               *

Offset  Value

        0C3F0  PMXSVXID EQU   C'C0'               SVXITMID FOR PERFMON
               *
               *
000000         #PMSVX   DSECT
               *
000000         PMXTYPE  DS    C                   ERUS TYPE INDENTIFIER
        000C2  PMX$BATC EQU   C'B'                ..BATCH ERUS
        000C3  PMX$CICS EQU   C'C'                ..CICS ERUS
        000E3  PMX$TPMN EQU   C'T'                ..OTHER TP MONITOR
        000C4  PMX$IDMS EQU   C'D'                ..IDMS/DC TP MONITOR
        00040  PMX$UNKN EQU   C' '                ..UNKNOWN
               *
        00001  PMXDATA  EQU   *                   BEGIN ACCOUNTING FIELDS AREA
               *
               *
        00001  PMXBATCH EQU   *                   BATCH ERUS FIELDS
               *
000001         PMXBJBNM DS    CL8                 BATCH JOB NAME
000009         PMXB#FLD DS    X                   NUMBER OF ACCOUNTING FIELDS
00000A         PMXBACFD DS   0CL30                BATCH ACCOUNTING FIELDS
00000A         PMXBF1LN DS    X                   ..FIRST ACCOUNTING FIELD LENGTH
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00000B         PMXBF1FN DS    CL29                ..FIRST FIELD + THE REST OF DATA
        0001E  PMXBACLN EQU   *-PMXBACFD          LENGTH OF ACCOUNTING FIELDS
               *
000028                  ORG   PMXDATA
               *
        00001  PMXCICS  EQU   *                   CICS ERUS FIELDS
               *
000001         PMXCJBNM DS    CL8                 CICS REGION JOB NAME
000009         PMXCTI   DS    CL4                 CICS TRANSACTION ID      (PCTTI)
00000D         PMXCTETI DS    CL4                 CICS TERMINAL NAME       (TCTTETI)
000011         PMXCLID1 DS    CL4                 TPMON LREID1 - IDMSINTC TPNAME
000018         PMXCLID2 DS    F                   TPMON LREID2 - CICS TASK ID
00001C         PMXCTEOI DS    CL8                 CICS OPERATOR ID         (TCTTEOI)

000024         PMXCUOWI DS    CL8                 CICS UOW ID                IDMS/5487

00002C         PMXCNETN DS    CL20                CICS NETNAME UOW ID        IDMS/5487

               *
000024                  ORG   PMXDATA
               *
        00001  PMXIDMS  EQU   *                   ERUS FIELDS FOR IDMS/DC FRONT END
               *
000001         PMXDJBNM DS    CL8                 FRONT END IDMS REGION JOB NAME
000009         PMXDTI   DS    CL8                 IDMS F.E. TASK CODE
000011         PMXDTETI DS    CL8                 IDMS F.E. PTERM NAME
000019         PMXDCVN  DS    X                   IDMS FRONT END CVNUMBER
00001A                  DS    CL2                 FILLER
00001C         PMXDLID2 DS    F                   IDMS F.E. LREID2: IDMS TASK ID

Offset  Value

000020         PMXDTEOI DS    CL8                 IDMS F.E. USER ID
               *
000028                  ORG   PMXDATA
               *                                                                     *
        00001  PMXTPMON EQU   *                   TP MONITOR ERUS FIELDS
               *                                                                    **
000001                  DS    CL8                 ** RESERVED **
000009                  DS    CL4                 ** RESERVED **
00000D                  DS    CL4                 ** RESERVED **
000011         PMXTLID1 DS    CL4                 TPMON LREID1 -- IDMSINTX TPNAME
000018         PMXTLID2 DS    F                   TPMON LREID2
00001C                  DS    CL8                 ** RESERVED **

000024                  DS    CL8                 ** RESERVED **             IDMS/5487
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00002C                  DS    CL20                ** RESERVED **             IDMS/5487

               *                                                                    **
000040                 ORG
        00040  PMXDSLEN EQU ((*-#PMSVX+1)/2)*2    LENGTH (ROUNDED TO HALFWORD)

#PMTASDS

                COPY #PMTASDS   

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      #PMTAS - PMAM TASK RECORD                                ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

               *

Offset  Value

000000         #PMTAS   DSECT

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
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               *

000000         TASHDR   DS   0H                   RECORD HEADER

               *

000000         TASLEN   DS    H                   RECORD LENGTH         (INCLUSIVE)

000002         TASRTYPE DS    X                   RECORD TYPE

        00010  TAS$TYPE EQU      16               ..PMAM TASK STATS RECORD

000003         TASSEQ#  DS    X                   SEQUENCE NUMBER

000004         TASVER#  DS    X                   RECORD VERSION

        00001  TASVER1  EQU   1                   ..VERSION 1                         

        00002  TASVER2  EQU   2                   ..VERSION 2                         

        00003  TASVER3  EQU   3                   ..VERSION 3                IDMS/5487

               *                                  ....JES JOB ID                      

               *                                  ....DC TCP/IP information

        00003  TAS$VER  EQU   TASVER3             ..CURRENT VERSION          IDMS/5487

000005                  DS    XL3                 ** RESERVED **             

               *

000008         TASTSKID DS    F                   TASK ID

00000C         TASSDATE DS    PL4                 TASK START DATE       (00YYYDDF)

000010         TASSTIME DS    F                   TASK START TIME       (10**-4 SEC)

000014         TASEDATE DS    PL4                 TASK END DATE         (00YYYDDF)

000018         TASETIME DS    F                   TASK END TIME         (10**-4 SEC)

               *

        0001C  TASHDRLN EQU   *-TASHDR            HEADER LENGTH

               *
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               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

        0001C  TASDATA  EQU   *                   START OF TASK STATS DATA

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

               *        PART1 - TASSEQ#=1

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

               *        TASK IDENTIFICATION

               *

00001C         TASTCDID DS    CL8                 IDENTIFYING TASK CODE

               *                                  ..IF DC, DC TASKCODE

               *                                  ..IF ADSO, APPLICATION NAME

               *                                  ..IF CICS ERUS, TRANS ID

               *                                  ..IF BATCH ERUS, JOBNAME

               *                                  ..ANY OTHER ERUS, INTX LRELID1

               *

000024         TASTRMID DS    CL8                 IDENTIFYING TERMINAL ID

               *                                  ..IF DC, DC LTERM ID OR OPTIONALLY

               *                                      ACCESS METHOD SPECIFIC

               *                                      TERMINAL IDENTIFICATION

               *                                      (TASAMNAM)

               *                                  ..IF CICS ERUS, TERMINAL ID
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               *                                  ..ELSE NOT USED

               *

00002C         TASPGMID DS    CL8                 IDENTIFYING PROGRAM NAME

               *                                  ..IF DC, DC PROGRAM NAME

               *                                  ..IF ADSO, DIALOG NAME

               *                                  ..IF ANY ERUS, PROGRAM NAME

               *                                         FROM BIND RUNUNIT

               *

000034         TASUSRID DS    CL8                 IDENTIFYING USER ID

               *                                  ..IF DC, USER ID (FIRST 8 BYTES)

               *                                  ..IF CICS ERUS, OPERATOR ID

               *                                  ..ELSE NOT USED

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

00003C         TASTTYPE DS    X                   TASK TYPE FLAG

        00080  TAS$ONLN EQU   X'80'               ..ONLINE

        00040  TAS$BATC EQU   X'40'               ..BATCH ERUS

        00020  TAS$CICS EQU   X'20'               ..CICS ERUS

        00010  TAS$ERUS EQU   X'10'               ..UNIDENTIFIED ERUS

        00008  TAS$SYST EQU   X'08'               ..SYSTEM TASK OR DRIVER

        00004  TAS$TPMN EQU   X'04'               ..UNIDENTIFIED TPMONITOR

        00002  TAS$IDMS EQU   X'02'               ..IDMS/DC ERUS

               *
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00003D         TASTTYP2 DS    X                   TASK TYPE FLAG 2

               *                                  IF SYSTEM TASK:

        00080  TAS$LDRV EQU   X'80'               ..LINE DRIVER

        00040  TAS$SDRV EQU   X'40'               ..SERVICE DRIVER

        00020  TAS$PRTK EQU   X'20'               ..PRINT TASK

        00010  TAS$HLT  EQU   X'10'               ..HELOT TASK

        00008  TAS$JNLD EQU   X'08'               ..JOURNAL DRIVER

        00004  TAS$IODR EQU   X'04'               ..DB I/O WRITE DRIVER

        00002  TAS$RDDR EQU   X'02'               ..DB I/O READ DRIVER

        00001  TAS$IOT  EQU   X'01'               ..DB I/O TASK

               *                                  IF ONLINE TASK:  N.B.:MORE THAN

        00080  TAS$ADSO EQU   X'80'               ..ADSO                ONE FLAG MAY

        00040  TAS$FACT EQU   X'40'               ..FACTOTUM            BE SET

        00020  TAS$UCF  EQU   X'20'               ..UCF

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

00003E         TASPTYPE DS    X                   PROGRAM TYPE FLAG

        00080  TAS$COBL EQU   X'80'               ..COBOL

        00040  TAS$ASM  EQU   X'40'               ..ASSEMBLER (BAL)

        00020  TAS$PLI  EQU   X'20'               ..PL/I

        00010  TAS$DLG  EQU   X'10'               ..DIALOG

        00008  TAS$SUBS EQU   X'08'               ..SUBSCHEMA

        00004  TAS$MAP  EQU   X'04'               ..MAP

        00002  TAS$TBL  EQU   X'02'               ..TABLE
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        00001  TAS$UNDF EQU   X'01'               ..UNDEFINED

               *

00003F         TASPRTY  DS    X                   TASK PRIORITY

000040         TASPGVER DS    H                   PROGRAM VERSION NUMBER

000042                  DS    H                   ** RESERVED **

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

               *        TASK VARIABLE DATA

               *

000044         TASVDATA DS   0F

               *

               *---------------------------------

               *

               *        DC TASK DATA

               *

        00044  TASDC    EQU   *

000044         TASTSKCD DS    CL8                 ..TASK CODE

00004C         TASPGMNM DS    CL8                 ..PROGRAM NAME

000054         TASLTEID DS    CL8                 ..LTERM ID

00005C         TASPTEID DS    CL8                 ..PTERM ID

000064         TASUSER  DS    CL32                ..USER ID

               *
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000084         TASPGDBN DS    CL8                 ..PROGRAM DICTNAME

00008C         TASPGNOD DS    CL8                 ..PROGRAM DICTNODE

000094         TASLDLST DS    CL8                 ..LTERM LOADLIST

               *

00009C         TASVNODE DS   0CL8                 ..VTAM NODENAME

00009C         TASFEID  DS   0CL8                 ..UCF FRONTEND ID

00009C         TASAMNAM DS    CL8                 ACCESS METHOD TERMINAL IDENTIFIER

               *                                  ..VTAM NODENAME

               *                                  ..UCF FRONTEND ID

               *                                  ..SNA TERMINAL NAME

               *                                  ..TCAM TERMINAL NAME

               *

0000A4         TASFACCD DS    X                   ..FACTOTUM CODE

0000A5                  DS    X                   ....UNUSED

0000A6         TASDNETN DS    CL8                 ..UCF CICS NETNAME         IDMS/5487

        0006A  TASDVLEN EQU   *-TASDC             DC TASK DATA LENGTH

               *

               *---------------------------------

               *

               *        CICS OR IDMS/DC ERUS TASK DATA

               *

0000A6                  ORG   TASVDATA

        00044  TASCICS  EQU   *
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000044         TASCTI   DS    CL8                 ..TRANSACTION ID/TASK CODE

00004C         TASCPGNM DS    CL8                 ..PROGRAM NAME (FROM BIND RUNUNIT)

000054         TASCTETI DS    CL8                 ..FRONT END TERMINAL NAME

00005C         TASCLID  DS   0CL8                 ..LOCAL ID FROM LRE

00005C         TASCLID1 DS    CL4                 ....LRELID1 - IDMSINTC TPNAME or

               *                                                Dnnn where nnn is

               *                                                IDMS FE CV NUMBER.

000060         TASCLID2 DS    XL4                 ....LRELID2 - CICS OR IDMS TASK ID

000064         TASCTEOI DS    CL8                 ..OPERATOR ID            (TCTTEOI)

00006C         TASCJBNM DS    CL8                 ..FRONT-END CICS OR IDMS JOBNAME

000074         TASCUOW  DS    0XL8                ..CICS UOW                
 IDMS/5487            

000074         TASCUOWI DS    XL6                 ..CICS UOW ID             
 IDMS/5487            

00007A         TASCUOWS DS    XL2                 ..CICS UOW SEQ            
 IDMS/5487            

00007C         TASCNETN DS    CL20                ..CICS NETWORK UOW ID     
 IDMS/5487            

        0004C  TASCVLEN EQU   *-TASCICS           CICS OR ERUS DATA LENGTH

               *

               *---------------------------------

               *

               *        BATCH ERUS TASK DATA

               *

000074                  ORG   TASVDATA

        00044  TASBATCH EQU   *
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000044         TASBJBNM DS    CL8                 ..JOBNAME

00004C         TASBPGNM DS    CL8                 ..PROGRAM NAME (FROM BIND RUNUNIT)

               * ACCOUNTING INFORMATION

000054         TASB#FLD DS    X                   ..NUMBER OF ACCOUNTING FIELDS

        00055  TASBACFD EQU   *                   ..START OF ACCOUNTING FIELDS

000055         TASBBALN DS    X                   ..TOTAL LENGTH OF BATCH ACCT DATA

000056         TASBFLDS DS   0CL30                ..ACCT FIELD 1 THRU N LEN/DATA

000056         TASBF1LN DS    X                   ....FIRST ACCOUNTING FIELD LENGTH

000057         TASBF1FN DS    CL29                ....FIRST FIELD + THE REST OF DATA

000074         TASBJBID DS    CL8                 ..JES JOB ID          IDMS/5369/5429

        00038  TASBVLEN EQU   *-TASBATCH          BATCH ERUS DATA LENGTH

               *

               *---------------------------------

               *

               *        TPMON ERUS TASK DATA

               *

00007C                  ORG   TASVDATA

        00044  TASTPMON EQU   *

000044                  DS    CL8                 ....UNUSED

00004C         TASTPGNM DS    CL8                 ..PROGRAM NAME

000054                  DS    CL8                 ....UNUSED

00005C                  DS    CL8                 ....UNUSED

000064         TASTLID  DS   0CL8                 ..LOCAL ID FROM LRE

000064         TASTLID1 DS    CL4                 ....LRELID1 - IDMSINTX TPNAME

000068         TASTLID2 DS    XL4                 ....LRELID2
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        00028  TASTVLEN EQU   *-TASTPMON          TPMON ERUS DATA LENGTH

               *

               *---------------------------------

               *

00006C                  ORG   ,

        00062  TASVLEN  EQU   *-TASVDATA          VARIABLE DATA LENGTH

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

               *        TASK COMPLETION DATA

               *

        00080  TASABND  EQU   X'80'               ..TASK ABEND

        00040  TASABRT  EQU   X'40'               ..ADS DIALOG ABORT

        00020  TASTOUT  EQU   X'20'               ..TASK TIMED OUT (SINGLE ECB)

        00010  TASTOUL  EQU   X'10'               ..TASK TIMED OUT (ECB LIST)

0000A6         TASTABND DS    X                   TASK ABEND FLAG

0000A7                  DS    X                   ** RESERVED **

0000A8         TASABMSG DS    PL4                 ABEND MESSAGE NUMBER

0000AC         TASABCDE DS    CL4                 ABEND CODE

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

               *        TASK ACCOUNTING DATA
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               *

0000B0         TASBLGRP DS    CL12                BILLING GROUP (FROM SON)

               *

0000BC         TASUFLD1 DS    CL8                 USER FIELDS

0000C4         TASUFLD2 DS    CL8                 ..AVAILABLE FOR USER

0000CC         TASUFLD3 DS    CL8                 ..PERFMON DOES NOT MODIFY

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

               *        ADSO DATA

               *

0000D4         TASDLGNM DS    CL8                 DIALOG NAME      (FDB)

0000DC         TASAPLNM DS    CL8                 APPLICATION NAME (ADB)

0000E4         TASMXLVL DS    X                   MAX # DIALOG LEVELS

0000E5         TASMXRBB DS    X                   MAX # RBBS

0000E6         TAS#DBLV DS    X                   # LEVELS DOING DB WORK AT TASKTERM

0000E7                  DS    XL3                 **  RESERVED  **

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

0000EC                  DS   0F

               *

        000EC  TAS1DSLN EQU   *-#PMTAS            PART1 - LENGTH OF RECORD

               *

               *
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        000D0  TAS1DTLN EQU   TAS1DSLN-TASHDRLN   PART1 - LENGTH OF RECORD DATA

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

0000EC                  ORG   TASDATA

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

               *        PART2 - TAWSEQ#=2

               *

               *---------------------------------

               *

00001C         TASDCTRL DS    H     ????          TERMINAL READ LENGTH

00001E         TASDCTWL DS    H     ????          TERMINAL WRITE LENGTH

               *

000020         TASSTGKP DS    F                   STG KEPT AT TASK TERMINATION

000024         TASSTGRL DS    F                   STG RELOCATED (TO SCRATCH)

000028         TASPGMUS DS    F                   PGMPOOL IN USE AT TASK TERMINATION

00002C         TASPGMHW DS    F                   PGMPOOL HIGH WATER MARK

               *---------------------------------

               *

               *        TASK DC STATISTICS

               *
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000030         TASPGMCL DS    F                   # OF PROGRAMS CALLED

000034         TASPGMLD DS    F                   # OF PGMS LOADED

000038         TASTRMRD DS    F                   # OF TERMINAL READS

00003C         TASTRMWR DS    F                   # OF TERMINAL WRITES

000040         TASTRMER DS    F                   # OF TERMINAL ERRORS

000044         TASSTGGT DS    F                   # OF GET STORAGE REQUESTS

000048         TASSCRGT DS    F                   # OF SCRATCH GETS

00004C         TASSCRPT DS    F                   # OF SCRATCH PUTS

000050         TASSCRDL DS    F                   # OF SCRATCH DELETES

000054         TASQUEGT DS    F                   # OF QUEUE GETS

000058         TASQUEPT DS    F                   # OF QUEUE PUTS

00005C         TASQUEDL DS    F                   # OF QUEUE DELETES

000060         TASGETIM DS    F                   # OF GETTIME REQUESTS

000064         TASSETIM DS    F                   # OF SETTIME REQUESTS

000068         TASDBRQS DS    F                   # OF DB SERVICE RQSTS   (STCDBRQS)

00006C         TASHISTK DS    F                   MAX WORDS USED IN STACK

000070         TASTIMUS DS    F                   USER MODE TIME   (10**-4 SECONDS)

000074         TASTIMSY DS    F                   SYSTEM MODE TIME (10**-4 SECONDS)

000078         TASTIMWT DS    F                   WAIT TIME        (10**-4 SECONDS)

00007C         TASHIRCE DS    F                   MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RCE'S USED

000080         TASHIRLE DS    F                   MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RLE'S USED

000084         TASHIDPE DS    F                   MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DPE'S USED

000088         TASSTGHW DS    F                   STORAGE HIGH WATER MARK

00008C         TASSTGFR DS    F                   # OF FREE STORAGE REQUESTS

000090         TASSVRQS DS    F                   # OF DCSYSTEM SERVICE RQSTS
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000094         TASDCEND DS   0F                   END OF TASK DC STATS

               *

               *---------------------------------

               *

               *        TASK DB STATISTICS

               *

               *---------------------------------

               *

000094         TASPAGRD DS    F                   # OF PAGES READ

000098         TASPAGWR DS    F                   # OF PAGES WRITTEN

00009C         TASPAGRQ DS    F                   # OF PAGES REQUESTED

0000A0         TASCALNO DS    F                   # OF CALC RECS WITH NO OFLOW

0000A4         TASCALOF DS    F                   # OF CALC RECS WITH OFLOW

0000A8         TASVIANO DS    F                   # OF VIA RECS WITH NO OFLOW

0000AC         TASVIAOF DS    F                   # OF VIA RECS WITH OFLOW

0000B0         TASRECRQ DS    F                   # OF RECORDS REQUESTED

0000B4         TASRECCU DS    F                   # OF RECS CURRENT OF RUNUNIT

0000B8         TASDBCLS DS    F                   # OF DBMS CALLS         (STBDBRQS)

0000BC         TASFRAGS DS    F                   # OF FRAGMENTS STORED

0000C0         TASRELO  DS    F                   # OF RECORDS RELOCATED

0000C4         TASTLOCK DS    F                   # OF LOCKS        FOR RU

0000C8         TASSLOCK DS    F                   # OF SELECT LOCKS FOR RU

0000CC         TASULOCK DS    F                   # OF UPDATE LOCKS FOR RU

0000D0         TASDBEND DS   0F                   END OF TASK DB STATS
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0000D0         TASUPCNT DS    F                   # OF RECORDS UPDATED

0000D4         TASCACHE DS    F                   # OF RECORDS FOUND IN CACHE

0000D8         TASPRFET DS    F                   # OF RECORDS FOUND IN PREFETCH

0000DC         TASDBEN2 DS   0F                   END OF TASK DB STATS

               *

0000DC                  DS   0F

               *

        000DC  TAS2DSLN EQU   *-#PMTAS            PART2 - LENGTH OF RECORD

               *

               *

        000C0  TAS2DTLN EQU   TAS2DSLN-TASHDRLN   PART2 - LENGTH OF RECORD DATA

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

0000DC                  ORG   TASDATA

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

               *        PART3 - TAWSEQ#=3

               *

               *---------------------------------

               *

               *        TASK SQL STATISTICS

               *
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               *---------------------------------

               *

00001C         TAS#CMD  DS    F                   # OF SQL COMMANDS EXECUTED

000020         TAS#FET  DS    F                   # OF ROWS FETCHED

000024         TAS#INS  DS    F                   # OF ROWS INSERTED

000028         TAS#UPD  DS    F                   # OF ROWS UPDATED

00002C         TAS#DEL  DS    F                   # OF ROWS DELETED

000030         TAS#SRT  DS    F                   # OF SORTS PERFORMED

000034         TAS#SRR  DS    F                   # OF ROWS SORTED

000038         TAS#SMI  DS    F                   # OF MINIMUM ROWS SORTED

00003C         TAS#SMX  DS    F                   # OF MAXIMUM ROWS SORTED

000040         TAS#AMC  DS    F                   # OF AM RECOMPILES

000044         TASSQEND DS   0F                   END OF TASK SQL STATS

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

               *        Extended DC Statistics                                  R180

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

000048         TASXBEG  DS    0D                  Beginning of Extended statistics

000048         TASSYTI  DS    D                   CPU time in TOD

000050         TASCPTI  DS    D                   SRB CPU time on CP in TOD

000058         TASZPTI  DS    D                   SRB CPU time on zIIP in TOD

000060         TASUSTI  DS    D                   User mode time in TOD
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000068         TASTTTI  DS    D                   TCB CPU time in TOD

000070         TASENTI  DS    D                   Total enclave SRB CPU time in TOD

               *

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------
               *

               *        DC TCP/IP information                              IDMS/5313

               *
               *---------------------------------------------------------------------
000078         TASRIPDS DS    CL48                Remote IPA address (dotted string) 
0000A8         TASRPOR  DS    CL8                 Remote port number (decimal)       
0000B0         TASRIPA  DS    XL16                Remote IPA address (binary)        
0000C0                  DS    5D                  Reserved

0000E8         TASXEND  DS    0D                  End of Extended statistics

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

0000E8                  DS   0F

        000E8  TAS3DSLN EQU   *-#PMTAS            PART3 - LENGTH OF RECORD

               *

        000CC  TAS3DTLN EQU   TAS3DSLN-TASHDRLN   PART3 - LENGTH OF RECORD DATA

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

               *

0000E8                  ORG   ,

               *

        000F0  TASMXLEN EQU   ((*-#PMTAS+7)/8)*8  LENGTH OF LONGEST PART

               *

               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
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#PMTAWDS

                        COPY #PMTAWDS
               *********************************************************************
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      #PMTAW - TASK WAIT RECORD                                ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               *********************************************************************
               *
               *        ONE TASK WAIT RECORD PER TASK
               *              IF #PMOPT TASKWAIT=YES
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *

Offset  Value

000000         #PMTAW   DSECT                                               11/24/95
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000000         TAWHDR   DS   0H                   RECORD HEADER
               *
000000         TAWLEN   DS    H                   RECORD LENGTH         (INCLUSIVE)
000002         TAWRTYPE DS    X                   RECORD TYPE
        00011  TAW$TYPE EQU      17               ..PMAM TASK WAIT RECORD
000003         TAWSEQ#  DS    X                   SEQUENCE NUMBER
000004         TAWVER#  DS    X                   RECORD VERSION
        00001  TAW$VER  EQU       1               ..CURRENT VERSION
000005                  DS    XL3                 ** RESERVED **
               *
000008         TAWTSKID DS    F                   TASK ID
00000C         TAWSDATE DS    PL4                 TASK START DATE       (00YYYDDF)
000010         TAWSTIME DS    F                   TASK START TIME       (10**-4 SEC)
000014         TAWEDATE DS    PL4                 TASK END DATE         (00YYYDDF)
000018         TAWETIME DS    F                   TASK END TIME         (10**-4 SEC)
               *
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        0001C  TAWHDRLN EQU   *-TAWHDR            HEADER LENGTH
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        0001C  TAWDATA  EQU   *                   START OF TASK WAIT DATA
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
               *        PART1 - TAWSEQ#=1
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
00001C                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **
               *
000020         TAW1BKTS DS   0F                   PART1 - START OF WAIT TIME BUCKETS
               *
000020         TAWDBIR  DS   0F                   DBIO READ WAIT
000020         TAWDBIRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000024         TAWDBIRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000028         TAWDBIR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
00002C         TAWDBIW  DS   0F                   DBIO WRITE WAITS
00002C         TAWDBIWT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000030         TAWDBIWH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

Offset  Value

000034         TAWDBIW# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000038         TAWFCBX  DS   0F                   DBIO WAITING ON A PRIOR I/O(DOS)
000038         TAWFCBXT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
00003C         TAWFCBXH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000040         TAWFCBX# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000044         TAWDBFR  DS   0F                   DB BUFFER WAIT
000044         TAWDBFRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000048         TAWDBFRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
00004C         TAWDBFR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000050         TAWJRLR  DS   0F                   JRNL READ WAIT
000050         TAWJRLRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000054         TAWJRLRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000058         TAWJRLR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
00005C         TAWJRLW  DS   0F                   JRNL WRITE WAIT
00005C         TAWJRLWT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
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000060         TAWJRLWH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000064         TAWJRLW# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000068         TAWJBFR  DS   0F                   JRNL BUFFER WAIT
000068         TAWJBFRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
00006C         TAWJBFRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000070         TAWJBFR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000074         TAWDBKY  DS   0F                   DBKEY WAIT
000074         TAWDBKYT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000078         TAWDBKYH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
00007C         TAWDBKY# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000080         TAWLOGR  DS   0F                   DCLOG READ WAIT
000080         TAWLOGRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000084         TAWLOGRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000088         TAWLOGR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
00008C         TAWLOGW  DS   0F                   DCLOG WRITE WAIT
00008C         TAWLOGWT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000090         TAWLOGWH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000094         TAWLOGW# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000098         TAWLOGS  DS   0F                   DCLOG SINGLE THREAD WAIT
000098         TAWLOGST DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
00009C         TAWLOGSH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
0000A0         TAWLOGS# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
0000A4         TAWLOGF  DS   0F                   DCLOG FULL  WAIT
0000A4         TAWLOGFT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
0000A8         TAWLOGFH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
0000AC         TAWLOGF# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
0000B0         TAWSCRR  DS   0F                   SCRATCH READ WAIT
0000B0         TAWSCRRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
0000B4         TAWSCRRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
0000B8         TAWSCRR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
0000BC         TAWSCRW  DS   0F                   SCRATCH WRITE WAIT
0000BC         TAWSCRWT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
0000C0         TAWSCRWH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
0000C4         TAWSCRW# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
0000C8         TAWSCRS  DS   0F                   SCRATCH SINGLE THREAD WAIT
0000C8         TAWSCRST DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
0000CC         TAWSCRSH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
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0000D0         TAWSCRS# DS    F                   ....# WAITS

Offset  Value

               *

0000D4         TAWQUER  DS   0F                   QUEUE READ WAIT
0000D4         TAWQUERT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
0000D8         TAWQUERH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
0000DC         TAWQUER# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *

0000E0         TAWQUEW  DS   0F                   QUEUE WRITE WAIT
0000E0         TAWQUEWT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
0000E4         TAWQUEWH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
0000E8         TAWQUEW# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
0000EC                  DS   0F
        000EC  TAW1DSLN EQU   *-#PMTAW            PART1 - LENGTH OF RECORD
               *
               *
        00011  TAW1#BKT EQU   17                  PART1 - # WAIT BUCKETS
        000D0  TAW1DTLN EQU   TAW1DSLN-TAWHDRLN   PART1 - LENGTH OF RECORD DATA
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
0000EC                  ORG   TAWDATA
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
               *        PART2 - TAWSEQ#=2
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
00001C         TAW2BKTS DS   0F                   PART2 - START OF WAIT TIME BUCKETS
               *
00001C         TAWSTGP  DS   0F                   STORAGE POOL WAIT
00001C         TAWSTGPT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000020         TAWSTGPH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000024         TAWSTGP# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000028         TAWPGMP  DS   0F                   PGM POOL WAIT
000028         TAWPGMPT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
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00002C         TAWPGMPH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000030         TAWPGMP# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000034         TAWPGML  DS   0F                   PGM LOAD WAIT
000034         TAWPGMLT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000038         TAWPGMLH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
00003C         TAWPGML# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000040         TAWLDRS  DS   0F                   LOADER SINGLE THREAD WAIT
000040         TAWLDRST DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000044         TAWLDRSH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000048         TAWLDRS# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
00004C         TAWACCS  DS   0F                   AREA ACCESS WAIT
00004C         TAWACCST DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000050         TAWACCSH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000054         TAWACCS# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000058         TAWERUS  DS   0F                   ERUS WAIT
000058         TAWERUST DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
00005C         TAWERUSH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000060         TAWERUS# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000064         TAWDDSW  DS   0F                   DDS WAIT
000064         TAWDDSWT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000068         TAWDDSWH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)

Offset  Value

00006C         TAWDDSW# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000070         TAWCKUS  DS   0F                   CHECKUSER SUBTASK WAIT
000070         TAWCKUST DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000074         TAWCKUSH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000078         TAWCKUS# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
00007C         TAWTPIR  DS   0F                   TPIO READ WAIT
00007C         TAWTPIRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000080         TAWTPIRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000084         TAWTPIR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000088         TAWTPIW  DS   0F                   TPIO WRITE WAIT
000088         TAWTPIWT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
00008C         TAWTPIWH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000090         TAWTPIW# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
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000094         TAWDBG   DS   0F                   DBGROUP WAIT
000094         TAWDBGT  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000098         TAWDBGH  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
00009C         TAWDBG#  DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
0000A0         TAWSHC   DS   0F                   SHARED CACHE WAIT
0000A0         TAWSHCT  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
0000A4         TAWSHCH  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
0000A8         TAWSHC#  DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
0000AC         TAWOTHE  DS   0F                   OTHER EXTERNAL WAITS
0000AC         TAWOTHET DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
0000B0         TAWOTHEH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
0000B4         TAWOTHE# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
0000B8         TAWOTHR  DS   0F                   OTHER INTERNAL WAITS
0000B8         TAWOTHRT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
0000BC         TAWOTHRH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
0000C0         TAWOTHR# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
0000C4                  DS   0F                   ** RESERVED **
0000C4                  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
0000C8                  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
0000CC                  DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
0000D0                  DS   0F                   ** RESERVED **
0000D0                  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
0000D4                  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
0000D8                  DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
0000DC                  DS   0F
        000DC  TAW2DSLN EQU   *-#PMTAW            PART2 - LENGTH OF RECORD
               *
        0000E  TAW2#BKT EQU   14                  PART2 - # WAIT BUCKETS
        000C0  TAW2DTLN EQU   TAW2DSLN-TAWHDRLN   PART2 - LENGTH OF RECORD DATA
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
0000DC                  ORG   ,
               *
        000EC  TAWMXLEN EQU   ((*-#PMTAW+3)/4)*4  LENGTH OF LARGEST PART
               *
        0001F  TAW#BKTS EQU   TAW1#BKT+TAW2#BKT   # WAIT BUCKETS ENTIRE RECORD
               *
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               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

#PMXLIDS

                        COPY #PMXLIDS
               *********************************************************************
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      #PMXLI - PMIM DSG XESList wait record                    ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               *********************************************************************
               *
               *-

Offset  Value

000000         XLILN    DSECT
               * To simplify coding, the 3 wait fullwords are to be first
000000         XLILNTWT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 sec)
000004         XLILNHWT DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 sec)
000008         XLILN#WT DS    F                   ....# WAITS
00000C         XLILN#R  DS    F                   # Reads
000010         XLILN#W  DS    F                   # Writes
000014         XLILN#D  DS    F                   # Deletes
        00018  XLILNLEN EQU   *-XLILN             Sizeof(resource type info)
               *
000000         #PMXLI   DSECT
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000000         XLIHDR   DS   0H                   Record header
               *
000000         XLILEN   DS    H                   Record length         (inclusive)
000002         XLIRTYPE DS    X                   Record type
        0000E  XLI$TYPE EQU      14               ..PMIM DSG XESList wait record
000003         XLISEQ#  DS    X                   Sequence number
000004         XLIVER#  DS    X                   Record version
        00001  XLI$VER  EQU       1               ..Current version
000005                  DS    XL3                 ** RESERVED **
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               *
000008                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **
00000C         XLISDATE DS    PL4                 Interval start date   (0CYYYDDF)
000010         XLISTIME DS    F                   Interval start time   (10**-4 sec)
000014         XLIEDATE DS    PL4                 Interval end date     (0CYYYDDF)
000018         XLIETIME DS    F                   Interval end time     (10**-4 sec)
               *
        0001C  XLIHDRLN EQU   *-XLIHDR            Header length
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        00004  XLILIST# EQU   4                   Number of lists in record
        0001C  XLIDATA  EQU   *                   Start of data
00001C         XLISTRNM DS    CL16                Structure name
00002C         XLIDTAIL DS    (XLILIST#)XL(XLILNLEN)
        0008C  XLIDSLEN EQU   *-#PMXLI            Length of record
               *
        00070  XLIDTLEN EQU   XLIDSLEN-XLIHDRLN   Length of record data
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

#PMXLKDS

                        COPY #PMXLKDS
               *********************************************************************
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      #PMXLK - PMIM DSG XESLOck wait record                    ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               *********************************************************************
               *
               *-

Offset  Value

000000         XLKRT    DSECT
               * To simplify coding, the 3 wait fullwords are to be first
000000         XLKRTTWT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 sec)
000004         XLKRTHWT DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 sec)
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000008         XLKRT#WT DS    F                   ....# WAITS
00000C         XLKRT#O  DS    F                   # Obtains
000010         XLKRT#A  DS    F                   # Alters
000014         XLKRT#R  DS    F                   # Releases
000018         XLKRT#CX DS    F                   # Contention exit runs
00001C         XLKRT#NX DS    F                   # Notify exit runs
        00020  XLKRTLEN EQU   *-XLKRT             Sizeof(resource type info)
               *
000000         #PMXLK   DSECT
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000000         XLKHDR   DS   0H                   Record header
               *
000000         XLKLEN   DS    H                   Record length         (inclusive)
000002         XLKRTYPE DS    X                   Record type
        0000D  XLK$TYPE EQU      13               ..PMIM DSG XESLock wait record
000003         XLKSEQ#  DS    X                   Sequence number
000004         XLKVER#  DS    X                   Record version
        00001  XLK$VER  EQU       1               ..Current version
000005                  DS    XL3                 ** RESERVED **
               *
000008                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **
00000C         XLKSDATE DS    PL4                 Interval start date   (0CYYYDDF)
000010         XLKSTIME DS    F                   Interval start time   (10**-4 sec)
000014         XLKEDATE DS    PL4                 Interval end date     (0CYYYDDF)
000018         XLKETIME DS    F                   Interval end time     (10**-4 sec)
               *
        0001C  XLKHDRLN EQU   *-XLKHDR            Header length
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        0001C  XLKDATA  EQU   *                   Start of data
00001C         XLKSTRNM DS    CL16                Structure name
               *
        00006  XLKRTYP1 EQU   6                   Number of resource types in part 1
00002C         XLKDATA1 DS    (XLKRTYP1)XL(XLKRTLEN)   Space for first 6 res. types
        000EC  XLKDSLN1 EQU   *-#PMXLK            Length of record part 1
0000EC                  ORG   XLKDATA
        00002  XLKRTYP2 EQU   2                   Number of resource types in part 2
00001C         XLKDATA2 DS    (XLKRTYP2)XL(XLKRTLEN)   Space for last 2 res. types
        0005C  XLKDSLN2 EQU   *-#PMXLK            Length of record part 2
00005C                  ORG
               *

Offset  Value
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        000EC  XLKDSLEN EQU   *-#PMXLK            Length of record
               *
        000D0  XLKDTLEN EQU   XLKDSLEN-XLKHDRLN   Length of record data
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

#PMXMSDS

                        COPY #PMXMSDS
               *********************************************************************
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      #PMXMS - PMIM DSG XCFMsg wait record                     ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               *********************************************************************
               *
               *-

Offset  Value

000000         XMSMT    DSECT
000000         XMSMT#S  DS    F                   # Sends
000004         XMSMT#R  DS    F                   # Receives
        00008  XMSMTLEN EQU   *-XMSMT             Sizeof(message type info)
               *
000000         #PMXMS   DSECT
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000000         XMSHDR   DS   0H                   Record header
               *
000000         XMSLEN   DS    H                   Record length         (inclusive)
000002         XMSRTYPE DS    X                   Record type
        0000F  XMS$TYPE EQU      15               ..PMIM DSG XCFMsg wait record
000003         XMSSEQ#  DS    X                   Sequence number
000004         XMSVER#  DS    X                   Record version
        00001  XMS$VER  EQU       1               ..Current version
000005                  DS    XL3                 ** RESERVED **
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               *
000008                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **
00000C         XMSSDATE DS    PL4                 Interval start date   (0CYYYDDF)
000010         XMSSTIME DS    F                   Interval start time   (10**-4 sec)
000014         XMSEDATE DS    PL4                 Interval end date     (0CYYYDDF)
000018         XMSETIME DS    F                   Interval end time     (10**-4 sec)
               *
        0001C  XMSHDRLN EQU   *-XMSHDR            Header length
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
00001C                  DS    0F                  Align XMSDATA
        0001C  XMSDATA  EQU   *                   Start of data
00001C         XMSGRPNM DS    XL8                 Group name
000024         XMSGMNAM DS    CL8                 Group member name
00002C         XMSGMSTA DS    X                   Member status
00002D         XMSGMUSP DS    X                   User state field: prior state
00002E         XMSGMUSC DS    X                   User state field: current state
00002F                  DS    X                   Reserved
000030         XMSGMMTD DS    (XMBGMMT#)XL(XMSMTLEN)
        00070  XMSDSLEN EQU   *-#PMXMS            Length of record
               *
        00054  XMSDTLEN EQU   XMSDSLEN-XMSHDRLN   Length of record data
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

#PMYPEDS

                        COPY #PMYPEDS
               *********************************************************************
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      #PMYPE - PMIM STORAGE TYPE WAIT RECORD                   ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               ***                                                               ***
               *********************************************************************
               *
               *        ONE FOR NON-XA STORAGE
               *        ONE FOR XA STORAGE IF PRESENT
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
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Offset  Value

000000         #PMYPE   DSECT                                     03/03/88
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000000         YPEHDR   DS   0H                   RECORD HEADER
               *
000000         YPELEN   DS    H                   RECORD LENGTH         (INCLUSIVE)
000002         YPERTYPE DS    X                   RECORD TYPE
        0000B  YPE$TYPE EQU      11               ..PMIM STORAGE TYPE WAIT RECORD
000003         YPESEQ#  DS    X                   RECORD SEQUENCE       (ALWAYS 1)
               *
000004         YPEVER#  DS    X                   RECORD VERSION
        00001  YPE$VER  EQU       1               ..CURRENT VERSION
000005                  DS    XL3                 ** RESERVED **
               *
000008                  DS    F                   ** RESERVED **
00000C         YPESDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL START DATE   (00YYYDDF)
000010         YPESTIME DS    F                   INTERVAL START TIME   (10**-4 SEC)
000014         YPEEDATE DS    PL4                 INTERVAL END DATE     (00YYYDDF)
000018         YPEETIME DS    F                   INTERVAL END TIME     (10**-4 SEC)
               *
        0001C  YPEHDRLN EQU   *-YPEHDR            HEADER LENGTH
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        0001C  YPEDATA  EQU   *                   START OF STORAGE TYPE DATA
               *
00001C         YPESLOC  DS    XL1                 STORAGE LOCATION
        00080  YPEABOV  EQU   X'80'               ..LOCATION ABOVE 16 MEG
        00040  YPEBELO  EQU   X'40'               ..LOCATION BELOW 16 MEG
00001D                  DS    XL3                 **  RESERVED  **
000020                  DS    F                   **  RESERVED  **
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
000024         YPEWBKTS DS   0F                   START OF WAIT TIME STATISTICS
               *
000024         YPESHR   DS   0F                   SHARED STORAGE WAIT
000024         YPESHRT  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000028         YPESHRH  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
00002C         YPESHR#  DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
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000030         YPESHRK  DS   0F                   SHARED-KEPT STORAGE WAIT
000030         YPESHRKT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)

Offset  Value

000034         YPESHRKH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000038         YPESHRK# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
00003C         YPEUSR   DS   0F                   USER STORAGE WAIT
00003C         YPEUSRT  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000040         YPEUSRH  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000044         YPEUSR#  DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000048         YPEUSRK  DS   0F                   USER-KEPT STORAGE WAIT
000048         YPEUSRKT DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
00004C         YPEUSRKH DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000050         YPEUSRK# DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000054         YPETRM   DS   0F                   TERMINAL STORAGE WAIT
000054         YPETRMT  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000058         YPETRMH  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
00005C         YPETRM#  DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000060         YPEDBA   DS   0F                   DATABASE STORAGE WAIT
000060         YPEDBAT  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000064         YPEDBAH  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000068         YPEDBA#  DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
00006C         YPESYS   DS   0F                   SYSTEM STORAGE WAIT
00006C         YPESYST  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
000070         YPESYSH  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000074         YPESYS#  DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
000078                  DS   0F                   ** RESERVED **
000078                  DS    F                   ....SUM OF WAIT TIMES (10**-4 SEC)
00007C                  DS    F                   ....HIGHEST WAIT TIME (10**-4 SEC)
000080                  DS    F                   ....# WAITS
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        00084  YPEDSLEN EQU   ((*-#PMYPE+3)/4)*4  LENGTH OF RECORD
               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------
               *
        00007  YPE#BKTS EQU   7                   # WAIT BUCKETS
        00068  YPEDTLEN EQU   YPEDSLEN-YPEHDRLN   LENGTH OF RECORD DATA
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               *
               *--------------------------------------------------------------------

Administrating CA IDMS System Operations
When you install CA™ IDMS, the software delivery is streamlined to install all CA IDMS product component options. This
process makes it easier to do the following activities:

• Install and maintain products with fewer choices and a simplified process.
• Install the software once and use different mixes of products in different environments.
• Try a new product.

Legal use of CA products is subject to your license agreement and verified through LMP (license Management Product)
key checking. If a required LMP key is not installed, any attempt to use the associated product results in warning
messages.

 

Introduction
This section describes how to maintain and use database services and teleprocessing services in the DC/UCF
environment. These services are provided for the development and execution of applications as follows:

• Database services—Allow batch and online applications to access and update the databases controlled by DC/UCF.
The full range of CA IDMS database services is provided.

• Teleprocessing services—Allow concurrent execution of online applications from multiple terminals managed by DC/
UCF.

Development, production, and end-user systems can coexist in the CA IDMS environment.

This section is intended for System Administrators who are responsible for creating and maintaining DC/UCF systems,
and Systems Programmers who code user-exit routines and make other system-level definitions.

Module Identification
To comply with CA CSM serviceability standards, most assembler modules distributed by CA contain the following
identification and state information:

• Module release level
• Date and time of assembly
• Function identifier (FMID) with which the module is associated
• Required maintenance identifier (RMID) indicating the module’s maintenance level.

You can display this information using these CA IDMS facilities:

• The DCMT DISPLAY MODID command displays detailed information about an individual program and summary
information for a range of programs.

• LOOK DATES and LOOK PROGRAM additionally display the FMID and RMID for the components of a specific
program.

Software Components
This section uses the term CA IDMS to refer to any one of the following CA IDMS components:
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• CA IDMS/DB—The database management system
• CA IDMS/DC—The data communications system and proprietary teleprocessing monitor
• DC/UCF—The universal communications facility for accessing CA IDMS database and data communications services

through another teleprocessing monitor, such as CICS
• CA IDMS DDS—The distributed database system

This section uses the terms DB, DC, DC/UCF, and DDS to identify the specific CA IDMS component only when it is
important to your understanding of the product.

DC/UCF Teleprocessing Services
CA IDMS teleprocessing services are managed by either DC or UCF as follows:

• DC is the CA IDMS teleprocessing monitor. It manages terminal input and output operations and all devices in a
teleprocessing network.

• UCF is the CA IDMS interface to other teleprocessing (TP) monitors. UCF allows online DC applications and software
components to be executed from batch or from terminals controlled by TP monitors other than DC.

DC Systems

DC manages the data communications environment, integrating terminal input/output (I/O) operations with central version
database operations. Additionally, DC manages all devices in the teleprocessing network.

DC is fully integrated with CA IDMS DBMS, providing all CA IDMS central version database services in addition to the
teleprocessing services necessary to execute online application programs.

Because DC controls terminal I/O operations, online application programs can execute within the DC region/partition.
This architecture results in reduced CPU time and faster terminal response time because database requests are not
transferred across regions/partitions.

The following illustration shows how the DC system handles both batch and online application programs. In this
illustration, online application program A executes in the DC/UCF region/partition. At the same time, batch program B
executes in a separate region/partition and passes its requests for database services through a supervisor call (SVC).
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NOTE

For more information about how database requests are passed from batch programs to DC/UCF, see CA IDMS
Database Services. 

UCF Systems

UCF allows online CA IDMS application programs to be executed from terminals controlled by a non-DC teleprocessing
monitor, while providing all the services of DC. UCF also allows programs to be executed from a different DC system.

Supported teleprocessing monitors

UCF supports the following teleprocessing monitors (TP monitors) and terminal control facilities:
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• BATCH (used to simulate a line mode terminal)
• CICS
• CMS (z/VM)
• DC
• TSO

UCF Components

The following are the major components of the UCF runtime environment:

• Host TP monitor—The teleprocessing monitor that controls terminal input/output operations. The host TP monitor is
commonly referred to as the front-end system.

• UCF front-end program—The program that executes within the host TP-monitor region/partition and communicates
with the UCF back-end system.

• UCF back-end system—A DC/UCF system that provides all the capabilities of a standard DC system except terminal
handling.

The following illustration shows the major components of the UCF runtime environment. The end user invokes a front-end
UCF task. The task is executed by the UCF back-end system.
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CA IDMS Database Services
In the DC/UCF system, CA IDMS controls the database environment by managing the flow of information between
application programs and the database.

CA IDMS supports the following two operating modes:
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• Central version operations allow multiple batch and/or online applications to access and update a CA IDMS database
at the same time. All applications using central version services share the same copy of the CA IDMS database
management system (DBMS), which provides security, automatic recovery, and control over concurrent access.

• Local mode operations restrict database access so that a single application, while it executes, has its own dedicated
copy of the DBMS. The application using local mode services has exclusive access to a given database area while in
update mode.

When it executes, a given batch application can execute using local mode services or central version services. A batch
application can sometimes use local mode services and sometimes use central version services.

Central version database services are used for all online programs that access IDMS databases.

NOTE

For more information about the DB environment, see Navigational DML Reference or Administrating CA IDMS
Database.

Central Version Operations

CA IDMS central version operations are typically preferable to local mode operations in cases where more than one
application needs to update the database during the same timeframe. This is because database requests from multiple
application programs are passed to a single copy of the DBMS. Multiple applications can access and/or update the
database concurrently.

Services that are provided by central version operations include:

• Control over concurrent access of database records—Although applications can access the database simultaneously,
applications cannot concurrently update a given database record when using central version database services. This
ensures data integrity and provides for efficient system throughput of multiple jobs.

• Automatic database recovery operations—The DC/UCF system automatically performs database recovery operations
for an aborted database transaction without interrupting service to other concurrently executing transactions. A
database transaction is a recoverable unit of work to the DBMS. An SQL transaction begins with the first SQL request
and ends when it issues a COMMIT WORK statement.

A run unit is that portion of non-SQL program processing that begins with a BIND RUN UNIT statement and ends with
a FINISH statement. It can consist of any number of database requests, and a single program can consist of several
consecutive run units.

This article describes the following information:

Components of Central Version Operations

When performing central version database services for one or more concurrent applications, CA IDMS uses the following
components:

Component Description
DBMS All online and batch applications that request CA IDMS central

version database services share a central copy of the DBMS.
Runtime DMCL The DMCL used under the central version defines all database

areas that application programs may access under the central
version.
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Database name tables A database name table contains database names, which group
one or more segments required by an application, and for non-
SQL database access, subschema mappings. To be used at
runtime, a database name table must be associated with the
runtime DMCL module.

Subschemas A subschema defines a program view of the database when using
native DML or LRF.

Access modules An access module defines both the logical view of a database and
access paths when using SQL.

Subschemas and Access Modules

Subschemas and access modules consist of a fixed portion which is loaded into the DC/UCF program pool at runtime.
They can be shared by any number of concurrently executing programs. For each executing program, a variable portion
is allocated in the DC/UCF storage pool. The variable portion is used to contain the state information for a database
transaction.

DBMS and DMCL

The DBMS and the runtime DMCL module are loaded in the DC/UCF region/partition during system startup. The name of
the DMCL module for the DC/UCF system is specified as a runtime option (discussed in Specifying Runtime Options).

Interpartition Communication

DC/UCF is started in its own region/partition. The following additional components are required for application programs
that request CA IDMS central version services from a region/partition other than the one in which DC/UCF runs:

• CA IDMS SVC (supervisor call) routine—The CA IDMS SVC passes control and data from application programs
executing in regions/partitions other than the one in which DC/UCF executes. The SVC also passes control and data
the other way, from DC/UCF to the application programs. An SVC is used in the following cases:
– For batch applications that request CA IDMS database services while executing in batch region/partitions
– For UCF communication between an application executing in DC/UCF and the TP monitor being used by the end

user
– For TP-monitor applications that request CA IDMS database services from other TP monitors without using UCF
– For DC-to-DC program communication within the same CPU
In z/OS systems, an actual SVC is used. In z/VSE and z/VM systems, equivalent modules perform CA IDMS SVC
services.

• CA IDMS DBMS interface module (IDMS)—The IDMS module loads the appropriate interface module for the
application program as follows:
– The batch interface modules for batch applications
– The TP-monitor interface module for applications that execute under another TP monitor without using UCF

services
Batch programs are link edited with the IDMS module and then started in other region/partitions.

NOTE

For more information, see the Batch Operations and Teleprocessing Operations sections that follow.
• IDMSOPTI module—The IDMSOPTI module supplies database-related information to the batch interface. At runtime,

the batch interface or TP-monitor interface module (for non-UCF programs) reads parameters from the IDMSOPTI
module. These parameters determine whether the application can use central version database services and, if it can,
the DC/UCF system the application can access.

• SYSCTL file—A SYSCTL file can supply application-execution information for batch programs and programs that
execute under other TP monitors without UCF. When appropriate, a user can utilize a SYSCTL file to override
execution and database information that is specified in the IDMSOPTI module for a program.
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NOTE

For more information about the SVC routine, the IDMSOPTI module, and the SYSCTL file, see Setting Up
Interpartition Communication and the SVC.

Batch Operations

Batch programs execute in a batch region/partition. Thus, they do not execute in the same region/partition in which DC/
UCF executes. Batch applications that need to access DB must be link edited with the IDMS module and started as job
steps in their own regions/partitions.

The IDMS module then loads the batch interface, which reads runtime parameters from any of the following sources:

• The IDMSOPTI module (if any) assembled and link edited with the program and the IDMS module before the program
is executed

• A SYSCTL file that is identified at program execution time
• A SYSIDMS parameter file, included in the batch command facility JCL stream.

These parameters dictate the technique used to establish communication between the application program and the
DBMS.

CA IDMS SVC

At runtime, a CA IDMS SVC passes control and data between the batch program in the batch region/partition and the DC/
UCF region/partition.

The following illustration shows CA IDMS central version requests. For each transaction, a storage area that contains
variable information is present in the DC/UCF region. Because programs A and B use the same subschema, they share a
copy of the subschema load modules. If the programs used different subschemas, two subschemas would be present.
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Teleprocessing Operations

Central version operations are required for a teleprocessing (TP) system. If a TP system other than DC is used, all
applications executed on behalf of the TP system share a TP-interface module tailored to the specific TP monitor. TP-
interface modules are provided at DC/UCF installation time for the CICS TP monitor.

NOTE

For a discussion of TP-monitor operating environments, see CA IDMS CICS Considerations.

At runtime, the interface module passes control and data to the CA IDMS SVC, which in turn passes this information to
DC/UCF. Information from DC/UCF is passed through the SVC back to the TP-interface module.

Address spaces
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DC/UCF and the TP monitor run in separate regions/partitions. The following illustration shows how DC/UCF and the TP
monitor each executes in its own region/partition:

 

Local Mode Operations

Each batch application program using CA IDMS local mode database services management system (DBMS). For CA
IDMS to run in local mode, link edited with the application program. (Alternatively, a COBOL application program can load
the IDMS module dynamically at runtime.)

At runtime, CA IDMS loads the batch interface, which in turn loads a copy of the following into the application program's
region/partition:
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• The DBMS
• A DMCL module
• A database name table
• The program's subschema or access module

The DMCL module to be used is named in the SYSIDMS parameter file (the default DMCL name is IDMSDMCL.)

NOTE

For more information about defining subschemas and DMCL modules, see Administrating CA IDMS Database.
For more information about defining access modules, see Programming IDMS SQL.

Database Services

The batch interface passes requests for database services from the application program to the DBMS. The DBMS
performs the requested retrieval/update operations and writes to the journal file if necessary. The following illustration
shows CA IDMS local mode operations. The application program uses a dedicated copy of the database management
system.

Online Software Components
CA IDMS online software components allow users to perform system creation and maintenance activities in an interactive
manner. Online software components are also sometimes referred to as development tools because they allow users to
develop and maintain applications.
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The following table lists available online components. Some of these components are supplied with DC/UCF. Other
components must be purchased as separate products.

Component Description
CA ADS A fourth-generation application development environment,

including ADS online and ADS batch, used to create and execute
online and batch applications that access and update CA IDMS
databases.

Automatic System Facility (ASF) A facility that allows users to create and update non-SQL data
tables.

IDD menu facility A menu-driven facility that allows users to add and maintain
definitions in data dictionaries; the menu facility provides the same
services as online IDD.

CA IDMS Performance Monitor A product that provides online and printed reports on DC/UCF task
and system activities.

CA ICMS A product that links personal computers and minicomputers to
the data management and storage capabilities of the mainframe
computer.

Online debugger A facility that can be used to detect, trace, and eliminate errors in
programs running under the control of DC/UCF.

Online command facility (OCF) An online tool that allows users to create and maintain a physical
database definition and allows SQL users to issue interactive SQL
requests.

Online IDD An online tool that allows users to create and maintain definitions
in the data dictionary using IDD Data Dictionary Definition
Language (DDDL) statements and the IDD DDDL compiler.

Online mapping (OLM) An online tool that allows users to define screen displays for online
applications and data transmission formats for CA ADS Batch
applications.

CA OLQ A product that can be used to retrieve and format information from
CA IDMS databases through an English-like query language.

Online schema compiler An online tool that allows users to utilize the CA IDMS DDL
compiler to create and update schemas.

Online subschema compiler An online tool that allows users to utilize the CA IDMS DDL
compiler to create and update subschemas.

Online system generation compiler An online tool that allows users to create data dictionary
definitions for DC/UCF systems and to generate executable
systems based on those definitions.

Transfer control facility (TCF) A facility that allows users to switch back and forth between CA
IDMS online development tools, without having to terminate their
sessions in the individual tool.

CA IDMS Batch Compilers and Utilities
This section lists batch compilers and utilities provided by CA IDMS. Some compilers and utilities listed here might not be
installed at your site.

Some of these batch compilers and utilities have online counterparts. For example, ADSOBCOM is the batch counterpart
of the CA ADS dialog compiler (ADSC). For a listing of the CA IDMS online software components, see Online Software
Components
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NOTE

For more information about batch utilities used for general system-wide maintenance and CA IDMS database
maintenance, (such as the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement), see Utilities.

Information about compilers can be found in documentation about related products and facilities. For example, information
about the DDDL compiler can be found in IDD DDDL Reference. Information about IDMSDMLC, the COBOL DML
precompiler, can be found in the IDMS Reference documentation.

For compilers and utilities that can run in both local mode and central version, keep in mind the following:

• When you use central version services, you can use comprehensive CA IDMS database recovery facilities in cases
where the job abends. When you are updating the database, you generally should use central version services, unless
you have backed up or otherwise protected the database.

• When you use local mode services, you must restrict other users from using or updating those database areas. This
can be done by shutting down central version services or varying offline the areas that are updated by the local mode
job.

Local mode is therefore appropriate when data required by your job must not be changed by other users while your job
runs. You also can take advantage of local mode services for jobs that do not need the locking and journaling services
provided under CA IDMS central version.

Central version and local mode

The following table lists the batch compilers and utilities that you can execute in either local mode or central version:

Compiler or Utility Description
ADSOBCOM CA ADS dialog generator
ADSOBSYS CA ADS batch environment setup utility
ADSOBTAT CA ADS task application table maintenance utility
ADSORPTS CA ADS reporter
ADSOBPLG CA ADS Batch print log utility
ADSOTRC1 CA ADS Batch trace utility
IDMSBCF *1 Batch command facility
CULPRIT CA Culprit report writer
IDMSDDDL DDDL compiler
IDMSDIRL Dictionary load utility
IDMSDMLA Assembler DML precompiler
IDMSDMLC COBOL DML precompiler
IDMSDMLP PL/I DML precompiler
IDMSLOOK Load module print utility
IDMSRADM Relational database administration utility
IDMSRPTS Data dictionary reports utility
IDMSRSTC Restructure schema compare utility
IDMSCHEM Schema compiler
IDMSUBSC Subschema compiler
OCF *1 Online command facility
RHDCMAP1 Map compiler
RHDCMPUT Map utility
RHDCSGEN DC/UCF system generation compiler
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*1 – For a list of IDMSBCF and OCF utility statements that can be executed in local mode or central version, see Utilities.

Syntax Diagram Conventions
The syntax diagrams that are presented in this documentation use the following notation conventions:

UPPERCASE OR SPECIAL CHARACTERS

This convention represents a required keyword, partial keyword, character, or symbol that must be entered as shown.

lowercase

This convention represents an optional keyword or partial keyword that, if used, must be entered completely as shown.

italicized lowercase

Represents a value that you supply.

lowercase bold

This convention represents a portion of the syntax that is shown in greater detail at the end of the syntax or elsewhere in
the document.

 ◄─
 

This symbol points to the default in a list of choices.

 ►►────────────────────
 

This symbol indicates the beginning of a complete piece of syntax.

 ────────────────────►◄
 

This symbol indicates the end of a complete piece of syntax.

 ─────────────────────►
 

This symbol indicates that the syntax continues on the next line.

 ►─────────────────────
 

This symbol indicates that the syntax continues on this line.

 ────────────────────►─
 

This symbol indicates that the parameter continues on the next line.

 ─►────────────────────
 

This symbol indicates that a parameter continues on this line.

 ►── parameter ─────────►
 

This symbol indicates a required parameter.
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 ►──┬─ parameter ─┬─────►
    └─ parameter ─┘
 

This symbol indicates a choice of required parameters. You must select one.

 ►──┬─────────────┬─────►
    └─ parameter ─┘
 

This symbol indicates an optional parameter.

 ►──┬─────────────┬─────►
    ├─ parameter ─┤
    └─ parameter ─┘
 

This symbol indicates a choice of optional parameters. Select one or none.

   ┌─────────────┐
 ►─▼─ parameter ─┴──────►
 

This symbol indicates that you can repeat the parameter or can specify more than one parameter.

   ┌─── , ─────────┐
 ►─▼─ parameter ───┴──────►
 

This symbol indicates that you must enter a comma between repetitions of the parameter.

Sample Syntax Diagram

The following example shows how the notation conventions are used:
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Language Support
Various programming languages can be used for applications that run on an online UCF or DC system. A Data
Manipulation Language (DML) precompiler is provided for COBOL, PL/I, and Assembler. The use of the DML allows
programs that are written in these languages to make service calls to the CA IDMS system. For more information about
using these languages, see the following sections of the CA IDMS Reference documentation: "DML Reference for
COBOL," "DML Reference for PL/I," and "DML Reference for Assembler."

Also, application programs that are written in the C Programming language can be used on an online UCF or DC system.

Special considerations for the use of C programs are as follows:

• A CA IDMS precompiler is not available for C. CA IDMS/DB DML and CA IDMS/DC service calls cannot be embedded
in C programs.

• C programs should be defined in the CA IDMS Sysgen with the following characteristics:
 LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER REENTRANT
 

• The XPLINK option is not supported.
• Functions which result in the generation of SVC commands are generally not supported. In particular, commands that

result in I/O to an external data set are not supported.
Support is provided for commands that use HEAP and STACK storage, commands that cause the load or deletion of
programs (including DLLs), and for LE message services. Messages are written to the CA IDMS log file.

NOTE

This support does not apply to programs that are compiled with the METAL option.

• Additional restrictions on programs that are compiled with the METAL option are as follows:
– The __cinit() function and any functions that depend on it are not supported.
– The compiled C code must not issue an SVC for storage or for other purposes. For this reason, the C program must

be entered using a function call with register 13 pointing to a preallocated C stack entry. The calling program must
provide enough stack space for the called program and all lower level (downstream) programs through the NAB
mechanism. Because of this restriction, a C program compiled with the METAL option cannot be invoked directly
using TASK CODE nor entered using a DML TRANSFER CONTROL or #LINK verb.

IBM Language Environment Requirements
Access to the IBM® Language Environment (LE) runtime support is required in the following environments:

• Central Version
• Batch job steps that issue CA IDMS SQL statements or that execute IDMSBCF, IDMSDMLC, IDMSDMLP or

ADSOBCOM

Under z/OS, the LE runtime library (usually CEE.SCEERUN) must be in the CDMSLIB concatenation or in the MVS LPA.
For batch jobs, it must be in the STEPLIB concatenation or in the MVS linklist.

Sample JCL (z/OS and z/VSE)
Sample JCL, when provided, can be found at the following locations:

• z/OS—Sample JCL is installed into its own library with a lowest level qualifier of CAGJSAMP. The higher level
qualifiers are determined at install time.

• z/VSE—Sample JCL is installed into the base IDMS sublibrary and the type is defined as SAMPJ. The name of the
library and sublibrary is determined at install time.
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3270 Display Size Support
When using an emulator with a dynamic, alternate display size, CA IDMS can use an 80 column default display size for
VTAM, UCFTSO, and UCFCICS sessions. You do not need to set the alternate display size of the emulator to a supported
3270 model. UCFTSO and UCFCICS use the DFLTSIZ= parameter to indicate the default 3270 model display size.

The following sizes are supported:

• 24x80
• 32x80
• 43x80
• Mod2
• Mod3
• Mod4

VTAM

To access CA IDMS using VTAM, specify a dynamic LOGMODE or configure a session manager for dynamic support. No
additional setup is required within CA IDMS.UCFTSOTo set up the default display size for UCFTSO, the CLIST that is
used to access CA IDMS should include the DFLTSIZ= parameter to be passed to RHDCUCFT to indicate the desired
default 3270 model display size. Multiple CLISTs can be used to support different 3270 model emulations. If no parameter
is specified and a dynamic alternate size is used, the session defaults to Mod2. 

UCFTSO

To set up the default display size for UCFTSO, the CLIST that is used to access CA IDMS should include the DFLTSIZ=
parameter to be passed to RHDCUCFT to indicate the desired default 3270 model display size. Multiple CLISTs can be
used to support different 3270 model emulations. If no parameter is specified and a dynamic alternate size is used, the
session defaults to Mod2. CLIST ExampleThe following example shows how to specify the DFLTSIZE= parameter value
to pass to RHDCUCFT:
CALL 'IDMS.LOADLIB(RHDCUCFT)' 'DFLTSIZ=43X80'

UCFCICS

The #UCFCICS macro is assembled with the DFLTSIZ= parameter to indicate the desired default 3270 model display
size. Multiple copies are used to support different 3270 model emulations. If no parameter is specified and a dynamic
alternate size is used, the session defaults to Mod2.Parameter

Example

 The following example shows the UCFCICS macro with the DFLTSIZ= parameter that specifies Mod4:
UCFCICS4 #UCFCICS COLOR=ONLY,DISC=YES,USERCHK=YES,LASTOUT=TASKEND, X                      
      RESETKB=TASKEND,DFLTSIZ=MOD4

 

More Information: 

UCF Operations 

 

Product Intent Module
You can proactively prevent unauthorized product use and the consequent LMP warnings by declaring your intended
product use. A product intent module is a list of the products that are intended to be used in a given environment; you can
assemble one and place it in your custom load library.
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If you do not have a product intent module, all products are treated as if they are intended for use. When you have a
product intent module only the identified products are eligible for use. An attempt to use a product that is not identified by
your product intent module results in a task failure.

Create a Product Intent Module
The easiest way to create a product intent module is to begin with the sample RHDCPINT source module installed with
CA IDMS. After creating the product intent module, you need to assemble and link the module into to your custom load
library.

To create a product intent module and link it to your custom load library

1. Access the sample RHDCPINT module.
2. Uncomment the lines for the products you intend to use.
3. Save it to your custom source library.
4. Execute the z/OS Assemble and Link-edit JCL.

Substitute the name of your source member and insert the following binder statements:

ENTRY PINTEP1

NAME RHDCPINT(R)

Example Product Intent Module Creation

The example product intent module authorizes the use of these CA products:

• CA IDMS/DB
• CA IDMS Server
• CA IDMS/DC
• CA IDMS Performance Monitor
• CA IDMS Presspack
• CA ADS
• CA IDMS SQL
• CA IDMS Culprit for CA IDMS
• CA IDMS Dictionary Module Editor
• CA IDMS DML Online

           TITLE 'RHDCPINT - Product Intent Table'  
* RHDCPINT
*   CA IDMS Core Products
*   ---------------------
         #DEFPINT ADS              CA ADS               
*        #DEFPINT ADSB             CA ADS Batch               
*        #DEFPINT APPC             CA ADS APPC                          
*        #DEFPINT CMS              CA IDMS CMS Option               
*        #DEFPINT DDS              CA IDMS DDS               
*        #DEFPINT DICTLODR         CA IDMS Dictionary Loader               
*        #DEFPINT EDPAUDIT         CA EDP Auditor               
*        #DEFPINT ICMS             CA ICMS               
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         #DEFPINT IDMSCULP         CA Culprit for CA IDMS
         #DEFPINT IDMSDB           CA IDMS/DB               
         #DEFPINT IDMSDC           CA IDMS/DC               
*        #DEFPINT OLQ              CA OLQ Online Query for CA IDMS
*        #DEFPINT OTPMON           CA IDMS/TP Monitor
         #DEFPINT PERFMON          CA IDMS Performance Monitor               
         #DEFPINT PRESPACK         CA IDMS Presspack               
         #DEFPINT SERVER           CA IDMS Server               
         #DEFPINT SQL              CA IDMS SQL
*        #DEFPINT UCF              CA IDMS UCF               

*   CA IDMS Transparency Options
*   ----------------------------
*        #DEFPINT DBOMP/T          CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency                  
*        #DEFPINT DL1/T            CA IDMS DLI Transparency             
*        #DEFPINT TOTAL/T          CA IDMS TOTAL Transparency
*        #DEFPINT VSAM/T           CA IDMS VSAM Transparency               

*   CA IDMS Tools Products
*   ----------------------
*        #DEFPINT ADSALIVE         CA ADS Alive
*        #DEFPINT ADSTRACE         CA ADS Trace
*        #DEFPINT DBANALYZ         CA IDMS/DB Analyzer 
*        #DEFPINT DBAUDIT          CA IDMS/DB Audit
*        #DEFPINT DBEXTRCT         CA IDMS Extractor
*        #DEFPINT DBREORG          CA IDMS/DB Reorg
*        #DEFPINT DICTMIGR         CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator
         #DEFPINT DMLO             CA IDMS DML Online
         #DEFPINT DME              CA IDMS Dictionary Module Editor
*        #DEFPINT DQF              CA IDMS Dictionary Query Facility
*        #DEFPINT ENFORCER         CA IDMS Enforcer
*        #DEFPINT JRNLANLZ         CA IDMS Journal Analyzer
*        #DEFPINT LOGANALZ         CA IDMS Log Analyzer
*        #DEFPINT MASTRKEY         CA IDMS Masterkey
*        #DEFPINT ONLINLOG         CA IDMS Online Log Display        
*        #DEFPINT SASO             CA IDMS SASO
*        #DEFPINT SCHEMAPR         CA IDMS Schema Mapper
*        #DEFPINT TPSORT           CA IDMS/DC Sort
*        #DEFPINT TSKANALZ         CA IDMS Task Analyzer

*   CA Endevor/DB for IDMS
*   ----------------------                  
*        #DEFPINT ENDEVOR/DB       CA Endevor/DB for IDMS
         #DEFPINT TYPE=GENERATE  
         END 
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Display Product Intent
The DCPROFIL system task shows which products you intend to use.

                             * Product Intent Status *                        
CA IDMS Core Products                     CA IDMS Tools Products              
---------------------                     ----------------------              
CA ADS                             YES    CA ADS Alive                       NO
CA ADS Batch                       NO     CA ADS Trace                       NO
CA ADS APPC                        NO     CA IDMS/DB Analyzer                NO
CA IDMS CMS Option                 NO     CA IDMS/DB Audit                   NO
CA IDMS DDS                        YES    CA IDMS/DB Extractor               NO
CA IDMS Dictionary Loader          NO     CA IDMS/DB Reorg                   NO
CA EDP Auditor                     NO     CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator        NO
CA ICMS                            NO     CA IDMS DML Online                 YES
CA CULPRIT for CA IDMS             NO     CA IDMS Dictionary Module Editor   YES
CA IDMS/DB                         YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Query Facility  NO
CA IDMS/DC                         YES    CA IDMS Enforcer                   NO
CA OLQ                             NO     CA IDMS Journal Analyzer           NO
CA IDMS/TP Monitor                 NO     CA IDMS Log Analyzer               NO
CA IDMS Performance Monitor        YES    CA IDMS Masterkey                  NO
CA IDMS Presspack                  YES    CA IDMS Online Log Display         NO
CA IDMS Server                     YES    CA IDMS SASO                       NO
CA IDMS SQL                        YES    CA IDMS Schema Mapper              NO 
CA IDMS UCF                        YES    CA IDMS/DC Sort                    NO
                                          CA IDMS Task Analyzer              NO
                                                                              
CA IDMS Transparency Options              CA Endevor/DB for IDMS              
----------------------------              ----------------------              
CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency         NO     CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS          NO
CA IDMS DLI Transparency           NO                                         
CA IDMS TOTAL Transparency         NO                                         
CA IDMS VSAM Transparency          NO                                            

Change the Product Intent
To change your intended product use, you need to create a new product intent module and use the DCMT VARY
NUCLEUS command to make the new RHDCPINT module available in each of your CA IDMS systems.

Starting Up a DC/UCF System
Before you can start up a DC/UCF system, you need to perform the following procedures:

Define and Generate the DC/UCF System

You define a DC/UCF system by using the DC/UCF system generation compiler.
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You can define a system by copying and modifying an existing system (for example, installation system 90). Alternatively,
you can define a totally new system.

Note: For detailed information about defining DC/UCF systems, see the System Generation topics.

Define Dictionaries and Databases

Data dictionaries and databases are defined by using the following CA IDMS supplied compilers:

• Non-SQL schema and subschema definition
• SQL database definition
• Physical database definition

The following table lists the dictionary and database areas that you include in the DMCL module used by the DC/UCF
system under the central version:

Area Purpose
DDLDML Contains definitions of DC/UCF systems, maps, dialogs, source

modules, and records. Each dictionary must have its own
DDLDML area.

DDLDCLOD Contains load modules associated with entities contained in the
DDLDML area; for example, map load modules and subschema
load modules.
Each dictionary that requires a unique load area must have its
own DDLDCLOD area.

DDLCAT Contains definitions of physical databases accessible from this
runtime environment (for example, segments, DMCLs, database
name tables). At sites with the SQL option, contains definitions of
SQL entities (for example, tables, constraints, indexes).

DDLCATX Contains indexes defined on entities stored in the DDLCAT area.
Each DDLCAT area must have its own DDLCATX area.

DDLCATLOD Contains load modules associated with entities contained in the
DDLCAT area; for example DMCL load modules, database name
table load modules, and access modules at sites with the SQL
option. Each DDLCAT area must have its own DDLCATLOD area.

DOLDCMSG Stores messages for use at runtime. All dictionaries in a DC/UCF
system share the same DDLDCMSG area.

DDLDCRUN Contains runtime queue information used by CA-supplied tools
and online user programs.

DDLDCLOG Stores the DC/UCF system log. The DDLDCLOG area is required
only if the system log is assigned to the database.

DDLDCSCR Contains runtime scratch information used by CA-supplied tools
and online user programs.

DDLSEC Contains user and group definitions for security enforcement.
User database Stores user data.

Execute the DC/UCF Startup Routine

You need to execute the DC/UCF startup routines for the z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM environments.

TIP

More:
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• System Startup Under z/OS
• System Startup Under z/VSE
• System Startup Under z/VM

System Startup Under z/OS
 

IDMS CVs and DC/UCF systems share a common CA-delivered startup module: RHDCOMVS in z/OS.

Installation assigns the aliases IDMSDC and IDMSCV to RHDCOMVS. You can refer to the startup module in your EXEC
statement using either alias (IDMSDC or IDMSCV) or the standard name (RHDCOMVS). However, to attach a CV in z/
OS, you must use the name IDMSCV to invoke it.

The PARM statement in JCL specifies the Startup System number and other options. These options are documented in
Specifying Runtime Options.

WTO and WTOR user exits that are identified by name, such as WTOEXIT, are either enabled using the PARM field in
your startup JCL or are linked with IDMSUXIT. For more information on named user exits, see IDMS User Exits.

Execute the Startup Routine using JCL

You need to execute the startup routine using JCL modeled after the sample JCL in the z/OS DC/UCF Startup JCL.

The following example illustrates how to identify the target system (in this case system version 400) and the DMCL
(DMCL400) at runtime:

//STARTUP  EXEC  PGM=IDMSDC,PARM='SYSTEM=400,DMCL=DMCL400'

In addition to identifying the target system and DMCL, the EXEC statement PARM parameter can also be used to specify
many other runtime options, such as whether multitasking is in effect.

NOTE
For a complete description of the execution options that you can specify, see the section Specify Runtime
Options.

JCL to execute the DC/UCF startup routine must include definitions of all database files that are not dynamically allocated.

NOTE
For more information on dynamic file allocation, see the Database Administering section.

The sample z/OS JCL lists all the files used in system startup. These files can be allocated dynamically by specifying data
set names as part of their definition.

System Startup Under z/VM
Contents

To start up DC/UCF in a z/VM virtual machine, perform the following steps:

1. Optionally assemble the #DCPARM macro object.
2. Optionally assemble the #SVCOPT macro object.
3. Optionally link edit the startup routine.
4. Execute the startup routine.
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NOTE
For more information on z/VM systems, see the Installing section -- z/VM.

Step 1 Assemble the DCPARM Macro

The #DCPARM macro can be used to specify basic information on the DC/UCF system to be started. Its use is optional.
For more information and a description of the #DCPARM syntax, see Coding a #DCPARM Macro. To assemble the
#DCPARM macro in z/VM, use the following commands:

z/VM RHDCPARM

GLOBAL MACLIB idmslib opsys.maclib(s)

FILEDEF TEXT DISK RHDCPARM TEXT A

ASSEMBLE dcparm (print noterm object

dcparm filename of the file that contains the #DCPARM macro statement
idmslib filename of the CA IDMS MACLIB library
opsys.maclib z/VM macro libraries.

DMSGPI DMSOM OSMACRO OSMACRO1

Step 2 Assemble the SVCOPT Macro

The #SVCOPT macro defines the type of z/VM environment that will be used. The following example was created during
the base installation and is called SVCOPT ASSEMBLE:

z/VM #SVCOPT

GLOBAL MACLIB idmslib opsys.maclib(s)

FILEDEF text &numsign.SVCOPT TEXT A

ASSEMBLE svcopt (print noterm object

idmslib filename of the CA IDMS MACLIB library
opsys.maclib z/VM macro libraries.

DMSGPI DMSOM OSMACRO OSMACRO1
svcopt filename of the file that contains the #SVCOPT mcro statement

Step 3 Link Edit the Startup Routine

This step is required only under one or more of the following conditions:

• A #DCPARM macro was assembled in step 1.
• A #SVCOPT macro was assembled in step 2.
• You want to hard link a WTOEXIT or WTOREXIT module with your startup routine instead of specifying its name

through an execution parameter at runtime.
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If none of these conditions necessitate linking a startup routine, you can use the startup module called IDMSDC created
during installation.

To link edit the DC/UCF startup routine, use the following commands:

z/VM DC/UCF startup routine

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

FILEDEF dbalib DISK dbalib LOADLIB a (RECFM V LRECL 1024 BLKSIZE 1024

FILEDEF idmslib DISK idmslib LOADLIB a (RECFM V LRECL 1024 BLKSIZE 1024

LKED linkctl

Linkage editor control statements (linkctl):

INCLUDE wtoexit                      << User-write-to-operator exit - optional

INCLUDE wtorexit                     << User-write-to-operator-reply exit - optional

INCLUDE rhdcparm                     << #DCPARM macro assembly - optional

INCLUDE usvcopt                      << #SVCOPT macro assembly - required

INCLUDE RHDCOCMS

INCLUDE CA$IOS

INCLUDE IDMSUSVC

INCLUDE IDMSUSVM

INCLUDE IDMSCMSO

INCLUDE RHDCOCWP

INCLUDE RHDCOCOC

INCLUDE RHDCOPTS

INCLUDE RHDCACHE

ENTRY STARTUP

NAME dcucfsys(R)
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wtoexit name assigned to the WTO exit module
Note: A WTO exit module called WTOEXIT is supplied during
installation..note off

wtorexit name assigned to the WTOR exit module
rhdcparm name assigned to the #DCPARM module

Note: During installation, a module called RHDCPARM is created
by assembling #DCPARM..note off

usvcopt name assigned to the #SVCOPT module
Note: During installation, a module called USVCOPT is created by
assembling #SVCOPT..note off

dcucfsys name assigned to the DC/UCF startup routine
dbalib ddname of the CA IDMS load library containing the DMCL and

database name table load modules
dbalib LOADLIB a6 file ID of the CA IDMS load library containing the DMCL and

database name table load modules
idmslib ddname of the CA IDMS load library
idmslib loadlib a6 file ID of the CA IDMS load library
linkctl filename of the file that contains linkage editor control statements

Step 4 Execute the startup routine

Commands to execute the DC/UCF startup routine must include definitions of all user database files and the terminal
network. A sample EXEC is delivered as part of the installation process as STARTUP EXEC.

The program that is executed is either the startup routine that you created in the preceding step or the IDMSDC module
residing in the installation load library. If executing the installed IDMSDC module, you must identify the DMCL and target
DC/UCF system using an OSRUN command PARM parameter. If executing a startup routine that you created, you can
use the PARM parameter to override the information that was specified in the #DCPARM macro. The following example
illustrates how to identify the target system (in this case, system version 400) and the DMCL (DMCL400) at runtime:

"OSRUN IDMSDC PARM='SYSTEM=400,DMCL=DMCL400'"

NOTE
For a complete description of the execution options that can be specified, see Specifying Runtime Options.

System Startup Under z/VSE
Contents

To start up DC/UCF on a z/VSE system, perform the following steps:

1. Code #DVFILE macros to describe device-dependent characteristics of sequential files.
2. Create an RHDCFTAB phase to make #DVFILE macro definitions available to the system.
3. Execute the startup routine.
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Step 1 Code DVFILE Macros

You code #DVFILE macros to describe sequential files to a z/VSE system. Sample file definitions for a z/VSE system
follow. You need to code a #DVFILE macro for each of the following types of files:

• Batch simulator files for use by the DC/UCF batch simulator. At system generation time, a batch simulator file is
defined by a LINE statement that specifies the following:
– TYPE IS S3270Q
– INPUT DDNAME IS filename
– OUTPUT DDNAME IS filename

• SYSIN/SYSOUT files for use in handling input and output data. At system generation time, a SYSIN/SYSOUT file is
defined by a LINE statement that specifies the following:
– TYPE INOUTL
– INPUT DDNAME filename
– OUTPUT DDNAME filename

• Sequential log files for all log files assigned to sequential files or devices. At system generation time, use of a
sequential log file is determined by the LOG parameter of the SYSTEM statement.

The following table describes the three formats for the #DVFILE macro. Format 1 is recommended for all files for which
a DTF does not need to be manually coded. Syntax for formats 1, 2, and 3 of #DVFILE are presented below, after the
sample z/VSE file definitions.

Depending on the #DVFILE format used for a file, you also may need to code an IBM DTF (define-the-file) macro for the
file. Cases where a DTF macro must be manually coded are noted in this section.

Format 1

The following table describes #DVFILE format 1:

Files defined Usage considerations
Batch simulator input files
SYSIN/SYSOUT files

Format 1 is recommended for batch simulator input and SYSIN
files. Format 1 #DVFILE:
Automatically generates an IBM DTF (define-the-file) macro for
the specified file
Provides extensive verification

Format 2

The following table describes #DVFILE format 2:

Files defined Usage considerations
Batch simulator input/output files
Sequential log files
SYSIN/SYSOUT files

Format 2 is recommended when the DTF macro must be coded
separately. Format 2 #DVFILE:
Does not generate a DTF macro for the file
Provides limited verification

Format 3

The following table describes #DVFILE format 3:

Files defined Usage considerations
All files (#DVFILE END) Signals the end of the source file to be

assembled into the RHDCFTAB phase.

DC/UCF system generation statements
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The log, SYSIN, SYSOUT, and simulator file assignments used at runtime are determined by system generation
statements.

z/VSE DC/UCF system generation statements

  *********************************************************************
  *                      SEQUENTIAL LOG FILES                         *
  *********************************************************************
    SYSTEM 88
      LOG FILE1 IS LGDD1 COUNT IS 1000
      LOG FILE2 IS LGDD2.
  *********************************************************************
  *                       SYSIN/SYSOUT FILES                          *
  *********************************************************************
    LINE LNA
       TYPE IS INOUTL
       INPUT DDNAME IS SYSIN1
       OUTPUT DDNAME IS SYSOUT1.
 

    PTERM PTA1
       TYPE IS INOUTT
       PAGE LENGTH IS 24
       MAXIMUM ERRORS IS 3.
 

    LTERM LTA1.
  *********************************************************************
  *                        BATCH SIMULATOR FILES                      *
  *********************************************************************
 

    LINE LNB
       TYPE IS S3270Q
       INPUT DDNAME IS SIMIN1
       OUTPUT DDNAME IS SIMOUT1.
 

    PTERM PTB1
       TYPE IS S3278
       MODEL IS 2.
 

    LTERM LTB1.
 

RHDCFTAB source file

Files defined in the RHDCFTAB module can be named in DC/UCF system generation statements (see above).

z/VSE RHDCFTAB source file

  *********************************************************************
  *                  LOG FILE ASSIGNED TO A PRINTER                   *
  *********************************************************************
    #DVFILE FILENAM=LGDD1,                                            X
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          DEVTYPE=PR,                                                 X
          BLKSIZE=133,                                                X
          DTFNAME=LGDD1
 

    LGDD1  DTFPR BLKSIZE=132,                                         X
                 CTLCHR=ASA,                                          X
                 DEVADDR=SYS027,                                      X
                 DEVICE=1403,                                         X
                 IOAREA1=BUFF1,                                       X
                 RECFORM=FIXUNB
 

  *********************************************************************
  *              LOG FILE ASSIGNED TO A TAPE UNIT                     *
  *********************************************************************
    #DVFILE FILENAM=LGDD2,                                            X
            DEVTYPE=MT,                                               X
            TYPEFLE=OUTPUT,                                           X
            BLKSIZE=133,                                              X
            DTFNAME=LDGG2
    LGDD2  DTFMT DEVADDR=SYS028,                                      X
                 IOAREA1=BUFF4,                                       X
                 BLKSIZE=133,                                         X
                 RECFORM=FIXUNB,                                      X
                 TYPEFLE=OUTPUT,                                      X
                 FILABL=NO,                                           X
                 ERREXT=YES,                                          X
                 ERROPT=ERRADDR
  *********************************************************************
  *              LOG FILE ASSIGNED TO A SEQUENTIAL DISK DATA SET      *
  *********************************************************************
    #DVFILE FILENAM=LGDD21,DEVADDR=SYS070                             X
            DEVTYPE=SD,DEVICE=3350,                                   X
            BLKSIZE=129,RECSIZE=121,RECFORM=FIXBLK                    X
            TYPEFLE=OUTPUT
    LGDD1   DTFSD BLKSIZE=129,RECSIZE=121,                            X
            RECFORM=FIXBLK,DEVADDR=SYS070,                            X
            TYPEFILE=OUTPUT
 

  *********************************************************************
  *                   SYSIN FILE ASSIGNED TO A CARD READER            *
  *********************************************************************
    #DVFILE FILENAM=SYSIN1,                                           X
          DEVTYPE=CD,                                                 X
          DEVADDR=SYS025,                                             X
          BLKSIZE=80,                                                 X
          DEVICE=2501
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  *********************************************************************
  *                    SYSOUT FILE ASSIGNED TO A PRINTER              *
  *********************************************************************
    #DVFILE FILNAM=SYSOUT1,                                           X
          DEVTYPE=PR,                                                 X
          BLKSIZE=137,                                                X
          RECFORM=VARUNB,                                             X
          DTFNAME=SYSOUT1
 

    SYSOUT1  DTFPR BLKSIZE=137,                                       X
                   CTLCHR=ASA,                                        X
                   IOAREA1=BUFF1,                                     X
                   DEVADDR=SYS026,                                    X
                   WORKA=YES,                                         X
                   RECFORM=VARUNB
  *********************************************************************
  *           SIMULATOR INPUT FILE ASSIGNED TO A CARD READER          *
  *********************************************************************
    #DVFILE DEVTYPE=CD,                                               X
          FILENAM=SIMIN1,                                             X
          DEVICE=2501,                                                X
          DEVADDR=SYS029,                                             X
          BLKSIZE=80
  *********************************************************************
  *                SIMULATOR OUTPUT ASSIGNED TO A PRINTER             *
  *********************************************************************
    #DVFILE DEVTYPE=PR,                                               X
          FILENAM=SIMOUT1,                                            X
          DTFNAME=SIMOUT1,                                            X
          BLKSIZE=133
 

    SIMOUT1  DTFPR BLKSIZE=133,                                       X
                   CTLCHR=ASA,                                        X
                   DEVADDR=SYS020,                                    X
                   IOAREA1=BUFF6
  *********************************************************************
  *                     END OF RHDCFTAB                               *
  *********************************************************************
    #DVFILE END
    END
 

Format 1 DVFILE Macro

Format 1 #DVFILE macros are recommended when you define batch simulator input files and SYSIN files. This format
automatically generates a DTF macro for the specified file.
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The following table provides considerations for coding format 1 #DVFILE macros:

File type #DVFILE definition
Batch simulatorinput files
SYSIN files

Define as input files with 80-character, fixed-length records. For
example:
BLKSIZE=80,TYPEFLE=INPUT,RECFORM=FIXUNB

SYSOUT files Define as output files with 133-character, variable-length records.
For variable length, add 4 bytes to the blocksize (in this case, 133
+ 4 = 137). For example:
BLKSIZE=137,RECFORM=VARUNB,TYPEFLE=OUTPUT

For SYSOUT files assigned to printers and any other files requiring special DTF parameters, use format 2 of the #DVFILE
macro (described later in this section).

Format 1 DVFILE Macro Syntax
 ►►── #DVFILE FILENAM=filename ────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►── ,DEVTYPE= ─┬─ CD ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
                ├─ DI ─┤
                ├─ MT ─┤
                ├─ PR ─┤
                └─ SD ─┘
 
 ►───,DEVADDR= ─┬─ SYSnnn ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
                ├─ SYSIPT ─┤
                ├─ SYSLST ─┤
                ├─ SYSPCH ─┤
                ├─ SYSRDR ─┤
                └─ SYSLOG ─┘
  ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,BLKSIZE=block-size ─┘
 
 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,RECSIZE=record-size ─┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,DEVICE=device-number ─┘
 
 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,TYPEFLE= ─┬─ INPUT ──┬─┘
                 └─ OUTPUT ─┘
  ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,RECFORM= ─┬─ FIXBLK ───┬─┘
                 └─ FIXUNB ◄──┘
 
 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,FILABL= ─┬─ NO ◄──┬─┘
                ├─ STD ──┤
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                └─ NSTD ─┘
 
 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,LABADDR=label-address ─┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ ,REWIND= ─┬─ UNLOAD ─┬─┘
                └─ NORWD ──┘
 

Format 1 DVFILE Macro Parameter

• FILENAM
Specifies the name of the file. The specified file name in the #DVFILE macro must be identical to the file name
specified for the file at system generation time.

• DEVTYPE
Specifies one of the following device types for the named file:
– CD -- Card reader/punch
– DI -- Device independent (system logical unit)
– MT -- Magnetic tape
– PR -- Printer
– SD -- Sequential disk
Considerations: Valid values for remaining clauses depend on the device type specified for DEVTYPE. Valid
#DVFILE specifications for remaining clauses are presented following these parameter descriptions.

• DEVADDR
Specifies one of the following symbolic units to be assigned to the named file:
– SYSnnn -- For variable devices, assigned at runtime in JCL for the job
– SYSIPT -- For card reader devices
– SYSLST -- For print devices
– SYSPCH -- For card punch devices
– SYSRDR -- For card reader devices (job control)
– SYSLOG -- For terminal devices (operator communication)

• BLKSIZE
Specifies the block size, in bytes, for the named file. Not valid for DI devices.
Required for the following devices:
– CD
– MT
– PR
– SD

• RECSIZE
Specifies the record size, in bytes, for the named file.
Required for the following:
– DI devices
– MT fixed-block files
– SD fixed-block files

• DEVICE
Specifies the device on which the named file is located. Not valid for MT and DI device types.
For valid device-number values, see the appropriate operating system supervisor and I/O macro documentation.
Required for the following devices:
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– CD
– PR
– SD

• TYPEFLE
Specifies whether the named file is an input file or an output file as follows:
– CD devices: INPUT or OUTPUT
– MT devices: INPUT
– PR devices: OUTPUT or INPUT
– SD devices: INPUT or OUTPUT

NOTE
This parameter is not valid for DI devices.

• RECFORM
Specifies one of the following record formats for the named file as follows:
– FIXBLK -- Fixed blocked
– FIXUNB -- Fixed unblocked

NOTE
This parameter is not valid for DI devices.

• FILABL
(MT devices) Specifies one of the following label types for a tape file:
– NO -- No labels.
– STD -- Standard labels.
– NSTD -- Nonstandard labels. You also must specify the LABADDR parameter (described below).

• LABADDR
(MT and SD devices) Specifies the entry point name of the routine used to process user labels.

• REWIND
(MT devices) Specifies the disposition of the tape file as follows:
– UNLOAD -- The tape is rewound and unloaded.
– NORWD -- The tape is not rewound.
If the REWIND parameter is omitted, the tape is rewound but not unloaded.

Valid values for CD

The following table lists valid #DVFILE specifications for the CD type:

Parameter Valid values
DEVADDR SYSnnn

SYSIPT
SYSPCH
SYSRDR

BLKSIZE 80
RECSIZE --
DEVICE A device number is required
TYPEFLE INPUT or OUTPUT
RECFORM FIXUNB
FILABL --
LABADDR --
REWIND --
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Valid values for DI

The following table lists valid #DVFILE specifications for the DI type:

Parameter Valid values
DEVADDR SYSIPT

SYSLST
SYSPCH
SYSRDR

BLKSIZE --
RECSIZE 80 for SYSOPT, SYSRDR units

81 for SYSPCH units
121 for SYSLST units

DEVICE --
TYPEFLE --
RECFORM --
FILABL --
LABADDR --
REWIND --

Valid values for MT

The following table lists valid #DVFILE specifications for the MT type:

Parameter Valid values
DEVADDR SYSnnn

SYSIPT
SYSLST
SYSPCH
SYSRDR

BLKSIZE Input files:
80
A multiple of 80 for fixed-block files
Output files:
121
A multiple of 121 for fixed-block files

RECSIZE 80 for input files
121 for output files

DEVICE --
TYPEFLE INPUT or OUTPUT
RECFORM FIXUNB or FIXBLK
FILABL NO, STD, or
LABADDR Entry point name
REWIND UNLOAD or NORWD

Valid values for PR
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The following table lists valid #DVFILE specifications for the PR type:

Parameter Valid values
DEVADDR SYSnnn

SYSLST
SYSLOG

BLKSIZE 121
RECSIZE --
DEVICE A device number is required
TYPEFLE OUTPUT
RECFORM FIXUNB
FILABL --
LABADDR --
REWIND --

Valid values for SD

The following table lists valid #DVFILE specifications for the PR type:

Parameter Valid values
DEVADDR SYSnnn
BLKSIZE Input files:

80
A multiple of 80 for fixed-block files
Output files:
129
8 plus a multiple of 121 for fixed-block files

RECSIZE 80 for input files
121 for output files

DEVICE A device number is required
TYPEFLE INPUT or OUTPUT
RECFORM FIXUNB or FIXBLK
FILABL --
LABADDR Entry point name
REWIND --

Format 2 DVFILE Macro

Format 2 #DVFILE macros must be coded for a file whenever the file's DTF macro must be manually coded. Format 2 is
typically used for the following sequential output files:

• Batch simulator output files
• SYSOUT files
• Sequential log files

Format 2 considerations
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The following table provides considerations for coding format 2 #DVFILE macros:

File type Macro definitions
Batch simulatorinput files
SYSIN files

#DVFILE macro:
Define as input files with 80-character, fixed-length records. For
example:
BLKSIZE=80,TYPEFLE=INPUT,RECFORM=FIXUNB
DTF macro:
Specify EOFADDR=EORADDR for all input files.

Batch simulatoroutput files
Sequential log files
(Define each sequential log file in its own #DVFILE macro)

#DVFILE macro:
Define as output files with 133-character, fixed-length records. For
example:
BLKSIZE=133,RECFORM=FIXUNB,TYPEFLE=OUTPUT
DTF macro:
For files assigned to printers, specify CTLCHR=ASA.

SYSOUT files #DVFILE macro:
Define as output files with 133-character, variable-length records.
To accommodate variable lengths, add 4 bytes to the blocksize (in
this case, 133 + 4 = 137). For example:
BLKSIZE=137,RECFORM=VARUNB,TYPEFLE=OUTPUT
DTF macro:
For files assigned to printers, specify CTLCHR=ASA.

DTF macro considerations

The DTF macro you code for a file must immediately follow the associated #DVFILE macro. The following considerations
apply when coding a DTF macro:

• If the file format is fixed blocked or variable blocked/unblocked, the DTF macro must specify WORKA=YES.
• If error exit option ERROPT=ERRADR applies to the file being defined, this specification must be included in the DTF

macro for the file. For details, see the the operating system supervisor and I/O macros documentation.

Format 2 DVFILE Syntax
 ►►── #DVFILE FILENAM=filename ────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►── ,DEVTYPE= ─┬─ CD ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
                ├─ DI ─┤
                ├─ MT ─┤
                ├─ PR ─┤
                └─ SD ─┘
 
   ┌─────────────────────────────┐
 ►─▼──┬─ ,BLKSIZE=block-size ──┬─┴────────────────────────────────────────────►
      └─ ,RECSIZE=record-size ─┘
  ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,DFTNAME=dft-macro-name ─┘
 
 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,TYPEFLE= ─┬─ INPUT ──┬─┘
                 └─ OUTPUT ─┘
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  ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ ,RECFORM= ─┬─ FIXUNB ◄──┬─┘
                 ├─ FIXBLK ───┤
                 ├─ VARUNB ───┤
                 └─ VARBLK ───┘
 

Format 2 DVFILE Parameter

• FILENAM
Specifies the name of the file. The specified file name in the #DVFILE macro must be identical to the file name
specified for the file at system generation time.

• DEVTYPE
Specifies one of the following device types for the named file:

• CD -- Card reader/punch
• DI -- Device independent (system logical unit)
• MT -- Magnetic tape
• PR -- Printer
• SD -- Sequential disk

Considerations: Valid values for remaining clauses depend on the device type specified for DEVTYPE. Valid #DVFILE
specifications for different device types follow these parameter descriptions.

• BLKSIZE
Specifies the block size, in bytes, for the named file. Not valid for DI devices. For valid block-size values, see operating
system supervisor and I/O macro documentation.
Required for the following devices:

• CD
• MT
• PR
• SD
• RECSIZE

Specifies the record size, in bytes, for the named file. For valid record-size values, see operating system supervisor
and I/O macro documentation.
Required for the following:

• DI devices
• MT fixed-block files
• SD fixed-block files
• DTFNAME

Specifies the name of the user-coded DTF macro. For DTF macro coding instructions, see operating system
supervisor and I/O documentation.

• TYPEFLE
Specifies whether the named file is an input file or an output file as follows:

• CD devices: INPUT or OUTPUT
• MT devices: INPUT or OUTPUT
• PR devices: OUTPUT
• SD devices: INPUT or OUTPUT

NOTE
This parameter is not valid for DI devices.

• RECFORM
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Specifies one of the following record formats for the named file:
• FIXUNB -- Fixed unblocked.
• FIXBLK -- Fixed blocked. The DTF macro for the file must specify WORKA=YES.
• VARUNB -- Variable unblocked. The DTF macro for the file must specify WORKA=YES.
• VARBLK -- Variable blocked. The DTF macro for the file must specify WORKA=YES.

NOTE
This parameter is not valid for DI devices.

Valid values for CD

The following table lists valid #DVFILE specifications for the CD type:

Parameter Valid values
BLKSIZE A block must be specified
RECSIZE --
DTFNAME DTF macro name (when DTF macro is hand-coded)
TYPEFLE INPUT or OUTPUT
RECFORM FIXUNB or VARUNB

Valid values for DI

The following table lists valid #DVFILE specifications for the DI type:

Parameter Valid values
BLKSIZE --
RECSIZE A block must be specified
DTFNAME DTF macro name (when DTF macro is hand-coded)
TYPEFLE --
RECFORM --

Valid values for MT

The following table lists valid #DVFILE specifications for the MT type:

Parameter Valid values
BLKSIZE A block must be specified
RECSIZE A record size must be specified only for fixed un-blocked devices
DTFNAME DTF macro name (when DTF macro is hand-coded)
TYPEFLE INPUT or OUTPUT
RECFORM FIXUNB, FIXBLK, VARUNB, or VARBLK

Valid values for PR

The following table lists valid #DVFILE specifications for the PR type:

Parameter Valid values
BLKSIZE A block must be specified
RECSIZE --
DTFNAME DTF macro name (when DTF macro is hand-coded)
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TYPEFLE OUTPUT
RECFORM FIXUNB or VARUNB

Valid values for SD

The following table lists valid #DVFILE specifications for the SD type:

Parameter Valid values
BLKSIZE A block must be specified
RECSIZE A record size must be specified only for fixed un-blocked devices
DTFNAME DTF macro name (when DTF macro is hand-coded)
TYPEFLE INPUT or OUTPUT
RECFORM FIXUNB, FIXBLK, VARUNB, or VARBLK

Format 3 DVFILE Macro

Format 3 of the #DVFILE macro indicates the end of the #DVFILE macro calls. This macro must be the last macro in
the source file for RHDCFTAB. #DVFILE END does not replace the Assembler END, which must be coded as the last
statement in the source file.

 ►►── #DVFILE END ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
 

Step 2 Create an RHDCFTAB Module

You assemble and link edit an RHDCFTAB module to a load library to make z/VSE file definitions in #DVFILE macros
available at runtime.

To create a z/VSE RHDCFTAB module:

1. Assemble and catalog the module using the sample JCL in the "z/VSE Assemble JCL" section of the "Sample z/VSE
JCL" topic. Modify the JCL by substituting the fillowing in place of the Assembler input statements:
 PUNCH 'CATALOG rhdcftab.OBJ REPLACE=YES'     
 #DVFILE macros and DTF macros
 END
 

2. Link the RHDCFTAB program using the sample JCL in z/VSE Link JCL. Modify the JCL by substituting the following
statements in place of the Linkage editor control statements:
 PHASE RHDCFTAB,* 
 INCLUDE rhdcftab
 ENTRY RHDCFTAB 
 

– rhdcftab
Specifies the name of the object module containing the assembly output.

Step 3 Execute the Startup Routine

JCL to execute the DC/UCF startup routine must include definitions of all user database files and the terminal network. To
execute the DC/UCF system, use JCL statements based on the sample JCL statements in the "z/VSE DC/UCF Startup
JCL" section of the "Sample z/VSE JCL" topic.
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The IDMSLBLS Procedure

IDMSLBLS is a procedure provided during a CA IDMS z/VSE installation. It contains file definitions for the following CA
IDMS components:

• Dictionaries
• Sample databases
• Disk journal files
• SYSIDMS file
• SYSCTL file

Tailor the IDMSLBLS procedure to reflect the filenames and definitions at your site and include it in z/VSE JCL job
streams.

NOTE
For more information about IDMS files, see "Library, Dataset, and File Name References in z/VSE JCL."

Specify Runtime Options

You can use the PARM parameter of the EXEC statement to specify certain runtime options.

In the following example, the EXEC IDMSDC statement includes a PARM parameter that overrides the DMCL to be used
by the DC/UCF system:

 // EXEC IDMSDC,SIZE=40K,PARM='DMCL=CVDMCL'
 

For a complete description of the runtime options that can be specified, see Specifying Runtime Options.

What Happens During Startup
Contents

To begin the DC/UCF startup process, execute the DC/UCF startup routine. The startup routine does the following:

1. Acquires storage for the DC/UCF system
2. Builds the system by passing control to a series of startup modules

When these steps are finished, the DC/UCF system is executing. Each of these steps is discussed below, followed by a
description of the DC/UCF region/partition layout that is built during the startup procedure.

How the Startup Routine Acquires Storage

To build the DC/UCF system, the startup routine acquires as much storage as possible for the DC/UCF region/partition.
Because the operating system requires execution space, the startup routine immediately returns storage space to the
operating system. The amount of storage returned to the operating system is determined by the FREESTG runtime
option.

The following illustration shows how the startup routine acquires and returns storage. Details on how this is done at
startup are provided below for each of the following operating systems:

• z/OS
• z/VSE - GETVIS
• z/VM

         1. The startup routine acquires
            as much contiguous storage as
            it can.
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        ┌──────────────────────────┐
Low ──► │  ┌───────────────┐       │
storage │  │DC/UCF startup │       │
address │  │routine        │       │
        │  │               │       │
        │  └──────┬────────┘       │
        │         │                │
        │         │                │
        │         │                │
        │         │                │
        │         │                │
        │         │                │
        │         │                │
        │         │                │
        ├─ - - - -┼- - - - - - - - ┤
        │         │                │ 2. The DC/UCF startup routine
        │         │                │    returns to the operating
        │         │                │    system the amount of storage
        │         │                │    specified by FREESTG.
        └─────────▼────────────────┘

z/OS systems

Under z/OS, the DC/UCF startup routine does the following:

1. Acquires contiguous storage in the region by issuing a GETMAIN command. The GETMAIN command acquires as
much contiguous storage as possible. The maximum amount of storage that can be obtained is determined by the
EXEC statement REGION parameter in the DC/UCF startup JCL.

2. Returns storage to the operating system by issuing a FREEMAIN command. The amount of storage returned is
specified in the FREESTG runtime option.
An operating system abend due to insufficient memory during startup is most likely the result of specifying insufficient
storage in the FREESTG parameter.

3. Allocates storage for the DC/UCF nucleus, control blocks, storage pools, and program pools as specified at system
generation.

4. Returns any unused storage to the operating system by issuing a second FREEMAIN command.

z/VSE systems

Under z/VSE, the DC/UCF startup routine acquires GETVIS storage.

The amount of storage returned to the operating system is given by the FREESTG runtime option.

The startup routine does the following:

• Calculates the size amount of GETVIS storage available in the partition up to the 16 Megabyte address line or to the
end of the partition, whichever is less.

• Subtracts the FREESTG value and issues one GETVIS request for the calculated size.
• Calculates the amount of XA storage required and issues one GETVIS request for that amount.
• When startup completes any storage from below the line that is not used is released to the partition.

z/VM systems
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Under z/VM, the DC/UCF startup routine does the following:

1. Acquires contiguous storage in the virtual machine by issuing a GETMAIN command. The GETMAIN command
acquires as much contiguous storage as possible. Make sure that the system does not try to acquire storage that
contains shared segments.

2. Returns storage to the operating system by issuing a FREEMAIN command. The amount of storage returned is
specified in the FREESTG runtime option or #DCPARM parameter.
Be sure to return at least 256K bytes of storage to the operating system. An operating system abend during startup
indicates that FREESTG does not reserve enough storage.

3. Allocates storage for the DC/UCF nucleus, control blocks, storage pools, and program pools as specified at system
generation.

4. Returns any unused storage to the operating system by issuing a second FREEMAIN command.

NOTE
For more information on defining the z/VM virtual machine in which the DC/UCF system is to execute, see the
Installing section -- z/VM.

How the System is Built

The DC/UCF system is built based on system generation definitions, runtime options, and operator startup override
values. The startup routine coordinates building of the DC/UCF region/partition by passing control to other system
modules that do most of the work. The resulting DC/UCF region/partition layout is shown in The DC/UCF Region/Partition
Layout.

During the startup process, DC/UCF issues messages to inform the operator of the system's activities. The following
output shows a portion of a sample DC/UCF log file that contains startup messages:

090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC013002 V73 T0 ATTACHING DATABASE RESOURCE CONTROLLER
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC200131 V73 T1 Lock Manager Initialization Complete
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC200023 V73 T1 CV Change Tracking is not used
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC200245 V73 T1 Serializing member startup
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC200185 V73 T1 All transactions recovered
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC201001 V73 T1 CA IDMS/DB: 73 Started
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC329012 V73 T1 Startup resynchronization initiated
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC200009 V73 T1 CA IDMS/DB Active 09:45:26 08.253
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC013003 V73 T0 OPENING SYSTEM RUN UNITS
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC013014 V73 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCRUSD
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC013014 V73 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCRUSD
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC013014 V73 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCRUSD
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC013014 V73 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCRUSD
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC013014 V73 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCRUSD
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC013014 V73 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCRUSD
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC013014 V73 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCRUSD
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC013014 V73 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCLGSD
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC013014 V73 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCLGSD
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC050001 V73 T0 DCLOG IS 00% FULL
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC013014 V73 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCLGSD
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC013014 V73 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCDEAD
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC001099 V73 T13 RHDCDEAD is now active
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC013014 V73 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER RHDCCFSD
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090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC013014 V73 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER IDMSLMSD
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC013014 V73 T0 ATTACHING TASK FOR SERVICE DRIVER IDMSDBSD
090908 09.45.26 IDMS DC205101 V73 T16 IDMSDBSD Started
090908 09.45.27 IDMS DC013016 V73 T0 SECURITY SYSTEM INITIALIZATION BEGINNING
090908 09.45.27 IDMS DC013017 V73 T0 SECURITY SYSTEM INITIALIZATION COMPLETE
090908 09.45.27 IDMS DC088071 V73 T0 Initialization TCP/IP environment started.
090908 09.45.27 IDMS DC088024 V73 T0 Starting checking status of TCP/IP stack TCPIP31
090908 09.45.27 IDMS DC088025 V73 T0 Status of TCP/IP stack TCPIP31 is active
090908 09.45.27 IDMS DC088024 V73 T0 Starting checking status of TCP/IP stack RUNTCP
090908 09.45.27 IDMS DC088025 V73 T0 Status of TCP/
IP stack RUNTCP is excluded by SYSIDMS
090908 09.45.27 IDMS DC088072 V73 T0 Initialization TCP/IP environment completed. TCP/
IP is active.
090908 09.45.27 IDMS DC256002 V73 T0              *** QUEUE STATUS IN DDLDCRUN ***
090908 09.45.27 IDMS DC256003 V73 T0    QUEUE NAME    INV TASK RECORDS CREATE RET EXP ACTION              GLOBAL
090908 09.45.27 IDMS DC256004 V73 T0 $ADCTEST       1          0000004 03.178 255 PRM KEPT                   NO
090908 09.45.27 IDMS DC256004 V73 T0 $ADSCIDX                  0000001 03.178 255 PRM KEPT                   NO
090908 09.45.27 IDMS DC256004 V73 T0 JPDD1                     0000003 03.155 255 PRM KEPT                   NO
090908 09.45.27 IDMS DC256004 V73 T0 JPDX1                     0000003 03.151 255 PRM KEPT                   NO
090908 09.45.27 IDMS DC256004 V73 T0 JPDX2                     0000002 03.151 255 PRM KEPT                   NO
090908 09.45.27 IDMS DC256004 V73 T0 KJMQUE1                   0000001 02.338 255 PRM KEPT                   NO
090908 09.45.27 IDMS DC256004 V73 T0 KJMQUE2                   0000001 02.338 255 PRM KEPT                   NO
090908 09.45.27 IDMS DC256004 V73 T0 OLQQNOTE         OLQTNOTE 0000000 00.000 001 000 KEPT                   NO
090908 09.45.27 IDMS DC256004 V73 T0 RTSVQ                     0000002 07.219 255 PRM KEPT                   NO
090908 09.45.27 IDMS DC256004 V73 T0 TASK_ANALYZER_12          0000001 03.315 255 PRM KEPT                   NO
090908 09.45.28 IDMS DC256015 V73 T0 Queue initialization complete
090908 09.45.28 SYSTEM INITIALIZED ON 08253 AT 09:45:28.01
090908 09.45.28 MAP OF REGION
090908 09.45.28 RHDCOESA 000075D0  OPT      00025570  CSA      00026068  LKM      00028C80
090908 09.45.28 SCAAREA  000296E0  CCE      0002B280  NLT      000398E0  STGPOOL  00054000
090908 09.45.28 PTT      00055108  ECBLIST  0024DC60  CSVCAREA 0024E780  TCA      00252F60
090908 09.45.28 DCEAREA  00253020  TCEAREA  002558A0  PGMPOOL  002AB000  RENTPOOL 002C4000
090908 09.45.28 RHDCD05V 002EF000  RHDCD01B 002F3C00  RHDCD06E 002F5C00  RHDCD07Q 002F8C00
090908 09.45.28 RHDCD0LX 002FAB20  RHDCD0EV 00301600  HIADDR   00517000  SVC172   00B993E0
090908 09.45.28 ESE      326601C0  EREAREA  333402F8  CVDMCL   3640B490  RUA      36428A90
090908 09.45.28 DDT      36429F08  LTT      3642A088  TCESTACK 36498C08  ABENDSTG 365B80C8
090908 09.45.28 QDT      365BA388  TDT      365BBD88  PDT      365C3508  SCT      36663188
090908 09.45.28 MPMODTBL 36665888  RCA      36666B88  RLEAREA  36666C48  RCEAREA  366757A0
090908 09.45.28 DPEAREA  3669CB20  ILEAREA  366A32D0  TRCEBUFS 366AF000  XASTGPL  38B57000
090908 09.45.28 XAPGMPL  39AF7000  XARENTPL 39B29000  IDMSDBIO 39B29070  IDMSDBMS 39B4B470
090908 09.45.28 RHDCD04W 39DBAA00  RHDCD0ZU 39DBC000  RHDCD0LV 39DC3030  RHDCD0IP 39DC5A00
090908 09.45.28 RHDCRUSD 3A49AC00  RHDCLGSD 3A49B600  PMONCIOD 3A49C200  PMONCROL 3A4A3400
090908 09.45.28 RHDCDEAD 3A4A4C00  RHDCCFSD 3A4AD400  IDMSLMSD 3A4AF800  IDMSDBSD 3A4B1400
090908 09.45.28 MAP OF NUCLEUS
090908 09.45.28 MODNAME  CSECT      ASM DATE    LOADADR  ENTRY POINTS
090908 09.45.28 RHDCOS00                       000075D0  OS00EP1  00009CA8
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090908 09.45.28 IDMSDBIO                       39B29000  DBIOEP1  39B29070  DBIOEP2  39B291B0  DBIOEP3  39B29238
090908 09.45.28 IDMSDBMS IDMSDBMS 080805 11:43 39B4B400  DBMSEP1  39B4B470  DBMSEP3  39B4B7A0
090908 09.45.28 IDMSHLDB IDMSHLDB 080822 07:40 39B67000  HLDBEP1  39B67070  HLDBEP2  39B72A08
090908 09.45.28 IDMSEXP  IDMSEXP  080805 11:44 39B73600  EXPEP1   39B73670
090908 09.45.28 IDMSQSRT IDMSQSRT 070919 15:03 39B78C00  QSRTEP1  39B78C70
090908 09.45.28 RHDCEVAL RHDCEVAL 070201 11:24 002C4000  EVALNTRY 002C4070
090908 09.45.28 RHDCURTN RHDCURTN 060809 15:29 002C9C00  URTNEP1  002C9C70
090908 09.45.28 RHDCSCRN RHDCSCRN 080107 14:49 002CA800  SCRNEP1  002CA870
090908 09.45.28 IDMSKEEP IDMSKEEP 070531 10:08 39B7B600  KEEPEP1  39B7B670  KEEPEP2  39B7B810
090908 09.45.28 IDMSLRF  IDMSLRF  060809 14:47 39B7D200  LRFEP1   39B7D270
090908 09.45.28 RHDCCURS RHDCCURS 070531 10:44 39B81800  CURSEP1  39B81870  CURSEP2  39B81974
090908 09.45.28 RHDCWAIT RHDCWAIT 080805 11:57 39B84C00  WAITEP1  39B84C70  WAITEP1R 39B858F0  WAITEP2  39B86B90  WAITEP2I 39B86EE4
090908 09.45.28                                          WAITEP2A 39B86F5C  WAITEP3  39B87910  WAITEP4  39B879D8  CHAPEP1  39B87F0C
090908 09.45.28                                          WAITEP6  39B88108  WAITEP7  39B88EAC
090908 09.45.28 IDMSAREC IDMSAREC 070816 08:11 39B89400  ARECEP1  39B89470
090908 09.45.28 IDMSARBK IDMSARBK 080805 11:42 39B8A400  ARBKEP1  39B8A470  CRBKEP1  39B8A628
090908 09.45.28 IDMSBRBK IDMSBRBK 080805 11:42 39B8B000  BRBKEP1  39B8B070  BRBKEP2  39B8BC20
090908 09.45.28 IDMSLRBK IDMSLRBK 060809 14:47 39B8D200  LRBKEP1  39B8D270
090908 09.45.28 RHDCNVTR RHDCNVTR 060809 15:23 39B8FA00  NVTREP1  39B8FA70
090908 09.45.28 IDMSCONN IDMSCONN 080805 11:42 39B90400  CONNEP1  39B90470
090908 09.45.28 IDMSXTRA IDMSXTRA 080107 14:40 39B94800  XTRAEP1  39B94870
090908 09.45.28 IDMSBLDR IDMSBLDR 080904 12:27 39B9C400  BLDREP1  39B9C470
090908 09.45.28 RHDCMODT RHDCMODT 060809 15:21 39BB1E00  MODTEP1  39BB1E70
090908 09.45.28 RHDCRUAL RHDCRUAL 080505 15:18 39BB2C00  RUALEP1  39BB2C70  RUALEP2  39BB40B0
090908 09.45.28 RHDCSCRM RHDCSCRM 070201 11:28 39BB5800  SCRMEP1  39BB5870  RHDCSQX2 39BB7938
090908 09.45.28 RHDCQUEM RHDCQUEM 080505 15:18 39BB8600  QUEMEP1  39BB8670
090908 09.45.28 RHDCMISC RHDCMISC 080805 11:54 39BC0E00  HISTOEP1 39BC0E70  PUTLGEP1 39BC0EDC  SCANEP1  39BC2040  ACPTEP1  39BC2604
090908 09.45.28                                          SNGLEP1  39BC27F0  PFKTEP1  39BC2C20  SUBMITJ  39BC2E5C  VALADADR 39BC37C8
090908 09.45.28 RHDCTABL RHDCTABL 060809 15:28 39BC3E00  TBLSREP1 39BC3E70  TBDYAEP1 39BC4C38
090908 09.45.28 RHDCCXIT RHDCCXIT 080805 11:52 002CDE00  CXITEP1  002CDE70
090908 09.45.28 RHDCSNAP RHDCSNAP 080805 11:56 39BC5400  SNAPEP1  39BC5470
090908 09.45.28 RHDCRMGR RHDCRMGR 070531 10:48 39BCFC00  RMGREP1  39BCFC70  RMGREP2  39BD0840
090908 09.45.28 RHDCSTGP RHDCSTGP 080805 11:56 39BD1400  STGPGET  39BD1470  STGPFREE 39BD2418
090908 09.45.28 RHDCPCTL RHDCPCTL 080805 11:56 39BD4600  PCTLLINK 39BD4944  PCTLXCTL 39BD4A48  PCTLRTN  39BD46BC  PCTLSTAE 39BD4670
090908 09.45.28                                          PCTLABND 39BD4AD8  PCTLABNX 39BD53B8  PCTLSYSL 39BD6080
090908 09.45.28 RHDCLODR RHDCLODR 080805 11:54 39BD8400  LODRSET  39BD870C  LODRLOAD 39BD94C4  LODRDELE 39BDA704  LODRFIND 39BD8470
090908 09.45.28                                          LODRDYLT 39BDC8A0  LODRDYL2 39BDCBA4
090908 09.45.28 RHDCTIRH RHDCTIRH 080219 12:23 39BDF000  TIRHREQ  39BDF070
090908 09.45.28 RHDCMAPR RHDCMAPR 070919 15:06 39BE1800  MAPREP1  39BE1870
090908 09.45.28 RHDCAEDT RHDCAEDT 080805 11:51 39BE4A00  AEDTEP1  39BE4A70
090908 09.45.28 RHDCTAPR RHDCTAPR 060809 15:28 39BE8E00  MAPTAPR  39BE8E70
090908 09.45.28 RHDCSOCK RHDCSOCK 080219 12:22 39BEB600  SOCKEP1  39BEB670
090908 09.45.28 RHDCPAGR RHDCPAGR 080825 14:38 39BF1A00  PAGREP1  39BF1A70
090908 09.45.28 RHDCMPGP RHDCMPGP 080825 14:37 39BF4C00  MPGPEP1  39BF4C70
090908 09.45.28 RHDCLINR RHDCLINR 060809 15:21 39BF7A00  LINREP1  39BF7A70  LINREP2  39BF99B4
090908 09.45.28 RHDCPCBO RHDCPCBO 080805 11:56 002CE600  PCOBEP1  002CE670  PCOBEP2  002CE77C
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090908 09.45.28 RHDCCOBI RHDCCOBI 080805 11:51 39BFAC00  COBIEP1  39BFAC70
090908 09.45.28 RHDCPLII RHDCPLII 080805 11:56 002CFA00  PLIIEP1  002CFA70
090908 09.45.28 RHDCPPLO RHDCPPLO 080107 14:50 002D1400  PPLOEP1  002D1470  PPLOEP1A 002D151C  PPLOEP2  002D15B0
090908 09.45.28 RHDCPLIB RHDCPLIB 060809 15:27 002D2200  PLIBVECT 002D2270
090908 09.45.28 RHDCTIMP RHDCTIMP 070531 10:49 39BFD600  TIMPGET  39BFD670  TIMPSET  39BFDA1C
090908 09.45.28 RHDCWTL  RHDCWTL  080219 12:23 39BFF000  WTLEP1   39BFF070  WTLEP2   39C00C78  WTLEP3   39C01534
090908 09.45.28 RHDCEDQ  RHDCEDQ  060809 15:19 39C01A00  EDQENQ   39C01A78  EDQDEQ   39C01FDC
090908 09.45.28 RHDCDBCO RHDCDBCO 070531 10:44 39C02E00  DBCOEP1  39C02E70  DBCOEP2  39C02FC8
090908 09.45.28 RHDCDBRC RHDCDBRC 080822 20:47 39C04600  DBRCEP1  39C04670  MSGERUEP 39C1FA74  DBRCVAR  39C1B648  DBRCLNK  39C1AAD0
090908 09.45.28                                          RDDRVEP  39C1FACC
090908 09.45.28 RHDCTTAB                       39C21000  CTAB     39C21068
090908 09.45.28 RHDCMSTR RHDCMSTR 080819 11:46 39C21600  MSTREP1  39C21670
090908 09.45.28 RHDCTSKC RHDCTSKC 070531 10:49 39C27800  TSKCEP1  39C27870
090908 09.45.28 RHDCTSKI RHDCTSKI 080805 11:57 39C28C00  TSKIEP1  39C28C70  TSKIEP2  39C29D70  TSKIMVR  39C29118
090908 09.45.28 RHDCFLTR RHDCFLTR 071015 10:23 39C2C000  FLTREP1  39C2C070
090908 09.45.28 IDMSSERV IDMSSERV 080219 12:18 39C2CC00  IDMSERUS 39C2CC70  COMSTG   39C2E2D8
090908 09.45.28 IDMSTASK IDMSTASK 080107 14:38 39C2FA00  IDMSXTSK 39C2FA70  UCFVECT  39C30E4C
090908 09.45.28 RHDCOTRC RHDCOTRC 060809 15:26 39C32000  TTRCEP1  39C32070
090908 09.45.28 RHDCUXIT RHDCUXIT 080825 17:53 002D3400  UXITEP1  002D3468
090908 09.45.28 RHDCSMSG RHDCSMSG 060809 15:27 39C32C00  SMSGEP1  39C32C70  SMSGEP2  39C33DD4
090908 09.45.28 RHDCTERM RHDCTERM 071015 10:25 39C34400  TERMEP1  39C34470
090908 09.45.28 RHDCPRNT RHDCPRNT 080805 11:56 39C36800  PRNTEP1  39C36870  PRNTEP2  39C37844  PRNTEP3  39C37E84  PRNTTASK 39C38358
090908 09.45.28                                          PRNTEP5  39C395E8  PRNTEP6  39C38088
090908 09.45.28 RHDCBANR RHDCBANR 080107 14:42 39C39E00  BANREP1  39C39E70
090908 09.45.28 RHDCUTRC RHDCUTRC 060809 15:29 39C3A400  UTRCEP1  39C3A470
090908 09.45.28 RHDCSTAT RHDCSTAT 070531 10:49 39C3AA00  STATEP1  39C3AA70  TRSTAEP1 39C3B914
090908 09.45.28 RHDCDBUG RHDCDBUG 060809 15:16 39C3C000  DBUGEP1  39C3C070
090908 09.45.28 RHDCLIMT RHDCLIMT 060809 15:21 39C3D600  LIMTEP1  39C3D670
090908 09.45.28 IDMSTOOL IDMSTOOL 060809 14:57 39C3DE00  TOOLEP1  39C3DE70
090908 09.45.28 RHDCMODE RHDCMODE 070201 11:26 39C3E200  MODEEP1  39C3E270  MODEEP2  39C3E330  MODEEP3  39C3E5A4
090908 09.45.28 RHDCLOCK RHDCLOCK 070531 10:46 39C3EA00  LOCKEP1  39C3EA70
090908 09.45.28 RHDCAPPC RHDCAPPC 060809 15:14 39C3F400  APPCEP1  39C3F470
090908 09.45.28 RHDCDLIF                       002D3C00  DLIFEP1  002D4BC8
090908 09.45.28 RHDCDLRC RHDCDLRC 080107 14:43 002D5200  DLRCEP1  002D5270
090908 09.45.28 RHDCDLBE                       002D6000  DLBEEP1  002D6698
090908 09.45.28 RHDCSNMT RHDCSNMT 060829 13:55 39C42000  SNMTEP1  39C42070  SNMTEP2  39C42198
090908 09.45.28 PMVECTRS PMVECTRS 060809 15:12 002E6800  PMVECEP1 002E6870
090908 09.45.28 RHDCALOC RHDCALOC 071015 10:22 39C42600  ALOCEP1  39C42670
090908 09.45.28 RHDCSRTT RHDCSRTT 080825 17:53 39C44C00  SRTTEP1  39C44C68
090908 09.45.28 RHDCSCEN RHDCSCEN 080805 11:56 39C45A00  SCENEP1  39C45A70
090908 09.45.28 IDMSDDAM IDMSDDAM 080505 14:36 39C4DC00  DDAMEP1  39C4DC70  DDAMEP3  39C4DFE8
090908 09.45.28 IDMSLMGR IDMSLMGR 061212 08:12 000398E0  LK00EP1  00039950
090908 09.45.28 RHDCDSIR RHDCDSIR 060810 08:04 002EAC00  DSIREP1  002EAC70  DSIREP2  002EAD64
090908 09.45.28 IDMSMBM  IDMSMBM  060809 14:47 39C51200  MBMEP1   39C51270
090908 09.45.28 IDMSSSP                        39C52000  @MAIN    39C534E0
090908 09.45.28 IDMSAMC                        39C60C00  AMCEP1   39D27CA0
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090908 09.45.28 RHDCTD0D                       39D2A000  TD0DEP1  39D34260  DTSEVH   39D3468C
090908 09.45.28 RHDCP58B RHDCP58B 060809 15:27 39D38C00  P58BEP1  39D38C70
090908 09.45.28 IDMSAMSC IDMSAMSC 060809 14:30 39D39000  AMSCEP1  39D39070
090908 09.45.28 IDMSTMGR IDMSTMGR 080805 11:49 39D39C00  TMGREP1  39D39F90  TMGREP2  39D43A08  TMGREP3  39D43C8C  TMGREP4  39D452C4
090908 09.45.28 IDMSQSRV IDMSQSRV 080811 14:20 39D5F600  QSRVEP1  39D5F670
090908 09.45.28 IDMSNCLI IDMSNCLI 070531 10:08 39D63C00  NCLIEP1  39D63C70  NCLIEP2  39D65500
090908 09.45.28 IDMSNSRV IDMSNSRV 080826 14:38 39D65C00  NSRVEP1  39D65C70
090908 09.45.28 IDMSQCLI                       39D67C00  QCLIEP1  39D67EA8
090908 09.45.28 RHDCMPRF RHDCMPRF 080805 11:54 39D74800  MPRFEP1  39D74870  RTNCBEP1 39D76FB8
090908 09.45.28 IDMSUTIL IDMSUTIL 070531 10:10 39D77C00  UTILEP1  39D77C70
090908 09.45.28 IDMSMSGM IDMSMSGM 070919 15:03 39D7B600  MSGMEP1  39D7B670
090908 09.45.28 IDMSDTCM IDMSDTCM 060809 14:35 39D7CE00  DTCMEP1  39D7CE70
090908 09.45.28 IDMSDTCN IDMSDTCN 070201 11:00 39D7DC00  DTCNEP1  39D7DC70
090908 09.45.28 RHDCENVP RHDCENVP 060809 15:19 39D7F400  ENVPEP1  39D7F470
090908 09.45.28 IDMSIDMS IDMSIDMS 080805 11:47 002EB200  IDMSVECT 002EB270
090908 09.45.28 IDMSDCLI IDMSDCLI 080805 11:43 39D80A00  DCLIEP1  39D80A70
090908 09.45.28 IDMSDSRV IDMSDSRV 080805 11:44 39D81E00  DSRVEP1  39D81E70
090908 09.45.28 ESVSAMBE ESVSAMBE 060809 14:10 39D82600  AMBEEP1  39D82670
090908 09.45.28 RHDCLE37 RHDCLE37 080505 15:13 002ED200  LE37EP1  002ED270
090908 09.45.28 RHDCLESM                       39D89800  LESMEP1  39D89CD0
090908 09.45.28 RHDCCFIM                       0002CBC0  CFIMVECT 00033540
090908 09.45.28 IDMSRRSI IDMSRRSI 061212 08:13 39D8DC00  RRSVECT  39D8DC80
090908 09.45.28 IDMSXCLI IDMSXCLI 080107 14:41 39D95000  XCLIEP1  39D95070
090908 09.45.28 IDMSJSRV IDMSJSRV 080805 11:47 39D96A00  JSRVEP1  39D96A70  JSRVEP2  39D96E4C  JSRVEP3  39D971E0
090908 09.45.28 IDMSTRAK IDMSTRAK 080904 12:27 39D9D400  TRAKEP1  39D9D470
090908 09.45.28 IDMSSLAM IDMSSLAM 080219 12:18 39DAB000  SLAMEP1  39DAB070
090908 09.45.28 END OF SNAP
090908 09.45.28 IDMS DC013004 V73 T0 ATTACHING DRIVER FOR LINE VTAM71
090908 09.45.28 IDMS DC013004 V73 T0 ATTACHING DRIVER FOR LINE UCF67
090908 09.45.28 IDMS DC013004 V73 T0 ATTACHING DRIVER FOR LINE CCILINE
090908 09.45.28 IDMS DC013004 V73 T0 ATTACHING DRIVER FOR LINE DDSVTAM
090908 09.45.28 IDMS DC013004 V73 T0 ATTACHING DRIVER FOR LINE SNALU62
090908 09.45.28 IDMS DC013004 V73 T0 ATTACHING DRIVER FOR LINE TCPIP
090908 09.45.28 IDMS DC088001 V73 T22 Line TCPIP Pterm TCPLIS04 listener initiated on port 26734
090908 09.45.28 IDMS DC088001 V73 T22 Line TCPIP Pterm TCPJSRV listener initiated on port 03773
090908 09.45.28 IDMS DC091001 V73 T0 ATTACHING PRINTER CONTROL TASK
090908 09.45.28 IDMS DC013013 V73 T0 ATTACHING LOADAREA CLEANUP TASK
090908 09.45.28 IDMS DC013006 V73 T0 ATTACHING STARTUP AUTOTASKS
090908 09.45.28 IDMS DC013005 V73 T0 CENTRAL VERSION INITIALIZATION COMPLETE
090908 09.45.28 IDMS DC074100 V73 T0 V73  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release 17.0 tape GJH00B node SYSTEM73
090908 09.45.28 IDMS DC204101 V73 T20 DDS-VTAM-DRIVER CONNECTED TO SYSTEM71
090908 09.45.28 IDMS DC074100 V73 T0 ?
090908 09.45.28 IDMS DC329013 V73 T28 Startup resynchronization complete

Startup routine steps
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The following are the events that occur during the DC/UCF startup process:

1. The startup routine acquires storage for the DC/UCF region/partition and then frees a predefined amount of storage to
the operating system. This process is described in How the Startup Routine Acquires Storage.

2. The startup routine loads the main startup module (RHDCNTRY) at the end of the acquired region and passes control
to the module.
RHDCNTRY allocates XA storage according to SYSIDMS parameter CV_STARTUP_XA_REGION_MB and builds the
DC/UCF system in the acquired space. If data sharing is in effect, it joins the XCF group and connects to the XES list
and lock structures. If necessary, RHDCNTRY performs a warmstart. The DC/UCF system definition is read from the
dictionary named SYSTEM as identified by a DBNAME or a segment name. Then RHDCNTRY builds the rest of the
DC/UCF system.
RHDCNTRY loads the system components sequentially, starting at the low end (the low storage address) of the DC/
UCF region/partition.
RHDCNTRY allocates additional storage, if necessary for the following:
– Storage pools (24-bit and 31-bit)
– Program pools (24-bit and 31-bit)
– Abend storage
RHDCNTRY defines the MASTER task as the first task, T0 (task zero), and then returns control to the startup routine.

3. The startup routine returns any unused space in the originally acquired region/partition to the operating system.
4. The startup routine passes control to the DC/UCF dispatcher (RHDCWAIT).
5. RHDCWAIT dispatches the MASTER task (task T0). At this point, the DC/UCF startup process is complete and DC/

UCF system execution is in progress.
The MASTER task attaches the Database Resource Controller (DBRC) task, T1, which manages the database.
During startup, DBRC does the following:
– Opens the journaling system
– Processes unrecovered transactions
– Processes incomplete (distributed) transactions
– Coordinates data sharing member startup, if applicable
– Initiates operator communications through the console
– Starts up the external request-unit service (ERUS) facility
– nitiates startup resynchronization for distributed transactions
– Posts the MASTER task when initialization is complete
The MASTER task also does the following:
– Initiates a task that erases all expired queues
– Writes a map of the region/partition and a map of the DC/UCF nucleus to the DC/UCF log
– Attaches driver modules
– Attaches the print control task (if applicable).
– Invokes the CLOD task to erase all logically deleted load modules from load area
– Invokes the QUED task. This is done for compatibility only, since processing of expired queues was already done

NOTE
You can also invoke the CLOD and QUED tasks after startup, as described in the CA IDMS System Tasks
and Operator Reference section.

MASTER then attaches any startup autotasks defined at DC/UCF system generation time.

The DC/UCF Region/Partition Layout

The DC/UCF region/partition layout differs depending on your system's configuration.

To examine the layout for your DC/UCF system, issue the following DCMT command:
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DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY MAP

NOTE
For more information on this command, see the System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

System nucleus modules

System nucleus modules are loaded at the beginning of the appropriate program and reentrant pools. The size of a
program pool is automatically extended to accommodate these modules. The nucleus load table (NLT) resides in the
DC/UCF region/partition to identify the system nucleus modules to the system. To display a map of the DC/UCF nucleus
modules, issue the the following DCMT command:

DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY NUCLEUS

NOTE
For more information on this command, see the System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

Most system nucleus modules can be reloaded at runtime, as described in Dynamically Reloading Nucleus Modules.

DC/UCF region components

The following table lists the components of the DC/UCF region/partition in alphabetical order:

Component Description
Abend storage Storage available for processing runtime abends.

The amount of available abend storage is specified by the
ABEND STORAGE parameter of the system generation SYSTEM
statement.

CCE The CA IDMS central control element, which contains information
used by CA IDMS.
This table is built at startup time from values stored in records
in the dictionary by database-related parameters defined on the
SYSTEM system generation statement.

CSA The common system area (CSA) vector table and system-wide
fields (for example, statistics fields).

CSVCAREA The system SVC parameter area, which is used by DC/UCF as a
general work area.

DC/UCF startup routine The routine that begins the DC/UCF system startup process.
The module name is determined during the link-edit job that
creates the load module. Typical names are DCUCF.SYS,
EXECDC, DCUCF.GO, and DCEXEC.
The module contents depend on the operating system in use. For
details, see information presented earlier in this section about DC/
UCF system startup under your operating system.

Central version DMCL The actual DMCL used by the DC/UCF system.
DCEAREA The dispatch control element area.
DDT The destination definition table, which contains destination

definition elements (DDEs) built from values stored in the
dictionary by system generation DESTINATION statements.

DPEAREA The deadlock prevention element area.
ECBLIST The operating system's event control block (ECB) list.
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EREAREA The external request unit area.
ESE External service element.
HIADDR The high 24-bit storage address of the DC/UCF system after the

startup routine returns the amount of storage specified in the
FREESTG runtime option.

IDMSDBIO The CA IDMS database I/O module.
IDMSDBMS The CA IDMS database services module.
ILEAREA Internal lock element area.
Line driver modules Line driver modules for DC/UCF.

These modules are loaded at the beginning of the appropriate
program or reentrant pool. The pools are increased automatically
to accommodate these modules.

LKM Locking control blocks, which are a series of internally managed
control blocks, accessible only by the Lock Manager, used to
serialize resources such as database key locks.
These control blocks are allocated at startup time before the first
24-bit storage pool in a non-XA system and before the first 31-bit
storage pool in an XA system. Any additional storage required by
the Lock Manager at runtime is allocated from the storage pools.
The amount of storage allocated is dependent on the value
specified in the SYSLOCKS clause of the system generation
SYSTEM statement.

LTT The logical terminal definition table. This table contains logical
terminal elements (LTEs) for terminals that can execute online
applications.
This table is built at startup time from values stored in the
dictionary by system generation LTERM statements.

MPMODTBL The MPMODE table.
NLT The nucleus load table, which identifies the system nucleus

modules to the DC/UCF system.
Nucleus modules System nucleus modules that perform general system services,

such as program loading and storage management.
Nucleus modules are loaded at the beginning of the appropriate
program or reentrant pool. The pools are increased automatically
to accommodate these modules. To display a map of the
nucleus modules, issue a DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY NUCLEUS
command.

OPT The startup options table, which contains DC/UCF system-wide
information.
This table is built at startup time from values stored in the
dictionary during system generation by the SYSTEM statement.
The startup options table also contains the DC/UCF region map.

PDT The program definition table, which contains program definition
elements (PDEs) for programs in all program pools.
This table is built at startup from values stored in the dictionary by
system generation PROGRAM statements.

Program pool (24 bit) The 24-bit program pool is defined by the PROGRAM POOL
parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement.

Program pool (31 bit) (XA systems only) This optional program pool is defined by the XA
PROGRAM POOL parameter of the system generation SYSTEM
statement.
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PTT The physical terminal definition table. This table contains
information used to support online applications that use physical
terminals.
This table is built from values stored in the data dictionary by
system generation LINE and PTERM statements.

QDT The queue definition table, which is built from values stored in the
dictionary by system generation QUEUE statements. The QDT
contains:
Queue definition elements (QDEs)
Queue control elements (QCEs)
Queue wait elements (QWEs)

RCA The resource control area, which contains elements used to
control system resources:
Resource link elements (RLEs)
Resource control elements (RCEs)
Deadlock prevention elements (DPEs)
Internal lock elements (ILEs)

RCEAREA Resource control element area
Reentrant pool (24 bit) A pool for 24-bit reentrant programs, which is defined by the

REENTRANT POOL parameter of the system generation
SYSTEM statement.

Reentrant pool (31 bit) (XA systems only) This optional reentrant program pool is
defined by the XA REENTRANT POOL parameter of the system
generation SYSTEM statement.

Resident programs An area that contains programs defined as resident at system
generation time by means of PROGRAM statements.
Resident programs are loaded at the beginning of the program
pools immediately after the nucleus modules.

RHDCDEAD The deadlock manager.
RLEAREA Resource link element area.
RUA The internal run-unit allocation table contains the following:

A run-unit header (RUH) for each run-unit type
A run-unit element (RUE) for each run unit

SCAAREA The subtask control area.
SCT The storage control table area, which contains storage control

elements (SCEs) for all storage pools.
Service driver modules Service driver modules for DC/UCF. These include the following:

RHDCRUSD (run unit service driver)
RHDCLGSD (log service driver)
Service driver modules perform journal and log I/O operations for
other tasks, thus freeing those tasks to continue execution.
If data sharing is in effect, the following additional service drivers
are loaded:
RHDCCFSD (Coupling Facility service driver)
IDMSLMSD (Lock Manager service driver)
IDMSBDSD (DBIO service driver)
These modules are loaded at the beginning of the appropriate
program or reentrant pool. The pools are increased automatically
to accommodate these modules.
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Storage pools (24 bit) The primary storage pool is defined by the STORAGE POOL
clause of the system generation SYSTEM statement.
Additional 24-bit storage pools are optionally defined by system
generation STORAGE POOL statements.

Storage pools (31 bit) (XA systems only) These optional storage pools are defined by
system generation XA STORAGE POOL statements (pools 128
to 254) and the XA STORAGE POOL parameter of the SYSTEM
statement (pool 255).

SVC module Actual SVC used by the DC/UCF system.
TCA The task control area contains the following:

Dispatch control elements (DCEs)
Task control elements (TCEs)
Task statistics area (TSA)
This table is built from values established by system generation
TASK statements.

TCEAREA Task control element area.
TDT The task definition table. This table contains task definition

elements (TDEs) for tasks that can be used to invoke online
components (for example, the subschema compiler).
This table is built at startup time from values stored in the
dictionary by system generation TASK statements.

TRC The system trace area, which contains the system trace buffers.
The size of this area is defined at system generation time by the
SYSTRACE ENTRIES parameter of the SYSTEM statement.
Each entry in this area requires 64 bytes.

Dynamically Reloading Nucleus Modules
You can reload DC nucleus modules without having to bring down the entire DC system. For example, you do not need
to bring the system down to apply maintenance. You need only apply the changes to the load library and then reload the
affected modules.

You can dynamically reload any module with a PDE type of NUCLEUS or DRIVER, except for the following modules:

• IDMSDBIO
• IDMSUXIT
• RHDCDBRC
• RHDCMSTR
• RHDCSCRN
• RHDCOS00

If one of the modules being reloaded is a driver module that controls your terminal (for example, a VTAM driver), you are
logged off of DC/UCF when the driver module is recycled. You can sign back on after the driver module is reloaded.

Considerations

When dynamically reloading nucleus modules, be sure to:
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• Include all interdependent modules in the list of modules to be reloaded. For example, if a nucleus module also
requires a patch in the common system area (CSA), your list must include both the modified nucleus module and the
RHDCCSA module.

• Bring DC to an inactive state before beginning the reload operation by performing the following steps:
a. Disable long-running conversational tasks, such as the dynamic system monitor (OPER), the online debugger, and

the Realtime Monitor at sites where the CA IDMS/Performance Monitor is installed.
b. Cancel any long-running jobs that are already active.

The list of modules to be reloaded is associated with the logical terminal element (LTE) on which the DCMT VARY
NUCLEUS commands are executed. If you sign off from your terminal, the list is deleted. You can determine whether a
program is a nucleus module by examining its PDE type. The PDE type is shown by the DCMT DISPLAY PROGRAM
program-name command.

Setting Up Interpartition Communication and the SVC
DC/UCF resides in its own region/partition. Online application programs executed by using DC/UCF execute within
the DC/UCF region/partition. Additionally, DC/UCF online compilers (such as the online system generation compiler),
development tools (such as ADSA and OLM), and database procedures execute within the DC/UCF region/partition.

Certain functions of the online DC/UCF system require the use of a special SVC which is supplied with DC/UCF software.
In order to use these functions, the SVC must be installed from a release level at least as high as the online DC/UCF
system. An SVC from a higher release level may be used to access a DC/UCF system at a lower release

Online applications executing under other DC/UCF systems, batch application programs, and programs executed under
TP monitors other than DC execute in regions/partitions external to the DC/UCF region/partition. Since CA IDMS resides
in the DC/UCF region/partition, all CA IDMS database requests issued by these programs and all responses must be
passed across regions/partitions.

The remainder of this section describes the common communications architecture used to pass database requests from
one region/partition to another and provides specific information on the following communications:

• DC to DC
• Batch to DC
• CICS to DC

Communications Architecture
The DC/UCF communications architecture was designed to separate applications from the communications environment.
That is, your application does not need to include communications requirements. For example, the application does not
need to designate the node in which a database resides. The architecture is based on the client/server model as follows:

• Client -- Requests information or services
• Server -- Provides information or services

The mandate of this model is that clients and servers must be connected only by a well-defined message protocol. One
client or server can have no explicit information on other clients/servers.

Data request processing: When an application issues a request for database services, each request is routed through
four communications layers on both the client side and the server side, as shown in the following diagram:
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Communication layers: The following table describes each layer of the communications architecture:

Layer Description
Data Services Interface (DSI) Provides a service-specific interface between an application and

particular service (for example, SQL database services). The DSI
creates a data transfer services block (DTSB) that contains routing
information, the name of the target resource, the data, and data
format descriptors and forwards the DTSB to the data transfer
services layer.

Data Transfer Services (DTS) Provides the service-independent application program interface
(API) for client/server processing. This layer uses a name server
table to determine where to pass the requested information.

Distributed Node Services (DNS) Determines how the information is to be sent; that is, using:
-An SVC (used to communicate between the client and a DC/UCF
system within the same operating system image)
-DDS (used to communicate between DC/UCF systems in
different CPUs)

Communications drivers Send the information across to the following:
The SVC
The UCF line driver
DDS using CCI, TCP/IP, or VTAM

The name server table: The name server table is used by the data transfer services layer to determine where to
route information. The table contains information on the location of the database to be accessed. Depending on the
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environment in which your application is executing, the name of the database to be accessed is provided in the following
ways:

Environment How a database name is provided
DC Through the NODE and RESOURCE TABLE system generation

statements
Batch, CICS, and other TP-monitors Through the IDMSOPTI module, SYSCTL file, and SYSIDMS

parameter file

DC-to-DC Communications
You use DC-to-DC communication when a program executing online in one DC/UCF system needs access to a database
controlled by another DC/UCF system.

Note: This section describes how database requests are transferred between DC/UCF systems. It does not describe
distributed applications using UCF or APPC. For information on distributed applications, see "Distributed Applications
Using UCF, APPC, or TCP/IP."

Communicating between DC/UCF systems at different release levels: It is valid to communicate between a front-
end DC/UCF system and back-end DC/UCF system that are at different release levels. Either the front-end system or the
back-end system can be at a higher release level. For SVC access between systems, the SVC should be at a release
level at least as high as the higher of the systems.

System generation table definitions: To implement DC-to-DC communication, you must define two types of tables using
the system generation compiler as follows:

Type of table Sysgen statement Description
NODE table NODE Describes what DC/UCF systems can

communicate with this DC/UCF system and
what communication method to use (for
example, an SVC or DDS using CCI, TCP/
IP, or VTAM); define one NODE statement
for every node with which a given DC/UCF
system can communicate

RESOURCE NAME table RESOURCE TABLE Identifies on what node a database resides;
define one resource entry for each remote
database and for each local database

Database request processing: When an application issues a request for database services, the request is passed to
the data services interface (DSI). If the request cannot be serviced on the local node, the request is passed to the data
transfer services layer of the communications architecture. This layer uses the name server table, which contains the
information provided by the system generation parameters listed above. The request is transferred from node to node
(using the distributed node services layer), until it reaches the node that controls the database.

In some cases, a direct connection cannot be made between the DC/UCF system on which the database request
originates and the DC/UCF system that controls the database. In these cases, a request can be routed across one or
more intermediate nodes to reach the final destination.

The system that controls the database must, however, be defined as a resource in the originating system. This definition
is used to perform resynchronization between the two systems and is required even if no actual two-phase commit
processing is done. For more information on this requirement, see the section Resource Name Table Requirements.

Distributed processing: You can distribute database and application processing across DC/UCF systems in one of the
following ways:
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• You can define one DC/UCF system to manage the front-end processing (terminal management, etc.) of applications
and another DC/UCF system to manage the CA IDMS database processing

• You can distribute the front-end processing of applications across multiple DC/UCF systems and define another DC/
UCF system to manage the CA IDMS database processing for those applications. You might distribute applications
based on geographic location, type of application, or size of application.

You decide the best way to set up multiple DC/UCF systems to meet the goals of your organization and maximize the use
of your computing resources. The following diagram shows the components of multiple DC/UCF regions:

By distributing application and database processing across multiple DC/UCF systems, you minimize the constraints
on system resources such as CPU and virtual storage. Additionally, by isolating database or application processing on
separate DC/UCF systems, you can do the following:

• Exercise more control over the processing of strategic applications
• Insulate database processing from application processing
• Insulate applications from each other
• Minimize the effects of processing outages across the user environment

Managing the tables dynamically: You can make a new copy of the NODE table or RESOURCE NAME table available
to the DC/UCF system dynamically, by following these steps:

1. Re-generate the system with the new NODE or RESOURCE NAME table parameters
2. Dynamically reload the NODE table or RESOURCE NAME table by entering DCMT VARY RESOURCE TABLE NEW

COPY
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NOTE
For more information on this DCMT command, see the System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

Batch and Non-DC/UCF Programs
Contents

Batch programs and non-DC/UCF programs pass CA IDMS central version database requests and receive responses
through the CA IDMS SVC (supervisor control routine). The following diagram shows how the SVC passes requests and
data between programs executed in other regions/partitions and DC/UCF. In this diagram, the CA IDMS SVC passes
program requests for database services and DC/UCF responses across regions/partitions. Program A is an online
program executed without DC/UCF services. Program B is a batch program.

In z/OS systems, an actual SVC is used. In z/VSE and z/VM systems, equivalent modules perform CA IDMS SVC
communication services. The remainder of this overview uses the term SVC to refer to both types of definitions.

Required interface modules: Batch programs also require the following interface modules to communicate with the SVC:
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• The batch interface allows batch programs to communicate with the SVC.
• TP-interface modules tailored to each supported TP monitor allow (non-DC/UCF) online programs to communicate

with the SVC.
• These interface modules are installed at DC/UCF system installation time.
• To make the optional 10.2 services batch interface available, programs that were not linked in a 10.2 system must be

linked with the IDML load module, and the IDMSB102 load module must be in a STEPLIB specified in the batch job
JCL.

• Note: For more information on using the optional 10.2 services batch interface, see the CA IDMS Navigational DML
Administrating section.

• Because batch programs and non-DC/UCF programs execute outside of DC/UCF, the interface modules for these
types of programs must provide DC/UCF access information when they pass program requests for CA IDMS database
services to the SVC. Basically, they must specify the following:

• The type of database services (central version or local mode) that the program uses
• The database that the program accesses
• The DC/UCF system the program uses when using central version services
• The DC/UCF system to which the program passes database requests when using central version services
• Database specifications: When batch programs execute, the batch interface derives this information from a

combination of sources as follows:
• From the IDMSOPTI module (if any) link edited with the program (for non-SQL access only).
• From the SYSCTL file specified in execution JCL.
• From alternative database and node specifications made within the SYSIDMS parameter file or within the program

itself.
• From user exit 23 specifications. Exit 23 can intercept database specifications for the program during run unit initiation

(non-SQL access only)
• Note: For more information on the SYSIDMS parameter file, see the Common Facilities topics.

TP monitor overrides: For non-DC/UCF online programs, the TP front-end interface module passes program information
to the SVC. This information is specified when the TP front-end module is generated. At runtime, this information can be
overridden, when appropriate, by any of the following specifications:

• Program database and node specifications
• Information passed by user exit 23 (non-SQL access only)

CV Retry Processing: If a batch job or UCFTSO session attempts to connect to a Central Version and that Central
Version is not up, message DC208002 is normally issued and the batch job will await an operator reponse to the query:
CV cv-number NOT ACTIVE REPLY RETRY OR CANCEL. A SYSIDMS parameter, CVRETRY=OFF, allows this message
to be suppressed so that control is immediately returned to the application program with an appropriate ERROR-STATUS.

Under z/OS, the SYSIDMS parameter, CVRETRY_MSG_CODES=descriptor-route-codes, gives you control over the
destination where message DC208002 is routed. Control over the routing of the DC208002 message facilitates the use of
data center automation tools to respond to the message without operator intervention.

For more information on SYSIDMS parameters see the Common Facilities topics.

The following SYSIDMS parameter lets you control the routing of the DC208002 message.

• CVRETRY_MSG_CODES=descriptor-route-codes
Specifies the descriptor and route codes to be used for batch message DC208002 (CV cv-number NOT ACTIVE.
REPLY RETRY OR CANCEL). descriptor-route-codes must be an eight-digit hexadecimal value.
The first four digits of descriptor-route-codes represent the descriptor codes and the last four digits represent the route
codes. Each bit within the descriptor or route codes represents a code value. The first bit (x’8000’) represents code
value 1 and the last bit (x’0001’) represents code value 16. Multiple bits can be on in each set of codes so that x’8101’
represents code values 1, 8 and 16.
Default: x’00004000’ (representing descriptor code zero (0) and route code two)
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Database access: The following table summarizes how DC/UCF decides which database to access given a DBNAME
specification in the program or a SYSIDMS parameter, in IDMSOPTI, and in the SYSTEM statement SYSCTL clause. The
same rules apply to databases that reside on remote nodes.

Program/SYSIDMS DBNAME * IDMSOPTI DBNAME SYSCTL DBNAME DC/UCF uses
Specified ALWAYS ALWAYS SYSCTL parameters
Specified ALWAYS DEFAULT IDMSOPTI parameters
Specified ALWAYS NULL IDMSOPTI parameters
Specified DEFAULT ALWAYS SYSCTL parameters
Specified DEFAULT DEFAULT Program specification
Specified DEFAULT NULL Program specification
Specified NULL ALWAYS SYSCTL parameters
Specified NULL DEFAULT Program specification
Specified NULL ALWAYS SYSCTL parameters
Not Specified ALWAYS DEFAULT IDMSOPTI parameters
Not Specified ALWAYS NULL IDMSOPTI parameters
Not Specified ALWAYS ALWAYS SYSCTL parameters
Not Specified DEFAULT DEFAULT IDMSOPTI parameters
Not Specified DEFAULT NULL IDMSOPTI parameters
Not Specified NULL ALWAYS SYSCTL parameters
Not Specified NULL DEFAULT SYSCTL parameters
Not Specified NULL NULL Program's subschema

NOTE
If both the program and SYSIDMS parameter file specify a DBNAME parameter, the program specification
overrides the SYSIDMS parameter file specification.

Generating IDMSOPTI and Defining SYSCTL

The following section discusses the IDMSOPTI module and the SYSCTL file for each operating system.

z/OS: IDMSOPTI and SYSCTL
This section describes how to do the following in z/OS:

Generating an IDMSOPTI Module

You can define IDMSOPTI modules for batch programs that require non-SQL database services. To generate an
IDMSOPTI module, do the following:

1. Code an IDMSOPTI macro
2. Assemble and link edit the IDMSOPTI module

To make IDMSOPTI specifications available to a batch program, link edit the IDMSOPTI module with the program.
The IDMSOPTI module specifies whether the program uses CA IDMS central version or local mode services. When
the program uses central version services, IDMSOPTI can provide parameters that further determine which DC/UCF
system is to be accessed.
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Generating an IDMSOPTI Module

You can define IDMSOPTI modules for batch programs that require non-SQL database services.

To generate an IDMSOPTI module:

1. Code an IDMSOPTI macro
2. Assemble and link edit the IDMSOPTI module

To make IDMSOPTI specifications available to a batch program, link edit the IDMSOPTI module with the program.
The IDMSOPTI module specifies whether the program uses CA IDMS central version or local mode services. When
the program uses central version services, IDMSOPTI can provide parameters that further determine which DC/UCF
system is to be accessed

IDMSOPTI Syntax
 ►►─ IDMSOPTI ─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►
               └─ SVC= ─┬─ svc-number ─┬─┘
                        └─ 0 ◄─────────┘
  
  ►──┬───────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
     └─ ,CVNUM= ─┬─ cv-number ─┬─┘ 
                 └─ 0 ◄────────┘
  
  ►──┬─────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►
     └─ ,CENTRAL= ─┬─ NO ────┬─┘
                   ├─ ONLY ──┤
                   └─ YES ◄──┘
  ►──┬─────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►
     └─ ,SYSCTL=sysctl-ddname ─┘
  
  ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►
     └─ ,NODENAM=(nodename ─┬─ ,ALWAYS ────┬─ ) ─┘
                            └─ ,DEFAULT ◄──┘
  
  ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►◄
     └─ ,DBNAME=(database-name ─┬─ ,ALWAYS ────┬─ ) ─┘
                                └─ ,DEFAULT ◄──┘
 

IDMSOPTI Parameters

• SVC
Specifies the number of the CA IDMS SVC through which the program communicates with the DC/UCF system. svc-
number must be an integer in the range 0 through 255.
Considerations: To allow users to utilize the CA IDMS SVC number in a SYSCTL file at program execution, include
the SYSCTL parameter (below) in the IDMSOPTI macro.

• CVNUM
Identifies the DC/UCF system to the CA IDMS SVC.
Considerations: cv-number must be the same value (0 through 255) specified by the CVNUMBER parameter of the
system generation SYSTEM statement for the system. For more information on the SYSTEM statement, see the CA
IDMS Administrating section.

• CENTRAL
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Specifies whether the program uses CA IDMS central version services.
– NO

The program will never use CA IDMS central version services.
– ONLY

The program will always require CA IDMS central version services.
– YES

The program can use either central version or local mode services:
• The program uses central version services when the execution JCL for the application specifies a SYSCTL file.
• The program uses local mode services when JCL that executes the application does not specify a SYSCTL file
If you code CENTRAL=YES, be sure to include the SYSCTL parameter (below) in the IDMSOPTI module. At
runtime, the SYSCTL ddname specified in JCL for the application must match the ddname specified in the
IDMSOPTI module.

• SYSCTL
Specifies the ddname of a SYSCTL file.
Considerations: You should include the SYSCTL parameter when either of the following conditions applies:
– Users can execute the program using either central version or local mode services (that is, CENTRAL=YES). For

this to occur, the SVC parameter must either be omitted or set to 0.
– Users can execute the program on different DC/UkCF systems. You can optionally specify a default DC/UCF

system in the IDMSOPTI CVNUM parameter. At runtime, a user can override the default system, using the system
specified in the SYSCTL file. The user must specify the SYSCTL ddname named in the IDMSOPTI module for the
program.

• NODENAM
Specifies the one- to eight-character name of a system defined to your DC/UCF communications network.
ALWAYS/DEFAULT specifies conditions under which programs link edited with this IDMSOPTI module will pass
database requests to the named system node.
– ALWAYS

The program passes database requests to the named system unless the named system is overridden by a SYSCTL
file.

– DEFAULT
The program passes database requests to the named system only if both of the following are true:
• The program does not name a remote system.
• The SYSCTL file either does not name a remote system or specifies DEFAULT along with the remote system

that it names.
• DBNAME

Specifies a database name.
This specification may be overridden. For override conditions see the section Batch and Non-DC/UCF Programs.
– ALWAYS

The program uses the named database unless the named database is overridden by a SYSCTL file.
– DEFAULT

The program uses the named database only if both of the following are true:
• The program does not name a database.
• The SYSCTL file either does not name a database or specifies DEFAULT along with the database that it names.

IDMSOPTI usage: The following table shows the IDMSOPTI macro parameters appropriate for various programs that
request CA IDMS database services from another region:

Program execution IDMSOPTI strategy IDMSOPTI syntax
Always uses central version database
services on the same DC/UCF system

Assemble an IDMSOPTI module for
programs that use the DC/UCF system.

IDMSOPTI SVC=svc-number
,CVNUM=cv-number
,CENTRAL=ONLY
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Uses central version database services on
various DC/UCF systems

Optionally assemble an IDMSOPTI
module.*

IDMSOPTI SYSCTL=
sysctl-ddname
,CENTRAL=ONLY

Uses central version services on a default
DC/UCF system that users can override
with a SYSCTL file.

Assemble an IDMSOPTI module. IDMSOPTI SYSCTL=
sysctl-ddname
,SVC=svc-number
,CVNUM=cv-number
,CENTRAL=ONLY

Always uses local mode database services Optionally assemble an IDMSOPTI module. IDMSOPTI CENTRAL=NO
Sometimes uses central version and
sometimes uses local mode database
services

Optionally assemble an IDMSOPTI
module.*

IDMSOPTI SYSCTL=sysctl-ddname
CENTRAL=YES

* A SYSCTL data set can provide the necessary communication information at program execution time.

Assembling and link editing the IDMSOPTI module: You can define several different IDMSOPTI modules for a given
system. You must give each IDMSOPTI module a unique name.

To assemble and link edit an IDMSOPTI module:

1. Create an IDMSOPTI source module as follows:
          IDMSOPTI opti-parameters
          END
 

2. Save the IDMSOPTI source module in your custom source library.
3. Assemble and link it into your custom load library by executing the z/OS Assemble and Link-Edit JCL in the "Sample z/

OS JCL" topic.
Substitute the name of your IDMSOPTI source member and insert the following binder statement:
  NAME idmsopti (R)
 

Defining a SYSCTL File

You can define one or more SYSCTL files to provide alternative information for programs that require CA IDMS database
services while executing in another region. This information includes the number of the CA IDMS SVC to be used.
SYSCTL specifications override those given by batch and TP-monitor interface modules and IDMSOPTI modules.

You define the ddname for a SYSCTL file and determine the specifications to be contained in the SYSCTL file by using
the DC/UCF system generation SYSTEM statement. At system startup time, DC/UCF copies the specifications made in
the SYSTEM statement to the SYSCTL file.

At sites where more than one DC/UCF system runs concurrently, each SYSCTL file must have a unique data set name.
However, all systems can use the same ddname for the SYSCTL file.

Note: For more information on the SYSTEM statement, see the Administrating section.

Accessing a SYSCTL file: To use a SYSCTL file in conjunction with programs executed in other regions, the user must
either:

• Specify a ddname of SYSCTL in the batch application's execution JCL. The SYSCTL DD statement should point to a
data set with the same data set name used by the DC/UCF system for its SYSCTL data set.

• If the program is linked with IDMSOPTI, the ddname used for the SYSCTL data set in the batch application's execution
JCL must match the ddname specified for the SYSCTL in the IDMSOPTI module. The data set name pointed to by this
ddname must match the data set name used by the DC/UCF systems for its SYSCTL data set.
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IDMS System Operations z/VSE
This section describes how to do the following in z/VSE:

Generating an IDMSOPTI Module

You can define an IDMSOPTI module for batch programs that require non-SQL database services. To generate an
IDMSOPTI module, do the following:

1. Code an IDMSOPTI macro
2. Assemble and catalog the IDMSOPTI module

Note: For more information on IDMSOPTI modules, see the introduction to the System Startup section.

IDMSOPTI Syntax

IDMSOPTI Parameters

• SVC
Specifies the number of the CA IDMS SVC through which the program communicates with the DC/UCF system. The
value specified for svc-number should be an integer in the range 114 through 255.
Considerations: To allow users to utilize the CA IDMS SVC number in a SYSCTL file at program execution, include
the SYSCTL parameter (below) in the IDMSOPTI macro.

• CVNUM
Identifies the DC/UCF system to the CA IDMS SVC.
Considerations: CVNUM must specify the number (0 through 255) given by the CVNUMBER parameter of the
system generation SYSTEM statement for the system. For more information on the SYSTEM statement, see the
Administrating section.

• SYSCTL
Specifies the filename of a SYSCTL file. Sysctl-filename is a seven-character filename.
Considerations: If you use a SYSCTL file to specify SVC information, you won't need to relink programs that use that
SVC when you subsequently modify the SVC.
Because the SYSCTL file is used system-wide, the SYSCTL filename must represent a logical unit assignment that is
supported by all partitions in the system.
When executing a batch application, the user must specify the SYSCTL filename by using the DLBL statement in the
batch application's JCL. If this parameter is omitted from the JCL, the system default SYSCTL filename (specified in
the system generation SYSTEM statement) is used at runtime.

• UPSI
Defines which bit switch in the UPSI byte allows batch programs to use CA IDMS central version services at runtime.
Upsi-bit-switch-number specifies a bit string. Up to eight bit values can be specified in the string. The position where
you code a single 1 (one) in this bit string determines the location of the central version bit switch. Positions before the
1 (if 1 is not the first bit specified) must be coded as either zeros or blanks. Trailing blanks are treated as zeros.
For example, to specify that the fifth position in the UPSI byte is the central version switch, you would make the
following specification in the IDMSOPTI UPSI parameter:

UPSI=00001

In this example, the application at runtime can use central version services if a 1 (one) is coded in the fifth position in
the UPSI byte of the program's JCL. Otherwise, the application uses CA IDMS local mode services.
Considerations:
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– When CENTRAL=YES (see below) is coded for the IDMSOPTI module, it is particularly useful to code an UPSI
value. Runtime users can then use the UPSI switch to determine whether the program uses central version or local
mode services.

– When a SYSCTL file is specified in the program JCL, the runtime UPSI setting is ignored and the program uses
central version services, based on information from the SYSCTL file.

• CENTRAL
Specifies whether the program uses CA IDMS central version services.
– NO

The program will never use CA IDMS central version services.
– ONLY

The program will always require CA IDMS central version services.
– YES

The program can use either central version or local mode services, depending on specifications made in the JCL for
the batch application:
• The program uses central version services when either a SYSCTL file or the appropriate UPSI byte is specified

in the JCL.
• The program uses local mode services when neither of these

• NODENAM
Specifies a one- to eight-character name of a system defined to your DC/UCF communications network.
– ALWAYS

The program passes database requests to the named system unless the named system is overridden by a SYSCTL
file.

– DEFAULT
The program passes database requests to the named system only if both of the following are true:
• The program does not name a remote system.
• No database is specified by a SYSCTL file, or a SYSCTL file specifies DEFAULT along with the database that it

names.

IDMSOPTI usage: The following table shows IDMSOPTI macro parameters appropriate for various programs that request
CA IDMS database services from another partition:

Program execution IDMSOPTI strategy IDMSOPTI syntax
Always uses central version database
services on the same DC/UCF system

Assemble an IDMSOPTI module for
programs that use the DC/UCF system.

IDMSOPTI SVC=
svc-number
,CVNUM=cv-number
,CENTRAL=ONLY

Uses central version database services on
various DC/UCF systems*2

Optionally assemble an IDMSOPTI
module.*1

IDMSOPTI SYSCTL=
sysctl-ddname
,CENTRAL=ONLY

Uses central version services on a default
DC/UCF system that users can override
with a SYSCTL file*2

Assemble an IDMSOPTI module. IDMSOPTI SYSCTL=
sysctl-ddname
,SVC=svc-number
,CVNUM=cv-number
,CENTRAL=ONLY

Always uses local mode database services Optionally assemble an IDMSOPTI module. IDMSOPTI
CENTRAL= NO

Sometimes uses central version and
sometimes uses local mode database
services*2

Assemble an IDMSOPTI module. IDMSOPTI SYSCTL=
sysctl-filename
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Notes:

*1 - A SYSCTL data set can provide the necessary communication information at program execution time.

*2 - The SYSCTL statement can be omitted from the IDMSOPTI module if the system-wide default is preferred.

• Assembling and cataloging the IDMSOPTI module: You can define several different IDMSOPTI modules for a given
system. You must give each IDMSOPTI module a unique name.

Note: Any modifications to CA IDMS load libraries should be applied using MSHP. For instructions about how to assemble
and link edit using MSHP, see the Installing section -- z/VSE.

To create a z/VSE IDMSOPTI module:

Assemble and catalog the module using the sample JCL in z/VSE Assemble JCL. Modify the JCL by substituting the
following in place of the Assembler input statements:

PUNCH 'CATALOG idmsopti.OBJ REPLACE=YES'     

IDMSOPTI macro

END

• idmsopti
Specifies the name of the object module containing the assembly output

Defining a SYSCTL File

You can define one or more SYSCTL files to provide alternative information for programs that require CA IDMS database
services while executing in another partition. This information includes the number of the CA IDMS SVC to be used.
SYSCTL specifications override those given by batch and TP-monitor interface modules and IDMSOPTI modules.

You define the filename for a SYSCTL file and determine the specifications to be contained in the SYSCTL file by using
the DC/UCF system generation SYSTEM statement. At system startup time, DC/UCF copies the specifications made in
the SYSTEM statement to the SYSCTL file.

At sites where more than one DC/UCF system runs concurrently, each SYSCTL file must have a unique file ID. However,
all systems can use the same filename for the SYSCTL file.

Note: For more information on the SYSTEM statement, see the Administrating section.

Accessing a SYSCTL file: To use a SYSCTL file in conjunction with programs executed in other regions, the user must
either:

• Specify a filename or SYSCTL in the batch application's execution JCL. The SYSCTL filename should point to a file ID
with the same file ID used by the DC/UCF system for its' SYSCTL file.

• If the program is linked with IDMSOPTI, the filename used for the SYSCTL file in the batch application's execution JCL
must match the filename specified for the SYSCTL in the IDMSOPTI module. The file ID pointed to by this filename
must match the file ID used by the DC/UCF systems for its SYSCTL file.

IDMS Systems Operations - z/VM
This section describes how to do the following in z/VM:
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Generating an IDMSOPTI Module

You can define IDMSOPTI modules for batch programs that require non-SQL database services. For more information,
see the introduction to the section System Startup.

Note: For more information on IDMSOPTI with batch programs under z/VM and dynamic IDMSOPTI generation, see the
Installing section -- z/VM.

To prepare an IDMSOPTI module, do the following:

1. Code an IDMSOPTI macro and save the macro statements in a file with a file type of ASSEMBLE.
2. Assemble the IDMSOPTI module and put it in a user TXTLIB library.

Multiple IDMSOPTI macros:You can code several different IDMSOPTI macros for a given system. Each IDMSOPTI
macro must have a unique name. However, when you add the IDMSOPTI module to a TXTLIB library, you must give the
library member the name IDMSOPTI. Therefore, each IDMSOPTI module must reside in its own TXTLIB library.

Defining a SYSCTL File

You can define one or more SYSCTL files to provide alternate information for programs that require CA IDMS database
services while executing in another virtual machine. This information includes the number of the CA IDMS SVC to be
used. SYSCTL specifications override those given by batch and TP-monitor interface modules and IDMSOPTI modules.

You define a ddname for a SYSCTL file and determine the specifications to be contained in the SYSCTL file by using the
DC/UCF system generation SYSTEM statement. At system startup time, DC/UCF copies the specifications made in the
SYSTEM statement to the SYSCTL file.

At sites where more than one DC/UCF system runs concurrently, each SYSCTL file must have a unique file ID. However,
all systems can use the same ddname for the SYSCTL file.

Note: For more information on the SYSTEM statement, see the Administrating section.

Accessing a SYSCTL file: To use a SYSCTL file in conjunction with programs executed in other virtual machines, the
user must either:

• Specify a ddname of SYSCTL in the batch application's execution JCL. The SYSCTL ddname should point to a file
with the same file ID used by the DC/UCF system for its SYSCTL file.

• If the program is linked with IDMSOPTI, the ddname used for the SYSCTL file in the batch application's execution JCL
must match the ddname specified for the SYSCTL in the IDMSOPTI module. The file ID pointed to by this ddname
must match the file ID used by the DC/UCF systems for its SYSCTL file.

Previously existing batch programs that were link edited with an IDMSOPTI module continues to work as before unless a
SYSCTL file is included in the runtime execution JCL. SYSCTL specifications override those in an IDMSOPTI module.

Using SYSIDMS to Access the Correct CV

Another way of directing a batch job to a DC/UCF system is by coding the following SYSIDMS parameters in a file and
pointing the SYSIDMS DD statement to that file:

• CVMACH
Specifies the user id of the virtual machine in which the DC/UCF system is executing.

• CVNUM
Identifies the DC/UCF system (within the named virtual machine) to the CA IDMS SVC.
Considerations:
– For z/VM batch programs communicating with DC/UCF in a z/VM machine, the CVNUM should not be coded or the

value should be set to zero.
– For z/VM batch programs communicating with DC/UCF in a guest operating system, the CVNUM value must be the

CVNUMBER of the DC/UCF system.
• NODENAM
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Specifies the one- to eight-character name of a system defined to your DC/UCF communications network.
• DBNAME

Specifies the database name on the target DC/UCF system.

Generating the SVC
Contents

An SVC is used to facilitate interpartition communication for the following:

• IDMS batch programs
• Non-DC/UCF online programs
• UCF programs
• DC/UCF to DC/UCF programs within the same operating system image

Certain online functions also use the SVC. These functions include storage protection and detection of runaway programs,
for example, user-mode programs in an endless loop.

In z/OS systems, an actual SVC is used. In z/VM and z/VSE systems, equivalent modules perform CA IDMS SVC
communication services. The remainder of this overview uses the term SVC to refer to both types of definitions.

Information for generating an SVC appears below for each operating system.

z/OS

In z/OS operating systems, the CA IDMS SVC provides a means of communication between DC/UCF and programs
executing in another region within the same CPU.

NOTE
For more information on SVCs, see the introduction to "System Startup." During installation, you generated a
CA IDMS SVC. This section explains the steps to take if you want to generate a new CA IDMS SVC module and
make it available for use.

NOTE
The SVC parameters CVKEY and AUTHREQ can be used to help ensure system integrity. For more information
on system integrity, see the section Installation Considerations in the current Installing section for z/OS.

Considerations: You define both the SVC number and a SYSCTL file for the DC/UCF system in the system generation
SYSTEM statement. When you start up DC/UCF in a z/OS system, the following occurs:

• DC/UCF signs on to a CA IDMS SVC if an SVC number is specified at system generation time.
• DC/UCF places the SVC number in the specified SYSCTL file.

NOTE
For more information on specifying the SVC number and SYSCTL file for a DC/UCF system, see the
Administrating section.

SVCOPT Syntax
 ►►─ #SVCOPT SVCNO=svc-number ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►
   └─ ,ENVIRON= ─┬─ MVS ◄──┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────┬─┘
                 │         └─ mvs-only-options ─┘                         │
                 ├─ (MVS, VMCF) ─┬────────────────────┬┬────────────────┬─┤
                 │               └─ mvs-vmcf-options ─┘└─ vmcf-options ─┘ │
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                 ├─ (DOS, VMCF) ─┬────────────────┬───────────────────────┤
                 │               └─ vmcf-options ─┘                       │
                 └─ (CMS, VMCF) ─┬────────────────┬───────────────────────┘
                                 └─ vmcf-options ─┘
  ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ ,SVCXLEN= ─┬─ ere-extension-length ─┬─┘
                 └─ 0 ◄───────────────────┘
 

Expansion of mvs-only-options

 ►►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,AUTHREQ= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘
                 └─ NO ◄──┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,CVKEY=dc-primary-protect-key ─┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ ,SMF= ─┬─ NO ────┬─┘
             └─ YES ◄──┘
 

Expansion of mvs-vmcf-options

 ►►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,LAP= ─┬─ NO ◄──┬─┘
             └─ YES ──┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,MAXTCB=max-tcb-count ─┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,VMCFCPU= ─┬─ vm-mvs-cpu-number ─┬─┘
                 └─ NO ◄───────────────┘
 
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,VMCFLOC= ─┬─ vmcf-address-space ─┬─┘
                 └─ X'230' ─────────────┘
 
 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ ,VMCFSCH= MASTER ◄──┘
 

Expansion of vmcf-options

 ►►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,DBUGCMS= ─┬─ NO ◄──┬─┘
                 └─ YES ──┘
 
 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ ,PSWMODE= ─┬─ EC ◄──┬─┘
                 └─ BC ───┘
 
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ ,VMBUFCT=vmcf-buffer-count ─┘
 

SVCOPT Parameters

• SVCNO
Gives the number of the CA IDMS SVC being generated. Svc-number must be an integer in the range 0 through 255.
Considerations:
– Be sure to assign an SVC number that is higher than any SVC interrupt numbers used by your operating system.

Consult your operating system documentation for SVC values that your operating system reserves.
– SVC numbers 172, 173, and 174 are reserved SVC number for CA IDMS for use by CAIRIM. Values 200 through

255 are standard user SVC numbers.
• ENVIRON

Specifies the environment in which you are operating.
– MVS

Specifies the z/OS operating system.
– (MVS,VMCF)

Specifies the z/OS operating system and activates VMCF support. The Virtual Machine Command Facility (VMCF)
is only supported when the CA IDMS CMS Option is installed and when z/OS is running as a guest machine under
z/VM. Batch jobs running under CMS can communicate with CVs running under z/OS using VMCF. Only one IDMS
SVC in a z/OS image can use VMCF at a time.
Note: Do not code this parameter merely because DC/UCF is running on a guest machine. This parameter applies
only if VMCF is being used to communicate with another virtual machine (for example, UCFCMS).

– (CMS,VMCF)
Specifies the z/VM operating system and activates VMCF support. This Virtual Machine Command Facility (VMCF)
option is required when running under z/VM.

– (DOS,VMCF)
Specifies the z/VSE operating system and activates VMCF support. The Virtual Machine Command Facility (VMCF)
is only supported when the CA IDMS CMS Option is installed and when z/VSE is running as a guest machine under
z/VM. Batch jobs running under CMS can communicate with CVs running under z/VSE using VMCF. Only one IDMS
SVC in an z/VSE image can use VMCF at a time.

• SVCXLEN
Specifies the number of bytes in the ERE extension to be used by the IDMSSVCX user exit.
Limits: Ere-extension-length may be a positive integer in the range 1 through 32767.

Expansion of mvs-only-options parameters

• AUTHREQ
Specifies if CV startup modules must run as authorized. If AUTHREQ=YES, all CV startup modules must be linked
as authorized (SETCODE AC(1)) and reside in an authorized library. This allows the startup modules to establish PC
routines to perform certain necessary system functions. Once these PC routines are established, the startup module
unauthorizes itself. This prevents application programs and nucleus modules, such as user exits, from exploiting
operating system privileges. Specifying AUTHREQ=YES disables certain SVC functions that could be used invalidly by
the following:
– A batch program running in the protect key specified by CVKEY
– A program or user exit running without storage protect in the online Environment
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NO is the default.
• CVKEY (z/OS)

This mandatory parameter identifies the primary protect key for DC/UCF. Valid values are 1 through 15 and *. It is
recommended that 8 and 9 should not be used. A value of * permits the intentional creation of the unsecured version of
the SVC. This protect key must also be specified for DC/UCF system routines defined in the z/OS program properties
table (PPT) for the system.
If a numeric CVKEY value is specified and a routine invokes a function reserved for use only by DC/UCF, the CA IDMS
SVC verifies that the invoking routine's job or address space has the specified primary protect key. If the caller does
not have the proper primary protect key, the SVC will abend the caller.

• SMF
Specifies whether system monitor facility (SMF) records are required.

Expansion of mvs-vmcf-options parameters

• LAP
Specifies whether code should be generated for this CA IDMS SVC to allow the system to turn LAP (low address
protection) on and off as needed. If YES is specified, the necessary code is generated.
Low address protection controls the use of low core storage. The SVC needs to be able to use low core storage when
the VMCF option has been enabled. Therefore, if you specify (z/OS,VMCF) on the ENVIRON parameter, you should
also specify LAP=YES.

• MAXTCB=max-tcb-count
max-tcb-count specifies the number of save areas that are allocated to support CPU affinity code under z/OS. If DC
multitasking support is enabled this value should be the same as the maximum number of TCBs that can run in all DCs
using this SVC at the same time.
If multitasking support is not enabled in the CV, then this should be set to 1, the default. Specifying too large a number
wastes some CSA storage. Currently about 88 bytes per save area is allocated.
Note: DC/UCF recognizes this parameter only if you code (MVS,VMCF) on the ENVIRON parameter, described
above.

• VMCFCPU
Establishes CPU affinity for the CA IDMS SVC when issuing VMCF commands. CPU affinity is required when z/OS
is running concurrently on multiple processors and is running under z/VM when VMCF is running only on one of the
processors. VMCFCPU specifies the number of the processor on which affinity is desired. Valid values are 0-15 and
NO. If z/OS runs under z/VM 2.2 and above, CPU affinity should not be required.
Note: DC/UCF recognizes this parameter only if you code (MVS,VMCF) on the ENVIRON parameter, described
above.

• VMCFLOC
Identifies the low core address for the LPSW (program status word). vmcf-address-space is a hex value. DC/UCF
recognizes this parameter only if you code (MVS,VMCF) on the ENVIRON parameter.
Note: For a valid address space, consult with your system programmer.

• VMCFSCH
Indicates that the VMCF service request block (SRB) is scheduled to the MASTER schedule address space control
block (ASCB). MASTER is the only valid value.
Note: DC/UCF recognizes this parameter only if you code (MVS,VMCF) on the ENVIRON parameter, described
above.

Expansion of vmcf-options parameters

• DBUGCMS=YES|NO
This parameter specifies whether to allocate a 4096 byte storage area and trace VMCF external interrupts.
Although the default is NO, YES is recommended as the overhead is slight, and the trace buffer provides an invaluable
tool for investigating problems.
Note: DC/UCF recognizes this parameter only if you code (...,VMCF) on the ENVIRON parameter, described above.

• PSWMODE=EC|BC
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Specifies whether the operating system running under z/VM is doing its own paging. EC indicates that paging is being
done, and virtual addresses must be converted to "real" before passing them to VMCF. BC indicates that paging is not
being done, and addresses passed to VMCF do not need to be converted. The recommended values are as follows:
– Under z/OS, EC is probably specified.
– Under z/VM, BC should be specified.
– z/VSE running z/VM mode should use BC.
– z/VSE running ESA or 370 mode should use EC.
Note: DC/UCF recognizes this parameter only if you code (...,VMCF) on the ENVIRON parameter, described above.

• VMBUFCT=vmcf-buffer-count
vmcf-buffer-count: parameter specifies the number of buffers allocated for VMCF communication. Each buffer is 4096
bytes long, page-fixed, and page aligned. The default number is 10.
On the CV side these buffers are shared by all CVs using this SVC. The number of buffers allocated should be enough
to support the number of concurrent inbound and outbound requests that could be active at one time taking into
account that requests larger than 4K are split and will use one buffer for each chunk.
On the z/VM front-end the number of buffers should be twice the number needed to handle one ERE data packet plus
overhead. It is possible for a CV to receive a packet, process it, and return it, before the front-end has a chance to free
its buffer.
These buffers are used to send and receive ERE packets between the front-end z/VM machines and the back-end
CV machine. If a data packet is too large to fit into one buffer, it is split into two or more chunks. Each chunk is sent
separately and reassembled on the target machine.
For VMCF communications there are 40 bytes of overhead in each 4K buffer, so the largest chunk of data that may be
sent is 4056 bytes. If the application that is using this communication also splits data packets, a size should be chosen
so that either the CA IDMS CMS Option does no splitting (that is, keep the packet sizes to 4056 or less.) or the CA
IDMS CMS Option does all the splitting (that is, specify a packet size to be as large as needed.) The latter option may
be more efficient since the splitting takes place at a lower level in the code path.
In z/OS and z/VSE, these buffers are allocated when the first CV using the VMCF SVC is started and remains until the
last CV is shutdown. Only one set of buffers is allocated for the entire system. In the z/VM front-end they are allocated
on the first SVC call and are not released until z/VM clears storage during program termination.
Each z/VM CV allocates these buffers at startup.
Note: DC/UCF recognizes this parameter only if you code (,VMCF) on the ENVIRON parameter, described above.

Assembling and link editing the #SVCOPT macro:

1. Create a SVCOPT source module as follows:
 #SVCOPT svcopt-parameters
  END
 

2. Save the SVCOPT source module in your custom source library.
3. Assemble and link it into your custom load library by executing the z/OS Assemble and Link-Edit JCL.

Substitute the name of your SVCOPT source member and insert the following binder statements:
  INCLUDE CAGJLOAD(IDMSMSVC)
  INCLUDE CAGJLOAD(IDMSMSVM) __only if ENVIRON=(MVS,VMCF)
  INCLUDE CAGJLOAD(IDMSCMSO) __only if ENVIRON=(MVS,VMCF)
  INCLUDE CUSTLOAD(idmssvcx) __only if you have an IDMSSVCX exit
  ENTRY IGCnnn
  NAME IGCnnn(R)
 

– idmsvcx
(Optional) Specifies the name of your IDMSSVCX exit. For more information about creating an DIMSSVCX exit, see
"IDMSSVCX."
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Installing the CA IDMS SVC: You install the CA IDMS SVC module using CAIRIM. For complete information, refer to the
CA IDMS installation section for your operating system.

z/VSE

You define a CA IDMS SVC to provide a means of communication between programs executing in another partition and
DC/UCF. A CA IDMS SVC must be present if central version database operations are required on a z/VSE system. DC/
UCF signs on to the CA IDMS SVC at system startup. For more information on SVCs, see the introduction to the section
System Startup.

If the CA IDMS CMS Option is installed, you must code the #SVCOPT macro and link the resulting object file to create an
IDMSDSVM phase. #SVCOPT is described in 3.5.1, "z/OS" on page 123. The link for IDMSDSVM is described later in this
section.

To generate an SVC, you use the #DEFSVC macro call which creates the IDMSVCTB phase. The IDMSVCTB can define
up to three SVCs for different tape release or gen levels. You may define one SVC for the most recent release and tape
level, and use that SVC for previous releases.

You initialize the SVCs at z/VSE IPL by executing the CA System Adapter utility program CASAUTIL. When a DC/UCF
system starts up, a phase named IDMSDSVC is loaded, which acts as an extension of the SVC.

If you have created an SVC user exit routine, it is loaded into the SVA by IDMSDSVC at CV startup time.

You generate an IDMSVCTB phase using #DEFSVC macro calls. The two types of #DEFSVC calls are the following:

• TYPE=ENTRY (the default) defines the SVC number and other attributes of the SVC. You can include up to three
#DEFSVC macro calls of this type; each call defines one CA IDMS SVC.

• TYPE=GEN creates the SVC table and the punched JCL needed for the IDMSVCTB assembly and link edit. One
#DEFSVC macro call of this type must appear last in the IDMSVCTB assembly.

This section explains how to do the following:

• Code the #DEFSVC macro
• Generate IDMSVCTB

Considerations

You define both the SVC number and a SYSCTL file for the DC/UCF system in the system generation SYSTEM
statement. When you start up DC/UCF in a z/VSE system, the following occurs:

• DC/UCF signs on to a CA IDMS SVC if an SVC number is specified at system generation time.
• DC/UCF places the SVC number in the specified SYSCTL file.

NOTE
For more information on specifying the SVC number and SYSCTL file for a DC/UCF system, see the
Administrating section.

DEFSVC Syntax
 ►►─ #DEFSVC SVC=svc-number ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►─── ,MAXCV= ─┬─ maximum-cv-count ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
               └─ 5 ◄───────────────┘
 
 ►─── ,SVCXNAME= ─┬─ name of the user written SVC exit module ─┬──────────────►
                  └─ ' ' ◄─────────────────────────────────────┘
  ►─── ,SVCXLEN= ─┬─ svc-extension-length ─┬───────────────────────────────────►
                 └─ 0 ◄───────────────────┘
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 ►─── ,TYPE= ─┬─ ENTRY ◄──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
              └─ GEN ─────┘
 
 ►─── ,MAXPART= ─┬─ maximum-cv-partition-count ─┬─────────────────────────────►◄
                 └─ 3 ◄─────────────────────────┘
 

DEFSVC Parameters

• SVC
Identifies the number of the CA IDMS SVC being generated. svc-number is an integer in the range 0 through 255.

• MAXCV
Specifies the maximum number of DC/UCF regions that can signon to this SVC. maximum-cv-count is an integer in the
range 1 through 256. The default is 5.

• SVCXNAME
Specifies the name of the user written SVC exit module, if it exists. The default is blank.

• SVCXLEN
Specifies the length, in bytes, of additional user area to be added to the ERE extension area; you must code this
parameter if you use the IDMSSVCX user exit. svc-extension-length is an integer in the range 0 to 32767. The default
is 0.

• TYPE
Specifies the type of the #DEFSVC macro call.
– ENTRY

Indicates the #DEFSVC macro call defines an SVC.
– GEN

Creates the SVC table for the IDMSVCTB phase assembly and link-edit. A call of this type must be the last call in
the IDMSVCTB assembly.

• MAXPART
Specifies the maximum number of partitions allowed to run DC/UCF regions for any SVC in the z/VSE system.
maximum-cv-partition-count is an integer in the range 1 to 256. The default is 3. You can specify this parameter only if
you also specify TYPE=GEN.

#DEFSVC macro statement examples: The following example shows three #DEFSVC macro calls used to create
the IDMSVCTB phase. The first two calls define SVCs 250 and 232; the last call creates the SVC table and controls
the destination of punched JCL for the IDMSVCTB assembly. Note that you can omit all library options if the CA IDMS
libraries are part of the permanent LIBDEF definitions for the partition used to generate IDMSVCTB:

 #DEFSVC SVC=250,MAXCV=4,SVCXLEN=4,SVCXNAME=IDMSSVCX
 #DEFSVC SVC=232,MAXCV=2
 #DEFSVC TYPE=GEN,MAXPART=5,
 

Assembling and link editing IDMSVCTB

 z/VSE IDMSVCTB assembly and link edit
 

To create a z/VSE IDMSVCTB module:

1. Assemble and catalog the module using the sample JCL in the "z/VSE Assemble JCL" section of the "Sample z/VSE
JCL topic." Modify the JCL by substituting the following in place of the Assembler input statements:
 PUNCH 'CATALOG idmsvctb.OBJ REPLACE=YES'
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 SVTB TITLE 'CA IDMS SVC TABLE'
 #DEFSVC macro statement (required)
 #DEFSVC macro statement (optional)
 #DEFSVC macro statement (optional)
 #DEFSVC TYPE=GEN (required)
 END
 

2. Link the IDMSVCTB program using the sample JCL in the "z/VSE Link JCL" section of the "Sample z/VSE JCL topic."
Modify the JCL by substituting the following statements in place of the Linkage editor control statements:
 PHASE IDMSVCTB,*,SVA
 INCLUDE idmsvctb
 ENTRY SVTBEP1
 

– idmsvctb
Specifies the name of the object module containing the assembly output.

 

Linking IDMSDSVM: IDMSDSVM is a phase that is used when the CA IDMS CMS Option is installed. It is loaded by
system adapter when IDMS is initialized. This is usually done when z/VSE is IPL'ed. It may also be reloaded using the
System Adapter utility CASAUTIL RELOAD function, provided all CVs using the CA IDMS CMS Option are shutdown.
IDMSDSVM is relinked when a #SVCOPT macro is compiled specifying runtime options. It must be loaded into page-
fixed, shared storage.

 z/VSE IDMSDSVM link edit
 

Link the IDMSDSVM program using the sample JCL in the "z/VSE Link JCL" section of the "Sample z/VSE JCL topic."
Modify the JCL by substituting the following statements in place of the Linkage editor control statements:

 PHASE IDMSDSVM,_,NOAUTO,SVAPFIX
 MODE AMODE(31),RMODE(ANY)
 INCLUDE dsvcopt
 INCLUDE IDMSDSVM
 INCLUDE IDMSCMSO
 ENTRY DSVMEP
 

dsvcopt

Specifies the name of the object file generated by #SVCOPT assembly.

z/VM

Communication between DC/UCF and programs running in another z/VM machine requires that an #SVCOPT be created
for both the DC/UCF back-end machine and the z/VM front-end machine.

For DC/UCF, the #SVCOPT is linked as part of the IDMSVMCF module. A different version of #SVCOPT is generated for
DC/UCF than for a batch job as the requirements for each are different from the other.

Similarly, to enable a program executing in a z/VM virtual machine to access DC/UCF system executing under a z/OS
or z/VSE guest operating system, an #SVCOPT macro also needs to be generated that specifies VMCF as part of the
ENVIRON=parameter.

Under z/OS, the generated #SVCOPT module is linked with the CA IDMS SVC.
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In z/VSE, the equivalent #SVCOPT module is linked as part of module IDMSDSVM and is loaded as part of CA-System-
Adapter initialization.

Note: For more information on CA IDMS central version operations for programs in a z/VM virtual machine, see Appendix
C, "z/VM Considerations."

Under z/VM, CA IDMS SVC functions are performed by both the IDMSVMCF and IDMSUSVC modules as follows:

IDMSVMCF intercepts program calls for CA IDMS database services and routes the calls to the VMCF.

• IDMSUSVC provides the VMCF with an entry point into DC/UCF and routes to the VMCF the calls that are issued by
DC/UCF to batch application programs.

The IDMSUSVC and IDMSVMCF modules are provided as an object deck at installation time.

NOTE
For more information on these modules, see the Installing section -- z/VM. For more information on CA IDMS
SVC operations, the introduction to the section System Startup.

You define both the SVC number and a SYSCTL file for the DC/UCF system in the system generation SYSTEM
statement. When you start up DC/UCF in a z/VM system, the following occurs:

• DC/UCF signs on to a CA IDMS SVC if an SVC number is specified at system generation time.
• DC/UCF places the SVC number in the specified SYSCTL file.

NOTE
For more information on specifying the SVC number and SYSCTL file for a DC/UCF system, see the
Administrating section.

IDMSSVCX support: z/VM users can install user exit IDMSSVCX at their site. This exit captures user and system
information whenever an external request unit attempts to sign on to DC/UCF under z/VM. To install this exit in your
system, modify the IDMSSVCX macro for the system so that:

• VM specifies YES, indicating that the macro runs under z/VM.
• SVCXLEN specifies the length of the ERE SVC extension to be used by IDMSSVCX. Specify the length in bytes. The

valid range is 1 through 32767, and the default is 0.

NOTE
When the contents of the ERE SVC extension are written to the task statistics record in the DC/UCF log, only
the first 40 bytes of the ERE SVC extension are written.

Distributed Applications Using UCF, APPC, or TCP/IP
When the program is executed by a terminal attached to a TP monitor supported by UCF, the CA IDMS SVC passes input/
output (I/O) requests and other information between the DC/UCF region/partition and the region/partition in which the TP
monitor executes.

UCF front- and back-ends

To enable the TP monitor to communicate with the SVC, the site must install a UCF front-end in the TP-monitor region/
partition. The UCF back-end must be installed in the DC/UCF region/partition. The UCF runtime environment is described
in Introduction. For information on how to generate a UCF system, see UCF System Generation Statements.

Under UCF, an application can be distributed between the front-end system and the back-end system in an environment
that consists of one of the following:

• Two DC systems
• A DC back-end and a front-end on a system using one of the TP-monitors supported by DC.
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UCF Programs
The distribution of applications is possible only for tasks that are associated with terminals. The task must be initiated
from the front-end system that owns the terminal. During the execution of distributed applications, control of the terminal is
transferred from one program to another. All involved programs can issue terminal I/O requests.

See the following topics for more information:

Terminating Task Data Transfer

Terminating task data transfer from program storage to a terminal or device uses UCF to pass data and control serially
between a UCF front-end and back-end. The front-end initiates a task on the back end system and waits until the task
is complete to return the requested information. The information usually includes a request to begin a new task on the
front-end. This process can be repeated as many times as necessary to accomplish the needs of the application. Using
industry-wide terminology, the UCF back-end is an example of a user-written connection-less server.

The following diagram shows a sample distributed application. In this example, Program A running on a UCF front-end (for
example, CICS) passes a part number to program B and terminates. Program B retrieves the requested information and
passes it back to a new task, Program C:

The next sections explain:

• How data and control transfer between programs on the front-end and programs on the back-end.
• How the DC back-end transfers control and data to the front-end.
• How the front-end system transfers control and data to the DC back-end. The following front-end systems are

presented:
– DC
– CICS
– BATCH
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How UCF Transfers Control and Data

Applications distributed between UCF front- and back-ends use UCF facilities to pass data and control. General
information on transferring data and control is presented below.

For details about passing data and control in a distributed application, see the information presented later in DC Back-end
and in the specific description of your back-end system.

Passing data

When you pass data between systems in a UCF distributed application, the data must be passed as a single contiguous
piece of data.

Front-end to back-end transfers

When a program transfers control from the front-end to the back-end, the following occurs:

1. The transferring program specifies the next task or transaction to be executed on the front-end. This task or
transaction must be defined to invoke the appropriate UCF front-end program.

2. The UCF front-end program does the following:
– Establishes the UCF connection to the back-end.
– Passes data to the back-end if any was prepared by the transferring program.
– Initiates on the back-end system a task that has the same name as the related front-end task or transaction. The

back-end task must be defined to invoke the program to which control is being transferred.

The following diagram shows what happens when control transfers from the front-end to the back-end of a distributed
application. In this example, front-end program A transfers data and control to back-end program B. To do this, program A
executes TSKB, which in turn invokes the UCF front-end program. The UCF front-end program passes data and transfers
control to the back-end.

┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
│                    ┌──────────┐                         │
│    Operating       │ Data and │  ┌────┐                 │
│      System        │ Control  ├──► SVC├─────┐           │
│    Supervisor      └───▲──────┘  └────┘     │           │
├────────────────────────┼───────┬────────────┼───────────┤
│   ┌──────────┐         │       │       ┌────▼─────┐     │
│   │ Program A│         │       │       │  TSKB    │     │
│   └────┬─────┘         │       │       │          │     │
│        │               │       │       └────┬─────┘     │
│        │               │       │            │           │
│        │               │       │            │           │
│        │               │       │            │           │
│   ┌────▼─────┐    ┌────┴────┐  │       ┌────▼─────┐     │
│   │  TSKB    ├────►   UCF   │  │       │Program B │     │
│   │          │    │Front-End│  │       │          │     │
│   └──────────┘    │ Program │  │       └──────────┘     │
│                   └─────────┘  │                        │
└────────────────────────────────┴────────────────────────┘
 UCF Front-End System              DC Back-End System

Back-end to front-end transfers
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When a program transfers control from the back-end to the front end, the followiing occurs:

1. The transferring program specifies the next task or transaction to be executed on the back-end. This task or
transaction must be defined to invoke program RHDCUXFT.

2. Program RHDCUXFT, the UCF program that handles transfers to the front-end, does the following:
– Initiates on the front-end system a task or transaction that has the same name as was specified by the back-

end program. The front-end task or transaction must be defined to invoke the program to which control is being
transferred.

– Passes data to the front-end, as necessary.
– Terminates the UCF connection.
Program RHDCUXFT must be defined at system generation time with the following attributes:

LANGUAGE ASSEMBLER REENTRANT NOPROTECT

The following diagram shows what happens when control transfers from the back-end to the front-end of a distributed
application. In this diagram, back-end program B transfers data and control to front-end program C. To do this, program B
executes task TSKC, which in turn invokes program RHDCUXFT. Program RHDCUXFT passes data and transfers control
to the front-end.

┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
│                                   ┌─────┐      ┌─────────┐           │
│   Operating    ┌──────────────────┤ SVC ◄──────┤ Data and◄───┐       │
│     System     │                  └─────┘      │ Control │   │       │
│   Supervisor   │                               └─────────┘   │       │
├────────────────┼──────────────┬──────────────────────────────┼───────┤
│                │              │                              │       │
│                │              │                              │       │
│         ┌──────▼─────┐        │                         ┌────┴─────┐ │
│         │  Task C    │        │                         │ Program  │ │
│         └──────┬─────┘        │                         │ RHDCUXFT │ │
│                │              │                         └────▲─────┘ │
│                │              │                              │       │
│         ┌──────▼─────┐        │    ┌───────────┐        ┌────┴─────┐ │
│         │  Program C │        │    │ Program B ├────────►  TSKC    │ │
│         └────────────┘        │    └───────────┘        └──────────┘ │
│                               │                                      │
└───────────────────────────────┴──────────────────────────────────────┘
  UCF Front-End System             DC Back-End System

DC Back-end

The following information is presented below for the DC back-end:

• How back-end DC programs transfer control and data
• How to define tasks and programs for use on the back-end

NOTE
For information on front-end programs, see the discussion later in this section about the front-end system in use
at your site.
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Back-end DC programs

The following considerations apply to programs executing on the DC back end:

• A DC program transferring control to a program on the front-end system does the following:
– Passes data in storage that is USER KEEP LONG with a STGID of PDAT. The data being passed must begin with a

record descriptor word (RDW). The RDW is the standard four─byte prefix for variable─length records. The first two
bytes contain the binary length of the data plus 4; the second two bytes contain binary zeros.
The following example illustrates the storage used to pass the character string ABCDE:

DC    H'9',H'0'       RDW

DC    C'ABCDE'        DATA

– Transfers control to the program on the front-end system by returning to DC and specifying the next task to be
executed for the terminal. The specified task, which must be defined as NOINPUT, indirectly causes the next
program to execute.
In the following example, the DC program specifies that task TSKC is the next task to be executed:

#RETURN NXTTASK='TSKC'

• A DC program receiving control from a program on the front-end system retrieves passed data by obtaining USER
KEEP LONG storage with a STGID of PDAT. The first four bytes of the passed data comprise the RDW.

Defining tasks and programs

When defining tasks and programs on the back-end DC system, keep in mind that to transfer control from the back-end
to the front-end, the transferring program specifies the next task to be executed. The specified back-end task must be
defined to invoke program RHDCUXFT with the NOINPUT option (see the example below).

Before terminating the UCF connection, program RHDCUXFT moves the passed data to the front-end and initiates on
the front-end system a task or transaction that has the same name as the specified back-end task. The front-end task or
transaction must be defined to invoke the program to which control is being transferred.

For example, if program B executes on a DC back-end system and program C executes on a front-end system, the
following back-end definitions are required:

• DC task definition:

TASK TSKC INVOKES RHDCUXFT NOINPUT.

• DC program definition:

PROGRAM RHDCUXFT LANGUAGE ASSEMBLER REENTRANT NOPROTECT.

Example of a back-end program

The following example of distributed applications shows the relevant sections of the DC back-end program (B). Program B
performs the following operations:

1. Obtains the PDAT storage containing the passed data from Program A on the front-end:

#GETSTG TYPE=(USER,LONG,KEEP),LEN=14,STGID='PDAT',

      ADDR=(R2)
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2. Extracts the part number from the passed data:

MVC   PARTNUM(10),4(R2)

3. Frees the 'PDAT' storage:

#FREESTG ADDR=(R2)

4. Issues database calls to obtain the part record with the passed part number
5. Obtains new PDAT storage to pass the part information to program C on the front-end:

#GETSTG TYPE=(USER,LONG,KEEP),LEN=20,STGID='PDAT',

      ADDR=(R2),INIT='00'

6. Copies the part information into the new PDAT storage:

MVC   4(8,R2),PARTPRIC    PRICE

MVC   12(8,R2),PARTQTY    QUANTITY ON HAND

MVC   0(2,R2),=H'20'      SET LENGTH IN RDW

7. Transfers control to program C on the front-end and returns to DC:

#RETURN NXTTASK='TSKC'

DC Front-end

In an environment that consists of two DC systems, the communication between those systems is achieved by the SVC
(if both systems are on the same CPU) or by DDS (using the CCI, TCP/IP, or VTAM access method). Both systems own
terminals, and each system can have both a UCF DC front-end program and the appropriated line for the communication.
In this case, each system can be thought of as a front-end or a back-end, depending on the terminal to which the user is
assigned.

Distributed applications that are executed in such an environment should always transfer control by means of the UCF
DC front-end program. The UCF DC front-end program determines whether the associated terminal is already a UCF
or a DDS terminal. If it is, the program branches to RHDCUXFT, and the transfer is handled as a back-end to front-end
transfer.

The methods for transferring control and data used by programs on the DC front-end are the same as those used by
back-end programs. These methods are discussed in DC Back-end.

CICS Front-end

This section contains the following information for applications distributed between a DC back-end and a CICS front-end:

• How front-end CICS programs transfer control and data
• How to define transactions and programs for use on the CICS front end
• Example of an application distributed between CICS and DC
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NOTE
For information on the DC back-end system, see DC Back-end.

CICS programs

Programs that execute on the CICS front-end system transfer control and data as described below:

• A CICS command-level program transferring control to a program on the DC/UCF system queues the next transaction
to be executed for the terminal and specifies the location and length of the data to be passed. The specified
transaction indirectly causes the next program to execute.
In the following example, the next transaction to be executed is TSKB, and the data to be passed is located at
PARTNUM:

EXEC CICS START TRANSID('TSKB') TERMID(EIBTRMID)

      FROM(PARTNUM) LENGTH(10)

When transferring control to a program on the DC/UCF system, a CICS command-level program returns to CICS:

EXEC CICS RETURN

• A CICS command-level program receiving control from a program on the DC/UCF system retrieves passed data:

EXEC CICS RETRIEVE INTO(data-area)

      LENGTH(data-length-area)

Defining transactions and programs

When defining transactions and programs for the CICS front-end system, keep in mind that to transfer control from the
front-end to the back-end, the transferring program specifies the next task or transaction to be executed. The specified
task or transaction must be defined to invoke the UCF front-end program.

When the UCF connection is established, the UCF front-end program moves the passed data to the back-end and initiates
on the back-end system a task that has the same name as the specified front-end task or transaction. The back-end task
must be defined to invoke the program to which control is being transferred.

For example, if program A executes on a CICS front-end system and program B executes on a DC back-end system, the
following front-end definitions are required:

CICS program and transaction definitions:

DEFINE   TRANSACTION(TSKA) PROGRAM(A) ...

DEFINE   TRANSACTION(TSKB) PROGRAM(UCFCICS) ...

DEFINE   PROGRAM(A) ...

DEFINE   PROGRAM(UCFCICS) LANGUAGE ASSEMBLER CEDF(NO)

         EXECKEY(CICS)RESIDENT
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NOTE
For information on defining DC back-end tasks and programs, see DC Back-end.

Example of a distributed application

The following example of distributed applications shows the relevant section of programs A and C on a CICS front-end
system. The programs pass to and receive data from Program B on the DC back-end system. An example of Program B
appears in DC Back-end.

Program A (CICS) performs the following operations:

• Passes data and transfers control:

EXEC CICS START TRANSID('TSKB') TERMID(EIBTRMID)

      FROM(PARTNUM) LENGTH(10)

• Returns to CICS:

EXEC CICS RETURN

 

Program B on the DC back-end passes the part information and control to program C.

Program C (CICS) performs the following operations:

• Sets the length of the input area for the passed data:

MVC   DATALEN,=H'16'      SET LENGTH OF INPUT AREA

• Retrieves the passed price and quantity information:

EXEC CICS RETRIEVE INTO(PARTPRIC) LENGTH(DATALEN)

Non-terminating Task Data Transfer

Non-terminating task data transfer allows a front-end program in one region to exchange multiple packets of information
with a back-end program running in a DC/UCF region. Each packet can contain up to 32000 bytes of data. This provides a
very efficient method for an application running in one region (such as a WEB access program running in a batch or CICS
region) to access and/or update information in a CA IDMS database.

For example, in the following diagram, control returns to the front-end task (program A) after the back-end passes the
requested information:
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Using industry-wide terminology, the UCF back-end is an example of a user-written connection-oriented server. This is
accomplished as follows:

1. The front-end application links to the UCF distributed application support (UDAS) synchronous front-end program
passing parameters that contain a buffer address and a buffer size. The UDAS front-end program emulates a UCF
terminal to exchange buffers with the back-end.

2. The back-end UCF system "thinks" it is communicating with a terminal with an unusually large screen size (up to 31K).
The back-end IDMS application is coded as if it were a conversational task communicating with a terminal.

Front-ends supported

UDAS synchronous supports CICS and BATCH front-ends.

Flow of Control

The "conversation" between the back-end and front-end applications always originates on the front-end application by
passing the following parameter list to the UDAS front-end program on all requests:

USERPARM DSECT

USERBUF  DS   A          ADDRESS OF SEND/RECEIVE BUFFER

USERBUFL DS   F          LENGTH OF SEND/RECEIVE BUFFER

USERSES  DS   F          SESSION ID

USERETCD DS   F          RETURN CODE
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Establishing a session with the back-end system

1. The front-end application links to the UDAS front-end program, specifying USERSES=0 (all other parameters are
ignored)

2. After the UDAS front-end program establishes a session with the back-end system, it returns control to the front-end
application passing a session ID in USERSES and a return code in USERETCD

The session ID must be passed to the UDAS front-end program on all subsequent requests. You should check the return
code after all requests. A list of valid Return codes appears later in this section.

Allocating a SEND buffer

Next the front-end application links to the UDAS front-end program with the address and length of a SEND buffer. The
first SEND buffer must contain the task code that is to be invoked on the back-end. Optionally, the buffer may also contain
data to satisfy the first read done by the back-end application.

The back-end task whose name is specified in the first SEND buffer should be defined as an INPUT task in the back-end
CA IDMS system.

Passing information back and forth

After a session is established and a back-end application has been invoked, the front-end and back-end application
programs are in a SEND/RECEIVE "conversation". The back-end application has control of the conversation. The front-
end application always links to the UDAS front-end program with a buffer address.

If the back-end application does a write (#TREQ PUT), then the UDAS front-end program will move the data that the back-
end application has written into the front-end application's buffer. The USERBUFL parameter indicates the maximum
buffer length that the front-end application can receive. After the UDAS front-end program has moved data into the buffer,
USERBUFL will contain the actual length of the data received.

If the back-end application does a read (#TREQ GET), then the UDAS front-end program will get data from the front-end
application's buffer and send it to the back-end.

Ending a conversation

To terminate the conversation, the back-end program must link to the program RHDCBYE. RHDCBYE terminates the
session and frees resources so that the session can be used by other front-end programs.

.block start

UDAS SEND/RECEIVE flow diagram

Front-End            UDAS Front-End         Back-End          Back-End
Application          Program                UCF               Application
USERSES=0 ─────────► New session
 (signon)            initialization
                     BIND 59 ─────────────► Establish session
                             <-------------
                     SEND ready ──────────►
                              <------------ Read for task code
                                            and input
Signon complete <--- Return with USERSES
Return code 4
USERBUF=taskcode+input

 (SEND) ───────────► Send data to back end  Start task ─────► #TREQ GET
                                            First <---------- (READ)
                                            input already
                                            received ───────► Read complete
                                                              *************
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                                                              Process
                                                              *************
Send complete <----- Return <-------------------------------  #TREQ PUT
Return code 8                                                 (WRITE)
USERBUF=buffer

USERBUFL=max ──────► Move data to buffer
                     Put length in USERBUFL
                     Write complete ───────────────────────►  Write complete
                                                              Repeat write,
                                                              if needed.
                                                              Read for next
                                                              request.
Receive com- <-----  Return <-------------------------------- #TREQ GET
plete.

Return code 4.
No more requests.
Send 'All Done' ──►  Send data to back end ─────────────────► Read complete.
                     Finish session  <---   RHDCBYE  <------- Link to BYE
Send complete.  <--  Return ────────────────────────────────► #RETURN
Return code 0.
End

 

Return codes

When the front-end application gets control back from UDAS, the USERETCD field will be filled in with an appropriate
return code as follows:

Return code Meaning
0 The SEND/RECEIVE communication between the front-end and

the back-end is closed and finished normally.
4 A "READ" is expected (SEND). The next call to UDAS will send

data in USERBUF to the back-end application.
8 A "WRITE" is expected (RECEIVE). The next call to UDAS will

receive data from the back-end and put data in USERBUF.
Greater than 8 Any other value in USERETCD is abnormal and is typically an

abend condition. In most cases, any other code will be a 4-
character alphabetic abend code, such as A101.
Note: For more information on these codes, see the Messages
section.

Return codes are useful in keeping the front-end and back-end applications in sync with each other regarding reads
(SENDS) and writes (RECEIVES). For example, if the front-end application gets control back from UDAS with a return
code of 8, but the application was expecting to do a read, then the two applications are out of sync and should be
debugged. As another example, if the back-end application abends, a "FINISH" request is sent to the front-end (RC = 0)
when the application was probably expecting a read or write request.

Considerations for the back-end program
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• If data is sent with the task code on the first SEND from the front end to the back-end, the back-end application will
receive blanks the length of the task code before it's data.

• The back-end application must always link to RHDCBYE to terminate a conversation and clean up the session. The
following are some recommendations to guarantee that RHDCBYE is invoked:
a. Code all read and write macros (#TREQ) with COND=ALL, so that the back-end application will get control if there

is an I/O error and then can link to RHDCBYE.
b. Resource time out should be generated to invoke RHDCBYE. This is the default.
c. The back-end application should establish a STAE exit that will get control and link to RHDCBYE in case it

terminates abnormally.

Examples of a UDAS DC back-end application

Up-to-date sample Assembler and COBOL programs can be found in members UDASCVSA and UDASCVSC in sample
JCL. For your convenience, a version of each of the sample programs follows.

Sample UDAS DC back-end Assembler program

UCFTEST1 TITLE 'UDAS TEST SEND RECEIVE'

* SAMPLE UDAS IDMS/DC BACK-END APPLICATION

* UCFTEST1 EP=UCFEP1

         #MOPT CSECT=UCFTEST1,ENV=USER

UCFTEST1 CSECT

        ENTRY UCFEP1

UCFEP1   DS    0H

         LR    R12,R15

        USING UCFEP1,R12

         SPACE

         #GETSTG LEN=WORKLEN,PLIST=*,ADDR=(R4),TYPE=(USER,SHORT),     X

               INIT=X'00'

         USING WORKD,R4

*  Set up STAE exit

         #STAE PGM='RHDCBYE'

* GET REQUEST

GETREQ   DS    0H
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         #TREQ GET,INAREA=INAREA,MAXIN=INLEN,COND=ALL,OPTNS=(UPLOW)

         LR    R3,R15            SAVE RETURN CODE FROM READ.

         #SNAP TITLE='UCFTEST1, INAREA/PARTIAL OUTAREA',              X

               AREA=(INAREA,INLEN,OUTAREA,100)

         LTR   R3,R3             ANY ERRORS ON READ?

         BNZ   ERROR             YES, HANDLE ERROR.

* CHECK FOR LAST INDICATION FROM FRONT-END

         CLC   INAREA(8),=C'ALL DONE'  FRONT-END FINISHED?

         BE    DISCON            YES, DISCONNECT.

         CLC   INAREA(8),=C'SUSPEND '  FRONT-END FINISHED FOR NOW?

         BE    RETURN            YES, SUSPEND.

         SPACE

******************************************

** TALK TO DATA BASE TO CREATE RESPONDE **

******************************************

         SPACE

* SEND RESPONSE IN TWO BUFFERS

         #TREQ PUT,OUTLEN=OUTLEN,OUTAREA=OUTAREA,COND=ALL

         LTR   R15,R15           ANY ERRORS?

         BNZ   DISCON            YES, DISCONNECT

         #TREQ PUT,OUTLEN=OUTLE2,OUTAREA=OUTARE2,COND=ALL

         LTR   R15,R15           ANY ERRORS?

         BNZ   DISCON            YES, DISCONNECT

         B     GETREQ            GO GET NEXT REQUEST

         SPACE
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DISCON   DS    0H

         #LINK PGM='RHDCBYE'

         SPACE

RETURN   DS    0H

*  WE ARE INVOKED AS AN INTERMITTENT TASK, SO THIS TERMINAL

*  WILL BE SUSPENDED IF WE HAVEN'T GONE THROUGH BYE

*  PROCESSING.

         #RETURN

ERROR    DC    H'0'              USER FRIENDLY ERROR HANDLING?

         LTORG

OUTAREA  DC    C'FIRST WRITE *********##END DATA'

OUTLEN   EQU   *-OUTAREA

         SPACE

OUTARE2  DC    C'2ND WRITE - REPEAT ##########'

         DC    30000X'C2'

         DC    C'##END HERE'

OUTLE2   EQU   *-OUTARE2

         #BALI

WORKD    DSECT

SYSPLIST DS    10A

INAREA   DC    80X'00'

INLEN    EQU   *-INAREA

WORKLEN  EQU   *-WORKD

         END   UCFEP1
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Sample UDAS DC back-end COBOL program

*RETRIEVAL

 ID DIVISION.

 PROGRAM-ID.  UCFTESTC.

*  THIS SAMPLE COBOL PROGRAM HAS SAME FUNCTIONALITY

*  AS ASSEMBLER PROGRAM UCFTEST1.  IT IS AN EXAMPLE OF

*  A BACK-END UDAS COBOL APPLICATION PROGRAM.

 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

 IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

 PROTOCOL   MODE IS IDMS-DC.

 DATA DIVISION.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01  WS-START             PIC X(50) VALUE

      '*****  UCFTESTC WORKING STORAGE STARTS HERE *****'.

 01  OUTAREA PIC X(31) VALUE 'FIRST WRITE *********##END DATA'.

 01  OUTAREA2.

     05  FILLER PIC X(29) VALUE '2ND WRITE - REPEAT ##########'.

     05  OUTAREA2-2 PIC X VALUE 'B' OCCURS 30000.

     05  FILLER PIC X(10) VALUE '##END HERE'.

     05  OUTAREA2-END PIC X.

 01  INAREA.

     05  INAREA1 PIC X(8) VALUE SPACES.

         88  ALL-DONE VALUE 'ALL DONE'.

         88  SUSPEND  VALUE 'SUSPEND '.

     05  INAREA2 PIC X(72) VALUE SPACES.
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 01  INLEN    PIC S9(8) USAGE COMP.

 01  PROCESSING-INDICATOR PIC X VALUE 'C'.

     88  CONTINUE-REQUESTED  VALUE 'C'.

     88  SUSPEND-REQUESTED   VALUE 'S'.

     88  BYE-REQUESTED       VALUE 'B'.

 01  SNAP-TITLE PIC X(134)

         VALUE 'UCFTESTC, INAREA/PARTIAL OUTAREA'.

     EJECT

 01  COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

     EJECT

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 100-MAIN-ROUTINE SECTION.

 

*    SET UP ABEND EXIT.  IF PROGRAM TERMINATES ABNORMALLY,

*    RHDCBYE WILL BE CALLED.  THIS WILL NOTIFY FRONT-END

*    THAT BACK-END HAS TERMINATED (RETURN CODE OF 0 WILL

*    BE RETURNED TO FRONT-END UDAS APPLICATION PROGRAM).

*    FRONT-END PROGRAM SHOULD TAKE APPROPRIATE ACTION.

*

     SET ABEND EXIT ON PROGRAM 'RHDCBYE'.

 

     PERFORM 200-SEND-RECEIVE UNTIL NOT CONTINUE-REQUESTED.

 

     IF BYE-REQUESTED

     THEN TRANSFER CONTROL TO 'RHDCBYE' RETURN.
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     GOBACK.

 

 200-SEND-RECEIVE SECTION.

 

*    RECEIVE REQUEST FROM FRONT-END.  PROCESS REQUEST.

*    IF FRONT-END SENDS AN INDICATOR TO TERMINATE, SET

*    APPROPRIATE FLAG.

*

*    TEST PROGRAM PROCESSING JUST CONSISTS OF SNAPPING

*    A PORTION OF THE INPUT/OUTPUT BUFFERS AND SENDING

*    TWO FIXED BUFFERS TO FRONT-END FOR EACH FRONT-END

*    REQUEST.

 

     READ TERMINAL INTO INAREA MAX LENGTH 80

         RETURN LENGTH INTO INLEN.

 

     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 

     SNAP TITLE SNAP-TITLE FROM INAREA LENGTH INLEN

                           FROM OUTAREA LENGTH 100.

 

     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 

     IF ALL-DONE
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     THEN MOVE 'B' TO PROCESSING-INDICATOR

          GO TO SEND-RECEIVE-EXIT.

 

     IF SUSPEND

     THEN MOVE 'S' TO PROCESSING-INDICATOR

          GO TO SEND-RECEIVE-EXIT.

 

*    AT THIS POINT, A REAL APPLICATION WOULD MAKE

*    DATABASE CALLS AND/OR PERFORM OTHER PROCESSING

*    BASED ON THE MESSAGE FROM THE FRONT-END.

*    FOR TEST PURPOSES, JUST SEND TWO BUFFERS,

*    THEN ISSUE READ TO GET NEXT MESSAGE FROM FRONT-END.

 

     WRITE TERMINAL FROM OUTAREA LENGTH 31.

     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 

     WRITE TERMINAL FROM OUTAREA2 TO OUTAREA2-END.

     PERFORM IDMS-STATUS.

 

 SEND-RECEIVE-EXIT.

     EXIT.

 

     COPY IDMS IDMS-STATUS.

 IDMS-ABORT SECTION.

 IDMS-ABORT-EXIT.
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     EXIT.

CICS Front-end

You create the CICS UDAS front-end using the same assembly and link procedures as a normal UCF CICS front-end
except that you use macro #UDASCIC instead of #UCFCICS and you use different parameters on the #UCFUTD macro
as shown below in the Sample UDAS CICS Front End Assembly. You do not need the UCFCICZ module for #UDASCIC.

UDAS CICS front-end programs contain an options table and a small stub module that calls the main processing routines
that reside in separate modules. To create a UDAS CICS front-end program, assemble the #UDASCIC macro and link the
resulting object as shown in the following section.

UDASCIC Syntax

►►─ label #UDASCIC ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ OS = ─┬─ OS ◄──┬─┘
            └─ DOS ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,FREESTG= ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘
                 └─ NO ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ ,PRINT = ─┬─ print-option ─┬─┘
                └─ OFF ◄─────────┘

UDASCIC Parameters

 

• FREESTG=YES|NO
Specifies whether CICS GETMAIN storage should be freed at the end of a conversation. If FREESTG=YES is coded,
then all the storage allocated by UDASCIC via CICS GETMAINs will be freed when a conversation terminates (that
is, at the time USERSESS is set to zero). If FREESTG=NO is coded, then the allocated storage will be held until task
termination. If multiple conversations are started and ended in the same CICS task, then a storage build-up may result.

• OS=OS|DOS
Specifies the operating system under which the CICS front-end system executes. OS applies to all supported z/OS
versions of CICS. DOS applies to all supported z/VSE versions of CICS. The default is OS.

• PRINT=print-option
Specifies what print option the Assembler is to use while processing the COPY commands which copy in the DSECTs
used in the UCF front-end module. Valid options are ON/GEN/NOGEN. See the documentation for your Assembler
product for details. The default is OFF.
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NOTE
For more information on the #UCFCICS macro, see UCF Operations. For more information on IDMSINTC,
IDMSCINT, and IDMSTRUE, see CICS Considerations.

The following are the limitations under CICS:

• No terminal-less tasks are allowed. However, a UDASCIC program can be invoked from a Bridge Facility.
• SEND/RECEIVE conversations cannot extend over a pseudo-converse.
• Only CICS command level programming is allowed for the front-end application.
• A CICS UDAS application program can be coded in Assembler or COBOL. The UDASCIC program should be called

using an EXEC CICS LINK with a COMMAREA as shown in the sample programs later in this section.
• The field UDAS-BUFFER-ADDRESS must be set to ADDRESS OF UDAS-USER-BUFFER before the first call to

UDASCIC as shown in the sample COBOL program later in this section.

Creating a UDAS CICS front-end program

Create a sample z/OS or z/VSE UDAS front-end program by following the example in member UDASCICI in sample JCL.

NOTE
The front-end assembly specifies the largest possible buffer size in the front-end table. It also specifies only one
#UCFUTD macro.These are the recommended values.

Sample assembly JCL can be found in member UDASCICI in sample JCL.

Each UDAS CICS front-end program must be defined in the CICS CSD. If you need a template, see the definition of
PROGRAM(UDASCIC) in member CICSCSD of the CAGJSRC library. The program must be defined as RESIDENT.

Creating a UDAS CICS front-end application program

Up-to-date sample Assembler and COBOL programs can be found in members UDASCICA and UDASCICC in sample
JCL. For your convenience, a version of each of the sample programs follows.

Sample CICS front-end COBOL application:

          TITLE 'TESTCICS -- UDAS TEST PROGRAM'

 DFHEISTG DSECT

 EYECATCH DS    CL8

          DS    0F

 COMREG   DS    0XL14            PARAMETERS TO PASS

 USERBUF  DS    A                ADDRESS OF READ/WRITE BUFFER

 USERBUFL DS    F                LENGTH OF BUFFER/DATA

 USERSES  DS    F                SESSION ID

 USERETCD DS    F                RETURN CODE

 COMLEN   EQU   *-COMREG         LENGTH OF LINK AREA

          SPACE 2
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 SNAPLEN  DS    H'00'

 BUFFER   DS    XL31000'00'      31K BUFFER

 BUFLEN   EQU   *-BUFFER

 ENDDATA  EQU   *-COMREG

 TESTCICS CSECT

          LA    R12,4095(R3)

          LA    R12,1(R12)

          USING TESTCICS,R3,R12        2ND BASE REG

          MVC   EYECATCH(8),=CL8'PARMPARM'

          LA    R1,COMLEN

          STH   R1,SNAPLEN          LENGTH TO SNAP OUR STORAGE

          SPACE

 * SIGNON TO UDAS (#UDASCIC)

          SPACE

          XC    USERSES,USERSES     NO SESSION ID = SIGNON

          SPACE

         EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM ('UDASCIC')                           X

               COMMAREA(COMREG) LENGTH(COMLEN)

          SPACE

 * SESSION ID SHOULD HAVE BEEN RETURNED TO US.  LETS SNAP IT TO SEE.

 *        LA    R1,COMLEN

 *        STH   R1,SNAPLEN          LENGTH TO SNAP OUR STORAGE

 *        EXEC CICS DUMP FROM(COMREG) LENGTH(SNAPLEN) DUMPCODE(DMP1)

          SPACE
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 * TEST RETURN CODE FROM SIGNON. WE EXPECT SEND FIRST.

          CLC   USERETCD,=F'4'      RC=4 (SEND)?

          BNE   ERROR               NO, WE HAVE AN ERROR.

          SPACE 2

 * OUR FIRST SEND WILL CONTAIN DC TASK CODE AND DATA.

          MVC   BUFFER(8),=CL8'UCFTEST1'  TASK CODE

          MVC   BUFFER+8(20),=CL20'SAMPLE DATA 12345678'

          SPACE

          LA    R1,BUFFER

          ST    R1,USERBUF          GIVE ADDRESS OF BUFFER TO UDAS

          LA    R1,28               LENGTH OF TASK CODE + DATA

          ST    R1,USERBUFL         GIVE TO UDAS

          SPACE

         EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM ('UDASCIC')                           X

               COMMAREA(COMREG) LENGTH(COMLEN)

         SPACE

 *       EXEC CICS DUMP FROM(COMREG) LENGTH(SNAPLEN) DUMPCODE(DMP2)

 * TEST RETURN CODE -- WE EXPECT A RECEIVE NEXT .

          CLC   USERETCD,=F'8'      RC=8 ? (RECEIVE)

          BNE   ERROR               NO, WE HAVE AN ERROR.

          SPACE 2

 * NOW WE WILL RECEIVE TO GET OUR RESPONSE. FOR THIS EXAMPLE

 * WE"LL JUST KEEP READING UNTIL WE GET A RETURN CODE NOT EQUAL TO 8.

 *        LH    R1,=AL2(ENDDATA)    WE'LL SNAP ALL OF OUR STORAGE

 *        STH   R1,SNAPLEN          LENGTH TO SNAP
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 T100     LH    R1,=AL2(BUFLEN)

          ST    R1,USERBUFL         TELL UDAS MAXIMUM LENGTH TO RECV

          SPACE

          XC    BUFFER(200),BUFFER

          SPACE

 * LINK TO UDAS TO RECEIVE

         EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM ('UDASCIC')                           X

               COMMAREA(COMREG) LENGTH(COMLEN)

          SPACE

 * SNAP STORAGE TO SEE WHAT WE RECEIVED, ACTUAL LENGTH IN USERBUFL.

 *        EXEC CICS DUMP FROM(COMREG) LENGTH(SNAPLEN) DUMPCODE(DMP3)

 * TEST RETURN CODE

          CLC   USERETCD,=F'8'      RC=8 ? (RECEIVE)

          BE    T100                YES, KEEP RECEIVING.

          CLC   USERETCD,=F'4'      RC=4 ? (SEND)

          BNE   ERROR               NO, SOMETHING WENT WRONG>

          SPACE 2

 * WE COULD SEND ANOTHER DATA REQUEST AT THIS POINT, BUT THIS IS

 * ENOUGH FOR THIS TEST.

 * WE MUST SEND BACKEND DC TASK AN INDICATION THAT WE HAVE NO

 * MORE REQUESTS SO IT CAN SIGNOFF OUR SESSION.

          SPACE

          MVC   BUFFER(8),=CL8'ALL DONE'  TELL BACKEND TASK

          LA    R1,8                LENGTH OF MESSAGE
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          ST    R1,USERBUFL         GIVE TO UDAS

 *        LA    R1,BUFFER

 *        ST    R1,USERBUF          GIVE ADDRESS OF BUFFER TO UDAS

          SPACE

 * LINK TO UDAS TO SEND

         EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM ('UDASCIC')                           X

                COMMAREA(COMREG) LENGTH(COMLEN)

          SPACE

          EXEC CICS DUMP FROM(COMREG) LENGTH(SNAPLEN) DUMPCODE(DMP2)

 * TEST RETURN CODE

          OC    USERETCD,USERETCD   RC=0? -- WE EXPECT FINISH.

          BNZ   ERROR               NO, WE HAVE AN ERROR.

          SPACE 2

 * WE'RE ALL DONE

 ERROR    DS    0H

 FINISH   DS    0H

          B     RETURN

          SPACE 3

 DMP0    DC    C'IMUP'

 DMP1    DC    C'SIGN'

 DMP2    DC    C'SEND'

 DMP3    DC    C'RECV'

 DMPY    DC    C'YESS'

 DMPN    DC    C'NONO'

         SPACE
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 R0       EQU   0

 R1       EQU   1

 RETURN   DS    0H

          EXEC CICS DUMP FROM(COMREG) LENGTH(SNAPLEN) DUMPCODE(DMP0)

          EXEC CICS RETURN

          END

Sample CICS front-end COBOL application

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

       PROGRAM-ID.  UDASCOBC.

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

       DATA DIVISION.

       WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

       01   WS-TEXT PIC X(30) VALUE 'WORKING STORAGE STARTS HERE'.

       01   ABEND-FIELDS.

            05  FORCE-ABEND PIC S9(8) USAGE COMP VALUE +1.

            05  FULL-ZERO   PIC S9(8) USAGE COMP VALUE +0.

       01  UDAS-PARAMETERS.

            05   UDAS-BUFFER-ADDRESS USAGE POINTER.

            05   UDAS-BUFFER-LENGTH PIC S9(8) COMP.

            05   UDAS-SESSION-CODE  PIC S9(8) COMP.

            05   UDAS-RETURN-CODE   PIC S9(8) COMP.

            05   UDAS-RETURN1 REDEFINES UDAS-RETURN-CODE.

                 10  UDAS-RETURN-ALPHA PIC X(4) .

            05   UDAS-RETURN2 REDEFINES UDAS-RETURN-CODE.
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                 10  UDAS-RETURN-FIRST PIC X(1) .

                 10  FILLER PIC X(3).

       01  UDAS-USER-BUFFER.

            05  BUFFER-1 PIC X(40).

            05  BUFFER-2 PIC X(10000).

            05  BUFFER-3 PIC X(10000).

            05  BUFFER-3 PIC X(10000).

            05  BUFFER-4 PIC X(1960).

       01  FIRST-BUFFER.

            05  TASK-CODE PIC X(9) VALUE 'UCFTEST1 '.

            05  SAMPLE-DATA PIC X(20) VALUE 'SAMPLE DATA 12345678'.

            05  FILLER PIC X(11) VALUE SPACES.

       01  ALL-DONE.

            05  FILLER PIC X(8) VALUE 'ALL DONE'.

            05  FILLER PIC X(32) VALUE SPACES.

       01   COUNTERS .

      *

      *     LOOP-COUNTER CAN BE ADJUSTED TO SEQUENTIALLY

      *     START AND END MULTIPLE BACK-END TASKS.

      *

            05  LOOP-MAX  PIC 9(4) VALUE 2.

            05  LOOP-COUNTER PIC 9(4) VALUE 0.

            EJECT

       01   MESSAGES .

      *
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      *     LOOP-COUNTER CAN BE ADJUSTED TO SEQUENTIALLY

      *     START AND END MULTIPLE BACK-END TASKS.

      *

            05  OUTPUT-MESSAGE PIC X(70) VALUE SPACES.

            05  MSGLEN PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP VALUE +70.

            05  SUCCESS-MESSAGE.

                10 LOOP-COUNTER-SUCC PIC 9(4) VALUE 0 .

                10 FILLER PIC X(66) VALUE

                   ' SUCCESSFUL UDASCOBC CONVERSATIONS COMPLETED'.

            05  BEGIN-MESSAGE.

                10 FILLER PIC X(26) VALUE

                   ' BEGINNING CONVERSATION #'.

                10 LOOP-COUNTER-BEGIN PIC 9(4) VALUE 0 .

            05  BAD-SIGNON-MESSAGE.

                10 FILLER PIC X(50) VALUE

                   ' BAD RETURN CODE FROM SIGNON'.

            05  BAD-SEND-MESSAGE.

                10 FILLER PIC X(50) VALUE

                   ' BAD RETURN CODE FROM SEND'.

            05  BAD-RECEIVE-MESSAGE.

                10 FILLER PIC X(50) VALUE

                   ' BAD RETURN CODE FROM RECEIVE'.

            05  BAD-SIGNOFF-MESSAGE.

                10 FILLER PIC X(50) VALUE
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                   ' BAD RETURN CODE FROM SIGNOFF REQUEST'.

            05  BUFFER-LENGTH-MESSAGE.

                10  FILLER PIC X(14) VALUE 'BUFFER LENGTH '.

                10  BEFORE-AFTER PIC X(6).

                10  FILLER PIC X(7) VALUE ' CALL: '.

                10  UDAS-BUFFER-LENGTH-DISPLAY PIC 9(4).

                10  FILLER PIC X(39) VALUE SPACES.

            05  BUFFER-CONTENTS-MESSAGE.

                10 FILLER PIC X(26) VALUE 'PARTIAL BUFFER CONTENTS : '.

                10 BUFFER-1-DISPLAY PIC X(40).

                10 FILLER PIC X(4) VALUE SPACES.

            05  UDAS-RETURN-MESSAGE.

                10 FILLER PIC X(23) VALUE 'RETURN CODE FROM UDAS: '.

                10 UDAS-DISPLAY-NUMERIC PIC 9(8).

                10 UDAS-DISP-COMPOSITE REDEFINES UDAS-DISPLAY-NUMERIC.

                   15 UDAS-DISPLAY-ALPHA PIC X(4).

                   15 FILLER PIC X(4).

                10 FILLER PIC X(31) VALUE SPACES.

            EJECT

       PROCEDURE DIVISION.

       MAIN SECTION.

      *  In this sample program, UDAS-PARAMETERS and

      *  UDAS-USER-BUFFER are coded in the WORKING STORAGE

      *  SECTION.  Alternatively, either or both O1 level

      *  fields could be in the LINKAGE SECTION if
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      *  a) The storage is allocated and passed to

      *     UDASCOBC from a higher level program or

      *  b) The storage is allocated via an EXEC CICS

      *     GETMAIN with the SET(ADDRESS OF ...) parameter.

      *

      *  Note that some compilers do not allow the ADDRESS OF

      *  special register for WORKING STORAGE fields.

      *  One of the techniques above is necessary if your compiler

      *  does not allow the following statement:

            SET UDAS-BUFFER-ADDRESS TO ADDRESS OF UDAS-USER-BUFFER.

            PERFORM DO-CONVERSATIONS UNTIL

              LOOP-COUNTER = LOOP-MAX.

            MOVE LOOP-COUNTER TO LOOP-COUNTER-SUCC

            MOVE SUCCESS-MESSAGE TO OUTPUT-MESSAGE

            PERFORM DISPLAY-MESSAGE.

            PERFORM SEND-MESSAGE.

            GOBACK.

       DO-CONVERSATIONS SECTION.

            ADD 1 TO LOOP-COUNTER.

            MOVE LOOP-COUNTER TO LOOP-COUNTER-BEGIN

            MOVE BEGIN-MESSAGE TO OUTPUT-MESSAGE

            PERFORM DISPLAY-MESSAGE.

      *     ESTABLISH COMMUNICATION WITH UDAS.

            MOVE 0 TO UDAS-SESSION-CODE.
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            PERFORM CALL-UDAS.

            IF UDAS-RETURN-CODE NOT = 4

              MOVE BAD-SIGNON-MESSAGE TO OUTPUT-MESSAGE

              PERFORM DISPLAY-MESSAGE

              PERFORM ABORT.

      *     SEND FIRST BUFFER WITH TASK CODE AND SOME SAMPLE DATA.

            MOVE FIRST-BUFFER TO BUFFER-1.

            MOVE 29 TO UDAS-BUFFER-LENGTH.

            PERFORM CALL-UDAS.

      *     WE EXPECT THE BACK-END TO RETURN DATA SO WE SHOULD HAVE

      *     A "RECEIVE" REQUEST FROM UDAS.KEEP RECEIVING DATA

      *     AS LONG AS BACK-END SENDS IT.

            IF UDAS-RETURN-CODE NOT = 8

              MOVE BAD-SEND-MESSAGE TO OUTPUT-MESSAGE

              PERFORM DISPLAY-MESSAGE

              PERFORM ABORT.

            PERFORM RECEIVE-DATA UNTIL UDAS-RETURN-CODE NOT = 8.

      *     IF WE DON'T GET A RECEIVE REQUEST, WE SHOULD GET A

      *     SEND REQUEST, I.E., THE BACK-END IS TRYING TO "READ"

      *     DATA.

            IF UDAS-RETURN-CODE NOT = 4

              MOVE BAD-RECEIVE-MESSAGE TO OUTPUT-MESSAGE

              PERFORM DISPLAY-MESSAGE

              PERFORM ABORT.

      *     WE COULD SEND MORE DATA AT THIS POINT, BUT THIS IS
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      *     ENOUGH FOR TEST PURPOSES.  JUST SEND AN INDICATOR

      *     TO THE BACK-END THAT IS TIME TO CLEAN UP.

            MOVE ALL-DONE TO BUFFER-1.

            MOVE 8 TO UDAS-BUFFER-LENGTH.

            PERFORM CALL-UDAS.

            IF UDAS-RETURN-CODE NOT = 0

              MOVE BAD-SIGNOFF-MESSAGE TO OUTPUT-MESSAGE

              PERFORM DISPLAY-MESSAGE

              PERFORM ABORT.

       ABORT SECTION.

      *     APPROPRIATE ERROR HANDLING CAN BE PERFORMED HERE.

      *     FOR TEST PURPOSES WE WILL ABEND THE TASK WITH

      *     A CODE OF 'UDAS'.

            EXEC CICS ABEND ABCODE('UDAS') CANCEL END-EXEC .

       RECEIVE-DATA SECTION.

      *     RECEIVE A BUFFER SENT FROM THE BACK-END.

            MOVE SPACES TO BUFFER-1.

            MOVE 32000 TO UDAS-BUFFER-LENGTH.

            PERFORM CALL-UDAS.

       CALL-UDAS SECTION.

      *     CALL UDASCIC AFTER PUTTING ADDRESS OF BUFFER IN

      *     UDAS PARAMETER BLOCK.

            MOVE UDAS-BUFFER-LENGTH TO UDAS-BUFFER-LENGTH-DISPLAY.

            MOVE 'BEFORE' TO BEFORE-AFTER.
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            MOVE BUFFER-LENGTH-MESSAGE TO OUTPUT-MESSAGE.

            PERFORM DISPLAY-MESSAGE.

            MOVE BUFFER-1 TO BUFFER-1-DISPLAY

            MOVE BUFFER-CONTENTS-MESSAGE TO OUTPUT-MESSAGE.

            PERFORM DISPLAY-MESSAGE.

            EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM ('UDASCIC')

            COMMAREA (UDAS-PARAMETERS)

            LENGTH (LENGTH OF UDAS-PARAMETERS) END-EXEC .

            MOVE SPACES TO UDAS-DISP-COMPOSITE.

            IF UDAS-RETURN-FIRST = LOW-VALUES

              MOVE UDAS-RETURN-CODE TO UDAS-DISPLAY-NUMERIC

              MOVE UDAS-RETURN-MESSAGE TO OUTPUT-MESSAGE

              PERFORM DISPLAY-MESSAGE

            ELSE

              MOVE UDAS-RETURN-ALPHA TO UDAS-DISPLAY-ALPHA

              MOVE UDAS-RETURN-MESSAGE TO OUTPUT-MESSAGE

              PERFORM DISPLAY-MESSAGE.

            MOVE UDAS-BUFFER-LENGTH TO UDAS-BUFFER-LENGTH-DISPLAY.

            MOVE 'AFTER ' TO BEFORE-AFTER.

            MOVE BUFFER-LENGTH-MESSAGE TO OUTPUT-MESSAGE.

            PERFORM DISPLAY-MESSAGE.

            MOVE BUFFER-1 TO BUFFER-1-DISPLAY

            MOVE BUFFER-CONTENTS-MESSAGE TO OUTPUT-MESSAGE.

            PERFORM DISPLAY-MESSAGE.

       DISPLAY-MESSAGE SECTION.
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      *     FOLLOWING COMMAND WILL DISPLAY INFO TO THE

      *     CSMT (MSGUSR) FILE.

            EXEC CICS WRITEQ TD QUEUE('CSMT')

              FROM(OUTPUT-MESSAGE) LENGTH(MSGLEN) END-EXEC .

       SEND-MESSAGE SECTION.

      *     FOLLOWING COMMAND WILL DISPLAY INFO TO THE

      *     TERMINAL.  IT CAN BE COMMENTED OUT FOR

      *     STRESS TESTING PURPOSES.

            EXEC CICS SEND FROM(OUTPUT-MESSAGE) LENGTH(MSGLEN)

              ERASE WAIT END-EXEC .

Batch Front-ends

The interfaces for BATCH front-end UDAS applications uses the #UDASBCH macro to create UDAS front-end programs.

Calling conventions to UDAS

The following calling conventions are used to link to UDAS from the front-end application program:

R1 User parameter block
R13 18-word save area
R14 Return address
R15 V(UDAS front-end entry point)

Calling the UDAS front-end from an Assembly language program

To call the UDAS front-end for a request, use the Assembly language instructions below:

LA    R1,USERPARM

L     R15,=V(udasb)

BALR  R14,R15

where udasb is the entry point created when assembling #UDASBCH.

NOTE
R1 points directly to USERPARM when calling the standard #UDASBCH entry point. If calling the special entry
point UDASBCHY, R1 points to a fullword that contains the address of USERPARM.
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NOTE
For sample JCL and a complete sample program, see member UDASBCHA in sample JCL.

Calling the UDAS front-end from a COBOL program

To call the UDAS front-end for a request, use the COBOL instructions below:

CALL 'UDASBCHY' USING udas-parameters

where udas-parameters is the 01 level structure that matches the USERPARM DSECT which is shown in Flow of Control.

NOTE
For sample JCL and a complete sample program, see member UDASBCHC in sample JCL.

How to create a front-end module

To create the UDAS BATCH front-end module, assemble a #UDASBCH macro and link the resulting object as described
in the following sections.

UDASBCH Syntax

To create the UDAS BATCH front-end module, assemble a #UDASBCH macro and link the resulting object as described.

►►─ label #UDASBCH ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►
   └─── SYSTEM ──── = ─┬─ BATCH ◄──────────────┬─┘
                       └─ front-end-system-id ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄
   └─ OS= ─┬─ OS ◄──┬─┘ └─ BUFSIZ= ─┬─ 8000 ◄───────┬─┘
           └─ DOS ──┘               └─ buffer-size ─┘

UDASBCH Parameters

 

• label
The macro label provides the entry point name for the assembled module. The default is UDASBCH

• SYSTEM
The rules for the front-end system name are the same as those described in UCF Operations for macro #UCFUFT.

• OS=OS|DOS
Defines the operating system environment. Use OS for z/OS operating systems and DOS for z/VSE operating
systems.

• BUFSIZ=buffer-size
Specifies the size of the buffer that will be allocated to pass data between the front-end and the back-end. Buffer-size
must be at least as big as the largest output buffer length specified by either the front-end or back-end programs. The
default is 8000.
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Creating a UDAS Batch front-end interface program

Use the sample JCL in member UDASBCHI in sample JCL.

Advanced-Program-to-Program Communications
Contents

You can achieve non-terminating task data transfer, as described above for UCF programs, using APPC (advanced-
program-to-program communications). APPC is a protocol that allows user-written programs on different systems to
communicate with one another. Real APPC is implemented through the Systems Network Architecture (SNA) logical unit
(LU) 6.2 protocol. DC/UCF uses the VTAMLU line type to support real APPC.

CA IDMS support for APPC

Within the CA IDMS environment, APPC is supported through two languages:

• Assembler, using the #TREQ DML statement
• CA ADS

You can use real APPC for communications between the following programs:

• CA ADS to CA ADS programs on the mainframe
• DC to DC programs
• DC to CICS programs
• DC to IBM System 36 or System 38
• DC to any LU 6.2 physical unit
• DC to PC programs

NOTE
For more information on APPC communications using Assembler, see the #TREQ statement in the CA IDMS
DML Reference section for Assembler. For more information on APPC communications in CA ADS, see the CA
ADS Reference section.

Emulated APPC

CA IDMS supplies emulation software for the PC that allows CA ADS dialogs executing on a PC with a 3270 emulator
card to emulate APPC. DC/UCF supports emulated APPC through the LAPPCEMU line type.

NOTE
For more information on PC-to-mainframe communications using APPC in the CA IDMS environment, see the
Administrating section.

Real APPC

To provide support for real APPC in a DC/UCF system, do the following:

• Add the appropriate physical and logical terminal definitions to the VTAMLU line definition in the DC/UCF system
definition

• Have your VTAM system programmer code a VTAM mode table entry to define the SNA protocols (that is, the bind
parameters) to be used for sessions with other type 6.2 logical units

More Information

• For the complete syntax for the LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statements used to define SNA logical units in a DC/UCF
system, see the discussion of VTAMLU device definition in the CA IDMS Administrating section.

• For more information on VTAM mode table entries for SNA logical units, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.

PTERM statement
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The PTERM statement used to define a physical terminal for real APPC must specify the following parameters:

TYPE IS LU

NOACQUIRE (default)

NAME IS vtam-node-name

INFMH IS NO (default)

OUTFMH IS NO (default)

CONTENTION IS WINNER

NOHOLD (default)

LIMIT ON INPUT IS 0 (default)

MODEENT IS vtam-modeent-name

NORELEASE (default)

SYNCLEVEL IS OFF (default)

NOTE

• vtam-node-name must match the name of a VTAM minor node(logical unit) specified in the VTAM definition.
• vtam-modeent-name must match the name specified in the LOGMODE parameter of the VTAM mode table entry for

the SNA logical unit used for APPC.

VTAM mode table entry

The VTAM mode table entry for the logical unit used for APPC must specify the following parameters:

LOGMODE=vtam-modeent-name

TYPE=0

PSNDPAC=X'03'

SSNDPAC=X'03'

SRCVPAC=X'03'

FMPROF=X'13'

TSPROF=X'07'
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PRIPROT=X'B0'

SECPROT=X'B0'

COMPROT=X'50B1'

RUSIZE=X'8585'

PSERVIC=X'060200000000000000102F00'

NOTE
vtam-modeent-name must match the name specified in the MODEENT parameter of a PTERM statement used
to define a physical terminal for APPC.

Sample system generation statements

The following DC/UCF system generation statements define two terminals to be used for real APPC:

ADD LINE SNALU1

    TYPE IS VTAMLU

    APPLICATION IDENTIFICATION IS IDMSSNA

    ENABLED.

ADD PTERM LU001

    TYPE IS LU

    NAME IS LU620001

    CONTENTION IS WINNER

    MODEENT IS SNAAPPC1

    ENABLED.

ADD LTERM LU001

    ENABLED.

ADD PTERM LU002
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    TYPE IS LU

    NAME IS LU620001

    CONTENTION IS WINNER

    MODEENT IS SNAAPPC1

    ENABLED.

ADD LTERM LU002

    ENABLED.

Sample VTAM mode table entry

The following VTAM mode table entry defines the bind parameters for APPC:

MODEENT  LOGMODE=SNAAPPC1,                                            -

         TYPE=0,                                                      -

         PSNDPAC=X'03',                                               -

         SSNDPAC=X'03',                                               -

         SRCVPAC=X'03',                                               -

         FMPROF=X'13',                                                -

         TSPROF=X'07',                                                -

         PRIPROT=X'B0',                                               -

         SECPROT=X'B0',                                               -

         COMPROT=X'50B1',                                             -

         RUSIZE=X'8585',                                              -

         PSERVIC=X'060200000000000000102F00'

Emulated APPC

To provide support for emulated APPC in a DC/UCF system, add the appropriate line, physical terminal, logical terminal,
program, and task definitions to the DC/UCF system definition.
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NOTE
For complete LINE, LTERM, PROGRAM, PTERM, and TASK statement syntax, see the CA IDMS Administrating
section.

LINE statement

The LAPPCEMU line type provides emulated APPC support. You should define only one such line in a DC/UCF system.

The following is the device-specific syntax for the LAPPCEMU line type:

►►─── TYPe ─┬─ is ─┬─ LAPPCEMU ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
            └─ = ──┘

PTERM statement

The physical terminal associated the LAPPCEMU line type must be defined as type PAPPCEMU. You should associate
only one physical terminal with an LAPPCEMU line.

The following is the device-specific syntax for the PAPPCEMU physical terminal type:

►►─── TYPe ─┬─ is ─┬─ PAPPCEMU ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
            └─ = ──┘

LTERM statement

The LTERM statement used to define the logical terminal associated with a PAPPCEMU physical terminal must specify
UPLOW.

Sample line and terminal definitions

The following DC/UCF system generation statements define a line and associated physical terminal/logical terminal pair to
support emulated APPC:

ADD LINE APPCLIN

    TYPE IS LAPPCEMU

    ENABLED.

ADD PTERM APPCPTE

    TYPE IS PAPPCEMU

    ENABLED.

ADD LTERM APPCLTE

    UPLOW
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    ENABLED.

PROGRAM and TASK statements

Include the following PROGRAM and TASK statements in the DC/UCF system definition to define the APPC emulation
startup program and task:

PROGRAM RHDCEM62

        LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER

        NOPROTECT

        REENTRANT.

TASK EM62

     INPUT

     INVOKES PROGRAM RHDCEM62.

These statements are included in the data dictionary module ADS-PLUS-DRIVER along with other PROGRAM and TASK
statements that support the CA ADS for the PC-DOS Environment IDD download facility.

NOTE
For more information on the ADS-PLUS-DRIVER module, see the Administrating section.

TCP/IP Support
This section describes how to setup and manage TCP/IP support within CA IDMS. TCP/IP is supported in CA IDMS
systems running in the z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM environments.

The following topics, as well as the changes they require for their execution, are discussed in details in the next sections:

• DNS socket functions -- The GETHOSTBYADDR and GETHOSTBYNAME DNS socket functions supported by the
operating system (z/OS and z/VSE) or by our own CA IDMS DNS Resolver (z/VSE and z/VM); z/VSE users can
choose between the two options.

• Services socket functions -- The GETSERVBYNAME and GETSERVBYPORT services socket functions are supported
by our own CA IDMS Services Resolver on all operating systems.

• DNS + Services socket functions -- The GETADDRINFO and GETNAMEINFO socket functions are supported by the
operating system (z/OS) or by our own CA IDMS DNS and Services Resolvers (z/VSE and z/VM).

Establishing TCP/IP Support

Setting up TCP/IP support within CA IDMS requires the following steps. Each step describes the actions required for each
operating system.
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• Prerequisites
• Changes needed to the system startup JCL
• Modifications needed to the sysgen dictionary

Prerequisites

This section contains the prerequisites for setting up TCP/IP support in z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM operating systems.

z/OS

On z/OS, support for TCP/IP is implemented using UNIX System Services kernel functions. The userid assigned to central
version should be granted access to these functions. Depending on your security environment, this might require defining
an OMVS segment for the userid. For more information, refer to the appropriate security documentation.

z/VSE

On z/VSE, the CA IDMS TCP/IP implementation supports TCP/IP stacks from Connectivity Systems Incorporated (CSI)
and Barnard Software Incorporated (BSI). For details regarding the required JCL for their respective BSD/C API support,
refer to appropriate documentation.

Link the RHDCT1IP module

A DOST1IP.OBJ module is delivered with the product. It must be linked with object modules delivered by CSI or BSI as
phase RHDCT1IP.

Linking RHDCT1IP for CSI

When using TCP/IP from CSI, the following INCLUDEs are required to link the RHDCT1IP module. IPNRxxxx modules
should get autolinked.

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(tcpiplib.sublib,idmslib.sublib)

// LIBDEF PHASE,CATALOG=idmslib.sublib

// OPTION CATAL

PHASE   RHDCT1IP,*

INCLUDE DOST1IP

ENTRY   T1IPEP1

/*

// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

Linking RHDCT1IP for BSI

When using TCP/IP from BSI, the following INCLUDEs are required to link the RHDCT1IP module. The IPNRxxxx entry
points should get resolved in BSI module BSTTENVR.

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(tcpiplib.sublib,idmslib.sublib)
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// LIBDEF PHASE,CATALOG=idmslib.sublib

// OPTION CATAL

PHASE   RHDCT1IP,*

INCLUDE DOST1IP

INCLUDE BSTTENVR

ENTRY   T1IPEP1

/*

// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

Updating the Startup JCL

The CA IDMS startup JCL must be updated to include the definition of the files/data sets needed for the support of the
DNS and services socket functions. The DNS socket functions require a SYSTCPD file. The support of the services
socket functions in CA IDMS is optional. To enable services socket functions, define the filename/ddname associated with
the services file in the SERVICES FILE IS services-file-name clause of the TCP/IP sysgen entity.

More Information

• For more information on the TCP/IP sysgen entity, see the Administrating section.
• For more information on the services file and its layout, see Supporting Services Functions Using a Services File.
• For more information on the SYSTCPD file and its layout, see Supporting DNS Functions Using the SYSTCPD File.

z/OS

• To support the DNS socket functions, a SYSTCPD card must be added to the JCL. This card is needed if either of the
following is true:
– The TCP/IP run time is from IBM and the TCP/IP installation specified a prefix different from the default ("TCPIP")

prefix:

//SYSTCPD  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=prefix.TCPIP.DATA

where prefix should be replaced by the TCP/IP installation prefix.
– The TCP/IP implementation is CA TCPaccess CS for z/OS. For more information, see the CA TCPaccess

Communications Server for z/OS Customization Guide.
Contact your systems programmer to obtain this information. See the documentation from the TCP/IP vendor for
information on the SYSTCPD content.

• To support the services socket functions, add the services file to the startup JCL as follows:

//services-file-name DD DISP=SHR,DSN=services-dsnname

– services-file-name
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Specifies the value assigned to the SERVICES FILE clause in sysgen.
– services-dsnname

Specifies the name of the data set containing the services file definitions. The default services data set is cataloged
as <tcpip-hlq>.ETC.SERVICES.

z/VSE

• Regardless of the TCP/IP stack implementation, if the default stack id is not '00', the following JCL statement is
required:

// OPTION SYSPARM='nn'                     Set default stack ID to nn

• To support the DNS socket functions, you must choose one of the following implementations:
– CA IDMS -- An advantage of using the CA IDMS DNS Resolver is its ability to return all alias names and

IP addresses that are defined to the host name or host IP address.The support of the GETADDRINFO and
GETNAMEINFO socket functions requires the CA IDMS DNS Resolver.

– BSI or CSI -- An advantage of using the BSI/CSI DNS implementation is the GETHOSTBYNAME and
GETHOSTBYADDR functions return names that are defined to the local TCP/IP stack. However, only the primary
name for an IP address or primary IP address associated with the host name is returned.

To select the BSI/CSI DNS resolver, do not code any SYSTCPD file; to select the CA IDMS internal DNS resolver,
code the following SYSTCPD file:

// DLBL SYSTCPD,'tcpip.tcpip.data',,SD

// EXTENT SYS001,vvvvvv

// ASSGN SYS001,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

– tcpip.tcpip.data
Specifies the file-id of the file.

• To support the services socket functions, add the definition for the services file as follows:

// DLBL 'services-file-name','services-file-id',,SD

// EXTENT SYS001,vvvvvv

// ASSGN SYS001,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

– services-file-name
Specifies the value assigned to the SERVICES FILE clause in sysgen.

– services-file-id
Specifies the file-id of the file.

z/VM

• To support the DNS socket functions, add the definition for the SYSTCP file to the startup EXEC as follows:

FILEDEF SYSTCPD DISK fn ft fm

– fn ft fm
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Specifies the FILE ID of the SYSTCPD file. The default value is TCPIP DATA.
• To support the services socket functions, add the definition for the services file to the startup EXEC as follows:

FILEDEF services-file-name SYSTCPD DISK fn ft fm

– services-file-name
Specifies the value assigned to the SERVICES FILE clause in sysgen.

– fn ft fm
Specifies the FILE ID of the services file.

Modifying the Sysgen

The following are the modifications to make to the sysgen:

• Define the TCP/IP entity in sysgen. The DEFAULT STATUS clause must be defined to ON to enable TCP/IP support in
CA IDMS.

• If generic listening or DDS using TCP/IP has to be used in the DC/UCF system, a SOCKET type line must be defined.
For each generic listener, define a LTERM/PTERM pair and its associated task code and program. For each DDS
destination, define a LTERM/PTERM pair and its associated parameters.

• If generic listening is used, define also a number of BULK PTERMs. The system generation syntax permits you to
define one pair, and the REPEAT clause of the PTERM statement can be used to facilitate the definition of multiple
PTERMs and LTERMs. You determine the number of BULK PTERM/LTERM pairs as follows:
– Each connection accepted by a generic listener uses one BULK PTERM/LTERM pair.
– A server task started by a generic listener can exploit pseudo-conversational programming. This means that the

TCP/IP connection remains open, and the BULK PTERM/LTERM pair is without an associated active task.

NOTE
For more information on the system generation statements, see the Administrating section.

Managing TCP/IP Support

The following DCMT commands are enhanced to help you manage the TCP/IP environment:

• DCMT DISPLAY TCP/IP -- Displays information on the TCP/IP runtime environment of a DC/UCF system.
• DCMT VARY TCP/IP -- Allows you to dynamically enable and disable TCP/IP support or to dynamically alter the value

of all the different TCP/IP parameters defined to sysgen.
• DCMT VARY PTERM -- Enables you to manage the generic listener service and the DDS definitions dynamically.

NOTE
Multiple lines of type SOCKET can be defined to the DC/UCF system, and all can be active at the same time.

NOTE
For more information on DCMT commands, see the System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

Supporting DNS Functions Using the SYSTCPD File

This section describes the support of the DNS functions using the SYSTCPD file for each of the following operating
systems:
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• On z/OS, the DNS socket functions (GETHOSTBYADDR and GETHOSTBYNAME) are directly supported in the
operating system dependent TCP/IP interface used by the #SOCKET macro interface. The SYSTCPD file is used
internally by the operating system to process the DNS requests.

• On z/VSE, the SYSTCPD file is optional. If the SYSTCPD file is coded, the DNS socket functions are resolved using
the CA IDMS DNS Resolver.

• On z/VM, the DNS socket functions are not supported by the operating system interface. Therefore, an internal DNS
Resolver is implemented in CA IDMS. The resolver communicates with a name server to retrieve the requested DNS
information.

NOTE
Local table lookup is not provided.

CA IDMS DNS Resolver

The following information applies to z/VM and optionally z/VSE.

When support of TCP/IP is enabled in the DC/UCF system (during startup or the execution of a DCMT VARY TCP/IP
STATUS ON command), the following occurs:

1. The file associated with the SYSTCPD card is read.
2. The DNS specific parameters are parsed.
3. The CA IDMS Resolver is configured.

Coding the SYSTCPD file

The following syntax rules apply for this file:

• All records starting with a ';' character are treated as comments.
• Blanks and <end-of-line> characters delimit the tokens.
• The format for each configuration statement is: Keyword Value.

The following table lists the SYSTCPD parameters:

Keyword Default Value Range of values Meaning
DOMAINORIGIN  Max 64 chars Suffix that is appended to a

hostname that doesn't contain
any dots

NSINTERADDR   Up to 4 different
NSINTERADDR input lines
pointing to different DNS servers

NSPORTADDR 53 1 to 65535 Port of the name server
RESOLVEVIA UDP UDP or TCP Protocol to use for the

communication. Only TCP is
supported on z/VSE.

RESOLVERTIMEOUT 30 1 to 65535 Time in seconds that the
resolver waits for a response
from the server

RESOLVERUDPRETRIES 1 1 to 65535 Number of times the resolver
tries to communicate with the
name server
(when RESOLVEVIA is UDP
only)

TCPIPUSERID TCPIP Max 8 chars Userid of the default TCP/IP
virtual machine.
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NOTE
z/VM systems only. If no INCLUDE list of TCP/IP stacks is provided in the TCP/IP sysgen entity, then this
parameter defines the userid of the TCP/IP virtual machine that is used as the default TCP/IP stack by CA
IDMS. If an INCLUDE list of stacks is provided, this parameter is ignored. For more information on INCLUDE
stacks list, see the TCP/IP entity in the CA IDMS Administrating section.

Sample SYSTCPD

DOMAINORIGIN  CA.COM

NSINTERADDR  172.24.255.255

NSPORTADDR 53

RESOLVEVIA TCP

RESOLVERTIMEOUT 3

RESOLVERUDPRETRIES 1

z/VSE SYSTCPD File

The following rules apply for the SYSTCPD file:

• Must contain 80-byte records
• Can be blocked up to a block size to 32720

WARNING
Do not code the BLKSIZE= DLBL parameter.

z/VM SYSTCPD File

The following rules apply for the SYSTCPD file:

• Can be fixed or variable length
• Can use the default file, TCPIP DATA *, or the user can create his own file with specific definitions

Supporting Services Functions Using a Services File

This section describes translating service names to and from port numbers using the services file.

Port Number Independence

CA IDMS provides the ability for DC/UCF systems and applications that execute within those systems to use logical
service names in place of port numbers. The use of logical names allows port numbers to be changed without impacting
application code or system definitions.

Port number independence is provided through the following facilities:
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• A CA IDMS Services Resolver that translates a service name into a port number or vice versa.
• The ability to specify a service name in place of a port number on LISTENER and DDSTCPIP PTERM SYSGEN

statements.
• The ability to specify or change a service name using a DCMT VARY PTERM statement.
• The ability to display the service name for a PTERM using a DCMT DISPLAY PTERM statement.
• Socket functions (GETSERVBYNAME and GETSERVBYPORT) for returning a port number associated with a service

name or the service name(s) associated with a port number.

The socket functions are described in the CA IDMS Reference section. The remainder of the facilities are described
below.

CA IDMS Services Resolver

The CA IDMS Services Resolver is responsible for translating service names to and from port numbers. It does this using
the contents of a services file that can be included in the execution JCL of a DC/UCF system. The DDNAME or filename
of the services file is specified in the TCP/IP sysgen entity.

The services file contains a list of service names together with the port number, protocol and optional alias names
associated with each one. This information is used when servicing a GETSERVBYNAME or GETSERVBYPORT socket
function to retrieve the port number associated with a service name or the service name associated with a port number.

On z/OS, the default services data set is cataloged as <tcpip-hlq>.ETC.SERVICES. You can use this data set, a
customized data set containing the definitions of the services that you want to use, or a combination of the two by
concatenating the two files together. To ensure that the customized entries take precedence, include the customized data
set before the system default data set.

During the initialization of the TCP/IP environment in a CA IDMS system, the services file is read and its contents
converted to an internal structure that is stored in memory for efficient access. The contents of the in-core structure can be
refreshed from the services file using the DCMT VARY TCP/IP command.

Each record within a services file defines a service name entry in character format.

Service Resolver Syntax

The syntax of the services data set records accepted by the CA IDMS Services Resolver follows the general standards for
such files. The format is as follows:

►─ name ─ port#/protocol ─┬────────────┬─┬─────────────┬─────────────────────►◄
                          │ ┌─────────┐│ └─ # comment ─┘
                          └─▼─ alias ─┴┘

 

Service Resolver Parameter

 

• name
Identifies the official Internet service name.

• port#
Identifies the port number. Port number is a positive number between 1 and 65535.

• protocol
Identifies the protocol used for the service.

• alias
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Identifies an unofficial name for the service.
• # comment

Specifies comment text that continues until the end of the record.

Services file

The following rules apply for the services file:

• The record size of the services file is as follows:
– On z/OS, it must be between 56 and 256.
– On z/VSE, it must contain 80-byte records and can be blocked up to a block size to 32720. The BLKSIZE= DLBL

parameter cannot be coded.
– On z/VM, it can be fixed or variable length.

• Items in a record are separated by spaces or tabs.
• name, protocol, and alias are case sensitive.
• name must start in column 1.
• Records with duplicate service names are ignored. The first definition of service name takes precedence.
• Maximum length for name and alias is normally 32 characters, but longer names are accepted on all systems.
• Comments begin with the number sign (#) character and continue until the end of record.
• The only protocols accepted in CA IDMS are TCP and UDP, in any combination of uppercase and lowercase.

 

The following illustrates a standard TCPIP.ETC.SERVICES data set delivered with the operating system:

#
# Network services, Internet style
#
echo            7/tcp
echo            7/udp
discard         9/tcp           sink null
discard         9/udp           sink null
systat          11/tcp          users
daytime         13/tcp
daytime         13/udp
netstat         15/tcp
qotd            17/tcp          quote
chargen         19/tcp          ttytst source
chargen         19/udp          ttytst source
ftp             21/tcp
. . . . . . . . . . . .

NOTE
To allow updating the services file while it is in use by a CV, make it a member of a partitioned data set rather
than a sequential file.

More Information:

• For more information on the GETSERVBYNAME and GETSERVBYPORT socket functions, see the Reference section.
• For more information on the TCP/IP SYSGEN entity, see the Administrating section.
• For more information on the DCMT VARY TCP/IP command, see the System Tasks and Operator Reference section.
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Supporting the GETADDRINFO and GETNAMEINFO socket functions

The GETADDRINFO and GETNAMEINFO socket functions implement a combination of DNS and services requests.

• On z/OS,these socket functions are supported by the operating system.
• On z/VSE and z/VM, these socket functions are supported by the CA IDMS DNS and Services Resolvers. For more

information on the CA IDMS DNS and Services Resolvers, see sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4.

UCF Operations
This section describes the procedures for generating a UCF system. UCF enables a terminal connected to a host
TP monitor to execute DC/UCF tasks. For the purposes of this discussion, a DC/UCF task can be a user task, a task
associated with an online software component, or a system-supplied task.

Typically, UCF is used to do the following:

• Execute DC/UCF applications and host TP-monitor applications from the same terminal
• Execute DC/UCF applications under two or more DC/UCF systems at the same terminal (for example, in a production

and test environment)
• Share data between an application executing under a DC/UCF system and an application executing under CICS or a

different DC/UCF system.

TP-MonitorsSupported

UCF supports the following TP monitors and terminal control facilities: CICS, CMS (z/VM), DC, and TSO. UCF also
provides an interface to enable DC/UCF tasks to execute in batch mode.

UCF Operations Overview
UCF architecture

The UCF runtime system consists of a front-end system and a back-end system as follows:

• The UCF front-end is the host TP monitor. The front-end program executes as an application program within the host
TP monitor and performs the following functions:
– Communicates with the UCF terminals connected to it by using standard host TP-monitor terminal I/O facilities
– Communicates with the back-end system by passing terminal requests to the back-end and receiving responses

using the SVC
• The UCF back-end is a DC/UCF system that resides in its own region/partition. The back-end system performs the

following functions:
– Receives terminal input from the UCF front-end and directs it to the appropriate application for processing
– Relays write-to-terminal requests from the application to the UCF front-end, which performs the write operation
– Handles requests for output to DC printers (printer support only)

Line driver

UCF is a line driver; for each DC/UCF system, there is one UCF line driver. When a terminal I/O request is issued, DC/
UCF directs the request to the UCF line driver associated with the issuing terminal; the application program need not be
concerned with the type of terminal on which it executes (unless basic mode terminal I/O is performed). Through UCF,
the same DC/UCF program can execute under any of the host TP monitors supported (for example, CICS) and can
communicate with the host system using terminals with any of the supported access methods (for example, BTAM or
VTAM).
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NOTE
Sites with UCF and not DC can access terminals through the UCF line only. Sites with DC can access terminals
through any supported access method, including UCF.

The following diagram illustrates UCF operations. In this diagram, the host TP monitor application database exists
optionally. The DC terminals are available only to sites having DC; sites with UCF are permitted access through the UCF
front-end terminals only.

UCF security

When the UCF front-end connects to the DC back-end, it automatically signs on to the DC back-end using the user ID
supplied by the UCF front-end terminal. Therefore, you should define the user to the DC back-end system using the ID
and password assigned on the UCF front-end system.

The remainder of this section presents procedures for creating UCF front-end and back-end systems and summarizes the
DC/UCF system generation statements that must be included in the back-end system definition.

UCF Front-End
The UCF front-end system executes in the host TP-monitor region/partition and communicates with terminals through host
TP-monitor I/O facilities. The front-end communicates with the back-end system through the external request-unit service
(ERUS) facility.

UCF front-end systems can execute in dedicated or intermittent mode.

Dedicated mode

In dedicated mode, tasks execute as DC/UCF tasks and are invoked by the terminal operator in response to the ENTER
NEXT TASK CODE prompt. While in dedicated mode, the terminal operator can execute DC/UCF tasks only; host TP-
monitor tasks cannot be executed until dedicated mode is terminated.

To invoke dedicated mode, the terminal operator first enters the dedicated task code (or transaction id or verb, depending
on the host TP monitor in use). This task code must be defined in the NTID parameter of the #UCFUFT macro (described
in Front-end Table) and to the host TP monitor. Typically, only one dedicated task code exists (for example, DBDC). The
terminal operator then signs on to the DC/UCF system.
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To terminate dedicated mode and return to the host TP-monitor environment, the terminal operator enters the task code
BYE or SUSPEND as follows:

• BYE terminates dedicated mode and disconnects the front-end terminal from the UCF back-end. This action frees all
resources that are held by the back-end for the terminal (for example, logical and physical terminal elements, signon
element). The next time the terminal operator invokes dedicated mode, the DC/UCF signon must be performed.

• SUSPEND terminates dedicated mode but does not disconnect the front-end terminal from the UCF back-end. All
resources that are held by the back-end for the terminal are preserved. The terminal operator can invoke dedicated
mode later in the session and can execute DC/UCF tasks without signing on again. When using a DC front-end with a
DDS access method (CCI, TCP/IP, or VTAM), the SUSPEND task code is not supported and is treated as a BYE task
code.

Intermittent mode

In intermittent mode, tasks execute as host TP-monitor tasks and are invoked by the terminal operator in response to the
host TP monitor equivalent of the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt; DC/UCF is transparent. DC/UCF tasks that are
executed in intermittent mode must be defined to the host TP monitor and to the DC/UCF system with an intermittent task
code. Any number of intermittent task codes can exist (for example, ADSG, DCMT, IDD, OLM).

When a DC/UCF task terminates on the back-end, the action that is taken depends on whether a back-end pseudo-
converse exists and on the SUSPEND/DISCONNECT options in effect.

A back-end pseudo-conversation exists if the terminating task specifies a NEXT TASK CODE or an autotask is defined for
the terminal. If a pseudo-conversation exists, the next task is invoked in the normal manner (similar to dedicated mode).

If the terminating task does not specify a NEXT TASK CODE and a terminal autotask is not defined, control is returned to
the front-end TP-monitor. The ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt is never written when running in intermittent mode.

By default, the DC/UCF system issues the equivalent of a SUSPEND when ENTER NEXT TASK CODE would have been
written. The front-end terminal is not disconnected from the UCF back-end; all resources that are held by the back-end for
the terminal are preserved. The terminal operator can invoke dedicated mode or intermittent mode again later in the TP-
monitor session and can execute DC/UCF tasks without signing on again.

Alternatively, the system can be directed to disconnect the terminal when the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE would have
been written. If this option is desired, both of the following actions must be taken:

• Compile and link the DC/UCF options module RHDCOPTF specifying #DEFOPTF OPT00020.
• Compile and link the UCFCICS front-end module specifying #UCFCICS DISC=YES.

When this option is chosen, the DC/UCF system issues the equivalent of a BYE command when ENTER NEXT TASK
CODE would have been written. The front-end terminal is disconnected from the UCF back-end. This action frees all
resources that are held by the back-end for the terminal, for example, logical and physical terminal elements and signon
element. The next time the terminal operator invokes a UCF task, a new DC/UCF signon will be performed.

NOTE
The UCF batch, z/VM, and TSO front-ends can execute in dedicated mode only.

 UCF front-end components 

The UCF front-end system consists of the following items:
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• The UCF front-end common module (RHDCUCFC) contains code common to all TP monitors and is distributed in
object form with the UCF system.

• The appropriate TP-monitor interface module is distributed in macro form with the UCF system and must be
assembled at your site.

• The front-end module contains TP-monitor-dependent procedures. The front-end module is created by assembling a
macro appropriate to the TP monitor in use.

• The front-end table defines the characteristics of the front-end system terminals and supplies an identifier for the front-
end system. The front-end table is created by assembling a series of macros.

Procedures for creating the front-end table, and for defining and using each front-end module follow.

  

Front-end Table

The front-end table defines global characteristics of a UCF front-end, including characteristics of the front-end terminals.
One front-end table must be created for each UCF front-end to be used, except for the batch, z/VM, and TSO front-ends.

To create a UCF front-end table, assemble and link edit the following macros:

•  #UCFUFT supplies the global characteristics for the front-end system (for example, system identifier).
•  #UCFUTD identifies each terminal that is associated with the front-end system.
•  #UCFDEND ends the front-end table definition.

 Front-end system and terminal identifiers 

Each UCF front-end table contains an entry that identifies the front-end system and, optionally, an entry that identifies
each terminal that is associated with the front-end system.

 System identifiers 

Each front-end in a UCF system has an identifier that identifies to the DC/UCF system the TP monitor on which the
front-end system task is executing. The system identifier (FESID) is used by the UCF back-end to determine whether a
front-end is authorized to access the back-end. DCMT functions use the FESID to display and vary information that is
associated with a front-end.

When a host TP monitor (front-end) signs on to a DC/UCF system (back-end) through UCF, the front-end system passes
the system identifier to DC/UCF. The DC/UCF system attempts to locate the identifier in its system table before accepting
the UCF signon. If the identifier passed with the signon is not in the system table, the signon is rejected. See UCF Back-
End for a discussion of the UCF system table.

Usually, the system identifier is specified in the front-end table with the #UCFUFT macro. However, because the batch, z/
VM, and TSO front-ends have built-in front-end tables, the system identifier for these interfaces must be specified in the
TP-monitor-dependent macro.

 Terminal identifiers 

Each terminal that is owned by a host TP monitor has a unique identifier. At runtime, the front-end task automatically
passes the terminal identifier (FETID) to the DC/UCF system. The DC/UCF system uses the identifier with DCMT
functions to display and vary information that is associated with that terminal.

The terminal identifier can be coded in the #UCFUTD macro for the terminal and/or in the PTERM statement for the
terminal in the back-end system definition. At runtime, a terminal with no entry in the UCF front-end table (that is, one for
which no identifier was coded in the #UCFUTD macro) will be assigned, by default, the characteristics of the prototype
front-end terminal of the same type. If a prototype has not been defined for that terminal type, the terminal identifier must
exist in the front-end table for a terminal to access UCF. Typically, you define prototypes for 3270- and TTY-type terminals;
however, terminal identifiers must be supplied in the #UCFUTD macro for 3280-type terminals (printers).
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Descriptions of the three macros that are used to create the UCF front-end table follow, with an example of a front-end
table, and the front-end table JCL for z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM.

#UCFUFT Macro

The #UCFUFT macro defines global front-end characteristics. One #UCFUFT macro is required for each front-end table.
#UCFUFT must be the first macro in the source file and must be labeled.

Syntax
►►─── label #UCFUFT ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►  └─ MODE = ─┬─ CONV ────┬─┘

              └─ PCONV ◄──┘ ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►  

 └─ ,ENV = IBM ◄─┘ ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►   └─ ,NTID

 = dedicated-task-code ─┘ ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►  

 └─ ,PTID = print-task-code ─┘ ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  └─ ,SYSTEM = front-end-system-id ─┘

Parameters

•  MODE=CONV|PCONV
(DC front-ends only) Specifies whether the front-end is to run in conversational or pseudo-conversational mode as
follows:
– CONV -- The front-end runs in conversational mode
– PCONV (default) -- The front-end runs in pseudo-conversational mode
The MODE specification can be overridden for selected terminals with the #UCFUTD macro (described on the
following pages).

•  ENV=
Defines the operating system environment. IBM is the default.

•  NTID=
Specifies the one- through eight-character task code that is used to invoke the front-end in dedicated mode. dedicated-
task-code must match the task code that is specified in the host TP-monitor system definition.

•  PTID
(CICS and DC front-ends only) Specifies the one- through eight-character task code that is used to invoke the UCF
Print Control Task. Print-task-code must match the task code that is specified in the CICS or DC system definition.

•  SYSTEM
Specifies the one- through eight-character identifier for the front-end system (FESID). The front-end-system-id must be
defined in the back-end system table and is typically one of the following identifiers: CICS, DC, or TSO

#UCFUTD Macro

The #UCFUTD macro defines terminal-specific characteristics. If no prototype terminals are defined, one #UCFUTD
macro is required for each terminal that is associated with this front-end. If prototypes are defined, one #UCFUTD macro
must be coded for each type of terminal (that is, 3270 and TTY) to be used with the UCF front-end. Typically, only one
prototype TTY terminal and one prototype terminal for each 3270-type model present must be defined. #UCFUTD macros
must be unlabeled.

Syntax
►►─── #UCFUTD
 ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ BUFSIZ = buffer-size
 ─┘
 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,FORMFD = ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘
                 └─ NO ◄──┘
 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,MODE = ─┬─ CONV ──┬─┘
               └─ PCONV
 ─┘
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,MODEL = ─┬─ 2 ◄───────────┬─┘
                └─ model-number ─┘
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,NCHARS = ─┬─ 80 ◄─────────┬─┘
                 └─ line-length
 ─┘
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,NLINES = ─┬─ 24 ◄─────────┬─┘
                 └─ page-length
 ─┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,PRTCLS = ─┬─ 1 ◄────────────┬─┘
                 └─ printer-class ─┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,SCS = ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘
              └─ NO
 ◄──┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,TERM = front-end-terminal-id
 ─┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ ,TYPE = ─┬─┬─ CRT ─┬─┬─┘
               │ └─ TTY ─┘ │
               ├─ T3277 ◄──┤
               ├─ T3279 ───┤
               └─ T3280 ───┘

Parameters

•  TERM=
Specifies the unique identifier for the front-end terminal. Except when defining a 3280-type printer, this parameter is
typically omitted and, therefore, defines a prototype terminal. front-end-terminal-id is a one- through eight-character
alphanumeric value and must match the terminal identifier that is specified in the host TP-monitor system definition.
This parameter is required if TYPE=T3280 is specified.

•  TYPE=
Specifies the front-end terminal type as follows:
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– CRT|TTY -- The front-end terminal is a TTY-type terminal. TTY applies to all asynchronous ASCII terminals.
– T3277 (default) -- The front-end terminal is a 3270-type terminal.
– T3279 -- The front-end terminal is a 3279-type color terminal with extended color support.
– T3280 -- The front-end terminal is a 3280-type terminal. If T3280 is specified, the TERM= parameter must also be

specified.
•  MODE=CONV|PCONV

(DC front-ends only) Specifies whether this terminal executes in conversational or pseudo-conversational mode as
follows:
– CONV -- The terminal executes in conversational mode.
– PCONV -- The terminal executes in pseudo- conversational mode.
The MODE= parameter defaults to the MODE specification in the #UCFUFT macro.

•  MODEL=
(TYPE T3277 only) Specifies the 3270-type terminal model code. model-number is an integer in the range 1 through 5;
the default is 2.

•  NCHARS=
Specifies the terminal's line length. line-length is an integer in the range 1 through 32767; the default is 80 characters.

•  NLINES=
Specifies the terminal's page length. page-length is an integer in the range 1 through 32767; the default is 24 lines. If
TYPE=TTY is specified, a page length of 3 is recommended.

•  BUFSIZ=
Specifies the size, in bytes, of the I/O buffer allocated to the terminal. buffer-size can be any positive integer in the
range of 1-32300. The value that is specified must be greater than or equal to the size of the longest data stream to
be transferred between the DC/UCF system and the UCF front-end system. Typically, the default value (equal to the
product of 1.5 times the NCHARS value times the NLINES value plus 800) is used.

•  FORMFD=YES|NO
(CICS and DC front-ends only) Specifies whether the printer front-end terminal has form feed capabilities as follows:
– YES -- The terminal has form feed capabilities.
– NO (default) -- The terminal does not have form feed capabilities.

•  PRTCLS=
(CICS front-end only) Specifies a print class for WRITE TO PRINTER requests issued from the terminal. print-class is
an integer in the range 1 through 64; the default is 1. This parameter is ignored if the terminal itself is a printer.

•  SCS IS NO|YES
Specifies whether the printer is an SNA character string device, also known as a type 1 logical unit:
– NO (default) indicates that the printer is not an SNA character string device.
– YES indicates that the printer is an SNA character string device.

#UCFDEND Macro

The #UCFDEND macro specifies the end of the front-end table definition. One #UCFDEND macro must be coded for each
front-end table. #UCFDEND must follow the last #UCFUTD macro and must be unlabeled.

Syntax
►►─── #UCFDEND
 ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 ►──┬──────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─ XA= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘
            └─ NO ◄──┘
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Parameter

•  XA
Determines whether the front-end table has the capability to reside above the 16-megabyte line. The default, NO,
indicates that it does not have the capability. YES indicates that it has the capability.

Sample Front-end Table Definition

The following macro statements define a sample CICS front-end system, consisting of a prototype TTY-type terminal and
five 3270-type terminals:

UCFFET #UCFUFT SYSTEM=CICS,NTID=DBDC
       #UCFUTD TYPE=TTY,NCHARS=80,NLINES=2
       #UCFUTD TYPE=T3277,NCHARS=40,NLINES=12,MODEL=1
       #UCFUTD TYPE=T3277,NCHARS=80,NLINES=24,MODEL=2
       #UCFUTD TYPE=T3277,NCHARS=80,NLINES=32,MODEL=3
       #UCFUTD TYPE=T3277,NCHARS=80,NLINES=43,MODEL=4
       #UCFUTD TYPE=T3277,NCHARS=132,NLINES=27,MODEL=5
       #UCFDEND

Front-end Table JCL

NOTE
This section contains the JCL to create the UCF front-end table for z/OS and z/VSE operating systems.
Alternatively, you can assemble a front-end table in the same input stream that creates a particular front-end
module. For example, a z/OS UCF CICS front-end object module can be created by assembling a #UCFCICS
macro, a #UCFUFT macro, appropriate #UCFUTD macros, and a #UCFDEND macro. A particular UCF CICS
front-end load module can be created by using the JCL shown in the section CICS Front-end JCL, and then
omitting the INCLUDE statement for ucffet.

 To create a stand-alone front-end table under z/OS: 

1. Create a front-end table source module as follows:
UCFFET   #UCFUFT ucfuft-parameters
         #UCFUTD ucfudt-parameters
         . . .
         #UCFDEND
         END

2. Save the source module in your custom source library.
3. Assemble and link it into your custom load library by executing the z/OS Assemble and Link-Edit.

Substitute the name of your front-end table source member and insert the following binder statement:
–  NAME ucffet(R)

Name of the UCF front-end table load module.

 To create a stand-alone front-end table under z/VSE: 

1. Assemble and catalog the table using the sample JCL in z/VSE Assemble JCL.
Modify the JCL by substituting the following statements in place of the Assembler input statements:
PUNCH 'CATALOG ucffet.OBJ REPLACE=YES'     
UCFFET   #UCFUFT ucfuft-parameters
         #UCFUTD ucfudt-parameters
         . . .
         #UCFDEND
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         END

–  ucffet
Specifies the name for your UCF front-end table.

Batch Front-end

The UCF batch front-end enables the execution of DC/UCF tasks from a batch job.

To create the batch front-end module, assemble a #UCFBTCH macro and link edit the resulting object module with
RHDCUCFC, CA IDMS, and IDMSOPTI (optional). The batch front-end supports dedicated mode only and requires no
front-end table definition.

The IDMSOPTI module identifies the back-end system with which the front-end communicates. The module is created
by assembling an IDMSOPTI macro. If you omit IDMSOPTI from the link edit of the front-end system, the execution JCL
for the front-end must include a SYSCTL file that identifies the back-end system. For more information about IDMSOPTI,
see Setting Up Interpartition Communication and the SVC.

#UCFBTCH Macro

Syntax for the #UCFBTCH macro follows. The macro must be labeled. The label provides the module entry point name.

Syntax
►►─── label #UCFBTCH
 ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 ►─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ OS = ─┬─ OS ◄──┬─┘
            └─ DOS
 ──┘
 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,PRINT = ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘
                └─ NO ◄──┘
 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,RETCD = ─┬─ YES ◄──┬─┘
                └─ NO
 ────┘
 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,INPLEN = ──┬─ 80 ◄─┬─┘
                  └─ nn ──┘
 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,S015  = ─┬─ YES ◄──┬─┘
                └─ NO
 ────┘
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ ,SYSTEM = ─┬─ BATCH ◄──────────────┬─┘
                 └─ front-end-system-id ─┘

Parameters

•  OS=
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Specifies the operating system under which the batch front-end system executes. OS applies to all supported z/OS
and z/VM operating systems. DOS applies to all supported z/VSE operating systems. The default is OS.

•  PRINT=YES|NO
Specifies whether reports queued to DC printers can be printed using UCF batch printer support. NO, the default,
indicates that the system creates the batch front-end load module; printer support is not generated. YES directs the
system to create a UCF print support module. UCF print support is discussed later under Front-end Table.

•  RETCD=YES|NO
If the CA IDMS system is shut down while a UCFBATCH job is running, the UCFBATCH job ends with a return code
of 4 or 12. If RETCD=YES is specified, UCFBATCH jobs continue to run as they currently do and receive the non-
zero return code. If RETCD=NO is specified, UCFBATCH jobs will not receive the return code of 4 or 12. The default is
YES.

•  INPLEN=nn 
Specifies the number of columns that UCF processes as input on each record within the input file. Columns following
the specified length are ignored.
Default: 80
Note: If you use the default and the input file contains sequence numbers in columns 73 through 80, then you might
receive syntax errors. To avoid the errors in this situation, specify INPLEN=72 instead of using the default.

•  S015=YES|NO
Specifying S015=YES or defaulting to S015=YES will not change the Current behavior of the UCF Batch front-end.
Coding S015=NO suppresses the following message:
UCFBTCH S015 - NOTHING FOR PRINTER TO PRINT.

•  SYSTEM
Specifies the 1 through 8-character front-end system identifier. front-end-system-id must match the identifier that
is specified in the FESID parameter of the #FESTENT macro that is used to define the batch front-end in the UCF
system table; see #FESTENT Macro for further information. The default of BATCH matches the FESID value for the
batch front-end in the system table that is supplied with UCF.

Front-end Load Module Assembly JCL

This section contains the JCL to create the batch front-end load module for z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM operating systems.

NOTE
A default UCF batch interface module is provided during installation with the name RHDCUCFB. RHDCUCFB is
created using macro input: #UCFBTCH SYSTEM=BATCH,OS=os

If you want to create your own UCF batch front-end load module, use the following procedure.

 To create a z/OS front-end load module 

1. Create a UCFBTCH source module as follows:
Ucfbtche #UCFBTCH #ucfbtch-parameters
        END 

2. Save the UCFBTCH source module in your custom source library.
3. Assemble and link it into your custom load library by executing the z/OS Assemble and Link-Edit JCL.

Substitute the name of your UCFBTCH source member and insert the following binder statements:
INCLUDE CUSTLIB(idmsopti)
ENTRY ucfbtche
SETOPT PARM(REUS=NONE,AMODE=31,RMODE=24)
NAME ucfbtchi(R)

–   idmsopti 
(Optional) Specifies the name of your IDMSOPTI module.

–   ucfbtche 
Specifies the entry point name of your UCF Batch front-end load module.
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Note: Use UCFBTCHX or the name that is specified as the label on the assembler instruction that invokes the
#UCFBTCH macro.

–   ucfbtchi 
Specifies the name of your UCF batch front-end load module.

 To create a z/VSE batch front-end load module 

1. Assemble and catalog the module using the sample JCL in z/VSE Assemble JCL.
Modify the JCL by substituting the following statements in place of the Assembler input statements:
PUNCH 'CATALOG ucfbtcho.OBJ REPLACE=YES'
ucfbtche #UCFBTCH #ucfbtch-parameters
         END

2. Link the UCF batch phase using the sample JCL in z/VSE Link JCL.
Modify the JCL by substituting the following statements in place of the Linkage editor control statements:
PHASE uscfbtchi,*
INCLUDE ucfbtcho
INCLUDE idmsopti
ENTRY ucfbtche

–  ucfbtcho
Specifies the name of your UCF batch front-end object module.

 z/VM batch front-end load module assembly 

GLOBAL MACLIB idmslib
FILEDEF TEXT DISK ucfbtch TEXT A
ASSEMBLE #ucfbtch

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER
FILEDEF SYSLMOD DISK idmslib LOADLIB a2 (RECFM V LRECL 1024 BLKSIZE 1024
LKED linkctl
Linkage editor control statements (linkctl):
INCLUDE ucfbtch
INCLUDE IDMSOPTI
INCLUDE IDMS
INCLUDE RHDCUCFC
INCLUDE IDMSUTIO
ENTRY IDMSENTR
NAME ucfbtch(R)

 idmslib filename of the CA IDMS MACLIB library
 idmslib LOADLIB a2 file ID of the CA IDMS LOADLIB library
 linkctl filename of the file containing the linkage editor control statements
 ucfbtch name of the batch front-end module
 ucfbtche label that is specified for #UCFBTCH
 #ucfbtch filename of the file containing the #UCFBTCH macro statement
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Batch Front-end Execution

When executed, the batch front-end reads input from SYSIPT. Each statement is interpreted as terminal input and is
passed to the DC/UCF system. The physical terminal name is used as the terminal identifier. Output from the DC/UCF
task is returned to the front-end, which writes the output to SYSLST. The terminal disconnect occurs when the BYE task is
invoked.

The batch front-end operates in dedicated mode only. You must provide a job card specifying a user ID and password to
execute tasks with a security class other than zero. Alternatively, you can specify the SIGNON task code in the input:

SIGNON ABC ABCPASS
DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE TASKS
DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE PROGRAMS
DCUF SHOW USERS ALL
BYE

Batch Front-end Execution JCL

This section contains the JCL to execute the UCF batch front-end for z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM operating systems.

 z/OS batch front-end execution 

//         EXEC PGM=ucfbtch
//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//         DD  DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR
//sysctl   DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR
//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=A
//SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=A
//SYSIDMS  DD  *
SYSIDMS parameters, as required
//SYSIPT   DD  *
input statements
/*

NOTE

 See Library and dataset References in z/OS JCL for variable information that is used in the example.

 z/VSE batch front-end execution 

// UPSI    b                   if specified in the IDMSOPTI module
// DLBL    idmslib,'idms.library',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn,,,ssss,1500
// LIBDEF  *,SEARCH=(idmslib.sublib)
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD
// EXEC    ucfbtch
input statements
/*

NOTE
You can define a SYSCTL file in the JCL to override IDMSOPTI specifications for the back-end system as
follows:
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// DLBL    sysctl,'idms.sysctl',,SD
// EXTENT  sys008,nnnnnn
// ASSGN   sys008,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

 b appropriate one- through eight-character UPSI bit switch, as
specified in the IDMSOPTI module

 idmslib filename of the file containing CA IDMS modules
 idmslib.sublib name of the sublibrary within the library containing CA IDMS

modules
 idms.library file-id that is associated with the file containing CA IDMS modules
 idms.sysctl file-id of the SYSCTL file
 nnnnnn volume serial number
 ssss starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
 sysctl filename of the SYSCTL file
 sys008 logical unit assignment of the SYSCTL file
 ucfbtch phase name of the batch front-end module

 z/VM batch front-end execution 

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER
FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK ucfbtch input a
FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms parms a (RECFM F LRECL lll BLKSIZE bbb
GLOBAL LOADLIB idmslib
OSRUN ucfbtch

NOTE
You can define a SYSCTL file in the JCL to override IDMSOPTI specifications for the back-end system as
follows:

FILEDEF sysctl DISK sysctl idms a

 bbb blocksize
 idmslib name of the CA IDMS LOADLIB library
 lll logical record length
 sysctl ddname of the SYSCTL file
 sysctl idms a file ID of the SYSCTL file
 sysidms parms a file ID of the SYSIDMS parameter file
 ucfbtch name of the batch front-end load module
 ucfbtch input a file ID of the file containing the UCF batch input statements

Setting Options for Batch UCF Program Execution

The SET OPTIONS input statement allows users to establish input options during batch UCF program execution. The
words SET OPTIONS must start in column 1 and must be followed by a blank. Each of the following options is specified in
a separate SET OPTIONS statement:
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• INPUT start-column THRU end-column specifies the start and end columns of the input column range. The batch
front-end program treats data within the specified columns as input and ignores any other data on the line. The default
range is 1 through 80. Typically, this parameter is used to limit the input column range to columns 1 through 72.

• ECHO/NOECHO specifies whether subsequent input statements are written to SYSLST:
– ECHO (default) specifies to write input statements to SYSLST.
– NOECHO specifies not to write input statements to SYSLST.

NOTE
SET OPTIONS statements are always echoed, regardless of the input options that have been established.

 Example SET OPTIONS statements 

In the following example, SET OPTIONS statements limit input columns to 1 through 72 and request the program not to
echo the user password:

//UCFBTCH EXEC PGM=UCFBTCH
//STEPLIB  DD DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//         DD DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR
//SYSCTL   DD DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR
//SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=A
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=A
//SYSIPT   DD *
SET OPTIONS INPUT 1 THRU 72
SIGNON HARPO
SET OPTIONS NOECHO
SWORDFISH
SET OPTIONS ECHO
DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE STORAGE 5
DCMT DISPLAY LINES
BYE

CICS Front-End

The UCF CICS front-end enables DC/UCF tasks to be executed from a terminal that is connected to CICS.

A UCF CICS front-end program contains an options table and a small stub module that calls the main processing routines.

To create the CICS front-end module, assemble a #UCFCICS macro and link edit the resulting object module as shown in
the following section.

NOTE
UCF requires the presence of the IDMSINTC interface module in the CICS region/partition. For instructions on
assembling and link editing IDMSINTC, see CICS Considerations.

#UCFCICS Macro

Syntax for the #UCFCICS macro follows. The macro must be labeled. The label provides the module entry point name.

Syntax
►►─── label #UCFCICS ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ COLOR = ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘

               ├─ NO ◄──┤
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               └─ ONLY ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DBCS = ──┬─ YES ──┬─┘

               └─ NO ◄──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─,DEBUG = ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘

               └─ NO ◄──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─DFLTSIZ = ──┬─ 24X80 ◄──┤

                 ├─ 32X80  ──┤

                 ├─ 43X80  ──┤

                 ├─ MOD2  ◄──┤

                 ├─ MOD3   ──┤

                 └─ MOD4   ──┘

►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─,DISC = ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘

              └─ NO ◄──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ERRDCT = ─┬─ destination-name ─┬─┘

                 └─ CSMT ◄────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─,LASTOUT = ─┬─ TASKEND ───┬┘

                 └─ RESETKB ◄──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,OS = ─┬─ OS ◄──┬─┘

             └─ DOS ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─,PRINT = ─┬─ print-option ───┬─┘

               └─ OFF ◄───────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,RDW = ─┬─ YES ───┬┘

              └─ NO ◄───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,READBUF = ─┬─ YES ◄──┬─┘

                  └─ NO ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,RECVRTS = ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘

                  └─ NO ◄──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─,RESETKB = ─┬── TASKEND ──┬┘

                 └─ ASIS ◄─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─,SUFFIX = ──── suffix ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,UCTRAN  = ─┬─ TCT ──┬─┘

                  └─ NO ◄──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,USERCHK = ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘

                  └─ NO ◄──┘
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Parameters

•  COLOR=YES|NO|ONLY
Specifies whether the front-end is to check to see if the terminal is a 3279-type terminal with extended color support.
If YES is specified, DC/UCF treats the terminal as a 3279 terminal if CICS reports positive settings for either the
COLOR or EXTDS attributes. If ONLY is specified, DC/UCF treats the terminal as a 3279 terminal only if CICS reports
a positive setting for the COLOR attribute. The default is NO.

•  DBCS=YES|NO
Specifies whether the terminal supports double-byte characters. If YES is specified, terminals that support COLOR or
extended data streams are assumed to also have Double Byte Character Support. COLOR=YES must be specified for
DBCS=YES to take effect.

•  DEBUG=YES|NO
Specifies whether EXEC CICS ENTER TRACEID commands are issued at various processing points during the
execution of each UCF transaction. DEBUG=YES is only used for diagnostic purposes. The default is NO. 

• DFLTSIZ=24X80|32X80|43X80|MOD2|MOD3|MOD4 Specifies the 3270 terminal model default display size to use
when the terminal emulator alternate display size is not a standard 3270 model. To display properly, the terminal
emulator default or primary display size should be aligned with this specification. The default is 24X80 or MOD2.

•  DISC=YES|NO
 
Specifies what action the DC/UCF system is to take at the end of an intermittent mode pseudo-converse. DISC=YES
specifies that all DC/UCF resources should be freed. DISC=NO specifies that the DC/UCF terminal should be put in a
SUSPEND state. The default is NO.
 Note: If DISC=YES is specified, RHDCOPTF bit 20 must be set in the corresponding back-end DC system.

•  ERRDCT=
Identifies the CICS transient data destination to be used as the target for error messages that are produced by
IDMSINTC and IDMSTRUE. The default destination name is CSMT. Use another destination if you want to route CA
IDMS error messages to another CICS destination. The DCT entry should be defined with a logical record length of at
least 130 characters.

•  LASTOUT=TASKEND|RESETKB
Specifies the action the UCFCICS front-end module takes when issuing WRITE commands. If LASTOUT=RESETKB,
UCFCICS includes the LAST option on the EXEC CICS SEND command whenever it writes a data stream that
includes the RESET keyboard indicator. If LASTOUT=TASKEND, UCFCICS does not specify the LAST option when
writing data streams. CICS automatically transmits an "end-of-bracket" indicator at task end. RESETKB is the default.

•  OS=OS|DOS
Specifies the operating system under which the CICS front-end system executes. OS applies to all supported z/OS
versions of CICS. DOS applies to all supported z/VSE versions of CICS. The default is OS.

•  PRINT=print-option
Specifies what print option the Assembler is to use while processing the COPY commands which copy in the DSECTs
used in the UCF front-end module. Valid options are ON|GEN|NOGEN. See the documentation for your Assembler
product for details. The default is OFF.

•  RDW=YES|NO
Specifies whether UCFCICS should pass the RDW as part of the PDAT data when starting a front-end task in a
distributed application as described in section 4.1. The default is NO.

•  READBUF=YES|NO
Specifies whether the physical terminal can execute a READ BUFFER command; the default is YES. At bind time, the
READBUF specification in the #UCFCICS macro overrides the READBUFFER/NOREADBUFFER specification that is
established by the system generation PTERM statement for the physical terminal.

•  RECVRTS=YES|NO
YES specifies that the CICS system is generated with RECOVERABLE AUX TEMP storage. This parameter may be
needed for UCFPRINT to work properly on such systems. The default is NO.

•  RESETKB=TASKEND|ASIS
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Specifies whether the UCFCICS front-end module should suppress the RESET keyboard indicator when writing data
streams. If YES is specified, the RESET indicator is removed from any data stream that is written to the terminal. This
also prevents the LAST option from being specified on all EXEC CICS SEND commands. At task termination, an extra
EXEC CICS SEND command is transmitted specifying zero length, RESET keyboard, and LAST.
IF ASIS is specified, the RESET keyboard indicator is left as passed by the application code running in the DC/UCF
back-end system. The LAST option is controlled by the LASTOUT parameter described previously. The default is
ASIS.

•  SUFFIX=suffix
SUFFIX is an obsolete parameter, but it is allowed for compatibility.

•  UCTRAN=TCT|NO
Specifies whether to translate input data to uppercase before it is transferred to the DC/UCF system as follows:
– TCT -- Translation of terminal input is determined by the presence or absence of the FEATURE=UCTRAN

parameter in the TCT definition for the terminal.
– NO (default) -- Terminal input is not translated to uppercase.

•  USERCHK=YES|NO
Specifies whether UCFCICS is to check the CICS userid at the beginning of each task in a pseudo-converse. YES
prevents an operator who has newly signed on to a terminal from being connected to another user's back-end UCF
terminal session. This condition can occur if the first user's session was aborted (for example, by "killing" the session
from a VTAM session manager) and UCFCICZ is not implemented to clean up the associated UCFCICS storage in the
CICS region where the UCFCICS transaction runs.
YES causes UCFCICS to check the CICS USERID at the beginning of each task in a pseudo-converse. If the userid
does not match the userid that was saved from the previous task in that pseudo- converse, a new session is started
instead of resuming the old one. The old session is automatically aborted. The new session continues normally.
If CICS signon is not done, USERCHK=YES is not enforced.
For example, consider the following scenario:
– User A is on a CICS terminal, but is not signed on to CICS.
– User A starts a UCF session and their CICS session is aborted while in a pseudo-converse.
– User B comes into CICS and gets the same terminal. User B also is not signed on to CICS.
– User B invokes UCF and picks up user A's session.
In the scenario, if either user A or user B (or both) is signed on to CICS, the old session is aborted. The comparison
of the new and saved userid is done after the call to the USRIDXIT, if that exit exists. The value set by the USRIDXIT
is the one that is saved across a pseudo-converse, so the use of the exit with USERCKHK=YES should not cause
a problem even if the exit modifies the user ID used to connect to the back-end DC/UCF system. Also note that if
the USRIDXIT changes different CICS user-IDs to a common back-end ID, the security function of the USERCHK
parameter does not work.The default is NO.

CICS Front-end JCL

 To create a z/OS UCF CICS front-end program 

1. Create a UCFCICS source module as follows:
ucfcicse #UCFCICS ucfcics-paramters
         END

2. Save the UCFCICS source module in your custom source library.
3. Assemble and link it into your custom load library by executing the z/OS Assemble and Link-Edit JCL.

Substitute the name of your UCFCICS source member and insert the following binder statements:
 INCLUDE CAGJLOAD(UCFCICX0)     
 INCLUDE CUSTLIB(ucffet)
 INCLUDE CUSTLIB(idmscint)
 INCLUDE CUSTLIB(ucfprint) (optional)
 INCLUDE CUSTLIB(usridxit) (optional)
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 SETOPT PARM(AMODE=31,RMODE=24) 
 ENTRY ucfcicse
 NAME ucfcics(R)

–   ucffet 
Specifies the name of your UCF front-end table.

–   idmscint 
Specifies the name of your IDMSCINT interface module.

–   ucfprint 
(Optional) Specifies the name of your UCFPRINT exit routine.

–   usridxit 
(Optional) Specifies the name of your USRIDXIT exit routine.

–   ucfcicse 
Specifies the entry point name of your UCFCICS options module:
Note: Use UCFCXEP1 or the name that is specified as the label on the assembler instruction that invokes the
#UCFCICS macro. The assembler label is optional. You cannot use UCFCXEP1 as the assembler label.

–   ucfcics 
Specifies the name of your UCF CICS front-end load module.

4. Define program ucfcics in your CICS CSD.
For a library template, see the definition of PROGRAM(UCFICS) in member CICSCSD of the CAGJSRC library. The
program must be defined as RESIDENT.

 z/VSE CICS front-end load module assembly 

 To create a z/VSE UCF CICS front-end program: 

1. Assemble and catalog the module using the sample JCL in z/VSE Assemble JCL.
Modify the JCL by substituting the following statements in place of the Assembler input statements: 
PUNCH 'CATALOG ucfcics.OBJ REPLACE=YES'     
         #UCFCICS #ucfcics-parameters
         END

2. Link the ucfcics program using the sample JCL in z/VSE Link JCL.
Modify the JCL by substituting the following statements in place of the Linkage editor control statements:
 PHASE ucfcics,*
 INCLUDE DFHEAI
 INCLUDE ucfcics    
 INCLUDE ucffet
 INCLUDE idmscint
 INCLUDE ucfprint   (optional)
 INCLUDE usridxit   (optional)
 INCLUDE DFHEAI0
 MODE AMODE(31),RMODE(24) 
 ENTRY ucfcicse 

3. Define program ucfcics in your CICS CSD.
For a library template, see the definition of PROGRAM(UCFICS) in member CICSCSD of the CAGJSRC library.
Define the program as RESIDENT.
–   ucffet 

Specifies the name of your UCF front-end table.
–   idmscint 

Specifies the name of your IDMSCINT interface module.
–   ucfprint 
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(Optional) Specifies the name of your UCFPRINT exit routine.
–   usridxit 

(Optional) Specifies the name of your USRIDXIT exit routine.
–   ucfcicse 

Specifies the entry point name of your UCFCICS options module.

NOTE
 Use UCFCXEP1 or the name that is specified as the label on the assembler instruction that invokes the
#UCFCICS macro. The assembler label is optional. You cannot use UCFCXEP1 as the assembler label.

–   ucfcics 
Specifies the name of your UCF CICS front-end module.

CICS Front-end Execution

To execute the CICS front-end, you must add entries to the CICS CSD. See the definitions for PROGRAM UCFCICS and
TRANSACTION(DBDC) in the source library that was created during CA IDMS installation.

 Dedicated mode considerations 

For the dedicated task, task-code must match the task code that is specified in the NTID parameter of the #UCFUFT
macro that is used to create the CICS front-end table. The name ucfcics is the name of the CICS front-end module. The
same module name should be used for all task codes, whether dedicated or intermittent.

 Intermittent mode considerations 

Each intermittent DC/UCF task that is defined in the CICS system must also be defined in the DC/UCF system with a
TASK statement. The task code that is specified in the DC/UCF Sysgen must match the transaction name that is specified
in the CICS CSD.

 Entering the task code 

Once defined to CICS and to the DC/UCF system, the CICS front-end can be executed by entering the dedicated task
code or an intermittent task code.

Sample UCF definitions for CICS

Sample UCF system definition: The following examples show statements that define UCF with printer support on a CICS
system. The CICS system has 12 terminals and 3 printers. The sample system uses sample programs UCFPRINT and
UCFDESPL.

For more information about these programs, see Special CICS Considerations.

The sample system is defined as follows:

• The UCF front-end table that defines devices to UCF
• System generation LINE and PTERM statements that define devices to DC/UCF
• Related CICS definitions
• Related CICS definitions

NOTE
 For print devices, the same print-device names must be specified in the #UCFUTD macros that define the print
devices (PRTA, PRTB, and PRTC in this example), in the PTERM statements that define the printers to DC/
UCF, and in CICS printer definitions.

 Sample UCF front-end table definition: 

CICSFET  #UCFUFT SYSTEM=CICS,                                          X
           NTID=DBDC,                   *DEDICATED TASK ID             X
           PTID=UCFP                    *PRINT TASK ID
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  *  DEFINE INTERACTIVE TERMINALS TO UCF
           #UCFUTD TERM=T001,TYPE=T3277,MODEL=2,PRTCLS=10
           #UCFUTD TERM=T002,TYPE=T3277,MODEL=2,PRTCLS=10
           #UCFUTD TERM=T003,TYPE=T3277,MODEL=2,PRTCLS=20
           #UCFUTD TERM=T004,TYPE=T3277,MODEL=2,PRTCLS=30
           #UCFUTD TERM=T005,TYPE=T3277,MODEL=2,PRTCLS=20
           #UCFUTD TERM=T006,TYPE=T3277,MODEL=2,PRTCLS=10
           #UCFUTD TERM=T007,TYPE=T3277,MODEL=2,PRTCLS=30
           #UCFUTD TERM=T008,TYPE=T3277,MODEL=2,PRTCLS=30
           #UCFUTD TERM=T009,TYPE=T3277,MODEL=2,PRTCLS=30
           #UCFUTD TERM=T010,TYPE=T3277,MODEL=2,PRTCLS=10
           #UCFUTD TERM=T011,TYPE=T3277,MODEL=2,PRTCLS=20
           #UCFUTD TERM=T012,TYPE=T3277,MODEL=2,PRTCLS=20

  *  DEFINE PRINTER TERMINALS TO UCF
           #UCFUTD TERM=PRTA,TYPE=3280,FORMFD=NO
           #UCFUTD TERM=PRTB,TYPE=3280,FORMFD=YES
           #UCFUTD TERM=PRTC,TYPE=3280,FORMFD=YES

 Sample DC/UCF system generation input 

LINE UCF ENABLED TYPE IS UCFLINE MODULE IS RHDCFSTB.

     PTERM UCF01 ENABLED TYPE IS UCFTERM IN LINE UCF .
     LTERM UCF01 .
     PTERM UCF02 ENABLED TYPE IS UCFTERM IN LINE UCF .
     LTERM UCF02 .
     PTERM UCF03 ENABLED TYPE IS UCFTERM IN LINE UCF .
     LTERM UCF03 .
     PTERM UCF04 ENABLED TYPE IS UCFTERM IN LINE UCF .
     LTERM UCF04 .
     PTERM UCF05 ENABLED TYPE IS UCFTERM IN LINE UCF .
     LTERM UCF05 .
     PTERM UCF06 ENABLED TYPE IS UCFTERM IN LINE UCF .
     LTERM UCF06 .
     PTERM UCF07 ENABLED TYPE IS UCFTERM IN LINE UCF .
     LTERM UCF07 .
     PTERM UCF08 ENABLED TYPE IS UCFTERM IN LINE UCF .
     LTERM UCF08 .
     PTERM UCF09 ENABLED TYPE IS UCFTERM IN LINE UCF .
     LTERM UCF09 .
     PTERM UCF10 ENABLED TYPE IS UCFTERM IN LINE UCF .
     LTERM UCF10 .
     PTERM UCF11 ENABLED TYPE IS UCFTERM IN LINE UCF .
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     LTERM UCF11 .
     PTERM UCF12 ENABLED TYPE IS UCFTERM IN LINE UCF .
     LTERM UCF12 .

   *  UCF PRINTERS

     PTERM UCFPRTA ENABLED TYPE IS UCFTERM IN LINE UCF NAME=PRTA
           LTERM UCFPRTA PRINTER CLASS =(10,11,12,13,14) .

     PTERM UCFPRTB ENABLED TYPE IS UCFTERM IN LINE UCF NAME=PRTB
           LTERM UCFPRTB PRINTER CLASS =(20,21,22,23,24) .

     PTERM UCFPRTC ENABLED TYPE IS UCFTERM IN LINE UCF NAME=PRTC
           LTERM UCFPRTC PRINTER CLASS =(30,31,32,33,34) .

 Sample CICS generation input 

   DEFINE   PROGRAM(UCFCICS) LANGUAGE ASSEMBLER CEDF(NO)
            EXECKEY(CICS) RESIDENT

   DEFINE   PROGRAM(UCFDESPL) LANGUAGE ASSEMBLER

   DEFINE   TRANSACTION(DBDC) PROGRAM(UCFCICS)

   DEFINE   TRANSACTION(UCFD) PROGRAM(UCFDESPL)

   DEFINE   TDQUEUE(PRTA) TYPE(INTRA)
            ATIFACILITY(TERMINAL)  FACILITYID(PRTA)
            TRANSID(UCFD) TRIGGERLEVEL(1)

   DEFINE   TDQUEUE(PRTB) TYPE(INTRA)
            ATIFACILITY(TERMINAL)  FACILITYID(PRTB)
            TRANSID(UCFD) TRIGGERLEVEL(1)

   DEFINE   TDQUEUE(PRTC) TYPE(INTRA)
            ATIFACILITY(TERMINAL)  FACILITYID(PRTC)
            TRANSID(UCFD) TRIGGERLEVEL(1)
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NOTE

• Transactions that invoke the UCFCICS program determine screen size characteristics by issuing an EXEC
CICS ASSIGN command. You may want to associate these transactions with a PROFILE that specifies
SCRNSIZE(ALTERNATE) to allow IDMS mapping applications to recognize the true device characteristics of
the CICS terminals.

• For more information about SCRNSIZE, see the relevant IBM documentation.

CICS Abort Session Program

The #UCFCICZ macro can be assembled to create an abort program to request UCF to abort the session for any terminal
that disconnects or goes out of service. You can call the abort program by any combination of the following methods:

• The CICS terminal error program DFHTEP
• The node error program DFHZNEP
• The bridge facility global exit XFAINTU

#UCFCICZ Macro

By using #UCFCICZ, you can assure the timely release of back-end resources when a front-end abort occurs. You can
also prevent the following scenario from occurring:

A user signs onto CICS through a bridge facility or onto a VTAM terminal through a multisession manager. During a
terminal-read request from UCF, the user loses the connection or terminates the CICS session from the multisession
manager. A second user simultaneously connects and is assigned to the same terminal identifier. The second user
invokes the UCF front-end program and is placed in the middle of the session started by the first user.

If either user signs onto CICS and the USERCHK=YES parameter is specified on the #UCFCICS macro, the situation
that was described previously can also be avoided. For more information about the USERCHK parameter, see the
section CICS Front-end.

NOTE

A UCF CICS abort session program contains an options table and a small stub module that calls the main
processing routines. Create the program by invoking the #UCFCICZ macro and linking it as shown in the
diagram that follows.

Syntax
►►─── #UCFCICZ
 ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 ►─── BRIDGE= ─┬─ YES ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
               └─ NO
 ◄──┘
 ►─── ERRDCT= ─┬─ CSMT ◄────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
               └─ destination-name ─┘
                    ┌──────── , ────────┐
 ►─── INTCID= ── ( ─▼─ intc-start-task ─┴ )
 ──────────────────────────────────►
 ►─── MACLVL= ─┬─ YES ───┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
               └─ NO
 ◄───┘
 ►─── NTID=dedicated-task-code ───────────────────────────────────────────────►
 ►─── OPSYS= ─┬─ MVS ◄──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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              └─ VSE
 ───┘
 ►─── PASSVAL= ─┬─ TERMID ───┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►
                └─ TCTADDR
 ◄─┘
 ►─── SQL= ─┬─ YES ──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
            └─ NO ◄──┘

Parameters

•  BRIDGE
Specifies whether the module that is generated by the #UCFCICZ macro is called from a program that is invoked by
the bridge facility exit point XFAINTU. If NO is specified, the UCF abort session program assumes that the aborted
session is associated with a permanent terminal. If UCFCICS had modified the UCTRANST value that is associated
with the terminal, the UCF abort session program attempts to restore the original UCTRANST value. Therefore, if the
associated UCFCICS macro specifies UCTRAN=TCT, this parameter has no effect. The default is NO.

•  ERRDCT
Identifies the CICS transient data destination to be used as the target for error messages that are produced by
IDMSINTC and IDMSTRUE. The default destination-name is CSMT. Use another destination if you want to route CA
IDMS error messages to another CICS destination. The DCT entry should be defined with a logical record length of at
least 130 characters.

•  INTCID
Specifies the CICS transaction identifiers that are used to start each of the IDMSINTC interfaces. Use sublist notation
when using more than one interface. When a lost terminal event occurs, each of these interfaces is notified so that it
can sign the user off the respective IDMS system.
If multiple #UCFCICZ macros are assembled with different NTID parameters, you must specify each IDMSINTC
transaction identifier only once.

NOTE
 Do not specify an INTCID transaction identifier for an IDMSINTC transaction which runs in a different region
from the Terminal Owning Region (TOR).

•  MACLVL
This parameter is obsolete. Macro level programs are no longer supported in CICS.

•  NTID
Specifies the task code of the #UCFUFT macro that is used to create the CICS front-end table.
If more than one UCFCICS front-end table exists (to communicate with more than one CA IDMS DC/UCF back-end),
you must assemble and link edit separate CICZ modules. Each assembly should specify one NTID. Each CICZ module
should be linked with a unique name.

•  PASSVAL=TCTADDR/TERMID
Specifies the format and value of the COMMAREA parameter that is passed to the UCF abort session program.
PASSVAL=TCTADDR indicates that the COMMAREA contains a fullword address pointing to the Terminal Control
Table. PASSVAL=TERMID indicates that the COMMAREA contains the 4-byte identifier of the terminal or bridge facility
that is associated with the aborted session.
The default is TERMID.

•  SQL
Specifies whether SQL suspended sessions are cleared by the abort session program. The default is NO.

How to Use the UCF CICS Abort Session Program

One or two UCF CICS abort sessions are needed for each UCFCICS program that is created with a #UCFUFT macro that
specifies the corresponding NTID. One program is needed for persistent terminals. A separate one may be needed for
sessions that are associated with a bridge facility.  If both the following conditions are true, a single program can be used:
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• All callers pass the same format COMMAREA to the UCF CICS abort session program as defined by the PASSVAL
parameter. PASSVAL=TERMID is recommended.

NOTE
The recommended value is PASSVAL=TERMID, which is the default in Release 17.0 and later.

• The associated #UCFCICS macro specifies UCTRAN=TCT.

For each UCF CICS abort session program you create, perform the following steps:

1. Assemble the #UCFCICZ macro with the appropriate parameters and link the resulting program with a unique name
2. Add an entry to the CICS CSD for each session abort program as follows:

DEFINE   PROGRAM(ucfcicz)
         GROUP(groupnam) LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER) CEDF(NO)
         EXECKEY(CICS) RESIDENT

3. Modify DFHTEP, DFHZNEP, and XFAINTU to call the appropriate versions of the program

 Assemble and link edit #UCFCICZ 

 To assemble and link #UCFCICZ under z/OS: 

1. Create a UCFCICZ source module as follows:
 #UCFCICZ ucfcicz-parameters
 END

2. Save the UCFCICZ source module in your custom source library.
3. Assemble and link it into your custom load library by executing the z/OS Assemble and Link-edit JCL.

Substitute the name of your UCFCICZ source member and insert the following binder statements:
 ORDER DFHEAI
 INCLUDE CICSLOAD(DFHEAI)
 INCLUDE CAGJLOAD(UCFCIZX0)
 INCLUDE CUSTLIB(idmscint)
 INCLUDE CICSLOAD(DFHEAI0)
 ENTRY CICZEP
 SETOPT PARM(AMODE=31,REUS(NONE),RMODE=24)
 NAME ucfcicz(R)

–   idmscint 
Specifies the name of your IDMSCINT interface module.

–   ucfcicz 
Specifies the name of your UCF CICS abort session load module.

 To assemble and link #UCFCICZ under z/VSE: 

1. Assemble and catalog the module using the sample JCL in z/VSE Assemble JCL.
Modify the JCL by substituting the following statements in place of the Assembler input statements:
PUNCH 'CATALOG ucfcicz.OBJ REPLACE=YES'     
         #UCFCICZ #ucfcicz-parameters
         END

2. Link the UCFCICZ program using the sample JCL in z/VSE Link JCL.
Modify the JCL by substituting the following statements in place of the Linkage editor control statements:
 PHASE ucfcicz,*
 INCLUDE DFHEAI 
 INCLUDE ucfcicz 
 INCLUDE ucfcizx6
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 INCLUDE idmscint
 INCLUDE DFHEAI0
 MODE AMODE(31),RMODE(24) 
 ENTRY CICZEP

–  idmscint
Specifies the name of your IDMSCINT interface module.

–  ucfcicz
Specifies the name of your UCF CICS abort session module.

 Modify DFHTEP/DFHZNEP/XFAINTU to link to UCFCICZ 

Modify the error programs or bridge facility tidy up program or both to link to the appropriate UCF session abort programs.

NOTE
For more information about DFHTEP, DFHZNEP, and XFAINTU,refer to the CICS system documentation.

The following examples illustrate one approach to the modification of error and tidy up programs.

For DFHTEP and DFHZNEP, insert the instructions immediately before the DFHTEP/DFHZNEP exit. The logic states that
if the error action codes indicate that the application task (if any) is to abend, a link is made to two UCF CICS session
abort programs.

 DFHTEP instructions when PASSVAL=TERMID 

The following statements add instructions to DFHTEP when the #UCFCICZ macro specifies PASSVAL=TERMID:

        TM    TCTLEECB+1,X'04'            ABEND TASK?
        BZ    NOCICZ                      NO
        LA    10,TCTLEPTE                 POINTER TO TCTTE
        L     10,0(,10)                   TCTTETI
        EXEC  CICS LINK PROGRAM('UCFCICZ1')
                        COMMAREA( 0(10) )
                        LENGTH( 4).
        EXEC  CICS LINK PROGRAM('UCFCICZ2')
                        COMMAREA( 0(10) )
                        LENGTH( 4).
NOCICZ  DS    0H

 DFHTEP instructions when PASSVAL=TCTADDR 

The following statements add instructions to DFHTEP when the #UCFCICZ macro specifies PASSVAL=TCTADDR. This
method is provided for compatibility with earlier versions. PASSVAL=TERMID is recommended.

        TM    TCTLEECB+1,X'04'            ABEND TASK?
        BZ    NOCICZ                      NO
        LA    10,TCTLEPTE                 POINTER TO TCTTE
        EXEC  CICS LINK PROGRAM('UCFCICZ1')
                        COMMAREA( 0(10) )
                        LENGTH( 4).
        EXEC  CICS LINK PROGRAM('UCFCICZ2')
                        COMMAREA( 0(10) )
                        LENGTH( 4).
NOCICZ  DS    0H

 DFHZNEP instructions when PASSVAL=TERMID 
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The following statements add instructions to DFHZNEP when the #UCFCICZ macro specifies PASSVAL=TERMID:

            TM    TWAROPT2,TWAOAT             ABEND TASK?
            BZ    NOCICZ                      NO
            L     7,TWATCTA
            EXEC  CICS LINK PROGRAM('UCFCICZ1')
                            COMMAREA(0(7))
                            LENGTH( 4).
*
            EXEC  CICS LINK PROGRAM('UCFCICZ2')
                            COMMAREA(0(7))
                            LENGTH( 4).
    NOCICZ  DS    0H

 DFHZNEP instructions when PASSVAL=TCTADDR 

The following statements add instructions to DFHZNEP when the #UCFCICZ macro specifies PASSVAL=TCTADDR. This
method is provided for compatibility with earlier versions. PASSVAL=TERMID is recommended.

            TM    TWAROPT2,TWAOAT             ABEND TASK?
            BZ    NOCICZ                      NO
            EXEC  CICS LINK PROGRAM('UCFCICZ1')
                            COMMAREA(TWATCTA)
                            LENGTH( 4).
*
            EXEC  CICS LINK PROGRAM('UCFCICZ2')
                            COMMAREA(TWATCTA)
                            LENGTH( 4).
    NOCICZ  DS    0H

 XFAINTU instructions to invoke the session abort program 

The following statements illustrate how to modify XFAINTU. The code should be executed only if UEPFAREQ contains the
value UEPFATU on entry to XFAINTU.

            EXEC  CICS LINK PROGRAM('UCFCICZ1')
                            COMMAREA(UEPFANAM)
                            LENGTH( 4).
*
            EXEC  CICS LINK PROGRAM('UCFCICZ2')
                            COMMAREA(UEPFANAM)
                            LENGTH( 4).

DC Front-end

The UCF DC front-end enables a terminal on one DC system to execute tasks on a second DC system.

UCF DC front-end programs contain an options table and a small set of executable code that calls the main processing
routines that reside in separate modules.
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#UCFOPTS Macro

To create the DC front-end module, assemble a #UCFOPTS macro and link edit the resulting object module as shown in
the following section.

Syntax
►►─── label #UCFOPTS
 ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 ►─┬─ CVNUM = cv-number, SVCNUM = svc-number ─┬────────────────────────────────►
   └─ NODE = nodename ,ACCTYPE= ─┬─ CCI ──────┤
                                 ├─ VTAM ─────┤
                                 ├─ TCP/IP ───┤
                                 └─ TCPIP
 ────┘
 ►─┬────────────────────┬───────────┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄
   └─ ,DISC= ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘           └─,FEONLY= ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘
              └─ NO ◄─┘                         └─ NO ◄─┘

Parameters

•  CVNUM=
Identifies the DC/UCF back-end system. The value that is specified for cv-number must be the same value (0 through
255) specified by the CVNUMBER parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement for the DC/UCF back-end
system. For more information about the SYSTEM statement, see Using System Generation. If CVNUM is specified,
SVCNUM must also be specified; NODE and ACCTYPE should not be specified.

•  SVCNUM=
Specifies the number of the CA IDMS SVC through which the DC/UCF front-end system communicates with the DC/
UCF back-end system. The value that is specified for svc-number should be an integer in the range 114 through 255.

•  NODE=
Specifies the one- to eight-character name of  a DC/UCF system that is defined to  the DC/UCF DDS communication
network. If NODE is specified, ACCTYPE must also be specified; CVNUM and SVCNUM should not be specified.

•  ACCTYPE=CCI|VTAM|TCP/IP|TCPIP
Specifies the type of DDS communication to be used for the DC/UCF back-end system connection.

•  DISC=NO|YES
Specifies the action the back-end DC/UCF system should take at the end of  an intermittent mode pseudo-converse.
DISC=YES specifies that all DC/UCF back-end resources should be freed. DISC=NO specifies that the DC/UCF back-
end terminal should be put in a SUSPEND state. The default is NO.

•  FEONLY=NO|YES
Specifies whether the DC/UCF front-end module can also perform back-end functions. FEONLY=YES indicates that
this module is used to perform front-end functions only. FEONLY=NO indicates that this module can perform both front-
end and back-end functions. The default is NO.

NOTE

 FEONLY=YES must be specified if a front-end module is to be used on one system to allow UCF terminals
on that system to access another DC/UCF back-end system.

 Example: 
A CICS front-end accesses DC/UCF system 1 through UCF that uses a dedicated task code. At the ENTER NEXT
TASK CODE prompt, the terminal operator enters task code DBDC2. This code is intended to connect to DC/UCF
system 2 through UCF. Because the DC/UCF system 1 terminal is a UCF terminal, DBDC2 must invoke a front-end
module that is generated with a specification of FEONLY=YES.
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Assembly JCL

This section contains the JCL to create the DC front-end load module for z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM operating systems.

 To create a z/OS UCF DC front-end program: 

1. Create a UCFOPTS source module as follows:
         #UCFOPTS ucfopts-parameters
         END

2. Save the UCFOPTS source module in your custom source library.
3. Assemble and link it into your custom load library by executing the z/OS Assemble and Link-edit JCL.

Substitute the name of your UCFOPTS source member and insert the following binder statements:
 INCLUDE CAGJLOAD(RHDCDBDC) 
 INCLUDE CUSTLIB(ucffet)
 SETOPT PARM(AMODE=31) 
 ENTRY DBDCEP1 
 NAME ucfdbdc(R) 

–   ucffet 
Specifies the name of your UCF front-end table.

–   ucfdbdc 
Specifies the name of your UCF DC front-end load module.

 To create a z/VSE UCF DC front-end program: 

1. Assemble and catalog the module using the sample JCL in z/VSE Assemble JCL.
Modify the JCL by substituting the following statements in place of the Assembler input statements:
PUNCH 'CATALOG ucfoptso.OBJ REPLACE=YES'     
#UCFOPTS ucfopts-parameters
    END

2. Link the IDMSINTL interface program using the sample JCL in z/VSE Link JCL.
Modify the JCL by substituting the following statements in place of the Linkage editor control statements:
 PHASE ucfdbdc,*
 INCLUDE ucfoptso
 INCLUDE CUSTLIB(ucffet)
 SETOPT PARM(AMODE=31,RMODE=ANY) 
 ENTRY DBDCEP1

–  ucfoptso
Specifies the name of your UCF DC options object module

 z/VM DC front-end load module assembly 

GLOBAL MACLIB idmslib
FILEDEF TEXT DISK ucfdbdc TEXT A
ASSEMBLE #ucfopts
FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER
FILEDEF SYSLMOD DISK idmslib LOADLIB a2 (RECFM V LRECL 1024 BLKSIZE 1024
LKED linkctl
Linkage editor control statements (linkctl):
INCLUDE ucfopts
INCLUDE RHDCUCFC
INCLUDE RHDCDBDC
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INCLUDE ucffet
ENTRY DBDCEP1
NAME ucfdbdc(R)

 idmslib filename of the CA IDMS MACLIB library
 idmslib LOADLIB a2 file ID of the CA IDMS LOADLIB library
 linkctl filename of the file containing the linkage editor control statements
 ucfdbdc name of the DC front-end module
 ucffet name of the DC front-end table
 #ucfopts filename of the file containing the #UCFOPTS macro statement
 ucfopts name of the UCF options macro

DC Front-end Execution

To execute the DC front-end module, include the following system generation statements in the definition of the DC front-
end:

• A PROGRAM statement to define the DC front-end:
ADD PROGRAM ucfdbdc
    LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER
    NOPROTECT
    NONREENTRANT.

 ucfdbdc is the name of the DC front-end module.
• A TASK statement for the dedicated task code and one for each intermittent task code:

ADD TASK task-code
    INVOKES PROGRAM ucfdbdc
    INPUT.

 Dedicated mode considerations 

For the dedicated task, task-code must match the task code that is specified in the NTID parameter of the #UCFUFT
macro that is used to create the DC front-end table. ucfdbdc is the name of the DC front-end module; use the same
module name for all task codes, whether dedicated or intermittent.

 Intermittent mode considerations 

Each intermittent task that is defined in the DC front-end system must also be defined in the DC/UCF back-end with a
TASK statement. The specified task code must match the task code that is specified in the DC front-end system definition.

TSO Front-end

The UCF TSO front-end enables DC/UCF tasks to be executed from a terminal that is connected to TSO.

NOTE

UCF TSO front-end programs contain an options table and a small set of executable code that calls the main
processing routines that reside in separate modules.

To create the TSO front-end program, assemble a #UCFTSO macro and link edit the resulting object module as shown in
the following section.

NOTE

The TSO front-end supports dedicated mode only and requires no front-end table definition.
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 IDMSOPTI 

The IDMSOPTI module identifies the back-end system with which the front-end communicates. The module is created by
assembling an IDMSOPTI macro. If you omit IDMSOPTI from the link edit of the front-end system, the execution JCL for
the front-end must include a SYSCTL file that identifies the back-end system.

NOTE

• The TSO front-end load modules link edit into the CA IDMS load library during installation. Module
RHDCUCFT is used for traditional UCFTSO, and RHDCUCFL is used through a command line interface, for
example the Zowe CLI. You should reassemble and relink edit the modules only if the default options need to
be changed. 

For more information about IDMSOPTI, see Setting Up Interpartition Communication and the SVC.

 

#UCFTSO Macro

Syntax for the #UCFTSO macro follows. The macro must be labeled.

Syntax
►►─── label #UCFTSO
 ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ BREAKIN = ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘
                 └─ NO
 ◄──┘
►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ CLI = ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘
              └─ NO ◄──┘
        ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,RSHWKEY = ─┬─ 24 ◄───────────────┬─┘
                  └─ reshow-key-number ─┘
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,SYSTEM = ─┬─ TSO ◄────────────────┬─┘
                 └─ front-end-system-id
 ─┘
 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,TONE = ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘
               └─ NO ◄──┘
 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,VTAM = ─┬─ YES ◄───┬─┘
               └─ NO
 ─────┘
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,BUFSIZ = ─┬─ 0 ◄──────────┬─┘
                 └─ buffer-size ─┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,RESETKB = ─┬─ ASIS ◄────┬─┘
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                  └─ TASKEND
 ──┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,OPSYS = ─── MVS
 ◄─────┘
 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ , TCAM = ─┬─ YES ───┬─┘
                └─ NO ◄───┘

Parameters

•  SYSTEM=
Specifies the one- through eight-character identifier of the TSO front-end. front-end-system-id must match the identifier
that is specified in the FESID parameter of the #FESTENT macro that is used to define the TSO front-end system in
the UCF system table (described under #FESTENT Macro). TSO, the default, matches the FESID value for the TSO
front-end supplied with the UCF system.

•  BREAKIN=NO|YES
Specifies whether the front-end uses the BREAKIN option when issuing TPUTS to non-3270 terminals. The default is
NO.

• CLI=YES/NO
Specifies whether a command line interface, for example the Zowe CLI, is used with UCFTSO to interact with the
backend system.
Default: NO

•  RSHWKEY=
Specifies the value of the function key that is used by TSO to queue a dummy input when a UCF TSO session is
interrupted by a message from the operator or by notification. The dummy input (PF1 through PF24 or PA2) signals the
front-end program to try to reshow the screen that was displayed before the interruption. reshow-key-number must be
64 or an integer in the range 1 through 24; the default is 24. The value 64 corresponds with PA2; 1 corresponds with
PF1, and so on.

•  TONE=NO|YES
Specifies whether the front-end program runs under TONE rather than TSO; the default is NO. If YES is specified, the
program issues STAX macros rather than STTMPMD macros.

•  VTAM=NO|YES
Specifies whether TSO runs under ACF/VTAM; the default is YES. If YES is specified, the TSO front-end can issue
GTTERM macros to determine if a 3279-type color terminal with extended data screen support is being used. The TSO
front-end uses the TPG macro to execute 3270 read-buffer operations that support the UCF print-key facility.

•  BUFSIZ=
When VTAM=YES is specified, GTTERM macro is used to obtain the terminal screen size. Buffer size is calculated
to be 1.5 times the terminal screen size, plus a small amount of padding. This calculated amount is compared to any
BUFSIZ specification (the default is 0). The higher value of the two is used. The calculated size is typically sufficient
for processing. IBM 3270-type terminals using extended (color) data streams, or MAPs having many fields may need
more buffer space. BUFSIZ may be used to increase the buffer space allocation.

•  RESETKB=
Specifies whether the terminal keyboard is reset after each terminal write. Default is 'ASIS,' where the keyboard is
reset after each terminal write. An occasional 'X-F' (input inhibit) may still appear, however. If 'TASKEND' is specified,
the keyboard is reset only at end of task. This reset causes one extra terminal write per task, but eliminates the
occasional input inhibit. This may be of particular value in an IDBCOMM environment.

•  OPSYS=
Default is MVS. The STTMPMD macro does not contain the same parameters as the IBM version.

•  TCAM=NO|YES
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Specifies whether TSO runs under TCAM. The default is NO. If TCAM=YES is specified, VTAM=NO is required. TCAM
is no longer a supported monitor.

 Assembly JCL 

This section contains the JCL to create the TSO front-end load module for z/OS.

 To create a TSO front-end load module assembly 

1. Create a UCFTSO source module as follows:
         #UCFTSO ucftso-parameters
         END

2. Save the UCFTSO source module in your custom source library.
3. Assemble and link it into your custom load library by executing the z/OS Assemble and Link-Edit JCL.

Substitute the name of your UCFTSO source member and insert the following binder statements:
 INCLUDE CUSTLIB(idmsopti)
 ENTRY UCFTSOX 
 SETOPT PARM(REUS=NONE,AMODE=31,RMODE=24)
 NAME ucftso(R)

–   idmsopti 
(Optional) Specifies the name of your IDMSOPTI module.

–   ucftso 
Specifies the name of your UCF TSO front-end load module.

Front-end execution 

To execute the TSO front-end, use the TSO CALL verb, as follows:

CALL 'your-custom-loadlib(ucftso)'

 When the terminal emulator alternate display size is not a standard 3270 model (Mod2 – Mod5), the TSO front-end
uses the emulator default display size. In this case, the default display size can be either 3270 Mod2, Mod3, or Mod4. To
display properly, the TSO front-end should be aligned with the default or primary display size of the emulator.

To align with the default or primary display size of the emulator, supply a parameter to the TSO front-end: 

CALL 'your-custom-loadlib(ucftso)' ‘DFLTSIZ=value’

Values recognized by the TSO front-end are 24X80, 32X80, 43X80, MOD2, MOD3, or MOD4. If not specified, a 3270
MOD2 (24X80) is assumed.

NOTE
CALL can also be invoked through a TSO CLIST.

The UCF CLIST should contain an ALLOC statement for FILE(SYSIDMS), which points to the SYSIDMS file containing
the CVRETRY=OFF parameter. This parameter causes an error to be returned to the program if the back-end system is
not active. An example of a UCFTSO CLIST can be found in the sample JCL library offloaded at install time as member
UCFTSOCL.

UCF Back-End
The UCF back-end exists in the DC/UCF runtime region/partition.

UCF uses a system table to control access to the back-end system by front-end programs and terminals. The system
table contains the following information:

• The maximum number of front-end systems that can access the back-end concurrently
• The initial status of each front-end system (that is, online or offline)
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A system table named RHDCFSTB is installed with UCF. This table permits access to the UCF back-end by any UCF
front-end system that has been defined with a system identifier of: BATCH, CICS, z/VM, DC, or TSO. If you ensure that
only front-end system identifiers from the above list are used, a new UCF system table need not be assembled. A system
identifier need not reflect the actual TP monitor; for example, a CICS front-end could be defined with a front-end system
identifier of CICS.

The UCF system table is created by assembling two macros: #FESTDEF and #FESTENT. The resulting object module
must be linked as a separate load module. Each macro is discussed separately below, followed by a sample system table
definition and the JCL used to link edit the system table.

The UCF system table is loaded at startup. The "DCMT Vary UCF Front-end System Table New Copy" command can be
used to load an altered table without cycling the DC/UCF region or partition.

FESTDEF Macro

The #FESTDEF macro is used to create the header for the UCF system table. #FESTDEF specifies the maximum number
of front-end systems permitted to access the UCF back-end concurrently. One #FESTDEF macro is assembled for each
UCF back-end. #FESTDEF must be the first macro in the source file.

The following is the syntax for the #FESTDEF macro. The macro must be labeled; the label provides the module's entry
point name.

FESTDEF Syntax
 ►►─── label #FESTDEF ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►─── CNT = system-count ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
 

FESTDEF Parameter

• CNT=
Specifies the maximum number of front-end systems that can be defined in the UCF system table. system-count must
be an integer in the range 1 through 32767.

FESTENT Macro

The #FESTENT macro is used to create an entry in the UCF system table for each front-end system. #FESTENT
identifies the front-end systems that are permitted to access the UCF back-end and the type of processing permitted from
that front-end.

One #FESTENT macro must be coded for:

• Each front-end system that is to access the back-end using UCF
• Each front-end system that supports external request unit processing

The number of #FESTENT macros cannot exceed the value specified in the CNT parameter of the #FESTDEF macro.

The following is the syntax for the #FESTENT macro. The macro must be unlabeled.

FESTENT Syntax
 ►►─── #FESTENT ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►─── FESID = front-end-system-id ────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ ,BLKSIZ = ─┬─ packet-size ─┬─┘
                 └─ 4096 ◄───────┘
  ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,ISTAT = ─┬─ ONLINE ◄──┬─┘
                └─ OFFLINE ──┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄
   └─ ,MAX = ─┬─ max-concurrent-session-count ───────────┤
              └─ -1 ◄────────────────────────────────────┘
 

FESTENT parameter

• FESID=
Specifies the one- through eight-character name of the front-end system. For UCF processing, front-end-system-id
must match the identifier specified in the #UCFUFT macro or, for the batch, z/VM, and TSO front-ends, the system
name specified in the #UCFBTCH, #UCFCMS, or #UCFTSO macro.
For external request unit processing, the following naming conventions apply:
– The first four characters of front-end-system-id are one of the following values:

• BATC (the default), specifying batch communication
• system-name, as specified in the TPNAME parameter of the IDMSINTC macro, specifying the CICS system from

which the request comes
• DCXX, specifying all DC systems from which request units may be initiated

– The last four characters of front-end-system-id are BULK.
• BLKSIZ

Specifies the size, in bytes, of the packet to use for a batch external request. packet-size is an integer in the range
0 through 32000; the default is 4096. Smaller packets use less of the z/OS common system area (CSA) while larger
packets use less CPU on both the front-end and the back-end for buffering.

• ISTAT=ONLINE|OFFLINE
Specifies the initial status of the back-end system when the DC/UCF system starts up as follows:
– ONLINE (default) -- The back-end system will be online at system startup. Connection requests from the system's

front-end terminals will be accepted by the DC/UCF system.
– OFFLINE -- The back-end system will be offline at system startup. Connection requests from the system's front-end

terminals will not be accepted until the system is varied online with a DCMT VARY UCF SYSTEM command.
• MAX=

Specifies the maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for front-end-system-id, in the range -1 through
+32767. The default value, -1, indicates that there is no limit. When the maximum number of sessions is reached,
further connections are not allowed.

Sample System Table Definition

The following statements define a UCF system table with BATCH, TSO, and CICS front-end systems and two systems
that support external request units:

           #MOPT CSECT=RHDCFSTB,ENV=USER                              
           COPY #UCFDS                                                
  RHDCFSTB CSECT                                                      
  FESTABLE #FESTDEF CNT=5                                             
  #FESTENT FESID=BATCH                                                
  #FESTENT FESID=TSO                                                  
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  #FESTENT FESID=CICS                                                 
  #FESTENT FESID=BATCBULK,BLKSIZ=12000                                
  #FESTENT FESID=CICPBULK,BLKSIZ=2000                                 
           END FESTABLE
 

System Table JCL

This section contains the JCL to assemble and link edit the UCF system table for z/OS and z/VSE operating systems.

z/OS UCF system table assembly and link edit

To create a z/OS system table:

1. Create a UCF system table source module as follows:
          COPY  #UCFDS               DSECT for UCF control blocks
 rhdcfstb CSECT
 fstbep   #FESTDEF CNT=system-count
 #FESTENT macros
          END fstbep
 

2. Save the source module in your custom source library.
3. Assemble and link it into your custom load library by executing the z/OS Assemble and Link-Edit JCL in the "Sample z/

OS JCL" topic.
Substitute the name of your source member and insert the following binder statement:
  ENTRY fstbep
  NAME rhdcfstb(R)
 

– fstbep
Entry point name of the system table.

– rhdcfstb
Name of the system table.

– system-count
Number of #FESTENT macros.

z/VSE UCF system table assembly and link edit

To create a z/VSE system table:

1. Assemble and catalog the module using the sample JCL in z/VSE Assemble JCL in the "Sample z/VSE JCL" topic.
Modify the JCL by substituting the following in place of the Assembler input statements:
                     PUNCH 'CATALOG rhdcfstb.OBJ REPLACE=YES'     
          COPY  #UCFDS               DSECT for UCF control blocks
 rhdcfstb CSECT
 fstbep   #FESTDEF CNT=system-count
          #FESTENT macros
          END fstbep
 

2. Link the system table using the sample JCL in z/VSE Link JCL.
Modify the JCL by substituting the following statements in place of the Linkage editor control statements:
  PHASE rhdcfstb,*
  INCLUDE rhdcfstb 
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  SETOPT PARM(AMODE=31,RMODE=ANY) 
 

– fstbep
Entry point name of the system table.

– rhdcfstb
Name of the system table.

– system-count
Number of #FESTENT macros.

UCF System Generation Statements
To define a UCF system, include the following system generation statements in the DC/UCF system definition:

• One LINE statement that specifies TYPE IS UCFLINE.
• One PTERM statement for each UCF front-end physical terminal. The number of PTERM statements with TYPE IS

UCFTERM equals the maximum number of UCF front-end terminals that can access the UCF back-end at one time.
• One LTERM statement for each physical terminal.
• One TASK statement for each intermittent task. The task code specified must match the task code specified in the host

TP-monitor system definition. The dedicated task does not require a TASK statement.
• One PROGRAM statement for each program associated with each task intermittent task.
• Two TASK statements to define the BYE and SUSPEND system tasks.

CA IDMS CICS Considerations
DC/UCF supports the following TP-monitors: CICS, CMS (z/VM), CA IDMS, DC, TSO, and batch. When using any of
these TP monitors, you can execute programs that use CA IDMS central version database services.

Each CA IDMS program that executes under one of these TP monitors must be link edited with the appropriate program
interface module. To execute CA IDMS central version programs under TP monitors other than CICS, use the standard
CA IDMS batch interface or a custom TP-monitor interface. This section describes the interfaces you need for CICS.

The CA IDMS CICS interface consists of three components:

• A stub module generated by the IDMSCINT or IDMSCINL macro that is linked with application programs requiring CA
IDMS services.

• A stub module that is linked with a site-specific CICSOPT options module and exit routines.
• A site-independent interface module called IDMSCCMN that contains containing only CA-supplied code.

Both the standard IDMSINTC and the IDMSINTL interfaces conform to this architecture.

Standard CICS Interface
The standard CA IDMS interface requires CICS at a version level that is supported by IBM. Additionally, CA IDMS
requires a minimum CICS level as follows:

• CICS Transaction Server for z/OS V3.1
• CICS Transaction Server for z/VSE V1.1.1

Check ca.com/support for compatibility with later releases of CICS.

A standard site-specific CICS interface is generically referred to as IDMSINTC throughout this document. A basic site-
specific version of the standard CICS interface program is installed and configured during installation. That basic version
is linked as z/OS load module or z/VSE phase IDMSINTC. Other versions of the interface module can be created and
configured with site-selected names. Normally, a separate z/OS load module or z/VSE phase is required for each CA
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IDMS central version that is to be accessed. If the proper options are chosen, a single version of the site-specific interface
can be used to access a given CA IDMS central version from multiple CICS regions.

Each site-specific CICS interface load module or phase is composed of several precompiled objects as well as an options
table that is compiled on site during the installation process as follows:

• The CICSOPT macro is compiled onsite and provides a table of your selected options. The macro for the basic version
of the interface is compiled during installation.

• IDMSCSTB is a Stub module that contains minimal code to access a common CICS interface module, IDMSCCMN.
The Stub module provides a linkage between the CICSOPT options table and the common module.

• IBM supplied CICS interface modules DFHEAI and DFHEAI0.
• An optional OPTIXIT.
• An optional OPTIQXIT.
• An optional USRIDXIT. For more information see the section USRIDXIT.

For more information on the OPTIXIT and OPTIQXIT parameters, see the CICSOPT Parameters.

If maintenance is applied to IDMSCCMN, it is not necessary to recompile or relink any site-specific interface modules. A
new site-specific interface would only be needed to implement new or different options.

Each interface module must be defined in the CICS CSD. The program name is automatically detected and used at
runtime to establish a TRUE (Task Related User Exit).

IDMSINTC interface requirements

The following requirements must be observed when using the IDMSINTC interface:

• Ensure that every CICS system has a consistent and unique identifier. You can do this by changing TPNAME
parameters or by specifying a CICS_NAME SYSIDMS parameter.

• If you use the auto-commit feature to commit your CA IDMS database transactions through a CICS syncpoint
operation, you must take additional steps to implement two-phase commit support between CICS and CA IDMS For
more information, see Two-Phase Commit Support with CICS.

NOTE
This requirement also applies to CA IDMS VSAM Transparency users.

• Install the CA IDMS entity definitions into the CICS CSD. These definitions are contained in the CAGJSRC library
member CICSCSD. Consult the appropriate IBM documentation to ensure that these definitions take precedence over
any previously installed definitions for the corresponding entities.

• You can no longer use macro-level CICS programs to access CA IDMS.
• Ensure that the DFHRPL concatenation in the CICS startup JCL contains the IDMS custom.loadlib and CAGJLOAD

libraries.

IDMSINTC Startup

When the IDMSINTC program is started, through the PLT or by invoking its associated TRANSID, it performs the following
functions:

• Stores the address of the IDMSINTC entry point address in the CWA
• Reads any SYSCTL files, specified or implied, by the CICSOPT SYSCTL and MAXCVNO parameters
• Establishes the CA IDMS front-end runtime environment
• If using CICS Transaction Server with two-phase commit enabled for IDMSINTC, and there are outstanding units of

work (UOW) at CICS startup, resynchronization processing is initiated to ensure database integrity.

NOTE
It is recommended that the same TPNAME value be specified or defaulted for all IDMSINTC interfaces used in
a single CICS region. If different TPNAME values are used in two IDMSINTC interfaces in the same region, the
CICS startup JCL must contain a SYSIDMS parameter that specifies a CICS_NAME value.
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IDMSINTC

Automatically starting IDMSINTC

It is useful to have the IDMSINTC interface module started automatically at CICS startup. To do this, perform the following
steps:

1. Code the following entry for IDMSINTC in the program list table. The IDMSINTC entry should follow the one for
DFHDELIM so that IDMSINTC is executed during phase 3 of CICS initialization.
DFHPLT TYPE=ENTRY
       PROGRAM=IDMSINTC

2. Enter the name of the program list table (PLTPI) in the system initialization table.

If you do not have IDMSINTC started as a function of the CICS startup routine, be sure to execute the IDMSINTC
interface module before attempting communication with DC/UCF at runtime. To execute the IDMSINTC module, enter a
TRANSID that corresponds to the IDMSINTC module in the PCT tables.

To start up IDMSINTC automatically after control is given to CICS, perform the following steps:

1. Code the following operands on the CICSOPT macro:
PLT=NO,
TRANSID=task-code

2. Perform steps 1 and 2 above and define task-code in the program control table (PCT) to invoke IDMSINTC.

NOTE
For more information on the PCT table, see UCF Operations.

Runtime processing

IDMSINTC must be resident in CICS and must be executed before the execution of any CA IDMS database application for
that instance of the CICS region.

Application processing

When an application program accesses a back-end DC/UCF system, control is passed to the IDMSCINT module linked
with the program. Using the CWADISP value, IDMSCINT determines the address of the appropriate entry point in the
IDMSINTC interface.

IDMSINTC performs the following functions:

• Allocates dynamic storage required by the CA IDMS interface to service the request.
• Enables the recovery exit program for the current CICS task. The exit program, IDMSTRUE, performs the necessary

cleanup when the CICS task terminates.

NOTE
For more information on IDMSTRUE, see IDMSTRUE exit.

• Passes control to CA IDMS, which sends the request to the DC/UCF region. The CA IDMS interface implicitly issues a
CICS WAIT command, which places the current task in a wait state until the request is serviced.

• Passes the requested database record and/or error status to the user program.

NOTE
For more information on runtime processing, see What Happens when a CA IDMS Instruction is Executed.

IDMSTRUE exit

IDMSTRUE is a task termination exit, which is defined to CICS as a Task Related User Exit (TRUE).

IDMSTRUE features include the following:

• Standard CICS facilities (that is, it doesn't modify CICS control programs)
• Minimal overhead; IDMSTRUE gets control only for tasks performing CA IDMS database calls.
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At task termination, IDMSTRUE detects the following conditions:

• Transactions still active at abnormal task termination. When IDMSTRUE detects this condition, database updates
associated with the transaction are backed out immediately. This conserves the resources that would be held until the
IDMS EXTERNAL WAIT INTERVAL expires or the DC/UCF system is recycled.
To monitor transactions active at abnormal task termination, use the DFHPEP examiner or the SCP user-exit examiner.

• Transactions still active at normal task termination.
This condition usually indicates a program logic error. That is, the program issued a BIND but never issued a FINISH.
When IDMSTRUE detects this condition, database updates associated with the BIND are backed out immediately.
This conserves the resources that would be held until the IDMS EXTERNAL WAIT INTERVAL expires or the DC/UCF
system is recycled.

NOTE
The action described previously can be modified through the use of the AUTOCMT, AUTONLY, ONBACK,
and ONCOMT parameters. For more information on these options, see CICSOPT syntax parameters and
the IDMSINTC macro.

NOTE
Transparency applications do not explicitly issue the BIND RUN-UNIT and FINISH. Rather, a Transparency
transaction's first request results in an implicit BIND RUN-UNIT. IDMSTRUE issues an implicit FINISH when the
task terminates.

CICSOPT Syntax
►►─┬───────────────┬─ CICSOPT CWADISP=cwa-intc-address-disp ──────────────────►
   ├─ module-name ─┤
   └─ CICSOPTS
 ◄───┘
 ►─ ,OPSYS=operating-system
 ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►
   └─ ,AUTOCMT=─ ( ┬─ ON ──┬─┬───────────────┬ ) ─┘
                   └─ OFF ─┘ ├─ ,ALWAYS ─────┤
                             └─ ,DEFAULT ◄───┘
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►
   └─ ,AUTONLY=─ ( ┬─ ON ──┬─┬───────────────┬ ) ─┘
                   └─ OFF ─┘ ├─ ,ALWAYS ─────┤
                             └─ ,DEFAULT
 ◄───┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,CVNUM= ─┬─ cv-number ─┤
               └─ 0 ◄────────┘
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,DBNAME=(db-name ─┬─ ,ALWAYS  ─┬─ ) ─┘
                        └─ ,DEFAULT
 ◄┘
 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,DBUGDCT= ( ┬─ DBUG ◄────────────┬ ) ─┘
                  └─ destination-name ─┘
 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,DEBUG= ─ ( ┬─ YES ─┬ ) ─┘
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                  ├─ NO ◄─┤
                  └─ QTS
 ─┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,DICTNAM= dictionary-name
 ─┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,DICTNOD= dictionary-node ─┘
 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,DL1MAC= ─┬─ YES ─┤
                └─ NO
 ◄─┘
 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,DSECT= ─┬─ YES ◄─┤
               └─ NO
 ───┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,ERRDCT= ─┬─ destination-name ─┤
                └─ CSMT ◄────────────┘
 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,ESCDLI= ─┬─ YES ─┤
                └─ NO
 ◄─┘
 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,EXTXIT= ─┬─ YES ─┤
                └─ NO
 ◄─┘
 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,HLPI= ─┬─ YES ─┤
              └─ NO ◄─┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,MACLVL= ─┬─ YES ──┤
                └─ NO
 ◄──┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,MAXCVNO= ──┬─ additional-sysctl-cnt ──┤
                  └─ 0
 ◄─────────────────────┘
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,MAXCON=maximum-connections ─┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,MAXIDMS=maximum-IDMS-systems
 ─┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,NODENAM=(nodename ─┬─ ,ALWAYS  ─┬─ ) ─┘
                          └─ ,DEFAULT ◄┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►
   └─ ,ONBACK=─ ( ┬─ ROLLBACK ◄─────────┬─┬───────────────┬ ) ─┘
                  └─ ROLLBACK-CONTINUE ─┘ ├─ ,ALWAYS ─────┤
                                          └─ ,DEFAULT
 ◄───┘
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►
   └─ ,ONCOMT=─ ( ┬─ COMMIT-CONTINUE ───┬─┬───────────────┬ ) ─┘
                  ├─ COMMIT-ALL ────────┤ ├─ ,ALWAYS ─────┤
                  └─ FINISH ◄───────────┘ └─ ,DEFAULT
 ◄───┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,OPTIXIT= ─┬─ YES ─┤
                 └─ NO ◄─┘
 ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,PLT= ─┬─ YES ◄─┤
             └─ NO
 ───┘
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,RSYNTXN=rsyn-transaction-name
 ─┘
 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,SVC= ─┬─ svc-number ─┤
             └─ NO ◄────────┘
 ►─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,SYSCTL= ddname
 ─┘
 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,TIMEOUT= ─┬─ number-of-minutes ──┤
                 ├─ 0 ──────────────────┤
                 └─ IMMEDIATE ◄─────────┘
 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,TPNAME=system-name
 ─┘
 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,TRANSID= task-code
 ─┘
 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,TRUE=true-prefix-name
 ─┘
 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,TRUEAPI= ( ┬─ CICS ─┬ ) ─┘
                  └─ OPEN ─┘
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►
   └─ ,TXNSHR=─ ( ┬─ ON ────┬─┬───────────────┬ ) ─┘
                  └─ OFF ◄──┘ ├─ ,ALWAYS ─────┤
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                              └─ ,DEFAULT
 ◄───┘
 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,USERCNT= ──┬─ max-concurrent-CICS-tasks ─┤
                  └─ 100
 ◄──────────────────────┘
 ►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ ,XA= ─┬─ YES ─┤
            └─ NO ◄─┘

The following parameters are for use in a CICSOPT module tailored for SQL:

• DICTNAM
• DICTNOD

CICSOPT Parameters

• module-name
Identifies the CSECT name of the generated module. The default is CICSOPT.

• CWADISP
Identifies the displacement within the CICS CWA of a fullword containing the address of an entry point within the
CICSOPT module.
– cwa-intc-address-disp

cwa-intc-address-disp must specify an integer representing an offset within the CWA. The lowest allowable value is
zero. The highest allowable value is 4 less than the size of the CWA. This displacement within the CWA must not be
used for any other purpose by any CICS application. The value specified must begin on a fullword boundary and be
the same value that is specified in the CWADISP parameter of the IDMSCINT macro.

• OPSYS
Identifies the operating system under which the DC/UCF (or CICS) system will run.
– operating-system

The valid values are the following:
• OS390
• MVS
• VSE
• DVS
• DOS
• DOSVS

• AUTOCMT
Specifies whether database sessions opened by a program using this interface module are eligible for participation in a
CICS UOW (Unit of Work).
– ON

Specifies that database sessions are eligible to participate in a CICS unit of work (UOW). If the database session
is active at the time a CICS syncpoint operation is performed, the session's updates are committed as part of the
CICS UOW.

– OFF
Specifies that database sessions are not eligible to participate in a CICS unit of work (UOW).
If TXNSHR=ON is specified, the default for AUTOCMT is ON; otherwise it is OFF. An assembly error results if
TXNSHR=ON and AUTOCMT=OFF are specified.
ALWAYS Specifies that the AUTOCMT behavior specified in the CICSOPT parameter overrides whatever was
specified in the IDMSCINT module with which the application is linked.
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DEFAULT Specifies that the AUTOCMT behavior specified in the CICSOPT parameter applies only if the
corresponding IDMSCINT parameter specifies DEFAULT. This is the default.

• AUTONLY
Specifies if database sessions opened by a program using this interface module are forced to participate in a CICS
UOW.
– ON

Specifies that database sessions are forced to participate in a CICS Unit Of Work (UOW). Even if the database
session is terminated prior to the CICS syncpoint operation, the session's updates are committed as part of the
CICS UOW. DML commands that would normally cause the session's updates to be committed (such as FINISH or
COMMIT WORK) have no impact on the session's transaction, although they do impact the session. Conversely, if
the session's transaction is forced to back out (either because of a DML ROLLBACK request or because of events
such as a deadlock), a CICS SYNCPOINT BACKOUT is issued forcing the entire CICS UOW to be backed out.

– OFF
Specifies that database sessions are not forced to participate in a CICS Unit Of Work (UOW).
If TXNSHR=ON is specified, the default for AUTONLY is ON; otherwise it is OFF. An assembly error results if
TXNSHR=ON and AUTONLY=OFF are specified.
ALWAYS Specifies that the AUTONLY behavior specified in the CICSOPT parameter overrides the specifications in
the IDMSCINT module with which the application is linked.
DEFAULT Specifies that the AUTONLY behavior specified in the CICSOPT parameter applies only if the
corresponding IDMSCINT parameter specifies DEFAULT. This is the default.

• CVNUM
Identifies the number of the DC/UCF system to be accessed from CICS.
– cv-number

For cv-number, specify the number used for the CVNUM parameter in the system definition of the DC/UCF system.
• DBNAME

Identifies the database (or data dictionary) name to be contained in the CICSOPT module. This parameter also
identifies the conditions under which programs signing on to the DC/UCF system access the named database. This
parameter has no effect on SQL database sessions. For SQL sessions, see the DICTNAM parameter.
– db-name

For db-name, specify the name of the database that programs are to access when running under the DC/UCF
system. If the database name is not specified, DC/UCF obtains the appropriate database name from the application
program or from the SYSCTL file (z/OS only).
ALWAYS Indicates that db-name is to override any database named by the program. Programs signing on to
DC/UCF always execute against the named database regardless of database name specifications made by the
program.
DEFAULT Indicates that programs signing on to DC/UCF are to execute against the named database only if the
program does not name a database.

NOTE
Under z/OS and z/VSE, SYSCTL database name specifications can override CICSOPT and program
specifications.

• DBUGDCT
Identifies the CICS transient data or temporary storage destination to use as the target for error messages produced
if DEBUG=YES or DEBUG=QTS is specified. This is also the CICS transient data or temporary storage destination to
use as a target for application tracing that is enabled using the SYSIDMS parameter IDMSIN01_ONLY.
– destination-name

The default destination-name is DBUG. Use another destination if you want to route diagnostic messages to
another CICS destination. If DEBUG=YES is specified, the DCT entry should be defined with a variable length
record of at least 136 characters. We recommend that you use the values provided in source library member
CICSCSD.

• DEBUG
Specifies whether IDMSINTC produces extra debugging information on internal processing.
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– YES
Specifies that IDMSINTC produces extra information. This information is written using WRITEQ TD to the
destination specified on the DBUGDCT parameter.

– NO
Specifies that IDMSINTC does not produce debugging information. This is the default. You should always use
DEBUG=NO unless otherwise requested by Technical Support to resolve a system problem.

– QTS
Specifies that IDMSINTC produces extra information. This information is written using WRITEQ TS to the queue
specified on the DBUGDCT parameter.

• DICTNAM dictionary-name
Sets the dictionary to which an SQL session will be connected unless it is overridden by the application program. This
parameter has no effect on non-SQL database sessions.

• DICTNOD dictionary-node
Sets the node to which an SQL session will be connected. This parameter has no effect on non-SQL database
sessions.

• DL1MAC
Always NO. Provided solely for upward compatibility.

• DSECT
Specifies whether to generate a DSECT only version of the CICSOPT macro.
The parameter defaults to YES. However, to generate a working CICS interface module, you must specify DSECT=NO
in the assembly of CICSOPT.

• ERRDCT
Identifies the CICS transient data destination to use as the target for error messages produced by IDMSINTC and
IDMSTRUE.
– destination-name

The default destination-name is CSMT. Use another destination if you want to route CA IDMS error messages to
another CICS destination. The DCT entry should be defined with a logical record length of at least 130 characters.

• ESCDLI
Specifies whether DLI/T transparency is in use with this interface.

• EXTXIT
Specifies whether the IDMSINTC interface loads and calls the general use exits IDMSCEON and IDMSCEOX.
The IDMSCEON exit is called before the requested IDMS function call is serviced. The IDMSCEOX exit is called
immediately after the requested IDMS function call has been processed. The default is NO.

• HLPI
Specifies whether HLPI support is required for DL1.

• MACLVL
This parameter is obsolete. Macro level programs are no longer supported in CICS.

• MAXCVNO additional-sysctl-cnt
Specifies the number of additional SYSCTL DD cards that can be accessed through this interface. DDNAMEs for the
additional SYSCTL files are derived by replacing the first blank or the last character (if all 8-bytes are in use) of the
SYSCTL operand value by the numbers 1 through MAXCVNO.

• MAXCON
Specifies the maximum number of different back-end central versions that a CICS task can access simultaneously
through this CICS interface module. This limit applies only to database sessions for which AUTOCMT is enabled. If an
application uses different interface modules, each one has its own limit.
– maximum-connections

Must be a numeric value between 1 and 1000. If maximum-connections is not specified, the default maximum
number of connections is 2.

• MAXIDMS
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Specifies the maximum number of different back-end central versions that a CICS interface module can access
throughout the life of a CICS system. This limit applies only to database sessions for which AUTOCMT is enabled. If
an application uses different interface modules, each one has its own limit.
– maximum-IDMS-systems

Must be a numeric value between 1 and 1000. The default maximum number of back-end systems is the larger of 2
and 2 * the value of the MAXCVNO parameter.

• NODENAM
Identifies a system defined to the DC/UCF communications network to be contained in the CICSOPT module and the
conditions under which programs signing on to the DC/UCF system will be directed to the named node for execution.
This parameter has no effect on SQL database sessions. For SQL sessions, see the DICTNOD parameter.
– nodename

For nodename, specify the one- to eight-character name of a remote system. If nodename is not specified, the DC/
UCF obtains the appropriate node name from the application program or from the SYSCTL file (z/OS only).
ALWAYS Indicates that nodename is to override any node named by the program. Requests from programs
signing on to DC/UCF are always directed to the named node regardless of node name specifications made by the
program.
DEFAULT Indicates that requests from programs signing on to DC/UCF are to be directed to the named node only if
the program does not name a node.

Note: Under z/OS and z/VSE, SYSCTL node name specifications can override CICSOPT and program specifications.
• ONBACK

Specifies the action that should be taken for database sessions opened by a program using this interface module when
they participate in a CICS backout operation.
– ROLLBACK

Specifies that database sessions should be terminated. This is the default.
– ROLLBACK-CONTINUE

Specifies that database sessions should continue but currencies freed.
– ALWAYS

Specifies that the ONBACK behavior specified in the CICSOPT parameter overrides whatever was specified in the
IDMSCINT module with which the application is linked.

– DEFAULT
Specifies that the ONBACK behavior specified in the CICSOPT parameter applies only if the corresponding
IDMSCINT parameter specifies DEFAULT. This is the default.

• ONCOMT
Specifies the action that should be taken for database sessions opened by a program using this interface module when
they participate in a CICS syncpoint operation.
– COMMIT-ALL

Specifies that database sessions should continue but currencies freed.
– COMMIT-CONTINUE

Specifies that database sessions should continue and currencies retained.
– FINISH

Specifies that database sessions should be terminated. This is the default.
– ALWAYS

Specifies that the ONCOMT behavior specified in the CICSOPT parameter overrides the specification in the
IDMSCINT module with which the application is linked.

– DEFAULT
Specifies that the ONCOMT behavior specified in the CICSOPT parameter applies only if the corresponding
IDMSCINT parameter specifies DEFAULT. This is the default.

• OPTIXIT
Indicates whether CICS transactions can modify the IDMSOPTI structure dynamically so that only the task thread is
affected by the changes. YES indicates that the IDMSOPTI structure can be modified dynamically.
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IDMSINTC copies the static IDMSOPTI structure into dynamic storage and passes it to the user routine, which may
alter it based on site-specific rules.

NOTE
For more information on the OPTIXIT user exit, see OPTIXIT.

• PLT
Indicates how IDMSINTC starts up.
– YES

Specifies that IDMSINTC can start up as a PLT-invoked program.
– NO

Specifies IDMSINTC always starts up as a user task once CICS start up is complete.
• RSYNTXN

Specifies the name of the CICS resynchronization transaction defined for this interface.
– rsyn-transaction-name

Must be the name of a transaction defined to CICS and associated with a resynchronization program. If not
specified, the default transaction name is RSYN.

• SVC
Identifies the number of the CA IDMS SVC.
– svc-number

For svc-number, specify a value as follows:
• If no SVC is being used, or if using SYSCTL, specify NO.
• If an SVC is being used by the DC/UCF system, specify the SVC number.
The SVC parameter is required if no SYSCTL file is specified.

• SYSCTL ddname
Identifies the ddname of the file containing DC/UCF system control information.
If the SVC (described previously) is not specified, the SYSCTL parameter is required. Likewise, if SYSCTL is desired,
the SVC parameter must be NO (SVC=NO).

• TIMEOUT
Indicates how long to hold a block of storage after termination of a CICS task that utilizes CA IDMS services. This
storage block is acquired with a CICS GETMAIN and is initialized when a terminal makes a request for IDMS services.
The valid values are as follows:
– 0

Specifies that once a block of storage is acquired for a particular CICS terminal that storage is not freed until one of
the following occurs:
• The user signs off the terminal.
• A task aborts that is using that storage block.

The following situations apply to the TIMEOUT parameter:
– TIMEOUT=IMMEDIATE is recommended unless the IDMSINTC interface is used with SQL transactions that utilize

SUSPEND/RESUME processing. These type of transactions require a TIMEOUT value other than IMMEDIATE.
– TIMEOUT=IMMEDIATE must be specified for any IDMSINTC module that runs in a CICS Application Owning

Region (AOR) and which is invoked from terminals in a separate Terminal Owning Region (TOR).
– Since several thousand bytes are held by each terminal, a non-IMMEDIATE value may result in a large amount of

storage being held for terminals with no active tasks.
– A TIMEOUT value of 1 through 10 must not be coded if any application program using IDMSINTC services also

uses READQ TS ... with the SET option.
– If the INTCID parameter and/or the NTID parameter of the #UCFCICZ macro are not coded correctly or if the

UCFCICZ exit is not driven for some other reason, the IDMS storage block may not be freed when a CICS
user is logged off a terminal. The next user who signs on that terminal may acquire that storage block. This
can result in S019 or other S0nn abends or other application problems. If such problems are encountered, use
TIMEOUT=IMMEDIATE.

– IMMEDIATE
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Specifies that the storage is freed at task termination of the task that acquired the storage. If IMMEDIATE is coded,
a new storage block is acquired and initialized for each CICS task that requests CA IDMS services.
This is the default.

– number-of-minutes
Specifies the number of minutes storage is held. number-of-minutes can range from 1 to 10. If another CA IDMS
request is made within that time, the same block of storage is utilized. If the storage is not used within that time, it is
freed. The next request for CA IDMS services results in the acquisition and initialization of a new storage block.

• TPNAME system-name
Specifies the name by which DC/UCF will identify all tasks running under this CICS system. For system-name, specify
a four-character name.
If TPNAME is omitted or the system-name is specified as spaces, the system-name defaults to the four-character local
CICS system ID.
The TPNAME value must be unique across all CICS systems that access any single central version. If more than one
IDMSINTC interface is used within a CICS system, they should all specify the same value for TPNAME. Otherwise, a
CICS_NAME SYSIDMS parameter must be used to provide a unique identifier for the CICS system.
This name forms the first part of the local transaction ID for database requests and forms the first four characters of the
front-end system ID for external request units. "BULK" is appended to the system-name to create the front-end system
ID. The front-end system ID can be used:
– To access front-end system table to determine the packet size for communications and the maximum number of

simultaneous requests.
– As an alternate task code for controlling external request unit processing
Note: The front-end system ID is used by some Performance Monitor reports to determine the type of reporting to be
done. Front-end systems with an ID which begins with "CI" are assumed to be CICS systems. Therefore, certain CICS
statistics may not be reported if the front-end system ID is set to or defaults to a value which does not begin with CI.

• TRANSID
Identifies the transaction coded in the program control table (PCT) as invoking IDMSINTC.
– task-code

task-code must be the name of a task defined in the PCT table.
Note: For more information on the PCT table, see UCF Operations.

• TRUE
Specifies a prefix to be used in forming Task Related User Exit (TRUE) entry names.
– true-prefix

Must be a one to five character value that is unique across all interface modules in use within a CICS system.
If true-prefix is less than five characters, it is padded on the right with $'s. If not specified, the default prefix is
constructed as the last five characters of the IDMSINTC module name, padded on the right with $'s if necessary.

• TRUEAPI
Specifies whether to enable the IDMS TRUE exit with the OPENAPI attribute.
– CICS

Specifies to enable the exit with the THREADSAFE attribute.
– OPEN

Specifies to enable the exit with the THREADSAFE and OPENAPI attributes.
• TXNSHR

Specifies whether database sessions opened by a program using this interface module should share the same
transaction as other sessions started by the same CICS task.
– ON

Specifies that database sessions should share transactions.
– OFF

Specifies that database sessions should not share transactions. This is the default.
– ALWAYS
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Specifies that the TXNSHR behavior specified in the CICSOPT parameter overrides whatever was specified in the
IDMSCINT module with which the application is linked.

– DEFAULT
Specifies that the TXNSHR behavior specified in the CICSOPT parameter applies only if the corresponding
IDMSCINT parameter specifies DEFAULT. This is the default.

Note: For more information on transaction sharing, see the Database Administering section.
• USERCNT

Specifies the maximum number of concurrent CICS tasks using the CA IDMS interface. Any task that attempts to
access CA IDMS through the interface while at the maximum will be aborted with a K214 transaction abend.
– max-concurrent-CICS-tasks

Valid values are 1 to 100000. The default value is 100.
• XA

Designates whether the operating system is capable of processing XA addresses. If you specify YES, IDMSINTC
allocates the primary user-oriented storage in the 31-bit storage area. This storage is retained across all successful
task terminations for terminal-associated tasks, and this storage is reused on the next DC/UCF request. The storage is
freed for any failing or non-terminal task.
Note: The CICSOPT macro allows other parameters which are not documented in the previous section. Some of these
parameters are obsolete and are supported solely to maintain upwardly compatible syntax. Others are relevant only to
clients who have the Transparency Option for TOTAL, DL/I, or VSAM. Unless otherwise documented, parameters other
than those shown do not have to be coded when invoking the CICSOPT parameter.

Parameter Considerations

Note: The CICSOPT macro allows other parameters which are not documented in the previous section. Some of these
parameters are obsolete and are supported solely to maintain upwardly compatible syntax. Others are relevant only to
clients who have the Transparency Option for TOTAL, DL/I, or VSAM. Unless otherwise documented, parameters other
than those shown do not have to be coded when invoking the CICSOPT parameter.

Create an IDMSINTC Interface Program

To create an IDMSINTC interface program under z/OS:

1. Create a CICSOPT source module as follows:

            GBLC & MODNAME
   &MODNAME SETC CICSOPT'
            CICSOPT cicsopt-parameters
            END

1. Save the CICSOPT source module in your custom source library.
2. Assemble and link the module into your custom load library by executing the z/OS Assemble and Link-Edit JCL.
3. Substitute the name of your CICSOPT source member and insert the following binder statements:

 ORDER DFHEAI            
 INCLUDE CUSTLIB(optixit)   (Optional)
 INCLUDE CUSTLIB(optiqxit)  (Optional)
 INCLUDE CUSTLIB(usridxit)  (Optional)
 INCLUDE CAGJLOAD(IDMSCSTB)     
 ENTRY STARTUP            
 SETOPT PARM(AMODE=31,RMODE=24,REUS=NONE) 
 NAME idmsintc(R) 

– optixit
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Specifies the name of your OPTIXIT exit routine.
– optiqxit

Specifies the name of your OPTIQXIT exit routine.
– usridxit

Specifies the name of your USRIDXIT exit routine.
– idmsintc

Specifies the name of your IDMSINTC interface load module.

To create an IDMSINTC interface program under z/VSE:

1. Assemble and catalog a CICSOPT options table using the sample JCL in the "z/VSE Assemble JCL" section of the
"Sample z/VSE JCL" topic.
Modify the JCL by substituting the following in place of the Assembler input statements:
             PUNCH 'CATALOG     cicsopts.OBJ REPLACE=YES'                      
             CICSOPTS TITLE 'CA IDMS CICS OPTIONS MODULE'   
             GBLC &MODNAME  
    &MODNAME. SETC 'cicsopts’                   
             CICSOPT cicsopt-parameters 
             END    

2. Link the IDMSINTC interface program using the sample JCL in z/VSE Link JCL.
Modify the JCL by substituting the following statements in place of the Linkage editor control statements:
 PHASE idmsintc,*
 INCLUDE DFHEAI            
 INCLUDE optiexit (Optional)
 INCLUDE optiqxit (Optional)
 INCLUDE usridxit (Optional)
 INCLUDE usridxit (Optional)
 INCLUDE cicsopts
 INCLUDE IDMSLST6     
 INCLUDE DFHEAI0                 
 MODE    AMODE(31),RMODE(24)     
 ENTRY   STARTUP                 

– cicsopts
Specifies the name you choose for your IDMSINTC options table.

NOTE
You can have more than one options table with different names.

– idmsintc
Specifies the name you choose for your IDMSINTC stub program.

NOTE
You can have more than one stub program with different names.

– optixit
Specifies the name of your OPTIXIT exit routine.

– optiqxit
Specifies the name of your OPTIQXIT exit routine.

– usridxit
Specifies the name of your USRIDXIT exit routine.

– idmsintc
Specifies the name of your IDMSINTC interface load module.
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The IDMSCINT Application Stub Program

Each application program that accesses CA IDMS must be linked with an IDMSCINT stub program. The IDMSCINT
stub program establishes communications with a particular IDMSINTC interface program. The CWADISP specified in
the IDMSCINT stub program must match the CWADISP specified in the CICSOPT macro that is used when creating the
IDMSINTC interface program. The following sections describe how to create an IDMSCINT application stub program.

IDMSCINT Syntax

To prepare an IDMSCINT macro, use the following syntax.

►►─┬───────────────┬─ IDMSCINT CWADISP=cwa-intc-address-displacement ─────────►
   ├─ module-name ─┤
   └─ IDMSCINT
 ◄───┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,AUTOCMT= ─┬─ ON ──────┤
                 ├─ OFF ─────┤
                 └─ DEFAULT ─┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,AUTONLY= ─┬─ ON ──────┤
                 ├─ OFF ─────┤
                 └─ DEFAULT
 ─┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,DML= ─┬─ YES ◄──┬─┘
             └─ NO
 ────┘
 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,EP1=first-entry-point-label
 ─┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,EP2=second-entry-point-label ─┘
 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,EXEC= ─┬─ YES ◄──┬─┘
              └─ NO
 ────┘
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,ONBACK= ─┬─ ROLLBACK ◄─────────┤
                ├─ ROLLBACK-CONTINUE ─┤
                └─ DEFAULT
 ───────────┘
 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,ONCOMT= ─┬─ COMMIT-CONTINUE ─┤
                ├─ COMMIT-ALL ──────┤
                ├─ FINISH ◄─────────┤
                └─ DEFAULT ─────────┘
 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,SQL= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘
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             └─ NO
 ◄──┘
 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,SSC12= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘
               └─ NO
 ◄──┘
 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ ,TXNSHR= ─┬─ ON ───────┤
                ├─ OFF ◄─────┤
                └─ DEFAULT ──┘

IDMSCINT Parameters

This section details the IDMSCINT parameters.

• module-name
Identifies the CSECT name of the generated module.

• CWADISP=cwa-intc-address-displacement
Identifies the displacement within the CICS CWA of a fullword that holds the address of the IDMSINTC module. For
cwa-intc-address-displacement, specify the same value given to the CWADISP operand of the IDMSINTC macro.

• AUTOCMT
Specifies whether database sessions opened by a program linked with this IDMSCINT module are eligible for
participation in a CICS UOW (Unit of Work).
– ON

Specifies that database sessions are eligible to participate in a CICS Unit Of Work (UOW). If the database session
is active at the time a CICS syncpoint operation is performed, the session's updates are committed as part of the
CICS UOW.

– OFF
Specifies that database sessions are not eligible to participate in a CICS Unit Of Work (UOW).

– DEFAULT
Specifies that whether database sessions are eligible for participation in a CICS Unit Of Work (UOW) is determined
by the AUTOCMT parameter of the interface's CICSOPT macro.

If TXNSHR=ON is specified, the default for AUTOCMT is ON; otherwise it is OFF. An assembly error results if
TXNSHR=ON and AUTOCMT=OFF are specified.

• AUTONLY
Specifies whether database sessions opened by a program linked with this IDMSCINT module are forced to participate
in a CICS UOW.
– ON

Specifies that database sessions are forced to participate in a CICS Unit Of Work (UOW). Even if a database
session is terminated prior to the CICS syncpoint operation, the session's updates are committed as part of the
CICS UOW. DML commands that would normally cause the session's updates to be committed (such as FINISH or
COMMIT WORK) have no impact on the session's transaction, although they do impact the session. Conversely, if
the session's transaction is forced to back out (either because of a DML ROLLBACK request or because of events
such as a deadlock), a CICS SYNCPOINT BACKOUT is issued forcing the entire CICS UOW to be backed out.

– OFF
Specifies that database sessions are not forced to participate in a CICS Unit Of Work (UOW).

– DEFAULT
Specifies that whether database sessions are forced to participate in a CICS Unit Of Work (UOW) is determined by
the AUTONLY parameter of the interface's CICSOPT macro.
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If TXNSHR=ON is specified, the default for AUTONLY is ON; otherwise it is OFF. An assembly error results if
TXNSHR=ON and AUTONLY=OFF are specified.

• DML=YES|NO
Determines whether the program linked with IDMSCINT can (YES) or cannot (NO) issue non-SQL DML statements.
YES is the default.

• EP1=first-entry-point-label
Identifies the name of the first entry point in the generated module. For first-entry-point-label, specify the name of the
first entry point. The default value is either the value given to module-name above or IDMSCINT if module-name is not
specified.

• EP2=second-entry-point-label
Identifies the name of the second entry point in the generated module. For second-entry-point-label, specify the name
of the second entry point.
Second Entry Point Considerations
– A second entry point is present only if the EXEC parameter described below specifies NO. In this case, if EP2 is not

specified, the default value is IDMSINC2.
– If the EXEC parameter is coded as YES, no second entry point is generated, and EP2 should not be specified.

• EXEC=YES|NO
Indicates whether the IDMSCINT module being generated is to be used with the CICS command-level interface.
– YES

Specify YES to indicate that the command-level interface is in use. YES is the default.
If EXEC=YES, name the module IDMSCINT to allow it to be autolinked with applications.

– NO
Specify NO to indicate that the command-level interface is not in use. EXEC=NO must be specified if installing the
CA IDMS DMS interface.
If EXEC=NO, name the module IDMSINC1 to allow the use of autolink.

• ONBACK
Specifies the action that should be taken for database sessions opened by a program linked with this IDMSCINT
module when they participate in a CICS backout operation.
– ROLLBACK

Specifies that database sessions should be terminated. This is the default.
– ROLLBACK-CONTINUE

Specifies that database sessions should continue but currencies freed.
– DEFAULT

Specifies that the backout action for sessions is determined by the ONBACK parameter of the interface's CICSOPT
macro.

• ONCOMT
Specifies the action that should be taken for database sessions opened by a program linked with this IDMSCINT
module when they participate in a CICS syncpoint operation.
– COMMIT-ALL

Specifies that database sessions should continue but currencies freed.
– COMMIT-CONTINUE

Specifies that database sessions should continue and currencies retained.
– FINISH

Specifies that database sessions should be terminated. This is the default.
– DEFAULT

Specifies that the commit action for sessions be determined by the ONCOMT parameter of the interface's CICSOPT
macro.

• SQL=YES|NO
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Determines whether the program linked with IDMSCINT can (YES) or cannot (NO) issue SQL DML statements. NO is
the default.

• SSC12=YES|NO
Determines whether the application program contains a PROTOCOL statement that specifies SUBSCHEMA-NAMES
LENGTH IS 18. If this is the case, specify YES.
Specify NO if the application program contains a PROTOCOL statement that specifies SUBSCHEMA-NAMES
LENGTH IS 16 or if the PROTOCOL statement does not contain a SUBSCHEMA-NAMES LENGTH clause.
Default: NO

• TXNSHR
Specifies whether database sessions opened by a program linked with this IDMSCINT module should share the same
transaction as other sessions started by the same CICS task.
– ON

Specifies that database sessions should share transactions.
– OFF

Specifies that database sessions should not share transactions. This is the default.
– DEFAULT

Specifies whether database sessions share transactions is determined by the TXNSHR parameter of the interface's
CICSOPT macro.

NOTE
For more information on transaction sharing, see the CA IDMS Database Administering section.

NOTE
The IDMSCINT macro allows other parameters which are not documented above. These parameters are
obsolete and are supported solely to maintain upwardly compatible syntax. Always take the default values.

Assembling and Link Editing IDMSCINT

This section contains the JCL to assemble and link edit the IDMSCINT module for z/OS and z/VSE operating systems.

z/OS IDMSCINT assembly and link edit

To assemble and link end IDMSCINT

1. Create a source module as follows:
         IDMSCINT idmscint-parameters
         END

2. Save the source module in your custom source library.
3. Assemble and link it into your custom load library by executing the z/OS Assemble and Link-Edit JCL from the

"Sample z/OS JCL" topic.
Substitute the name of your source member and insert the following binder statement:
 NAME idmscint(R)

4. Add the following statement to the link of each application program that accesses IDMS using this idmscint application
stub program. The CWADISP specified in the IDMSCINT parameters must match the CWADISP specified in the
CICSOPT parameters used in creating an IDMSINTC interface program:
INCLUDE idmscint

– idmscint
Specifies the name of your IDMSCINT interface module.

z/VSE IDMSCINT assembly and link edit

To create an IDMSINTC interface program under z/VSE:

1. Assemble and catalog an IDMSCINT program using the sample JCL from the "z/VSE Assemble JCL" section of the
"Sample z/VSE" topic.
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Modify the JCL by substituting the following in place of the Assembler input statements:
         PUNCH 'CATALOG idmscint.OBJ REPLACE=YES'                      
         IDMSCINT idmscint-parameters
         END 

2. Add the following statement to the link of each application program that accesses IDMS using this idmscint application
stub program. The CWADISP specified in the IDMSCINT parameters must match the CWADISP specified in the
CICSOPT parameters used in creating an IDMSINTC interface program:
INCLUDE idmscint

– idmscint
Specifies the name you choose for your IDMSCINT application stub program.

NOTE
You can have more than one application stub program with different names

IDMSINTL and IDMSCINL CICS Interface Macros

The functionality of the CICS IDMSINTL interface has been stabilized at the r16 level except that an optional OPTIXIT exit
point was added. For the applications that use this interface, we recommend using the IDMSINTC interface instead. You
do not have to change or relink the application programs that were using IDMSINTL to use IDMSINTC. You can create an
IDMSINTC interface module by compiling a CICSOPT with the same invocation parameters as the IDMSINTL interface
being replaced.

The IDMSINTL/IDMSCINL interface differs from the standard CICS interface (IDMSINTC/IDMSCINT) in the following
ways:

• Supports only native DML run-units using 16-character-format subschema controls. SQL, UCF, and Transparency
interfaces remain available only through the standard interface.

• An OPTIXIT is provided, but it has more limited capabilities than the OPTIXIT provided with for the IDMSINTC
interface.

• Each run-unit utilizes an ERE (External Request Element). The standard interface uses one ERE per CICS transaction
regardless of the number of run-units bound by that transaction.

• Task-level commands (COMMIT TASK, ROLLBACK TASK, FINISH TASK) are not supported.
• CA IDMS load libraries are not required at runtime.

Because this interface offers a minimal subset of the features available through the standard interface, its resource
requirements are therefore substantially reduced. Users with applications that demand no more than what this interface
offers can use it in place of the standard interface to reduce resource consumption in the CICS system. Applications that
need the full services of the standard interface can coexist freely in the same or different CICS systems.

IDMSINTL/IDMSCINL considerations

The following considerations apply to using IDMSINTL/IDMSCINL:

• Multiple copies of IDMSINTL and IDMSCINL can coexist within a single CICS region, but each must be associated with
a unique CWADISP.

• Existing applications linked with a pre-12.0 version of IDMSCINT be executed with a Release 12.01 or higher version
of IDMSINTC or IDMSINTL without relinking.

• Programs that share a single Subschema Control (SSC) must be linked with the same IDMSCINT or IDMSCINL stub
module, that is, you cannot mix invocations of IDMSINTC with IDMSINTL using the same SSC.

• Programs linked with a pre-12.0 version of IDMSCINT or any other version of IDMSCINL can be executed using an
IDMSINTC or IDMSINTL interface.
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IDMSINTL

IDMSINTL is intended for applications that execute navigational DML (nDML) only. Applications that require the additional
functionality such as SQL or mixed DML and SQL, must use IDMSINTC.

IDMSINTL contains an embedded TRUE exit that will abort (rollback) any un-FINISHed run-units at the end of the
transaction, but does not provide AUTOCMT (CICS SYNCPOINT interception) as does the standard interface.

Functions IDMSINTL performs at CICS startup

The functions performed by IDMSINTL vary based on whether a CA IDMS SVC is specified in IDMSINTL as follows:

• If a CA IDMS SVC is specified, IDMSINTL performs the following functions when CICS is started up:
a. Stores the address of the IDMSINTL entry point address table in the CWA
b. Returns control to CICS

• If a CA IDMS SVC is not specified, IDMSINTL performs the following functions when CICS is started up:
a. Opens and reads the SYSCTL file to obtain the necessary central version information (for example, the

CVNUMBER value of the DC/UCF system and the CA IDMS SVC number)
b. Stores the address of the IDMSINTL entry point address table in the CWA
c. Returns control to CICS

Automatically starting IDMSINTL

It is useful to have the IDMSINTL interface module started automatically at CICS startup time. To do this, perform the
following steps:

1. Code the following entry for IDMSINTL in the program list table:
 DFHPLT TYPE=ENTRY
        PROGRAM=IDMSINTL
 

2. Enter the name of the program list table (PLTPI) in the system initialization table.

If you don't have IDMSINTL started as a function of the CICS startup routine, be sure to execute the IDMSINTL interface
module before attempting communication with DC/UCF at runtime. To execute the IDMSINTL module, enter a TRANSID
that corresponds to the IDMSINTL module in the PCT tables.

To start up IDMSINTL automatically after control is given to CICS, perform the following steps.

1. Code the following IDMSINTL macro:
 PLT=NO,
 TRANSID=task-code 
 

2. Perform steps 1 and 2 above and define task-code in the program control table (PCT) to invoke IDMSINTL.

NOTE
For more information on the PCT table, see UCF Operations.

IDMSINTL processing at runtime

IDMSINTL must be resident in CICS and must be executed before the execution of any CA IDMS database application for
that run of CICS. Control passes from IDMSCINL to the main entry point to notify DC/UCF to perform a service requested
by the CICS user program.

IDMSINTL performs the following functions:
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• Allocates dynamic storage required to service the run-unit.
• Enables the recovery exit entry point for the current CICS task. The exit performs the necessary cleanup when the

CICS task terminates.
• Sends the request through the CA IDMS SVC to the DC/UCF region. IDMSINTL implicitly issues a CICS WAIT

command, which places the current task in a wait state until the request is serviced.
• Passes the requested database record and/or error status to the user program.

NOTE
For more information on runtime processing, see What Happens when a CA IDMS Instruction is Executed.

IDMSINTL Syntax
 ►►─┬───────────────┬─ IDMSINTL CWADISP=cwa-intc-address-displacement ─────────►
   ├─ module-name ─┤
   └─ IDMSINTL ────┘
 
 ►─ ,OPSYS=operating-system ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,CVNUM= ─┬─ cv-number ─┬─┘
               └─ 0 ◄────────┘
 
 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,SVC= ─┬─ svc-number ─┬─┘
             └─ NO ◄────────┘
  ►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,SYSCTL=ddname ─┘
 
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,TPNAME=system-name ────────┘
 
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,NODENAM=(nodename ─┬─ ,ALWAYS ────┬─ ) ─┘
                          └─ ,DEFAULT ◄──┘
  ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,DBNAME=(db-name ─┬─ ,ALWAYS ────┬── ) ─┘
                        └─ ,DEFAULT ◄──┘
 
 ►─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,XA= ─┬─ YES ──┬─┘
            └─ NO ◄──┘
  ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,ERRDCT= ─┬─ destination-name ─┬─┘
                └─ CSMT ◄────────────┘
 
 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,PLT= ─┬─ YES ◄──┬┘
             └─ NO ────┘
 
 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ ,TRANSID=task-code ─┘
 
 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ ,MACLVL= ─┬─ YES ◄──┬─┘
                └─ NO ────┘
 

IDMSINTL Parameters

• module-name
Identifies the CSECT name of the generated module.

• CWADISP=cwa-intc-address-displacement
Identifies the displacement within the CICS CWA of a fullword to hold the address of the IDMSINTL module. For cwa-
intc-address-displacement, specify a number of bytes (maximum value is 3584) or the name of a field within the CSA
copy book.
Considerations: The specified field must be on a fullword boundary within the CWA and must be the same value
given to the CWADISP parameter of the IDMSCINL macro.

• OPSYS=operating-system
Identifies the operating system under which the DC/UCF system will run.
Valid values for operating-system:
– OS390
– z/VSE
– DVS
– DS
– DOS
– DOSVS

• CVNUM=cv-number
Identifies the number of the DC/UCF system to be accessed from CICS. For cv-number, specify the number used for
the CVNUM parameter in the sysgen.

• SVC=svc-number
Identifies the number of the CA IDMS SVC. For svc-number, specify a value as follows:
– If no SVC is being used, or if using SYSCTL, specify NO.
– If an SVC is being used by the DC/UCF system, specify the SVC number.
The SVC parameter is required if no SYSCTL file is specified.

• SYSCTL=ddname
Identifies the ddname of the file containing DC/UCF system control information.
If no SVC (described above) is specified, the SYSCTL parameter is required. Likewise, if SYSCTL is desired, the SVC
parameter must be NO (SVC=NO).

• TPNAME=system-name
Specifies the name by which DC/UCF will identify all tasks running under this CICS system. If this parameter is
omitted, the four-character local system id of this CICS system will be used, thereby permitting this CICS interface
module to be used by multiple CICS systems. You may optionally specify a four-character name.
This name forms the first part of the local transaction ID for database requests. It also forms the first 4 characters of
the front end system ID for external request units. "BULK" is appended to system-name to form the front-end system
ID. The front-end system ID is used in determining the packet size for communications and may also be used as an
alternate task code for controlling external request unit processing.

• NODENAM=nodename
Identifies a system defined to the DC/UCF communications network to be contained in the IDMSINTL module and the
conditions under which programs signing on to the DC/UCF system will be directed to the named node for execution.
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For nodename, specify the 1- to 8-character name of a remote system. If the node name is not specified, the DC/UCF
obtains the appropriate node name from the application program or from the SYSCTL file (z/OS only).

• ALWAYS
Indicates that nodename is to override any node named by the program. Requests from programs signing on to DC/
UCF are always directed to the named node regardless of node name specifications made by the program.

• DEFAULT
Indicates that requests from programs signing on to DC/UCF are to be directed to the named node only if the program
does not name a node.

NOTE
Under z/OS and z/VSE, SYSCTL node name specifications can override IDMSINTL and program
specifications.

• DBNAME=db-name
Identifies the database (or data dictionary) name to be contained in the IDMSINTL module. This parameter also
identifies the conditions under which programs signing on to the DC/UCF system access the named database.
For db-name, specify the name of the database that programs are to access when running under the DC/UCF system.
If the database name is not specified, DC/UCF obtains the appropriate database name from the application program or
from the SYSCTL file (z/OS only).
– ALWAYS

Indicates that db-name is to override any database named by the program. Programs signing on to DC/UCF always
execute against the named database regardless of database name specifications made by the program.

– DEFAULT
Indicates that programs signing on to DC/UCF are to execute against the named database only if the program does
not name a database.

NOTE
Under z/OS and z/VSE, SYSCTL database name specifications can override IDMSINTL and program
specifications.

• XA=NO|YES
Designates whether the operating system is XA (YES) or not (NO).

• ERRDCT=destination-name
Identifies the CICS transient data destination to be used as the target for error messages produced by IDMSINTL. The
default destination-name is CSMT. Use another destination if you want to rout CA IDMS error messages to another
CICS destination. The DCT entry should be defined with a logical record length of at least 130 characters.

• PLT=YES|NO
Indicates how IDMSINTL starts up. YES indicates that IDMSINTL can start up as a PLT-invoked program. NO
indicates IDMSINTL always starts up as a user task once CICS start up is complete.

• TRANSID=task-code
Identifies the transaction coded in the program control table (PCT) as invoking IDMSINTL. task-code must be the
name of a task defined in the PCT table.

NOTE
For more information on the PCT table, see UCF Operations.

• MACLVL=YES|NO
This parameter is obsolete. Macro level programs are no longer supported in CICS.

Create an IDMSINTL Interface Program

This section contains the JCL to assemble and link edit the IDMSINTL module for z/OS and z/VSE operating systems.

z/OS IDMSINTL assembly and link edit

To assemble and link edit IDMSINTL

1. Create an IDMSINTL source module as follows:
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          IDMSINTL idmsintl-parameters
          END
 

2. Save the IDMSINTL source module in your custom source library.
3. Assemble and link it into your custom load library by executing the z/OS Assemble and Link-Edit JCL in the "Sample z/

OS JCL" topic.
Substitute the name of your IDMSINTL source member and insert the following binder statements:
  ORDER DFHEAI
  INCLUDE CUSTLIB(optixit)   (Optional)
  INCLUDE CAGJLOAD(IDMSLSTB)     
  ENTRY STARTUP
  SETOPT PARM(REUS=NONE,AMODE=31,RMODE=24) 
  NAME idmsintl(R)
 

– optixit
Specifies the name of your OPTIXIT exit routine.

– idmsintl
Specifies the name of your IDMSINTL interface load module.

z/VSE IDMSINTL assembly and link edit

NOTE
To create an IDMSINTL interface program under z/VSE:

1. Assemble and catalog an IDMSINTLoptions table using the sample JCL in the "z/VSE Assemble JCL" section of the
"Sample z/VSE JCL" topic.
Modify the JCL by substituting the following in place of the Assembler input statements:
 PUNCH 'CATALOG idmsintl.OBJ REPLACE=YES'     
          IDMSINTL idmsintl-parameters
          END
 

2. Link the IDMSINTL interface program using the sample JCL in z/VSE Link JCL.
3. Modify the JCL by substituting the following statements in place of the Linkage editor control statements:

  PHASE idmsintl,*
  INCLUDE DFHEAI            
  INCLUDE optiexit (Optional)
  INCLUDE IDMSLST6     
  INCLUDE DFHEAI0                 
  MODE    AMODE(31),RMODE(24)     
  ENTRY   STARTUP                 
 

– idmsintl
Specifies the name you choose for your IDMSINTL options table.

NOTE
You can have more than one options table with different names

– optixit
Specifies the name of your OPTIXIT exit routine.
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IDMSCINL

IDMSCINL is essentially a copy of the Release 10.2 IDMSCINT with the exception that the CICS CWA is located using
ADDRESS CWA. This makes IDMSCINL compatible with all releases of CICS.

You generate IDMSCINL at DC/UCF installation time. IDMSCINL must be link edited with each CICS user program that
accesses DC/UCF (including Assembler modules). IDMSCINL retrieves the entry point address of IDMSINTL from the
CWA and passes control to IDMSINTL. The module generated by the IDMSCINL macro is fully reentrant.

NOTE
For more information on runtime events, see What Happens when a CA IDMS Instruction is Executed.

To prepare an IDMSCINL macro, use the following syntax.

IDMSCINL Syntax
 ►►─┬───────────────┬─ IDMSCINL CWADISP=cwa-intc-address-displacement ────────►
   └─ IDMSCINT ◄───┘
 
 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,EP1=first-entry-point-label ─┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,EP2=second-entry-point-label ─┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ ,EXEC= ─┬─ YES ◄─┬─┘
              └─ NO ───┘
 

IDMSCINL Parameters

• IDMSCINT
Identifies the CSECT name of the generated module. This tag is optional.

• CWADISP=cwa-intc-address-displacement
Identifies the displacement within the CICS CWA of a fullword that holds the address of the IDMSINTL module. For
cwa-intc-address-displacement, specify the same value given to the CWADISP operand of the IDMSINTL macro.

• EP1=first-entry-point-label
Identifies the name of the first entry point in the generated module. For first-entry-point-label, specify the name of the
first entry point. The default value is either the value given to module-name above or IDMSCINT if module-name is not
specified.

• EP2=second-entry-point-label
– This parameter is obsolete and should no longer be used.

• EXEC=YES|NO
Indicates whether the IDMSCINT module being generated is to be used with the CICS command-level interface.
– YES

Specify YES to indicate that the command-level interface is in use. YES is the default.
– NO

Specify NO to indicate that the command-level interface is not in use.

NOTE
This option should not be specified because macro level programs are no longer supported in CICS.
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Example Assembling and link editing IDMSCINL

This section contains the JCL to assemble and link edit the IDMSCINL module for z/OS and z/VSE operating systems.

z/OS IDMSCINL assembly and link edit

To assemble and link edit IDMSCINL

1. Create a source module as follows:
          IDMSCINL idmscinl-parameters
          END
 

2. Save the source module in your custom source library.
3. Assemble and link it into your custom load library by executing the "z/OS Assemble and Link-Edit JCL.

Substitute the name of your source member and insert the following binder statement:
  NAME idmscinl(R)
 

4. Add the following statement to the link of each application program that accesses IDMS using this idmscinl application
stub program. The CWADISP specified in the IDMSCINL parameters must match the CWADISP specified in the
IDMSINTL parameters used in creating an IDMSINTL interface program:
 INCLUDE idmscinl
 

– idmscinl
Specifies the name of your IDMSCINL interface module.

z/VSE IDMSCINL assembly and link edit

1. Assemble and catalog an IDMSCINL program using the sample JCL in the "z/VSE Assemble JCL" section of the
"Sample z/VSE JCL" topic.
Modify the JCL by substituting the following in place of the Assembler input statements:
 PUNCH 'CATALOG idmscinl.OBJ REPLACE=YES'                      
 IDMSCINL idmscint-parameters
 END 
 

2. Add the following statement to the link of each application program that accesses IDMS using this idmscinl application
stub program. The CWADISP specified in the IDMSCINL parameters must match the CWADISP specified in the
IDMSINTL parameters used in creating an IDMSINTL interface program:
 INCLUDE idmscinl
 

– idmscinl
Specifies the name you choose for your IDMSCINL application stub program.

NOTE
You can have more than one application stub program with different names.

DC/UCF Execution Mode in the CICS Environment
The DC/UCF region runs independently of the CICS monitor, but CICS programs use CA IDMS central version database
management services.

The following diagram shows the CICS monitor and the DC/UCF system:

┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
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│                   SUPERVISOR                      │
├──────────────────────┬────────────────────────────┤
│ ┌────────────┐       │    ┌──────────────┐        │
│ │   DC/UCF   │       │    │   CICS       │        │
│ │ (Main task)│       │    │ (Main task)  │        │
│ │            │       │    │              │        │
│ │            │       │    ├──────────────┤        │
│ │            │       │    │  IDMSINTC    │        │
│ │            │       │    │    CICS      │        │
│ │            │       │    │  RESIDENT    │        │
│ │            │       │    │     TX       │        │
│ │            │       │    └──────────────┘        │
│ │            │       │                            │
│ └────────────┘       │                            │
│                      │                            │
│      P1              │                P2          │
└──────────────────────┴────────────────────────────┘

To operate CICS with DC/UCF

1. Start up the DC/UCF system.
2. Start up CICS following standard CICS operating procedures.

Dispatch priorities

You should assign DC/UCF a higher dispatching priority than CICS. If CICS has a higher priority, you run the risk, in
a busy system, of starting many more CICS tasks and of binding the DC/UCF transactions without giving DC/UCF
an opportunity to finish what was started. By having DC/UCF at a higher dispatching priority, work is more likely to be
completed in an efficient first in - first out (FIFO) method. In addition, there is less likelihood of exceeding the MAXERUS
task parameter limit and less likelihood of exceeding the MAXTASKS parameter limit on CICS when all the CICS tasks are
waiting on CA IDMS requests to finish.

Running Multiple CICS or DC/UCF Systems
Contents

Many configuration options are available when CA IDMS is integrated with CICS as follows:

• A single front-end CICS region can access multiple CA IDMS
• One CA IDMS system can be accessed by multiple CICS regions.

CICS System Name

An important consideration for successful two-phase commit operations between CICS and CA IDMS is that every CICS
system have a consistent name that is unique across all CICS systems accessing a central version.

The name of the CICS system is established as follows:

• The value in the CICS_NAME parameter specified in the SYSIDMS file included in the CICS startup JCL.
• If the CICS_NAME parameter is not specified, the value of the TPNAME parameter associated with the first IDMSINTC

interface started within a CICS system.
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If the CICS name is allowed to default to the TPNAME of the first CICS interface, all other IDMSINTC interface modules
started within the CICS system must have the same TPNAME value or they will fail with a K213 abend code.

When restarting a CICS system, its name must remain unchanged if it is involved in incomplete distributed transactions
still active on a central version. If the name is changed while such incomplete transactions exist, it may be necessary to
complete those transactions manually.

The description of the SYSIDMS parameter for specifying a CICS system name is as follows:

CICS_NAME=cics-name

• cics-name
Specifies a 1-4 character value that identifies the CICS system being started. It should be unique across all CICS
systems that may access the same central version.

Accessing Multiple CA IDMS Systems from a CICS Region

You can use the IDMSINTC interface program to access multiple CA IDMS back-end systems in the following ways:

• Traditional Method
This method uses a separate CICSOPT macro for each back-end. Each CICSOPT macro specifies a different
CWADISP and a unique SYSCTL value or a unique SVC/CVNUM combination. Each object module is linked with
the IDMSINTC load module (created during installation) as described in IDMSINTC to create a uniquely named load
module. Each interface program is invoked separately, creating multiple active interfaces. Each application program or
UCFCICS interface program is linked with an IDMSCINT module as described in IDMSCINT. The CWADISP specified
in the linked IDMSCINT module determines which IDMSINTC interface is used, and therefore, the CA IDMS back-end
is accessed.

NOTE
It is recommended that the same TPNAME value be specified ordefaulted for all IDMSINTC interfaces used
in a single CICS region. If different TPNAME values are used in two IDMSINTC interfaces in the same
region, then the CICS startup JCL must contain a SYSIDMS parameter that specifies a CICS_NAME value.

• Alternative Method
The method uses a single IDMSINTC interface in conjunction with the OPTIXIT or OPTIQXIT to access up to ten
CA IDMS back-end systems. All application programs are linked with an IDMSCINT module that specifies the same
CWADISP as the single IDMSINTC interface. The client-coded OPTIXIT or OPTIQXIT can use a variety of strategies
to select the appropriate back-end. These selection strategies include the following:
– Round-robin -- Selection is random. This is appropriate for a distributed processing application where multiple back-

ends access the same data.
– Database name -- Selection is based upon the database name specified in the BIND RUN UNIT
– Application or CICS transaction -- Selection is based on the application program name or CICS transaction.

NOTE
For more information on these exits, see OPTIXIT and OPTIQXIT.

Accessing One CA IDMS System from Multiple CICS Regions

When multiple CICS regions access one CA IDMS back-end system, the TPNAME value must be unique for each
front-end. Traditionally, this meant a different IDMSINTC load module was needed for each region. Now, the TPNAME
parameter can be omitted or specified as null on the CICSOPT macro invocation. In this case, the TPNAME is
automatically set to the CICS SYSIDENT value of the CICS region in which the interface program is executed. If the CICS
systems programmer assures that the SYSIDENT value is unique for each CICS system, one IDMSINTC interface module
can be used to access a given CA IDMS back-end from multiple CICS regions.
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Components of the CICS and DC/UCF Environment
When used with DC/UCF, the CICS operating environment contains the components listed below and shown in the
following diagram.

When CICS is used with DC/UCF, the CICS operating environment contains the following:

• CICS application programs
• CICS program interface module (IDMSCINT). IDMSCINT provides the necessary communication between the CICS

user program and the CICS TP-monitor interface module IDMSINTC (described below).
• CICS nucleus
• CICS common system area (CSA). The CSA includes a common work area (CWA) that contains a fullword pointing

to a table of addresses within IDMSINTC; the addresses in the table point to three entry points within IDMSINTC
(described below).

• CICS TP-monitor interface module (IDMSINTC). IDMSINTC allows CICS and DC/UCF to communicate at runtime.
• IDMSTRUE, the task termination exit

CICS Extended Addressing Considerations
The CA IDMS interface to CICS supports user programs running above the 16 megabyte line. In order to take advantage
of XA enhancements, the customer must be using an XA-compliant compiler.

In addition, the following steps are necessary to implement XA support for CICS programs invoking CA IDMS services:

1. Assemble IDMSINTC and IDMSCINT using the H Assembler program ASMA90.
2. Linkedit IDMSINTC as AMODE(31), RMODE(24).
3. Linkedit IDMSCINT as AMODE(31), RMODE(ANY).
4. Linkedit user programs as AMODE(31), RMODE(ANY).

The compiler option for dynamic areas in the user program may specify DATA(31).

NOTE
Program UCFCICS (UCF CICS front-end) must be AMODE(31), RMODE(24), and can only run below the line.

What Happens when a CA IDMS Instruction is Executed
The following diagram shows what happens when a CICS program executes a CA IDMS database instruction when using
the command-level interface.
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When DC/UCF is used with CICS, the IDMS communications block provides a 16-character field that CICS uses as a
work area. This field immediately follows the direct db-key (DIRDBKEY) field.
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NOTE
For information on using the IDMS communications block, see the DML Reference section for Assembler.

When the standard CICS interface (IDMSINTC) enters a CICS wait the type of wait is identified, which you can use to
diagnose unexplained processing delays.

The IDMSINTC interface specifies a NAME parameter when it issues an EXEC CICS WAIT. The value of this parameter
identifies the type of wait being done. The values for the NAME parameter are:

• IDMSDL1T
Task is waiting for CA IDMS DLI Transparency processing.

• IDMSSYNC
Task is waiting for two-phase commit synchronization to complete.

• IDMS EXT
Task is waiting for completion of a UCF or DML request to a CA IDMS back end.

Note: You can display the type of wait being done using CICS facilities such as CEMT INQ TASK.

Using the Various CICS Interfaces
The rules for choosing the CICS interface for application execution are as follows:

• Any application linked with a pre-12.0 version of IDMSCINT may only issue navigational DML requests and can be
executed with any of the CICS interfaces.

• Any application linked with IDMSCINL may only issue navigational DML requests and can be executed with any of the
CICS interfaces.

• Any application linked with the 12.0 or higher version of IDMSCINT may issue any supported CA IDMS request and
can be executed with IDMSINTC.

CICS Storage Protection with IDMSINTC and IDMSINTL
Beginning with Version 3.3 of CICS, IBM introduced storage protection. To use the features for RENTPGM and STGPROT
with programs that access CA IDMS using the IDMSINTC or IDMSINTL interfaces, certain procedures must be followed.

NOTE
TRANSACTION ISOLATION is NOT supported for CICS transactions thataccess CA IDMS using the IDMSINTL
interface. It is supported for transactions that use the IDMSINTC interface if the appropriate procedures are
followed.

CICS Setup Procedures

1. Ensure that IDMSINTC, IDMSINTL, and UCFCICS are linked with NORENT parameter.
2. The transactions that invoke the IDMSINTC and UCFCICS interfaces need to be defined with TASKDATAKEY=CICS.
3. The IDMSINTC and UCFCICS interface programs need to be defined with EXECKEY=CICS. Application programs

can be defined with EXECKEY=USER.
4. IDMSINTL needs to be defined with EXECKEY=CICS on z/OS systems and with EXECKEY=USER on z/VSE

systems.
5. The task that invokes IDMSINTL needs to be defined with TASKDATAKEY=CICS on z/OS systems and with

TASKDATAKEY=USER on z/VSE systems.
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DC/UCF Setup Procedures

The following procedures are required for z/OS operating systems. They are not required on z/VSE operating systems
because the primary key for each partition is unique.

1. Set up a PPT entry for the CV startup module (RHDCOMVS) to specify any KEY other than the CICS protect key
(usually 8). The key for the CV startup module should normally be 4.
For more information on specifying a CV startup key, see Storage Key Considerations for z/OS CSA subpools.

2. Set the CV SYSGEN SYSTEM statement STORAGE KEY IS parameter to any KEY other than the KEY specified for
item 1.

3. Link the CV STARTUP module in an APF authorized library. The CV STARTUP JCL should contain only this APF
AUTH library in the STEPLIB. Other loadlibs should be concatenated under CDMSLIB. Note that the STARTUP
module must reside in an authorized library, however, the load module may or may not be authorized (that is, linked
with AC(1)).
For more information, see Creating a Secured CA IDMS System on z/OS in the section "Getting Started" in the
Installing section -- z/OS.

CICS Threadsafe Support
Contents

CA IDMS is enhanced with CICS threadsafe support that allows threadsafe application programs to use multiple open
TCBs while accessing CA IDMS.

Threadsafe Concepts

CICS Transaction Server for z/0S (CTS) provides a method for multiple CTS transactions to run simultaneously on
separate TCBs. Application programs that are eligible to run in this mode are described as threadsafe. For more
information on the CTS threadsafe operation, see the appropriate IBM documentation. A brief overview of this IBM feature
as it relates to the CA IDMS interface is described in the next section.

Historically, all CICS application programs ran on the same TCB, which allowed only one program task to execute at any
given instant. While multiple tasks could be active, only one task could execute instructions on a CPU. Under CTS, IBM
has introduced the concept of threadsafe application programs that can be run on open TCBs, thus allowing multiple
programs to execute simultaneously on different CPUs.

A program that is declared with the CONCURRENCY(THREADSAFE) attribute is considered to be eligible to run on an
open TCB, but this attribute alone is not enough to cause the program to do so. Various conditions exist that cause a
threadsafe program to execute on an open TCB. Three of the most common cases are the following:

• Define an application program with the API(OPENAPI) attribute. This attribute is only available in CTS V3.1 and later.
• Invoke a Task Related User Exit (TRUE) that has been enabled with the API(OPENAPI) attribute.
• Access a DB2 database using DB2 Version 6 or later. This is a special instance of the previous case because DB2

executes as a TRUE exit.

When a task begins to run on an open TCB, it continues to run until one of the following occurs:

• A non-threadsafe command is executed
• An EXEC CICS RETURN is made to a non-threadsafe program
• A particular point is reached during CICS task termination processing

A threadsafe command is one which can be executed on an open TCB. A program defined as threadsafe can issue a
non-threadsafe command. However, issuing a non-threadsafe command causes the task to be switched to run on the QR
(single-threaded) TCB. This can cause performance degradation, particularly if a lot of TCB switching is done.
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If a threadsafe program defined with API(CICSAPI) is switched to the QR TCB, it stays there unless another OPENAPI
TRUE exit is invoked. If a threadsafe program defined with API(OPENAPI) is switched to the QR TCB, it switches back to
the open TCB when control is returned to the application program after execution of the non-threadsafe command.

CA IDMS Support for Threadsafe Applications

The CA IDMS interface modules that run in a CTS region have been enhanced to be threadsafe. Threadsafe application
programs, that is, programs defined with the CONCURRENCY(THREADSAFE) attribute can use this enhancement to
obtain increased throughput.

An application program that is running on an open TCB can access CA IDMS without switching to the single-threaded QR
TCB. A new option, TRUEAPI, is provided to allow the first CA IDMS access by a task to force a switch to an open TCB.
If the interface has been called by a program defined as threadsafe, the program continues to run on the open TCB after
return from the CA IDMS call. For more information on the TRUEAPI option, see IDMSINTC.

CTS has rules and guidelines on whether an application program can or should be defined with
CONCURRENCY(THREADSAFE) or API(OPENAPI) attributes or both. Before defining your own programs as
THREADSAFE or OPENAPI, be sure to consult the appropriate IBM documentation.

The use of CA IDMS with an otherwise threadsafe program does not cause integrity problems and can provide significant
performance improvement. Depending on the nature of the application, however, it may not improve performance and
could conceivably cause performance degradation. In addition, if a client-written application program is declared to be
threadsafe and the program itself violates the rules for threadsafe programs, the results are unpredictable.

NOTE
A few cases exist where the CA IDMS interfaceissues CICS commands that force a switch to the QR TCB. For
more information, see IDMSINTC Interface Considerations.

IDMSINTC Interface Considerations

You can enter the IDMSINTC interface program using one of the following methods:

• Through the PLT or by invocation of a transaction that starts the IDMSINTC interface. By invoking IDMSINTC in
this way, it is not threadsafe, so the program cannot be defined as THREADSAFE. See the sample definition of
PROGRAM(IDMSINTC) in member CICSCSD in the installed CA IDMS source library.

• Through a branch entry from the application program using the IDMSCINT stub program. This entry functions as an
extension of the calling program with the same program attributes. This includes the THREADSAFE and OPENAPI
attributes.

Except for a few cases, discussed in Non-threadsafe Instructions, the IDMSINTC interface does not issue any non-
threadsafe commands. Therefore, if IDMSINTC is entered on an open TCB, it stays on the open TCB throughout its
execution and return to the application program.

When a task makes its first CA IDMS call, IDMSINTC invokes the CA IDMS TRUE exit. This exit is always enabled with
the THREADSAFE attribute. The TRUEAPI=OPEN parameter is provided on the CICSOPT macro that causes the exit to
also be enabled with the OPENAPI attribute. For more information on the TRUEAPI parameter, see CICSOPT Syntax.

If TRUEAPI=OPEN is specified, the first CA IDMS call in each task causes a switch to an open TCB. If the application
program is defined as threadsafe, the interface continues to execute on that open TCB through its return to the application
program.

Non-threadsafe Instructions

A few cases exist where invocation of the CA IDMS interface from an application program causes a non-threadsafe
instruction to be issued. If the application program is defined as THREADSAFE, but not OPENAPI, the interface continues
to execute on the QR TCB through return to the application program. If the application program is defined as OPENAPI,
CICS switches to the QR TCB during execution of the non-threadsafe instruction and back to the open TCB after
completion of the instruction. The interface continues to run on the open TCB through return to the application program.
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The following cases can cause a non-threadsafe instruction to be issued:

• If the CICSOPT macro specifies a value other than IMMEDIATE on the TIMEOUT parameter, an EXEC CICS START
TRANSACTION is issued at task termination. This is not an important performance consideration because there will be
no return to an application program, and CICS always switches to the QR TCB at some point during task termination.

• If a ROLLBACK command is issued when AUTOCMT=ON is in effect, an EXEC CICS SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK is
issued.

• Certain error conditions can cause a message to be written using an EXEC CICS WRITEQ TD command. These
conditions are rare in a production system.

• If DEBUG=ON is specified in the CICSOPT macro or IDMSDBUG=ON is specified as a SYSIDMS runtime parameter,
various information is written using the EXEC CICS WRITEQ TD command. These options are usually used only
in special situations when Technical Support personnel need diagnostic information to resolve a problem. For more
information on using an alternative parameter value of DEBUG=QTS, see CICSOPT syntax.

CA IDMS Applications Which Must Not Be Declared Threadsafe

Some CICS application programs that access CA IDMS are not threadsafe. This can be the case even if these programs
do not violate any of the restrictions of CICS threadsafe processing. Unpredictable results can occur if such a program is
defined as THREADSAFE to CICS.

The limitations are as follows:

• Application programs that access CA IDMS via an IDMSINTL interface are not threadsafe.
• An early version of the release 12.0 IDMSCINT macro did not have the SSC12 parameter. An IDMSCINT application

stub program compiled with this version of the macro can be entered from an application program that uses either a
R10.2-format Subschema Control (with 16-character names) or a R12.0-format Subschema Control (with 18-character
names). Any such application program is not threadsafe.
Later versions of the IDMSCINT macro that do contain the SSC12 parameter do not cause a program to become non-
threadsafe. If a program is compiled with SUBSCHEMA-NAMES LENGTH IS 18, it must be linked with an IDMSCINT
module that was assembled specifying SSC12=YES.
If an application program is otherwise threadsafe, but it has been linked with an early R12.0 IDMSCINT module, the
program can be declared threadsafe if it is relinked replacing the old IDMSCINT module with one created with a new
IDMSCINT macro.

UCF Front-end ( UCFCICS) Considerations

The UCF Front-end program does not violate any threadsafe rules and can be declared as a THREADSAFE or OPENAPI
program. It does, however, issue various non-threadsafe commands, such as terminal I/O commands. Therefore, for best
performance, it should be defined with CONCURRENCY(QUASIRENTRANT).

Distributed Processing with UDASCIC Considerations

The distributed processing program created with the #UDASCIC macro rarely issues a non-threadsafe command and is a
good candidate to declare as a THREADSAFE or OPENAPI program. However, this program does issue a non-threadsafe
command when a 1473 Error-Status is received from the CA IDMS interface because of a MAXERUS condition on the CA
IDMS central version. In this case, the program waits by continuing to issue EXEC CICS DELAY INTERVAL(1) commands
until the condition is alleviated or 100 attempts have been made.

CICS Abort Session Program Considerations

The CICS Abort Session Program is created by compiling the #UCFCICZ program and can be declared as a
THREADSAFE and OPENAPI program.

The #UCFCICZ macro generates some code that is not compliant with the recommended usage with CICS Transaction
Server. This code can cause problems with applications that are associated with a bridge facility. To provide compatibility
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with previous methods of calling #UCFCICZ from CICS error programs, two new parameters are added to the #UCFCICZ
macro: PASSVAL and BRIDGE. To prevent the #UCFCICZ macro from issuing non-threadsafe commands, we
recommend that you compile it with the PASSVAL=TERMID parameter.

NOTE
For more information, see CICS Abort Session Program.

IDMSRSYN Resynchronization Program Considerations

IDMSRSYN is threadsafe, but because it issues non-threadsafe commands, it should not be defined as OPENAPI.

Implementing CA IDMS DMLO in Multiple CVs Under CICS
This section describes how to install CA IDMS DMLO on multiple CVs under CICS.

To install CA IDMS DMLO on multiple CVs

1. Create additional copies of the DMLO CICS front end load module by linking USDTPIF5 with the version of IDMSCINT
that interfaces with the desired CA IDMS CV. Name each DMLO front end with a unique suffix, for example,
USDTPIFA.

2. All CICS definitions for DMLO are provided in install member CAGJSAMP (USDCICS).  USDCICS should be input to
the CICS System Definition utility, DFHCSDUP.  If multiple USDTPIFx modules are created for access to multiple CVs
from a single CICS, definitions for program USDTPIF5 and transaction DMLO can be used as samples.

3. Add a unique transaction code to the PCT for each DMLO CICS front end module. The first three characters of the
transaction codes must be unique to CA IDMS DMLO. The fourth character of each transaction code must be unique
to for each front-end module. Distribution source library member USDPCT can be modified for this purpose.

NOTE
CA IDMS DMLO also delivers modules USDTPIF2 and USDTPIF3. Module names USDTPIF2 and USDTPIF3
cannot be used.

CICS Transient Data Queue Considerations

CA IDMS CSD File Transient Data Queue (TDQUEUE) for IDMSDBUG must be defined and opened for any tracing to
appear. The CICSCSD member in CAGJSRC contains the following definition for the TD queue:

 DEFINE TDQUEUE(DBUG)

        GROUP(IDMSGRP)

        TYPE(EXTRA)

        DDNAME(DEBUG)

        BLOCKSIZE(1024)

        RECORDSIZE(1020)

        RECORDFORMAT(VARIABLE)

        BLOCKFORMAT(UNBLOCKED)

        OPENTIME(DEFERRED)

        ERROROPTION(IGNORE)

        TYPEFILE(OUTPUT)

        DISPOSITION(SHR)

        DATABUFFERS(1)

 This Transient Data Queue can be opened at CICS startup by specifying OPENTIME(INITIAL) syntax. The
Transient Data Queue must be manually opened through CEMT SET TD(DBUG) or EXEC CICS SET TDQUEUE if
OPENTIME(DEFERRED) syntax is used in defining the TDQUEUE. 
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Tracing for a CICS Transaction

Tracing for specific CA IDMS DML or SQL programs in a CICS® transaction can be isolated without tracing all CA IDMS
programs running in CICS.

The SYSIDMS parameter IDMSIN01_ONLY causes DML or SQL tracing to be limited to programs that call IDMSIN01
specifying TRACE. 

Use IDMSIN01_ONLY with DMLTRACE=ON or SQLTRACE=ON. IDMSIN01 calls to activate or deactivate the trace can
be made at any time, and an active run unit is not required 

Tracing ends by calling IDMSIN01 specifying NOTRACE or when the transaction terminates. For more information about
activating or deactivating the DML or SQL trace, see https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/
ca-mainframe-software/database-management/ca-idms-reference/19-0/callable-services-reference/idmsin01.html.

IDMS User Exits
Predefined user exits allow sites to call user-written routines (user exit routines) at predefined times during DC/UCF
system execution. User exits allow for a variety of site-specific processing, including security checks, automatic display of
system news at signon, and additional statistics collection.

For example, you can write a user exit routine that's executed immediately before system statistics are written to the log.
The user exit routine can read current statistics records, reformat and add to selected records, and send an additional
message to the log recording information of specific interest at your site.

Types of user exits

This section describes the following types of user exits that are available:

• DB exits allow users to receive control during database operations.
• DC/UCF exits allow users to receive control during system operations.
• CICS exits allow users to receive control during the processing of requests for CA IDMS data from a CICS Transaction

Server.
• Tools exits allow CA IDMS Tools to perform special processing.
• Numbered exits allow users to receive control during system operations and during execution of user-written programs.

Costs associated with user exits

Individual sites can use user exits to obtain information on the internal operations of CA IDMS, and, to some degree,
customize CA IDMS. Each site must evaluate whether the benefits associated with user exits outweigh the costs; the
costs include:

• Implementation and testing
• Performance
• Recompilation and retrofit in the event that CA IDMS managed control blocks change; this cost directly affects how

quickly a site can upgrade to a new release

Control blocks

To write user exit routines, you must be familiar with both the layout and runtime usage of control blocks. When a user exit
is called, the user exit routine can access information from system control blocks. During execution, a user exit routine
can return information to control blocks, for later use by other programs. The portion of a user exit routine that accesses
control blocks and registers must be coded in Assembler.

More Information
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• For more information on layouts and descriptions of system control blocks, see the Reference section and the CA
IDMS DSECT Reference section.

• For more information on using Assembler in the DC/UCF environment, see the CA IDMS DML Reference section for
Assembler.

Named User Exit Enablement

To facilitate applying system maintenance, user-written exits are linked separately from the code that invokes the exit.

All named user-written exits are linked with IDMSUXIT, which is a list of VCONs that address the exits to be invoked.
Numbered user exits, exits invoked in the CICS environment, the SVC exit, and exits that are loaded dynamically are not
linked with IDMSUXIT. To enable the use of other named exits, you need to link your exit module with IDMSUXIT and
place it in your custom load library, and then include this in your STEPLIB concatenation for batch jobs and in CDMSLIB
for Central Version startup.

You can determine the named exits that are enabled within a DC/UCF system using the DCPROFIL system task.

Entry Point Names
The following table identifies the exits that can be linked with IDMSUXIT and the name of the entry point that must be
used in each case.

Exit Entry Point Name
User ID exit for batch jobs using the 10.2 services interface BTCIDXIT
RELOAD error exit DBLUEREX
IDD batch compiler exit * IDDEXITB
IDD online compiler exit * IDDEXITO
ARCHIVE JOURNAL exit IDMSAJNX
IDMSCALC exit IDMSCLCX
IDMSDBIO duplex exit IDMSDPLX
IDMSDBIO IO statistics exit IDMSIOXT
IDMSDBIO I/O exit IDMSIOX2
IDMSDBIO journal exit IDMSJNL2
OLQ DML exit OLQDMLX
Schema batch compiler exit* SCHEXITB
Schema online compiler exit* SCHEXITO
Subschema batch compiler exit * SUBEXITB
Subschema online compiler exit * SUBEXITO
SYSGEN batch compiler exit * SGNEXITB
SYSGEN online compiler exit * SGNEXITO
Ticker exit TCKREXIT
User ID exit for batch jobs USRIDXIT
Wait exit WAITEXIT
Write to operator exit ** WTOEXIT
Write to operator reply exit ** WTOREXIT

* See the section Compiler Exits and Entry Points
**See the section Enabling WTOEXIT and WTOREXIT
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Compiler Exits and Entry Points

Each compiler calls separate exit entry points in each of the batch and online environments. If you have separate exit
modules for each compiler and each environment, you must change their entry points as indicated in the table in Entry
Point Names. There are two ways you can change an entry point:

• Change the entry point name in the source code and recompiling the program.
• Use appropriate binder directives to change the entry point name when including the exit module in the link of

IDMSUXIT.

We recommend changing the program source code and recompiling.

If you use the same exit module for more than one compiler or in more than one environment, you can continue to do so
by changing the exit module to include entry points for each of the compilers and environments in which the module is to
be used. Alternatively, you can use binder directives to change the name of one or more external references to match the
name of your module’s entry point in IDMSUXIT. We recommend changing your exit program.

WTOEXIT and WTOREXIT Implementation

There are three ways you can implement WTO and WTOR exits:

1. By linking your exit routines with IDMSUXIT.
2. By specifying the name of the WTO and WTOR exits using DC/UCF system startup parameters.
3. In z/VSE, by linking your exit routines as phases WTOEXIT and/or WTOREXIT.

NOTE
If the second or third technique is used, CA IDMS dynamically loads the exit modules during startup and ignores
any corresponding exit routine linked with IDMSUXIT.

For more information on using an OPS/MVS API rule as a replacement for the WTOEXIT, see the Appendix Sample OPS/
MVS API rule. This can lead to improved performance when using the CA IDMS zIIP feature.

Note: You must link your exit modules with IDMSUXIT if you want to invoke the WTO and WTOR exits in batch jobs.

IDMSUXIT Module Creation
To create an IDMSUXIT module, link each exit you want to activate with the IDMSUXIT object and name the resulting
module IDMSUXIT. If nothing is included, no named exits are active, which is equivalent to the installed version of the
module. See IDMSUXIT in the sample JCL in the installation file.

DB Exits
Contents

DB user exits allow the site to call site-specific database processing routines. You must associate each user exit routine
with a user exit entry point as described in the previous section. These entry points are predefined by the system.

To include a DB user exit routine in the system, do the following:

1. Code the routine based on the information presented in this section.
2. Link edit the entry point with IDMSUXIT.

At runtime, the system calls a user exit routine by means of the predefined entry point for the exit. After the exit routine is
performed, control returns to the calling module.

If you do not link edit a given user exit entry point with IDMSUSXIT, the user exit is bypassed at runtime, except for
WTOEXIT and WTOREXIT, which can be loaded dynamically. In this case, database operations continue without
interruption.
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DB user exits are listed in the following table and described individually after the table.

Registers 2 through 13: If any of these DB exits use registers 2 through 13, ensure that the exit routine saves and
restores the contents of these registers.

Entry point CA IDMS module Usage of exit
IDMSAJNX IDMSUAJN To review journal records
IDMSCLCX IDMSDBMS To compute a CALC key target page
IDMSDPLX IDMSDBIO To maintain duplicate journal and/or

database files
IDMSIOXT IDMSDBIO To read I/O statistics associated with a

database file
IDMSIOX2 IDMSDBIO To capture I/O statistics, maintain duplicate

database or journal files, to replace normal
I/O calls with calls issued by this exit

IDMSJNL2 IDMSDBIO To write a second journal file

IDMSAJNX

Entry point

• IDMSAJNX
IDMSUAJN calls this user exit immediately after a journal is archived (offloaded) from disk to tape.

Sample uses

IDMSAJNX can be called to review journal records to do the following:

• Collect statistics on database activities
• Collect audit trail information on database usage

Journal record control block

When IDMSAJNX is called, register 1 points to a fullword that contains the address of the journal record control block.
This control block is described by copybook #JTRDS.

More Information

• For more information on journaling and journal record types, see the Database Administering section.
• For more information on the layout of journal records, see the DSECT Reference section.

IDMSCLCX

Entry point

• IDMSCLCX
IDMSDBMS and IDMSUTIL call this user exit routine each time a program requests a CALC key target page.
The IDMSCLCX exit routine receives database information and the CALC key for the record. From this information, the
exit routine can calculate the target-page value.

Sample uses

IDMSCLCX can be called to perform a user-written CALC routine as follows:

• Access database and CALC information passed to IDMSCLCX without calculating a target page. To do this, the
IDMSCLCX exit routine:
a. Reads information passed by control blocks
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b. Prepares the system to execute the standard CALC routine by returning binary zeros to the target-page field in the
CALC key record control block

c. Returns control to IDMSDBMS
After control returns to IDMSDBMS, the standard CA IDMS CALC routine (IDMSCALC) is invoked if the target-page
field contains binary zeros.

• Compute a target CALC page. To do this, the IDMSCLCX user exit routine:
a. Computes a target page by using:

• Database definitions from the CALC key record control block
• The actual CALC key value from the CALC key control block

b. Returns the computed target-page number to the system. This is accomplished by placing the page number in the
target-page field of the CALC key record control block.

c. Returns control to IDMSDBMS.
The standard CA IDMS CALC routine is not invoked for the record when the target-page field returns with values other
than binary zeros.

Parameters

When IDMSCLCX is called, register 1 points to a parameter list that contains the following two fullword address constants
(ADCONs):

• The first address constant contains the address of the CALC-key record control block. This control block contains the
information listed below.

Field Field description
Target page (full word) Suggested page number for storage of the record occurrence

Initialized by the system to binary zeroes
High page (fullword) The number of the highest page on which the record occurrence

can be stored, as specified in the schema WITHIN clause
Low page (fullword) The number of the lowest page on which the record occurrence

can be stored, as specified in the schema WITHIN clause.
CALC-key length (halfword) The length, in bytes, of the CALC-key value
Record ID (halfword) The ID assigned to the record type in the schema.
Area name (16-byte alphanumeric field) The name of the area to which the record type is assigned

• The second address constant contains the address of the CALC-key control block. This control block contains the
CALC-key value, which is alphanumeric of varying length.

Considerations

When you define the IDMSCLCX routine to the operating system, remember that the routine must be reentrant if it will be
stored in the following areas:

• z/OS -- The link pack area (LPA)
• z/VSE -- The shared virtual area (SVA)

IDMSDPLX

Entry point

• IDMSDPLX
IDMSDBIO calls this routine:
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– At file open time
– At file close time
– At disk write time (twice for each disk write)
– At the time of an I/O error (when the SYNAD exit is called)

At disk write time, control passes to the IDMSDPLX entry point immediately before IDMSDBIO issues the WRITE. Then,
immediately after the WRITE, control passes again to IDMSDPLX before the #WAIT and CHECK macros are issued.

Sample uses

IDMSDPLX can be called to maintain duplicate database and/or journal files. The responsibilities of the IDMSDPLX user
exit routine include:

• Acquiring variable storage needed by the routine
• Defining and allocating duplicate files
• Opening, closing, and writing to the duplicate files
• Managing I/O, recovery, and archival of the duplicate files

Parameters

When the IDMSDPLX entry point is called, registers 1 and 13 point to the following information:

Register 1 points to a parameter list that contains the following information:

• Parameter 1 -- The exit function:
– 0 -- File open
– 1 -- File close
– 2 -- After disk write
– 3 -- Before disk write
– 4 -- When the SYNAD exit is called

• Parameter 2 -- The address of the current file control block (FCB) or journal control block (JCB).
The address (storage anchor) of user storage is given in the following locations:
– FCBUSER (fullword) in the FCB
– JCBUSER (fullword) in the JCB

• Parameter 3 -- The address of the global storage anchor (DMCUSR in the DSECT) in the DMCL table (DMC).
• Parameter 4 -- The address of the current buffer memory area (BMA).
• Parameter 5 -- The address of the fullword of reentrant storage. The storage is located in the work area of the

IDMSDBIO variable information block (VIB).
• Parameter 6 -- The address of the file status block (FST).

Register 13 points to the current entry in the task's TCE stack (as when a database procedure is called) for functions 0
through 3.

When function 4 "When the SYNAD exit is called", register 13 will point to 18 words in TCE. No stack size checking will be
in effect if a #GETSTK or #CALL is executed for this function.

Registers R8 through R14 should be preserved by the duplex exit for all functions and control should be returned through
R14.

Considerations

IDMSDBIO checks the availability of stack storage before calling IDMSDPLX (and before executing a WRITE). If sufficient
storage does not exist, IDMSDBIO abends the task thread that is currently writing to the database or journal. The TCE
stack size should be increased if this type of abend recurs.

Call IDMSDPLX by means of the following instruction:
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BALR R14, R15

Control is passed to the IDMSDPLX exit in 31-bit mode. Ensure the exit changes the AMODE to 24-bit mode before
issuing any I/O commands if EXCP-level I/O is not being used. Then ensure that the exit restores the previous AMODE at
the completion of the I/O command.

The z/OS operating system requires that all files be opened or closed by the address space or partition's main task. If the
IDMSDPLX exit will issue any OPEN or CLOSE macros for duplex files, it is the user's responsibility to insure that affinity
is set to the CV's main task. This is especially important when multitasking is employed by the CV. To set affinity, do the
following:

• If any DCBs or ACBs are opened by the exit, surround each OPEN with a pair of #AFFINITY macros as shown below:

#AFFINITY SET,SCA=MAINTASK,RGSV=...

OPEN...

#AFFINITY RELEASE,RGSV...

Multiple OPENs may be coded between the two #AFFINITY macros and code other than OPENs may be included, but
no CV or DC macros may be coded in the instruction path between the two #AFFINITY macros.

• Similarly, any OS CLOSE macros must be enclosed between a pair of #AFFINITY macros as shown below:

#AFFINITY SET,SCANUM=MAINTASK,RGSV=...

CLOSE...

#AFFINITY RELEASE,RGSV...

Multiple CLOSEs may be coded within a single pair of #AFFINITY macros but no CV or DC macros may appear
between them.

The 'RGSV=' parameter names any registers in the range 2 through 8, which should be preserved across the #AFFINITY
macro. For example, if you want to save registers R2 through R8, the parameter would be coded like this:

,RGSV=(R2-R8)

Individual registers can be saved by coding the desired registers separated by a comma (,):

,RGSV=(R3,R5)

IDMSIOXT

Entry point

• IDMSIOXT
IDMSDBIO calls this entry point before each disk read or write operation.
Sample uses:
The IDMSIOXT user exit can be called to capture I/O statistics associated with a database file.
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Parameters

When IDMSIOXT is called:

• Register 1 contains the address of a fullword that points to one of the following:
– File control block (FCB)
– Journal control block (JCB)

• Register 4 contains:
– 0 -- A read is being performed
– 4 -- A write is being performed

IDMSIOX2

Entry Point

• IDMSIOX2
IDMSDBIO calls this exit when any of the following occur:
– Prior to a file open command
– Prior to a file close command
– Prior to an I/O call (Both Read and Write)
– Prior to a #WAIT/CHECK on an I/O call
– After a #WAIT/CHECK on an I/O Call (indicating whether the I/O was successful or in error)
– When a read is satisfied from cache instead of doing an I/O
– After a write to cache call on a WRITE I/O

This exit is NOT called for native VSAM files.

Sample uses

You can use this exit as follows:

• In place of or in addition to the exits: IDMSDPLX, IDMSJNL2, and IDMSIOXT.
• Maintain a duplicate database and/or journal file.
• Capture I/O statistics.
• Replace the normal I/O calls that CA IDMS issues with I/O calls issued by the exit.
• Force a file into input mode.

Calling the exit

This exit uses standard CA IDMS/DC system mode calling conventions. Use a #CALL statement to call this exit. You must
compile the exit with the #MOPT ENV=SYS macro. The entry point must be defined using a #START macro and control
returned using a #RTN macro.

You should code the #START macro with the MPMODE=CALLER option to reduce call overhead and to preserve the
current MPMODE lock, if any, that may be held by the current task.

Using the exit with XA systems

On XA systems, the exit is called in Amode 31. If the exit issues CA IDMS/DC calls or when the control is returned, the
same Amode must be in effect.

Using the exit in multitasking systems

In a multitasking system, it is the exit's responsibility to establish affinity on the correct TCB before issuing OPEN and
CLOSE macros. You can use the #AFFINITY macro for this.

The only resources locked for the current task (TCE) are the storage owned by the current task, and in the case of an
open or close call, the FCB/JCB. It is the responsibility of the exit to control concurrent access to other resources.
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To avoid putting CA IDMS/DC into an opsys wait use the #WAIT macro on an ECB before doing any opsys function that
may wait on that ECB.

Shared or memory cache

If a file is defined to be in a shared cache (Parallel Sysplex environment) or memory cache, IDMSDBIO continues to read
from and write to the cache even if the physical I/O is suppressed by the exit. Depending on how you use the exit, this
may or may not be desirable. For instance I/O's written to a shadow file should not be written to a shared cache because
that could corrupt the primary file through another CV, but writing the same I/O's to a non-shared memory cache may be
desirable. It is the responsibility of the exit to disable undesirable caching at open time. You can do this by setting the
correct flags in #IOX2DS parameter list.

Pages in cache buffer

If a page being read is in a cache buffer, the physical I/O is bypassed. As a result, the calls to the Pre-Read and Pre-
Read-Check exits are not made. However, the Post-Read exit is called with a flag set in the parameter list indicating this
condition.

After a successful write, if the page is successfully written to the cache, the Post-Write exit is called a second time after
the cache write, with the IOX2CAC flag set. If the cache write fails, the write I/O error exit is called with the IOX2CAC flag
set, even if the I/O was successful and the Post-Write exit was called.

Prefetch enabled

When Prefetch is enabled for a file, multiple reads may be issued for a file before a CHECK is done. The work storage
associated with an I/O on the Pre-Read exit remains constant for the pre-read and post-read calls for the same I/O, but
other storage could change.

The Pre-Read exit precedes IDMSQSAM processing. If the Read is suppressed, it bypasses IDMSQSAM processing
as well as the normal Read. If IDMSQSAM finds the record, the Pre-Check exit is still called, but the I/O on the primary
file will have completed. If IDMSQSAM is enabled and the IOX2 exit is waiting on any I/O, it may negate the benefits of
IDMSQSAM.

When I/O to a primary file does not require a check macro to be issued, for example, VSAM under DOS or QSAM, the
Pre-Check exit is called anyway. In this case, a flag is set in the IOX2 parameter list indicating that the I/O is complete.

Input mode processing

A database file can be forced into input mode by using the Pre-Open exit to set the IOX2INPUT flag. The #IOX2DS copy
book documents this flag. The file is opened in input mode and remains that way even if writes are attempted on the file.
The Pre-Write exit can be used to intercept writes to the file; otherwise, any writes to the file will fail.

The Pre-Write exit can force the file to be reopened on the next write by setting the IOX2REOPEN flag. The file remains in
the current mode for the current write, but the next write closes and reopens the file. If the file is not forced to input mode
again, it is opened in update mode to satisfy the write.

User anchor words

The exit is provided with an address of a work field at the system level, another at the file level, and a third at the I/O
level. The exit should not rely on any of these work fields residing in a particular control block. The exit should use the
addresses provided in the parameter list.

We recommend that the work fields at the system level and the file level be used with the following rules:

• The word is used to anchor storage, not to store data.
• The storage should contain an 8-byte prefix:
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– CL4'xxxx' -- An eyecatcher unique to the storage.
– A(0) -- A "next" address for future storage.
– 0X -- User fields would follow.

• The first exit would anchor its storage in the word provided by the exit. If another exit also needed to anchor storage at
the same level, it would follow the chain of user storage blocks and chain its storage to the last block in the chain.

• The four-byte eyecatcher should be unique to each block of storage, so an exit can identify its own storage.
• Once allocated a storage block should not be deleted, as this could break the chain.

The I/O level work field remains constant for the life of an I/O, but it is not guaranteed to last beyond the Post-I/O exit call.
So you should not use this field to chain storage as you would with the more permanent work fields. The concern is that
as storage comes, goes, and is reused, it is difficult to maintain a reliable chain.

You should not issue #GETSTG statements for each I/O call because this can affect performance.

Register usage

The following are the standard IDMS/DC conventions:

• R15/R14 contain entry point and return addresses. These are automatically handled by the #START and #RTN
macros.

• R15 -- On Exit must contain a return code value.
• R13 -- Current stack pointer.
• R12 -- Base register for exit after #START.
• R11 -- A register automatically saved across DC calls.
• R10 -- CSA - Do not modify.
• R9 -- TCE - Do not modify.
• R8 -- R2 -- Available. They were saved prior to calling IDMSIOX2; no guarantee as to content.
• R1 -- Parameters - On entry.
• R0 -- No guarantee as to content.

Parameters

When the IDMSIOX2 exit is called, R1 points to a parameter list described by the #IOX2DS copy book. The parameter list
contains the following information:

• A function code defining when the exit was called:

0 -- Pre File Open

1 -- Pre File Close

2 -- Pre Read

3 -- Pre Read Check

4 -- Post Read

5 -- Read I/O Error

6 -- Pre Write

7 -- Pre Write Check

8 -- Post Write
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9 -- Write I/O Error.

• Flags that are used in some situations to coordinate control between IDMSDBIO and IDMSIOX2.
• The address of:

– A fullword associated with the system, for exit use.
– A fullword associated with the file, for exit use.
– A fullword associated with a specific I/O, for exit use.
– The current FCB/JCB.
– The IOP.
– A list of buffer addresses and RBNs to be read/written. The last pair is marked with the X'80000000' bit in the buffer

address.

Return codes

On return from the exit, R15 should contain one of the following values:

• 0 -- No Errors, Proceed with normal processing. Supported on all functions.
• 4 -- No Errors, Suppress next I/O function. Supported on the "Pre" functions; for example, pre-open, pre-read, pre-

check, etc.
• 8 -- I/O Error. Supported on I/O functions only. IDMSDBIO behaves as if an I/O error had occurred on this file, returning

a 30xx code to its caller.
• 12 -- Retry an I/O after an error. Supported on the I/O Error function only.

I/O error function

The IDMSIOX2 exit is called with the I/O Error function when an I/O error occurs on the primary file. No information on the
error is passed.

This function is provided so the IDMSIOX2 exit can Cleanup or Wait on a pending I/O. You can also use this function to
issue a request to retry the I/O. For example, suppose this exit were being used for duplexing. When the function requests
to try the I/O in error again, the exit could suppress the I/O to the primary file when it retries the I/O and satisfy it from the
duplex file.

Suppressing I/O

With the IDMSIOX2 exit, it is possible to suppress the I/O normally generated by IDMSDBIO. However it is the exit's
responsibility to handle the I/O itself.

For example the Pre-Read exit is called passing the address of a buffer and the RBN of the page that needs to be read
into that file. The exit could issue the read to a duplex file and suppress the read to the primary file.

When the Pre-Read-Check exit is called, the exit would #WAIT on the ECB associated with its read. When complete,
it could fill in the DBIO buffer and then suppress the DBIO CHECK. IDMSDBIO would then behave as if it had read the
block itself. The Post-Read exit would not be needed in this case and could simply return. Or it could verify that the
contents were in sync with its own version of the page.

IDMSJNL2

Entry point

• IDMSJNL2
IDMSDBIO calls this routine as follows:
– Once before the journal buffer is written to the standard journal file
– Once after the journal buffer is written to the standard journal file, which lets the exit know if the I/O to the standard

journal file was successful
– When the standard journal file is closed
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Control passes to the IDMSJNL2 entry point before the journal buffer is written to the standard journal file. At sites
where an IDMSJNL2 user exit routine is not used, the journal buffer is written only to the standard journal file.

Sample uses

IDMSJNL2 can be used to write a duplicate journal file to perform the following functions:

• Collect statistical information
• Copy journal records as they are being written
• Create a backup journal in case of a permanent I/O error on a disk journal file

To make output from an IDMSJNL2 user exit routine available to the ROLLBACK and ROLLFORWARD utility
statements, compile a DMCL module that defines an archive journal with a block size equal to the size of the blocks
written by the exit routine.

NOTE
For more information on these utilities, see the Administrating section.

Parameters

When IDMSJNL2 is called, register 1 points to a parameter list that contains the following information:

• Parameter 1 -- Points to an address constant that contains the address of the journal control block. This is the only
parameter passed if the high order bit is on. The length of the journal control block is always fixed and equals the
length of the journal record, as defined in the DMCL. The journal control block contains the information listed in the
following table.
Note: The journal control block resides in XA storage.

Field Field description
Block length (halfword) The length, in bytes, of significant journal data (see below)

contained in the journal control block.
This length includes the block-length halfword and the system-
reserved-area halfword.
The block length is -1 (negative one) if the standard journal file is
being closed.

(halfword) System-reserved area.
Journal data (one or more alphanumeric journal records) The journal records being written to the second journal file:

The length of the journal data section is fixed. The length equals
the buffer size, as described for the journal file in the DMCL,
minus 4 bytes.
The length of actual data in this section is given in the block length
halfword (see above).
If the journal data written to the journal control block does not
completely fill the journal data section, the rest of the section
contains undefined data.

• Parameter 2 -- Indicates if the standard journal file I/O was successful (0) or unsuccessful (X'00000BC3', which is
equivalent to error code 3011).

Considerations

Output produced by an IDMSJNL2 user exit routine cannot be used by the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility or for automatic
recovery purposes.

The IDMSJNL2 user exit impacts the reentrancy of IDMSDBIO. If IDMSJNL2 performs an I/O function, the central version
does not service any active transactions until the I/O is completed.
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DC/UCF Exits

DC/UCF user exits allow the site to call site-specific system processing routines. You must associate each user exit
routine with a user exit entry point. These entry points are predefined by the system.

To include a DC/UCF user exit routine other than IDMSSVCX in the system, do the following:

1. Code the routine based on the information presented in this section.
2. Link edit the entry point with IDMSUXIT.

To include the IDMS SVC exit routine in the system on z/OS and z/VM systems, link it with the SVC as described in
IDMSSVCX." On z/VSE systems, assemble and link the exit routine as a standalone program.

At runtime, the system calls a user exit routine by means of the predefined entry point for the exit. After the exit routine is
performed, control returns to the calling module.

If you do not link edit a given user exit entry point with IDMSUXIT, the user exit is bypassed at runtime, except for
WTOEXIT and WTOREXIT, which can be loaded dynamically. In this case, system operations continue without
interruption.

DC/UCF user exits are listed in the following table and described individually after the table.

Entry point DC/UCF module Usage of exit
IDMSSVCX The CA IDMS SVC (or equivalent module) To capture transaction accounting statistics
TCKREXIT DC/UCF startup module To monitor time-related events
USRIDXIT IDMSSTRT, UCFCICS, or IDMSINTC To modify the user who is to sign on to the

DC/UCF system.
WAITEXIT DC/UCF startup module To monitor operating system waits
WTOEXIT IDMSOS00 or the DC/UCF startup module To review DC/UCF messages
WTOREXIT IDMSOS00 or the DC/UCF startup module To modify operator communications

IDMSSVCX

Entry point

• IDMSSVCX
IDMSSVCX is executed whenever an external request attempts to sign on to any DC/UCF system using the CA IDMS
SVC. IDMSSVCX is called when the external request attempts signon and is entered in the application program's
address space. For z/VM, IDMSSVCX is entered in the virtual machine that is running DC/UCF.

The exit permits you to write information to the following areas:

• z/OS and z/VSE -- To the extension of the external request element (ERE) in the CA IDMS SVC
• z/VM -- To the accounting interface for the z/VM system

The SVC exit can contain multiple routines that each update a new variable item in the SVX (described below). Each
routine should find the beginning of the SVX and then add the value in SVXAMTUS to find the location at which a
new item may be added. Before adding an item, be sure that the total extension length will not exceed the value in
ESESVCXLN. Even the first routine in the exit must use the existing value for the SVXAMTUS since some space in the
extension may have been reserved for internal CA IDMS items.

The total length of all the items added by the SVC exit, including the 4-byte fixed portion of each item, must be added
together to calculate the value for the SVCXLEN parameter on the #SVCOPT macro that is discussed in "Setting Up
Interpartition Communication and the SVC."

Sample uses
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IDMSSVCX can be used to do the following:

• Perform extended user processing of ERUS accounting data. For example, checking the time of day to verify that the
user/job is allowed to run at that time.

• Extract information from online programs. For example, CICS accounting information can be extracted from a CICS
program.

• Handle task statistics records. Information written to the ERE extension is passed to DC/UCF, and the first 40 bytes
of one item subsequently are written to the task statistics record in the system log file. After the log file has been
offloaded to an archive file, data extracted by the IDMSSVCX exit can be used to identify, sort, report on (using DC/
UCF statistics reports), and otherwise manipulate task statistics records.
If an item in the ERE extension has an item id of 'UA', the first 40 bytes of that item are written to the system log file. If
no item has an id of 'UA', then the first 40 bytes of the first item are used.
Task statistics must be enabled at system generation time, as discussed in Statistics.

ERE extension

The ERE extension consists of a 4 byte header followed by a variable number of entries. The header and variable entries
are defined by the SVX DSECT available in the installed source member #SVXDS. The DSECT is as follows:

********************************************************************
***                                                              ***
*  SVX:  SVC EXTENSION DSECT.                                      *
*                                                                  *
***                                                              ***
********************************************************************
SVX      DSECT
********************************************************************
* THE SVC EXTENSION HAS ONE HEADER, AS DESCRIBED BELOW.            *
* NOTE: TOTAL BYTES IN SVC EXSTENTION IS STORED IN ESESVXLN.       *
*       SO, NBR OF FREE BYTES = ESESVXLN - SVXAMTUS.               *
********************************************************************
SVXAMTUS DS    H               AMOUNT OF BYTES USED IN SVC EXTEN.
         DS    H               *UNUSED*
SVXFIXHL EQU   *-SVXAMTUS      LENGTH OF FIXED HEADER.
********************************************************************
* THERE ARE N ITEMS WITHIN THE EXTENSION, N > OR = 0.              *
*                                                                  *
* ADDRESS OF FIRST ITEM = A(ERE) + ESESOXOF + ESESOXLN + SVXFIXHL  *
* ADDRESS OF NEXT  ITEM = CURRENT_ADDR + SVXFIXIL + SVXITMLN       *
*                                                                  *
* "C" IN 1ST BYTE OF SVXITMID MARKS CA IDMS RESERVED ITEMS.        *
* USER DEFINED ITEMS MUST NOT HAVE "C" IN 1ST BYTE OF THE ID.      *
*                                                                  *
* IF AN SVCX ITEM EXISTS WITH AN ID OF "UA", THE FIRST 40 BYTES OF *
* THAT ITEM'S DATA GETS WRITTEN IN THE TASK STATISTICS RECORD.     *
* IF NO "UA" ITEM EXISTS, THE DATA FROM THE FIRST ITEMS GETS USED. *
*                                                                  *
* BEFORE LAYING DOWN A NEW EXTENSION, MAKE SURE THAT YOU DON'T     *
* EXCEED THE LENGTH STORED IN ESESVXLN.                            *
********************************************************************
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SVXITEM  DS    OH              ONE ITEM.
SVXITMLN DS    H               LENGTH OF SVXITEMD.
SVXITMID DS    CL2             ITEMS ID.
SVXUACCT EQU   C'UA'           ID LENGTH FOR USER ACCOUNTING DATA.
SVXFIXIL EQU   *-SVXITEM       LENGTH OF FIXED PART OF ITEM.
SVXITEMD DS    OC              ITEM DATA. LENGTH IS VARIABLE.
         EJECT

Parameters

The following registers pass values to IDMSSVCX:

• Register 1 (z/OS and z/VSE) provides addressability to the local request element (LRE).
Register 1 (z/VM) provides a parameter list of the following control blocks:
– Logical request element (LRE) address, at offset +0
– External request element (ERE) address, at offset +4
– External service element (ESE) address, at offset +8
– z/VM element (VME) address, at offset +12

• Register 2 (z/OS and z/VSE) provides addressability to the external service element (ESE).
• Register 5 (z/OS) provides addressibility to the SVX.
• Register 15 contains either of the following pieces of information:

– z/OS and z/VSE -- Provides addressability to the external request element (ERE)
– z/VM -- Contains the entry-point address

Considerations

A IDMSSVCX routine can be coordinated with the following two numbered exits, which are detailed in System-invoked
Numbered Exits.

• Exit 5 (task termination exit I) can be invoked to extract accounting data at run-unit signoff.
• Exit 14 (bind run unit and ready area exit) can be invoked to perform security checks when a BIND RUN UNIT or

READY AREA statement is issued. For example, exit 14 can cause a transaction to abort based on the job accounting
information collected through IDMSSVCX.

IDMSSVCX can use:

• Register 0
• Register 3
• Register 4 for non-z/OS systems
• Register 5
• Register 10 for z/OS systems

Return codes

None.

IDMSSVCX Examples

A sample IDMSSVCX macro appears below for z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM operating systems. The sample is also available
in the installed CA IDMS source library. Tailor the sample for your operating system environment.

The exit routines in this sample macro extract information from the jobcard associated with each external request unit
signing on to the DC/UCF system.

z/OS sample IDMSSVCX user exit

               MACRO
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&NAME.          IDMSSVCX &VM=NO.,&SVCXLEN=0.,&VSE=NO.
         AIF   ('&VM'. EQ 'YES' AND '&VSE'. EQ 'YES').ERROR
         AIF   ('&VM'. EQ 'YES').VMXIT  ? VM EXIT
         AIF   ('&VSE'. NE 'YES').NOTVSE
****************************************************************
*                                                              *
*  ON ENTRY R1 = A(LRE)                                        *
*           R2 = A(ESE)                                        *
*          R13 = SAME AS WHEN SVC INVOKED                      *
*                 NOTE : FOR CICS THIS IS THE CSA ADDRESS      *
*          R15 = A(ERE)                                        *
*          R14 = RETURN ADDRESS                                *
*                                                              *
****************************************************************
*
SVX@DTLN EQU   16                  LENGTH OF DATA WE WANT TO STORE.
         USING ERE,R15
         USING ESE,R2
         USING LRE,R1
         AIF   ('&NAME'. EQ '').VSE2
&NAME.    CSECT
         AGO   .VSE2A
.VSE2    ANOP
IDMSSVCX CSECT
.VSE2A   ANOP
         BALR  R8,0
         USING *,R8
        PUSH  USING
         LA    R5,ERE              LOAD ERE BASE.
         AH    R5,ESESOXOF         POINT R5 TO
         AH    R5,ESESOXLN           SVC EXTENSION.
        USING SVX,R5              (SVX)
         LH    R3,SVXAMTUS         GET AMOUNT USED.
         LA    R4,0(R3,R5)         POINT R4 TO UNUSED AREA.
        USING SVXITEM,R4          (SVXITEM)
         AH    R3,=AL2(SVX@DTLN+SVXFIXIL) ADD IN WHAT WE WANT.
         CH    R3,ESESVXLN         IF USED+WANTED > SVX LENG
         BH    SVX@END             THEN: END WITHOUT ADO.
         STH   R3,SVXAMTUS             NEW AMOUNT USED.
         MVC   SVXITMLN,=AL2(SVX@DTLN) ITEM'S LENGTH.
         MVC   SVXITMID,=AL2(SVXUACCT) ITEM'S ID.
*
**************************************************************
* GET THE ACCOUNT INFORMATION AND MOVE IT INTO THE DATA AREA *
* OF THE SVXITEM THAT R4 POINTS TO.                          *
**************************************************************
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*
            SPACE
         CLC   =C'VME',LREID       COMING FROM VM ?
         BNE   DSVX01              NO
*
         USING VME,R1
         MVC   SVXITEMD(8),VMEUSER MOVE VM USER NAME
         MVI   SVXITEMD+8,C' '
         MVC   SVXITEMD+9(SVX@DTLN-9),SVXITEMD+8 CLEAR REST
         USING LRE,R1
         BR    R14                 EXIT
*
DSVX01   DS    0H
         L     R3,X'14'            LOAD CURRENT COMREG AREA
         LTR   R3,R3               VALID ADDRESS?
         BZR   R14                 ..NO GOOD - MUST BE LOST
*
         USING COMREG,R3           (COMREG)
         L     R3,JAPART           GET JOB PARTITION TABLE
         LTR   R3,R3               ANY ADDRESS?
         BZR   R14                 NO - EXIT
         DROP  R3                  (COMREG)
*
         USING JPT,R3              (JPT)
         CLC   JPTUFLD,=CL16' '    ANY USER = DATA
         BER   R14                 ..NO - EXIT
         CLC   JPTUFLD,=16X'00'    IS MEMORY NULL
         BER   R14                 ..YES - NO FIELDS TO MOVE
         MVC   SVXITEMD(SVX@DTLN),JPTUFLD MOVE ACCOUNT INFO TO EXT
*
SVX@END  DS    0H
         BR    R14                 RETURN
*
         LTORG
*
         #REGEQU
         MAPCOMR
*
JPT      DSECT                                                mm/dd/yy
JPTUFLD  EQU   JPT+56              16 BYTES OF ACCOUNTING INFO
*
         COPY  #LREDS
         COPY  #EREDS
         COPY  #ESEDS
         COPY  #SVXDS
         MEXIT
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.NOTVSE  ANOP
         COPY  #EREDS
         COPY  #ESEDS
         COPY  #SVXDS
               #REGEQU
IDMSSVCX CSECT
***********************************************************************
*  This code is executed for non z/VSE and z/VM systems. It supports the
*  the following systems: z/OS (all flavors).
*
*  Register utilization is as follows:
*     R1  - Points to the LRE.
*     R2  - Points to the ESE.
*     R3  - Used to get to the account info.
*     R4  - Used to return to IDMSMSVC.
*     R5  - Points to the SVX.
*     R10 - Points to the SVXITEM.
*     R12 - Bases the exit code.
*     R14 - Must not be modified.
*     R15 - Points to the ERE.
*
***********************************************************************
               SPACE
SVX01000 DS    0H
         BALR  R12,0
        USING *,R12
        USING ESE,R2
        USING SVX,R5                   R5 POINTS TO THE SVC EXTENSION
               SPACE
         B     SVX01100                Skip over the eyecatcher.
         DC    CL8'IDMSSVCX'           Eyecatcher for dump reading.
               SPACE
SVX01100 DS    0H
         LH    R3,SVXAMTUS             GET AMOUNT USED.
         LA    R10,0(R3,R5)            POINT R10 TO UNUSED AREA.
        USING SVXITEM,R10              R10 POINTS TO SVXITEM
         AH    R3,=AL2(SVX@DTLN+SVXFIXIL) ADD IN WHAT WE WANT.
         CH    R3,ESESVXLN             IF USED + WANTED > SVX LENGTH
         BH    SVX@END                 THEN: END WITHOUT ADO.
         STH   R3,SVXAMTUS             NEW AMOUNT USED.
         MVC   SVXITMLN,=AL2(SVX@DTLN) ITEM'S LENGTH.
         MVC   SVXITMID,=AL2(SVXUACCT) ITEM'S ID.
               SPACE
**************************************************************
* Get the account information and move it into the data area *
* of the SVXITEM that R10 points to.                         *
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**************************************************************
               SPACE
         L     R3,X'B4'(,R9)           PICKUP A(JSCB)
         L     R3,X'104'(,R3)          R3---JCT-X'10'
         LA    R3,X'10'(,R3)           R3---JCT
         L     R3,X'28'(,R3)           R3---ACT
               SPACE
         SRL   R3,8                    MOVE ADDR OVER
         MVC   SVXITEMD(SVX@DTLN),X'31'(R3)    MOVE ACCOUNT INFO TO EXT
               SPACE
SVX@END  DS    0H
         BR    R4                      RETURN TO IDMSMSVC
SVX@DTLN EQU   40                  LENGTH OF DATA WE WANT TO STORE.
        DROP  R5,R10                   (SVX)  (SVXITEM)
         MEXIT
.VMXIT   ANOP
***********************************************************************
*  SVC EXIT FOR VM STARTS HERE.  WHEN INVOKED BY IDMSUSVC REGISTER
*  CONTENTS WILL BE AS FOLLOWS:
*        R1  ─► PLIST OF FOLLOWING FORMAT
*              +0 A(LRE)
*              +4 A(ERE)
*              +8 A(ESE)
*              +C A(VME)
*        R13 ─► STANDARD OS SAVE AREA
*        R14 ─► RETURN ADDRESS
*        R15 ─► ENTRY POINT ADDRESS
*
*  WE WILL ESTABLISH R12 AS BASE REGISTER WITHIN OUR CODE.
*  PUSH AND POP ASSEMBLER DIRECTIVES ARE USED TO SAVE AND
*  RESTORE THE BASE.
*
*  RETURN IS MADE VIA R14.  SET R15 TO A NON-ZERO VALUE IF
*  THE RUN UNIT IS TO BE ABENDED.
***********************************************************************
         SPACE
         PUSH  USING
         ENTRY SVCEXIT
        USING SVCEXIT,R15
SVCEXIT  B     VM&SYSNDX.
         DC    H'&SVCXLEN'.
VM&SYSNDX. DS   0H
        DROP  R15
         LR    R12,R15       ESTABLISH BASE
        USING SVCEXIT,R12
         L     R3,4(R1)      R3 ─► ERE
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         L     R4,8(R1)      R4 ─► ESE
        USING ERE,R3
        USING ESE,R4
         LA    R5,ERE
         AH    R5,ESESOXOF
         AH    R5,ESESOXLN
        USING SVX,R5              (SVX)
         LH    R2,SVXAMTUS         GET AMOUNT USED.
         LA    R5,0(R2,R5)         POINT R5 TO UNUSED AREA.
        DROP  R5
        USING SVXITEM,R5          (SVXITEM)
         AH    R2,=AL2(SVX@DTLN+SVXFIXIL) ADD IN WHAT WE WANT.
         CH    R2,ESESVXLN         IF USED+WANTED > SVX LENG
         BH    SVX@END             THEN: END WITHOUT ADO.
         STH   R2,SVXAMTUS             NEW AMOUNT USED.
         MVC   SVXITMLN,=AL2(SVX@DTLN) ITEM'S LENGTH.
         MVC   SVXITMID,=AL2(SVXUACCT) ITEM'S ID.
         L     R2,0(R1)      R2 ─► LRE
        USING LRE,R2
*********************************************************************
* R5 NOW POINTS AT THE ERE EXTENSION ITEM.                          *
*    INSERT ADDITIONAL CODE TO PROCESS THE REQUEST AND SET          *
*    THE RETURN CODE FOLLOWING THIS COMMENT BLOCK.                  *
*********************************************************************
SVX@END  DS    0H
         LA    R15,0
         BR    R14
        DROP  R12,R2,R3,R4,R5
        POP   USING
.ERROR   ANOP
         MNOTE 8,'&VSE=. AND &VM=. CAN NOT BE BOTH SPECIFIED AS YES'
         MEND
/*

Steps to Add IDMSSVCX to Your System

Perform the following steps to add IDMSSVCX to your system:

1. Code SVC exit parameters
2. Modify the sample IDMSSVCX macro
3. Make the IDMSSVCX module available
4. Link edit IDMSSVCX

Code SVC Exit Parameters
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Code SVC exit parameters appropriate to your operating system to specify that the IDMSSVCX exit is used at the site:

Operating System SVC Exit Parameter
z/OS Specify the following parameter in the #SVCOPT macro

SVCXLEN; specify, in bytes, the length of the ERE extension
z/VSE Specify the following parameter in the #DEFSVC macro when

IDMSVCTB is generated:
SVCXNAME; specify the name of your SVC user exit module
SVCXLEN; specify, in bytes, the length of the ERE extension

z/VM Specify the following parameters in the IDMSSVCX macro:
VM=YES
SVCXLEN; specify, in bytes, the length of the ERE extension

NOTE
For more information on SVC exit parameters, see the documentation for your system's CA IDMS SVC macro in
"Setting Up Interpartition Communication and the SVC."

Modify the sample IDMSSVCX macro

Modify the sample IDMSSVCX macro to add any site-specific logic such as site-coded validation or accounting routines.

Make the IDMSSVCX module available

Make IDMSSVCX available, as follows:

• z/OS -- After modifying the IDMSSVCX macro, assemble and link it into your custom load library by executing the z/OS
Assemble and Link-Edit JCL (see "Sample z/OS JCL"). Include your IDMSSVCX load module when creating the IDMS
SVC.

• z/VM -- Create an Assembler source module that invokes the IDMSSVCX macro. This module can contain other exits
to simplify maintenance.

• z/VSE -- Assemble and link IDMSSVCX as a stand-alone phase.
a. Assemble and catalog the module using the sample JCL from the "z/VSE Assemble JCL" section of the "Sample z/

VSE JCL" topic.
Modify the JCL by substituting the following in place of the Assembler input statements.

NOTE
You must first place your modified IDMSSVCX macro in your idms.sublib.

PUNCH 'CATALOG idmssvcx.OBJ REPLACE=YES'
IDMSSVCX VSE=YES
END

b. Link the IDMSSVCX program using the sample JCL in "z/VSE Link JCL."
Modify the JCL by substituting the following statements in place of the Linkage editor control statements:
PHASE IDMSSVCX
INCLUDE idmssvcx
ENTRY IDMSSVCX

• idmssvcx
Specifies the name of the object module created by the assembly.

TCKREXIT

Entry point

TCKREXIT
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This exit is called whenever the ticker interval expires. The ticker interval is established at system generation time by the
TICKER INTERVAL parameter of the SYSTEM statement.

Sample uses

TCKREXIT can be used to monitor time-related events.

Considerations

This exit routine must not destroy the contents of registers 8 through 15. Note that no save area is passed in register 13.

Call this exit by using the following instruction:

BALR R14,R15

Parameters

None.

Return codes

None.

USRIDXIT

Entry point

USRIDXIT

Linking USRIDXIT

USRIDXIT can be linked with the following programs:

• IDMSUXIT for access from batch or from a TSO front-end.
• UCFCICS for UCF access from a CICS Transaction front-end. For more information, see the sample link-edit JCL in

"CICS Front-end JCL."
• IDMSINTC for DML or SQL access from a CICS Transaction Server front-end. For more information, see the sample

link-edit JCL in "IDMSINTC."

Description

Called whenever an automatic signon to a DC/UCF system is to be performed from a non-DC/UCF front-end.

Parameters

When USRIDXIT is called, register 1 points to the SON. The SON is described by the #SONDS DSECT.

Considerations

Two sample source modules are suppplied in the installed IDMS source library: USRIDXIT and USRXCICS. The
USRIDXIT source is suitable for batch and TSO access. It can also be used for UCF, DML, or SQL access from CICS
provided that there is no need to code EXEC CICS commands in the exit. This will be the case at most CICS sites.

If it is necessary to code EXEC CICS commands, base your exit on the sample in source member USRXCICS. In all
cases, compile the exit as a stand-alone load or object module as documented within the sample source member. The
exit must have an ENTRY or CSECT name of USRIDXIT. Then link the exit with the appropriate system module as
documented under Link edit with.

It may be desirable to have a different exit for TSO access and for batch access. In that case, make sure that a different
copy of IDMSUXIT is used in each environment and that an appropriate version of the exit (or no exit) is linked with each
copy.

Return codes
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None.

WAITEXIT

Entry point

WAITEXIT

This exit is called whenever DC/UCF is about to issue an operating system WAIT, indicating that no DC/UCF tasks are
ready to execute.

Sample uses

WAITEXIT can be used to monitor the activity of the DC/UCF system.

Considerations

The exit routine can use registers 0 through 5 only. Note that no save area is passed in register 13.

Call this exit by using the following instruction:

BALR R14,R15

Parameters

One parameter is passed: the operating system event control block (ECB) list.

Return codes

None.

WTOEXIT

Entry point

WTOEXIT

Linking WTOEXIT

WTOEXIT can be linked as follows:

• With IDMSUXIT
• As a stand-alone load module and specify its name on the runtime options in the startup JCL.
• On z/VSE: link WTOEXIT as a standalone phase in a library that is searched at CV startup. Name the phase

WTOEXIT so that the phase is recognized by the CV.

WTOEXIT is called each time a message is routed to the console. Control is passed to the entry point before the message
is written to the console. By using this user exit, it is possible to:

• Review, alter, redirect, and suppress the text of messages written to the operator's console.
• (Under z/OS) Review, alter, redirect, and suppress the WTO DESC and ROUTCDE values of all messages written to

the operator's console.

Sample uses

WTOEXIT can be called to perform the following activities:

• Automatically offload the disk journal file when it becomes full. To do this, WTOEXIT:
a. Evaluates messages, looking for messages indicating that the disk journal file is full
b. Passes control to a subroutine that invokes ARCHIVE JOURNAL
c. Receives control back from the subroutine
d. Returns control to the system
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Sample WTOEXIT routines that perform this processing are shown later in this discussion for z/OS and z/VSE
operating systems.

• Perform site-specific functions in response to particular DC/UCF messages.
Note that altered system messages are not, under any circumstances, written to the DC/UCF log file. System
messages are written to the log as they are originally issued.

For more information about using an OPS/MVS API rule as a replacement for the WTOEXIT, see "Sample OPS/MVS API
rule." This can lead to improved performance when using the CA IDMS zIIP feature.

Parameters

When the WTOEXIT entry point is called, register 1 contains the address of the WTO message control block. The layout
of this control block depends on the operating system in use. For, z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM the following table shows the
layout of this control block:

Field Field description
Message length (halfword initialized to 130 by the startup module) The length, in bytes, of the message to the console.
(halfword) z/OS and z/VSE only

System-reserved area.
Message text (132-byte alphanumeric field) The text of the message to the console.

Do not adjust the message-length field in the WTO control block,
even if the text length changes when the text is altered. When the
return code is set to zero, DC/UCF adjusts the field by ignoring
trailing blanks.

WTO DESC (halfword) z/OS and z/VSE only
The value of the WTO descriptor code that would be in effect if the
standard z/OS or z/VSE WTO macro were invoked.

WTO ROUTCDE (halfword) z/OS and z/VSE only
The value of the WTO route code that would be in effect if the
standard z/OS or z/VSE WTO macro were invoked.

Considerations

To call WTOEXIT in local mode, link edit WTOEXIT with IDMSUXIT. Calling conventions for local mode are the same as
for central version.

Return codes

Before returning to the calling module, WTOEXIT places a return code of 0 or 4 in register 15:

• 0 -- The message text (altered or unchanged) is to be written to the console.
• 4 -- The message text is not to be written to the console.

WTOEXIT Examples

Sample Assembler WTOEXIT user exit routines appear below for z/OS and z/VSE operating systems. The corresponding
source can be found in the installed source library. For a sample z/VM WTOEXIT routine, see the Installing section -- z/
VM.

In each of these routines, WTOEXIT tests each DC/UCF message to see if it requests the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility
statement:

• If the message does request ARCHIVE JOURNAL, the exit routine:
a. Invokes the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement
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b. Sets register 15 to 4, indicating that the DC/UCF message is not to be written to the console
• If the message does not request ARCHIVE JOURNAL, the exit routine sets register 15 to 0, routing the message to the

console.

z/OS sample WTOEXIT user exit

*PROCESS OVERRIDE(NORENT)                                                       
WTO      TITLE 'CA IDMS WTO EXIT FOR PLOG, PTRC AND AJNL'                       
*                                                                               
* NOTE: THIS ROUTINE IS NOT REENTRANT.  HOWEVER, THE ONLY MESSAGES              
*    WE'RE DOING SOMETHING WITH ARE ALWAYS OUTPUT BY RHDCWTL, WHICH             
*    IS HOLDING AN MPMODE LOCK (DC AT THE TIME OF THIS WRITING).                
*    THEREFORE, NO PROBLEMS WILL EXIST.                                         
*    THIS ROUTINE MUST BE MADE REENTRANT IF ANY MESSAGES OTHER THAN             
*    THOSE GENERATED THROUGH #WTL ARE TO BE PROCESSED.                          
*                                                                               
WTOEXIT  CSECT                         WRITE TO OPERATOR EXIT                   
         PRINT NOGEN                                                            
R0       EQU   0                                                                
R1       EQU   1                                                                
R2       EQU   2                                                                
R3       EQU   3                                                                
R4       EQU   4                                                                
R5       EQU   5                                                                
R6       EQU   6                                                                
R7       EQU   7                                                                
R8       EQU   8                                                                
R9       EQU   9                                                                
R10      EQU   10                                                               
R11      EQU   11                                                               
R12      EQU   12                                                               
R13      EQU   13                                                               
R14      EQU   14                                                               
R15      EQU   15                                                               
         STM   R14,R12,12(R13)         SAVE REGISTERS                           
         LR    R3,R15                  R3 IS PROGRAM BASE                       
         USING WTOEXIT,R3                                                       
         LR    R4,R1                   R4 IS MESSAGE CONTROL BLOCK              
         USING WTOMCB,R4                    BASE                                
         LA    R15,RUNAJNL                                                      
         CLC   WTOMTEXT(13),=C'IDMS DC205003' IF JOURNAL MESSAGE                
         BE    SAVEREGS                                                         
         LA    R15,TSTFULL                                                      
         CLC   WTOMTEXT(13),=C'IDMS DC050001'    IF LOG MESSAGE                 
         BE    SAVEREGS                                                         
         LA    R15,RUNPLOG                       RUNPLOG IF FULL                
         CLC   WTOMTEXT(13),=C'IDMS DC050004'    LOG FULL?                      
         BE    SAVEREGS                                                         
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         CLC   WTOMTEXT(13),=C'IDMS DC286003'    FORCED OFFLOAD?
         BE    SAVEREGS
         LA    R15,TRCTEST                                                      
         CLC   WTOMTEXT(13),=C'IDMS DC050024'    IF TRC MESSAGE                 
         BE    SAVEREGS                                                         
         LA    R15,TRCRUN                        RUNPTRC IF FULL                
         CLC   WTOMTEXT(13),=C'IDMS DC050027'    TRC FULL?                      
         BE    SAVEREGS                                                         
         B     RETURNLM                                                         
*                                                                               
SAVEREGS DS    0H                                                               
         ST    R13,SAVEAREA+4               AND SET BACKWARD                    
         LA    R12,SAVEAREA                 AND FOREWARD CHAINS                 
         ST    R12,8(R13)                                                       
         LR    R13,R12                                                          
         BR    R15                     OFF TO THE REQUESTED ROUTINE             
*                                                                               
RUNAJNL  LA    R0,0                                                             
         L     R15,=A(SETAMODE)                                                 
         BALR  R14,R15                                                          
         OPEN  (JESRDR,(OUTPUT))                                                
         OPEN  (AJNLJOB,(INPUT))                                                
NEXTCARD GET   AJNLJOB,CARD                                                     
         PUT   JESRDR,CARD                                                      
         B     NEXTCARD                                                         
CLOSES   CLOSE (JESRDR)                                                         
         CLOSE (AJNLJOB)                                                        
         LA    R0,1                                                             
         L     R15,=A(SETAMODE)                                                 
         BALR  R14,R15                                                          
         B     RETURN                                                           
*                                                                               
TSTFULL  LA    R6,WTOMTEXT                                                      
         LH    R5,WTOMLEN                                                       
         AR    R6,R5                                                            
         LA    R5,WTOMTEXT+10                                                   
NEXCHAR  LA    R5,1(R5)                                                         
         CR    R5,R6                                                            
         BH    RETURN                                                           
         CLI   0(R5),C'%'                                                       
         BNE   NEXCHAR                                                          
         S     R5,=F'2'                                                         
         PACK  PNUM,0(2,R5)                                                     
         CP    PNUM,=P'25'                                                      
         BNL   RUNPLOG                                                          
         B     RETURN                                                           
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RUNPLOG  LA    R0,0                                                             
         L     R15,=A(SETAMODE)                                                 
         BALR  R14,R15                                                          
         OPEN  (JESRDR,(OUTPUT))                                                
         OPEN  (PLOGJOB,(INPUT))                                                
NEXTONE  GET   PLOGJOB,CARD                                                     
         PUT   JESRDR,CARD                                                      
         B     NEXTONE                                                          
CLOSE2   CLOSE (JESRDR)                                                         
         CLOSE (PLOGJOB)                                                        
         LA    R0,1                                                             
         L     R15,=A(SETAMODE)                                                 
         BALR  R14,R15                                                          
*                                                                               
*                                                                               
TRCTEST  LA    R6,WTOMTEXT                                                      
         LH    R5,WTOMLEN                                                       
         AR    R6,R5                                                            
         LA    R5,WTOMTEXT+10                                                   
TRCNXCH  LA    R5,1(R5)                                                         
         CR    R5,R6                                                            
         BH    RETURN                                                           
         CLI   0(R5),C'%'                                                       
         BNE   TRCNXCH                                                          
         S     R5,=F'2'                                                         
         PACK  PNUM,0(2,R5)                                                     
         CP    PNUM,=P'25'                                                      
         BNL   TRCRUN                                                           
         B     RETURN                                                           
TRCRUN   LA    R0,0                                                             
         L     R15,=A(SETAMODE)                                                 
         BALR  R14,R15                                                          
         OPEN  (JESRDR,(OUTPUT))                                                
         OPEN  (PTRCJOB,(INPUT))                                                
TRCNEXT  GET   PTRCJOB,CARD                                                     
         PUT   JESRDR,CARD                                                      
         B     TRCNEXT                                                          
TRCCLOS  CLOSE (JESRDR)                                                         
         CLOSE (PTRCJOB)                                                        
         LA    R0,1                                                             
         L     R15,=A(SETAMODE)                                                 
         BALR  R14,R15                                                          
*                                                                               
RETURN   L     R13,SAVEAREA+4          RESTORE OLD SAVE AREA                    
RETURNLM LM    R14,R12,12(R13)              AND REGISTERS                       
         XR    R15,R15                 R15 TO ZERO FOR RETURN CODE              
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         BR    R14                                                              
*                                                                               
SETAMODE DS    0H                                                               
         LA    R14,0(,R14)                                                      
         SLL   R0,31                                                            
         OR    R14,R0                                                           
         BSM   R15,R14                                                          
*                                                                               
SAVEAREA DC    18F'0'                                                           
PNUM     DS    PL2                                                              
CARD     DS    CL80                                                             
JESRDR   DCB   BLKSIZE=80,LRECL=80,RECFM=F,DDNAME=JESRDR,DSORG=PS,     X        
               MACRF=PM                                                         
AJNLJOB  DCB   DDNAME=AJNLJOB,DSORG=PS,MACRF=GM,EODAD=CLOSES                    
PLOGJOB  DCB   DDNAME=PLOGJOB,DSORG=PS,MACRF=GM,EODAD=CLOSE2                    
PTRCJOB  DCB   DDNAME=PTRCJOB,DSORG=PS,MACRF=GM,EODAD=TRCCLOS                   
         LTORG                                                                  
WTOMCB   DSECT                         WTO MESSAGE CONTROL BLOCK                
WTOMLEN  DS    H                       MESSAGE LENGTH                           
WTOMFLGS DS    H                       MESSAGE CONTROL SYSTEM FLAGS             
WTOMTEXT DS    CL132                   MESSAGE TEXT                             
WTOMDESC DS    H                       MESSAGE DESCRIPTOR CODE                  
WTOMROUT DS    H                       MESSAGE ROUTE CODE                       
         END                                                                    

z/VSE sample WTOEXIT user exit

         TITLE 'WTO EXIT FOR DOS '                                      00001000
WTOEXIT  CSECT                                                          00002000
* ********************************************************************  00003000
*                  R2 - XPCCB                                           00004000
*                  R3 - WTOEXIT BASE REGISTER                           00005000
*                  R4 - WTO MESSAGE CTL BLOCK                           00006000
*                  R5 & R6 - WORK REGS                                  00007000
*                  R7 - SPLWTO - POWER SPOOL                            00008000
*                  R8 & R9 - WORK REGS                                  00009000
*                  R10- DATA TO BE SENT TO POWER VIA SPL                00010000
*                  R11- DATA TO BE RCVD FROM POWER VIA SPL              00011000
* ********************************************************************  00012000
*        #REGEQU                                                        00013000
R0       EQU   0                                                        00014000
R1       EQU   1                                                        00015000
R2       EQU   2                                                        00016000
R3       EQU   3                                                        00017000
R4       EQU   4                                                        00018000
R5       EQU   5                                                        00019000
R6       EQU   6                                                        00020000
R7       EQU   7                                                        00021000
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R8       EQU   8                                                        00022000
R9       EQU   9                                                        00023000
R10      EQU   10                                                       00024000
R11      EQU   11                                                       00025000
R12      EQU   12                                                       00026000
R13      EQU   13                                                       00027000
R14      EQU   14                                                       00028000
R15      EQU   15                                                       00029000
WTOEXIT  CSECT                                                          00030000
         ENTRY WTOEXIT                                                  00031000
         USING WTOEXIT,R15             ESTABLISH ADDRESSABILITY         00032000
         STM   R14,R12,12(R13)         SAVE REGISTERS                   00033000
         ST    R13,SAVEAREA+4          AND SET BACKWARD                 00034000
         LA    R12,SAVEAREA            AND FORWARD CHAINS               00035000
         ST    R12,8(R13)                                               00036000
         LR    R13,R12                                                  00037000
         LR    R3,R15                  R3 IS PROGRAM BASE               00038000
         DROP  R15                                                      00039000
         USING WTOEXIT,R3                                               00040000
         LR    R4,R1                   R4 IS MESSAGE CONTROL BLOCK      00041000
         USING WTOMCB,R4                    BASE                        00042000
         MVI   SPLIND,X'00'             INITIALIZE SWITCH               00043000
CK205003 CLC   WTOMTEXT(13),=C'IDMS DC205003' IF JOURNAL MESSAGE        00044000
         BNE   CK50001             NOT JNL -- CHECK LOG                 00045000
         LA    R9,AJNLJOB                                               00046000
         LA    R5,AJNLLEN                                               00047000
         MVC   JOBNA,JNAME                                              00048000
         B     CONNECT                                                  00049000
CK50001  CLC   WTOMTEXT(13),=C'IDMS DC050001'    IF LOG MESSAGE         00050000
         BNE   RETURN                                                   00051000
TSTFULL  LA    R6,WTOMTEXT                                              00052000
         LH    R5,WTOMLEN                                               00053000
         AR    R6,R5                                                    00054000
         LA    R5,WTOMTEXT+10                                           00055000
NEXCHAR  LA    R5,1(R5)                                                 00056000
         CR    R5,R6                                                    00057000
         BH    RETURN                                                   00058000
         CLI   0(R5),C'%'                                               00059000
         BNE   NEXCHAR                                                  00060000
         S     R5,=F'2'                                                 00061000
         PACK  PNUM,0(2,R5)                                             00062000
         CP    PNUM,=P'25'                                              00063000
         BL    RETURN                                                   00064000
RUNPLOG  DS    0H                                                       00065000
         LA    R9,PLOGJOB                                               00066000
         LA    R5,PLOGLEN                                               00067000
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         MVC   JOBNA,PNAME                                              00068000
         OI    SPLIND,X'40'     SET LOOK FOR PLOG IND                   00069000
* *********************************************************             00070000
*                                                         *             00071000
*          ISSUE IDENTIFY & CONNECT TO POWER              *             00072000
*                                                         *             00073000
* *********************************************************             00074000
CONNECT  DS    0H                                                       00075000
         LA    R7,SPLWTO                                                00076000
         USING SPLWTODS,R7          POINT TO PWRSPL                     00077000
         LA    R2,WTOXPCCB                                              00078000
         USING IJBXPCCB,R2        POINT TO XPCCB                        00079000
         LA    R10,IJBXSUSR        POINT TO DATA TO BE SENT             00080000
         USING PXUUSER,R10                                              00081000
         LA    R11,IJBXRUSR        POINT TO DATA TO BE RCVD             00082000
         USING PXPUSER,R11                                              00083000
         XPCC  FUNC=IDENT,XPCCB=WTOXPCCB                                00084000
         CLM   R15,1,X'08'      ERROR- R15 LT 8 SAYS OK                 00085000
         BO    SPOOLERR      RC OF 8 SAYS NO GOOD ON ID                 00086000
         XPCC  FUNC=CONNECT,XPCCB=WTOXPCCB                              00087000
         LTR   R15,R15      CONNECT AVAILABLE?                          00088000
         BZ    CONNOK          YET- DON'T HAVE TO WAIT                  00089000
         CLM   R15,1,X'08'      ERROR- R15 = 8 SAYS NO GOOD             00090000
         BNL   SPOOLERR      R15 = 4 SAYS WAIT FOR POWER TO POST        00091000
         SR    R6,R6                                                    00092000
BUSY     DS    0H                                                       00093000
         SETIME 5,TECB              POST ECB                            00094000
         WAIT  TECB          WAIT 5 SECONDS                             00095000
         TM    IJBXCECB+2,X'80'     CONN MADE??                         00096000
         BO    CONNOK                                                   00097000
         LA    R6,1(R6)                                                 00098000
         CH    R6,=H'5'        WAIT 5 SECONDS 5 TIMES                   00099000
         BL    BUSY             WAIT 5 MORE                             00100000
         B     TERM           NO CONNECT - GO TERMINATE                 00101000
CONNOK   DS    0H                                                       00102000
         OI    SPLIND,X'80'    SET GOOD CONNECT SWITCH                  00103000
         TM    SPLIND,X'40'    LOOK FOR PLOG IN QUEUE?                  00104000
         BZ    SUBMIT                                                   00105000
* *********************************************************             00106000
*                                                         *             00107000
*         CHECK FOR PLOG JOB ALREADY IN RDR QUEUE         *             00108000
*         IF ONE EXISTS, DON'T SUBMIT ANOTHER             *             00109000
*                                                         *             00110000
* *********************************************************             00111000
LOK4PLOG DS    0H                                                       00112000
         PWRSPL  TYPE=UPD,FUNC=DISPLAY,JOBN=PNAME,QUEUE=RDR,REQ=CTL,   X00113000
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               SPL=SPLWTO                                               00114000
         MVI   PXUBTYP,PXUBTSPL   CHECK FRO PLOG JOB IN RDR             00115000
         MVI   PXUACT1,0                                                00116000
         STCM  R7,7,IJBXADR                                             00117000
         LA    R15,SPLGSLEN                                             00118000
         ST   R15,IJBXBLN                                               00119000
         XPCC XPCCB=WTOXPCCB,FUNC=SENDR                                 00120000
         LTR   R15,R15   ZERO RC?                                       00121000
         BNZ   SPOOLERR   NO                                            00122000
         LA    R6,IJBXSECB                                              00123000
         WAIT  (R6)           WAIT FOR COMPLETION OF SENDR              00124000
         CLI   IJBXREAS,0        ANY ERRORS?                            00125000
         BNE   SPOOLERR                                                 00126000
         CLI   PXPRETCD,0      RC OF 0 SAYS PLOGJOB ALREADY IN RDR      00127000
         BE    DISC                                                     00128000
         CLI   PXPRETCD,X'04'    NO PLOG JOBS FOUND?                    00129000
         BNE   SPOOLERR                                                 00130000
         CLI   PXPFBKCD,X'0B'    NO PLOG JOBS FOUND?                    00131000
         BNE   SPOOLERR                                                 00132000
* *********************************************************             00133000
*                                                         *             00134000
*         ISSUE OPEN TO POWER USING SPL                   *             00135000
*                                                         *             00136000
* *********************************************************             00137000
SUBMIT   PWRSPL TYPE=UPD,SPL=SPLWTO,REQ=PUT,QUEUE=RDR                   00138000
         MVI   PXUBTYP,PXUBTSPL                                         00139000
         MVI   PXUACT1,0                                                00140000
         MVI   PXUSIGNL,0        USE SPL FOR PUT OPEN REQUEST           00141000
         STCM  R7,7,IJBXADR                                             00142000
         LA    R15,SPLGLEN                                              00143000
         ST   R15,IJBXBLN                                               00144000
         OI   IJBXIND,IJBXM80      SET LIST TYPE                        00145000
         XPCC XPCCB=WTOXPCCB,FUNC=SENDR                                 00146000
         LTR   R15,R15   ZERO RC?                                       00147000
         BNZ   SPOOLERR   NO                                            00148000
         LA    R6,IJBXSECB                                              00149000
         WAIT  (R6)           WAIT FOR COMPLETION OF SENDR              00150000
         CLI   IJBXREAS,0        ANY ERRORS?                            00151000
         BNE   SPOOLERR                                                 00152000
         CLI   PXPRETCD,0      RC OK?                                   00153000
         BNE   SPOOLERR                                                 00154000
* *********************************************************             00155000
*                                                         *             00156000
*          MOVE JOB TO POWER RDR QUEUE                    *             00157000
*                                                         *             00158000
* ********************************************************              00159000
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SETADDR   DS    0H                                                      00160000
          STCM  R9,7,IJBXADR                                            00161000
          OI    IJBXIND,IJBXM80  SPECIFY PROPER BUFFER TYPE             00162000
          ST    R5,IJBXBLN      STORE LENGTH                            00163000
          MVI   PXUBTYP,PXUBTNDB      MOVE BUFF TYPE DATA               00164000
          MVI   PXUACT1,PXUATEOD  SET EOD INDICATOR                     00165000
          MVC   SPLGJB,JOBNA     MOVE JOBNAME                           00166000
          XPCC  XPCCB=WTOXPCCB,FUNC=SENDR                               00167000
          LTR   R15,R15                                                 00168000
         BNZ   SPOOLERR                                                 00169000
         LA    R6,IJBXSECB                                              00170000
         WAIT  (R6)           WAIT FOR COMPLETION OF SENDR              00171000
         CLI   IJBXREAS,0        ANY ERRORS?                            00172000
         BNE   SPOOLERR                                                 00173000
         CLI   PXPRETCD,0      RC OK?                                   00174000
         BNE   SPOOLERR                                                 00175000
         CLI   PXPFBKCD,0      FEEDBACK OK?                             00176000
         BNE   SPOOLERR                                                 00177000
         B     DISC        YES -- GET OUT                               00178000
SPOOLERR DS    0H                      ADD ANY ERROR HANDLING HERE      00179000
         PDUMP SPLWTO,BUFEND                                            00180000
         TM    SPLIND,X'80'  WAS CONNECT DONE ?                         00181000
         BNO   RETURN                                                   00182000
* *********************************************************             00183000
*                                                         *             00184000
*          GO ISSUE DISC & TERMINATE TO POWER             *             00185000
*                                                         *             00186000
* *********************************************************             00187000
DISC     DS    0H                                                       00188000
         XPCC  XPCCB=WTOXPCCB,FUNC=DISCONN   GO DISCONNECT              00189000
         LTR   R15,R15        ERROR ON DISC????                         00190000
         BNZ   RETURN           YES -- JUST RETURN                      00191000
TERM     DS    0H                                                       00192000
         XPCC  XPCCB=WTOXPCCB,FUNC=TERMIN      SAY GOODBYE              00193000
RETURN   DS    0H                      RESTORE OLD SAVE AREA            00194000
         L     R13,SAVEAREA+4          RESTORE OLD SAVE AREA            00195000
         LM    R14,R12,12(R13)              AND REGISTERS               00196000
         XR    R15,R15                 R15 TO ZERO FOR RETURN CODE      00197000
         BR    R14                                                      00198000
PNAME    DC    CL8'PLOGJOB '                                            00199000
JNAME    DC    CL8'AJNLJOB '                                            00200000
JOBNA    DC    CL8'        '                                            00201000
SAVEAREA DC    18F'0'                                                   00202000
* ORECBA DS    A                                                        00203000
* ORREPA DS    A                                                        00204000
PNUM     DS    PL2                                                      00205000
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TECB     TECB                                                           00206000
AJNLJOB  DC    A(80,0),CL80'* $$ JOB JNM=AJNLJOB,CLASS=A,PRI=9,DISP=D,U*00207000
               SER=CULLDBA'                                             00208000
         DC    A(80,0),CL80'* $$ LST CLASS=Z'                           00209000
         DC    A(80,0),CL80'// JOB AJNLJOB S851CC07S00'                 00210000
         DC    A(80,0),CL80'// EXEC PROC=DBDCLIB'    LIBDEFS            00211000
         DC    A(80,0),CL80'// EXEC PROC=DBDCAJNL'   AJNL DLBL+EXEC     00212000
         DC    A(80,0),CL80'/&.&'.                                        00213000
         DC    A(80,0),CL80'* $$ EOJ'                                   00214000
AJNLLEN  EQU   *-AJNLJOB                                                00215000
PLOGJOB  DC    A(80,0),CL80'* $$ JOB JNM=PLOGJOB,CLASS=A,PRI=9,DISP=D,U*00216000
               ,USER=CULLDBA'                                           00217000
         DC    A(80,0),CL80'* $$ LST CLASS=Z'                           00218000
         DC    A(80,0),CL80'// JOB PLOGJOB S851CC07S00'                 00219000
         DC    A(80,0),CL80'// EXEC PROC=DBDCLIB'    LIBDEFS            00220000
         DC    A(80,0),CL80'// EXEC PROC=DBDCPLOG'   PLOG DLBL+EXEC     00221000
         DC    A(80,0),CL80'/&.&'.                                        00222000
         DC    A(80,0),CL80'* $$ EOJ'                                   00223000
PLOGLEN  EQU   *-PLOGJOB                                                00224000
SPLIND   DC    XL1'00'      '80' MEANS CONNECT DONE '40' LOOK4PLOG      00225000
SPLWTO   PWRSPL TYPE=GEN,JOBN=JOBNA,PRFX=WTO,QUEUE=RDR,REQ=PUT,        X00226000
               USERID=CULLDBA,OPT=NOWAIT                                00227000
WTOXPCCB XPCCB APPL=WOTEXIT,TOAPPL=SYSPWR,                             X00228000
               REPAREA=(WTOBUF,200)                                     00229000
WTOBUF   DC    CL200' '                                                 00230000
BUFEND   EQU   *                                                        00231000
WTOMCB   DSECT                         WTO MESSAGE CONTROL BLOCK        00232000
WTOMLEN  DS    H                       MESSAGE LENGTH                   00233000
WTOMFLGS DS    H                       MESSAGE CONTROL SYSTEM FLAGS     00234000
WTOMTEXT DS    CL132                   MESSAGE TEXT                     00235000
WTOMDESC DS    H                       MESSAGE DESCRIPTOR CODE          00236000
WTOMROUT DS    H                       MESSAGE ROUTE CODE               00237000
         MAPXPCCB                                                       00238000
SPLWTODS PWRSPL TYPE=MAP                                                00239000
         END   WTOEXIT                                                  00240000

WTOREXIT

Entry point

WTOREXIT

Link edit with:

• IDMSUXIT
• As a stand-alone load module and specify its name on the runtime options in the startup JCL.
• On z/VSE: link WTOREXIT as a standalone phase in a library that is searched at CV startup. Name the phase

WTOREXIT so that the phase is recognized by the CV.

The DC/UCF startup module calls this user exit each time the system is ready to solicit an operator command.
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To notify DC/UCF that an operator command is present, WTOREXIT:

1. Places the length and text of the command in the WTOR reply area. This is true for commands either issued by an
operator or generated by the exit routine.

2. Posts a reply event control block (ECB) to notify the DC/UCF that an operator command is present:
– z/OS and z/VM -- By performing an operating-system POST to set the reply ECB completion code to 240
– z/VSE -- By performing an operating system POST
Posting of the reply ECB causes DC/UCF to process the operator command placed in the WTOR reply area.
After processing the command, DC/UCF clears the reply ECB and the WTOR reply area. DC/UCF is again ready to
solicit an operator command, which in turn prompts another call to the WTOREXIT entry point.

Sample uses

The WTOREXIT user exit routine can be used to:

• Review and optionally alter commands before they reach the DC/UCF system.
• Solicit operator commands from the console.
• Generate site-specific operator commands.
• Disallow operator commands. To accomplish this, see parameter descriptions below.

Having WTOREXIT generate commands is especially useful when direct operator-to-system communication is not
allowed. Even when direct operator-to-system communication is allowed, the WTOREXIT routine can solicit operator
commands from the console and/or generate its own operator commands and pass them to DC/UCF.

• z/VSE Systems
The WTOREXIT can be used to intercept and reply to immediate WTOR requests. It can reply to a general operator
prompt, but cannot suppress the outstanding operator prompt. It cannot intercept or suppress the OC EXIT.
Considerations: For details on how DC/UCF allows operators to enter console commands when WTOREXIT is not
linked, see the System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

Parameters

When the WTOREXIT entry point is called:

• Register 0 contains the address of a reply event control block (ECB).
• Register 1 contains the address of the WTOR reply area to which operator commands are written. The following table

shows the layout of the WTOR reply area:

Field Field description
Reply length (halfword) The length, in bytes, of the reply.
Reply text (alphanumeric, varying length) The text of the reply message.

The WTOREXIT routine can save the addresses of the reply ECB and the WTOR reply area for future use.

Return codes

WTOREXIT returns either 0 or 4 in register 15.

• 0 -- Suppress issuing of WTOR command:
– z/OS and z/VM -- Disallows direct operator-to system communication by suppressing the DC/UCF console

outstanding-response message.
– z/VSE -- Allows the exit to reply to a WTOR request instead of prompting the operator console.
Typically, WTOREXIT sets register 15 to 0 when the exit routine solicits its own operator commands and passes them
to the DC/UCF system.

• 4 -- Allows direct operator-to-system communication:
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– z/OS and z/VM -- By directing the DC/UCF outstanding-response message to the console
– z/VSE -- By allowing an immediate WTOR command to be issued.
If the WTOREXIT user exit routine sets register 15 to 4, the routine cannot review or alter the text of future operator
commands before the commands reach the DC/UCF system. This is because the exit is never called again.

WTOREXIT Examples

A sample WTOREXIT user exit for a z/OS system appears below. This exit routine:

1. Suppresses the DC/UCF outstanding-response message
2. Solicits operator commands from the console
3. Passes to DC/UCF the resultant operator commands

This WTOREXIT user exit could include additional code to alter the text of acquired operator commands before passing
the commands to the ECB.

z/OS sample WTOREXIT user exit

 *************************************************************************
 *                         SAMPLE WTOREXIT                               *
 *************************************************************************
 *                                                                       *
 *  This routine is intended to serve as a sample WTOREXIT routine only. *
 *  It disables the standard CV WTOR routine and replaces it with a      *
 *  different WTOR.                                                      *
 *                                                                       *
 *  In order to be asynchronous with the main CV task, this routine      *
 *  attaches an OS subtask that waits for operator responses.            *
 *                                                                       *
 *  Note the following:                                                  *
 *                                                                       *
 *  1. Typically, the responses from the operator would be screened      *
 *     or otherwise processed by WTOREXIT before being passed to         *
 *     the CV.  In this example, operator responses are passed to the    *
 *     CV without being reviewed or processed by the WTOREXIT user exit. *
 *                                                                       *
 *                                                                       *
 *************************************************************************
 WTORCSCT CSECT
          DC    CL8'WTORSAMP'
 *
          #REGEQU
          EJECT
 WTORCSCT CSECT
          ENTRY WTOREXIT
 WTOREXIT STM   R14,R12,12(R13)
          LR    R12,R15                       Establish addressability
          USING WTOREXIT,R12
          STM   R0,R1,SAVEPARM                Save input parameters
          LTR   R0,R0                         Is this an immediate WTOR?
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          BZ    WTOR200                       Yes; do not suppress
 *
 *   The above test for R0=0 is only relevant to IDMS-DC systems, and
 *   applies to special WTORs that prompt for startup parameter
 *   overrides.  In that case, DC should be allowed to issue the WTOR,
 *   so that register 15 will be set to 4.
 *
 WTOR100  L     R1,WTORECBA                   Clear ECB and
          XC    0(4,R1),0(R1)                  then
 WTOR101  LM    R14,R12,12(R13)                return
          SR    R15,R15                       Do not perform standard WTOR
          BR    R14
          SPACE 3
 WTOR200  LM    R14,R12,12(R13                Return and allow the
          LA    R15,4                          WTOR to be issued by CV/DC
          BR    R14
          DROP  R12
          EJECT
 ATTNXIT  STM   R14,R12,12(R13)               Save registers
          LR    R12,R15                       Establish addressability
          USING ATTNXIT,R12
 ATTNXIT1 WTOR  'SPECIAL PROMPT',WTORREP,WTORMSGL,WTORECB
          WAIT  ECB=WTORECB                   Wait for reply
          XC    WTORECB,WTORECB               Clear reply ECB
          L     R5,WTORECBA                   If ECB is still posted,
          TM    0(R5),X'40'                    then prior message not yet
          BO    ATTNXNO                        processed
          L     R4,WTORREPA                   Point to reply area
          LH    R3,0(,R4)                     Get length
          LA    R5,WTORMSGL                   Get input length
          CR    R3,R5                         Do not exceed buffer length
          BNL   *+6
          LR    R5,R3
          SH    R5,=H'1'                      Subtract 1 for MVC
          BM    *+8                            but do not do it if length=0
          EX    R5,MVCREPLY                   Move reply string
          AH    R5,=H'1'                      Fix length
          STH   R5,0(,R4)                     Give to user
          L     R1,WTORECBA                   Post user
          POST  (1),240
          B     ATTNXIT1
 ATTNXRTN LM    R14,R12,12(R13)
          BR    R14
 ATTNXNO  WTO   'LAST MESSAGE NOT YET PROCESSED'
          B     ATTNXIT1
 *
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 MVCREPLY MVC   2(*-*,R4),WTORREP
          DROP  R12
          EJECT
 ***********************************************************************
 *                                                                     *
 *   NONREENTRANT AREAS                                                *
 *                                                                     *
 ***********************************************************************
 WTORREP  DC    CL100' '            WTOR REPLY AREA.
 WTORMSGL EQU   100                 MAX LENGTH FOR WTOR REPLY.
 WTORECB  DC    F'0'                POSTED WHEN WTOR IS DONE.
 SAVEPARM DS    0F                  START OF 2 WORDS TO SAVE R0, R1.
 WTORECBA DS    A                   SAVE ECB ADDRESS FOR WTOR.
 WTORREPA DS    A                   SAVE REPLY STRING ADDRESS FOR WTOR.
 ATCHDONE DC    X'00'               FLAG SET ONCE INITIALIZED.
          END
 ***********************************************************************

CICS Exits
CICS user exits allow the site to call site-specific routines in a CICS environment. You must associate each user exit
routine with a user exit entry point. These entry points are predefined by the system.

To include a CICS exit routine in the system:

1. Code the routine based on the information that is presented in this section.
2. Link edit an exit for OPTIQXIT or OPTIXIT with the CA IDMS interface stub module that is specified for the user exit

routine in the table that follows.
3. Link edit an IDMSCEON or IDMSCEOX exit as a stand-alone load module.

At runtime, the system calls a user exit routine by the predefined entry point for the exit. After the exit routine is performed,
control returns to the calling module.

If you do not link edit an OPTIQXIT or OPTIQXIT with its CA IDMS stub module, the user exit is bypassed at runtime. In
this case, CICS operations continue without interruption.

CICS user exits are listed in the table that follows and described individually after the table.

In addition to the exits described in this article, special considerations exist for DC/UCF user exit USRIDXIT. For more
information, see USRIDXIT.

Entry point CA IDMS module Usage of exit
IDMSCEON IDMSINTC To gain control upon entry into IDMSINTC

interface before the requested function is
passed along to the appropriate client.

IDMSCEOX IDMSINTC To gain control upon return from processing
the requested function and before control is
returned to the caller of IDMSINTC.

OPTIQXIT IDMSINTC To alter dynamically so that an individual
SQL session can be routed to a specific
back-end CV
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OPTIXIT IDMSINTC To alter dynamically the location where the
request is processed.

OPTIXIT IDMSINTL To alter dynamically the location where the
request is processed

This article describes the following information:

  

IDMSCEON

 Entry point 

The entry point of the IDMSCEON module/phase you assemble and link is used.

 Link edit with 

Does not need to be linked with any module. If the EXTXIT=YES parameter is specified in the CICSOPT macro, the
module is loaded when the IDMSINTC interface is started.

The IDMSCEON module allows you to gain control upon entry into IDMSINTC interface before the requested function is
passed along to the appropriate client.

 Considerations 

This exit routine is for use under CICS only. The load module name/core image library phase name must be IDMSCEON.

The exit routine must be linked to AMODE 31.

The module must be defined to CICS using the same definition parameters used by IDMSINTC.

  DEFINE PROGRAM(IDMSCEON)
  GROUP(IDMSGRP) LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER) CEDF(NO) RSL(PUBLIC)
  RES(YES) EXECKEY(CICS)

This exit is called using a "BALR R14,R15" instruction. All registers must be preserved within your exit code and restored
before returning to IDMSINTC.

 Register Usage 

• R1 Callers Plist (Caller of IDMSINTC)
• R4 TWACBIX
• R5 Request Type Index
• R12 DFHEISTG
• R13 TOP of the TCE stack
• R14 Return Address
• R15 Exits Base Register

 Parameters 

None.

 Return codes 

None.

IDMSCEOX

 Entry point 

The entry point of the IDMSCEOX module/phase you assemble and link is used.
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 Link edit with 

Does not need to be linked with any module. If the EXTXIT=YES parameter is specified in the CICSOPT macro, the
module is loaded when the IDMSINTC interface is started.

The IDMSCEOX module allows you to gain control upon return from processing the requested function and before control
is returned to the caller of IDMSINTC.

 Considerations 

This exit routine is for use under CICS only. The load module name/core image library phase name must be IDMSCEOX.

The exit routine must be linked to AMODE 31.

The module must be defined to CICS using the same definition parameters used by IDMSINTC.

  DEFINE PROGRAM(IDMSCEOX)
  GROUP(IDMSGRP) LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER) CEDF(NO) RSL(PUBLIC)
  RES(YES) EXECKEY(CICS)

This exit is called using a "BALR R14,R3" instruction. All registers must be preserved within your exit code and restored
before returning to IDMSINTC.

 Register Usage 

• R3 Exits Base Register
• R12 DFHEISTG
• R14 Return Address

 Parameters 

None.

 Return codes 

None.

OPTIQXIT

 Entry point 

OPTIQXIT

 Link edit with 

IDMSINTC Interface Program

This exit is invoked whenever an IDMS SQL session is initiated within the CICS environment. It allows the default OPTI
structure to be dynamically modified so that an individual SQL session can be routed to a specific back-end CV.

IDMSINTC copies the static IDMSOPTI structure into dynamic storage and passes it to the user routine, which may alter it
based on site-specific rules.

 Considerations 

This exit routine is for use under CICS only. Link OPTIQXIT into IDMSINTC with the external name OPTIQXIT.

NOTE

For more information about linking the IDMSINTC interface, see "Create an IDMSINTC Interface Program"
in Standard CICS Inteface.

This exit is passed information about an IDMS request and where it is being routed by default. The exit may update the
routing information to direct it to another location.
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The first and third parameters that are passed to the exit contain information about the request: the address of the
subschema control block and the caller's registers at the time the request was issued, respectively.

The second and fourth parameters contain routing information. The second parameter is the address of an OPTI structure
that is generated either from parameters in the CICSOPT macro or from the SYSCTL file that is specified in the CICSOPT
SYSCTL parameter. If the MAXCVNO parameter was specified in the CICSOPT macro, the fourth parameter may contain
addresses of OPTI structures that were generated from additional SYSCTL files. The fourth parameter is always passed,
even if no MAXCVNO was specified.

To direct the request unit to a different back-end CV, the exit must update the OPTI structure that is passed in the second
parameter. It may use information that is passed in the fourth, fifth, and sixth parameters to determine which back-end
CVs are available to service this request.

 Registers at entry 

• Register 1 points to a six-word parameter list (described next)
• Register 13 points to a savearea for use by the exit
• Register 14 points to the return address
• Register 15 points to the entry address

 Parameters 

•  Fullword 1
The address of the application program subschema control block (SSC).

•  Fullword 2
The address of an OPTI structure describing where the request is routed unless overridden by the exit. (The OPTI
structure is described by DSECT #OPIDS.)

•  Fullword 3
The address of the savearea where the registers at entry to the interface were saved.

•  Fullword 4
The address of an array of fullwords whose contents are:
–  Fullword 1

The MAXCVNO value that is specified in the CICSOPT macro. This value indicates the number of additional OPTI
addresses present in this array.

–  Fullwords 2-4
Three words that are available for use by the exit. The contents of these fields are preserved across invocations of
the OPTIQXIT (and OPTIXIT if present). These three words can be used to retain information such as the last CV to
which a request unit was routed. On the first call to the exit, the value of the first word is the address of the default
OPTI structure (see Fullword 5). The value of the remaining two words is zero. These words are shared by both
exits.

–  Fullword 5
The address of the default OPTI structure. This is the OPTI structure that is generated from the CICSOPT macro or
from the file whose DDNAME is specified by the SYSCTL parameter of the CICSOPT macro.

–  Remaining Fullwords
Occurs depending on MAXCVNO. Addresses of the OPTI structures that are generated for additional SYSCTL files.
If the MAXCVNO value is 0, no additional addresses are present in the array.

•  Fullword 5
The SQL command information block (DSECT #SQLCIB) that describes the statement being executed.

•  Fullword 6
The contents of this field depend on the type of SQL statement being executed as indicated by the SQCIBCMD field of
the command information block (Fullword 5):
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– If the SQL statement being executed by the application is a CONNECT (SQCIBCMD value 7), then Fullword 6
contains the address of the dictionary name to which the SQL session is connecting.

– If the SQL statement being executed by the application is an EXECUTE IMMEDIATE (SQCIBCMD value 14), then
Fullword 6 contains the address of the text string representing the statement to be executed. If the text represents a
CONNECT statement, the dictionary name to which the session is connecting is also in the text string. (The length
of the text string is in SQCIBCML.)

– If the SQL statement being executed is not a CONNECT or an EXECUTE IMMEDIATE, Fullword 6 is zero.

 Return codes 

None.

OPTIXIT (IDMSINTC)

 Entry point 

OPTIXIT

 Link edit with 

IDMSINTC interface program.

This exit allows CICS transactions to modify the IDMSOPTI structure dynamically so that only the current task thread is
affected by the changes.

IDMSINTC copies the static IDMSOPTI structure into dynamic storage and passes it to the user routine, which may alter it
based on site-specific rules.

 Sample uses 

OPTIXIT can be used to alter the location where the request is processed dynamically.

 Considerations 

This exit routine is for use under CICS only. Link OPTIXIT into IDMSINTC with the external name OPTIXIT.

Two-phase commit resynchronization requests require special attention. For more information, see OPTIXIT
Considerations.

This exit is passed information about an IDMS request and where it is being routed by default. The exit may update the
routing information to direct it to another location.

The first and third parameters that are passed to the exit contain information about the request: the address of the
subschema control block and the caller's registers at the time the request was issued, respectively.

The second and fourth parameters contain routing information. The second parameter is the address of an OPTI structure
that is generated either from parameters in the CICSOPT macro or from the SYSCTL file that is specified in the CICSOPT
SYSCTL parameter. If the MAXCVNO parameter was specified in the CICSOPT macro, the fourth parameter may contain
addresses of OPTI structures that were generated from additional SYSCTL files. The fourth parameter is always passed,
even if no MAXCVNO was specified.

To direct the request unit to a different back-end CV, the exit must update the OPTI structure that is passed in the second
parameter. It may use information that is passed in the fourth parameter to determine which back-end CVs are available.

 Registers at entry 

• Register 1 points to a four-word parameter list (described next)
• Register 13 points to a savearea for use by the exit
• Register 14 points to the return address
• Register 15 points to the entry address

 Parameters 
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•  Fullword 1
The address of the application program subschema control block (SSC).

•  Fullword 2
The address of an OPTI structure describing where the request is routed unless it is overridden by the exit. (The OPTI
structure is described by DSECT #OPIDS.)

•  Fullword 3
The address of the savearea where the registers at entry to the interface were saved.

•  Fullword 4
The address of an array of fullwords whose contents are:
–  Fullword 1

The MAXCVNO value that is specified in the CICSOPT macro. This value indicates the number of additional OPTI
addresses present in this array.

–  Fullwords 2-4
Three words that are available for use by the exit. The contents of these fields are preserved across invocations of
the OPTIXIT (and the OPTIQXIT if present). These three words can be used to retain information such as the last
CV to which a request unit was routed. On the first call to the exit, the value of the first word is the address of the
default OPTI structure (see Fullword 5). The value of the remaining two words is zero. These words are shared by
both exits.

–  Fullword 5
The address of the default OPTI structure. This is the OPTI structure that is generated from the CICSOPT macro or
from the file whose DDNAME is specified by the SYSCTL parameter of the CICSOPT macro.

–  Remaining Fullwords
Occurs depending on MAXCVNO. Addresses of the OPTI structures that are generated for additional SYSCTL files.
If the MAXCVNO value is 0, no additional addresses are present in the array.

 Return codes 

None.

OPTIXIT Example

An example of the type of coding necessary to recognize and route resynchronization requests successfully follows:

TITLE 'OPTIXIT  -  example of CICS OPTI exit needed for CICS RESYNC'
OPTIXIT  CSECT
        USING OPTIXIT,R15                  ---> Base
         B     START                       Go processs OPTI exit call
        DROP  R15
         #MOPT CSECT=OPTIXIT,ENV=USER
START    DS    0H
         STM   R14,R12,12(R13)             Save callers registers
         LR    R12,R15                     Swap base to R12
        USING OPTIXIT,R12                  ---> Base
        USING OPTXPLST,R1                  --->; Parameter list
         L     R2,OPTXSSCA                 Get address of Subschema Control
        USING SSC,R2                       --->; SSC
         L     R3,OPTXOPTA                 Get address of OPTI structure
        USING OPI,R3                       --->; OPTI structure
         CLC   SSCPNAME,=C'INTCRSYN'       Pseudo SSC for CICS RESYNC?
         BE    CICSRSYN                    Yes, special process for CICS RESYNC
***********************************************************************
*
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* perform normal OPTIXIT logic for real SSC
*
***********************************************************************
         B     RETURN                      Exit
CICSRSYN DS    0H
         LA    R5,OPINODE                  Point at name of backend CV
         LA    R4,SYSLIST                  Get table of known backend CVs
        USING SYSTABLE,R4                  --->; SYSTABLE
LOOP     DS    0H
         CLI   SYSNAME,C'*'                Is this end of CV table ?
         BE    RETURN                      Yes, just exit
         CLC   SYSNAME,0(R5)               Is this CV one of my CVs ?
         BE    MATCH                       Yes,&nbsp;we. have a match&nbsp
.
         LA    R4,SYSTSIZE(R4)             Bump to next CV in the table
         B     LOOP                        Keep looking for my CVs
MATCH    DS    0H
         MVC   OPICVNUM,SYSCV#             Update OPTI with CV number
         MVC   OPISVCNO,SYSSVC#            Update OPTI with SVC number
         B     RETURN                      Exit
RETURN   DS    0H
         LM    R14,R12,12(R13)             Restore callers registers
         BR     R14                        Return to caller
        DROP  R2,R3,R4,R12                 Drop SSC, OPI, SYSTABLE, base
         EJECT
SYSLIST  EQU   *                           Backend CV table
         DC    C'SYSTEM71',AL1(71),AL1(173)  CV 71 uses SVC number 173
         DC    C'SYSTEM72',AL1(72),AL1(176)  CV 72 uses SVC number 176
         DC    C'SYSTEM73',AL1(73),AL1(176)  CV 73 uses SVC number 176
         DC    C'SYSTEM74',AL1(74),AL1(173)  CV 74 uses SVC number 173
         DC    C'*'                        End of backend CV table
         SPACE 2
         LTORG ,                           Literal pool
         SPACE 2
OPTXPLST DSECT                             OPTI exit PLIST
OPTXSSCA DS    A(0)                        A(SSC)
OPTXOPTA DS    A(0)                        A(OPTI)
         SPACE 2
SYSTABLE DSECT                             Backend CV table dsect
SYSNAME  DS    CL8                         Backend CV node name
SYSCV#   DS    XL1                         Backend CV number
SYSSVC#  DS    XL1                         Backend CV SVC number
SYSTSIZE EQU   *-SYSTABLE                  Size of one SYSTABLE entry
         EJECT
         COPY  #OPIDS                      OPTI dsect
         COPY  #SSCDS                      Subschema control dsect
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         END

 

OPTIXIT (IDMSINTL)

 Entry point 

OPTIXIT

 Link edit with 

IDMSINTL interface program

This exit allows CICS transactions to modify the IDMSOPTI structure dynamically so that only the current task thread is
affected by the changes.

The IDMSINTL interface copies the static IDMSOPTI structure into dynamic storage and passes it to the user routine,
which may alter it based on site-specific rules.

 Sample uses 

OPTIXIT can be used to alter the location where the request is processed dynamically.

 Considerations 

To take advantage of this feature, you must write an assembler program and link it with your CICSOPT options module.

When creating an OPTIXIT module for IDMSINTL, consider:

• The module must have an entry point of OPTIXIT.
• The module is passed a different parameter list than the OPTIXIT for the IDMSINTC interface. You cannot use the

same routine for both.

When called, the exit is passed three parameters. The first and third parameters contain information about the request:
the address of the subschema control block and the caller's registers at the time the request was issued, respectively.

The second parameter passed to the exit is the address of an OPTI structure that is generated either from parameters in
the CICSOPT macro or from the SYSCTL file that is specified in the CICSOPT SYSCTL parameter. To direct the request
unit to a different back-end CV, the exit must update the OPTI structure that is passed in the second parameter.

 Registers at entry to exit: 

• Register 1 points to a three-word parameter list described next
• Register 13 points to a save area for use by the exit
• Register 14 points to the return location
• Register 15 points to the exit’s entry address

 Parameters 

•  Fullword 1 
Defines the address of the application program subschema control block (SSC).

•  Fullword 2 
Defines the address of an OPTI structure describing where the request is routed unless overridden by the exit.
Note: The OPTI structure is described by DSECT #OPIDS.

•  Fullword 3 
Defines the address of the savearea where the registers at entry to the interface were saved.

 Return codes: 

None

Example OPTIXIT for the IDMSINTL Interface
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The following example of an OPTIXIT for the IDMSINTL interface forces all requests to be routed to the target system
accessed through SVC 226 and CV number 173:

 TITLE 'SAMPLE OPTIXIT FOR IDMSINTL'                                    
*-----------------------------------------------------------------          
*  SAMPLE OPTIXIT FOR USE WITH VERSION OF IDMSINTL THAT SUPPORTS                
*  AN OPTIXIT  
*                                                                 
*  ON ENTRY:                                                                    
*    R1  --> ADDRESS OF PARM LIST DESCRIBED BY DSECT OPTXPLST                   
*    R13 --> CALLER'S SAVE AREA                                                 
*    R14 --> RETURN ADDRESS                                                     
*    R15 --> THIS MODULE'S ENTRY POINT                                          
*                                                                               
*                                                                               
* TO INSTALL THIS EXIT, LINK THE ASSEMBLED MODULE WITH IDMSINTL BY              
* ADDING AN INCLUDE STATEMENT TO YOUR NORMAL IDMSINTL LINK JOB.                 
*                                                                               
*-----------------------------------------------------------------          
TESTEXIT CSECT                                                                  
         ENTRY OPTIXIT                                                          
        USING  OPTIXIT,12                                                    
        USING  OPTIXIT,12                                        
OPTIXIT  DS    0H                                                
         STM   14,12,12(13)        SAVE CALLER'S REGISTERS       
         LR    12,15               SET LOCAL BASE                
         LA    15,SAVEAREA         POINT TO MY SAVE AREA         
         ST    13,4(,15)           SA FORWARD CHAIN              
         ST    15,8(,13)           SA BACKWARD CHAIN             
         LR    13,15               SET SAVE AREA POINTER         
        USING  OPTXPLST,1                                        
         L     2,OPTXOPTA                                        
        USING  OPI,2                                             
         MVI   OPICVNUM,226        SAMPLE HARD-CODED CV NUMBER   
         MVI   OPISVCNO,173        SAMPLE HARD-CODED SVC NUMBER  
         L     13,4(,13)           CALLER'S SAVE AREA            
         LM    14,12,12(13)        RESTORE REGISTERS             
         XR    15,15               CLEAR RETURN CODE             
         BR    14                  AND EXIT                      
         SPACE                                                   
SAVEAREA DC    18F'0'                                            
         LTORG                                                   
OPTXPLST DSECT                                                    
OPTXSSCA DS    A(0)               A(16-CHARACTER SUBSCHEMA-CTRL   
OPTXOPTA DS    A(0)               A(OPI DSECT STORAGE)            
OPTXSAVA DS    A(0)               A(INTL CALLER'S SAVEAREA)       
         COPY  #OPIDS                                             
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        END                                                         

Tools Exits
Tools exits are CA-supplied exits that are used by CA IDMS Tools products. All tools exit routines are loaded and
managed independently from RHDCUXIT. If maintenance or release upgrades change one of the tools exit routines, the
RHDCUXIT module does not need to be relinked.

Hooked Exits
Hooked exits gain control before a CA IDMS nucleus module does its processing. Hooked exits are put into place by
issuing a #HOOK macro from a user exit or from a user mode program.

#Hook Macro

The #HOOK macro is used to designate a hooked exit that gains control before an IDMS vector is given control. When
zIIP is enabled, a #HOOK must be used to overlay IDMS vectors. A program that attempts to overlay these vectors
without using the #HOOK macro while zIIP is enabled receives a D003 abend.

Parameters

• IN (or OUT IN)
Creates a hook

• OUT
Removes a hook. This requires the HOOKID to be removed.

• VECTOR=
Name of the vector to hook

• WHEN=
– BEFORE—To gain control before the IDMS vector is called
– AFTER—To gain control after the IDMS vector is called

• LOC=
Entry point of your processing routine

• HOOKID=
Name of HOOKID

• PLIST=
– * (asterisk) for or an inline PLIST
– Address of working storage to use as a plist

Considerations

• A vector can have multiple BEFORE and AFTER entries. Each entry must have a unique HOOKID.
• In the case of multiple HOOKs, the first HOOK has priority. For example:
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– The first BEFORE entry set is the first program to gain control. All subsequent BEFORE entries gain control in the
order they were placed.

– The first AFTER entry set is processed last. All subsequent AFTER entries are processed in reverse order from
when they were set.

• If the high-order bit of R15 is not cleared upon return from a user exit, no other entries are processed. If done in a
BEFORE override, the IDMS vector is prevented from being called. RHDCHOOK clears out the  high-order bit of R15
before returning control to the caller.

• If a user program specifies not to process the real IDMS vector, the user program must return proper registers based
on the HOOKed vector.

• If a user creates an AFTER override, the user program that gains control must return proper registers based on the
HOOKed vector.

• If an inline PLIST is being used (PLIST=*), a register cannot be specified for LOC. If you are calling an address outside
of the program issuing the #HOOK, you must use a register.

• The hooked exit must have its entry point created with #START MPMODE=CALLER.
• The program issuing the #HOOK must be in user mode and cannot be storage-protected. If #HOOK is issued from a

program with Storage Protect on, the program abends with a D005.
• The program that is given control must be fully multitasking capable.
• Every BEFORE entry and the original IDMS vector are passed the registers that would normally be passed from the

caller.
.

#HOOK Return Codes

After completion of the #HOOK function, the value in register 15 indicates the outcome of the operation.

Register 15 Value Meaning
X'00' The vector has been hooked successfully.
X'04' Vector has been hooked. There is a previous hook for this vector.
X'8' Hook was not set due to a duplicate HOOKID.
X'12' Hook was not removed due to an invalid HOOKID.
X'16' The vector cannot be hooked.

Vectors that cannot be hooked

The following table lists vectors that cannot be hooked.

CSACSELA CSAXCLI NVTAMBE
CSAOS00A NVTDCERM NVTDLBE1
CSAJXITA NVTUSINT NVTTAPRA
CSAURTNA NVTUSTAE NVTLRBKA
CSAEVALA NVTSYSIN NVTBRBKA
CSASNPA NVTPLNVT NVTHCHKI
CSASWITR NVTCTABA NVTDBVAR
CSAHOOK1 NVTRVIBA NVTDYLTA
CSABMVTA NVTUCFVC NVTSUBM
CSADBUG NVTSRSVC NVTP58B
CSAULIO NVTENVDA NVTDTSEH
CSADSIRB NVTUXITA NYTDYLD2
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CSALOAD1 NVTHCHKR NVTMSGM
CSALOAD2 NVTSCRN NVTDTCM
CSAAIDMS NVTDBLNK NVTTJSYN
CSALOCKM NVTCFIMA NVTPLIPC
CSADTOLA NVTRRSA NVTPLIAB
CSAHISTA NVTDBIO3 NVTD0LAA
CSAUTIL NVTDCMT NVTARBKA
CSADLIF NVTSRTTA NVTTKMVR
CSADLRC NVTSRTNA NVTPRNTK
CSAAPPC NVTCMSG NVTJCLI
CSALRFA NVTDSRVA NVTJSRVH
CSADSIRC NVTRDDRV
CSAQSRT NVTAEDTA

#HOOK Caller Example

NOTE
In this example, the ISA size is 48.

VECSTOR  TITLE 'VECSTOR'                                                
         #MOPT CSECT=VECSTOR4,ENV=USER                                  
         COPY #CSADS                                                    
         COPY #TCEDS                                                    
         COPY #PDTDS                                                    
         COPY #NVTDS                                                    
WORKD    DSECT                                                          
SYSPLIST DS    6F                                                       
WORKDL   EQU   (*-WORKD+3)/4                                            
VECSTOR  CSECT                                                          
         #ENTRY VECSTEP1                                                
         LR    12,15                                                    
         USING VECSTEP1,R12                                              
         USING CSA,R10                                                   
         USING TCE,R9                                                    
         USING WORKD,R11                                                 
         #LOAD PGM='VECPROG',EPADDR=(R2),COND=ALL                        
         #HOOK IN,VECTOR=CSAWTLA,WHEN=BEFORE,LOC=(R2), X
               HOOKID='CSAWTLA',PLIST=SYSPLIST
*
VECTDONE DS 0H
#RETURN
#BALI
END

Vector Override Program Example

VECPROG  TITLE 'VECPROG'                
         #MOPT CSECT=VECPROG,ENV=SYS   
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         COPY #CSADS                    
         COPY #TCEDS                    
VECPROG  CSECT                          
VECPGEP1 #START MPMODE=CALLER           
         LR    12,15                    
         USING VECPGEP1,R12              
         USING CSA,R10                   
         USING TCE,R9                    
*                                       
* VECTOR SPECIFIC OVERRIDE CODING HERE  
*                                       
VECTDONE DS 0H                          
        #RTN                            
         END

Numbered Exits

Numbered exits are user exits that you define by means of the RHDCUXIT module. RHDCUXIT is loaded at system
startup as part of the nucleus and as part of the batch and non-TP monitor interfaces. Numbered exits are divided into two
types, as described in the following table:

Type of exit Description
System-invoked exits
(Exits 0 through 255)

System-invoked exits provide control over selected DC/UCF
functions such as signon, signoff, and security checking DC/UCF
determines the routine that calls the exit. These exits are invoked
at a predefined logical point in a DC/UCF module. For example,
the signon routine calls exit 1 (the signon exit).

User-invoked exits
(Exits 256 and above)

User-invoked exits can be invoked by a site-written Assembler
program. For example, if you have added exit 256 to your system,
an Assembler program at your site can call this exit by means of
an#XIT statement.

Flow of control

When a numbered user exit routine is executed:

1. Control passes to the exit-routine entry point
2. The user exit routine is performed
3. Control returns to the calling module

Execution mode of the exit routine

When you code a numbered exit routine, you must consider the execution mode for the exit routine. Numbered exit
routines can be defined to execute either in user or in system mode. Considerations for each mode are given in Installing
Numbered Exits in the System.

The following sections describe:
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• Calling conventions for all numbered exits
• The #MOPT, #START, #RTN, and #GETSTK macros
• Calling user-invoked exits
• Installing numbered user exits in the system
• System-invoked exits

This article describes the following information:

Calling Conventions for Numbered Exits

The routine that calls a numbered exit is determined by whether the exit is a system-defined or a user-defined exit.

The calling conventions that you use for a user exit routine determine the registers that are available to the exit routine.
You can use either DC/UCF calling conventions or IBM calling conventions. Consult IBM documentation for information on
IBM calling conventions.

The following table describes DC/UCF calling conventions and also gives general calling conventions that apply when you
use either IBM or DC/UCF calling conventions. You use either these conventions or standard IBM conventions to call a
given numbered exit routine. This table also describes general calling conventions that apply under either DC/UCF or IBM
calling conventions.

Calling conventions Description
DC/UCF calling conventions When you use these calling conventions, you must use the

#START macro to begin the exit routine and the #RTN macro to
end the exit routine.
On entry to the exit routine, the following registers contain
information:
Register 13 contains the address of the next available entry in
the TCE stack. The value in this register may only be changed
through the use of CA IDMS macros, for example #GETSTK,
described below.
On XA machines, the TCE stack is located in XA storage. This
means that the exit routine has to run in Amode 31. If it switches
to Amode 24, the TCE stack is not addressable anymore.
Therefore, all DB and DC calls must be done in Amode 31.
Register 12 contains the base address.
Register 10 contains the address of the common system area
(CSA). The value in this register must not be modified.
Register 9 contains the address of the task control element (TCE).
The value in this register must not be modified.

General calling conventions
(Apply under DC/UCF and under IBM calling conventions)

These calling conventions apply to all numbered exits.
On entry to the numbered exit, register 1 points to a two-word
parameter list:
First word -- The address of a fullword containing the exit number.
Second word -- Either the address of an exit-specific parameter
list or 0 (zero) if no parameters are passed.
On return from a system-invoked exit, register 15 contains the
return code (if any). Only routines executed in system mode can
process these Return codes.

Macros Required for DC/UCF Calling Conventions

When you use DC/UCF calling conventions to call a user exit, you must use these macros:
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• #MOPT -- Required if a user exit is to run in system mode
• #START -- Use to begin the user exit routine
• #RTN -- Use to end a user exit routine and return control to the calling routine
• #GETSTK -- Use in a system mode exit to acquire storage from the TCE stack area; this can be useful in preserving

reentrancy

MOPT Macro

The #MOPT macro sets up the options for the issuing module. The only code that should appear prior to #MOPT is
'TITLE', comments, or source macro definitions.

MOPT Syntax

►►─┬─────────┬─ #MOPT ─┬────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬──────────►◄
   └─ label ─┘         └─ CSECT=csect-name ─┘ └─ ,ENV= ─┬─ SYS ──┬─┘
                                                        └─ USER ─┘

MOPT Parameter

• CSECT=
Generates a named CSECT and a constant of the CSECT name. Csect-name specifies the name that will be
generated for the CSECT statement and a 'DC CL8' of that name for identification.

• ENV=
Indicates a DC/UCF system module (SYS) or a user module (USER). The macro sets certain globals for system
modules to ensure proper calling sequence generation.

START Macro

The #START macro must be the first instruction in a user exit routine that uses DC/UCF calling conventions. Syntax and
syntax rules for the #START routine are provided below, followed by considerations that apply at sites using multitasking
support.

Considerations

When determining which MPMODE to assign, remember that:

• A system-mode exit routine that uses IBM calling conventions should always be assigned an MPMODE of DC.
• Any exit routine that uses DC/UCF calling conventions should be assigned an MPMODE consistent with the control

blocks that the routine accesses.

NOTE
For detailed coding considerations for multitasking sites, see the section Extended Addressing and Multitasking.

Examples

Establish an entry point with the name XTEP1:

XTEP1 #START

Start a numbered user exit routine without establishing an entry point:
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XTEP4 #START INTERNAL

START Syntax

►►── label #START ─┬────────────┬─ MPMODE= ─┬─ ANY ────┬──────────────────────►◄
                   └─ INTERNAL ─┘           ├─ DB ─────┤
                                            ├─ DC ─────┤
                                            ├─ CALLER ─┤
                                            ├─ DRIVER ─┤
                                            └─ USER ───┘

START Parameter

• INTERNAL
If omitted, generates an external entry point. The value coded in the label field of the macro is the name used for the
entry point.

• MPMODE
Applies only at multitasking sites.
When included in a #START macro, the MPMODE clause specifies the MPMODE to be assigned to the exit routine.
At a multitasking site, you must specify an MPMODE if the routine runs in system mode (ENV=SYS is specified in the
#MOPT macro) and an external entry point is to be generated.
– ANY

The exit routine can assume any MPMODE.
ANY is appropriate only for fully-reentrant routines that do not update storage associated with another task and that
do not access control blocks that may be updated by another task. Typically, ANY mode is required for:
• User exit 14
• User exit 15
• User exit 23
• User exits 27, 28, and 29
• User exit 31

– DB
The exit routine runs in DB mode. DB mode is appropriate for routines that reference system-wide database
resources, such as system lock tables and currency tables.

– DC
The exit routine runs in DC mode. DC mode is appropriate when the exit routine only references control blocks held
by task executing the routine (for example, TCE, LTE, SSC, VIB, and so forth). It assumes the exit routine does not
reference system-wide DB control blocks.
Typically, DC mode is required for:
• User exits 0 through 9
• User exit 12
• User exit 13
• User exit 16
• User exits 19 through 22
• User exits 24, 25, and 26
• User exit 30

– CALLER
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The exit routine can assume the MPMODE of the caller. CALLER means that the program does not do any
specific DB- or DC-related activities. Therefore, the MPMODE does not need to be changed from that of the calling
program.

– DRIVER
The exit routine runs in DRIVER mode. All the CA IDMS line drivers (for example, VTAM and UCF) run in DRIVER
mode. Exits that need to access driver-related control blocks should run in this mode.
Typically, DRIVER mode is required for user exits 17, 18, and 32.

– USER
The exit routine runs in USER mode. USER mode is appropriate for user programs with storage protection enabled;
for example, user-invoked numbered exits.

RTN Macro

The #RTN macro terminates a routine and returns control to the calling routine. #RTN must be the last instruction
executed in a user exit routine that uses DC/UCF calling conventions. The #RTN macro must execute in Amode 31.

RTN Syntax

►►──┬─────────┬─ #RTN ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─ label ─┘

RTN Parameter

Inclusion of a label is optional.

RTN Example

In the following sample #RTN macro, the macro is labeled RTRN1:

RTRN1 #RTN

GETSTK Macro

The #GETSTK macro allows the issuing program to acquire a number of fullwords from the current stack area pointed to
by Register 13. The #GETSTK macro must execute in Amode 31.

GETSTK Syntax

►►──┬─────────┬─ #GETSTK ─┬─ (register-number) ─┬─────────────────────────────►
    └─ label ─┘           ├─ variable-name ─────┤
                          └─ =fullword-number ──┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,REG= ─┬─ register-number ─┬─┘
              └─ 11 ◄─────────────┘
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 ►──┬─────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
    └─ ,DBLWD= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘
                └─ YES ─┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
    └─ ,CLEAR= ─┬─ NO ◄──┬─┘
                └─ YES ──┘

GETSTK Parameter

• register-number
Is the register that contains the value of the number of fullwords.

• variable-name
Specifies the symbolic name of a halfword or fullword field that contains the value of the number of fullwords.

• fullword-number
Specifies the number of fullwords preceded by an equal sign (that is, specify =2 for 2 fullwords).

• REG=register-number
Indicates the register in which DC/UCF will return the address of the fullwords requested. Registers 12, 13 and 14 are
reserved. Register 11 is the default.

• DBLWD=NO/YES
Specifies whether the stack address returned should be aligned (YES) or not aligned (NO) on a double word boundary.

• CLEAR=NO/YES
Specifies whether the stack area should be initialized to nulls (YES) or not initialized (NO). NO is the default.

User-invoked Numbered Exits

When you write a user-invoked exit routine, you assign the routine a unique number. The number can be 256 or higher.
Information about Return codes for user-invoked numbered exits is provided below, followed by information on calling
user-invoked exits by means of the #XIT macro.

Return codes

Each site determines the meanings of Return codes passed back in register 15 to a user-invoked exit routine. However,
Return codes 0 (zero) and 4 are reserved, and have the following meanings:

• 0 -- The exit routine did not encounter any errors.
• 4 -- The requested exit is not implemented at the site.

Site-written Assembler programs can call user-invoked numbered exits. To call a user-invoked exit, the Assembler
program uses a #XIT macro.

XIT exit Syntax

►►──┬─────────┬─ #XIT exit-number ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────►◄
    └─ label ─┘                    └─ ,PARM=parameter-register-pointer ─┘

XIT exit Parameter

• exit-number
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Specifies the number of the #DEFXIT macro that defines the exit being called.
• PARM

Specifies a parameter list (if any) to be passed to the exit routine. Parameter-register-pointer can be either a register
pointing to the parameter list or the symbolic name of the parameter list.

exit Examples

Call exit 256 without passing any parameters:

#XIT 256

Call exit 256 and pass a parameter list in register 1:

#XIT 256,PARM=(R1)

Installing Numbered Exits in the System

To install a numbered user exit in the system:

1. Code the user exit routine based on information in this section.
2. Install the numbered exit by coding a #DEFXIT macro. Include the #DEFXIT macro in the system's RHDCUXIT source

module. Assemble and link edit the RHDCUXIT module.
Optionally, link the exit routine itself with RHDCUXIT.

3. If the exit routine is not linked with RHDCUXIT, then define the exit routine to the system by using a system generation
PROGRAM statement. You can temporarily define the program to the system by using the DCMT VARY PROGRAM
command.

NOTE
For more information on defining the exit routine to the system, see the Administrating section or the System
Tasks and Operator Reference section.

Steps 1 and 2 are discussed in the following sections.

Step 1 Code a DEFXIT Macro

The #DEFXIT macro specifies information on a numbered exit, including the name of the exit's entry point and user exit
routine. All #DEFXIT macros for a system are included in the RHDCUXIT module for the system.

You must code a #DEFXIT macro for each numbered exit:

• Place #DEFXIT macros in numerical order in the RHDCUXIT module, according to the number of each associated exit.
• Include placeholder #DEFXIT macros for numbered exits that are not currently used. This is necessary because each

#DEFXIT macro's position in the RHDCUXIT source module determines the numbered exit to which the macro applies.

For example, the sample #DEFXIT macros below install system-invoked exits 1 and 5 in the DC/UCF system. If the first
placeholder #DEFXIT macro were deleted from the sample RHDCUXIT module, the module would add exits 0 and 4 to
the DC/UCF system:

                 RHDCUXIT CSECT
                ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
                │     .                                                         │
                │     .                                                         │
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                │     .                                                         │
                │    ┌─────────┐                                                │
              ┌─┼────►#DEFXIT ,│                                        EXIT 00 │
Placeholders  │ │    └─────────┘                                                │
for unused ───┤ │     #DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=XSON,AMODE=ANY     EXIT 01 │
user exits    │ │    ┌─────────┐                                                │
              └─┼────►#DEFXIT ,│                                        EXIT 02 │
                │    │#DEFXIT ,│                                        EXIT 03 │
                │    │#DEFXIT ,│                                        EXIT 04 │
                │    └─────────┘                                                │
                │     #DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EX=XTASK,AMODE=ANY    EXIT 05 │
                │     .                                                         │
                │     .                                                         │
                │     .                                                         │
                │                                                               │
                └───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Considerations

The combination of #DEFXIT options that requires the least system overhead is:

MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=entry-point-name

The #DEFXIT options that you use determine whether the user exit routine will be executed in user mode or system
mode. The table below lists considerations for exit routines written for execution in user or system mode.

• System-mode exit routines
When you use DC/UCF macros within a system-mode exit routine, the RGSV parameter of the macro should be
specified to ensure that register contents are not destroyed during execution.

Execution mode Considerations
User The routine can access only the storage pages associated with it

unless storage protection has been disabled at the system or the
program level. The exit routine:
Runs as a program under the DC/UCF nucleus.
Uses standard IBM calling conventions (except that no save area
is passed in register 13). The exit is called by a #LINK statement.
Cannot process register 15 Return codes.
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System The routine can access all storage pages in the region in which it
executes. The exit routine:
Uses either IBM or DC/UCF calling conventions:
IBM conventions -- The routine is called by a BALR instruction.
DC/UCF conventions -- The routine is called by a #CALL
instruction.
Must contain a #MOPT macro with ENV=SYS specified.
Must save and restore any registers that are used by the exit.
Any DC/UCF macros used must include a RGSV=(R2-R8) clause
and ensure that R9=A(current TCE) and R10=A(CSA), when the
macro is called; for example #GETSTG TYPE=(USER),LEN=R0,
ADDR=(1),RGSV=(R2-R8)
Can process register 15 Return codes.

DEFXIT Syntax

►►── #DEFXIT MODE= ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──┬─ USER,NAME=program─name ─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►◄
    └─ SYSTEM,CALL= ─┬─ DC ──┬┬ ,EP=entry─point─name ┬──────────────────┬┬─┘
                     └─ IBM ─┘│                      └ ,AMODE= ┬ 24 ───┬┘│
                              │                                └ ANY ◄─┘ │
                              └ ,NAME=program─name ──────────────────────┘

DEFXIT Parameters

• MODE=USER
Enables the exit routine to run in user mode. The routine can access only the storage pages associated with it unless
storage protection has been disabled at the system or the program level.

NOTE
Storage protection is disabled at the system level by theNOPROTECT parameter of the SYSTEM statement
and disabled at the program level by the NOPROTECT parameter of the PROGRAM statement.

• NAME=
Identifies the name of the exit routine.

• MODE=SYSTEM
Enables the exit routine to run in system mode. The routine can access all storage pages in the region in which it
executes.

• CALL
Specifies the calling conventions with which the exit routine is called:
– DC

The routine is called by means of a #CALL instruction, using DC/UCF calling conventions.
– IBM

The routine is called by means of a BALR instruction, using standard IBM calling conventions.

NOTE
For more information on calling conventions, see Calling Conventions for Numbered Exits.

• EP=
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Specifies the routine is called by the specified entry point.
• AMODE=

Specifies the addressing mode for the exit routine. Valid options are:
– 24 -- The exit routine executes in 24-bit addressing mode.
– ANY (default) -- The exit routine executes in the same addressing mode as does the DC/UCF nucleus.

• NAME=
Specifies the routine is loaded using the specified routine's name.

#DEFXIT system calling methods

Calling method Considerations
Entry point (EP) The routine runs as part of the RHDCUXIT nucleus module.

Therefore, you must link edit the routine with the RHDCUXIT
module.
Running the program in RHDCUXIT eliminates the overhead of
using a program pool for the exit routine. This strategy is generally
advisable for frequently called exits.

Name The routine runs as a program under the DC/UCF nucleus.
Therefore, you must define the routine to the DC/UCF system by
using the system generation PROGRAM statement.
At runtime, DC/UCF loads the exit routine into a program pool, as
necessary. This strategy is often advisable for infrequently called
exits.

Step 2 Assemble and Link Edit the RHDCUXIT Module

To make numbered exits available for use, assemble and link edit the RHDCUXIT module for the system. The RHDCUXIT
module is loaded at system startup as part of the nucleus.

When link editing the RHDCUXIT module:

• Include in the link edit any exit routines for which the #DEFXIT macro specifies an entry-point name
• Specify that the RHDCUXIT module entry point is UXITEP1

z/OS RHDCUXIT assembly and link edit

To create a RHDCUXIT load module

1. Create a source module by modifying the sample RHDCUXIT source in CAGJSRC with appropriate #DEFXIT macros
for your installation.

2. Save the source module in your custom source library.
3. Assemble and link it into your custom load library by executing the z/OS Assemble and Link-Edit JCL.

Substitute the name of your source member and insert the following binder statement:

 INCLUDE CUSTLIB(linked-exit)        OPTIONAL

 INCLUDE CUSTLIB(linked-exit)        OPTIONAL

 ...

 SETOPT PARM(REUS=NONE)

 NAME RHDCUXIT(R)
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– linked-exit
Specifies the name(s) of any user exit(s) for which the #DEFXIT macro contains the EP= parameter. The exit must
have been previously compiled and linked into your.custom.loadlib.

z/VSE RHDCUXIT assembly and link edit

1. Assemble and catalog the object module using the sample JCL in z/VSE Assemble JCL.
Modify the JCL by substituting the following inplace of the Assembler input statements:

PUNCH 'CATALOG rhdcuxit OBJ REPLACE=YES'

END

Add your RHDCUXIT source by modifying the sample source in RHDCUXIT.A in your IDMS sublibrary
2. Link the RHDCUXIT phase using the sample JCL in z/VSE Link JCL.

Modify the JCL by substituting the follwoing statements in place of the Linkage editor control statements:

PHASE RHDCUXIT,* 

INCLUDE rhdcuxit

INCLUDE linked-exit   OPTIONAL

INCLUDE linked-exit   OPTIONAL

ENTRY UXITEP1 

rhdcuxit

Specifies the name of your RHDCUXIT object module.

linked-exit

Specifies the names of any user exits for which the #DEFXIT macro contains the EP= parameter. The exit must have
been previously compiled and cataloged into your idms.custlib sublibrary.

z/VM RHDCUXIT assembly and link edit

GLOBAL MACLIB idmslib

FILEDEF TEXT DISK RHDCUXIT TEXT A

ASSEMBLE rhdcuxit.source (NODECK OBJECT

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER
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FILEDEF SYSLMOD DISK idmslib LOADLIB a2 (RECFM V LRECL 1024 BLKSIZE 1024

LKED linkctl

Linkage editor control statements (linkctl):

INCLUDE RHDCUXIT

include exitnnep          optional: for #DEFXITs with EP=exitnnep

ENTRY UXITEP1

NAME RHDCUXIT(R)

rhdcuxit.source filename of the file containing the RHDCUXIT source
idmslib filename of the CA IDMS MACLIB library
idmslib LOADLIB a2 file identifier of the CA IDMS LOADLIB library
linkctl filename of the file containing the linkage editor control statements

System-invoked Numbered Exits

User exits 0 through 255 are reserved for system-invoked numbered exit routines. The currently-implemented exits are
listed below and described individually after the table.

At runtime, a system-invoked numbered exit routine is called by a system module if the exit has been installed in the
system by means of the #DEFXIT macro. For details, see Installing Numbered Exits in the System.

Exit Description of exit
Exit 0 System initialization exit
Exit 1 Signon exit
Exit 2 Signoff exit
Exit 4 New task exit
Exit 5 Task termination exit I (before statistics are written)
Exit 6 Task termination exit II (after statistics are written)
Exit 7 Write-to-log exit
Exit 8 Log full exit
Exit 9 System statistics exit
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Exit 10 Reserved
Exit 11 Reserved
Exit 12 Terminal I/O error exit
Exit 13 Shutdown exit
Exit 14 BIND RUN UNIT and READY AREA exit
Exit 15 VIB statistics exit
Exit 16 Write printer exit
Exit 17 Input data stream exit
Exit 18 Output data stream exit
Exit 19 Asynchronous terminal connection exit
Exit 20 Resource limit exit
Exit 21 SYSOUTL report exit
Exit 22 Report security and routing exit
Exit 23 Pre-BIND RUN UNIT exit
Exit 24 GET TIME exit
Exit 26 OLQ JCL exit
Exit 27 ERE Extension Examiner exit
Exit 28 Security Preprocessing exit
Exit 29 Security Postprocessing exit
Exit 30 Victim selection for deadlock detection exit
Exit 31 Transaction statistics exit
Exit 32 SYSOUTL detail record
Exit 33 Program loader exit
Exit 34 Unqualified dbkey FIND/OBTAIN exit
Exit 35 Stalled task information exit
Exit 36 Global deadlock victim selection exit
Exit 37 Recovery wait exit
Exit 38 Quiesce area exit
Exit 39 SQL Syntax Collection exit

Exit 0 -- System Initialization Exit

This exit is called by RHDCMSTR immediately after internal run units are signed on and common work area (CWA)
storage is initialized.

Sample uses

Exit 0 can be used to initialize the CWA with site-specific information.

Parameters

None.

Return codes

None.
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Exit 1 -- Signon Exit

This exit is called after the signon routine (RHDCSNON) has verified the user identifier and password and has built a
signon element (SON).

Sample uses

Exit 1 can be used to display messages and to capture signon information whenever a user signs on to the DC/UCF
system.

Considerations

This user exit routine must be written to execute in system mode. Additionally, the #DEFXIT macro that defines the routine
must specify MODE=SYSTEM.

Parameters

One parameter is passed: the address of the SON.

Return codes

The following values can be returned in register 15:

• A return code of greater than 4 directs the calling routine to abort the signon request.
• A return code of 4 or less directs the calling routine to accept the signon request.

Exit 2 -- Signoff Exit

This exit is called before the central security system signs off a user.

Sample uses

Exit 2 is useful for billing purposes and to capture signon information when the user signs off.

Parameters

One parameter is passed: the address of the signon element (SON).

Return codes

None.

Exit 4 -- New Task Exit

This exit is called whenever a new task is first dispatched. The exit is called after the task is initialized but before control is
passed to a processing program.

Sample uses

This exit can be used to monitor task usage.

Parameters

None.

Return codes

None.

Exit 5 -- Task Termination Exit I

This exit is called whenever a task terminates, before task statistics (if any) are written. When the exit is called, the VB50
has been freed. Task statistics must be obtained from the task statistics table.

Sample uses
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This exit can be used to control the writing of task statistics.

Considerations

Accounting data of interest can be extracted from the #STLDS DSECT and processed, as appropriate. For example, the
accounting data can be written to an output file in addition to being written to the DC/UCF log.

This user exit routine must be written to execute in system mode. Additionally, the #DEFXIT macro that defines the routine
must specify MODE=SYSTEM.

Parameters

None.

Return codes

A return code greater than 4 prevents the system from writing task statistics to the log file.

Exit 6 -- Task Termination Exit II

This exit is called whenever a task terminates, after task statistics (if any) are written.

Parameters

None.

Return codes

None.

Exit 7 -- Write-to-Log Exit

This exit is called whenever a message line is retrieved from the message dictionary by a #WTL (WRITE LOG) request.

This exit is called after the message is received and before it is sent to its destination.

Sample uses

Exit 7 can be used to modify the text of a message before the message is sent to its destination.

Parameters

One parameter is passed: the address of the message (133 bytes), starting with the ASA control character.

Return codes

None.

Exit 8 -- Log Full Exit

This exit is called whenever the DC/UCF log area or file becomes full.

Sample uses

This exit can be used to submit an ARCHIVE LOG utility statement to the internal reader and offload the log area.

Parameters

None.

Return codes

None.
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Exit 9 -- System Statistics Exit

This exit is called whenever RHDCSTTS is invoked to write system statistics:

• At DC/UCF shutdown
• At the statistics interval
• When a DCMT WRITE STATISTICS is issued

The exit is called before statistics are written.

Sample uses

This exit permits your site to monitor the writing of system statistics.

Parameters

None.

Return codes

None.

Exit 12 -- Terminal I/O Error Exit

This exit is called whenever a permanent terminal I/O error is returned to a task by a line driver module.

Sample uses

Exit 12 can be used to vary a physical terminal offline after a designated number of I/O errors.

Parameters

None.

Return codes

None.

Exit 13 -- Shutdown Exit

This exit is called whenever a shutdown request is issued. The exit is called before the system is terminated (that is,
immediately before the database resource control task (RHDCDBRC) terminates).

This exit is not called when an abort request is issued.

Sample uses

Exit 13 can be used to record the status of the system at shutdown time.

Parameters

None.

Return codes

None.

Exit 14 -- BIND RUN UNIT and READY AREA Exit

This exit is called whenever a BIND RUN UNIT or READY AREA is performed. Exit 14 is invoked after exit 23.

Sample uses

Exit 14 can be used to perform security checking routines to determine whether the user is authorized to access the
requested database or area.
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Considerations

This user exit routine must be written to execute in system mode. Additionally, the #DEFXIT macro that defines the routine
must specify MODE=SYSTEM.

Information required by the user exit routine is available as follows:

• For BIND requests, the address of the subschema name is contained in the SSCPARM3 field in the IDMS
communications block (#SSCDS).

• For READY AREA requests, the address of the area name is contained in the SSCAREA field in the IDMS
communications block.

• For any request, user information is available from the signon element (#SONDS) by issuing an ACCEPT USERID
navigational DML statement (#ACCEPT TYPE=USERID in Assembler).

• For any request, security information is available from the signon element (#SONDS) by invoking the #SECHECK
macro.

NOTE
For more information on the #SECHECK macro, see the Security Administering section.

Return codes

The following values can be returned in register 15:

• A return code greater than 4 directs the calling routine to abort the BIND or READY.
• A return code of 4 or less directs the calling routine to continue processing the BIND or READY.

To indicate that an error has occurred, the exit routine must both set the return code (register 15) to greater than 4 and set
an error code in the SSCSTAT field of the IDMS communications block.

BIND Parameters

The following parameters are passed:

• A fullword, the value of which indicates the function to be performed:

  Value   Function

   36       READY USAGE -  MODE UPDATE

   37       READY USAGE -  MODE RETRIEVAL

   38       READY USAGE -  MODE PROTECTED UPDATE

   39       READY USAGE -  MODE PROTECTED RETRIEVAL

   40       READY USAGE -  MODE EXCLUSIVE RETRIEVAL

   41       READY USAGE -  MODE EXCLUSIVE UPDATE

   59       BIND RUN UNIT
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   97       No lock for transient isolation

• The address of the IDMS communications block (#SSCDS).
• The address of the DLIM control block, which contains the address of the external request element (ERE) if the

request is external. This address can be used to access the batch accounting data in the ERE-SVC-EXTENSION if the
SVC exit has been implemented to provide such data.

Exit 15 -- VIB Statistics Exit

This exit is called whenever system statistics and/or task statistics (if requested at system generation time) are written to
the variable information block (VIB). This exit is called after the statistics are written but before the VIB is released.

Sample uses

This exit can be used to examine collected statistics.

Return codes

None.

VIB Parameters

The following parameters are passed:

• A fullword value:
– 0 -- Task statistics are not being collected.
– 1 -- Task statistics are being collected.

• The address of the VIB

Exit 16 -- Write Printer Exit

This exit is called by the #PRINT (WRITE PRINTER) request handler at the first print request for a report.

Sample uses

Exit 16 can be used to examine and/or modify the report request block (RRB).

Considerations

This user exit routine must be written to execute in system mode. Additionally, the #DEFXIT macro that defines the routine
must specify MODE=SYSTEM.

Parameters

One parameter is passed: The address of the RBB associated with the requesting task.

Return codes

None.

Exit 17 -- Input Data Stream Exit

This exit is called by the I/O request handler after the check for a read has been posted, the completion code has been
checked, and line editing has been performed.

Sample uses

Exit 17 can be used to examine and/or alter the contents of the input data stream.

Considerations
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If you need to increase the size of the data stream, create a new input buffer. To acquire storage for building buffers, use
the get-buffer routine whose address is passed in the fourth word in the parameter list.

Invoke the get-buffer routine by using the following instruction:

BALR R14,R15

In this BALR instruction, register 15 contains the address of the get-buffer routine. Register 1 contains the address of the
parameter list.

All registers are preserved by the get-buffer routine. The #IBHDS DSECT provides a map of the buffer header. The id of
the task's physical terminal (PTERM) can be found in the PTEID field of the physical terminal element (PTE). The PTE
layout is given by the #PTEDS DSECT.

An exit routine that creates new buffers can be:

• Written to execute in system mode. In this case, the #DEFXIT macro that adds the routine to the system must specify
MODE=SYSTEM.

• Written to execute in user mode. The user exit routine must run with storage protection disabled. The #DEFXIT macro
that adds the routine to the system must specify MODE=USER and must call the routine by name.

If you create a new input buffer, make sure that the exit 17 routine does not free the old buffer. Make sure that the exit 17
routine returns values as follows:

• The first parameter must return the address of the first input buffer.
• The second parameter must return the total length of the input datastream.

Return codes

None.

Input Parameters

The parameter lists for the exit routine and for the get-buffer routine are each given below.

The exit 17 routine receives and can return changed values by means of the following five-fullword parameter list:

• The address of the first input buffer. If no buffer exists, the address is zeros.
• The total length of the input data stream. This includes all buffers.
• The address of the task's physical terminal element (PTE).
• The address of a get-buffer routine.
• A fullword in which the first byte contains:

– X'80' -- End of parameter list.
– X'40' -- The buffer contains the SNA functional management header (for lines defined with TYPE=VTAMLU).
– X'20' -- The physical terminal expects a 3270-type data stream (for lines defined with TYPE=VTAMLU).

The get-buffer routine receives and returns the following fifteen-fullword parameter list that you must build:

• The address of the buffer on return
• The length of buffer needed
• The address of the task's physical terminal element (PTE)
• A twelve-fullword work area
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Exit 18 -- Output Data Stream Exit

This exit is called by the I/O request handler before the line driver is posted to perform an output operation. The exit is
invoked after compaction is performed (if applicable).

Sample uses

Exit 18 can be used to examine and/or alter the contents of the output data stream.

Considerations

If the exit routine alters the contents of the data stream, you must return the length of the altered data stream in the
second parameter.

You can build buffers by using the get-buffer routine whose address is passed in the fourth word in the parameter list. All
registers are preserved by the get-buffer routine.

Invoke the get-buffer routine by using the following instruction:

BALR R14,R15

In this BALR instruction, register 15 contains the address of the get-buffer routine. Register 1 contains the address of the
parameter list.

The id of the task's physical terminal (PTERM) can be found in the PTEID field of the physical terminal element (PTE).
The PTE layout is given by the #PTEDS DSECT.

An exit routine that builds buffers can be:

• Written to execute in system mode. In this case, the #DEFXIT macro that adds the routine to the system must specify
MODE=SYSTEM.

• Written to execute in user mode. The program must run with storage protection disabled. The #DEFXIT macro that
adds the routine to the system must specify MODE=USER and call the routine by name.

If you create a new input buffer, make sure that the exit 18 routine returns values as follows:

• The first parameter must return the address of the first buffer.
• The second parameter must return the total length of the output data stream.

Return codes

None.

Exit 18 Parameter

The parameter lists for the exit routine and for the get-buffer routine are each given below.

The exit 18 routine receives and can return changed values by means of the five-fullword parameter list:

• The address of the output buffer. This parameter contains zeros if no buffer exists.
• The length of the output data stream.
• The address of the task's physical terminal element (PTE).
• The address of a get-buffer routine.
• A fullword in which the first byte contains:

– X'80' -- End of parameter list.
– X'40' -- The buffer contains the SNA functional management header (for lines defined with TYPE=VTAMLU).
– X'20' -- The task's physical terminal (PTERM) expects a 3270-type data stream (for lines defined with

TYPE=VTAMLU).
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If the buffer contains converted data that originally was in 3270-type format, make sure the fifth parameter does not
return X'20'. (X'20' causes 3270 WRITE commands to be prefixed to the buffer.)

The get-buffer routine receives and returns the following fifteen-fullword parameter list that you must build:

• The address of the buffer on return.
• The length of buffer needed.
• The address of the task's physical terminal element (PTE). This value is required.
• A twelve-fullword work area.

Exit 19 -- Asynchronous Terminal Connection Exit

This exit is called by the asynchronous (TTY and 2741) terminal drivers. This exit is called after the line driver has
validated the terminal type code and has copied the 1-to-8-character identifier into the PTE6NAME field of the physical
terminal element (PTE).

Sample uses

Exit 19 can be used to examine and/or alter the contents of the PTE and its device-dependent extension (for example, the
exit can treat the character string in the PTE6NAME field as a system password).

Considerations

This user exit routine must be written to execute in system mode. Additionally, the #DEFXIT macro that defines the routine
must specify MODE=SYSTEM.

Parameters

One parameter is passed: the address of the physical terminal element (PTE).

Return codes

The following values can be returned in register 15:

• A return code greater than 0 directs DC/UCF to continue the normal connection process.
• A return code less than 0 directs DC/UCF to disconnect the terminal and to re-enable the line for connection.
• A return code of 0 indicates that register 1 points to an EBCDIC message and register 0 contains the message length.

After truncating the message (if longer than 100 bytes) and translating it into the appropriate transmission code, DC/
UCF writes the message to the terminal and waits for the user to reenter a terminal identifier.

Exit 20 -- Resource Limit Exit

This exit is called by RHDCLIMT whenever a resource limit is exceeded by a task. The exit routine is invoked before the
request that exceeds the limit is satisfied.

Sample uses

This exit can be used to examine other limits or to increase the limit that has been exceeded.

Exit 20 permits the user to continue or abend a task based on the type of task. For example, you may choose to continue
a payroll task that has exceeded the storage limit while abending any other task that exceeds the same limit.

Considerations

DC/UCF enforces limits on task resource usage as described below:
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• When a task is initiated at runtime, the system constructs a resource limit block (RLB) for the task. The RLB specifies
the specified limit for each resource type. Additionally, the RLB points to an extension in which the system maintains a
count of the number of times each limit has been exceeded.

• When the task issues a request involving a resource for which a limit has been established, the system checks the
current value for the resource in the task statistics table (TST) for the task.

• When the resource request would exceed the limit specified in the RLB, (the value in the TST would exceed the limit in
the RLB):
– If exit 20 is defined, the system either continues or abends the task, as directed by the exit routine. Exit 20 can be

used to perform various functions, such as examining other limits, writing messages to the system log, and altering
the limits in the RLB for the task.

– If exit 20 is not defined, the system abends the task.

DC/UCF continues to check limits when the task resumes execution. Therefore, if the task is to continue, the exit routine
must alter the limit in the resource limit block (RLB).

NOTE

Exit 20 is not invoked when a task exceedes the SQL Row Limit. The SQL Row Limit is enforced by the SQL
engine. 

Return codes

The following values can be returned in register 15:

• 0 directs the calling routine to continue the task without issuing any messages.
• 4 directs the calling routine to abort the task after issuing message DC244003.
• 8 directs the calling routine to continue the task after issuing message DC244002.

Exit 20 Parameters

The following parameters are passed:

• A fullword, the last byte of which indicates the resource that caused the exit to be invoked, as follows:

Value      Resource

 X'01'       Storage

 X'08'       Database I/O operations

 X'10'       Database key locks

 X'20'       System service calls

• The offset from the beginning of the resource limit block (RLB) of the limit that has been exceeded.
The address of the RLB is provided by the TCERLBA field of the task control element (TCE). The RLBEA field of
the RLB points to an extension in which the system maintains a count of the number of times each limit has been
exceeded.
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Exit 20 Examples

The following sample user exit is called by RHDCLIMT whenever a resource limit is exceeded. The exit is invoked by
modifying RHDCUXIT for exit 20 in either of the following ways:

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=UX20EP1  EXIT 20

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,NAME=RHDCUX20  EXIT 20

Sample user exit 20 -- resource limit exit

 ***********************************************************************

 *                                                                    *

 *      THIS SAMPLE USER EXIT 20 HANDLES RESOURCE LIMIT OVERFLOWS.    *

 *      IT IS INVOKED BY RHDCLIMT WHENEVER A LIMIT IS FOUND TO BE     *

 *      EXCEEDED.  THE CONDITIONS HANDLED ARE AS FOLLOWS:             *

 *                                                                    *

 *          STORAGE LIMITS: ALL TASKS ARE ALLOWED TO CONTINUE         *

 *          LOCK    LIMITS: ALL TASKS ARE ABENDED                     *

 *          CALL    LIMITS: EXTERNAL REQUEST UNITS (ERUS) ARE ABENDED *

 *          DBIO    LIMITS: ALL TASKS ARE ABENDED                     *

 *                                                                    *

***********************************************************************

 UX20     TITLE 'RHDCUX20 -- EXAMPLE RESOURCE LIMIT EXIT'

 * RHDCUX20 EP=UX20EP1

          EJECT

          #MOPT CSECT=RHDCUX20,ENV=SYS

          COPY  #CSADS
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          COPY  #LTEDS

          COPY  #RLBDS

          COPY  #TCEDS

          COPY  #TSTDS

***********************************************************************

 *                                                                    *

 *   WORK AREA DSECT FOR LIMIT ROUTINE.                               *

 *                                                                    *

***********************************************************************

 WORKD    DSECT

 SYSPLIST DS    12A

 WORKDL   EQU   (*-WORKD+3)/4       LENGTH IN WORDS.

          SPACE

 XIT      DSECT

 XIT00    DS    H                   FILLER

 XITCD    DS   0H                   RESOURCE CODE

          DS    X                   (RESERVED AT THE MOMENT)

 XITSTG   #FLAG X'01'               CHECK STORAGE      LIMIT

 XITDBIO  #FLAG X'08'               CHECK DBIO         LIMIT

 XITLOCK  #FLAG X'10'               CHECK DB LOCKING   LIMIT

 XITCALL  #FLAG X'20'               CHECK SERVICE CALL LIMIT

 XITFLG1  DS    X

 XITOF    DS    F                   LIMIT OFFSET IN TASK RLB

          EJECT
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 ***********************************************************************

 *                                                                    *

 *     RHDCUX20  -   USER EXIT TO HANDLE RESOURCE LIMITS              *

 *                                                                    *

 *     ON ENTRY R1 WILL POINT TO A TWO WORD PLIST, FORMATTED          *

 *     AS FOLLOWS:                                                    *

 *                                                                    *

 *          +0 FULLWORD: EXIT # (20 IN THIS CASE)                     *

 *          +4 ADDRESS:  PTR TO PLIST CREATED BY MODULE               *

 *                       THAT INVOKED THE EXIT                        *

 *                                                                    *

***********************************************************************

 RHDCUX20 CSECT

          USING CSA,R10

          USING TCE,R9

 UX20EP1  #START

          SPACE

 *

 *  LOCATE PARAMETERS IN PLIST

 *

          SPACE

          LR    R2,R1               SAVE PARM REGISTER

          #GETSTK =WORKDL,CLEAR=YES GET SOME WORK SPACE

          USING WORKD,R11

          L     R3,4(R2)            GET AT PARMS PASSED BY LIMTEP1
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          SPACE

 *

 *  ACTUAL PROCESSING BEGINS HERE

 *

          SPACE

          USING XIT,R3              BASE THE PLIST AREA

          #TEST XITSTG,OFF=XIT010   ? STORAGE LIMIT EXCEEDED

          SR    R15,R15              YES  -   IGNORE

          B     XIT099              AND EXIT

 XIT010   #TEST XITCALL,OFF=XIT080  ? SERVICE CALL LIMIT EXCEEDED

          #TEST TCEERUS,OFF=XIT015   YES  -   IS THIS AN EXTERNAL RU

          LA    R15,4                  YES  -   ABEND THE TASK

          B     XIT099

 XIT015   DS    0H                     NO   -   ALLOW IT TO CONTINUE

          SR    R15,R15             CLEAR REGISTER -

          B     XIT099

 XIT080   DS    0H                  ABEND ALL OTHER LIMIT OVERFLOWS

          LA    R15,4

          B     XIT099

 XIT099   DS    0H

          #RTN

          DROP  R11,R10,R9,R3

          END
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Exit 21 -- SYSOUTL Report Termination Exit

Exit 21 is called by the SYSOUTL line driver (RHDCD07Q) after the last line of each print report has been written to the
spool file.

A sample exit routine for exit 21 on z/VM systems is provided on the integration tape used to install CA IDMS.

NOTE
For details on implementing the sample routine at z/VM sites, see the Installing section -- z/VM.

Sample uses

A DC system can include one or more lines for spooled output. Such lines are defined at system generation time with a
type of SYSOUTL. Reports sent to the spool file for a SYSOUTL line are not printed until the file is closed. The spool file is
closed:

• When the SYSOUTL line driver is disabled, for example, at DC system shutdown
• When a CP command to close the file is issued from the DC operator's console

At z/VM installations, exit 21 can be used to print spooled output on completion of each report. If appropriate, the exit
routine can reroute the spool file (for example, through RSCS) before closing the file. A sample user exit routine for exit 21
can be found in the Installing section -- z/VM.

Considerations

At a z/VM site with guest operating systems, define the SYSOUTL line by:

1. Making a direct unit assignment in the guest operating system
2. Using a FILEDEF in z/VM to associate that unit with a z/VM print device

If the SEND command sends messages to the SYSOUT printer, the report element for each message will have a report
name (RPERPTNM) of binary zeros. The exit routine can then:

1. Determine the appropriate RSCS destination for the report
2. Issue the TAG, SPOOL CLOSE, and SPOOL OPEN commands to provide support for VM/RSCS operations

This user exit routine must be written to execute in system mode. Additionally, the #DEFXIT macro that adds the exit
routine to the system must specify MODE=SYSTEM.

Parameters

One parameter is passed: the address of the physical terminal element (PTE) associated with the SYSOUTL line. The
PTE points to the logical terminal element (LTE), which points to the report element (RPE). The RPE contains such
information as the report identifier and the number of copies to be printed.

Return codes

None.

Exit 22 -- Report Security and Routing Exit

This exit can be used to store user-related information to be used at print time. Print module RHDCPRNT calls exit 22
when the user makes an initial print request, after RHDCPRNT has assigned a unique report identifier to the print request.

Sample uses

During this exit's processing, you can write a queue record that contains security or routing information. You can modify
the RHDCBANR routine so that, at print time, it extracts the saved information and uses it to write the report header. This
header can contain the appropriate security or routing information.

Considerations
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This exit routine must be written to execute in system mode. Additionally, the #DEFXIT macro that adds the exit to the
system must specify MODE=SYSTEM.

Parameters

The following parameters are passed:

• The address of the report print element (RPE)
• The address of the report request block (RRB)

Return codes

None.

Exit 23 -- Pre-BIND RUN UNIT Exit

User exit 23 is called before a BIND RUN UNIT is performed. Exit 23 is invoked before exit 14. Exit 23 has addressability
to the task control element (TCE).

Sample uses

User exit 23 can be used to override any specifications passed in the parameter list, as specified below.

For example, exit 23 can be used to determine the node on which a database resides and the database name based
on the subschema name. If a database changes location, you need not recompile the program with the new node or
database name on the BIND. The exit can change these parameters instead.

Considerations

This exit routine must be written to execute in system mode. Additionally, the #DEFXIT macro that adds the exit to the
system must specify MODE=SYSTEM.

Note: If you invoke EXIT 23 under CICS, the exit must be linked with RHDCUXIT and the #DEFEXIT macro must specify
EP=entry-point-name.

Parameters

Register 1 points to two fullwords that contain the exit number and the address of a 40-byte data area that holds the
values coded in the BIND RUN UNIT request. If the user has set any database or dictionary overrides (such as by using
DCUF SET DICTNAME), the overrides are reflected in the data area. The format of the data area is:

• Subschema name (8 bytes)
• Database node (8 bytes)
• Database name (8 bytes)
• Dictionary node (8 bytes)
• Dictionary name (8 bytes)

The address of the task control element (TCE) is passed through register 9. :P The exit can change these values. These
changes are then reflected in the IDMS communications block.

Return codes

None.

Exit 24 -- GET TIME Exit

Exit 24 provides a means to return a different value for GET TIME requests than the current value returned by the
operating system.

Except for SQL, Exit 24 is called whenever a DC GETIME is issued to obtain the time and date from the operating system.

Parameters
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To use this feature, you must write a user exit routine with the following attributes:

• System mode
• No storage protect
• Amode 31

On entry to the exit:

• R1 = Address of two (2) word parm list
• +0 = Address of fullword containing exit number
• +4 = Address of a doubleword date and time

The doubleword date and time contains the packed date, and the binary absolute time in 0000 seconds. This is identical
to the values normally found in CSATIME and CSADATE fields. The date is expressed as 0nYYDDDF (for 1900 n is 0; for
2000 n is 1).

To set a different time to be returned, simply store a date and time in the doubleword pointed at by R1.

Return codes

Return codes are ignored.

Exit 26 -- OLQ JCL exit

User Exit 26 is called when OLQ has built the JCL line.

Sample uses

Exit 26 can be used to alter the JCL and/or to output it.

Considerations

None.

Parameters

A single parameter is passed to exit 26. It contains the address of the JCL record.

Return codes

The following Return codes can be returned in register 15:

• A return code of 0 indicates that the exit output the record itself. OLQ itself will continue with the next record if any.
• A return code of 4 indicates that the exit examined and maybe altered the JCL record, but wants OLQ to output it.
• Any other return code directs OLQ to abort.

Exit 27 -- Examining the ERE Extension Exit

User Exit 27 is called after DC/UCF receives a new external request for services, but before the system performs any
processing for the request. For example, the exit is called before DC/UCF processes:

• A request for database services from a batch program
• A request to initiate a new UCF session
• A request for services from another node in the DC/UCF communications network provided that the connection is an

SVC connection.

Sample uses

You can examine information in the ERE or in the ERE extension. You can also specify the user id which will be used to
sign on to the DC/UCF system.

Considerations
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The following considerations apply to user exit 27:

• In the #DEFXIT macro, user exit 27 must be defined using MODE=SYSTEM.
• Exit 27 is invoked before exits 14 and 23.
• When you return from Exit 27, register 1 should point to a field containing an 18-character user identifier, right-padded

with blanks. Otherwise, default user identifier PUBLIC may be substituted when ERUS signon takes place.

Parameters

A single parameter is passed to exit 27. It contains the address of the ERE.

Return codes

The following Return codes can be returned in register 15:

• A return code of 0 if register 1 points to a valid user identifier.
• A return code of 4 if register 1 does not point to a valid user id.

Exit 27 Examples

...

                 L     R2,4(,R1)      Get address of ERE

                 USING ERE,R2

L     R3,EREESEA     Get address of ESE

                 USING ESE,R3

                 LH    R4,ESESOXOF    Get offset to ERE extension.

                 LA    R4,ERE(R4)     Get address of ERE extension.

                 USING EREXDS,R4

                 ...

       *  Test for user id modification criteria

                 CLI   EREXUSER,C' '   User id blank of hex zero

                 BH    NOSET           No.

*  Other user id modification criteria:

                 ...

       *  We have determined that this exit is to specify the

       *  signon user id.

                 LA    R1,DEFAULTU     Set R1 for caller
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                 XR    R15,R15         Clear R15 return code

                 B     RETURN

       NOSET     DS    0H

                 LA    R15,4          Tell caller no id modification

RETURN    DS    0H

                 #RTN

       DEFAULTU  DC    CL18'SITEUSERID'

                 ...

                 #RTN

                 COPY  #EREDS

                 COPY  #ESEDS

                 COPY  #UCFDS

Exit 28 -- Security Preprocessing Exit

Exit 28 allows you to examine all security requests, including user signon and signoff, before the request is processed by
the CA IDMS centralized security facility.

Exit 28 is called after the security system has validated the function code, but before it performs any other processing
for the security request. When you set a flag (SRBXFAB) in the Security Request Block (SRB), the exit can request that
access be denied.

NOTE
For more information on the Security Request Block (#SECRB DSECT), see the CA IDMS Security
Administering section.

Sample uses

You can examine the information in the SRB before CA IDMS processes the security request. For example, you might
alter the required authorities based on site specific requirements.

Considerations

Exit 28 cannot force the centralized security facility to allow the requested access. If the exit does not abort the request by
setting SRBXFAB, the centralized security facility will process the request normally.

This exit routine must be written to execute in SYSTEM MODE. The #DEFXIT macro that adds the exit routine to the
system must:

• Specify MODE=SYSTEM
• Call the routine using either DC or IBM calling conventions
• Call the routine by entry point
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Parameters

The following parameters are passed:

• The address of the SRB
• The length of the SRB

Return codes

None.

Exit 29 -- Security Postprocessing Exit

Exit 29 allows you to examine all security requests, including user signon and signoff, after the request is processed by
the CA IDMS centralized security facility.

Exit 29 is called after the centralized security facility has completed processing for a security request. When you set a flag
(SRBXFAB) in the security request block (SRB), the exit can request that access be denied.

Sample uses

You can use exit 29 to log security violations or to implement site specific security enforcement requirements.

Considerations

• Exit 29 cannot override a security violation.
• If your site uses a security package external to DC/UCF (for example, CA ACF2 for z/OS), DC/UCF calls Exit 29 after

signon to the external security package and again after signon to DC/UCF. External signon occurs if any resource,
including signon itself, is externally secured. DC/UCF always attempts an internal signon.
Because DC/UCF calls the exit two times, you can customize internal signon to use information from the external
signon. For example, CA ACF2 for z/OS users may want to move a Release 10.2 bit map from the CA ACF2 for z/OS
logon ID (LID) record to the SONSECTY field in the signon control block.
DC/UCF uses the contents of the SONSECTY field as the default activity bit map for the user. To do this, set the
SRBXSGN flag in the SIGNON function of the security request block (SRB).
If signon is secured internally, then you must:
– Define the user in the USER catalog
– Turn off the SRBXSGN flag in the SIGNON function of the security request block (SRB).

• This exit routine must be written to execute in SYSTEM MODE. The #DEFXIT macro that adds the exit routine to the
system must:
– Specify MODE=SYSTEM
– Call the routine using either DC or IBM calling conventions
– Call the routine by entry point

More Information

• For information on the signon control block (#SONDS DSECT), see the DSECT Reference section.
• For information on the security request block (#SECRB DSECT), see the Security Administering section.

Parameters

The following parameters are passed:

• The address of the SRB
• The length of the SRB

Return codes

None.
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Exit 30 -- Deadlock Victim Selection Exit

User exit 30 lets users implement a site-specific deadlock victim selection algorithm. User exit 30 is called after the
deadlock detector has scanned all tasks in the system that are waiting and has eliminated those that cannot be involved in
a deadlock situation.

After identifying waiting tasks that are involved in a deadlock, the deadlock detector processes these tasks in pairs. A
victim is chosen from the initial pair of tasks and then compared to the next task involved in the deadlock. This process of
examining each task in the deadlock and selecting a new victim continues until all deadlocked tasks have been examined.
The last victim chosen is then terminated and the process is repeated until no more deadlocks exist.

If exit 30 is not installed, the deadlock detector chooses the victim from each pair of tasks examined as follows:

• If one of the tasks is COND=NONE and the other task is COND=DEAD, the COND=DEAD task will be selected as the
victim.

• If both tasks have the same COND specification, the task having the lower priority will be chosen.

Sample uses

User exit 30 lets users bypass the default victim selection logic and gain more control over how deadlocks are resolved.
For example, some users may prefer that victims be selected:

• As external request units when deadlocks between online and external request units are detected.
• Based on what an application does rather than by its task priority.

You can apply exit 30 to a subset of applications or databases, by using Return codes (described below). This feature
allows the exit to selectively apply its logic to pairs of deadlocked tasks based on criteria determined by the implementer.

Considerations

Exit 30 is passed the address of the Dispatch Control Elements (DCE) representing the two tasks from which to choose a
victim. The DCE is used by the system to control how tasks are dispatched and contains the task dispatching priority and
the address of the Task Control Element (TCE).

As with all user exits, minimize the exposure of this exit to system control blocks since these control blocks can change
from release to release.

This exit routine must be written to execute in system mode. Additionally, the #DEFXIT macro that adds the exit to the
system must specify:

• MODE=SYSTEM
• AMODE=ANY

Additionally, this exit should be reentrant and should be coded to handle 24-bit and 31-bit addresses.

Parameters

Exit 30 is passed the address of a two fullword parameter list consisting of the:

• DCE address of the first deadlocked task
• DCE address of the second deadlocked task

Return codes

Before it terminates, exit 30 should put the DCE address of the selected victim in register 15. If you want the exit to use
the default victim selection logic in the deadlock detector, rather than a site-specific logic:

• Return a value of 0 in register 15 to use the default victim selection logic and continue to call exit 30.
• Return a value of 4 in register 15 to use the default victim selection logic and discontinue call to exit 30.
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Exit 31 -- Transaction Statistics Exit

This exit is called by the Transaction Manager whenever statistics are written from the transaction block. This exit is
called after statistics have been written but before the transaction block has been released. Note that these transaction
statistics are not those maintained by the system and are not those maintained as the result of the BIND, ACCEPT, or
END TRANSACTION STATISTICS DML verbs.

Sample uses

This exit can be used to examine collected statistics.

Return codes

None.

Exit 31 Parameters

The following parameters are passed:

• A fullword value:
– - 0 indicates task statistics are not being collected
– - 1 indicates task statistics are being collected

• The address of the transaction block (TBK)

Exit 32 -- SYSOUTL Detail Record Exit

This exit is called by the SYSOUTL line driver (RHDCD07Q) when a record is about to PUT to the output file.

Sample uses

This exit can be used to:

• Examine and modify every record
• Insert records using the available DCB address

Considerations

This user exit routine must be written to execute in SYSTEM mode. Additionally, the #DEFXIT macro that adds the exit
routine to the system must specify MODE=SYSTEM.

Parameters

The following parameters are passed:

• The output record address
• The DCB address

Return codes

None.

Exit 33 -- Program Loader Exit

This exit is called after a program load request has been completed.

Sample use

This exit can be used to extract program name and type to use for statistics.

Considerations
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This exit routine must be written to execute in SYSTEM mode. The #DEFXIT macro that adds the exit routine to the
system must:

• Specify MODE=SYSTEM
• Call the routine using either DC or IBM calling conventions
• Call the routine by entry point

Exit 33 Parameters

The following parameters are passed:

• Fullword 1 -- Sets a type code of 1 to indicate a PDE
• Fullword 2 -- Address of the PDE for the program loaded
• Fullword 3 -- Unused
• Fullword 4 -- Unused

Exit 34 -- Unqualified Dbkey FIND/OBTAIN Exit

Exit 34 helps identify and correct applications that may require modification to function correctly when the Mixed Page
Group BINDS ALLOWED feature is enabled.

Exit 34 is provided to allow the runtime detection of unqualified dbkey retrievals when "Mixed Page Group Binds
Allowed" is specified for the DBNAME. The exit may be used to display messages on the console and/or abend the task.
Furthermore, this exit can provide the correct page group and radix value for the passed dbkey to enable the application
to run correctly without requiring source changes.

Exit 34 is invoked by IDMSDBMS whenever a rununit issues a FIND DB-KEY or OBTAIN DB-KEY verb with no record
name specified. However, alteration of a rununit's current page group or page radix will not be honored unless mixed
page group support is fully implemented by specifying 'Mixed Page Group Binds Allowed' for the DBNAME. The exit is not
invoked for rununits accessing the dictionary or catalog.

It is possible that an unqualified FIND DB-KEY or OBTAIN DB-KEY command may not retrieve the desired record when
Mixed Page Group Binds are allowed. When this feature is enabled, IDMSDBMS will use the current page and radix value
for the dbkey. If the last DML operation referenced a page group other than the one desired, then the wrong record may
be retrieved. If the unqualified retrieval is the first DML operation for the rununit, then there is no current of page group
and a 0326 status code is returned.

For the long term, it is recommended that applications with unqualified FIND DB-KEY or OBTAIN DB-KEY commands be
enhanced to specify a record name or exploit the PAGE-INFO parameter rather than use this exit.

Considerations

You must write the Exit 34 routine to execute in SYSTEM mode. The #DEFXIT macro that adds the exit routine to a
system must:

• Specify MODE=SYSTEM
• Call the routine using either DC or IBM calling conventions
• Call the routine by entry point

Return codes

Return codes are ignored.

Exit 34 Parameters

The following parameters are passed:
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• Fullword 1 -- Address of a five-word save area. The area will remain consistent for the life of the rununit. Data stored
here will remain until the rununit finishes.

• Fullword 2 -- Address of the IB50 Control Block. (See macro #FIBDS.)
• Fullword 3 -- Address of the Subschema Control Block. (See copy book #SSC120.)

Fields: SSCPGRUP and SSCRADIX will contain the current page group and radix value for the rununit (these may be
changed). Upon return from the exit IDMSDBMS will make the changed values current for the rununit.

NOTE
Sample exit RHDCUX34 has been supplied as part of CA IDMS. Thisprogram will display a message on the
console when called. It also contains examples of abending a task and of modifying the current page group. To
use the sample exit as written, RHDCUXIT must define a #DEFEXIT as follows:

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=UX34EP1

and RHDCUX34 must be linked with RHDCUXIT.

Exit 35 -- Stalled Task Information Exit

This exit is called to gather information on a stalled task for use during deadlock victim selection. It will be invoked only in
a data sharing environment during global deadlock management.

This exit can be used to pass information to user exit 36 to assist in selecting a victim task in a global deadlock situation.

Considerations

This exit is passed the addresses of two control blocks. The first control block contains information on the stalled task,
the second is an output area in which the exit can place information for use by exit 36 when selecting a deadlock victim.
The address of the stalled task's Dispatch Control Element (DCE) is passed in the first control block. This can be used to
locate other task-related control blocks.

Addresses should not be stored in the 32-byte output area, since exit 36 may execute on a different system from that on
which exit 35 is executing.

This exit must be written to execute in SYSTEM mode. The #DEFXIT macro that adds the exit routine to the system must
specify:

• MODE=SYSTEM
• AMODE=ANY

Additionally, this exit should be reentrant and should be coded to handle 31-bit addresses.

Parameters

The following parameters are passed:

• Fullword 1 - The address of an area described by DSECT #X35PL
• Fullword 2 - The address of a 32-byte output area in which the exit may save information to be passed to User Exit 36

Return codes

Set register 15 to 0.

Exit 36 -- Global Deadlock Victim Selection Exit

This exit is called in a global deadlock situation to select a task to be cancelled. If exit 36 is not installed, a global deadlock
will be resolved by choosing the task with the lowest priority that was initiated last. When comparing two tasks, CA IDMS
will always select as a victim a task that specified COND=DEAD over one that specified COND=NONE.

Exit 36 allows site-control over which task is chosen as a victim in a global deadlock situation.

Considerations
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This exit is passed the addresses of two sets of control blocks, each of which is associated with a stalled task. Within each
set, the first control block contains information supplied by CA IDMS about the stalled task, the second is an area that
potentially contains information passed from exit 35.

Exit 36 must be written to execute in SYSTEM mode. The #DEFXIT macro that adds the exit routine to the system must
specify:

• MODE=SYSTEM
• AMODE=ANY

Additionally, this exit should be reentrant and should be coded to handle 31-bit addresses.

Return codes

Set register 15 to the address of the control block described by DSECT #X36PL for the task that is to be selected as the
victim. If the exit does not select a victim, it should set the return code to 0.

Exit 36 Parameters

The following parameters are passed:

• Fullword 1 - The address of a control block described by DSECT #X36PL that describes the first of two deadlocked
tasks.

• Fullword 2 - The address of a 32-byte area containing information passed from user exit 35 for the first deadlocked
task.

• Fullword 3 - The address of a control block described by DSECT #X36PL that describes the second of two
deadlocked tasks.

• Fullword 4 - The address of a 32-byte area containing information passed from user exit 35 for the second deadlocked
task.

Exit 37 -- Recovery Wait Exit

This exit is called when a task is about to wait on a global resource that requires recovery by a failed member of a data
sharing group.

This exit can override the current recovery wait setting for the system.

Considerations

The exit can specify whether the task should be aborted or whether it should wait for the failing member to be recovered.
If the task should wait, the exit specifies the length of time the task should wait.

This exit must be written to execute in SYSTEM mode. The #DEFXIT macro that adds the exit routine to the system must
specify:

• MODE=SYSTEM
• AMODE=ANY

Additionally, this exit should be reentrant and should be coded to handle 31-bit addresses.

Parameters

The following parameter is passed:

Fullword 1 - The address of an area described by DSECT #X37PL

Return codes

By setting an appropriate return code in Register 15, the exit can specify what action CA IDMS should take with regard to
the task . The possible choices are:
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• 0 - the task should wait. Register 0 must contain the amount of time that the task is permitted to wait. Valid values for
register 0 are:
– 1 through 32767 specifying the number of seconds that the task is permitted to wait
– -1 indicating that the task should wait indefinitely
– 0 indicating that the task should not wait. A value of 0 is equivalent to a return code value of 8.

• 4 - the system's recovery wait setting determines what action will be taken
• 8 - the task should be aborted

Exit 38 -- Quiesce Area Exit

This exit is invoked when a quiesce point has been reached in the processing of a DCMT QUIESCE command. Its
purpose is to allow additional site-specific actions to be taken in response to the quiesce.

Considerations

This exit is passed the quiesce identifier, an indication of what is being quiesced and a list of files and their data set names
that are impacted by the quiesce. With this information, the exit can take additional action, such as constructing JCL or
loading predefined JCL for a batch job to be submitted through the internal reader.

Through Return codes, the exit can direct IDMS to terminate or continue the quiesce operation, or proceed as specified in
the original DCMT QUIESCE command.

Return codes

By setting an appropriate return code, the exit can specify what action IDMS should take with regard to the quiesce
operation. The possible choices are:

• 0, to continue or terminate the quiesce operation as specified on the DCMT QUIESCE command
• 8, to continue the quiesce operation, overriding the option specified on the DCMT QUIESCE command
• 12, to terminate the quiesce operation, overriding the option specified on the DCMT QUIESCE command

Exit 38 Parameters

The exit is passed a single parameter described by DSECT #X38PL. This structure contains the following information:

• The nodename on which the quiesce command originated
• The quiesce operation identifier
• An indication of what is being quiesced (area, segment or DBNAME) and its name
• An array of file entries containing the following information for each file involved in the quiesce:

– File name (<segment-name>.<area-name>)
– VOLSER
– DDNAME
– Data set name

Exit 39 -- SQL Syntax Collecting Exit

Exit 39 allows you to collect audit information from the system about the usage of SQL.

Exit 39 is called after the centralized security facility completes processing of a security request and after calling exit 29.
Exit 39 is only called when the following conditions are met:

• SAVE_SQL_SYNTAX=ON is specified in the SYSIDMS parameter file.
• The security request is issued for an SQL check, that is when the function in the Security Request Block (SRBFUNC)

has a value of 12 (SQL Schema check).
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Sample uses

You can use exit 39 to log the SQL syntax that is used by BCF, OCF, ODBC, and JDBC users.

Considerations

1. To obtain the storage containing the SQL syntax, follow these steps:
– Get the address of the sLTE from the TCECLTE field at TCE+X'94'.
– Get the address of the SQL syntax buffer from field LTESVSQL at LTE+X'150'.
The layout of the SQL syntax buffer is:
– 0 - 3: Eyecatcher 'SQL#'
– 4 - 8: Fullword containing the length of the SQL syntax buffer.
– 9 -12: Fullword containing the length of the current SQL command.
– 13-nnn: Current SQL command without the default or customized delimiter.

2. Execute exit 39 in SYSTEM MODE. For the #DEFXIT macro that adds exit 39 to the system, it is necessary to:
– Specify MODE=SYSTEM.
– Call the routine using either DC or IBM calling conventions.
– Call the routine by entry point.

NOTE
For more information on the security request block (#SECRB DSECT), see the CA IDMS Security Administering
section.

Parameters

The following parameters are passed:

• The address of the SRB.
• The length of the SRB.

Return codes

None.

Extended Addressing and Multitasking
Learn more about extended addressing and multitasking support.

Extended Addressing Considerations
Contents

When you run a DC/UCF system, program execution is affected by the presence of multiple program and/or storage
pools. This section discusses the aspects of program execution.

AMODE and RMODE Assignment

Each program must be assigned the following:

• An addressing mode (AMODE)
• A residency mode (RMODE)

The following table summarizes ways to assign AMODE and RMODE to programs or modules.
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NOTE
For more information on the IDD ADD/MODIFY LOAD MODULE statement that is used to modify load modules
in the data dictionary, see the IDD DDDL Reference section.

Module location Location mode specification
Load library Specify AMODE and RMODE according to instructions provided

in your operating system dependent documentation on the linker/
loader provided by your operating system vendor.

Data dictionary
(DDLDCLOD area)

Specify AMODE and RMODE in the IDD LOAD MODULE
statement as follows:
MOD LOAD MODULE module-name
.
.
.
AMODE=ANY
RMODE=ANY
The default for both AMODE and RMODE is ANY.

Program Pool Usage

Each program defined to the DC/UCF system is assigned a primary program pool based on the program's reentrancy and
residency mode and on the types of pools defined. All IDMS-created programs (for example, maps, dialogs, subschema,
and code and edit tables) have AMODE 31 and RMODE ANY. A program assigned a 31-bit primary pool is also assigned
a 24-bit alternate pool.

Program loading sequence

The table below shows the primary and alternate pools assigned to each type of program. When a task invokes a
program, DC/UCF loads the program in a pool or waits for enough space to load the program:

• DC/UCF tries to load the program as follows:
a. Into its primary pool
b. Into its alternate pool if the primary pool is short on space and an alternate pool is assigned to the program

• DC/UCF waits for space in either pool when both the primary pool and the alternate pool are short on space.

Additionally, if a program assigned a 31-bit primary pool is invoked by a task for which the location is BELOW, the
program is loaded in to its 24-bit alternate pool. DC/UCF does not try to load the program in to a 31-bit pool. This ensures
the program's addressability by other programs running under the same task.

Primary and alternate program pool assignments

DC/UCF always tries to load a program into the program's primary pool. If the primary pool is short on space, DC/UCF
loads the program in the alternate pool. The existence of an alternate pool depends on the characteristics of the program
and what pools have been defined in addition to the required 24-bit program pool.

Program
characteristics

Conditions Primary pool Alternate pool

Nonreentrant or quasi-reentrant
(RMODE=24)

-- 24-bit program pool --

Reentrant (RMODE=24) 24-bit reentrant pool defined 24-bit reentrant pool defined 24-bit reentrant pool
Reentrant (RMODE=24) 24-bit reentrant pool not defined 24-bit reentrant pool --
Nonreentrant or quasi-reentrant
(RMODE=ANY)

31-bit program pool defined 31-bit program pool 24-bit program pool
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Nonreentrant or quasi-reentrant
(RMODE=ANY)

31-bit program pool not defined 24-bit program pool --

Reentrant (RMODE=ANY) 31-bit and 24-bit reentrant pools
defined

31-bit program pool 24-bit reentrant pool

Reentrant (RMODE=ANY) 31-bit reentrant pool defined;
24-bit reentrant pool not defined

24-bit reentrant pool 24-bit program pool

Reentrant (RMODE=ANY) 31-bit reentrant pool defined;
24-bit reentrant pool not defined

24-bit reentrant pool --

Reentrant (RMODE=ANY) 31-bit reentrant pool defined;
24-bit reentrant pool not defined

24-bit reentrant pool --

Storage Pool Usage

The location of storage acquired during the execution of a program depends on the following factors:

• For user mode storage requests:
– The location (BELOW or ANY) of the task that invoked the program
– The specification (BELOW or ANY) in the LOC parameter of the #GETSTG statement used to request the storage
– The pools defined at DC/UCF system generation time

• For system mode storage requests, default is 31-bit storage
• For all storage requests, space availability in the eligible pools and the types of storage that the pools accommodate

XA storage pool 255, which you define on the SYSTEM system generation statement, is reserved for system storage only.
It is the XA equivalent of storage pool 0.

Storage is allocated as follows:

TASK(BELOW) 24-bit storage allocated
TASK(ANY);
#GETSTG(BELOW)

24-bit storage allocated

TASK(ANY);
#GETSTG(ANY)

If any 31-bit pools contain the requestedtype of storage, 31-bit
storage allocated, if defined and available
Otherwise, 24-bit storage allocated

Treatment of Dynamically-built Control Blocks

Dynamically-built control blocks, for example program definition elements (PDEs) and task definition elements (TDEs) can
be built in an XA storage pool. Therefore, if you do not define PDEs at system generation using either the UNDEFINED
PROGRAM COUNT parameter of the SYSTEM statement or the PROGRAM statement itself, DC/UCF will build the PDEs
dynamically in an XA storage pool.

DC/UCF may allocate from an XA storage pool all system-allocated storage that will not be passed back to a user
program regardless of the program's residency mode. For control blocks that must reside below the 16-megabyte line,
DC/UCF explicitly requests storage below the line.

Multitasking Support
Contents

CA IDMS is a multithreaded system that supports multiple diverse units of work called tasks. In the past, these tasks
shared one operating system subtask. With multitasking support, several CA IDMS tasks can execute concurrently and
each task uses a different predefined operating system subtask.
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Multitasking support can be implemented only at z/OS sites that have either uniprocessors or multiprocessors.

Multitasking support can provide for better CPU utilization in a heavily used multi-processor environment; for example,
shops with dyadic or quadratic processors that implement multitasking can run closer to full capacity. For example, user
task A may be issuing database operations (such as, an OBTAIN) and can be executing at the same time as a DC/UCF
user task B activity (such as, a GET STORAGE request). Meanwhile, user task C is executing its user coded routines.

The following table contrasts nonmultitasking with z/OS multitasking environments:

Nonmultitasking Multitasking
Tasks execute consecutively. Tasks execute simultaneously.
No distinction is made between the types of tasks performed. Tasks are subdivided into families based on the control blocks

updated.

How DC Handles Concurrency

In a multitasking environment, the system must be able to allow multiple tasks to update the same information. This is
achieved in the following ways, depending on the update type and amount:

• Under very specific circumstances, updating a single field with length 4 or 8 bytes can be done with a single instruction
(CS or CDS). No control block locking nor task serialization is needed.

• If the update consists of multiple field updates, without calls to different components, control block locking is used. This
means that a lock is acquired, the updates are made and the lock is released. The time that the lock is held is very
short, minimizing the chance on lock collisions.

• In all other circumstances, task serialization is used. This means that the system must control the order in which tasks
are executed, so that no two tasks simultaneously do the same work.

Most of the executable coding in CA IDMS runs without task serialization.

Task serialization

To achieve this control, DC/UCF uses task serialization, a technique that forces tasks to take turns based on a predefined
class or family. Code running in a mode type of ANY is not serialized. Much of the executable code in CA IDMS runs in
mode type ANY.

Work modes

Work is divided into families of executable code called modes. CA IDMS uses a symmetrical design that allows each
mode of work to be scheduled on any available subtask, allowing the full capacity of the hardware to be used most
efficiently.

CA IDMS multitasking supports the following types of work modes:

Mode Code description
ANY Assigned to all user code and system code that doesn't require

serialization. ANY is for programs that will not update any storage
associated with another program. Therefore, it is safe for a
program assigned MPMODE ANY to run simultaneously with other
programs.

DB Assigned to modules that perform database activities such as
record processing, record locking, and concurrency control.
Use the #START macro to assign this MPMODE to user exits
performing database functions.
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DC Assigned to all non-DB modules, including most user-written
programs running without storage protection. Use the #START
macro to assign this MPMODE to user exits performing DC
functions. (CA ADS dialogs and COBOL programs can be
assigned MPMODE=ANY).

DRIVER Assigned to all CA IDMS line drivers (for example, VTAM and
UCF). Use the #START macro to assign this MPMODE to user
exits that need to access driver-related control blocks.

LOADER Assigned to program loading routines; user programs cannot be
assigned this mode.

USER Assigned to user programs executing with storage protection
enabled and to VS COBOL programs that are non-protected.

CALLER command

CALLER is a command that assigns the mode of the calling program to fully-reentrant programs. CALLER means that the
called program accepts the MPMODE of the calling program and assumes full responsibility for all MPMODE serialization
rules. Therefore, the MPMODE does not need to be changed from that of the calling program. User programs cannot be
assigned MPMODE=CALLER.

You can specify at system generation that an application will run with an MPMODE of ANY or SYSTEM (the default).
SYSTEM means that DC/UCF determines the MPMODE at runtime.

Example

Suppose four user tasks are executing concurrently. Tasks 1 and 4 are executing CA ADS user code in ANY mode. Task
2 is executing DB mode and task 3 is executing DC mode. All four tasks execute on individual subtasks concurrently,
assuming your machine has four available processors:
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How to Implement z/OS Multitasking

You implement multitasking support in system startup execution JCL through the use of the PARM parameter of the EXEC
statement for the startup routine.

You use the PARM parameter to do the following:

• Enable multitasking support
• Optionally specify the number of operating system subtasks to use

NOTE
For more information on the PARM parameter, see Specifying Runtime Options.

Coding Considerations

Assembler programs need to exercise caution when using shared storage. This is because, in multitasking systems, this
storage can change while the program executes, even if the program does not request any DC/UCF services. These
programs must follow site-dependent mechanisms and standards that keep user programs from simultaneously updating
shared storage.

Assembler programs should use #ENQ to acquire shared storage and #DEQ to release the storage. The #ENQ and
#DEQ statements are described in the CA IDMS DML Reference section for Assembler.

System mode user-exit routines
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System mode user-exit routines at a DC/UCF site must be recompiled if they are already installed to support multitasking
execution. The #START macro for each system mode exit routine must declare an MPMODE. Use the following modes:

Mode For these user exits
ANY Exits 14, 15, 23, 27, 28, 29, 31, 37
DC Exits:

0 - 9
12
13
16
19 - 22
24 - 26
30
35 - 36

DB Exit 38
DRIVER Exits 17, 18, 32
None Exits 10, 11

System mode exit routines with IBM calling conventions are invoked by DC/UCF in CALLER mode. Since these exits are
called by a routine with an MPMODE of DC, such user exits must be able to execute in DC mode. To handle this, you can
begin with NOOP (X'47000004').

NOTE
For more information on user-exit routines and the #START macro, see User Exits.

Programs that execute with storage protection

At runtime, DC/UCF always assigns an MPMODE of USER to a user-mode program that is invoked with storage
protection regardless of the system generation MPMODE specification. For a program to execute with storage protection
enabled, storage protection must be enabled both at the system level and at the program level.

Monitoring Multitasking Performance

Under z/OS, DC/UCF supports up to 99 subtasks. At heavily used systems, it may be helpful to run DC/UCF with more
subtasks available than there are processors in the system. This strategy can be used to provide for an overlap in subtask
processing during page fault processing.

Task waits may occur at runtime when serialization has to take place.

Available monitoring information

You can obtain information on multitasking performance using the following tools:

Command/report Use
DCMT DISPLAY SUBTASK Use to observe the frequency with which subtasks are being

dispatched. CA IDMS multitasking will only dispatch an additional
subtask if the work load dictates it.
Select fewer subtasks if you want to restrict the amount of CPU
CA IDMS consumes; increase the number of subtasks if you
observe all the subtasks in a busy condition.
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DCMT DISPLAY MPMODE Displays, for each mode, how often the mode was requested and
how often a mode had to wait if another subtask was executing in
that mode. The highest throughput is achieved when the request
counts for ANY mode is very high and the values in the Wait
Counts are very low.

DCMT DISPLAY MT Q DEPTH Displays the number of DC tasks that have to be queued for
system services before an additional subtask is woken up. This
number is called the multitasking queue depth (MT Q DEPTH). Its
default value is 2.
DC/UCF only restarts (wakes up) a system subtask when the
MT queue depth is exceeded. This strategy is defined to reduce
overhead.

DCMT VARY MT Q DEPTH Allows dynamic changes to the MT queue depth. Specifying a low
value will cause more usage of subtasks.
A too-low value will cause subtasks to wake up and go back to
sleep again without having done any work because the queue was
already emptied by one or more other subtasks.
A too-high value will cause most or all work to be processed by
only one subtask, that is, it disables multitasking.
The optimum value for the MT queue depth is dependent on
factors outside the control of DC (other work on the CPUs;
operating system dispatcher parameters; paging rate; ...).
Therefore, it is advised to experiment with the value and watch
the results. The value must be in a range of 0 to 255; however, the
advised value is in a range of 0 to 9. The default is 2.

CA IDMS Performance Monitor Use the online realtime and interval monitors to observe the
impactof multitasking on your runtime production system. For
example, you may need to adjust your DC/UCF system to
accommodate the higher level of multiprogramming introduced
by multitasking The interval monitor also provides the time spent
waiting on mode locks.
Use PMARPT02, the Task Summary Report, to measure
changes in overall response time before and after implementing
multitasking.

Multitasking Information in Dumps

In this section, you are shown how to find multitasking specific information in dumps. For these tasks, you should use an
operating system dump, instead of a snap dump. With a snap dump, information has already changed due to the snap
processing as follows:

• The current task could have switched to another operating system subtask.
• The MPMODE of the task has changed to the MPMODE of RHDCSNAP.
• All locks were released. For more information, see Determining the Locks Held by a Task.

The following control blocks, which are described in the CA IDMS DSECT Reference section, are referenced as follows:

• CSA: #CSADS
• ILE: #ILEDS
• SCA: #SCADS
• TCE: #TCEDS

Locating the SCA

z/OS System
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At a z/OS multitasking site, the subtask control area (SCA) of the TCB active at the time of the dump can be located using
the following procedure:

1. Find location X'10'. The value at this location is the address of the communication vector table (CVT).
2. At address X'00' into the CVT is the address of the TCB list.
3. At X'04' into the TCB list is the address of the currently active TCB.

NOTE
The address of the first ready TCB is located at X'1C' into theASCB.

4. At X'70' into the TCB is the address of the first TCB save area.
5. At X'00' into the save area is the address of the SCA assigned to the TCB.

SCA Information

• Once you located the SCA, you must determine if this SCA is associated with the abending task. To do this, check flag
SCAACTV (SCA + X'1C', bit X'80'). If the flag is set, the SCA is active.

• SCACURTK (SCA + X'08') is the address of the TCE the active SCA is executing.
• The location of all SCAs can be determined by walking the chain of SCAs, beginning at the DC/UCF common system

area (CSA). The address of the SCA area is found in CSASCAA (CSA + X'518').
• The address of the next SCA is computed by adding SCALEN (half word at (SCA + X'0E') to the address of the current

SCA. The number of SCA's can be found in CSASCA# (half word at CSA + X'480')
• On occasion, there will be a dummy SCA for the ticker subtask. This occurs when the ticker task has to wait for a lock

for the internal control element (ICE) chain. In this case, the SCA is used as working storage.

Determining the Task Using a Subtask

To determine the DC task using a particular subtask, perform the appropriate operation:

• If you have the task's SCA address, look at SCACURTK (offset X'08' in the SCA). This field contains a pointer to the
active TCE, if there is one.

• If you have the task's TCE address, look at TCESCAA (offset X'134' in the TCE). The value at this location points to
the SCA when the task is active.

Determining the Task's MPMODE

To determine the MPMODE a task was running in, use an operating system dump. Examine the half word value of the
TCEMPMOD field (TCE + X'13C'). Possible values are the following:

• X'0000' -- MPMODE=ANY
• X'0004' -- MPMODE=DC
• X'0008' -- MPMODE=DB
• X'000C' -- MPMODE=USER
• X'0010' -- MPMODE=LOADER
• X'0014' -- MPMODE=DRIVER

Determining the Locks Held by a Task

The locks mentioned in this section are used to serialize access to control blocks. These types of locks should not be
confused with database locks.

To determine the locks held by the task from an operating system dump, locate the internal lock elements (ILEs) that
document the locks held by the task as follows:

1. TCEILINU (offset X'148' into the TCE) -- Contains the current TCE lock count.
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2. TCELKILE (offset X'144' into the TCE) -- Contains the address of the first ILE.
3. ILE's form a linked list, which can be walked using ILENEXT (offset X'08' into the ILE).

Routing System Snaps to a Sequential File

System snaps are routed to a sequential log file in a multitasking environment. The system snaps are routed even when
you have directed the log to the data dictionary DDLDCLOG area in the system definition.

Routing system snaps to a sequential file provides reliable system snaps. While the DC/UCF system is taking a system
snap for one subtask, other subtasks are temporarily frozen. This helps ensure the integrity of the storage being snapped.

DC/UCF uses the MPMODE DC to take a system snap. Because the MPMODE DB may be held by one of the frozen
subtasks, the system may not be able to write the snap to the data dictionary log area. Therefore, DC/UCF attempts to
write system snaps to a sequential file in a multitasking environment.

Steps to route system snaps

To route system snaps to a sequential file, perform the following steps:

1. Specify LOG DATABASE in the system generation SYSTEM statement.
2. Allocate a sequential disk file using the following DCB specifications:

– RECFM must be FBA.
– LRECL must be 133.
– BLKSIZE must be a multiple of 133. A large block size requires fewer I/O operations to complete the system snap

and, therefore, results in a faster snap.
3. Include the following statement in the JCL to start up the DC/UCF system:

//CDMSLOGA DD DSN=idms.syssnap,DISP=SHR

– idms.syssnap
Specifies data set name of the sequential log file for system snaps.

Considerations

The following are general considerations for routing system snaps to a sequential file:

• If the log is directed to a sequential file in the system definition (LOG FILE1/FILE2), system snaps are written to that
file.

• If the log is directed to the data dictionary log area in the system definition (LOG DATABASE), system snaps are
written to a sequential file with a ddname of CDMSLOGA. If the system startup JCL does not include a DD statement
for CDMSLOGA, DC/UCF does not take system snaps.

• The size in bytes of the sequential disk file should be at least three times the size in bytes of the DC/UCF region.
If the space allocated to the sequential file is not large enough to hold an entire system snap, DC/UCF terminates
abnormally with an x37-type system abend code.

• DC/UCF opens and closes the sequential disk file for each system snap. If the startup JCL specifies DISP=SHR for
the file, DC/UCF writes to the beginning of the file each time a snap occurs. To copy each system snap to another file
before the snap is overwritten, you can use the WTOEXIT user exit. Write the exit routine to:
a. Intercept the message that is written to the log when the snap is complete. The message number is DC009101.
b. Submit a job that copies the system snap file to another file.

This use of the WTOEXIT user exit is similar to using the exit to submit jobs for the ARCHIVE JOURNAL and ARCHIVE
LOG utility statements.
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Statistics
DC/UCF statistics report on system resource usage. These statistics are written to the system log file. The table below
lists the different types of DC/UCF statistics that can be collected. This section discusses the following:

• Statistics written to the system log at runtime. Separate information is provided for the following:
– System-wide statistics
– Task and external request unit statistics
– Transaction statistics
– CA ADS dialog statistics
– Histograms

• User-written statistics support available through use of user exits that gain control during various statistics collection
activities.

• Options for examining statistics that have been written to the system log.

Types of DC/UCF statistics

Statistic Information collected
System General resource-usage statistics for the entire system (for

example, program pool, queue area, line, physical terminal, and
task statistics).
These statistics are always collected.

Task and external request Detailed statistics for each executing task or external request unit.
System and database usage is tracked.
These statistics are optional.

Transaction Detailed statistics for each executing transaction. System and
database usage is tracked.
These statistics are optional.

Dialogs Detailed statistics for all or selected CA ADS dialogs. Control
commands, system usage, and database usage are tracked.
These statistics are optional.

Histograms Numerical totals of how many times specific events or limits occur
at runtime.
These statistics are optional.

System-Wide Statistics
DC/UCF always collects system-wide statistics because they require minimal overhead and they provide valuable
information for tuning and maintaining the DC/UCF system. DC/UCF system-wide statistics are grouped into six
categories. The table below lists statistics collected for each category. The categories are as follows:

• System statistics
• DC/UCF statistics
• Non-SQL DB statistics
• SQL DB statistics
• Line statistics
• Physical terminal statistics
• Program statistics
• Queue statistics 
• Task statistics
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Note: Statistics can be cumulative or interval-based.

When System-Wide Statistics are Written

System-wide statistics and histograms can be automatically written to the log and cleared at a specified time and day. This
process ensures that the values of these statistics are synchronized by avoiding overflow. It also makes analysis easier
since statistics are gathered over a standard time interval.

Use interval roll time to specify the time of day and day interval when the statistics are written and reset. When the interval
roll time is reached, current system-wide statistics and histograms are written to the CA IDMS log, and then cleared in
preparation for the next collection interval.

Set and maintain your write or write and roll interval time with the following statement and commands:

• SYSGEN SYSTEM statement -- used to establish various characteristics of the DC/UCF runtime system.
• DCMT VARY STATISTICS command -- changes the interval at which DC/UCF statistics are written to the system log

file or written and reset.
• DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS command -- displays the interval or interval roll time.
• DCMT WRITE STATISTICS command -- provides the ability to both write and clear the statistics.

System-wide statistics are written to the DC/UCF system log at each of the following times:

• At normal system shutdown.
• At the statistics interval specified in the system generation SYSTEM statement:

SYSTEM

     .

     .

     .

     STATISTICS INTERVAL interval-time

The statistics interval can be varied at runtime by means of the DCMT VARY STATISTICS command.
• At the statistics interval roll specified in the system generation SYSTEM statement:

SYSTEM

     .

     .

     .

STATISTICS ROLL TIME interval-roll-time FREQUENCY day-frequency

The statistics interval roll can be varied at runtime by means of the DCMT VARY STATISTICS ROLL command.

• On explicit request by means of a DCMT WRITE STATISTICS command.
• On explicit request by means of a DCMT WRITE STATISTICS ROLL command.
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Categories of Statistics

This section lists the information collected for each category of system-wide statistics. For more information on interpreting
these statistics, see the following:

• CA IDMS Reporting section
• CA ADS Reference section
• CA IDMS Administrating section
• CA IDMS Performance Monitor Using section
• System Performance

System statistics

• Number or amount of:
– Journal writes
– Program pool loads
– Program pool waits
– Pages loaded into the program pool
– Logical terminal autotasks started
– Requests for storage satisfied in the first
– and second scan of the storage pools (collected separately)
– SET TIME WAIT requests issued
– SET TIME POST requests issued
– SET TIME START requests issued
– SET TIME CANCEL requests issued
– Tasks processed
– Tasks abended
– System tasks currently active
– Tasks currently active (both system and user mode)
– Times maximum-tasks condition detected
– Task threads aborted for exceeding runaway time
– System tasks processed
– PGFREE requests
– Fixed pages freed
– Reentrant pool loads
– Reentrant pool waits
– Pages loaded into the reentrant pool
– Pages that became eligible for release
– Pages actually released
– XA program pool loads
– XA program pool waits
– Pages loaded into the XA program pool
– XA reentrant pool loads
– XA reentrant pool waits
– Pages loaded into the XA reentrant pool
– Storage pool waits
– PGFIX requests
– Pages fixed

• Number of times:
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– DPE threshold exceeded
– RCE threshold exceeded
– RLE threshold exceeded
– ILE threshold exceeded
– Short-on-storage conditions detected
– DPEs in use concurrently
– RCEs in use concurrently
– RLEs in use concurrently
– Entries in the TCE stack (that is,
– TCE stack high-water mark)

Deadlock statistics

• Total:
– Deadlock detector dispatch count
– Pass 1 (stalled task) dispatch count
– Pass 2 (stalled task) dispatch count

• Total number of:
– Deadlocked tasks with COND=NONE
– Deadlocked tasks with COND=DEAD
– Deadlock victims
– Deadlock victims with COND=DEAD
– Deadlock victims with COND=NONE

• Maximum number of:
– COND=DEAD tasks deadlocked in a single pass
– COND=NONE tasks deadlocked in a single pass

DC/UCF statistics

• Number or amount of:
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– Programs called
– Program loaded
– Terminal reads
– Terminal writes
– Terminal I/O errors
– GET TIME requests
– SET TIME requests
– Database calls
– Queue GETs (DC/UCF)
– Queue PUTs (DC/UCF)
– Queue DELETEs (DC/UCF)
– Scratch GETs
– Scratch PUTs
– Scratch DELETEs
– #GETSTG requests
– #FREESTG requests
– CPU time spent in user mode.On systems utilizing zIIP processors, CPU time includes time on the zIIP processor

normalized to standard processor speed.
– CPU time spent in system mode. On systems utilizing zIIP processors, CPU time includes time on the zIIP

processor normalized to standard processor speed.
– Wall-clock time spent in wait state

• Maximum number or amount of:
– Entries in the TCE stack (that is, TCE stack high water mark)
– Storage held at one time (that is, task storage high water mark)

• Total number of system service calls

Non-SQL DB statistics

• Number or amount of:
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– Pages read
– Pages written
– Pages requested
– CALC records stored with no overflow
– CALC records stored with overflow
– VIA records stored with no overflow
– VIA records stored with overflow
– Records requested
– Records current of transaction
– Database calls
– Fragments stored
– Records relocated
– Locks acquired
– Share locks held
– Non-share locks held
– Locks freed
– SR8 splits
– SR8 spawns
– SR8's stored
– SR8's erased
– SR7's stored
– SR7's erased
– Btree searches
– Btree levels searched
– Orphans adopted
– Levels searched (best case)
– Levels searched (worst case)

Miscellaneous DB statistics

• Number or amount of:
– Records updated
– Pages found in cache
– Pages found in prefetch buffer

SQL DB statistics

• Number or amount of:
– SQL commands executed
– Rows fetched
– Rows inserted
– Rows updated
– Rows deleted
– Sorts performed
– Minimum rows sorted
– Maximum rows sorted
– AM recompiles

Line statistics

• For each line, the number of:
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– Reads performed
– Read errors that occurred
– Writes performed
– Write errors that occurred

Physical terminal statistics

• For each physical terminal, the number of:
– Reads performed
– Read errors that occurred
– Writes performed
– Write errors that occurred

• For each physical terminal, the total or cumulative:
– Number of responses
– Response time
– Terminal I/O time

Program statistics

• For each program, the number of:
– Times called
– Times loaded
– Times waited to load
– Program check errors

Queue statistics

• The number of times each queue's associated task wasinvoked to process queue records

Task statistics

• Number of times each task code was invoked

Task and External Request Unit Statistics
A task is the basic unit of work under DC/UCF. Each task consists of one or more programs. An external request unit is a
unit of program activity initiated from outside the DC/UCF region/partition. For example, external transactions are initiated
to handle a batch program's database requests.

You enable task and external request unit statistics to do the following:

• Monitor and tune individual application programs.
• Enforce limits on task resource usage.

NOTE
For more information on resource limits, see the Administrating section.

Collection of these statistics is optional because additional overhead is required to collect the statistics and because a
large volume of data is generated. One statistics record is maintained per task thread for the life of the task or external
request unit. These statistics records can quickly fill the system log file.

For tasks, it is sometimes sufficient to collect task histograms instead of full task and external request unit statistics.
However, when you are collecting task histograms, you cannot also collect task and external request unit statistics.

NOTE
For more information on histograms, see Histograms.
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Enabling Statistics Collection

Enable collection of statistics for tasks and external request units in the system generation SYSTEM statement as follows:

 SYSTEM version-number 
     .
     .
     .
     STATISTICS TASK WRITE NOUSER/USER
 

The STATISTICS keyword controls statistics collection.

TASK WRITE enables collection of both task and external request unit statistics.

The NOUSER/USER clause specifies how CPU-time statistics are maintained:

• NOUSER -- Statistics for system-mode and user-mode execution are maintained as a single statistic. This statistic
represents total task or external request unit execution time.

• USER -- System-mode and user-mode statistics are maintained separately.

How Statistics Accumulate at Runtime

Task and external request unit statistics are accumulated in control blocks at runtime. Once allocated, control blocks for a
task or external request unit are maintained as long as the task or transaction is active.

Statistics in the control blocks are written to the DC/UCF log file when the task or external request unit terminates, or
when you issue a DCMT WRITE STATISTICS command at runtime.

System-wide statistics and histograms are automatically written to the log and cleared at a specified time each day. This
process ensures that the values of these statistics are synchronized by avoiding overflow. It also makes analysis easier
since statistics are gathered over a standard time interval.

The interval roll time specifies the time of day when the statistics are written and reset. When the interval roll time is
reached, current system-wide statistics and histograms are written to the CA IDMS log, and then cleared in preparation for
the next collection interval.

You can set the interval roll time using the parameters on the SYSGEN SYSTEM statement and the DCMT VARY
STATISTICS command. The DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS command displays the interval roll time, and the DCMT
WRITE STATISTICS command provides the ability to both write and clear the statistics.

The following fields describe the header portion of the statistics records written to the log, and are available in the #STLDS
DSECT command:

• The time at the start of the interval, in internal timestamp format
• The time when the DC/UCF system started, in internal timestamp format
• The job name of the DC/UCF system
• The Central Version (CV) number

Task and external request unit statistics are sorted as follows:

• Task statistics are sorted by user identifier, by logical terminal identifier, and by task code.
• External request unit statistics are sorted by accounting data and by program name.

Statistics for tasks, external requests, and transactions

The following sections summarize the statistics collected when you enable statistics collection for tasks, external request
units, and transactions. Note that even when SQL is used to access data, non-SQL database statistics (designated non-
SQL IDMS statistics in the table) are still collected.
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DC/UCF Statistics

• Number or amount of:
– Programs called
– Program loaded
– Terminal reads
– Terminal writes
– Terminal I/O errors
– GET TIME requests
– SET TIME requests
– Database calls
– Queue GETs (DC/UCF)
– Queue PUTs (DC/UCF)
– Queue DELETEs (DC/UCF)
– Scratch GETs
– Scratch PUTs
– Scratch DELETEs
– #GETSTG requests
– #FREESTG requests
– CPU time spent in user mode.On systems utilizing zIIP processors, CPU time includes time on the zIIP processor

normalized to standard processor speed.
– CPU time spent in system mode. On systems utilizing zIIP processors, CPU time includes time on the zIIP

processor normalized to standard processor speed.
– Wall-clock time spent in wait state

• Maximum number or amount of:
– Entries in the TCE stack (that is, TCE stack high water mark)
– Storage held at one time (that is, task storage high water mark)

• Total number of system service calls

Non-SQL DB Statistics

• Number or amount of:
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– Pages read
– Pages written
– Pages requested
– CALC records stored with no overflow
– CALC records stored with overflow
– VIA records stored with no overflow
– VIA records stored with overflow
– Records requested
– Records current of transaction
– Database calls
– Fragments stored
– Records relocated
– Locks acquired
– Share locks held
– Non-share locks held
– Locks freed
– SR8 splits
– SR8 spawns
– SR8's stored
– SR8's erased
– SR7's stored
– SR7's erased
– Btree searches
– Btree levels searched
– Orphans adopted
– Levels searched (best case)
– Levels searched (worst case)

SQL DB Statistics

• Number or amount of:
– SQL commands executed
– Rows fetched
– Rows inserted
– Rows updated
– Rows deleted
– Sorts performed
– Minimum rows sorted
– Maximum rows sorted
– AM recompiles

Transaction Statistics
Contents

A transaction is a series of tasks that perform one logical activity under DC/UCF. For example, a transaction typically
includes all tasks that display, retrieve, and process data on a single map.
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NOTE
This type of transaction differs from the transaction CA IDMS uses to manage resources and to control recovery.

Transaction statistics are initiated and terminated under the control of the application program and as such have no
impact on recovery. The same type of information is collected for transactions as is collected for individual tasks. Statistics
that are collected for transactions are listed in the previous table.

Enabling Statistics Collection

To collect transaction statistics, it is necessary to:

1. Prepare the system to collect transaction statistics at runtime
2. Prepare tasks in the transaction for which the statistics are to be collected

Preparing the system

To prepare the system to collect transaction statistics, perform the following steps:

1. Enable task statistics, since transactions are composed of tasks. For more information, see Task and External Request
Unit Statistics.

2. Enable transaction statistics in one of the following ways:
– At system generation time, specify the following in the SYSTEM statement:

SYSTEM version-number

    .

    .

    .

    STATISTICS TASK TRANSACTION

The keyword TRANSACTION enables collection of transaction statistics.
– At runtime, issue the following DCMT command:

DCMT VARY STATISTICS TRANSACTION ON

The keywords TRANSACTION ON enable collection of transaction statistics.

Preparing tasks in the transaction

A transaction can contain several tasks. To collect statistics for a transaction, do the following:

• Enable transaction statistics in the first task of the transaction. To do this, include the appropriate command in one of
the programs of the task:
– BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS (COBOL, PL/I)
– #TRNSTAT TYPE=BIND (Assembler)
Within a COBOL or PL/I runtime environment, transaction statistics are collected from the point in the current task
at which the BIND command is issued. Within an Assembler #TRNSTAT macro, TASK=NO causes statistics to
be collected from the point at which the #TRNSTAT macro is executed. TASK=YES is the default setting for the
#TRNSTAT macro; in this case statistics are collected from the beginning of the current task.

• Disable transaction statistics by including the appropriate command in the program that ends the transaction:
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– END TRANSACTION STATISTICS (COBOL, PL/I)
– #TRNSTAT END (Assembler)
Statistics collection ends when this command is issued. To write the collected transaction statistics to the system log at
the same time, include the WRITE clause in the command that ends the transaction.

NOTE
For more information on COBOL, PL/I, or Assembler commands, see the CA IDMS DML Reference section
for COBOL, CA IDMS DML Reference section for PL/I, and CA IDMS DML Reference section for Assembler,
respectively.

How Statistics Accumulate at Runtime

Transaction statistics accumulate in system control blocks at runtime. The statistics are sorted by user and by logical
terminal. As shown in the following diagram, transaction statistics accumulation occurs as follows:

1. For COBOL or PL/I programs, accumulation begins when the BIND command is issued. For Assembler programs,
accumulation begins when the #TRNSTAT TYPE=BIND macro is issued if the TASK=NO parameter is included,
otherwise accumulation starts at the beginning of the current task.

2. Stops when a program in the transaction issues a command to end the transaction.

Copying to the DC/UCF log or program variable storage

Accumulated transaction statistics can be copied at the discretion of the application to the DC/UCF system log file and/or
to a specified location in the application program's variable storage. Transaction statistics are copied as follows:

• Optionally during the transaction when requested by a command in one of the transaction's programs:
– ACCEPT TRANSACTION STATISTICS (COBOL, PL/I)
– #TRNSTAT ACCEPT (Assembler)
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The command can be issued at any point in the transaction. The copied statistics remain in the transaction statistics
control blocks.

• Automatically during the transaction when successive BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS commands are issued. In
this case, transaction statistics blocks are cleared for continued use after the statistics are copied.

• Optionally at the end of the transaction, based on the command that ends the transaction. In this case, transaction
statistics blocks are freed after the statistics are copied.

NOTE
For more information on the layout of transaction records in the log, see the CA IDMS Reporting section.

CA ADS Dialog Statistics (IDMS)
Contents

Statistics for CA ADS Batch dialogs are collected in a separate log file.

More Information

• For more information on CA ADS dialogs, see the CA ADS Reference section.
• For more information on CA ADS dialog statistics, see the CA ADS Batch Using section.

Enabling Statistics Collection

To collect statistics for CA ADS dialogs, do the following:

1. Enable task statistics as discussed in Task and External Request Unit Statistics.
2. Enable transaction statistics as discussed in Transaction Statistics.
3. Enable dialog statistics in one of the following ways:

– At system generation time, specify the following in the ADSO statement:

ADSO

   .

   .

   .

   DIALOG STATISTICS ON ALL/SELECTED

The keywords STATISTICS ON enable collection of dialog statistics. The keyword SELECTED directs collection of
statistics for selected dialogs only (see below).

– At runtime, issue the following DCMT command:

DCMT VARY ADSO STATISTICS ON ALL/SELECTED DIALOGS

The keywords ADSO STATISTICS ON enable collection of dialog statistics. The keyword SELECTED directs
collection of statistics for selected dialogs only (see below).

The ALL/SELECTED clause specifies the following:
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• ALL -- Statistics are collected for all dialogs that are executed.
• SELECTED -- Statistics are collected only for preselected dialogs when they are executed. You preselect dialogs for

statistics in one of the following ways:
– At system generation time, name the dialog in a PROGRAM statement and specify that ADSO statistics are to be

collected for the dialog as follows:

PROGRAM dialog-name

    .

    .

    .

   ADSO DIALOG STATISTICS

– At runtime, name the dialog in a DCMT VARY PROGRAM command and specify that ADSO statistics are to be
collected for the dialog as follows:

DCMT VARY PROGRAM dialog-name ADSO STATISTICS

How Statistics Accumulate at Runtime

When dialog statistics collection is enabled, the DC/UCF system collects statistics as follows:

• Statistics for overhead activity are collected and written to the DC/UCF system log whenever overhead activity is
performed. This occurs once at the beginning of a CA ADS application and once at the end.
The CA ADS statistics block identifier for statistics accumulation is either the dialog name (if statistics were explicitly
enabled for the dialog) or $ADS@@AO for a catch-all statistics block.

• Statistics for dialogs are collected each time a dialog issues a control command. These statistics are not written
immediately to the system log. Dialog statistics are sorted by user and by logical terminal. Dialog statistics accumulate
in transaction statistics blocks (TSBs) and CA ADS statistics blocks (ASBs).

NOTE
For more information on how statistics accumulate in TSBs and ASBs, see the CA ADS Reference section.

Each time dialog statistics are written to the system log, the TSBs and ASBs that contained the newly written statistics
are initialized. The TSBs and ASBs are freed only when the application terminates. Note, however, that during a pseudo-
converse they may be written to the scratch area along with record buffer blocks.

When statistics are written to the system log

Dialog statistics are written to the system log when one of the following occurs:

• The number of statistics accumulations equals the predefined checkpoint interval
• The application terminates

Checkpoint intervals

To establish a checkpoint interval for dialog statistics, perform one of the following steps:

• At system generation time, specify the following in the ADSO statement:

ADSO
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   .

   .

   .

   DIALOG STATISTICS CHECKPOINT interval-number

• At runtime, issue the following DCMT command:

DCMT VARY ADSO STATISTICS CHECKPOINT INTERVAL interval-number

Categories of CA ADS Statistics

This section identifies statistics for CA ADS dialogs. At dialog execution time, statistics are collected on control
commands, general dialog execution, and record buffer block (RBB) usage:

Explicitly coded control commands

Statistics collected are the number of times these commands are executed:

• DISPLAY
• INVOKE
• LINK TO DIALOG
• LINK TO PROGRAM
• RETURN
• RETURN CONTINUE
• TRANSFER
• LEAVE ADS
• LEAVE APPLICATION
• ABORT

Implicitly coded control commands

Statistics collected are the number of times these commands are executed:

• DISPLAY
• DISPLAY CONTINUE
• INVOKE
• LINK TO DIALOG
• LINK TO PROGRAM
• RETURN
• RETURN CONTINUE
• TRANSFER
• LEAVE ADS
• LEAVE APPLICATION
• ABORT

General dialog execution
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Statistics collected are:

• Number of:
– Premap process executions
– Response process executions
– Calls to the CA ADS statistics accumulation block (ASA)
– Explicit GET SCRATCH commands
– Explicit PUT SCRATCH commands
– Explicit DELETE SCRATCH commands
– Explicit WRITE TO PRINTER commands
– PUT NEW DETAIL commands
– PUT CURRENT DETAIL commands
– GET DETAIL commands

• Size of:
– Fixed dialog block (FDB)
– Variable dialog block (VDB)

• Highest and lowest link level at which dialog executed

Record buffer block (RBB) usage

Statistics include:

• Number of times RBBs are put in scratch records
• Greatest amount of:

– RBB storage used for all dialogs
– RBB free space acquired for the dialog

• Least amount of RBB storage used for all dialogs
• Amount of space when:

– Greatest amount of RBB storage used
– Least amount of RBB storage used

• Highest and lowest number of RBBs used

Histograms
Contents

Histograms track the frequency of specific events. For example, one histogram tracks the number of programs loaded into
the program pool.

NOTE
To collect task histograms, you must disable collection of task and external request unit statistics.

Overview of Histograms

Histograms track how many times a specific event occurs at runtime. Histograms organize information according to
subcategories (that is, value ranges) meaningful to the event being tracked.

For example, the histogram for program pool usage keeps track of the size of programs loaded into the pool. The
following sample histogram counts the number of programs smaller than 4096 bytes, between 4097 and 16384 bytes,
between 16385 and 66536 bytes, and above 66537 bytes:

 Sample histogram:
  
   How many programs loaded:  |  14     32      9      1  |
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                              |______|______|______|______|
   Size of programs (bytes):  0     4096  16384   66536
  
   Each range (for example, 0-4096) defines the bin
   in which the range counter is kept.
 

The range counter for each bin is automatically incremented by 1 whenever an event in the appropriate range occurs. To
continue the previous example, assume that two programs between 4096 and 16384 bytes are loaded in the program
pool:

 The histogram is updated:
  
   How many programs loaded:  |  14     34      9      1  |
                              |______|______|______|______|
   Size of programs (bytes):  0     4096  16384   66536
  
   Two more programs were loaded in the 4096-16384 range.
 

NOTE
For more information and a sample of SREPORTs, see the Reporting section.

Types of histograms

System-wide histograms, task histograms, and line histograms can be collected. For each of these types of histogram,
one or more classes of events can be tracked simultaneously. Statistics are maintained separately for each class.

Bins allocated at runtime

Bins for each histogram class are allocated at runtime based on the low value and range increment specified for the class
at startup time:

1. The low value for the histogram class specifies the start of the first bin in that class. For example, assume that a
histogram is being kept of the database calls per task:
 First bin:  |    |
             |____|
             5    x
  
  
     5 - A low value of 5 is established;
         information is not collected for tasks that issue
         four or fewer database calls.
  
     x - The range for this bin is determined
         by the range increment - see below).
 

2. The range increment for the histogram class specifies the range of values, starting from the low value, to be collected
by each bin in the class. To continue the previous example:
 The range increment is set at 3:
  
 |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
 |____|____|____|____|____|____|____|____|____|____|
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 5    8    11   14   17   20   22   25   28   31   34
  
 The first bin counts tasks that
 issue from 5 to 7 database calls.
 

How Histograms Accumulate at Runtime

Histogram statistics accumulate in system control blocks at runtime. Histograms are written to the DC/UCF log at the
following times:

• At normal system shutdown
• At the statistics interval established by the STATISTICS parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement
• On explicit request by means of a DCMT WRITE STATISTICS command

System-wide Histograms

System-wide histograms are always collected. The following table lists the classes of histograms automatically collected
for the system, along with the default low value and increment for each class. Bins for each histogram class are built
based on the low value and increment for the class. By default, ten bins are maintained for each histogram class.

Size (in bytes) of Class name Low value Increment
User-defined records written
to the journal because of
PUTJRNL requests

JRNLSIZE 100 100

Programs loaded into the
program pool

PROGSIZE 250 250

Queue records written to the
queue data set

QUESIZE 100 100

Scratch records written to the
scratch data set

SCRSIZE 100 100

Storage requested by
#GETSTG TYPE=USER

USTGSIZE 50 50

Storage requested by
#GETSTG (all types)

GSTSIZE 50 50

Task Histograms

Collection of task histograms is optional.

At system runtime, DC/UCF maintains a histogram for each of the classes of task histogram listed in the table below. DC/
UCF collects histogram information for all tasks executed on the entire system.

To enable collection of task histograms, specify the following in the the system generation SYSTEM statement:

 SYSTEM version-number 
      .
      .
      .
     STATISTICS TASK COLLECT NOUSER/USER
 

The STATISTICS keyword controls statistics collection.
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TASK COLLECT enables collection of task histograms.

The NOUSER/USER clause specifies how CPU-time statistics are maintained:

• NOUSER -- Statistics for system-mode and user-mode execution are maintained as a single statistic. This statistic
represents total task or external request unit execution time.

• USER -- System-mode and user-mode statistics are maintained separately.

Task histogram classes

Bins for each histogram class are built based on the low value and increment for the class. Default values are shown in
the following tables. By default, ten bins are maintained for each histogram class.

Number per task of: Class name Low value Increment
Programs called PROGCALL 1 2
Programs loaded PROGLOAD 1 1
Terminal reads issued TERMREAD 1 2
Terminal writes issued TERMWRIT 1 2
Terminal I/O errors TERMERR 1 2
#GETSTG requests issued GSTGCNT 1 2
#GETSCR requests issued GSCRCNT 1 2
#PUTSCR requests issued PSCRCNT 1 2
#DELSCR requests issued DSCRCNT 1 2
#GETQUE requests issued GQUECNT 1 2
#PUTQUE requests issued PQUECNT 1 2
DELQUE requests issued DQUECNT 1 2
#GETIME requests issued GTIMCNT 1 2
#SETIME requests issued STIMCNT 1 2
Database calls issued DBCALLS 2 2
Maximum number of entries in
the TCE stack

HISTACK 50 20

Amount of time per task in: Class name Low value * Increment*
User mode USERTIME 10 10
System mode SYSTIME 10 10
Wait state WAITTIME 100 100

* Expressed in units of ten-thousandths of a second

Number per task of the
following in concurrent use:

Class name Low value Increment

Resource control elements
(RCEs)

HIRCE 15 15

Resource link elements (RLEs) HIRLE 15 15
Deadlock prevention elements
(DPEs)

HIDPE 15 15
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Line Histograms

Collection of line histograms is optional. Line histograms collect information for each DC/UCF line defined at system
generation time. Reports can be written at a site to extract line histogram information.

To collect line histograms, specify the following in the the system generation SYSTEM statement:

 SYSTEM version-number 
      .
      .
      .
     STATISTICS LINE
 

The keyword STATISTICS controls statistics collection, and the keyword LINE enables collection of line histograms.

Line histogram classes

The following table displays line histogram classes. Bins for the LINETIME class are built based on the low value and
increment for the class. Default values are shown in this table. By default, ten bins are maintained for LINETIME.

Description Class name Low value Increment
Cumulative response time per
line

LINETIME 50* 50*

* Expressed in units of ten-thousandths of a second

Overriding Histogram Defaults

You can override the default low value, range increment, and number of bins for each histogram class. To do this, perform
the following steps:

1. Code a #HSTDEF macro for each histogram class whose defaults are to be overridden.
2. Create an RHDCHIST load module from the assembled #HSTDEF macros and save it in your.custom.loadlib.

Coding HSTDEF Macros

This section presents #HSTDEF macro syntax and parameters, followed by two examples.

HSTDEF Syntax
 ►►── #HSTDEF histogram-class ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,LOW= ─┬─ low-range-value-number ─┬─┘
             └─ 1 ◄─────────────────────┘
 
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,INCR= ─┬─ range-increment-number ─┬─┘
              └─ 2 ◄─────────────────────┘
  ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,BINS= ─┬─ bin-count ─┬─┘
              └─ 10 ◄───────┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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   └─ ,LINE=line-id ─┘
 

NOTE
The defaults for the #HSTDEF macro do not necessarily coincide with defaults for a given histogram class (for
example, LINETIME has a default low value of 50).

HSTDEF Parameters

• histogram-class
Names the histogram class (for example, PROGCALL or LINETIME) whose defaults are to be overridden.
Valid histogram class names are given in the discussions of system-wide, task, and task histograms earlier in this
section.

• LOW
Specifies the low value for the histogram's value range. Low-range-value-number must be a positive integer.
Considerations: Low values for classes USERTIME, SYSTIME, WAITTIME, and LINETIME represent units of one ten-
thousandth of a second.

• INCR
Specifies the increment added to range values for successive bins. Range-increment-number must be a positive
integer.
Considerations: Range increments for classes USERTIME, SYSTIME, WAITTIME, and LINETIME represent units of
one ten-thousandth of a second.

• BINS
Specifies the number of bins in the histogram. Bin-count must be a positive integer less than or equal to 56.

• LINE (LINETIME class) Specifies the line whose histogram quantities are being overridden. Line-id-a is a line identifier
specified at system generation time by a LINE statement.
Considerations: If LINE is omitted, the #HSTDEF macro applies to all lines in the DC/UCF system

HSTDEF Examples

Examples

The following example shows how to override defaults for statistics class PROGSIZE:

 #HSTDEF PROGSIZE,LOW=20,INCR=20,BINS=15
 

The following example shows how to override line statistics (LINETIME) defaults for line VTAM80:

 #HSTDEF LINETIME,LOW=2,INCR=100,BINS=12,LINE=VTAM80
 

Creating the RHDCHIST Module

To create the RHDCHIST module, assemble and link edit the #HSTDEF macros. To do this, use the appropriate JCL or
commands, as provided below, for z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM operating systems.

z/OS RHDCHIST assembly and link edit

To create a RHDCHIST load module

1. Create a source module as follows:
 RHDCHIST CSECT
          #HSTDEF macros
          END
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2. Save the source module in your custom source library.
3. Assemble and link it into your custom load library by executing the z/OS Assemble and Link-Edit JCL in the "Sample z/

OS JCL" topic.
4. Substitute the name of your source member and insert the following binder statement:

  NAME RHDCHIST(R)
 

z/VSE RHDCHIST assembly and link edit

1. Assemble and catalog the object module using the sample JCL in the "z/VSE Assemble JCL" section of the "Sample z/
VSE JCL" topic.
Modify the JCL by substituting the following in place of the Assembler input statements:
 PUNCH 'CATALOG rhdchist.OBJ REPLACE=YES'
 RHDCHIST CSECT
          #HSTDEF macros
          END
 

2. Link the RHDCHIST phase using the sample JCL in "z/VSE Link JCL."
Modify the JCL by substituting the following statements in place of the Linkage editor control statements:
 PHASE RHDCHIST,* 
 INCLUDE rhdchist
 ENTRY RHDCHIST
 

– rhdchistt
"Specifies the name of your RHDCHIST object module.

z/VM RHDCHIST assembly and link edit

 GLOBAL MACLIB idmslib
 FILEDEF TEXT DISK RHDCHIST TEXT A
 ASSEMBLE hstdef (NODECK OBJECT
  
 FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER
 FILEDEF SYSLMOD DISK idmslib LOADLIB a2 (RECFM V LRECL 1024 BLKSIZE 1024
 LKED linkctl
  
  Linkage editor control statements (linkctl):
  
 INCLUDE RHDCHIST
 NAME RHDCHIST(R)
 

Item Description
hstdef filename of the file containing the #HSTDEF macro statements
idmslib filename of the CA IDMS MACLIB library
idmslib LOADLIB a2 file identifier of the CA IDMS LOADLIB library
linkctl filename of the file containing the linkage editor control statements
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User-Written Statistics Support
DC/UCF provides user exits that allow the user to gain control at selected points in the statistics-writing process. These
exits can be used, for example, to accumulate statistics of special interest in a separate file or to take a specified action in
response to a statistical value.

The following are the statistics user exits:

User exit Function
IDMSSVCX (SVC exit) Called at external request unit signon. Used to extract job card

information.
Exit 5 (task termination exit I) Called whenever a task terminates, before task statistics (if any)

are written.
Exit 6 (task termination exit II) Called whenever a task terminates, after task statistics (if any) are

written.
Exit 9 (system statistics exit) Called whenever system-wide statistics are to be written, before

they are written.
Exit 15 (VIB statistics exit) Called whenever system and/or task statistics are written to

the variable information block (VIB). The exit is called after the
statistics are written, but before the VIB is released.

Exit 31 (transaction statistics exit) Called whenever system and/or task statistics are written from the
transaction block. The exit is called after the statistics are written
but before the transaction block is freed.

NOTE
For more information on user exits, see User Exits.

Examining Statistics
Contents

You can examine statistical information both before and after it is written to the DC/UCF log. For example:

• Current execution can be traced by examining statistics as they occur, before they are written to the log.
• Specific runtime events can be evaluated by examining logged statistics.
• runtime trends can be traced by examining logged statistics.

The following pages present information on examining current runtime statistics and logged statistics.

Current Runtime Statistics

You can use any of the following methods to examine statistical information that is not yet written to the system log:

• DCMT commands -- Provide online summaries of statistics currently contained in active control blocks
• OPER task -- Permits dynamic monitoring of various statistics currently contained in active control blocks

NOTE
For more information on DCMT commands and the OPER task, see the System Tasks and Operator Reference
section.

Logged Statistics

DC/UCF provides utilities for use when the system log file is assigned to the database (that is, the DDLDCLOG area).
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If the log is not assigned to the database, use the appropriate operating system utility to examine the system log. For
example, use IEBGENER for z/OS systems, DITTO for z/VSE systems, or the COPYFILE command for z/VM systems.

Use the following methods to examine logged statistics:

• The PRINT LOG utility statement prints the current contents of the system log file, including statistics written to the file.
• The ARCHIVE LOG utility statement archives the system log file and reports on the contents of the archived log.

NOTE
For more information on how to execute the print log utility, see the Administrating section.

• Statistics reports (SREPORTs) summarize data contained in the archived system log file. The following table lists the
available SREPORTs.

NOTE
For more information on SREPORTs, see the Reporting section.

Module Category Statistics report title
000 Start-up Records Read (required with

remaining modules)
001 Histogram IDMS Statistics Histogram Report (system

and task)
003 System DC System Statistics
005 Task DC Task Statistics by User ID
006 Task DC Task Statistics by Lterm ID
007 Task DC Task Statistics by Task Code
008 Task DC ERUS Task Statistics by Accounting

Data
009 Task DC ERUS Task Statistics by Program

Name
010 Transaction DC Transaction Statistics by User ID
011 Transaction DC Transaction Statistics by Lterm ID
012 System DC Task Summary
013 System DC Program Summary
014 System DC Queue Summary
015 System DC Line Summary
016 System DC Physical Terminal Summary
017 Record Summary of Records Read
018 CA ADS ADS/OnLine Statistics by User ID
019 CA ADS ADS/OnLine Statistics by Dialog and

Version Number
020 CA ADS ADS/OnLine Statistics by Logical Terminal

ID
021 Transaction DC Transaction Statistics by Dialog
099 No listing (creates an output file of archive

statistics records)
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System Performance
DC/UCF system performance largely depends on site-specific factors. Factors such as the system environment (both
hardware and software), the number of systems running concurrently, and the type of work being done by each system
make it difficult to prescribe any single method of system tuning.

However, system performance problems generally are the result of resources not being available as required at runtime.
This section discusses performance issues that you can address by adjusting parameters specified at system generation
time.

To monitor performance trends, you can use DC/UCF statistics and histograms, as described in section 9, Statistics.
You can display current performance information at runtime by using DCMT commands and the OPER task. To view the
contents of the system log, you can use the OLP system task.

NOTE
For more information on using DCMT, OPER, and OLP, see the System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

Database Operations
This topic presents system generation parameters for locking and journaling that affect database performance.

NOTE
For a complete discussion about locking and journaling, see the Database Administering section.

Locking

Sysgen parameter Description
LOCK LIMIT
(SYSTEM and TASK statements)

Limits the total number of record locks that can be held
concurrently by specific types of transactions.

SYSLOCKS
(SYSTEM statement)

Specifies the maximum number of record locks that the system
can maintain concurrently for all transactions.
If this value is too low, the lock manager allocates secondary
blocks of lock storage out of the first available storage pool. DC/
UCF releases the storage when it is no longer required; however,
you may notice an impact on overall system performance due to
unplanned demand on the storage pool and increased CPU usage
by the lock manager.

AREA ACQUISITION THRESHOLD
(SYSTEM and TASK statements)

Defines the point at which, during ready processing, the system
will begin to accumulate area locks for a database transaction if
the system is readying multiple areas at the same time.

Journaling

Sysgen parameter Description
JOURNAL FRAGMENT NUMBER
(SYSTEM statement)

Defines an interval at which DC/UCF writes a dummy journal
record to the journal for the purpose of improving warmstart
performance.

JOURNAL TRANSACTION LEVEL
(SYSTEM statement)

Defines the number of transactions over which DC/UCF will defer
writing the buffer to the journal in order to produce fuller journal
buffers and to decrease journal I/O.

NOJOURNAL RETRIEVAL
(SYSTEM statement)

Suppresses the writing of checkpoints for retrieval transactions.
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ON COMMIT
ON ROLLBACK
(SYSTEM & TASK statements)

Controls behavior upon COMMIT and ROLLBACK CONTINUE
statements; may improve performance during warmstart and
rollback operations.

Waiting on Full Journal Message

CA IDMS provides enhanced handling for journal files that fill because long running transactions do not commit their
changes. Such transactions can fill the journals because the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility is unable to remove the BFOR
images for uncommitted transactions. When the journals fill, the system comes to a halt. In order to correct the situation,
the task that is filling the journals must be canceled.

To assist in this process, CA IDMS writes the following message for each task that is waiting to write to a full journal file:

 DC205024 Journal Write waiting on full Journal
 

The message is repeated every few seconds until tasks are no longer waiting on a full journal.

To recover from this situation, do the following:

1. Identify the task that is filling the journal files and abort the task.
2. After its changes are rolled out and an ABRT checkpoint is written, issue a DCMT VARY JOURNAL command so the

central version swaps to a new journal and the full journal can be offloaded and condensed by ARCHIVE JOURNAL.

It is likely that DCMT VARY JOURNAL will need to be issued more than once, since several journal files may have filled
and require offloading.

Once the system swaps back to the initial journal file on which tasks waited, processing should continue without the need
for further intervention.

Deadlock Detector Performance Management
You can set the following parameter on the SYSTEM statement at system generation to control the CA IDMS deadlock
manager:

DEADLOCK DETECTION INTERVAL

This parameter establishes a time interval for invoking the deadlock detector.

You can also set this value dynamically using the DCMT VARY DEADLOCK command.

NOTE
For more information, see the System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

Monitoring deadlock performance

Statistics, identifies the deadlock statistics DC/UCF writes to the DDLDCLOG area when the system is shut down. The
following table identifies how to interpret those statistics:

Statistic Description
Total number of deadlocks detected This number is the sum of the total number of COND=DEAD and

COND=NONE deadlocks. This value should be close to zero. If a
system is experiencing no deadlocks, you could set the deadlock
detection interval to a very high value (for example, 10 minutes) in
order to reduce resource consumption by the deadlock detector.
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The ratio of tasks processed in pass 1 to the number of times the
deadlock detector was dispatched

This ratio signifies the number of tasks that are potentially
deadlocks to the number of times a deadlock check was
performed.
The ratio should be at least greater than 1 and should be as high
as possible. You can increase the value of this statistic by raising
the detection interval value.

The ratio of tasks processing in pass 2 to the total number of
deadlocks encountered.

This ratio indicates how effective the deadlock detector interval is
because it indicates the average number of tasks examined per
deadlock.
This ratio should be greater than 1. In a system experiencing few
deadlocks, this ratio should be as high as possible. In a system
experiencing many deadlocks, this ratio should be smaller (but still
greater than 1). You can increase or decrease the ratio by raising
or lowering the deadlock detection interval.

Program Loading
Contents

By improving program loading performance, you can reduce the amount of time and the number of I/O operations required
to load programs.

General Strategies

To enhance DC/UCF program loading performance, use the following strategies, as appropriate at your site:

• Tailor the block size specified for the DDLDCLOD and DDLCATLOD load areas and for load (core-image) libraries
based on the typical size of programs in the area or library and on the device type.
Because programs are loaded one block at a time, this strategy can help reduce the amount of I/O required to load
programs. For example, assume that program X is about 200K bytes in size. If the block size is 1K, 200 I/O operations
will be required to load the program. If the block size is 20K, 10 I/Os will be required to load program X.

• Evaluate programs for loading efficiency. For example, you may reduce the number of loads required for a program if
you use internal subroutines rather than external subroutines.

• Define frequently used programs at system generation time as resident. For example, define frequently used
subschemas, DML programs, maps, and CA ADS dialogs. Assign the NODYNAMIC parameter to production programs
defined at system generation time. This parameter prevents users from defining additional versions of the program at
runtime.
Be sure to define at system generation time only those programs that you expect to execute on a regular basis.
Infrequently used programs can be defined at system runtime.

• Define subschemas for a production environment at system generation time, using the following additional strategies:
– Put subschemas in the CDMSLIB load (core-image) library. Put the dictionary network subschema (for example,

IDMSNWKA) at the front of the CDMSLIB concatenation.
– Exclude SUBSCHEMA from the UNDEFINED PROGRAM COUNT clause in the system generation SYSTEM

statement. This causes the system to skip the overhead associated with using null PDEs when subschemas are
loaded.

• Use XA program pools or XA reentrant pools to increase the amount of pool space available at runtime.

NOTE
For more information, see Extended Addressing and Multitasking.

• Predefine load area run units to handle program loading operations for the primary dictionary. You also can predefine
load run units for secondary dictionaries.
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NOTE
For more information on predefined run units, see System Run Units.

• Clear out the data dictionary DDLDCLOD area by using the CLOD task. This strategy applies only at sites where the
DC/UCF system remains running for long periods of time. The CLOD task is executed automatically by DC/UCF at
startup time.

• Reduce the search path required to load frequently used programs. You have the option to define alternate search
paths, called load lists. More information on load lists is presented below.

Defining Load Lists

A load list defines the search path that DC/UCF uses to locate and load programs for execution at runtime. For
compatibility with Release 10.2, DC/UCF provides the following SYSLOAD load list:

ADD LOADLIST SYSLOAD

    DICTNAME IS USER-DEFAULT VERSION IS USER-DEFAULT

    DICTNAME IS SYSTEM-DEFAULT VERSION IS USER-DEFAULT

    LOADLIB IS USER-DEFAULT

    DICTNAME IS USER-DEFAULT VERSION IS 1

    DICTNAME IS SYSTEM-DEFAULT VERSION IS 1

    LOADLIB IS SYSTEM-DEFAULT

Customized load lists

A production system should not use the SYSLOAD load list. For performance reasons, create a customized load list that
contains the minimum number of entries required to support the production environment. For example, you can create a
load list that includes only the load area and load libraries appropriate for a given application.

A site defines load lists at DC/UCF system generation time by using the LOADLIST statement. When you define a load
list, you specify the following:

• The dictionaries and load libraries that are to be searched
• The order in which dictionaries and load libraries are to be searched

Specifying the runtime load list

You specify the load list to be used at runtime in one of of the following ways:

• At system generation time, specify which load list is to be used by the system by including the LOADLIST parameter in
the SYSTEM statement. This load list is the system default load list.

• At runtime, specify the load list to be used for your current terminal session by using the DCUF SET LOADLIST
command. The load list specified in this way is the terminal session default load list.

More Information

• For more information on system generation specifications, see the Administrating section.
• For more information on DCUF commands, see the System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

How DC/UCF uses load lists
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DC/UCF selects the location from which a program is loaded based on the following:

1. Criteria specified on the #LOAD statement. If a dictionary name is specified on the #LOAD statement, DC/UCF loads
the program from that dictionary.

2. The current load list. If a terminal session default load list has been specified by using a DCUF SET LOADLIST
command, DC/UCF searches dictionaries and load libraries in the specified order.

3. The system default load list. DC/UCF searches dictionaries and load libraries in the order specified in the system
default load list when both of the following are true:
– No dictionary name is specified on the #LOAD statement.
– No terminal session default load list has been specified by using a DCUF SET LOADLIST command.

NOTE
For more information on load lists, see the Administrating section.

System Resource Management
Fine tuning how DC/UCF controls resources can improve and speed task execution. This section discusses the following
topics:

Task Resource and Deadlock Management

A task is the basic unit of work under DC/UCF. A task consists of the execution of one or more programs.

DC/UCF manages task resources by using resource control elements (RCEs), resource link elements (RLEs), and
deadlock prevention elements (DPEs). At system generation time, you specify how many of each element can be
allocated at runtime. At runtime, the system uses these preallocated elements to track task resources usage.

If the TIMES THRESHOLD EXCEEDED system statistic for RCEs, RLEs, or DPEs is high at your site, you can improve
system performance by allocating more of the indicated element. It can be especially useful to examine trends in your
system's use of DPEs. If an increasing number of DPEs is used at runtime, contention for resources is increasing.

Resource Limits

You define resource limits to specify the maximum amount of specific resources a given task can use at runtime. The
table below lists the system generation parameters that you use to define and enforce resource limits.

More Information

• For more information on system generation parameters, see the Administrating section.
• For more information on DCMT LIMITS commands that you can use to control resource limits at runtime, see the

System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

Resource limit considerations

When specifying resource limits, keep in mind the following:

• Limits on task resource usage can be enforced only when task statistics are being collected.
• User exit 20 can be used to handle situations when task resource limits are exceeded. For example, user exit 20 can

continue the task or abend it, examine other limits, or write messages to the system log. For more information on user
exit 20, see User Exits.

• The MAXIMUM CONCURRENT THREADS parameter of the system generation TASK statement can be used to
control the number of threads that can be active concurrently for a given task code. This limit is particularly appropriate
for tasks that consume large amounts of system resources.
At runtime, you can override this specification by using the DCMT VARY TASK command.

• The SYSLOCKS parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement and the AREA ACQUISITION THRESHOLD
parameter of the SYSTEM or TASK statement affect task usage of record locks. However, implementing explicit limits
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for record locks as described in the table below provides more control over this resource. This is because user exit 20
is called based only on resource limit violations.

Parameters used to set task resource limits

The following table identifies parameters you can use to establish task resource usage limits. You establish the limits at
system generation time. You can change limit specifications at runtime by using DCMT commands. For information on
setting limits for external request units, see External Request Units.

 

Parameter Description
CALL/DBIO/LOCKS/ STORAGE LIMIT For online and/or for ERUS tasks, defines limits for the following:

System service calls
Database I/O operations
Record locks
Storage

(SYSTEM statement)* At runtime, you can override the limits by using the DCMT VARY
TASK or DCMT VARY ACTIVE TASK commands.

LIMITS FOR ONLINE Enforces the limits defined for online tasks in the above
parameter.

(SYSTEM statement) At runtime, you can override this specification by using the DCMT
VARY LIMITS command.

* CALL/DBIO/LOCKS/STORAGE LIMIT also is a parameter of the system generation TASK statement. You can use the
TASK statement to override limits for online and ERUS tasks.

Tasks
The maximum number of tasks that can be executed at a given time is determined by a number of factors. A value
is determined at startup based on various values specified in the system generation parameters and certain startup
parameters. This value can be modified with a DCMT command. In addition, the system will automatically prevent new
tasks from starting when it encounters a shortage of certain system resources such as storage, RCEs, or RLEs.

Regulating the maximum number of concurrent tasks is one of the most important tools in maximizing system
performance. It is not easy to predict the optimal value for a given system. A good strategy is the following:

• Set the system generation MAXIMUM TASK and/or MAXIMUM ERUS values to a high number.
• Immediately after startup, use the DCMT VARY ACTIVE TASK MAX TASK command to set the value to a relatively low

number.
• Observe system performance using the measures discussed below.
• Use DCMT to increase or decrease MAX TASK value.

The DCMT command can be repeated as often as necessary to determine optimal system performance. It is possible
that the parameters will need periodic adjustment during different processing periods when a different mix of applications
puts different demands on the system. Once a pattern is established, it will probably be possible to set the parameters at
startup and only vary them when a known change in processing occurs.

The following indicators can be used to aid in determining whether the maximum number of concurrent tasks should be
increased or decreased:

• If the system is experiencing a shortage of resources, the amount of that resource should be increased or the MAX
TASK value should be decreased. Indicators of resource shortage include:
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– Message DC015007 appears on the console.
– Message DC002003, DC002004, DC002005, or message DC244003 appears on the console or in the CA IDMS

log.
– PMRM shows excessive wait time.

• If PMRM or an external monitor shows that active tasks are experiencing long wait times, it may be desirable to
decrease the MAX TASK value.

• Observe the total number of tasks that execute in a given time interval. Vary the MAX TASK value either up or down
and observe throughput over the same time interval.

It is also important to avoid deadlocks. If frequent deadlocks are occurring, determine the resource involved in the
deadlocks. Either:

• Increase the availability of that resource, for example, by increasing the size of the storage pool
OR

• Reduce the MAX TASK parameter
OR

• Modify the involved application programs to avoid concurrent use of the resource. This can be done through the
use of the DML verbs ENQUEUE and DEQUEUE command. These DML commands are particularly useful for
applications experiencing deadlocks involving DBKEYs. Another technique that can be used for this purpose is to use
the MAXIMUM CONCURRENT clause on the appropriate TASK definition statement(s) or the NONCONCURRENT
clause on the appropriate PROGRAM definition statement(s) in the system generation parameters.

Terminal Exception Response Protocol
Users can reduce I/O overhead significantly by assigning VTAM exception response protocol to certain tasks or lines.
Exception response protocol reduces CPU time because terminals are not required to respond with a completion status
when a terminal write is requested from the DC/UCF system.

You enable exception response protocol at system generation for specific lines and tasks. To do this, you use the system
generation LINE and TASK statements.

NOTE
For more information on these statements, see the Administrating section.

Considerations

The following considerations apply when using VTAM exception response protocol:

• If exception response protocol is specified for a task, that task runs with exception response protocol.
• If exception response protocol is specified for a line, all tasks performed on that line run with exception response

protocol.
• If the terminal sends any error notification, DC reports it on the next user request.
• Printers always use definite response protocol so that buffers can be saved if print errors occur.

File Cache in Memory
With the introduction of 64-bit hardware and the operating systems which could exploit it, the theoretical amount of virtual
storage available to an application increased to 16 exabytes. CA IDMS can exploit this high amount of storage by caching
entire database files in memory.
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Key Benefits 

• Reduced number of I/Os
• Increased throughput
• Less CPU usage

NOTE
For more information on 64-bit addressing, see the IBM manuals, z/OS MVS Extended Addressability Guide or
z/VSE Extended Addressability.

Terminology

The following terms are used in this discussion of file cache in memory:

• The bar -- The bar marks the 2-gigabyte limit of 31-bit addressing. This is analogous to the line, which marks the 16-
megabyte limit of 24-bit addressing.

• Z-storage -- Virtual storage above the bar.

Exploiting File Cache in Memory

Database files with a high number of I/Os are good candidates for the file cache in memory feature. The DBA should use
standard performance-monitoring tools to determine which database files these are. Once the decision is made as to
which files will use this feature, the DBA should perform these steps:

Compute the total amount of storage that is needed to cache the selected files. To do this, for each file multiply the
number of blocks in the file by the file's block size and sum all results. This sum is the total amount of Z-storage needed
for file caching. Be aware that if the "Scratch in Storage" SYSGEN option is specified, it may also use Z-Storage.

• Make sure that the jobs that use the modified DMCL have enough Z-storage (at least the amount computed above) at
their disposal. The amount of Z-storage available to a job is limited by the MEMLIMIT parameter. For an explanation of
MEMLIMIT, see the IBM manuals, z/OS MVS Extended Addressability Guide or z/VSE Extended Addressability.
For z/OS you can set MEMLIMIT in the following ways:
– Through an installation default. For more information, see the IBM manual, z/OS MVS Initialization and Tuning

Reference.
– In the JOB and EXEC statements. For more information, see the IBM manual, z/OS MVS JCL Reference.
– Through an installation exit. For more information, see the IBM manual, z/OS MVS Installation Exits.
For z/VSE you can set the MEMLIMIT through the SYSDEF MEMOBJ command. For more information on this
command, refer to the IBM manual z/VSE System Control Statements.

• Change the DMCL definition for each file to specify MEMORY CACHE YES.

NOTE
For more information on changing the DMCL definition, see the Database Administering section.It is also
possible to dynamically change the MEMORY CACHE attribute for a file using the DCMT VARY FILE
command. For more information on DCMT commands, see the System Tasks and Operator Reference
section.

On z/VSE, CV must run in a single-partition address space to use Z-storage.

Parallel Access Volume Exploitation
This feature provides CA IDMS I/O performance improvements through exploitation of the Parallel Access Volume feature
on Enterprise Storage System DASD devices, such as IBM's Shark. This feature allows multiple users and multiple jobs to
simultaneously access the same logical volume and perform concurrent I/Os to a file.
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PAV devices support multiple concurrent I/Os against the same disk unit. However, by default PAV devices ensure that
multiple I/Os to the same disk extent are single-threaded. This is known as collision checking. Because CA IDMS routinely
issues concurrent I/Os to the same extent, collision checking prevented full exploitation of PAV devices. Since CA IDMS
ensures that the I/O requests it issues do not conflict with each other, CA IDMS is able to disable collision checking,
allowing PAV devices to be fully exploited.

When disk I/Os for the same file are waiting because of disk extent collision checking, implementing PAV support reduces
I/O wait times. Reduced I/O wait times should increase transaction throughput and improve response times.

PAV support occurs automatically when a file is on a properly defined PAV device and does not occur otherwise. The
systems programmer is responsible for defining the device to the operating system correctly. For example, if no alias Unit
Control Blocks (UCBs) are defined for a PAV device, the I/Os are single threaded on the primary UCB and negate the
advantage of no collision checking.

PDSE Support
PDSEs provide the following capabilities:

• It is the only library capable of containing load modules that are greater than 16 megabytes.

NOTE
CA IDMS does not require such support.

• A PDSE does not require condensing.

CA Technologies recommends the use of STEPLIB rather than the CDMSLIB for CA IDMS load libraries used in batch
jobs. No authorization is required.

UCFTSO can use PDSEs in STEPLIB or CDMSLIB.

The CA IDMS online system supports loading CA IDMS programs from a PDSE. This requires early initialization of the
CA IDMS program call (PC) environment. Establishing the PC environment requires authorization, which can be obtained
using one of the following methods:

• Running CA IDMS as an authorized program.
• By specifying a CA IDMS SVC number as a PARM parameter in the startup JCL. This SVC acquires sufficient

authorization to construct a PC environment, without requiring you to start CA IDMS as an authorized program.

NOTE
The SVC number specified can be the SVC used by DC/UCF, but it is not required. This option is not valid if
the specified SVC was created with the #SVCOPT parameter AUTHREQ=YES.For more information on the
PARM parameter, see the section Specifying Runtime Options.

NOTE
When defining the datasets for your SMP/E environment, there is the option DSN TYPE. The default option
in CSM is LIBRARY. If LIBRARY is used, the SMP/E datasets will be created as type PDSE. There are
special considerations when using PDSE datasets.

Journaling Performance
Journaling performance can be improved by setting a non-zero journal transaction level.

NOTE
For more information on specifying a journal transaction level, see the Database Administering section.

Improving Recovery Performance
CA IDMS allows you to control the following commit and rollback behavior:
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• The type of journal record written on a commit
• Whether a new local transaction ID is assigned on a rollback continue or commit

Exploiting these capabilities may improve recovery time during warmstart and rollback operations and reduce the
likelihood of duplicate transaction IDs when the local transaction ID values wrap.

System Tracing and the System Log
The DC/UCF system log records information on system activities. A separate journal is used to record database activities.

NOTE
For more information on journal files, see the Database Administering section.

The system log contains the following types of information on DC/UCF system operations:

• Abends
• Cancellations
• Messages
• Normal shutdowns
• Snap dumps (for abends)
• Startups
• Statistics
• Trace records
• Transaction and task starts
• Warmstarts

Messages are sent to the log when they have a destination of LOG. A snap dump is sent to the log for an actual or
assumed abend in a transaction or task.

NOTE
For more information on statistics in the system log, see the Reporting section.

Defining the system log

You define the system log at system generation time, by using the LOG parameter of the SYSTEM statement. For more
information on the SYSTEM statement, see the Administrating section. You can define the system log in the following
areas:

• The database, by assigning the log to the DDLDCLOG area of the data dictionary
• Sequential files, by assigning the log to one or more sequential files

You name sequential log files for a system in the JCL or commands that you use to start up the system, as discussed in
System Startup.

Under z/VSE, also define sequential log files by using the #DVFILE macro discussed in Setting Up Interpartition
Communication and the SVC.

Enhanced System Tracing
Contents

Enhanced tracing provides improved diagnostic tools for faster problem resolution by technical support. The following
table lists the enhanced capabilities:
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• Optional merging of system and extended (formerly called DBTRACE) trace information for easier determination of the
events leading up to a problem.

• The ability to save trace data in a persistent data store (either a new trace area or the log area) so that more
information is available for problem diagnosis.

• The ability to report on saved trace information and chronologically merge information from multiple data sharing
members.

• Syntactic control over the inclusion of trace information in task snaps, which eliminates the need for optional APAR flag
246.

Trace Tables and Entry Types

You can allocate two types of system-wide trace tables: a system trace table and an adjunct trace table. The two types of
tables are used as follows:

• The system trace table records the standard system trace (SYSTRACE) entries. As in prior releases, standard
system tracing is enabled using either the SYSGEN SYSTEM statement SYSTRACE parameter or the DCMT VARY
SYSTRACE command. If system tracing is enabled dynamically and no system trace table exists, one is allocated
automatically.

• Extended trace entries are variable in length and are generated only if certain CSA flags are turned on using either
SYSIDMS parameters or the DCMT VARY CSAFLAGS command. Extended trace entries are recorded in the adjunct
trace table if one exists; otherwise, they are recorded in the system trace table. If neither table exists, extended trace
entries are not generated even if the CSA flags are on.

Saving Trace Data

Saving system trace data increases the information available for problem diagnosis. When saving trace data, CA IDMS
periodically writes trace entries to a persistent data store: either a trace area or a log area.

A trace area is a type of system area that can be defined. It is similar to a log area and, to be usable, it must either be
included in the SYSTEM segment or be accessible through the SYSTEM DBNAME. It differs from a log area in that
its name is DDLDCTRC instead of DDLDCLOG. The new trace area is archived and printed using the new ARCHIVE
TRACE and PRINT TRACE utility statements. Just as for a log area, a job to archive the trace area can be automatically
submitted using the WTO exit.

When you enable saving trace data, consider the following:

• If a trace area is defined in the run time DMCL, trace entries are written to the trace area rather than the log area.
Trace information is never written to a sequential log file.

• If large volumes of trace data are to be saved, you should define a trace area to minimize the impact on system
throughput.

• If an adjunct table exists, only its contents are saved.
• If a system trace table exists without an adjunct table, the contents of the system trace table are saved. This can

generate high volumes of trace output.

Specify Trace Options

Tracing options include the sizes of the system and adjunct trace tables, and whether trace information is saved or not.
You can specify these options using SYSGEN syntax, DCMT commands, and SYSIDMS parameters.

Note: Options specified through SYSIDMS parameters generally override those specified on the SYSGEN statement.
Options specified through DCMT commands dynamically change the attributes currently in effect for a CV.
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How to Reduce the Number of Missed Entries

Eliminating missed trace entries can be difficult; however, there are steps you can take to reduce the number of missed
entries. In the trace information output, if the value for number of times entries missed is large compared to the value for
number of save requests, consider taking one or more of the following actions:

• Save trace information to the trace area rather than the log area.
• Reduce the amount of trace information being saved. If only extended trace information is of interest, be sure to

allocate an adjunct table so only extended trace information is saved.
• Increase the size of the trace or adjunct table.
• Ensure that the appropriate archive utility is executed often enough that the trace area does not fill. The easiest way to

do this is to automate the submission of the archive job using a WTO exit.

Printing and Archiving Trace Information

The following features facilitate the printing and archiving of trace information:

• Trace entries in snap dumps include additional information.
• Utilities let you the print and archive saved trace information.
• The sample WTOEXIT program supports automatic archiving of trace information.
• The supplied WTOEXIT checks for message DC050004 (LOG FULL) in addition to DC050001 (% free halved).

Format of Trace Entries in Snap Dumps

The format of trace entries in snap dumps shows information for system trace entries and displays extended trace entries,
if they exist in the system trace table.

Entries appear in newest to oldest order. Each entry includes the UTC time and date it was generated, the address of the
primary LTE associated with the task, and the TOD clock value at the time it was generated.

012610 10.09.37 TRACE ENTRIES, ORDERED NEWEST TO OLDEST.       
                     TASKID/                                                 
  TOD TIME/DATE SCA   A(LTE)   MOD   MAC  CALL    R11/R2   R12/R3   R13/R4   R14/
R5   R15/R6    R0/R7    R1/R8        TOD CLOCK
15.10.01.809756 00        12     9   240     1  000000C8 3836B0B8 36FAF750 B836B0CC 3836B0B8 371675B8 36FAF678 C5722F6CF3F5C00B
     2010/01/26     00267D30  SNAP #GETSTK      00085009 00000000 383A6FF2 00085019 383C86B8 383A6EAC 383A68B8                 
15.10.01.809755 00        12    11    29    13  36FAF678 383A58B8 36FAF724 B83A6C8C 3836B0B8 371675B8 36FAF678 C5722F6CF3F5BC8B
     2010/01/26     00267D30  WTL  SNAPEP1      00085009 00000000 383A6FF2 00085019 383C86B8 383A6EAC 383A68B8                 
15.10.01.809754 00        12    10    27    32  36FAF764 38368404 36FAF798 B8368690 38375CB8 002674C8 36FAF764 C5722F6CF3F5A80B
     2010/01/26     00267D30  MISC RMGREP1      36FAF764 37166988 B8376B28 37318CDC 00000000 37176780 B83685F4                 
15.10.01.809754 00        12    10    12    34  36FAF764 38368404 36FAF798 B8368708 38376888 383684A6 36FAF764 C5722F6CF3F5A58B
     2010/01/26     00267D30  MISC RMGREP2      37167108 37318F3C 00000001 37318CDC 00027734 37176780 B83685F0                 
15.10.01.809754 00        12    10   240    29  00000000 38368404 36FAF768 B8368414 38368404 00000002 38366F3C C5722F6CF3F5A38B
     2010/01/26     00267D30  MISC #GETSTK      37318B18 37318F3C 00000001 37318CDC 00000000 B836611A 37B49708                 
15.10.01.809754 00        12    10    62     5  00000000 B83660A6 36FAF754 B836613E 38368404 00000002 38366F3C C5722F6CF3F5A08B
     2010/01/26     00267D30  MISC SNGLEP1      37318B18 37318F3C 00000001 37318CDC 00000000 B836611A 37B49708                 
15.10.01.809752 00        12    14   240     1  0000003C 383A3CB8 36FAF780 B83A3CCC 383A3CB8 00000008 00000040 C5722F6CF3F5808B
     2010/01/26     00267D30  TIMP #GETSTK      37318B18 37318F3C 00000001 37318CDC 00000000 00000006 37B49708                 
15.10.01.809751 00        12    10     9     6  00000000 B83660A6 36FAF754 B8366620 383A3CB8 00000008 00000040 C5722F6CF3F57C8B
     2010/01/26     00267D30  MISC TIMPGET      37318B18 37318F3C 00000001 37318CDC 00000000 00000006 37B49708                 
15.10.01.809748 00        12    10    27    31  36FAF77C 38368404 36FAF7B0 B8368650 38375CB8 002674C8 36FAF77C C5722F6CF3F5488B
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     2010/01/26     00267D30  MISC RMGREP1      37167108 FFFFC00F 00000001 00085019 00027734 37176780 B83684D2                 
.
.
.    

Enhanced Utility Support

The following new utilities manipulate saved trace information:

• The PRINT TRACE utility reports on trace information that resides in the DDLDCTRC area, the DDLDCLOG area, or a
trace or log archive file. You can use the PRINT TRACE utility to report chronologically merged trace information from
multiple data sharing members.

NOTE
The ARCHIVE LOG utility archives trace information written to the DDLDCLOG area, but will not print it. You
must use the PRINT TRACE utility for that purpose.

• The ARCHIVE TRACE utility archives and optionally reports on the contents of the DDLDCTRC area.

Maintaining the System Log
 

The way you maintain the system log depends on the log assignment. Strategies are discussed below for the database
log area of the data dictionary and for sequential log files.

Database Log (DDLDCLOG Area)

DC/UCF makes it easy to maintain the database log (DDLDCLOG) area and the trace log (DDLDCTRC) areas so that
they do not become full. During runtime, you maintain each log by:

1. Monitoring the amount of available space that remains in the log
2. Archiving (offloading) the log before it becomes full

When the DDLDCLOG or DDLDCTRC area becomes full, the DC/UCF system halts execution and waits for system
operators to offload the area.

Monitoring available log space

Available space in the system log can be monitored as follows:

Automatically by the system -- At runtime, DC/UCF monitors the amount of available unused space in the DDLDCLOG or
DDLDCTRC area. Each time the amount of available space in the log halves, DC/UCF sends a message to the operator's
console. This message indicates the percentage of used space in the log area.

• Selectively by users -- Authorized users can monitor the percentage of used space in the log area by using one of the
following commands:
– DCMT DISPLAY LOG
– DCMT DISPLAY TRACE
– DISPLAY LOG (console operator command)

Archiving the log

You use the ARCHIVE LOG utility statement to archive the system log. You use the ARCHIVE TRACE to archive the
trace log. You can use the PRINT LOG or PRINT TRACE utility statement to format reports of the active log file. For more
information on these utilities, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.
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You can archive (offload) the DDLDCLOG or DDLDCTRC area as follows:

• While the DC/UCF system is active. In this case, the system proceeds unless the log is full.
• At system shutdown. It is not mandatory to offload a partially full log at shutdown. At system startup, DC/UCF begins

writing to the unused portion of the log area.

You can use the WTOEXIT user exit to automatically submit an ARCHIVE LOG or ARCHIVE TRACE utility statement that
archives the log or trace area before it becomes full. The sample WTOEXIT includes support for both commands.

Sequential Log Files

Sites that assign the system log to one or more sequential files need to develop a strategy for maintaining log files.

This is particularly true when you need to save the contents of sequential disk log files. Considerations that apply to
sequential disk files are presented below, followed by considerations that apply to print and tape sequential log file
assignments.

Considerations for disk log files

You can assign the system log to a single sequential file or to two alternate sequential files. At system startup time, the
DC/UCF system writes to the beginning of the first (or only) log file.

Your strategy for maintaining log files depends on the actions that DC/UCF takes when the current log file becomes full,
as discussed in the table below.

You archive sequential log files by using the appropriate operating system utility as follows:

• z/OS -- IEBGENER
• z/VSE -- DITTO
• z/VM -- COPYFILE command

Maintaining sequential disk files

The appropriate strategy for maintaining and archiving sequential disk log files depends on whether you log to single or
alternate log files, as summarized in the following table:

Sequential disk log Considerations
Single File To save log records, you print or archive the log file when you shut

down the system.
When the log file becomes full at system runtime, DC/UCF wraps
around to the beginning of the full log file and writes over old log
records.

Alternate Files To save the contents of a full log file, offload the file immediately.
You can do this while the system logs to the alternate log file.
When the alternate log file becomes full, DC/UCF switches back to
the beginning of the old log file.

Considerations for other log files

You can assign the system log to a print device under z/OS and z/VSE. Additionally, you can assign the system log to a
tape device under z/VSE by assigning the log SYSLST to the tape device in system-startup JCL statements. The following
considerations apply to these log file assignments under z/OS and z/VSE:

Operating system Log file considerations
z/OS When the log is assigned to a print device, the log is not output

until the system is shut down.
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z/VSE When the log is assigned to a print or tape device by means of
SYSLST, the log normally is not output until the system is shut
down.
When the log is assigned to a specific print device, the log file can
be printed while the system is active as follows:
When logging to a single file, DC/UCF closes the active log file
when it is full and then immediately reopens the file.
When logging to alternate files, DC/UCF logs to the alternate file
automatically when the first log file is full. To save the old file's
contents, print the contents of the log file immediately.

Accessing Logged Information
If you are logging to sequential files, you access logged information from the printed or archived log.

NOTE
For more information, see Sequential Log Files.

If you are logging to the database (the DDLDCLOG area), you can access archived or online log information as described
in the following table:

Method Usage
OLP (online PLOG) Displays online the current contents of the log. This utility

accesses the current, unarchived log in the DDLDCLOG area.
PRINT LOG utility statement Prints reports about all or selected parts of the current or archived

log.
Statistics reports (SREPORTs) Creates specific reports from the archived DDLDCLOG area.

More Information

• For more information on OLP, see the System Tasks and Operator Reference section.
• For more information on PRINT LOG, see the Administrating section.
• For more information on SREPORTs, see the Reporting section.

How the System Logs Errors
DC/UCF reports on errors by recording in the system log messages, snap photos, snap dumps, system trace records, and
information on DCMT commands issued at runtime.

A message is written to the log if the message destination specifies LOG. A snap photo contains a list of tasks that were
active when the snap photo was requested, along with information on the resources held by the tasks.

A snap dump records the contents of memory at a particular time, such as when an abend occurs. System trace records
are written if the system trace facility is enabled for DC/UCF by the SYSTRACE parameter of the system generation
SYSTEM statement.

DCMT commands entered by users are recorded in the log. System administrators can use the #CTABGEN macro to
keep all but significant DCMT commands from being sent to the log.

DC/UCF also records errors by writing to the operator's console and/or to a user terminal messages issued by the system
and by application programs at runtime, as specified in the message definitions.

Additional error information

Additional information on errors is written to the system log in the following situations:
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• Deadlock situations.
• Timeouts.
• #FREESTG violations. These occur when a task issues a #FREESTG request for storage that has been violated

(either by the issuing task or by another task). In this case, DC/UCF snaps the violated storage.
The snap dump written to the log includes additional bytes of storage from the immediately preceding and immediately
following areas. The message following the snapped storage indicates the starting address of the requested storage.

• Abend conditions. When a task is abended and an abend control element (ACE) exists for the abend, the ACE is
written to the log. The ACE includes the following information:
– The program status word (PSW) at the time of the abend; used to determine the point in the program at which the

abend occurred. If the ACE does not contain a PSW, the ACE is written to the log without a PSW.
– The Breaking Event Address (BEA). This address determines the last instruction in a program to cause a break in

sequential instruction execution before the program check.
– Interrupt code
– Data at the PSW
– Next instruction address
– Contents of registers

DCMT SNAP

DCMT SNAP commands control the writing of snap dumps and snap photos to the DC/UCF log file. DCMT parameters
are provided for the following:

• DCMT VARY PROGRAM and DCMT VARY TASK commands let you dynamically enable snaps for an individual
program or task.

• System Generation SYSTEM parameters let you globally disable or enable snaps for system or task abends.

More Information

• For more information on the #CTABGEN macro, see the Security Administering section.
• For more information on error messages, see the Messages section.

NOTE
You can review explanations of error messages online using the DCMT DISPLAY MESSAGE command.

Applying Optional Functionality
Optional functionality is provided in one of the following ways:

• Type 1 -- Can be activated by setting one bit in an optional functionality bitmap table. The bitmap table is generated in
a new RHDCOPTF module that is loaded during startup processing and anchored in the CSA.

NOTE
RI29610 lists all of the current RHDCOPTF bits that are available.

• Type 2 -- Implements a new SYSIDMS parameter.
• Type 3 -- Implements new syntax such as new SYSGEN syntax.

Note: No functionality is provided through optional APARs. If a PTF introduces new functionality, it is a required PTF. This
functionality is controlled via one of these three methods. Any options previously provided via an optional APAR were
converted to one of these three methods. For a list of optional APARs which were replaced, see the Release Notes for
Version 18.0.00.

Optional functionality applied through any of these methods can be easily added or removed and can be preserved across
maintenance updates.
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Option Flags Table
This article lists the numbered options that are activated by setting flags in the current RHDCOPTF module.

Bit Description APAR
0001 Secure IDD records against unauthorized

useby the Schema compiler record
processing

CS74316

0002 Suppress the DC260005 message on
DCMT SHUTDOWN

CS76640

0003 ACCEPT PTERM returns VTAM nodename
or UCF FEterminal ID

CS76649

0004 * NOT USED * CS78328 (was made permanent)
0005 DC204002 Deadlock DBkey and/or 0426/

DC426001
CS81862 

0006 Output data (88-01-1012) CS81905
0007 Content V keystroke req. field (90-04-1014) CS81906 
0008 Protected field implies not req.

(90-04-1016)
CS81907

0009 Change OLQ Menu Mode print default to Y CS82062
0010 For screen prints, set "?" of unprotected

fields to a blank. (88-08-1059)
CS82065

0011 Initializes value of $PAGE to 1 CS82230
0012 * NOT USED * CS82257
0013 * NOT USED * (CS82257)
0014 * NOT USED * (CS82781 - requires a value)
0015 * NOT USED * (CS86266 - source change)
0016 Bypass password processing on OLQ

Batch submit
CS88588 

0017 DECLARE CUSROR ORDER BY not
accepted

CS88593

0018 Substitute ADSA application/dialog name in
task ID field

GS91419

0019 * NOT USED * (CS89118)
0020 Disconnects UCF pterms instead of

suspending
CS89183

0021 * Not Used * (CS90910)
0022 Removal of question mark. (90-04-1015) CS90975
0023 * NOT USED * (CS91048)
0024 * NOT USED * (CS91050)
0025 * NOT USED * (CS97386)
0026 * NOT USED * (CS97391 - same as GS26902 bit 0058)
0027 Suppress banner pages on printed reports CS98815
0028 * NOT USED * (CS98817)
0029 Allow BLKSIZE override for SYSLST for

OLQ
CS98820
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0030 Suppress DC092021 message CS98821
0031 * NOT USED * (CS98971 - same as GS29600 bit 0072)
0032  * NOT USED * (GS01744 - same as GS82063 bit 0130)
 0033 Fix for LRF records with ROLES GS03086 
0034 Allow PMRM screen refresh to work in UCF GS06142
0035 * NOT USED * (GS06158 - requires a value)
0036 * NOT USED * (GS07703 - same as GS37899 bit 0080)
0037 * NOT USED * (GS08138 - requires a value)
0038 * NOT USED * (GS08592)
0039 * NOT USED * (GS08798 - Obsolete in 16.0)
0040 * NOT USED * (GS09836 - requires a value)
0041 * NOT USED * (GS09837 - VSE version of

GS09888 bit 0042)
0042 Allow different record version numbers in

linked to dialog. (87-04-1128)
GS09888

0043 Suppress printing of the MAP $RESPONSE
field

GS09891

0044 MAP scrunches top left corner when
running with
a terminal emulator

GS09894

0045 * NOT USED * (GS15723 - no access to bits)
0046 * NOT USED * (GS16003 - requires a value)
0047 Change in handling of tasks that hit

MAXCONCURRENT limit
GS18646

0048 * NOT USED * (GS19321 - CICS only)
0049 All Cobol programs within same task thread

to share a copy of IGZCTCO. (87-03-1049)
GS19348

0050 DC Cobol programs compiled before 10.20
cause terminals to hang

GS19358

0051 Redirect messages from external security
managers

GS20620

0052 Bypass the MVS user ID extraction facility GS20621
0053 * NOT USED * (GS23359 - no access to bits)
0054 Prevents USERCAT=OFF from being used GS23943
0055 * NOT USED * (GS25212)
0056 * NOT USED * (GS26164 - no access to bits)
0057 * NOT USED * (GS26723 - no access to bits)
0058 Track notify information for OBTAIN/GET

verbs
GS26902

0059 Allow printing from OLQ for line sizes > 132 GS27074
0060 * NOT USED * (GS27448 - no access to bits)
0061 Prevent DC200084 message from going to

console
GS27455

0062 * NOT USED * (GS27525 - requires a value)
0063 * NOT USED * (GS27698 - no access to bits)
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0064 * NOT USED * (GS27987 - no access to bits)
0065 * NOT USED * (GS28093 - no access to bits)
0066 * NOT USED * (GS28742 - requires a value)
0067 Skip delimit attribute not transmitted on

MAPOUT
GS29244 

0068 Batch mapping compiler converts lower
case to upper case. (84-12-1036)

GS29265

0069 Use DCUF dictname instead of SYSGEN
report dictname. (88-05-1045)

GS29271

0070 Autopanel maps are not supported via
IDMS/PC

GS29594

0071 Turn on Application type security.
(88-10-1093)

GS29598

0072 Allow use of double quotes in IDD GS29600
0073 Force RBB/VDB allocation below the line GS30903
0074 Multiple line headers cause OQ104042

errors
GS33436

0075 * NOT USED * (Was GS33439)
0076 * NOT USED *  (LS38822)
0077 Suppress autotask in event of ADS abort GS33477
0078 * NOT USED * (GS33482)
0079 SET TIMER STARTED TASKS are deleted

across
recycle of CV

GS36402

0080 Schema compiler rejects records with
duplicate
elements. (85-02-1030)

GS37899

0081 ACRHIVE JOURNAL ends with condition
code 0000

GS37943

0082 * NOT USED * (GS37955 - requires a value)
0083 Allow concurrent calls to IDMSRGEN GS37957
0084 * NOT USED * (GS39407 - no access to bits)
0085 DCUF dictname not retained when process

QFILEs
or REPORTs

GS39784 

0086 Security not checked after AGR-
CURRENT-RESPONSE
is modified

GS39792

0087 Security not checked after AGR-
CURRENT-RESPONSE
is modified

GS39794

0088 * NOT USED * (GS40013 - no access to bits)
0089 Allow display of regular ADSODBUG

screen when ADS/ALIVE is installed
GS40519

0090 * NOT USED * (GS40530 - requires a value)
0091 Allow change of OLQBATCH print line size GS40553
0092 * NOT USED * (GS40570)
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0093 Eliminates overhead with unload of
duplicate
CALC records at expense of sequencing

GS41974

0094 Restore 10.21 functionality for signon menu GS42284
0095 Allow mandatory interupt in OLQ if security

off
GS42557

0096 Setting INTERRUPT COUNT in BATCH GS42558
0097 Eliminate area sweep when accessing data

tables
via OLQ. (87-11-1133)

GS42565

0098 Allow reporting on data access tables when
proper passkeys not possessed.
(88-05-1062)

GS42567

0099 Selecting large amount of data in
OLQBATCH

GS42573

0100 Force area sweeps as opposed to system
owned
index set

GS42915

0101 * NOT USED * (GS43036 - requires a value)
0102 * NOT USED *

Replaced in v18 with new system definition
and DCMT SNAP TASK parameters:

• SYSGEN: SNAP
TASK...TRACE...LIMIT... 

• DCMT: SNAP TASK...TRACE...LIMIT...

GS44049

0103 * NOT USED * (GS44053 - VM/CMS only)
0104 * NOT USED * (GS48843 - requires table change)
0105 * NOT USED * (GS48844 - requires table change)
0106 * NOT USED  (GS48846 - now new #SECRTT parm)
0107 * NOT USED * (GS48847 - same as GS20620 bit 0051)
0108 * NOT USED * (GS48947 - rescinded)
0109 * NOT USED * (GS48969 - VM/CMS only)
0110 * NOT USED * (GS48989 - BS2000 only)
0111 Backs off GO48930 (scratch area id > 8

characters)
GS49031

0112 * NOT USED * (GS53962 - same as GS09894 bit 0044)
0113 * NOT USED * (GS53980 - requires multiple

versions of the code)
0114 Reserves DCE/TCE pairs of ERUS tasks GS53981
0115 * NOT USED * GS59938
0116 OLQ gets security violations when using

DBNAME
tables which have different security classes

GS59939

0117 * NOT USED * (GS62278 - requires table change)
0118 Disable the FIX PAGE utility GS77233
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0119 Set default IDD Options to display/punch
WITH
COMMENTS

GS77552

0120 * NOT USED * (GS80659 - no access to bits)
0121 * NOT USED * (Was GS81227)

RCEs, RLEs, and DPEs are dynamically
extended as needed

0122 Disallow duplicate record IDs within
schema

GS81238 

0123 * NOT USED * (GS81247)
0124 ADSA QUIT will do a SIGNOFF GS81410 
0125 Changes default from DON'T SEND

GROUPS to SEND
GROUPS. (88-06-1131)

GS81866

0126 Issues #DELSCR of scratch when selection
criteria was written. (90-05-1136)

GS81870

0127 Turns off scratch usage by IDBCOMM.
(86-04-1025)

GS82027 

0128 OQ104015 08 there is no report currently
defined for display

GS82047

0129 Change the default internal page size for
OLQBATCH

GS82057

0130 Suppress DC200084 from printing on the
log and console

GS82063

0131 Force area sweeps to always be used
instead
of the system owned index set when
ORDER BY
clause is used on a SELECT statement

GS82126 

0132 Avoid deadlocks when multiple users
generating
ASF tables. (86-04-1023)

 GS82179

0133 * NOT USED * (GS82181 - obsolete)
0134 Suppress verification of user at IDB Signon GS82239
0135 Force all DCMT VARY OFF commands as

if they
contained the PERMANENT option

-

0136 Disable SYSIDMS parm JOURNAL=ON/
OFF

GS87630

0137 * NOT USED * (GS87952 - no longer optional)
0138 * NOT USED * (GS87956 - VSE only)
0139 Always call Exit 2. (91-08-1036) GS90621
0140 Initialize acquired storage to low values GS91059
0141 Change default case from UPPER to

UPLOW
GS91072

0142 Sysgen REPORT DICTIONARY required
when
proceeding to QFILE or REPORT screens

GS96457
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0143 * NOT USED * (GS96463)
0144 * NOT USED * (GS96467 - requires a value)
0145 Allow queue processing to function as it did

in 10.21
GS96487

0146 * NOT USED * (GS96940 - VM/CMS only)
0147 * NOT USED * (GS97228 - now a SYSGEN option)
0148 * NOT USED * (Was GS97248)
0149 * NOT USED * (GS97520 - now a SYSGEN option)
0150 * NOT USED * (CS96377 - no access to bits)
0151 * NOT USED * (GS36808 - no access to bits)
0152 * NOT USED * (CS96801 - no access to bits)
0153 * NOT USED * (GS36805 - no access to bits)
0154 * NOT USED * (GS36803 & LS36498 - no access to bits)
0155 * NOT USED * (GS14891 - no access to bits)
0156 * NOT USED * (GS24967 - no access to bits)
0157 * NOT USED * (GS32078 - no access to bits)
0158 * NOT USED * (GS36807 & LS21367 - no access to bits)
0159 * NOT USED * (GS36900 - no access to bits)
0160 Animated dialog not compiled in user's

dictionary
LS06762

0161 * NOT USED * (GS43260 - no access to bits)
0162 * NOT USED * (GS48978 - no access to bits)
0163 Display program name on PMAM batch

reports
GS32791 

0164 Maps on FACOM 9450 with DBCS
characters

-

0165 Send task. Translate DBCS characters to
uppercase

-

0166 Problem with DBCS messages on several
lines

-

0167 * NOT USED * (Was LS11487)
0168 Change OPER displays. (85-02-1014,

89-05-1014,
90-04-1042)

LS17911 

0169 Needed by all "UPPERCASE" sites -
0170 Scrolling edit page in IDD menu -
0171 Skip uppercase translation done in IDD  
0172 Suppress system snaps for IXnn and ERnn

abends
LO19035

0173 Get Queue Wait (No longer needed. See
APAR)

TB96275

0174 Suppress 'TERM' and 'S002' DC201006
messages.
(90-04-1065)

LO17454
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0175 Secure IDMSBCF external run units.
LS23540 No auto signon for UCF and UCF/
TSO

LS23539

0176 Bit on means do not change System Snaps
to SVC dumps

LO40688

0177 CICS run units receive 'PAKS' abends LS25441 
0178 Unprotect password field on DME signon

screen
LO34765

0179 Unprotect password field on DMLO signon
screen

LO34768

0180 Use PTE5NAME on SECHECK. LS37039
supercedes LS31899 which is withdrawn

LS37039

0181 Change QREVIEW sort sequence to FIRST
so that
newest entries are displayed first

LO36487

0182 DC026001 Unreadable program name LO31692
0183 Bypass use of description field for a list of

authorized users
LO36488

0184 Set program mask for user mode LS31790
0185 Set program mask for user mode LS31790
0186 Set program mask for user mode LS31790
0187 Set program mask for user mode LS31790
0188 Set program mask for user mode LS31790
0189 Provide subsecond deadlock detection

intervals
LO78153

0190 Suppress UT003020 messages on console
during
UNLOAD

LO37319

0191 Disable storing PFKEY queue records LO36499
0192 Cancel QUEUED TIME QO00287
0193 Reduce CPU usage in STORAGE

MANAGER
QI42520

0194 Scan free space in IDMSDBN1. Issue
DC598502
if any non-zero values are detected

LO40727

0195 * NOT USED * -
0196 LE Cobol program value clause not

reinitialized
LS40957

0197 DC021102 Message Destination LS40702
0198 Terminal hang after UCFCICZ is invoked LO44434
0199 Allow ERUS tasks to go directly to a Clones

CV
LO64562

0200 Suppress SORT SIZE parameter LO46429
0201 * NOT USED * -
0202 * NOT USED * -
0203 Issue DC200084 on VARY AREA even if no

change in area status
LO88145
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0204 When signing on via the console, the
USERID and
PASSWORD are showing up on the
DDLDCLOG

LO55242

0205 * NOT USED * -
0206 GRANT EXECUTE ON ACTIVITY, produce

DB003005 and not define privileges
LO72493

0207 Prevent leading zeroes on numeric
operands for
built-in string functions from being
suppressed

LO63329

0208 * NOT USED *
Replaced in v18 with new system definition
and SYSIDMS parameters:
 SYSGEN:
EVAL CENTURY VALIDATION
EVAL LOW CENTURY
EVAL HIGH CENTURY
 SYSIDMS:
EVAL_CENTURY_VALIDATION
EVAL_LOW_CENTURY
EVAL_HIGH_CENTURY

(LO63255, LS88860)

0209 Suppress UT001006 message being sent
to console.
Only output to SYSLST

LO72559

0210 * NOT USED * -
0211 Disable OLQ 'SET USER' if dictionary

security for OLQ is turned on
LO88981

0212 Release an Online compiler modified queue -
0213 * NOT USED * -
0214 * NOT USED * -
0215 * NOT USED * -
0216 Change 1143 T0 XX57 for INDEX ERRORS QO29678
0217 Disables scratch and queue updates from

DMLO
LO86815

0218 * NOT USED * -
0219 Force the compilers to validate the PSWRD

supplied in the SET USER command
against the one defined to Central Security

LO89049

0220 Prompt for PASSWORD at SIGNON CS89118
0221 * NOT USED * -
0222 * NOT USED * -
0223 Set default for TRANSLATE TO UPPER

ON
GS40570

0224 * NOT USED *
Replaced with SYSIDMS
DYNALLOC_WAIT parameter

-
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0225 DBIO messages filling WTO buffers, stalling
system.
Write DBIO messages only to the DC LOG

LO88835 

0226 Suppress external security messages from
the IDMS log 

LO87429 

0227 Force LE storage above the line LO89004
0228 Allocate CV JOURNAL BUFFERS in 24 bit

storage
QO00773/QO18421

0229 * NOT USED * -
0230 MVS ONLY - optional APAR to use GMT

instead
LO95992

0231 * NOT USED * -
0232 * NOT USED *

Replaced by SYSGEN Multiple Enclave
support

-

0233 ADSLIV - optional APAR to bypass writing
messages

QO11962

0234 * NOT USED * -
0235 Allows dialogs that are checked out by

ADSC to be compiled by ADSOBCOM.
Allows MAPs that are checked out by
MAPC to be compiled by RHDCMAP1.

QO33088

0236 * NOT USED * (Previously QO08700) QO08700
0237 Check area lock on recovery QO46371
0238 * NOT USED * -
0239 Determine task code for ERUS QS14813
0240 The SMF30PGM and TASPGMID fields

should contain the program name from
the Bind Rununit instead of the loaded/
executed program name

QO19103

0241 Prevent SQL updates from OLQ QO50726
0242 * NOT USED * (Was QO29640)
0243 * NOT USED * (QO30937 Replaced by QS39434)
0244 Suppress DC205020 and DC205019

messages
QO39294

0245 ROLLBACK and ROLLFORWARD utilities:
set condition code to 0 instead of 4 for
message DB002352

QO38475

0246 * NOT USED *
Replaced in v18 with new system definition
and DCMT SNAP TASK parameters:
 SYSGEN: SNAP TASK...TRACE...LIMIT...
 DCMT: SNAP TASK...TRACE...LIMIT...

(QO38508)

0247 Allow UNLOAD/RELOAD to use L5 sort
parameter
 

QO88528 

0248 Bypass USER-ID and PASSWORD
initialization on SIGNON screen

 QO39136
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0249 Optional APAR for alternate message prefix QO40462 
0250 Delay 'ENTER NEXT TASK CODE' prompt

on BTAM (VM)
LS21775 

0251  Source Turn off ADS unsigned halfword
support

 -

0252 Source Turn off mapping date/timestamp
checking

 -

0253 Modify USER MODE PSW program mask QI48816
0254 Source ADS optional bypass retrieval

nolock
-

0255 Passing data with SET TIME QO57585
0256 Force ADSC to display an error message

for a duplicately defined field
QO56858

0257 * NOT USED * (Was QO53092)
0258 Limit display content for LOOK AM= QO63948
0259 ADS DIALOGS get 24-bit storage QO68937
0260 z/VSE Force field output in a mapping error

cycle
RO26218
RO26219 (z/OS)

0261 * NOT USED * -
0262 Source MAPC - disable alphanumeric

BLANK WHEN ZERO
-

0263 Allow SMP/PERFMON name specified by
user

-

0264 Force ADS/ALIVE post abort browse
screen
to timeout after the inactive task interval
time has been exceeded

QO74667

0265 Reduce BATCH CPU time QO80545
0266 Suppression of PUNCH statements for

EXPORT SOURCE FORM (Endevor/DB)
QO80524

0267 Retain BGIN journal sequence numbers QO82809
0268 * NOT USED * -
0269 * NOT USED * -
0270 Precompiler COBOL record name

truncation
QO91047

0271 Precompiler PL/I record name truncation QO91047
0272 DML193 a warning instead of informational

to warning
QO91050

0273 * NOT USED * (Previously QO88568)
Replaced by SYSIDMS parameter
PDAT_LOCATION=ANY/BELOW

QO88568

0274 Backs off LO72099. Elements generated
with hex values by IDMSDMLP

LS89000

0275 IDMSDMLP issues DML004 if record/set
names begin with a number

GS28093

0276 DML processor issues DML189 in
multimember sets

GS26723 
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0277 DML processor issues DML190 in
multimember sets

GS2744

0278 * NOT USED * -
0279 * NOT USED * -
0280 Allow DMLO to use USDTPARX instead of

USDTPARM
RO03666

0281 Always place the DC task ID in the second
fullword of the external rununit local ID

RO01562

0282 PRINT LOG: return CC=0000 when LOG
empty

QS39434 

0283 OLQBATCH: allow SYSIPT file to be
blocked other than 80

CS98817

0284 Change characters used in pull-down
menus in MAPC, ADSC, ADSA for DBCS
usage

GS09836

0285 Disable 6-digit DATE functions in ADSC LS63145
0286 Passwords may be displayed in

OLQBATCH report
GS33482

0287 Allow recursive connection with IDD
PROGRAM entity for documenting an
existing SYSTEM

GS26164

0288 Allow the REFRESH option to be enabled
by entering refresh in the command line

GS81247

0289 Protect signon fields on ASF and C/ICMS
GS48844 screens

GS48843

0290 Reversal of COMPARE TO ZERO logic LS78489
0291 Change the default refresh time used by the

OPER task from 5 to 10 seconds
LS80233

0292 Allow local mode IDD to execute in
retrieval mode without specifying USAGE
RETRIEVAL on the SIGNON statement

LS80772

0293 DC572902 while debugging a DIALOG
whose size is larger than 64K

LS85112

0294 NDVRDCMP: carry the MAP DATETIME
stamp from the source dictionary when
migrating MAPs.
(Endevor/DB)

QS00476

0295 NDVRARCO: retain all Confirmation CLEs
(Action 'C', 'V') in compress operations.
(Endevor/DB)

QS00477 

0296 NDVR: default Change Log Entry START
DATE
to current date in selection criteria.
(Endevor/DB)

QS00481

0297 Replaces QS00482 (Endevor/DB) Generate
DCMT V PROGRAM <prog-id> ENABLE
commands prior to the NEW COPY
IMMEDIATE command in the NDVRDVAR
file

RO18986
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0298 Replaces QS00514 (Endevor/DB)
NDVRDLVR: bypass generating SIGNON
statement for DC/UCF in the NDVRDVAR
file

RO18986

0299 Replaces QS00515 (Endevor/DB)
NDVRDLVR: bypass generating DCUF
SET DICTNAME statement and bypass
DICTNAMEs in DCMT VARY NEW COPY
statements in the NDVRDVAR file

RO18986

0300 Replaces QS00516 (Endevor/DB) Bypass
NDVRDLVR output of target SIGNON
statements for dictionary compilers

RO18986 

0301 Do not send DC990000 messages to
the CONSOLE LOG or SYSTEM LOG
(Endevor/DB)

QS29629

0302 Change a 'BIND ALL' DML command to a
regular 'BIND' (DMLO)

LS94973

0303 Disable use of NOSTOP command at run-
time (ADS/Alive)

LS71078

0304 Display Dialog Selection List only if a Dialog
name is entered (ADS/Alive)

LS96927

0305 * NOT USED * (Previously QS21024)
Replaced in 18.0 with the 'GLOBAL
STATUS' option in task USFAOPT

QS21024

0306 Protects fields on the NDVR signon screen.
Only one CCID can be entered, and the
USAGE MODE field cannot be changed.
(Endevor/DB)

QS90515

0307 Turn off Automatic Editing for certain MAP
LS25622 fields in order for DBCS to work

LS25619

0308 Include comments in NDVRCUPD,
NDVRUUPD files
(Endevor/DB)

RO18940

0309 z/VSE Change DML004 on OBTAIN USING
to DML084

RO12490
RO12491 (z/OS)

0310 z/VSE Change DML004 on OBTAIN USING
to DML084

RO12490
RO12491 (z/OS)

0311 z/VSE MODIFY MAP datastream difference
in BS2000

RO11947
RO11946 (z/OS)

0312 z/VSE ADSA 'deferred' response acts as
immediate 

RO22285
RO22307 (z/OS)

0313 z/VSE Print RUN UNIT statistics at
SHUTDOWN

RO15091
RO15092 z/OS

0314 DISPLAY/NODISPLAY controls DC128010
in OLP

-

0315 z/VSE Set MAINTASK AFFINITY for
WTOEXIT

RO15073
RO15074 (z/OS)

0316 z/VSE Abend 1118 will return a minor code
of 57

RO15985
RO15986 (z/OS)
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z/VSE Abend 1116 will return a minor code
of 57

RO55439 
RO55440 (z/OS)

0317 z/VSE Abend 1157 will return a minor code
of 57

RO15985
RO15986 (z/OS)

0318 z/VSE ERUS data packets allocated in 24
bit

RO22996
RO22997 (z/OS)

0319 * NOT USED * -
0320 z/OS ADSC: prohibit two records with the

same name but different versions from
compiling

TF24655 

0321 z/VSE Force severity 0 for missing
dictionary message

RO24509
RO24510 (z/OS)

0322 z/VSE Always set bit BINCLSS in the bind
image. Set BINAVFS if and only if the
PTERM definition specifies ALREADY
VERIFIED

RO26339
RO26341 z/OS 

0323 z/VSE The value *ERUS* is displayed in
the TASK CD field instead of the actual task
name

RO28603
RO28605 (z/OS)
RO28560 (v18)

0324 z/VSE DEFAULT IS ON: suppress RC=4 for
load modules when DC601002 is issued by
IDMSDDDL 

RO31384
RO31385 (z/OS)
RO30729 (v18)

0325 * NOT USED * -
0326 Removes the MERGE of the UAB

attributes,
For example, the retained UAB block
will be cleared and only the attributes
associated with the user signing on will be
assigned

-

0327 Suppress attribute bytes and slashes in
3270 simulator output

RO48645 (z/OS; CA IDMS v18.0) 
RO57572 (z/OS; CA IDMS r18.5) 

0328 Restrict DFLTSGN=YES to the CA IDMS
CONSOLE terminal

RO55275 z/OS - 18.0

0329 Set DC205011, DC205013 & DC205014
JOURNAL messages as unscrollable on
the z/OS
console

RO53292 z/OS - 18.0

0330 * NOT USED * -
0331 Suppress DML204 message on copy

IDMS MAP BINDS 
RO77881 z/VSE - 18.5
RO74928 z/OS - 18.5
RO79312 z/OS - 19.0

0332 * NOT USED * -
0333 Capture information regarding system

requests. For example, collecting diagnostic
information to aid in finding the cause of
performance problems

RO63743 (z/OS; CA IDMS v18.0) 
RO67793 (z/OS; CA IDMS r18.5) 

0334 Increase performance by skipping USER
EXIT 14 processing unless issuing a
READY request in UPDATE mode

RO66978 (z/OS; CA IDMS v18.0) 
RO67058 (z/OS; CA IDMS r18.5) 
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0335 Also write message DB002980 to the
console

RO67059 (z/OS; CA IDMS v18.0) 
RO67060 (z/OS; CA IDMS r18.5) 

0336 Prevents a S0C4 abend in module
RHDCOMVS when executing a batch
program compiled with an older version of
the PL1 compiler updating field TCBFSA. 

RO69648 z/OS - 18.0 
RO75974 z/OS - 18.5
RO79109 z/OS - 19.0

0337 Activates the use of SYSIDMS-parameter:
ENTC_LINE_LENGTH=nnn to change the
line length at the 'Enter Next Task Code'-
prompt. 

RO70461 z/OS - 18.5
RO74233 z/VSE - 18.5

0338 * NOT USED *
0339 * NOT USED *
0340 OLQ only READY accessed areas

 
RO83201 z/OS - 18.0
RO83509 z/VSE - 18.5
RO83203 z/OS - 18.5
RO83206 z/OS - 19.0

0341 CA IDMS DL1 Transparency allow missing
DD statements in batch local JCL 

RO83728 z/OS - 18.0
RO83727 z/OS - 18.5  
RO83726 z/OS - 19.0 

0342 DL1 Transparency IPSB allow duplicate
index names 

RO84191 z/OS - 18.5
RO84190 z/OS - 18.5 
RO84189 z/OS - 19.0

0343 Write DC088000 message to the log RO87212 z/OS - 18.0
RO87523 z/VSE - 18.5
RO86613 z/OS - 18.5
RO87213 z/OS - 19.0

0344 Write DC021002 and DC021005 messages
to the console

RO92574 z/OS - 18.5
RO92573 z/OS - 19.0

0345 SQL Web Connect suppress message
DC999999 

RO94475 z/OS - 18.5
RO94476 z/OS - 19.0
 

0346 Suppress the "IDMS " prefix on console
messages

RO99624 z/OS - 18.5
RO99627 z/OS - 19.0
 

0347 Route security messages to operator
console

SO01578 z/OS - 19.0 

Creating an RHDCOPTF Module
To create a new RHDCOPTF module, assemble and link a RHDCOPTF source module that contains #DEFOPTF macros
that will activate optional functionality.

DEFOPTF Macro

The #DEFOPTF defines which optional functionality is activated. It accepts the following parameters:
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• One is positional and can be an internal function number, in the form OPTnnnnn, or a list of internal function numbers,
allowing functions to be grouped by subject or module in one macro. An internal function number is associated with
each optional function that can be activated this way.

• The second parameter is the TYPE=keyword that can get the value DEFINE, which is the default, or GENERATE, in
the last input macro.

The last #DEFOPTF macro must contain the TYPE=GENERATE parameter in order to generate the code.

Example
 TITLE 'User optional bitmap table'
 #DEFOPTF OPT00002
 #DEFOPTF OPT00010,OPT00011
 #DEFOPTF (OPT00020,OPT00021,OPT00022)
 #DEFOPTF TYPE=GENERATE
 

CA IDMS in a Sysplex Environment
Learn more about using CA IDMS in a Sysplex Environment, including using shared cache, dynamic database session
routing, data sharing, and CV cloning.

Using Shared Cache
CA IDMS exploits Coupling Facility technology by allowing multiple central versions (CVs) running in a Sysplex
environment to share database buffers for one or more files using a shared cache. Each CV continues to maintain its own
local copy of the buffers. CA IDMS maintains data consistency in the shared cache and across CVs and databases. Using
Coupling Facility technology, data is accessed using less overhead than would otherwise be incurred doing a direct I/O to
disk.

This section describes how CA IDMS supports and manages a shared cache and how to implement a shared cache in
your CA IDMS systems running in a Sysplex environment.

About Shared Cache

You can run CA IDMS systems in a Sysplex environment for the purpose of sharing current data in database buffers
across multiple CVs running in a Sysplex. Buffers are shared across CVs using a shared cache in a Coupling Facility.

What is a shared cache

A shared cache is basically a large, high-speed buffer in a Coupling Facility. It contains database pages from files
assigned to the cache and accessed by the CVs running in a Sysplex.

Because a Coupling Facility can provide high-speed access to systems to which it is connected, accessing data from a
shared cache is faster and uses less overhead than would otherwise be used doing a direct I/O to disk.

How shared cache works

CA IDMS manages one or more cache structures that contain the actual data and are used to manage the updates made
to pages in the cache.

CA IDMS connects to a cache structure the first time a file assigned to it is opened. Disconnecting from a cache structure
happens only at shutdown or as a result of an explicit DCMT VARY SHARED CACHE .. OFF command.

The following describes how update and retrieval access to the shared cache and local buffers works at runtime:
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• When an update CV writes a page to disk, it also updates the page in the shared cache. This causes invalidation
of that page in all other CVs that ever read the page. The following illustration shows how an update CV updates a
shared cache and invalidates the updated page in all CV buffers in which it exists.

• When a CV needs to access a database page and shared cache is turned on for a file, a current copy of a page is
obtained by performing one or more of the following:
– If the page in the local buffer is still valid, it is retrieved.
– If the page is not in the local buffer or is no longer valid, the CV looks for it in the shared cache.
– If the page is found in the shared cache, it is retrieved.
– If it is not found in the shared cache, it is read from disk and placed in both the shared cache and the local buffer.

Benefits

Using a shared cache in a Sysplex environment offers the following benefits:

• Multiple CVs can share database buffers -- CVs look for data in the shared cache before doing an I/O to disk.
• Shared buffers contain current data -- Using a buffer invalidation mechanism, the operating system informs the CV

that a database page has been updated. This causes the CV to access a newer copy of the page the next time it is
requested from the shared cache or disk.

• The number of I/O operations to disk is reduced -- Because access to data in the Coupling Facility uses high-speed
fiber optic links, accessing pages from the shared cache greatly reduces the overhead that would be incurred by doing
an I/O to disk.

XA storage and shared cache

All control blocks related to shared cache are allocated from XA storage.

The amount of storage needed depends on the following:

• The number of shared caches
• The size of the shared caches
• The database page size of the areas put in shared cache
• The load on the central version

The following two formulas can be used to compute an approximation of the amount of storage that will be used:

MAXCONC * MAXPGSZ
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RNDUP(RNDUP(cache-size/MEANPGSZ) / 818 ) * 16K

Formula one is global for the central version and independent of the number of shared caches in use. Formula two
provides an approximation of the amount of storage needed for a given shared cache.

The following are the formula parameter descriptions:

• RNDUP
A function that rounds up a value to the next higher integer.

• cache-size
Size of the XES structure as allocated in the Coupling Facility. If there is no space constraint on the Coupling Facility,
this matches the init-size of the structure definition in the Sysplex couple data set.

• MEANPGSZ
The mean cache page size in the cache structure, rounded up to the next 256-byte boundary. Cache page size is the
area page size rounded up to the next 256-byte boundary.

• MAXCONC
The maximum number of tasks concurrently executing applications that use the shared cache.

• MAXPGSZ
The highest value of the cache page size of all areas in the shared cache.

 

About Shared Cache Examples

The central version has 37 user maxtask and uses two shared caches as follows:

• CACHE1 has size 20000 K and is used by three areas (area1, area2, and area3.)
• CACHE2 has size 10000 K and is used by area4.

The areas contain the following number of pages:

• area1 contains 500000 pages, each 2932 bytes
• area2 contains 200000 pages, each 8192 bytes
• area3 contains 100000 pages, each 4000 bytes
• area4 contains 400000 pages, each 4276 bytes

This is the MEANPGSZ for CACHE1 (assuming each page has the same chance of getting accessed):

RNDUP(((5*3328 + 2*8192 + 1*4096)/(5+2+1))/256) * 256 = 4864

This is the amount of storage used for CACHE1:

RNDUP(RNDUP((20000*1024)/4864)/818)*16K = 96K

The MEANPGSZ for CACHE2 is:

RNDUP(4276/256)*256 = 4352

The amount of storage used for CACHE2 is:
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RNDUP(RNDUP((10000*1024)/4352)/818)*16K = 48K

The MAXPGSZ is:

MAXPGSZ = 8192

The amount of XA storage that this CV will use for shared cache is:

(37*8K) + 96K + 48K = 440K

Deciding to Use Shared Cache

Multiple CVs accessing same database

In general, a CA IDMS environment in which more than one CV requires access to the same database files can benefit
from using shared cache.

One CV can benefit

A single CV can also benefit from using shared cache. If the CV is running on a machine with insufficient real memory to
define large database buffers, you can use a shared cache to define a large buffer and reduce the number of I/Os to disk.

Shared cache used only by CVs

A shared cache is not accessible by applications running in local mode; it is available only to CVs.

Using more than one shared cache

You can define more than one shared cache in multiple Coupling Facilities to minimize possible contention. You can start
with one shared cache and monitor its use. If your monitoring operations reveal contention for use of the cache, consider
adding another cache. The following are considerations for defining more than one cache:

• Assign frequently accessed files to a separate cache
• Assign each database to a separate cache

NOTE
For more information on monitoring a shared cache, see Monitoring Shared Cache.

Dataspace caching

Dataspaces also provide a mechanism for caching database pages for a file. However, dataspaces cannot be shared
across multiple CVs. It is recommended that you use only one caching mechanism for a file at a time (either shared cache
or dataspace).

Implementing Shared Cache

To use the shared cache feature, you need to perform the following tasks:

• In the Coupling Facility, define the name of each shared cache that you will use in CA IDMS.
• In CA IDMS, do the following:

– Identify the files that you want to assign to a shared cache.
– Identify the name of the shared cache using a file override in the DMCL or dynamically using the DCMT VARY FILE

SHARED CACHE command.
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These tasks are described separately in the next sections.

Defining Shared Cache to the Coupling Facility

Estimating size of each shared cache

You must also define to the Coupling Facility the size of each shared cache that you will implement in CA IDMS. The
estimate of the size of a shared cache is based on the following:

• Number of files that you will assign to the cache
• Size of the files you will assign to the cache

Estimating the size of a shared cache is dependent upon the applications that access it. In general, it should be large
enough to accommodate all frequently used pages of all files in the cache.

NOTE
For more information on defining the size of a structure, see the IBM manual, Setting Up a SYSPLEX.

If a cache size is too small

If the size of a shared cache is too small, the Coupling Facility deletes the least recently used (LRU) page(s) when a new
one must be added to the cache. This results in extra CPU and disk I/O, which you want to avoid.

Defining Shared Cache in CA IDMS

To implement shared cache in CA IDMS, you need to assign the files that will participate in a cache to a shared cache.
You can assign a file to a shared cache by specifying the name of a shared cache.

You implement shared cache for a CV through:

• Definition in the DMCL. For more information, see the Database Administering section.
• DCMT VARY AREA, DCMT VARY FILE, or DCMT VARY SEGMENT commands. For more information, see the

System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

Monitoring Shared Cache

You can use the following CA IDMS tools to monitor the use of shared cache by an executing CV:

• DCMT DISPLAY commands. For more information, see the System Tasks and Operator Reference section.
• CA IDMS Performance Monitor. For more information, see the Performance Monitor System Administering section.
• CA IDMS statistic reports. For more information, see the Reporting section.

You can also use monitoring tools for the Coupling Facility to monitor the global use of a shared cache. For more
information, see the IBM Coupling Facility documentation.

Tuning a Shared Cache

Tuning a shared cache involves monitoring its usage and, as necessary, modifying its definition and implementation to use
it as efficiently as possible.

What You Can Do

You can make the following changes to tune your use of shared cache:

• Change the shared cache status for a file and either assign it to a new or existing cache or drop it from participating in
a shared cache

• Define another shared cache and assign files to it
• Increase the size of an existing cache
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Changing the cache status for files

To change the shared cache status for a file, use the DCMT VARY command for an AREA, FILE, or SEGMENT.

NOTE
For more information on DCMT commands, use the DCMT HELP command or see the System Tasks and
Operator Reference section.

Defining multiple shared cache

As you monitor the use of a shared cache, you may notice contention for it and may want to define another shared cache.
For example, if you find that the FND-IN-CACHE statistic is considerably lower than the NUMBER-READS statistic for
frequently accessed files in a cache, you might consider defining another shared cache and assigning these files to it.

NOTE
For more information on monitoring a shared cache, see Monitoring Shared Cache.

Increasing the size of a shared cache

If you determine that the size of a shared cache is insufficient for your processing needs, you can increase the size of it.
Before you do this, be sure this is the right solution for your needs.

While you can increase the size of an existing cache, it requires that you perform the following steps:

1. Issue a DCMT VARY SHARED CACHE cache-name OFF command for all CVs
2. Increase the size of the cache structure
3. Issue a DCMT VARY SHARED CACHE cache-name ON command for all CVs

Using Dynamic Database Session Routing
You can use the dynamic database session routing feature to dynamically select the node to which requests for data are
sent. The selection is made by determining which CV running in the Sysplex has the CPU cycles available to service the
request. You can also use the CV cloning feature to run cloned copies of the same CV. This will make more CVs available
to process database sessions.

Using these features, you can dynamically balance your CA IDMS workload to provide increased transaction throughput,
better response time, and increased system availability. This section describes how to implement dynamic database
session routing and create cloned CVs in CA IDMS systems running in a Sysplex environment.

About Dynamic Database Session Routing

The CA IDMS client/server communications architecture for database sessions is extended to allow a front-end CV to
route a database session to a specific back-end CV that has been identified, at runtime, to have the CPU cycles available
to service the session.

In a non-Sysplex environment, the routing of database sessions is static; database sessions are routed to an explicit,
predetermined CV regardless of the availability of processing cycles.

Benefits

Dynamic database session routing provides the following benefits:
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• Dynamic workload balancing -- Workload balancing is dynamic and based on actual system load and resource
availability; you don't need to predetermine database routing to balance workloads across CVs to get maximum
throughput and shorter response time. Database sessions are routed to a CV with available processing cycles.

• Parallel processing of database sessions -- Database sessions are processed in parallel to reduce elapsed
processing time.

• Automatic routing of database sessions to an available CV -- Database sessions are routed to an available CV
instead of being routed to the same system whether its available or not.

• Use with cloned CVs to make multiple copies of systems available -- You can implement dynamic database
session routing with the cloned CV feature to start and stop systems in response to changes in workloads to increase
transaction throughput and decrease response time.

Use with CV cloning

This feature is designed to work in a Sysplex with the dynamic routing of database sessions feature so that database
sessions can be dynamically routed to cloned copies of the same CV.

NOTE
For more information on cloning CVs, see CV Cloning. To dynamically route update database sessions, back-
end CVs must be members of a data sharing group.

NOTE
For more information on data sharing, see Data Sharing.

Use with shared cache

You can also use the dynamic database session routing feature with the shared cache feature to share database buffers
across multiple CVs to minimize I/O operations to disk and to keep data current across the CVs running in a Sysplex.

Planning to Use Dynamic Database Session Routing

Dynamic routing of database sessions is designed to work with CA IDMS environments configured with the following
minimum requirements:

• CVs set up to process terminal and application services separate from database services. This is accomplished by
defining front-end CVs to process terminal activities and other application-specific services, and back-end CVs to
process database requests. Using this configuration, front-end CVs can route database requests to an available back-
end CV where requests can then be serviced.

• Back-end CVs set up as data sharing group members that have update access to the database(s) used by the
dynamically routed sessions.

• Back-end CVs set up to process retrieval applications separate from update applications. With this set up, multiple
CVs can process retrieval requests for a database while one designated CV can process update requests at the same
time. In that case, the front-end CVs must have the ability to identify database sessions that perform only retrieval
processing against a database. Typically you do this for database run units by assigning a retrieval-only subschema to
retrieval run units. Since updates to an area can be performed by only one CV at a time when not using data sharing,
dynamic routing is restricted to retrieval database sessions.

If your current CA IDMS environment is configured as described previously, you need to make only a few changes to use
dynamic database session routing.

Implementing Dynamic Database Session Routing

To implement dynamic database session routing, you assign back-end CVs that service database sessions to one or
more DBGroups. At runtime, database requests are routed to a DBGroup to determine which CV in the DBGroup has the
CPU cycles available to process it. Once a CV volunteers to service a request, CA IDMS sends the request to it and it
processes the request on the identified node.

Implementing dynamic database session routing involves making changes to the following:
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• Back-end CVs
• Front-end CVs
• Coupling Facility

There are also considerations for applications that will participate in dynamic database session routing.

This section describes what you need to do in each of these areas to set up your CA IDMS environment to use dynamic
database session routing, beginning with the concept of a DBGroup and how it is used to implement dynamic database
session routing.

Using DBGroups

What is a DBGroup A DBGroup contains one or more CVs. You assign CVs to DBGroups based on the databases they
service. At runtime, a request for access to a database is routed to a DBGroup, instead of a node. The DBGroup name is
then replaced with the node name for a CV assigned to it that volunteers (i.e. has the CPU cycles) to service the request.

Planning DBGroups

Before you define any DBGroups, you need to plan how you want to group CVs to meet your processing requirements.
For example, create one DBGroup for all back-end CVs, if all databases are accessible by all CVs.

Back-end CV Definitions

Back-end CVs must be assigned to a DBGroup

To assign each back-end CV to one or more DBGroups, you update its database name table and add a DBGROUP
statement for each DBGroup in which it will participate. This makes the CV a member of the specified DBGroup. You
must assign all back-end CVs to all DBGroups in which they will participate. When each back-end CV is started, it will be
eligible to process dynamic database sessions for the databases defined in its database name table.

Using cloned back-end CVs

To exploit the parallel processing and dynamic workload balancing features of dynamic database session routing, you
must have enough back-end CVs available to process any run unit or SQL transaction that may be dynamically routed to
it. You can use the CV cloning feature, as discussed in section CV Cloning, to make multiple copies of CVs available.

Assigning back-end CVs to DBGroups

You use the CREATE DBGROUP statement to assign a back-end CV to a DBGroup. To assign a back-end CV to
multiple DBGroups, include multiple CREATE DBGROUP statements. For more information on these statements, see the
Database Administering section.

Front-end CV Definitions

In dynamic database session processing, front-end CVs route requests for database services to DBGroups. To do this,
it must know about the DBGroups to which it can route requests. DBGroups are identified as nodes in a front-end CV's
resource name table using the system generation NODE statement.

Adding DBGroups to a resource name table

The resource name table for each front-end CV must contain the following:

• The name of each DBGroup to which it can route requests. The DBGroup name is added as a node name on the
system generation NODE statement with a type of GROUP.

• Optionally, for each back-end CV that can service requests for a DBGroup, a NODE entry specifying the
communication method to use to access it. Use the system generation NODE statement to define the node by which a
back-end CV is accessed and the communication method used, if it is not already defined. If no NODE entry is defined,
the access method will be chosen as follows:
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– If the two systems are executing on the same z/OS image and their system definitions specify the same SVC
number, then the SVC access method will be used.

– If the back-end system has a VTAM line driver, then the VTAM access method will be used.
– If the back-end system has a CCI line driver, then the CCI access method will be used.

NOTE
Applications executing from CICS, batch, Windows, and any other non- CA IDMS/DC client must first be routed
to an explicit CV (static routing), which can then dynamically route it to a back-end CV for servicing.

Making enough front-end CVs available

You must have a sufficient number of front-end CVs available to process the applications submitted by your users.

Using the NODE statement to identify DBGroups

You use the system generation NODE statement to identify DBGroups in the resource name table for front-end CVs. For
more information on the NODE statement, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.

How Dynamic Database Session Routing Works

This section describes how a sample DBGroup is defined and used at runtime.

In the following example, the EMPGROUP contains CVs IDMS060, IDMS070, and IDMS080, which have update access
to the EMPDB database. They are members of data sharing group DSGROUP1. At runtime, front-end CV IDMS050
can route requests for the EMPGROUP to either IDMS060, IDMS070, or IDMS080, whichever one volunteers. If neither
IDMS060, IDMS070, nor IDMS080 are enabled members of the EMPGROUP, then requests fail. :p

Modifying database name table

The following example illustrates how the EMPGROUP DBGroup is defined to the existing system definitions for the
IDMS060, IDMS070, and IDMS080 back-end CVs and the IDMS050 front-end CV.

DBGroup definition in database name table for IDMS060

CREATE DBGROUP N60TABLE.EMPGROUP

ENABLED;
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GENERATE DBTABLE N60TABLE;

DBGroup definition in database name table for IDMS070

CREATE DBGROUP N70TABLE.EMPGROUP

ENABLED;

 

GENERATE DBTABLE N70TABLE;

DBGroup definition in database name table for IDMS080

CREATE DBGROUP N80TABLE.EMPGROUP

ENABLED;

 

GENERATE DBTABLE N80TABLE;

Modifying resource name table

MODIFY SYSTEM IDMS050.

 

ADD NODE EMPGROUP

GROUP DEFAULT NODE IDMS080.

 

GENERATE.

How EMPGROUP is used at runtime

At runtime, using either the resource name table or user exit 23, requests for database services are identified to be
serviced by node EMPGROUP using an access type of GROUP.

NOTE
Exit 23 may be used to override the specified node name on the bind.

The access type of GROUP directs CA IDMS to solicit a back-end CV in the EMPGROUP to service the database
request. An available CV in the EMPGROUP DBGroup volunteers to service the request. From this point on, processing
takes place as it normally does in CA IDMS using the node name of the CV that volunteered to service the database
request. A list structure is used in the Coupling Facility to determine which back-end CV will be the volunteer.
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Coupling Facility Considerations

You need to define one Coupling Facility list structure for each DBGroup defined to CA IDMS with the name "CAIDMS"
appended with the DBGroup name, for example, CAIDMSEMPGROUP.

Sizing the list structure

Use the following formula for estimating the size of the list structure:

Size = ROUND1M(TotTask * 365 + MinimumSize)

Where:

• TotTask -- is the sum of (MAXIMUM TASKS + MAXIMUM ERUS) in the SYSTEM statement for all front-end systems.
• MinimumSize -- is the mimimum size of the structure. The minimum size depends on the CFLEVEL of the Coupling

Facility. For CFLEVEL=12, use a MinimumSize of 2 megabytes.

For example, suppose the EMPGROUP group is defined to three front-end CVs, and each CV has its MAX TASKS
parameter set to 40 and MAX ERUS 10. The size of the list structure can be estimated as 3 megabytes (150 x 365 + 2M,
rounded up to a 1 megabyte multiple).

NOTE
For more information on defining the size of list structures in the Coupling Facility, see the IBM manual, Setting
up a SYSPLEX.

Application Considerations

A database session is routed to a node using the DBNAME and NODENAME passed on the BIND statement for run units
and the dictionary name passed on the CONNECT statement for SQL transactions. Dynamic database session routing
is used if the DBNAME or dictionary name maps to a node name in the resource name table with a type of GROUP. You
can tailor the node name at runtime using the user-written, pre-bind exit Exit 23 or using the VIA parameter on both the
DBNAME and the DESTINATION clauses of the RESOURCE TABLE system generation statement.

Specifying DBGroup name on RESOURCE TABLE statement

You can map a DBNAME or DESTINATION-NODE to a DBGroup name using the VIA parameter on the RESOURCE
TABLE syntax. Specify a DBGroup name as the nodename on the VIA parameter to route the application to a DBGroup.
In the following example, the EMPDB DBNAME is routed to DBGroup EMPGROUP by specifying EMPGROUP as the
nodename. In this case, database requests from applications binding to EMPDB will be routed to the EMPGROUP to
determine which CV assigned to it has the CPU cycles available to process the request. The request is then directed to
the node associated with the CV that volunteered to service the request.

MODIFY SYSTEM IDMS071

 

MODIFY RESOURCE TABLE

DBNAME IS EMPDB VIA EMPGROUP.

 

GENERATE.
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Impact of long term database resources passed across run units

If there are longterm database resources maintained for an application thread running on a back-end CV, and subsequent
BINDS or CONNECTS are issued from that application to the same DBGroup, they are automatically routed to the same
back-end CV. If longterm resources are frequently held across database sessions within an application thread, the overall
effectiveness of the work load balancing will be impacted.

Long term database resources are either database currencies saved by CA ADS applications or long term locks created
by any KEEP LONGTERM database commands. All other application resources are saved on the front-end CV and do not
impact the selection of the back-end CV for the database session.

Use of the NOSAVE option on DISPLAY, INVOKE, and LINK commands within a CA ADS application eliminate the saving
of currency blocks across a pseudo converse or non-extended run unit. If the NOSAVE option is used, each run unit in the
application thread can be dynamically routed (provided longterm locks are not used). It does require that the application
logic be in place to reestablish database currencies, if necessary, when the next run unit is bound.

Retrieval and update run units in same application

If currencies or longterm locks are passed from one run unit to another, then all such run units must be routed to the same
CV once a back-end CV has volunteered for the initial bind. CA IDMS will ensure this, provided that they are routed to the
same DBGroup. Also, if a retrieval-only CA ADS dialog passes currencies to an update dialog, then both must be routed
to the same DBGroup if dynamic routing is to be used. In this case, the DBGroup back-end CVs must be part of a data
sharing group.

Managing Dynamic Database Session Routing

You can manage a CV's participation dynamically using the DCMT VARY DBGROUP command.

What you can do

You issue the DCMT VARY DBGROUP command to activate and inactivate dynamic database session routing and to
manage a CV's participation in a DBGroup. The tasks you can perform are summarized in the following table:

To do this Use these DCMT VARY DBGROUP parameters
Enable and disable dynamic database session routing on an
executing front-end CV

ACTIVE/INACTIVE

Join a CV to a DBGroup or disable it from a DBGroup JOIN/LEAVE
Activate dynamic database session routing and enable the CV to
participate in the named DBGroup or inactivate dynamic database
session routing and disable the CV from participating in the named
DBGroup

ON/OFF
ON is the same as using the ACTIVE and JOIN parameters.
OFF is the same as using the INACTIVE and LEAVE parameters.

Monitoring and Tuning Dynamic Database Session Routing

Using DCMT commands and the CA IDMS Performance Monitor, you can monitor how database sessions are being
serviced by dynamic database session routing, and as appropriate, modify parameters to suit your processing needs.

The tools you can use are summarized in the following table:

Tool Description
DCMT DISPLAY DBGROUP You can display statistics for all DBGroups to which the currently

executing CV can direct requests or for a specific DBGroup.
Statistics include the number of active back-end CVs assigned to
DBGroups and the total number of requests processed by each.

DCMT DISPLAY DBTABLE Lists each DBGroup defined in the table and its status.
DCMT DISPLAY NODE Displays the name of each node with its associated type.
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DCMT VARY DBGROUP Allows you to vary the status of a DBGroup and turn dynamic
database session routing on and off.

LOOK DBTABLE (DC) Lists each DBGroup defined in the table and its status.
IDMSLOOK DBTABLE (batch) Lists each DBGroup defined in the table and its status.
Interval Monitor (online and batch) For each DBGroup, displays detailed statistics (using DBGROUP

category) and wait statistics (using SUMMARY HISTORY,
SUMMARY DETAIL, and WAIT Screens).

Merging CA IDMS statistics

If you use CA IDMS statistics for job accounting purposes, merge the statistics for all cloned systems prior to analyzing
them. This will give you the proper global view of the actual resources used.

NOTE
For more information on CV cloning, see CV Cloning.

Data Sharing
By exploiting Coupling Facility technology, CA IDMS allows you to do the following:

• Update data concurrently from multiple CA IDMS systems
• Share queues and enqueue common resources across CA IDMS systems
• Broadcast system tasks to multiple CA IDMS systems

Each of these features depends on the implementation of a data sharing group that individual CA IDMS systems join as
members. A data sharing group is a construct that enables the implementation of the above features.

The rest of this section describes what a data sharing group is and how it is defined, and gives details on each of the
sysplex exploitation features it uses.

Contents

Data Sharing Groups

A data sharing group is a named collection of CA IDMS systems within a sysplex. Each CA IDMS system that is
associated with a data sharing group is referred to as a member of that group. The name of the member becomes both
the CA IDMS system name and the node name for that system. A system can be a member of only one data sharing
group at a time.

Data sharing groups allow you to do the following:

• Share update access to a database. For more information, see Sharing Update Access to Data.
• Broadcast commands to all members of the group. For more information, see the CA IDMS System Tasks Operator

Reference section.
• Share queues and enqueue common resources. For more information, see Sharing Queues and Enqueued

Resources.
• Monitor and report on all members of a data sharing group. For more information, see Monitoring Data Sharing

Groups.

Designing Data Sharing Groups

The most significant benefit to a data sharing group is the ability for multiple CA IDMS systems to update the same data
concurrently. Satisfying your data sharing needs should therefore be the most significant consideration in designing your
data sharing groups.
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Types of Groups

There are three basic types of groups: a homogeneous group, a heterogeneous group and a hybrid group.

A homogeneous group is one in which all members are essentially the same. They support the same applications, they
access the same databases in the same way, and they have the same security definitions. Members of a homogeneous
group likely share the same system definition, using the cloned system capability. Since every member has access to the
same resources, it doesn't matter on which member a given transaction is executed.

In a heterogeneous group, every member is unique in terms of the applications that it supports. Although some databases
may be shared between members, other databases are unique to a given member. Each member may have its own
system and security definitions. They are members of the same group in order to share update access to data, but
otherwise are distinct systems. A given transaction must be directed to a particular member in order to ensure that it has
access to the resources that it needs.

A hybrid group is one in which some members are clones of one another while other members are not.

Homogeneous groups

A homogenous group can be thought of as a multi-part IDMS system. Facilities such as shared update access to data and
shared queues enable applications to execute on any member of the group. The major benefits to this type of group are
as follows:

• The ability to adjust the number of members in response to changing workloads
• Fault tolerance in the event of a failure

If a group is reaching capacity in terms of transaction volumes, then an additional member can be started to handle some
of the workload. Members might be added and removed on a periodic basis (daily, monthly, etc.) Or members may be
permanently added as workload increases over time.

Homogeneous groups also provide fault tolerance in the event that a CA IDMS system or a z/OS image fails. Other
members of the group (which may be executing on different z/OS images) can continue to process applications, while
recovery is taking place.

The degree to which applications update the same records within the database will determine the effectiveness of a
homogeneous group. For example, if every transaction must update a one-of-a-kind control record, then there will be a
high degree of contention for that record across members of the group. This will significantly increase the CPU overhead
needed to process the transactions, since the members must communicate with one another in order to resolve the
contention. Furthermore, if a CA IDMS system fails while it holds an exclusive lock on the control record, then that record
remains locked until the failing system has been recovered, thus preventing other transactions from accessing the record.
If, on the other hand, transactions tend to access and update different records and pages in the database, with only the
occasional overlap, then a homogeneous group should perform well and provide increased fault tolerance. In designing a
homogeneous group, consider ways to segment the workload to minimize cross-member contention for resources.

The following diagram illustrates a homogeneous data sharing group. It consists of four members (CUST01, CUST02,
CUST03, and CUST04), each of which share update access to the same set of databases (Inventory, Customer and
Financial).
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Heterogeneous groups

A heterogeneous group provides the ability to share update access to certain areas of the database from otherwise
distinct CA IDMS systems. It eliminates the need for other solutions such as application-level replication of updates
or remote database access. It can alleviate the pressures of an increasing workload, by allowing it to be split along
application boundaries even though some areas need to be commonly updated.

While contention for individual records and pages within shared areas may not be as likely in a heterogeneous group, the
degree to which such contention occurs will affect performance. This should be one of the considerations in determining
how to split your workload across members of a heterogeneous group.

Heterogeneous groups provide a degree of fault tolerance in that members that have not failed will continue to process
transactions, some of which may update shared areas. Of course there is no fault tolerance for the portion of the workload
that was being processed by the failed member.

The following diagram illustrates a heterogeneous group in which every member accesses a distinct set of databases.
Member CORP updates the Financial and HR databases. Member CUST updates the Customer, Financial and Inventory
databases. Member INV updates the Inventory and Financial databases.

Hybrid groups

A hybrid group can provide the benefits of both homogeneous groups and heterogeneous groups. It easily allows the
addition of members to handle increased workload and provide fault tolerance for certain applications while allowing other
members to continue processing different applications that have little contention for shared databases.

The following diagram illustrates a hybrid group that is similar to the heterogeneous group described above except that
the CUST member is cloned so that two members CUST01 and CUST02 service the same set of transactions.

Data Sharing Group Versus DBGroup

There is a difference between a data sharing group and a database or DBGroup. A data sharing group provides the ability
to share update access to data. A DBGroup provides the ability to dynamically route database requests. At any one time,
a CA IDMS system can be a member of several DBGroups but only one data sharing group.
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While it is possible that every member of a data sharing group also is a member of the same DBGroups, this is not a
requirement and in fact, is unlikely unless the data sharing group is homogeneous. It would be more likely that members
that are clones of one another would be members of the same set of DBGroups, since they can support the same types of
transactions.

It is also possible for a DBGroup to span data sharing groups. CA IDMS systems that are members of different data
sharing groups or that are not members of any data sharing group can belong to the same DBGroup. While such a
scenario may be unlikely, it highlights the fact that data sharing groups and DBGroups are technically unrelated.

Defining Data Sharing Groups

There is no explicit definition for a data sharing group; however, before a CA IDMS system can become a member of a
group, the following actions must be taken:

• The number of XCF groups that can be created in the coupling facility may need to be increased
• The number of buffers used for XCF messaging may need to be increased
• A list and lock structure must be defined to the coupling facility
• Each CA IDMS system that is to be a member of a group must be associated with that group through its startup JCL
• Print task codes defined through the #UCFUFT macro must have a corresponding entry added to the LCLENQDQ

module. This topic is discussed in Sharing Queues and Enqueued Resources later in this section
• If members of the group are to share update access to data, changes must be made to the DMCLs of all group

members. For more information, see Sharing Update Access to Data.

Selecting a Group Name

A data sharing group internally corresponds to an XCF group whose name is that of the data sharing group. The name of
a data sharing group must be different from the name of any other XCF group within the sysplex.

Group names may be 1-8 characters in length and consist of characters A-Z, 0-9, $, # or @. Names that begin with SYS
or UNDESIG are reserved and cannot be used. Names that begin with A-I may be used by the operating system and
should be avoided. For more information, see the appropriate IBM documentation.

Configuring the Coupling Facility

Each data sharing group internally uses an XCF group and requires the definition of a list and a lock structure in the
coupling facility. In addition, one or more cache structures must be defined if the data sharing group is to share update
access to data or if shared buffering is to be used.

XCF group

XCF groups are not explicitly defined to the coupling facility, however the maximum number of XCF groups that can be
active is part of CFRM policy. This maximum may need to be increased in order to implement a new data sharing group.

In addition, CA IDMS uses XCF messaging to communicate between group members. It may be necessary to increase
the number of buffers available for XCF messaging in order to accommodate the increased traffic. For more information,
see the appropriate IBM documentation.

CF structures

The following information must be specified when defining a structure to the coupling facility:

• Structure name
• Structure size

List structure

The name of the list structure must be as follows:
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CAIDMSgroupnameLI

where groupname is the name of the data sharing group.

Use the following formula for estimating the size of the list structure:

Size = ROUND1M(SAREALS + SFILELS + QS*QUEUELS + QUIESLS + MINSZ)

Where:

• SAREALS is the size of the shared area list. Compute its size as follows:
– Compute for each shared area the area-element-size:

ROUND256(184 + number-of-files-in-area * 35) + 97

– Sum all area-element-sizes.
• SFILELS is the size of the shared file list. Compute its size as follows:

– Compute for each shared file the file-element-size:

ROUND256(164 + number-of-areas-in-file * 6) + 97

– Sum all file-element-sizes.
• QS = 1 if the queue area is shared; otherwise it is 0.
• SQUEUELS is the size of the shared queue list. Compute its size as follows:

Number-of-shared-queues * 353

• QUIESLS is the size of the quiesce list. It is used when a DCMT QUIESCE command affects one or more shared
areas. Its size is dependent on the number of parallel outstanding requests. The size of an outstanding request can be
computed as follows:

ROUND256(92 + number-of-target-shared-areas * 6) + 97

• MINSZ is the minimum size of the structure. The minimum size depends on the CFLEVEL of the Coupling Facility. For
CFLEVEL=12, use a MINSZ of 2 megabytes.

NOTE
ROUND1M means rounding up to the next 1 megabyte multiple. ROUND256 means rounding up to the next
256-byte multiple. For example: :cragphic. ROUND256(198) = 256 ROUND256(256) = 256 ROUND256(258) =
512

The size of a list structure may be altered at any time using an operating system command. The ability to increase the
size of the list structure is limited by the available space in the coupling facility. CA IDMS supports system-managed
rebuild of the list structure. For more information, see System-Managed Rebuild.

Lock structure

The name of the lock structure must be:

CAIDMSgroupnameLK
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where groupname is the name of the data sharing group.

The minimum size of the lock structure depends on the number of concurrent locks that will be placed on records in
shared areas.

A coupling facility lock structure contains two types of information: a lock table and record data entries.

The lock table is used as a hash table for the purposes of detecting contention for a resource. Its size is determined by the
LOCK ENTRIES and the MEMBERS parameters specified in the DMCL of data sharing group members.

NOTE
For more information on these parameters, see Enabling Data Sharing.

Record data entries are used to hold information on exclusive locks. Each exclusive global lock on a transaction resource
has a corresponding record data entry. Applications that update many records before issuing a commit will increase the
requirement for record data entries. If the system runs short of record data entries, it will react by releasing proxy locks
that are not in use. This will have a negative impact on performance. If, after taking this action, there are not enough
record data entries available to satisfy a lock request, the issuing task will fail.

For more information on transaction locking, see the Database Administering section. For more information on monitoring
the available record data entries in the lock structure, see Monitoring Data Sharing Groups.

The size of a lock structure must be large enough to hold both the lock table and the maximum number of record data
entries that will exist at one time. The first CA IDMS system that starts as a member of a data sharing group determines
the size of the lock table. If the lock structure is too small to accommodate the lock table, startup will fail. Once the lock
table has been allocated, its size remains the same until all group members have been shut down normally.

Whatever space remains in the lock structure after the lock table has been allocated is used for record data entries. The
amount of space in the lock structure can be increased (or decreased), by using the SETXCF START ALTER command.
The ALTER command only affects the amount of space available for record data entries. Task abends will result if there is
not enough space to create a record data entry when one is needed. The amount of available space in the lock structure
can be monitored by using the DCMT DISPLAY DATA SHARING command. For more information, see Monitoring Data
Sharing Groups.

The minimum size of a structure depends on the CFLEVEL of the Coupling Facility. For CFLEVEL=12, use a minimum
of 2 megabytes. This value may need to be significantly increased if areas are to be shared for update access. Use the
following formula for estimating the size of the lock structure:

Size = LTE#*LTES + RD#*140 + 35K

where:

• LTE# is the number of lock table entries
• LTES is the lock table entry size as determined from the following table
• RD# is the maximum number of record data entries needed

Maximum Number of Members in Data Sharing Group Lock table entry size (LTES)
7 2
8-23 4
24-55 8
56-119 16
120-247 32

CA IDMS supports system-managed rebuild of the lock structure. For more information, see System-Managed Rebuild.
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Cache structures

At least one cache structure is needed in order to share update access to data or to enable shared buffering. Both of
these capabilities require that each affected CA IDMS file be associated with a cache structure. You may associate any
number of files with a single cache or allocate a cache for each file.

The larger the cache structure, the more likely a page will remain in the cache, eliminating a disk access when the page is
next needed by a system. Ideally, each file would be assigned to its own cache structure and that structure would be large
enough to hold the entire file. However, this may not be practical due to the amount of space and the number of structures
that would be needed. The more space that can be assigned, the fewer disk accesses that will be needed and hence the
better the performance.

The size of a cache structure may be altered at any time using the SETXCF START ALTER command. The size may be
increased, provided there is sufficient space in the coupling facility.

There are no additional requirements for the name of a cache structure beyond those imposed by the operating system.

CA IDMS supports system-managed rebuild of the cache structure. For more information, see System-Managed Rebuild.

NOTE
The IBM documentation on Coupling Facility code levels states: "When migrating to a higher CFLEVEL,
structure sizes might need to be increased." This is particularly important for small structures of only a few
megabytes. For such structures, the size computed with the above formulas might need to be increased by one
or two megabytes.

Specify ALLOWAUTOALT(YES) in the CFRM definition for the shared cache. The ALLOWAUTOALT parameter controls
the "automatic alter" function of the Coupling Facility structure. The "automatic alter" dynamically monitors and alters
Coupling Facility structure sizes and ratios for optimum performance. At the time of this writing, IBM APAR OW50397 is
required when using ALLOWAUTOALT(YES). For more information on ALLOWAUTOALT, see the IBM manual, Setting up
a Sysplex. For more information on shared cache, see Using Shared Cache.

Specifying Group Membership

Each CA IDMS system that is to be a member of a data sharing group must specify the name of the group and its
membername in the SYSIDMS card image file in the startup JCL.

Syntax

►►──── DSGROUP=group-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►──── DCNAME=member-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• DSGROUP=group-name
Specifies the name of the data sharing group of which this system is a member. All CA IDMS systems that are
members of the same group must specify the same group name.

• group-name
Must be a 1-8 character name consisting of characters A-Z, 0-9, $,# or @. Names that begin with SYS or UNDESIG
are reserved and cannot be used. Names that begin with A-I may be in use by the operating system and should be
avoided.

• DCNAME=member-name
Specifies the member name of the system within a data sharing group. This name also becomes the system (node)
name, overriding the value specified in the system definition.

• member-name
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Must be a 1-8 character name consisting of characters A-Z, 0-9, $,# or @.

Usage

Specifying a group name

All CA IDMS systems that specify the same group name are members of the same data sharing group and are therefore
capable of sharing update access to data as well as exploiting other features associated with data sharing groups.

Specifying a member name

Member names must be unique within a data sharing group. Member names should also be unique across your
environment since the member name becomes the system (node) name.

Changing group and member names

Once a CA IDMS system has become a member of a data sharing group, it remains a member until the system has been
shut down normally. This means that after an abnormal termination, the CA IDMS system must be restarted with the same
group and member name as at the time of failure. This also means that a failed group member cannot be restarted without
a group and member name.

Similarly, a CA IDMS system that was not a member of a data sharing group can become a member only if the system
had previously terminated normally.

Sharing Update Access to Data

The ability to share update access to data is referred to as data sharing. It allows multiple CA IDMS systems to update
specified areas of the database concurrently.

For data sharing to occur, each CA IDMS system that shares update access must be a member of a data sharing group.
Only members of one data sharing group can have update access to a shared database area at one time. Other data
sharing groups, other CA IDMS systems that are not members of the group and local mode IDMS applications can access
the area in retrieval mode only. For more information on data sharing, see Data Sharing Groups.

Shared Area Requirements

For an area to be eligible for data sharing, the following attributes of the area and associated files must be identical in all
sharing systems within a group:

• Page range, page group and number of records per page
• Segment and area names
• Page size
• File mappings
• IDMS file names
• DSNAME and VOLSER of the associated disk files

Additionally:

• A shared area cannot be native VSAM.
• An area that is part of a dictionary controlled by CA Endevor/DB cannot be shared.
• No two shared areas within a data sharing group can have overlapping page ranges within a page group.
• Within a data sharing group, the combination of DSNAME and VOLSER must be unique for all IDMS files associated

with shared areas.

If these conditions are not satisfied, you must alter your DMCL and segment definitions before declaring the area to be
shared. Failure to do so will mean that one or more members of the group will be unable to access the area.

These requirements are waived on any CA IDMS system that is accessing the area in a transient retrieval mode
regardless of whether or not the area has been designated for data sharing.
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Notify Locking Considerations

Notify locks are supported in a data sharing environment. If a transaction executing in one member places a notify lock
on a record, it will be informed of any changes made to that record by other transactions regardless of where (in which
member) the updating transaction executes. However, cross-member notification of retrieval is not supported. If an
application relies on notification of retrieval, the database that it accesses should not be shared for update.

Enabling Data Sharing

In addition to defining a data sharing group, the following tasks must be performed to enable data sharing:

• The DMCL of every member of the group must be altered to indicate that data sharing is allowed
• Each area that is to be eligible for data sharing must be so designated. This can be done in the DMCL or through

DCMT commands.
• Each file associated with a shared area must be associated with a coupling facility cache structure. This can either be

done in the DMCL or through DCMT commands.

Altering the DMCL Definition

To enable data sharing, the DMCL definition for every system in the data sharing group must be altered to indicate that
data sharing is allowed and to specify certain related information.

The DMCL definition may also be changed to indicate which areas are to be shared and the shared cache structure to
be associated with their files. This information should be specified in the DMCL rather than through DCMT commands for
areas that are always or typically shared among members of the group. For more information on DMCL and data sharing,
see the Database Administering section.

Data sharing attributes that are defined in the DMCL include the following:

• Whether data sharing is to be used
• The number of lock table entries
• The maximum number of group members
• A default shared cache
• What to do if problems with the coupling facility are encountered

The impact of these attributes is discussed below.

Specifying data sharing attributes

Each data sharing group has an associated coupling facility lock structure. The first CA IDMS system to become a
member of the group, establishes the attributes of the lock structure. These attributes remain in effect until all members
of the group have terminated normally. As long as any CA IDMS system is either active or has failed and not yet been
restarted, the existing lock structure attributes remain in effect.

Specifying the number of lock table entries

The number of lock table entries determines the number of hash entries within the lock structure that will be used for
managing locks. The higher the number of lock entries, the less chance that multiple resources will hash to the same lock
table entry, a situation that results in increased overhead. However, the higher the number of lock table entries, the larger
the size of the lock structure.

As a guideline, specify as the number of lock entries, the highest SYSLOCKS value of any CA IDMS system that will be a
member of the data sharing group. The number of lock entries will be rounded up to a power of 2.

Specifying the maximum number of group members

The maximum number of group members determines the number of CA IDMS systems that can be members of a data
sharing group at any one time. If CA IDMS system terminates normally, it does not count as a group member for the
purposes of this limit; however, if a CA IDMS system terminates abnormally, it is still a member of the group until it
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is restarted and shut down normally. The higher the maximum member count, the more space is required in the lock
structure. For more information on sizing the lock structure, see Configuring the Coupling Facility.

The value specified may be overridden by CFRM policy. For more information, see the appropriate IBM documentation. To
determine the actual value in effect, use the DCMT DISPLAY DATA SHARING command.

Specifying a shared cache

A shared cache is a structure defined within a coupling facility that allows data stored in the cache to be shared by
multiple CA IDMS systems. Assigning a file to a shared cache allows CA IDMS systems to use the cache as a shared
buffer.

Files may be assigned to a shared cache whether or not their associated areas are designated for data sharing. However,
if an area is designated for data sharing, all of its associated files must be assigned to a shared cache.

Specifying the connectivity loss option

The ON CONNECTIVITY LOSS parameter enables a site to specify what action a data sharing member should take in
the event that connectivity to the coupling facility is lost or a failure in the coupling facility is detected. Specifying ABEND
directs the system to abend immediately; specifying NOABEND directs the system to remain active as long as possible.
By specifying NOABEND, it is possible for a member to remain active servicing requests for non-shared areas. It will not
be possible to shut down the system normally.

Using DCMT Commands

DCMT commands provide the ability to do the following:

• Change the default shared cache or connectivity loss setting for a CA IDMS system. For more information, see the
DCMT VARY DATA SHARING command in the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

• Enable or disable data sharing for an area or for all areas in a segment. For more information, see the DCMT VARY
AREA and DCMT VARY SEGMENT commands in the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

• Change the shared cache for a file, for all files associated with an area, and for all files in a segment. For more
information, see the DCMT VARY FILE, DCMT VARY AREA, and DCMT VARY SEGMENT commands in the CA IDMS
System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

Additional DCMT commands display information on data sharing. For more information on these commands, see
Monitoring Data Sharing Groups.

Member Failure

When a member of a data sharing group fails, recovery is typically effected by restarting the system and allowing
warmstart to recover in the normal way. The primary data sharing consideration is that the system must be restarted using
the same group and member names that were in effect at the time of failure.

Additionally, it is important to restart the system as soon as possible, since other members are prohibited from accessing
resources that need to be recovered by the failing member. For more information on how the system deals with attempts
to access unrecovered data, see Accessing Unrecovered Data.

If warmstart fails, manual recovery must be used to restore the database to a valid state.

NOTE
For more information on the impact of data sharing on manual recovery, see the CA IDMS Database
Administering section.

Coupling Facility Failures

The following types of failures relating to the coupling facility can occur:
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• Loss of connectivity to a coupling facility structure
• Failure of a coupling facility structure
• An XES processing error

Loss of connectivity

Loss of connectivity to a coupling facility structure occurs when a connector (in this case a CA IDMS system) can no
longer communicate with the coupling facility in which the structure resides. Loss of connectivity may be the result of
operator commands or hardware failures. If connectivity is lost to either the list or lock structure associated with a data
sharing group, the CA IDMS system will either abnormally terminate or remain active so that requests that do not require
access to the affected structure can be serviced. The action taken will depend on the connectivity loss option that is in
effect for the system. If the system remains active, tasks that require access to the list or lock structure will be abnormally
terminated.

NOTE
For more information on establishing a connectivity loss setting, see Altering the DMCL Definition.

Structure failure

Structure failure indicates that a structure residing in the coupling facility has been damaged. Damage may be due to
hardware failures or XES processing errors.

CA IDMS treats a failure of the lock or list structure associated with a data sharing group as a loss of connectivity to that
structure. Depending on the connectivity loss setting in effect, the system will either abnormally terminate or remain active
so that requests that do not require access to the affected structure can be serviced. If the system remains active, tasks
that require access to the damaged structure will be abnormally terminated.

XES processing error

An XES processing error will result in the abnormal termination of any CA IDMS system that detects this condition.
Contact IBM for the appropriate response. If there is any doubt as to the integrity of the lock and list structures associated
with the data sharing group, follow the steps outlined below, deleting both the list and lock structures if necessary.

Responding to coupling facility failures

An error accessing the list or lock structure associated with a data sharing group will result in the abnormal termination
of every member that detects the problem. Termination may occur immediately, if the connectivity loss option indicates
ABEND, or it may be deferred until an attempt is made to shut down the system. In either case, the system cannot be
shutdown normally, because it cannot successfully disconnect from at least one of either the list or lock structures.

If the failure is due to a loss in connectivity, simply restart the failing CA IDMS systems after taking appropriate action
to restore connectivity. If the loss in connectivity is due to operator commands, issue the necessary commands to
restore connectivity before restarting the system. If the problem is due to a hardware failure and another z/OS image has
connectivity to the coupling facility, the failed CA IDMS systems can be restarted there. If no such z/OS image exists, take
one of the following actions:

• Correct the hardware problem and restart the systems.
• If an alternate coupling facility can be accessed, treat the loss in connectivity as a structure failure and respond as

outlined below. Recreate the list and lock structures on the alternate coupling facility before restarting the systems.
• Undertake manual recovery to roll out only the transactions active at the time of failure. Initialize the journal files and

restart one of the CA IDMS systems as a stand-alone system (that is, without data sharing enabled).

To recover from a failure of the list or lock structure, the following steps should be taken:

• Terminate all remaining systems in the data sharing group. If they won't shut down, cancel them.
• Delete all connections to the failed structure and delete the failed structure using SETXCF FORCE commands.
• Restart all members that did not terminate normally. This will result in a group restart situation.

NOTE
For more information on restarting all members of a group, see Group Restart.
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Group Restart

Group restart occurs when an inconsistency is detected during startup of a group member. CA IDMS uses an XCF group
and coupling facility lock and list structures in its data sharing support. Each of these maintains a status for each member
of the group. Group restart is necessary if there are inconsistencies in these statuses or if either the lock or list structure
doesn't exist when it should.

The purpose of group restart is to rebuild the lock and list structures from information in the journal files of previously failed
members. The need for group restart is detected by a group member during startup. The first group member detecting the
need for group restart becomes the restart coordinator. It is the coordinator's responsibility to monitor the progress of the
restart process and direct the actions of other members.

In order to complete group restart, all failed members must be restarted. Members that had previously shut down normally
may also be started during group restart, but this is not necessary. The restart coordinator will display messages on
the JES log showing the progress of the restart and indicating which members still need to be restarted. Once all failed
members known to the coordinator have been restarted, a message will be sent to the operator to confirm that all failed
members have been restarted. It is the operator's responsibility to ensure that this is true before responding positively.
Failure to include an abended member in the restart process can lead to corrupted data, since uncommitted updates by
such a member have neither been rolled out nor the affected records locked to prevent access by other members.

During group restart, each previously failed member will update the list structure using information contained in its journal
files. This information reflects the status of shared areas being processed by this member at the time of failure. The
member then proceeds with its normal warmstart process to rollout incomplete transactions. Any transaction that cannot
be rolled out will be restarted and appropriate locks acquired to protect the unrecovered data. Once this process is
complete, startup is paused until all failed members have been restarted and reached this point in their processing. When
this state is achieved, the restart coordinator, after confirmation from the operator, informs the other members that group
restart is complete. Members then complete their startup process.

If group restart is interrupted because of a system failure, it can be restarted simply by restarting the failed systems. The
procedures to follow after other types of failures will depend on the nature of the error.

Accessing Unrecovered Data

When a group member fails after it has made changes to a shared area and before those changes have been committed
or rolled out, locks prevent access to the unrecovered data until the failing member is restarted. These locks might prevent
access to an individual record, an entire page of records or an entire area, depending on the resource type and mode of
the lock held by the failing member. It is therefore important to restart the failed member as soon as possible.

If a transaction on another system attempts to access unrecovered data, it can either wait for the failed member to recover
or it can abort. The choice of actions is determined by the RECOVERY WAIT setting. This value is initially established
in the system definition (SYSTEM statement), can be displayed with DCMT DISPLAY TIME, and can be dynamically
changed using DCMT VARY TIME. Exit 37 can override the recovery wait action for each task attempting to wait on an
unrecovered resource.

More Information

• For more information on the SYSTEM statement RECOVERY WAIT parameter, see the CA IDMS Administrating
section.

• For more information on the DCMT DISPLAY TIME and DCMT VARY TIME commands, see the CA IDMS System
Tasks and Operator Reference section.

• For more information on exit 37, see Numbered Exits.

Sharing Queues and Enqueued Resources

Data sharing groups provide the ability to share DC queues and enqueued resources between members of the group.
This enables online tasks executing in different group members to communicate with one another just as if they were
executing within the same CA IDMS system. Each of these facilities is described below.
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Sharing Queues

In order to share queues between group members, the system queue area (DDLDCRUN) must be shared for update
between members. Just as for any other area, the queue area is shared for update by designating it as such in the DMCL
or through a DCMT command. A queue area may be shared by all or a subset of the group's members. There can be only
one shared queue area per data sharing group.

NOTE
For more information on enabling data sharing for an area, see Sharing Update Access to Data.

If a CA IDMS system is using a shared queue area, then all queues in that queue area are assumed to be shared except
those specified as local in an exception table. A shared queue can be accessed by tasks executing on any group member
sharing the queue area. There is only one shared queue with a given name in a queue area. Conversely, local queues are
queues that can be accessed by only a single group member. There can be as many local queues with a given name as
there are members sharing the queue area. Local queues are automatically qualified by their associated member name.

No changes are needed in application programs accessing queues in a shared queue area, regardless of whether they
are local or global. The same queue commands (GET QUEUE, PUT QUEUE, etc.) are used.

Queue-initiated tasks are supported for shared queues, just as for non-shared queues. The member that causes the
queue threshold to be exceeded is the one on which the queue-initiated task is executed.

Designating queues as local

If a queue area is shared, then by default all queues in that queue area are shared. To specify a queue as local, add an
entry to the LCLQUEUE module using the #LCLRES macro and reassemble LCLQUEUE. LCLQUEUE is distributed with
one entry for the RHDCSETTIMETASKS queue. This entry should always be included in any reassembly of the module.

The queue name of the local queue is specified in the RESNAME parameter of the #LCLRES macro. Queues can be
referenced generically by specifying an asterisk (*) as the last character of the RESNAME value. A queue name specified
in this way indicates that all queues whose name matches that of the specified name (excluding the asterisk) are local.

The following example designates MYQUEUE as a local queue by adding an entry to the LCLQUEUE module:

#LCLRES TYPE=INITIAL,RESTYPE=QUEUE

#LCLRES RESNAME='RHDCSETIMETASKS'

#LCLRES RESNAME='MYQUEUE'

#LCLRES TYPE=FINAL

END

Switching queue scope

If there is a need to switch a queue from being shared to local or vice versa, take the following steps:

• Process and delete all existing queue entries
• Use the QUED task to delete the queue
• Create a new LCLQUEUE module adding or removing entries as necessary
• Issue DCMT VARY NUCLEUS on every group member that shares the queue area to bring in a new copy of the

LCLQUEUE module

Impact of shared queues
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Shared queues not only allow applications executing on different group members to communicate with one another, but
they also impact the runtime system in the following ways:

• Report queues are shared globally by all members sharing the queue area. This means that reports can be printed on
any group member that has a printer defined for the report's class.

• Checkouts of maps and dialogs are global across all members that share the queue area. This means that if a dialog
is checked out on one member of the group, it is protected from check out on another member of the same group. The
integrity of the checkout is guaranteed only if dictionaries are referred to by the same DBNAME in all sharing group
members.

• Messages that are to be sent to users whenever they sign on (using the SEND ALWAYS command) will be sent
regardless of which member the user signs on to, provided those members are sharing the queue area with the
member on which the DCUF command was issued.

Sharing Enqueued Resources

Within a data sharing group, all enqueued resources are global by default. This means that if a task enqueues a resource
exclusively on one member, that resource is unavailable on all other members of the group.

Resources can be designated as local. Enqueues on local resources impact only the system on which the enqueue is
issued.

No changes in application programs are necessary in order to enqueue global or local resources.

Designating resources as local

To designate a resource as local, add an entry to the LCLENQDQ module using the #LCLRES macro. LCLENQDQ is
distributed with three entries needed for internal CA IDMS processing. These entries should always be included in any
reassembly of the module.

The resource id of the local resource is specified in the RESNAME parameter of the #LCLRES macro. Generic resource
names can be specified by coding an asterisk (*) as the last character of the RESNAME value. A generic resource name
indicates that all resources whose id matches that of the specified name (excluding the asterisk) are local.

The following example designates any resource beginning with "MYRES" as a local resource by adding an entry to the
LCLENQDQ module:

#LCLRES TYPE=INITIAL,RESTYPE=ENQDEQ

*

* The following resource-ids are used internally by the

* system, and need a local scope in a data sharing * group environment.

*

 #LCLRES RESNAME='RHDCD09I'

 #LCLRES RESNAME='RHDCTIMP'

 #LCLRES RESNAME='USERJRNL'

*
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* Define other local resources here

*

 #LCLRES RESNAME='MYRES*'

*

        #LCLRES TYPE=FINAL

        END

Switching resource scope

If there is a need to switch an enqueued resource from being global to local or vice versa, take the following steps:

• Create a new LCLENQDQ module adding or removing entries as necessary
• Issue DCMT VARY NUCLEUS on every group member to bring in a new copy of the LCLENQDQ module

Defining local print tasks

A local resource should be defined for every print task defined using the #UCFUFT macro. To do this, add an entry to the
LCLENQDQ module specifying the PTID value in the #UCFUFT macro as the RESNAME value in the #LCLRES macro.

Monitoring Data Sharing Groups

The following facilities can be used to monitor a data sharing group:

• DCMT commands
• Performance Monitor
• Journal reports

Monitoring Through DCMT Commands

The following commands enable monitoring of various aspects of a data sharing group:

• DCMT DISPLAY AREA
• DCMT DISPLAY DATA SHARING
• DCMT DISPLAY LOCK STATISTICS

NOTE
For more information on the output of these commands, see the System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

DCMT DISPLAY AREA

This command shows the sharability state of an area and whether or not there is inter-CV-interest in the area.

Accessing a shared area for which there is inter-CV-interest will result in higher overhead because global locking must be
used to control access to the area by members of the data sharing group.

Accessing a shared area for which there is no inter-CV-interest will incur only slightly more overhead than would be
needed if the area were not shared.

DCMT DISPLAY DATA SHARING

This command displays the following types of information:
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• A list of group members and their status
• Statistics associated with accessing the data sharing group's list and lock structures
• Information regarding the available space in the lock structure
• Statistics on XCF messages used for inter-member communication

Member status

Each member of a data sharing group has a member state that is assigned by XCF and a user state that is assigned by
CA IDMS.

The following XCF member states can be associated with CA IDMS systems:

• Active -- Indicates that the member is currently executing
• Failed -- Indicates that the member has terminated abnormally

The following user states can be associated with CA IDMS systems:

• Initial -- Indicates that startup is in progress for the member
• Recovering -- Indicates that the member is in the process of recovering from a prior abnormal termination
• Ready -- Indicates that the member has completed recovery and is ready to open the database system
• Active -- Indicates that startup is complete
• Quiescing -- Indicates that the system is in the process of closing the database system
• Quiesced -- Indicates that the database system has been closed

Monitoring available lock structure space

Record data entries are stored in the coupling facility lock structure to record information on exclusive global transaction
locks. The more concurrently held exclusive locks, the more space is needed in the lock structure.

The output of the DCMT DISPLAY DATA SHARING command allows you to monitor the available space in the lock
structure by displaying the maximum number of record data entries that can be stored in the lock structure, the current
number that are in use, the highest number that were ever used and the number of times the lock structure encountered a
short-on-storage condition.

As the lock structure becomes full, CA IDMS will release exclusive locks on proxies, if possible, to relieve the short-on-
storage condition; however this is undesirable because it means it increases the overhead associated with global locking.
Furthermore, even releasing all unused proxy locks may not free up enough space in the lock structure. If there is not
enough space to store a record data entry when one is required, the task requesting the lock will fail.

The amount of space in the lock structure can be increased while group members remain active by using the SETXCF
START ALTER command, provided the coupling facility in which the lock structure resides contains sufficient free space. If
it doesn't, the lock structure must be reallocated. To do this, all members in the data sharing group must be shutdown and
the CFRM policy changed.

DCMT DISPLAY LOCK STATISTICS

The output from this command displays information on local and global locks acquired to control access to transaction
resources.

The following are DCMT DISPLAY LOCK STATISTICS command considerations:

• The ratio of global resource lock requests to local lock requests is a measure of contention for resources between
members. If there is no contention, then this ratio will be small since the only global resource locks acquired will be for
areas and in an active system in which areas are always readied in a shared mode, global area locks will generally be
retained once they are acquired.

• The ratio of the number of waits to the number of global requests is also a measure of contention. This contention
may be due to resource conflicts or other factors, such as channel contention, or false contention caused by
synonyms when hashing to the lock table. If this ratio is high, use operating system tools to determine the nature
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of the contention. False contention can be reduced by increasing the number of entries in the lock table. For more
information on specifying the number of lock table entries, see Enabling Data Sharing.

Monitoring Through Performance Monitor

Performance Monitor collects and reports on information associated with a data sharing group. This capability is available
through the Interval Monitor. There are online display screens and Performance Monitor reports available. For more
information, see the Performance Monitor System Administering section and the CA IDMS Performance Monitor Using
section.

Monitoring Through Journal Reports

Journal reports show the nodename of the system that created the journal image. In a data sharing environment, the
nodename is the same as the system's membername.

Journal report 8 shows the time when the journal image was created. This time is based on GMT (Greenwich Mean Time).
This time, in conjunction with a journal sequence number, is used to sort and merge journal images, both for images
created by a single system and across members in a data sharing environment. For more information on journal reports,
see the Reporting section.

 

CV Cloning
CV cloning allows you to start multiple CVs that are copies (clones) of an existing system definition for a CA IDMS
system. CV cloning is designed to be used in a Sysplex environment, especially for cloning back-end CVs for a DBGroup
or members of a data sharing group.

• For a clone that is not part of a data sharing group, all database areas are forced to a status of RETRIEVAL, with the
exception of the system log and queue areas.

• For a clone that is a member of a data sharing group, see Using CV Clones With Data Sharing.

Planning CV Cloning

Planning the number of clones

You must decide in advance which CVs you want to clone and how many clones of each you want to allow. You specify
this information in the system startup JCL.

You are limited to a maximum of 255 CVs within a Sysplex, regardless of the number of SVCs you have installed or how
many z/OS images you are running.

Defining cloned CVs

The system definition of the CVs you wish to clone must conform to specific naming conventions and include special
definitions, and the system start up JCL must include parameters for cloning.

Implementing CV Cloning

To use CV cloning, you have to perform the tasks discussed in the following sections.

System Definition Requirements

System naming conventions

The system definition for a CV you wish to clone must conform to specific naming conventions. By adhering to these
naming conventions, CA IDMS can implement clones without generating multiple physical copies of a system definition.
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System definitions for systems that you will clone, must include the following:

• The DC system number must match the CV number and must be in the range from 0 through 255. At CV startup, this
number is incremented as necessary to locate an available number to assign to each cloned CV.
The DC system number is the value specified on the first parameter of the system definition SYSTEM statement,
SYSTEM dc-ucf-version-number. CV number is the value specified on the CVNUMBER parameter of the SYSTEM
statement.

• All VTAM ACB names must follow the convention, xxxxxnnn, where xxxxx can be any five characters you assign to
make the name unique within your environment. Nnn is the sysgenned CV number and is overlaid at runtime with the
number determined during start up of the cloned CV; for example, to allow multiple lines within the same CA IDMS
system.

• CA IDMS system node names must follow the pattern, yyyyynnn, where the first five characters can be any characters
you need to make the name unique within your environment and the nnn is the number specified for the CV at system
generation. This number is overlaid at runtime with the CV number determined to be available at system startup.

NOTE
If you are modifying existing CA IDMS system definitions, be sureto change this node name on all statements
in which it is referenced. For example, the RESOURCE NAME and NODE system definition statements.

Define simulator line

You must also define a simulator line (S3270Q), which allows the clones to be configured without operator intervention. To
do this, create commands to activate lines as described next.

Create commands to activate lines

Create an input data set for the simulator line that contains the appropriate DCMT commands to activate the
communication lines. The following example shows sample commands you might include in this data set:

dcmt vary line ddsvtam on.

dcmt vary line cciline on.

Special File Requirements for CV Clones

Each cloned CV requires its own copy of all journal files. Depending on system configuration, each CV may require its
own copy of the following files:

• DDLDCLOG -- If the SYSTEM statement in the base system SYSGEN specifies LOG DATABASE, each system
requires its own log file.

• DDLDCRUN -- Unless the systems are sharing the queue area, each system requires its own queue file. For more
information on sharing the queue area, see Sharing Queues.

• DDLDCSCR -- If the SYSTEM statement in the base system SYSGEN specifies SCRatch in XA STOrage is NO, each
system requires its own scratch file.

• SYSCTL -- The default system action is that no SYSCTL file will be opened when a clone is started. All ERUS tasks
will then be routed through the first CV that is started.
If optional bit 199 is set in RHDCOPTF, each clone attempts to open and update the SYSCTL file. In this case, each
system must have its own file. For more information on RHDCOPTF, see Applying Optional Functionality.

System Startup JCL Requirements

The startup JCL for each CV you want to clone must specify that cloning is to be in effect and the maximum number of
clones that are to be used. This information is provided as a startup parmameter using positional or keyword parameters.
For more information on supplying runtime options, see Specifying Runtime Options.
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If positional parameters are used, you must specify a C in column 25, followed immediately by a one-to-three digit number
indicating the maximum number of clones.

If keyword parameters are used, you must specify CLONING=Y and CLONES=nnn, where nnn specifies the maximum
number of clones.

Example

Assume a CV is to run a clone of IDMS070. Specifying CLONING=Y,CLONES=9 on the EXEC PARM indicates cloning is
allowed and that a maximum of 9 clones can be created. The search for an available system number to assign to a clone
begins with the system number (070 specified in RHDCPARM or the value in the S=nnn of the PARM parameter). The first
available system ID for a clone of IDMS070 is IDMS071. If IDMS071 is running, it tries system ID IDMS072 and so forth,
until it finds an available system ID or reaches IDMS079.

 

Using CV Clones with Dynamic Database Session Routing

CV cloning can be used with dynamic database session routing to allow multiple copies of a back-end CV to be available
to route requests to.

The following diagram shows the use of cloning with the back-end CVs assigned to the EMPGROUP, which was defined
in Using Dynamic Database Session Routing.

Using CV Clones With Data Sharing

If a clone is a member of a data sharing group, the following occurs:

• The area status of areas that have attribute DATA SHARING YES in the DMCL is kept, that is, not forced to retrieval.
• The node name is set to be the system's membername.

System-Managed Rebuild
CA IDMS supports system-managed rebuild of any of the coupling facility structures it exploits. System-managed rebuild
is intended for use in planned reconfiguration scenarios.

To enable system-managed rebuild, the following conditions must exist:
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• You must have at least two coupling facilities of CFLEVEL=8 or higher in the CFRM preference list for the structure.
• You must have an active CFRM couple data set that is formatted with the ITEM NAME(SMREBLD) NUMBER(1)

statement.

The system-managed rebuild process for a structure with the name structure-name can be started with the following
operator command:

SETXCF START,REBUILD,STRNAME=structure-name

NOTE
For more information, see the following IBM documentation:

• Setting Up a Sysplex
• System Commands

System-Managed Duplexing Rebuild
CA IDMS supports system-managed duplexing rebuild of any of the Coupling Facility (CF) structures it exploits. System-
managed duplexing rebuild provides a failure recovery capability. It allows you to maintain the data in duplexed structures
on an ongoing basis. If a failure occurs, processing continues with the duplexed structure, thereby eliminating a "single
point of failure".

To enable system-managed duplexing rebuild, the following conditions must exist:

• You must have at least two coupling facilities of CFLEVEL=10 or higher in the CFRM preference list for the structure.
• You must have an active CFRM couple data set that is formatted to support system-managed duplexing rebuild.
• You must define the structures with DUPLEX(ENABLED) or DUPLEX(ALLOWED) to the CFRM policy

NOTE
For more information, see the following IBM documentation:

• Setting Up a Sysplex
• Sysplex Services Guide

Two-Phase Commit Considerations
This section discusses the two-phase commit support provided in CA IDMS, specifically resynchronization. For a
description of two-phase commit support, the resynchronization process, and the impact of two-phase commit on
recovery, see the Database Administering section.

General Two-Phase Commit Considerations
Contents

This section discusses the general considerations in using Two-Phase Commit support.

Restarting a Failed System

When restarting a failed central version, it is advisable to restart it on the same logical operating system image as the
one on which it abnormally terminated. For more information on the resynchronization process, see the Database
Administering section.
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Resource Name Table Requirements

To be able to successfully resynchronize, a coordinator must be able to communicate with participating systems. During
resynchronization, the only information that a CA IDMS coordinator has about another CA IDMS system is its node
name. The node name is used as the resource name in opening a DTS connection and hence the coordinating system's
resource table and node definitions must be capable of supporting such a connection. To this end, ensure that every
partner system that can be a participant is defined to the coordinator in one of the following ways.

1. Define the partner system as a NODE in the coordinator's system definition. This option is appropriate if there is a
direct communications path between the two systems and dynamic routing through DBGROUPs is not used or if
forcing a specific access method with dynamic routing.

2. Define the partner system's node name as a destination in the coordinator's resource name table and identify the
DBGROUP to which new connections should be routed by specifying a VIA parameter. This option is appropriate
if dynamic routing is in use and the default access method is acceptable. Wildcarding the destination name can
eliminate the need for defining a resource for every DBGROUP member and thus allows additional members to be
added to the group without defining new resources.

3. Define the partner system's node name as a destination in the coordinator's resource name table and identify the
intermediate node through which communication should be routed by specifying a VIA parameter. This option should
be used only if there is no direct communications path between the two systems.

To facilitate earlier resynchronization when a failed participating system is restarted, it is advisable, though not required, to
similarly define each potential coordinator within the participating system's definition.

System Name During Warmstart

A system must be restarted using the same name that it had at the time of failure. To ensure that this is true, the name
of a CA IDMS system is recorded on its journal files. During warmstart, the system name on the journal files is used as
follows:

• If no DCNAME parameter is specified in the SYSIDMS file of the system's startup JCL, the name of the system is
taken from the value stored on the journal files. Any value specified in the system definition is ignored.

• If a DCNAME parameter is specified in the SYSIDMS file, it must match the value stored on the journal files, otherwise
warmstart fails

The use of a DCNAME parameter is optional except for systems that are members of a data sharing group or that share a
single system definition using the cloned system capability.

Incomplete Distributed Transactions at Shutdown

Distributed transactions whose commit process was interrupted will remain active until resynchronization has completed
successfully with all participants affected by the failure. Such transactions are said to be "pending resynchronization." If
transactions are still pending resynchronization at the time a shutdown request is issued, the system will not shutdown
successfully. Instead, it displays the following message and terminates abnormally with abend code 3937.

IDMS DC200241 V74 T1 Active transactions exist. Abending.

When the system is next restarted, the incomplete distributed transactions that were pending resynchronization are
restarted and their locks reacquired.

To avoid abnormal terminations at shutdown, you should ensure that no distributed transactions are pending
resynchronization before issuing the shutdown command. You can determine whether such transactions exist by issuing
a DCMT DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTIONS command. To complete these transactions, you must restart the
affected system and either allow it to resynchronize automatically or force it to resynchronize by issuing a DCMT VARY
DISTRIBUTED RESOURCE MANAGER RESYNC command.
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More Information

• For more information on resynchronization, see the CA IDMS Database Administering section.
• For more information on the DCMT DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTIONS and the DCMT VARY DISTRIBUTED

RESOURCE MANAGER RESYNC commands, see the CA IDMS System Tasks Operator Reference section.

Two-phase Commit Support - RRS
RRS is IBM's resource recovery platform for z/OS. CA IDMS can exploit RRS services in the following ways:

• A batch application can use RRS as a coordinator to ensure that the updates made through one or more central
versions are coordinated with those of other resource managers such as MQSeries.

• An online application can update external resources through an RRS-enabled interface to ensure that those updates
are coordinated with those made to CA IDMS resources.

This section discusses how RRS support is enabled and describes considerations associated with its use.

Enabling RRS Support Within a CA IDMS System

To exploit RRS functionality through batch or online applications, you must enable RRS support in one or more central
versions. To do this, you code specific values in the PARM parameter of the EXEC statement for the startup routine.

You use the PARM field to do the following:

• Enable RRS support
• Optionally specify one plus the number of subtasks that are capable of accessing RRS. The value specified must

be between 2 and 99. If no value is specified, the number of subtasks is determined as one plus the number of
processors. If multitasking is also enabled, the value specified also represents the number of subtasks that perform CA
IDMS work.
For example, the following PARM specification enables RRS support in a uni-tasking system and specifies that two
subtasks should support access to RRS:

//STARTUP  EXEC PGM=dcucfsys,PARM='MT=N,RRS=Y,SUBTASKS=3'

For more information on the PARM parameter, see Specifying Runtime Options.

You can use the DCMT DISPLAY SUBTASK command to see if RRS support is enabled on the system. The DCMT
VARY SUBTASK command can be used to dynamically enable or disable RRS support. For more information on these
commands, see the System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

Impact on System Startup

If RRS support is enabled, a central version registers with RRS during startup. In so doing, it identifies itself as a resource
manager with the following name:

IDMS.RM.node-name.CA

• node-name
Specifies the node name of the central version, padded with underscores ("_") if it is less than eight characters in
length. The node name is specified in the SYSTEM ID parameter of the system definition's SYSTEM statement and
can be overridden by a DCNAME parameter in the SYSIDMS file in the system's startup JCL. To use RRS support, the
node name must be unique within the sysplex in which the system is executing.

The following message is displayed after a successful registration with RRS:
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DC224001 V73 T23 Registered with RRS services as IDMS.RM.node-name.CA

Once registered, a CA IDMS system typically remains so until shutdown. The following message is displayed when a
central version deregisters with RRS:

DC221001 V73 T1 IDMS.RM.node-name.CA Unregistered from RRS; return code = 00000000

After successful registration with RRS, a resynchronization process is started in order to exchange information and
complete recovery following a failure. For more information, see Resynchronization Between RRS and CA IDMS.

The operating system image on which a failed system is restarted can be significant. For more information, see the IBM
manual MVS Programming: Resource Recovery and the specific topic "Resource Manager Environments."

RRS Support for Batch Applications

A batch application updating resources controlled by multiple resource managers can make use of RRS services to
guarantee atomicity of the updates. CA IDMS supports RRS for batch applications that make their database updates
through one or more central versions running on the same operating system image as the batch job.

When RRS is used as the coordinator, each resource manager (RM) that is accessed to perform work on behalf of
a UR expresses an interest in it. To commit all changes as a unit, the application issues a Commit_UR (or an HLL
Application_Commit_UR) request to RRS. The following diagram illustrates the flow of control that occurs:
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Example

Consider a batch application that accesses CA IDMS and MQSeries and wishes to coordinate the work done on each.
To do this the central version must be accessed through an RRS-enabled batch interface. The interface passes a context
token to the central version so that it can express an interest in the UR associated with the context. At commit time, RRS
invokes the central version's prepare and commit exits so that its work is coordinated with that of MQSeries.

Enabling RRS for Batch Applications

A batch application tells CA IDMS that it wants to use RRS as a coordinator by specifying the following SYSIDMS
parameter:

ENABLE_RRS=ON

CA IDMS then extracts the current context token and passes it on to the central version, which expresses interest in it.

If ENABLE_RRS=ON is established as a default in a SYSIDMS load module, it can be overridden at runtime by
specifying:

ENABLE_RRS=OFF
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Notes:

• The central version(s) to which the batch application's database sessions are directed must be started with RRS
support and must be running on the same operating system image.

• It is not possible to access a pre-Release 16.0 central version if the batch job runs with RRS enabled. Local access is
supported but is not part of the RRS UR.

• The 10.2 services batch interface (also known as IDML) does not support RRS.

Batch RRS Transaction Boundaries and Application Design Considerations

Batch applications that use RRS as a coordinator have to be carefully designed. The usage of RRS implies the following
rules:

• The application verbs that mark a transaction boundary are the RRS verbs: Commit_UR or Backout_UR.
• Prior to issuing a Commit_UR, all database sessions whose transaction is under the control of RRS must be

committed and optionally completed. This can be accomplished by:
– Issuing a COMMIT TASK ALL or FINISH TASK DML command.
– Explicitly committing all active database sessions by issuing a COMMIT or FINISH DML command for each session.
The following additional considerations apply:
– A COMMIT TASK or FINISH TASK must be issued if a BIND TASK was issued.
– All remote subordinate database sessions initiated by SQL routines or database procedures executing on behalf

of a database session started by the application must be completed before the RRS commit is issued. This can
be done by terminating the application's database session using a FINISH TASK or COMMIT WORK RELEASE
command or by issuing a COMMIT TASK ALL or COMMIT WORK command.

Committing or finishing a database session does not impact its associated transaction when it is under the control of
RRS. Only the database session is affected. For example, when a run unit is finished, the database session is closed
and currency locks are maintained until the RRS UR is committed or backed out.
It is possible to serially create and finish database sessions within a single RRS UR; however, unless transaction
sharing is in effect, a deadlock may occur if a later session attempts to access a record that was updated by a previous
session.

• When a ROLLBACK WORK or ROLLBACK TASK CONTINUE DML command is issued before a Backout_UR request,
it results in the back out of the entire RRS UR, even if the application subsequently issues a Commit_UR request.
At the time the ROLLBACK command is issued, the changes made to the CA IDMS database are backed out and
associated locks are released. However, the RRS UR is not backed out until an RRS commit or backout operation is
initiated. If necessary, CA IDMS will vote "BACKOUT" during the first phase of commit processing to cause the RRS
UR to be backed out.
If a Backout_UR is issued prior to a ROLLBACK DML request, all active database sessions must be rolled back (using
an appropriate ROLLBACK statement) before any further CA IDMS work can be done.

• When an application program ends (normally or abnormally), the associated RRS context is terminated by the
operating system. RRS default actions are to commit on normal context termination and backout on abnormal context
termination.

Example of a COBOL Batch Program

The following extracts from a COBOL program show how to invoke the RRS Commit_UR and Backout_UR services. The
COBOL program is a subroutine that is called to perform a certain action as defined in ACTION-CD. Only the CA IDMS
task level and RRS actions are shown.

      *RETRIEVAL

      *NO-ACTIVITY-LOG
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      *DMLIST

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

       PROGRAM-ID.           MBINDSUB.

      *******************************************************************

      *  SUBSCHEMA CONTROL IS PASSED FROM MAINLINE PROGRAM.

      *******************************************************************

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

       IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

       PROTOCOL.                MODE IS BATCH DEBUG

                                IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL.

       DATA DIVISION.

       SCHEMA SECTION.

           DB EMPSS01 WITHIN EMPSCHM VERSION 100.

       WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

       01  WK-DATA.

           02  I            PIC S9(4) COMP.

       01  COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-NAMES.

       01  COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS.

       LINKAGE SECTION.

       01  DB-PARM.

           02  DBNAME-IN    PIC X(8).

           02  FILLER       PIC X.

           02  DBNODE-IN    PIC X(8).

           02  FILLER       PIC X.
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           02  ACTION-CD    PIC X.

               88    ACT-BIND   VALUE 'R'.

               88    ACT-BINDU  VALUE 'U'.

               88    ACT-DML1   VALUE '1'.

               88    ACT-DML2   VALUE '2'.

               88    ACT-DML3   VALUE '3'.

               88    ACT-UPDT   VALUE '4'.

               88    ACT-FIN    VALUE 'F'.

               88    ACT-TCOM   VALUE 'C'.

               88    ACT-RCOM   VALUE 'D'.

               88    ACT-TFIN   VALUE 'X'.

               88    ACT-TBAK   VALUE 'B'.

               88    ACT-RBAK   VALUE 'Y'.

           02  RETURN-CD    PIC S9(8) COMP.

           ...

01  COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

       PROCEDURE DIVISION USING DB-PARM, SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

       MAINLN SECTION.

           MOVE 0 TO RETURN-CD.

           ...

           IF ACT-BINDU

              PERFORM BIND-IT

           ELSE IF ACT-RCOM

              PERFORM RCOM-IT

           ELSE IF ACT-TFIN
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              PERFORM TFIN-IT

           ELSE IF ACT-TBAK

              PERFORM TBAK-IT

           ELSE IF ACT-RBAK

              PERFORM RBAK-IT

           ELSE IF ...

           ...

           ELSE

              MOVE 32 TO RETURN-CD.

           GOBACK.

       BIND-IT SECTION.

           MOVE SPACES TO SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

           MOVE 'MBINDSUB' TO PROGRAM-NAME.

           BIND RUN-UNIT DBNODE DBNODE-IN

                         DBNAME DBNAME-IN.

           READY USAGE-MODE UPDATE.

           PERFORM CHECK-STAT.

           BIND EMPLOYEE.

           PERFORM CHECK-STAT.

           BIND DEPARTMENT.

           PERFORM CHECK-STAT.

       ...

       TCOM-IT SECTION.

           COMMIT TASK.
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           PERFORM CHECK-STAT.

       RCOM-IT SECTION.

      *  Issue RRS Commit_UR

           CALL 'SRRCMIT' USING RETURN-CD.

           PERFORM CHECK-RRS.

       TFIN-IT SECTION.

           FINISH TASK.

           PERFORM CHECK-STAT.

       RBAK-IT SECTION.

      *  Issue RRS Backout_UR

           CALL 'SRRBACK' USING RETURN-CD.

           PERFORM CHECK-RRS.

       ...

Batch RRS Examples

Assume a CV is to run a clone of IDMS070. Specifying CLONING=Y,CLONES=9 on the EXEC PARM indicates cloning is
allowed and that a maximum of 9 clones can be created. The search for an available system number to assign to a clone
begins with the system number (070 specified in RHDCPARM or the value in the S=nnn of the PARM parameter). The first
available system ID for a clone of IDMS070 is IDMS071. If IDMS071 is running, it tries system ID IDMS072 and so forth,
until it finds an available system ID or reaches IDMS079.

 

RRS Support for Online Applications

RRS can be used by an online application to ensure that updates made through external resource managers such as
MQSeries are coordinated with those of CA IDMS. To exploit this functionality, the external resource manager must be
accessed through its RRS-enabled interface.

Before accessing the external resource manager, the online task must establish a private RRS context. This context
can then be passed to any external resource manager that wants to participate in the CA IDMS controlled transaction.
Typically, online support for accessing external resources is provided by a third party vendor and, consequently, it is the
vendor's responsibility to establish the private context and ensure that it is available to the external resource manager's
RRS-enabled interface. The RRS-enabled interface passes the context to its resource manager so that it can register an
interest in the context's UR.

To initiate a commit operation involving all interested resource managers, the online application issues a CA IDMS commit
DML command (such as a FINISH TASK or a COMMIT WORK). The local transaction manager then uses RRS as an
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agent to coordinate its updates with those of the external resource managers. The following diagram illustrates the flow of
control that occurs:

Programming Interface

The following IDMSIN01 function allows private context manipulation. It is designed for third party vendors who want to
exploit the two-phase commit functionality.

label    IDMSIN01 RRSCTX,                                              X

               RRSFUNA=rrs-function-address,RRSCTXA=rrs-context-address

Return codes

00 -- An RRS context exists; the field pointed to by RRSCTXA contains the current RRS context.
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• 04 -- No RRS context exists; the field pointed to by RRSCTXA is cleared.
• Any other return code -- An internal error occurred. The content of the field pointed to by RRSCTXA is undefined.

X'02': Set RRS context. If the field pointed to by RRSCTXA contains binary zeros, a new RRS context is created and
returned; if the field is not binary zeros, it must contain an RRS context token which is saved by the CA IDMS transaction
manager. No attempt is made to validate the RRS context token.

Return codes

00 -- The RRS context token was successfully saved by the CA IDMS transaction manager.

Any other return code -- An error occurred. Return codes 103-107, 301, 701, 756, F00, and FFF are from context
services. Their description can be found in the IBM section MVS Programming: Resource Recovery in the specific topic
"Begin_Context."

• X'03': End RRS context. The field pointed to by RRSCTXA must contain the token of the RRS context to be ended.

Return codes:

00 -- The RRS context was successfully terminated. The field pointed to by RRSCTXA is set to binary zeros.

Any other return code -- An error occurred. Return codes 103-107, 360-369, 703, 756, and FFF are from context
services. Their description can be found in the IBM section MVS Programming: Resource Recovery in the specific topic
"End_Context."

Application Design Considerations

The private context created by a call to IDMSIN01 is terminated when the transaction is ended. Therefore, after a commit
or rollback operation, another context must be created through a call to IDMSIN01 before another request can be made of
the external resource manager.

RRS Support Examples

Consider an online application that accesses CA IDMS and MQSeries and wishes to coordinate the work done on each.
To do this, a private context (referred to as CTXPRIV) is first created by calling IDMSIN01. MQSeries is then accessed
through its RRS-enabled interface, specifying CTXPRIV. When the transaction is committed through a DML command
such as FINISH TASK, the CA IDMS transaction manager becomes the coordinator and drives RRS as a participant. RRS
in turn directs the actions of MQSeries in support of the commit operation.

RRS Support Parameters

 

• RRSCTXA=rrs-context-address
Specifies the address of a 16-byte field for the RRS context token. Depending upon the function, this field is input,
output, or both.

• RRSFUNA=rrs-function-address

Specifies the address of a 1-byte field that contains the function to execute. Valid function values and their Return codes
are:

• X'01': Get RRS context.

 

Optimizations Supported

To decrease the cost of a syncpoint operation using RRS, CA IDMS supports the RRS only-agent and read-only exit
minimization optimizations. For more information on RRS optimizations, see the IBM manual, MVS Programming:
Resource Recovery.
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The RRS only-agent optimization permits RRS to make a single phase commit request rather than separate Prepare
and Commit requests, provided there is only one resource manager participating in the transaction at the time that the
syncpoint operation is initiated. This optimization not only reduces communications between RRS and a central version,
but also reduces both log and journal overhead.

The RRS read-only exit minimization optimization reduces the number of communications with a central version
provided that it performed no updates within the RRS Unit of Recovery (UR) being committed.

Resynchronization Between RRS and CA IDMS

Resynchronization is a process in which information is exchanged between a two-phase commit coordinator and a
participant to establish attributes relevant to the two-phase commit process and complete outstanding distributed
transactions following a failure.

Depending on the nature of the failure, resynchronization may occur automatically or may require explicit action to be
triggered. This section focuses on resynchronization between RRS and a CA IDMS system.

When Does It Occur?

Resynchronization between RRS and a CA IDMS system occurs as follows:

• When a central version is started, as part of registering with RRS.
• When resynchronization is manually driven through a DCMT VARY DISTRIBUTED RESOURCE MANAGER

command. For more information, see the System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

What Does It Entail?

Resynchronization begins with validation of the LOG names: both the name with which RRS knows the CA IDMS system
(the CA IDMS log name) and the RRS log name as known to the CA IDMS system (the RRS log name).

The CA IDMS log name has the following format:

IDMS.RM.jrnlstamp.node-name.CA

• jrnlstamp
Specifies the central version's 26-character journal timestamp with dashes ("-") replaced by underscores ("_"). This
value is assigned by a central version the first time it opens a set of journal files after they have been formatted.

• node-name
Specifies the central version's node name, padded with underscores ("_") if it is less than eight characters in length.

The following messages are displayed during the resynchronization process:

DC224002 V73 T23 RRS log name ATR.B8909786A2A8AA40.IBM

DC224002 V73 T23 Resource Manager log name IDMS.LOG.yyyy_mm_dd_hh.mm.ss.ssssss.node-
name.CA

DC224006 V73 T23 Resynchronization with RRS complete

If no distributed transactions involving the two systems exist at the time that resynchronization takes place, then the two
systems simply accept each other's LOG names.
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If distributed transactions involving the two systems do exist at the time of resynchronization, then the LOG names are
compared. If they are the same, resynchronization proceeds by exchanging information on the incomplete distributed
transactions that are pending resynchronization. If the LOG names are not the same, it indicates that one of the following
has occurred:

• The RRS LOG has been prematurely formatted.
• RRS has been started with incorrect LOG files.
• The CA IDMS system's journal files have been prematurely formatted.
• The CA IDMS system was started with incorrect journal files.

Any of these conditions result in a resynchronization failure.

Responding to Resynchronization Failures

If resynchronization detects a LOG name mismatch and incomplete distributed transactions exist, resynchronization
cannot complete. When this occurs, check whether RRS and the CA IDMS system were started with correct log and
journal files. If they were not, correct the situation. If premature formatting is the cause of the resynchronization failure, the
incomplete transactions must be manually completed:

• If the RRS LOG was formatted, complete the transactions once the central version is up and running. For more
information on how to do this, see the Database Administering section.

• If the CA IDMS journal files were formatted, use the RRS ISPF panels to complete the transactions. For more
information on RRS panels, see the IBM manual MVS Programming: Resource Recovery.

Two-Phase Commit Support with CICS
A two-phase commit protocol can optionally be used when accessing a CA IDMS database from a CICS application.
Using a two-phase commit protocol ensures that updates made to CA IDMS data are coordinated with those made to
other recoverable resources that the application accesses within the same CICS UOW (Unit Of Work). Two-phase commit
support is provided only when using an r16 or higher CICS interface (IDMSINTC) to access an r16 or higher back-end CV.

NOTE
Two-phase commit is not supported through the IDMSINTL CICSinterface.

Implementation Requirements

For successful two-phase commit operations between CICS and CA IDMS, the following steps must be taken:

• Review the IDMSCINT and CICSOPT parameters that apply to two-phase commit support and assemble either a new
CICSOPT or IDMSCINT interface module as appropriate.

• Ensure that each CICS system is uniquely identified through the TPNAME parameter of the CICSOPT macro or the
CICS_NAME SYSIDMS parameter.

• Ensure that the CICS system is logging transaction information. This requires the use of a CICS log file. For more
information, refer to the appropriate CICS documentation.

• Create a CICS RSYN transaction and program for each CICS interface module with which two-phase commit is used.
• If using an OPTIXIT or OPTIQXIT to route requests to different back-end central versions, modify the OPTIXIT to

recognize and correctly route resynchronization requests.

The remainder of this section discusses these requirements and other aspects of two-phase commit support between
CICS and CA IDMS.
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Programming Interface

A CICS commit operation is initiated through an explicit CICS SYNCPOINT command or at normal CICS task termination.
Regardless of how it is initiated, CICS becomes the coordinator and the back-end CA IDMS system(s) become
participants.

A CICS backout operation is initiated when one of the following occurs:

• An explicit CICS BACKOUT command is issued.
• A CICS task terminates abnormally.
• A CA IDMS database session, for which the parameter AUTONLY is enabled, is rolled back. For more information on

the AUTONLY parameter, see Requesting the Use of Two-Phase Commit.

Optimizations Supported

To minimize the cost of doing a CICS syncpoint operation, the CA IDMS CICS interface supports the CICS single-update
and read-only optimizations.

The CICS single-update optimization permits CICS to make a single phase commit request to the CA IDMS CICS
interface rather than separate Prepare and Commit requests, if it is the only updating resource manager participating in
the UOW.

The CICS read-only optimization permits CICS to make a single phase commit request to the CA IDMS CICS interface
if it has made no updates within the CICS transaction. Furthermore, if all resource managers but one are read-only, CICS
can avoid the overhead of a two-phase operation by directing the sole updater to do a single phase commit.

These optimizations not only reduce communications with participating resource managers, but also reduce log and
journal overhead. For more information on the single-update and read-only optimizations, see the appropriate CICS
documentation.

Requesting the Use of Two-Phase Commit

Whether the work done by a database session is to be included in a CICS UOW is determined at the time a database
session is opened. A database session is opened when a bind run unit or the first SQL statement is executed. When a
session's work is included in a CICS UOW, its changes are committed or backed out as directed by CICS and the CA
IDMS interface uses a two-phase commit protocol to achieve the desired outcome.

The following IDMSCINT and CICSOPT parameters control whether a database session is included in a CICS UOW and
therefore if a two-phase commit protocol is used:

• AUTOCMT
Enabling this option makes the work done by the database session eligible for inclusion in a CICS UOW. The following
determine if it is actually included:
– The AUTONLY setting
– Whether the application issues its own commit or rollback DML requests before the CICS syncpoint operation

• AUTONLY
Enabling this option forces the work done by the database session to be included in the CICS UOW. DML statements
that would typically commit work (such as FINISH or COMMIT WORK) do not cause changes to be committed even if
the session itself is terminated. The session's changes are committed only when the CICS syncpoint occurs. On the
other hand, if the changes made by a session for which AUTONLY is enabled are backed out, either as the result of a
DML ROLLBACK request or because of some environmental condition such as a deadlock, the entire CICS UOW is
immediately backed out. This ensures consistent behavior across all resources updated by the application.
If AUTONLY is not enabled and AUTOCMT is enabled, the work done by the database session is included in the
CICS UOW provided that the application does not issue commit or rollback DML requests prior to the CICS syncpoint
operation.
AUTONLY is ignored if AUTOCMT is not enabled.
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NOTE
If transaction sharing is enabled, AUTONLY and AUTOCMT areautomatically enabled.

• ONCOMT
This option specifies the effect that a CICS syncpoint operation has on a database session whose work is included
in the CICS UOW. The session can optionally be treated as if a FINISH, COMMIT ALL or COMMIT CONTINUE were
issued, meaning that it can be terminated, remain active but have currencies cleared or remain active with currencies
left in-tact.

• ONBACK
This option specifies the effect that a CICS backout operation has on a database session whose work is included in
the CICS UOW. The session can optionally be treated as if a ROLLBACK or a ROLLBACK CONTINUE were issued,
meaning that it can be terminated or remain active but have its currencies cleared.

All of these options can be specified through both IDMSCINT and CICSOPT parameters. The CICSOPT parameters can
override their IDMSCINT counterparts or be used as defaults.

NOTE
For more information on these parameters, see CICSOPT syntax and IDMSCINT.

Additional Two-Phase Commit Parameters

In addition to the parameters that control whether a two-phase commit protocol is used, the following additional CICSOPT
parameters affect two-phase commit processing:

• TRUE
Specifies a 5-character prefix used in forming TRUE (Task Related User Exit) entry names. The prefix must be unique
across all IDMSINTC interface modules in use within a single CICS system.

• MAXCON
Specifies the maximum number of CA IDMS systems that can be concurrently accessed by an application using an
IDMSINTC interface. This limit applies only to systems accessed through database sessions for which AUTOCMT is
enabled.

• MAXIDMS
Specifies the maximum number of CA IDMS systems that an IDMSINTC interface can access during the life of a CICS
system. This limit applies only to systems accessed through database sessions for which AUTOCMT is enabled.

• RSYNTXN
Specifies the name of the resynchronization transaction defined to CICS for this interface. A separate CICS transaction
must be defined for each interface in use within a CICS system.

NOTE
For more information on the CICS resynchronization transaction, see the Resynchronization between CICS
and CA IDMS.

NOTE
For more information on these parameters, see CICSOPT syntax.

CICS System Name Requirements

An important consideration for successful two-phase commit operations between CICS and CA IDMS is that the name of
every CICS system have a consistent name that is unique across all CICS systems accessing a central version.

The name of the CICS system is established as follows:

• The value in the CICS_NAME parameter specified in the SYSIDMS file included in the CICS startup JCL.

Or, if the CICS_NAME parameter is not specified:

• The value of the TPNAME parameter associated with the first IDMSINTC interface within a CICS system.
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If the CICS name is allowed to default to the TPNAME of the first CICS interface, all other IDMSINTC interface modules
started within the CICS system must have the same TPNAME value, otherwise they will fail with a K213 abend code.

When restarting a CICS system, its name must remain unchanged if it is involved in incomplete distributed transactions
that are still active on a central version. Changing the name while incomplete transactions exist may make it necessary to
complete those transactions manually.

The SYSIDMS parameter for specifying a CICS system name is as follows:

CICS_NAME=cics-name

• cics-name
Specifies a 1-4 character value that identifies the CICS system being started. It must be unique across all CICS
systems that access the same central version.

Resynchronization between CICS and CA IDMS

Resynchronization is part of the recovery process that takes place following a failure during a two-phase commit
operation. It involves the exchange of information between a coordinator and a participant in order to resolve incomplete
units of work. CA IDMS provides a mechanism to resynchronize a CICS system (the coordinator) and a CA IDMS central
version (the participant) following abnormal terminations of either system.

Resynchronization between CICS and CA IDMS is undertaken in the context of a specific interface module (IDMSINTC).
This means that if multiple interface modules are used within a single CICS system to access a given back-end CV, a
separate resynchronization process takes place for each one. Consequently, resynchronization actually takes place
between a CICS interface running on a given CICS system and a back-end CV rather than between a CICS system and a
back-end CV.

The Resynchronization Transaction and Program

Resynchronization between a CICS interface and a CA IDMS central version is done through execution of a
resynchronization transaction defined to CICS. The CA IDMS installation default name for this transaction is RSYN.
The resynchronization transaction is associated with a resynchronization program whose installation default name is
IDMSCSYN. A separate resynchronization transaction and program must be created for each CICS interface module
(IDMSINTC) that is used within a CICS system and the name of the transaction must be specified in the RSYNTXN
parameter of the interface's CICSOPT macro. Failure to define the CICS resynchronization transaction causes any task
attempting to open a database session for which AUTOCMT is enabled to fail with an abend code of K209.

NOTE
For more information on defining the transaction and creating the resynchronization program, see CICS
Resynchronization Task Execution.

How is Resynchronization Initiated?

Resynchronization between a CICS interface and a CA IDMS central version is initiated in the following ways:

• Resynchronization takes place automatically when the interface is started. It resynchronizes with all central versions
accessed through the interface and known to CICS as participants in incomplete UOWs.

• When the first database session, for which AUTOCMT is enabled, is connected through the interface to a back-end
central version after either system is started, resynchronization takes place automatically for the central version being
accessed.

• When the CICS resynchronization transaction (RSYN) is invoked manually, resynchronization takes place for the
central version identified in the transaction invocation.
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NOTE
For more information on invoking a resynchronization transaction manually, see When Should You Manually
Resynchronize?.

When Should You Manually Resynchronize?

Normally there is no need to manually initiate resynchronization since it occurs automatically when the first connection,
for which AUTOCMT is enabled, is made following restart of the CICS or CA IDMS systems. However, if a particular
back-end system is accessed infrequently through a given interface and incomplete transactions on the back-end system
require resynchronization, you can invoke the RSYN task manually to force resynchronization to occur immediately.

The Resynchronization Process

When the resynchronization task is executed (either automatically or manually), it retrieves a list of incomplete distributed
transactions that are known to the central version with which it is resynchronizing and that are pending resynchronization
with the associated CICS interface. It then issues a CICS RESYNC command to inform CICS of the Units of Work
(UOWs) that are pending completion. CICS, in turn, initiates a CRSY task for each affected UOW. The CRSY task drives
the TRUE syncpoint exit to inform the back-end central version as to whether to commit or back out the distributed
transaction.

If the resynchronization task is initiated automatically, back-end tasks that are still awaiting communications from the
CICS system are canceled with an abend code of RSYN. During automatic resynchronization, such tasks can only
exist following an abnormal termination of the CICS system. While they eventually time out, the resynchronization
process cannot proceed until they have terminated; therefore, it cancels them. Back-end tasks are not canceled if
resynchronization is driven manually since there is no guarantee that activity between the two systems has been
quiesced.

OPTIXIT Considerations

If an OPTIXIT or an OPTIQXIT program is used to route requests to different back-end central versions, the OPTIXIT
must be enhanced to recognize and correctly route resynchronization requests. A resynchronization request is identified
by a program name of INTCRSYN and the OPTI block that is passed to the exit contains the node name of the target
system. The exit must use the node name to select an OPTI (if multiple SYSCTL support is enabled) or modify the OPTI
passed on the request so that the resynchronization request is routed to the correct back-end system. To see an example
of the type of processing needed, see OPTIXIT.

CICS Resynchronization Task Execution

The following syntax is used to execute a resynchronization task:

rsvn Syntax

►►─── rsyn─transaction ─ node-name ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

rsvn Parameters

• rsyn-transaction
The name of a CICS resynchronization transaction defined to the CICS system.

• node-name
The name of the CA IDMS central version for which resynchronization is to be performed. The identified system must
be accessible through the CICS interface for which the resynchronization transaction was defined.
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rsvn Examples

Successful manual resynchronization example

The following example shows how manual resynchronization is initiated with central version SYSTEM74 using a
resynchronization task called RSYN whose interface module is named IDMSINTC. The resulting messages identify the
target node name, the name of the interface module being used, the number of incomplete units of work that need to be
recovered and the final outcome of the resynchronization process.

RSYN SYSTEM74

CA IDMS Manual 2-PC Resync for IDMSINTC for CV node SYSTEM74 date mm/dd/yyyy
      1 CA IDMS in doubt units of work need recovery for CV node SYSTEM74
      1 CA IDMS in doubt units of work recovery started for CV node SYSTEM74
CA IDMS Two Phase Commit Resync startup completed for CV node SYSTEM74

Unsuccessful manual resynchronization example 1

This example shows an error condition that occurred during a manual resynchronization because the central version node
name was not specified.

RSYN

IDMSCSYN error - CV node not specified

Unsuccessful manual resynchronization example 2

This example depicts an error condition that occurred during a manual resynchronization because the central version
node name that was specified was not available through the CICS interface for which the resynchronization was defined.

RSYN SYSTEM81

CA IDMS Manual 2-PC Resync for IDMSINTC for CV node SYSTEM81 date mm/dd/yyyy
IDMSCSYN error - Requested CV node SYSTEM81 - Connected CV node SYSTEM74
CA IDMS Two Phase Commit Resync aborted

Successful automatic Resynchronization example

The following example shows the output from an automatic resynchronization initiated when the first request is made to a
back-end central version through a CICS interface module or when the interface is started in a CICS Transaction Server
for z/OS V2.2 (or later).

CA IDMS   Auto 2-PC Resync for IDMSINTC for CV node SYSTEM74 date mm/dd/yyyy
      1 CA IDMS in doubt units of work need recovery for CV node SYSTEM74
      1 CA IDMS in doubt units of work recovery started for CV node SYSTEM74
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CA IDMS Two Phase Commit Resync startup completed for CV node SYSTEM74

Creating the Resynchronization Program

Linking the IDMSCSYN module with an IDMSCINT module creates the resynchronization program. A separate
resynchronization program must be created for each version of the CA IDMS interface module (IDMSINTC) that is used
within a given CICS system.

In order to simplify future maintenance, the IDMSCSYN module contains minimal executable code. It simply passes
control to module IDMSCCSY which contains most of the executable code to perform resynchronization between CICS
and IDMS. If maintenance is applied to IDMSCCSY, it is not necessary to re-link your resynchronization program.

Resynchronization Program Link Edit (z/OS)

To link a resynchronization program for a CICS environment in z/OS, execute the z/OS Link-Edit JCL inserting the
following binder statements.

 ORDER   DFHEAI,IDMSCSYN                 

 INCLUDE CAGJLOAD(IDMSCSYN)                       

 INCLUDE CUSTLIB(idmscint)                       

 ENTRY   CSYNEP1                               

 SETOPT PARM(AMODE=31,REUS(REFR),RMODE=24)    

 NAME idmsrsyn(R)

• idmscint
Specifies the name of your IDMSCINT interface module.

• idmsrsyn
Specifies the name of your resynchronization program.

Resynchronization Program Link Edit (z/VSE)

To link a resynchronization program ofr a CICS environment in z/VSE, execute the z/VSE Link-Edit JCL, inserting the
follwing binder statements.

PHASE   usercsyn,*

INCLUDE DFHEAI

INCLUDE  IDMSCSYN

INCLUDE  idmscint

INCLUDE  DFHEAIO
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ENTRY    CSYNEP1

// EXEC LNKEDT,SIZE=128K

/*

• idmscint
Specifies the name of the idmscint object module.

• usercsyn
Specifies the user-specified name of the RSYN load module.

Defining a Resynchronization Transaction

A resynchronization transaction must be defined for each IDMSINTC interface to be used within a CICS system. Define
the resynchronization transaction to CICS as follows:

DEFINE   TRANSACTION(rsyn-transaction-name) PROGRAM(usercsyn)

       GROUP(IDMSGRP) PROFILE(IDMSPRF)

       TASKDATAKEY(CICS)

• rsyn-transaction-name
Specifies the name chosen for the resynchronization transaction.

• usercsyn
Specifies the name chosen for the resynchronization program.

The installation default transaction name is RSYN, but another name can be chosen. The name specified in the
transaction definition must be identical to the value for the RSYNTXN parameter of the associated interface's CICSOPT
macro. For more information on the RSYNTXN parameter, see CICSOPT Syntax.

Defining the Resynchronization Program

A resynchronization program must be defined for each IDMSINTC interface to be used within a CICS system. Define the
resynchronization program to CICS as follows:

DEFINE  PROGRAM(usercsyn) GROUP(IDMSGRP) LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER) CEDF(NO) EXECKEY(CICS)

• usercsyn
Specifies the name chosen for the resynchronization program.

International Character Set Considerations
CA IDMS supports only one single-byte character set in the database engine. The character set (also referred to as code
page) definitions reside in module RHDCCODE. The RHDCCODE module is loaded at system startup as part of the
nucleus.

This section describes how to customize RHDCCODE to implement a character set other than the default for activation of
international characters.
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Customizing RHDCCODE
The default RHDCCODE implements code page 1140 (US EBCDIC) with all international characters (for example, a-
grave, e-circumflex, u-diaeresis, and c-cedilla) marked as non-alphabetic.

The following sample members are provided with the installation:

• CP1140F -- United States code page 1140 with all international characters enabled
• CP1141F -- Germany code page 1141 with all international characters enabled
• CP1141R -- Germany code page 1141 with only German characters enabled
• CP1142F -- Denmark/Norway code page 1142 with all international characters enabled
• CP1142R -- Denmark/Norway code page 1142 with only Danish/Norwegian characters enabled
• CP1143F -- Finland/Sweden code page 1143 with all international characters enabled
• CP1143R -- Finland/Sweden code page 1143 with only Finnish/Swedish characters enabled
• CP1145F -- Spanish code page 1145 with all international characters enabled
• CP1145R -- Spanish code page 1145 with only Spanish characters enabled
• CP1147F -- France code page 1147 with all international characters enabled
• CP1147R -- France code page 1147 with only French characters enabled
• CP1148F -- Belgium/Switzerland code page 1148 with all international characters enabled
• CP1148R -- Belgium/Switzerland code page 1148 with only Belgian/Swiss characters enabled

The process of changing RHDCCODE can be divided into the following categories:

• If the desired code page is one of the above sample members, copy the sample member to source RHDCCODE.
• If the installed RHDCCODE does not define the correct attributes you require for your environment, edit source

RHDCCODE and change the definitions.
• If the desired code page is not delivered, identify the code page you want to implement and modify source

RHDCCODE accordingly.

In all cases, assemble and link RHDCCODE. If you are modifying the RHDCCODE during a new or upgrade installation,
see the appropriate section in the Installing section for your operating system. If you are updateing RHDCCODE after
installation, see Assemble and Link Edit RHDCCODE.

WARNING
The tables in RHDCCODE determine the validity of characters accepted by applications and stored in the
database. Therefore, as part of the database design, answer these questions:

• Which code page should I implement?
• What is the list of valid characters within the selected code page?

Once a code page is selected and the list of valid characters is made, you should stay with the same definitions because
of the following reasons:

• Changing over to another code page might imply conversion of all databases built with the original code page.
• Changing the list of valid characters within a code page is usually possible as long as you add valid characters.

However, removing valid characters is usually not possible, unless the database does not contain any of the
invalidated characters.

Another concern is uniqueness of data representation. An example is u-diaeresis, a German character that is usually
replaced by "ue" if it cannot be typed in. By making the u-diaeresis a valid character, spelling of a word is no longer
unique. For example, "Muenchen" and "M&uumlaut.nchen" both are valid German words for the city of Munich. This
problem has to be handled at the application level by, for example, disallowing the "ue" representation of u-diaeresis.

DEFBYTE Syntax

Source RHDCCODE must contain 256 #DEFBYTE macros, each defining the attributes of a single byte from x'00' to x'FF'.
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►►─ #DEFBYTE ebcdic-value,ASCII=ascii-value,TYPE=type ──────────►

 ►──┬─────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬───────────────►◄
    └─ ,UPPER=uppercase-value ┘ └─ ,PRINT= ┬ Y ┬┘
                                           └ N ┘

DEFBYTE Parameters

• ebcdic-value
The EBCDIC value of the byte in hexadecimal notation.

• ASCII=ascii-value
Defines ascii-value as the equivalent ASCII value of ebcdic-value and consequently ebcdic-value as the equivalent
EBCDIC value of ascii-value. Specify ascii-value in hexadecimal notation. The ASCII to EBCDIC and EBCDIC to ASCII
translate tables are used by IDMSIN01 function STRCONV.

• TYPE=type
Defines the attributes of ebcdic-value. Valid values are the following:
– ALPHA -- ebcdic-value is an alphabetic character. For example, X'81' (lowercase "a").
– HEX -- ebcdic-value is a non-displayable, non-alphanumeric byte. For example, X'0B' (vertical tab).
– NUM -- ebcdic-value is a numeric value For example, X'F0' (zero).
– VALID -- ebcdic-value is a valid, displayable non-alphanumeric byte. For example, X'50' (ampersand).

• PRINT=Y|N
PRINT is an optional parameter which allows marking ebcdic-value as a non-printable byte. If PRINT is omitted, a byte
of type HEX is considered non-printable, while all other types are printable.
– Y -- explicitly states that the byte is printable
– N -- explicitly states that the byte is non-printable

• UPPER=uppercase-value
UPPER is an optional parameter that defines uppercase-value as the uppercase translation of ebcdic-value and
consequently ebcdic-value as the lowercase translation of uppercase-value. If UPPER is omitted, no translation takes
place, that is, uppercase-value = ebcdic-value. The uppercase and lowercase translate tables are used to translate
input to uppercase, but also by, for example, built-in functions like TOUPPER, TOLOWER, and WORDCAP.

Examples

#DEFBYTE 81,ASCII=61,TYPE=ALPHA,UPPER=C1

Defines hexadecimal EBCDIC byte X'81' with ASCII equivalent X'61'. TYPE=ALPHA indicates that the byte is alphabetic,
which implies non-numeric, displayable and printable. UPPER=C1 indicates that the EBCDIC uppercase value is X'C1'.

#DEFBYTE 05,ASCII=09,TYPE=HEX

Defines hexadecimal EBCDIC byte X'05' with ASCII equivalent X'09'. TYPE=HEX indicates that the byte is non-
alphabetic, non-numeric, non-displayable and non-printable.

#DEFBYTE F0,ASCII=30,TYPE=NUM
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Defines hexadecimal EBCDIC byte X'F0' with ASCII equivalent X'30'. TYPE=NUM indicates that the byte is numeric,
which implies non-alphabetic, displayable and printable.

#DEFBYTE 6F,ASCII=3F,TYPE=VALID

Defines hexadecimal EBCDIC byte X'6F' with ASCII equivalent X'3F'. TYPE=VALID indicates that the byte is non-
alphabetic, non-numeric, displayable and printable.

Assemble and Link Edit RHDCCODE

To make the customized RHDCCODE available for use, assemble and link edit the RHDCCODE module for the system as
follows:

1. Create a RHDCCODE source module as described previously.
2. Save the source module in your custom source library.
3. Assemble and link the module into your custom load library by executing the z/OS assemble and link-edit JCL.

Substitute the name of your RHDCCODE source member and insert the following binder statements:

INCLUDE CAGJLOAD(RHDCCODT)

ENTRY CODEEP1

NAME RHDCCODE(R)

To create a z/VSE RDHCCODE module:

1. Assemble and catalog the module using the sample JCL in z/VSE Assemble JCL.
Modify the JCL by substituting the follwoing in place of the Assembler input statements:

PUNCH 'CATALOG rhdccode.OBJ REPLACE=YES'

Your RHDCCODE source

END

2. Link the RHDCCODE program using the sample JCL in z/VSE Link JCL.
Modify the JCL by substituting the follwing statements in place of the Linkage editor control statements:

PHASE RHDCCODE,*

INCLUDE rhdccode

ENTRY CODEEP1

– rhdccode
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Specifies the name of the object module containing the assembly output.

z/VM. RHDCCODE assembly and link edit

GLOBAL MACLIB idmslib

FILEDEF TEXT DISK RHDCCODE TEXT A

ASSEMBLE rhdccode.source (NODECK OBJECT

FILEDEF SYSLST PRINTER

FILEDEF SYSLMOD DISK idmslib LOADLIB a2 (RECFM V LRECL 1024 BLKSIZE 1024

LKED linkctl

Linkage editor control statements (linkctl):

INCLUDE RHDCCODT

INCLUDE RHDCCODE

ENTRY CODEEP1

NAME RHDCCODE(R)

idmslib filename of the CA IDMS MACLIB library
idmslib LOADLIB a2 file identifier of the CA IDMS LOADLIB library
linkctl filename of the file containing the linkage editor control statements

Change Tracking
Change tracking enables changing the database environment of a Central Version (CV) in a fault-tolerant manner.
Specifically, it enables the DBA to perform the following actions:

• Vary the data set name of a journal or database file within a CV without introducing the potential for a warmstart failure
• Vary a new version of a DMCL without introducing the potential for a warmstart failure
• Vary the status of an area or segment permanently on a CV without regard to subsequent page range changes
• Change the journal files in use by a CV and coordinate those changes with the associated archive journal jobs

Change tracking also provides an easy way for a local mode job to use the same database environment (definition and
data sets) as a CV, even if that environment has been impacted by dynamic modifications.
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Change Tracking and SYSTRK Files
To track changes, CV maintains a description of its database environment in a type of file called a SYSTRK file. The
presence of such a file in the execution JCL of a CV triggers change tracking by that CV. A local mode job, such as a
journal archive job, can share the description of the CV's database environment by referencing the same SYSTRK file in
its execution JCL.

A SYSTRK file holds a description of the database environment most recently in use by the CV. During startup, an image
of the current DMCL is written to SYSTRK along with information on database and journal files defined in the JCL. If
DCMT commands issued during CV execution cause critical changes to its database environment, SYSTRK is updated
to reflect those changes. If the CV fails, the runtime database definition is restored from SYSTRK during restart, ensuring
that the files being updated at the time of failure are the ones recovered by warmstart unless explicitly overridden by
changes in the JCL used to restart the CV.

Change tracking is optional. If no SYSTRK file is referenced in the execution JCL of the CV, change tracking is not
in effect, meaning that the potential for a warmstart failure is introduced when varying in a new copy of a DMCL or
dynamically changing the data set name of a file. Additionally, any permanent status established for an area whose page
range is changed is lost or may be misapplied to another area whose page range is also changed.

Change tracking can be temporarily inactivated or disabled for a CV to facilitate expansion or replacement of a SYSTRK
file. However, doing this impacts the ability to dynamically change the database environment.

• Inactivating change tracking has the effect of disallowing DCMT commands that would otherwise require updating
SYSTRK.

• Disabling change tracking allows such commands to be executed, but a warning is issued indicating that manual
intervention will be needed to restart CV should it fail before change tracking is re-activated.

Implementing Change Tracking
To implement change tracking for a CV, take the following steps:

1. Create and format two to four SYSTRK files. A minimum of two SYSTRK files are needed because mirroring is used to
provide fault tolerance and recoverability in case of file damage.

2. Alter CV execution JCL to reference the SYSTRK files.
3. Alter the JCL for the associated archive journal job to also reference the SYSTRK files and to remove references to

the disk journal files.
4. Optionally, change the JCL of other local mode jobs to reference the SYSTRK files and remove explicit references to

database files.

More Information

• For more information on sizing and formatting SYSTRK files, see the FORMAT utility statement in the CA IDMS
Administrating section.

• For more information on options for altering CV startup JCL to reference SYSTRK files, see Referencing SYSTRK
Files in Execution JCL.

Referencing SYSTRK Files in Execution JCL
SYSTRK files are referenced in execution JCL using file assignments whose DDname begins with the value specified by
the SYSIDMS parameter: SYSTRK_DDNAME_PREFIX. The default value for this parameter is SYSTRK.

Depending on your operating system, you can reference SYSTRK files in execution JCL by including one of the following:

• A model SYSTRK file assignment
• A file assignment for each SYSTRK file to be used
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Referencing SYSTRK files using a model is the recommended approach because it enables the set of active SYSTRK
files to be changed without impacting execution JCL.

Using a Model SYSTRK File Assignment

A model SYSTRK file assignment has a DDname that is the SYSTRK_DDNAME_PREFIX. It references a data set whose
name is used as the prefix for constructing the names of the real SYSTRK files by appending a numeric suffix ranging
from 1 to 9 to the end of the model's data set name.

For example, if the SYSTRK_DDNAME_PREFIX is SYSTRK and a model SYSTRK file assignment references a data set
name of DBDC.SYSTEM73.SYSD with a disposition of SHR, CA IDMS attempts to discover through dynamic allocation
the data sets shown in the following table:

DDNAME DSN DISP
SYSTRK1 DBDC.SYSTEM73.SYSD1 SHR
SYSTRK2 DBDC.SYSTEM73.SYSD2 SHR
" " "
SYSTRK9 DBDC.SYSTEM73.SYSD9 SHR

The presence of a file assignment whose DDname is SYSTRKn overrides the generated data set name and disposition. If
an overriding file assignment refers to a dummied file, the overridden file is not used.

If a model SYSTRK file assignment refers to a dummied file, it is equivalent to not including a model file assignment in the
execution JCL.

NOTE
The data set referenced by a model SYSTRK file assignment is never opened. While the file must exist, its
contents are not relevant.

NOTE
In z/VSE if a model SYSTRK label is used, the individual SYSTRK files must be defined in system labels, or
cataloged in a CA DYNAM catalog. Otherwise it is recommended to use individual SYSTRK file assignments.
If the IDMSLBLS JCL procedure is used, you may wish to add a SYSTRK model or individual file assignments
here.

Using Individual SYSTRK File Assignments

The DDNAME for an individual SYSTRK file assignment is the SYSTRK_DDNAME_PREFIX suffixed with a digit from 1
to 9. For example, if the SYSTRK_DDNAME_PREFIX is SYSTRK, the DDNAMEs that can be used for SYSTRK files are
SYSTRK1, SYSTRK2, . . . SYSTRK9.

Using this approach to reference SYSTRK files requires that a file assignment be included in the JCL for each SYSTRK
file to be used. To change the set of files being used, you must update every set of JCL in which they are referenced.

NOTE
For more information on SYSIDMS parameters, see the Common Facilities topics.

Managing Change Tracking
Contents

The following facilities are provided for managing change tracking:
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• You can monitor the status of change tracking in a DC/UCF system and determine the SYSTRK files that are in use by
issuing a DCMT DISPLAY CHANGE TRACKING command.

• You can alter the status of change tracking and its associated SYSTRK files by issuing a DCMT VARY CHANGE
TRACKING command.

• You can increase the size of the SYSTRK files by using the FORMAT utility statement in conjunction with the DCMT
VARY CHANGE TRACKING command.

Expanding SYSTRK Files

A set of SYSTRK files can be expanded by using the FORMAT utility statement. The procedure for expanding files
while CV remains active differs depending on whether the SYSTRK files are referenced through a model SYSTRK file
assignment or if they are referenced using individual file assignments.

Expanding Files Referenced Through a Model SYSTRK File Assignment

Assuming two SYSTRK files are in use, take the following steps to increase the size of the SYSTRK files while the CV
remains active:

1. Allocate larger SYSTRK files using data set names that conform to the standard established by the model DD
statement.

2. Format the larger files by executing a FORMAT utility statement as follows:

FORMAT SYSTRK DD1, DD2 INITIAL LIKE DD3 EXPAND 20 PERCENT

Where DD1 and DD2 are the DDnames of file assignments referencing the new SYSTRK files, and DD3 is the
DDname of a file assignment referencing one of the old SYSTRK files. In this example, the files are being expanded
20 percent over their current size.

3. Replace use of the old files with the new files by issuing the following command:

DCMT VARY CHANGE TRACKING REFRESH

When the old files are no longer in use, they can be deleted.

Expanding Files Referenced Through Individual File Assignments

Assuming two SYSTRK files are in use, take the following steps to increase the file size while the CV remains active:

1. Allocate larger SYSTRK files using new data set names
2. Close and deallocate the current set of SYSTRK files by issuing the following command:

DCMT VARY CHANGE TRACKING INACTIVE

3. Format the larger files by executing a FORMAT utility statement as follows:

FORMAT SYSTRK DD1, DD2 INITIAL LIKE DD3 EXPAND 20 PERCENT

Where DD1 and DD2 are the DDnames of file assignments referencing the new SYSTRK files, and DD3 is the
DDname of a file assignment referencing one of the old SYSTRK files. In this example, the files are being expanded
20 percent over their current size.

4. Scratch the old files. Rename the new files to have the same data set names as the old files.
5. Allocate the new files and make change tracking active by issuing the following command:

DCMT VARY CHANGE TRACKING ACTIVE
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More Information

• For more information on DCMT commands, see the System Tasks and Operator Reference section.
• For more information on the FORMAT utility statement, see the Administrating section.

Terminating the Use of Change Tracking
Once change tracking has been initiated for a CV, its use should be continued indefinitely; otherwise, permanent area or
journal statuses will be lost. Despite this, if you choose to discontinue the use of change tracking, do so as follows:

• Shutdown CV
• Remove all references to the SYSTRK files in the execution JCL of the CV and other jobs
• After restarting CV, use DCMT commands to re-establish permanent area statuses

NOTE
You can temporarily disable change tracking by issuing a DCMT VARY CHANGE TRACKING command or by
overriding the SYSTRK file assignments to reference a dummy file.

NOTE
For more information on DCMT commands, see the System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

IDMSINFO Service Provider
The IDMSINFO service provider is a stand-alone address space that provides services through stacking PC routines. This
service provider handles space switch PC requests using cross memory communication.

NOTE
The IDMSINFO service provider is available only on the z/OS platform.

The IDMSINFO service provider is a long-running address space that:

• Consumes few system resources
• Runs authorized
• Provides IDMS performance and status information to monitoring tools
• Provides IDMS resource manipulation to monitoring tools

NOTE
The IDMSINFO service provider must be active to be able to use the remote monitoring feature of Performance
Monitor.

NOTE
For IDMSINFO to initiate correctly, it is necessary to have run CAIRIM to install the SVC and related APFLIB
modules using GJI5INIT. When CAIRIM installs the SVC using GJI5INIT and the APFLIB, GJI5INIT loads
several modules in addition to the SVC. One of the modules is PMRTDATA, which is a module in APFLIB. This
module contains the IDMSLPAR DSECT, which IDMSINFO requires. If PMRTDATA has not been loaded into
LPA by running the CAIRIM, IDMSINFO returns a DC130051 error.

The IDMSINFO Service Provider as a Started Task
If you run the IDMSINFO service provider as a started task (STC), you can request a reusable ASID to be associated with
the address space. A reusable ASID that has been assigned to the IDMSINFO service provider address space is free for
reuse when the address space is terminated. Being free for reuse prevents losing the ASID from use during an IPL.
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Initiate IDMSINFO as a Started Task
To be able to request a reusable ASID, initiate the IDMSINFO service provider as a started task.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that a procedure is created, given the appropriate authorities and stored in a site-specific PROCLIB (see the
IDMSINFO member of the CAGJSAMP library for sample JCL).

2. Issue the START command with the reuse ASID parameter. The START command has the following format:

S procname,REUSASID=YES

This command gives control to the initial program that executes in the address space.

To terminate the IDMSINFO service provider, issue the STOP or P command.

NOTE
The IBM message IEF352I ADDRESS SPACE UNAVAILABLE is issued at termination:

• If the REUSASID is not specified for a started task
or

• If the IDMSINFO service provider is run as a batch job.

WARNING
We recommend not performing any action repeatedly that returns the IEF352I message. Doing so eventually
results in the depletion of all available address spaces and necessitates a re-IPL of the z/OS system.

z/OS Specific Features
This section describes CA IDMS system operation features that are supported only on the z/OS operating system, and
includes the following topics:

Maximum Number of Files
Normally, a z/OS job step can access up to 3,273 files. CA IDMS has extended this limit for a CV, to allow up to 10,000
files to be accessed using dynamic allocation and 3,273 files to be accessed using DD statements. If more than 3,273 files
are to be accessed, the excess files must be defined for dynamic allocation.

NOTE

Because the maximum number of DD statements that can be associated with a job step is 3273, if the number
of database files in a DMCL is close to or exceeds this limit, dynamic allocation should be used for all database
files so that the limit will not prevent the use of DD statements to override dynamically allocated files when
necessary.

z/OS Performance Considerations
When running a DC/UCF system under z/OS, system performance can be enhanced by using selected z/OS features.
The following considerations apply:

• Running non-swappable -- For optimal performance, always run a DC/UCF system non-swappable. The DC/UCF
system must be run non-swappable if:
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– Any dial-up lines are defined.
– You execute COBOL II or PL/I programs.
– You want to monitor this system from a remote CA IDMS Performance Monitor session.
By default, the DC/UCF system runs non-swappable. To run swappable, specify SWAP=Y in the PARM field on the
EXEC statement or specify 'S' in column 24 of the PARM field. For more information on the PARM card, see Specifying
Runtime Options.

• Page fencing -- Performance can be enhanced by fencing off an area of real storage for exclusive use by the DC/UCF
system.

• Performance groups -- z/OS allows the assignment of performance groups. You can use this feature to assign the DC/
UCF system a high priority.
The DC/UCF system should be assigned a performance group:
– Just below that of VTAM
– Above other TP access methods and batch performance groups.
– Above CICS and TSO.

• Data spaces -- You can use data spaces in an ESA environment to provide faster access to high-activity database
files.

LPA eligibility

Most nucleus modules are reentrant and are eligible to be put in the link pack area (LPA). To obtain a complete list of
eligible modules, run a load library utility that lists the attributes of library members against your CA IDMS load library. All
members that are marked REENTRANT are LPA eligible with the following exceptions:

• IDMSNLT
• RHDCCSA
• RHDCNLT
• RHDCNTRY
• RHDCOS00
• RHDCSCRN

NOTE
RHDCBANR, as distributed, is eligible for the LPA; if you modify the source, it is no longer reentrant.

User mode programs (anything with a #BALI or IDMSBALI linked with it) cannot be in the LPA. However, non-executable
load modules can be in the LPA. These include CA ADS dialogs, ADSA application load modules, maps, subschemas,
and IDD tables.

WARNING
Some utilities modify the set membership options for the subschema tables. Therefore, the subschema to
be used by Step IDMSDBL2 within the RELOAD and FASTLOAD utilities and by Step IDMSDBL4 within the
RELOAD, FASTLOAD, MAINTAIN INDEX, and MAINTAIN ASF utilities must not be linked with the attribute
reentrant in the LPA.

Any other module that might be loaded but which doesn't issue CA IDMS calls is eligible, provided it is truly reentrant.

NOTE
CA Technologies does not recommend placing eligible modules in the LPA. If modules from one release of
CA IDMS are in the LPA, they may inadvertently be accessed when running another release of CA IDMS with
unpredictable results.

NOTE
The size of the LPA has a direct effect on the region size available for the private address space. Consult with
the operating system systems programmer to assign the size.
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zIIP Exploitation
CA IDMS exploits zIIP processors on the z9 series and above for the z/OS operating system.

Key Benefits

zIIP Exploitation enables offloading computing cycles to zIIP, increasing overall CPU throughput at lower operational
costs. The zIIP feature is not dependent on any other CA IDMS feature, including multitasking.

The following sections discuss topics that are related to zIIP exploitation:

The default mode of operation is to not use zIIP processors unless requested at runtime. A new ZIIP startup parameter is
available to enable or disable the use of these processors by CA IDMS. To facilitate analysis of the potential benefit, the
feature can be enabled even if no zIIP processors are available. For more information, see Specifying Runtime Options.

If this feature is enabled, CA IDMS uses z/OS® Workload Manager to create a dependent enclave for each OS task
capable of servicing work type IDMS. It then schedules a separate preemtible SRB into each such enclave. See DCMT
DISPLAY SUBTASK.

NOTE
On systems utilizing zIIP processors, CPU time in CA IDMS statistics includes time on the zIIP processor that is
normalized to standard processor speed.

zIIP Eligibility

Most CA IDMS system code is eligible to run on a zIIP processor, including ADS dialogs. However, user exits, database
procedures, SQL-invoked routines, and application programs are not eligible to run on a zIIP processor. CA IDMS runtime
processing ensures that a non-zIIP processor is selected to run routines not eligible for zIIP.

To ensure that only eligible modules are selected to be run on a zIIP processor, some load modules must be loaded from
one of the following secured locations:

• An authorized load library that is named in the STEPLIB concatenation or in the CDMSLIB concatenation. A library
is authorized by adding it to the list of APF-authorized libraries in the appropriate PROGxx or IEAAPFxx member in
SYS1.PARMLIB.

• The Link Pack Area, which includes the following modules:
– Dynamic LPA modules, as specified in PROGxx members in SYS1.PARMLIB
– Fixed LPA (FLPA) modules, as specified in IEAFIXxx members
– Modified LPA (MLPA) modules, as specified in IEALPAxx members
– Pageable LPA (PLPA) modules, loaded from libraries specified in LPALSTxx or PROGxx members
– A library in the linklist, as specified in PROGxx and LNKLSTxx members

For more information about authorized libraries, the LPA, and the linklist, see the IBM documentation.

The specific rules for load module residence for zIIP processing are as follows:

• RHDCOMVS, the load module that is executed to start the CA IDMS CV must reside in an authorized library in the
STEPLIB concatenation or in a linklist library.

• At CV startup, CA IDMS nucleus modules, including all line drivers and service drivers, must be loaded from an
authorized load library in the CDMSLIB concatenation or from the LPA.

• The IBM language environment library (usually CEE.SCEERUN) must be authorized if it is included in the CDMSLIB.
Alternatively, language environment modules can reside in the LPA.

• Any client-supplied program that runs in system mode must come from an authorized library, including all named and
numbered user exits, database procedures, and any SQL procedures or table procedures that run in system mode.

• z/OS Callable Services library (SYS1.CSSLIB) must be in the linklist or it must be authorized and included in the
STEPLIB concatenation.
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We do not recommend using the LPA or linklist for modules that are supplied during the CA IDMS installation. Using
these modules makes maintaining these modules difficult and can cause CA IDMS to use a module that was created for a
different release.

Modules that consist of nonexecutable code and user mode programs do not have to come from a secured location. This
category includes the following items:

• If defined as user mode routines, client-written code that runs in user mode, including assembler and high-level
language application programs, CA ADS dialogs, table procedures, and SQL routines.

• DMCL load modules
• Database name tables
• Control blocks or tables that contain no executable code

It is not necessary to authorize individual nucleus members in a load library, and these members should not be linked with
SETCODE AC(1). The startup module (RHDCOMVS or site-linked startup module) must be linked with SETCODE AC(1)
only if the AUTHREQ parameter is specified for the CA IDMS SVC. For more information about the AUTHREQ parameter,
see Generating the SVC.

NOTE
Not every load library in the CA IDMS startup STEPLIB and CDMSLIB must be authorized. Only the libraries
from which the nucleus modules are loaded must be authorized. Startup error messages identify modules that
prevent zIIP exploitation.

To ensure that all nucleus modules are loaded from an authorized library, take one of the following actions:

• Authorize CAGJLOAD and your custom.loadlib created during the installation of CA IDMS.
• Manually copy all modules from those libraries to corresponding authorized libraries use by CV startup. Recopy all

modules from CAGJLOAD whenever maintenance is applied.

zIIP Suspension

 CA IDMS automatically suspends zIIP when the system detects the load of certain programs from an unauthorized load
library, which applies to the following program types:

• Database procedures
• SQL procedures
• User Exits
• IDMS Nucleus modules

You can determine the state of zIIP processing using the DCPROFIL task. A zIIP designation of ‘U’ indicates that zIIP
processing is suspended due to the load of a program from an unauthorized library.

zIIP suspension allows zIIP to be turned back on. Before you re-enable zIIP, follow these steps:

1. Verify that the module does not include malicious content.
2. If you verify that the module is safe, move the module to an authorized library.

After you verify that the module is safe, and it is moved to an authorized library, you re-enable zIIP using the DMCT VARY
zIIP ON command.

WARNING

Security risk warning: The Database or Security Administrator needs to thoroughly check the unauthorized
module before moving it to an authorized library, to verify that the module is safe.  If a thorough check is not
performed and zIIP processing is re-enabled, you run a significant security risk and may allow malicious content
to spread throughout your z/OS system environment.

We highly recommend that the use of the DCMT VARY ZIIP command is tightly controlled. CA IDMS/DC permits
the assignment of a discrete security class to each of the DCMT commands, allowing the administrator to limit
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the use of the VARY ZIIP command to authorized persons only. For more information about discrete security for
the DCMT task, see Administrating Security for IDMS.

Batch Considerations

When CA IDMS is used with a batch program, no modules in the batch region are made eligible for zIIP. However, there
are considerations that arise from the use of an authorized load library. The z/OS operating system enforces certain rules
for programs that are loaded from a set of authorized load libraries.

Any program that is linked with the RENT attribute cannot be modified at runtime. If this rule is violated, an SOC4 program
check occurs. Application programs that are linked to the CA IDMS interface module, IDMS, are modified at runtime by
CA IDMS. Therefore, the batch STEPLIB concatenation should contain at least one non-authorized load library, or such
user programs should be linked without the RENT attribute.

Programs that are supplied by CA IDMS, such as IDDSDDDL, are linked appropriately in the SMP/E target load library, so
no special action is required for these programs.

Evaluating the zIIP Feature Benefits

The best way to estimate the benefit of the zIIP feature is to try it on a representative system with an available zIIP engine,
for a period of time, using ZIIP=Y at startup.

NOTE
Running with ZIIP=Y on a system without a zIIP engine can result in performance overhead and inaccurate
estimates.

Several easy steps are used to determine the benefits that can be achieved by using the zIIP feature:

1. Run the system with ZIIP=N using your preferred performance test stream.
2. Record the results of DCMT DISPLAY SUBTASK EFFECTIVENESS. Using a UCFBATCH program is a good method

for obtaining this information.
3. Run the system with ZIIP=Y using your preferred performance test stream.
4. Record the results of DCMT DISPLAY SUBTASK EFFECTIVENESS. Using a UCFBATCH program is a good method

for obtaining this information.
5. Compare the TCB column from Step 2 with that from Step 4. The difference is proportional to the potential reduction in

both the total CPU use and the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) that can be achieved by using the zIIP feature.
The SRB column from Step 4 is proportional to the number of MIPs of zIIP processing power that are required to
achieve these cost reductions

Examples

The following displays indicate that each run that is used from 93 through 98CPU seconds of total normalized CPU. The
second run shows that 91.1222 CPU seconds out of a total of 93.5108 CPU seconds were offloaded to an SRB. CA IDMS
offloads all eligible CPU cycles to the zIIP processor. 

Because a zIIP processor was present, the actual offloaded CPU can then be confirmed from the JES LOG Step End
messages, IEF374I, which, in this case, indicates a total CPU reduction of 31.68 seconds.

Step 2 Output with ZIIP=N

*** Subtask display ***
Subtask          Elapsed time                  Total CPU time         % CPU  SRB
 Name         TCB            SRB            TCB            SRB       TCB SRB
-------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --- ---
MAINTASK  00:00:14.0505  00:00:00.0000  00:00:02.3699  00:00:00.0000  16 N/A  N
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SUBT0001  00:00:00.0122  00:00:00.0000  00:00:00.0104  00:00:00.0000  85 N/A  N
SUBT0002  00:00:00.0175  00:00:00.0000  00:00:00.0131  00:00:00.0000  74 N/A  N
SUBT0003  00:00:00.2348  00:00:00.0000  00:00:00.0398  00:00:00.0000  16 N/A  N
SUBT0004  00:00:00.2175  00:00:00.0000  00:00:00.0240  00:00:00.0000  11 N/A  N
SUBT0005  00:01:42.0081  00:00:00.0000  00:01:35.8538  00:00:00.0000  93 N/A  N
-------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --- ---
Totals    00:01:56.5406  00:00:00.0000  00:01:38.3110  00:00:00.0000  84 N/A

JES LOG Step End Message

IEF374I STEP/DCV     /STOP  2008242.0425 CPU    1MIN 39.53SEC SRB
0MIN 11.73SEC VIRT  7840K SYS   552K EXT   56072K SYS   11460K

Step 4 Output with ZIIP=Y

*** Subtask display ***
Subtask          Elapsed time                  Total CPU time         % CPU  SRB
 Name         TCB            SRB            TCB            SRB       TCB SRB
-------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --- ---
MAINTASK  00:00:12.9116  00:00:00.0434  00:00:02.1387  00:00:00.0525  16 120  Y
SUBT0001  00:00:00.0125  00:00:00.0000  00:00:00.0111  00:00:00.0000  88 N/A  Y
SUBT0002  00:00:00.0118  00:00:00.0002  00:00:00.0103  00:00:00.0000  87  00  Y
SUBT0003  00:00:00.1643  00:00:00.0014  00:00:00.0624  00:00:00.0016  37 114  Y
SUBT0004  00:00:00.0276  00:00:00.0004  00:00:00.0239  00:00:00.0008  86 200  Y
SUBT0005  00:00:00.3849  00:01:17.1037  00:00:00.1422  00:01:31.0673  36 118  Y
-------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --- ---
Totals    00:00:13.5127  00:01:17.1491  00:00:02.3886  00:01:31.1222  17 118

JES LOG Step End Message

IEF374I STEP/DCV     /STOP  2008242.0400 CPU    1MIN 01.60SEC SRB
0MIN 17.98SEC VIRT  7840K SYS   552K EXT   56080K SYS   11500K

Storage Key Considerations for z/OS CSA Subpools
The ALLOWUSERKEYCSA(YES/NO) parameter was introduced in z/OS V1.8 to prevent jobs from allocating storage from
CSA subpools using user keys 8 through 15. In z/OS V1.8 and earlier the default is ALLOWUSERKEYCSA(YES). Starting
at V1.9, the default is ALLOWUSERKEYCSA(NO).

Determining the ALLOWUSERKEYCSA Setting

You can determine the setting of ALLOWUSERKEYCSA by issuing the D DIAG command from the z/OS console:
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• If YES is specified, there is no impact on CA IDMS or jobs that communicate with CA IDMS through the External Run
Unit System (for example, Batch to CV, CICS).

• If NO is specified, the CA IDMS system abends during startup with a system code of B78-5C unless the following steps
are taken:

1. STEPLIB must be authorized and must contain RHDCTCKR, RHDCCKUR, RHDCOMVS, and any other aliases that
are are used for RHDCOMVS in the EXEC= statement in your startup JCL (e.g. IDMSDC). To achieve this, include
and authorize only the CA IDMS software library (provided as CAGJLOAD at installation) in STEPLIB. It is also
possible to create a separate library, which just provides an administrative overhead, that includes only those modules
(IDMS loads everything else from CDMSLIB).

2. Authorize that load library by adding a control statement to the appropriate SYS1.PARMLIB(PROG..) member, for
example, APF ADD DSNAME(my.apflib) VOLUME(vvvvvv).

3. Update the appropriate SYS1.PARMLIB(SCHED..) member to include the following line:

PPT PGMNAME(module name) ,KEY(4),NOSWAP

– module name
Specifies the CA IDMS/DC startup module name - RHDCOMVS, IDMSDC, or IDMSDCV.

NOTE

If your IDMS SVC is created with #SVCOPT parameter CVKEY=*, the change to run the IDMS CV in Key
4 has no effect on the use of that SVC. However, if CVKEY is specified as a number, the SVC verifies that
the IDMS CV is running in that primary protect key. If it does not match, the CV abends with Senn, where
nn  is the hexidecimal SVC number used. The SVC needs to be recreated with parameter CVKEY=4 and
needs to be refreshed with CAIRIM before bringing up the CV in Key 4.

4. In the CA IDMS startup JCL, ensure that the library containing the startup module, RHDCTCKR, and RHDCCKUR is
the only library that is specified in STEPLIB.

5. Specify STEP=Y on the EXEC parm as follows:

//IDMSDC  EXEC PGM=RHDCOMVS,REGION=0M,TIME=1440,

//        PARM='S=100,STEP=Y            '

You can also specify that CA IDMS is to load RHDCCKUR and RHDCTCKR from STEPLIB using the positional "S"
startup parameter as follows:

                             1         2         3         4

                    12345678901234567890123456789012345678901

//IDMSKY EXEC PGM=RHDCOMVSW,REGION=0K,TIME=1440,

//       PARM='S=100         S            '
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NOTE
"S" in position 10 following the system number instructs the CA IDMS system to load RHDCCKUR and
RHDCTCKR from STEPLIB.

To verify that key 4 is being used, you can run the DCPROFIL task. See the field labeled PRIMARY STORAGE PROTECT
KEY.

NOTE
If an abend occurs during CA IDMS system initialization, a complete system dump may not be captured because
a system key instead of a user key is being used. The operating system design is not to dump storage for keys 0
to 7 (system keys).

To ensure that complete dumps are always captured, the user who is associated with the startup of the CA IDMS system
needs to be granted READ access to facility IEAABD.DMPAKEY. For more information about the procedures to grant
access to a facility, see the appropriate security sub-system documentation.

Using ALLOWUSERKEYCSA(NO)

After z/OS V2R3, ALLOWUSERKEYCSA(YES) is not supported. If you need to access storage from a system that runs
in a different key, you can allocate External Run Unit Storage (ERE/ESE) areas in a non-fetch protected sub-pool. This
allows you to continue using your applications using ALLOWUSERKEYCSA(NO).

CA IDMS includes SYSGEN and SYSIDMS parameters that allow you to specify whether to allocate External Run Unit
Storage (ERE/ESE) areas in a fetch or non-fetch protected sub-pool, as follows:

• ERUS FETCH PROTECT 
A SYSTEM Statement parameter that indicates whether the system allocates External Run Unit Storage (ERE/
ESE) in a storage sub-pool that is or is not fetch protected. For more information, see SYSTEM Statement Syntax
and SYSTEM Statement Parameters Information.

• ERUS_FETCH_PROTECT_OFF 
A SYSIDMS parameter that indicates that the system allocates External Run Unit Storage (ERE, ESE) in a sub-pool
that is not fetch protected. For more information, see SYSIDMS Parameter Descriptions

Dump Options for Abnormal System Termination
When a CA IDMS CV abends, depending on the conditions, it is possible that a dump is not available from which to
research the abort. For example, not enough DASD to define a permanent SYSMDUMP file or not having a SYSMDUMP
DD defined in the JCL. Considering these conditions and the existing ability of the CA IDMS CV to request an SVC dump
when needed, an SVC dump is requested when the CA IDMS CV abends. This capability provides the following benefits:

• A dump is available approximately 100% of the time in an abend situation.
• If desired, any existing dedicated SYSMDUMP files in the CV job stream can be eliminated, and the DASD given back

for other use. Alternatively, both dumps can be taken in the event a problem occurs that prevents either dump from
completing successfully.

• If all SYSMDUMP, SYSABEND, and SYSUDUMP statements are eliminated from the CV JCL, the time it takes for the
operating system to process a CV abend is reduced. This is because the SVC dump process creates an image of the
abending CV in another address space and once complete, the CV's address space is allowed to terminate while the
address space of the image is written to disk.

• The SVC dump is taken earlier in the abend process than the normal SYSMDUMP or SYSUDUMP. In some cases, this
can provide better diagnostic data.

The following considerations apply:

• An SVC dump is directed to the system dump data sets (SYS1.DUMPxx). Therefore, notification should be given
to the system programming staff so they can verify that the system dump data sets are sized large enough for the
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largest CV address space in the system and to ensure that a mechanism is in place to provide for timely offloading
and preservation of the dump. If all the system dump data sets are filled with previous dumps, the CA IDMS CV's SVC
dump cannot be written.

• This functionality is controlled by the following SYSIDMS parameter:
– ABEND_SVC_DUMP=ON|OFF

Controls the system action when an abnormal termination occurs (ABEND). The default (ON) requests an SVC
dump prior to the address space terminating.

NOTE
It is not recommended that this feature be disabled. If the CV address space abends, a dump will be
needed in order to determine the cause of the abend.

• If your site has any SLIPs set with ACTION=NODUMP, and a CV abends for that condition, no dump is taken as a
result. All active SLIPs should be checked for their applicability with respect to the NODUMP action.
For example, if IEASLP00 contains the following SLIP command, and the CV goes into a loop and is cancelled by the
operator, no dump is taken unless the operator issues cancel with the DUMP option:

SLIP SET,C=222,ID=X222,A=NODUMP,END

• If the CV job stream contains any of the abend DD statements (SYSMDUMP, SYSUDUMP, or SYSABEND), this code
does not disable the dump that is generated for the abend. As a result, you receive both an SVC dump and the dump
indicated by the abend DD for the same abend.

If DASD space and cycle time are not critical considerations, it is recommended to allow both a SYSMDUMP and an SVC
dump to be taken in order to maximize the probability of obtaining a useful dump for Technical Support.

Input Mode Processing
When coded in JCL, the LABEL=(,,,IN) option is honored for database files using the EXCP access method. The file's
open mode is forced to input. Any write attempts to the file will fail. If the file is subsequently deallocated, the Label status
will not be preserved. If the file is dynamically reallocated, it can be opened in update mode if a write is issued against the
file.

IBM Health Checker Exploitation

This section describes the health checks that report on CA IDMS systems. The product owner for all CA IDMS health
checks is CA IDMS.

Each health check issues its output as messages to the IBM Health Checker message buffer, which you can view using
SDSF, the HZSPRINT utility, or a log stream that collects a history of check output. The HCHECKER facility in CA
SYSVIEW provides a convenient method for displaying and modifying the status and attributes of a health check.

If a check finds a potential problem, it issues a WTO message, also known as a message exception. The check exception
messages are issued both as WTOs and to the message buffer. The WTO version contains only the message text. The
exception message in the message buffer includes both the text and the explanation of the potential problem, including
the severity. The message buffer exception message also includes information on what to do to fix the potential problems.

CA IDMS writes information to the JES log about the status of its related health checks whenever a CA IDMS central
version is started. This information is provided even when the IBM Health Checker facility is not active on the z/OS
system.

The full name of each health check for CA IDMS is in the following format:

<check-name>@<system-name>

<check-name> is the basic check name as documented XXXXXXX.
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<system-name> is the name of the system as defined by the SYSTEM ID clause on the SYSTEM statement entered
during system generation.

You can use IBM Health Checker syntax to modify the default attributes of a check for a single CA IDMS system. Do this
using one of the following methods:

• Specify the system ID as part of the check name.
• Modify the defaults for some or all systems by using the special wildcard characters * or ?.

IDMS_SCRATCH_IN_MEMORY Health Check

Description

IDMS_SCRATCH_IN_MEMORY checks whether scratch is in memory. This health check issues a medium-level
exception if scratch is not in memory, because the CA IDMS system runs more efficiently when scratch is kept in memory.
This static check runs once during startup.

CA IDMS uses a temporary working storage area referred to as a scratch area. In environments with significant storage
constraints, the scratch area can be supported on DASD through standard file I/O. Typically, the performance of the
CA IDMS system is improved by enabling this scratch area to reside in main storage. Permitting dynamic extensions to
provide for the self-tuning of storage use also improves performance.

Best Practice

Specify SCRATCH IN STORAGE IS YES on the CA IDMS SYSTEM statement.

Parameters

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

For detailed information on setting the SCRATCH IN STORAGE parameter, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.

Messages

See the CA IDMS Messages section.

IDMS_CPU_EFFECTIVENESS Health Check

Description:

The CPU effectiveness of a CA IDMS system is the ratio of CPU received to the elapsed time that CPU was required. This
ratio shows the amount of time that CA IDMS was forced to wait for CPU resources. Low values of CPU effectiveness
indicate serious performance degradation and are often observed as significant response time increases by system users.
This number should exceed 90 percent for production systems. This means CA IDMS is reliably provided with at least
90 percent of the CPU required for performing assigned tasks. A lower ratio may be adequate for development or test
systems. The ratio that raises an exception can be adjusted for some or all CA IDMS systems.

The CPU effectiveness check is run every 15 minutes, and the CPU effectiveness calculation is based on this interval.
A longer interval is not recommended, because the variation in effectiveness over a longer time period makes the
calculation less meaningful.

The main cause of low CPU effectiveness is insufficient priority assigned to the CA IDMS job or started task. Another
possible cause is high paging rates, indicating that the machine does not have enough real storage to support its current
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workload. A final cause is a startup parameter on the EXEC statement that specifies SWAP=Y. Swapping should never be
allowed for a CA IDMS system.

Best Practice

Ensure that the system is running non-swappable by removing any SWAP=Y parameter from the startup JCL. Assuming
that paging rates are acceptable, either increase the IBM Work Load Manager (WLM) velocity goals for CA IDMS or
reduce the amount of higher priority work being run on the LPAR. If this does not relieve the condition and the IBM
Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) is in use, adjust the IRD configuration to reduce the amount of higher priority work
running on the machine. Alternatively, create a separate service class for CA IDMS that is CPU-protected.

Parameters

• CPURATIO(cpu-ratio)
cpu-ratio specifies the minimum CPU effectiveness that is acceptable for the CA IDMS system. This ratio can be
modified to allow some systems to run at a lower effectiveness level without raising an exception.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

For detailed information on setting EXEC parameters, see the Administrating section.

For information on WLM and IRD, see IBM documentation.

Messages

See the CA IDMS Messages section.

IDMS_CHANGE_TRACKING Health Check

Description:

IDMS_CHANGE_TRACKING checks whether the change tracking feature is in use. Change tracking is recommended
because it facilitates recovery in certain cases, and it can be used to monitor and adjust CA IDMS system parameters. A
medium-level exception is issued if change tracking is not in effect. This static check runs once during start up.

Best Practice

CA Technologies strongly recommends that you enable Change Tracking. Change Tracking permits changing the
database environment of a CV in a fault-tolerant manner. If the CV fails, the runtime database definition is restored
from SYSTRK files during restart, ensuring that the files being updated at the time of failure are the ones recovered by
warmstart.

Parameters

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

For detailed information on Change Tracking, see the Administrating section.
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For information on related administrative procedures, see the CA IDMS Database Administering section.

Messages

See the CA IDMS Messages section.

IDMS_zIIP_USAGE Health Check

Description:

IDMS_ZIIP_USAGE checks whether zIIPs processors are present and in use. If zIIP processors are available and they
are not being used by CA IDMS, it issues a medium-level exception. This check is run once every 24 hours.

CA IDMS optionally exploits zIIP processors on the z9 series and above for the z/OS operating system. This feature
permits offloading computing cycles to the zIIP processors, which increases overall CPU throughput while decreasing
operational costs.

Most CA IDMS system code is eligible to run on a zIIP processor. CA IDMS runtime processing ensures that a non-zIIP
processor is selected to run non-eligible routines, such as: user exits, database procedures, SQL-invoked routines, and
application programs.

Best Practice

Enable zIIP usage for CA IDMS systems where one or more zIIP processors are available.

Parameters

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

For more information on zIIP processing, zIIP Exploitation.

Messages

See the CA IDMS Messages section.

Modifying CA IDMS Health Check Actions

You can modify the default actions for the CA IDMS health checks by changing the policy statements through IBM Health
Check facilities. See the IBM Health Checker for z/OS documentation for detailed information about establishing or
modifying policies to control individual Health Checks.

These sample policy statements could be added to a HZSPRMxx member in SYS1.PARMLIB to permanently change the
required CPU effectiveness ratio based on the characteristics of particular CA IDMS systems.

Example 1

 /* This sample policy matches the default value for all IDMS    */
 /* systems.                                                     */
 /* -------------------------------------------------------------*/
 ADDREPLACE POLICY STMT(CPU_EFFECT)
 UPDATE CHECK(CA_IDMS,IDMS_CPU_EFFECTIVENESS*)
 SEVERITY(HIGH)
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 PARM('CPURATIO(90)')
 INTERVAL(00:15)
 ACTIVE
 DATE(20120217)
 REASON(‘Monitor IDMS systems for adequate CPU resources')
 /* This sample policy entirely deactivates CPU Effectiveness    */        /* checking
 for test systems.                                   */          
 /* This sample assumes that the system ID for each test system  */
 /* begins with the letters “TEST”.                              */
 /* -------------------------------------------------------------*/
 ADDREPLACE POLICY STMT(CPU_EFFECT_TEST)
 UPDATE CHECK(CA_IDMS,IDMS_CPU_EFFECTIVENESS@TEST*)
 INACTIVE
 INTERVAL(00:15)
 DATE(20120217)
 REASON(‘Our test systems can run at very low priority’)
 /* -------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
 /* This sample policy enables CPU effectiveness reporting for   */
 /* certain test systems, but with a lower CPU ratio than the    */ /* default.  It also
 reduces the message severity if an         */          /* exception occurs.            
                                */
 /* Since this policy is updated after the previous one, it      */
 /* will take effect for TEST systems with system ids that       */
 /* contain the letters QA in columns 7 and 8 of the system id.  */
 /* -------------------------------------------------------------*/
 ADDREPLACE POLICY STMT(CPU_EFFECT_QA)
 UPDATE CHECK(CA_IDMS,IDMS_CPU_EFFECTIVENESS@TEST??QA)
 SEVERITY(MEDIUM)
 PARM('CPURATIO(70)')
 INTERVAL(00:15) 
 ACTIVE
 DATE(20120217)  
 REASON(‘Test QA systems can run at lower priority than production')
 

Example 2

This sample console command can be used to temporarily lower the interval at which CPU effectiveness is checked. You
might use this on a critical system when you want an alert if CPU effectiveness falls below the desired level even for a
short period of time.

 F HZSPROC,UPDATE,CHECK(CA_IDMS,IDMS_CPU_EFFECTIVENSS@PROD100),
 INTERVAL=(00:01)
 

CA OPS/MVS Integration for z/OS

CA IDMS provides internal communications with the CA OPS/MVS Application Program Interface (API), employing
START/UP/STOP/DOWN state notifications, heartbeats, and passes specific messages into the OPSLOG facility. This
helps ease the automation of the production copies of CA IDMS.
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State Reporting

CA IDMS reports its current state information to the System State Manager (SSM) component of CA OPS/MVS via the
OPS/MVS generic event API. This state can be forwarded to other Common Service components such as the MM Status
Monitor. CA OPS/MVS generates these messages into the JES log whenever the status of the CA IDMS system changes,
as in the following example:

 OPSQNOTIFY CASTATE API received for <jobname> with STARTING , Version R18.0 and Level
 BAT  nnn a=008E
 OPO1370H <jobname> X'0000' X'0000' X'0200' NONE  300 OPSLOGSV   CASTATE <jobname>
 applid:CAIDMS version:R18.0 level:BAT  nnn
 

 OPSQNOTIFY CASTATE API received for <jobname> with UP , Version R18.0 and Level BAT 
 nnn a=008E
 OPO1370H <jobname> X'0000' X'0000' X'0200' NONE  300 OPSLOGSV   CASTATE <jobname>
 applid:CAIDMS version:R18.0 level:BAT  nnn
 

 OPSQNOTIFY CASTATE API received for <jobname> with STOPPING , Version R18.0 and Level
 BAT  nnn a=008E
 OPO1370H <jobname> X'0000' X'0000' X'0200' NONE  300 OPSLOGSV   CASTATE <jobname>
 applid:CAIDMS version:R18.0 level:BAT  nnn
 

 OPSQNOTIFY CASTATE API received for <jobname> with DOWN , Version R18.0 and Level BAT 
 nnn a=008E
 OPO1370H <jobname> X'0000' X'0000' X'0200' NONE  300 OPSLOGSV   CASTATE <jobname>
 applid:CAIDMS version:R18.0 level:BAT  nnn
 

The CA OPS/MVS OPSVIEW facility is able to manage and display System State Manager resources and its states:

 SSM Resource Status----------- CA31 -- O P S V I E W --------- Row 1 to 5 of 5
 Date/Time: 2010/08/03 11:50                       Filtered: N   View ===> ALL  
 System: *        SSM Mode: ACTIVE   Version: 2                  Wait ===> 10   
                                States              Modes                       
 Cm Sta Resource Name      Current  Desired  Res Pre Ref Tng Action   Message   
 -- --- ------------------ -------- -------- --- --- --- --- -------- ----------
 __     SYSTEM71           DOWN     UP        A   A   A   N  ACTIVE             
 __     SYSTEM72           UP       UP        A   A   A   N  ACTIVE             
 __     SYSTEM73           STARTING UP        A   A   A   N  ACTIVE             
 __     SYSTEM74           STOPPING UP        A   A   A   N  ACTIVE             
 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************
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 Command ===> ________________________________________________ Scroll ===> CSR 
  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Exit      F4=Return    F7=Up        F8=Down      
  F9=Swap     F10=Tleft    F11=Tright   F12=Retrieve
 

Heartbeats

Heartbeats are used by applications to report that they are alive, their current processing status, and the reason for that
status. This status can be forwarded to other Common Service components such as the MM Status Monitor and the Alert
Monitor. CA IDMS currently reports a NORMAL status to indicate that the IDMS system is alive every five seconds. CA
OPS/MVS generates messages whenever a change in status is detected, as follows:

 OPO1370H <jobname> X'0000' X'0000' X'0200' NONE  300 OPSONOTIFY CAHEARTBT received for
 <jobname>  applid:CAIDMS version:R18.0
 OPSONOTIFY CAHEARTBT received for <jobname>  applid:CAIDMS version:R18.0 level:BAT  nnn
 status:NORMAL reason:ACTIVE
 

Heartbeat messages only appear in the log when there is a change. For example, when a product is no longer
communicating a NORMAL state or no longer communicating at the expected interval. Likewise, when a problem
does occur, the error is only reported in the log once. No other messages are received until the heart beats have been
resumed.

Message Handling

CA IDMS employs OPS/MVS API calls to pass log, trace, and journal dump requests into OPS/MVS OPSLOG and to the
OPS/MVS rules engine. CA IDMS currently pass these messages into OPSLOG:

• DC050001 - Log % full message?
• DC050004 - Log is FULL message?
• DC205003 - Journal message?
• DC050024 - TRC % FULL message?
• DC050027 - TRC is FULL message?

If any of these messages are encountered, an OPS/MVS API event is generated. You can then write your own API rule to
take a specific action. See the Appendix Sample OPS/MVS API rule for a working example.

CA IDMS passes the event name to the OPS/MVS rules engine based on following rules:

 CAIDMSxxxn 
 

xxx can be

LOG for DC050001,DC050004 messages

• JNL for DC205003 messages
• TRC for DC050024,DC050027 messages

n can be:

A numeric value in range of 0 - 9 which means the LOG/TRC is 0 - 99% full in 10% increments, e.g. CAIDMSLOG8
means an event has been generated that the log is about 80% - 89% full.

• A “F” letter which means the log or TRC is full. For example CAIDMSTRCF.
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Implementation CA OPS/MVS API rules

CA OPS/MVS Automated Operations Facility (AOF) can take an action in response to various types of system events. CA
IDMS exploits API events to enable easy implementation of AOF rules which permit automation of the production copies
of CA IDMS.

Notes:

• For information on how to implement CA OPS/MVS rules, refer to the CA OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation - AOF Rules Using section.

• For information on how to automate the offloading / archiving processes for DC log, DC traces and journals on CA
IDMS, see the Appendix Sample OPS/MVS API rule.

Sample z/OS JCL
Contents

Library, Dataset, and File Name References in z/OS JCL

References are made to the following libraries, Datasets, and file names in z/OS JCL or elsewhere in this section.

For more information on libraries and Datasets see the Installing section for z/OS.

• asfData
Ddname of the ASF Data (IDMSR-AREA2) area

• asfdefn
Ddname of the ASF Data definition (IDMSR-AREA2) area

• asfdml
Ddname of the ASF dictionary definition (DDLDML) area

• asflod
Ddname of the ASF dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area

• dccat
Ddname of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area

• dccatl
Ddname of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area

• dccatx
Ddname of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area

• dcdml
Ddname of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area

• dclod
Ddname of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area

• dclog
Ddname of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area

• dcmsg
Ddname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area

• dcrun
Ddname of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area

• dcscr
Ddname of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area

• dcucfsys
Name assigned at link edit time to the executable module that starts up DC/UCF. This name is normally RHDCOMVS,
which is linked in CAGJLOAD during the installation of CA IDMS.

• dictdb
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Ddname of the application dictionary definition area
• dirldb

Ddname of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
• dirllod

Ddname of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
• dloddb

Ddname of the application dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
• empdemo

Ddname of the EMP-DEMO-AREA area
• empldemo

Ddname of the EMPLAREA area
• idmsloga

Ddname of the first sequential log file
• idms.appldict.ddldclod

Data set name of the application dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
• idms.appldict.ddldml

Data set name of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
• idms.asfdict.asfData

Data set name of the ASF Data (IDMSR-AREA2) area
• idms.asfdict.asfdefn

Data set name of the ASF Data definition (IDMSR-AREA) area
• idms.asfdict.ddldclod

Data set name of the ASF dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
• idms.asfdict.ddldml

Data set name of the ASF dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
• idms.cagjcics

Name of the CA IDMS CICS library used by TPSORT.
This library exists only if you installed the CICS option.

• idms.cagjload
Data set name of the load library containing the vanilla CA IDMS programs

• idms.cagjmac
Name of the CA IDMS macro library

• idms.cagjsrc
Name of the CA IDMS source library

• idms.custom.jcllib
Name of the JCL library created during configuration. Some members in this library are tailored to your site during
the configuration phase of the install process. Others are samples that can be modified for later use during manual
configuration.

• idms.custom.loadlib
Data set name of the library containing the load modules customized during configuration.

• idms.custom.srclib
Data set name of the library containing the source modules customized during configuration.

• idms.dba.loadlib
Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL, Database name table, and programs associated with demo
databases.

• idms.empdemo.emdemo
Data set name of the EMP-DEMO-AREA area of the Commonweather Database

• idms.empdemo.insdemo
Data set name of the INS-DEMO-AREA area of the Commonweather Database

• idms.empdemo.orgdemo
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Data set name of the ORG-DEMO-AREA area of the Commonweather Database
• idms.j1jrnl / idms.j4jrnl

Data set name of the first through fourth disk journal file
• idms.projseg.projdemo

Data set name of the PROJAREA area of the Commonweather (SQL-defined) Database
• idms.sqldemo.empldemo

Data set name of the EMPLAREA area of the Commonweather (SQL-defined) Database
• idms.sqldemo.indxdemo

Data set name of the INDXAREA area of the Commonweather (SQL-defined) Database
• idms.sqldemo.infodemo

Data set name of the INFOAREA area of the Commonweather (SQL-defined) Database
• idms.startup.loadlib

Data set name of the load library containing the IDMS startup module
• idms.sysctl

Data set name of the SYSCTL file
• idms.systrk

Data set name of the SYSTRK file
• idms.sysdirl.ddldclod

Data set name of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
• idms.sysdirl.ddldml

Data set name of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
• idms.sysloc.ddlocscr

Data set name of the local mode system scratch (SYSLOC.DDLOCSCR) area
• idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg

Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
• idms.syssnap

Data set name of the sequential log file
• idms.syssql.ddlcat

Data set name of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
• idms.syssql.ddlcatld

Data set name of the SQL catalog (DDLCATLOD) area
• idms.syssql.ddlcatx

Data set name of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
• idms.system.ddldccat

Data set name of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
• idms.system.ddlcatld

Data set name of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area
• idms.system.ddldcatx

Data set name of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
• idms.system.ddldclod

Data set name of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
• idms.system.ddldclog

Data set name of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area
• idms.system.ddldcrun

Data set name of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
• idms.system.ddldcscr

Data set name of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
• idms.system.ddldml

Data set name of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
• idms.sysuser.ddlsec
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Data set name of the system user catalog (SYSUSER.DDLSEC) area
• indxdemo

Ddname of the INDXAREA area
• infodemo

Ddname of the INFOAREA area
• insdemo

Ddname of the INS-DEMO-AREA area
• j1jrnl / j4jrnl

Ddname of the first through fourth disk journal file
• language.runtime.lib

Data set name of the runtime support library for COBOL, PL/I, and so on.
• orgdemo

Ddname of the ORG-DEMO-AREA area
• projdemo

Ddname of the PROJDEMO area
• region-size

Size of the region in which the DC/UCF system is built; this amount should include the FREESTG storage reserved by
the startup PARM statement or the default.

• secdd
Ddname of the system user catalog (SYSUSER.DDLSEC) area

• sqldd
Ddname of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area

• sqllod
Ddname of the SQL catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area

• sqlxdd
Ddname of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area

• sysctl
Ddname of the SYSCTL file

• systrk
Ddname used for SYSTRK files (For more information on referencing SYSTRK files, see Change Tracking.)

• userdb
Ddname of the user Database or application dictionary file

• user.userdb
Data set name of the user Database or application dictionary

• your.application.loalib
Data set name of the load library containing user-written application programs.

• your.authorized.loadllib
Data set name of the authorized DC/UCF/CV Startup load library. This library is needed as the only library in the
startup Steplib if any of the following are true:
– The zIIP exploitation feature is in effect. See zIIP Exploitation for more information.
– The z/OS parameter AllowUserKeyCSA(NO) is in effect. See Storage Key Considerations for z/OS CSA subpools

for information.
– The CA IDMS SVC is installed with parameter AUTHREQ=YES. See z/OS for more information.

• your.custom.lib
Data set name of the load or object library containing user-written programs, such as exits and built-in functions.
This may be the same library that contains the load modules customized during configuration.

• zOS.maclib
Data set name of the z/OS macro library
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z/OS Assemble and Link-Edit JCL

Use the following JCL to assemble and link-edit a module in z/OS.

//ASMCL   EXEC HLASMCL

//C.SYSLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=zOS.maclib

//           DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.cagjmac

//C.SYSIN    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.custom.srclib(source-member)

//L.SYSLMOD  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.custom.loadlib

//L.CAGJLOAD DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.cagjload

//L.CUSTLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.custom.lib

//L.SYSIN DD *

 binder-statements

/*

Replace the variables in the JCL:

• source-member
Replace source-member with the name of the member containing the source to be assembled.

• binder-statements
Replace binder-statements with the binder input statements appropriate to the load module being created.

z/OS Link-Edit JCL

Use the following JCL to link-edit a module in z/OS:

//LNKUXIT EXEC PGM=HEWL,

//             PARM=(XREF,MAP,LET,LIST,NCAL)

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD  DSN=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(600,100))

//SYSLMOD  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.custom.loadlib

//CAGJLOAD DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.cagjload

//CUSTLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.custom.lib

//SYSLIN   DD *
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 binder-statements

/*

Replace the variables in the JCL:

• binder-statements
Replace binder-statements with the binder input statements appropriate to the load module being created.

z/OS DC/UCF Startup JCL

z/OS DC/UCF startup

//         EXEC PGM=dcucfsys,REGION=region-size

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=your.authorized.loadlib,DISP=SHR

Or 

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//CDMSLIB  DD DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=your.application.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//j1jrnl   DD DSN=idms.j1jrnl,DISP=SHR

//j2jrnl   DD DSN=idms.j2jrnl,DISP=SHR

//j3jrnl   DD DSN=idms.j3jrnl,DISP=SHR

//j4jrnl   DD DSN=idms.j4jrnl,DISP=SHR

//dcdml    DD DSN=idms.system.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dclod    DD DSN=idms.system.ddldclod,DISP=SHR

//dccat    DD DSN=idms.system.ddldccat,DISP=SHR

//dccatx   DD DSN=idms.system.ddldcatx,DISP=SHR

//dccatl   DD DSN=idms.system.ddlcatld,DISP=SHR

//secdd    DD DSN=idms.sysuser.ddlsec,DISP=SHR
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//dcmsg    DD DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//dclog    DD DSN=idms.system.ddldclog,DISP=SHR

//dcrun    DD DSN=idms.system.ddldclrun,DISP=SHR

//dcscr    DD DSN=idms.system.ddldcscr,DISP=SHR

//sqldd    DD DSN=idms.syssql.ddlcat,DISP=SHR

//sqllod   DD DSN=idms.syssql.ddlcatld,DISP=SHR

//sqlxdd   DD DSN=idms.syssql.ddlcatx,DISP=SHR

//dictdb   DD DSN=idms.appldict.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dloddb   DD DSN=idms.appldict.ddldclod,DISP=SHR

//dirldb   DD DSN=idms.sysdirl.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dirllod  DD DSN=idms.sysdirl.ddldclod,DISP=SHR

//asfdml   DD DSN=idms.asfdict.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//asflod   DD DSN=idms.asfdict.ddldclod,DISP=SHR

//asfdefn  DD DSN=idms.asfdict.asfdefn,DISP=SHR

//asfdata  DD DSN=idms.asfdict.asfdata,DISP=SHR

//empdemo  DD DSN=idms.empdemo.empdemo,DISP=SHR

//insdemo  DD DSN=idms.empdemo.insdemo,DISP=SHR

//orgdemo  DD DSN=idms.empdemo.orgdemo,DISP=SHR

//empldemo DD DSN=idms.sqldemo.empldemo,DISP=SHR

//infodemo DD DSN=idms.sqldemo.infodemo,DISP=SHR

//indxdemo DD DSN=idms.sqldemo.indxdemo,DISP=SHR

//projdemo DD DSN=idms.projseg.projdemo,DISP=SHR

//userdb   DD DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

additional database file assignments, as necessary

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=A,
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//         DCB=(RECFM=VBA,LRECL=137,BLKSIZE=1370)

//idmsloga DD DSN=idms.syssnap,DISP=SHR  << multitasking only

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=A

//sysctl   DD DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR   << optional if CA IDMS SVC is used

//systrk   DD DSN=idms.systrk,DISP=SHR   << optional if change tracking is used

teleprocessing network assignments, as necessary

//SYSIDMS  DD  *

SYSIDMS parameters, as required

A set of startup JCL tailored to your site is created in the STARTUP member of your custom JCL library during the
configuration phase of the install process.

z/VSE Considerations
Cross-Address Space Communication http://wiki-dev.ca.com/display/IDMS/Cross-Address+Space+Communication

Users can use cross-address space communication. For example, this allows you to run CICS, DC/UCF, and batch jobs
each in a separate address space, if desired.

Because this feature uses the shared virtual area (SVA) for communications, you may need to expand the amount of
storage allocated to the SVA. The following considerations apply:

• The SVA size is dependent on the number of external request units defined for use in the DC/UCF system.
• Each DC/UCF system has its own SVA storage needs. For example, two DC/UCF systems take up twice the amount

of space in the SVA.

For more information, see the following topics:

Storage Considerations For the Batch External Interface
The batch external interface causes all storage allocation and program loading to occur in the program partition GETVIS
area. To allocate enough storage, you must include a SIZE parameter in the EXEC statement in the batch program
execution JCL.

The SIZE parameter must allow for space beyond the size of the partition. The following conditions apply to specifying the
SIZE parameter on the EXEC statement:

• The SIZE parameter must be large enough to allow the program and the batch interface to be loaded.
• The SIZE parameter must be small enough to allow all other modules to be loaded in the remaining space.

For example, if PROG1 executes in a 1000K partition, the program execution JCL might contain:

// EXEC PROG1,SIZE=300K
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The SIZE specification in the above statement allows 300K for PROG1 and the batch interface, leaving 700K for all other
modules, as shown below:

                Partition
             ───────────────────────────────
Address 0    IDMS
             PROG1                   (300K)
             ───────────────────────────────
             IDMSDBMS
             IDMSDBIO
             IDMSSPF                 GETVIS area
             DMCL module             (700K)

             DMCL buffers
             subschema
                .
                .
                .
                .
                .
             additional modules
             ──────────────────────────────────

Overriding z/VSE File Specifications at Runtime
You can override z/VSE file specifications for batch jobs that run under the central version or in local mode by using the
SYSIDMS parameter file. The SYSIDMS parameter file allows, among other things, z/VSE users to specify information on
sequential files used by CA tools and utilities. Specifically, you can specify the following information:

• The file's file type
• A block size
• A block factor
• A device address
• Whether to use labels for a tape file
• Whether to activate a facility that allows tape files to span multiple volumes
• How a tape file should be positioned when it is opened or closed

Implementing z/VSE Job Accounting Support
z/VSE job accounting support is required to collect CPU times for use by DC/UCF timer facilities. Job accounting support
is enabled at z/VSE IPL time. The job accounting interface is enabled by using JA=YES specification in the IPL SYS
command within the Automatic System Initialization procedure (ASI PROC).

SVA-eligible Nucleus Modules
Most nucleus modules are reentrant and are eligible to be put in the SVA. To get a list of nucleus modules, you can a
issue a DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY NUCLEUS command. The following nucleus modules are not SVA eligible:
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• IDMSNLT
• RHDCCSA
• RHDCNLT
• RHDCNTRY
• RHDCODVS
• RHDCSCRN

NOTE
RHDCBANR, as distributed, is eligible for the SVA; if you modify the source, it is no longer reentrant.
RHDCUXIT is also eligible provided the exit(s) you are using are reentrant.

User mode programs (anything with a #BALI or IDMSBALI linked with it) cannot be in the SVA. However, non-executable
load modules can be. These include CA ADS dialogs, ADSA application load modules, maps, subschemas, and IDD
tables.

WARNING
Some utilities modify the set membership options for the subschema tables. Therefore, the subschema to
be used by Step IDMSDBL2 within the RELOAD and FASTLOAD utilities and by Step IDMSDBL4 within the
RELOAD, FASTLOAD, MAINTAIN INDEX, and MAINTAIN ASF utilities must not be linked with the attribute
reentrant in the SVA.

Any other module that might be loaded but which does not issue IDMS or DC calls is eligible, provided it is truly reentrant.

NOTE
The size of the SVA has a direct effect on the region size available for the private address space. Consult with
the operating system systems programmer to assign the size.

Sample z/VSE JCL

Library, Dataset, and File Name References in z/VSE JCL

The process of installating IDMS includes the following steps:

1. An IDMS library is created or updated with a number of sub-libraries. For ease of access, the IDMS library can be
added to standard labels.

2. IDMSLBLS.PROC is installed into the IDMS library.

What is the IDMSLBLS Procedure

IDMSLBLS is a procedure provided during a CA IDMS z/VSE installation. It contains file definitions for the following CA
IDMS components which are provided during installation:

• Dictionaries
• Sample databases
• Disk journal files
• SYSIDMS file

The IDMSLBLS procedure is tailored during the installation to reflect the file names and definitions in use at your site.

The sample z/VSE JCL provided in this document includes the IDMSLBLS procedure. Therefore, individual file definitions
for CA IDMS dictionaries, sample databases, disk journal files, and SYSIDMS file are not included in the sample JCL.

References are made to the following libraries, datasets, and file names in z/VSE JCL or elsewhere in this section:

NOTE
For more information on libraries and datasets see the Installing section for z/VSE.

• asfData
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Filename of the ASF Data (IDMSR-AREA2) area
• asfdefn

Filename of the ASF Data definition (IDMSR-AREA2) area
• asfdml

Filename of the ASF dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
• asflod

Filename of the ASF dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
• dccat

Filename of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
• dccatl

Filename of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area
• dccatx

Filename of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
• dcdml

Filename of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
• dclod

Filename of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
• dclog

Filename of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area
• dcmsg

Filename of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
• dcrun

Filename of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
• dcscr

Filename of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
• dictdb

Filename of the application dictionary definition area
• dirldb

Filename of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
• dirllod

Filename of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
• dloddb

Filename of the application dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
• empdemo

Filename of the EMP-DEMO-AREA area
• empldemo

Filename of the EMPLAREA area
• idmsloga

Filename of the first sequential log file
• idms.appldict.ddldclod

File-ID of the application dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
• idms.appldict.ddldml

File-ID of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
• idms.asfdict.asfData

File-ID of the ASF Data (IDMSR-AREA2) area
• idms.asfdict.asfdefn

File-ID of the ASF Data definition (IDMSR-AREA) area
• idms.asfdict.ddldclod

File-ID of the ASF dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
• idms.asfdict.ddldml
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File-ID of the ASF dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
• idmslib.custlib

Name of the library.sublib containing CA IDMS programs customized for your site during the installation process or
created during post-installation configuration.

• idmslib.dbalib
Name of the library.sublib containing the DMCL, Database name table, and programs associated with demo databases

• idms.empdemo.emdemo
File-ID of the EMP-DEMO-AREA area of the Commonweather Database

• idms.empdemo.insdemo
File-ID of the INS-DEMO-AREA area of the Commonweather Database

• idms.empdemo.orgdemo
File-ID of the ORG-DEMO-AREA area of the Commonweather Database

• idmslib.idmsbase
Name of the library.sublib containing the installed non-customized CA IDMS modules

• idmslib.idmsupp
Name of the library.sublib containing the CA IDMS module used for Upper-Case-Only Terminal support

• idms.j1jrnl / idms.j4jrnl
File-ID of the first through fourth disk journal file

• idms.projseg.projdemo
File-ID of the PROJAREA area of the Commonweather (SQL-defined) Database

• idms.sqldemo.empldemo
File-ID of the EMPLAREA area of the Commonweather (SQL-defined) Database

• idms.sqldemo.indxdemo
File-ID of the INDXAREA area of the Commonweather (SQL-defined) Database

• idms.sqldemo.infodemo
File-ID of the INFOAREA area of the Commonweather (SQL-defined) Database

• idms.startup.loadlib
File-ID of the load library containing the IDMS startup module

• idms.sysctl
File-ID of the SYSCTL file

• idms.systrk
File-ID of the SYSTRK file

• idms.sysdirl.ddldclod
File-ID of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area

• idms.sysdirl.ddldml
File-ID of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area

• idms.sysloc.ddlocscr
File-ID of the local mode system scratch (SYSLOC.DDLOCSCR) area

• idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg
File-ID of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area

• idms.syssnap
File-ID of the sequential log file

• idms.syssql.ddlcat
File-ID of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area

• idms.syssql.ddlcatld
File-ID of the SQL catalog (DDLCATLOD) area

• idms.syssql.ddlcatx
File-ID of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area

• idms.system.ddldccat
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File-ID of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
• idms.system.ddlcatld

File-ID of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area
• idms.system.ddldcatx

File-ID of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
• idms.system.ddldclod

File-ID of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
• idms.system.ddldclog

File-ID of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area
• idms.system.ddldcrun

File-ID of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
• idms.system.ddldcscr

File-ID of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
• idms.system.ddldml

File-ID of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
• idms.sysuser.ddlsec

File-ID of the system user catalog (SYSUSER.DDLSEC) area
• indxdemo

Filename of the INDXAREA area
• infodemo

Filename of the INFOAREA area
• insdemo

Filename of the INS-DEMO-AREA area
• j1jrnl / j4jrnl

Filename of the first through fourth disk journal file
• language.runtime.lib

File-ID of the runtime support library for COBOL, PL/I, and so on.
• orgdemo

Filename of the ORG-DEMO-AREA area
• projdemo

Filename of the PROJDEMO area
• region-size

Size of the region in which the DC/UCF system is built; this amount should include the storage specified on the
FREESTG startup PARM.

• secdd
Filename of the system user catalog (SYSUSER.DDLSEC) area

• sqldd
Filename of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area

• sqllod
Filename of the SQL catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area

• sqlxdd
Filename of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area

• sysctl
Filename of the SYSCTL file

• systrk
Filename used for SYSTRK files

NOTE
For more information on referencing SYSTRK files, see Change Tracking.

• userdb
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Filename of the user Database or application dictionary file
• user.userdb

File-ID of the user Database or application dictionary
• user.appllib

Name of the library.sublib containing user-written application programs.

z/VSE Assemble JCL

Use the following JCL to assemble a source module and catalog the resulting object deck:

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idmslib.custlib,                                   X

               idmslib.idmsupp,                                        X

               idmslib.idmsbase)                          

// LIBDEF *,CATALOG=idmslib.custlib                                      

// DLBL IJSYSPH,’WRK1WORK’                     

// EXTENT  SYSPCH,wrkvol,1,0,begin-track,number-of=tracks

ASSIGN  SYSPCH,DISK,VOL=wrkvol,SHR

// OPTION  DECK,LIST,NORLD,NOXREF                                       

// EXEC ASMA90,SIZE=(ASMA90,64K),                                      X

               PARM='CPAT(SYSL),EX(LBX(EDECKXIT(ORDER=AE))),FOLD,OP(ESAX

               )'                                                       

         Assembler input statements                        

         END                                                            

/*                                                                      

CLOSE SYSPCH,PUNCH

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'WRK1WORK'

// EXTENT SYSIPT,wrkvol

ASSIGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=wrkvol,SHR

// EXEC LIBR,PARM='ACCESS SUBLIB=idmslib.custlib'
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CLOSE SYSIPT,READER

/*

z/VSE Link JCL

Use the following JCL to link an executable phase using previously assembled object modules:

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idmslib.custlib,                                   X

               idmslib.idmsupp,                                        X

               idmslib.idmsbase)                          

// LIBDEF PHASE,CATALOG=idmslib.custlib                                 

// OPTION CATAL

  Linkage editor control statements

// EXEC LNKEDT,SIZE=128K,PARM=’MSHP’

/* 

z/VSE DC/UCF Startup JCL

Use the following JCL to start your DC/UCF system

// OPTION LOG

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idmslib.sublib)

// LIBDEF PHASE,CATALOG=(idmslib.sublib)

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

*Additional database file assignments, as necessary

*Additional teleprocessing network definitions, as necessary

*Additional journal file assignments, as necessary

// EXEC IDMSDC,SIZE=40K

Input SYSIDMS parameters, as necessary
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/*

DC/UCF Test Environment
DC/UCF provides facilities for establishing a test environment in which a mix of test and production application programs
execute under one DC/UCF system in a controlled fashion. The DC/UCF test environment allows you to define multiple
copies of the same program in one DC/UCF system.

DC/UCF Test EnvironmentOverview
DC/UCF provides facilities for establishing a test environment in which a mix of test and production application programs
execute under one DC/UCF system in a controlled fashion. When you use the test environment, multiple copies of the
same program can exist in one DC/UCF system as follows:

• The production copy of a program is the copy defined with a version number of 1. By default, DC/UCF executes
version 1 programs for an application.

• Each test copy of a program is assigned a version number other than 1 when the program is added to the system.

The term program refers to various types of definitions, including the following:

• Assembler, COBOL, and PL/I programs
• Database procedures
• Dialogs (CA ADS and CA ADS Batch)
• Edit and code tables
• Maps
• Subschemas
• Access modules

Test version number

When you enable the test facility for your terminal session, you specify a test version number. DC/UCF then uses the test
version number to determine which copy of a program to execute at runtime. As shown in the diagram below, DC/UCF
executes programs with the test version number whenever possible.

When one application contains several programs that require testing, you give the same version number to all test
programs that are to be executed during the same test.

For example, assume that modifications to production program A require you also to execute a slightly modified copy of
program B. In this case, you assign the same test version number (for example, 5) to the test copies of both programs A
and B as shown in the following diagram:

1. You define a test version number for your terminal session:
   DCUF TEST 5
2. You execute an application:

                                    Version 5 programs
                                 are executed whenever possible
                                     │
 ┌──────────┐                   ┌────▼──────┐
 │ Program A│                   │ Program A │
 │ Version 1│                   │ Version 5 │
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 └──────────┘                   └────┬──────┘
                                     │
                                     │

                                     │
 ┌──────────┐                   ┌────▼──────┐
 │ Program B│                   │ Program B │
 │ Version 1│                   │ Version 5 │
 └──────────┘                   └────┬──────┘
                                     │
      ┌──────────────────────────────┘
      │
 ┌────▼─────┐
 │ Program C│
 │ Version 1│
 └────┬─────┘

      │
      │
      │
 ┌────▼─────┐
 │ Program D│
 │ Version 1│
 └────┬─────┘
      │
      │
      ▼

Programs and the Test Environment
Contents

The DC/UCF test environment allows you to define multiple copies of the same program in one DC/UCF system. The way
that each copy of a given program is differentiated from other copies of the program depends on whether the programs
are stored in:

• A dictionary load (DDLDCLOD or DDLCATLOD) area
• Load (core-image) libraries

Specific discussions about programs in load areas and programs in load (core-image) libraries are provided on the
following pages, after the general considerations presented below.

General Considerations

As a safeguard, it is advisable to enable storage protection for test programs to prevent them from updating storage
belonging to other programs. At system generation time, storage protection is enabled by using both the SYSTEM and
PROGRAM statements.

Storage protection can also be enabled for a program at runtime by means of the DCMT VARY PROGRAM STORAGE
PROTECT ON command (provided that PROTECT is specified in the system generation SYSTEM statement).
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Subschema load modules can be generated with different version numbers. However, the source copy of the subschema
always has a version number of 1.

Programs in the Load Areas

When storing multiple copies of a program in either the DDLDCLOD and DDLCATLOD dictionary load areas, you
differentiate each copy of the program from other copies by the unique combination of:

• Version number
• Dictionary name
• Node name

In the following example, each of the following copies of PROGRAMA is identified by a unique combination of version
number and dictionary name:

Program name Version number Dictionary name
PROGRAMA 1 TESTDICT
PROGRAMA 5 TESTDICT
PROGRAMA 5 QADICT

Defining a Program to the System

You specify the version number, dictionary name, and/or node name for a program when you define the program in the
load area. A program is defined to the system in one of the following ways:

• Manually by using the system generation PROGRAM statement
• Automatically by using a CA IDMS compiler (for example, the subschema compiler) or a CA IDMS development tool

(for example, ADSC or ADSOBCOM)
• Dynamically by using the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC program command at runtime

More Information

• For more information on defining programs, see the Administrating section.
• For more information on the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM command, see the CA IDMS System and Task

Operator Reference section.

Programs in Load (core-image) Libraries

The number of load (core-image) libraries that can be defined at your site depends on your operating system as follows:

• Under z/VSE, you can concatenate multiple load (core-image) libraries in one LIBDEF statement.
• Under z/OS and z/VM, a DC/UCF system can have multiple load libraries.

NOTE
Load libraries must not be allowed to create multiple extents. Multiple extents will result in I/O error messages
and messages stating a module cannot be found.

When storing multiple copies of a program in load libraries, you differentiate each copy of the program from other copies
by assigning each copy to a different load library. For example, you can store one copy in the CDMSLIB load library and
another copy in the V0005 load library.

Library version numbers

By default, load (core-image) libraries in the test environment have version numbers. When the test environment searches
for a program by version number, it searches for the program in the load (core-image) library that has the current version
number. Programs in a given load (core-image) library have the same version number as the library:
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• Programs in CDMSLIB are version 1 (production) programs.
• Programs in other load libraries (under z/OS and z/VM) receive the version number given by the 4-character numeric

suffix of the load library's ddname/linkname. For example, a program in V0005 has a version number of 5. A program
in V0010 has a version number of 10.

Load lists

The load list in effect when you use the test environment overrides the way that the test environment selects load libraries
based on version numbers. More information on load lists is given later in this section.

Dynamically loading a program

A program can be added to a library after system startup and then used for runtime operations by requested that DC/UCF
load a new copy of the program. You can use the DCMT VARY PROGRAM NEW COPY command to request a new copy
of a defined program.

Load library status

You can vary load libraries online or offline by means of the DCMT VARY LOADLIB command. A load library that you've
varied offline will not be searched. To examine load library status, use the DCMT DISPLAY LOADLIB command.

CA ICMS systems

At z/OS sites, one or more test load libraries can be set up to facilitate testing and migration under CA ICMS. Due to
overhead considerations, the smallest group of CA ICMS users should be assigned to use the test load library. For
example, if few production users currently exist, those users can be assigned to the test load library.

Test Environment at Runtime
You enable the test facility for your current terminal session by using the DCUF TEST command. By using this command,
you also specify a test version number (for example, 5). When the test facility is enabled and you execute an application,
the following occurs:

1. DC/UCF searches first for application programs defined with the current test version number
2. If DC/UCF cannot find a copy of the program defined with the test version number, DC/UCF searches for version 1 of

the program

You disable the test facility by using the DCUF TEST OFF command.

Load Lists

The load list for your current terminal session determines the path that DC/UCF follows when searching for programs to
be loaded. The load list identifies the load (core-image) libraries and data dictionaries to be searched and specifies the
order that DC/UCF is to follow while searching.

DC/UCF always uses the system-supplied SYSLOAD load list. Users can optionally use site-defined load lists instead of
SYSLOAD. Load lists are defined by the system generation LOADLIST statement.

At runtime, a user enables an existing load list for the current terminal session by using the DCUF SET LOADLIST
command. For an example of how load list definitions influence the test facility, see the SYSLOAD discussion below.

SYSLOAD Load List

The system-supplied SYSLOAD load list is shown below. The SYSLOAD load list uses special keywords when identifying
load (core-image) libraries and data dictionaries. These keywords identify libraries and dictionaries symbolically. The
following are the SYSLOAD keywords:
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• USER-DEFAULT -- Instructs DC/UCF to search using a user-specified value. As a user, you can specify a dictionary
by using DCUF SET DICTNODE/DICTNAME. You specify a dictionary and load library version number by using DCUF
TEST.

• SYSTEM-DEFAULT -- Instructs DC/UCF to search using a system default value.
 ADD LOADLIST SYSLOAD
     DICTNAME IS USER-DEFAULT VERSION IS USER-DEFAULT
     DICTNAME IS SYSTEM-DEFAULT VERSION IS USER-DEFAULT
     LOADLIB IS USER-DEFAULT
     DICTNAME IS USER-DEFAULT VERSION IS 1
     DICTNAME IS SYSTEM-DEFAULT VERSION IS 1
     LOADLIB IS SYSTEM-DEFAULT
 

Program search

When you have enabled the test environment and the SYSLOAD load list is in effect, DC/UCF follows the SYSLOAD
definition (shown previously) when searching for programs. In this case, DC/UCF does the following:

1. Searches for a program defined with the current test version number:
– In the current session default (if any) dictionary load area
– In the system default dictionary load area
– In the load library (under z/OS and z/VM) whose suffix is the same as the current test version number (for example,

V0005 for test version 5)
2. Searches for a version 1 copy of the program if the test version cannot be found. DC/UCF searches in the following

areas:
– The current session default (if any) dictionary load area
– The system default dictionary load area
– The CDMSLIB load (core-image) library

If DC/UCF cannot find either a test version or a production version of the program, DC/UCF returns a not-found condition.

Example of Test Environment Execution
The following example illustrates the establishment of a test environment and runtime operations in that environment. It
assumes the default loadlist, SYSLOAD, is used. The example shows how the programs in sample task X are executed in
the test environment. The constituent procedures of sample task X are shown below:

System generation statements

Task Code X ──────┐  Invokes Program A
                  │
            ┌─────▼──────┐
            │  Program A │
            └─────┬──────┘
                  │

            ┌─────▼──────┐ Uses     ┌───────────────┐
            │  Program B ├──────────►  Map MP1      │
            └─────┬──────┘ Map MP1  └───────────────┘
                  │
            ┌─────▼──────┐ Uses      ┌──────────────┐
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            │  Program C ├───────────► Subschema SST│
            └────────────┘ subschema └──────────────┘
                             SST

DC/UCF system generation statements include:

TASK X INVOKES PROGRAM A

PROGRAM A.

PROGRAM B.

PROGRAM MP1 MAP.

PROGRAM C.

PROGRAM SST SUBSCHEMA.

PROGRAM A VERSION 7.

PROGRAM C VERSION 7.

PROGRAM SST VERSION 7 SUBSCHEMA.

Startup JCL

DC/UCF startup JCL or z/VM commands define load libraries for use by the test facility. The test versions of programs
A and C reside in CDMS.TESTLIB and their production versions reside in CDMS.PRODLIB. The JCL or commands are
shown below, by operating system:

• z/OS

//CDMSLIB    DD DSN=CDMS.PRODLIB,DISP=SHR

//V0007   DD DSN=CDMS.TESTLIB,DISP=SHR

• z/VSE

// DLBL       IDMSLIB,'IDMS.LIBRARY',2099/365

// EXTENT     ,nnnnnn,,,ssss,1500

// LIBDEF     PHASE,SEARCH=(IDMSLIB.SUBLIB,USER007.TESTLIB)

• z/VM

FILEDEF  CDMSLIB   DISK idmslib LOADLIB a2 (RECFM V LRECL 1024 BLKSIZE 1024
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FILEDEF  V0007  DISK user userlib LOADLIB a2 (RECFM V LRECL 1024 BLKSIZE 1024

At runtime

At runtime, the following programs are used when task X is executed from terminals that have requested DCUF TEST 7:

Program Version Loaded from
A 7 CDMS.TESTLIB (V0007)
B 1 CDMS.PRODLIB (CDMSLIB)
MP1 1 DDLCDLOD area
C 7 CDMS.TESTLIB (V0007)
SST 7 DDLDCLOD area

The following programs are used when task X is executed from terminals that have not enabled the test environment:

Program Version Loaded from
A 1 CDMS.PRODLIB (CDMSLIB)
B 1 CDMS.PRODLIB (CDMSLIB)
MP1 1 DDLCDLOD area
C 1 CDMS.PRODLIB (CDMSLIB)
SST 1 DDLDCLOD area

Simulating 3270-Type Terminals
You can use the DC/UCF simulation facility to simulate 3270-type terminal operations at non-3270 terminals or in a batch
environment.

The simulator outputs facsimiles of 3270-type screens whenever online application activities and flow of control would
cause a screen to be output at a 3270-type terminal. You can use the 3270 simulation facility in online or batch mode as
follows:

• The online simulator allows you to simulate 3270-type terminal operations at a non-3270 terminal, such as a TTY or a
2741-type terminal.

• The batch simulator allows you to simulate 3270-type online operations in batch mode. either single or multiple
terminal DC/UCF configurations in a single batch simulator job.

How the simulator processes input

The following illustration shows how the simulator processes input lines. You can use the simulation facility to execute,
without modifications, any user program designed to run in a normal DC/UCF online environment. The simulator is
completely transparent to all modes of DC/UCF terminal I/O:

• Basic mode
• Line mode
• Mapping mode
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Online Simulator
When you use the online simulator, the simulator displays at your terminal a facsimile 3270 screen, as described above,
whenever application flow of control would cause a screen to be displayed to a 3270 online user.

You enter simulator input in a single line beneath the displayed facsimile screen. To submit your input data to the
simulator, press your terminal's input key (for example, Return).

Batch Simulator

You enter all input lines for a given batch simulator session in a single batch card-image data set. You code input in
columns 1 through 72 on the data set. The batch simulator ignores columns 73 through 80.

Batch simulator lines and terminals: A simulated DC/UCF system can have a single line with multiple terminals or
multiple lines with multiple terminals. For more information, see System Configuration along with other batch simulator
topics later in this section.

You submit the card-image data set to the batch simulator when you execute the simulator by using JCL or z/VM
commands. Output returned by the batch simulator consists of the screen images that normally would have been
displayed on a terminal screen. Output is written to an output (SYSOUT) data set. From there, you can route the output to
a line printer.

NOTE
For more information about batch simulator execution and output, see the "Additional Batch Simulator" topics in
the IDMS Reference documentation.

Starting and Ending a Simulator Session
The way you start and end a simulator session differs depending on the simulation mode you are using.

You start and end an online simulator session at your terminal by using the DCUF SIMULATE command.

You start a batch simulator session when you submit a data set of input lines to the batch simulator by using JCL
statements.

A batch simulator session automatically ends when the batch simulator finishes all simulation activities required by the last
line in the input data set.

NOTE
For more information about JCL for the batch simulator, see  "Additional Batch Simulator Topics" in the IDMS
Reference documentation.

Facsimile Screens
The DC/UCF simulator outputs a facsimile 3270-type screen whenever an online program would display the screen to a
user at a 3270 terminal. The screen is either displayed on your screen (online simulation) or written to an output data file
(batch simulation).

On the facsimile screen, a question mark (?) marks each field into which you can enter data. An underscore (_) shows
the cursor position. For example, the following facsimile screen has 4 literal fields and 4 variable fields. The cursor is
positioned at the EMPLOYEE NAME variable field:

EMPLOYEE NAME:?

              _  (cursor)
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ID NUMBER....:?           SOC SEC NUMBER:?

DEPARTMENT...:?

Composing Input Lines
Your input lines simulate all operations that an online user would perform in response to a given screen.

For example, the following input line simulates how an online user would add information about Mary Smith in response to
the facsimile employee information screen shown previously:

MARY SMITH%TAB  1045D%TAB  135-21-8546%TAB ACCOUNTING%ENTER

• %TAB
Simulates a pressed Tab key.

• %ENTER
Simulates a pressed Enter key.

Contents of input

When you use the simulator in online or batch mode, your input consists of the following:

• Input data that you enter in the same order that an online user would enter the data.
For example, suppose an application data-entry screen prompts you to enter an employee ID before you enter the
employee's name. In this case, you organize your input line so that the ID number is in front of the employee name.

• Keywords that simulate control keys.
• Commands that change the simulator environment.

How to compose simulator input lines

The following illustration shows how you compose simulator input lines to simulate online 3270 terminal operations.
General instructions for composing input lines are provided below, followed by specific information on simulating control
keys and changing the simulator environment.

The following illustration shows how to simulate the simplified online application shown on the left using the simulator
input line shown on the right. In this sample application, the menu screen is redisplayed each time an online user presses
Enter:
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General Instructions

An input line can contain any combination of input data and simulator keywords and commands. It can contain multiple
data-fields worth of input data. For example, you can use the 4 methods below to compose a simulated input data line for
the screen below:

NAME.....:
STATE....:
CITY.....:

• Method 1 -- You can code the simulated input line all on one line:
JOHN DOE%TAB 1134 FOREST-GLEN RD%TAB BOSTON MA%ENTER

• Method 2 -- You can code the simulated input line on two lines using a continuation character. A hyphen (-) is the
default continuation character (when at the end of an input line):
JOHN DOE%TAB 1134 FOREST-GLEN RD%TAB -
BOSTON MA%ENTER

• Method 3 -- You can code the simulated input line on two lines, wrapping a word (in this example, BOSTON) to a new
line:
JOHN DOE%TAB 1134 FOREST-GLEN RD%TAB BOS-
TON MA%ENTER

• Method 4 -- You can code the simulated input line on three lines:
JOHN DOE%TAB 1134 FOREST--
GLEN RD%TAB -
BOSTON MA%ENTER

Coding rules

Observe the following instructions when composing an input line:

• Start each simulator keyword and command with an escape character. The default escape character is the percent
sign (%). For example:
%ENTER

The simulator interprets the term after the escape character as a simulator keyword.
• Separate simulator keywords and commands by using a blank. For example:

field1%NL %FM word2 word3

• Continue input from one line to another (batch simulator only) by using the continuation character. To do this, you
end the first line with the continuation character and then continue that line on the next line. The default continuation
character is the hyphen (-). For example:
DEMODICT%TAB %TAB -
EMPMAP%ENTER

When you use a continuation character, the character must be the last (nonblank) character of the line. Continuation
characters entered before the last nonblank character in the line are treated as data. Blanks that follow the
continuation character on a given line are ignored.

• Terminate each input line either by a continuation character or by a simulated 3270 ENTER, CLEAR, PAn, PFnn, or
CNCL control key. The simulator automatically executes a simulated ENTER key at the end of the input line if the line
does not end with any of the above.
For example, the simulator interprets the following sample input as two separate input lines, each ended with an
ENTER:
MAY SMITH%TAB 1045D%TAB
135-21-8546%TAB ACCOUNTING%ENTER
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In this example, you indicate that the first line is continued to another line by ending the first line with a continuation
characters (the hyphen is the default).

Escape and continuation characters

You can change the simulator escape and continuation characters during a simulator session by using the SET command,
described in Changing the Simulator Environment.

Simulating Control Keys

During a simulator session, you simulate 3270-type terminal control keys by using the simulator keywords listed below.
When you enter any of these keywords, begin the keyword with the current escape character.

The ENTER, CLEAR, PAn, PFnn, and CNCL keywords terminate an input line. The simulator automatically executes the
ENTER command for an input line that neither ends with any of these commands nor ends with a continuation character.

3270 simulator keywords

These are the 3270-type control keys and events which can be simulated with a keyword. Begin each keyword with the
current escape character. In the information below, % is the escape character, and acceptable abbreviations are shown in
parentheses.

• Control key simulation

Keyword Simulated key
%CLEAR (%C) Clear
%CNCL (%CN) Cancel
%DUP (%D) Dup
%ENTER (%E) Enter
%EREOF (%ERE) EOF
%ERINP (%ERI) ERASE INPUT key
%FM (%F) FieldMark
%NL (%N) New line key
%PAn PA1, PA2, or PA3
%PFnn PF1 through PF24
%RESET (%R) RESET

• Cursor movement simulation

Keyword Simulated key
%BACKTAB (%B) BackTab
%MOVECUR (%M) (row, column) Cursor movement keys; the cursor is set at the specified row and

column (enclosed in mandatory parentheses)
%SKIP SKIP key; skips the cursor to the next unprotected field
%TAB (%T) (% ) Tab; identical to skip

• Light pen simulation

Keyword Simulated event
%SELECT (%SEL) (row, column) Selects the specified row and column (enclosed in mandatory

parentheses)
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Changing the Simulator Environment

During a simulator session, you can use the commands listed below to change the simulation environment.

Option to change Command description
Continuation character %SET CONTCHAR=continuation-character

The new continuation character must be a single character. The
continuation character indicates that the current input line is
continued on the next line. The default is the hyphen (-).

Escape character %SET ESCAPE=escape-character
The new escape character must be a single character. The
escape character indicates the start of a simulator keyword. The
default is the percent sign (%).

Message level (online simulator only) %MSG n
In this command, n must be an integer in the range 1 through
3. The message level determines how much information the
simulator returns after each input operation:
1 -- Output screens and error messages
2 -- Input screens, output screens, and all simulator messages
3 -- Input screens, output screens, all simulator messages, and
hexadecimal traces of input and output data streams
Note: For more information about message levels, see
the information about the DCUF SIMULATE command in the
"IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands" section of the
IDMS Reference documentation.

Additional Batch Simulator Topics

System Configuration

You use the DC/UCF system generation compiler to create a DC/UCF system that can execute in batch mode.

NOTE
For more information about descriptions of system generation procedures, see the CA IDMS Administrating
section.

Additionally, z/VSE users must define input and output files for the batch simulator to use. To do this, you must use
#DVFILE macros, as discussed in System Startup.

System Generation Statements

You use the same system generation statements to generate a batch DC/UCF system as you use to generate an online
DC/UCF system. The following special considerations apply to the LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statements:

• The LINE statement defines the batch input/output data sets to be used for simulating 3270-type devices. Specify line
type S3270Q for batch 3270 simulation.

• The PTERM statement associates a physical terminal device to be simulated with a batch data set and specifies the
characteristics of the device. You can specify either of the following terminal types, allowing simulation of a variety of
screen size:
– Terminal type S3277 (models 1 and 2)
– Terminal type X3278 (models 1 through 5)
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The table below lists the terminal types and modules that you can specify, along with corresponding screen sizes.
• The LTERM statement is used to define a logical terminal and to associate the logical terminal with a batch simulator

physical terminal.
CP 15

Valid terminal types and modules

PTERM statement (TYPE and MODEL) Screen size (rows x columns)
S3277 1 12 x 40
S3277 2 24 x 80
S3278 1 12 x 80
S3277 2 24 x 80
S3277 3 32 x 80
S3277 4 43 x 80
S3277 5 27 x 133

Examples

The following example shows system generation LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statements that allow you to simulate
a DC/UCF system with a single line and terminal. The input and output data sets are named SIMIN1 and SIMOUT1,
respectively. The simulated screen is 12 rows by 40 columns (that is, type S3277, model 1).

LINE line-name TYPE=S3270Q

   INPUT DDNAME=SIMIN1

   OUTPUT DDNAME=SIMOUT1.

 

PTERM pterm-name TYPE=S3277

   MODEL=1.

 

LTERM lterm-name

   PTERM IS pterm-name.

Configurations for Multiple Lines and Terminals

To simulate several 3270-type devices, use either of the following configurations:

• A single communication line with multiple terminals -- In a single-line/multiterminal configurations, one card-image
data set includes simulated input from multiple terminals. When you use the batch simulator, you use the TERMINAL
statement to specify the terminal that issues a given input line. More information on the TERMINAL statement is given
in Control Commands later in this section.
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To create a single-line/multiterminal configuration, code one LINE statement. After the LINE statement, code a
PTERM statement and and LTERM statement for each terminal in the configuration. The following example gives a
configuration with 1 line and 2 terminals:

LINE LINE001 TYPE=S3270Q

     INPUT DDNAME=SIMIN1

     OUTPUT DDNAME=SIMOUT1.

  PTERM TERMX TYPE=S3277 MODEL=1.

  LTERM LTERM X ENABLED PTERM IS TERMX.

 

  PTERM TERMY TYPE=X3278 MODEL=2.

  LTERM LTERMY ENABLED PTERM IS TERMY.

• Multiple communication lines with multiple terminals -- In a multiline/multiterminal configuration, each simulated
communications line is represented by a dedicated card-image data set.
To create a multiline/multiterminal configuration, code 1 LINE statement for each simulated line. After each LINE
statement, code one or more PTERM statements, each specifying a unique terminal ID. The following example
illustrates a configuration with 2 lines and 2 terminals:

LINE LONE TYPE=S3270Q

     INPUT DDNAME=SIMIN1

     OUTPUT DDNAME=SIMOUT1.

 PTERM TONE TYPE=S3277 MODEL=2.

 LTERM LT102 ENABLED PTERM IS TONE.

 

LINE LTWO TYPE=S3270Q

     INPUT DDNAME=SIMIN2

     OUTPUT DDNAME=SIMOUT2.

 PTERM TTWO TYPE=S3278 MODEL=4.

 LTERM LT104 ENABLED PTERM IS TTWO.
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Control Commands

To simulate real-time processing, DC/UCF provides the batch simulator control commands described below. Each of these
control commands is detailed in alphabetical order after the table.

You include these commands in the input card-image data set that you submit to the batch simulator. With the exception
of the MAXTERM function, all of the simulator control commands presented below are optional and are normally followed
by a simulated input data line.

Purpose Control command
Specifying terminal information • MAXTERM -- Use MAXTERM to specify the maximum number

ofterminals to be simulated in the current batch simulator input
data set.

• TERMINAL -- In a single-line/multiterminal configuration,
use TERMINAL to specify the terminal to which the current
simulated input data line applies.

Changing characteristics of the simulator session • PAUSE -- PAUSE controls the timing of the input relative to
thetime the input request is issued. PAUSE applies only to the
current input data line.

• SET -- SET changes the escape and continuation characters
in effect and sets a default pause interval for subsequent
terminals on the simulated communications line.

• TIME -- TIME controls the timing of input relative to the
beginning of the simulator session. TIME applies only to the
current input data line.

MAXTERM

MAXTERM allows you to specify the number of physical terminals on a simulated communications line. You also can use
MAXTERM to suppress the hexadecimal trace printed by the batch simulator.

Syntax

►►──── MAXTERM=terminal-count ─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄
                               └─ NOTRACE ─┘

Parameter

• terminal-count
Specifies the maximum number of terminals on the simulated line. Terminal-count must be a positive integer.

• NOTRACE
Suppresses printing of the hexadecimal trace on batch simulator output.

Usage

General coding rules for MAXTERM

• MAXTERM must be the first statement in the input card-image data set.
• You can code MAXTERM anywhere between columns 1 and 72.
• Embedded blacks are not permitted.

Number of terminals to specify
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To minimize storage requirements for the batch simulator, MAXTERM should specify the actual number of terminals being
simulated. For example, if a DC/UCF system is generated with 5 terminals but the simulator run requires only 2 terminals,
MAXTERM should specify 2.

PAUSE

PAUSE allows you to control the timing of input operations for a single input line. You typically use the PAUSE command
to override the current default pause interval. Using PAUSE, you can simulate a real-time environment in which timing is
critical.

To set a default session or terminal pause interval, you can use the SET command presented later in this section.

Syntax

►►──── current-escape-characterPAUSE=pause-interval ──────────────────────────►◄

Parameter

• current-escape-character
Specifies the current one-character escape character.

• pause-interval
Specifies the amount of time, in real-time seconds, to elapse between when the input request is issued and the time
the application program receives the input data line. Pause-interval must be a positive integer.

Example

The data entry screen appears, following:

The batch simulator input lines appear below. Note that the actual data set does not contain intervening blank lines.

MAXTERM=3

EMPLOYEE NAME:?

EMPLOYEE ID..:?

%SET PAUSE=5 PAUSE2=3                         Sets the default pause

                                              interval to 5 seconds for terminals

                                              1 and 3, and to 3 seconds for

                                              terminal 2.

 

%TERMINAL=1 J. DOE%TAB 123%ENTER              First request from terminal

                                              1 (sent to the program after

                                              5 seconds elapse).
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%TERMINAL=2 J. SMITH%TAB 0988%ENTER           First request from terminal

       2 (sent after 3 seconds elapse).

 

%TERMINAL=1%PAUSE=6 F. JONES%TAB 1287%ENTER   Changes the pause interval

                                              to 6 seconds for terminal 1.

                                              This request is sent after 6

                                              seconds elapse.

 

%TERMINAL=1 S. LAKE%TAB 0987%ENTER            This terminal 1 request

                                              is sent after 5 seconds elapse

                                              (the pause interval reverts

                                              to the terminal's default).

 

%TERMINAL=3%TIME=40 J. BROWN%TAB 4536%ENTER   First request from terminal 3.

                                              Because of the TIME command,

                                              this request is sent to the program

                                              40 seconds after the start of the

                                              simulator session.

 

SET

SET allows you to set or change various parameters of the current batch simulation session. For example, you can use
SET to change the escape character for the session or to set a default pause interval for a given simulated terminal's
input.

Changes established by the SET command apply to all data input on the simulated communication line until another SET
command is encountered.
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 Syntax

►►──── current-escape-characterSET ───────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ ESCAPE=escape-character ─────────┤
   ├─ CONTCHAR=continuation-character ─┤
   ├─ PAUSE=pause-interval ────────────┤
   ├─ ECHO ◄───────────────────────────┤
   └─ NOECHO ──────────────────────────┘

Parameters

• current-escape-character
Specifies the current one-character escape character.

• ESCAPE=
Specifies a new escape character.
The default escape character is the percent sign (%).
– escape-character

The new one-character escape character.
• CONTCHAR=

Specifies a new continuation character.
The default continuation character is the hyphen (-).
If you include the CONTCHAR parameter in a SET command, use the new continuation character for subsequent lines
in the SET command.
– continuation-character

The new one-character continuation character.
• PAUSE=

Specifies a new default pause interval. The pause interval is the amount of time, in real-time seconds, that will elapse
between the time the input request is issued and the time the application program receives the input data line.
– pause-interval

Sets the default pause interval for all terminals on the simulated communication line. The specified pause interval
overrides any pause intervals previously established for individual terminals during the simulation session.
Pause-interval must be a positive integer.

– terminal-id=pause-interval
Specifies a new default PAUSE interval for the specified terminal.
Both terminal-id and pause-interval must be positive integers.

• ECHO
Specifies that input lines are echoed (printed) as they are read. ECHO is the default.

• NOECHO
Specifies that input line are not echoed (printed) as they are read. This feature can be used, for example, to prevent
the printing of passwords. For example:

SIGNON SYSADMIN

ADMIN1

%SET NOECHO
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ADPASSX

%SET ECHO

Usage

General codes rules for SET

• The SET command must begin in column 1 of the first card-image record in the input data line.
• SET parameters must be separated from one another by at least 1 blank.
• Embedded blanks are not permitted within a given parameter expression.
• Each parameter expression must be coded on a single card-image line.
• You cannot continue 1 parameter from one line to the next.

Examples

The data entry screen appears below:

INVOICE NUMBER..:?

PART NUMBER.....:?

PERCENT DISCOUNT:?

The batch simulator input lines appear below. Note that the actual data set does not contain intervening blank lines:

MAXTERM=3

%SET ESCAPE=@ PAUSE=3 PAUSE2=5              Sets the @ sign as the

                                            escape character and specifies

                                            default pause intervals of 3

                                            seconds for terminals 1 and 3

                                            and 5 seconds for terminal 2.

 

@TERMINAL=3 1234@TAB AB123@TAB 10%@ENTER    Specifies input.  The percent

                                            sign is entered as a data value.

 

@TERMINAL=2 15432@TAB ER321@TAB 12%@ENTER
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@SET ESCAPE=%                               Changes the default escape

                                            character to the % sign, but

                                            does not change the pause interval.

 

%TERMINAL=1 98765%TAB DC543%TAB             Specifies input.  The percent

                                            sign is used as the escape

                                            character and also entered as a

                                            data value.

 

%20%%ENTER

TERMINAL

TERMINAL allows you to specify the physical terminal from which the current input data line is to be transmitted. If the
TERMINAL command is omitted, the input data line defaults to the terminal last specified or, it no terminal was specified,
to the first terminal in the configuration.

Syntax

►►──── current-escape-characterTERMINAL=terminal-number ──────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• current-escape-character
Specifies the current one-character escape character.

• terminal-number
Specifies the terminal to which the input data line applies.
Terminal-number must be a positive integer in the range 1 through the terminal count specified in the MAXTERM
command submitted with the input data set. If terminal-number exceeds the value specified in the MAXTERM
command, the associated input data line will be ignored.

Usage

General coding rules for TERMINAL

• The TERMINAL command must be coded on the first card image of the simulated input data line to which it applies.
• Embedded blanks are not permitted.
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Examples

The data entry screen appears below:

NAME....:?

CITY....:?

The batch simulator input lines appear below. Note that the actual data set does not contain intervening blank lines:

MAXTERM=4                                    Specifies the maximum

                                             number of terminals on the

                                             simulated line.

 

%TERMINAL=3 JOHN DOE%TAB BOSTON MA%ENTER     Input data from

                                             terminal 3.

 

%TERMINAL=2 JAN WHITE%TAB NEWTON MA%ENTER    Input data from

                                             terminal 2.

 

%J.D. STONE%TAB HUDSON NY%ENTER              Input data from

                                             terminal 2.

 

%TERMINAL=6 B. JONES%TAB RYE NH%ENTER        This input line will

                                             be ignored because the

                                             MAXTERM statement allows

                                             only for terminals 1

                                             through 4.

 

%TERMINAL=4 L. VANN%TAB NY NY%ENTER          Input data from
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                                             terminal 4.

TIME

TIME allows you to delay processing for a specified number of seconds relative to the start of the simulation session. The
input data line is not considered received by the application program until the specified number of seconds has elapsed.

Syntax

►►──── current-escape-characterTIME=time-interval ────────────────────────────►◄

• current-escape-character
Specifies the current one-character escape character.

• time-interval
Specifies the amount of time, in real-time seconds, that will elapse between the beginning of the simulator session and
the time the input data line is received by the program. Time-interval must be a positive integer.

Usage

General coding rules for TIME

• The TIME command must be coded on the first card image of the simulated input data line to which it applies.
• Embedded blanks are not permitted.

Batch Simulator Output

The output generated by the batch simulator consists primarily of screen images.

Representation of 3270 Terminal Attributes

The batch simulator represents 3270-type field characteristics (attributes) by printing special overprinted characters for
each attribute. The table below lists the overprinted characters used by the batch simulator. These characters also are
listed on the first page of each batch simulator output file.
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Information Provided for Screen Images

Each screen image that the batch simulator prints contains the following information:

• Information preceding the screen image:
– The time, in real-time seconds, relative to the start of the simulator session
– The terminal to which the simulated data entry operation applies
– The I/O operation performed by the application program, preceded by three dollar signs; for example:

$$$ ERASE/WRITE OPERATION

– The simulated input data line, for read requests only, printed exactly as it appears on the card-image record
– Simulator messages, preceded by three dollar signs, that indicate the status of the terminal before the I/O request

and that list any errors that may have been encountered in the input data set; for example:

$$$ MODIFIED DATA TAGS HAVE BEEN RESET

– A hexadecimal trace consisting of the 3270 device-control characters and output data that follow a write request
• The screen image enclosed in asterisks
• Information following the screen image:

– Simulator messages, preceded by three dollar signs, that indicate the status of the terminal before and after an I/O
request and that list any errors that may have been encountered in the input data set; for example:

$$$ KEYBOARD IS UNLOCKED

– A hexadecimal trace consisting of the 3270 device-control characters and input data submitted as operator input

Examples

Following is a series of  batch simulator output examples:

DC prompts the user for a task code

Simulated entry of task code QPSG
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DC outputs the screen for the program invoked by the task code

Simulated entry of order date
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Executing the Batch Simulator

You execute the batch simulator by using JCL or z/VM commands. Your JCL (or z/VM commands) starts up the system on
which you will simulate 3270-type activities using the batch simulator.

NOTE
For more information about detailed system startup JCL or commands appropriate to your operating system, see
System Startup.

z/OS Systems

In the JCL you use to start up the system for simulation, you must identify the input and output files to be used by the
simulator. Sample ddname specifications for the input and output files are shown below:

Batch simulation files (z/OS)

//simout    DD SYSOUT=A,DCB=(RECRM=FBA,LRECL=121=BLKSIZE=1210)

//simin     DD DSN=siminfle,DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)

Item Description
simin ddname of the simulator input file
siminfle data set name of the simulator input file
simout ddname of the simulator output file

You also must specify additional input and output line assignments if you plan to use multiline simulation. You submit
batch simulator input statements at the end of the JCL statements for the system.

z/VSE Systems

Before you start up the system for simulation, you must define the files to the z/VSE system. To do this, you code
#DVFILE macros for the files. For more information about how to do this, see System Startup.
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In the JCL you use to start up the system for simulation, you must identify the input and output files to be used by the
simulator. Sample JCL statement for these files are shown below:

Batch simulation files (z/VSE)

// DLBL    simin,'idms.simin',,DA

// EXTENT  sys098,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   sys098,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    simout,'idms.simout',,DA

// EXTENT  sys099,nnnnnn

// ASSGN   sys099,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

Item Description
idms.simin file-id of the simulator input file
idms.simout file-id of the simulator output file
nnnnnn volume serial number
simin filename of the simulator input file
simout filename of the simulator output file
sys098 logical unit assignment of the simulator input file
sys099 logical unit assignment of the simulator output file

You also must specify additional input and output line assignments if you plan to use multiline simulation. You submit
batch simulator input statements at the end of the JCL statements for the system.

z/VM Systems

In the z/VM commands you use to start up the system for simulation, you must identify the input and output files to be
used by the simulator. Sample commands for these files are shown below:

Batch simulation files (z/VM)

FILEDEF simout PRINTER (RECFM FBA LRECL 121 BLKSIZE 121

FILEDEF simin  DISK simin input a (RECFM F LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 80

Item Description

simin ddname of the simulator input file

simin input a file ID of the simulator input file

simout ddname of the simulator output file
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You also must specify additional input and output line assignments if you plan to use multi-line simulation. You submit
batch simulator input statements after you enter all commands to start the system.

Simulator Messages
The DC/UCF batch and online simulators return status and error messages to you along with screen images. All
messages, with the exception of BEEP, are prefixed by three dollar signs ($$$) when they are output by the simulator.

When you use the online simulator, your current message level determines the messages you receive at your terminal. To
change your message level, use the %MSG command discussed in Changing the Simulator Environment.

Simulator messages are presented below in alphabetical order:

***BEEP***

Reason: During an output operation (write or erase/write), the write control character (WCC) in the output data stream
was set to sound the 3270 audible alarm.

ENTER KEY ASSUMED AT indicated-position

Reason: During a simulated data entry operation, the batch simulator did not encounter a keyword, such as ENTER,
CLEAR, CNCL, PAn, or PFnn, that terminates the input data line.

The ENTER function is assumed immediately after the last nonblank character on the last card of the input data line. As
asterisk is printed directly beneath the card-image record of the input data line to indicate the position at which the batch
simulator has assumed the ENTER keyword. Note that this message can be generated if an error in the input data line
causes premature termination of the input operation.

ERASE ALL UNPROTECTED OPERATION

Reason: For an output-type request, the 3270 erase-all-unprotected-fields function has been enabled by the issuing
program.

ERASE/WRITE OPERATION

Reason: For an output-type request, the 3270 erase/write function has been enabled by the issuing program.

EXPECTED CONTINUATION CARD NOT FOUND

Reason: During a simulated data entry operation, the batch simulator has processed the last card in the input data set
having a continuation character as the last nonblank character. The expected continuation card is not present in the data
set. Therefore, the input data line is terminated.

FIELD NOT DETECTABLE

Reason: During a simulated data entry operation, a field specified by the SELECT keyword in the simulated input data
line does not have the light-pen detectable attribute.

FIELDS WITH SPECIAL ATTRIBUTES

Reason: For an output-type request, at least one field on the screen has a nondisplay or light-pen detectable attribute, or
has the modified data tag bit set. This message is followed by a list of the fields having special attributes, arranged by field
row and column number.

HEXADECIMAL TRACE

Reason: This message indicates that the printed line to follow is a hexadecimal representation of the input or output
data stream. For an output-type request, the hexadecimal trace contains the output data stream, including device-control
characters, as constructed by the issuing program and received by the batch simulator for simulated display. For an input-
type request, the hexadecimal trace contains the input data stream, including device-control characters, as constructed by
the batch simulator and transmitted to the program.
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IGNORING %SELECT AT indicated-position

Reason: This message follows another error message and indicates that a previous error in the input data line has
caused the SELECT keyword to be ignored. An asterisk is printed directly below the ignored SELECT keyword.

ILLEGAL BUFFER ADDRESS-X'hhhh'

Reason: This message is generated if an I/O-type request references a buffer address that is larger than the size of the
simulated screen, as defined in the PTERM statement. For output-type requests, this error occurs following a set-buffer-
address order in the output data stream. For input-type requests, this error occurs following an erase-unprotected-to-
address operation in the position field of a read-buffer-from-position request.

INPUT INHIBITED AT indicated-position

Reason: During a simulated data entry operation, the simulator is unable to interpret the screen position defined by the
MOVECUR or SELECT keyword. The row and column values of the screen position must be specified as (row, column)
followed by a blank. The row and column values must be one-, two-, or three-digit nonzero numbers.

KEYBOARD IS LOCKED

Reason: For an output-type request, the write control character (WCC) in the output data stream indicates that the
keyboard is to be locked (disabled).

KEYBOARD IS LOCKED, RESET ASSUMED

Reason: The keyboard is currently locked; the previous I/O operation did not reset the keyboard. To perform the data
entry operation, the simulator must assume a RESET keyword in the input data line. Normally, the RESET keyword must
be specified before input can be accepted.

KEYBOARD IS UNLOCKED

Reason: For an output-type request, the write control character (WCC) in the output data stream indicates that the
keyboard is to be reset (unlocked).

KEYWORD IGNORED

Reason: This message follows the INVALID SCREEN POSITION AT message during a simulated data entry operation
and indicates that the MOVECUR or SELECT keyword will not be processed.

MAXTERM SET TO terminal-count

Reason: This message indicates the number of terminals to be simulated during the current simulation session. Terminal-
count is the numeric value specified in the MAXTERM statement on the first card on the input data set.

MAXTERM WAS NOT SPECIFIED ON THE FIRST CARD. CARD WILL BE IGNORED

Reason: During a simulated data entry operation, the batch simulator could not locate the MAXTERM statement on the
first card on the input data set. The number of terminals to be simulated will default to the number of physical terminals
defined in the system generation program.

MODIFIED DATA TAGS HAVE BEEN RESET

Reason: For an output-type request, the write control character (WCC) in the output data stream requests an operation to
reset the modified data tag (MDT).

NO UNPROTECTED FIELDS ON SCREEN

Reason: This message follows the INPUT INHIBITED AT message and indicates that no unprotected fields appear on the
screen. The simulated data entry operation is terminated.

NUMERIC LOCK OCCURRED AT indicated-position
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Reason: During a simulated data entry operation, the batch simulator has encountered a non-numeric character in a
numeric field. This message is a warning. The character will be inserted at the position of the cursor. On a 3270 device
with the numeric lock feature, entry of a non-numeric character causes the keyboard to lock.

OPERATION CHECK

Reason: This message indicates that the I/O operation has terminated due to a logical error caused by an invalid buffer
address.

OUTPUT DATA STREAM ENDS IN MIDDLE OF A BUFFER ADDRESS

Reason: For an output-type request, the output data stream has ended prematurely following a set-buffer-address order,
repeat-to-address order, or erase-unprotected-to-address order. The current output operation is terminated with an
operation check.

READ MODIFIED OPERATION (NO OPERATOR OUTPUT)

Reason: This message is generated as a result of an input operation in which the issuing program has requested an input
of all modified fields in the 3270 buffer.

READ OPERATOR INPUT OPERATION

Reason: For an input-type operation, the issuing program has requested an input of all screen entries required by the
application.

SCREEN IS UNFORMATTED

Reason: During a simulated data entry operation, the simulator has encountered a SELECT keyword when no light-pen
detectable fields have been defined.

SET COMMAND

Reason: During a simulated data entry operation, the batch simulator has encountered a SET command in the input data
line. The SET command is printed by the batch simulator on the screen image.

SYNTAX ERROR IN SET COMMAND

Reason: During a simulated data entry operation, the batch simulator has encountered an invalid parameter in the SET
command. The SET command is printed on the screen image with an asterisk directly above the invalid parameter.

TABBING TO NEXT UNPROTECTED

Reason: During a simulated data entry operation, the batch simulator has encountered a protected field on the screen
and must tab to the next unprotected field in an attempt to insert the input data character.

UNDEFINED CHARACTER CODE IN OUTPUT DATA STREAM-X'hh'

Reason: For an output-type request, the output data stream contains an invalid 3270 order code, an invalid DUP
character, or an invalid FIELD MARK character. The hexadecimal value of the invalid byte is printed as X'hh' and is stored
as a null character. On a 3270-type device, this invalid byte can cause unpredictable results.

UNDEFINED DESIGNATOR CHARACTER

Reason: During a simulated data entry operation, the batch simulator has encountered a screen field that was specified
by the SELECT keyword and does not have the proper designator character. The first character of a light-pen detectable
field should be a question mark, greater-than symbol, blank, or null. The SELECT specification is ignored.

UNDEFINED KEYWORD AT indicated-position

Reason: During a simulated data entry operation, the batch simulator has been unable to interpret a keyword in the input
data line. The keyword may be misspelled or not followed by a blank, or, in the case of MOVECUR and SELECT, the
screen position may be undefined.

WRITE OPERATION
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Reason: This message is generated by the batch simulator to indicate that an output-type request has been issued by the
program.

Specifying Runtime Options
A number of runtime options can be specified in the system startup JCL using the PARM parameter of the EXEC
statement in z/OS and z/VSE or the OSRUN command in z/VM.

In z/OS only, you can specify the value of the PARM parameter in one of two formats:

• Freeform in which options are specified as keyword/value pairs
• Positional in which each option is specified in a fixed column within the PARM value

While you can use either format in z/OS, the freeform approach is recommended because it is easier both to code and to
understand. Support for the positional format is retained primarily for compatibility with prior releases.

In z/VSE and z/VM, only freeform parameters are supported.

Coding Options as Freeform Parameters
Contents

When specifying runtime options as freeform parameters, you code the PARM value as shown in the following z/OS
example to start the DC/UCF system version 74 as a multitasking system with 3 subtasks. It also specifies to enable RRS
and to use DMCL CVDMCL74 to access the database.

//SYSTEM74  EXEC PGM=IDMSDC,PARM='DMCL=CVDMCL74,S=74,MT=Y,RRS=Y,SUBTASKS=3'

NOTE
Because each operating system has a limit on the maximum length of a PARM value, it may be necessary to
use abbreviations when specifying runtime options in order not to exceed the limit.

 

 

Coding Syntax

    ┌─────────────────────,─────────────────────────────┐
►►──▼─┬┬─ AUTOTASKS= ─┬─┬─ Y ◄─┬───────────────────────┬┴────────────────────►◄
      │└─ AUTO= ──────┘ └─ N ──┘                       │
      ├┬─ CLONES= ─┬─ clone-count ─────────────────────┤
      │└─ CC= ─────┘                                   │
      ├┬─ CLONING= ─┬─┬─ Y ─┬──────────────────────────┤
      │└─ CLON= ────┘ └─ N ◄┘                          │
      ├┬─ DMCLNAM=  ─┬─┬─ dmcl-module-name ─┬──────────┤
      │└─ DMCL= ─────┘ └─ R120DMCL ◄────────┘          │
      ├┬─ FREESTG= ─┬─ storage-size ───────────────────┤
      │└─ FSTG= ────┘                                  │
      ├── MT= ───┬─ Y ─┬───────────────────────────────┤
      │          └─ N ◄┘                               │
      ├┬─ MTQDEPTH= ─┬─ multitasking-queue-depth ──────┤
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      │└─ MTQD= ─────┘                                 │
      ├┬─ PROMPT= ──┬─┬─ NO ───┬───────────────────────┤
      │└─ PRO= ─────┘ ├─ N ────┤                       │
      │               ├─ PAR ──┤                       │
      │               ├─ SYS ──┤                       │
      │               ├─ YES ──┤                       │
      │               └─ Y ────┘                       │
      ├┬─ RMAPSIZE= ─┬─ region-map-entry-count ────────┤
      │└─ RMAP= ─────┘                                 │
      ├── RRS= ──┬─ Y ─┬───────────────────────────────┤
      │          └─ N ◄┘                               │
      ├┬─ STEPLIB= ─┬─┬─ Y ─┬──────────────────────────┤
      │└─ STEP= ────┘ └─ N ◄┘                          │
      ├┬─ SUBPOOL= ─┬─ operating-system-subpool ───────┤
      │└─ SP= ──────┘                                  │
      ├┬─ SUBTASKS= ─┬─ subtask-count ─────────────────┤
      │└─ SUBT= ─────┘                                 │
      ├── SVC= ── svc-number ──────────────────────────┤
      ├── SWAP= ─┬─ Y ─┬───────────────────────────────┤
      │          └─ N ◄┘                               │
      ├┬─ SYSTEM= ─┬─ dc/ucf-version-number ───────────┤
      │└─ S= ──────┘                                   │
      ├┬─ WTOEXIT= ─┬── wto-exit-name ─────────────────┤
      │└─ WTO= ─────┘                                  │
      ├┬─ WTOREXIT= ─┬─ wtor-exit-name ────────────────┤
      │└─ WTOR= ─────┘                                 │
      └── ZIIP= ─┬─ Y ──┬──────────────────────────────┘
                 └─ N ◄─┘

Coding Parameters

 

• AUTOTASKS|AUTO=Y|N
Specifies whether to execute startup autotasks.
Valid values are the following:
– Y specifies to execute startup autotasks
– N specifies not to execute startup autotasks

• CLONES|CC=clone-count
(z/OS systems only) Specifies the maximum number of clones to use. clone-count must be a positive integer.

• CLONING|CLON=Y|N
(z/OS systems only) Specifies whether to activate system cloning.
Valid values are the following:
– Y specifies to activate cloning
– N specifies not to activate cloning

• DMCLNAM|DMCL=dmcl-module-name
Identifies the DMCL to be used by the DC/UCF system. dmcl-module-name must be the name of a DMCL module
residing in the DC/UCF load (core image) library.
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This parameter is required.
• FREESTG|FSTG=storage-size

Specifies the amount of storage, in K bytes, to be returned (freed) to the operating system at DC/UCF startup time.
The storage is freed for operating system use during DC/UCF operations. storage-size must be a positive integer.

NOTE
If this parameter is not specified, the amount of storage to be freed defaults to 1600K.

• MT=Y|N
(z/OS systems only) Specifies whether the system runs in multitasking mode.
Valid values are the following:
– Y specifies to run the system in multitasking mode
– N specifies to run the system in unitasking mode

• MTQDEPTH|MTQD=multitasking-queue-depth
(z/OS systems only) Specifies the multitasking queue depth.
The optimum value for the MT queue depth is dependent on factors outside the control of DC, such as other work on
the CPUs, operating system dispatcher parameters, paging rate, etc. Therefore, it is advised to experiment with the
value and watch the results. The value must be in a range of 0 to 255; however, the advised value is in a range of 0 to
9. The default is 2.

NOTE
Specifying a low value causes more usage of subtasks. A too-low value causes subtasks to wake up and go
back to sleep again without doing any work because the queue was already emptied by another subtask. A
too-high value disables multitasking, and most if not all work is processed by only one subtask.

• PROMPT|PRO=NO|N|PAR|SYS|YES|Y
Specifies whether and for what information to prompt the operator during startup.
Valid values are the following:
– NO|N specifies not to prompt the operator for any information during startup.
– PAR specifies to prompt the operator for system generation related options.
– SYS specifies to prompt the operator for the version of the DC/UCF system to be started.
– YES|Y specifies to prompt the operator for both system generation related options and the DC/UCF system version

number.
If no PROMPT option is specified then NO is the default.

NOTE
For information on how operators respond to the startup prompts, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and
Operator Reference section.

• RMAPSIZE|RMAP=region-map-entry-count
Specifies the number of entries to allocate in the DC/UCF region map. region-map-entry-count must be a positive
integer.
If not specified then 30 is the default.
The default region map entry count should satisfy most sites; however, if a system uses many optional features, (for
example, many line drivers), you may have to increase this value. Issue a DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY MAP command
to determine if the map displays all the modules you think it should.

• RRS=Y|N
(z/OS systems only) Specifies whether to enable RRS support.
Valid values are the following:
– Y specifies to enable RRS support
– N specifies not to enable RRS support

• STEPLIB|STEP=Y|N
(z/OS systems only) Specifies from which library to load RHDCCKUR and RHDCTCKR.
Valid values are the following:
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– Y specifies to load from the STEPLIB concatenation
– N specifies to load from the CDMSLIB concatenation

• SUBPOOL|SP=operating-system-subpool
(z/OS systems only) Specifies the operating system subpool to use for GETMAIN requests. See your operating system
documentation for information on operating system subpools. The valid values for operating system subpools are from
1 to 127. The default is 1.

• SUBTASKS|SUBT=subtask-count
(z/OS systems only) Specifies the number of subtasks (TCBs) to use. subtask-count must be a positive integer.
This parameter is ignored unless either multitasking or RRS is enabled. If not specified and multitasking or RRS is
enabled, the number of TCB's defaults to the number of CPU's available to the operating system.

• SVC=svc-number
(z/OS systems only) Identifies the CA IDMS SVC number to use during system startup and runtime. The value
specified overrides any SVC specified in the SYSGEN SYSTEM statement. svc-number must be the number of an
active CA IDMS SVC. Specifying an SVC number allows CA IDMS load modules to reside in a PDSE without running
CA IDMS as an authorized program.

• SWAP=Y|N
(z/OS systems only) Specifies whether to run the system as swappable.
Valid values are:
– Y specifies to run the system as swappable
– N specifies not to run the system as swappable

NOTE
To monitor this system from a remote CA IDMS Performance Monitor session, the DC/UCF system must be
run non-swappable. Remote monitoring is available only on z/OS.

• SYSTEM|S=dc/ucf-version-number
Identifies the DC/UCF system to be started. dc/ucf- version-number must be the version number of the target system.
This parameter is optional; however if not specified, then you must enable the operator to be prompted for the system
version number.

• WTOEXIT|WTO=wto-exit-name
Identifies the write-to-operator (WTO) exit to be used by the DC/UCF system. This value overrides any WTO exit
module linked with IDMSUXIT. wto-exit-name must be the name of a WTO exit module residing in the DC/UCF load
(core image) library.
For z/OS and z/VM, if this parameter is not specified, link the WTO exit module with the IDMSUXIT module if you want
to exploit the WTO exit.
For z/VSE, if this parameter is not specified and you want to exploit this exit, link the WTO exit with the IDMSUXIT
module, or as a standalone phase with the name WTOEXIT.

• WTOREXIT|WTOR=wtor-exit-name
Identifies the write-to-operator-reply (WTOR) exit to be used by the DC/UCF system. This value overrides any WTOR
exit module linked with IDMSUSIT. wtor-exit-name must be the name of a WTOR exit module residing in the DC/UCF
load (core image) library.
For z/OS and z/VM, if this parameter is not specified, you must link the WTOR exit module with the IDMSUXIT module
if you want to exploit the WTOR exit.
For z/VSE, if this parameter is not specified and you want to exploit this exit, link the WTOR exit with the IDMSUXIT
module, or as a standalone phase with the name WTOREXIT.

• ZIIP=Y|N
(z/OS systems only) Specifies the type of zIIP support to provide in z/OS.
Valid values are the following:
– Y specifies to use zIIP processors if present.
– N specifies not to use zIIP processors. This is the default.
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Coding Options as Positional Parameters
The use of positional parameters is supported only in z/OS.

When specifying runtime options as positional parameters, you code the PARM value as follows:

            Column

            0        1         2         3

            12345678901234567890123456789012345678

PARM='S=sys#prompt              tnnsclll###submqdz

It is important to code parameters in the columns exactly as shown. If the "S=sys#" parameter is omitted, column
numbering is relative to the first character of the PARM value. If the "S=sys#" parameter is specified, column numbering is
relative to the first character after the sys# value.

Parameters

• S=
Identifies the DC/UCF system to be started. This parameter is optional; however if not specified, you must enable the
operator to be prompted for the system version number.

• sys#
Specifies the version of the DC/UCF system to be started. sys# is a variable length string, in which leading zeroes are
ignored.
Note: The remainder of the PARM string requires parameters start in aspecified column position. Column numbering
starts (with column one) after the system number, if there is a system number.

• prompt
Columns 1-6 -- Indicates whether to prompt the operator for sysgen options and the DC/UCF version number.
Valid values are the following:
– PROMPT -- Directs startup to prompt the operator.
– (blank) -- Directs startup to not to prompt the operator.

• a
Column 10 -- Specifies which loadlib to use when loading RHDCCKUR and RHDCTCKR load modules.
Valid values are the following:
– S -- Loads RHDCCKUR and RHDCTCKR from the STEPLIB concatenation.
– (blank) -- Loads RHDCCKUR and RHDCTCKR from the CDMSLIB concatenation. This is the default.

• b
Column 11 -- Specifies whether to run startup autotasks.
Valid values are the following:
– N -- Startup autotasks are not run.
– (blank) -- Startup autotasks are run. This is the default.

• tnn
Columns 21-23 -- Specifies the number of TCB's that CA IDMS uses and controls the use of multitasking and RRS.

• t
Column 21 -- Controls both multitasking and RRS support.
Valid values are the following:
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– M -- The system uses multitasking.
– R -- The system uses unitasking with RRS TCB's.
– T -- The system uses multitasking with RRS TCB's.
– U or (blank) -- The system uses unitasking. This is the default.

• nn
Columns 22-23 -- Specifies the number of TCB's. This is optional; it is only valid if column 21 contained M, R, or T.
nn is a left-justified, blank-filled number. If nn is not specified, the number of TCB's defaults to the number of CPU's
available to the operating system.

• s
Column 24 -- Specifies whether to run the DC/UCF system as swappable.
Valid values are the following:
– S -- DC/UCF system runs as swappable.
– (blank) -- DC/UCF system runs as non-swappable. This is the default.

• clll
Columns 25-28 -- Specifies options for system cloning.
– c

Column 25 -- Specifies whether to activate cloning.
Valid values are the following:
• C -- Cloning is activated.
• (blank) -- Cloning is not activated. This is the default.

– lll
Columns 26-28 -- Specifies the maximum number of clones. lll is a left-justified, blank-filled number.

• ###
Columns 29-31 -- Specifies a valid CA IDMS SVC number to use during initial system startup.
Specifying an SVC number allows CA IDMS load modules to reside in a PDSE without running CA IDMS as an
authorized program.

• sub
Columns 32-34 -- Specifies the operating system subpool value to use for GETMAIN requests. See your operating
system documentation for information on operating system subpools. The valid values for operating system subpools
are from 1 to 127. The default is 1.

• mqd
Columns 35-37 -- Specifies the multitasking queue depth value.
The optimum value for the MT queue depth is dependent on factors outside the control of DC, such as other work on
the CPUs, operating system dispatcher parameters, paging rate, etc. Therefore, it is advised to experiment with the
value and watch the results. The value must be in a range of 0 to 255; however, the advised value is in a range of 0 to
9. The default is 2.

NOTE
Specifying a low value causes more usage of subtasks. A too-low value causes subtasks to wake up and go
back to sleep again without doing any work because the queue was already emptied by another subtask. A
too-high value disables multitasking, and most if not all work is processed by only one subtask.

• z
Column 38 -- Specifies the type of zIIP support.
Valid values are the following:
– Y specifies to use zIIP processors if present.
– N specifies not to use zIIP processors. This is the default.

JESLOG
In the case of an unexpected abend - Snnn, for example - additional output can appear in the JESLOG:
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05.04.22 JOB41599  +CCSR010E RHDCOS00 S0C4 at 0000886C LMOD RHDCOMVS CSECT RHDCOESA +000FB4 SYSTEM72 TESTDCV DCV

05.04.22 JOB41599  +CCSR021I OWNER = CA IDMS VERSION 18.0.0

05.04.22 JOB41599  +CCSR022I MODULE = RHDCOESA FMID = ~ZAPFMID RMID = ~ZAPFMI

05.04.22 JOB41599  +CCSR061I PSW: 00000000 00000000 078D0F00 8000886C

05.04.22 JOB41599  +CCSR062I ILC: 02 INTERRUPT CODE: 0D REASON CODE: 00000000

05.04.22 JOB41599  +CCSR065I HOME = 0412  PRIMARY = 0412  SECONDARY = 0412

05.04.22 JOB41599  +CCSR070I GR0  - GR1   00000000_000000E8 00000000_000C4000

05.04.22 JOB41599  +CCSR070I GR2  - GR3   00000000_00027B46 00000000_00400000

05.04.22 JOB41599  +CCSR070I GR4  - GR5   00000000_002D5000 00000000_3DE35C50

05.04.22 JOB41599  +CCSR070I GR6  - GR7   00000000_80008862 00000000_0002EF60

05.04.22 JOB41599  +CCSR070I GR8  - GR9   00000000_0020D5A0 00000000_0020F7A0

05.04.22 JOB41599  +CCSR070I GR10 - GR11  00000000_000270B0 00000000_00008E28

05.04.22 JOB41599  +CCSR070I GR12 - GR13  00000000_0000AD80 00000000_3AD7C408

05.04.22 JOB41599  +CCSR070I GR14 - GR15  00000000_8000ADB0 00000000_00000000

05.04.22 JOB41599  +CCSR071I AR0  - AR3   007FE050 00000000 00000000 00000000

05.04.22 JOB41599  +CCSR071I AR4  - AR7   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

05.04.22 JOB41599  +CCSR071I AR8  - AR11  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

05.04.22 JOB41599  +CCSR071I AR12 - AR15  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

05.04.24 JOB41599  IEA794I SVC DUMP HAS CAPTURED:  904

   904             DUMPID=784 REQUESTED BY JOB (SYSTEM72)

   904             DUMP TITLE=CCSR010E RHDCOS00 S0C4 at 0000886C LMOD RHDCOMVS CSE

   904                        CT RHDCOESA +000FB4 SYSTEM72 TESTDCV DCV

05.04.24 JOB41599  IEF450I SYSTEM72 DCV TESTDCV - ABEND=S0C4 U0000 REASON=00000000  911

   911                     TIME=05.04.24
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Sample OPS/MVS API rule
Use the following OPS/MVS API rule to automate the offloading/archiving processes for DC log, DC traces, and journals.
This rule eliminates the need to include a WTOEXIT in the CA IDMS system, and also improves system performance
when using the CA IDMS zIIP feature.

While there are many possible ways to write an API rule, this is one example of how you can implement a rule to complete
the required job submissions for sample DC/UCF systems SYSTEM72 and SYSTEM73 on the same LPAR. This example
processes all events starting with the string CAIDMS*. All other parsing of the messages for JOURNAL, LOG, and TRC is
done by the rule itself.

)API CAIDMS*                                                            

)PROC                                                                   

/**********************************************************************/

/*                                                                    */

/*              Proprietary and Confidential Information              */

/*                  and Intellectual Property of CA                   */

/*                       Copyright (C) 2010 CA                        */

/*                        All Rights Reserved.                        */

/*                                                                    */

/*   Name       - APIIDMS                                             */

/*   Purpose    - Respond to various CA IDMS generated API events.    */

/*   Related    - None                                                */

/*   Globals    - None                                                */

/*   Notes      -                                                     */

/*                This sample OPS/MVS request rule demonstrates       */

/*                using API rules for CA IDMS sample systems SYSTEM72 */

/*                and SYSTEM73.                                       */

/*                                                                    */

/*                The CA OPS/MVS generic event Application Program    */

/*                Interface (API) enables CA software products to     */
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/*                directly generate CA OPS/MVS events. This example   */

/*                will process on API events initiated by the         */

/*                CA IDMS product.                                    */

/*                                                                    */

/*                This API example will process and perform           */

/*                the following actions:                              */

/*                                                                    */

/*              Offload_DC_LOG - DC log is nn% full (DC050001)        */

/*                               or DC log is full (DC050004)         */

/*                               messages were received.              */

/*                               The action will be taken to submit   */

/*                               the DC log offload job for that      */

/*                               particular system.                   */

/*              Offload_DC_TRC - TRC is nn% full (DC050024)           */

/*                               or TRC is full (DC050027)            */

/*                               messages were received.              */

/*                               The action will be taken to submit   */

/*                               the traces offload job for that      */

/*                               particular system.                   */

/*             Archive_Journal - Disk Journal is full (DC205003)      */

/*                               message was received.                */

/*                               The action will be taken to submit   */

/*                               the archive journal job for that     */

/*                               particular system.                   */
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/*                                                                    */

/**********************************************************************/

                                                                        

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Obtain needed event data as well as any need system data that      */

/* required for processing.                                           */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

msgtxt = overlay(' ',api.text,5)        /* remove * from IDMS message */

localmstcons= OPSINFO('LocMstConsNm')         /* Local master console */

msgid  = word(msgtxt,2)                                 /* Message ID */

system = word(msgtxt,3)                      /* system making request */

system = right(system,length(system)-1)       /* Strip away leading V */

                                                                        

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* User threshold values for DC LOG and DC Trace offloading           */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

LOG_threshold = log-offload-threshold                                   

TRC_threshold = trc-offload-threshold                                   

                                                                        

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* DC/UCF system version numbers at your IDMS site                    */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

SYSTEM72 = 72                                                           

SYSTEM73 = 73                                                           

/* Add more systems if needed                                         */
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/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Display debugging information                                      */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

MSG1 = "Text Received:" api.text                                        

MSG2 = "MSGID:" msgid" Event:" api.id                                   

MSG3 = "System:" system                                                 

/* Print Debugging information - uncomment the next line if needed    */

/* Call Debug_rule */                                                   

                                                                        

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Process this particular class type.                                */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

select                                                                  

/* Process "DC050001  Log % full" message */                            

  when msgid = 'DC050001' then do                                       

    level = word(msgtxt,7)                 /* Current % of LOG in use */

    level = left(level,length(level)-1)          /* Strip away % sign */

    If level >= LOG_threshold then   /* DC Log has exceeded threshold */

      Call Offload_DC_LOG                                               

  end                                                                   

                                                                        

/* Process "DC050004  Log is FULL" message */                           

  when msgid = 'DC050004' then Call Offload_DC_LOG                      
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/* Process "DC205003  Disk Journal FULL" message */                     

  when msgid = 'DC205003' then Call Archive_Journal                     

                                                                        

/* Process "DC050024  TRC % full" message */                            

  when msgid = 'DC050024' then do                                       

    level = word(msgtxt,7)                 /* Current % of LOG in use */

    level = left(level,length(level)-1)          /* Strip away % sign */

    If level >= TRC_threshold then   /* DC Log has exceeded threshold */

      Call Offload_DC_TRC                                               

  end                                                                   

                                                                        

/* Process "DC050027  TRC is FULL"' message */                          

  when msgid = 'DC050027' then Call Offload_DC_TRC                      

                                                                        

  otherwise nop                                                         

end                                                                     

return                                                                  

                                                                        

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Offload DC LOG subroutine:                                         */

/*  This subroutine will submit offload IDMS DC log job for the       */

/*  Central Version which issued the event.                           */

/*                                                                    */

/*  Add statements for all desired DC/UCF systems to be processed     */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/
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Offload_DC_LOG:                                                         

select                                                                  

/* Submit the job for sample system SYSTEM72 */                         

  when system = SYSTEM72 then do                                        

   MSGI = "Archive LOG job for the CV" system "has been submitted"      

   Call Info_rule         /* Print informational message into JES log */

   address TSO                                                          

   "SUBMIT ‘your.custom.jcllib(jcl-member)'"                            

   end                                                                  

                                                                        

/* Submit the job for sample system SYSTEM73 */                         

  when system = SYSTEM73 then do                                        

   MSGI = "Archive LOG job for the CV" system "has been submitted"      

   Call Info_rule         /* Print informational message into JES log */

   address TSO                                                          

   "SUBMIT ' your.custom.jcllib(jcl-member)'"                            

   end                                                                  

                                                                        

/* Otherwise do nothing */                                              

  otherwise nop                                                         

end                                                                     

return                                                                  

                                                                        

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Archive Journal subroutine:                                        */
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/*  This subroutine will submit archive journal job for the Central   */

/*  Version which issued the event.                                   */

/*                                                                    */

/*  Add statements for all desired DC/UCF systems to be processed     */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

Archive_Journal:                                                        

select                                                                  

/* Submit the job for sample system SYSTEM72 */                         

  when system = SYSTEM72 then do                                        

   MSGI = "Archive journal job for the CV" system "has been submitted"  

   Call Info_rule         /* Print informational message into JES log */

   address TSO                                                          

   "SUBMIT ' your.custom.jcllib(jcl-member)'"                            

   end                                                                  

                                                                        

/* Submit the job for sample system SYSTEM73 */                         

  when system = SYSTEM73 then do                                        

   MSGI = "Archive journal job for the CV" system "has been submitted"  

   Call Info_rule         /* Print informational message into JES log */

   address TSO                                                          

   "SUBMIT 'your.custom.jcllib(jcl-member)'"                            

   end                                                                  

                                                                        

/* Otherwise do nothing */                                              

  otherwise nop                                                         
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end                                                                     

return                                                                  

                                                                        

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Offload DC TRC subroutine:                                         */

/*  This subroutine will submit offload IDMS DC TRC job for the       */

/*  Central Version which issued the event.                           */

/*                                                                    */

/*  Add statements for all desired DC/UCF systems to be processed     */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

Offload_DC_TRC:                                                         

select                                                                  

/* Submit the job for sample system SYSTEM72 */                         

  when system = SYSTEM72 then do                                        

   MSGI = "Archive TRC job for the CV" system "has been submitted"      

   Call Info_rule         /* Print informational message into JES log */

   address TSO                                                          

   "SUBMIT 'your.custom.jcllib(jcl-member)'"                            

   end                                                                  

                                                                        

/* Submit the job for sample system SYSTEM73 */                         

  when system = SYSTEM73 then do                                        

   MSGI = "Archive TRC job for the CV" system "has been submitted"      

   Call Info_rule         /* Print informational message into JES log */

   address TSO                                                          
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   "SUBMIT 'your.custom.jcllib(jcl-member)'"                            

   end                                                                  

                                                                        

/* Otherwise do nothing */                                              

  otherwise nop                                                         

end                                                                     

return                                                                  

                                                                        

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Info subroutine:                                                   */

/*  This subroutine is used to print various informational strings    */

/*  into the JES log.                                                 */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

Info_rule:                                                              

 MLINXT.1 = 'OPS/MVS IDMS INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE:'                       

 MLINXT.2 = COPIES('*',70)                                              

 MLINXT.3 = '* '||CENTER(MSGI,66)||' *'                                 

 MLINXT.4 = COPIES('*',70)                                              

 address WTO                                                            

 "Msgid(OPSNOTIFY) Textvar(MLINXT.) Cnname("localmstcons")"             

 MSGI = ""                                                              

return                                                                  

                                                                        

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Debug subroutine:                                                  */
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/*  This subroutine is used to print various debugging strings into   */

/*  the JES log.                                                      */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

Debug_rule:                                                             

 MLWTXT.1 = 'OPS/MVS IDMS DEBUG MESSAGE:'                               

 MLWTXT.2 = COPIES('*',70)                                              

 MLWTXT.3 = '* '||CENTER(MSG1,66)||' *'                                 

 MLWTXT.4 = '* '||CENTER(MSG2,66)||' *'                                 

 MLWTXT.5 = '* '||CENTER(MSG3,66)||' *'                                 

 MLWTXT.6 = COPIES('*',70)                                              

 address WTO                                                            

 "Msgid(OPSNOTIFY) Textvar(MLWTXT.) Cnname("localmstcons")"             

 MSG1 = ""                                                              

 MSG2 = ""                                                              

 MSG3 = ""                                                              

return

To complete the API rule, replace these variables:

• log-offload-threshold
Replace log-offload-threshold with the DC log offload threshold value in percent.

• trc-offload-threshold
Replace trc-offload-threshold with the DC traces offload threshold value in percent.

• your.custom.jcllib
The data set name of the card image (FB/80/????) JCL library containing the DC log and DC traces offload jobs and
archive journal jobs.

• jcl-member
Replace jcl-member with the name of the member containing the JCL to offload or archive the DC log, DC traces or
journals for the particular CA IDMS DC/UCF system.

Administrating Online Debugger
This documentation presents a functional description, syntax, syntax rules and examples for each debugger command
you can use during the setup or run-time phases. The commands are presented in alphabetical order.
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About the Debugger

What You Can Debug

The CA IDMS online debugger is an interactive facility used to detect, trace, and resolve programming errors in programs
that run under the control of DC/UCF. The debugger can be used with these load modules:

• Assembler, COBOL, and PL/I programs
• CA ADS
• Subschemas
• Maps
• Tables

For more information on using the debugger with Assembler, COBOL, and PL/I programs, see Aids for Debugging
Assembler, COBOL, and PL/I Programs.

How You Use the Debugger

You use the online debugger to do the following:

• Receive control when an abend occurs:
The online debugger receives control when your program abends (for example, with a data exception). You can then
determine the abending instruction and examine program variable storage to determine the error.

• Receive control at predetermined breakpoints:
To trap logic errors, set breakpoints that halt program execution at a specified line number. The online debugger
receives control when your program reaches that line number, so that you can examine program variable storage.

Debugger Features

High Level of Control

The online debugger allows you to maintain a high level of control over the debugging process. With the debugger, you
can:

• Set breakpoints
• Display the contents of registers and storage
• Modify storage values
• Snap tasks and storage areas to the log
• Trap abends in the module being debugged

Each of these functions is discussed below.

Setting Breakpoints

Breakpoints are temporary program interruptions that you can set at any address within a program or dialog that complies
with debugger validation rules, as described in "Valid Breakpoints" later in this chapter.

At runtime, the debugger takes control at these breakpoints, and program execution is temporarily suspended. While
execution is suspended, you can perform a variety of activities before returning control to the DC/UCF system or resuming
execution of the program.

Displaying and Modifying Storage Values

You can examine storage values in any area, assuming that you have the security necessary to access the area.
(Traditional error-handling routines and dumps supply information only after an error occurs or a program finishes
executing.)
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You can modify storage values and then execute the program to test the modifications.

The ability to examine and modify storage values in any area makes the debugger a very powerful tool. It's important to
use debugger security to control access to storage. For information on the security methods used by the debugger, see
Administrating Security for IDMS.

Snapping Tasks and Storage Areas

You can create dumps for a task or for a specific area; the dumps are written to the DC/UCF log. From the log you can
make a hard copy of storage contents and then examine them at your leisure.

Trapping Abends

The debugger automatically takes control when an instruction causes an abend in the module being debugged, allowing
you to examine storage and to take appropriate action.

Managing Program Execution

The debugger also provides you with a flexible tool for managing an executing program. Under the control of the debugger
during runtime:

• After a breakpoint, you can:
– Allow the program to resume execution from the current breakpoint address
– Specify resumption at an address before or after the breakpoint

• After an abend, you can:
– Allow standard abend processing to continue
– Resume program execution at an address before or after the abend

• In both cases, you can modify previous debugger commands or issue new commands, for example to:
– Ignore all remaining breakpoints
– Bypass specific breakpoints
– Set additional breakpoints for the duration of a session

Debugging Process

What to Define

You cannot debug an Assembler, COBOL, or PL/I program until you define it to the DC/UCF system. For example, you
cannot debug a program until it is defined in the PROGRAM statement at system generation time or defined dynamically
with the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM statement.

Similarly, you must define the program task code either in the TASK statement at system generation or dynamically with
the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK statement.

NOTE

You don't have to define the task code for the initial stage of the debugging process, but you must define it
before executing the program. You don't have to define CA ADS dialogs, subschemas, maps, and tables.

Debugger Structure

You can conduct a debugger session in one of two modes or a combination of both:

• Prompt mode enables you to issue debugger commands line by line
• Menu mode enables you to issue commands from a series of activity and tutorial screens

Debugging a module takes place in two phases, as follows:
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• The setup phase, invoked before a program is executed
• The runtime phase, occurring during program execution and dependent on actions taken during setup

DEBUG and QUIT

A debugger session begins when you issue the first DEBUG task code. A session ends when you either issue the
debugger QUIT command or terminate the DC/UCF session by signing off.

Prompt Mode

Line-oriented Method

Prompt mode is the line-oriented method of communicating with the debugger. In prompt mode you can:

• Initiate a debugging session
• Issue a debugger command
• Return to the DC/UCF system

Initiating a Debugging Session

To initiate a debugging session in prompt mode, enter the DEBUG task code in response to the Enter Next Task Code
prompt, as follows:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE: 

debug

The debugger indicates that it is in control by responding with the DEBUG > prompt:

Issuing a Debugger Command

You can issue debugger commands whenever the debugger responds with the DEBUG > prompt. To issue a debugger
command at the same time you initiate a debugging session, enter the task code in conjunction with the DEBUG
command that names the entity to be debugged.

In the following example, the task code DEBUG is followed by a DEBUG command that identifies TESTPROG to the
debugger:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

debug debug testprog

When you enter the above command, you invoke the debugging facility. The command is echoed, and the debugger
responds by validating the command and displaying the next DEBUG> prompt, as follows:

DEBUG TESTPROG

DEBUG > DEBUGGING INITIATED FOR TESTPROG VERSION 1

DEBUG >
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If you try to debug a program which has not been defined to a DC/UCF system, the debugger issues an error message
after echoing the command, then repeats the command that cannot be completed, and re-displays the DEBUG > prompt,
as in the following example:

DEBUG TESTPROG

DC574902 DEBUG > LOAD OF TESTPROG FAILED - NOT FOUND

DEBUG > DEBUG TESTPROG

DEBUG >

Difference between EXIT and QUIT

To return control to the DC/UCF system, issue either the EXIT or the QUIT command:

• EXIT saves the debugger control blocks and allows you to continue the same debugger session.
• QUIT clears the control blocks and terminates the debugger session completely.

How to Check Session Activity

To determine if a debugger session exists, issue the command DCMT DISPLAY LTE *. This command lists information
about your logical terminal, as follows:

• DEBUG ACT: A debugger session is active.
• DEBUG INACT: No debugger session is active.

To inquire for a list of modules known to the debugger, use the DEBUG INQUIRE command.

Valid Commands

In prompt mode, you can use all commands except RESUME, IOUSER, and WHERE during setup, and all commands
except DEBUG during runtime. The PROMPT command performs no function while you are in prompt mode.

 

 

Menu Mode

Choosing Activities from Screens

Menu mode is designed to make your options easy to see. You can enter commands or display information by filling in the
fields on a series of fixed-format screens, as follows:

• Activity screens: Provide fields for commands that require additional input.
• Individual help screens: Provide detailed descriptions of each command
• Usage global help screen: Summarizes debugging activities
• Other global help screens: Let you display program and debugger symbols and program function key (PF-key)

assignments

For a complete description of each of these screens, see Debugging in Menu Mode.
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Initiating a Debugger Session

To initiate a debugging session in menu mode, issue the DEBUG task code followed by the MENU command in response
to the Enter Next Task Code prompt, as follows:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE: 

debug menu

When you enter this command, the Usage screen appears, which is the top-level menu screen.

Switching Mode

To switch from prompt mode to menu mode, issue the MENU command in response to the DEBUG > prompt, as follows:

DEBUG > 

menu

When switching modes you see the Usage screen.

Going to a Specific Screen

To go to a specific activity screen or global help screen, issue the MENU command followed by a valid screen name.
The following example illustrates the use of the DEBUG task code with a MENU command that names the screen to be
displayed:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE: 

debug menu at

When you enter the above command, you invoke the debugging facility in menu mode and the AT command activity
screen displays:

Valid Commands

Menu mode allows the same set of debugger commands as prompt mode, with the exception that the PROMPT command
is allowed and the MENU command is disabled.

Leaving Menu Mode

You can use the following options to leave Menu mode: 

• Select the PROMPT activity
• Return to prompt mode with the associated control key
• Enter the PROMPT command on the menu DEBUG > prompt line

 

NOTE

The debugger is always in menu mode until you issue the PROMPT command. 

Setup Phase

Breakpoints and Abends

The setup phase is the preliminary phase of the debugging process. During this stage, you can define modules to the
debugger for the following two reasons:

• To enable the setting of breakpoints
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Breakpoints can be established as soon as the DEBUG command is used to define the load module to the debugger.
• To gain control under the debugger when a program check or abend occurs

Setting breakpoints is not mandatory. You can trap possible abends in a program during runtime and receive control
under the debugger if the following applies:
– You defined the program to the debugger (issued a DEBUG command for the program during the setup phase).
– You defined the current DC/UCF program to the debugger.

The last program to receive control through a #LINK or #XCTL is called the current DC/UCF program. When a
program check occurs in a module unknown to the debugger, you gain control under the debugger if the current DC/
UCF program is defined to the debugger.

 

Runtime Phase

DEBUG and EXIT Required

The runtime phase of the debugging process takes place during the execution of a program. Debugging cannot occur
during runtime unless the following applies:

• You use the DEBUG command during the setup phase to define the program to the debugger.
• You use the EXIT command that retains the debugger control blocks, when leaving the setup phase.

What Happens at the Breakpoint

When you define a program to the debugger, the program task code invokes both the runtime phase of the debugger and
the execution of the program. At a breakpoint, the DC/UCF runtime system suspends program execution, and you gain
control under the debugger. A message is displayed that signals the breakpoint interrupt and describes its location.

Examples

The following examples show what happens at the breakpoint for a program called TESTPROG.

1. The debugger verifies the establishment of the breakpoint

DEBUG > at @00bf080

AT @00BF080

AT > @00BF080 ADDED

DEBUG >

     2. When this breakpoint is encountered during runtime, the debugger identifies the address, the program, and the
debug expression that established the breakpoint:

AT OFFSET @80 IN TESTPROG EXPRESSION @00BF080

DEBUG >

 In response to the DEBUG > prompt, you can make additional queries or perform other debugging activities.
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Command Considerations
When issuing debugger commands, you consider:

Expression Components Variables that can be specified in a debug expression
Length Attributes Display lengths for expressions with and without data

characteristics
Parsing Rules Debugger rules for processing command input
Command Modification Rules for modifying commands
Delimiters Delimiters recognized by the debugger
Data Values Numeric and string values recognized by the debugger
Command Format Guidelines used to format a debugger command

Expression Components

Four Basic Components

The basic components of a debug expression are:

• Debugger symbols
• User symbols
• Program symbols
• Operators

Three Ways to Appear

When a debug expression is used in a command, the expression can appear as:

• A single debugger symbol, user symbol, program symbol, or integer
• Multiple debugger symbols, user symbols, program symbols, and integers joined by operators
• Multiple expressions joined by operators

Debugger Symbols

Three Categories

Debugger symbols can:

• Designate general registers
• Designate certain DC/UCF system entities
• Point to specific addresses

Address Symbols and Markers

Three special characters can be used in debugger expressions to address particular locations in a program or dialog:

Absolute Address

The at sign (@) functions as the debugger marker that prefaces an absolute address notation. An absolute address
cannot exceed eight digits.

Syntax for the marker is shown below:

►►─── @ hex-value ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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In a debug expression, @hex-value can be used interchangeably with the address notation Xhex-value. For example, an
absolute address could be represented as @2B90 or X'002B90'; an offset value could be represented as +@C0 or +X'C0'.

For more information on the hexadecimal values recognized by the debugger, see Data Values.

Load Address

The dollar sign ($) functions as the debugger label that expresses the load address of the current program. In a
command that uses debug expressions, the dollar sign ($) can be used by itself or in combination with other expression
components.

This example illustrates the use of the dollar sign ($) in an expression requesting a display of the current CSECT address:

list $

This example sets a breakpoint at an offset address 16 bytes from the load address:

at $ + @10

Address of Current Dialog Process

The cent sign (¢) functions as the debugger label that expresses the address of the current dialog process. In a
command that uses debug expressions, the cent sign (¢) can be used by itself or in combination with other expression
components.

This example illustrates the use of the cent sign (¢) to request the load address of the current dialog process:

list &cent.

General Registers Symbols

General registers include the registers used by the program at the time of execution and the registers used by the
DC/UCF system. The program status word (PSW) and register definitions are always preceded by a colon (:) and are
specified by these symbols:

• :PSW for the current program status word
• :Rn for the user program register at the time of interrupt, where n represents the number of the register and can have a

value of 0 through 15
• :REGS for all user program registers at the time of interrupt
• :SRn for a DC/UCF system register at the time of interrupt, where n represents the number of the register and can

have a value of 0 through 15
• :SREGS for all DC/UCF system registers at the time of interrupt

WARNING
A single debug expression can reference only one general register.

DC/UCF System Symbols

Certain DC/UCF system symbols also function as debugger entities, and you can refer to them during a debugging
session. A colon (:) must precede each symbol. These are the valid symbols:

• :BAT
Specifies the base address table for session.

• :CSA
Specifies the DC/UCF common storage area.

• :DLB
Specifies the debug local block, control block required for debugging session.

• :LTE
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Specifies the current logical terminal element.
• :PTE

Specifies the current physical terminal element.
• :TCE

Specifies the current task control element.
• :VECT

Specifies the vector table for debugger.

WARNING
A single debug expression can reference only one system entity.

User Symbols

Additional Work Areas

User symbols identify storage areas set aside by the debugger as additional work areas. Each user symbol must be
prefaced by a colon (:). The user symbols and their meanings are:

• :DRn for a debugger general register, where n represents the number of the register and can have a value of 0 through
15

• :DREGS for all debugger registers
• :H1 and :H2 for halfword 1 and halfword 2
• :F1 and :F2 for fullword 1 and fullword 2
• :UCHR for a 48-byte character area

You can also refer to specified sections of this area:
– :UC0, the first 16 bytes
– :UC16, the next 16 bytes
– :UC32, the last 16 bytes

Examples

The example below illustrates one way in which you can use the work areas as a debugging aid. In this example, when
the program being debugged has reached a breakpoint and the debugger facility is in control, you can copy the current
values in program registers to registers in the debugger work area. For instance, to save the contents of all 16 of the
general registers of the program, issue this command:

set :dregs = :regs

To save the contents of a single register, copy the values currently in the user register to a debugger register, with a
command in this format:

set :dr1 = :r1

Later in the debugger session, the user register previously saved can be restored with this command:

set :r1 = :dr1

Contents Remain for Session

You can modify or refer to the values in these registers at any time during a debugger session; debugger register contents
remain only for the duration of the current session.

For more detailed information on the use of the SET command, see .

Program Symbols

Data field names and line numbers are two types of program symbols used as components of debug expressions. Each of
these components is discussed separately below, followed by a discussion of how program symbols can be qualified.
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Data Field Names

When debugging a dialog during runtime, you can reference a specific data field.

Syntax

This is a summary of syntax for the use of data field names:

►►──── data-field-name ─┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄
                        ├─ IN ─┬─ record-name ─┘
                        └─ OF ─┘

Parameters

• data-field-name
Specifies the data field to be displayed. The name must be enclosed in quotation marks if it contains embedded
delimiters. The data field name must be qualified if it is not unique to the process.

• IN/OF record-name
Specifies the name of the record associated with the data field being requested. The record name must be enclosed in
quotation marks if it contains embedded delimiters.

For a complete list of the delimiters used in debugger commands, see the "Delimiters" topic in the IDMS Reference
documentation.

You cannot list or set data fields during the setup phase of a debugger session. If you try to, the debugger issues an error
message, as in this example:

DEBUG >
list
 date
DC704900 LIST > DATE CANNOT BE RESOLVED
LIST DATE
DEBUG >

Line Numbers

When debugging a dialog, you can use symbolic line numbers in a debug expression.

Syntax

This is a summary of syntax for the use of line numbers:

►►──── # line-number
 ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►◄
   └─┬─ IN ─┬─┬─ current-process-name ───────────────────────────────────┬┘
     └─ OF ─┘ └─ included-module-name ─┬────────────────────────────────┬┘
                                       └─ OCCurrence occurrence-number ─┘

Parameters

• #line-number
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Specifies the process line number referenced in the expression. The line number can stand alone if it is unique to the
current process.

• current-process-name
Specifies what process currently being debugged contains the line number. The process name must be enclosed in
quotation marks if it contains delimiters. The current process name is the default value.

• included-module-name
Specifies the name of the included module called from the current process containing the line number. The name of
the included module must be enclosed in quotation marks if it contains delimiters.

• OCCurrence occurrence-number
Specifies the occurrence of the included module for modules included more than once in the process.

Qualifying Program Symbols

You can also use program symbols to refer to a line in another process without resetting the process currency.

Syntax

The syntax for temporary qualification is:

►►─── process-name - . - program-symbol ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• process-name
Specifies the current process.

• program-symbol
Specifies the program symbol used in this expression. The program symbol is a line number or a data field name. You
can further qualify the symbol with the OF included-module-name-qa clause of a debug expression.

Example 1

Assume that the dialog being debugged has three processes: MIS-MAIN1 (the current process), MIS-MAIN2, and MIS-
MAIN3. To set a breakpoint at line 200 in MIS-MAIN2, you can use the QUALIFY command to reset the currency to MIS-
MAIN2 (QUALIFY PROCESS 'MIS-MAIN2' AT #200). However, to establish a breakpoint at line 200 without resetting
currency, you can issue this command:

at 'mis-main2'.#200

Example 2

To set a breakpoint at line 150 in MIS-INC3, a module included by MIS-MAIN3, you can qualify the line number without
changing currency from the MIS-MAIN1 process:

at 'mis-main3'.#150 of 'mis-inc3'

Expression Operators

Standard Operators

The following table shows the standard operators:

Operator Meaning
+ Addition
- Subtraction
* Multiplication
/ Division
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Special Operators

The percent sign (%) is a special operator that you can use for indirect addressing. With indirect addressing, the
address in the expression is not the address of the operand itself, but a pointer to a storage area that contains the address
of the operand. When the percent sign precedes a valid debug expression, the content of the expression is used as the
address of the target value.

Examples

Assume that register 3 contains the value BF040. You ask for display of the contents of register 3, like this:

list :r3
000BF040                                       *..0.            *

In this example, the command points to the contents of register 3 as the target value for the display:

list %:r3

In response to the command above, the debugger locates the operand address (BF040) in register 3 and lists the
contents stored at BF040:

000BF040  000047F0 C0280000 00000000 00000000  *...0............*

Now you ask for display of the contents found at 10C010, the address supplied in the debug expression:

list reca +10
0010C010  000BF000 00000000 00000000 00000000  *..0.............*

In the next example, the relative storage location points to the address of the effective operand. The debugger responds
by listing the contents of BF000, the operand address found at RECA+10:

list %(reca+10)
000BF000  D1D6C8D5 40E2D4C9 E3C80000 00000000  *JOHN SMITH......*

Length Attributes
Contents

The types of components used in an expression can determine the amount of information displayed or modified by the
debugger in response to your request. When determining the length of a display, the debugger distinguishes between
expressions with and expressions without associated data characteristics.

Expressions with Data Characteristics

When an expression component has associated data characteristics, the length of the display depends on:

• The length attribute of the symbol
• The length attribute of the end symbol
• The explicit length

Length Attribute of the Symbol

The length attribute of the symbol is used as the default value.

For example, this command requests the display of register 1:

list :r1
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The length attribute of a general register is four bytes. The debugger uses the register attribute as the default value and
issues the following display in response to the above command:

00000000

Length Attribute of the End Symbol

The length attribute of the end symbol in an expression range delineates the end of the display. For example, this
command requests a display of register 1 through register 3:

list :r1 to :r3

The debugger responds with a display that includes the full four-byte length of register 3:

00000000 00000001 00000002

Explicit Length

An explicit length overrides the display length implied by the data characteristics of a symbol.

This table lists the length attributes of debugger symbols:

Entity Symbol Length Attribute
Single registers :Rn

:SRn
:DRn

4 bytes

Register blocks :REGS
:SREGS
:DREGS

64 bytes

Program status word :PSW 8 bytes
Halfwords :H1

:H2
2 bytes

Fullwords :F1
:F2

4 bytes

Line number #Line-n 12 bytes
Control blocks :BAT, :CSA, :DLB, :LTE, :PTE, :TCE, :VECT Variable (depending on length of block)

Expressions without Data Characteristics

As soon as a component appears in an expression with any other component, it no longer has associated data
characteristics. For example: PTE is an expression with an implicit length attribute equal to the length of the control block,
but: PTE +@10 is an expression without associated data characteristics.

Ways to Determine Length

When an expression component does not have associated data characteristics, the length of the display is based on:
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• The default length of the command
• An explicit length
• The first byte of the end expression

Default Command Length

Default lengths vary for commands that use length parameters. For example, the default length is 16 bytes for the LIST
command and 256 bytes for the SNAP command.

In this example, the display begins 32 bytes from the start of the current physical terminal element (PTE) for a length of 16
bytes:

list :pte +@20

Explicit Length

You can supply an explicit length, which overrides the default length of the command. This example requests a 100-byte
display that begins at the load address:

list $ 100

The next example requests that the display begin at an offset address for a length of 20 bytes:

list :pte +@10 len 20

First Byte of the End Expression

The first byte of the end expression in an expression range specifies the end of the display. For example, the debugger
displays 17 bytes of memory in response to this command:

list @bf000 to @bf010

Parsing Rules
Parameter Order

The parameters of a command must appear in the order specified in the syntax.

In the display below, the first example is incorrect, because the BEFORE parameter cannot follow the AFTER parameter
in an AT command:

at $ +@10 after 2 before 10 on  ◄incorrect order 

at $ +@10 before 10 after 2 on  ◄correct order

Errors that Stop Execution
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If one command in a string of debugger commands contains a syntax error, all following commands are parsed for syntax
but not executed.

The command containing the syntax error may be partly executed. In the first example above, the part of the command
preceding the error (at $ +@10 after 2) will be executed:

DEBUG >
at $ +@10 after 2 before 10 on

AT $ +@10 ADDED
BEFORE 10 IGNORED
$
UNRECOGNIZABLE DEBUG COMMAND
DEBUG > AT $ +@10 AFTER 2 BEFORE 10 ON
DEBUG >

Commands that Stop Execution

If a RESUME, EXIT, IOUSER, MENU, PROMPT, or QUIT command is embedded in a string of concatenated debugger
commands, all successive commands in the string are ignored.

Command Modification
Rules of Modification

Commands can be modified to specify different options or to turn off options completely. You can modify commands with
expressions corresponding to the original command.

When you modify a command:

• A respecified option overrides its counterpart in the previous command
• All options specified in the previous command remain in effect unless overridden

Example

In this example these two commands

at $ + 8 before 10 ignore 

at $ + 8 after 2 on

establish the breakpoint parameters specified in this display:

AT $ + 8 BEFORE 10 AFTER 2 ON
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Delimiters 2
The following table shows the valid delimiters for the online debugger:

Delimiter Meaning
* Asterisk
 Blank
, Comma
= Equal sign
! Exclamation point
- Hyphen
% Percent sign
. Period
+ Plus sign
/ Slash

Data Values
Valid Data Values

The debugger recognizes values supplied by the following types of numbers and strings:

Value Description
Halfword values Two-byte fixed-point values ranging from +32,767 to -32,768

Fullword values Four-byte fixed-point values ranging from +2,147,483,647 to
-2,147,483,648

Hexadecimal numbers Values of one to eight hexadecimal digits preceded by an at (@)
sign; can include characters A through F and numerals 0 through
9; when not used in a debug expression, contents must be paired
hexadecimal digits

Decimal numbers Values that can include decimal positions

Character strings One- to 16-character alphanumeric values enclosed in single or
double quotation marks and preceded by letter C (for example,
C"F34"); can contain any printable character or blank

Hexadecimal strings Even-numbered strings of up to 16 hexadecimal digits enclosed
in single or double quotation marks and preceded by letter X (for
example, X"C6F4"); paired characters A through F and paired
numerals 0 through 9 for hexadecimal values

Numeric strings Variable length numeric values enclosed in single or double
quotation marks; preceded by letter H, F, or P to designate
halfword values (H'0'), fullword values (F'555'), or packed decimal
values (P"2315")

Command Format
Rules

• One or more blanks must precede and follow all keywords
• Spaces are optional within an expression
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An offset value can be expressed with separating blanks or without blanks. For example, the same command can be
accurately formatted in any of these ways:

at @00bf280 + 10

at @00bf280+10

at @00bf280 +10

• The entire command string must not exceed twice the line length of the terminal
• Multiple commands can be entered on one prompt line

The commands can be separated with an exclamation point (!) delimiter, but the delimiter is not required. For example,
the same command string can be accurately formatted in any of these ways:

DEBUG >

at $ + 8 every 5 on!resume

DEBUG >

at $ + 8 every 5 on resume

DEBUG >

at $ + 8 every 5 on

AT > $ + 8 ADDED

DEBUG >

resume

Online Debugger Commands
This section presents a functional description, syntax, syntax rules and examples for each debugger command you can
use during the setup or runtime phases. The commands are presented in alphabetical order.

This table summarizes the commands and their functions.

Command Description
AT Establishes or modifies breakpoints at specified locations in a user

program
DEBUG Designates an entity to be debugged or inquires about entities

known to the debugger
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EXIT Returns control to the DC/UCF system, retaining the debugger
control blocks created in the current session

IOUSER Displays the screen current when a breakpoint, program check, or
trapped abend is encountered

LIST Displays session attributes, debugger variables, and areas of
memory at your terminal

MENU Invokes menu mode for a debugger session
PROMPT Invokes prompt mode for a debugger session
QUALIFY Assigns currency to a new process within the current dialog or

inquires about program, dialog and process currencies in effect
QUIT Terminates the debugger session and returns control to the DC/

UCF system, clearing all control blocks created in the current
debugger session

RESUME Continues program or abend execution
SET Allows you to modify storage and debugger session attributes
SNAP Allows you to create and write a dump to the DC/UCF log
WHERE Provides information on the last interrupt encountered in the entity

being debugged

AT
Purpose

Sets, modifies, removes, or reviews breakpoints in a program.

Syntax

ADD Format

►►─── AT debug-expression ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬─────────►
   └─ BEFore ─┬─ MAXimum ◄ ───────┬┘ └─ AFTer ─┬─ 0 ◄ ─────────────┬┘
              └─ execution-count ─┘            └─ execution-count ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ EVEry ─┬─ 1 ◄ ─────────────┬┘ ├─ ON ◄ ───┤
             └─ execution-count ─┘  └─ IGNore ─┘

INQUIRE Format

►►─── AT ─┬─ ALL ──────────────┬─┬─ INQuire ─┬────────────────────────────────►◄
          └─ debug-expression ─┘ ├─ ON ──────┤
                                 ├─ IGNore ──┤
                                 └─ OFF ─────┘
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Parameters

• debug-expression
Specifies a breakpoint location in a user program. Debug-expression can include multiple debug expressions, and
it resolves to an address containing a valid instruction or a valid CME (CA ADS dialogs only). It is not valid to set a
breakpoint at the target of an Assembler execute (EX) instruction.

NOTE
Debugger will not successfully resume if you set breakpoint at a "BALR RX,0" type instruction or a "BAL
RX,..." instruction later used as a base register. An alternative is to set breakpoint at next instruction. For
more information on the values used in a debug expression, see Expression Components in the "Command
Considerations" section.

• ALL
Specifies that the action should apply to all previously established breakpoints. Can be used only in INQUIRE format.

• BEFore MAXimum
Causes the debugger to pause each time the breakpoint instruction is reached. MAXIMUM is the default.

• BEFore execution-count
Specifies an execution pause every time the specified breakpoint instruction is encountered, up to but not including
execution-count.

• AFTer 0
Causes the debugger to pause each time the breakpoint instruction is reached. Zero is the default.

• AFTer execution-count
Specifies an execution pause each time the same breakpoint instruction is encountered beyond execution-count.

• EVEry 1
Causes the debugger to pause every time the breakpoint instruction is encountered. One is the default.

• EVEry execution-count
Specifies an execution pause each time the counter for the specified breakpoint instruction reaches a multiple of
execution-count.

• ON
Sets a new breakpoint or resets the status of a breakpoint previously ignored. ON is the default in ADD format.

• IGNore
Bypasses the specified breakpoint but increments the breakpoint counter.

• OFF
Removes the breakpoint. Can be used only in INQUIRE format.

• INQuire
Requests a listing of the breakpoint locations and characteristics. Can be used only in INQUIRE format.

Usage

Two formats

The AT command has two formats. The ADD format is used to set and modify breakpoints; the INQUIRE format is used to
review breakpoint locations, if any have been set, as well as to modify the breakpoints.

Temporary processing halt

A breakpoint temporarily halts processing, allowing you to examine the results of execution up to the point of interruption.
Processing is halted before the instruction at the breakpoint is executed. You can use the AT command in both the setup
and the runtime phases of a debugger session.

Breakpoint count

In response to the INQUIRE format, the debugger displays all parameters in effect for the named breakpoints and
indicates the breakpoint count. The breakpoint count (BKPT COUNT) shows how often the breakpoint has been
encountered from the time the program received control via #LINK or #XCTL.
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If you issue an AT INQUIRE command is issued during the setup phase, the breakpoint count documents the count from
the most recently executed program. The breakpoint counter is reset to zero each time a #LINK or #XCTL is processed for
the program.

Example 1

This command schedules program breaks on the second through ninth time the instruction at the address $ + 8 is
encountered.

DEBUG >
at $ + 8 before 10 after 1

The debugger verifies the breakpoint with this message:

AT>  $ + 8 ADDED

Once the breakpoint in the example above has been set, the debugger displays the following message in response to an
AT $ + 8 INQUIRE command:

AT>  AT $ + 8 BEFORE 10 AFTER 1 EVERY 1 BKPT COUNT 0 ON

In this example, the default value is indicated for the EVERY parameter. BKPT COUNT 0 indicates that this breakpoint
has not yet been encountered in the current execution of the program.

Example 2

When a breakpoint is reached during the runtime phase, the debugger displays a message that names the address,
identifies the program, and displays the debug expression that established the breakpoint. For example, the following
message would appear for a breakpoint established with an AT $ + 8 command for program TESTPROG:

AT OFFSET @8 IN TESTPROG EXPRESSION $ + 8

Example 3

In CA ADS dialogs you can set breakpoints by specifying a line number:

DEBUG >
at #200

If line 200 is a valid address, the debugger responds to the above command as follows:

AT #200
AT> #200 ADDED

Example 4

When debugging a dialog, you can set a breakpoint in a process other than the current process without changing the
currency. In the following example where MIS-MAIN1 is the current process, a breakpoint is set at line 100 in a second
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process (MIS-MAIN2); MIS-MAIN1 retains its currency. As usual, the debugger sends a verifying message when the
breakpoint address is valid.

DEBUG >
at 'mis-main2'.#100

AT 'MIS-MAIN2'.#100
AT> 'MIS-MAIN2'.#100 ADDED
DEBUG >

In the above example, the programmer encloses the process name in single quotation marks (') because the name
contains an embedded hyphen (-). Quotation marks are required for any name that contains embedded delimiters.

DEBUG
Purpose

Specifies the programs to be debugged or inquires about the debugged programs.

Syntax

ADD format

►►─── DEBug ─┬─ PROgram ◄ ──┬─ entity-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬───────►◄
             ├─ DIAlog ─────┤               └─ VERsion version-number ─┘
             ├─ MAP ────────┤
             ├─ SS ─────────┤
             └─ TABle ──────┘

INQUIRE format

►►─── DEBug ─┬─ entity-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬─┬─ INQuire ─┬─────►◄
             │               └─ VERsion version-number ─┘ │ └─ OFF ─────┘
             └─ ALL ──────────────────────────────────────┘

Parameters

• PROgram/DIAlog/MAP/SS/TABle
Identifies the type of load module to be debugged. Used only in ADD format. PROGRAM is the default.

• entity-name
Specifies the name of the entity to be used by the debugger as the current load module. Entity-name contains a
maximum of eight characters.

• ALL
Specifies all modules defined to the debugger during the current session. Can be used only in INQUIRE format.

• VERSION version-number
Identifies the version of the program being debugged.
If the version is not specified:
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– In ADD format, the debugger uses the version set with DCUF TEST, or version 1 if DCUF TEST hasn't been issued
– In INQUIRE format, the debugger displays all versions if none is specified

• INQuire
Requests a listing of the modules being debugged in this session.

• OFF
Terminates all debugging for the specified programs for the remainder of the session.

Usage

Functions of DEBUG

The word DEBUG has several functions:

• Task code used to initiate a debugging session
• Prompt displayed during a debugging session in prompt mode
• Command used during the setup phase to designate the programs to be debugged or to inquire about the debugged

programs

You can use the DEBUG command only during the setup phase.

Special copy loaded

When you issue the DEBUG command for a module, a special copy is loaded, so that setting breakpoints and making
data changes will not affect other users.

Two formats

The DEBUG command has two formats. The ADD format initially identifies the entities to be debugged; the INQUIRE
format lists entities defined to the debugger in a given session.

Example 1

This example illustrates the use of the DEBUG task code in conjunction with the DEBUG command to transfer control
from DC/UCF to the debugger and to define a module to the debugger; the debugger verifies the commands and displays
the DEBUG> prompt in response:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:
debug debug testprog

DEBUG TESTPROG
DEBUG > DEBUGGING INITIATED FOR TESTPROG VERSION 1
DEBUG >

Example 2

In this example, the DEBUG command names the load module to be debugged:

DEBUG >
debug dialog msgtext version 3

DEBUG DIALOG MSGTEXT VERSION 3
DEBUG > DEBUGGING INITIATED FOR MSGTEXT VERSION 3
DEBUG >
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Example 3

This command requests a list of all programs defined to the debugger during the current session:

DEBUG >
debug all inquire

DEBUG ALL INQUIRE
PROGRAM TESTPROG VERSION 1
DIALOG MSGTEXT VERSION 3 PROCESS MSG-MAIN1 CURRENT
DEBUG >

EXIT 2
Purpose

Returns control to DC/UCF and retains the debugger control blocks.

Syntax

►►─── EXIt ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Usage

Use EXIT to complete the setup phase and return to DC/UCF.

In a concatenated list of commands, the debugger ignores any command that follows the EXIT command. 

WARNING

In debugging a dialog, the EXIT command causes rollbacks to be issued for both the database, if a run unit is
open, and the task.

Example

The following example illustrates the use of the EXIT command and the resulting system response: 

DEBUG >
exit

 

EXIT

EXIT DEBUGGER
ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:
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IOUSER
Purpose

Redisplays the screen that appeared at your terminal immediately before the debugger processed the breakpoint or
trapped abend.

Syntax

►►─── IOUser ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Usage

After the screen is redisplayed, you can return to the menu mode screen or to the DEBUG> prompt by pressing any
control key.

You can issue the IOUSER command only at runtime. In a concatenated list of commands, the debugger ignores any
command that follows the IOUSER command.

LIST
Purpose

Displays selected areas of storage and session attributes at your terminal.

Syntax

MEMORY Format

►►─┬─ List ────┬─┬──────────┬─ begin-debug-expression ────────────────────────►
   └─ Display ─┘ └─ Memory ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬──┬──────┬─────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ TO end-debug-expression ────────┤  ├─ C ──┤
   └─┬──────────┬─ byte-count-number ─┘  ├─ X ──┤
     └─ LENgth ─┘                        └─ XC ─┘

ATTRIBUTES Format

►►─┬─ List ────┬─ SESsion ATTributes ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ Display ─┘

Parameters

• begin-debug-expression
Specifies the beginning location of the display. Begin-debug-expression can include multiple debug expressions and it
resolves to an address for which you have retrieval security.
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For information on the security methods used by the debugger, see CA IDMS Security Administering section.
For more information on the values used in a debug expression, see Expression Components in Section2, "Command
Considerations."

• end-debug-expression
Specifies the ending location of the display. End-debug-expression can include the same debugger entities as those
specified in begin-debug-expression. The expression must resolve to a valid address for which you have retrieval
security.

• byte-count-number
Indicates the number of bytes to be displayed.
Important! If a resource is listed and the length or ending address exceeds the resource boundary, the list is truncated
at the boundary, and the debugger issues a warning message.

• C
Requests a display in character format.

• X
Requests a display in hexadecimal format.

• XC
Requests a display in both hexadecimal and character format.

Usage

Two formats

There are two formats for the LIST command. The MEMORY format requests a display of the contents of memory; the
ATTRIBUTES format requests a display of session attributes.

Rules for default length

When neither end-debug-expression nor byte-count-number is specified, the default length is based on these rules:

• If the expression is composed of a single symbol, the data characteristics of the symbol determine the default length.
The number of bytes displayed is equal to the default length of the symbol.

• If the expression does not have data characteristics, the default length is 16 bytes.

Format specified for this command

XC/X/C specifies the format for the requested information. This specification can override the type of display previously
established as a session attribute; the override is only valid for the duration of this command. See the ATTRIBUTES
format of the SET command to reestablish the session attributes more permanently.

Example 1

This command requests a list of the storage contents beginning at @BF002, for a length of 48 bytes:

list @bf002 48

The debugger responds with a display of the beginning address and the requested storage contents:

000BF002      47F0 C028....    *...0............*
000BF010  58509002 ........    *................*
000BF020  4780C12A ........    *..A.............*
000BF030  4770                 *..              *

The first line of the storage display is indented for a space of two bytes, reflecting the exact beginning address.

Example 2
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This command instructs the debugger to display the physical terminal element (PTE) control block from the beginning to
the end of the entity. The length of the data field is determined by the data characteristics of the PTE.

list :pte

Example 3

The next command instructs the debugger to display storage contents beginning at @BF020. Since this expression has
no data characteristics, the display defaults to 16 bytes.

list @bf020

Example 4

In debugging CA ADS dialogs you can use a data field name:

list date

The debugger responds by displaying the requested information:

001C2C50  F8F4F0F3  F0F1                *840301          *

WARNING
You cannot refer to data fields of Assembler, COBOL, or PL/I programs by name.

Example 5

You can also use a line number:

list #100

Example 6

When field names or line numbers are not unique, you must qualify them. This example lists line 100 from a process other
than the current dialog process:

list 'process-b'.#100

Example 7

This example qualifies a request by specifying the display of a field name USERID-1301 from a record EMPLOYEE-1301:

list 'userid-1301' in 'employee-1301'

Example 8

This is an example of the ATTRIBUTES format:
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DEBUG >
list session attributes

LIST SESSION ATTRIBUTES
LIST > SESSION ATTRIBUTES
        LIST:         CHAR
        TEST VERSION: 2
DEBUG >

This display indicates that DCUF TEST 2 and SET CHAR were issued.

MENU
Purpose

Switches the debugger session from prompt mode to menu mode.

Syntax

 

►►─── MENu ─┬───────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
            └─ screen-name ─┘

 

Parameter

• screen-name
Indicates the name of a global help screen or an activity screen to be displayed. If screen-name is not specified, the
debugger displays the Usage screen, the top-level global help screen that presents a list of debugger commands and
functions.

Usage

The MENU command is executed in prompt mode and switches the debugger session from prompt mode to menu mode.
MENU is disabled in menu mode.

In a concatenated list of commands, the debugger ignores any command that follows the MENU command.

Example

This command instructs the debugger to switch from prompt mode to menu mode with the display of the activity screen for
the LIST command:

DEBUG >
menu list

For a complete discussion of the screens available in menu mode, see .
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PROMPT
Purpose

Switches the debugger session from menu mode to prompt mode.

Syntax

 

►►─── PROmpt ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Usage

The PROMPT command is executed in menu mode and switches the debugger session from menu mode to prompt
mode. PROMPT is disabled in prompt mode.

In a concatenated list of commands, the debugger ignores any command that follows the PROMPT command.

QUALIFY
Purpose

Establishes a new current process or inquires about the current program, or dialog and process.

Syntax

RESET Format

 

►►─── QUAlify ─┬──────────────────────┬─ PROCess process-name ────────────────►
               └─ DIAlog dialog-name ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ VERsion version-number ─┘

 

INQUIRE Format

►►─── QUAlify INQuire ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

 

Parameters

• DIAlog dialog-name
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Specifies the dialog currently defined to the debugger. Only current dialog can be qualified.
• PROCess process-name

Specifies the new dialog process to become current. Enclose the process name in single quotation marks if the name
contains embedded delimiters.

• VERsion version-number
Specifies the version number of the current dialog.

Usage

Resetting currency

When a dialog is defined to the debugger, the premap process becomes the current process by default. You can use the
QUALIFY command to assign currency to a different process within the current dialog.

Two formats

The QUALIFY command has two formats. The RESET format resets currency; the INQUIRE format requests a display of
the current program, or the current dialog and process.

The QUALIFY command can be used in both the setup and the runtime phases of a debugger session.

Example 1

You can inquire about the current dialog process:

DEBUG >
qualify inquire

The debugger responds in this format:

QUALIFY INQUIRE
DIALOG MISINDC VERSION 1 PROCESS MIS-MAIN1 CURRENT
DEBUG >

Example 2

These commands reassign currency to MIS-MAIN2 and set a breakpoint at line 200 within MIS-MAIN2:

qualify proc 'mis-main2' at #200

The debugger responds like this:

QUALIFY PROCESS 'MIS-MAIN2'
QUALIFY > CURRENCY SET
AT #200
AT > #200 ADDED
DEBUG >
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QUIT
Purpose

Terminates a debugger session and returns control to DC/UCF, clearing the debugger control blocks.

Syntax

 

►►─── QUIt ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Usage

The QUIT command discontinues debugging and lets you enter a new task code in response to the Enter Next Task Code
prompt.

In a concatenated list of commands, the debugger ignores any commands that follow the QUIT command.

WARNING
In debugging a dialog, the QUIT command causes rollbacks to be issued for both the database, if a run unit is
open, and the task.

Example

This is how the system responds to the QUIT command:

DEBUG >
quit
QUIT
QUIT DEBUGGER
ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

RESUME
Purpose

Instructs the runtime system to continue program execution at the next instruction or a specified location or to continue
standard processing of an abend.

Syntax

 

►►─── RESume ─┬───────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄
              └┬──────┬─┬─ debug-expression ─┬┘
               └─ AT ─┘ └─ ABEnd ────────────┘
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Parameters

• debug-expression
Specifies the location at which execution is to continue, if other than the instruction immediately following the
breakpoint. Debug-expression can include multiple debug expressions, and it resolves to an address containing a valid
instruction or a valid CME (CA ADS dialogs only).
For more information on the values used in a debug expression, see Expression Components in Section2, "Command
Considerations."

• ABEnd
Specifies that standard DC/UCF abend processing, including the execution of any STAE set, should continue.

Usage

You can issue the RESUME command only at runtime.

When program execution resumes at an address other than the address of the instruction immediately following the
breakpoint, you must be sure that the program environment (for example, the contents of registers and storage) is
appropriate for running the program.

Examples

This command requests that execution of the program resume with the instruction at the breakpoint:

resume

This command requests that program execution resume at the load address:

resume $

SET
 Purpose 

Modifies selected areas of storage and debugger symbols.

 Syntax 

 MEMORY Format 

►►─┬─ Set ──┬─┬──────────┬─ debug-expression ─┬──────────┬───────────────────►
   └─ Vary ─┘ └─ Memory ─┘                    ├─ EQUals ─┤
                                              └─ =
 ──────┘
 ►─┬─ data-field-name ────┬─┬──────┬─┬─────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ H halfword ─────────┤ ├─ C ──┤ ├─ RESEt ─────┤
   ├─ F fullword ─────────┤ ├─ X ──┤ └─ NOReset ◄ ─┘
   ├─ X hex-value ────────┤ └─ XC ─┘
   ├─ C character-string ─┤
   └─ P packed-value ─────┘

 ATTRIBUTES Format 

►►─── Set ─┬─ CHAr ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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           ├─ HEX ──┤
           └─ BOTh ─┘

  

 Parameters 

• debug-expression 
Specifies the beginning location of the entity to be modified. Debug-expression can include multiple debug
expressions, and it resolves to an address for which you have update security.
For information on the security methods used by the debugger, see CA IDMS Security Administering section.
For more information on the values used in a debug expression, see Expression Components in Section2, "Command
Considerations."

• data-field-name 
Identifies a specific data field value. Can be used in CA ADS dialogs only.
For a complete discussion of the use of field names, see "Program Symbols" in Expression Components in Section2,
"Command Considerations."

• Hhalfword 
Is a halfword number. H specifies the halfword format; halfword represents the actual data content and must be
enclosed in single quotation marks.

• Ffullword 
Is a fullword number. F specifies the fullword format; fullword represents the actual data content and must be enclosed
in single quotation marks.

• Xhex-value 
Is a hexadecimal string. X specifies the hexadecimal format; hex-value represents the actual data content and must be
enclosed in single quotation marks.

• Ccharacter-string 
Is a character literal used to assign alphanumeric or symbolic character values. C specifies the character
format; character-string represents the actual data content and must be enclosed in single quotation marks.

• Ppacked-value 
Is an assigned packed decimal value. P specifies the packed decimal format; packed-value represents the actual data
content and must be enclosed in single quotation marks.

• C
Requests a display in character format.

• X
Requests a display in hexadecimal format.

• XC
Requests a display in both hexadecimal and character format.

• RESEt
Specifies that the named storage be reset to its original value at the end of the debugging session. This option is not
supported for release 10.2 of the debugger.

• NOReset
Specifies that the storage is not to be reset to its original value at the end of the debugging session. This option does
not affect storage in the debugged program itself since a special copy of the program is loaded for the debugging
session. NORESET is the default.

• CHAr
Requests a display in character format for ATTRIBUTES format.

• HEX
Requests a display in hexadecimal format for ATTRIBUTES format.

• BOTh
Requests a display in both hexadecimal and character format for ATTRIBUTES format.

Usage 
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Two formats 

The SET command has two formats. The MEMORY format specifies the values assigned to a given debug expression;
the ATTRIBUTES format specifies the debugger session attributes to be established.

When debug expression is a symbol with data characteristics (for example, :REGS), the length of the symbol is used in
the set. When the expression does not have data characteristics (for example, $ + 10), the data characteristics of the
source field are used in the set.

WARNING
The debugger does not allow a set across resource boundaries.

 Character and hexadecimal format 

C/X/XC in the MEMORY format specifies how the information is to be listed. This specification can override the session
attributes previously established for the session; the override is valid only for the duration of this command. To reestablish
the session attributes more permanently use the ATTRIBUTES format.

Example 1 

This command modifies the contents of a program register:

DEBUG >
set :r7 x'00000001' x

The debugger responds to the X parameter with the hexadecimal display of the original value and the reset value:

SET :R7 X'00000001' X
OLD
00000000
NEW
00000001
DEBUG >

Example 2 

This command modifies storage at an offset address:

DEBUG >
set $ + 8 = x'58' x

The debugger responds:

SET $ + 8 = X'58' X
OLD
000BF008  41
NEW
000BF008  58
DEBUG >

Example 3 

This command modifies storage at the same address with a fullword value:

DEBUG >
set $ + 8 equ f'58' x

The debugger responds:
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SET $ + 8 EQU F'58' X
OLD
000BF008  4130C050
NEW
000BF008  0000003A
DEBUG >

Example 4 

This is an example of the ATTRIBUTES format:

DEBUG >
set
 char
SET CHAR
SET ATTRIBUTE CHAR
DEBUG >

SNAP
Purpose

Allows you to create a dump and write it to the DC/UCF log.

Syntax

 

►►─── SNAp ─┬─ TASk ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►
            └─ begin-debug-expression ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬┘
                                       ├─ TO end-debug-expression ───────┤
                                       └┬──────────┬─ byte-count-number ─┘
                                        └─ LENgth ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ TITle title ─┘

 

Parameters

• TASk
Requests a dump of all resources associated with the executing task, as well as the Task Control Element (TCE) and
the Dispatch Control Element (DCE).

• begin-debug-expression
Specifies the location at which to begin the snap. Begin-debug-expression can include multiple debug expressions,
and it resolves to an address for which you have retrieval security.
For information on the security methods used by the debugger, see CA IDMS Security Administering section.
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For more information on the values used in a debug expression, see Expression Components in Section2, "Command
Considerations."

• end-debug-expression
Specifies the ending location of the display. End-debug-expression can include the same debugger entities as those
specified in begin-debug-expression. The expression must resolve to a valid address for which you have retrieval
security.

• byte-count-number
Specifies the number of bytes to be displayed.

• TITle title
Specifies an optional title for the snap. The title must be enclosed in single quotation marks ('), may not exceed 32
characters, and must be prefaced by a valid ASA carriage control character. These are the valid carriage control
characters:

(Space bar) Space one line
0 Space two lines
- Space three lines
1 Skip to the top of the next page

The length of 32 characters includes the carriage control character. Code apostrophes in the title as two single quotation
marks (''). They are counted as one character position.

When a title is not specified, a default title is written to the log.

Usage

Types and timing

You can use a SNAP command for a Task snap or a snap of specific area; the command is valid at any point in a
debugger session.

You can examine the Snap dumps online with OLP (OnLine Plog), or make a hard copy by running the print log functions
of the Batch Command Facility utility.

For more information see CA IDMS Administrating section.

Default length

When neither end-debug-expression nor byte-count-n is specified, the default length is based on these rules:

• If the expression is composed of a single symbol, the data characteristics of the symbol determine the default length.
The number of bytes dumped is equal to the default length of the symbol.

• If the expression does not have data characteristics, the default length is 256 bytes.

Example 1

This command causes a snap to begin at the load address and terminate at @000BF050; the default title is to be used:

DEBUG >
snap $ to @bf050

The default title takes the form:

SNAP command-entered USER user-id
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For example, if the user ID is MMC, the default title is:

SNAP $ TO @000BF050 USER MMC

Example 2

This command requests a snap starting at the load address for 256 bytes; the default title is to be used:

DEBUG >
snap $

Example 3

This command requests a task snap; the title IDMSTEST, positioned at the top of a display page, will be used for the
dump:

DEBUG >
snap task title '1idmstest'

WHERE 1
Purpose

Provides information on the last interrupt of the entity being debugged.

Syntax

 

►►─── WHEre ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Usage

You can issue the WHERE command only at runtime.

Example

This is how the debugger responds to the WHERE command:

DEBUG >
where

WHERE > @000BF010 LAST INTERRUPT MESSAGE FOLLOWS
AT OFFSET @10 IN TSTPROG EXPRESSION $ + @10
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Debugging in Menu Mode
Menu mode provides screens that allow you to choose any of the debugging activities that can be performed in prompt
mode. Fixed-format activity screens are available for each command to simplify the process of debugging. Menu mode
also offers several help facilities.

Screen Design

Screen Areas

The menu mode screens are designed for ease of use. Each screen includes the following areas, which are described
below:

The following diagram shows the areas of the screen:

┌   IDMS-DC REL nn.n ONLINE DEBUGGER *** LIST ***         SETUP    PAGE  1 OF  1
│  PROGRAM:           V:          CSECT:
└   ->
┌
│
│
│
│
│
│
└
┌  LIST: M (M-MEMORY/A-ATTRIBUTES)
│  MEMORY ONLY:
│      BEGIN LIST AT:
│
│      LENGTH.......:         - OR -    END LIST AT:
│
│      LIST FORMAT..: B (C-CHARACTER/X-HEX/B-BOTH)
└
┌  NEXT _ ACTIVITY OR _ HELP:
│       _ AT       _ LIST      _ SET      _ SNAP    _ RESUME   _ DEBUG  _ WHERE
│
│       _ EXIT     _ PROMPT    _ QUIT     _ IOUSER
└  HELP SCREENS:   _ USAGE     _ SYMBOLS  _ KEYS

Heading Area

The heading area includes the following three lines:

• Header line
• Currency line
• Prompt line

Header Line
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The header line contains several fields:

• The PF-key field provides a two-position entry area for simulation of a program-function key. For example, typing a 5 in
this field and pressing [Enter] has the same effect as pressing [PF5].
The simulated PF-key field is useful when your terminal does not have program-function keys. You can specify the
numerals 1 through 24, as well as EN for [Enter], CL for [Clear], P1 for [PA1], and P2 for [PA2].

• Product name and release number fields supply information formatted like this:

IDMS-DC REL n.n ONLINE DEBUGGER

• The screen label field indicates the name of the current screen. The screen name changes as you move from one
activity or help screen to another in the debugging process. (The sample screen is the List screen.)

• The session mode field indicates whether you are in the setup or runtime phase of the debugging process. (The
sample screen indicates a setup phase.)

• Page notations supply the current page and the total number of pages available for the given display. The sample
screen indicates that you are viewing the first page of a one-page display. Typically the help screens have more than
one page. You can display a different page by:
– Overwriting the current page number on the header line and pressing [Enter]
– Using the designated control key to scroll backward or forward.

Default Control Key Assignments This table presents a list of the default control key assignments for the debugger:

Key Action Description Function
[PF1] Usage Displays the Usage screen 2
[PF2] Unassigned  5
[PF3] Activity Displays the activity screen for

the current command
3

[PF4] Help Displays the help screen for the
current command

4

[PF5] Symbols Displays the Symbols screen 9
[PF6] Keys Displays the default control key

assignments
6

[PF7] Scroll up Displays the previous page 7
[PF8] Scroll down Displays the next page 8
[PF9] Prompt Returns the debugger to prompt

mode
1

[PF10] Unassigned  15
[PF11] Unassigned  11
[PF12] Reserved  12
[PA1] Refresh Refreshes the current screen 14
[PA2] Exit Exits the debugger 10
[Clear] Return Goes back one level 16
[Enter] Process Processes the current screen 13

The default control key assignments can be changed at DC/UCF system generation time with the KEYS statement.

For more information on the KEYS statement used in system generation, see CA IDMS Administrating section.

The Keys screen displays the key assignments for your particular installation.
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Currency Line

The currency line displays the current values for five variable fields:

• The entity type indicates whether a program, dialog, map, table or subschema load module is currently being
debugged

• The entity name field displays the name of the current entity
• V:version-n displays the version number associated with the current entity
• The section type field indicates whether a dialog process or a program CSECT is currently being debugged.
• The section name field displays the current CSECT or process name

When the current entity is a program, the currency line reads like this:

PROGRAM: PROG01 V:3 CSECT:

When the current entity is a dialog, the currency line reads like this:

DIALOG: MISINDC V: 1 PROCESS: MIS-MAIN2

The currency line remains constant until there is a change in the entity of the CSECT or process being debugged. You can
change the current CSECT or process by:

• Overwriting the name on the screen and pressing [Enter] to automatically initiate the QUALIFY command
• Issuing the QUALIFY command on the prompt line

Prompt Line

The prompt line is prefaced by an arrow (►) and functions in the same manner as the DEBUG> prompt in prompt mode.
You can use the prompt line on any screen during menu mode; you can submit a single debugger command or a string of
commands at any time.

For a complete discussion of the debug expressions and commands that you can enter on the prompt line,
see Expression Components in Section2, "Command Considerations" and Debugger Commands.

Display Area

Contents

The display area is reserved to display:

• The information being presented for each of the help screens
• Output you have requested from the debugger
• Informational and error messages supplied by the debugger

Specification Area

Contents

The specification area contains fields in which you can specify the desired options for the command being used. The
contents of the specification area vary from screen to screen, and not all screens have a specification area.

Screen content in the specification area of the activity screens is saved for as long as the command is current. This
feature allows you to suspend action on a partially filled screen while seeking further information.

For example, you can:
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• Begin to fill the activity screen for the List command
• Switch to the Symbols help screen to review program or debugger symbols
• Return to the List screen, where all previous input remains intact

For more information on command currency, see Accessing Screens.

Selection Area

List of Procedures

The selection area presents a list of the debugger commands and global help screens that you can initiate from the
screen. You can select the next action by entering any character other than a blank or an underscore in the response field
to the left of an activity or help function.

Two Sections

You can select actions from one of two sections:

• Section A displays the choice of command-specific activity and help screens:

NEXT  _ ACTIVITY OR  _ HELP

      _ AT     _LIST    _SET    _SNAP  _RESUME  _ DEBUG  _WHERE

 

      _EXIT    _PROMPT  _QUIT   _IOUSER

• Section B displays the choice of global help screens:

HELP SCREENS:   _ USAGE    _ SYMBOLS    _ KEYS

Command-specific Activities

When choosing from Section A, you first select Activity (the default) or Help and then choose one of the commands. If you
select Activity, the system can:

• Execute immediately an EXIT, PROMPT, QUIT, or IOUSER command
• Display the activity screen for an AT, LIST, SET, SNAP, RESUME, or DEBUG command
• Display the information requested by the WHERE command

Control keys can also be used to request activities.

Selecting Help If you select Help from Section A, the system displays a command-specific help screen.

If you mark the select byte for Activity or Help but do not choose a specific command, the system displays the activity or
help screen for the current command. The debugger system displays an error message if there is no current command.

You can choose a global help screen from Section B.

Each of the activity screens and global help screens is described in detail later in this section.

Accessing Screens
 

When moving between screens, you need to consider the following:
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Screen Hierarchy

Three Screen Levels

The debugger supports three levels of screens:

Screens Level
Usage screen Top
Activity screens Second
Help screens Third

Usage Screen

The Usage screen is an informational global help screen that contains a list of the debugger commands and a brief
description of their functions. The Usage screen is the default screen for the MENU command.

Activity Screens

Activity screens are screens that provide you with an area for specifying command options. The debugger provides
activity screens for the AT, DEBUG, LIST, RESUME, SET, and SNAP commands. You can initiate these commands from
the activity screens once you've entered the necessary information in the specification area.

Help Screens

Help screens provide two types of assistance:

• Command-specific help screens supply tutorial information on all the debugger commands. When the command is one
that uses an activity screen, the help screen for that command also describes the field options.

• Global help screens provide information not associated with a particular command. For example, the Symbols screen
enables you to choose a display of program and debugger symbols for the current session, and the Keys screen
displays site-specific PF-key assignments.

Screen Sequence

Next Activity or [Clear]

You can change to the next screen by:

• Explicitly specifying the next activity to be performed
• Using the [Clear] key (or the key associated with function 16)

Specifying the Next Activity

You can select an activity by:

• Using the control key associated with the activity to be performed
Default control key assignments are discussed in "Heading area" earlier in this section. The Keys screen displays a list
of the current function assignments for your installation.

• Entering a nonblank character in the response field to the left of the activity to be performed
You can use any character other than a blank or an underscore. The choice of actions is listed in the selection area of
each screen. For a description of the selection area, see Screen Design earlier in this section.

Using [Clear]

The performance of [Clear] depends on the screen level from which you initiate the action:

• From an activity screen, [Clear] displays the Usage screen
• From the Symbols screen, the Keys screen, or one of the command-specific Help screens:
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– When there is a current command, [Clear] displays the activity screen for the current command
– When there is no current command, [Clear] displays the Usage screen

• From the Usage screen, [Clear] returns control to DC/UCF

Selection Processing

Order of Precedence

The debugger determines its next action based on these factors, in order of precedence:

1. Control key used to initiate a particular action
2. Select byte(s) marked in the selection area
3. Page number designated in the heading area
4. Commands initiated from the menu-mode prompt line
5. Commands initiated from the specification area

Once an action is identified for processing, the system ignores all other requested actions.

Example

For example, if the USAGE screen is your current screen and you choose the AT activity from the selection area and then
press the CLEAR key, the CLEAR key takes precedence and you are returned to DC/UCF.

Command Currency

Repeating a Command

Command currency is a feature of menu mode that simplifies the debugging process when you use the same command in
successive actions. With command currency, you select the command the first time only.

Defining the Current Command

The current command is defined as the most recent debugger command referenced on a command-specific help screen
or an activity screen. No current command exists until you take either of two actions:

• Use the screen-name option with the MENU command to name an activity screen.
For example, the command MENU LIST establishes the LIST command as the current command.

• Designate a command from the activity or help selection list at the bottom of any screen.
The newly-selected command functions as the current command.

The current command is the default command. This means that the debugger system automatically displays the
appropriate screen for the current command.

You can choose Activity or Help in the selection area, or press the control key associated with either of these actions,
without specifying a command. If no current command has been established when you make any of the above choices,
the debugger system displays an error message.

Changing Command Currency

You can change command currency in the same way you establish it.

For example, if the current command is LIST, mark the select byte for the SET command and press the control key
associated with the current command-specific help screen (for example, [PF4]). The Help screen for SET appears,
because SET is the newly-designated current command.

Command currency does not change when you:

• Enter a command on the screen prompt line.
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For example, while setting breakpoints with the At screen, you can use the prompt line to request a memory display
with the LIST command. In this case, the AT command remains as the current command.

• Select a global help screen, that is, a screen that is not associated with a specific debugger command.
For example, you can move from the LIST command activity screen to the Usage, Symbols, or Keys screen without
changing command currency.

Activity Screens
Contents

Format

An activity screen is provided for any debugger command that has fields for user-supplied values. Some fields are
required and others have default values or are optional. The command-specific area of the activity screens is the
specification area; all other areas have the standard format presented in "Screen design" above.

At Screen

Purpose

You can use the At screen to:

• Add breakpoints
• Modify breakpoints
• Delete breakpoints
• Inquire about the breakpoints that have already been set

As explained in "Debugger features", Section1, breakpoint temporarily halts processing, allowing you to examine the
results of execution up to the point of interruption.

'Remember': Processing is halted before the instruction at the breakpoint is executed.

The AT command can be used in both the setup and runtime phases of the debugger.

Two Sections

The specification area of the At screen has two separate sections:

• The first section sets new breakpoints:

ADD BREAKPOINT AT:

BEFORE: MAX        AFTER: 0           EVERY: 1

• The second section inquires about existing breakpoints, or deletes them:

OTHER ACTION.......:   (I-INQUIRE/D-DELETE/G-IGNORE)

BREAKPOINT OR <ALL>:

• Both sections modify breakpoints

You can specify both sections of the screen at the same time.

Field Options
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These are the field options for this area:

• ADD BREAKPOINT AT:
Designates the location in your program that will contain a breakpoint. The specified value can include one or more
debug expressions resolving to an address that contains a valid instruction or, for CA ADS dialogs, a valid CME.

NOTE
Remember: It is not valid to set a breakpoint at the target of an Assembler execute (EX) instruction.

• BEFORE: MAX
Specifies the execution pause on encountering the instruction up to, but not including, the specified number of times.
The default (MAX) is to pause as many times as the instruction is encountered.

• AFTER: 0
Specifies that the debugger will pause at the breakpoint after the instruction has been executed the specified number
of times. The default (0) is to start pausing when the instruction is first encountered.

• EVERY: 1
Specifies an execution pause every time the counter for the breakpoint instruction reaches a multiple of the value
specified. The default (1) is to pause every time the instruction is encountered.

NOTE
If you don't change the defaults, the debugger will pause each time the breakpoint instruction is encountered.

• OTHER ACTION...: (I-INQUIRE/D-DELETE/G-IGNORE)
– I requests a listing of the breakpoint location and characteristics
– D removes the breakpoint
– G bypasses the breakpoint but increments the breakpoint counter

• BREAKPOINT OR <ALL>:
Indicates the breakpoints affected by the Other Action field. You can indicate a specific breakpoint (that is, a debug-
expression), or specify that the action applies to ALL breakpoints within the current program or dialog.

Debug Screen

Two Sections

The specification area of the Debug screen also has two sections:

• The first section designates the load module to be debugged:

DEBUG LOAD MODULE...:     TYPE: P (P-PGM/D-DIALOG/M-MAP/T-TABLE/S-SS)

VERSION.............:

• The second section inquires about certain debugged modules or removes modules from the debugging process:

OTHER ACTION........:   (I-INQUIRE/D-DELETE)

LOAD MODULE OR <ALL>:

VERSION.............:

You can submit both types of requests at the same time.

Field Options

These are the field options for this area:
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• DEBUG LOAD MODULE...:
Identifies the name of the entity to be debugged. The entity name can be up to eight characters long.

• TYPE: P (P-PGM/D-DIALOG/M-MAP/T-TABLE/S-SS)
Identifies the type of module to be debugged:
– P (the default) identifies a program
– D identifies a CA ADS dialog
– M identifies a map
– T identifies an edit or code table
– S identifies a subschema

• VERSION......:
Identifies the version of the load module to be debugged. If the version is not specified, the debugger uses the version
you have set with DCUF TEST, or if none, version 1.

• OTHER ACTION....: (I-INQUIRE/D-DELETE)
– Irequests a display of the load module(s) being debugged in this session
– D requests that the specified module(s) be removed from the list of load modules known to the debugger

• LOAD MODULE OR <ALL>:
Indicates the load module(s) affected by the specified Other Action value. An entity-name identifies the single load
module for which I or D is requested. Using All requests I or D for all load modules being debugged.

• VERSION......:
Identifies the version of the load module for which I or D is requested. If no version is specified and there is more than
one version of the load module being debugged, the debugger displays or deletes all versions. If a version is specified,
the debugger displays or deletes only the specified version.

List Screen

Purpose

You can use the List screen to display storage areas, session attributes, and debugger symbols at your terminal. The List
screen can be used during setup and at runtime.

The specification area of the List screen looks like:

  LIST: M (M-MEMORY/A-ATTRIBUTES)
  MEMORY ONLY:
         BEGIN LIST AT:

         LENGTH.......:         - OR -    END LIST AT:

         LIST FORMAT..: B (C-CHARACTER/X-HEX/B-BOTH)

Field Options

These are the field options for this area:

• LIST: M (M-MEMORY/A-ATTRIBUTES)
– M(the default) requests a list of an area of memory specified in the Memory Only section of the screen
– A requests a list of current session attributes; no other options need to be specified on the screen in this case

• BEGIN LIST AT:
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Specifies the beginning location for the display. The beginning location can include one or more debug expressions
resolving to an address for which you have retrieval security.
For information on the security methods used by the debugger, see CA IDMS Security Administering section. This field
is required if a memory display is selected.

• LENGTH........:
Specifies the number of bytes to be displayed.

• END LIST AT:
Specifies the ending location for the display. The ending location can include the same debugger entities as those
specified for the beginning location.

WARNING
If a resource is listed and the length or ending location exceeds the resource boundary, the list is truncated at
the boundary and the debugger issues a warning message.

When neither Length nor End List At is specified, the length of the display is based on two rules:

• If the debug expression is composed of a single symbol, the data characteristics of the symbol determine the default
length. The number of bytes displayed is equal to the length attribute of the symbol.

• If the expression does not have data characteristics, the default length is 16 bytes.

• LIST FORMAT..: B (C-CHARACTER/X-HEX/B-BOTH)
– C requests a display in character format
– X requests a display in hexadecimal format
– B (the default) requests a display in both character and hexadecimal format

Resume Screen

Purpose

You can use the Resume screen to instruct the runtime system to continue program execution at the next instruction or at
another location or to continue standard processing of an abend.

The specification area of the Resume screen looks like:

RESUME: E (E-EXECUTION/A-ABEND)

EXECUTION ONLY:
  LOCATION IF OTHER THAN BREAKPOINT:

Field Options

These are the field options for this area:

• RESUME: E (E-EXECUTION/A-ABEND)
Indicates the next action of the runtime system:
– E (the default) requests that execution continue at the next instruction or at another location as indicated by the

address specified in the Execution Only section of the screen
– A requests that standard DC/UCF abend processing, including the execution of any STAE exit, should continue

• LOCATION IF OTHER THAN BREAKPOINT:
Specifies the location at which execution is to continue. The specified value can be a debug expression that resolves
to an address containing a valid instruction or a valid CME (CA ADS dialogs only).
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Set Screen

Purpose

You can use the Set screen to modify selected areas of storage and session attributes. The Set screen can be used
during setup and at runtime.

The specification area of the Set screen looks like:

SET: M (M-MEMORY/C-CHARACTER/X-HEX/B-BOTH)
MEMORY ONLY:
       BEGIN SET MEMORY AT:

       EQUALS......:

       RESET.......: N (Y-YES/N-NO)

Field Options

These are the field options for this area:

• SET: M (M-MEMORY/C-CHARACTER/X-HEX/B-BOTH)
– M (the default) requests modification of the areaof memory specified in the Memory Only section of the screen
– The other three options pertain to the setting of session attributes:

• C requests a display in character format
• X requests a display in hexadecimal format
• B requests a display in both character and hexadecimal format

• BEGIN SET MEMORY AT:
Specifies the beginning location of the entity to be modified. The beginning location can be a debug expression that
resolves to an address for which you have update security. A beginning location value is required when you are
updating memory.
If the debug expression is a symbol with data characteristics, the length of the symbol is used in the set. Otherwise, the
data characteristics of the source field are used in the set.

NOTE
Remember: The debugger does not allow a set across resource boundaries.

• EQUALS......:
Indicates the new value that will be assigned to the entity. You can supply an explicit value or a data field name, as in
these examples:

h'03'

f'9956'

x'f0c4'

c'edit'

p'1234'
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'customer-name-0145'

The EQUALS field is required when you are updating memory.
• RESET.......: N (Y-YES/N-NO)

Indicates the disposition of the original storage value:
– Y requests that the named storage be reset to its original value at the end of the debugging session; this option is

not supported for release 10.2 of the debugger
– N (the default) requests that the named storage not be reset to its original value at the end of the debugging session
This option does not affect storage in the debugged program itself since a special copy of the program is loaded for the
debugging session.

Snap Screen

Purpose

The Snap screen lets you create and write a dump to the DC/UCF log at any point in the debugging session, in order to
make a hard copy of storage contents.

NOTE
Remember: To obtain a hard copy of the Snap dump, use the Batch Command Facility utility.

The specification area of the Snap screen looks like:

SNAP:   (A-AREA/T-TASK)     TITLE:
SKIP:   (1-ONE LINE/2-TWO LINES/3-THREE LINES/T-TOP OF NEXT PAGE)

AREA ONLY:
     BEGIN SNAP AT:

     LENGTH:          -OR-    END SNAP AT:

Field Options

These are the field options for this area:

• SNAP: (A-AREA/T-TASK)
– Arequests a dump of the memory area specified in the fields in the Area Only section of the screen
– T requests a dump of all resources associated with the executing task
This is a required field on the Snap screen.

• TITLE:
Specifies an optional title for the snap. The title can contain up to 42 characters. Do not enclose the title in quotation
marks. An apostrophe in the title must be coded as two single quotes. When a title is not specified, a default title is
written to the log:

USER user-id

• SKIP: (1-ONE LINE/2-TWO LINES/3-THREE LINES/T-TOP OF NEXT PAGE)
Indicates the carriage control that will be used for placement of the title:
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– 1 skips one line
– 2 skips two lines
– 3 skips three lines
– T skips to the top of the next page
If you specify nothing, two lines are skipped.

• BEGIN SNAP AT:
Specifies the location at which to begin the snap. The beginning location can be a debug expression that resolves to
an address for which you have retrieval security. This field is required when snapping an area.

• LENGTH:
Indicates the number of bytes to be snapped.

• END SNAP AT:
Indicates the ending location of the snap. The ending location can specify the same types of debug expressions as
those used in the Begin Snap At field.
When you do not specify an ending location or a specific length, the default length is based on two rules:
– If the debug expression is composed of a single symbol, the data characteristics of the symbol determine the

default length. The number of bytes dumped is equal to the default length of the symbol.
– If the expression does not have data characteristics, the default length is 256 bytes.

Global Help Screens
Contents

Three Available

The debugger provides three global help screens, one each of commands, symbols and control keys.

Usage Screen

Top-level Screen

The Usage screen is the top-level screen for menu mode. It presents a list of all debugger commands and summarizes
the command functions. The Usage screen looks like this:

   IDMS-DC REL nn.n ONLINE DEBUGGER *** USAGE ***        SETUP    PAGE  1 OF  4
  PROGRAM:           V:          CSECT:
  ->
                     PROCEDURAL COMMANDS.

  EXIT.....RETURNS CONTROL TO IDMS-DC/
UCF WITHOUT TERMINATING THE CURRENT DEBUGGER SESSION
  QUIT.....TERMINATES THE DEBUGGER SESSION AND RETURNS CONTROL TO IDMS-DC/UCF.
  PROMPT...INVOKES THE PROMPT MODE OF THE DEBUGGER.

                     RETRIEVAL COMMANDS.

  AT.......ESTABLISHES OR MODIFIES BREAKPOINTS WITHIN A USER PROGRAM.
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  DEBUG....DESIGNATES, DURING THE SETUP PHASE, THE ENTITY TO BE DEBUGGED OR
           INQUIRES ABOUT ENTITIES KNOWN TO THE DEBUGGER.
  IOUSER...DISPLAYS THE USER SCREEN THAT IS CURRENT WHEN A BREAKPOINT, PROGRAM
           INTERRUPT OR TRAPPED ABEND IS ENCOUNTERED.

  NEXT _ ACTIVITY OR _ HELP:
       _ AT       _ LIST      _ SET      _ SNAP    _ RESUME     _ DEBUG  _ WHERE

       _ EXIT     _ PROMPT    _ QUIT     _ IOUSER
  HELP SCREENS:   _ USAGE     _ SYMBOLS  _ KEYS

Symbols Screen

Has a Specification Area

The Symbols screen lets you list program or debugger symbols owned by the entity being debugged. The Symbols screen
is the only global help screen with a specification area:

   IDMS-DC REL nn.n ONLINE DEBUGGER *** SYMBOLS ***      SETUP    PAGE  1 OF  1
  PROGRAM:           V:          CSECT:
  ->

  SYMBOLS TO DISPLAY: P (P-PROGRAM/D-DEBUGGER)
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  SYMBOL OR SEARCH STRING:

  NEXT _ ACTIVITY OR _ HELP:
       _ AT       _ LIST      _ SET      _ SNAP    _ RESUME     _ DEBUG  _ WHERE

       _ EXIT     _ PROMPT    _ QUIT     _ IOUSER
  HELP SCREENS:   _ USAGE     _ SYMBOLS  _ KEYS

Field Options

These are the field options for the specification area:

• SYMBOLS TO DISPLAY: P (P-PROGRAM/D-DEBUGGER)
Indicates whether program symbols (P) or debugger symbols (D) for the current entity are to be displayed. The default
is P. The symbols are listed alphabetically.

• SYMBOL OR SEARCH STRING:
Identifies a specific symbol or string that begins the display. When this field does not contain an entry, all specified
program or debugger symbols are displayed from the beginning of the list

Example

For example, to begin the display with program symbols prefaced by MIS, you would supply this information on the
screen:

SYMBOLS TO DISPLAY: p (P-PROGRAM/D-DEBUGGER)
SYMBOL OR SEARCH STRING: mis

Keys Screen

Installation-specific

The Keys screen provides a list of the current control key assignments for your particular installation. The information
displayed on this screen reflects the installation-specific key assignments made with the KEYS statement when the
system was generated. The Keys screen contains the most up-to-date information on control key assignments. If an
assignment is modified after the system is generated, the Keys screen is also modified automatically.

A sample Keys screen is shown below.

   IDMS-DC REL nn.n ONLINE DEBUGGER *** KEYS ***         SETUP    PAGE  1 OF  1
  PROGRAM:           V:          CSECT:
  ->
 │   PFKEY ........ ACTIVITY          ││   PFKEY ........ ACTIVITY          │
 │   -----          --------          ││   -----          --------          │
 │   ENTER   PROCESS CURRENT SCREEN   ││   PF5     SYMBOLS SCREEN           │
 │   CLEAR   PREVIOUS LEVEL           ││   PF6     PFKEYS SCREEN            │
 │   PA1     REFRESH                  ││   PF7     DISPLAY PREVIOUS PAGE    │
 │   PA2     EXIT                     ││   PF8     DISPLAY NEXT PAGE        │
 │   PF1     USAGE SCREEN             ││   PF9     CHANGE TO PROMPT MODE    │
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 │   PF2     UNASSIGNED               ││   PF10    UNASSIGNED               │
 │   PF3     ACTIVITY SCREEN          ││   PF11    UNASSIGNED               │
 │   PF4     ACTIVITY HELP SCREEN     ││   PF12    RESERVED                 │

  NEXT _ ACTIVITY OR _ HELP:
       _ AT       _ LIST      _ SET      _ SNAP    _ RESUME     _ DEBUG  _ WHERE

       _ EXIT     _ PROMPT    _ QUIT     _ IOUSER
  HELP SCREENS:   _ USAGE     _ SYMBOLS  _ KEYS

Aids for Debugging Assembler, COBOL, and PL/I Programs
The following table shows the compiler options which provide the information required to use the online debugger to
analyze your program.

Language Object Code Variable Storage

VS-COBOL PMAP or CLIST DMAP

VS-COBOL II
IBM COBOL*
Enterprise COBOL*

LIST or OFFSET MAP

PL/I LIST, XREF, and OFFSET STORAGE and MAP
Assembler LIST LIST

*IBM COBOL includes: COBOL/370, COBOL for VM, COBOL for Z/OS and VM, COBOL for z/OS.

*Enterprise COBOL includes Enterprise COBOL for z/OS.

COBOL Programs
This section discusses the preparation that is necessary before beginning to debug a COBOL program and provides a
sample COBOL debugging session.

NOTE
The discussion and sample debugger session that follow are for a program compiled under the VS-COBOL
compiler. The basic principals are the same for other compiler levels. Some specific differences are noted. For
more information on register conventions and program structure, refer to the appropriate IBM documentation.
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Preliminary Computations

Before beginning the debugging process, it is recommended that you determine the breakpoints that you want to set and
the storage locations that you want to examine.

The first step is to compile the program with appropriate listing options. The following options are recommended:

For VS-COBOL

SOURCE, CLIST or PMAP, DMAP

SOURCE gives a listing of the program source with compiler-assigned line numbers.

CLIST gives a cross reference of the assembler offset of each COBOL statement within the program.

PMAP gives a complete listing of the equivalent assembler code for the entire COBOL program.

CLIST is sufficient for most debugging sessions, but programmers who are familiar with assembler may wish to use the
PMAP option.

By examining the register usage in the assembler code, it is sometimes possible to access data fields at a particular
breakpoint more efficiently than by using the methods described below using CLIST and DMAP.

Either CLIST or PMAP will also cause the listing of global tables, particularly the TGT which is needed to determine the
location of data variables.

DMAP gives a listing of the BL or BLL number and displacement for each field in the WORKING STORAGE and
LINKAGE sections.

For COBOL II or LE COBOL

SOURCE, OFFSET or LIST, MAP

SOURCE has the same meaning as for VS-COBOL described above. OFFSET and LIST have the same meanings as
CLIST and PMAP, respectively. MAP has the same meaning as the VS-COBOL DMAP option.

Breakpoints

To determine the hexadecimal offset of an executable program instruction at which you want to set a breakpoint, perform
the following steps:

1. Examine the COBOL compiler portion of your listing and record the line number of the statement at which you want to
set the breakpoint:

00787          *
00788          *     OBTAIN EMPLOYEE DB-KEY IS EMP-DBKEY
00789          *              ON ANY-STATUS
00790                     MOVE 0 TO DCNUM1 DCNUM2 DCFLG1 DCFLG2
00791                     MOVE 0028 TO DML-SEQUENCE
00792                     CALL 'IDMSCOBI' USING SUBSCHEMA-CTRL
00793                            IDBMSCOM (06)
00794                            SR415
00795                            EMP-DBKEY
00796                            IDBMSCOM (43)
00797                     IF NOT ANY-STATUS PERFORM IDMS-STATUS;
00798                     ELSE
00799                                       NEXT SENTENCE.
00800                IF DB-REC-NOT-FOUND
00801           *       MAP OUT USING DCTEST01
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00802           *           MESSAGE IS EMP-NOT-FOUND-MESS
00803           *                   TO EMP-NOT-FOUND-MESS-END
00804           *                 DETAIL CURRENT

1. Examine the condensed listing (CLIST) portion of the COBOL compiler listing, locate the previously recorded COBOL
line number, and record its corresponding hexadecimal displacement value:

                        CONDENSED LISTING

                      .                                      .
                      .                                      .
785     MOVE        001CCC                786     GO       001CD0
790     MOVE        001CD6                791     MOVE     001CEE
792     CALL        001CF4                797     IF       001D3E
797     PERFORM     001D4C                800     IF       001D74
805     MOVE        001D80                806     MOVE     001D98
807     MOVE        001D9E                808     MOVE     001DA4
                      .                                      .
                      .                                      .    

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION variables

To determine the register assignment and offset of WORKING- STORAGE SECTION variables, perform the following
steps:

1. Locate the register assignment portion of the COBOL compiler listing and record the base locator (BL) number that
corresponds to each register listed:

REGISTER ASSIGNMENT

 REG 6 BL =1

NOTE
For some WORKING-STORAGE or LINKAGE SECTIONfields, there may not be a fixed register which
always points to the base locator for linkage (BLL) cell. However, the BL cell is at a given offset from the
beginning of the TGT.

For non-LE-compliant compilers, register 13 usually points to the TGT at runtime. For LE-compliant compilers, register
9 usually points to the TGT at runtime.
A copy of the TGT and WORKING STORAGE is allocated in the CA IDMS storage pools for each task at runtime.
Therefore, you must not use the TGT or WORKING STORAGE in the program pool.

2. Locate the data map (DMAP) portion of the COBOL compiler listing and record the displacement value and register
assignment for each variable that you want to examine during the debugging process:

DNM=1-364     01  LONGTERM-TEST           BL=1     038    DNM=1-364    DS
DNM=1-387     01  EMP-DBKEY               BL=1     040    DNM=1-387    DS
DNM=1-406     01  FIRST-PAGE-SW           BL=1     048    DNM=1-406    DS
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DNM=1-432     88  LESS-THAN-A-PAGE                        DNM=1-432
                      .
                      .
                      .
DNM=4-276     01  SUBSCHEMA-CTRL          BL=1     260    DNM=4-276    DS
DNM=4-303     02  PROGRAM-NAME            BL=1     260    DNM=4-303    DS
DNM=4-325     02  ERROR-STATUS            BL=1     268    DNM=4-325    DS
DNM=4-350     88  DB-STATUS-OK                            DNM=4-350
DNM=4-376     88  ANY-STATUS                              DNM=4-376
DNM=4-399     88  ANY-ERROR-STATUS                        DNM=4-399
DNM=4-425     88  DB-END-OF-SET                           DNM=4-425
DNM=4-452     88  DB-REC-NOT-FOUND                        DNM=4-452
DNM=6-028     02  DBKEY                   BL=1     26C    DNM=6-028    DS
DNM=6-043     02  RECORD-NAME             BL=1     270    DNM=6-043    DS
                      .
                      .

LINKAGE SECTION variables

To determine the location of LINKAGE SECTION variables, perform the following steps:

1. Examine the memory map portion of the COBOL compiler listing and locate the hexadecimal displacement values for
the TGT and for the base locator for linkage (BLL) cells:

                       MEMORY MAP
                TGT                     00868

           SAVE AREA                    00868
           SWITCH                       008B0
           TALLY                        008B4
           SORT SAVE                    008B8
           ENTRY-SAVE                   008BC
               .
               .
               .
           TEMP STORAGE-3               00A78
           TEMP STORAGE-4               00A78
           BLL CELLS                    00A78
           VLC CELLS                    00A8C
               .
               .

1. Perform the following calculation to determine the displacement value for the BLL cells:

BLL CELLS - TGT = displacement for BLL cells within TGT
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X'A78' - X'868' = X'208'

NOTE
This value will be used later in the runtime phase to locate the actual BLL cells.

2. Locate the BLL number for the desired LINKAGE SECTION variable from the DMAP portion of the compiler listing:

DNM=14-361     01  PASS-DEPT-INFO          BLL=3    000    DNM=14-361     D
DNM=14-391     02  PASS-DEPT-ID            BLL=3    000    DNM=14-391     D
DNM=14-416     02  PASS-DEPT-INFO-END      BLL=3    004    DNM=14-416     D
DNM=14-444     01  ERROR-DATA              BLL=4    000    DNM=14-444     D
DNM=14-467     02  ERROR-DEPT-ID           BLL=4    000    DNM=14-467     D
DNM=15-000     02  ERROR-MESSAGE-CODE      BLL=4    004    DNM=15-000     D
DNM=15-031     02  ERROR-DATA-END          BLL=4    008    DNM=15-031     D

1. Save the displacement values of the BLL cells and the BLL numbers of LINKAGE SECTION variables for use during
the runtime phase to obtain the absolute address for LINKAGE SECTION values.

You can use the following table to record displacement information before starting a debugger session.
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Sample COBOL Online Debugger Session

To use the online debugger with a DC/UCF VS-COBOL program, perform the steps shown below. The steps may vary
depending on the release level of the compiler; however, the basic methodology is the same. The following examples
correspond to the sample listings shown in Preliminary Computations.

1. Compile the program with the DMAP and CLIST compiler options before defining it to the DC/UCF system.

NOTE
To obtain the complete Assembler source code, substituteCLIST with PMAP as described in Preliminary
Computations.

2. Record breakpoint and storage displacements, as explained earlier under COBOL Programs.
3. Initiate the debugger session by entering the DEBUG task code from the DC/UCF system. The DEBUG> prompt

displays indicating that the debugger is in control:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

debug

DEBUG>

4. Specify the program to be debugged by entering DEBUG followed by the program name. The debugger verifies the
program name:

DEBUG>

debug testprog

DEBUG TESTPROG

DEBUG> DEBUGGING INITIATED FOR TESTPROG VERSION 1

DEBUG>

5. Establish breakpoints by issuing the AT command followed by a dollar sign, which signifies the address of the
beginning of the program; follow the dollar sign with the command's hexadecimal offset. The debugger verifies the
establishment of the breakpoint. The following example sets a breakpoint at line 797 in TESTPROG based on the
SOURCE and CLIST shown in Preliminary Computations.

DEBUG>

at $ + @1d4c

AT $ + @1D4C

AT> $ + @1D4C ADDED
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DEBUG>

After all breakpoints have been set, leave the setup phase of the debugger session by issuing the EXIT command:

DEBUG>

exit

NOTE
You will also be able to set new breakpoints whenever you are stopped at a breakpoint during the runtime
phase.

6. Initiate the runtime phase by issuing the task code that invokes the task in which the program participates:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

deptmod

When a breakpoint is encountered at runtime, the debugger assumes control and identifies the address, program, and
the debugger expression that was used to establish the breakpoint:

AT OFFSET @1D4C IN TESTPROG EXPRESSION $+@1D4C

DEBUG>

7. Examine program variable storage by issuing LIST commands. Use indirect addressing and the previously noted
register and offset. The following example lists the value of the first 32 bytes of SUBSCHEMA-CTRL. The DMAP
listing for SUBSCHEMA-CTRL shows that it is addressed through BL=1 at offset hexadecimal 260. The REGISTER
ASSIGNMENT portion of the listing shows that base register 6 contains the value from BL=1.

NOTE
Registers are sometimes used for multiple purposes within a COBOL program. When a breakpoint is set
using the CLIST value, the equivalent assembler code to load the BL value into R6 may not have occurred. If
you are not certain a register contains the appropriate value, use the method for listing LINKAGE SECTION
variables described below. That method is also always valid for WORKING STORAGE variables.

list %:r6 + @260 32

LIST %:R6 + @260 32

00140270  E3C5E2E3 D7D9D6C7 F0F0F0F0 3D3D4F06 *TESTPROG0000..|.*

00140280  C4C5D7C1 D9E3D4C5 D5E34040 40404040 *DEPARTMENT      *

To examine LINKAGE SECTION variables, perform the following steps:
a. Register 13 normally contains the address of the TGT for VS-COBOL programs. Use register 9 for later COBOL

compilers. Use the previously determined offset to find the desired BLL cell. The offset of the BLL cells for
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TESTPROG was found to be X'208', as shown in Preliminary Computations. The following command lists the BLL
cells using indirect addressing.

DEBUG>

list %:rR13 + @208

LIST %:R13 + @208

           (BLL1)   (BLL2)   (BLL3)   (BLL4)

001499E0  00000000 00000000 00000000 00149AC8 *...............H*

Each BLL is 4-bytes long. Note the absolute address located in the BLL for the field that you want to display.
b. Suppose we wish to display the field named ERROR-DATA. The DMAP shows that its base locator is in BLL=4.

List the absolute address to display the first field.

DEBUG>

LIST @149ac8 9

00149AC8  F1F1F1F1 C4C5D7E3 00                *1111DEPT        *

c. Alternatively use an offset from the first field to display another field addressed through the same BLL. For
example, use the following command to display ERROR-MESSAGE-CODE.

DEBUG>

LIST @149ac8+@4 4

00149AC8  C4C5D7E3                             *DEPT            *

8. Enter the RESUME command from the DEBUG> prompt to continue program execution:

DEBUG>

resume

9. Enter the QUIT command from the DEBUG> prompt to end a debugger session:

DEBUG>

quit

QUIT
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QUIT DEBUGGER

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

PL/I Programs
Contents

This section discusses the preparation that is necessary before beginning to debug a PL/I program and provides a sample
PL/I debugging session.

NOTE
The discussion and sample debugger session that follow are for aprogram compiled under the PL/I Version
2.3 compiler. The basic principals are the same for other compiler levels. For more information on register
conventions and program structure, refer to the appropriate IBM documentation.

Preliminary Computations

Before beginning the debugging process, it is recommended to determine the breakpoints that you want to set and the
storage locations that you want to examine.

Breakpoints

To determine the hexadecimal offset of an executable program instruction at which you want to set a breakpoint, perform
the following steps:

1. Examine the cross-reference table portion of your link-edit listing for an entry in the form program-name1. Record the
hexadecimal offset listed under ORIGIN:

                       CROSS REFERENCE TABLE

CONTROL SECTION                        ENTRY
  NAME    ORIGIN   LENGTH                NAME    LOCATION
PLISTART      OO       50
                                       PLICALLA        6
PLIMAIN       50        8
*PLIPROG2     58      394
*PLIPROG1    3F0      EB4
                                       PLI3PROG      3F8
IDMSPLI     12A8      284         

1. Examine the PL/I compiler portion of your listing and record the line number of the statement at which you want to set
the breakpoint:

133                 WORK_LAST = EMP_LAST_NAME_0415;
134                 WORK_FIRST = EMP_FIRST_NAME_0415;
                                                              /*
                    MAP OUT (DCTEST01) OUTPUT DATA YES
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                        MESSAGE (INITIAL_INSTRUCTIONS_MSG_1)
                        LENGTH (25)
                        DETAIL NEW KEY (DBKEY).
                                                              */
135                       /* IDMS PLI/I DML EXPANSION */   DO;
136                       DML_SEQUENCE=0013;
137                       DCCFLG1=0;
138                       DCCFLG1=13;
139                       DCCFLG2=16;
140                       DCCFLG3=0;
141                       DCCFLG4=4;
142                       DCCFLG5=72;
143                       DCCFLG6=0;

1. Examine the Assembler listing generated by the LIST option, locate the previously recorded PL/I line number, and
record its corresponding hexadecimal displacement value:

* STATEMENT NUMBER 136
0006AA  41 80 7 21C            LA     8,SUBSCHEMA_CTRL.D
                                      CCALIGN_AREA.FILLE
                                      R0001
0006AE  58 40 3 124            L      4,292(0,3)
0006B2   50 40 8 008            ST     4,SSC_ERRSAVE_AREA
                                      .DML_SEQUENCE

1. Add the origin offset and the breakpoint instruction's hexadecimal displacement to obtain the breakpoint address:

X'3F0' + X'6AA' = X'A9A'

AUTOMATIC Variables

To determine the offset of AUTOMATIC variables, locate the variable storage map and record the displacement value for
each variable that you want to examine during the debugging process:

MAP_WORK_REC               1           796        31C        AUTO
WORK_DEPT_ID               1           796        31C        AUTO
WORK_EMP_ID                1           800        320        AUTO
WORK_FIRST                 1           804        324        AUTO
WORK_LAST                  1           814        32E        AUTO
WORK_ADDRESS               1           829        33D        AUTO
WORK_STREET                1           829        33D        AUTO
WORK_CITY                  1           849        351        AUTO
WORK_STATE                 1           864        360        AUTO
WORK_ZIP                   1           866        362        AUTO
WORK_DEPT_NAME             1           871        367        AUTO
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You can locate AUTOMATIC variables at runtime through register 13.

STATIC INTERNAL Variables

To determine the location of STATIC INTERNAL variables, examine the static internal storage map to find the
hexadecimal offset for each variable that you want to examine during the debugging process.

You can locate STATIC INTERNAL variables at runtime through register 3.

You can use the following table to record displacement information before starting a debugger session.
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Sample PL/I Online Debugger Session

To use the online debugger with a DC/UCF PL/I program, perform the following steps:

1. Compile the program with the LIST, OFFSET, XREF STORAGE, and MAP compiler options before defining it to the
DC/UCF system.
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2. Record breakpoint and storage displacements, as explained above.
3. Initiate the debugger session by entering the DEBUG task code from the DC/UCF system. The DEBUG> prompt

displays indicating that the debugger is in control:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

debug

DEBUG>

4. Specify the program to be debugged by entering DEBUG followed by the program name. The debugger verifies the
program name:

DEBUG>

debug pliprog

DEBUG PLIPROG

DEBUG> DEBUGGING INITIATED FOR PLIPROG VERSION 1

DEBUG>

5. Establish breakpoints by issuing the AT command followed by a dollar sign, which signifies the address of the
beginning of the program; follow the dollar sign with the command's hexadecimal offset. The debugger verifies the
establishment of the breakpoint:

DEBUG>

at $ + @a9a

AT @A9A

AT> @A9A ADDED

DEBUG>

After all breakpoints have been set, leave the setup phase of the debugger session by issuing the EXIT command:

DEBUG>

exit

6. Initiate the runtime phase by issuing the task code that invokes the task in which the program participates:
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ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

deptmod

When a breakpoint is encountered at runtime, the debugger assumes control and identifies the address, program, and
the debugger expression that was used to establish the breakpoint:

AT OFFSET @A9A IN PLIPROG EXPRESSION @BDE

DEBUG>

7. Examine program variable storage by issuing LIST commands. Use indirect addressing and the previously noted
register and offset:

list %:r13 + @31c 32

LIST %:R13 + @31C 32

001DB7F4  F3F2F0F0 F0F0F0F4 C8C5D9C2 C5D9E340 *32000004HERBERT*

001DB804  4040C3D9 C1D5C540 40404040 40404040 *  CRANE        *

If your program contains any nested procedures or begin blocks, you will need to navigate the chain of dynamic
storage areas (DSAs) to obtain the correct variable-storage base address. To navigate the DSA chain for nested
procedures or begin blocks, list the contents of register 13 to determine the DSA for the current level of nesting:

list %:r13

LIST %:R13

001C7A30  84200000 001C7948 00000000 5E422A20 *D...........

...*

For subsequent levels of nesting, perform the following steps:
a. List the absolute address which is located 4 bytes off of the previously displayed line:

list @1c7948

LIST @1C7948

001C7948  84200000 001C74D8 00000000 4E4227EC *D......Q....+...*
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b. List AUTOMATIC variable-storage values after the final level of nesting has been reached. Use the absolute
address as the base address, which is located 4 bytes off of the display:

DEBUG>

list 1c74d8 + @31c 32

LIST 1C74D8 + @31C 32

001C77F4  F3F2F0F0 F0F0F0F4 C8C5D9C2 C5D9E340 *32000004HERBERT *

001C7804  4040C3D9 C1D5C540 40404040 40404040 *  CRANE         *

To examine variables defined as BASED storage, perform the following steps:
a. List the contents of the associated pointer variable using indirect addressing:

DEBUG>

list %:r13 + @d4

LIST %:R13 + @D4

001499E0  00149AC8 00000000 00000000 00000000 *...H............*

b. List the absolute address to display the BASED variable's values:

DEBUG>

LIST @149ac8 16

00149AC8  F1F1F1F1 C4C5D7E3 00000000 00000000 *1111DEPT........*

8. Enter the RESUME command from the DEBUG> prompt to continue program execution:

DEBUG>

resume

9. Enter the QUIT command from the DEBUG> prompt to end a debugger session:

DEBUG>

quit
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QUIT

QUIT DEBUGGER

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

Session Considerations
You need to consider the following factors when you establish and conduct debugger sessions:

Performance Standards

During a debugger session, you can perform any activity related to DC/UCF, not just debugging. For a given session,
there are no restrictions on the number or kinds of entities debugged or on the length of the session.

For example, within a single debugger session, you can successively perform the following:

• Initiate a debugger setup phase
• Leave the debugger setup phase to conduct an online PLOG session
• Return to the setup phase to debug another program
• Leave the debugger setup phase again to conduct an IDD session
• Execute one of the programs you are debugging

Minimize Unrelated Work

When the DEBUG task code initiates a debugger session, the DC/UCF system saves your current screen, whether or
not the screen is directly related to any modules being debugged. Consequently, the debugger incurs some processing
overhead each time the current screen changes. For best performance keep work unrelated to the debugging process to a
minimum.

Also, although the setup phase is pseudo conversational, the runtime phase is completely conversational, which ties up
system resources. Even database resources are tied up while the debugger has control.

In order to use resources most efficiently, therefore, always return control to DC/UCF before you leave your terminal or
attend to concerns other than debugging.

Valid Breakpoints

Program breakpoints, established with the AT command, must be set at addresses that contain valid instructions or valid
command elements (CMEs for CA ADS dialogs). A verify message displays when the address is valid.If the address is
not valid, the debugger displays a message to indicate that the break point could not be set. If an address contains a valid
operation code but does not contain a valid instruction, the program may be altered with unpredictable results.

Program Currency

Program Currency determines whether or not the debugger traps an abend and transfers control to you.

The DC/UCF system assigns currency on the basis of the most recent program to have been given control with #LINK or
#XCTL program control services.

The debugger assigns currency according to the following rules:
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• If the address of the interrupt is contained in one of the programs defined to the debugger, this program is assigned
debugger currency, and you are given control under the debugger.

• If the address is not found in a debugged program, the debugger checks the current DC/UCF program to see whether
it has been defined to the debugger:
– If the current DC/UCF program is defined to the debugger, this program is assigned debugger currency, and you

gain control under the debugger.
– If the program is not defined, no debugger currency is assigned, you do not gain control under the debugger, and

the standard DC/UCF abend processing takes place.

Sample Program Structure

The following examples illustrate how program currency can affect whether or not the DC/UCF system passes control to
the debugger. Each of the examples is based on the sample program structure:

Example 1

During the setup phase, you define Programs A, B, and C to the debugger. When the program is executing, a program
check occurs in Program B.

The following currencies are now in effect:

• The current DC/UCF program is Program A, the last program that is given control by #LINK or #XCTL.
• Debugger currency is assigned to Program B.

You receive control through the debugger because Program B, one of the programs defined to the debugger, contains the
address of the interrupt.

Example 2

During the setup phase, you define Program A to the debugger. When the program is executing, a program check occurs
in Program B.

The following currencies are now in effect:
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• The current DC/UCF program is Program A, the last program given control by #LINK or #XCTL.
• Debugger currency is assigned to Program A.

You receive control through the debugger because the current DC/UCF program has also been defined to the debugger.

Example 3

During the setup phase, you define Program C to the debugger. When the program is executing, a program check occurs
in Program B.

The following currencies are now in effect:

• The current DC/UCF program is Program A, the last program given control by #LINK or #XCTL
• Debugger currency is not assigned, because the debugger cannot find the interrupt address in a known program, and

the current DC/UCF program is not defined to the debugger

You do not receive control through the debugger, because no debugger currency can be set. The program abends without
an interruption from the debugger, and the system issues a standard abend message.

Example 4

During the setup phase, you define Program A to the debugger. During execution, Program B branches into unknown
storage and a program check occurs.

The following currencies are now in effect:

• The current DC/UCF program is Program A, the last program given control by #LINK or #XCTL.
• Debugger currency is assigned to Program A.

You receive control through the debugger because the current DC/UCF program has also been defined to the debugger.

 

 

Administrating Security for IDMS
In the data processing environment, security administration, whether performed by a full-time security administrator in a
large shop or by a DBA in a small shop, is a vital component of corporate success.

Why Secure Your System?

You secure your system to do the following:

• Protect confidential information from deliberate or accidental exposure
• Maintain the integrity of your corporate databases and dictionaries
• Prohibit or deter unauthorized access
• Meet corporate and departmental security standards
• Fulfill government and Department of Defense (DOD) requirements
• Adhere to privacy laws

Security Strategy

A comprehensive corporate security strategy must account for all types of physical and electronic access to systems,
including the following:
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• Physical access to the computer room
• Electronic access to the computer room (such as by dial-in lines)
• Access to hardware
• Access to software
• Access to corporate databases
• Access to applications
• Access to production, test, and quality assurance (QA) systems
• Access to data sets

A strategy that has not considered all types of authorized and unauthorized access is open to intentional and accidental
corruption.

Installing and Implementing Security

A security system needs to be installed and then implemented. A common approach to organizing this process is to
designate the following:

• A security administrator who manages and coordinates overall information security for the site
• A team that helps the security administrator plan for, install, and implement the security system

CA IDMS Centralized Security Administration

The security approach described in the previous section is well suited for CA IDMS centralized security administration.
Three important reasons are as follows:

• CA IDMS centralized security can interface with an external security software system to protect CA IDMS resources.
• All CA IDMS authorities derive from the absolute authority of the security administrator.
• You can easily delegate to DCAs and DBAs the set of authorities they need to administer security on resources that

are specific to systems and databases.

CA IDMS Centralized Security Overview
This section describes the purposes of centralized security and defines the CA IDMS security domain,.

  

The purposes of CA IDMS centralized security are to provide the following:

• A system for protecting CA IDMS resources when an external security system is not available or not used to protect
CA IDMS resources.

• A system for protecting CA IDMS resources that is not administered or enforced with user exits.
• A system that can interface with an external security system, such as CA Top Secret for z/OS or RACF®, for the

protection of some CA IDMS resources.

Protection of resources external to CA IDMS is not a purpose of CA IDMS centralized security.

Security Domain

The CA IDMS security domain is the set of CA IDMS DC and UCF systems and local mode jobs that share a set of user
definitions.

If you specify that CA IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system, the CA IDMS security is the
corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by CA IDMS internal security, the CA IDMS security domain is
the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository of CA IDMS user definitions.

NOTE
 For more information about CA IDMS user validation, see Signon Processing (CA IDMS).
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Architecture

This section describes the features and architecture of CA IDMS centralized security.

 Architectural Features 

CA IDMS centralized security architecture includes the following features:

• Full integration with CA IDMS software
• Availability to system-supplied and user-written applications executing under the CA IDMS central version, in local

mode, and through supported front-end software, such as CICS and TSO in the CA IDMS environment
• Support for a distributed, client/server environment
• Compatibility with the Command Facility tool that is used for CA IDMS data definition
• ANSI-compliant security syntax where possible

 Multi-layered Security Scheme 

With application security for dictionary resources, this architecture offers multi-layered security for CA IDMS systems, as
shown in the following illustration:

┌─────────────────────────────────────────────┐
│                                             │
│           Host access security              │
│     (CA ACF2 for z/OS, CA Top Secret        │
│      for z/OS, ...)                         │
│                                             │
│                                             │
│   ┌─────────────────────────────────────┐   │
│   │                                     │   │
│   │     CA IDMS centralized security │   │
│   │                                     │   │
│   │   ┌─────────────────────────────┐   │   │
│   │   │                             │   │   │
│   │   │    Application security     │   │   │
│   │   │  (CAS, IDD, ADS, OLQ, ...)  │   │   │
│   │   │                             │   │   │
│   │   └─────────────────────────────┘   │   │
│   │                                     │   │
│   └─────────────────────────────────────┘   │
│                                             │
└─────────────────────────────────────────────┘

The SRTT

This section describes the Security Resource Type Table (SRTT).

 Purpose of the SRTT 

The Security Resource Type Table (SRTT) is a load module in which you store the following information that CA IDMS
centralized security needs at runtime:
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• Each resource type to be secured.
• The system that enforces security on the resource (internal or external).
• For resources to be secured externally, information that the external security system needs to service a security check

request on the resource.

 Using the SRTT 

At installation, CA IDMS provides the default RHDCSRTT module. By default, the security option for each resource that
is defined by CA IDMS is set to OFF (no security), and SVCNUM is set to the SVC number specified in the installation
parameters.

You modify the RHDCSRTT module with an assembly of the #SECRTT macro. The SRTT is loaded at system startup, and
can be reloaded dynamically using the DCMT VARY NUCLEUS command for the RHDCSRTT module.

The scope of the SRTT is one or more CA IDMS systems, depending on your security scheme.

 Security Options by Resource Type 

For each resource type you can specify one of these security options in the SRTT:

• EXTERNAL -- Security enforcement for the resource follows rules that are defined in the external security system.
• INTERNAL -- Security enforcement for the resource follows rules that are defined to the CA IDMS internal security

system.
• OFF -- No security enforcement for the resource (the default at installation).

 Generating the SRTT 

The SRTT is created by issuing a sequence of #SECRTT macros.

The #SECRTT macro can specify one of four types of action:

•  Initial -- Denotes the beginning of the SRTT assembly.
•  Entry -- Specifies a security option for all occurrences of a given resource type.
•  Occurrence override -- Specifies a security option for one or more occurrences of a given resource type that

overrides the entry specification for the resource type (not applicable to all resource types).
•  Final -- Denotes the end of the SRTT assembly.

For detailed information about generating the SRTT, see How to Generate the SRTT.

 Displaying the SRTT 

The DCMT DISPLAY SRTT command displays the Security Resource Type Table (#SECRTT macro/RHDCSRTT load
module). Use #CTABGEN code N116 to secure the command. For detailed information, see DCMT DISPLAY SRTT.

 Recreating the SRTT via Batch 

To display or recreate the SRTT table, use the batch program—IDMSSRTD. This program recreates the SRTT definition
syntax from the existing load module. The z/OS JCL is used to execute the RHDCSRTT IDMSSRTD batch processor.
The RHDCSRTT source syntax is decompiled from the load module and written to the SYSPCH Ddname. For detailed
information about recreating the SRTT, see Recreate the Security Resource Type Table (SRTT).

 Occurrence Overrides 

For an individual occurrence of a database, task, or program, you can override the security option that you specify for the
corresponding resource type, in the SRTT.

For example, you can omit an SRTT entry for the database resource type and create an occurrence override for database
PROD specifying internal security. The result is that any checks on resources associated with database PROD are routed
to internal security, while checks on resources associated with all other databases are not checked.
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NOTE
 The resource name that you give on an occurrence override is treated as a wildcard. In the previous example,
all databases in the domain of the SRTT with names beginning PROD are secured internally.

 Performance Consideration 

You may gain a performance advantage by using an override to turn off security for occurrences of a secured resource
type. Runtime security processing checks for an occurrence override in the SRTT before checking resource authorizations
in the security database.

External Security Enforcement

 External Security Specifications 

In each SRTT entry that specifies external security, you define the format of the resource name that is routed to the
external security system in a security check. At runtime, the central security interface uses this information to map the
IDMS internal resource name to the external resource name before routing the request for a security check to the external
system.

 Standard Security Interface 

CA IDMS centralized security uses the z/OS System Authorization Facility (SAF) as the interface to external security
systems. On a security check, CA IDMS centralized security issues RACROUTE calls providing the names of resource
type and resource occurrence being checked and the keyword that equates to the authority needed.

 Security Definitions 

If you plan to protect all CA IDMS resources with an external system, you do not need a user catalog. All required
definitions would reside in the external security system. The one requirement within CA IDMS is to build the SRTT with
external security specifications for all secured resources.

However, user definitions and user profile definitions are accessed during signon processing if they exist, regardless of
how signon is secured. If all security checks are routed to the external system, you may want to use the user catalog. For
more information about profiles in signon processing, see Securing User Profiles.

Internal Security Enforcement

 CA IDMS Internal Security 

When an entry for a resource type in the SRTT specifies internal security, only users and groups who are defined in the
user catalog can be granted the permission to access the resource. You grant privileges with the appropriate GRANT
statements.

 CA IDMS Internal Security Administration 

You can delegate internal security administration by granting to selected users:

• Administration privileges
• The permission to grant their privileges to other users

You perform CA IDMS internal security administration functions by issuing security authorization statements through the
CA IDMS Command Facility. When you do this, CA IDMS does the following:

• Accepts syntax that specifies the security administration request (for example, a CREATE USER statement).
• Verifies that you, the issuer of the request, have the authority to issue the request.
• Updates the data in the appropriate internal security repository.

Security Definitions

 Required for Security Checks 
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When CA IDMS centralized security receives a request for a security check, it first determines from the SRTT whether the
resource is secured. If it is, centralized security routes the request to CA IDMS internal security or the external security
system, depending on the security option specified for the resource in the SRTT.

The resulting security check accesses security definitions of resources and resource authorizations to determine whether
the executing user has the authority to access the resource in the way that is indicated on the security request.

 Resource Definitions 

Securable resources are the entities in the CA IDMS environment defined by CA IDMS or the user to which you control
access.

Securable resources defined by CA IDMS are as follows:

• User
• Group
• User profile
• System
• Signon
• System profile
• Application activity
• Queue (1)
• Access module (runtime) (1)
• Load module (loadable entity) (1)
• Program (load module) (1)
• Task (1)
• Database
• Area (2)
• Run unit (1) (2)
• Access module (definition) (2)
• Non-SQL schema (2)
• SQL schema (2)
• Table (2)
• Database name table
• DMCL

(1) Occurrences of this resource can be grouped in a category using the CREATE RESOURCE statement.

(2) This resource type is secured automatically when the database resource type is secured.

 Authorization IDs 

An authorization ID identifies a user or group who is authorized to access resources. You define authorization IDs to CA
IDMS with the CREATE USER and CREATE GROUP statements.

If the security option for the resource is external, the authorization ID (and the authorities given to it) are defined in the
external security system.

If the security option for the resource is internal, the authorization ID (and the privileges granted to it) are defined in the
internal security system. 

 Resource Authorization 

An authority is the ability to access a resource in a particular way. A resource authorization is an authority that is
associated with a resource definition and an authorization ID.

If the security option for a resource is external, resource authorizations are specified in the external security system.
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If the security option for a resource is internal, resource authorizations are specified in the internal security system
by granting privileges. You give users the permission to access a resource with a GRANT statement, and you take away
the permission with a REVOKE statement.

Runtime Security Processing

 Security Checking 

The CA IDMS centralized security facility handles all security checks issued during CA IDMS processing. Security
requests are routed to the central security interface to provide uniform validation of requests.

 Security Enforcement 

The security option that is specified in the SRTT for the resource type or resource type occurrence determines how
security is enforced.

 Example: You can control the execution of tasks with the external security system, but, control access to a particular
database with CA IDMS internal security.

If the security option for the resource being checked is external, the request is routed to the external security system. The
external security system returns a value to the centralized security interface representing the result of the check.

If the security option for the resource being checked is internal, CA IDMS centralized security verifies that the user holds
the required permission.

 Centralized Security Diagram 

This illustration shows the flow of processing in the CA IDMS centralized security system:

┌──────────────────┐         ┌──────────────────┐          ┌──────────────────┐
│                  │         │                  │          │                  │
│     Security     │         │     Command      │          │     CA IDMS      │
│      syntax      ├─────────►     facility     ├──────────►     security     │
│                  │         │                  │          │    definition    │
│                  │         │                  │          │                  │
└──────────────────┘         └────────┬─────────┘          └────────┬─────────┘
                                      │                             │
                                      │                             │
                                      │                    ┌────────▼─────────┐
                                      │                    │                  │
                                      │                    │     CA IDMS      │
                             ┌────────▼─────────┐          │     internal     │
┌──────────────────┐         │                  ├──────────►     security     │
│                  │         │                  │          │                  │
│     CA IDMS      │         │     Central      │          └──────────────────┘
│    component     ├─────────►     security     │
│                  │         │     interface    │
│ (IDD, DB, DC ...)│         │                  │          ┌──────────────────┐
│                  │         │                  │          │                  │
└──────────────────┘         │                  ├──────────►     External     │
                             └──────────────────┘          │     security     │
                                                           │     interface    │
                                                           │                  │
                                                           └──────────────────┘
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Security Application Programming Interface
What You can Do

A user-written application in Assembler language can issue security requests to CA IDMS centralized security. All
requests pass a Security Request Block (SRB). A request can be issued from a user mode or a system mode application.

Security Macros

You can issue a security request using the following:

• #SECHECK -- To check authorization for accessing a resource.
• #SECSGON -- To validate the user and sign the user on.
• #SECSGOF -- To sign the user off.

NOTE
For more information on how to use security macros, see the following sections:

• #SECHECK
• #SECSGON
• #SECSGOF

Activating CA IDMS Security
Getting Started

The basic questions in planning your CA IDMS security scheme are:

• What resources will be secured?
• For secured resources, will enforcement be external or internal?
• Will the same security option apply to a given resource across the domain?

To help you answer these questions, you should become familiar with the information in the following sections:

• Using CA IDMS Internal Security
• Securing Database Resources

Installation Defaults

Security at Installation

The RHDCSRTT module that is provided with the CA IDMS installation software contains an initialized entry for each
resource that is defined by CA IDMS.

The initial security option for each resource is OFF, which indicates that at installation, security is not enforcement through
CA IDMS centralized security. Any user can create security definitions and grant privileges.

Security information is stored in the security databases but has no effect until security is activated. Furthermore, the
SVCNUM parameter is set to the SVC number that is specified in the installation parameters.

NOTE
The identifier of the CA IDMS installer is recorded as the owner of the demonstration database schemas in
the schema definitions. If security for the DB resource is activated after installation, schema ownership affects
security processing.
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Preserving the Initialized RHDCSRTT

You should preserve a secure copy of the initialized RHDCSRTT module that is provided at installation. This ensures that
after you activate security, you can turn it off again by using the initialized RHDCSRTT module.

To preserve the initialized RHDCSRTT, use one of the following options:

• Create a backup copy of the initialized RHDCSRTT module that is provided in the installed CA IDMS load library. Store
the backup copy in a secure load library and restore it to the CA IDMS installed load library if needed.

• Link your modified SRTT into a different load library during initial testing. To activate security, concatenate the load
library containing the new SRTT with the CA IDMS load library. To deactivate security, remove the load library
containing the new SRTT from the STEPLIB/CDMSLIB concatenation, or rename the RHDCSRTT load module.

NOTE

You can display or recreate the SRTT table using the batch program—IDMSSRTD. IDMSSTD recreates the
SRTT definition syntax from the existing load module.

Creating Security Definitions
External Security Definitions

If security enforcement for a CA IDMS resource is external, you do not need to store information on the resource in the CA
IDMS security database.

Before you create the SRTT entries that contain external security information, be sure to complete the steps necessary to
define resources and security rules for resources in the external security system. When you create the SRTT with entries
that include SECBY=EXTERNAL, you activate external security enforcement for the resource types specified in those
entries.

For external security checking, you must specify, in the #SECRTT entry, the format of the resource name that centralized
security should forward to the external security system. You construct the external resource name format in the SRTT to
match the format you specified for the resource in the external security system.

Internal Security Definitions

To secure one or more resources internally, you must define users to the user catalog and grant privileges on the
resources to users. You can create any or all of these definitions before activating security in the SRTT. Remember,
however, that until you activate security for CA IDMS administration privileges, any users signed on to the system can also
manipulate internal security definitions (and any user can sign on until signon is secured).

As you plan the sequence of creating the security definitions needed for your security scheme, be aware of these
considerations:

• You can add a user to a group in one of these ways:
– Using the GROUP parameter of the CREATE/ALTER USER statement.

This specifies the user's default group. Only one group can be specified.
– Using the ADD USER clause of the CREATE/ALTER GROUP statement.
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You can add the user to any number of groups in this way. You must first create the user.
• You associate a user profile with a user in the CREATE/ALTER USER statement. You can do this before you define the

profile; the information is stored, and a warning is issued.
• Profiles may be associated with user identifiers but not group identifiers.
• The scope of a user profile is the domain, but a system profile, like the grant of signon privilege which associates a

system profile with a user, is system-specific.
• You can grant privileges on resources defined by CA IDMS to authorization IDs before the authorization IDs are

defined; the information is stored, and a warning is issued.
• You can grant privileges on resources defined by CA IDMS to authorization IDs before the resources are defined

except for resources specified in the CREATE RESOURCE statement (systems, activities, and categories).
• If you create groups corresponding to sets of privileges that you will grant, the number of CREATE GROUP statements

required is likely to be much less than the number of GRANT statements to users that you would otherwise issue.
• In general, it is easier to restrict grants of privilege only to groups because it is easier to grant a set of privileges

implicitly to a user by adding the user to the group than it is to grant each privilege individually to the user.
• A group may consist of only one user.
• The group PUBLIC is an authorization ID (defined by the system the first time a privilege is granted to it) to which

all users belong by default. An appropriate step to consider is transferring ownership of the demonstration database
schemas to PUBLIC.

• Categories allow you to group system resources so that you can grant execution privilege on the category (multiple
resources) to a user or a group (multiple users) with one statement.

• A resource occurrence may participate in only one category.
• In general, you ease the administration of internal security if you establish a 1:1:1 correspondence among groups,

categories, and execution privileges.
• When you create application activities, name the activities in a way that will allow you to use a wildcard in grants of

execution privilege on activities.
• If you plan to activate security for the system dictionary and the user catalog, consider doing it with DB occurrence

overrides.

NOTE
For guidance in planning security for the system dictionary and the user catalog, see Securing the
Dictionaries and the User catalog.

Activating Security
Planning to Activate Security

Before you modify the initialized SRTT, do the following:

• Designate one system for testing security processing.
• Plan the sequence of activating security options so that you can activate and test one at a time.
• Consider activating the SGON (signon) resource first.
• If you plan to secure signon externally and one or more other resources internally, activate security for administration

privileges before you grant signon to users who will not hold administration privileges.

External Security for Signon Processing

To activate external security for signon processing, the #SECRTT assembly must include an entry for resource type
SGON.

NOTE
For more information, see External Signon Security.

Planning to Activate Internal Security
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Before you activate internal security, you should:

1. Verify that the user catalog (SYSUSER.DDLSEC) area is specified in the startup JCL for the test system.
If the default access mode to the area, as specified in the DMCL, is not UPDATE, then you must issue a DCMT VARY
AREA statement before you update the user catalog.

NOTE
For more information on DCMT commands, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Reference
section.

2. At the least, create the following definitions:
– Users -- defining the users who will hold SYSADMIN privilege is sufficient to begin. Creating a SYSADMIN group is

recommended.
– Signon and SYSADMIN privileges granted to the designated users.

If you now activate internal security, the designated users will be able to sign on to the CA IDMS system and to
administer the security system.

Activating Internal Security

If you have granted signon and SYSADMIN privileges, the logical first step to activate internal security is to secure the
signon and SYSADMIN resources. You do this by including these entries in the #SECRTT assembly:

#SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

      RESTYPE=SYSA,                                           X

      SECBY=INTERNAL

#SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

      RESTYPE=SGON,                                           X

      SECBY=INTERNAL

Securing Security Definitions

A knowledgeable user can access security definitions with local mode access to the user catalog or system dictionary. You
can prevent this access by securing these entities as databases and granting privileges on categories of run units.

NOTE
For more information, see Securing the Dictionaries and the User Catalog.

How to Generate the SRTT
The #SECRTT Macro

You generate a new SRTT by using the #SECRTT macro:

1. The first #SECRTT macro initializes SRTT values for all CA IDMS resources.
The value of the TYPE parameter on the first macro must be INITIAL.

2. One or more additional #SECRTT macros to override initial values.
The value of the TYPE parameter on these macros must be ENTRY if the security option is for a resource type (or
OCCURRENCE if the security option is for an individual occurrence of a database, task, or program).
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If you specify SECBY=EXTERNAL, you must also specify the following:
– The external resource class that you have defined in the external security system as the equivalent of the CA IDMS

resource type.
– The external resource name format that you have defined in the external security system for identifying the CA

IDMS resource.
3. The final #SECRTT indicates that the table is to be generated with values as specified by the preceding macros in the

series.
The value of the TYPE parameter on the last macro must be FINAL.

#SECRTT Assembly

The table is generated and linked only if each #SECRTT statement in the series assembles without error. If one or more
statements receives an error, only a listing results.

NOTE
For complete documentation of the #SECRTT, see #SECRTT.

The RHDCSRTT module should be linked into a secure dataset to prevent unwarranted access to or manipulation of the
security system.

#SECRTT Macro Example

#SECRTT TYPE=INITIAL,                                         X

        ENVNAME=TEST,                                         X

        SVCNUM=235

 

#SECRTT TYPE=OCCURRENCE,                                      X

        RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

        RESNAME='CUSTDB',                                     X

        SECBY=INTERNAL

 

#SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

        RESTYPE=SYST,                                         X

        SECBY=INTERNAL

 

#SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

        RESTYPE=SGON,                                         X

        SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X
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        EXTCLS='SYSTEM',                                      X

        EXTNAME=(RESNAME)

 

#SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

        RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

        SECBY=INTERNAL

 

#SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

        RESTYPE=SPGM,                                         X

        SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

        EXTCLS='PROGRAM',                                     X

        EXTNAME=(RESNAME)

 

#SECRTT TYPE=OCCURRENCE,                                      X

        RESTYPE=SPGM,                                         X

        RESNAME='RHDCBYE',                                    X

        SECBY=OFF

 

#SECRTT TYPE=FINAL

 

END

Notes on the Example

• TYPE=INITIAL begins the SRTT definition.
• ENVNAME=TEST provides a default name qualifier that you can use in constructing an external resource name.
• SVCNUM=235 specifies the SVC number defined at install time.
• TYPE=OCCURRENCE signifies an occurrence override.

In this case:
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– Resource checks for database CUSTDB and associated schemas, tables, and access modules are processed by
internal security; all other databases and their resources are unsecured.

– Resource checks for program RHDCBYE are not routed to the external system, but resource checks for all other
programs are routed to the external security system.

• Resource checks on system resources (RESTYPE=SYST) are processed by internal security, but signon processing
(including password validation) is processed by the external security system.

NOTE

For the external security system, password may refer to a passphrase that is used as the password.
• TYPE=FINAL ends the SRTT.

NOTE
For more information on #SECRTT usage and #SECRTT syntax, see Syntax for Assembler Macros.

Dynamic Security Refresh
You can make changes to your security scheme and then activate those changes without cycling a CV. After changing
security definitions using the #SECRTT macro and reassembling the RHDCSRTT module, you issue existing DCMT
commands to vary the RHDCSRTT nucleus module to new copy and reload it.

Benefit

You can respond to changes in your security environment without bringing down a system and cycling a CV. For example,
you can change the security mapping for a resource type or you can make changes to category and activity definitions.

What Gets Refreshed

When you reload the RHDCSRTT module, the following security definitions are refreshed and any changes you made to
them are immediately implemented:

• Access module table
• Category tables
• Activity and category bit map tables

Signon Security Changes Not Immediately Implemented

Signon and system group security definitions are not refreshed when RHDCSRTT is reloaded; users signed on to the
system remain signed on even after the reload. Any changes made to signon and system group security for users signed
on to a system when a reload is done, do not take place until those users sign off of the system and then sign on again.

Example

After you change a security scheme and modify the RHDCSRTT module, perform the following to activate the changes:

• Issue the DCMT VARY NUCLEUS syntax to vary module RHDCSRTT to new copy.
• Issue the DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD command to reload the changed (new) RHDCSRTT nucleus module.

The following example shows these commands.

dcmt vary nucleus module rhdcsrtt n c
 
      VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY
IDMS DC283001 V104 USER:ABBTH01  NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT MARKED TO NEW COPY
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      VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD
IDMS DC283003 V104 USER:ABBTH01  NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT RELOADED
IDMS DC283004 V104 USER:ABBTH01  CSA/NUCLEUS VECTOR TABLE UPDATED
FOR NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT
IDMS DC283007 V104 USER:ABBTH01  SECURITY TABLES REFRESHED SUCCESSFULLY

NOTE
For more information on the DCMT VARY NUCLEUS command, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator
Reference section.

Using External Security

SRTT Requirements

Essential to the Security System

The SRTT is the essential foundation of the CA IDMS security system because a resource is unsecured unless security
for it is specified in the SRTT.

To secure a resource externally, you must include information in the SRTT that identifies the resource to the external
system. This information must include an external resource class and an external resource name.

For external security, you do not need to create any resource definitions within CA IDMS.

SRTT Entries for External Enforcement

You maintain the following information in the SRTT about resources that are secured externally:

• Resource type -- A keyword representing a type of resource, such as program, table, or database.
Certain keywords are reserved for resource types defined by CA IDMS. You can specify any one- to four-character
keyword to define your own resource type as long as the meaning of and rules for the resource type are defined in
your external system.

NOTE
For keywords reserved by CA IDMS, see #SECRTT.

• Security option -- Always EXTERNAL, specified in the SECBY= parameter.
• External resource class -- The name of the resource type as defined in the external security software.
• Resource name (optional) -- A specific occurrence of a resource type (resource types database, task, and program

only).
• External resource name format -- The format of the resource name as defined in the external security software.
• Environment name (optional, specified on the initial #SECRTT macro) -- The name of a CA IDMS processing

environment to be associated with the resource.

Specifying External Resource Class and Name

An external security check on a resource occurrence depends upon an external resource class and external resource
name supplied on the entry for the resource type in the SRTT. External resource classes and names specified on
occurrence overrides are ignored by the runtime system.

Therefore, you must create an SRTT entry with the external resource class and name for a resource type whether you are
securing all occurrences of the resource type externally or only some occurrences.

In the following example, an SRTT entry for tasks is created even though the specified security option is 'OFF'. The
purpose of the entry is to provide information needed to perform an external security check on the OPER task, for which
external security is specified in the occurrence override that follows.
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         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                          X

               RESTYPE=TASK,                                          X

               SECBY=OFF,                                             X

               EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                              X

               EXTCLS='IDMSTASK'

 

         #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                          X

               RESTYPE=TASK,                                          X

               RESNAME='OPER',                                        X

               SECBY=EXT

Constructing an External Resource Name
How You Do It

As in the previous example, the external resource name format is specified in the EXTNAME parameter of the #SECRTT
macro. In this parameter, you list keywords to represent the fields that comprise the external resource name format.

NOTE
For complete documentation of the macro, see #SECRTT.

If you do not specify the EXTNAME parameter, the external resource name by default consists of only the name of the
base resource on the security request.

Runtime Usage of EXTNAME Values

At runtime, the external resource name is constructed using the values in the current security request that correspond to
the keywords you specified in the EXTNAME parameter.

For example, if the SRTT entry for resource type TABL (table) includes an EXTNAME parameter that specifies
(ENVIR,RESTYPE,SCHEMA,RESNAME), the external resource name format for a table is:

environment-name.TABL.schema-name.table-name

The following example represents the actual resource name sent to the external security system using values from the
current security request:

PROD.TABL.USA.EMPLOYEE

Order of Name Fields

The order of the fields in the external resource name passed to the external security system is determined by the order of
the keywords that you list on the EXTNAME parameter of the #SECRTT entry. For a given set of fields, you can specify
any possible order to format the external resource name.
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The format of the external resource name defined in the EXTNAME parameter of the SRTT must match the format used
to identify the resource in the external security system.

Environment Name Qualifier

The environment name qualifier is significant only when security is external. You specify environment name on the initial
#SECRTT macro.

The environment name distinguishes resources in the domain of the current SRTT from like-named resources in the
domain of another SRTT. You specify an environment name if such distinctions are necessary to your security scheme.

For example, you can specify PROD as the environment name in the SRTT that governs production systems. This
means that you can qualify the external resource names of resources in production systems with PROD and specify rules
for them in the external security system that are different from like-named resources in test systems, which may have
different environment names or no environment name.

Thus, if you have a database named EMPDB in both the test and production environments, you can write a security rule in
the external system that is applied only when the security check is for EMPDB qualified by 'PROD' (that is, PROD.EMPDB
if the external resource name is environment-name.database-name, or EMPDB.PROD if the external resource name is
database-name.environment-name).

External Resource Name Keywords

This table presents the keywords that you can specify in the EXTNAME parameter of the #SECRTT macro (the required
characters appear in upper case) and the value from the current security request that corresponds to each keyword:

EXTNAME keyword Value from current security request
ACTIvity Concatenation of application name and application function

number. For more information, see #SECRTT.
APPLname application-name

DBNAme database-name

DDNAme dd-name

ENVIr environment-name

RESName The name of the resource occurrence(1)
RESType The resource type keyword, from the SRTT (for example, SLOD)
SCHEma schema-name (SQL)
SSNAme subschema-name

SYSTem system-identifier

VERSion version-number

NOTE
(1) For RESTYPE ACTI, the RESNAME value is application-name.

You can always specify the RESNAME, RESTYPE, and ENVIR keywords in formatting the external resource name.
The tables that follow indicate the values of RESNAME and RESTYPE for each resource type and the other keywords
available in constructing an external resource name for the resource type.

Naming Global Resources

This table presents the keywords that you can use to construct external resource names for global resources:

Resource RESNAME RESTYPE Other available keywords
SYSADMIN @RESERVED@ SYSA
User user-identifier USER
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Group group-identifier GROU
User profile profile-name UPRF

Naming System Resources

This table presents the keywords that you can use to construct external resource names for system resources:

Resource RESNAME RESTYPE Other available keywords
DCADMIN @RESERVED@ DCA
System system-identifier SYST
Signon system-identifier SGON
System profile profile-name SPRF
Activity application-name ACTI APPLname,ACTIvity
Task task-code TASK SYSTem
Load module load-module-name SLOD DBNAme,VERSion
Queue queue-name QUEU SYSTem
Access module access-module-name SACC DBNAme,SCHEma
Program program-name SPGM SYSTem,DDNAme

Naming Database Resources

This table presents the keywords that you can use to construct external resource names for database resources:

Resource RESNAME RESTYPE Other available keywords
Database database-name DB
Area area-name AREA DBNAme
Rununit program-name NRU DBNAme,SSNAme
SQL schema schema-name QSCH DBNAme
Non-SQL defined schema nonsql-schema-name NSCH DBNAme,VERSion
Access module access-module-name DACC DBNAme,SCHEma
Table table-name TABL DBNAme,SCHEma
DMCL dmcl-name DMCL
Database name table database-table-name DBTB

NOTE
There is no resource type keyword for DBADMIN privilege.

Naming Examples

This example presents the possible combinations of external resource name fields for a DC task. The actual number of
fields that you specify depends on how the resource name is defined in the external security system:

environment-name.TASK.system-identifier.task-code

environment-name.TASK.task-code
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environment-name.system-identifier.task-code

environment-name.task-code

TASK.system-identifier.task-code

TASK.task-code

system-identifier.task-code

task-code

Defining External Signon Security
This article describes the following information:

Defining SRTT Entries

To secure system signon externally, add an entry to the SRTT for the signon (SGON) resource type.

The applicable resource name for the signon resource type is system-identifier; it matches the value in the SYSTEM ID
parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement. The name of the resource defined in the external system must
match the system identifier.

The following examples for CA TSS and CA ACF2 show the relationships that must exist between the system identifier
in system generation and the resource identifier in the external security definition; and between the resource class in the
external security definition and the external class in the SRTT entry.

Example for CA Top Secret (TSS)

SYSGEN syntax
 
MOD SYSTEM 120 SYSTEM ID IS IDMSD
                              ▲
                              │

CA TSS for z/OS syntax        │
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                              └──┐
                                 ▼
TSS PERMIT(user-identifier) SGO(IDMSD) 
                             ▲          
                             │
                             │

#SECRTT syntax               │
                             │
       #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,   │                              X
               RESTYPE=SGON, │                              X
               EXTCLS='SGO',◄┘                              X
               EXTNAME=(RESNAME)

Example for CA ACF2

SYSGEN syntax

MOD SYSTEM 120 SYSTEM ID IS IDMSD

                              ▲

                              │

CA ACF2 for z/OS syntax       │

       ┌──────────────────────┘

       ▼

$KEY(IDMSD) TYPE(SGO)◄──────────────────┐

     UID(user-identifier)   ALLOW       │

                                        │

                                        │

#SECRTT syntax                          │

                                        │

       #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,              │                              X
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               RESTYPE=SGON,            │                              X

               EXTCLS='SGO', ◄──────────┘                              X

               EXTNAME=(RESNAME)

Optionally Defining PassTickets

PassTickets can be used as an alternative to a password.

To use PassTickets for externally secured signon, add PassTicket definitions to the particular external security system
being used. Depending on the external security system in use, these definitions can include:

• Defining a resource class for PassTickets.
• Granting ownership of the resource used for PassTickets.
• Defining a session key for each application for which PassTickets are used.
• Granting permission to a user to the resource used for PassTicket validation.

Determining Applid

The applid specified in the definition of the PassTicket to the external security system is a unique identifier for the CA
IDMS CV system. It is composed of the first VTAM line defined to the system. If no VTAM lines exist, it is composed of the
system nodename.

See the following sections for examples of the external security definitions needed to allow PassTicket use.

Example for CA Top Secret (CA TSS)

This CA TSS example shows the external security definitions needed to allow PassTicket use:

1. Define the resource class PTKTDATA:

TSS ADDTO(RDT) RESCLASS(PTKTDATA) ACLIST(ALL,READ,UPDATE) MAXLEN(37)

2. Add IDMSDEPT department ownership for resources of class PTKTDATA:

TSS ADDTO(IDMSDEPT) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH)

3. Add a session key for each applid (PSTKAPPL):

TSS ADDTO(NDT) PSTKAPPL(IDMSSY73) SESSKEY(0123456789ABCDEF)

TSS ADDTO(NDT) PSTKAPPL(IDMSSY74) SESSKEY(ABCDEF0123456789)

4. Add permission for JOHN_SMITH to generate and use a PassTicket for SYSTEM 73:

TSS PERMIT(JOHN_SMITH) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.IDMSSY73.JOHN_SMITH) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)
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Example for CA ACF2

This CA ACF2 example shows the external security definitions needed to allow PassTicket use:

1. Define the CA IDMS PassTicket session key(s) and assign them to IDMS application IDs (or CV nodenames):

SET PROFILE(PTKTDATA) DIVISION(SSIGNON)

INSERT IDMSSY73 SSKEY(0123456789ABCDEF)

INSERT IDMSSY74 SSKEY(ABCDEF0123456789)

F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK),CLASS(P) 

END

2. Issue the following commands to assign PassTicket session key(s) for specific user(s) (here: JOHN_SMITH):

ACFNRULE KEY(IRRPTAUTH) TYPE(PTK) ADD(IDMSSY73.JOHN_SMITH) UID(JOHN_SMITH) SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK)

Example for IBM RACF

This IBM RACF example shows the external security definitions needed to allow PassTicket use:

1. Issue the following commands to activate the PassTicket class:

SETROPTS CLASSACT(PTKTDATA)

SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA)

SETROPTS GENERIC(PTKTDATA)

2. Issue the following commands to define profile(s) for the IDMS application IDs (or CV nodenames) and specify the
session key(s):

RDEFINE PTKTDATA IDMSSY73 SSIGNON(KEYMASKED(0123456789ABCDEF)) UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE PTKTDATA IDMSSY74 SSIGNON(KEYMASKED(ABCDEF0123456789)) UACC(NONE)

3. Issue the following commands to define profile(s) and enable UPDATE access to the IDMS PassTicket resource for
specific user(s) (here: JOHN_SMITH):

RDEFINE PTKTDATA IRRPTAUTH.IDMSSY73.JOHN_SMITH UACC(NONE)

PERMIT IRRPTAUTH.IDMSSY73.JOHN_SMITH CLASS(PTKTDATA) ID(JOHN_SMITH) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

RDEFINE PTKTDATA IRRPTAUTH.IDMSSY74.JOHN_SMITH UACC(NONE)
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PERMIT IRRPTAUTH.IDMSSY74.JOHN_SMITH CLASS(PTKTDATA) ID(JOHN_SMITH) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

4. Issue the following command to refresh the PTKTDATA class:

SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA) REFRESH

External Signon Security Checking

External signon security checking consists of two phases:

1. Validation of the executing user in the external security system.
2. If the first phase is successful, a check on the user authority to access the system identified in the current request.

 

NOTE

For more information about Pass Tickets and external signon security checkcing, se Signon Processing (CA
IDMS) 

 

 

External Database Security Considerations
Before you secure a database externally, weigh the following considerations:

• If you add an SRTT entry that secures the DB resource type externally, you automatically secure a group of database
resource types externally.

NOTE
For more information, see Securing Database Resources.

• If the SRTT contains one or more occurrence overrides that specify external security for resource type DB, you must
also add an SRTT entry specifying external resource class and external resource name for each of the database
resource types that are automatically secured externally.

• External security checks for database resources initiated by SQL bulk processing may have a discernible effect on
processing time.

NOTE
For more information, see SQL Security Enforcement.

Identifying Authorities to the External System
How It is Done

When a security check is issued for a resource that is secured externally, CA IDMS central security converts the authority
that is being checked to a RACROUTE keyword. This table shows the RACROUTE keywords that may be used if security
is external and the comparable privileges in CA IDMS internal security.

Type of authorities RACROUTE keyword CA IDMS privilege
Runtime authorities CONTROL DELETE
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UPDATE INSERT
UPDATE
DBAWRITE

READ SELECT
EXECUTE(1)
DBAREAD

Definition authorities ALTER REFERENCES
READ DISPLAY

USE
CONTROL DROP
UPDATE ALTER
CONTROL CREATE

Administration authorities ALTER SYSADMIN
DCADMIN
DBADMIN

(1) No keyword is passed if EXECUTE is for a resource that can be categorized.

Defining External Performance Monitor Security
The CA IDMS Performance Monitor Real-time Monitor provides the optional functionality to do the following:

These functions are performed by authorized users on a local CV, and the functions require the definition of the resource
class CA@IDMSI within an external security database—CA Top Secret, CA ACF2, or IBM RACF.  After the CA@IDMSI
resource class is defined, and before access permissions can be granted to the resource, resource names are defined
and assigned an owner.

The following table shows the required format for the resource class, and the access permissions that can be granted to
the resource:

Task Resource Class Name Access
Canceling a remote task TASK.targetCVname.taskcode CONTROL access
Securing an external IDMS CV SYST.targetCVname READ access

The targetCVname is the name of the CV startup job of the remote CV, and taskcode is the name of the task code to be
canceled on the remote CV.

TIP

Be careful when assigning resource ownership.  Resource ownership typically means the user ID that is
assigned ownership has an access level of ALL.

Once the resource name is defined and assigned an owner, permission can be granted to authorize access to the
resource by user IDs or groups. Unauthorized user IDs or groups are not allowed to cancel remote tasks or monitor
external IDMS CVs/ An error message PMRM panel is displayed within the PMRM function panel displaying the “Access
Denied” message and a non-zero return code.

Considerations

When an external IDMS CV is secured by an external security manager, the secured External IDMS CV is included in the
list of Active Systems that are displayed in the local PMRM session.
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Setting currency to a secured target, IDMS CV, is allowed only in the local PMRM session by an authorized user.
Undefined or unauthorized users attempting to set currency to a secured target CV from a local PMRM session receive  a
“Request denied”  error condition. 

Message output that is generated for PMRM by the external security product (CA Top Secret, CA ACF2, or IBM RACF) is
managed by  the SAFSUPP=YES/NO parameter of the #SRTT macro and Optional bits 51 and 226.

Cancel a Remote Task

Within the CA IDMS Performance Monitor Real-time Monitor, you can cancel an active task executing on a remote Central
Version directly from the Active User Task Detail (PF4) screen. 

To enable canceling tasks on remote systems you need to:

1. Use an external security manager—CA Top Secret (TSS), CA ACF2, or IBM RACF.
2. Grant access to TASK resources for specific users in the external security manager.
3. Ensure that the IDMSINFO address space is active.
4. Set the monitored Central Version to run non-swappable.

Monitor a Secured External IDMS CV

Monitoring an external IDMS CV, by the CA IDMS Performance Monitor Real-time Monitor, is secured using an external
security manager—CA Top Secret, CA ACF2, or IBM RACF. The authority to monitor an external IDMS CV can be
assigned to user IDs or groups that are defined in an external security database.

To secure monitoring of an external system you need to:

1. Recompile the RHDSRTT module and include the new SECXMON=YES parameter in the RESTYPE=SYST entry of
the #SECRTT macro, as shown in the following example:

#SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                 X  

        RESTYPE=SYST,               X  

        SECBY=<See Note below>,     X  

        SECXMON=YES 

 

2. The recompiled RHDCSRTT load module must be included in a CDMSLIB loadlib in the startup JCL of the secured
target CV.  

3. Use an external security manager—CA Top Secret (TSS), CA ACF2, or IBM RACF.
4. Add external security product definitions to authorize monitoring of an external IDMS CV to secured user IDs.

For example, create a resource class (CDT profile) of CA@IDMSI. Follow the pattern "SYST.targetCVname" for
resource names to authorize the monitoring of an external system by a secured user ID.

Secured external monitoring requires permissions to be granted for a resource (the target CV name) by a pre-defined user
ID within an IDMS pre-defined resource class (CA@IDMSI). The target CV name can be the JOB name or the started task
name (STC) of the target CV startup job.

TIP
 SECBY= Should match your current SECBY= setting for RESTYPE=SYST. If no current setting exists, specify
SECBY=OFF. 
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Examples

The following examples define the CA@IDMSI resource class and assign access privileges to USER1 for job name
SYSTEM74, for the specified external security database:

Example for CA Top Secret

1. Define the CA@IDMSI resource class.

TSS ADDTO(RDT) RESCLASS(CA@IDMSI) RESCODE(120) -        

        ACLST(ALL,READ) DEFACC(READ)

2. Assign ownership to the resource name.

 TSS ADD(IDMSDEPT) CA@IDMSI(SYST.SYSTEM74)

3. Grant permission to USER1 to monitor SYSTEM74.

TSS PERMIT(USER1)CA@IDMSI(SYST.SYSTEM74) ACCESS(READ)

Example for CA ACF2

1. Define the CA@IDMSI resource class.

ACF                                                                     

SET CONTROL(GSO)                                                        

INSERT CLASMAP.IDMSI RESOURCE(CA@IDMSI) RSRCTYPE(IDM) ENTITYLN(22)

2. Grant permission to USER1 to monitor SYSTEM74.

ACFNRULE KEY(SYST) TYPE(IDM) ADD(SYSTEM74 UID(USER1) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REFRESH(CLASMAP) 

 

Example for IBM RACF

1. Define the CA@IDMSI resource class:

RDEFINE CDT CA@IDMSI UACC(NONE) OWNER(ADMIN) -                     

CDTINFO(CASE(UPPER) -                                            

FIRST(ALPHA) -                                                   

OTHER(ALPHA,NUMERIC,NATIONAL,SPECIAL) -                          
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MAXLENGTH(22) -                                                   

MAXLENX(22) -                                                    

KEYQUALIFIERS(0) -                                               

PROFILESALLOWED(YES) -                                            

POSIT(NNN) -                                                     

RACLIST(ALLOWED))  

2. Define the profile in the class.

RDEFINE CA@IDMSI SYST.SYSTEM74                                    

3. Grant permission to USER1 to monitor SYSTEM74 and refresh the class.

PERMIT SYST.SYSTEM74 CLASS(CA@IDMSI) ID(USER1) ACC(READ)           

SETROPTS RACLIST(CA@IDMSI) REFRESH                                  

 

 

 

Signon Processing (CA IDMS)
This section describes signon processing and security options.

What is Signon Processing?
The major function of signon processing is to identify and validate the user who requests CA IDMS services. In addition,
signon processing also caches user-related information, such as the list of groups to which a user belongs and profile
information.

This article describes the following information:

Explicit Signon

From within a DC/UCF system, signon processing can be initiated explicitly by executing the SIGNON task code or by
linking to RHDCSNON from within a user-written application. If CA IDMS/DC is directly controlling terminal access, an
explicit signon must be issued to identify the user accessing DC/UCF from an interactive terminal.

Automatic Signon

Signon processing occurs automatically under the following conditions:
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• Local mode batch: Signon processing occurs within the batch address space when the first security check is issued.
• Central version: System signon processing occurs when the first database request is issued from the externally

executing application, for applications executing in batch, CMS, TSO, or a front-end teleprocessing monitor such as
DC or CICS.

• UCF applications: Signon processing occurs in the UCF back-end when the UCF connection is made from the front-
end application.

General Processing Flow

The processing at each step of signon, and whether a particular step is actually executed, is based on a number of
factors, such as the environment in which signon occurs and how signon processing is controlled. These factors and their
influence on signon processing are discussed later in this section.

Signon processing consists of the following steps:

1. Identify the user requesting CA IDMS services.
2. In DC/UCF:

– If a user is already signed to the terminal, sign the user off.
– If the user is signing on to an interactive terminal and is already signed on to another interactive terminal, deny the

signon request unless multiple signon is allowed.
3. Validate the user and password. An asymmetric uni-directional non-unique hash routine is used to "encrypt" the

password that is associated with a user id. When a user signs on, the password entered is processed using the hash
routine and compared to the "encrypted" password value associated with the user id.

4. In DC/UCF, update the user password if requested (explicit signon requests only).
5. Build the group list for the user.
6. Build the session profile from system and user profile information, subject to specifications on the initial #SECRTT.
7. If signon is the result of linking to RHDCSNON, invoke the CLIST identified by the CLIST attribute, if one exists in the

session profile.

Identifying the User

Explicit Signon

When an explicit signon request is issued by executing the SIGNON task or linking to RHDCSNON, the user is identified
by the user ID that is specified on the signon request. The password to be used for verification is also specified as part of
the signon request.

Automatic Signon

During automatic signon, the user is identified by the authorization ID under which the application is being executed.

If the signon does not occur within the CA IDMS system, the executing user is extracted from the operating system by a
call to the integration services layer of the CA Common Services architecture.

When signon processing is initiated automatically, no password verification is performed by CA IDMS. CA IDMS assumes
that the user is validated by the environment within which the application is executing.

Default Signon

You can allow CA IDMS to perform a signon using a specific name when a security check request is issued and the
user is not signed on. This is done by specifying DFLTSGN=YES and the DFLTUID parameter on the initial #SECRTT
macro. For more information, see #SECRTT.

User Validation Processing

Dependencies
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User validation processing is dependent on the following:

• Whether signon processing is controlled externally, internally, or not at all (OFF).
• Whether CA IDMS resources are controlled externally or internally.
• Whether an explicit or automatic signon is being done.
• Whether the signon is occurring within the DC/UCF system or within a separate address space.

Internally Secured Signon

The user must be granted the SIGNON privilege on the DC/UCF system. If this condition is not satisfied, the user is not
signed on and all subsequent security checks fail.

The user being signed on must also be defined in the user catalog with a CREATE USER statement. In the case of an
explicit signon, the password specified must match the password associated with the user definition. If either of these
conditions is not satisfied, the user is not signed on and all subsequent security checks fail.

If one or more CA IDMS resources are controlled externally, the user is signed on to the external security system. No
password verification takes place for the external signon. If the external signon request fails, the user is not signed on.

Externally Secured Signon

If signon is controlled externally, the user must be defined to the external security system. In the case of an explicit
signon, the password must match the password associated with the user definition in the external security system, or the
PassTicket must be validated by the external security system. If the external signon request fails, the user is not signed on
and all subsequent security checks fail.

NOTE

For external secure signon, password may refer to a passphrase that is used as the password.

The user is also signed on to the internal security system if one or more CA IDMS resources are controlled internally. No
password verification takes place for the internal signon. If the internal signon request fails because the user is not defined
to CA IDMS, processing continues but subsequent security checks for internally controlled resources may fail since the
user has no associated groups other than PUBLIC.

No Signon Security

If security for the SGON resource is 'OFF', the user is signed on to the internal security system without password
verification. Regardless of whether the user is defined in the user catalog, processing continues.

If one or more CA IDMS resources are controlled externally, the user is also signed on to the external security system.
The processing of the external signon request is the same as if signon processing was controlled internally.

Additional Signon Processing

Updating the Password

In an explicit signon request to CA IDMS/DC, the user can change the password if the user is not already signed on to
another terminal. The user can request a change in password during signon processing whether internal or external
security is used to control signon processing.

If signon processing is controlled internally, the user request can be honored if the user catalog (SYSUSER.DDLCSEC
area) is available in update mode to the system for which the signon request is issued. Thus, to prevent users from
updating their passwords, you can make the user catalog available to users in retrieval mode only.

If signon processing is controlled externally, the user ability to update the password is subject to any restrictions imposed
by the external security system.

Building the User's Group List

As part of internal signon processing, an in-core list of group IDs is built and anchored in the SON control block. The list
includes the authorization IDs of all groups of which the user is a member and the group PUBLIC.
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If signon is secured externally, you can still take advantage of CA IDMS groups to administer security. However, users
must be defined in the user catalog in order to be included in a group.

Building the Session Profile

As part of signon processing, the security system attempts to locate a system profile and a user profile for the user unless
directed not to by a USRPROF=OFF or SYSPROF=OFF specification in the initial #SECRTT.

• If no user profile is specified in the user definition, or if there is no user definition in the user catalog (and signon is
validated externally), the security system searches the user catalog for, if specified, the user profile designated in the
USRPROF= parameter of the initial #SECRTT macro.

• If USRPROF= is not specified, a default user profile definition whose name matches the ID of the signed-on user.

If a user profile is found, the system builds a session profile with the attributes defined in the user profile.

If no system profile is specified in the grant of signon privilege to the user, or if there is no grant of signon privilege (and
signon is validated externally), the security system searches the system dictionary for the following:

• If specified, the system profile designated in the SYSPROF= parameter of the initial #SECRTT macro.
• If SYSPROF= is not specified, a system profile named 'DEFAULT'.

If a system profile is found, the attributes specified in the system profile are merged into the session profile. If user and
system profile attributes match, the attribute value in the system profile takes precedence.

NOTE
For more information on how to tailor user and system profiles when signon is secured externally, see Securing
User Profiles.

Signon Security Options
CA IDMS provides two signon security options — internal and external — that you specify for the SGON resource in an
#SECRTT macro. By default, the signon security option is OFF (the SGON resource in the SRTT). 

Security Options

• OFF: Signon is unsecured and not validated when the online user requests signon, or the first security check request
is issued on behalf of the executing user in a local mode batch application. When signon is not validated, the user is
successfully signed on whether or not the user ID and password have been defined.

• Internal security:  Signon is secured and security checking is performed by the internal security system.
• External security:  Signon is secured and security checking is performed by the external security system.

If the external security system issues a failure or a warning on user identification and validation, signon fails. If a failure
or warning occurs, you cannot use internal security as a backup security system when you specify external security for
signon.

This article includes the following information:

Security Checking

The value of the security check can be either a password, passphrase, or PassTicket. which are described in the following
sections.

You can create a password or passphrase using the SIGNON System Task or PASS System Task commands. For more
information about defining PassTickets, see Optionally Defining PassTickets. 

Password  

The password is used for security checking by internal and external security systems. A password can have 1 through 8
characters.  
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Passphrase

The passphrase is an alternative form of a password that may be used for security checking by external security systems.
A passphrase is a sequence of characters between 9 through 100, with the following characteristics: 

• Single quotation marks can be used at the beginning and end of passphrases to support leading or trailing blanks.
• Single and double quotation marks are not allowed within a passphrase. Single quotation marks can be used to

delineate the boundaries of a passphrase.

PassTicket

A PassTicket is a temporary substitute for a password that is used for external authentication for a specific application. A
PassTicket is generated from values that are associated with the user ID and application to which the signon is targeted,
and is valid for only a short timeframe. PassTickets are often used as an alternative to sending a clear text password over
a network, thereby improving network security.

NOTE

 For externally secured signon, PassTickets are treated in the same way as passwords in the remainder of the
signon processing description.

Password Caching

To enhance performance, CA IDMS uses password caching in multi-signon CV environments. Caching is also applied to
PassTickets, as PassTickets are implemented by an external security system.

Under certain circumstances, PassTickets can be used more than once. For this reason, we recommend the
implementation of the following points to maximize security when you implement PassTickets:

• Do not allow multiple signons
• Do not allow signon retention for external run-units
• Start Central Versions as started tasks

When signing in to CA IDMS through CA IDMS Server, there are some cases where a PassTicket behaves like a
password, and can be used multiple times.

Signon When Security Options Are Mixed

The security option for some other resources can be different from the security option for signon. For example, signon
security might be external while security for other resources is internal.

For mixed security options, the user must be identified to both the external and internal security systems, and a request
for signon invokes signon to both security systems. Password checking is performed by either the external system or the
internal system, depending on security option for the SGON resource in the SRTT.

If a DDS connection between two CVs exists, and one system has internal security while the other has external
security, the CV running with internal security must have the user ID of its job defined to allow two-phase commit re-
synchronization processing to complete successfully across the connected CVs.

Signon Control Block
Pointers to Security Data

When the user is successfully signed on, a signon control block (SON) is constructed. User authority data is brought into
memory and linked to the SON, as shown in the following illustration:

┌─────────────┐         ┌───────────────────────────┐
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│ USER SON    ├─────────► USER-GROUP LIST           │
└──────────┬─┬┘         └───────────────────────────┘
           │ │
           │ └─────────────────────────┐     ┌──────────────────┐
           │     ┌──────────────────┐  │    ┌┴─────────────────┐│
           └─────► caTEGORY BIT MAP │  │   ┌┴─────────────────┐├┘
                 └──────────────────┘  └───► ACTIVITY BIT MAP ├┘
                                           └──────────────────┘

When Data is Linked to the SON

The following table shows when the various security data are brought into memory and linked to the SON.

Security data Brought into memory
User-group list During signon
category bit map At the first security check which requires categories
Activity bit map When the application issues its first activity security check

Retaining Signon Information

You can specify that CA IDMS should retain signon information originating from external request units (ERUs). In some
situations this provides a performance benefit.

To retain ERU signon information, specify SGNRETN=time-interval on the initial #SECRTT macro.

NOTE
For more information, see #SECRTT.

Using CA IDMS Internal Security
CA IDMS resource types are grouped into three categories: global, system, and database.

Global Resources

What is a Global Resource?

A global resource is an entity which is shared by all CA IDMS processing in the security domain.

The following table shows the global resource types and the corresponding resource type keywords used in the SRTT and
security information databases:

Resource type Keyword
User USER
Group GROU
User profile UPRF

User Catalog

The definition of a global resource is stored in the user catalog. The user catalog is an area (SYSUSER.DDLSEC) that is
shared for retrieval by all CA IDMS processing in the security domain.

Users
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The user resource type represents the end users, programmers, and administrators who will be accessing systems and
databases in the CA IDMS security domain. Users are identified by a user ID that must be unique across the domain.

You maintain the definitions of users in CA IDMS with the CREATE/ALTER/DROP USER statements.

Groups

The group resource type represents a collection of users. The following are some important concepts related to groups:

• All users in a group implicitly hold all privileges granted to the group.
• You can assign a user to any number of groups.
• Every user belongs to the group PUBLIC.
• A group cannot be assigned to another group.

You maintain groups with the CREATE/ALTER/DROP GROUP statements.

User Profiles

A user profile is a set of attributes that apply to a given user for both online and batch execution in any system in the
domain. You create a user profile with the CREATE USER PROFILE statement.

An attribute specifies an environmental default for a user session. An attribute is expressed as a keyword and an
associated value for the keyword. For example, SCHEMA=MISTEST is an attribute, of which the keyword is SCHEMA.

Even though the user profile is defined in the CA IDMS user catalog, it is possible for user profile attributes to be invoked
whether signon is secured internally or externally.

NOTE
For more information on user profiles, see Securing User Profiles.

System Profiles

You can also create a system profile to associate with one or more users in granting signon privilege to a given system.
The attributes in a system profile apply to a user session on a specified system. If both a user profile and a system profile
are found when the user signs on, the attributes in the two profiles are merged into a user session profile. System profile
attributes take precedence over user profile attributes for those attributes defined with an OVERRIDE parameter equal to
YES.

NOTE
For more information on creating system profiles, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Reference
section.

System Resources

What is a System Resource

A system resource is an entity shared by all CA IDMS processing under the central version.

The following table shows the system resource types and the corresponding resource type keywords used in the SRTT
and security information databases:

Resource type Keyword
Activity ACTI
Application SAPP
Category CATE
Signon SGON
System SYST
System profile SPRF
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System Dictionary

The system dictionary includes all information required to establish, maintain, and control the processing environment.
System resources are defined in the DDLDML area of the system dictionary. A system resource is available to all systems
generated from the system dictionary.

Purpose of Categories

The category is a mechanism that allows you to group occurrences of several resource types that you have secured
internally so that you can grant privilege on the group of resources.

When you create a category, you assign it a name, allowing you to associate a meaningful identifier with the resources.
For example, if you secure tasks internally, you might create a category 'SYS_TASKS' and add the DCMT and DCUF
tasks to it. If you secure both tasks and programs, one category could contain both task and program resources.

You can define as many as 32,768 categories for your security scheme.

The following table shows resource types that can be categorized and the corresponding resource type keywords used in
the SRTT and security information databases:

Resource type Keyword
Task TASK
Program SPGM
Load module SLOD
Access module (loadable entity) SACC
Run unit NRU
Queue QUEU

WARNING
If you secure the DB resource, you secure run units and access modules system-wide. You must then
categorize load modules in order to grant users execution privilege on them, and you must do the same with
access modules unless you choose to grant execution privilege on individual access modules rather than
grouping them first.

For more information, see Securing Database Resources.

Defining a Category

You add resources to a category with a CREATE or ALTER CATEGORY statement, as in this example:

 create category dcmt
    add program cdmslib.rhdcmt*;
 

Granting Privilege on the Category

After you define the category, the only means of access to a resource in the category is execution privilege on the
category. You give this privilege to a user with a GRANT statement, as illustrated in this example:

 grant execute
       on category dcmt
       to sam;
 

Runtime Category Selection
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At runtime a given resource name may appear to qualify for assignment in more than one category. Consider these two
categories:

 create category dcmt
    add program cdmslib.rhdcmt*;
  
 create category dcmtab
    add program cdmslib.rhdcmtab;
 

When the security system processes as security check, it determines the category of the resource being checked by
selecting the mask that is closest to the fully qualified name of the resource. For example, given the preceding two
categories, the security system will determine that:

• Use of resource CDMSLIB.RHDCMTXY requires execution privilege on category DCMT.
• Use of resource CDMSLIB.RHDCMTAB requires execution privilege on category DCMTAB.

Database Resources

What is a Database Resource

A database resource is an entity associated with the definition of or access to a database.

Database Resource Types

The following table shows the database resources type and the corresponding resource type keywords used in the SRTT
and security information databases:

Resource type Keyword
Database
Area
Run unit
SQL schema
Non-SQL defined schema
Table
Access module

DB
AREA
NRU
QSCH
NSCH
TABLE
DACC

DBTABLE DBTB
DMCL DMCL

Securing Database Resources

If you specify internal security for the database (DB) resource type, you automatically secure the other resource types
listed with DB in the preceding table.

You can grant privileges on the individual resource types, but you cannot turn security off in the SRTT for the resource
types that are grouped with DB when DB is secured.

Database Occurrence Overrides

Using an occurrence override in the SRTT, you can specify a security option for an individual database associated with the
system dictionary. For example, in one SRTT entry you can specify no security (the default) for resource type DB and in
another entry specify internal security for the production database.

Ownership

Ownership is an attribute of an SQL schema. A user who issues a CREATE SCHEMA statement owns the schema that is
created.
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A schema owner implicitly holds all access and definition privileges on the tables, functions, procedures, table procedures,
views, and access modules associated with the schema. The owner also has the authority to grant those privileges to
others.

An owner cannot grant ownership to another user but can transfer ownership. In this way, ownership and its privileges are
relinquished to the other user.

The DBMS does not check for ownership. It requests a check for a specific privilege such as SELECT privilege on a table,
and the security system returns a positive response if the user in question is the owner of the object.

For more information, see the following topics:

CA IDMS Privileges
How Privileges Work

If you specify the internal security option for a resource, the resource is secured against access by users who have not
been granted privilege on the resource. This security applies to the resource in all systems within the CA IDMS security
domain that share the SRTT.

Whoever has authority to grant a privilege has the authority to revoke it. All authority to grant and revoke CA IDMS
privileges derives from users who hold SYSADMIN privilege.

Types of Privilege

There are three types of CA IDMS privileges:

Administration privileges Definition privileges Access privileges
SYSADMIN
DCADMIN
DBADMIN

CREATE
ALTER
DROP
DISPLAY
USE
REFERENCES

SIGNON
EXECUTE
SELECT
INSERT
UPDATE
DELETE
DBAREAD
DBAWRITE

Administration Privileges

Administration privileges allow a user to grant and revoke security privileges within a particular scope:

• SYSADMIN in effect allows a user to grant all privileges and should be restricted to the security administrator.
• DCADMIN allows a user to grant privileges for one or more CA IDMS systems.
• DBADMIN allows a user to grant privileges for a database.

Definition Privileges

Definition privileges allow a user to manipulate the definition of certain resources. You can grant definition privileges singly
or as a group (the DEFINE privilege).

The following are the individual definition privileges:
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• Create
• Alter
• Drop
• Display
• Use
• References (tables)

Access Privileges

Access privileges give users the authority to access specified resources at runtime.

There are three categories of access privileges:

• Execution privilege allows a user to execute an access module, activity, or category.
• Table access privileges allow a user to perform these operations on data contained in a table:

– Select
– Insert
– Update
– Delete

• Special access privileges refer to the authority to signon to a system or to execute utility functions against an area of
the database:
– SIGNON allows a user to sign on to a specified CA IDMS system.
– DBAREAD allows a user to run read-only utilities against an area.
– DBAWRITE allows a user to run utilities that perform read-write functions against an area.

Granting and Revoking Privileges

Absolute Authority of SYSADMIN

Once you have defined the authorization ID of the security administrator with SYSADMIN privilege and you have secured
administration privileges, the privilege to create additional users in the CA IDMS security domain, and the privilege to
grant those users privileges, must derive from the security administrator.

Applicability of Privileges

CA IDMS privileges are applicable to resources for which the security option is 'INTERNAL'. If the security option for
a resource is 'OFF', a user can access the resource without holding a privilege. If the security option for a resource is
'EXTERNAL', the user's authority to access the resource is determined by the external security system.

Therefore, to use the system of CA IDMS privileges, you must ensure that the runtime security option for the resources to
which privileges apply is 'INTERNAL'.

Granting privilege

You grant privileges with a GRANT statement. Implicit in each administration privilege is the authority to grant certain
privileges:

• SYSADMIN can grant privileges on SYSADMIN, DCADMIN, DBADMIN, and on global resources.
• DCADMIN can grant privileges on DCADMIN and on system resources.
• DBADMIN can grant privileges on DBADMIN and on database resources.

A GRANT statement includes an ON parameter which specifies the resource to which the privileges apply and a TO
parameter which specifies the users or groups to whom you are giving the privileges.

NOTE
For more information on GRANT statement syntax, see the following sections:
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• Syntax for Securing Global Resources
• Syntax for Securing System Resources
• Syntax for Securing Database Resources

Duration of Privileges

A user holds privileges explicitly granted to the user until one of these actions occurs:

• The privileges are explicitly taken away by means of the REVOKE statement.
• The user is physically deleted from the user catalog.

A user implicitly holds privileges granted to a group to which the user belongs until one of these actions occurs:

• The user is dropped from the group.
• The privileges are revoked from the group.
• The group is dropped.

Revoking Privileges

Privileges are taken away with the REVOKE statement. A user who has the authority to grant a privilege also has the
authority to revoke it.

A REVOKE statement includes an ON parameter which specifies the resource to which the privileges apply and a FROM
parameter which specifies the users or groups from whom you are revoking the privileges.

NOTE
For more information on REVOKE statement syntax, see the following sections:

• Syntax for Securing Global Resources
• Syntax for Securing System Resources
• Syntax for Securing Database Resources

GRANT and REVOKE Example

The first statement gives a table access privilege to user PSD, and the second statement revokes the privilege:

grant select

  on table demoempl.employee

  to psd;

revoke select

  on table demoempl.employee

  from psd;

Granting WITH GRANT OPTION

Grantable Privilege

When you grant a definition or access privilege to a user, you can also give the user the authority to grant the same
privilege to another user; in effect, to pass on the privilege. This authority is called the grantable privilege.
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To give a grantable privilege to a user, you specify WITH GRANT OPTION at the end of the GRANT statement.

Giving grantable privileges is an essential technique in decentralizing security administration.

Grantable Privilege Example

In this example, the GRANT statement gives user PSD SELECT privilege on the demoempl.employee table, as well as
the authority to assign that privilege to other users:

grant select

  on table demoempl.employee

  to psd

  with grant option;

User PSD can now use the GRANT statement to issue the SELECT privilege on the demoempl.employee table to other
users.

Restrictions on Grantable Privilege

Not all privileges can be grantable privileges. These privileges cannot be grantable:

• All administration privileges
• Signon privilege
• Execution privileges on activities and categories

A user holding a grantable privilege does not necessarily have the authority to grant the privilege WITH GRANT OPTION.

NOTE
For more information on restrictions on passing grantable privilege, see the discussion of the WITH GRANT
OPTION parameter under the applicable GRANT statements in the following sections:

• Syntax for Securing Global Resources
• Syntax for Securing System Resources
• Syntax for Securing Database Resources

Omitting WITH GRANT OPTION

If you omit WITH GRANT OPTION when you grant a definition or access privilege, the named users receive the definition
or access privilege, but it is not grantable. Therefore, the users cannot give the privilege to other users.

Grantable Privilege with REVOKE Statements

Unless you hold an administration privilege, you can revoke a privilege only if you hold the same grantable privilege. For
example, a user cannot revoke CREATE privilege on SYSTEM88 unless the user holds grantable CREATE privilege on
SYSTEM88.

Specifying Groups

Granting Privileges to a Group

You can grant privileges to a group as well as to individual users. All users in the group hold privileges that you give to the
group. Users you add to a group hold all privileges assigned to the group; users you remove from the group lose all group
privileges.

Revoking Group Privileges
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You cannot revoke a privilege from an individual user if the user belongs to a group that holds the privilege. Rather, you
must take one of these steps:

• Drop the user from the group using the ALTER GROUP statement.
This action removes all privileges the user held as a result of being in the group.

• Remove the privilege from the group.
This action removes the privilege from all members of the group who hold the privilege as a result of being in the
group.

Using a Wildcard

What Wildcarding Is

Wildcarding is the use of a single character to represent one or more characters omitted from a string. An entity name with
a wildcard character identifies all the entities whose names match the pattern established by the wildcarded name.

Why You Use Wildcards

In most cases, you can use a wildcard when naming the resources to which the privileges in a GRANT statement apply.
This allows you to do the following:

• Enforce high-level naming conventions
• Grant privileges on groups of resources

Document convention: If a parameter value in a security statement can include a wildcard, the parameter description
that follows the statement syntax diagram explicitly notes your ability to use a wildcard.

How to Wildcard: The wildcard character is the asterisk (*). You can use the wildcard only as the last character in a
resource name. For example, * and A* and ABCD* are valid, but *A and A*BC are not.

Wildcarding Qualified Resource Names

APPLDICT.HR*

APPLDICT.*

APPLDICT*

APPL*

Specific restrictions on wildcarding are described appropriately in the syntax parameter descriptions found in the
statement syntax sections later in this section.

NOTE
Special considerations apply to the effect of using a wildcard in reference to categories generally and in
CREATE RESOURCE statement particularly. For more information, see the Usage section of CREATE
RESOURCE in the section Syntax for Securing System Resources.

Granting and Revoking with a Wildcard

When you grant a privilege on resources using a wildcard, you must use the same wildcard to revoke the privileges.

For example, if you grant CREATE privilege on category HR* to user ABC, you must issue a REVOKE CREATE or
REVOKE DEFINE statement on category HR* to revoke the privilege from user ABC. Revoking privilege on category *,
category H*, category HR, or category HRA has no effect on privileges granted on category HR*.

Considerations in Revoking Privileges

Through the use of groups and wildcards in a GRANT statement, a user can be given the same privilege on a resource
more than once. A REVOKE statement revokes the privileges specified in the statement only on the specified resource
name and only from the specified user or group. Thus, it is possible for a user to retain a privilege even after it has been
revoked.
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For example, suppose:

• User PKB is in the group SALES_ADMIN.
• PKB has been granted the CREATE privilege on the access module name SALES_SCH.SALES_FORECAST.
• SALES_ADMIN has been granted the CREATE privilege on all access modules named SALES_SCH.SALES* where *

is a wildcard character.

You can revoke the CREATE privilege on SALES_FOREcaST from the user identifier PKB. However, PKB can still create
an access module by that name in the SALES_SCH schema because PKB is a member of SALES_ADMIN.

Efficiency Considerations
In security administration, you can perform your task more efficiently by making consistent use of groups, wildcards, and
categories. This strategy will also produce runtime efficiency.

Using Groups

Your security strategy should isolate user roles that require similar types of privileges. You can then establish groups for
each user role. This allows you to grant and revoke privileges at the group level, thus reducing the number of statements
needed to administer the security scheme.

NOTE
Groups also enhance efficiency by improving runtime performance.

Comparison of Groups and No Groups

• Without groups
Without groups, you must list each user ID for each GRANT statement:

grant access on table qa.employee to psd, rkn, jfd, wxe, lsb;

grant access on table qa.job to psd, rkn, jfd, wxe, lsb;

grant access on table qa.benefits to psd, rkn, jfd, wxe, lsb;

grant access on table qa.department to psd, rkn, jfd, wxe, lsb;

grant execute on access module qa.empdbmod to psd, rkn, jfd, wxe, lsb;

grant execute on access module qa.empdbret to psd, rkn, jfd, wxe, lsb;

Now to revoke privileges for one of the users, you must code a REVOKE statement for each GRANT statement:

revoke access on table qa.employee from rkn;

revoke access on table qa.job from rkn;

revoke access on table qa.benefits from rkn;

revoke access on table qa.department from rkn;
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revoke execute on access module qa.empdbmod from rkn;

revoke execute on access module qa.empdbret from rkn;

• With groups
After you create the group, you list only the group name on each GRANT statement:

create group qagroup

   add user psd, rkn, jfd, wxe, lsb;

grant access on table qa.employee to qagroup;

grant access on table qa.job to qagroup;

grant access on table qa.benefits to qagroup;

grant access on table qa.department to qagroup;

grant execute on access module qa.empdbmod to qagroup;

grant execute on access module qa.empdbret to qagroup;

To revoke privileges from one of the users, you simply drop the user from the group:

alter group qagroup

  drop user rkn;

Using Wildcards

Your strategy should isolate resources that require similar types of security. You can then grant privileges on them using
a wildcard. This allows you to implement your strategy at a higher level, thus eliminating the need to issue a GRANT
statement for individual resources.

Wildcard Examples

Without wildcards, you must issue a separate statement for each table when you grant table access privileges:

• Without wildcards

grant access on table qa.employee to qagroup;

grant access on table qa.job to qagroup;

grant access on table qa.benefits to qagroup;
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grant access on table qa.department to qagroup;

grant execute on access module qa.empdbmod to qagroup;

grant execute on access module qa.empdbret to qagroup;

• With wildcards
You can use a wildcard to grant table access privileges on all tables in the qa schema:

grant access on table qa.* to qagroup;

grant execute on access module qa.* to qagroup;

Using categories

CA IDMS provides the category mechanism to help you to manage privileges on runtime resources efficiently.

Summary Example

This series of statements uses groups, wildcards, and categories to secure the resources available for two levels of use,
as described in the definition of groups hrdisp and hrupd:

create group hrdisp

   description 'HR users who can display Employee'

   add user lsd, lhn, pxw, gsr, hxm, fbs;

create group hrupd

   description 'HR users who can update Employee'

   add user gsr, hxm, fbs;

create resource category benefits_display

   add access module appldict.prod.bendis

   add load module   appldict.v0001.benefits

   add program       cdmslib.bendisp

   add task          bendisp;
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create resource category benefits_update

   add access module appldict.prod.benupd

   add program       cdmslib.benupd

   add task          benupd;

grant execute on category benefits_display to hrdisp;

grant execute on category benefits_* to hrupd;

Securing Global Resources

CA IDMS Security Domain

The CA IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems and local mode applications sharing a single user catalog and
SRTT.

Global Resources

The scope of global resources is domain-wide. These resources are:

• Users
• Groups
• User profiles
• SYSADMIN privilege

User catalog

The user catalog is the CA IDMS repository that contains:

• The definition of all authorization IDs (users and groups) within the domain
• The specification of authorization IDs holding SYSADMIN privilege for the domain
• The definition of user profiles
• The privileges held by users and groups on global resources

The User catalog
Defining a CA IDMS Security Domain

You include multiple CA IDMS systems in a security domain by specifying an identical set of physical characteristics for
the SYSUSER.DDLSEC segment in each system in the domain, and specifying the same physical data set in the startup
JCL or the global DMCL.
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NOTE
For more information on defining physical database characteristics, see the CA IDMS Database Administering
section.

Use of the User Catalog

The user catalog is accessed by all DC/UCF systems and local mode batch applications executing in the security domain.
It is a central location used for validating passwords and retrieving user information.

Only a DC/UCF system that has the user catalog in update mode can be used to define and administer global resources.

Securing the User Catalog

After you have specified a resource option (other than 'OFF') for the DB resource type, the user catalog is secured.

You can grant access to the user catalog in one or more of these ways:

• Granting DBAREAD/DBAWRITE privileges on area SYSUSER.DDLSEC
• Granting DBADMIN privilege on DB SYSUSER
• Granting USE privilege on non-SQL defined schema IDMSSECU and granting definition privilege on an SQL schema

for IDMSSECU

NOTE
For more information, see Securing the Dictionaries and the User catalog.

Ensuring Use of the Correct User Catalog

You can ensure that only the correct user catalog is accessed at runtime.

If the operating system or spooler supports installation-written exits for scanning and validating JCL, a system
programmer can write an exit to verify that the correct system dictionary and user catalog are used by each central
version and local mode job.

Alternatively, in an operating system that supports dynamic file allocation, you can specify the data set name of the user
catalog in the DSNAME parameter of the CREATE FILE statement and NULL for the external file name in the ASSIGN TO
parameter. At runtime the data set name is obtained from the DMCL, which contains the segment associated with the file.

Securing SYSADMIN Privilege
About SYSADMIN Privilege

SYSADMIN privilege authorizes the holder to grant and revoke privileges on any resource within the domain. It also
enables the holder to define resources and to delegate administration privileges.

In sum, the holder of SYSADMIN privilege can administer the security system.

Until you secure the SYSADMIN resource, any user can administer SYSADMIN privilege.

How to Secure SYSADMIN

To secure SYSADMIN internally, include an entry in the SRTT:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X

      RESTYPE=SYSA,                                           X

      SECBY=INTERNAL

To secure SYSADMIN externally, include an entry in the SRTT:
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#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X

      RESTYPE=SYSA,                                           X

      SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                         X

      Additional parameters required

NOTE
For more information, see #SECRTT.

Restricting SYSADMIN

Since SYSADMIN is the master security definition privilege, it is very important to restrict the granting of SYSADMIN
authority.

Consider assigning SYSADMIN to a group rather than an individual user so that security can be administered in a timely
fashion should the primary administrator be unavailable.

Decentralizing Administration

The holder of SYSADMIN can decentralize security administration by granting to appropriate users:

• DCADMIN privilege, which allows a user to define system resources and grant access to those resources
• DBADMIN privilege on a database, which allows a user to define database resources and grant access to those

resources
• Definition privilege on global resources

You should carefully restrict grants of administration privileges. A user with administrative privilege can grant and revoke
privileges on all resources within the scope of the administration privilege.

Granting Administration Privileges

You can give SYSADMIN, DCADMIN, and DBADMIN privileges to one or more users with a grant statement, as in this
example of a statement that grants DBADMIN privilege on a specified database:

grant dbadmin

  on db testdb

  to devdba;

More Information

For more information on granting administration privileges, see the following sections:

• GRANT Administration Privilege in the section "Syntax for Securing Global Resources"
• GRANT Administration Privilege in the section "Syntax for Securing System Resources"
• GRANT Administration Privilege in the section "Syntax for Securing Database Resources"

Securing Users
About Users
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Defining users in the CA IDMS user catalog is essential if the security option for one or more resources is internal, even if
signon processing is controlled externally. A security check on an internally secured resource fails if the executing user is
not defined in the user catalog.

Until you secure the user resource, any user can define users in the user catalog.

How to Secure Users

To secure users internally, include an entry in the SRTT:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,

      RESTYPE=USER,                                           X

      SECBY=INTERNAL                                          X

To secure users externally, include an entry in the SRTT:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,

      RESTYPE=USER,                                           X

      SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                         X

      Additional parameters required

NOTE
For more information, see #SECRTT.

How to Define Users

You define a user with a CREATE USER statement. For example, this statement creates user RKN:

create user rkn

  group mis

  name 'Randall K. Nelken'

  password ranken

  profile misprof;

NOTE
For more information, see CREATE USER.

Maintaining User Definitions

You can alter the definition of a user with an ALTER USER statement. You can drop the definition of a user with a DROP
USER statement.
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NOTE
For more information, see the following sections:

• ALTER USER
• DROP USER

Granting Definition Privileges on Users

You can delegate the authority to define and maintain users by granting definition privileges on users. You can specify any
combination of CREATE, ALTER, DROP, and DISPLAY privileges, or you can specify all definition privileges (DEFINE).
You can specify WITH GRANT OPTION when you grant these privileges to allow the user to grant the same privileges to
another user.

In this example, user mis1 is given the privilege to create or alter the definition of users whose user IDs begin with 'mis':

grant alter, create

  on user mis*

  to mis1;

NOTE
For more information, see GRANT Definition Privileges.

Securing Groups
About Groups

You define groups for administrative efficiency. You group users according to the privileges that they require. Then you
grant the privileges to the group rather than to individual users.

If you create a group of 10 users, you can grant each user the same five privileges by issuing five GRANT statements to
the group. You would issue 50 statements to accomplish the same task if you did not first create the group.

Until you secure the group resource, any user can maintain definitions of groups in the user catalog.

How to Secure Groups

To secure the groups internally, include an entry in the SRTT:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,

      RESTYPE=GROU,                                           X

      SECBY=INTERNAL                                          X

To secure the groups externally, include an entry in the SRTT:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,

      RESTYPE=GROU,                                           X

      SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                         X
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      Additional parameters required

NOTE
For more information, see #SECRTT.

How to Define Groups

You define a group by specifying the users that comprise the group with the CREATE GROUP statement.

NOTE
A group cannot be a member of another group.

For example, this statement creates mis_group:

create group mis_group

  description 'Management Information Services'

  add user mis1, mis2, mis3, mis4, mis5;

NOTE
For more information on defining and maintaining group definitions, see the following sections:

• CREATE GROUP
• ALTER GROUP
• DROP GROUP

Granting Privileges to a Group

When you grant privileges to a group, each member of the group is implicitly granted the specified privileges.

For example, this statement grants mis_group the privilege of retrieving data from SYSTEM tables:

grant select

  on table system.*

  to mis_group;

A member of a group can hold additional privileges as an individual user or as a member of a different group. For
example, mis1 might hold an administrative privilege that other members of mis_group do not hold.

Dropping Users and Groups

When a user is dropped from a group, all privileges inherited from the group are implicitly revoked from the user.

When a group is dropped, all privileges granted to that group are automatically revoked.

Granting Definition Privileges on Groups

You can delegate the authority to define and maintain groups by granting definition privileges on groups. You can
specify any combination of CREATE, ALTER, DROP, and DISPLAY privileges, or you can specify all definition privileges
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(DEFINE). You can specify WITH GRANT OPTION when you grant these privileges to allow the user to grant the same
privileges to another user.

NOTE
For more information, see GRANT Definition Privileges.

Securing User Profiles
About User Profiles

You define a user profile to specify attributes for a user session in the domain (that is, irrespective of the system to which
the user is signed on) whether the execution mode is online or batch.

Until you secure the user profile resource, any user can maintain user profile definitions in the user catalog.

How to Secure User Profiles

To secure user profiles internally, include an entry in the SRTT:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,

      RESTYPE=UPRF,                                           X

      SECBY=INTERNAL                                          X

To secure the user profiles externally, include an entry in the SRTT:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,

      RESTYPE=UPRF,                                           X

      SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                         X

      Additional parameters required

NOTE
For more information, see #SECRTT.

Attributes

An attribute is the combination of a keyword and a value associated with the keyword. A user profile can contain multiple
attributes.

Attributes are used by CA IDMS software to control the user session. Attributes can also be retrieved by application
programs for additional application security and other purposes.

When you specify an attribute in a user profile definition, you have the option of marking it to indicate that the user is not
permitted to override the attribute value at runtime with a DCUF SET PROFILE statement or, for attribute keywords with
meaning to CA IDMS, with a SYSIDMS parameter.

NOTE
For more information on DCUF SET PROFILE, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Reference
section.
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For more information on SYSIDMS parameters, see the Using section.

How to Define User Profiles

You define a user profile with the CREATE USER PROFILE statement.

In this example, the first statement creates a user profile called MISPROF and the second statement associates the profile
with user RKN:

create user profile misprof

  attributes

    dept='0056' override no,

    jobcode='42' override no,

    schema='&user'.,

    prtdest='gdnc005';

alter user rkn

  profile misprof;

NOTE
For more information on creating and maintaining user profile definitions, see the following sections:

• CREATE USER PROFILE
• ALTER USER PROFILE
• DROP USER PROFILE

Granting Definition Privileges on User Profiles

You can delegate the authority to define and maintain user profiles by granting definition privileges on user profiles.
You can specify any combination of CREATE, ALTER, DROP, and DISPLAY privileges, or you can specify all definition
privileges (DEFINE). You can specify WITH GRANT OPTION when you grant these privileges to allow the user to grant
the same privileges to another user.

NOTE
For more information, see GRANT Definition Privileges.

Associating User Profiles with Users

You can associate a user profile with a user in one of the following ways:

• Explicitly in the PROFILE parameter of a CREATE USER or ALTER USER statement.

NOTE
For more information, see the following sections:

• Implicitly by assigning the user profile a name matching the user ID.
This user profile is located at signon if no user profile has been specified in the user definition.

User Attributes in a System Profile
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A system profile allows you to set the attributes of a user's session for a specific system. The system profile associated
with the user is determined in one of the following ways:

• By the specification, if any, made in the GRANT SIGNON statement for the user.
• By the specification of default system profile made on the initial #SECRTT macro.
• If not specified on the #SECRTT macro, the system profile DEFAULT, if it exists.

Even if there is no system profile specification in GRANT SIGNON or on the #SECRTT, you can tailor a system profile to
a user or the user's default group by specifying INCLUDE='&USER'. or INCLUDE='&GROUP'. in a system profile named
'DEFAULT.' because the system will search for the system profile DEFAULT at signon time.

If you have created a system profile with a name that matches the ID of the signed-on user and system profile DEFAULT
contains INCLUDE='&USER'., the attributes of the nested system profile with a name matching &USER. are set for the
session profile.

If you have created a system profile with a name that matches the name of the signed-on user's default group and system
profile DEFAULT contains INCLUDE='&GROUP'., the attributes of the nested system profile with a name matching
&GROUP. are set for session profile.

Scope of Profiles

The scope of system profile DEFAULT is the set of systems that share the SYSTEM.DDLDML area in which
DEFAULT is defined. The scope of a user profile is the CA IDMS domain, which is the set of systems that share the
SYSUSER.DDLSEC area. System profile attributes take precedence over matching user profile attributes unless the user
profile attribute is defined with the OVERRIDE NO parameter.

NOTE
For more information on system profiles, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

Securing System Resources

Securing Definitions In The System Dictionaryhttp://wiki-dev.ca.com/display/IDMS/Securing+Definitions+In+The
+System+Dictionary

Security information on system resources (and some database resources) is stored in the system dictionary. To secure the
security information itself, secure the system dictionary.

How You Do It

Since the system dictionary is a CA IDMS database, you secure the system dictionary by activating security for resource
type DB. You can specify an SRTT entry to secure all databases in the system, or you can specify an individual entry for
each database you choose to secure.

Important! Before securing any database in the system, become familiar with all considerations related to database
security, as described in Securing Database Resources.

Securing DCADMIN
About the DCADMIN Privilege

A holder of DCADMIN privilege can perform system administration functions. The DCADMIN user holds definition and
access privileges on /DC system resources. CREATE, ALTER, DROP, and DISPLAY privileges on a system allow the user
to maintain the system configuration using CA IDMS system generation.

The holder of DCADMIN privilege can grant all system privileges to one or more users.

Until you secure the DCADMIN resource, any user can administer security on system resources.

How to Secure DCADMIN
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To secure DCADMIN internally, include an entry in the SRTT:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X

      RESTYPE=DCA,                                            X

      SECBY=INTERNAL

To secure DCADMIN externally, include an entry in the SRTT:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X

      RESTYPE=DCA,                                            X

      SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                         X

      Additional parameters required

NOTE
For more information, see #SECRTT.

How to Grant the DCADMIN Privilege

You can grant DCADMIN privilege to one or more users with a GRANT DCADMIN statement. To issue this statement, you
must hold either SYSADMIN privilege or DCADMIN privilege.

NOTE
For more information, see GRANT Administration Privilege in the section Syntax for Securing System
Resources.

Securing Systems
About Systems

The system resource represents DC systems in the domain.

Until you secure systems, any user can create and maintain a system using CA IDMS system generation.

How to Secure Systems

To secure systems internally, include an entry in the SRTT:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X

      RESTYPE=SYST,                                           X

      SECBY=INTERNAL

To secure systems externally, include an entry in the SRTT:
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#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X

      RESTYPE=SYST,                                           X

      SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                         X

      Additional parameters required

NOTE
For more information, see #SECRTT.

How to Define a System

You define a system as a secured resource with a CREATE RESOURCE SYSTEM statement, specifying the identifier of
the system to match the ID parameter of the SYSTEM statement in system generation.

NOTE
For more information on defining and maintaining system resources, see the following sections in the section
Syntax for Securing System Resources:

• CREATE RESOURCE
• DROP RESOURCE

How to Grant Definition Privileges on Systems

You can delegate the authority to define and maintain systems by granting definition privileges on systems. You can
specify any combination of CREATE, ALTER, DROP, and DISPLAY privileges, or you can specify all definition privileges
(DEFINE). As a holder of DCADMIN privilege, you can specify WITH GRANT OPTION when you grant definition
privileges to allow the recipient to grant the same privileges to another user.

NOTE
For more information on administering privileges on systems, see the following sections in the section Syntax for
Securing System Resources:

• GRANT System Definition Privileges
• REVOKE System Definition Privileges

Securing Signon
The signon resource controls access to DC systems, whether the signon is explicit or implicit. The security signon option
you specify determines whether password validation is enforced by the external system, internally, or not at all. For
external systems, password validation may refer to a passphrase that is used as the password.

NOTE
Until you secure the signon resource, any user can sign on to any system in the domain.

This article describes the following information:

How to Secure Signon

To secure signon internally, include an entry in the SRTT:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X
      RESTYPE=SGON,                                           X
      SECBY=INTERNAL
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To secure signon externally, include an entry in the SRTT:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X
      RESTYPE=SGON,                                           X
      SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                         X
      Additional parameters required

NOTE
For more information, see "#SECRTT."

Granting System Signon Privilege

To control access to a system, you grant signon privilege to a user. You cannot grant signon to a group. For more
information, see "Syntax for Securing System Resources."

When you grant signon, you can associate a system profile with the user. For more information about system profiles, see
"CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands."

Securing System Profiles
About System Profiles

The system profile resource represents a profile that is defined for a given system and can be associated with one or
more users.

Although system profile is a resource that you can protect with CA IDMS centralized security, system profiles are not
considered part of the security architecture because the scope of their influence on user session attributes is system-wide,
not domain-wide.

Until you secure system profiles, any user can create and maintain a system profile.

How to Secure System Profiles

To secure system profiles internally, include an entry in the SRTT:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X

      RESTYPE=SPRF,                                           X

      SECBY=INTERNAL

To secure system profiles externally, include an entry in the SRTT:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X

      RESTYPE=SPRF,                                           X

      SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                         X

      Additional parameters required
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NOTE
For more information, see #SECRTT.

Defining a System Profile

You define a system profile with a CREATE SYSTEM PROFILE statement, specifying the profile name and profile
attributes.

NOTE
For more information on defining and maintaining system profiles, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator
Reference section.

Granting Definition Privileges on System Profiles

You grant definition privileges on systems profiles with a GRANT statement. You can specify any combination of CREATE,
ALTER, DROP, and DISPLAY privileges, or you can specify all definition privileges (DEFINE). As a holder of DCADMIN
privilege, you can specify WITH GRANT OPTION when you grant definition privileges to allow the recipient to grant the
same privileges to another user.

NOTE
For more information on administering privileges on system profiles, see the following sections in the section
Syntax for Securing System Resources:

• GRANT System Definition Privileges
• REVOKE System Definition Privileges

Securing Resources That Can Be Categorized

If you secure certain system resources internally, you must group occurrences of these resources in categories and grant
execution privilege on the categories to allow access.

You create categories using CREATE RESOURCE CATEGORY statements. You authorize access with GRANT
EXECUTE ON CATEGORY statements.

Categories are not meaningful to external security enforcement. However, you can choose to specify external security for
any resource type that can be categorized.

If you specify external security for a resource type that can be categorized, you must also specify in the external security
system rules for all occurrences of the resource type.

  

Resource Types That Can Be Categorized

The following table shows resource types that can be categorized and the keywords that you specify in the SRTT to
secure them.

NOTE
Run units and access modules are secured internally by specifying resource type 'DB'.

Resource SRTT  Keyword 
Internal security External security

Task TASK TASK
Load module SLOD SLOD
Access module(1) DB(1) SACC
Program SPGM SPGM
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Run unit DB(1) NRU
Queue QUEU QUEU

(1) For more information on securing the DB resource type, see Securing Database Resources.

 Wildcards 

To simplify the process of category management, you can use wildcards when you specify the resource occurrences to
add to a category.

In the following example, load modules, tasks, and queues associated with an account receivable application are added to
a category:

create resource category ar
  add load module appldict.v0001.car*
  add task car
  add queue car*, ap* ;

You can also wildcard the category name when you grant privilege. For example, if you create several categories for
the accounts receivable application and assign names that begin "AR," you can grant privilege on all of the accounts
receivable categories in this way, as shown in the following example:

grant execute on category ar*
  to ar_sys_admin;

 To implement security using categories, follow these steps: 

1. Create categories for groups of resource occurrences.
2. Grant users execution privilege on categories.
3. Activate internal security for each categorized resource type.

Securing Programs

When you secure programs, you can control who can execute programs maintained in an operating system load library.
Until you secure programs, any user can execute a program in the operating system load library.

To secure programs internally, include an entry in the SRTT, as shown in the following example:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X
      RESTYPE=SPGM,                                           X
      SECBY=INTERNAL

To secure programs externally, include an entry in the SRTT, as shown in the following example:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X
      RESTYPE=SPGM,                                           X
      SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                         X
      Additional parameters required

If you secure programs, only an authorized user can execute a user-mode program, including any CA IDMS user-mode
program. You should carefully weigh the requirements for administering program security. For example, if you secure
programs externally, you must identify, to the external system, all user-mode programs supplied by CA IDMS, and site-
specific application programs that users need to execute and specify the rules for securing these programs.

If you secure programs internally, you can take advantage of categories, wildcards, and groups to simplify this process.

To identify CA IDMS user-mode programs, view the following members in your installation source library:
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• SECASF 
• SECCULP 
• SECICMS 
• SECIDD 
• SECITOOL 
• SECOCF 
• SECOLQ 
• SECTOOLS

Alternative to Program Security 

An approach to securing programs, which may be easier to administer, is to secure databases or database occurrences,
as follows:

• For program access to non-network defined databases, you categorize run units and grant execution privilege on the
categories. Categorizing run units is simplified by including database, subschema, and program names in the run unit
identifier. 

• For run unit information on CA IDMS user-mode programs, view the following members in your installation source
library:
– SECASF 
– SECCULP 
– SECICMS 
– SECIDD 
– SECITOOL 
– SECOCF 
– SECOLQ 
– SECTOOLS

• For program access to SQL-defined databases, you grant applicable privileges on access modules.

Program Occurrence Overrides 

You can specify occurrence overrides in the SRTT for the SPGM resource type. If you secure programs externally,
you must add to the SRTT an occurrence override to unsecure the signon program (RHDCSNON). Without this override,
any attempt to signon fails.

In the following example, security for programs is external, but occurrence overrides makes RHDCSNON and RHDCBYE
unsecured:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X
      RESTYPE=SPGM,                                           X
      SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                         X
      Additional parameters required

#SECRTT    TYPE=OCCURRENCE,                                   X
      RESTYPE=SPGM,                                           X
      RESNAME='RHDCSNON',                                     X
      SECBY=OFF

#SECRTT    TYPE=OCCURRENCE,                                   X
      RESTYPE=SPGM,                                           X
      RESNAME='RHDCBYE',                                      X
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      SECBY=OFF

Securing Load Modules

When you secure load modules, you control who can execute load modules that reside in the DDLDCLOD area of the
dictionary. Until you secure load modules, any user can execute a load module.

To secure load modules internally, include an entry in the SRTT, as follows:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X
           RESTYPE=SLOD,                                      X
           SECBY=INTERNAL

To secure load modules externally, include an entry in the SRTT, as follows:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X
           RESTYPE=SLOD,                                      X
           SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                    X
           Additional parameters required

Securing Queues

When you secure queues, you control who can access a queue. Until you secure queues, any user can access queues.

To secure queues internally, include an entry in the SRTT, as follows:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X
      RESTYPE=QUEU,                                           X
      SECBY=INTERNAL

To secure queues externally, include an entry in the SRTT, as follows:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X
      RESTYPE=QUEU,                                           X
      SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                         X
      Additional parameters required

Queue Ownership 

For runtime efficiency, queues are protected by ownership and categories. The user who creates the queue owns the
queue.

A queue can be shared if it is assigned to a category. Users with execution privilege on the category can share the queue.
An unshared queue should not be assigned to a category. Ownership is used to protect unshared queues.

How Queue Security Works 

When a user attempts to create a queue at runtime, the queue manager calls the security system to determine if the
queue is assigned to a category.

If the queue is in a category:

• The queue is created if the user has execution privilege on the category, and the user ID is recorded as the owner of
the queue.

• For subsequent access to the queue, the system compares the requester's user ID to the queue owner's user ID and
does the following:
– Grants access if the IDs match.
– calls the security system, which attempts to verify that the requester user ID has execution privilege on the queue.
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If the queue is not in a category:

• The queue is created and the user ID is recorded as the owner of the queue.
• For subsequent access to the queue, the system compares the requester's user ID to the queue owner's user ID and

allows access only if they match.

The ownership mechanism allows security for unshared queues to be managed efficiently regardless of whether security
for categorized queues is handled by CA IDMS or an external security facility.

Securing Tasks

When you secure tasks, you control who can invoke a task. Until you secure tasks, any user can invoke any task.

To secure tasks internally, include an entry in the SRTT, as follows:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X
      RESTYPE=TASK,                                           X
      SECBY=INTERNAL

To secure tasks externally, include an entry in the SRTT, as follows:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X
      RESTYPE=TASK,                                           X
      SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                         X
      Additional parameters required

Task Occurrence Overrides 

In the SRTT you can specify occurrence overrides for the task resource. If you secure tasks externally, you must specify
an occurrence override to unsecure the SIGNON task. Without this override, any attempt to sign on fails.

Unsecured Tasks 

After task security is activated, you can allow a user to execute certain tasks, whether or not the user is signed on, by
creating a category of those tasks and granting execution privilege on the category to group PUBLIC.

If you create a category of tasks that all users can execute if they are signed on, grant the privilege to a group of all users
that you explicitly create, not to group PUBLIC.

For external run units such as local utility jobs and access through client/server technology, you must grant execute
authority on tasks RHDCNP3S, RHDCNP3J and RHDCNP3W to group PUBLIC or all groups. Alternatively, you can turn
off security for tasks RHDCNP3S, RHDCNP3J and RHDCNP3W by including an entry in the SRTT.

Tasks Started by the System 

If signon and tasks are secured, the identifier of the user who submitted the job to start the system must be authorized
to execute tasks that are created directly or indirectly by startup and shutdown autotasks. An autotask is defined in the
AUTOTASK statement of system generation.

No security checking is performed for an autotask. However, any task invoked as a result of autotask execution causes a
security check for the task.

If signon and tasks are secured internally, perform the following steps to ensure that the tasks can be executed:

1. If not yet done, define the user who submits the job to start the system.
2. If not yet done, grant signon privilege to the user.
3. Define a category and add the tasks invoked by autotasks.
4. Grant execution privilege on the category to the user.
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Category Bit Assignments

When you create a category, the system represents the category internally by a half-word number. The system maintains
category bit assignments to ensure that category numbers are assigned in ascending sequence. The number corresponds
to a bit position in a Category bit map.

The runtime system maintains a category bit map for each user. The category bit map indicates the categories the user
may access. When a user is granted access to a category, the corresponding bit in the category bit map is turned on.

The bit map is loaded on the first security request for a categorized resource which is internally secured. If none of the
categorized resource types is internally secured, no category bit map will exist.

When the user attempts to access a resource that is protected by category, the resource category is checked against the
category bit map of the user. Access is denied if the corresponding bit in the user's category bit map is off.

Implementing Application Security
About Activities

An activity is an application function defined as a resource to CA IDMS security. Activity security is an enhancement of the
security class mechanism of Release 10.2.

You assign activity names and activity numbers to application functions with the CREATE RESOURCE STATEMENT. If
you secure the ACTI resource internally, you grant users execution privilege on activities.

You can define up to 256 discrete activities for an application. You can choose to associate more than one function of the
application with a given activity name and number.

NOTE
If an application needs more than 256 activities, you can use multiple application names. The limit of 256 per
application name is designed to provide upward compatibility with Release 10.2 systems and to keep the
scheme simple and efficient.

Securing Activities

Why You Secure Activities

When you secure activities, you control who can execute a given application function.

Until you secure activities, any user can execute any application function.

How to Secure Activities

To secure activities internally, include an entry in the SRTT:

 #SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X
       RESTYPE=ACTI,                                           X
       SECBY=INTERNAL
 

To secure activities externally, include an entry in the SRTT:

 #SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X
       RESTYPE=ACTI,                                           X
       SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                         X
       Additional parameters required 
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NOTE
For more information, see "#SECRTT" and "CREATE RESOURCES."

About External Activity Security

The EXTNAME values that you can specify for RESTYPE ACTI are RESNAME, APPLNAME, and ACTIVITY. For the
purposes of security checking, the value of both RESNAME and APPLNAME is application-name. Only the ACTIVITY
value contains the application function number. Thus, to secure individual activities externally, you must include ACTIVITY
in the SRTT entry for RESTYPE ACTI.

Defining an Activity Resource

If you assign activity numbers to functions within the application, you can define each activity as a system resource with
a CREATE RESOURCE statement. In a CREATE RESOURCE statement, you associate the application activity number
with an external activity name. The activity name can be up to 18 characters and must be qualified with the application
name, as in this example:

 create resource
        activity dcmt.vary_terminals
        number 14;
 

Granting Execution Privilege on the Activity

After you have defined an activity, you can give users the privilege of executing the application functions represented by
the activity, using a GRANT statement as in this example:

 grant  execute
        on  activity  dcmt.vary_terminals
        to  support;
 

Activity Security Processing

Activity Bit Map

For each application that the user can access, the system maintains a bit map that indicates the activities the user is
allowed to execute. The activity number corresponds to a bit position; for example, bit 43 corresponds to activity 43.

If the ACTI resource is secured internally, the application activity access bit map is brought into memory when the
application issues its first security check request. The application bit map is chained to the signon block, and user and
group activity access authorities are merged into the bit map.

When a user attempts to execute an activity, the application issues a call for a security check to the central security
interface, specifying the application name and activity number. The application is expected to enforce the activity security
based on the return code from the central security interface.

Internal Security Check on an Activity

If the ACTI resource is secured internally, the system searches for the activity bit map for the application and the user
when the first security check for an application is processed. If the bit map is found, the system checks the activity number
against the corresponding bit position in the activity access bit map, and returns a YES or NO answer to the application.

If the bit map is not found, the system then looks for an activity bit map for the user and the application named 'DEFAULT.'
If found, the bit map for the DEFAULT activity is used in the security check.

Application DEFAULT
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The DEFAULT application is a mechanism that allows execution of existing applications that use Release 10.2 security
classes without having to explicitly define activities for each application. The security system will allow execution of an
application function if:

• The security class assigned to that function matches the activity number of an activity in the DEFAULT application.
• The user has been granted execution privilege on that activity.

You can use the RHDCSMIG program to generate statement syntax to create 255 DEFAULT application activities (activity
numbers 1 through 255) and to grant execution privilege on the activities to users who have the matching security classes
in the Release 10.2 dictionary.

External Security Check on Activity

If the ACTI resource is secured externally, no activity bit map is involved in security checking. The central security
interface creates the identifier of the activity that it passes to the external system by concatenating the shorter of the
application name or the first five characters of the application name with the three-digit function number supplied by the
application.

CA ADS Security

Application Name

The application-name you specify when defining a CA ADS activity must be the ADB name; that is, the name specified
when the application was defined with the CA ADS application compiler (ADSA).

NOTE
The ADB name may differ from the task code or codes of the application. If necessary, you can determine
the ADB name by viewing the application name by displaying the TAT table with DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY
PROGRAM $ACF@TAT.

CA ADS Security Classes

CA ADS allows you to associate a security class with the application and with any one or more application responses.

If the application has been assigned a security class, a security check is requested when a user attempts to execute the
application. The user must be authorized to execute the activity whose activity number matches the security class of the
application.

Similarly, if a response has been secured with a security class, a security check is requested when a user attempts to
execute the response. The user must be authorized to execute the activity whose activity number matches the security
class of the response.

NOTE
For more information on assigning security classes in CA ADS, see the CA ADS Reference section.

DCMT Security

Application Name

When you create an activity name for the DCMT application, you specify DCMT for application-name. You associate the
activity number with the DCMT commands you are grouping in the activity as follows.

Assigning DCMT Activity Numbers

DCMT provides the #CTABGEN macro for assigning activity numbers to DCMT commands. In the #CTABGEN macro, you
associate an activity number with a DCMT command code.

#CTABGEN Example

In this example, #CTABGEN assigns the activity number of 14 to the DCMT commands as represented by their command
codes -- N028 (VARY LTERM), N029 (VARY PTERM), and N030 (VARY LINE):
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 #CTABGEN (N028,14,N029,14,N030,14)
 

NOTE
For #CTABGEN syntax, DCMT command codes, and information on generating the #CTABGEN module, see
"Syntax for Assembler Macros."

Release 10.2 DCMT Security

If you have implemented security classes for DCMT commands in Release 10.2, you need only reassemble #CTABGEN
under Release 16.0 and define activities either specifically for DCMT or for the DEFAULT application, using RHDCSMIG
output to generate CREATE RESOURCE ACTIVITY statements.

OCF/BCF Security

Application Name

When you create an activity name for a utility command, specify an application name of OCF for activities that are to be
secured when running under a CV. To secure batch local mode utility activities, specify BCF for an application name. If the
same command is to be secured in the same manner in both CV and batch, then two activity resources must be created.

Assigning OCF/BCF Activity Numbers

OCF/BCF security provides the #UTABGEN macro for assigning activity numbers to OCF/BCF utility commands. In the
#UTABGEN macro, you associate an activity number with an OCF/BCF command code.

#UTABGEN Example

In this example, #UTABGEN assigns the activity number of 14 to the OCF/BCF commands FORMAT and PRINTPAGE as
represented by their command codes:

 #UTABGEN (FORMAT,14,PRINTPAGE,14)
 

NOTE
For #UTABGEN syntax, OCF/BCF command codes, and information on generating the #UTABGEN module, see
"Syntax for Assembler Macros."

Online Debugger Security

Application Name

When you create an activity name for the online debugger, you specify DBUG for application-name. You associate the
activity number with the online debugger commands you are grouping in the activity as follows.

Assigning Online Debugger Activity Numbers

The CA IDMS/DC online debugger provides the #GTABGEN macro for assigning activity numbers to online debugger
functions. In the #GTABGEN macro, you associate an activity number with an online debugger security Category.

#GTABGEN Example

Assume that you wish to assign the activity number of 20 to online debugger functions as represented by two online
debugger security categories:

• AUPGMR (CA ADS user programs can be retrieved)
• USTGR (User storage can be retrieved)

To make this assignment, you would issue this #GTABGEN macro:

 #GTABGEN(AUPGMR,20,USTGR,20
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NOTE
For #GTABGEN syntax and online debugger security categories, see "Syntax for Assembler Macros."

Implementing Multi-level Application Security

Multi-level Security

You can secure applications at several levels.

For example, an online application with embedded SQL can be secured by the following:

• Task -- The ability to invoke the application
• Load module -- The ability to execute an application program
• Access module -- The ability to execute embedded SQL that accesses a database

DCMT Example

When you analyze your site's DCMT security requirements, keep in mind that you can implement security for DCMT
commands at these levels:

• At the task level, you secure the DCMT task by assigning the task a Category using security administration
statements.

• At the program level, you secure programs invoked for the DCMT task by assigning the programs a Category using
security administration statements. Programs invoked for DCMT requests all have names that begin with RHDCMT (for
example, RHDCMTPT or RHDCMTTI).

• At the DCMT command level, you secure DCMT commands by means of the #CTABGEN macro. This macro is
assembled into the program IDMSCTAB and allows you to apply discrete security to specific DCMT commands (such
as, DCMT VARY PROGRAM) and also to individual command options (such as, DCMT VARY PROGRAM STORAGE
PROTECT). The macro is used in conjunction with activity security in the security system to control access to specific
DCMT functions.

Securing Database Resources

Database Security

Any user has the ability to access any database until it is secured. You can secure a database only by securing database
resources. You can secure online access to databases at the task level, although this would involve securing the OCF
task (online Command Facility) and other tasks. However, task security does not secure databases from batch access.

Even if the configuration of your external security system protects the database against local mode access, the database
would not be protected from batch access through the central version unless the database is secured through CA IDMS
centralized security.

Dictionaries and User catalog

The system dictionary, application dictionaries, and the user catalog are databases. If internal security is specified for one
or more global resources, the user catalog contains security definitions. If internal security is specified for one or more
database resources, the system dictionary contains security definitions, as does the application dictionary if the SQL
Option is installed.

To secure dictionaries and the user catalog, you must secure database resources as described in this section.
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About Database Resources
Before you implement a scheme for database security using information in this section, become familiar with the concepts
discussed in this section.

Contents

Securing Database Resources in the SRTT

Database Resources

The security option in the SRTT for the DB resource type determines whether database resources other than DMCLs and
database name tables (DBTB) are secured externally, internally, or not at all.

SRTT entries for resource types other than DB, DMCL, and DBTB are used in runtime security processing only if security
for DB is external; in that case, the SRTT entry is used only to determine the external resource class and resource name
to send with the security check request to the external system.

The following table lists CA IDMS database resources and their keyword equivalents for the #SECRTT RESTYPE
parameter:

Database resource RESTYPE keyword to secure resource RESTYPE keyword for external
information

Database DB DB
DBADMIN privilege DB Not applicable
Access module DB DACC
Area DB AREA
Run unit DB NRU
SQL-defined schema DB QSCH
Non-SQL-defined schema DB NSCH
Table DB TABL
Database name table DBTB DBTB
DMCL DMCL DMCL

DB Occurrence Overrides

You can specify DB occurrence overrides in the SRTT. For example, if security for databases is off but you add an internal
security occurrence override for database PROD, the runtime system will route a security check on a database resource
to internal security if the database name on the current security request begins with 'PROD'.

You cannot override the automatic assignment of the DB security option to the other database resources. For example, if
security for DB is off, security for the AREA resource type is also off and the security option specified on the SRTT entry
for AREA is ignored. However, external resource class and name information in an SRTT entry for a database resource
type such as AREA is used if external security is specified on the entry for DB or on a DB occurrence override.

Database Security and Database Names

Segment Names and Database Names

The database name specified on a BIND RUN-UNIT statement or a CONNECT statement can be either a segment name
or a database name defined in the database name table. If you secure all databases, a security check will be routed to the
enforcing system on BIND RUN-UNIT statements and on database definition and access statements issued following a
CONNECT.
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NOTE
To issue the CONNECT statement itself under the central version, the user must have signon authority for
the system with which the dictionary named in the statement is associated and authority to invoke the task or
application from which the CONNECT is issued.

However, if you plan to leave some databases unsecured, you must consider how CA IDMS processes a database name
before you build database security in the SRTT.

Role of the Database Name Table

If an application requests a bind to a database or a connection to a dictionary, CA IDMS searches the database name
table for the name specified on the BIND or CONNECT. If it finds a match, CA IDMS determines the areas and files to
be accessed based on the segments that are included in the database name. If it does not find a match in the database
name table, CA IDMS searches for a matching segment name in the DMCL. If no match is found, an error results.

Securing Access to Individual Segments

To understand how access to segments is secured, consider this sample database name table:

Database name Segments
SYSTEM SYSTEM

CATSYS
SYSMSG

DIRLDICT DIRLNWK
CATSYS
SYSMSG

If the entry for DB is security 'OFF', you would obtain these results using occurrence overrides:

• If you secure 'SYSTEM', access to the SYSTEM segment is secured. Access to CATSYS and SYSMSG through
dbname SYSTEM is secured, but access to these segments directly or through dbname DIRLDICT is not secured.

• If you secure 'SYSTEM' and 'DIRLDICT', access to the SYSTEM segment is secured. Access to CATSYS, SYSMSG,
and DIRLNWK through dbnames is secured, but direct access to these segments is not secured.

• If you secure 'SYSTEM', 'DIRLDICT', 'CATSYS', and 'SYSMSG', access to all segments but DIRLNWK is secured.

Therefore, to achieve complete database security using occurrence overrides, you must secure all segments to be
protected and all dbnames that include one or more of those segments.

Securing the Database Name Table

To maintain database security that is based on occurrence overrides, you must secure database name tables that are
included in DMCLs. If a database name table is not secure, a knowledgeable user could create or modify the definition of
a database name that is not secured to include otherwise secure segments.

NOTE
For more information, see Securing Database Name Tables.

Internal Security for Database Resources

Privileges on Common Database Resources

The following table presents the privileges in CA IDMS internal security that apply to use of database resources common
to both SQL-defined and non-SQL-defined databases:

Privilege DB AREA DMCL DBTABLE
CREATE X  X X
ALTER X  X X
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DROP X  X X
DISPLAY X  X X
USE (1) (1) X X
DBAREAD  X   
DBAWRITE  X   
DBADMIN X    

(1) Privilege applicable only to non-SQL-defined databases.

DBADMIN can be granted to any other user by a holder of SYSADMIN or DBADMIN. All other privileges are grantable if a
holder of SYSADMIN or DBADMIN grants them using the WITH GRANT OPTION parameter. A grantable privilege means
that the recipient of the privilege can grant it to another user.

Definition Privileges

CREATE, ALTER, DROP, and DISPLAY control the user's ability to manipulate the definition of an object. To issue
any definition statement other than DISPLAY on the common database resources, the user must also hold DBADMIN
authority on the dictionary to which the session is connected when the statement is issued, if DB security is enabled for
the dictionary.

USE Privilege

The following table explains the type of access that the USE privilege authorizes:

Resource What USE privilege permits the user to do
DB Associate a secured segment with an SQL schema
NSCH (1) Associate a secured non-SQL-defined schema with an SQL

schema
AREA Create an SQL table or index in a secured area
DMCL Punch the load module of a secured DMCL and execute utilities

on the journal files defined by that DMCL
DBTABLE Punch the load module of a secured database name table and

associate a database name table with a DMCL.

(1) NSCH is a common database resource in the sense that it represents a non-SQL-defined entity and is meaningful in
SQL processing.

DBAREAD and DBAWRITE Privileges

The DBAREAD and DBAWRITE privileges are granted to permit users to execute utility functions on areas of the
database. DBAREAD privilege allows the user to execute utilities that require read-only access to an area. DBAWRITE
privilege allows the user to execute utilities that require read-write access to an area.

Securing Common Database Resources
About the DB Resource

Security on the DB resource type in the SRTT automatically activates security on the following resources:
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• Database
• DBADMIN
• Area
• Run unit
• SQL schema
• Non-SQL-defined schema
• Table
• Access module

Internal Security for Databases

If you secure databases internally, you grant privileges to allow users access to database resources.

External Security for Databases

If you secure databases externally, you specify rules in the external security system for accessing database resources.
You must also provide external resource class and name information in the SRTT entry for the database resources
represented by these resource type keywords:

• DB
• AREA
• NRU
• QSCH
• NSCH
• TABL
• DACC
• SACC

NOTE
For more information, see #SECRTT.

Securing Databases

About Databases

When you secure resource type DB, you control who can issue DDL SEGMENT statements and who can specify a
segment in the DBNAME parameter of a CREATE SCHEMA statement. Until you secure resource type DB, any user
can issue DDL SEGMENT statements and can specify a segment in the DBNAME parameter of a CREATE SCHEMA
statement.

How to Secure Databases

To secure the DB resource internally, include an entry in the SRTT:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X

      RESTYPE=DB,                                             X

      SECBY=INTERNAL

To secure the DB resource externally, include an entry in the SRTT:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X
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      RESTYPE=DB,                                             X

      SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                         X

      Additional parameters required

NOTE
For more information on #SECRTT, see #SECRTT.

Database Occurrence Overrides

You can specify a security option for a particular occurrence of a database that differs from the option specified for DB in
the SRTT. This allows you, for example, to secure databases internally but to leave security 'OFF' for specific databases.

In this example, internal security is activated in the SRTT for all databases in the system (including the system dictionary
and the user catalog), but security is turned off for any databases with names that begin with 'TEST' or 'DEMO'.

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X

      RESTYPE=DB,                                             X

      SECBY=INTERNAL

#SECRTT    TYPE=OCCURRENCE,                                   X

      RESTYPE=DB,                                             X

      RESNAME='TEST',                                         X

      SECBY=OFF

#SECRTT    TYPE=OCCURRENCE,                                   X

      RESTYPE=DB,                                             X

      RESNAME='DEMO',                                         X

      SECBY=OFF

How to Grant Database Definition Privilege

To give physical database definition privileges, you issue a GRANT statement on the DB resource type, specifying the
privilege or privileges and the name of the database. You can specify any combination of CREATE, ALTER, DROP,
DISPLAY, and USE privileges, or you can specify all definition privileges (DEFINE). You must be connected to the system
dictionary.
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As a holder of SYSADMIN or DBADMIN privilege, you can specify WITH GRANT OPTION when you grant definition
privileges to allow the recipient to grant the same privileges to another user.

NOTE
For more information, see the following sections:

• GRANT Physical Database Definition Privileges
• REVOKE Physical Database Definition Privileges

Performance Advantage

You may gain a performance advantage by using an override to turn off security for an occurrence of a secured resource
type. Runtime security processing checks for an occurrence override in the SRTT before checking resource authorizations
in the security database.

Securing DBADMIN

About DBADMIN

When you secure resource type DB, you control who can manipulate database definitions and database-related objects.
Until you secure DBADMIN, any user can manipulate database definitions and database-related objects.

How to Secure DBADMIN

You secure DBADMIN by securing the DB resource.

NOTE
For more information, see Securing Databases.

How to Grant DBADMIN Privilege

You give DBADMIN privilege on a named database to a user or group with a GRANT DBADMIN statement. You must hold
SYSADMIN or the appropriate DBADMIN privilege to grant DBADMIN privilege. You must be connected to the system
dictionary.

NOTE
For more information, see the following sections:

• GRANT Administration Privilege
• REVOKE Administration Privilege

Securing Areas

About Areas

When you secure resource type DB, you can control who can access an area through a CA IDMS utility and who can
create tables and indexes to be stored in the area. Until you secure resource type DB, any user can access an area
through a CA IDMS utility and create tables and indexes to be stored in the area.

How to Secure Areas

You secure areas by securing the DB resource.

NOTE
For more information, see Securing Databases.

If you secure areas externally, you must also include an entry in the SRTT with external security information for resource
type AREA.

How to Grant Area Access and Use Privileges

To give area access privileges, you issue a GRANT statement on the area resource type, specifying the privilege or
privileges and identifying the area. You can specify any combination of DBAREAD, DBAWRITE, and USE privileges.
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DBAREAD and DBAWRITE privileges allow read-only and read-write access to an area using CA IDMS Utilities.USE
privilege allows creation of a table or index in the area.

As a holder of SYSADMIN or DBADMIN privilege, you can specify WITH GRANT OPTION when you grant these
privileges to allow the user to grant the same privileges to another user. You must be connected to the system dictionary.

More Information:

• For more information, see GRANT Area Access Privileges.
• For more information, see REVOKE Area Access Privileges.
• For more information on utilities, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.
• For more information on creating tables and indexes, see the CA IDMS SQL Reference section.

Securing DMCLs

About DMCLs

When you secure the DMCL resource type, you can control who can do the following:

• Issue DDL DMCL statements
• Display or punch the DMCL load module
• Execute utilities which operate against DMCL journal files

Until you secure the DMCL resource type, any user can issue DDL DMCL statements if database security is not in effect,
and any user perform the other previously listed functions.

How to Secure DMCLs

If the system dictionary is secured, DBADMIN privilege on the system dictionary is required to manipulate DMCL
definitions.

NOTE
For more information, see Securing the Dictionaries and the User catalog.

The following discussion applies to securing DMCLs explicitly.

To secure DMCLs internally, include an entry in the SRTT:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X

      RESTYPE=DMCL,                                           X

      SECBY=INTERNAL

To secure DMCLs externally, include an entry in the SRTT:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X

      RESTYPE=DMCL,                                           X

      SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                         X

      Additional parameters required.
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NOTE
For more information, see #SECRTT.

How to Grant DMCL Definition and Use Privileges

To allow a user to create and maintain a DMCL definition, you issue a GRANT statement on the DMCL resource type,
specifying the privilege or privileges and identifying the DMCL.

You can specify any combination of CREATE, ALTER, DROP, DISPLAY, and USE privileges, or you can specify all
privileges (DEFINE).

NOTE
The USE privilege allows the user to punch the DMCL load module and format journal files defined in the DMCL.

As a holder of the applicable SYSADMIN or DBADMIN privilege, you can specify WITH GRANT OPTION when you grant
these privileges to allow the recipient to grant the same privileges to another user. You must be connected to the system
dictionary.

More Information:

• For more information, see GRANT Physical Database Definition Privileges.
• For more information, see REVOKE Physical Database Definition Privileges.
• For more information on DMCL statements, see the CA IDMS Database Administering section.

Securing Database Name Tables

About Database Name Tables

When you secure the database name table resource type, you control who can issue DBTABLE definition statements
and who can display or punch the DBTABLE load module. Until you secure the database name table resource type, any
user can issue DBTABLE definition statements if database security is not in effect, and any user can display or punch the
DBTABLE load module.

How to Secure Database Name Tables

If the system dictionary is secured, DBADMIN privilege on the system dictionary is required to manipulate database name
table definitions.

NOTE
For more information, see Securing the Dictionaries and the User catalog.

The following discussion applies to securing database name tables explicitly.

To secure database name tables internally, include an entry in the SRTT:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X

      RESTYPE=DBTB,                                           X

      SECBY=INTERNAL

To secure database name tables externally, include an entry in the SRTT:

#SECRTT    TYPE=ENTRY,                                        X

      RESTYPE=DBTB,                                           X
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      SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                         X

      Additional parameters required

NOTE
For more information, see #SECRTT.

How to Grant Database Name Table Definition Privilege

To allow a user to create and maintain a database name table definition, you issue a GRANT statement on the database
name table resource type, specifying the privilege or privileges and identifying the database name table. You can specify
any combination of CREATE, ALTER, DROP, DISPLAY, and USE privileges, or you can specify all privileges (DEFINE).

NOTE
The USE privilege allows the user to punch the database name table load module and to associate the database
name table with a DMCL.

As a holder of the applicable SYSADMIN or DBADMIN privilege, you can specify WITH GRANT OPTION when you grant
these privileges to allow the recipient to grant the same privileges to another user. You must be connected to the system
dictionary.

More Information:

• For more information, see GRANT Physical Database Definition Privileges.
• For more information, see REVOKE Physical Database Definition Privileges.
• For more information on DBTABLE statements, see the CA IDMS Database Administering section.

Securing Access to Non-SQL-Defined Databases
How to Do It

To secure access to a non-SQL-defined database, these resource types must be secured:

• DB
• DBADMIN* (internal security)
• AREA*
• NRU*

Depending on your database definitions and runtime environment, you may also need to secure these resource types:

• DBTB
• DMCL
• NSCH*

* Resource type automatically secured if security for DB is activated.

NOTE
For more information on securing DB, DBADMIN, AREA, DBTB, and DMCL, see Securing Common Database
Resources.

Other Security Techniques

CA IDMS also supports security techniques such as compiler security and database procedures that were supported prior
to Release 12.0.
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Securing Run Units

About Run Units

The primary access to data stored in non-SQL-defined databases is through a subschema using navigational DML. This
type of database transaction is a run unit.

A run unit is started by a BIND RUN-UNIT command, which effectively opens a logical view of the database as defined by
the subschema. Within the subschema, privacy locks and LRF path logic restrict the operations which can be performed
on the data accessible through the subschema.

When you secure run units, you control who can access a non-SQL-defined database through navigational DML. Until you
secure run units, any user can access a non-SQL-defined database through navigational DML.

About the Run Unit Resource

At bind time, the following elements are available for security checking purposes:

• The name of the database being accessed
• The name of the subschema
• The original compilation name of the program issuing the BIND

The combination of these three elements -- database-name.subschema-name.program-name -- identify the run unit
resource on which authority is checked when access to a non-SQL-defined database using navigational DML is
requested.

How to Secure Run Units

You secure run units by securing the DB resource.

NOTE
For more information, see Securing Databases.

If you secure run units externally, you must also include an entry in the SRTT with external security information for
resource type NRU.

How to Grant Execution Privilege on a Run Unit

Run units must be categorized before you can grant execution privilege on them. For example, this statement assigns run
units for a group of programs that access the PRODSCHM database to the Category EMPINFO:

create resource

  Category empinfo

NOTE
For more information, see CREATE RESOURCE.

To allow a user to execute a run unit, you issue a GRANT EXECUTE statement on the Category that contains the run unit.
For example, this statement gives privilege on the EMPINFO Category to two groups of users:

grant execute on

  Category empinfo

  to hr_mgrs, corp_execs;
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NOTE
For more information, see GRANT Execution Privilege.

Runtime Run Unit Checking

If the security option for DB is internal, BIND processing requests a check of privilege on the Category to which the run
unit is assigned. The internal security system uses dynamic table support to maintain a sorted cache of run units and their
associated Category.

If the security option for DB is external, the check request is routed to external security with the class and resource name
information specified on the SRTT entry for NRU.

Schema and Subschema Security

You can control who can use CA IDMS compilers to define non-SQL-defined schemas and subschemas by implementing
internal dictionary security.

NOTE
For more information on dictionary security, see Securing Application Dictionary Resources.

SQL Access to a Non-SQL-Defined Database

With the CA IDMS SQL Option, a user can access a non-SQL-defined database using SQL. If the database is secured,
you allow SQL access to a non-SQL database by creating an SQL schema for a non-SQL schema (this requires CREATE
privilege on the SQL schema, USE privilege on the non-SQL schema) and granting table access privileges to other users.

NOTE
For more information, see the following sections:

• Securing SQL schemas
• Securing Non-SQL-defined Schemas

Using Database Procedures

What You can Do

You can use a database procedure to enforce user-defined security rules for non-SQL-defined databases. The procedure
can make use of centralized security to actually do the checking which in turn will invoke an external package if
appropriate.

What is a Database Procedure

A database procedure is a user-written exit specified as part of the schema definition of the non-SQL-defined database.
Both area- and record-level procedures are supported. They allow you to specify which non-SQL DML verbs will cause
invocation of the procedure.

Advantages of Database Procedures

• You can choose resource names for records which are meaningful in your environment.
• You can selectively check privileges based on the record or area and the type of access being performed, limiting the

additional overhead incurred to only those resources which require a higher degree of security checking.
• Within the procedure you can apply additional rules based on such information as the content of the record (the

equivalent of row-level security), the program name being used, and the contents of the BIND PROCEDURE block as
passed from the application program.

• Facilities for caching information are provided.

SQL Security Enforcement
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The security scheme for SQL processing is both based upon, and compliant with, the ANSI SQL standard.

The major secured resource in SQL processing is the table resource type. CA IDMS internal security validates a user's
right to access a table according to the rules specified in the ANSI SQL standard. Additional facilities control table creation
and alteration.

If resources accessed in SQL processing are secured externally, rules for accessing each resource type must be defined
to the external security system. Reference to external security in the following discussion is limited to information on how
CA IDMS centralized security processes a request for an externally secured resource.

SQL Resources

Table

The table resource type represents base tables, functions, procedures, table procedures and views.

A view is a logical table derived from information in one or more base tables, table procedures or views. CA IDMS
centralized security does not distinguish between table-like objects, but special security considerations pertain to view
access.

NOTE
For more information, see Securing Views.

Access Module

The access module resource represents a set of precompiled SQL statements. The owner of the access module must
hold all necessary table access privileges in order to execute the access module. The access module owner can grant
execution privilege to other users if the owner holds grantable table access privileges.

NOTE
For a more detailed discussion of access module security, see Runtime Security for Access Modules.

Schema

The schema resource is equivalent to the ANSI SCHEMA construct. All tables, functions, procedures, table procedures,
views, and access modules are contained within a schema. The schema name becomes the high-level name qualifier for
all subordinate entities.

The schema also designates ownership of resources. The owner of a schema owns all resources within the schema.
Ownership is established when the schema is created.

CA IDMS Privileges

Privileges and Resources

The following tables summarizes the resources and CA IDMS privileges that apply to those resources in SQL processing
if the resources are secured internally:

Privilege TABLE SCHEMA ACCESS MODULE
SELECT X   
INSERT X   
UPDATE X   
DELETE X   
EXECUTE   X
CREATE X X X
ALTER X X X
DROP X X X
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DISPLAY (1) (1) (2)
REFERENCES X   

(1) Privilege to display the resource and privileges on it.

(2) Privilege to issue the EXPLAIN statement on the module and to display the resource and privileges on it.

All privileges are grantable when a holder of SYSADMIN or DBADMIN privilege grants them using the WITH GRANT
OPTION parameter. This allows the recipient of the privilege to grant it to another user.

CA IDMS internal security specifically checks for grantability of privileges when it processes a security check on view and
access module resource types.

NOTE
For more information on runtime security checks on views and access modules, see the following sections:

• Securing Views
• Runtime Security for Access Modules

Access Privileges

SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE privileges control a user's ability to access data. These privileges are defined
according to the ANSI SQL standard.

Definition Privileges

CREATE, ALTER, DROP, DISPLAY, and REFERENCES control the user's ability to manipulate the definition of an object
or, in the case of REFERENCES, control a user's ability to reference a table in a referential constraint definition.

Access Module Execution Privilege

The EXECUTE privilege allows the user to execute an access module. The privilege to execute an access module can
also be held through the Category mechanism.

If an access module has been assigned to a Category, a user must hold privilege on the Category to execute the access
module. In this situation, an individual grant of execution privilege on the access module is ignored by the security system
as long as the Category exists and the access module remains in it.

Security Checking for Interactive and Dynamic SQL

Dynamic Checking

When a user executes a tool which allows SQL statements to be entered explicitly (or implicitly as a result of information
provided on a form), security checking is performed as each statement is processed. This is also true if a user-written
program issues dynamic SQL statements.

The authorization ID against which the privileges are checked is the authorization ID of the executing user, except in
certain instances associated with view access, as discussed in Securing Views. Every privilege required to execute a
given SQL statement is checked. The results of the check are cached for the life of the database transaction, to avoid
repetitive authorization checks for similar access to the same table-like object.

Securing the Dynamic SQL Statement cache

If dynamic SQL statement caching is in effect, users and administrators should keep in mind that the SQL cache contains
images of the source of dynamic SQL statements. These images can possibly contain confidential information. The
source of the cached SQL statements is accessible through the table procedure SYSCA.DSCCACHE and any view (that
is SYSCA.DSCCACHEV delivered during installation), that projects the STATEMENT column of this table procedure.
It is recommended to secure access to the SYSCA.DSCCAHE table procedure and any view exposing the column
STATEMENT of SYSCA.DSCCACHE.

External Security
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If security on the database being accessed is controlled externally, the security checks are issued by CA IDMS as it
executes the commands and the authorization permissions are cached for the life of the transaction or task whichever
ends first.

CA IDMS Internal Security

If security on the database being accessed is controlled by CA IDMS internal security, security checks are issued by the
access module compiler (AMC) as it compiles the dynamic SQL command.

Security Checking for Precompiled SQL Statements

Precompiled SQL Statements

User-written programs or SQL routines may contain embedded SQL statements that are precompiled and included in
an access module prior to runtime. Security checking for embedded SQL statements is performed in one of two ways,
depending on how security on the database being accessed is controlled.

External Security

If external security is in effect for the database, dynamic security checking is performed on all SQL statements,
precompiled or not. When the SQL session is started, a security check determines if external security is in force for the
database to which the session is connected. If so, this information is cached for the duration of the session.

CA IDMS issues the security checks as it executes each statement and caches the information for the life of the database
transaction or task. The name of the access module is passed as part of the security check and is used as an authorized
program filter.

This method of security checking for SQL statements complies with government requirements.

CA IDMS Internal Security

If CA IDMS internal security is in effect for the database, security checking for precompiled SQL statements takes a pre-
authorized approach that requires the owner of the access module to hold all privileges necessary to execute every SQL
statement in the module. For example, the owner must hold the appropriate table access privilege for each table accessed
by an SQL statement in the module.

If this condition is met, then the owner of the access module can execute it. The owner can give execution privilege on the
access module to other users if the owner holds the necessary grantable privileges.

Advantages of the Pre-authorized Approach

The pre-authorized security approach for SQL statements minimizes the overhead of security checking at runtime.

It also eliminates the need to grant all users the privileges needed to execute the SQL statements in the access module.
Only the owner must have those privileges; other users simply require execution privilege on the access module. This
means that executing the program is the only way the users can access the resources because they hold no privileges
independent of the access module.

The pre-authorized security approach for SQL statements complies with the ANSI SQL standard.

Runtime Security for Access Modules

Overview

Each time a new copy of the access module is physically loaded by the runtime system, the privileges of the access
module owner are checked.

The result of the security check performed on a new copy of an access module is the status of the access module. This
information is cached in the PDE until a new copy is loaded (or until the system is recycled).

The status of the access module is one of the following:
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• Not runnable -- No one can execute the access module.
• Runnable -- The owner holds all necessary privileges to execute the access module.
• Runnable/grantable -- The owner holds all necessary privileges to execute the access module and to grant execution

privilege on the access module to other users.

Runtime checking is required because a grantable privilege needed to pass execution privilege to users could be removed
from the owner. Revocation of a privilege occurs independently of both CA IDMS and CA IDMS inter security.

A detailed description of runtime procedures for access module security follows.

On a Load of an Access Module

On a load of any access module, the CA IDMS program load function issues two security check requests to verify that the
user has execution privilege for the access module. The first security check is for load privilege on the access module. An
access module is just like any other load module. When loaded, you need to check to see if the user has the authority to
load the program. The second security check is issued to see if the requestor has authority to access the database using
the SQL statements that are stored in the access module.

• If the checks fail, an error is returned.
• If the checks succeed, normal load processing occurs.

If a new copy of the access module is being loaded and the security check on the user succeeds, CA IDMS program load
processing:

1. Calls a database routine to scan the module and return this information on the access module:
– Status (Not runnable, runnable, runnable/grantable).
– Authorization ID of the owner.
This information is cached.

2. The CA IDMS program load function requests a check to determine if the user is allowed to execute the access
module based on its status:
– If status is not runnable, then the check fails.
– If status is runnable/grantable, then the check succeeds.
– If status is runnable and the user (or a group to which the user belongs) is the owner of the access module, then

the check succeeds; if status is runnable but the user is not the owner, the check fails.
3. Depending on the result of the preceding step, the program requesting the load receives a return code indicating one

of these conditions:
– Security violation -- The user does not have execution privilege on the access module.
– Runnable -- The user has execution privilege on the access module.
– Not grantable -- The user cannot execute the access module because the owner does not hold all required

privileges.

On a CREATE or ALTER ACCESS MODULE Command

The access module compiler issues a security check to determine whether the user has the CREATE or ALTER privilege
on the access module. If not, an error is issued and no further processing is done.

If the security check succeeds, the access module compiler creates the access module. It then calls the database routine
used by the CA IDMS program loader function to check the access module owner's privileges. The owner of the access
module is the owner of the associated schema. The user who submits the CREATE or ALTER ACCESS MODULE
statement is notified if the access module owner lacks any required privileges.

NOTE
The access module is stored whether or not the owner holds all required privileges. If you subsequently grant
the owner any missing privileges, the access module will be runnable.

On Dynamic Compilation of an SQL Statement

There are three situations that require dynamic compilation of SQL statements:
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• The statement is submitted through the Command Facility.
• A user-written program submits a dynamic SQL statement.
• CA IDMS determines that database changes require an access module to be recompiled.

In these situations, the access module compiler checks privileges as the statements are being compiled. The result of this
checking is based on the same criteria used for a load:

• If status is not runnable, then the check fails.
• If status is runnable/grantable, then the check succeeds.
• If status is runnable and the user (or a group to which the user belongs) is the owner of the access module, then the

check succeeds; if status is runnable but the user is not the owner, the check fails.

Securing Views

Views in Security Strategy

There are special security considerations associated with creating and accessing views. A view is a logical table derived
from one or more base tables, table procedures or views. You can use a view to restrict a user's access to specific
columns and rows of the underlying tables.

The benefit of views from a security perspective is that you can give users access to the view without giving them
equivalent privileges on the underlying tables.

Checking of view privileges is performed at runtime when either of these cases occurs:

• A dynamic SQL statement is executed (the result of the check is cached until end of transaction).
• A new copy of an access module is physically loaded (the result of the check is cached until another copy is loaded or

the system is recycled).

In either case, the actual checks made are identical except for the authorization ID used for checking access to the view:

• The executing user, when statements are executed dynamically.
• The owner of the access module, when statements are precompiled.

View ownership

The method used by CA IDMS internal security to secure views employs information on view ownership. A table-like
object, such as a view, is owned by the owner of the schema with which it is associated.

When CA IDMS internal security is in effect for views, a user gains access to the view only if:

• The user holds SELECT privilege on the view.
• The owner of the view holds grantable SELECT privilege on each table-like object referenced by the owner's view.

This approach to view security complies with ANSI standards for SQL.

View example

In the view depicted by the following chart, SCHEMA_A.V1 is owned by user JOHN and references table SCHEMA_B.T2
owned by JANE and view SCHEMA_C.V2 owned by MARY. View V2 in turn references table SCHEMA_D.T3 owned by
MIKE.

          ┌──────────────┐
          │ SCHEMA_A.V1  │
          │ (owner JOHN) │
          └──────┬───────┘
                 │
       ┌─────────┴───────────┐
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       │                     │
┌──────┴────────┐      ┌─────┴────────┐
│  SCHEMA_B.T2  │      │ SCHEMA_C.V2  │
│  (owner JANE) │      │ (owner MARY) │
└───────────────┘      └─────┬────────┘
                             │
                       ┌─────┴────────┐
                       │ SCHEMA_D.T3  │
                       │ (owner MIKE) │
                       └──────────────┘

What CA IDMS Internal Security Checks

Using the preceding view example, assume that user FRED is issuing a dynamic SELECT against view V1. The security
system will check to see the following:

• FRED, the executing user, holds SELECT privilege on view V1
• JOHN, the owner of view V1 holds:

– Grantable SELECT privilege on table T2
– Grantable SELECT privilege on view V2

• MARY, the owner of view V2 holds grantable SELECT privilege on table T3

The security system uses the schema name qualifier of the table-like object to determine the authorization ID to be
checked. The authorization ID of the schema owner is stored in a row of the SYSTEM RESOURCEGROUP table. For
example, to determine security requirements on view SCHEMA_A.V1, CA IDMS in effect asks the security system to
check whether the owner of SCHEMA_A has grantable SELECT privilege on table T2 and view V2.

External Security Enforcement for Views

If external security is in effect, only the executing user's privilege to access the view is checked. Neither owner privileges
nor authorities to access base tables are checked.

Securing SQL routines

SQL routines are SQL-invoked procedures or functions written in the SQL procedural language, that require a number
of different objects to be built, processed and executed in the dictionary. The following table gives an overview of these
objects showing the dictionary area containing the object, the dictionary entity, the entity subtype, and the name and
description. The objects are created while processing the create command for an SQL routine.

Dictionary Area Entity Type Name and Description
DDLCAT DDLCATX TABLE PROCEDURE or FUNCTION A table-like object (procedure

or function) contained in the
routine schema of the SQL
catalog

DDLCAT DDLCATX TABLE LOCAL VARIABLES OWNER One to many table-like objects
contained in the routine schema.
The names are constructed
from ExternalName and nnnn,
a serial number starting with
0000 up to n, the number
of compound statements in
the routine + 1, as follows:
SQLLOCnnnnExternalName (1)
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DDLDML MODULE PROCESS An IDD process module
that contains the CA ADS
source code, generated
for the SQL routine. The
name is constructed from
ExternalName, as follows:
PREMAP-ExternalName (1)

DDLDCLOD LOAD MODULE RCM The RCM (Resource Control
Module) module associated with
the SQL routine. The name of
the RCM is given by External
Name (2)

DDLDCLOD LOAD MODULE DIALOG The dialog module associated
with the SQL routine. The
name of the dialog is given by
ExternalName

DDLCAT DDLCATX AM AM The AM (Access Module)
contained in the routine schema
and associated with the SQL
routine. The name of the AM is
given by ExternalName (2)

DDLCATLOD LOAD MODULE AM The AM (Access Module) load
module associated with the SQL
routine. The name of the AM is
given by ExternalName.

(1) The object is not accessed when the SQL routine is invoked.

(2) The object is only accessed when the AM needs to be recompiled.

To invoke an SQL routine a user must have the SELECT privilege on the SQL procedure or function and the EXECUTE
privilege on the AM associated with the SQL routine. If CA ADS run time security is implemented then additional privileges
might be required to execute the CA ADS dialog associated with the SQL routine.

To create an SQL routine the user must have the CREATE and SELECT privileges on the SQL procedure or function and
the CREATE, ALTER and DROP privileges on the AM associated with the SQL routine.

To drop an SQL routine the user must have the DROP privileges on the SQL procedure or function and the DROP
privilege on the AM associated with the SQL routine.

NOTE
Dropping an SQL routine will remove all the associated dictionary objects. The optionally granted privileges
will also have been removed, except for the privileges granted on the access module, which are preserved. A
REVOKE command can be used to remove the privileges if needed.

How to Grant Privileges to Invoke an SQL Procedure

Assume the SQL procedure GET_EMPLOYEE contained in the SQL schema HR_APPL with an external name
GETEMPL. needs to be called by users of the group HR_ DEP.

grant select on HR_APPL.GET_EMPLOYEE to HR_DEP;

grant execute on access module HR_APPL.GETEMPL to HR_DEP;

How to Grant Privileges to Define and Maintain an SQL Procedure
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Assume the SQL procedure GET_EMPLOYEE contained in the SQL schema HR_APPL with an external name
GETEMPL. needs to be defined and maintained by users of the group HR_DEV.

grant define on HR_DEP.GET_EMPLOYEE to HR_DEV;

grant select on HR_DEP.GET_EMPLOYEE to HR_DEV;

grant define on access module HR_DEP.GETEMPL to HR_DEV;

grant execute on access module HR_APPL.GETEMPL to HR_DEV;

Securing SQL Access to Databases

Users have the capability of accessing both SQL-defined and non-SQL-defined databases with SQL DML. Granting SQL
access to a secured non-SQL-defined database is the same as granting access to a secured SQL-defined database with
the additional step of granting USE privilege on non-SQL-defined schemas.

Securing SQL schemas

About SQL Schemas

When you secure resource type DB, you control who can create an SQL schema. Until you secure resource type DB, any
user can create an SQL schema.

How to Secure SQL Schemas

You secure SQL schemas by securing the DB resource.

NOTE
For more information, see Securing Databases.

If you secure SQL schemas externally, you must also include an entry in the SRTT with external security information for
resource type QSCH.

How to Grant Definition Privileges on an SQL Schema

To allow a user to create an SQL schema, you issue a GRANT statement on the SQL schema resource type, specifying
the privilege or privileges and identifying the SQL schema. You can specify any combination of CREATE, ALTER, DROP,
and DISPLAY privileges, or you can specify all definition privileges (DEFINE).

As a holder of SYSADMIN or DBADMIN privilege, or as owner of the schema, you can specify WITH GRANT OPTION
when you grant definition privileges to allow the recipient to grant the same privileges to another user.

More Information:

• For more information, see GRANT SQL Definition Privileges.
• For more information, see REVOKE SQL Definition Privileges.
• For more information on creating SQL schemas and transferring schema ownership, see the CA IDMS SQL Reference

section.

Securing Non-SQL-defined Schemas

About Non-SQL-Defined Schemas

When you secure resource type DB, you control who can create an SQL schema for a non-SQL-defined schema. Until
you secure resource type DB, any user can create an SQL schema for a non-SQL-defined schema.
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How to Secure Non-SQL-defined Schemas

You secure non-SQL-defined schemas by securing the DB resource.

NOTE
For more information, see Securing Databases.

If you secure non-SQL-defined schemas externally, you must also include an entry in the SRTT with external security
information for resource type NSCH.

How to Grant USE Privilege on a Non-SQL-defined Schema

To allow a user to specify a non-SQL-defined schema when creating an SQL schema, you issue a GRANT statement on
the non-SQL-defined schema specifying the USE privilege.

As a holder of SYSADMIN or DBADMIN privilege, you can specify WITH GRANT OPTION when you grant this privilege to
allow the recipient to grant the same privilege to another user.

More Information:

• For more information, see GRANT Non-SQL Definition Privilege.
• For more information, see REVOKE Non-SQL Definition Privilege.
• For more information on creating SQL schemas, see the CA IDMS SQL Reference section.

Granting SQL Access to Non-SQL-defined Databases

You allow SQL access to non-SQL-defined databases by creating an SQL schema for a non-SQL schema. This requires
the CREATE privilege on the SQL schema and the USE privilege on the non-SQL-defined schema, as in this example:

grant create on

  schema qschtest

  to dba;

grant use on

  nonsql schema v0001.nschtest

  to dba;

The owner of the SQL schema for non-SQL schema has the authority to access the non-SQL-defined database using
SQL. Other users require table access privileges.

Securing Tables

About tables

When you secure resource type DB, you can control who can create and access a table-like object. Until you secure
resource type DB, any user can create and access a table-like object.

How to Secure Tables

You secure tables by securing the DB resource.
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NOTE
For more information, see Securing Databases.

If you secure tables externally, you must also include an entry in the SRTT with external security information for resource
type TABL.

How to Grant Table Definition Privileges

To allow a user to create a table-like object, you issue a GRANT statement on the table-like object, specifying the privilege
or privileges and identifying the object. You can specify any combination of CREATE, ALTER, DISPLAY, and DROP
privileges, or you can specify all definition privileges (DEFINE). You can also specify the REFERENCES privilege.

NOTE
REFERENCES privilege allows the user to create a constraint that names the table as the referenced table in
the constraint.

As a holder of SYSADMIN or DBADMIN privilege or as owner of the table-like object, you can specify WITH GRANT
OPTION when you grant definition privileges to allow the recipient to grant the same privileges to another user.

NOTE
For more information, see GRANT SQL Definition Privileges and see REVOKE SQL Definition Privileges"

NOTE
For more information on creating tables and constraints, see the CA IDMS SQL Reference section.

How to Grant Table Access Privilege

To allow a user to access a table-like object, you issue a GRANT statement on the table-like object, specifying the
privilege or privileges. You can specify any combination of DELETE, INSERT, SELECT, and UPDATE privileges.

As a holder of SYSADMIN or DBADMIN privilege, or as owner of the table-like object, you can specify WITH GRANT
OPTION when you grant access privileges to allow the recipient to grant the same privileges to another user.

NOTE
For more information, see the following sections:

• GRANT Table Access Privileges
• REVOKE Table Access Privileges

How to Grant All Table Privileges

You can grant all definition and access privileges on a table-like object with the GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES statement.

As a holder of SYSADMIN or DBADMIN privilege, or as owner of the table-like object, you can specify WITH GRANT
OPTION when you grant all table privileges to allow the recipient to grant the same privileges to another user.

NOTE
For more information, see the following sections:

• GRANT All Table Privileges
• REVOKE All Table Privileges

Securing Access to Table Definitions

You can allow limited access to table definitions by granting users privilege on SYSCA views.

SYSCA views restrict access to information in the SYSTEM tables to viewing definitions of only those tables on which the
executing user holds SELECT privilege. SYSCA information on tables on which the executing user does not hold SELECT
privilege. Therefore, a user who holds privilege on SYSCA views and not on SYSTEM tables must have the authority to
retrieve data from a table in order to be able to view the definition of the table.

NOTE
For more information on SYSCA views, see the CA IDMS SQL Reference section.
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Securing Access Modules

About Access Modules

An access module is a set of compiled and optimized SQL statements. Certain characteristics of the access module are
contained in its dictionary definition. The actual module to be loaded at runtime may be regenerated because of changed
database characteristics and aspects of the access module definition.

When you secure resource type DB, you can control who can create and maintain an access module definition. Until you
secure resource type DB, any user can create and maintain an access module definition.

How to Secure Access Modules

You secure access modules by securing the DB resource.

NOTE
For more information, see Securing Databases.

If you secure access modules externally, you must also include an entry in the SRTT with external security information for
resource types DACC (access module definition) and SACC (loadable entity).

How to Grant Access Module Definition Privilege

To allow a user to create and maintain an access module definition, you issue a GRANT statement on the access module
resource type, specifying the privilege or privileges and identifying the access module. You can specify any combination of
CREATE, ALTER, DROP, and DISPLAY privileges, or you can specify all definition privileges (DEFINE).

As a holder of SYSADMIN or DBADMIN privilege, or as owner of the access module, you can specify WITH GRANT
OPTION when you grant definition privileges to allow the recipient to grant the same privileges to another user.

More Information:

• For more information, see GRANT SQL Definition Privileges.
• For more information, see REVOKE SQL Definition Privileges.
• For more information on creating access modules, see the CA IDMS SQL Reference section.

How to Grant Access Module Execution Privilege

Two security checks are involved in granting access module execution privilege. The categorization of access modules
controls who can load an access module, it does not control who can execute the SQL statements in the access module.
You have to think of an access module as any other load module. You need both the authority to load the module and the
authority to perform the database access to the program.

As mentioned before, there are two levels of authority that must be granted to implement access module and DB security:

• A Category must be created and an access module added to the Category and execute authority granted. This
controls the loading of the access module.

• Execute must be granted on the access module. This controls the database access for statements within the access
module.

To allow a user to execute an individual access module, you issue a GRANT statement on the access module resource
type, specifying the EXECUTE privilege and identifying the access module.

As holder of SYSADMIN or DBADMIN privilege, or as owner of the access module, you can specify WITH GRANT
OPTION when you grant execution privilege to allow the recipient to grant the same privilege to another user.

NOTE
For more information, see the following sections:

• GRANT Access Module Execution Privilege
• REVOKE Access Module Execution Privilege
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Securing the Dictionaries and the User catalog
Activating Database Security

The dictionaries and the user catalog are CA IDMS databases. To secure these entities, you must activate database
security for them.

The following discussion explains what to do when you secure dictionaries by defining occurrence overrides.

NOTE
You can secure all dictionaries by specifying security for all databases in an SRTT entry for the DB resource
type.

For the purposes of discussion, the authorities that you give to allow access to a dictionary are the CA IDMS privileges
you would grant if the dictionary is secured internally.

Securing the System Dictionary

To secure the system dictionary using occurrence overrides, you must secure the DB resource type for database name
'SYSTEM' and the names of the three segments that comprise the system dictionary.

In the following example, the first entry secures the name 'SYSTEM' which prevents access to the system dictionary
through the database name defined for it at installation. This entry also prevents access to the SYSTEM segment. The
next entries secure the SYSMSG segment, which contains messages, and the CATSYS segment, which is the catalog
component of the dictionary.

#SECRTT TYPE=OCCURRENCE,                                      X

      RESTYPE=DB,                                             X

      RESNAME='SYSTEM',                                       X

      SECBY=INTERNAL

 

#SECRTT TYPE=OCCURRENCE,                                      X

      RESTYPE=DB,                                             X

      RESNAME='SYSMSG',                                       X

      SECBY=INTERNAL

 

#SECRTT TYPE=OCCURRENCE,                                      X

      RESTYPE=DB,                                             X

      RESNAME='CATSYS',                                       X

      SECBY=INTERNAL
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Securing the User catalog

To secure the user catalog with an occurrence override, specify the SYSUSER segment, as in this example:

#SECRTT TYPE=OCCURRENCE,                                      X

      RESNAME='SYSUSER',                                      X

      RESTYPE=DB,                                             X

      SECBY=INTERNAL

If a database name has been defined for this segment, you must also include an entry specifying the database name.

Securing Application Dictionaries

If you activate database security with occurrence overrides, you must individually secure every segment in the application
dictionary and every database name that includes a dictionary segment.

Privileges for Secured Dictionaries

After you have secured dictionaries and the user catalog, you grant privileges that permit appropriate access.

If security for the dictionary databases is internal, you grant CA IDMS privileges on the database resource types
associated with the dictionary, including privileges on resources such as run units and areas that allow users to access the
dictionary according to their needs.

If security for the dictionary databases is external, you define rules for each dictionary database and each of its associated
database resources in the external system. You add SRTT entries with external class and resource name information for
the dictionary database resources to be sent with security checks to the external security system.

For example, users who must execute the CA IDMS compilers such as the schema compiler require execute privilege
on a Category containing compiler run unit resources. Users who must execute CA IDMS utilities require the appropriate
privileges for area access.

Granting Privileges on Run Units

To grant blanket run unit access to an internally secured system dictionary, you first categorize all run units and then grant
privilege on the category, as in this example:

create resource Category sysdict_general

  add rununit sysdict.* ;

 

grant execute

  on Category sysdict_general

  to general ;

To categorize specific run units for CA IDMS compilers and tools that access the dictionary, you can specify as
appropriate run units listed in the following installation source library members:
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• SECASF 
• SECCULP 
• SECICMS 
• SECIDD 
• SECITOOL 
• SECOCF 
• SECOLQ 
• SECTOOLS

For the purpose of using the CA IDMS Command Facility, there is no need to grant privileges on run units that access the
SYSUSER segment.

Example

In this example, the system and application dictionaries have been secured. The first statement creates a Category of run
units that access these dictionaries, and the second statement grants EXECUTE privilege on the Category:

create resource Category rununit_category

    add rununit appldict.idmsnwka.idmschem

    add rununit appldict.idmsnwka.idmsdddl

    add rununit appldict.idmsnwka.idmsubsc

    add rununit appldict.idmsnwkg.idmsrpts

    add rununit system.idmsnwka.idmsdddl

    add rununit system.idmsnwka.rhdcsgen

    add rununit system.idmsnwkg.idmsrpts

    ;

 

grant execute on Category rununit_category

    to rununit_group

    ;

Granting Privileges on Areas
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To allow execution of certain CA IDMS utilities against a secured database, you grant DBAREAD or DBAWRITE privilege
on the area or areas to be accessed. The following table presents the installation names of the areas of the system
dictionary and the user catalog:

Database Area (segment-name.area-name)
System dictionary SYSTEM.DDLDML

SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN
SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG
SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR
SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD
SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG
CATSYS.DDLCAT
CATSYS.DDLCATX
CATSYS.DDLCATLOD

User catalog SYSUSER.DDLSEC

Granting Privileges on Non-SQL-defined Schemas

When you secure the dictionaries and the user catalog, you control SQL access to these databases. You allow SQL
access by creating SQL schemas for the non-SQL-defined schemas that describe these databases (IDMSNTWK for the
dictionary and IDMSSECU for the user catalog) and granting table access privileges.

Similarly, security definitions for system and non-SQL-defined database resources are inaccessible through SQL unless
you create an SQL schema for IDMSSECS, the non-SQL-defined schema for system resources security database.

Granting Access to SYSTEM Tables

When you secure a dictionary as a database, you secure tables associated with the SYSTEM schema in the catalog
component of the dictionary. To allow access to the SYSTEM tables, you have these options:

• Grant access privileges on SYSTEM tables, individually or collectively.
• Grant access privileges on SYSCA views, which allow the executing user to view data in SYSTEM tables about only

those tables on which the user holds SELECT privilege.

NOTE
For more information on SYSTEM tables and SYSCA views, see the CA IDMS SQL Reference section.

Securing Application Dictionary Resources

Application Dictionary

An application dictionary contains definitions for application development objects such as dialogs and maps. An
application dictionary may also contain non-SQL defined schemas and subschemas and, in its catalog component, SQL-
defined entities.

Securing the Dictionary As a Database

An application dictionary consists of one segment that is a non-SQL defined database and, if the SQL Option is installed,
another segment (the catalog component) that is an SQL-defined database. A user can access the dictionary as a
database, and, therefore, to secure the application dictionary, you should secure it as a database in CA IDMS centralized
security.

How You Do It
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To secure the application dictionary as a database, you secure the DB resource type or the occurrence of the DB resource
that the dictionary represents. Then you categorize run units for the compilers and tools that access the dictionary and
grant execution privilege on the Category. For more information, see Securing the Dictionaries and the User catalog.

Signon To the Dictionary
Using a Compiler or Tool

When a user invokes a compiler or tool, signon to the application dictionary is automatically initiated using the ID with
which the requesting user is signed on to the system.

If the user of the compiler or tool is not signed on to the system, an actual system signon is attempted internally, and if it is
successful, dictionary signon proceeds.

Thus, under centralized security, a user who is authorized to sign on to the system is authorized to access the dictionary
that is current for the user session.

Current dictionary: You can enforce the specification of the current dictionary for a user's session by including the
DICTNAME attribute in the user profile with the OVERRIDE=NO parameter. This prevents the user from accessing a
dictionary other than the one you specify in the DICTNAME attribute. For more information, see Securing User Profiles.

Securing Secondary Signons

You can secure signon to a particular application dictionary by using DDDL to specify SECURITY FOR IDD SIGNON
IS ON for the dictionary. In this situation, the user must be defined in the application dictionary with the ADD USER
statement and authorized to sign on to the dictionary with the inclusion of IDD SIGNON IS ALLOWED in the USER
statement.

This measure provides additional security only for IDD and does not affect security for other compilers that access the
dictionary. Therefore, it is not a substitute for securing signon through centralized security.

Secondary Signon Processing

If a user issues an IDD signon statement that specifies the same ID as the user's system signon ID, no password
validation is done for signon to the dictionary. If a user issues an IDD signon statement that specifies a different ID from
the user's system signon ID, then the ID and password entered on the signon statement must match an ID and password
defined in the dictionary with the ADD USER statement.

If the user is either not defined or not authorized, the secondary signon is rejected.

Compiler Security Within the Dictionary
Contents

What is Compiler Security?

The compiler security described in this section is part of the IDD architecture and is not part of CA IDMS centralized
security. Security checks access the definition of the user in the dictionary, not the user catalog.

When do Compilers Check Security?

The compilers perform security checking operations when any of the following is true of a DDL statement:

• The verb is SIGNON, VALIDATE, or GENERATE.
• The SET OPTIONS statement contains REGISTRATION OVERRIDE.
• The component type is SCHEMA.
• The component type is SUBSCHEMA.
• The statement is the first statement of the session.

Checks User's Dictionary Description
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In any of the preceding cases, the compiler determines whether the requested operation is secured within the dictionary.

If the operation is not secured, the compiler bypasses the security check and begins processing the statement.

If the operation is secured, the compiler checks the user's description in the dictionary to determine whether the user is
authorized to perform an operation.

If the user is authorized, the compiler processes the input statement; if not, the compiler issues an error message. All
levels of security checking follow this procedure.

Types of Security

The compilers check four kinds of security:

• Compiler security
• Registration override security
• Verb security
• Component security

What Follows

Each kind of security is presented separately as follows; each topic includes the following information:

• When security is checked
• How security is turned on or off
• How the compiler determines who the issuing user is
• What constitutes an authorized user

Checking Compiler Security

Turning on Compiler Security

Compiler security is turned on or off through the IDD DDDL statement, SET OPTIONS FOR DICTIONARY SECURITY
FOR IDMS IS ON/OFF. (Note that this IDD DDDL statement also turns verb security on or off: compiler security and verb
security cannot be set independently.)

How the Compiler Checks the User

To determine who is issuing the statement, the compiler looks at the user name specified in the SIGNON statement. If the
SIGNON statement is not issued or does not include the USER clause, the user name defaults to the following:

• The system signon ID of the user
• The ID in SET OPTIONS DEFAULT PREPARED BY/REVISED BY user-name

Definition of an Authorized User

An authorized user, for this function, is one whose description in the dictionary includes authority to use the compiler.
Compiler authority is assigned through one of the following IDD DDDL USER statements (use MODIFY for existing user
descriptions):

ADD USER NAME IS user-ID

    AUTHORITY FOR any verb      assigns authority to use both

        IS ALL.                  compilers
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ADD USER NAME IS user-ID

    AUTHORITY FOR any verb      assigns authority to use both

        IS IDMS.                 compilers

ADD USER NAME IS user-ID

    AUTHORITY FOR any verb      assigns authority to use the

        IS SCHEMA.               schema compiler only

ADD USER NAME IS user-ID

    AUTHORITY FOR any verb      assigns authority to use the

        IS SUBSCHEMA.            subschema compiler only

Checking Registration Override Security

When Compilers Check Registration Override

The schema and subschema compilers check registration override security when they encounter a SET OPTIONS
statement containing a REGISTRATION OVERRIDE clause.

Turned on by REGISTRATION OVERRIDE

Unlike the other kinds of security, this one cannot be turned on or off; that is, the compiler always checks for an authorized
user when it encounters a REGISTRATION OVERRIDE clause.

How the Compilers Check the User

To determine who is issuing the REGISTRATION OVERRIDE clause, the compiler looks at user names specified in the
user-specification clause of the SET OPTIONS statement. If the SET OPTIONS statement does not include this clause,
the user name defaults as described in the SET OPTIONS statement.

NOTE
For more information on the SET OPTIONS statement, see the CA IDMS Database Administering section.

Description of an Authorized User

An authorized user for the REGISTRATION OVERRIDE clause is one who has been defined in the dictionary and whose
description includes all authorities. All authorities are assigned through the following IDD DDDL USER statement (use
MODIFY for existing user descriptions):

ADD USER NAME IS user-id
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    AUTHORITY IS ALL.

Checking Verb Security

When Compilers Check Verb Security

The schema and subschema compilers check verb security whenever a SCHEMA statement (schema compiler only) or
SUBSCHEMA statement (subschema compiler only) is issued. Note that verb security is not checked for each component
of a schema or subschema. Once a user passes security for a schema or subschema, all of its components are available
to the user.

Turning on Verb Security

Verb security is turned on or off through the IDD DDDL statement, SET OPTIONS FOR DICTIONARY SECURITY FOR
IDMS IS ON/OFF. (Note that this IDD DDDL statement also turns compiler security on or off: verb security and compiler
security cannot be set independently.)

How the Compilers Check the User

To determine who is issuing the SCHEMA or SUBSCHEMA statement, the compiler looks at the following:

• The ID of user signed on to the dictionary
• The user-specification on the SCHEMA or SUBSCHEMA statement
• The user-specification on the SET OPTIONS statement

If any of these IDs is that of an authorized user, security is satisfied and the compiler processes the request.

Description of an Authorized User

An authorized user, for this function, is one who is defined in dictionary and whose description includes authority to issue
the verb specified in the SCHEMA or SUBSCHEMA statement, in conjunction with the authority to use the compiler. Verb
authority is assigned through IDD DDDL USER statements, such as those in the following examples:

ADD USER NAME IS KCO           assigns authority to use all

    AUTHORITY FOR UPDATE        verbs in each DDL compiler

        IS IDMS.

ADD USER NAME IS GKD           assigns authority to use MODIFY,

    AUTHORITY FOR MODIFY        DISPLAY, and PUNCH in each

        IS IDMS.                DDL compiler

ADD USER NAME IS TWG           assigns authority to use DELETE,

    AUTHORITY FOR DELETE        DISPLAY, and PUNCH in the

        IS SCHEMA.              schema compiler only
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Implicit Subschema Updates Allowed

While schema authority only allows the user to access the schema compiler, any subschema updates resulting from
authorized schema updates are allowed (for example, deleting a set from the schema causes the set to be deleted from
the schema's subschemas).

NOTE
For more information on assigning verb authority, see the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section.

Checking Component Security

When Compilers Check Component Security

The schema compiler checks the security of a specific schema whenever a SCHEMA statement (other than ADD
SCHEMA) is issued for that schema; the subschema compiler checks security of a specific subschema whenever a
SUBSCHEMA statement (other than ADD SUBSCHEMA) is issued for that subschema. Note that this security is not
checked for each component of a schema or subschema; once a user passes security for a schema or a subschema,
all of its components are available to the user. Component security applies to every existing schema and subschema,
regardless of whether compiler security is on.

Security Maintained Through PUBLIC ACCESS Clause

Security for a specific schema or subschema is set through the PUBLIC ACCESS clause of the SCHEMA or
SUBSCHEMA statement. A schema or subschema is said to be unsecured if PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL is
in effect; any other public access specification places some level of security on the schema or subschema. The following
examples show how component security is set:

MOD SCHEMA EMPSCHM              turns off security for EMPSCHM

    PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED

        FOR ALL.

MOD SUBSCHEMA EMPSS01           turns on security for all verbs

    OF SCHEMA EMPSCHM            issued against EMPSS01

    USER IS NET

         REGISTERED FOR ALL

    PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED

       FOR NONE.

MOD SUBSCHEMA EMPSS02           turns off security for DISPLAY

    OF SCHEMA EMPSCHM            EMPSS02 and PUNCH EMPSS02;
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    USER IS NET                  turns on security for all other

         REGISTERED FOR ALL      verbs issued against EMPSS02

    PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED

        FOR DISPLAY.

Description of an Authorized User

An authorized user for a specific schema or subschema is one who is defined in the dictionary and whose association
with the schema or subschema includes the verb used in the SCHEMA or SUBSCHEMA statement being processed. This
authority is assigned through the REGISTERED FOR subclause (in the user-options-specification) of the USER clause
in a previously issued SCHEMA or SUBSCHEMA statement, as illustrated in the following examples:

ADD SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS01      assigns authority to KCO to

  USER NAME IS KCO                  use all verbs against EMPSS01

    REGISTERED FOR ALL.

ADD SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS02      assigns authority to GKD to

  USER NAME IS GKD                  access EMPSS02 with only

    REGISTERED FOR PUBLIC ACCESS.   those verbs specified in

                                    EMPSS02's PUBLIC ACCESS clause

ADD SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM         assigns authority to TWG to

  USER NAME IS TWG                  DISPLAY and PUNCH EMPSCHM

    REGISTERED FOR DISPLAY.

NOTE
For more information on PUBLIC ACCESS and USER clauses, see the SCHEMA and SUBSCHEMA statement
documentation in the CA IDMS Database Administering section.

Syntax for Assembler Macros
This section explains syntax, parameters, command codes, examples, and usage for assembler macros.
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#CTABGEN
#CTABGEN assigns activity numbers to DCMT commands.

  

Syntax
              ┌─────────────── , ─────────────────────┐
►►─ #CTABGEN ─▼─ ( command-security-specification ) ──┴┬───────────────────┬──►◄
                                                       └─ ,LOGIN= ┬─ YES ──┤
                                                                  └─ NO ◄──┘

 Expansion of Command-Security-Specification 

       ┌───────────────── , ──────────────┐
►►─┬───▼─ security-label, activity-number ┴───────────────────────────────┬───►◄
   │                                                                      │
   │   ┌─────────────────── , ────────────────────┐                       │
   └───▼─ command-code, ─┬─ security-label ───┬───┴───────────────────────┘
                         └─ activity-number ──┘

Parameters

•  command-security-specification
Specifies the information for assigning activity numbers to DCMT commands.
Expanded syntax for command-security-specification appears immediately following the command syntax.

•  LOGIN
Specifies whether DC/UCF writes input DCMT commands to the log file.
If you do not specify the LOGIN parameter, the effect is the same as specifying LOGIN=NO.

•  YES
Specifies that all input DCMT commands are written to the log file.

•  NO
Specifies that most input DCMT commands are not written to the log.
Some input DCMT commands are always written to the log because they provide important information on the activity
of the command. For example, DCMT VARY MEMORY commands are always logged. The LOGIN option does
not stop the system from logging these input DCMT commands.

•   security-label,activity-number 
Associates a DCMT security label with an activity number.
Security-label specifies a label with which you can associate one or more DCMT commands.
Security-label must be one alphabetic character (A through Z). You can define at most 26 security labels in the
#CTABGEN macro.
Activity-number specifies the activity number you are associating with security-label. Activity-number must be a
numeric value in the range 1 through 256.

•   command-code 
Specifies one of the following:
– The 4-character command code that identifies a predefined group of DCMT commands. For example, N001

identifies the DCMT SHUTDOWN command group.
– The 7-character command code that identifies a specific DCMT command option. For example, N001001 identifies

the DCMT SHUTDOWN IMMEDIATE command.
You can specify any number of DCMT command codes in the #CTABGEN macro.

•   security-label 
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Specifies the DCMT security label that you are associating with command-code.
•   activity-number 

Specifies the DCMT activity number that you are associating with command-code.

Usage

 Coding Considerations 

All lines except the first one must start in column 16.

All lines except the last one must have a non-blank character in column 72.

 General 

When you use the #CTABGEN macro, you can assign a DCMT activity number to a DCMT command or to a group of
commands:

• You can associate a specific DCMT activity number (1 through 256) with the DCMT command.
• You can associate a site-defined security label (A through Z) with the DCMT command.

Use of security labels makes it easier to maintain security definitions when several commands and/or command
groups are assigned the same DCMT activity number. You define a security label in the #CTABGEN macro itself. You
need only change the security label definition in the #CTABGEN macro to modify the security for all associated DCMT
commands.

 Defining Labels 

You make security label assignments in a parenthesized list. Use a comma to separate specifications and parenthesized
lists. For example:

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

         #CTABGEN (A,3,B,10),                                          X
               (N001,A,N002,B,N003,6)

You must define all security labels before beginning the list of DCMT security assignments.

 Specifying Command Groups and Command Codes 

If a 4-character command code is given for a group of commands and a 7-character command code is given for a
particular command within that group, then the DCMT activity number for the particular command overrides the security
for the group.

 No Effect of LOGIN on Response Messages 

Response messages issued for DCMT commands are not affected by the LOGIN specification. Response messages are
written to the system log if LOG is given as a destination in the message definition.

 z/VSE Sites 

At z/VSE sites, the LOGIN parameter, if coded, must be coded following all other #CTABGEN parameters.

 Generating the #CTABGEN Macro 

The source file that contains the #CTABGEN macro can contain only one macro. The resulting object must be link edited
as a stand-alone module IDMSCTAB.

To assemble and link edit the #CTABGEN macro, use the JCL or commands appropriate for your operating system.

NOTE
 For more information, see Appendix A: Security Macro JCL. 
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Examples

 Example 1 

Assign DCMT activity number 3 to DCMT SHUTDOWN (code N001) and ABORT (code N002) by means of security label
A:

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

         #CTABGEN (A,3),                                               X
               (N001,A,N002,A)

 Example 2 

Assign different discrete security to several DCMT commands:

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

         #CTABGEN (A,3,B,10),                                          X
               (N001,A,N002,A,N033,A),                                 X
               (N011,B,N025,B),                                        X
               (N025007,50)

This #CTABGEN macro associates three different DCMT activity numbers (3, 10, and 50) with DCMT commands:

•  Number 3 is assigned indirectly, by means of security label A, to the following:
– SHUTDOWN (N001)
– ABORT (N002)
– VARY MEMORY (N033)

•  Number 10 is assigned indirectly, by means of security label B, to the following:
– VARY DATABASE PROGRAM (N011)
– VARY PROGRAM (N025)

•  Number 50 is assigned directly to one DCMT command: DCMT VARY PROGRAM STORAGE PROTECT ON
(N025007). To use this DCMT command, a user would require DCMT activity number 50. To use any other DCMT
VARY PROGRAM command, the user would require DCMT activity number 10.

DCMT Command Codes

 Code  DCMT Command 
N001
N001000
N001001

SHUTDOWN
SHUTDOWN
SHUTDOWN IMMEDIATE

N002
N002000
N002001

ABORT
ABORT
ABORT DUMP

N003
N003000

DISPLAY DATABASE
DISPLAY DATABASE

N004
N004000
N004001

DISPLAY TRANSACTIONS
DISPLAY TRANSACTIONS
DISPLAY TRANSACTION run-unit-id 
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N005
N005000
N005001
N005002
N005003
N005004
N005128

DISPLAY AREAS
DISPLAY AREAS
DISPLAY AREA area-name
DISPLAY AREA area-name FILE
DISPLAY AREA area-name BUFFER
DISPLAY AREA area-name ALL
DISPLAY AREA area-name LOC

N006
N006000
N006001
N006002
N006003
N006004
N006128
N006130

DISPLAY BUFFERS
DISPLAY BUFFERS
DISPLAY BUFFER buffer-name AREA
DISPLAY BUFFER buffer-name FILE
DISPLAY BUFFER buffer-name
DISPLAY BUFFER buffer-name ALL
DISPLAY BUFFER buffer-name LOC
DISPLAY BUFFER buffer-name FILE BUFNO

N007
N007000

DISPLAY CENTRAL VERSION
DISPLAY CENTRAL VERSION

N008
N008000
N008001

DISPLAY DATABASE PROGRAMS
DISPLAY DATABASE PROGRAMS
DISPLAY DATABASE PROGRAM program-name 

N009
N009000
N009001
N009002
N009003
N009004
N009005
N009006
N009007
N009008
N009011
N009012
N009013
N009014
N009015
N009016
N009017
N009018
N009020
N009021
N009022

VARY AREA
ACTIVE
RETRIEVAL <additional parameters>
UPDATE (ONLINE) <additional parameters>
OFFLINE <additional parameters>
TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL <additional parameters>
UPDATE (ONLINE) LOCKED <additional parameters>
PREFETCH ON
PREFETCH OFF
QUIESCE WAIT
OPEN UPDATE
OPEN
CLOSE
PURGE
QUIESCE <NOWAIT>
DEALLOCATE
SHARED CACHE cache-name
SHARED CACHE NO
DATA SHARING ON
DATA SHARING OFF
ALLOCATE
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N010
N010000
N010001
N010002
N010003
N010004
N010005
N010006
N010007
N010010
N010011
N010012

VARY BUFFER
PAGES
OPEN
CLOSE
MAXIMUM PAGES
INITIAL PAGES
ADDITIONAL PAGES
OPSYS
DC
PREFETCH ON
PREFETCH OFF
PREFETCH nnn 

N011
N011000
N011001
N011002
N011003
N011004

VARY DATABASE PROGRAM
PRIORITY
LOCKS
ONLINE
OFFLINE
STORAGE/LOCK/CALL/DBIO LIMIT

N012
N012000
N012001

VARY CENTRAL VERSION
OFFLINE
ONLINE

N013
N013000
N013001

VARY TRANSACTION
ABORT
PRIORITY

N015
N015001
N015002

DISPLAY TASKS
DISPLAY TASKS
DISPLAY TASK task-name 

N016
N016001
N016002

DISPLAY PROGRAMS
DISPLAY PROGRAMS
DISPLAY PROGRAM program-name 

N017
N017001
N017002

DISPLAY TIME
DISPLAY TIME
DISPLAY TIME TASKS

N018
N018001
N018002

DISPLAY QUEUES
DISPLAY QUEUES
DISPLAY QUEUE queue-name 

N019
N019001
N019002

DISPLAY DESTINATIONS
DISPLAY DESTINATIONS
DISPLAY DESTINATION destination-id 

N020
N020001
N020002
N020003

DISPLAY LTERMINALS
DISPLAY LTERMINALS
DISPLAY LTERMINAL logical-terminal-id
DISPLAY LTERMINAL RESOURCES
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N021
N021001
N021002
N021004

DISPLAY PTERMINALS/SNA PTERMINALS
DISPLAY PTERMINALS/SNA PTERMINALS
DISPLAY PTERMINAL physical-terminal-id
DISPLAY SNA PTERMINAL physical-terminal-id
DISPLAY UCF FETID

N022
N022001
N022002
N022003
N022004
N022005
N022006
N022007
N022008
N022009
N022010
N022011
N022012
N022013
N022014
N022015
N022016
N022017
N022018
N022019
N022020
N022021
N022022
N022023
N022024
N022025
N022026
N022027
N022028
N022029
N022030
N022031
N022032
N022033
N022034
N022035

DISPLAY MEMORY
hex-address
CSA
TCA
RCA
SCT
OPT
MAP
TDT
TDE
PDT
PDE
QDT
QDE
DDT
DDE
LTT
LTE
PLE
PTE
ID
PROGRAM
STR
MOD/EP
NUCLEUS
ESE
ERES
ACTIVE ERES
SVC
CCE
DMCL
BCR/BUFFER
JCB/JOURNAL
SEGMENT
DPR/AREA
FCB/FILE
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N023
N023001
N023002
N023010
N023013
N023020
N023027
N023039
N023040

DISPLAY ACTIVE
TASKS
PROGRAMS
TASKS WAITING
STORAGE
TASKS HOLDING
REENTRANT PROGRAMS
XA PROGRAMS
XA REENTRANT PROGRAMS

N024
N024001
N024002
N024003
N024004
N024005
N024006
N024007
N024008
N024009
N024010
N024011
N024012
N024013
N024014
N024015
N024016
N024017
N024018
N024019
N024020
N024021
N024022
N024023
N024024

VARY TASK
ENABLE
DISABLE
SECURITY
PRIORITY
STALL
PROGRAM
RESOURCE INTERVAL timeout-interval/OFF
RESOURCE INTERVAL SYSTEM
RESOURCE PROGRAM
STALL OFF
STALL SYSTEM
SAVE
NOSAVE
LOCATION ANY
LOCATION BELOW
MAXIMUM CONCURRENT OFF
MAXIMUM CONCURRENT task-count
STORAGE/LOCK/CALL/DBIO LIMIT
EXTERNAL WAIT nnn
QUIESE WAIT nnn
TRANSACTION SHARING ON/OFF
ON COMMIT ..
ON ROLLBACK ..
SNAP snap-options 
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N025
N025001
N025002
N025003
N025004
N025005
N025006
N025007
N025008
N025009
N025010
N025011
N025012
N025013
N025014
N025015
N025016
N025017
N025018
N025019
N025020

VARY PROGRAM
ENABLE
DISABLE
SECURITY
NEW COPY
PROGRAM CHECK THRESHOLD
DUMP THRESHOLD
STORAGE PROTECT ON
STORAGE PROTECT OFF
NEW COPY QUIESCE
NEW COPY IMMEDIATE
ADSO STATISTICS ON
ADSO STATISTICS OFF
MULTIPLE ENCLAVE ON
MULTIPLE ENCLAVE OFF
DEFINE <keyword>
DEFINE LANGUAGE
DEFINE ISA SIZE
DEFINE TYPE
DEFINE MPMODE
SNAP snap-options 

N026
N026001
N026002
N026003
N026004
N026005
N026006
N026007

VARY TIME
STALL
RUNAWAY
TIMER
RESOURCE INTERVAL
RESOURCE PROGRAM
RECOVERY WAIT nnn
QUIESCE WAIT nnn 

N027
N027001
N027002

VARY STORAGE POOL
VARY STORAGE POOL CUSHION
VARY STORAGE POOL RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD

N028
N028001
N028002
N028003
N028004
N028005
N028006
N028008
N028009
N028010
N028011
N028012
N028013
N028014
N028015 

VARY LTERM
DESTINATION ONLINE
DESTINATION OFFLINE
ONLINE
OFFLINE
TO
DISCONNECT
USERTRACE OFF
USERTRACE ON SAVE
USERTRACE ON WRAP
RESOURCES DELETE
COMMAND
TERMINAL
TCP/IP TRACE
MQ TRACE
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N029
N029000
N029001
N029002
N029003
N029004
N029005
N029006
N029007
N029008
N029009
N029010
N029011

VARY PTERM
DEFAULT PRINT CLASS
ONLINE
OFFLINE
TRACE OFF
TRACE hh
QUIESCE
CONNECT
DISCONNECT
ONLINE <telephone-number>
CONNECT <telephone-number>
tcp/ip-parameters INITIATION QUEUE queue-name

N030
N030001
N030002
N030003
N030004
N030005
N030006
N030007
N030008
N030009
N030010
N030011
N030012
N030013
N030014
N030015
N030016

VARY LINE
ONLINE
OFFLINE
CONTROL UNIT ONLINE
CONTROL UNIT OFFLINE
QUIESCE
CONNECT
DISCONNECT
RLN ONLINE
RLN OFFLINE
RLN QUIESCE
RLN CONNECT
RLN DISCONNECT
RLN CONTROL UNIT ONLINE
RLN CONTROL UNIT OFFLINE
MASTER
SLAVE

N031
N031001
N031002
N031003
N031004
N031005
N031006

VARY QUEUE
ONLINE
OFFLINE
THRESHOLD COUNT
MAX RECORDS
TASK CODE
DELETE

N032
N032001
N032002
N032003
N032004
N032005
N032006

VARY DESTINATION
ONLINE
OFFLINE
ADD TERMINAL
ADD OPERATOR
DELETE TERMINAL
DELETE OPERATOR

N033
N033001
N033002
N033003

VARY MEMORY
X 'hex-literal'
C 'character-literal'
PROGRAM
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N034
N034000
N034001
N034002
N034003
N034004
N034005
N034006
N034007
N034008
N034009

VARY ACTIVE TASK
TERMINATE USERID user-id DUMP
MAX TASK
TERMINATE TASKID
TERMINATE TERMID
PRIORITY TASKID
PRIORITY TERMID
TERMINATE USERID
STORAGE/LOCK/CALL/DBIO LIMIT
TERMINATE TASKID task-id DUMP
TERMINATE TERMID logical-terminal-id DUMP

N035
N035000
N035001
N035002
N035003
N035004
N035005
N035006
N035007
N035008
N035009
N035010
N035011
N035012
N035013
N035014
N035015
N035016
N035017
N035018
N035019
N035020
N035021
N035022
N035023
N035024
N035025
N035026
N035027
N035028
N035029
N035030
N035031
N035032
N035033

HELP
HELP
TASKS
PROGRAMS
TIME
QUEUES
DESTINATIONS
TERMINALS
MEMORY
STORAGE
DATABASE
PRINTERS
MESSAGE
REPORTS
STATISTICS
LOADLIBS, LOADLISTS, and DICTIONARIES
SNAP
ADSO
LIMITS
LU
SNA
XA
JOURNALS
AREAS
MULTITASK
NUCLEUS
RUN UNITS
BUFFERS
SHUTDOWN and ABORT
DYNAMIC
FILES
SEGMENTS
DEADLOCKS
TRANSACTIONS
DBTABLE
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N035034
N035035
N035036
N035037
N035038
N035039
N035040
N035041
N035042
N035043
N035044
N035045
N035046
N035047
N035048
N035049
N035051
N035052
N035054

DMCL
LOCKS
LOG
NODE
SYSGEN
DDS
DBGROUP
SHARED CACHE
RESOURCE
DATA SHARING
ID
DBNAME
SYSTRACE
SCRATCH
TCP/IP
CHANGE TRACKING
AUTOTUNE
MODID
MQ

N036
N036001
N036002

DISPLAY PRINTERS
DISPLAY PRINTERS
DISPLAY PRINTER printer-id 

N037
N037001
N037002
N037003

DISPLAY CLASSES/REPORTS
DISPLAY CLASSES/REPORTS
DISPLAY CLASS/REPORTS CLASS printer-class
DISPLAY REPORTS DESTINATION printer-destination 

N038
N038001
N038002
N038003
N038004
N038005
N038006
N038007
N038008

VARY PRINTER
DRAIN
REQUEUE
START
CANCEL
CLASSES
DESTINATION TO
DESTINATION ONLINE
DESTINATION OFFLINE

N039
N039001
N039002
N039003
N039004
N039005
N039006
N039007
N039008
N039009

VARY REPORT
DELETE
TO CLASS
TO DESTINATION
COPIES
FIRST
LAST
HOLD
RELEASE
KEEP

N040
N040000

DISPLAY REPLIES
DISPLAY REPLIES
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N041
N041001
N041002
N041003
N041004
N041005
N041006
N041007
N041008
N041009
N041010
N041011
N041012
N041013
N041014
N041015
N041016

DISPLAY/VARY/WRITE STATISTICS
DISPLAY STATISTICS INTERVAL
VARY STATISTICS INTERVAL interval
VARY STATISTICS INTERVAL OFF
WRITE STATISTICS
DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM
VARY STATISTICS TRANSACTION ON
VARY STATISTICS TRANSACTION OFF
DISPLAY STATISTICS ROLL
VARY STATISTICS ROLL TIME HH:MM
VARY STATISTICS ROLL FRE ddd
VARY STATISTICS ROLL TIME HH:MM FRE ddd
VARY STATISTICS NOROLL
WRITE STATISTICS ROLL
DISPLAY STATISTICS MQ
DISPLAY STATISTICS MQ QUEUES
DISPLAY STATISTICS MQ QUEUE queue-name

N042
N042000
N042001

DISPLAY JOURNAL
DISPLAY JOURNAL
DISPLAY JOURNAL journal-name 

N043
N043000

VARY JOURNAL
VARY JOURNAL

N044
N044001
N044002
N044005

VARY UCF FETID
ONLINE
OFFLINE
QUIESCE

N045
N045001
N045002
N045003
N045004

VARY UCF SYSTEM
ONLINE
QUIESCE
OFFLINE
NEW COPY

N046
N046001
N046002

VARY DYNAMIC
PROGRAM
TASK

N047
N047001
N047002

DISPLAY LINES
DISPLAY LINES
DISPLAY LINE

N048
N048001
N048002
N048003
N048004

DISPLAY/VARY DDS
DISPLAY DDS LINE
DISPLAY DDS PTERM
DISPLAY DDS
VARY PTERM WEIGHT

N049
N049000
N049001

DISPLAY/VARY DBTABLE
DISPLAY DBTABLE
VARY DBTABLE

N050
N050000
N050001

VARY LOADLIB
OFFLINE
ONLINE
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N051
N051001
N051002
N051003
N051004
N051005
N051006

DISPLAY LOADLIBS/LOADLISTS/DICTIONARIES
DISPLAY LOADLIBS
DISPLAY LOADLIB
DISPLAY DICTIONARIES
DISPLAY DICTIONARY
DISPLAY LOADLIST
DISPLAY LOADLISTS

N052
N052001

DISPLAY ALL STORAGE POOLS
DISPLAY ALL STORAGE POOLS

N053
N053000
N053001
N053002
N053003
N053004
N053005
N053006
N053007
N053008
N053009
N053010
N053011
N053012

VARY SNAP
SYSTEM ON
SYSTEM OFF
SYSTEM PHOTO
SYSTEM NOPHOTO
TASK ON
TASK OFF
TASK PHOTO
TASK NOPHOTO
TASK TRACE ON
TASK TRACE OFF
TASK TRACE TASK
TASK TRACE LIMIT nnn
TASK TRACE LIMIT OFF

N054
N054000

DISPLAY SNAP
DISPLAY SNAP

N055
N055001

DISPLAY ALL PROGRAM POOLS
DISPLAY ALL PROGRAM POOLS

N056
N056001
N056002
N056003
N056004
N056005
N056006
N056007
N056008

DISPLAY/VARY ADSO STATISTICS
VARY ADSO STATISTICS ON
VARY ADSO STATISTICS ON ALL
VARY ADSO STATISTICS ON SELECTED
VARY ADSO STATISTICS OFF
VARY ADSO STATISTICS CHECKPOINT
DISPLAY ADSO STATISTICS
VARY ADSO RECORD COMPRESSION ON
VARY ADSO RECORD COMPRESSION OFF

N058
N058000

DISPLAY MESSAGE
DISPLAY MESSAGE

N059
N059001
N059002

DISPLAY/VARY LIMITS
DISPLAY LIMITS
VARY LIMITS

N060
N060001
N060002

DISPLAY LU
DISPLAY LUS
DISPLAY LU logical-unit-name 

N061
N061001
N061002

VARY LU
VARY LU (all except VARY LU RESET)
VARY LU RESET
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N062
N062000

DISPLAY NUCLEUS MODULE RELOAD TABLE
DISPLAY NUCLEUS MODULE RELOAD TABLE

N063
N063001
N063002
N063004

VARY NUCLEUS
VARY NUCLEUS MODULE NEW COPY
VARY NUCLEUS MODULE CANCEL
VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RELOAD

N064
N064001
N064002
N064006
N064007
N064010
N064011

DISPLAY/VARY DISTRIBUTED
DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION
DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION (X)ID
DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED RESOURCE MANAGER
DISPLAY DISTRIBUTED RESOURCE MANAGER name
VARY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION (X)ID
VARY DISTRIBUTED RESOURCE MANAGER name

N065
N065000

VARY DB WRITE DRIVER ONLINE
VARY DB WRITE DRIVER ONLINE

N066
N066000

VARY JOURNAL DRIVER ONLINE
VARY JOURNAL DRIVER ONLINE

N067
N067000

VARY DB WRITE DRIVER OFFLINE
VARY DB WRITE DRIVER OFFLINE

N068
N068000

VARY JOURNAL DRIVER OFFLINE
VARY JOURNAL DRIVER OFFLINE

N069
N069000

VARY JOURNAL FRAGMENT NUMBER
VARY JOURNAL FRAGMENT NUMBER

N072
N072000
N072002
N072003
N072004
N072005
N072006
N072009
N072012
N072013

DISPLAY RUN UNITS
DISPLAY RUN UNIT run-unit-n
DISPLAY RUN UNIT QUEUE
DISPLAY RUN UNIT LOADER
DISPLAY RUN UNIT MSGDICT
DISPLAY RUN UNIT SIGNON
DISPLAY RUN UNIT SYSTEM/DEST
DISPLAY RUN UNIT SECURITY
DISPLAY RUN UNIT SQL LOADER
DISPLAY RUN UNIT SQL SECURITY

N073
N073002
N073003
N073004
N073005
N073006
N073009
N073012
N073013

VARY RUN UNIT
VARY RUN UNIT QUEUE
VARY RUN UNIT LOADER
VARY RUN UNIT MSGDICT
VARY RUN UNIT SIGNON
VARY RUN UNIT SYSTEM/DESTINATION
VARY RUN UNIT SECURITY
VARY RUN UNIT SQL LOADER
VARY RUN UNIT SQL SECURITY

N074
N074000

VARY DATABASE READ DRIVER ON
VARY DATABASE READ DRIVER ON

N075
N075000

VARY DATABASE READ DRIVER OFF
VARY DATABASE READ DRIVER OFF
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N076
N076001
N076002
N076003
N076004
N076005

DISPLAY SUBTASK/MT
DISPLAY MPMODE TABLE
DISPLAY SUBTASK
DISPLAY SUBTASKS
DISPLAY MT QUEUE DEPTH
DISPLAY SUBTASK EFFECTIVENESS

N077
N077001
N077002
N077003

VARY SUBTASK/MT QUEUE
VARY SUBTASK N RRS ENABLED
VARY SUBTASK N RRS DISABLED
VARY MT QUEUE DEPTH nnn 

N078
N078000
N078001
N078002
N078003
N078004

DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA
DISPLAY STATISTICS AREAS
DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA area-name
DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA area-name FILE
DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA area-name BUFFER
DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA area-name ALL

N079
N079000
N079001
N079002
N079003
N079004

DISPLAY STATISTICS BUFFER
DISPLAY STATISTICS BUFFERS
DISPLAY STATISTICS BUFFER buffer-name AREA
DISPLAY STATISTICS BUFFER buffer-name FILE
DISPLAY STATISTICS BUFFER buffer-name
DISPLAY STATISTICS BUFFER buffer-name ALL

N080
N080000
N080001
N080002
N080003
N080004

DISPLAY STATISTICS FILE
DISPLAY STATISTICS FILES
DISPLAY STATISTICS FILE file-name AREA
DISPLAY STATISTICS FILE file-name
DISPLAY STATISTICS FILE file-name BUFFER
DISPLAY STATISTICS FILE file-name ALL

N081
N081000
N081001
N081002
N081003
N081004
N081128

DISPLAY FILES
DISPLAY FILES
DISPLAY FILE file-name AREA
DISPLAY FILE file-name
DISPLAY FILE file-name BUFFER
DISPLAY FILE file-name ALL
DISPLAY FILE file-name LOC
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N082
N082000
N082001
N082002
N082003
N082004
N082005
N082006
N082007
N082008
N082009
N082010
N082011
N082012
N082015
N082016
N082017
N082018

VARY FILE
VARY FILE file-name ACTIVE
VARY FILE file-name INACTIVE
VARY FILE file-name OPEN
VARY FILE file-name CLOSE
VARY FILE file-name OPEN UPDATE
VARY FILE file-name ALLOCATE
VARY FILE file-name DEALLOCATE
VARY FILE file-name DEALLOCATE FORCE
VARY FILE file-name DATASPACE/MEMORY CACHE YES
VARY FILE file-name DATASPACE/MEMORY CACHE NO
VARY FILE file-name DSNAME
VARY FILE file-name DISP SHR
VARY FILE file-name DISP OLD
VARY FILE file-name PREFETCH ON
VARY FILE file-name PREFETCH OFF
VARY FILE file-name SHARED CACHE cache-name
VARY FILE file-name SHARED CACHE NO

N083
N083001
N083002

DISPLAY LOG
DISPLAY LOG
DISPLAY LOG DRIVERS

N084
N084001
N084002
N084003 

VARY LOG DRIVER
VARY LOG DRIVER ONLINE
VARY LOG DRIVER OFFLINE
VARY LOG 

N085
N085000

VARY JOURNAL TRANSACTION LEVEL
VARY JOURNAL TRANSACTION LEVEL

N086
N086001
N086002

DISPLAY DEADLOCK
DISPLAY DEADLOCK DETECTION INTERVAL
DISPLAY DEADLOCK DETAILS

N087
N087001
N087003
N087004

VARY DEADLOCK
VARY DEADLOCK DETECTION INTERVAL
VARY DEADLOCK DETAILS OFF
VARY DEADLOCK DETAILS ON

N088
N088000
N088001

DISPLAY PHYSICAL DATABASE
DISPLAY PHYSICAL DATABASE
DISPLAY PHYSICAL DATABASE database-name 

N089
N089000
N089001
N089002
N089003
N089004
N089005
N089006
N089007
N089008
N089009

VARY DMCL
VARY DMCL VALIDATE NEW COPY
VARY DMCL NEW COPY
VARY DMCL PREFETCH ON
VARY DMCL PREFETCH OFF
VARY DMCL PREFETCH TRACE ON
VARY DMCL PREFETCH TRACE OFF
VARY DMCL MEMORY CACHE STORAGE LIMIT nnn xB
VARY DMCL MEMORY CACHE STORAGE LIMIT OPSYS
VARY DMCL MEMORY CACHE LOCATION 64 BIT ONLY
VARY DMCL MEMORY CACHE LOCATION ANYWHERE
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N090
N090000
N090001

DISPLAY SEGMENTS
DISPLAY SEGMENTS
DISPLAY SEGMENT segment-name 

N091
N091000
N091001
N091002
N091003
N091004
N091011
N091012
N091013
N091014
N091015
N091016
N091017
N091018
N091020
N091021
N091022

VARY SEGMENT
ACTIVE
RETRIEVAL <additional parameters>
UPDATE (ONLINE) <additional parameters>
OFFLINE <additional parameters>
TRANSIENT RETRIEVAL <additional parameters>
OPEN UPDATE
OPEN
CLOSE
PURGE
QUIESCE
DEALLOCATE
SHARED CACHE cache-name
SHARED CACHE NO
DATA SHARING ON
DATA SHARING OFF
ALLOCATE

N092
N092001
N092002
N092003

DISPLAY/VARY RESOURCE TABLE/NODE
DISPLAY RESOURCE TABLE
DISPLAY NODE
VARY RESOURCE TABLE NEW COPY

N093
N093001
N093002
N093003
N093004
N093005
N093006
N093007

DISPLAY LOCKS
DISPLAY LOCKS AREAS
DISPLAY LOCKS AREA area-name
DISPLAY LOCKS LTERMS
DISPLAY LOCKS LTERM logical-terminal-id
DISPLAY LOCK STATISTICS
DISPLAY LOCK RECORD DATA
DISPLAY LOCK RECORD DATA MEMBER member-name 

N094
N094001
N094002
N094003
N094004
N094005
N094006
N094007

DISPLAY SYSGEN
DISPLAY SYSGEN REFRESH ALL
DISPLAY SYSGEN REFRESH LINES
DISPLAY SYSGEN REFRESH LINE line-id
DISPLAY SYSGEN REFRESH STORAGE POOLS
DISPLAY SYSGEN REFRESH STORAGE POOL nnn
DISPLAY SYSGEN REFRESH PROGRAM POOLS
DISPLAY SYSGEN REFRESH PROGRAM POOL XAPP/XARP

N095
N095001
N095002
N095003
N095004
N095005
N095006
N095007

VARY SYSGEN
VARY SYSGEN REFRESH ALL
VARY SYSGEN REFRESH LINES
VARY SYSGEN REFRESH LINE line-id
VARY SYSGEN REFRESH STORAGE POOLS
VARY SYSGEN REFRESH STORAGE POOL nnn
VARY SYSGEN REFRESH PROGRAM POOLS
VARY SYSGEN REFRESH PROGRAM POOL XAPP/XARP
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N096
N096001
N096002
N096005
N096006
N096007
N096008
N096010
N096011
N096012
N096015
N096016
N096017
N096020
N096021
N096030
N096031
N096032
N096033
N096034
N096035
N096036
N096037
N096090
N096091
N096092
N096093
N096094
N096095

DISPLAY/VARY/TEST DBGROUP/SHARED CACHE/DATA
SHARING
DISPLAY DBGROUP
DISPLAY DBGROUP DEBUG
DISPLAY SHARED CACHE
DISPLAY SHARED CACHE DEBUG
DISPLAY XES LIST &vbar. LOCK strname
DISPLAY XES LIST &vbar. LOCK strname DEBUG
VARY DBGROUP group-name ON
VARY DBGROUP group name ACTIVE
VARY DBGROUP group-name JOIN
VARY DBGROUP group-name OFF
VARY DBGROUP group name INACTIVE
VARY DBGROUP group-name LEAVE
VARY SHARED CACHE cache-name ON
VARY SHARED CACHE cache-name OFF
DISPLAY DATA SHARING SUMMARY
DISPLAY DATA SHARING XES LOCK
DISPLAY DATA SHARING XES LIST
DISPLAY DATA SHARING XCF GROUP
DISPLAY DATA SHARING ALL
DISPLAY DATA SHARING DEBUG
VARY DATA SHARING DEFAULT CACHE
VARY DATA SHARING ON CONNECTIVITY LOSS option
TEST DBGROUP count member-name
TEST SHARED CACHE file-id
TEST XCFGRP group-name option
TEST XCFMSG function message-type option
TEST XESLOCK option count
TEST XESLIST option count

N097
N097001

TEST LRBK
TEST LRBK run-unit-id 

N098
N098001
N098002
N098003

QUIESCE
QUIESCE AREA
QUIESCE SEGMENT
QUIESCE DBNAME

N099
N099001
N099002

DISPLAY ID
DISPLAY ID
DISPLAY ID NAME

N100
N100000
N100001
N100002
N100003
N100004
N100005
N100006
N100007
N100008

DISPLAY CSAFLAGS & VARY CSATST/CSALMGR/CSAHPCS/
CSADBIO/CSACFIM...
DISPLAY CSAFLAGS
VARY CSATST nn ON/OFF
VARY CSALMGR n ON/OFF
VARY CSAHPCS n ON/OFF
VARY CSADBIO n ON/OFF
VARY CSACFIM n ON/OFF
VARY CSATMGR n ON/OFF
Internal use only
VARY CSADBMS n ON/OFF
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N101
N101003

VARY ID
VARY ID xxx TERMINATE

N102
N102000
N102001

DISPLAY/VARY TRANSACTION SHARING
DISPLAY TRANSACTION SHARING
VARY TRANSACTION SHARING ON/OFF

N103
N103001
N103002
N103003
N103007
N103008

DISPLAY/VARY TRACE/SYSTRACE
DISPLAY SYSTRACE
VARY SYSTRACE OFF
VARY SYSTRACE ON
DISPLAY TRACE
VARY TRACE

N104
N104001
N104002

DISPLAY/VARY SCRATCH
DISPLAY SCRATCH
VARY SCRATCH

N105
N105002

VARY CHANGE TRACKING
FILE COUNT nnn/DELETE
ON/OFF/REFRESH/ACTIVE/INACTIVE/DISABLE/ENABLE

N106 DISPLAY CHANGE TRACKING
N107
N107001
N107002
N107003
N107004
N107005
N107006

DISPLAY TCP/IP
DISPLAY TCP/IP ALL
DISPLAY TCP/IP SUMMARY
DISPLAY TCP/IP STATISTICS
DISPLAY TCP/IP STACK TABLE
DISPLAY TCP/IP SERVICES
DISPLAY TCP/IP SOCKETS

N108
N108001
N108002
N108003
N108004
N108005
N108006
N108007
N108008

VARY TCP/IP
VARY TCP/IP STATUS
VARY TCP/IP TCP_NODELAY
VARY TCP/IP DEFAULT STACK
VARY TCP/IP INCLUDE/EXCLUDE STACK
VARY TCP/IP MAXIMUM SOCKETS
VARY TCP/IP MAXIMUM SOCKETS PER TASK
VARY TCP/IP SERVICES FILE
VARY TCP/IP STACK TABLE

N109
N109000
N109001
N109005
N109006
N109007
N109010
N109011
N109012
N109013
N109014

VARY JOURNAL FILE
VARY JOURNAL FILE journal-file-name ACTIVE
VARY JOURNAL FILE journal-file-name INACTIVE
VARY JOURNAL FILE journal-file-name ALLOCATE
VARY JOURNAL FILE journal-file-name DEALLOCATE
VARY JOURNAL FILE journal-file-name DEALLOCATE FORCE
VARY JOURNAL FILE journal-file-name DSNAME
VARY JOURNAL FILE journal-file-name DISP SHR
VARY JOURNAL FILE journal-file-name DISP OLD
VARY JOURNAL FILE journal-file-name ONLINE
VARY JOURNAL FILE journal-file-name OFFLINE (PERmanent)
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N110
N110001
N110002

DISPLAY AUTOTUNE
AUTOTUNE [parameter-name]
AUTOTUNE *

N111
N111001
N111002

VARY AUTOTUNE
AUTOTUNE … RESET
AUTOTUNE … OFF

N112
N112001
N112002

DISPLAY MODID
[FROM/TO]
module-name

N113
N113002
N113003 

VARY ZIIP
VARY ZIIP OFF
VARY ZIIP ON 

N114
N114001

DISPLAY MQ
DISPLAY MQ

N115
N115001
N115002

VARY MQ
ENABLED/DISABLED
QUEUE MANAGER queue-manager-name

N116
N116000

DISPLAY SRTT
DISPLAY SRTT

N117
N117000

DISPLAY CTAB
DISPLAY CTAB

N118
N118000

DISPLAY UTAB
DISPLAY UTAB

For more information about DCMT commands, see CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands.

#UTABGEN
#UTABGEN assigns activity numbers to utility commands.

This article includes the following information:

  

#UTABGEN Syntax
                 ┌──────────────── , ────────────────────┐
►►─── #UTABGEN ─▼─ ( command-security-specification ) ──┴──────────────────►◄

 Expansion of Command-Security-Specification 

           ┌───────────────── , ──────────────┐
►►┬───▼─ security-label, activity-number ┴───────────────────────────────┬─►◄
  │                                                                      │
  │                 ┌─────────────────── , ─────────────────────┐        │
  └──┬───────────┬──▼─command-code, ─┬─ security-label ───┬─────┴────────┘
     ├─ BOTH, ◄──┤                   └─ activity-number ──┘
     ├─ BCF, ────┤
     └─ OCF, ────┘
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#UTABGEN Parameters

•  security-label,activity-number
Defines a security label and associates it with a BCF or OCF activity number.
A security label can be used to classify utility commands by assigning a security label to one or more utility command
codes. All commands with the same security label will then be associated with the security label's activity number.
A security label must be one alphabetic character (A through Z). You can define a maximum of 26 security labels in the
#UTABGEN macro. Valid activity-numbers are in the range of 0-255.

NOTE
 An activity number of zero means no security.

•  BOTH, BCF, OCF,
Specifies whether the current group of command code security assignments (within the parentheses), will apply to both
BCF and OCF commands, just BCF commands, or just OCF commands. BOTH is the default.

NOTE
The terms BCF and OCF are used to distinguish between operations processed inside the CV from those
processed in the batch address space. This means that the term BCF applies to local mode batch only, while
the term OCF applies to both OCF and batch to CV (that is, central mode batch).

•  command-code
Defines a code from the predefined utility command code table that represents a utility command. For example,
FORMAT identifies the Format utility. PRINTSPACE identifies the Print Space utility.

NOTE
A list of valid utility commands follows:.

•  security-label
Specifies a previously defined security label that you are associating with command-code.

•  activity-number
Specifies the BCF/OCF activity number you are associating with command-code. Valid activity-numbers are in the
range of 0-255.

NOTE
An activity number of zero means no security.

#UTABGEN Usage

 Coding Considerations 

All lines except the first one must start in column 16.

All lines except the last one must have a non-blank character in column 72.

 General 

When you use the #UTABGEN macro, you can assign an OCF/BCF activity number to one or more Utility commands.

• You can associate a specific OCF/BCF activity number (0 through 255) with a utility command.
• You can associate a security label (A through Z) with a utility command.

An activity number of zero turns off security for that security-label or command-code. Coding zero is a useful way to turn
off security, without deleting the command-code from the #UTABGEN source definition.

Only commands that are being secured need to be coded. If omitted, they default to an activity code of zero.

Security labels must be defined before they can be assigned to command codes.

Use of security labels makes it easier to maintain security definitions when several commands are assigned the same
OCF/BCF activity number. You define a security label in the #UTABGEN macro itself. You need to only change the
security label definition in the #UTABGEN macro to modify the security for all associated DCMT commands.
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Generating the #UTABGEN Macro

The source file that specifies the #UTABGEN macro can only contain one macro. Once assembled, the resulting object
must be link edited as the stand-alone module IDMSUTAB. To assemble and link edit the #UTABGEN macro, use the JCL
or commands appropriate for your operating system. For more information, see Security Macro JCL.

 Example 1: 

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--         #UTABGEN (A,3,B,10),         

                                 X               (OCF,FORMAT,A,LOCK,A,UNLOCK,A),                         X    

           (BCF,ARCHIVEJOURNAL,B,ARCHIVELOG,B),                    X               (FIXPAGE,50)          END

This example shows an activity code of 3 being assigned to security-label A and activity code 10 being assigned to
security-level B.

OCF indicates the commands that follow (within the parentheses) will be assigned activity codes only when running in
the online command facility OCF or as part of the batch command facility IDMSBCF running in central mode. Commands
FORMAT, LOCK and UNLOCK are associated with security-label A. Since security-label A is currently assigned to the
OCF/BCF activity code 3, the Format, Lock, and Unlock commands are assigned activity code 3.

BCF indicates that the commands within that group will only be secured when running as part of the batch command
facility IDMSBCF running in local mode only. In this example, the Archive Journal and Archive Log commands will be
assigned to the activity code 10, via the security-label B.

FIXPAGE is not qualified so the activity code 50 will be assigned to the Fix Page utility in both OCF and BCF.

 Example 2: 

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

         #UTABGEN (FORMAT,14,FIXPAGE,14)
          END

In this example, the activity number of 14 is assigned the utility command codes FORMAT and FIXPAGE. Because the
codes are not identified as being either OCF or BCF, the commands associated with these codes will be secured in both
online and batch, and both will use the same activity number.

 Displaying the #UTABGEN Macro

The DCMT DISPLAY UTAB command displays Utility Activity Assignments (#UTABGEN macro/IDMSUTAB load module).

 Recreating the UTABGEN command assignments (UTAB) via Batch

To display or recreate the UTAB table, use the batch program—IDMSUTAD. This program recreates the UTAB definition
syntax from the existing load module.The z/OS JCL is used to execute the IDMSUTAB batch processor (IDMSUTAD)
for CA IDMS. IDMSUTAB source syntax is decompiled from the load module and written to the SYSPCH DD name.
Additional file assignments might be needed for the user catalog and the system dictionary depending on your security
implementation. The IDMSUTAB creation date is written to the SYSLST DD.

#UTABGEN Utility Command Codes

 Code  Utility Command 
ARCHIVEJOURNAL Archive Journal
ARCHIVETRACE ARCHIVE TRACE
ARCHIVELOG Archive Log
BACKUP Backup
BUILD Build Indexes/Constraints
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CLEANUP Cleanup Segment/Area
CONVERTCATALOG Convert catalog
CONVERTPAGE Convert Page
EXPANDPAGE Expand Page
FASTLOAD Fastload
FIXARCHIVE Fix Archive
FIXPAGE Fix Page
FORMAT Format Area/Segment/File
INSTALLSTAMPS Install Stamps
LOAD Load
LOCK Lock Area/Segment
MAINTAINASF Maintain ASF
MAINTAININDEX Maintain Index
MERGEARCHIVE Merge Archive
PRINTINDEX Print Index
PRINTJOURNAL Print Journal
PRINTLOG Print Log
PRINTPAGE Print Page
PRINTSPACE Print Space
PRINTTRACE PRINT TRACE
PUNCHLOADMODULE Punch Load Module
RELOAD Reload
REORG Unload and reload all or part of a database
RESTORE Restore
RESTRUCTURE Restructure
RESTRUCTURECONNECT RestructureConnect
ROLLBACK RollBack
ROLLFORWARD RollForward

Extract Journal
SETOPTIONS Set BCF/OCF Options
SYNCHRONIZESTAMPS Synchronize stamps
TUNEINDEX Tune Index
UNLOAD Unload
UNLOCK Unlock Area/Segment
UPDATESTATISTICS Update Statistics
VALIDATE Validate

#GTABGEN
#GTABGEN assigns activity numbers to online debugger security categories.

This article includes the following information:
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#GTABGEN Syntax

                ┌──────────────── , ─────────────────┐
►►─── #GTABGEN ─▼─ debugger-security-specification ──┴────────────────────────►◄

Expansion of Debugger-Security-Specification

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►
   │     ┌───────────────── , ───────────────┐      │
   └─ ( ─▼─ security-label, activity-number ─┴─ ), ─┘
 
         ┌─────────────────── , ──────────────────────┐
 ►─── ( ─▼─ security-Category, ─┬─ security-label ──┬─┴─ ) ───────────────────►◄
                                └─ activity-number ─┘

#GTABGEN Parameters

• security-label,activity-number
Associates an online debugger security label with an activity number.
Security-label specifies a label with which you can associate one or more online debugger security categories.
Security-label must be one alphabetic character (A through Z). You can define at most 26 security labels in the
#GTABGEN macro.
Activity-number specifies the activity number you are associating with security-label. Activity-number must be a
numeric value in the range 1 through 256.

• security-category
Specifies the online debugger security category with which you are associating the activity number or security label.
Security-category can be any value listed in the "Category" column of the following table, which presents each online
debugger security category and its description:

Category Description
ALLR Any entities named in the following categories can be retrieved.
ALLU Any entities named in the following categories can be updated.(1)
ASYSPGR CA ADS runtime system programs (ADSOMAIN, ADSORUN1,

and ADSODBUG) can be retrieved.
ASYSPGU CA ADS runtime system programs can be updated.(1)
ASYSTGR Storage acquired by the CA ADS runtime system can be retrieved.

System storage includes the control block for the online work area
(OWA), the online terminal block (OTB), the online terminal block
extension (OTBX), and the variable dialog block (VDB).

ASYSTGU Storage acquired by the CA ADS runtime system can be updated.
(1)

AUPGMR CA ADS user programs can be retrieved. These include the fixed
dialog block (FDB), the application definition block (ADB), and the
task application table (TAT).

AUPGMU CA ADS user programs can be updated.(1)
SHSTGR Shared storage can be retrieved.
SHSTGU Shared storage can be updated.(1)
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UPGMR User programs, subschemas, maps, and tables can be retrieved.
UPGMU User programs, subschemas, maps, and tables can be updated.

(1)
USTGR User storage can be retrieved.
USTGU User storage can be updated.(1)

NOTE
(1) Update mode also implies that programs can be retrieved. In retrieval mode you can list and set breakpoints.

• security-label
Specifies the online debugger security label that you are associating with security-category.
This occurrence of security-label must match a security label that is specified in a prior parenthesized list in the macro.

• activity-number
Specifies the online debugger activity number that you are associating with security-category.

#GTABGEN Usage

Generating the #GTABGEN Macro

To assemble and link edit the #GTABGEN macro, use the JCL or commands appropriate to your operating system.

NOTE
For more information, see Appendix A: Security Macro JCL.

In the following sample #GTABGEN macro, two security labels are defined:

• A, which is assigned activity number 20
• B, which is assigned activity number 30

UPGMU, the security category that allows updates of user programs, is assigned label A (and, therefore, activity number
20). USTGU, the category that allows updates of storage, is assigned security label B (and, therefore, activity number 30).
ALLR, the category that allows retrieval only for all programs and storage is assigned activity number 50.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

         #GTABGEN(A,20,B,30),                                         X

               (UPGMU,A,USTGU,B,ALLR,50)

#SECHECK
#SECHECK checks a user authority to access a resource.

This article includes the following information:

#SECHECK Authorization

No authorization required.

#SECHECK Syntax

►►─── #SECHECK ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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 ►─── SRB= ─┬─ request-block-area-name ─┬─────────────────────────────────────►
            └─ request-block-address ───┘

 ►─── ,RESTYPE= ─┬─ resource-type-variable ┬──────────────────────────────────►
                 ├─ resource-type-address ─┤
                 └─ 'resource-type-name' ──┘

 ►─── ,RESNAME= ─┬─ resource-name-variable ─┬─────────────────────────────────►
                 ├─ resource-name-address ──┤
                 └─ 'resource-name' ────────┘

                       ┌──────── , ───────┐
 ►─── ,AUTHRTY= ─┬─ ( ─▼─ authority-name ─┴─ ) ─┬─────────────────────────────►
                 └─ authority-bit-indicator ────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,CATEGRY= category-indicator ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,DBNAME= ─┬─ database-name-variable ─┬─┘
                ├─ database-name-address ──┤
                └─ 'database-name' ────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,VERSION= ─┬─ version-number-variable ─┬─┘
                 ├─ version-number-address ──┤
                 └─ 'version-number' ────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,DDNAME= ─┬─ ddname-variable ─┬─┘
                ├─ ddname-address ──┤
                └─ 'ddname' ────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,SCHEMA= ─┬─ schema-name-variable ─┬─┘
                ├─ schema-name-address ──┤
                └─ 'schema-name' ────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,SUBSCHM= ─┬─ subschema-name-variable ─┬─┘
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                 ├─ subschema-name-address ──┤
                 └─ 'subschema-name' ────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,APPLFNC= application-function-indicator ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►
   └─ ,RESLIST= resource-list-indicator ,RESLCNT= entry-count-indicator ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►
   │               ┌──────── , ────────┐     │
   └─ ,RGSV= ── ( ─▼─ register-number ─┴─ ) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,CALL= ─┬─ YES ◄───┤
              ├─ NO ─────┤
              └─ ONLY ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,CLEAR= ─┬─ YES ◄───┤
               └─ NO ─────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄
   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄─────────────────────┬─┘
               └─ parameter-list-areaindicator ──┘

#SECHECK Parameters

• SRB=
Specifies the area containing the security request block (SRB) associated with this request. This area is mapped by
DSECT #SECRB.
The location of the SRB is required because most of the other parameters coded on the #SECHECK will be stored in
the SRB.

• request-block-area-name
Specifies the symbolic name of the area containing the SRB.

• request-block-address
Specifies the register containing the address of the SRB.

• ,RESTYPE=
Specifies the type of the resource being checked. The name of the resource type must be one- to four-characters. At
runtime the resource type must be defined to CA IDMS centralized security.

NOTE
For a list of valid CA IDMS resource types, see #SECRTT.
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#SECHECK does not validate the resource type. However, the security system will fail the request at runtime if the
type is not valid.

• resource-type-variable
Specifies a user-defined field containing the name of the resource type.
The field must be at least four bytes in length. The name of the resource type must be left-justified and padded with
blanks.

• resource-type-address
Specifies a register containing the address of the resource type name.

• 'resource-type-name'
Specifies a literal that is the name of the resource type.

• ,RESNAME=
Specifies the name of the resource being checked.

• resource-name-variable
Specifies a user-defined field containing the name of the resource.
The resource name must be left-justified and padded with blanks or binary zeros.

• resource-name-address
Specifies a register containing the address of the resource name.

• 'resource-name'
Specifies a literal that is the name of the resource.

• ,AUTHRTY=
Specifies the authorities the user must hold to gain access to the resource being checked.

• authority-name
Specifies the name of the authority. If you specify only one authority, you may omit parentheses.
Valid authority names are as follows:

ALTER
CREATE
DBADMIN
DBAREAD
DBAWRITE
DCADMIN
DELETE
DISPLAY

DROP
EXECUTE
INSERT
REFERENCES
SELECT
SIGNON
SYSADMIN
UPDATE
USE

• authority-bit-indicator
Specifies a user-defined six-byte field or a register containing the address of such a field. You must set the bits in the
field corresponding to the required authorities.

• ,CATEGRY=category-indicator
Specifies whether the security system should update the category table from the catalog before proceeding with the
security check.
If category-indicator is 0, the security system will unconditionally update the category table from the catalog before
making the security check.
If category-indicator is a non-zero value, the security system will update the category table from the catalog before
making the security check only if the category has not already been retrieved.
category-indicator must be one of the following:
– The name of a user-defined halfword field containing the indicator
– A register containing the indicator value
– A literal representing the indicator
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If the category is zero, the security system will retrieve the assigned value from the security database and return it in
the SRB.
CATEGRY is valid only for resource types which can be secured by categories. If you specify CATEGRY for the
resource, do not specify the APPLFNC parameter.

• ,DBNAME=
Specifies the database name for the load area in which resource types such as database resources and load modules
for CA ADS dialogs reside. The runtime security system ignores the contents of this field for other resource types.
Resource type DB: Use the RESNAME parameter to supply database name if the security check is for resource type
DB.

• database-name-variable
Specifies the name of a user-defined field that contains the database name.
The database name must be left-justified and padded with blanks or binary zeros.

• database-name-address
Specifies the register with the address of the user-defined field that contains the database name.

• 'database-name'
Supplies the database name as a character string literal.

• ,VERSION=
Specifies the version for load modules (resource type SLOD) and non-SQL schemas (resource type NSCH). The value
in this parameter must be in the form Vnnnn, where nnnn is the version in character format.
If you specify VERSION= for the resource, do not specify the DDNAME parameter.

• version-number-variable
Specifies the name of a user-defined field that contains the version number.

• version-number-address
Specifies the register with the address of the user-defined field that contains the version number.

• 'version-number'
Supplies the version number as a character string literal.

• DDNAME=
Specifies the ddname defining the operating system library in which a program (resource type SPGM) resides.
If you specify DDNAME for the resource, do not specify the VERSION= parameter.

• ddname-variable
Specifies the name of a user-defined field that contains the ddname.
The ddname must be left-justified and padded with blanks.

• ddname-address
Specifies the register with the address of the user-defined field that contains the ddname.

• 'ddname'
Supplies the ddname as a character string literal.

• ,SCHEMA=
Specifies the name of the schema for SQL tables (resource type TABL) and access modules (resource type DACC and
SACC).
Resource type SCHEMA: Use the RESNAME parameter to specify schema name if the security check is for a
schema (resource types QSCH and NSCH).

• schema-name-variable
Specifies the name of a user-defined field that contains the schema name.
Schema name must be left-justified and padded with blanks.

• schema-name-address
Specifies the register with the address of the user-defined field that contains the schema name.

• 'schema-name'
Supplies the schema name as a character string literal.

• ,SUBSCHM=
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Specifies the subschema name for native run units (resource type NRU).
• subschema-name-variable

Specifies the name of a user-defined field that contains the subschema name.
Subschema name must be left-justified and padded with blanks.

• subschema-name-register
Specifies the register with the address of the user-defined field that contains the subschema name.

• 'subschema-name'
Supplies the subschema name as a character string literal.

• ,APPLFNC=
Specifies the number associated with an application function. Each application can have up to 256 functions,
numbered 1 through 256. Function numbers must be unique within a given application but need not be unique across
applications.
APPLFNC is valid for activities (resource type ACTI) only. If you specify APPLFNC for the resource, do not specify the
CATEGRY parameter.

• application-function-indicator
Supplies the application function number.
Application-function-indicator can be one of the following:
– User-supplied halfword field
– Register containing the function number
– Numeric literal

• ,RESLIST=
Specifies a list of resources to be checked on this call.
The resource list contains one entry for each resource being checked. All resources in the list must be of the same
resource type.

NOTE
For more information on the format of the entries in a resource list, see DSECT #SECRLST in Security
Database Information and DSECTs.

• resource-list-indicator
Specifies one of the following:
– A user-defined field that contains the name associated with the first entry in the resource list.
– The register with the address of the first entry in the resource list.

• ,RESLCNT=
Specifies the number of entries in the list specified by RESLIST.

• entry-count-indicator
Specifies one of the following:
– A user-defined halfword field that contains the entry count.
– The register that contains the entry count.
– The entry count represented by a numeric literal.

• ,RGSV=
Specifies that one or more registers are to be saved across the call. This parameter is valid in system mode only.

• ,register-number
Specifies a register.
Register-number must be a numeric literal.

• ,CALL=
Controls the expansion of the #SECHECK macro.
If you omit the CALL parameter, the effect is the same as specifying CALL=YES.

• YES
Causes #SECHECK to generate both the code to complete the SRB and invoke the security system.

• NO
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Causes #SECHECK to generate the code to fill in the SRB fields, but not to build the parameter list or the call.
• ONLY

Causes #SECHECK to generate only the code needed to invoke the security system.
• ,CLEAR=

Specifies whether you want the SRB to be initialized.
If you omit the CLEAR= parameter, the effect is the same as specifying CLEAR=YES.

• YES
Causes #SECHECK to clear the SRB to binary zeros before the macro expansion begins to assign values.

• NO
Indicates that the SRB should not be initialized.

• ,PLIST=
Specifies the address of the area in which to build the parameter list.

• SYSPLIST
Supplies the default name for the area that contains the parameter list.

• parameter-list-area-indicator
Overrides the default area name SYSPLIST by specifying one of these:
– The name of a user-defined fullword-aligned field that contains the address of the parameter list
– A register with the address of the parameter list

#SECHECK Usage

Copying the Security Request Block

To issue the #SECHECK macro, you must copy the Security Request Block. This block is mapped by the #SECRB
DSECT.

NOTE
For more information, see the documentation of #SECRB.

Multiple Security Checks in a Single Request

The #SECHECK function supports multiple security checks in a single request if all the resources are of the same type.
For example, all authorities needed by an access module can be validated in a single request.

An application can request that authorization for a list of resources be checked. This reduces the number of calls to the
security manager.

Validating Parameters

#SECHECK does not validate parameters based on resource type. All parameters supplied on the call are stored in the
SRB. The security system ignores information which is irrelevant to the resource type.

#SECHECK Return Codes

The return code for a security check is stored in register 15 and the SRBXR15 field of the SRB. The following table lists
the possible return codes provided by the internal security system in response to a #SECHECK macro:

Code Resource grouping Meaning Resource
00 Request was successful; access allowed
04 Resource occurrence or object (user, group, etc.) not found
08 User not authorized; access denied
12 Interface/parameter list error
16 Resource access threshold violation
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When using the multiple security check option, register R15 contains return code 0 only if the user has access to all the
resources. The security system places the return codes for the individual resources in the area (RTNADDR) supplied by
the caller.

Return Codes for a List of Resources

To check the return code for each entry in a list of resources supplied with a security request, you must copy #SECRLST.
When using this option, determine the results from all list entries if the return code is not 12 (invalid request). R15=0 does
not necessarily mean the user is authorized for all entries in the list.

External Return Codes

If the external security system return code is 4, the issuer of #SECHECK will receive a return code of 8. Other non-zero
codes from the external system will be passed through as is. The CA IDMS internal security system is not used as a
fallback system for external security.

#SECRTT
#SECRTT Generates the table used to route security check requests for each resource type to the internal or external
security system.

This article describes the following information:

#SECRTT Authorization

Authorization to assemble the #SECRTT macro, if any, is defined in an external security system.

#SECRTT Syntax

Syntax for TYPE=INITIAL

►►─── #SECRTT TYPE=INITIAL ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,ENVNAME= ─┬─ environment-name ─┬┘
                 └─ NULL ◄────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,SGNRETN= ─┬─ time-interval─┬┘
                 └─ OFF ◄─────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►
   └─ ,SYSPROF= ─── ( ──┬─ OFF ──────────┬─┬────────────────┬─ ) ─┘
                        ├─ NULL ─────────┤ └─ , ─┬─ ON ─────┤
                        ├─ USER ─────────┤       └─ OFF ◄───┘
                        ├─ GROUP ────────┤
                        ├─ SYSTEM ───────┤
                        ├─ DEFAULT ◄─────┤
                        └─ profile-name ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►
   └─ ,USRPROF= ─── ( ──┬─ OFF ──────────┬─┬────────────────┬─ ) ─┘
                        ├─ NULL ─────────┤ └─ , ─┬─ ON ─────┤
                        ├─ USER ◄────────┤       └─ OFF ◄───┘
                        ├─ GROUP ────────┤
                        ├─ SYSTEM ───────┤
                        └─ profile-name ─┘

 ►─┬────────────┬────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,DFLTSGN= ├─ YES ──┤
                └─ NO ◄──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►
   └─ ,DFLTUID= ──┬───────── user-identifier ─────┬─┘
                  │     ┌─────── , ───────┐       │
                  └─ ( ─▼─┬─ VTAMNODE ──┬─┴── ) ──┘
                          ├─ PTERMID ───┤
                          └─ LTERMID ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,EXTRUID= user-identifier ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,MAXRESN= ─┬─ resource-entries ─┬┘
                 └─ 150 ◄─────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ ,SVCNUM= ─┬─ svc-number ─┬┘
                └─ 175 ◄───────┘

Syntax for TYPE=ENTRY and TYPE=OCCURRENCE

►►─── #SECRTT TYPE= ─┬─ ENTRY ────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►
                     └─ OCCURrence,RESNAME= 'resource-name', ─┘

 ►─── RESTYPE= resource-type-name ────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,SECBY= ─┬─ EXTernal ─┬─┘
               ├─ INTernal ─┤
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               └─ OFF ◄─────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,EXTCLS= ─┬─ resource-class-variable ─┬─┘
                └─ 'resource-class-name' ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►
   │                ┌──────── , ───────┐      │
   └─ ,EXTNAME=  ( ─▼─┬─ ACTIvity ───┬─┴─ ) ──┘
                      ├─ APPLname ───┤
                      ├─ DBNAme ─────┤
                      ├─ DDNAme ─────┤
                      ├─ ENVIr ──────┤
                      ├─ RESName ◄───┤
                      ├─ RESTYPE ────┤
                      ├─ SCHEma ─────┤
                      ├─ SSNAme ─────┤
                      ├─ SYSTem ─────┤
                      └─ VERSion ────┘

Syntax for TYPE=FINAL

►►─── #SECRTT TYPE=FINAL ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

#SECRTT Parameters

• TYPE=
Specifies the type of action to result from assembling the macro.
In a series of #SECRTT macros, the first of the series must specify TYPE=INITIAL and the last must specify
TYPE=FINAL.
– INITIAL

Specifies that entries in the SRTT for all CA IDMS-defined resources are to be initialized:
For each resource type, the initial values are the following:
• SECBY=OFF
• EXTNAME=(RESNAME)
• EXTCLS=blanks

• ENVNAME=environment-name
Specifies a name for the environment that uses the SRTT. Environment-name can be used in external resource name
construction.
Environment-name must be one to eight characters in length.
– NULL

Specifies that there is no name for the environment that uses the SRTT.
• SGNRETN

Specifies whether CA IDMS should retain signon information originating from external request units (ERUs). This
option will provide performance improvements in environments which process large numbers of short-lived ERUs and
external security systems.
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– time-interval
Specifies the time in minutes that CA IDMS should retain signon information for external request units after the last
session has been ended by signoff.
You can specify the CA IDMS command, DCUF SHOW USERS ALL, to show the retained users signons with an
LTERMID of *NONE*.
Note: If a user signs on to the CA IDMS CV through a VTAM or TSO UCF connection and this is the last (or only)
session, a FULL signoff will be performed and the retained signon information and control blocks will be freed from
the CA IDMS CV.

– OFF
Specifies that a full signoff, which frees all retained control blocks, will be performed at the end of the last (or only)
session for the user. OFF is the default.

• SYSPROF=
Specifies the default SYSTEM profile and whether SYSTEM profiles should be processed for external run units.
– OFF

Specifies that no SYSTEM profile should be processed.
Note: If SYSTEM profiles are OFF, they will be off for all tasks including external run units, regardless of the setting
of the second subparameter.

– NULL
Specifies that there is no default SYSTEM profile.

– USER
Specifies that the default SYSTEM profile name is the user-id.

– GROUP
Specifies that the default SYSTEM profile name is the name of the user's default group.

– SYSTEM
Specifies that the default SYSTEM profile name is the SYSTEM ID defined in SYSGEN.

– profile-name/DEFAULT
Specifies the name of the default profile. The profile name must be 1 to 18 characters.
• ON
Indicates that profiles should be processed for external run units. The default profile, if any, is specified by the first
subparameter.
• OFF
Indicates that profiles should not be processed for external run units. The default is OFF.

• USRPROF=
Specifies the default USER profile and whether USER profiles should be processed for external run units.
– OFF

Specifies that no USER profile should be processed.
Note: If USER profiles are OFF, they will be off for all tasks including external run units, regardless of the setting of
the second subparameter.

– NULL
Specifies that there is no default USER profile.

– USER
Specifies that the default USER profile name is the user-id.

– GROUP
Specifies that the default USER profile name is the name of the user's default group.

– SYSTEM
Specifies that the default USER profile name is the SYSTEM ID defined in SYSGEN.

– profile-name/DEFAULT
Specifies the name of the default profile. The profile name must be 1 to 18 characters.
• ON
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Indicates that profiles should be processed for external run units. The default profile, if any, is specified by the first
subparameter.
• OFF
Indicates that profiles should not be processed for external run units. The default if OFF.

• DFLTSGN=
Specifies whether CA IDMS should perform a signon using a specific name if a security check is issued and the
terminal operator has not signed on. The name to use for the default signon is defined by the DFLTUID parameter.
– YES

Enables default signon.
– NO

Disables this option.
• DFLTUID=

Specifies the default signon CA IDMS is to use when the DFLTSGN parameter is enabled, a security check is
issued, and the terminal operator has not signed on. Specify a user-identifier or a list of up to three ID options
in parentheses. If DFLTSGN=YES, and you don't specify DFLTUID parameters, the default is as follows:
(VTAMNODE,PTERMID,LTERMID).
– user-identifier

Specifies the default signon as an unquoted literal from 1 to 18 characters in length.
– VTAMNODE

Specifies that for VTAM terminals, the VTAM node name is used as the default signon.
– PTERMID

Specifies that the PTERM ID is used as the default signon, if the PTERM is available and the option has not been
satisfied by the VTAMNODE parameter (non-VTAM terminals, or VTAMNODE not specified for VTAM terminals).

– LTERMID
Specifies that the LTERM ID is used as the default signon, if the option has not been satisfied by the VTAMNODE or
PTERMID parameters.

• EXTRUID=
Specifies the extract user ID that can be used at sites that do not have an external security system. User-identifier is
an unquoted literal from 1- to 18-characters.

• MAXRESN=max-resource-entries
Specifies maximum number of entries in the #SECRTT global table.
If the default of 150 entries is exceeded, the assembly of the #SECRTT fails with condition code of 12 and an
assembler error message displays:
"12, SRTT GLOBAL TABLE OVERFLOW. GENERATION ABORTED".
When this error message is received, review the #SECRTT entries. Check the wildcards to ensure they are valid and
used properly. When wildcards are used properly, they reduce the number of entries in #SECRTT global table.

WARNING
Excessive entries require CPU time to resolve each security check.

150

This is the default. It can be increased if necessary.

SVCNUM=svc-number

Specifies the installed SVC number. This parameter is required. If svc-number is not specified, the system defaults to 175.

ENTRY

Specifies that the user-supplied values apply to all occurrences of the resource type identified in the RESTYPE parameter.

For each resource type whose default values you want to replace in SRTT, you must issue a #SECRTT macro with
TYPE=ENTRY.

OCCURRENCE
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Specifies that the user-supplied values apply to one occurrence of the resource type identified in the RESTYPE
parameter.

NOTE
TYPE=OCCURRENCE is valid only for resource types DB, SPGM, and TASK.

EXTCLS= and EXTNAME= specifications are ignored if TYPE=OCCURRENCE. Therefore, if you specify
TYPE=OCCURRENCE and SECBY=EXTERNAL to secure an occurrence override externally, be sure to specify
EXTCLS= and EXTNAME= on the TYPE=ENTRY macro for the resource type. This information will be used for checks on
the occurrence override.

RESNAME='resource-name'

Names the occurrence of the resource to which the user-supplied values in the macro apply. You must enclose the
resource name in quotes.

If TYPE=OCCURRENCE, the value in resource-name is treated as a wildcarded name. Thus, if RESTYPE=SPGM and
RESNAME='RHDC', the scope of the override is all program names that begin with 'RHDC'.

If you do not want wildcarding to take effect -- that is, you want to limit the scope of the override to only one
resource-name -- then include a blank character at the end of the resource-name. Thus, if RESTYPE=SPGM and
RESNAME='TEST01 ', the scope of the override is the program 'TEST01' only.

RESTYPE=resource-type-name

Specifies the resource type you are defining in the SRTT.

Resource-type-name must be 1 to 4 characters in length and may identify a resource type defined by CA IDMS or a user-
defined resource type.

The following table lists valid resource type names for CA IDMS resources:

Global resources SYSADMIN privilege
User
Group
User profile

SYSA
USER
GROU
UPRF

System resources DCADMIN privilege
System
System profile
Signon
Activity
Task
Load module
Queue
Access module
Program

DCA
SYST
SPRF
SGON
ACTI
TASK
SLOD
QUEU
SACC
SPGM

Database resources DBADMIN
Database
Area
Rununit
Schema (SQL)
Non-SQL schema
Access module
Table
DMCL
Database name table

DB
DB
DB (AREA)(1)
DB (NRU)(1)
DB (QSCH)(1)
DB (NSCH)(1)
DB (DACC)(1)
DB (TABL)(1)
DMCL
DBTB
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NOTE
(1) Resource type is secured when DB is secured. DBADMIN privilege is secured when you activate security for
DB.

• SECBY=
Specifies the security option for the resource type identified in the RESTYPE parameter.
– EXTERNAL

Specifies that security-checking for the resource type is performed using definitions in an external security system.
If you specify SECBY=EXTERNAL, you must include the EXTCLS and EXTNAME parameters in the macro.

– INTERNAL
Specifies that security-checking for the resource type is performed using security definitions in CA IDMS.
SECBY=INTERNAL is valid for any CA IDMS resource type (see the following table). It is not valid for a user-
defined resource type.

– OFF
Specifies that no security-checking is performed for the resource type; the resource type is unsecured.

• EXTCLS=
Maps the CA IDMS resource type specified in the RESTYPE parameter to the resource class you have defined for this
type in the external security system.
EXTCLS is required when TYPE=ENTRY and SECBY=EXTERNAL for the entry or for any occurrence override of the
entry.
If EXTCLS is specified, the information is recorded in the SRTT but used only when security enforcement is external.
– resource-class-variable

Specifies a variable containing the name of the external resource class.
– resource-class-name'

Specifies the name of the external resource class.
• EXTNAME=

Using a set of predefined keywords, specifies the fields to be included in the external resource name. The order in
which you specify the keywords is the order in which the fields will be included in the external resource name.
Since EXTNAME defines the format of the resource name for external security requests, the format you specify here
must match the naming conventions for the corresponding resource class in the external security system.

NOTE
For more information on constructing external resource names, see Using External Security.

EXTNAME is required when TYPE=ENTRY and SECBY=EXTERNAL for the entry or for any occurrence override of
the entry.
If EXTNAME is specified, the information is recorded in the SRTT but used only when security enforcement is external.
– ACTIvity

Includes in the external resource name the activity number supplied by the application.
When formatted for an external security request, this field will be a 4- to 8-character string that is the concatenation
of the following:
• Either the application name or the first 5 characters of the application name (if the full name exceeds 5

characters).
• The 3-digit activity number in displayable format.

– APPLname
Includes the full application name, as supplied on the current security request, in the external resource name.

– DBNAme
Includes the database name, as supplied on the current security request in the external resource name.

– DDNAme
Includes the ddname, as supplied on the current security request, in the external resource name. The ddname
defines the operating system library in which the program (resource type SPGM) resides.

– ENVIr
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Includes the environment name in the external resource name.
– RESName

Includes the resource name as specified on the current security request in the external resource name.
– RESType

Includes the resource type, as supplied on the RESTYPE= parameter for this SRTT entry, in the external resource
name.

– SCHEma
Includes the schema name, as supplied on the current security request, in the external resource name. The schema
name qualifies the names of SQL tables (resource type TABL) and access modules (resource types DACC and
SACC).

– SSNAme
Includes the subschema name, as supplied on the current security request, in the external resource name.

– SYSTem
Includes the name of the CA IDMS system in the external resource name.

– VERSion
Includes the version number for load modules (resource type SLOD) and non-SQL schemas (resource type NSCH),
as supplied on the current security request, in the external resource name.

• FINAL
Indicates the end of SRTT specifications.
You can specify TYPE=FINAL only once. SRTT entries will be generated from the series of #SECRTT macros
beginning with the one that specifies TYPE=INITIAL.

#SECRTT Usage

User-Defined Resource Types

Resource-type-name can be a user-defined resource type. The valid SECBY specifications for a user-defined resource
type are EXTERNAL or OFF.

The following short resource type names are reserved by CA IDMS for future use. If you specify one of these short
resource type names in a #SECRTT assembly, an error message will be returned.

DDA                         DPAN

NSUB                        DPGM

DMSG                        DREC

DATT                        DSYS

DCLA                        DUSR

DUDE                        DDES

DAPP                        DLIN

DIAL                        DLTE

DELE                        DPTE

DFIL                        DQUE
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DLOD                        DTSK

DMAP                        DACT

DMOD

Order of EXTNAME Specification

The order of keywords that you specify in the EXTNAME parameter determines the order of fields in the external resource
name format. For example, suppose that you specify for RESTYPE=TASK the following parameter:

EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,ENVIR,SYSTEM,RESNAME)

The external resource name format for a task will be the following:

TASK.environment-name.system-name.task-identifier

Generating the #SECRTT Macro

To assemble and link edit the #SECRTT macro, you can use the appropriate JCL or commands.

NOTE
For more information, see the Security Macro JCL section.

However, it is recommended that you use SMP to assemble this macro.

NOTE
For more information, see "System Modification" in the CA IDMS Installation Manual for your operating system.

Using a Single Resource Class

In the following example, each resource type is assigned to the class IDMS. In each case, the resource type is part of the
external resource name format:

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

 

         #SECRTT RESTYPE=TASK,SECBY=EXTERNAL,                          X

               EXTCLS='IDMS',EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)

         #SECRTT RESTYPE=SPGM,SECBY=EXTERNAL,                          X

               EXTCLS='IDMS',EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,DDNAME,RESNAME)

         #SECRTT RESTYPE=ACTI,SECBY=EXTERNAL,                          X

               EXTCLS='IDMS',EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)
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#SECSGOF
#SECSGOF signs the user off the DC system.

#SECSGOF Authorization

Authorization requirements for use of #SECSGOF, if any, are maintained in the external security system.

#SECSGOF Syntax

►►─── #SECSGOF ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►─── RB= ─┬─ request-block-area-name ─┬──────────────────────────────────────►
           └─ request-block-address ───┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,FROMLTE= ─┬─ lte-area-name ─┬─┘
                 └─ lte-address ───┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►
   │               ┌──────── , ────────┐     │
   └─ ,RGSV= ── ( ─▼─ register-number ─┴─ ) ─┘ 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,CALL= ─┬─ YES ◄──┬─┘
              ├─ NO ────┤
              └─ ONLY ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,CLEAR= ─┬─ Yes ─┬─┘
               └─ No ──┘
 
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄────────────────┬─┘
               ├─ parameter-list-area-name ─┤
               └─ parameter-list-address ───┘

#SECSGOF Parameters

• RB=
Specifies the area containing the Security Request Block (SRB) associated with this request. This area is mapped by
#SECRB.
The location of the SRB is required because most of the other parameters coded on #SECSGOF will be stored in the
SRB.
This parameter is not required if CALL=ONLY.

• request-block-area-name
Identifies the symbolic name of the area containing the SRB.

• request-block-address
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Identifies the register containing the address of the SRB.
• ,FROMLTE=

Specifies the address of the Logical Terminal Element (LTE) for which signoff will be done.
If you do not specify FROMLTE=, signoff processing will use the task's primary LTE (that is, TCELTEA).

• lte-area-name
Identifies the symbolic name of a user-defined area containing the LTE address.

• lte-address
Identifies the register containing the LTE address.

• ,RGSV=
Specifies that one or more registers are to be saved across the call. This parameter is valid in system mode only.

• register-number
Specifies a register.
Register-number must be a numeric literal.
Register-number can be specified in the form Rn, where n is a numeric literal. This assumes that the symbol Rn has
been equated to the corresponding register number; for example:

R0   EQU   0

R1   EQU   1

R2   EQU   2

 .

 .

 .

R15  EQU  15

These assignments can be made with the macro #REGEQU or explicitly coded in the program.
• ,CALL=

Controls the expansion of the #SECSGOF macro.
If you omit the CALL parameter, the effect is the same as specifying CALL=YES.

• YES
Causes #SECSGOF to generate both the code to complete the SRB and the code to invoke the security system.

• NO
Causes #SECSGOF to generate the code to fill in the SRB fields, but not to build the parameter list or the call.

• ONLY
Causes #SECSGOF to generate only the code needed to invoke the security system.

• ,CLEAR=
Specifies whether you want the SRB to be initialized.
If you omit the CLEAR= parameter, the effect is the same as specifying CLEAR=YES. Exception: If CALL=ONLY, the
CLEAR parameter defaults to NO.

• Yes
Causes #SECSGOF to clear the SRB to binary zeros before the macro expansion begins to assign values.

• No
Indicates that the SRB should not be initialized.

• ,PLIST=
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Specifies the area in which to build the parameter list. The parameter list is a three-fullword storage area.
• SYSPLIST

Supplies the default name for the area that contains the parameter list.
• parameter-list-area-name

Identifies the symbolic name of a user-defined fullword-aligned field that contains the parameter list.
• parameter-list-address

Identifies the register containing the address of the parameter list.

#SECSGOF Usage

Substituting for RHDCSNOF

You can issue a #SECSGOF request instead of linking to RHDCSNOF. However, only RHDCSNOF frees all resources
associated with the user session.

Copying the Security Request Block

To issue the #SECSGOF macro, you must copy the Security Request Block. This block is mapped by the #SECRB
DSECT.

NOTE
For more information, see the documentation of #SECRB.

#SECSGOF Return Codes

The return code for a security check is stored in register 15 and the SRBXR15 field of the SRB. The following table lists
the possible return codes provided by the security system in response to a #SECSGOF macro:

Code Code Meaning Meaning
00 Request was successful
12 Interface/parameter list error

#SECSGON
#SECSGON initiates a login to the CA IDMS system and attempts to authenticate the user and validate the password.
Authorization requirements, as needed, are maintained in the external security system. For external security, the
password must be in the form of a phrase (passphrase). 

This article describes the following information:

#SECSGON Syntax

►►─── #SECSGON ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── RB= ─┬─ request-block-area-name ─┬──────────────────────────────────────►
           └─ request-block-address ───┘

 ►─── ,USERID= ─┬─ user-identifier-area-name ─┬───────────────────────────────►
                ├─ user-identifier-address ───┤
                └─ 'user-identifier' ─────────┘
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 ►─── ,PASSWRD= ─┬─ password-area-name ─┬─────────────────────────────────────►
                 ├─ password-address ───┤
                 └─ 'password' ─────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,NEWPASS= ─┬─ new-password-area-name ─┬─┘
                 ├─ new-password-address ───┤
                 └─ 'new-password' ─────────┘

 

 ►─── ,PASSPHR= ─┬─ passphrase-area-name ─┬─────────────────────────────────────►
                 ├─ passphrase-address ───┤
                 └─ 'passphrase' ─────────┘

 

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►
  └─ ,NEWPHR= ─┬─ new-passphrase-area-name ─┬─┘
               ├─ new-passphrase-address ───┤
               └─ 'new-passphrase' ─────────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,PASSTYP= ─┬─ CLEAR ◄──┬─┘
                 └─ ENCRYPT ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,SUPOFFM= ─┬─ YES ───┬─┘
                 └─ NO ◄───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,PASSCHK= ─┬─ YES ◄──┬─┘
                 └─ NO ────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,TOLTE= ─┬─ lte-area-name ─┬─┘
               └─ lte-address ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►
   │               ┌──────── , ────────┐     │
   └─ ,RGSV= ── ( ─▼─ register-number ─┴─ ) ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,CALL= ─┬─ YES ◄──┬─┘
              ├─ NO ────┤
              └─ ONLY ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ ,CLEAR= ─┬─ Yes ─┬─┘
               └─ No ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ ,PLIST= ─┬─ SYSPLIST ◄────────────────┬─┘
               ├─ parameter-list-area-name ─┤
               └─ parameter-list-address ───┘

#SECSGON Parameters

• RB=
Specifies the area containing the Security Request Block (SRB) associated with this request. This area is mapped by
#SECRB.
The location of the SRB is required because most of the other parameters that are coded on #SECSGON is stored in
the SRB.
This parameter is not required if CALL=ONLY.
– request-block-area-name

Identifies the symbolic name of the area containing the SRB.
– request-block-address

Identifies the register containing the address of the SRB.
• ,USERID=

Specifies the area containing the user ID being signed on.
– user-identifier-area-name

Identifies the symbolic name of the area containing the user ID.
– user-identifier-address

Identifies the register containing the address of the user ID.
– 'user-identifier'

Assigns the user ID as a literal character string.

Limits: 1 to 18 characters. If fewer than 18 characters it must be left-justified and padded with spaces or binary zeros.

• ,PASSWRD=
Specifies the area containing the password.
– password-area-name

Identifies the symbolic name of the area containing the password.
– password-address

Identifies the register containing the address of the password.
– 'password'
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Assigns the password as a literal character string.

Limits: 1 to 8 characters. If fewer than eight characters, it must be left-justified and padded with spaces or binary zeros.
PASSWRD is ignored if PASSCHK=NO is specified.

• ,NEWPASS=
Specifies the area containing the new password.
NEWPASS is ignored if PASSCHK=NO is specified.
– new-password-area-name

Identifies the symbolic name of the area containing the password.
– new-password-address

Identifies the register containing the address of the password.
– 'new-password'

Assigns the password as a literal character string.

Limits: 1 to 8 characters. If fewer than eight characters, it must be left-justified and padded with spaces or binary zeros.

• ,PASSPHR=
Specifies the area containing the passphrase, which is a password in the form of a phrase that is used for external
security.
– passphrase-area-name

Identifies the symbolic name of the area containing the passphrase.
– passphrase-address

Identifies the register containing the address of the passphrase.
– 'passphrase'

Assigns the passphrase as a literal character string.

Limits: 9 to 100 characters. If fewer than 100 characters, it must be left-justified and padded with binary zeros.
PASSPHR is ignored if PASSCHK=NO is specified.

NOTE

Passphrase limits may vary, depending on how external security is managed in your system environment.

• NEWPHR=
Specifies the area containing the new passphrase, which is a password in the form of a phrase that is used for external
security.
– new-passphrase-area-name

Identifies the symbolic name of the area containing the passphrase.
– new-passphrase-address

Identifies the register containing the address of the passphrase.
– 'new-passphrase'

Assigns the passphrase as a literal character string.

Limits: 9 to 100 characters. If fewer than 100 characters, it must be left-justified and padded with binary zeros.
NEWPHR is ignored if PASSCHK=NO is specified.

NOTE

Passphrase limits may vary, depending on how external security is managed in your system environment.

• ,PASSTYP=
Specifies whether the value supplied for PASSWRD is encrypted or in clear text.
If you omit PASSTYP and specify CLEAR=YES, the effect is the same as coding PASSTYP=CLEAR. If you omit
PASSTYP and specify CLEAR=NO, PASSTYP retains its prior setting.
– CLEAR
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Specifies that the password is not encrypted. If the login security is internal, CA IDMS encrypts the password.
– ENCRYPT

Specifies that the password that is supplied on this request is already encrypted.
• ,SUPOFFM=

Specifies whether a message should be issued if a user is signed on to the terminal associated with this request and
must be signed off.
If you omit SUPOFFM and specify CLEAR=YES, the effect is the same as specifying SUPOFFM=NO. If you omit
SUPOFFM and specify CLEAR=NO, SUPOFFM retains its prior setting.
– YES

Specifies that the signoff message should be suppressed.
– NO

Specifies that the signoff message should be issued.
• ,PASSCHK=

Indicates whether password validation should be performed as part of this login.
Password validation may be bypassed only if the requestor is in system mode. If a user-mode program issues a
#SECSGON with PASSCHK=NO, the request is rejected as invalid (return code 12). If you omit PASSCHK and specify
CLEAR=YES, the effect is the same as specifying PASSCHK=YES. If you omit PASSCHK and specify CLEAR=NO,
PASSCHK retains its prior setting.
– YES

Specifies that password validation should be performed as part of this request.
– NO

Specifies that no password validation should be performed as part of this request.
• ,TOLTE=

Specifies the address of the Logical Terminal Element (LTE) for which login is done.
If you do not specify TOLTE=, login processing uses the primary LTE (TCELTEA).
– lte-area-name

Identifies the symbolic name of a user-defined area containing the LTE address.
– lte-address

Identifies the register containing the LTE address.
• ,RGSV=

Specifies that one or more registers are to be saved across the call. The parameter is valid in system mode only.
– register-number

Specifies a register.
Register-number must be a numeric literal.
Register-number can be specified in the form Rn, where n is a numeric literal. This assumes that the symbol Rn has
been equated to the corresponding register number; for example:

R0   EQU   0

R1   EQU   1

R2   EQU   2

 .

 .

 .

R15  EQU  15
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These assignments can be made with the macro #REGEQU or explicitly coded in the program.
• ,CALL=

Controls the expansion of the #SECSGON macro.
If you omit the CALL parameter, the effect is the same as specifying CALL=YES.
– YES

Causes #SECSGON to generate both the code to complete the SRB and the code to invoke the security system.
– NO

Causes #SECSGON to generate the code to fill in the SRB fields, but not to build the parameter list or the call.
• ONLY

Causes #SECSGON to generate only the code that is needed to invoke the security system.
• ,CLEAR=

Specifies whether you want the SRB to be initialized.
If you omit the CLEAR= parameter, the effect is the same as specifying CLEAR=YES. Exception: If CALL=ONLY, the
CLEAR parameter defaults to NO.
– Yes

Causes #SECSGON to clear the SRB to binary zeros before the macro expansion begins to assign values.
– No

Indicates that the SRB should not be initialized.
• ,PLIST=

Specifies the area in which to build the parameter list. The parameter list is a three-fullword storage area.
• SYSPLIST

Assigns the default name for the area that contains the parameter list.
– parameter-list-area-name

Identifies the symbolic name of a user-defined fullword-aligned field that contains the parameter list.
– parameter-list-address

Identifies the register containing the address of the parameter list.

#SECSGON Usage

Substituting for RHDCSNON

All processing that is performed by RHDCSNON, including user profile processing, is also performed by #SECSGON,
except:

• Login CLIST processing
• Issuing the message DC258003, USER IS SIGNED ON

Copying the Security Request Block

To issue the #SECSGON macro, you must copy the Security Request Block. This block is mapped by the #SECRB
DSECT.

NOTE
For more information, see the documentation of #SECRB.

#SECSGON Return Codes

The return code for a login request is stored in register 15 and the SRBXR15 field of the SRB. The following table lists the
possible return codes that are provided by the security system in response to a #SECSGON macro:

00 Request was successful; access allowed
04 User identifier not found
08 User not authorized; access denied
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12 Interface/parameter list error
16 Password missing or invalid
20 Password has expired (this condition can result only if login is

externally secured)

NOTE
If MULTIPLE signon is enabled, and a user attempts to change the password while that user is signed on to
another terminal, SRBXR15 returns a value of 8 (ACCESS DENIED) but login completes successfully. SRB field
SRBXR0 contains reason code SRBXNNPW (password cannot be changed).

Notes on Security Statement Syntax
What is Authorization

You can execute a security statement if you have the required authorization. The required authorization is expressed in
terms of the privilege or privileges a user must hold. This appears immediately preceding the syntax diagram for each
security statement documented in the following sections.

Holders of SYSADMIN

A user who holds SYSADMIN privilege is authorized to execute all security statements. SYSADMIN is identified as the
required authorization in documentation of security statement syntax when it is the only privilege that qualifies the user to
execute the statement.

Resource Identifiers
What is an Identifier

Identifiers are the smallest lexical units used to name resources in the CA IDMS environment.

The following are examples of identifiers:

• Area-name
• User-identifier
• Task-identifier

Qualifying Identifiers

Identifiers for some resources may need to be qualified by other identifiers. For example, an area name is always qualified
by the name of the segment with which it is associated:

segment-name.area-name

Syntax diagrams in the sections that follow indicate when an identifier may be qualified and whether the qualifier is
required or optional.

Forming Identifiers

Valid Characters

An identifier consists of a combination of the following:
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• Letters (A through Z and a through z) -- See Delimited Identifiers for information on the significance of lowercase and
uppercase letters

• Digits (0 through 9)
• At sign (@)
• Dollar sign ($)
• Pound sign (#)
• Underscore (_)

The first character of an identifier must be a letter, @, $, or #.

Maximum Length

The maximum length of a given identifier is presented in Syntactic Limits.

Delimited Identifiers

Why Delimit Identifiers

You delimit an identifier in double quotation marks to do the following:

• Allow the use of special characters and blanks. An identifier enclosed in quotation marks can consist of any
combination of characters. For example, this is a valid identifier:

"&ATM*F(0517). MA"

To include a double quotation mark as part of the identifier itself, use two consecutive double quotation marks. For
example:

"M1K""L9&ZZ".

• Make case significant. When you enclose an identifier in quotation marks, CA IDMS does not convert lowercase
letters to uppercase.
Lowercase letters in quotation marks are not equal to uppercase letters or to lowercase letters that are not in quotation
marks. In the following example, the identifiers on the left all identify the same table; the identifier on the right identifies
a different table:

employee               "employee"

EMPLOYEE

"EMPLOYEE"

Placement of Quotation Marks

If one or more parts of a qualified identifier require quotation marks, place the quotation marks only around the individual
parts. Do not include two identifiers in one set of quotation marks. For example, both parts of the following qualified
identifier require quotation marks:

"temp-tab-1"."Commission to Date"

When you calculate the length of an identifier, do not include delimiting quotation marks.
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NOTE
The delimiter rules also apply to passwords using special characters or blanks even though passwords are not
delimiters.

Expansion of Table-Name
Contents

Represents a qualified or unqualified table, view, function, procedure, or table procedure identifier in an SQL statement.

Expansion of Table-Name Syntax

Expansion of table-name

►►──┬────────────────┬─┬─ table-identifier ────────────┬──────────────────────►◄
    └─ schema-name. ─┘ ├─ view-identifier ─────────────┤
                       ├─ procedure-identifier ────────┤
                       └─ table-procedure-identifier ──┘

Expansion of Table-Name Parameters

 

• schema-name
Specifies the schema with which the table, view, procedure or table procedure identified by table-identifier, view-
identifier, procedure-identifier, or table-procedure-identifier is associated.

• table-identifier
Identifies either a base table defined in the dictionary or a temporary table defined during the current transaction.

• view-identifier
Identifies a view defined in the dictionary.

• procedure-identifier
Identifies a procedure defined in the dictionary.

• function-identifier
Identifies a function defined in the dictionary.

• table-procedure-identifier
Identifies a table procedure defined in the dictionary.

Expansion of Authorization Identifier
Represents a user identifier or a group identifier in an authorization statement.

Expansion of Authorization Identifier Syntax
 ►►─┬─ user-identifier ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ group-identifier ─┘
 

Expansion of Authorization Identifier Parameters

• user-identifier
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Identifies a user.
• group-identifier

Identifies a group.

Expansion of Authorization Identifier Usage

User Catalog Definition

The CREATE/ALTER/DROP statements for USER manipulate the definitions of user-identifier in the user catalog.
Similarly, the CREATE/ALTER/DROP statements for GROUP manipulate the definitions of group-identifier in the user
catalog.

When you specify authorization-identifier in any other security statement (or in the ADD USER parameter of CREATE/
ALTER GROUP), authorization-identifier must be defined in the user catalog if either of these is true:

• The identifier is a user-identifier and security on the specified resource is enforced by CA IDMS internal security.
• The identifier is a group-identifier.

If authentication of users is handled by an external security system, user-identifier need not be defined in the user catalog.

Authorizing a User to Update a Table

In the following GRANT statement, the authorization identifier is the user identifier RES:

 grant update
    on table employee
    to res;
 

Revoking Execution Privileges from a Group

In the following GRANT statement, the authorization identifier is the group identifier ACCT_GRP_1:

 revoke execute
    on category emp_update
    from acct_grp_1;
 

Syntactic Limits
This table lists the maximum size or value, as applicable, of parameters you use in security syntax statements:

Item Maximum
user-identifier 18 characters
group-identifier 18 characters
Description of a user or group 40 characters
User password 8 characters
User-name 32 characters
Profile-name 18 characters
Attribute-keyword 8 characters
Attribute-value 32 characters
Application-name 8 characters
Category-name 32 characters
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Activity-name 18 characters
System-name 8 characters
Activity-number 256 (minimum = 1)

Syntax for Securing Global Resources
This section explains the syntax, parameters, command codes, examples, and usage.

ALTER GROUP
Modifies the definition of a group by adding users, dropping users, or changing the description of the group.

ALTER GROUP Authorization

To issue an ALTER GROUP statement, you must hold one of the following privileges:

• SYSADMIN
• ALTER privilege on the group

ALTER GROUP Syntax

►►─── ALTER GROUP group-identifier ───────────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ DESCRIPTION 'description' ─┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄
   │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                   ┌──────── , ────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ ADD ──┬─ USER ─▼─ user-identifier ─┴─┴─┘
       └─ DROP ─┘

ALTER GROUP Parameters

 

• group-identifier
Identifies the group to be modified.
Group-identifier must be a group that has been defined in the user catalog with the CREATE GROUP statement.

• DESCRIPTION 'description'
Supplies a description of group-identifier.
Description can be at most 40 characters in length.

• ADD
Adds the specified users to group-identifier.

• DROP
Drops the specified users from group-identifier.

• USER user-identifier
Identifies the user to be added to or dropped from group-identifier.
User-identifier must be a user that has been defined in the user catalog with the CREATE USER statement.
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ALTER GROUP Usage

No Nesting of Groups

You cannot add a group to another group. You can add only users to a group.

Adding Users to a Group

The following ALTER GROUP statement adds three users to the hr_corp group:

alter group hr_corp

  add user sam, flo, guy;

Dropping a User from a Group

In the following ALTER GROUP statement, user sue is dropped from the hr_corp group:

alter group hr_corp

  drop user sue;

ALTER USER
Modifies the definition of a user in the user catalog.

This article describes the following information:

ALTER USER Authorization

To issue an ALTER USER statement, you must hold one of the following privileges:

• SYSADMIN
• ALTER privilege on the user

ALTER USER Syntax

►►─── ALTER USER user-identifier ─────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ DESCRIPTION 'description' ─┘
 
 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ GROUP ─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────┬─┘
             └─ group-identifier ─┘
 
 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ NAME 'user-name' ─┘
 
 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PASSWORD ─┬─ password ─┬─┘
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                └─ NULL ─────┘
 
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ PROFILE ─┬─ profile-name ─┬─┘
               └─ NULL ─────────┘

ALTER USER Parameters

 

• user-identifier
Identifies the user to be modified.
User-identifier must be a user that has been defined in the user catalog with the CREATE USER statement.

• DESCRIPTION 'description'
Supplies a description of the user.
Description can be at most 40 characters in length.

• GROUP
Specifies the default group for user-identifier.

• PUBLIC
Identifies the group PUBLIC.
All users automatically belong to group PUBLIC.

• group-identifier
Identifies a group.
Group-identifier must be a group that has been defined in the user catalog with the CREATE GROUP statement.

• NAME 'user-name'
Supplies the name associated with user-identifier.
User-name can be at most 32 characters in length. This parameter is available for documentation; its value is not used
in CA IDMS security processing.

• PASSWORD password
Supplies the password associated with user-identifier.
Password can be at most eight characters in length.

• NULL
Removes the password defined for user-identifier in the user catalog.

• PROFILE
Specifies the user profile associated with the user-identifier.

• profile-name
Identifies a user profile.

• NULL
Removes the profile associated with user-identifier.
If NULL is specified, no user profile attributes will be established when the user executes CA IDMS software.

ALTER USER Usage

Null Password

If password is NULL and CA IDMS internal security is used to validate users, the user will be able to sign on to a system
without supplying a password.

Changing the Default Group and User Profile

The following ALTER USER statement specifies a new default group and user profile for user sue:
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alter user sue

  group hr_corp

  profile hr_prof;

ALTER USER More Information

 

• For more information about users, see Create User and DROP USER.
• For more information about user profiles, see CREATE USER PROFILE.
• For more information about the ALTER privilege, see GRANT Definition Privileges.

ALTER USER PROFILE

Modifies the definition of a user profile in the user catalog.

ALTER USER PROFILE Authorization

To issue an ALTER USER PROFILE statement, you must hold one of the following privileges:

• SYSADMIN
• ALTER privilege on the user profile

ALTER USER PROFILE Syntax

►►─── ALTER USER PROFILE profile-name ────────────────────────────────────────►
 
                  ┌──────────── , ────────────┐
 ►─── ATTRIBUTEs ─▼─ attribute-specification ─┴───────────────────────────────►◄

Expansion of Attribute-Specification

►►── attribute-keyword = ' ─┬─┬──────────┬─┬─ &USER. ───┬─┬──────────┬─┬─ ' ──►
                            │ └─ prefix ─┘ ├─ &GROUP. ──┤ └─ suffix ─┘ │
                            │              └─ &SYSTEM. ─┘              │
                            ├─ attribute-value ────────────────────────┤
                            └─ NULL ───────────────────────────────────┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ OVERRIDE ─┬─ YES ─┬┘
                └─ NO ──┘

ALTER USER PROFILE Parameters
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• profile-name
Identifies the profile to be modified.
Profile-name must be a profile that has been defined in the user catalog with the CREATE USER PROFILE statement.

• ATTRIBUTEs attribute-specification
Supplies one or more attributes of the profile.
An attribute is a keyword and an associated value for the keyword.

• attribute-keyword =
Specifies the attribute keyword whose value is to be added, replaced, or removed.
An identifier of not more than eight characters can be used as an attribute keyword.

NOTE
Certain keywords have special significance to the CA IDMS runtime environment. For a list of these
keywords and discussion of their meaning, see section "System Profiles" in the CA IDMS System Tasks and
Operator Reference section.

• &USER
Supplies the attribute value. It is a substitution parameter.
The value of &USER is equal to the user ID of the user on whose behalf the user profile is invoked.

• &GROUP
Represents the current group. It is a substitution parameter. The value of &GROUP is equal to the name of the default
group for the current user.

• &SYSTEM
Supplies the attribute value. It is a substitution parameter.
The value of &SYSTEM is equal to the SYSTEM ID value for the current system in the SYSTEM statement of system
generation, or 'BATCH' in the case of local mode execution.

• prefix
Supplies a prefix for the value in the substitution parameter.

• suffix
Supplies a suffix for the value in the substitution parameter.

• attribute-value
Provides the value portion of the attribute specification.
Attribute-value may be at most 32 characters in length and must be enclosed in single quotation marks if it contains
embedded blanks or special characters other than @, $, and #.

• NULL
Removes the attribute from profile-name.

• OVERRIDE
Specifies whether the user can modify the attribute specification with a DCUF SET PROFILE command.
YES allows the user to override the attribute specification. NO prevents the user from overriding the attribute
specification.
If OVERRIDE is not specified and the attribute keyword already exists in the profile, the OVERRIDE value remains
the same. If OVERRIDE is not specified and the attribute keyword does not exist in the profile, the OVERRIDE value
defaults to YES.

ALTER USER PROFILE Usage

Nesting Profiles

The attribute keyword INCLUDE specifies that attribute-value identifies another profile. The attributes of the included, or
nested, profile are added to those of the current profile.

Up to 10 levels of nesting are supported.

Substitution Parameters

The value of a substitution parameter in attribute-specification:
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• Must not exceed 32 characters, including a prefix and suffix
• Must not contain special characters other than @, $, and #

The following ALTER USER PROFILE statement defines two attributes in an existing profile:

alter user profile corp_dev

  attributes

    dept='5621',

    prtdest='wwuav';

ALTER USER PROFILE More Information

 

• For more information about creating a user profile, see CREATE USER PROFILE.
• For more information about dropping a user profile, see DROP USER PROFILE.
• For more information about attributes, see section "System Profiles" in the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator

Reference section.

CREATE GROUP

Creates the definition of a group of users.

CREATE GROUP Authorization

To issue a CREATE GROUP statement, you must hold one of the following privileges:

• SYSADMIN
• CREATE privilege on the group

CREATE GROUP Syntax

►►─── CREATE GROUP group-identifier ──────────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ DESCRIPTION 'description' ─┘
 
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄
   │ ┌──────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │            ┌──────── , ────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─ ADD USER ─▼─ user-identifier ─┴─┴─┘

CREATE GROUP Parameters

 

• group-identifier
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Identifies the group to be created.
Group-identifier can be at most 18 characters in length. It must be unique among the set of authorization identifiers
(users and groups) in the user catalog.

NOTE
For more information on identifiers, see section Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

• DESCRIPTION 'description'
Supplies a description of the group.
Description can be at most 40 characters in length. This parameter is available for documentation; its value is not used
in CA IDMS security processing.

• ADD USER user-identifier
Adds the specified user to group-identifier.

NOTE
For more information on identifiers, see section Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

CREATE GROUP Usage

No Nesting of Groups

You cannot add a group to another group. You can only add users to a group.

This statement creates a group of users for data communications administrators:

create group dca_group

  description 'Authorization group for DCAs'

  add user dca_s15, dca_sys16, dca_sys17, dca_sys18, dca_sys19;

CREATE GROUP More Information

 

• For more information on groups, see ALTER GROUP and DROP GROUP.
• For more information on creating a user, see CREATE USER.
• For more information on the CREATE privilege, see GRANT Definition Privileges.

CREATE USER
Creates the definition of a user in the user catalog.

This article describes the following information:

CREATE USER Authorization

To issue a CREATE USER statement, you must hold one of the following privileges:

• SYSADMIN
• CREATE privilege on the user

CREATE USER Syntax
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►►─── CREATE USER user-identifier ────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ DESCRIPTION 'description' ─┘
 
 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ GROUP ─┬─ PUBLIC ◄──────────┬─┘
             └─ group-identifier ─┘
 
 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ NAME 'user-name' ─┘
 
 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PASSWORD ─┬─ password ─┬─┘
                └─ NULL ─────┘
 
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ PROFILE ─┬─ profile-name ─┬─┘
               └─ NULL ─────────┘

CREATE USER Parameters

 

• user-identifier
Identifies the user to be created.
User-identifier can be at most 18 characters in length. It must be unique among the set of authorization identifiers
(users and groups) in the user catalog.

NOTE
For more information on identifiers, see Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

• DESCRIPTION 'description'
Supplies a description of the user.
Description can be at most 40 characters in length. This parameter is available for documentation; its value is not used
in CA IDMS security processing.

• GROUP
Specifies the default group of user-identifier.

• PUBLIC
Identifies the group PUBLIC.

• group-identifier
Identifies a group.
If group-identifier has been defined in the user catalog, the user is added to the group. If group-identifier has not been
defined in the user catalog, an error message is issued and the user is not added to the group.

NOTE
For more information on identifiers, see Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

• NAME 'user-name'
Supplies a name to be associated with user-identifier in the user catalog.
User-name can be at most 32 characters in length. This parameter is available for documentation; its value is not used
in CA IDMS security processing.

• PASSWORD password
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Supplies a password for user-identifier.
Password may be at most eight characters in length.

• NULL
Specifies that no password is defined for user-identifier in the user catalog.

• PROFILE
Specifies a user profile to be associated with user-identifier.

• profile-name
Identifies a user profile.
Profile-name must be a user profile defined in the user catalog with the CREATE USER PROFILE statement.

• NULL
Specifies that no profile is associated with user-identifier.
If NULL is specified, no user profile attributes will be established when the user executes CA IDMS software.

CREATE USER Usage

Null Password

If password is NULL and CA IDMS internal security is used to validate users, the user will be able to sign on to a system
without supplying a password.

Creating a Named User

This statement creates a user ID for an individual:

create user tim

  name 'Thomas McNall'

  password qwerty

  profile dev_prof;

Creating a Generic User

This statement creates a user ID for a given role:

create user dca_s18

  description 'Administrator for System 18'

  group dca_group

  password s18pass;

CREATE USER More Information

 

• For more information on users, see ALTER USER and DROP USER.
• For more information on user profiles, see CREATE USER PROFILE.
• For more information on the CREATE privilege, see GRANT Definition Privileges.
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CREATE USER PROFILE

Creates the definition of a user profile in the user catalog.

CREATE USER PROFILE Authorization

To issue a CREATE USER PROFILE statement, you must hold one of the following privileges:

• SYSADMIN
• CREATE privilege on the user profile

CREATE USER PROFILE Syntax

►►─── CREATE USER PROFILE profile-name ───────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄
   │              ┌──────────── , ────────────┐ │
   └─ ATTRIBUTEs ─▼─ attribute-specification ─┴─┘

Expansion of Attribute-Specification

►►── attribute-keyword = ' ─┬─┬──────────┬─┬─ &USER. ───┬─┬──────────┬─┬─ ' ──►
                            │ └─ prefix ─┘ ├─ &GROUP. ──┤ └─ suffix ─┘ │
                            │              └─ &SYSTEM. ─┘              │
                            └─ attribute-value ────────────────────────┘
 
 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ OVERRIDE ─┬─ YES ◄──┬─┘
                └─ NO ────┘

CREATE USER PROFILE Parameters

 

• profile-name
Identifies the profile to be created.
Profile-name can be at most 18 characters in length.

• ATTRIBUTEs attribute-specification
Specifies one or more attributes of the profile.
An attribute is a keyword and an associated value for the keyword.

• attribute-keyword =
Specifies the attribute keyword.
An identifier of not more than eight characters can be used as an attribute keyword.

NOTE
Certain keywords have special significance to the CA IDMS runtime environment. For a list of these
keywords and discussion of their meaning, see "System Profiles" in the CA IDMS System Tasks and
Operator Reference section.

• &USER
Is a substitution parameter that supplies the attribute value.
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The value of &USER is equal to the user ID of the user on whose behalf the user profile is invoked.
• &GROUP

Is a substitution parameter representing the current group. The value of &GROUP is equal to the name of the default
group for the current user.

• &SYSTEM
Is a substitution parameter that supplies the attribute value.
The value of &SYSTEM is equal to the SYSTEM ID value for the current system in the SYSTEM statement of system
generation, or 'BATCH' in the case of local mode execution.

• prefix
Supplies a prefix for the value in the substitution parameter.

• suffix
Supplies a suffix for the value in the substitution parameter.

• attribute-value
Supplies the value portion of the attribute specification.
Attribute-value may be at most 32 characters in length and must be enclosed in single quotation marks if it contains
embedded blanks or special characters other than @,$, and #.

• OVERRIDE
Specifies whether the user can modify the attribute specification with a DCUF SET PROFILE command.
YES allows the user to override the attribute specification. NO prevents the user from overriding the attribute
specification.

CREATE USER PROFILE Usage

Nesting Profiles

The attribute keyword INCLUDE specifies that attribute-value identifies another profile. The attributes of the included, or
nested, profile are added to those of the current profile.

Up to 10 levels of nesting are supported.

Substitution Parameters

The value of a substitution parameter in attribute-specification:

• Must not exceed 32 characters, including a prefix and suffix
• Must not contain special characters other than @, $, and #

The following CREATE USER PROFILE statement creates a profile with two attributes:

create user profile corp_dev

  attributes

    dept='1237',

    prtdest='gdnc03';

CREATE USER PROFILE More Information
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• For more information on altering a user profile, see ALTER USER PROFILE.
• For more information on dropping a user profile, see DROP USER PROFILE.
• For more information on attributes, see section "System Profiles" in the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator

Reference section.

DROP GROUP

Deletes the definition of a group from the user catalog.

DROP GROUP Authorization

To issue a DROP GROUP statement, you must hold one of the following privileges:

• SYSADMIN
• DROP privilege on the group

DROP GROUP Syntax

►►─── DROP GROUP group-identifier ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DROP GROUP Parameters

 

• group-identifier
Identifies the group to be dropped.
Group-identifier must be a group that has been defined in the user catalog with the CREATE GROUP statement.

DROP GROUP Usage

Group PUBLIC

You cannot drop the group PUBLIC.

Implicitly Revoking Privileges

When you drop a group, you automatically revoke all privileges that have been granted to the group. Thus, a user who
was in the dropped group no longer holds privileges received as a result of membership in the group.

Issuing DROP GROUP Before and After SDEL Execution

The first time you issue a DROP GROUP statement for a group identifier, the identifier is flagged for logical deletion.
To delete all privileges associated with each logically deleted group, you execute the SDEL task in each system of the
domain and against each dictionary in the system that contains security definitions. (The system dictionary and each
application dictionary with an SQL catalog component contain security definitions.) Then you reissue the DROP GROUP
statement to physically delete the group from the user catalog.

NOTE
If the SDEL task has been defined as an autotask and is invoked at startup, all dictionaries are processed if a
logically deleted group is found. If SDEL is invoked manually, each dictionary must be processed separately.

For more information on the SDEL task, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

If you physically delete a group before running SDEL on all systems, follow the following steps:

1. Create the group again.
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2. Drop the group once.
3. Run SDEL on all systems and dictionaries.
4. Drop the group a second time.

The following DROP GROUP statement drops the definition of the corp_admin group and implicitly revokes all privileges
that have been granted to the group:

drop group corp_admin;

DROP GROUP More Information

 

• For more information on creating and altering a group, see CREATE GROUP and Alter Group.
• For more information on granting and revoking privileges, see descriptions of GRANT and REVOKE statements in the

following sections:
– GRANT Definition Privileges
– REVOKE Definition Privileges
– Syntax for Securing System Resources
– Syntax for Securing Database Resources

DROP USER

Deletes the definition of a user from the user catalog and drops the user from all groups of which the user is a member.

To complete a physical deletion from the user catalog, you must issue the DROP USER statement two times, as
described in the "Usage" section following the parameter descriptions.

DROP USER Authorization

To issue a DROP USER statement, you must hold one of the following privileges:

• SYSADMIN
• DROP privilege on the user

DROP USER Syntax

►►─── DROP USER user-identifier ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DROP USER Parameters

 

• user-identifier
Identifies the user to be dropped.
User-identifier must be a user that has been defined in the user catalog with the CREATE USER statement.

DROP USER Usage

Issuing DROP USER Before and After SDEL Execution
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The first time you issue a DROP USER statement for a user identifier, the identifier is flagged for logical deletion. To
delete all privileges associated with each logically deleted user, you execute the SDEL task in each system of the domain
and against each dictionary in the system that contains security definitions. (The system dictionary and each application
dictionary with an SQL catalog component contain security definitions.) Then you reissue the DROP USER statement to
physically delete the user from the user catalog.

NOTE
If the SDEL task has been defined as an autotask and is invoked at startup, all dictionaries are processed if a
logically deleted user is found. If SDEL is invoked manually, each dictionary must be processed separately.

For more information on the SDEL task, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

If you physically delete a user before running SDEL on all systems, follow these steps:

1. Create the user again.
2. Drop the user once.
3. Run SDEL on all systems and dictionaries.
4. Drop the user a second time.

Implicitly Revoking Privileges

When you drop a user, you implicitly revoke all privileges that have been granted to the user.

The following DROP USER statement removes the definition of user sue from the user catalog and removes user sue
from any group to which user sue was assigned:

drop user sue;

DROP USER More Information

 

• For more information on creating and altering a user, see CREATE USER and ALTER USER.
• For more information on granting and revoking privileges, see descriptions of GRANT and REVOKE statements in the

following sections:
– GRANT Definition Privileges
– REVOKE Definition Privileges
– Syntax for Securing System Resources
– Syntax for Securing Database Resources

DROP USER PROFILE

Deletes the definition of a user profile from the user catalog.

DROP USER PROFILE Authorization

To issue a DROP USER PROFILE statement, you must hold one of the following privileges:

• SYSADMIN
• DROP privilege on the user profile

DROP USER PROFILE Syntax

►►─── DROP USER PROFILE profile-name ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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DROP USER PROFILE Parameters

 

• profile-name
Identifies the profile to be dropped.
Profile-name must be a profile that has been defined in the user catalog with the CREATE USER PROFILE statement.

DROP USER PROFILE Usage

Users Associated With Profiles That are Dropped

If you drop a profile specified in a user definition, no user profile attributes will be associated with the user session.

The following DROP USER PROFILE statement removes the definition of the hr_prof profile from the user catalog:

drop user profile hr_prof;

DROP USER PROFILE More Information

 

• For more information about creating and altering a user profile, see CREATE USER PROFILE and ALTER USER
PROFILE.

• For more information about defining users, see CREATE USER and ALTER USER.

GRANT Administration Privilege

Gives one or more users SYSADMIN privilege.

GRANT Administration Privilege Authorization

To grant SYSADMIN privilege, you must hold SYSADMIN privilege.

GRANT Administration Privilege Syntax

►►─── GRANT SYSADMIN ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

          ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── TO ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴─────────────────────────────────►◄
            └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

GRANT Administration Privilege Parameters

 

• SYSADMIN
Specifies that you are giving SYSADMIN privilege to the users or groups identified in the TO parameter.

• TO
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Specifies the users or groups to whom you are giving SYSADMIN privilege.
• PUBLIC

Specifies all users.

WARNING
If you grant SYSADMIN to PUBLIC, any user can administer the security system.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

GRANT Administration Privilege Usage

Ultimate Authority to Grant and Revoke

SYSADMIN controls access to all resources. A user with SYSADMIN privilege can grant and revoke any privilege on any
resource in the domain.

Caution in Granting SYSADMIN

A user to whom you grant SYSADMIN privilege can administer the security system. If you grant SYSADMIN to PUBLIC,
any user can administer the security system.

NOTE
If resource type SYSA is unsecured in the SRTT, any user can administer the security system.

You can decentralize security administration by granting DCADMIN and DBADMIN privileges to users.

NOTE
For more information on the DCADMIN and DBADMIN administration privileges, see the following sections:

• Securing Database Resources
• Syntax for Securing Database Resources

Granting SYSADMIN to the Security Administrator

The following GRANT statement gives SYSADMIN privilege to group secadmin:

grant sysadmin

  to secadmin;

GRANT Administration Privilege More Information

For more information about revoking SYSADMIN privilege, see REVOKE Administration Privilege.

GRANT Definition Privileges

Gives one or more users or groups the privilege of performing definition functions on users, groups, or user profiles in the
user catalog.

GRANT Definition Privileges Authorization

To grant a definition privilege on a user catalog resource, you must hold one of the following privileges:
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• The corresponding grantable privilege (you can grant the privilege, but you cannot specify WITH GRANT OPTION)
• SYSADMIN privilege

GRANT Definition Privileges Syntax

►►─── GRANT ─┬─ DEFINE ──────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
             │ ┌────── , ──────┐ │
             └─▼─┬─ ALTER ───┬─┴─┘
                 ├─ CREATE ──┤
                 ├─ DISPLAY ─┤
                 └─ DROP ────┘
 
 ►─── ON ─┬─ GROUP group-identifier ────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
          ├─ USER user-identifier ──────┤
          └─ USER PROFILE profile-name ─┘
 
          ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── TO -▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►
            └─ authorization-identifier ─┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ WITH GRANT OPTION ─┘

GRANT Definition Privileges Parameters

 

• DEFINE
Gives the ALTER, CREATE, and DROP privileges on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or
groups identified in the TO parameter.

• ALTER
Gives the ALTER privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
The ALTER privilege on a resource allows the user to modify the resource definition.

• CREATE
Gives the CREATE privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
The CREATE privilege on a resource allows the user to define the resource.

• DISPLAY
Gives the DISPLAY privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
The DISPLAY privilege allows the user to issue a DISPLAY RESOURCE statement on the named resource. The
grantable DISPLAY privilege allows a user to issue a DISPLAY PRIVILEGES statement on the named resource.

• DROP
Gives the DROP privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
The DROP privilege on a resource allows the user to delete the definition of the resource.

• ON
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Specifies the resource to which the specified definition privileges apply.
• GROUP group-identifier

Identifies a group.
You can wildcard group-identifier.

NOTE
For more information, see Using a Wildcard.

• USER user-identifier
Identifies a user.
You can wildcard user-identifier.

NOTE
For more information, see Using a Wildcard.

• USER PROFILE profile-name
Identifies a user profile.
You can wildcard profile-name.

NOTE
For more information, see Using a Wildcard.

• TO
Specifies the users to whom you are giving definition privileges.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in the section Notes on Security Statement
Syntax.

• WITH GRANT OPTION
Gives the privilege of granting the specified definition privileges to the users or groups identified in the TO parameter.
A privilege granted with the WITH GRANT OPTION is called a grantable privilege.

GRANT Definition Privileges Usage

Granting Definition Privilege with a Wildcard

By wildcarding the resource name when you grant a definition privilege, you allow a user to define multiple resources that
are named with the same beginning characters.

For example, if you grant DEFINE privilege on user profile HR_* to group HR_ADMIN (see the following example), you
allow the human resources administrative group to create, alter, and drop profiles that begin with the characters 'HR_'.

The DEFINE Keyword

When you use the DEFINE keyword with a GRANT statement, you grant a set of definition privileges on a resource to one
or more users or groups.

When you use the DEFINE keyword with a REVOKE statement, you revoke all definition privileges that have been
previously granted on the resource from the specified users or groups.

This means that if you GRANT CREATE privilege on a resource, you can revoke the privilege with either a REVOKE
CREATE statement or a REVOKE DEFINE statement. Using REVOKE DEFINE is an efficient technique when you intend
to revoke all definition privileges on the resource from a user or group, whether the privileges were granted singly or as a
set.

Similarly, you can GRANT DEFINE on a resource to a user and then REVOKE DROP on the resource from the same
user. This is an efficient technique for granting all but one definition privilege.
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The following GRANT statement gives the HR_ADMIN group the privilege to define user profiles that begin 'HR_':

grant define

  on user profile hr_*

  to hr_admin;

GRANT Definition Privileges More Information

For more information about revoking definition privileges, see REVOKE Administration Privilege.

REVOKE Administration Privilege

Revokes SYSADMIN privilege from a user or group.

REVOKE Administration Privilege Authorization

To revoke SYSADMIN privilege, you must hold SYSADMIN privilege.

REVOKE Administration Privilege Syntax

►►─── REVOKE SYSADMIN ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
            ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── FROM -▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────►◄
              └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

REVOKE Administration Privilege Parameters

 

• SYSADMIN
Specifies that you are revoking SYSADMIN privilege from the users or groups named in the FROM parameter.

• FROM
Specifies the users or groups from whom you are revoking SYSADMIN privilege.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in the section Notes on Security Statement
Syntax.

REVOKE Administration Privilege Usage

Revoking SYSADMIN from All Users
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If the SYSA resource type is secured in the SRTT and SYSADMIN is revoked from all users and groups that hold
SYSADMIN privilege, no user has the privilege to grant SYSADMIN and, therefore, no user has overall authority to
administer the security system.

In this situation, you must turn off security for the SYSA resource type in the SRTT. With SYSA security off, any user
can grant SYSADMIN privilege. Once you have granted the privilege to the appropriate users, you reactivate security for
SYSA.

Revoking SYSADMIN from PUBLIC

This statement revokes SYSADMIN privilege from the group PUBLIC:

revoke sysadmin

  from public;

REVOKE Administration Privilege More Information

 

• For more information about grant SYSADMIN privilege, see GRANT Administration Privilege.
• For more information about the role of the SYSADMIN user, see Securing Global Resources.

REVOKE Definition Privileges

Revokes from one or more users or groups the privilege of performing definition functions on a user, group, or user profile
in the user catalog.

REVOKE Definition Privileges Authorization

To revoke a definition privilege on a global resource, you must hold one of the following privileges:

• SYSADMIN privilege
• The corresponding grantable privilege

REVOKE Definition Privileges Syntax

►►─── REVOKE ─┬─ DEFINE ──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►
              │ ┌────── , ──────┐ │
              └─▼─┬─ ALTER ───┬─┴─┘
                  ├─ CREATE ──┤
                  ├─ DISPLAY ─┤
                  └─ DROP ────┘
 
 ►─── ON ─┬─ GROUP group-identifier ────┬─────────────────────────────────────►
          ├─ USER user-identifier ──────┤
          └─ USER PROFILE profile-name ─┘
 
            ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── FROM ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────►◄
              └─ authorization-identifier ─┘
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REVOKE Definition Privileges Parameters

 

• DEFINE
Revokes the ALTER, CREATE, and DROP privileges on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or
groups identified in the FROM parameter.

• ALTER
Revokes the ALTER privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in the
FROM parameter.

• CREATE
Revokes the CREATE privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in
the FROM parameter.

• DISPLAY
Revokes the DISPLAY privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in
the FROM parameter.

• DROP
Revokes the DROP privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in the
FROM parameter.

• ON
Specifies the resource to which the definition privileges apply.

• GROUP group-identifier
Identifies a group.

• USER user-identifier
Identifies a user.

• USER PROFILE profile-name
Identifies a user profile.

• FROM
Specifies the users or groups from whom you are revoking definition privileges.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

REVOKE Definition Privileges Usage

The DEFINE keyword

When you use the DEFINE keyword with a GRANT statement, you grant a set of definition privileges on a resource to one
or more users or groups.

When you use the DEFINE keyword with a REVOKE statement, you revoke all definition privileges that have been
previously granted on the resource from the specified users or groups.

This means that if you GRANT CREATE privilege on a resource, you can revoke the privilege with either a REVOKE
CREATE statement or a REVOKE DEFINE statement. Using REVOKE DEFINE is an efficient technique when you intend
to revoke all definition privileges on the resource from a user or group, whether the privileges were granted singly or as a
set.
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Similarly, you can GRANT DEFINE on a resource to a user and then REVOKE DROP on the resource from the same
user. This is an efficient technique for granting all but one definition privilege.

Using a Wildcard When Revoking Definition Privilege

If you use a wildcard in the resource name in a REVOKE statement, the wildcarded name must match the wildcarded
name used in a previous GRANT statement. Similarly, if definition privilege was granted on a wildcarded resource name, it
can be revoked only by specifying the same name in the REVOKE statement.

For example, assume that this grant has been made:

grant define

  on user profile hr*

  to user1, user2, user3;

• To revoke the privilege, you must specify HR* in the REVOKE statement.
• If you revoke DEFINE on user profile HRA from USER1, it has no effect on the privilege granted in the preceding

example.

The following statement revokes the privilege to define certain user profiles from the hr_corp group:

revoke define

  on user profile hr_*

  from hr_corp;

REVOKE Definition Privileges More Information

For more information about granting definition privilege, see GRANT Definition Privileges.

Syntax for Securing System Resources
This section explains the syntax, parameters, command codes, examples, and usage of the following Resources:

ALTER RESOURCE

Modifies the definition of an activity or a category in the system dictionary.

Authorization

To modify a system, activity, or category definition, you must hold one of these privileges:

• DCADMIN
• SYSADMIN

Syntax

►►─── ALTER RESOURCE ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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 ►─┬─ ACTIVITY application-name.activity-name NUMBER activity-number ─┬───────►◄
   │                          ┌─────────────────────────────────┐     │
   └─ CATEGORY category-name ─▼─┬─ ADD ──┬─ category-component ─┴─────┘
                                └─ DROP ─┘

Expansion of Category-Component

                     ┌─────────────────────── , ────────────────────────┐
►►─┬─ ACCESS MODULE ─▼─ dictionary-name.schema-name.access-module-name ─┴─┬───►◄
   │               ┌─────────────────── , ────────────────────┐           │
   ├─ LOAD MODULE ─▼─ dictionary-name.Vnnnn.load-module-name ─┴───────────┤
   │           ┌───────────── , ──────────┐                               │
   ├─ PROGRAM ─▼─ file-name.program-name ─┴───────────────────────────────┤
   │         ┌────── , ─────┐                                             │
   ├─ QUEUE ─▼─ queue-name ─┴─────────────────────────────────────────────┤
   │            ┌───────────────────── , ─────────────────────┐           │
   ├─ RUNUNIT ──▼─ database-name.subschema-name.program-name ─┴───────────┤
   │        ┌───── , ─────┐                                               │
   └─ TASK ─▼─ task-code ─┴───────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Parameters

• ACTIVITY
Specifies that you are modifying the security definition of an activity.

• application-name
Identifies the application that includes the activity to be altered.

• activity-name
Identifies the application activity to be altered.
The activity must have been previously defined with a CREATE RESOURCE statement.

• NUMBER activity-number
Specifies the security classification number to be assigned to the activity.
Activity-number must be in the range 1 to 256 and must be unique for the application.

• CATEGORY category-name
Specifies that you are modifying the definition of a category.
Category-name must have been previously defined with a CREATE RESOURCE statement.

• ADD
Specifies that you are adding a component to the category.

• DROP
Specifies that you are dropping a component from the category.

• category-component
Identifies the component to be added to or dropped from the category.
Expanded syntax for category-component directly follows syntax for ALTER RESOURCE.
A component that has been assigned to a category cannot be assigned to a second category.
You can wildcard the name of the category component.
Note: For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

• ACCESS MODULE
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Specifies that the category component is an access module.
If you drop an access module from a category, users with execution privilege on the category may no longer be able to
execute the access module.

• dictionary-name
Identifies the dictionary where the access module is stored (DDLCATLOD area).

• schema-name
Identifies the schema with which the access module is associated.

• access-module-name
Identifies the access module.

• LOAD MODULE
Specifies that the category component is a load module.
If you drop a load module from a category, users with execution privilege on the category may no longer be able to
execute the load module.

• dictionary-name
Identifies the dictionary where the load module is stored (DDLDCLOD area).

• Vnnnn
Specifies the version of the load module.
Nnnn identifies the version number of the load module. Leading zeros must be included.

• load-module-name
Identifies the load module.
Load-module-name must match the name of an entity defined in the dictionary by means of a CA IDMS or CA ADS
compiler.

• PROGRAM
Specifies that the category component is a program.
If you drop a program from a category, users with execution privilege on the category may no longer be able to execute
the program.

• file-name
Supplies the external file name of the load library where the program is stored.
File-name is either 'CDMSLIB' or 'Vnnnn' where nnnn identifies the version number (2 - 9999) of the program. Nnnn
must include leading zeroes.

• program-name
Identifies the program.

• QUEUE
Specifies that the category component is a queue.
If you drop a queue from a category, users with execution privilege on the category may no longer be able to create or
access the queue.

• queue-name
Identifies the queue.

• RUNUNIT
Specifies that the category component is a run unit.
If you drop a run unit from a category, users with execution privilege on the category may no longer be able to execute
the run unit.

• database-name
Specifies the database to be accessed by the run unit.

• subschema-name
Specifies the subschema to be used by the run unit.

• program-name
Specifies the name of the program binding the run unit.

• TASK
Specifies that the category component is a task.
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If you drop a task from a category, users with execution privilege on the category may no longer be able to execute the
task.

• task-code
Identifies the task.

Usage

Execution Privilege on Individual Access Modules

You can give access module execution privilege by issuing a GRANT EXECUTE ON ACCESS MODULE statement.
However, if you subsequently add the same access module to a category, the separate grant of access module execution
is ignored at runtime.

If you then drop the access module from the category, and you have not revoked the separate grant of access module
execution privilege, the privilege will again be respected at runtime.

Matching Wildcarded Category Component Names

If you use a wildcard when you specify a category component name, the category to which the resource is assigned is the
one that most closely matches the resource name.

A match is determined by these rules:

• The resource name must match the category component name character for character up to the wildcard in order to be
assigned to the category.

• If the resource name matches more than one category component name up to the wildcard, the resource is assigned
to the category in which the most number of characters match.

For example, assume you add these two category component definitions:

alter resource category hr_prod

  add load module hrdict.v0001*;

alter resource category hr_test

  add load module hrdict.*;

A load module named HRDICT.V0001.HRMAP1 will be assigned to category HR_PROD, whereas load module
HRDICT.V0002.HRMAP1 will be assigned to category HR_TEST.

Altering Categories After a Grant

If a component is added to a category with ALTER RESOURCE after a grant of privilege on the category, the privilege is
implicitly granted on the added component. Similarly, if a component is dropped from a category with ALTER RESOURCE
after a grant of privilege on the category, the privilege on the dropped component is implicitly revoked.

Examples

Altering an Activity: The following statement assigns a new number to an
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existing activity created for a General Ledger application:

alter resource

activity cgl.post

number 5;

Altering a Category: The following statement replaces a resource in an

existing category created for a General Ledger application:

alter resource

category glappl

drop queue fl*

add queue gl*;

More information

For more information on creating and dropping resources, see the topics CREATE RESOURCE and DROP RESOURCE.

CREATE RESOURCE

Creates the definition of a system, activity, or category in the system dictionary.

Authorization

To create a system, activity, or category definition, you must hold one of these privileges:

• DCADMIN
• SYSADMIN

Syntax

►►─── CREATE RESOURCE ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ ACTIVITY application-name.activity-name NUMBER activity-number ─┬───────►◄
   │                          ┌──────────────────────────┐            │
   ├─ CATEGORY category-name ─▼─ ADD category-component ─┴────────────┤
   │                                                                  │
   └─ SYSTEM system-identifier ───────────────────────────────────────┘

Expansion of Category-Component
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                     ┌─────────────────────── , ────────────────────────┐
►►─┬─ ACCESS MODULE ─▼─ dictionary-name.schema-name.access-module-name ─┴─┬───►◄
   │               ┌─────────────────── , ────────────────────┐           │
   ├─ LOAD MODULE ─▼─ dictionary-name.Vnnnn.load-module-name ─┴───────────┤
   │           ┌───────────── , ──────────┐                               │
   ├─ PROGRAM ─▼─ file-name.program-name ─┴───────────────────────────────┤
   │         ┌────── , ─────┐                                             │
   ├─ QUEUE ─▼─ queue-name ─┴─────────────────────────────────────────────┤
   │            ┌───────────────────── , ─────────────────────┐           │
   ├─ RUNUNIT ──▼─ database-name.subschema-name.program-name ─┴───────────┤
   │        ┌───── , ─────┐                                               │
   └─ TASK ─▼─ task-code ─┴───────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Parameters

• ACTIVITY
Specifies that you are defining an activity as a secured resource.
An activity is a discrete application function. After you have defined an activity, you grant execution privilege on the
activity to users.
Note: For more information on activities, see Securing System Resources.

• application-name
Identifies the application that includes the activity to be secured.
Application-name must match the name of the application (passed in #SECHECK) whose function is being secured. It
can be at most eight characters in length.

• activity-name
Names the application function to be secured.
Activity-name must be unique within the application. It can be at most 18 characters in length.

• NUMBER activity-number
Specifies the activity number assigned to the application function.
Activity-number must be unique within the application. It must be in the range 1 to 256, and it must match the security
class assigned within the application.

NOTE
For more information on assigning activity numbers within applications, see Securing System Resources.

• CATEGORY category-name
Specifies that you are defining category category-name as a secured resource.
A category can contain tasks, load modules, programs, access modules, run units, and queues. After you have defined
a category, you grant execution privilege on the category to users.
Category-name can be at most 32 characters in length.
You can define a maximum of 32,767 categories for a DC system.
Note: For more information on categories, see Securing System Resources.

• ADD category-component
Identifies a component to be added to the category.
Expanded syntax for category-component directly follows syntax for CREATE RESOURCE.
A component that has been assigned to a category cannot be assigned to a second category.
You can wildcard the name of the category component.
Note: For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

• SYSTEM system-identifier
Specifies that system system-identifier is a secured resource. When the system is secured, users must hold definition
privileges to define the system and signon privilege to sign on to the system.
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When the system is defined, SYSTEM ID in the SYSTEM statement of system generation must match the value of
system-identifier.

• ACCESS MODULE
Specifies that the category component is an access module.
After you add an access module to a category, a user with execution privilege on the category can load the access
module but cannot execute it.

• dictionary-name
Identifies the dictionary where the access module is stored (DDLCATLOD area).

• schema-name
Identifies the schema with which the access module is associated.

• access-module-name
Identifies an access module.

• LOAD MODULE
Specifies that the category component is a load module.
After you add a load module to a category, a user with execution privilege on the category can execute the load
module.

• dictionary-name
Identifies the dictionary where the load module is stored (DDLDCLOD area).

• Vnnnn
Specifies the version of the load module.
Nnnn identifies the version number of the load module. Leading zeros must be included.

• load-module-name
Identifies a load module.

• PROGRAM
Specifies that the category component is a program.
After you add a program to a category, a user with execution privilege on the category can execute the program.

• file-name
Supplies the name of the external file of the load library where the program is stored.
File-name is either 'CDMSLIB' or 'Vnnnn' where nnnn identifies the version number (2 - 9999) of the program. Nnnn
must include leading zeroes.

• program-name
Identifies a program.

• QUEUE
Specifies that the category component is a queue.
After you add a queue to a category, a user with execution privilege on the category can create or access the queue.

• queue-name
Identifies a queue.

• RUNUNIT
Specifies that the category component is a run unit.
After you add a run unit to a category, a user with execution privilege on the category can use program-name to
access data described in subschema-name of database-name.

• database-name
Identifies the database to be accessed by the run unit.

• subschema-name
Identifies the subschema to be used by the run unit.

• program-name
Identifies the program binding the run unit.

• TASK
Specifies that the category component is a task.
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After you add a task to a category, a user with execution privilege on the category can execute the task.
• task-code

Identifies the task.

Usage

Adding Categories or Applications After a Grant

A category created after you grant privileges on the category with a wildcard is not included in the scope of the grant
even if the resource name matches the wildcarded name. The wildcard is processed at the time the grant is made, not at
runtime.

For example, if you create categories X1, X2, and X3, and then grant privileges on category X*, the three categories are
within the scope of the grant. If you then create category X4, this category is not within the scope of the grant.

You can include X4 within the scope of the grant by reissuing the original grant on category X*.

The same considerations apply if you wildcard activity-name when granting execution privilege on an activity. The wildcard
is processed at the time the grant is made, not at runtime.

Altering Categories After a Grant

If a component is added to a category (ALTER RESOURCE) after a grant of privilege on the category, the privilege is
implicitly granted on the added component. Similarly, if a component is dropped from a category (ALTER RESOURCE)
after a grant of privilege on the category, the privilege on the dropped component is implicitly revoked.

Matching Wildcarded Category Component Names

If you use a wildcard when you specify a category component name, the category to which the resource is assigned is the
one that most closely matches the resource name.

A match is determined by these rules:

• The resource name must match the category component name character for character up to the wildcard in order to be
assigned to the category.

• If the resource name matches more than one category component name up to the wildcard, the resource is assigned
to the category in which the most number of characters match.

For example, assume you add these two category component definitions:

create resource category hr_prod

  add load module hrdict.v0001*;

create resource category hr_test

  add load module hrdict.*;

A load module named HRDICT.V0001.HRMAP1 will be assigned to category HR_PROD, whereas load module
HRDICT.V0002.HRMAP1 will be assigned to category HR_TEST.
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Examples

The following statement creates a category called PROD_ACCESS that includes resources required for a user to perform
production processing:

create resource

  category prod_access

    add access module proddict.prod*

    add load module proddict.v0001.*

    add program cdmslib.*

    add rununit p*;

Creating an Activity

The following statement assigns an activity name and number to a General Ledger application:

create resource

  activity cgl.post

  number 4;

Creating a Category

The following statement creates a category of resources used by a General Ledger application:

create resource

  category glappl

    add load module appldict.v0001.gl*

    add task gl*

    add queue gl*

    add program cdmslib.gl*;

More information

For more information on altering and dropping resources, see “ALTER RESOURCE” and “DROP RESOURCE.”
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DROP RESOURCE

Deletes the definition of a secured resource.

Authorization

To delete the definition of a system, activity, or category as a secured resource, you must hold one of these privileges:

• DCADMIN
• SYSADMIN

Syntax

►►─── DROP RESOURCE ─┬─ ACTIVITY application-name.activity-name ─┬────────────►◄
                     ├─ CATEGORY category-name ──────────────────┤
                     └─ SYSTEM system-identifier ────────────────┘

Parameters

• ACTIVITY
Specifies that the resource to be dropped is an activity.

• application-name.activity-name
Identifies the activity.

• CATEGORY
Specifies that the resource to be dropped is a category.

• category-name
Identifies the category.

• SYSTEM
Specifies that the resource to be dropped is a system.

• system-identifier
Identifies the system.

Usage

Automatic Revoking of Privileges

When you drop a resource, you implicitly revoke all privileges granted on the resource.

Examples

Dropping an Activity

The following statement drops an existing activity created for a General Ledger application:

drop resource activity cgl.post;

Dropping a Category

The following statement drops an existing category created for a General Ledger application:

drop resource category glappl;
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More information

For more information on creating and altering resources, see CREATE RESOURCE and ALTER RESOURCE.

GRANT Administration Privilege

Gives one or more users or groups DCADMIN privilege.

Authorization

To grant DCADMIN privilege, you must hold one of these privileges:

• DCADMIN
• SYSADMIN

Syntax

►►─── GRANT DCADMIN ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

          ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── TO ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►◄
            └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

Parameters

• DCADMIN
Specifies that you are giving DCADMIN privilege to the users or groups identified in the TO parameter.
DCADMIN controls access to DC system resources. A user with DCADMIN privilege can define system resources and
can grant and revoke privileges on system resources.
Note: For more information on the DCADMIN privilege, see Securing System Resources.

• TO
Specifies the users or groups to whom you are giving DCADMIN privilege.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.

WARNING
If you grant DCADMIN to group PUBLIC, any user can administer security for the system.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.
Note: Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

Usage

Decentralizing Administration

You can decentralize security administration for the system by granting DCADMIN and system definition privileges to
other users.

A holder of SYSADMIN or DCADMIN can also specify WITH GRANT OPTION when granting system definition privileges
to allow the recipient to grant the same privileges to others.
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Examples

Granting DCADMIN to Administrators:

The following statement grants DCADMIN privilege to the security administrator ID and the DCA group ID:

grant dcadmin

  to secadmin, dca_group;

More information

For more information on revoking DCADMIN privilege, see REVOKE Administration Privilege.

GRANT Execution Privilege

Gives one or more users or groups access to activities or categories.

Authorization

To grant an execution privilege, you must hold one of these privileges:

• DCADMIN
• SYSADMIN

Syntax

►►─── GRANT EXECUTE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

                       ┌─────────────── , ────────────────┐
 ►─── ON ─┬─ ACTIVITY ─▼─ application-name.activity-name ─┴─────────┬─────────►
          │            ┌─────── , ───────┐                          │
          └─ CATEGORY ─▼─ category-name ─┴──────────────────────────┘

          ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── TO ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►◄
            └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

Parameters

• EXECUTE
Specifies that you are giving execution privilege to the users or groups identified in the TO parameter.

• ON
Specifies the resources to which execution privilege applies.

• ACTIVITY
Specifies that you are giving execution privilege on one or more activities.

• application-name.activity-name
Identifies an activity.
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Application-name.activity-name must have been previously defined as an activity with a CREATE RESOURCE
statement.
You can wildcard activity-name. You cannot wildcard application-name. The wildcard character can appear in activity-
name at any point after the period following application-name.
Note: For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

• CATEGORY
Specifies that you are giving execution privilege on one or more categories.

• category-name
Identifies a category.
Category-name must have been previously defined as a category with a CREATE RESOURCE statement.
You can wildcard category-name.
Note: For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

• TO
Specifies the users or groups to whom you are giving execution privilege.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.
Note: Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in the section “Notes on Security Statement Syntax.”

Usage

Wildcarding Activity-Name

If you wildcard activity-name in a GRANT EXECUTE statement, you grant execution privilege on all activities whose
names match the wildcarded name.

For example, this statement gives execution privilege on all DCMT activities whose names begin with 'VARY' to
DCA_GROUP:

grant execute

  on activity dcmt.vary*

  to dca_group;

Adding Categories or Activities After a Grant

A category created after you grant privileges on the category with a wildcard is not included in the scope of the grant
even if the resource name matches the wildcarded name. The wildcard is processed at the time the grant is made, not at
runtime.

For example, if you create categories X1, X2, and X3, and then grant privileges on category X*, the three categories are
within the scope of the grant. If you then create category X4, this category is not within the scope of the grant.

You can include X4 within the scope of the grant by revoking the original grant on category X* and then reissuing it.

The same considerations apply if you wildcard activity-name when granting execution privilege on an activity. The wildcard
is processed at the time the grant is made, not at runtime.

Examples

Granting Execution Privilege on an Activity

The following statement grants execution privilege on a General Ledger activity to a development group:
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grant execute

  on activity cgl.post

  to appldev1;

Granting Execution Privilege on a Category

The following statement grants execution privilege on the General Ledger category to all users:

grant execute

  on category glappl

  to public;

Granting Execution Privilege to PUBLIC

If execution privilege on a category has been granted to group PUBLIC, a user who has not signed on has the ability to
invoke tasks and access other secured resources in the category.

GRANT Signon Privilege

Gives one or more users access to a CA IDMS system.

Authorization

To issue the GRANT SIGNON statement, you must hold one of these privileges:

• DCADMIN
• SYSADMIN

Syntax

►►─── GRANT SIGNON ON SYSTEM system-identifier ──────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PROFILE ─┬─ profile-name ─┬─┘
               └─ NULL ─────────┘

         ┌─────────── , ─────────┐
 ►─── TO ▼─── user-identifier ───┴───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• SIGNON
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Specifies that you are giving signon privilege to the users identified in the TO parameter.
• ON SYSTEM system-identifier

Identifies the system to which signon privilege applies.
System-identifier must have been defined as a resource with the CREATE RESOURCE SYSTEM statement.
Note: You cannot wildcard system-identifier.

• PROFILE profile-name
Identifies the system profile to be used in signon processing.

• NULL
Specifies that no system profile should be used in signon processing.

• TO user-identifier
Identifies a user to whom you are giving signon privilege.

Usage

Changing the User's System Profile

To change the system profile associated with a user identifier:

• Revoke signon privilege from the user identifier.
• Grant signon privilege to the user identifier specifying the new profile.

Examples

Granting Signon with a Profile Specification

The following statement grants signon privilege and specifies the system profile to be invoked in signon processing:

grant signon

  on system syst0099

  profile pub99

  to sam;

Changing the User's System Profile

The following statements change user SAM's system profile to CORP99:

revoke signon on system syst0099

  from sam;

grant signon on system syst0099

  profile corp99
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  to sam;

More information

• For more information on signon processing, see Signon Processing (CA IDMS).
• For more information on revoking signon privilege, see REVOKE Signon Privilege.
• For more information on system profiles, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

GRANT System Definition Privileges

Gives to one or more users or groups the privilege to define a system or a system profile in the system dictionary.

Authorization

To grant system definition privileges, you must hold one of these privileges:

• DCADMIN privilege
• The corresponding grantable privilege on the system or system profile
• SYSADMIN

Syntax

►►─── GRANT ─┬─ DEFINE ──────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
             │ ┌────── , ──────┐ │
             └─▼─┬─ ALTER ───┬─┴─┘
                 ├─ CREATE ──┤
                 ├─ DISPLAY ─┤
                 └─ DROP ────┘

 ►─── ON ─┬─ SYSTEM system-identifier ────┬───────────────────────────────────►
          └─ SYSTEM PROFILE profile-name ─┘

          ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── TO ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►
            └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ WITH GRANT OPTION ─┘

Parameters

• DEFINE
Gives the ALTER, CREATE, DISPLAY, and DROP privileges on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the
users or groups identified in the TO parameter.
The DEFINE privilege on a system allows the user to use the CA IDMS system generation compiler to add, modify, or
delete the system. The DEFINE privilege also allows the user to display or punch the definition of the system.
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The DEFINE privilege on a system profile allows the user to create, alter, or drop a system profile, or to display security
definitions for the system profile.

• ALTER
Gives the ALTER privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
The ALTER privilege on a system allows a user to use the system generation compiler to modify the definition of the
system.
The ALTER privilege on a system profile allows a user to alter the system profile.

• CREATE
Gives the CREATE privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
The CREATE privilege on a system allows a user to use the system generation compiler to add the system.
The CREATE privilege on a system profile allows a user to create the system profile.

• DISPLAY
Gives the DISPLAY privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
The DISPLAY privilege allows the user to issue a DISPLAY RESOURCE statement on the named system or system
profile. The grantable DISPLAY privilege allows a user to issue a DISPLAY PRIVILEGES statement on the named
system or system profile.
The DISPLAY privilege on a system also allows a user to use the system generation compiler to display or punch the
system definition.

• DROP
Gives the DROP privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
The DROP privilege on a system allows a user to use the system generation compiler to delete the definition of the
system.
The DROP privilege on a system profile allows a user to drop the system profile.

• ON
Specifies the resource to which the definition privileges apply.

• SYSTEM system-identifier
Identifies a system.
You can wildcard system-identifier.
Note: For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.
If you do not wildcard system-identifier, the value you specify must match the identifier of a system secured with the
CREATE RESOURCE SYSTEM statement.

• SYSTEM PROFILE profile-name
Identifies a system profile.
Note: For more information on creating system profiles, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Reference
section.
You can wildcard system-profile.
Note: For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

• TO
Specifies the users or groups to whom you are giving the definition privileges.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.
Note: Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in the section Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

• WITH GRANT OPTION
Gives the privilege of granting the specified definition privileges to the users or groups identified in the TO parameter.
A privilege granted with the WITH GRANT OPTION is called a grantable privilege.
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Usage

The DEFINE Keyword

When you use the DEFINE keyword with a GRANT statement, you grant a set of definition privileges on a resource to one
or more users or groups.

When you use the DEFINE keyword with a REVOKE statement, you revoke all definition privileges that have been
previously granted on the resource from the specified users or groups.

This means that if you GRANT CREATE privilege on a resource, you can revoke the privilege with either a REVOKE
CREATE statement or a REVOKE DEFINE statement. Using REVOKE DEFINE is an efficient technique when you intend
to revoke all definition privileges on the resource from a user or group, whether the privileges were granted singly or as a
set.

Similarly, you can GRANT DEFINE on a resource to a user and then REVOKE DROP on the resource from the same user
as a way to grant all but one definition privilege.

Examples

Granting Privilege to Define the System

The following statement grants the privilege to define a system to the system DCA:

grant define

  on system syst0099

  to dca0099;

More information

• For more information on system profiles, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Reference section.
• For more information on revoking system definition privileges, see REVOKE System Definition Privileges.

REVOKE Administration Privilege

Revokes DCADMIN privilege from one or more users or groups.

Authorization

To revoke DCADMIN privilege, you must hold one of these privileges:

• DCADMIN
• SYSADMIN

Syntax

►►─── REVOKE DCADMIN ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

            ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── FROM ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────►◄
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              └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

Parameters

• DCADMIN
Specifies that you are revoking DCADMIN privilege from the users or groups named in the FROM parameter.

• FROM
Specifies the users or groups from whom you are revoking DCADMIN privilege.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.
The privilege must have been previously given to authorization-identifier by means of the GRANT statement.
Note: Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in section “Notes on Security Statement Syntax."

Example

Revoking DCADMIN from Administrators

The following statement revokes DCADMIN privilege from the DCA group ID:

revoke dcadmin

  from dca_group;

More information

For more information on granting DCADMIN privilege, see GRANT Administration Privilege.

REVOKE Execution Privilege

Revokes from one or more users or groups the privilege to access an activity or category.

Authorization

To revoke execution privilege, you must hold one of these privileges:

• DCADMIN
• SYSADMIN

Syntax

►►─── REVOKE EXECUTE ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

                       ┌──────────────── , ───────────────┐
 ►─── ON ─┬─ ACTIVITY ─▼─ application-name.activity-name ─┴──────────┬────────►
          │            ┌─────── , ───────┐                           │
          └─ CATEGORY ─▼─ category-name ─┴───────────────────────────┘
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            ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── FROM ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────►◄
              └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

Parameters

EXECUTE

Specifies that you are revoking execution privilege from the users or groups identified in the FROM parameter.

• ON
Specifies the resource to which execution privilege applies.

• ACTIVITY
Specifies that you are revoking execution privilege on one or more activities.

• application-name.activity-name
Identifies an activity.
You can wildcard activity-name. You cannot wildcard application-name. The wildcard character can appear in activity-
name at any point following the period after application-name.
Note: For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

• CATEGORY
Specifies that you are revoking execution privilege on one or more categories.

• category-name
Identifies a category.

• FROM
Specifies the users or groups from whom you are revoking execution privilege.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.
The privilege must have been previously given to authorization-identifier by means of the GRANT statement.
Note: Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in the section Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

Examples

Revoking Execution Privilege on an Activity

The following statement revokes execution privilege on a General Ledger activity from a development group:

revoke execute

  on activity cgl.post

  from appldev1;

Revoking Execution Privilege on a Category

The following statement revokes execution privilege on the General Ledger category from PUBLIC:
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revoke execute

  on category glappl

  from public;

More information

For more information on granting execution privilege, see GRANT Execution Privilege.

REVOKE Signon Privilege

Revokes the privilege to access a system from one or more users.

Authorization

To revoke signon privilege, you must hold one of these privileges:

• DCADMIN
• SYSADMIN

Syntax

►►─── REVOKE SIGNON ON SYSTEM system-identifier ──────────────────────────────►

            ┌────────── , ──────────┐
 ►─── FROM ─▼─── user-identifier ───┴─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• SIGNON
Specifies that you are revoking signon privilege to the system identified in the ON parameter from the users identified
in the FROM parameter.

• ON SYSTEM system-identifier
Identifies the system to which the signon privilege applies.

• FROM user-identifier
Identifies a user from whom you are revoking signon privilege.
The privilege must have been previously given to user-identifier by means of the GRANT statement.

Example

Revoking Signon

The following statement revokes signon privilege on a specified system from a user:

revoke signon

  on system syst0099
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  from sam;

More information

For more information on granting signon privilege, see GRANT Signon Privilege.

REVOKE System Definition Privileges

Revokes from one or more users or groups the privilege to define a system or a system profile in the system dictionary.

Authorization

To revoke system privileges, you must hold one of these privileges:

• DCADMIN privilege
• The corresponding grantable privilege on the system or system profile
• SYSADMIN

Syntax

►►─── REVOKE ─┬─ DEFINE ──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►
              │ ┌────── , ──────┐ │
              └─▼─┬─ ALTER ───┬─┴─┘
                  ├─ CREATE ──┤
                  ├─ DISPLAY ─┤
                  └─ DROP ────┘

 ►─── ON ─┬─ SYSTEM system-identifier ────┬───────────────────────────────────►
          └─ SYSTEM PROFILE profile-name ─┘

            ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── FROM ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────►◄
              └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

Parameters

• DEFINE
Revokes the ALTER, CREATE, DISPLAY, and DROP privileges on the resource identified in the ON parameter from
the users or groups identified in the TO parameter.

• ALTER
Revokes the ALTER privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in the
TO parameter.

• CREATE
Revokes the CREATE privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in
the TO parameter.

• DISPLAY
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Revokes the DISPLAY privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in
the TO parameter.

• DROP
Revokes the DROP privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in the
TO parameter.

• ON
Specifies the resource to which the definition privileges apply.

• SYSTEM system-identifier
Identifies a system.

• SYSTEM PROFILE profile-name
Identifies a system profile.

• FROM
Specifies the users or groups from whom you are revoking the specified definition privileges.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.
The privileges must have been previously given to authorization-identifier by means of the GRANT statement.
Note: Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in the section “Notes on Security Statement Syntax."

Usage

The DEFINE Keyword

When you use the DEFINE keyword with a GRANT statement, you grant a set of definition privileges on a resource to one
or more users or groups.

When you use the DEFINE keyword with a REVOKE statement, you revoke all definition privileges that have been
previously granted on the resource from the specified users or groups.

This means that if you GRANT CREATE privilege on a resource, you can revoke the privilege with either a REVOKE
CREATE statement or a REVOKE DEFINE statement. Using REVOKE DEFINE is an efficient technique when you intend
to revoke all definition privileges on the resource from a user or group, whether the privileges were granted singly or as a
set.

Similarly, you can GRANT DEFINE on a resource to a user and then REVOKE DROP on the resource from the same user
as a way to grant all but one definition privilege.

Examples

Revoking Privilege to Define the System

The following statement revokes the privilege to define a system from the system DCA:

revoke define

  on system syst0099

  from dca0099;

More information
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• For more information on system profiles, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Reference section.
• For more information on granting system definition privileges, see GRANT System Definition Privileges.

Syntax for Securing Database Resources
This section explains the syntax, parameters, command codes, examples, and usage.

GRANT Access Module Execution Privilege

Gives one or more users or groups the privilege of executing a specified access module.

GRANT Access Module Execution Privilege Authorization

To grant access module execution privilege, one of the following must be true:

• You hold grantable execution privilege on the access module (you can grant execution privilege, but you cannot
specify WITH GRANT OPTION).

• You own the schema with which the access module is associated.
• You hold DBADMIN privilege on the dictionary that contains the access module.
• You hold SYSADMIN privilege.

You must be connected to the application dictionary that contains the access module when you issue the statement.

GRANT Access Module Execution Privilege Syntax

►►─── GRANT EXECUTE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►─── ON ACCESS MODULE ─┬────────────────┬─ access-module-name ───────────────►
                        └─ schema-name. ─┘
 
          ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── TO ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►
            └─ authorization-identifier ─┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ WITH GRANT OPTION ─┘

GRANT Access Module Execution Privilege Parameters

 

• ON ACCESS MODULE access-module-name
Identifies the access module to which the EXECUTE privilege applies.
You can wildcard access-module-name. If you specify schema-name, the wildcard character is valid after the period
following schema-name.

NOTE
For more information, see Using a Wildcard.

• TO
Identifies the users or groups to whom you are giving EXECUTE privilege.

• PUBLIC
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Specifies all users.
• authorization-identifier

Identifies a user or group.
• WITH GRANT OPTION

Gives the privilege of granting EXECUTE privilege on the named access module to the users identified in the TO
parameter.
A privilege granted with the WITH GRANT OPTION is called a grantable privilege.

GRANT Access Module Execution Privilege Usage

CA IDMS Internal Security Enforcement

When executing an access module in a database for which CA IDMS internal security is in effect, the owner of the access
module must either hold the applicable privileges on the table-like objects named in the SQL statements in the module, or
own the table-like objects. You own the access module if you own the schema associated with the access module.

For a user who is not the owner to execute an access module, these conditions must be satisfied:

• The user must hold execution privilege on the access module.
• The owner must either hold the applicable grantable privileges on the table-like objects named in the SQL statements

in the module, or own the table-like objects.

These rules allow you to restrict a user's means of accessing data to application programs. If you grant table access
privileges, the user can also access data through the Command Facility.

External Security

When executing an access module in a database for which external security is in effect, the user, regardless of ownership,
must hold the applicable privileges on all tables accessed by SQL statements in the module, whether accessed directly or
indirectly through a view.

Granting Execution Privilege

The following GRANT statement gives execution privilege on all access modules associated with schema HR that begin
with 'EMP' to the groups PER_GRP_1 and PER_GRP_2:

grant execute

   on access module hr.emp*

   to per_grp_1, per_grp_2;

GRANT Access Module Execution Privilege More Information

For more information about revoking execution privilege, see REVOKE Access Module Execution Privilege.

GRANT Administration Privilege 1

Gives one or more users or groups DBADMIN privilege on a specified database.

GRANT Administration Privilege Authorization

To grant DBADMIN privilege, you must hold one of these privileges:
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• DBADMIN on the database
• SYSADMIN

You must be connected to the system dictionary when you issue the statement.

GRANT Administration Privilege Syntax

►►─── GRANT DBADMIN ON DB database-name ──────────────────────────────────────►
 
          ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── TO ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►◄
            └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

GRANT Administration Privilege Parameters

 

• DBADMIN
Specifies that you are giving DBADMIN privilege on the database identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups
identified in the TO parameter.

• ON DB database-name
Specifies the database to which DBADMIN privilege applies.
Database-name refers to either the name of a segment or a database name entry in the database name table.
DBADMIN controls access to database resources. A user with DBADMIN privilege can grant and revoke privileges for
the specified database. DBADMIN privilege also allows users to maintain physical database definitions in the dictionary
identified by database-name.

NOTE
For more information on the DBADMIN privilege, see Securing Database Resources.

You can wildcard database-name.

NOTE
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

• TO
Specifies the users or groups to whom you are giving DBADMIN privilege.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.

WARNING
If you grant DBAMIN to group PUBLIC, any user can administer security on the database.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.

Note: Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

Granting DBADMIN to the DBA

The following statement grants DBADMIN privilege on database GLDB to the DBA group ID:

grant dbadmin

  on db gldb
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  to dba_gldb;

GRANT Administration Privilege More Information

For more information about revoking DBADMIN privilege, see REVOKE Administration Privilege.

GRANT All Table Privileges

Gives one or more users all definition and access privileges on a specified table-like object.

GRANT All Table Privileges Authorization

To grant all table privileges, one of the following must be true:

• You hold all privileges on the table-like object as grantable privileges. (you can grant the privileges, but you cannot
specify WITH GRANT OPTION)

• You own the table-like object.
• You hold DBADMIN privilege the application dictionary where the table-like object is defined and on the database that

contains the table-like object data.
• You hold SYSADMIN privilege.

GRANT All Table Privileges Syntax

►►─── GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►─── ON table table-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
          ┌─────────────── , ───────────────┐
 ►─── TO ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ────────────────────┬─┴─────────────────────────────────►
            └─ authorization-identifier ──┘
 
 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ WITH GRANT OPTION ──┘

GRANT All Table Privileges Parameters

 

• ALL PRIVILEGES
Gives the DELETE, INSERT, SELECT, UPDATE, ALTER, CREATE, DROP, and REFERENCES privileges on the table-
like object, as applicable, identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO parameter.

• ON table table-name
Identifies the table-like object to which the table privileges apply.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for table-name is presented in Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

You can wildcard the identifier-components of table-name. If you specify schema-name in table-name, the wildcard
character is valid after the period following schema-name.
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NOTE
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to the current schema in effect for your session.
• TO

Specifies the users or groups to whom you are giving table privileges.
• PUBLIC

Specifies all users.
• authorization-identifier

Identifies a user or group.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in Using a Wildcard.

• WITH GRANT OPTION
Gives the privilege of granting the all table privileges on table-name to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter. The owner of the resource, a holder of the applicable DBADMIN privilege, or a holder of SYSADMIN
privilege can specify WITH GRANT OPTION.
A privilege granted with the WITH GRANT OPTION is called a grantable privilege.

GRANT All Table Privileges Usage

Verification of Wildcarded Grants

When you grant all table privileges, you grant a combination of table access and table definition privileges. If you wildcard
table-name, the verification at runtime of the user's access privilege is handled differently from verification of the user's
definition privilege:

• For definition privileges, only the closest matching wildcarded grant is used. If CREATE privilege has been
granted on HR.EMP* and HR.EMPV*, then only the grant on HR.EMPV* is used to verify the privilege to create
HR.EMPVU_SALARY.

• For access privileges, all matching wildcarded grants are used. If SELECT privilege has been granted on HR.EMP*
and HR.EMPV*, then users or groups receiving either the HR.EMP* or the HR.EMPV* grant are authorized to select
from EMPVU_SALARY.

Granting All Privileges to All Users

The following GRANT statement gives all users all privileges on all table-like objects in the TEST schema:

grant all privileges

   on test.*

   to public;

GRANT All Table Privileges More Information

 

• For more information on table access privileges, see GRANT Table Access Privileges.
• For more information on table definition privileges, see GRANT SQL Definition Privileges.

GRANT Area Access Privileges
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Gives one or more users or groups access to an area of the database.

GRANT Area Access Privileges Authorization

To grant an area access privilege, you must hold one of these privileges:

• The grantable area access privilege on the area (you can grant the privilege, but you cannot specify WITH GRANT
OPTION)

• DBADMIN on DB segment-name
• SYSADMIN

You must be connected to the system dictionary when you issue the statement.

GRANT Area Access Privileges Syntax

             ┌────── , ───────┐
►►─── GRANT ─▼─┬─ DBAREAD ──┬─┴───────────────────────────────────────────────►
               ├─ DBAWRITE ─┤
               └─ USE ──────┘
 
 ►─── ON AREA segment-name.area-name ─────────────────────────────────────────►
 
          ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── TO ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►
            └─ authorization-identifier ─┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ WITH GRANT OPTION ─┘

GRANT Area Access Privileges Parameters

 

• DBAREAD
Specifies that you are giving DBAREAD privilege on the area identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups
specified in the TO parameter.
A user with DBAREAD privilege can execute database utilities that perform read-only functions in the specified area.

• DBAWRITE
Specifies that you are giving DBAWRITE privilege on the area identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups
specified in the TO parameter.
A user with DBAWRITE privilege can execute database utilities that perform read-write functions in the specified area.

NOTE
DBAWRITE privilege does not imply DBAREAD privilege. You must give both privileges to users or groups
who need to execute all utilities.

• USE
Specifies that you are giving USE privilege on the area identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups specified
in the TO parameter.
A user with USE privilege can create an SQL table or index in the specified area.

• ON AREA segment-name.area-name
Identifies the area to which the specified area access privileges apply.
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You can wildcard area-name. You cannot wildcard segment-name. The wildcard character is valid after the period
following segment-name.

NOTE
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

• TO
Specifies the users or groups to whom you are giving area access privileges.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

• WITH GRANT OPTION
Gives the privilege of granting the specified area access privileges to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter. Only a user with DBADMIN privilege on segment-name or with SYSADMIN privilege can specify WITH
GRANT OPTION.
A privilege granted with the WITH GRANT OPTION is called a grantable privilege.

Granting All Area Access Privileges

The following statement grants all area access privileges to the specified users:

on area gl."account-area"

to matt, alex;

GRANT Area Access Privileges More Information

For more information on revoking the privilege to access an area, see REVOKE Area Access Privileges.

GRANT Non-SQL Definition Privilege

Gives one or more users or groups the privilege of referencing a non-SQL-defined schema in an SQL schema definition.

GRANT Non-SQL Definition Privilege Authorization

To grant the USE privilege on a non-SQL-defined schema, you must hold one of these privileges:

• Grantable privilege on the non-SQL-defined schema (you can grant the privilege, but you cannot specify WITH GRANT
OPTION).

• DBADMIN on the dictionary containing the non-SQL-defined schema definition.
• SYSADMIN.

You must be connected to the dictionary containing the non-SQL-defined schema when you issue the statement.

GRANT Non-SQL Definition Privilege Syntax

►►─── GRANT ─┬─ USE     ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
             └─ DISPLAY ─┘
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 ►─── ON NONSQL SCHEMA Vnnnn.nonsql-schema-name ──────────────────────────────►
 
          ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── TO ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►
            └─ authorization-identifier ─┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ WITH GRANT OPTION ─┘

GRANT Non-SQL Definition Privilege Parameters

 

• USE
Gives the USE privilege on the non-SQL-defined schema identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups
identified in the TO parameter.

• DISPLAY
Gives the DISPLAY privilege on the non-SQL-defined schema identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups
identified in the TO parameter.

• ON NONSQL SCHEMA
Specifies the non-SQL-defined schema to which the USE privilege applies.

• Vnnnn.nonsql-schema-name
Specifies the version number and name of the non-SQL-defined schema. The version number (nnnn) must include
leading zeros.
You can wildcard nonsql-schema-name. You cannot wildcard Vnnnn. The wildcard character is valid after the period
following Vnnnn.

NOTE
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

• TO
Specifies the users or groups to whom you are giving the USE privilege.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

• WITH GRANT OPTION
Gives the privilege of granting the USE privilege on the named resource to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
A privilege granted with the WITH GRANT OPTION is called a grantable privilege.

Granting USE On a Non-SQL-Defined Schema

The following statement grants the privilege of referencing a non-SQL-defined schema when creating an SQL schema:

grant use

  on nonsql schema v0001.ap

  to sal, sam;
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GRANT Non-SQL Definition Privilege More Information

For more information on revoking the privilege to use a non-SQL-defined schema, see REVOKE Non-SQL Definition
Privilege.

GRANT Physical Database Definition Privileges

Gives one or more users or groups the privilege of issuing DMCL, DBTABLE, and SEGMENT physical DDL statements.

GRANT Physical Database Definition Privileges Authorization

To grant a definition privilege on a DMCL or DBTABLE, you must hold one of these privileges:

• The corresponding grantable privilege
• DBADMIN on DB SYSTEM
• SYSADMIN

To grant a physical definition privilege on a database, you must hold one of the following privileges:

• The corresponding grantable privilege
• DBADMIN on the specified DB
• SYSADMIN on the specified DB

You must be connected to the system dictionary when you issue the statement.

GRANT Physical Database Definition Privileges Syntax

►►─── GRANT ─┬─ DEFINE ───────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►
             │ ┌─────── , ──────┐ │
             └─▼─┬─ ALTER ────┬─┴─┘
                 ├─ CREATE ───┤
                 ├─ DISPLAY ──┤
                 ├─ DROP ─────┤
                 └─ USE ──────┘
 
 ►─── ON ─┬─ DMCL dmcl-name ───────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
          ├─ DBTABLE dbtable-name ─┤
          └─ DB database-name ─────┘
 
          ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── TO ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►
            └─ authorization-identifier ─┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ WITH GRANT OPTION ─┘

GRANT Physical Database Definition Privileges Parameters
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• DEFINE
Gives the ALTER, CREATE, DISPLAY, DROP, and USE privileges, as applicable, on the resource identified in the ON
parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO parameter.

• ALTER
Gives the ALTER privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
The ALTER privilege on a resource allows a user to modify the definition of the resource. The ALTER privilege on a
DMCL or database name table also allows a user to generate a load module from the definition.

• CREATE
Gives the CREATE privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
The CREATE privilege on a resource allows a user to define the resource.

• DISPLAY
Gives the DISPLAY privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
The DISPLAY privilege allows the user to issue a DISPLAY RESOURCE statement on the named resource. The
grantable DISPLAY privilege allows a user to issue a DISPLAY PRIVILEGES statement on the named resource.
The DISPLAY privilege on a DBTABLE resource is required for a user to produce a DBTABLE listing using IDMSRPTS.
The DISPLAY privilege on a DMCL resource is required for a user to produce a DMCL listing using IDMSRPTS. The
DISPLAY privilege on a DB resource is required for a user to produce a segment listing using IDMSRPTS.

• DROP
Gives the DROP privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
The DROP privilege on a resource allows a user to delete the definition of the resource.

• USE
Gives the USE privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
– DMCL -- The USE privilege allows a user to format, print, archive, and fix the journal files defined by the DMCL and

punch the DMCL load module.
– Database name table -- The USE privilege allows a user to punch the database name table load module and

specify the database name table in the DBTABLE parameter of a DMCL definition.
– Segment -- The USE privilege allows a user to associate the segment with an SQL schema.

• ON
Specifies the resource to which the definition privileges apply.

• DMCL dmcl-name
Identifies a DMCL.
The scope of a privilege granted on a DMCL resource includes these physical database definition statements:
– DMCL
– BUFFER
– JOURNAL BUFFER
– ARCHIVE JOURNAL
– DISK JOURNAL
– TAPE JOURNAL
You can wildcard dmcl-name.

NOTE
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

• DBTABLE dbtable-name
Identifies a database name table.
The scope of a privilege granted on a DBTABLE resource includes these physical database definition statements:
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– DBTABLE
– DBNAME
You can wildcard dbtable-name.

NOTE
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

• DB database-name
Identifies a segment or a name in the database name table.
The scope of a privilege granted on a DB resource includes these physical database definition statements:
– SEGMENT
– FILE
– AREA
You can wildcard database-name.

NOTE
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

• TO
Specifies the users or groups to whom you are giving definition privileges.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in section Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

• WITH GRANT OPTION
Gives the authority to grant the specified definition privileges on the named resource to the users or groups identified in
the TO parameter. Only a holder of the applicable DBADMIN privilege or a holder of SYSADMIN privilege can specify
WITH GRANT OPTION.
A privilege granted with the WITH GRANT OPTION is called a grantable privilege.

GRANT Physical Database Definition Privileges Usage

The DEFINE Keyword

When you use the DEFINE keyword with a GRANT statement, you grant a set of definition privileges to one or more users
or groups.

When you use the DEFINE keyword with a REVOKE statement, you revoke all of the privileges in the set that have been
previously granted to the specified users or groups.

This means that if you GRANT CREATE privilege on a resource, you can revoke the privilege with either a REVOKE
CREATE statement or a REVOKE DEFINE statement. Using REVOKE DEFINE is an efficient technique when you intend
to revoke all definition privileges from a user or group, whether the privileges were granted singly or as a set.

Similarly, you can GRANT DEFINE on a resource to a user and then REVOKE DROP on the resource from the same user
as a way to grant all but one definition privilege.

Security Considerations for IDMSRPTS
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If a dictionary named in an IDMSRPTS run has been secured, the user who submits the job must have EXECUTE
privilege on the category containing the run unit dictionary-name.IDMSNWKG.IDMSRPTS. Additional privileges may be
required depending on the reports requested:

Report Privilege
DBTLST (DBTABLE listing) DBADMIN on the dictionary or DISPLAY on the DBTABLE
DMCLST (DMCL listing) DBADMIN on the dictionary or DISPLAY on the DMCL
SEGLST (segment listing) DBADMIN on the dictionary or DISPLAY on the DB
All other reports Governed by application dictionary security

NOTE
For more information, see Securing Application Dictionary Resources.

Granting Privilege to Issue DMCL Statements

The following statement gives the users the privilege to issue DMCL definition statements for DMCL99:

grant define

  on dmcl dmcl99

  to mike, ryan;

GRANT Physical Database Definition Privileges More Information

For more information on revoking privilege to define physical database resources, see REVOKE Physical Database
Definition Privileges.

GRANT SQL Definition Privileges

Gives one or more users or groups the privilege of performing definition functions on a specified access module, schema,
table, function, procedure, table procedure, or view.

GRANT SQL Definition Privileges Authorization

To grant definition privileges on SQL-defined database resources, one of the following must be true:

• You hold the corresponding grantable privilege on the resource (you can grant the privilege, but you cannot specify
WITH GRANT OPTION).

• You own the resource.
• You hold DBADMIN on the dictionary containing the definition.
• You hold SYSADMIN privilege.

GRANT SQL Definition Privileges Syntax

►►─── GRANT ─┬─ DEFINE ─────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
             │ ┌─────── , ────────┐ │
             └─▼─┬─ ALTER ──────┬─┴─┘
                 ├─ CREATE ─────┤
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                 ├─ DISPLAY ────┤
                 ├─ DROP ───────┤
                 └─ REFERENCES ─┘
 
 ►─── ON ─┬─ ACCESS MODULE ─┬────────────────┬─ access-module-name ─┬─────────►
          │                 └─ schema-name. ─┘                      │
          ├─ SCHEMA schema-name ────────────────────────────────────┤
          └─ table table-name ──────────────────────────────────────┘
 
          ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── TO ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►
            └─ authorization-identifier ─┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ WITH GRANT OPTION ─┘

GRANT SQL Definition Privileges Parameters

 

• DEFINE
Gives the ALTER, CREATE, DISPLAY, and DROP privileges, as applicable, on the resource identified in the ON
parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO parameter.

• ALTER
Gives the ALTER privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
The ALTER privilege on a resource allows a user to modify the definition of the resource.

• CREATE
Gives the CREATE privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
The CREATE privilege on a resource allows a user to define the resource.

• DISPLAY
Gives the DISPLAY privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
The DISPLAY privilege allows the user to issue a DISPLAY RESOURCE statement on the named resource. The
grantable DISPLAY privilege allows a user to issue a DISPLAY PRIVILEGES statement on the named resource.
The DISPLAY privilege on access-module-name also allows a user to execute the EXPLAIN statement on the access
module.

• DROP
Gives the DROP privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the TO
parameter.
The DROP privilege on a resource allows a user to delete the definition of the resource.

• REFERENCES
Gives the REFERENCES privilege on the table identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in the
TO parameter.
The REFERENCES privilege on a table allows a user to define referential constraints in which the named table is the
referenced table.
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NOTE
The REFERENCES privilege applies only to tables. It does not apply to functions, procedures, table
procedures, views, access modules, or schemas.

• ON
Specifies the resource to which the definition privileges apply.

• ACCESS MODULE
Specifies that the privileges apply to any version of access-module-name in the associated schema.

• access-module-name
Identifies the access module.
You can wildcard access-module-name. If you specify schema-name, the wildcard character is valid after the period
following schema-name.

NOTE
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

• SCHEMA schema-name
Identifies an SQL schema.
You can wildcard schema-name in the SCHEMA parameter.

NOTE
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

• table table-name
Identifies a table-like object

NOTE
Expanded syntax for table-name is presented in Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

You can wildcard any identifier when you grant definition privileges on table-name. If you specify schema-name in
table-name, the wildcard character is valid after the period following schema-name.

NOTE
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to the current schema in effect for your session.
• TO

Specifies the users to whom you are giving the definition privileges.
• PUBLIC

Specifies all users.
• authorization-identifier

Identifies a user or group.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

• WITH GRANT OPTION
Gives the privilege of granting the specified definition privileges on the named resource to the users or groups
identified in the TO parameter.
A privilege granted with the WITH GRANT OPTION is called a grantable privilege.

GRANT SQL Definition Privileges Usage

Wildcarding Table-Name

For table definition privileges, only the closest matching wildcarded grant is used. If CREATE privilege has been
granted on HR.EMP* and HR.EMPV*, then only the grant on HR.EMPV* is used to verify the privilege to create
HR.EMPVU_SALARY.

The DEFINE Keyword
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When you use the DEFINE keyword with a GRANT statement, you grant a set of definition privileges to one or more users
or groups.

When you use the DEFINE keyword with a REVOKE statement, you revoke all of the privileges in the set that have been
previously granted to the specified users or groups.

This means that if you GRANT CREATE privilege on a resource, you can revoke the privilege with either a REVOKE
CREATE statement or a REVOKE DEFINE statement. Using REVOKE DEFINE is an efficient technique when you intend
to revoke all definition privileges from a user or group, whether the privileges were granted singly or as a set.

Similarly, you can GRANT DEFINE on a resource to a user and then REVOKE DROP on the resource from the same user
as a way to grant all but one definition privilege.

Granting Privileges on a Schema

The following GRANT statement gives the ALTER, CREATE, DISPLAY, and DROP privileges on all schemas that begin
with 'DSF' to user DSF. The statement also gives user DSF the privilege of granting the same privileges to other users.

grant define

   on schema dsf*

   to dsf

   with grant option;

GRANT SQL Definition Privileges More Information

For more information on revoking SQL definition privileges, see REVOKE SQL Definition Privileges.

GRANT Table Access Privileges

Gives one or more users or groups the privilege of accessing a specified table-like object in a specified way.

GRANT Table Access Privileges Authorization

To grant table-like object access privileges, one of the following must be true:

• You hold the corresponding grantable privilege on the table-like object (you can grant the privilege, but you cannot
specify WITH GRANT OPTION).

• You own the table-like object.
• You hold DBADMIN privilege on the database that contains the table-like object data.
• You hold SYSADMIN privilege.

GRANT Table Access Privileges Syntax

►►─── GRANT ──┬─ ACCESS ─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
              │ ┌────── , ─────┐ │
              └─▼─┬─ DELETE ─┬─┴─┘
                  ├─ INSERT ─┤
                  ├─ SELECT ─┤
                  └─ UPDATE ─┘
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 ►─── ON table table-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
          ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── TO ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►
            └─ authorization-identifier ─┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ WITH GRANT OPTION ─┘

GRANT Table Access Privileges Parameters

 

• ACCESS
Gives the DELETE, INSERT, SELECT, and UPDATE privileges on the table-like object identified in the ON parameter
to the users or groups identified in the TO parameter.

• DELETE
Gives the DELETE privilege on the table-like object identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in
the TO parameter.
The DELETE privilege on a table-like object allows a user to delete rows from the table or view.

• INSERT
Gives the INSERT privilege on the table-like object identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in
the TO parameter.
The INSERT privilege on a table-like object allows a user to insert rows into the table or view.

• SELECT
Gives the SELECT privilege on the table-like object identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in
the TO parameter.
The SELECT privilege on a table-like object allows a user to the following:
– Retrieve data from the table-like object.
– Name the table-like object in a subquery.
– Define a view derived from the table-like object.

• UPDATE
Gives the UPDATE privilege on the table-like object identified in the ON parameter to the users or groups identified in
the TO parameter.
The UPDATE privilege on a table-like object allows a user to modify data in the table-like object.

• ON table table-name
Specifies the table-like object to which the table access privileges apply.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for table-name is presented in Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

You can wildcard any identifier when you grant access on table-name. If you specify schema-name in table-name, the
wildcard character is valid after the period following schema-name.

NOTE
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to the current schema in effect for your session.
• TO

Specifies the users or groups to whom you are giving table access privileges.
• PUBLIC
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Specifies all users.
• authorization-identifier

Identifies a user or group.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in section Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

• WITH GRANT OPTION
Gives the privilege of granting the specified access privileges on the named table or view to the users or groups
identified in the TO parameter.
A privilege granted with the WITH GRANT OPTION is called a grantable privilege.

GRANT Table Access Privileges Usage

Verifying Privileges Granted with Wildcards

For table access privileges, all matching wildcarded grants are used. If SELECT privilege has been granted on HR.EMP*
and HR.EMPV*, then users or groups receiving either the HR.EMP* or the HR.EMPV* grant are authorized to select from
EMPVU_SALARY.

This differs from the use of wildcards for all other types of resources or privileges, where only the closest matching
wildcarded grant of privilege is used to verify the user's authorization.

The ACCESS Keyword

When you use the ACCESS keyword with a GRANT statement, you grant a set of access privileges on a table-like object
to one or more users or groups.

When you use the ACCESS keyword with a REVOKE statement, you revoke any access privileges that have been
previously granted on the table-like object from the specified users or groups.

This means that if you GRANT SELECT privilege on a table, you can revoke the privilege with either a REVOKE SELECT
statement or a REVOKE ACCESS statement. Using REVOKE ACCESS is an efficient technique when you intend to
revoke all access privileges on a table from a user or group, whether the privileges were granted singly or as a set.

Similarly, you can GRANT ACCESS on a table to a user and then REVOKE DELETE on the table from the same user as
a way to grant all but one table access privilege.

Granting Selected Privileges on a Table

The following GRANT statement gives the SELECT and UPDATE privileges on the EMPLOYEE table associated with the
current schema to users KRP, SAE, and PGD:

grant select, update

   on employee

   to krp, sae, pgd;

GRANT Table Access Privileges More Information

For more information on revoking table access privileges, see REVOKE Table Access Privileges.

REVOKE Access Module Execution Privilege

Revokes from one or more users or groups the privilege of executing a specified access module.
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REVOKE Access Module Execution Privilege Authorization

To revoke access module execution privilege, one of the following must be true:

• You hold grantable execution privilege on the access module (you can grant the privilege, but you cannot specify WITH
GRANT OPTION).

• You own the schema associated with the access module.
• You hold DBADMIN privilege on the dictionary that contains the access module.
• You hold SYSADMIN privilege.

You must be connected to the application dictionary that contains the access module when you issue the statement.

REVOKE Access Module Execution Privilege Syntax

►►─── REVOKE EXECUTE ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►─── ON ACCESS MODULE ─┬────────────────┬─ access-module-name ───────────────►
                        └─ schema-name. ─┘
 
            ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── FROM ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────►◄
              └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

REVOKE Access Module Execution Privilege Parameters

 

• EXECUTE
Specifies that you are revoking execution privilege on the access module identified in the ON parameter from the users
or group identified in the FROM parameter.

• ON ACCESS MODULE
Specifies the access module to which execution privilege applies.

• access-module-name
Identifies the access module.
You can wildcard access-module-name. If you specify schema-name, the wildcard character is valid after the period
following schema-name.

NOTE
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

• FROM
Specifies the users or groups from whom you are revoking execution privilege.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.
The privilege must have been previously given to PUBLIC by means of the GRANT statement.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.
The privilege must have been previously given to authorization-identifier by means of the GRANT statement.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in section Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

Revoking Execution Privilege
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The following statement revokes execution privilege on all access modules associated with schema HR that begin with
'HR.EMP' from group PER_GRP_2:

revoke execute

   on access module hr.emp*

   from per_grp_2;

For more information on granting execution privilege, see GRANT Access Module Execution Privilege.

REVOKE Administration Privilege 1
Revokes from one or more users or groups the DBADMIN privilege.

Authorization

To revoke DBADMIN privilege, you must hold one of these privileges:

• DBADMIN on the database
• SYSADMIN

You must be connected to the system dictionary when you issue the statement.

Syntax

►►─── REVOKE DBADMIN ON DB database-name ─────────────────────────────────────►
 
            ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── FROM ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────►◄
              └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

Parameters

 

• DBADMIN
Specifies that you are revoking DBADMIN privilege on the database identified in the ON parameter from the users or
groups identified in the FROM parameter.

• ON DB database-name
Specifies database to which DBADMIN privilege applies.
Database-name refers to either a segment or a name in the database name table.
For more information on the DBADMIN privilege, see Securing Database Resources.
You can wildcard database-name.
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.
 

• FROM
Specifies the users or groups from whom you are revoking DBADMIN privilege.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.
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The privilege must have been previously given to PUBLIC by means of the GRANT statement.
• authorization-identifier

Identifies a user or group.
The privilege must have been previously given to authorization-identifier by means of the GRANT statement.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

Revoking DBADMIN From the DBA

The following statement revokes DBADMIN privilege on database GLDB from the DBA group ID:

revoke dbadmin

  on db gldb

   from dba_gldb;

REVOKE All Table Privileges

Revokes from one or more users or groups all definition and access privileges on a specified table-like object.

Authorization

To revoke all table privileges, one of the following must be true:

• You hold all privileges as grantable privileges on the table-like object.
• You own the table-like object.
• You hold DBADMIN privileges for the dictionary that contains the table-like object definition and the database that

contains the table-like object data.
• You hold SYSADMIN privilege.

Syntax

►►─── REVOKE ALL PRIVILEGES ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►─── ON table table-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
            ┌─────────────── , ───────────────┐
 ►─── FROM ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC─────────────────────┬─┴───────────────────────────────►◄
              └─ authorization-identifier ──┘

Parameters

 

• ALL PRIVILEGES
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Revokes the DELETE, INSERT, SELECT, UPDATE, ALTER, CREATE, DROP, and REFERENCES privileges, as
applicable, on the table-like object identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in the FROM
parameter.

• ON table table-name
Identifies the table-like object to which the privileges apply.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for table-name is presented in Notes on Security Statement Syntax.You can wildcard the
identifier of table-name. If you specify schema-name in table-name, the wildcard character is valid after the
period following schema-name.

For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to the current schema in effect for your session.
• FROM

Specifies the users or groups from whom you are revoking table privileges.
• PUBLIC

Specifies all users.
The privileges must have been previously given to PUBLIC by means of the GRANT statement.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.
The privileges must have been previously given to authorization-identifier by means of the GRANT statement.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

Revoking All Privileges From All Users

The following statement revokes all privileges on all table-like objects in the TEST schema from the group PUBLIC:

revoke all privileges

   on test.*

   from public;

More Information

 

• For more information on table access privileges, see GRANT Table Access Privileges and REVOKE Table Access
Privileges.

• For more information on table definition privileges, see GRANT SQL Definition Privileges and REVOKE SQL Definition
Privileges.

REVOKE Area Access Privileges

Revokes from one or more users or groups access to an area.

Authorization

To revoke an area access privilege, you must hold one of these privileges:
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• The grantable area access privilege on the area
• DBADMIN on DB segment-name
• SYSADMIN

You must be connected to the system dictionary when you issue the statement.

Syntax

              ┌────── , ───────┐
►►─── REVOKE ─▼─┬─ DBAREAD ──┬─┴──────────────────────────────────────────────►
                ├─ DBAWRITE ─┤
                └─ USE ──────┘
 
 ►─── ON AREA segment-name.area-name ─────────────────────────────────────────►
 
            ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── FROM ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────►◄
              └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

Parameters

 

• DBAREAD
Specifies that you are revoking DBAREAD privilege on the area named in the ON parameter from the users or groups
named in the FROM parameter.

• DBAWRITE
Specifies that you are revoking DBAWRITE privilege on the area named in the ON parameter from the users or groups
named in the FROM parameter.

• USE
Specifies that you are revoking USE privilege on the area named in the ON parameter from the users or groups named
in the FROM parameter.

• ON AREA segment-name.area-name
Identifies the area to which the specified area access privileges apply.
You can wildcard area-name when you revoke area access privileges. You cannot wildcard segment-name. The
wildcard character is valid after the period following segment-name.

NOTE
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

• FROM
Specifies the users or groups from whom you are revoking area access privileges.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.
The privileges must have been previously given to PUBLIC by means of the GRANT statement.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.
The privileges must have been previously given to authorization-identifier by means of the GRANT statement.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

Revoking Area Access Privileges
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The following statement revokes an area access privilege from the specified user:

revoke dbawrite

  on area gl."account-area"

  from alex;

NOTE
For more information on granting the privilege to access an area, see GRANT Area Access Privileges.

REVOKE Non-SQL Definition Privilege

Revokes from one or more users or groups the privilege of referencing a non-SQL-defined schema in an SQL schema
definition.

Authorization

To revoke USE privilege on a non-SQL-defined schema, you must hold one of these privileges:

• Grantable USE privilege on the non-SQL-defined schema
• DBADMIN on the dictionary containing the non-SQL schema definition
• SYSADMIN

You must be connected to the dictionary containing the non-SQL-defined schema when you issue the statement.

Syntax

►►─── REVOKE ─┬─ USE     ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
              └─ DISPLAY ─┘
 
 ►─── ON NONSQL SCHEMA Vnnnn.nonsql-schema-name ──────────────────────────────►
 
            ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── FROM ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────►◄
              └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

Parameters

 

• USE
Specifies that you are revoking the USE privilege on the non-SQL-defined schema identified in the ON parameter to
the users or groups identified in the FROM parameter.

• DISPLAY
Specifies that you are revoking the DISPLAY privilege on the non-SQL-defined schema identified in the ON parameter
to the users or groups identified in the FROM parameter.

• ON NONSQL SCHEMA
Specifies the non-SQL-defined schema to which the USE privilege applies.

• Vnnnn.nonsql-schema-name
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Specifies the version number and name of the non-SQL-defined schema. The version number (nnnn) must include
leading zeros.
You can wildcard nonsql-schema-name. You cannot wildcard Vnnnn. The wildcard character is valid after the period
following Vnnnn.

NOTE
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

• FROM
Specifies the users or groups from whom you are revoking the USE privilege.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.
The privilege must have been previously given to PUBLIC by means of the GRANT statement.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.
The privilege must have been previously given to authorization-identifier by means of the GRANT statement.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

Revoking Use of a Non-SQL-Defined Schema

The following statement revokes the privilege of referencing a non-SQL-defined schema when creating an SQL schema:

revoke use

  on nonsql schema v0001.ap

  from sam;

More Information

For more information about granting the privilege to use a non-SQL-defined schema, see GRANT Non-SQL Definition
Privilege.

REVOKE Physical Database Definition Privileges

Revokes from one or more users or groups the privilege of executing the DMCL, DBTABLE, and SEGMENT physical DDL
statements.

Authorization

To revoke a definition privilege on a DMCL or DBTABLE, you must hold one of these privileges:

• The corresponding grantable privilege
• DBADMIN on DB SYSTEM
• SYSADMIN

To revoke a physical definition privilege on a database, you must hold one of these privileges:

• The corresponding grantable privilege
• DBADMIN on the database
• SYSADMIN

You must be connected to the system dictionary when you issue the statement.
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Syntax

►►─── REVOKE ─┬─ DEFINE ───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
              │ ┌─────── , ──────┐ │
              └─▼─┬─ ALTER ────┬─┴─┘
                  ├─ CREATE ───┤
                  ├─ DISPLAY ──┤
                  ├─ DROP ─────┤
                  └─ USE ──────┘
 
 ►─── ON ─┬─ DMCL dmcl-name ───────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
          ├─ DBTABLE dbtable-name ─┤
          └─ DB database-name ─────┘
 
            ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── FROM ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────►◄
              └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

Parameters

 

• DEFINE
Revokes the ALTER, CREATE, DISPLAY, DROP, and USE privileges on the resource identified in the ON parameter
from the users or groups identified in the FROM parameter.

• ALTER
Revokes the ALTER privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in the
FROM parameter.

• CREATE
Revokes the CREATE privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in
the FROM parameter.

• DISPLAY
Revokes the DISPLAY privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in
the FROM parameter.

• DROP
Revokes the DROP privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in the
FROM parameter.

• USE
Revokes the USE privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in the
FROM parameter.

• ON
Specifies the resource to which the definition privileges apply.

• DMCL dmcl-name
Identifies a DMCL.
You can wildcard dmcl-name.

NOTE
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

• DBTABLE dbtable-name
Identifies a database name table.
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You can wildcard dbtable-name.

NOTE
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard. .

• DB database-name
Identifies a segment or a name in the database name table.
You can wildcard database-name.

NOTE
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

• FROM
Specifies the users or groups from whom you are revoking definition privileges.

• PUBLIC
Specifies all users.
The privileges must have been previously given to PUBLIC by means of the GRANT statement.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.
The privileges must have been previously given to authorization-identifier by means of the GRANT statement.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

Usage

The DEFINE Keyword

When you use the DEFINE keyword with a GRANT statement, you grant a set of definition privileges on a resource to one
or more users or groups.

When you use the DEFINE keyword with a REVOKE statement, you revoke all definition privileges that have been
previously granted on the resource from the specified users or groups.

This means that if you GRANT CREATE privilege on a resource, you can revoke the privilege with either a REVOKE
CREATE statement or a REVOKE DEFINE statement. Using REVOKE DEFINE is an efficient technique when you intend
to revoke all definition privileges on the resource from a user or group, whether the privileges were granted singly or as a
set.

Similarly, you can GRANT DEFINE on a resource to a user and then REVOKE DROP on the resource from the same user
as a way to grant all but one definition privilege.

Revoking Privilege to Issue DMCL Statements

The following statement revokes from the user the privilege to issue DMCL definition statements for DMCL99:

revoke define

  on dmcl dmcl99

  from ryan;

More Information

For more information about granting privilege to define physical database resources, see GRANT Physical Database
Definition Privileges.
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REVOKE SQL Definition Privileges

Revokes from one or more users or groups the privilege of performing selected actions on a specified schema, access
module, or table-like object.

Authorization

To revoke a definition privilege for an SQL-defined database resource, one of the following must be true:

• You hold the grantable definition privilege on the resource
• You own the resource
• You hold DBADMIN privilege on the dictionary containing the definitions
• You hold SYSADMIN privilege

Syntax

►►─── REVOKE ──┬─ DEFINE ─────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►
               │ ┌─────── , ────────┐ │
               └─▼─┬─ ALTER ──────┬─┴─┘
                   ├─ CREATE ─────┤
                   ├─ DISPLAY ────┤
                   ├─ DROP ───────┤
                   └─ REFERENCES ─┘
 
 ►─── ON ─┬─ ACCESS MODULE ─┬─────────────────┬─ access-module-name ─┬────────►
          │                 └─ schema-name. ──┘                      │
          ├─ SCHEMA schema-name ─────────────────────────────────────┤
          └─ table table-name ───────────────────────────────────────┘
 
            ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── FROM ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────►◄
              └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

Parameters

 

• DEFINE
Revokes the ALTER, CREATE, DISPLAY, and DROP privileges on the resource identified in the ON parameter from
the users or groups identified in the FROM parameter.

• ALTER
Revokes the ALTER privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in the
FROM parameter.

• CREATE
Revokes the CREATE privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in
the FROM parameter.

• DISPLAY
Revokes the DISPLAY privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in
the FROM parameter.

• DROP
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Revokes the DROP privilege on the resource identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in the
FROM parameter.

• REFERENCES
Revokes the REFERENCES privilege on the table identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups identified in
the FROM parameter.

• ON
Specifies the resource to which the definition privileges apply.

• ACCESS MODULE access-module-name
Identifies an access module.
Privileges on any version of access-module-name in the associated schema are revoked.
You can wildcard access-module-name. If you specify schema-name, the wildcard character is valid after the period
following schema-name.

NOTE
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

• SCHEMA schema-name
Identifies an SQL schema.
You can wildcard schema-name.

NOTE
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

• table table-name
Identifies a table-like object.
You can wildcard any identifier in table-name when you grant definition privileges on table-name. If you specify
schema-name in table-name, the wildcard character is valid after the period following schema-name.

NOTE
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to the current schema in effect for your session.
• FROM

Specifies the users or groups from whom you are revoking definition privileges.
• PUBLIC

Specifies all users.
The privileges must have been previously given to PUBLIC by means of the GRANT statement.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.
The privileges must have been previously given to authorization-identifier by means of the GRANT statement.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

Usage

The DEFINE Keyword

When you use the DEFINE keyword with a GRANT statement, you grant a set of definition privileges on a resource to one
or more users or groups.

When you use the DEFINE keyword with a REVOKE statement, you revoke all definition privileges that have been
previously granted on the resource from the specified users or groups.

This means that if you GRANT CREATE privilege on a resource, you can revoke the privilege with either a REVOKE
CREATE statement or a REVOKE DEFINE statement. Using REVOKE DEFINE is an efficient technique when you intend
to revoke all definition privileges on the resource from a user or group, whether the privileges were granted singly or as a
set.
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Similarly, you can GRANT DEFINE on a resource to a user and then REVOKE DROP on the resource from the same user
as a way to grant all but one definition privilege.

Revoking Privileges on a Schema

The following statement revokes the ALTER, CREATE, DISPLAY, and DROP privileges on all schemas that begin with
'DSF' from user DSF:

revoke define

   on schema dsf*

   from dsf;

More Information

For more information about granting SQL definition privileges, see GRANT SQL Definition Privileges.

REVOKE Table Access Privileges

Revokes from one or more users or groups the privilege of accessing a specified table-like object in a specified way.

Authorization

To revoke a table-like object access privilege, one of the following must be true:

• You hold the corresponding grantable privilege on the table-like object.
• You own the table-like object.
• You hold DBADMIN privilege on the database that contains the table-like object.
• You hold SYSADMIN privilege.

Syntax

►►─── REVOKE ──┬─ ACCESS ──────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►
               │  ┌───── , ──────┐ │
               └──▼─┬─ DELETE ─┬─┴─┘
                    ├─ INSERT ─┤
                    ├─ SELECT ─┤
                    └─ UPDATE ─┘
 
 ►─── ON table table-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
            ┌─────────────── , ──────────────┐
 ►─── FROM ─▼─┬─ PUBLIC ───────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────►◄
              └─ authorization-identifier ─┘

Parameters
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• ACCESS
Revokes the DELETE, INSERT, SELECT, and UPDATE privileges on the table-like object identified in the ON
parameter from the users or groups identified in the FROM parameter.

• DELETE
Revokes the DELETE privilege on the table-like object identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups
identified in the FROM parameter.

• INSERT
Revokes the INSERT privilege on the table-like object identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups
identified in the FROM parameter.

• SELECT
Revokes the SELECT privilege on the table-like object identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups
identified in the FROM parameter.

• UPDATE
Revokes the UPDATE privilege on the table-like object identified in the ON parameter from the users or groups
identified in the FROM parameter.

• ON table table-name
Identifies the table-like object to which the access privileges apply.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for table-name is presented in Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

You can wildcard any identifier in table-name when you grant access on table-name. If you specify schema-name in
table-name, the wildcard character is valid after the period following schema-name.

NOTE
For more information on wildcarding, see Using a Wildcard.

If you do not specify schema-name, it defaults to the current schema in effect for your session.
• FROM

Specifies the users or groups from whom you are revoking the specified table access privileges.
• PUBLIC

Specifies all users.
The privileges must have been previously given to PUBLIC by means of the GRANT statement.

• authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.
The privileges must have been previously given to authorization-identifier by means of the GRANT statement.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

Usage

The ACCESS Keyword

When you use the ACCESS keyword with a GRANT statement, you grant a set of access privileges on a table-like object
to one or more users or groups.

When you use the ACCESS keyword with a REVOKE statement, you revoke any access privileges that have been
previously granted on the table or view from the specified users or groups.

This means that if you GRANT SELECT privilege on a table, you can revoke the privilege with either a REVOKE SELECT
statement or a REVOKE ACCESS statement. Using REVOKE ACCESS is an efficient technique when you intend to
revoke all access privileges on a table from a user or group, whether the privileges were granted singly or as a set.

Similarly, you can GRANT ACCESS on a table to a user and then REVOKE DELETE on the table from the same user as
a way to grant all but one table access privilege.
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Revoking Selected Privileges on a Table

The following statement revokes the SELECT and UPDATE privileges on the EMPLOYEE table associated with the
current schema from users KRP, SAE, and PGD:

revoke select, update

   on employee

   from krp, sae, pgd;

More Information

For more information about granting table access privileges, see GRANT Table Access Privileges.

TRANSFER OWNERSHIP
Passes ownership of an SQL schema from one user or group to another user or group.

Authorization

To transfer ownership, one of the following must be true:

• You own the schema
• You hold DBADMIN privilege on the dictionary in which the schema is defined
• You hold SYSADMIN privilege

Syntax

►►─── TRANSFER OWNERSHIP OF SCHEMA schema-name ───────────────────────────────►
 
 ►─── TO authorization-identifier ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• OF SCHEMA schema-name
Specifies the schema whose ownership is being transferred to the user or group identified in the TO parameter.
Schema-name must identify a schema defined in the dictionary.

• TO authorization-identifier
Identifies a user or group.

NOTE
Expanded syntax for authorization-identifier is presented in Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

Usage

Schema Ownership

At any given time, a schema can be owned by one user or group. The initial owner is the user who created the schema.
When ownership of a schema is transferred to a group, each user in the group has all the privileges associated with
ownership.
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Ownership of Other Resources

Technically, schemas are the only database resources that users own. However, by association, the user or group that
owns a schema is also said to own the tables, functions, procedures, table procedures, views, and access modules in the
schema.

Ownership Privileges

The owner of a schema has all applicable privileges on resources in the schema, as well as the privilege of granting those
privileges to other users or groups. If you transfer ownership of a schema to another user or group, you no longer own the
resources in the schema.

Transferring Ownership to a Single User

The following TRANSFER OWNERSHIP statement transfers ownership of the PKE_SCH schema to user PKE:

transfer ownership of schema pke_sch

   to pke;

Transferring Ownership to a Group

The following TRANSFER OWNERSHIP statement transfers ownership of the SALES schema to the SALES_GRP group:

transfer ownership of schema sales

   to sales_grp;

Syntax for Security Display Statements
This section explains the syntax, parameters, examples, and usage for security display statements.

Notes on DISPLAY/PUNCH Statement Syntax
Contents

How to Submit Statements

You submit security DISPLAY statements through the CA IDMS Command Facility in online mode or batch mode,

What DISPLAY Statements Do

DISPLAY statements enable you to display resource definitions in a CA IDMS centralized security database and privileges
granted on resources.

What PUNCH Statements Do

PUNCH statements submitted online display the output online as DISPLAY statements do.

PUNCH statements submitted in batch mode write the output to the SYSPCH file.

Common Parameters

The following parameters are valid in all DISPLAY statements:

• WITh display-option
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Specifies that output is to include information represented by display-option.
• ALSo WITh display-option

Specifies that output is also to include information represented by display-option.
• WIThout display-option

Specifies that output is to exclude information represented by display-option.
• AS SYNtax

Specifies that lines of output representing executable syntax do not begin with comment characters.
• AS COMments

Specifies that lines of output representing executable syntax begin with comment characters.

Usage

Wildcards

If a wildcarded name was used in the resource definition or the grant of privilege on the resource, the DISPLAY statement
must specify the wildcarded name.

Correspondence to DDDL Syntax

The preceding common parameters for DISPLAY statements have the same function that they have in DDDL syntax. In
general, the conventions of security DISPLAY statement syntax will be familiar to the DDDL user.

NOTE
For more information on DDDL, see the CA IDMS IDD DDDL Reference section.

Specifying AS SYNTAX

This example shows the output of a security DISPLAY statement that specifies AS SYNTAX:

DISPLAY USER DICK WITH ALL AS SYNTAX;

     CREATE USER DICK

*+       USER IS ACTIVE

         DESCRIPTION 'CHIEF ANALYST'

         NAME 'RICHARD A. ANALYST'

*+       PASSWORD ASSIGNED

         PROFILE PAYROLL

*+       CREATED 1991-07-18-12.51.17.187373 BY KKS

*+       LAST UPDATED 1991-07-18-12.51.23.000517 BY KKS

*+       WITHIN GROUP DEVTEAM

*+       HOLDS DEFINE PRIVILEGES ON USER TOM

*+       HOLDS DEFINE PRIVILEGES ON SYSTEM SYSTEM71
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*+       HOLDS SIGNON PRIVILEGES ON SYSTEM SYSTEM71

*+       HOLDS DBADMIN PRIVILEGES ON DB FRED

*+       HOLDS DBAWRITE PRIVILEGES ON AREA THESEGMENT.CORPTSP

*+       HOLDS USE PRIVILEGES ON DMCL THEDMCL

*+       HOLDS USE PRIVILEGES ON DBTABLE THEDBTABLE

*+       HOLDS USE PRIVILEGES ON DB THEDB

*+       HOLDS EXECUTE PRIVILEGES ON CATEGORY CATE3

*+       HOLDS EXECUTE PRIVILEGES ON ACTIVITY DCMT.N002

*+       HOLDS REFERENCES PRIVILEGES ON ACCESS MODULE THESCHEMA.THEAM

*+       HOLDS EXECUTE PRIVILEGES ON ACCESS MODULE THESCHEMA.THEAM

*+       HOLDS ALL PRIVILEGES ON TABLE THESCHEMA.THE*

*+       HOLDS DISPLAY PRIVILEGES ON ACCESS MODULE THESCHEMA.*

*+       HOLDS DISPLAY PRIVILEGES ON ACCESS MODULE THESCHEMA.FRED*

*+       HOLDS REFERENCES PRIVILEGES ON TABLE THESCHEMA.THETABLE

*+       HOLDS SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE PRIVILEGES ON TABLE THESCHEMA.THETABLE

*+       HOLDS DISPLAY PRIVILEGES ON TABLE THESCHEMA.*

         ;

Specifying AS COMMENTS

This example shows the output of a security DISPLAY statement that specifies AS COMMENTS:

DISPLAY USER DICK WITH ALL AS COMMENTS;

*+   CREATE USER DICK

*+       USER IS ACTIVE

*+       DESCRIPTION 'CHIEF ANALYST'

*+       NAME 'RICHARD A. ANALYST'

*+       PASSWORD ASSIGNED
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*+       PROFILE PAYROLL

*+       CREATED 1991-07-18-12.51.17.187373 BY KKS

*+       LAST UPDATED 1991-07-18-12.51.23.000517 BY KKS

*+       WITHIN GROUP DEVTEAM

*+       HOLDS DEFINE PRIVILEGES ON USER TOM

*+       HOLDS DEFINE PRIVILEGES ON SYSTEM SYSTEM71

*+       HOLDS SIGNON PRIVILEGES ON SYSTEM SYSTEM71

*+       HOLDS DBADMIN PRIVILEGES ON DB FRED

*+       HOLDS DBAWRITE PRIVILEGES ON AREA THESEGMENT.CORPTSP

*+       HOLDS USE PRIVILEGES ON DMCL THEDMCL

*+       HOLDS USE PRIVILEGES ON DBTABLE THEDBTABLE

*+       HOLDS USE PRIVILEGES ON DB THEDB

*+       HOLDS EXECUTE PRIVILEGES ON CATEGORY CATE3

*+       HOLDS EXECUTE PRIVILEGES ON ACTIVITY DCMT.N002

*+       HOLDS REFERENCES PRIVILEGES ON ACCESS MODULE THESCHEMA.THEAM

*+       HOLDS EXECUTE PRIVILEGES ON ACCESS MODULE THESCHEMA.THEAM

*+       HOLDS ALL PRIVILEGES ON TABLE THESCHEMA.THE*

*+       HOLDS DISPLAY PRIVILEGES ON ACCESS MODULE THESCHEMA.*

*+       HOLDS DISPLAY PRIVILEGES ON ACCESS MODULE THESCHEMA.FRED*

*+       HOLDS REFERENCES PRIVILEGES ON TABLE THESCHEMA.THETABLE

*+       HOLDS SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE PRIVILEGES ON TABLE THESCHEMA.THETABLE

*+       HOLDS DISPLAY PRIVILEGES ON TABLE THESCHEMA.*

DISPLAY SYSADMIN PRIVILEGES
Contents
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Displays users who have been granted SYSADMIN privilege for the domain.

Authorization

To display SYSADMIN privilege, you must hold SYSADMIN privilege.

Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ SYSADMIN privileges ────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘
 
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─ display-option ──┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ VERB ─┬─ GRAnt───┬─┘
            └─ REVoke ─┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘
          └─ COMments ─┘

Expansion of Display-Option

►►─┬─ ALL ───────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ NONe ──────────────┤
   └─ HIStory ───────────┘

Parameters

 

• ALL
Specifies all display options.

• NONe
Specifies display of the privilege and the user or group to whom it was granted.

• HIStory
Specifies display of the following:
– The date and time the privilege was granted to the user or group, and the ID of the user granted the privilege.
– The date and time the privilege was last updated, and the ID of the user who updated the privilege.

• VERB
Specifies the verb used in the display output.
If VERB is not specified, the privilege is displayed in the form of GRANT statements.
– GRAnt
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Specifies display of SYSADMIN privilege in the form of GRANT statements.
– REVoke

Specifies substitution of "REVOKE" for "GRANT" in the display output.

Usage

Specifying WITH VERB REVOKE

By specifying WITH VERB REVOKE and AS SYNTAX, you display output that you can then submit to revoke privilege
from those who hold the privilege. This is useful when you need to revoke a privilege from most or all users who hold it.

However, be sure to leave at least one user with SYSADMIN privilege.

DISPLAY PRIVILEGES on a Global Resource
Contents

Displays privileges granted on a global resource and the users and groups who hold the privilege.

Authorization

To display privileges on a global resource, you must hold the grantable DISPLAY privilege on the resource or SYSADMIN
privilege.

Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ PRIvileges on resource ─┬─ GROup group-identifier ────┬─────►
   └─ PUNch  ──┘                          ├─ USEr user-identifier ──────┤
                                          └─ USEr PROfile profile-name ─┘
 
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─ display-option ──┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ VERB ─┬─ GRAnt ──┬─┘
            └─ REVoke ─┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘
          └─ COMments ─┘

Expansion of Display-Option

►►─┬─ ALL ───────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ NONe ──────────────┤
   └─ HIStory ───────────┘
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Parameters

 

• GROup group-identifier
Identifies a group.

• USEr user-identifier
Identifies a user.

• USEr PROfile profile-name
Identifies a user profile.

• ALL
Specifies all display options.

• NONe
Specifies display of only the privileges and the authorization identifier to which they have been granted.

• HIStory
Specifies display of the following:
– The date and time privilege on the resource was granted to the user or group, and the ID of the user granted the

privilege.
– The date and time privilege on the resource was last updated, and the ID of the user who updated the privilege.

• VERB
Specifies the verb to be used in the display output.
If VERB is not specified, privileges are displayed in the form of GRANT statements.
– GRAnt

Specifies that privileges are displayed in the form of GRANT statements.
– REVoke

Specifies substitution of "REVOKE" for "GRANT" in the display output.

Usage

Specifying WITH VERB REVOKE

By specifying WITH VERB REVOKE and AS SYNTAX, you display output that you can then submit to revoke privilege
from those who hold the privilege. This is useful when you need to revoke a privilege from most or all users who hold it.

DISPLAY GROUP
Contents

Displays information on a group.

Authorization

To display group information, you must hold SYSADMIN privilege.

Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ GROup group-identifier ─────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘
 
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►
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   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─ display-option ──┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘
          └─ COMments ─┘

Expansion of Display-Option

►►─┬─ ALL ───────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ NONe ──────────────────────────┤
   ├─ DETails ───────────────────────┤
   ├─ HIStory ───────────────────────┤
   ├─ USErs ─────────────────────────┤
   ├─ all PRIvileges ────────────────┤
   ├─ ACCess MODule privileges ──────┤
   ├─ ACTivity privileges ───────────┤
   ├─ AREa privileges ───────────────┤
   ├─ CATegory privileges ───────────┤
   ├─ DB privileges ─────────────────┤
   ├─ DBADMin privileges ────────────┤
   ├─ DBTable privileges ────────────┤
   ├─ DCADMin privileges ────────────┤
   ├─ DMCl privileges ───────────────┤
   ├─ GROup privileges ──────────────┤
   ├─ NONSQL SCHema privileges ──────┤
   ├─ SCHema privileges ─────────────┤
   ├─ SYSADMin privileges ───────────┤
   ├─ SYStem privileges ─────────────┤
   ├─ SYStem PROfile privileges ─────┤
   ├─ TABle privileges ──────────────┤
   ├─ USEr PRIvileges ───────────────┤
   └─ USEr PROfile privileges ───────┘

Parameters

 

• ALL
Specifies all display options.

• NONe
Specifies display of the group identifier and its status (active or logically deleted).

• DETails
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Specifies display of the status of the group and a description of the group, if one is included in the definition.
• HIStory

Specifies display of the following:
– The date and time the group definition was created, and the ID of the user who created the definition.
– The date and time the group definition was last updated, and the ID of the user who updated the definition.

• USErs
Specifies display of all users who are members of the group.

• all PRIvileges
Specifies display of all privileges held by the group.

• ACCess MODule privileges
Specifies display of privileges on access modules, if any are held by the group.

• ACTivity privileges
Specifies display of privileges on activities, if any are held by the group.

• AREa privileges
Specifies display of privileges on areas, if any are held by the group.

• CATegory privileges
Specifies display of privileges on categories, if any are held by the group.

• DB privileges
Specifies display of privileges on databases, if any are held by the group.

• DBADMin privileges
Specifies display of DBADMIN privilege, if it is held by the group.

• DBTable privileges
Specifies display of privileges on database name tables, if any are held by the group.

• DCADMin privileges
Specifies display of DCADMIN privilege, if it is held by the group.

• DMCl privileges
Specifies display of privileges on DMCLs, if any are held by the group.

• GROup privileges
Specifies display of privileges on groups, if any are held by the group.

• NONSQL SCHema privileges
Specifies display of privileges on non-SQL-defined schemas, if any are held by the group.

• SCHema privileges
Specifies display of privileges on SQL-defined schemas, if any are held by the group.

• SYSADMin privileges
Specifies display of SYSADMIN privilege, if it is held by the group.

• SYStem privileges
Specifies display of privileges on systems, if any are held by the group.

• SYStem PROfile privileges
Specifies display of privileges on system profiles, if any are held by the group.

• TABle privileges
Specifies display of privileges on tables, if any are held by the group.

• USEr PRIvileges
Specifies display of privileges on users, if any are held by the group.
Note that at least the first three characters of the keyword PRIVILEGES must be specified to display users on which
the group holds privileges. This removes any potential ambiguity with specification of the preceding USERS display
option.

• USEr PROfile privileges
Specifies display of privileges on user profiles, if any are held by the group.
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Usage

Privileges Assigned in More Than One Dictionary

It may be necessary to connect to more than one dictionary to see all privileges assigned to a group. For example, if you
issue the DISPLAY statement while connected to the system dictionary, the output will not include the SQL table privileges
assigned in an application dictionary.

DISPLAY USER
Displays information on a user.

This article describes the following information:

Authorization

To display privileges granted to a user you must hold SYSADMIN privilege.

Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ USEr user-identifier ───────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘
 
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─ display-option ──┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘
          └─ COMments ─┘

Expansion of Display-Option

►►─┬─ ALL ───────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ NONe ──────────────────────────┤
   ├─ DETails ───────────────────────┤
   ├─ HIStory ───────────────────────┤
   ├─ GROups ────────────────────────┤
   ├─ all PRIvileges ────────────────┤
   ├─ ACCess MODule privileges ──────┤
   ├─ ACTivity privileges ───────────┤
   ├─ AREa privileges ───────────────┤
   ├─ CATegory privileges ───────────┤
   ├─ DB privileges ─────────────────┤
   ├─ DBADMin privileges ────────────┤
   ├─ DBTable privileges ────────────┤
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   ├─ DCADMin privileges ────────────┤
   ├─ DMCl privileges ───────────────┤
   ├─ GROup PRIvileges ──────────────┤
   ├─ NONSQL SCHema privileges ──────┤
   ├─ SCHema privileges ─────────────┤
   ├─ SYSADMin privileges ───────────┤
   ├─ SYStem privileges ─────────────┤
   ├─ SYStem PROfile privileges ─────┤
   ├─ TABle privileges ──────────────┤
   ├─ USEr privileges ───────────────┤
   └─ USEr PROfile privileges ───────┘

Parameters

 

• ALL
Specifies all display options.

• NONe
Specifies display of only the user identifier and its status (active or logically deleted).

• DETails
Specifies display of the following information on the user:
– The status of the user identifier.
– The user's name.
– Whether a password has been assigned to the user.
– The user profile, if any, associated with the user.
– The description, if any, of the user.

• HIStory
Specifies display of the following:
– The date and time the user definition was created, and the ID of the user who created the definition.
– The date and time the user definition was last updated and the ID of the user who updated the definition.

• GROups
Specifies display of all groups of which the user is a member.

• all PRIvileges
Specifies display of all privileges held by the user.

• ACCess MODule privileges
Specifies display of privileges on access modules, if any are held by the user.

• ACTivity privileges
Specifies display of privileges on activities, if any are held by the user.

• AREa privileges
Specifies display of privileges on areas, if any are held by the user.

• CATegory privileges
Specifies display of privileges on categories, if any are held by the user.

• DB privileges
Specifies display of privileges on databases, if any are held by the user.

• DBADMin privileges
Specifies display of DBADMIN privilege, if it is held by the user.

• DBTable privileges
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Specifies display of privileges on database name tables, if any are held by the user.
• DCADMin privileges

Specifies display of DCADMIN privilege, if it is held by the user.
• DMCl privileges

Specifies display of privileges on DMCLs, if any are held by the user.
• GROup PRIvileges

Specifies display of privileges on groups, if any are held by the user.
Note that at least the first three characters of the keyword PRIVILEGES must be specified to display groups on which
the user holds privileges. This removes any potential ambiguity with specification of the preceding GROUPS display
option.

• NONSQL SCHema privileges
Specifies display of privileges on non-SQL-defined schemas, if any are held by the user.

• SCHema privileges
Specifies display of privileges on SQL-defined schemas, if any are held by the user.

• SYSADMin privileges
Specifies display of SYSADMIN privilege, if it is held by the user.

• SYStem privileges
Specifies display of privileges on systems (including SIGNON), if any are held by the user.

• SYStem PROfile privileges
Specifies display of privileges on system profiles, if any are held by the user.

• TABle privileges
Specifies display of privileges on tables, if any are held by the user.

• USEr privileges
Specifies display of privileges on users, if any are held by the user.

• USEr PROfile privileges
Specifies display of privileges on user profiles, if any are held by the user.

Usage

Privileges Assigned in More Than One Dictionary

It may be necessary to connect to more than one dictionary to see all privileges assigned to a user. For example, if you
issue the DISPLAY statement while connected to the system dictionary, the output will not include the SQL table privileges
assigned in an application dictionary.

DISPLAY USER PROFILE
Use DISPLAY USER PROFILE to display information about a user profile. The following sections describe required
authorizations, syntax, and parameters.

Authorization

To display user profile information, you must hold SYSADMIN privilege.

Syntax
 ►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ USEr PROfile profile-name ──────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘
 
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────────┐ │ │
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   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─ display-option ──┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘
          └─ COMments ─┘
 

Expansion of Display-Option

 ►►─┬─ ALL ─────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ NONe ────┤
   ├─ DETails ─┤
   └─ HIStory ─┘
 

Parameters

• ALL
Specifies all display options.

• NONe
Specifies display of the profile name.

• DETails
Specifies display of all attributes defined in the profile.

• HIStory
Specifies display of the following:
– The date and time the user profile definition was created, and the ID of the user who created the definition.
– The date and time the user profile definition was last updated, and the ID of the user who updated the definition.

DISPLAY DCADMIN PRIVILEGES
Contents

Displays users and groups who hold DCADMIN privilege for the system.

Authorization

To display DCADMIN privilege, you must hold DCADMIN privilege or SYSADMIN privilege.

Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ DCADMIN privileges ─────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘
 
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─ display-option ──┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤
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       └─ WITHOut ───┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ VERB ─┬─ GRAnt ──┬─┘
            └─ REVoke ─┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘
          └─ COMments ─┘

Expansion of Display-Option

►►─┬─ ALL ───────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ NONe ──────────────┤
   └─ HIStory ───────────┘

Parameters

 

• ALL
Specifies all display options.

• NONe
Specifies display of the users or groups to whom the privilege was granted.

• HIStory
Specifies display of the following:
– The date and time the privilege was granted to the user or group, and the ID of the user granted the privilege.
– The date and time the privilege was last updated, and the ID of the user who updated the privilege.

• VERB
Specifies the verb used in the display output.
If VERB is not specified, the privilege is displayed in the form of GRANT statements.
– GRAnt

Specifies that the privilege is displayed in the form of GRANT statements.
– REVoke

Specifies substitution of "REVOKE" for "GRANT" in the display output.

Usage

Specifying WITH VERB REVOKE

By specifying WITH VERB REVOKE and AS SYNTAX, you display output that you can then submit to revoke privilege
from those who hold the privilege. This is useful when you need to revoke a privilege from most or all users who hold it.

DISPLAY PRIVILEGES on a System Resource
Contents

Displays privileges granted on a system resource and the users and groups who hold the privileges.
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Authorization

To display privileges on a system resource, you must hold one of these privileges:

• DCADMIN privilege
• SYSADMIN privilege

You can display privileges on a system or system profile if you hold DISPLAY privilege WITH GRANT OPTION on the
resource.

Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ PRIvileges on resource ─────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘
 
 ►─┬─ ACTivity application-name.activity-name ─┬──────────────────────────────►
   ├─ CATegory category-name ──────────────────┤
   ├─ SYStem system-identifier ────────────────┤
   └─ SYStem PROfile profile-name ─────────────┘
 
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─ display-option ──┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ VERB ─┬─ GRAnt───┬─┘
            └─ REVoke ─┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘
          └─ COMments ─┘

Expansion of Display-Option

►►─┬─ ALL ───────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ NONe ──────────────┤
   └─ HIStory ───────────┘

Parameters

 

• ACTivity
Specifies that the type of resource is activity.

• application-name.activity-name
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Identifies the application in which the activity is defined and the name of the activity.
• CATegory

Specifies that the type of resource is category.
• category-name

Identifies the category.
• SYStem

Specifies that the type of resource is system.
• system-identifier

Identifies the system.
• SYStem PROfile

Specifies that the type of resource is system profile.
• profile-name

Identifies the system profile.
• ALL

Specifies all display options.
• NONe

Specifies display of only the privileges and the authorization identifier to which they have been granted.
• HIStory

Specifies display of the following:
– The date and time privilege on the resource was granted to the user or group, and the ID of the user who granted

the privilege.
– The date and time privilege on the resource was last updated, and the ID of the user who updated the privilege.

• VERB
Specifies the verb to be used in the display output.
If VERB is not specified, the privilege is displayed in the form of GRANT statements.
– GRAnt

Specifies that privileges are to be displayed in the form of GRANT statements.
– REVoke

Specifies substitution of "REVOKE" for "GRANT" in the display output.

Usage

Specifying WITH VERB REVOKE

By specifying WITH VERB REVOKE and AS SYNTAX, you display output that you can then submit to revoke privilege
from those who hold the privilege. This is useful when you need to revoke a privilege from most or all users who hold it.

DISPLAY RESOURCE (System)
Contents

Displays information on a system resource.

Authorization

To display a system resource, you must hold one of these privileges:

• DISPLAY privilege WITH GRANT OPTION on the resource
• DCADMIN privilege
• SYSADMIN privilege
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Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ RESource ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘
 
 ►─┬─ ACTivity application-name.activity-name ─┬──────────────────────────────►
   ├─ CATegory category-name ──────────────────┤
   └─ SYStem system-identifier ────────────────┘
 
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─ display-option ──┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘
          └─ COMments ─┘

Expansion of Display-Option

►►─┬─ ALL ─────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ NONe ────┤
   ├─ DETails ─┤
   └─ HIStory ─┘

NOTE
The DETAILS option is meaningful only for the CATEGORY resource type.

Parameters

 

• ACTivity
Specifies that the type of resource is activity.

• application-name.activity-name
Identifies the application in which the activity is defined and the activity name.

• CATegory
Specifies that the type of resource is category.

• category-name
Identifies the category.

• SYStem
Specifies that the type of resource is system.

• system-identifier
Identifies the system.

• SYStem PROfile
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Specifies that the type of resource is system profile.
• profile-name

Identifies the system profile.
• ALL

Specifies all display options.
• NONe

Specifies display of only the resource type such as:
– For category, the resource name
– For activity, the activity name and number
– For system, the system identifier

• DETails
For a category, specifies display of the resources in the category.
For a system profile, specifies display of the attributes defined in the profile.

• HIStory
Specifies display of the following:
– The date and time the resource was created, and the ID of the user who created it.
– The date and time the resource was last altered, and the ID of the user who altered it.

DISPLAY PRIVILEGES on a Database Resource
Contents

Displays privileges granted on a database resource and the users and groups who hold the privileges.

Authorization

To display privileges on a database resource, you must hold DBADMIN privilege on the current dictionary, SYSADMIN
privilege, or the privilege listed in this table:

Resource type Privilege to display privileges
Access Module DISPLAY (WITH GRANT OPTION) on the access module
Area DISPLAY (WITH GRANT OPTION) on the segment containing the

area
Database DISPLAY (WITH GRANT OPTION) on the database identified as a

DB resource
Database name table DISPLAY (WITH GRANT OPTION) on the database name table
DMCL DISPLAY (WITH GRANT OPTION) on the DMCL
Non-SQL-defined schema DISPLAY (WITH GRANT OPTION) on the non-SQL-defined

schema
SQL-defined schema DISPLAY (WITH GRANT OPTION) on the schema
Table DISPLAY (WITH GRANT OPTION) on the table

Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ PRIvileges on resource ─────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘
 
 ►─┬─ ACCess MODule schema-name.access-module-name ─┬─────────────────────────►
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   ├─ AREa segment-name.area-name ──────────────────┤
   ├─ DB database-name ─────────────────────────────┤
   ├─ DBTable dbtable-name ─────────────────────────┤
   ├─ DMCl dmcl-name  ──────────────────────────────┤
   ├─ NONSQL SCHema Vnnnn.nonsql-schema-name ───────┤
   ├─ SCHema schema-name ───────────────────────────┤
   └─ TABle schema-name.table-name ─────────────────┘
 
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─ display-option ──┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ VERB ─┬─ GRAnt───┬─┘
            └─ REVoke ─┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘
          └─ COMments ─┘

Expansion of Display-Option

►►─┬─ ALL ───────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   ├─ NONe ──────────────┤
   └─ HIStory ───────────┘

Parameters

 

• ACCess MODule
Specifies that the type of resource is access module.

• schema-name.access-module-name
Identifies the access module and its schema-name qualifier.

• AREa
Specifies that the type of resource is area.

• segment-name.area-name
Identifies the segment containing the area and the area name.

• DB
Specifies that the type of resource is database.

• database-name
Identifies a segment or a name in the database name table.

• DBTable
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Specifies that the type of resource is database name table.
• dbtable-name

Identifies the database name table.
• DMCL

Specifies that the type of resource is DMCL.
• dmcl-name

Identifies the DMCL.
• NONSQL SCHema

Specifies that the type of resource is non-SQL-defined schema.
• Vnnnn.nonsql-schema-name

Identifies the non-SQL-defined schema and its version (nnnn).
• SCHema

Specifies that the type of resource is an SQL-defined schema.
• schema-name

Identifies the schema.
• TABle

Specifies that the type of resource is table.
• schema-name.table-name

Identifies the table and its schema-name qualifier.
• ALL

Specifies all display options.
• NONe

Specifies display of only the privileges and the authorization identifier to which they have been granted.
• HIStory

Specifies display of the following:
– The date and time privilege on the resource was granted to the user or group, and the ID of the user who granted

the privilege.
– The date and time privilege on the resource was last updated, and the ID of the user who updated the privilege.

• VERB
Specifies the verb to be used in the display output.
If VERB is not specified, the privilege is displayed in the form of GRANT statements.
– GRAnt

Specifies that privileges are displayed in the form of GRANT statements.
– REVoke

Specifies substitution of "REVOKE" for "GRANT" in the display output.

Usage

Specifying WITH VERB REVOKE

By specifying WITH VERB REVOKE and AS SYNTAX, you display output that you can then submit to revoke privilege
from those who hold the privilege. This is useful when you need to revoke a privilege from most or all users who hold it.

DISPLAY RESOURCE (Database)
Contents

Displays information on a database resource.
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Authorization

To display a database resource, you must hold DBADMIN privilege on the current dictionary, SYSADMIN privilege, or the
privilege listed in this table:

Resource type Privilege to display privileges
Access Module DISPLAY on the access module
Area DBADMIN on the segment containing the area
Database DBADMIN on the database identified as a DB resource
Database name table DISPLAY on the database name table
DMCL DISPLAY on the DMCL
Non-SQL-defined schema DISPLAY on the non-SQL-defined schema
SQL-defined schema DISPLAY on the schema
Table DISPLAY on the table

Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─ RESource ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘
 
 ►─┬─ ACCess MODule schema-name.access-module-name ─┬─────────────────────────►
   ├─ AREa segment-name.area-name ──────────────────┤
   ├─ DB database-name ─────────────────────────────┤
   ├─ DBTable dbtable-name ─────────────────────────┤
   ├─ DMCl dmcl-name  ──────────────────────────────┤
   ├─ NONSQL SCHema Vnnnn.nonsql-schema-name ───────┤
   ├─ SCHema schema-name ───────────────────────────┤
   └─ TABle schema-name.table-name ─────────────────┘
 
 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
   │ ┌───────────────────────────────────┐ │
   │ │                 ┌───────────────┐ │ │
   └─▼─┬─ WITh ──────┬─▼─┬─ ALL ─────┬─┴─┴─┘
       ├─ ALSo WITh ─┤   ├─ NONe ────┤
       └─ WITHOut ───┘   └─ HIStory ─┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ AS ─┬─ SYNtax ───┬─┘
          └─ COMments ─┘

Parameters

 

• ACCess MODule
Specifies that the type of resource is access module.

• schema-name.access-module-name
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Identifies the access module and its schema-name qualifier.
• AREa

Specifies that the type of resource is area.
• segment-name.area-name

Identifies the segment containing the area and the area name.
• DB

Specifies that the type of resource is database.
• database-name

Identifies a segment or a name in the database name table.
• DBTable

Specifies that the type of resource is database name table.
• dbtable-name

Identifies the database name table.
• DMCL

Specifies that the type of resource is DMCL.
• dmcl-name

Identifies the DMCL.
• NONSQL SCHema

Specifies that the type of resource is non-SQL-defined schema.
• Vnnnn.nonsql-schema-name

Identifies the non-SQL-defined schema and its version (nnnn).
• SCHema

Specifies that the type of resource is schema.
• schema-name

Identifies the schema.
• TABle

Specifies that the type of resource is table.
• schema-name.table-name

Identifies the table and its schema-name qualifier.
• ALL

Specifies all display options.
• NONe

Specifies display of the resource type and name only.
• HIStory

Specifies display of the following:
– The date and time the resource was created, and the ID of the user who created it.
– The date and time the resource was last updated, and the ID of the user who updated it.
– For a table or schema, the authorization identifier of the owner.

DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL Syntax for Security Definitions
In addition to using DISPLAY and PUNCH syntax for specific resource definitions in a CA IDMS security database, you
can issue either a DISPLAY ALL or PUNCH ALL statement for an entity type to display or punch all occurrences defined
within that entity type. For example, you can issue a DISPLAY ALL RESOURCE AREAS to see the security definitions
for all areas secured in a security database. You can also select occurrences of an entity type to display or punch by
specifying the following:
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• Conditional expressions
• First occurrence of the entity type
• Last occurrence of the entity type
• A specific number of occurrences

Choosing Which Entity Occurrences to Display

The DISPLAY and PUNCH ALL syntax supports a variety of selection criteria to select occurrences to DISPLAY or
PUNCH. You can use a conditional expression with Boolean criteria to select occurrences, including a mask comparison.
The mask comparison supports the use of different keywords for each entity type. A table of keywords by entity type is
presented in Usage.

Issue Statements from CA IDMS Command Facility

You can issue DISPLAY/PUNCH statements from either the Online (OCF) or Batch (BCF) Command Facility.

Syntax

►►─┬─ DISplay ─┬─┬── ALL ──────────────────────────┬─ entity-type ────────────►
   └─ PUNch ───┘ └─┬─ FIRst ─┬──┬────────────────┬─┘
                   └─ LASt ──┘  ├─ 1 ◄───────────┤
                                └─ entity-count ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ WHEre conditional-expression ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ VERB ─┬─ DISplay ◄──┬─┘
            ├─ PUNch  ────┤
            ├─ CREate ────┤
            ├─ ALTer  ────┤
            └─ DROp   ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   └─ AS ─┬─ COMments ─┬─┘
          └─ SYNtax ───┘

Expansion of Conditional-Expression

►►─┬─ mask-comparison ────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►
   ├─ value-comparison ───────────────────────┤
   └─┬───────┬─ ( ─┬─ mask-comparison ──┬─ ) ─┘
     └─ NOT ─┘     └─ value-comparison ─┘
 
 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►◄
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   │ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   └─▼─┬─ AND ─┬─┬─ mask-comparison ────────────────────────┬─┴─┘
       └─ OR ──┘ ├─ value-comparison ───────────────────────┤
                 └─┬───────┬─ ( ─┬─ mask-comparison ──┬─ ) ─┘
                   └─ NOT ─┘     └─ value-comparison ─┘

Expansion of Mask-Comparison

►►─── entity-option-keyword ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►─┬─ CONTAINs ─┬─ 'mask-value' ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
   └─ MATCHES ──┘

Expansion of Value-Comparison

►►─┬─ 'character-string-literal' ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────►
   ├─ numeric-literal ────────────┤
   └─ entity-option-keyword ──────┘
 
 ►─┬─ IS ─┬───────┬─────────┬─┬─ 'character-string-literal' ─┬────────────────►◄
   │      └─ NOT ─┘         │ ├─ numeric-literal ────────────┤
   ├─ NE ───────────────────┤ └─ entity-option-keyword ──────┘
   └─┬───────┬─┬─┬─ EQ ─┬─┬─┘
     └─ NOT ─┘ │ └─ = ──┘ │
               ├─┬─ GT ─┬─┤
               │ └─ > ──┘ │
               ├─┬─ LT ─┬─┤
               │ └─ < ──┘ │
               ├─ GE ─────┤
               └─ LE ─────┘

Parameters

 

• ALL
Lists all occurrences of the requested entity type that the current user is authorized to display.
Online users: With a large number of entity occurrences, ALL may have a slow response time.

• FIRst
Lists the first occurrence of the named entity type.

• LASt
Lists the last occurrence of the named entity type.

• entity-count
Specifies the number of occurrences of the named entity type to list. 1 is the default.

• entity-type
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Identifies the entity type that is the object of the DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL request. Valid values appear in the table
in Usage.

• VERB DISplay/PUNch/CREate/ALTer/DROp
Specifies the verb that is to accompany DISPLAY/PUNCH output. DISPLAY is the default.

• AS SYNtax
Specifies that the text output by the DISPLAY/PUNCH verb is to appear as syntax. In an online session, text displayed
as syntax can be edited and resubmitted to the command facility. If the PUNCH command is issued in batch mode, the
batch command facility directs the output to the SYSPCH file, where it can be edited and subsequently resubmitted.

• AS COMments
Specifies that the text output by the DISPLAY/PUNCH verb be formatted as comments; comments are preceded by *+
and are ignored by the command facility.

• WHEre conditional-expression
Specifies criteria to be used in selecting occurrences of the requested entity type.
The outcome of a test for the condition determines which occurrences of the named entity type are displayed.

• mask-comparison
Compares an entity type operand with a mask value.
– entity-option-keyword

Identifies the left operand as a syntax option associated with the named entity type. The table in Usage lists valid
options for each entity type.

– CONTAINs
Searches the left operand for an occurrence of the right operand. The length of the right operand must be less
than or equal to the length of the left operand. If the right operand is not contained entirely in the left operand, the
outcome of the condition is false.

– MATCHES
Compares the left operand with the right operand one character at a time, beginning with the leftmost character in
each operand. When a character in the left operand does not match a character in the right operand, the outcome
of the condition is false.

– 'mask-value'
Identifies the right operand as a character string; the specified value must be enclosed in quotation marks. Mask-
value can contain the following special characters:

@ Matches any alphabetic character in entity-option-keyword.
# Matches any numeric character in entity-option-keyword.
* Matches any character in entity-option-keyword.

• value-comparison
Compares values contained in the left and right operands based on the specified comparison operator.
– 'character-string-literal'

Identifies a character string enclosed in quotes.
– numeric-literal

Identifies a numeric value.
– entity-option-keyword

Identifies a syntax option associated with the named entity type; valid options for each entity type are listed in the
table presented in Usage.

– IS
Specifies that the left operand must equal the right operand for the condition to be true.

– NE
Specifies that the left operand must not equal the right operand for the condition to be true.

– EQ/=
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Specifies that the left operand must equal the right operand for the condition to be true.
– GT/>

Specifies that the left operand must be greater than the right operand for the condition to be true.
– LT/<

Specifies that the left operand must be less than the right operand for the condition to be true.
– GE

Specifies that the left operand must be greater than or equal to the right operand for the condition to be true.
– LE

Specifies that the left operand must be less than or equal to the right operand for the condition to be true.
• NOT

Specifies that the opposite of the condition fulfills the test requirements. If NOT is specified, the condition must be
enclosed in parentheses.

• AND
Indicates the expression is true only if the outcome of both test conditions is true.

• OR
Indicates the expression is true if the outcome of either one or both test conditions is true.

Usage

Output Contains Only Enough Information to Display/Punch Entity

Output produced by DISPLAY or PUNCH ALL consists only of the information necessary to execute a DISPLAY/PUNCH
request for each entity occurrence. For example, Resource DMCL occurrences are displayed with their name, and
AREA occurrences with their fully qualified name (that is, segmentname.areaname). In an online session, the user can
execute the displayed statements by pressing [Enter]. This two-step process allows the user to scan the names of entity
occurrences related to the database in which the statement is issued.

Valid Entity Types and Option Keywords for Conditional Expressions

The following table lists valid entity types and keywords that you can specify as entity-type and entity-option-keyword in
the DISPLAY ALL and PUNCH ALL syntax.

Entity type Entity-option keyword Selects based on
All Security components   
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 NAMe
FULl NAMe
RESource NAMe
CREated by
PREpared by
LASt UPDated by
REVised by
DATe last UPDated
MONth last UPDated
DAY last UPDated
YEAr last UPDated
DATe CREated
MONth CREated
DAY CREated
YEAr CREated

Unqualified Name (1)
Qualified Name (1)
Unqualified Name
(Resources only) (1)
User who created occurrence
User who created occurrence
User who last updated
occurrence
User who last updated
occurrence
Date (MM/DD/YY) occurrence
last updated
Month occurrence last updated
Day occurrence last updated
Year occurrence last updated
Date (MM/DD/YY) occurrences
created
Month occurrence created
Day occurrence created
Year occurrence created
.tabreak

Global Security components
GROups GROup name

STAtus
Name (ID) of Group
Status of GROUP
(ACTIVE, INACTIVE,
LOGICALLY DELETED)

USErs USEr name
STAtus
FULl NAMe
PROfile

Name (ID) of User
Status of USER
(ACTIVE, INACTIVE,
LOGICALLY DELETED)
Full Name of User
Profile assigned to User

USEr PROfiles USEr PROfile name
PROfile name

Profile Name
Profile Name

Physical Database Security components
RESource AREas resource AREa NAMe

SEGment name
Unqualified AREA name (1)
Area's segment name

RESource DBs resource DB NAMe Name of Database
RESource
DBTables

resource DBTable NAMe Name of DBTable

RESource DMCls resource DMCL NAMe Name of DMCL
RESource NONsql
SCHEmas

resource NONSQL
SCHEma NAME

Name of NON SQL Schema

SQL Security Components
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RESource ACCess
MODules
or
RESource AMS

resource ACCess
MODule NAMe
resource AM NAMe
AM NAMe
SCHema name

Unqualified Name of
Access Module (1)
Unqualified Name of
Access Module (1)
Unqualified Name of
Access Module (1)
Schema Name of Access Module

RESource SCHemas resource SCHema NAMe Name of SQL Schema
RESource TABles resource TABle NAMe

SCHema NAMe
Unqualified Name of Table (1)
Schema Name of Table

System Security Components
RESource
ACTivities

resource ACTivity name
NUMber

Name of Activity
Activity Number

RESource
CATegories

resource CATegory NAMe
NUMber

Name of Category
Category Number

RESource SYStems resource SYStem NAMe Name of System
SYStem PROfiles system PROfile NAMe Profile Name
The following Resource Category Components can be selected using the specified entity-option keyword (in addition to those
specified in the preceding Resource Categories).
RESource CATegory
ACCess MODules
or
RESource CATegory
AMS

ACCess MODule name
DICTName
DICtionary name
SCHema name

Unqualified Access Module
Name (1)
Dictionary Name
Dictionary Name
SQL Schema Name

RESource
category
LOAd MODules

LOAd MODule name
DICTName
DICtionary name
Version

Unqualified Load Module
Name (1)
Dictionary Name
Dictionary Name
Version Number
(in Vnnnn format)

RESource
category
PROgrams

PROgram name
FILe name
Version

Unqualified Program name
File Name (CDMSLIB)
Version Number
(in Vnnnn format)

RESource
category
QUEues

QUEue name Name of Queue

RESource
category
RUNunits

RUNunit name
DATabase NAMe
DBName
SUBschema name
PROgram name

Unqualified Rununit name (1)
Database Name
Database Name
Subschema Name
Program Name

RESource
category
TASks

TASk name Name of task
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(1) Unqualified name selections are based on the primary name of the entity occurrence only. To select based on the fully
qualified occurrence name, token FULL NAME must be specified. Security components with qualified names are specified
in the following table.

Fully Qualified Names of Security Components

The fully qualified names of security components are listed in the following table.

Resource Fully qualified name
ACCESS MODULE schema-name.access-module-name

AREA segment-name.area-name

TABLE schema-name.table-name

CATEGORY ACCESS MODULE dictname.schema-name. access-module-name

CATEGORY LOAD MODULE dictname.Vnnnn.load-module-name

CATEGORY RUNUNIT dbname.subschema-name.program-name

CATEGORY PROGRAM CDMSLIB.program-name or Vnnnn.program-name

For all other security components, unqualified and qualified names are the same.

Date and Year 2000 support

You can use date selection criteria and year 2000 support in DISPLAY/PUNCH ALL statements to display security entities.

You implement date selection criteria in these WHERE clause options:

• DATE CREATED
• DATE LAST UPDATED

You can specify the date as a value-comparison string in the form 'MM/DD/YY' in the right side of the conditional
expression. CA IDMS extracts it in CCYYMMDD form to accurately determine the relationship of dates. For example, this
DISPLAY ALL statement:

DISPLAY ALL USERS WHERE DATE CREATED > '01/01/96';

establishes a search criteria to identify the USERS whose DATE CREATED values are greater than the specified string.
The DISPLAY ALL process determines that the date '01/01/96' is greater than the date '12/31/95'.

Alternatively, you may specify the value-comparison string on either side of the conditional expression in the form
'CCYYMMDD' to achieve the same results.

You can also substitute day, month, or year for each of these WHERE clause options. For example, this DISPLAY ALL
statement specifies a search condition that is based on month and year:

DISPLAY ALL RESOURCE AREAS

   WHERE MONTH CREATED = '01'

   AND YEAR CREATED > '95';

Default Order of Precedence Applied to Logical Operators

Conditional expressions can contain a single condition, or two or more conditions combined with the logical operators
AND or OR. The logical operator NOT specifies the opposite of the condition. The command facility evaluates operators
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in a conditional expression one at a time, from left to right, in order of precedence. The default order of precedence is as
follows:

• MATCHES or CONTAINS keywords
• EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, LE operators
• NOT
• AND
• OR

If parentheses are used to override the default order of precedence, the command facility evaluates the expression within
the innermost parentheses first.

The following examples show sample DISPLAY statements for security definitions.

DISPLAY ALL GROUPS WHERE STATUS IS 'ACTIVE'

                   OCF rr.r IDMS  PAGE 1 LINE 1  DICT=SYSTEM       1/8 cv-name

DISPLAY ALL GROUPS WHERE STATUS IS 'ACTIVE';

*+ Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000

*+   DISPLAY GROUP "TESTGROUP" ;

*+   DISPLAY GROUP "PUBLIC" ;

*+   DISPLAY GROUP "MIS" ;

*+   DISPLAY GROUP "HR" ;

*+   DISPLAY GROUP "ACCOUNTING" ;

*+ I DC601157  NO MORE ENTITY OCCURRENCES FOUND                         WORD  1

DISPLAY ALL USERS WHERE USER NAME MATCHES 'SP'

                   OCF rr.r IDMS  PAGE 1 LINE 1  DICT=SYSTEM       1/5 cv-name

DISPLAY ALL USERS WHERE USER NAME MATCHES 'SP'

*+ Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000

*+   DISPLAY USER "SPILL01" ;

*+   DISPLAY USER "SPANL01" ;

*+ I DC601157  NO MORE ENTITY OCCURRENCES FOUND                         WORD  1
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Security Macro JCL
This section provides information about the following topics:

• z/OS - JCL
• z/VSE - JCL
• Secure Macro CMS Commands
• Recreate the Security Resource Type Table (SRTT)

z/OS - JCL
This article describes the following z/OS JCL macros:

CTABGEN

The #CTABGEN macro can be assembled using the following JCL.

//             EXEC HLASMCL

//ASM.SYSLIB   DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//             DD   DSN=zOS.maclib,DISP=SHR

//ASM.SYSIN    DD   *

         #CTABGEN macro

         END

/*

//LKED.SYSLMOD DD   DSN=yourHLQ.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//LKED.SYSIN   DD   *

 ENTRY   CTABEP1

 MODE    AMODE(31),RMODE(ANY)

 NAME    IDMSCTAB(R)

/*

//*

GTABGEN

The #GTABGEN macro can be assembled using the following JCL.
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//             EXEC HLASMCL

//ASM.SYSLIB   DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//             DD   DSN=zOS.maclib,DISP=SHR

//ASM.SYSIN    DD   *

         #GTABGEN macro

         END

/*

//LKED.SYSLMOD DD   DSN=yourHLQ.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//LKED.SYSIN   DD   *

 ENTRY   GTABEP1

 MODE    AMODE(31),RMODE(ANY)

 NAME    IDMSGTAB(R)

/*

//*

SECRTT

//             EXEC HLASMCL

//ASM.SYSLIB   DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//             DD   DSN=zOS.maclib,DISP=SHR

//ASM.SYSIN    DD   *

         #SECRTT TYPE=INITIAL,SVCNUM=svcnumber

         #SECRTT macros

            ...

         #SECRTT TYPE=FINAL

         END
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/*

//LKED.SYSLMOD DD   DSN=yourHLQ.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//LKED.SYSIN   DD   *

 ENTRY   SRTTEP1

 MODE    AMODE(31),RMODE(ANY)

 NAME    RHDCSRTT(R)

/*

//*

UTABGEN

The #UTABGEN macro can be assembled using the following JCL.

//             EXEC HLASMCL

//ASM.SYSLIB   DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//             DD   DSN=zOS.maclib,DISP=SHR

//ASM.SYSIN    DD   *

         #UTABGEN macro

         END

/*

//LKED.SYSLMOD DD   DSN=yourHLQ.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//LKED.SYSIN   DD   *

 ENTRY   UTABEP1

 MODE    AMODE(31),RMODE(ANY)

 NAME    IDMSUTAB(R)

/*

//*
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Variable Descriptions

The following list describes the variables for the JCL macros:

• yourHLQ.CAGJMAC
Data set name of the CA IDMS macro library

• zOS.maclib
Data set name of the operating system macro library

• yourHLQ.custom.loadlib
Data set name of the CA IDMS custom load library

z/VSE - JCL
Contents

Using MSHP

Any modifications to CA IDMS load libraries in z/VSE should be applied by MSHP.

NOTE
For instructions on how to assemble and link edit a module using MSHP, see the Installing section -- z/VSE.

CTABGEN

// DLBL    userlib

// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF  SOURCE,SEARCH=(userlib.idmslib)

// OPTION  CATAL

   PHASE   IDMSCTAB,*

// EXEC   ASMA90

           #CTABGEN macro

           END

/*

   ENTRY   CTABEP1

// DLBL    userlib

// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn
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// LIBDEF  PHASE,TO=(userlib.idmslib)

// EXEC    LNKEDT

• userlib
Filename of the user library.

• nnnnnn
Volume serial number of the library.

• userlib.idmslib
File identifier of the CA IDMS sublibrary.

GTABGEN

// DLBL   userlib

// EXTENT ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF SOURCE,SEARCH=(userlib.idmslib)

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE  IDMSGTAB,*

// EXEC   ASMA90

          #GTABGEN macro

          END

/*

   ENTRY GTABEP1

// DLBL   userlib

// EXTENT ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF PHASE,TO=(userlib.idmslib)

// EXEC   LNKEDT

• userlib
Filename of the user library.

• nnnnnn
Volume serial number of the library.

• userlib.idmslib
File identifier of the CA IDMS sublibrary.
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SECRTT

// DLBL   userlib

// EXTENT ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF SOURCE,SEARCH=(userlib.idmslib)

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE  RHDCSRTT,*

// EXEC   ASMA90

          #SECRTT TYPE=INITIAL,SVCNUM=svcnumber

          #SECRTT macro

              ...

          #SECRTT TYPE=FINAL

          END

/*

   ENTRY SRTTEP1

// DLBL   userlib

// EXTENT ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF PHASE,TO=(userlib.idmslib)

// EXEC   LNKEDT

• userlib
Filename of the user library.

• nnnnnn
Volume serial number of the library.

• userlib.idmslib
File identifier of the CA IDMS sublibrary.

UTABGEN

// DLBL    userlib
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// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF  SOURCE,SEARCH=(userlib.idmslib)

// OPTION  CATAL

   PHASE   IDMSUTAB,*

// EXEC   ASMA90

           #UTABGEN macro

           END

/*

   ENTRY   UTABEP1

// DLBL    userlib

// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF  PHASE,CATALOG=userlib.idmslib

// EXEC    LNKEDT

• userlib
Filename of the user library.

• nnnnnn
Volume serial number of the library.

• userlib.idmslib
File identifier of the CA IDMS sublibrary.

• Sample IDMSUTAB
A sample IDMSUTAB.A module id provided with zero security. You may modify and assemble this source, or code your
own.

Secure Macro CMS Commands

CTABGEN

GLOBAL MACLIB idmslib OSMACRO
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FILEDEF SYSLIN DISK IDMSUTAB TEXT A

ASMAHL idmsctab (NODECK OBJECT PRINT

CAE5LNKB IDMSCTAB SYSLIN userload RENT

• idmslib
Filename of the CA IDMS MACLIB library.

• idmsctab
Filename of the file containing the #CTABGEN macro source. Filetype ASSEMBLE.

• userload
Filename of the output LOADLIB where IDMSCTAB will be placed.

IDMSCTAB SYSLIN is provided with the install.

GTABGEN

GLOBAL MACLIB idmslib OSMACRO

FILEDEF SYSLIN DISK DBUGSTAB TEXT A

ASMAHL idmsgtab (NODECK OBJECT PRINT

CAE5LNKB IDMSGTAB SYSLIN userload RENT

• idmslib
Filename of the CA IDMS MACLIB library

• idmsgtab
Filename of the file containing the #GTABGEN macro source. Filetype ASSEMBLE.

• userload
Filename of the output LOADLIB where IDMSGTAB will be placed.

IDMSCTAB SYSLIN is provided with the install.

SECRTT

GLOBAL MACLIB idmslib OSMACRO

FILEDEF SYSLIN DISK RHDCSRTT TEXT A

ASMAHL rhdcsrtt (NODECK OBJECT PRINT
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CAE5LNKB RHDCSRTT SYSLIN userload RENT

• idmslib
Filename of the CA IDMS MACLIB library

• rhdcsrtt
Filename of the file containing the #SECRTT macro source. Filetype ASSEMBLE

• userload
Filename of the output LOADLIB where the relinked RHDCSRTT will be placed

RHDCSRTT SYSLIN is provided with the install.

UTABGEN

GLOBAL MACLIB idmslib OSMACRO

FILEDEF SYSLIN DISK IDMSUTAB TEXT A

ASMAHL idmsutab (NODECK OBJECT PRINT

CAE5LNKB IDMSUTAB SYSLIN userload RENT

• idmslib
Filename of the CA IDMS MACLIB library

• idmsutab
Filename of the file containing the #UTABGEN macro source. Filetype ASSEMBLE

• userload
Filename of the output LOADLIB library where IDMSUTAB will be placed

• Sample IDMSUTAB

A sample IDMSUTAB ASSEMBLE module is provided with zero security. You may modify and assemble this source, or
code your own.

IDMSUTAB SYSLIN is provided with the install.

Recreate the Security Resource Type Table (SRTT)
You can display or recreate the SRTT table using the batch program—IDMSSRTD. IDMSSTD recreates the SRTT
definition syntax from the existing load module. For more information about the SRTT table, see Activating CA IDMS
Security.

Example: Batch JCL (z/OS)

The z/OS JCL is used to execute the RHDCSRTT batch processor—IDMSSRTD—for CA IDMS.
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RHDCSRTT source syntax is decompiled from the load module and written to the SYSPCH Ddname. Additional file
assignments might be needed for the user catalog and the system dictionary depending on your security implementation.
RHDCSRTT creation date is written to the SYSLST DD.

IDMSSRTD

//         EXEC PGM=IDMSSRTD,REGION=4096K

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//SYSPCH   DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

Insert SYSIDMS parameters

/*

Variable Descriptions

• idms.dba.loadlib
Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and database name table load modules

• idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing customized CA IDMS system software modules
• idms.cagjload

Data set name of the load library containing vanilla CA IDMS system software modules

Security Database Information and DSECTs
You can access security information in the following ways:

• Issuing DISPLAY statements through the CA IDMS Command Facility
• Issuing SQL DML statements through the CA IDMS Command Facility
• Issuing navigational or SQL DML statements to access the data from CA technologies OLQ, CA technologies Culprit,

or a user-written program

Security DISPLAY statements

What You Can Do

You can submit to the CA IDMS Command Facility DISPLAY or PUNCH statements to display this security information:

• About global resources:
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– Holders of SYSADMIN privilege
– User information, including definitions, groups, and privileges
– Group information, including definitions, users, and privileges
– User profile information, including attributes

• About system resources:
– Holders of DCADMIN privilege
– Resource definitions
– Privileges granted on resources

• About database resources:
– Resource definitions
– Privileges granted on resources

Documentation of DISPLAY Statements

NOTE
For documentation of DISPLAY statement syntax, see Syntax for Security Display Statements.

DML Access

Navigational DML

For navigational DML access to a security database, you specify the appropriate security subschema and issue DML
statements to navigate the security records that are described later in this section.

You can issue navigational DML statements through CA OLQ, CA Culprit, or a user-written program to access the user
catalog through subschema IDMSSECU and other security definitions in the system dictionary through subschema
IDMSSECS. You cannot access SQL-defined database resources through navigational DML.

SQL DML

For SQL access to information on global and system resources, you define SQL schemas for the non-SQL-defined
security schemas (IDMSSECU and IDMSSECS) and issue SQL statements that specify records in the security databases
as tables.

Security information on SQL-defined database resources resides in the SQL-defined tables in the SYSTEM schema that
are described later in this section.

About Security Information
Dictionary Connection for Storing Information

When you define resources or manipulate privileges in CA IDMS internal security, your session should be connected to
the proper dictionary:

• For global resources -- The system dictionary or an application dictionary
• For system resources -- The system dictionary
• For non-SQL-defined database resources:

– DMCL, database, database name table, area -- The system dictionary
– Non-SQL-defined schema -- The application dictionary

• For SQL-defined database resources -- The application dictionary or system dictionary

NOTE
If your session is connected to an application dictionary and you issue security statements specifying resources
that must be defined in the system dictionary, the statements will be processed and the security information will
be stored in the application dictionary. However, at runtime, the information will not be used.

Where Security Information is Maintained
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CA IDMS maintains security definitions in these areas:

• The user catalog (SYSUSER.DDLSEC area)
• The DDLDML, DDLCAT, and DDLCATX areas of the system dictionary and application dictionaries

Information about privileges on a resource is maintained in the same area as the resource definition.

User Catalog

Security information on global resources is maintained in these user catalog records:

• ATTRIBUTE
• DELUSER
• PROFILE
• RESOURCE
• RESOURCEAUTH
• USER
• USERGROUP

User catalog records reside in the SYSUSER.DDLSEC area and are accessible through subschema IDMSSECU, which is
defined in dictionaries against which IDMSDIRL has been run.

System Dictionary

Security information on system resources and non-SQL-defined database resources is maintained in these system
dictionary records:

• ATTRIBUTE
• PROFILE
• RESGROUPAUTH
• RESOURCE
• RESOURCEAUTH
• RESOURCEGROUP
• USERDATA

System dictionary security records reside in the SYSTEM.DDLDML area and are accessible through subschema
IDMSSECS, which is defined in dictionaries against which IDMSDIRL has been run.

Security information on SQL-defined database resources is maintained in these tables of the catalog component of the
dictionary:

• SYSTEM.RESOURCE
• SYSTEM.RESOURCEAUTH
• SYSTEM.RESOURCEGROUP
• SYSTEM.RESGROUPAUTH

Security tables for SQL-defined database resources reside in the DDLCAT area, and indexes on security tables reside in
the DDLCATX area.

Application Dictionary

Security information on SQL-defined database resources is maintained in these tables of the catalog component of the
dictionary:

• SYSTEM.RESOURCE
• SYSTEM.RESOURCEAUTH
• SYSTEM.RESOURCEGROUP
• SYSTEM.RESGROUPAUTH
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Security tables for SQL-defined database resources reside in the DDLCAT area, and indexes on security tables reside in
the DDLCATX area.

Security information on non-SQL-defined schemas is maintained in these system dictionary records:

• RESOURCE
• RESOURCEAUTH

These records are stored in the DDLDML area and are accessible through subschema IDMSSECS, which is defined in
dictionaries against which IDMSDIRL has been run.

Summary

This table summarizes security information on CA IDMS resources, including where the information is stored and the
privileges that apply to each resource:

Resource Keyword Location Privileges
Global resources
SYSADMIN SYSA SYSUSER.DDLSEC SYSADMIN
User USER SYSUSER.DDLSEC DEFINE (ALTER, CREATE,

DISPLAY, DROP, USE(2))
Group GROU SYSUSER.DDLSEC DEFINE (ALTER, CREATE,

DISPLAY, DROP, USE(2))
User profile UPRF SYSUSER.DDLSEC DEFINE (ALTER, CREATE,

DISPLAY, DROP, USE(2))
System resources
DCADMIN DCA System dictionary DCADMIN
System SYST System dictionary DEFINE (ALTER, CREATE,

DISPLAY, DROP, USE(2)),
SIGNON

System profile SPRF System dictionary DEFINE (ALTER, CREATE,
DISPLAY, DROP, USE(2))

Application(1) SAPP System dictionary EXECUTE
Activity ACTI System dictionary (EXECUTE on the associated

'SAPP')
Category(1) CATE System dictionary EXECUTE
Access module (runtime) SACC System dictionary (EXECUTE on the associated

'CATE')
Dictionary load module SLOD System dictionary (EXECUTE on the associated

'CATE')
Program (load module) SPGM System dictionary (EXECUTE on the associated

'CATE')
Queue QUEU System dictionary (EXECUTE on the associated

'CATE')
Run unit NRU System dictionary (EXECUTE on the associated

'CATE')
Task TASK System dictionary (EXECUTE on the associated

'CATE')
Non-SQL-defined database resources
Area AREA System dictionary DBAREAD, DBAWRITE, USE
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Database DB System dictionary DEFINE (ALTER, CREATE,
DISPLAY, DROP, USE)

Database name table DBTB System dictionary DEFINE (ALTER, CREATE,
DISPLAY, DROP, USE)

DMCL DMCL System dictionary DEFINE (ALTER, CREATE,
DISPLAY, DROP, USE)

Non-SQL-defined schema NSCH Application dictionary (DDLDML
area)

USE

SQL-defined database resources
Schema(3) QSCH Application dictionary (DDLCAT

area)
DEFINE (ALTER, CREATE,
DISPLAY, DROP, USE(2)),
OWNER

Access module (definition) DACC Application dictionary (DDLCAT
area)

EXECUTE, DEFINE (ALTER,
CREATE, DISPLAY, DROP,
USE(2)), REFERENCES(2)

Table TABL Application dictionary (DDLCAT
area)

ALL [DEFINE (ALTER,
CREATE, DISPLAY, DROP,
USE(2)), REFERENCES,
ACCESS (DELETE, INSERT,
SELECT, UPDATE),
OWNER(2)]

NOTE
(1)Resource group.

NOTE
(2)Privilege not meaningful for resource.

NOTE
(3)Resource and resource group.

Global and System Resource Security Records
This section contains the descriptions of records containing security information on global resources, system resources,
and non-SQL-defined database resources.

ATTRIBUTE

Purpose

An occurrence of this record represents an attribute defined in a profile.

Access

• IDMSSECU subschema (user profiles)
• IDMSSECS subschema (system profiles)
• Location mode: VIA PROFILE-ATTR
• Member of PROFILE-ATTR set

Record elements

Element name Picture and usage Description of contents
PROFILENAME PIC X(18) Name of the profile.
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KEYWORD PIC X(8) The keyword that identifies the attribute.
LENGTH PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP Number of characters in the attribute value.
VALUE PIC X(32) A user-assigned value for the attribute.
OVERRIDE PIC X(1) Defines whether the value may be

overridden at runtime:
'Y' -- Value may be overridden at runtime
'N' -- Value is static and may not be
overridden

CTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT Time created.
UTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT Time of the last update.
CUSER PIC X(18) ID of the user who created the attribute.
UUSER PIC X(18) ID of the user who last updated the

attribute.
FILLER PIC X(13) (Reserved -- initialized to spaces.)

DELUSER

Purpose

An occurrence of this record represents a user or group that has been logically deleted from the user catalog. The SDEL
task uses this information to determine which resource and resource group authorizations should be physically deleted.

Access

• IDMSSECU subschema
• Location mode: VIA IX-DELUSER
• Member of IX-DELUSER set

Record Elements

Element name Picture and usage Description of contents
AUTHID PIC X(18) The authorization ID of a user or group that

has been logically deleted.
CTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT Time created.
UTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT Time of the last update.
CUSER PIC X(18) ID of the user who created the record

occurrence.
UUSER PIC X(18) ID of the user who last updated the record

occurrence.
FILLER PIC X(10) (Reserved -- initialized to spaces.)

PROFILE

Purpose

An occurrence of this record represents a profile definition.

Access
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• Subschema IDMSSECU (user profiles)
• Subschema IDMSSECS (system profiles)
• Location mode: CALC on PROFILENAME
• Owner of PROFILE-ATTR set

Record Elements

Element name Picture and usage Description of contents
PROFILENAME PIC X(18) The name of the profile.
TYPE PIC X(1) The profile type:

'U' -- User profile
'S' -- System profile

CTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT Time created.
UTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT Time of the last update.
CUSER PIC X(18) ID of the user who created the profile.
UUSER PIC X(18) ID of the user who last updated the profile.
FILLER PIC X(17) (Reserved -- initialized to spaces.)

RESGROUPAUTH

Purpose

An occurrence of this record represents an execute privilege granted to an authorization ID on a category or on
application activities.

Access

• Subschema IDMSSECS
• Location mode: CALC on AUTHID
• Member of RESGROUP-AUTH set

Record Elements

Element name Picture and usage Description of contents
AUTHID PIC X(18) The authorization ID of the user or group

that holds EXECUTE privilege.
RESOURCETYPE PIC X(4) The code for the resource group to which

the privilege applies:
'SAPP' -- Application
'CATE' -- Category

RESOURCENAME PIC X(60) The name of the category or the name of
the application with which the activities are
associated.

RUNTIMEAUTH PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP SYNC Runtime privilege that has been granted on
the category or activity:
1 -- EXECUTE

RUNTIMEAUTHW PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP SYNC (Not applicable -- always 0)
DEFNAUTH PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP SYNC (Not applicable -- always 0)
DEFNAUTHW PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP SYNC (Not applicable -- always 0)
OTHERAUTH PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP SYNC (Not applicable -- always 0)
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FUNCTIONS PIC X(32) A bit map that designates the activities
within the application in RESOURCENAME
to which the EXECUTE privilege applies.

CTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT Time created.
UTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT Time of the last update.
CUSER PIC X(18) ID of the user who created the resource

group authorization.
UUSER PIC X(18) ID of the user who last updated the

resource group authorization.
FILLER PIC X(16) (Reserved -- initialized to spaces.)

RESOURCE

Purpose

An occurrence of this record represents a resource.

Access

• Subschema IDMSSECU (global resources)
• Subschema IDMSSECS (system and non-SQL-defined resources)
• Location mode: CALC on RESOURCETYPE and RESOURCENAME
• Member of IX-RESOURCE set
• Member of RESGROUP-RES set (IDMSSECS subschema only)
• Owner of RESOURCE-AUTH set

Record Elements

Element name Picture and usage Description of contents
RESOURCETYPE PIC X(4) Resource type keyword.

Using IDMSSECS subschema:
'ACTI' 'QUEU'
'AREA' 'SACC'
'DB' 'SLOD'
'DBTB' 'SPGM'
'DCA' 'SPRF'
'DMCL' 'SYST'
'NRU' 'TASK'
'NSCH'
Using IDMSSECU subschema:
'GROU' 'UPRF'
'SYSA' 'USER'

RESOURCENAME PIC X(60) The resource name.
For RESOURCETYPE 'ACTI', the value
is the fully qualified activity name (for
example, DCMT.SHUTDOWN).

GROUPTYPEIND PIC X(8) USAGE BIT Null value indicator for the GROUPTYPE
field:
B'11111111' -- Resource does not belong to
a group
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GROUPTYPE PIC X(4) The group code of the resource group (if
there is one) to which the resource belongs:
'CATE' -- Category
'SAPP' -- Application
' ' -- Resource does not belong to a group

GROUPNAMEIND PIC X(8) USAGE BIT Null value indicator for the GROUPNAME
field:
B'11111111' -- No value in GROUPNAME

GROUPNAME PIC X(60) The name of the resource group (if there is
one) to which the resource belongs.

NUMBER PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP SYNC For a resource assigned to a category
(NRU, QUEU, SACC, SLOD, SPGM, or
TASK), the unique number that identifies
the category with which the resource is
associated.
For an activity, the unique activity number
within the application.
For a resource that is not an activity or does
not belong to a category, the value is 0.

AMRUNNABLE PIC X(1) (Reserved -- initialized to 'N'.)
STATUS PIC X(1) (Reserved -- initialized to 'A'.)
AMGRANTABLE PIC X(1) (Reserved -- initialized to 'N'.)
AMLASTCHANGE PIC X(8) (Reserved -- initialized to binary zeros.)
CTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT Time created.
UTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT Time of the last update.
CUSER PIC X(18) ID of the user who created the resource.
UUSER PIC X(18) ID of the user who last updated the

resource.
FILLER PIC X(21) (Reserved -- initialized to spaces.)

RESOURCEAUTH

Purpose

An occurrence of this record represents the privileges that have been granted to an authorization ID on a resource.

Access

• Subschema IDMSSECU (privileges on global resources)
• Subschema IDMSSECS (privileges on system resources and non-SQL-defined database resources)
• CALC on AUTHID
• Member of RESOURCE-AUTH set

Record Elements

Element name Picture and usage Description of contents
AUTHID PIC X(18) The authorization ID of the user or group to

whom the privileges have been granted.
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RESOURCETYPE PIC X(4) The resource type keyword.
Using IDMSSECS subschema:
'AREA' 'DMCL'
'DB' 'NSCH'
'DBTB' 'SPRF'
'DCA' 'SYST'
Using IDMSSECU subschema:
'GROU' 'UPRF'
'SYSA' 'USER'

RESOURCENAME PIC X(60) The resource name.
RUNTIMEAUTH PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP SYNC (Not applicable -- initialized to binary

zeros. EXECUTE privileges on
categories and activities are stored in the
RESGROUPAUTH record.)

RUNTIMEAUTHW PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP SYNC (Not applicable -- initialized to binary zeros.)
DEFNAUTH PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP SYNC Definition privileges that have been granted

on the resource:
1 -- CREATE
2 -- ALTER
4 -- DROP
8 -- DISPLAY
16 -- USE
nn -- (The sum of two or more of the above,
representing multiple privileges)
31 -- DEFINE (all definition privileges)
Note: DEFINE privilege always includes
USE; however, USE is meaningful only for
AREA, DB, DBTB, DMCL, and NSCH.

DEFNAUTHW PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP SYNC Definition privileges a user represented by
AUTHID may grant to other authorization
IDs.

OTHERAUTH PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP SYNC Special privileges:
1 -- SYSADMIN
(Resource type SYSA only)
4 -- DBADMIN
(Resource type DB only)
8 -- DCADMIN
(Resource type DCA only)
16 -- SIGNON
(Resource type SYST only)
32 -- DBAREAD
(Resource type AREA only)
64 -- DBAWRITE
(Resource type AREA only)
96 -- DBAREAD and DBAWRITE

CTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT Time created.
UTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT Time of the last update.
CUSER PIC X(18) ID of the user who created the resource

authorization.
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UUSER PIC X(18) ID of the user who last updated the
resource authorization.

FILLER PIC X(16) (Reserved -- initialized to spaces.)

RESOURCEGROUP

Purpose

An occurrence of this record represents an application or category that has been defined with a CREATE RESOURCE
statement. Applications are defined when the first CREATE RESOURCE ACTIVITY application-name.activity-name
statement is issued.

Access

• Subschema IDMSSECS
• Location mode: CALC on RESOURCETYPE and RESOURCENAME
• Member of IX-RESGROUP set; owner of RESGROUP-AUTH and RESGROUP-RES sets

Record Elements

Element name Picture and usage Description of contents
RESOURCETYPE PIC X(4) The code for the resource group:

'CATE' -- Category
'SAPP' -- Application

RESOURCENAME PIC X(60) The name of the application or category.
OWNER PIC X(18) (Not applicable -- initialized to spaces.)
CATEGORYNO PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP SYNC For categories, the unique number

assigned to the category. For applications,
the value is 0.

FUNCTIONASSIGNMT PIC X(1) How activity numbers are assigned:
'S' -- System-assigned
'U' -- User-assigned
' ' -- (Resource type is 'CATE')

CTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT Time created.
UTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT Time of the last update.
CUSER PIC X(18) ID of the user who created the resource

group.
UUSER PIC X(18) ID of the user who last updated the

resource group.
FILLER PIC X(19) (Reserved -- initialized to spaces.)

USER

Purpose

An occurrence of this record represents a user or group defined within a CA IDMS security domain. Users and groups are
defined by the same record so that privileges on resources -- whether to a user or a group -- can be granted and enforced
in the same manner. Note that if the occurrence represents a group, there is no associated password or user profile.

Access
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• IDMSSECU subschema
• Location mode: CALC on AUTHID
• Owner of the USER-GROUP and GROUP-USER sets

Record elements

Element name Picture and usage Description of contents
AUTHID PIC X(18) The authorization ID of a user or group.
TYPE PIC X(1) Identifies the authorization ID as

representing a user or group:
'G' -- Group

STATUS PIC X(1) Current status of the authorization ID:
'A' -- Active
'D' -- Logically deleted

PASSWORD PIC X(8) The encrypted form of the plain text
password, or:
Binary zeros, when TYPE field is 'U' and
the password unassigned or null
Spaces, when TYPE field is 'G' or when
TYPE field is 'U' and AUTHID is 'SYSTEM'

NAME PIC X(32) The full name associated with the user,
if specified; initialized to spaces when
not specified for the user or when the
authorization ID represents a group.

DESCRIPTION PIC X(40) Textual information that the security
administrator may associate with the
authorization ID but that has no special
meaning to the security system; initialized
to spaces when not specified for the user or
group.

FILLER PIC X(2) (Reserved -- initialized to spaces.)
PROFILENAME PIC X(18) The name of the user profile assigned to

this authorization ID; initialized to spaces
for all groups and when not specified for a
user.

FILLER PIC X(4) (Reserved -- initialized to spaces.)
FILLER PIC X(8) (Reserved -- initialized to binary zeros.)
GTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT (Reserved -- initialized to binary zeros.)
PTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT (Reserved -- initialized to binary zeros.)
CTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT Time created.
UTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT Time of the last update.
CUSER PIC X(18) ID of the user who created the user

definition.
UUSER PIC X(18) ID of the user who last updated the user

definition.
FILLER PIC X(16) (Reserved -- initialized to spaces.)

Special Record Occurrences

These are special occurrences of the USER record:
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• Group 'PUBLIC' -- created on the first grant of privilege to PUBLIC (group 'PUBLIC' cannot be dropped):
– AUTHID: 'PUBLIC'
– TYPE: 'G'
– STATUS: (space)
– PASSWORD: (spaces)
– NAME: (spaces)
– DESCRIPTION: 'System Category bit map owner'
– PROFILENAME: (spaces)
– CUSER: 'SYSTEM'
– UUSER: 'SYSTEM'
– Other fields as noted in the USER record description above

• User 'SYSTEM' -- created by the first CREATE RESOURCE CATEGORY statement (user 'SYSTEM' cannot be
dropped):
– AUTHID: 'SYSTEM'
– TYPE: 'U'
– STATUS: (space)
– PASSWORD: (spaces)
– NAME: (spaces)
– DESCRIPTION: 'PUBLIC Group'
– PROFILENAME: (spaces)
– CUSER: 'SYSTEM'
– UUSER: 'SYSTEM'
– Other fields as noted in the USER record description above

USERDATA

Purpose

An occurrence of this record can represent:

• The association of a user or group with all categories on which the user or group holds execution privilege
• In one case, an occurrence, with the value 'SYSTEM' in the AUTHID field and 'C' in the TYPE field, that represents all

categories defined to the system
• The association of a user and a system profile, as specified in a GRANT SIGNON statement

Access

• IDMSSECS subschema
• Location mode: CALC on AUTHID
• Sets: None

Record Elements

Element name Picture and usage Description of contents
AUTHID PIC X(18) The authorization ID of the user.
LENGTH PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP The number of bytes (a multiple of 32)

currently allocated to the category bit map;
initialized to 0 when TYPE is 'P'.

TYPE PIC X(1) Type of user data:
'C' -- Category
'P' -- Profile
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SYSTEM PIC X(8) The identifier of a CA IDMS system;
initialized to spaces when TYPE is 'C'.

PROFILENAME PIC X(18) The name of the system profile; initialized
to spaces when TYPE is 'C'.

CTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT Time created.
UTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT Time of the last update.
CUSER PIC X(18) ID of the user who created the record

occurrence.
UUSER PIC X(18) ID of the user who last updated the record

occurrence.
FILLER PIC X(5) (Reserved -- initialized to spaces.)
CATEGORIES PIC X OCCURS 0 TO 4096 DEPENDING

ON LENGTH
The bit map used to identify categories.
Each bit in the bit map corresponds to a
category number from 1 to 32,767.

Special Record Occurrence

The following occurrence of the USERDATA record is created by the first CREATE RESOURCE CATEGORY statement
and is used to manage category number assignment:

• AUTHID: 'SYSTEM'
• LENGTH: (variable -- initially 32)
• TYPE: 'C'
• SYSTEM: (spaces)
• PROFILENAME: (spaces)
• CUSER: 'SYSTEM'
• UUSER: 'SYSTEM'
• CATEGORIES: (variable -- initially 32 bytes with high-order bit on and all other bits off)
• Other fields as noted in the USERDATA record description above

USERGROUP

Purpose

An occurrence of this record represents the association of a user with a group.

Access

• IDMSSECU subschema
• Location mode: VIA USER-GROUP
• Member of the USER-GROUP and GROUP-USER sets

Record Elements

Element name Picture and usage Description of contents
GROUPID PIC X(18) The authorization ID of the group of which

the user is a member.
USERID PIC X(18) The authorization ID of the user who is a

member of the group.
DEFAULTGROUP PIC X(1) Default group indicator:

'D' -- Default group
' ' -- Not the default group
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CTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT Time created.
UTIME PIC X(64) USAGE BIT Time of the last update.
CUSER PIC X(18) ID of the user who created the user and

group association.
UUSER PIC X(18) ID of the user who last updated the user

and group association.
FILLER PIC X(11) (Reserved -- initialized to spaces.)

Database Resource Security Tables
This section contains the descriptions of tables maintained in the catalog component of the dictionary for use by CA IDMS
centralized security.

SYSTEM.RESGROUPAUTH

Purpose

A row of this table represents the privileges that have been granted to an authorization ID on an SQL-defined database
resource group. A row of this table is stored only when a CREATE SCHEMA statement is issued.

Columns

Column name Data type Description of contents
AUTHID CHAR(18) The authorization ID of the user or group

that holds one or more privileges on the
resource group.

RESOURCETYPE CHAR(4) The code for the resource group to which
the privileges apply:
'QSCH' -- SQL Schema

RESOURCENAME CHAR(60) The schema name.
RUNTIMEAUTH BINARY(2) Runtime privileges that have been granted

on the schema:
143 -- ALL (ACCESS and OWNER
privileges)
When a CREATE SCHEMA statement
is executed, a row is inserted into
SYSTEM.RESGROUPAUTH. AUTHID is
the ID of the user executing the statement,
and RUNTIMEAUTH is 143 (ALL). If
ownership of the schema is transferred,
AUTHID is modified but RUNTIMEAUTH
remains 143.
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RUNTIMEAUTHW BINARY(2) The runtime privileges a user represented
by AUTHID may grant to other authorization
IDs:
143 -- ALL
ALL includes schema ownership, which can
be transferred, and these access privileges,
which can be granted as appropriate on
tables and access modules:
SELECT
EXECUTE
INSERT
UPDATE
DELETE

DEFNAUTH BINARY(2) Definition privileges that have been
granted on the schema and the resources
associated with the schema:
191 -- ALL (DEFINE, REFERENCES, and
OWNER)

DEFNAUTHW BINARY(2) The definition privileges a user represented
by AUTHID may grant to other authorization
IDs:
191 -- ALL (definition privileges,
REFERENCES, and OWNER)
ALL includes schema ownership, which can
be transferred, and these privileges, which
can be granted as appropriate on tables
and access modules:
CREATE
ALTER
DROP
DISPLAY
USE
REFERENCES

OTHERAUTH BINARY(2) (Not applicable -- initialized to binary zeros.)
FUNCTIONS BINARY(32) (Not applicable -- initialized to binary zeros.)
CTIME TIMESTAMP Time created.
UTIME TIMESTAMP Time of the last update.
CUSER CHAR(18) ID of the user who created the resource

group authorization.
UUSER CHAR(18) ID of the user who last updated the

resource group authorization.
FILLER BINARY(16) (Reserved -- initialized to spaces.)

SYSTEM.RESOURCE

Purpose

A row of this table represents a resource (a table or access module) associated with a schema, or the schema itself.
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Columns

Column name Data type Description of contents
RESOURCETYPE CHAR(4) Resource type keyword:

'DACC' -- Access module
'QSCH' -- SQL Schema
'TABL' -- Table

RESOURCENAME CHAR(60) The resource name; for a table or access
module, the name is fully qualified with
schema-name.

GROUPTYPE CHAR(4) The resource group to which the resource
belongs:
'QSCH' -- SQL schema
Null when RESOURCETYPE is 'QSCH'

GROUPNAME CHAR(60) The name of the resource group (SQL
Schema) to which the resource belongs;
null when RESOURCETYPE is 'QSCH'

NUMBER SMALLINT (Not applicable -- initialized to zero.)
AMRUNNABLE CHAR(1) (Reserved -- initialized to 'N'.)
STATUS CHAR(1) (Reserved -- initialized to 'A'.)
AMGRANTABLE CHAR(1) (Reserved -- initialized to 'N'.)
AMLASTCHANGE TIMESTAMP (Reserved -- initialized to binary zeros.)
CTIME TIMESTAMP Time created.
UTIME TIMESTAMP Time of the last update.
CUSER CHAR(18) ID of the user who created the resource.
UUSER CHAR(18) ID of the user who last updated the

resource.
FILLER BINARY(21) (Reserved -- initialized to spaces.)

SYSTEM.RESOURCEAUTH

Purpose

A row of this table represents the privileges that have been granted to an authorization ID on an SQL-defined database
resource.

Columns

Column name Data type Description of contents
AUTHID CHAR(18) The authorization ID of the user or group to

whom the privileges have been granted.
RESOURCETYPE CHAR(4) The resource type keyword:

'DACC' -- Access module
'QSCH' -- Schema
'TABL' -- Table

RESOURCENAME CHAR(60) The resource name.
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RUNTIMEAUTH BINARY(2) Runtime privileges that have been granted
on the resource.
For RESOURCETYPE 'DACC':
1 -- EXECUTE(1)
For RESOURCETYPE 'QSCH'(2) and
'TABL':
1 -- SELECT
2 -- INSERT
4 -- UPDATE
8 -- DELETE
nn -- (The sum of two or more of the above,
representing multiple privileges)
15 -- ACCESS (all of the above)
128 -- OWNER(3)
143 -- ALL (ACCESS and OWNER)

RUNTIMEAUTHW BINARY(2) The runtime privileges a user represented
by AUTHID may grant to other authorization
IDs.(4)

DEFNAUTH BINARY(2) Definition privileges that have been granted
on the resource:
1 -- CREATE
2 -- ALTER
4 -- DROP
8 -- DISPLAY
16 -- USE
nn -- (The sum of two or more of the above,
representing multiple privileges)
31 -- DEFINE (CREATE, ALTER, DROP,
DISPLAY, USE)
32 -- REFERENCES
63 -- DEFINE and REFERENCES
128 -- OWNER(5)
191 -- ALL (DEFINE, REFERENCES, and
OWNER)(6)

DEFNAUTHW BINARY(2) The definition privileges a user represented
by AUTHID may grant to other authorization
IDs.(5) (6)

OTHERAUTH BINARY(2) (Not applicable -- initialized to binary zeros.)
CTIME TIMESTAMP Time created.
UTIME TIMESTAMP Time of the last update.
CUSER CHAR(18) ID of the user who created the resource

authorization.
UUSER CHAR(18) ID of the user who last updated the

resource authorization.
FILLER BINARY(16) (Reserved -- initialized to spaces.)

NOTE
(1) An occurrence of a row with RESOURCETYPE 'DACC' and RUNTIMEAUTH 1 (EXECUTE) results when
privilege is granted on the access module directly as an SQL-defined database resource, not as part of a
category, which is a system resource.
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NOTE
(2) An occurrence of a row with RESOURCETYPE 'QSCH' and a nonzero value in RUNTIMEAUTH results
only when a schema is created. RUNTIMEAUTH is 143 (ALL) and remains 143 even if schema ownership
is transferred because the runtime privileges cannot be revoked. All other occurrences of a row with
RESOURCETYPE 'QSCH' refer to definition privileges only and, therefore, contain zero in RUNTIMEAUTH and
RUNTIMEAUTHW.

NOTE
(3) The OWNER privilege for a table can be granted only with a GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES statement
and revoked only with a REVOKE ALL PRIVILEGES statement. However, it is possible for the value of
RUNTIMEAUTH (and RUNTIMEAUTHW) to be 128 (OWNER) if all privileges are granted on a table and then
access privileges are revoked.

NOTE
(4) Runtime privileges for RESOURCETYPE 'QSCH' are grantable only in the sense that they are automatically
transferred when ownership of the schema is transferred.

NOTE
(5) OWNER privilege is never assigned to DEFNAUTH (or DEFNAUTHW) for resource types 'DACC' and
'TABL'.

NOTE
(6) When an SQL schema is created, the value of RESOURCETYPE is 'QSCH' and the value of DEFNAUTH
is 191 (ALL: DEFINE, REFERENCES, and OWNER). REFERENCES and definition privileges can be revoked;
ownership can be transferred but not revoked.

SYSTEM.RESOURCEGROUP

Purpose

A row of this table represents an SQL schema resource group. A row of this table is stored when one of these events
occurs:

• The first GRANT statement is issued for an access module or table associated with an undefined schema.
• A CREATE SCHEMA statement is issued before any GRANT statements for associated access modules or tables.

Columns

Column name Data type Description of contents
RESOURCETYPE CHAR(4) The code for the resource group:

'QSCH' -- SQL schema
RESOURCENAME CHAR(60) The schema name.
OWNER CHAR(18) The authorization ID of the user or group

who owns the schema.
CATEGORYNO SMALLINT (Not applicable -- initialized to zero.)
FUNCTIONASSIGNMT BINARY(1) (Not applicable -- initialized to space.)
CTIME TIMESTAMP Time created.
UTIME TIMESTAMP Time of the last update.
CUSER CHAR(18) ID of the user who created the resource

group.
UUSER CHAR(18) ID of the user who last updated the

resource group.
FILLER BINARY(19) (Reserved -- initialized to spaces.)
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#SATTDS

                        COPY  #SATTDS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     SATT DSECT                                                 ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     PROFILE ATTRIBUTE                                          ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         SATT     DSECT                                                11/16/90

000000         SATTPROF DS    CL18          PROFILE NAME

000012         SATTKEYW DS    CL8           ATTRIBUTE KEYWORD

00001A         SATTLTH  DS    H             ATTRIBUTE LENGTH

00001C         SATTVALU DS    CL32          ATTRIBUTE VALUE

00003C         SATTOVER DS    CL1           ATTRIBUTE OVERRIDE FLAG

               *                            * 'Y' IF RUNTIME OVERRIDE ALLOWED

               *                            * 'N' IF OTHERWISE
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00003D         SATTCTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE ATTRIBUTE WAS CREATED

000045         SATTUTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE ATTRIBUTE WAS LAST UPDATED

00004D         SATTCAID DS    CL18          CREATOR OF THE ATTRIBUTE

00005F         SATTUAID DS    CL18          LAST UPDATOR OF THE ATTRIBUTE

000071                  DS    CL13          * UNUSED

        0007E  SATTDSLN EQU   *-SATT        * LENGTH OF DSECT

               *********************************************************************

#SDUSDS

                        COPY  #SDUSDS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     SDELUDS DSECT                                              ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     USER                                                       ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value
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000000         SDUS     DSECT                                                06/24/91

000000         SDUSAUID DS    CL18          AUTHORIZATION ID

000012         SDUSCTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE AUTH. ID WAS CREATED

00001A         SDUSUTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE AUTH. ID WAS LAST UPDATED

000022         SDUSCAID DS    CL18          CREATOR OF THE AUTH. ID.

000034         SDUSUAID DS    CL18          LAST UPDATOR OF THE AUTH. ID

000046                  DS    XL10          * UNUSED

        00050  SDUSDSLN EQU   *-SDUS        * LENGTH OF DSECT

               *********************************************************************

#SECACAB

                        COPY  #SECACAB

               *********************************************************************

               ***     SECACAB - SECURITY ACCESS AUTHORITY BYTES                 ***

               *** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***

               ***     THIS DSECT COVERS THE 6 BYTES OF ACCESS AUTHORITY         ***

               ***     FLAGS FOUND IN THE RESOURCE-TYPE RECORD/BLOCK, THE        ***

               ***     RESOURCE RECORD, THE AUTHORITY RECORD, AND VARIOUS FIELDS ***

               ***     IN THE SECURITY REQUEST BLOCK (#SECRB)                    ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***
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               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         SECACAB  DSECT                            06/08/89 13:35:22

               ******** RUN-TIME AUTHORITIES ********

               SAARSEL  #FLAG SACRSEL             SELECT

000000         SAARSELI DS    0XL1

        00001  SAARSELM EQU   SACRSEL

               SAAREXE  #FLAG SACREXE             EXECUTE

000000         SAAREXEI DS    0XL1

        00001  SAAREXEM EQU   SACREXE

               SAARINS  #FLAG SACRINS             INSERT

000000         SAARINSI DS    0XL1

        00002  SAARINSM EQU   SACRINS

               SAARUPD  #FLAG SACRUPD             UPDATE

000000         SAARUPDI DS    0XL1

        00004  SAARUPDM EQU   SACRUPD

               SAARDEL  #FLAG SACRDEL             DELETE

000000         SAARDELI DS    0XL1

        00008  SAARDELM EQU   SACRDEL

               SAAAOWN  #FLAG SACROWN             OWNER

000000         SAAAOWNI DS    0XL1

        00080  SAAAOWNM EQU   SACROWN
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               SAARALL  #FLAG SACRALL             ALL

000000         SAARALLI DS    0XL1

        0008F  SAARALLM EQU   SACRALL

000000         SAARUN   DS    XL1             RUN-TIME

000001         SAARUNWG DS    XL1                 WITH GRANT

               ******** DEFINITION AUTHORITIES ********

               SAADCRE  #FLAG SACDCRE             CREATE

000002         SAADCREI DS    0XL1

        00001  SAADCREM EQU   SACDCRE

               SAADALT  #FLAG SACDALT             ALTER

000002         SAADALTI DS    0XL1

        00002  SAADALTM EQU   SACDALT

               SAADDRO  #FLAG SACDDRO             DROP

000002         SAADDROI DS    0XL1

        00004  SAADDROM EQU   SACDDRO

               SAADDIS  #FLAG SACDDIS             DISPLAY

000002         SAADDISI DS    0XL1

        00008  SAADDISM EQU   SACDDIS

               SAADREF  #FLAG SACDREF             REFERENCE

000002         SAADREFI DS    0XL1

        00020  SAADREFM EQU   SACDREF

               SAADUSE  #FLAG SACDUSE             RUN

000002         SAADUSEI DS    0XL1

        00010  SAADUSEM EQU   SACDUSE

               SAADDEF  #FLAG SACDDEF             DEFINE
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000002         SAADDEFI DS    0XL1

Offset  Value

 

        0001F  SAADDEFM EQU   SACDDEF

000002         SAADEF   DS    XL1             DEFINITIONAL

000003         SAADEFWG DS    XL1                 WITH GRANT

               ******** ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES ********

               SAAASYS  #FLAG SACASYS             SYSADMIN

000004         SAAASYSI DS    0XL1

        00001  SAAASYSM EQU   SACASYS

               SAAADDA  #FLAG SACADDA             DDADMIN

000004         SAAADDAI DS    0XL1

        00002  SAAADDAM EQU   SACADDA

               SAAASIG  #FLAG SACASIG             SIGNON

000004         SAAASIGI DS    0XL1

        00010  SAAASIGM EQU   SACASIG

               SAAADCA  #FLAG SACADCA             DC ADMIN

000004         SAAADCAI DS    0XL1

        00008  SAAADCAM EQU   SACADCA

               SAAADBA  #FLAG SACADBA             DBA ADMIN

000004         SAAADBAI DS    0XL1

        00004  SAAADBAM EQU   SACADBA

               SAAADBW  #FLAG SACADBW             DBA WRITE

000004         SAAADBWI DS    0XL1
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        00040  SAAADBWM EQU   SACADBW

               SAAADBR  #FLAG SACADBR             DBA READ

000004         SAAADBRI DS    0XL1

        00020  SAAADBRM EQU   SACADBR

               SAAAALL  #FLAG SACAALL             ALL ADMIN AUTHORITIES

000004         SAAAALLI DS    0XL1

        0007F  SAAAALLM EQU   SACAALL

000004         SAAADM   DS    XL1

               ******** UNUSED AUTHORITIES ********

000005                  DS    XL1

        00006  SAALNG   EQU   *-SECACAB    LENGTH OF ACCESS AUTHORITY BYTES

#SECEQU

                        COPY  #SECEQU

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***    SECEQU - GENERALLY USEFUL EQUATES FOR THE ENTIRE SECURITY  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------
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               *  PRIMARY FUNCTION CODES

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *              1                   Reserved by security central

 

Offset  Value

 

        00002  SFCSINIT EQU   2                   System initialization

        00003  SFCCHECK EQU   3                   Authorization check

        00004  SFCSGNON EQU   4                   User SIGNON -

        00005  SFCSGNOF EQU   5                   User SIGNOFF

        00006  SFCBLDNM EQU   6                   Build fully qualified res name

        00007  SFCXTRCT EQU   7                   Get job card user-id

        00008  SFCSTATS EQU   8                   Get ESM status

        00009  SFCCRYPT EQU   9                   Password encryption

        0000A  SFCPWVER EQU   10                  Password reverification

        0000B  SFCAPMAP EQU   11                  Get/build application bitmap

        0000C  SFCBULK  EQU   12                  Bulk check - access mod security

        0000D  SFCAMCHK EQU   13                  Access module runnability check

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  SECONDARY FUNCTION CODES (FOR UTILITY ROUTINES)

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

        00002  SUTLFLDL EQU   2                   Backscan variable length field

        00004  SUTLBLDN EQU   4                   Build fully qualified resname

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------
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               *  ACCESS AUTHORITY BITS

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

        00001  SACRSEL  EQU   X'01'               RUN-TIME - SELECT

        00001  SACREXE  EQU   X'01'                        - EXECUTE

        00002  SACRINS  EQU   X'02'                        - INSERT

        00004  SACRUPD  EQU   X'04'                        - UPDATE

        00008  SACRDEL  EQU   X'08'                        - DELETE

        0000F  SACRACC  EQU   X'0F'                        - ACCESS

        00080  SACROWN  EQU   X'80'                        - OWNER

        0008F  SACRALL  EQU   X'8F'

        00001  SACDCRE  EQU   X'01'               DEFINITION - CREATE

        00002  SACDALT  EQU   X'02'                          - ALTER

        00004  SACDDRO  EQU   X'04'                          - DROP

        00008  SACDDIS  EQU   X'08'                          - DISPLAY

        00010  SACDUSE  EQU   X'10'                          - USE

        0001F  SACDDEF  EQU   X'1F'                          - DEFINE

        00020  SACDREF  EQU   X'20'                          - REFERENCES

        00080  SACDOWN  EQU   X'80'                          - OWNER

        000BF  SACDALL  EQU   X'BF'

        00001  SACASYS  EQU   X'01'               ADMINISTRATIVE - SYSADMIN

        00002  SACADDA  EQU   X'02'                              - DDADMIN

        00004  SACADBA  EQU   X'04'                              - DBADMIN

        00008  SACADCA  EQU   X'08'                              - DCADMIN

        00010  SACASIG  EQU   X'10'                              - SIGNON

        00020  SACADBR  EQU   X'20'                              - DBAREAD
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        00040  SACADBW  EQU   X'40'                              - DBAWRITE

        0007F  SACAALL  EQU   X'7F'

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

Offset  Value

 

               *  RESOURCE TYPE NUMBERS

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

        08000  SRTNUDEF EQU   32768         Number for user defined resource

               **                           NUMBERS 1-10 = SPECIAL

               **

        00001  SRTNSPEC EQU   01                  SPECIAL

        00002  SRTNDCA  EQU   02                  DC Admin

        00003  SRTNSYSA EQU   03                  System admin

        0000A  SRTNLSP  EQU   10                  Highest 'SPECIAL' resource

               **

               **                           NUMBERS 11-30 = Dictionary resources

        0000B  SRTNDDA  EQU   11                  DD Admin

        0000C  SRTNNSUB EQU   12                  Subschema

        0000D  SRTNDAPP EQU   13                  ADS application

        0000E  SRTNDMSG EQU   14                  Message

        0000F  SRTNDIAL EQU   15                  ADS Dialog

        00010  SRTNDATT EQU   16                  Attribute

        00011  SRTNDCLA EQU   17                  Class

        00012  SRTNDELE EQU   18                  Element
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        00013  SRTNDLOD EQU   19                  Load module

        00014  SRTNDMAP EQU   20                  Map

        00015  SRTNDMOD EQU   21                  Module

        00016  SRTNDPGM EQU   22                  Program

        00017  SRTNDREC EQU   23                  Record

        00018  SRTNDUDE EQU   24                  User defined entity

        00019  SRTNDFIL EQU   25                  File

        0001A  SRTNDPAN EQU   26                  Panel

        0001B  SRTNDSYS EQU   27                  IDD system

        0001C  SRTNDUSR EQU   28                  IDD user

               **

               **                           These are SYSGEN definition restypes

        0001D  SRTNDDES EQU   29                  Destination

        0001E  SRTNDLIN EQU   30                  Line

        0001F  SRTNDLTE EQU   31                  Logical terminal

        00020  SRTNDPTE EQU   32                  Physical terminal

        00021  SRTNDQUE EQU   33                  Queue

        00022  SRTNDTSK EQU   34                  Task

        00023  SRTNDACT EQU   35                  COBOL syntax, Culprit over

        00028  SRTNLDC  EQU   40                  LAST DICTIONARY RESOURCE TYPE NO.

               **

               **                           Numbers 31-50 = Database resource types

        0002A  SRTNDACC EQU   42                  Access module

        0002C  SRTNDMCL EQU   44                  DMCL
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        0002D  SRTNTABL EQU   45                  Table

        0002E  SRTNAREA EQU   46                  Area

        0002F  SRTNDBTB EQU   47                  Database name table

        00030  SRTNQSCH EQU   48                  SQL schema

        00031  SRTNNSCH EQU   49                  Non-SQL schema

        00034  SRTNDB   EQU   52                  Database

        0003C  SRTNLCG  EQU   60                  Last database resource type

               **

               **                           NUMBERS 51-70 = User resource types

        0003D  SRTNUSER EQU   61                  User

        0003E  SRTNGROU EQU   62                  Group

        0003F  SRTNUPRF EQU   63                  User profile

        00046  SRTNLUS  EQU   70                  Last user resource type no.

               **

               **                           Numbers 71-90 = System resource types

        00047  SRTNSYST EQU   71                  System

        00048  SRTNCATE EQU   72                  Category

        00049  SRTNACTI EQU   73                  Activity

        0004A  SRTNTASK EQU   74                  Task

        0004B  SRTNQUEU EQU   75                  Queue

        0004C  SRTNSPGM EQU   76                  Program

        0004D  SRTNSLOD EQU   77                  Load module (as loadable entity)

        0004E  SRTNSACC EQU   78                  Access module (run time)

Offset  Value
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        0004F  SRTNNRU  EQU   79                  Run unit

        00050  SRTNSAPP EQU   80                  Application

        00051  SRTNSPRF EQU   81                  System profile

        00052  SRTNSGON EQU   82                  SIGNON

        0005A  SRTNLSY  EQU   90                  Last system resource type no.

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  AUTHORIZATION ID TYPE

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

        000E4  SATUSER  EQU   C'U'                USER

        000C7  SATGRP   EQU   C'G'                GROUP

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  AUTHORIZATION ID FLAGS

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

        000C9  SAFINAC  EQU   C'I'                INACTIVE

        000C1  SAFACTV  EQU   C'A'                ACTIVE

        000C4  SAFLDEL  EQU   C'D'                LOGICALLY DELETED

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  DEFAULT GROUP FLAG

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

        00040  SDGNDEFG EQU   C' '                NOT A DEFAULT GROUP INDICATOR

        000C4  SDGDEFG  EQU   C'D'                DEFAULT GROUP INDICATOR

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  FUNCTION NUMBER ASSIGNMENT FLAG

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------
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        000E4  SFNUSER  EQU   C'U'                FUNCTION NOS. ASSIGNED BY USER

        000E2  SFNSYS   EQU   C'S'                FUNCTION NOS. ASSIGNED BY SYSTEM

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  SECURITY METHOD

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

        000C9  SMEIDMS  EQU   C'I'                IDMS SECURITY

        000C5  SMEEXT   EQU   C'E'                EXTERNAL SECURITY

        000D6  SMEOFF   EQU   C'O'                NO SECURITY

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  SECURITY MODE

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

        000D6  SMOOFF   EQU   C'O'                SECURITY MODE IS OFF

        000E6  SMOWARN  EQU   C'W'                SECURITY MODE IS WARN

        000C5  SMOENF   EQU   C'E'                SECURITY MODE IS ENFORCE

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  MULTIPLE SIGNON

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

        000F0  SMSNO    EQU   C'0'                MULTIPLE SIGNON NO

        000F1  SMSYES   EQU   C'1'                MULTIPLE SIGNON YES

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  WITH GRANT FLAG

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

        00001  SWGOPT   EQU   X'01'               WITH GRANT OPTION

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  GROUP/AUTH-ID LENGTH EQUATE
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               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

        00012  SGAUIDL  EQU   18

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  RESOURCE TYPE FLAG

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

        00040  SLRLIB   EQU   C' '                LIBRARY RESOURCE

        000D5  SLRNLIB  EQU   C'N'                NON-LIBRARY RESOURCE

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  RUNNABLE ACCESS MODULE FLAG

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

        000E8  SRAMYES  EQU   C'Y'                ACCESS MODULE RUNNABLE

        000D5  SRAMNO   EQU   C'N'                ACCESS MODULE NOT RUNNABLE

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  GRANTABLE ACCESS MODULE FLAG

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

        000E8  SGAMYES  EQU   C'Y'                ACCESS MODULE GRANTABLE

        000D5  SGAMNO   EQU   C'N'                ACCESS MODULE NOT GRANTABLE

Offset  Value

 

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  RESOURCEGROUP TYPE FLAG

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

        000C3  SRGTCAT  EQU   C'C'                CATEGORY

        00040  SRGTNCAT EQU   C' '                NON-CATEGORY
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               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  USERDATA TYPE FLAG

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

        000C3  SUDTCAT  EQU   C'C'                CATEGORY

        000D7  SUDTPRF  EQU   C'P'                PROFILE

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  PROFILE TYPE FLAG

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

        000E4  SPTUSER  EQU   C'U'                USER PROFILE

        000E2  SPTSYS   EQU   C'S'                SYSTEM PROFILE

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

               *  ATTRIBUTE OVERRIDE FLAG

               *---------------------------------------------------------------------

        000E8  SAOYES   EQU   C'Y'                ATTRIBUTE MAY BE OVERRIDDEN

        000D5  SAONO    EQU   C'N'                ATTRIBUTE MAY NOT BE OVERRIDDEN

#SECRB

                           
  3911+********************************************************************* 
                             3912+***                                                   
            *** 
                             3913+***                                                   
            *** 
                             3914+***       Security Request Block                      
            *** 
                             3915+***                                                   
            *** 
                             3916+***       COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
            *** 
                             3917+***                                                   
            *** 
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                             3918+***                                                   
            *** 
                             3919+***                                                   
            *** 
                           
  3920+********************************************************************* 
000000          00000 0027B  3921+SECRB     DSECT                                       
     02/12/2018 
000000                       3922+SRBFUNC   DS    XL1                Function code 
000001                       3923+SRBSCREL  DS    XL1                SRB release level 
                             3924+* 
                             3925+SRBPINT   #FLAG X'80'                Processing is
 INTERNAL 
000002                       3926+SRBPINTI  DS    0XL1 
                00080        3927+SRBPINTM  EQU   X'80' 
                             3928+SRBPEXT   #FLAG X'40'                Processing is
 EXTERNAL 
000002                       3929+SRBPEXTI  DS    0XL1 
                00040        3930+SRBPEXTM  EQU   X'40' 
                             3931+SRBUSRR   #FLAG X'20'                Requester is in
 USER-MODE 
000002                       3932+SRBUSRRI  DS    0XL1 
                00020        3933+SRBUSRRM  EQU   X'20' 
                             3934+SRBSECR   #FLAG SRBPINTM+SRBPEXTM    Entity secured
 somehow 
000002                       3935+SRBSECRI  DS    0XL1 
                000C0        3936+SRBSECRM  EQU   SRBPINTM+SRBPEXTM 
                             3937+SRBSGPH   #FLAG X'10'                Pass Phrase
 Specified IDMS/5422 
000002                       3938+SRBSGPHI  DS    0XL1 
                00010        3939+SRBSGPHM  EQU   X'10' 
000002                       3940+SRBPFLG   DS    XL1                 Processing flag 
                             3941+* 
                             3942+SRBXFPR   #FLAG X'80'                 Preprocessing
 exit in control 
000003                       3943+SRBXFPRI  DS    0XL1 
                00080        3944+SRBXFPRM  EQU   X'80' 
                             3945+SRBXFPO   #FLAG X'40'                 Postprocessing
 exit in control 
000003                       3946+SRBXFPOI  DS    0XL1 
                00040        3947+SRBXFPOM  EQU   X'40' 
                             3948+SRBXFAB   #FLAG X'20'                 Call aborted by
 exit 
000003                       3949+SRBXFABI  DS    0XL1 
                00020        3950+SRBXFABM  EQU   X'20' 
                             3951+SRBXFS3   #FLAG X'10'                 Exit says skip
 EXIT3 
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000003                       3952+SRBXFS3I  DS    0XL1 
                00010        3953+SRBXFS3M  EQU   X'10' 
                             3954+SRBXSGN   #FLAG X'08'                 External signon
 call to exit 29 
000003                       3955+SRBXSGNI  DS    0XL1 
                00008        3956+SRBXSGNM  EQU   X'08' 
000003                       3957+SRBXFLG   DS    XL1                  Exit flags 
                             3958+* 
000004                       3959+SRBERMSG  DS    PL4                  Error message id 
000008                       3960+SRBERTXT  DS    CL80                 Full message
 text 
000058          00058 00008  3961+          ORG   SRBERTXT             Redefine for use
 during SIGNON 
000008                       3962+SRBCRYOP  DS    XL8                    Encrypted old
 password 
000010                       3963+SRBCRYNP  DS    XL8                    Encrypted new
 password 
000018          00018 00058  3964+          ORG

                             3965+* 
000058                       3966+SRBXRTNC  DS    0XL4                 Return/reason
 codes 
000058                       3967+SRBXR15   DS    XL2                    R15 return
 code 
                00004        3968+SRBXURES  EQU   4                        Resource
 unknown or undefined 
                00004        3969+SRBXUUSR  EQU   4                        User id
 unkownn 
                00008        3970+SRBXNACC  EQU   8                        Access
 denied 
                0000C        3971+SRBXINVP  EQU   12                       Invalid parm
 list 
                00010        3972+SRBXPWVF  EQU   16                       Password
 validation failure 
                             3973+* 
00005A                       3974+SRBXR0    DS    XL2                  R0 reason code 
                00004        3975+SRBXDBE   EQU   4                      Database access
 error 
                00008        3976+SRBXNSRT  EQU   8                      SRTT missing 
                0000C        3977+SRBXNMS   EQU   12                     Multiple SIGNON
 not allowed 
                00010        3978+SRBXNNPW  EQU   16                     Password cannot
 be changed 
00005C                       3979+SRBXINST  DS    A                  Pointer to feedback
 area 
                00060        3980+SRBLNG2   EQU   *-SECRB            Length of the fixed
 portion of SRB 
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                00018        3981+SRBLNG2F  EQU   ((SRBLNG2)+3)/4 
000060                       3982+SRBOPP    DS    0F                 Start of SRB
 extensions 
                           
  3984+*---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                             3985+* 
                             3986+*  SRB extension for SIGNON/SIGNOFF 
                             3987+* 
                           
  3988+*---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
000060                       3989+SRBSGSON  DS    A                  Pointer to SIGNON
 element 
000064                       3990+SRBSGLTF  DS    A                  Address of signed
 on LTE (XFR SGON) 
000068                       3991+SRBSGLTT  DS    A                  Address of LTE
 signing on 
00006C                       3992+SRBSGUSL  DS    XL1                Length of user ID 
00006D                       3993+SRBSGUSR  DS    CL18               User ID 
00007F                       3994+SRBSGGRL  DS    XL1                Length of group 
000080                       3995+SRBSGGRP  DS    CL18               Group 
000092                       3996+SRBSGPSL  DS    XL1                Length of password 
000093                       3997+SRBSGPSW  DS    CL8                password 
00009B                       3998+SRBSGNPL  DS    XL1                Length of new
 password 
00009C                       3999+SRBSGNPS  DS    CL8                New password 
0000A4                       4000+SRBSGACC  DS    CL32               Accounting
 information 
                             4001+* 
                             4002+SRBSGPC   #FLAG X'80'              Skip password
 checking 
0000C4                       4003+SRBSGPCI  DS    0XL1 
                00080        4004+SRBSGPCM  EQU   X'80' 
                             4005+SRBSGPT   #FLAG X'40'              Password already
 encrypted 
0000C4                       4006+SRBSGPTI  DS    0XL1 
                00040        4007+SRBSGPTM  EQU   X'40' 
                             4008+SRBSGSM   #FLAG X'20'              Suppress SIGNOFF
 message 
0000C4                       4009+SRBSGSMI  DS    0XL1 
                00020        4010+SRBSGSMM  EQU   X'20' 
                             4011+SRBSGCP   #FLAG X'10'              Copy SIGNON from
 specified LTE 
0000C4                       4012+SRBSGCPI  DS    0XL1 
                00010        4013+SRBSGCPM  EQU   X'10' 
                             4014+SRBSGJU   #FLAG X'08'              Signon with user-id
 from jobcard 
0000C4                       4015+SRBSGJUI  DS    0XL1 
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                00008        4016+SRBSGJUM  EQU   X'08' 
0000C4                       4017+SRBSGFG1  DS    XL1                FLAG 1 
                           
  4018+*---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                             4019+*  The following fields are returned by SIGNON 
                           
  4020+*---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
0000C5                       4021+SRBSGSPR  DS    CL18               System profile
 module name 
0000D7                       4022+SRBSGUPR  DS    CL18               User profile module
 name 
                000E9        4023+SRBSGLEN  EQU   *-SECRB            Length of SRB for
 SIGNON/SIGNOFF 
                0003B        4024+SRBSGLNF  EQU   (SRBSGLEN+3)/4 
                           
  4025+*---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                             4026+*  Extend the Signon/Signoff extension for Pass
 Phrases      IDMS/5422 
                           
  4027+*---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
0000E9                       4028+SRBSGPPL  DS     XL1               Length of Pass
 Phrase 
0000EA                       4029+SRBSGPSP  DS     CL100             Plaintext Pass
 Phrase 
00014E                       4030+SRBCRYOF  DS     XL100             Encrypted (old)
 Pass Frase 
0001B2                       4031+SRBSGNFL  DS     XL1               New Frase Length 
0001B3                       4032+SRBSGNPP  DS     CL100             New Pass Phrase 
000217                       4033+SRBCRYNF  DS     XL100             Encrypted (new)
 Pass Frase 
                0027B        4034+SRBSPLEN  EQU    *-SECRB           Len of SRB for
 SignOn/Off w/Phrase 
                0009F        4035+SRBSPLNF  EQU    (SRBSPLEN+3)/4 
00027B          0027B 00060  4036+          ORG    SRBOPP        RESET 
                           
  4038+*---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                             4039+* 
                             4040+*   SRB extension for password encryption 
                             4041+* 
                           
  4042+*---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
000060                       4043+SRBCRUSL  DS      XL1               User ID length 
000061                       4044+SRBCRUSR  DS      CL18              User ID 
000073                       4045+SRBCRPSL  DS      XL1               Plaintext password
 length 
000074                       4046+SRBCRPSW  DS      CL8               Plaintext
 password 
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00007C                       4047+SRBCRYPS  DS      CL8               Encrypted
 password 
                00084        4048+SRBCRLEN  EQU     *-SECRB           Length of SRB for
 pswd encryption 
                00021        4049+SRBCRLNF  EQU     (SRBCRLEN+3)/4 
                           
  4050+*---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                             4051+*  Extend the Password Encryption Extension for Pass
 Phrases  IDMS/5422 
                           
  4052+*---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
000084                       4053+SRBCRPPL  DS      XL1               Plaintext Pass
 Phrase Length 
000085                       4054+SRBCRPSP  DS      CL100             Plaintext Pass
 Phrase 
0000E9                       4055+SRBCRYPP  DS      CL100             Encrypted Pass
 Phrase 
                0014D        4056+SRBCPLEN  EQU     *-SECRB           Len of SRB for
 Pass Phrase encrypt'n 
                00054        4057+SRBCPLNF  EQU     (SRBCPLEN+3)/4 
00014D          0014D 00060  4058+          ORG     SRBOPP        RESET 
                           
  4060+*---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                             4061+* 
                             4062+*  SRB extension for security check, bulk check and AM
 check 
                             4063+* 
                           
  4064+*---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
000060                       4065+SRBSCSON  DS       A                 Pointer to SIGNON
 element 
                             4066+SRBSCNL   #FLAG    X'80'               LOG=NO
 requested 
000064                       4067+SRBSCNLI  DS       0XL1 
                00080        4068+SRBSCNLM  EQU      X'80' 
000064                       4069+SRBSCFLG  DS       X                 Option flags 
000065                       4070+          DS       XL3               Reserved 
000068                       4071+SRBRSTTA  DS       A                 Pointer to SRTT
 entry 
00006C                       4072+SRBACAHA  DS       0A                Pointer to AM
 header 
00006C                       4073+SRBSCRLA  DS       A                 Pointer to
 resource list 
000070                       4074+SRBSCLCT  DS       H                 Entry count (if
 list request) 
000072                       4075+SRBSCFNU  DS       0H                Application
 function number 
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000072                       4076+SRBSCATG  DS       H                 Security
 category 
000074                       4077+SRBSCAUT  DS       XL6               Desired
 authorities (see #SECACAB) 
00007A                       4079+SRBRSTYP  DS       CL4               Resource type 
00007E                       4080+SRBSCRNL  DS       XL1               Resource name
 length 
00007F                       4081+SRBSCRNM  DS       CL32              Resource name 
00009F                       4082+SRBSCDVL  DS       XL1               Length of version
 or ddname 
0000A0                       4083+SRBSCVER  DS       0CL8              Version number
 (character) 
0000A0                       4084+SRBSCDDN  DS       CL8               DDname - programs
 only 
0000A8                       4085+SRBSCDBL  DS       XL1               Length of
 database name 
0000A9                       4086+SRBSCDBN  DS       CL8               Database name 
0000B1                       4087+SRBSCSCL  DS       XL1               Length of SQL
 schema name 
0000B2                       4088+SRBSCSCM  DS       CL18              SQL schema name 
0000C4                       4089+SRBSCSSL  DS       XL1               Length of
 subschema name 
0000C5                       4090+SRBSCSSN  DS       CL8 
                 0000CD      4091+SRBSCLEN  EQU      *-SECRB           Length of SRB for
 SECHECK 
                 000034      4092+SRBSCLNF  EQU      (SRBSCLEN+3)/4 
0000CD           000CD 00060 4093+          ORG       SRBOPP       RESET

#SECRLST

                        COPY  #SECRLST

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      SECURITY RESOURCE LIST                                   ***

               *** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***

               *** Resource list entry.  Note that all resources in the list     ***

               *** must be of the same class (as specified on the #SECHECK) and, ***

               *** for internal checking, must be defined in the same            ***
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               *** dictionary or catalog.                                        ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         SECRLST  DSECT                                               10/30/90

000000         SRLSCRNL DS    XL1                 Length of resource name

000001         SRLSCRNM DS    CL60                Resource name

00003D         SRLSCLIB DS    XL1                 Length of library name

00003E         SRLSCLIL DS    CL8                 Library name

000046         SRLRAUTH DS    XL6                 Requested authorities

        0004C  SRLRSLEN EQU   *-SECRLST           Length of resource id

00004C         SRLRTNMI DS    CL2                 Minor code returned for entry

        0004E  SRLLNG   EQU   *-SECRLST           Total length of entry

#SECRTTD

                COPY  #SECRTTD  

               ***********************************************************************

               *                                                                     *
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               *   The Resource Type Table (SRTT) is used to select external vs      *

               *   internal processing for resource types and to provide external    *

               *   resource classes for those resource types that are secured        *

               *   externally.                                                       *

               *                                                                     *

               ***********************************************************************

               ***********************************************************************

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      SECRTTHD - Security Resource Type Table header             ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***                                                                 ***

               ***********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         SECRTTHD DSECT                                                06/19/96

000000         SRTGRPLA DS    A                   Address of group list

000004         SRTSGRTN DS    0F                  SIGNON retention (before init)

000004         SRTSONTA DS    A                   Address of SON table (after init)

000008         SRTCBMPA DS    A                   Address of category bitmap pool

00000C         SRTABMPA DS    A                   Address of activity bitmap pool

000010         SRTSCC   DS    0CL4                Startup completion code
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000010         SRTSR15  DS    CL2                   Return code (R15)

000012         SRTSR0   DS    CL2                   Reason code (R0) if applicable

000014         SRTAPPIL DS    XL1                 Length of system name

000015         SRTAPPID DS    CL8                 System name

00001D         SRTENVNL DS    XL1                 Length of environment name

00001E         SRTENVNM DS    CL8                 Environment name

000026         SRTSVCNO DS    XL1                 SVC number for local security

               SRTOINT  #FLAG X'01'               Internally secured resources

000027         SRTOINTI DS    0XL1

        00001  SRTOINTM EQU   X'01'

               SRTOEXT  #FLAG X'02'               Externally secured resources

000027         SRTOEXTI DS    0XL1

        00002  SRTOEXTM EQU   X'02'

               SRTDFSN  #FLAG X'04'               Default SIGNON active

000027         SRTDFSNI DS    0XL1

        00004  SRTDFSNM EQU   X'04'

               SRTOMXD  #FLAG SRTOINTM+SRTOEXTM   Mixed security if both on

000027         SRTOMXDI DS    0XL1

        00003  SRTOMXDM EQU   SRTOINTM+SRTOEXTM

               SRTESP   #FLAG X'10'               Process system profiles for ERUs

000027         SRTESPI  DS    0XL1

        00010  SRTESPM  EQU   X'10'

               SRTEUP   #FLAG X'20'               Process user profiles for ERUs

000027         SRTEUPI  DS    0XL1

        00020  SRTEUPM  EQU   X'20'
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               SRTUCA   #FLAG X'40'               USER catalog available

000027         SRTUCAI  DS    0XL1

        00040  SRTUCAM  EQU   X'40'

               SRTSCA   #FLAG X'80'               SYSTEM catalog available

000027         SRTSCAI  DS    0XL1

        00080  SRTSCAM  EQU   X'80'

000027         SRTOPTNS DS    XL1                 Option flags

000028         SRTTBH   DS    XL(TBHDSLEN)        Standard table header (see #TBHDS)

000034         SRTTBHN  DS    XL(TBHDSLEN)        Standard table header (see #TBHDS)

000040         SRTTLENT DS    F                   Total length of table

000044         SRTTOTAL DS    F                   Total entries

000048         SRTUSRTK DS    H                   Keyword token

00004A         SRTUSPRF DS    CL18                Default USER profile

00005C         SRTSYSTK DS    H                   Keyword token

00005E         SRTSYPRF DS    CL18                Default SYSTEM profile

000070         SRTERUTK DS    H                   Keyword token

000072         SRTERURF DS    CL18                Default USER profile for ERUs

000084         SRTERSTK DS    H                   Keyword token

000086         SRTERSRF DS    CL18                Default SYSTEM profile for ERUs

               *                                                                  R140

000098         SRTVERS  DS    XL1                 SRTT version indicator          R140

        00000  SRTV12   EQU   X'00'               Up to release 12.01             R140

        00001  SRTV14   EQU   X'01'               Release 14.0 and above          R140

               *                                                                  R140
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               SRTDUST  #FLAG X'01'               Default userid in SRTDUID field R140

000099         SRTDUSTI DS    0XL1

        00001  SRTDUSTM EQU   X'01'

               SRTDUVN  #FLAG X'02'               VTAM node name                  R140

000099         SRTDUVNI DS    0XL1

        00002  SRTDUVNM EQU   X'02'

               SRTDUPT  #FLAG X'04'               PTERM-id                        R140

000099         SRTDUPTI DS    0XL1

        00004  SRTDUPTM EQU   X'04'

               SRTDULT  #FLAG X'08'               LTERM-id                        R140

000099         SRTDULTI DS    0XL1

        00008  SRTDULTM EQU   X'08'

000099         SRTDUFLG DS    XL1                 Default userid flag             R140

00009A                  DS    XL2                 Reserved                        R140

00009C         SRTCBMHA DS    A                   Save A(category bitmap model)   R140

0000A0         SRTSCTOT DS    F                   Total calls to security         R140

0000A4         SRTSCFAI DS    F                   Failing security calls          R140

0000A8         SRT#SNON DS    F                   Total signon counter            R140

0000AC         SRTMSNON DS    F                   Multiple signon counter         R140

0000B0         SRTSONLK DS    F                   SON's lock counter              R140

0000B4         SRTDUID  DS    CL18                Default userid                  R140

0000C6         SRTEUID  DS    CL18                Extract userid                  R140

               *                                                                  R140

0000D8         SRTD#USR DS    F                   Number of users signed on

0000DC         SRTD#USX DS    F                   HWM of Number of users signed on
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0000E0         SRTSTRTN DS    CL1                 External security system ID     R171

        000E3  SRTSCATS EQU   C'T'                CA TopSecret                    R171

        000C1  SRTSCAAC EQU   C'A'                CA-ACF2                         R171

        000E2  STRSRACF EQU   C'S'                RACF or SAF-compatible          R171

        00004  STRSNONE EQU   X'04'               No external security system     R171

0000E1                  DS    XL3                 Reserved                        R171

0000E4                  DS    17F                 Reserved                        R140

000128         SRTENT   DS    0F                  Start of entries

        00128  SRTHLNG  EQU   *-SECRTTHD          Header length

               ***********************************************************************

               *                                                                     *

               *        SECRTTED - Security Resource Type Table Entry                *

               *                                                                     *

               ***********************************************************************

000000         SECRTTED DSECT

000000         SRTRSGPA DS    A                   Pointer to owning resource group

000004         SRTSTYPA DS    A                   Pointer to owning super class

000008         SRTEOSNA DS    A                   Next in entity occurrence list

00000C         SRTCTABA DS    A                   Pointer to category table

000010         SRTAMTAB DS    F                   Access module table

000014         SRTABBRL DS    X                   Length of internal resource type

000015         SRTABBR  DS    CL4                 Internal resource type

000019         SRTNAMEL DS    X                   Length of syntax/occurrence name

00001A         SRTNAME  DS    CL18                Syntax resource type
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               SRTF1IN  #FLAG X'01'               Secured internally

00002C         SRTF1INI DS    0XL1

        00001  SRTF1INM EQU   X'01'

               SRTF1EX  #FLAG X'02'               Secured externally

00002C         SRTF1EXI DS    0XL1

        00002  SRTF1EXM EQU   X'02'

               SRTF1OF  #FLAG SRTF1EXM+SRTF1INM   Unsecured if both bits are off

00002C         SRTF1OFI DS    0XL1

        00003  SRTF1OFM EQU   SRTF1EXM+SRTF1INM

               SRTF1EF  #FLAG X'80'               External initialization failed

00002C         SRTF1EFI DS    0XL1

        00080  SRTF1EFM EQU   X'80'

00002C         SRTFLAG1 DS    XL1                 Flag byte 1

00002D         SRTNBR   DS    0XL2                Number

00002D                  DS    XL1

00002E         SRTNBRB  DS    XL1

00002F         SRTEFRTN DS    XL2                 External init return code

000031         SRTCLASS DS    CL8                 External resource class

000039         SRTINCOP DS    XL6                 Internal name contruction tokens

00003F         SRTXNCOP DS    XL6                 External name contruction tokens

000045         SRTSRBOF DS    AL2                 Offset in SRB (generic only)

000047         SRTRUTYP DS    XL1                 Run unit type index

        00048  SRTLNG   EQU   ((*-SECRTTED+3)/4)*4  Entry length
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#SPRFDS

                        COPY  #SPRFDS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     SPRF DSECT                                                 ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     PROFILE                                                    ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         SPRF     DSECT                                              03/05/90

000000         SPRFNAME DS    CL18          PROFILE NAME

000012         SPRFTYPE DS    CL1           TYPE

               *                            * 'U' - USER PROFILE

               *                            * 'S' - SYSTEM PROFILE

000013         SPRFCTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE PROFILE WAS CREATED

00001B         SPRFUTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE PROFILE WAS LAST UPDATED

000023         SPRFCAID DS    CL18          CREATOR OF THE PROFILE
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000035         SPRFUAID DS    CL18          LAST UPDATOR OF THE PROFILE

000047                  DS    XL17          * UNUSED

        00058  SPRFDSLN EQU   *-SPRF        * LENGTH OF DSECT

               *********************************************************************

#SRESDS

                        COPY  #SRESDS

               *********************************************************************

               ***                                                               ***

               ***     SRES DSECT                                                ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***     RESOURCE                                                  ***

               ***                                                               ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.              ***

               ***                                                               ***

               *********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         SRES     DSECT

000000         SRESRTYP DS    CL4           RESOURCE TYPE

000004         SRESRNAM DS    CL60          RESOURCE NAME

000040         SRESGTNL DS    XL1           Null column indicator

000041         SRESGTYP DS    CL4           RESOURCE GROUP TYPE
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000045         SRESGNNL DS    XL1           Null column indicator

000046         SRESGNAM DS    CL60          RESOURCE GROUP NAME

000082         SRESCFNO DS    H             CATEGORY OR ACTIVITY NUMBER

               *                            * CATEGORY NO IF SRESRTYP='CATA'

               *                            * ACTIVITY NO IF SRESRTYP='ACTI'

000084         SRESAMRN DS    CL1           RUNNABLE ACCESS MODULE FLAG

               *                            * 'N' IF NOT RUNNABLE

               *                            * 'Y' IF RUNNABLE

000085         SRESSTAT DS    CL1           STATUS FLAG

               *                            * 'A' FOR ACTIVE

               *                            * 'D' FOR LOGICALLY DELETED

000086         SRESAMGT DS    CL1           GRANTABLE ACCESS MODULE FLAG

               *                            * 'N' IF NOT GRANTABLE

               *                            * 'Y' IF GRANTABLE

000087         SRESAMLC DS    CL8           TIME/DATE OF LAST AM-RELATED CHANGE

00008F         SRESCTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE RESOURCE WAS CREATED

000097         SRESUTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE RESOURCE WAS LAST UPDATED

00009F         SRESCAID DS    CL18          CREATOR OF THE RESOURCE

0000B1         SRESUAID DS    CL18          LAST UPDATOR OF THE RESOURCE

0000C3                  DS    XL21          * UNUSED

        000D8  SRESDSLN EQU   *-SRES        * LENGTH OF DSECT

               *********************************************************************

#SRGADS
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                        COPY  #SRGADS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     SRGA DSECT                                                 ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     RESOURCE GROUP AUTHORITY                                   ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         SRGA     DSECT                                                10/29/90

000000         SRGAAUID DS    CL18          AUTH. ID THE AUTHORITY IS GRANTED TO

000012         SRGARTYP DS    CL4           RESOURCE TYPE THE AUTHORITY IS GRANTED ON

000016         SRGARNAM DS    CL60          RESOURCE NAME THE AUTHORITY IS GRANTED ON

000052         SRGARA   DS    H             RUNTIME AUTHORITIES

               *                            *  1 FOR SELECT

               *                            *  1 FOR EXECUTE/RUN

               *                            *  2 FOR INSERT

               *                            *  4 FOR UPDATE
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               *                            *  8 FOR DELETE

               *                            *128 FOR OWNER

000054         SRGARAWG DS    H             RUNTIME AUTHORITIES (WITH GRANT OPTION)

               *                            *  1 FOR SELECT (W/GRANT)

               *                            *  1 FOR EXECUTE/RUN (W/GRANT)

               *                            *  2 FOR INSERT (W/GRANT)

               *                            *  4 FOR UPDATE (W/GRANT)

               *                            *  8 FOR DELETE (W/GRANT)

               *                            *128 FOR OWNER (W/GRANT)

000056         SRGADA   DS    H             DEFINITION AUTHORITIES

               *                            *  1 FOR CREATE

               *                            *  2 FOR ALTER

               *                            *  4 FOR DROP

               *                            *  8 FOR DISPLAY

               *                            * 16 FOR USE

               *                            * 31 FOR DEFINE

               *                            * 32 FOR REFERENCE

               *                            *128 FOR OWNER

000058         SRGADAWG DS    H             DEFINITION AUTHORITIES (WITH GRANT OPTION)

               *                            *  1 FOR CREATE (W/GRANT)

               *                            *  2 FOR ALTER (W/GRANT)

               *                            *  4 FOR DROP (W/GRANT)

               *                            *  8 FOR DISPLAY (W/GRANT

               *                            * 16 FOR USE (W/GRANT)

               *                            * 31 FOR DEFINE (W/GRANT)
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               *                            * 32 FOR REFERENCE (W/GRANT)

               *                            *128 FOR OWNER (W/GRANT)

00005A         SRGAOA   DS    H             OTHER AUTHORITIES

               *                            *  1 FOR SYSADMIN

               *                            *  2 FOR DDADMIN

               *                            *  4 FOR DBADMIN

               *                            *  8 FOR DCADMIN

               *                            * 16 FOR SIGNON

               *                            * 32 FOR DBAREAD

               *                            * 64 FOR DBAWRITE

00005C         SRGAFUNC DS    XL32          FUNCTION BIT MAP

00007C         SRGACTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE GROUP AUTH. WAS CREATED

000084         SRGAUTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE GROUP AUTH. WAS LAST UPDATED

00008C         SRGACAID DS    CL18          CREATOR OF GROUP AUTHORITY

Offset  Value

 

00009E         SRGAUAID DS    CL18          LAST UPDATOR OF GROUP AUTHORITY

0000B0                  DS    XL16          * UNUSED

        000C0  SRGADSLN EQU   *-SRGA        * LENGTH OF DSECT

               *********************************************************************

#SRGPDS

                        COPY  #SRGPDS

               **********************************************************************
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               ***                                                                ***

               ***     SRGP DSECT                                                 ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     RESOURCE GROUP                                             ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         SRGP     DSECT                                                10/29/90

000000         SRGPRTYP DS    CL4           RESOURCE TYPE

000004         SRGPRNAM DS    CL60          RESOURCE NAME

000040         SRGPOWNR DS    CL18          AUTH. ID OF THE RES. GROUP OWNER

000052         SRGPCATN DS    H             CATEGORY NUMBER

000054         SRGPFASG DS    CL1           FUNCTION NUMBER ASSIGNMENT FLAG

               *                            * 'S' FOR ASSIGNED BY SYSTEM

               *                            * 'U' FOR ASSIGNED BY USER

000055         SRGPCTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE AUTH. ID WAS CREATED

00005D         SRGPUTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE AUTH. ID WAS LAST UPDATED

000065         SRGPCAID DS    CL18          CREATOR OF THE RESOURCE GROUP
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000077         SRGPUAID DS    CL18          LAST UPDATOR OF THE RESOURCE GROUP

000089                  DS    XL19          * UNUSED

        0009C  SRGPDSLN EQU   *-SRGP        * LENGTH OF DSECT

               *********************************************************************

#SROPDS

                        COPY  #SROPDS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     SROP DSECT                                                 ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     RESOURCE OPTION                                            ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         SROP     DSECT                                                10/29/90

000000         SROPRTYP DS    CL4           RESOURCE TYPE

000004         SROPRNAM DS    CL60          RESOURCE NAME
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000040         SROPSMTH DS    CL1           SECURITY METHOD

               *                            * 'I' FOR IDMS

               *                            * 'E' FOR EXTERNAL

               *                            * 'O' FOR OFF

000041                  DS    XL1           * unused

000042         SROPMULT DS    CL1           MULTIPLE SIGNON FLAG

               *                            * '0' FOR MULTIPLE SIGNON NOT ALLOWED

               *                            * '1' FOR MULTIPLE SIGNON ALLOWED

000043         SROPCTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE RESOURCE OPTION WAS CREATED

00004B         SROPUTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE RES. OPT. WAS LAST UPDATED

000053         SROPCAID DS    CL18          CREATOR OF THE RESOURCE OPTION

000065         SROPUAID DS    CL18          LAST UPDATOR OF THE RESOURCE OPTION

000077                  DS    XL17          * UNUSED

        00088  SROPDSLN EQU   *-SROP        * LENGTH OF DSECT

               *********************************************************************

#SRSADS

                        COPY  #SRSADS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     SRSA DSECT                                                 ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     RESOURCE AUTHORITY                                         ***

               ***                                                                ***
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               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         SRSA     DSECT                                                10/29/90

000000         SRSAAID  DS    CL18          AUTH. ID THE AUTHORITY IS GRANTED TO

000012         SRSARTYP DS    CL4           RESOURCE TYPE THE AUTHORITY IS GRANTED ON

000016         SRSARNAM DS    CL60          RESOURCE NAME THE AUTHORITY IS GRANTED ON

000052         SRSARA   DS    H             RUNTIME AUTHORITIES

               *                            *  1 FOR SELECT

               *                            *  1 FOR EXECUTE/RUN

               *                            *  2 FOR INSERT

               *                            *  4 FOR UPDATE

               *                            *  8 FOR DELETE

               *                            *128 FOR OWNER

000054         SRSARAWG DS    H             RUNTIME AUTHORITIES (WITH GRANT OPTION)

               *                            *  1 FOR SELECT WITH GRANT

               *                            *  1 FOR EXECUTE WITH GRANT

               *                            *  2 FOR INSERT WITH GRANT

               *                            *  4 FOR UPDATE WITH GRANT
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               *                            *  8 FOR DELETE WITH GRANT

               *                            *128 FOR OWNER WITH GRANT

000056         SRSADA   DS    H             DEFINITION AUTHORITIES

               *                            *  1 FOR CREATE

               *                            *  2 FOR ALTER

               *                            *  4 FOR DROP

               *                            *  8 FOR DISPLAY

               *                            * 16 FOR USE

               *                            * 31 FOR DEFINE

               *                            * 32 FOR REFERENCE

               *                            *128 FOR OWNER

000058         SRSADAWG DS    H             DEFINITION AUTHORITIES (WITH GRANT OPTION)

               *                            *  1 FOR CREATE WITH GRANT

               *                            *  2 FOR ALTER WITH GRANT

               *                            *  4 FOR DROP WITH GRANT

               *                            *  8 FOR DISPLAY WITH GRANT

               *                            * 16 FOR USE WITH GRANT

               *                            * 31 FOR DEFINE WITH GRANT

               *                            * 32 FOR REFERENCE WITH GRANT

               *                            *128 FOR OWNER WITH GRANT

00005A         SRSAOA   DS    H             OTHER AUTHORITIES

               *                            *  1 FOR SYSADMIN

               *                            *  2 FOR DDADMIN

               *                            *  4 FOR DBADMIN

               *                            *  8 FOR DCADMIN
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               *                            * 16 FOR SIGNON

               *                            * 32 FOR DBAREAD

               *                            * 64 FOR DBAWRITE

00005C         SRSACTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE RESOURCE AUTH. WAS CREATED

000064         SRSAUTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE RESOURCE AUTH. LAST UPDATED

00006C         SRSACAID DS    CL18          CREATOR OF THE RESOURCE AUTHORITY

00007E         SRSAUAID DS    CL18          LAST UPDATOR OF THE RESOURCE AUTHORITY

Offset  Value

 

000090                  DS    XL16          * UNUSED

        000A0  SRSADSLN EQU   *-SRSA        * LENGTH OF DSECT

               *********************************************************************

#SUGPDS

                        COPY  #SUGPDS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     SUGP DSECT                                                 ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     USERGROUP                                                  ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***
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               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         SUGP     DSECT                                              05/16/89

000000         SUGPGPID DS    CL18          AUTH. ID OF THE PARENT GROUP

000012         SUGPUSID DS    CL18          AUTH. ID OF THE CHILD USER

000024         SUGPDEFG DS    CL1           DEFAULT GROUP INDICATOR

               *                            * ' ' FOR NOT THE DEFAULT GROUP

               *                            * 'D' FOR THE DEFAULT GROUP

000025         SUGPCTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE GROUP WAS CREATED

00002D         SUGPUTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE GROUP WAS LAST UPDATED

000035         SUGPCAID DS    CL18          CREATOR OF THE GROUP

000047         SUGPUAID DS    CL18          LAST UPDATOR OF THE GROUP

000059                  DS    XL11          * UNUSED

        00064  SUGPDSLN EQU   *-SUGP        * LENGTH OF DSECT

               *********************************************************************

#SUSDDS

                        COPY  #SUSDDS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     SUSD DSECT                                                 ***
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               ***                                                                ***

               ***     USER DATA                                                  ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value

 

000000         SUSD     DSECT                                                10/29/90

000000         SUSDAUID DS    CL18          AUTHORIZATION ID

000012         SUSDCLTH DS    H             CATEGORY BIT MAP LENGTH

000014         SUSDTYPE DS    CL1           TYPE OF USER DATA

               *                            * 'C' - CATEGORY

               *                            * 'P' - PROFILE

               *                          PROFILE DATA

000015         SUSDSYST DS    CL8           SYSTEM NAME

00001D         SUSDPROF DS    CL18          PROFILE NAME

               *                          COMMON DATA

00002F         SUSDCTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE AUTH. CAT WAS CREATED

000037         SUSDUTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE AUTH. CAT WAS LAST UPDATED

00003F         SUSDCAID DS    CL18          CREATOR OF THE AUTHORIZATION CATEGORY
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000051         SUSDUAID DS    CL18          LAST UPDATOR OF THE AUTHORIZATION CATEGORY

               *                          CATEGORY DATA

000063                  DS    XL5           * UNUSED

000068         SUSDCATG DS    CL4096        CATEGORY BIT MAP

               *                              EACH BIT COORESPONDS TO THE CATEGORY

               *                              THE AUTH. ID HAS BEEN GRANTED ACCESS TO

        01068  SUSDDSLN EQU   *-SUSD        * LENGTH OF DSECT

               *********************************************************************

#SUSRDS

                        COPY  #SUSRDS

               **********************************************************************

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     SUSR DSECT                                                 ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***     USER                                                       ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA technologies. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.               ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               ***                                                                ***

               **********************************************************************

 

Offset  Value
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000000         SUSR     DSECT                                                10/29/90

000000         SUSRAUID DS    CL18          AUTHORIZATION ID

000012         SUSRTYPE DS    CL1           ID TYPE

               *                            * 'U' FOR USER

               *                            * 'G' FOR GROUP

000013         SUSRSTAT DS    CL1           CURRENT STATUS

               *                            * 'A' FOR ACTIVE

               *                            * 'I' FOR INACTIVE

               *                            * 'D' FOR LOGICALLY DELETED

000014         SUSRPSWD DS    CL8           PASSWORD

               *                            * X'00' FOR NULL

00001C         SUSRNAME DS    CL32          USER'S FULL NAME

               *                              (APPLICABLE ONLY WHEN SUSRTYPE='U')

00003C         SUSRDESC DS    CL40          DESCRIPTION

000064                  DS    H             * unused

000066         SUSRPROF DS    CL18          SECURITY DOMAIN PROFILE

000078                  DS    CL4           * unused

00007C         SUSRSTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE AUTH. ID LAST SIGNED ON

000084         SUSRGTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE USER LAST REMOVED FROM GROUP

00008C         SUSRPTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE PASSWORD LAST CHANGED

000094         SUSRCTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE AUTH. ID WAS CREATED

00009C         SUSRUTIM DS    CL8           TIME/DATE AUTH. ID WAS LAST UPDATED

0000A4         SUSRCAID DS    CL18          CREATOR OF THE AUTH. ID.

0000B6         SUSRUAID DS    CL18          LAST UPDATOR OF THE AUTH. ID
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0000C8                  DS    XL16          * UNUSED

        000D8  SUSRDSLN EQU   *-SUSR        * LENGTH OF DSECT

               *********************************************************************

Privileges Required for Statements
For more information, see the following topics:

DDL Statements
DISPLAY Statements

To execute a DISPLAY statement on a physical database entity requires one of these privileges if the dictionary and the
resource type of the entity has been secured:

• DISPLAY privilege on the entity
• DBADMIN privilege on the dictionary where the entity is defined

This table shows what privilege is required to execute a DISPLAY statement when the indicated resource type has been
secured:

Statement Privilege required Resource type Resource name
DISPLAY SEGMENT DISPLAY DB segment-name

DISPLAY FILE DISPLAY DB segment-name

DISPLAY AREA DISPLAY DB segment-name

DISPLAY DMCL DISPLAY DMCL dmcl-name

DISPLAY[JOURNAL] BUFFER DISPLAY DMCL dmcl-name

DISPLAY ARCHIVE/DISK/TAPE
JOURNAL

DISPLAY DMCL dmcl-name

DISPLAY DBTABLE DISPLAY DBTB dbtable-name

DISPLAY DBNAME DISPLAY DBTB dbtable-name

Definition Statements

To execute the physical database definition statements in the following table requires:

• DBADMIN privilege on the dictionary where the physical database definition is stored, if that dictionary has been
secured.

• The privileges indicated in the following table, if the resource types have been secured.

The privileges must be granted in a session that is connected to the system dictionary.

Statement Privilege required Resource type Resource name
CREATE SEGMENT CREATE DB segment-name

ALTER SEGMENT ALTER DB segment-name

DROP SEGMENT DROP DB segment-name

CREATE FILE ALTER DB segment-name
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ALTER FILE ALTER DB segment-name

DROP FILE ALTER DB segment-name

CREATE AREA ALTER DB segment-name

ALTER AREA ALTER DB segment-name

DROP AREA ALTER DB segment-name

CREATE DMCL CREATE DMCL dmcl-name

ALTER DMCL...
DBTABLE name

ALTER
USE

DMCL
DBTB

dmcl-name
dbtable-name

DROP DMCL DROP DMCL dmcl-name

GENERATE DMCL ALTER DMCL dmcl-name

CREATE [JOURNAL] BUFFER ALTER DMCL dmcl-name

ALTER [JOURNAL] BUFFER ALTER DMCL dmcl-name

DROP [JOURNAL] BUFFER ALTER DMCL dmcl-name

CREATE ARCHIVE/DISK/TAPE
JOURNAL

ALTER DMCL dmcl-name

ALTER ARCHIVE/DISK/TAPE
JOURNAL

ALTER DMCL dmcl-name

DROP ARCHIVE/DISK/TAPE
JOURNAL

ALTER DMCL dmcl-name

CREATE DBTABLE CREATE DBTB dbtable-name

ALTER DBTABLE ALTER DBTB dbtable-name

DROP DBTABLE DROP DBTB dbtable-name

GENERATE DBTABLE ALTER DBTB dbtable-name

CREATE DBNAME CREATE
ALTER

DB
DBTB

database-name
dbtable-name

ALTER DBNAME ALTER
ALTER

DB
DBTB

database-name
dbtable-name

DROP DBNAME DROP
ALTER

DB
DBTB

database-name
dbtable-name

SQL Statements
Contents

Statement Categories

If the database resource has been secured, users require appropriate privileges to execute SQL statements in these three
categories:

• SQL DDL
• SQL DML
• Access module management

SQL Session Authorization

A user does not have the authority to issue a CONNECT statement to a dictionary under the central version unless the
user holds signon privilege for the system in which the dictionary is defined.
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SQL DDL statements

To execute CA IDMS SQL DDL statements, a user requires the privilege indicated in the following table if the resource
type to which the privilege applies has been secured.

NOTE
Resource types QSCH, TABL, and AREA are secured when the DB resource type is secured.

Statement Privilege required Resource type Resource name
CREATE CALC ALTER(2) TABL table-identifier

DROP CALC ALTER(2) TABL table-identifier

CREATE CONSTRAINT ALTER(2)
REFERENCES

TABL
TABL

referencing-table-
identifier
referenced-table-
identifier

DROP CONSTRAINT ALTER(2) TABL referencing-table- identifier

CREATE FUNCTION CREATE(2) TABL function-identifier

ALTER FUNCTION ALTER(2) TABL function-identifier

DROP FUNCTION DROP(2) TABL function-identifier

CREATE INDEX ALTER(2)
USE

TABL
AREA

table-identifier
segment-name.area-name

ALTER INDEX ALTER(2) TABL table-identifier

DROP INDEX ALTER(2) TABL table-identifier

CREATE PROCEDURE CREATE(2) TABL procedure-identifier

ALTER PROCEDURE ALTER(2) TABL procedure-identifier

DROP PROCEDURE DROP(2) TABL procedure-identifier

CREATE SCHEMA(1) CREATE QSCH schema-name

ALTER SCHEMA(1) ALTER QSCH schema-name

DROP SCHEMA [CASCADE] DROP QSCH schema-name

CREATE TABLE CREATE(2)
USE

TABL
AREA

table-identifier
segment-name.area-name

ALTER TABLE ALTER(2) TABL table-identifier

DROP TABLE [CASCADE] DROP(2) TABL table-identifier

CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE CREATE(2) TABL table-procedure-identifier

ALTER TABLE PROCEDURE ALTER(2) TABL table-procedure-identifier

DROP TABLE PROCEDURE DROP(2) TABL drop-procedure-identifier

CREATE VIEW CREATE(2) TABL view-identifier

DROP VIEW [CASCADE] DROP(2) TABL view-identifier

NOTE
(1) If reference to a non-SQL-defined schema is made in the CREATE/ALTER SCHEMA statement, then the
user must also hold either USE on NONSQL SCHEMA Vnnnn.schema-name or DBADMIN on the dictionary
where the non-SQL-defined schema is stored. If DBNAME is specified, the user must hold USE on the named
database; if not specified, the user must hold DBADMIN on the system dictionary.

NOTE
(2) The owner of the associated schema implicitly holds the privilege.
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SQL DML Statements

Dynamic SQL Statements

To execute an SQL DML statement dynamically (for example, through the Command Facility), a user requires the access
privilege indicated in the following table or must own schema associated with the table-like object, if the database has
been secured.

If a DELETE, UPDATE, or INSERT statement contains a query expression or subquery, additional privileges are required
for the table-like objects referred to by the query expression or subquery. If a SELECT statement explicitly names a view,
additional privileges are required.

NOTE
For complete documentation of privileges required to execute SQL DML statements, see the CA IDMS SQL
Reference section.

Embedded SQL Statements

If the SQL DML statement is embedded in an application program and the database accessed is secured externally, the
executing user must hold the applicable privileges on all tables accessed by the statement, whether directly or indirectly
through a view.

If the SQL DML statement is embedded in an application program and the database accessed is secured internally, the
executing user requires only EXECUTE privilege on the access module; the user inherits the necessary access privileges
from the grantor of EXECUTE privilege for the purpose of executing the access module.

Statement Privilege required Resource type Resource name
DELETE DELETE TABL schema-name.table-name
INSERT INSERT TABL schema-name.table-name
SELECT SELECT TABL schema-name.table-name
UPDATE UPDATE TABL schema-name.table-name

Access Module Management Statements

To execute access module management statements a user requires the privilege indicated in the following table or must
own the schema associated with the access module, if the database has been secured.

If the owner lacks one or more applicable table access privileges for SQL statements in the RCMs included in the access
module when it is created or altered, a warning is issued. If privileges are lacking at runtime, an error occurs when the
user attempts to execute the access module.

Statement Privilege required Resource type Resource name
CREATE ACCESS MODULE CREATE DACC schema-name.access- module-

name

ALTER ACCESS MODULE ALTER DACC schema-name.access- module-
name

DROP ACCESS MODULE DROP DACC schema-name.access- module-
name

EXPLAIN ACCESS MODULE DISPLAY DACC schema-name.access- module-
name

User-Defined System Security Rules
This section provides the information on the following topics:
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Installation Codes

You can assign an installation code attribute value to the INSTCODE attribute keyword in a user or system profile. If
you specify OVERRIDE=NO for INSTCODE, you can use the attribute for site-specific security checking. At runtime, an
application program or exit 29 can retrieve the INSTCODE attribute value for the user session by linking to RHDCUF00
and issuing the DCUF SHOW INSTCODE command.

 
Note: For more information on linking to DCUF, see the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Reference section.

INSTCODE Considerations

In the logic to retrieve an INSTCODE attribute value, you should account for these possibilities:

• INSTCODE may not be an attribute of a given user session.
• An attribute value may be as many as 32 characters.

Using Terminal Autotasks

 

What is an Autotask

A terminal autotask is a task that you associate with a logical terminal. Through this association, you direct the CA IDMS
system to initiate the preassigned task when either of these conditions occurs:

• The ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt would normally be displayed.
• A top-level program or dialog issues a DC RETURN request that specifies no next task code.

Suppose, for example, that a user who signs on to a CA IDMS system is assigned logical terminal LT12012. If this logical
terminal is associated with an autotask, the system automatically initiates the autotask when the user connects to the
terminal. After the user enters the name of the system, instead of displaying the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt
(which allows the user to choose what task to invoke), the terminal displays whatever screen is mapped out by the
program associated with the preassigned autotask.

Securing a Terminal Autotask

Since terminal autotasks must be able to execute without a signed on user, they must be unsecured. If tasks are secured
internally, you can unsecure terminal autotasks by assigning them to a category on which PUBLIC holds EXECUTE
privilege. Alternatively, you can add an occurrence override to turn off security for each terminal autotask in the SRTT.

If tasks are secured externally, you must use an occurrence override in the SRTT to unsecure a terminal autotask.

When Should You Use an Autotask

Use an autotask for workers at one terminal who require access to a limited number of data processing functions.

For example, you can use an autotask for clerks who enter orders into a purchasing system. Or you can set up an
autotask that executes a single manufacturing application. The application itself can perform a variety of functions, such
as bill of material processing and master production scheduling.

In both of these cases, you create a menu for display when the autotask is invoked. This menu lists each option the user
can choose, including a signon and signoff option if appropriate.

You can also use an autotask to invoke a site-defined signon menu. Set up this menu to appear when users connect to
the terminal. After signing on to this menu, users invoke any task for which they are authorized.

How to Use an Autotask

To use an autotask, you must do the following:
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• Associate an autotask with selected logical terminals.
• Optionally, establish signon and signoff functions as part of the autotask menu.
• Optionally, associate physical terminals with particular devices.
• Optionally, check a user's authority to use a particular terminal.

These topics along with the related design suggestions are discussed as follows.

Associating an Autotask with Selected Logical Terminals

Associating an Autotask with a Logical Terminal

You associate an autotask with a logical terminal using the AUTOTASK parameter of the system generation LTERM
statement. This statement allows you to specify whether a task will be initiated automatically for the logical terminal:

• AUTOTASK IS NULL, the default, indicates that no task will be initiated automatically for this logical terminal. Logical
terminals defined as printers must use the default value NULL.

• AUTOTASK IS task-code specifies the system will execute the specified task code automatically.
The task code specified must be defined in the system dictionary with the system generation TASK statement. The
task must be defined with the NOINPUT option because a terminal autotask should execute immediately.

Example

To associate LTERM LT12012 with the task code ORDERS, submit this information to the system generation compiler:

ADD LTERM LT12012 VERSION 1

  AUTOTASK IS ORDERS

  ENABLED

  PRIORITY IS 0

  PTERM IS PT12012.

Signon and Signoff Functions for an Autotask

Forcing Signon Through a Terminal Autotask

If you are using a site-specific signon menu to force a signon and you want users to see the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE
prompt after they sign on to the CA IDMS system:

• Clear the autotask field (LTEAUTSK) in the logical terminal element (LTE) when the user signs on to the runtime
system.

• Reset the autotask field when the user signs off from the runtime system.

NOTE
For more information on the LTE (#LTEDS DSECT), see the CA IDMS DSECT Reference section.

In a CA Technologies ADS Environment

If your autotask invokes a CA technologies ADS application, you can specify the following:

• Automatic signon for the application, by using a CA technologies ADS signon menu
• Automatic signoff for the application, by using the CA technologies ADS SIGNOFF function
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NOTE
For more information on CA technologies ADS signon menus and the CA technologies ADS SIGNOFF function,
see the CA IDMS ADS Reference section.

In an SQL or DML Environment

If your autotask invokes an SQL or DML application, design the application as follows:

1. When the user signs on through the autotask menu, link to the RHDCSNON program from the autotask program.

NOTE
For more information, see the "SIGNON task" in the CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Reference
section.

Alternatively, if no signon CLIST is invoked, an Assembler program can issue the #SECSGON macro to initiate user
signon.

NOTE
For more information, see #SECSGON.

2. When the user signs off through the autotask menu, link to either RHDCSNOF or RHDCBYE:
– RHDCSNOF is the program normally invoked by the CA IDMS system SIGNOFF task (RHDCSNOF leaves the

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt displayed on the terminal).
– RHDCBYE is the program normally invoked by the CA IDMS system BYE task (RHDCBYE does not leave the

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt displayed on the terminal).
Alternatively, if you do not wish to free resources as RHDCBYE and RHDCSON do, an Assembler program can issue
the #SECSGOF macro to initiate user signoff.

NOTE
For more information, see #SECSGOF.

How to Clear and Reset the Autotask Field

To display the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt after the signon menu, you clear the autotask field. You can reset the
autotask field at signoff. You can do this by using exit 29 to move the appropriate value to the autotask field (LTEAUTSK)
in the logical terminal element (LTE) after a successful signon or signoff. After signon, you move low values (binary zeros)
to this field; after signoff, you move the appropriate task code. Note: For more information on the LTE (#LTEDS DSECT),
see the CA IDMS DSECT Reference section.

Associating Terminals with Devices

Overview

Once you associate an autotask with selected logical terminals, you need to ensure that these terminals correspond to
particular devices. You do this by associating logical terminal/physical terminal pairs with the appropriate devices.

UCF, VTAM, and TCAM

For UCF, VTAM, and TCAM, you can choose whether to associate a logical/physical terminal pair with a particular device.
If you do not explicitly associate a terminal pair with a device, the system takes the first available pair when a user signs
on.

Other Access Methods

For all other access methods, you must associate terminal pairs with devices. In this case, users are always assigned a
specific logical and physical terminal when they sign on to a particular device.

How to Associate Terminals with Devices

To associate UCF, VTAM, and TCAM terminals with particular devices, you use the NAME IS parameter of the system
generation PTERM statement.
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Suppose, for example, that the system definition includes logical terminal LT12012 and physical terminal PT12012. To
associate this terminal pair with device FT068109, submit this information to the system generation compiler:

MODIFY PTERM PT12012

    ACQUIRE

    NAME IS FT068109.

Note: For more information on associating terminals with devices, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.

Checking Authority to Access a Particular Terminal

How to Check a User's Authority

When you implement autotasks, users can access only preassigned tasks at particular terminals. If you want to prevent
users from accessing terminals that are not associated with a specific task, you must check their authority to use these
terminals.

You can do this by:

1. Establishing installation codes that authorize users to access particular physical terminals.
For example, you can specify a physical terminal ID, logical terminal ID, or VTAM node name as the attribute value for
INSTCODE in the user or system profile.

2. Checking a user's INSTCODE attribute when the user signs on to a terminal.

Design Considerations

Secure the DCMT VARY LTERM Command

Users can override the autotask assigned to a logical terminal with the DCMT VARY LTERM ONLINE command. If you
are using autotasks in a secure environment, be sure to secure this DCMT command.

NOTE
For information on securing DCMT commands, see Securing System Resources.

Associate Terminals with Devices Only when Necessary

When using autotasks, you should consider how many people will be using terminals that are restricted to particular tasks.
You can use your terminal network more effectively if you associate terminals with devices only when necessary.

Terminal Association Criteria:

Need Terminal configuration
A few people who will be using terminals restricted to an autotask Associate the restricted terminals with particular devices.

Keep the other terminals generic (that is, not associated with
particular devices).
Optionally, check a user's authorization to use a particular logical
terminal at signon.

Many people who will be using terminals restricted to an autotask Associate the non-restricted terminals with particular devices.
Keep the restricted terminals generic.
Optionally, check a user's authorization to use a particular logical
terminal at signon.
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Integration with CA Development Environment for z Systems
As a CA IDMS developer you may want to develop and maintain COBOL, PL/I, and Assembler language programs in
an enhanced development environment. To do so, you can use CA Development Environment for z Systems to perform
these activities.  

CA Development Environment for z Systems is an enhanced version of IBM® Developer for z Systems™.  CA
Development Environment for z Systems is a modern Integrated Development Environment (IDE) used for maintaining,
supporting, and developing mainframe-based applications. The platform provides a feature rich, Windows-based toolset
using the Eclipse plug-in technology.

CA IDMS provides several sample REXX execs and JCL procedures, which are located in the CA IDMS SAMPLES
distribution library. The samples facilitate the integration of CA Development Environment for z Systems with CA IDMS,
and must be customized for your environment. You can find detailed instructions within the samples.

NOTE

The REXX execs and JCL procedures samples provided for CA Development Environment for z Systems are
also compatible with IBM® Developer for z Systems™.

Using CA IDMS with CA Endevor SCM

When CA IDMS is used with CA Endevor  to integrate with CA Development Environment for z Systems, you do not need
to perform CA Development Environment for z Systems configuration procedures. The build processes to invoke the CA
IDMS pre-processors should be part of the Endevor processor groups.

COBOL Customization
This article describes the REXX Exec and JCL Procedure that you can use to integrate CA Development Environment for
z Systems with COBOL programs running under CA IDMS.

Sample REXX Exec

IDMSEMLC 

The IDMSEMLC REXX Exec invokes the CA IDMS DML Precompiler. IDMSEMLC must be configured both within z/
OS and CA Development Environment for z Systems. You may want to move IDMSEMLC to your TSO CLIST library to
facilitate its invocation from CA Development Environment for z Systems.  

WARNING

When coding DML statements that span multiple lines, it is a best practice to code in two or fewer lines for
maximum compatibility with the local compiler.

IDMSIMLC 

IDMSIMLC is a sample version of the parameter file generated by CA Development Environment for z Systems that can
be used as input to the IDMSEMLC exec. IDMSIMLC must be tailored to your site-specific requirements. It can be used in
a local invocation of IDMSEMLC, for example, under TSO/ISPF, to validate the proper functioning of the exec. 

To invoke the IDMSEMLC exec, type the following code at a TSO prompt. These execs must be in a library that exists
within your TSO clist library concatenation.

IDMSEMLC site-specific-idms-samples-lib(IDMSIMLC)
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JCL Procedure

IDMSJMLC 

IDMSJMLC is a JCL Procedure that invokes the CA IDMS DML Precompiler for programs that either run-under or access
CA IDMS. This procedure also invokes the COBOL compiler and Linkage Editor.  IDMSJMLC is invoked when certain
menu actions are performed within CA Development Environment for z Systems, and should be added to one of your
system PROCLIBs.

Customizing the Sample REXX Exec and JCL Procedure

The COBOL REXX Exec and JCL Procedure must be configured both within z/OS and CA Development Environment for
z Systems.

z/OS

The following variables must be configured within IDMSEMLC.:

• cdmslib_dsn1
Identifies the name of the first Data Set in the CDMSLIB concatenation.

• cdmslib_dsn2
Identifies the name of the second Data Set in the CDMSLIB concatenation.

• cdmslib_dsn3
Identifies the name of the third Data Set in the CDMSLIB concatenation.

• sysidms_dsn
Identifies the default Data Set Name that is used in the SYSIDMS DD statement.

• syslst_dsn
Identifies the default Data Set Name that is used in the SYSLST DD statement.

• unit
Identifies the UNIT that is used to allocate all DASD files.

CA Development Environment for z Systems

To make use of the pre-processor exec, modify the following items in the Remote preprocessor configuration section
within the Property Group that is associated with your sub-project.

To locate Remote preprocessor configuration, follow this navigation:

1. Within the CA Development Environment for z Systems Property Group window, edit the Property Group that
is associated with your sub-project.

2. Select the COBOL tab.
3. Select Editor Configurations.
4. Expand Preprocessor Integration.
5. Select Use  remote preprocessors.
6. Expand Remote preprocessor configuration.
7. Configure the following items:

WARNING

When specifying your DSN, other than the Preprocessor Parameters, do not add additional spaces before or
after the DSN

– REXX or CLIST invoking preprocessor
Set to the DSN (including member name) where the IDMSEMLC list resides on your mainframe LPAR.

– Preprocessor output location
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Set to the DSN of the SYSPCH file that is created by the invocation of the IDMSDMLC 
– precompiler. 
– High-level qualifier for preprocessor data

Set to the high-level-qualifier (HLQ) that you want to use for all non-explicit DSN references in the exec, for
example, the SYS00X work files.Typically, this HLQ is your TSO User-ID.

– Preprocessor Parameters
Preprocessor parameters allow you to override the default specification for both the SYSIDMS and SYSLST DSN
specifications in the exec. The parameters must be separated using one or more spaces.  
• SYSIDMS=

Set to the DSN of an existing SYSIDMS file. Example:  SYSIDMS=<data set name>
• SYSPCH=

Set to the DSN of the SYSPCH file that is created by the DMLC precompiler.  Example:  SYSPCH=<data set
name>

z/OS

This section describes how to set pre-processor integration preferences, and configure JCL Procedure variables.

Setting Pre-processor Integration Preferences 

For the CA Development Environment for z Systems samples, we recommend that you configure the following pre-
processor integration preference settings to determine how the pre-processor statements are processed.

 To locate the Preprocessor Integration, follow this navigation:

1. Within CA Development Environment for z System, select Window.
2. Select Preferences.
3. Expand COBOL.
4. Expand Editor.
5. Select Preprocessor Integration.
6. Within the Identifying preprocessor statements, the following configuration is recommended:
7. 1. Check Ignore changes in case.

2. Check Ignore changes to tab and space characters.
3. Uncheck Ignore changes in the sequence numbering areas.

Configuring JCL Procedure Variables

The following variables must be configured within IDMSJMLC:

• LNGPRFX
The high-level-qualifier of your COBOL library.   

• LODPRFX
The high-level-qualifier of your CA Development Environment for z Systems COBOL library.

• CICSLIB
The high-level-qualifier of your CICS SDFHLOAD COBOL library.

• UNITDMLC
The unit name for all files that are allocated in the DMLC precompile step.

• UNITC
The unit name for all files that are allocated in the COBOL step.

• IDMSLIB1
The Data Set Name for your Network loadlib or DBA load library. 

• IDMSLIB2
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The Data Set Name for your Custom load library. 
• IDMSLIB3

The Data Set Name for your complete CA IDMS load library. 
• SYSIDMS

The Data Set Name for the SYSIDMS DD statement in the DMLC step. 

CA Development Environment for z System

To invoke the IDMSJMLC proc, modify the following items in the Procedures and Steps section within the Property
Group that is associated with your sub-project.

To locate the Procedures and Steps section, follow this navigation:

1. Within the CA Development Environment for z Systems Property Group window, edit the Property Group that is
associated with your sub-project.

2. Select the COBOL tab.
3. Select Procedures and Steps. 
4. Expand Step options, and add the following Procedure & Steps: 

a. IDMSJMLC -  DMLC 
b. IDMSJMLC - COBOL

5. Configure the following items for the DMLC step:
a. Options: Specify NOINSTALL.   This setting will prevent the storage of the RCM into the dictionary for programs

that use SQL DML.
b. Support Error Feedback: Do not check this box.

6. Configure the following items for the DMLC step:
7. 1. Listing output data set

The Data Set Name that is used to store the listing file generated by the compiler.
2. Object deck data set

The Data Set Name that is used to store the Object module generated by the compiler.
3. SYSLIB 

The Data Set Name that is used for the COBOL, SYSLIB DD statement.
4. Support Error Feedback

Check this box if you want to use the automated mechanism for reporting compiler errors through the Remote
Error List in CA Development Environment for z Systems.

5. Data set qualifier for compiler errors
The Data Set prefix that is used to communicate compiler errors to CA Development Environment for z Systems.

Using CICS 

COBOL programs that run under CICS (and contain IDMS DML statements) can also be maintained using CA
Development Environment for z Systems.

To enable CICS support, check mark the CICS button on the Runtime Environments window within the COBOL tab, for
the Property Group associated with your sub-project. 

PL/I Customization
This article describes the REXX Exec and JCL Procedure that you can use to integrate CA Development Environment for
z Systems with PL/I programs running under CA IDMS.
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Sample REXX Exec 

IDMSEMLP 

The IDMSEMLP REXX Exec invokes the CA IDMS DML Precompiler for PL/I. IDMSEMLP must be configured both within
z/OS and CA Development Environment for z Systems. You may want to move IDMSEMLP to your TSO CLIST library to
facilitate its invocation from CA Development Environment for z Systems. 

IDMSIMLP 

IDMSIMLP is a sample version of the parameter file generated by CA Development Environment for z Systems that can
be used as input to the IDMSEMLP exec. IDMSIMLP must be tailored to your site-specific requirements. It can be used in
a local invocation of IDMSEMLP, for example, under TSO/ISPF to validate the proper functioning of the exec. 

To invoke the IDMSEMLP exec, type the following code at a TSO prompt. IDMSEMLP must be in a library that exists
within your TSO clist library concatenation.

IDMSEMLP site-specific-idms-samples-lib(IDMSIMLP)

JCL Procedure

IDMSJMLP 

IDMSJMLP is a JCL Procedure that invokes the CA IDMS DML Precompiler for programs that either run-under or access
CA IDMS. This procedure also invokes the PL/I compiler and Linkage Editor.  IDMSJMLP is invoked when certain menu
actions are performed within CA Development Environment for z Systems, and should be added to one of your system
PROCLIBs.

Customizing Sample REXX Exec and JCL Procedure

The PL/I REXX Exec and JCL Procedure must be configured both within z/OS and CA Development Environment for z
Systems.

z/OS

The following variables must be configured within IDMSEMLP:

• cdmslib_dsn1
Identifies the name of the first Data Set in the CDMSLIB concatenation.

• cdmslib_dsn2
Identifies the name of the second Data Set in the CDMSLIB concatenation.

• cdmslib_dsn3
Identifies the name of the third Data Set in the CDMSLIB concatenation.

• sysidms_dsn
Identifies the default Data Set Name that is used in the SYSIDMS DD statement.

• syslst_dsn
Identifies the default Data Set Name that is used in the SYSLST DD statement.

• unit
Identifies the UNIT that is used to allocate all DASD files.
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CA Development Environment for z Systems

To make use of the pre-processor exec, modify the following items in the Remote preprocessor configuration section
within the Property Group that is associated with your sub-project.

To locate Remote preprocessor configuration, follow this navigation:

1. Within the CA Development Environment for z Systems Property Group window, edit the Property Group that
is associated with your sub-project.

2. Select the PL/I tab.
3. Select Editor Configurations.
4. Expand Preprocessor Integration.
5. Select Use  remote preprocessors.
6. Expand Remote preprocessor configuration.
7. Configure the following items:

WARNING

When specifying your DSN, other than the Preprocessor Parameters, do not add additional spaces before or
after the DSN

– REXX or CLIST invoking preprocessor
Set to the DSN (including member name) where the IDMSEMLP list resides on your mainframe LPAR.

– Preprocessor output location
Set to the DSN of the SYSPCH file that is created by the invocation of the IDMSDMLP precompiler. 

– High-level qualifier for preprocessor data
Set to the high-level-qualifier (HLQ) that you want to use for all non-explicit DSN references in the exec, for
example, the SYS00X work files. Typically, this HLQ is your TSO User-ID.

– Preprocessor Parameters
Preprocessor parameters allow you to override the default specification for both the SYSIDMS and SYSLST DSN
specifications in the exec. The parameters must be separated using one or more spaces.  
• SYSIDMS=

Set to the DSN of an existing SYSIDMS file. Example:  SYSIDMS=<data set name>
• SYSPCH=

Set to the DSN of the SYSPCH file that is created by the DMLP precompiler.  Example:  SYSPCH=<data set
name>

z/OS

This section describes how to set pre-processor integration preferences, and configure JCL Procedure variables.

Setting Pre-processor Integration Preferences

For the CA Development Environment for z Systems samples, we recommend that you configure the following pre-
processor integration preference settings to determine how the pre-processor statements are processed. 

 To locate the Preprocessor Integration, follow this navigation:

1. Within CA Development Environment for z System, select Window.
2. Select Preferences.
3. Expand PL/I.
4. Expand Editor.
5. Select Preprocessor Integration.
6. Within the Identifying preprocessor statements, the following configuration is recommended:
7. 1. Check Ignore changes in case.
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2. Check Ignore changes to tab and space characters.
3. Uncheck Ignore changes in the sequence numbering areas.

Configuring JCL Procedure Variables

The following variables must be configured within IDMSJMLP:

• LNGPRFX
The high-level-qualifier of your PL/I library. 

• LODPRFX
The high-level-qualifier of your CA Development Environment for z Systems library for PL/I.

• CICSLIB
The high-level-qualifier of your CICS SDFHLOAD library, for PL/I.

• UNITDMLP
The unit name for all files that are allocated in the DMLP precompile step.

• UNITPLI
The unit name for all files that are allocated in the PLI step.

• IDMSLIB1
The Data Set Name for your Network loadlib or DBA load library. 

• IDMSLIB2
The Data Set Name for your Custom load library. 

• IDMSLIB3
The Data Set Name for your complete CA IDMS load library. 

• SYSIDMS
The Data Set Name for the SYSIDMS DD statement in the DMLP step. 

CA Development Environment for z System

To invoke the IDMSJMLP proc, modify the following items in the Procedures and Steps section within the Property
Group that is associated with your sub-project.

To locate the Procedures and Steps section, follow this navigation:

1. Within the CA Development Environment for z Systems Property Group window, edit the Property Group that is
associated with your sub-project.

2. Select the PL/I tab.
3. Select Procedures and Steps. 
4. Expand Step options, and add the following Procedure & Steps: 

a. IDMSJMLP - DMLP 
b. IDMSJMLP - PLI

5. Configure the following items for the DMLP step:
a. Options: Specify NOINSTALL. This setting will prevent the storage of the RCM into the dictionary for programs

that use SQL.
b. Support Error Feedback: Do not check this box.

6. Configure the following items for the PLI step:
7. 1. Listing output data set

The Data Set Name that is used to store the listing file generated by the compiler.
2. Object deck data set

The Data Set Name that is used to store the Object module generated by the compiler.
3. SYSLIB

The Data Set Name that is used for the PL/I, SYSLIB DD statement.
4. Support Error Feedback
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Check this box if you want to use the automated mechanism for reporting compiler errors through the Remote
Error List in CA Development Environment for z Systems.

5. Data set qualifier for compiler errors
The Data Set prefix that is used to communicate compiler errors to CA Development Environment for z Systems.

Using CICS 

PL/I programs that run under CICS (and contain IDMS DML statements) can also be maintained using CA Development
Environment for z Systems.

To enable CICS support, check mark the CICS button on the Runtime Environments window within the PL/I tab, for the
Property Group associated with your sub-project. 

Assembler Customization
This article describes the JCL Procedure that you can use to integrate CA Development Environment for z Systems with
Assembler programs running under CA IDMS.

JCL Procedure

IDMSJMLA

IDMSJMLA is a JCL Procedure that invokes the CA IDMS DML Precompiler for Assembler programs that either run-under
or access CA IDMS. This procedure also invokes the system assembler and Linkage Editor. IDMSJMLA is invoked when
certain menu actions are performed within CA Development Environment for z Systems, and should be added to one of
your system PROCLIBs.

NOTE

A sample REXX Exec is not provided for Assembler, due to the lack of pre-processor support for this language
within CA Development Environment for z Systems.

Customizing the JCL Procedure

The IDMSJMLA JCL Procedure must be configured both within z/OS and CA Development Environment for z Systems.

z/OS

The following variables must be configured within IDMSJMLA:

• UNITDMLA
The unit name for all files that are allocated in the DMLC precompile step.

• UNITA
The unit name for all files that are allocated in the Assembler step.

• IDMSLIB1
The Data Set Name for your Network loadlib or DBA load library. 

• IDMSLIB2
The Data Set Name for your Custom load library. 

• IDMSLIB3
The Data Set Name for your complete CA IDMS load library. 

• SYSIDMS
The Data Set Name for the SYSIDMS DD statement in the DMLC step. 
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CA Development Environment for z System

To invoke the IDMSJMLA proc, modify the following items in the Procedures and Steps section within the Property
Group that is associated with your sub-project.

To locate the Procedures and Steps section, follow this navigation:

1. Within the CA Development Environment for z Systems Property Group window, edit the Property Group that is
associated with your sub-project.

2. Select the Assembler tab.
3. Select Procedures and Steps. 
4. Expand Step options, and add the following Procedure & Steps: 

a. IDMSJMLA - DMLA 
b. IDMSJMLA - ASM

5. Configure the following items for the DMLA step:
a. Options: Specify NOINSTALL. This setting will prevent the storage of the RCM into the dictionary for programs

that use SQL. 
b. Support Error Feedback: Do not check this box.

6. Configure the following items for the ASM step:
7. 1. Listing output data set

The Data Set Name that is used to store the listing file generated by the compiler.
2. Object deck data set

The Data Set Name that is used to store the Object module generated by the compiler.
3. Macro libraries 

One or more data set libraries (separated by a space) used for the Assembler, SYSLIB DD statement.  

NOTE

To recognize a CA IDMS macro, you must add your CA IDMS macro library to this field. Adding the
macro to this field also allows you to open the macro definition by pressing the control key and hovering
over a macro name.

4. Support Error Feedback
Check this box if you want to use the automated mechanism for reporting compiler errors through the Remote
Error List in CA Development Environment for z Systems.

5. Data set qualifier for compiler errors
The Data Set prefix that is used to communicate compiler errors to CA Development Environment for z Systems.

Customized CA IDMS User Macro File

CA IDMS provides an XML user macro file, IDMSUMAC, that includes DML Assembler Macros for integration with CA
Development Environment for z Systems.

IDMSUMAC can be uploaded into the Editor Options section within the Property Group that is associated with your sub-
project. 

To locate Editor Options to upload your DML Assembler XML Macro file, follow this navigation:

1. Within the CA Development Environment for z Systems Property Group window, edit the Property Group that is
associated with your sub-project.

2. Select the Assembler tab.
3. Select Editor Options.
4. Within the General section, click Manage.
5. Select the Macro Instructions tab.
6. Click Import to import a Macro file.
7. Click on the File button.
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8. Click Browse and select the <DMLA XML macro file>.
9. Click OK.
10. Click Finish to upload the macro into your Macro Instructions list.
11. Click OK to complete the macro upload process.

Benefits of Applying the CA IDMS User Macro

The following benefits are available when editing an Assembler source program:

• Content assist, by pressing CTRL key and space bar
• Syntax checking 

NOTE

When CA IDMS pre-compiler directive statements do not follow Assembler standards, the syntax checker
may flag those statements as errors.

 

Integration with CA Test Data Manager
CA Test Data Manager (CA TDM) offers an automated solution to one of the most time-consuming and resource-intensive
problems in Continuous Delivery—creating, maintaining, and provisioning test data. CA TDM uniquely combines elements
of data sub-setting, masking, and synthetic, on-demand data generation to enable testing teams to meet the agile needs
of the organization. 

CA TDM uses SQL to extract data from existing databases and insert the generated test data into a test database.  

Before you use CA TDM, you should be familiar with the following CA IDMS functions:

This article provides a brief description of these CA IDMS functions. The More information section, at the bottom of this
page, provides links to topics that provide detailed information about the functions.

CA IDMS SQL and Network Databases

CA IDMS™ uses SQL to access and update network databases.  You define an SQL schema that identifies the network
schema and physical database instance. Network databases, however, are often normalized, and owner record key
fields are not replicated in member records.  Instead, VIA records are related to owners by internal network connections.
Techniques to work around this include CA IDMS syntax extensions that are used to join owner and member records,
such as the set name predicate and virtual foreign keys (VFK). Tools that generate standard SQL generally do not support
these CA IDMS extensions.  Because member records exposed as SQL do not typically have foreign keys, SQL INSERT
statements often do not include sufficient information in the generated test data for CA IDMS SQL to connect a VIA record
to its correct owner.

To address this issue, you use CA IDMS SQL Quick Bridge to generate a CA IDMS table procedure that maps a table
procedure definition onto a VIA record. The table procedure resembles a standard table to CA TDM. In addition to data
columns, the table procedure includes columns that are used to position in the network database on the owner before
storing the VIA member record.

CA IDMS Table Procedures

Table procedures can be used to handle situations in a network database that are not directly handled by the standard
SQL support. A table procedure defines a virtual pseudo table, columns, and a program.  When accessing rows or
updating the table, a program is called that passes columns as parameters.  The program uses some of the parameters
to position in the database, and returns or retrieves generated data to the caller in the same parameter fields. Externally,
data appears if the table exists and can be processed as any SQL table. 
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CA IDMS SQL Quick Bridge

SQL Quick Bridge is a Windows application that provides an easy way to generate a table procedure. When modifications
are needed, the generated code provides a starting point for those modifications.

CA IDMS Server

CA IDMS Server provides the ODBC and JDBC support that CA TDM and Quick Bridge use to access CA IDMS
databases and dictionaries.   

Integration with IBM Cognos
This article describes how a database administrator configures IBM® Cognos®1 (Cognos) to use with CA IDMS, and
includes the following topics:

You use Cognos to run queries and statistical computations to pull data from the database and produce reports or graphs.
Using the information from the reports and graphs helps you make business decisions. For more information about IBM
Cognos, see the the IBM Knowledge Center.

After you integrate CA IDMS with Cognos, Cognos runs natively against a CA IDMS SQL or network database.  Cognos
uses an SQL Schema with or without Virtual Foreign Keys (VFK). If you do not use VFKs, you define views that
encapsulate the CA IDMS setName predicate to join owners and members.

Before You Begin

The following CA IDMS product components must be installed, configured, and enabled before you configure Cognos:

• CA IDMS Server Version 17
• IDMS SQL

For more information about these components, see the topics "Using CA IDMS Server" and "SQL Reference." Also see
"Accessing Network-Defined Databases" in the IDMS Reference documentation.

Configuring Cognos

This section describes the values that you use during the Cognos installation.

Connection Settings

CA IDMS communicates with Cognos through CA IDMS Server using the JDBC driver. During configuration, you must
provide the following information:

Variable Description
URL jdbc:idms://<hostname:portnumber>/<dictname>

• The hostname can be an IP or DNS address.
• The port number is the port that is forwarded to CA IDMS

Driver class ca.idms.jdbc.IdmsJdbcDriver
JDBC Driver location c:\Progra~1\CA\CA IDMS Server\Java\lib"      

CA IDMS Properties File

During the Cognos installation, you copy the CA IDMS properties file into the Cognos bin64 folder, as follows:

• Copy caidms.properties to the Cognos folder, <Cognos BI>\bin64
• Copy ca_idms.properties to the Cognos configuration file, <Cognos BI>\configuration\xqe
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Enable Tracing

If you want to produce JDBC message logs, you set tracing to true in the CA IDMS properties file.

1 IBM and Cognos are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation, registered in many jurisdictions
worldwide.

Integration with CA MICS Resource Management
CA MICS Analyzer Option for CA IDMS (CA MICS) is a data integration application that collects and stores, in the CA
MICS database, IDMS database management system data from CA IDMS Performance Monitor.

Key Benefits

CA IDMS Performance Monitor provides the data necessary to manage the day-to-day operation of the CA MICS
database/data communication system and to respond to user problems, complaints, and questions. It reports workload,
resource utilization, and performance data at the daily operational level.
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Reporting
Download a PDF of this Reporting section.

Learn more about the various IDMS reports.

Reporting Overview
The Reporting section can be used as a reference for system, dictionary, and database administrators. Descriptions of the
following reports are included:

• CA ADS for CA IDMS dialog reports (AREPORTs)
• CA IDMS/DC and CA IDMS UCF (DC/UCF) system definition reports (CREPORTs)
• Dictionary and CA ICMS catalog reports (DREPORTs)
• ASF row-level security reports (IREPORTs)
• CA IDMS/DB journal reports (JREPORTs)
• CA IDMS/DB SQL Dictionary Reports (QREPORTs)
• CA IDMS/DC and CA IDMS UCF (DC/UCF) system statistics reports (SREPORTs)

This section can be used as a reference for system, dictionary, and database administrators. A section is provided for
each type of report that includes:

• A description of and uses for each report category
• Instructions for producing the reports, including examples
• A description of each report, including sample output and field descriptions

Reports Stored as Dictionary Modules

CA IDMS reports are available at all sites where CA IDMS/DB is installed and are stored as modules in the data dictionary
during the installation process.

Modifying CA IDMS Reports

CA IDMS reports are stored as report modules in the dictionary established when CA IDMS/DB is installed. With some
knowledge of CA Culprit for CA IDMS, users can modify the existing report modules or create new report modules, as
described in Modifying CA IDMS Reports.

Other reporting tools are available to system and database administrators, including both online and batch facilities. The
Other CA IDMS Reporting Facilities section identifies those reporting tools.

For syntax diagram conventions, see Syntax Diagram Notation.

Dictionary Reports
Dictionary reports help dictionary administrators:

• Monitor the contents of dictionaries
• Identify relationships between dictionary entities
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The types of dictionary reports are:

Type Description Section
DREPORTs Document information that is contained in

the DDLDML area of the dictionary, such
as basic entities (for example, ELEMENTS)
and teleprocessing entities (for example,
LINES). DREPORTs also document
information about the CA ICMS catalog,
a directory of information used by the
Information Center Management System
and the Automatic System Facility (ASF).

Standard Dictionary Reports - DREPORTS
CA ICMS Catalog Reports - DREPORTS

CREPORTs Document information that is in the
dictionary associated with DC/UCF
systems; for example, physical terminals
defined for a particular system.
The DDLDML, DDLDCMSG, and
DDLDCLOD areas of the dictionary supply
the information for the reports.

DC/UCF System Reports - CREPORTS

AREPORTs Document CA ADS dialogs that are defined
to the dictionary and their associated
components, such as subschemas, maps,
and processes.

CA ADS Reports - AREPORTS

QREPORTs Document entities that are defined to CA
IDMS/DB using SQL commands.

CA IDMS/DB SQL Dictionary Reports -
QREPORTS

IREPORTs Document ASF table row-level security. ASF Row-Level Security Reports -
IREPORTS

Runtime Reports
CA IDMS DC/UCF system runtime reports summarize program activity against the database and runtime events. These
reports help database administrators (DBAs) and system administrators:

• Monitor database and system performance
• Tune databases and systems
• Research problems, such as broken chains

The types of system runtime reports are:

Type Description Section
JREPORTs Document the contents of archived journal

files; journal files record program activity
against the database, such as the before
and after images of updated database
records.

CA IDMS/DB Journal Reports - JREPORTS

SREPORTs Document statistics that are logged to the
DDLDCLOG runtime area and off-loaded
to the system log file. The statistics keep
track of system runtime events, such as the
number of times storage was requested
within a certain time period.

DC/UCF Statistics Reports - SREPORTS
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Producing CA IDMS Reports
CA IDMS reports run as batch jobs in either local mode or under the central version. The job control statements that are
required for z/OS, z/VSE, z/VM, and z/VM/z/VSE operating systems appear in the following sections:

• CA IDMS Reports z/OS JCL
• CA IDMS reports z/VSE JCL
• z/VM and z/VM Commands
• CA IDMS Module Listing

User-Supplied Input Parameters

The following user-supplied parameters control report execution. Report-specific considerations are described in the
appropriate sections.

• DATABASE
• PARAM=
• REPORT=
• KEY
• SELECT/BYPASS

DATABASE Parameter

DATABASE is an optional parameter that you can use in a multiple dictionary environment or in a multiple system
environment:

• In a multiple dictionary environment, you can retrieve report modules from one dictionary and run those modules
against another dictionary; for example, obtain the report modules from the system dictionary and report on an
application dictionary.

• In a multiple system environment, you can specify the remote nodes that control the dictionaries that contain either the
report modules or the data of interest.

Syntax

 Col 2

     ▼         ┌─────────────────────────────────────┐

►►── DATABASE ─▼─┬─ DICTNAME=dictionary-name ──────┬─┴────────────────────────►◄

                 ├─ DBNAME=database-name ──────────┤

                 ├─ DICTNODE=dictionary-node-name ─┤

                 └─ DBNODE=database-node-name ─────┘

Parameters

• DATABASE
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Identifies the parameter. If used, the DATABASE parameter must be the first parameter that is submitted and must be
coded starting in column 2. Only one DATABASE parameter can be specified per run. Any or all of the DATABASE
options described that follow may be coded in any order.

• DICTNAME
Specifies the name (up to eight characters) of the dictionary in which the report modules are stored. The following
considerations apply:
– The default dictionary is the system dictionary.
– If D-, C-, or AREPORT modules are stored in an application dictionary, the application dictionary must contain the

source definitions for IDMSNWKA, the subschema that is required to run these reports.
– If the report is run under the central version, the specified dictionary must be known to the central version.
– If the report is run in local mode, the specified dictionary must be defined in the database name table load module

that is associated with the DMCL used at runtime.
• DBNAME

Specifies the name (up to eight characters) of the dictionary that supplies the input data for D-, C-, and AREPORTs.
• DICTNODE

Identifies the name of a system that is defined to the DC/UCF communications network that controls the dictionary that
stores the report modules. Dictionary-node-name must be the name (up to eight characters) of a node defined to the
DC/UCF system.

• DBNODE
Specifies the name of a DC/UCF system defined to the communications network that controls the dictionary that
supplies the input data for D-, C-, and AREPORTs. Database-node-name must be the name (up to eight characters) of
a node that is defined to the DC/UCF system.

PARAM= Parameter

PARAM= is an optional parameter that controls whether report module parameters appear in the two listings that are
associated with report output:

• The Sequential Parameter Listing lists the parameters as they were coded.
• The Input Parameter Listing lists parameter default values and any parameters that are automatically generated for the

report.

By consulting these listings, you can easily code selection criteria for the report and make modifications to the report.

Sample Sequential Parameter Listing

mm/dd/yy                                           SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER
 LISTING                                   Vnn.n PAGE 1

00 ** SYSIN **                           DATABASE DICTNAME=CULPDICT DBNAME=DOCUDICT

                                         PARAM=LIST

                                       + INPUT 10000 DB(D) SS=IDMSNWKA,IDMSNTWK,1

  INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS YES
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  CULPRIT/DIRECTORY INTERFACE - IDMS nn.n CULPRIT nn.n

  DICTIONARY SECURITY OPTION IS OFF

  AUTO-ATTRIBUTES IS OFF

  REPORT REQUEST PARAMETER -            CREPORT=034

                                       + 34$00**** 'C' REPORTS IDMS DC STANDARD   mm/dd/
yy ROUTINE-CRPT034

                                       + PATHY1 OOAK-012 PANEL-118 MAP-098 MAPRCD-125
 RCDSYN-079

                                       + 34OUTPUT D LP=50

                                       + 34SORT RSYN-NAME-079 RSYN-VER-079 1 MAP-
NAME-098 0

                                       + 343 IDMS DC MAPPING REPORT

                                       + 34410001 'CREPORT 034'

                                       + 34420056 'LISTING OF MAPS BY RECORD NAME'

                                       + 34430056 'RECORD NAME:'

                                       + 34430072 RSYN-NAME-079

                                       + 34440056 'RECORD VERSION:'

                                       + 34440072 RSYN-VER-079      FM 'ZZZZ9'

                                       + 34450001 ' '

                                       + 3451*001 MAP-NAME-098                   HH 'MAP
 NAME'

                                       + 3451*002 MAP-VER-098       FM 'ZZZZ9'   HH 'MAP
 VERSION'

                                       + 3451*004 PANEL-NAME-118                 HH
 'PANEL NAME'

                                       + 3451*005 PANEL-VER-118     FM 'ZZZZ9'   HH
 'PANEL VERSION'

                                       + 347010 IF PATH-ID NE 'Y1' DROP
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Sample Input Parameter Listing

mm/dd/yy                                                INPUT PARAMETER
 LISTING                                   Vnn.n PAGE 1

********

INPUT     RECORD TYPE BLOCK  FILE DESCRIPTION...

********

 INPUT    10000   F   10000  UM(CULLDCLI)        SS=IDMSNWKA,IDMSNTWK,0001

********

PATH      START LVL RECORD-NAME     ID2 SET-NAME         AREA-NAME

********

 Y1       $          OOAK-012 PANEL-118 MAP-098 MAPRCD-125 RCDSYN-079

 Y1 001   00039 001 OOAK-012                             DDLDML

 Y1 002   00271 001 PANEL-118           OOAK-PANEL       DDLDML

 Y1 003   00403 001 MAP-098             PANEL-MAP        DDLDML

 Y1 004   00627 001 MAPRCD-125          MAP-MAPRCD       DDLDML

 Y1 005   00711 001 RCDSYN-079          RCDSYN-MAPRCD    DDLDML

********

REC       START SIZE TYPE DP FIELD-NAME                     RECORD-NAME,LEVEL
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********

 REC      00403  008         MAP-NAME-098                     MAP-098        $$
 GENERATED

 REC      00411  002   1     MAP-VER-098                      MAP-098        $$
 GENERATED

 REC      00271  032         PANEL-NAME-118                   PANEL-118      $$
 GENERATED

 REC      00303  002   1     PANEL-VER-118                    PANEL-118      $$
 GENERATED

 REC      00001  002         PATH-ID                                         $$
 GENERATED

 REC      00711  032         RSYN-NAME-079                    RCDSYN-079     $$
 GENERATED

 REC      00743  002   1     RSYN-VER-079                     RCDSYN-079     $$
 GENERATED

Syntax

  Col 2

      ▼

►►─── PARAM= ─┬─ LIST ───┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              ├─ NOLIST ─┤

              └─ EJECT ──┘

Parameters

• PARAM=
Must be coded starting in column 2. Any report module parameters that follow PARAM= are either printed or not
printed according to the option specified. The parameter can appear more than once in a run.

• LIST
Prints the parameters on both listings. LIST is the default for SREPORT runs.

• NOLIST
Does not print the parameters on either listing, unless a parameter contains an error. Parameters in error are printed
along with the associated error messages on both listings. NOLIST is the default for D-, C-, A-, I-, and JREPORT runs.

• EJECT
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Prints the parameters at the top of a new page in the Sequential Parameter Listing. EJECT does not affect the
pagination of the Input Parameter Listing.

REPORT= Parameter

REPORT= is a required parameter for D-, C-, A-, and JREPORTs. The following considerations apply:

• One or more reports of the same type can be specified in a single run.
• When a run specifies one or more D- or CREPORTs, each report must contain PATH parameters that begin with the

same database record. A PATH parameter defines a route through the dictionary; The sample Sequential Parameter
Listing shows a sample PATH parameter.

Syntax

  Col 1

      ▼                ┌─────────────────┐

►►─┬─ D ◄ ─┬─ REPORT= ─▼─ report-number ─┴────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ C ───┤

   ├─ A ───┤

   └─ J ───┘

Parameters

• D
Identifies a dictionary or catalog report. D is the default. If coded, D must be in column 1.

• C
Identifies a DC/UCF system report. C must be coded in column 1.

• A
Identifies a CA ADS dialog report. A must be coded in column 1.

• J
Identifies a journal report. J must be coded in column 1.

• REPORT=
Is a keyword that must appear in columns 2 through 8. REPORT= automatically generates an INPUT parameter for A-,
C-, and DREPORTs; the INPUT parameter defines the size of the CA Culprit for CA IDMS input buffer and subschema
to be accessed. REPORT= also automatically generates REC parameters, which define the fields that are referenced
in the report modules. The sample Input Parameter Listing shows sample REC parameters.

• report-number
Identifies one or more three-digit report-module numbers in the range 000 through 999. Leading zeros can be omitted.
Report module numbers must be separated by spaces or commas.

KEY Parameter

KEY is a parameter that identifies entity occurrences to be processed. DREPORTs and AREPORTs both include key
reports with which you can request detailed information about particular entities. A key report must be the only report that
is specified for the run.
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Syntax

  Col 2

      ▼                   ┌────────────────────┐

►►─── KEY key-field-name ─▼─ 'key-field-value'─┴──────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• KEY
(D- and AREPORTS only) Identifies a key report. KEY must be coded starting in column 2. One or more KEY
parameters can be coded per report.

• key-field-name
Specifies the name of the key field. Each key report has a specific key field; Standard Dictionary Reports -
DREPORTS and CA ADS Reports - AREPORTS document the key field names for D- and AREPORTs, respectively.

• 'key-field-value'
Specifies one or more values for the key field. Key-field-value is an alphanumeric value that must be enclosed in
single quotation marks. A list of values must be enclosed in parentheses and values must be separated by spaces or
commas.

SELECT and BYPASS Parameters

SELECT and BYPASS are optional parameters that select records to be processed based upon specified selection
criteria. By using SELECT or BYPASS parameters, you can produce reports that contain only the required information.
For example, all programs created after a particular date.

Syntax

   Col 2

       ▼

►►──┬─ SELect ─┬─┬─ BUFFER ───────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►

    └─ BYPass ─┘ └─ record-name level-number IN PATH path-id ─┘

►─ WHEN boolean-expression ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Expanded Syntax for boolean-expression

►►── operand test-operation ─┬─ operand TO operand ─┬─────────────────────────►

                             │ ┌───────────┐        │
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                             └─▼─ operand ─┴────────┘

  ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►─▼─┬─ AND ─┬─ operand test-operation ─┬─ operand TO operand ─┬─┴────────────►◄

    └─ OR ──┘                          │ ┌───────────┐        │

                                       └─▼─ operand ─┴────────┘ 

Parameters

• SELect
Selects input data. SELECT is coded starting in column 2. One or more SELECT parameters can be specified per run,
but you cannot use both SELECT and BYPASS in a run.

• BYPass
Bypasses input data. BYPASS is coded starting in column 2. One or more BYPASS parameters can be specified per
run, but you cannot use both SELECT and BYPASS in a run.

• BUFFER
Applies the selection criteria to the contents of the completed input buffer (rather than to a specific record type).

• record-name
(D-, C-, and AREPORTs only) Applies the selection criteria to a specific database record. Record-name is the name of
a database record, which must also appear on a PATH parameter for the report.

• level-number
Identifies the occurrence of record in the path; the default is 1.

• IN PATH path-id
Identifies the path containing the database record. Path-id is a 2-byte primary path identifier. If no path id is specified,
the selection criteria apply to all preceding PATH parameters that specify the named record.

• WHEN boolean-expression
Specifies the test criteria to be applied to each record.
operand
Specifies an alphanumeric, numeric, or hexadecimal literal or the name of a data item:
– An alphanumeric literal is a value (up to 64 characters) that consists of letters, digits, and/or special characters in

any combination. An alphanumeric literal must be enclosed in single quotation marks.
– A numeric literal is a number (up to 31 digits) that can be preceded by a sign and can contain an embedded or

trailing decimal point.
– A hexadecimal literal is a hexadecimal string (up to 64 characters) preceded by X and enclosed in single quotation

marks (for example, X'0A14').
– A data-item name is the name of a field in a record that is used in report processing. Only names that are specified

in the REC parameter field definitions for the report can be referenced. For sample REC parameters, see the
sample Input Parameter Listing earlier in this chapter. For a description of these fields, see the Dictionary Structure
Reference.

The data type of the left operand must match the data type of the right operand in a Boolean expression. To list
operands on the right side of the expression:
– Enclose the list in parentheses
– Separate one operand from another with either a blank or a comma
For example:
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MAP-NAME-098 EQ ('JKDMAP','DEHMAP','TDBMAP').

• test-operation
Specifies a comparison operator:
– EQ(E)(=)—The value of the left operand is equal to the value of the right operand.
– NE(N)(#)—The value of the left operand is not equal to the value of the right operand.
– GT(H)(>)—The value of the left operand is greater than the value of the right operand.
– LT(L)(<)—The value of the left operand is less than the value of the right operand.
– GE(>=)(=>)—The value of the left operand is greater than or equal to the value of the right operand.
– LE(<=)(=<)—The value of the left operand is less than or equal to the value of the right operand.

• operand TO operand
Specifies a range of values to which the left operand is to be compared. Operand must be a literal value or the name of
a data item, as previously defined under operand. The specified range must be enclosed in parentheses. For example,
MAP-NAME-098 EQ ('A' TO 'G').

• AND/OR
Allows the specification of additional test criteria:
– AND—A record is selected for processing if it meets both criteria that are connected by AND.
– OR—A record is selected for processing if it meets either or both criteria that are connected by OR.

Continuing a SELECT or BYPASS Parameter

If the SELECT or BYPASS parameter does not fit on one line, code an asterisk (*) in column 1 of each continuation line.

Examples

Example 1

This example requests report modules CREPORT 033 and CREPORT 034 from the CULPDICT dictionary. These IDMS-
DC/UCF network system reports list maps that are defined to the system dictionary. The report module parameters are not
listed in the output because the user has not requested them.

 DATABASE DICTNAME=CULPDICT

CREPORT=033,034

or

CREPORT=33

CREPORT=34

Both report modules can execute in the same run because each defines a PATH parameter that starts with the same
record type (OOAK-012), as shown in the following example:

CREPORT 033 PATHX1 OOAK-012 PANEL-118 MAP-098

CREPORT 034 PATHY1 OOAK-012 PANEL-118 MAP-098 MAPRCD-125 RCDSYN-079
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Example 2

This example is similar to Example 1 except that it selects only those maps defined to the dictionary with a version
number of 1 and a name that begins with RQE. (The record and field names for the SELECT parameter can be obtained
from either an Input Parameter Listing for CREPORTs 033 and 034 or the Dictionary Structure Reference.) Because a
path identifier is not specified, the selection criteria apply to both CREPORT 033 and CREPORT 034.

 DATABASE DICTNAME=CULPDICT

CREPORT=033,034

 SELECT MAP-098 WHEN MAP-VER-098 EQ 1 AND

*                    MAP-NAME-098 EQ ('RQE' TO 'RQF')

Example 3

In this example, DREPORT 018 reports on map occurrences that are defined to the DOCUDICT dictionary; the report
module itself is stored in the CULPDICT dictionary. The SELECT parameter selects only those CA Culprit for CA IDMS
input buffers in which users DEH and JKD defined map occurrences. By request, the report outputs the report module
parameters.

 DATABASE DICTNAME=CULPDICT DBNAME=DOCUDICT

 PARAM=LIST

DREPORT=18

 SELECT BUFFER WHEN PREP-BY-098 EQ ('DEH' 'JKD')

Example 4

In this example, report module DREPORT 088 is a key report that documents requested map occurrences defined to
the DOCUDICT dictionary. The KEY parameter names map occurrences EMPJOB and JKDMAP. The report module
parameters are not listed in the report output because the user has not requested them.

 DATABASE DICTNAME=CULPDICT DBNAME=DOCUDICT

DREPORT=88

 KEY MAP-NAME-098 ('EMPJOB' 'JKDMAP')

Example 5

In this example, archive journal records with the program name of IDBCAT are selected for processing. The INPUT
parameter defines the physical characteristics of the archive journal file. By request, report module parameters for
JREPORT 004 appear in the report output.

 DATABASE DICTNAME=CULPDICT
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 INPUT 4276 4276 UM(CULLJRNL)

JREPORT=2

JREPORT=3

 PARAM=LIST

JREPORT=4

 SELECT PROGRAM-NAME EQ 'IDBCAT'

CA Culprit for CA IDMS Security Considerations
CA Culprit for CA IDMS security is established at several levels. This article explains installation security and product
security, the two main levels to be concerned with when you run CA IDMS reports.

NOTE

For more information on CA Culprit for CA IDMS security, see the CA Culprit for CA IDMS Reference.

Installation Security

CA Culprit for CA IDMS is installed with security either on (enabled) or off. The installation parameter that controls CA
Culprit for CA IDMS security is CULL-SECURE YES/NO. The default for users who have installed both CA IDMS and CA
Culprit for CA IDMS is No. CA Culprit for CA IDMS must be reinstalled to change the security option. The default for users
who have only installed CA IDMS is Yes, which cannot be changed. The Sequential Parameter Listing identifies whether
security is in effect with the following statement:

C200138 INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS YES (or NO)

If security is established at installation time, CA Culprit for CA IDMS automatically checks the data dictionary to determine
the security level in effect and to enforce that security. If installation security is not established, security options set in the
data dictionary are ignored.

Product Security

CA Culprit for CA IDMS security is established in the data dictionary with the SECURITY FOR CULPRIT IS ON/OFF
clause of the SET OPTIONS FOR DICTIONARY statement; the user submits this statement to the DDDL compiler. When
security in the dictionary is enabled, CA Culprit for CA IDMS validates the user ID and checks all user authorizations.
Only authorized users can run CA Culprit for CA IDMS jobs that access files or subschemas that are defined in the data
dictionary. A PROFILE parameter must be coded to specify a user ID and password, and must appear before the INPUT
parameter.

Syntax
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  Col 2

      ▼

►►─── PROfile USER= user-id PW= password ───────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• USER = user-id;
Specifies the name of a user defined in IDD.

• PW = password
Specifies the security password that is associated with a user defined to IDD. The password is not printed in any CA
Culprit for CA IDMS listings.

ASF Row-Level Security Reports -- IREPORTS
IREPORTs provide summary and detail information about ASF tables that enforce row-level security. For example, with
these reports, you can determine the security name associated with the ASF table, the users that can access the table,
and the criteria that determine which rows of the table a particular user is allowed to see.

NOTE

For more information about row-level security, see Using the IDMS Database Automatic System Facility (ASF).

Producing ASF Row-Level Security Reports

To obtain summary and detail reports about tables that enforce row-level security, follow these steps:

1. Using ASF, obtain the required passkey and authority:
a. Obtain a READ passkey to the $SRT-OST-CROSS-REFERENCE$ table.
b. Obtain authority to access the $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$ table.

NOTE

 For information on assigning passkeys and authority, see Using the IDMS Database Automatic System
Facility (ASF).

2. Run an IREPORT report, under the IDMS DC/UCF central version, that contains the following input parameters. The
source code for the IREPORTs must be stored in the ASF dictionary as modules named IREPORT 001, IREPORT
002, and so on.

Syntax

The following syntax and syntax rules for the CA Culprit for CA IDMS parameters required to run row-level security reports
appear, followed by examples.

     Col 2
     ▼
►►── DATABASE DICTNAME=asf-dictionary-name ───────────────────────────────────►

 ►── PROFILE USER=user-id ── PW=password ─────────────────────────────────────►
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 ►─ =COPY 'IREPORT 00n' ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• DICTNAME=asf-dictionary-name
Specifies the name of the dictionary that contains the CA Culprit for CA IDMS source modules and to which the $SRT-
OST-CROSS-REFERENCE$ table is defined.

• PROFILE USER=user-id
Specifies the ID of the user running the IREPORT. The user must have a READ passkey to the $SRT-OST-CROSS-
REFERENCE$ table and must be authorized to access the $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$ table.

• PW=password
Specifies the password of the user running the CA Culprit for CA IDMS reports. The user must have a READ passkey
to the $SRT-OST-CROSS-REFERENCE$ table and must be authorized to access the $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE
$ table.

• IREPORT 00n
Specifies the report number as described in the following summary table.

Summary Table

IREPORT Title Sorted by
IREPORT 001 Row Level Security Summary Report Table name
IREPORT 002 Row Level Security Detail Report Table name
IREPORT 003 Row Level Security Summary Report by

User
User id

IREPORT 004 Row Level Security Detail Report by User User id
IREPORT 005 Row Level Security Summary Report by

Owner/Security Name
Security name within user id

Example

In this example, user BEAR has a READ passkey to the $SRT-OST-CROSS-REFERENCE$ table and authority to access
the $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$ table. The user requests a report that lists detailed information on each table in
ASFDICT that enforces row-level security.

 DATABASE DICTNAME=ASFDICT

 PROFILE USER=BEAR PW=CUB

=COPY 'IREPORT 002'

ASF Row-Level Security Reports
Sample IREPORT 001:

  REPORT NO.  01                                    INFORMATION CENTER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM                         mm/
dd/yy  PAGE  1
  IREPORT 001                                         ROW LEVEL SECURITY SUMMARY REPORT
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  TABLE.:  BUDGET2                                   TDN...:     247                                SECURITY NAME:      QALPASS
  OWNER.:  QAL

  USER                          WHERE CLAUSE
  ----                          ------------
  QAD                           JAN GT 10000

Sample IREPORT 002:

  REPORT NO.  02                                    INFORMATION CENTER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM                         mm/
dd/yy  PAGE  1
  IREPORT 002                                         ROW LEVEL SECURITY DETAIL REPORT

  TABLE.:  BUDGET2                                   TDN...:     247                                SECURITY NAME:      QALPASS
  OWNER.:  QAL

      USER..:  QAD                                       GROUP.:
      STATUS:  (V) VALIDATED
      WHERE.:  JAN GT 10000

Sample IREPORT 003:

  REPORT NO.  03                                    INFORMATION CENTER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM                         mm/
dd/yy  PAGE  1
  IREPORT 003                                     ROW LEVEL SECURITY SUMMARY REPORT BY USER

  ROW LEVEL SECURITY ACCESS FOR USER.:       QAC                                                     SECURITY NAME:      QALPASS

  TABLE              OWNER                  SECNAME      TDN  WHERE CLAUSE
  -----              -----                  -------- -------  ------------
  DEMO               JSS                    DEMO123      137  LNAME = 'ABC'

  REPORT NO.  03                                    INFORMATION CENTER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM                         mm/
dd/yy  PAGE  2
  IREPORT 003                                     ROW LEVEL SECURITY SUMMARY REPORT BY USER

  ROW LEVEL SECURITY ACCESS FOR USER.:       QUAD                                                    SECURITY NAME:      DEMO123
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  TABLE              OWNER                  SECNAME      TDN  WHERE CLAUSE
  -----              -----                  -------- -------  ------------
  BUDGET2            QAL                    QALPASS      247  JAN GT 10000
  SMALLTAB           QAL                    QALPASS2     260  ACCOUNT EQ '1'

  REPORT NO.  03                                    INFORMATION CENTER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM                         mm/
dd/yy  PAGE  3
  IREPORT 003                                     ROW LEVEL SECURITY SUMMARY REPORT BY USER

  ROW LEVEL SECURITY ACCESS FOR USER.:       QAG                                                    SECURITY NAME:      SECURROW

  TABLE              OWNER                  SECNAME      TDN  WHERE CLAUSE
  -----              -----                  -------  -------  ------------
  ROW LEVEL          QAP                    SECURROW     223  COL1 = 69

Sample IREPORT 004:

  REPORT NO.  04                                    INFORMATION CENTER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM                         mm/
dd/yy  PAGE  2
  IREPORT 004                                     ROW LEVEL SECURITY DETAIL REPORT BY USER

  ACCESS FOR USER.:  QAD                                 GROUP:

  TABLE.:  BUDGET2                                                                 TDN:     247         SECNAME    QALPASS
  OWNER.:  QAL
  WHERE.:  JAN GT 10000
  STATUS:  (V) VALIDATED

  TABLE.:  SMALLTAB                                                                TDN:     260         SECNAME:   QALPASS2
  OWNER.:  QAL
  WHERE.:  ACCOUNT EQ '1'
  STATUS:  (V) VALIDATED

Sample IREPORT 005:

  REPORT NO.  05                                    INFORMATION CENTER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM                         mm/
dd/yy  PAGE  1
  IREPORT 005                             ROW LEVEL SECURITY SUMMARY REPORT BY OWNER/
SECURITY NAME
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  OWNER.........:  QAC
  SECURITY NAME.:  DEMO123

  TABLE NAME            TDN  USER                    WHERE CLAUSE
  ----------         ------ ------                   ------------
  DEMO                  137  QAC                     LNAME = 'ABC'

  REPORT NO.  05                                    INFORMATION CENTER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM                         mm/
dd/yy  PAGE  2
  IREPORT 005                             ROW LEVEL SECURITY SUMMARY REPORT BY OWNER/
SECURITY NAME

  OWNER.........:  QAD
  SECURITY NAME.:  QALPASS

  TABLE NAME            TDN  USER                    WHERE CLAUSE
  ----------          -----  ---                     ------------
  BUDGET2               247  QAD                     JAN GT 10000

Field Descriptions

• TABLE
Name of a table for which row-level security is established.

• OWNER
Owner of the table.

• TDN
Table definition number of the table.

• SECURITY NAME (SECNAME)
Security name assigned to the table.

• USER
Id of a user authorized to access certain rows of the table.

• WHERE
Specifies criteria that define the data that the user is permitted to see. If a user has unlimited access to the table (that
is, no WHERE clause exists), the following literal appears:

*** NO RESTRICTIONS ***

• STATUS
Specifies whether the $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$ entry has been validated; that is, whether user, owner, security
name, and WHERE criteria are entered correctly in the $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$ table. The report generates
the following messages:
– (V) VALIDATED
– (I) REQUIRES VALIDATION
– (E) ERROR IN VALIDATION

• GROUP
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Name of the group that has authority to access the table.

CA ADS Reports -- AREPORTS
CA ADS reports list detail information about online or batch dialogs and their components, which include subschemas,
maps, processes, work records, map records, database records, and logical records. Information about the dialogs and
their components is stored in the data dictionary.

CA ADS reports document dialogs defined to the data dictionary and identify associated components. CA ADS reports
can be used to:

• Assist in test to production migration (for example, AREPORT 002 identifies all the components associated with a
particular dialog that must be migrated along with the dialog)

• Determine what dialogs have to be regenerated when a particular component changes (for example, AREPORT 005
lists all dialogs associated with a particular subschema)

The following table lists the CA ADS reports in order by report module number:

AREPORT Module Report Title KEY Parameter

001 ADS Dialogs and Their Components
(Detail)

002 ADS Dialogs and Their Components (Key) KEY PROG-NAME-051 'dialog-name'
003 ADS Dialogs by Process Key KEY MOD-NAME-067 'process-name'
004 ADS Dialogs by Record Key KEY RSYN-NAME-079 'record-name'
005 ADS Dialogs by Subschema Key KEY SS-NAM-026 'subschema-name'
006 ADS Dialogs by Map Key KEY MAP-NAME-098 'map-name'

Producing CA ADS Reports
CA ADS reports are produced by submitting a job that includes the standard JCL shown in Appendices A through D and
user-supplied control parameters. Syntax for the control parameters is shown below, followed by examples. Coding is
freeform except for the starting column of each parameter.

Syntax
 ►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►
   │  Col 2                                             │
   │  ▼         ┌─────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   └─ DATABASE -▼─┬─ DICTNAME=dictionary-name ──────┬─┴─┘
                  ├─ DBNAME=database-name ──────────┤
                  ├─ DICTNODE=dictionary-node-name ─┤
                  └─ DBNODE=database-node-name ─────┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   │  Col 2                  │
   │  ▼                      │
   └─ PARAM= ─┬─ LIST ─────┬─┘
              ├─ NOLIST ◄ ─┤
              └─ EJECT ────┘
 
 Col 1
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     ▼         ┌──────────────────┐
 ►── AREPORT= ─▼─ areport-number ─┴───────────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►
   │  Col 2                                      │
   │  ▼                   ┌────────────────────┐ │
   └─ KEY key-field-name ─▼─ 'key-field-value'─┴─┘
 
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   │Col 2
   │    ▼
   └─┬─ SELect ─┬─┬─ BUFFER ───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►─
     └─ BYPass ─┘ └─ record-name level-number IN PATH path-id ─┘
 
 ►─────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
─►─── WHEN boolean-expression ─┘
 

Parameters

Syntax rules appear in Section1:, except as follows:

• AREPORT=areport-number
Identifies the report module name, where areport-number is a value in the range 001 through 006; leading zeros can
be omitted. The parameter must be coded starting in column 1. Only one report module can be specified per run.

• KEY
Specifies the parameter type, starting in column 2. A KEY parameter is required for AREPORTs 002 through 006. More
than one KEY parameter can be specified per report.

• key-field-name
Identifies the key field. The Summary Table lists possible values for each report.

• 'key-field-value'
Specifies a value or a list of values for the key field. Each value must be enclosed in single quotation marks. A list of
items must be enclosed in parentheses and each item must be separated from another by a space or a comma.

Examples

Example 1

Data dictionary CULPDICT contains report module AREPORT 001, which is requested to report on dialogs defined to
data dictionary DOCUDICT. The SELECT parameter selects only those dialogs that were created on a specified date. By
request, the input parameters will appear on the Sequential and Input Parameter Listings for the report.

  DATABASE DICTNAME=CULPDICT DBNAME=DOCUDICT
  PARAM=LIST
 AREPORT=001
  SELECT BUFFER WHEN DATE-CREATED-051 EQ 'mm/dd/yy'
 

Example 2

AREPORT reports on all dialogs associated with the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT records. The SELECT parameter
selects only those dialogs that were created on a specified date. By default, the input parameters will not appear on the
report listings.
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  DATABASE DICTNAME=CULPDICT DBNAME=DOCUDICT
 AREPORT=004
  KEY RSYN-NAME-079 ('EMPLOYEE' 'DEPARTMENT')
  SELECT PROG-051 WHEN DATE-CREATED-051 EQ 'mm/dd/yy'
 

AREPORT 001 and 002 - ADS Dialogs and Their Components
The ADS Dialogs and Their Components reports list information on dialogs that have been generated within the DC/UCF
system. AREPORT 001 is a detail report that lists every dialog; AREPORT 002 is a key report that lists selected dialogs.
For each dialog, the reports provide information on the following components, if applicable:

• Subschema
• Map
• Processes
• Database records
• Logical records

The fields and format of the two reports are the same.

Sample AREPORT 002:

  REPORT NO. 02                              CA ADS DIALOG REPORTER                  
 Rnn.n                       mm/dd/yy PAGE   1
 
                                                  CA ADS DIALOGS AND THEIR COMPONENTS
 
  DIALOG...: LRTD01D        VERS.:    1     DATE CREATED:  mm/dd/yy     DATE LAST
 UPDATED: mm/dd/yy  MAINLINE DIALOG
 
 
           SUBSCHEMA NAME: EMPSSLR      SCHEMA NAME: EMPSCHM      SCHEMA VERSION:    1
 
   MAP: LRTD01M  V    1  TYPE: ONL  DATE: mm/dd/yy  TIME: hhmmss  DDNAME-IN:          
 OUT:           SUSP:
 
 
           PROCESS NAME: LRTD01P                              VERSION:    1          
 PROCESS TYPE: PREMAP
                                          DATE CREATED: mm/dd/yy   BY: MAD       DATE
 LAST UPDATED:            BY:
 
 
           PROCESS NAME: LRTD01R-PF1                          VERSION:    1          
 PROCESS TYPE: RESPONSE
                                          DATE CREATED: mm/dd/yy   BY: MAD       DATE
 LAST UPDATED:            BY:
                                     CONTROL KEY/EVENT: PF1                   RESPONSE
 FIELD VALUE:
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           PROCESS NAME: LRTD01R-PF2                          VERSION:    1          
 PROCESS TYPE: RESPONSE
                                          DATE CREATED: mm/dd/yy   BY: MAD       DATE
 LAST UPDATED:            BY:
                                     CONTROL KEY/EVENT: PF2                   RESPONSE
 FIELD VALUE:
 
 
           RECORD NAME: EMPLOYEE                          VERSION:    1        
 *SUBSCHEMA*                         *IN LR* *ONLMAP
           RECORD NAME: ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC                 VERSION:    1                 
                  *STATUS*
           RECORD NAME: DEPARTMENT                        VERSION:    1        
 *SUBSCHEMA*                         *IN LR*
           RECORD NAME: OFFICE                            VERSION:    1        
 *SUBSCHEMA*                         *IN LR*
           RECORD NAME: EMPLOYEE-TABLE       SUBSCHEMA NAME: EMPSSLR      * LOGICAL
 RECORD *
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in AREPORTs 001 and 002 follows:

• DIALOG, VERS
Name and version number of the dialog.

• DATE CREATED
Date the dialog was added to the data dictionary.

• DATE LAST UPDATED
Date the dialog was last modified.

• MAINLINE DIALOG
A literal that appears if the dialog is a mainline dialog.

• SUBSCHEMA NAME
Name of the subschema associated with the dialog. If no subschema is associated with the dialog, the following
message appears:
 * * NO SUBSCHEMA FOR THIS WK-DIALOG * *
 

• SCHEMA NAME, SCHEMA VERSION
Name and version number of the schema associated with the subschema.

• MAP
Name and version number of the map associated with the dialog. If no map is associated with the dialog, the following
message appears:
 * * MAPLESS DIALOG * *
 

• TYPE
Indicates the type of map associated with the dialog:
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– ONL is the dialog's online map.
– IN is the dialog's input file map.
– OUT is the dialog's output file map.

• DATE
Date stamp for the map.

• TIME
Time stamp for the map.

• DDNAME-IN
(CA ADS Batch only) Indicates the ddname of an input file map.

• OUT
(CA ADS Batch only) Indicates the ddname of an output file map.

• SUSP
(CA ADS Batch only) Indicates the ddname of the suspense file associated with a dialog.

• MAP ENTRY PT
Indicates that the map is the entry point for the dialog. This is true even if the dialog has a premap process.

• PROCESS NAME, VERSION
Name and version number of a process associated with the dialog. If no processes are associated with the dialog, the
following message appears:
 * * NO PROCESSES FOR THIS WK-DIALOG * *
 

• PROCESS TYPE
Indicates whether the process is used as a premap or response process for the dialog.

• EXECUTE ON EDIT ERRORS
A literal that appears beside the response processes designated to execute even when there are map input errors.

• DATE CREATED, BY
Date the process was added to the data dictionary and the ID of the user who created it.

• DATE LAST UPDATED, BY
Date the process was last modified and the ID of the user who modified it.

• CONTROL KEY/EVENT
Either of the following:
– (CA ADS) The control key, if any, that causes the process to be executed if the process is a response process for

the dialog.
– (CA ADS Batch) A batch control event (EOF or IOERR), associated with a batch dialog, that causes a process to be

executed when its associated condition (end-of-file, I/O error) is met.
• RESPONSE FIELD VALUE

The response field value, if any, that causes the process to be executed if the process is a response process for the
dialog.

• RECORD NAME, VERSION
Name and version number of each record associated with the dialog. The following descriptors appear next to the
records, as applicable:
– *SUBSCHEMA* indicates that the record is associated with the dialog as a subschema record.
– *WORK* indicates that the record is associated with the dialog as a work record.
– *N/C* indicates that the record is associated with the dialog as a new copy record.
– *STATUS* indicates that the record is associated with the dialog as a status definition record.
– *IN LR* indicates that the record is included in a logical record associated with the dialog.
– *INMAP*, *I/OMAP, *ONLMAP, *OUTMAP indicate a record associated with a dialog's:
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• Input map file
• Input and output map file
• Online map
• Output map file

If no records are associated with the dialog, the following message appears:
 * * NO DATABASE RECORDS FOR THIS WK-DIALOG * *
 

• RECORD NAME, SUBSCHEMA NAME
Record name and subschema name for each logical record associated with the dialog, along with a * LOGICAL
RECORD * flag. If no logical records are associated with the dialog, the following message appears:
 * * NO LOGICAL RECORDS FOR THIS WK-DIALOG * *
 

AREPORT 003 - ADS Dialogs by Process Key
AREPORT 003, the ADS Dialogs by Process Key report, lists all dialogs associated with one or more specified processes.

Sample AREPORT 003:

  REPORT NO. 03                              CA ADS DIALOG REPORTER                  
 Rnn.n                       mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
 
                                                     CA ADS DIALOGS BY PROCESS KEY
 
 
 PROCESS: LRTD01P                         VERS.:    1  DATE CREATED: mm/dd/yy   BY: MAD 
       LAST UPDATED:            BY:
 
    DIALOG   DIALOG   DATE   DATE LAST MAINLINE PROCESS            CONTROL KEY/EVENT    
   RESPONSE FIELD VALUE        EXECUTE ON
     NAME   VERSION CREATED   UPDATED   DIALOG   TYPE                 FOR PROCESS       
       FOR PROCESS            EDIT ERRORS
 
   LRTD01D       1  mm/dd/yy  mm/dd/yy    X     PREMAP
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in AREPORT 003 follows:

• PROCESS, VERS
Name and version number of the process specified in the KEY parameter.

• DATE CREATED, BY
Date the process was added to the data dictionary and the ID of the user who created it.

• LAST UPDATED, BY
Date the process was last modified and the ID of the user who modified it.

• DIALOG NAME, DIALOG VERSION
Name and version number of all dialogs associated with the process. If no dialogs are associated with the process
specified in a KEY parameter, the following message appears:
 * * NO DIALOGS USE THIS MODULE * *
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• DATE CREATED
Date the dialog was added to the data dictionary.

• DATE LAST UPDATED
Date the dialog was last modified.

• MAINLINE DIALOG
Indicates (with an X) whether the dialog is a mainline dialog.

• PROCESS TYPE
Indicates whether the process is used as a premap or response process for the dialog.

• CONTROL KEY/EVENT FOR PROCESS
Indicates either of the following:
– (CA ADS) The control key, if any, that causes the process to be executed if the process is used as a response

process for the dialog.
– (CA ADS Batch) A batch control event (EOF or IOERR), associated with a batch dialog, that causes a process to be

executed when its associated condition (end-of-file, I/O error) is met.
• RESPONSE FIELD VALUE FOR PROCESS

The response field value, if any, that causes the process to be executed if the process is a response process for the
dialog.

• EXECUTE ON EDIT ERRORS
Indicates (with an X) whether a response process is designated to execute even when there are map input errors.

AREPORT 004 - ADS Dialogs by Record Key
AREPORT 004, the ADS Dialogs by Record Key report, lists all dialogs associated with one or more specified records.

Sample AREPORT 004:

  REPORT NO. 04                             CA ADS DIALOG REPORTER                   
 Rnn.n                       mm/dd/yy PAGE   1
 
                                                      CA ADS DIALOGS BY RECORD KEY
 
                              RECORD NAME...: EMPLOYEE                         
 VERSION...:    1
 
         DIALOG     DIALOG     DATE     DATE LAST   MAINLINE    MAP     SUBSCHEMA   
 WORK    NEW COPY   IN LOGICAL   STATUS
          NAME     VERSION   CREATED     UPDATED     DIALOG    RECORD     RECORD   
 RECORD    RECORD      RECORD     RECORD
 
        ADMI01D         1    mm/dd/yy    mm/dd/yy      X        ONL         X
        DLRU01AD        1    mm/dd/yy    mm/dd/yy                           X
        DLRU01D         1    mm/dd/yy    mm/dd/yy      X        ONL         X
        DRPP01D         1    mm/dd/yy    mm/dd/yy      X        ONL         X
        LDCT01D         1    mm/dd/yy    mm/dd/yy      X        ONL         X
        LDCT02D         1    mm/dd/yy    mm/dd/yy               ONL
        LDTD01AD        1    mm/dd/yy    mm/dd/yy                           X
        LDTD01BD        1    mm/dd/yy    mm/dd/yy                           X
        LDTD01D         1    mm/dd/yy    mm/dd/yy      X        ONL         X
        LNTN01D         1    mm/dd/yy    mm/dd/yy      X        ONL         X
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        LNTN03D         1    mm/dd/yy    mm/dd/yy                           X
        LRDA01D         1    mm/dd/yy    mm/dd/yy      X                    X           
                    X
        LRFC01D         1    mm/dd/yy    mm/dd/yy      X                    X           
                    X
        LRFC02D         1    mm/dd/yy    mm/dd/yy      X                    X           
                    X
        LRTD01D         1    mm/dd/yy    mm/dd/yy      X        ONL         X           
                    X
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in AREPORT 004 follows:

• RECORD NAME, VERSION
Name and version number of the subschema record, map record, or work record specified in the KEY parameter. If
multiple versions of the record exist in the data dictionary, they are listed in ascending order.

• DIALOG NAME, DIALOG VERSION
Names and version numbers of all dialogs associated with the record. If no dialogs are associated with a particular
version of a record, the following message appears:
 * * NO DIALOGS USE THIS RECORD * *
 

• DATE CREATED
Date the dialog was added to the data dictionary.

• DATE LAST UPDATED
Date the dialog was last modified.

• MAINLINE DIALOG
Indicates (with an X) whether the dialog is a mainline dialog.

• MAP RECORD
Indicates the type of map associated with the dialog:
– ONL is an online map.
– IN is an input map file.
– OUT is an output map file.
– I/O is an input and output map file.

• SUBSCHEMA RECORD
Indicates (with an X) whether the record is associated with the dialog as a subschema record.

• WORK RECORD
Indicates (with an X) whether the record is associated with the dialog as a work record.

• NEW COPY RECORD
Indicates (with an X) whether the record is associated with the dialog as a new copy record.

• IN LOGICAL RECORD
Indicates (with an X) whether the record is included in a logical record associated with the dialog.

• STATUS RECORD
Indicates (with an X) whether the record is associated with the dialog as a status definition record.

AREPORT 005 - ADS Dialogs by Subschema Key
AREPORT 005, the ADS Dialogs by Subschema Key report, lists all dialogs associated with one or more specified
subschemas.
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Sample AREPORT 005:

  REPORT NO. 05                             CA ADS DIALOG REPORTER                   
 Rnn.n                       mm/dd/yy PAGE   1
 
                                                     CA ADS DIALOGS BY SUBSCHEMA KEY
 
             SUBSCHEMA NAME...: EMPSSLR              SCHEMA NAME...: EMPSCHM            
   SCHEMA VERSION...:    1
 
                                DIALOG        DIALOG           DATE          DATE LAST  
    MAINLINE
                                 NAME        VERSION         CREATED          UPDATED   
     DIALOG
 
                               OTFT03D            1          mm/dd/yy         mm/dd/yy
                               RENO01D            1          mm/dd/yy         mm/dd/yy  
       X
                               RENO02D            1          mm/dd/yy         mm/dd/yy  
       X
                               RENO03D            1          mm/dd/yy         mm/dd/yy  
       X
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in AREPORT 005 follows:

• SUBSCHEMA NAME
Name of the subschema in the KEY parameter.

• SCHEMA NAME, SCHEMA VERSION
Name and version number of the schema to which the subschema belongs.

• DIALOG NAME, DIALOG VERSION
Names and version numbers of all dialogs associated with the subschema. If no dialogs are associated with the
subschema named in the KEY parameter, the following message appears:
 * * NO DIALOGS USE THIS SUBSCHEMA * *
 

• DATE CREATED
Date the dialog was added to the data dictionary.

• DATE LAST UPDATED
Date the dialog was last modified.

• MAINLINE DIALOG
Indicates (with an X) whether the dialog is a mainline dialog.

AREPORT 006 - ADS Dialogs by Map Key
AREPORT 006, the ADS Dialogs by Map Key report, lists all dialogs associated with one or more specified maps.

Sample AREPORT 006:
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  REPORT NO. 06                              CA ADS DIALOG REPORTER                  
 Rnn.n                       mm/dd/yy PAGE   1
 
                                                     CA ADS DIALOGS BY MAP KEY
 
 
 ******** MAP NAME,,,: LRTD01M    VERS:    1         MAP-DATE,,,,,:  mm/dd/yy        
 MAP-TIME,,,,,: hhmmss             ********
           DIALOG...: LRTD01D     VERS:    1    MAP USE: ONL     DATE CREATED: mm/dd/yy 
   LAST UPDATED: mm/dd/yy   MAINLINE DIALOG
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in AREPORT 006 follows:

• MAP NAME, VERS
Name and version number of the map specified in the KEY parameter.

• DIALOG, VERS
Name and version number of a dialog associated with the map. If no dialogs are associated with the map named in the
KEY parameter, the following message appears:
 * * NO DIALOGS USE THIS MAP * *
 

• MAP-DATE
Date stamp for the map.

• MAP-TIME
Time stamp for the map.

• MAP USE
Indicates the type of map associated with the dialog:
– ONL is an online map.
– IN is an input map file.
– OUT is an output map file.

• DATE CREATED
Date the dialog was added to the data dictionary.

• LAST UPDATED
Date the dialog was last modified.

• MAINLINE DIALOG
A literal that appears if the dialog is a mainline dialog.

CA ICMS Catalog Reports -- DREPORTS
The catalog is a directory of information used by a number of CA IDMS products, including the Automatic System Facility
(ASF) and the Information Center Management System. Eight standard catalog reports provide information on the
contents of the catalog. These catalog reports are a subset of the standard DREPORTs.

Catalog-related records are stored in the DDLDML area of the dictionary. Information displayed in the fields of the catalog
reports is taken from the corresponding fields of the dictionary records.

Catalog reports can:

• Help the information center administrator monitor the contents of the dictionary and the catalog structure
• Help users monitor their own private data
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Summary of Catalog Reports
The following table lists the catalog reports in order of presentation in this section:

DREPORT Module DREPORT Name
090 Catalog Summary Report
091 Catalog Detail Report
092 Group Detail Report
093 User Detail Report
094 Folder Detail Report
095 Object Detail Report
096 Catalog Summary Key Report
097 Catalog Detail Key Report

Producing Catalog Reports
A catalog report is produced by submitting a job that includes the standard JCL for CA Culprit for CA IDMS report writers
and report-specific control statements. The JCL for z/OS, z/VSE and z/VM operating systems is shown in Appendixes A
through D, respectively.

Syntax
 ►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►
   │  Col 2                                             │
   │  ▼         ┌─────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   └─ DATABASE ─▼─┬─ DICTNAME=dictionary-name ──────┬─┴─┘
                  ├─ DBNAME=database-name ──────────┤
                  ├─ DICTNODE=dictionary-node-name ─┤
                  └─ DBNODE=database-node-name ─────┘
 
 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   │  Col 2                  │
   │  ▼                      │
   └─ PARAM= ─┬─ LIST ─────┬─┘
              ├─ NOLIST ◄ ─┤
              └─ EJECT ────┘
 
 Col 1
     ▼         ┌──────────────────┐
 ►── dREPORT= ─▼─ dreport-number ─┴───────────────────────────────────────────►
 
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   │  Col 2
   │  ▼
   └─ KEY CAT-ENTRY-CALCKEY-160 ──────────────────────────────────────────────►─
 
 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►
   │  Col 1                              Col 35                     Col 67  │
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   │  ▼                                  ▼                               ▼  │
─►─┴─ *'owner-name ───────────────────── member-name ─────────────────── ' ─┘
 
 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   │Col 2
   │    ▼
   └─┬─ SELect ─┬─┬─ BUFFER ───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►─
     └─ BYPass ─┘ └─ record-name level-number IN PATH path-id ─┘
 
 ►─────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
─►─── WHEN boolean-expression ─┘
 

Parameters

General syntax rules for DREPORTs are presented in Section1. Syntax rules specific to the catalog reports are described
below:

• dREPORT=dreport-number
Identifies the catalog report that you want to run. The D of DREPORT is optional. If D is specified, DREPORT must
begin in column 1; if D is not specified, REPORT must begin in column 2.
Dreport-number is the 3-digit report number. Catalog reports are assigned numbers 090 through 097. Leading zeros
can be omitted.
Multiple reports can be requested in the same job run, except for the key reports (DREPORTs 096 and 097), which
must be run alone.

• KEY CAT-ENTRY-CALCKEY-160
(For DREPORTs 096 and 097 only) Identifies the report as a key report; code the literal starting in column 2.

• 'owner-name member-name'
Specifies the owner and entity name of the selected entity. This field must be exactly 64 characters long and must be
enclosed in quotation marks.
Owner-name identifies either a user or the catalog (CORP); it can be up to 32 characters long. If it is less than 32
characters, pad the name with blanks so that the member name starts at character 33 of the literal (that is, within the
quotation marks).
Member-name specifies the selected entity. Member-name can be up to 32 characters long; it must begin in column
33 of the literal. If member-name is less than 32 characters, pad the entry with blanks so that the entry is exactly 32
characters long. The closing quotation mark immediately follows member-name. (See the following Example 2.)

Examples

Example 1

These control statements can be used to run a summary catalog report. The report modules used to run the report are in
the default dictionary; the data for the report is taken from the ASFDICT dictionary.

  DATABASE DBNAME=ASFDICT
 DREPORT=90
 

Example 2

These control statements can be used to report on all entities whose path includes CORP.FINANCIAL ANALYSIS DATA.
The asterisk is the CULPRIT continuation character. Note that CORP begins in column 3 and FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
DATA begins in column 35, the 33rd column of the literal. The closing quotation mark is in column 67.
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The report modules used to run this report are in the CULPDICT dictionary; data for the report is taken from the ASFDICT
dictionary.

  DATABASE DICTNAME=CULPDICT DBNAME=ASFDICT
 DREPORT=097
  KEY CAT-ENTRY-CALCKEY-160
 *'CORP                             FINANCIAL ANALYSIS DATA         '
 

DREPORT 090 - Catalog Summary Report
The Catalog Summary report provides information on all entities defined to the catalog, including their entity types
and descriptions. The list is presented in hierarchical order to illustrate the relationships between entities. All catalog
entities except passkeys are represented in the dictionary as occurrences of the CATENTRY-160 record. Passkeys are
represented as occurrences of the CATPASSKEY-162 record.

Sample DREPORT 090:

 REPORT NO. 90                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER   REL nn.n                             mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 DREPORT 090                                                CATALOG SUMMARY

                                              ENTRY
                  ENTRY NAME                   TYPE      TDN                             DESCRIPTION

 CORP                                       CATALOG            DATA DICTIONARY CATALOG
 . DBA GROUP                                GROUP              DATABASE ADMINSTRATION GROUP
 . . CARNE01                                USER
 . . . CULPRITS                             DATATABLE    111   CULPRIT Tests out in ProTesT
 . . CULL DBA                               USER               INITIAL DBA GROUP USER
 . . IQA                                    USER
 . . MJH                                    USER
 . . . THRUSH                               DATATABLE    120
 . . PAGTO01                                USER
 . . . FOLD                                 FOLDER
 . . . . SP                                 DATATABLE    104
 . . . NEWVIEW                              DATATABLE    129
 . . . P                                    DATATABLE    102
 . . . S                                    DATATABLE    103
 . . . SORTFORM                             DATATABLE    106
 . . . SORTLRGE                             DATATABLE    105
 . . . SORTSMAL                             DATATABLE    107
 . . . SYSTABLE                             DATATABLE    113
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 . . VQA                                    USER
 . ENK                                      USER
 . . DATASF02                               DATATABLE    122

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• ENTRY NAME
Identifies the names of all catalog entities.

• ENTRY TYPE
Identifies the entity as CORP, GROUP, USER, FOLDER, or an object type. Object types can be GRAPH, DATATABLE,
MESSAGE, PROCEDURE, MODEL, WORKSHEET, PICTURE, DOCUMENT, GRAPH FORMAT, SYSTEM, DOS,
SYNONYM, or OLQ REPORT.

• TDN
Identifies the table definition number of the object.

• DESCRIPTION
Identifies the entity description defined to the catalog.

DREPORT 091 - Catalog Detail Report
The Catalog Detail report provides information on all entities defined to the catalog, including their entity types,
descriptions, and passkey allocations.

Sample DREPORT 091:

 REPORT NO. 91                                        DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n                  mm/
dd/yy         PAGE  1
 DREPORT 091                                               CATALOG DETAIL

 ENTRY NAME                                 TYPE    DESCRIPTION

 CORP                                       CATALOG   DATA DICTIONARY CATALOG
                                                       OWNER:
                                                                   CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   IDMSDDDL
                                                                   ACCESSED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   MODIFIED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   REDEFINED  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
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                                                                   ALTERED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s

                                                      PASSKEYS GIVEN:      BROWSE COPY
                                                              TO USER      SQA

                                                      PASSKEYS GIVEN:  ADD BROWSE COPY CREATE ERASE LIST MANAGEMENT MODIFY REDEFINE
                                                              TO USER      IQA

                                                      PASSKEYS GIVEN:  ADD BROWSE COPY CREATE ERASE LIST MANAGEMENT MODIFY REDEFINE
                                                              TO USER      PAGTO01

                                                      PASSKEYS GIVEN:      BROWSE      CREATE            MANAGEMENT
                                                              TO GROUP     DBA GROUP

 . DBA GROUP                                GROUP     DATABASE ADMINSTRATION GROUP
                                                       OWNER:  CORP
                                                       ACCESS:      FOUNDATION
                                                                   CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   IDMSDDDL
                                                                   ACCESSED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   MODIFIED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   REDEFINED  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   ALTERED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s

                                                       PASSKEYS HELD:                                    MANAGEMENT
                                                             FOR OBJECT    $UNSTRUCTURED-
IDB-OBJECT$

                                                       PASSKEYS HELD:  ADD BROWSE COPY CREATE ERASE LIST MANAGEMENT MODIFY REDEFINE
                                                             FOR FOLDER    DBA FOLDER

                                                       PASSKEYS HELD:      BROWSE      CREATE            MANAGEMENT
                                                             FOR CATALOG   CORP

 . . CARNE01                                USER
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                                                       OWNER:  CORP
                                                       AFFIL SIZE:   160  STACK SIZE:    64  DIRECTORY:   2048
                                                       ACCESS:
                                                                   CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   CULL DBA
                                                                   ACCESSED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   MODIFIED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   REDEFINED  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   ALTERED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s

 . . . CULPRITS                             DATATABLE CULPRIT Tests out in ProTesT
                                                       OWNER:  CARNE01
                                                       OBJECT TYPE: DATATABLE   ID:      111
                                                       ACCESS:
                                                                   CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   NBC

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• ENTRY NAME
Identifies the entity names in the catalog.

• TYPE
Identifies the entity as CORP, GROUP, USER, FOLDER, or an object type. Object types can be GRAPH, DATATABLE,
MESSAGE, PROCEDURE, MODEL, WORKSHEET, PICTURE, DOCUMENT, GRAPH FORMAT, SYSTEM, DOS,
SYNONYM, or OLQ REPORT.

• DESCRIPTION
Identifies the entity description defined to the catalog.

• OWNER
Identifies the name of the owner of each entity.

• Date/time stamp
Information, including the user responsible for the time stamp (IDMSDDDL is displayed for catalog foundation entities):
– CREATED

Specifies the date the entity was defined to the catalog.
– ACCESSED

Specifies the date the object entity was last accessed or, for a user entity, the date the user last signed on.
– MODIFIED

Is currently an unused field.
– REDEFINED

Is currently an unused field.
– ALTERED

Specifies the date the catalog definition for the entity was last modified.
• Passkey information
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Lists the following:
– PASSKEYS GIVEN

Identifies the passkeys given to groups or users for access to the listed entity.
– PASSKEYS HELD

Identifies the passkeys held by the listed entity for access to specific entities.
• OBJECT TYPE/ID

Identifies the object type and the definition number of each object entity. For a list of object types, see TYPE above.
• ACCESS

Identifies the type of access control:
– FOUNDATION

Identifies the entity as a member of the catalog foundation; catalog foundation members cannot be deleted or
renamed.

– NO DUPLICATES
(Users and CORP only) Specifies that duplicate names are not allowed for objects and folders owned by the listed
entity.

– NO PROPAGATION
(Users and CORP only) Specifies that ambiguous associations that involve duplicate names are not allowed.

– ACCESS LOCK
(Users only) Specifies that the user is restricted from signing on.

– ENCRYPT
Specifies that the user's password is encrypted.

• Memory requirements
Identifies memory requirements for each user entity defined to the catalog:
– AFFIL SIZE

Identifies the number of bytes required to hold the list of groups with which the user is affiliated.
– STACK SIZE

Identifies the number of bytes required to hold the bill-of-material structure explosion/implosion levels.
– DIRECTORY

Is currently an unused field.

DREPORT 092 - Group Detail Report
The Group Detail report provides information on all groups defined to the catalog.

Sample DREPORT 092:

 REPORT NO. 92                                    DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n                             mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 DREPORT 092                                                 GROUP DETAIL

   GROUP NAME                       OWNER NAME                   TIME STAMP:    DATE       TIME        USER

 DBA GROUP                        CORP                             CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   IDMSDDDL
                                                                   ACCESSED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
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                                                                   MODIFIED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   REDEFINED  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   ALTERED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
          DESCRIPTION: DATABASE ADMINISTRATION GROUP
          ACCESS:      FOUNDATION

 POSTMASTER                       CORP                             CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   IDBCAT
                                                                   ACCESSED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   MODIFIED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   REDEFINED  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   ALTERED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
          DESCRIPTION:
          ACCESS:      FOUNDATION

 QAGROUP                          CORP                             CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   PAGTO01
                                                                   ACCESSED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   MODIFIED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   REDEFINED  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   ALTERED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
          DESCRIPTION: QUALITY ASSURANCE GROUP
          ACCESS:

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• GROUP NAME
Identifies the group defined to the catalog.

• OWNER NAME
Identifies CORP as the owner of each group.

• TIME STAMP: DATE/TIME
Identifies the date and time stamps for the group:
– CREATED
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Specifies the date the group definition was defined to the catalog.
– ACCESSED

Is used for object and user entities only.
– MODIFIED

Is currently an unused field.
– REDEFINED

Is currently an unused field.
– ALTERED

Specifies the date the catalog definition for the group was last modified.
• USER

Identifies the user responsible for the time stamp. (IDMSDDDL is displayed for DBA GROUP.)
• DESCRIPTION

Displays the group description defined to the catalog.
• ACCESS

Indicates whether the group is a member of the catalog foundation (FOUNDATION). Catalog foundation members
cannot be renamed or deleted.

DREPORT 093 - User Detail Report
The User Detail report provides information on all user occurrences defined to the catalog, including date/time stamps for
the user and the amount of memory required by the user.

Sample DREPORT 093:

 REPORT NO. 93                                    DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n                             mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 DREPORT 093                                                  USER DETAIL

   USER NAME                        OWNER NAME                   TIME STAMP:    DATE       TIME        USER

 CARNE01                          CORP                             CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   CULL DBA
                                                                   SIGNED ON  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
          AFFIL SIZE:   160  STACK SIZE:    64  DIRECTORY:   2048  MODIFIED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   REDEFINED  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   ALTERED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
          DESCRIPTION:
          ACCESS:
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 CULL DBA                         CORP                             CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   IDMSDDDL
                                                                   SIGNED ON  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
          AFFIL SIZE:    32  STACK SIZE:   128  DIRECTORY:   2048  MODIFIED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   REDEFINED  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   ALTERED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
          DESCRIPTION: INITIAL DBA GROUP USER
          ACCESS:

 ENK                              CORP                             CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   IDBCAT
                                                                   SIGNED ON  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
          AFFIL SIZE:   160  STACK SIZE:    64  DIRECTORY:   2048  MODIFIED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   REDEFINED  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   ALTERED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
          DESCRIPTION:
          ACCESS:

 HANEL01                          CORP                             CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   IDBCAT
                                                                   SIGNED ON  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
          AFFIL SIZE:   160  STACK SIZE:    64  DIRECTORY:   2048  MODIFIED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   REDEFINED  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   ALTERED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
          DESCRIPTION:
          ACCESS:

 IDBSYSTEM                        CORP                             CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   IDBCAT
                                                                   SIGNED ON  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
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          AFFIL SIZE:   160  STACK SIZE:    64  DIRECTORY:   2048  MODIFIED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   REDEFINED  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   ALTERED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
          DESCRIPTION:
          ACCESS:      FOUNDATION                              ACCESS LOCK

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• USER NAME
Identifies the users defined to the catalog.

• OWNER NAME
Identifies CORP as the owner of each user.

• TIME STAMP: DATE/TIME
Identifies the date and time stamps for the user:
– CREATED

Specifies the date the user was defined to the catalog.
– SIGNED ON

Specifies the date the user last signed on to ASF or IDB.
– MODIFIED

Is currently an unused field.
– REDEFINED

Is currently an unused field.
– ALTERED

Specifies the date the catalog definition for the user was last modified.
• USER

Identifies the user responsible for the time stamp (IDMSDDDL is displayed for CULL DBA).
• Memory requirements

Identifies memory requirements for the user:
– AFFIL SIZE

Indicates the number of bytes required to hold the list of groups with which the user is affiliated.
– STACK SIZE

Indicates the number of bytes required to hold the bill-of-material structure explosion/implosion levels.
– DIRECTORY

Is currently an unused field.
• DESCRIPTION

Displays the user description defined to the catalog.
• ACCESS

Identifies the access control specified for the user:
– FOUNDATION

Identifies the user as a member of the catalog foundation; catalog foundation members cannot be deleted or
renamed.

– NO DUPLICATES
Indicates that duplicate names are not allowed for objects and folders owned by the user.

– NO PROPAGATION
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Indicates that ambiguous associations involving duplicate names are not allowed.
– ACCESS LOCK

Indicates that the user is restricted from signing on.
– ENCRYPT

Specifies that the user's password is encrypted.

DREPORT 094 - Folder Detail Report
The Folder Detail report provides information on all folders defined to the catalog.

Sample DREPORT 094:

 REPORT NO. 94                                    DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n                             mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 DREPORT 094                                                 FOLDER DETAIL

   FOLDER NAME                      OWNER NAME                   TIME STAMP:    DATE       TIME        USER

 DBA FOLDER                       IDBSYSTEM                        CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   IDBCAT
                                                                   ACCESSED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   MODIFIED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   REDEFINED  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   ALTERED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
          DESCRIPTION:
          ACCESS:      FOUNDATION

 FOLD                             PAGTO01                          CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   PAGTO01
                                                                   ACCESSED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   MODIFIED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   REDEFINED  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   ALTERED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
          DESCRIPTION:
          ACCESS:
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 PRIVATE FOLDER                   IDBSYSTEM                        CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   IDBCAT
                                                                   ACCESSED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   MODIFIED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   REDEFINED  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   ALTERED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
          DESCRIPTION:
          ACCESS:      FOUNDATION

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• FOLDER NAME
Identifies the folders defined to the catalog.

• OWNER NAME
Identifies the owner of each folder.

• TIME STAMP: DATE/TIME
Identifies date and time stamps for the folder:
– CREATED

Specifies the date the folder definition was created in the catalog.
– ACCESSED

Is used for object and user entities only.
– MODIFIED

Is currently an unused field.
– REDEFINED

Is currently an unused field.
– ALTERED

Specifies the date the catalog definition for the folder was last modified.
• USER

Identifies the user responsible for the time stamp.
• DESCRIPTION

Displays the folder description defined to the catalog.
• ACCESS

Indicates whether the folder is a member of the catalog foundation (FOUNDATION). Catalog foundation members
cannot be deleted or renamed.

DREPORT 095 - Object Detail Report
The Object Detail report provides information on all objects defined to the catalog.

Sample DREPORT 095:
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 REPORT NO. 95                                    DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n                             mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 DREPORT 095                                                 OBJECT DETAIL

   OBJECT NAME                      OWNER NAME                   TIME STAMP:    DATE       TIME        USER

 $OBJECT-SECURITY-NAME-TABLE$     IDBSYSTEM                        CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   CULL DBA
                                                                   ACCESSED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   CULL DBA
          OBJECT TYPE: DATATABLE    ID:      21                    MODIFIED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   REDEFINED  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   CULL DBA
                                                                   ALTERED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
          DESCRIPTION:
          ACCESS:

 $SECURITY-RUNTIME-TABLE$         IDBSYSTEM                        CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   CULL DBA
                                                                   ACCESSED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   CULL DBA
          OBJECT TYPE: DATATABLE    ID:      20                    MODIFIED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   REDEFINED  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   CULL DBA
                                                                   ALTERED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
          DESCRIPTION:
          ACCESS:

 $SRT-OST-CROSS-REFERENCE$        IDBSYSTEM                        CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   CULL DBA
                                                                   ACCESSED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   CULL DBA
          OBJECT TYPE: DATATABLE    ID:      22                    MODIFIED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   REDEFINED  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   CULL DBA
                                                                   ALTERED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
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          DESCRIPTION:
          ACCESS:

 $UNSTRUCTURED-IDB-OBJECT$        IDBSYSTEM                        CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   IDBCAT
                                                                   ACCESSED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   MJH
          OBJECT TYPE: DATATABLE    ID:     101                    MODIFIED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   REDEFINED  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   PAGTO01
                                                                   ALTERED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
          DESCRIPTION:
          ACCESS:

 CULPRITS                         CARNE01                          CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   NBC
                                                                   ACCESSED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   CARNE01
          OBJECT TYPE: DATATABLE    ID:     111                    MODIFIED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   REDEFINED  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   NBC
                                                                   ALTERED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   NBC
          DESCRIPTION: CULPRIT Tests out in ProTesT
          ACCESS:

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• OBJECT NAME
Identifies the objects in the catalog.

• OWNER NAME
Identifies the owner of each object.

• TIME STAMP: DATE/TIME
Identifies date and time stamps for the object:
– CREATED

Specifies the date the object definition was defined to the catalog.
– ACCESSED

Specifies the date the object was last accessed.
– MODIFIED

Is currently an unused field.
– REDEFINED
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Is currently an unused field.
– ALTERED

Specifies the date the catalog definition for the object was last modified.
• USER

Identifies the user responsible for the time stamp.
• OBJECT TYPE

Identifies the type of object being described as GRAPH, DATATABLE, MESSAGE, PROCEDURE, MODEL,
WORKSHEET, PICTURE, DOCUMENT, GRAPH FORMAT, SYSTEM, DOS, SYNONYM, or OLQ REPORT.

• ID
Identifies the table definition number.

• DESCRIPTION
Displays the object description defined to the catalog.

• ACCESS
Indicates whether the object is a member of the catalog foundation (FOUNDATION). Catalog foundation members
cannot be renamed or deleted.

DREPORT 096 - Catalog Summary Key Report
The Catalog Summary Key report provides information on selected entities defined to the catalog. The selection is based
on a key, which consists of an owner name and entity name. Any catalog entity except the passkey entity can be used as
the key.

The following figure shows sample output for DREPORT 096. The DREPORT and KEY parameters used to create the
sample report are:

DREPORT=096

 KEY CAT-ENTRY-CALCKEY-160

*'MJH                             BIRDS                          '

Sample DREPORT 096:

 REPORT NO. 96                                    DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n                             mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 DREPORT 096                                                CATALOG SUMMARY

                                              ENTRY
                  ENTRY NAME                   TYPE      TDN                             DESCRIPTION

 MJH                                        USER
                                                               OWNER:  CORP
 . THRUSH                                   DATATABLE    120
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Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• ENTRY NAME
Identifies the entities being described.

• ENTRY TYPE
Identifies the entity as CORP, GROUP, USER, FOLDER, or an object type. Object types can be GRAPH, DATATABLE,
MESSAGE, PROCEDURE, MODEL, WORKSHEET, PICTURE, DOCUMENT, GRAPH FORMAT, SYSTEM, DOS, or
SYNONYM.

• TDN
Identifies the table definition number of the object.

• DESCRIPTION
Identifies the entity description defined to the catalog.

• OWNER
Identifies the owner of the catalog entity.

DREPORT 097 - Catalog Detail Key Report
The Catalog Detail Key report provides detailed information on selected entities, including their entity types, descriptions,
and passkey allocations. The selection is made based on a key, which includes an owner name and member name. Any
catalog entity except the passkey entity can be used as the key.

The following figure shows sample output for DREPORT 097. The DREPORT and KEY parameters used to create this
sample report are:

DREPORT=097

 KEY CAT-ENTRY-CALCKEY-160

*'CORP                           CARNE01                        '

Sample DREPORT 097:

 REPORT NO. 97                                        DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n                  mm/
dd/yy         PAGE   1
 DREPORT 097                                               CATALOG DETAIL

 ENTRY NAME                                 TYPE    DESCRIPTION

 CARNE01                                    USER
                                                       OWNER:  CORP
                                                       AFFIL SIZE:   160  STACK SIZE:    64  DIRECTORY:   2048
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                                                       ACCESS:      FOUNDATION NO DUPLICATES NO PROPAGATION ACCESS LOCK ENCRYPT
                                                                   CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   CULL DBA
                                                                   ACCESSED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   MODIFIED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   REDEFINED  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   ALTERED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s

 . CULPRITS                                 DATATABLE CULPRIT Tests out in ProTesT
                                                       OWNER:  CARNE01
                                                       OBJECT TYPE: DATATABLE   ID:      111
                                                       ACCESS:
                                                                   CREATED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   NBC
                                                                   ACCESSED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   CARNE01
                                                                   MODIFIED   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s
                                                                   REDEFINED  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   NBC
                                                                   ALTERED    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm ss.s   NBC

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• ENTRY NAME
Identifies the entity being described.

• TYPE
Identifies the entity as CORP, GROUP, USER, FOLDER, or an object type. Object types can be GRAPH, DATATABLE,
MESSAGE, PROCEDURE, MODEL, WORKSHEET, PICTURE, DOCUMENT, GRAPH FORMAT, SYSTEM, DOS,
SYNONYM, or OLQ REPORT.

• DESCRIPTION
Displays the entity description defined to the catalog.

• OWNER
Identifies the owner of each entity.

• Memory requirements
Identifies memory requirements for the user:
– AFFIL SIZE

Indicates the number of bytes required to hold the list of groups with which the user is affiliated.
– STACK SIZE
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Indicates the number of bytes required to hold the bill-of-material structure explosion/implosion levels.
– DIRECTORY

Is currently an unused field.
• ACCESS

Indicates the access control specified for the entity:
– FOUNDATION

Identifies the entity as a member of the catalog foundation; members of the catalog foundation cannot be renamed
or deleted.

– NO DUPLICATES
(Users and CORP only) Indicates that duplicate names are not allowed for objects and folders owned by the listed
entity.

– NO PROPAGATION
(Users and CORP only) Indicates that ambiguous associations involving duplicate names are not allowed.

– ACCESS LOCK
(Users only) Indicates that the user is restricted from signing on.

– ENCRYPT
Specifies that the user's password is encrypted.

• Date/time stamp
Information is listed, including the user responsible for the time stamp (IDMSDDDL is displayed for catalog entities):
– CREATED

Specifies the date the object was defined to the catalog.
– ACCESSED

Specifies the date the object was last accessed.
– MODIFIED

Is currently an unused field.
– REDEFINED

Is currently an unused field.
– ALTERED

Specifies the date the catalog definition for the entity was last modified.
• Passkey information

Lists the following:
– PASSKEYS GIVEN

Identifies the passkeys given to groups or users for access to the listed entity.
– PASSKEYS HELD

Identifies the passkeys held by the listed entity for access to specific entities.

CA IDMS/DB Journal Reports -- JREPORTS
When an application program accesses and updates a database, CA IDMS/DB logs backup information to a journal file,
which records program activity against the database. The journal file contains:

• A time record that describes when journal records are written
• Checkpoints that describe the status of transactions accessing the database
• Journal record entries that contain the before and after images of database records

The journal file also contains CKPT and USER records; however, these records are not used in journal reports.
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Summary of Journal Reports

A journal report describes the contents of the journal file. The following table lists the journal reports in order by report
module number.

JREPORT Module Report Title
000 No listing (contains journal record field descriptions)
001 Transaction Summary
002 Program Termination Statistics
003 Program I/O Statistics
004 Program Summary
005 Detail Area/Transaction
006 Detail Program/Area
007 Area Summary
008 Formatted Record Dump
009 User ID
010 External User Identity
011 Count By Journal Record Type

This section discusses types of journal records, report-specific input parameters required to process a journal report, and
sample output. For more information on journaling, see the Administering CA IDMS Database section.

Uses for Journal Reports
Journal reports produce statistics that can be used to monitor CA IDMS/DB database and DC/UCF system performance.
As a DBA, journal statistics allow you to monitor the following performance features for each program that accesses the
database:

• Database page access statistics, such as the number of pages written, read, and requested by each program and the
number of records requested and made current of the transaction

• CALC and VIA overflow statistics, such as the number of CALC records stored on pages other than the target page
• Variable-length record statistics, such as the number of variable-length record fragments stored on pages other than

the target page
• Area usage statistics, such as the name and usage modes of areas accessed by each application program

Reports Help You Monitor Performance

By running journal reports frequently, a DBA can monitor trends in database and system performance.

Other Reporting Facilities

Other tools available to the DBA are the Database Analysis Utility (IDMSDBAN) and the BACKUP utility.

NOTE
For more information on these utilities, see Other CA IDMS Reporting Facilities.
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Types of Journal Records
Journal reports use the following journal record types: 

Record type Description
TIME Time record

TIME records the date and time the contents of the journal buffer
are written to the journal file. A TIME record is created each time
a journal buffer is initialized; however, the date and time fields
contain binary zeros until the contents of the journal buffer are
written to the journal file.

BGIN Checkpoint
BGIN checkpoints mark the beginning of local work done by
a transaction branch. They are written to the journal file when
a database transaction is initiated if JOURNAL RETRIEVAL
is specified in the system definition or when the first update
occurs otherwise. Starting with r16 SP4, for compliance and audit
reporting, the BGIN checkpoint record contains the user ID of the
user signed on who executed the application causing the BGIN to
be written. Starting with IDMS Server r16.1 (or IDMS r16 SP6),the
BGIN checkpoint record contains the external identity from a
multitiered application such as a web application.

AREA Checkpoint
AREA checkpoints record transaction access to a database
area. One AREA checkpoint is written to the journal file for each
area readied by an explicit DML READY statement or readied
automatically by the DBMS.
AREA checkpoints are written to the journal file as follows:
Under the central version, AREA checkpoints are written to
the journal file at the time of the first functional call issued by the
application program.
In local mode, AREA checkpoints for areas readied in update
mode are written to the journal file as each READY statement is
processed. AREA checkpoints for areas readied in retrieval mode
are written to the journal file at the time of the first functional call.

COMT Checkpoint
COMT checkpoints are written during a commit operation to
mark the successful completion of a transaction branch. A COMT
checkpoint is similar to an ENDJ checkpoint except that it enables
work done after the commit to be recorded on the journal file
under the same local identifier (LID). It is only written in response
to a COMMIT or COMMIT WORK CONTINUE statement and
then only if ON COMMIT WRITE COMT is specified in the system
definition.

ENDJ Checkpoint
ENDJ checkpoints are written during a commit operation to mark
the successful completion of a transaction branch.

RTSV Checkpoint
RTSV checkpoints mark an SQL statement whose updates must
be rolled out. An RTSV checkpoint is written to the journal file
whenever an error is encountered while processing an SQL
statement and that statement has updated the database.
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ABRT Checkpoint
ABRT checkpoints are written during a backout operation to mark
the abnormal completion of a transaction branch. If running under
the central version, ABRT checkpoints are written only after CA
IDMS/DB automatically recovers a failing transaction.

BFOR Journal record entry
BFOR entries record the before image of a database record. A
BFOR entry is created when a CA IDMS/DB application program
issues a request to update information in the database. When
a new record is stored, the BFOR entry contains a null before
image, indicating the previous absence of the record in the
database. When a BFOR entry contains a null before image, the
record-image-length field in the entry is set to zero.

AFTR Journal record entry
AFTR entries record the after image of a database record. An
AFTR entry is created when a CA IDMS/DB application program
issues a request to update information in the database. When an
existing record is removed, the AFTR entry contains a null after
image, indicating the deletion of the record from the database.
When an AFTR entry contains a null after image, the record-
image-length field in the entry is set to zero.

DIND Distributed checkpoint
(In doubt) DIND entries are written by a two-phase commit
participant after it has successfully prepared its resources for
commit and prior to returning an OK response to its coordinator.
The DIND entry contains the Local Transaction Identifiers
(LIDs) identifying the work done by the local transaction
branches that participated in the distributed transaction. It also
contains information on a participant's coordinator and about a
coordinator's participants. The specific information that is recorded
varies depending on the type of the coordinator or participant.

DCOM Distributed checkpoint
(Commit) DCOM entries are written by a two-phase commit
coordinator to signify that a distributed transaction's changes
will be committed. Its existence demarcates the first and second
phases of the commit process. A participant also writes a DCOM
entry immediately upon receiving a Commit request from its
coordinator. The DCOM entry contains the Local Transaction
Identifiers (LIDs) identifying the work done by the local transaction
branches that participated in the distributed transaction. It also
contains information on a participant's coordinator and about a
coordinator's participants. The specific information that is recorded
varies depending on the type of the coordinator or participant.
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DBAK Distributed checkpoint
(Backout) DBAK entries are written be a two-phase commit
coordinator to signify that a transaction's changes will be backed
out. Its existence demarcates the first and second phases of
the commit process. A participant also writes a DBAK entry
immediately upon receiving a Backout request from its coordinator
but only if a DIND had previously been written. The DBAK entry
contains the Local Transaction Identifiers (LIDs) identifying the
work done by the local transaction branches that participated
in the distributed transaction. It also contains information on a
participant's coordinator and about a coordinator's participants.
The specific information that is recorded varies depending on the
type of the coordinator or participant.

DPND Distributed checkpoint
(Pending) DPND entries are written by a two-phase commit
coordinator during the second phase of a commit operation if a
participant is unable to complete its commit processing due to
a failure. By writing this entry, the coordinator is able to forget
some participants while remembering others. It is written by a
participant if it is forced to heuristically complete its portion of a
distributed transaction. The DPND entry contains information on
a participant's coordinator and about a coordinator's participants.
The specific information that is recorded varies depending on the
type of the coordinator or participant.

DFGT Distributed checkpoint
(Forget) DFGT entries are written by two-phase commit
coordinators and participants when they have completed their two-
phase commit processing for a distributed transaction. A DFGT
entry is written only if some other distributed checkpoint entry was
previously written for the transaction.

Relating Local and Distributed Journal Entries

BGIN, COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT checkpoints and BFOR and AFTR journal entries log work done by a transaction branch
within the local system. They contain a 4-byte local identifier (LID) that uniquely identifies this work. In order to associate
work done locally with a distributed transaction, DIND, DCOM, and DBAK checkpoints contain a list of LID values
representing the local work units that are part of the distributed work unit.

The following illustrates the sequence in which local and distributed journal records can be written to a journal file for a
distributed transaction:

• BGIN - indicates the start of work done locally
• BFOR/AFTR - one or more pairs
• DIND - on a participant only
• DCOM or DBAK - on a participant and a coordinator
• COMT or ENDJ - if a DCOM was written
• ABRT - if a DBAK was written
• DPND - on a coordinator if the commit operation was interrupted; on a participant if the transaction was heuristically

completed
• DFGT - on a participant and a coordinator if any other distributed checkpoint was written

Special Considerations for BFOR and AFTR Entries
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• BFOR and AFTR entries are also written when CA IDMS/DB brings relocated records back to the home page or
physically deletes logically deleted records. These actions can occur during any operation; therefore, BFOR and AFTR
entries can appear for retrieval-only transactions that have readied the applicable area in update mode.

• Corresponding BFOR and AFTR entries are not necessarily contiguous in the journal file. For example, the BFOR
record for one transaction may be immediately followed by an AFTR record for a different transaction. The BFOR and
AFTR entries for a database record contain either the whole record or a portion of the record, as follows:
– If the data portion of the record has been changed, the journal record entries contain the entire database record

(that is, the dbkey, prefix, and data portions).
– If only pointers in the record prefix have been changed, only the dbkey and prefix portions of the record are written

to the journal file.
• BFOR and AFTR entries can also span journal blocks. A record that spans a journal block appears as two records with

the second portion offset by the length of the first portion. For example, if 200 bytes remain in a journal block, a 500-
byte BFOR record is journaled as one 200-byte and one 300-byte BFOR journal entry; the 300-byte entry has an offset
of 200.

Special Considerations for Distributed Checkpoint Entries

• Distributed Checkpoint entries (types DIND, DCOM, DBAK, DPND, and DFGT) can be larger than a single disk journal
block. If this is the case, they are split into as many journal blocks as necessary to hold the entire record.

• Distributed Checkpoint entries can also be split across disk journal files and, hence, across archive files.

The following figures show the record layouts for the journal record types:
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Field Definitions for JREPORT 000

The journal record field definitions as they appear in the JREPORT 000 parameter module appear as follows. The
parameters show the actual names (and synonyms) of the journal record fields.

 REC$0**** 'J' REPORTS IDMS JOURNAL FILE   volser    REC PARAMETERS

 REC REC-LEN                           1  2 1

 REC TYPE                              5  4

 REC GMT                               9  8

 REC SEQ                              17  8 1

 REC SEQ-A                            17  8    $IDMS/2882 HEX COMPARE

 REC QUAL                             25  8 1  $qualifier:

 REC QUAL-CV                          25  8       $CV: node

 REC QUAL-LOCAL                       25  8 1     $Local: GMT

 REC CVNO                             33  1

 REC VERS                             34  1

 REC RSV1                             35  2    $Reserved
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 REC $ BGIN,COMT,ENDJ,ABRT,RTSV, Plus AREA,BFOR,AFTR RECORDS ********

 REC TRANSACT-ID                      37  4 1

 REC TRANSACT-IDC                     37  4

 REC $ BGIN,COMT,ENDJ,ABRT,RTSV, Plus AREA RECORDS ******************

 REC VIB                              41  4 1

 REC $ BGIN,COMT,ENDJ,ABRT,RTSV RECORDS******************************

 REC PROGRAM-NAME                     45  8

 REC DTESTAMP                         53  8

 REC DTESTAMPX                        53  8 1

 REC OLDTIM                           61  8 2  $not used

 REC UPDATE-QUIESE                    69  2 1

 REC QUIESCE                          71  2 1

 REC SAVEPOINT-SEQ                    73  8 1  $RTSV only.

 REC TASK-ID                          73  8    $Local Task id.

 REC LT-P1                            73  4

 REC LT-P2                            77  4 1

 REC $ COMT,ENDJ,ABRT RECORDS ONLY **********************************

 REC UPDATED                          81  4 1

 REC DB-STATS                         85 60

 REC READ                             85  4 1

 REC WRITTEN                          89  4 1

 REC PAGE-REQUESTS                    93  4 1

 REC CALC-ON                          97  4 1

 REC CALC-NOT-ON                     101  4 1

 REC VIA-ON                          105  4 1
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 REC VIA-NOT-ON                      109  4 1

 REC REC-REQUESTED                   113  4 1

 REC CURR-OF-TR                      117  4 1

 REC CALLS                           121  4 1

 REC FGMT-STORED                     125  4 1

 REC FGMT-RETURNED                   129  4 1

 REC LOCKS-REQUESTED                 133  4 1

 REC SHARED-LOCKS-HELD               137  4 1

 REC EXCLUSIVE-LOCKS-HELD            141  4 1

 REC TR-ID-CV                        145  4 1    $TRANSACTION ID.

 REC TASK-ID-CV                      149  4 1    $TCE address.

 REC LOCAL-TASK-ID-CV                153  8

 REC LT-PART1                        153  4

 REC LT-PART2                        157  4 1

 REC LT-PART2A                       157  3 1    $ IDMS/2549

 REC LT-PART2B                       160  1 1    $ IDMS/2549

 REC IX-STATS                        161 40

 REC IX-SR8-SPLITS                   161  4 1

 REC IX-SR8-SPAWNS                   165  4 1

 REC IX-SR8-STORED                   169  4 1

 REC IX-SR8-ERASED                   173  4 1

 REC IX-SR7-STORED                   177  4 1

 REC IX-SR7-ERASED                   181  4 1

 REC IX-BTREE-SEARCHES               185  4 1
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 REC IX-BTREE-LEVELS-SEARCHED        189  4 1

 REC IX-ORPHANS-ADOPTED              193  4 1

 REC IX-LEVELS-SEARCHED-BEST         197  2 1

 REC IX-LEVELS-SEARCHED-WORST        199  2 1

 REC $ TIME RECORD ONLY *********************************************

 REC T-DATESTMP                       37  8 1

 REC $ BGIN RECORD ONLY *********************************************

 REC USER-ID                          81 32

 REC EXTERNAL-ID                     113 32

 REC $ AREA RECORD ONLY *********************************************

 REC AREA                             45 18

 REC RESERVED2                        63  2

 REC LOW-PAGE                         65  4 1

 REC HIGH-PAGE                        69  4 1

 REC MODE                             73  2 1

 REC ACCESS                           75  2 1

 REC $ BFOR & AFTR RECORDS ONLY *************************************

 REC IDMS-VSAM-FLAG                   41  1 1

 REC AREA-TYPE                        41  1 1

 REC VERB-NUM                         42  1 1

 REC VERB                             42  1 1

 REC PAGE-GROUP                       43  2 1

 REC DBK-FORMAT                       45  4 1

 REC DBK-LINES                        48  1 1

 REC DB-KEY                           49  4 1
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 REC DB-KEY1                          49  3 1    $IDMS/1209

 REC DB-KEY2                          52  1 1    $IDMS/1209

 REC DB-KEY-A                         49  4      $Hex compares IDMS/2721

 REC USER-REC-ID                      53  2 1

 REC USER-REC-ID-A                    53  2      $Hex compares IDMS/1893

 REC PG-DISPL                         55  2 1

 REC IMAGE-LEN                        57  2 1

 REC PREFIX-LEN                       59  2 1

 REC DISPLACEMENT                     61  2 1

 REC SPAN-OFFSET                      63  2 1

 REC USER-RECORD                      65  2 1

 REC $ Rnn.n DXXX RECORDS: DIND,DCOM,DBAK,DPND,DFGT *****************

 REC DTRIDQ                           37 24

 REC DTRID                            37 16

 REC DNODE                            37  8

 REC DID                              45  8

 REC DBRANCH-ID                       53  8

 REC DFLAG1                           61  1

 REC DFLAG2                           62  1

 REC STATE                            63  1

 REC OUTCOME                          64  1

 REC PREPARE-OUTCOME                  65  1

 REC BACKOUT-REASON                   66  1

 REC DRESERVED                        67  2
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 REC LIDOFF                           69  2 1

 REC LIDNUM                           71  2 1

 REC XIDOFF                           73  2 1

 REC XIDNUM                           75  2 1

 REC RIOFF                            77  2 1

 REC RICNT                            79  2 1

 REC DVLEN                            81  2 1

 REC DVOFF                            83  2 1

 REC DXXX-RECORD                      85  2 1

Summary of Records Required for Journal Reports
The following table lists the journal reports and journal records from which each report extracts data. Columns 3 through
10 are the journal record types, as follows:

• T - TIME
• B - BGIN
• A - AREA
• C - COMT
• E - ENDJ
• AB - ABRT
• BF - BFOR
• AF - AFTR
• D - DIND, DCOM, DBAK, DPND, DFGT

Report no.
and title

T B A C E AB BF AF D

01
Transaction
Summary

X X X X

02 Program
Termination
Statistics

X X

03 Program
I/O
Statistics

X X

04 Program
Summary

X X

05 Detail
Area/
Transaction

X X X X
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06 Detail
Program/
Area

X X X X

07 Area
Summary

X X X X

08
Formatted
Record
Dump

X X X X X X X X X

09 User ID X
10 External
User
Identity

X

11 Count By
Journal

X X X X X X X X X

Producing Journal Reports

Uses Archive Journal File as Input

A journal report uses an archive journal file as input. The archive journal file is created by off-loading the disk journal file(s)
to a tape or disk backup file using the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility. If the journal file is written directly to tape, the tape
journal file can be used as input in place of the archive journal file. Disk journal files that have not been offloaded cannot
be used as the input file.

Required CA Culprit for CA IDMS Modules

The following CA Culprit for CA IDMS modules, which are stored in the start-up dictionary at installation, are required to
report on journal files:

• One input module (CULLJRNL) consisting of an Assembler routine that reads and deblocks the archive journal file and
passes individual records to the CA Culprit for CA IDMS buffer

• One module (JREPORT 000) that provides REC parameters defining all fields contained in the journal records
• One of eight report modules (JREPORT 001 to JREPORT 008) that process and format information extracted from the

journal file

Syntax

Syntax for the CA Culprit for CA IDMS input parameters is shown as follows, followed by examples. Coding is freeform,
except for the starting column of the initial keyword in each parameter. JREPORT= begins in column 1; all other
parameters begin in column 2.

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►
   │  Col 2                                             │
   │  ▼         ┌─────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   └─ DATABASE ─▼─┬─ DICTNAME=dictionary-name ──────┬─┴─┘
                  └─ DICTNODE=dictionary-node-name ─┘

     Col 2
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     ▼
 ►── INput archive-block-size archive-block-size UM(CULLJRNL) ────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   │  Col 2                  │
   │  ▼                      │
   └─ PARAM= ─┬─ LIST ─────┬─┘
              ├─ NOLIST ◄ ─┤
              └─ EJECT ────┘

 Col 1
     ▼         ┌──────────────────┐
 ►── JREPORT= ─▼─ jreport-number ─┴───────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄
   │Col 2                                   │
   │    ▼                                   │
   └─┬─ SELect ─┬─ WHEN boolean-expression ─┘
     └─ BYPass ─┘

Parameters

Syntax rules appear in Section1, "Introduction," except as follows:

• INPUT
Specifies the record size and block size of the input archive journal file and also names the CA Culprit for CA IDMS
input module required to execute journal reports.

• archive=block-size
Specifies the record size and block size of the archive journal file. Archive-block-size must equal the archive journal
block size specified in the physical DDL ARCHIVE JOURNAL statement.

NOTE
Archive-block-size must be specified twice.

• UM(CULLJRNL)
Specifies the name of the CA Culprit for CA IDMS input module.

• JREPORT=jreport-number
Identifies the reports to be printed. Multiple JREPORT statements can be submitted in a single run; each statement
can specify one or more report numbers. The JREPORT statement must be coded starting in column 1.
Jreport-number specifies a journal report number in the range 001 through 008; leading zeros can be omitted. Multiple
journal report numbers must be separated by blanks or commas.

• SELECT/BYPASS WHEN boolean-expression
Specifies selection criteria to be applied to every journal record during the extract phase of processing.
The CA Culprit for CA IDMS buffer contains one journal record at a time. Selection criteria are applied to each record.
Therefore, if the selection criteria pertain to a field in one journal record type, additional selection criteria must be
specified to select (rather than bypass) other journal record types required for a particular report.
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NOTE
To determine which fields are contained in a journal record, refer to JREPORT-000. If a field is not in
all journal record types, you must select the type in conjunction with the field to ensure correct record
addressing. Field TYPE will be equal to one of the four-character journal record types documented under
Types of Journal Records.

Examples

Example 1

CA Culprit for CA IDMS retrieves JREPORT 002 and JREPORT 004 from the CULPDICT dictionary. The archived journal
file contains 19068-byte, fixed-length records. By default, the CA Culprit for CA IDMS is not printed in the Sequential and
Input Parameter Listings generated for the report.

 DATABASE DICTNAME=CULPDICT

 INPUT 19068 19068 UM(CULLJRNL)

JREPORT=2,4

Example 2

In this example, selected records are printed in JREPORT 008 (Formatted Record Dump). The SELECT parameter
selects only those BFOR and AFTR records that have a dbkey of X'000CEB08'.

 DATABASE DICTNAME=CULPDICT

 INPUT 4276 4276 UM(CULLJRNL)

JREPORT=008

 SELECT TYPE EQ ('BFOR' 'AFTR') AND

*       DBKEY-A EQ (X'000CEB08')

Example 3

In this example, JREPORTs 005 and 006 are requested. By default, CA Culprit for CA IDMS retrieves the journal report
modules from the system dictionary. For both reports, the CA Culprit for CA IDMS code is printed on the Sequential
Parameter Listing and on the Input Parameter Listing.

 INPUT 19068 19068 UM(CULLJRNL)

 PARAM=LIST

JREPORT=05

JREPORT=06
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Example 4

This example prints JREPORT 008 (Formatted Record Dump). The report includes only the BFOR and AFTR records
within the specified sequence for run unit 44248. By default, the CA Culprit for CA IDMS code for the report is not printed
in the parameter listings.

 INPUT 19068 19068 UM(CULLJRNL)

JREPORT=008

 SEL WHEN TYPE EQ ('BFOR' 'AFTR')

*   AND TRANSACT-ID EQ 44248

*   AND SEQ EQ (1755732 TO 1755749)

Example 5

This example prints selected information for JREPORT 007, the Area Summary report. The SELECT parameter selects all
AREA records that specify DDLDML or DDLDCLOD. The SELECT parameter also selects record types BGIN, ENDJ, and
ABRT, which are required for JREPORT 007.

 INPUT 4276 4276 UM(CULLJRNL)

JREPORT=007

 SELECT WHEN (TYPE EQ 'AREA' AND AREA EQ ('DDLDML' DDLDCLOD'))

*   OR TYPE EQ ('ABRT' 'BGIN' 'ENDJ')

Example 6

This example prints JREPORT 008 (Formatted Record Dump). The report includes the distributed checkpoint records for
the distributed transaction ID, SYSTEM74::01650C9509CE38A3.

 INPUT 19068 19068 UM(CULLJRNL)

JREPORT=008

 SELECT WHEN TYPE EQ ('DIND' 'DCOM' 'DBAK' 'DPND' 'DFGT')

*   AND DNODE = 'SYSTEM74'

*   AND DID = x'01650C9509CE38A3'
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Operating System Considerations

Journal reports can run either in local mode or under central version. The JCL to run journal reports appears in
Appendices A through D for z/OS, z/VSE, z/VM and z/VM operating systems, respectively. The archived journal file must
be defined with ddname/filename/linkname SYS010, as follows:

• For z/OS operating systems, modify ddname SYS010 in Appendix A, as follows:

//SYS010   DD  DSN=idms.archive,DISP=OLD,UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=nnnnnn

idms.archive data set name of the archive journal file
tape symbolic device name of the archive journal file
nnnnnn volume serial number of the archive journal file

• For z/VSE operating systems, modify filename SYS010 in Appendix B, as follows:

//TLBL   SYS010,'idms.archive'

//ASSGN  SYS010,TAPE,VOL=nnnnnn

idms.archive file-id of the archive journal file
nnnnnn volume serial number

• For z/VM and z/VM operating systems, modify ddname SYS010 in Appendix C, as follows:

For tape file: FILEDEF  SYS010 TAP1 SL VOLID nnnnnn

                        (RECFM FB LRECL lll BLKSIZE bbbb

 

For disk file: FILEDEF  SYS010 DISK input file a

nnnnnn volume serial number of the archive journal file
lll record length of the archive journal file
bbbb block size of the archive journal file
input file a filename, filetype, and filemode of the archive journal file

JREPORT 001 - Transaction Summary
JREPORT 001, the Transaction Summary report:

• Lists every program for which activity is recorded in the journal file
• Provides information on the duration and disposition of each transaction associated with the programs
• Extracts statistics from the BGIN, COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT journal records for each transaction.

The output is sorted by transaction identifier within program name.
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The following report shows one page of a sample report:

Sample JREPORT 001:

 REPORT NO. 01                                     IDMS JOURNAL REPORT        Rnn.n                       mm/
dd/yy        PAGE      1
 JREPORT 001                                              TRANSACTION SUMMARY

    PROGRAM             TRANSACTION                            ------- START -------      -------- END --------   TRM.
      NAME       NODE        ID       TASK-
ID  -- ORIGIN ID --   DATE        TIME           DATE        TIME      REC.      COMMITS

    DBCRUPD    SYSTEM72       0043          67 DBDC         67 mm/dd/
yy  hh.mm.ss.ht      mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht   ENDJ            0

    DBCRUPD    SYSTEM72       0046         111 DBDC        111 mm/dd/
yy  hh.mm.ss.ht      mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht   ENDJ            0

    DBCRUPD    SYSTEM72       0048         159 DBDC        159 mm/dd/
yy  hh.mm.ss.ht      mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht   ENDJ            0

    DBCRUPD    SYSTEM72       0051         186 DBDC        186 mm/dd/
yy  hh.mm.ss.ht      mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht   ENDJ            0

    DBCRUPD    SYSTEM72       0052         217 DBDC        217 mm/dd/
yy  hh.mm.ss.ht      mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht   ENDJ            0

    DBCRUPD    SYSTEM72       0055         233 DBDC        233 mm/dd/
yy  hh.mm.ss.ht      mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht   ENDJ            0

    DBCRUPD    SYSTEM72       0059         229 DBDC        229 mm/dd/
yy  hh.mm.ss.ht      mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht   ENDJ            0

    DBCRUPD    SYSTEM72       0058         230 DBDC        230 mm/dd/
yy  hh.mm.ss.ht      mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht   ENDJ            0

    DBCRUPD    SYSTEM72       0062         227 DBDC        227 mm/dd/
yy  hh.mm.ss.ht      mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht   ENDJ            0
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    DBCRUPD    SYSTEM72       0064         225 DBDC        225 mm/dd/
yy  hh.mm.ss.ht      mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht   ENDJ            0

    DBCRUPD    SYSTEM72       0060         241 DBDC        241 mm/dd/
yy  hh.mm.ss.ht      mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht   ENDJ            0

    DBCRUPD    SYSTEM72       0057         231 DBDC        231 mm/dd/
yy  hh.mm.ss.ht      mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht   ENDJ            0

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the Transaction Summary report follows:

• PROGRAM NAME
Indicates the name of the program to which the information applies.

NOTE
For non-SQL transactions, the subschema control supplies the name of the program. If the program name
is blank, then the program issued a BIND RUN UNIT before moving its name to the name field in the
subschema control.

For SQL transactions, the RCM for the program initiating the transaction supplies the name of the program.
• NODE

Specifies the node name of the central version on which the transaction executed. If the journal being analyzed was
created in local mode, this field will contain *local*.

• TRANSACT ID
Specifies the unique identifier (LID) assigned to each transaction associated with the program.

• TASK
Specifies the identifier of the task with which the transaction is associated. The task identifier is assigned by the DC/
UCF system at run time.

• ORIGINATOR ID
Specifies the identifier consisting of a 4-character name that designates the originating interface (for example, BATC,
DBDC, or CICS) and a numeric identifier assigned to the transaction by the interface.

• START DATE/START TIME
Specifies the date and time the transaction started.

• END DATE/END TIME
Specifies the date and time the transaction ended.

• TERMINATION RECORDS
Specifies the journal record type (ENDJ or ABRT) marking the termination of the transaction.

• COMMITS
Identifies the number of COMT records written for the transaction. (That is, the number of COMMIT or COMMIT
WORK CONTINUE statements issued by the transaction).

JREPORT 002 - Program Termination Statistics
JREPORT 002, the Program Termination Statistics report:
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• Lists every program for which activity is recorded in the journal file.
• Contains detailed information on the database processing activities of each transaction associated with the programs.
• Extracts statistics from the ENDJ and ABRT journal records for each transaction.

The output is sorted by transaction identifier within program name.

The following report shows one page of a sample report.

Sample JREPORT 002:

 REPORT NO. 02                                     IDMS JOURNAL REPORT        Rnn.n                       mm/
dd/yy        PAGE      1
 JREPORT 002                                        PROGRAM TERMINATION STATISTICS

                                  SHARED   EXCLUSIVE -- CALC RECORDS --  -- VIA RECORDS --   ---- RECORDS ----          --
FRAGMENTS--
 PROGRAM/    TRANSACT    LOCKS      LOCKS    LOCKS     STORED  NOT STORED  STORED  NOT STORED REQUESTED  CURRENT  CALLS
     NODE       ID     REQUESTED    HELDS    HELDS   ON TARGET ON TARGET ON TARGET ON TARGET  FROM DB   OF TRANS  TO DB STORED RETND

  DBCRUPD
   SYSTEM72      0043         17         6         7                             1                  11         4     15

  DBCRUPD
   SYSTEM72      0044         17         6         7                             1                  11         4     15

  DBCRUPD
   SYSTEM72      0045         17         6         7                             1                  11         4     15

  DBCRUPD
   SYSTEM72      0046         17         6         7                             1                  11         4     15

  DBCRUPD
   SYSTEM72      0047         17         6         7                             1                  11         4     15

  DBCRUPD
   SYSTEM72      0048         21         6         7                             1                  11         4     16

  DBCRUPD
   SYSTEM72      0050         17         6         7                             1                  11         4     15

  DBCRUPD
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   SYSTEM72      0051         17         6         7                             1                  11         4     15

  DBCRUPD
   SYSTEM72      0052         21         6         7                             1                  11         4     16

  DBCRUPD   ** ABORT **
   SYSTEM72      0053         12         4         5                             1                   6         3     11

  DBCRUPD
   SYSTEM72      0054         17         6         7                             1                  11         4     15

  DBCRUPD
   SYSTEM72      0055         17         6         7                             1                  11         4     15

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the Program Termination Statistics report follows:

• PROGRAM/NODE
Identifies the name of the program to which the information applies and the node name on which it executed.
Transactions that terminate abnormally are flagged as ABORT.

NOTE
For non-SQL transactions, the subschema control supplies the name of the program. If the program name
is blank, then the program issued a BIND RUN UNIT before moving its name to the name field in the
subschema control.

For SQL transactions, the RCM for the program initiating the transaction supplies the name of the program.
• TRANSACT ID

Specifies the unique identifier (LID) assigned to each transaction.
• LOCKS REQUESTED

Indicates the number of locks acquired by the transaction.
• SHARED LOCKS HELD

Indicates the number of shared locks held by the transaction at the time the transaction ended.
• EXCLUSIVE LOCKS HELD

Indicates the number of exclusive locks held by the transaction at the time the transaction ended.
• CALC RECORDS STORED ON TARGET/NOT STORED ON TARGET

Indicates the number of CALC records stored/not stored on their target page.
Interpretation: The ratio of CALC records stored on target to the total number stored (that is, hits plus overflows) is
the CALC cluster ratio. The ratio reflects the efficiency of the CALC algorithm. Ideally, the value should be 1, which
indicates no overflow. Values less than 1 or less than the norm indicate space utilization is getting high and database
tuning should be performed.

• VIA RECORDS STORED ON TARGET/NOT STORED ON TARGET
Identifies the number of VIA and/or DIRECT records stored/not stored on their target page.
Interpretation: The ratio of VIA records stored on target to the total number stored (that is, hits plus overflows) is the
VIA cluster ratio. The ratio reflects how well VIA records cluster around their owner. Ideally, the value should be 1,
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which indicates no overflow. Values less than 1 or less than the norm indicate very large data clusters, high utilization
of space, or small page size.

• RECORDS REQUESTED FROM DB
Indicates the number of database records requested by IDMSDBMS.

• RECORDS CURRENT OF TRANS
Indicates the number of times the current-of-transaction field in the subschema control block for the transaction was
updated.
Interpretation: The ratio of records requested to records current-of-transaction is the effectiveness ratio. The ratio
measures the amount of work CA IDMS/DB is doing for the programmer (that is, how many records the DBMS has to
examine to find the one requested). The information in JREPORT 002 indicates whether the ratio is constant for all
executions of the program or only for certain transactions.
The value should be as low as possible. If the value is high, examine set options (for example, sorted order) for
appropriateness. If the options are correct, examine the program logic for accurate use of currency.

• CALLS TO DB
Indicates the number of calls to IDMSDBMS issued by the transaction. Execution of each navigational DML request
involves one call; execution of each LRF and SQL request typically involves multiple calls.

• FRAGMENTS STORED
Indicates the number of noncontiguous segments (fragments) stored for variable-length records.
Interpretation: If the number of stored fragments is large or increasing, increase the page size to accommodate larger
records. The condition of the databases and areas involved with the program should be analyzed further with the
Database Analysis Utility (IDMSDBAN), described in Other CA IDMS Reporting Facilities.

• FRAGMENTS RETND
Indicates the number of records relocated from their home page.

JREPORT 003 - Program I/O Statistics
JREPORT 003, the Program I/O Statistics report:

• Lists every program for which activity is recorded in the journal file
• Provides information on the I/O services requested by and performed for each transaction associated with the

programs
• Extracts statistics from the ENDJ and ABRT journal records for each transaction.

The output is sorted by transaction identifier within program name.

The following report shows one page of a sample report:

Sample JREPORT 003:

 REPORT NO. 03                                     IDMS JOURNAL REPORT        Rnn.n                       mm/
dd/yy        PAGE      1
 JREPORT 003                                           PROGRAM I/O STATISTICS
                                                      ------------ PAGES -------------

     PROGRAM     NODE    TRANSACTION ID                    READ    WRITTEN  REQUESTED

     DBCRUPD   SYSTEM72         0043                          2          2          7
     DBCRUPD   SYSTEM72         0044                          2          2          7
     DBCRUPD   SYSTEM72         0045                          2          2          7
     DBCRUPD   SYSTEM72         0046                          2          2          7
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     DBCRUPD   SYSTEM72         0047                          2          2          7
     DBCRUPD   SYSTEM72         0048                          2          2          7
     DBCRUPD   SYSTEM72         0050                          2          2          7
     DBCRUPD   SYSTEM72         0051                          2          2          7
     DBCRUPD   SYSTEM72         0052                          2          2          7
     DBCRUPD   SYSTEM72         0053     ** ABORT **          2          1          4
     DBCRUPD   SYSTEM72         0054                          2          2          7
     DBCRUPD   SYSTEM72         0055                          2          2          7

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the Program I/O Statistics report follows:

• PROGRAM
Identifies the name of the program to which the information applies.

NOTE
For non-SQL transactions, the subschema control supplies the name of the program. If the program name
is blank, then the program issued a BIND RUN UNIT before moving its name to the name field in the
subschema control.

For SQL transactions, the RCM for the program initiating the transaction supplies the name of the program.
• NODE

Specifies the node name of the central version on which the transaction executed. If the journal being analyzed was
created in local mode, this field will contain *local*.

• TRANSACTION ID
Is the unique identifier (LID) assigned to each transaction associated with the program. Transactions that terminate
abnormally are flagged as ABORT.

• PAGES READ
Indicates the number of pages physically read from disk for the transaction.

• PAGES WRITTEN
Indicates the number of pages physically written to disk for the transaction. A page can be updated several times
before it is actually written back to the database.

• PAGES REQUESTED
Indicates the number of pages requested by IDMSDBMS (including pages found in a buffer). A page request does not
result in a page read if the page is in the buffer pool.
Interpretation: The ratio of pages requested to pages read is the buffer utilization ratio. It measures the effectiveness
of the buffer-pool size and design of the database (for example, CALC and VIA clustering). The higher the ratio the
better. Ratios consistently below 2.0 indicate that processing is random or that the buffer-pool size is too small. The
information in JREPORT 003 indicates whether the ratio is constant for all executions of the program or only for certain
transactions.

NOTE
The buffer utilization ratio may be artificially high for transactions that keep locks. IDMSDBMS cannot hold
a buffer while waiting for a lock; therefore, when locks are kept, IDMSDBMS must free and request a page
each time a lock is requested for which a wait must occur.

JREPORT 004 - Program Summary
JREPORT 004, the Program Summary report:
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• Lists every program for which activity is recorded in the journal file
• Provides summary information on the database processing activities of the program
• Compiles statistics from information extracted from the ENDJ and ABRT journal records for transactions associated

with each program
• Indicates the averages and ratios for all programs combined

The output is sorted by program name.

The following report shows one page of a sample report:

Sample JREPORT 004:

 REPORT NO. 04                                     IDMS JOURNAL REPORT        Rnn.n                     mm/
dd/yy       PAGE      1
 JREPORT 004                                              PROGRAM SUMMARY
                    ------------------- AVERAGES ------------------    --------------------------- RATIOS ------------------------

    PROGRAM    TIMES      PAGES      PAGES                 RECORDS        BUFFER                     CALC        SPACE         VIA
     NAME       RUN       READ      WRITTEN       CALLS   REQUESTED   UTILIZATION EFFECTIVENESS    CLUSTER    MANAGEMENT   CLUSTER

   DBCRUPD       881           2           2          15          12         4.03         2.99                    7.04         1.00
      TOTAL      881           2           2          15          12         4.03         2.99                    7.04         1.00

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the Program Summary report follows:

• PROGRAM NAME
Identifies the name of the program to which the information applies.

NOTE
For non-SQL transactions, the subschema control supplies the name of the program. If the program name
is blank, then the program issued a BIND RUN UNIT before moving its name to the name field in the
subschema control.

For SQL transactions, the RCM for the program initiating the transaction supplies the name of the program.
• TIMES RUN

Indicates the number of times the program was run.
• AVERAGES/ PAGES READ

Indicates the average number of pages physically read from disk for each run of the program.
• AVERAGES/ PAGES WRITTEN

Indicates the average number of pages physically written to disk for each run of the program.
• AVERAGES/ CALLS

Indicates the average number of calls to IDMSDBMS issued for each run of the program.
• AVERAGES/ RECORDS REQUESTED

Indicates the average number of database records requested by IDMSDBMS for each run of the program.
• RATIOS/ BUFFER UTILIZATION

Indicates the ratio of number of pages requested to pages read.
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Interpretation: This ratio indicates the effectiveness of the buffer-pool size and design of the database (for example,
CALC and VIA clustering). The higher the ratio, the better. Ratios consistently below 2.0 indicate that processing may
be random or that the buffer-pool size may be too small.
Particular attention should be given to frequently used programs. If the ratio for a program is below 2.0, users can look
at the statistics generated by JREPORT 003 to determine whether the number of pages requested and pages read
were constant for all executions of the program or only for certain transactions.

NOTE
The buffer utilization ratio may be artificially high for transactions that keep locks. IDMSDBMS cannot hold
a buffer while waiting for a lock; therefore, when locks are kept, IDMSDBMS must free and request a page
each time a lock is requested for which a wait must occur.

• RATIOS/ EFFECTIVENESS
Indicates the ratio of records requested to records made current-of-run-unit.
Interpretation: The effectiveness ratio indicates the amount of work CA IDMS/DB is doing for the programmer (that is,
how many records IDMSDBMS has to examine to find the one requested). The lower the ratio the better. If the ratio
is very high, examine set options (for example, sort order or next pointers only) for appropriateness. If the options are
correct, examine the program logic for accurate use of currency.

• RATIOS/ CALC CLUSTER
Indicates the ratio of the number of CALC records stored on their target page to the total stored (that is, hits plus
overflows). The ratio reflects the efficiency of the CALC algorithm.
Interpretation: The CALC cluster ratio is especially important when the database is loaded or restructured. Ideally, the
ratio should be 1, which indicates no overflow. Ratios less than 1 or less than the norm indicate that space utilization is
getting high and database tuning should be performed.

• RATIOS/ SPACE MANAGEMENT
Indicates the ratio of records requested by IDMSDBMS to pages read from the database.
Interpretation: The space management ratio measures how well space is allocated (for example, VIA options, CALC
distribution, and buffering). The higher the ratio the better. Ratios less than 4 or less than the norm indicate that the
size of the buffer should be increased and database tuning should be performed.

NOTE
The space management ratio may be artificially high for transactions that keep locks. IDMSDBMS cannot
hold a buffer while waiting for a lock; therefore, when locks are kept, IDMSDBMS must free and request a
page each time a lock is requested for which a wait must occur.

• RATIOS/ VIA CLUSTER
Specifies the ratio of VIA records stored on the same page as their owner to the total number of VIA records stored
(that is, hits plus overflows). The ratio reflects how well VIA records cluster around their owner.
Interpretation: The VIA cluster ratio gives an indication of VIA storage requirements and is an indirect measure of the
amount of space still available in the area. Ideally, the ratio should be 1, which indicates no overflow. Ratios less than 1
or less than the norm indicate very large data clusters, high utilization of space, or small page size. The cause may be
a database design in which there are too many VIA records (of a particular record type) or in which the VIA records are
too large.

JREPORT 005 - Detail Area/Transaction
JREPORT 005, the Detail Area/Transaction report:

• Lists every database area identified in the journal file
• Provides detailed information on transaction access to the area
• Extracts information from the BGIN, AREA, ENDJ, and ABRT journal records for each transaction

The output is sorted by transaction identifier within program name within area name.

The following report shows one page of a sample Detail Area/Transaction report:

Sample JREPORT 005:
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 REPORT NO. 05                                     IDMS JOURNAL REPORT        Rnn.n                       mm/
dd/yy        PAGE      1
 JREPORT 005                                            DETAIL AREA/TRANSACTION

            AREA NAME             PROGRAM NAME           NODE            TRANSACT ID         OPEN ACCESS         OPEN MODE

         ACCTHIST                   DBCRUPD            SYSTEM72               0043            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0044            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0045            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0046            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0047            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0048            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0050            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0051            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0052            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0053            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0054            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0055            SHARED             UPDATE

         BRNCHTEL                   DBCRUPD            SYSTEM72               0043            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0044            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0045            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0046            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0047            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0048            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0050            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0051            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0052            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0053            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0054            SHARED             UPDATE
                                                       SYSTEM72               0055            SHARED             UPDATE

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the Detail Area/Transaction report follows:

• AREA NAME
Specifies the subschema name of the area to which the access information applies.

• PROGRAM NAME
Specifies the name of each program that accesses the area.

NOTE
The subschema name field supplies the name of the program. If the program name is blank, then the
program issued a BIND RUN UNIT before moving its name to the subschema name field.

• NODE
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Specifies the node name of the central version on which the transaction executed. If the journal being analyzed was
created in local mode, this field will contain *local*.

• TRANSACT ID
Identifies the unique identifier (LID) assigned to each transaction associated with the program.

• OPEN ACCESS
Identifies area usage mode options that prevent update or retrieval of an area by other transaction executing
concurrently under the central version. Possible options are SHARED (default), PROTECTED, and EXCLUSIVE.

• OPEN MODE
Identifies the mode in which the transaction opened the area. Possible modes are:
– UPDATE - The transaction can issue all DML functions for records in the area
– RETRIEVAL - The transaction cannot issue DML or DDL requests that result in updates to data in the area

JREPORT 006 - Detail Program/Area
JREPORT 006, the Detail Program/Area report:

• Lists every program for which activity is recorded in the journal file
• Provides detailed information on the areas accessed by each transaction associated with the programs
• Extracts information from the BGIN, AREA, ENDJ, and ABRT journal records for each transaction

With this report, you can identify what areas are used exclusively by certain programs and are therefore not available to
concurrently running programs. The output is sorted by area name within transaction identifier within program name.

The following report shows one page of a sample Detail Program/Area report:

Sample JREPORT 006:

 REPORT NO. 06                                     IDMS JOURNAL REPORT        Rnn.n                       mm/
dd/yy        PAGE      1
 JREPORT 006                                            DETAIL PROGRAM/AREA

         PROGRAM NAME           NODE           TRANSACT ID             AREA NAME              OPEN ACCESS         OPEN MODE

           DBCRUPD            SYSTEM72               0043          ACCTHIST                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0043          BRNCHTEL                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0044          ACCTHIST                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0044          BRNCHTEL                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0045          ACCTHIST                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0045          BRNCHTEL                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0046          ACCTHIST                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0046          BRNCHTEL                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0047          ACCTHIST                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0047          BRNCHTEL                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0048          ACCTHIST                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0048          BRNCHTEL                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0050          ACCTHIST                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0050          BRNCHTEL                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0051          ACCTHIST                    SHARED             UPDATE
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                              SYSTEM72               0051          BRNCHTEL                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0052          ACCTHIST                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0052          BRNCHTEL                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0053          ACCTHIST                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0053          BRNCHTEL                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0054          ACCTHIST                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0054          BRNCHTEL                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0055          ACCTHIST                    SHARED             UPDATE
                              SYSTEM72               0055          BRNCHTEL                    SHARED             UPDATE

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the Detail Program/Area report follows:

• PROGRAM NAME
Identifies the name of the program to which the information applies.

NOTE
The subschema name field supplies the name of the program. If the program name is blank, then the
program issued a BIND RUN UNIT before moving its name to the subschema name field.

• NODE
Specifies the node name of the central version on which the transaction executed. If the journal being analyzed was
created in local mode, this field will contain *local*.

• TRANSACT ID
Identifies the unique identifier (LID) assigned to each transaction associated with the program.

• AREA NAME
Identifies the subschema name of each area accessed by the transaction.

• OPEN ACCESS
Identifies the area usage mode options that prevent update or retrieval of an area by other transactions executing
concurrently under the central version. Possible options are SHARED (default), PROTECTED, and EXCLUSIVE.

• OPEN MODE
Identifies the mode in which the transaction opened the area. Possible modes are:
– UPDATE - The transaction can issue all DML functions for records in the area
– RETRIEVAL - The transaction cannot issue DML or DDL requests that result in updates to data in the area

JREPORT 007 - Area Summary
JREPORT 007, the Area Summary report:

• Lists every area identified in the journal file
• Provides summary information on program access to the area
• Extracts statistics from the BGIN, AREA, ENDJ, and ABRT journal records for each transaction
• Indicates the total number of times all areas were readied in each mode.

The output is sorted by program name within area name.

The following report shows one page of a sample Area Summary report:

Sample JREPORT 007:
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 REPORT NO. 07                                     IDMS JOURNAL REPORT        Rnn.n                     mm/
dd/yy       PAGE     1
 JREPORT 007                                                AREA SUMMARY

                                                             --------- RETRIEVAL ---------    ---------- UPDATE ----------
                  AREA NAME       PROGRAM NAME               SHARED   EXCLUSIVE  PROTECTED    SHARED   EXCLUSIVE  PROTECTED

              ACCTHIST              DBCRUPD                                                     881

              BRNCHTEL              DBCRUPD                                                     881
                                                                                              _______
 TOTAL FOR ALL AREAS                                                                           1762

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the Area Summary report follows:

• AREA NAME
Identifies the subschema name of the area to which the information applies.

• PROGRAM NAME
Identifies the name of each program that accesses the area.

NOTE
For non-SQL transactions, the subschema control supplies the name of the program. If the program name
is blank, then the program issued a BIND RUN UNIT before moving its name to the name field in the
subschema control.

For SQL transactions, the RCM for the program initiating the transaction supplies the name of the program.
• SHARED RETRIEVAL

Indicates the number of times transactions associated with the program readied the area in shared retrieval mode.
• EXCLUSIVE RETRIEVAL

Indicates the number of times transactions associated with the program readied the area in exclusive retrieval mode.
• PROTECTED RETRIEVAL

Indicates the number of times transactions associated with the program readied the area in protected retrieval mode.
• SHARED UPDATE

Indicates the number of times transactions associated with the program readied the area in shared update mode.
• EXCLUSIVE UPDATE

Indicates the number of times transactions associated with the program readied the area in exclusive update mode.
• PROTECTED UPDATE

Indicates the number of times transactions associated with the program readied the area in protected update mode.

JREPORT 008 - Formatted Record Dump
JREPORT 008, the Formatted Record Dump:
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• Produces a formatted dump of TIME, BGIN, AREA, COMT, ENDJ, ABRT, BFOR, and AFTR journal records, allowing
the user to inspect the entire contents of the journal file.

• Provides a character and hexadecimal dump of the user record portion of BFOR and AFTR journal entries.
• Provides a character and hexadecimal dump of the distributed checkpoint journal records, as well as formats the

distributed transaction ID.
• Includes JSEG (journal segment) dumps in character and hexadecimal format. For the layout of the JSEG journal

header record, see DSECT #JTRDS in the CA IDMS DSECT Reference section.

The following report shows one page from a sample Formatted Record Dump:

REPORT NO. 08                                     IDMS JOURNAL REPORT        Rnn.n                      mm/
dd/yy       PAGE     8
JREPORT 008                                           FORMATTED RECORD DUMP
                                                                                                          TRANSACT         LOCAL
JOURNAL    NODE      UTC         UTC         JOURNAL       TRANSACT    PG   PROGRAM   LOCAL      LOCAL    QUIESCE           TASK
 RECORD    NAME      DATE        TIME        SEQUENCE         ID      GRP     NAME     DATE       TIME     LEVEL             ID

  DFGT   TECHDC70  mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ss            1161
          DTRID-BID  TECHDC70::016529322EF64F26-0165292E9B89C601

           JOURNAL RECORD

               CHAR       DFGT     Y          TECHDC70    TECHDC70     6|       F -
               ZONE   0500CCCE06233E9B00000008ECCCCCFF3600ECCCCCFF06232F42062298C06000000005000500050000000500
               NUMR   080046731592288C00000049353843709700353843701592E6F6159EB96100A0000004000400040000000800
                     01...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40....5...50....5...60....5...70....5...80....5...

  TIME   TECHDC70  mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht            1162                             mm/
dd/yy hh.mm.ss.ht

  BGIN   TECHDC70  mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht            1163         930        MBINDSBO mm/
dd/yy hh.mm.ss.ht      1  DBDC         281
         USER ID                EXTERNAL ID
         USERA01                BILL2007

  AREA   TECHDC70  mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht            1164         930
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           EMP-DEMO-
REGION      75001 LOW PAGE             75050 HIGH PAGE                     SHARED ACCESS    UPDATE

  AREA   TECHDC70  mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht            1165         930
           INS-DEMO-
REGION      75101 LOW PAGE             75125 HIGH PAGE                     SHARED ACCESS    UPDATE

  AREA   TECHDC70  mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht            1166         930
           ORG-DEMO-
REGION      75151 LOW PAGE             75175 HIGH PAGE                     SHARED ACCESS    UPDATE

  BFOR   TECHDC70  mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht            1167         930

          THIS IS A NATIVE IDMS RECORD
       16  PG DISPLACEMENT         72 PREFIX LENGTH
      415  USER RECORD ID         188 USER RECD LENGTH        35 VERB NUMBER

        USER RECORD   DB KEY 0124FF01     (PAGE      75007 LINE     1)  DISPLACEMENT OF CALL 31C6

               CHAR                                                                           0023KATHERINE O'HEARN
               ZONE   02F002F002000220029002F0029002900260026002F002F002F002F002F002F002000200FFFFDCECCDCDC4D7CCCDD4444444
               NUMR   14F814F01551150115E114A2156A15621522152114F314F214F614F714F114F115AA15EF002321385995506D851950000000
                     01...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40....5...50....5...60....5...70....5...80....5...90....5...00

               CHAR    12 EAST SPEEN ST    NATICK         MA02364    609222191901019556712780504000000540407
               ZONE   4FF4CCEE4EDCCD4EE4444DCECCD444444444DCFFFFF4444FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF00
               NUMR   0120512302755502300005139320000000004102364000060922219190101955671278050400000054040700
                    101...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40....5...50....5...60....5...70....5...80....5...

  AFTR   TECHDC70  mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ss            1168         930
          THIS IS A NATIVE IDMS RECORD
       16  PG DISPLACEMENT         72 PREFIX LENGTH
      415  USER RECORD ID         188 USER RECD LENGTH        35 VERB NUMBER
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        USER RECORD   DB KEY 0124FF01     (PAGE      75007 LINE     1)  DISPLACEMENT OF CALL 3204

               CHAR                                                                           0023KATHERINE O'HEARN
               ZONE   02F002F002000220029002F0029002900260026002F002F002F002F002F002F002000200FFFFDCECCDCDC4D7CCCDD4444444
               NUMR   14F814F01551150115E114A2156A15621522152114F314F214F614F714F114F115AA15EF002321385995506D851950000000
                     01...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40....5...50....5...60....5...70....5...80....5...90....5...00

               CHAR    12 EAST SPEEN ST    NATICK         MA02364    609222191901019556712780504000000540407
               ZONE   4FF4CCEE4EDCCD4EE4444DCECCD444444444DCFFFFF4444FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF00
               NUMR   0120512302755502300005139320000000004102364000060922219190101955671278050400000054040700
                    101...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40....5...50....5...60....5...70....5...80....5...
Sample JREPORT 008:

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the Formatted Record Dump follows:

• JOURNAL RECORD
Identifies the type of journal record (TIME, BGIN, AREA, COMT, ENDJ, ABRT, BFOR, or AFTR).

• NODE NAME
Specifies the node name of the central version on which the transaction executed. If the journal being analyzed was
created in local mode, this field will contain *local*.

• UTC DATE
Identifies the UTC date on which the journal record was written to the journal file (TIME record only) or placed into the
journal buffer (all other records). The date is given in the same form as LOCAL DATE.

• UTC TIME
Identifies the UTC time at which the journal record was written to the journal file (TIME record only) or placed into the
journal buffer (all other records). The time is given in the same form as LOCAL TIME.

• JOURNAL SEQUENCE
Identifies the sequence number assigned to the journal record.

• TRANSACT ID
Identifies the unique identifier (LID) assigned to the transaction for which the journal record was written.

• VERB NUM.
(BFOR and AFTR records only) Identifies the function code of the navigational DML verb issued by an application
program or the SQL or LRF runtime processor.

• PG GRP
(AREA, BFOR and AFTR records only) Identifies the page group associated with the area in which the user record is
stored.

• PROGRAM NAME
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(BGIN, COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT records only) Identifies the name of the program with which the transaction is
associated.

• LOCAL DATE
Identifies the date on which the journal record was either written to the journal file (TIME record only) or placed into the
journal buffer (BGIN, COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT records only). The date is given in the form mm/dd/yy, where mm is the
month, dd is the day, and yy is the last two digits of the year.

• LOCAL TIME
Identifies the time at which the journal record was either written to the journal file (TIME record only) or placed into
the journal buffer (BGIN, COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT records only). The time is given in the form hhmmssht, where hh is
hours on a 24-hour clock, mm is minutes, ss is seconds, and ht is hundredths of a second.

• TRANSACT QUIESCE LEVEL
(BGIN, COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT records only) Identifies the number of open transactions after the journal record was
written to the journal file.

• LOCAL TASK ID
(BGIN, COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT records only) Is the identifier consisting of a 4-character name that designates the
originating interface (for example, BATC, DBDC, or CICS) and a numeric identifier assigned to the transaction by the
interface.

• USER ID
The user ID of the user signed on who executed the application causing the BGIN to be written.

• EXTERNAL ID
The external identity of the user signed on to web based application. This field and title will not be displayed if the
external identity is equal to spaces.

• CALLS TO DB
(COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT records only) Indicates the number of calls to IDMSDBMS issued by the transaction.
Execution of each navigational DML request involves one call; execution of each LRF or SQL request typically involves
multiple calls. On COMT checkpoints, this value is a running total for the transaction.

• PAGES REQUESTED
(COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT records only) Indicates the number of pages requested by the transaction (including
pages found in a buffer). A page request does not result in a page read if the page is in the buffer pool. On COMT
checkpoints, this value is a running total for the transaction.

• PAGES READ
(COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT records only) Indicates the number of pages physically read from disk. On COMT
checkpoints, this value is a running total for the transaction.

• PAGES WRITTEN
(COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT records only) Indicates the number of pages physically written to disk. On COMT
checkpoints, this value is a running total for the transaction.

• RECDS REQUESTED
(COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT records only) Indicates the number of database records requested by IDMSDBMS for the
transaction. On COMT checkpoints, this value is a running total for the transaction.

• RECORDS UPDATED
(COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT records only) Indicates the number of records updated by the transaction. On COMT
checkpoints, this value is a running total for the transaction.

• CURRENT OF TR
(COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT records only) Indicates the number of times the current-of-transaction field in the
subschema control block for the transaction was updated. On COMT checkpoints, this value is a running total for the
transaction.

• CALC ON TARGET
(COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT records only) Identifies the number of CALC records stored on their target page. On COMT
checkpoints, this value is a running total for the transaction.

• CALC NOT TARGET
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(COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT records only) Identifies the number of CALC records not stored on their target page. On
COMT checkpoints, this value is a running total for the transaction.

• VIA ON TARGET
(COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT records only) Identifies the number of VIA and/or DIRECT records stored on their target
page. On COMT checkpoints, this value is a running total for the transaction.

• VIA NOT TARGET
(COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT records only) Identifies the number of VIA and/or DIRECT records not stored on their target
page. On COMT checkpoints, this value is a running total for the transaction.

• FRAGMNTS STORED
(COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT records only) Identifies the number of noncontiguous segments stored for variable-length
records. On COMT checkpoints, this value is a running total for the transaction.

• RECDS RELOCATED
(COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT records only) Identifies the number of records relocated from their home page. On COMT
checkpoints, this value is a running total for the transaction.

• LOCKS REQUESTED
(COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT records only) Indicates the number of locks acquired by the transaction. On COMT
checkpoints, this value is a running total for the transaction.

• SHARED LOCKS
(COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT records only) Indicates the number of shared locks held by the transaction at the time the
checkpoint record was written.

• EXCLUSIVE LOCKS
(COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT records only) Indicates the number of exclusive locks held by the transaction at the time the
checkpoint record was written.

• Area name
(AREA records only) Identifies the name of the area for which the checkpoint record was written.

• LOW PAGE
(AREA records only) Identifies the page number of the first page in the area.

• HIGH PAGE
(AREA records only) Identifies the page number of the last page in the area.

• Open access
(AREA records only) Identifies the mode in which the transaction accessed the area (SHARED, PROTECTED, or
EXCLUSIVE).

• Open mode
(AREA records only) Identifies the mode in which the transaction opened the area (RETRIEVAL or UPDATE).

• THIS IS A NATIVE IDMS RECORD
(BFOR and AFTR records only) Indicates that the user record is a CA IDMS/DB database record. For native VSAM
records, this field reads THIS IS A NATIVE VSAM RECORD.

• PG DISPLACEMENT
(BFOR and AFTR records only) Specifies the location of the user record occurrence relative to the beginning of the
database page (given as a decimal offset).

• PREFIX LENGTH
(BFOR and AFTR records only) Specifies the length in bytes of the prefix portion of the user record.

• USER RECORD ID
(BFOR and AFTR records only) Indicates the record id of the user record. An asterisk following the record id indicates
that this is a logically deleted record.

• USER RECD LNGTH
(BFOR and AFTR records only) Specifies the length in bytes of the entire user record (prefix and data portion) as
found in the database record line index.

• VERB NUMBER
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(BFOR and AFTR records only) Specifies the function code of the navigational DML verb issued by an application
program or the SQL or LRF runtime processor.

• USER RECORD DB KEY
(BFOR and AFTR records only) Specifies the database key of the user record occurrence in hexadecimal format.

• PAGE/LINE
(BFOR and AFTR records only) Specifies the page and line number, in decimal format, of the database key of the user
record occurrence.

• DISPLACEMENT OF CALL
(BFOR and AFTR records only) Specifies a trace entry indicating the IDMSDBMS routine that issued the database call
(for CA internal use only).

• CHAR
Identifies the contents of the user record in decimal (display) format.

• ZONE NUMR
Identifies the contents of the user record in hexadecimal format.

• SPANNED OFFSET
(Not on sample report) Indicates that the journal entry is a continuation of the previous BFOR or AFTR image for the
transaction. The number is the displacement of this portion of the record image relative to the entire image.

• DTRID-BID
(DIND, DCOM, DBAK, DPND, and DFGT records only) Identifies the distributed transaction identifier (DTRID) and the
branch identifier (BID) of the top-level branch of the distributed transaction for which the journal record was written.

JREPORT 009 - User ID
JREPORT 009, the User ID report enables compliance and audit reporting. JREPORT 009:

• Lists the user ID from every transaction with the date, time, and program associated with that transaction.
• Considerations:

– If you want to capture information on retrieval only transactions, you must specify JOURNAL RETRIEVAL.
– If you want to capture information from local batch jobs, you must capture the journal records (many sites take a

backup of their database for recovery purposes when running a local mode update job rather than writing the local
mode journal file.)

– Many CICS applications or web-based applications capture the user ID on the client side of the application and use
a generic user ID to access the data from the database. In these cases, the generic user ID is captured in the BGIN
checkpoint record.

The following report shows one page from a sample User ID report:

Sample JREPORT 009:

REPORT NO. 09                           IDMS JOURNAL REPORTS       Rnn.n                     mm/
dd/yy      PAGE    1
JREPORT 009                                 USER ID JOURNAL REPORT
         USER              UTC         UTC       TRANSACT   PROGRAM    LOCAL       LOCAL
          ID               DATE        TIME         ID        NAME      DATE        TIME

  USERA01                mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht           5  RHDCRUAL  mm/dd/
yy  hh.mm.ss.ht
  USER ID NOT CAPTURED   mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht           6  IDMSDDDL  mm/dd/
yy  hh.mm.ss.ht
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  USERA01                mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht           7  RHDCRUAL  mm/dd/
yy  hh.mm.ss.ht
  NO USER SIGNON         mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht           8  RHDCRUAL  mm/dd/
yy  hh.mm.ss.ht
  USERA01                mm/dd/yy  hh.mm.ss.ht           1  WFAUPDAT  mm/dd/
yy  hh.mm.ss.ht
  C750009 RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 09 --           8

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the User ID report follows:

• USER ID
Identifies the user ID of the user who executed the application that created the BGIN checkpoint record. The user ID is
reported on as follows:
– If JREPORT 009 is run against journal files created prior to r16 SP4 (the user ID is not present in the BGIN),

JREPORT 009 displays USER ID NOT CAPTURED.
– If JREPORT 009 is run against journal files created after r16 SP4, but the user does not signon, the user ID field in

the BGIN is filled with spaces, and JREPORT 009 displays NO USER SIGNON.
• UTC DATE

Identifies the UTC date on which the journal record was written to the journal file. The date is given in the same form
as LOCAL DATE.

• UTC TIME
Identifies the UTC time at which the journal record was written to the journal file. The date is given in the same form as
LOCAL TIME.

• TRANSACT ID
Identifies the unique identifier (LID) assigned to the transaction for which the journal record was written.

• PROGRAM NAME
Identifies the name of the program with which the transaction is associated.

• LOCAL DATE
Identifies the date on which the journal record was placed into the journal buffer. The date is given in the form mm/dd/
yy, where mm is the month, dd is the day, and yy is the last two digits of the year.

• LOCAL TIME
Identifies the time at which the journal record was placed into the journal buffer. The time is given in the form
hh.mm.ss.ht, where hh is hours on a 24-hour clock, mm is minutes, ss is seconds, and ht is hundredths of a second.

JREPORT 010 - External User Identity
JREPORT 010, the External User Identity report enables compliance and audit reporting. JREPORT 010:

• Lists the user ID from every transaction with the external user ID, program name, date and time associated with that
transaction.

• Considerations:
– If you want to capture information on retrieval only transactions, you must specify JOURNAL RETRIEVAL.
– If this transaction was the result of a web-based application and if CA SiteMinder (or similar product) is being used

and it passes the identity of the user signed on the web-based application, the EXT ID field on the report will contain
the external user identity. If no external user identity was passed, or the BGIN record was the result of other than a
web-based application, the EXT ID field will contain the text 'EXT ID NOT CAPTURED'.

The following report shows one page from a sample External User Identity report:
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Sample JREPORT 010:

REPORT NO. 10             IDMS JOURNAL REPORTS               R16.0
JREPORT 010        EXTERNAL USER IDENTITY JOURNAL REPORT
  USER              EXT        TRANSACT   PROGRAM   LOCAL    LOCAL
   ID               ID          IDX       NAME      DATE     TIME

USERA01             JACK2006          5   IDMSJDBC  06/01/07 14.19.29.66
USER ID NOT CAP.    EXT ID NOT CAP.   6   IDMSDDDL  06/01/07 14.19.29.67
USERB01             EXT ID NOT CAP.   7   RHDCRUAL  06/01/07 14.19.29.68
NO USER SIGNON      EXT ID NOT CAP.   8   RHDCRUAL  06/01/07 14.19.29.69
USERC01             SUSAN888          9   JAVAPROG  06/01/07 14.19.29.70
C750009 RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 10 --  8 Figure 8-10. Sample JREPORT 010

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the External User Identity report follows:

• USER ID
Identifies the user ID of the user who executed the application that created the BGIN checkpoint record. The user ID is
reported on as follows:
– If JREPORT 010 is run against journal files created prior to r16 SP4 (the user ID is not present in the BGIN),

JREPORT 010 displays 'USER ID NOT CAPTURED'.
– If JREPORT 010 is run against journal files created from r16 SP4, or later but prior to the IDMS Server r16.1 or prior

to r16 SP6 (the user ID is present in the BGIN but the External user ID is not), and the user does not signon, the
user ID field in the BGIN is filled with spaces, and JREPORT 010 displays NO USER SIGNON.

• EXT ID
Identifies the external user ID of the user signed on to the web-based application that has caused the application that
created the BGIN checkpoint record on the backend system - if that external user ID was passed to the backend IDMS
system. The external user ID is reported on as follows:
– If JREPORT 010 is run against journal files created prior to IDMS Server r16.1 or IDMS SP6 (the external user ID is

not present in the BGIN), JREPORT 010 displays 'EXT ID NOT CAPTURED'. displays spaces for the external user
id.

– If JREPORT 010 is run against journal files created after IDMS Server r16.1 or after IDMS r16 SP6. JREPORT 010
will display the contents of the external user ID field in the BGIN checkpoint which will be the external user identity
passed from the web- based application or spaces.

• TRANSACT IDX
Identifies the unique identifier (LID) assigned to the transaction for which the journal record was written.

• PROGRAM NAME
Identifies the name of the backend program with which the transaction is associated.

• LOCAL DATE
Identifies the date on which the journal record was placed into the journal buffer. The date is given in the format mm/
dd/yy, where mm is the month, dd is the day, and yy is the last two digits of the year.

• LOCAL TIME
Identifies the time at which the journal record was placed into the journal buffer. The time is given in the form
hh.mm.ss.ht, where hh is hours on a 24-hour clock, mm is minutes, ss is seconds, and ht is hundredths of a second.
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JREPORT 011 - Count By Journal Record Type Report
JREPORT 011, the count by journal record type report:

• Lists every journal record type found in an archive journal file
• Provides a count of each record type and a total count of all records

The report is sorted by journal record type.

The following report shows a sample Count By Journal Record Type report:

Sample JREPORT 011:

REPORT NO. 11        IDMS JOURNAL REPORTS  R16.0    01/11/07 PAGE 1
JREPORT 011    COUNT BY JOURNAL RECORD TYPE REPORT
       TYPE               DESCRIPTION             COUNT

       ABRT          ABORT                             0
       AFTR          AFTER                           617
       AREA          AREA                             42
       BFOR          BEFORE                          621
       BGIN          BEGIN                            22
       COMT          COMMIT                            0
       DBAK          DISTRIBUTED BACKOUT               0
       DCOM          DISTRIBUTED COMMIT                0
       DFGT          DISTRIBUTED FORGET                0
       DIND          DISTRIBUTED IN DOUBT              0
       DPND          DISTRIBUTED PENDING               0
       DSEG          DUMMY SEGMENT                     1
       ENDJ          END JOB                          23
       JSEG          JOURNAL SEGMENT                   3
       JSGX          JOURNAL SEGMENT EXT               0
       RTSV          ROLLBACK TO SAVEPOINT             0
       TIME          TIME                            126
       USERUSER      JOURNAL RECORD                    0
                     UNKNOWN                           0
                     TOTAL RECORD COUNT            1,455
C750009 RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 11 -- 23 Figure 9-11. Sample JREPORT 011

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the Count By Journal Record Type report follows:

• TYPE
Specifies the journal record type.

• DESCRIPTION
Provides a text description of the journal record type.

• COUNT
The number of records of the specific journal record type.
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CA IDMS/DB SQL Dictionary Reports -- QREPORTS
CA IDMS/DB SQL Dictionary Reports present information about entities defined to CA IDMS/DB using SQL commands.
These reports provide Database Administrators with detailed information about the contents of the SQL Dictionary, and
allow application programmers to obtain selected information from the SQL Dictionary.

QREPORTS consist of CA Culprit for CA IDMS syntax that is stored in either a partitioned data set or as modules of
language CULPRIT in the CA IDMS/DB Integrated Data Dictionary. You can execute them, one at a time, by submitting
a CA Culprit for CA IDMS job in batch. Because each QREPORT has its own unique SQL Select clause for database
retrieval, each report must be run separately.

You submit QREPORTS using the USE parameter. Enclosing the report name in double quotes on a CA Culprit for CA
IDMS USE statement has a very explicit meaning. The syntax USE "QRPT001" tells CA Culprit for CA IDMS to read the
highest version of module QRPT001 with language CULPRIT from the CA IDMS/DB IDD.

The syntax USE QRPT001 (without double quotes) tells CA Culprit for CA IDMS to read the QRPT001 member from the
partitioned dataset named by the CULLIB DD statement in the JCL.

The optional WITH VALUES clause of the USE syntax allows you to override the default values of symbolic parameters
embedded in the QREPORT syntax. Since the reports are coded with the LIKE predicate, wildcards may be used when
specifying these symbolic parameters. If wildcards are not used, however, the LIKE behaves as the equivalent of a
comparison using an equal sign, with the restriction that the lengths of the two values being compared must be identical.
Each QREPORT is documented with the symbolic parameters available and their lengths. For more information on the
LIKE predicate, see the CA IDMS SQL Reference.

There are eight available CA IDMS/DB Dictionary Reports: QREPORTs 001 through 008.

Summary Table

The following table lists the QREPORTS in order by report module number:

QREPORT Module Report Title

001 SQL Column Name Report
002 SQL Table Information Report
003 SQL Schema Information Report
004 SQL Access Module Information Report
005 SQL Table Access Report
006 SQL Table Syntax Report
007 SQL Table Index Report
008 SQL Table Constraint Report

QREPORT 001 -SQL Column Name Report
QREPORT 001, the Column Name Report, provides detailed information on each SQL column selected. The tabular
report format lists the column names in alphabetical order.

QREPORT 001 is useful when you need to find out which tables contain a specific SQL column. It also lists the important
attributes of each column.

Symbolic Parameter Overrides

• REQUESTED_DICTIONARY (&&1)
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Specify the 1 to 8 character name of a specific dictionary.
• REQUESTED_SCHEMA (&&2)

Specify the 1 to 18 character name of a specific SQL schema.
• REQUESTED_COLUMN (&&3)

Specify the 1 to 32 character name of a specific column or use a like-predicate pattern to request more than one
column.

Job Submission

This syntax will list all of the columns from the SYSTEM schema of the TSTDICT SQL dictionary.

 DATABASE DICTNAME=dictionary-name
 USE "QRPT001"  WITH VALUES (REQUESTED_DICTIONARY='TSTDICT'
                             REQUESTED_SCHEMA='SYSTEM            '
                             REQUESTED_COLUMN='%')
 

Sample QREPORT 001:

 QREPORT 001                                 SQL  COLUMN NAME  REPORT                   
            mm/dd/yy       PAGE      3
 
 
                                                                                
 COLUMN / NULL               COL NUM
                                  SCHEMA NAME /       DATATYPE /                       
 INTERNAL  DEFAULT      IN
  COLUMN NAME                     TABLE NAME          NULL ATTR.   PREC. SCALE   OFFSET 
 LENGTH    VALUE      TABLE
  ───────────                     ─────────────       ───────────  ───── ─────   ────── 
 ──────   ───────     ──────
 
NUMBER                            SYSTEM              SMALLINT       15            130  
     2      NO            5
                                  RESOURCE            NOT NULL
 
NUMBLOCKS                         SYSTEM              INTEGER        31             92  
     4      NO            9
                                  JOURNAL             NOT NULL
 
NUMBUFFERS                        SYSTEM              SMALLINT       15             94  
     2      NO            9
                                  DMCL                NOT NULL
 
NUMCOLS                           SYSTEM              SMALLINT       15            162  
     2      NO           26
                                  TABLE               NOT NULL
 
NUMCOLUMNS                        SYSTEM              SMALLINT       15            116  
     2      NO            8
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                                  CONSTRAINT          NOT NULL
 
NUMCOLUMNS                        SYSTEM              SMALLINT       15             92  
     2      NO            8
                                  INDEX               NOT NULL
 
NUMDADS                           SYSTEM              SMALLINT       15             96  
     2      NO           12
                                  SEGMENT             NOT NULL
 
NUMDBNAMES                        SYSTEM              SMALLINT       15             62  
     2      NO            7
                                  DBTABLE             NOT NULL
 
NUMFILEMAPS                       SYSTEM              SMALLINT       15             96  
     2      NO           11
                                  AREA                NULLS ALLOWED                 95  
     1
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in QREPORT 001 follows:

COLUMN NAME The name of the column included in the schema table.

SCHEMA NAME / TABLE NAME The schema and table name associated with the column.

DATATYPE / NULL ATTR. The data type of the named column, and an indicator to specify whether the column can or
cannot contain null values.

PREC. The number of digits in a numeric value.

SCALE The number of digits to the right of the decimal point in a numeric value.

COLUMN / OFFSET The offset within a row to the data for the named column and the offset within a row to the null
indicator value for the column. Offsets are relative to zero.

NULL INTERNAL LENGTH The internal length of the data for the named column and the internal length of the null
indicator value for the column.

DEFAULT VALUE Indicates whether the WITH DEFAULT clause was specified for the column.

COL NUM IN TABLE The relative position of the column in the table.

QREPORT 002 -Table and Column Report
QREPORT 002, the Table and Column Report, provides detailed information on each SQL Table selected, and also lists
summary information on each column contained in the table.

This information is especially useful to application developers who need to know the names and attributes of each column
in a table.

Symbolic Parameter Overrides

• REQUESTED_DICTIONARY (&&1)
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Specify the 1 to 8 character name of a specific dictionary.
• REQUESTED_SCHEMA (&&2)

Specify the 1 to 18 character name of a specific SQL schema, or use a like-predicate pattern to request more than one
schema.

• CREATED_BY (&&3)
Specify the 1 to 18 character name of a specific user or use a like-predicate pattern to request more than one user.

• REQUESTED_TABLE (&&4)
Specify the 1 to 18 character name of a specific table or use a like-predicate pattern to request more than one table.

Job Submission

The following syntax will produce an SQL Table Report for the SYSTEM.COLUMN table that resides in dictionary
TSTDICT.

 DATABASE DICTNAME=dictionary-name
 USE "QRPT002"  WITH VALUES (REQUESTED_DICTIONARY='TSTDICT'
                             REQUESTED_SCHEMA='SYSTEM            '
                             CREATED_BY='%'
                             REQUESTED_TABLE='COLUMN            ')
 

Sample QREPORT 002:

   QREPORT 002                          SQL TABLE INFORMATION              mm/dd/yy     
       PAGE    1
 
                                        SCHEMA NAME: SYSTEM
                                         TABLE NAME: COLUMN
 
 
 
      TIMESTAMP:        yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm      TABLE OWNER:  MET
      DATE CREATED:     yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm      BY USER:      MET
      DATE LAST USED:   yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm      BY USER:      MET
 
 
      SEGMENT NAME:     SYSCAT                TABLE ID:      1028            TABLE
 LENGTH:          184
      AREA NAME:        DDLCAT                TABLE TYPE:   TABLE            DATA 
 LENGTH:          164
                                              LOC. MODE:    CLUSTERED        PREFIX
 LENGTH:          20
      PUT ROUTINE:                            COMPRESS:     NO               CONTROL
 LENGTH:         36
      GET ROUTINE:                            FORMAT:       FIXED            FIXED
 LENGTH:          164
                                              UPDATABLE:                     SECTION
 LENGTH:          0
                                              CHECKOPT:                      NUMBER OF
 SYNTAX:        0
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      NUMBER OF COLUMNS:             19                                     
 DISPLACEMENT:            0
      NUMBER OF INDEXES:              0                                      ESTIMATED
 ROWS:          0
      NUMBER OF TIMES REFERENCED:     0                                      NUMBER
 PAGES:           41
      REFERENCES TO OTHER TABLES:     2                                      NUMBER
 ROWS:           516
                                                                             ROWS PER
 PAGE:           0
 
 
 COL                                                               COLUMN  COLUMN  
 DEFAULT
 NUM    COLUMN NAME                        DATATYPE   PREC. SCALE  OFFSET  LENGTH   
 VALUE    NULL ATTR.
 ---    -----------                        --------   ----- -----  ------  ------  
 -------   ----------
 
   1  NAME                              CHARACTER                      0      32      NO
      NOT NULL
   2  NUMBER                            SMALLINT       15             32       2      NO
      NOT NULL
   3  SCHEMA                            CHARACTER                     34      18      NO
      NOT NULL
   4  TABLE                             CHARACTER                     52      18      NO
      NOT NULL
   5  TYPE                              CHARACTER                     70      18      NO
      NOT NULL
   6  TYPECODE                          SMALLINT       15             88       2      NO
      NOT NULL
   7  PRECISION                         SMALLINT       15             90       2      NO
      NOT NULL
   8  SCALE                             SMALLINT       15             92       2      NO
      NOT NULL
   9  NULLS                             CHARACTER                     94       1      NO
      NOT NULL
  10  DEFAULT                           CHARACTER                     95       1      NO
      NOT NULL
  11  VOFFSET                           SMALLINT       15             96       2      NO
      NOT NULL
  12  VLENGTH                           SMALLINT       15             98       2      NO
      NOT NULL
  13  NOFFSET                           SMALLINT       15            100       2      NO
      NOT NULL
  14  NLENGTH                           SMALLINT       15            102       2      NO
      NOT NULL
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  15  NUMVALUES                         INTEGER        31            104       4      NO
      NOT NULL
  16  SECLOWVAL                         BINARY                       108       8      NO
      NOT NULL
  17  SECHIGHVAL                        BINARY                       116       8      NO
      NOT NULL
  18  PROCPARMTYPE                      CHARACTER                    124       1      NO
      NOT NULL
  19  FILLER                            BINARY                       125      39      NO
      NOT NULL
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in QREPORT 002 follows:

• SCHEMA NAME
The name of the schema.

• TABLE NAME
The name of the table.

• TIMESTAMP
Table timestamp, used for synchronization with access module definitions.

• TABLE OWNER
The owner of the schema in which this table resides.

• DATE CREATED, BY USER
The userid of the person who submitted the SQL CREATE TABLE DDL, and the date and time the table was created.

• DATE LAST UPDATED, BY USER
The userid of the person who last altered the table definition, and the date and time it occurred.

• SEGMENT NAME
Name of the segment associated with the area where table rows are stored.

• TABLE ID
Internal table identifier which identifies the rows of the table within an area.

• TABLE LENGTH
The total length of a row of tables.

• AREA NAME
Name of area where table rows are stored.

• TABLE TYPE
The type of table. Valid values are:
– Base table
– Function
– Procedure
– Record in a non-SQL defined schema
– Table procedure
– View

• DATA LENGTH
Internal length of the data portion of a table row (including 4-byte RDW for a compressed table).

• LOC. MODE
The valid location modes are:
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– CALC
– CLUSTERED
– DIRECT
– ROW ID INDEXED
– UNIQUE CALC

• KEY LENGTH
Internal length of the non-data portion (the prefix length) of a table row.

• PUT ROUTINE
CA IDMS Presspack data characteristic table (DCT) name.

• COMPRESS
Compress indicator:
– 'Y' - Compressed
– 'N' - Uncompressed
– 'P' - Compressed with CA IDMS Presspack

• CONTROL LENGTH
Internal length of the control portion (without the prefix) of a table row.

• FORMAT
Format of the table row:
– 'F' - Fixed length
– 'V' - Variable length (compressed tables only)

• FIXED LENGTH
Internal length of the fixed portion (without the prefix) of the table row.

• UPDATABLE
When TYPE is 'V', updatable view indicator:
– 'Y' - Updatable
– 'N' - Not updatable

• SECTION LENGTH
Length of the I-tree stored in the associated section table rows.

• CHECKOPT
When TYPE is 'V', WITH CHECK OPTION indicator:
– 'Y' - View defined with WITH CHECK OPTION
– 'N' - View defined without WITH CHECK OPTION

• NUMBER OF SYNTAX
Number of the "create view" or "create/alter table" DDL syntax records stored in the SYNTAX table. Create and alter
table syntax is present only if it contains a CHECK clause.

• NUMBER OF COLUMNS
Number of columns in the table or view.

• DISPLACEMENT
Displacement, in pages, from clustering index or referenced row in a clustering constraint.

• NUMBER OF INDEXES
Number of indexes on the table.

• ESTIMATED ROWS
Estimated number of rows in the table.

• NUMBER OF TIMES REFERENCED
Number of constraints in which the table is the referenced table.

• NUMBER PAGES
Number of pages containing rows of the table when statistics were last updated.

• REFERENCES TO OTHER TABLES
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Number of constraints where this table is the referencing table.
• NUMBER ROWS

Actual number of rows in the table when statistics were last updated.
• ROWS PER PAGE

Number of table rows per page when statistics were last updated.
• EXTERNAL NAME

Specifies the name of the program which will be called to process references to the procedure.
• LOCAL WORK AREA

Represents the size of a local storage area that CA IDMS allocates at runtime and passes to each invocation of a
procedure.

• TRANSACTION SHARING
Specifies whether to enable transaction sharing for database sessions started by the procedure. Valid values are:
– ON -- enable transaction sharing
– OFF -- disable transaction sharing
– DEFAULT -- retain the transaction sharing option in effect when the procedure is invoked

• MODE
The mode in which the procedure executes. Valid values are:
– USER
– SYSTEM

• GLOBAL WORK AREA
Represents the size of a global storage area that CA IDMS allocates at runtime and passes to each invocation of a
procedure.

• DEFAULT DATABASE
Specifies whether to establish a default database for database sessions started by the procedure. Valid values are:
– NULL -- specifies not to establish a default database
– CURRENT -- specifies to establish the database to which the SQL session is connected as the default database

• PROTOCOL
Specifies the protocol to use to invoke the procedure. Valid values are:
– IDMS -- for procedures written in COBOL, PL/I, or Assembler
– ADS -- for procedures written in CA ADS

• SHARED KEY
Specifies an identifier for the global storage area.

• COL NUM
The column number in the table.

• COLUMN NAME
The relative position of the column in the table.

• DATATYPE
The data type for the named column.

• PREC.
The number of digits in a numeric value.

• SCALE
The number of digits to the right of the decimal point in a numeric value.

• COLUMN OFFSET
The offset within a row into the data value of the column.

• COLUMN LENGTH
The internal length of the column data value.

• DEFAULT VALUE
Indicates whether or not the WITH DEFAULT clause was specified for this column.

• NULL ATTR.
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Indicates whether or not nulls are allowed.

QREPORT 003 -Schema and Table Report
This article describes the following information:

QREPORT 003, the Schema and Table Report, provides a one page detailed listing of each SQL schema that in a
dictionary. It also includes summary information on each table that belongs to the schema.

Not all schemas have associated tables. Therefore, QREPORT 003 uses an SQL "outer join" to provide information on all
SQL schemas in the dictionary.

Symbolic Parameter Overrides

• REQUESTED_DICTIONARY (&&1)
Enter the 1 to 8 character name of the dictionary you wish to report on.

• REQUESTED_SCHEMA (&&2)
Specify a 1 to 18 character schema name, or use a like-predicate pattern to request multiple schemas.

Job Submission

The following example reports on all schemas residing in the TESTDICT dictionary whose schema name begins with
EMP:

DATABASE DICTNAME=dictionary-name

USE "QRPT003"  WITH VALUES (REQUESTED_DICTIONARY='TSTDICT'

                            REQUESTED_SCHEMA='EMP%')

Sample QREPORT 003 (Page 1):

  QREPORT 003                          SQL SCHEMA INFORMATION                  mm/dd/
yy                 PAGE     1

                                        SCHEMA NAME: EMPLDEMO

                                                 SCHEMA OWNER: MET
      DATE CREATED:      yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm        BY USER:      MET
      DATE LAST UPDATED:                         BY USER:
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      SEGMENT NAME:                              SCHEMA TYPE:  RELATIONAL
      AREA NAME:

                           TABLE                                   TOTAL  NUMBER   NUMBER      TIMES       REFERENCES
        TABLE NAME          ID    TABLE TYPE  CREATED BY           LENGTH COLUMNS  INDEXES   REFERENCED   OTHER TABLES
        ----------         -----  ----------  ----------           ------ -------  -------   ----------   ------------

      BENEFITS              1028   TABLE      MET                112      19        1          0             0
      COVERAGE              1029   TABLE      MET                 28       5        1          0             0
      DEPARTMENT            1028   TABLE      MET                 52       4        1          0             0
      DIVISION              1029   TABLE      MET                 48       3        1          0             0
      EMPLOYEE              1030   TABLE      MET                172      15        1          0             0
      INSURANCE_PLAN        1030   TABLE      MET                160      13        1          0             0
      JOB                   1031   TABLE      MET                180       9        1          0             0
      POSITION              1031   TABLE      MET                 52       9        1          0             0

Sample QREPORT 003 (Page 2):

  QREPORT 003                          SQL SCHEMA INFORMATION                  mm/dd/
yy                 PAGE     2

                                        SCHEMA NAME: EMPSCHM

                                                 SCHEMA OWNER:
      DATE CREATED:      yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm        BY USER:
      DATE LAST UPDATED:                         BY USER:

      SEGMENT NAME:     EMPDEMO                  SCHEMA TYPE:  NON-SQL REFERENCING
      AREA NAME:

      NON-SQL NODE:                              REFERENCED NON-SQL SCHEMA:  EMPSCHM
      NON-SQL DICTNAME: APPLDICT                 SCHEMA VERSION:               100
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                                       THIS SCHEMA HAS NO TABLES CURRENTLY DEFINED

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in QREPORT 003 follows:

• SCHEMA NAME
Identifies the name of the schema.

• SCHEMA OWNER
Identifies the owner of the schema.

• DATE CREATED, BY USER
Identifies the date and time the schema was created, and the user who created it.

• DATE LAST UPDATED, BY USER
Identifies the date and time the schema was last updated, and the user who last updated it.

• SEGMENT NAME
Name of the segment associated with the default area for relational schemas. For non-SQL schemas, it is the name of
the database or segment containing the data that the non-SQL schema defines.

• AREA NAME
Name of the default area for relational schemas.

• SCHEMA TYPE
The type of schema. Valid values are:
– RELATIONAL
– NON-SQL REFERENCING
– SQL REFERENCING

• NON-SQL NODE
Reserved for future use.

• REFERENCED NON-SQL SCHEMA
Name of the non-SQL schema.

• NON-SQL DICTNAME
Name of the dictionary in which the referenced non-SQL schema is defined.

• SCHEMA VERSION
Version number of the non-SQL schema.

• REFERENCED SQL SCHEMA
Name of the SQL schema referenced by this schema.

• RREFERENCED SQL DICTNAME
Name of the dictionary in which the referenced SQL schema is defined.

• TABLE NAME
Name of the table.

• TABLE ID
Internal table identifier which identifies the rows of the table within an area.

• TABLE TYPE
The type of table. The following are the Valid values:
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– Base table
– Function
– Procedure
– Record in a non-SQL defined schema
– Table procedure
– View

• CREATED BY
Identifies the user who created the table.

• TOTAL LENGTH
The total length of a table row.

• NUMBER COLUMNS
Number of columns in the table.

• NUMBER INDEXES
Number of indexes on the table.

• TIMES REFERENCED
Number of constraints in which the table is the referenced table.

• REFERENCES OTHER TABLES
Number of constraints where this table is the referencing table.

QREPORT 004 -SQL Access Module Information
QREPORT 004, the SQL Access Module Information report, lists detail information on each access module defined in a
dictionary, along with the names of all tables referenced by each access module. This report also uses an outer join to list
access modules that do not reference any tables.

Symbolic Parameter Overrides

• REQUESTED_DICTIONARY (&&1)
Enter the 1 to 8 character name of the dictionary you wish to report on.

• REQUESTED_SCHEMA (&&2)
Enter the 1 to 18 character name of an SQL schema or use a like-predicate pattern to specify multiple schemas.

• REQUESTED_AM (&&3)
Enter the 1 to 18 character name of an access module, or use a like-predicate pattern to specify multiple access
modules.

Job Submission

The following example reports on all Access Modules defined for the JMA schema in TSTDICT.

 DATABASE DICTNAME=dictionary-name
 USE "QRPT004"  WITH VALUES (REQUESTED_DICTIONARY='TSTDICT'
                             REQUESTED_SCHEMA='JMA               '
                             REQUESTED_AM='%')
 

Sample QREPORT 004:

 QREPORT 004                            SQL ACCESS MODULE INFORMATION            mm/dd/
yy       PAGE      1
.sp
.sp
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                                                                               TABLES
 ACCESSED
 AM NAME   VERSION      SCHEMA          TIME OF CREATION   LENGTH    SCHEMA NAME        
   TABLE NAME
 ───────   ───────      ──────          ────────────────   ──────    ───────────        
   ──────────
.sp
 DYNDIAL1        1  JMA                 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm         0   DEMO               
   TAB1
.sp
 EXTCURS         1  JMA                 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm         0   DEMO               
   TAB1
.sp
 EXTCURSA        1  JMA                 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm         0   DEMO               
   TAB1
.sp
 JMAAUG01        1  JMA                 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm     4,900   EMPDEMO            
   EMPLOYEE
.sp
 JMABAT02        1  JMA                 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm     4,900   EMPDEMO            
   EMPLOYEE
.sp
 JMABAT03        1  JMA                 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm     4,900   EMPDEMO            
   EMPLOYEE
.sp
 JMADYN1         1  JMA                 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm         0   DEMO               
   TAB1
.sp
 JMANEST         1  JMA                 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm         0   EMPDEMO            
   EMPLOYEE
.sp
 JMAPREP         1  JMA                 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm     4,800   EMPDEMO            
   EMPLOYEE
.sp
 JMAPREP4        1  JMA                 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm         0   EMPDEMO            
   EMPLOYEE
.sp
 JMASQL          1  JMA                 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm         0   EMPDEMO            
   EMPLOYEE
.sp
 JMASQLB         1  JMA                 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm     4,900   EMPDEMO            
   EMPLOYEE
.sp
 JMASQLD         1  JMA                 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm         0   EMPDEMO            
   EMPLOYEE
.sp
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 JMASQLIV        1  JMA                 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm         0   INV                
   PART
.sp
 JMASQLI2        1  JMA                 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm         0   INV                
   COMPONENT
 
                                                                     INV                
   PART
.sp
 JMASQL2         1  JMA                 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm     4,900   EMPDEMO            
   EMPLOYEE
.sp
 JMASQL2A        1  JMA                 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm     4,900   EMPDEMO            
   EMPLOYEE
.sp
 JMASQL30        1  JMA                 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm     4,900   EMPDEMO            
   EMPLOYEE
.sp
 PREPARE         1  JMA                 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm         0
.sp
 TSTSQL          1  JMA                 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm         0   EMPDEMO            
   EMPLOYEE
.sp
 TSTSQLAM        1  JMA                 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm         0   EMPDEMO            
   EMPLOYEE
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in QREPORT 004 follows:

• AM NAME
Specifies the name of the access module.

• VERSION
Specifies the version number of the access module.

• SCHEMA
Specifies the schema associated with the access module.

• TIME OF CREATION
Specifies the time and date the access module was created.

• LENGTH
Number of bytes in the access module.

• TABLES ACCESSED
Identifies the tables accessed by this access module.
– SCHEMA NAME

Specifies the name of the schema to which the table being accessed belongs.
– TABLE NAME

Specifies the name of the table being accessed.
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QREPORT 005 -SQL Table Access Report

QREPORT 005, the SQL Table Access report, lists each SQL table referenced by an access module, along with the
names of all access modules that reference it. The report is sorted by schema name, table name, access module name,
and access module version.

Tables with no referencing access modules are omitted from this report.

This article contains the following information:

Symbolic Parameter Overrides

• REQUESTED_DICTIONARY (&&1)
Enter the 1 to 8 character name of the dictionary you wish to report on.

• REQUESTED_SCHEMA (&&2)
Enter the 1 to 18 character name of an SQL schema, or use a like-predicate pattern to request more than one schema.

• REQUESTED_TABLE (&&3)
Enter the 1 to 18 character name of an SQL table, or use a like-predicate pattern to request more than one table.

Job Submission

The following example lists all tables in all schemas of the TSTDICT dictionary that have referencing access modules.

The use of the DICTNAME clause on the DATABASE parameter allows CA Culprit for CA IDMS to retrieve QRPT005
syntax from the DIRLDICT dictionary.

DATABASE DICTNAME=dirldict

USE "QRPT005"  WITH VALUES (REQUESTED_DICTIONARY='TSTDICT'

                            REQUESTED_SCHEMA='%'

                            REQUESTED_TABLE='%' )

Sample QREPORT 005:

.sp
 QREPORT 005                           SQL TABLE ACCESS REPORT                      mm/
dd/yy       PAGE      1
.sp
.sp
                                                 ACCESS MODULES THAT REFERENCE TABLE
    SCHEMA.TABLE NAME                            AM NAME     VERSION      AM SCHEMA
    ─────────────────                            ───────     ───────      ─────────
.sp
    DEMO.TAB1                                    DYNDIAL1          1      JMA
                                                 EXTCURS           1      JMA
                                                 EXTCURSA          1      JMA
                                                 INSBDIAL          1      DEMO
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                                                 JMADYN1           1      JMA
.sp
    DEMOEMPL.DBCSTAB2                            DBCSDIA2          1      DEMOEMPL
.sp
    DEMOEMPL.DBCSTAB3                            DBCSDIA5          1      DEMOEMPL
.sp
    DEMOEMPL.DIVISION                            AMDCSQLT          1      DEMOEMPL
.sp
    EMPDEMO.EMPLOYEE                             JMAAUG01          1      JMA
                                                 JMABAT02          1      JMA
                                                 JMABAT03          1      JMA
                                                 JMANEST           1      JMA
                                                 JMAPREP           1      JMA
                                                 JMAPREP4          1      JMA
                                                 JMASQL            1      JMA
                                                 JMASQLB           1      JMA
                                                 JMASQLD           1      JMA
                                                 JMASQL2           1      JMA
                                                 JMASQL2A          1      JMA
                                                 JMASQL30          1      JMA
                                                 SQLDEMOD          1       
                                                 TSTSQL            1      JMA
                                                 TSTSQLAM          1      JMA
.sp
    INV.COMPONENT                                JMASQLI2          1      JMA
.sp
    INV.PART                                     JMASQLIV          1      JMA
                                                 JMASQLI2          1      JMA
.sp

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in QREPORT 005 follows:

• SCHEMA.TABLE NAME
The name of the schema and the table.

• ACCESS MODULES THAT REFERENCE TABLE
Specifies the AM Name, Version, and AM Schema used to reference the named table.
– AM NAME

Specifies the name of the access module.
– VERSION

Specifies the version number of the access module.
– AM SCHEMA

Specifies the schema that owns the access module.
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QREPORT 006 -SQL Table Syntax Report
QREPORT 006, the SQL Table Syntax Report, lists the syntax used to create or alter check constraints within a table. It
also lists the SQL "Create View" syntax for every view requested. Base tables without check constraints do not appear on
this report.

This article contains the following information:

Symbolic Parameter Overrides

• REQUESTED_DICTIONARY (&&1).
Enter the 1 to 8 character name of the SQL dictionary you wish to report on.

• REQUESTED_SCHEMA (&&2).
Enter the 1 to 18 character name of an SQL schema, or use a like-predicate pattern to request more than one schema.

• REQUESTED_TABLE (&&3).
Enter the 1 to 18 character name of an SQL table, or use a like-predicate pattern to request more than one table.

Job Submission

The following example lists syntax for all qualifying tables and views in the TSTDICT dictionary.

DATABASE DICTNAME=dictionary-name

USE "QRPT006"  WITH VALUES (REQUESTED_DICTIONARY='TSTDICT'

                            REQUESTED_SCHEMA='%'

                            REQUESTED_TABLE='%')

Sample QREPORT 006:

.sp
 QREPORT 006                           SQL TABLE SYNTAX REPORT            mm/dd/
yy            PAGE     1
.sp
.sp
  SCHEMA NAME           TABLE NAME               SYNTAX
  ───────────           ──────────               ──────

.sp
DEMOEMPL            EMPLOYEE           ( ( EMP_ID <= 8999 ) AND (STATUS IN ('A', 'S', 'L', 'T') ) )
.sp
.sp
DEMOEMPL            POSITION           ( (HOURLY_RATE IS NOT NULL AND SALARY_AMOUNT IS NULL)
                                        OR (HOURLY_RATE IS NULL AND SALARY_AMOUNT IS NOT NULL) )
.sp
.sp
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SYSCA               ACCESSIBLE_TABLES  SELECT SCHEMA,
                                              NAME,
                                              TYPE
                                         FROM SYSTEM.TABLE
                                        WHERE TYPE <> 'N'
                                          AND ACCESS(SCHEMA, NAME) = 'Y'
                                       UNION
                                       SELECT NAME,
                                              SUBSTR(RSYN_NAME_079, 1, 18),
                                              'N'
                                         FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA,
                                              SYSDICT."S-010",
                                              SYSDICT."SRCD-113",
                                              SYSDICT."RCDSYN-079"
                                        WHERE DICTIONARY = CURRENT DATABASE
                                          AND NTWKSCHEMA <> ' '
                                          AND S_NAM_010 = NTWKSCHEMA
                                          AND S_SER_010 = VERSION
                                          AND RSYN_NAME_079 NOT BETWEEN 'SR0' AND 'SR9'
                                          AND ACCESS(NAME, RSYN_NAME_079) = 'Y'
                                          AND "S-SRCD"
                                          AND "RCDSYN-SRCD"

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in QREPORT 006 follows:

• SCHEMA NAME
The schema name associated with the table.

• TABLE NAME
The name of the table.

• SYNTAX
Specifies the syntax used to create each SQL table defined with a check constraint, and each SQL view.

QREPORT 007 -SQL Table Index Report
QREPORT 007, the SQL Table Index report, provides information on each index that is associated with the schema and
table requested. For requests involving multiple schemas and tables, the report is sorted by schema name, table name,
and index name.

Indexes with a name of HASH represent calc keys defined on a base table using the SQL CREATE CALC key syntax. On
the final release of QRPT007, the word CALC will appear in column 9 instead of INDEX HASH.

The report layout is generated in the form of syntax which is similar to that used to create the index.

This article contains the following information:

Symbolic Parameter Overrides

• REQUESTED_DICTIONARY (&&1).
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Enter the 1 to 8 character name of the SQL dictionary you wish to report on.
• REQUESTED_SCHEMA (&&2).

Enter the 1 to 18 character name of an SQL schema, or use a like-predicate pattern to request more than one schema.
• REQUESTED_TABLE (&&3).

Enter the 1 to 18 character name of an SQL table, or use a like-predicate pattern to request more than one table.

Job Submission

The following example will retrieve QRPT007 syntax from the DIRLDICT dictionary of IDD and will provide an index report
of all tables in the SYSTEM schema of the TSTDICT dictionary.

DATABASE DICTNAME=dictionary-name

USE "QRPT007"  WITH VALUES (REQUESTED_DICTIONARY='TSTDICT'

                            REQUESTED_SCHEMA='SYSTEM            '

                            REQUESTED_TABLE='%')

Sample QREPORT 007:

 QREPORT 007                                SQL TABLE INDEX REPORT             mm/dd/
yy       PAGE     1

                                            SCHEMA NAME: SYSTEM

                                   SCHEMA.TABLE /
               INDEX NAME          INDEX COLUMNS                    ORDER   OTHER SPECIFICATIONS
               ──────────          ──────────────                   ─────   ────────────────────

UNIQUE INDEX   HASH                ON SYSTEM.AM
                                  (NAME                              ASC,
                                   VERSION                           ASC)
                                                                            UNCOMPRESSED
                                                                            CLUSTERED

UNIQUE INDEX   HASH                ON SYSTEM.AREA
                                  (NAME                              ASC,
                                   SEGMENT                           ASC)
                                                                            UNCOMPRESSED
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                                                                            CLUSTERED

UNIQUE INDEX   IX-AREA             ON SYSTEM.AREA
                                  (NAME                              ASC,
                                   SEGMENT                           ASC)
                                                                            UNCOMPRESSED
                                                                            IN SYSCAT.DDLCATX
                                                                            INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS    10 KEYS
                                                                            DISPLACEMENT IS     3 PAGES

UNIQUE INDEX   IX-BUFFER           ON SYSTEM.BUFFER
                                  (NAME                              ASC,
                                   DMCL                              ASC)
                                                                            UNCOMPRESSED
                                                                            IN SYSCAT.DDLCATX
                                                                            INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS    10 KEYS
                                                                            DISPLACEMENT IS     3 PAGES

UNIQUE INDEX   IX-CONSTRAINT       ON SYSTEM.CONSTRAINT
                                  (SCHEMA                            ASC,
                                   NAME                              ASC)
                                                                            UNCOMPRESSED
                                                                            IN SYSCAT.DDLCATX
                                                                            INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS    10 KEYS
                                                                            DISPLACEMENT IS     3 PAGES

UNIQUE INDEX   IX-DBNAME           ON SYSTEM.DBNAME
                                  (DBTABLE                           ASC,
                                   NAME                              ASC)
                                                                            UNCOMPRESSED
                                                                            IN SYSCAT.DDLCATX
                                                                            INDEX BLOCK CONTAINS    10 KEYS
                                                                            DISPLACEMENT IS     2 PAGES

UNIQUE INDEX   HASH                ON SYSTEM.DBTABLE
                                  (NAME                              ASC)

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in QREPORT 007 follows:

• SCHEMA NAME
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The schema which owns the indexes listed as follows.
• INDEX NAME

The name of the index that was created.
• SCHEMA.TABLE

The schema and table name for which this index is defined.
• INDEX COLUMNS

Specifies the column(s) used to create the index key.
• ORDER

Indicates the sort order of the values in the named column(s), ascending or descending.
• OTHER SPECIFICATIONS

Lists other specifications used to create the index, such as compressed/uncompressed, clustered, displacement.

QREPORT 008 -SQL Table Constraint Report
QREPORT 008, the SQL Table Constraint report, lists all of the referential constraints in which each table participates.
This report is sorted first by the schema and table names that were requested on the WITH VALUES clause, then the
constraint relationship, and finally the constraint name. Constraints where the table being reported is the referencing table
are listed first, followed by constraints where the table being reported is the referencing table.

Two tables are involved in each referential constraint. The dependent table is called the referencing table. Data values for
certain columns of the referencing table are restricted to only those values that exist in corresponding columns of the table
being referenced. These columns in the referencing table are often referred to as foreign key columns; they correspond to
referenced columns in the referenced table.

Constraints where the table being reported is the referencing table are listed first in QREPORT 008. Finally, QREPORT
008 lists the constraints where the table being reported is the table being referenced.

This article contains the following information:

Symbolic Parameter Overrides

• REQUESTED_DICTIONARY (&&1).
Enter the 1 to 8 character name of the SQL dictionary you wish to report on.

• REQUESTED_SCHEMA (&&2).
Enter the 1 to 18 character name of an SQL schema, or use a like-predicate pattern to request more than one schema.

• REQUESTED_TABLE (&&3).
Enter the 1 to 18 character name of an SQL table, or use a like-predicate pattern to request more than one table.

Job Submission

The following example retrieves QRPT008 syntax from the CULLIB copybook library, and produces a Table Constraint
Report for those tables in SYSTEM schema of TSTDICT that begin with the letter D.

DATABASE DICTNAME=dictionary-name

USE "QRPT008"  WITH VALUES (REQUESTED_DICTIONARY='TSTDICT'

                           REQUESTED_SCHEMA='SYSTEM            '

                           REQUESTED_TABLE='D%')

Sample QREPORT 008:
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.sp
 QREPORT 008                                SQL TABLE CONSTRAINT REPORT             mm/
dd/yy       PAGE     1
.sp
.sp
 TABLE NAME                           CONSTRAINT NAME      TABLE REFERENCED                     REFERENCING TABLE
 ──────────                           ───────────────      ────────────────                     ─────────────────

 SYSTEM.DBNAME                        DBTABLE-DBNAME       SYSTEM.DBTABLE
                                      DBNAME-
DBSEGMENT                                          SYSTEM.DBSEGMENT
                                      DBNAME-
DBSSC                                              SYSTEM.DBSSC

.sp

.sp
 SYSTEM.DBSEGMENT                     DBNAME-DBSEGMENT     SYSTEM.DBNAME

.sp

.sp
 SYSTEM.DBSSC                         DBNAME-DBSSC         SYSTEM.DBNAME

.sp

.sp
 SYSTEM.DBTABLE                       DBTABLE-
DBNAME                                            SYSTEM.DBNAME

.sp

.sp
 SYSTEM.DMCL                          DMCL-
BUFFER                                               SYSTEM.BUFFER
                                      DMCL-
DMCLSEGMENT                                          SYSTEM.DMCLSEGMENT
                                      DMCL-
JOURNAL                                              SYSTEM.JOURNAL

.sp

.sp
 SYSTEM.DMCLAREA                      AREA-DMCLAREA        SYSTEM.AREA
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                                      DMCLSEG-DMCLAREA     SYSTEM.DMCLSEGMENT

.sp

.sp
 SYSTEM.DMCLFILE                      DMCLSEG-DMCLFILE     SYSTEM.DMCLSEGMENT
                                      FILE-DMCLFILE        SYSTEM.FILE

.sp

.sp
 SYSTEM.DMCLSEGMENT                   DMCL-DMCLSEGMENT     SYSTEM.DMCL
                                      SEGMENT-DMCLSEG      SYSTEM.SEGMENT
                                      DMCLSEG-
DMCLAREA                                          SYSTEM.DMCLAREA
                                      DMCLSEG-
DMCLFILE                                          SYSTEM.DMCLFILE
.sp

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in QREPORT 008 follows:

• TABLE NAME
The name of the table which participates in constraints.

• CONSTRAINT NAME
The name of the referential constraint.

• TABLE REFERENCED
Specifies the table being referenced.

• REFERENCING TABLE
Specifies the dependent table in the constraint.

CA IDMS Extractor Reports
This section describes the Extract Audit Report and the Load Audit Report produced by CA IDMS Extractor. Included is an
example of each report along with a brief description of each field contained in the report.

CA IDMS Extractor Audit Reports
CA IDMS Extractor produces two audit reports:

• EXTRACT audit report
• LOAD audit report

Each report displays information on run times, input parameters, processing statistics, processing options, database
statistics, and any processing errors that may have occurred. See Error! Reference source not found. page=no. for
complete error message information.

Common Report Header Information
The header portion of the Extract and Load Audit report is identical. Load Audit Reports are shown below.
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 ID                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/
DATABASE EXTRACTOR               DATE                TIME         PAGE
                     Rnn.nn                         EXTRACT AUDIT REPORT                  mm/
dd/yy            hh:mm:ss     nnnn

Field Descriptions

The table below describes each of the header fields.

Report Field Description
Rnn.nn The version of CA IDMS Extractor that was installed, where nn.nn

represents the release number and the subrelease number.
Report Title The report shown below is titled: EXTRACT AUDIT REPORT.

It is produced by the Database Extract Component of CA IDMS
Extractor. The Database Load Component of CA IDMS Extractor
produces the LOAD AUDIT REPORT.

mm/dd/yy The date on which the report was run where mm indicates the
month, dd indicates the day, and yy indicates the year.

hh:mm:ss The time at which the report was run where hh indicates the hour,
mm indicates the minute, and ss indicates the second. The time is
shown in 24 hour format.

nnnn The page number within the report.

Extract Audit Report
The following section contains an example of the Extract Audit Report and a description of the fields that appear below the
header information.

Processing Messages and Statistics

 ID                   RELEASE                CA IDMS/
DATABASE EXTRACTOR          DATE          TIME            PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                    EXTRACT AUDIT REPORT             mm/dd/
yy      hh:mm:ss        nnnn

                                      V----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----
+----5----+----6----+----7-V
 NKWP091I INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT   PROCESS,LTERM=VTAMLT05,SPECNAME=DEPT-TEACHER,
 NKWP092I CONTINUATION STATEMENT                                  PASSWORD=?????

 PARM002I NO PARAMETER ERRORS DETECTED
 NKWP094I END OF PARAMETER INPUT
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 PSUB003I SOURCE PSUB STORAGE REQUIRED.......18,072 BYTES
 PSUB003I TARGET PSUB STORAGE REQUIRED.........18,072 BYTES
 RETS001I THE SPECIFICATION WAS SUCCESSFULLY RETRIEVED
 RETS005I RETRIEVING SUBSCHEMA TESTSUB1; USING DICTNAME **NONE**, DICTNODE **NONE**

 XTRC001I USING SUBSCHEMA TESTSUB1; COMPILED mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss; DMCL CVDMCL DBNAME STUDTCHR

 XTRC002I EXTRACT STEP STARTED  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  mm/dd/
yy hh:mm&colo.
 XTRC003I STORAGE-POOL SIZE.........5,856 BYTES
 XTRC004I INITIATING RECORD BINDS
 XTRC005I INITIATING READIES
          READY SHARED RETRIEVAL SUCCESSFUL FOR AREA CLASS-REGION
          READY SHARED RETRIEVAL SUCCESSFUL FOR AREA DEPT-REGION
          READY SHARED RETRIEVAL SUCCESSFUL FOR AREA INDX2-REGION
          READY SHARED RETRIEVAL SUCCESSFUL FOR AREA INDX3-REGION
          READY SHARED RETRIEVAL SUCCESSFUL FOR AREA LOC-REGION
          READY SHARED RETRIEVAL SUCCESSFUL FOR AREA STUDENT-REGION

 XTRC006I BEGINNING SWEEP OF AREA DEPT-REGION  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss
 XTRC007I END OF AREA SWEEP  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  mm/dd/
yy hh:mm&
 XTRC012I EXTRACT STEP ENDED .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  mm/dd/
yy hh:mm&

 XTRC013I EXTRACTS STATISTICS . . .
          EXTRACTS WRITTEN........................128
          DBX PROCESSING EXTRACTS.................9

 ──────

Parameter Field Descriptions

Report Field Description
Input parameter statement ruler Indicates the 80 positions of the parameter statement. Enter all

syntax in columns 1 through 72.
INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENTS List of all parameter statements input for this execution of CA

IDMS Extractor.
SOURCE PSUB STORAGE REQUIRED The amount of storage, in bytes, required for building the pseudo

subschema table of the source subschema.
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TARGET PSUB STORAGE REQUIRED The amount of storage, in bytes, required for building the pseudo
subschema table of the target subschema.

Informative message Indicates that the Selection Criteria Specification named on the
PROCESS parameter statement was successfully retrieved from
the CA IDMS Extractor database.

USING SUBSCHEMA The name of the source subschema used by the Database Extract
Component.

EXTRACT STEP STARTED The date and time at which the EXTRACT step was started in the
format mm/dd/yy and hh:mm:ss.

STORAGE POOL SIZE The size of the storage pool, in bytes, required for the extract
record and save stack.

INITIATING READIES The names of areas in the source database that were successfully
readied for processing. These areas are always readied in shared
retrieval mode.

BEGINNING SWEEP The date and time CA IDMS Extractor began walking an index in
the format mm/dd/yy and hh:mm:ss.

END OF AREA SWEEP The date and time CA IDMS Extractor ended walking of an index
in the format mm/dd/yy and hh:mm:ss.

EXTRACT STEP ENDED The date and time at which the EXTRACT step ended in the
format mm/dd/yy and hh:mm:ss.

EXTRACTS WRITTEN The total number of extracts written.
DBX PROCESSING EXTRACTS The number of extracts required by the EXTRACT step to

describe the Specification's Path (or paths).

Areas/Records/Sets Extracted
The following fields display the areas, records, and sets that participated in the extraction. See the example shown below.

 ID                        RELEASE          CA IDMS/
DATABASE EXTRACTOR               DATE          TIME         PAGE
                           Rnn.nn               EXTRACT AUDIT REPORT                 mm/
dd/yy      hh:mm:ss     nnnn

 SPECIFICATION: DEPT-TEACHER
 ****************************************************************************************************************
 ***************************** A R E A S / R E C O R D S / S E T S  E X T R A C T E D ***************************
 ****************************************************************************************************************
 SUBSCHEMA....TESTSUB1  DICTNAME **NONE**; DICTNODE **NONE**; DBNAME STUDTCHR; DBNODE **NONE**
 AREA....CLASS-
REGION    NOSWEEP  LOPAGE (****89,001) HIPAGE(****89,030) FROM(**********) TO(**********)
 SET.....CLASS-SCHEDULE     WALKED FROM CLASS - OWNER TO MEMBER
 MEMBER....SCHEDULE             FROM(********96,001) TO(********96,020) DBKEY(*******-------)
                                SKIP(**********) LIMIT(**********) PERSET(***********) NTHWR(********)
                                LEVL(**********)
 AREA....DEPT-
REGION     SWEEP  LOPAGE(*****88,001) HIPAGE(****88,015) FROM(****88,001) TO(****88,015)
 ENTRY RECORD......DEPT         FROM(*********88,001) TO(********88,015) DBKEY(************---------)
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                                SKIP(**********) LIMIT(**********) PERSET(***********) NTHWR(********)
                                LEVL(**********)
 SET.....DEPT-TEACHER    WALKED FROM DEPT - OWNER TO MEMBER
 MEMBER......TEACHER            FROM(*********88,001) TO(********88,015) DBKEY(*******-------)
                                SKIP(**********) LIMIT(**********) PERSET(***********) NTHWR(********)
                                          RECUR LVEL(**********)
 SET.....DEPT-ACADEMIC   WALKED FROM DEPT - OWNER TO MEMBER
 MEMBER......SUBJECT            FROM(*********91,001) TO(********91,080) DBKEY(**************-------)
                                SKIP(**********) LIMIT(**********) PERSET(**********) NTHWR(********)
                                RECUR LEVL(**********)

 ──────

Field Descriptions 2

Report Field Description
SUBSCHEMA The name of the source subschema named in the specification or

overridden in the PROCESS statement.
DICTNAME The name of the source dictionary named in the specification or

overridden in the PROCESS statement.
DICTNODE The name of the source node named in the specification or

overridden in the PROCESS statement.
DBNAME The name of the source database named in the specification or

overridden in the PROCESS statement.
DBNODE The name of the source database node named in the specification

or overridden in the PROCESS statement.
AREA Name of the area containing records that were extracted.
Area Sweep Option If there were entry records in the area, the indicator reads

SWEEP. If all entry records were retrieved by either direct DBKEY
or CALC key, or there were no Entry Records in the area, the
indicator reads NOSWEEP.

LOPAGE Low page number of the area.
HIPAGE High page number of the area.
FROM Page number at which area sweeping began.
TO Page number at which area sweeping ended. The FROM/TO

page numbers differ from the LOPAGE and HIGHPAGE numbers
only if you specified a FROM/TO page number on a Record
Level Selection Criteria screen. FROM/TO page numbers are all
asterisks if the area was not swept.

Set Name Name of a set included in a path that has an owner or member
residing in the named area.

Access Method The method by which the set, listed in the SET Name field, was
accessed.

Record Name Name of a record residing in the area listed in the Area field. The
record was either an Entry Record or an owner or a member of a
set included in a path.
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Record Level Selection Criteria A summary of the data entered on the Record Level Selection
Criteria screen for the record listed in the Record Name field. If
a particular selection criteria was not entered for the record, all
asterisks appear within the parentheses.

Extract Statistics
The following fields of the Extract Audit Report display statistical information. See the example shown below.

 ID                   RELEASE              CA IDMS/
DATABASE EXTRACTOR             DATE          TIME          PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                   EXTRACT AUDIT REPORT               mm/dd/
yy      hh:mm:ss      nnnn

 *****************************************************************************************************************
 **************************************  E X T R A C T   S T A T I S T I C S *************************************
 *****************************************************************************************************************

                ─PAGES─ ────────────ENTRY RECORD───────────               ─&L.
 -AREA NAME-    -SWEPT- ---NAME---- -RETRIEVED- -EXTRACTED- -SET NAME-    -
NAME- OCCURRENCES -EXTRACTED-

 CLASS-REGION       0

                                                            CLASS-SCHEDULE
                                                                    SCHEDULE           71            0
 DEPT-REGION        15
                          DEPT            16          16
                                                            DEPT-TEACHER
                                                                      TEACHER          18           18
 DEPT-ACADEMIC
                                                                      SUBJECT         126          126
                                                            DEPT-GENERAL
                                                                      SUBJECT         126          126
                                                            IX-TCHR-LNAME
                                                                      TEACHER           0            0
                                                            PREREQSFOR
                                                                      PREREQ           17           17
                                                            PREREQSFOR
                                                                      PREREQ           17           17
                                                            SUBJECT-CLASS
                                                                      CLASS            20           20
 LOC-REGION          0
                                                            ROOM-CLASS
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                                                                      ROOM             20            0
 STUDENT-REGION      0
 ** TOTALS **   -------              -------     -------                           ------         -----
                            15            16          16                              415          324

Field Descriptions 3

Report Field Description
AREA NAME Name of the area containing records which were extracted.
PAGES SWEPT Number of pages swept within the area listed in the AREA NAME

field. The number is zero if:
All entry records were retrieved by Direct DBKEY or CALC key.
Entry into an area was only by Entry Index(es).

ENTRY RECORD NAME Name of Entry Record residing in the area listed in the AREA
NAME field.

ENTRY RECORDS RETRIEVED Number of entry records retrieved by area sweeping.
ENTRY RECORDS EXTRACTED Number of entry records retrieved that met the Record Level

Selection Criteria. An asterisk next to this field indicates that the
extraction record limit was reached.
Note: If a set is walked from member to owner, the number of
RECORDSRETRIEVED may be greater than the number of actual
record occurrences on the database because this value reflects
the number of owners retrieved when walking from all member
record occurrences. If a set occurrence has 10 member records
and the owner was obtained for each of the 10 member records,
RECORDS RETRIEVED reflects a count of 10 even though there
was only one physical occurrence of the owner record type. The
same situation exists for RECORDS EXTRACTED.

SET NAME Name of a set in which the record occurrence listed in the
OWNER/MEMBER RECORDS NAME field is a participant. The
set was included in a path.

OWNER/MEMBER RECORDS NAME The name of the record occurrence that is an owner or member of
the set listed in the SET NAME field.

OWNER/MEMBER RECORD OCCURRENCES Number of record occurrences retrieved when walking set
occurrences owned by the record listed in the RECORD NAME
field.

OWNER/MEMBER RECORDS EXTRACTED Number of records retrieved which met their Record Level
Selection Criteria. An asterisk next to this field indicates that the
extraction record limit was reached. See the note above for the
ENTRY RECORDS EXTRACTED field.

Load Audit Report
A description of the fields appearing on the Load Audit Report is given below.

 ID                       RELEASE           CA IDMS/
DATABASE EXTRACTOR                              DATE        TIME       PAGE
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                          Rnn.nn                LOAD AUDIT REPORT                                   mm/
dd/yy    hh:mm:ss   0001
 LOAD001I  LOAD STEP STARTED..................mm/dd/yy
 RETS005I  RETRIEVING SUBSCHEMA TRANSSUB; USING DICTNAME TESTDICT; DICTNODE TESTNODE
 PSUB003I  TARGET PSUB STORAGE REQUIRED...............18,072 BYTES
 LOAD006I  EXTRACTED USING SUBSCHEMA DBRR1016; COMPILED mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss
 LOAD007I  LOADING USING SUBSCHEMA TRANSSUB;  COMPILED mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss
 LOAD008I  INITIATING RECORD BINDS
              READY PROTECTED UPDATE SUCCESSFUL FOR AREA CLASS-REGION
              READY PROTECTED UPDATE SUCCESSFUL FOR AREA DEPT-REGION
 LOAD009I  STORE STEP STARTED.................mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss
 LOAD010I  STORE STEP ENDED...................mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss
 LOAD011I  STORE STEP STATISTICS
              TOTAL EXTRACTS READ........................&p.
              DBX PROCESSING EXTRACTS READ....................21
              EXTRACTS WRITTEN TO WORKFILE...................382
              RECORDS STORED.........................&p.
              RECORDS W/DUP CALC KEYS.......................&pe.

 ──────
 ID                       RELEASE           CA IDMS/
DATABASE EXTRACTOR                              DATE        TIME       PAGE
                          Rnn.nn                LOAD AUDIT REPORT                                   mm/
dd/yy    hh:mm:ss   0002
 ********************************************************************************************************************************
 ***************************************** S T O R E   S T A T I S T I C S  *****************************************************
 ********************************************************************************************************************************
                  ---RECORD NAME--     ---STORED---     DUP CALC KEYS
                  CLASS                      20              0
                  DEPT                       16              0
                  PREREQ                     17              0
                  ROOM                       0               0
 ──────
 ID                       RELEASE           CA IDMS/
DATABASE EXTRACTOR                              DATE        TIME       PAGE
                          Rnn.nn                LOAD AUDIT REPORT                                   mm/
dd/yy    hh:mm:ss   0003
 LOAD012I                CONNECT STEP STARTED......................
 LOAD013I                CONNECT STEP ENDED......................&p.
 LOAD014I                CONNECT STEP STATISTICS
                         OWNER RECORDS OBTAINED..................58
                         MEMBER RECORDS CONNECTED.............324
                         MANUAL INDEX SET CONNECTIONS............0
 ──────
 ID                       RELEASE           CA IDMS/
DATABASE EXTRACTOR                             DATE        TIME       PAGE
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                          Rnn.nn                LOAD AUDIT REPORT                                  mm/
dd/yy    hh:mm:ss   0004
 *************************************************************************************************************
 *******************************  C O N N E C T   S T A T I S T I C S   **************************************
 *************************************************************************************************************
              ----SET NAME----   -----OWNER-----OCCURRENCES  ------MEMBER-------  ----
CONNECTED----
              CLASS-SCHEDULE     CLASS                0
                                                             SCHEDULE                     0
              DEPT-TEACHER       DEPT                 0
                                                             TEACHER                      0
 ──────

Processing Messages

Report Field Description
LOAD STEP STARTED The date and time at which the LOAD step was started in the

format mm/dd/yy and hh:mm:ss.
TARGET PSUB STORAGE REQUIRED The amount of storage, in bytes, required for building the pseudo

subschema table of the target subschema.
EXTRACTED/LOADING USING SUBSCHEMA The name of the source subschemas used by the EXTRACT step,

and the target subschema used by the LOAD step, respectively.
INITIATING READIES The names of areas in the target database that were successfully

readied for processing, and the ready mode.
STORE STEP STARTED/STORE STEP ENDED The date and time CA IDMS Extractor began/ended storing

records on the target database in the format mm/dd/yy and
hh:mm:ss.

TOTAL EXTRACTS READ The total number of extracts read.
DBX PROCESSING EXTRACTS READ The number of processing extracts required by the LOAD step for

determining what records and sets participated in the extraction in
addition to the header and trailer extracts.

EXTRACTS WRITTEN TO WORKFILE The number of extracts required by the connect step.
RECORDS STORED The number of records stored on the target database.
RECORDS W/DUP CALC KEYS The number of CALC records that would have violated a

DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED restriction. This situation occurs
only if you load a populated database.

CONNECT STEP STARTED/CONNECT STEP ENDED The date and time at which CA IDMS Extractor began/ended
connected member records into their set occurrences in the format
mm/dd/yy and hh:mm:ss.

OWNER RECORDS OBTAINED The number of set occurrences loaded that had member records.
MEMBER RECORDS CONNECTED The number of member records connected.
MANUAL INDEX SET CONNECTIONS The number of member records, with a set connect option of

MANUAL, connected to system-owned, integrated indexes.
The records were connected to the same index in the source
database.

LOAD STEP ENDED The date and time at which the LOAD step ended in the format
mm/dd/yy and hh:mm:ss.
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CA IDMS Module Listing
This section lists the following CA IDMS AREPORTs, CREPORTs, DREPORTs, IREPORTs, JREPORTs, and SREPORTs
in order by module number.

AREPORT Listing
The following table lists AREPORTs by module number.

AREPORT Module Report Name KEY Parameter
001 ADS Dialogs and Their Components --

Detail
002 ADS Dialogs and Their Components -- Key KEY PROG-NAME-051 'dialog-name'
003 ADS Dialogs by Process Key KEY MOD-NAME-067 'process-name'
004 ADS Dialogs by Record Key KEY RSYN-NAME-079 'record-name'
005 ADS Dialogs by Subschema Key KEY SS-NAM-026 'subschema-name'
006 ADS Dialogs by Map Key KEY MAP-NAME-098 'map-name'

CREPORT Listing
The following table lists CREPORTs by module number.

Module Number Report Name
001 Network Description by Line(1)
002 Network Description by Physical Terminal(1)
003 Network Description by Logical Terminal(1)
004 Program Description(1)
005 Task Description(1)
006 Queue Description(1)
007 Destination Report(1)
011 System Options(1)
014 Network Description by Line(2)
015 Network Description by Physical Terminal(2)
016 Physical Terminals Within Line(2)
017 Network Description by Logical Terminal(2)
018 Logical Terminal by Physical Terminal(2)
019 Program Description(2)
020 Task Description(2)
021 Task Description Within Program(2)
022 Queue Description(2)
023 Queue Description Within Task(2)
024 Destination Report(2)
025 System Options(2)
028 Defined Messages
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029 Defined Devices
030 Map Record Indices
031 Map Field Indices
032 Listing of Maps by Panel
033 Listing of Maps
034 Listing of Maps by Record Name
035 Listing of Maps by Element Name
040 ADS OnLine Report(1)
041 OLQ Report(1)
043 Listing of Nodes
044 Listing of Defined Resources
045 ADS OnLine Report(2)
046 OLQ Report(2)
047 SQL CACHE Report(2)
048 SQL CACHE Report(1)
050 Load Area Modules
051 Module Text to Output File Utility
052 Module Text to Output File Utility
053 Symbol Table Report

Note:

(1) Object reports (2) Source reports

DREPORT Listing
The following table lists DREPORTs by module number.

Module Number Report Name
00 Housekeeping Module
001 Class Report -- Detail
002 Attribute Report -- Detail
003 System Report -- Detail
004 User Report -- Detail
005 Program Report -- Detail
006 Module Report -- Detail
007 File Report -- Detail
008 Record Report -- Detail
009 Element Report -- Detail
010 Inactive Element Report -- Detail
011 Task Report -- Detail
012 Queue Report -- Detail
013 Destination Report -- Detail
014 Logical Terminal Report -- Detail
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015 Physical Terminal Report -- Detail
016 Line Report -- Detail
017 Panel Report -- Detail
018 Map Report -- Detail
019 User-Defined Entity Report -- Detail
020 File/Record Cross-Reference Report
021 File Synonym Cross-Reference Report
022 Record Synonym Cross-Reference Report
023 Element Synonym Reference Report
024 Element Description Cross-Reference Report
025 Element Designator Cross-Reference Report
026 File Activity Report
027 IDMS Set Activity Report
028 IDMS Record Activity Report
029 IDMS Area Activity Report
030 Element/Program Cross-Reference Report
038 Record/Attribute Report -- Key
039 Element/Attribute Report -- Detail
050 Level Number Report
051 Module Text to Card Utility
052 Module Text to Output File Utility
053 System Report -- Summary
054 User Report -- Summary
055 Program Report -- Summary
056 Module Report -- Summary
057 File Report -- Summary
058 Record Report -- Summary
059 Element Report -- Summary
061 Task Report -- Summary
062 Queue Report -- Summary
063 Destination Report -- Summary
064 Logical Terminal Report -- Summary
065 Physical Terminal Report -- Summary
066 Line Report -- Summary
067 Panel Report -- Summary
068 Map Report -- Summary
071 Class Report -- Key
072 Attribute Report -- Key
073 System Report -- Key
074 User Report -- Key
075 Program Report -- Key
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076 Module Report -- Key
077 File Report -- Key
078 Record Report -- Key
079 Element Report -- Key
081 Task Report -- Key
082 Queue Report -- Key
083 Destination Report -- Key
084 Logical Terminal Report -- Key
085 Physical Terminal Report -- Key
086 Line Report -- Key
087 Panel Report -- Key
088 Map Report -- Key
089 User-Defined Entity Report -- Key
090 Catalog Summary Report
091 Catalog Detail Report
092 Group Detail Report
093 User Detail Report
094 Folder Detail Report
095 Object Detail Report
096 Catalog Summary Key Report
097 Catalog Detail Key Report

IREPORT Listing
The following table lists IREPORTs by module number.

Module Number Report Name
001 Row Level Security Summary Report
002 Row Level Security Detail Report
003 Row Level Security Summary Report by User
004 Row Level Security Detail Report by User
005 Row Level Security Summary Report by Owner/Security Name

JREPORT Listing
The following table lists JREPORTs by module number.

Module Number Report Name
000 Housekeeping Module
001 Transaction Summary
002 Program Termination Statistics
003 Program I/O Statistics
004 Program Summary
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005 Detail Area/Transaction
006 Detail Program/Area
007 Area Summary
008 Formatted Record Dump
009 User ID
010 External User Identity
011 Count By Journal Record Type

QREPORT Listing
The following table lists QREPORTs by module number.

Module Number Report Name
001 SQL Column Name Report
002 SQL Table Information Report
003 SQL Schema Information Report
004 SQL Access Module Information Report
005 SQL Table Access Report
006 SQL Table Syntax Report
007 SQL Table Index Report
008 SQL Table Constraint Report

SREPORT Listing
The following table lists SREPORTs by module number.

Module Number Report Name
00 Housekeeping Module
001 IDMS Statistics - Histogram Report
003 IDMS DC System Statistics
005 IDMS DC Statistics by User Id
006 IDMS DC Statistics by Lterm Id
007 IDMS DC Task Statistics by Task Code
008 IDMS DC ERUS Task Statistics by Accounting Data
009 IDMS DC ERUS Task Statistics by Program
010 IDMS DC Transactions Statistics by User Id
011 IDMS DC Transaction Statistics by Lterm Id
012 IDMS DC Task Summary
013 IDMS DC Program Summary
014 IDMS DC Queue Summary
015 IDMS DC Line Summary
016 IDMS DC Physical Terminal Summary
017 Summary of Records Read
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018 ADS OnLine Statistics by User Id
019 ADS OnLine Statistics by Dialog and Version Number
020 ADS OnLine Statistics by Logical Terminal Id
021 IDMS DC Transaction Statistics by Dialog
099 Output File of Archived Statistics Records

Compliance Reporting
Various government and state often require that organizations be able to identify who is accessing and/or updating
information on their databases. As of Release 16 SP4, the CA IDMS journal files have contained the user ID on the BGIN
checkpoint journal records and as of IDMS Server Release 16.1, the journal files have contained the external user ID from
web-based applications (if passed to the backend CA IDMS system) allowing for the identification of the actual user of an
application where the web-based application signed on to the backend CA IDMS system with a generic user ID.

JREPORT 008 and the CA IDMS Journal Analyzer Chronological Event Report report the user ID and external user ID
(when available), and JREPORT 009 and JREPORT 010 provide reports specifically on the user ID and external user ID
respectively. These enhanced reports can be used to determine which user has made changes to database records and
what was changed.

Examples

Example 1

In this example, JREPORT 009 is used to determine who used CA IDMS DMLO to make updates to the database. The
SELECT parameter selects only those BGIN records that have USDMAIN0 as the program name.

 INPUT 19068 19068 UM(CULLJRNL)

JREPORT=009

 SELECT PROGRAM EQ &sdq.USDMAIN0&sdq.

Example 2

Having run JREPORT 009, you found that CA IDMS DMLO was used to update the database, and the Transaction ID
was 44568. You can find out what changes were made by running JREPORT 008. The SELECT parameter selects all the
journal records for Transaction ID 44568.

 INPUT 19068 19068 UM(CULLJRNL)

JREPORT=008

 SELECT TRANSACT-ID EQ 44568

Example 3

You have a web-based application that uses a generic user ID to sign on to the backend CA IDMS system. You need
to know the identities of the actual users of that web-based application. You can find this information out by running
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JREPORT 010 using a SELECT parameter to select only those BGIN journal records that contain the generic user ID
used by that web-based application.

 INPUT 19068 19068 UM(CULLJRNL)

JREPORT=010

 SELECT TYPE EQ 'BGIN' AND USER-ID EQ 'WEB-USER'

Journal Record Processing Considerations

The following are considerations for journal record processing:

• If you want to capture information on retrieval only transactions, you must specify JOURNAL RETRIEVAL. While this
will allow you to see what programs were used for retrieval activity, you will not be able to see what records were
viewed.

• If you want to capture information from local batch jobs, you must capture the journal records (many sites take a
backup of their database for recovery purposes when running a local mode update job rather than writing the local
mode journal file.)

• Many web-based applications capture the user ID on the client side of the application and use a generic user ID to
access the data from the database. In these cases, the actual user ID as captured on the client side can be captured
and reported if a product like SiteMinder is used on the client side to make the actual user ID available to the backend
system for recording in the BGIN journal checkpoint record.

DB Analyzer System Output Reports
The CA IDMS/DB Analyzer produces individual reports for database areas, record types, set types, and SR8 index sets.
Statistics for these reports are drawn from a statistical file that you specify by using parameter statements. This option
also produces reports that compare the data generated from a database structure at two different times. This section
explains all reports in detail.

Important statistical information on the physical characteristics of four database structures--areas, record types, set types,
and index sets--is collected by CA IDMS/DB Analyzer. This information is provided through individual and comparative
reports. See Section3, "Parameters".

Individual Reports

You can produce an individual report for every area, record type, set type, and index set in your database, provided you
have created a CA IDMS/DB Analyzer statistical file containing the information necessary for each report.

Comparative Reports

In addition, you can produce a comparative report for each of the four structures (area, record type, set type, and index
set). A comparative report is similar to an individual report, except that it shows information on a particular structure at two
different times. Consequently, CA IDMS/DB Analyzer must draw statistics from two different statistical files to produce this
type of report. A comparative report also displays changes between new statistical values and old statistical values.

This section describes both individual and comparative Area, Record, Set, and SR8 Index Reports. A description of
each comparative report follows that of its corresponding individual report. For example, the Comparative Area Report
description follows the Area Report description. When reading this section, be sure you are familiar with the description of
an individual report before reading about its corresponding comparative report.
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Area Report
You can produce an Area Report for every area, or portion of an area, in a database for which statistics have been
accumulated. You cannot produce reports for areas, or portions of areas, excluded from accumulation by an AREA
parameter statement. An Area Report is divided into three sections: the Area Statistics Section, the Distribution Section,
and the Analysis by Record Section.

Area Report fields are shown in following screen displays. In this section are descriptions of two report identification
fields plus fields used in the Area Statistics, Distribution, Histogram, and Analysis by Record Sections of the Area Report.
The item numbers preceding each field name and description correspond with those in the referenced exhibits. When a
percentage is given, the derivation is shown. The percentage is calculated by dividing the value indicated in the numerator
by the value indicated in the denominator and multiplying the result by 100 (the asterisk indicates multiplication). The item
number for each value used in calculating the percentage is given in parentheses after the name of the item.

Area Report Field Descriptions

The Area Statistic Section of the Area Report is shown in following two screen displays. Descriptions of the Identification
and Statistic Section fields are provided following the exhibits.

      CA-TOOLS          RELEASE                CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER                      
         DATE          TIME     PAGE
                          Rnn.nn                      AREA REPORT                       
           dd/mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                                AREA STATISTICS
 SECTION
 1 ►    AREA NAME:  STUDENT-REGION
 2. ►    FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
        ITEM                                                               TOTAL        
        PCT
     ---------------------------------------------------------   
 -------------------------    ------
 3 ►    PAGE SIZE  -  IN BYTES                                              3,156
 4 ►    AREA  -  LOW PAGE                                                  91,001
 5 ►    AREA  -  HIGH PAGE                                                 91,080
 6 ►    AREA  -  TOTAL PAGES                                                   80
 7 ►    AREA  -  TOTAL SPACE                                              252,480
 8 ►    SWEEP  -  LOW PAGE                                                 91,001
 9 ►    SWEEP  -  HIGH PAGE                                                91,080
 10►    SWEEP  -  TOTAL PAGES                                                  80
 11►    SWEEP  -  TOTAL SPACE                                             252,480       
        100
 12►    BYTES USED  -  POINTERS                                             3,908       
          2
 13►    BYTES USED  -  DATA                                                 5,420       
          2
 14►    BYTES USED  -  LINE INDICES                                         1,664       
          1
 15►    BYTES USED  -  HEADERS/FOOTERS                                      2,560       
          1
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 16►    BYTES USED  -  SR7 RECORDS                                              0       
          0
 17►    BYTES USED  -  SR8 RECORDS                                          2,228       
          1
 18►    BYTES USED  -  SMPS                                                 3,124       
          1
 19►    BYTES USED  -  TOTAL                                               18,904       
          7
        FREE SPACE                                                        233,576       
         93
          AVG/PAGE                                                       2,956.66
          MAX/PAGE                                                          3,056
          MIN/PAGE                                                            800
 20-21► FREE SPACE LESS PAGE RESERVE                                      233,576       
         93
          AVG/PAGE                                                       2,956.66
          MAX/PAGE                                                          3,056
          MIN/PAGE                                                            800
 22►    PAGES PHYSICALLY FULL                                                   0       
          0
 23►    PAGES LOGICALLY FULL                                                    0       
          0
 24►    PAGES EMPTY                                                            61       
         77
 25►    SPACE MANAGEMENT PAGES                                                  1       
          1

      CA-TOOLS          RELEASE                CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER                      
           DATE          TIME     PAGE
                          Rnn.nn                      AREA REPORT                       
           dd/mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                                AREA STATISTICS
 SECTION
        AREA NAME:  STUDENT-REGION
        FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
        ITEM                                                               TOTAL        
        PCT
     ---------------------------------------------------------   
 -------------------------    ------
26►    NUMBER OF RECORD OCCURRENCES                                           208
27►    RECS OUT OF PHYSICAL SEQUENCE                                            0       
          0
28►    LDEL RECORDS.................
0                 0
29►        BYTES TO STORE                                                       0       
          0
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30►    RELOCATED RECORDS............                                           0        
         0
 31►        BYTES TO STORE                                                      0       
          0
 32►        BYTES THAT COULD BE RETURNED                                        0       
          0
 33►    FRAGMENTED RECORDS                                                      0       
          0
 34►        BYTES TO STORE                                                      0       
          0
 35►        BYTES THAT COULD BE RETURNED                                        0       
          0
 36►      FRAGMENTS PER OCCURRENCE
            AVG                                                              0.00
            MAX                                                                 0
            MIN                                                                 0
 37►      TOTAL FRAGMENTS IN AREA                                               0
 38►    COMPRESSED DATA RECORDS........                                        56       
         27
 39►      SAVINGS DUE TO COMPRESSION                                       20,776       
          8
            AVG                                                            371.00
            MAX                                                               408
            MIN                                                                 0
 40►    SR8 RECORDS...................                                         51       
         25
 41►    DECOMPRESSED BYTES TO STORE                                        2,228
 42►    COMPRESSED BYTES TO STORE                                          2,228
 43►    SAVINGS DUE TO COMPRESSION                                        0             
    0

NOTE
In a case where only a portion of an area has been swept for statistical accumulation, the field values described
pertain only to the portion of the area swept. Exceptions are items 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7,which pertain to the entire
area regardless of whether it was actually swept.

1 AREA NAME--The name of the area for the reported statistics.

2 FILE CREATION DATA--The date and time that the statistical file used for this report was created. This information is
important for identifying which statistical file is being used since there can be more than one file in storage.

3 PAGE SIZE - IN BYTES--The number of bytes allocated to each page in the area.

4 AREA - LOW PAGE--The page number of the beginning page for the entire area.

5 AREA - HIGH PAGE--The page number of the ending page for the entire area.

6 AREA - TOTAL PAGES--The number of pages in the entire area.

7 AREA - TOTAL SPACE--The total number of bytes allocated to the entire area. It is equivalent to the number of pages
in the area (item 6) multiplied by the page size (item 3).
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8 SWEEP - LOW PAGE--The lowest page number when a portion of an area was swept. If the entire area was swept, this
page number is identical to the AREA - LOW PAGE number (item 4).

9 SWEEP - HIGH PAGE--The highest page number when a portion of an area was swept. If the entire area was swept,
this page number is identical to the AREA - HIGH PAGE number (item 5).

10 SWEEP - TOTAL PAGES--The total number of pages swept in the area.

11 SWEEP - TOTAL SPACE--The total number of bytes allocated to the swept portion of the area and the percentage of
space allocated to the swept portion of the area. The total equals the sum of BYTES USED - TOTAL (item 19) and BYTES
OF FREE SPACE (item 20).

 PCT=100    *         SWEEP,TOTAL SPACE (11)
                      AREA,TOTAL SPACE (7)

If the entire area was swept, the first value is identical to that shown for AREA - TOTAL SPACE (item 7) and the
percentage is 100.

12 BYTES USED - POINTERS--The number of bytes used by pointers in the swept area and the percentage of space
used by pointers.

 PCT=100    *         BYTES USED,POINTERS (12)
                      SWEEP,TOTAL SPACE (11)

13 BYTES USED - DATA--The compressed number of bytes used by data (record occurrences) and the percentage of
space used by data.

 PCT=100    *         BYTES USED,DATA (13)
                      SWEEP,TOTAL SPACE (11)

14 BYTES USED - LINE INDICES--The number of bytes used by line indexes and the percentage of space used by line
indexes.

 PCT=100    *         BYTES USED,LINE INDICES (14)
                      SWEEP,TOTAL SPACE (11)

15 BYTES USED - HEADERS/FOOTERS--The number of bytes used by page headers plus the number of bytes used by
page footers and the percentage of space used by both page headers and footers. Since each header uses 16 bytes and
each footer uses 16 bytes, and there is one header and one footer per page, the first value is equivalent to 32 multiplied
by the total number of pages swept in the area (item 10).

 PCT=100    *         BYTES USED,HEADERS/FOOTERS(15)
                      SWEEP,TOTAL SPACE (11)

16 BYTES USED - SR7 RECORDS--The number of bytes used by SR7 records and the percentage of space used by
SR7 records.

17 BYTES USED - SR8 RECORDS--The number of bytes used by SR8 records and the percentage of space used by
SR8 records.

18 BYTES USED - SMPS--The number of bytes used by space management pages minus the number of bytes used for
headers and footers for those pages and the percentage of space used by space management pages.

 PCT=100    *         BYTES USED,SMPS (18)
                      SWEEP,TOTAL SPACE (11)

19 BYTES USED - TOTAL--The total number of bytes used in the area and the percentage of space used for this storage.
The total number of bytes used is the sum of items 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18.
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 PCT=100    *         BYTES USED,TOTAL (19)
                      SWEEP,TOTAL SPACE (11)

20 BYTES OF FREE SPACE--The actual free space found in the area and the percentage of actual free space found in
the area. Bytes of free space is the sum of the space available values located in the header record of each page swept in
the area.

 PCT=100    *         FREE SPACE (20)
                      SWEEP,TOTAL SPACE (11)

Also exhibited are the average number of bytes of free space on a page (AVG/PAGE), the maximum number of bytes of
free space on a page that is not empty (MAX/PAGE), and the minimum number of bytes of free space on a page that is
not full (MIN/PAGE).

 AVG/PAGE  =    BYTES FREE SPACE (20)
                TOTAL PAGES(10) - SMPS (23)

NOTE
The AVG/PAGE may exceed the MAX/PAGE if the area has a sufficient number of empty pages.

Bytes of free space values indicate area density. Poor performance for some database update functions may occur when
area density is 80% or greater.

21 BYTES OF FREE SPACE LESS PAGE RESERVE --The number of bytes available for data storage and the
percentage of bytes available for data storage. The values represent the actual free space found in the area minus the
page reserve.

 PCT=100    *        FREE SPACE-PAGE RESERVE (21)
                     SWEEP,TOTAL SPACE (11)

22 PAGES PHYSICALLY FULL--The number of pages whose header record space available values are zero and the
percentage of pages whose space available values are zero.

 PCT=100    *        PAGES PHYSICALLY FULL(22)
                     TOTAL PAGES (10) - SMPS (23)

When pages become physically full, records will overflow to pages with available space. Performance degradation due to
overflow records is likely to become significant as the percentage of physically full pages increases beyond 50%.

23 PAGES LOGICALLY FULL--The number of pages containing the maximum data record occurrences and the
percentage of pages containing the schema defined maximum record occurrences.

 PCT=100    *        PAGES LOGICALLY FULL (23)
                     TOTAL PAGES (10) - SMPS (25)

A large number of logically full pages indicates that the page size is too large for the record types being stored in the area.

24 PAGES EMPTY--The number of pages that contain no record occurrences and the percentage of pages that contain
no record occurrences.

 PCT=100    *        PAGES EMPTY (24)
                     TOTAL PAGES (10) - SMPS (25)

25 SPACE MANAGEMENT PAGES--The number of space management pages and the percentage of space
management pages.

 PCT=100    *        SPACE MANAGEMENT PAGES (25)
                     TOTAL PAGES (10)
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A space management page is a CA IDMS generated administrative page that contains records showing the number of
bytes available for each page in a series of pages in an area.

26 NUMBER OF RECORD OCCURRENCES--The total number of record occurrences in the area swept, including
logically deleted (LDEL) records.

27 RECORDS OUT OF PHYSICAL SEQUENCE--As of Release 12.0, this value is always zero.

28 LDEL RECORDS IN AREA--The number of logically deleted record occurrences in the area swept and the percentage
of logically deleted record occurrences in the area swept.

 PCT=100    *        LDEL RECORDS IN AREA (28)
                     RECORD OCCURRENCES (26)

LDEL records cause unnecessary update and retrieval overhead. This overhead increases with the number of LDEL
records.

29 BYTES TO STORE (LDEL RECORDS)--The number of bytes used to store all logically deleted record occurrences
and the percentage of bytes used for LDEL records.

 PCT=100    *        BYTES TO STORE (29)
                     SWEEP,TOTAL SPACE (11)

30 RELOCATED RECORDS IN AREA--The number of relocated record occurrences in the area swept and the
percentage of relocated records.

 PCT=100    * RELOCATED RECORDS (30)
                     RECORD OCCURRENCES (26)

Relocated records cause performance overhead. If the percentage of relocated records is greater than 20% and the
percentage of bytes that could be returned (see item 32) exceeds 50%, consider reorganizing the database. If the
percentage of relocated records is greater than 20% but the percentage of bytes that could be returned is less than 50%,
consider expanding the database.

31 BYTES TO STORE (RELOCATED RECORDS)--The number of bytes used to store all relocated record occurrences
(and associated pointers) and the percentage of bytes used for relocated records (SR2 and SR3 records).

 PCT=100    *        BYTES TO STORE REL RECS (31)
                     SWEEP,TOTAL SPACE (11)

32 BYTES THAT COULD BE RETURNED (RELOCATED RECORDS)--The number of bytes of relocated record storage
that could be returned to the target page were a reorganization to take place and the percentage of bytes that could be
returned.

 PCT=100    *        BYTES COULD BE RETURNED (32)
                     BYTES TO STORE REL RECS (31)

33 FRAGMENTED RECORDS--The number of fragmented record occurrences and the percentage of fragmented record
occurrences.

 PCT=100    *        FRAGMENTED RECORDS (33)
                     RECORD OCCURRENCES (26)

Record fragments cause performance overhead. If the percentage of fragments is greater than 20% and the percentage
of bytes that could be returned (see item 35) exceeds 50%, consider reorganizing the database. If the percentage of
record fragments is greater than 20% but the percentage of bytes that could be returned is less than 50%, consider
expanding the database.
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34 BYTES TO STORE (FRAGMENTED RECORDS)--The number of bytes used to store all record fragments and the
percentage of bytes used to store all record fragments.

 PCT=100    *        BYTES TO STORE (FRAG RECS)(34)
                     BYTES USED,TOTAL (19)

35 BYTES THAT COULD BE RETURNED (FRAGMENTED RECORDS)--The number of bytes of fragmented records
that could be returned to the target page, were a reorganization to take place, and the percentage of bytes that could be
returned.

 PCT=100    * BYTES COULD BE RETURNED(35)
                     BYTES TO STORE (FRAG RECS) (34)

36 FRAGMENTS PER OCCURRENCE--The number of fragments for each fragmented record occurrence expressed as
the average number of fragments per occurrence (AVG), the greatest number of fragments into which a record occurrence
is divided (MAX), and the least number of fragments into which a record occurrence is divided (MIN).

 AVG        = TOTAL FRAGMENTS (37)
                     FRAGMENTED RECORDS (33)

37 TOTAL FRAGMENTS IN AREA--The total number of record fragments in the area swept.

38 NUMBER OF RECORDS COMPRESSED--The number of compressed record occurrences and the percentage of
compressed record occurrences. This does not include SR8 record compression.

 PCT=100    *        RECORDS COMPRESSED (38)
                     RECORD OCCURRENCES (26)

This statistic is valid only if IDMSCOMP was used as the compression routine.

39 SAVINGS DUE TO COMPRESSION--The number of bytes saved due to the compression of record occurrences
(decompressed bytes minus compressed bytes) and the percentage of savings due to compression. The compression of
SR8 records is not included in this statistic.

 PCT=100    *        SAVINGS DUE COMPRESSION (39)
                     AREA,TOTAL SPACE (7)

Also included are the average number of bytes of savings per compressed record (AVG), the greatest number of bytes of
savings in a compressed record (MAX), and the least number of bytes of savings in a compressed record (MIN).

 AVG        = SAVINGS DUE COMPRESSION (39)
                     RECORDS COMPRESSED (38)

This statistic is valid only if IDMSCOMP was used as the compression routine.

40 SR8 RECORDS--The total number of SR8 records located in this area, and the percentage of the records in the area
that are SR8 records.

 PCT=100    *        SR8 RECORDS (40)
                     RECORD OCCURRENCES (26)

41 DECOMPRESSED BYTES TO STORE--The maximum number of bytes required to store the SR8 records for this
area when the automatic CA IDMS compression feature and the user-specified compression option are not used. You can
expect to gain storage savings through compression when you specify SYMBOLIC KEY for the sort type.

42 COMPRESSED BYTES TO STORE--The number of bytes actually required to store the SR8 records for this area.

43 SAVINGS DUE TO COMPRESSION--The number of bytes saved through use of the CA IDMS automatic compression
feature and/or the user-specified compression option.
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PCT=100 * SAVINGS DUE TO COMPRESSION(43) COMPRESSED BYTES TO STORE(41)

Distribution Section Fields

The Distribution Section of the Area Report is shown in the following display. This section of the report displays the
distribution of the following selected area features.

 CA-TOOLS           RELEASE                CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER                          
       DATE          TIME     PAGE
                    Rnn.nn                      AREA REPORT                             
     dd/mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                          AREA STATISTICS SECTION
    AREA NAME:  STUDENT-REGION
    FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
     ITEM                                                   RANGE                  TOTAL
          PCT
     -------------------------------------      -----------------------------   
 -------------    ----
 1 ►    PERCENT OF PAGE FULL                           PERCENT RANGE               PAGES
                                                          0 -    10                   64
           81
                                                         11 -    20                    7
            9
                                                         21 -    30                    3
            4
                                                         31 -    40                    3
            4
                                                         41 -    50                    0
            0
                                                         51 -    60                    1
            1
                                                         61 -    70                    0
            0
                                                         71 -    80                    1
            1
                                                         81 -    90                    0
            0
                                                         91 -    100                   0
            0
 2 ►    RECORD OCCURRENCES                               PAGES                  
 OCCURRENCES
                                                      91001 -    91008                61
           29
                                                      91009 -    91016                71
           34
                                                      91017 -    91024                24
           12
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                                                      91025 -    91032                 0
            0
                                                      91033 -    91040                 0
            0
                                                      91041 -    91048                 1
            0
                                                      91049 -    91056                 0
            0
                                                      91057 -    91064                 0
            0
                                                      91065 -    91072                 0
            0
                                                      91073 -    91080                 0
            0
 3 ►    FRAGMENTS                                       PAGES                    
 FRAGMENTS
                                                      91001 -    91008                 0
            0
                                                      91009 -    91016                 0
            0
                                                      91017 -    91024                 0
            0
                                                      91025 -    91032                 0
            0
                                                      91033 -    91040                 0
            0
                                                      91041 -    91048                 0
            0
                                                      91049 -    91056                 0
            0
                                                      91057 -    91064                 0
            0
                                                      91065 -    91072                 0
            0
                                                      91073 -    91080                 0
            0
 4 ►    FREE SPACE                                      PAGES                      BYTES
                                                      91001 -    91008            16.880
            7
                                                      91009 -    91016            18,944
            8
                                                      91017 -    91024            22,876
           10
                                                      91025 -    91032            24,992
           11
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                                                      91033 -    91040            24,992
           11
                                                      91041 -    91048            24,924
           11
                                                      91049 -    91056            24,992
           11
                                                      91057 -    91064            24,992
           11
                                                      91065 -    91072            24,992
           11
                                                      91073 -    91080            24,992
           11
 5 ►    SAVINGS DUE TO COMPRESSION                     BYTES SAVED             
 OCCURRENCES
                                                          0 -    0                     0
            0
                                                          1 -    50                    4
            2
                                                         51 -    100                   0
            0
                                                        101 -    150                   0
            0
                                                        151 -    200                   1
            0
                                                        201 -    250                   0
            0
                                                        251 -    300                   0
            0
                                                        301 -    350                   0
            0
                                                        351 -    400                  28
           13
                                                        401 -    450                  23
           11

NOTE
In a case where only a portion of an area has been swept for statistical accumulation, the field values described
pertain only to the portion of the area swept.

1 PERCENT OF PAGE FULL--The distribution of pages by range of percent physically full is shown here. Ranges of
percent full are listed under the column headed RANGE. The number of pages found in each range of percent full is listed
under the column headed TOTAL. The percentage of pages found in each page range is listed under the column headed
PCT.

 PCT=100    *        NUMBER OF PAGES IN RANGE
                     SWEEP,TOTAL PAGES (Area Stats 10)

The distribution of pages by percent of page full is based upon data taken from the SR1 record for each page in the area
swept.
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2 RECORD OCCURRENCES--The distribution of record occurrences by page range is shown here. Page ranges are
listed under the column headed RANGE. The number of occurrences found in each page range is listed in the column
headed TOTAL. The percentage of occurrences found in each page range is listed in the column headed PCT.

 PCT=100    *        OCCURRENCES IN PAGE RANGE
                     RECORD OCCURRENCES (Area Stats 26)

3 FRAGMENTS--The distribution of record fragments by page range is shown here. Page ranges are listed in the column
headed RANGE. The total number of fragments found in each page range is listed in the column headed TOTAL. The
percentage of fragments found in each page range is listed in the column headed PCT.

 PCT=100    *        FRAGMENTS IN PAGE RANGE
                     FRAGMENTS, AREA (Area Stats 37)

4 FREE SPACE--The distribution of free space by page range is shown here. Page ranges are listed in the column
headed RANGE. The amount of free space (in numbers of bytes) found in each page range is listed in the column headed
TOTAL. The percentage of free space found in each page range is listed in the column headed PCT.

 PCT=100    *        FREE SPACE IN PAGE RANGE
                     FREE SPACE IN AREA(Area Stats 20)

5 SAVINGS DUE TO COMPRESSION--The distribution of compressed record occurrences by range of bytes saved
is shown here. Ranges of bytes saved are listed in the column headed RANGE. The number of compressed record
occurrences found in each range is listed in the column headed TOTAL. The percentage of compressed record
occurrences found in each range is listed in the column headed PCT.

 PCT=100    *        SAVINGS DUE TO COMPRESSION
                     RECS COMPRESSED (Area Stats 38)

This statistic is valid only if IDMSCOMP was used as the compression routine.

Histogram Section Fields

The Histogram Section of the Area Report is shown in the following display. This section of the report is a graphic
representation and a quick reference version of the Distribution Section. Distribution Section percentages are shown for
each range in the form of a bar chart.

 CA-TOOLS        RELEASE                CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER                             
    DATE          TIME     PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                      AREA REPORT                                
  dd/mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                         HISTOGRAM SECTION
 AREA NAME:  STUDENT-REGION
 FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
  PERCENT RANGE      PERCENT OF PAGE FULL - PERCENTAGE BY DISTRIBUTION RANGE
               0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
    0 -  10    .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN .       
   .          .          .          .
   11 -  20    .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN    .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
   21 -  30    .NNNNN    .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
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   31 -  40    .         .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
   41 -  50    .NNNNNNNNNN          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
   51 -  60    .         .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
   61 -  70    .         .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
   71 -  80    .N        .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
   81 -  90    .         .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
   91 - 100    .N        .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
               0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
   PAGES             RECORD OCCURRENCES - PERCENTAGE BY DISTRIBUTION RANGE
               0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
 91001 - 91008 .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 91009 - 91016 .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN    .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 91017 - 91024 .NNNNNNNNNNN         .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 91025 - 91032 .         .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 91033 - 91040 .         .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 91041 - 91048 .         .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 91049 - 91056 .         .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 91057 - 91064 .         .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 91065 - 91072 .         .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 91073 - 91080 .         .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
               0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
   PAGES             FRAGMENTS - PERCENTAGE BY DISTRIBUTION RANGE
               0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
 91001 - 91008 .          .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
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 91009 - 91016 .          .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91017 - 91024 .          .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91025 - 91032 .          .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91033 - 91040 .          .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91041 - 91048 .          .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91049 - 91056 .          .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91057 - 91064 .          .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91065 - 91072 .          .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91073 - 91080 .          .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
               0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
   PAGES           FREE SPACE - PERCENTAGE BY DISTRIBUTION RANGE
               0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
 91001 - 91008 .NNNNNNNNN .         .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 91009 - 91016 .NNNNNNNNNNN         .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 91017 - 91024 .NNNNNNNNNNN         .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 91025 - 91032 .NNNNNNNNNNN         .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 91033 - 91040 .NNNNNNNNNNN         .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 91041 - 91048 .NNNNNNNNNNN         .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 91049 - 91056 .NNNNNNNNNNN         .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 91057 - 91064 .NNNNNNNNNNN         .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 91065 - 91072 .NNNNNNNNNNN         .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 91073 - 91080 .NNNNNNNNNNN         .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
               0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
 BYTES SAVED        SAVINGS DUE TO COMPRESSION - PERCENTAGE BY DISTRIBUTION RANGE
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               0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
     0 -   0   .         .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
     1 -  50   .NN       .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
    51 - 100   .         .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
   101 - 150   .         .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
   151 - 200   .NNNNNNNNN.          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
   201 - 250   .         .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
   251 - 300   .         .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
   301 - 350   .         .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
   351 - 400   .NNNNNNNNNNNNNN      .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
   401 - 450   .NNNNNNNNNN          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
               0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100

Analysis by Record Section Fields

The Analysis by Record Section of the Area Report is shown in the following display. This section of the report provides
summary statistics by record type for both active and logically deleted (LDEL) records. A description of each field is given
below.

 CA-TOOLS        RELEASE                CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER                             
    DATE          TIME     PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                      AREA REPORT                                
  dd/mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                      ANALYSIS BY RECORD
 SECTION
 AREA NAME:  STUDENT-REGION
 FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
 RECORD NAME    LOC    ***********************************ACTIVE
 RECORDS********************************  *******LDEL RECORDS***
                MODE    *-OCCURRENCES-*    *-SPACED USED-*    *---LENGTH--* *-FRAGMENTS-
*    COMPRESSION        *-SPACED USED-*
                        COUNT    PCT    BYTES    PCT    AVG    MAX    MIN    COUNT   
 PCT    BYTES SAVED    COUNT    BYTES    PCT
 ----------    -----    -----    ---    -----    ---    ---    ---    ---    -----   
 ---    -----------    -----    -----    ---
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 DREPORTV      V           2      1       88      1      44     44     44      0       0
           72         0         0      0
 GREPORT       V           3      1      148      2      49     52     48      0       0
          212         0         0      0
 SCHEDULE      V          98     47    4,312     46      44     44     44      0       0
            0         0         0      0
 SPORTS        C           3      1      180      2      60     60     60      0       0
            0         0         0      0
 STUDENT       C           51    25    4,600     49      90     96     84      0       0
       20,492         0         0      0

NOTE
In a case where only a portion of an area has been swept for statistical accumulation, the field values described
pertain only to the portion of the area swept.

1 RECORD NAME--Listed under this heading is the record name for each record type in the area swept.

2 LOCATION MODE--The location mode under which the record is stored. The value will be either V(VIA), C(CALC), or
D(DIRECT).

3 OCCURRENCES--The values listed under this heading are the total number of active record occurrences and the
percentage of active record occurrences for each record type.

 PCT=100    *        OCCURRENCES PER RECORD TYPE
                     REC OCCURRENCES (Area Stats 26)

4 SPACE USED--The values listed under this heading are the total number of bytes used by active record occurrences
and the percentage of bytes used by active record occurrences for each record type.

 PCT=100    *        SPACE USED PER RECORD TYPE
                     BYTES,PNTRS (12) + BYTES,DATA (13)

5 LENGTH--The values listed under this heading are the average, maximum, and minimum lengths (number of bytes
used) of active record occurrences for each record type. Fixed length record types show identical average, maximum, and
minimum values.

6 FRAGMENTED RECORDS--The values listed under this heading are the total number of active fragmented record
occurrences and the percentage of active fragmented record occurrences for each record type.

 PCT=100    *        FRAGMENTS PER RECORD TYPE
                     FRAGMENTED REC (Area Stats 33)

7 COMPRESSION BYTES SAVED--The values listed under this heading are the total number of bytes saved by active
compressed record occurrences for each record type.

8 COUNT--The values listed under this heading are the total number of logically deleted record occurrences for each
record type.

9 SPACE USED--The values listed under this heading are the total number of bytes used by logically deleted records and
the percentage of space used by logically deleted records for each record type.

 PCT=100    *        SPACE USED PER RECORD TYPE
                     BYTES USED,TOTAL (Area Stats 19)
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Comparative Area Report
A Comparative Area Report is used to assess changes that have occurred in the physical organization of an area, or
portion of an area. Consequently, this type of report uses data from two different statistical files. The data from these files
describe the area at two different points in time.

Similar to the Area Report, the Comparative Area Report is divided into four sections--the Area Statistics Section, the
Distribution Section, the Histogram Section, and the Analysis by Record Section.

The format of each section in this report is the same as that of an Area Report except that fields have been added to show
"old" and "new" statistical file values and, when possible, the amount of change between these values.

Comparative Area Report Fields are shown in the following screen displays. Fields at the top of the Comparative Area
Report are described below. 

Comparative Area Report Field Descriptions

The Report Identification fields and the Area Statistics Section fields are described below and are shown in the
Comparative Area Report.

 CA-TOOLS        RELEASE                CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER                             
    DATE          TIME     PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                      AREA REPORT                                
  dd/mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                       AREA STATISTICS SECTION
                                            
 COMPARATIVE
 AREA NAME:  STUDENT-REGION
 NEW FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
 OLD FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
 ITEM                                     NEW     PCT          OLD     PCT       
 VARIANCE    PCT
 -----------------------------            ---    ----         -----    ---       
 --------    ---
 PAGE SIZE - IN BYTES                   3,156                 3,156                    
 0
 AREA - LOW PAGE                       91,001                 91,001                   
 0
 AREA - HIGH PAGE                      91,080                 91,080                   
 0
 AREA - TOTAL PAGES                        80                     80                   
 0
 AREA - TOTAL SPACE                   252,480                252,480                   
 0
 SWEEP - LOW PAGE                      92,001                 91,001                   
 0
 SWEEP - HIGH PAGE                     91,080                 91,080                   
 0
 SWEEP - TOTAL PAGES                       80                     80                   
 0
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 SWEEP - TOTAL SPACE                   52,480     100        252,480    100            
 0
 BYTES USED - POINTERS                  1,392       1          3,908      2        
 2,516      1
 BYTES USED - DATA                      3,900       2          5,420      2       
 -1,520      0
 BYTES USED - LINE INDICES                896       1          1,664      1         
 -768      1
 BYTES USED - HEADERS/FOOTERS           2,560       1          2,560      1            
 0      0
 BYTES USED - SR7 RECORDS                   0       0              0      0            
 0      0
 BYTES USED - SR8 RECORDS                   0       0              0      0            
 0      0
 BYTES USED - SMPS                      3,124       1          3,124      1            
 0      0
 BYTES USED - TOTAL                    11,872       5         18,904      7       
 -7,032      2
 FREE SPACE PLUS PAGE RESERVE         240,608      95        233,576     93       
 +7,032      2
     AVG/PAGE                        3,045.67               2,956.66              
 +89.01
     MAX/PAGE                           3,056                  3,056                   
 0
     MIN/PAGE                           1,984                    800              
 +1,184
 FREE SPACE LESS PAGE RESERVE         240,608      95        233,576     93       
 +7,032      2
     AVG/PAGE                        3,045.67               2,956.66              
 +89.01
     MAX/PAGE                           3,056                  3,056                   
 0
     MIN/PAGE                           1,984                    800              
 +1,184
 PAGES PHYSICALLY FULL                      0       0              0     0             
 0      0
 PAGES LOGICALLY FULL                       0       0              0     0             
 0      0
 PAGES EMPTY                               66      84             61    77            
 +5      7
 SPACE MANAGEMENT PAGES                     1       1              1     1             
 0      0
 NUMBER OF RECORD OCCURRENCES             112                    208                 
 -96
 RECS OUT OF PHYSICAL SEQUENCE              0       0              0     0             
 0      0
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 LDEL RECORDS................               0       0              0     0             
 0      0
   BYTES TO STORE                           0       0              0     0             
 0      0
 RELOCATED RECORDS...........               0       0              0     0             
 0      0
   BYTES TO STORE                           0       0              0     0             
 0      0
   BYTES THAT COULD BE RETURNED             0       0              0     0             
 0      0
 FRAGMENTED RECORDS..........               0       0              0     0             
 0      0
   BYTES TO STORE                           0       0              0     0             
 0      0
   BYTES THAT COULD BE RETURNED             0       0              0     0             
 0      0
   FRAGMENTS PER OCCURRENCE
     AVG                                 0.00                   0.00                
 0.00
     MAX                                    0                      0                   
 0
     MIN                                    0                      0                   
 0
     TOTAL FRAGMENTS IN AREA                0                      0                   
 0
 COMPRESSED DATA RECORDS.....             109      97             56    27           
 +53      0
   SAVINGS DUE TO COMPRESSION          15,192       6         20,776     8        
 -5,584      2
     AVG                               139.38                 371.00             
 -231.62
     MAX                                  404                    408                  
 -4
     MIN                                    0                      0                   
 0
 SR8 RECORDS.................               0       0             51    25           
 -51     25
   DECOMPRESSED BYTES TO STORE              0                  2,228              
 -2,228
   COMPRESSED BYTES TO STORE                0                  2,228              
 -2,228
   COMPRESSION SAVINGS                      0       0              0     0             
 0      0

 1 AREA NAME--The name of the area whose change in physical organization is to be assessed.
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 2 NEW FILE CREATION DATA--The date and time of creation of the statistical file listed in the z/OS and OS/390 JCL as
STAT1, and in the VSE/ESA JCL as SYS010.

 3 OLD FILE CREATION DATA--The date and time of creation of the statistical file listed in the z/OS and OS/390 JCL as
STAT2, and in the VSE/ESA JCL as SYS011.

 4 NEW PCT--The values listed under this heading are raw counts and percentages taken from the new statistics file (item
2).

 5 OLD PCT--The values listed under this heading are raw counts and percentages taken from the old statistics file (item
3). See Area Report for a description of each field listed.

 6 VARIANCE PCT--Listed under this heading are the differences between new and old raw counts and the percent
variance between the new and old values. Positive values indicate the amount by which new statistical file values are
greater than old. Negative values indicate the amount by which new file values are less than old.

Distribution Section Fields

The Distribution Section of the Comparative Area Report is shown in the following display. 

 CA-TOOLS        RELEASE                 CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER                            
     DATE          TIME     PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                      AREA REPORT                                
   dd/mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                         DISTRIBUTION SECTION
                                            
 COMPARATIVE
 AREA NAME:  STUDENT-REGION
 NEW FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
 OLD FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
 ITEM                              RANGE            NEW    PCT      OLD     PCT  
 VARIANCE    PCT
 -----------------------------    -------           ---    ---      ---     ---  
 --------    ---
 PERCENT OF PAGE FULL            PERCENT RANGE     PAGES
                                   0 - 10           69      87       64      81       +5
       6
                                  11 - 20            5       6        7       9       -2
       3
                                  21 - 30            4       5        3       4       +1
       1
                                  31 - 40            1       1        3       4       -2
       3
                                  41 - 50            0       0        0       0        0
       0
                                  51 - 60            0       0        1       1       -1
       1
                                  61 - 70            0       0        0       0        0
       0
                                  71 - 80            0       0        1       1       -1
       1
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                                  81 - 90            0       0        0       0        0
       0
                                  91 - 100           0       0        0       0        0
       0
 RECORD OCCURRENCES              PAGES                       OCCURRENCES
                              91001 - 91008         42      38       61      29      -19
       9
                              91009 - 91016         55      49       71      34      -16
      15
                              91017 - 91024         14      13       24      12      -10
       1
                              91025 - 91032         0        0        0       0        0
       0
                              91033 - 91040         0        0        0       0        0
       0
                              91041 - 91048         1        1        1       0        0
       1
                              91049 - 91056         0        0        0       0        0
       0
                              91057 - 91064         0        0        0       0        0
       0
                              91065 - 91072         0        0        0       0        0
       0
                              91073 - 91080         0        0        0       0        0
       0
 FRAGMENTS                       PAGES                       FRAGMENTS
                              91001 - 91008         0        0        0       0        0
       0
                              91009 - 91016         0        0        0       0        0
       0
                              91017 - 91024         0        0        0       0        0
       0
                              91025 - 91032         0        0        0       0        0
       0
                              91033 - 91040         0        0        0       0        0
       0
                              91041 - 91048         0        0        0       0        0
       0
                              91049 - 91056         0        0        0       0        0
       0
                              91057 - 91064         0        0        0       0        0
       0
                              91065 - 91072         0        0        0       0        0
       0
                              91073 - 91080         0        0        0       0        0
       0
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 FREE SPACE                       PAGES                      BYTES
                              91001 - 91008    19,556        8   16,880       7   +2,676
       1
                              91009 - 91016    21,960        9   18,944       8   +3,016
       1
                              91017 - 91024    24,216       10   22,876      10   +1,340
       0
                              91025 - 91032    24,992       10   24,992      11        0
       1
                              91033 - 91040    24,992       10   24,992      11        0
       1
                              91041 - 91048    24,924       10   24,924      11        0
       1
                              91049 - 91056    24,992       10   24,992      11        0
       1
                              91057 - 91064    24,992       10   24,992      11        0
       1
                              91065 - 91072    24,992       10   24,992      11        0
       1
                              91073 - 91080    24,992       10   24,992      11        0
       1
 SAVINGS DUE TO COMPRESSION   BYTES SAVED                    OCCURRENCES
                                 0 - 0              0        0        0       0        0
       0
                                 1 - 50             0        0        4       2       -4
       2
                                51 - 100           45       40        0       0      +45
      40
                               101 - 150           48       43        0       0      +48
      43
                               151 - 200            0        0        1       0       -1
       0
                               201 - 250            0        0        0       0        0
       0
                               251 - 300            0        0        0       0        0
       0
                               301 - 350            0        0        0       0        0
       0
                               351 - 400           13       12       28      13      -15
       1
                               401 - 450            3        3       23      11      -20
       8

 1 NEW PCT--The values listed under this heading are raw counts and percentages for each range. These values are
taken from the new (STAT1) statistics file. See Comparative Area Report Identification Fields, item 2.

 2 OLD PCT--The values listed under this heading are raw counts and percentages for each range. These values are
taken from the old (STAT2) statistics file. See Comparative Area Report Identification Fields, item 3.
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 3 VARIANCE PCT--Listed under this heading are the differences between new and old raw counts and the percent
variance between the old and new values. Positive values indicate the amount by which new statistical file values are
greater than old. Negative values indicate the amount by which new file values are less than old.

For variance to be meaningful, both the old and new statistical files must contain identical ranges. If they do not, no values
are listed under this heading.

Histogram Section Fields

A portion of the Histogram Section of the Comparative Area Report is shown in the following display. This section of the
report is a graphic representation and a quick reference version of the Distribution Section. Old (O) and new (N) values of
Distribution Section percentages for each range are shown on two lines in the form of a bar chart.

 CA-TOOLS        RELEASE                CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER                             
    DATE          TIME     PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                      AREA REPORT                                
  dd/mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                          HISTOGRAM SECTION
                                            COMPARATIVE
  AREA NAME: STUDENT-REGION
  NEW FILE CREATION DATA: mm/dd/yy - hh:mm:ss
  OLD FILE CREATION DATA: mm/dd/yy - hh:mm:ss
   PERCENT RANGE      PERCENT OF PAGE FULL - PERCENTAGE BY DISTRIBUTION RANGE
                0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
      0 - 10  
  .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN  
  .          .          .
      0 - 10  
  .OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO        
  .          .          .
     11 - 20    .NNNN     .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
     11 - 20    .OOOOOOOO .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
     21 - 30    .NNN      .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
     21 - 30    .OO       .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
     31 - 40    .N        .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
     31 - 40    .OOOO     .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
     41 - 50    .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
     41 - 50    .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
     51 - 60    .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
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     51 - 60    .O        .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
     61 - 70    .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
     61 - 70    .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
     71 - 80    .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
     71 - 80    .O        .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
     81 - 90    .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
     81 - 90    .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
     91 - 100   .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
     91 - 100   .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
                0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
    PAGES            RECORD OCCURRENCES - PERCENTAGE BY DISTRIBUTION RANGE
                0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
 91001 - 91008
  .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN .        
  .          .          .
 91001 - 91008  .OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO.          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91009 - 91016
  .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN.
          .          .
 91009 - 91016  .OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO.          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91017 - 91024  .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91017 - 91024  .OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO  .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91025 - 91032  .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91025 - 91032  .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91033 - 91040  .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91033 - 91040  .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
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 91041 - 91048  .N        .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91041 - 91048  .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91049 - 91056  .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91049 - 91056  .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91057 - 91064  .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91057 - 91064  .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91065 - 91072  .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91065 - 91072  .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91073 - 91080  .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
 91073 - 91080  .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
                0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
 BYTES SAVED        SAVINGS DUE TO COMPRESSION - PERCENTAGE BY DISTRIBUTION RANGE
                0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
     0 -   0    .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
     0 -   0    .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
     1 -  50    .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
     1 -  50    .OO       .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
    51 - 100    .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN    .      
    .          .          .          .
    51 - 100    .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
   101 - 150    .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN    
    .          .          .          .
   101 - 150    .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
   151 - 200    .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
   151 - 200    .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
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   201 - 250    .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
   201 - 250    .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
   251 - 300    .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
   251 - 300    .         .          .          .          .          .          .      
    .          .          .          .
                0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100

Analysis by Record Section Fields

The Analysis by Record Section of the Comparative Area Report is shown in the following display. This section of the
report is identical to its Area Report counterpart except that it lists statistics from both the old and new statistical files. 

 CA-TOOLS        RELEASE                CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER                             
    DATE          TIME     PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                      AREA REPORT                                
  dd/mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                      ANALYSIS BY RECORD SECTION
                                            
 COMPARATIVE
 AREA NAME:  DEPT-REGION
 FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
 RECORD NAME    LOC    ***********************************ACTIVE
 RECORDS********************************  *******LDEL RECORDS***
                MODE    *-OCCURRENCES-*    *-SPACED USED-*    *---LENGTH--* *-FRAGMENTS-
*    COMPRESSION        *-SPACED USED-*
                        COUNT    PCT    BYTES    PCT    AVG    MAX    MIN    COUNT   
 PCT    BYTES SAVED    COUNT    BYTES    PCT
 ----------    -----    -----    ---    -----    ---    ---    ---    ---    -----   
 ---    -----------    -----    -----    ---
1 DEPT           C        6        7      480      5     80     80     80      0       0
           0           0       0       0
    PREREQ       V       17       19      476      5     28     28     28      0       0
           0           0       0       0
    SUBJECT      C       32       36    4,280     47    134    280    116      0       0
           0           0       0       0
    TEACHER      C       35       39    3,780     42    108   
 108    108      0       0           0           0       0      
 0
2 DEPT           C        3        4      240      5     80     80     80      0       0
           0           0       0       0
    PREREQ       V       11       16      308      6     28     28     28      0       0
           0           0       0       0
    SUBJECT      C       12       18    1,512     29     79    188     56      0       0
           0          25   1,400      27
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    TEACHER      C       16       24    1,728     33    108    108    108      0       0
           0           0       0       0 

 1 Listed by record type are statistics from the new (STAT1) statistical file.

 2 Listed by record type are statistics from the old (STAT2) statistical file.

Record Report
A Record Report can be produced for every record type residing in an area, or portion of an area, for which statistics
have been accumulated. Reports for record types residing in an area, or portion of an area, excluded from statistical
accumulation by an AREA statement cannot be produced.

A Record Report is divided into three sections: the Record Statistics Section, the Distribution Section, and the Histogram
Section.

This article contains the following information:

Record Report Field Descriptions

Record Report fields are shown in the following screen displays. Following are descriptions of two report identification
fields plus fields used in the Record Statistics and Distribution Sections of the Record Report.

      CA-TOOLS          RELEASE                CA IDMS/
DB ANALYZER                                 DATE          TIME     PAGE
                        Rnn.nn                    RECORD REPORT                                  dd/
mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                             RECORD STATISTICS SECTION

 1 ►    RECORD ID/NAME:             1002 - SUBJECT
 2 ►    FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
        ITEM                                      TOTAL              PCT
        -----------------------------            -------            -----
 3 ►    RECORD LOCATION MODE                       CALC
 4 ►    NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES                        37
 5 ►    BYTES TO STORE ALL OCCURRENCES            2,912
 6 ►    RECS OUT OF PHYSICAL SEQUENCE                 0              0

 7 ►    NUMBER OF LDEL OCCURRENCES                   25             68
 8 ►    BYTES TO STORE LDEL RECORDS               1,400             48

 9 ►    OCCURRENCE LENGTH
          COMPRESSED
          AVG                                         79
          MAX                                        188
          MIN                                         56
          DECOMPRESSED
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          AVG                                         79
          MAX                                        188
          MIN                                         56

 10►   RELOCATED OCCURRENCES                            0              0
 11►   BYTES TO STORE RELOCATED RECS                    0              0
 12►   BYTES THAT COULD BE RETURNED                     0              0
 13►   OCCURRENCES WITH FRAGMENTS                       0              0
 14►   FRAGMENTS PER OCCURRENCE
          AVG                                           0.00
          MAX                                           0
          MIN                                           0
 15►   NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS                           0
 16►   BYTES TO STORE ALL FRAGMENTS                     0              0
 17►   BYTES THAT COULD BE RETURNED                     0              0

 18►   NUMBER OF RECORDS COMPRESSED                     0              0
 19►   SAVINGS DUE TO COMPRESSION                    0
          AVG                                           0.00
          MAX                                           0
          MIN                                           0

NOTE
In a case where only a portion of an area has been swept forstatistical accumulation, the field values described
pertain only to the portion of the area swept. Remember that statistics shown on the Record Report apply only to
the record type indicated in the RECORD ID/NAME field of the report (item 1).

1 RECORD ID/NAME--The identification number and name of the record type for the reported statistics.

2 FILE CREATION DATA--The date and time that the statistical file used for this report was created. This information
helps identify which statistical file is being used since there can be more than one file in storage.

3 RECORD LOCATION MODE--The location mode for the record type as defined in the schema is shown here.

4 NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES--The total number of record occurrences. This value includes logically deleted (LDEL)
records.

5 BYTES TO STORE ALL OCCURRENCES--The total number of bytes used to store all record occurrences.

6 RECORDS OUT OF PHYSICAL SEQUENCE--As of Release 12.0, this value is always zero.

 PCT=100    *        RECS OUT OF PHYS SEQUENCE(6)

                     NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES (4)

7 NUMBER OF LDEL OCCURRENCES--The number of logically deleted record occurrences in the area swept for this
record type and the percentage of total records of this type that are logically deleted.
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 PCT=100    *        NUMBER OF LDEL OCCURRENCES(7)

                     NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES (4)

8 BYTES TO STORE LDEL RECORDS--The number of bytes used to store all logically deleted record occurrences and
the percentage of total bytes used for this record type that are for logically deleted occurrences.

 PCT=100    *        BYTES TO STORE LDEL RECS(8)

                     BYTES TO STORE ALL OCS (5)

9 OCCURRENCE LENGTH (if fixed)--If occurrences for the record type are of fixed length and are not compressed, the
number of bytes used for occurrence length is shown here.

If the record type is of variable length or is compressed, the fixed occurrence length is not shown on the report. For
variable length, see next item.

9 OCCURRENCE LENGTH (if variable)--If occurrences for the record type are of variable length or are compressed, the
average, maximum, and minimum number of bytes used for both compressed and decompressed occurrence lengths is
shown here. The decompressed occurrence length is only valid if IDMSCOMP was used as the compression routine.

If the record type is of fixed length and is not compressed, these fields are not shown on the report.

10 RELOCATED OCCURRENCES--The total number of relocated record occurrences and the percentage of relocated
record occurrences.

 PCT=100    *        RELOCATED OCCURRENCES (10)

                     NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES (4)

11 BYTES TO STORE ALL RELOCATED RECS--The total number of bytes used to store all relocated record
occurrences (and associated pointers) and the percentage of bytes used for relocated record occurrences.

 PCT=100    *        BYTES,STORE ALL RELOC RECS(11)

                     BYTES TO STORE ALL OCS (5)

12 BYTES THAT COULD BE RETURNED(RELOCATED RECORDS)--The total number of bytes of relocated records
that could be returned to the target page, were a reorganization to take place, and the percentage of bytes that could be
returned.

 PCT=100    *        BYTES COULD BE RET,RELOC RECS(12)

                     BYTES TO STORE ALL RELOC RECS (11)
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13 OCCURRENCES WITH FRAGMENTS--The total number of fragmented record occurrences and the percentage of
fragmented record occurrences.

 PCT=100    *        OCCURRENCES WITH FRAGMTS(13)

                     NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES (4)

If the record is a fixed length record, this field is not shown on the report since fixed length records cannot be fragmented.

14 FRAGMENTS PER OCCURRENCE--The number of fragments for each fragmented record occurrence expressed as
the average number of fragments per occurrence (AVG), the greatest number of fragments into which a record occurrence
is divided (MAX), and the least number of fragments into which a record occurrence is divided (MIN).

 AVG        =            NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS (15)

                         NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES (4)

If the record is a fixed length record, this field is not shown on the report since fixed length records cannot be fragmented.

15 NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS--The total number of record fragments. If the record is a fixed length record, this field is
not shown on the report since fixed length records cannot be fragmented.

16 BYTES TO STORE ALL FRAGMENTS--The number of bytes used to store all fragments and the percentage of bytes
used to store all fragments.

 PCT=100    *        BYTES TO STORE ALL FRAGMTS(16)

                     BYTES TO STORE ALL OCS (5)

If the record is a fixed length record, this field is not shown on the report since fixed length records cannot be fragmented.

17 BYTES THAT COULD BE RETURNED (FRAGMENTED RECORDS)--The total number of bytes of fragmented
records that could be returned to the target page were a reorganization to take place and the percentage of bytes that
could be returned.

 PCT=100    *        BYTES COULD BE RET,FRAGRECS(17)

                     BYTES TO STORE ALL FRAGMTS(16)

If the record is a fixed length record, this field is not shown on the report since fixed length records cannot be fragmented.

18 NUMBER OF RECORDS COMPRESSED--The number of compressed records and the percentage of compressed
records.
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 PCT=100    *        NUMBER RECS COMPRESSED (18)

                     NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES (4)

This statistic is valid only if IDMSCOMP was used as the compression routine.

19 SAVINGS DUE TO COMPRESSION--The total number of bytes saved due to the compression of certain record
occurrences.

Also included are the average number of bytes of savings per compressed record (AVG), the greatest number of bytes
of savings in a compressed record (MAX), and the least number of bytes of savings in a compressed record that has
compression savings (MIN).

 AVG        =            SAVINGS DUE TO COMPRESSION (19)

                         NUMBER RECORDS COMPRESSED (18)

If the record is a fixed length record, this field is not shown on the report because compressed records are defined
internally as variable length.

This statistic is valid only if IDMSCOMP was used as the compression routine.

Distribution Section Fields

The Distribution Section of the Record Report is shown in the following display. This section of the report displays the
distribution of the following selected record characteristics.

 CA-TOOLS        RELEASE                CA IDMS/
DB ANALYZER                                 DATE          TIME     PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                    RECORD REPORT                                  dd/
mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                        DISTRIBUTION SECTION

        RECORD ID/NAME:           1002  -  SUBJECT
        FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
        ITEM                                                   RANGE                  TOTAL          PCT
        -------------------------------------      -----------------------------    -------------    ----
 1 ►    RECORD OCCURRENCES                                PAGES              # OF OCCURRENCES
                                                           88001 - 88002                  7           19
                                                           88003 - 88004                  0            0
                                                           88005 - 88006                  5           14
                                                           88007 - 88008                  4           11
                                                           88009 - 88010                  4           11
                                                           88011 - 88012                  5           14
                                                           88013 - 88014                  6           16
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                                                           88015 - 88015                  6           16
 2 ►    FRAGMENTS                                         PAGES              # OF FRAGMENTS
                                                           88001 - 88002                  0            0
                                                           88003 - 88004                  0            0
                                                           88005 - 88006                  0            0
                                                           88007 - 88008                  0            0
                                                           88009 - 88010                  0            0
                                                           88011 - 88012                  0            0
                                                           88013 - 88014                  0            0
                                                           88015 - 88015                  0            0
 3 ►    SAVINGS DUE TO COMPRESSION                       BYTES SAVED        # OF OCCURRENCES
                                                               0 - 0                      0            0
                                                               1 - 22                     0            0
                                                              23 - 44                     0            0
                                                              45 - 66                     0            0
                                                              67 - 88                     0            0
                                                              89 - 110                    0            0
                                                             111 - 132                    0            0
                                                             133 - 154                    0            0
                                                             155 - 176                    0            0
                                                             177 - 198                    0            0

NOTE
In a case where only a portion of an area has been swept forstatistical accumulation, the field values described
pertain only to the portion of the area swept.

Remember that statistics shown on the Record Report apply only to the record type indicated in the RECORD ID/NAME
field of the report. See Record Report Field Descriptions, Identification Fields, item 1.

1 RECORD OCCURRENCES--The distribution of record occurrences by page range is shown here. Page ranges are
listed under the column headed RANGE. The number of occurrences found in each page range is listed under the column
headed TOTAL. The percentage of occurrences found in each page range is listed under the column headed PCT.

 PCT=100    *        OCCURRENCES IN PAGE RANGE

                     NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES (Rec Stats 4)

2 FRAGMENTS--The distribution of record fragments by page range is shown here. Page ranges are listed under the
column headed RANGE. The number of fragments found in each page range is listed under the column headed TOTAL.
The percentage of fragments found in each page range is listed under the column headed PCT.

 PCT=100    *        FRAGMENTS IN PAGE RANGE

                     NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS (Rec Stats 15)

If the record is a fixed length record, this field is not shown on the report since fixed length records cannot be fragmented.
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3 SAVINGS DUE TO COMPRESSION--The distribution of compressed record occurrences by range of bytes saved
is shown here. Ranges of bytes saved are listed in the column headed RANGE. The number of compressed record
occurrences found in each range is listed in the column headed TOTAL. The percentage of compressed record
occurrences found in each range is listed in the column headed PCT.

 PCT=100    *        OCCURRENCES IN BYTE RANGE

                     NUMBER RECS COMPRESSED (Rec Stats 18)

If the record is a fixed length record, this field is not shown on the report, since fixed length records cannot be
compressed. This statistic is valid only if IDMSCOMP was used as the compression routine.

Histogram Section Fields

The Histogram Section of the Record Report is shown in the following display. This section of the report is a graphic
representation and a quick reference version of the Distribution Section. Distribution Section percentages are shown for
each range in the form of a bar chart.

 CA-TOOLS        RELEASE                CA IDMS/
DB ANALYZER                                 DATE          TIME     PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                    RECORD REPORT                                  dd/
mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                         HISTOGRAM SECTION
 RECORD ID/NAME:     1002 - SUBJECT
 FILE CREATION DATA: mm/dd/yy - hh:mm:ss
    PAGES      RECORD OCCURRENCES - PERCENTAGE BY DISTRIBUTION RANGE
                0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
 88001 - 88002  .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN     .          .          .          .          .          .
 88003 - 88004  .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 88005 - 88006  .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN.          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 88007 - 88008  .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN  .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 88009 - 88010  .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN  .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 88011 - 88012  .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 88013 - 88014  .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN   .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 88015 - 88015  .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN   .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
                0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
    PAGES             FRAGMENTS - PERCENTAGE BY DISTRIBUTION RANGE
                0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
 88001 - 88002  .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 88003 - 88004  .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 88005 - 88006  .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 88007 - 88008  .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 88009 - 88010  .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
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 88011 - 88012  .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 88013 - 88014  .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 88015 - 88015  .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
                0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
    BYTES SAVED       SAVINGS DUE TO COMPRESSION - PERCENTAGE BY DISTRIBUTION RANGE
                0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
     0 - 0      .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
     1 - 22     .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
    23 - 44     .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
    45 - 66     .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
    67 - 88     .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
    89 - 110    .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
   111 - 132    .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
   133 - 154    .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
   155 - 176    .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
   177 - 198    .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
                0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100

Comparative Record Report
A Comparative Record Report is used to assess changes that have occurred in the physical organization for a record
type. Consequently, this type of report uses data from two different statistical files. The data from these files describes the
area at two different points in time.

Similar to the Record Report, the Comparative Record Report is divided into three sections--the Record Statistics Section,
the Distribution Section, and the Histogram Section.

The format of each section in this report is the same as that of a Record Report except that fields have been added to
show "old" and "new" statistical file values and, when possible, the amount of change between these values.

Comparative Report Field Descriptions

Comparative Record Report Fields are shown in the following screen displays. Fields near the top of the Comparative
Record Report are described below. 

 CA-TOOLS           RELEASE                CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER                          
     DATE          TIME     PAGE
                    Rnn.nn                    RECORD REPORT                             
   dd/mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                        RECORD STATISTICS SECTION
                                               
 COMPARATIVE
 RECORD ID/NAME:         1002 - SUBJECT
 NEW FILE CREATION DATA: mm/dd/yy - hh:mm:ss
 OLD FILE CREATION DATA: mm/dd/yy -
 hh:mm:ss
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 ITEM                                     NEW     PCT          OLD     PCT       
 VARIANCE       PCT
 -----------------------------            ---    ----         -----    ---       
 --------      
 ---
 RECORD LOCATION MODE                    CALC                
 CALC
 NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES                     37                   32                    +5
 BYTES TO STORE ALL OCCURRENCES         2,912                4,280                -1,368
 RECS OUT OF PHYSICAL SEQUENCE              0       0            0      0              
 0        
 0
 NUMBER OF LDEL OCCURRENCES                25      68            0      0            +25
         68
 BYTES TO STORE LDEL RECORDS            1,400      48  
          0      0         +1,400        
 48
 OCCURRENCE LENGTH
  COMPRESSED
  AVG                                      79                  134                   -55
  MAX                                     188                  280                   -92
  MIN                                      56                  116                   -60
  DECOMPRESSED
  AVG                                      79                  134                   -55
  MAX                                     188                  280                   -92
  MIN                                      56                  116                   -60
 RELOCATED OCCURRENCES                      0       0            0      0              0
         0
 BYTES TO STORE RELOCATED RECS              0       0            0      0              0
         0
 BYTES THAT COULD BE RETURNED               0       0  
          0      0              0        
 0
 OCCURRENCES WITH FRAGMENTS                 0       0            0      0              0
         0
 FRAGMENTS PER OCCURRENCE
  AVG                                    0.00                 0.00                  0.00
  MAX                                       0                    0                     0
  MIN                                       0                    0                     0
 NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS                        0                    0                     0
 BYTES TO STORE ALL FRAGMENTS               0       0            0      0              0
         0
 BYTES THAT COULD BE RETURNED               0       0  
          0      0              0        
 0
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 NUMBER OF RECORDS COMPRESSED               0       0            0      0              0
         0
 SAVINGS DUE TO COMPRESSION                 0                    0                     0
  AVG                                    0.00                 0.00                  0.00
  MAX                                       0                    0                     0
  MIN                                       0                    0                    
 0 

1 RECORD ID/NAME--The name of the record type whose change in physical organization is to be assessed.

2 NEW FILE CREATION DATA--The date and time of creation of the file which is listed in the JCL as STAT1.

3 OLD FILE CREATION DATA--The date and time of creation of the statistical file which is listed in the JCL as STAT2.

4 NEW PCT--The values listed under this heading are raw counts and percentages taken from the new statistics file (item
2). See Record Report for descriptions of each field listed.

5 OLD PCT--The values listed under this heading are raw counts and percentages taken from the new statistical file (item
3). See Record Report for a description of each field listed.

6 VARIANCE PCT--Listed under this heading are the differences between new and old raw counts and the percent
variance between the old and new values. Positive values indicate the amount by which new statistical file values are
greater than old. Negative values indicate the amount by which new file values are less than old.

Distribution Section Fields

The Distribution Section of the Comparative Record Report is shown in the following display. 

 CA-TOOLS           RELEASE                CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER                          
    DATE          TIME     PAGE
                    Rnn.nn                    RECORD REPORT                             
  dd/mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                           DISTRIBUTION SECTION
                                               
 COMPARATIVE
 RECORD NAME:  1002 - SUBJECT
 NEW FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
 OLD FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
 ITEM                                    RANGE            NEW     PCT          OLD    
 PCT        VARIANCE    PCT
 -----------------------------       -------------        ---    ----         -----   
 ---        --------    ---
 RECORD OCCURRENCES                      PAGES         # OF OCCURRENCES
                                     88001 - 88002         7      19            3      
 9            +4       10
                                     88003 - 88004         0       0            2      
 6            -2        6
                                     88005 - 88006         5      14            2      
 6            +3        8
                                     88007 - 88008         4      11            3      
 9            +1        2
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                                     88009 - 88010         4      11            7     
 22            -3       11
                                     88011 - 88012         5      14            3      
 9            +2        5
                                     88013 - 88014         6      16            2      
 6            +4       10
                                     88015 - 88015         6      16           10     
 31            -4       15
 FRAGMENTS                               PAGES          # OF FRAGMENTS
                                     88001 - 88002         0       0            0      
 0             0        0
                                     88003 - 88004         0       0            0      
 0             0        0
                                     88005 - 88006         0       0            0      
 0             0        0
                                     88007 - 88008         0       0            0      
 0             0        0
                                     88009 - 88010         0       0            0      
 0             0        0
                                     88011 - 88012         0       0            0      
 0             0        0
                                     88013 - 88014         0       0            0      
 0             0        0
                                     88015 - 88015         0       0            0      
 0             0        0
 SAVINGS DUE TO COMPRESSION           BYTES SAVED       # OF OCCURRENCES
                                         0 -  0            0       0            0      
 0             0        0
                                         1 - 22            0       0            0      
 0             0        0
                                        23 - 44            0       0            0      
 0             0        0
                                        45 - 66            0       0            0      
 0             0        0
                                        67 - 88            0       0            0      
 0             0        0
                                        89 - 110           0       0            0      
 0             0        0
                                       111 - 132           0       0            0      
 0             0        0
                                       133 - 154           0       0            0      
 0             0        0
                                       155 - 176           0       0            0      
 0             0        0
                                       177 - 198           0       0            0      
 0             0        0 
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1 NEW PCT--The values listed under this heading are raw counts and percentages for each range. These values are
taken from the new statistics file. See Identification Fields, item 2.

2 OLD PCT--The values listed under this heading are raw counts and percentages for each range. These values are
taken from the old statistics file. See Comparative Record Report Identification Fields, item 3.

3 VARIANCE PCT--Listed under this heading are the differences between new and old raw counts and the percent
variance between the old and new values. Positive values indicate the amount by which new statistical file values are
greater than old. Negative values indicate the amount by which new file values are less than old. For a variance to be
meaningful, both the old and new statistical files must contain identical ranges. If they do not, no values are listed under
this heading.

Histogram Section Fields

The following screen display shows a portion of the Histogram Section of the Comparative Record Report. This section
is a graphic representation and a quick reference version of the Distribution Section. Old (O) and new (N) values of
Distribution Section percentages for each range are shown on two lines of a bar chart.

 CA-TOOLS               RELEASE                CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER                      
    DATE          TIME     PAGE
                        Rnn.nn                    RECORD REPORT                      
 dd/mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                            HISTOGRAM SECTION
                                               COMPARATIVE
   RECORD ID/NAME:     1002 - SUBJECT
  NEW FILE CREATION DATA: mm/dd/yy - hh:mm:ss
  OLD FILE CREATION DATA: mm/dd/yy - hh:mm:ss
    PAGES         RECORD OCCURRENCES - PERCENTAGE BY DISTRIBUTION RANGE
                  0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----
+----60----+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
 88001 - 88002    .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN     .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88001 - 88002    .OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO     .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88003 - 88004    .          .          .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88003 - 88004    .OOOOOOOOOOO          .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88005 - 88006    .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN  .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88005 - 88006    .OOOOOOOOOOOOO        .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88007 - 88008    .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN  .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88007 - 88008    .OOOOOOOOOOOOO        .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88009 - 88010    .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN  .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88009 - 88010    .OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO     .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
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 88011 - 88012    .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN        .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88011 - 88012    .OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO     .         .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88013 - 88014    .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN   .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88013 - 88014    .OOOOOO    .          .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88015 - 88015    .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN    .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88015 - 88015    .OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO .          .   
       .          .          .          .
                  0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----
+----60----+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
     PAGES             FRAGMENTS - PERCENTAGE BY DISTRIBUTION RANGE
                  0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----
+----60----+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
 88001 - 88002    .          .          .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88001 - 88002    .          .          .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88003 - 88004    .          .          .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88003 - 88004    .          .          .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88005 - 88006    .          .          .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88005 - 88006    .          .          .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88007 - 88008    .          .          .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88007 - 88008    .          .          .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88009 - 88010    .          .          .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88009 - 88010    .          .          .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88011 - 88012    .          .          .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88011 - 88012    .          .          .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88013 - 88014    .          .          .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88013 - 88014    .          .          .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
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 88015 - 88015    .          .          .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
 88015 - 88015    .          .          .          .          .          .          .   
       .          .          .          .
                  0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----
+----60----+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100 

Set Report
A Set Report can be produced for every set type (including SR8 index sets) for which statistics have been accumulated.

Set statistics are accumulated for a set type when all owner records in the set type reside in an area swept for statistical
accumulation and all member records in the set type reside either in an area swept or in an area that is accessible.

An accessible area is an area that you have not excluded by using the NOMEMBERSET option in an AREA parameter
statement when processing a database for statistical accumulation.

If a member record in any set occurrence in a set type resides in an inaccessible area (excluded by using the
NOMEMBERSET option), no statistics for the entire set type are accumulated. Consequently, a Set Report for such a set
type is not available. In addition, a Set Report for a set type excluded from processing by a SET parameter statement
cannot be produced. See Section3, "Parameters".

A Set Report is divided into four sections--the Set Statistics Section, the Distribution Section, Histogram Section and the
Multi-Member Set Analysis Section.

Set Report fields are shown in the following screen displays. Following are descriptions of two report identification fields
plus fields used in the Set Statistics, Distribution, Histogram, and Multi-Member Set Analysis Sections of the Set Report.
The item numbers preceding each field name and description correspond with those in the referenced exhibits.

This article contains the following information:

Set Report Field Descriptions

Identification and Set Statistic Section fields are described below.

    CA-TOOLS            RELEASE                CA IDMS/
DB ANALYZER                                 DATE          TIME     PAGE
                        Rnn.nn                      SET REPORT                                   dd/
mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                              SET STATISTICS SECTION

 1 ►    SET NAME:  ACTIVITY - TYPES
 2 ►    FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
        ITEM                                      TOTAL            PCT
        -----------------------------            -------          -----
 3 ►    OWNER RECORD NAME                        ACTIVITY
 4 ►    MEMBER RECORD NAME                   MULTI-MEMBER SET
 5 ►    SET OCCURRENCES                               3
 6 ►    SET OCCURRENCES WITH MEMBERS                  3           100
 7 ►    MEMBER RECORD OCCURRENCES                     9
 8 ►    LDEL OCCURRENCES                              0             0
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 9 ►    LENGTH OF SET OCCURRENCES
            AVG                                       3.00
            MAX                                       3
            MIN                                       3
 10►    BYTES TO STORE OWNERS                       180            27
 11►    BYTES TO STORE MEMBERS                      480            73
 12►    BYTES TO STORE LDELS                          0             0
 13►    TOTAL BYTES TO STORE SET                    660
 14►    CLUSTER PAGE SPREAD
            AVG                                       1.67
            MAX                                       3
 15►    MEMBERS ON TARGET PAGE                        6            67
            AVG                                       2.00
            MAX                                       3
            MIN                                       3
 16►    MEMBERS ON OVERFLOW                           0             0
            AVG                                       0.00
            MAX                                       0
            MIN                                       0
 17►    MEMBERS NOT VIA THIS SET                      3            33
            AVG                                       1.00
            MAX                                       3
            MIN                                       3
 18►    OCCURRENCES W/O PAGE CHANGES                  0             0
 19►    PAGE CHANGES
            AVG                                       1.67
            MAX                                       3
            MIN                                       1

    CA-TOOLS            RELEASE                CA IDMS/
DB ANALYZER                                 DATE          TIME     PAGE
                        Rnn.nn                      SET REPORT                                   dd/
mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                              SET STATISTICS SECTION

        SET NAME:  IX - STUD - LNAME
        FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
        ITEM                                      TOTAL            PCT
        -----------------------------            -------          -----
        OWNER RECORD NAME                         SR7
        MEMBER RECORD NAME                       STUDENT
        SET OCCURRENCES                               1
        SET OCCURRENCES WITH MEMBERS                  1            100
        MEMBER RECORD OCCURRENCES                    51
        LDEL OCCURRENCES                              0              0
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        LENGTH OF SET OCCURRENCES
         AVG                                         51.00
         MAX                                         51
         MIN                                         51
        BYTES TO STORE OWNERS                        32              0
        BYTES TO STORE MEMBERS                    4,600             69
        BYTES TO STORE LDELS                          0              0
 20►  BYTES TO STORE SR8 RECORDS                  2,060             31
        TOTAL BYTES TO STORE SET                  6,692
        CLUSTER PAGE SPREAD
         AVG                                      18.00
         MAX                                         18
        OCCURRENCES W/O PAGE CHANGES                  0              0
        PAGE CHANGES
         AVG                                     102.00
         MAX                                        102
         MIN                                        102

1 SET NAME--The name of the set type for the reported statistics. CALC sets are identified as such and reported by area.

2 FILE CREATION DATA--The date and time that the statistical file used for this report was created. This information
helps identify which statistical file is being used since there can be more than one file in storage.

NOTE
In a case where only a portion of an area has been swept forstatistical accumulation, set report field values
pertain only to the portion of the area swept. In other words, as long as member records reside in accessible
areas, set statistics are accumulated when only a portion of an area is swept. However, statistics for any set
occurrences whose owner records reside outside the portion of the area swept are not accumulated and are not
reflected in the values whose descriptions follow.

Remember that statistics shown on the Set Report apply only to the set indicated in the SET NAME field of the report. See
Set Report Identification Fields, item 1.

3 OWNER RECORD NAME--The name of the owner record in this set. For the CALC set, the owner name will be listed
as SR1.

4 MEMBER RECORD NAME--The name of the member record in this set. For multi-member sets, the member name
will be listed as Multi-member Set. All of the member names in a multi- member set will be listed in the multi-member set
analysis section.

5 SET OCCURRENCES--The total number of owner record occurrences.

6 SET OCCURRENCES WITH MEMBERS--The total number of owner record occurrences that own at least one member
record occurrence and the percentage of these non-null occurrences.

 PCT=100    *        SET OCCURRENCES WITH MBRS(6)

                     SET OCCURRENCES (5)

7 MEMBER RECORD OCCURRENCES--The total number of member record occurrences.
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8 LDEL OCCURRENCES--The number of logically deleted member record occurrences for the set type and the
percentage of all member occurrences that are logically deleted.

 PCT=100    *        LDEL OCCURRENCES (8)

                     MEMBER RECORD OCCURRENCES(7)

9 LENGTH OF SET OCCURRENCES--The average (AVG), maximum (MAX), and minimum (MIN) number of member
record occurrences (set length) for owner record occurrences that own at least one member record.

 AVG        =            MEMBER RECORD OCCURRENCES (7)

                         SET OCCURRENCES WITH MEMBERS (6)

Set types in sorted order with high average lengths and high average cluster page spread (item 14) are likely to have
unwanted performance overhead during update operations. In such a case, consider reorganization or database
expansion.

10 BYTES TO STORE OWNERS--The number of bytes used to store owner record occurrences and the percentage of
bytes used to store owner record occurrences.

 PCT=100    *        BYTES TO STORE OWNERS (10)

                     TOTAL BYTES TO STORE SET (13)

11 BYTES TO STORE MEMBERS--The number of bytes used to store member record occurrences and the percentage
of bytes used to store member record occurrences.

 PCT=100    *        BYTES TO STORE MEMBERS (11)

                     TOTAL BYTES TO STORE SET (13)

12 BYTES TO STORE LDELS--The number of bytes used to store logically deleted record occurrences and the
percentage of bytes used to store logically deleted record occurrences.

 PCT=100    *        BYTES TO STORE LDELS (12)

                     TOTAL BYTES TO STORE SET (13)

13 TOTAL BYTES TO STORE SET--The total number of bytes used to store owner, member, and logically deleted record
occurrences. It is the sum of items 10, 11, and 12 (and, if the set is an SR8 index set, item 20).
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14 CLUSTER PAGE SPREAD--The average (AVG) and maximum (MAX) number of different pages on which member
record occurrences reside for all set occurrences.

 AVG        =            PAGES WITH SET MEMBERS

                         SET OCCURRENCES WITH MEMBERS (6)

where PAGES WITH SET MEMBERS is derived by taking the number of different overflow pages (on which member
records reside) for each set occurrence, and then finding the sum of those numbers of pages for all set occurrences in the
set type.

NOTE
Only those set occurrences that have members residing on overflow pages are included in this statistic.

Determine the optimum average cluster page spread by dividing the average set length by the number of record
occurrences that can fit on one page. If the actual average cluster page spread value is significantly higher than the
optimum, performance when retrieving an entire set occurrence is likely to be poor due to excessive input/output
operations. In such a case, consider database reorganization.

15 MEMBERS ON TARGET PAGE--The total number of member record occurrences residing on target page and the
percentage of member occurrences residing on target page. (A target page is the page on which the system designated
that a record be located if there is space available.)

 PCT=100    *        MEMBERS ON TARGET PAGE(15)

                     MEMBER RECORD OCCURRENCES(7)

Also included are the average number of member occurrences on target page (AVG), the maximum number of member
occurrences on target page for a single set occurrence (MAX), and the minimum number of member occurrences on
target page for a single set occurrence (MIN) that had at least one member on the target page.

 AVG        =            MEMBERS ON TARGET PAGE (15)

                         SET OCCURRENCES WITH MEMBERS (6)

These fields appear only when at least one set member is stored via this set.

NOTE
If there are a large number of set occurrences without members, itis possible for the AVG members on target
page to be less than the MIN members on target page.

16 MEMBERS ON OVERFLOW--The total number of member record occurrences on overflow and the percentage of
member occurrences on overflow. (A record occurrence located on a page other than its target page is said to be on
overflow.)

 PCT=100    *        MEMBERS ON OVERFLOW (16)
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                     MEMBER RECORD OCCURRENCES (7)

Also included are the average number of member records on overflow (AVG), the maximum number of member records
on overflow for a single set occurrence (MAX), and the minimum number of member records on overflow for a single set
occurrence that had at least one member on overflow (MIN).

 AVG        =            MEMBERS ON OVERFLOW (16)

                         SET OCCURRENCES WITH MEMBERS (6)

These fields appear only when at least one set member is stored VIA this set.

NOTE
If there are a large number of set occurrences without members, itis possible for the AVG members on overflow
to be less than the MIN members on overflow.

17 MEMBERS NOT VIA THIS SET--The total number of member record occurrences that are members of this set but are
not VIA this set and the percentage of the total number of member records that are not VIA this set.

 PCT=100    *        MEMBERS NOT VIA THIS SET (17)

                     MEMBER RECORD OCCURRENCES(7)

Also included are the average number of member records not VIA this set (AVG), the maximum number of member
records not VIA this set for a single set occurrence (MAX), and the minimum number of member records not VIA this set
for a single set occurrence that had at least one member not VIA the set (MIN).

This field appears only on multi-member set reports.

 AVG        =            MEMBERS NOT VIA THIS SET (17)

                         SET OCCURRENCES WITH MEMBERS (6)

This field will only be printed for non-CALC, VIA sets.

NOTE
If there are a large number of set occurrences without members, itis possible for the AVG number of members
not VIA this set to be less than the MIN number of members not VIA this set.

18 OCCURRENCES W/O PAGE CHANGES--The number of set occurrences whose members are contained on the
same page as their owner records (hence no page changes while walking the set) and the percentage of total set
occurrences with members that do not have page changes while walking the set occurrence.

 PCT=100    *        OCCURRENCES W/O PAGE CHNGS(18)
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                     SET OCCURRENCES WITH MBERS(6)

19 PAGE CHANGES--The average number of page changes required to walk set occurrences (AVG), the greatest
number of page changes required to walk a single set occurrence (MAX), and the fewest number of page changes
required while walking a set occurrence with at least one page change (MIN). If any of the member records are
fragmented, the user may encounter more page changes when walking the set in CA IDMS; CA IDMS/DB Analyzer does
not recompose fragments during SET-WALK processing.

 AVG        =            PAGE CHANGES,ALL SET OCS

                         SET OCCURRENCES WITH MEMBERS (6)

If the average number of page changes is significantly higher than the optimum average cluster page spread (see
item 14), performance when retrieving an entire set occurrence is likely to be poor. In such a case, consider database
reorganization.

NOTE
If there are a large number of set occurrences with no page changes,it is possible for the AVG page changes to
be less than the MIN page changes.

20 BYTES TO STORE SR8 RECORDS--The number of bytes used to store SR8 index record occurrences and the
percentage of bytes used to store SR8 record occurrences.

 PCT=100    *        BYTES TO STORE SR8 RECORDS(20)

                     TOTAL BYTES TO STORE SET (13)

This field will only be present if the report is for an SR8 (integrated index) set.

Distribution Section Fields

The Distribution Section of the Set Report is shown in the following display. This section of the report displays the
distribution of the following set features.

    CA-TOOLS            RELEASE                CA IDMS/
DB ANALYZER                                 DATE          TIME     PAGE
                        Rnn.nn                      SET REPORT                                   dd/
mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                               DISTRIBUTION SECTION

        SET NAME:  IX - STUD - LNAME
        FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
        ITEM                                      RANGE             TOTAL         PCT
        ----------------------------             -------           -------       -----
 1 ►    CLUSTER PAGE SPREAD                       PAGES             # SET OCCURRENCES
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                                                 1 -         1         0            0
                                                 2 -         2         0            0
                                                 3 -         3         0            0
                                                 4 -         4         0            0
                                                 5 -         5         0            0
                                                 6 -         7         0            0
                                                 8 -        10         0            0
                                                 11 -       15         0            0
                                                 16 -       20         1          100
                                                 21 - 99999999         0            0
 2 ►    LENGTH OF SET OCCURRENCES               MBR OCCURRENCES     # SET OCCURRENCES
                                                 0 -         0         0            0
                                                 1 -        10         0            0
                                                 11 -       20         0            0
                                                 21 -       30         0            0
                                                 31 -       40         0            0
                                                 41 -       50         0            0
                                                 51 -       60         1          100
                                                 61 -       70         0            0
                                                 71 -       80         0            0
                                                 81 - 99999999         0            0

NOTE
In a case where only a portion of an area has been swept forstatistical accumulation, set report field values
pertain only to the portion of the area swept. In other words, as long as member records reside in accessible
areas, set statistics are accumulated when only a portion of an area is swept. However, statistics for any set
occurrences whose owner records reside outside the portion of the area swept are not accumulated and are not
reflected in the values whose descriptions follow.

Remember that statistics shown on the Set Report apply only to the set type indicated in the SET NAME field of the
report. See Set Report Identification Fields, item 1.

1 CLUSTER PAGE SPREAD--The distribution of set occurrences by number of different  overflow pages on which
member record occurrences reside is shown here. The number of different overflow pages are listed under the column
headed RANGE. The number of set occurrences with all members on the corresponding number of overflow pages is
listed in the column headed TOTAL. The percentage of set occurrences found in each page range is listed in the column
headed PCT.

 PCT=100    *        SET OCS PER PAGE RANGE

                     SET OCS WITH MEMBERS (Set Statistics 6)

NOTE
Set occurrences with all members on the target page are not included in this statistic.

2 LENGTH OF SET OCCURRENCES--Thedistribution by number of member record occurrences per set occurrence
is shown here. Ranges of member occurrences are listed under the column headed RANGE. The number of set
occurrences whose member record count falls within each range is listed in the column headed TOTAL.
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The percentage of set occurrences falling within each range is listed in the column headed PCT.

 PCT=100    *        SET OCS PER LENGTH RANGE

                     SET OCS (Set Statistics 5)

Histogram Section Fields

The Histogram Section of the Set Report is shown in the following display. This section of the report is a graphic
representation and a quick reference version of the Set Report Distribution Section. Distribution Section percentages are
shown for each range in the form of a bar chart.

 CA-TOOLS        RELEASE                CA IDMS/
DB ANALYZER                                 DATE          TIME     PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                      SET REPORT                                   dd/
mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                         HISTOGRAM SECTION

 SET NAME:    IX - STUD - LNAME
 FILE CREATION DATA: mm/dd/yy - hh:mm:ss
 MBR OCCURRENCES         CLUSTER PAGE SPREAD - PERCENTAGE BY DISTRIBUTION RANGE
                0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
     1 -    1   .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
     2 -    2   .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
     3 -    3   .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
     4 -    4   .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
     5 -    5   .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
     6 -    7   .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
     8 -   10   .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
     11 -  15   .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
     16 -  20   .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
     21 -9999   .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
                0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
 MBR OCCURRENCES         LENGTH OF SET OCCURRENCES - PERCENTAGE BY DISTRIBUTION RANGE
                0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
     0 -    0   .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
     1 -   10   .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
     11 -  20   .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
     21 -  30   .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
     31 -  40   .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
     41 -  50   .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
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     51 -  60   .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
     61 -  70   .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
     71 -  80   .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
     81 -9999   .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
                0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100

Multi-Member Set Analysis Section Fields

The Multi-Member Set Analysis Section of the Set Report presents an analysis by record type of record occurrences
found in a multi-member set. The Section fields are shown in the following display.

 CA-TOOLS        RELEASE                CA IDMS/
DB ANALYZER                                 DATE          TIME     PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                      SET REPORT                                   dd/
mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                 MULTI-MEMBER SET ANALYSIS SECTION

 SET NAME:  CALC SET FOR LOC-REGION
 FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
 RECORD     RECORD     ***********************************ACTIVE RECORDS*************** *******LDEL RECORDS********
 CA-TOOLS     NAME      *-OCCURRENCES-* *-SPACED USED-*  *--MEMBERS PER SET OCCURRENCE-
* *-OCCURRENCES-* *-SPACED USED-*
                        COUNT    PCT    BYTES     PCT    AVG          MAX         MIN    COUNT          BYTES    PCT
 -------    --------    -----    ---    -----     ---    ---          ---         ---    -----          -----    ---
 8104       PERIOD       10       43     280       43     2            6           1       0              0       0
 8105       ROOM         13       57     364       57     3            7           1       0              0       0

NOTE
When only a portion of an area has been swept for statisticalaccumulation, set report field values pertain only
to the portion of the area swept; i.e., as long as member records reside in accessible areas, set statistics are
accumulated when only a portion of an area is swept. However, statistics for any set occurrences whose owner
records reside outside the portion of the area swept are not accumulated and are not reflected in the values
described below.

Remember that statistics shown on the Set Report apply only to the set indicated in the SET NAME field of the report. See
Set Report Identification Fields, item 1.

1 RECORD ID--Listed under this heading are the record identification numbers for those record types whose occurrences
act as member records for this set.

2 RECORD NAME--Listed under this heading are the record names for each record type.

3 OCCURRENCES--The values listed under this heading are the total number of active multi-member record occurrences
for each record type and the percentage of active multi-member record occurrences.

 PCT=100    *        OCCURRENCES PER RECORD TYPE
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                     MEMBER REC OCS (Set Stats 7)

4 SPACE USED--The values listed under this heading are the total number of bytes used by active multi-member record
occurrences and the percentage of bytes used by active multi-member record occurrences for each record type.

 PCT=100    *        ACTIVE SPACE USED PER REC TYPE

                     BYTES STORE MEMBERS (Set Statistics 11)

5 MEMBERS PER SET OCCURRENCE--The values listed under this heading are the average number of active multi-
member record occurrences in a set occurrence (AVG), the number of active multi-member record occurrences in the set
occurrence with the greatest number of multi-member record occurrences (MAX), and the number of active multi-member
record occurrences in the set occurrence with the least number of multi-member record occurrences (MIN) for each record
type.

 AVG        =        OCCURRENCES PER RECORD TYPE (3)

                     SET OCS,MEMBERS (Set Statistics 6)

NOTE
If there are a large number of set occurrences without members, itis possible for the AVG number of members
per set occurrence to be less than the MIN number of members per set occurrence.

6 OCCURRENCES--The values listed under this heading are the total number of logically deleted multi-member record
occurrences for each record type.

7 SPACE USED--The values listed under this heading are the total number of bytes used by logically deleted multi-
member record occurrences and the percentage of bytes used by logically deleted multi-member record occurrences for
each record type.

 PCT=100    *        LDEL SPACE USED PER REC TYPE

                     BYTES TO STORE LDELS (Set Statistics 12)

Comparative Set Report
A Comparative Set Report is used to assess changes that have occurred in the physical contents for a set type.
Consequently, this type of report uses data from two different statistical files. The data from these files describes the set
type at two different points in time.

Similar to the Set Report, the Comparative Set Report is divided into four sections: the Set Statistics Section, the
Distribution Section, the Histogram Section, and the Multi-Member Set Analysis Section.

The format of each section in this report is the same as that of a Set Report except that fields have been added to show
"old" and "new" statistical file values and, when possible, the amount of change between these values.
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Set Comparative Report Fields are shown in the following screen displays. Fields near the top of the Comparative Set
Report are described below.

Set Statistic Section Fields
 CA-TOOLS        RELEASE                CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER                             
    DATE          TIME     PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                      SET REPORT                                 
  dd/mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                         STATISTICS SECTION
                                             COMPARATIVE
 SET NAME:         ACTIVITY-TYPES
 NEW FILE CREATION DATA: mm/dd/yy - hh:mm:ss
 OLD FILE CREATION DATA: mm/dd/yy -
 hh:mm:ss
 ITEM                                     NEW       PCT          OLD      PCT       
 VARIANCE      PCT
 -----------------------------            ---       ----         -----    ---       
 --------      ---
 OWNER RECORD NAME                     ACTIVITY              ACTIVITY
 MEMBER RECORD NAME                MULTI-MEMBER SET      MULTI-MEMBER SET
 SET OCCURRENCES                            3                      3                   
  0
 SET OCCURRENCES W/MEMBERS                  3       100            3      100           
 0           0
 MEMBER RECORD OCCURRENCES                  9                      9                   
  0
 LDEL OCCURRENCES                           0         0            0        0           
 0           0
 LENGTH OF SET OCCURRENCES
   AVG                                      3.00                   3.00                 
             0.00
   MAX                                      3                      3                   
  0
   MIN                                      3                      3                   
  0
 BYTES TO STORE OWNERS                    180         27          180      27           
 0           0
 BYTES TO STORE MEMBERS                   480         73          480      73           
 0           0
 BYTES TO STORE LDELS                       0          0            0       0           
 0           0
 TOTAL BYTES TO STORE SET                 660                     660                  
  0
 CLUSTER PAGE SPREAD
   AVG                                      1.67                    1.67                
             0.00
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   MAX                                      3                       3                  
  0
 MEMBERS OF TARGET PAGE                     6         67            6      67           
 0           0
   AVG                                      2.00                    2.00                
             0.00
   MAX                                      3                       3                  
  0
   MIN                                      3                       3                  
  0
 MEMBERS ON OVERFLOW                        0          0            0       0           
 0           0
   AVG                                      0.00                    0.00                
             0.00
   MAX                                      0                       0                  
  0
   MIN                                      0                       0                  
  0
 MEMBERS NOT VIA THIS SET                   3         33            3      33           
 0           0
   AVG                                      1.00                    1.00                
             0.00
   MAX                                      3                       3                  
  0
   MIN                                      3                       3                  
  0
 OCCURRENCES W/O PAGE CHANGES               0          0            0      0            
 0           0
 PAGE CHANGES
   AVG                                      1.67                    1.67                
             0.00
   MAX                                      3                       3                  
  0
   MIN                                      1                       1                  
  0
 CLUSTER PAGE SPREAD
   AVG                                     11.00                   18.00                
            -7.00
   MAX                                     11                      18                   
            -7
 OCCURRENCES W/O PAGE CHANGES               0          0            0      0            
 0           0
 PAGE CHANGES
   AVG                                     32.00                  102.00                
            -70.00
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   MAX                                     32                     102                   
            -70
   MIN                                     32                     102                  
             -70 Exhibit 2.19a: Comparative Set Report, Set Statistics Section Non-Index
 Sets
 CA-TOOLS           RELEASE                CA-IDMS/DB ANALYZER                          
       DATE          TIME     PAGE
                    Rnn.nn                      SET REPORT                              
     dd/mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                           STATISTICS SECTION
                                              COMPARATIVE
   SET NAME:         IX-STUD-LNAME
   NEW FILE CREATION DATA: mm/dd/yy - hh:mm:ss
   OLD FILE CREATION DATA: mm/dd/yy - hh:mm:ss
 ITEM                                     NEW     PCT          OLD       PCT       
 VARIANCE        PCT
 -----------------------------            ---     ---         -----      ---       
 --------        ---
 OWNER RECORD NAME                        SR7                 SR7
 MEMBER RECORD NAME                       STUDENT             STUDENT
 SET OCCURRENCES                            1                     1                     
   10
 SET OCCURRENCES W/MEMBERS                  1      100            1      100            
    0         0
 MEMBER RECORD OCCURRENCES                 16                    51                     
  -35
 LDEL OCCURRENCES                           0        0            0        0            
    0         0
 LENGTH OF SET OCCURRENCES
   AVG                                     16.00                 51.00                  
  -35.00
   MAX                                     16                    51                     
  -35
   MIN                                     16                    51                     
  -35
 BYTES TO STORE OWNERS                     32        2           32        0            
    0         2
 BYTES TO STORE MEMBERS                 1,464       70        4,600       69          
 -3,136         1
 BYTES TO STORE LDELS                       0        0            0        0            
    0         0
 BYTES TO STORE SR8 RECORDS               588       28        2,060       31          
 -1,472         3
 TOTAL BYTES TO STORE SET               2,084                 6,692                   
 -4,608
 CLUSTER PAGE SPREAD
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   AVG                                     11.00                 18.00                  
   -7.00
   MAX                                     11                    18                     
   -7
 OCCURRENCES W/O PAGE CHANGES               0        0            0        0            
    0         0
 PAGE CHANGES
   AVG                                     32.00                102.00                  
  -70.00
   MAX                                     32                   102                     
  -70
   MIN                                     32                   102                     
  -70 

1 SET NAME--The name of the set type whose change in physical organization is to be assessed.

2 NEW FILE CREATION DATA--The date and time of creation of the statistical file listed in the z/OS and OS/390 JCL as
STAT1, and in the VSE/ESA JCL as SYS010.

3 OLD FILE CREATION DATA--The date and time of creation of the statistical file listed in the z/OS and OS/390 JCL as
STAT2, and in the VSE/ESA JCL as SYS011.

4 NEW PCT--The values listed under this heading are raw counts and percentages taken from the new statistical file (item
2).

5 OLD PCT--The values listed under this heading are raw counts and percentages taken from the old statistical file (item
3).

6 VARIANCE PCT--Listed under this heading are the differences between new and old raw counts and the percent
variance between the old and new values. Positive values indicate the amount by which new statistical file values are
greater than old. Negative values indicate the amount by which new file values are less than old.

Distribution Section Fields

The Distribution Section of the Comparative Set Report is shown in the following display.

 CA-TOOLS        RELEASE                CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER                             
    DATE          TIME     PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                      SET REPORT                                 
  dd/mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                        DISTRIBUTION SECTION
                                            
 COMPARATIVE
 SET NAME:  IX-STUD-LNAME
 NEW FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
 OLD FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
 ITEM                             RANGE          NEW     PCT          OLD     PCT       
 VARIANCE    PCT
 -----------------------------  ----------       ---    ----         -----    ---       
 --------    ---
 CLUSTER PAGE SPREAD               PAGES       # OF OCCURRENCES
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                                1 -      1        0        0           0       0        
     0        0
                                2 -      2        0        0           0       0        
     0        0
                                3 -      3        0        0           0       0        
     0        0
                                4 -      4        0        0           0       0        
     0        0
                                5 -      5        0        0           0       0        
     0        0
                                6 -      7        0        0           0       0        
     0        0
                                8 -     10        0        0           0       0        
     0        0
                                11 -    15        1      100           0       0        
    +1      100
                                16 -    20        0        0           1     100        
    -1      100
                                21 - 99999        0        0           0       0        
     0        0
 LENGTH OF SET OCCURRENCES    MBR OCCURRENCES    # SET OCCURRENCES
                                0 -      0        0        0           0       0        
     0        0
                                1 -     10        0        0           0       0        
     0        0
                                11 -    20        1      100           0       0        
    +1      100
                                21 -    30        0        0           0       0        
     0        0
                                31 -    40        0        0           0       0        
     0        0
                                41 -    50        0        0           0       0        
     0        0
                                51 -    60        0        0           1     100        
    -1      100
                                61 -    70        0        0           0       0        
     0        0
                                71 -    80        0        0           0       0        
     0        0
                                81 - 99999        0        0           0       0        
     0        0

1 NEW PCT--The values listed under this heading are raw counts and percentages for each range. These values are
taken from the new statistical file. See Identification Fields, item 2.

2 OLD PCT--The values listed under this heading are raw counts and percentages for each range. These values are
taken from the old statistical file.
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3 VARIANCE PCT--Listed under this heading are the differences between new and old raw counts and the percent
variance between the old and new values. Positive values indicate the amount by which new statistical file values are
greater than old. Negative values indicate the amount by which new file values are less than old.

For variance to be meaningful, both the old and new statistical files must contain identical ranges. If they do not, no values
are listed under this heading.

Histogram Section Fields

A portion of the Histogram Section of the Comparative Set Report is shown in the following display. This section of the
report is a graphic representation and a quick reference version of the Distribution Section. Old (O) and new (N) values of
Distribution Section percentages for each range are shown on two lines in the form of a bar chart.

 CA-TOOLS        RELEASE                CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER                             
    DATE          TIME     PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                      SET REPORT                                 
  dd/mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                          HISTOGRAM SECTION
                                            
 COMPARATIVE
  SET NAME:    IX - STUD - LNAME
  NEW FILE CREATION DATA: mm/dd/yy - hh:mm:ss
  OLD FILE CREATION DATA: mm/dd/yy - hh:mm:ss
  MBR OCCURRENCES         CLUSTER PAGE SPREAD - PERCENTAGE BY DISTRIBUTION RANGE
              0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
 1 -     1    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 1 -     1    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 2 -     2    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 2 -     2    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 3 -     3    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 3 -     3    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 4 -     4    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 4 -     4    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 5 -     5    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 5 -     5    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 6 -     7    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
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 6 -     7    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 8 -    10    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 8 -    10    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 11 -   15  
  .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
 11 -   15    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 16 -   20    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 16 -   20  
  .OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
 21 -99999    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 21 -99999    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
              0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
 MBR OCCURRENCES         LENGTH OF SET OCCURRENCES - PERCENTAGE BY DISTRIBUTION RANGE
              0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
 0 -     0    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 0 -     0    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 1 -    10    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 1 -    10    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 11 -   20  
  .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
 11 -   20    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 21 -   30    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 31 -   40    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 31 -   40    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 41 -   50    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 41 -   50    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
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 51 -   60    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 51 -   60  
  .OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
 61 -   70    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 61 -   70    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 71 -   80    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 71 -   80    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 81 -99999    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
 81 -99999    .          .          .          .          .          .          .       
   .          .          .          .
              0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100

Multi-Member Set Analysis Section Fields

The Multi-Member Set Analysis Section of the Comparative Set Report is shown in the following display. This section of
the report is identical to its Set Report counterpart except that it lists statistics from both the old and new statistical files.
See "Set Report" for a description of fields in this section.

     CA-TOOLS        RELEASE                CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER                         
        DATE          TIME     PAGE
                     Rnn.nn                      SET REPORT                             
      dd/mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                       MULTI-MEMBER SET ANALYSIS SECTION
                                               
 COMPARATIVE
     SET NAME:  STUDENT-REPORTS
     NEW FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
     OLD FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
     RECORD    RECORD     ***********************************ACTIVE
 RECORDS*************** *******LDEL RECORDS********
 CA-TOOLS      NAME        *-OCCURRENCES-* *-SPACED USED-*  *--MEMBERS PER SET
 OCCURRENCE-* *-OCCURRENCES-* *-SPACED USED-*
                           COUNT    PCT    BYTES     PCT    AVG          MAX         MIN
    COUNT          BYTES    PCT
     -------   --------    -----    ---    -----     ---    ---          ---         ---
    -----          -----    ---
 1   8110      DREPORT       2       40       88      37     1            1           1 
      0              0       0
     8109      GREPORT       3       60      148      63  
   1            2           1       0              0      
 0
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 2   8110      DREPORT      45       48    1,260      35     3            3           3 
      0              0       0
     8109      GREPORT      48       52    2,388      65     3            3           3 
      0              0       0

1 Listed by record type are statistics from the new statistical file.

2 Listed by record type are statistics from the old statistical file.

SR8 Index Report
You can produce an SR8 Index Report for every SR8 index set for which statistics have been accumulated. Reports for
SR8 index sets excluded from accumulation by a SET parameter statement cannot be produced.

Additional information on each SR8 (integrated index) set can be found in the Set Report.

An SR8 Index Report is divided into three sections: the SR8 Index Statistics Section, the Table Entry Distribution Section,
and the Histogram Section.

This article contains the following information:

SR8 Index Report Fields

SR8 Index Report fields are shown in the following screen displays. Following are descriptions of two report identification
fields plus fields used in the Index Statistics, Distribution, and Histogram Sections of the Index Report. The item numbers
preceding each field name and description correspond with those in the referenced exhibits.

     CA-TOOLS        RELEASE                CA IDMS/
DB ANALYZER                                 DATE          TIME     PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                   SR8 INDEX REPORT                                dd/
mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                         SR8 INDEX STATISTICS SECTION

 1 ►  INDEX  NAME:         IX-STUD-LNAME
 2 ►  FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
      ITEM                                           TOTAL
      ---------------------------------             -------
 3 ►  OWNER RECORD NAME                             SR7
 4 ►  MEMBER RECORD NAME                            STUDENT
 5 ►  MEMBERSHIP OPTION                             MANDATORY AUTO
 6 ►  DUPLICATES OPTION                             DUPS NOT
 7 ►  SEQUENCE OPTION                               DESCENDING SEQ
 8 ►  COMPRESSION OPTION                            NO
 9 ►  SET ORDER OPTION                              SORTED
 10►  SORT TYPE                                     SORTED DBKEY
 11►  MAX NUMBER OF TABLE ENTRIES                         3
 12►  MAX LENGTH OF TABLE ENTRY                           8
 13►  SYMBOLIC KEY LENGTH                                 4
 14►  MAX SR8 RECORD SIZE                                72
 15►  TOTAL BYTES TO STORE INDEX                      2,060
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 16►  PAGE NUMBER - 1ST SR8                          92,129
 17►  NUMBER OF BOTTOM SR8 IN TOP                         0
 18►  SR8 DISPLACEMENT                                    0
 19►  NUMBER OF LEVELS                                    5
 20►  TOTAL ORPHAN COUNT                                124

      UPPER LEVEL
 STATISTICS
 21►  SR8 RECORDS                                        16
 22►  PAGE SPREAD                                         1
 23►  USED TABLE ENTRIES                                 37
          AVG                                             2.31
          MAX                                             3
          MIN                                             2
 24►  ORPHAN COUNT                     26
          AVG                                             1.63
          MAX                                             3
          MIN                                             1

      BOTTOM LEVEL
 STATISTICS
 25►  SR8 RECORDS                                        22
 26►  PAGE SPREAD                                         1
 27►  USED TABLE ENTRIES                                 51
          AVG                                             2.32
          MAX                                             3
          MIN                                             2
 28►  ORPHAN COUNT                                       98
          AVG                                             4.45
          MAX                                            10

1 INDEX NAME--The name of the SR8 index set for the reported statistics.

2 FILE CREATION DATA--The date and time that the statistical file used for this report was created. This information
helps identify which statistical file is being used since there can be more than one file in storage.

3 OWNER RECORD NAME--The name of the index owned by the system or specified by the user.

4 MEMBER RECORD NAME--The name of the record type that is being indexed.

5 MEMBERSHIP OPTION--The name of the actual membership option for the index set. One of the following four options
appears on the report:

 MANDATORY-AUTO

 OPTIONAL-AUTO
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 OPTIONAL-MAN

 MANDATORY-MAN

6 DUPLICATES OPTION--The name of the duplicates option specified in the source code for the set section of the
schema. One of four options appears on the report:

 N/A

 DUPS FIRST

 DUPS LAST

 DUPS NOT

7 SEQUENCE OPTION--Either ASCENDING or DESCENDING depending on the order in which member record
occurrences are to be stored in the index set.

8 COMPRESSION OPTION--Either YES or NO, depending on whether front-end db-key compression was specified.

9 SET ORDER OPTION--The name of the sort option specified for the SR8 index set. One of three options appears on
the report:

 SORTED

 NEXT/FIRST

 PRIOR/LAST

10 SORT TYPE--The name of the sort type specified for the SR8 index set. One of three options appears on the report:

 SORTED DBKEY

 SORTED SYMBOLIC KEY

 UNSORTED

11 MAX NUMBER OF TABLE ENTRIES--The maximum number of table entries that can be made in an SR8 index
record.

12 MAX LENGTH OF TABLE ENTRY--The maximum length of each entry that can be entered into an SR8 index record.
The length depends upon which sort type is specified.

13 SYMBOLIC KEY LENGTH--The maximum number of bytes defined for the sort key specified.

14 MAX SR8 RECORD SIZE--The size of the largest SR8 index record encountered in this SR8 index set.

15 TOTAL BYTES TO STORE INDEX--The total storage space requirements for all SR8 and SR7 or user-specified owner
records of the index set.
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16 PAGE NUMBER - 1ST SR8--The page number of the first SR8 record encountered that is pointed to by an owner
record.

17 NUMBER OF BOTTOM SR8 IN TOP--The number of bottom level SR8 records stored in the top level of the index set.

18 SR8 DISPLACEMENT--The number of pages the bottom level SR8 index records are stored from their owners.

19 NUMBER OF LEVELS--The maximum number of levels in the hierarchy for any owner occurrence within this SR8
index set.

20 TOTAL ORPHAN COUNT--The total number of orphan counts within this SR8 index set. This number is the sum of the
upper level (item 24) and bottom level (item 28) orphan counts.

21 SR8 RECORDS--The number of SR8 index record occurrences in the upper level of the index set.

22 PAGE SPREAD--The number of pages on which upper level SR8 index record occurrences occur.

23 USED TABLE ENTRIES--The number of filled table entries for all upper level SR8 record occurrences in the SR8
index set.

Also included are the average (AVG) number of filled table entries, the greatest number of filled table entries (MAX), and
the fewest number of filled table entries (MIN) in an upper level SR8 index record occurrence that had at least one filled
table entry.

 AVG        =            USED TABLE ENTRIES (23

                         Upper SR8 INDEX RECORDS (21)

24 ORPHAN COUNT--The total number of orphan counts for all SR8 records within the upper level of this set.

Also included are the average (AVG) number of orphans per upper level SR8 index record occurrence, the greatest
number of orphans (MAX), and the fewest number of orphans (MIN) per upper level SR8 index record occurrence.

 AVG        =            Upper ORPHAN COUNT (24)

                         Upper SR8 INDEX RECORDS (21)

25 SR8 RECORDS--The number of SR8 index record occurrences in the bottom level of the index set.

26 PAGE SPREAD--The number of pages on which bottom level SR8 record occurrences occur.

27 USED TABLE ENTRIES--The number of filled table entries for all bottom level SR8 index record occurrences in the
index set.

Also included are the average (AVG) number of filled table entries, the greatest number of filled table entries (MAX), and
the fewest number of filled table entries (MIN) in a bottom level SR8 index record occurrence that had at least one filled
table entry.

 AVG        =            USED TABLE ENTRIES (27)

                         Bottom SR8 Index RECORDS (25)
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28 ORPHAN COUNT--The total number of orphan counts for all SR8 records within the bottom level of this set.

Also included are the average (AVG) number of orphans per bottom level SR8 index record occurrence, the greatest
number of orphans (MAX), and the fewest number of orphans (MIN) per bottom level SR8 index record occurrence.

 AVG        =            Bottom ORPHAN COUNT (28)

                         Bottom SR8 INDEX RECORDS (25)

Table Entry Distribution Section Fields

The Distribution Section of the SR8 Index Report is shown in the following display. This section of the report displays the
distribution of the following selected SR8 index features.

 CA-TOOLS               RELEASE                CA IDMS/
DB ANALYZER                                 DATE          TIME     PAGE
                        Rnn.nn                   SR8 INDEX REPORT                                dd/
mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                         TABLE ENTRY DISTRIBUTION SECTION

        INDEX NAME:  IX-STUD-LNAME
        FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
        ITEM                                        RANGE             TOTAL         PCT
        ----------------------------               -------           -------       -----
 1 ►    UPPER LVL TBL ENTRIES USED               TABLE ENTRIES    # OF OCCURRENCES
                                                   0 -    0              0           0
                                                   1 -    1              0           0
                                                   2 -    2             11          69
                                                   3 -    3              5          31

 2 ►    BOTTOM LVL TBL ENTRIES USED              TABLE ENTRIES    # OF OCCURRENCES
                                                   0 -    0              0           0
                                                   1 -    1              0           0
                                                   2 -    2             15          68
                                                   3 -    3              7          32
                                                   401- 450             23          11

1 UPPER LVL TBL ENTRIES USED--The distribution of upper level SR8 index record occurrences by number of table
entries used is shown here. Numbers of table entries used are listed under the column headed TABLE ENTRIES. The
number of SR8 index record occurrences using the corresponding number of table entries is listed under TOTAL. The
percentage of SR8 index records using each number of table entries is listed in the column headed PCT.

 PCT=100    *        UP LVL TBL ENTS USED PER RANGE
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                     Upper SR8 RECORDS (Index Stats 21)

2 BOTTOM LVL TBL ENTRIES USED--The distribution of bottom level SR8 index record occurrences by number of table
entries used is shown here. Numbers of table entries used are listed under the column headed TABLE ENTRIES. The
number of SR8 index record occurrences using the corresponding number of table entries is listed under TOTAL. The
percentage of SR8 index records using each number of table entries is listed in the column headed PCT.

 PCT=100    *        BOT LVL TBL ENTS USED PER RNGE

                     Bottom SR8 RECORDS (Index Stats 25)

Histogram Section Fields

The Histogram Section of the SR8 Index Report is shown in the following display. This section of the report is a graphic
representation and a quick reference version of the Distribution Section. Distribution Section percentages are shown for
each range in the form of a bar chart.

 CA-TOOLS        RELEASE                CA IDMS/
DB ANALYZER                                 DATE          TIME     PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                   SR8 INCEX REPORT                                dd/
mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                         HISTOGRAM SECTION

 INDEX NAME:    IX - STUD - LNAME
 FILE CREATION DATA: mm/dd/yy - hh:mm:ss
 TABLE ENTRIES         UPPER LVL TBL ENTRIES USED - PERCENTAGE BY DISTRIBUTION RANGE
             0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
 0 -    0    .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 1 -    1    .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 2 -    2    .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN      .          .          .          .
 3 -    3    .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN  .          .          .          .          .          .          .
             0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
 TABLE ENTRIES         BOTTOM LVL TBL ENTRIES USED - PERCENTAGE BY DISTRIBUTION RANGE
             0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
 0 -    0    .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 1 -    1    .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 2 -    2    .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN     .          .          .          .
 3 -    3    .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN  .          .          .          .          .          .          .
             0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
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Comparative SR8 Index Report
A Comparative SR8 Index Report is used to assess changes that have occurred in the physical organization of an SR8
index or portion of an SR8 index. Consequently, this type of report uses data from two different statistical files. The data
from these files describes the SR8 index set at two different times.

The Comparative SR8 Index Report is divided into three sections: the Index Statistics Section, the Table Entry Distribution
Section, and the Histogram Section.

The format of each section is the same as that of the corresponding section in an SR8 Index Report except that fields
have been added to show old and new statistical file values and the changes between these values.

This article contains the following information:

Comparative SR8 Index Report Fields

Comparative Index Report Fields are shown in the following screen displays. Identification and SR8 Index Statistic Section
fields of the Comparative SR8 Index Report are described below. See SR8 Index Report for descriptions of fields identical
to those found in the Comparative SR8 Index Report.

 CA-TOOLS           RELEASE                CA IDMS/
DB ANALYZER                                 DATE          TIME     PAGE
                    Rnn.nn                   SR8 INDEX REPORT                                dd/
mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                       SR8 INDEX STATISTICS SECTION
                                                COMPARATIVE

 INDEX NAME:         IX-STUD-LNAME
 NEW FILE CREATION DATA: mm/dd/yy - hh:mm:ss
 OLD FILE CREATION DATA: mm/dd/yy - hh:mm:ss

 ITEM                                     NEW               OLD              VARIANCE
 --------------------------------        ----------------  ---------------  ----------
 OWNER RECORD NAME                        SR7               SR7
 MEMBER RECORD NAME                       STUDENT           STUDENT
 MEMBERSHIP OPTION                        MANDATORY AUTO    MANDATORY AUTO
 DUPLICATES OPTION                        DUPS LAST         DUPS NO
 SEQUENCE OPTION                          DESCENDING SEQ    DESCENDING SEQ
 COMPRESSION OPTION                       NO                NO
 SET ORDER OPTION                         SORTED            SORTED
 SORT TYPE                                SORTED DBKEY      SORTED DBKEY
 MAX NUMBER OF TABLE ENTRIES                 3                3                  0
 MAX LENGTH OF TABLE ENTRY                   8                8                  0
 SYMBOLIC KEY LENGTH                         4                4                  0
 MAX SR8 RECORD SIZE                        72               72                  0
 TOTAL BYTES TO STORE INDEX                588            2,060                 -1,472
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 PAGE NUMBER - 1ST SR8                  92,129           92,129                  0
 NUMBER OF BOTTOM SR8 IN TOP                 0                0                  0
 SR8 DISPLACEMENT                            0                0                  0
 NUMBER OF LEVELS                            3                5                 -2
 NUMBER OF ORPHANS                          24              124                  0

 UPPER LEVEL STATISTICS
 ----------------------
 SR8 RECORDS                                 4               16                 -12
 PAGE SPREAD                                 1                1                  0
 USED TABLE ENTRIES                         10               37                 -27
   AVG                                       2.50             2.31              +0.19
   MAX                                       3                3                  0
   MIN                                       2                2                  0
 ORPHAN COUNT                                8               26                  0
   AVG                                       2.00             1.63              +0.38
   MAX                                       3                3                  0
   MIN                                       1                1                  0

 BOTTOM LEVEL STATISTICS
 -----------------------
 SR8 RECORDS                                 7                22                -15
 PAGE SPREAD                                 1                 1                  0
 USED TABLE ENTRIES                         16                51                -35
   AVG                                       2.29              2.32             -0.03
   MAX                                       3                 3                  0
   MIN                                       2                 2                  0
 ORPHAN COUNT                               16                98                  0
   AVG                                       2.29              4.45              -2.17
   MAX                                       6                10                  0
   MIN                                       1                 1                  0

1 INDEX NAME--The name of the SR8 index set for the reported statistics.

2 NEW FILE CREATION DATA--The date and time of creation of the statistical file which is listed in the z/OS and OS/390
JCL as STAT1, and in the VSE/ESA JCL as SYS010.

3 OLD FILE CREATION DATA--The date and time of creation of the statistical file which is listed in the z/OS and OS/390
JCL as STAT2, and in the VSE/ESA JCL as SYS011.

4 NEW--The values listed under this heading are taken from the new statistics file (item 2). See SR8 Index Report for a
description of each field listed.

5 OLD--The values listed under this heading are taken from the old statistical file (item 3). See SR8 Index Report for a
description of each field listed.
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6 VARIANCE--Listed under this heading are the differences between new and old raw counts. Positive values indicate the
amount by which new statistical file values are greater than old. Negative values indicate the amount by which new file
values are less than old file values.

Table Entry Distribution Section Fields

The Distribution Section of the Comparative SR8 Index Report is shown in the following display. See the SR8 Index
Report for descriptions of fields not discussed here.

 CA-TOOLS        RELEASE                CA IDMS/
DB ANALYZER                                 DATE          TIME     PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                   SR8 INDEX REPORT                                dd/
mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                   TABLE ENTRY DISTRIBUTION SECTION
                                             COMPARATIVE

 INDEX NAME:  IX-STUD-LNAME
 NEW FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
 OLD FILE CREATION DATA:  mm/dd/yy  -  hh:mm:ss
 ITEM                             RANGE          NEW     PCT          OLD     PCT        VARIANCE    PCT
 -----------------------------  ----------       ---    ----         -----    ---        --------    ---
 UPPER LVL TBL ENTRIES USED     TABLE ENTRIES    # OF OCCURRENCES
                                 0 -    0         0       0            0       0             0        0
                                 1 -    1         0       0            0       0             0        0
                                 2 -    2         2      50           11      69            -9       19
                                 3 -    3         2      50            5      31            -3       19
 BOTTOM LVL TBL ENTRIES USED     TABLE ENTRIES    # OF OCCURRENCES
                                 0 -    0         0       0            0       0             0        0
                                 1 -    1         0       0            0       0             0        0
                                 2 -    2         5      71           15      68           -10        3
                                 3 -    3         2      29            7      32            -5        3 

1 NEW PCT--The values listed under this heading are raw counts and percentages for each range. These values are
taken from the new statistics file. See Comparative SR8 Index Report Identification Fields, item 2.

2 OLD PCT--The values listed under this heading are raw counts and percentages for each range. These values are
taken from the old statistics file. See Comparative SR8 Index Report Identification Fields, item 3.

3 VARIANCE PCT--Listed under this heading are the differences between new and old raw counts and the percent
variance between the old and new values. Positive values indicate the amount by which new statistical file values are
greater than old. Negative values indicate the amount by which new file values are less than old file values.

For variance to be meaningful, both the old and new statistical files must contain identical ranges. If they do not, no values
are listed under this heading.

Histogram Section Fields

A portion of the Histogram Section of the Comparative SR8 Index Report is shown in the following display. This section
of the report is a graphic representation and a quick reference version of the Distribution Section. Old (O) and new (N)
values of Distribution Section percentages for each range are shown on two lines in the form of a bar chart.
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 CA-TOOLS        RELEASE                CA IDMS/
DB ANALYZER                                 DATE          TIME     PAGE
                 Rnn.nn                   SR8 INDEX REPORT                                dd/
mm/yy      hh:mm:ss   nnnn
                                         HISTOGRAM SECTION
                                            COMPARATIVE
 INDEX NAME: IX-STUD-LNAME
 NEW FILE CREATION DATA: mm/dd/yy - hh:mm:ss
 OLD FILE CREATION DATA: mm/dd/yy - hh:mm:ss
  TABLE ENTRIES      UPPER LVL TBL ENTRIES USED - PERCENTAGE BY DISTRIBUTION RANGE
             0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
 0 -    0    .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 0 -    0    .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 1 -    1    .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 1 -    1    .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 2 -    2    .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN          .          .          .          .          .
 2 -    2    .OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO       .          .          .          .
 3 -    3    .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN          .          .          .          .
 3 -    3    .OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO   .          .          .          .          .          .          .
             0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
  TABLE ENTRIES     BOTTOM LVL TBL ENTRIES USED - PERCENTAGE BY DISTRIBUTION RANGE
             0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100
 0 -    0    .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 0 -    0    .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 1 -    1    .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 1 -    1    .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 2 -    2    .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN         .          .          .          .
 2 -    2    .OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO          .          .          .          .
 3 -    3    .NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 3 -    3    .OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO     .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 4 -    4    .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
 4 -    4    .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .          .
             0----+----10----+----20----+----30----+----40----+----50----+----60----
+----70----+----80----+----90----+----100 

DC/UCF Statistics Reports -- SREPORTS
CA IDMS/DC and CA IDMS UCF (DC/UCF) collect the following runtime statistics:
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• System statistics, which record resource usage for an entire system
• Task and external request unit service (ERUS) statistics, which record resource usage by task
• Transaction statistics, which record resource usage by transaction
• CA ADS dialog statistics, which record dialog activity associated with an application
• Histogram statistics, which record resource usage by frequency of occurrence within a value range
• Record statistics, which document the types of statistics records in the archived log file

Summary of Statistics Reports

The following table lists the reports that document these statistics in order by report module number:

SREPORT Module SREPORT Category Statistics Report Title
000  Startup Records Read (required with

remaining modules)
001 Histogram IDMS Statistics Histogram Report (system

and task)
003 System IDMS DC System Statistics
004 Task IDMS DC Task Statistics by IP Address
005 Task IDMS DC Task Statistics by User Id
006 Task IDMS DC Task Statistics by Lterm Id
007 Task IDMS DC Task Statistics by Task Code
008 Task IDMS DC ERUS Task Statistics by

Accounting Data
009 Task IDMS DC ERUS Task Statistics by Program

Name
010 Transaction IDMS DC Transaction Statistics by User Id
011 Transaction IDMS DC Transaction Statistics by Lterm Id
012 System IDMS DC Task Summary
013 System IDMS DC Program Summary
014 System IDMS DC Queue Summary
015 System IDMS DC Line Summary
016 System IDMS DC Physical Terminal Summary
017 Record Summary of Records Read
018 CA ADS ADS OnLine Statistics by User Id
019 CA ADS ADS OnLine Statistics by Dialog and

Version Number
020 CA ADS ADS OnLine Statistics by Logical Terminal

Id
021 Transaction IDMS DC Transaction Statistics by Dialog
022 Transaction IDMS DC Transaction Statistics by IP

Address
099  No listing (creates an output file of archive

statistics records)

Uses for Statistics Reports
Systems administrators use statistics reports to monitor system activity. Statistics reports can be used to:
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• Assist in system tuning and maintenance
• Evaluate processing efficiency at the system level, task level, transaction level, and dialog level
• Monitor system activity within certain time intervals

Other Tools Available
Other tools available to monitor system activity are the PRINT LOG utility, PLOG, and DCMT STATISTICS commands.
These tools are discussed in more detail in Other CA IDMS Reporting Facilities.

What Follows

This section discusses types of statistics records, input parameters needed to process a statistics report, and sample
output.

NOTE
For more information on statistics, see the Administrating section.

Types of Statistics Records
A statistics record is one of the DC/UCF system log record types. A statistics record is variable in length and contains the
following type of information:

• Information such as the date and time.
• Statistical data for the 35 types of statistics records. For a list of the statistics records types, see "Record Summary

Statistics Report."

The following table lists the DSECTS that define the layout of the statistics records. Each of these DSECTs is presented in
"DSECT Reference."

DSECT Description
#LGRDS The log record header.
#STLDS The statistics log record header. This DSECT redefines 256 bytes

of the log record header starting at offset X '14' and contains a
description of 35 statistics record sub-types.

#STRDS The statistics record. This DSECT describes the layout of the
statistics in the log record.
It contains a field that indicates the release level of the DC/
UCF system for the statistics log record.To determine the
release level, check the STRRID field in #STRDS. For example,
STRRID=C'Rnnn', where nnn is the release level.

#HSTDS The histogram record. This DSECT describes the layout of
histogram data in the log record. Histogram log records are
variable length. #HSTDS redefines 244 bytes of the statistics log
record header starting at offset X '0C'.

Layout of Statistics Log Records

For all statistics log records, the first two DSECTs are #LGRDS and #STLDS. These two DSECTs are followed by one or
more occurrences of #STRDS, which varies depending on the type of statistics being saved.

The following figure illustrates the order of DSECTs for most statistics log records:
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Figure 7: rder of DSECTs for all statistics log records

The order of DSECTs for task and transaction, system, and histogram statistics are described in the sections that follow.

Task or Transaction Statistics

There are five #STRDS DSECT types, in the following order, for task or transaction statistics:

• STRDC
The first DSECT. Describes the layout of DC statistics.

• STRTDB
The second DSECT. Describes the layout of database statistics.

• STRTHDR
The third DSECT. Describes header information.

• STRTSQL
The fourth DSECT. Describes the layout of SQL statistics.

• STRTDCX
The fifth DSECT. Describes the layout of the DC extended statistics.

To determine whether the current log record is for task or transaction statistics, check the STLTYPE field in #STLDS:

Task statistics STLTYPE=STLTTST
Transaction statistics STLTYPE=STLTTSB

Order of DSECTs for Task and Transaction Statistics

The following figure illustrates the order of DSECTs for task and transaction statistics log records:
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Figure 8: ca idms order of DSECTs task and transaction statistics

System Statistics

There are five #STRDS DSECT types, in the following order, for system statistics:

• STRTSYS
The first DSECT. Describes the layout of system statistics.

• STRTDC
The second DSECT. Describes the layout of IDMS-DC statistics.

• STRTHDB
The third DSECT. Describes the layout of database statistics.

• STRTSQL
The fourth DSECT. Describes the layout of SQL statistics.

• STRTDCX
The fifth DSECT. Describes the layouts of the DC extended statistics.

To determine whether the current log record is for system statistics, check the STLTYPE field in #STLDS. For system
statistics, STLTYPE=STLTCST.

Order of DSECTs for System Statistics

The following figure illustrates the order of DSECTs for system statistics log records:
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Figure 9: order of DSECTs for system statistics log records

Histograms

There are two #STRDS DSECT types, in the following order, for histograms:

• STRTHIS
• HTRDS

To determine whether the current log record is for a histogram, follow these steps:

1. Check the STLTYPE field in #STLDS. It should be either STLTCST or STLTPLE.
2. Check the STRTYPE field in #STRDS. It should be STRTHIS.

Order of DSECTs for Histograms

The following figure illustrates the order of DSECTs for histogram log records:

Figure 10: order of DSECTs for histogram log records

Number of Statistics Log Records

A statistics block can contain more data than can be written in one log record. When this occurs, DC/UCF uses up to three
log records to write the statistics to the log.

To determine whether a particular statistics log record contains only part of the data from a statistics block, check the
LGRTYPE field in #LGRDS:

• If LGRTYPE=X'76', this log record is one of the following:
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– The first of two log records used to write one statistics block
– The first of three log records used to write one statistics block
– The second of three log records used to write one statistics block

• If LGRTYPE=X'F6', this log record is one of the following:
– The only log record used for that particular statistics block
– The second of two log records used to write one statistics block
– The third of three log records used to write one statistics block

NOTE
Statistics log records have a maximum length of 276 bytes. Programs that read statistics from the DC/UCF log
should reserve twice that amount of space to handle statistics that span two log records.

SREPORTs for Statistics Records

SREPORT 099

Statistics records output by SREPORT 099 are 280-byte fixed-length records with the same layout as records written to
the archived system log file. CA Culprit for CA IDMS copies the RDW associated with the variable-length records to bytes
1 through 4 of the fixed-length records.

SREPORT 000

SREPORT 000 contains the CA Culprit for CA IDMS REC parameters that define the fields in each type of statistics
record. Each REC parameter defines the start position, length, and data type of a field within the record. The following
considerations apply:

• The field names assigned in the CA Culprit for CA IDMS report are not always the same as those assigned in the
DSECTS.

• Each field defined by a CA Culprit for CA IDMS REC parameter has a start position 5 bytes more than in the DSECT.

Producing Statistics Reports
DC/UCF can log system resource statistics to the database, to a single file, or to alternate files as defined at system
configuration by the LOG clause of the SYSTEM statement. When statistics are logged to the database, they are stored in
DDLDCLOG, the log area of the data dictionary.

Statistics reports document statistics logged to the database. The ARCHIVE LOG utility offloads the statistics from the
DDLDCLOG area to an archived system log file; for more information on this utility, see the CA IDMS Administrating
section.

Input to the statistics reports is either the archived system log file or a file created by executing SREPORT 099.
SREPORT 099 reads the archived system log file and creates a file of archived statistics records.

This article describes the following information:

Syntax

Syntax for the CA Culprit for CA IDMS parameters is shown followed by examples of CA Culprit for CA IDMS code.
Coding is freeform except that each parameter must be coded starting in column 2.

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►
   │  Col 2                                             │
   │  ▼         ┌─────────────────────────────────────┐ │
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   └─ DATABASE ─▼─┬─ DICTNAME=dictionary-name ──────┬─┴─┘
                  └─ DICTNODE=dictionary-node-name ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   │  Col 2                │
   │  ▼                    │
   └─ PARAM= ─┬─ LIST ◄ ─┬─┘
              ├─ NOLIST ─┤
              └─ EJECT ──┘

     Col 2
     ▼
 ►── INput 280 ─┬─ V block-size ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
                └─ F 8120 ───────┘

     Col 2
     ▼
 ►── USE 'SREPORT 000' ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─

─►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►
   └─ begin-date begin-time end-date end-time ─┬──────────────────────────┬─┘
                                               └ session-indicator-number ┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►
   │Col 2                                                │
   │    ▼                                                │
   └─┬─ SELect ─┬─┬───────────────┬─ boolean-expression ─┘
     └─ BYPass ─┘ └─ BUFFER WHEN ─┘

 Col 2
     ▼
 ►── USE 'SREPORT sreport-number' ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• INput
Specifies the CA Culprit for CA IDMS parameter that designates the physical characteristics of the input file.

• 280
Specifies the record length, in bytes.

• V block-size
Specifies the record type (variable length) and the block size if the archived system log file is used as input:
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– In z/OS systems, the block size is informational
– In z/VSE systems, block-size-n must match the actual block size of the archived log file (the default block size of the

archive file is 6000).
Block-size must be greater than or equal to the actual block size. (The block size for the archived log file is specified
within the JCL used by the ARCHIVE LOG utility to create the file.)

• F 8120
Specifies the record type (fixed length) and the block size (8120) if the output file produced by SREPORT 099 is used
as input.

NOTE
In z/OS systems, the block size can be omitted.

• USE 'SREPORT 000'
Requests SREPORT 000; SREPORT 000 contains CA Culprit for CA IDMS REC parameters that define fields used in
other statistics report modules. This parameter must be included in all statistics report runs.

• begin-date
Specifies the begin date for the period to be covered by the requested reports. If no time period is specified, the
requested reports will cover the entire period represented by the input archive file or by the input file from SREPORT
099.

NOTE
A time period and a nonzero session indicator are required for SREPORTs 001, 003, and 012 through 016.

Begin-date must be in the Julian form yyddd, where yy is the last two digits of the year and ddd is the day.
• begin-time

Specifies the begin time for the period to be covered by the requested reports. Begin-time must be in the form hhmm,
where hh is hours based on a 24-hour clock, and mm is minutes.

• end-date
Specifies the end date for the period to be covered by the requested reports. End-date must be in the Julian form
yyddd, where yy is the last two digits of the year and ddd is the day.

• end-time
Specifies the end time for the period to be covered by the requested reports. End-time must be in the form hhmm,
where hh is hours based on a 24-hour clock, and mm is minutes.

• session-indicator-number
Specifies that the requested reports are to cover the indicated occurrence of a DC/UCF session within the specified
time period. A DC/UCF session is the period of time from one system startup to the next; the first session within a
specified time period begins with the first startup record. SREPORT 000 lists each startup record that exists in the
archive file and when the record was logged.
Session-indicator-number must be an integer in the range 0 through 9999. If session-indicator-number is not specified
or is equal to zero, the requested reports will cover the entire period specified.

NOTE
A time period and a nonzero session indicator are required for SREPORTs 001, 003, and 012 through 016.

• SELECT/BYPASS BUFFER WHEN boolean-expression
Specifies optional selection criteria to be applied during the extract phase of processing. If a SELECT or BYPASS
parameter is coded, it must follow the USE 'SREPORT 000' parameter.

• USE 'SREPORT sreport-number'
Specifies a report module name. Sreport-number must be a report number, as specified in the module name. Multiple
USE parameters can be included; however, each one must be specified on a separate line.

Examples

Example 1

SREPORT 003 is requested for the first DC/UCF session occurring between 8:30 and 9:50 PM on March 5, 1999.
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DATABASE DICTNAME=CULPDICT

INPUT 280 F 8120

USE 'SREPORT 000' (99064 2030 99064 2150 1)

USE 'SREPORT 003'

As shown in the output generated for SREPORT 000, the first session within this time frame begins at 20:32 PM with
startup record number 5703.

  THE FILE BEGINS AT THE FOLLOWING DATE AND TIME: 99064 19:13

 

  RECORD NUMBER          JULIAN DATE           TIME

 

       1,289              99064                19:36

       2,415              99064                19:49

       5,703              99064                20:32

       7,905              99064                21:07

Example 2

SREPORT 012 is requested for the second DC/UCF session occurring in the period beginning at 6:00 AM on 10/19/99
and ending at 6:00 PM on 10/19/99. Input consists of the archived system log file created by means of the ARCHIVE LOG
utility. Input parameters will not be listed.

PARAM=NOLIST

IN 280 V

USE 'SREPORT 000' (99292 0600 99292 1800 2)

USE 'SREPORT 012'

Example 3

SREPORTs 010 and 005 are requested for all DC/UCF sessions in the period beginning at 8:00 AM on 11/22/99 and
ending at 4:00 PM on 11/22/99. Input consists of the output file created by a previous run of SREPORT 099; PS indicates
a sequential file. By default, input parameters will be listed.
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IN 280 F 8120 PS

USE 'SREPORT 000' (99326 0800 99326 1600)

USE 'SREPORT 010'

USE 'SREPORT 005'

Example 4

Statistics report modules SREPORT 000 and SREPORT 012 are stored in the CULPDICT data dictionary. The SELECT
parameter selects only those records stored in the input buffer that specify user ids TAF and TNC. The code for
SREPORT 012 identifies TSTUSID as the user-id field name.

DATABASE DICTNAME=CULPDICT

IN 280 V

USE 'SREPORT 000'

SELECT BUFFER WHEN TSTUSID EQ ('TAF' 'TNC')

USE 'SREPORT 012'

Operating System Considerations

JCL Coding Considerations

Statistics reports can run either in local mode or under the central version. The following considerations apply to coding
the JCL for running statistics reports:

• The input file containing the statistics records must be defined with ddname/filename/linkname SYS010 (the input file
can be either the archived DC/UCF system log file or the output file produced by SREPORT 099).

• When SREPORT 099 is run, the output file must be defined with ddname/filename/linkname SYS020.

Input File JCL Modifications 

This sections describes how to modify the input file JCL.

z/OS Operations Systems

Modify ddname SYS010 in Statistics Reports JCL (z/OS) as follows:

//SYS010  DD DSN=user.inputfil,DISP=OLD,UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=nnnnnn

user.inputfil data set name of the archived system log file or SREPORT 099
output file

tape symbolic device name of a disk or tape input file
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nnnnnn volume serial number of the input file

z/VSE Operating Systems

Modify filename SYS010 in Statistics Reports JCL (z/VSE) as follows:

// TLBL  SYS010,'user.inputfil',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN SYS010,X'ttt'

user.inputfil file-id of the archived system log file or SREPORT 099 output file
nnnnnn volume serial number of the input file
f file number of the input file
ttt device assignment (channel and unit) for tape files (files may be

disk instead of tape, in which case a device assignment, DLBL
and EXTENT information are also required)

z/VM and z/VM Operating Systems

Modify the SYS010 command in z/VM and z/VM Commands, as follows:

For input from the archived system log file:

For tape files: FILEDEF  SYS010 TAP1 SL VOLID nnnnnn

                         (RECFM VB LRECL 280 BLKSIZE bbbb

 

For disk files: FILEDEF  SYS010 DISK input file a

                         (RECFM VB LRECL 280 BLKSIZE bbbb

nnnnnn volume serial number of the archived system log file
bbbb block size of the input file
input file a filename, filetype, filemode of archived system log file

For input from the file created by SREPORT 099:

FILEDEF  SYS010 DISK input file a

                (RECFM FB LRECL 280 BLKSIZE 8120

input file a filename, filetype, filemode of archived system log file
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Output File JCL Modifications

This section describes how to modify the output file JCL. 

z/OS Operations Systems

Modify ddname SYS020 in Statistics Reports JCL (z/OS), as follows:

//SYS020  DD DSN=user.nonprint,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

             SPACE=(TRK,(10,10)),UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=nnnnnn

             DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=FB,LRECL=280,BLSIZE=8120)

user.nonprint data set name for nonprint output
tape symbolic device name of the nonprint output file
nnnnnn volume serial number of the nonprint output file

z/VSE Operating Systems

Modify file name SYS020 in Statistics Reports JCL (z/VSE) as follows:

// ASSGN SYS020,X'ttt'

// TLBL  SYS020,'user.nonprint',15

ttt device assignment (channel and unit) for tape files (files may be
disk instead of tape, in which case a device assignment, DLBL,
and EXTENT information are also required.)

user.nonprint,15 file-id and retention period for nonprint/nonpunch output

z/VM and z/VM Operating Systems

Modify the SYS020 command in z/VM and z/VM Commands as follows:

FILEDEF  SYS020 nonprint file a (RECFM FB LRECL 280 BLKSIZE 8120

nonprint file a filename, filetype, filemode of nonprint output

DC/UCF System Statistics Reports
Record Systemwide Data

System statistics record systemwide data. DC/UCF always collects system statistics (they are not optional) because they
require minimal overhead and provide valuable information for tuning and maintaining the DC/UCF system.

When Statistics Are Logged
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System statistics are logged to the DC/UCF log file at the following times:

• At normal system shutdown
• At the statistics interval established at system generation by the STATISTICS parameter of the SYSTEM statement.

The statistics interval can be varied at run time by means of the DCMT VARY STATISTICS command.
• Upon explicit request by means of a DCMT WRITE STATISTICS command.

Summary of System Statistics Reports

System statistics are collected and written for six categories:

General systemwide statistics SREPORT 003
Systemwide task statistics SREPORT 012
Systemwide program statistics SREPORT 013
Systemwide queue statistics SREPORT 014
Systemwide line statistics SREPORT 015
Systemwide physical terminal (including UCF PTERMs) statistics SREPORT 016

This article contains the following information:

SREPORT 003 - IDMS DC System Statistics

SREPORT 003, the IDMS DC System Statistics report, summarizes all systemwide statistics and thus provides an
overview of system performance.

Sample SREPORT 003:

 REPORT NO. 03                     IDMS-DC SYSTEM STATISTICS  Rnn.n              mm/dd/
yy PAGE     1
            SELECTED FROM:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
          CV SYSTEM START:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
              CV JOB NAME:  jobname
                CV NUMBER:  nnn
  
 
      SYSTEM STATISTICS
                           116 TOTAL TASKS                               0 STD PGMPOOL
 LOADS
                            72 TOTAL SYSTEM TASKS                        0 STD PGMPOOL
 WAITS
                             0 TASKS ABENDED                             0 STD PGM PAGES
 LOADED
                             0 RUNAWAY TASKS ABORTED                    29 RENTPOOL
 LOADS
                             0 TIMES AT MAX TASK                         0 RENTPOOL
 WAITS
                             0 SHORT ON STORAGE                        842 RENT PGM PGS
 LOADED
                             0 OVER RLE THRESH                           0 XA PGMPOOL
 LOADS
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                             0 OVER RCE THRESH                           0 XA PGMPOOL
 WAITS
                             0 OVER DPE THRESH                           0 XA PGM PGS
 LOADED
                             0 OVER ILE THRESH                         169 XA RENTPOOL
 LOADS
                             0 STORAGE POOL WAITS                        0 XA RENTPOOL
 WAITS
                         1,624 STG REQS - PASS 1                    24,987 XA RENT PGS
 LOADED
                         1,103 STG REQS - PASS 2                         0 PAGE RELEASE
 RQSTS
                             0 PUT JOURNALS                              0 PAGES
 RELEASED
                             0 SET TIME WAITS                            0 PAGE FIX
 RQSTS
                           236 SET TIME POSTS                            0 PAGES PFIXED
                             1 SET TIME STRTTASKS                        0 PAGE FREE
 RQSTS
                           234 SET TIME CANCELS                          0 PAGES PGFREED
                             0 AUTOSTART TASKS
      DC STATISTICS
                       19.8805 USER MODE CPU TIME                   3.8358 SYSTEM MODE
 CPU TIME
                       659,356 DC SERVICE REQUESTS                      64 GET SCRATCHES
                       659,928 DB SERVICE REQUESTS                     106 PUT SCRATCHES
                           245 PROGRAMS CALLED                          64 DELETE
 SCRATCHES
                           375 MAX # RLE'S USED                         10 GET QUEUES
                           329 MAX # RCE'S USED                          0 PUT QUEUES
                           308 MAX # DPE'S USED                          0 DELETE QUEUES
                         1,337 STACK HI WATERMARK                        8 GET TIMES
                         2,727 GET STORAGES                              0 SET TIMES
                         2,494 FREE STORAGES
      DC EXTENDED STATISTICS
                     40.806072 SYSTEM MODE CPU                     .000000 ZIIP ON CP
 CPU
                       .000000 ZIIP ON ZIIP CPU                  22.013726 USER MODE CPU
                     62.819799 TOTAL TCB CPU                       .000000 ENCLAVE CPU
      DB STATISTICS
                     2,336,618 PAGES REQUESTED                           0 CALC RECS NO
 OFLOW
                     1,041,703 PAGES READ                                0 CALC RECS
 OFLOW
                             0 PAGES WRITTEN                             0 VIA RECS NO
 OFLOW
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                     1,319,871 CALLS TO DBMS                             0 VIA RECS
 OFLOW
                     1,296,108 RECORDS REQUESTED                         0 FRAGMENTS
 STORED
                     1,294,797 RECORDS CURRENT OF RU                     0 RECORDS
 RELOCATED
                           330 TOTAL LOCKS                               0 RECORDS
 UPDATED
                             0 PAGES FOUND IN CACHE                      0 PAGES IN
 PREFETCH BUFF
      INDEX STATISTICS
                             0 SR8 SPLITS                                0 SR8 STORES
                             0 SR8 SPAWNS                                0 SR8 ERASES
                             0 ORPHANS ADOPTED                           0 SR7 STORES
                             0 BTREE SEARCHES                            0 SR7 ERASES
                             0 MIN LEVELS SEARCHED                       0 TOTAL LEVELS
 SEARCHED
                             0 MAX LEVELS SEARCHED
      SQL STATISTICS
                             0 SQL COMMANDS                              0 TUPLES
 FETCHED
                             0 SORTS                                     0 ROWS INSERTED
                             0 TUPLES SORTED                             0 ROWS UPDATED
                             0 MIN SORT                                  0 ROWS DELETED
                             0 MAX SORT                                  0 AM RECOMPILES
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the IDMS DC System Statistics report follows:

• SELECTED FROM/TO
Specifies the time period specified on the USE 'SREPORT 000' parameter where SELECTED FROM specifies the
beginning date and time and SELECTED TO specifies the ending date and time. The date is in Julian form, yyddd,
where yy is the last two digits of the year and ddd is the day. The time is in hh:mm form, where hh is hours based on a
24-hour clock and mm is minutes.

• CV SYSTEM START/INTERVAL START/TO
Specifies the actual time period for the report generated. If the USE 'SREPORT 000' parameter does not specify a
time range, CV SYSTEM START/INTERVAL START and TO represent the time range for the entire input archive file or
input file created by SREPORT 099. When the input file contains cumulative statistics, the CV SYSTEM START date
and time will be displayed. When the input file contains interval based statistics, the INTERVAL START date and time
will be displayed.

• CV JOB NAME
Specifies the starting job name of Central Version which collected the statistics.

• CV NUMBER
Specifies the number of Central Version which collected the statistics.

• TOTAL TASKS
Indicates the total number of system and user tasks, including external request units, executed for this session.

• TOTAL SYSTEM TASKS
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Indicates the number of system tasks active at the conclusion of this session. System-initiated tasks include
FACTOTUM, MASTER, DBRC, print, and line drivers.

• TASKS ABENDED
Indicates the number of tasks that abended during this session.

• RUNAWAY TASKS ABORTED
Indicates the number of tasks that terminated abnormally because their execution time exceeded the maximum
amount of time defined in the RUNAWAY INTERVAL clause of the SYSTEM statement.

• TIMES AT MAX TASK
Indicates the number of times a new task could not start because the system was processing the maximum number
of tasks specified at system generation in the MAXIMUM ERUS and MAXIMUM TASK clauses of the SYSTEM
statement.
Interpretation: Generally, this value should be close to 0. Values equal to 0 may indicate that the overall system size is
larger than necessary; values greater than 0 may represent peaks in system loads or chronic system overload.
To reduce the number of times at maximum tasks, make one or more of the following system adjustments:
– Increase the MAX ERUS and MAX TASKS thresholds
– Decrease the limit specified for the MAXIMUM CONCURRENT THREADS clause of the TASK statement at system

generation
• SHORT ON STORAGE

Indicates the number of times program storage requests were not satisfied. Generally, the value should be close to
zero; values greater than zero should represent peaks in storage utilization, rather than chronic shortages.
Interpretation: Values consistently greater than zero indicate the size of the storage pool or storage cushion is too
small. The size of the storage pool is defined at system generation with the STORAGE POOL and XA STORAGE
POOL clauses of the SYSTEM system generation statement; the size of the cushion is defined with the CUSHION
clause of the same statement.

• OVER RLE THRESH
Indicates how many times the number of resource link elements (RLEs) exceeded the value allocated in the SYSTEM
statement at system generation. When the threshold is reached, the task that is executing abends; if the task is a
system task, the system abends. Ideally, this value should be 0.

• OVER RCE THRESH
Indicates how many times the number of resource control elements (RCEs) exceeded the value allocated in the
SYSTEM statement at system generation. When the threshold is reached, the task that is executing abends; if the task
is a system task, the system abends. Ideally, this value should be 0.

• OVER DPE THRESH
Indicates how many times the number of deadlock prevention elements (DPEs) exceeded the value allocated in the
SYSTEM statement at system generation. When the threshold is reached, the task that is executing abends; if the task
is a system task, the system abends. Ideally, this value should be 0.

• OVER ILE THRESH
Indicates the number of time the internal lock elements (ILEs) exceeded their allocated value. When the threshold is
reached, the task that is executing abends. If the task is a system task, the system abends. Ideally, this value should
be zero (0).

• STORAGE POOL WAITS
Indicates the number of times tasks had to wait for a sufficient amount of contiguous storage. This value should be as
low as possible; if the value is large or increasing, increase the size of the storage cushion in the CUSHION clause of
the STORAGE POOL statement at system generation.

• STG REQS - PASS 1
Indicates the number of storage requests that allocated space on a previously allocated page.

• STG REQS - PASS 2
Indicates the number of storage requests that allocated space on a previously allocated page and on a contiguous new
page.

• SET TIME WAITS
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Indicates the number of program requests to place a task in a wait state. The program issues the request with a SET
TIMER WAIT DML statement.

• SET TIME POSTS
Indicates the number of program requests to post a user-specified event control block (ECB) after the specified time
interval elapses. The program issues the request with a SET TIMER POST DML statement.

• SET TIME STRTTASKS
Indicates the number of program requests to initiate a user-specified task after the specified time interval elapses. The
program issues the request with a SET TIMER START DML statement.

• SET TIME CANCELS
Indicates the number of program requests to cancel the effect of a previously issued SET TIMER request. The
program issues the request with a SET TIMER CANCEL DML statement.

• AUTOSTART TASKS
(DC/UCF only) Indicates the number of times the associated task of each queue was invoked to process queue
records. The task is invoked each time the queue threshold is exceeded. The threshold is defined with the
THRESHOLD clause of the QUEUE system generation statement; the task is identified by the INVOKES TASK clause
of the same statement.

• STD PGMPOOL LOADS
Indicates the number of nonresident modules loaded into the 24-bit program pool; nonresident modules include
programs, CA ADS and CA ADS batch dialogs, maps (DC/UCF only), and tables.

• STD PGMPOOL WAITS
Indicates the number of times program loads were delayed due to insufficient space in the 24-bit program pool. Ideally,
this value should be zero; a value greater than zero indicates insufficient space in the program pool for the volume of
program load activity in the system.
Interpretation: If this value is high, the size of the 24-bit program pool should be increased or nonresident programs
should be redefined as either resident or reentrant. Program pool usage can be observed dynamically by means of the
OPER WATCH PR command. For more information on program pools, see the Administrating section.

• STD PGM PAGES LOADED
Indicates the number of pages used by programs loaded into the 24-bit program pool. The size of a page equals 4K.
Only one program can occupy a program pool page; that is, a 4.5K program uses two pages of program pool.

• RENTPOOL LOADS
Indicates the number of reentrant programs loaded into the 24-bit reentrant pool; reentrant programs include CA ADS
dialogs and subschemas.

• RENTPOOL WAITS
Indicates the number of times reentrant program loads were delayed due to insufficient space in the 24-bit reentrant
pool. Ideally, this value should be zero; a value greater than zero indicates the size of the reentrant pool should be
increased.

• RENT PGM PGS LOADED
Indicates the number of pages used by reentrant programs loaded into the 24-bit reentrant pool. A page is 512 bytes
(0.5K).

• XA PGMPOOL LOADS
(Extended addressing only) Indicates the number of nonresident modules loaded into the 31-bit XA program pool;
nonresident modules include programs, subschemas, maps, database procedures, and tables that have been
assigned an RMODE of ANY.

• XA PGMPOOL WAITS
(Extended addressing only) Indicates the number of times program loads were delayed due to insufficient space in the
31-bit XA program pool. Ideally, this value should be zero; a value greater than zero indicates insufficient space in the
XA program pool for the volume of program load activity in the system.

• XA PGM PGS LOADED
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(Extended addressing only) Indicates the number of pages used by nonresident modules loaded into the 31-bit XA
program pool. The size of a page equals 4K. Only one program can occupy a program pool page; that is, a 4.5K
program uses two pages of program pool.

• XA RENTPOOL LOADS
(Extended addressing only) Indicates the number of reentrant modules loaded into the 31-bit XA reentrant pool;
reentrant modules include reentrant programs, subschemas, CA ADS dialogs, and DC/UCF maps that have been
assigned an RMODE of ANY.

• XA RENTPOOL WAITS
(Extended addressing only) Indicates the number of times program loads were delayed due to insufficient space in the
31-bit XA reentrant pool. Ideally, this value should be zero; a value greater than zero indicates insufficient space in the
XA reentrant pool for the volume of program load activity in the system.

• XA RENT PGS LOADED
(Extended addressing only) Indicates the number of pages used by reentrant modules loaded into the 31-bit XA
reentrant pool. The size of a page equals 512 bytes (0.5K).

• PAGE RELEASE RQSTS
Indicates the number of requests to release 4K virtual pages.

• PAGES RELEASED
Indicates the number of 4K byte pages actually released.

• PAGE FIX RQSTS
(VS systems only) Indicates the number of requests to fix 4K virtual pages allocated to storage pools defined to the
system.

• PAGES PFIXED
(VS systems only) Indicates the number of 4K virtual pages fixed in storage pools defined to the system.

• PAGE FREE RQSTS
Indicates the number of requests to release 4K fixed virtual pages allocated to storage pools defined to the system,
thereby making storage eligible for paging out.

• PAGES PGFREED
Indicates the number released of 4K fixed virtual pages allocated to system storage pools.

• PUT JOURNALS
Indicates the number of program requests to write statistics to the journal file with the WRITE JOURNAL DML
statement.

• USER MODE CPU TIME
Indicates the amount of CPU time (in ten-thousandths seconds) spent in executing user code.

• DC SERVICE REQUESTS
Indicates the number of times user programs requested DC/UCF services (for example, GET STORAGE requests).
This value also includes both explicit and implicit requests for database services. For example, OBTAIN record-name
is an explicit program request. PUT QUEUE is an implicit request for database services because the DC/UCF system
must store the queue record.

• DB SERVICE REQUESTS
Indicates the number of times a user or system program requests database services (for example, OBTAIN record-
name).
For LRF and SQL programs, DB SERVICE REQUESTS should be less than or equal to the number of CALLS TO
DBMS. You can use these values to evaluate how efficiently the LRF or SQL path extracts data. For example, a
program OBTAIN logical-record command increments DB SERVICE REQUESTS by one, but may greatly increment
the CALLS TO DBMS value, especially if an area sweep occurs due to the NULL SELECT clause.

• PROGRAMS CALLED
Indicates the number of programs called (for example, the number of #LOAD PGM requests issued).

• MAX # RLE'S USED
Indicates the highest number of resource link elements (RLEs) used during this session. If this value approximates the
threshold established at system generation, increase the threshold.

• MAX # RCE'S USED
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Indicates the highest number of resource control elements (RCEs) used during this session. If this value approximates
the threshold established at system generation, increase the threshold.

• MAX # DPE'S USED
Indicates the highest number of deadlock prevention elements (DPEs) used during this session. If this value
approximates the threshold established at system generation, increase the threshold.

• STACK HI WATERMARK
Indicates the largest amount of the task control element (TCE) stack area used by any task. The stack size is defined
at system generation with the STACKSIZE clause of the SYSTEM statement.

• GET STORAGES
Indicates the number of program requests to acquire variable storage dynamically from a DC/UCF storage pool or
obtain the address of a previously acquired storage area. The program issues the request with the GET STORAGE
DML statement.

• FREE STORAGES
Indicates the number of program requests to free all or part of a DC/UCF storage area. The program issues the
request with the FREE STORAGE DML statement.

• SYSTEM MODE CPU TIME
Indicates the amount of CPU time (in ten-thousandths seconds) spent in executing system code.

• GET SCRATCHES
Indicates the number of program requests for scratch records from the DDLDCSCR area. The program issues the
request with the GET SCRATCH DML statement.

• PUT SCRATCHES
Indicates the number of program requests to store or replace a scratch record in the DDLDCSCR area. The program
issues the request with the PUT SCRATCH DML statement.

• DELETE SCRATCHES
Indicates the number of program requests to delete scratch records from the DDLDCSCR area. The program issues
the request with the DELETE SCRATCH DML statement.

• GET QUEUES
Indicates the number of program requests to retrieve a queue record from the DDLDCRUN area and place it in
a storage area associated with the issuing program. The program issues the request with the GET QUEUE DML
statement.

• PUT QUEUES
Indicates the number of program requests to store a queue record in the DDLDCRUN area. The program issues the
request with the PUT QUEUE DML statement.

• DELETE QUEUES
Indicates the number of program requests to delete queue records from the DDLDCRUN area. The program issues the
request with the DELETE QUEUE DML statement.

• GET TIMES
Indicates the number of program requests for the system date and time. The program issues the request with the GET
TIME DML statement.

• SET TIMES
Indicates the number of SETTIME requests to define an event that is to occur after a specified time interval.

• SYSTEM MODE CPU
Indicates the amount of CPU time (in microseconds) spent in executing system code.

• USER MODE CPU
Indicates the amount of CPU time (in microseconds) spent in executing user code.

• ZIIP on ZIIP CPU
Indicates the amount of CPU time (in microseconds) spent on zIIP.

• ZIIP on CP CPU
Indicates the amount of CPU time (in microseconds) spent on CP, while qualified for zIIP.

• TOTAL TCB CPU TIME
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Indicates the amount of CPU time (in microseconds) spent on CP in either system mode or user mode.
• ENCLAVE CPU

Indicates the amount of CPU time (in microseconds) spent on CP or zIIP, while qualified for zIIP.
• PAGES REQUESTED

Indicates the number of pages requested by IDMSDBMS (including pages found in a buffer). A page request does not
result in a page read if the page is in the buffer pool.
Interpretation: The ratio of PAGES REQUESTED/PAGES READ is the buffer utilization ratio. It measures the
effectiveness of the buffer-pool size and design of the database (for example, CALC and VIA clustering). The higher
the ratio the better. Ratios consistently below 2.0 indicate that processing is random or that the buffer-pool size is too
small.
The buffer utilization ratio may be artificially high for transactions that keep locks, due to the nature of the internal
locking mechanism. IDMSDBMS cannot hold a buffer while requesting a lock; therefore, when locks are kept,
IDMSDBMS must free and request a page each time a record is requested.

• PAGES READ
Indicates the number of database pages read from disk.

• PAGES WRITTEN
Indicates the number of database pages physically written to disk. A page can be updated several times before it is
actually written back to the database.

• CALLS TO DBMS
Indicates the number of calls to the database management system.

NOTE
Execution of each navigational DML request involves one call; execution of each logical record facility (LRF)
and SQL request typically involves multiple calls.

• RECORDS REQUESTED
Indicates the number of database records requested by IDMSDBMS.
Interpretation: The ratio of RECORDS REQUESTED to PAGES READ is the space management ratio. The space
management ratio measures how well space is allocated (for example, VIA options, CALC distribution, and buffering).
The higher the ratio the better. Ratios less than 4 or less than the norm indicate that the size of the buffer should be
increased and database tuning should be performed.
The space management ratio may be artificially high for transactions that keep locks, due to the nature of the internal
locking mechanism. IDMSDBMS cannot hold a buffer while requesting a lock; therefore, when locks are kept,
IDMSDBMS must free and request a page each time a record is requested.

• RECORDS CURRENT OF RU
Indicates the number of records made current of transaction.
Interpretation: The ratio of RECORDS REQUESTED to RECORDS CURRENT is the effectiveness ratio. The
effectiveness ratio measures the amount of work CA IDMS/DB is doing for the programmer (that is, how many records
the DBMS has to examine to find the one requested). The lower the ratio the better. If the ratio is high, examine set
options (for example, sorted order or next pointers only) for appropriateness. If the options are correct, examine the
program logic for accurate use of currency.

• TOTAL LOCKS
Indicates the number of all locks acquired and released by all completed transactions. This is NOT a count of locks
currently held.

• PAGES FOUND IN CACHE
Indicates the number of requested database pages that have been found in a shared cache or an ESA dataspace.

• CALCRECS NO OFLOW
Indicates the number of CALC records stored on the target page.

• CALC RECS OFLOW
Indicates the number of CALC records not stored on the target page.
Interpretation: The ratio of CALC records stored on their target page to the total number stored (that is, hits plus
overflows) is the CALC cluster ratio. The ratio reflects the efficiency of the CALC algorithm.
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The CALC cluster ratio is especially important when the database is loaded or restructured. Ideally, the ratio should be
1, which indicates no overflow. Ratios consistently less than 1 or less than the norm indicate that space utilization is
getting high and the database should be tuned.

• VIA RECS NO OFLOW
Indicates the number of VIA and/or DIRECT records stored on the target page.

• VIA RECS OFLOW
Indicates the number of VIA and/or DIRECT records not stored on the target page.
Interpretation: The ratio of VIA records stored on their target page to the total number of VIA records stored (that is,
hits plus overflows) is the VIA cluster ratio. The ratio reflects how well VIA records cluster around their owner.
Ideally, the ratio should be 1, which indicates no overflow. Ratios less than 1 or less than the norm indicate very large
data clusters, high utilization of space, or small page size.

• FRAGMENTS STORED
Indicates the number of noncontiguous segments (fragments) stored for variable-length records.

• RECORDS RELOCATED
Indicates the number of records relocated from their home page.

• PAGES IN PREFETCH BUFF
Indicates the number of database pages that have been directly found in a prefetch buffer.

• SR8 SPLITS
Indicates the number of SR8 splits.

• SR8 SPAWNS
Indicates the number of SR8 spawns.

• ORPHANS ADOPTED
Indicates count of Index members or SR8s whose up-level pointers were corrected to point to the actual SR8 in which
they appear.

• BTREE SEARCHES
Indicates number of Btree index probes.

• MIN LEVELS SEARCHED
Indicates least number of levels descended.

• MAX LEVELS SEARCHED
Indicates highest number of levels descended.

• SR8 STORES
Indicates count of SR8s created.

• SR8 ERASES
Indicates count of SR8s erased.

• SR7 STORES
Indicates count of SR7s created.

• SR7 ERASES
Indicates count of SR7s erased.

• TOTAL LEVELS SEARCHED
Indicates total number of levels descended.

• SQL COMMANDS
Indicates the number of SQL commands executed.

• SORTS
Indicates the number of SQL sorts performed.

• TUPLES SORTED
Indicates the number of rows participating in all sorts.

• MIN SORT
Indicates the least number of rows sorted.

• MAX SORT
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Indicates the largest number of rows sorted.
• TUPLES FETCHED

Indicates number of tuples FETCHed.
• ROWS INSERTED

Indicates the number of rows INSERTed.
• ROWS UPDATED

Indicates the number of rows UPDATed.
• ROWS DELETED

Indicates the number of rows DELETEd.
• AM RECOMPILES

Indicates the number of automatic access module recompilations.

For a detailed explanation of DML commands, see the CA IDMS Navigational DML Administrating section. For more
information on system generation statements, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.

SREPORT 012 - IDMS DC Task Summary

SREPORT 012, the IDMS DC Task Summary report, summarizes systemwide task statistics, indicating the number
of times each task was invoked. Systems administrators can use SREPORT 012 to monitor trends in task usage; for
example, watching for peaks in task usage over a set time period.

The following figure shows one page of a sample IDMS DC Task Summary report:

Sample SREPORT 012:

 REPORT NO. 12                       IDMS-DC TASK SUMMARY  Rnn.n         mm/dd/yy PAGE  
   3
  
 
            SELECTED FROM:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
          CV SYSTEM START:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
              CV JOB NAME:  jobname
                CV NUMBER:  nnn
  
 
                             TASK                            TIMES INVOKED
  
 
                           S                                           0
  
 
                           SCHEMA                                      0
  
 
                           SCHEMAT                                     0
  
 
                           SEND                                        0
  
 
                           SHOWMAP                                     0
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                           SIGNOFF                                     0
  
 
                           SIGNON                                      0
  
 
                           SSC                                         0
  
 
                           SSCT                                        0
  
 
                           SUSPEND                                     0
  
 
                           SYSGEN                                      0
  
 
                           SYSGENT                                     0
  
 
                           TCF                                         0
  
 
  
 
                              TOTAL                                    4 
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the IDMS DC Task Summary report follows:

• SELECTED FROM/TO
Specifies the time period specified on the USE 'SREPORT 000' parameter where SELECTED FROM specifies the
beginning date and time and SELECTED TO specifies the ending date and time. The date is in Julian form, yyddd,
where yy is the last two digits of the year and ddd is the day. The time is in hh:mm form, where hh is hours based on a
24-hour clock and mm is minutes.

• CV SYSTEM START/INTERVAL START/TO
Specifies the actual time period for the report generated. If the USE 'SREPORT 000' parameter does not specify a
time range, CV SYSTEM START/INTERVAL START and TO represent the time range for the entire input archive file or
input file created by SREPORT 099. When the input file contains cumulative statistics, the CV SYSTEM START date
and time will be displayed. When the input file contains interval based statistics, the INTERVAL START date and time
will be displayed.

• CV JOB NAME
Specifies the starting job name of Central Version which collected the statistics.

• CV NUMBER
Specifies the number of Central Version which collected the statistics.

• TASK
Specifies the task identifier that is used at run time by a terminal operator or program to invoke the task. A task is
the basic unit of work under DC/UCF. It consists of a main program and one or more additional programs. A task
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is identified to the system by a unique name (such as OLM) that is usually identical to the task code used by the
teleprocessing system.

• TIMES INVOKED
Specifies the number of times the task was invoked for the session.

SREPORT 013 - IDMS DC Program Summary

SREPORT 013, the IDMS DC Program Summary report, summarizes systemwide program statistics. System
administrators can use SREPORT 013 to monitor program activity relative to available storage.

Available Program Pools

A program can be assigned to any one of the following pools:

• 24-bit program pool
• 24-bit reentrant pool
• 31-bit program pool (Extended addressing only)
• 31-bit reentrant pool (Extended addressing only)

NOTE
A program can be put into both a 24-bit pool and a 31-bit pool depending on the LOC= parameter used to invoke
the task.

The following figure shows one page of a sample IDMS DC Program Summary report:

Sample SREPORT 013:

  REPORT NO. 13                                     IDMS-DC PROGRAM SUMMARY  Rnn.n      
                          mm/dd/yy PAGE  40
  
 
            SELECTED FROM:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
          CV SYSTEM START:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
              CV JOB NAME:  jobname
                CV NUMBER:  nnn
  
 
        PROGRAM      PGM                                  TIMES         TIMES         
 RATIO OF         TIMES         TIMES
          NAME       VER      DICTNAME     DICTNODE       CALLED        LOADED     
 CALLED/LOADED       WAITED       CHECKED
  
 
        RHDCWAIT        1                                       0    1          0.0000
  
 
        RHDCWTL         1                                       0    1          0.0000
  
 
        RM000121        1     ASFDICT                           1    1          1.0000
  
 
        RM000122        1     ASFDICT                           1    1          1.0000
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        RM000123        1     ASFDICT                           1    1          1.0000
  
 
        RM000124        1     ASFDICT                          18    4          4.5000
  
 
        RU000121        1     ASFDICT                           3    3          1.0000
  
 
        RU000122        1     ASFDICT                           3    3          1.0000
  
 
        RU000123        1     ASFDICT                           3    3          1.0000
  
 
        RU000124        1     ASFDICT                          20    8          2.5000
  
 
        TSTDNWKA        1                                      42    1         42.0000
  
 
        TSTDNWKS        1                                       2    1          2.0000
  
 
        UMBRMAP         1                                       0    0          0.0000
  
 
        UMBRMAPE        1                                       0    0          0.0000
  
 
        XASFNWKS        1                                       1    1          1.0000
  
 
  
 
          TOTALS                                            1,458  181          8.0552  
             0             0
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the IDMS DC Program Summary report follows:

• SELECTED FROM/TO
Specifies the time period specified on the USE 'SREPORT 000' parameter where SELECTED FROM specifies the
beginning date and time and SELECTED TO specifies the ending date and time. The date is in Julian form, yyddd,
where yy is the last two digits of the year and ddd is the day. The time is in hh:mm form, where hh is hours based on a
24-hour clock and mm is minutes.

• CV SYSTEM START/INTERVAL START/TO
Specifies the actual time period for the report generated. If the USE 'SREPORT 000' parameter does not specify a
time range, CV SYSTEM START/INTERVAL START and TO represent the time range for the entire input archive file or
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input file created by SREPORT 099. When the input file contains cumulative statistics, the CV SYSTEM START date
and time will be displayed. When the input file contains interval based statistics, the INTERVAL START date and time
will be displayed.

• CV JOB NAME
Specifies the starting job name of Central Version which collected the statistics.

• CV NUMBER
Specifies the number of Central Version which collected the statistics.

• PROGRAM NAME
Specifies the name of the program load module.

• PGM VER
Indicates the version number associated with the named program.

• DICTNAME
Names the dictionary in which the program resides.

• DICTNODE
Names the DC/UCF system that controls the dictionary in which the program resides.

• TIMES CALLED
Indicates the number of times the program was called.

• TIMES LOADED
Indicates the number of times the program was loaded from disk to a pool.
Interpretation: The ratio of TIMES CALLED to TIMES LOADED measures the effectiveness of the program pool size.
The higher the ratio the better. A low ratio for a frequently called program indicates that the size of the program pool
should be enlarged or that the program should be made resident, reentrant, or reusable.

• RATIO OF CALLED/LOADED
Measures the effectiveness of the program pool size. The higher the ratio the better. A low ratio for a frequently called
program indicates that the size of the program pool should be enlarged or that the program should be made resident,
reentrant, or reusable.

• TIMES WAITED
Indicates the number of times the program waited to be loaded.

• TIMES CHECKED
Indicates the number of program check errors that occurred.

SREPORT 014 - IDMS DC Queue Summary

SREPORT 014, the IDMS DC Queue Summary report, summarizes systemwide queue statistics. System administrators
can use SREPORT 014 to monitor queue activity.

Sample SREPORT 014:

 REPORT NO. 14                      IDMS-DC QUEUE SUMMARY  Rnn.n                 mm/dd/
yy PAGE     1
  
 
            SELECTED FROM:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
          CV SYSTEM START:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
              CV JOB NAME:  jobname
                CV NUMBER:  nnn
  
 
                        QUEUE NAME                      TIMES AUTOTASK STARTED
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                         OLQQNOTE                                     0
  
 
  
 
                            TOTAL                                     0
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the IDMS DC Queue Summary report follows:

• SELECTED FROM/TO
Specifies the time period specified on the USE 'SREPORT 000' parameter where SELECTED FROM specifies the
beginning date and time and SELECTED TO specifies the ending date and time. The date is in Julian form, yyddd,
where yy is the last two digits of the year and ddd is the day. The time is in hh:mm form, where hh is hours based on a
24-hour clock and mm is minutes.

• CV SYSTEM START/INTERVAL START/TO
Specifies the actual time period for the report generated. If the USE 'SREPORT 000' parameter does not specify a
time range, CV SYSTEM START/INTERVAL START and TO represent the time range for the entire input archive file or
input file created by SREPORT 099. When the input file contains cumulative statistics, the CV SYSTEM START date
and time will be displayed. When the input file contains interval based statistics, the INTERVAL START date and time
will be displayed.

• CV JOB NAME
Specifies the starting job name of Central Version which collected the statistics.

• CV NUMBER
Specifies the number of Central Version which collected the statistics.

• QUEUE NAME
Specifies the queue identifier. A queue is a database work area shared by tasks on all DC/UCF terminals and by batch
programs. Queue records can be transferred between tasks or applications or from one terminal to another.

• TIMES AUTOTASK STARTED
Indicates the number of times each queue's associated task was invoked to process queue records. If the value is
consistently zero, review the threshold level assigned in the THRESHOLD IS clause of the QUEUE system generation
statement; For more information, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.

SREPORT 015 - IDMS DC Line Summary

SREPORT 015, the IDMS DC Line Summary report, summarizes systemwide line statistics. Systems administrators can
use SREPORT 015 to monitor the quality of lines in the system.

Sample SREPORT 015:

  REPORT NO. 15                       IDMS-DC LINE SUMMARY  Rnn.n                 mm/dd/
yy PAGE     1
  
 
            SELECTED FROM:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
          CV SYSTEM START:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
              CV JOB NAME:  jobname
                CV NUMBER:  nnn
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             LINE                                                  READ            
 WRITE
             NAME             READS             WRITES            ERRORS           
 ERRORS
  
 
           CONSOLE                  0                 0
  
 
           CTCQA10                  0                 0
  
 
           CTCQA21                  0                 0
  
 
           CTCQA35                  0                 0
  
 
           JESRDR                   0                 0
  
 
           S3270Q1                  0                 0
  
 
           UCFLINE                  0                 0
  
 
           VTAM91                   0                 0
  
 
  
 
             TOTALS                 0                 0                 0               
  0
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the IDMS DC Line Summary report follows:

• SELECTED FROM/TO
Specifies the time period specified on the USE 'SREPORT 000' parameter where SELECTED FROM specifies the
beginning date and time and SELECTED TO specifies the ending date and time. The date is in Julian form, yyddd,
where yy is the last two digits of the year and ddd is the day. The time is in hh:mm form, where hh is hours based on a
24-hour clock and mm is minutes.

• CV SYSTEM START/INTERVAL START/TO
Specifies the actual time period for the report generated. If the USE 'SREPORT 000' parameter does not specify a
time range, CV SYSTEM START/INTERVAL START and TO represent the time range for the entire input archive file or
input file created by SREPORT 099. When the input file contains cumulative statistics, the CV SYSTEM START date
and time will be displayed. When the input file contains interval based statistics, the INTERVAL START date and time
will be displayed.

• CV JOB NAME
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Specifies the starting job name of Central Version which collected the statistics.
• CV NUMBER

Specifies the number of Central Version which collected the statistics.
• LINE NAME

Specifies the line identifier. A line is a system component that defines the method of communication for physical
terminals that use the same access method.

• READS
Indicates the number of reads performed for each line.

• WRITES
Indicates the number of writes performed for each line.

• READ ERRORS
Indicates the number of read errors that occurred for each line. A large value indicates problems in the line.

• WRITE ERRORS
Indicates the number of write errors that occurred for each line. A large value indicates problems in the line.

SREPORT 016 - IDMS DC Physical Terminal Summary

SREPORT 016, the IDMS DC Physical Terminal Summary report, summarizes system wide line statistics.

Sample SREPORT 016:

  REPORT NO. 16                IDMS-DC PHYSICAL TERMINAL SUMMARY  Rnn.n           mm/dd/
yy PAGE     2
  
 
            SELECTED FROM:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
          CV SYSTEM START:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
              CV JOB NAME:  jobname
                CV NUMBER:  nnn
  
 
                                                                CUMULATIVE  AVERAGE
     PHYSICAL                        READ     WRITE              RESPONSE   RESPONSE 
 CUMULATIVE
     TERMINAL   READS     WRITES    ERRORS    ERRORS  RESPONSES    TIME       TIME    
 I/O TIME
  
 
     VP91007          0         0                             0    0.0000     0.0000    
  0.0000
  
 
     VP91008          0         0                             0    0.0000     0.0000    
  0.0000
  
 
     VP91009          0         0                             0    0.0000     0.0000    
  0.0000
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     VP91010          0         0                             0    0.0000     0.0000    
  0.0000
  
 
     VP91011          0         0                             0    0.0000     0.0000    
  0.0000
  
 
     VP91012          0         0                             0    0.0000     0.0000    
  0.0000
  
 
     VP91013          0         0                             0    0.0000     0.0000    
  0.0000
  
 
     VP91014          0         0                             0    0.0000     0.0000    
  0.0000
  
 
     VP91015          0         0                             0    0.0000     0.0000    
  0.0000
  
 
  
 
       TOTALS       312       238         0         0         0
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the IDMS DC Physical Terminal Summary report follows:

• SELECTED FROM/TO
Specifies the time period specified on the USE 'SREPORT 000' parameter where SELECTED FROM specifies the
beginning date and time and SELECTED TO specifies the ending date and time. The date is in Julian form, yyddd,
where yy is the last two digits of the year and ddd is the day. The time is in hh:mm form, where hh is hours based on a
24-hour clock and mm is minutes.

• CV SYSTEM START/INTERVAL START/TO
Specifies the actual time period for the report generated. If the USE 'SREPORT 000' parameter does not specify a
time range, CV SYSTEM START/INTERVAL START and TO represent the time range for the entire input archive file or
input file created by SREPORT 099. When the input file contains cumulative statistics, the CV SYSTEM START date
and time will be displayed. When the input file contains interval based statistics, the INTERVAL START date and time
will be displayed.

• CV JOB NAME
Specifies the starting job name of Central Version which collected the statistics.

• CV NUMBER
Specifies the number of Central Version which collected the statistics.

• PHYSICAL TERMINAL
Specifies the physical terminal identifier. A physical terminal is a physical device such as a CRT (3270-type device),
TTY, or printer that exists within a teleprocessing system.

• READS
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Indicates the number of reads performed for each physical terminal.
• WRITES

Indicates the number of writes performed for each physical terminal.
• READ ERRORS

Indicates the number of read errors that occurred for each physical terminal.
• WRITE ERRORS

Indicates the number of write errors that occurred for each physical terminal.
• RESPONSES

Indicates the number of physical terminal responses. A response begins when a physical terminal issues a read
request and ends when the next read request is issued.

• CUMULATIVE RESPONSE TIME
Indicates the cumulative response time, in hundredths of a second, for the physical terminal. Response time is the total
non-I/O time measured from the one read request to the next.

• AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME
Specifies the ratio of CUMULATIVE RESPONSE TIME to RESPONSES. Systems administrators can monitor this
value to determine the impact of system configuration changes upon response time.

• CUMULATIVE I/O TIME
Specifies the cumulative I/O time, in hundredths of a second, for the physical terminal.

Task and External Request Unit Service (ERUS) Statistics Reports
Task statistics and external request unit service (ERUS) statistics record the resource usage of individual tasks and
external request units. The following considerations apply:

• Task and ERUS statistics, including database statistics, incorporate statistics of system run units (RHDCRUAL/
IDMSXTAL) when these run units do work for the task. For example, loading a load module from a load area requires
database requests which show up in the task statistics.

• Task and ERUS statistics include system-mode statistics; that is, when DC/UCF does work for the task. For example,
when a program issues a BIND RUN UNIT, the system obtains variable storage; the storage requests show up in the
task statistics.

This article explains the following information:

Uses for Task and ERUS Statistics

Task and ERUS statistics are useful for monitoring and tuning individual application programs.

Statistics Collected Only Upon Request

DC/UCF collects task and ERUS statistics only when requested to do so by the user, because the statistics require
additional overhead and, when written to the log file, generate a large volume of data.

Summary of Task Statistics Reports

The following statistics reports summarize task and external request unit activity:

SREPORT 004 Summarizes task statistics by IP Address.
SREPORT 005 Summarizes task statistics by user identifier.
SREPORT 006 Summarizes task statistics by logical terminal identifier.
SREPORT 007 Summarizes task statistics by task code.
SREPORT 008 Summarizes ERUS statistics by accounting data.
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SREPORT 009 Summarizes ERUS statistics by program name.

Sample SREPORT 004

REPORT NO. 04                                IDMS-DC TASK STATISTICS BY IP
 ADRESS  Rnn.n                          mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

           SELECTED FROM:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm

         CV SYSTEM START:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm

             CV JOB NAME:  jobname

               CV NUMBER:  nnn

 

IP ADDRESS:
 138.42.193.137                                                                                              
                                                                                                                         
                          3         NUMBER TASK
 EXECUTIONS                                                               
                                                                                                                       
  
                          3         NUMBER PROGRAMS CALLED                            
 0        NUMBER PROGRAMS LOADED   
                          0         NUMBER TERMINAL READS                             
 0        NUMBER TERMINAL WRITES   
                          0         NUMBER TERMINAL ERRORS                          
 111        NUMBER GETSTG REQUESTS   
                          0         NUMBER GETSCR REQUESTS                            
 0        NUMBER PUTSCR REQUESTS   
                          0         NUMBER DELSCR REQUESTS                            
 0        NUMBER GETQUE REQUESTS   
                          0         NUMBER PUTQUE REQUESTS                            
 0        NUMBER DELQUE REQUESTS   
                        144         NUMBER GETTIME REQUESTS                           
 0        NUMBER SETTIME REQUESTS  
                          0         NUMBER DB SERVICES RQSTS                          
 0        NUMBER PAGES READ        
                      .0011         TASK USER MODE TIME                          
  .0023        TASK SYSTEM MODE TIME    
                    10.2754         TASK WAIT
 TIME                                                                       
                          0         NUMBER PAGES WRITTEN                              
 0        NUMBER PAGES REQUESTED   
                          0         NUMBER CALC RECS NO OFLOW                         
 0        NUMBER CALC RECS OFLOW   
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                          0         NUMBER VIA RECS NO OFLOW                          
 0        NUMBER VIA RECS OFLOW    
                          0         NUMBER RECORDS REQUESTED                          
 0        NUMBER RECS CURRENT OF RU
                          0         NUMBER FRAGMENTS STORED                           
 0        NUMBER RECORDS RELOCATED
                          0         NUMBER CALLS TO DBMS                              
 0        TOTAL LOCKS ACQUIRED    

                          0         NUMBER CALLS TO DBMS                              
 0        TOTAL LOCKS ACQUIRED
                          0         NUMBER SR8 SPLITS                                 
 0        NUMBER SR8 STORES    
                          0         NUMBER SR8 SPAWNS                                 
 0        NUMBER SR8 ERASES    
                          0         NUMBER ORPHAN ADOPT                               
 0        NUMBER SR7 STORES    
                          0         NUMBER BTREE SEARCHES                             
 0        NUMBER SR7 ERASES    
                          0         NUMBER SQL COMMANDS                               
 0        NUMBER SQL SORTS     
                          0         NUMBER TUPLES FETCHED                             
 0        NUMBER TUPLES SORTED
                          0         NUMBER ROWS INSERTED                              
 0        NUMBER AM RECOMPILES
                          0         NUMBER ROWS
 UPDATED                                                              
                          0         NUMBER ROWS
 DELETED                                                             

                                                                                                                 
  
                    .002443         TASK SYSTEM MODE CPU                       
  .000000        TASK ZIIP ON CP CPU
                    .000000         TASK ZIIP ON ZIIP CPU                      
  .001140        TASK USER MODE CPU
                    .003583         TOTAL TASK TCB CPU                         
  .000000        ENCLAVE CPU       

Sample SREPORT 005

 REPORT NO. 05                                IDMS-
DC TASK STATISTICS BY USER ID  Rnn.n                          mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

           SELECTED FROM:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
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         CV SYSTEM START:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm

             CV JOB NAME:  jobname

               CV NUMBER:  nnn

 

 USER ID:  JEJ                                 

 

                          13         NUMBER TASK EXECUTIONS

 

                          20         NUMBER PROGRAMS CALLED                             1        NUMBER PROGRAMS LOADED

                          11         NUMBER TERMINAL READS                            159        NUMBER TERMINAL WRITES

                           0         NUMBER TERMINAL ERRORS                           471        NUMBER GETSTG REQUESTS

                           0         NUMBER GETSCR REQUESTS                             0        NUMBER PUTSCR REQUESTS

                           0         NUMBER DELSCR REQUESTS                             2        NUMBER GETQUE REQUESTS

                           0         NUMBER PUTQUE REQUESTS                             0        NUMBER DELQUE REQUESTS

                         151         NUMBER GETTIME REQUESTS                            5        NUMBER SETTIME REQUESTS

                         128         NUMBER DB SERVICES RQSTS                           7        NUMBER PAGES READ

                       .0010         TASK USER MODE TIME                            .0536        TASK SYSTEM MODE TIME

                  7,573.0212         TASK WAIT TIME

                           0         NUMBER PAGES WRITTEN                              50        NUMBER PAGES REQUESTED

                           0         NUMBER CALC RECS NO OFLOW                          0        NUMBER CALC RECS OFLOW

                           0         NUMBER VIA RECS NO OFLOW                           0        NUMBER VIA RECS OFLOW

                          85         NUMBER RECORDS REQUESTED                          33        NUMBER RECS CURRENT OF RU

                           0         NUMBER FRAGMENTS STORED                            0        NUMBER RECORDS RELOCATED

                         160         NUMBER CALLS TO DBMS                              16        TOTAL LOCKS ACQUIRED

                           0         NUMBER SR8 SPLITS                                  0        NUMBER SR8 STORES
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                           0         NUMBER SR8 SPAWNS                                  0        NUMBER SR8 ERASES

                           0         NUMBER ORPHAN ADOPT                                0        NUMBER SR7 STORES

                           0         NUMBER BTREE SEARCHES                              0        NUMBER SR7 ERASES

                           0         NUMBER SQL COMMANDS                                0        NUMBER SQL SORTS

                           0         NUMBER TUPLES FETCHED                              0        NUMBER TUPLES SORTED

                           0         NUMBER ROWS INSERTED                               0        NUMBER AM RECOMPILES

                           0         NUMBER ROWS UPDATED

                           0         NUMBER ROWS DELETED

 

                     .060329         TASK SYSTEM MODE CPU                         .000000        TASK ZIIP ON CP CPU

                     .000000         TASK ZIIP ON ZIIP CPU                        .001081        TASK USER MODE CPU

                     .061410         TOTAL TASK TCB CPU                           .000000        ENCLAVE CPU

Sample SREPORT 006

 REPORT NO. 06                                IDMS-
DC TASK STATISTICS BY LTERM ID  Rnn.n                         mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

           SELECTED FROM:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm

         CV SYSTEM START:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm

             CV JOB NAME:  jobname

               CV NUMBER:  nnn

 

 LTERM ID:  VL71001

 

                           13        NUMBER TASK EXECUTIONS

 

                           20        NUMBER PROGRAMS CALLED                             1        NUMBER PROGRAMS LOADED
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                           11        NUMBER TERMINAL READS                            159        NUMBER TERMINAL WRITES

                            0        NUMBER TERMINAL ERRORS                           471        NUMBER GETSTG REQUESTS

                            0        NUMBER GETSCR REQUESTS                             0        NUMBER PUTSCR REQUESTS

                            0        NUMBER DELSCR REQUESTS                             2        NUMBER GETQUE REQUESTS

                            0        NUMBER PUTQUE REQUESTS                             0        NUMBER DELQUE REQUESTS

                          151        NUMBER GETTIME REQUESTS                            5        NUMBER SETTIME REQUESTS

                          128        NUMBER DB SERVICE RQSTS                            7        NUMBER PAGES READ

                        .0010        TASK USER MODE TIME                            .0536        TASK SYSTEM MODE TIME

                   7,573.0212        TASK WAIT TIME

                            0        NUMBER PAGES WRITTEN                              50        NUMBER PAGES REQUESTED

                            0        NUMBER CALC RECS NO OFLOW                          0        NUMBER CALC RECS OFLOW

                            0        NUMBER VIA RECS NO OFLOW                           0        NUMBER VIA RECS OFLOW

                           85        NUMBER RECORDS REQUESTED                          33        NUMBER RECS CURRENT OF RU

                            0        NUMBER FRAGMENTS STORED                            0        NUMBER RECORDS RELOCATED

                          160        NUMBER CALLS TO DBMS                              16        TOTAL LOCKS ACQUIRED

                            0        NUMBER SR8 SPLITS                                  0        NUMBER SR8 STORES

                            0        NUMBER SR8 SPAWNS                                  0        NUMBER SR8 ERASES

                            0        NUMBER ORPHAN ADOPT                                0        NUMBER SR7 STORES

                            0        NUMBER BTREE SEARCHES                              0        NUMBER SR7 ERASES

                            0        NUMBER SQL COMMANDS                                0        NUMBER SQL SORTS

                            0        NUMBER TUPLES FETCHED                              0        NUMBER TUPLES SORTED

                            0        NUMBER ROWS INSERTED                               0        NUMBER AM RECOMPILES

                            0        NUMBER ROWS UPDATED

                            0        NUMBER ROWS DELETED
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                      .060329        TASK SYSTEM MODE CPU                         .000000        TASK ZIIP ON CP CPU

                      .000000        TASK ZIIP ON ZIIP CPU                        .001081        TASK USER MODE CPU

                      .061410        TOTAL TASK TCB CPU                           .000000        ENCLAVE CPU

Sample SREPORT 007

 REPORT NO. 07                               IDMS-
DC TASK STATISTICS BY TASK CODE  Rnn.n                         mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

           SELECTED FROM:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm

         CV SYSTEM START:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm

             CV JOB NAME:  jobname

               CV NUMBER:  nnn

 

 TASK CODE:  USGAFIX

 

                            1        NUMBER TASK EXECUTIONS

 

                            5        NUMBER PROGRAMS CALLED                             3        NUMBER PROGRAMS LOADED

                            0        NUMBER TERMINAL READS                              0        NUMBER TERMINAL WRITES

                            0        NUMBER TERMINAL ERRORS                            13        NUMBER GETSTG REQUESTS

                            0        NUMBER GETSCR REQUESTS                             0        NUMBER PUTSCR REQUESTS

                            0        NUMBER DELSCR REQUESTS                             0        NUMBER GETQUE REQUESTS

                            0        NUMBER PUTQUE REQUESTS                             0        NUMBER DELQUE REQUESTS

                           12        NUMBER GETTIME REQUESTS                            0        NUMBER SETTIME REQUESTS

                           11        NUMBER DB SERVICE RQSTS                            1        NUMBER PAGES READ

                        .0003        TASK USER MODE TIME                            .0016        TASK SYSTEM MODE TIME

                        .2276        TASK WAIT TIME
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                            0        NUMBER PAGES WRITTEN                               3        NUMBER PAGES REQUESTED

                            0        NUMBER CALC RECS NO OFLOW                          0        NUMBER CALC RECS OFLOW

                            0        NUMBER VIA RECS NO OFLOW                           0        NUMBER VIA RECS OFLOW

                            6        NUMBER RECORDS REQUESTED                           0        NUMBER RECS CURRENT OF RU

                            0        NUMBER FRAGMENTS STORED                            0        NUMBER RECORDS RELOCATED

                           14        NUMBER CALLS TO DBMS                               2        TOTAL LOCKS ACQUIRED

                            0        NUMBER SR8 SPLITS                                  0        NUMBER SR8 STORES

                            0        NUMBER SR8 SPAWNS                                  0        NUMBER SR8 ERASES

                            0        NUMBER ORPHAN ADOPT                                0        NUMBER SR7 STORES

                            0        NUMBER BTREE SEARCHES                              0        NUMBER SR7 ERASES

                            0        NUMBER SQL COMMANDS                                0        NUMBER SQL SORTS

                            0        NUMBER TUPLES FETCHED                              0        NUMBER TUPLES SORTED

                            0        NUMBER ROWS INSERTED                               0        NUMBER AM RECOMPILES

                            0        NUMBER ROWS UPDATED

                            0        NUMBER ROWS DELETED

 

                      .001747        TASK SYSTEM MODE CPU                         .000000        TASK ZIIP ON CP CPU

                      .000000        TASK ZIIP ON ZIIP CPU                        .000285        TASK USER MODE CPU

                      .002032        TOTAL TASK TCB CPU                           .000000        ENCLAVE CPU

Sample SREPORT 008

 REPORT NO. 08                            IDMS-
DC ERUS TASK STATISTICS BY ACCTG DATA  Rnn.n                      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

           SELECTED FROM:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm

         CV SYSTEM START:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm

             CV JOB NAME:  jobname
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               CV NUMBER:  nnn

 

 ACCOUNTING DATA:   KRCJA020..111400030

 

                            3        NUMBER TASK EXECUTIONS

 

                            6        NUMBER PROGRAMS CALLED                             1        NUMBER PROGRAMS LOADED

                            0        NUMBER TERMINAL READS                              0        NUMBER TERMINAL WRITES

                            0        NUMBER TERMINAL ERRORS                            43        NUMBER GETSTG REQUESTS

                            0        NUMBER GETSCR REQUESTS                             0        NUMBER PUTSCR REQUESTS

                            0        NUMBER DELSCR REQUESTS                             0        NUMBER GETQUE REQUESTS

                            0        NUMBER PUTQUE REQUESTS                             0        NUMBER DELQUE REQUESTS

                           45        NUMBER GETTIME REQUESTS                            0        NUMBER SETTIME REQUESTS

                           42        NUMBER DB SERVICE RQSTS                      519,761        NUMBER PAGES READ

                        .0000        TASK USER MODE TIME                           2.5343        TASK SYSTEM MODE TIME

                     390.7796        TASK WAIT TIME

                            0        NUMBER PAGES WRITTEN                       1,166,589        NUMBER PAGES REQUESTED

                            0        NUMBER CALC RECS NO OFLOW                          0        NUMBER CALC RECS OFLOW

                            0        NUMBER VIA RECS NO OFLOW                           0        NUMBER VIA RECS OFLOW

                      646,839        NUMBER RECORDS REQUESTED                     646,806        NUMBER RECS CURRENT OF RU

                            0        NUMBER FRAGMENTS STORED                            0        NUMBER RECORDS RELOCATED

                      658,413        NUMBER CALLS TO DBMS                              39        TOTAL LOCKS ACQUIRED

                            0        NUMBER SR8 SPLITS                                  0        NUMBER SR8 STORES

                            0        NUMBER SR8 SPAWNS                                  0        NUMBER SR8 ERASES

                            0        NUMBER ORPHAN ADOPT                                0        NUMBER SR7 STORES
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                            0        NUMBER BTREE SEARCHES                              0        NUMBER SR7 ERASES

                            0        NUMBER SQL COMMANDS                                0        NUMBER SQL SORTS

                            0        NUMBER TUPLES FETCHED                              0        NUMBER TUPLES SORTED

                            0        NUMBER ROWS INSERTED                               0        NUMBER AM RECOMPILES

                            0        NUMBER ROWS UPDATED

                            0        NUMBER ROWS DELETED

 

                    24.249488        TASK SYSTEM MODE CPU                         .000000        TASK ZIIP ON CP CPU

                      .000000        TASK ZIIP ON ZIIP CPU                        .000000        TASK USER MODE CPU

                    24.249488        TOTAL TASK TCB CPU                           .000000        ENCLAVE CPU

Sample SREPORT 009

 REPORT NO. 09                             IDMS-
DC ERUS TASK STATISTICS BY PGM NAME  Rnn.n                       mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

           SELECTED FROM:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm

         CV SYSTEM START:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm

             CV JOB NAME:  jobname

               CV NUMBER:  nnn

 

 PROGRAM NAME:   ERZPTMSF

 

                            1        NUMBER TASK EXECUTIONS

 

                            2        NUMBER PROGRAMS CALLED                             0        NUMBER PROGRAMS LOADED

                            0        NUMBER TERMINAL READS                              0        NUMBER TERMINAL WRITES

                            0        NUMBER TERMINAL ERRORS                            14        NUMBER GETSTG REQUESTS
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                            0        NUMBER GETSCR REQUESTS                             0        NUMBER PUTSCR REQUESTS

                            0        NUMBER DELSCR REQUESTS                             0        NUMBER GETQUE REQUESTS

                            0        NUMBER PUTQUE REQUESTS                             0        NUMBER DELQUE REQUESTS

                           15        NUMBER GETTIME REQUESTS                            0        NUMBER SETTIME REQUESTS

                           14        NUMBER DB SERVICE RQSTS                      371,254        NUMBER PAGES READ

                        .0000        TASK USER MODE TIME                           1.9449        TASK SYSTEM MODE TIME

                     280.8358        TASK WAIT TIME

                            0        NUMBER PAGES WRITTEN                         833,263        NUMBER PAGES REQUESTED

                            0        NUMBER CALC RECS NO OFLOW                          0        NUMBER CALC RECS OFLOW

                            0        NUMBER VIA RECS NO OFLOW                           0        NUMBER VIA RECS OFLOW

                      462,013        NUMBER RECORDS REQUESTED                     462,002        NUMBER RECS CURRENT OF RU

                            0        NUMBER FRAGMENTS STORED                            0        NUMBER RECORDS RELOCATED

                      470,271        NUMBER CALLS TO DBMS                              13        TOTAL LOCKS ACQUIRED

                            0        NUMBER SR8 SPLITS                                  0        NUMBER SR8 STORES

                            0        NUMBER SR8 SPAWNS                                  0        NUMBER SR8 ERASES

                            0        NUMBER ORPHAN ADOPT                                0        NUMBER SR7 STORES

                            0        NUMBER BTREE SEARCHES                              0        NUMBER SR7 ERASES

                            0        NUMBER SQL COMMANDS                                0        NUMBER SQL SORTS

                            0        NUMBER TUPLES FETCHED                              0        NUMBER TUPLES SORTED

                            0        NUMBER ROWS INSERTED                               0        NUMBER AM RECOMPILES

                            0        NUMBER ROWS UPDATED

                            0        NUMBER ROWS DELETED

 

                    17.487940        TASK SYSTEM MODE CPU                         .000000        TASK ZIIP ON CP CPU

                      .000000        TASK ZIIP ON ZIIP CPU                        .000000        TASK USER MODE CPU
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                    17.487940        TOTAL TASK TCB CPU                           .000000        ENCLAVE CPU

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields common to SREPORTs 004 through 009 follows:

• SELECTED FROM/TO
Specifies the time period specified on the USE 'SREPORT 000' parameter where SELECTED FROM specifies the
beginning date and time and SELECTED TO specifies the ending date and time. The date is in Julian form, yyddd,
where yy is the last two digits of the year and ddd is the day. The time is in hh:mm form, where hh is hours based on a
24-hour clock and mm is minutes.

• CV SYSTEM START/INTERVAL START/TO
Specifies the actual time period for the report generated. If the USE 'SREPORT 000' parameter does not specify a
time range, CV SYSTEM START/INTERVAL START and TO represent the time range for the entire input archive file or
input file created by SREPORT 099. When the input file contains cumulative statistics, the CV SYSTEM START date
and time will be displayed. When the input file contains interval based statistics, the INTERVAL START date and time
will be displayed.

• CV JOB NAME
Specifies the starting job name of Central Version which collected the statistics.

• CV NUMBER
Specifies the number of Central Version which collected the statistics.

• IP ADDRESSIPV4 or IPV6 (dotted string format) of the originating IP Address for TCP/IP transactions. 
• NUMBER TASK EXECUTIONS

Indicates the total number of tasks executed within the actual time frame of the report. This label appears on
SREPORTs 005, 006, 007, 008, and 009.

• NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS
Indicates the total number of transactions executed within the actual time frame of the report. This label appears on
SREPORTs 010, 011, and 021.

• NUMBER PROGRAMS CALLED
Indicates the number of programs called.

• NUMBER PROGRAMS LOADED
Indicates the number of programs loaded from disk (either a load area or a load/core-image library).

• NUMBER TERMINAL READS
Indicates the number of terminal reads performed.

• NUMBER TERMINAL WRITES
Indicates the number of terminal writes performed.

• NUMBER TERMINAL ERRORS
Indicates the number of terminal I/O errors.

• NUMBER GETSTG REQUESTS
Indicates the number of requests to acquire storage dynamically from storage pool.

• NUMBER GETSCR REQUESTS
Indicates the number of requests to retrieve scratch records from the DDLDCSCR area.

• NUMBER PUTSCR REQUESTS
Indicates the number of requests to place scratch records in the DDLDCSCR area.

• NUMBER DELSCR REQUESTS
Indicates the number of requests to delete scratch records from the DDLDCSCR area.

• NUMBER GETQUE REQUESTS
Indicates the number of requests to get queue records from the DDLDCRUN area.

• NUMBER PUTQUE REQUESTS
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Indicates the number of requests to store or replace queue records in the DDLDCRUN area.
• NUMBER DELQUE REQUESTS

Indicates the number of requests to delete queue records from the DDLDCRUN area.
• NUMBER GETTIME REQUESTS

Indicates the number of requests for the date and time of day.
• NUMBER SETTIME REQUESTS

Indicates the number of requests to define an event that is to occur after a specified time interval.
• NUMBER DB SERVICE RQSTS

Indicates the number of times requests for database services (for example, OBTAIN record-name) were issued by the
task.
For LRF and SQL programs, this value should be less than or equal to the number of CALLS TO DBMS. You can use
these values to evaluate how efficiently the LRF or SQL path extracts data. For example, a program OBTAIN logical-
record command increments NUMBER DB SERVICE RQSTS by one, but may greatly increment the CALLS TO DBMS
value, especially if an area sweep occurs due to the NULL SELECT clause.

• NUMBER PAGES READ
Indicates the number of database pages read from disk.

• TASK USER MODE TIME
Indicates the amount of CPU time (in ten-thousandths seconds) spent executing user code. DC/UCF collects user-
mode time statistics if enabled in the STATISTICS TASK clause of the SYSTEM system generation statement.

• TASK SYSTEM MODE TIME
Indicates the amount of CPU time (in ten-thousandths seconds) spent performing DC/UCF services for the task.
DC/UCF collects system-mode time statistics if enabled in the STATISTICS TASK clause of the SYSTEM system
generation statement.

• TASK WAIT TIME
Indicates the amount of time spent on I/O requests and waiting for other system resources. The value is the difference
between wall-clock and CPU time for the task.

• NUMBER PAGES WRITTEN
Indicates the number of database pages physically written to disk for the transaction. A page can be updated several
times before it is actually written back to the database.

• NUMBER PAGES REQUESTED
Indicates the number of database pages requested by IDMSDBMS (including pages found in a buffer). A page request
does not result in a page read if the page is in the buffer pool.
Interpretation: The ratio of NUMBER PAGES REQUESTED to NUMBER PAGES READ is the buffer utilization ratio.
The buffer utilization ratio measures the effectiveness of the buffer-pool size and design of the database (for example,
CALC and VIA clustering). The higher the ratio the better. Ratios consistently below 2.0 indicate that processing is
random or that the buffer-pool size is too small.
The buffer utilization ratio may be artificially high for transactions that keep locks, due to the nature of the internal
locking mechanism. IDMSDBMS cannot hold a buffer while requesting a lock; therefore, when locks are kept,
IDMSDBMS must free and request a page each time a record is requested.

• NUMBER CALC RECS NO OFLOW
Indicates the number of CALC records stored on the target page.

• NUMBER CALC RECS OFLOW
Indicates the number of CALC records not stored on the target page.
Interpretation: The ratio of NO OVERFLOW records to the total number of CALC records stored is the CALC cluster
ratio. Ideally, the ratio should be 1, which indicates no overflow. Ratios less than 1 or less than the norm indicate space
utilization is getting high and the database should be tuned.

• NUMBER VIA RECS NO OFLOW
Indicates the number of VIA and/or DIRECT records stored on the target page.

• NUMBER VIA RECS OFLOW
Indicates the number of VIA and or DIRECT records not stored on the target page.
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Interpretation: The ratio of NO OVERFLOW records to the total number of VIA records stored is the VIA cluster ratio.
Ideally, the ratio should be 1, which indicates no overflow. A value less than 1 or less than the norm indicates very
large data clusters, high utilization of space, or small page size.

• NUMBER RECORDS REQUESTED
Indicates the number of records requested by the DBMS.
Interpretation: The ratio of NUMBER RECORDS REQUESTED to NUMBER PAGES REQUESTED is the space
management ratio. The space management ratio measures how well space is allocated (for example, VIA options,
CALC distribution, and buffering). The higher the ratio the better. Ratios less than 4 or less than the norm indicate the
size of the buffer should be increased and database tuning should be performed.
The space management ratio may be artificially high for transactions that keep locks, due to the nature of the internal
locking mechanism. IDMSDBMS cannot hold a buffer while requesting a lock; therefore, when locks are kept,
IDMSDBMS must free and request a page each time a record is requested.

• NUMBER RECORDS CURRENT OF RU
Indicates the number of records made current of the transaction.
Interpretation: The ratio of NUMBER RECORDS REQUESTED to NUMBER RECORDS CURRENT OR RU is the
effectiveness ratio. The effectiveness ratio measures how much work the CA IDMS/DB has to do to find the requested
record. The lower the ratio the better. If the ratio is high, examine set options (for example, sorted order or next
pointers only) for appropriateness. If the options are correct, examine the program logic for accurate use of currency.

• NUMBER FRAGMENTS STORED
Indicates the number of noncontiguous segments stored for variable-length records.

• NUMBER RECORDS RELOCATED
Indicates the number of records relocated from the home page.

• NUMBER CALLS TO DBMS
Indicates the number of calls to the database management system.

NOTE
Execution of each navigational DML request involves one call; execution of each logical record facility (LRF)
or SQL request typically involves multiple calls.

• NUMBER SR8 SPLITS
Indicates the number of SR8 splits.

• NUMBER SR8 SPAWNS
Indicates the number of SR8 spawns.

• NUMBER ORPHAN ADOPT
Indicates count of Index members or SR8s whose up-level pointers were corrected to point to the actual SR8 in which
they appear.

• NUMBER BTREE SEARCHES
Indicates number of Btree index probes.

• NUMBER SQL COMMANDS
Indicates the number of SQL commands executed.

• NUMBER TUPLES FETCHED
Indicates number of tuples FETCHed.

• NUMBER ROWS INSERTED
Indicates the number of rows INSERTed.

• NUMBER ROWS UPDATED
Indicates the number of rows UPDATed.

• NUMBER ROWS DELETED
Indicates the number of rows DELETEd.

• NUMBER TOTAL LOCKS
Indicates the number of all locks acquired and released by all completed transactions. This is NOT a count of locks
currently held.

• NUMBER SR8 STORES
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Indicates count of SR8s created.
• NUMBER SR8 ERASES

Indicates count of SR8s erased.
• NUMBER SR7 STORES

Indicates count of SR7s created.
• NUMBER SR7 ERASES

Indicates count of SR7s erased.
• NUMBER SORTS

Indicates the number of SQL sorts performed.
• NUMBER TUPLES SORTED

Indicates the number of rows participating in all sorts.
• NUMBER AM RECOMPILES

Indicates the number of automatic access module recompilations.
• TASK SYSTEM MODE CPU

Indicates the amount of CPU time (in microseconds) spent in executing system code.
• TASK USER MODE CPU

Indicates the amount of CPU time (in microseconds) spent in executing user code.
• TASK ZIIP on ZIIP CPU

Indicates the amount of CPU time (in microseconds) spent on zIIP.
• TASK ZIIP on CP CPU

Indicates the amount of CPU time (in microseconds) spent on CP, while qualified for zIIP.
• TASK TOTAL TCB CPU TIME

Indicates the amount of CPU time (in microseconds) spent on CP in either system mode or user mode.
• ENCLAVE CPU

Indicates the amount of CPU time (in microseconds) spent on CP or zIIP, while qualified for zIIP.

Transaction Statistics Reports
Transaction statistics record resource usage by transaction (that is, across tasks). At run time, IDMS DC accumulates
transaction statistics when requested to do so by a user program.

The program initiates collection with a BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS statement and terminates collection with an
END TRANSACTION STATISTICS statement. The END TRANSACTION STATISTICS and ACCEPT TRANSACTION
STATISTICS statements write statistics to the DC/UCF log file.

NOTE

For more information about transaction statistics and how to collect transaction statistics, see Administrating
IDMS System Operations.

This article explains the following information:

  

Summary of Transaction Statistics Reports

The following statistics reports summarize transaction activity:

SREPORT 010 Summarizes transaction statistics by user identifier.
SREPORT 011 Summarizes transaction statistics by logical terminal identifier.
SREPORT 021 Summarizes transaction statistics by dialog.
SREPORT 022 Summarizes transaction statistics by IP Address .
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Sample SREPORT 010
 REPORT NO. 10                            IDMS-DC TRANSACTION STATISTICS BY USER ID 
 Rnn.n                       mm/dd/yy PAGE   4

           SELECTED FROM:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
         CV SYSTEM START:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
             CV JOB NAME:  jobname
               CV NUMBER:  nnn

 USER ID:  CMH

          NUMBER PROGRAMS CALLED                           404        NUMBER PROGRAMS
 LOADED                            20
          NUMBER TERMINAL READS                             22        NUMBER TERMINAL
 WRITES                            22
          NUMBER TERMINAL ERRORS                             0        NUMBER GETSBG
 REQUESTS                         1,200
          NUMBER GETSCR REQUESTS                            61        NUMBER PUTSCR
 REQUESTS                            71
          NUMBER DELSCR REQUESTS                            19        NUMBER GETQUE
 REQUESTS                            48
          NUMBER PUTQUE REQUESTS                            33        NUMBER DELQUE
 REQUESTS                            11
          NUMBER GETTIME REQUESTS                          313        NUMBER SETTIME
 REQUESTS                            0
          NUMBER DB SERVICE RQSTS                           42        NUMBER PAGES READ 
                               180
          TASK USER MODE TIME                            .8382        TASK SYSTEM MODE
 TIME                         2.7998
          TASK WAIT TIME                               18.2473
          NUMBER PAGES WRITTEN                              15        NUMBER PAGES
 REQUESTED                         2,556
          NUMBER CALC RECS NO OFLOW                         11        NUMBER CALC RECS
 OFLOW                             0
          NUMBER VIA RECS NO OFLOW                          33        NUMBER VIA RECS
 OFLOW                              0
          NUMBER RECORDS REQUESTED                       2,737        NUMBER RECORDS
 CURRENT OF RU                     920
          NUMBER FRAGMENTS STORED                            0        NUMBER RECORDS
 RELOCATED                           0
          NUMBER CALLS TO DBMS                             581        TOTAL LOCKS
 ACQUIRED                           7,466
          NUMBER SR8 SPLITS                                 56        NUMBER SR8 STORES 
                                44
          NUMBER SR8 SPAWNS                                  4        NUMBER SR8 ERASES 
                                44
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          NUMBER ORPHAN ADOPT                               18        NUMBER SR7 STORES 
                                 2
          NUMBER BTREE SEARCHES                            381        NUMBER SR7 ERASES 
                                 2
          NUMBER SQL COMMANDS                               27        NUMBER SQL SORTS  
                                 1
          NUMBER TUPLES FETCHED                            785        NUMBER TUPLES
 SORTED                             728
          NUMBER ROWS INSERTED                               0        NUMBER AM
 RECOMPILES                               0
          NUMBER ROWS UPDATED                                0
          NUMBER ROWS DELETED                                0

          TASK SYSTEM MODE CPU                       17.487940        TASK ZIIP ON CP
 CPU                          .000000
          TASK ZIIP ON ZIIP CPU                        .000000        TASK USER MODE CPU
                           .000000 
          TOTAL TASK TCB CPU                         17.487940        ENCLAVE CPU       
                           .000000

Sample SREPORT 011
REPORT NO. 11                            IDMS-DC TRANSACTION STATISTICS BY LTERM ID 
 Rnn.n                      mm/dd/yy PAGE  13

           SELECTED FROM:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
         CV SYSTEM START:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
             CV JOB NAME:  jobname
               CV NUMBER:  nnn

 LTERM ID:  LT12022

          NUMBER PROGRAMS CALLED                           404        NUMBER PROGRAMS
 LOADED                            20
          NUMBER TERMINAL READS                             22        NUMBER TERMINAL
 WRITES                            22
          NUMBER TERMINAL ERRORS                             0        NUMBER GETSBG
 REQUESTS                         1,200
          NUMBER GETSCR REQUESTS                            61        NUMBER PUTSCR
 REQUESTS                            71
          NUMBER DELSCR REQUESTS                            19        NUMBER GETQUE
 REQUESTS                            48
          NUMBER PUTQUE REQUESTS                            33        NUMBER DELQUE
 REQUESTS                            11
          NUMBER GETTIME REQUESTS                          313        NUMBER SETTIME
 REQUESTS                            0
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          NUMBER DB SERVICE RQSTS                           42        NUMBER PAGES READ 
                               180
          TASK USER MODE TIME                            .8382        TASK SYSTEM MODE
 TIME                         2.7998
          TASK WAIT TIME                               18.2473
          NUMBER PAGES WRITTEN                              15        NUMBER PAGES
 REQUESTED                         2,556
          NUMBER CALC RECS NO OFLOW                         11        NUMBER CALC RECS
 OFLOW                             0
          NUMBER VIA RECS NO OFLOW                          33        NUMBER VIA RECS
 OFLOW                              0
          NUMBER RECORDS REQUESTED                       2,737        NUMBER RECORDS
 CURRENT OF RU                     920
          NUMBER FRAGMENTS STORED                            0        NUMBER RECORDS
 RELOCATED                           0
          NUMBER CALLS TO DBMS                             581        TOTAL LOCKS
 ACQUIRED                           7,466
          NUMBER SR8 SPLITS                                 56        NUMBER SR8 STORES 
                                44
          NUMBER SR8 SPAWNS                                  4        NUMBER SR8 ERASES 
                                44
          NUMBER ORPHAN ADOPT                               18        NUMBER SR7 STORES 
                                 2
          NUMBER BTREE SEARCHES                            381        NUMBER SR7 ERASES 
                                 2
          NUMBER SQL COMMANDS                               27        NUMBER SQL SORTS  
                                 1
          NUMBER TUPLES FETCHED                            785        NUMBER TUPLES
 SORTED                             728
          NUMBER ROWS INSERTED                               0        NUMBER AM
 RECOMPILES                               0
          NUMBER ROWS UPDATED                                0
          NUMBER ROWS DELETED                                0

          TASK SYSTEM MODE CPU                       17.487940        TASK ZIIP ON CP
 CPU                          .000000
          TASK ZIIP ON ZIIP CPU                        .000000        TASK USER MODE CPU
                           .000000 
          TOTAL TASK TCB CPU                         17.487940        ENCLAVE CPU       
                           .000000

Sample SREPORT 021
REPORT NO. 21                             IDMS-DC TRANSACTION STATISTICS BY DIALOG 
 Rnn.n                       mm/dd/yy PAGE   7

           SELECTED FROM:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
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         CV SYSTEM START:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
             CV JOB NAME:  jobname

 DIALOG:   ASFRDEFD

          NUMBER PROGRAMS CALLED                           404        NUMBER PROGRAMS
 LOADED                            20
          NUMBER TERMINAL READS                             22        NUMBER TERMINAL
 WRITES                            22
          NUMBER TERMINAL ERRORS                             0        NUMBER GETSBG
 REQUESTS                         1,200
          NUMBER GETSCR REQUESTS                            61        NUMBER PUTSCR
 REQUESTS                            71
          NUMBER DELSCR REQUESTS                            19        NUMBER GETQUE
 REQUESTS                            48
          NUMBER PUTQUE REQUESTS                            33        NUMBER DELQUE
 REQUESTS                            11
          NUMBER GETTIME REQUESTS                          313        NUMBER SETTIME
 REQUESTS                            0
          NUMBER DB SERVICE RQSTS                           42        NUMBER PAGES READ 
                               180
          TASK USER MODE TIME                            .8382        TASK SYSTEM MODE
 TIME                         2.7998
          TASK WAIT TIME                               18.2473
          NUMBER PAGES WRITTEN                              15        NUMBER PAGES
 REQUESTED                         2,556
          NUMBER CALC RECS NO OFLOW                         11        NUMBER CALC RECS
 OFLOW                             0
          NUMBER VIA RECS NO OFLOW                          33        NUMBER VIA RECS
 OFLOW                              0
          NUMBER RECORDS REQUESTED                       2,737        NUMBER RECORDS
 CURRENT OF RU                     920
          NUMBER FRAGMENTS STORED                            0        NUMBER RECORDS
 RELOCATED                           0
          NUMBER CALLS TO DBMS                             581        TOTAL LOCKS
 ACQUIRED                           7,466
          NUMBER SR8 SPLITS                                 56        NUMBER SR8 STORES 
                                44
          NUMBER SR8 SPAWNS                                  4        NUMBER SR8 ERASES 
                                44
          NUMBER ORPHAN ADOPT                               18        NUMBER SR7 STORES 
                                 2
          NUMBER BTREE SEARCHES                            381        NUMBER SR7 ERASES 
                                 2
          NUMBER SQL COMMANDS                               27        NUMBER SQL SORTS  
                                 1
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          NUMBER TUPLES FETCHED                            785        NUMBER TUPLES
 SORTED                             728
          NUMBER ROWS INSERTED                               0        NUMBER AM
 RECOMPILES                               0
          NUMBER ROWS UPDATED                                0
          NUMBER ROWS DELETED                                0

          TASK SYSTEM MODE CPU                       17.487940        TASK ZIIP ON CP
 CPU                          .000000
          TASK ZIIP ON ZIIP CPU                        .000000        TASK USER MODE CPU
                           .000000 
          TOTAL TASK TCB CPU                         17.487940        ENCLAVE CPU       
                           .000000

Sample SREPORT 022
REPORT NO. 22                             IDMS-DC TRANSACTION STATISTICS BY IP Address 
 Rnn.n                       mm/dd/yy PAGE   nnnn

           SELECTED FROM:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
                  ACTUAL:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
             CV JOB NAME:  jobname
               CV Number:  nnn 
         CV SYSTEM START:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm

IP ADDRESS: 10.151.14.35                                                                
                                
                                                                                        
                                 
                          12        NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS                              
                                 
                                                                                        
                                 
                           0        NUMBER PROGRAMS CALLED                             0
        NUMBER PROGRAMS LOADED   
                           0        NUMBER TERMINAL READS                              0
        NUMBER TERMINAL WRITES   
                           0        NUMBER TERMINAL ERRORS                            75
        NUMBER GETSBG REQUESTS   
                           0        NUMBER GETSCR REQUESTS                             0
        NUMBER PUTSCR REQUESTS   
                           0        NUMBER DELSCR REQUESTS                             0
        NUMBER GETQUE REQUESTS   
                           0        NUMBER PUTQUE REQUESTS                             0
        NUMBER DELQUE REQUESTS   
                          84        NUMBER GETTIME REQUESTS                            0
        NUMBER SETTIME REQUESTS  
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                           0        NUMBER DB SERVICE RQSTS                            0
        NUMBER PAGES READ        
                       .0012        TASK USER MODE TIME                            .0012
        TASK SYSTEM MODE TIME    
                       .0000        TASK WAIT TIME                                      
                                 
                           0        NUMBER PAGES WRITTEN                               0
        NUMBER PAGES REQUESTED   
                           0        NUMBER CALC RECS NO OFLOW                          0
        NUMBER CALC RECS OFLOW   
                           0        NUMBER VIA RECS NO OFLOW                           0
        NUMBER VIA RECS OFLOW    
                           0        NUMBER RECORDS REQUESTED                           0
        NUMBER RECS CURRENT OF RU
                           0        NUMBER FRAGMENTS STORED                            0
        NUMBER RECORDS RELOCATED
                           0        NUMBER CALLS TO DBMS                               0
        TOTAL LOCKS ACQUIRED    
                           0        NUMBER SR8 SPLITS                                  0
        NUMBER SR8 STORES   
                           0        NUMBER SR8 SPAWNS                                  0
        NUMBER SR8 ERASES   
                           0        NUMBER ORPHAN ADOPT                                0
        NUMBER SR7 STORES   
                           0        NUMBER BTREE SEARCHES                              0
        NUMBER SR7 ERASES   
                           0        NUMBER SQL COMMANDS                                0
        NUMBER SQL SORTS    
                           0        NUMBER TUPLES FETCHED                              0
        NUMBER TUPLES SORTED
                           0        NUMBER ROWS INSERTED                               0
        NUMBER AM RECOMPILES
                           0        NUMBER ROWS UPDATED                                 
                            
                           0        NUMBER ROWS DELETED                                 
                            
                                                                                        
                            
                     .001188        TASK SYSTEM MODE CPU                         .000000
        TASK ZIIP ON CP CPU
                     .000000        TASK ZIIP ON ZIIP CPU                        .000855
        TASK USER MODE CPU  
                     .002043        TOTAL TASK TCB CPU                           .000000
        ENCLAVE CPU        
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Field Descriptions

SREPORTs 010, 011, 021 and 022 have fields in common with task and ERUS reports; for a description of each field,
see Task and External Request Unit Service (ERUS) Statistics Reports.

CA ADS Dialog Statistics
If CA ADS dialog and transaction statistics are enabled, statistics are collected for all or selected dialogs that execute
during an application program. DC/UCF collects the following types of dialog statistics each time a dialog issues a control
command:

• Statistics for explicitly coded control commands issued by the dialog
• Statistics for implicitly coded control commands issued by the ADS runtime system on behalf of the dialog
• Dialog execution statistics
• Statistics for record buffer block (RBB) usage

Statistics are written to the system log when the number of statistics accumulations equals the checkpoint interval
established at system generation and when the application terminates.

For more information about collecting these statistics, refer to the IDMS Reference documentation.

This article contains the following information:

Summary of ADS Statistics Reports

Three statistics reports summarize dialog runtime activity:

SREPORT 018 Summarizes CA ADS dialog statistics by user.
SREPORT 019 Summarizes CA ADS dialog statistics by dialog and version

number.
SREPORT 020 Summarizes CA ADS dialog statistics by logical terminal.

Sample SREPORT 018
 REPORT NO. 018                                     ADS STATISTICS
 BY USER - Rnn.n                        mm/dd/yy         PAGE 
 1
 USER ID       : 
 ACM
 DATE           :          yyddd TIME           :          hh:mm DIALOG NAME    :
 ASFASELD       VERSION NUMBER :              1
 DATE BIND      :          yyddd TIME BIND      :          hh:mm LTERM ID       :
 LT12002
 DISPLAY COMMAND:              4 DISPLAY CONTINU:              2 INVOKES        :       
       0 LINK TO DIALOGS:              0
 LNKS TO PROGRAM:              7 RETURNS        :              0 RETURN CONTINUE:       
       0 TRANSFERS      :              0
 LEAVE ADS      :              1 LEAVE APPLICATN:              0 ABORTS         :       
       0 IMPL DISPLAYS  :              0
 IMPL INVOKE    :              0 IMPL LINK DLGS :              0 IMPL LINK PGMS :       
       0 IMPL RETURNS   :              0
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 IMPL RET CONT  :              0 IMPL TRANSFERS :              1 IMPL LEAVE ADS :       
       0 IMPL LEAVE PGMS:              0
 IMPL ABORTS    :              0 PREMAP PROCESS :              4 RESPONSE PROCES:       
       4 STAT ACCUM CALL:             15
 EXPL GET SCRS  :              4 EXPL PUT SCRS  :              3 EXPL DEL SCRS  :       
      11 WRTE PRINT REQS:              0
 PUT NEW DETAILS:              0 PUT CUR DETAILS:              0 GET DETAILS    :       
       0 SIZE OF FDB    :         50,688
 SIZE OF VDB    :          1,228 HIGHEST LNK LEV:              0 LOWEST LNK LEVL:       
       0 RBB PUT TO SCR :              0
 RBB STG HI MARK:          5,144 RBB FREE HI    :          3,024 RBB STG LOW MK :       
   5,144 RBB FREE LOW   :          3,024
 MOST RBB ACQ   :          3,080 LEAST RBB ACQ  :          3,080
 HICOUNT RBB USE:              2 LOCOUNT RBB USE:             
 2
 DATE           :          yyddd TIME           :          hh:mm DIALOG NAME    :
 ASFASFD        VERSION NUMBER :              1
 DATE BIND      :          yyddd TIME BIND      :          hh:mm LTERM ID       :
 LT12002
 DISPLAY COMMAND:              0 DISPLAY CONTINU:              0 INVOKES        :       
       0 LINK TO DIALOGS:              0
 LNKS TO PROGRAM:              2 RETURNS        :              0 RETURN CONTINUE:       
       0 TRANSFERS      :              0
 LEAVE ADS      :              0 LEAVE APPLICATN:              0 ABORTS         :       
       0 IMPL DISPLAYS  :              0
 IMPL INVOKE    :              0 IMPL LINK DLGS :              0 IMPL LINK PGMS :       
       0 IMPL RETURNS   :              0
 IMPL RET CONT  :              0 IMPL TRANSFERS :              1 IMPL LEAVE ADS :       
       0 IMPL LEAVE PGMS:              0
 IMPL ABORTS    :              0 PREMAP PROCESS :              1 RESPONSE PROCES:       
       0 STAT ACCUM CALL:              3
 EXPL GET SCRS  :              0 EXPL PUT SCRS  :              0 EXPL DEL SCRS  :       
       9 WRTE PRINT REQS:              0
 PUT NEW DETAILS:              0 PUT CUR DETAILS:              0 GET DETAILS    :       
       0 SIZE OF FDB    :          5,272
 SIZE OF VDB    :            300 HIGHEST LNK LEV:              0 LOWEST LNK LEVL:       
       0 RBB PUT TO SCR :              0
 RBB STG HI MARK:          2,240 RBB FREE HI    :          1,844 RBB STG LOW MK :       
   2,240 RBB FREE LOW   :          1,844
 MOST RBB ACQ   :            200 LEAST RBB ACQ  :            200
 HICOUNT RBB USE:              1 LOCOUNT RBB USE:             
 1
                                             ****   USER  TOTAL 
 ****
 DISPLAY COMMAND:              4 DISPLAY CONTINU:              2 INVOKES        :       
       0 LINK TO DIALOGS:              0
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 LNKS TO PROGRAM:              9 RETURNS        :              0 RETURN CONTINUE:       
       0 TRANSFERS      :              0
 LEAVE ADS      :              1 LEAVE APPLICATN:              0 ABORTS         :       
       0 IMPL DISPLAYS  :              0
 IMPL INVOKE    :              0 IMPL LINK DLGS :              0 IMPL LINK PGMS :       
       0 IMPL RETURNS   :              0
 IMPL RET CONT  :              0 IMPL TRANSFERS :              2 IMPL LEAVE ADS :       
       0 IMPL LEAVE PGMS:              0
 IMPL ABORTS    :              0 PREMAP PROCESS :              5 RESPONSE PROC  :       
       4 STAT ACCUM CALL:             18
 EXPL GET SCRS  :              4 EXPL PUT SCRS  :              3 EXPL DEL SCRS  :       
      20 WRTE PRINT REQS:              0
 PUT NEW DETAILS:              0 PUT CUR DETAILS:              0 GET DETAILS    :       
       0 RECORD COUNT   :              2

Sample SREPORT 019
 REPORT NO. 019                     ADS STATISTICS BY DIALOG AND
 VERSION NUMBER - Rnn.n                   mm/dd/yy         PAGE 
 8
 DIALOG NAME   :  ADSOAFNC                                                       
 VERSION NUMBER:     
 1
 DATE           :          yyddd TIME           :          hh:mm USER ID        : SMT
 DATE BIND      :          yyddd TIME BIND      :          hh:mm LTERM ID       :
 LT12011
 DISPLAY COMMAND:             21 DISPLAY CONTINU:             21 INVOKES        :       
       3 LINK TO DIALOGS:             18
 LNKS TO PROGRAM:             18 RETURNS        :              0 RETURN CONTINUE:       
       0 TRANSFERS      :             18
 LEAVE ADS      :              0 LEAVE APPLICATN:              0 ABORTS         :       
       0 IMPL DISPLAYS  :              0
 IMPL INVOKE    :              0 IMPL LINK DLGS :              0 IMPL LINK PGMS :       
       0 IMPL RETURNS   :              0
 IMPL RET CONT  :              0 IMPL TRANSFERS :              0 IMPL LEAVE ADS :       
       0 IMPL LEAVE PGMS:              0
 IMPL ABORTS    :              0 PREMAP PROCESS :             42 RESPONSE PROCES:       
      21 STAT ACCUM CALL:             99
 EXPL GET SCRS  :              0 EXPL PUT SCRS  :              0 EXPL DEL SCRS  :       
       0 WRTE PRINT REQS:              0
 PUT NEW DETAILS:              0 PUT CUR DETAILS:              0 GET DETAILS    :       
       0 SIZE OF FDB    :         23,080
 SIZE OF VDB    :            836 HIGHEST LNK LEV:              1 LOWEST LNK LEVL:       
       1 RBB PUT TO SCR :              0
 RBB STG HI MARK:          3,176 RBB FREE HI    :            908 RBB STG LOW MK :       
   3,176 RBB FREE LOW   :            908
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 MOST RBB ACQ   :            304 LEAST RBB ACQ  :            304
 HICOUNT RBB USE:              1 LOCOUNT RBB USE:             
 1
                                             ****  DIALOG TOTAL 
 ****
 DISPLAY COMMAND:             21 DISPLAY CONTINU:             21 INVOKES        :       
       3 LINK TO DIALOGS:             18
 LNKS TO PROGRAM:             18 RETURNS        :              0 RETURN CONTINUE:       
       0 TRANSFERS      :             18
 LEAVE ADS      :              0 LEAVE APPLICATN:              0 ABORTS         :       
       0 IMPL DISPLAYS  :              0
 IMPL INVOKE    :              0 IMPL LINK DLGS :              0 IMPL LINK PGMS :       
       0 IMPL RETURNS   :              0
 IMPL RET CONT  :              0 IMPL TRANSFERS :              0 IMPL LEAVE ADS :       
       0 IMPL LEAVE PGMS:              0
 IMPL ABORTS    :              0 PREMAP PROCESS :             42 RESPONSE PROC  :       
      21 STAT ACCUM CALL:             99
 EXPL GET SCRS  :              0 EXPL PUT SCRS  :              0 EXPL DEL SCRS  :       
       0 WRTE PRINT REQS:              0
 PUT NEW DETAILS:              0 PUT CUR DETAILS:              0 GET DETAILS    :       
       0 RECORD COUNT   :              1

Sample SREPORT 020
 REPORT NO. 020                           ADS STATISTICS BY LOGICAL
 TERMINAL  Rnn.n                       mm/dd/yy         PAGE
 15
 TERMINAL ID   : 
 LT12003
 DATE           :          yyddd TIME           :          hh:mm DIALOG NAME    :
 ASFASELD       VERSION NUMBER :              1
 DATE BIND      :          yyddd TIME BIND      :          hh:mm USER ID        : CMH
 DISPLAY COMMAND:              3 DISPLAY CONTINU:              2 INVOKES        :       
       0 LINK TO DIALOGS:              0
 LNKS TO PROGRAM:              8 RETURNS        :              0 RETURN CONTINUE:       
       0 TRANSFERS      :              0
 LEAVE ADS      :              1 LEAVE APPLICATN:              0 ABORTS         :       
       0 IMPL DISPLAYS  :              0
 IMPL INVOKE    :              0 IMPL LINK DLGS :              0 IMPL LINK PGMS :       
       0 IMPL RETURNS   :              0
 IMPL RET CONT  :              0 IMPL TRANSFERS :              1 IMPL LEAVE ADS :       
       0 IMPL LEAVE PGMS:              0
 IMPL ABORTS    :              0 PREMAP PROCESS :              4 RESPONSE PROCES:       
       3 STAT ACCUM CALL:             15
 EXPL GET SCRS  :              4 EXPL PUT SCRS  :              3 EXPL DEL SCRS  :       
      12 WRTE PRINT REQS:              0
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 PUT NEW DETAILS:              0 PUT CUR DETAILS:              0 GET DETAILS    :       
       0 SIZE OF FDB    :         50,688
 SIZE OF VDB    :          1,228 HIGHEST LNK LEV:              0 LOWEST LNK LEVL:       
       0 RBB PUT TO SCR :              0
 RBB STG HI MARK:          5,144 RBB FREE HI    :          3,024 RBB STG LOW MK :       
   5,144 RBB FREE LOW   :          3,024
 MOST RBB ACQ   :          3,080 LEAST RBB ACQ  :          3,080
 HICOUNT RBB USE:              2 LOCOUNT RBB USE:             
 2
 DATE           :          yyddd TIME           :          hh:mm DIALOG NAME    :
 ASFASFD        VERSION NUMBER :              1
 DATE BIND      :          yyddd TIME BIND      :          hh:mm USER ID        : CMH
 DISPLAY COMMAND:              0 DISPLAY CONTINU:              0 INVOKES        :       
       0 LINK TO DIALOGS:              0
 LNKS TO PROGRAM:              2 RETURNS        :              0 RETURN CONTINUE:       
       0 TRANSFERS      :              0
 LEAVE ADS      :              0 LEAVE APPLICATN:              0 ABORTS         :       
       0 IMPL DISPLAYS  :              0
 IMPL INVOKE    :              0 IMPL LINK DLGS :              0 IMPL LINK PGMS :       
       0 IMPL RETURNS   :              0
 IMPL RET CONT  :              0 IMPL TRANSFERS :              1 IMPL LEAVE ADS :       
       0 IMPL LEAVE PGMS:              0
 IMPL ABORTS    :              0 PREMAP PROCESS :              1 RESPONSE PROCES:       
       0 STAT ACCUM CALL:              3
 EXPL GET SCRS  :              0 EXPL PUT SCRS  :              0 EXPL DEL SCRS  :       
       9 WRTE PRINT REQS:              0
 PUT NEW DETAILS:              0 PUT CUR DETAILS:              0 GET DETAILS    :       
       0 SIZE OF FDB    :          5,272
 SIZE OF VDB    :            300 HIGHEST LNK LEV:              0 LOWEST LNK LEVL:       
       0 RBB PUT TO SCR :              0
 RBB STG HI MARK:          2,240 RBB FREE HI    :          1,844 RBB STG LOW MK :       
   2,240 RBB FREE LOW   :          1,844
 MOST RBB ACQ   :            200 LEAST RBB ACQ  :            200
 HICOUNT RBB USE:              1 LOCOUNT RBB USE:             
 1
                                             **** LOGICAL TERMINAL TOTAL
 ****
 DISPLAY COMMAND:              3 DISPLAY CONTINU:              2 INVOKES        :       
       0 LINK TO DIALOGS:              0
 LNKS TO PROGRAM:             10 RETURNS        :              0 RETURN CONTINUE:       
       0 TRANSFERS      :              0
 LEAVE ADS      :              1 LEAVE APPLICATN:              0 ABORTS         :       
       0 IMPL DISPLAYS  :              0
 IMPL INVOKE    :              0 IMPL LINK DLGS :              0 IMPL LINK PGMS :       
       0 IMPL RETURNS   :              0
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 IMPL RET CONT  :              0 IMPL TRANSFERS :              2 IMPL LEAVE ADS :       
       0 IMPL LEAVE PGMS:              0
 IMPL ABORTS    :              0 PREMAP PROCESS :              5 RESPONSE PROCES:       
       3 STAT ACCUM CALL:             18
 EXPL GET SCRS  :              4 EXPL PUT SCRS  :              3 EXPL DEL SCRS  :       
      21 WRTE PRINT REQS:              0
 PUT NEW DETAILS:              0 PUT CUR DETAILS:              0 GET DETAILS    :       
       0 RECORD COUNT   :              2

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields common to SREPORTs 018 through 020 follows:

• DATE
Specifies the date the statistics were written to the system log; the date is in Julian form, yyddd, where yy is the last
two digits of the year and ddd is the Julian day.

• TIME
Specifies the time the statistics were written to the system log.

• DATE BIND
Specifies the date the TSB BIND command was issued; the date is in Julian form, yyddd, where yy is the last two digits
of the year and ddd is the Julian day.

• TIME BIND
Specifies the time the TSB BIND command was issued.

• DISPLAY COMMAND
Specifies the number of explicit DISPLAY commands issued by the dialog.

• DISPLAY CONTINU
Specifies the number of explicit DISPLAY CONTINUE commands issued by the dialog.

• INVOKES
Specifies the number of explicit INVOKE commands issued by the dialog.

• LINKS TO DIALOGS
Specifies the number of explicit LINK TO DIALOG commands issued by the dialog.

• LNKS TO PROGRAM
Specifies the number of explicit LINK TO PROGRAM commands issued by the dialog.

• RETURNS
Specifies the number of explicit RETURN commands issued by the dialog.

• RETURN CONTINUE
Specifies the number of explicit RETURN CONTINUE commands issued by the dialog.

• TRANSFERS
Specifies the number of explicit TRANSFER commands issued by the dialog.

• LEAVE ADS
Specifies the number of explicit LEAVE ADS commands issued by the dialog.

• LEAVE APPLICATN
Indicates number of explicit LEAVE APPLICATION commands issued by the dialog.

• ABORTS
Indicates the number of explicit ABORT commands issued by the dialog.

• IMPL DISPLAYS
Indicates the number of implicitly generated DISPLAY commands issued during the application.

• IMPL INVOKE
Specifies the number of implicitly generated INVOKE commands issued during the application.

• IMPL LINK DLGS
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Indicates the number of implicitly generated LINK TO DIALOG commands issued during the application.
• IMPL LINK PGMS

Indicates the number of implicitly generated LINK TO PROGRAM commands issued during the application.
• IMPL RETURNS

Indicates the number of implicitly generated RETURN commands issued during the application.
• IMPL RET CONT

Indicates the number of implicitly generated RETURN CONTINUE commands issued during the application.
• IMPL TRANSFERS

Indicates the number of implicitly generated TRANSFER commands issued during the application.
• IMPL LEAVE ADS

Indicates the number of implicitly generated LEAVE ADS commands issued during the application.
• IMPL LEAVE PGMS

Indicates the number of implicitly generated LEAVE APPLICATION commands issued during the application.
• IMPL ABORTS

Indicates the number of implicitly generated ABORT commands issued during the application.
• PREMAP PROCESS

Indicates the number of dialog premap process executions.
• RESPONSE PROCES

Indicates the number of dialog response process executions.
• STAT ACCUM CALL

Indicates the number of calls to IDMS DC to accumulate dialog transaction statistics.
• EXPL GET SCRS

Specifies the number of explicit dialog requests to retrieve scratch records from the DDLDCSCR area.
• EXPL PUT SCRS

Specifies the number of explicit dialog requests to place scratch records in the DDLDCSCR area.
• EXPL DEL SCRS

Specifies the number of explicit dialog requests to delete scratch records from the DDLDCSCR area.
• WRTE PRINT REQS

Indicates the number of dialog WRITE PRINTER commands.
• PUT NEW DETAILS

Indicates the number of dialog PUT NEW DETAIL commands.
• PUT CUR DETAILS

Indicates the number of dialog PUT CURRENT DETAIL commands.
• GET DETAILS

Indicates the number of dialog GET DETAIL commands.
• SIZE OF FDB

Specifies the size of the fixed dialog block in bytes. The FDB is the dialog load module generated by the dialog
generator.

• SIZE OF VDB
Specifies the size of the variable dialog block in bytes. The VDB is created dynamically for the issuing dialog at runtime
and contains runtime variable information on the dialog.

• HIGHEST LNK LEV
Indicates the highest level within an application thread at which the dialog was executed. The value for the highest link
level is zero.

• LOWEST LNK LEVL
Indicates the lowest level within an application thread at which the dialog was executed. The higher the value the lower
the link level.

• RBB PUT TO SCR
Indicates the number of record buffer blocks placed as scratch records in the DDLDCSCR area.

• RBB STG HI MARK
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Indicates the most record buffer block storage allocated for all dialogs.
• RBB FREE HI

Indicates the amount of free record buffer block space when the most storage is allocated for all dialogs.
• RBB STG LOW MK

Indicates the least record buffer block storage allocated for all dialogs.
• RBB FREE LOW

Indicates the amount of free space in the record buffer block when the least storage is used.
• MOST RBB ACQ

Indicates the most space acquired in the record buffer block for the dialog.
• LEAST RBB ACQ

Indicates the least space acquired in the record buffer block for the dialog.
• HICOUNT RBB USE

Indicates the highest number of record buffer blocks used.
• LOCOUNT RBB USE

Indicates the lowest number of record buffer blocks used.
• RECORD COUNT

(Total summary only) Indicates the total number of dialog statistics records written.

NOTE
For a detailed explanation of the CA ADS commands, see the ADS Reference information in the IDMS
Reference documentation.

Histogram Report
Histograms show statistical data for events (for example, program loads into the program pool) in terms of frequency of
occurrence within predefined value ranges (for example, number of program loads smaller than 250 bytes, between 250
to 500 bytes, and so on).

NOTE
For a detailed discussion of histogram categories, classes, default values, and the #HSTDEF macro that
overrides default values, see Administrating IDMS System Operations.

This article contains the following information:

  

When Statistics Are Written to Log 

Like system statistics, histograms are written to the DC/UCF log file at the following times:

• At normal system shutdown
• At the statistics interval established at system generation by the STATISTICS parameter of the SYSTEM statement.

The statistics interval can be varied at run time with the DCMT VARY STATISTICS command.
• Upon explicit request by means of a DCMT WRITE STATISTICS command.

Summary of Histogram Record Subtypes 

SREPORT 001, IDMS Statistics-Histogram Report, produces a histogram for each of 25 histogram record subtypes. The
following Histogram Records table lists each histogram record subtype by identifier and descriptor.

Subtype Identifier Description 
01 PUT JOURNAL request size
02 Program size in bytes
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03 Queue record sizes
04 Scratch record sizes
05 User storage size
06 Total size of GET STORAGE requests
07 Programs called by task
08 Programs loaded by task
09 Terminal reads by task
10 Terminal writes by task
11 Terminal errors by task
12 Number of GET STORAGE requests by task
13 Number of GET SCRATCH requests by task
14 Number of PUT SCRATCH requests by task
15 Number of DELETE SCRATCH requests by task
16 Number of GET QUEUE requests by task
17 Number of PUT QUEUE requests by task
18 Number of DELETE QUEUE requests by task
19 Number of GET TIME requests by task
20 Number of SET TIME requests by task
21 Number of database calls by task
22 Number of high stacks by task
23 Total time (in ten-thousandths seconds) spent in user mode by

task
24 Total time (in ten-thousandths seconds) spent in system mode by

task
25 Total wait time by task

The following report illustrates a page of a sample histogram report; it contains a histogram of the number of programs
loaded by task (subtype 8).

Sample SREPORT 001
 REPORT NO. 01                               IDMS STATSITICS  - 
 HISTOGRAM REPORT  Rnn.n                         mm/dd/yy PAGE  
 8
           SELECTED FROM:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
                  ACTUAL:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd 
 hh:mm
                                                                                        
                            STAT    STAT
                                                                                        
                           RECORD  RECORD
                           SUB-TYPE        GW-DESCRIPTION    
    BINS   LOW END  INCREMENT  LOW VALUE  HIGH VALUE   DATE   
 TIME
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   HISTOGRAM FOR SUB-TYPE     08     PROGRAMS LOADED BY TASK 
       10        1         2        292          0    yyddd  
 hh:mm
                                             BELOW      1        
 292
                                          1     TO      2         
 38
                                          3     TO      4          
 7
                                          5     TO      6          
 3
                                          7     TO      8          
 0
                                          9     TO     10          
 1
                                         11     TO     12          
 0
                                         13     TO     14          
 0
                                         15     TO     16          
 1
                                         17     TO     18          
 0
                                         19     TO     20          
 0
                                         21   AND ABOVE...         
 0
                                             TOTAL:               342

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields for the 25 histograms produced by SREPORT 001 follows:

• SELECTED FROM/TO
Specifies the time period specified on the USE 'SREPORT 000' parameter where SELECTED FROM specifies the
beginning date and time and SELECTED TO specifies the ending date and time. The date is in Julian form, yyddd,
where yy is the last two digits of the year and ddd is the day. The time is in hh:mm form, where hh is hours based on a
24-hour clock and mm is minutes.

• ACTUAL/TO
Specifies the actual time period for the report generated. If the USE 'SREPORT 000' parameter does not specify a time
range, ACTUAL and TO represent the time range for the entire input archive file or input file created by SREPORT
099.

• SUB-TYPE
Specifies the identifier of the histogram record subtype.

• GW-DESCRIPTION
Specifies the descriptor for the histogram record subtype.

• BINS
Indicates the number of bins in the histogram; a bin has finite limits. The default is 10.

• LOW END
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Indicates the low end of the range of values of the histogram.
• INCREMENT

Specifies the increment added to range values for successive bins.
• LOW VALUE

Indicates the number of occurrences below the value specified for LOW END.
• HIGH VALUE

Indicates the number of occurrences greater than the high end of the histogram's range of values.
• STAT RECORD DATE

Specifies the date, in Julian form, the histogram record was written to the DC/UCF log file.
• STAT RECORD TIME

Specifies the time, in hh:mm form, the histogram was written to the DC/UCF log file.
• TOTAL

Indicates the total of the bin occurrences.

Record Summary Statistics Report
DC/UCF logs 35 types of statistics records to the system log file. Particular statistic reports require specific record types.
For example, statistics record 30 provides the statistics summarized in SREPORT 013, IDMS DC Program Summary.

This article explains the following information:

  

Summary of Statistics Records

The following table lists each type of statistics record. The record ID numbers correspond to numbers shown in column 1
of SREPORT 017, Summary of Records Read:

Record Number Statistics Record Type
00 System startup marker record
01/01 Histogram record of PUT JOURNAL DML requests
01/02 Histogram record of program size in pages
01/03 Histogram record of queue record size
01/04 Histogram record of scratch record size
01/05 Histogram record of user storage size
01/06 Histogram record of total requested storage
01/07 Histogram record of programs called by task
01/08 Histogram record of programs loaded by task
01/09 Histogram record of terminal reads by task
01/0A Histogram record of terminal writes by task
01/0B Histogram record of terminal errors by task
01/0C Histogram record of storage requests by task
01/0D Histogram record of GET SCRATCH requests by task
01/0E Histogram record of PUT SCRATCH requests by task
01/0F Histogram record of DELETE SCRATCH requests by task
01/10 Histogram record of GET QUEUE requests by task
01/11 Histogram record of PUT QUEUE requests by task
01/12 Histogram record of DELETE QUEUE requests by task
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01/13 Histogram record of GET TIME requests by task
01/14 Histogram record of SET TIME requests by task
01/15 Histogram record of database calls by task
01/16 Histogram record of high stacks by task
01/17 Histogram record of user time by task
01/18 Histogram record of system time by task
01/19 Histogram record of wait time by task
01/1A Histogram record of high RCE count
01/1B Histogram record of high RLE count
01/1C Histogram record of high DPE count
07/01 Histogram record of response time by line
01 System-wide statistics record
02 Task statistics record
03 Transaction statistics record
04 Task code statistics record
05 Program statistics record
06 Queue statistics record
07 Line statistics record
08 Physical terminal statistics record
09 CA ADS dialog statistics record

Summary of Records Read Report - SREPORT 017

SREPORT 017, the Summary of Records Read report, itemizes the number of each type of statistics record written to
the log file within a defined period of time. Systems administrators can use SREPORT 017 to determine which statistics
reports can be run based upon available statistics records.

Sample SREPORT 017
 REPORT NO. 17                                     SUMMARY OF
 RECORDS READ  Rnn.n                                mm/dd/yy PAGE  
 1
           SELECTED FROM:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd  hh:mm
                  ACTUAL:  yyddd  hh:mm      TO:  yyddd 
 hh:mm
     STATISTICS                     BELOW           BEFORE            PASSED TO         
    DATES/TIMES OF 1ST AND
     RECORD TYPES                 DATE/TIME         TRIGGER           STATISTICS        
    LAST RECS OF EACH TYPE
     STL/HST                        RANGE           STARTUP           ROUTINES          
    PASSED TO THE ROUTINES
                                                    RECORDS
     00    - START UP                   0              
     0               1             yyddd hh:mm    yyddd
 hh:mm
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     01/01 - PUTJRNL REQ SIZE           0                   0               6           
  yyddd hh:mm    yyddd hh:mm
     01/02 - LOADED PGM SIZE            0                   0               6           
  yyddd hh:mm    yyddd hh:mm
     01/03 - QUEUE RECORD SIZE          0                   0               6           
  yyddd hh:mm    yyddd hh:mm
     01/04 - SCRATCH REC SIZE           0                   0               6           
  yyddd hh:mm    yyddd hh:mm
     01/05 - USER STG SIZE              0                   0               6           
  yyddd hh:mm    yyddd hh:mm
     01/06 - TOTAL GETSTG SIZE          0                   0               6           
  yyddd hh:mm    yyddd hh:mm
     01/07 - PGMS CALLED                0                   0               0
     01/08 - PGMS LOADED                0                   0               0
     01/09 - TERMINAL READS             0                   0               0
     01/0A - TERMINAL WRITES            0                   0               0
     01/OB - TERMINAL ERRORS            0                   0               0
     01/OC - GET STORAGES               0                   0               0
     01/0D - GET SCRATCHES              0                   0               0
     01/0E - PUT SCRATCHES              0                   0               0
     01/0F - DEL SCRATCHES              0                   0               0
     01/10 - GET QUEUE                  0                   0               0
     01/11 - PUT QUEUE                  0                   0               0
     01/12 - DEL QUEUE                  0                   0               0
     01/13 - GET TIMES                  0                   0               0
     01/14 - SET TIMES                  0                   0               0
     01/15 - DB CALLS                   0                   0               0
     01/16 - STACK HIWATER              0                   0               0
     01/17 - USER-MODE TIME             0                   0               0
     01/18 - SYSTEM-MODE TIME           0                   0               0
     01/19 - WAIT TIME                  0                   0               0
     01/1A - HIGH RCE COUNT             0                   0               0
     01/1B - HIGH RLE COUNT             0                   0               0
     01/1C - HIGH DPE COUNT             0                   0               0
     07/01 - LINE RESPONSE              0              
     0              40             yyddd hh:mm    yyddd
 hh:mm
     01    - SYSTEM STATS               0                   0               6           
  yyddd hh:mm    yyddd hh:mm
     02    - TASK STATS                 0                   0             115           
  yyddd hh:mm    yyddd hh:mm
     03    - TRANSACTION STATS          0                   0               0
     04    - TASK CODE STATS            0                   0             376           
  yyddd hh:mm    yyddd hh:mm
     05    - PROGRAM STATS              0                   0           5,903           
  yyddd hh:mm    yyddd hh:mm
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     06    - QUEUE STATS                0                   0               6           
  yyddd hh:mm    yyddd hh:mm
     07    - LINE STATS                 0                   0              44           
  yyddd hh:mm    yyddd hh:mm
     08    - PTERM STATS                0                   0             199           
  yyddd hh:mm    yyddd hh:mm
     09    - ADS STATS                  0                   0              
 0
          TOTALS                        0                   0           6,726

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the Summary of Records Read report follows:

• SELECTED FROM/TO
Gives the time period specified on the USE 'SREPORT 000' parameter where SELECTED FROM represents the
beginning date and time and SELECTED TO represents the ending date and time. The date is in Julian form, yyddd,
where yy is the last two digits of the year and ddd is the day. The time is in hh:mm form, where hh is hours based on a
24-hour clock and mm is minutes.

• ACTUAL/TO
Specifies the actual time period for the report generated. If the USE 'SREPORT 000' parameter does not specify a time
range, ACTUAL and TO represent the time range for the entire input archive file or input file created by SREPORT
099.

• COUNTS FOR STATISTICS RECORDS
Specifies the type of statistic record. The table above lists each type of statistics record, as defined in DSECT
#STLDS.

• BELOW DATE/TIME RANGE
Indicates the number of records of each type logged to the log file before the date and time specified in the
SELECTED FROM field.

• BEFORE TRIGGER STARTUP RECORDS
Indicates the number of records of each type logged to the log file after the date and time specified in the SELECTED
FROM field, but before the system startup marker record (type 00) corresponding to the session indicator specified on
the USE 'SREPORT 000' parameter.

• PASSED TO STATISTICS ROUTINES
Indicates the number of records processed by statistics routines.

• DATES/TIMES OF 1ST AND LAST RECS OF EACH TYPE PASSED TO THE ROUTINES
Specifies the date and time of the first record of each type passed to a statistics routine and the date and time of the
last record passed to a statistics routine. If no records were passed to a routine, the field is blank.

DC/UCF System Reports -- CREPORTS
CA IDMS/DC and CA IDMS UCF (DC/UCF) system reports describe the dictionary entities used to define the
characteristics and components of an executable DC/UCF system. The DC/UCF system reports document information
maintained in the DDLDML, DDLDCMSG, and DDLDCLOD areas of the dictionary. The records being reported on are
defined to the dictionary through various CA IDMS system software components, such as the Data Dictionary Definition
Language (DDDL) compiler and the system generation compiler.

For details about the structure of these records and how the records are defined to the dictionary, see the Dictionary
Structure Reference .
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Uses for DC/UCF System Reports
DC/UCF system reports are used to:

• Provide descriptions of executable systems and of systems that have been defined but not generated.
DC/UCF system object reports describe executable systems (that is, systems for which GENERATE has been issued
in the system generation compile); these reports access dictionary object records. DC/UCF system source reports
describe systems that have been defined to the dictionary but not yet generated; these reports access dictionary
source records.

NOTE
For more information on source and object records, see the CA IDMS Administrating section.

Because the dictionary structure includes source and object records, you can modify the system definitions without
affecting the runtime definitions. The system source reports can be used to review the proposed modifications before
they are implemented. Once you are satisfied with the new configuration, you can update the runtime definitions by
issuing a system generation GENERATE command for any system that you want to update.

• Review the screen/data field relationships for mapping operations.
• Monitor the contents of the load area.
• Monitor the messages defined to the DDLDCMSG area of the dictionary.

Summary of CREPORTs
The DC/UCF system reports are presented in alphabetical order, with the following exceptions:

• The Physical Terminal by Line and Logical Terminal by Physical Terminal reports (CREPORTs 016 and 018) are
discussed under Network Description Reports (CREPORTs 001-003, 014-018).

• The Listing of Map reports (CREPORTs 032 through 035) are discussed under Mapping Reports (CREPORTs 030
through 035).

The following table lists the CREPORTs in the order of presentation in this section. For a list of CREPORTs by report
number, see the CREPORT Listing table in Appendix D.

CREPORT Number CREPORT Name
040 ADS/OnLine Parameters Report (Object)
045 ADS/OnLine Parameters Report (Source)
029 Defined Devices
028 Defined Messages(1)
007 Destination Report (Object)
024 Destination Report (Source)
050 Load Area Report(1)
030 Map Record Indices
031 Map Field Indices
032 Listing of Maps by Panel
033 Listing of Maps
034 Listing of Maps by Record Name
035 Listing of Maps by Element Name
043 Listing of Nodes
044 Listing of Defined Resources
051 Module Text to Card Utility
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052 Module Text to File Utility
001 Network Description by Line (Object)
014 Network Description by Line (Source)
002 Network Description by Physical Terminal (Object)
015 Network Description by Physical Terminal (Source)
003 Network Description by Logical Terminal (Object)
017 Network Description by Logical Terminal (Source)
016 Physical Terminals within Line (Source)
018 Logical Terminal by Physical Terminal (Source)
041 OLQ Report (Object)
046 OLQ Report (Source)
004 Program Description Report (Object)
019 Program Description Report (Source)
006 Queue Description Report (Object)
022 Queue Description Report (Source)
023 Queue Description within Task Report (Source)
047 SQL CACHE Report (Source)
048 SQL CACHE Report (Object)
053 Symbol Table Report
011 System Options Report (Object)
025 System Options Report (Source)
005 Task Description Report (Object)
020 Task Description Report (Source)
021 Task Description within Program Report (Source)

Note: Reports 28 and 50 must be run alone.

Producing DC/UCF System Reports
A DC/UCF system report is produced by submitting a batch job that includes the standard JCL for the CA Culprit for CA
IDMS report writer and report-specific control statements. JCL for z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM operating systems is shown in
Appendixes A through D, respectively.

This topic contains the following information:

Syntax

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►
   │  Col 2                                             │
   │  ▼         ┌─────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   └─ DATABASE -▼─┬─ DICTNAME=dictionary-name ──────┬─┴─┘
                  ├─ DBNAME=database-name ──────────┤
                  ├─ DICTNODE=dictionary-node-name ─┤
                  └─ DBNODE=database-node-name ─────┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   │  Col 2                  │
   │  ▼                      │
   └─ PARAM= ─┬─ LIST ─────┬─┘
              ├─ NOLIST ◄ ─┤
              └─ EJECT ────┘

 Col 1
     ▼         ┌──────────────────┐
 ►── CREPORT= ─▼─ creport-number ─┴───────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►
   │  Col 2                                      │
   │  ▼                   ┌────────────────────┐ │
   └─ KEY key-field-name ─▼─ 'key-field-value'─┴─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   │Col 2
   │    ▼
   └─┬─ SELect ─┬─┬─ BUFFER ───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►─
     └─ BYPass ─┘ └─ record-name level-number IN PATH path-id ─┘

 ►─────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
─►─── WHEN boolean-expression ─┘

Parameters

General syntax rules for the CA IDMS reports are described in detail in Section1. Syntax rules specific to the CREPORTs
are discussed as follows:

• CREPORT=creport-number
Identifies the DC/UCF system report being requested. CREPORT must begin in column 1; all other parameters begin
in column 2.
Creport-number is a 3-digit number that identifies the report module. Leading zeros can be omitted.
With the exception of CREPORTs 028 and 050, which must be run alone, multiple reports can be requested in the
same job run.

Examples

Example 1

These control statements can to used to request CREPORTS 001, 010, and 041. Optionally, you can omit leading zeros
for the report modules and/or use a blank or equal sign to separate each report. The report modules used to run the
reports are in the CULPDICT dictionary; data for the reports is taken from the DOCUDICT dictionary.

 DATABASE DICTNAME=CULPDICT DBNAME=DOCUDICT
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CREPORT=001,010,041

The same reports can be requested by specifying each report on a separate line:

CREPORT=1

CREPORT=10

CREPORT=41

Example 2

These control statements can be used to produce a report on the task occurrence BYE. The report modules used to
produce the report are in the default dictionary; data for the report is taken from the DOCUNWK dictionary.

 DATABASE DBNAME=DOCUNWK

CREPORT=005

 SEL BUFFER WHEN TASK-NAME-023 EQ 'BYE'

Example 3

These control statements can be used to produce a report on all message occurrences whose id begins with DC301. The
report modules used to produce the report are in the CULPDICT dictionary; data for the report is taken from the default
dictionary.

 DATABASE DICTNAME=CULPDICT

CREPORT=005

 SEL MSG-KEY-116 WHEN MSG-KEYRED-116 EQ 'DC301'

Example 4

These control statements can be used to request the three network object reports. A parameter listing is requested for
CREPORT 001; parameter listings are not requested for CREPORTs 002 and 003.

 DATABASE DICTNAME=CULPDICT DBNAME=TESTDICT

 PARAM=LIST

CREPORT=1

 PARAM=NOLIST

CREPORT=2,3
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CA ADS Parameter Reports (CREPORTs 040 and 045)
The CA ADS parameter reports provide information on the CA ADS runtime environment. The CA ADS definitions for
each system are represented in the dictionary by the CVGDEFS-142 record, which is a logical extension of the SYS-041
record.

CREPORT 040 describes the CA ADS environment for executable systems; CREPORT 045 describes the CA ADS
environment for systems that have been defined but not generated. The fields and format of the two reports are the same.

Sample CREPORT 040:

 REPORT NO. 40                                 CA IDMS/
DC ADS ONLINE REPORT   REL nn.n                           mm/dd/yy PAGE   1
 CREPORT 040                                       LISTING OF ADS ONLINE PARAMETERS
                                                            OBJECT REPORT

  SYSTEM   AUTO    PRIMARY   SECONDARY     TCF     MAXIMUM    MENU             PRIMARY   SECONDARY  BUILDER     ACTION     ACTIV
 VERSION  DIALOG  TASK CODE  TASK CODE  TASK CODE   LINKS      IS                POOL       POOL      CODE       CODE       LOG
     99            ADS        ADS2       ADS2T         10     USER                  4084       4084    R                    YES

        DIAGNOSTIC  NEWPAGE  RESOURCES   - - AUTOSTATUS - -   - COBOL MOVE -    - - - DIALOG STATISTICS - - - -
RECORD     STORAGE
          SCREEN    MAPOUT      ARE      ENABLED   OPT/MAND ENABLED  OPT/MAND   ON/
OFF    SEL/ALL   INTERVAL COMPRESSION    MODE
           YES        NO       FIXED       YES     OPTIONAL   NO     OPTIONAL    OFF        ALL          0       NO       SGENSIZE

          - - FAST MODE THRESHOLD / INTERVAL - -       - - - - - - - - STATUS DEFINITION RECORD - - - - - - - -
                      OFF                    1         OPTIONAL   ADSO-STAT-DEF-
REC                VERSION    1

  SYSTEM   AUTO    PRIMARY   SECONDARY     TCF     MAXIMUM    MENU             PRIMARY   SECONDARY  BUILDER     ACTION     ACTIV
 VERSION  DIALOG  TASK CODE  TASK CODE  TASK CODE   LINKS      IS                POOL       POOL      CODE       CODE       LOG
    105            ADS        ADS2       ADS2T         10     USER                  4084      33000    R                    YES

        DIAGNOSTIC  NEWPAGE  RESOURCES   - - AUTOSTATUS - -   - COBOL MOVE -    - - - DIALOG STATISTICS - - - -
RECORD     STORAGE
          SCREEN    MAPOUT      ARE      ENABLED   OPT/MAND ENABLED  OPT/MAND   ON/
OFF    SEL/ALL   INTERVAL COMPRESSION    MODE
           YES        NO       FIXED       YES     OPTIONAL   NO     OPTIONAL     ON        ALL        200       NO       SGENSIZE
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          - - FAST MODE THRESHOLD / INTERVAL - -       - - - - - - - - STATUS DEFINITION RECORD - - - - - - - -
                      OFF                    1         OPTIONAL   ADSO-STAT-DEF-
REC                VERSION    1

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• SYSTEM VERSION
Identifies the system associated with these CA ADS parameters.

• AUTO DIALOG
Identifies the mainline dialog that is executed immediately at run time (the mainline dialog menu screen is bypassed).

• PRIMARY TASK CODE
Identifies the task code entered by the user to initiate the CA ADS runtime system. This task code must invoke the
program ADSORUN1; the default is ADS.

• SECONDARY TASK CODE
Identifies the task code that invokes the program ADSOMAIN; the default is ADS2TASK.

• TCF TASK CODE
Identifies the task code that invokes the program ADSOMAIN while running under the transfer control facility (TCF).
The default is ADS2T.

• MAXIMUM LINKS
Identifies the maximum number of dialog levels that can be defined by each respective CA ADS application thread.
The default is 10.

• MENU IS
Identifies which dialog names will be displayed on the CA ADS menu. USER (default) indicates that only those
mainline dialog names for which the current user is authorized will be displayed; ALL indicates that all mainline dialog
names known to the DC/UCF system will be displayed.

• PRIMARY POOL
Indicates the size of the primary record buffer. The default is 4000.

• SECONDARY POOL
Indicates the size of the secondary pool to be allocated from DC storage when the primary pool is full. The default is
2000.

• BUILDER CODE
Identifies the builder code for the record that defines the CA ADS parameters. For a description of builder codes, see
Builder Codes table at the end of this section.

• ACTION CODE
Indicates whether the record that defines the CA ADS parameters has been updated (U) or deleted (D). Blank
indicates that the CA ADS parameters have not been updated since the last time the system was generated.

• ACTIV LOG
Indicates whether the activity log for the database commands in a dialog is on (YES) or off (NO).

• DIAGNOSTIC SCREEN
Indicates whether CA ADS bypasses display of the Dialog Abort Information screen when the runtime system abends
a dialog. YES indicates that the diagnostic screen will not be displayed; NO indicates that the screen will be displayed.

• NEWPAGE MAPOUT
Indicates how a mapout is performed when a dialog's map is already displayed as the result of a previous mapout.
NO indicates that CA ADS will transmit only the map's data fields and message field; YES indicates that CA ADS will
always perform a new page mapout.

• RESOURCES ARE
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Specifies whether information from the CA ADS Terminal Block (OTB) and the variable dialog block (VDB) in the
storage pool will be written to the scratch area (DDLDCSCR) across a pseudo-converse.
FIXED indicates that the storage is not relocatable; the buffer pools remain in the storage pool provided that the fast
mode threshold has not been exceeded. RELOCATABLE indicates that the storage is relocatable; the buffer pools are
written to scratch across a pseudo-converse and the storage is freed.

• AUTOSTATUS ENABLED
Indicates whether (YES) or not (NO) the AUTOSTATUS setting for dialog generation sessions is enabled.

• AUTOSTATUS OPT/MAND
Indicates whether (OPTIONAL) or not (MANDATORY) the application developer is allowed to override the default
AUTOSTATUS setting during dialog generation.

• COBOL MOVE ENABLED
Indicates how CA ADS moves the result of an arithmetic or assignment command into the target field. YES instructs
CA ADS to use COBOL rules; NO instructs CA ADS to use CA ADS rules.

• COBOL MOVE OPT/MAND
Indicates whether (OPTIONAL) or not (MANDATORY) the application developer is allowed to change the COBOL
MOVE setting on a dialog-by-dialog basis.

• DIALOG STATISTICS ON/OFF
Indicates whether (YES) or not (NO) dialog statistics are collected for CA ADS dialogs.

• DIALOG STATISTICS SEL/ALL
Indicates whether statistics are collected for dialogs on a dialog-by-dialog basis (SELECTED) or for all dialogs (ALL).

• DIALOG STATISTICS INTERVAL
Specifies the interval at which dialog statistics are written to the log file after being accumulated the indicated number
of times. 0 indicates that statistics are written to the log file after an application terminates.

• RECORD COMPRESSION
Indicates whether (YES) or not (NO) record buffer blocks (RBBs) are compressed across a pseudo-converse when
they are retained in the storage pool.

• STORAGE MODE
Indicates how storage for record buffer blocks (RBBs) is to be allocated. SGENSIZE uses the buffer sizes specified in
the PRIMARY POOL and SECONDARY POOL parameters of the ADSO system generation statement; CALCULATED
uses the calculated size of the RBBs for an application or dialog when allocating storage.

• FAST MODE THRESHOLD / INTERVAL
Indicates whether (ON) or not (OFF) the CA ADS runtime system writes record buffer blocks (RBBs) and statistics
control blocks to scratch across a pseudo-converse. INTERVAL specifies the size of the fast mode threshold.

• STATUS DEFINITION RECORD
Specifies the name and version of the status definition record and whether (OPTIONAL) or not (MANDATORY) the
application developer is allowed by override the default status definition record specification during dialog generation.

Defined Devices Report (CREPORT 029)
The Defined Devices report provides information on line and physical terminal device types supported by DC/UCF.
CREPORT 029 obtains information from the DCDEVICES-127 dictionary record, which is stored at installation. DC/UCF
compilers use DCDEVICES-127 record occurrences when handling device-dependent syntax.

Sample CREPORT 029:

 REPORT NO. 29                              CA IDMS/
DC SYSTEM GENERATION REPORT   REL nn.n                       mm/dd/yy PAGE   1
 CREPORT 029                                               DEFINED DEVICES
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                                                                                DEVICE    ACCESS
      DEFINED DEVICE    LOWER PARSE MODULE    LINE/
TERMINAL    TERMINAL CODE     CODE     METHOD

         ASR33               RHDCP06E            TERM                 19

         ASYNC               RHDCL06E            LINE                             6         E

         BSC1                RHDCL0BB            LINE                             B         B

         BSC2                RHDCL0CB            LINE                             C         B

         BSC3                RHDCL0DB            LINE                             D         B

         BULK                RHDCP0LS            TERM                 47

         CCI                 RHDCL0LS            LINE                             L         S
         CONSOLE             RHDCL04W            LINE                             4         W

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• DEFINED DEVICE
Identifies the device type being described.

• LOWER PARSE MODULE
Identifies the name of the syntax tree used to handle the device.

• LINE/TERMINAL
Indicates whether the device being described is a line or a physical terminal.

• TERMINAL CODE
Identifies the terminal type code of the physical terminal. For a list of the possible values, see the CA IDMS DSECT
Reference section.

• DEVICE CODE and ACCESS METHOD
Identify the line type code and the line/terminal access method code for each line.

• COMMENTS
Displays any comments associated with the occurrence. This field is not shown in the sample report.
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Defined Messages Report (CREPORT 028)
The Defined Messages report provides information on messages that have been defined for the DC/UCF system.
Messages are represented in the DDLDCMSG area of the dictionary by the MESSAGE-116 record.

Sample CREPORT 028:

REPORT NO. 28                              CA IDMS/
DC SYSTEM GENERATION REPORT   REL nn.n                       mm/dd/yy PAGE    29
CREPORT 028                                               DEFINED MESSAGES

MESSAGE ID:   AB030026       BUILDER CODE:  D

SEVERITY: 6   DESTINATIONS:                                          DESTINATION ID:
MESSAGE TEXT  LINE NUMBER     1:
DATA TYPE NOT RECOGNIZED
  COMMENT NUMBER      100:
  COMMENT NUMBER      100:  MODULE(S) = ________
  COMMENT NUMBER      200:
  COMMENT NUMBER      300:  ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ...
  COMMENT NUMBER      400:
  COMMENT NUMBER      500:

MESSAGE ID:   AB030057       BUILDER CODE:  D

SEVERITY: 6   DESTINATIONS:                                          DESTINATION ID:
MESSAGE TEXT  LINE NUMBER     1:
UNDETERMINED SYNTAX ERROR IN INSTRUCTION
  COMMENT NUMBER      100:
  COMMENT NUMBER      100:  MODULE(S) = ________
  COMMENT NUMBER      200:

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• MESSAGE ID
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Specifies the identifier assigned to the message.
• BUILDER CODE

Identifies the builder code for the record that defines the message. For a description of builder codes, see Builder
Codes table at the end of this section.

• SEVERITY
Identifies the severity level assigned to the message.

• DESTINATIONS
Identifies the destinations to which the message line is routed.

• DESTINATION ID
Identifies the terminal to which the message line is routed when the destination identifier flag is set.

• MESSAGE TEXT and LINE NUMBER
Identify the text of the message. When multiple lines are defined for a message, each line is listed separately.

• COMMENT NUMBER
Identifies comments associated with the message.

Destination Reports (CREPORTs 007 and 024)
Destination reports provide information on destination occurrences that have been defined to the dictionary. CREPORT
007 provides destination information for executable systems; these destinations are represented in the dictionary by the
DESTLST-027 record. CREPORT 024 provides information for systems that have been defined but not generated; these
destinations are represented in the dictionary by the DEST-028 record. The fields and format of the two reports are the
same.

Sample CREPORT 007:

 REPORT NO. 07                              CA IDMS/
DC SYSTEM GENERATION REPORT   REL nn.n                       mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
 CREPORT 007                                       SYSTEM NAME:   DCSYSTEM
                                                   SYSTEM VERSION:  105
                                                   DESTINATION REPORT

                  DESTINATION                   BUILDER        ACTION CODE        VERSION        DISABLED        MEMBER TYPE

                    USWSWDPL                       R                                   1           YES             TERMINAL

        TERMINAL NAME

        USWSWDPL

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• SYSTEM NAME and VERSION
Identify the name and version number of the system associated with the destination being described.

• DESTINATION
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Identifies the destination being described.
• BUILDER

Identifies the builder code for the record that defines the destination. For a description of builder codes, see Builder
Codes table at the end of this section.

• ACTION CODE
Indicates whether the destination occurrence has been updated (U) or deleted (D). A blank indicates that the
destination has not been changed since that last time the system was generated.

• VERSION
Indicates the version number of the destination occurrence.

• DISABLED
Indicates whether the destination is disabled at system startup.

• MEMBER TYPE
Indicates whether the destination group is made up of users or logical terminals.

• USER NAME or TERMINAL NAME
Identifies the users in the destination group. If the destination group is made up of logical terminals, TERMINAL NAME
is displayed. If the destination group is made up of users, USER NAME is displayed.

Load Area Report (CREPORT 050)
The Load Area report provides information on load modules. Load modules are stored in the DDLDCLOD area of the
dictionary and are represented in the dictionary by the LOADHDR-156 record.

Sample CREPORT 050:

 REPORT NO. 50                                 CA IDMS/
DC LOAD AREA REPORT    REL nn.n                           mm/dd/yy PAGE   1
 CREPORT 050                                                 LOAD MODULES

                                     NUM RLD     ENTRY PT       MODULE       COMPILE      COMPILE     DELETE       MODULE
         MODULE NAME     VERSION     ENTRIES     ADDRESS        LENGTH         DATE         TIME       FLAG         TYPE

           $ACF@TAT           1           0           0              118     mm/dd/
yy      hhmmss      OFF       TABLE
           IDMSCSTB          99           5           0              563     mm/dd/
yy      hhmmss      OFF       UNDEFINED
           IDMSCSTB         105           5           0              930     mm/dd/
yy      hhmmss      OFF       UNDEFINED
           IDMSCSTB         777           5           0              563     mm/dd/
yy      hhmmss      OFF       UNDEFINED
           SQACVSS1           1         121           0            1,640     mm/dd/
yy      hhmmss      OFF       SUBSCHEMA
           SQACVSS2           1          84           0            1,176     mm/dd/
yy      hhmmss      OFF       SUBSCHEMA

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:
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• MODULE NAME and VERSION
Identify the name and version number of the load module being described.

• NUM RLD ENTRIES
Identifies the number of entries in the relocation dictionary (RLD) for the load module.

• ENTRY PT ADDRESS
Identifies the entry point address of the load module.

• MODULE LENGTH
Identifies the length, in bytes, of the object text.

• COMPILE DATE
Identifies the date the load module was created.

• COMPILE TIME
Identifies the time the load module was created.

• DELETE FLAG
Indicates whether the load module has been logically deleted. The flag is set ON when a new module is generated for
the load module in use or when a deletion is requested. The module is not eligible for replacement when the flag is
OFF.

• MODULE TYPE
Identifies the type of load module: access module, subschema, map, CA ADS dialog, edit/code table, or mainline
dialog.

Mapping Reports (CREPORTs 030 through 035)
Mapping reports describe the interrelationships among maps, panels, map fields, and panel fields that have been defined
for DC/UCF systems. Maps are represented in the dictionary by the MAP-098 record; map fields are represented by the
MAPFLD-124 record. The following table summarizes each report:

Mapping Report ID Report Type Description
CREPORT 030 Map Record Indices Lists map record elements sorted on map

name
CREPORT 031 Map Field Indices Lists map panel-fields sorted on map name
CREPORT 032 Maps by Panel Lists map occurrences sorted on panel

name
CREPORT 033 Maps in alphabetic order Lists all map occurrences in alphabetic

order
CREPORT 034 Maps by Record Name Lists map occurrences by map record name
CREPORT 035 Maps by Element Name Lists map occurrences sorted on map

element name

Sample CREPORT 030:

 REPORT NO. 30                                   CA IDMS/
DC MAPPING REPORT   REL nn.n                            mm/dd/yy PAGE   1
 CREPORT 030                                            MAP NAME:    ADMI01M
                                                        MAP VERSION:     1
                                                        MAP RECORD INDICES

                  CURSOR                  ALARM     UNLOCK     RESET     MAP DATE     MAP TIME     FIELD COUNT     RECORD COUNT
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     OLMPF-0003                            NO        YES        YES      mm/dd/
yy      hhmmss              4               1

               RECORD NAME                INDEX

     EMPLOYEE                                 1

Sample CREPORT 031:

 REPORT NO. 31                                   CA IDMS/
DC MAPPING REPORT   REL nn.n                            mm/dd/yy PAGE   1
 CREPORT 031                                            MAP NAME:    ADMI01M
                                                        MAP VERSION:     1
                                                        MAP FIELD INDICES

                  CURSOR                  ALARM     UNLOCK     RESET     MAP DATE     MAP TIME     FIELD COUNT     RECORD COUNT
     OLMPF-0003                            NO        YES        YES      mm/dd/
yy      hhmmss              4               1

                FIELD NAME                INDEX

     EMP-ID-0415                              2
     EMP-NAME-0415                            3

Sample CREPORT 032:

 REPORT NO. 32                                   CA IDMS/
DC MAPPING REPORT   REL nn.n                            mm/dd/yy PAGE   1
 CREPORT 032                                            LISTING OF MAPS BY PANEL
                                                        PANEL NAME:    ABCD01M OLMPANEL

                                                        PANEL VERSION:     1
                                                        PANEL BUILDER: G

         MAP NAME        MAP VERSION        BUILDER        MAP DATE        MAP TIME        FIELD COUNT        RECORD COUNT
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         ABCD01M                1              G           mm/dd/
yy         hhmmss                 0                  0

Sample CREPORT 033:

 REPORT NO. 33                                   CA IDMS/
DC MAPPING REPORT   REL nn.n                            mm/dd/yy PAGE   1
 CREPORT 033
                                                        LISTING OF MAPS

     MAP NAME     MAP VERSION     MAP BUILDER                PANEL NAME                PANEL VERSION     MAP DATE     MAP TIME

     ABCD01M             1             G          ABCD01M-
OLMPANEL                             1         mm/dd/yy      hhmmss
     ABIF01M             1             G          ABIF01M-
OLMPANEL                             1         mm/dd/yy      hhmmss
     ADDS01M             1             G          ADDS01M-
OLMPANEL                             1         mm/dd/yy      hhmmss
     ADMI01M             1             G          ADMI01M-
OLMPANEL                             1         mm/dd/yy      hhmmss
     ADMS01M             1             G          ADMS01M-
OLMPANEL                             1         mm/dd/yy      hhmmss

Sample CREPORT 034:

 REPORT NO. 34                                   CA IDMS/
DC MAPPING REPORT   REL nn.n                            mm/dd/yy PAGE   1
 CREPORT 034
                                                        LISTING OF MAPS BY RECORD NAME
                                                        RECORD NAME:    ACEXE00M-MAP-
RECORD
                                                        RECORD VERSION:     1

              MAP NAME             MAP VERSION                        PANEL NAME                        PANEL VERSION

              AD21M007                    1                AD21M007-
OLMPANEL                                    1

              AD21M008                    1                AD21M008-
OLMPANEL                                    1
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              AD21M008                    1                AD21M008-
OLMPANEL                                    1

              AD21M010                    1                AD21M010-
OLMPANEL                                    1

Sample CREPORT 035:

 REPORT NO. 35                                   CA IDMS/
DC MAPPING REPORT   REL nn.n                            mm/dd/yy PAGE   1
 CREPORT 035                                            LISTING OF MAPS BY ELEMENT NAME
                                                        ELEMENT NAME:   ADMIT-DATE-0430
                                                        OF
                                                        RECORD NAME:    HOSPITAL-CLAIM
                                                        RECORD VERSION:     1

              MAP NAME             MAP VERSION                        PANEL NAME                        PANEL VERSION

              A310M4                      1                A310M4-
OLMPANEL                                      1

Field Descriptions

Because many of the field names on the map reports are the same from report to report, a description of all the fields is
presented once in alphabetical order.

• ALARM
Indicates whether the terminal's audible alarm will sound automatically when the map is written out to the screen
(CREPORTs 030 and 031 only).

• BUILDER
Identifies the builder code for the record that defines the map (CREPORT 032 only). For a description of builder codes,
see the Builder Codes table at the end of this section.

• CURSOR
Identifies the name of the panel field in which the cursor appears after a mapout operation (CREPORTs 030 and 031
only).

• ELEMENT NAME
Identifies the name of a data field (record element) whose map associations are being described (CREPORT 035
only).

• FIELD COUNT
Indicates the number of nonliteral fields in the map (CREPORTs 030, 031, and 032 only).

• FIELD NAME
Identifies the panel fields that appear in the map (CREPORT 031 only).

• INDEX
Indicates the order in which the record or record fields are used by the map (CREPORTs 030 and 031 only).

• MAP BUILDER
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Identifies the builder code for the record that defines the map occurrence (CREPORT 033 only). For a description of
builder codes, see the Builder Codes table at the end of this section.

• MAP DATE
Identifies the date the map occurrence was defined to the dictionary (CREPORTs 030, 031, 032, and 033 only).

• MAP NAME and MAP VERSION
Identify the map occurrence being described.

• MAP TIME
Identifies the time the map was last compiled with critical changes (CREPORTs 030, 031, 032, and 033 only).

• PANEL NAME and PANEL VERSION
Identify the panel associated with the map being described (CREPORTs 032, 033, 034, and 035 only).

• PANEL BUILDER
Identifies the builder code for the record that defines the panel occurrence (CREPORT 032 only). For a description of
builder codes, see the Builder Codes table at the end of this section.

• RECORD COUNT
Indicates the number of records used by the map.

• RECORD NAME
Identifies the record used by the map (CREPORTs 030, 031, and 032 only).

• RESET
Indicates whether all modified data tags are reset when the map is mapped out (YES) or remain unchanged (NO)
(CREPORTs 030 and 032 only).

• UNLOCK
Indicates whether the keyboard will be locked (NO) or unlocked (YES) when the map is mapped out (CREPORTs 030
and 032 only).

Nodes and Resource Table Reports (CREPORTS 043 and 044)
The Nodes and Resource Table reports provide information on all the resources that have been defined to the systems,
including the location where the resource resides and the type of communication method used to access these nodes.
The following table below summarizes each report:

CREPORT 043 Listing of Nodes Lists all the nodes sorted on access type
CREPORT 044 Listing of Defined Resources Lists all the resources sorted on database

or destination name

Sample CREPORT 043 .:

 REPORT NO. 43                                  CA IDMS/
DC NODE NAME REPORT   REL nn.n                           mm/dd/yy PAGE   1
 CREPORT 043                                            LISTING OF NODES

      SYSTEM VERSION                                                                                       BUILDER      ACTION
          NUMBER          NODE NAME      ACCESS TYPE      DEFAULT NODE      CV NUMBER      SVC NUMBER        CODE        CODE

              71           A06IVT12        CCI                                                                R
              71           SYSTEM22        CCI                                                                R
              71           SYSTEM92        CCI                                                                R
              71           DBDCGR          GROUP            NULL                                              R
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              71           DBGNOD1         GROUP            NULL                                              R
              71           DBGNOD2         GROUP            LOCAL                                             R
              71           DBGNOD3         GROUP            SYSTEM72                                          R
              71           IDMSGR          GROUP            NULL                                              R
              71           SYSTEM71        LOCAL                                                              R
              71           CVNOD1          SVC                                  101            173            R
              71           CVNOD2          SVC                                  102            102            R
              71           SYSTEM72        TCP/
IP                                                             R
              71           SYSTEM73        TCP/
IP                                                             R
              71           SYSTEM74        VTAM                                                               R
              71           TECHDC99        VTAM                                                               R

Sample CREPORT 044:

 REPORT NO. 44                               CA IDMS/
DC RESOURCE TABLE REPORT   REL nn.n                         mm/dd/yy PAGE   1
 CREPORT 044                                            LISTING OF DEFINED RESOURCES

           SYSTEM VERSION                                                                         BUILDER          ACTION
               NUMBER              DATABASE NAME          DESTINATION          NODE NAME            CODE            CODE

                   71                 DBNAM1                                    LOCAL                R
                   71                 DBNAM2                                    DBGNOD1              R
                   71                                       DBGNOD2             LOCAL                R

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample reports follows:

• SYSTEM VERSION NUMBER
Identifies the version number of the system associated with the nodes or resources.

• NODE NAME
Identifies the name of the node.

• ACCESS TYPE
Specifies the communication method used to access the corresponding node.

• DEFAULT NODE
For access type GROUP only. Identifies the default node to use if access to the requested group fails.

• CV NUMBER
For access type SVC only. Identifies the number of the central version.

• SVC NUMBER
For access type SVC only. Identifies the number of the SVC through which the system will send packets to the
corresponding node.

• BUILDER CODE
Identifies the builder code for the record that defines the node or resource.
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For a description of building codes, see Table 4-1 at the end of this section.
• ACTION CODE

Identifies whether the node or resource occurrence has been updated (U) or deleted (D). A blank indicates that it has
not been changed since the last time the system was generated.

• DATABASE NAME
Identifies the name of the database that is included in the resource name table.

• DESTINATION
Identifies a nodename to which requests for data can be sent.

Module Text to Card Utility (CREPORT 051)
The Module Text to Card utility lets you punch the module source code of a specified module to cards. The CREPORT
and KEY parameters used to punch module CREPORT 011 to card are:

CREPORT=051

 KEY MOD-NAME-067 'CREPORT 011'

How to Run CREPORT 051

You must run CREPORT 051 alone. To run CREPORT 051, include the following specification in the JCL:

• For z/OS systems:

//SYSPCH  DD  SYSOUT=B,DCB=BLKSIZE=80

• For z/VSE systems:

// ASSGN SYSPCH,X'ccc'

• ccc
device assignment (channel and unit) for punched output

• For z/VM and z/VM systems:

FILEDEF SYSPCH DISK syspch output a

• syspch output a
file identifier of the card-image output file

How to Request Card-Image Listing

No printed output is produced by this report other than an accounting of the number of records written. To request a card-
image listing of the module instead of punched cards, include the following JCL specification:

• For z/OS systems:

//SYSPCH  DD  SYSOUT=A

• For z/VSE systems:

// ASSGN SYSPCH,X'ppp'
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• ppp
printer device assignment

• For z/VM and z/VM systems:

FILEDEF SYSPCH PRINTER

Module Text to File Utility (CREPORT 052)
The module text to output file utility (CREPORT 052) lets you output module source code to a disk file. The CREPORT
and KEY parameters used to output module CREPORT 011 to file are shown below:

CREPORT=052

 KEY MOD-NAME-067 'CREPORT 011'

How to Run CREPORT 052

CREPORT 052 must be run alone. To run CREPORT 052, add the following specification to the JCL:

• For z/OS files:

//SYS020  DD  DSN=user.textfile,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//            DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=320),

//            UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=nnnnnn

user.textfile data set name of the output file
disk symbolic device name of disk
nnnnnn volume serial number of disk

• For z/VSE tape files:

// TLBL  SYS020,'user.text'

   ASSGN SYS020,TAPE,VOL=nnnnnn

user.text file-id of tape file
nnnnnn tape volume serial number

• For z/VSE disk files:

// DLBL    SYS020,'user.text'

// EXTENT  SYS020,nnnnnn
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   ASSGN   SYS020,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

user.text file-id of disk file
nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk file

• For z/VM and z/VM files:

FILEDEF SYS020 DISK nonprint file a (RECFM FB LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 320

nonprint file a filename, filetype, and filemode of the nonprint/nonpunch output
file

Network Description Reports (CREPORTs 001-003, 014-018)
Network reports (CREPORTs 001, 002, 003, 014, 015, 016, 017, and 018) describe the lines, physical terminals, and
logical terminals associated with a DC/UCF system. CREPORTs 001, 002, and 003 describe the networks that have been
defined for executable systems; CREPORTs 014 through 018 describe networks for systems that have been defined but
not generated.

This article contains the following information:

Summary of Network Description Reports

CREPORT Module CREPORT Name
001 Network Description by Line (Object Report)
002 Network Description by Physical Terminal (Object Report)
003 Network Description by Logical Terminal (Object Report)
014 Network Description by Line (Source Report)
015 Network Description by Physical Terminal (Source Report)
016 Physical Terminals within Line (Source Report)
017 Network Description by Logical Terminal (Source Report)
018 Logical Terminal by Physical Terminal (Source Report)

Sample Reports

The following figures show sample output for CREPORTs 001, 002, 016, and 018. Sample output for CREPORTs 014,
015, and 017 is not shown; the fields in these three reports are the same as those in CREPORTs 001, 002, and 003,
respectively.

 REPORT NO. 01                              CA IDMS/
DC SYSTEM GENERATION REPORT   REL nn.n                       mm/dd/yy PAGE     6
 CREPORT 001                                       SYSTEM NAME:   DCSYSTEM
                                                   SYSTEM VERSION:  110
                                                   NETWORK DESCRIPTION BY LINE
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             NAME      BUILDER ACTION VERSION

                                              TYPE   BUFFSIZE -----DDNAMES----- DISABLED
 LINE       CONSOLE      R                1  CONSOLE       0                      NO

                                             TYPE MAX ERR  LINE LEN  PAGE LEN  MODEL DISABL ASCII LNDEL CHRDEL CANCEL PRT CLS RPT CT
   PTERM    OPERATOR     R                1  OPER     3         0         0           NO     NO     00    00     00         1      0

                                            PRIORITY CASE  DISABLED PRINTER  TASK CODE
     LTERM  CONSOLE      R                1       240 UPPER   NO       NO             
Sample CREPORT 001:

Sample CREPORT 002:

 REPORT NO. 02                              CA IDMS/
DC SYSTEM GENERATION REPORT   REL nn.n                       mm/dd/yy PAGE     3
 CREPORT 002                                       SYSTEM NAME:   DCSYSTEM
                                                   SYSTEM VERSION:  110
                                               NETWORK DESCRIPTION BY PHYSICAL TERMINAL

   PTRM     LINE    LTERM                       LINE   DEV  MAX  LINE  PAGE                          CHR        PRT          REPEAT
   NAME     NAME     NAME   BLDR ACTION  VERS   TYPE   TYPE ERR  LEN   LEN  MODEL DISABL ASCII LNDEL DEL CANCEL CLS   DEST   COUNT

 PDDSVT30 DDSVTAM            R              1 DDSVTAM VTAM    3     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 PDDSVT40 DDSVTAM            R              1 DDSVTAM VTAM    3     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 PDDSVT50 DDSVTAM            R              1 DDSVTAM VTAM    3     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 PDDSVT60 DDSVTAM            R              1 DDSVTAM VTAM    3     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 PDDSVT70 DDSVTAM            R              1 DDSVTAM VTAM    3     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0
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 PDDSVT80 DDSVTAM            R              1 DDSVTAM VTAM    3     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 PDDSVT80 DDSVTAM            R              1 DDSVTAM VTAM    3     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 PDDSVT90 DDSVTAM            R              1 DDSVTAM VTAM    3     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 PDDSV110 DDSVTAM            R              1 DDSVTAM VTAM    3     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 PDDSV111 DDSVTAM            R              1 DDSVTAM VTAM    3     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 PU01C    A44IVTMC LU01C     R              1 VTAMLU  SNALU   3     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 PU01D    A44IVTMD LU01D     R              1 VTAMLU  SNALU   3     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 PU02C    A44IVTMC LU02C     R              1 VTAMLU  SNALU   3     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 PU02D    A44IVTMD LU02D     R              1 VTAMLU  SNALU   3     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 PU03C    A44IVTMC LU03C     R              1 VTAMLU  SNALU   3     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 PU03D    A44IVTMD LU03D     R              1 VTAMLU  SNALU   3     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 PU04C    A44IVTMC LU04C     R              1 VTAMLU  SNALU   3     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 PU04D    A44IVTMD LU04D     R              1 VTAMLU  SNALU   3     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 SIMPTE   SIMLINE  SIMLTE    R              1 S3270Q  S3277   3    80    24   2    NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 SYSOUTT  SYSOUTL  SYSOUTT   R              1 SYSOUTL SYSOU   3   132    60   0    NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 TCPLIS01 TCPIP    TCPLIS01  R              1 SOCKET  LISTN   9     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0
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 TCPLIS02 TCPIP    TCPLIS02  R              1 SOCKET  LISTN   9     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 TCPLIS03 TCPIP    TCPLIS03  R              1 SOCKET  LISTN   9     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 TCPLIS04 TCPIP    TCPLIS04  R              1 SOCKET  LISTN   9     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 TCPLIS05 TCPIP    TCPLIS05  R              1 SOCKET  LISTN   9     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

 TCPLIS06 TCPIP    TCPLIS06  R              1 SOCKET  LISTN   9     0     0        NO     NO     00   00   00     1             0

Sample CREPORT 016:

 REPORT NO. 16                                   CA IDMS/
DC SOURCE REPORT   REL nn.n                             mm/dd/yy PAGE   2
 CREPORT 016                                            SYSTEM NAME:   DCSYSTEM
                                                        SYSTEM VERSION:   99
                                                    PHYSICAL TERMINALS WITHIN LINE

                                                        LINE NAME:     UCFLINE

  PTERM NAME  BUILDER  ACTION  VERSION   TYPE  MAX-ERR  LINE-LEN  PAGE-
LEN  MODEL  DISABLED  ASCII  LNDEL  CHRDEL  CANCEL  P-CLASS

   UCFPTB1       G                  1   2F         3         0         0      00     NO       NO      00     00      00         1

   UCFPTB2       G                  1   2F         3         0         0      00     NO       NO      00     00      00         1

   UCFPTB3       G                  1   2F         3         0         0      00     NO       NO      00     00      00         1

   UCFPTB4       G                  1   2F         3         0         0      00     NO       NO      00     00      00         1

   UCFPTB5       G                  1   2F         3         0         0      00     NO       NO      00     00      00         1

Sample CREPORT 018:
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 REPORT NO. 18                                   CA IDMS/
DC SOURCE REPORT   REL nn.n                             mm/dd/yy PAGE   1
 CREPORT 018                                            SYSTEM NAME:   DCSYSTEM
                                                        SYSTEM VERSION:   99
                                                 LOGICAL TERMINAL BY PHYSICAL TERMINAL

     PTERM NAME     LTERM NAME     BUILDER     ACTION     VERSION     PRIORITY      CASE     DISABLED     PRINTER     TASK CODE

      OPERATOR       CONSOLE          G                        1         240       UPPER       NO           NO

      UCFPTB1        UCFLTB1          G                        1                   UPPER       NO           NO

      UCFPTB2        UCFLTB2          G                        1                   UPPER       NO           NO

      UCFPTB3        UCFLTB3          G                        1                   UPPER       NO           NO

      UCFPTB4        UCFLTB4          G                        1                   UPPER       NO           NO

Field Descriptions

Because many of the field names in the network reports are the same from report to report, all the fields in the sample
reports are described once, in alphabetical order:

• ACTION
Indicates whether the entity occurrence being described has been updated (U) or deleted (D) or remain unchanged
(blank) since the most recent generate.

• APPLICATION ID
Defines the VTAM application id used by the system at run time to sign the line on to VTAM (CREPORTs 001 and 014
only).

• APPLICATION PW
Identifies the optional password used by the system to sign on to VTAM (CREPORTs 001 and 014 only).

• ASCII
Indicates whether the physical terminal supports the ASCII character set (CREPORTs 001, 002, 014, 015, and 016
only).

• BACKLOG
Identifies the maximum length for the queue of pending connections TCP/IP allows before disallowing connection
requests (CREPORTs 001 and 014 only).

• BUFFSIZE
Identifies the line I/O page buffer size, in bytes, for the line (CREPORTs 001 and 014 only).

• BUILDER
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Identifies the builder code for the record that defines the entity occurrence. For a description of builder codes, see
Builder Codes table at the end of this section.

• CANCEL
Identifies the control character used as the attention key by the physical terminal device type (CREPORTs 001, 002,
014, 015, and 016 only).

• CASE
Identifies the character set the logical terminal uses on input (CREPORTs 001, 003, 014, 017, and 018 only).

• CHRDEL
Identifies the control character that is used to delete characters (CREPORTs 001, 002, 014, 015, and 016 only).

• DDNAMES
Identifies the ddname and/or file id for the line, as specified in the system startup JCL (CREPORTs 001 and 014 only).

• DEST
Specifies the line destination.

• DEV TYPE or TYPE
(Lines only) Identifies the generic linetype for the terminals that are included in the line group (CREPORTs 001, 002,
014, 015, and 016 only).

• HOST NAME/ADDRESS
Identifies the name or the IP address of the host (CREPORTs 001 and 014 only).

• IDLE
Identifies the time interval a non-permanent DDS connection stays in an idle state after the corresponding DDS
request has finished. (CREPORTs 001 and 014 only).

• LINE-LEN
Identifies the maximum line length in characters for the physical terminal (CREPORTs 001, 002, 014, 015, and 016
only).

• DISABLED/DISABL
Indicates whether the line group, physical terminal, or logical terminal is disabled when the system is started.

• LNDEL
Identifies the control character (flush character) that is used to delete lines (CREPORTs 001, 002, 014, 015, and 016
only).

• MAX ERR
Indicates the number of retries allowed after a terminal I/O error before the teleprocessing monitor disables the
physical terminal (CREPORTs 001, 002, 014, 015, and 016 only).

• MAX CON
For a DDSTCPIP type PTERM, identifies the maximum number of active connections allowed from the local system.
For a LISTENER type PTERM, identifies the maximum number of active BULK PTERM that can be started from that
listener (CREPORTs 001 and 014 only).

• MODE
Indicates whether the mode of the task attached by the listener. Valid values are SYSTEM or USER. (CREPORTs 001
and 014 only)

• MODEL
Identifies the model number of the physical terminal (CREPORTs 001, 002, 014, 015, and 016 only).

• NAME
Identifies the entity being described (can be preceded by SYSTEM, LINE, LTERM, or PTERM).

• PAGE LEN
Identifies the maximum page size, in text lines, for the physical terminal (CREPORTs 001, 002, 014, 015, and 016
only).

• PARM
Identifies a string that is passed to the task attached by generic listening (CREPORTs 001 and 014 only).

• PERM CON
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Identifies the number of permanent DDS connections that can exist between the host and the target system
(CREPORTs 001 and 014 only).

• PLUG-IN
Identifies the name of the plug-in module that implements support for specific TCP/IP stack implementations
(CREPORTs 001 and 014 only).

• PORT
Indicates the number of the listener port (CREPORTs 001 and 014 only).

• PORT-RANGE
Identifies the range of port numbers that are used to BIND the local sockets explicitly. Each time a new DDS
connection is established, the first free port from the range is selected and associated (bound) with the corresponding
socket. If no free port is found, the request is aborted.(CREPORTs 001 and 014 only).

• PRINTER/PRINT
(IDMS DC only) Indicates whether the logical terminal is a 3280-type printer (CREPORTs 001, 003, 014, 017, and 018
only).

• PRINTER CLASS(ES)/PRT CLS
(IDMS DC only) Defines the default printer class for the physical terminal.

• PRIORITY/PRIOR
Identifies the dispatching priority for requests to IDMS DC from the logical terminal (CREPORTs 001, 003, 014, 017,
and 018 only).

• REPEAT COUNT/RPT CT
Indicates the number of times to clone the physical and eventual associated logical terminal when a central version is
started.

• REQUEST PARAM LIST
Indicates the number of write-only input/output requests that can be handled at one time by the local VTAM line group
(CREPORTs 001 and 014 only).

• STACK NAME
Identifies the job name of the TCP/IP stack (CREPORTs 001 and 014 only).

• TARGET NAME/ADDRESS
Identifies the name or the IP address of the target host (CREPORTs 001 and 014 only).

• TASK CODE
Identifies the name of the task code to start when a connection request arrives at a listener PTERM (CREPORTs 001
and 014 only).

• TGT PORT
Identifies the number of the target port (CREPORTs 001 and 014 only).

• TYPE
(Physical terminals only) Identifies the device type of the physical terminal. See DEV TYPE above for a description of
line type.

• VERSION
Identifies the version number of the entity occurrence being described.

CA OLQ Reports (CREPORTs 041 and 046)
CA OLQ reports provide information on CA OLQ runtime parameters that have been defined for each system. CA OLQ
parameters are represented in the dictionary by the CVGDEFS-142 record, which is a logical extension of the SYS-041
record.

CREPORT 041 describes CA OLQ parameters for executable systems; CREPORT 046 describes CA OLQ parameters
for systems that have been defined but not generated. The fields and format of the two reports are the same.

Sample CREPORT 041:
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 REPORT NO. 41                                     CA IDMS/
DC OLQ REPORT   REL nn.n                              mm/dd/yy PAGE   1
 CREPORT 041                                          LISTING OF OLQ PARAMETERS
                                                            OBJECT REPORT

  SYSTEM   OLQ
 VERSION TRANS ID

     99  OLQ      PFKEY MOD BUILDER ACTION    PRINT       PRINT   INTERUPT INT STORAGE  REPORT FILE     INPUT     REPORT   MAXIMUM
                     NAME     CODE   CODE   LINE SIZE   PAGE SIZE  COUNT    PAGE SIZE    PAGE SIZE    LINE SIZE RETENTION RETENTION
                               R                  80          60      100      1,920        4,000            4         1         5

                    REPORT    SQL   BATCH  CONTINUATION SEPARATOR COMMENT      MENU         MAX        MAX REP   MAX REP   MAX SORT
                     DICT    ACCESS CLASS      CHAR        CHAR     CHAR       MODE      INTERRUPT      PAGES     COUNT    STORAGE
                            OLQSQL     0        -           !        ;      ALLOWED                 0       30         5        40

    105  OLQ      PFKEY MOD BUILDER ACTION    PRINT       PRINT   INTERUPT INT STORAGE  REPORT FILE     INPUT     REPORT   MAXIMUM
                     NAME     CODE   CODE   LINE SIZE   PAGE SIZE  COUNT    PAGE SIZE    PAGE SIZE    LINE SIZE RETENTION RETENTION
                               R                  80          60      100      1,920        4,000            4         1         5

                    REPORT    SQL   BATCH  CONTINUATION SEPARATOR COMMENT      MENU         MAX        MAX REP   MAX REP   MAX SORT
                     DICT    ACCESS CLASS      CHAR        CHAR     CHAR       MODE      INTERRUPT      PAGES     COUNT    STORAGE
                            OLQSQL     0        -           !        ;      ALLOWED                 0       30         5        40

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• SYSTEM VERSION
Identifies the system whose OLQ runtime definitions are being described.

• OLQ TRANS ID
Identifies the task code used to invoke the CA OLQ runtime system.

• PFKEY MOD NAME
Identifies the module that contains the default control key assignments for CA OLQ.

• BUILDER CODE
Identifies the builder code for the record that defines the CA OLQ parameters. For a description of builder codes, see
Builder Codes table at the end of this section.

• ACTION CODE
Indicates whether the record that defines the CA OLQ parameters has been updated (U) or deleted (D) or remains
unchanged (blank) since the most recent generate.

• PRINT LINE SIZE
Identifies the line length, in characters, for CA OLQ report output on TTY-type terminals.

• PRINT PAGE SIZE
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Identifies the page length, in lines, for CA OLQ report output on TTY-type terminals.
• INTERRUPT COUNT

Indicates the maximum number of records that will be read by CA OLQ before requesting further terminal input.
• INT STORAGE PAGE SIZE

Indicates the size, in bytes, of the CA OLQ internal storage pages used to store control data across a pseudo-
converse.

• REPORT FILE PAGE SIZE
Indicates the size, in bytes, for CA OLQ report file pages written to the DDLDCRUN area.

• INPUT LINE SIZE
Identifies the number of lines on the screen that are available for input.

• REPORT RETENTION
Identifies the default report retention time, in days.

• MAXIMUM RETENTION
Identifies the maximum report retention time, in days.

• REPORT DICT
Identifies the name of the dictionary in which catalog information on CA OLQ saved reports is stored.

• SQL ACCESS
Indicates how SQL statements used to access a CA IDMS/DB database will be processed. OLQSQL indicates CA
OLQ will process the statements; IDMSSQL indicates CA IDMS/DB will process the statements.

• BATCH CLASS
(z/OS only) Identifies the print class used by CA OLQ when submitting batch jobs.

• CONTINUATION CHAR
Identifies the continuation character for CA OLQ.

• SEPARATOR CHAR
Identifies the separation character for CA OLQ.

• COMMENT CHAR
Identifies the comment character for CA OLQ.

• MENU MODE
Indicates whether menu mode is allowed.

• MAX INTERRUPT
Indicates the maximum interrupt count that a user can specify at run time.

• MAX REP PAGES
Indicates the maximum report size, in pages.

• MAX REP COUNT
Indicates the maximum number of reports each user can save in the DDLDCRUN area.

• MAX SORT STORAGE
Indicates the maximum amount of storage, in K bytes, that CA OLQ can use for sort operations.

Program Description Reports (CREPORTs 004 and 019)
Program description reports provide information on programs that have been included in a DC/UCF system. System-
supplied programs, subschemas, database procedures, maps, edit and code tables, CA ADS dialogs, and user programs
written in COBOL, PL/I, and Assembler are represented in the dictionary as program occurrences.

CREPORT 004 describes programs associated with executable systems; these programs are represented in the
dictionary by the PROGLST-049 record. CREPORT 019 describes programs associated with systems that have been
defined but not generated; these programs are represented by the PROG-051 record. The fields and format of the two
reports are the same.

Sample CREPORT 004:
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 REPORT NO. 04                              CA IDMS/
DC SYSTEM GENERATION REPORT   REL nn.n                       mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
 CREPORT 004                                       SYSTEM NAME:   DCSYSTEM
                                                   SYSTEM VERSION:  110
                                                   PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

 PROGRAM     TYPE         BUILDER ACTION VERSION

                                                                  ERROR      DUMP                          SAVE
                                                      ISA-
SIZE  THRESHOLD  THRESHOLD  LOAD FROM  LANGUAGE  AREA  RESIDENT
 $ACF@GEN  TABLE             R                1            0         5          0     LOADLIB    ASSEMBLER  NO     NO

                                                      CONCURRENT  REUSABLE  REENTRANT  OVERLAYABLE DISABLED PROTECT  NEW COPY
                                                          YES       YES     REENTRANT      NO         NO      NO       NO

                                                      MAINLINE   EXCLUDE     DIALOG                       MULTIPLE
                                                      DIALOG    FROM MENU   STATS ON   DYNAMIC   MPMODE   ENCLAVE
                                                          NO        NO        NO        YES      SYSTEM     YES

                                                                  ERROR      DUMP                          SAVE
                                                      ISA-
SIZE  THRESHOLD  THRESHOLD  LOAD FROM  LANGUAGE  AREA  RESIDENT
 $ACF@TAT  TABLE             R                1            0         5          0     LOADLIB    ASSEMBLER  NO     NO

                                                      CONCURRENT  REUSABLE  REENTRANT  OVERLAYABLE DISABLED PROTECT  NEW COPY
                                                          YES       YES     REENTRANT      NO         NO      NO       NO

                                                      MAINLINE   EXCLUDE     DIALOG                       MULTIPLE
                                                      DIALOG    FROM MENU   STATS ON   DYNAMIC   MPMODE   ENCLAVE
                                                          NO        NO        NO        YES      SYSTEM     YES

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• SYSTEM NAME and VERSION
Identify the name and version of the system associated with the program occurrences being described.

• PROGRAM
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Identifies the program being described.
• TYPE

Identifies the program occurrence as a PROGRAM, MAP, SUBSCHEMA, TABLE, DIALOG, ACCESS MODULE, or
MAP HELP.

• BUILDER
Identifies the builder code for the record that defines the program occurrence. For a description of builder codes, see
Builder Codes table at the end of this section.

• ACTION
Indicates whether the program occurrence has been updated (U) or deleted (D) or remains unchanged (blank) since
the most recent generate.

• VERSION
Identifies the version number associated with the program occurrence.

• ISA-SIZE
(IDMS DC only) Indicates the amount of storage, in bytes, that is allocated for the program's initial storage area (ISA)
(applies to Assembler and PL/I programs only).

• ERROR THRESHOLD
(IDMS DC only) Indicates the number of program check errors that can occur before the program is disabled by the
system.

• DUMP THRESHOLD
(IDMS DC only) Indicates the maximum number of dumps to be taken for program check errors that occur in the
program.

• LOAD FROM
Indicates whether the program resides in a load library (LOADLIB) or in the load area of the dictionary (DICTIONARY).

• LANGUAGE
Identifies the source language of the program.

• SAVE AREA
Indicates whether a save area is acquired automatically before each execution of the program.

• RESIDENT
Indicates whether the program is made resident when the DC/UCF system is started (YES) or whether the program is
a nonresident program that is loaded into the storage pool on request (NO).

• CONCURRENT
Indicates whether the program can process more than one request concurrently.

• REUSABLE
Indicates whether the program is reusable.

• REENTRANT
Indicates whether the program is fully reentrant, quasi-reentrant, or nonreentrant.

• OVERLAYABLE
(IDMS DC only) Indicates whether the program can be overlaid in the program pool.

• DISABLED
Indicates whether the program is disabled when the DC/UCF system is started.

• PROTECT
Indicates whether the DC/UCF storage protection feature is in effect for the program.

• NEW COPY
Indicates whether the new copy facility is enabled.

• MAINLINE DIALOG
Indicates whether (YES) or not (NO) the program is a CA ADS mainline dialog.

• EXCLUDE FROM MENU
For a CA ADS dialog, indicates whether (YES) or not (NO) the dialog will appear on the CA ADS menu screen.

• DIALOG STATS ON
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For a CA ADS dialog, indicates whether (YES) or not (NO) statistics are collected.
• DYNAMIC

Indicates whether (YES) or not (NO) users are allowed to define additional versions of the program at run time either
by means of the DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM command or, if the program is eligible for automatic definition,
through definition of null PDEs on the SYSTEM system generation statement.

• MPMODE
Identifies the multiprocessing mode (MPMODE) for the program. SYSTEM directs DC/UCF to assign a mode to the
program at execution time. ANY specifies an MPMODE of ANY.

• MULTIPLE ENCLAVE
Indicates whether this program is eligible to use the same high level Language Environment process/enclave when
multiple programs are executed in the same task.

Queue Description Reports (CREPORTs 006, 022, and 023)
Queue description reports provide information on queue occurrences associated with a DC/UCF system. CREPORT
006 describes queues associated with executable systems; these queues are represented in the dictionary by the
QUEUELST-029 record. CREPORTs 022 and 023 describe queues associated with systems that have been defined but
not generated; these queues are represented by the QUEUE-030 record. The fields and format of the three reports are
almost identical.

Sample CREPORT 006:

 REPORT NO. 06                              CA IDMS/
DC SYSTEM GENERATION REPORT   REL nn.n                       mm/dd/yy PAGE   1
 CREPORT 006                                       SYSTEM NAME:   DCSYSTEM
                                                   SYSTEM VERSION:   99
                                                   QUEUE DESCRIPTION

                                                                                  THRESHOLD    UPPER                  QUEUE
           QUEUE          PROGRAM       TASK      BUILDER    ACTION    VERSION      VALUE      LIMIT    DISABLED    RETENTION

      OLQQNOTE            OLQSNOTE    OLQTNOTE       R         U            1           1          0      NO             1

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• SYSTEM NAME and VERSION
Identifies the name and version number of the system associated with the queues being described.

• QUEUE
Identifies the queue being described.

• PROGRAM
Identifies the name of the initial program invoked by the task associated with the queue.

• TASK
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Identifies the task code for the task invoked when the number of entries in the queue reaches the limit defined with the
THRESHOLD VALUE parameter (below).

• BUILDER
Identifies the builder code for the record that defines the queue occurrence. For a description of builder codes, see the
Dictionary Builder Codes table at the end of this section.

• ACTION
Indicates whether the queue occurrence has been updated (U) or deleted (D) or remains unchanged (blank) since the
most recent generate.

• VERSION
Indicates the version number of the queue being described.

• THRESHOLD VALUE
Indicates the number of entries that must be in the queue before the system invokes the task associated with the
queue.

• UPPER LIMIT
Indicates the maximum number of records that can be directed to the queue.

• DISABLED
Indicates whether the queue is disabled at system startup.

• QUEUE RETENTION
Indicates the queue retention period in days.

SQL CACHE Reports (CREPORTs 047 and 048)
SQL CACHE reports provide information on SQL CACHE parameters that have been defined for each system. SQL
CACHE parameters are represented in the dictionary by the CVGDEFS-142 record, which is a logical extension of the
SYS-041 record.

CREPORT 047 describes SQL CACHE parameters for systems that have been defined but not generated; CREPORT
048 describes SQL CACHE parameters for executable systems. The fields and the formats of the two reports are the
same.

Sample CREPORT 048:

 REPORT NO. 48                                   CA IDMS SQL CACHE REPORT   REL nn.n                             mm/
dd/yy PAGE     1
 CREPORT 048                                       LISTING OF SQL CACHE PARAMETERS
                                                           OBJECT REPORT

          SYSTEM VERSION    99          DEFAULT CACHING IS OFF                                 STATEMENTS

          SYSTEM VERSION   110          DEFAULT CACHING IS ON                              700 STATEMENTS
                                        EXCEPT CONNECT TO APPLDICT
                                        EXCEPT CONNECT TO TSTDICT

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:
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• SYSTEM VERSION
Identifies the system whose SQL CACHE runtime definitions are being described.

• DEFAULT CACHING
Specifies whether caching of dynamic SQL statements is enable by default.

• n STATEMENTS
Specifies the maximum number (n) of SQL statements that can be placed in SQL CACHE.

• EXCEPT CONNECT TO
Identifies the name of a dictionary/catalog to which a user of the CV can connect. The connect-names form an
exception list to the default caching specification.

Symbol Table Report (CREPORT 053)
The symbol table report lists information on symbol table load modules stored in the system dictionary DDLDCLOD area.

Sample CREPORT 053:

REPORT NO. 53                                 CA IDMS/
DC LOAD AREA REPORT    REL nn.n                           mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
CREPORT 053                                                 SYMBOL TABLES

                                  NUM RLD     ENTRY PT       MODULE       COMPILE      COMPILE
      MODULE NAME     VERSION     ENTRIES     ADDRESS        LENGTH         DATE         TIME

        ADMI01D            1           7           0            5,036     mm/dd/
yy      hhmmss
        ADOLFIX            1           8           0            6,008     mm/dd/
yy      hhmmss
        ADOL01D            1           7           0            7,976     mm/dd/
yy      hhmmss
        ADRP01D            1          14           0            2,768     mm/dd/
yy      hhmmss
        ANSI01D            1           7           0            6,144     mm/dd/
yy      hhmmss
        BIFX01D3           1          21           0            3,408     mm/dd/
yy      hhmmss
        BIFX02D            1          21           0            4,600     mm/dd/
yy      hhmmss
        CLSTAX1            1           7           0            3,424     mm/dd/
yy      hhmmss
        CLSTOX1            1           7           0            3,424     mm/dd/
yy      hhmmss
        CLSTRHDX           1           7           0            3,424     mm/dd/
yy      hhmmss
        CLSTRHDY           1           7           0            3,424     mm/dd/
yy      hhmmss
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Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• MODULE NAME
Name of the symbol table load module.

• VERSION
Version number of the symbol table load module.

• NUM RLD ENTRIES
Number of entries in the relocation dictionary (RLD) for the symbol table load module.

• ENTRY PT ADDRESS
Entry point address of the symbol table load module.

• MODULE LENGTH
Length, in bytes, of the object text for the symbol table load module.

• COMPILE DATE
Date the symbol table load module was compiled (mm/dd/yy).

• COMPILE TIME
Time the symbol table load module was compiled (hhmmss).

System Options Reports (CREPORTs 011 and 025)
System options reports provide detailed information on DC/UCF systems that have been defined to the dictionary.
CREPORT 011 describes the options defined for executable systems; these systems are represented in the dictionary by
the SYSMO-170 record. CREPORT 025 describes options defined for systems that have been defined but not generated;
these systems are represented by the SYS-041 record. The fields and format of the two reports are the same.

Sample CREPORT 011:

 REPORT NO. 11                                    CA IDMS/
DC SYSTEM GENERATION REPORT  REL nn.n    mm/dd/yy            PAGE     1
 CREPORT 011                                           DC SYSTEM OPTIONS - SYSGEN

 SYSTEM NAME                    VERSION  BUILDER  GENERATION ID  SYSTEM ID  OPERATING SYSTEM            DESCRIPTION
 DCSYSTEM                         110        R       TECHD110    TECHD110        OS/MVS

 DATE CREATED:   mm/dd/yy  PREPARED BY:  MET       DATE LAST USED:  mm/dd/
yy  REVISED BY:  JOS

 DC PARAMETERS:
    STORAGE ALLOCATION:   CWA   PROGRAM   STORAGE    STORAGE  REENTRANT  XA PROGRAM  XA STORAGE  XA REENTRANT   RELOCATABLE
                          SIZE  POOL(K)  CUSHION(K)  POOL(K)    POOL(K)    POOL(K)     POOL(K)      POOL(K)     THRESHOLD(%)
                         32000     600       100        700       400       1000       50000         9000          100

    RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT:  MAXIMUM        - - - - - - - - - SYSTEM RUN UNITS - - - - - - - - -          STORAGE   ALTERNATE  TICKER
                         TASKS  MSGDICT  SCRATCH/QUEUE  SIGNON/
DEST  LOADER  SECURITY  SYSTEM/DEST  PROTECTION  PROT KEY  INTERVAL
                            113        4            4            4          4      4          4          YES          0         1
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                          AUTOMATIC     - - - - - UNDEFINED LOADABLE - - -- - -      PRINTED   PRINTER  - - RESOURCE TIMEOUT - -
                          NEW COPY  SUBSCHEMAS  MAPS  TABLES  DIALOGS  ACCESS MODULES  REP RET CHECKPOINT INTERVAL PROGRAM VERSION
                            YES         YES       YES    YES     YES          YES           7       OFF        OFF    RHDCBYE    1

                                                                               XA     MULTIPLE    TRANS
                          OLQ  ADSO  PF KEYS  OLM KEYS  PAGE REL  LOADLIST  SCRATCH   ENCLAVE    SHARING
                          YES  YES     YES      YES       NO      SYSLOAD      YES       NO        OFF

    INTERNAL               STG        LOCK       CALL       DBIO      EXTERNAL         STG        LOCK       CALL       DBIO
     LIMITS:              LIMIT      LIMIT      LIMIT      LIMIT       LIMITS:        LIMIT      LIMIT      LIMIT      LIMIT
      OFF                     0          0          0          0        OFF               0          0          0          0

    OPERATING SYSTEM      LOG TO      - - LOGGING INFORMATION - -         LOG      SVC
          INTERFACE       DATABASE  FILE 1  COUNT 1    FILE 2  COUNT 2   DEVICE   NUMBER
                           YES    CDMSLOGA        0                  0  DOS ONLY     175

                          3270 PRINT
                              KEY       WTO DESCRIPTION CODES                         WTO ROUTE CODES
                              PF12      NONE                                          01,02,11

    ERROR HANDLING:       INACTIVE   RUNAWAY   SYSTEM  SYSTEM   TRACE   USER  USERTRACE  ABRU  DEADLOCK
                          INTERVAL   INTERVAL   DUMP   TRACE   ENTRIES  TRACE  ENTRIES   SNAP  INTERVAL
                           NONE         10       YES     ON       9999   OFF        0     YES       1

    SYSTEM INTERNALS:         ABEND       DPE      ECB      RCE    RLE   STACKSIZE    PRIMARY    SECONDARY
                          STORAGE(WDS)   COUNT  LIST(WDS)  COUNT  COUNT    (WDS)      NULL PDES  NULL PDES
                                1000     3000       226     4000  32000    2000            64         64

    STATISTICS OPTIONS:   TIME INTERVAL        BY TASK    BY TRAN    BY LINE    BY USER
                                     0           YES        YES        NO         YES           COLLECT

 DB PARAMETERS:   JOURNAL   MAXIMUM     AREA      AREA   RETRIEVAL  UPDATE     SCRATCH/
QUEUE     JOURNAL     JOURNAL
                 RETRIEVAL  SYSLOCKS  THRESHOLD   RETRY   LOCKING   LOCKING JOURNAL BEFORE ONLY  FRAGMENT  TRANSACTION
                   NOJOUR     150000       1     FOREVER   NOLOCK    NOLOCK         YES            OFF           0

                  ON COMMIT WRITE COMT                   ON ROLLBACK RETAIN ID
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 CV PARAMETERS:    CHKUSER            EXTERNAL  INTERNAL  MAXIMUM
                    TASKS   CVNUMBER    WAIT      WAIT     ERUS    RUPRTY
                      50      110     FOREVER   FOREVER      50        0

 SYSCTL PARAMETERS:      DD NAME   DB NAME               NODE NAME
                        SYSCTL              DEFAULT                  DEFAULT

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• SYSTEM NAME and VERSION
Identifies the DC/UCF system being described.

• BUILDER
Identifies the builder code for the record that defines the system occurrence. For a description of builder codes, see the
Dictionary Builder Codes table at the end of this section.

• GENERATION ID
Identifies the unique identifier for the system, as defined in the system options table at startup.

• SYSTEM ID
Indicates the name (nodename) by which the DC/UCF system is known to other nodes in the DC/UCF communications
network.

• OPERATING SYSTEM
Identifies the name of the host operating system under which the DC/UCF system runs.

• DESCRIPTION
Identifies the system description defined to the dictionary.

• DATE CREATED
Identifies the date the system occurrence was added to the dictionary.

• PREPARED BY
Identifies the user who added the system occurrence to the dictionary.

• DATE LAST USED
Identifies the date the system occurrence was last accessed.

• REVISED BY
Identifies the user who last modified the system occurrence.

• STORAGE ALLOCATION
Describes the storage allocation parameters:
– CWA SIZE

Identifies size, in kilobytes, of the Common Work Area (CWA).
– PROGRAM POOL(K)

Identifies the amount of storage, in kilobytes, that is available for loading nonresident programs, subschemas,
maps, database procedures.

– STORAGE CUSHION(K)
Identifies the amount of storage, in kilobytes, that is available in the storage pool for currently executing tasks.

– STORAGE POOL(K)
Identifies the amount of storage, in kilobytes, that is provided for subschema work areas, COBOL working storage
sections, user variable storage, packet-data-movement buffers, and SPF work areas (SPF users only).

– REENTRANT POOL(K)
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Indicates the size, in kilobytes, of an optional secondary program pool reserved for reentrant programs and tables
(for example, subschemas, database procedures, and IDMS DC maps).

– XA PROGRAM POOL
For systems supporting 31-bit addressing, identifies the size, in kilobytes, of the 31-bit program pool.

– XA STORAGE POOL
For systems supporting 31-bit addressing, identifies the size, in kilobytes, of storage pool number 255 (the 31-bit
storage pool).

– XA REENTRANT POOL
For systems supporting 31-bit addressing, indicates the size, in kilobytes, of the 31-bit reentrant pool.

– RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD (%)
Indicates that the system should write relocatable storage to the scratch area across a pseudo-converse when the
amount of space used in the storage pool reaches the indicated percentage.

• RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT
Describes the runtime parameters:
– MAXIMUM TASKS

Indicates the maximum number of user tasks that can be active concurrently. This number does not include external
request units or the IDMS-DC system tasks. For users executing under the central version, the value includes tasks
invoked by online IDD, the online subschema compiler, and CA OLQ.

– SYSTEM RUN UNITS
Indicates the number of system run units initiated at startup to service:

Message dictionary requests (MSGDICT)

Queue requests (SCRATCH/QUEUE)

Signon requests (SIGNON/DEST)

Dictionary load requests (LOADER)

Security requests on system-level resources (SECURITY)

Destination requests (SYSTEM/DEST)

– STORAGE PROTECTION
(IDMS DC only) Indicates whether the storage protection feature is enabled for the system.

– ALTERNATE PROT KEY
(IDMS DC only) Indicates the number of the alternate storage protect key used by the IDMS DC system storage
protection feature.

– TICKER INTERVAL
Indicates how frequently, in wall-clock seconds, the system checks for the occurrence of timer-related events.

– AUTOMATIC NEW COPY
Indicates the action taken if, in loading a program from the load area, the system finds that the program has been
deleted. YES indicates that the system attempts to load the program from the system load library. NO indicates that
the system does not attempt to load the program from the system load library until a DCMT VARY PROGRAM NEW
COPY or an IDMS CV operator VARY SUBSCHEMA NEW COPY is issued.

– UNDEFINED LOADABLE
Indicates whether SUBSCHEMAS, MAPS, TABLES, DIALOGS, and ACCESS MODULES can be automatically
defined to the dictionary at run time.

– PRINTED REP RET
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(IDMS DC only) Identifies the amount of time, in days, that the DC system retains a report in the scratch/queue
area.

– PRINTER CHECKPOINT
(IDMS DC only) Identifies the page count (printer checkpoints) for all active reports. A value of 0 or OFF indicates
that interrupted reports are reprinted from the beginning. Any other value indicates that printing is resumed at the
last checkpoint.

– RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL
(IDMS DC only) Identifies the amount of time, in wall-clock seconds, that the IDMS DC system permits a terminal to
be inactive before freeing the terminal resources.

– RESOURCE TIMEOUT PROGRAM/VERSION
(IDMS DC only) Identifies the name and version number of the program invoked by IDMS DC to handle the
resources of an inactive terminal that has exceeded the timeout interval.

– OLQ
Indicates whether the system includes CA OLQ.

– ADSO
Indicates whether the system includes CA ADS.

– PF KEYS
Indicates whether the system includes at least one keys table.

– OLM KEYS
Indicates whether a key table is defined for OLM.

– PAGE REL
Indicates whether the system invokes operating system services when one or more virtual pages are no longer
required and the contents of those pages need not be saved.

– LOADLIST
Identifies the default load list to be used by the system when searching for programs.

– XA SCRATCH
Indicates whether or not the scratch area (DDLDCSCR) uses a 31-bit storage pool.

• MULTIPLE ENCLAVE
Indicates whether the programs in this system are eligible to use the same high level Language Environment process/
enclave when multiple programs are executed in the same task.

• TRAN SHARING
Specifies whether to activate the Transaction Sharing option for all tasks.

• INTERNAL LIMITS
Indicates whether DC/UCF controls limits on all tasks defined to the system during system generation or at run time.
ENABLED indicates that limits are enforced; DISABLED indicates that limits are not enforced except by means of a
DCMT VARY LIMITS command. OFF indicates that limits are not enforced.
– STG LIMIT

Indicates the storage limit, in kilobytes, that a task can hold at one time.
– LOCK LIMIT

Indicates the limit of record locks that a task can set.
– CALL LIMIT

Indicates the limit of system service calls (for example, #GETSTG, #LOAD) a task can issue.
– DBIO LIMIT

Indicates the limit of database I/O operations (for example, reads and writes) that are performed for a task.
• EXTERNAL LIMITS

Indicates whether DC/UCF controls limits on all tasks associated with external request units (that is, ERUS tasks).
ENABLED indicates that limits are enforced; DISABLED indicates that limits are not enforced except by means of a
DCMT VARY LIMITS command. OFF indicates that limits are not enforced.
– STG LIMIT
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Indicates the storage limit, in kilobytes, that a task can hold at one time.
– LOCK LIMIT

Indicates the limit of record locks that a task can set.
– CALL LIMIT

Indicates the limit of system service calls (for example, #GETSTG, #LOAD) a task can issue.
– DBIO LIMIT

Indicates the limit of database I/O operations (for example, reads and writes) that are performed for a task.
• OPERATING SYSTEM INTERFACE

Describes the parameters that define how the DC/UCF system and the operating system interact.
– LOG TO DATABASE

Indicates whether log records are written to the DDLDCLOG area of the dictionary.
– LOGGING INFORMATION

Identifies the system log file and the maximum number of records that can be written to FILE 1, the primary file, and
FILE 2, the alternate log file. If COUNT 1 is 0, a maximum number of records was not defined. If COUNT 2 is -1, an
alternate log file was not defined. If COUNT 1 and COUNT 2 are both 0, log records are written to the DDLDCLOG
area of the dictionary.

– LOG DEVICE
(z/VSE only) Identifies the device type for the log file.

– SVC NUMBER
Identifies the number of the SVC used for communication between IDMS CV and external request units.

– 3270 PRINT KEY
Identifies the PF key used to print screen contents.

– WTO DESCRIPTION CODES
(z/OS only) Identifies the z/OS operator message codes, which are used to identify the values supplied to the DESC
parameter for write-to operator (WTO) macros issued by the system.

– WTO ROUTE CODES
(z/OS only) Identifies the z/OS operator message routing codes, which are used to identify values for the
ROUTCDE parameter for write-to-operator (WTO) macros issued by the system.

• ERROR HANDLING
Describes error handling procedures.
– INACTIVE INTERVAL

(IDMS DC only) Indicates the time, in wall-clock seconds, that the system allows an internal task to wait for a
resource before abnormally terminating the task.

– RUNAWAY INTERVAL
Indicates the maximum time, in wall-clock seconds, that the system allows a task or transaction to execute between
interval waits before abnormally terminating the task or transaction.

– SYSTEM DUMP
Indicates whether the DC/UCF system takes a memory dump for all system abend codes.

– SYSTEM TRACE
(IDMS DC only) Indicates whether the IDMS DC system trace facility is enabled to trace system events during
program development and debugging.

– TRACE ENTRIES
(IDMS DC only) Indicates the number of entries allocated to the trace table buffer.

– USER TRACE
(IDMS DC only) Indicates whether the user trace facility is enabled to trace program requests for IDMS DC system
services.

– USERTRACE ENTRIES
Indicates the number of entries allocated to the user trace buffer.

– ABRU SNAP
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Indicates whether a snap dump is written to the log when an external request unit terminates abnormally.
– DEADLOCK INTERVAL

Indicates the amount of time, in wall-clock seconds, that elapses before the system searches for deadlocked tasks.
• SYSTEM INTERNALS

Describe the internal characteristics of the system.
– ABEND STORAGE(WDS)

(IDMS DC only) Indicates the amount of storage, in fullwords, available to the IDMS DC system for processing
abends.

– DPE COUNT
(IDMS DC only) Indicates the number of deadlock prevention elements (DPEs) allocated to the IDMS DC system at
startup.

– ECB LIST(WDS)
(IDMS DC only) Indicates the size, in fullwords, of the storage allocated for the Event Control Block list.

– RCE COUNT
(IDMS DC only) Indicates the number of resource control elements (RCEs) allocated to the IDMS DC system at
startup.

– RLE COUNT
Indicates the number of resource link elements (RLEs) allocated to the DC/UCF system at startup.

– STACKSIZE (WDS)
(IDMS DC only) Indicates the size, in fullwords, of the work storage stack within the task control element (TCE) of
the IDMS DC system.

– PRIMARY NULL PDES
Indicates the number of null program definition elements (PDEs) allocated at system startup for the automatic
definition of programs not defined in PROGRAM statements. The default 0 indicates that automatic definition is
disallowed.

– SECONDARY NULL PDES
Indicates the number of additional PDEs that can be allocated from the storage pool when the primary null PDEs
have been used.

• STATISTICS OPTIONS
Describe how system statistics are logged.
– TIME INTERVAL

Indicates how frequently (in seconds) histograms and system statistics are collected.
– BY TASK

Indicates whether the DC/UCF system collects CPU-time statistics for each task.
– BY TRAN

Indicates whether the DC/UCF system collects statistics on a transaction-by-transaction basis for all tasks.
– BY LINE

Specifies whether the DC/UCF system collects by-line histograms.
– BY USER

Indicates whether the DC/UCF system collects separate by-task CPU time statistics for system-mode time and
user-mode time.

– COLLECT/WRITE
Indicates whether the system is collecting by-task histograms or task statistics. COLLECT (the default) indicates
collection of by-task histograms; WRITE indicates collection of task statistics.

• DB PARAMETERS
Describe database access, journaling, and locking parameters.

• JOURNAL RETRIEVAL
Indicates whether the system is writing BGIN and ENDJ checkpoints to the journal file for retrieval transactions.

• MAXIMUM SYSLOCKS
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Indicates the maximum number of record that the system is to maintain for all run units at a given time.
• AREA THRESHOLD

Indicates the point at which, during ready processing, the system will begin to accumulate area locks for a database
transaction. OFF directs the system not to accumulate area locks until the system can acquire all areas needed by a
database transaction.

• AREA RETRY
Indicates the number of times the system will continue trying to gain access to all areas without accumulating area
locks. FOREVER directs the system to keep trying until it acquires all areas or until operating system resource and
time limits are exceeded.

• RETRIEVAL LOCKING
Indicates whether the system is to maintain locks automatically for records in areas accessed in shared retrieval mode.

• UPDATE LOCKING
Indicates whether the system is to maintain locks automatically for records in areas accessed in protected update
mode.

• SCRATCH/QUEUE JOURNAL BEFORE ONLY
Indicates whether the system performs partial journaling. NO indicates that full journaling is taking place (that is, both
before and after images are being written to the journal file).

• JOURNAL FRAGMENT
Indicates the maximum number of journal blocks to write to the journal file before the system writes a dummy segment
(DSEG) record to the journal file. OFF indicates that the journal fragment interval is off.

• JOURNAL TRANSACTION
Indicates the number of active transactions that must be running in a DC/UCF system to defer the writing of a journal
block.

• ON COMMIT
Specifies options that control commit behavior for all tasks in the system. Valid values are:
– WRITE COMT

Writes a COMT journal record.
– WRITE ENDJ

Writes an ENDJ journal record.
– NEW ID

Assigns a new local transaction ID.
– RETain ID

Retains the existing local transaction ID.
• ON ROLLBACK

Specifies options that control rollback behavior for tasks in this system. These options apply only to rollback operations
in which the transaction is continued. Valid values are:
– RETAIN ID

Retains the existing local transaction ID on a rollback.
– NEW ID

Assigns a new local transaction ID on a rollback.
• CV PARAMETERS

Describe abend handling and time parameters for the central version.
• CHKUSER TASKS

(z/OS only) Indicates the number of tasks started by the system at run time to detect abnormally terminated z/OS
batch transactions. The value also represents the maximum number of batch transactions that can access the
database concurrently, overriding the MAXIMUM ERUS parameter.

• CVNUMBER
Indicates the number of the DC/UCF system to the CA IDMS SVC.

• EXTERNAL WAIT
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Indicates the time, in wall-clock seconds, that the system waits for an external request unit to issue a database request
before abnormally terminating the transaction.

• INTERNAL WAIT
Indicates the time, in wall-clock seconds, that the system permits an external request unit to wait for a database or
system resource before abnormally terminating the transaction.

• MAXIMUM ERUS
Indicates the maximum number of external request units (ERUs) that can be active concurrently.

• RUPRTY
Indicates the default execution priority for all transactions.

• SYSCTL PARAMETERS
Describes parameters for the system control file used by programs executing outside the system region/partition.

• DDNAME
(z/OS only) Identifies the ddname of the system control (SYSCTL) file used by the system.

• DBNAME
Identifies the dictionary or database to which the system will route requests from programs using the SYSCTL file.

• ALWAYS/DEFAULT
Indicates which database/dictionary is accessed by programs at run time. ALWAYS indicates that programs always use
the database named in the SYSCTL file regardless of IDMSOPTI or program specifications. DEFAULT indicates that
programs use the database/dictionary named in the SYSCTL file only if a dictionary/database name is not specified in
the IDMSOPTI module or in the program.

• NODE NAME
Identifies the name of a DC/UCF system defined to DC/UCF communications network to which the system will route
requests from programs using the SYSCTL file.

• ALWAYS/DEFAULT
Indicates which node is accessed by programs at run time. ALWAYS indicates that programs use the node named in
the SYSCTL file, regardless of the IDMSOPTI or program specifications. DEFAULT indicates that programs use the
node named in the SYSCTL file only if a node is not specified in the IDMSOPTI module or in the program.

Task Description Reports (CREPORTs 005, 020, and 021)
Task description reports provide information on tasks that have been associated with a DC/UCF system. CREPORT 005
describes tasks associated with executable systems; these tasks are represented in the dictionary by the TASKLST-023
record. CREPORTs 020 and 021 describe tasks associated with systems that have been defined but not generated; these
tasks are represented by the TASK-025 record.

The fields and format of the three task reports are almost identical. In CREPORTs 005 and 020, task/program
relationships are listed in alphabetical order by task name. In CREPORT 020 task/program relationships are listed in
alphabetical order by program name.

Sample CREPORT 005:

 REPORT NO. 05                              CA IDMS/
DC SYSTEM GENERATION REPORT   REL nn.n                       mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
 CREPORT 005                                       SYSTEM NAME:   DCSYSTEM
                                                   SYSTEM VERSION:  110
                                                   TASK DESCRIPTION
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 TASK       TASK            PROG                     TCF     TCF                                                       SAVE    STG
 NAME       VERS   PROGRAM  VERS BUILDER   ACTION  TASKCODE  VERS PRIORITY   INPUT       MAP      INTERNAL  DISABLED  SCREEN   LOC

 ADAI          1   ADAPMAIN    1    R                           1   100       YES        NO         NO         NO      YES     ANY

                   ---RESOURCE TIMEOUT---  --
AREA ACQUIRE--  MAX  INACTIVE   - - - - - - RESOURCE LIMITS - - - - - -  PRODUCT PRINT
          PROTOCOL PROGRAM  VERS INTERVAL  RETRY  THRESHOLD TASKS INTERVAL   CALLS       DBIO      LOCKS    STORAGE    CODE    KEY

          DEFRESP              1 SYSTEM   FOREVER    OFF     OFF   SYSTEM    SYSTEM     SYSTEM     SYSTEM    SYSTEM

          ON COMMIT SYSTEM                  ON ROLLBACK SYSTEM       TRAN SHARING SYSTEM

 TASK       TASK            PROG                     TCF     TCF                                                       SAVE    STG
 NAME       VERS   PROGRAM  VERS BUILDER   ACTION  TASKCODE  VERS PRIORITY   INPUT       MAP      INTERNAL  DISABLED  SCREEN   LOC

 ADS           1   ADSORUN1    1    R                           1   100       YES        NO         NO         NO      YES     ANY

                   ---RESOURCE TIMEOUT---  --
AREA ACQUIRE--  MAX  INACTIVE   - - - - - - RESOURCE LIMITS - - - - - -  PRODUCT PRINT
          PROTOCOL PROGRAM  VERS INTERVAL  RETRY  THRESHOLD TASKS INTERVAL   CALLS       DBIO      LOCKS    STORAGE    CODE    KEY

          DEFRESP              1 SYSTEM   FOREVER    OFF     OFF   SYSTEM    SYSTEM     SYSTEM     SYSTEM    SYSTEM

          ON COMMIT SYSTEM                  ON ROLLBACK SYSTEM       TRAN SHARING SYSTEM

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• SYSTEM NAME and VERSION
Identify the name and version of the system associated with the tasks being described.

• TASK and TASK VERS
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Identify the name and version number of the task being described.
• PROGRAM and PROG VERS

Identify the name and version number of the initial program invoked by the system for the task being described.
• BUILDER

Identifies the builder code for the record that defines the task occurrence. For a description of builder codes, see the
Builder Codes table at the end of this section.

• ACTION
Indicates whether the task occurrence has been updated (U) or deleted (D) or remains unchanged (blank) since the
most recent generate of the system.

• TCF TASKCODE
Identifies the code that invokes the transfer control facility (TCF) control program (RHDCUMBR) under which this task
will run.

• TCF VERS
Identifies the version of the TCF task code.

• PRIORITY
Identifies the dispatching priority for the task.

• INPUT
Indicates whether the terminal input buffer associated with the task contains data in addition to the task code at run
time.

• MAP
Indicates whether a mapout operation is performed automatically when the task is invoked.

• INTERNAL
Indicates whether the task can be invoked internally and/or externally. YES indicates that the task can only be invoked
internally; NO indicates that the task can be invoked internally or externally.

• DISABLED
Indicates whether the task is disabled when the system is started.

• SAVE SCREEN
Indicates whether screen contents associated with the task are saved before an immediate-write data stream is written
to the terminal.

• STG LOC
Indicates whether programs that run under the task can reside anywhere in the DC/UCF region (ANY) or whether
programs must reside below 16 megabytes (BELOW).

• PROTOCOL
Indicates the response protocol to be used by the task when communicating with terminals associated with a VTAMLIN
type line. Possible values are DEFRESP and EXPRESP.

• RESOURCE TIMEOUT PROGRAM/ VERS
Identifies the name and version of the resource timeout program, which the system invokes to handle the resources
owned by an inactive terminal following the expiration of the resource timeout interval.

• RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL
Specifies the amount of time the system is to permit a terminal to be inactive before invoking the terminal resource
program. SYSTEM directs the system to use the INTERVAL IS value specified on the RESOURCE TIMEOUT
parameter of the SYSTEM system generation statement.

• AREA ACQUIRE RETRY
Identifies the limit on the number of times the system will continue trying to gain access to all areas without
accumulating area locks. FOREVER directs the system to keep trying until it acquires all areas or until operating
system resource and time limits are exceeded. SYSTEM directs the system to use the value specified on the AREA
ACQUISITION THRESHOLD parameter of the SYSTEM system generation statement.

• AREA ACQUIRE THRESHOLD
Indicates the number of times, during ready processing, that the system will wait on an area lock before it starts to
accumulate area locks for a transaction. OFF directs the system not to accumulate area locks. SYSTEM directs the
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system to use the values specified in the AREA ACQUISITION THRESHOLD parameter of the SYSTEM system
generation statement.

• MAX TASKS
Indicates the limit of maximum concurrent threads for a task. OFF indicates the system does not limit the number of
concurrent threads.

• INACTIVE INTERVAL
Indicates the amount of time the system is to permit an internal task to wait for a resource before abnormally
terminating the task. SYSTEM directs the system to use the value specified on the INACTIVE INTERVAL parameter of
the SYSTEM system generation statement.

• RESOURCE LIMIT CALLS
Indicates the limit of system service calls (for example, OBTAIN CALC), that can be issued by an online task. SYSTEM
directs the system to use the limit specified in the CALL LIMIT FOR ONLINE TASKS parameter on the SYSTEM
system generation statement.

• RESOURCE LIMIT DBIO
Indicates the limit of database I/O operations (reads and writes) that can be issued by an online task. SYSTEM directs
the system to use the limit specified in the DBIO LIMIT FOR ONLINE TASKS parameter on the SYSTEM system
generation statement.

• RESOURCE LIMIT LOCKS
Indicates the limit of record locks allocated to an online task during the life of the task. SYSTEM directs the system
to use the limit specified in the LOCK LIMIT FOR ONLINE TASKS parameter on the SYSTEM system generation
statement.

• RESOURCE LIMIT STORAGE
Indicates the limit of storage, in kilobytes, that an online task can hold at one time. SYSTEM directs the system to
use the limit specified in the STORAGE LIMIT FOR ONLINE TASKS parameter on the SYSTEM system generation
statement.

• PRODUCT CODE
Indicates a generic name for a product and related task codes.

• PRINT KEY
Indicates the print-screen key assignment. SYS directs the system to use the print key assignment specified on the
PRINT KEY parameter of the SYSTEM system generation statement.

• ON COMMIT
Specifies options that control commit behavior for the task. Valid values are:
– WRITE COMT

Writes a COMT journal record.
– WRITE ENDJ

Writes an ENDJ journal record.
– NEW ID

Assigns a new local transaction ID.
– RETain ID

Retains the existing local transaction ID.
• ON ROLLBACK

Specifies options that control rollback behavior for tasks in this system. These options apply only to rollback operations
in which the transaction is continued. Valid values are:
– RETAIN ID

Retains the existing local transaction ID on a rollback.
– NEW ID

Assigns a new local transaction ID on a rollback.
• TRAN SHARING

Specifies whether to activate the Transaction Sharing option for the task or whether the option for the task is based on
the SYSTEM statement (SYSTEM).
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Builder Codes
The following Dictionary Builder Codes table presents the builder codes that are referenced in the DREPORTs and
CREPORTs.

Builder Code Input Source
D DDDL compiler
S Schema compiler
C DC/UCF mapping compilers
V Subschema compiler
G DC/UCF system generation compiler, before GENERATE

command
R DC/UCF system generation compiler, after GENERATE command
M DML processors
A ADS/ONLINE dialog generator
X IDMSDIRL utility

NOTE
The builder code identifies the component that defined the entity occurrence to the dictionary or the component
that last updated the entity occurrence.

IDMS Dictionary Migrator Reports
This section describes and illustrates the nine reports produced by CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator. Each report tracks a
different activity performed by CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator. You receive reports with detail and summary results of an
extraction, comparisons of the extractions to the object dictionary, parameter input and dictionary verifications, a summary
of syntax production difficulties, and a listing of syntax statements produced by CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator.

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator produces nine comprehensive reports:

From the information in the reports, you can preview the migration to check parameter statements, the total number of
transactions that occur during the migration, and the detail of each transaction. You can also use the reports to compare
the extracted entities to the object dictionary and review any discrepancies. If any difficulties were encountered in the
production of syntax, you can use the reports to identify corrective measures. The reports give you complete control of the
migration.

When reviewing these reports, you should remember the attributes of a successful migration:

• Everything needed to recreate an entity in another environment is migrated or accessible.
• Introduction of the migrated entities will not adversely affect anything already in the target dictionary.

The following table includes a brief description of the reports. Each report tracks a different activity. Reports also contain
descriptions of errors, problems, or anything adversely affected in the target dictionary.

Report Report Description
Parameter Verification Report Displays the parameter statements entered for an execution of CA

IDMS Dictionary Migrator after the syntax of the statements has
been checked.

Source Dictionary Verification Report Provides information on the source dictionary after it has been
checked for entities.
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Extract Summary Report Provides information on the total number of transactions that will
take place for the upload to the target dictionary.

Extract Detail Report Provides information on each entity that will be extracted from the
source dictionary and migrated to the target dictionary.

Entity Discrepancy Report Displays information on possible conflicts or inconsistencies that
could occur as result of migration.

Entity Cross-Reference Report Displays the extracted entities that are currently used in the object
dictionary.

Syntax Production Report Displays messages reflecting problems that have occurred in the
creation of syntax.

Syntax Files Display Report Shows the contents of each syntax file that will be used by the CA
IDMS utilities and compilers or the CA IDMS utilities to populate
the object dictionary.

Catalog Navigation Report Provides information on the SQL entities that will be extracted
from the source catalog specified.

Parameter Verification Report

The Parameter Verification Report displays the parameter statements entered for an execution of CA IDMS Dictionary
Migrator after the syntax of the statements has been checked. The statement, as you entered it, is displayed in the right
column. If there are errors, they will be marked. Informative, warning, and error messages appear in the left column of the
report.

The following report shows a sample Parameter Verification Report.

The Parameter Verification Report contains:

• release number -- the version of CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator that was installed, where nn.nn represents the release
number and the subrelease number.

• message code -- the eight-character code of an informative or error message.
• message text -- information that explains the message code.
• parameter statement -- display of parameter statement as you have entered it.

   CA TOOLS    RELEASE          CA IDMS/Dictionary Migrator         DATE         TIME   
      PAGE
               nn.nn          PARAMETER VERIFICATION REPORT       mm/dd/yy    hh:mm:ss  
     nnnn
                                            V---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----
+----5----+----6----+----7-V
  NKWP091I INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT           PROCESS,
  NKWP092I CONTINUATION STATEMENT               IDO=(???????,???????),
  NKWP092I CONTINUATION STATEMENT               IDS=(???????,???????),
  NKWP092I CONTINUATION STATEMENT               OBJD=EMPDEMO,
  NKWP092I CONTINUATION STATEMENT               DISC=(USER,SYNONYM,ATTRIBUTE),
  NKWP092I CONTINUATION STATEMENT               LEVEL=DIALOG,
  NKWP091I CONTINUATION STATEMENT               CHANGEONLY
  NKWP092I CONTINUATION STATEMENT               EXCLTAB=MMOUSE,
  NKWP092I CONTINUATION STATEMENT               EXSOURCE=(MESSAGE),
  NKWP092I CONTINUATION STATEMENT               RUN=VERIFY
  NKWP091I INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT            EXTRACT,DIALOG=AAX,VERSION=1,LEV
 EL=DIALOG
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  NKWP094I END OF PARAMETER INPUT
  ──────
 

Source Dictionary Verification Report

The Source Dictionary Verification Report provides information on the source dictionary after it has been checked for
entities. If the entities you requested for an extraction do not appear in the source dictionary, this report shows informative
messages about those entities. This report also provides information on referenced entities within processes or maps.

For example, The following report shows a sample Source Dictionary Verification Report that provides messages
about components related to other components that are being migrated. The indicated subschema does not have a
corresponding load modules in the load area of the dictionary.

The Source Dictionary Verification Report contains:

• entity type -- the type of entity referenced within a process or map.
• entity name -- the name of the entity referenced within a process or map.
• version number -- the version number of the entity referenced within a process or map.
• message code -- the eight-character code of an informative or error message.
• message text -- information that explains the message code. Detailed information on the message--reasons and

appropriate actions--is provided in the section "Messages".

The Source Verification report will contain messages related to item 1, finding all of the necessary pieces. If components
of an entity cannot be found, or if they appear discrepant with the entity, a message will be produced. The Source
Verification Report is formatted as an exception report, only the deficiencies are listed.

Some of the likeliest conditions are:

1. A message is not found. See the section "Parameters" for conditions where you might not want to migrate messages.
Take into account that by not following the suggestions listed might result in a large number of warning messages
produced.

2. A source component has been changed since it was last compiled. This can occur anytime a change is made without
a subsequent regeneration. However, it may indicate that a noteworthy change has been made, but not yet compiled.

3. An entity is not found. Depending on the message, this may be an entity named in the parameter's EXTRACT
statement or some component of another entity. In either case, it indicates that something that is needed for the
migration was not found and will not be migrated, which any cause the migration to be incomplete.

  CA TOOLS    RELEASE          CA IDMS/Dictionary Migrator         DATE         TIME    
     PAGE
               nn.nn      SOURCE DICTIONARY VERIFICATION REPORT   mm/dd/yy    hh:mm:ss  
     nnnn
  
   ENTITY-TYPE       ENTITY-NAME      VERSION   ERROR-MESSAGE
  
    LOAD MODULE       STSLRF5              1    ES00505E-INDICATED ENTITY HAD NO RELATED
 LOAD MODULE
  ──────
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Extract Summary and Extract Detail Reports

These reports provide information on the extent of what will be migrated. The Extract Detail Report lists every entity which
is related to the entity(s) named in the Extract statement(s). This is known as the "Extract Set." For each entity, its status
for the migration listed:

• New (additions)
• Changed (modified)
• Dropped (not migrated)

An entity is dropped when it is presumed to be the same in the source dictionary.

The Extract Summary Report gives totals by entity type and utility.

The Extract Detail Report provides information on each entity that will be extracted from the source dictionary and entities
for which delete syntax is created.

Extract Summary Report

The Extract Summary Report provides information on the total number of transactions that will take place for the upload to
the CA IDMS utilities and compilers. You can use this report before an actual migration to plan for dictionary space.

The following report shows a sample Extract Summary Report. The report contains:

• CA IDMS utility or compiler name
• transaction type -- the type of transaction that occurred for the utility or compiler.
• transaction total -- the number of transactions for each utility or compiler.
• transaction type total -- the number of transactions for each transaction type.
• change summary -- indicates the number of add, change (modify), and drop (not migrated) transactions.

  CA TOOLS   RELEASE    CA IDMS/Dictionary Migrator    DATE        TIME        PAGE
             nn.nn         EXTRACT SUMMARY REPORT      mm/dd/yy    hh:mm:ss    nnnn
                                                    ---- CHANGE     SUMMARY -----
     EXTRACTION CATEGORIES                TOTAL            ADDS   CHANGES     DROPS
     IDMSDDDL TRANSACTIONS                 522               0         0         0
       MESSAGE DELETES                       0               0         0         0
       DICTIONARY LOAD DELETES               7               0         0         0
       DIALOG DELETES                        1               0         0         0
       PROGRAM DELETES                       0               0         0         0
       SCHEMA DELETES                        1               1         0         0
       TABLE DELETES                         0               0         0         0
       QFILE DELETES                         0               0         0         0
       PROCESS DELETES                       5               0         0         0
       MODULE DELETES                        0               0         0         0
       PGROUP DELETES                        0               0         0         0
       RECORD DELETES                       20               0         0         0
       REPORT DELETES                        0               0         0         0
       TRANSACTION DELETES                   0               0         0         0
       FILE DELETES                          0               0         0         0
       ELEMENT DELETES                     228               0         0         0
       SYSTEM DELETES                        0               0         0         0
       ATTRIBUTE DELETES                     0               0         0         0
       USER DELETES                          0               0         0         0
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       CLASS DELETES                         0               0         0         0
       CLASS UPDATES                         0               0         1         0
       USER UPDATES                          0               0         0         0
       ATTRIBUTE UPDATES                     0               0         0         0
       SYSTEM UPDATES                        0               0         0         0
       ELEMENT UPDATES                     228             228         0       109
       MODULE UPDATES                        0               0         0         0
       PROCESS UPDATES                       5               5         0         0
       QFILE UPDATES                         0               0         0         0
       TABLE UPDATES                         0               0         0         0
       FILE UPDATES                          0               0         0         0
       RECORD UPDATES                       20              20         0         0
       REPORT UPDATES                        0               0         0         0
       TRANSACTION UPDATES                   0               0         0         0
       PROGRAM UPDATES                       0               0         0         0
       DIALOG UPDATES                        1               1         0         0
       APPLICATION UPDATES                   0               0         0         0
       DCLOAD MODULE UPDATES                 7               7         0         0
       MESSAGE UPDATES                       0               0         0         0
     IDMSCHEM TRANSACTIONS                   2               0         0         0
       SCHEMA UPDATES                        1               1         0         0
     IDMSUBSC TRANSACTIONS                   0               0         0         0
       SUBSCHEMA DELETES                     5               5         0         0
       SUBSCHEMA UPDATES                     5               5         0         0
     RHDCMPUT TRANSACTIONS                   4               0         0         0
       MAP DELETES                           1               1         0         0
       PANEL DELETES                         1               1         0         0
       PANEL UPDATES                         1               1         0         0
       MAP ADDS/MODIFIES                     1               1         0         0
     ADSOBTAT TRANSACTIONS                   0               0         0         0
 

Extract Detail Report

The Extract Detail Report provides information on each entity that will be extracted from the source dictionary and entities
for which delete syntax is created. The report displays the entity's type, name, version number, source dictionary, and dds
node.

You can use this report to review every component of a system. The review is very helpful when you have large systems
in development and need to know all of their components before a migration. You can review the Extract Detail Report to
determine which components should be moved from testing into production.

You can also limit the information on this report by using the NOPRINT parameter. See the section "Parameters" for
complete details.

The following report shows a sample Extract Detail Report. The report contains:
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• entity type -- the type of entity that will be extracted.
• entity name -- the name of the entity that will be extracted.
• version number -- the version from which the entity will be extracted.
• dictionary name -- the name of the source dictionary from which the entity will be extracted.
• change-status -- indicates which entities will be added, changed (modified), or dropped (not migrated).

  CA TOOLS   RELEASE    CA IDMS/Dictionary Migrator   DATE      TIME      PAGE
             nn.nn       EXTRACT DETAIL REPORT        mm/dd/yy  hh:mm:ss  nnnn
  
                              ECHO LIST OF ENTITIES TO BE EXTRACTED
  
     ENTITY-TYPE     ENTITY-NAME        VERSION    CHANGEONLY-STATUS  FROM DICTIONARY/
NODE
     LOAD-DELETE     AAMAP1                 1
     LOAD-DELETE     AAX                    1
     LOAD-DELETE     EMPSSLR                1
     LOAD-DELETE     EMPSS01                1
     LOAD-DELETE     QALR04SS               1
     LOAD-DELETE     QALR07SS               1
     LOAD-DELETE     QALR17SS               1
     DIALOG-DELETE   AAX                    1
     SUBSCHEMA-DELET EMPSSLR              100
     SUBSCHEMA-DELET EMPSS01              100
     SUBSCHEMA-DELET QALR04SS             100
     SUBSCHEMA-DELET QALR07SS             100
     SUBSCHEMA-DELET QALR17SS             100
     SCHEMA-DELETE   EMPSCHM              100
     MAP-DELETE      AAMAP1                 1
     PROCESS-DELETE  AAX-PREMAP-1           1
     PROCESS-DELETE  AAX-RESPONSE-1         1
     PROCESS-DELETE  AAX-RESPONSE-4         1
     PROCESS-DELETE  AAX-RESPONSE-8         1
     PANEL-DELETE    AAMAP1-OLMPANEL        1
     RECORD-DELETE   AA-RECORD-1            1
     RECORD-DELETE   AA-RECORD-2            1
     RECORD-DELETE   AAX-RECORD-2           1
     RECORD-DELETE   COVERAGE             100
     RECORD-DELETE   DENTAL-CLAIM         100
     RECORD-DELETE   DEPARTMENT           100
     RECORD-DELETE   ELLIE-RECORD1          1
     RECORD-DELETE   ELLIE-RECORD2          1
     RECORD-DELETE   ELLIE-RECORD3          1
     RECORD-DELETE   EMPLOYEE             100
     RECORD-DELETE   EMPOSITION           100
     RECORD-DELETE   EXPERTISE            100
     RECORD-DELETE   HOSPITAL-CLAIM       100
     RECORD-DELETE   INSURANCE-PLAN       100
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     RECORD-DELETE   JOB                  100
     RECORD-DELETE   NON-HOSP-CLAIM       100
     RECORD-DELETE   OFFICE               100
     RECORD-DELETE   SKILL                100
     RECORD-DELETE   SQLCA                  1
     RECORD-DELETE   STRUCTURE            100
     ELEMENT-DELETE  AA-ELEMENT-X           1
     ELEMENT-DELETE  AA-ELEMENT-1           1
 

Comparison Reports

CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator produces two reports--Entity Discrepancy Report and Entity Cross-Reference Report -- that
are the results of comparing source dictionary extractions to the object dictionary. The reports show where an extracted
entity is used in the object dictionary.

When CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator extracts an entity from the source dictionary, it checks the object dictionary for that
entity. Once the entity is located, it is checked for use by other entities in the object dictionary. If these entities appear
in the list of extracted entities, the results of the search and comparison are provided on the Entity Cross-Reference
Report. If the entity is used in the object dictionary by entities that do not appear in the list of extracted entities, their
inconsistencies and the impact of migrating that entity are provided on the Entity Discrepancy Report.

Entity Discrepancy Report

The Entity Discrepancy Report addresses the second part of a successful migration, avoiding detrimental impact on other
entities in the target dictionary. The messages in this report show the name of the migrated entity and the name of another
entity that may be affected if the migration is done.

The sample reports shown in The following two reports illustrate how comparisons and inconsistencies are reported by CA
IDMS Dictionary Migrator.

The Entity Discrepancy Report contains:

• entity type -- the type of entity that will be extracted.
• entity name -- the name of the entity that will be extracted.
• version number -- the version from which the entity will be extracted.
• error message -- the eight-character code and message text. Detailed information on the message (reasons and

appropriate actions) is provided in the section "Messages.

  CA TOOLS   RELEASE          CA IDMS/Dictionary Migrator              DATE         TIME
      PAGE
              nn.nn            ENTITY DISCREPANCY REPORT              mm/dd/yy   
 hh:mm:ss    nnnn
                     ENTITY DISCREPANCIES IN THE OBJECT DICTIONARY
  
  ENTITY-TYPE:  RECORD
  
  
  
  ENTITY-NAME            VERSION                 ERROR-MESSAGE
  
  TEST-REC                  1     VALD219C-EXTRACT FORCED FOR SUBSCHEMA    STSYNSUB 
 VERSION  1
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                                  VALD219C-EXTRACT FORCED FOR SCHEMA       STATSCHM 
 VERSION 
 

Entity Cross-Reference Report

The Entity Cross-Reference Report displays the extracted entities that are currently used in the object dictionary. The
relationships of the extracted entities are reported in the sample Entity Cross-Reference Report in the following report.

If an extracted entity does not appear in either the Entity Cross-Reference Report or the Entity Discrepancy Report, the
entity is not currently used by entities in the object dictionary.

The report can be omitted using the NOXREF parameter, or you can limit the amount of information on the Entity Cross-
Reference Report by using the NOPRINT parameter. See the section "Parameters" for complete details.

The Entity Cross-Reference Report contains:

• extract entity -- the type of entity extracted from the source dictionary
• entity name -- the name of the entity in the source and object dictionaries
• version -- the version number of the extracted entity
• related entity -- the type of entity that uses the extracted entity in the object and source dictionaries
• related entity name -- the name of the entity that uses the extracted entity in the object and in the source dictionaries
• version -- the version of the related entity

                nn.nn         ENTITY CROSS-REFERENCE REPORT         mm/dd/yy   hh:mm:ss 
   nnnn
                        ENTITY RELATIONSHIPS IN OBJECT DICTIONARY
  
  
  EXTRACT-ENTITY   ENTITY-NAME          VERSION  RELATED-ENTITY     RELATED-ENTITY-NAME 
 VERSION
  ELEMENT          AT-SCR-BEGIN-REPLAY      1    RELATES TO ELEMENT  AT-WORK-RECORD-
BEGIN     1
                                                 RELATES TO RECORD   AT-LINK-RECORD     
      1
  ELEMENT          AT-SCR-DIALOG-NAME       1    RELATES TO ELEMENT  AT-WORK-RECORD-
BEGIN     1
                                                 RELATES TO RECORD   AT-LINK-RECORD     
      1
  ELEMENT          AT-SCR-DIALOG-NAME-ALT   1    RELATES TO ELEMENT  AT-WORK-RECORD-
BEGIN     1
                                                 RELATES TO RECORD   AT-LINK-RECORD     
      1
  ELEMENT          AT-SCR-DIALOG-VER        1    RELATES TO ELEMENT  AT-WORK-RECORD-
BEGIN     1
                                                 RELATES TO RECORD   AT-LINK-RECORD     
      1
  ELEMENT          AT-SCR-ERROR-LIT         1    RELATES TO ELEMENT  AT-SCR-HOLD        
      1
                                                 RELATES TO RECORD   AT-LINK-RECORD     
      1
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  ELEMENT          AT-SCR-ERROR-X           1    RELATES TO ELEMENT  AT-WORK-RECORD-
BEGIN     1
                                                 RELATES TO RECORD   AT-LINK-RECORD     
      1
  ELEMENT          AT-SCR-ERROR-9           1    RELATES TO ELEMENT  AT-SCR-ERROR-X     
      1
                                                 RELATES TO RECORD   AT-LINK-RECORD     
      1
  ELEMENT          AT-SCR-HOLD              1    RELATES TO ELEMENT  AT-WORK-RECORD-
BEGIN     1
                                                 RELATES TO RECORD   AT-LINK-RECORD     
      1
  ELEMENT          AT-SCR-HOLD-STATUS       1    RELATES TO ELEMENT  AT-WORK-RECOD-BEGIN
      1
                                                 RELATES TO RECORD   AT-LINK-RECORD     
      1
  ELEMENT          AT-SCR-LIMIT             1    RELATES TO ELEMENT  AT-WORK-RECOD-BEGIN
      1
                                                 RELATES TO RECORD   AT-LINK-RECORD     
      1
  ELEMENT          AT-SCR-MAX-LINES         1    RELATES TO ELEMENT  AT-WORK-RECORD-
BEGIN     1
                                                 RELATES TO RECORD   AT-LINK-RECORD     
      1
  ELEMENT          AT-SCR-QUE-TO-SCR        1    RELATES TO ELEMENT  AT-WORK-RECORD-
BEGIN     1
                                                 RELATES TO RECORD   AT-LINK-RECORD     
      1
  ELEMENT          AT-SCR-REPLAY-DATE       1    RELATES TO ELEMENT  AT-WORK-RECORD-
BEGIN     1
                                                 RELATES TO RECORD   AT-LINK-RECORD     
      1
  ELEMENT          AT-SCR-REPLAY-NBR        1    RELATES TO ELEMENT  AT-WORK-RECORD-
BEGIN     1
                                                 RELATES TO RECORD   AT-LINK-RECORD     
      1
  ELEMENT          AT-SCR-REPLAY-TIME       1    RELATES TO ELEMENT  AT-WORK-RECORD-
BEGIN     1
                                                 RELATES TO RECORD   AT-LINK-RECORD     
      1
  ELEMENT          AT-SCR-REST              1    RELATES TO ELEMENT  AT-SCR-HOLD        
      1
                                                 RELATES TO RECORD   AT-LINK-RECORD     
      1
  ELEMENT          AT-SCR-STAT-VALUE        1    RELATES TO ELEMENT  AT-SCR-HOLD        
      1
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                                                 RELATES TO RECORD   AT-LINK-RECORD     
      1
  ELEMENT          AT-SCR-TRACE-INFO        1    RELATES TO ELEMENT  AT-WORK-RECORD-
BEGIN     1
                                                 RELATES TO RECORD   AT-LINK-RECORD     
      1
  ELEMENT          AT-WORK-RECORD-BEGIN     1    RELATES TO RECORD   AT-LINK-RECORD     
      1
  ELEMENT          AT-WORK-RECORD-END       1    RELATES TO RECORD   AT-LINK-RECORD     
      1
 

Syntax Production Report

The Syntax Production Report displays messages reflecting difficulties that have occurred in the creation of syntax. The
messages will alert you to conditions which result in discontinuation of the migration process, and also indicate where the
unsatisfactory conditions originate.

If messages do not appear in the Syntax Production Report, then syntax was successfully created for all entities that were
extracted.

The following report shows a sample Syntax Production Report. The report contains:

• message code -- the eight-character code of an error message.
• message text -- information that explains the message code. Detailed information on the message--reasons and

appropriate actions--is provided in the section "Messages".

  CA TOOLS      RELEASE         CA IDMS/Dictionary Migrator  DATE         TIME      
 PAGE
                 nn.nn            SYNTAX PRODUCTION REPORTmm/dd/yy     hh:mm:ss     nnnn
  
  
  
  PS10608I NEW-COPY MODULE IS IDMS8735517033048                VERSION IS    1
 

Syntax Files Display Report

The Syntax Files Display Report shows the contents of each syntax file that will be used by the utilities and compilers to
populate the object dictionary. This report is a hard copy of the syntax files produced by CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator. The
Syntax Files Display Report is useful for verifying and documenting migrated entities.

The following report shows pages from a sample Syntax Files Display Report. The report contains:

• CA IDMS utility or compiler or CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator utility name -- the name of the utility or compiler that
uploads the file to the object dictionary

• syntax type -- the type of syntax produced by CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator
• syntax -- the syntax statements produced by CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator

  CA TOOLS     RELEASE         CA IDMS/Dictionary Migrator            DATE       TIME   
   PAGE
                nn.nn          SYNTAX FILES DISPLAY REPORT          mm/dd/yy   hh:mm:ss 
   nnnn
                            IDMSDDDL - ENTITY DELETION SYNTAX
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        SIGNON
        USER 'DICST01      '
        PASSWORD=????????
        USAGE MODE IS PROTECTED UPDATE
        .
        SET OPTIONS FOR SESSION
        INPUT COLUMNS ARE   1 THRU 80
        DELETE IS ON
        LIST
        .
        ADD
        CLASS NAME IS MIGRATOR
            ATTRIBUTES ARE MANUAL PLURAL
            .
        ADD
        CLASS NAME IS 'KENN SYS'
            ATTRIBUTES ARE MANUAL PLURAL
            .
        ADD
        ATTRIBUTE NAME IS UM299 WITHIN CLASS MIGRATOR
            .
        ADD
        ATTRIBUTE NAME IS 'TEST REC' WITHIN CLASS 'KENN SYS'
 

Catalog Navigation Report

The Catalog Navigation Report provides information on each SQL table, view, schema, or table procedure that will
be extracted from the source catalog and for which SQL CREATE syntax statements are generated. This report also
highlights any error conditions encountered during the SQL catalog extraction process.

For more information on the message(reasons and appropriate actions) , see the section "Messages."

The report contains:

• message-code -- the eight-character code of an informative or error message.
• message text -- information that explains the message code. Detailed information on the message.

 CA TOOLS                   RELEASE               CA IDMS/DICTIONARY MIGRATOR           
      DATE             TIME          PAGE
 MV9507                      Rnn.n                 CATALOG NAVIGATION REPORT            
    mm/dd/yy         16:03:44        0001
 USMS004I EXTRACT SCHEMA - SCHEMA: DEMO
 USMS002I EXTRACT TABLE - SCHEMA: DEMO , TABLE: EMPL
 USMS010I EXTRACT CONSTRAINT - SCHEMA: DEMO , CONSTRAINT: EMP_POS
 USMS002I EXTRACT TABLE - SCHEMA: DEMO , TABLE: POSITION
 USMS010I EXTRACT CONSTRAINT - SCHEMA: DEMO , CONSTRAINT: MGR_EMPL
 USMS010I EXTRACT CONSTRAINT - SCHEMA: DEMO , CONSTRAINT: EMP_DEPS
 USMS002I EXTRACT TABLE - SCHEMA: DEMO , TABLE: DEPENDENTS
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 USMS010I EXTRACT CONSTRAINT - SCHEMA: DEMO , CONSTRAINT: DEPT_EMPL
 USMS002I EXTRACT TABLE - SCHEMA: DEMO , TABLE: DEPT
 USMS010I EXTRACT CONSTRAINT - SCHEMA: DEMO , CONSTRAINT: JOB_POS
 USMS002I EXTRACT TABLE - SCHEMA: DEMO , TABLE: JOB
 USMS010I EXTRACT CONSTRAINT - SCHEMA: DEMO , CONSTRAINT: DEPT_BUDGET
 USMS002I EXTRACT TABLE - SCHEMA: DEMO , TABLE: BUDGET
 USMS011I EXTRACT TABLE PROCEDURE - SCHEMA: DEMO , PROCEDURE: TESTPROC_1
 USMS012I EXTRACT KEY - KEYNAME: PROC1_PRIME_KEY , ON SCHEMA: DEMO , PROCEDURE:
 TESTPROC_1
 USMS012I EXTRACT KEY - KEYNAME: PROC1_UNIQ_KEY , ON SCHEMA: DEMO , PROCEDURE:
 TESTPROC_1
 USMS012I EXTRACT KEY - KEYNAME: PROC1_STD_KEY , ON SCHEMA: DEMO , PROCEDURE: TESTPROC_1
 USMS001I CATALOG NAVIGATION COMPLETED
 

IDMS Log Analyzer Reports
CA IDMS Log Analyzer, a CA IDMS database analysis and management tool, produces a variety of reports that present
useful information on database utilization. All of the CA IDMS Log Analyzer reports are generated from information written
to the CA IDMS Log. The CA IDMS Log Analyzer assumes if the year is greater than 69 the century is 19; if the year is
less than 69 the century is 20.

System Output (IDMS Log Analyzer)
CA IDMS Log Analyzer reports provide several views of database activity from information contained in the archive of the
CA IDMS Log. These views include: database modifications, detail and summary statistics, problem solving information,
and highlights/rankings of program performance. CA IDMS Log Analyzer produces two types of reports: Log Reports
and an Audit Report. CA IDMS Log Analyzer also creates a Billing Record File for input to your billing system. While the
supplied Billing Reports and the Billing Record File are fully functional, you probably will want to use the source code and
tailor the reports and file to your specifications.

Reports by CA IDMS Log Analyzer
CA IDMS Log Analyzer provides a variety of Log Reports using information taken from the CA IDMS Log. Log Reports
can be broken down into three categories: Billing Reports, Program Reports, and Management Reports.

Billing Reports

Billing Reports are available at four levels of detail. CA IDMS Log Analyzer uses the same information to produce four
different billing reports. The reports are selected and sequenced on fields that are meaningful in a billing/chargeback
system. User IDs are given for CICS, CA IDMS/DC, and CA ADS. Batch account billing information is provided for all
batch programs.

The four Billing Reports are:

• Billing Details Report
• Billing Summary Report
• Billing System Summary Report
• Billing Grand Summary Report
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Program Reports

Program Reports (similar to the Billing Reports) are available at four levels of detail. Program Reports are selected
and sequenced by the name of the program that generates the run-unit activity. CA IDMS Log Analyzer uses the same
information to produce four different program reports.

They include:

• Program Details Report
• Program Summary Report
• Program System Summary Report
• Program Grand Summary Report

Management Reports

There are three types of Management Highlights/Summary Reports:

• Highlights Program Summary Report
• Highlights System Summary Report
• Highlights Grand Summary Report

CA IDMS Log Analyzer also produces two other Management Reports:

• Highlights/Buffer Pool Utilization Report
• Ranking Report

Audit Report

The Audit Report lists all parameters input and processed, and also presents a list of all messages that were generated
during execution.

About CA IDMS Log Analyzer Billing Reports
The Billing Reports use information from the CA IDMS Log to produce both detailed and summarized report statistics.
Billing Reports can serve as a functional model for building an effective billing system in your environment. You will get
this report by specifying REPORT = BILLING on the parameter statement.

Tying Run-Unit Activity to an ID and a time

Depending on the parameters you choose, run-unit activity can be tied to a specific user, transaction, terminal, or account
number. For CA IDMS/DC run-units, the data reported under the headings OPER-ID, TERM-ID, or TRANS-ID comes from
the log record. (For CICS, this information is taken from the External Request Element (ERE) extension as it is built by
the CA IDMS Log Analyzer version of the CA IDMS SVC exit routine. The data reported as ACCOUNT for batch jobs also
originates from the ERE extension.)

In addition, the Billing Reports present this information within the framework of the time interval you select. Run-unit totals
are shown; they are also reflected as a ratio of the system totals (i.e., the percentage of all CA IDMS resources consumed
during the specified time interval).

Four Reports--One Set of CA IDMS Log Statistics

Physically, there are four Billing Reports (and the Billing Record File) to choose from. It is important to understand,
however, that each report is produced from the statistics that are found on the CA IDMS Log. Statistics in the reports
are presented in various formats and at different levels of summarization. The Billing Report is available at the detail,
summary, system summary, and grand summary level. The grand summary is produced automatically if you choose to
have information reported for multiple time intervals.
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Hierarchical Nature of Reports

Billing Reports are produced on a hierarchical level: if you ask for the lowest level report (LEVEL = DETAIL), you will
also receive the higher-level reports. These would include the Billing Summary Report, which summarizes the data of
the Billing Details Report (LEVEL = SUMMARY), and also the Billing System Summary Report (LEVEL = SYSTEM). The
Billing Grand Summary Report is controlled by the INTERVAL parameter.

Customizing Billing Reports

While the Billing File and the Billing Reports are functional models, CA realizes that users will want to tailor CA IDMS Log
Analyzer billing information and use it in different ways. Source code for the Billing File and Billing Reports is included with
CA IDMS Log Analyzer. Sectionlines for users who want to customize the billing data appear in customizing the Billing
Reports. Instructions for printing source code are included in USLBILX and USLRPT5 Source Code.

Overview of Billing Reports
This topic provides information about billing reports. The four reports are summarized in the following list, with detailed
information about each in the following sections. 

• Billing Details Report --Presents detailed information for each run-unit, reported in termination time sequence.
Depending on the parameter combination selected, this report allows you to identify run-unit activity by account
number, terminal ID, operator ID, or transaction ID.

• Billing Summary Report --Records the sum of all run-units invoked by an account number, terminal ID, operator ID,
or transaction ID within the time interval you selected.

• Billing System Summary Report --Presents a sum of all Billing Summaries within the time interval you selected.
• Billing Grand Summary Report --Produced automatically when you request multiple time intervals. The Billing Grand

Summary is simply a total of all the Billing System Summaries.

Billing Details Report

The Billing Details Report presents a detailed view of each run-unit's activity reported in time sequence, based on the
parameters selected. Depending on the parameter combination you select, this report allows you to identify run-unit
activity by account number, terminal ID, operator ID, or transaction ID. CA ADS dialogs are reported as online programs.

You will get the Billing Details Report only if you specify LEVEL = DETAIL. In addition, with this specification, you will
receive the Billing Summary Report, the Billing System Summary Report and possibly the Billing Grand Summary Report.
(The Grand Summary Report is produced only if more than one time interval is reported.)

 CA                                                         CA IDMS/
LOG ANALYZER                               PAGE nn  

 mm/dd/
yy                                                                  BILLING REPORT                                 hh:mm:ss

                                                                      DETAILS FOR OPER ID       ADE

                                                                    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm - mm/dd/yy hh:mm
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 TRANS ID  TERM ID  ---END DATE-TIME--  --------PAGES---------  ----RECORDS----- ---
CALC RECORDS---  --VIA RECORDS---  ----TOTAL---

                                        READ  WRITTEN  REQUEST  REQUEST  CURRENT HOME PAGE  OVERFLW  OWNR PG  OVERFLW  I/
O CPU TIME

 ADSGT    VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss    2         2     188      180       36         2        0       6         0     4      13

 TCF      VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss    0         2     114      114       20         0        0       0         0     2       6

 ADS      VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss    4         0      16       16        4         0        0       0         0     4       6

 ADS      VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss    0         0       8        8        2         0        0       0         0     0       2

 ADS      VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss   18         0     146      160       64         0        0       0         0    18      18

 ADS2     VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss   20        12     268      252       54         0        0       0         0    32      19

 ADS2     VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss  138         0    1338     1338      488         0        0       0         0   138     157

 ADS2     VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss    0         0       0        0        0         0        0       0         0     0       4

 ADS2     VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss  130         0    1274     1274      462         0        0       0         0   130     152

 ADS2     VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss    0         0       0        0        0         0        0       0         0     0       3

 ADS2     VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss  130         0    1274     1274      462         0        0       0         0   130     152
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 ADS2     VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss    0         0      14       28        6         0        0       0         0     0       4

 ADS2     VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss  130         0    1274     1274      462         0        0       0         0   130     145

 ADS2     VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss    0         0       0        0        0         0        0       0         0     0       3

 ADS2     VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss    0         0      14       28        6         0        0       0         0     0       4

 ADS2     VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss  130         0    1274     1274      462         0        0       0         0   130     146

 ADS2     VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss    0         0       0        0        0         0        0       0         0     0       3

 ICDMEN01 VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss   10         0      86      128       38         0        0       0         0    10      24

 ICDMEN02 VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss    2         0      18       18        8         0        0       0         0     2       5

 ICDWPL01 VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss  698        24    6970     6938     2444         0        0       0         0   722    1610

 ADS2     VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss    0         0       0        0        0         0        0       0         0     0       1

Billing Details Report:

NOTE
Report for online run-units where OPER-ID is selected as RUNAME; TRANS-ID and TERM-ID appear as the
first two columns on this report.

 CA                                                    CA IDMS/
LOG ANALYZER                               PAGE nn

 mm/dd/
yy                                                                  BILLING REPORT                                 hh:mm:ss
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                                                                   DETAILS FOR TRANSACTION ID = ADSG

                                                                   mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/
dd/yy hh:mm

 TRANS ID  TERM ID  ---END DATE-TIME--  --------PAGES-------  ----RECORDS-----  ---
CALC RECORDS---  --VIA RECORDS---  ---TOTAL----

                                        READ WRITTEN REQUEST  REQUEST  CURRENT  HOME PAGE  OVERFLW  OWNR PG  OVERFLW  I/
O CPU TIME

 ADE       VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss   142    86    1640     1790      458          2        0       51         2    228     149

 ADE       VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss     4     0      36       54       16          0        0        0         0      4       6

 ADE       VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss     0     0       8        8        2          0        0        0         0      0       2

 CONS1     VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss     2     0       8        8        2          0        0        0         0      2      14

 CONS1     VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss    14     0      84      130       44          0        0        0         0     14      21

 CONS1     VTAMLT01  mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss     0     0       0        0        0          0        0        0         0      0       1

Billing Details Report:

NOTE
Report for online run-units where TRANS-ID is selected as RUNAME; OPER-ID and TERM-ID appear as the
first two columns on this report.

 CA                                                    CA IDMS/
LOG ANALYZER                                  PAGE nn
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 mm/dd/
yy                                                                  BILLING REPORT                                    hh:mm:ss

                                                                 DETAILS FOR TRANSACTION ID = VTAMLT01

                                                                   mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/
dd/yy hh:mm

 TRANS ID  OPER ID  --END DATE-TIME---  --------PAGES-------  ----RECORDS-----  ---
CALC RECORDS---  --VIA RECORDS---  ---- TOTAL---

                                        READ WRITTEN REQUEST  REQUEST  CURRENT  HOME PAGE  OVERFLW  OWNR PG  OVERFLW  I/
O  CPU TIME

 DCUF               mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss     2     0     10        18        6          0        0        0        0       2       3

 SADS@@OH           mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss     4     0     24        24       10          0        0        0        0       4       3

 DME                mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss    66     0    618       618      262          0        0        0        0      66      39

 ADS2               mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss    70     0    942       942      386          0        0        0        0      70     117

 ADS2               mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss    10     0     84        84       22          0        0        0        0      10      42

 ADS2               mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss    66     0    586       586      250          0        0        0        0      66      49

 ADS2               mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss     0     0      0         0        0          0        0        0        0       0       7
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 ADS2               mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss     0     0      0         0        0          0        0        0        0       0       3

 ADS2               mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss    58     0    284       284       98          0        0        0        0      58      39

 ADS2               mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss    44     0    244       244       88          0        0        0        0      44      37

 ADS2               mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss    52     0    252       252       80          0        0        0        0      52      38

 ADS2               mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss     0     0      0         0        0          0        0        0        0       0       6

 ADS2               mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss     0     0      0         0        0          0        0        0        0       0       3

Billing Details Report:

NOTE
Report for online run-units where TERM-ID is selected as RUNAME; TRANS-ID and OPER-ID appear as the
first two columns on this report.

 CA                                                    CA IDMS/
LOG ANALYZER                                PAGE nn

 mm/dd/
yy                                                                  BILLING REPORT                                  hh:mm:ss

                                                                 DETAILS FOR ACCOUNTING INFORMATION =
$RJS

                                                                    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm - mm/dd/yy hh:mm
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    PROGRAM     ---END DATE-TIME---  --------PAGES---------  ----RECORDS-----  ---
CALC RECORDS---  --VIA RECORDS---  ----TOTAL----

                                     READ  WRITTEN  REQUEST  REQUEST  CURRENT  HOME PAGE  OVERFLW  OWNR PG  OVERFLW  I/
O  CPU TIME

    IDMSCHEM    mm/dd/
yy   hh:mm:ss  4408   1398     40344     37874     9296         90     104       492     256    5806   5424

    IDMSCHEM    mm/dd/
yy   hh:mm:ss     6      3        30        30        6          0       0         0       0       9      6

    IDMSCHEM    mm/dd/
yy   hh:mm:ss  5360   2541     53952     50848    10040         91     102       511     242    7901   6609

    IDMSCHEM    mm/dd/
yy   hh:mm:ss     8      0        70        70        8          0       0         0       0       8      7

    IDMSCHEM    mm/dd/
yy   hh:mm:ss   938     22     10578     10552     3014          0       0         2       4     960    810

    IDMSCHEM    mm/dd/
yy   hh:mm:ss  5376   2556     54028     50988    10040         91     102       511     242    7932   6724

    IDMSCHEM    mm/dd/
yy   hh:mm:ss  5804   2768     60674     57098    11650        107     122       589     306    8572   8213

    IDMSCHEM    mm/dd/
yy   hh:mm:ss  6030   3016     63392     59660    11902        107     122       600     308    9046   8333

    IDMSCHEM    mm/dd/
yy   hh:mm:ss  6030   3020     63522     59790    11904        107     122       600     308    9050   8371

    IDMSCHEM    mm/dd/
yy   hh:mm:ss  6036   3022     63532     59800    11906        107     122       600     308    9058   8225

    IDMSCHEM    mm/dd/
yy   hh:mm:ss  6248   1958     60910     57168    14328        121     158       747     406    8206   8771

    IDMSCHEM    mm/dd/
yy   hh:mm:ss  7654   3462     79762     74960    15206        121     158       747     406   11116  10378
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    IDMSCHEM    mm/dd/
yy   hh:mm:ss  6124   1920     61812     57812    14278        115     162       746     392    8044   8228

    IDMSDMCL    mm/dd/
yy   hh:mm:ss   940    324      4950      7006     1822         25      38        95       2    1264    385

    IDMSDMCL    mm/dd/
yy   hh:mm:ss   716    278      4430      6108     1612         23      38        87       2     994    330

    IDMSDMCL    mm/dd/
yy   hh:mm:ss     4      0        20        32       12          0       0         0       0       4     27

    IDMSDMCL    mm/dd/
yy   hh:mm:ss     0      0        20        32       12          0       0         0       0       0     27

    IDMSUBSC    mm/dd/
yy   hh:mm:ss  4608   1183     30082     29146     8238         85     106       230      44    5791   3921

    IDMSUBSC    mm/dd/
yy   hh:mm:ss  3816   1043     27560     26588     7468         72     100       263      26    4859   3409

    IDMSCHEM    mm/dd/
yy   hh:mm:ss  2318   2385     24138     22058      892          0       0         0       0    4703   1638

Billing Details Report:

NOTE
Report for batch run-units. RUNAME is reported as ACCOUNT:PROGRAM name appears as the first column on
this report.

Billing Details Report Fields

Below is a description of the various fields that make up the Billing Details Report. Figures 2-1 through Figure 2-4 show
the four possible types of Billing Details Reports CA IDMS Log Analyzer will generate.

REPORT TITLE-The title line of this report varies depending on what you select on the RUNAME, NAME, and RUTYPE
parameter statements.

INTERVAL-This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval being reported. The data displayed in this line
depends on what you select using the START, STOP, and INTERVAL parameters and on the actual date/time of the run-
unit activity being reported.

VARIABLE COLUMN(S)-This column(s) varies both in content and number of columns. For online run-units, any
combination of OPER-ID, TERM-ID, or TRANS-ID can appear in the first two columns. (Online RUNAME types that do
not appear in the REPORT TITLE will appear in these two columns.) For BATCH run-units, one column appears, and it
contains PROGRAM. See Figure 2-1 through Figure 2-4 for some sample report formats.
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END DATE-TIME-Ending date/time of run-unit.

IDMS STATISTICS (taken from the log record)

• PAGES READ-Number of pages read from the database.
• PAGES WRITTEN-Number of pages written to the database.
• PAGES REQUEST-Number of pages requested from the database.
• RECORDS REQUEST-Number of records requested from the database.
• RECORDS CURRENT-Number of records made current of run-unit.
• CALC RECORDS HOME PG-Number of CALC records stored on the home page.
• CALC RECORDS OVERFLW-Number of CALC records stored on an overflow page.
• VIA RECORDS OWNR PG-Number of VIA records stored on the owner page.
• VIA RECORDS OVERFLW-Number of VIA records stored on an overflow page.
• TOTAL I/O-Total number of input/output operations performed by the run-unit; the sum of PAGES READ plus PAGES

WRITTEN.

TOTAL CPU TIME-Total CPU time used by the run-unit, reported in units of 1/100 seconds; this is the sum of USER-
MODE-TIME plus SYSTEM-MODE-TIME as reported by CA IDMS in the log record.

Billing Summary Report

The Billing Summary Report summarizes all run-units executed for a terminal ID, operator ID, transaction ID, or account
within the time interval you select. It is a summary of information from the Billing Details Report.

You will get this report if you specify LEVEL = SUMMARY (or if you specify LEVEL = DETAIL). In addition to the Billing
Summary Report, you will also receive the Billing System Summary Report and possibly the Grand Summary Report.

When you look at the Billing Summary Report, focus on the COUNTS (IDMS STATISTICS) and RATIOS. These statistics
reveal trends on the vitality of your database environment. MEAN VALUE, ACCUMULATED VALUE, and PERCENTAGE
OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES are reported for each statistical category.

 CA                                                   CA IDMS/
LOG ANALYZER                               PAGE nnnn

 mm/dd/
yy                                                                  BILLING REPORT                                  hh:mm:ss

                                                                  SUMMARY FOR TRANSACTION id = USERSCR

                                                                  mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/
dd/yy hh:mm:ss

 RUNUNITS..................TOTAL                                                  3
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                                                                               MEAN              ACCUMULATED            % OF SYSTEM

                                                                               VALUE                   VALUE            OCCURRENCES

 COUNTS....................PAGES READ                                          7.00                      21                     .63

                           PAGES WRITTEN                                        .67                       2                   33.33

                           PAGES REQUESTED                                    70.00                     210                    1.60

                           CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE                               .33                       1                   33.33

                           CALC RCDS OVERFLOW                                   .00                       0                     .00

                           VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE                               .67                       2                   33.33

                           VIA RCDS OVERFLOW                                    .00                       0                     .00

                           RECORDS REQUESTED                                  72.33                     217                    1.64

                           RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT                           28.67                      86                    1.94

                           CALLS TO IDMSDBMS                                    .00                       0                     .00

                           FRAGMENTS STORED                                     .00                       0                     .00

                           ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED                              .00                       0                     .00

                           TOTAL I/
O                                           7.67                      23                     .68

                           TOTAL CPU (100THS SEC)                             47.33                     142                    6.81

 RATIOS....................PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ                       10.00
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                           RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ                     10.33

                           RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT        2.52

                           CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE          .00

                           VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE           .00

Billing Summary Report:

Billing Summary Report Fields

Here is an explanation of the fields that make up the Billing Summary Report. A sample report is shown in Figure 2-5.

REPORT TITLE--The title line of this report varies depending on what you selected on the RUNAME, NAME, and
RUTYPE parameter statements.

INTERVAL--This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval being reported. The data displayed in this line
depends on what you select using the START, STOP, and INTERVAL parameters and on the actual date/time of the run-
unit activity being reported.

RUN UNITS TOTAL--Total number of run-units terminated within the reported time interval.

COUNTS--The IDMS STATISTICS (taken from the log record) are reported.

• PAGES READ--Number of pages read from the database.
• PAGES WRITTEN--Number of pages written to the database.
• PAGES REQUESTED--Number of pages requested from the database.
• CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE--Number of CALC records stored on the home page.
• CALC RCDS OVERFLOW--Number of CALC records stored on an overflow page.
• VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE--Number of VIA records stored on the owner page.
• VIA RCDS OVERFLOW--Number of VIA records stored on an overflow page.
• RECORDS REQUESTED--Number of records requested from the database.
• RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT--Number of records made current of run-unit.
• CALLS TO IDMSDBMS--Number of DML verbs executed.
• FRAGMENTS STORED--Number of record fragments stored.
• ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED--Number of records relocated because of fragment recomposition.

TOTAL I/O--Total number of database input/output operations the run-unit performed.

TOTAL CPU (100THS SEC)--Total CPU time needed to execute the run-unit. (Reported in units of 1/100 seconds.)

MEAN VALUE--Average value per run-unit occurrence within the reported time interval.

ACCUMULATED VALUE--Total value for all run unit occurrences within the reported time interval.

% OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES--This ratio (expressed as a percentage) is the accumulated value for this run-unit
against the accumulated value for all selected run-units active within the reported time interval. This highlights the run-
units that are consuming the largest amount of system resources.

RATIOS--A list of five ratios follows.
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• PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ--This ratio measures the effectiveness of buffer pool size and allocation. Small
ratios (less than 2.00) can indicate random processing, inadequate buffer pool size, or the need for additional buffer
pools. A ratio of 20 is generally considered high.

• RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ--This ratio measures the overall effectiveness of space management,
CALC synonym handling, VIA options, and buffer management. Large ratios usually indicate effective buffering (i.e.,
the minimizing of database I/O). A ratio of 20 is generally considered high.

• RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT--This ratio measures the amount of processing
transparency provided by CA IDMS. High ratios (a ratio of 20 is generally considered high) indicate that an excessive
amount of database traversing is occurring before target records are retrieved. Pay close attention to sorted sets, sets
without PRIOR or OWNER pointers, or program strategy that does not use currency efficiently.

• CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE--This ratio measures the randomness of the CALC field
values, or how full the database areas are. Large ratios or steadily rising ratio values show that there are either a large
number of CALC synonyms (multiple values that CALC to the same database page), or that space may be getting
scarce and that one or more areas may need to be enlarged. Ideally, this field will show a ratio of less than one (1).

• VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE--This ratio measures the effectiveness of the storage of VIA
records, or how full database areas are. Large ratios or steadily increasing ratio values can show that there is a lack
of clustering or packing of VIA records (near the associated OWNER record), or a lack of randomness of the OWNER
record types of VIA member records. Space may be getting scarce and one or more areas may need to be enlarged.
Ideally, this field shows ratios of less than one (1).

Billing System Summary Report

The Billing System Summary Report presents a sum-total of all Billing Summaries within the time interval you select.
All statistical categories are reported within run-unit type: ONLINE, BATCH, and SYSTEM (SYSTEM is the total of both
ONLINE and BATCH run-unit activity during the specified interval). The report shows actual accumulated values for RUN
UNITS, COUNTS, and RATIOS. For COUNTS, it also presents the percentage that the value is of total system resources.

You will get this report by specifying LEVEL = SYSTEM. (This report will also be created if you specify LEVEL = DETAIL
or LEVEL = SUMMARY.) You may also get the Grand Summary Report.

When you review this report, focus on the COUNTS (IDMS STATISTICS) and RATIOS. These statistics reflect trends on
the vitality of your database environment.

 CA                                                    CA IDMS/
LOG ANALYZER                               PAGE nn

 mm/dd/
yy                                                                  BILLING REPORT                                 hh:mm:ss

                                                                           SYSTEM SUMMARY

                                                                  mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/
dd/yy hh:mm:ss
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 ----------CATEGORY-------------                            -----ONLINE------     ------
BATCH------    ------SYSTEM------

 RUNUNITS..................TOTAL                                 67    100.00           0       .00            67

 COUNTS....................PAGES READ                         3,353    100.00           0       .00         3,353

                           PAGES WRITTEN                          6    100.00           0       .00             6

                           PAGES REQUESTED                   13,129    100.00           0       .00        13,129

                           CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE                 3    100.00           0       .00             3

                           CALC RCDS OVERFLOW                     0       .00           0       .00             0

                           VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE                 6    100.00           0       .00             6

                           VIA RCDS OVERFLOW                      0       .00           0       .00             0

                           RECORDS REQUESTED                 13,219    100.00           0       .00        13,129

                           RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT           4,389    100.00           0       .00         4,389

                           CALLS TO IDMSDBMS                  2,166    100.00           0       .00         2,166

                           FRAGMENTS STORED                       0       .00           0       .00             0

                           ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED                0       .00           0       .00             0

                           TOTAL I/
O                          3,359    100.00           0       .00         3,359

                           TOTAL CPU (100THS SEC)             2,085    100.00           0       .00         2,085
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 RATIOS....................PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ                  3.92                   .00                         3.92

                           RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ                3.94                   .00                         3.94

                           RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT  3.01                   .00                         3.01

                           CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE    .00                   .00                          .00

                           VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE     .00                   .00                          .00

Billing System Summary Report:

Billing System Summary Report Fields

Here is a description of the various fields that make up the System Summary Report. See Figure 2-6.

INTERVAL--This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval being reported. The data displayed in this line
depends on what you selected using the START, STOP, and INTERVAL parameters and on the actual date/time of the
run-unit activity being reported.

RUN UNITS TOTAL --Total number of run-units terminated within the reported time interval.

COUNTS--The IDMS STATISTICS are reported. For a detailed explanation of CA IDMS statistics, see Billing Summary
Report.

• PAGES READ
• PAGES WRITTEN
• PAGES REQUESTED
• CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE
• CALC RCDS OVERFLOW
• VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE
• VIA RCDS OVERFLOW
• RECORDS REQUESTED
• RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT
• CALLS TO IDMSDBMS
• FRAGMENTS STORED
• ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED

TOTAL I/O--Total number of input/output operations performed during the time interval.

TOTAL CPU (100THS SEC)--Total CPU time used during the time interval, reported in units of 1/100 seconds.

RATIOS--A list of five ratios follows. For a detailed explanation of the ratios that appear on the report, see Billing
Summary Report.

• PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ
• RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ
• RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT
• CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS  ON HOME PAGE
• VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE

ONLINE--The accumulated value of COUNTS and RATIOS for all run-units that executed online during the time interval.
Also, for COUNTS, the % OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES is shown.
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BATCH--The accumulated value of COUNTS and RATIOS for all run-units that executed batch during the time interval.
Also, for COUNTS, the % OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES is shown.

SYSTEM--The accumulated value of COUNTS and RATIOS for all run-units that executed during the time interval.

ACCUMULATED VALUE--Total value for all run-unit occurrences within the reported time interval.

% OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES--For ONLINE and BATCH, this ratio (expressed as a percentage) is the accumulated
value for this COUNT against the accumulated value for all selected (SYSTEM) run-units active within the reported time
interval. This highlights the run-units that are consuming the largest amount of system resources.

Billing Grand Summary Report

CA IDMS Log Analyzer automatically produces a Billing Grand Summary Report whenever multiple time intervals are
selected (i.e., when the INTERVAL is less than the entire START STOP DATE/TIME period). This report is a total of all
Billing System Summaries.

 CA                                                    CA IDMS/
LOG ANALYZER                                PAGE nn

 mm/dd/
yy                                                                  BILLING REPORT                                  hh:mm:ss

                                                                           GRAND SUMMARY

                                                                  mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/
dd/yy  hh:mm:ss

 ----------CATEGORY-------------                             -----
ONLINE------     ------BATCH------    ------SYSTEM------

 RUNUNITS..................TOTAL                                  67    100.00           0       .00            67
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 COUNTS....................PAGES READ                          3,353    100.00           0       .00         3,353

                           PAGES WRITTEN                           6    100.00           0       .00             6

                           PAGES REQUESTED                    13,129    100.00           0       .00        13,129

                           CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE                  3    100.00           0       .00             3

                           CALC RCDS OVERFLOW                      0       .00           0       .00             0

                           VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE                  6    100.00           0       .00             6

                           VIA RCDS OVERFLOW                       0       .00           0       .00             0

                           RECORDS REQUESTED                  13,219    100.00           0       .00        13,129

                           RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT            4,389    100.00           0       .00         4,389

                           CALLS TO IDMSDBMS                   2,166    100.00           0       .00         2,166

                           FRAGMENTS STORED                        0       .00           0       .00             0

                           ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED                 0       .00           0       .00             0

                           TOTAL I/
O                           3,359    100.00           0       .00         3,359

                           TOTAL CPU (100THS SEC)              2,085    100.00           0       .00         2,085

 RATIOS....................PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ                   3.92                   .00                         3.92

                           RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ                 3.94                   .00                         3.94

                           RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT   3.01                   .00                         3.01

                           CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE     .00                   .00                          .00

                           VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE      .00                   .00                          .00

Billing Grand Summary Report:
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Billing Grand Summary Report Fields

The report fields for the Billing Grand Summary Report are identical to those on the Billing System Summary Report. See
Billing System Summary Report for a description of these fields. Figure 2-7 shows a Billing Grand Summary Report.

INTERVAL--This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval being reported. The data displayed in this line
depends on what you selected using the START, STOP, and INTERVAL parameters and on the actual date/time of the
run-unit activity being reported.

RUN UNITS TOTAL --Total number of run-units terminated within the reported time interval selected.

COUNTS--IDMS STATISTICS are listed below. For a detailed explanation of CA IDMS statistics, see Billing Summary
Report.

• PAGES READ
• PAGES WRITTEN
• PAGES REQUESTED
• CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE
• CALC RCDS OVERFLOW
• VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE
• VIA RCDS OVERFLOW
• RECORDS REQUESTED
• RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT
• CALLS TO IDMSDBMS
• FRAGMENTS STORED
• ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED

TOTAL I/O--Total number of input/output operations performed during the time interval.

TOTAL CPU (100THS SEC)--Total CPU time used during the time interval, reported in units of 1/100 seconds.

RATIOS--A list of five ratios follows. For a detailed explanation of the ratios, see the Billing System Summary Report.

• PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ
• RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ
• RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT
• CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE
• VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE

ONLINE--The accumulated value of COUNTS and RATIOS for all run-units that executed online during the time interval.
Also, for COUNTS, the % OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES is shown.

BATCH--The accumulated value of COUNTS and RATIOS for all run-units that executed batch during the time interval.
Also, for COUNTS, the % OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES is shown.

SYSTEM--The accumulated value of COUNTS and RATIOS for all run-units that executed during the time interval.

ACCUMULATED VALUE--Total value for all run-unit occurrences within the reported time interval.

% OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES--For ONLINE and BATCH, this ratio (expressed as a percentage) is the accumulated
value for this COUNT against the accumulated value for all selected (SYSTEM) run-units active within the reported time
interval. This highlights the run-units that are consuming the largest amount of system resources.

About CA IDMS Log Analyzer Program Reports
The Program Reports are similar to the Billing Reports. They use information from the CA IDMS Log to offer detailed and
summarized statistical reports that show how efficiently application programs are using CA IDMS.
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Program Report differs from Billing Reports in that they are organized by the run-unit's program name. (For tasks
executed within CA IDMS/DC, these reports are organized by the run-unit's task-ID.) Information about the application
program is grouped by selected time intervals. First, each program's totals are reported, then they are reflected as a ratio
of the system totals (i.e., the percentage of all CA IDMS resources consumed during the time interval by programs that
were selected by CA IDMS Log Analyzer).

You will get this report by specifying REPORT = PROGRAM.

Four Reports--One Set of CA IDMS Log Statistics

Physically, there are four Program Reports to choose from. It is important to understand, however, that each report is
produced from the same statistics taken from the CA IDMS Log. Statistics are presented in different formats and at
various levels of summarization. The Program Report is available at the detail, summary, system summary, and grand
summary level. The Program Grand Summary Report is produced automatically if you choose multiple time intervals.

Hierarchical Nature of Reports

Program reports are produced for several hierarchical levels: if you ask for the lowest level report (LEVEL = DETAIL),
you will also receive the higher-level reports. These would include the Program Summary Report, which summarizes the
data of the Program Details Report (LEVEL = SUMMARY), as well as the Program System Summary Report (LEVEL =
SYSTEM). A Program Grand Summary Report is simply a summary of all Program System Summary Reports. This report
is controlled by the INTERVAL parameter.

Overview Of Program Reports
This topic provides an overview of Program Reports. Each report type is summarized in the following list, with detailed
information about each in the sections that follow. 

• Program Details Report --This report shows the information for each run-unit of a program, (or CA IDMS/DC task)
reported in time sequence, within the selected time interval. You may specify which program or class of programs CA
IDMS Log Analyzer is to report on. You also control the time period and duration of the time interval.

• Program Summary Report --Records the sum for all run-units of an application program within the time interval you
select.

• Program System Summary Report --Presents a sum of all Program Summary Reports within the time interval you
select.

• Program Grand Summary Report --Produced automatically when you request multiple time intervals. The Program
Grand Summary Report is simply a total of all the Program System Summaries.

Program Details Report

The Program Details Report presents a detailed view of application program activity (or CA IDMS/DC task activity or CA
ADS dialog activity). Most of the statistics in the report are IDMS STATISTICS taken from the CA IDMS Log. You will get
this report when you request LEVEL = DETAILS.

Request this report when there are more than 20 run-unit occurrences for a program, when a strictly chronological
sequence of all program activity is desired, or when you want to check every execution of a program to investigate a
problem.

 CA                                                    CA IDMS/
LOG ANALYZER                               PAGE nn

 mm/dd/
yy                                                                  PROGRAM REPORT                                 hh:mm:ss
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                                                                      DETAILS FOR PROGRAM = ASD2

                                                                    mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm - mm/dd/yy hh:mm

       RUTYPE   ---END DATE-TIME---  --------PAGES---------  ----RECORDS-----  ---
CALC RECORDS---  --VIA RECORDS---  ----TOTAL----

                                     READ  WRITTEN  REQUEST  REQUEST  CURRENT  HOME PAGE  OVERFLW  OWNR PG  OVERFLW  I/
O  CPU TIME

       ONLINE   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss     70      0       942       942      386          0        0        0       0      70    117

       ONLINE   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss     10      0        84        84       22          0        0        0       0      10     42

       ONLINE   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss     66      0       586       586      250          0        0        0       0      66     49

       ONLINE   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss      0      0         0         0        0          0        0        0       0       0      7

       ONLINE   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss      0      0         0         0        0          0        0        0       0       0      3

       ONLINE   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss     58      0       284       284       98          0        0        0       0      58     39

       ONLINE   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss     44      0       244       244       80          0        0        0       0      44     37

       ONLINE   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss     52      0       252       252       80          0        0        0       0      52     38
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       ONLINE   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss      0      0         0         0        0          0        0        0       0       0      6

       ONLINE   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss      0      0         0         0        0          0        0        0       0       0      3

       ONLINE   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss      0      0         0         0        0          0        0        0       0       0     16

       ONLINE   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss    146      0      1070      1070      468          0        0        0       0     146     77

       ONLINE   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss      0      0         0         0        0          0        0        0       0       0      3

       ONLINE   mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss     68      4       610       624      226          2        0        4       0      72    153

Program Details Report:

Program Details Report Fields

Here is a description of the various fields that make up the Program Details Report. See Figure 2-8.

REPORT TITLE--The title line contains the name of the application program (or CA IDMS/DC task) being reported.

INTERVAL--This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval being reported. The data displayed in this line
depends on what you selected using the START, STOP, and INTERVAL parameters and on the actual date/time of the
run-unit activity being reported.

RUTYPE--This line tells whether the application program executed as a BATCH or ONLINE run-unit.

END DATE-TIME--Ending date/time of run-unit.

IDMS STATISTICS--The IDMS STATISTICS (listed below) are taken from the log record.

• PAGES READ--Number of pages read from the database.
• PAGES WRITTEN--Number of pages written to the database.
• PAGES REQUEST--Number of pages requested from the database.
• RECORDS REQUEST--Number of records requested from the database.
• RECORDS CURRENT--Number of records made current of run-unit.
• CALC RECORDS HOME PG--Number of CALC records stored on the home page.
• CALC RECORDS OVERFLW--Number of CALC records stored on an overflow page.
• VIA RECORDS OWNR PG--Number of VIA records stored on the owner page.
• VIA RECORDS OVERFLW--Number of VIA records stored on an overflow page.

TOTAL I/O--Total number of input/output operations performed by the run-unit; the sum of PAGES READ plus PAGES
WRITTEN.

TOTAL CPU TIME--Total CPU time used by the run-unit; reported in units of 1/100 seconds. TOTAL CPU is the sum of
USER-MODE-TIME plus SYSTEM-MODE-TIME as reported by CA IDMS in the log record.
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Program Summary Report

The Program Summary Report summarizes all run-unit executions of an application program (or CA IDMS/DC task) within
a time interval. The Program Summary Report summarizes information taken from the Program Details Report. You will
get this report by specifying LEVEL = SUMMARY (or LEVEL = DETAIL). In addition, you will also receive all higher-level
reports.

When you look at the Program Summary Totals Report, focus on the COUNTS (IDMS STATISTICS) and RATIOS. These
statistics reveal trends on the vitality of your database environment. This report also presents other CA IDMS statistics
unavailable on the Program Details Report. MEAN VALUE, ACCUMULATED VALUE, and PERCENTAGE OF SYSTEM
OCCURRENCES are reported for each statistical category.

 CA                                                    CA IDMS/
LOG ANALYZER                                PAGE nn

 mm/dd/
yy                                                                  PROGRAM REPORT                                  hh:mm:ss

                                                                 SUMMARY FOR PROGRAM = $ADS@@OH ONLINE

                                                                  mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/
dd/yy hh:mm:ss

 RUNUNITS..................TOTAL                                              5

                                                                              MEAN              ACCUMULATED            % OF SYSTEM

                                                                              VALUE                   VALUE            OCCURRENCES

 COUNTS....................PAGES READ                                          2.00                      10                    .30

                           PAGES WRITTEN                                        .00                       0                    .00
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                           PAGES REQUESTED                                    10.40                      52                    .40

                           CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE                               .00                       0                    .00

                           CALC RCDS OVERFLOW                                   .00                       0                    .00

                           VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE                               .00                       0                    .00

                           VIA RCDS OVERFLOW                                    .00                       0                    .00

                           RECORDS REQUESTED                                  10.40                      52                    .39

                           RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT                            3.60                      18                    .41

                           CALLS TO IDMSDBMS                                   4.80                      24                   1.11

                           FRAGMENTS STORED                                     .00                       0                    .00

                           ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED                              .00                       0                    .00

                           TOTAL I/
O                                           2.00                      10                    .30

                           TOTAL CPU (100THS SEC)                              2.60                      13                    .62

 RATIOS....................PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ                        5.20

                           RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ                      5.20

                           RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT        2.89

                           CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE          .00

                           VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE           .00

Program Summary Report:

Program Summary Report Fields

Here is an explanation of the fields that make up the Program Summary Report. See Figure 2-9.

REPORT TITLE--The title line contains the name of the report, the name of the application program (or CA IDMS/DC
task) being reported, and whether that program executed as an ONLINE or BATCH run-unit.
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INTERVAL--This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval being reported. The data displayed here
depends on what you selected using the START, STOP, and INTERVAL parameters and on the actual date/time of the
program activity being reported.

RUN UNITS TOTAL--Total number of run-units terminated within the reported time interval.

COUNTS--The following IDMS STATISTICS (taken from the log record) are reported.

• PAGES READ--Number of pages read from the database.
• PAGES WRITTEN--Number of pages written to the database.
• PAGES REQUESTED--Number of pages requested from the database.
• CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE--Number of CALC records stored on the home page.
• CALC RCDS OVERFLOW--Number of CALC records stored on an overflow page.
• VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE--Number of VIA records stored on the owner page.
• VIA RCDS OVERFLOW--Number of VIA records stored on an overflow page.
• RECORDS REQUESTED--Number of records requested from the database.
• RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT--Number of records made current of run-unit.
• CALLS TO IDMSDBMS--Number of DML verbs executed.
• FRAGMENTS STORED--Number of record fragments stored.
• ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED--Number of records relocated because of fragment recomposition.

TOTAL I/O--Total number of database input/output operations the program performed during the time interval.

TOTAL CPU (100THS SEC)--Total CPU time needed to execute the program during the time interval specified reported in
units of 1/100 seconds.

MEAN VALUE--Average value per run-unit occurrence within the reported time interval.

ACCUMULATED VALUE--Total value for all run-unit occurrences within the reported time interval.

% OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES--This ratio (expressed as a percentage) is the accumulated value for this run-unit
against the accumulated value for all selected run-units active within the reported time interval. This highlights the run-
units that are consuming the largest amount of system resources.

RATIOS--A list of five ratios follows.

• PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ--This ratio measures the effectiveness of buffer pool size and allocation. Small
ratios (less than 2.00) can indicate random processing, inadequate buffer pool size, or the need for additional buffer
pools. A ratio of 20 is generally considered high.

• RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ-- This ratio measures the overall effectiveness of space management,
CALC synonym handling, VIA options, and buffer management. Large ratios usually indicate effective buffering (i.e.,
the minimizing of database I/O). A ratio of 20 is generally considered high.

• RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT--This ratio measures the amount of processing
transparency provided by CA-IDMS. High ratios (a ratio of 20 is generally considered high) indicate that an excessive
amount of database traversing is occurring before target records are retrieved. Pay close attention to sorted sets, sets
without PRIOR or OWNER pointers, or program strategy that does not use currency efficiently.

• CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE--This ratio measures the randomness of the CALC field
values, or how full particular database areas are. Large ratios or steadily rising ratio values show that there are either
a large number of CALC synonyms, or that space may be getting scarce and that one or more areas may need to be
enlarged. Ideally, this field will show ratios of less than one (1).

• VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE--This ratio measures the effectiveness of the storage of VIA
records, or how full database areas are. Large ratios or steadily increasing ratio values can show that there is a lack
of clustering or packing of VIA records (near the associated OWNER record), or a lack of randomness of the OWNER
record types of VIA member records. Space may be getting scarce and one or more areas may need to be enlarged.
Ideally, this field shows ratios of less than one (1).
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Program System Summary Report

The Program System Summary Report presents a sum-total of all Program Summaries within the time interval you select.
All statistical categories are reported within run-unit type: ONLINE, BATCH, and SYSTEM (SYSTEM is the total of both
ONLINE and BATCH run-unit activity during the specified interval). The report shows the actual accumulated values for
RUN UNITS, COUNTS, and RATIOS. For COUNTS, it also shows the mean value and the percentage that the value is of
total system occurrences. You will get this report by specifying LEVEL = SYSTEM.

When you review this report, focus on COUNTS (IDMS STATISTICS) and RATIOS. These statistics reflect trends on the
vitality of your database environment.

 CA                                                    CA IDMS/
LOG ANALYZER                                PAGE nn

 mm/dd/
yy                                                                  PROGRAM REPORT                                  hh:mm:ss

                                                                          SYSTEM SUMMARY

                                                                 mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/
dd/yy hh:mm:ss

 ----------CATEGORY-------------                             -----
ONLINE------     ------BATCH------    ------SYSTEM------

 RUNUNITS..................TOTAL                                  24    100.00        0        .00              24

 COUNTS....................PAGES READ                            437    100.00        0        .00             437

                           PAGES WRITTEN                           0       .00        0        .00               0
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                           PAGES REQUESTED                     3,352    100.00        0        .00           3,352

                           CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE                  0       .00        0        .00               0

                           CALC RCDS OVERFLOW                      0       .00        0        .00               0

                           VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE                  0       .00        0        .00               0

                           VIA RCDS OVERFLOW                       0       .00        0        .00               0

                           RECORDS REQUESTED                   3,363    100.00        0        .00           3,363

                           RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT            1,359    100.00        0        .00           1,359

                           CALLS TO IDMSDBMS                     543    100.00        0        .00             543

                           FRAGMENTS STORED                        0       .00        0        .00               0

                           ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED                 0       .00        0        .00               0

                           TOTAL I/
O                             437    100.00        0        .00             437

                           TOTAL CPU (100THS SEC)                551    100.00        0        .00             551

 RATIOS....................PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ                   7.67                 .00                  7.67

                           RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ                 7.70                 .00                  7.70

                           RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT   2.47                 .00                  2.47

                           CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE     .00                 .00                   .00

                           VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE      .00                 .00                   .00

Program System Summary Report:

Program System Summary Report Fields

Here is a description of the various fields that make up the Program System Summary Report. See Figure 2-10.

INTERVAL--This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval being reported. The data displayed here
depends on what you selected using the START, STOP, and INTERVAL parameters and on the actual date/time of the
run-unit activity being reported.
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RUN UNITS TOTAL--Total number of run-units terminated within the reported time interval.

COUNTS--The IDMS STATISTICS are reported. For a detailed explanation of CA IDMS statistics, see Program Summary
Report.

• PAGES READ
• PAGES WRITTEN
• PAGES REQUESTED
• CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE
• CALC RCDS OVERFLOW
• VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE
• VIA RCDS OVERFLOW
• RECORDS REQUESTED
• RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT
• CALLS TO IDMSDBMS
• FRAGMENTS STORED
• ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED

TOTAL I/O--Total number of input/output operations performed during the time interval.

TOTAL CPU (100THS SEC)--Total CPU time used during the time interval, reported in units of 1/100 seconds.

RATIOS--A list of five ratios follows. For a detailed explanation of the ratios, see Program Summary Report.

• PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ
• RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ
• RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS
• BECOMING CURRENT
• CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE
• VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE

ONLINE--The accumulated value of COUNTS and RATIOS for all run-units that executed online during the time interval.
Also, for COUNTS, the PERCENTAGE OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES is shown.

BATCH--The accumulated value of COUNTS and RATIOS for all run-units that executed batch during the time interval.
Also, for COUNTS, the % OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES is shown.

SYSTEM--The accumulated value of COUNTS and RATIOS for all run-units that executed during the time interval.

ACCUMULATED VALUE--Total value for all run-unit occurrences within the reported time interval.

% OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES--For ONLINE and BATCH, this ratio (expressed as a percentage) is the accumulated
value for this COUNT against the accumulated value for all selected (SYSTEM) run-units active within the reported time
interval. This highlights the run-units that are consuming the largest amount of system resources.

 CA                                                    CA IDMS/
LOG ANALYZER                                PAGE nn

 mm/dd/
yy                                                                  PROGRAM REPORT                                  hh:mm:ss
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                                                                           GRAND SUMMARY

                                                                  mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/
dd/yy hh:mm:ss

 ----------CATEGORY-------------                             -----
ONLINE------     ------BATCH------    ------SYSTEM------

 RUNUNITS..................TOTAL                                  67    100.00           0       .00            67

 COUNTS....................PAGES READ                          3,353    100.00           0       .00         3,353

                           PAGES WRITTEN                           6    100.00           0       .00             6

                           PAGES REQUESTED                    13,129    100.00           0       .00        13,129

                           CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE                  3    100.00           0       .00             3

                           CALC RCDS OVERFLOW                      0       .00           0       .00             0

                           VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE                  6    100.00           0       .00             6

                           VIA RCDS OVERFLOW                       0       .00           0       .00             0

                           RECORDS REQUESTED                  13,219    100.00           0       .00        13,129

                           RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT            4,389    100.00           0       .00         4,389

                           CALLS TO IDMSDBMS                   2,166    100.00           0       .00         2,166

                           FRAGMENTS STORED                        0       .00           0       .00             0

                           ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED                 0       .00           0       .00             0
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                           TOTAL I/
O                           3,359    100.00           0       .00         3,359

                           TOTAL CPU (100THS SEC)              2,085    100.00           0       .00         2,085

 RATIOS....................PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ                   3.92                   .00                         3.92

                           RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ                 3.94                   .00                         3.94

                           RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT   3.01                   .00                         3.01

                           CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE     .00                   .00                          .00

                           VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE      .00                   .00                          .00

Program Grand Summary Report:

Program Grand Summary Report

CA IDMS Log Analyzer automatically produces a Program Grand Summary Report whenever multiple time intervals are
selected (i.e., when the INTERVAL is less than the entire START STOP DATE/TIME period.) This report is a total of all
Program System Summaries.

Program Grand Summary Report Fields

The report fields for the Program Grand Summary Report are identical to those on the Program System Summary Report.
See Program System Summary Report for a description of these fields. Figure 2-11 shows an example of a Program
Grand Summary Report.

INTERVAL--This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval being reported. The data displayed in this line
depends on what you selected using the START and STOP parameters.

RUN-UNITS TOTAL --Total number of run-units terminated within the reported time interval.

COUNTS--The IDMS STATISTICS are reported. For a detailed explanation of CA IDMS statistics, see Program Summary
Report.
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• PAGES READ
• PAGES WRITTEN
• PAGES REQUESTED
• CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE
• CALC RCDS OVERFLOW
• VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE
• VIA RCDS OVERFLOW
• RECORDS REQUESTED
• RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT
• CALLS TO IDMSDBMS
• FRAGMENTS STORED
• ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED

TOTAL I/O--Total number of input/output operations performed during the time interval.

TOTAL CPU (100THS SEC)--Total CPU time used during the time interval, reported in units of 1/100 seconds.

RATIOS--A list of five ratios follows. For a detailed explanation of the ratios, see Program Summary Report.

• PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ
• RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ
• RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT
• CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS HOME PAGE
• VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS ON HOME PAGE

ONLINE--The accumulated value of COUNTS and RATIOS for all run-units that executed online during the time interval.
Also, for COUNTS, the PERCENTAGE OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES is shown.

BATCH--The accumulated value of COUNTS and RATIOS for all run-units that executed batch during the time interval.
Also, for COUNTS, the % OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES is shown.

SYSTEM--The accumulated value of COUNTS and RATIOS for all run-units that executed during the time interval.

ACCUMULATED VALUE--Total value for all run unit occurrences within the reported time interval.

% OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES--For ONLINE and BATCH, this ratio (expressed as a percentage) is the accumulated
value for this COUNT against the accumulated value for all selected (SYSTEM) run-units active within the reported time
interval. This highlights the run-units that are consuming the largest amount of system resources.

About CA IDMS Log Analyzer Management Reports
There are three types of Management Reports: Highlights/Summary Report (three reports), Highlights/Buffer Pool
Utilization Report, and the Ranking Report (one report each). Also provided is an Audit Report.

Highlights/Summary Reports--These reports are summaries of system performance and resource consumption derived
from the Program Report.

Highlights/Summary Reports present totals, highest, lowest, means, and medians of program attributes and program
consumption (IDMS STATISTICS). These are presented at program summary, system summary, and grand summary
levels. You will get this report by specifying REPORT = HI-SUM on the parameter statement.

Highlights/Buffer Pool Utilization Report--This report presents the number of run-units (and percentage of the total that
these represent) falling into each of several categories as viewed by Buffer Pool Ratio (PAGES REQUESTED divided
by PAGES READ) for each hour of each day within the time period you selected. You will get this report by specifying
REPORT = HI-BPU on the parameter statement.
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Ranking Report--This report type also uses system performance and resource consumption information derived from
the Program Details Report. However, the Ranking Report presents the information in ranked order, rather than in
summarized form. You designate the run-unit category to be selected for ranking, the particular attribute to be ranked, and
value type of ranking process to be used.

For example, you may specify that all online run-units are to be ranked by the median value of their pages read, that this
information be presented in a highest to lowest sequence and that you only want to see the first 10 run-units sequenced in
this way. You will get this report by specifying REPORT = RANK on the parameter statement.

Three Highlights/Summary Reports--One Set of CA IDMS Statistics

Physically, there are three Highlights/Summary Reports to choose from. However, it is important to understand that each
report is produced from the same statistics as found on the CA IDMS Log. Statistics are presented in different formats
and at different levels of summarization. The Highlights/Summary Report is available at the program, system, and grand
summary level.

Hierarchical Nature of Highlights/Summary Reports

Highlights/Summary Reports are produced on a hierarchical basis: if you ask for the lowest level report (LEVEL =
PROGRAM), you will also receive the higher-level reports. These would include the Highlights/Summary System Report,
which summarizes the Highlights/Summary Program Report (LEVEL = SYSTEM) and possibly the Highlights/Summary
Grand Report. The Grand Report is produced if there are multiple intervals within the reported period, or if the report is
explicitly requested (LEVEL = GRAND).

Management Highlights/Program Summary Report

The Highlights/Program Summary Report provides a summary of system performance and database resource
consumption for an individual program within a single time interval. You will get this report if you specified LEVEL =
PROGRAM on the parameter statement.

 CA                                                    CA IDMS/LOG ANALYZER             
                  PAGE nn
 mm/dd/yy                                                      MANAGEMENT HEIGHLIGHTS/
PROGRAM REPORT                      hh:mm:ss
                                                                    mm/dd/yy  hh:mm -
 mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss

 RUNUNITS................TOTAL                                                          
    1

                                                                   LOWEST             
 HIGHEST             MEAN              MEDIAN

 COUNTS..................PAGES READ                                   5                 
   5              5.00                   5
                         PAGES WRITTEN                                0                 
   0               .00                   0
                         PAGES REQUESTED                             52                 
  52             52.00                  52
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                         CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE                       0                 
   0               .00                   0
                         CALC RCDS OVERFLOW                           0                 
   0               .00                   0
                         VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE                       0                 
   0               .00                   0
                         VIA RCDS OVERFLOW                            0                 
   0               .00                   0
                         RECORDS REQUESTED                           52                 
  52             52.00                  52
                         RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT                    18                 
  18             18.00                  18
                         CALLS TO IDMSDBMS                            0                 
   0               .00                   0
                         FRAGMENTS STORED                             0                 
   0               .00                   0
                         ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED                      0                 
   0               .00                   0
                         TOTAL I/O                                    5                 
   5              5.00                   5
                         TOTAL CPU (100THS SEC)                       9                 
   9              9.00                   9

 RATIOS..................PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ                10.40              
  10.40           10.40              10.40
                         RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ              10.40              
  10.40           10.40              10.40
                         RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT 2.89              
   2.89            2.89               2.89
                         CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE   .00              
    .00             .00                .00
                         VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE    .00              
    .00             .00                .00
Management Highlights/Program Summary Report:

Management Highlights/Program Summary Report Fields

These fields make up the Management Highlights/Program Summary Report. See Figure 2-12.

 REPORT TITLE--This line lists the title of the report.

 PROGRAM NAME/TYPE/INTERVAL--This line lists the name of the application program whose run-units are selected for
reporting, its processing type (whether the run-units are ONLINE or BATCH), and start/stop date and time of report.

 RUN UNITS TOTAL--Total number of run-units terminated within the reported time interval.

 LOWEST--Lowest value encountered for any run-unit within the reported time interval.

 HIGHEST--Highest value encountered for any run-unit within the reported time interval.

 MEAN--Average value for all run-units within the reported time interval.
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 MEDIAN--Median value for all run-units within the reported time interval.

COUNTS--The IDMS STATISTICS (taken from the log record) are reported.

• PAGES READ--Number of pages read from the database.
• PAGES WRITTEN--Number of pages written to the database.
• PAGES REQUESTED--Number of pages requested from the database.
• CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE--Number of CALC records stored on the home page.
• CALC RCDS OVERFLOW--Number of CALC records stored on an overflow page.
• VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE--Number of VIA records stored on the owner page.
• VIA RCDS OVERFLOW--Number of VIA records stored on an overflow page.
• RECORDS REQUESTED--Number of records requested.
• RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT--Number of records made current of run-unit.
• CALLS TO IDMSDBMS--Number of DML verbs executed.
• FRAGMENTS STORED--Number of record fragments stored.
• ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED--Number of records relocated because of fragment recomposition.

 TOTAL I/O--Total number of database input/output operations performed by the program during the time interval.

 TOTAL CPU (100THS SEC)--Total CPU time used by the program during the time interval specified.

 RATIOS--The Ratios are reported in four values: Lowest, Highest, Mean, and Median.

• PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ--This ratio measures the effectiveness of buffer pool size and allocation. Small
ratios (less than 2.00) can indicate random processing, inadequate buffer pool size, or the need for additional buffer
pools. A ratio of 20 is generally considered high.

• RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ-- This ratio measures the overall effectiveness of space management,
CALC synonym handling, VIA options, and buffer management. Large ratios usually indicate effective buffering (i.e.,
the minimizing of database I/O). A ratio of 20 is generally considered high.

• RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT--This ratio measures the amount of processing
transparency provided by CA IDMS. High ratios (a ratio of 20 is generally considered high) indicate that an excessive
amount of database traversing is occurring before target records are retrieved. Pay close attention to sorted sets, sets
without PRIOR or OWNER pointers, or program strategy that does not use currency efficiently.

• CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS ON HOME  PAGE--This ratio measures the randomness of the CALC field
values, or how full particular database areas are. Large ratios or steadily rising ratio values show that there are either
a large number of CALC synonyms, or that space may be getting scarce and that one or more areas may need to be
enlarged. Ideally, this field will show ratios of less than one (1).

• VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE--This ratio measures the effectiveness of the storage of VIA
records, or how full database areas are. Large ratios or steadily increasing ratio values can show that there is a lack
of clustering or packing of VIA records (near the associated OWNER record), or a lack of randomness of the OWNER
record types of VIA member records. Space may be getting scarce and one or more areas may need to be enlarged.
Ideally, this ratio will show values of less than one (1).

Management Highlights/System Summary Report
 CA                                                    CA IDMS/LOG ANALYZER             
                   PAGE nn
 mm/dd/yy                                                      MANAGEMENT HEIGHLIGHTS/
SYSTEM SUMMARY                       hh:mm:ss
                                                                mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss
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 ONLINE             BATCH              SYSTEM

 RUN UNITS...............TOTAL                                                      2 
 100.00            0   .00             2

 RATIOS......................PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ                   LOWEST     
 5.00                 .00              5.00
                                                                            HIGHEST    
 5.00                 .00              5.00
                                                                            MEAN       
 5.00                 .00              5.00

                             RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ                 LOWEST     
 8.00                 .00              8.00
                                                                            HIGHEST    
 9.00                 .00              9.00
                                                                            MEAN       
 8.50                 .00              8.50

                             RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT   LOWEST     
 2.67                  .00             2.67
                                                                            HIGHEST    
 3.00                  .00             3.00
                                                                            MEAN       
 2.84                  .00             2.84

                             CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE    LOWEST     
  .00                  .00              .00
                                                                            HIGHEST    
  .00                  .00              .00
                                                                            MEAN       
  .00                  .00              .00

                             VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE     LOWEST     
  .00                  .00              .00
                                                                            HIGHEST    
  .00                  .00              .00
                                                                            MEAN       
  .00                  .00              .00
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Management Highlights/System Summary Report (page  1):
 CA                                                    CA IDMS/LOG ANALYZER             
                  PAGE nn
 mm/dd/yy                                                      MANAGEMENT HEIGHLIGHTS/
SYSTEM SUMMARY                      hh:mm:ss
                                                                mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss

                                                                                    
 ONLINE               BATCH              SYSTEM

 COUNTS....................PAGES READ                             LOWEST              2 
                   0                   2
                                                                  -HIGHEST            2 
                   0                   2
                                                                  --MEAN             
 2.00                  .00                2.00
                           PAGES WRITT                            LOWEST              0 
                   0                   0
                                                                  -HIGHEST            0 
                   0                   0
                                                                  --MEAN             
  .00                  .00                 .00
                           PAGES REQUESTED                        LOWEST             10 
                   0                  10
                                                                  -HIGHEST           10 
                   0                  10
                                                                  --MEAN            
 10.00                  .00               10.00
                           CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE                 LOWEST              0 
                   0                   0
                                                                  -HIGHEST            0 
                   0                   0
                                                                  --MEAN             
  .00                  .00                 .00
                           CALC RCDS OVERFLOW                     LOWEST              0 
                   0                   0
                                                                  -HIGHEST            0 
                   0                   0
                                                                  --MEAN             
  .00                  .00                 .00
                           VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE                 LOWEST              0 
                   0                   0
                                                                  -HIGHEST            0 
                   0                   0
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                                                                  --MEAN             
  .00                  .00                 .00
                           VIA RCDS OVERFLOW                      LOWEST              0 
                   0                   0
                                                                  -HIGHEST            0 
                   0                   0
                                                                  --MEAN             
  .00                  .00                 .00
                           RECORDS REQUESTED                      LOWEST             16 
                   0                  16
                                                                  -HIGHEST           18 
                   0                  18
                                                                  --MEAN            
 17.00                  .00               17.00
                           RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT                LOWEST             6 
                   0                   6
                                                                 -HIGHEST             6 
                   0                   6
                                                                  --MEAN            
 16.00                  .00               16.00
                           CALLS TO IDMSDBMS                       LOWEST             6 
                   0                   6
                                                                  -HIGHEST            7 
                   0                   7
                                                                  --MEAN             
 6.50                  .00                6.50
                           FRAGMENTS STORED                        LOWEST             0 
                   0                   0
                                                                  -HIGHEST            0 
                   0                   0
                                                                  --MEAN             
  .00                  .00                 .00
                           ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED                 LOWEST             0 
                   0                   0
                                                                  -HIGHEST            0 
                   0                   0
                                                                  --MEAN             
  .00                  .00                 .00
                           TOTAL I/O                               LOWEST             2 
                   0                   2
                                                                  -HIGHEST            2 
                   0                   2
                                                                  --MEAN             
 2.00                  .00                2.00
                           TOTAL CPU(100THS SEC)                   LOWEST             5 
                   0                   5
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                                                                  -HIGHEST           59 
                   0                  59
                                                                  --MEAN            
 32.00                  .00               32.00
Management Highlights/System Summary Report (page 2):

This report, a summary of system performance and resource consumption, is derived from the Program Report. The
Highlights/System Summary Report gives you a summary of system performance and resource consumption accumulated
for one time interval. This report presents highest, lowest, and means of program attributes, lists them under ONLINE,
BATCH, and SYSTEM categories, for program consumption (IDMS STATISTICS). You will get this report if you select
LEVEL = SYSTEM on the parameter statement. In addition, you will also receive all higher-level reports. When you look
at this report, focus on the COUNTS (IDMS STATISTICS) and RATIOS. These statistics reveal the trends on the vitality of
your database environment.

Management Highlights/System Summary Report Fields

These fields make up the two-page Highlights/System Summary Report. See Figure 2-13 and Figure 2-14.

REPORT TITLE--This line lists the title of the report.

INTERVAL--This line lists the start/stop date and time of the report.

RUN UNITS TOTAL--Number of run-units that terminated during this time interval.

RATIOS--The Ratios are reported in three values (LOWEST, HIGHEST, MEAN) in three categories (ONLINE, BATCH,
SYSTEM). See Program Summary Report Fields for a complete description of the ratios.

• PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ 
• RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ 
• RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS 
• BECOMING CURRENT 
• CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE 
• VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE 

COUNTS--IDMS STATISTICS are reported in three values: LOWEST, HIGHEST, and MEAN. For a detailed explanation of
CA IDMS statistics, see Program Summary Report Fields.

• PAGES READ 
• PAGES WRITTEN 
• PAGES REQUESTED 
• CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE 
• CALC RCDS OVERFLOW 
• VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE 
• VIA RCDS OVERFLOW 
• RECORDS REQUESTED 
• RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT 
• CALLS TO IDMSDBMS 
• FRAGMENTS STORED 
• ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED 

TOTAL I/O--Total number of database input/output operations the run-unit performed during the time interval.

TOTAL CPU (100THS SEC)--Total CPU time needed to execute the run-unit during the time interval specified.

LOWEST--Lowest value encountered for run-unit within the reported time interval.
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HIGHEST--Highest value encountered for run-unit within the reported time interval.

MEAN--Average value for run-unit within the reported time interval.

ONLINE--Shows the LOWEST, HIGHEST, and MEAN RATIOS and COUNTS for all ONLINE run-units during the time
interval.

BATCH--Shows the LOWEST, HIGHEST, and MEAN RATIOS and COUNTS for all BATCH run-units during the time
interval. SYSTEM--Shows the LOWEST, HIGHEST, and MEAN RATIOS and COUNTS for all run-units during the time
interval.

Management Highlights/Grand Summary Report
 CA                                                    CA IDMS/LOG ANALYZER             
                   PAGE nn
 mm/dd/yy                                                      MANAGEMENT HEIGHLIGHTS/
GRAND SUMMARY                        hh:mm:ss
                                                                mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss

                                                                                    
 ONLINE               BATCH             SYSTEM

 RUN UNITS.................TOTAL                                                     67 
 100.00          0   .00             67

 RATIOS....................PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ                  LOWEST     
  .00                   .00                 .00
                                                                         HIGHEST    
 1.00                   .00               21.00
                                                                         MEAN       
 6.45                   .00                6.45

                           RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ                LOWEST     
  .00                   .00                 .00
                                                                         HIGHEST   
 21.00                   .00               21.00
                                                                         MEAN       
 6.78                   .00                6.78

                           RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT  LOWEST     
  .00                   .00                 .00
                                                                         HIGHEST   
 33.27                   .00               33.27
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                                                                         MEAN       
 2.55                   .00                2.55

                           CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE   LOWEST     
  .00                   .00                 .00
                                                                         HIGHEST    
  .00                   .00                 .00
                                                                         MEAN       
  .00                   .00                 .00

                           VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE    LOWEST     
  .00                    .00                .00
                                                                         HIGHEST    
  .00                    .00                .00
                                                                         MEAN       
  .00                    .00                .00
Management Highlights/Grand Summary Report (page 1):
 CA                                                    CA IDMS/LOG ANALYZER             
                   PAGE nn
 mm/dd/yy                                                      MANAGEMENT HEIGHLIGHTS/
GRAND SUMMARY                        hh:mm:ss
                                                               mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm:ss

                                                                                    
 ONLINE               BATCH             SYSTEM

 COUNTS....................PAGES READ                                    LOWEST        O
                    0                   0
                                                                        -HIGHEST  2,008 
                   0               2,008
                                                                        --MEAN      
 50.04                  .00               50.04
                          PAGES WRITTEN                                 LOWEST        0 
                   0                   0
                                                                        -HIGHEST      4 
                   0                   4
                                                                        --MEAN       
  .09                  .00                 .09
                          PAGES REQUESTED                               LOWEST        0 
                   0                   0
                                                                        -HIGHEST  2,434 
                   0               2,434
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                                                                        --MEAN     
 195.96                  .00              195.96
                          CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE                        LOWEST        0 
                   0                   0
                                                                        -HIGHEST      2 
                   0                   2
                                                                        --MEAN       
  .04                  .00                 .04
                          CALC RCDS OVERFLOW                            LOWEST        0 
                   0                   0
                                                                        -HIGHEST      0 
                   0                   0
                                                                        --MEAN       
  .00                  .00                 .00
                          VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE                        LOWEST        0 
                   0                   0
                                                                        -HIGHEST      2 
                   0                   4
                                                                        --MEAN       
  .09                  .00                 .09
                          VIA RCDS OVERFLOW                             LOWEST        0 
                   0                   0
                                                                        -HIGHEST      0 
                   0                   0
                                                                        --MEAN       
  .00                  .00                 .00
                          RECORDS REQUESTED                             LOWEST        0 
                   0                   0
                                                                        -HIGHEST  2,462 
                   0               2,462
                                                                        --MEAN     
 197.30                  .00              197.30
                          RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT                      LOWEST        0 
                   0                   0
                                                                        -HIGHEST    468 
                   0                 468
                                                                        --MEAN      
 65.51                  .00               65.51
                          CALLS TO IDMSDBMS                             LOWEST        0 
                   0                   0
                                                                        -HIGHEST    299 
                   0                 299
                                                                        --MEAN      
 32.33                  .00               32.33
                          FRAGMENTS STORED                              LOWEST        0 
                   0                   0
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                                                                        -HIGHEST      0 
                   0                   0
                                                                        --MEAN       
  .00                  .00                 .00
                          ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED                       LOWEST        0 
                   0                   0
                                                                        -HIGHEST      0 
                   0                   0
                                                                        --MEAN       
  .00                  .00                 .00
                          TOTAL I/O                                     LOWEST        0 
                   0                   0
                                                                        -HIGHEST  2,008 
                   0               2,008
                                                                        --MEAN      
 50.13                  .00               50.13
                          TOTAL CPU(100THS SEC)                         LOWEST        1 
                   0                   1
                                                                        -HIGHEST    247 
                   0                 247
                                                                        --MEAN      
 31.12                  .00               31.12
Management Highlights/Grand Summary Report (page 2):

The Highlights/Grand Summary Report contains summarized information of system performance and resource
consumption accumulated for all System Summaries whenever multiple time intervals are reported.

Management Highlights/Grand Summary Report Fields

These fields make up the Management Highlights/Grand Summary Report. See Figure 2-15 and Figure 2-16.

REPORT TITLE--This lists the title of the report.

INTERVAL--This line lists the interval and start/stop date and time of report.

RUN UNITS TOTAL--Total number of run-units terminated within the reported time interval.

RATIOS--are reported in three values: LOWEST, HIGHEST, and MEAN. For a detailed explanation of the ratios, see
Program Summary Report Fields.

• PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ 
• RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ 
• RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT 
• CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE 
• VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE 

COUNTS--IDMS STATISTICS are reported in three values: LOWEST, HIGHEST, and MEAN. For a detailed explanation of
CA IDMS statistics, see Program Summary Report Fields.
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• PAGES READ 
• PAGES WRITTEN 
• PAGES REQUESTED 
• CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE 
• CALC RCDS OVERFLOW 
• VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE 
• VIA RCDS OVERFLOW 
• RECORDS REQUESTED 
• RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT 
• CALLS TO IDMSDBMS 
• FRAGMENTS STORED 
• ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED 

TOTAL I/O--Total number of database input/output operations the run-unit performed during the time interval.

TOTAL CPU (100THS SEC)--Total CPU time needed to execute the run-unit during the time interval specified.

LOWEST--Lowest value encountered for run-unit within the reported time interval.

HIGHEST--Highest value encountered for run-unit within the reported time interval.

MEAN--Average value for run-unit within the reported time interval.

ONLINE--Shows the LOWEST, HIGHEST, and MEAN RATIOS and COUNTS for all ONLINE run-units during the time
interval.

BATCH--Shows the LOWEST, HIGHEST, and MEAN RATIOS and COUNTS for all BATCH run-units during the time
interval.

SYSTEM--Shows the LOWEST, HIGHEST, and MEAN RATIOS and COUNTS for all run-units during the time interval.

Management Highlights/Buffer Pool Utilization Report

The Highlights/Buffer Pool Utilization Report distributes the ratio of PAGES REQUESTED to PAGES READ into time
brackets for system activity on the calendar days you specify.

 CA                                                    CA IDMS/LOG ANALYZER             
                   PAGE nn
 mm/dd/yy                                                 MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/BUFFER
 POOL UTILIZATION                    hh:mm:ss
                                                                             mm/dd/yy

  HOUR   0.00 - 0.99   1.00 - 1.99   2.00 - 3.99  4.00 - 7.99   8.00 - 15.99   16.00
 - .....    TOTAL      MEAN RATIO    MEDN RATIO
  ----   -----------   -----------   -----------  -----------   ------------  
 -------------    -----      ----------   ----------
  0:00     0     .00      0   .00      0   .00     3   .50       3   .50         0   
  .00        6           6.90           5.76

  7:00     0     .00      1   .50      0   .00     0   .00       1   .50         0   
  .00        2           6.19           1.38
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  9:00     0     .00      0   .00      1  1.00     0   .00       0   .00         0   
  .00        1           2.50           2.50

 11:00     1    1.00      0   .00      0   .00     0   .00       0   .00         0   
  .00        1            .00            .00

 12:00     1     .50      0   .00      1   .50     0   .00       0   .00         0   
  .00        2           1.00            .00

 13:00     4     .50      1   .13      2   .25     1   .13       0   .00         0   
  .00        8           1.50            .00

 14:00     3     .30      0   .00      0   .00     5   .50       2   .20         0   
  .00       10           4.95           5.75

 15:00    92     .56      0   .00      2   .01    14   .09      27   .17        28   
  .17      163           9.64            .00

 16:00   169     .50      0   .00     16   .05    30   .09      56   .17        66   
  .20      337          11.19            .00

 18:00     1     .20      0   .00      0   .00     0   .00       4   .80         0   
  .00        5           8.16          10.09

 19:00     1     .25      0   .00      0   .00     3   .75       0   .00         0   
  .00        4           4.12           5.00

 20:00     0     .00      0   .00      0   .00     3   1.00      0   .00         0   
  .00        3           6.00           6.53

 21:00     0     .00      0   .00      0   .00     2   .50       2   .50         0   
  .00        4           7.47           4.31

 22:00     0     .00      0   .00      0   .00     1   1.00      0   .00         0   
  .00        1           6.13           6.13
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 TOTAL   272     .50      2   .00     22   .04    62   .11      95   .17        94   
  .17      547          10.19            *
Management Highlights/Buffer Pool Utilization Report:

Management Highlights/Buffer Pool Utilization Report Fields

These fields make up the Management Highlights/Buffer Pool Utilization Report. See Figure 2-17.

DATE--The 24-hour period (from midnight to midnight) monitored by CA IDMS Log Analyzer to produce this report.

HOUR--Buffer Pool Utilization (BPU) statistics by hour (using the 24-hour clock) for the day the report was generated. This
report line will not appear if no run-units terminated during a particular hour.

The next six columns--contain six BPU ranges into which all run-units are grouped.

• The number of run-units with a BPU ratio within the given range. The percentage that this number of run-units is of the
total run-units.

TOTAL--Number of run-units reported during the particular hour.

MEAN RATIO--Average ratio value of run-units reported.

MEDN RATIO--Median ratio value of run-units reported.

TOTAL--Total number of run-units and percentage reported within each range for a given day.

Management Ranking Report

The Ranking Report uses system performance and resource consumption information derived from the original Program
Details Report. Statistics are ranked under ABSOLUTE, MEDIAN, or MEAN, depending on the RANKVALU parameter
you select.

Unlike the Program Details Report, however, which contains information for all attributes of a run-unit presented in time
sequence, the Ranking Report presents the specific run-unit attribute you select, in the sequence you specify. You may
also specify whether the ABSOLUTE value of the attribute is to be ranked or whether to rank the MEAN or MEDIAN
occurrence of the attribute.

You will get this report if you specify REPORT = RANK on the parameter statement.

 CA                                                    CA IDMS/LOG ANALYZER             
                   PAGE nn
 mm/dd/yy                                                                MANAGEMENT
 RANKINGS                                hh:mm:ss
                                                                mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm
                                            THE FIRST 20 SYSTEM WHEN RANKED HIGHEST TO
 LOWEST BY ABSOLUTE TOTAL I/O

                                           RANK                              PROGRAM    
              VALUE

                                            1                           IDMSCHEM   BTC  
            11,288
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                                            2                           IDMSDMLX   BTC  
            11,279
                                            3                           IDMSCHEM   BTC  
            11,132
                                            4                           IDMSCHEM   BTC  
            11,116
                                            5                           IDMSCHEM   BTC  
             9,480
                                            6                           IDMSCHEM   BTC  
             9,454
                                            7                           IDMSCHEM   BTC  
             9,058
                                            8                           IDMSCHEM   BTC  
             9,050
                                            9                           IDMSCHEM   BTC  
             9,046
                                           10                           IDMSCHEM   BTC  
             8,572
                                           11                           IDMSCHEM   BTC  
             8,206
                                           12                           IDMSCHEM   BTC  
             8,044
                                           13                           IDMSCHEM   BTC  
             7,932
                                           14                           IDMSCHEM   BTC  
             7,901
                                           15                           IDMSDMLX   BTC  
             7,761
                                           16                           IDMSCHEM   BTC  
             5,806
                                           17                           IDMSUBSC   BTC  
             5,791
                                           18                           IDMSUBSC   BTC  
             5,256
                                           19                           IDMSUBSC   BTC  
             5,180
                                           20                           USJDXS     BTC  
             5,036
Management Ranking Report (ABSOLUTE Value Type):
 CA                                                    CA IDMS/LOG ANALYZER             
              PAGE nn
 mm/dd/yy                                                                MANAGEMENT
 RANKINGS                           hh:mm:ss
                                                                mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm
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                                                    ALL ONLINE WHEN RANKED HIGHEST TO
 LOWEST BY MEDIAN TOTAL I/O

                                           RANK                              PROGRAM    
              VALUE

                                            1                             DMLO       ONL
              87
                                            2                             MAX        ONL
              10
                                            3                             ICD        ONL
               4
                                            4                             D000       ONL
               4
                                            5                             DCMT       ONL
               2
                                            6                             OFF        ONL
               2
                                            7                             SIGNON     ONL
               2
                                            8                             SIGNOFF    ONL
               1
                                            9                             CPUX       ONL
               1
                                           10                             MENU       ONL
               1
                                           11                             *NULL LV   ONL
               1
                                           12                             MKTG       ONL
               0
                                           13                             POSI       ONL
               0
                                           14                             ENTR       ONL
               0
                                           15                             CONT       ONL
               0
                                           16                             SOFT       ONL
               0
Management Ranking Report (MEDIAN Value Type):
 CA                                                    CA IDMS/LOG ANALYZER             
                  PAGE nn
 mm/dd/yy                                                                MANAGEMENT
 RANKINGS                               hh:mm:ss
                                                               mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm
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                                           THE FIRST 20 SYSTEM WHEN RANKED HIGHEST TO
 LOWEST BY TOTAL CPU (100THS SEC)

                                          RANK                              PROGRAM     
             VALUE

                                           1                           IDMSDMLX   BTC   
             17.1
                                           2                           ICDWPL01   ONL   
             15.1
                                           3                           ICDWPL02   ONL   
              9.6
                                           4                           SCHEMA     ONL   
              8.6
                                           5                           DMLO       ONL   
              8.1
                                           6                           RHSCMPUT   BTC   
              3.1
                                           7                           QUED       ONL   
              2.5
                                           8                           IDMSDDDL   BTC   
              2.4
                                           9                           ASF        ONL   
              2.0
                                          10                           ADSOAPCH   BTC   
              2.0
                                          11                           USSCMPR    BTC   
              1.7
                                          12                           $-NULL-$   ONL   
              1.5
                                          13                           ICDPRT01   ONL   
              1.3
                                          14                           USMEXTR    BTC   
              1.3
                                          15                           ADSG       ONL   
              1.1
                                          16                           USBCOMP    BTC   
              0.9
                                          17                           ICDWAR01   ONL   
              0.7
                                          18                           USMVALD    BTC   
              0.7
                                          19                           IDMSDMCL   BTC   
              0.7
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                                          20                           OLQ        ONL   
              0.5

Management Ranking Report (MEAN Value Type):

Management Ranking Report Fields

These fields make up the three types of Management Ranking Reports. Note that the three sample reports shown (see
Figure 2-18 and Figure 2-43) are identical except for the MEAN, MEDIAN, and ABSOLUTE headings. The report fields
defined below are valid for all three versions of the Management Ranking Report.

Start and stop date/time of the report. 

Description of report function. The Management Ranking Report reflects the parameter choices you made: the
type of ranking process used (RANKHOW); the number of items to be ranked (RANK#); run-unit attribute to be ranked
(RANKWHAT), etc.

RANK--Ranking of run-unit or program as determined by CA IDMS Log Analyzer.

PROGRAM--Program name and processing type. BATCH is represented by BTC; ONLINE is represented by ONL.

VALUE--Value of RANKVALU for the run-unit attribute, (seconds, percentage, etc.).

Audit Report

The Audit Report contains a list of the parameters input to CA IDMS Log Analyzer, all informative and error messages
dynamically generated by CA IDMS Log Analyzer during execution, and also provide a summary of all processing that
occurred.

 CA                                                    CA IDMS/LOG ANALYZER             
                  PAGE nn
 mm/dd/yy                                                                   AUDIT REPORT
                                  hh:mm:ss

 I001 - LOG ANALYZER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . STARTED 
 mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss

 I002 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 PROCESS,CONT=N,IDMSXXXX=YES,RHDCRUAL=YES

 I002 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 REPORT=BILLING,LEVEL=DETAIL,RUNAME=TERM-ID

 I012 - PARAMETER PROCESSING TOTALS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PARAMETER
 RECORDS READ            2
 I012 - PARAMETER PROCESSING TOTALS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PROCESS
 STATEMENTS ENCOUNTERED    1
 I012 - PARAMETER PROCESSING TOTALS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . REPORT
 STATEMENTS ENCOUNTERED     1
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 I012 - PARAMETER PROCESSING TOTALS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 UNRECOGNIZED STATEMENTS           0
 I012 - PARAMETER PROCESSING TOTALS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . COMMENT
 STATEMENTS ENCOUNTERED    0
 I012 - PARAMETER PROCESSING TOTALS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VALID
 PROCESS STATEMENTS          1
 I012 - PARAMETER PROCESSING TOTALS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VALID
 REPORT STATEMENTS           1
 I012 - PARAMETER PROCESSING TOTALS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 CONTINUATION STATEMENTS           0
 I012 - PARAMETER PROCESSING TOTALS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PARAMETER
 STATEMENT ERRORS        0
 I012 - PARAMETER PROCESSING TOTALS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TOTAL
 INDIVIDUAL ERRORS           0

 I003 - PROCESSING OPTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 PROCESSING CONTINUES WITH THE VALID REPORT STATEMENTS
 I003 - PROCESSING OPTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IDMS RUN-
UNITS WILL BE SELECTED
 I003 - PROCESSING OPTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DC
 INTERNAL RUN-UNITS WILL BE SELECTED
 I004 - ARCHIVE RECORDS WILL BE PROCESSED FOR  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BILLING
 REPORTS

 I005 - EXTRACT PROCESSING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . STARTED 
 mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1        
            55
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2        
             0
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3        
             0
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4        
           349
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5        
         2,131
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-00     
             1
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-01     
             1
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-02     
             1
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-03     
             1
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 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-04     
             1
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-05     
             1
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-06     
             1
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-07     
             0
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-08     
             0
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-09     
             0
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-10     
             0
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-11     
             0
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-12     
             0
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-13     
             0
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-14     
             0
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-15     
             0
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-16     
             0
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-17     
             0
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-18     
             0
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-19     
             0
Audit Report (page 1):
 CA                                                    CA IDMS/LOG ANALYZER             
                PAGE nn
 mm/dd/yy                                                                   AUDIT REPORT
                                 hh:mm:ss

 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-20     
             0
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-21     
             0
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-22     
             0
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-23     
             0
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 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-24     
             0
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-25     
             0
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-26     
             2
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-27     
             1
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-28     
            26
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-29     
           125
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-30     
           951
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-31     
             0
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-32     
             2
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-33     
            39
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-34     
            41
 I006 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-35     
            34
 I007 - TOTAL ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .          
         3,763
 I008 - EXTRACT RECORDS WERE CREATED FOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PROGRAM  
             0
 I008 - EXTRACT RECORDS WERE CREATED FOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . HI-SUM   
             0
 I008 - EXTRACT RECORDS WERE CREATED FOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . HI-BPU   
             0
 I008 - EXTRACT RECORDS WERE CREATED FOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . RANK     
             0
 I008 - EXTRACT RECORDS WERE CREATED FOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BILLING  
            68
 I009 - TOTAL EXTRACT RECORDS CREATED  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .          
            68

 I005 - EXTRACT PROCESSING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ENDED   
 mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss
 I010 - REPORT PROCESSING  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . STARTED 
 mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss

 I011 - A REPORT WAS CREATED FOR YOUR PARAMETER  . . . . . . . . . . .  REPORT=BILLING,
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 START=mmddyyhhmm,
                                                                        STOP=mmddyyhhmm,
                                                                        LEVEL=DETAILS,
                                                                        NAME=name,
                                                                        FILE=YES,
                                                                        RUTYPE=SYSTEM,
                                                                        RUNAME=TERM-ID

 I013 - TOTAL RECORDS ADDED TO THE BILLING FILE  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .          
            67

 I010 - REPORT PROCESSING  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ENDED   
 mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss

 I001 - Log Analyzer   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ENDED   
 mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss
Audit Report (page 2):

Audit Report Fields

These fields make up the CA IDMS Log Analyzer Audit Report. See Figure 2-21 and Figure 2-22. This report and the
fields that appear on the report vary, depending on the parameters input and what happened during execution of CA IDMS
Log Analyzer.

Informative messages--Informative messages are indicated by an I at the beginning of the message number. See
Messages for more information on informative messages.

Error messages--Error messages are indicated by an E at the beginning of each message number. See Messages for
more information on error messages.

PROCESS parameters--The input PROCESS parameters are listed

REPORT parameters--The input REPORT parameters are listed under the message I002.

Extract phase--The extract phase of CA IDMS Log Analyzer is detailed by messages I005, I008, and I009.

Report phase--The report phase of CA IDMS Log Analyzer is detailed by messages I010 and I011

Counts for record types--CA IDMS Log Analyzer reports on records of type 6-28, the log task statistic record type.
The log statistic records for CA ADS dialogs are of type 6-34 and type 6-35. CA IDMS Log Analyzer reformats records
of type 6-34 so that the new format is like the format of record type 6-28. Records of type 6-35 contain special CA ADS
information that is not needed by CA IDMS Log Analyzer.

Processing messages--The processing messages indicate the successful or unsuccessful completion of steps, or list
processing errors.

Customizing the Billing Reports
This section contains guidelines for customizing the billing data produced by CA IDMS Log Analyzer. Billing data for batch
jobs or CICS transactions is initially created by GSISVCX, the CA IDMS Tools module that operates as an exit to the
CA IDMS SVC (billing data for CA IDMS/DC tasks are created by CA IDMS). Billing data is reported by USLRPT5, the
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Billing Report module, and formatted as a file by USLBILX, the Billing Formatter Exit module. Source code is provided for
these modules so that you can easily change them. Tailoring the format of the billing data can provide you with data that
conforms to the processing requirements of your billing system. The billing data contained in the Billing Record File can
then be merged and processed with other cost and billing information in your system.

How Customization Works

Two portions of the CA IDMS Log Analyzer system are supplied to you in executable object code format and also in
source code format. With object and source code available, you can run CA IDMS Log Analyzer just as it is supplied to
you, or you can customize any aspect of the billing functions CA IDMS Log Analyzer performs.

Source code is supplied for:

• GSISVCX --the CA IDMS Tools version of the CA IDMS SVC exit module.
• USLBILX --the CA IDMS Log Analyzer Billing File formatter.
• USLRPT5 --the CA IDMS Log Analyzer Billing Reporter.

NOTE
The GSISVCX module, the CA IDMS Tools version of the CA IDMS SVC exit module, is customized during the
installation process. See the CA IDMS Installation and Maintenance Section for information on customizing the
GSISVCX module.

Customizing the GSISVCX Module

GSISVCX, the CA IDMS Tools version of the assembler language module IDMSSVCX is designed to create a 40-position
extension to the CA IDMS External Request Element control block (ERE). The type of data that is placed into these 40
positions by the module depends, in part, on whether the run-unit being processed is identified by CA IDMS as BATCH or
CICS.

For any type of run-unit--the JOBNAME, the run-unit start date and time, and the step start time are moved into the ERE
by GSISVCX.

For BATCH run-units--up to 16 bytes of information contained in the account field of the job card are moved into the ERE
by GSISVCX.

For CICS run-units--the transaction ID, terminal ID, and operator ID are moved into the ERE by GSISVCX. You will need
to customize this module if your installation already uses a version of IDMSSVCX and that function must be retained for
continued use: if your account number is not in the first field of the z/OS JOB ACCT parameter; if your installation uses a
TP monitor other than CICS; or if the data moved into the ERE is not sufficient for your billing system requirements.

To customize GSISVCX, your systems programmer must make the desired changes to the source code. See the CA
IDMS Installation and Maintenance Section.

When altering the source code for GSISVCX, follow these sectionlines:

• The ERE may be defined as any length between 40 and 32767 but only the first 40 positions will be written by CA
IDMS to the Task Statistics Record.

• All CA IDMS Log Analyzer Billing Report functions depend upon the data in the ERE. This is especially true of the ERE
fields containing the ONLINE/BATCH designation, and the ACCOUNT/TRANS-ID, TERM-ID, OPER-ID data. If the
position, size, or format of these data fields is altered, it will have serious impact on your ability to select log records for
inclusion in the Billing Reports or Billing File. Specifically, if the ONLINE/BATCH indicator is moved or altered, you will
no longer be able to specify RUTYPE=ONLINE or RUTYPE=BATCH on any request for Billing Reports or Billing Files.
See Parameters. If ACCOUNT/TRANS-ID, TERM-ID, or OPER-ID are moved or altered, you will no longer be able to
use the NAME parameter for any Billing request. Finally, if any of these fields are moved or altered, the USLBILX and
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USLRPT5 modules will have to be modified to accept the revised format of the ERE. See External Request Element
Extension for the ERE descriptions.

• After the GSISVCX source code is modified, the resulting load module must be identified to the CA IDMS SVC. See
the CA IDMS Installation and Maintenance Section for detailed information.

Customizing the USLBILX Module

The COBOL language Billing File formatter module, USLBILX, is designed to access the information placed into the ERE.
In addition, this module is designed to combine ERE extension information with other data from the Task Statistics Archive
Log Record to create a Billing Record in a predefined format. See Billing Record file for a description of the Billing Record
File.

When a CA IDMS/DC task is processed, there will not be any ERE extension information.

You must customize this module if the content of the ERE extension is changed when GSISVCX is changed; if the content
or format of the Billing Record is not compatible with the billing system in your environment; or if data from additional
sources must be merged into the Billing Record. See USLBILX and USLRPT5 Source Code for information on printing the
source module.

After making the desired changes to the source code, recompile USLRPT5 specifying NODYNAM, NORES and relink the
CA IDMS Log Analyzer module USLRPT5. Target or Distribution s ( z/OS), TOOLJCL library member USLRLNK5.S(Z/
VSE), the USLRLNK5 EXEC (Z/VM), contains the linkage editor control statements for USRLNK5.

Customizing the USLRPT5 Module

The COBOL language Billing Reporter module, USLRPT5, is designed to access the information placed into the ERE
extension by GSISVCX. For CA IDMS/DC tasks, the ERE extension portion of the log contains no data, but all necessary
information is contained elsewhere in the log record. Using this information, along with other data from the Task Statistics
Record, USLRPT5 produces the CA IDMS Log Analyzer Billing Report.

Extracted data from the log file is presented, one record at a time, to USLRPT5 in a predefined sequence depending upon
the value of RUNAME on the Billing request. Because the field defined by RUNAME resides in the ERE extension, the
sequence may be adversely affected by alterations to the ERE extension.

You must customize this module if the content of the ERE extension is altered when you changed GSISVCX or if you
need to change the Billing Report format to conform with standards in your environment. See USLBILX and USLRPT5
Source Code for information on printing the source module.

After making the desired changes to the source code, recompile USLRPT5 specifying NODYNAM, NORES and relink the
CA IDMS Log Analyzer module USLRPT5. Target or Distribution s ( z/OS), TOOLJCL library member USLRLNK5.S (Z/
VSE), the USLRLNK5 EXEC (Z/VM), contains the linkage editor control statements for USRLNK5.

Reports Produced By CA IDMS Log Analyzer
CA IDMS Log Analyzer generates a total of 13 log reports and an audit report, and it also creates a Billing Record File.
This database utility is parameter-driven: you control the output by supplying the proper parameters. All CA IDMS Log
Analyzer reports use statistics from the CA IDMS Log to produce reports.

CA IDMS Log Analyzer reports can optionally show all log record times in UTC time. By default all log records are shown
in Local time.

Three Types of CA IDMS Log Analyzer Reports

CA IDMS Log Analyzer produces three major types of log reports, including:

• Billing Reports—Four Billing Reports relate CA IDMS statistics to the user(s) of the database. While CA IDMS Log
Analyzer is not a billing package, the reports provide useful CA IDMS statistics that are tied to job accounting data
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for batch users and to terminal ID, user ID, or transaction ID for CICS, CA IDMS/DC, or CA ADS dialog transactions.
These reports are open-ended, because CA also provides source code that allows you to tailor them to the existing
billing system in your environment. See Customizing the Billing Reports.

• Management Reports—Five Management Reports present information on CPU cycle
• Program Reports—Four Program Reports contain both detailed and summarized information by application program

or dialog. These reports provide statistics on pages read, ratios, counts, and other significant CA IDMS statistics.

Reports on CA ADS Dialogs

CA ADS dialogs are included in the reports, listed as online programs. The statistics generated are the same as the
statistics for programs. CA IDMS Log Analyzer also reports overhead records for CA ADS, containing system usage
statistics that cannot be attributed to any specific dialog. The overhead records are reported as separate programs
(named $ADS@@OH and $ADS@@AO). If you are using these records for billing/chargeback purposes, you should
divide the usage in these reports proportionately among the dialogs executed by each user.

Audit Report Summarizes Processing

The Audit Report monitors and summarizes CA IDMS Log Analyzer processing, lists all messages generated during each
execution, and also lists the parameters you specified.

Using the Billing Record File

The Billing Record File collects database utilization information from the CA IDMS Log. This file can be used as input to
an existing billing system in your environment. This file adds new flexibility to the CA IDMS environment by providing CA
IDMS statistics such as CPU cycle information and I/Os, then ties this information to user ID by transaction, terminal, or
operator.

Customizing the Billing Record File

The module that produces the Billing Record File is supplied as source code. This functional billing model can be
customized to meet your particular needs, as dictated by your billing/chargeback system, and then used as input to your
in-house billing system.

IDMS Performance Monitor System Reports
If statistics are written to the DDLDCLOG area during online processing, they are maintained in the DDLDCLOG area of
the dictionary. Statistics are written to the DDLDCLOG area as follows:

• Interval Monitor -- Performance Monitor writes statistics to DDLDCLOG if the system administrator specifies
IMDCLOG=YES in the #PMOPT macro.

• Application Monitor -- Performance Monitor writes statistics to DDLDCLOG if the system administrator specifies
AMDCLOG=YES in the #PMOPT macro.

To archive the statistics from the DDLDCLOG area, use the batch component of the command facility to enter the
ARCHIVE LOG statement.

• For more information on ARCHIVE LOG, see the CA IDMS Utilities section.
• For more information on the command facility, see the CA IDMS Common Facilities section.

Sample JCL

You can use the sample JCL in the following sections to archive the statistics from the log area. Remember to supply the
appropriate values for variables (shown in italics). Descriptions of variables are provided.
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Archiving -- z/OS

IDMSBCF (ARCHIVE LOG STATEMENT) (z/OS)

//*******************************************************************

//*                                                                 *

//*          ARCHIVE LOG STATEMENT ENTERED USING IDMSBCF            *

//*         (creates the input file for running reports)            *

//*                                                                 *

//*******************************************************************

//archlog  EXEC PGM=IDMSBCF,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//dclog    DD   DSN=idms.system.ddldclog,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//secdd    DD   DSN=idms.sysuser.ddlsec,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD   DUMMY

//SYS001   DD   DUMMY

//SYS002   DD   DSN=idms.archive,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=tape,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=280,BLKSIZE=23244)

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

Other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

/*
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//SYSIPT   DD   *

ARCHIVE LOG;

/*

For more information on IDMSBCF (the batch command facility), see the CA IDMS Common Facilities section.

archive Name of job step for archiving
idms.dba.loadlib Dataset name of the load library containing the DMCL and

database name table load modules
idms.cagjload Dataset name of the load library containing the CA IDMS

executable modules that do not require customization
idms.custom.loadlib Dataset name of the load library containing the customized CA

IDMS executable modules
dclog Ddname of the log area of the dictionary
idms.system.ddldclog Dataset name of the log area of the dictionary
dcmsg Ddname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Dataset name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
secdd Ddname of the user catalog (required if security is turned on)
idms.sysuser.ddlsec Dataset name of the user catalog; this dataset can be defined

dynamically through the DMCL)
sysjrnl Ddname of the journal file
idms.archive Name of the archive file
tape Symbolic device name of the archive dataset file
dmcl-name Name of the DMCL load module to use in local mode

Note: For more information on all SYSIDMS parameters, see the
CA IDMS Database Administering section.

Requesting Reports
Report selection parameters

Report selection parameters define:

• The dictionary that contains the report definitions
• Whether to print CA Culprit parameters
• Which reports to produce

Positioning report selection parameters

Position these parameters in the report-request JCL stream, using one line for each parameter:

System Position in JCL
z/OS Following the //SYSIN DD * statement
z/VSE Following the EXEC CULPRIT statement
z/VM Following the DATABASE statement
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Syntax and parameter descriptions for report selection parameters follow.

Syntax

►►──── DATabase ─┬─ DICTNAME= dictionary-name ─┬─────────────────────────────►
                 └─ DICTNODE= nodename ────────┘

 ►──── PARAM= ─┬─ LIST ───┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
               ├─ NOLIST ─┤
               └─ EJECT ──┘

 ►──── =COPY 'report-name' ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

 

• DATabase
Defines the data dictionary that contains the report definitions (DICTNAME option) or the node that controls the
dictionary (DICTNODE option). Start this parameter in column 2.

• PARAM=LIST/NOLIST/EJECT
Controls printing of the CA Culprit Sequential Input Parameter List:
– LIST (default) prints all parameters
– NOLIST prints no parameters
– EJECT starts each new listing at the top of a new page
Start this parameter in column 2.

• =COPY 'report-name'
Requests the named report; begin =COPY in column 1; you can repeat the parameter any number of times. Report-
name must be enclosed in quotes.

Value for report-name Meaning
PMIRPT00 Performs housekeeping functions and extracts statistics for input

to other reports; required, but not an output report
PMNAME Supply the user site or company name to be printed in the heading

of each report; required, but not an output report
PMIRPT99 List an input processing summary based on the selection criteria

specified
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PMIRPTnn Produce the report defined by the number (nn) specified:
01 Management Summary Report
02 Trend Analysis Report
03 Variance Analysis Report
04 Detail Wait Report - Summary
05 Detail Report - Db-key/Area
09 Summary Report - Shared Cache
10 Summary Report - DBGroup
11 Summary Report - I/O by Area
12 Summary Report - I/O by File
13 Summary Report - Buffer
14 Summary Report - CDMSLIB
15 Summary Report - Journal
16 Summary Report - TP Line
17 Summary Report - Program Pool
18 Summary Report - Storage Pool
19 Summary Report - Storage Waits
21 Detail Report - I/O by Area
22 Detail Report - I/O by File
23 Detail Report - Buffer
24 Detail Report - CDMSLIB
25 Detail Report - Journal
27 Detail Report - Program Pool
29 Detail Report - Storage Type
30 Summary Report - Interval Statistics
32 Summary Report - Run Unit Statistics
38 Detail Report - Journal Block Full
40 Detail Report - Data Sharing SYSPLEX

Example

The following report parameters select all printed reports. The CA Culprit report definitions are stored in the DICTCAS
dictionary (DATABASE DICTNAME=DICTCAS). The report source (PARAM=NOLIST) is not printed.

 DATABASE DICTNAME=DICTCAS

 PARAM=NOLIST

=COPY 'PMIRPT00'

=COPY 'PMNAME'

=COPY 'PMIRPT99'

=COPY 'PMIRPT01

=COPY 'PMIRPT02'

=COPY 'PMIRPT03'
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=COPY 'PMIRPT04'

=COPY 'PMIRPT05'

=COPY 'PMIRPT09'

=COPY 'PMIRPT10'

=COPY 'PMIRPT11'

=COPY 'PMIRPT12'

=COPY 'PMIRPT13'

=COPY 'PMIRPT14'

=COPY 'PMIRPT15'

=COPY 'PMIRPT16'

=COPY 'PMIRPT17'

=COPY 'PMIRPT18'

=COPY 'PMIRPT19'

=COPY 'PMIRPT21'

=COPY 'PMIRPT22'

=COPY 'PMIRPT23'

=COPY 'PMIRPT24'

=COPY 'PMIRPT25'

=COPY 'PMIRPT27'

=COPY 'PMIRPT29'

=COPY 'PMIRPT30'

=COPY 'PMIRPT32'

=COPY 'PMIRPT38'

=COPY 'PMIRPT40'
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Archiving Statistics From the DDLDCLOG Area
Archiving -- z/VSE

IDMSBCF (ARCHIVE LOG STATEMENT) (z/VSE)

*******************************************************************

*                                                                 *

*         ARCHIVE LOG STATEMENT ENTERED USING IDMSBCF             *

*         (creates the input file for running reports)            *

*******************************************************************

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// TLBL    sysjrnl,'idms.tapejrnl',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN   SYS008,TAPE,VOL=nnnnnn

// ASSGN   SYS012,IGN

// ASSGN   SYS009,IGN

// ASSGN   SYS001,IGN

// TLBL    V002,'idms.archive'

// ASSGN   SYS002,'ttt'

// EXEC    IDMSBCF,SIZE=1024K

ARCHIVE LOG;

/*

NOTE
For more information on IDMSBCF (the batch command facility), see the Using section.

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure (provided at installation) that contains the
file definitions for CA IDMS dictionaries and databases
Note: For a complete listing of IDMSLBLS, see "IDMSLBLS
procedure" that follows.

sysjrnl Name of the tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl ID of the tape journal file
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nnnnnn Volume serial number
f Number of the tape journal file
idms.archive Name of archive tape
ttt Physical device assignment

Runtime parameters

IDMSLBLS references the SYSIDMS file, a file in which you can specify parameters that describe physical requirements
(such as DMCL or dictionary to access), runtime parameters, or operating system-specific file information. For this job
stream, you should specify the DICTNAME parameter.

NOTE
For more information on all SYSIDMS parameters, see the CA IDMS Database Administering section.

IDMSLBLS procedure

IDMSLBLS is a procedure that contains file definitions for the dictionaries, sample databases, disk journal files, and
SYSIDMS file provided during installation.

You can tailor the following IDMSLBLS procedure (provided on the installation media) to reflect the filenames and
definitions in use at your site. Reference IDMSLBLS as shown in the previous z/VSE JCL job stream.

* ──────── LIBDEFS ────────
// LIBDEF  *,SEARCH=idmslib.sublib
// LIBDEF  *,CATALOG=user.sublib
/*  ───────────────────────── LABELS ─────────────────────────
// DLBL    idmslib,'idms.library',yyyy/ddd
// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn,,,ssss,1500
// DLBL    dccat,'idms.system.dccat',yyyy/ddd,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,31
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dccatl,'idms.system.dccatlod',yyyy/ddd,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dccatx,'idms.system.dccatx',yyyy/ddd,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dcdml,'idms.system.ddldml',yyyy/ddd,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dclod,'idms.system.ddldclod',yyyy/ddd,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,21
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dclog,'idms.system.ddldclog',yyyy/ddd,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dcrun,'idms.system.ddldcrun',yyyy/ddd,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,68
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dcscr,'idms.system.ddldcscr',yyyy/ddd,DA
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// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,135
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',yyyy/ddd,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dclscr,'idms.sysloc.ddlocscr',yyyy/ddd,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dirldb,'idms.sysdirl.ddldml',yyyy/ddd,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dirllod,'idms.sysdirl.ddldclod',yyyy/ddd,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    empdemo,'idms.empdemo1',yyyy/ddd,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    insdemo,'idms.insdemo1',yyyy/ddd,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    orgdemo,'idms.orgdemo1',yyyy/ddd,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    empldem,'idms.sqldemo.empldemo',yyyy/ddd,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    infodem,'idms.sqldemo.infodemo',yyyy/ddd,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    projdem,'idms.projseg.projdemo',yyyy/ddd,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    indxdem,'idms.sqldemo.indxdemo',yyyy/ddd,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sysctl,'idms.sysctl',yyyy/ddd,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    secdd,'idms.sysuser.ddlsec',yyyy/ddd,DA
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// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dictdb,'idms.appldict.ddldml',yyyy/ddd,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dloddb,'idms.appldict.ddldclod',yyyy/ddd,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqldd,'idms.syssql.ddlcat',yyyy/ddd,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqllod,'idms.syssql.ddlcatl',yyyy/ddd,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqlxdd,'idms.syssql.ddlcatx',yyyy/ddd,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asfdml,'idms.asfdict.ddldml',yyyy/ddd,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asflod,'idms.asfdict.asflod',yyyy/ddd,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asfdata,'idms.asfdict.asfdata',yyyy/ddd,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201
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// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    ASFDEFN,'idms.asfdict.asfdefn',yyyy/ddd,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j1jrnl,'idms.j1jrnl',yyyy/ddd,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j2jrnl,'idms.j2jrnl',yyyy/ddd,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j3jrnl,'idms.j3jrnl',yyyy/ddd,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

/+

/*

idmslib.sublib Name of the sublibrary within the library containing CA IDMS
modules

user.sublib Name of the sublibrary within the library containing user modules
idmslib Name of the file containing CA IDMS modules
idms.library ID associated with the file containing CA IDMS modules
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
dccat Filename of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.system.dccat ID of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
dccatl Filename of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD)

area
idms.system.dccatlod ID of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area
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dccatx Name of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.system.dccatx ID of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
dcdml Name of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.system.ddldml ID of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dclod Name of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
idms.system.ddldclod ID of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
dclog Name of the system log area (DDLDCLOG) area
idms.system.ddldclog ID of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area
dcrun Name of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
idms.system.ddldcrun ID of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
dcscr Name of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
idms.system.ddldcscr ID of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
dcmsg Name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg ID of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
dclscr Name of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
idms.sysloc.ddlocscr ID of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
dirldb Name of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
idms.sysdirl.ddldml ID of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
dirllod Name of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
idms.sysdirl.dirllod ID of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
empdemo Name of the EMPDEMO area
idms.empdemo1 ID of the EMPDEMO area
insdemo Name of the INSDEMO area
idms.insdemo1 ID of the INSDEMO area
orgdemo Name of the ORGDEMO area
idms.orgdemo1 ID of the ORDDEMO area
empldem Name of the EMPLDEMO area
idms.sqldemo.empldemo ID of the EMPLDEMO area
infodem Name of the INFODEMO area
idms.sqldemo.infodemo ID of the INFODEMO area
projdem Name of the PROJDEMO area
idms.projseg.projdemo ID of the PROJDEMO area
indxdem Name of the INDXDEMO area
idms.sqldemo.indxdemo ID of the INDXDEMO area
sysctl Name of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl ID of the SYSCTL file
secdd Name of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
idms.sysuser.ddlsec ID of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
dictdb Name of the application dictionary definition area
idms.appldict.ddldml ID of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
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dloddb Name of the applicSYSIDMS Name of the SYSIDMS parameter
file
ation dictionary definition load area

idms.appldict.ddldclod ID of the application dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
sqldd Name of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.syssql.ddlcat ID of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
sqllod Name of the SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatl ID of SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
sqlxdd Name of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatx ID of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
asfdml Name of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.asfdict.ddldml ID of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
asflod Name of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
idms.asfdict.asflod ID of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
asfdata Name of the asf data (ASFDATA) area
idms.asfdict.asfdata ID of the asf data area (ASFDATA) area
ASFDEFN Name of the asf data definition (ASFDEFN) area
idms.asfdict.asfdefn ID of the asf data definition area (ASFDEFN) area
j1jrnl Name of the first disk journal file
idms.j1jrnl ID of the first disk journal file
j2jrnl Name of the second disk journal file
idms.j2jrnl ID of the second disk journal file
j3jrnl Name of the third disk journal file
idms.j3jrnl ID of the third disk journal file
SYSIDMS Name of the SYSIDMS parameter file

Archiving -- z/VM

IDMSBCF (ARCHIVE LOG STATEMENT) (z/VM)

*******************************************************************

*                                                                 *

*         ARCHIVE LOG STATEMENT ENTERED USING IDMSBCF             *

*         (creates the input file for running reports)            *

*******************************************************************

EXEC IDMSFD

OSRUN IDMSBCF
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NOTE
For more information on IDMSBCF (the batch command facility), see the Using section.

IDMSFD Exec which defines all FILEDEFs, TXTLIBs, and LOADLIBs
required by the system

 

Runtime parameters

IDMSFD references the SYSIDMS file, a file in which you can specify parameters that describe physical requirements
(such as DMCL or dictionary to access), runtime parameters, or operating system-specific file information. For this job
stream, you should specify the DICTNAME parameter.

NOTE
For more information on all SYSIDMS parameters, see the CA IDMS Database Administering section.

Executing in local mode

For the ARCHIVE LOG statement, you must specify that IDMSBCF is executing in local mode. To specify this, do one of
the following:

• Link IDMSBCF with an IDMSOPTI program that specifies local execution mode
• Modify the OSRUN statement, as follows:

OSRUN IDMSBCF PARM='*LOCAL*'

NOTE
This option is valid only if you issue the OSRUN command from a System Product interpreter or an EXEC2
file.

Creating the SYSIPT file

To create the SYSIPT file, enter these z/VM commands:

XEDIT sysipt data a (NOPROF

INPUT

 .

 .

 .

Source statements

 .

 .

 .
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FILE

Using SMF to Archive Statistics (z/OS only)
Under z/OS, statistics are written to the z/OS SMF job accounting file as follows:

• Application Monitor -- If AMSMF=YES is specified in the #PMOPT macro
• Application Monitor SMF record type 30 -- If SMFTY30=YES is specified in the #PMOPT macro
• Application Monitor SMF record type 4 -- If SMFTYP4=YES is specified in the #PMOPT macro
• Interval Monitor -- If IMSMF=YES is specified in the #PMOPT macro

Using PMSMFEX to archive

To archive the statistics from the z/OS SMF file, use the PMSMFEX module which is supplied with Performance Monitor
and stored in the dictionary. Sample central version and local mode JCL follow.

SMF archive using PMSMFEX macro ('Central version')

//*********************************************************

//*                                                       *

//*                 SMF ARCHIVE                           *

//*                                                       *

//*       READS THE SMF FILE AND CREATES THE              *

//*       INPUT FILE FOR RUNNING REPORTS                  *

//*                                                       *

//*********************************************************

//CULPRIT  EXEC PGM=CULPRIT,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//SORTLIB  DD   DSN=sys1.sortlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SORTPRNT DD   SYSOUT=A
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//SORTMSG  DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYS004   DD   SYSOUT=A,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS005   DD   DSN=&.&UPRMWORK.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=320,BLKSIZE=1600)

//SYS006   DD   DSN=&.&UEXTWORK.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=2044,BLKSIZE=4628)

//SYS007   DD   DSN=&.&SRTPWORK.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)

//SYS008   DD   DSN=&.&NSRTWORK.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=512,BLKSIZE=4628)

//SORTWK01 DD   DSN=&.&WRKAWORK.,

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK02 DD   DSN=&.&WRKBWORK.,

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK03 DD   DSN=&.&WRKCWORK.,

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK04 DD   DSN=&.&WRKDWORK.,

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//CULSRT1I DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC(SORT1),DISP=SHR

//SYSIN4   DD   DUMMY,DCB=BLKSIZE=80
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//VSAMCTRL DD   DUMMY

//CULLIB   DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC,DISP=SHR

//sysctl   DD   DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYS010   DD   DSN=user.smf.file,DISP=SHR

//SYS011   DD   DUMMY

//SYS020   DD   DSN=user.pmsmfex.outfile,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=280,BLKSIZE=23244)

//SYS030   DD   DSN=user.pmsmfex.outsmf30,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=698,BLKSIZE=23038)

//SYS040   DD   DSN=user.pmsmfex.outsmf4,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=259,BLKSIZE=23055)

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

Other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

/*

//SYSIN    DD   *

 DATABASE DICTNAME=sysdirl

=MACRO 'PMSMFEX' (nnn)
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=MEND

/*

//*

idms.dba.loadlib Name of the load library containing the DMCL and the database
name table load modules

idms.cagjload Name of the load library containing the CA IDMS executable
modules that do not require customization

idms.custom.loadlib Name of the load library containing customized CA IDMS
executable modules

yourHLQ.CAGJSRC CA IDMS source library
sysctl Ddname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Dataset name of the SYSCTL file
dcmsg Ddname of the dictionary message area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Dataset name of the dictionary message area (DDLDCMSG)
sys1.sortlib System sort library
disk Symbolic device name of the file
user.smf.file z/OS SMF job accounting file
user.pmsmfex.outfile Name of the file created by the extract
user.pmsmfex.outsmf30 Name of the file created by the extract - SMF records type 30
user.pmsmfex.outsmf4 Name of the file created by the extract - SMF records type 4
dmcl-name Name of the DMCL to access at runtime

Note: For more information on other SYSIDMS parameters, see
the CA IDMS Database Administering section.

dictionary-name Name of the dictionary to access (probably SYSDIRL)
nnn SMF user record type coded on the #PMOPT macro SMFRCID

parameter; the default is 230

NOTE
If the input SMF file to the SMF extract was created as a variable blocked spanned (VBS) file (RECFM=VBS),
you must include the parameter DCB=BFTEK=A in the SYS010 DD statement for the user.smf.file dataset.
Alternatively, add BFTEK=A to existing data control block (DCB) parameters.

If the CA Culprit dictionary security option is turned on in the dictionary that contains the SMF extract report source, a
PROFILE statement naming an authorized user and password is required.

SMF archive using PMSMFEX macro ('Local mode')

//CULPRIT  EXEC PGM=CULPRIT,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR
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//SORTLIB  DD   DSN=sys1.sortlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SORTPRNT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SORTMSG  DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYS004   DD   SYSOUT=A,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS005   DD   DSN=&.&UPRMWORK.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=320,BLKSIZE=1600)

//SYS006   DD   DSN=&.&UEXTWORK.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=2044,BLKSIZE=4628)

//SYS007   DD   DSN=&.&SRTPWORK.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)

//SYS008   DD   DSN=&.&NSRTWORK.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=512,BLKSIZE=4628)

//SORTWK01 DD   DSN=&.&WRKAWORK.,

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK02 DD   DSN=&.&WRKBWORK.,

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK03 DD   DSN=&.&WRKCWORK.,

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))
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//SORTWK04 DD   DSN=&.&WRKDWORK.,

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//CULSRT1I DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC(SORT1),DISP=SHR

//SYSIN4   DD   DUMMY,DCB=BLKSIZE=80

//VSAMCTRL DD   DUMMY

//CULLIB   DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC,DISP=SHR

//dirldb   DD   DSN=idms.sysdirl.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD   DUMMY

//SYS010   DD   DSN=user.smf.file,DISP=SHR

//SYS011   DD   DUMMY

//SYS020   DD   DSN=user.pmsmfex.outfile,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE)

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=280,BLKSIZE=23244)

//SYS030   DD   DSN=user.pmsmfex.outsmf30,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=698,BLKSIZE=23038)

//SYS040   DD   DSN=user.pmsmfex.outsmf4,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=259,BLKSIZE=23055)

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

Other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate
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/*

//SYSIN    DD   *

 DATABASE DICTNAME=sysdirl

=MACRO 'PMSMFEX' (nnn)

=MEND

/*

//*

For descriptions of variables, see the preceding JCL for executing under the central version.

Using PMSMFEX to extract data for a specific CV or system

To use PMSMFEX to extract data for a specific central version or DC system, you must modify the source statements for
the PMSMFEX module stored in the dictionary.

• Extracting Interval Monitor data -- To extract data for the Interval monitor by central version number or DC system
number, change the source statements for PMSMFEX as follows:

00$ INTERVAL MONITOR RECORD SELECTION

00$ UNCOMMENT AND CHANGE FOLLOWING CARDS TO SELECT BY SYSTEM

00$ VERSION. SPECIFY THE SYSTEM NUMBER(S) DESIRED IN HEX.

00$ EX:   007135  IF SMFHDCV# EQ X'0010' 150

00$       007139  DROP                       $ DON'T WANT THIS ONE

00$   WILL SELECT ONLY RECORDS FOR DC SYSTEM VERSION # 16

00$

00$135  IF SMFHDCV# EQ X'NNNN' 150           $ WANT THIS

00$136  IF SMFHDCV# EQ X'NNNN' 150           $ WANT THIS

00$137  IF SMFHDCV# EQ X'NNNN' 150           $ WANT THIS

00$138  IF SMFHDCV# EQ X'NNNN' 150           $ WANT THIS

00$139  DROP                                 $ NOT THIS

00$--------------------------
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00$ UNCOMMENT AND CHANGE FOLLOWING CARDS TO SELECT BY CV

00$ VERSION. SPECIFY THE CV NUMBER(S) DESIRED IN HEX.

00$ EX:   007135  IF SMFHCV# EQ X'10' 150

00$       007139  DROP                       $ DON'T WANT THIS ONE

00$   WILL SELECT ONLY RECORDS FOR DC VERSION # 16

00$

00$135  IF SMFHCV# EQ X'NN'    150           $ WANT THIS

00$136  IF SMFHCV# EQ X'NN'    150           $ WANT THIS

00$137  IF SMFHCV# EQ X'NN'    150           $ WANT THIS

00$138  IF SMFHCV# EQ X'NN'    150           $ WANT THIS

00$139  DROP                                 $ NOT THIS

• Extracting Application Monitor data -- To extract data for the Application monitor by central version number or DC
system version number, change the source statements for PMSMFEX as follows:

00$ APPLICATION MONITOR RECORD SELECTION

00$ UNCOMMENT AND CHANGE FOLLOWING CARDS TO SELECT BY SYSTEM

00$ VERSION. SPECIFY THE SYSTEM NUMBER(S) DESIRED IN HEX.

00$ EX:   007235  IF SMFHDCV# EQ X'0010' 240

00$       007239  DROP                       $ DON'T WANT THIS ONE

00$   WILL SELECT ONLY RECORDS FOR DC SYSTEM VERSION # 16

00$

00$235  IF SMFHDCV# EQ X'NNNN' 240           $ WANT THIS

00$236  IF SMFHDCV# EQ X'NNNN' 240           $ WANT THIS

00$237  IF SMFHDCV# EQ X'NNNN' 240           $ WANT THIS

00$238  IF SMFHDCV# EQ X'NNNN' 240           $ WANT THIS

00$239  DROP                                 $ NOT THIS
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00$--------------------------

00$ UNCOMMENT AND CHANGE FOLLOWING CARDS TO SELECT BY CV

00$ VERSION. SPECIFY THE CV NUMBER(S) DESIRED IN HEX.

00$ EX:   007235  IF SMFHCV# EQ X'10' 240

00$       007239  DROP                       $ DON'T WANT THIS ONE

00$   WILL SELECT ONLY RECORDS FOR DC VERSION # 16

00$

00$235  IF SMFHCV# EQ X'NN'   240            $ WANT THIS

00$236  IF SMFHCV# EQ X'NN'   240            $ WANT THIS

00$237  IF SMFHCV# EQ X'NN'   240            $ WANT THIS

00$238  IF SMFHCV# EQ X'NN'   240            $ WANT THIS

00$239  DROP                                 $ NOT THIS

Sample Job Streams For Running Reports
This section provides sample job streams for running reports under:

• z/OS
• z/VSE
• z/VM

Running reports -- z/OS

CULPRIT for running Performance Monitor reports (z/OS)

 //***********************************************************

 //*                                                         *

 //*               Performance Monitor REPORTS               *

 //*                                                         *

 //*  THE JOB EXECUTES THE CULPRIT REPORTS USING THE ARCHIVE *

 //*  FILES AS INPUT AND PRODUCES THE REPORTS AND/OR A       *
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 //*  MACHINE-READABLE FILE AS OUTPUT.  THE USER HAS THE     *

 //*  RESPONSIBILITY OF DEFINING THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS:      *

 //*                                                         *

 //*  1.  REPORTS SELECTION - //SYSIN  DD *                  *

 //*      EACH REPORT REQUESTED IS SPECIFIED BY AN           *

 //*      = COPY PARAMETER INSERTED IMMEDIATELY              *

 //*      AFTER THE SYSIN DD * STATEMENT:                    *

 //*           APPLICATION MONITOR .. PMARPTnn               *

 //*           INTERVAL MONITOR ..... PMIRPTnn               *

 //*                                                         *

 //*  2.  SELECTION CRITERIA -  //SYS010 DD                  *

 //*      SELECTION CRITERIA ARE SPECIFIED BY THE SELECTION  *

 //*      CRITERIA PARAMETER CARDS INSERTED IMMEDIATELY      *

 //*      AFTER THE SYS010 DD * STATEMENT.  TO SPECIFY NO    *

 //*      SELECTION CRITERIA, INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:         *

 //*            //SYS010  DD  DUMMY                          *

 //*                                                         *

 //*  3.  ARCHIVE INPUT SET DEFINITION - //SYS011 DD DSN=    *

 //*      DEFINE THE ARCHIVE FILES BY CODING THE FOLLOWING:  *

 //*         //SYS011 DD  DSN=idms.archive,DISP=OLD         *

 //*         //       DD  DSN=idms.archiven,DISP=OLD         *

 //*         //           UNIT=AFF=SYS011                    *

 //*                                                         *

 //*  4.  MACHINE-READABLE OUTPUT SET (PMARPT90)             *

 //*        DEFINITION -   //SYS020  DD DSN=                 *
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 //*      TO PRODUCE MACHINE-READABLE OUTPUT, THE OUTPUT     *

 //*      FILE MUST BE DEFINED AS FOLLOWS:                   *

 //*            //SYS020 DD DSN=rpt90.output.dataset         *

 //*                                                         *

 //***********************************************************

 //CULPRIT  EXEC PGM=CULPRIT,REGION=1024K

 //STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //         DD   DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //         DD   DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

 //SORTLIB  DD   DSN=sys1.sortlib,DISP=SHR

 //SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=A

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

 //SORTPRNT DD   SYSOUT=A

 //SORTMSG  DD   SYSOUT=A

 //SYS004   DD   SYSOUT=A,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

 //SYS005   DD   DSN=&.&UPRMWORK.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

 //             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

 //             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=320,BLKSIZE=1600)

 //SYS006   DD   DSN=&.&UEXTWORK.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

 //             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

 //             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=2044,BLKSIZE=4628)

 //SYS007   DD   DSN=&.&SRTPWORK.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

 //             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),

 //             DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)
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 //SYS008   DD   DSN=&.&NSRTWORK.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

 //             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

 //             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=512,BLKSIZE=4628)

 //SORTWK01 DD   DSN=&.&WRKAWORK.,

 //             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

 //SORTWK02 DD   DSN=&.&WRKBWORK.,

 //             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

 //SORTWK03 DD   DSN=&.&WRKCWORK.,

 //             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

 //SORTWK04 DD   DSN=&.&WRKDWORK.,

 //             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

 //CULSRT1I DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC(SORT1),DISP=SHR

 //SYSIN4   DD   DUMMY,DCB=BLKSIZE=80

 //VSAMCTRL DD   DUMMY

 //CULLIB   DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC,DISP=SHR

 //sysctl   DD   DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

 //dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

 //SYS010   DD   *

 REPORT FROM 09:00 ON 5/15/10

 /*

 //SYS011   DD   DSN=idms.archive,DISP=OLD,UNIT=tape

 //*SYS020   DD   DSN=rpt90.output.dataset,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

 //*             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

 //*             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=280,BLKSIZE=23244)

 //SYS020   DD   DUMMY
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 //SYSIDMS  DD   *

 DMCL=dmcl-name

 Other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

 /*

 //SYSIN    DD   *

  DATABASE DICTNAME=sysdirl

  PARAM=NOLIST

 =COPY 'PMIRPT00'

 =COPY 'PMNAME'

 =COPY 'PMIRPT01'

 .

 .

 .

 =COPY 'PMIRPT99'

 /*

 //*

idms.dba.loadlib Name of the load library containing the DMCL and database name
table load modules

idms.custom.loadlib Name of the load library containing customized CA IDMS
executable modules

idms.cagjload Name of the load library containing CA IDMS executable modules
that do not require customization

yourHLQ.CAGJSRC CA IDMS source library
sysctl The ddname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Dataset name of the SYSCTL file
dcmsg Ddname of the dictionary message area (DDLDCMSG)
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Filename of the dictionary message area (DDLDCMSG)
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sys1.sortlib System sort library
idms.archive
idms.archiven

Names of archive logs (n is nth log)

rpt90.output.dataset Machine-readable output
dmcl-name Name of the DMCL

Note: For more information on other SYSIDMS parameters, see
the CA IDMS Database Administering section.

dictionary-name Dictionary name (probably SYSDIRL)

z/OS blocksize considerations

The input JCL for the statistics input file (SYS011) must specify a DCB=BLKSIZE=nnnnn parameter. Nnnnn must be
at least 280 bytes larger than the actual block size of the file. If the DCB specified is not large enough, CA Culprit may
receive an OC4 abend.

For example, if the input file has a blocksize of 11476, an appropriate SYS011 DD statement is:

//SYS011   DD   DSN=PM.STATS,DISP=OLD,DCB=BLKSIZE=12000

Executing in local mode

CULPRIT for running Performance Monitor reports (z/OS)

//CULPRIT  EXEC PGM=CULPRIT,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//SORTLIB  DD   DSN=sys1.sortlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SORTPRNT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SORTMSG  DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYS004   DD   SYSOUT=A,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS005   DD   DSN=&.&UPRMWORK.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=320,BLKSIZE=1600)
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//SYS006   DD   DSN=&.&UEXTWORK.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=2044,BLKSIZE=4628)

//SYS007   DD   DSN=&.&SRTPWORK.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)

//SYS008   DD   DSN=&.&NSRTWORK.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=512,BLKSIZE=4628)

//SORTWK01 DD   DSN=&.&WRKAWORK.,

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK02 DD   DSN=&.&WRKBWORK.,

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK03 DD   DSN=&.&WRKCWORK.,

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SORTWK04 DD   DSN=&.&WRKDWORK.,

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//CULSRT1I DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC(SORT1),DISP=SHR

//SYSIN4   DD   DUMMY,DCB=BLKSIZE=80

//VSAMCTRL DD   DUMMY

//CULLIB   DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC,DISP=SHR

//dirldb   DD   DSN=idms.sysdirl.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD   DUMMY

//SYS010   DD   *
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REPORT FROM 09:00 ON 5/15/10

/*

//SYS011   DD   DSN=idms.archive1,DISP=OLD,UNIT=tape

//*SYS020   DD   DSN=rpt90.output.dataset,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//*             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

//*             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=280,BLKSIZE=23244)

//SYS020   DD   DUMMY

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

Other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

/*

//SYSIN    DD   *

 DATABASE DICTNAME=sysdirl

 PARAM=NOLIST

=COPY 'PMIRPT00'

=COPY 'PMNAME'

=COPY 'PMIRPT01'

 .

 .

 .

=COPY 'PMIRPT99'

/*

//*
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NOTE
For more information on the descriptions of variables, see the preceding JCL for running under the central
version.

Running reports -- z/VSE

CULPRIT for running Performance Monitor reports (z/VSE)

*******************************************************************

*                                                                 *

*                   Performance Monitor REPORTS                   *

*                                                                 *

*         THIS JOB READS THE FILE CREATED IN THE PREVIOUS         *

*         STEP AND PRODUCES THE CULPRIT REPORTS.                  *

*                                                                 *

*******************************************************************

// EXEC    PROC=IDMSLBLS

// DLBL    SORTWK1,'SORTWK1',0,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,vvvvvv,1,0,ssss,nnnn

// ASSGN   SYS011,TAPE

// TLBL    SYS011,'ARCHIVE,PRINTLOG'

// ASSGN   SYS020,TAPE

// TLBL    SYS020,'OUTPUT.TAPE'

// DLBL    SYS005,'SCRATCH1',0

// EXTENT  SYS005,vvvvvv,,ssss,nnnn

// ASSGN   SYS005,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    SYS006,'SCRATCH2',0
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// EXTENT  SYS006,vvvvvv,,ssss,nnnn

// ASSGN   SYS006,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    SYS007,'SCRATCH3',0

// EXTENT  SYS007,vvvvvv,,ssss,nnnn

// ASSGN   SYS007,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL    SYS008,'SCRATCH4',0

// EXTENT  SYS008,vvvvvv,,ssss,nnnn

// ASSGN   SYS008,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// ASSGN   SYS004,SYSLST

// ASSGN   SYS010,SYSIPT

// UPSI 1

// EXEC CULPRIT,SIZE=400K

 PARAM=NOLIST

=COPY 'PMIRPT00'

=COPY 'PMNAME'

=COPY 'PMIRPT01'

=COPY 'PMIRPT02'

 .

 .

 .

=COPY 'PMIRPT99'

/*

REPORT FROM 09:00 ON 5/15/10

/*
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/&

nnnn Number of tracks (CKD) or blocks (FBA) in disk extent
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
vvvvvv Volume serial number

IDMSLBLS procedure

The IDMSLBLS procedure (provided at installation) contains the file definitions for CA IDMS dictionaries and databases.

For more information:

Archiving -- z/VSE).

IDMSLBLS references the SYSIDMS parameters file. In SYSIDMS, you can specify physical requirements (such as
DMCL or dictionary), runtime parameters, and operating system-dependent file information.

NOTE
For more information on SYSIDMS parameters, see the CA IDMS Database Administering section.

Running reports -- z/VM

CULPRIT for running Performance Monitor reports (z/VM)

FILEDEF SYSIN DISK sysin data a (LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 80 RECFM F

EXEC CULPFD

OSRUN CULPRIT

sysin data a Filename, type, and mode of the file containing CA Culprit
statements

CULPFD Exec which defines all file definitions required by the system

Runtime parameters

CULPFD references the SYSIDMS parameters file. In this file you can specify physical requirements (like DMCL or
dictionary), runtime parameters, and operating system-dependent file information.

NOTE
For more information on SYSIDMS parameters, see the CA IDMS Database Administering section.

Executing in local mode

To specify that CA Culprit is executing in local mode, do one of the following:

• Link CA Culprit with an IDMSOPTI program that specifies local execution mode.
• Specify *LOCAL* as the first input parameter of the sysin data a file identified in the FILEDEF SYSIN statement.
• Modify the OSRUN statement:

OSRUN CULPRIT PARM='*LOCAL*'
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NOTE
This option is available only if the OSRUN command is issued from a System Product interpreter or an
EXEC2 file.

To create the SYSIN file, enter these z/VM commands:

XEDIT sysin data a (NOPROF

INPUT

 database cvmach=TS10

 PARAM=LIST

=COPY 'PMIRPT00'

=COPY 'PMNAME'

=COPY 'PMIRPT01'

=COPY 'PMIRPT02'

 .

 .

 .

=COPY 'PMIRPT99'

FILE

Replacing the COPY Parameters (z/VSE only)
CA Culprit cannot create variable-length records in a z/VSE environment. Therefore, make the changes described in this
section to compensate for fixed-length records.

Changing PMARPT90 and PMIRPT90

Replace the COPY parameters in your job stream with USE and CHANGE statements, as follows:

• For PMARPT90:

USE 'PMARPT00'

USE 'PMNAME'

USE 'PMARPT90'

CHANGE ' 90OUT 280 D PS '  TO  ' 90OUT 280 8120 D PS '
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USE 'PMARPT99'  optional

• For PMIRPT90:

USE 'PMIRPT00'

USE 'PMNAME'

USE 'PMIRPT90'

CHANGE ' 90OUT 280 D PS '  TO  ' 90OUT 280 8120 D PS '

USE 'PMIRPT99'  optional

Changing PMARPT00 and PMIRPT00

Replace the COPY parameters in your job stream with USE and CHANGE statements, as follows:

• For PMARPT00:

USE 'PMARPT00'

CHANGE ' IN 280 V 6000 '  TO ' IN 280 F 8120 '

USE 'PMNAME'

USE 'PMARPTXX'  specify the required report(s)

USE 'PMARPT99'  optional

• For PMIRPT00:

USE 'PMIRPT00'

CHANGE ' IN 280 V 6000 '  TO ' IN 280 F 8120 '

USE 'PMNAME'

USE 'PMIRPTXX'  specify the required report(s)

USE 'PMIRPT99'  optional
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Replacing the COPY Parameters For Tape Input (z/VSE only)
Archive log tapes created under z/VSE have a blocksize of 32760, unless file overrides are specified in the SYSIDMS
parameters. Therefore, make the changes described in this section to run Performance Monitor reports with tape input. If
SYSIDMS file overrides have been used, substitute that blocksize for 32760.

Changing PMARPT00

Replace the COPY parameters in your job stream with USE and CHANGE statements, as follows:

USE 'PMARPT00'

CHANGE ' IN 280 V 6000 '  TO ' IN 280 V 32760 '

USE 'PMNAME'

USE 'PMARPTXX'  specify the required report(s)

Changing PMIRPT00

Replace the COPY parameters in your job stream with USE and CHANGE statements, as follows:

USE 'PMIRPT00'

CHANGE ' IN 280 V 6000 '  TO ' IN 280 V 32760 '

USE 'PMNAME'

USE 'PMIRPTXX'  specify the required report(s)

Note For DDR-Only Shops
DDR-only shops must use the CULPRIT USE statement to request the following reports:

• PMIRPT00
• PMARPT00

Instead of using the =COPY statement, as demonstrated by the examples earlier in this section, use the following:

PMIRPT00

                                                      PMCULLID for z/VSE

USE  'PMIRPT00'                                       ▼

CHANGE 'IN 80'                    TO 'IN 363 V 367 UM(PMCULLIM) $'

CHANGE 'REC FILE1-EOF'            TO 'REC FILE1-EOF 283 1 2 $'
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CHANGE 'CARD-REC 1'               TO 'CARD-REC 284'

CHANGE 'CARD-GRP 1'               TO 'CARD-GRP 284'

CHANGE 'IN 280'                   TO '00$'

CHANGE 'IN 285 F 285 PS MB=DUMMY' TO 'IN 285 F 285  MB=DUMMY'

CHANGE 'IN 457 F 457 PS MB=DUMMY' TO 'IN 457 F 457  MB=DUMMY'

CHANGE 'IN 301 F 301 PS MB=DUMMY' TO 'IN 301 F 301  MB=DUMMY'

USE   'PMNAME'

USE   'PMIRPTnn'     ◄ Specify the required report(s)

USE   'PMIRPT99'     ◄ Optional

PMARPT00

                                                      PMCULLID for z/VSE

USE  'PMARPT00'                                       ▼

CHANGE 'IN 80'                    TO 'IN 363 V 367 UM(PMCULLIM) $'

CHANGE 'REC FILE1-EOF'            TO 'REC FILE1-EOF 283 1 2 $'

CHANGE 'CARD-REC 1'               TO 'CARD-REC 284'

CHANGE 'CARD-GRP 1'               TO 'CARD-GRP 284'

CHANGE 'IN 280'                   TO '00$'

CHANGE 'IN 496 F 496 PS MB=DUMMY' TO 'IN 496 F 496 MB=DUMMY'

USE   'PMNAME'

USE   'PMARPTnn'     ◄ Specify the required report(s)

USE   'PMARPT99'     ◄ Optional

For more information:

For more information on the reports, see Interval Monitor Batch Reports, and Application Monitor Batch Reports. For more
information on the USE statement, see the CULPRIT Reference.

z/OS blocksize considerations
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The input JCL for the statistics input file (SYS011) must specify a DCB=BLKSIZE=nnnnn parameter. Nnnnn must be
at least 280 bytes larger than the actual block size of the file. If the DCB specified is not large enough, CULPRIT may
receive an 0C4 abend.

Example:

If the input file has a blocksize of 11476, an appropriate SYS011 DD statement is:

//SYS011 DD DSN=PM.STATS,

//          DISP=OLD,DCB=BLKSIZE=12000

Interval Monitor Batch Reports
You can use Interval Monitor reports to:

• Track system utilization
• Perform trend analysis

You can use a standard CA Culprit job stream to run Interval Monitor reports. The report definitions are stored in the data
dictionary. You specify selection criteria to provide maximum control over the information printed.

The articles in this section describe how to request Interval Monitor reports and provide samples of the reports that are
listed in the following table:

Report Title or Description
00 Extract and housekeeping routines (used internally)
PMNAME Site or user name to appear in report heading lines
01 Management Summary Report
02 Trend Analysis Report
04 Summary Wait Detail
05 DBkey/Area Detail
09 Shared Cache Summary
10 DBGroup Summary
11 I/O by Area Summary
12 I/O by File Summary
13 Buffer Summary
14 CDMSLIB Summary
15 Journal Summary
16 TP Line Summary
17 Program Pool Summary
18 Storage Pool Summary
19 Storage Wait Summary
21 I/O by Area Detail
22 I/O by File Detail
23 Buffer Detail
24 CDMSLIB Detail
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25 Journal Detail
27 Program Pool Detail
29 Storage Type Detail
30 Interval Statistics Summary
32 Run Unit Statistics Summary
38 Journal Block Full Detail
40 Data Sharing SYSPLEX Detail Report
99 Input Processing Summary Report

Request Reports (Interval Monitor)
You request Interval Monitor reports using a CA Culprit job stream. The job control language that you need to run the
reports is shown in Preparing to Run Reports. In the job stream, you supply:  

• Selection criteria parameters -- for including and/or excluding specific information from the reports
• Report specification parameters -- for specifying the dictionary to use, formatting options, and the appropriate report

names

You can request any or all of the reports in a single run.

 General rules for parameter input 

• Every parameter is optional.
• Include any or all of these parameters in a single run.
• Use a single line for each separate parameter.
• If you specify more than one parameter, all conditions that you specify must be met for you to select an interval for

reporting.
• Use columns 1 through 72. Input beyond column 72 is ignored. No error is flagged (unless a quoted description is

truncated).
• An asterisk (*) in column 1 indicates a comment line.
• Specify either the 3-letter abbreviation or the whole word. For example, EXCLUD is invalid. The syntax rules indicate

(in uppercase characters) any other allowable abbreviations or synonyms.
• Blank lines are ignored but generate a warning message.

This article describes the following information:

  

Selection Criteria Parameters

Include selection criteria parameters in your CA Culprit JCL to include information in or exclude information from your
Performance Monitor reports.

Selection criteria parameters apply to all of the reports that you request in the same run. For example, if you specify a time
interval using the REPORT FROM/THRU parameter, that interval is used for all of the reports in the run.

 Positioning selection criteria parameters 

Position your selection criteria parameters in the JCL stream as follows:

System Position in JCL
z/OS Following the //SYS010 DD * statement
z/VSE Following the /* in the EXEC CULPRIT step
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z/VM In the SYS010 file

 When you do not need selection parameters 

If you do not need selection parameters for the run, then for:

• z/OS -- Use //SYS010 DD DUMMY
• z/VM -- Leave out the parameters
• z/VSE -- Use SYS010 DUMMY

Syntax

Descriptions for Interval Monitor selection criteria parameters follow the syntax diagram. You can omit leading zeros
where syntax uses a number, unless otherwise noted.

►►──── SPArse
 ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
 ►──── CV NUMber dc/ucf-version-number
 ──────────────────────────────────────►
 ►──── DATe FORmat ─┬─ MDY ◄──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►
                    ├─ DMY ───┤
                    ├─ MYD ───┤
                    ├─ DYM ───┤
                    ├─ YMD ───┤
                    └─ YDM
 ───┘
 ►──── DEScription report-description
 ───────────────────────────────────────►
               ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────┐
 ►──── REPort ─▼─┬─ FROm ─┬─ FIRst ◄ ─┬─┬──────────────────┬─┬─┴─────────────►
                 │        └─ hh:mm ───┘ └─ ON start-date ──┘ │
                 └─ THRu ─┬─ LASt ◄ ─┬──┬───────────────┬────┘
                          └─ hh:mm ──┘  └─ ON end-date
 ─┘
                          ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────┐
 ►──── EXClude INTervals ─▼─┬─ FROm ─┬─ FIRst ◄──┬─┬──────────────────┬─┬─┴──►
                            │        └─ hh:mm ───┘ └─ ON start-date ──┘ │
                            └─ THRu ─┬─ LASt ◄──┬──┬───────────────┬────┘
                                     └─ hh:mm ──┘  └─ ON end-date
 ─┘
 ►──── SCAling FACtor nnnnnn.nnnn
 ───────────────────────────────────────────►
                          ┌─────────────┐
 ►──── EXClude WAIt TYPe ─▼─ wait-type
 ─┴────────────────────────────────────►
                          ┌──────────────┐
 ►──── INClude WAIt TYPe ─▼─ wait-type
 ──┴───────────────────────────────────►
                      ┌──────────────┐
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 ►──── INClude AREas ─▼── area-name
 ─┴───────────────────────────────────────►
                      ┌─────────────┐
 ►──── EXClude AREas ─▼─ area-name
 ─┴────────────────────────────────────────►
                      ┌─────────────┐
 ►──── INClude FILes ─▼─ file-name
 ─┴────────────────────────────────────────►
                      ┌─────────────┐
 ►──── EXClude FILes ─▼─ file-name ─┴────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

•  SPArse
Suppresses display of blank lines in these reports:
– PMIRPT11 (I/O by Area Summary)
– PMIRPT12 (I/O by File Summary)
– PMIRPT14 (CDMSLIB Summary)
– PMIRPT16 (TP Line Summary)

•  CV NUMber dc/ucf-version-number 
Identifies the DC/UCF system for which Performance Monitor is to report interval statistics; dc/ucf-version-number is a
number from 0 through 9999. You can specify a system version value up to 20 times. You can place multiple values on
one line. An acceptable abbreviation for NUMBER is NBR.

•  DATe FORmat MDY/DMY/MYD/DYM/YMD/YDM
Specifies the date format that appears on the reports. Also, the date format you choose is used for any date
specification parameters. For example, if you specify DMY, Performance Monitor expects the REPORT FROM/
THRU start-date and end-date to be in the format DMY. The default is MDY. An acceptable abbreviation for FORMAT is
FMT.

•  DEScription report-description 
Specifies a description to appear in the report footers. Report-description is a 1- through 64-character value. If it
contains embedded spaces, you must use single quotes. Use two quotation marks to indicate a quotation mark that is
part of the description.

•  REPort FROm/THRu
Selects intervals to be included in the report. If you want to report on the entire input file, do not include this parameter.
You can specify this parameter once per run, and you must specify at least one FROM or one THRU. The default is
FROM 00:00 ON 00/001 THRU 24:00 ON 99/365.
Regarding the time specification:
– Specify the time as hh:mm or hhmm (00:00 through 24:00).
– Times include the entire minute. For example, THRU 14:34 means up to 14:34:59.9999
– Times must include the leading 0. For example, 09:00 is valid, but 9:00 is not.
– If you specify a time range, the FROM time must be earlier than the THRU time.
Regarding the date specification:
– Julian: yy/ddd 
– Gregorian: as specified by DATE FORMAT
– The FROM date must be earlier or matching the THRU date.
– Slashes are optional in date specifications.

•  EXClude INTervals FROm/THRu
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Specifies intervals to be excluded from the report. EXCLUDE INTERVALS follows the same general rules as REPORT
FROM/THRU.

•  SCAling FACtor nnnnnn.nnnn 
Defines a scaling factor for report graphs; nnnnnn.nnnn specifies the scaling factor (for example, 0.01 scaling data in
hundredths). An acceptable synonym for the keyword is SCALE FACTOR.
Nnnnnn.nnnn is a numeric value. The decimal point is not required and, if present, can be leading or trailing. Any more
than four digits to the right of the decimal point are truncated. For example, 1.2345678 is truncated to 1.2345. About
the value you can specify:
– 0 is invalid.
– The default is 1.0.
– The maximum is 999999.9999.
– Examples of valid values:

  3456           .3456
  1234.5678    45.
000000.01       0.3

•  EXClude WAIt TYPe wait-type 
Excludes specified wait types from PMIRPT01 (the Management Summary Report). You can specify multiple wait
types and include them all on the same line.

Wait type Meaning

AREA Area waits

BUFFER Buffer waits

CKUSER Check-user waits

DBGROUP DBGroup waits

DBKEY Db-key waits

DDS DDS waits

ERUS Run unit/request unit waits

EXTERNAL External waits (outside the system)

INTERNAL Internal waits (in the system)

IO I/O waits

JOURNAL Journal waits

JRNLBUF Journal buffer waits

LDRSINGLE Loader single-threaded waits

LINE TP line waits

LOADS Load-area waits

LOG Log waits

LOGSINGLE Log single-threaded waits

LOGFULL Log full waits

MAXTASK Waits because of maxtasks condition

PGMPOOL Program-pool waits

PRIOR Waits for a prior I/O (z/VSE only)

QUEUE Queue-area waits
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SCRATCH Scratch-area waits

SCRSINGLE Scratch single-thread waits

SHCACHE Shared cache waits

STORAGE Storage waits

XESLIST Data sharing XES list waits

XESLOCK Data sharing XES lock waits

•  INClude WAIt TYPe wait-type 
Specifies that the named wait types be tallied together for PMIRPT02 (the Trend Analysis Report). You can specify
multiple wait types and include them all on the same line. See EXCLUDE WAIT TYPE for acceptable wait-type values.

•  INClude AREa area-name 
Includes the specified area or areas in PMIRPT05 (the DBkey/Area Detail Wait report) and PMIRPT11 (the I/O by Area
Summary report).
General rules:
– Specify up to 100 areas, as needed
– You can have multiple area names on one line
– Area names can contain as many as 16 characters
– You cannot specify excludes and includes in a single run
– Criteria that are requested for one run applies to both the DBkey/Area and the I/O detail reports

•  EXClude AREa area-name 
Excludes the specified area or areas from PMIRPT05 (the DBkey/Area Detail Wait report) and PMIRPT11 (the I/O by
Area Summary report).

•  INClude FILe file-name 
Specifies files to be included in PMIRPT09 (the Shared Cache Summary report) and PMIRPT12 (the I/O by File
Summary report). A synonym for FILE is FILES. The same rules that apply to INCLUDE FILES also apply to INCLUDE
AREAS.

•  EXClude FILe file-name 
Excludes the specified file or files from PMIRPT09 (the Shared Cache Summary report) and PMIRPT12 (the I/O by File
Summary report).

Example

The following parameters select only those intervals between 9:30 a.m. and 11:30 a.m., on June 16, 1999. The footers
include the description PEAK MORNING PROCESSING ONLY, and the areas PAYRAREA and PERSAREA are excluded:

REPORT FROM 09:30 ON 6/16/10 THRU 11:30 ON 6/16/10
REPORT DESCRIPTION 'PEAK MORNING PROCESSING ONLY'
EXCLUDE AREAS PAYRAREA PERSAREA

Report Selection Parameters

Report selection parameters define:

• The dictionary that contains the report definitions
• Whether to print CA Culprit parameters
• Which reports to produce

 Positioning report selection parameters 
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Position these parameters in the report-request JCL stream, using one line for each parameter:

System Position in JCL
z/OS Following the //SYSIN DD * statement
z/VSE Following the EXEC CULPRIT statement
z/VM Following the DATABASE statement

Syntax and parameter descriptions for report selection parameters follow.

Syntax
►►──── DATabase ─┬─ DICTNAME= dictionary-name ─┬─────────────────────────────►
                 └─ DICTNODE= nodename
 ────────┘
 ►──── PARAM= ─┬─ LIST ───┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
               ├─ NOLIST ─┤
               └─ EJECT
 ──┘
 ►──── =COPY 'report-name' ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

•  DATabase
Defines the data dictionary that contains the report definitions (DICTNAME option) or the node that controls the
dictionary (DICTNODE option). Start this parameter in column 2.

•  PARAM=LIST/NOLIST/EJECT
Controls printing of the CA Culprit Sequential Input Parameter List:
– LIST (default) prints all parameters
– NOLIST prints no parameters
– EJECT starts each new listing at the top of a new page
Start this parameter in column 2.

•  =COPY 'report-name'
Requests the named report; begin =COPY in column 1; you can repeat the parameter any number of times. Report-
name must be enclosed in quotes.

Value for report-name Meaning

PMIRPT00 Performs housekeeping functions and extracts statistics for input to other reports;
required, but not an output report

PMNAME Supply the user site or company name to be printed in the heading of each report;
required, but not an output report
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PMIRPT99 List an input processing summary based
on the selection criteria that is specified

Produce the report defined by the
number (nn) specified:
01 Management Summary Report
02 Trend Analysis Report
04 Detail Wait Report - Summary
05 Detail Report - Db-key/Area
09 Summary Report - Shared Cache
10 Summary Report - DBGroup
11 Summary Report - I/O by Area
12 Summary Report - I/O by File
13 Summary Report - Buffer
14 Summary Report - CDMSLIB
15 Summary Report - Journal
16 Summary Report - TP Line
17 Summary Report - Program Pool
18 Summary Report - Storage Pool
19 Summary Report - Storage Waits
21 Detail Report - I/O by Area
22 Detail Report - I/O by File
23 Detail Report - Buffer
24 Detail Report - CDMSLIB
25 Detail Report - Journal
27 Detail Report - Program Pool
29 Detail Report - Storage Type
30 Summary Report - Interval Statistics
32 Summary Report - Run Unit Statistics
38 Detail Report - Journal Block Full
40 Detail Report - Data Sharing
SYSPLEX

Example

The following report parameters select all printed reports. The CA Culprit report definitions are stored in the DICTCAS
dictionary (DATABASE DICTNAME=DICTCAS). The report source (PARAM=NOLIST) is not printed.

 DATABASE DICTNAME=DICTCAS
 PARAM=NOLIST
=COPY 'PMIRPT00'
=COPY 'PMNAME'
=COPY 'PMIRPT99'
=COPY 'PMIRPT01
=COPY 'PMIRPT02'
=COPY 'PMIRPT04'
=COPY 'PMIRPT05'
=COPY 'PMIRPT09'
=COPY 'PMIRPT10'
=COPY 'PMIRPT11'
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=COPY 'PMIRPT12'
=COPY 'PMIRPT13'
=COPY 'PMIRPT14'
=COPY 'PMIRPT15'
=COPY 'PMIRPT16'
=COPY 'PMIRPT17'
=COPY 'PMIRPT18'
=COPY 'PMIRPT19'
=COPY 'PMIRPT21'
=COPY 'PMIRPT22'
=COPY 'PMIRPT23'
=COPY 'PMIRPT24'
=COPY 'PMIRPT25'
=COPY 'PMIRPT27'
=COPY 'PMIRPT29'
=COPY 'PMIRPT30'
=COPY 'PMIRPT32'
=COPY 'PMIRPT38'
=COPY 'PMIRPT40'

Report Samples (Interval Monitor)
This article describes each Interval Monitor report. The following required reports have no output:

• PMIRPT00 -- Reads the input (archive) tape and formats it into global data fields; the data fields provide the input for
all other reports

• PMNAME -- Reads the PMNAME module and inserts its contents into a global field called COMPANY-NAME; this
produces the heading for each report

 Optional Reports 

The remaining optional reports for the Interval Monitor are described in numeric order. Each report description includes:

• An overview description
• A sample report
• A description of the fields in the report

This article describes the following reports:

  

PMIRPT01 Management Summary Report

PMIRPT01 is a summary report for all wait types not excluded by input selection parameters. The report shows the total
wait count and time across all intervals on a graphic representation of wait time for that wait type. If any wait types were
excluded by input selection parameters, the word EXCLUDED appears in the graph.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 01                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
 CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                            MANAGEMENT SUMMARY REPORT
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 DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    71             <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->            DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
   WAIT TYPE         WAITS      WAIT TIME     SCALED BY TIME ("X" REPRESENTS     1.0000 
 SECONDS)
                                  (SECS) 
  .........|.........|.........|.........|.........|.........|.........|.........|
 DB I/O                179          3.42   XXX
 PRIOR FILE I/O          0           .00
 DB BUFFER               4           .23
 JRNL I/O               20           .12
 JRNL BUFFER             0           .00
 DBKEY                   0           .00
 LOG I/O               492          8.81   XXXXXXXX
 LOG SNGL THRD           3           .01
 LOG FULL                0           .00
 SCR I/O                 0           .00
 SCR SNGL THRD           0           .00
 QUEUE I/O           1,000          4.48   XXXX
 STORAGE                 0           .00
 PROGRAM POOL            0           .00
 PROGRAM LOADS           0           .00
 LOAD SNGL THRD          0           .00
 AREA                    0           .00
 ERUS                    0           .00
 DDS                     0           .00
 CHECK USER              0           .00
 TP LINE I/O           302        109.51  
 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ──►
 MAX TASK                0           .00
 DBGROUP               821         25.91   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
 SHARED CACHE          312          2.23   XX
 OTHER EXTERNAL      1,024         10.09   XXXXXXXXXX
 OTHER INTERNAL          0         
  .00
 TOTAL               4,157        164.81
 EXCLUDED TOTAL          0           .00

 PMIRPT01 fields 

Field Description
Wait Type Category of wait.
Waits Count of waits for the indicated category.
Wait Time Total time that was spent in waits for the category, across the

reported intervals.
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Scaled by Time Graphic representation of total wait time for reported intervals
spent for each category of wait. Each X represents a certain
number of seconds (as specified by the scaling factor). The
symbol ──► indicates that the line goes past the right side of the
graph.

PMIRPT02 Trend Analysis Report

PMIRPT02 contains one summary line for each reported interval. Each line shows the total wait count and time and a
graphic representation of wait time for the wait type.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 02                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                              TREND ANALYSIS REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56                <--------------
 YOUR COMPANY NAME -------------->          DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
   INTERVAL     WAITS      WAIT TIME       SCALED BY TIME ("X" REPRESENTS    1.0000 
 SECONDS)
  START TIME                 (SECS) 
  .........|.........|.........|.........|.........|.........|.........|.........|
    14:58:16    2169           98.36 
 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  ──►
    15:00:00     102           10.70  XXXXXXXXXX
    15:10:00     169            6.11  XXXXXX
    15:20:00     100            5.02  XXXXX
    15:30:00     900           33.63  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
    15:40:00    3937          118.03 
 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  ──►
    15:50:00    6677          321.10 
 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  ──►
    16:00:00    2236           91.54 
 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  ──►
    16:10:00   12755          382.87 
 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  ──►
    16:20:00   17018          457.57 
 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  ──►
    16:30:00    4946          182.55 
 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  ──►
    16:40:00     485           36.43  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
    16:50:00     333           18.30  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
    17:00:00      83            2.83  XX
    17:10:00      92            3.23  XXX
    17:20:00      92            3.57  XXX
    17:30:00     102            8.39  XXXXXXXX
    17:40:00      92            3.38  XXX
    17:50:00     172            6.54  XXXXXX
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    18:00:00      89            8.83  XXXXXXXX
    18:10:00    4317           78.06 
 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
    18:20:00      85            2.94  XX
    18:30:00      96            6.68  XXXXXX
    18:40:00      93            3.44  XXX
    18:50:00     483           11.81  XXXXXXXXXXX
    19:00:00     291           18.19  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

 PMIRPT02 fields 

Field Description
Interval Start Time Starting time (hh:mm:ss) for the interval.
Waits Count of waits for the interval.
Wait Time Total time that was spent in waits during the interval.
Scaled by Time Graphic representation of the total wait time that occurred during

this interval. Each X represents a certain number of seconds (as
specified by the scaling factor). The symbol ──► indicates that
the line goes past the right side of the graph.

PMIRPT04 Summary Wait Detail Report

PMIRPT04 is a summary report for each selected interval. The report shows information about the task activity that
occurred during each interval.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 04                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                            SUMMARY WAIT DETAIL REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56               <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->           DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
      START    TASKS   TASKS     SYSTEM      USER      DB        DB     OTHER    OTHER  
  OTHER    OTHER     MISC      MISC
       TIME    STRTD   ENDED      CPU        CPU      I/O       I/O      I/O      I/O   
   PGM      PGM     SYSTEM    SYSTEM
                                 (SECS)     (SECS)   WAITS   WAIT TIME  WAITS  WAIT TIME
  WAITS  WAIT TIME  WAITS   WAIT TIME
     15:30:00      74      75      2.426                756     24.752    129      8.868
     15       .010
     15:40:00     166     164      2.853               3481     99.392    436     16.642
     20      2.000
     15:50:00      31      32      5.732               6229    296.651    433     24.249
      8       .003      7        .182
     16:00:00       2       1       .018               1611     64.028    621     27.502
      4       .011
     16:10:00      22      22     11.919              10989    334.751   1750     46.569
     13       .088      3       1.464
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     16:20:00      17      18      2.433              15998    411.194    997     44.953
     10       .003     13       1.421
     16:30:00      49      48     14.282               4608    146.877    281     22.819
     10      1.677     47      11.164
     16:40:00      87      89       .403                 14      1.277    446     22.132
      4                21      13.017
     16:50:00      53      53       .261                 23       .859    290     11.553
     14      2.888      6       3.004

 PMIRPT04 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
Tasks Strtd Count of tasks that were initiated during the interval
Tasks Ended Count of tasks that terminated during the interval
System CPU Total system CPU time that was used during the interval
User CPU Total user CPU time that was used during the interval
DB I/O Waits Count of database I/O waits during the interval
DB I/O Wait Time Time that was spent in database I/O waits during the interval

(ssss.ttt)
Other I/O Waits Count of additional I/O waits during the interval, including waits

for:
Journal
DDLDCLOG
DDLDCRUN
DDLDCMSG
Program-load reads

Other I/O Wait Time Time that was spent in additional I/O waits during the interval
(ssss.ttt)

Other Pgm Waits Count of additional program waits during the interval
Other Pgm Wait Time Time (ssss.ttt) spent in additional program waits during the

interval, including waits for:
Db-keys
Buffers
Journal buffers
Program pool
Storage pool
TPIO
Area shared/protected/exclusive
DBGroup

Misc System Waits Miscellaneous system waits that occurred during the interval
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Misc System Wait Time Time that was spent in miscellaneous waits during the interval
(ssss.ttt), including waits for:
External request units
Check user waits
Log single threading and log full conditions
Scratch single threading
Loader single threading
DDS
New task conditions
Unidentified external and internal waits

 

PMIRPT05 DBkey/Area Detail Report

PMIRPT05 contains detailed area-access information for each reported interval. The report shows one line for each area
accessed during each interval that shows information about db-key and area waits.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 05                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                            DBKEY/AREA DETAIL REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56               <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->           DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
   START                        AREA             DBKEY     DBKEY      AREA     BUFFER   
  PAGE      SHR       PAGE      EXCL
    TIME                        NAME             WAITS      WAIT     BUFFER     WAIT    
  SHR       WAIT      EXCL      WAIT
                                                            TIME     WAITS      TIME    
 WAITS      TIME     WAITS      TIME
          16:20:00  CA30NWK.DDLDCLOD                  0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    CA30NWK.DDLDML                    0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    CFAXNWK.DDLDCLOD                  0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    CFAXNWK.DDLDML                    0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    CG30NWK.DDLDCLOD                  0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    CG30NWK.DDLDML                    0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    CKSXNWK.DDLDCLOD                  0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    CKSXNWK.DDLDML                    0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
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                    CSADNWK.DDLDCLOD                  0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    CSADNWK.DDLDML                    0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD                   0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG                   0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN                   0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR                   0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    SYSTEM.DDLDML                     0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
          16:30:00  CA30NWK.DDLDCLOD                  0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    CA30NWK.DDLDML                    0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    CFAXNWK.DDLDCLOD                  0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    CFAXNWK.DDLDML                    0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    CG30NWK.DDLDCLOD                  0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    CG30NWK.DDLDML                    0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    CKSXNWK.DDLDCLOD                  0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    CKSXNWK.DDLDML                    0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    CSADNWK.DDLDCLOD                  0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    CSADNWK.DDLDML                    0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD                   0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG                   0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN                   0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR                   0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
                    SYSTEM.DDLDML                     0       .0000       0       .0000 
      0       .0000       0       .0000
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 PMIRPT05 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
Area Name Name of the DC/UCF area
DBkey Waits Count of access requests in the area that required a wait on a db-

key
DBkey Wait Time Total time that was spent on db-key waits for the area (ss.tttt)
Area Buffer Waits Number of times that tasks had to wait for a buffer pool page to

become available for database page usage
Area Buffer Wait Time Total time that was spent waiting for a buffer pool page to become

available (ss.tttt)
Page Share Waits Number of times that tasks had to wait for shared access to a

database page that was already in a buffer pool
Page Share Wait Time Total time waiting for shared access to pages of an area (ss.tttt)
Page Excl Waits Number of times that tasks had to wait for exclusive access to a

database page that was already in the buffer pool
Page Excl Wait Time Total time that was spent waiting for exclusive access to the pages

of an area (ss.tttt)

PMIRPT09 Shared Cache Summary Report

PMIRPT09 contains information about the use of the Shared Cache in the Coupling Facility. The report shows all the
shared cache that were active in the corresponding intervals, and for each shared cache, all the files that were assigned
to it. Files that were excluded by input selection parameters do not appear on the report.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 09                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                             SHARED CACHE SUMMARY REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    71                <--------------
 YOUR COMPANY NAME -------------->          DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
                                                                                        
                 SH-CACHE  AVG SH-CACHE
      START      SHARED CACHE         FILE NAME               NUMBER OF  FOUND IN 
 NUMBER OF  SH-CACHE  WAIT TIME   WAIT TIME
       TIME          NAME                                 
      READS     CACHE      WRITES    WAITS      (SECS)     
 (SECS)
      7:54:10  IDMSCACHE00001    DBCR.ACCOUNTA                       1                 
   1
                                 DBCR.ACCOUNTB
                                 DBCR.ACCOUNTD
                                 DBCR.ACCOUNTE
               IDMSCACHE00002    DBCR.ACCOUNTC
                                 DBCR.BRANCHA                        1                 
   1
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                                 DBCR.BRANCHB
                                 DBCR.BRANCHC
                                 DBCR.BRANCHD
      8:00:00  IDMSCACHE00001    DBCR.ACCOUNTA
                                 DBCR.ACCOUNTB                       1                  
  1         2        .011       .0055
                                 DBCR.ACCOUNTD
                                 DBCR.ACCOUNTE
               IDMSCACHE00002    DBCR.ACCOUNTC
                                 DBCR.BRANCHA                        1                  
  1         2        .037       .0184
                                 DBCR.BRANCHB
                                 DBCR.BRANCHC
                                 DBCR.BRANCHD
      8:10:00  IDMSCACHE00001    DBCR.ACCOUNTA                      31        17        
 14        43        .276       .0064
                                 DBCR.ACCOUNTB                      39        21        
 18        56        .476       .0085
                                 DBCR.ACCOUNTD                      49        20        
 29        76        .400       .0053
                                 DBCR.ACCOUNTE                      32        12        
 20        51        .404       .0079
               IDMSCACHE00002    DBCR.ACCOUNTC                      38         6        
 32        70        .490       .0070
                                 DBCR.BRANCHA
                                 DBCR.BRANCHB
                                 DBCR.BRANCHC                        1                  
  1         2        .037       .0187
                                 DBCR.BRANCHD                        2                  
  2         4        .041       .0102

 PMIRPT09 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
Shared Cache Name Name of the shared cache
File Name Name of the file that is assigned to the corresponding shared

cache
Number of Reads Number of read requests from a specific file in the shared cache
Found in Cache Number of times a database page we want to read was already

present and valid in the shared cache
Number of Writes Number of write requests to a specific file in the shared cache
Sh-Cache Waits Number of waits for a specific file in the shared cache
Sh-Cache Wait Time Amount of time that was spent waiting for a specific file in the

shared cache
Avg Sh-Cache Wait Time Average wait time for a specific file in the shared cache
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PMIRPT10 DBGroup Summary Report

PMIRPT10 contains information about the use of the dynamic routing of database sessions. The report shows all the
DBGroups to which database sessions have been dynamically routed for processing.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 10                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                              DBGROUP SUMMARY REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    71                <--------------
 YOUR COMPANY NAME -------------->          DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
                                                                  DBGROUP       AVG
 DBGROUP
         START        DBGROUP        NUMBER OF      DBGROUP      WAIT TIME       WAIT
 TIME       SERVER NODE      # REQUESTS
          TIME         NAME           REQUESTS       WAITS
         (SECS)          (SECS)           NAME         
 PROCESSED
         8:00:00       DBDCGR               1            1            .002        
  .0022          SYSTEM71              1
         8:10:00       DBDCGR            1019          820          25.904        
  .0316          SYSTEM71            472
                                                                                        
           SYSTEM74            547

 PMIRPT10 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
DBGroup Name Name of the DBGroup
Number of Requests Total number of requests that have been submitted to the

DBGroup
DBGroup Waits Total number of waits for the DBGroup
DBGroup Wait Time Total amount of time that was spent waiting for the DBGroup
Avg DBGroup Wait Time Average wait time for the DBGroup
Server Node Name Name of the server node
# Requests Processed Number of requests submitted to the DBGroup that have been

processed by the corresponding server number

PMIRPT11 I/O by Area Summary Report

PMIRPT11 contains detailed I/O information for each reported interval. The report shows one line for each area accessed
during each interval that shows information about I/O requests for the area.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 11                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                            I/O BY AREA SUMMARY REPORT
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DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56               <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->           DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
    START             AREA             READ     READ    AVG READ WRITE    WRITE   AVG
 WRITE  BUFFER BUFFER   BUFFER   AVG BUFR
     TIME             NAME             I/O   WAIT TIME WAIT TIME  I/O   WAIT TIME WAIT
 TIME   HITS  WAITS  WAIT TIME WAIT TIME
                                      WAITS    (SECS)   
 (SECS)  WAITS    (SECS)    (SECS)                   (SECS)   
 (SECS)
 16:20:00
          CA30NWK.DDLDCLOD                 6                                            
          2
          CA30NWK.DDLDML               14627   345.000    .0236                         
        108
          CFAXNWK.DDLDCLOD               777    33.000    .0425                         
         16
          CFAXNWK.DDLDML                   5                                            
          1
          CG30NWK.DDLDCLOD               147     7.000    .0476                         
         12
          CG30NWK.DDLDML
          CKSXNWK.DDLDCLOD               427    25.000    .0585                         
         13
          CKSXNWK.DDLDML                   5                                            
          1
          CSADNWK.DDLDCLOD
          CSADNWK.DDLDML
          SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD                  4                                            
         12
          SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG                                            60     9.000  
  .1500        0
          SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN
          SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR                                           936    35.000  
  .0374        0
          SYSTEM.DDLDML                                                                 
         22
 16:30:00
          CA30NWK.DDLDCLOD                 5                                            
         28
          CA30NWK.DDLDML                4565   145.000    .0318                         
         28
          CFAXNWK.DDLDCLOD
          CFAXNWK.DDLDML
          CG30NWK.DDLDCLOD                 5                                            
         60
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          CG30NWK.DDLDML
          CKSXNWK.DDLDCLOD                 5     1.000    .2000                         
         28
          CKSXNWK.DDLDML
          CSADNWK.DDLDCLOD
          CSADNWK.DDLDML
          SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD                  6                                            
         11
          SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG                                            70    10.000  
  .1429        0
          SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN                                             2                 
         15
          SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR                                           199    13.000  
  .0653        0
          SYSTEM.DDLDML                   17     1.000    .0588                         
         33

 PMIRPT11 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
Area Name Name of the DC/UCF area
Read I/O Waits Count of physical read I/Os that resulted in a wait
Read Wait Time Total time that was spent waiting for physical read I/Os (ss.ttt)
Avg Read Wait Time Average amount of time that was spent waiting for physical read I/

Os against the area (ss.tttt)
Write I/O Waits Count of physical write I/Os that resulted in a wait
Write Wait Time Total time that was spent waiting for physical write I/Os (ss.ttt)
Avg Write Wait Time Average amount of time that was spent waiting for physical write I/

Os against the area (ss.tttt)
Buffer Hits Count of requests that could be processed within the buffer,

without a physical I/O
Buffer Waits Count of waits for buffer requests; that is, the number of times a

buffer was requested for the area but not available
Buffer Wait Time Total time that was spent on buffer waits (ss.ttt)
Avg Bufr Wait Time Average amount of time that was spent waiting for a buffer (ss.tttt)
Buffer Name Buffer name for the area

PMIRPT12 I/O by File Summary Report

PMIRPT12 contains detailed I/O information for each reported interval. The report shows one line for each file accessed
during each interval that shows information about I/O requests for the file.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 12                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                             I/O BY FILE SUMMARY REPORT
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DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56                <--------------
 YOUR COMPANY NAME -------------->          DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
                                       READ     READ    AVG READ WRITE    WRITE   AVG
 WRITE BUFFER          BUFFER   AVG BUFR
    START             FILE             I/O   WAIT TIME WAIT TIME  I/O   WAIT TIME WAIT
 TIME  HITS  BUFFER WAIT TIME WAIT TIME
     TIME             NAME            WAITS    (SECS)    (SECS)  WAITS    (SECS)   
 (SECS)         WAITS    (SECS)    (SECS)
 16:20:00
          CA30NWK.CA30DML1              7355   173.000    .0235                         
        50
          CA30NWK.CA30DML2              7272   172.000    .0237                         
        58
          CA30NWK.CA30LOD                  6                                            
         2
          CFAXNWK.CFADML                   5                                            
         1
          CFAXNWK.CFALOD                 777    33.000    .0425                         
        16
          CG30NWK.CG30DML
          CG30NWK.CG30LOD                147     7.000    .0476                         
        12
          CKSXNWK.CKSDML                   5                                            
         1
          CKSXNWK.CKSLOD                 427    25.000    .0585                         
        13
          CSADNWK.CSADDML1
          CSADNWK.CSADDML2
          CSADNWK.CSADLOD
          SYSTEM.DCDML                                                                  
        22
          SYSTEM.DCLOD                     4                                            
        12
          SYSTEM.DCLOG                                               60     9.000  
  .1500       0
          SYSTEM.DCRUN
          SYSTEM.DCSCR                                              936    35.000  
  .0374       0
 16:30:00
          CA30NWK.CA30DML1              2303    70.000    .0304                         
        13
          CA30NWK.CA30DML2              2262    75.000    .0332                         
        15
          CA30NWK.CA30LOD                  5                                            
        28
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          CFAXNWK.CFADML
          CFAXNWK.CFALOD
          CG30NWK.CG30DML
          CG30NWK.CG30LOD                  5                                            
        60
          CKSXNWK.CKSDML
          CKSXNWK.CKSLOD                   5     1.000    .2000                         
        28
          CSADNWK.CSADDML1
          CSADNWK.CSADDML2
          CSADNWK.CSADLOD
          SYSTEM.DCDML                    17     1.000    .0588                         
        33
          SYSTEM.DCLOD                     6                                            
        11
          SYSTEM.DCLOG                                               70    10.000  
  .1429       0
          SYSTEM.DCRUN                                                2                 
        15
          SYSTEM.DCSCR                                              199    13.000  
  .0653       0

 PMIRPT12 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
File Name Name of the file
Read I/O Waits Count of physical read I/Os that resulted in a wait
Read Wait Time Total time that was spent waiting for physical read I/Os (ss.ttt)
Avg Read Wait Time Average amount of time that was spent waiting for physical read I/

Os against the file (ss.tttt)
Write I/O Waits Count of physical write I/Os that resulted in a wait
Write Wait Time Total time that was spent waiting for physical write I/Os (ss.ttt)
Avg Write Wait Time Average amount of time that was spent waiting for physical write I/

Os against the file (ss.tttt)
Buffer Hits Number of times a request was filled by a page already in the

buffer
Buffer Waits Number of times a task had to wait because all the pages in the

buffer pool were in use by other tasks
Buffer Wait Time Total time that was spent waiting for a buffer to become available

(ss.ttt)
Avg Bufr Wait Time Average amount of time that was spent waiting for a buffer (ss.tttt)
Buffer Name Name of the buffer with which the file is associated
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PMIRPT13 Buffer Summary Report

PMIRPT13 contains information that is related to database and journal buffer use for each reported interval. The report
shows one line of information for each buffer that was accessed.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 13                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    2
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                              BUFFER SUMMARY REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56               <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->           DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
                                                          HIT      BUFR      I/O    
 AVERAGE            BUFFER    AVERAGE    BUFR
  START          BUFFER          BUFR    BUFR     BUFR   RATIO     DISK   WAIT TIME  I/O
 TIME   BUFR  WAIT TIME  WAIT TIME   PAGE
   TIME           NAME          RQSTS   FLSHS     HITS    (%) 
     I/O      (SECS)    (SECS)   WAITS    (SECS)     (SECS)   
 SIZE
 16:30:00  CA30DB-BUFFER            10       0        0      .0        0                
                                        0
           CSADDB-BUFFER            10       0        0      .0        0                
                                        0
           DCDML-BUFFER              5       0        0      .0   978560   7517.000     
                                        0
           DCLOD-BUFFER             10       0        0      .0   687616  16004.000     
                                        0
           DCMSG-BUFFER              5       0        0      .0   417280   2857.000     
                                        0
           DCRUN-BUFFER             10       0        0      .0   961664     98.000     
                                        0
           DCSEC-BUFFER              5       0        0      .0    95680   3343.000  
  .0001                                    0
           DEFAULT-BUFFER           10       0        0      .0   720000  65872.000  
  .0006                                    0
 16:40:00  CA30DB-BUFFER            10       0        0      .0        0                
                                        0
           CSADDB-BUFFER            10       0        0      .0        0                
                                        0
           DCDML-BUFFER              5       0        0      .0        0                
                                        0
           DCLOD-BUFFER             10       0        0      .0   829184  23481.000     
                                        0
           DCMSG-BUFFER              5       0        0      .0        0                
                                        0
           DCRUN-BUFFER             10       0    65536   360.0   216704                
                                        0
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           DCSEC-BUFFER              5       0        0      .0        0                
                                        0
           DEFAULT-BUFFER           10       0        0      .0        0                
                                        0
 16:50:00  CA30DB-BUFFER            10       0        0      .0        0                
                                        0
           CSADDB-BUFFER            10       0        0      .0        0                
                                        0
           DCDML-BUFFER              5       0        0      .0   988224   4567.000     
                                        0
           DCLOD-BUFFER             10       0        0      .0   703872  12301.000     
                                        0
           DCMSG-BUFFER              5       0        0      .0        0     20.000     
                                        0
           DCRUN-BUFFER             10       0        0      .0        0                
                                        0
           DCSEC-BUFFER              5       0        0      .0        0     26.000     
                                        0
           DEFAULT-BUFFER           10       0        0      .0        0                
                                        0

 PMIRPT13 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss).
Buffer Name Name of the DC/UCF buffer pool.
Bufr Rqsts Total number of database requests made against the buffer.
Bufr Flshs Count of times a page had to be written to disk because another

transaction required it.
Bufr Hits Count of database requests that could be processed in the buffer

without a physical I/O.
Hit Ratio Ratio of the number of database requests that could be processed

in the buffer without a physical I/O (hits) to the total number of
buffer requests. For example, a hit ratio of 1.00 indicates that all
database pages requested were available in the buffer. A hit ratio
of 0.00 indicates that none of the database pages requested were
available in the buffer.

Bufr Disk I/O Count of requests that could not be processed in the buffer, and
therefore required a physical I/O.

I/O Wait Time Time that was spent waiting for I/O to complete requests that
could not be processed in the buffer (ss.ttt).

Average I/O Time Average amount of time that was spent waiting for I/O to complete
requests that could not be processed in the buffer (ss.tttt).

Buffer Waits Count of waits for buffer requests; that is, the number of times the
buffer was requested but not available.

Buffer Wait Time Total time that was spent on buffer waits (ss.ttt).
Average Wait Time Average amount of time that was spent on buffer waits (ss.tttt).
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Bufr Page Size Size of the largest page that was maintained in the buffer pool, in
bytes.

Buf Read Number of times a database page was read from disk, not from
the buffer.

Buf Write Number of times a buffer page was discarded from the journal
buffers to read another page.

PMIRPT14 CDMSLIB Summary Report

PMIRPT14 contains CDMSLIB information for each reported interval.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 14                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                             CDMSLIB SUMMARY REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56               <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->           DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
                                      CDMS                  PROGRAM                 
 LOAD                  AVG LOAD
               START                 LIBRARY                 LOAD                 WAIT
 TIME               WAIT TIME
                TIME                  NAME                   WAITS                 
 (SECS)                  (SECS)
              14:58:16               CDMSLIB                     27                  
 1.128                  .0418
              15:00:00               CDMSLIB                      1                  
  .100                  .1001
              15:10:00               CDMSLIB                     14                  
  .618                  .0441
              15:20:00               CDMSLIB                      0
              15:30:00               CDMSLIB                     12                  
  .418                  .0349
              15:40:00               CDMSLIB                     42                  
 2.022                  .0481
              15:50:00               CDMSLIB                     27                  
 1.507                  .0558
              16:00:00               CDMSLIB                      2                  
  .084                  .0419
              16:10:00               CDMSLIB                      0
              16:20:00               CDMSLIB                      1                  
  .066                  .0656
              16:30:00               CDMSLIB                     10                  
  .520                  .0520
              16:40:00               CDMSLIB                      3                  
  .129                  .0431
              16:50:00               CDMSLIB                     11                  
  .489                  .0444
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 PMIRPT14 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
CDMS Library Name Name of the load library that is specified by ddname CDMSLIB
Program Load Waits Total number of program load waits during the interval
Load Wait Time Total time that was spent on program load waits during the interval

(ss.ttt).
Avg Load Wait Time Average amount of time for each program load wait during the

interval (ss.tttt).

PMIRPT15 Journal Summary Report

PMIRPT15 contains detailed journal-access information for each reported interval. The report shows one line for each
journal file accessed during each interval that shows information about access requests.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 15                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    2
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                              JOURNAL SUMMARY REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56               <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->           DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
                                             READ    AVG READ         WRITE   AVG WRITE
 JOURNAL JRNL BUFR  AVG BUFR BEGIN  END
   START      JOURNAL        BLOCKS  READ WAIT TIME WAIT TIME WRITE WAIT TIME WAIT TIME 
 BUFFER WAIT TIME WAIT TIME  JRNL  JRNL
    TIME       NAME         WRITTEN WAITS   (SECS)    (SECS) 
 WAITS   (SECS)    (SECS)   WAITS    (SECS)    (SECS)   RBN  
 RBN
   8:30:00 J1JRNL                     540    14.719    .0273
           J2JRNL                     540     9.593    .0178
           J3JRNL             4329    540    15.297    .0283   1302    39.673    .0305  
                             6554  7855
   8:45:00 J1JRNL                     537    12.358    .0230
           J2JRNL                     537     9.490    .0177
           J3JRNL             4635    537    15.605    .0291   1165    41.027    .0352  
                             7856  9020

 PMIRPT15 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
Journal Name Name of the journal file, as defined in the DMCL
Blocks Written Number of blocks that were written to the journal file during the

interval
Read Waits Count of physical read (rollback) I/Os against the journal; all

physical read I/Os result in a wait
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Read Wait Time Total time that was spent waiting for physical read I/Os against the
journal (ss.ttt)

Avg Read Wait Time Average amount of that was time that was spent waiting for
physical read I/Os against the journal (ss.tttt)

Write Waits Count of physical write I/Os against the journal; all physical write I/
Os result in a wait

Write Wait Time Total time that was spent waiting for physical write I/Os against the
journal (ss.ttt)

Avg Write Wait Time Average amount of time that was spent waiting for physical write I/
Os against the journal (ss.tttt)

Journal Buffer Waits Number of times the task had to wait because all the journal
buffers were in use by other tasks

Jrnl Bufr Wait Time Total time that was spent waiting for a journal buffer (ss.ttt)
Avg Bufr Wait Time Average amount of time that was spent waiting for a journal buffer

(ss.tttt)
Begin Jrnl RBN Relative block number of the first block that was written to the

journal during the interval
End Jrnl RBN Relative block number of the last block that was written to the

journal during the interval

PMIRPT16 TP Line Summary Report

PMIRPT16 contains information about teleprocessing line usage and waits for each interval.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 16                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                             TP LINE SUMMARY REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
                                                         TRMNL  TRMNL I/O  AVG TRMNL  
 NUM    NUM    RPL      RPL      AVG RPL
    START      LINE    NUM   TRMNL  TRMNL   READ  WRITE   I/O   WAIT TIME   I/O TIME  
 RPLS   RPL   WAITS  WAIT TIME  WAIT TIME
     TIME      NAME    TRMS  READS  WRITES  ERRS   ERRS  WAITS
    (SECS)     (SECS)   SGEND  RQSTS           (SECS)    
 (SECS)
   16:00:00  CCI56       10
             CONSOLE      1
             JESRDR       1
             PRINT56      9                                                             
 10      1
             UCF56        6
             VTAM56      50      2    121                    4       .011     .0028     
 10   1820
   16:10:00  CCI56       10
             CONSOLE      1
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             JESRDR       1
             PRINT56      9                                                             
 10      1
             UCF56        6
             VTAM56      50     22    137                   13       .088     .0067     
 10   2098
   16:20:00  CCI56       10
             CONSOLE      1
             JESRDR       1
             PRINT56      9                                                             
 10      1
             UCF56        6
             VTAM56      50     19    119                   10       .003     .0003     
 10   2333
   16:30:00  CCI56       10
             CONSOLE      1
             JESRDR       1
             PRINT56      9                                                             
 10      1
             UCF56        6
             VTAM56      50     45     89                   10      1.677     .1677     
 10   2515
   16:40:00  CCI56       10
             CONSOLE      1
             JESRDR       1
             PRINT56      9                                                             
 10      1
             UCF56        6
             VTAM56      50     87     93                    4                .0001     
 10   2699
   16:50:00  CCI56       10
             CONSOLE      1
             JESRDR       1
             PRINT56      9                                                             
 10      1
             UCF56        6
             VTAM56      50     58     57                   14      2.888     .2063     
 10   2822

 PMIRPT16 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
Line Name Name of line, as defined with system generation LINE statement
Num Trms Number of terminals on the line, as defined with system

generation LTERM and PTERM statements
Trmnl Reads Number of terminal reads that occurred during the interval
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Trmnl Writes Number of terminal writes that occurred during the interval
Read Errs Number of read errors that occurred during the interval
Write Errs Number of write errors that occurred during the interval
Trmnl I/O Waits Number of waits for terminal I/O during the interval
Trmnl I/O Wait Time Number of seconds waiting for terminal I/O during the interval

(ss.ttt).
Avg Trmnl I/O Time Average length of a wait for terminal I/O during the interval (ss.tttt).
Num RPLs Sgend Number of request parameter lists (RPLs) specified with the

system generation LINE statement RPL COUNT parameter
Num RPL Rqsts Number of RPL requests during the interval
RPL Waits Number of waits for an RPL during the interval
RPL Wait Time Number of seconds spent waiting for an RPL during the interval

(ss.ttt).
Avg RPL Wait Time Average number of seconds for an RPL wait during the interval

(ss.tttt).

PMIRPT17 Program Pool Summary Report

PMIRPT17 contains information about the use of program pools for each reported interval. The report shows one line of
information for each program pool that was used during the interval.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 17                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                           PROGRAM POOL SUMMARY REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
                            POOL    IN    HIGH   SPACE    PGM     INTO   OVRLAY  OVRLAY 
                PGMLOAD    AVG LOAD
        START      POOL     SIZE    USE  WATER  LOADED    POOL  UNALLOC  UNUSED    PGM  
  POOL   LOAD  WAIT TIME  WAIT TIME
         TIME      TYPE      (K)    (K)    (K)    (K)    LOADS   SPACE     PGM   IN USE 
 WAITS  WAITS    (SECS)     (SECS)
       14:58:16  XA REENT   3788   1562   1562    1562     113     113
                 REENT      1364    394    394     394      32      32
                 PROGRAM     500    136    136     136       1       1
       15:00:00  XA REENT   3788   1583   1583      21       1       1
                 REENT      1364    394    394
                 PROGRAM     500    136    136
       15:10:00  XA REENT   3788   1653   1653      70      13      13
                 REENT      1364    394    394
                 PROGRAM     500    136    136
       15:20:00  XA REENT   3788   1653   1653
                 REENT      1364    394    394
                 PROGRAM     500    136    136
       15:30:00  XA REENT   3788   2529   2529     876      65      65
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                 REENT      1364    404    404      11       7       7
                 PROGRAM     500    168    168      32       1       1
       15:40:00  XA REENT   3788   3771   3784    2679     106      63      43
                 REENT      1364    406    406       2       2       2
                 PROGRAM     500    168    168
       15:50:00  XA REENT   3788   3774   3784     305      22       3      19
                 REENT      1364    406    406
                 PROGRAM     500    168    168
       16:00:00  XA REENT   3788   3774   3784      34       2               2
                 REENT      1364    406    406
                 PROGRAM     500    168    168
       16:10:00  XA REENT   3788   3774   3784
                 REENT      1364    406    406
                 PROGRAM     500    168    168
       16:20:00  XA REENT   3788   3776   3784       2       1       1
                 REENT      1364    406    406
                 PROGRAM     500    168    168
       16:30:00  XA REENT   3788   3781   3784      42      10       4       6
                 REENT      1364    406    406
                 PROGRAM     500    168    168
       16:40:00  XA REENT   3788   3784   3784       5       3       2       1
                 REENT      1364    406    406
                 PROGRAM     500    168    168
       16:50:00  XA REENT   3788   3785   3785      36      11       2       9
                 REENT      1364    406    406
                 PROGRAM     500    168    168

 PMIRPT17 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
Pool Type Type of program pool
Pool Size Size of the program pool, specified in kilobytes
In Use Amount of the program pool in use at the end of the interval,

specified in kilobytes
High Water Highest amount of the program pool in use at any point in time

during the interval, specified in kilobytes
Space Loaded Amount of program pool space that was loaded from disk during

the interval
Pgm Pool Loads Count of programs that were loaded into the pool during the

interval
Into Unalloc Space Count of loads into unallocated space
Ovrlay Unused Pgm Count of loads overlaying a program not currently in use
Ovrlay Pgm In Use Count of loads overlaying a program currently in use
Pool Waits Number of times an active task had to wait for space in a pool
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Load Waits Number of times the system had to wait to load a program once
storage was available in the pool; usually caused by I/O to the
load library or load area

Pgmload Wait Time Time that was spent waiting to load programs
Average Load Wait Time Average amount of time that was spent waiting to load programs

PMIRPT18 Storage Pool Summary Report

PMIRPT18 contains information about storage pool activity for each reported interval. The report shows one line of
information for each storage pool that was accessed during each interval.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 18                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                       STORAGE POOL SUMMARY REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
                             POOL      IN      HIGH        STG                          
            STG       STG       STG
       START       POOL      SIZE      USE    WATER    CUSHION     TIMES    STORAGE   
 STORAGE     PASS      PASS      PASS
        TIME      NUMBER      (K)      (K)      (K)        (K)       SOS      GETS     
 FREES         1         2        3
      14:58:16       0       1016      112      116       100                   325     
   260       219       106
                   128       1500      296      368       100                   351     
   284       246       105
                   255       1500      500      504         0                   256     
   138       204        52
      15:00:00       0       1016      112      116       100                   121     
   119                 121
                   128       1500      304      368       100                     7     
     4         4         3
                   255       1500      500      504         0                   135     
   130       131         4
      15:10:00       0       1016      112      116       100                   151     
   150         5       146
                   128       1500      304      452       100                   114     
   112        72        42
                   255       1500      500      504         0                   157     
   156       133        24
      15:20:00       0       1016      112      116       100                   120     
   120                 120
                   128       1500      304      452       100
                   255       1500      500      504         0                   132     
   132       131         1
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      15:30:00       0       1016      112      116       100                   378     
   319       151       227
                   128       1500      316      452       100                  2403     
  2382      1355      1048
                   255       1500      516      528         0                  1892     
  1884       522      1370
      15:40:00       0       1016      116      116       100                   521     
   459       182       339
                   128       1500      396      452       100                  2927     
  2781      1918      1009
                   255       1500      552      552         0                  1690     
  1670       492      1198
      15:50:00       0       1016      116      156       100                   234     
   223        60       174
                   128       1500      308      452       100                   668     
   586       452       216
                   255       1500      552      572         0                   411     
   411       174       237
      16:00:00       0       1016      152      156       100                   134     
   122        10       124
                   128       1500      344      452       100                    14     
    11         8         6
                   255       1500      596      596         0                   155     
   148       137        18
      16:10:00       0       1016      152      156       100                   242     
   230       109       133
                   128       1500      348      452       100                   189     
   187       122        67
                   255       1500      632      636         0                   301     
   300       157       144
      16:20:00       0       1016      164      200       100                   186     
   184        78       108
                   128       1500      360      452       100                   180     
   169       105        75
                   255       1500      632      636         0                   279     
   277       141       138
      16:30:00       0       1016      128      200       100                   172     
   173       120        52
                   128       1500      380      456       100                   564     
   525       232       332
                   255       1500      556      636         0                   382     
   393       107       275
      16:40:00       0       1016      128      200       100                   265     
   267       101       164
                   128       1500      372      588       100                   628     
   611       256       372
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                   255       1500      560      636         0                   242     
   244       155        87

 PMIRPT18 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
Pool Number Number that identifies the storage pool, as assigned at system

generation
Pool Size Size of the storage pool, specified in kilobytes
In Use Amount of the storage pool in use at the end of the interval,

specified in kilobytes
High Water The most storage that was used in that pool during the interval,

specified in kilobytes
Storage Cushion Size of the storage cushion, specified in kilobytes
Times SOS Number of times the short-on-storage condition occurred during

the interval
Storage Gets Count of get-storage (#GETSTG) requests issued against the pool

during the interval
Storage Frees Count of free-storage (#FREESTG) requests issued against the

pool during the interval
Stg Pass 1 Number of times the space requested by a #GETSTG command

was allocated using Scan 1
Stg Pass 2 Number of times the space requested by a #GETSTG command

was allocated using Scan 2
Stg Pass 3 This field is no longer used

PMIRPT19 Storage Waits Summary Report

PMIRPT19 contains information about storage type waits for each reported interval. The report shows one column of
information for each storage type for each interval.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 19                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                           STORAGE WAITS SUMMARY REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
START
 TIME   SHRD     SHRD    AVG   SHRD     SKEPT    AVG    USER     USER     AVG    USER   
  UKEPT    AVG    OTHER   OTHER     AVG
 ----    STG     WAIT   SHRD   KEPT     WAIT    SKEPT    STG     WAIT    USER    KEPT   
  WAIT    UKEPT    STG     WAIT    OTHER
STGLOC  WAITS    TIME   TIME   WAITS    TIME    TIME    WAITS
    TIME    TIME    WAITS    TIME    TIME    WAITS    TIME   
 TIME
 14:58:16
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NON-XA      0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
XA          0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
 15:00:00
NON-XA      0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
XA          0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
 15:10:00
NON-XA      0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
XA          0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
 15:20:00
NON-XA      0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
XA          0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
 15:30:00
NON-XA      0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
XA          0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
 15:40:00
NON-XA      0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
XA          0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
 15:50:00
NON-XA      0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
XA          0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
 16:00:00
NON-XA      0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
XA          0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
 16:10:00
NON-XA      0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
XA          0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
 16:20:00
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NON-XA      0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
XA          0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
 16:30:00
NON-XA      0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
XA          0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
 16:40:00
NON-XA      0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0
XA          0                      0                        0                        0  
                      0

 PMIRPT19 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
Stgloc Whether the storage resides above the line (XA) or below the line

(NON-XA); there should be very few waits for XA storage
Shrd Stg Waits Number of waits to acquire shared storage during the interval
Shrd Wait Time Amount of time that was spent waiting to acquire shared storage

during the interval (ss.ttt).
Avg Shrd Time Average length of a wait to acquire shared storage during the

interval (ss.tttt).
Shrd Kept Waits Number of waits to acquire shared kept storage during the interval
Skept Wait Time Amount of time that was spent waiting to acquire shared kept

storage during the interval (ss.ttt).
Avg Skept Time Average length of a wait to acquire shared kept storage during the

interval (ss.tttt).
User Stg Waits Number of waits to acquire user storage during the interval
User Wait Time Amount of time that was spent waiting to acquire user storage

during the interval (ss.ttt).
Avg User Time Average length of a wait to acquire user storage during the interval

(ss.tttt).
User Kept Waits Number of waits to acquire user kept storage during the interval
Ukept Wait Time Amount of time that was spent waiting to acquire user kept

storage during the interval (ss.ttt).
Avg Ukept Time Average length of a wait to acquire user kept storage during the

interval (ss.tttt).
Other Stg Waits Number of waits to acquire terminal, database, or system storage
Other Wait Time Amount of time that was spent waiting to acquire terminal,

database, or system storage during the interval (ss.ttt).
Avg Other Time Average length of a wait to acquire terminal, database, or system

storage during the interval (ss.tttt).
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PMIRPT21 I/O by Area Detail Report

PMIRPT21 contains detailed information about the input/output of an area during a specific interval.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 21                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                            I/O BY AREA DETAIL REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
         INTERVAL    START TIME:16:20:00   END TIME: 16:30:00
         AREA NAME: CA30NWK.DDLDML               FILE NAME: CA30NWK.CA30DML2            
 BUFFER NAME: DEFAULT-BUFFER
                   AREA ACCESS WAITS    14736    AREA ACCESSES                 PHYSICAL
 WRITES
          14628    PHYSICAL READS         108    BUFFER HITS
         --READ I/O WAITS--                                          --WRITE I/O WAITS--
          14627    TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
           345.000 TOT WAIT TIME         .0236   AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         --DB BUFFER WAITS--                                         --SHARED BUFFER
 WAITS--
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         --EXCLUSIVE BUFFER WAITS-                                   --DBKEY WAITS--
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         INTERVAL    START TIME:16:20:00   END TIME: 16:30:00
         AREA NAME: CFAXNWK.DDLDCLOD             FILE NAME: CFAXNWK.CFALOD              
 BUFFER NAME: DCLOD-BUFFER
                   AREA ACCESS WAITS      793    AREA ACCESSES                 PHYSICAL
 WRITES
            777    PHYSICAL READS          16    BUFFER HITS
         --READ I/O WAITS--                                          --WRITE I/O WAITS--
            777    TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
            33.000 TOT WAIT TIME         .0425   AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
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                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         --DB BUFFER WAITS--                                         --SHARED BUFFER
 WAITS--
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         --EXCLUSIVE BUFFER WAITS-                                   --DBKEY WAITS--
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME

 PMIRPT21 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
End Time Ending time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
Area Name Name of the area
File Name Name of a file to which area maps
Buffer Name Name of the associated buffer for the area
Area Access Waits Number of times task waited to ready an area in a required usage

mode
Area Accesses Number of times task readied an area
Physical Writes Number of physical writes for the area
Physical Reads Number of physical reads for the area
Buffer Hits Number of database area requests that could be processed in the

buffer without a physical I/O
Read I/O Waits Number of physical read I/Os that resulted in a wait and the total,

highest, and average wait times
Write I/O Waits Number of physical write I/Os that resulted in a wait and the total,

highest, and average wait times
DB Buffer Waits Number of times a page within the area had to wait for a buffer

page to become available and the total, highest, and average wait
times

Shared Buffer Waits Number of times transactions wanted to access a database page
that was exclusively held by another transaction and the total,
highest, and average wait times

Exclusive Buffer Waits Number of times transactions waited for exclusive access to a
database page and the total, highest, and average wait times

DBkey Waits Number of waits for a db-key and the total, highest, and average
wait times
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PMIRPT22 I/O by File Detail Report

PMIRPT22 contains detailed information about a file's input/output during a specific interval.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 22                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                            I/O BY FILE DETAIL REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
         INTERVAL    START TIME:16:20:00   END TIME: 16:30:00
         FILE NAME: CA30NWK.CA30DML1                       BUFFER:   DEFAULT-BUFFER
         --READ I/O WAITS--                                          --WRITE I/O WAITS--
           7355    TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
           173.000 TOT WAIT TIME         .0235   AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         --DB BUFFER WAITS--                                         --SHARED BUFFER
 WAITS--
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         --EXCLUSIVE BUFFER WAITS-                                   --DBKEY WAITS--
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         INTERVAL    START TIME:16:20:00   END TIME: 16:30:00
         FILE NAME: CA30NWK.CA30DML2                       BUFFER:   DEFAULT-BUFFER
         --READ I/O WAITS--                                          --WRITE I/O WAITS--
           7272    TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
           172.000 TOT WAIT TIME         .0237   AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         --DB BUFFER WAITS--                                         --SHARED BUFFER
 WAITS--
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
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         --EXCLUSIVE BUFFER WAITS-                                   --DBKEY WAITS--
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME

 PMIRPT22 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
End Time Ending time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
File Name Name of the file
Buffer Name of the buffer that is associated with the file
Read I/O Waits Number of physical read I/Os that resulted in a wait and the total,

highest, and average wait times
Write I/O Waits Number of physical write I/Os that resulted in a wait and the total,

highest, and average wait times
DB Buffer Waits Number of times a page within the area had to wait for a buffer

page to become available and the total, highest, and average wait
times

Shared Buffer Waits Number of times transactions wanted to access a database page
that was exclusively held by another transaction and the total,
highest, and average wait times

Exclusive Buffer Waits Number of times transactions waited for exclusive access to a
database page and the total, highest, and average wait times

DBkey Waits Number of waits for a db-key and the total, highest, and average
wait times

PMIRPT23 Buffer Detail Report

PMIRPT23 contains detailed information about a buffer's input/output during a specific interval.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 23                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    7
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                            BUFFER DETAIL REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
         INTERVAL    START TIME:15:00:00   END TIME: 15:10:00
         BUFFER NAME:DCDML-BUFFER                          BUFFER PAGE SIZE:            
 BUFFER PAGE DEFINED: 76
                   BUFFER READS        655360    BUFFER WRITES            5    BUFFER
 PGS IN USE             BUFFER FLUSHES
              5    BUFFER REQUESTS               PAGES FND IN POOL       .0    PGS FND
 RATIO (%)
         --READ I/O WAITS--                                          --WRITE I/O WAITS--
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         756608    TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
            39.000 TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME       26693.000 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                    26.000 HIGHEST
 WAIT
 TIME
         --DB BUFFER WAITS--                                         --SHARED BUFFER
 WAITS--
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         --EXCLUSIVE BUFFER WAITS-
                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME
         INTERVAL    START TIME:15:00:00   END TIME: 15:10:00
         BUFFER NAME:DCLOD-BUFFER                          BUFFER PAGE SIZE:            
 BUFFER PAGE DEFINED: 76
                   BUFFER READS                  BUFFER WRITES           10    BUFFER
 PGS IN USE             BUFFER FLUSHES
             10    BUFFER REQUESTS               PAGES FND IN POOL       .0    PGS FND
 RATIO (%)
         --READ I/O WAITS--                                          --WRITE I/O WAITS--
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         --DB BUFFER WAITS--                                         --SHARED BUFFER
 WAITS--
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         --EXCLUSIVE BUFFER WAITS-
                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME

 PMIRPT23 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
End Time Ending time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
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Buffer Name Name of buffer
Buffer Page Size Size of buffer pages
Buffer Page Defined Number of pages that are defined for buffer
Buffer Reads Number of times DBMS requested a new database page for which

a physical I/O occurred
Buffer Writes Number of times a buffer page was discarded to read another

page
Buffer Pgs In Use Number of pages currently in use in the buffer
Buffer Flushes Number of times a page was discarded from the buffer to read

another page
Buffer Requests Total number of buffer requests (the sum of Pages Fnd in Pool

and Buffer Reads)
Pages Fnd In Pool Number of database area requests that could be processed in the

buffer without a physical I/O
Pages Fnd Ratio (%) Percent of Pages Fnd in Pool to Buffer Requests; this ratio should

be as close to 100 as possible
Read I/O Waits Number of physical read I/Os that resulted in a wait and the total,

highest, and average wait times
Write I/O Waits Number of physical write I/Os that resulted in a wait and the total,

highest, and average wait times
DB Buffer Waits Number of times a page within the area had to wait for a buffer

page to become available and the total, highest, and average wait
times

Shared Buffer Waits Number of times transactions wanted to access a database page
that was exclusively held by another transaction and the total,
highest, and average wait times

Exclusive Buffer Waits Number of times transactions waited for exclusive access to a
database page and the total, highest, and average wait times

PMIRPT24 CDMSLIB Detail Report

PMIRPT24 contains detailed information about program load waits for a CDMSLIB during a specific interval.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 24                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                            CDMSLIB DETAIL REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
         INTERVAL    START TIME:14:58:16   END TIME: 15:00:00
         CDMSLIB NAME: CDMSLIB
         --PGM LOAD WAITS--
             27    TOT WAITS
             1.128 TOT WAIT TIME         .0418   AVG WAIT TIME
              .145 HIGHEST WAIT TIME
         INTERVAL    START TIME:15:00:00   END TIME: 15:10:00
         CDMSLIB NAME: CDMSLIB
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         --PGM LOAD WAITS--
              1    TOT WAITS
              .100 TOT WAIT TIME         .1001   AVG WAIT TIME
              .100 HIGHEST WAIT TIME
         INTERVAL    START TIME:15:10:00   END TIME: 15:20:00
         CDMSLIB NAME: CDMSLIB
         --PGM LOAD WAITS--
             14    TOT WAITS
              .618 TOT WAIT TIME         .0441   AVG WAIT TIME
              .088 HIGHEST WAIT TIME
         INTERVAL    START TIME:15:20:00   END TIME: 15:30:00
         CDMSLIB NAME: CDMSLIB
         --PGM LOAD WAITS--
                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME

 PMIRPT24 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
End Time Ending time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
CDMSLIB Name Name of the CDMSLIB library
Pgm Load Waits Number of program load waits and the total, highest, and average

wait time

PMIRPT25 Journal Detail Report

PMIRPT25 contains detailed information about journal waits for each reported interval.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 25                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    3
CA IDMS/PM nn.n     volser                            JOURNAL DETAIL REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
         INTERVAL   START TIME: 15:00:00   END TIME: 15:10:00
         JOURNAL NAME: J1JRNL                    FILE:
                   JRNL PGSIZE
          87500753 BEGIN RBN                                          73741824 BLKS
 WRITTEN
         640298176-END RBN                                                     BYTES
 WRITTEN
         --BUFFER WAITS--                                            --READ WAITS--
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
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                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                 20893.000 HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         --JBEE WAITS--                                              --WRITE WAITS--
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         --JBC WAITS--
                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME
         INTERVAL   START TIME: 15:00:00   END TIME: 15:10:00
         JOURNAL NAME: J2JRNL                    FILE:
                   JRNL PGSIZE
          87501009 BEGIN RBN                                          73741824 BLKS
 WRITTEN
         640298176-END RBN                                                     BYTES
 WRITTEN
         --BUFFER WAITS--                                            --READ WAITS--
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                 20893.000 HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         --JBEE WAITS--                                              --WRITE WAITS--
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         --JBC WAITS--
                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME

 PMIRPT25 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
End Time Ending time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
Journal Name Name of the journal, as defined in the DMCL
File Name of the external file that is associated with the journal in the

DMCL
Jrnl Pgsize Page size that is defined for the journal
Begin RBN Relative block number of the first block that was written to the

journal during the interval
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End RBN Relative block number of the last block that was written to the
journal during the interval

Blks Written Number of blocks that were written to the journal
Bytes Written Number of bytes written to the journal
Buffer Waits Number of waits for the buffer (that is, buffer was requested but

not available) and the total, highest, and average wait time
Read Waits Number of physical read (rollback) I/Os against the journal that

resulted in a wait and the total, highest, and average wait time
JBEE Waits Number of waits for a journal buffer element ECB (JBEE) and the

total, highest, and average wait time
Write Waits Number of physical write I/Os against the journal that resulted in a

wait and the total, highest, and average wait time
JBC Waits Number of waits for a journal buffer control block and the total,

highest, and average wait time

PMIRPT27 Program Pool Detail Report

PMIRPT27 contains information about journal waits for each reported interval.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 27                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                            PROGRAM POOL DETAIL REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
         INTERVAL    START TIME:15:00:00   END TIME: 15:10:00
         POOL TYPE: XA REENTRANT
           3788    POOL SIZE (K)         1583    IN USE (K)            1583    HIGH
 WATER (K)          21    SPACE LOADED (K)
              1    PGM POOL LOADS           1    INTO UNALLOC SPACE            OVERLAY
 UNUSED PGM            OVERLAY PGM IN USE
         --PGM LOAD WAITS--                                          -POOL SPACE WAITS-
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         INTERVAL    START TIME:15:00:00   END TIME: 15:10:00
         POOL TYPE: REENTRANT
           1364    POOL SIZE (K)          394    IN USE (K)             394    HIGH
 WATER (K)                SPACE LOADED (K)
                   PGM POOL LOADS                INTO UNALLOC SPACE            OVERLAY
 UNUSED PGM            OVERLAY PGM IN USE
         --PGM LOAD WAITS--                                          -POOL SPACE WAITS-
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
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                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         INTERVAL    START TIME:15:00:00   END TIME: 15:10:00
         POOL TYPE: PROGRAM
            500    POOL SIZE (K)          136    IN USE (K)             136    HIGH
 WATER (K)                SPACE LOADED (K)
                   PGM POOL LOADS                INTO UNALLOC SPACE            OVERLAY
 UNUSED PGM            OVERLAY PGM IN USE
         --PGM LOAD WAITS--                                          -POOL SPACE WAITS-
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME

 PMIRPT27 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
End Time Ending time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
Pool Type Type of pool: program, XA program, reentrant, and XA reentrant
Pool Size Size of pool, in kilobytes
In Use Kilobytes of storage that was occupied by programs at the end of

the interval
High Water Highest amount of storage that was used by programs since

startup
Space Loaded Kilobytes of storage that was used to load programs during the

interval
Pgm Pool Loads Number of programs that were loaded into the pool during the

interval
Into Unalloc Space Number of programs that were loaded into the pool during the

interval without having to overlay other programs
Overlay Unused Pgm Number of programs that were loaded into the pool during the

interval that overlaid inactive programs
Overlay Pgm In Use Number of programs that were loaded into the pool during the

interval that overlaid active programs (this indicates a problem
with either pool size or applications using the pool)

Pgm Load Waits Total waits, total wait time, average wait time, and highest wait
time for program load waits during the interval (averages should
be as low as possible)

Pool Space Waits Total waits, total wait time, average wait time, and highest wait
time of an active task for an appropriate pool to become available
during the interval (anything other than low numbers indicates a
problem: expand the pool size or define heavily used programs as
reentrant)

PMIRPT29 Storage Type Detail Report

PMIRPT29 contains information about waits for specific storage types for each reported interval.
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 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 29                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                            STORAGE TYPE DETAIL REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
         INTERVAL    START TIME:14:58:16   END TIME: 15:00:00
         STORAGE TYPE NON-XA
         --  SHARED STG WAITS   --                                   --SHARED KEPT STG
 WAITS--
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         -- USER STORAGE WAITS  --                                   -- USER KEPT STG
 WAITS --
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         -- TERMINAL STG WAITS  --                                   -- DATABASE STG
 WAITS  --
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         -- SYSTEM STORAGE WAITS--
                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME
         INTERVAL    START TIME:14:58:16   END TIME: 15:00:00
         STORAGE TYPE XA
         --  SHARED STG WAITS   --                                   --SHARED KEPT STG
 WAITS--
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME
         -- USER STORAGE WAITS  --                                   -- USER KEPT STG
 WAITS --
                   TOT WAITS                                                   TOT WAITS
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                   TOT WAIT TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME                 TOT WAIT
 TIME                 AVG WAIT TIME
                   HIGHEST WAIT TIME                                           HIGHEST
 WAIT TIME

 PMIRPT29 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
End Time Ending time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
Storage Type Indicates whether the storage is XA storage (above the 16-

megabyte line (z/OS only)) or non-XA storage (below the 16-
megabyte line)

Shared Stg Waits Total waits, total wait time, average wait time, and highest wait
time for shared storage (high average wait times can indicate a
problem)

Shared Kept Stg Waits Total waits, total wait time, average wait time, and highest wait
time for shared kept storage (high average wait times can indicate
a problem)

User Storage Waits Total waits, total wait time, average wait time, and highest wait
time for user storage (high average wait times can indicate a
problem)

User Kept Stg Waits Total waits, total wait time, average wait time, and highest wait
time for user kept storage (high average wait times can indicate a
problem)

Terminal Stg Waits Total waits, total wait time, average wait time, and highest wait
time for terminal storage (user tasks cannot explicitly access
terminal storage)

Database Stg Waits Total waits, total wait time, average wait time, and highest wait
time for database storage (user tasks cannot explicitly access
database storage)

System Storage Waits Total waits, total wait time, average wait time, and highest wait
time for system storage (user tasks cannot explicitly access
system storage)

PMIRPT30 Interval Statistics Summary Report

PMIRPT30 contains DC/UCF statistics for each reported interval.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 30                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                        INTERVAL STATISTICS SUMMARY REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM:  mm/dd/
yy
             TASKS  TASKS  TASKS  TASKS  TASK   TASK  TIMES   SYSTEM      USER     PGMS 
  PGMS    GET    FREE     DC       DB
    START      AT     AT  STARTD  ENDED ABENDS STALLS   MAX    MODE       MODE    CALLED
 LOADED   STG    STG    SRVCE    SRVCE
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     TIME    START   END                               TASK 
    CPU        CPU                   RQSTS  RQSTS   RQSTS   
 RQSTS
   14:58:16      0     20     38     18                         1.1863               110
    146    932    682     233      637
   15:00:00     20     21      1                                                       1
      1    263    253     838        6
   15:10:00     21     21     16     16                          .2044                75
     13    422    418    1015       77
   15:20:00     21     21                                                               
           252    252     840
   15:30:00     21     20     74     75                         2.4261              1619
     73   4673   4585   20576     9145
   15:40:00     20     22    166    164                         2.8533              2917
    108   5138   4910   16355    14696
   15:50:00     22     21     31     32     2                   5.7315               335
     22   1313   1220    7716     6642
   16:00:00     21     22      2      1                          .0177                23
      2    303    281    2639     1326
   16:10:00     22     22     22     22     1                  11.9189               182
           732    717   13959    11009
   16:20:00     22     21     17     18                         2.4330               163
      1    645    630   15592    13681
   16:30:00     21     22     49     48     1                  14.2816               310
     10   1118   1091    5026     4635
   16:40:00     22     20     87     89                          .4032               550
      3   1135   1122    1585      501
   16:50:00     20     20     53     53                          .2606               328
     11    742    753    1098      304

 PMIRPT30 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
Tasks at Start Number of tasks active at the beginning of the interval
Tasks at End Number of tasks active at the end of the interval
Tasks Startd Number of tasks that started during the interval
Tasks Ended Number of tasks that ended during the interval
Task Abends Number of tasks that ended abnormally during the interval
Task Stalls Number of tasks that timed out during the interval
Times Max Task The number of times during the interval that a maximum tasks

condition existed
System Mode CPU Amount of time during the interval that the DC/UCF system spent

performing system services on behalf of tasks. The value is
reported as seconds.

User Mode CPU Amount of time during the interval that user tasks spent in
execution. The value is reported as seconds.
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Pgms Called Number of programs that were called by tasks during the interval;
includes:
LINKs
XCTLs
Programs that were called by the DC/UCF system on behalf of the
task

Pgms Loaded Number of programs that were called during the interval that were
not present in the program pool and that needed to be loaded

Get Stg Rqsts Number of GET STORAGE (#GETSTG) requests issued during
the interval

Free Stg Rqsts Number of FREE STORAGE (#FREESTG) requests issued during
the interval

DC Srvce Rqsts Number of requests for DC/UCF services that were issued during
the interval

DB Srvce Rqsts Number of requests for database services that were issued during
the interval

PMIRPT32 Run Unit Statistics Summary Report

PMIRPT32 contains database statistics for each reported interval. The report shows one column of information for each
interval.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 32                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                        RUNUNIT STATISTICS SUMMARY REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM:  mm/dd/
yy
                                  NUM                     RECS                          
  CALC    CALC    VIA     VIA
               R/U   R/U   NUM    R/U     NUM     RECS    CURR   PAGES   PAGES   PAGES  
  RECS    RECS    RECS    RECS   FRAGS
     START      AT    AT   R/U   ENDED    DBMS   RQSTD     OF    RQSTD    READ WRITTEN  
   NO     WITH     NO     WITH  STORED
      TIME    STRT   END  STRTD NORMAL   CALLS          
   R/U                           OFLOW   OFLOW   OFLOW  
 OFLOW
    14:58:16     0    11     43     32     727     571     202    2312    2078
    15:00:00    11    11                     7      13       2      10       4
    15:10:00    11    11                   102      49       7      42       6
    15:20:00    11    11
    15:30:00    11    11    750    750   10078    5749    2771    4104     756
    15:40:00    11    12    466    465   14805   11163    6462    8131    1379      26  
    13              39
    15:50:00    12    11     75     73    7499    7333    6141   10931    8331      22  
    10              30
    16:00:00    11    12      4      3      38       6               6
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    16:10:00    12    12     39     37   11860   15916   11393   12269   12056
    16:20:00    12    12     47     47    2308    3067    1852    1997    1916
    16:30:00    12    11     99     99   16710   19701   15749   19559   19237
    16:40:00    11    11     24     24     665     170       8     159      15       1  
     1               4
    16:50:00    11    11                   403     145      11     124      23

 PMIRPT32 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
R/U At Strt Number of run units active at the start of the interval
R/U At End Number of run units active at the end of the interval
Num R/U Strtd Number of run units started during the interval
Num R/U Ended Normal Number of run units that ended during the interval
Num DBMS Calls Number of times DBMS was called
Recs Rqstd Number of records that were retrieved from the database as a

result of run unit processing requests
Recs Curr of R/U Number of records that became current of the run unit during the

interval as the result of FIND, STORE, or OBTAIN requests
Pages Rqstd Number of pages that were requested by the DBMS (the

difference of Pages Rqstd and Pages Read in the number of
pages found in the buffer)

Pages Read Number of pages physically read on behalf of run units during the
interval

Pages Written Number of physical writes that occurred while this run unit was in
control; because IDMSDBIO writes pages as they are placed in
the buffer, physical writes can occur for a program READYed in
retrieval mode

CALC Recs No Oflow Number of new records that were stored during the interval that fit
on the target page using the CALC location method

CALC Recs With Oflow Number of new records that were stored during the interval using
the CALC location method that were placed on a page other than
the target page

VIA Recs No Oflow Number of new records that were stored during the interval that fit
on the target page when using the VIA location method

VIA Recs With Oflow Number of new records that were stored during the interval using
the VIA location method that were placed on a page other than the
target page

Frags Stored Number of record fragments that were stored during the interval

PMIRPT38 Journal Block Full Detail Report

PMIRPT38 contains detailed information about the number of journal blocks that were written for a report interval.

 Sample report 

REPORT NO. 38                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                        JOURNAL BLOCK FULL DETAIL REPORT
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DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM:  mm/dd/
yy
                               0-10    11-20    21-30    31-40    40-50    50-60   
 60-70    70-80    80-90   90-100     TOTAL
    START                       PCT      PCT      PCT      PCT      PCT      PCT     
 PCT      PCT      PCT      PCT      BLKS
     TIME                      FULL     FULL     FULL     FULL
     FULL     FULL     FULL     FULL     FULL     FULL    
 WRITN
   14:58:16   BLKS WRITTEN        0        0        0        0        0        0       
 0        0        0        0         0
              PCT OF TOTAL
               CUMULATIVE
   15:00:00   BLKS WRITTEN        0        0        0        0        0        0       
 0        0        0        0         0
              PCT OF TOTAL
               CUMULATIVE
   15:10:00   BLKS WRITTEN        0        0        0        0        0        0       
 0        0        0        0         0
              PCT OF TOTAL
               CUMULATIVE
   15:20:00   BLKS WRITTEN        0        0        0        0        0        0       
 0        0        0        0         0
              PCT OF TOTAL
               CUMULATIVE
   15:30:00   BLKS WRITTEN        0        0        0        0        0        0       
 0        0        0        0         0
              PCT OF TOTAL
               CUMULATIVE
   15:40:00   BLKS WRITTEN        0       27        0       12        0        2       
 0        0        0       13        54
              PCT OF TOTAL              50.0              22.2               3.7        
                        24.1       100
               CUMULATIVE               50.0     50.0     72.2     72.2     75.9    
 75.9     75.9     75.9    100.0       100
   15:50:00   BLKS WRITTEN        0       23        0        9        0        2       
 0        0        0       10        44
              PCT OF TOTAL              52.3              20.5               4.5        
                        22.7       100
               CUMULATIVE               52.3     52.3     72.7     72.7     77.3    
 77.3     77.3     77.3    100.0       100
   16:00:00   BLKS WRITTEN        0        0        0        0        0        0       
 0        0        0        0         0
              PCT OF TOTAL
               CUMULATIVE
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   16:10:00   BLKS WRITTEN        0        0        0        0        0        0       
 0        0        0        0         0
              PCT OF TOTAL
               CUMULATIVE
   16:20:00   BLKS WRITTEN        0        0        0        0        0        0       
 0        0        0        0         0
              PCT OF TOTAL

 PMIRPT38 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
Blks Written Number of journal blocks that were written from the buffer during

the interval; each column indicates the number of blocks that were
0-10 percent full, 11-20 percent full, and so on

Pct of Total Percent of the total number of blocks written that were 0-10
percent full, 11-20 percent full, and so on

Cumulative Cumulative percentage of blocks written in order of percent full;
for example, 60.3 percent of the journal blocks written were
30 percent full or less

Total Blks Writn Total number of journal blocks that were written for the interval

PMIRPT40 Data Sharing SYSPLEX Detail Report

PMIRPT40 contains detailed information about the use of SYSPLEX resources when exploiting data sharing.

 Sample report 

 REPORT NO. 40                                                 CA, INC.                 
                         mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
 CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                            DATA SHARING SYSPLEX DETAIL REPORT
 DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    74           <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
          INTERVAL    START TIME: 8:48:11   END TIME:  8:50:00
          XES Lock statistics for 
 CAIDMSDBDCGRP1LK
             Resource Type      --Obtains--    --Alters---    -Releases--    ---Waits---
    Cumulative    Average
             LmgrResource                 0              0              0              0
       .0000        .0000
             Phys.Page Lk                 0              0              0              0
       .0000        .0000
             GlobalDeadLk                 0              0              0              0
       .0000        .0000
             LmgrProxy Lk                 0              0              0              0
       .0000        .0000
             EnqDeq. Lock                 0              0              0              0
       .0000        .0000
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             AreaList  Lk                 3              0              3              0
       .0000        .0000
             FileList  Lk                12              0             12              0
       .0000        .0000
             Global Queue                 0            
  0              0              0       .0000      
  .0000
          INTERVAL    START TIME: 8:48:11   END TIME:  8:50:00
          XES List statistics for  CAIDMSDBDCGRP1LI
                                                                                        
    ----- Wait Time -----
             List Name          ---Reads---    ---Writes--    --Deletes--    ---Waits---
    Cumulative    Average
             Area List                   15              8              0             21
       .0125        .0006
             File List                   25             20              0             44
       .0590        .0013
             Queue List                   0            
  0              0              0       .0000      
  .0000
          INTERVAL    START TIME: 8:48:11   END TIME:  8:50:00
          Statistics for group     DBDCGRP1 member  SYSTEM74
             Message Type       ---Sends---    -Receives--
             Reply    Msg                 0              0
             Test     Msg                 0              0
             Sync.Stamp                   0              0
             GlobalDeadLk                 0              0
             DCMTDCUFSEND                 0              0
             AreaFileVal                  0              0
             Queue    Msg                 0              0
             Program  Msg                 0             
 0
          INTERVAL    START TIME: 8:48:11   END TIME:  8:50:00
          Statistics for group     DBDCGRP1 member  SYSTEM73
             Message Type       ---Sends---    -Receives--
             Reply    Msg                 2              0
             Test     Msg                 0              0
             Sync.Stamp                   0              0
             GlobalDeadLk                 0              0
             DCMTDCUFSEND                 0              0
             AreaFileVal                  0              2
             Queue    Msg                 0              0
             Program  Msg                 0              0
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 PMIRPT40 fields 

Field Description
Start Time Starting time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)
End Time Ending time for the interval on a 24-hour clock (hh:mm:ss)

 XES lock statistics 

The following table describes the fields that contain information about the usage of XES lock structure strname.

 Field  Description 
Resource Type Type of resource for which XES lock requests were issued:

LmgrResource: Lock manager resources (e.g. DBKeys)
Phys.Page Lk: DBIO buffer page locks
GlobalDead Lk: Deadlock manager locks
LmgrProxy Lk: Lock manager proxy locks
EnqDeq. Lock: Locks for global ENQ/DEQ processing
AreaList Lk: Locks associated with keeping track of areas that
are shared
FileList Lk: Locks associated with keeping track of files that are
shared
Global Queue: Locks for global queue area processing

Obtains Total number of obtains done for the resource type
Alters Total number of alters done for the resource type
Releases Total number of releases done for the resource type
Waits Total number of waits
Cumulative Wait Time Total amount of time that was spent waiting for XES lock requests
Average Wait Time Average amount of time that was spent waiting for XES lock

requests

 XES list statistics 

The following table describes the fields that contain information about the usage of XES list structure strname.

Field Description
List Name The internal name of the list:

Area List: Keeps track of areas that are shared
File List: Keeps track of files that are shared
Queue List: Keeps track of global queues

Reads Total number of reads that were done on the list
Writes Total number of writes that were done on the list
Deletes Total number of deletes that were done on the list
Waits Total number of waits
Cumulative Wait Time Total amount of time that was spent waiting for XES list requests
Average Wait Time Average amount of time that was spent waiting for XES list

requests

 Group member statistics 
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The following table describes the fields that contain information about the usage of this DC system of XCF
group grpname for member memname.

Field Description
Message Type The internal name of the message:

Reply Msg: A reply to one of the other message types
Test Msg: Message type that is used for testing purposes
Sync. Stamp: Message type that is used for invalidating the
cache for SQL catalogs
GlobalDead Lk: Deadlock manager messages
DCMTDCUFSEND: Messages that are sent on behalf of a
broadcasted DCMT, DCUF, or SEND
AreaFileVal: Message type that is used for informing data sharing
members of shared files and areas
Queue Msg: Message type that is used for informing data sharing
members of shared queues
Program Msg: Message type that is used for informing data
sharing members of automatic program invalidation

Sends Total number of sends that were done for the message type
Receives Total number of receives that were done for the message type

PMIRPT90 Machine-Readable Copy

Statistics that are extracted by Report 00, output to either a tape or disk.

When you run PMIRPT90, you must run it with PMIRPT00. You can also use the following task parameters with
PMIRPT90:

• CV NUMBER
• DATE FORMAT
• REPORT FROM/THRU

PMIRPT99 Input Processing Summary Report

PMIRPT99 contains information about:

•  Interval selection parameters
•  Input card processing 
•  Input record processing statistics:
• Records that were read by PMIRPT00

– Records that were selected by PMIRPT00
– Records that were dropped by PMIRPT00
For example, this category includes the earliest record read, the latest record read, and the different record types read.

•  Processing of multipart records: Task wait type and interval type records take up more than one DC/UCF log
record.

 Sample report 

 REPORT NO. 99                                                 CA, INC.                 
                         mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
 CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                         INPUT PROCESSING SUMMARY REPORT
                                      <-------------- YOUR COMPANY NAME --------->
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                   DATE FORMAT:   
 DMY
         
 ----------------------------------
          INPUT CARD
 PROCESSING
               CARDS READ:                   1
               CARDS PROCESSED:              1
               COMMENT CARDS:                0
               CARD ERRORS:                 
 0
          INPUT RECORD PROCESSING
 STATISTICS
          RECORDS READ BY
 PMIRPT00
              # STAT RECS READ:         
 4,467
              # PMAM RECS READ:         
 4,179
              # PMIM RECS READ:           
 288
             EARLIEST REC READ:          07:54  ON 07/06/10  (10/158)
               LATEST REC READ:          08:10  ON 30/09/10 
 (99/274)
               BY RECORD TYPE
                 AREA WAITS                204
                 BUFFER WAITS               12
                 CDMSLIB WAITS               3
                 INTERVAL STATS              3
                 INTERVAL WAITS              6
                 JOURNAL WAITS              12
                 LINE WAITS                 15
                 PGMPOOL WAITS              12
                 RUNUNIT STATS               3
                 STGPOOL STATS               9
                 STG TYPE WAITS              6
                 DBGROUP WAITS              
 3
          RECORDS SELECTED BY PMIRPT00
 REPORT NO. 99                                                 CA, INC.                 
                           mm/dd/yy  PAGE    2
 CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                         INPUT PROCESSING SUMMARY REPORT
                                      <-------------- YOUR COMPANY NAME ------------
>
          # PMIM RECS SELECTED:           
 186
          EARLIEST REC SELECTD:          07:54  ON 07/06/10  (10/158)
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           LATEST REC SELECTED:          08:10  ON 07/06/10  (10/158)

               BY RECORD TYPE
                 AREA WAITS                102
                 BUFFER WAITS               12
                 CDMSLIB WAITS               3
                 INTERVAL STATS              3
                 INTERVAL WAITS              6
                 JOURNAL WAITS              12
                 LINE WAITS                 15
                 PGMPOOL WAITS              12
                 RUNUNIT STATS               3
                 STGPOOL STATS               9
                 STG TYPE WAITS              6
                 DBGROUP WAITS              
 3
          RECORDS DROPPED BY
 PMIRPT00
           # PMAM RECS DROPPED:         
 4,179
           # PMIM RECS DROPPED:             
 0
          PROCESSING OF MULTIPART
 RECORDS
               #PMINTDS SEQ# 1:              3
               #PMINTDS SEQ# 2:              3

Application Monitor Batch Reports
You can use Application Monitor reports to:

• Track system utilization
• Perform trend analysis

You use a standard CA Culprit job stream to run Application Monitor reports. The report definitions are stored in the data
dictionary. You can specify selection criteria to provide maximum control over the information printed.

The reporting component of the Application Monitor can also produce a machine-readable output file.

The articles in this section describe how to request Application Monitor reports and provide samples of the reports that are
listed in the following table:

Report Title or Description
00 Extract and housekeeping routines (used internally)
PMNAME Site or user name to appear in report-heading lines
01 Task Detail Report
02 Task Summary Report
03 CA ADS Dialog Detail Report
04 CA ADS Dialog Summary Report
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05 User Detail Report
06 User Summary Report
07 Billing Group Detail Report
08 Billing Group Summary Report
09 Abnormal Termination Detail Report
10 Abnormal Termination Summary Report
11 LTERM Detail Report
12 LTERM Summary Report
13 PTERM Detail Report
14 PTERM Summary Report
15 System Detail Report
16 System Summary Report
17 Database Detail Report
18 Database Summary Report
19 DC Statistics Detail Report
20 DC Statistics Summary Report
31 Task Wait Summary Report
36 Task Wait Detail Report
80 Load Balancing Report (By Day and Central Version)
81 Load Balancing Report (By Central Version)
82 Load Balancing Report (By All Central Version)
90 Machine-readable output file containing the extracted statistics (in

tape or disk format)
97 Summary Recap Report
99 Input Processing Summary Report

Request Reports (Application Monitor)
You can request Application Monitor reports using a CA Culprit job stream. The job control language that you need to run
the reports is shown in Preparing to Run Reports.

In the job stream, you supply:

• Selection Criteria Parameters -- for including and/or excluding specific information from the reports
• Report specification parameters -- for specifying the dictionary to use, formatting options, and the appropriate report

names

You can request any or all of the reports in a single run.

General rules for parameter input
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• Every parameter is optional.
• Include any or all these parameters in a single run.
• Use a single line for each separate parameter.
• If you specify more than one parameter, all conditions that you specify must be met for you to select a task for

reporting.
• Use columns 1 through 72. Input beyond column 72 is ignored. No error is flagged (unless a quoted description is

truncated).
• An asterisk (*) in column 1 indicates a comment line.
• Specify either the 3-letter abbreviation or the whole word. For example, PROGRA is invalid. The syntax rules indicate

(in uppercase characters) any other allowable abbreviations or synonyms.
• Blank lines are ignored but generate a warning message.

This article describes the following information:

Selection Criteria Parameters

Include selection criteria parameters in your CA Culprit JCL to include information in or exclude information from your
Performance Monitor reports.

Parameters apply to all reports in a run

Selection criteria parameters, for Application Monitor reports, are used in CA Culprit JCL statements to include or exclude
information from your Performance Monitor reports. The parameters apply to all the reports you request in the same run.
For example, if your selection criteria specifies reporting only for tasks within a certain time period, that time period is used
for all the reports in the run.

Positioning selection criteria parameters

Position selection criteria parameters in the JCL stream as follows:

System Position in JCL
z/OS Following the //SYS010 DD * statement
z/VSE Following the /* in the EXEC CA Culprit step
z/VM In the SYS010 file

When you do not need selection parameters

If you do not need selection parameters for the run, then for:

• z/OS — Use //SYS010 DD DUMMY
• z/VSE — Leave out the parameters
• z/VM — Use SYS010 DUMMY

Syntax

Application Monitor selection criteria syntax and parameter descriptions follow. Interpret the word task to mean either task
or CA ADS dialog, as appropriate. You can omit leading zeros where syntax uses a number, unless otherwise noted.

                   ┌──────────────┐
►►──── ABOrt CODe ─▼─ abend-code ─┴──────────────────────────────────────────►

                      ┌──────────────┐
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 ►──── ABOrt MESsage ─▼─ message-id ─┴───────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──── ACTive STOrage storage-amount ────────────────────────────────────────►

                      ┌──────────────────────┐
 ►──── BILling GROup ─▼─ billing-group-code ─┴───────────────────────────────►

 ►──── CPU time cpu-amount ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

                  ┌─────────────────────────┐
 ►──── CV NUMber ─▼─ dc/ucf-version-number ─┴────────────────────────────────►

 ►──── DATe FORmat ─┬─ MDY ◄──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►
                    ├─ DMY ───┤
                    ├─ MYD ───┤
                    ├─ DYM ───┤
                    ├─ YMD ───┤
                    └─ YDM ───┘

 ►──── DB CALls db-call-threshold ───────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──── DB LEVels ads-database-levels ────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──── ELApsed TIMe elapsed-seconds ─────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──── IO physical-io-amount ────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──── KEPT STOrage kept-storage-amount ─────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──── LEVels dialog-levels ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

              ┌───────────────────────┐
 ►──── LTErm ─▼─ logical-terminal-id ─┴──────────────────────────────────────►

                ┌────────────────┐
 ►──── PROgram ─▼─ program-name ─┴───────────────────────────────────────────►
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              ┌────────────────────────┐
 ►──── PTErm ─▼─ physical-terminal-id ─┴─────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──── RBB number-of-rbbs ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

               ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────┐
 ►──── REPort ─▼─┬─ FROm ─┬─ FIRst ◄──┬─┬──────────────────┬─┬─┴─────────────►
                 │        └─ hh:mm ───┘ └─ ON start-date -─┘ │
                 └─ THRu ─┬─ LASt ◄──┬──┬───────────────┬────┘
                          └─ hh:mm -─┘  └─ ON end-date ─┘

 ►──── SCAling FACtor nnnnnn.nnnn ───────────────────────────────────────────►

             ┌─────────────┐
 ►──── TASk ─▼─ task-code ─┴─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──── TP REAd bytes-read ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──── TP WRIte bytes-written ───────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──── TYPe task-type ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

             ┌───────────┐
 ►──── USEr ─▼─ user-id ─┴───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• ABOrt CODe abend-code
Selects only those tasks that abended with the (4-character) database/data communications task abend code
specified. Abend-code is a 4-character database/data communications abend code. You can specify up to 20 codes.
The abbreviation ABRT is permitted.

• ABOrt MESsage message-id
Selects only those tasks that abended with the DC/UCF error message ID specified (six digits, excluding the severity
code suffix). Message-id is the six-digit DC/UCF message ID. You can select up to 20 IDs. The abbreviations ABRT
and MSG are permitted.

• ACTive STOrage storage-amount
Selects only those tasks that used more than the specified number of bytes of main memory from a storage pool
during active execution. You can use the abbreviation STG.

• BILling GROup billing-group-code
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Selects tasks by billing-group code. Billing-group-code is a 1- to 12-character billing-group code. Use single quotes if it
contains embedded spaces. Use two quotation marks to indicate a quotation mark that is part of the description. Up to
20 codes are permitted. You can use the abbreviation GRP.

• CPU time cpu-amount
Selects only those tasks that used more than nnnn.nnnn seconds of CPU time. Cpu-amount is a number
between .0001 and 999999.9999.

• CV NUMber dc/ucf-version-number
Selects only those tasks that ran under the specified DC/UCF system. Dc/ucf-version-number is a number from 0
through 9999. You can place multiple values on one line and you can use the abbreviation NBR. Up to 20 CV numbers
are permitted.

• DATe FORmat MDY/DMY/MYD/DYM/YMD/YDM
Specifies the date format that appears on the reports. The default is MDY. You can use the abbreviation FMT.

• DB CALls database-call-threshold
Selects only those tasks that issued more than the specified number of database calls. Synonyms that you can use are
DB and DBCALLS.

• DB LEVels ads-database-levels
Selects only those CA ADS dialogs that issued database calls from more than the specified number of application-
thread levels. Non CA ADS tasks are dropped. You can use the abbreviation LVLS.

• ELApsed TIMe elapsed-seconds
Selects only those tasks with an elapsed time longer than the specified number of seconds. The elapsed time is a
number between .0001 and 9999.9999 and is the internal CA IDMS response time, and it is measured from task
initiation to task termination within the DC/UCF system.

• IO physical-io-amount
Selects only those tasks that issued more than the specified number of physical disk I/Os.

• KEPt STOrage kept-storage-amount
Selects only those tasks that kept more than the specified number of bytes of main memory from a storage pool after
task termination (across a pseudo-converse). You can use the abbreviation STG.

• LEVels dialog-levels
Selects only those CA ADS dialogs that processed more than the specified number of levels in the application thread.
Non CA ADS tasks are dropped. You can use the abbreviation LVLS.

• LTErm logical-terminal-id
Selects only tasks that are initiated from the logical terminal specified. Logical-terminal-id is a 1- to 8-character logical
terminal ID. Up to 50 IDs are permitted.

• PROgram program-name
Selects only those tasks that execute the named program at the first level. Program-name is a 1- to 8-character
program name. Up to 50 program names are permitted. You can use the abbreviations PROG and PGM.

• PTErm physical-terminal-id
Selects only tasks that are initiated from the physical terminal specified. Physical-terminal-id is a 1- to 8-character
physical terminal ID. Up to 50 IDs are permitted.

• RBB number-of-rbbs
Selects only those CA ADS dialogs that obtained more than the specified number of record buffer blocks. Non CA ADS
tasks are dropped.

• REPort FROm/THRu
Selects intervals to be included in the report. If you want to report on the entire input file, do not include this parameter.
You can specify this parameter once per run, and you must specify at least one FROM or one THRU. The default is
FROM 00:00 ON 00/001 THRU 24:00 ON 99/365.
Regarding the time specification:
– Specify the time as hh:mm or hhmm (00:00 through 24:00).
– Times include the entire minute. For example, THRU 14:34 means up to 14:34:59.9999
– Times must include the leading 0. For example, 09:00 is valid, but 9:00 is not.
– If you specify a time range, the FROM time must be earlier than the THRU time.
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Regarding the date specification:
– Julian: yy/ddd
– Gregorian: as specified by DATE FORMAT
– The FROM date must be earlier or matching the THRU date.
– Slashes are optional in date specifications.

• SCAling FACtor nnnnnn.nnnn
Defines a scaling factor for report graphs. Nnnnnn.nnnn is a numeric value that specifies the scaling factor (for
example, .01 results in scaling of data in hundredths). The decimal point is not required and, if present, can be
leading or trailing. Any more than four digits to the right of the decimal point are truncated. For example, 1.2345678 is
truncated to 1.2345. The default is 1.0. You can use the synonym SCALE FACTOR. About the values you can specify:
– 0 is invalid.
– The maximum is 999999.9999.
– Examples of valid values follow:

123456            .3456

  1234.5678     45.

000000.01        0.3

• TASk task-code
Selects only tasks with the task code or (for CA ADS) dialog name specified. Task-code is a 1- to 8-character task
code or dialog name. Up to 50 task codes are permitted.

• TP REAd bytes-read
Selects only those tasks that read in more than the specified number of bytes from the terminal.

• TP WRIte bytes-written
Selects only those tasks that wrote out more than the specified number of bytes to the terminal.

• TYPe task-type
Selects only tasks of the type specified. Possible values for task-type are shown in the following table.

Value for task-type Description

ADS/O DC task whose first-level program language is the CA ADS
process language

ASSEM DC task whose first-level language is Assembler

COBOL DC task whose first-level language is COBOL

PL/I DC task whose first-level language is PL/I

CICS CICS task

TPMON Task that is initiated through a TP monitor other than CICS or a
DC/UCF system

BATCH Batch ERUS

ERUS ERUS when PERFMON=NO is specified in the CA IDMS
operating-system-specific SVC macro

SYSTM DC/UCF system internal task

UNDEF Undefined

SUBSC Subschema task

MAP Map task
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TABLE Table task

DC/FE IDMS/DC Front End ERUS task

• USEr user-id
Selects only those tasks that are invoked by the specified user. User-id is a 1- to 8-character user ID. Use quotes if it
contains embedded spaces. Use two quotation marks to indicate a quotation mark that is part of user-id.
Up to 20 user IDs are permitted. You can use the synonym USERID.

Examples

The parameters that follow select only those tasks for which the first-level program was written in CA ADS or COBOL that
ran on June 7, 2010, during prime time (between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.), and that used more than 2.5 seconds of CPU time.

TYPE          ADS/O

TYPE          COBOL

FROM 09:00 ON 10158 THRU 17:00 ON 10158

CPU TIME      2.5000

The parameters that follow select only those executions of tasks CSFDURLJ and CSFDUMVJ that issued more than
30 database calls and that abended with DC/UCF task abend code D004 (indicating that the task took more CPU time
than was allowed). No time or date parameters are specified, so the entire period that is represented by the input file is
considered.

TASK          CSFDURLJ

TASK          CSFDUMVJ

ABORT CODE    D004

DB CALLS      30

Report Selection Parameters

Report selection parameters define:

• The dictionary that contains the report definitions
• Whether to print CA Culprit parameters
• Which reports to produce

Positioning report selection parameters

Position report selection parameters in the report-request JCL stream, using one line for each parameter:

System Position in JCL Statement
z/OS Following the //SYSIN DD * statement
z/VSE Following the EXEC CA Culprit statement
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z/VM Following the DATABASE statement

Syntax and parameter descriptions for report selection parameters follow.

Syntax

►►──── DATabase ─┬─ DICTNAME= dictionary-name ─┬─────────────────────────────►
                 └─ DICTNODE= nodename ────────┘

 ►──── PARAM= ─┬─ LIST ───┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►
               ├─ NOLIST ─┤
               └─ EJECT -─┘

 ►──── =COPY 'report-name' ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

• DATabase
Defines the data dictionary that contains the report definitions (DICTNAME option) or the node that controls the
dictionary (DICTNODE option). Start this parameter in column 2.

• PARAM=LIST/NOLIST/EJECT
Controls printing of the CA Culprit Sequential Input Parameter List:
– LIST (default) prints all parameters
– NOLIST prints no parameters
– EJECT starts each new listing at the top of a new page
Start this parameter in column 2.

• =COPY 'report-name'
Requests the named report; begin =COPY in column 1; you can repeat the parameter any number of times. Report-
name must be enclosed in quotes. Acceptable values for report-name are given in the following table.

Value for report-name Meaning

PMARPT00 Performs housekeeping functions and extracts statistics for
input to other reports; required, but not an output report

PMNAME Supply the user site or company name to be printed in the
heading of each report; required, but not an output report

PMARPT99 List an input processing summary that is based on the
selection criteria specified
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PMARPTnn Produce the report that is defined by the number (nn)
specified:
01 Task Detail Report
02 Task Summary Report
03 CA ADS Dialog Detail Report
04 CA ADS Dialog Summary Report
05 User Detail Report
06 User Summary Report
07 Billing Group Detail Report
08 Billing Group Summary Report
09 Abnormal Termination Detail Report
10 Abnormal Termination Summary Report
11 LTERM Detail Report
12 LTERM Summary Report
13 PTERM Detail Report
14 PTERM Summary Report
15 System Detail Report
16 System Summary Report
17 Database Detail Report
18 Database Summary Report
19 DC Detail Report
20 DC Summary Report
21 Batch Job Accounting Summary Report
31 Task Wait Summary Report
36 Task Wait Detail Report
80 Load Balancing Report (by day and central version)
81 Load Balancing Report (by day)
82 Load Balancing Report (all central versions)
90 Machine-readable copy of the extracted statistics, output
either to tape or disk
97 Summary Recap Report

Examples

The following parameters select all printed reports. The CA Culprit report definitions are stored in the DICTCAS dictionary
(DATABASE DICTNAME=DICTCAS). The report source (PARAM=NOLIST) is not printed.

 DATABASE DICTNAME=DICTCAS

 PARAM=NOLIST

=COPY 'PMARPT00'

=COPY 'PMNAME'

=COPY 'PMARPT99'
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=COPY 'PMARPT01'

=COPY 'PMARPT02'

=COPY 'PMARPT03'

=COPY 'PMARPT04'

=COPY 'PMARPT05'

=COPY 'PMARPT06'

=COPY 'PMARPT07'

=COPY 'PMARPT08'

=COPY 'PMARPT09'

=COPY 'PMARPT10'

=COPY 'PMARPT11'

=COPY 'PMARPT12'

=COPY 'PMARPT13'

=COPY 'PMARPT14'

=COPY 'PMARPT15'

=COPY 'PMARPT16'

=COPY 'PMARPT17'

=COPY 'PMARPT18'

=COPY 'PMARPT19'

=COPY 'PMARPT20'
=COPY 'PMARPT21'

=COPY 'PMARPT80'

=COPY 'PMARPT81'

=COPY 'PMARPT82'

=COPY 'PMARPT97'
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The parameters that follow request all summary reports and a CA Culprit source listing for each report. The site uses only
one dictionary, so there is no DATABASE parameter.

 PARAM=LIST

=COPY 'PMARPT00'

=COPY 'PMNAME'

=COPY 'PMARPT99'

=COPY 'PMARPT02'

=COPY 'PMARPT04'

=COPY 'PMARPT06'

=COPY 'PMARPT08'

=COPY 'PMARPT10'

=COPY 'PMARPT12'

=COPY 'PMARPT14'

=COPY 'PMARPT16'

=COPY 'PMARPT18'

=COPY 'PMARPT20'
=COPY 'PMARPT21' 

Report Samples (Application Monitor)
This article describes each Application Monitor report. The following required reports have no output:

• PMARPT00 — Reads the input (archive) tape and formats it into global data fields; the data fields provide the input for
all other reports.

• PMNAME — Reads the PMNAME module and inserts its contents into a global field called COMPANY-NAME; this
produces the heading for each report.

Optional reports

The remaining optional reports for the Application Monitor are described in numeric order. Each report description
includes:

• An overview description
• A sample listing
• A description of the fields in the report

This article describes the following reports:
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PMARPT01 Task Detail Report

PMARPT01 contains one detail line for every execution of each task reported. With CA ADS, it contains one detail line for
every execution of each dialog. In the descriptions below, the word task should be interpreted as meaning either task or
CA ADS dialog, as appropriate to the task type displayed.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 01                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                                TASK DETAIL REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    71            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
                                                                CPU         WAIT      TP
    TP    NUM      NUM    NUM   NUM   NUM
    TASK   VER     TASK     TASK C  START   STORAGE  STORAGE    TIME        TIME    
 READ WRITE    OF       OF     OF    OF    OF
    CODE   NUM     NUM      TYPE C   TIME   ACQUIRED   KEPT   
 (SECS)      (SECS)   LNGTH LNGTH   I/O     DBCLS   LVLS DBLVLS
 BUFS
  QUED       0          18 ASSEM    7:54:11     5760       0      .8927      4.5380    
 0     0     1002       26  --    --    --
  CLOD       0          19 ASSEM    7:54:11    13056       0      .0552       .3059    
 0     0       10       94  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          20 ASSEM    7:54:11        0       0      .0011       .2076    
 0    27        0        0  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          21 ASSEM    7:57:40        0       0      .0006       .0000    
 0    42        0        0  --    --    --
  S          0          22 ASSEM    7:57:43     9600       0      .0179       .0547   
 11     0        3       26  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          23 ASSEM    7:57:43      256     512      .0025       .0023    
 0   117        1        6  --    --    --
  C          0          24 ASSEM    7:57:49    17280     768      .0141       .0787   
 15     0        1       12  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          25 ASSEM    7:57:50    12288     768      .0032       .0013    
 0     0        0        8  --    --    --
  DCMT       0          26 ASSEM    7:57:50     9600     768      .0224       .0941   
 29     0        1        6  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          27 ASSEM    7:57:50    12288     768      .0032       .0026    
 0     0        0        8  --    --    --
  DCMT       0          28 ASSEM    7:57:50     9600     768      .0054       .0023   
 33     0        1        6  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          29 ASSEM    7:57:50    12288     768      .0028       .0004    
 0     0        0        8  --    --    --
  DCMT       0          30 ASSEM    7:57:50     9600     768      .0055       .0027   
 27     0        1        6  --    --    --
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  FACTOTUM   1          31 ASSEM    7:57:50    12288     768      .0032       .0006    
 0     0        0        8  --    --    --
  DCMT       0          32 ASSEM    7:57:50     9600     768      .0055       .0026   
 31     0        1        6  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          33 ASSEM    7:57:50    12288     768      .0032       .0020    
 0     0        0        8  --    --    --
  DCMT       0          34 ASSEM    7:57:50    12544     768      .0151       .0453   
 39     0        1        6  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          35 ASSEM    7:57:50    12288     768      .0029       .0004    
 0     0        0        8  --    --    --
  DCMT       0          36 ASSEM    7:57:50    12544     768      .0057       .0019   
 39     0        0        6  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          37 ASSEM    7:57:50    12288     768      .0031       .0004    
 0     0        0        7  --    --    --
  DCMT       0          38 ASSEM    7:57:50    12544    1536      .0076       .0036   
 39   890        0        6  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          39 ASSEM    7:57:50    12032    1536      .0029      2.5447    
 3     0        0        5  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          40 ASSEM    7:57:52        0    1536      .0007       .0003    
 0    85        0        0  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          41 ASSEM    7:58:13        0     768      .0008       .0001   
 16     0        0        0  --    --    --
  C          0          42 ASSEM    7:58:13    17024     768      .0063       .0032   
 16     0        1       12  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          43 ASSEM    7:58:13    12288     768      .0028       .0004    
 0     0        0        8  --    --    --
  DCMT       0          44 ASSEM    7:58:13     9600     768      .0056       .0321   
 29     0        1        6  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          45 ASSEM    7:58:13    12288     768      .0036       .0037    
 0     0        0        8  --    --    --
  DCMT       0          46 ASSEM    7:58:13     9600     768      .0057       .0111   
 33     0        1        6  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          47 ASSEM    7:58:13    12288     768      .0029       .0004    
 0     0        0        8  --    --    --
  DCMT       0          48 ASSEM    7:58:13     9600     768      .0054       .0121   
 27     0        1        6  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          49 ASSEM    7:58:13    12288     768      .0030       .0003    
 0     0        0        8  --    --    --
  DCMT       0          50 ASSEM    7:58:13     9600     768      .0058       .0184   
 31     0        1        6  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          51 ASSEM    7:58:14    12288     768      .0030       .0015    
 0     0        0        8  --    --    --
  DCMT       0          52 ASSEM    7:58:14    12544     768      .0061       .0012   
 39     0        0        6  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          53 ASSEM    7:58:14    12288     768      .0029       .0004    
 0     0        0        8  --    --    --
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  DCMT       0          54 ASSEM    7:58:14    12544     768      .0056       .0005   
 39     0        0        6  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          55 ASSEM    7:58:14    12288     768      .0029       .0004    
 0     0        0        8  --    --    --
  DCMT       0          56 ASSEM    7:58:14    12544    1536      .0074       .0042   
 39   855        0        6  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          57 ASSEM    7:58:14    12288    1536      .0036      2.5303    
 3     0        0        8  --    --    --
  DCMT       0          58 ASSEM    7:58:16     7296    1536      .0043       .0091   
 45     0        0        0  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          60 ASSEM    7:58:16    12288    1536      .0029       .0004    
 0     0        0        8  --    --    --
  DCMT       0          61 ASSEM    7:58:16     7296    1536      .0041       .0013   
 45     0        0        0  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          62 ASSEM    7:58:16    12288    1536      .0029       .0004    
 0     0        0        8  --    --    --
  DCMT       0          63 ASSEM    7:58:16     7296    1536      .0044       .0008   
 45  1280        0        0  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          64 ASSEM    7:58:16    12288    1536      .0040      1.7660    
 3     0        0        8  --    --    --
  DCMT       0          65 ASSEM    7:58:18     7296    1536      .0044       .0030   
 45     0        0        0  --    --    --
  FACTOTUM   1          66 ASSEM    7:58:18    12288    1536      .0030       .0006    
 0     0        0        8  --    --    --
  DCMT       0          67 ASSEM    7:58:18     7296    1536      .0041       .0009   
 45     0        0        0  --    --    --

PMARPT01 fields

The following table describes the fields that are contained in PMARPT01.

Field Description
Task Code Task code or CA ADS dialog name
Ver Num Version number of the level-1 program that was executed for the

task that was defined previously
Task Num Sequential number that was assigned to the task at task initiation

(also known as the task ID)
Task Type Source language for the level-1 program for the task (ERUS for an

external request unit)
CC Completion code for the task: X if the task terminated abnormally;

otherwise, the field is blank
Start Time Time the task was initiated (hh:mm:ss)
Storage Active Number of bytes of variable storage from a DC/UCF storage pool

that was used by the task during execution
Storage Kept Number of bytes of variable storage that was kept by the task at

termination for pseudo-conversational processing; this does not
include relocated storage for CA ADS

CPU Time Total CPU time for the task (ss.ssss)
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Wait Time Total wait time for the task (ss.ssss)
TP Read Lngth Total number of bytes read from the terminal during task

processing
TP Write Lngth Total number of bytes written to the terminal during task

processing
Num Of I/O Number of physical I/Os performed by the task
Num of Dbcls Number of database calls issued by the task
Num of Lvls Number of dialog levels in the CA ADS application structure; field

is applicable to CA ADS only
Num of Dblvls Number of dialog levels that issued database calls; this is the

number of different levels, not the highest level number; field is
applicable to CA ADS only

Num of Bufs Number of record buffer blocks that were acquired for database
record processing; field is applicable to CA ADS dialogs only

PMARPT02 Task Summary Report

PMARPT02 contains one summary line for each different task that was executed or, for CA ADS, for each different dialog.
In the descriptions below, the word task should be interpreted as meaning either task or CA ADS dialog, as appropriate to
the task type displayed.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 02                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                            TASK SUMMARY REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR COMPANY NAME --------------> 
             DATA FROM:  mm/dd/yy
                                        AVG      AVG        AVG        AVG     AVG   AVG
      AVG     AVG   AVG   AVG   AVG
       TASK   VER     NUM  TASK   NUM STORAGE  STORAGE      CPU        WAIT     TP    TP
      NUM     NUM   NUM   NUM   NUM
       CODE   NUM   TIMES  TYPE TIMES  ACTIVE    KEPT      TIME        TIME    READ
 WRITE      OF      OF    OF    OF    OF
                     EXEC        ABND                   
 (SECS)      (SECS)   LNGTH LNGTH     I/O    DBCLS  LVLS DBLVLS
 BUFS
     B          0       1 ASSEM           9856       0       0.0104     .5961     0    
 0        2       13  --    --    --
     BOM        1      12 ADS/O          30720   17109       0.0235     .3391     6  
 727        7       92   0     0     1
     BYE        0       1 ASSEM           9856       0       0.0000     .0414     0    
 0        1       17  --    --    --
     CAP        1       7 ADS/O          41179   13769       0.0269     .5578     7  
 761       11      152   0     0     1
     CAR        1      13 ADS/O          41945   16423       0.0237     .3977     6  
 949       10      115   0     0     1
     CAS        1      37 ADS/O          33218   11537       0.0465     .5644     5 
 1023       11      166   0     1     0
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     CASCAS     1       6 ADS/O          32576   11776       0.0316     .7107     5  
 788       14      145   0     0     1
     CCC        1       7 ADS/O          54254   18341       0.0205     .3437     7  
 755       10      194   0     0     1
     CGL        1      13 ADS/O          33398   17388       0.0240     .2833     7  
 794       12      107   0     0     1
     CLIST      0       1 ASSEM          18176     640       0.0164    2.0227    20    
 0        4       29  --    --    --
     CLOD       0       1 UNDEF          25088       0       0.0280    2.2841     0    
 0        5      221  --    --    --
     COE        1      13 ADS/O          24930   17290       0.0190     .1365     5  
 837        4       58   1     0     1
     CPRD       1      11 ADS/O          42519   16547       0.0207     .3655     6  
 838       10      125   1     0     1
     CPRO       1      11 ADS/O          45452   16593       0.0264     .1825     6  
 896        7      107   1     0     1
     CPRS       1      12 ADS/O          36597   17739       0.0118     .1443     5  
 887        4       74   1     0     1
     CPRV       1       9 ADS/O          35584   15986       0.0164     .1114     7  
 864        4       79   1     0     1
     DCMT       0       7 ASSEM          13184   15013       0.0108     .4919    19  
 162        2       11  --    --    --
     DCUF       0       8 ASSEM          10752    3552       0.0049     .1663    22    
 0        2        6  --    --    --
     FACTOTUM   1      78 ASSEM           1971    9849       0.0002     .0444    29   
 84        0        1  --    --    --
     IDD        0      30 ASSEM     2    56508   68629       1.0380   43.6643    35  
 839     1234     1124  --    --    --
     INV        1      13 ADS/O          29588   15931       0.0148     .1399     5  
 798        4       56   0     0     1
     MPS        1      10 ADS/O          52659   15962       0.0217     .3436     9 
 1013        8      142   0     0     1
     MRP        1      10 ADS/O          37914   15616       0.0250     .1704     6  
 819        5       86   0     0     1
     OLP        0       6 ASSEM          13568   11392       0.6064   13.5025    10 
 1147      745     3699  --    --    --
     OLQ        0      25 ASSEM     2    61322    8443       0.1475    7.1972    57  
 736      201      230  --    --    --
     OPER       0       9 ASSEM          12004   15801       0.1050  519.6225    78 
 3163        2        7  --    --    --
     PMAM       0       1 ASSEM          16512    6144       0.0165     .7543    10  
 683        7       17  --    --    --
     PMIM       0       9 ASSEM          19172   15317       0.0145     .4763    10 
 1153        4       28  --    --    --
     PMRM       0       2 ASSEM          34368    5760       0.0349   52.2110    36 
 2724        7       54  --    --    --
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     PMWNDRVR   1     187 ASSEM          27220   35579       0.0024     .2074     3 
 1714        0       11  --    --    --
     QUED       0       1 ASSEM           6656       0       1.0791   43.5960     0    
 0     2008       39  --    --    --
     RHDCSTTS   0       4 ASSEM          11776       0       0.0608    2.3894     0    
 0        8       32  --    --    --
     S          0       3 ASSEM          10752       0       0.0146     .6712    20    
 0       11       38  --    --    --
     SDEL       0       1 UNDEF          19328       0       0.0119    2.4336     0    
 0        2       50  --    --    --
     SFC        1      11 ADS/O          33699   17001       0.0206     .2957     4  
 819        7       97   0     0     1
     SIGNON     0       1 ASSEM          11520     768       0.0256    3.7168    46   
 96       14       69  --    --    --
     USGADEL    1       1 UNDEF          17536       0       0.0268   44.3700     0    
 0        2       44  --    --    --
     USGAFIX    1       1 UNDEF          17536       0       0.0246    2.7038     0    
 0        1       44  --    --    --

PMARPT02 fields

The following table describes the fields that are contained in PMARPT02.

Field Description
Task Code Task code or CA ADS dialog name
Ver Num Version number of the level-1 program that was executed for the

task that was defined previously
Num Times Exec Number of times the task was executed
Task Type Source language for the level-1 program for the task (ERUS for an

external request unit)
Num Times Abnd Number of times the task terminated abnormally
Avg Storage Active Average number of bytes of variable storage from a DC/UCF

storage pool that was used by the task during execution
Avg Storage Kept Average number of bytes of variable storage that was kept by the

task at termination for pseudo-conversational processing; this
does not include relocated storage for CA ADS

Avg CPU Time Average CPU time for the task (ss.ssss)
Avg Wait Time Average wait time for the task (ss.ssss)
Avg TP Read Lngth Average number of bytes read from the terminal during task

processing
Avg TP Write Lngth Average number of bytes written to the terminal during task

processing
Avg Num of I/O Average number of physical I/Os performed by the task
Avg Num of Dbcls Average number of database calls issued by the task
Avg Num of Lvls Average number of dialog levels in the CA ADS application

structure; field is applicable to CA ADS only
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Avg Num of Dblvls Average number of dialog levels that issued database calls; this is
the number of different levels, not the highest level number; field is
applicable to CA ADS only

Avg Num of Bufs Average number of record buffer blocks that were acquired for
database record processing; field is applicable to CA ADS dialogs
only

PMARPT03 CA ADS Dialog Detail Report

PMARPT03 contains one detail line for every execution of each CA ADS dialog. The fields found in PMARPT03 are
identical to those in Report 01 (except column 1, which is Dialog Name, rather than Task Code). See PMARPT01: Task
detail report for detailed field information. Task Type, which is shown in Report 01, does not apply here.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 03                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                            CA ADS DIALOG DETAIL REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    71            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
                                                             CPU        WAIT      TP   
 TP    NUM      NUM    NUM   NUM   NUM
      DIALOG  VER     TASK    C  START   STORAGE  STORAGE    TIME       TIME     READ
 WRITE    OF       OF     OF    OF    OF
       NAME   NUM     NUM     C   TIME    ACTIVE    KEPT   
 (SECS)     (SECS)   LNGTH LNGTH   I/O     DBCLS   LVLS DBLVLS
 BUFS
     BMRET      1         103    8:01:35    15488    6272      .0372      .2836    11  
 121        3       30   0     0     1
     BMRET      1         104    8:01:41    25728    6272      .0228      .1754    16  
 112        4       27   0     0     1
     BMRET      1         105    8:01:47     9728     768      .0038      .0003     1   
  0        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         207    8:10:27    15232    6016      .0079      .0111    14  
 121        0        0   0     0     1
     BMRET      1         206    8:10:27    15232    6016      .0074      .0260    14  
 121        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         223    8:10:28    15232    6272      .0072      .0029    14  
 121        0        0   0     0     1
     BMRET      1         226    8:10:28    15232    6016      .0072      .0006    14  
 121        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         238    8:10:29    25984    6272      .0154      .1515    16  
 112        2       10   0     0     1
     BMRET      1         235    8:10:29    15232    6016      .0073      .0302    14  
 121        0        0   0     0     1
     BMRET      1         244    8:10:29    55808    6272      .0146     1.9891    96 
 3652        0        0   0     0     0
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     BMRET      1         251    8:10:29    25728    6272      .0124      .1461    16  
 112        1       10   0     0     1
     BMRET      1         248    8:10:29    25984    6272      .0159      .1816    16  
 112        2       10   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         246    8:10:29    15232    6016      .0072      .0390    14  
 121        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         260    8:10:29    15232    6016      .0077      .0056    14  
 121        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         259    8:10:29    25728    6272      .0171      .1438    16  
 112        2       10   0     0     1
     BMRET      1         266    8:10:30    25984    6272      .0135      .0470    16  
 112        1       10   0     0     1
     BMRET      1         265    8:10:30    15232    6016      .0072      .0075    14  
 121        0        0   0     0     1
     BMRET      1         267    8:10:30    55808    6272      .0147     1.6764    96 
 3652        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         273    8:10:31    55552    6272      .0148     1.5521    96 
 3652        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         272    8:10:31    15232    6016      .0075      .0117    14  
 121        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         271    8:10:31    15232    6016      .0075      .0193    14  
 121        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         269    8:10:31    15232    6016      .0073      .0271    14  
 121        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         281    8:10:31    55808    6272      .0136     1.4618    96 
 3652        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         280    8:10:31    25728    6272      .0115      .0673    16  
 112        1       10   0     0     1
     BMRET      1         279    8:10:31    25984    6272      .0139      .0816    16  
 112        1       10   0     0     1
     BMRET      1         277    8:10:31    15232    6016      .0077      .0255    14  
 121        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         284    8:10:31    25728    6272      .0119      .0127    16  
 112        1       10   0     0     1
     BMRET      1         289    8:10:31    55808    6272      .0150     1.6657    96 
 3652        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         288    8:10:31    25984    6272      .0138      .0788    16  
 112        1       10   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         286    8:10:31    25728    6272      .0143      .0964    16  
 112        1       10   0     0     1
     BMRET      1         295    8:10:32    15232    6016      .0086      .0074    14  
 121        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         294    8:10:32    55808    6272      .0145     1.8189    96 
 3652        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         292    8:10:32    25728    6272      .0113      .0512    16  
 112        0       10   0     0     0
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     BMRET      1         291    8:10:32    15232    6016      .0072      .0286    14  
 121        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         300    8:10:32    55808    6272      .0136     2.0896    96 
 3652        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         299    8:10:32    55552    6272      .0132     2.0939    96 
 3652        0        0   0     0     1
     BMRET      1         298    8:10:32    55552    6272      .0149     2.0771    96 
 3652        0        0   0     0     1
     BMRET      1         297    8:10:32    15232    6016      .0072      .0198    14  
 121        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         296    8:10:32    15232    6016      .0074      .0285    14  
 121        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         305    8:10:32    55552    6272      .0142     1.9555    96 
 3652        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         303    8:10:32    55552    6272      .0122     1.9949    96 
 3652        0        0   0     0     1
     BMRET      1         302    8:10:33    55552    6272      .0123     1.9971    96 
 3652        0        0   0     0     1
     BMRET      1         301    8:10:33    15232    6016      .0073      .0290    14  
 121        0        0   0     0     1
     BMRET      1         310    8:10:33    55552    6272      .0135     2.3937    96 
 3652        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         308    8:10:33    25984    6272      .0154      .0976    16  
 112        1       10   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         307    8:10:33    25728    6272      .0121      .1347    16  
 112        1       10   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         306    8:10:33    15232    6016      .0075      .0225    14  
 121        0        0   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         312    8:10:33    25984    6272      .0148      .1084    16  
 112        1       10   0     0     0
     BMRET      1         311    8:10:33    25984    6272      .0127      .1180    16  
 112        1       10   0     0     0

PMARPT04 CA ADS Dialog Summary Report

PMARPT04 contains one summary line for each different CA ADS dialog executed. The fields in PMARPT04 are identical
to those in Report 02 (except column 1, which is Dialog Name, rather than Task Code). See PMARPT02: Task summary
report for detailed field information. Task Type, which is shown in Report 02, does not apply here.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 04                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                           CA ADS DIALOG SUMMARY REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM:  mm/dd/
yy
                     NUM    NUM    AVG       AVG         AVG        AVG      AVG    AVG 
      AVG      AVG    AVG    AVG    AVG
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   DIALOG   VER    TIMES  TIMES  STORAGE   STORAGE       CPU        WAIT      TP     TP 
      NUM      NUM    NUM    NUM    NUM
    NAME    NUM     EXEC   ABND   ACTIVE     KEPT       TIME        TIME     READ  WRITE
       OF       OF     OF     OF     OF
                                                      (SECS) 
     (SECS)    LNGTH  LNGTH      I/O     DBCLS   LVLS  DBLVLS 
 BUFS
  CAPDAQIN    1        2            71040     9216       .0456      1.3122      4    540
        24       352    1      1      0
  CARDIPA0    1        1            52736    25472       .0322       .5265      7   1177
        14       203    0      1      1
  CARDUBH0    1        1            59264    12800       .0514      1.3799      7   1103
        46       411    0      1      0
  CARDUMU0    1        2            65984     8960       .0345       .7719      4    638
        22       224    0      1      0
  CASDEXIT    1       12            23168     4800       .0046       .0565     14      0
         0         2    0      0      0
  CASDINST    1        2            25856    11904       .0095       .2758      8    489
         5        48    0      1      0
  CASDIPLM    1        2            30272     9984       .0257       .8796      5    889
        20       120    0      1      0
  CASDIVUM    1        1            38400    20608       .0186       .1873      7    766
         5       141    0      1      1
  CASDMENU    1       31            46443    17131       .0287       .4681      4    944
        12       171    1      0      1
  CASDMEN1    1       73            26094    17999       .0074       .0398      5   1017
         1        24    0      0      1
  CASDUPLT    1        1            25984    19968       .0118       .2039      7    268
         8        69    0      1      1
  CBMDAPPM    1        1            49408    23168       .0353       .8173      7    468
        23       302    1      1      1
  CBMDIPRT    1        3            27093    20779       .0125       .2171      4    591
         6        78    0      1      1
  CCCDIPCS    1        2           117184    24064       .0416       .6702      4    477
        22       498    0      1      1
  CGLDEXIT    1        1            31616     5248       .0106       .1498     14      0
         4        62    0      0      0
  CGLDIOL0    1        1            42752    21120       .0424       .7792      7   1355
        40       201    0      1      1
  CGLDISX0    1        2            31744    12288       .0180       .3427      4    474
        12       115    0      1      1
  CGLDITL0    1        3            35627    20224       .0167       .2208     10    650
         7       105    0      1      1
  CGLDMENU    1        2            50176    18304       .0414       .6650      5    890
        30       233    1      0      1
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  CICDIOMO    1        1            51200    20096       .0209      1.0073      7   1040
         6       163    1      0      1
  CICDIORL    1        2            45376    11776       .0270       .7744      4    421
        25       180    1      0      1
  CMPDUPST    1        5            71526    13722       .0307       .3530     11   1183
        10       207    0      1      0
  CMRDAMOR    1        1            55296    24576       .0532      1.4330      7    769
        45       414    1      1      1
  COEDIDF1    1        1            25600    19968       .0122       .2402      7    424
         3        67    2      1      1
  COEDIDF2    1        1            27136    21504       .0176       .1755      7   1262
         5        87    2      1      1
  CPRDIVN3    1        2            40960    19328       .0249       .3670      7   1214
        14       140    2      0      1
  CPRDRCGN    1        1            87680    18304       .0674      1.6442      7   1140
        42       614    2      1      0
  CPRDUDF1    1        1            75008    29184       .0308       .5102      7    959
        13       237    2      1      1
  CPRDUPC1    1        1            36608    20992       .0194       .2428      7    883
         6       113    2      1      1
  CPRDURPT    1        1           116224    19328       .0355       .3510      7    740
        14       334    2      0      1
  CPRDUVN3    1        2            39424    11648       .0162       .1711      4    598
         6       124    1      0      1
  CSSDEXIT    1        3            23637     2176       .0148       .3805     12      0
         3        76    0      0      0
  CSSDILUS    1       16            34080     9984       .0480       .4611      4   1078
        15       166    0      1      0
  CSSDILUT    1        5            35789    10240       .0467       .3785      3   1309
         7       208    0      1      0
  CSSDIUTG    1        3            34944     9088       .0304       .4884      5    487
        11       198    0      1      0
  CSSDMENU    1        2            50176    15616       .0686      3.3333      5   1006
        27       305    1      0      1
  CSSDUACC    1        2            45184    19200       .0773       .7650      3   1818
        17       335    0      1      0
  CSSDUNST    1        1            38784    15744       .0419       .9846      7    577
        23       273    1      0      1
  CSSDUUML    1        1            44032    21504       .0405       .7901      7    426
        21       212    0      1      2

PMARPT05 User Detail Report

PMARPT05 contains one detail line for every execution of each task or each CA ADS dialog that is executed by the user.
The user is identified at the top of the report. The detail report is followed by a summary recap of user activity.

Sample report
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REPORT NO. 05                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    26
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                                USER DETAIL REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    71            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
   USER:  DBCRUSER
                                                               CPU        WAIT      TP  
  TP    NUM      NUM    NUM   NUM   NUM
   TASK   VER     TASK     TASK C  START   STORAGE  STORAGE    TIME       TIME     READ
 WRITE    OF       OF     OF    OF    OF
   CODE   NUM     NUM      TYPE C   TIME    ACTIVE    KEPT   
 (SECS)     (SECS)   LNGTH LNGTH   I/O     DBCLS   LVLS DBLVLS
 BUFS
 BMRET      1        1332 ADS/O    8:12:06     9728     768      .0040      .0005     1 
    0        0        0   0     0     0
 BMRET      1        1331 ADS/O    8:12:06     9728     768      .0040      .0048     1 
    0        0        0   0     0     0
 BMRET      1        1330 ADS/O    8:12:06     9728     768      .0038      .0090     1 
    0        0        0   0     0     0
 FACTOTUM   1        1335 ASSEM    8:12:06        0     768      .0005      .0184     0 
   42        0        0  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1        1334 ASSEM    8:12:06        0     768      .0006      .0190     0 
   42        0        0  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1        1333 ASSEM    8:12:06        0     768      .0007      .0198     0 
   42        0        0  --    --    --
 BMRET      1        1339 ADS/O    8:12:06     9728     768      .0042      .0035     1 
    0        0        0   0     0     0
 BMRET      1        1338 ADS/O    8:12:06     9728     768      .0039      .0092     1 
    0        0        0   0     0     0
 FACTOTUM   1        1341 ASSEM    8:12:06        0     768      .0006      .0005     0 
   42        0        0  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1        1340 ASSEM    8:12:06        0     768      .0007      .0012     0 
   42        0        0  --    --    --
 BMRET      1        1346 ADS/O    8:12:07     9728     768      .0043      .0023     1 
    0        0        0   0     0     0
 BMRET      1        1345 ADS/O    8:12:07     9728     768      .0042       .0089     1
     0        0        0   0     0     0
 FACTOTUM   1        1348 ASSEM    8:12:07        0     768      .0007      .0015     0 
   42        0        0  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1        1347 ASSEM    8:12:07        0     768      .0007      .0024     0 
   42        0        0  --    --    --
 BMRET      1        1351 ADS/O    8:12:07     9728     768      .0046      .0062     1 
    0        0        0   0     0     0
 BMRET      1        1350 ADS/O    8:12:08     9728     768      .0045      .0113     1 
    0        0        0   0     0     0
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 BMRET      1        1349 ADS/O    8:12:08     9728     768      .0039      .0159     1 
    0        0        0   0     0     0
 FACTOTUM   1        1355 ASSEM    8:12:08        0     768      .0005      .0014     0 
   42        0        0  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1        1354 ASSEM    8:12:08        0     768      .0009      .0020     0 
   42        0        0  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1        1353 ASSEM    8:12:08        0     768      .0006      .0031     0 
   42        0        0  --    --    --
 BMRET      1        1352 ADS/O    8:12:08     9728     768      .0042       .0040     1
     0        0        0   0     0     0
 FACTOTUM   1        1356 ASSEM    8:12:08        0     768      .0005      .0041     0 
   42        0        0  --    --    --
 BMRET      1        1361 ADS/O    8:12:08     9728     768      .0041      .0013     1 
    0        0        0   0     0     0
 FACTOTUM   1        1362 ASSEM    8:12:08        0     768      .0006      .0068     0 
   42        0        0  --    --    --
  *** SUMMARY RECAP ***     FOR USERID:   DBCRUSER                        FOR DC SYSTEM
 VERSION #:   71 ON 30/09/99
               TOTAL NUMBER OF TASKS :              1199              AVERAGE STORAGE
 USED :               36187
               TOTAL PHYSICAL I/O :                  193              AVERAGE STORAGE
 KEPT :                5501
                TOTAL DATABASE CALLS :               5267              AVERAGE TP I/O
 READ LENGTH :            51
               TOTAL ABNORMAL TERMINATIONS :           0              AVERAGE TP I/O
 WRITE LENGTH :         1718
               TOTAL CPU TIME (HH.MM.SS):        0:00:13
 *** SUMMARY RECAP ***     FOR USERID:   DBCRUSER                        FOR DC SYSTEM
 VERSION #:   71 ON ALL DATES
               TOTAL NUMBER OF TASKS :              1199              AVERAGE STORAGE
 USED :               36187
               TOTAL PHYSICAL I/O :                  193              AVERAGE STORAGE
 KEPT :                5501
               TOTAL DATABASE CALLS :               5267              AVERAGE TP I/O
 READ LENGTH :            51

User identification

The user identification at the top of the report varies, depending on the circumstances at the time the tasks shown on the
report were executed. A prefix to the user identification indicates how the tasks were executed. The user identification
itself corresponds to the prefix.

If no user was signed on under the DC/UCF system or no operator ID was available for CICS, an appropriate message
replaces the ID. For example, in the DC/UCF system, the message is DC-NO USER ID AVAILABLE.

Prefix Task Executed Under User Identification
DC DC/UCF DC/UCF user ID
CICS CICS CICS operator ID
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TPMON TP monitor other than DC/UCF or CICS TP monitor ID
ERUS Batch None: BATCH displays instead of an ID
ERUS ERUS, if PERFMON=NO is specified in the

CA IDMS operating-system-specific SVC
macro

None: UNDEFINED displays instead of an
ID

PMARPT05 fields

The fields in PMARPT05 are identical to those in report 01. See PMARPT01: Task detail report for detailed field
descriptions.

Descriptions of the additional Summary Recap fields at the end of PMARPT05 are shown in the following table. Interpret
the word task to mean either task or CA ADS dialog, as appropriate. The fields in PMARPT05 are identical to those in
Report 01. See PMARPT01: Task detail report for detailed field information.

Field Description
Total Number of Tasks Total tasks executed by the user
Total Physical I/O Total number of physical I/Os performed by the tasks
Total Database Calls Total number of database calls issued by the tasks
Total Abnormal Terminations Total number of tasks that terminated abnormally
Total CPU Time Total CPU time for the above tasks (hh:mm:ss)
Average Storage Used Average number of bytes of variable storage from a DC/UCF

storage pool that was used by the tasks during execution
Average Storage Kept Average number of bytes of variable storage that was kept by the

tasks at task termination for pseudo-conversational processing;
this does not include relocated storage for CA ADS

Average TP I/O Read Length Average number of bytes read from the terminal during task
processing

Average TP I/O Write Length Average number of bytes written to the terminal during task
processing

PMARPT06 User Summary Report

PMARPT06 contains one summary line for each different task or each different CA ADS dialog that is executed by the
user identified at the top of the report. The report is followed by a summary recap of user activity.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 06                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                               USER SUMMARY REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR COMPANY NAME --------------> 
             DATA FROM:  mm/dd/yy
   USER:  EMMWI02
                                         AVG      AVG         AVG       AVG     AVG  
 AVG      AVG     AVG   AVG   AVG   AVG
       TASK   VER     NUM  TASK   NUM  STORAGE  STORAGE       CPU       WAIT     TP   
 TP      NUM     NUM   NUM   NUM   NUM
       CODE   NUM   TIMES  TYPE TIMES   ACTIVE    KEPT       TIME       TIME    READ
 WRITE      OF      OF    OF    OF    OF
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                     EXEC        ABND                     
 (SECS)     (SECS)   LNGTH LNGTH     I/O    DBCLS  LVLS DBLVLS
 BUFS
     FACTOTUM   1       5 ASSEM            1562    14336      .0014      .5050   428   
 66        1        7  NA    NA    NA
     PMAM       0       1 ASSEM           16512     6144      .0133      .7543    10  
 683        7       17  NA    NA    NA
     PMIM       0       1 ASSEM           17408    10624      .0094      .2286    10 
 1153        6       17  NA    NA    NA
     PMRM       0       1 ASSEM           26112      512      .0279    86.6013    46 
 3325        2       12  NA    NA    NA
     PMWNDRVR   1     136 ASSEM           29404    42790      .0038      .1650     4 
 1737        0        6  NA    NA    NA
     SIGNON     0       1 ASSEM           11520      768      .0159     3.7168    46   
 96       14       69  NA    NA    NA
 *** SUMMARY RECAP ***      FOR USERID:  EMMWI02                         FOR DC SYSTEM
 VERSION #:   56 ON  6/19/99
               TOTAL NUMBER OF TASKS :               145              AVERAGE STORAGE
 USED :               28126
               TOTAL PHYSICAL I/O :                   46              AVERAGE STORAGE
 KEPT :               40753
               TOTAL DATABASE CALLS :                982              AVERAGE TP I/O
 READ LENGTH :            19
               TOTAL ABNORMAL TERMINATIONS :           0              AVERAGE TP I/O
 WRITE LENGTH :         1668
               TOTAL CPU TIME (HH:MM:SS):        0:00:01
*** SUMMARY RECAP ***     FOR USERID:    EMMWI02                         FOR DC SYSTEM
 VERSION #:   56 ON ALL DATES
               TOTAL NUMBER OF TASKS :               145              AVERAGE STORAGE
 USED :               28126
               TOTAL PHYSICAL I/O :                   46              AVERAGE STORAGE
 KEPT :               40753
               TOTAL DATABASE CALLS :                982              AVERAGE TP I/O
 READ LENGTH :            19
               TOTAL ABNORMAL TERMINATIONS :           0              AVERAGE TP I/O
 WRITE LENGTH :         1668
               TOTAL CPU TIME (HH:MM:SS):        0:00:01
*** SUMMARY RECAP ***     FOR USERID:    EMMWI02                         *** TOTALS ***
               TOTAL NUMBER OF TASKS :               145              AVERAGE STORAGE
 USED :               28126
               TOTAL PHYSICAL I/O :                   46              AVERAGE STORAGE
 KEPT :               40753
               TOTAL DATABASE CALLS :                982              AVERAGE TP I/O
 READ LENGTH :            19
               TOTAL ABNORMAL TERMINATIONS :           0              AVERAGE TP I/O
 WRITE LENGTH :         1668
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               TOTAL CPU TIME (HH:MM:SS):        0:00:01

User identification

The user identification at the top of the report varies, depending on the circumstances at the time the tasks shown on the
report were executed. A prefix to the user identification specifies how the tasks were executed. The user identification
itself corresponds to the prefix:

Prefix Task Executed Under User Identification
DC DC/UCF DC/UCF user ID
CICS CICS CICS operator ID
TPMON TP monitor other than DC/UCF or CICS TP monitor ID
ERUS Batch None: BATCH displays instead of an ID
ERUS ERUS, if PERFMON=NO is specified in the

CA IDMS operating-system-specific SVC
macro

None: UNDEFINED displays instead of an
ID

If no user was signed on under the DC/UCF system or no operator ID was available for CICS, an appropriate message
replaces the ID. For example, in the DC/UCF system, the message is DC-NO USER ID AVAILABLE.

PMARPT06 fields

The fields in PMARPT06 are identical to those in report 02. See PMARPT02: Task summary report for detailed field
descriptions.

Descriptions of the additional Summary Recap fields at the end of PMARPT06 are shown in the following table. Interpret
the word task to mean either task or CA ADS dialog, as appropriate.

Field Description
Total Number of Tasks Total tasks executed by the user
Total Physical I/O Total number of physical I/Os performed by the tasks
Total Database Calls Total number of database calls issued by the tasks
Total Abnormal Terminations Total number of tasks that terminated abnormally
Total CPU Time Total CPU time for the above tasks (hh:mm:ss)
Average Storage Used Average number of bytes of variable storage from a DC/UCF

storage pool that was used by the tasks during execution
Average Storage Kept Average number of bytes of variable storage that was kept by the

tasks at task termination for pseudo-conversational processing;
this does not include relocated storage for CA ADS

Average TP I/O Read Length Average number of bytes read from the terminal during task
processing

Average TP I/O Write Length Average number of bytes written to the terminal during task
processing

PMARPT07 Billing Group Detail Report

PMARPT07 contains one detail line for every execution of each task or each CA ADS dialog that is executed under the
billing group code. The billing group code is shown at the top of the report. The detail report is followed by a summary
recap of billing group activity.

Sample report
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REPORT NO. 07                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                           BILLING GROUP DETAIL REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    71            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
   BILLING GROUP:    UNDEFINED
                                                               CPU        WAIT      TP  
  TP    NUM      NUM    NUM   NUM   NUM
   TASK   VER     TASK     TASK C  START   STORAGE  STORAGE    TIME       TIME     READ
 WRITE    OF       OF     OF    OF    OF
   CODE   NUM     NUM      TYPE C   TIME    ACTIVE    KEPT   
 (SECS)     (SECS)   LNGTH LNGTH   I/O     DBCLS   LVLS DBLVLS
 BUFS
 QUED       0          18 ASSEM    7:54:11     5760       0      .8927     4.5380     0 
    0     1002       26  --    --    --
 CLOD       0          19 ASSEM    7:54:11    13056       0      .0552      .3059     0 
    0       10       94  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          20 ASSEM    7:54:11        0       0      .0011      .2076     0 
   27        0        0  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          21 ASSEM    7:57:40        0       0      .0006      .0000     0 
   42        0        0  --    --    --
 S          0          22 ASSEM    7:57:43     9600       0      .0179      .0547    11 
    0        3       26  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          23 ASSEM    7:57:43      256     512      .0025      .0023     0 
  117        1        6  --    --    --
 C          0          24 ASSEM    7:57:49    17280     768      .0141      .0787    15 
    0        1       12  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          25 ASSEM    7:57:50    12288     768      .0032      .0013     0 
    0        0        8  --    --    --
 DCMT       0          26 ASSEM    7:57:50     9600     768      .0224       .0941    29
     0        1        6  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          27 ASSEM    7:57:50    12288     768      .0032      .0026     0 
    0        0        8  --    --    --
 DCMT       0          28 ASSEM    7:57:50     9600     768      .0054      .0023    33 
    0        1        6  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          29 ASSEM    7:57:50    12288     768      .0028      .0004     0 
    0        0        8  --    --    --
 DCMT       0          30 ASSEM    7:57:50     9600     768      .0055      .0027    27 
    0        1        6  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          31 ASSEM    7:57:50    12288     768      .0032      .0006     0 
    0        0        8  --    --    --
 DCMT       0          32 ASSEM    7:57:50     9600     768      .0055      .0026    31 
    0        1        6  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          33 ASSEM    7:57:50    12288     768      .0032      .0020     0 
    0        0        8  --    --    --
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 DCMT       0          34 ASSEM    7:57:50    12544     768      .0151      .0453    39 
    0        1        6  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          35 ASSEM    7:57:50    12288     768      .0029       .0004     0
     0        0        8  --    --    --
 DCMT       0          36 ASSEM    7:57:50    12544     768      .0057      .0019    39 
    0        0        6  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          37 ASSEM    7:57:50    12288     768      .0031      .0004     0 
    0        0        7  --    --    --
 DCMT       0          38 ASSEM    7:57:50    12544    1536      .0076      .0036    39 
  890        0        6  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          39 ASSEM    7:57:50    12032    1536      .0029     2.5447     3 
    0        0        5  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          40 ASSEM    7:57:52        0    1536      .0007      .0003     0 
   85        0        0  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          41 ASSEM    7:58:13        0     768      .0008      .0001    16 
    0        0        0  --    --    --
 C          0          42 ASSEM    7:58:13    17024     768      .0063      .0032    16 
    0        1       12  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          43 ASSEM    7:58:13    12288     768      .0028      .0004     0 
    0        0        8  --    --    --
 DCMT       0          44 ASSEM    7:58:13     9600     768      .0056       .0321    29
     0        1        6  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          45 ASSEM    7:58:13    12288     768      .0036      .0037     0 
    0        0        8  --    --    --
 DCMT       0          46 ASSEM    7:58:13     9600     768      .0057      .0111    33 
    0        1        6  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          47 ASSEM    7:58:13    12288     768      .0029      .0004     0 
    0        0        8  --    --    --
 DCMT       0          48 ASSEM    7:58:13     9600     768      .0054      .0121    27 
    0        1        6  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          49 ASSEM    7:58:13    12288     768      .0030      .0003     0 
    0        0        8  --    --    --
 DCMT       0          50 ASSEM    7:58:13     9600     768      .0058      .0184    31 
    0        1        6  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          51 ASSEM    7:58:14    12288     768      .0030      .0015     0 
    0        0        8  --    --    --
 DCMT       0          52 ASSEM    7:58:14    12544     768      .0061      .0012    39 
    0        0        6  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          53 ASSEM    7:58:14    12288     768      .0029       .0004     0
     0        0        8  --    --    --
 DCMT       0          54 ASSEM    7:58:14    12544     768      .0056      .0005    39 
    0        0        6  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          55 ASSEM    7:58:14    12288     768      .0029      .0004     0 
    0        0        8  --    --    --
 DCMT       0          56 ASSEM    7:58:14    12544    1536      .0074      .0042    39 
  855        0        6  --    --    --
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 FACTOTUM   1          57 ASSEM    7:58:14    12288    1536      .0036     2.5303     3 
    0        0        8  --    --    --
 DCMT       0          58 ASSEM    7:58:16     7296    1536      .0043      .0091    45 
    0        0        0  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          60 ASSEM    7:58:16    12288    1536      .0029      .0004     0 
    0        0        8  --    --    --
 DCMT       0          61 ASSEM    7:58:16     7296    1536      .0041      .0013    45 
    0        0        0  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          62 ASSEM    7:58:16    12288    1536      .0029      .0004     0 
    0        0        8  --    --    --
 DCMT       0          63 ASSEM    7:58:16     7296    1536      .0044       .0008    45
  1280        0        0  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          64 ASSEM    7:58:16    12288    1536      .0040     1.7660     3 
    0        0        8  --    --    --
 DCMT       0          65 ASSEM    7:58:18     7296    1536      .0044      .0030    45 
    0        0        0  --    --    --
 FACTOTUM   1          66 ASSEM    7:58:18    12288    1536      .0030      .0006     0 
    0        0        8  --    --    --

PMARPT07 fields

The fields in PMARPT07 are identical to those in report 01. See PMARPT01: Task detail report for detailed field
descriptions.

Descriptions of the additional Summary Recap fields at the end of PMARPT07 are shown in the following table. Interpret
the word task to mean either task or CA ADS dialog, as appropriate.

Field Description
Total Number of Tasks Total tasks executed by the user
Total Physical I/O Total number of physical I/Os performed by the tasks
Total Database Calls Total number of database calls issued by the tasks
Total Abnormal Terminations Total number of tasks that terminated abnormally
Total CPU Time Total CPU time for the above tasks (hh:mm:ss)
Average Storage Used Average number of bytes of variable storage from a DC/UCF

storage pool that was used by the tasks during execution
Average Storage Kept Average number of bytes of variable storage that was kept by the

tasks at task termination for pseudo-conversational processing;
this does not include relocated storage for CA ADS

Average TP I/O Read Length Average number of bytes read from the terminal during task
processing

Average TP I/O Write Length Average number of bytes written to the terminal during task
processing

PMARPT08 Billing Group Summary Report

PMARPT08 contains one summary line for each different task or each different CA ADS dialog that is executed under the
billing group. The billing group is shown at the top of the report. The report is followed by a summary recap of billing group
activity.

Sample report
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REPORT NO. 08                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                           BILLING GROUP SUMMARY REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR COMPANY NAME --------------> 
             DATA FROM:  mm/dd/yy
   BILLING GROUP:    UNDEFINED
                                        AVG      AVG         AVG       AVG     AVG   AVG
      AVG     AVG   AVG   AVG   AVG
       TASK   VER     NUM  TASK   NUM STORAGE  STORAGE       CPU       WAIT     TP    TP
      NUM     NUM   NUM   NUM   NUM
       CODE   NUM   TIMES  TYPE TIMES  ACTIVE    KEPT       TIME       TIME    READ
 WRITE      OF      OF    OF    OF    OF
                     EXEC        ABND                    
 (SECS)     (SECS)   LNGTH LNGTH     I/O    DBCLS  LVLS DBLVLS
 BUFS
     B          0       1 ASSEM           9856        0      .0051      .5961     0    
 0        2       13  --    --    --
     BOM        1      12 ADS/O          30720    17109      .0153      .3391     6  
 727        7       92   0     0     1
     BYE        0       1 ASSEM           9856        0      .0030      .0414     0    
 0        1       17  --    --    --
     CAP        1       7 ADS/O          41179    13769      .0240      .5578     7  
 761       11      152   0     0     1
     CAR        1      13 ADS/O          41945    16423      .0196      .3977     6  
 949       10      115   0     0     1
     CAS        1      37 ADS/O          33218    11537      .0405      .5644     5 
 1023       11      166   0     1     0
     CASCAS     1       6 ADS/O          32576    11776      .0262      .7107     5  
 788       14      145   0     0     1
     CCC        1       7 ADS/O          54254    18341      .0229      .3437     7  
 755       10      194   0     0     1
     CGL        1      13 ADS/O          33398    17388      .0196      .2833     7  
 794       12      107   0     0     1
     CLIST      0       1 ASSEM          18176      640      .0096     2.0227    20    
 0        4       29  --    --    --
     CLOD       0       1 UNDEF          25088        0      .0247     2.2841     0    
 0        5      221  --    --    --
     COE        1      13 ADS/O          24930    17290      .0126      .1365     5  
 837        4       58   1     0     1
     CPRD       1      11 ADS/O          42519    16547      .0198      .3655     6  
 838       10      125   1     0     1
     CPRO       1      11 ADS/O          45452    16593      .0172      .1825     6  
 896        7      107   1     0     1
     CPRS       1      12 ADS/O          36597    17739      .0142      .1443     5  
 887        4       74   1     0     1
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     CPRV       1       9 ADS/O          35584    15986      .0142      .1114     7  
 864        4       79   1     0     1
     DCMT       0       7 ASSEM          13184    15013      .0063      .4919    19  
 162        2       11  --    --    --
     DCUF       0       8 ASSEM          10752     3552      .0031      .1663    22    
 0        2        6  --    --    --
     FACTOTUM   1      78 ASSEM           1971     9849      .0005      .0444    29   
 84        0        1  --    --    --
     IDD        0      30 ASSEM     2    56508    68629     1.0281    43.6643    35  
 839     1234     1124  --    --    --
     INV        1      13 ADS/O          29588    15931      .0118      .1399     5  
 798        4       56   0     0     1
     MPS        1      10 ADS/O          52659    15962      .0224      .3436     9 
 1013        8      142   0     0     1
     MRP        1      10 ADS/O          37914    15616      .0166      .1704     6  
 819        5       86   0     0     1
     OLP        0       6 ASSEM          13568    11392      .5986    13.5025    10 
 1147      745     3699  --    --    --
     OLQ        0      25 ASSEM     2    61322     8443      .1381     7.1972    57  
 736      201      230  --    --    --
     OPER       0       9 ASSEM          12004    15801      .0958   519.6225    78 
 3163        2        7  --    --    --
     PMAM       0       1 ASSEM          16512     6144      .0133      .7543    10  
 683        7       17  --    --    --
     PMIM       0       9 ASSEM          19172    15317      .0101      .4763    10 
 1153        4       28  --    --    --
     PMRM       0       2 ASSEM          34368     5760      .0321    52.2110    36 
 2724        7       54  --    --    --
     PMWNDRVR   1     187 ASSEM          27220    35579      .0043      .2074     3 
 1714        0       11  --    --    --
     QUED       0       1 ASSEM           6656        0     1.0723    43.5960     0    
 0     2008       39  --    --    --
     RHDCSTTS   0       4 ASSEM          11776        0      .0593     2.3894     0    
 0        8       32  --    --    --
     S          0       3 ASSEM          10752        0      .0107      .6712    20    
 0       11       38  --    --    --
     SDEL       0       1 UNDEF          19328        0      .0070     2.4336     0    
 0        2       50  --    --    --
     SFC        1      11 ADS/O          33699    17001      .0159      .2957     4  
 819        7       97   0     0     1
     SIGNON     0       1 ASSEM          11520      768      .0159     3.7168    46   
 96       14       69  --    --    --
     USGADEL    1       1 UNDEF          17536        0      .0179    44.3700     0    
 0        2       44  --    --    --
     USGAFIX    1       1 UNDEF          17536        0      .0157     2.7038     0    
 0        1       44  --    --    --
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*** SUMMARY RECAP ***     FOR BILLING GROUP:    UNDEFINED                FOR DC SYSTEM
 VERSION #:   56 ON  6/19/99
               TOTAL NUMBER OF TASKS :               573              AVERAGE STORAGE
 USED :               28735
               TOTAL PHYSICAL I/O :                50331              AVERAGE STORAGE
 KEPT :               23064
               TOTAL DATABASE CALLS :              87529              AVERAGE TP I/O
 READ LENGTH :            14
               TOTAL ABNORMAL TERMINATIONS :           4              AVERAGE TP I/O
 WRITE LENGTH :         1038
               TOTAL CPU TIME (HH:MM:SS):        0:00:46

PMARPT08 fields

The fields in PMARPT08 are identical to those in report 02. PMARPT02: See "Task summary report" for detailed field
descriptions.

Descriptions of the additional Summary Recap fields at the end of PMARPT08 are shown in the following table. Interpret
the word task to mean either task or CA ADS dialog, as appropriate.

Field Description
Total Number of Tasks Total tasks executed by the user
Total Physical I/O Total number of physical I/Os performed by the tasks
Total Database Calls Total number of database calls issued by the tasks
Total Abnormal Terminations Total number of tasks that terminated abnormally
Total CPU Time Total CPU time for the above tasks (hh:mm:ss)
Average Storage Used Average number of bytes of variable storage from a DC/UCF

storage pool that was used by the tasks during execution
Average Storage Kept Average number of bytes of variable storage that was kept by the

tasks at task termination for pseudo-conversational processing;
this does not include relocated storage for CA ADS

Average TP I/O Read Length Average number of bytes read from the terminal during task
processing

Average TP I/O Write Length Average number of bytes written to the terminal during task
processing

PMARPT09 Abnormal Termination Detail Report

PMARPT09 contains one detail line for every execution of each task or CA ADS dialog that terminated abnormally.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 09                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                        ABNORMAL TERMINATION DETAIL REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    71            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
                                 TASK
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   TASK   VER     TASK     TASK ABEND  MSG ID  START   STORAGE  STORAGE    CPU        
 WAIT      NUM      NUM    NUM   NUM   NUM
   CODE   NUM     NUM      TYPE  CODE           TIME    ACTIVE    KEPT     TIME       
 TIME       OF       OF     OF    OF    OF
                                                                          (SECS)     
 (SECS)     I/O     DBCLS   LVLS DBLVLS BUFS
 SHOWMAP    0          47 ASSEM  D002  081009  3:02:54     6272     768      .1014     
 1.2446        5       24  --    --    --
 SHOWMAP    0          51 ASSEM  D002  081009  3:03:16     6272     768      .0277     
  .2153        2       24  --    --    --
 SECXRAY    1          91 ASSEM  D003  027001  3:08:06    19712    4992      .0171     
  .2949        6       35  --    --    --
 SECXRAY    1          93 ASSEM  D003  027001  3:08:12    19712    4992      .0137     
  .1846        2       33  --    --    --

PMARPT09 fields

The fields in PMARPT09 are similar to those in Report 01. See PMARPT01: Task detail report for detailed field
information. The CC (completion code), TP Read Length, and TP Write Length fields shown in Report 01, do not apply
here.

The following table describes fields unique to PMARPT09. Interpret the word task to mean either task or CA ADS dialog,
as appropriate.

Field Description
Task Abend Code Four-character task abend code for the task. A task abend can

be issued either from within the task or from the DC-UCF system.
This is only applicable if a task abend caused the abnormal
termination.

Msg Id Six-character ID of the message that indicates the abnormal
status of the executing task.

Sevr Code Severity code that is associated with the message ID, in the range
0 through 9.

PMARPT10 Abnormal Termination Summary Report

PMARPT10 contains one summary line for each task or CA ADS dialog that terminated abnormally.

The fields in PMARPT10 are identical to those in Report 02. See PMARPT02: Task summary report for detailed field
information.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 10                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                       ABNORMAL TERMINATION SUMMARY REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM:  mm/dd/
yy
                                           AVG      AVG         AVG       AVG     AVG  
 AVG      AVG     AVG   AVG   AVG   AVG
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    TASK   VER     NUM  TASK         NUM STORAGE  STORAGE       CPU       WAIT     TP   
 TP      NUM     NUM   NUM   NUM   NUM
    CODE   NUM   TIMES  TYPE       TIMES  ACTIVE    KEPT       TIME       TIME    READ
 WRITE      OF      OF    OF    OF    OF
                  EXEC              ABND                    
 (SECS)     (SECS)   LNGTH LNGTH     I/O    DBCLS  LVLS DBLVLS
 BUFS
  IDD        0      30 ASSEM           2    56508    68629     1.0281    43.6643     0  
   0     1234     1124  --    --    --
  OLQ        0      25 ASSEM           2    61322     8443      .1381     7.1972     0  
   0      201      230  --    --    --

PMARPT11 LTERM Detail Report

PMARPT11 contains one detail line for each task or CA ADS dialog invoked from the logical terminal that is identified at
the top of the report.

The fields in PMARPT11 are identical to those in Report 01. See PMARPT01: Task detail report for detailed field
information.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 11                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    2
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                                LTERM DETAIL REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    71            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
   LTERM:  LD000000
                                                               CPU        WAIT      TP  
  TP    NUM      NUM    NUM   NUM   NUM
   TASK   VER     TASK     TASK C  START   STORAGE  STORAGE    TIME       TIME     READ
 WRITE    OF       OF     OF    OF    OF
   CODE   NUM     NUM      TYPE C   TIME    ACTIVE    KEPT   
 (SECS)     (SECS)   LNGTH LNGTH   I/O     DBCLS   LVLS DBLVLS
 BUFS
 QUED       0          18 ASSEM    7:54:11     5760       0      .8927     4.5380     0 
    0     1002       26  --    --    --
*** SUMMARY RECAP ***     FOR LTERM:     LD000000                        FOR DC SYSTEM
 VERSION #:   71 ON 30/09/99
               TOTAL NUMBER OF TASKS :                 1              AVERAGE STORAGE
 USED :                5760
               TOTAL PHYSICAL I/O :                 1002              AVERAGE STORAGE
 KEPT :                   0
               TOTAL DATABASE CALLS :                 26              AVERAGE TP I/O
 READ LENGTH :             0
               TOTAL ABNORMAL TERMINATIONS :           0              AVERAGE TP I/O
 WRITE LENGTH :            0
               TOTAL CPU TIME (HH.MM.SS):        0:00:01
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*** SUMMARY RECAP ***     FOR LTERM:     LD000000                        FOR DC SYSTEM
 VERSION #:   71 ON ALL DATES
               TOTAL NUMBER OF TASKS :                 1              AVERAGE STORAGE
 USED :                5760
               TOTAL PHYSICAL I/O :                 1002              AVERAGE STORAGE
 KEPT :                   0
               TOTAL DATABASE CALLS :                 26              AVERAGE TP I/O
 READ LENGTH :             0
               TOTAL ABNORMAL TERMINATIONS :           0              AVERAGE TP I/O
 WRITE LENGTH :            0
               TOTAL CPU TIME (HH.MM.SS):        0:00:01
*** SUMMARY RECAP ***     FOR LTERM:     LD000000                        *** TOTALS ***
               TOTAL NUMBER OF TASKS :                 1              AVERAGE STORAGE
 USED :                5760
               TOTAL PHYSICAL I/O :                 1002              AVERAGE STORAGE
 KEPT :                   0
               TOTAL DATABASE CALLS :                 26              AVERAGE TP I/O
 READ LENGTH :             0
               TOTAL ABNORMAL TERMINATIONS :           0              AVERAGE TP I/O
 WRITE LENGTH :            0
               TOTAL CPU TIME (HH.MM.SS):        0:00:01

PMARPT12 LTERM Summary Report

PMARPT12 contains one summary line for each task or CA ADS dialog that was invoked from the logical terminal. The
summary line is identified at the top of the report.

The fields in PMARPT12 are identical to those in Report 02. See PMARPT02: Task summary report for detailed field
information.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 12                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    9
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                               LTERM SUMMARY REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR COMPANY NAME --------------> 
             DATA FROM:  mm/dd/yy
   LTERM:  LV56002
                                         AVG      AVG         AVG       AVG     AVG  
 AVG      AVG     AVG   AVG   AVG   AVG
      TASK   VER     NUM  TASK    NUM  STORAGE  STORAGE       CPU       WAIT     TP   
 TP      NUM     NUM   NUM   NUM   NUM
      CODE   NUM   TIMES  TYPE  TIMES   ACTIVE    KEPT       TIME       TIME    READ
 WRITE      OF      OF    OF    OF    OF
                    EXEC         ABND                      (SECS)     (SECS)   LNGTH
 LNGTH     I/O    DBCLS  LVLS DBLVLS BUFS
    B          0       1 ASSEM             9856        0      .0051      .5961     0    
 0        2       13  --    --    --
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    BYE        0       1 ASSEM             9856        0      .0030      .0414     0    
 0        1       17  --    --    --
    DCMT       0       1 ASSEM            10624    94080      .0040      .3104    21    
 0        0        6  --    --    --
    FACTOTUM   1      17 ASSEM             1114    30328      .0007      .1713   131  
 124        0        2  --    --    --
    IDD        0      27 ASSEM       2    57064    75103     1.1287    47.4342    36  
 873     1355     1229  --    --    --
    OPER       0       2 ASSEM            16000    47296      .0388   150.0503    86
 -5178        9       20  --    --    --
    PMAM       0       1 ASSEM            16512     6144      .0133      .7543    10  
 683        7       17  --    --    --
    PMIM       0       2 ASSEM            17408    10624      .0079      .1799    10 
 1153        4       14  --    --    --
    PMRM       0       1 ASSEM            26112      512      .0279    86.6013    46 
 3325        2       12  --    --    --
    PMWNDRVR   1     145 ASSEM            28458    40575      .0038      .1578     4 
 1739        0        6  --    --    --
    S          0       1 ASSEM            10752        0      .0110     1.2497    23    
 0       13       35  --    --    --
    SIGNON     0       1 ASSEM            11520      768      .0159     3.7168    46   
 96       14       69  --    --    --
*** SUMMARY RECAP ***     FOR LTERM:     LV56002                         FOR DC SYSTEM
 VERSION #:   56 ON  6/19/99
               TOTAL NUMBER OF TASKS :               200              AVERAGE STORAGE
 USED :               29241
               TOTAL PHYSICAL I/O :                36667              AVERAGE STORAGE
 KEPT :               43220
               TOTAL DATABASE CALLS :              34346              AVERAGE TP I/O
 READ LENGTH :            20
               TOTAL ABNORMAL TERMINATIONS :           2              AVERAGE TP I/O
 WRITE LENGTH :         1370
               TOTAL CPU TIME (HH:MM:SS):        0:00:31
*** SUMMARY RECAP ***     FOR LTERM:     LV56002                         FOR DC SYSTEM
 VERSION #:   56 ON ALL DATES
               TOTAL NUMBER OF TASKS :               200              AVERAGE STORAGE
 USED :               29241
               TOTAL PHYSICAL I/O :                36667              AVERAGE STORAGE
 KEPT :               43220
               TOTAL DATABASE CALLS :              34346              AVERAGE TP I/O
 READ LENGTH :            20
               TOTAL ABNORMAL TERMINATIONS :           2              AVERAGE TP I/O
 WRITE LENGTH :         1370
               TOTAL CPU TIME (HH:MM:SS):        0:00:31
*** SUMMARY RECAP ***     FOR LTERM:     LV56002                         *** TOTALS ***
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               TOTAL NUMBER OF TASKS :               200              AVERAGE STORAGE
 USED :               29241
               TOTAL PHYSICAL I/O :                36667              AVERAGE STORAGE
 KEPT :               43220
               TOTAL DATABASE CALLS :              34346              AVERAGE TP I/O
 READ LENGTH :            20
               TOTAL ABNORMAL TERMINATIONS :           2              AVERAGE TP I/O
 WRITE LENGTH :         1370

PMARPT13 PTERM Detail Report

PMARPT13 contains one detail line for each task or CA ADS dialog that was invoked from the physical terminal. The
detail line is identified at the top of the report.

The fields in PMARPT13 are identical to those in Report 01. See PMARPT01: Task detail report for detailed field
information.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 13                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                                PTERM DETAIL REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    71            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
   PTERM:  NONTERM
                                                               CPU        WAIT      TP  
  TP    NUM      NUM    NUM   NUM   NUM
   TASK   VER     TASK     TASK C  START   STORAGE  STORAGE    TIME       TIME     READ
 WRITE    OF       OF     OF    OF    OF
   CODE   NUM     NUM      TYPE C   TIME    ACTIVE    KEPT   
 (SECS)     (SECS)   LNGTH LNGTH   I/O     DBCLS   LVLS DBLVLS
 BUFS
 QUED       0          18 ASSEM    7:54:11     5760       0      .8927     4.5380     0 
    0     1002       26  --    --    --
 CLOD       0          19 ASSEM    7:54:11    13056       0      .0552      .3059     0 
    0       10       94  --    --    --
*** SUMMARY RECAP ***     FOR PTERM:     NONTERM                         FOR DC SYSTEM
 VERSION #:   71 ON 30/09/99
               TOTAL NUMBER OF TASKS :                 2              AVERAGE STORAGE
 USED :                9408
               TOTAL PHYSICAL I/O :                 1012              AVERAGE STORAGE
 KEPT :                   0
               TOTAL DATABASE CALLS :                120              AVERAGE TP I/O
 READ LENGTH :             0
               TOTAL ABNORMAL TERMINATIONS :           0              AVERAGE TP I/O
 WRITE LENGTH :            0
               TOTAL CPU TIME (HH.MM.SS):        0:00:01
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*** SUMMARY RECAP ***     FOR PTERM:     NONTERM                         FOR DC SYSTEM
 VERSION #:   71 ON ALL DATES
               TOTAL NUMBER OF TASKS :                 2              AVERAGE STORAGE
 USED :                9408
               TOTAL PHYSICAL I/O :                 1012              AVERAGE STORAGE
 KEPT :                   0
               TOTAL DATABASE CALLS :                120              AVERAGE TP I/O
 READ LENGTH :             0
               TOTAL ABNORMAL TERMINATIONS :           0              AVERAGE TP I/O
 WRITE LENGTH :            0
               TOTAL CPU TIME (HH.MM.SS):        0:00:01
*** SUMMARY RECAP ***     FOR PTERM:     NONTERM                         *** TOTALS ***
               TOTAL NUMBER OF TASKS :                 2              AVERAGE STORAGE
 USED :                9408
               TOTAL PHYSICAL I/O :                 1012              AVERAGE STORAGE
 KEPT :                   0
               TOTAL DATABASE CALLS :                120              AVERAGE TP I/O
 READ LENGTH :             0
               TOTAL ABNORMAL TERMINATIONS :           0              AVERAGE TP I/O
 WRITE LENGTH :            0
               TOTAL CPU TIME (HH.MM.SS):        0:00:01

PMARPT14 PTERM Summary Report

PMARPT14 contains one summary line for each task or CA ADS dialog that was invoked from the physical terminal. The
summary line is identified at the top of the report.

The fields in PMARPT14 are identical to those in Report 02. See PMARPT02: Task summary report for detailed field
information.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 14                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    5
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                               PTERM SUMMARY REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR COMPANY NAME --------------> 
             DATA FROM:  mm/dd/yy
   PTERM:  PV56002
                                         AVG      AVG         AVG       AVG     AVG  
 AVG      AVG     AVG   AVG   AVG   AVG
      TASK   VER     NUM  TASK    NUM  STORAGE  STORAGE       CPU       WAIT     TP   
 TP      NUM     NUM   NUM   NUM   NUM
      CODE   NUM   TIMES  TYPE  TIMES   ACTIVE    KEPT       TIME       TIME    READ
 WRITE      OF      OF    OF    OF    OF
                    EXEC         ABND                      (SECS)     (SECS)   LNGTH
 LNGTH     I/O    DBCLS  LVLS DBLVLS BUFS
    B          0       1 ASSEM             9856        0      .0051      .5961     0    
 0        2       13  --    --    --
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    BYE        0       1 ASSEM             9856        0      .0030      .0414     0    
 0        1       17  --    --    --
    DCMT       0       1 ASSEM            10624    94080      .0040      .3104    21    
 0        0        6  --    --    --
    FACTOTUM   1      17 ASSEM             1114    30328      .0007      .1713   131  
 124        0        2  --    --    --
    IDD        0      27 ASSEM       2    57064    75103     1.1287    47.4342    36  
 873     1355     1229  --    --    --
    OPER       0       2 ASSEM            16000    47296      .0388   150.0503    86
 -5178        9       20  --    --    --
    PMAM       0       1 ASSEM            16512     6144      .0133      .7543    10  
 683        7       17  --    --    --
    PMIM       0       2 ASSEM            17408    10624      .0079      .1799    10 
 1153        4       14  --    --    --
    PMRM       0       1 ASSEM            26112      512      .0279    86.6013    46 
 3325        2       12  --    --    --
    PMWNDRVR   1     145 ASSEM            28458    40575      .0038      .1578     4 
 1739        0        6  --    --    --
    S          0       1 ASSEM            10752        0      .0110     1.2497    23    
 0       13       35  --    --    --
    SIGNON     0       1 ASSEM            11520      768      .0159     3.7168    46   
 96       14       69  --    --    --
*** SUMMARY RECAP ***     FOR PTERM:     PV56002                         FOR DC SYSTEM
 VERSION #:   56 ON  6/19/99
               TOTAL NUMBER OF TASKS :               200              AVERAGE STORAGE
 USED :               29241
               TOTAL PHYSICAL I/O :                36667              AVERAGE STORAGE
 KEPT :               43220
               TOTAL DATABASE CALLS :              34346              AVERAGE TP I/O
 READ LENGTH :            20
               TOTAL ABNORMAL TERMINATIONS :           2              AVERAGE TP I/O
 WRITE LENGTH :         1370
               TOTAL CPU TIME (HH:MM:SS):        0:00:31
*** SUMMARY RECAP ***     FOR PTERM:     PV56002                         FOR DC SYSTEM
 VERSION #:   56 ON ALL DATES
               TOTAL NUMBER OF TASKS :               200              AVERAGE STORAGE
 USED :               29241
               TOTAL PHYSICAL I/O :                36667              AVERAGE STORAGE
 KEPT :               43220
               TOTAL DATABASE CALLS :              34346              AVERAGE TP I/O
 READ LENGTH :            20
               TOTAL ABNORMAL TERMINATIONS :           2              AVERAGE TP I/O
 WRITE LENGTH :         1370
               TOTAL CPU TIME (HH:MM:SS):        0:00:31
*** SUMMARY RECAP ***     FOR PTERM:     PV56002                         *** TOTALS ***
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               TOTAL NUMBER OF TASKS :               200              AVERAGE STORAGE
 USED :               29241
               TOTAL PHYSICAL I/O :                36667              AVERAGE STORAGE
 KEPT :               43220
               TOTAL DATABASE CALLS :              34346              AVERAGE TP I/O
 READ LENGTH :            20
               TOTAL ABNORMAL TERMINATIONS :           2              AVERAGE TP I/O
 WRITE LENGTH :         1370

PMARPT15 System Detail Report

PMARPT15 contains one detail line for each DC/UCF system internal or driver task (DBRC, MASTER, line driver, print
driver, and so on).

The fields in PMARPT15 are identical to those in Report 01. See PMARPT01: Task detail report for detailed field
information.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 15                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                             SYSTEM TASK DETAIL  REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    71            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
                                                                         CPU         
 WAIT        TP     TP     NUM       NUM
     TASK    VER      TASK      TASK  C   START    STORAGE   STORAGE     TIME        
 TIME       READ  WRITE     OF        OF
     CODE    NUM      NUM       TYPE  C    TIME     ACTIVE     KEPT     (SECS)      
 (SECS)     LNGTH  LNGTH    I/O      DBCLS
   MASTER      0            0  SYSTM     11:07:52         0     6784      2.9463       
  .0000   1481      0        22       226
   DBRC        0            1  SYSTM     11:07:52         0     1664      1.1223  
 40,042.1579      0      0        22         0
   RU DRVR     0            2  SYSTM     11:07:52         0        0       .0127     
 957.4157      0      0         0        10
   RU DRVR     0            3  SYSTM     11:07:52         0        0       .0144     
 956.9878      0      0         0        10
   RU DRVR     0            4  SYSTM     11:07:52         0        0       .0042     
 956.9960      0      0         0        10
   RU DRVR     0            5  SYSTM     11:07:52         0        0       .0103     
 956.7636      0      0         0        10
   RU DRVR     0            6  SYSTM     11:07:52         0        0       .0122     
 956.3277      0      0         0        10
   RU DRVR     0            7  SYSTM     11:07:52         0        0       .0120     
 955.8511      0      0         0        10
   LOG DRVR    0            8  SYSTM     11:07:52         0     2688       .1080  
 40,070.1053      0      0         0         3
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   LOG DRVR    0            9  SYSTM     11:07:52         0     2688       .0578  
 40,071.5117      0      0         0         3
   LOG DRVR    0           10  SYSTM     11:07:52         0     2688       .0155  
 40,071.5236      0      0         0         3
   PM I/O      0           11  SYSTM     11:07:52         0    46848       .2834  
 40,071.6560      0      0         0         0
   RHDCDEAD    0           13  SYSTM     11:07:52         0        0       .2568     
 953.1815      0      0         0         0
   PM ROLL     0           12  SYSTM     11:07:52         0        0       .0107     
 955.6607      0      0         0         0
   UCFLINE     0           14  SYSTM     11:07:55         0        0       .0177     
 949.5286      0      0         1         6
   VTAM71      0           15  SYSTM     11:07:55         0        0       .1965     
 949.7334      0      0         0         8
   DDSVTAM     0           16  SYSTM     11:07:58         0        0       .7569     
 945.9782      0      0         0         6
   CCILINE     0           17  SYSTM     11:08:02         0        0       .0295     
 942.9384      0      0         0         6
   HELOT       0           48  SYSTM     11:12:48      9344        0       .0171      
 57.9796      0      0         0         0
   HELOT       0           97  SYSTM     11:15:34      1664        0       .0007       
  .0984      0      0         0         0
   HELOT       0          105  SYSTM     11:16:03      9344        0       .0186      
 51.4737      0      0         0         0
   HELOT       0          122  SYSTM     11:16:56      5888        0       .0374      
 58.8486      0      0         0         0
   HELOT       0          164  SYSTM     11:19:12      7040        0       .0159      
 43.0944      0      0         0         0

PMARPT16 System Summary Report

PMARPT16 contains one summary line for each DC/UCF system internal or driver task (DBRC, MASTER, line driver, print
driver, and so on).

The fields in PMARPT16 are identical to those in Report 02. See PMARPT02: Task summary report for detailed field
information.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 16                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                            SYSTEM TASK SUMMARY REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM:  mm/dd/
yy
                                               AVG       AVG         AVG         AVG    
   AVG    AVG       AVG      AVG
         TASK    VER      NUM   TASK    NUM  STORAGE   STORAGE       CPU         WAIT   
    TP     TP       NUM      NUM
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         CODE    NUM    TIMES   TYPE  TIMES   ACTIVE     KEPT       TIME         TIME   
   READ  WRITE       OF       OF
                         EXEC          ABND              
         (SECS)       (SECS)     LNGTH  LNGTH      I/O    
 DBCLS
       CCI56       0        1  SYSTM                0        0       .0146   14,751.9287
      0      0         0         6
       DBRC        0        1  SYSTM                0      896      1.2293   53,819.5837
      0      0       357         0
       JESRDR      0        1  SYSTM                0        0       .0083   14,751.8655
      0      0         0         9
       LOG DRVR    0        3  SYSTM                0     1920       .1622   53,895.8342
      0      0         0         3
       MASTER      0        1  SYSTM                0      896      1.2618         .0000
   4938      0        25       232
       PM I/O      0        1  SYSTM                0   225152      1.5327   53,896.0931
      0      0         0         0
       PM ROLL     0        1  SYSTM                0        0       .0416   14,754.7059
      0      0         0         0
       PRINT56     0        1  SYSTM                0        0       .0062   14,751.9664
      0      0         0         9
       PRNTTASK    0        1  SYSTM                0        0       .0004   14,751.7031
      0      0         0         0
       RHDCDEAD    0        1  SYSTM                0        0       .6674   14,752.6397
      0      0         0         0
       RU DRVR     0        6  SYSTM                0        0       .0025   14,754.9674
      0      0         0         7
       UCF56       0        1  SYSTM                0        0       .0044   14,751.9453
      0      0         0         9
       VTAM56      0        1  SYSTM                0        0       .5764   14,751.4013
      0      0         1         6

PMARPT17 Database Detail Report

PMARPT17 contains one line for each task showing database statistics.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 17                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                              DATABASE DETAIL REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    71            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
                                     RECS                                    CALC   
 CALC    VIA     VIA             SELECT  UPDATE
    TASK     VER     TASK   TASK     CURR   RECS    PAGES   PAGES   PAGES    RECS   
 RECS    RECS    RECS    FRAGS   LOCKS    LOCKS
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    CODE     NUM      NUM   TYPE      OF    RQSTD   RQSTD    READ  WRITTEN    NO    
 WITH     NO     WITH    STORED    OF       OF
                                      R/U                       
             OFLOW   OFLOW   OFLOW   OFLOW            R/U      R/
U
   QUED       0         18 ASSEM        3       7    1005    1002       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   CLOD       0         19 ASSEM       23      50      26      10       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         20 ASSEM        0       0       0       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         21 ASSEM        0       0       0       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   S          0         22 ASSEM        3       7       6       3       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         23 ASSEM        0       1       1       1       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   C          0         24 ASSEM        3       7       4       1       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         25 ASSEM        2       2       2       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   DCMT       0         26 ASSEM        3       4       3       1       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         27 ASSEM        2       2       2       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   DCMT       0         28 ASSEM        3       4       3       1       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         29 ASSEM        2       2       2       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   DCMT       0         30 ASSEM        3       5       3       1       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         31 ASSEM        2       2       2       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   DCMT       0         32 ASSEM        3       4       3       1       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         33 ASSEM        2       2       2       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   DCMT       0         34 ASSEM        3       7       3       1       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         35 ASSEM        2       2       2       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   DCMT       0         36 ASSEM        3       7       3       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         37 ASSEM        2       2       2       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
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   DCMT       0         38 ASSEM        3       7       3       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         39 ASSEM        0       0       0       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         40 ASSEM        0       0       0       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         41 ASSEM        0       0       0       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   C          0         42 ASSEM        3       9       4       1       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         43 ASSEM        2       2       2       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   DCMT       0         44 ASSEM        3       5       3       1       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         45 ASSEM        2       2       2       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   DCMT       0         46 ASSEM        3       4       3       1       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         47 ASSEM        2       2       2       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   DCMT       0         48 ASSEM        3       4       3       1       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         49 ASSEM        2       2       2       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   DCMT       0         50 ASSEM        3       5       3       1       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         51 ASSEM        2       2       2       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   DCMT       0         52 ASSEM        3       7       3       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         53 ASSEM        2       2       2       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   DCMT       0         54 ASSEM        3       7       3       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         55 ASSEM        2       2       2       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   DCMT       0         56 ASSEM        3       7       3       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         57 ASSEM        2       2       2       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   DCMT       0         58 ASSEM        0       0       0       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   HELOT      0         59 SYSTM        0       0       0       2       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         60 ASSEM        2       2       2       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
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   DCMT       0         61 ASSEM        0       0       0       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         62 ASSEM        2       2       2       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   DCMT       0         63 ASSEM        0       0       0       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         64 ASSEM        2       2       2       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   DCMT       0         65 ASSEM        0       0       0       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0
   FACTOTUM   1         66 ASSEM        2       2       2       0       0       0      
 0       0       0       0        0       0

PMARPT17 fields

Field Description
Task Code Task code or CA ADS dialog name
Ver Num Version number of the level-1 program that was executed for the

task
Task Num Sequential number that was assigned to the task at task initiation

(also known as the task ID)
Task Type Source language for the level-1 program for the task (ERUS for an

external request unit)
Recs Curr of R/U Number of records that became current of run unit as a result of

FIND, STORE, or OBTAIN requests
Recs Rqstd Number of records that were retrieved from the database as a

result of processing requests that were issued by the run unit
Pages Rqstd Number of pages that were requested by the DBMS for the run

unit
Pages Read Number of pages that were physically read on behalf of the run

unit
Pages Written Number of physical writes that occurred while the task was in

control
CALC Recs No Oflow Number of records that were stored using the CALC location

mode that were stored on the target page
CALC Recs With Oflow Number of records that were stored using the CALC location

mode that were stored on a page other than the target page
VIA Recs No Oflow Number of records that were stored using the VIA location mode

that were stored on the target page
VIA Recs With Oflow Number of records that were stored using the VIA location mode

that were stored on a page other than the target page
Frags Stored Number of record fragments stored
Select Locks Of R/U Number of select locks that were held by the task
Update Locks Of R/U Number of update locks that were held by the task

PMARPT18 Database Summary Report

PMARPT18 contains one summary line for each task type.
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The fields in this report are the averages, sorted by task, of the fields in PMARPT17. See PMARPT17: Database detail
report for detailed field information.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 18                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                             DATABASE SUMMARY REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM:  mm/dd/
yy
                     NUM            AVG     AVG     AVG     AVG     AVG     AVG     AVG 
    AVG     AVG      AVG      AVG     AVG
     TASK     VER   TIMES  TASK     RECS   RECS    PAGES   PAGES   PAGES    CALC    CALC
    VIA     VIA     FRAGS   SELECT  UPDATE
     CODE     NUM    EXEC  TYPE     CURR   RQSTD   RQSTD   READ   WRITTEN    NO     WITH
     NO     WITH    STORED   LOCKS   LOCKS
                                   OF R/U                       
            OFLOW   OFLOW   OFLOW   OFLOW           OF R/U  OF R/
U
    B          0       1  ASSEM        5      17      13       2       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    BOM        1      12  ADS/O       43      65      51       7       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    BYE        0       1  ASSEM        5      17      13       1       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    CAP        1       7  ADS/O       93     116     103      11       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    CAR        1      13  ADS/O       66      82      73      10       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    CAS        1      37  ADS/O       28      62      51      11       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    CASCAS     1       6  ADS/O       47      81      67      14       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    CCC        1       7  ADS/O      111     147     119      10       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    CCI56      0       1  SYSTM        3       5       3       0       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    CGL        1      13  ADS/O       35      57      47      12       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    CLIST      0       1  ASSEM        7      39      25       4       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    CLOD       0       1  UNDEF       48     131      60       5       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    COE        1      13  ADS/O       24      53      31       4       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    CPRD       1      11  ADS/O       63      98      70      10       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
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    CPRO       1      11  ADS/O       41      78      49       7       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    CPRS       1      12  ADS/O       22      67      29       4       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    CPRV       1       9  ADS/O       32      71      38       4       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    DBRC       0       1  SYSTM        0       0       0     357       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    DCMT       0       7  ASSEM        4      11       6       2       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    DCUF       0       8  ASSEM        2      13       4       2       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    FACTOTUM   1      78  ASSEM        0       1       0       0       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    IDD        0      30  ASSEM     1094    1407    1249    1234       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    INV        1      13  ADS/O       21      54      28       4       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    JESRDR     0       1  SYSTM        3       5       3       0       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    LOG DRVR   0       3  SYSTM        0       0       0       0       0       0       0
       0       0       0         1       0
    MASTER     0       1  SYSTM      108     157     115      25       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    MPS        1      10  ADS/O       71     108      79       8       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    MRP        1      10  ADS/O       27      66      36       5       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    OLP        0       6  ASSEM     3690    3702    4430     745       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    OLQ        0      25  ASSEM      126     219     345     199       2       1       0
       3       0       0         0       0
    OPER       0       9  ASSEM        3      11       5       2       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    PM I/O     0       1  SYSTM        0       0       0       0       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    PM ROLL    0       1  SYSTM        0       0       0       0       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    PMAM       0       1  ASSEM        2      15      12       7       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    PMIM       0       9  ASSEM        1      16       7       4       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    PMRM       0       2  ASSEM        4      19      14       7       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    PMWNDRVR   1     187  ASSEM        0       2       2       0       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
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    PRINT56    0       1  SYSTM        3       5       3       0       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    PRNTTASK   0       1  SYSTM        0       0       0       0       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    QUED       0       1  ASSEM        7      32    2016    2008       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    RHDCDEAD   0       1  SYSTM        0       0       0       0       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    RHDCSTTS   0       4  ASSEM        5      31      17       8       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    RU DRVR    0       6  SYSTM        0       0       0       0       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    S          0       3  ASSEM        8      38      23      11       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    SDEL       0       1  UNDEF        7      34      18       2       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    SFC        1      11  ADS/O       42      80      51       7       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    SIGNON     0       1  ASSEM       18      70      37      14       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    UCF56      0       1  SYSTM        3       5       3       0       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0
    USGADEL    1       1  UNDEF        4      30      16       2       0       0       0
       0       0       0         0       0

PMARPT19 DC Statistics Detail Report

PMARPT19 contains one line for each task showing DC/UCF system statistics.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 19                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                           DC STATISTICS DETAIL REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    71            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
   TASK     VER     TASK   DC   PGMS   PGMS     PGM      GET    FREE   STORAGE STORAGE  
 GET     PUT   DELETE    GET    PUT  DELETE
   CODE     NUM      NUM  PRTY CALLED LOADED   SPACE   STORAGE STORAGE  ACTIVE   KEPT 
 SCRATCH SCRATCH SCRATCH  QUEUE  QUEUE  QUEUE
                                                USED    RQSTS 
  RQSTS                   RQSTS   RQSTS   RQSTS   RQSTS  RQSTS 
 RQSTS
  QUED       0         18  250     1      1        0      14      11      5760      0   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  CLOD       0         19  250     6      2     6704      44      41     13056      0   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
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  FACTOTUM   1         20  251     0      0        0       5       2         0      0   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         21  251     0      0        0       3       1         0      0   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  S          0         22  100     1      1        0      16      13      9600      0   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         23  251     0      0        0       3       3       256    512   
   0       0       0       1      0      0
  C          0         24  100     4      1    20280      15       9     17280    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         25  251     3      0    17672       7       5     12288    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  DCMT       0         26  225     2      2    24360      14      11      9600    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         27  251     3      0    17672       7       5     12288    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  DCMT       0         28  225     2      0    29984      14      11      9600    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         29  251     3      0    17672       7       5     12288    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  DCMT       0         30  225     2      0    29984      14      11      9600    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         31  251     3      0    17672       7       5     12288    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  DCMT       0         32  225     2      0    29984      14      11      9600    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         33  251     3      0    17672       7       5     12288    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  DCMT       0         34  225     2      1    24360      15      11     12544    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         35  251     3      0    17672       7       5     12288    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  DCMT       0         36  225     2      0    39600      15      11     12544    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         37  251     3      0    17672       7       5     12288    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  DCMT       0         38  225     2      0    39600      17      11     12544   1536   
   0       1       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         39  251     3      0    17672       5       6     12032   1536   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         40  251     0      0        0       2       0         0   1536   
   1       1       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         41  251     0      0        0       2       4         0    768   
   1       1       3       0      0      0
  C          0         42  100     4      0    20280      14       9     17024    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
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  FACTOTUM   1         43  251     3      0    17672       7       5     12288    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  DCMT       0         44  225     2      0    29984      14      11      9600    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         45  251     3      0    17672       7       5     12288    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  DCMT       0         46  225     2      0    29984      14      11      9600    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         47  251     3      0    17672       7       5     12288    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  DCMT       0         48  225     2      0    29984      14      11      9600    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         49  251     3      0    17672       7       5     12288    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  DCMT       0         50  225     2      0    29984      14      11      9600    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         51  251     3      0    17672       7       5     12288    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  DCMT       0         52  225     2      0    39600      15      11     12544    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         53  251     3      0    17672       7       5     12288    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  DCMT       0         54  225     2      0    39600      15      11     12544    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         55  251     3      0    17672       7       5     12288    768   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  DCMT       0         56  225     2      0    39600      17      11     12544   1536   
   0       1       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         57  251     3      0    17672       7       6     12288   1536   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  DCMT       0         58  225     1      0    24360      10       8      7296   1536   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  HELOT      0         59  200     0      0        0      48      30      8192      0   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         60  251     3      0    17672       7       5     12288   1536   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  DCMT       0         61  225     1      0    24360      10       8      7296   1536   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         62  251     3      0    17672       7       5     12288   1536   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  DCMT       0         63  225     1      0    24360      11       8      7296   1536   
   0       1       0       0      0      0
  FACTOTUM   1         64  251     3      0    17672       7       6     12288   1536   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
  DCMT       0         65  225     1      0    24360      10       8      7296   1536   
   0       0       0       0      0      0
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  FACTOTUM   1         66  251     3      0    17672       7       5     12288   1536   
   0       0       0       0      0      0

PMARPT19 fields

Field Description
Task Code Task code or CA ADS dialog name
Ver Num Version number of the level-1 program that was executed for the

task or CA ADS dialog
Task Num Sequential number that was assigned to the task at task initiation

(also known as the task ID)
DC Prty DC/UCF priority that was assigned to the task
Pgms Called Number of programs that were called by the task; includes:

LINKs
XCTLs
Programs that were called by the system on behalf of the task

Pgms Loaded Number of programs that were called that were not present in the
program pool and that needed to be loaded

Pgm Space Used Amount of program-pool space that was used by the task
Get Storage Rqsts Number of GET STORAGE (#GETSTG) requests that were issued

by or on behalf of the task
Free Storage Rqsts Number of FREE STORAGE (#FREESTG) requests that were

issued by or on behalf of the task
Storage Active High-water mark of storage used by the task; includes all types of

storage
Storage Kept Amount of USER KEPT or SHARED KEPT storage that is

maintained by the DC/UCF system on behalf of the task; such
storage can be held across a pseudo-converse; this does not
include relocated storage for CA ADS

Get Scratch Rqsts Number of GET SCRATCH requests that were issued by or on
behalf of the task

Put Scratch Rqsts Number of PUT SCRATCH requests that were issued by or on
behalf of the task

Delete Scratch Rqsts Number of DELETE SCRATCH requests that were issued by or on
behalf of the task

Get Queue Rqsts Number of GET QUEUE requests that were issued by or on behalf
of the task

Put Queue Rqsts Number of PUT QUEUE requests that were issued by or on behalf
of the task

Delete Queue Rqsts Number of DELETE QUEUE requests that were issued by or on
behalf of the task

PMARPT20 DC Statistics Summary Report

PMARPT20 contains one line for each task showing DC/UCF system statistics.

The fields contained in this report are averages, by task and task priority, for the fields in PMARPT19. See PMARPT19:
DC statistics detail report for detailed field information.

Sample report
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REPORT NO. 20                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                          DC STATISTICS SUMMARY REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->         DATA FROM:  mm/dd/
yy
                    NUM         AVG    AVG     AVG      AVG     AVG     AVG     AVG    
 AVG     AVG     AVG     AVG    AVG    AVG
    TASK     VER  TIMES  DC    PGMS   PGMS     PGM      GET    FREE   STORAGE STORAGE  
 GET     PUT   DELETE    GET    PUT  DELETE
    CODE     NUM   EXEC PRTY  CALLED LOADED   SPACE   STORAGE STORAGE  ACTIVE   KEPT 
 SCRATCH SCRATCH SCRATCH  QUEUE  QUEUE  QUEUE
                                               USED    RQSTS  
 RQSTS                   RQSTS   RQSTS   RQSTS   RQSTS  RQSTS 
 RQSTS
   B          0       1   100     1      1        0      15      28      9856      0    
  0       0      14       0      0      0
   BOM        1      12   100    18      1   176046      30      25     30720  17109    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   BYE        0       1   100     1      0      520      15      14      9856      0    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   CAP        1       7   100    19      1   245543      34      28     41179  13769    
  1       1       1       0      0      0
   CAR        1      13   100    21      1   217508      27      22     41945  16423    
  1       1       1       0      0      0
   CAS        1      37   100    27      1   174759      78      73     33218  11537    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   CASCAS     1       6   100    25      2   160192      57      51     32576  11776    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   CCC        1       7   100    18      1   237961      31      26     54254  18341    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   CCI56      0       1   254     1      0     1528      15       6         0      0    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   CGL        1      13   100    21      1   176378      48      43     33398  17388    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   CLIST      0       1   100     4      1    19808      25      17     18176    640    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   CLOD       0       1   250    25      2    11632     122     119     25088      0    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   COE        1      13   100    20      1   188518      26      22     24930  17290    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   CPRD       1      11   100    21      1   194430      30      25     42519  16547    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   CPRO       1      11   100    21      1   232787      30      25     45452  16593    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
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   CPRS       1      12   100    21      0   194353      29      24     36597  17739    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   CPRV       1       9   100    21      0   186556      31      26     35584  15986    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   DBRC       0       1   255     0      0        0     353     289         0    896    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   DCMT       0       7   225     2      1    22583      20      13     13184  15013    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   DCUF       0       8   100     2      0    25634      14       8     10752   3552    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   FACTOTUM   1      78   251     0      0      969       3       2      1971   9849    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   IDD        0      30   100    12      1   116922      26      23     56508  68629    
 16      74      71       0      0      0
   INV        1      13   100    18      0   183251      26      21     29588  15931    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   JESRDR     0       1   254     4      0     6256      15      11         0      0    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   LOG DRVR   0       3   253     1      0        0       7       1         0   1920    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   MASTER     0       1   255    19     10        0     323     269         0    896    
  0       0       0       1      0      0
   MPS        1      10   100    22      1   286530      29      24     52659  15962    
  1       1       1       0      0      0
   MRP        1      10   100    23      1   214511      36      31     37914  15616    
  1       1       1       0      0      0
   OLP        0       6   100     4      0    14773      13      11     13568  11392    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   OLQ        0      25   100    21      1   201991      71      56     61322   8443    
  8      14      11       2      2      2
   OPER       0       9   100     2      0    25977     221     116     12004  15801    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   PM I/O     0       1   253     2      2        0      41     594         0 225152   
 140     275      55       0      0      0
   PM ROLL    0       1   253     0      0        0      28      26         0      0    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   PMAM       0       1   100     9      3    34776      25      14     16512   6144    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   PMIM       0       9   100    12      1    39740      32      21     19172  15317    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   PMRM       0       2   252    17      4    65324      65      60     34368   5760    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   PMWNDRVR   1     187   100     7      0    43132      13      10     27220  35579    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   PRINT56    0       1   254     4      0     6256      16      11         0      0    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
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   PRNTTASK   0       1   253     0      0        0       1       0         0      0    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   QUED       0       1   250     1      1        0      33      22      6656      0    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   RHDCDEAD   0       1   253     0      0        0       3       0         0      0    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   RHDCSTTS   0       4   250     1      0      216      19      17     11776      0    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   RU DRVR    0       6   253     3      1        0       6       5         0      0    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   S          0       3   100     1      0     1435      23      19     10752      0    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   SDEL       0       1   100    11      1     7728      27      24     19328      0    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   SFC        1      11   100    20      1   198823      28      23     33699  17001    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   SIGNON     0       1   100     1      0     2152      39      35     11520    768    
  1       1       0       0      0      0
   UCF56      0       1   254     4      0     6256      15      11         0      0    
  0       0       0       0      0      0
   USGADEL    1       1   100    11      2     7728      30      23     17536      0    
  0       0       0       1      0      0

PMARPT21 Batch Job Accounting Summary Report

PMARPT21 contains one summary line of batch job accounting information for each batch ERUS task reported.

The batch job accounting information on a single report line is associated with an executed task. The TASK NUM for that
task can be used to cross-reference to Report 01 to see additional task statistics.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 21                                                          CA, INC.         
                                 mm/dd/yy PAGE     1 
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                                BATCH JOB ACCOUNTING SUMMARY
 REPORT                                      
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:   183                        <-------------- YOUR COMPANY NAME
 -------------->          DATA FROM:  mm/dd/yy          

                                                                                        
                                          

     TASK         TASK         TASK         TASK        TASK       TASK                 
 JOB                ACCOUNTING            
     CODE         NUM       START DATE   START TIME   END DATE   END TIME   JOBNAME    
 NUMBER             INFORMATION            
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   IDMSDDDL            34     8/21/17     09:33:07     8/21/17   09:33:07   THOJO240  
 JOB00619              111400000                  
   IDMSBCF             35     8/22/17     13:33:12     8/22/17   13:33:12   THOJO24A  
 JOB00633          111200000D.MAC                  
   IDMSDDDL            36     8/22/17     10:17:16     8/22/17   10:17:16   THOJO24A  
 JOB00634          111200000D.MAC                  
   EMPLOAD             37     8/24/17     16:24:20     8/24/17   16:24:20   EMPLOAD1  
 JOB00655               108300000                 
   EMPTEST             38     8/25/17     11:13:17     8/25/17   11:13:17   EMPLOAD2  
 JOB00667               108300000                  
   EMPTEST             39     8/25/17     11:13:24     8/25/17   11:13:24   EMPLOAD2  
 JOB00667               108300000
   EMPTEST             40     8/25/17     11:13:27     8/25/17   11:13:27   EMPLOAD2  
 JOB00667               108300000
   IDMSBCF             41     8/26/17     14:32:26     8/26/17   14:32:26   THOJO24B  
 JOB00701               121400000                  
   IDMSDDDL            42     8/27/17     08:47:31     8/21/17   08:47:32   THOJO24H  
 JOB00793               111200000          

PMARPT21 fields

Field Description
Task Code Task code for batch ERUS
Task Num Sequential number that was assigned to the task at task initiation

(also known as the task ID)
Task Start Date Date the task was initiated (mm/dd/yy)
Task Start Time Time the task was initiated (hh:mm:ss)
Task End Date Date the task was ended (mm/dd/yy)
Task End Time Time the task was ended (hh:mm:ss)
Jobname Specifies the name of the job
Job Number Specifies the job ID within the address space
Accounting Information Account number, plus any other accounting information that was

specified

PMARPT31 Task Wait Summary Report

PMARPT31 contains wait information for each task execution.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 31                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                            TASK WAIT SUMMARY REPORT
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DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    71            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->         DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
                                  CPU             DBIO   AVG DBIO  OTHR  OTHR I/O AVG
 OTHR          OTHR   AVG OTHR         TOTAL
   TASK       TASK     START      TIME    DBIO WAIT TIME WAITTIME   I/O WAIT TIME I/O
 TIME  OTHR WAIT TIME WAITTIME TOTAL WAIT TIME
   CODE        NUM      TIME     (SECS)  WAITS   (SECS)   (SECS)
  WAITS   (SECS)   (SECS)  WAITS   (SECS)   (SECS)  WAITS  
 (SECS)
 MASTER             0 11:07:52    2.9463    19    8.4377   .4441     26    1.6240 
  .0625      1     .3900   .3900     46   10.4517
 DBRC               1 11:07:52    1.1223
 RU DRVR            2 11:07:52     .0127
 RU DRVR            3 11:07:52     .0144
 RU DRVR            4 11:07:52     .0042
 RU DRVR            5 11:07:52     .0103
 RU DRVR            6 11:07:52     .0122
 RU DRVR            7 11:07:52     .0120
 LOG DRVR           8 11:07:52     .1080                             50    6.1553 
  .1231                              50    6.1553
 LOG DRVR           9 11:07:52     .0578                             47    4.8811 
  .1039                              47    4.8811
 LOG DRVR          10 11:07:52     .0155                             13    1.6945 
  .1303                              13    1.6945
 PM I/O            11 11:07:52     .2834                             84    3.1461 
  .0375      1     .1385   .1385     85    3.2846
 PM ROLL           12 11:07:52     .0107                              1     .0828 
  .0828                               1     .0828
 RHDCDEAD          13 11:07:52     .2568
 UCFLINE           14 11:07:55     .0177     1     .3814   .3814                        
                                1     .3814
 VTAM71            15 11:07:55     .1965                                                
     120  194.6261  1.6219    120  194.6261
 DDSVTAM           16 11:07:58     .7569                              1     .0849 
  .0849     27   16.9681   .6284     28   17.0530
 CCILINE           17 11:08:02     .0295
 QUED              18 11:08:12    1.2401     3     .4556   .1519    999   56.6762 
  .0567                            1002   57.1318
 CLOD              19 11:08:12     .0618    10     .8475   .0848                        
       1     .0350   .0350     11     .8825
 NOSNAP            20 11:08:16     .0104
 FACTOTUM          21 11:08:17     .0011
 FACTOTUM          22 11:08:50     .0011
 FACTOTUM          23 11:08:51     .0006
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 S                 24 11:08:56     .0212     3     .3722   .1241                        
                                3     .3722
 FACTOTUM          25 11:08:57     .0032                              1     .0374 
  .0374                               1     .0374
 C                 26 11:09:15     .0219     1     .1375   .1375                        
                                1     .1375
 FACTOTUM          27 11:09:29     .0031
 DCMT              28 11:09:29     .0258     1     .2310   .2310                        
                                1     .2310
 FACTOTUM          29 11:09:30     .0034
 DCMT              30 11:09:30     .0169     1     .0209   .0209                        
                                1     .0209
 FACTOTUM          31 11:09:30     .0034
 DCMT              32 11:09:30     .0061     1     .2980   .2980                        
                                1     .2980
 FACTOTUM          33 11:09:30     .0030
 DCMT              34 11:09:30     .0064     1     .0190   .0190                        
                                1     .0190
 FACTOTUM          35 11:09:30     .0030
 DCMT              36 11:09:30     .0065     1     .5303   .5303                        
                                1     .5303
 FACTOTUM          37 11:09:31     .0026
 FACTOTUM          38 11:09:31     .0005
 D                 39 11:09:35     .0133
 FACTOTUM          40 11:09:35     .0005
 D                 41 11:12:30     .0048
 FACTOTUM          42 11:12:31     .0006
 D                 43 11:12:37     .0144
 FACTOTUM          44 11:12:37     .0006
 C                 45 11:12:46     .0104     1     .0774   .0774                        
                                1     .0774
 FACTOTUM          46 11:12:48     .0031
 DCMT              47 11:12:48     .0049
 HELOT             48 11:12:48     .0171                                                
       1     .0406   .0406      1     .0406

PMARPT31 fields

Field Description
Task Code Task code or CA ADS dialog name
Task Num Sequential number that was assigned to the task at task initiation

(also known as the task ID)
Start Time Time the task was initiated (hh:mm:ss)
CPU Time Total CPU time for the task (ss.ssss)
DBIO Waits Number of waits for database reads and writes
DBIO Wait Time Amount of time spent waiting for database reads and writes

(ssss.ttt)
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Avg DBIO Wait Time Average time spent waiting for a database read or write (ssss.tttt)
Othr I/O Waits Number of waits for I/O other than database reads and writes;

typically journal I/O
Othr I/O Wait Time Amount of time spent waiting for I/O other than database reads

and writes (ssss.ttt)
Avg Othr I/O Time Average time spent waiting for I/O other than database reads and

writes (ssss.tttt)
Othr Waits Number of waits for resources other than I/O; should be

investigated further using PMARPT36
Othr Wait Time Amount of time spent waiting for resources other than I/O (ssss.ttt)
Avg Othr Wait Time Average amount of time spent waiting for resources other than I/O

(ssss.tttt)
Total Waits Total of all waits
Total Wait Time Total amount of time spent waiting (ssss.ttt)

PMARPT36 Task Wait Detail Report

PMARPT36 contains one page of detailed wait statistics per task execution.

NOTE
To minimize output, always run this report with explicit selection criteria.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 36                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
 CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                            TASKWAIT DETAIL REPORT
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    72            <-------------- YOUR
 COMPANY NAME -------------->              DATA FROM: mm/dd/
yy
          TASK: DBCRUPD    TASKID:       277    START TIME: 
 5:36:56
                 --DBIO READ --                --JOURNAL READ --             --SCRATCH
 READ --             --LOG READ --
         WAITS          10                            80
     WAIT TIME       .2762                         .5240
      AVG TIME       .0276                         .0066
  HIGHEST TIME       .0956                       
  .0126
                 --DBIO WRITE--                --JOURNAL WRITE--             --SCRATCH
 WRITE--             --LOG WRITE--
         WAITS           1                             2
     WAIT TIME       .0009                         .0140
      AVG TIME       .0009                         .0070
  HIGHEST TIME       .0009                       
  .0122
                 --DOS PRIOR IO--              --JOURNAL BUFFER--            --SCR
 SINGLE THRD--           --LOG SINGLE THRD--
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         WAITS                                         3                                
                           1
     WAIT TIME                                     .3338                                
                       .0053
      AVG TIME                                     .1113                                
                       .0053
  HIGHEST TIME                                     .2613
                                                     
  .0053
                --DB BUFFER --                --PGM LOADS  --               --QUEUE READ
 --               --LOG FULL --
         WAITS
     WAIT TIME
      AVG TIME
  HIGHEST
 TIME
                --DBKEYS --                   --LOADER SNGL THRD--          --QUEUE
 WRITE--               --EXTERNAL RU--
         WAITS           1
     WAIT TIME      1.5239
      AVG TIME      1.5239
  HIGHEST TIME     
 1.5239
                --AREA ACCESS--               --DDS WRITES --               --TP READS--
                  --OTHER EXTRNL--
         WAITS
     WAIT TIME
      AVG TIME
  HIGHEST
 TIME
                --STORAGE POOL --             --CHECKUSER --                --TP
 WRITES--                 --OTHER INTRNL--
         WAITS
     WAIT TIME
      AVG TIME
  HIGHEST
 TIME
                --PROGRAM POOL --             --DBGROUP --                  --SHARED
 CACHE --
         WAITS                                                                       8
     WAIT TIME                                                                   .0051
      AVG TIME                                                                   .0006
  HIGHEST TIME                                                                 
  .0006
                                              DBKey Wait Record(s) for this
 TaskID
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                 Area            PgGrp   DBKey-Page    Line   Holder     Type  
 Hold.TskID
  DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     15       684538       1   DBCRUPD    TASK         
 274

PMARPT36 fields

Field Description
Task Task code or CA ADS dialog name
Taskid Sequential number that was assigned to the task at task initiation

(also known as the task ID)
Start Time Time the task was initiated (hh:mm:ss)
DBIO Read Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for

database reads performed by or on behalf of the task
Journal Read Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for

journal reads performed by or on behalf of the task (usually for
rollback)

Scratch Read Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for
scratch area reads performed by or on behalf of the task

Log Read Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for log
area reads performed by or on behalf of the task

DBIO Write Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for
database writes performed by or on behalf of the task

Journal Write Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for
journal writes performed by or on behalf of the task

Scratch Write Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for
scratch area writes performed by or on behalf of the task

Log Write Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for log
area writes performed by or on behalf of the task

DOS Prior IO Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for prior
I/O to complete (z/VSE only)

Journal Buffer Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time because
of full journal buffer (can indicate too few pages assigned to
journal buffer)

Scr Singl Thrd Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for the
scratch manager to finish single-threaded processing

Log Single Thrd Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for the
log to finish single-threaded processing (if happening because of
task or systems snaps, isolate, and correct)

DB Buffer Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for
database buffers

Pgm Loads Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for
programs to be loaded by or on behalf of the task

Queue Read Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for
queue area reads performed by or on behalf of the task

Log Full Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time because
log either full or being unloaded (frequent waits can indicate a
problem with the log)
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DBkeys Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for db-
key waits (consistently high numbers can indicate a problem).
Details on DBkeys are shown just behind all wait types.

Loader Sngl Thrd Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for the
loader to finish single-threaded processing

Queue Write Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for
queue writes issued by or on behalf of the task

External RU Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for
external request units

Area Access Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time
for access to an area (check usage mode in this and other
concurrently running programs)

DDS Writes Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for DDS
I/O issued by or on behalf of the task

TP Reads Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for
terminal writes

Other Extrnl Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for other
meaningful external wait types, including the ICE, LRE, and user
ECBs

Storage Pool Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time to
acquire storage for the task

Checkuser Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for an
available check user subtask (z/OS batch external run units only)

TP Writes Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for
terminal writes

Other Intrnl Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for other
meaningful internal wait types, including ENQUEUE, DEQUEUE,
LTE, PDE, and TCE

Program Pool Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for
access to a program or reentrant pool

DBGroup Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for a
request that was issued from a front-end CV that wants to start
a database session, to get an answer from a back-end CV that
volunteers to service the request

Shared Cache Waits, wait time, average wait time, and highest wait time for a
shared cache from the Coupling Facility

If waits on DBKeys occur, details about the DBKeys are shown.

Field Description
Area The DBKey area name.
PgGrp The DBKey page group.
DBKey-Page The DBKey page number.
Line The DBKey line index.
Holder The name of the holder of the DBKey lock.
Type The type (TASK, LTE, or DDS) of the Holder field.
Hold.TskID The task ID of the holder of the DBKey lock.
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PMARPT80 Load Balancing Report (by Day and Central Version)

PMARPT80 contains one set of summary lines for each hour reported, for both batch and online processing. You get one
report for each day of processing. Each set of lines includes the following three statistics:

• The number of tasks or CA ADS dialogs executed
• The amount of CPU used
• The number of physical disk I/Os issued

The relative lengths of the lines for different time periods reflect the relative loads for those periods.

If the report-generation job includes task selection parameters, this report cannot reflect load balancing information
accurately. Only data for those tasks that meet the selection criteria are considered in preparing the report.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 80                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    3
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                             LOAD BALANCING REPORT             
     DATA FROM: mm/dd/yy  DATA TO: mm/dd/yy
DC SYSTEM VERSION #:    56         <-------------- YOUR COMPANY NAME --------------
>
          TIME     RESOURCE       VALUE           DATA FOR 06/19/10
 BATCH   12:00     TASKS              0    .                                            
       .
                   CPU            .0000    .                                            
       .
                   I/O                0    .                                            
       .
 ONLINE  12:00     TASKS              0    .                                            
       .
                   CPU            .0000    .                                            
       .
                   I/O                0    .                                            
       .
 BATCH   13:00     TASKS              0    .                                            
       .
                   CPU            .0000    .                                            
       .
                   I/O                0    .                                            
       .
 ONLINE  13:00     TASKS              0    .                                            
       .
                   CPU            .0000    .                                            
       .
                   I/O                0    .                                            
       .
 BATCH   14:00     TASKS              0    .                                            
       .
                   CPU            .0000    .                                            
       .
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                   I/O                0    .                                            
       .
 ONLINE  14:00     TASKS             19    .TTT                                         
       .
                   CPU           1.1863    .C                                           
       .
                   I/O            2,053    .II                                          
       .
 BATCH   15:00     TASKS              0    .                                            
       .
                   CPU            .0000    .                                            
       .
                   I/O                0    .                                            
       .
 ONLINE  15:00     TASKS            287  
  .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT  .
                   CPU          11.2153    .CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                          
       .
                   I/O           10,524    .IIIIIIIIIIIIIII                             
       .
 BATCH   16:00     TASKS              0    .                                            
       .
                   CPU            .0000    .                                            
       .
                   I/O                0    .                                            
       .
 ONLINE  16:00     TASKS            231    .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT     
       .
                   CPU          29.3150  
  .CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC  .
                   I/O           33,248  
  .IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII  .
 BATCH   17:00     TASKS              0    .                                            
       .
                   CPU            .0000    .                                            
       .
                   I/O                0    .                                            
       .
 ONLINE  17:00     TASKS              4    .                                            
       .
                   CPU            .0750    .                                            
       .
                   I/O               13    .                                            
       .

PMARPT80 fields
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The following table describes the fields in PMARPT80. Interpret the word task to mean either task or CA ADS dialog, as
appropriate.

Field Description
Tasks Representation of the number of tasks or CA ADS dialogs

executed
CPU Representation of the total CPU time for all tasks in seconds
I/O Representation of the number of physical disk I/Os for all tasks

PMARPT81 Load Balancing (by CV)

PMARPT81 contains one set of summary lines for each hour reported, for both batch and online processing, sorted by
central version. All days are compressed into one 24-hour graph.

The statistics are identical to those for Report 80. See PMARPT80: Load balancing report (by day and central version) for
detailed field information.

PMARPT82 Load Balancing (All CVs)

PMARPT82 contains one set of summary lines for each hour reported, for both batch and online processing, for all central
versions. All days are compressed into one 24-hour graph.

The statistics are identical to those for Report 80. See PMARPT80: Load balancing report (by day and central version) for
detailed field information.

PMARPT90 Machine-Readable Copy

Statistics that are extracted by Report 00 are output to either tape or disk.

When you run PMARPT90, you must run it with PMARPT00. Additionally, you can use the following parameters with
PMARPT90:

• CV NUMBER
• DATE FORMAT
• REPORT FROM/THRU

PMARPT97 Summary Recap Report

PMARPT97 contains summary statistics for all tasks and CA ADS dialogs reported. This report is sorted by day and by
central version.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 97                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE   1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                           SUMMARY RECAP REPORT
                                      <-------------- YOUR COMPANY NAME --------------
>
                                            TOTALS FOR DC SYSTEM VERSION  56 ON  4/11/11
0          103  TOTAL TASKS           37 DC/UCF           24 FACTOTUM          0 BATCH  
           0 CICS                            
                                       0 ADS/O            42 SYSTEM            0 ERUS   
           0 TPMON                           
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           0:00.456206 TOTAL CPU TIME                0:00.004429 AVG CPU TIME           
   847 STACK HIGHWATER                       
           0:00.447970 TOTAL SYSTEM MODE             0:00.004349 AVG SYSTEM MODE        
     0 TOTAL ABENDS                          
           0:00.008237 TOTAL USER MODE               0:00.000080 AVG USER MODE          
    59 TOTAL DB I/O                          
                                                    13:56.100    AVG WAIT TIME          
                                             
                                                                                        
                                             
           0:00.000362 TOTAL zIIP ON CP CPU          0:00.000004 AVG zIIP ON CP CPU     
                                             
           0:00.045384 TOTAL zIIP ON zIIP CPU        0:00.000441 AVG zIIP ON zIIP CPU   
                                             
           0:00.045747 TOTAL ENCLAVE CPU             0:00.000444 AVG ENCLAVE CPU        
                                             
           0:00.410459 TOTAL TOTAL TCB CPU           0:00.003985 AVG TOTAL TCB CPU      
                                             
                                                                                        
                                             
0            0  TASKS NOT              0 DC/UCF            0 FACTOTUM          0 BATCH  
           0 CICS                            
                   SELECTED            0 ADS/O             0 SYSTEM            0 ERUS   
           0 TPMON                           
                                                                                        
                                             
                                                                                        
                                             
0          103  TASKS SELECTED        37 DC/UCF           24 FACTOTUM          0 BATCH  
           0 CICS                            
                                       0 ADS/O            42 SYSTEM            0 ERUS   
           0 TPMON                           
                                                                                        
                                             
           0:00.456206 TOTAL CPU TIME                0:00.004429 AVG CPU TIME           
   847 STACK HIGHWATER                       
           0:00.447970 TOTAL SYSTEM MODE             0:00.004349 AVG SYSTEM MODE        
     0 TOTAL ABENDS                          
           0:00.008237 TOTAL USER MODE               0:00.000080 AVG USER MODE          
    59 TOTAL DB I/O                          
                                                    13:56.100    AVG WAIT TIME          
                                             
                                                                                        
                                             
           0:00.000362 TOTAL zIIP ON CP CPU          0:00.000004 AVG zIIP ON CP CPU     
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           0:00.045384 TOTAL zIIP ON zIIP CPU        0:00.000441 AVG zIIP ON zIIP CPU   
                                             
           0:00.045747 TOTAL ENCLAVE CPU             0:00.000444 AVG ENCLAVE CPU        
                                             
           0:00.410459 TOTAL TOTAL TCB CPU           0:00.003985 AVG TOTAL TCB CPU      
                                             
                                                                                        
                                             
            379 TOT PGM CALL RQSTS       3.68 AVG PGM CALL RQSTS            1165 TOT
 DBCALLS             11.31 AVG DBCALLS           
             60 TOT PGM LOAD RQSTS        .58 AVG PGM LOAD RQSTS             544 TOT
 RECS RQSTED          5.28 AVG RECS RQSTED       
                                                                             283 TOT
 RECS CURR R/U        2.75 AVG RECS CURR R/U     
           1773 TOT GETSTG RQSTS        17.21 AVG GETSTG RQSTS                          
                                             
           1513 TOT FREESTG RQSTS       14.69 AVG FREESTG RQSTS              373 TOT
 PAGES RQSTED         3.62 AVG PAGES RQSTED      
                                                                                        
                                             
              8 TOT GETSCR RQSTS          .08 AVG GETSCR RQSTS                59 TOT DB
 I/O                .57 AVG DB I/O            
             22 TOT PUTSCR RQSTS          .21 AVG PUTSCR RQSTS                59 TOT DB
 READS              .57 AVG DB READS          
             10 TOT DELSCR RQSTS          .10 AVG DELSCR RQSTS                 0 TOT DB
 WRITES                 AVG DB WRITES         
                                                                                        
                                             
              6 TOT GETQUE RQSTS          .06 AVG GETQUE RQSTS                 0 TOT
 CALC NO OFLOW                                   
              0 TOT PUTQUE RQSTS          .00 AVG PUTQUE RQSTS                 0 TOT
 CALC W/ OFLOW                                   
              0 TOT DELQUE RQSTS          .00 AVG DELQUE RQSTS                 0 TOT VIA
  NO OFLOW                                   
                                                                               0 TOT VIA
  W/ OFLOW                                   
           1758 TOT GETTIME RQSTS       17.07 AVG GETTIME RQSTS                0 TOT
 FRAGMENTS                                       
            765 TOT SETTIME RQSTS        7.43 AVG SETTIME RQSTS                         
                                             
1  C750009 RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 97 --          97          

PMARPT97 fields

The following table describes the fields in PMARPT97. Interpret the word tasks to mean either task or CA ADS dialog, as
appropriate.

Information Description
Number of tasks (total) Total number of tasks executed
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System information (total) DC/UCF system information, including total and average CPU
time

Task selection
information

Total number of tasks that were selected and not selected.

System information (for selected tasks) DC/UCF system information, including total and average CPU
time

Database/data communications statistics (for selected tasks) Daily totals and averages for all database and DC/UCF statistics
Total zIIP on CP CPU The total system mode CPU time for selected tasks that were

consumed on a CP because zIIP is unavailable.
Average zIIP on CP CPU The average system mode CPU time for selected tasks that were

consumed on a CP because zIIP is unavailable.
Total zIIP on zIIP CPU The total system mode CPU time for selected tasks that were

consumed on a zIIP.
Average zIIP on zIIP CPU The average system mode CPU time for selected tasks that were

consumed on a zIIP.
Total Enclave CPU The total system mode CPU time for selected tasks that were

consumed on a zIIP or CP eligible as SRB, including zIIP on CP
and zIIP on zIIP.

Average Enclave CPU The average system mode CPU time for selected tasks that were
consumed on a zIIP or CP eligible as SRB, including zIIP on CP
and zIIP on zIIP.

Total TCB CPU The total CPU time for selected tasks that were consumed on CP,
including user mode and system mode CPU time.

Average TCB CPU The average CPU time for selected tasks that were consumed on
CP, including user mode and system mode CPU time.

PMARPT99 Input Processing Summary Report

PMARPT99 provides the following information:

• Task selection parameters: For more information, see Requesting Reports.
• Input parameter processing
• Input record processing statistics:

– Records that were read by PMARPT00
– Records that were selected by PMARPT00
– Records that were dropped by PMARPT00
For example, this category includes the earliest record read and the latest record read.

Sample report

REPORT NO. 99                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    1
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                         INPUT PROCESSING SUMMARY REPORT
                                      <-------------- YOUR COMPANY NAME --------------
>
                   DATE FORMAT:   
 DMY
         
 ----------------------------------
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          INPUT CARD
 PROCESSING
               CARDS READ:                   1
               CARDS PROCESSED:              1
               COMMENT CARDS:                0
               CARD ERRORS:                 
 0
          INPUT RECORD PROCESSING
 STATISTICS
          RECORDS READ BY
 PMARPT00
              # STAT RECS READ:         
 4,467
              # PMAM RECS READ:         
 4,179
              # PMIM RECS READ:            288

             EARLIEST REC READ:          07:54  ON 30/09/99  (99/274)
               LATEST REC READ:          08:20  ON 30/09/99 
 (99/274)
                BY RECORD TYPE
                  TASK STATS             1,393
                  TASK WAIT                  0
                  DBKEY                     
 0
          RECORDS SELECTED BY
 PMARPT00
          # PMAM RECS SELECTED:         
 1,393
          EARLIEST REC SELECTD:          07:54  ON 30/09/99  (99/274)
           LATEST REC SELECTED:          08:20  ON 30/09/99 
 (99/274)
                BY RECORD TYPE
                  TASK STATS             1,393
                  TASK WAIT                  0
                  DBKEY                     
 0
REPORT NO. 99                                                 CA, INC.                  
                        mm/dd/yy PAGE    2
CA IDMS/PM nn.n    volser                         INPUT PROCESSING SUMMARY REPORT
                                      <-------------- YOUR COMPANY NAME --------------
>
          RECORDS DROPPED BY
 PMARPT00
           # PMAM RECS DROPPED:             
 0
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           # PMIM RECS DROPPED:           
 288
          PROCESSING OF MULTIPART
 RECORDS
                #PMTASDS SEQ# 1          1,393
                #PMTASDS SEQ# 2          1,393
                #PMTASDS SEQ# 3         
 1,393
                #PMTAWDS SEQ# 1              0
                #PMTAWDS SEQ# 2              0

Other CA IDMS Reporting Facilities
In addition to the information supplied by CA IDMS reports, other CA IDMS-supplied facilities generate reports or online
displays that provide data dictionary definitions and runtime statistics. This article describes the following reporting
facilities:

Online Reporting Facilities

You can display information online with the following tools:

• CA Online Query (CA OLQ)
• IDMS DC/UCF OnLine PLOG
• IDMS DC/UCF DCMT commands
• IDMS DC/UCF OPER commands
• IDD DDDL DISPLAY commands
• CA IDMS Performance Monitor

CA Online Query (CA OLQ)

Use CA OLQ to generate reports about information in a DC/UCF dictionary. The following screen is an example of a CA
OLQ-generated report:

                      CURRENT REPORT
  MAP-NAME-098 PREP-BY-098 PROG-NAME-051 DATE-
CREATED-051
    EMPMAP      MAPR10.0     EMPINQ          mm/dd/yy
    JKDMAP1     JKD          D6              mm/dd/yy
    EMPJOB      DEH          EMPOBTD         mm/dd/yy
    JKDTEST1    JKD          JKDDIAL1        mm/dd/yy
    JKDTEST1    JKD          JKDDIAL         mm/dd/yy
    JKDMAP      JKD          D4              mm/dd/yy
    JKDMAP      JKD          D2              mm/dd/yy
      END OF REPORT - PAGE       1

CA OLQ reports supplement information supplied by dictionary (DREPORT), IDMS DC/UCF (CREPORT), and CA ADS
(AREPORT) reports.
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NOTE
For more information about CA OLQ, see the topic "CA Online Query for CA IDMS" topic in the CA IDMS
Reference documentation.

IDMS DC/UCF OnLine PLOG (OLP)

OLP displays the contents of the DDLDCLOG area of the dictionary. Use OLP to display system messages, system trace
information, and snap dumps.

The following screen shows the information displayed by OLP:

   FROM   ON    TO    ON   COL PRT SKIP  LOG TYPES             ROLL STATUS
 hh:mm:ss yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss yyyy-mm-dd 010 OFF 2345 (WT/TR/DU/  )
 040
  hh:mm   IDMS DC258003 Vnn USER KYM SIGNED ON LTERM LT12002 AT hh.mm.ss.ht yy.ddd
  hh:mm   IDMS DC402009 Vnn DICTNAME CORPDICT HAS BEEN SET
  hh:mm   IDMS DC258003 Vnn USER BXP SIGNED ON LTERM LT12003 AT hh.mm.ss.ht yy.ddd
  hh:mm   IDMS DC402009 Vnn DICTNAME MIDADICT HAS BEEN SET
  hh:mm   IDMS DC258003 Vnn USER ALP SIGNED ON LTERM LT12004 AT hh.mm.ss.ht yy.ddd
  hh:mm   IDMS DC402009 Vnn DICTNAME CORPDICT HAS BEEN SET
  hh:mm   IDMS DC402009 Vnn PRINT CLASS HAS BEEN SET
  hh:mm   IDMS DC259001 Vnn USER KYM SIGNED OFF LTERM LT12002 AT hh.mm.ss.ht yy.ddd
  hh:mm   IDMS DC259001 Vnn USER ALP SIGNED OFF LTERM LT12004 AT hh.mm.ss.ht yy.ddd
  hh:mm   IDMS DC075102 Vnn T5 REQUESTING TERM PRT12051(CT013007)  LINE VTAM12
  hh:mm   IDMS DC258003 Vnn USER LHN SIGNED ON LTERM LT12002 AT hh.mm.ss.ht yy.ddd
  hh:mm   IDMS DC402009 Vnn DICTNAME DOCUDICT HAS BEEN SET
  hh:mm   IDMS DC258003 Vnn USER RPM SIGNED ON LTERM LT12004 AT hh.mm.ss.ht yy.ddd
  hh:mm   IDMS DC402009 Vnn DICTNAME CORPDICT HAS BEEN SET
  hh:mm   IDMS DC258003 Vnn USER GAF SIGNED ON LTERM LT12005 AT hh.mm.ss.ht yy.ddd
  hh:mm   IDMS DC402009 Vnn PRINT CLASS HAS BEEN SET

NOTE
For more information about OLP, see Administrating IDMS System Operations.

DC/UCF DCMT DISPLAY Commands

DC/UCF DCMT DISPLAY commands display definitions and runtime statistics associated with DC/UCF systems.

DCMT commands complement information supplied by IDMS DC/UCF system (CREPORT) and statistics (SREPORT)
reports.

NOTE
For more information about DCMT commands, see the "CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands"
section of the CA IDMS Reference documentation.

IDMS DC/UCF OPER WATCH Commands

IDMS DC/UCF OPER WATCH commands display dynamic system runtime statistics associated with IDMS DC/UCF
systems.

OPER WATCH commands complement information supplied by IDMS DC/UCF system (CREPORT) and statistics
(SREPORT) reports.
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NOTE
For more information about OPER WATCH commands, see the "CA IDMS System Tasks and Operator
Commands" information in the CA IDMS Reference documentation.

IDD DDDL DISPLAY Commands

DDDL can be used in command mode or menu mode to display entity occurrences defined to the data dictionary. For
example, the following command can be submitted to IDD:

DISPLAY MAP NAME IS SYBMAP AS SYNTAX.

The following screen is the result of submitting the previous command:

DISPLAY MAP NAME IS SYBMAP AS SYNTAX.
     ADD
     MAP NAME IS SYBMAP VERSION IS 1
     WITHIN PANEL SYBMAP-OLMPANEL VERSION IS 1
         DATE CREATED IS      mm/dd/yy
         DATE LAST UPDATED IS mm/dd/yy
         PREPARED BY SYB
         REVISED  BY SYB
         PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL
         DATE LAST COMPILED IS mm/dd/yy
         TIME LAST COMPILED IS mm/dd/yy
         MAP RELEASE I.D. IS R2
         NUMBER OF NON LITERAL FIELDS IS 1
         NUMBER OF RECORDS IN MAP IS 1
         PFLD NAME TO SET CURSOR AT IS OLMPF-0003
         ASSOCIATED WITH RECORD SYBREC VERSION 1
         .

Information displayed using DDDL in command mode or menu mode complements information supplied by data dictionary
(DREPORT), IDMS DC/UCF system (CREPORT), and CA ADS (AREPORT) reports.

NOTE
For more information about the IDD DDDL reporting tool, see the "IDD DDDL Reference" information in the CA
IDMS Reference documentation.

CA IDMS Performance Monitor

CA IDMS Performance Monitor is a performance and tuning tool you can use to monitor hardware and software utilization
in a DC/UCF system and display system statistics.

CA IDMS Performance Monitor consists of three components:

• Realtime monitor -- Displays specific system-resource statistics at the time of the request
• Interval monitor -- Displays system-wide, wait-time statistics for a unit of time
• Application monitor -- Displays statistics about resource usage by individual program

NOTE
For more information about the online component of CA IDMS Performance Monitor, see the "Using
Performance Monitor" topic.
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Batch Reporting Facilities

You can display information with the following batch reporting tools:

• CA IDMS/DB utilities
• CA IDMS Performance Monitor reports

A description of each utility follows. See the previous section for a brief overview of CA IDMS Performance Monitor.

NOTE

For more information about the batch component of the Performance Monitor, see the "Administrating IDMS
Performance Monitor System."

Summary of Utilities Reports

Utilities are batch facilities that perform system services and frequently generate report output. The table below lists CA
IDMS-supplied utilities that supplement CA IDMS reports.

Utility Information in Report Output
ADSORPTS CA ADS dialog and application statistics:

• Dialog reports -- summary dialog information, process module
source statements, dialog-associated records, contents of
fixed dialog block (FDB)

• Application reports -- application task codes, global records,
functions, responses

ADSOBPLG Runtime CA ADS Batch application and dialog statistics
(also called CA ADS Batch Print Log Utility in the Using ADS
Batch section.)

IDMSDBAN Database structure statistics:
• Area statistics
• Set statistics
• Record statistics
Set analysis data for four types of sets

IDMSRPTS Data dictionary definitions for schemas, subschemas, physical
databases, and nonschema created entities:
• Schema reports -- areas, files, subschemas, record types, and

sets defined in a specific schema
• Subschema reports -- record types, sets, areas, logical

records, including paths and program activity, in a specified
subschema

• Schema-independent reports -- module, IDD-built record,
protocol, user, and q-file definitions

• Physical database definition reports -- segment and DMCL
listings; physical database definitions

PRINT INDEX Structure of system-owned indexes and indexed sets
PRINT JOURNAL Journal file statistics:

• Status of disk journal files
• Journal page utilization

PRINT LOG System statistics logged to DDLDCLOG area of the data
dictionary

PRINT PAGE Database page content in hexadecimal/decimal format
PRINT SPACE Space utilization in one or more areas or segments
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RHDCMPUT Definition, screen image, and source code of map and panel
occurrences (also called the Mapping Batch Utility in the IDMS
DC/UCF Mapping Facility)

ROLLBACK and ROLLFORWARD Journal record statistics:
• Checkpoints and ENDJ checkpoint statistics for each

transaction
• Before and after database record images in hexadecimal/

decimal format

Standard Dictionary Reports -- DREPORTS
Standard dictionary reports provide summary, detail, and cross-reference information on the contents of the dictionary,
including information on certain entity relationships.

Dictionary reports can do the following:

• Help the MIS department organize and control data by providing an up-to-date source of information on each entity in
the dictionary and the relationships between entities

• Help the programmer by providing information such as the names and synonyms of records and their associated
elements; task codes and their associated programs; file retention periods; and standardized routines

• Help the DCA manage the communication network by providing information such as the relationship of lines and
terminals, the names of programs executed by a task, and the names of users authorized to initiate a task

• Help the systems analyst monitor system performance by providing information on how the existing systems function,
whether the systems are being used as originally designed, and the effect a new system could have on an existing
system.

Information Obtained from the DDLDML Area
Standard dictionary reports document information maintained in the DDLDML area of the dictionary. The records in the
DDLDML area of the dictionary are defined and modified by various CA IDMS system software components, such as the
Data Dictionary Definition Language (DDDL) compiler and the system generation compiler. Information that is displayed in
the fields of the dictionary reports is taken from the corresponding fields in the dictionary records. Note, however, that not
all fields in the records are displayed in the standard reports.

NOTE
For more information on how information is defined to the dictionary and about the structure of the records being
reported on, see the CA IDMS Dictionary Structure Reference section.

Dictionary Report Categories
Dictionary reports are grouped into the following categories for the purpose of discussion:

• Basic entity reports document the standard data processing entities: system, user, program, module, file, record, and
element.

• Site-specific entity reports document entities that are defined to meet the needs of a specific site: class, attribute, and
user-defined entities. The system-supplied classes, LANGUAGE and MODE, are included in this category.

• Teleprocessing entity reports document entities typical of online systems: destination, line, logical terminal, map, panel,
physical terminal, queue, and task.

• Cross-reference reports document relationships between specific entities.
• Special-purpose reports are used to perform administrative functions, such as punching module source to an output

file.
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Types of Reports
Three types of reports are typically available for each of the basic entity and teleprocessing entity reports:

Type Number Description
Summary 053 - 068 List all occurrences of a particular

entity type with a minimal amount of
supplementary information on each
occurrence, such as the version number,
description, and the dates the occurrence
was defined and updated.

Detail 001 - 019 List every occurrence of a particular entity
type with in-depth descriptions of the entity
and its relationships with other dictionary
entities. You can also run a detail report
with a SELECT or BYPASS parameter to
report on entities that meet a specified test
condition. For example, instead of running a
detail report that lists all modules, you could
use a SELECT parameter to report on
only those entities that were created by a
particular user and updated on a particular
date.

Key Are identical to the detail reports in format
but list only the entity occurrences specified
as key values in the KEY parameter. More
than one KEY parameter can be specified
for a particular report; each KEY parameter
must be specified on a separate line. The
syntax for the KEY parameter is described
later in this section. The key field names
used in the KEY parameter are presented
in Key Field Names for Key Reports table.

Producing Dictionary Reports
This article describes the following information:

A dictionary report is produced by submitting a job that includes the standard Job Control Language (JCL) for CA Culprit
for CA IDMS report writers and report-specific control statements. JCL for z/OS, z/VSE and z/VM operating systems is
shown in Appendixes A through D, respectively.

Syntax

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►
   │  Col 2                                             │
   │  ▼         ┌─────────────────────────────────────┐ │
   └─ DATABASE ─▼─┬─ DICTNAME=dictionary-name ──────┬─┴─┘
                  ├─ DBNAME=database-name ──────────┤
                  ├─ DICTNODE=dictionary-node-name ─┤
                  └─ DBNODE=database-node-name ─────┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   │  Col 2                  │
   │  ▼                      │
   └─ PARAM= ─┬─ LIST ─────┬─┘
              ├─ NOLIST ◄ ─┤
              └─ EJECT ────┘

 Col 1
     ▼         ┌──────────────────┐
 ►── dREPORT= ─▼─ dreport-number ─┴───────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►
   │  Col 2                                      │
   │  ▼                   ┌────────────────────┐ │
   └─ KEY key-field-name ─▼─ 'key-field-value'─┴─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
   │Col 2
   │    ▼
   └─┬─ SELect ─┬─┬─ BUFFER ───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►─
     └─ BYPass ─┘ └─ record-name level-number IN PATH path-id ─┘

 ►─────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
─►─── WHEN boolean-expression ─┘

Parameters

General syntax rules for the CA IDMS reports are presented in Section1:. Syntax rules specific to the DREPORTs are
described below:

• dREPORT dreport-number
Identifies the report to be run. DREPORT identifies the report as a dictionary report; the D of DREPORT is optional. If
D is specified, DREPORT must begin in column 1; if D is not specified, REPORT must begin in column 2.
Dreport-number is the 3-digit report number. Leading zeros can be omitted. Dictionary report numbers are shown in
DREPORT Listing table and in Tables 2-2 through 2-6 in this section.
Multiple reports can be requested in the same job run with the following exceptions:
– KEY reports cannot be requested in the same run with detail, summary, cross-reference, or special-purpose reports.
– DREPORTs 009 and 010 cannot be run together.

• KEY
Identifies the key report being requested. KEY must be entered in columns 2-4.

• key-field-name
Identifies the key field name of the entity type being reported on. Valid key field names for each entity type are listed in
DREPORT Key fields table.

• 'key-value'
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Identifies the entity occurrence of the type specified in key-field-name; key-value must be enclosed in single quotation
marks. If the quoted value is smaller than the field length shown in Key Field Names for Key Reports table, CA Culprit
for CA IDMS pads the value with spaces on the right; if the value is shorter, CA Culprit for CA IDMS truncates the
value to the specified length.

Key Field Names for Key Reports

DREPORT Module DREPORT Name Name of Key Field Field Length
038 Attribute/Record Report ATTR-NAME-093 40
039 Attribute/Element Report ATTR-NAME-093 40
051 Module Text to Card Utility MOD-NAME-067 32
052 Module Text to File Utility MOD-NAME-067 32
071 Class Report CLASS-NAME-092 20
072 Attribute Report ATTR-NAME-093 40
073 System Report SYS-NAME-041 8
074 User Report USER-NAME-047 32
075 Program Report PROG-NAME-051 8
076 Module Report MOD-NAME-067 32
077 File Report SA-NAM-018 32
078 Record Report SR-NAM-036 32
079 Element Report INQ-NAM-058 32
081 Task Report TASK-NAME-025 8
082 Queue Report QUEUE-NAME-030 16
083 Destination Report DEST-NAME-028 8
084 Logical Terminal Report LTRM-NAME-106 8
085 Physical Terminal Report PTRM-NAME-074 8
086 Line Report LINE-NAME-109 8
087 Panel Report PANEL-NAME-118 32
088 Map Report MAP-NAME-098 8
089 User-Defined Entity Report CLASS-NAME-092 20

Examples

Example 1

These control statements can be used to produce a detailed report on the file occurrence ORDER TRANSACTIONS. The
report modules used to run the report are found in the default dictionary; data for the report is taken from the DOCUNWK
dictionary.

 DATABASE DBNAME=DOCUNWK

DREPORT=077

 KEY SA-NAM-018 'ORDER TRANSACTIONS'
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Example 2

These control statements can be used to produce a file summary report (DREPORT 057) with a parameter listing and a
module detail and file detail report without a listing. The report modules used to run the report are in the default dictionary;
data for the reports is taken from the DOCUTEST dictionary.

 DATABASE DBNAME=DOCUTEST

 PARAM=LIST

DREPORT=57

 PARAM=NOLIST

DREPORT=6,7

Example 3

These control statements can be used to produce a class report that lists information on the LANGUAGE and DIVISION
class occurrences. The key field name for the class report is CLASS-NAME-092; the key values for the report are
LANGUAGE and DIVISION. The report modules used to run the report and the data for the report are in the default
dictionary.

DREPORT=071

 KEY CLASS-NAME-092 'LANGUAGE'

 KEY CLASS-NAME-092 'DIVISION'

Example 4

These control statements can be used to produce a module report that lists the source code for dictionary report modules
1, 2, and 3. The report modules used to run the reports and the data for the reports are in the CULPDICT dictionary.

 DATABASE DICTNAME=CULPDICT DBNAME=CULPDICT

DREPORT=076

 KEY MOD-NAME-067 'DREPORT 001'

 KEY MOD-NAME-067 'DREPORT 002'

 KEY MOD-NAME-067 'DREPORT 003'

Example 5

These control statements can be used to produce a module detail report that describes only those modules created by
user CMH and updated on a specified date. The report modules required to run the report are found in the CULPDICT
dictionary; data for the report is taken from the default dictionary.
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 DATABASE DICTNAME=CULPDICT

DREPORT=006

 SELECT MOD-NAME-067 WHEN PREP-BY-067 EQ 'CMH' AND

*DATE-LU-067 EQ 'mm/dd/yy'

What Follows

The remainder of this section describes the standard dictionary reports. The reports are presented by category and entity
type. For example, the MODULE summary, MODULE detail, and MODULE key reports are presented together under
Basic Entity Reports. Tables 2-2 through 2-6 list the dictionary reports by category; DREPORT Listing table in Appendix D
lists the DREPORTs by number.

Basic Entity Reports
This article describes the following information:

The basic entity reports provide information on seven entity types: system, user, program, module, file, record, and
element. The following Basic Entity Reports table lists the basic entity reports in order of presentation in this section.

DREPORT Module DREPORT Name
003
053
073

System Report -- Detail
System Report -- Summary
System Report -- Key(1)

004
054
074

User Report -- Detail
User Report -- Summary
User Report -- Key(1)

005
055
075

Program Report -- Detail
Program Report -- Summary
Program Report -- Key(1)

006
056
076

Module Report -- Detail
Module Report -- Summary
Module Report -- Key(1)

007
057
077

File Report -- Detail(3)
File Report -- Summary(3)
File Report -- Key(1)

008
038
058
078

Record Report -- Detail
Attribute/Record Report -- Key(1)
Record Report -- Summary
Record Report -- Key(1)

009
010
039
059
079

Element Report -- Detail(2)
Inactive Element Report -- Detail(2)
Attribute/Element Report -- Summary
Element Report -- Summary
Element Report -- Key(1)
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Notes:

• KEY reports cannot be run with summary or detail reports.
• DREPORTs 009 and 010 cannot be requested in the same run.
• DREPORTs 007 and 057 cannot be run with any other reports.

System Reports (DREPORTs 003, 053, 073)

System reports (DREPORTs 003, 053, and 073) provide information on system occurrences that have been defined to the
dictionary. Systems are represented in the dictionary as occurrences of the SYS-041 record.

System Summary Report (DREPORT 053)

The system summary report provides the following information on systems occurrences:

• System name and version number
• Subsystems associated with the system (indented under the system name
• Associated description
• Date the system occurrence was added and date updated (if updated)

Sample DREPORT 053:

 REPORT NO. 53                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n     
                  mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 053                                           SYSTEM REPORT -
 SUMMARY
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
         ---- D A T E ----
 SYSTEM                                                 DESCRIPTION                     
         UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 DCSYSTEM                                     VER    1                                  
                  mm/dd/yy
 DCSYSTEM                                     VER  105                                  
                  mm/dd/yy
 DCSYSTEM                                     VER 9969                                  
         mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 LHNSYSTEM                                    VER    1                                  
         mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 LHNTEST                                      VER    1                                  
         mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 QATAWDICT                                    VER    1  QA TAW SYSTEMNAME               
         mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 TESTSYSTEM                                   VER    1                                  
                  mm/dd/yy

System Detail and Key Reports (DREPORTs 003 and 073)

The system detail report provides detailed information on all system occurrences; the system key report provides similar
information for selected system occurrences. The fields and format of these two reports are the same.
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The following report shows sample output for DREPORT 073. The DREPORT and KEY parameters used to create this
sample report are:

DREPORT=073
 KEY SYS-NAME-041 'LHNSYSTEM'

Sample DREPORT 073:

 REPORT NO. 73                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n     
                  mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 073                                                SYSTEM
 REPORT
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                       
 ---- D A T E ----
 SYSTEM NAME                                  DESCRIPTION                              
 UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 LHNSYSTEM                        VER     1                                            
 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
     PREPARED BY          LHN
     REVISED BY           LHN
     PUBLIC ACCESS ALLOWED FOR DISPLAY
     DIVISION             DOCUMENT
     DESTINATION                              TESTDEST                         VER     1
     LINE                                     VTAM234                          VER     1
     LOGICAL TERMINAL                         JESRDR                           VER     1
     PHYSICAL TERMINAL                        TESTERM                          VER     1
     MAP                                      TEST-MAP                         VER     1
     QUEUE                                    TEST                             VER     1
     QUEUE                                    TESTQUEUE                        VER     1
     TASK                                     TESTBYE                          VER     1
   USER LHN
   USER JFD                               RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION AND UPDATE AND
 DELETION
     USER WITH ACCESS TO THE SYSTEM           LHN
     PROGRAM                                  EMPSS01                          VER     1
     PROGRAM                                  RHDCBYE                          VER     1
     ASSOCIATED TEST SYSTEM                   TESTSYSTEM                       VER     1
     COMMENT
     00000100 THIS SYSTEM IS USED FOR TEST PURPOSES.  IT WILL BE DELETED mm/dd/yy.
     DEFINITION
     00000100 DELETION DATE

Field Descriptions

The format of DREPORTs 003 and 073 depends on the order in which information was defined to the dictionary. A
description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• SYSTEM NAME
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Identifies the name and version number of the system occurrence being described.
• DESCRIPTION

Identifies text associated with the system occurrence.
• DATE UPDATED/CREATED

Identifies the date the system occurrence was last updated and the date the system occurrence was defined to the
dictionary.

• PREPARED BY/REVISED BY
Identifies the user who defined the system occurrence to the dictionary and the user who last updated it.

• PUBLIC ACCESS
Identifies the level of access allowed for unregistered users.

• Class/attribute associations
Identifies class/attribute associations that have been defined for the system occurrence. In this sample report, the
attribute DOCUMENT within the class DIVISION is associated with LHNSYSTEM.

• Associated entities
Lists associated entities for the system occurrence with any associated text. The following entity types can be
associated with a system occurrence: destination, line, logical terminal, map, module, physical terminal, process,
program, q-file, queue, table, or task.

• USER
Identifies a user who is registered to access the entity and any responsibility code and text associated with the user. If
no users are registered for the entity, the USER literal does not appear; if no responsibility code is associated with the
user, the RESPONSIBLE FOR literal does not appear.

• SAME AS
Identifies the system from which this system definition was copied (if copied).

• User-defined nests
Identifies user-defined nests that relate one system occurrence to another. In this sample report, ASSOCIATED TEST
SYSTEM is a relational key that relates LHNSYSTEM to TESTSYSTEM.

• COMMENT
Identifies comment text associated with the system occurrence through the COMMENTS clause of the DDDL SYSTEM
statement.

• User-defined comments
Identifies user-defined comments defined through the DEFINITION/comment-key clause of the DDDL SYSTEM
statement. In this sample report, DELETION DATE is a comment key.

User Reports (DREPORTs 004, 054, 074)

User reports (DREPORTs 004, 054, and 074) provide information on user occurrences that have been defined to the
dictionary. Users are represented in the dictionary as occurrences of the USER-047 record.

User Summary Report (DREPORT 054)

The user summary report includes the following information on user occurrences:

• User name
• Associated description
• Date defined and date updated (if updated)

Sample DREPORT 054:

 REPORT NO. 54                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n     
                  mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 054                                            USER REPORT -
 SUMMARY
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 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                           ---- D A T E
 ----
 USER NAME                        DESCRIPTION                              UPDATED  
 CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 BIARI01                                                                            mm/
dd/yy
 CORP                                                                      mm/dd/yy mm/
dd/yy
 CULL DBA                                                                  mm/dd/yy mm/
dd/yy
 ENK                                                                       mm/dd/yy mm/
dd/yy
 EQA                                                                       mm/dd/yy mm/
dd/yy
 FQA                                                                       mm/dd/yy mm/
dd/yy
 HANEL01                                                                            mm/
dd/yy
 IQA                                                                                mm/
dd/yy
 JFD                                                                                mm/
dd/yy
 JLK                                                                       mm/dd/yy mm/
dd/yy
 LHN                              SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR                     mm/dd/yy mm/
dd/yy
 MJH                                                                       mm/dd/yy mm/
dd/yy
 MQA                                                                                mm/
dd/yy
 PAGTO01                                                                   mm/dd/yy mm/
dd/yy
 PROFUSEA                                                                           mm/
dd/yy
 PROFUSER                                                                           mm/
dd/yy
 QAE                                                                       mm/dd/yy mm/
dd/yy
 SQA                                                                                mm/
dd/yy
 UQA                                                                                mm/
dd/yy
 VQA                                                                       mm/dd/yy mm/
dd/yy
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 WMF                                                                       mm/dd/yy mm/
dd/yy

User Detail and Key Reports (DREPORTs 004 and 074)

The user detail report provides detailed information on all user occurrences; the user key report provides similar
information for selected user occurrences. The fields and format of these two reports are the same.

The following report shows sample output for DREPORT 074. The DREPORT and KEY parameters used to create this
sample report are:

DREPORT=074
 KEY USER-NAME-047 'LHN'

Sample DREPORT 074:

 REPORT NO. 74                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n     
                  mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 074                                                    USER
 REPORT
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                             ---- D A T
 E ----
 USER NAME                                                                   UPDATED  
 CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 LHN                                                                         mm/dd/yy
 mm/dd/yy
    PREPARED BY        LHN
    REVISED BY         LHN
    DESCRIPTION        SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR
    FULL NAME          LAURIE NELSON
    AUTHORITIES :
       PASSWORD          NO AUTHORITY              IDD                                  
    DC
       CULPRIT           NO AUTHORITY                ELEMENT     NO AUTHORITY           
     DESTINATION   NO AUTHORITY
       OLQ               NO AUTHORITY                FILE        NO AUTHORITY           
     LINE          NO AUTHORITY
       ADS               NO AUTHORITY                MODULE      NO AUTHORITY           
     LTERM         NO AUTHORITY
       LOAD MODULE       NO AUTHORITY                PROCESS     NO AUTHORITY           
     MAP           NO AUTHORITY
       IDMS                                          QFILE       NO AUTHORITY           
     MESSAGE       NO AUTHORITY
         SCHEMA          NO AUTHORITY                TABLE       NO AUTHORITY           
     PANEL         NO AUTHORITY
         SUBSCHEMA       NO AUTHORITY                PROGRAM     NO AUTHORITY           
     PTERM         NO AUTHORITY
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         DMCL            NO AUTHORITY                ENTRY POINT NO AUTHORITY           
     QUEUE         NO AUTHORITY
       CLASS & ATTRIBUTE                             RECORD      NO AUTHORITY           
     TASK          NO AUTHORITY
         CLASS           NO AUTHORITY                REPORT      NO AUTHORITY
         ATTRIBUTE       NO AUTHORITY                TRANSACTION NO AUTHORITY
                                                     SYSTEM      NO AUTHORITY
                                                     USER        NO AUTHORITY
    DEFAULT OPTIONS
         NO OLQ HEADER
         INTERRUPT
         WHOLE
         FULL
         NO FILLER
         ECHO
         HEADER
         ALL
         COMMENTS
         NO PATH STATUS
         NO CODE TABLE
         NO EXTERNAL PIC
         TERSE
    &&1.
    QFILE ALLOWED
    SORT ALLOWED
    OVERRIDES ALLOWED
    MRR ALLOWED
    IDD SIGNON ALLOWED
    SUPERVISOR                                JFD
    DIVISION              DOCUMENT
    DATE-OF-HIRE          mm-dd-yy
    PRODUCT               ASF
    SYSTEM             LHNSYSTEM                        VER    1
                         AUTHORIZED TO       ALL AUTHORITY

Sample DREPORT 074 - continued:

 REPORT NO. 74                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n     
                  mm/dd/yy        PAGE   2
 DREPORT 074                                                    USER
 REPORT
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                             ---- D A T
 E ----
 USER NAME                                                                   UPDATED  
 CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
    SYSTEM             LHNTEST                          VER    1
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                         AUTHORIZED TO       ALL AUTHORITY
    PROGRAM            EMPSS01                          VER    1
                         AUTHORIZED TO       UPDATE
    ACCESS TO SYSTEM   LHNSYSTEM                        VER    1
    ACCESS TO SUBSCHEMAEMPSS01
    OF SCHEMA          EMPSCHM                          VER    1
    RECORD             EMPOSITION                       VER    1
                         RESPONSIBLE FOR     CREATION AND UPDATE AND DELETION
    RECORD             EMPOSITION                       VER    1
                         AUTHORIZED TO       UPDATE
    ELEMENT            LHN-ELEM                         VER    1
                         RESPONSIBLE FOR     CREATION AND UPDATE AND DELETION
                         AUTHORIZED TO       ALL AUTHORITY
    ELEMENT            DEPT-NAME                        VER    1
                         RESPONSIBLE FOR     CREATION AND UPDATE AND DELETION
                         AUTHORIZED TO       UPDATE
    DESTINATION        TESTDEST                         VER    1
                         RESPONSIBLE FOR     CREATION AND UPDATE AND DELETION
                         AUTHORIZED TO       ALL AUTHORITY
    LINE               VTAM234                          VER    1
                         RESPONSIBLE FOR     CREATION AND UPDATE AND DELETION
    COMMENT
     00000100 USER WAS CREATED FOR TEST PURPOSES
    DEFINITION
     00000100 DELETION DATE

Field Descriptions

The format of DREPORTs 004 and 074 depends on the order in which information was defined to the dictionary. A
description of the fields in the sample user report follows:

• USER NAME
Identifies the name of the user occurrence.

• DATE UPDATED/CREATED
Identifies the date the user occurrence was last updated and the date the user occurrence was defined to the
dictionary.

• PREPARED BY/REVISED BY
Identifies the user who defined the user occurrence to the dictionary and the user who last updated it.

• DESCRIPTION
Identifies text associated with the user occurrence.

• FULL NAME
Identifies a name associated with the user occurrence (typically the user's full name).

• PASSWORD ASSIGNED
Indicates that a password is assigned to the user.

• AUTHORITIES
Identifies the user's authority to access secured entities, perform secured operations, or assign or revoke equal
authority for another user.

• DEFAULT OPTIONS
Identifies values that CA OLQ uses as default options when the user signs on.

• CA OLQ options
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Identifies additional CA OLQ authorizations.
• OVERRIDES ALLOWED

Indicates whether the user can define and update CA Culprit for CA IDMS record layouts and files definitions.
• IDD SIGNON ALLOWED

Indicates whether the user can access the DDDL compiler.
• IDB ALLOWED

Indicates that the user can access IDB.
• ASF ALLOWED

Indicates that the user can access ASF.
• WITHIN USER

Identifies a relationship between this user occurrence and another user occurrence.
• SAME AS

Identifies the user occurrence from which this user occurrence was copied (if copied).
• User-defined nests

Identify user-defined nests that relate one user occurrence to another. In this sample report, the user-defined nest
SUPERVISOR relates user LHN to user JFD.

• Class/attribute associations
Identifies class/attribute associations that have been defined for the user occurrence. In this sample report, the
attribute ASF within class PRODUCT and the attribute mm/dd/yy within class DATE-OF-HIRE are associated with user
LHN.

• Associated entity occurrences
Identifies associated entity occurrences for the user occurrence. Responsibility codes and text associated with each
relationship are also listed.

• ACCESS TO
Indicates that the user is authorized to access a CA Culprit for CA IDMS file, a qfile, a signon qfile, a subschema, or a
system.

• COMMENT
Identifies comments associated with the user occurrence through the COMMENTS clause of the DDDL USER
statement.

• User-defined comments
Identifies user-defined comments that were defined through the DEFINITION/comment-key clause of the DDDL USER
statement are listed in this field. In this sample report, DELETION DATE is a comment key.

Program Reports (DREPORTs 005, 055, 075)

Program reports (DREPORTs 005, 055, and 075) provide information on program occurrences that have been defined to
the dictionary. Programs are represented in the dictionary as occurrences of the PROG-051 record.

Program Summary Report (DREPORT 055)

The program summary report includes the following information on program occurrences:

• Program name and version number
• Subordinate programs (if any)
• Associated description
• Date defined, date updated (if updated), and date compiled (if compiled). Program occurrences that were created or

updated by the DC/UCF system generation compiler do not have these dates associated with them.
• Language associated with the program

Sample DREPORT 055:
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 REPORT NO. 55                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n     
                  mm/dd/yy        PAGE   6
 DREPORT 055                                           PROGRAM REPORT -
 SUMMARY
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                           --------- D A
 T E --------
  PROGRAM                        DESCRIPTION                               COMPILED
 UPDATED   CREATED  LANGUAGE
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 EMPSSAD              VER    1                                                          
     mm/dd/yy
 EMPSSLR              VER    1                                                          
     mm/dd/yy
 EMPSSLR1             VER    1                                                          
     mm/dd/yy
 EMPSS01              VER    1                                                      mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy  ASSEMBLER
 EMPSS01A             VER    1                                                          
     mm/dd/yy
 EMPSS02              VER    1                                                          
     mm/dd/yy
 ERPT01M              VER    1                                                      mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 GOOD01D              VER    1   ADS DIALOG                                mm/dd/yy mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 GTRL01D              VER    1   ADS DIALOG                                mm/dd/yy mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 GWGAPP01             VER    1
 GWGDIA01             VER    1   ADS DIALOG                                mm/dd/yy mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 GWGDIA02             VER    1   ADS DIALOG                                mm/dd/yy mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 GWGDIA03             VER    1   ADS DIALOG                                mm/dd/yy mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 GWGMAP01             VER    1                                                      mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 HELP908              VER    1                                                      mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 H981924              VER    1                                                      mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 IDMS                 VER    1                                                          
     mm/dd/yy
 IDMSCOBI             VER    1                                                          
     mm/dd/yy
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 IDMSDCCI             VER    1                                                          
     mm/dd/yy

Program Detail and Key Reports (DREPORTs 005 and 075)

The program detail report provides detailed information on all program occurrences; the program key report provides
similar information on selected program occurrences. The fields and format of these two reports are the same.

The report below shows sample output for DREPORT 075. The DREPORT and KEY parameters used to create this
sample report are:

DREPORT=075
 KEY PROG-NAME-051 'EMPSS01'

Sample DREPORT 075:

 REPORT NO. 75                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n     
                  mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 75                                                PROGRAM
 REPORT
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                              ESTIMATED    TIMES  -------- D A T E --------
 PROGRAM                        LINES    COMPILED COMPILE  UPDATED  CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 EMPSS01  VER     1            2000            0           mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
     PREPARED BY          DPD
     REVISED BY           LHN
     PUBLIC ACCESS ALLOWED FOR ALL AUTHORITY
     LANGUAGE                      ASSEMBLER
     DIVISION                      DOCUMENT
     SYSTEM               LHNSYSTEM                        VER     1
     USER                 LHN
     ASSOCIATED PROGRAM                       EMPSS02      VER     1
     COMMENT
       00000100 THIS IS A TEST PROGRAM OF THE EMPLOYEE DATABASE
     DEFINITION
       00000100 DELETION DATE
     MAP USED             TEST-MAP                         VER     1

Field Descriptions

The format of DREPORTs 005 and 075 depends on the order in which information was defined to the dictionary. A
description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• PROGRAM
Identifies the program name and version number.

• ESTIMATED LINES
Identifies the estimated number of source code lines in the program.

• TIMES COMPILED
Identifies the number of times that the program has been compiled. The DML processors automatically update the
compile-time statistics if the activity log is on and the dictionary is in UPDATE mode at run time.

• DATE COMPILED/UPDATED/CREATED
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Identifies the date the program occurrence was last compiled or updated and the date the program occurrence was
defined to the dictionary.

• PREPARED BY/REVISED BY
Identifies the user who defined the program to the dictionary and the user who last updated it.

• PUBLIC ACCESS
Identifies the level of access allowed for unregistered users.

• DESCRIPTION
Identifies text associated with the program occurrence.

• Class/attribute associations
Identifies class/attribute associations that have been defined for the program occurrence. In this sample report,
the attribute ASSEMBLER within the class LANGUAGE and the attribute DOCUMENT within class DIVISION are
associated with EMPSS01.

• SAME AS
Identifies the program occurrence from which this program occurrence was copied (if copied).

• SYSTEM
Identifies a system associated with the program and any user-supplied text for the program/system relationship.

• USER
Identifies a user who is registered to access the program occurrence and any responsibility codes and associated text
defined for the user. If no users are registered, the USER literal does not appear; if no responsibility codes have been
assigned, the RESPONSIBLE FOR literal does not appear.

• SUBPROGRAM
Identifies a subprogram called by the program.

• CALLED BY
Identifies a program that calls this program as a subprogram.

• ENTRY
Identifies an entry point for the program.

• User-defined nests
Identifies user-defined nests that relate this program occurrence and another program occurrence. In this sample
report, the relational key ASSOCIATED PROGRAM relates EMPSS02 to EMPSS01.

• MODULE
Identifies a module used by the program and any user-supplied text for this program/module relationship.

• RECORD COPIED
Identifies the records and record synonyms that are copied into the program.

• INPUT FILE
Identifies the file opened by the program.

• SUBSCHEMA OF SCHEMA
Identifies a subschema (and associated schema) used by the program.

• Associated logical records, records, sets, and areas
Specifies associated logical records, records, sets, and areas that the program uses or is expected to use are listed in
this field. The field can also show the usage mode for the named area and a count of the number of times the function
is performed.

• COMMENT
Identifies commentary text provided for this program through the COMMENTS clause of the DDDL PROGRAM
statement.

• MAP USED
Identifies the map used by the program.

• User-defined comments
Identifies user-defined comments that were defined through the DEFINITION/comment-key clause of the DDDL
PROGRAM statement. In this sample report, DELETION DATE is a comment key.

• ENTRY POINT
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Identifies the program occurrence as an entry point.
• WITHIN PROGRAM

Identifies the program that uses the program occurrence as an entry point.

Module Reports (DREPORTs 006, 056, 076)

Module reports (DREPORTs 006, 056, and 076) provide information on module occurrences that have been defined to the
dictionary. Modules, processes, functions, q-files, and edit/code tables are represented in the dictionary as occurrences of
the MODULE-067 record.

Module Summary Report (DREPORT 056)

The module summary report provides the following information on module occurrences:

• Entity name and version number
• Associated description
• Associated language
• Date defined and date updated (if updated)

Sample DREPORT 056:

 REPORT NO. 56                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n     
               mm/dd/yy        PAGE      8
 DREPORT 056                                           MODULE REPORT -
 SUMMARY
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
                         ---- D A T E ----
 MODULE NAME                       VER DESCRIPTION                             LANGUAGE 
                         UPDATED  CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 EMP-COVER-INS-PLAN                  1 OLQ                                     OLQ      
                         mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMP-DEPT-REPORT                     1 OLQ                                     OLQ      
                         mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPQFILE                            1 OLQ                                     OLQ      
                         mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 ERPT01P                             1                                         PROCESS  
                                  mm/dd/yy
 ERPT01R-AAAA                        1                                         PROCESS  
                                  mm/dd/yy
 ERPT02P                             1                                         PROCESS  
                                  mm/dd/yy
 ERPT02R-BBBB                        1                                         PROCESS  
                                  mm/dd/yy
 ERPT03R-BBBB                        1                                         PROCESS  
                                  mm/dd/yy
 GROUPBY-HAVING-COUNT                1 OLQ                                     OLQ      
                         mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
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 GROUPBY-HAVING-ERROR                1 OLQ                                     OLQ      
                                  mm/dd/yy
 GROUPBY-HAVING-JOB                  1 OLQ                                     OLQ      
                         mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 GROUPBY-WITH-ERROR                  1 OLQ                                     OLQ      
                         mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 IDMS DC                             1                                         COBOL    
                         mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 IDMS DC-NONAUTO                     1                                         COBOL    
                         mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 IDMS-SQL-SELECT                     1 OLQ                                     OLQ      
                         mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 IDMS-STATUS                         1                                         COBOL    
                         mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 IDMS-STATUS                         2                                         COBOL    
                         mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 IDMS-STATUS                         3                                         COBOL    
                         mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 IDMS-STATUS                         4                                         COBOL    
                         mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 IDMS-WAIT                           1                                         COBOL    
                         mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 IDMS-WAIT                           2                                         COBOL    
                         mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy

Module Detail and Key Reports (DREPORTs 006 and 076)

The module detail report provides detailed information on all module occurrences; the module key report provides similar
information on selected module occurrences. The fields and format of these two reports are the same.

The following report shows sample output for DREPORT 076. The DREPORT and KEY parameters used to create this
sample report are:

DREPORT=076
 KEY MOD-NAME-067 'EMPLOYEE'

Sample DREPORT 076:

 REPORT NO. 76                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n     
                  mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 076                                                MODULE
 REPORT
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
            ---- D A T E ----
 MODULE NAME                                                                            
            UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 EMPLOYEE                         VER    1     LANGUAGE OLQ                             
            mm/dd/yy  mm/dd/yy
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     PREPARED BY          LHN
     REVISED BY           LHN
     DESCRIPTION          TEST MODULE FOR DOCUMENTATION
     PUBLIC ACCESS ALLOWED FOR ALL AUTHORITY
     USER SQA                               RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION AND UPDATE AND
 DELETION OLQ
     USER LHN                               RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION AND UPDATE AND
 DELETION
     DIVISION             DOCUMENT
     SYSTEM               LHNSYSTEM                        VER    1
     SAME AS                                  EMP-DEPT-REPORT                  VER    1
                                              LANGUAGE                             OLQ
     ASSOCIATED PRODUCTION PROCESS            EMP-DEPT-REPORT                  VER    1
                                              LANGUAGE                             OLQ
     COMMENT
     00000100 THIS IS A TEST MODULE FOR DOCUMENTATION
     DEFINITION
     00000100 DELETION DATE
     MODULE SOURCE
     00000100
     00000200 SET ACCESS OLQ
     00000300 SET DICTNAME ' '
     00000400 SET UNDERLINE '-'
     00000500 SIGNON SS EMPSS01  SCHEMA EMPSCHM (   1)
     00000600 OPTIONS ALL HEADER ECHO NOFILLER FULL WHOLE INTERRUPT OLQHEADER           
    -
     00000700 NOPATHSTAT NOSTAT COMMENT VERBOSE NODBKEY PICTURE CODETAB NOSYN
     00000800 SELECT 'DEPARTMENT'.'DEPT-ID-0410' 'EMPLOYEE'.'EMP-ID-0415'
 'EMPLOYEE'.'EMP-FI-
     00000900 RST-NAME-0415' 'EMPLOYEE'.'EMP-LAST-NAME-0415' 'EMPOSITION'.'SALARY-
AMOUNT-042-
     00001000 0' 'EMPOSITION'.'BONUS-PERCENT-0420' FROM 'DEPARTMENT', 'EMPLOYEE',
 'EMPOSITIO-
     00001100 N'  WHERE ('DEPT-EMPLOYEE' AND 'EMP-EMPOSITION')
     00001200 PAGE HEADER BLANK LINES AFTER 1  -
     00001300  LINE 1 'DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT'  CENTER -
     00001400  LINE 2 '$DATE'  CENTER
     00001500 PAGE FOOTER BLANK LINES BEFORE 1  -
     00001600  LINE 1 '- $PAGE -'  CENTER
     00001700 EDIT DEPT-ID-0410  -
     00001800       ALIGN RIGHT  -
     00001900       OLQHEADER 'DEPT'-
     00002000       PICTURE '9999'
     00002100 EDIT EMP-ID-0415  -
     00002200       ALIGN RIGHT  -

Field Descriptions
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The format of DREPORTs 006 and 076 depends on the order in which information was defined to the dictionary. A
description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• MODULE NAME
Identifies the name and version number of the module occurrence.

• DATE UPDATED/CREATED
Identifies the date the module occurrence was last updated and the date the module occurrence was defined to the
dictionary.

• LANGUAGE
Identifies the language associated with the module occurrence.

• PREPARED BY/REVISED BY
Identifies the user who defined the module occurrence to the dictionary and the user who last updated it.

• DESCRIPTION
Identifies the text associated with the module occurrence.

• PUBLIC ACCESS
Identifies the level of access allowed for unregistered users.

• MODE
Identifies the operating mode for the module occurrence. MODE is a system-supplied class.

• USER
Identifies a user who is registered to access this entity and any responsibility code and text associated with the user. If
no users are registered for this entity, the USER literal does not appear; if no responsibility code is associated with the
user, the RESPONSIBLE FOR literal does not appear.

• SYSTEM
Identifies the system that includes the module and any user-supplied text associated with the module/system
relationship.

• SAME AS
Identifies the module occurrence from which this module occurrence was copied (if copied).

• PROGRAM
Identifies the program associated with the module and any user-supplied text for the relationship.

• User-defined nests
Identify user-defined nests that relate the module occurrence and another module occurrence. In this sample report,
the relational key ASSOCIATED PRODUCTION PROCESS is used to relate EMPLOYEE to process EMP-DEPT-
REPORT.

• COMMENT
Identifies commentary text supplied for this module occurrence through the COMMENTS clause of the DDDL
MODULE/PROCESS/QFILE/TABLE statement.

• User-defined comments
Identify user-defined comments that were defined through the DEFINITION/comment-key clause of the DDDL
MODULE/PROCESS/QFILE/TABLE statement. In this sample report, DELETION DATE is a comment key.

• MODULE SOURCE
Lists the source code stored within the module occurrence. The numbers are supplied by the DDDL compiler. If the
module occurrence is a q-file, Q-FILE SOURCE appears on the report.

• CODE TABLE
Identifies the module occurrence as a code table and describes the code table format.

File Reports (DREPORTs 007, 057, 077)

File reports (DREPORTs 007, 057, and 077) provide information on IDD files. IDD files are represented in the dictionary
as occurrences of the SA-018 record.
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File Summary Report (DREPORT 057)

The following information is included in the file summary report:

• IDD file name and version number
• Associated text
• Label option
• Date defined and date updated (if updated)

Sample DREPORT 057:

 REPORT NO. 57                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n     
                  mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 057                                            FILE REPORT -
 SUMMARY
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
                ---- D A T E ----
 FILE NAME                         VER DESCRIPTION                                      
 LABELS         UPDATED  CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 TESTFILE                            1 TEST FILE FOR DOCUMENTATION                      
                mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy

File Detail and Key Reports (DREPORTs 007 and 077)

The file detail report provides detailed information on all IDD files; the file key report provides similar information. The
fields and format of these two reports are the same.

The report below shows sample output for DREPORT 077. The DREPORT and KEY parameters used to create this
sample report are:

DREPORT=077
 KEY SA-NAM-018 'TESTFILE'

Sample DREPORT 077:

 REPORT NO. 77                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n     
                  mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 077                                                 FILE
 REPORT
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                              RECORD  BLOCK  RECORD                ----
 D A T E ----
 FILE NAME                                     SIZE   SIZE   FORMAT     LABELS    
 UPDATED  CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 TESTFILE                         VER    1      132     132    F    NOT SPECIFIED  mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
     PREPARED BY          LHN
     REVISED BY           LHN
     DESCRIPTION          TEST FILE FOR DOCUMENTATION
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     PUBLIC ACCESS ALLOWED FOR  ALL AUTHORITY
     USER LHN                               RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION AND UPDATE AND
 DELETION
     FILE-TYPE            PS
     DEVICE-TYPE          3380
     DIVISION             DOCUMENT
     PROGRAM              LHNPROG  VER    1  I-O FILE
     RECORD               LHN-REC                          VER    1
     FILE SYNONYM         TEST-FILE                        VER    1
         RECORD SYNONYM   LHN-REC                          VER    1
     FILE SYNONYM         LHNFILE                          VER    1
     COMMENT
       00000100 THIS IS A DOCUMENTATION TEST FILE
     DEFINITION
       00000100 DELETION DATE

Field Descriptions

The format of DREPORTs 007 and 077 depends on the order in which information was defined to the dictionary. A
description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• FILE NAME
Identifies the name and version number of the IDD file occurrence.

• RECORD SIZE
Identifies the maximum record size for this file occurrence.

• BLOCK SIZE
Identifies the size (in bytes) of the record blocks on this file.

• RECORD FORMAT
Identifies whether the record format is fixed (F), undefined (U), variable (V), or variable spanned (S).

• LABELS
Indicates whether the file labels are NOT SPECIFIED, STANDARD, NON-STANDARD, or OMITTED.

• DATE UPDATED/CREATED
Identifies the date the IDD file was last updated and the date the file occurrence was defined to the dictionary.

• PREPARED BY/REVISED BY
Identifies the user who defined the IDD file to the dictionary and the user who last updated it.

• DESCRIPTION
Identifies text associated with the IDD file occurrence.

• FILE-TYPE
Identifies the type of IDD file: PS, IS, CARD, VS, or UM.

• VSAM-TYPE
Identifies the type of VSAM file (if VSAM file): KS, ES, or RS.

• Class/attribute associations
Identify class/attribute associations that have been defined for the IDD file. In this sample report, the attribute
DOCUMENT within class DIVISION is associated with TESTFILE.

• USER
Identifies a user who is registered to access the file occurrence and indicates any responsibility code and associated
text defined for the user. If no users are registered, the USER literal does not appear; if no responsibility codes are
associated with a user, the RESPONSIBLE FOR literal does not appear for that user.

• SAME AS
Identifies the file occurrence from which this file occurrence was copied (if copied).

• PROGRAM
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Identifies a program that uses this file occurrence for input/output.
• EXTERNAL NAME

Identifies the ddname or file-id of the file used as input to the program, if defined.
• RELATED FILE

Identifies a relationship between this file occurrence and another.
• RECORD

Identifies a record that is associated with this file.
• FILE SYNONYM

Identifies a file synonym for the file occurrence.
• RECORD SYNONYM

Identifies record synonym names associated with the last file or file synonym listed.
• COMMENT

Identifies commentary text supplied for this file occurrence through the COMMENTS clause of the DDDL FILE
statement.

• User-defined comments
Identifies user-defined comments that were defined through the DEFINITION/comment-key clause of the DDDL FILE
statement. In this sample report, DELETION DATE is a comment key.

• User-defined nests
Identifies user-defined nests that relate this file occurrence to another file occurrence.

Record Reports (DREPORTs 008, 038, 058, 078)

Record reports (DREPORTs 008, 038, 058, and 078) provide information on record occurrences that have been defined
to the dictionary. Elements that are associated with the record are also listed. Record occurrences are represented in the
dictionary as occurrences of the SR-036 record.

Types of Record Reports

A summary report, two key reports, and a detail report are provided for record entities. One key report uses the record
name as the key value; the other uses an attribute as the key value.

Record Summary Report (DREPORT 058)

The record summary report provides the following information on record occurrences:

• Record name and version number
• Associated description
• Record length
• Record storage method
• Estimated number of times the record occurs in files or databases
• Date defined and date updated (if updated)

Sample DREPORT 058:

 REPORT NO. 58                                    DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                  mm/dd/yy        PAGE   3
 DREPORT 058                                                RECORD REPORT -
 SUMMARY
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                 RECORD 
                         ---- D A T E ----
 RECORD NAME                      VER DESCRIPTION                           LGTH STORAGE
          OCCURRENCES    UPDATED   CREATED
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 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 EMPOSITION                       100                                         28        
                                  mm/dd/yy
 EXPERTISE                          1                                          8        
                                  mm/dd/yy
 EXPERTISE                        100                                          8        
                                  mm/dd/yy
 HOSPITAL-CLAIM                     1                                        292        
                                  mm/dd/yy
 HOSPITAL-CLAIM                   100                                        292        
                                  mm/dd/yy
 INSURANCE-PLAN                     1                                        132        
                                  mm/dd/yy
 INSURANCE-PLAN                   100                                        132        
                                  mm/dd/yy
 JMAREC                             1                                       4272        
                                  mm/dd/yy
 JMASQLDA                           1                                       2416        
                                  mm/dd/yy
 JOB                                1                                        299        
                                  mm/dd/yy
 JOB                              100                                        299        
                                  mm/dd/yy
 JOB-IDD                            1                                          4        
                                  mm/dd/yy

Record Detail and Key Report (DREPORTs 008 and 078)

The record detail report provides detailed information on all record occurrences; the record key report provides similar
information on selected record occurrences. The fields and format of these two reports are the same.

The report below shows sample output for DREPORT 078. The DREPORT and KEY parameters used to create this
sample report are:

DREPORT=078
 KEY SR-NAM-036 'LHNREC'

Sample DREPORT 078:

 REPORT NO. 78                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n     
                  mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 078                                               RECORD
 REPORT
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                             RECORD               RECORD                
    ---- D A T E ----
 RECORD NAME                                LENGTH  BUILDER        TYPE      
 OCCURRENCES   UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
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 LHNREC                           VER     1    28      D                                
    mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
     PREPARED BY          LHN
     REVISED BY           LHN
     PUBLIC ACCESS ALLOWED FOR ALL AUTHORITY
     USER LHN                               RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION AND UPDATE AND
 DELETION
     LANGUAGE             COBOL
     LANGUAGE             ASSEMBLER
     ASSOCIATED RECORD
          TEST-REC                                                 VER     1
     PRIMARY FILE         TESTFILE                                 VER     1
     DEFINITION
              100 DELETION DATE
     RECORD               LHNREC                                   VER     1 D
         LANGUAGE             COBOL
         LANGUAGE             ASSEMBLER
         FILE                 TESTFILE                                 VER     1
            100   02 START-DATE                               X(6)                      
       DISPLAY
                          VALUE                   'YYMMDD'
            200   02 FINISH-DATE                                                        
       DISPLAY

Field Descriptions

The format of DREPORTs 008 and 078 depends on the order in which information was defined to the dictionary. A
description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• RECORD NAME
Identifies the name and version number of the record occurrence.

• RECORD LENGTH
Identifies the record length in bytes.

• BUILDER
Identifies the compiler last used to add or update the record occurrence. Possible values are D (DDDL compiler), S
(schema compiler), C (mapping compiler), and X (IDMSDIRL).

• RECORD TYPE
Identifies the record storage mode, if defined.

• OCCURRENCES
Identifies the actual or estimated number of times the record occurs in files or databases.

• DATE UPDATED/CREATED
Identifies the date the record occurrence was last updated and the date the record occurrence was added to the
dictionary.

• PREPARED/REVISED BY
Identifies the name of the user who defined the record occurrence and the name of the user who last updated it.

• DESCRIPTION
Identifies text associated with the record occurrence.

• PUBLIC ACCESS
Identifies the level of access allowed for unregistered users.

• USER
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Identifies a user who is registered to access the record occurrence and identifies the responsibility code and any
associated text defined for the user. If no users are registered, the USER literal does not appear; if no responsibility
codes have been defined for the user, the RESPONSIBLE FOR literal does not appear.

• Class/attribute associations
Identifies class/attribute associations that have been defined for the record occurrence are listed in this field. In this
sample report, the attribute DOCUMENT within class DIVISION is associated with LHNREC.

• SAME AS
Identifies the record occurrence from which this record occurrence was copied (if copied).

• MODE
Identifies the operating mode for the program in which the record is used.

• LANGUAGE
Identifies the language associated with the record occurrence.

• User-defined nests
Identify user-defined nests that relate the record occurrence to another record occurrence. In this sample report, the
relational key ASSOCIATED RECORD relates record LHNREC to record TEST-REC.

• PRIMARY FILE
Identifies the file associated with the record.

• COMMENT
Identifies commentary text supplied for the record occurrence through the COMMENTS clause of the DDDL RECORD
statement.

• User-defined comments
Identify user-defined comments that were defined through the DEFINITION/OLQ HEADER/CULPRIT
HEADER/comment-key clause of the DDDL RECORD statement are listed in this field. In this sample report,
DELETION DATE is a comment key.

• RECORD
Identifies a primary record and provides a description of the elements associated with the record. If defined, the
language associated with the record and the programs, files, and subschemas associated with the record are
displayed.

• IN SCHEMA/AREA
Identifies the name and version number of the schema and the area in which the record occurs.

• RECORD SYNONYM
Identifies a record synonym and provides a description of the elements associated with the record synonym. The
associated language is also displayed, if defined.

• SUBSCHEMA
Identifies the subschema in which this record is used and provides a description of the elements associated with the
subschema.

• SUBSCHEMA VIEW
Indicates that the record is used in a view and provides a description of the elements (fields) used in the view.

Record/Attribute Key Report (DREPORT 038)

The record/attribute key report provides information on all records associated with a specified attribute. The entries that
can appear on this report are identical to those described for the record key report (DREPORT 078) above.

The following report shows sample output for DREPORT 038. The DREPORT and KEY parameters used to create this
sample report are:

DREPORT=038
 KEY ATTR-NAME-093 'COBOL'

Note that the KEY parameter specifies an attribute name rather than a record name.

Sample DREPORT 038:
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 REPORT NO. 38                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTED  REL nn.n     
                  mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 038                                               RECORD
 REPORT
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                             RECORD               RECORD                
    ---- D A T E ----
 RECORD NAME                                LENGTH  BUILDER        TYPE      
 OCCURRENCES   UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 KEY ATTRIBUTE:
 COBOL
 DB-STATISTICS                    VER    1    100      C                                
    mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
     PREPARED BY          PUBLIC
     REVISED BY           MJH
     LANGUAGE             COBOL
     RECORD               DB-STATISTICS                            VER    1  D
         LANGUAGE             COBOL
         COPIED IN PROGRAM    LNTN01D                              VER    1
            100    03 DATE-TODAY                              X(8)                      
       DISPLAY
            200    03 TIME-TODAY                              X(8)                      
       DISPLAY
            300    03 PAGES-READ                              S9(8)                     
       COMP
            400    03 PAGES-WRITTEN                           S9(8)                     
       COMP
            500    03 PAGES-REQUESTED                         S9(8)                     
       COMP
            600    03 CALC-TARGET                             S9(8)                     
       COMP
            700    03 CALC-OVERFLOW                           S9(8)                     
       COMP
            800    03 VIA-TARGET                              S9(8)                     
       COMP
            900    03 VIA-OVERFLOW                            S9(8)                     
       COMP
           1000    03 LINES-REQUESTED                         S9(8)                     
       COMP
           1100    03 RECS-CURRENT                            S9(8)                     
       COMP
           1200    03 CALLS-TO-IDMS                           S9(8)                     
       COMP
           1300    03 FRAGMENTS-STORED                        S9(8)                     
       COMP
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           1400    03 RECS-RELOCATED                          S9(8)                     
       COMP
           1500    03 LOCKS-REQUESTED                         S9(8)                     
       COMP
           1600    03 SEL-LOCKS-HELD                          S9(8)                     
       COMP
           1700    03 UPD-LOCKS-HELD                          S9(8)                     
       COMP
           1800    03 RUN-UNIT-ID                             S9(8)                     
       COMP
           1900    03 TASK-ID                                 S9(8)                     
       COMP
           2000    03 LOCAL-ID                                X(8)                      
       DISPLAY
           2100    03 FILLER                           
       X(8)                            
 DISPLAY
 EMPOSITION                       VER    1     28      S                                
    mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
     PREPARED BY          DPD
     REVISED BY           LHN
     USER LHN                               RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION AND UPDATE AND
 DELETION
     LANGUAGE             COBOL
     ASSOCIATED RECORD
          TEST-REC                                                 VER    1
     IN SCHEMA            EMPSCHM                                  VER    1     AREA  
 EMP-DEMO-REGION
     IN SCHEMA            TEST                                     VER    1     AREA  
 EMP-DEMO-REGION
     DEFINITION
              100 DELETION DATE
     RECORD               EMPOSITION                               VER    1  S  SUFFIX
 -0420
         LANGUAGE             COBOL
         SUBSCHEMA            EMPSS01   OF SCHEMA EMPSCHM          VER    1
         SUBSCHEMA            EMPLR01   OF SCHEMA EMPSCHM          VER    1
         SUBSCHEMA            A202SS01  OF SCHEMA EMPSCHM          VER    1
         SUBSCHEMA            AD210SS2  OF SCHEMA EMPSCHM          VER    1
         SUBSCHEMA            AD210SS3  OF SCHEMA EMPSCHM          VER    1 se:/
pg=end.record/attribute

Element Reports (DREPORTs 009, 010, 039, 059, 079)

Element reports (DREPORTs 009, 010, 039, 059, and 079) provide information on element occurrences that have been
defined to the dictionary. Elements are represented in the dictionary as occurrences of the INQ-058 record. One summary
report, two detail reports, and two key reports are provided for the ELEMENT entity type.
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Element Summary Report (DREPORT 059)

The element summary report provides the following information on element occurrences:

• Element name and version number
• The builder code for the element
• Element length
• Element picture
• Element usage mode
• Whether the JUSTIFY option is on
• Whether the BLANK ON ZERO option is in effect
• Whether the SYNC option in on
• The date defined and date updated (if updated)

Sample DREPORT 059:

 REPORT NO. 59                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n     
                  mm/dd/yy        PAGE  16
 DREPORT 059                                           ELEMENT REPORT -
 SUMMARY
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
                         ---- D A T E ----
 ELEMENT NAME                      VERSION  BLDR  LGTH  PICTURE                    
 USAGE      JUST  BONZ  SIGN  UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE               VER  100    D      5  X(5)                       
 DISPLAY                      mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR                VER    1    D      4  X(4)                       
 DISPLAY                               mm/dd/yy
 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR                VER  100    D      4  X(4)                       
 DISPLAY                      mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 ENTER-HIT                        VER    1    D                                     COND
                                  mm/dd/yy
 ERAREA                           VER    1    D      8                             
 COMP-2                                mm/dd/yy
 ERAREA                           VER    2    D     16  X(16)                      
 DISPLAY                               mm/dd/yy
 EREC                             VER    1    D     16  X(16)                      
 DISPLAY                               mm/dd/yy
 ERRAREA                          VER    1    D     16  X(16)                      
 DISPLAY                               mm/dd/yy
 ERREC                            VER    1    D      8                             
 COMP-2                                mm/dd/yy
 ERREC                            VER    2    D     16  X(16)                      
 DISPLAY                               mm/dd/yy
 ERROR-AREA                       VER    1    D     16  X(16)                      
 DISPLAY                               mm/dd/yy
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Element Detail and Key Reports (DREPORTs 009 and 079)

The element detail report provides detailed information on all element occurrences; the element key report provides
similar information on selected element occurrences. The fields and format of these two reports are the same.

The report below shows sample output for DREPORT 079. The DREPORT and KEY parameters used to create this
sample report are:

DREPORT=079
 KEY INQ-NAM-058 'DEPT-NAME'

Sample DREPORT 079:

 REPORT NO. 79                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n     
                  mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 079                                               ELEMENT
 REPORT
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
                   BUILD ---- D A T E ----
 ELEMENT NAME                                                                           
                   CODE  UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 DEPT-NAME                        VER     1                                             
                    D    mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
     PREPARED BY                 DPD
     REVISED BY                  LHN
     PUBLIC ACCESS ALLOWED FOR ALL AUTHORITY
     DIVISION                  DOCUMENT
     USER LHN                               RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION AND UPDATE AND
 DELETION
     DEFINITION
               100  DELETION DATE
     COMMENT
               100  THIS ELEMENT IS THE DEPARTMENT HEAD IN THE DEPARTMENT RECORD
     ASSOCIATED ELEMENT                       DEPT-NAME                       VER   100
     PICTURE              X(45)                           DISPLAY         LEN=   45
     ELEMENT SYNONYM      DEPT-NAME-0410
         RECORD NAME      DEPARTMENT                      VER     1 IDD BUILT
         RECORD NAME      DEPARTMENT                      VER     1 IN SCHEMA EMPSCHM 
 VER     1
         RECORD NAME      DEPARTMENT                      VER     1 IN SCHEMA TEST    
 VER     1
     ELEMENT SYNONYM      DEPTNAME
         RECORD SYNONYM   DEPARTMT                        VER     1
     ELEMENT SYNONYM      DPNAME
         RECORD SYNONYM   DEPT                            VER    
 1
 DEPT-NAME                        VER   100                                             
                    D    mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
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     PREPARED BY                 DPD
     REVISED BY                  DPD

Field Descriptions

The format of the DREPORTs 009 and 079 depends on the order in which information was defined to the dictionary. A
description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• ELEMENT NAME
Identifies the name and version of the element occurrence being described.

• BUILD CODE
Identifies the compiler that last updated the element occurrence. Possible values are D (DDDL compiler) and S
(schema compiler).

• DATE UPDATED/CREATED
Identifies the date the element occurrence was last updated and the date the element occurrence was added to the
dictionary.

• PREPARED BY/REVISED BY
Identifies the user who defined the element occurrence to the dictionary and the user who last updated it.

• DESCRIPTION
Identifies text associated with the element occurrence.

• PUBLIC ACCESS
Identifies the level of access allowed for unregistered users.

• Class/attribute associations
Identifies class/attribute associations that have been defined for the element occurrence. In this sample report, the
attribute DOCUMENT within class DIVISION is associated with DEPT-NAME.

• USER
Identifies a user who is registered to access the element occurrence and any responsibility codes and text associated
with the user. If no users are registered, the USER literal does not appear; if no responsibility codes are assigned to a
user, the RESPONSIBLE FOR literal does not appear.

• SAME AS
Identifies the element occurrence from which this element occurrence was copied (if copied).

• User-defined nests
Identifies user-defined nests that relate the element occurrence to another element occurrence. In this sample report,
the relational key ASSOCIATED ELEMENT relates DEPT-NAME to version 100 of DEPT-NAME.

• COMMENT
Identifies commentary text associated with the element occurrence through the COMMENTS clause of the DDDL
ELEMENT statement.

• User-defined comments
Identifies user-defined comments that were defined through the DEFINITION/comment-key clause of the DDDL
ELEMENT statement are listed in this field. In this sample report, DELETION DATE is a comment key.

• SUBORDINATE ELEMENT
Identifies a subordinate element of a group element.

• PRIMARY GROUP
Identifies the element as a primary group element and identifies the element usage and length.

• ELEMENT/RECORD NAME
Identify the element and the record that contains the element or element synonym.

• WITHIN GROUP
Identifies the group element that includes this subordinate element.

• PICTURE/RANGE/VALUE
Identify the characteristics of the element.
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Inactive Element Detail Report (DREPORT 010)

The inactive element detail report lists all element occurrences that are not associated with a record occurrence. The
entries that can appear on this report are identical to those described for the active element key report (DREPORT 079)
above, with the exception of the fields that describe the element/record associations.

Sample DREPORT 010:

 REPORT NO. 10                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n     
                  mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 010                                               ELEMENT
 REPORT
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
                   BUILD ---- D A T E ----
 ELEMENT NAME                                                                           
                   CODE  UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 ADXXTBIF-MESSAGE                 VER     1                                             
                    D             mm/dd/yy
     PREPARED BY                 RSB
     PUBLIC ACCESS ALLOWED FOR ALL AUTHORITY
     PICTURE              X(64)                           DISPLAY         LEN=  
 64
 DATE-ELEM                        VER     1                                             
                    D             mm/dd/yy
     PREPARED BY                 GCH
     PUBLIC ACCESS ALLOWED FOR ALL AUTHORITY
     PICTURE              9(8)                            DISPLAY         LEN=   
 8
 DC-ATTN-INT                      VER     1                                             
                    D             mm/dd/yy
     PREPARED BY                 PUBLIC
     PUBLIC ACCESS ALLOWED FOR ALL AUTHORITY
     VALUE   '4525'
     VALUE   '4625'
     WITHIN GROUP         ERROR-STATUS                    VER     1                     
  PRIMARY GROUP
     PRIMARY GROUP                                       
 COND
 ERROR-STATUS                     VER     1                                             
                    D             mm/dd/yy
     PREPARED BY                 PUBLIC
     PUBLIC ACCESS ALLOWED FOR ALL AUTHORITY
     VALUE   '1400'
     SUBORDINATE ELEMENT  DB-STATUS-OK                    VER     1                     
  PRIMARY GROUP
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Attribute/Element Key Report (DREPORT 039)

The attribute/element key report provides information on all elements that are associated with a specified attribute,
regardless of the class association. The entries that can appear on this report are identical to those described for the
element key report (DREPORT 079) above.

The report below shows sample output for DREPORT 039. The DREPORT and KEY parameters used to create this
sample report are:

DREPORT=039
 KEY ATTR-NAME-093 'DOCUMENT'

Note that these KEY parameters specify attribute names rather than element names.

Sample DREPORT 039:

 REPORT NO. 39                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n     
                  mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 039                                               ELEMENT
 REPORT
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
                   BUILD ---- D A T E ----
 ELEMENT NAME                                                                           
                   CODE  UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 KEY ATTRIBUTE:
 DOCUMENT
 DEPT-NAME                        VER    1                                              
                    D    mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
     PREPARED BY          DPD
     REVISED BY           LHN
     DIVISION             DOCUMENT
     USER LHN                               RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION AND UPDATE AND
 DELETION
     DEFINITION
               100  DELETION DATE
     COMMENT
               100  THIS ELEMENT IS THE DEPARTMENT HEAD IN THE DEPARTMENT RECORD
     ASSOCIATED ELEMENT                       DEPT-NAME                       VER  100
     PICTURE              X(45)                           DISPLAY    LEN=   45
     ELEMENT SYNONYM      DEPT-NAME-0410
         RECORD NAME      DEPARTMENT                      VER    1  IDD BUILT
         RECORD NAME      DEPARTMENT                      VER    1  IN SCHEMA EMPSCHM 
 VER    1
         RECORD NAME      DEPARTMENT                      VER    1  IN SCHEMA TEST    
 VER    1
     ELEMENT SYNONYM      DEPTNAME
         RECORD SYNONYM   DEPARTMT                        VER    1
     ELEMENT SYNONYM      DPNAME
         RECORD SYNONYM   DEPT                            VER    1
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Site-Specific Entity Reports
The site-specific entity reports provide information on three entity types: class, attribute, and user-defined entities.
These entities are typically used to classify entities and to establish relationships between entities beyond the standard
relationships provided through IDD.

Two classes, LANGUAGE and MODE, are supplied at installation. Other classes can be defined to further describe your
particular environment.

NOTE
For more information on classes, attributes, and user-defined entities, see  IDD DDDL Reference .

The following Site-Specific Entity Reports table lists the site-specific reports described in this article.

DREPORT Module DREPORT Name
001
071

Class Report -- Detail
Class Report -- Key(1)

002
072

Attribute Report -- Detail
Attribute Report -- Key(1)

019
089

User-Defined Entity Report -- Detail
User-Defined Entity Report -- Key(1)

Class Reports (DREPORTs 001 and 071)

Class reports provide information on class occurrences and their associated attributes. Classes are represented in the
dictionary as occurrences of the CLASS-092 record; attributes are represented as occurrences of the ATTRIBUTE-093
record. There is no summary report for the class entity type; the detail report is concise and can be used in its place.

The class detail report provides information for all class occurrences defined to the dictionary; the class key report
provides similar information for selected class occurrences. The fields and format of these two reports are the same.

Sample DREPORT 001:

  REPORT NO. 01                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   2
 DREPORT 001                                                 CLASS REPORT
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                          ---- D A T E ----  ATTRI DELETION  CLASS
 CLASS/ATTRIBUTE                          UPDATED   CREATED          LOCK    TYPE
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
 DIVISION                                 mm/dd/yy  mm/dd/yy          OFF
       PREPARED BY         LHN
       REVISED BY          LHN
       COMMENT
        00000100 THIS IS A TEST CLASS.
       DEFINITION
        00000100 DELETION DATE
       DEVELOPMENT
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       DOCUMENT
 
 
 ELEMENT DESIGNATOR                       mm/dd/yy  mm/dd/yy  A       OFF
       PREPARED BY         PUBLIC
       REVISED BY          MJH
 
 
 ENTITY                                   mm/dd/yy  mm/dd/yy          ON
       PREPARED BY         PUBLIC
       REVISED BY          MJH
       ATTRIBUTE
       CLASS
       DESTINATION
       ELEMENT
       FILE
       LINE
       LOGICAL-TERMINAL
       MAP
       MESSAGE
       MODULE
       PANEL
       PHYSICAL-TERMINAL
       PROGRAM
       QUEUE
       RECORD
       SYSTEM
       TASK
       USER
 
 
 FILE-TYPE                                mm/dd/yy  mm/dd/yy    S     ON
       PREPARED BY         PUBLIC
 

Field Descriptions

The format of DREPORTs 001 and 071 depends on the order in which information was defined to the dictionary. A
description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• CLASS/ATTRIBUTE
Identifies the class and/or attribute being described.

• DATE UPDATED/CREATED
Identifies the date the class occurrence was last updated and the date the class occurrence was defined to the
dictionary.

• ATTRI
Indicates whether attributes are defined automatically (A) or manually (blank) and whether attributes are singular (S) or
plural (blank).

• DELETION LOCK
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Indicates whether the deletion lock for this class occurrence is ON or OFF.
• CLASS TYPE

Indicates whether this class is a CLASS (default) or a user-defined ENTITY.
• PREPARED BY/REVISED BY

Identifies the user who defined the class occurrence to the dictionary and the user who last updated it.
• COMMENT

Identifies commentary text associated with the class occurrence through the COMMENTS clause of the DDDL CLASS
statement.

• User-defined comments
Identifies user-defined comments that were defined through the DEFINITION/comment-key clause of the DDDL
CLASS statement. In this sample report, DELETION DATE is a comment key.

• Attributes
Identifies attributes associated with the class occurrence.

Attribute Reports (DREPORTs 002 and 072)

Attribute reports provide information on attributes defined to the dictionary. Attributes are represented in the dictionary as
occurrences of the ATTRIBUTE-093 record. There is no summary report for the attribute entity type; the class detail report
may be used in its place.

The attribute detail report provides detailed information on all attribute occurrences; the attribute key report provides
similar information on selected attribute occurrences. The fields and format of these two reports are the same.

The following report shows sample output for DREPORT 072. The DREPORT and KEY parameters used to create this
report are:

 DREPORT=072
  KEY ATTR-NAME-093 'DIVISION'
 

Sample DREPORT 072:

  REPORT NO. 72                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 072                                               ATTRIBUTE REPORT
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                              ---- D A T E ----   ATTRI DELETION
 CLASS/ATTRIBUTE                              UPDATED   CREATED    A S    LOCK
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
 DIVISION
 
     DOCUMENT                                          mm/dd/yy            OFF
     PUBLIC ACCESS ALLOWED FOR ALL AUTHORITY
         USER                 LHN
         SYSTEM               LHNSYSTEM                         VER     1
         PROGRAM              EMPSS01                           VER     1
         ELEMENT              LHN-ELEM                          VER     1
         ELEMENT              DEPT-NAME                         VER     1
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         LINE                 VTAM234                           VER     1
         PHYSICAL TERMINAL    TESTERM                           VER     1
         LOGICAL TERMINAL     JESRDR                            VER     1
         DESTINATION          TESTDEST                          VER     1
         QUEUE                TEST                              VER     1
         QUEUE                TESTQUEUE                         VER     1
         TASK                 TESTBYE                           VER     1
         PANEL                TEST-PANEL                        VER     1
         MAP                  TEST-MAP                          VER     1
 

Field Descriptions

The format of DREPORTs 002 and 072 depends on the order in which information was defined to the dictionary. A
description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• CLASS/ATTRIBUTE
Identifies the class and attribute being described.

• DATE UPDATED/CREATED
Identifies the date this attribute occurrence was last updated and the date the attribute occurrence was defined to the
dictionary.

• ATTRI A/S
Indicates whether attributes in this class are defined automatically (A) or manually (blank) and whether attributes in this
class are singular (S) or plural (blank).

• DELETION LOCK
Indicates whether the deletion lock for the attribute is ON or OFF.

• PREPARED/REVISED BY
Identifies the user who defined the attribute occurrence and the user who last updated it.

• PUBLIC ACCESS
Identifies the level of access allowed for unregistered users.

• Associated entity occurrences
Identifies associated entity occurrences that have been defined for the attribute occurrence.

• COMMENT
Identifies commentary text associated with the attribute occurrence through the COMMENTS clause of the DDDL
ATTRIBUTE statement.

• User-defined comments
Identifies user-defined comments that were defined through the DEFINITION/comment-key clause of the DDDL
ATTRIBUTE statement.

User-Defined Entity Reports (DREPORTs 019 and 089)

User-defined entity reports provide information on user-defined entity occurrences that have been defined to the
dictionary. User-defined entities are represented in the dictionary as occurrences of the CLASS-092 record. The user-
defined entity detail report provides detailed information on all user-defined entity occurrences; the user-defined entity key
report provides similar information on selected user-defined entity occurrences. The fields and format of these two reports
are the same.

The report below shows sample output for DREPORT 089. The DREPORT and KEY parameters used to create this
sample report are:

 DREPORT=089
  KEY CLASS-NAME-092 'DIVISION'
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Sample DREPORT 089:

  REPORT NO. 89                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 089                                         DIVISION             REPORT
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                              ---- D A T E ----         DELETION
 DIVISION                                     UPDATED   CREATED           LOCK
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
 DEVELOPMENT                                           mm/dd/yy            OFF
         PREPARED BY          LHN
 
 DOCUMENT                                     mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy            OFF
         REVISED BY           LHN
         USER                 LHN
         SYSTEM               LHNSYSTEM                         VER     1
         MODULE               EMPLOYEE                          VER     1
                                                       LANGUAGE     OLQ
         PROGRAM              EMPSS01                           VER     1
         PROGRAM              LHNSS01                           VER     1
         FILE                 TEST-FILE                         VER     1
         QUEUE                TESTQUEUE                         VER     1
         TASK                 TESTBYE                           VER     1
         PANEL                TEST-PANEL                        VER     1
         MAP                  TEST-MAP                          VER     1
         PRODUCT              ASF
         PRODUCT              OLQ
         ASSOCIATED ATTRIBUTE
             DOCTYPE              SYSDOC
         DEFINITION
          00000100 DELETION DATE
 

Field Descriptions

The format of DREPORTs 098 and 089 depends on the order in which information was defined to the dictionary. A
description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• Class name
Identifies the class name of the user-defined entity being described.

• DATE UPDATED/CREATED
Identifies the date the user-defined entity occurrence was last updated and the date the user-defined entity occurrence
was defined to the dictionary.

• DELETION LOCK
Indicates whether the deletion lock is ON or OFF.

• Attribute name
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Identifies the attribute associated with this user-defined entity.
• PREPARED BY/REVISED BY

Identifies the user who defined the user-defined entity occurrence to the dictionary and the user who last updated it.
• Associated entities

Identifies associated entities for the user-defined entity.
• Class/attribute associations

Identifies class/attribute associations that have been defined for the attribute occurrence. In this sample report, the
attributes ASF and OLQ within class PRODUCT are associated with attribute DOCUMENT.

• User-defined nests
Identifies user-defined nests that relate one user-defined entity occurrence to another. In this sample report, the
relational key ASSOCIATED ATTRIBUTE relates attribute SYSDOC within class DOCTYPE to DOCUMENT.

• COMMENT
Identifies commentary text associated with the user-defined entity occurrence through the COMMENTS clause of the
DDDL user-defined entity statement.

• User-defined comments
Identifies user-defined comments that were defined through the DEFINITION/comment-key clause of the DDDL user-
defined entity statement. In this sample report, DELETION DATE is a comment key.

Teleprocessing Entity Reports
This article describes the following information:

The teleprocessing entity reports provide information on the following entity types: task, queue, destination, logical
terminal, physical terminal, line, panel, and map. These entity types correspond to the standard components for online
systems.

Summary of Teleprocessing Entity Reports

The following table lists the teleprocessing entity reports in the order of presentation in this section.

DREPORT Module DREPORT Name
011
061
081

Task Report -- Detail
Task Report -- Summary
Task Report -- Key(1)

012
062
082

Queue Report -- Detail
Queue Report -- Summary
Queue Report -- Key(1)

013
063
083

Destination Report -- Detail
Destination Report -- Summary
Destination Report -- Key(1)

014
064
084

Logical Terminal Report -- Detail
Logical Terminal Report -- Summary
Logical Terminal Report -- Key(1)

015
065
085

Physical Terminal Report -- Detail
Physical Terminal Report -- Summary
Physical Terminal Report -- Key(1)

016
066
086

Line Report -- Detail
Line Report -- Summary
Line Report -- Key(1)
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017
067
087

Panel Report -- Detail
Panel Report -- Summary
Panel Report -- Key(1)

018
068
088

Map Report -- Detail
Map Report -- Summary
Map Report -- Key(1)

Note: Key reports cannot be run with summary or detail reports.

Task Reports (DREPORTs 011, 061, 081)

Task reports (DREPORTs 011, 061, and 081) provide information on the task occurrences defined to the dictionary. Tasks
are represented in the dictionary as occurrences of the TASK-025 record.

Task Summary Report (DREPORT 061)

The task summary report provides the following information on task occurrences:

• Task name and version number
• Associated text
• Date defined and date updated (if updated)

Sample DREPORT 061:

  REPORT NO. 61                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 061                                           TASK REPORT SUMMARY
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
                       ---- D A T E ----
 TASK                                                                                   
                       UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
 BYE      VER     1                                                                     
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 
 
 CLIST    VER     1                                                                     
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 
 
 CLOD     VER     1                                                                     
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 
 
 COBINPUT VER     1                                                                     
                                  mm/dd/yy
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 COBTEST  VER     1                                                                     
                                  mm/dd/yy
 
 
 DCMT     VER     1                                                                     
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 

Task Detail and Key Reports (DREPORTs 011 and 081)

The task detail report provides detailed information on all task occurrences; the task key report provides similar
information on selected task occurrences. The fields and format of these two reports are the same.

The report below shows sample output for DREPORT 081. The DREPORT and KEY parameters used to create this
sample report are:

 DREPORT=081
  KEY TASK-NAME-025 'TESTBYE'
 

Sample DREPORT 081:

  REPORT NO. 81                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 081                                                TASK REPORT
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
                       ---- D A T E ----
 TASK                                                                                   
                       UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
 TESTBYE  VER     1                                                                     
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
     PREPARED BY LHN
     REVISED BY  LHN
     DESCRIPTION TEST TASK
     PUBLIC ACCESS ALLOWED FOR ALL AUTHORITY
   USER LHN                               RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION AND UPDATE AND
 DELETION
     WITHIN SYSTEM LHNSYSTEM                        VER     1
         INVOKES PROGRAM RHDCBYE  VER     1
     DIVISION             DOCUMENT
                     COMMENT
                      00000100  THIS IS A TEST TASK OCCURRENCE
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Field Descriptions

The format of DREPORTs 011 and 081 depends on the order in which information was defined to the dictionary. A
description of the fields on the sample report follows:

• TASK
Identifies the name and version number of the task occurrence being described.

• DATE UPDATED/CREATED
Identifies the date the task occurrence was last updated (if updated) and the date the task occurrence was defined to
the dictionary. Task occurrences that are defined through the DC/UCF system generation compiler do not have these
dates associated with them.

• PREPARED BY/REVISED BY
Identifies the user who defined the task occurrence to the dictionary and the user who last updated it.

• DESCRIPTION
Identifies text associated with the task occurrence.

• PUBLIC ACCESS
Identifies the level of access allowed for unregistered users.

• USER
Identifies a user who is registered to access the task occurrence and identifies any responsibility codes and associated
text defined for the user. If no users are registered for the task, the USER literal does not appear; if no responsibility
codes are associated with a user, the RESPONSIBLE FOR literal does not appear.

• WITHIN SYSTEM...INVOKES PROGRAM
Identifies a system associated with the task occurrence and the initial program invoked by the task.

• Class/attribute associations
Identifies class/attribute associations that have been defined for the task. In this sample report, the attribute
DOCUMENT within class DIVISION is associated with TESTBYE.

• COMMENT
Identifies commentary text associated with the task through the COMMENTS clause of the DDDL TASK statement.

• User-defined comments
Identifies user-defined comments that were defined through the DEFINITION/comment-key clause of the DDDL TASK
statement.

Queue Reports (DREPORTs 012, 062, 082)

Queue reports (DREPORTs 012, 062, and 082) provide information on queue occurrences that have been defined to the
dictionary. Queues are represented in the dictionary as occurrences of the QUEUE-030 record.

Queue Summary Report (DREPORT 062)

The queue summary report provides the following information on queue occurrences:

• Queue name and version number
• Associated description
• Date defined and date updated (if updated)

Sample DREPORT 062:

  REPORT NO. 62                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 062                                           QUEUE REPORT SUMMARY
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
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                       ---- D A T E ----
 QUEUE                                                                                  
                       UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
 TEST             VER    1   TEST QUEUE FOR DOCUMENTATION                               
                                  mm/dd/yy
 TESTQUEUE        VER    1   TEST QUEUE FOR DOCUMENTATION                               
                                  mm/dd/yy
 

Queue Detail and Key Reports (DREPORTs 012 and 082)

The queue detail report provides detailed information on all queue occurrences; the queue key report provides similar
information on selected queue occurrences. The fields and format of these two reports are the same.

The report below shows sample output for DREPORT 082. The DREPORT and KEY parameters used to create this
sample report are:

 DREPORT=82
  KEY QUEUE-NAME-030 'TESTQUEUE'
 

Sample DREPORT 082:

  REPORT NO. 82                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 
 
 DREPORT 082                                                QUEUE REPORT
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
                       ---- D A T E ----
 QUEUE                                                                                  
                       UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
 TESTQUEUE        VER     1                                                             
                                  mm/dd/yy
     PREPARED BY LHN
     DESCRIPTION             TEST QUEUE FOR DOCUMENTATION
     PUBLIC ACCESS ALLOWED FOR ALL AUTHORITY
   USER LHN                               RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION AND UPDATE AND
 DELETION
   USER JFD
     WITHIN SYSTEM LHNSYSTEM                        VER     1
     DIVISION             DOCUMENT
                     COMMENT
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                      00000100  THIS IS A TEST QUEUE FOR DOCUMENTATION
                     DEFINITION
                      00000100  DELETION DATE
 

Field Descriptions

The format of DREPORTs 012 and 082 depends on the order in which information was defined to the dictionary. A
description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• QUEUE
Identifies the name and version number of the queue occurrence being described.

• DATE UPDATED/CREATED
Identifies the date on which the queue occurrence was last updated and the date the queue occurrence was defined
to the dictionary. Queue occurrences that were defined through the DC/UCF system generation compiler do not have
these dates associated with them.

• PREPARED BY/REVISED BY
Identifies the user who defined the queue occurrence and the user who last updated it.

• DESCRIPTION
Identifies text associated with the queue occurrence.

• PUBLIC ACCESS
Identifies the level of access allowed for unregistered users.

• USER
Identifies a user who is registered to access the queue occurrence and any responsibility code and associated text
defined for the user. If no users are registered, the USER literal does not appear; if no responsibility codes have been
defined for a user, the RESPONSIBLE FOR literal does not appear.

• WITHIN SYSTEM
Identifies a system that is associated with the queue occurrence.

• Class/attribute associations
Identifies class/attribute associations that have been defined for the queue occurrence. In this sample report, the
attribute DOCUMENT within class DIVISION is associated with TESTQUEUE.

• COMMENT
Identifies commentary text associated with the queue occurrence through the COMMENTS clause of the DDDL
QUEUE statement.

• User-defined comments
Identifies user-defined comments that were defined though the DEFINITION/comment-key clause of the DDDL
QUEUE statement. In this sample report, DELETION DATE is a comment key.

Destination Reports (DREPORTs 013, 063, 083)

Destination reports (DREPORTs 013, 063, and 083) provide information on destination occurrences that have been
defined to the dictionary. Destinations are represented in the dictionary as occurrences of the DEST-028 record.

Destination Summary Report (DREPORT 063)

The destination summary report provides the following information on destination occurrences:

• Destination name and version number
• Associated description
• Date defined and date updated (if updated)

Sample DREPORT 063:
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  REPORT NO. 63                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 063                                         DESTINATION REPORT SUMMARY
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
                       ---- D A T E ----
 DESTINATION                                                                            
                       UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
 TESTDEST VER    1   TEST DESTINATION                                                   
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 

Destination Detail and Key Reports (DREPORTs 013 and 083)

The destination detail report provides detailed information on all destination occurrences; the destination key report
provides similar information on selected destination occurrences. The fields and format of these two reports are the same.

The report below shows sample output for DREPORT 083. The DREPORT and KEY parameters used to create this
sample report are:

 DREPORT=083
  KEY DEST-NAME-028 'TESTDEST'
 

Sample DREPORT 083:

  REPORT NO. 83                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 083                                                DESTINATION REPORT
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
                       ---- D A T E ----
 DESTINATION                                                                            
                       UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
 TESTDEST VER     1                                                                     
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
     PREPARED BY LHN
     REVISED BY  LHN
     DESCRIPTION TEST DESTINATION
     PUBLIC ACCESS ALLOWED FOR UPDATE
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   USER LHN                               RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION AND UPDATE AND
 DELETION
     WITHIN SYSTEM LHNSYSTEM                        VER     1
     DIVISION             DOCUMENT
                     COMMENT
                      00000100  THIS IS A TEST DESTINATION
 

Field Descriptions

The format of DREPORTs 013 and 083 depends on the order in which information was defined to the dictionary. A
description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• DESTINATION
Identifies the name and version number of the destination being described.

• DATE UPDATED/CREATED
Identifies the date the destination occurrence was last updated and the date the destination occurrence was defined to
the dictionary.

• PREPARED BY/REVISED BY
Identifies the user who defined the destination occurrence to the dictionary and the user who last updated it.

• DESCRIPTION
Identifies text associated with this destination occurrence.

• PUBLIC ACCESS
Identifies the level of access allowed to unregistered users.

• USER
Identifies a user who is registered to access this destination occurrence and any responsibility code and associated
text defined for the user. If no users are registered, the USER literal does not appear; if no responsibility codes are
assigned to a user, the RESPONSIBLE FOR literal does not appear.

• WITHIN SYSTEM
Identifies a system associated with this destination occurrence.

• Class/attribute associations
Identifies class/attribute associations that have been defined for this destination occurrence. In this sample report, the
attribute DOCUMENT within class DIVISION is associated with TESTDEST.

• COMMENT
Identifies commentary text associated with this destination through the COMMENTS clause of the DDDL
DESTINATION statement.

• User-defined comments
Identifies user-defined comments that were defined through the DEFINITION/comment-key clause of the DDDL
DESTINATION statement.

Logical Terminal Reports (DREPORTs 014, 064, 084)

Logical terminal reports (DREPORTs 014, 064, and 084) provide information on logical terminal occurrences that have
been defined to the dictionary. Logical terminals are represented in the dictionary as occurrences of the LTRM-106 record.

Logical Terminal Summary Report (DREPORT 064)

The logical terminal summary report provides the following information on logical terminal occurrences:

• Logical terminal name and version number
• Associated description
• Date defined and date updated (if updated)
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Sample DREPORT 064:

  REPORT NO. 64                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE    1
 DREPORT 064                                      LOGICAL TERMINAL REPORT SUMMARY
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
                       ---- D A T E ----
 LOGICAL TERMINAL                                                                       
                       UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
 CONSOLE  VER     1                                                                     
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 
 
 JESRDR   VER    1   TEST LTERM FOR DOCUMENTATION                                       
                                  mm/dd/yy
 
 
 UCFLTB1  VER     1                                                                     
                                  mm/dd/yy
 
 
 UCFLTB2  VER     1                                                                     
                                  mm/dd/yy
 

Logical Terminal Detail and Key Reports (DREPORTs 014 and 084)

The logical terminal detail report provides detailed information on logical terminal occurrences; the logical terminal key
report provides similar information on selected logical terminal occurrences. The fields and format of these two reports are
the same.

The report below shows sample output for DREPORT 084. The DREPORT and KEY parameter used to create this
sample report are:

 DREPORT=084
  KEY LTRM-NAME-106 'JESRDR'
 

Sample DREPORT 084:

  REPORT NO. 84                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 084                                          LOGICAL TERMINAL REPORT
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
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                       ---- D A T E ----
 LOGICAL TERMINAL                                                                       
                       UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
 JESRDR   VER     1                                                                     
                                  mm/dd/yy
     PREPARED BY LHN
     DESCRIPTION TEST LTERM FOR DOCUMENTATION
     PUBLIC ACCESS ALLOWED FOR ALL AUTHORITY
     USER LHN                               RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION AND UPDATE AND
 DELETION
     WITHIN SYSTEM        LHNSYSTEM                        VER     1
     DIVISION             DOCUMENT
     COMMENT
     00000100  THIS IS A TEST LOGICAL TERMINAL
     DEFINITION
     00000100  DELETION DATE
 

Field Descriptions

The format of DREPORTs 014 and 084 depends on the order in which information was defined to the dictionary. A
description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• LOGICAL TERMINAL
Identifies the name and version number of the logical terminal being described.

• DATE UPDATED/CREATED
Identifies the date the logical terminal occurrence was last updated and the date the logical terminal occurrence was
defined to the dictionary.

• PREPARED BY/REVISED BY
Identifies the user who defined the logical terminal occurrence to the dictionary and the user who last updated it.

• DESCRIPTION
Identifies text associated with the logical terminal occurrence.

• PUBLIC ACCESS
Identifies the level of access allowed for unregistered users.

• USER
Identifies a user who is registered for access to the logical terminal occurrence and any responsibility code and
associated text defined for the user. If no users are registered for this occurrence, the USER literal does not appear; if
no responsibility codes have been defined for the user, the RESPONSIBLE FOR literal does not appear.

• WITHIN SYSTEM...PHYSICAL TERMINAL
Identifies a system and the physical terminals associated with the logical terminal occurrence.

• Class/attribute associations
Identifies class/attribute associations that have been defined for the logical terminal occurrence. In this sample report,
the attribute DOCUMENT within class DIVISION is associated with JESRDR.

• COMMENT
Identifies commentary text associated with the logical terminal through the COMMENTS clause of the DDDL
LOGICAL-TERMINAL statement.

• User-defined comments
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Identifies user-defined comments that were defined through the DEFINITION/comment-key clause of the DDDL
LOGICAL-TERMINAL statement. In this sample report, DELETION DATE is a comment key.

Physical Terminal Reports (DREPORTs 015, 065, 085)

Physical terminal reports (DREPORTs 015, 065, and 085) provide information on physical terminal occurrences that have
been defined to the dictionary. Physical terminals are represented in the dictionary as occurrences of the PTRM-074
record.

Physical Terminal Summary Report (DREPORT 065)

The physical terminal summary report provides the following information on physical terminal occurrences:

• Physical terminal name and version number
• Associated text
• Date defined and date updated (if updated)

Sample DREPORT 065:

  REPORT NO. 65                                    DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n   
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 065                                           PHYSICAL TERMINAL REPORT SUMMARY
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
                       ---- D A T E ----
 PHYSICAL TERMINAL                                                                      
                       UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
 JESRDR              VER     1                                                          
                                  mm/dd/yy
 
 
 OPERATOR            VER     1                                                          
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 
 
 UCFPTB1             VER     1                                                          
                                  mm/dd/yy
 
 
 UCFPTB2             VER     1                                                          
                                  mm/dd/yy
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Physical Terminal Detail and Key Reports (DREPORTs 015 and 085)

The physical terminal detail report provides detailed information on physical terminal occurrences; the physical terminal
key report provides similar information on selected physical terminal occurrences. The fields and format of these two
reports are the same.

The report below shows sample output for DREPORT 085. The DREPORT and KEY parameters used to create this
sample report are shown below:

 DREPORT=085
  KEY PTRM-NAME-074 'TESTTERM'
 

Sample DREPORT 085:

  REPORT NO. 85                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 085                                          PHYSICAL TERMINAL REPORT
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
                       ---- D A T E ----
 PHYSICAL TERMINAL                                                                      
                       UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
 TESTERM  VER     1                                                                     
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
     PREPARED BY LHN
     REVISED BY  LHN
     DESCRIPTION TEST PHYSICAL TERMINAL FOR DOCUMENTATION
     PUBLIC ACCESS ALLOWED FOR ALL AUTHORITY
     USER LHN                               RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION AND UPDATE AND
 DELETION
     WITHIN SYSTEM        LHNSYSTEM                        VER     1
     DIVISION             DOCUMENT
     COMMENT
     00000100  THIS IS A TEST PHYSICAL TERMINAL
     DEFINITION
     00000100  DELETION DATE
 

Field Descriptions

The format of DREPORTs 015 and 085 depends on the order in which the information was defined to the dictionary. A
description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• PHYSICAL TERMINAL
Identifies the name and version number of the physical terminal being described.

• DATE UPDATED/CREATED
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Identifies the date the physical terminal occurrence was last updated and the date the physical terminal occurrence
was defined to the dictionary. Physical terminal occurrences that are defined through the DC/UCF system generation
compiler do not have these dates associated with them.

• PREPARED BY/REVISED BY
Identifies the user who defined the physical terminal occurrence to the dictionary and the user who last updated it.

• DESCRIPTION
Identifies text associated with the physical terminal occurrence.

• PUBLIC ACCESS
Identifies the level of access allowed for unregistered users.

• USER
Identifies a user who is registered to access the physical terminal occurrence and any responsibility code and
associated text defined for the user. If no users are registered, the USER literal does not appear; if no responsibility
codes are assigned, the RESPONSIBLE FOR literal does not appear.

• WITHIN SYSTEM ...LINE
Identifies a system associated with the physical terminal and any associated lines.

• Class/attribute associations
Identifies class/attribute associations that have been defined for the physical terminal occurrence. In this sample
report, the attribute DOCUMENT within class DIVISION is associated with TESTTERM.

• COMMENT
Identifies commentary text associated with the physical terminal through the COMMENTS clause of the DDDL
PHYSICAL-TERMINAL statement.

• User-defined comments
Identifies user-defined comments that were defined through the DEFINITION/comment-key clause of the DDDL
PHYSICAL-TERMINAL statement are listed in this field. In this sample report, DELETION DATE is a comment key.

Line Reports (DREPORTs 016, 066, 086)

Line reports (DREPORTs 016, 066, and 086) provide information on line occurrences that have been defined to the
dictionary. Lines are represented in the dictionary as occurrences of the LINE-109 record.

Line Summary Report (DREPORT 066)

The line summary report provides the following information on line occurrences:

• Line name and version number
• Associated description
• Date defined and date updated (if updated)

Sample DREPORT 066:

  REPORT NO. 66                                    DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n   
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 066                                           LINE REPORT SUMMARY
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
                       ---- D A T E ----
 LINE                                                                                   
                       UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
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 CONSOLE             VER     1                                                          
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 
 
 JESRDR              VER     1                                                          
                                  mm/dd/yy
 
 
 UCFLINE             VER     1                                                          
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 
 
 VTAMLIN             VER     1                                                          
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 

Line Detail and Key Reports (DREPORTs 016 and 086)

The line detail report provides detailed information on all line occurrences defined to the dictionary; the line key report
provides similar information on selected line occurrences. The fields and format of these two reports are the same.

The report below shows sample output for DREPORT 086. The DREPORT and KEY parameters used to create this
sample report are:

 DREPORT=86
  KEY LINE-NAME-109 'VTAM234'
 

Sample DREPORT 086:

  REPORT NO. 86                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 086                                                LINE REPORT
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
                       ---- D A T E ----
 LINE                                                                                   
                       UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
 VTAM234  VER     1                                                                     
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
     PREPARED BY LHN
     REVISED BY  LHN
     DESCRIPTION TEST LINE OCCURRENCE
     PUBLIC ACCESS ALLOWED FOR ALL AUTHORITY
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   USER LHN                               RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION AND UPDATE AND
 DELETION
     WITHIN SYSTEM LHNSYSTEM                        VER     1
     DIVISION             DOCUMENT
                     COMMENT
                      00000100  THIS IS A TEST LINE OCCURRENCE
 

Field Descriptions

The format of DREPORTs 016 and 086 depends on the order in which information was defined to the dictionary. A
description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• LINE
Identifies the name and version number of the line being described.

• DATE UPDATED/CREATED
Identifies the date the line occurrence was last updated and the date the line occurrence was defined to the dictionary.

• PREPARED BY/REVISED BY
Identifies the user who defined the line occurrence to the dictionary and the user who last updated it.

• DESCRIPTION
Identifies text associated with the line occurrence.

• PUBLIC ACCESS
Identifies the level of access allowed for unregistered users.

• USER
Identifies a user who is registered to access the line occurrence and any responsibility code and associated text
defined for the user. If no users are registered, the USER literal does not appear; if no responsibility codes are
assigned for a user, the RESPONSIBLE FOR literal does not appear.

• WITHIN SYSTEM
Identifies a system associated with the line occurrence.

• Class/attribute associations
Identifies class/attribute associations that have been defined for the line occurrence. In this sample report, the attribute
DOCUMENT within class DIVISION is associated with VTAM234.

• COMMENT
Identifies commentary text associated with the line occurrence through the COMMENTS clause of the DDDL LINE
statement.

• User-defined comments
Identifies user-defined comments that were defined through the DEFINITION/comment-key clause of the DDDL LINE
statement.

Panel Reports (DREPORTs 017, 067, 087)

Panel reports (DREPORTs 017, 067, and 087) provide information on panel occurrences that have been defined to the
dictionary. Panels are represented in the dictionary as occurrences of the PANEL-118 record.

Panel Summary Report (DREPORT 067)

The panel summary report provides the following information on panel occurrences:

• Panel name and version number
• Associated description
• Date defined and date updated (if updated)

Sample DREPORT 067:
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  REPORT NO. 67                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 067                                            PANEL REPORT SUMMARY
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
                       ---- D A T E ----
 PANEL                                                                                  
                       UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
 ABCD01M-OLMPANEL                  VER     1                                            
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 ABIF01M-OLMPANEL                  VER     1                                            
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 ADDS01M-OLMPANEL                  VER     1                                            
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 ADMI01M-OLMPANEL                  VER     1                                            
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 ADMS01M-OLMPANEL                  VER     1                                            
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 ADOLQLNM-OLMPANEL                 VER     1                                            
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 ADOL01M-OLMPANEL                  VER     1                                            
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 

Panel Detail and Key Reports (DREPORTs 017 and 087)

The panel detail report provides detailed information on all panel occurrences; the panel key report provides similar
information on selected panel occurrences. The fields and format of these two reports are the same.

The report below shows sample output for DREPORT 087. The DREPORT and KEY parameters used to create this
sample report are:

 DREPORT=087
  KEY PANEL-NAME-118 'TEST-PANEL'
 

Sample DREPORT 087:

  REPORT NO. 87                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 087                                                PANEL REPORT
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
                       ---- D A T E ----
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 PANEL                                                                                  
                       UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
 TEST-PANEL                        VER      1                                           
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
     PREPARED BY          LHN
     REVISED BY           LHN
     DESCRIPTION          TEST PANEL FOR DOCUMENTATION
     PUBLIC ACCESS ALLOWED FOR ALL AUTHORITY
     USER LHN                               RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION AND UPDATE AND
 DELETION
     MAP                  TEST-MAP                         VER     1
       WITHIN SYSTEM      LHNSYSTEM                        VER     1
     DIVISION             DOCUMENT
     COMMENT
     00000100  THIS IS A TEST PANEL
     DEFINITION
     00000100  DELETION DATE
 

Field Descriptions

The format of DREPORTs 017 and 087 depends on the order in which information was defined to the dictionary. A
description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• PANEL
Identifies the name and version number of the panel being described. The -OLMPANEL suffix indicates that the panel
occurrence was defined to the dictionary by the OLM compiler. The suffix -AUTOPANEL indicates that a panel was
defined to the dictionary through the AUTOPANEL option of the DC/UCF mapping compiler.

• DATE UPDATED/CREATED
Identifies the date the panel occurrence was last updated and the date the panel occurrence was defined to the
dictionary. Panel occurrences that are defined through the DC/UCF system generation compiler do not have these
dates associated with them.

• PREPARED BY/REVISED BY
Identifies the user who defined the panel occurrence to the dictionary and the user who last updated it.

• DESCRIPTION
Identifies text associated with the panel occurrence.

• PUBLIC ACCESS
Identifies the level of access allowed for unregistered users.

• USER
Identifies a user who is registered to access the panel occurrence and any responsibility codes and associated
text defined for the user. If no users are registered, the USER literal does not appear; if no responsibility codes are
assigned to the user, the RESPONSIBLE FOR literal does not appear.

• MAP...WITHIN SYSTEM
Identifies a map associated with the panel occurrence and the system associated with the map.

• Class/attribute associations
Identifies class/attribute associations that have been defined for the panel occurrence. In this sample report, the
attribute DOCUMENT within class DIVISION is associated with TEST-PANEL.

• COMMENT
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Identifies commentary text associated with the panel occurrence through the COMMENTS clause of the DDDL PANEL
statement.

• User-defined comments
Identifies user-defined comments that were defined through the DEFINITION/comment-key clause of the DDDL
PANEL statement. In this sample report, DELETION DATE is a comment key.

Map Reports (DREPORTs 018, 068, 088)

Map reports (DREPORTs 018, 068, and 088) provide information on map occurrences that have been defined to the
dictionary. Maps are represented in the dictionary as occurrences of the MAP-098 record.

Map Summary Report (DREPORT 068)

The map summary report provides the following information on map occurrences:

• Map name and version number
• Associated description
• Date defined and date updated (if updated)

Sample DREPORT 068:

  REPORT NO. 68                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 068                                             MAP REPORT SUMMARY
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
                       ---- D A T E ----
 MAP                                                                                    
                       UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
 ABCD01M  VER    1                                                                      
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 ABIF01M  VER    1                                                                      
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 ADDS01M  VER    1                                                                      
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 ADMI01M  VER    1                                                                      
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 ADMS01M  VER    1                                                                      
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 ADOLQLNM VER    1                                                                      
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 ADOL01M  VER    1                                                                      
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 ADPT01M  VER    1                                                                      
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
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 ADRP01M  VER    1   DEFAULT RESPONSE PTF 87-06-1041                                    
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 ADSL01M  VER    1                                                                      
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 ADXXMBIF VER    1                                                                      
                       mm/dd/yy   mm/dd/yy
 

Map Detail and Key Reports (DREPORTs 018 and 088)

The map detail report provides detailed information on all map occurrences; the map key report provides similar
information on selected map occurrences. The fields and format of these two reports are the same.

The report below shows sample output for DREPORT 088. The DREPORT and KEY parameters used to create this
sample report are:

 DREPORT=88
  KEY MAP-NAME-098 'TEST-MAP'
 

Sample DREPORT 088:

  REPORT NO. 88                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 088                                                MAP REPORT
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
                       ---- D A T E ----
 MAP                                                                                    
                       UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
 TEST-MAP VER     1                                                                     
                                  mm/dd/yy
     PREPARED BY          LHN
     DESCRIPTION          THIS IS A TEST MAP FOR DOCUMENTATION
     PUBLIC ACCESS ALLOWED FOR ALL AUTHORITY
     USER LHN                               RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION AND UPDATE AND
 DELETION
     PROGRAM              EMPSS01                          VER     1
     WITHIN SYSTEM        LHNSYSTEM                        VER     1
     DIVISION             DOCUMENT
     COMMENT
     00000100  THIS IS A TEST MAP FOR DOCUMENTATION
     DEFINITION
     00000100  DELETION DATE
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Field Descriptions

The format of DREPORTs 018 and 088 depends on the order in which information was defined to the dictionary. A
description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• MAP
Identifies the name and version number of the map being described.

• DATE UPDATED/CREATED
Identifies the date the map occurrence was last updated and the date the map occurrence was defined to the
dictionary.

• PREPARED BY/REVISED BY
Identifies the user who defined the map occurrence to the dictionary and the user who last updated it.

• DESCRIPTION
Identifies text associated with the map occurrence.

• PUBLIC ACCESS
Identifies the level of access allowed for unregistered users.

• USER
Identifies a user who is registered to access the map occurrence and any responsibility codes and associated text
defined for the user. If no users are registered, the USER literal does not appear; if no responsibility codes are
assigned to the user, the RESPONSIBLE FOR literal does not appear.

• PROGRAM
Identifies a program that uses the map occurrence.

• WITHIN SYSTEM
Identifies a system associated with the map occurrence.

• Class/attribute associations
Identify class/attribute associations that have been defined for the map occurrence. In this sample report, the attribute
DOCUMENT within class DIVISION is associated with TEST-MAP.

• RECORD
Identifies a record that contains record elements used in the map occurrence.

• COMMENT
Identifies commentary text associated with the map occurrence through the COMMENTS clause of the DDDL MAP
statement.

• User-defined comments
Identifies user-defined comments that were defined through the DEFINITION/comment-key clause of the DDDL MAP
statement. In this sample report, DELETION DATE is a comment key.

Cross-Reference Reports
This article describes the following information:

Summary of Cross-Reference Reports

The table below lists the cross-reference reports in order of presentation in this section.

DREPORT Number DREPORT Name
020 File/Record Cross-Reference Report(1)
021 File Synonym Cross-Reference Report(1)
022 Record Synonym Cross-Reference Report
023 Element Synonym Cross-Reference Report
024 Element Description Report
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025 Element Designator Report
026 File Activity Report(1)
027 IDMS Set Activity Report
028 IDMS Record Activity Report
029 IDMS Area Activity Report
030 Element/Program Cross-Reference Report
(1) DREPORTs 020, 021, and 026 cannot be run with any other reports.

File/Record Cross-Reference Report (DREPORT 020)

The File/Record Cross-Reference report lists all IDD file/record relationships defined to the dictionary. The file/record
relationships are defined through the RECORD SYNONYM FOR FILE SYNONYM clause or the WITHIN FILE clause of
the DDDL RECORD statement.

Sample DREPORT 020:

  REPORT NO. 20                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 020                                             FILE/RECORD REPORT
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                  
 RECORD  BLOCK                 ---- D A T E ----
 FILE NAME                                                                        
 LENGTH  SIZE    LABELS        UPDATED   CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
 TESTFILE                      VER    1  TEST FILE FOR DOCUMENTATION                 132
     132                 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
     PRIMARY RECORD                                              RECORD  LHN-REC        
                   VER    1
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• FILE NAME
Identifies the primary name and version number of an IDD file and displays a description if one is defined for this file
occurrence.

• RECORD LENGTH
Identifies the maximum record length for the file.

• BLOCK SIZE
Identifies the block size of the file, if defined.

• LABELS
Identifies any labels defined for the file.

• DATE UPDATED/CREATED
Identifies the date the file occurrence was last updated and the date the file occurrence was defined to the dictionary.

• Description
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Identifies text associated with the file occurrence.
• PRIMARY RECORD/RECORD

Identifies the names and version numbers of primary records associated with the file.
• FILE NAME

Identifies the name and version number of a file associated with the named primary record and any text associated
with this file occurrence.

• Associated records and elements
Identifies records and elements that are associated with an IDD file occurrence.

File Synonym Cross-Reference Report (DREPORT 021)

The File Synonym Cross-Reference report lists all IDD file occurrences in the data dictionary with their associated file
synonym names. File synonyms are defined through the FILE NAME SYNONYM clause of the DDDL FILE statement or
through the schema compiler.

Sample DREPORT 021:

  REPORT NO. 21                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 021                                     FILE SYNONYM CROSS REFERENCE REPORT
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 FILE SYNONYM NAME                                   PRIMARY FILE NAME
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 TESTFILE                         VER    1           **SAME**
 LHNFILE                          VER    1           TESTFILE                        
 VER    1
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• FILE SYNONYM NAME
Identifies the name and version number of a file synonym.

• PRIMARY FILE NAME
Identifies the primary file name and version number for this file synonym or displays **SAME** if the file synonym
name is the primary file name.

Record Synonym Cross-Reference Report (DREPORT 022)

The Record Synonym Cross-Reference report lists all record occurrences defined to the dictionary with their associated
record synonym names. Record synonyms are defined through the RECORD NAME SYNONYM clause of the DDDL
RECORD statement and through the schema compiler.

Sample DREPORT 022:

  REPORT NO. 22                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 022                                    RECORD SYNONYM CROSS REFERENCE REPORT
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 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 RECORD SYNONYM NAME                                 PRIMARY RECORD NAME                
            SCHEMA
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 AD21D008-TEST-RECORD             VER    1           **SAME**
 AD68DEMD-MAP-RECORD              VER    1           **SAME**
 A20209M6-MAP-RECORD-1            VER    1           **SAME**
 A20209M6-MAP-RECORD-2            VER    1           **SAME**
 A20209M6-MAP-RECORD-3            VER    1           **SAME**
 BIFX01M-REC01                    VER    1           **SAME**
 BIFX02M-REC01                    VER    1           **SAME**
 BLANK-LINE                       VER    1           **SAME**
 CALCAB                           VER    1           **SAME**
 CBDCM30M                         VER    1           **SAME**
 CBTCF01R                         VER    1           **SAME**
 CCFP01DX-RECN                    VER    1           **SAME**
 COOB01DX-RECN                    VER    1           **SAME**
 COOP01D-RECN                     VER    1           **SAME**
 COOP02D-RECN                     VER    1           **SAME**
 COUNTING                         VER    1           **SAME**
 COVERAGE                         VER    1           **SAME**                           
            EMPSCHM      1
 COVERAGE                         VER    1           **SAME**
 COVERAGE                         VER    1           **SAME**                           
            TEST         1
 COVERAGE                         VER  100           **SAME**                           
            EMPSCHM    100
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• RECORD SYNONYM NAME
Identifies the record synonym name and version number.

• PRIMARY RECORD NAME
Identifies the primary name and version number for this synonym or displays **SAME** if the record synonym name is
the primary record name.

• SCHEMA
Identifies the schema that includes the record, if defined.

Element Synonym Cross-Reference Report (DREPORT 023)

The Element Synonym Cross-Reference report lists element occurrences defined to the dictionary with their associated
element synonym names. Element synonyms are defined through the ELEMENT NAME SYNONYM clause of the DDDL
ELEMENT or RECORD ELEMENT statements and through the schema compiler.

Sample DREPORT 023:
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  REPORT NO. 23                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE  19
 DREPORT 023                                   ELEMENT SYNONYM CROSS REFERENCE REPORT
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 ELEMENT SYNONYM NAME             PRIMARY ELEMENT NAME                               
 GROUP SYNONYM NAME
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 DENTIST-ZIP-LAST-FOUR            **SAME**                         VER    1
 DENTIST-ZIP-LAST-FOUR            **SAME**                         VER  100
 DENTIST-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0405       DENTIST-ZIP-LAST-FOUR            VER    1
 DENTIST-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0405       DENTIST-ZIP-LAST-FOUR            VER  100
 DENTIST-ZIP-0405                 DENTIST-ZIP                      VER    1
 DENTIST-ZIP-0405                 DENTIST-ZIP                      VER  100
 DEOS                             **SAME**                         VER    1
 DEP-COST                         **SAME**                         VER    1
 DEP-COST                         **SAME**                         VER  100
 DEP-COST-0435                    DEP-COST                         VER    1
 DEP-COST-0435                    DEP-COST                         VER  100
 DEPENDENT                        **SAME**                         VER    1
 DEPENDENT                        **SAME**                         VER  100
 DEPENDENT-0400                   DEPENDENT                        VER    1
 DEPENDENT-0400                   DEPENDENT                        VER  100
 DEPT-HEAD-ID                     **SAME**                         VER    1
 DEPT-HEAD-ID                     **SAME**                         VER  100
 DEPT-HEAD-ID-MAP                 DEPT-HEAD-ID                     VER  100
 DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410                DEPT-HEAD-ID                     VER    1
 DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410                DEPT-HEAD-ID                     VER  100
 DEPT-ID                          **SAME**                         VER    1
 DEPT-ID                          **SAME**                         VER  100
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• ELEMENT SYNONYM NAME
Identifies the name and version number of an element synonym.

• PRIMARY ELEMENT NAME
Identifies the primary element name associated with this synonym name or displays **SAME** if the element synonym
name is the primary element name.

• GROUP SYNONYM NAME
Identifies the group synonym name associated with the element synonym, if defined.
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Element Description Report (DREPORT 024)

The Element Description report lists element descriptions and all elements associated with each description. This report
sorts elements by description. Element description text is defined to the dictionary through the ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
IS clause of the DDDL ELEMENT statement.

Sample DREPORT 024:

  REPORT NO. 24                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
                                                     ELEMENT DESCRIPTION REPORT
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 DESCRIPTION/DATA ELEMENT NAME        VERSION  LGTH  PICTURE                       
 USAGE      ELEMENT SYNONYM NAME
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
 CALCULATED BONUS
   WK-BONUS-AMOUNT                   VER    1     9  9(7)V99                       
 DISPLAY    WK-BONUS-AMOUNT
 
 CALCULATED TIME EMPLOYED
   WK-EMP-LENGTH                     VER    1                                      
 GROUP      WK-EMP-LENGTH
   LHN-ELEM                          VER    1                                      
 GROUP      EMPID
 
 EMPLOYEE ID WITHIN EMPLOYEE RECORD
   LHN-ELEM                          VER    1                                      
 GROUP      LHN-ELEM
 
 MONTHS EMPLOYED
   WK-EMP-MONTH                      VER    1     2  99                            
 DISPLAY    WK-EMP-MONTH
 
 MONTHS IN THE JOB
   WK-POS-MONTH                      VER    1     2  99                            
 DISPLAY    WK-POS-MONTH
 
 START DATE DAY
   WK-START-DAY                      VER    1     2  99                            
 COMP-3     WK-START-DAY
 
 START DATE MONTH
   WK-START-MONTH                    VER    1     2  99                            
 COMP-3     WK-START-MONTH
 
 START DATE YEAR
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   WK-START-YEAR                     VER    1     2  99                            
 COMP-3     WK-START-YEAR
 
 SYSTEM DATE DAY
   WK-SYSTEM-DAY                     VER    1     2  99                            
 COMP-3     WK-SYSTEM-DAY
 
 SYSTEM DATE MONTH
   WK-SYSTEM-MONTH                   VER    1     2  99                            
 COMP-3     WK-SYSTEM-MONTH
 
 SYSTEM DATE YEAR
   WK-SYSTEM-YEAR                    VER    1     2  99                            
 DISPLAY    WK-SYSTEM-YEAR
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• DESCRIPTION/DATA ELEMENT NAME
Identifies an element description and all elements with that description.

• VERSION
Identifies the version number of the element.

• LGTH
Identifies the length in bytes of this data element.

• PICTURE
Identifies the picture clause associated with this data element.

• USAGE
Identifies the usage mode of the listed element.

• ELEMENT SYNONYM NAME
Identifies the element synonym name associated with the element.

Element Designator Report (DREPORT 025)

The Element Designator report lists all attributes within the element designator class and describes all elements
associated with each element designator. Element designator is a system-provided class that allows you to classify similar
elements for report purposes. Element/element designator relationships are defined through INCLUDE class IS attribute
clause of the DDDL ELEMENT statement, where the class is ELEMENT DESIGNATOR.

Sample DREPORT 025:

  REPORT NO. 25                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 025                                          ELEMENT DESIGNATOR REPORT
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 DESIGNATOR/DATA ELEMENT NAME         VERSION  LGTH  PICTURE                       
 USAGE      ELEMENT SYNONYM NAME
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
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 DOCUMENTATION
   LHN-DEPT-NAME                     VER    1    45  X(45)                         
 DISPLAY    LHN-DEPT-NAME
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• DESIGNATOR
Identifies the name of an attribute associated with the element designator class.

• DATA ELEMENT NAME
Identifies the names and version numbers of data elements associated with this element designator.

• LGTH
Identifies the length in bytes of the element.

• PICTURE
Identifies the picture clause associated with this data element.

• USAGE
Identifies the usage mode for the element.

• ELEMENT SYNONYM NAME
Identifies a synonym name associated with the element by the ELEMENT NAME SYNONYM clause of the DDDL
ELEMENT or RECORD ELEMENT statements, or by the schema compiler.

File Activity Report (DREPORT 026)

The File Activity report provides information on how IDD files are used by programs. These file/program relationships are
defined through the INPUT/I-O/OUTPUT clause of the DDDL PROGRAM statement and through the DML processors if
the activity log is on and the dictionary is in UPDATE mode at run time.

Sample DREPORT 026:

  REPORT NO. 26                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 026                                             FILE ACTIVITY REPORT
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 FILE NAME                                   PROGRAM             USAGE  REFERENCED 
 SYNONYM NAME
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 TESTFILE                         VER    1   LHNPROG  VER    1   I-O          1    
 LHNFILE
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• FILE NAME
Identifies the primary name and version number of a file that is opened by a program.

• PROGRAM
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Identifies the name and version number of a program that accesses this file.
• USAGE

Indicates whether the program opens the named file for input, output, or input/output operations.
• REFERENCED

Identifies the number of OPEN statements for this file and usage within the named program.
• SYNONYM NAME

Identifies the name used by the program to reference the file.

IDMS Set Activity Report (DREPORT 027)

The IDMS Set Activity report provides information on how programs reference sets. These set/program relationships are
defined through the SET clause of the DDDL PROGRAM statement or through the DML processors if the activity log is on
and the dictionary is in UPDATE mode at run time.

Sample DREPORT 027:

  REPORT NO. 27                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 027                                           IDMS SET ACTIVITY REPORT
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
              ---- D A T E ----
 SCHEMA   VER   SUBSCHEMA  SET                              PROGRAM  VER   USAGE        
       TIMES   COMPILED CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSS01    DEPT-EMPLOYEE                    NRDY99D    1   OBTAIN       
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSS01    DEPT-EMPLOYEE                    NRDY97D    1   OBTAIN       
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM  100   EMPSS01    CALC                             CBDML01    1   OBTAIN       
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM  100   EMPSS01    CALC                             CBDML03    1   FIND         
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM  100   EMPSS01    CALC                             CBDML03    1   FIND         
            5 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM  100   EMPSS01    CALC                             CBDML03    1   OBTAIN       
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM  100   EMPSS01    CALC                             CBDML03    1   OBTAIN       
            4 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM  100   EMPSS01    DEPT-EMPLOYEE                    MCMT03D    1   FIND         
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM  100   EMPSS01    DEPT-EMPLOYEE                    MCMT03D    1   IF           
            4 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM  100   EMPSS01    DEPT-EMPLOYEE                    MCMT04D    1   FIND         
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
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Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• SCHEMA/VER
Identifies the name and version number of a schema that contains a set referenced by a program.

• SUBSCHEMA
Identifies the name of the subschema in which the set exists.

• SET
Identifies the name of a set associated with a program.

• PROGRAM/VER
Identifies the name and version number of the program using this set.

• USAGE
Identifies the DML command issued against this set by the named program.

• TIMES
Indicates the number of times this DML command is issued against the set within the named program.

• DATE COMPILED/CREATED
Identifies the date the program was last compiled and the date the program occurrence was defined to the dictionary.

IDMS Record Activity Report (DREPORT 028)

The IDMS Record Activity report provides information on how programs use records. These record/program relationships
are defined through the RECORD clause of the DDDL PROGRAM statement or through the DML processors if the activity
log is on and the dictionary is in UPDATE mode at run time.

Sample DREPORT 028:

  REPORT NO. 28                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 028                                         IDMS RECORD ACTIVITY REPORT
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
              ---- D A T E ----
 SCHEMA   VER   SUBSCHEMA  RECORD                           PROGRAM  VER   USAGE        
       TIMES  COMPILED  CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 EMPSCHM    1   AD99SLR    COVERAGE                         LRDA01D    1   BIND         
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   AD99SLR    DEPARTMENT                       LRDA01D    1   BIND         
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   AD99SLR    EMPLOYEE                         LRDA01D    1   BIND         
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   AD99SLR    OFFICE                           LRDA01D    1   BIND         
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR    DEPARTMENT                       LRTD01D    1   BIND         
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR    EMPLOYEE                         LRTD01D    1   BIND         
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
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 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR    EMPLOYEE                         RENO01D    1   BIND         
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR    EMPLOYEE                         RENO01D    1   OBTAIN       
            2 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR    EMPLOYEE                         RENO02D    1   BIND         
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• SCHEMA/VER
Identifies the name and version number of a schema that contains a record referenced by a program.

• SUBSCHEMA
Identifies the subschema in which the record is included.

• RECORD
Identifies a record associated with a program.

• PROGRAM/VER
Identifies the name and version number of the program using the record.

• USAGE
Identifies the DML command issued against the record by the named program.

• TIMES
Indicates the number of times the DML command is issued against the record within the named program.

• DATE COMPILED/CREATED
Identifies the date the program was last compiled and the date the program occurrence was defined to the dictionary.

IDMS Area Activity Report (DREPORT 029)

The IDMS Area Activity report provides information on how programs use areas. These area/program relationships are
defined through the AREA clause of the DDDL PROGRAM statement or through the DML processors if the activity log is
on and the dictionary is in UPDATE mode at run time.

Sample DREPORT 029:

  REPORT NO. 29                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 029                                          IDMS AREA ACTIVITY REPORT
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                        
              ---- D A T E ----
 SCHEMA   VER   SUBSCHEMA  AREA                             PROGRAM  VER   ACTIVITY     
       TIMES  COMPILED  CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 EMPSCHM    1   AD99SLR    EMP-DEMO-REGION                  LRDA01D    1   RETRIEVAL    
            3 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   AD99SLR    INS-DEMO-REGION                  LRDA01D    1   RETRIEVAL    
            3 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
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 EMPSCHM    1   AD99SLR    ORG-DEMO-REGION                  LRDA01D    1   RETRIEVAL    
            3 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR    EMP-DEMO-REGION                  LRTD01D    1   RETRIEVAL    
            2 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR    EMP-DEMO-REGION                  LRTD01D    1   UPDATE       
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR    EMP-DEMO-REGION                  OTFT03D    1   RETRIEVAL    
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR    EMP-DEMO-REGION                  RENO01D    1   OBTAIN       
            2 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR    EMP-DEMO-REGION                  RENO01D    1   RETRIEVAL    
            2 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR    EMP-DEMO-REGION                  RENO02D    1   OBTAIN       
            2 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR    EMP-DEMO-REGION                  RENO02D    1   RETRIEVAL    
            2 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR    EMP-DEMO-REGION                  RENO03D    1   OBTAIN       
            2 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR    EMP-DEMO-REGION                  RENO03D    1   RETRIEVAL    
            2 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR    ORG-DEMO-REGION                  LRTD01D    1   RETRIEVAL    
            2 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR    ORG-DEMO-REGION                  LRTD01D    1   UPDATE       
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR    ORG-DEMO-REGION                  OTFT03D    1   RETRIEVAL    
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR    ORG-DEMO-REGION                  RENO01D    1   RETRIEVAL    
            2 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR    ORG-DEMO-REGION                  RENO02D    1   RETRIEVAL    
            2 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR    ORG-DEMO-REGION                  RENO03D    1   RETRIEVAL    
            2 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR1   EMP-DEMO-REGION                  LRFC01D    1   RETRIEVAL    
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR1   EMP-DEMO-REGION                  LRFC02D    1   RETRIEVAL    
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR1   ORG-DEMO-REGION                  LRFC01D    1   RETRIEVAL    
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSSLR1   ORG-DEMO-REGION                  LRFC02D    1   RETRIEVAL    
            1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    1   EMPSS01    EMP-DEMO-REGION                  ADMI01D    1   OBTAIN       
            2 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• SCHEMA/VER
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Identifies the name and version number of the schema that contains the area referenced by the program.
• SUBSCHEMA

Identifies the subschema in which the area exists.
• AREA

Identifies the area associated with the named program.
• PROGRAM/VER

Identifies the name and version number of the program using this area.
• ACTIVITY

Identifies the DML command issued against this area by the named program.
• TIMES

Indicates the number of times the DML command is issued against the area within the named program.
• DATE COMPILED/CREATED

Identifies the date this program was last compiled and the date the program occurrence was defined to the dictionary.

Element/Program Cross-Reference Report (DREPORT 030)

The Element/Program Cross-Reference report lists all element/program relationships defined to the dictionary;
all elements associated with a record that is referenced by a program are listed. Element/record and record/area
relationships are defined automatically for elements, records, and areas stored in a CA IDMS/DB database. For non-
database files, element/record and record/file relationships are defined through the DDDL syntax for elements.

Sample DREPORT 030:

  REPORT NO. 30                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE 1
 DREPORT 030                                    ELEMENT/PROGRAM CROSS REFERENCE REPORT
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 PRIMARY ELEMENT NAME                       PROGRAM NAME       USAGE       PROGRAM
 ELEMENT NAME
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
 ACTIVE                           VER    1  ADMI01D  VER    1  OBTAIN      ACTIVE-0415
                                  VER    1  ADMI01D  VER    1  RETURN      ACTIVE-0415
                                  VER  100  ADMS01D  VER    1  OBTAIN      ACTIVE-0415
                                  VER  100  ADMS01D  VER    1  RETURN      ACTIVE-0415
                                  VER  100  ADMS02D  VER    1  OBTAIN      ACTIVE-0415
                                  VER  100  ADMS02D  VER    1  PROT UPD    ACTIVE-0415
                                  VER  100  ADMS02D  VER    1  RETURN      ACTIVE-0415
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• PRIMARY ELEMENT NAME
Identifies the primary name and version number of an element associated with a record used by a program.

• PROGRAM NAME
Identifies the name and version number of the program that accesses the record that contains the element.

• USAGE
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Identifies the usage mode of the area associated with the element. If the element/program relationship is established
through a CA IDMS/DB area, the READY mode of the CA IDMS/DB area is displayed. Possible values for the area
READY mode are UPDATE, PROTECTED RETRIEVAL, EXCLUSIVE RETRIEVAL, and EXCLUSIVE UPDATE. If
the element/program relationship is defined through a non-database file, the OPEN mode of the non-database file is
displayed. Possible values for the file OPEN mode are INPUT, OUTPUT, and I-O. Programs that potentially change or
reference an element can be identified by the OPEN mode of the file or by the READY mode of the area.

• PROGRAM ELEMENT NAME
Identifies the element name used by the program to reference the element. The name can be the primary element
name or an element synonym name.

Special-Purpose Report Modules
This article describes the following information:

There are four special-purpose report modules (DREPORTs 000, 050, 051, and 052). These report modules perform
specific functions such as providing housekeeping parameters for the other reports, listing dictionary level numbers,
punching module source text to cards, or writing source text to disk. DREPORT 050 is the only special-purpose report that
produces printed output.

Summary Table

The following table lists the four special-purpose report modules in order of presentation in this section.

DREPORT Module DREPORT Name
000 Comment/Nest Resolution
050 Level Number Report
051 Module Text to Card Utility(1)
052 Module Text to Output File Utility(1)

Note: DREPORTs 051 and 052 must be run alone.

Comment/Nest Resolution Report Module (DREPORT 000)

The comment/nest resolution report module performs internal housekeeping functions whenever a dictionary, DC/UCF
system, CA ADS, or catalog report module is requested. CA Culprit for CA IDMS parameters for DREPORT 000 are
copied the first time a DREPORT=, CREPORT=, or AREPORT= request parameter is encountered in the input stream.
There is no printed output for this report module.

Level Number Report (DREPORT 050)

The level number report lists the current values of all level numbers established in the dictionary. Level numbers are
assigned by the dictionary when the element is included in a record. Up to 48 levels of data elements can be established
by using the LEVEL NUMBERS ARE clause of the DDDL SET OPTIONS statement.

The report below shows sample output for DREPORT 050. This report lists the 48 level numbers and their current values.

Sample DREPORT 050:

  REPORT NO. 50                                   DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER  REL nn.n    
                   mm/dd/yy        PAGE   1
 DREPORT 050                                             LEVEL NUMBER REPORT
 
 
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
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                                                                              ---- D A T
 E ----
 LEVEL NUMBERS                                                                UPDATED  
 CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 
 
  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25      mm/dd/yy
 mm/dd/yy
 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49
 

Field Descriptions

A description of the fields in the sample report follows:

• LEVEL NUMBERS
Identifies the current values of level numbers within the dictionary. The first 24 levels are listed on line 1; the second 24
levels are listed on line 2.

• DATE UPDATED/CREATED
Identifies the date the dictionary was last updated and the date the dictionary was defined.

Module Text to Card Utility (DREPORT 051)

The Module Text to Card utility lets you punch the module source code of a specified module to cards. The DREPORT
and KEY parameters used to punch module DREPORT 054 to card are:

 DREPORT=051
  KEY MOD-NAME-067 'DREPORT 054'
 

How to Run DREPORT 051

To run DREPORT 051, include the following specification in the JCL:

• For z/OS systems:
 //SYSPCH  DD  SYSOUT=B,DCB=BLKSIZE=80
 

• For z/VSE systems:
 // ASSGN SYSPCH,X'ccc'
 

• ccc
device assignment (channel and unit) for punched output

• For z/VM and z/VM systems:
 FILEDEF SYSPCH DISK syspch output a
 

• syspch output a
file identifier of the card-image output file

• For z/OS systems:
 //SYSPCH  DD  SYSOUT=A
 

• For z/VSE systems:
 // ASSGN SYSPCH,X'ppp'
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• ppp
printer device assignment

• For z/VM and z/VM systems:
 FILEDEF SYSPCH PRINTER
 

Module Text to File Utility (DREPORT 052)

The module text to output file utility (DREPORT 052) lets you output module source code to a disk file. The DREPORT
and KEY parameters used to output module DRPT054 to file are shown below:

 DREPORT=052
  KEY MOD-NAME-067 'DREPORT 054'
 

How to Run DREPORT 052

To run DREPORT 052, add the following specification to the JCL:

• For z/OS files:
 //SYS020  DD  DSN=user.textfile,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),
 //            DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=320),
 //            UNIT=disk,VOL=SER=nnnnnn
 

• user.textfile
data set name of the output file

• disk
symbolic device name of disk

• nnnnnn
volume serial number of disk

• For z/VSE tape files:
 // TLBL  SYS020,'user.text'
    ASSGN SYS020,TAPE,VOL=nnnnnn
 

• user.text
file-id of tape file

• nnnnnn
tape volume serial number

• For z/VSE disk files:
 // DLBL    SYS020,'user.text'
 // EXTENT  SYS020,nnnnnn
    ASSGN   SYS020,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
 

• user.text
file-id of disk file

• nnnnnn
volume serial number of the disk file

• For z/VM and z/VM files:
 FILEDEF SYS020 DISK nonprint file a (RECFM FB LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 320
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• nonprint file a
filename, filetype, and filemode of the nonprint/nonpunch output file.

Task Analyzer Reports
CA IDMS Task Analyzer produces seven major types of log reports, including:

• Billing Reports -- Three Billing Reports relate CA IDMS/DC statistics to users. The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Billing
Reports contain statistics from the CA IDMS Log (or optionally under z/OS, the SMF File) to assist your analysis of
system resource use. Depending on the parameters you select, CA IDMS/DC task activity can be tied to a specific
operator, terminal, task code, or group for CA IDMS/DC, CICS, z/VM, or batch transactions.
– Billing Details Report
– Billing Summary Report
– Billing System Summary Report

• Program Reports -- Three Program Reports contain statistics from the CA IDMS Log (or optionally under z/OS, the
SMF File) providing both detailed and summarized information on system and application programs. These reports
provide statistics on terminal reads, writes, and errors; storage acquired, allocated, and kept; and scratch and queue
usage.
– Program Details Report
– Program Summary Report
– Program System Summary Report

• CA ADS Reports -- Three CA ADS Reports contain statistics from the CA IDMS Log (or optionally under z/OS, the
SMF File) both detailed and summarized information on CA ADS dialogs. These reports provide statistics on dialog
commands, processes, pageable map use, link levels, and record buffer blocks.
– CA ADS Detail Report
– CA ADS Summary Report
– CA ADS System Summary Report

• Abend Report -- The Abend Report contains statistics from the CA IDMS Log (or optionally under z/OS, the SMF
File) displaying tasks that abend under CA IDMS. Information on tasks that abend includes: the CA IDMS abend code,
message number, and severity code.
– Abend Report

• Program Loads Report -- The Program Loads Report contains statistics from the CA IDMS Log (or optionally under z/
OS, the SMF File), and lists by task the primary program and all secondary programs called. Both the primary program
and secondary programs are identified by name, version, and type; secondary programs are further identified by
program, map, table, and subschema. The number of times each secondary program is called during each execution
of the task is also presented.
– Program Loads Report

• Integrated Index Report -- Three Integrated Index Reports contain statistics from the CA IDMS Log (or optionally
under z/OS, the SMF File) providing detailed and summarized information showing how the execution of CA ADS
dialogs affects your current integrated index structure. Unlike the other CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports, the Integrated
Index Reports provide information on database activity. The reports show how programs and CA ADS dialogs affect
and use integrated indexes.
– Integrated Index Details Report
– Integrated Index Summary Report
– Integrated Index System Summary Report

• Ranking Report -- The Ranking Report arranges statistics from the CA IDMS Log (or optionally under z/OS, the SMF
File) to compare how your CA IDMS/DC tasks are using your system resources.
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– Ranking Report
• Input Parameter Report -- Generated dynamically, the Input Parameter Report lists all the parameters you supplied

as well as any processing messages.

Task Analyzer System Output
For more information, see the following topics:

CA IDMS Task Analyzer Reports
CA IDMS Task Analyzer produces seven types of log reports and an input parameter report. Use this section as a general
reference to CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports and as a preview of them for selecting parameters.

• Billing
• Program
• CA ADS
• Abend
• Program Loads
• Integrated Index
• Ranking

CA IDMS Task Analyzer also produces an Input Parameter Report that lists all parameters input and processed and also
presents a list of all messages that were generated during execution.

About CA IDMS Task Analyzer Billing Reports
The Billing Reports use information from the CA IDMS Log (or, optionally under z/OS, the SMF file) to produce both
detailed and summarized report statistics. CA IDMS Task Analyzer Billing Reports can serve as supplements to building
an effective billing system in your environment. You will get this report by specifying REPORT = BILL on the report
parameter statement.

Tying Task Activity to an ID and a Time

Depending on the parameters you choose, task activity can be tied to a specific user, a group of users, a terminal, or a
task code. For CA IDMS/DC tasks, the data reported under the headings OPER-ID, TERM-ID, or TASK CODE comes
from the CA IDMS Log (or, optionally under z/OS, the SMF file). For CICS tasks, this information is taken from the
External Request Element (ERE) Extension; the information is available only if GSISVCX was installed.

The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Billing Reports present this information within the framework of the time interval you select.
Task totals are shown; they are also reflected as a ratio of the system totals (that is, the percentage of all time units,
system resources, and CA IDMS resources consumed during the specified time interval).

Three Reports One Set of CA IDMS Log or SMF File Statistics

Physically, there are three Billing Reports to choose from. However, it is important to understand that each report is
produced from the statistics that are found on the CA IDMS Log (or, optionally under z/OS, the SMF file). Statistics in the
reports are presented in various formats and at two levels of summarization. The Billing Report is available at the detail,
summary, and system summary levels.

Hierarchical Nature of Reports

Billing Reports are produced on a hierarchical level: If you ask for the lowest level report (LEVL = DET), you will also
receive the higher-level reports. These would include the Billing Summary Report, which summarizes the data of the
Billing Details Report (LEVL = SUM), and also the Billing System Summary Report (LEVL = SYS).
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Overview of Billing Reports

• Billing Details Report -- presents detailed information for each task, reported in start time sequence. Depending on the
parameter combination selected, this report allows you to identify task activity by operator ID, terminal ID, task code,
group ID, or for all tasks.

• Billing Summary -- records the sum of all tasks invoked by an operator ID, terminal ID, task code, or group ID within
the time interval you selected.

• Billing System Summary -- presents a sum of all Billing Summaries within the time interval you selected.

CA IDMS Task Analyzer Billing Details Report
The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Billing Details Report presents a detailed view of the activity of each task activity reported in
time sequence, based on the parameters selected. Depending on the parameter combination you select, this report allows
you to identify task activity by operator ID, terminal ID, task code, group ID, or for all tasks.

Detailed information on CA ADS dialogs is presented within separate reports. For more information, see the Overview of
CA ADS Reports.

You will get the Billing Details Report only if you specify LEVL = DET. In addition, with this specification, you will receive
the Billing Summary Report and the Billing System Summary Report.

Report Fields

Here is a description of the various fields that make up the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Billing Details Report. The following
Billing Details Report screen shows two possible types of Billing Details Reports CA IDMS Task Analyzer will generate.

REPORT TITLE -- The title line of this report varies depending on what you select on the RUNAME and NAME parameter
statements.

REQUESTED TIME INTERVAL -- This line lists the start and stop date and time of the time interval you specified on
the PROCESS statement. The data displayed in this line depends on what you select using the START and STOP
parameters.

ACTUAL INTERVAL -- This line lists the first start date and time and the last start date and time on the CA IDMS Log or
SMF File reported on. The data displayed in this line depends upon the actual time range of task activity within the CA
IDMS Log or SMF File.

VARIABLE COLUMNS -- These two columns vary in content. Any combination of OPER-ID, TERM-ID, or TASK CODE
can appear in the first two columns. (RUNAME types that do not appear in the REPORT TITLE will appear in these two
columns.)

TASK INFORMATION

• NUMBER -- Number of the task within the date and time interval selected.
• VER -- Version of the task. Multiple versions of a task are reported separately.
• TY -- Type of task performed, indicating the language of the program the task invokes.

– A: Assembler
– C: COBOL
– N: CA ADS
– P: PL/1
– F: Fortran

• OR -- Origin of the task. The operating system or environment where execution of the task originated.
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– D: CA IDMS/DC
– C: CICS
– V: z/VM
– B: batch

• START DATE-TIME -- The start date and time of the task being reported.
• C C -- Condition code for CA IDMS. If the task abends while running under CA IDMS, an "X" appears on the report

under "C C". If the task does not abend while running under CA IDMS, the "C C" column is blank.

TOTAL TIME

• WALL CLOCK -- The total elapsed real time, in seconds, reported to the nearest 1/10,000 second.
• WAIT -- Wait time, in seconds, reported to the nearest 1/10,000 second; this is the total idle time during the processing

of the reported task, when no CPU time is used by either CA IDMS or the programs that make up the task.
• SYSTEM -- System time, in seconds, reported to the nearest 1/10,000 second; this is CPU time used by CA IDMS to

process the reported task.
• USER -- User time, in seconds, reported to the nearest 1/10,000 second; this is CPU time used by the user's programs

that make up the reported task.
• TOTAL CPU -- Total CPU time used by the task, in seconds, reported to the nearest 1/10,000 second.

TOTAL I/O -- Total number of database input/output operations performed by the programs that make up the reported
task.

TOTAL DB CALLS -- Total number of DML verbs executed: this is the total number of calls issued to the database by
programs that make up the reported task.

TOTAL STOR ALLOC -- Total amount of storage (in bytes) allocated for the reported task.

TOTAL TERM I/O -- Total number of terminal input/output operations performed by the programs that make up the
reported task.

CV NUMBER -- The number of the CV that the statistics on this report apply to.

PLAN ID -- The statistics plan ID that the statistics on this report apply to.

 ID                     RELEASE                      CA-IDMS/TASK ANALYZER             
 DATE                    TIME            PAGE
                       Rnn.nn                           BILLING REPORT                
 mm/dd/yy                hh:mm:ss
 
CV NUMBER:   19        PLAN ID:  PLAN0001           DETAILS FOR TASK CODE     ALL TASKS
 
                                                 REQUESTED:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm - mm/dd/yy 
 hh/mm
                                                    ACTUAL:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm - mm/dd/yy 
 hh/mm
 
 
  TASK    TERM     --------------TASK-------------------  ---------------TOTAL
 TIME--------------   ------------TOTAL---------
  CODE     ID      NUMBER   VER  T O  START  DATE-TIME C  WALL     WAIT    SYSTEM   USER
    TOTAL     I/O    DB    STOR   TERM
                                 Y R                   C  CLOCK                         
     CPU            CALLS  ALLOC   I/O
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KENNIRPT  $$ERUS$$ 928      0    B 04/14     10:04:13  7.3436      5.1182  2.2313  
 0.0000  2.2313    280   830    2092
RENIRPT   $$ERUS$$ 1444     0    B 04/14     10:39:14  21.1460     17.4493 3.7523  
 0.0000  3.7523    471   1282   2092
RENIRPT   $$ERUS$$ 1445     0    B 04/14     10:39:38  12.5564     9.1094  3.4533  
 0.0000  3.4533    449   1273   2092
KENNIRPT  $$ERUS$$ 1716     0    B 04/14     11:38:57  7.5575      6.5246  1.0389  
 0.0000  1.0389    209   325    2092
RENIRPT   $$ERUS$$ 1724     0    B 04/14     11:56:18  20.9679     17.4246 3.5498  
 0.0000  3.5498    474   1284   2092
RENIRPT   $$ERUS$$ 1725     0    B 04/14     11:56:41  8.5056      5.1226  3.3894  
 0.0000  3.3894    456   1276   2092
CMPCARLA  $$ERUS$$ 1794     0    B 04/14     12:17:50  19.1619     13.7269 5.4441  
 0.0000  5.4441    522   2206   2092
CMPCARLA  $$ERUS$$ 1996     0    B 04/14     12:57:32  20.8920     15.7378 5.9779  
 0.0000  5.9779    595   2424   2092
SGSJARPT  $$ERUS$$ 2072     0    B 04/14     13:30:33  21.3424     18.8502 2.5037  
 0.0000  2.5037    258   947    2092
CMPCARLA  $$ERUS$$ 3139     0    B 04/14     15:38:03  21.9847     15.8351 6.1585  
 0.0000  6.1585    614   2522   2092
CMPCARLA  $$ERUS$$ 3142     0    B 04/14     15:38:26  10.9512     7.6122  3.3453  
 0.0000  3.3453    387   1307   2092
 Billing Detail Reports:
 

CA IDMS Task Analyzer Billing Summary Report
The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Billing Summary Report summarizes all tasks executed for an operator ID, terminal ID, task
code, or group ID within the time interval you select. It is a summary of information from the CA IDMS Task Analyzer
Billing Details Report.

You will get this report if you specify LEVL = SUM (or if you specify LEVL = DET). In addition to the Billing Summary
Report, you will also receive the Billing System Summary Report.

When you look at the Billing Summary Report, focus on the % OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES in the last column, as
shown in the example in Billing Summary Report screen. These statistics reveal trends on the use of your CA IDMS/DC
environment. HIGH VALUE, LOW VALUE, MEAN VALUE, and ACCUMULATED VALUE are reported for each statistical
category.

Report Fields

Here is an explanation of the fields that make up the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Billing Summary Report.

REPORT TITLE -- The title line of this report varies depending on what you selected on the RUNAME and NAME
parameter statements.

REQUESTED TIME INTERVAL -- This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval you specified on
the PROCESS statement. The data displayed in this line depends on what you select using the START and STOP
parameters.
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ACTUAL INTERVAL -- This line lists the first start date and time and the last start date and time on the CA IDMS Log or
SMF File reported on. The data displayed in this line depends upon the actual time range of task activity within the CA
IDMS Log or SMF File.

SUMMARY FOR TASK CODE -- Task code identification information; this includes task name, origin of execution, and
version number. Multiple versions of a task are reported separately; tasks with multiple origins of execution are also
reported separately.

TOTAL RUN UNITS -- The total number of occurrences of the reported task (within the time interval selected).

TOTAL ABENDS -- The total number of abends that occurred as a result of processing the programs that make up the
reported task (within the date and time interval selected).

SYSTEM RESOURCES -- as reported within the Billing Details Report.

• WALL CLOCK TIME -- The total elapsed real time, in seconds, reported to the nearest 1/10,000 second.
• CPU TIME -- Total CPU time used by the task, in seconds, reported to the nearest 1/10,000 second; this is the sum of

SYSTEM time and USER time.
• SYSTEM TIME -- System time, in seconds, reported to the nearest 1/10,000 second; this is CPU time used by CA

IDMS to process the reported task.
• USER TIME -- User time, reported to the nearest 1/10,000 second; this is CPU time used by the user's programs to

perform the reported task.
• WAIT TIME -- Wait time, in seconds, reported to the nearest 1/10,000 second; this is the total idle time during the

processing of the reported task, when no CPU time is used by either CA IDMS or the programs that make up the task.
• I/O -- Total number of database input/output operations performed by the programs that make up the reported task.
• DATABASE CALLS -- Total number of DML verbs executed: this is the total number of calls issued to the database by

programs that make up the reported task.
• STORAGE ALLOCATED -- Total amount of storage allocated (in bytes) for the reported task.
• TERMINAL I/O -- Total number of terminal input/output operations performed by the programs that make up the

reported task.

HIGH VALUE -- The highest value for each of the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line) for the reported task.

TASK CODE -- The task code of the task with the highest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line).

TASK NUM -- Task number; this is the version number of the task with the highest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES.

LOW VALUE -- The lowest value for each of the SYSTEM RESOURCES for the reported task.

TASK CODE -- The task code of the task with the lowest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line).

TASK NUM -- Task number; this is the version number of the task with the lowest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES.

MEAN VALUE -- Average value per task occurrence within the reported SYSTEM RESOURCES.

ACCUM VALUE -- Total value for all task occurrences for the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line) within
the reported time interval.

% OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES -- This ratio (expressed as a percentage) is the accumulated value for this task against
the accumulated value for all system tasks within the reported time interval. This ratio highlights the tasks that are
consuming the largest amount of system resources.

SUMMARY FOR ALL TASKS -- When the task has two or more versions or origins of execution, or both, a SUMMARY
FOR ALL TASKS is produced. The summary lists high, low, mean, and accumulated values, as well as percent of system
occurrences, for all tasks as identified by version and origin of execution.

ID                   RELEASE                CA-IDMS/
TASK ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME                      PAGE
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                    Rnn.nn                     BILLING REPORT                    mm/dd/
yy         hh:mm:ss

                                                          SUMMARY FOR ALL TASKS

                                                      REQUESTED:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm - mm/
dd/yy  hh/mm
                                                         ACTUAL:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm - mm/
dd/yy  hh/mm

                              HIGH        TASK      TASK          LOW      TASK          TASK         MEAN       ACCUM  % OF SYSTEM
                              VALUE       CODE      NUMBER        VALUE    CODE          NUMBER       VALUE      VALUE  OCCURRENCE

SUMMARY FOR TASK CODE SGSJARPT ORIGIN BTCH VERSION   0

   TOTAL RUN UNITS                                                                                               1           0.05
   TOTAL ABENDS                                                                                                  0           0.00
   WALL CLOCK TIME            21.3424     SGSJARPT  2072          21.3424  SGSJARPT      2072         21.342400  21.3424     0.33
   CPU TIME                   2.5037      SGSJARPT  2072          2.5037   SGSJARPT      2072         2.503700   2.5037      0.17
   SYSTEM TIME                2.5037      SGSJARPT  2072          2.5037   SGSJARPT      2072         2.503700   2.5037      0.27
   USER TIME                  0.0000      SGSJARPT  2072          0.0000   SGSJARPT      2072         0.000000   0.0000      0.00
   WAIT TIME                  18.8502     SGSJARPT  2072          18.8502  SGSJARPT      2072         18.850200  18.8502     0.38
   I/
O                        258         SGSJARPT  2072          258      SGSJARPT      2072         258.00     258         0.65
   DATABASE CALLS             947         SGSJARPT  2072          947      SGSJARPT      2072         947.00     947         0.32
   STORAGE ALLOCATED          20928       SGSJARPT  2072          20928    SGSJARPT      2072         20928.00   20928       0.02
   TERMINAL I/
O               0           SGSJARPT  2072          0        SGSJARPT      2072         0.00       0           0.00

SUMMARY FOR ALL TASKS

   TOTAL RUN UNITS                                                                                               11          0.57
   TOTAL ABENDS                                                                                                   0          0.00
   WALL CLOCK TIME            21.9847     CMPCARLA  3139          7.3436   KENNIRPT      928          15.673564  172.4092    2.65
   CPU TIME                   6.1585      CMPCARLA  3139          1.0389   KENNIRPT      1716         3.713136   40.8445     2.71
   SYSTEM TIME                6.1585      CMPCARLA  3139          1.0389   KENNIRPT      1716         3.713136   40.8445     4.33
   USER TIME                  0.0000      CMPCARLA  1794          0.0000   CMPCARLA      1794         0.000000   0.0000      0.00
   WAIT TIME                  18.8502     SGSJARPT  2072          5.1182   KENNIRPT      928          12.046445  132.5109    2.64
   I/
O                        614         CMPCARLA  3139          209      KENNIRPT      1716         428.64     4715        11.81
   DATABASE CALLS             2522        CMPCARLA  3139          325      KENNIRPT      1716         1425.09    15676       5.33
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   STORAGE ALLOCATED          20928       CMPCARLA  1794          20928    CMPCARLA      1794         20928.00   230208      0.26
   TERMINAL I/
O               0           CMPCARLA  1794          0        CMPCARLA      1794         0.00       0           0.00

 Billing Summary Reports:

CA IDMS Task Analyzer Billing System Summary Report
The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Billing System Summary Report presents a sum-total of all Billing Summaries within the time
interval you select. All statistical categories are reported within run-unit origin: CA IDMS/DC, CICS, z/vm, and BATCH; or
ALL. The report shows actual accumulated values for RUN UNITS, ABENDS, and SYSTEM RESOURCES and presents
the percentage that each value is of total system resources.

You will get this report by specifying LEVL = SYS. (This report will also be created if you specify LEVL = DET or LEVL =
SUM.)

When you review this report, focus on % of SYSTEM OCCURRENCES in the last column, as shown in System Summary
Report screen. These statistics reveal trends on the use of your CA IDMS/DC environment. HIGH VALUE, LOW VALUE,
MEAN VALUE, and ACCUMULATED VALUE are reported for each statistical category.

Report Fields

Here is a description of the various fields that make up the System Summary Report.

REPORT TITLE -- The title line of this report varies depending on what you selected on the RUNAME and NAME
parameter statements.

REQUESTED TIME INTERVAL -- This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval you specified on
the PROCESS statement. The data displayed in this line depends on what you select using the START and STOP
parameters.

ACTUAL INTERVAL -- This line lists the first start date and time and the last start date and time on the CA IDMS Log or
SMF File reported on. The data displayed in this line depends upon the actual time range of task activity within the CA
IDMS Log or SMF File.

SUMMARY FOR ALL TASKS -- This line indicates that a summarization of statistics follows.

TOTAL RUN UNITS -- The total number of run-units performed by programs that make up the reported task (within the
time interval selected).

TOTAL ABENDS -- The total number of abends that occurred as a result of processing the programs that make up the
reported task (within the date and time interval selected).

SYSTEM RESOURCES: The CA IDMS/DC statistics are reported. For more information on the CA IDMS/DC statistics,
see the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Billing Details Report.
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• WALL CLOCK TIME
• CPU TIME
• SYSTEM TIME
• USER TIME
• WAIT TIME
• I/O
• DATABASE CALLS
• STORAGE ALLOCATED
• TERMINAL I/O

HIGH VALUE -- The highest value for each of the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line) for the reported task.

TASK CODE -- The ID of the task with the highest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line).

TASK NUM -- Task number; this is the number of the task with the highest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES.

LOW VALUE -- The lowest value for each of the SYSTEM RESOURCES for the reported task.

TASK CODE -- The ID of the task with the lowest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line).

TASK NUM -- Task number; this is the number of the task with the highest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES.

MEAN VALUE -- Average value per program occurrence within the reported SYSTEM RESOURCES.

ACCUM VALUE -- Total value for all program occurrences for the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line)
within the reported time interval.

% OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES -- This ratio (expressed as a percentage) is the accumulated value for this program
against the accumulated value for all selected programs active within the reported time interval. This ratio highlights the
programs that are consuming the largest amount of system resources.

 ID                  RELEASE                        CA-IDMS/TASK ANALYZER           
 DATE                    TIME               PAGE
                   Rnn.nn                         SYSTEM SUMMARY REPORT            mm/
dd/yy                hh:mm:ss
 
                                                                 BILLING SUMMARY
 
                                                          REQUESTED:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm -
 mm/dd/yy  hh/mm
                                                             ACTUAL:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm -
 mm/dd/yy  hh/mm
 
                      HIGH          TASK       TASK           LOW      TASK          
 TASK           MEAN        ACCUM  % OF SYSTEM
                      VALUE         CODE       NUMBER         VALUE    CODE          
 NUMBER         VALUE       VALUE   OCCURRENCE
 
SUMMARY FOR ALL TASKS
 
TOTAL RUN UNITS                                                                         
                           11           0.5
TOTAL ABENDS                                                                            
                            0           0.0
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WALL CLOCK TIME       21.9847     CMPCARLA     3139          7.3436  KENNIRPT         
 928         15.673564      172.4092      2.6
CPU TIME               6.1585     CMPCARLA     3139          1.0389  KENNIRPT        
 1716          3.713136       40.8445      2.7
SYSTEM TIME            6.1585     CMPCARLA     3139          1.0389  KENNIRPT        
 1716          3.713136       40.8445      4.3
USER TIME               .0000     KENNIRPT     928            .0000  CMPCARLA        
 3142          0.000000        0.0000      0.0
WAIT TIME             18.8502     SGSJARPT     2072          5.1182  KENNIRPT         
 928         12.046445      132.5109      2.6
I/O                  614          CMPCARLA     3139        209       KENNIRPT        
 1716        428.64         4715          11.8
DATABASE CALLS      2522          CMPCARLA     3139        325       KENNIRPT        
 1716       1425.09        15676           5.3
STORAGE ALLOCATED  20928          KENNIRPT     928       20928       CMPCARLA        
 3142      20928.00       230208           0.2
TERMINAL I/O           0          KENNIRPT     928           0       CMPCARLA        
 3142          0.00            0           0.0
 Billing System Summary Report.:
 

About CA IDMS Task Analyzer Program Reports
Contents

The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Program Reports are similar to the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Billing Reports. They use
information from the CA IDMS Log (or, optionally under z/OS, from the SMF file) to offer detailed and summarized
statistical reports that show how efficiently application programs are using system resources.

They differ in that they are organized by the programs that make up the tasks. Information about the application program
is grouped by selected time intervals. Identifying information includes the program's name, version, type, and origin of
execution. First, each program's totals are reported; then, they are reflected as a ratio of the system totals (that is, the
percentage of all system resources consumed during the time interval by programs that were selected by CA IDMS Task
Analyzer). You will get this report by specifying REPORT = PROG.

Three Reports One Set of CA IDMS Log or SMF File Statistics

Physically, there are three Program Reports to choose from. It is important to understand, however, that each report is
produced from the same statistics taken from the CA IDMS Log (or, optionally under z/OS, from the SMF file). Statistics
are presented in different formats and at various levels of summarization. The Program Report is available at the detail,
summary, and system summary level.

Hierarchical Nature of Reports

Program reports are produced for three hierarchical levels: If you ask for the lowest level report (LEVL = DET), you will
also receive the higher-level reports. This would include the Program Summary Report, which summarizes the data of the
Program Details Reports (LEVL = SUM), and also the Program System Summary Report (LEVL = SYS).

Overview of Program Reports

Program Reports are of the following types:
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• Program Details Report -- shows the information for programs that make up each task reported in time sequence,
within the selected time interval. You may specify which program or class of programs CA IDMS Task Analyzer is to
report on. You also control the time period.

• Program Summary Report -- records the sum for all tasks that use the application program within the time interval you
select. In addition, if multiple versions of a reported task exist, a summary of all tasks by version is presented.

• Program System Summary -- presents a sum of all Program Summaries within the time interval you selected.

CA IDMS Task Analyzer Program Details Report
Contents

The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Program Details Report presents a detailed view of application program CA IDMS/DC
activity. (CA ADS dialog activity is reported separately. For more information, see the CA IDMS Task Analyzer CA ADS
Report.) The statistics in the report are CA IDMS STATISTICS taken from the CA IDMS Log (or optionally under z/OS,
from the SMF file). You will get this report when you request LEVL = DET.

Request this report after you have used the Billing Report to identify tasks that require large amounts of storage or that
perform a large number of I/O operations.

Report Fields

The following is a description of the various fields that make up the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Program Details Report (see
the Program Detail Report screen).

REPORT TITLE -- The title line of this report varies depending on what you select on the RUNAME and NAME parameter
statements.

REQUESTED TIME INTERVAL -- This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval you specified on
the PROCESS statement. The data displayed in this line depends on what you select using the START and STOP
parameters.

ACTUAL INTERVAL -- This line lists the first start date and time and the last start date and time on the CA IDMS Log or
SMF File reported on. The data displayed in this line depends upon the actual time range of task activity within the CA
IDMS Log or SMF File.

VARIABLE COLUMNS -- These two columns vary in content. Any combination of OPER-ID, TERM-ID, or TASK CODE
can appear in the first two columns. (RUNAME types that do not appear in the REPORT TITLE will appear in these two
columns.)

TASK INFORMATION

• NUMBER -- Number of the task within the date and time interval selected.
• TY -- Type of task performed, indicating the language of the program the task invokes.

– A: Assembler
– P: PL/1
– C: COBOL
– F: FORTRAN
– N: CA ADS

• OR--Origin of the task. The operating system or environment where execution of the task originated.
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– D: CA IDMS/DC
– C: CICS
– V: z/VM
– B: batch

• START DATE-TIME -- The start date and time of the task being reported.
• C C -- Condition code for CA IDMS. If the task abends while running under CA IDMS, an "X" appears on the report

under "C C". If the task does not abend while running under CA IDMS, the "C C" column is blank.

PROGRAM INFORMATION

• NAME -- Name of the reported program.
• VER -- Version of the program.
• TY -- Type of program performed, according to the language that the program consists of (see the list under TASK

INFORMATION).

TERMINAL INFORMATION

• RDS -- The total number of reads performed from the reported terminal.
• WRT -- The total number of writes performed from the reported terminal.
• ERR -- The total number of errors occurring during reads and writes from the reported terminal.

STORAGE INFORMATION -- These columns give you an idea of how much system storage is required for the reported
tasks.

• ACQ -- The number of requests made to acquire system storage.
• ALLOC -- The total amount of storage requested (in bytes).
• KEPT -- The total amount of storage (in bytes) retained by the program and not released for reuse.

SCRATCH INFORMATION

• GET -- The number of times records were retrieved from the scratch area.
• PUT -- The number of times records were placed into the scratch area.
• DELETE -- The number of times records were deleted from the scratch area.

QUEUE INFORMATION

• GET -- The number of times records were retrieved from the queue area.
• PUT -- The number of times records were placed into the queue area.
• DELETE -- The number of times records were deleted from the queue area.

* -- Programs loaded and executed by the previous task (see the Program Details Report).

CV NUMBER -- The number of the CV that the statistics on this report apply to.

PLAN ID -- The statistics plan ID that the statistics on this report apply to.

ID                     RELEASE                          CA-IDMS/
TASK ANALYZER              DATE              TIME            PAGE
                      Rnn.nn                               PROGRAM REPORT                 mm/
dd/yy          hh:mm:ss

CV NUMBER:   19        PLAN ID:  PLAN0001                    DETAILS FOR TASK CODE     ALL TASKS
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                                                                REQUESTED:  mm/dd/
yy  hh/mm - mm/dd/yy  hh/mm
                                                                   ACTUAL:  mm/dd/
yy  hh/mm - mm/dd/yy  hh/mm

  TASK      TERM   -------------TASK---------------    ---PROGRAM----   --
TERMINAL--  ----STORAGE----    --SCRATCH---  ---QUEUE----
  CODE       ID    NUMBER   T  O  START DATE-
TIME C    NAME     VER T   RDS WRT  ERR  ACQ  ALLOC KEPT    GET PUT  DEL  GET  PUT DEL
                            Y  R                  C                 Y

SYSGEN     VTAMLT05    71   A  D  04/14 08:50:30      RHDCSGDC    1 A    0   1    0    17  84544  1792   9    7    2
SYSGEN     VTAMLT05    72   A  D  04/14 08:50:39      RHDCSGDC    1 A    0   1    0    17  84544  1792   9    7    2
SYSGEN     VTAMLT05    74   A  D  04/14 08:50:53      RHDCSGDC    1 A    0   1    0    15  84160  1792   9    7    2
SYSGEN     VTAMLT05    76   A  D  04/14 08:51:01      RHDCSGDC    1 A    0   1    0     8  26688  1792   5    2    2
SYSGEN     VTAMLT05    78   A  D  04/14 08:51:03      RHDCSGDC    1 A    0   0    0    11  38144     0   4    2    5
TRCREPD1   VTAMLT03    80   N  D  04/14 08:51:15      TRCREPD1    1 N    0   1    0    21  27392 13568   0    0    0
                                              * ►     TRCREPD1    1 N    1   1    0    24  28032     0   0    0    0
                                                      TRCDELD1    1 N    0   0    0     7  26752     0   0    0    0    0    0   0
TRCDELD1   VTAMLT03    86   N  D  04/14 08:52:13      TRCDELD1    1 N    0   1    0    18  18496 13568   0    0    0  4
                                                      TRCDELD1    1 N    0   0    0     1  17920     0   0    0    0    0    0   0
                                                      ADST        1 N    0   0    0     3  18496     0   0    0    0  239    0   0
ADST       VTAMLT03    91   N  D  04/14 08:52:57      ADST        1 N    0   1    0    24  28800 15552   0    0    0  2
                                                      ADST        1 N    1   1    0    11  18496     0   0    0    0  239    0   0
                                                      TRCQUED1    1 N    0   0    0    10  26752     0   0    0    0  241    0   0
TRCQUED1   VTAMLT03    94   N  D  04/14 08:53:51      TRCQUED1    1 N    0   1    0     7  14016 15552   0    0    0
                                                      TRCQUED1    1 N    1   1    0    24  28800     0   0    0    0  241    0   0
TRCQUED1   VTAMLT03    97   N  D  04/14 08:53:59      TRCQUED1    1 N    0   1    0     8  12608 13568   0    0    0
                                                      TRCQUED1    1 N    2   2    0    32  28800     0   0    0    0  241    0   0
                                                      ADST        1 N    0   0    0     0      0     0   0    0    0    0    0   0
ADST       VTAMLT03    98   N  D  04/14 08:54:02      ADST        1 N    0   1    0    12  19840 15552   0    0    0  2
                                                      ADST        1 N    1   1    0     8  12608     0   0    0    0    0    0   0
                                                      TRCQUED1    1 N    0   0    0     4  19840     0   0    0    0  241    0   0
TRCQUED1   VTAMLT03    101  N  D  04/14 08:54:20      TRCQUED1    1 N    0   1    0    11  17600 15552   0    0    0  2
                                                      TRCQUED1    1 N    1   1    0    16  19840     0   0    0    0  483  238   0
TRCQUED1   VTAMLT03    103  N  D  04/14 08:54:51      TRCQUED1    1 N    0   1    0    12  19072 14784   0    0    0  4
                                                      TRCQUED1    1 N    2   2    0    24  19840     0   0    0    0  483  238   0
                                                      TRCREPD1    1 N    0   0    0     4  19072     0   0    0    0  493    0   0
TRCREPD1   VTAMLT03    105  N  D  04/14 08:55:09      TRCREPD1    1 N    0   1    0     9  13568 14208   0    0    0
                                                      TRCREPD1    1 N    1   1    0    12  19072     0   0    0    0  493    0   0
                                                      TRCDELD1    1 N    0   0    0     1  10304     0   0    0    0    0    0   0
TRCDELD1   VTAMLT03    106  N  D  04/14 08:55:17      TRCDELD1    1 N    0   1    0    18  18432 13824   0    0    0
                                                      TRCDELD1    1 N    0   0    0     1  11072     0   0    0    0    0    0   0
                                                      ADST        1 N    0   0    0     3  18432     0   0    0    0    1    0   0
ADSOGEN1   VTAMLTO4    121  A  D  04/14 08:55:49      ADSOGEN1    1 A    0   1    0    13  31104  6144   0   00    0
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ADSOGEN1   VTAMLT04    122  A  D  04/14 08:55:53      ADSOGEN1    1 A    0   1    0    31  56128 10176   0    0    0
 Program Detail Report:

CA IDMS Task Analyzer Program Summary Report
Contents

The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Program Summary Report summarizes all executions of the first application program within
the reported task within a time interval. The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Program Summary Report summarizes information
taken from the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Program Details Report. You will get this report by specifying LEVL = SUM (or
LEVL = DET).

When you look at the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Program Summary Totals Report, focus on the high, low, mean, and
accumulated values, and percent (%) of system occurrences. These statistics reveal trends on the efficiency and use of
your application programs.

Report Fields

Here is an explanation of the fields that make up the Program Summary Report (see the following Program Summary
Report screen).

REPORT TITLE -- The title line of this report varies depending on what you selected on the RUNAME and NAME
parameter statements.

REQUESTED TIME INTERVAL -- This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval you specified on
the PROCESS statement. The data displayed in this line depends on what you select using the START and STOP
parameters.

ACTUAL INTERVAL -- This line lists the first start date and time and the last start date and time on the CA IDMS Log or
SMF File reported on. The data displayed in this line depends upon the actual time range of task activity within the CA
IDMS Log or SMF File.

SUMMARY FOR TASK CODE -- Task code identification information; this includes task name, origin of execution, and
version number. Multiple versions of a task are reported separately; tasks with multiple origins of execution are also
reported separately.

TOTAL RUN UNITS -- The total number of run-units performed by programs that make up the reported task (within the
time interval selected).

TOTAL ABENDS -- The total number of abends that occurred as a result of processing the programs that make up the
reported task (within the date and time interval selected).

SYSTEM RESOURCES: The CA IDMS/DC statistics are reported. For a detailed explanation of the CA IDMS/DC
statistics, see the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Program Details Report.
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• TERMINAL READS
• TERMINAL WRITES
• TERMINAL ERRORS
• STORAGE ACQUIRED
• STORAGE ALLOCATED
• STORAGE KEPT
• SCRATCH-GETS
• SCRATCH-PUTS
• SCRATCH DELETES
• QUEUE-GETS
• QUEUE-PUTS
• QUEUE-DELETES

HIGH VALUE -- The highest value for each of the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line) for the reported task

TASK CODE -- The ID of the task with the highest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line).

TASK NUMBER -- Task number; this is the number of the task with the highest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES.

LOW VALUE -- The lowest value for each of the SYSTEM RESOURCES for the reported task.

TASK CODE -- The ID of the task with the lowest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES.

TASK NUMBER -- Task number; this is the number of the task with the highest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES.

MEAN VALUE -- Average value per program occurrence within the reported SYSTEM RESOURCES.

ACCUM VALUE -- Total value for all program occurrences for the SYSTEM RESOURCES within the reported time
interval.

% OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES -- This ratio (expressed as a percentage) is the accumulated value for this program
against the accumulated value for all selected programs active within the reported time interval. This ratio highlights the
programs that are consuming the largest amount of system resources.

ID                 RELEASE                   CA-IDMS/
TASK ANALYZER                DATE                   TIME                 PAGE
                  Rnn.nn                       PROGRAM REPORT                    mm/dd/
yy               hh:mm:ss

                                                           SUMMARY FOR ALL TASKS

                                   REQUESTED:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm - mm/dd/yy  hh/mm
                                      ACTUAL:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm - mm/dd/yy  hh/mm

                   HIGH    TASK  TASK     LOW     TASK   TASK     MEAN   ACCUM   % OF SYSTEM
                   VALUE   CODE  NUMBER   VALUE   CODE   NUMBER   VALUE  VALUE   OCCURRENCES

SUMMARY FOR TASK CODE OEDR0001 ORIGIN IDMS   VERSION   1
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TOTAL RUN UNITS                                                               40   2.08
TOTAL ABENDS                                                                   0   0.00
TERMINAL READS        2  OEDR0001  892      0   OEDR00013326      1.03        41   1.53
TERMINAL WRITES       3  OEDR0001  892      0   OEDR00011719      2.00        80   1.88
TERMINAL ERRORS       0  OEDR0001  890      0   OEDR00013326      0.00         0   0.00
STORAGE ACQUIRED     56  OEDR0001  934     11   OEDR00013305     18.05       722   1.01
STORAGE ALLOCATED 52480  OEDR0001  934  11328   OEDR00011719  31976.00   1279040   1.46
STORAGE KEPT      21952  OEDR0001 3312    256   OEDR00012595  17204.80    688192   3.84
SCRATCH - GETS        0  OEDR0001  890      0   OEDR00013326      0.00         0   0.00
SCRATCH - PUTS        0  OEDR0001  890      0   OEDR00013326      0.00         0   0.00
SCRATCH - DELETES     0  OEDR0001  890      0   OEDR00013326      0.00         0   0.00
QUEUE   - GETS        0  OEDR0001  890      0   OEDR00013326      0.00         0   0.00
QUEUE   - PUTS        0  OEDR0001  890      0   OEDR00013326      0.00         0   0.00
QUEUE   - DELETES     0  OEDR0001  890      0   OEDR00013326      0.00         0   0.00

SUMMARY FOR TASK CODE OEDR0002 ORIGIN IDMS   VERSION   1

TOTAL RUN UNITS                                                               61   3.18
TOTAL ABENDS                                                                   0   0.00
TERMINAL READS        6  OEDR0002 1689      0   OEDR00022744      1.95       119   4.45
TERMINAL WRITES       7  OEDR0002 1689      0   OEDR00022744      2.93       179   4.20
TERMINAL ERRORS       0  OEDR0002  900      0   OEDR00023324      0.00         0   0.00
STORAGE ACQUIRED     18  OEDR0002 2744      7   OEDR00022577      8.79       536   0.75
STORAGE ALLOCATED 28672  OEDR0002 2488  11328   OEDR00022744  17179.28   1047936   1.20
STORAGE KEPT      21888  OEDR0002 3309    256   OEDR00022744  18762.49   1144512   6.39
SCRATCH - GETS        0  OEDR0002  900      0   OEDR00023324      0.00         0   0.00
SCRATCH - PUTS        0  OEDR0002  900      0   OEDR00023324      0.00         0   0.00
SCRATCH - DELETES     0  OEDR0002  900      0   OEDR00023324      0.00         0   0.00
QUEUE   - GETS        0  OEDR0002  900      0   OEDR00023324      0.00         0   0.00
QUEUE   - PUTS        0  OEDR0002  900      0   OEDR00023324      0.00         0   0.00
QUEUE   - DELETES     0  OEDR0002  900      0   OEDR00023324      0.00         0   0.00

SUMMARY FOR TASK CODE OLM         ORIGIN IDMS   VERSION   1

TOTAL RUN UNITS                                                              858  44.71
TOTAL ABENDS                                                                   1  33.33
TERMINAL READS        1  OLM       146      0   OLM     3350      0.12       107   4.00
TERMINAL WRITES       1  OLM        11      0   OLM     3350      0.96       823  19.33
TERMINAL ERRORS       0  OLM        11      0   OLM     3350      0.00         0   0.00
STORAGE ACQUIRED    639  OLM      1387      4   OLM     3350     53.28     45712  63.92
STORAGE ALLOCATED116352  OLM      1367  12352   OLM     3350  61847.27  53064960  60.59
STORAGE KEPT       6784  OLM      2063      0   OLM     3029   3088.78   2650176  14.80
 Program Summary Report.:
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CA IDMS Task Analyzer Program System Summary Report
Contents

The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Program System Summary Report presents a sum-total of all Program Summaries within
the time interval you select. All statistical categories are reported within run-unit origin: CA IDMS/DC, CICS, z/VM, and
BATCH; or ALL. The report shows actual accumulated values for RUN UNITS, ABENDS, and SYSTEM RESOURCES,
and presents the percentage that each value is of total system resources.

You will get this report by specifying LEVL = SYS. (This report will also be created if you specify LEVL = DET or LEVL =
SUM.)

When you review this report, focus on % of SYSTEM OCCURRENCES in the last column, as shown in Program System
Summary Report screen. These statistics reflect trends on the use of your CA IDMS/DC environment. HIGH VALUE, LOW
VALUE, MEAN VALUE, and ACCUMULATED VALUE are reported for each statistical category.

Report Fields

Here is a description of the various fields that make up the Program System Summary Report.

REPORT TITLE -- The title line of this report varies depending on what you selected on the RUNAME and NAME
parameter statements.

REQUESTED TIME INTERVAL -- This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval you specified on
the PROCESS statement. The data displayed in this line depends on what you select using the START and STOP
parameters.

ACTUAL INTERVAL -- This line lists the first start date and time and the last start date and time on the CA IDMS Log or
SMF File reported on. The data displayed in this line depends upon the actual time range of task activity within the CA
IDMS Log or SMF File.

SUMMARY FOR ALL REQUESTED ENTITIES -- This line indicates that a summarization of statistics follows.

TOTAL RUN UNITS -- The total number of run-units performed by programs that make up the reported task (within the
time interval selected).

TOTAL ABENDS -- The total number of abends that occurred as a result of processing the programs that make up the
reported task (within the date and time interval selected).

SYSTEM RESOURCES: The CA IDMS/DC statistics are reported. For more information on the CA IDMS/DC statistics,
see the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Program Details Report.

• TERMINAL READS
• TERMINAL WRITES
• TERMINAL ERRORS
• STORAGE ACQUIRED
• STORAGE ALLOCATED
• STORAGE KEPT
• SCRATCH-GETS
• SCRATCH-PUTS
• SCRATCH-DELETES
• QUEUE-GETS
• QUEUE-PUTS
• QUEUE-DELETES
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HIGH VALUE -- The highest value for each of the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line) for the reported task.

TASK CODE -- The ID of the task with the highest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line).

TASK NUMBER -- Task number; this is the number of the task with the highest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES.

LOW VALUE -- The lowest value for each of the SYSTEM RESOURCES for the reported task.

TASK CODE -- The ID of the task with the lowest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line).

TASK NUMBER -- Task number; this is the number of the task with the highest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES.

MEAN VALUE -- Average value per program occurrence within the reported SYSTEM RESOURCES.

ACCUM VALUE -- Total value for all program occurrences for the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line)
within the reported time interval.

% OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES -- This ratio (expressed as a percentage) is the accumulated value for this program
against the accumulated value for all selected programs active within the reported time interval. This ratio highlights the
programs that are consuming the largest amount of system resources.

ID             RELEASE                                  CA-IDMS/
TASK ANALYZER               DATE                TIME           PAGE
              Rnn.nn                                    SYSTEM SUMMARY REPORT              mm/
dd/yy            hh:mm:s

                                                                 PROGRAM SUMMARY

                                   REQUESTED:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm - mm/dd/yy  hh/mm
                                      ACTUAL:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm - mm/dd/yy  hh/mm

                   HIGH    TASK    TASK   LOW     TASK   TASK     MEAN     ACCUM    % OF SYSTEM
                   VALUE   CODE    NUMBER VALUE   CODE   NUMBER   VALUE    VALUE    OCCURRENCES

SUMMARY FOR ALL TASKS

TOTAL RUN UNITS                                                              1919     100.00
TOTAL ABENDS                                                                    3     100.00
TERMINAL READS       62   TRCREPD1  460     0   ADSO@ML
$  3354      1.39     2676     100.00
TERMINAL WRITES      63   TRCREPD1  460     0   DCMT      3352      2.22     4258     100.00
TERMINAL ERRORS       0   QUED        2     0   ADSO@ML
$  3355      0.00        0       0.00
STORAGE ACQUIRED   1022   DADQD150  373     4   OLM       3350     37.27    71514     100.00
STORAGE ALLOCATED266816   ADSOGEN1  359  5696   BYE       2921  45634.90 87573376     100.00
STORAGE KEPT     120064   ADSOGEN1 1373     0   ADSOGEN1  3287   9334.36 17912640     100.00
SCRATCH - GETS       71   ADSOGEN1 1373     0   ADSO@ML
$  3355      0.27      510     100.00
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SCRATCH - PUTS       79   ADSOGEN1  359     0   ADSO@ML
$  3355      0.86     1651     100.00
SCRATCH - DELETES    79   ADSOGEN1  359     0   ADSO@ML
$  3355      0.81     1553     100.00
QUEUE   - GETS     2148   TRCREPD1  658     0   ADSO@ML
$  3355     47.33    90818     100.00
QUEUE   - PUTS      476   TRCQUED1  101     0   ADSO@ML
$  3355      1.45     2773     100.00
QUEUE   - DELETES     4   OLM       489     0   ADSO@ML
$  3355      0.48      916     100.00

 Program System Summary Report.:

About CA IDMS Task Analyzer CA ADS Reports
Contents

The CA IDMS Task Analyzer CA ADS Reports are available for reporting on dialogs. They use information from the CA
IDMS Log (or, optionally under z/OS, from the SMF file) to offer detailed and summarized statistical reports that show how
efficiently CA ADS dialogs are using system resources.

The CA ADS Reports are organized by the CA ADS dialogs that make up the tasks. Information about the CA ADS
dialog is grouped by selected time intervals. Identifying information includes the dialog's name, version, type, and origin
of execution. First, each dialog's totals are reported, then they are reflected as a ratio of the system totals (that is,
the percentage of all system resources used during the time interval by dialogs that were selected by CA IDMS Task
Analyzer).

You will get this report by specifying REPORT = ADSO.

Three Reports One Set of CA IDMS Log or SMF File Statistics

Physically, there are three CA ADS Reports to choose from. It is important, however, to understand that each report is
produced from the same statistics taken from the CA IDMS Log (or, optionally under z/OS, from the SMF file). Statistics
are presented in different formats and at various levels of summarization. The CA ADS Report is available at the detail,
summary, and system summary level.

Hierarchical Nature of Reports

Program reports are produced for three hierarchical levels: if you ask for the lowest level report (LEVL = DET), you will
also receive the higher-level reports. This would include the CA ADS Summary Report, which summarizes the data of the
CA ADS Details Reports (LEVL = SUM), and also the CA ADS System Summary Report (LEVL = SYS).

Overview of CA ADS Reports

• CA ADS Details Report -- shows the information for CA ADS dialogs that make up each task reported in time
sequence, within the selected time interval. You may specify which dialog or class of dialogs CA IDMS Task Analyzer
is to report on. You also control the time period and duration of the time interval.

• CA ADS Summary Report -- records the sum for all tasks that use the CA ADS dialog within the time interval you
select. In addition, if multiple versions of a reported task exist, a summary of all tasks by version is presented.

• CA ADS System Summary -- presents a sum of all CA ADS Summaries within the time interval you selected.
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CA IDMS Task Analyzer CA ADS Details Report
Contents

The CA IDMS Task Analyzer CA ADS Details Report is produced for CA ADS dialogs. The CA ADS Details Report
presents a detailed view of the activity of each task that is an CA ADS dialog. The CA ADS dialogs are identified by CA
ADS dialog name and version, and are reported in time sequence.

You will get the CA ADS Details Report only if you specify LEVL = DET. In addition, with this specification, you will receive
the CA ADS Summary Report and the CA ADS Summary Report.

Report Fields

Here is a description of the various fields that make up the CA IDMS Task Analyzer CA ADS Details Report. A sample
report is shown in CA ADS Details Report screen.

REPORT TITLE -- The title line of this report varies depending on the RUNAME specified and on the dialog name and
version number you select on the NAME parameter statement.

REQUESTED TIME INTERVAL -- This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval you specified on
the PROCESS statement. The data displayed in this line depends on what you select using the START and STOP
parameters.

ACTUAL INTERVAL -- This line lists the first start date and time and the last start date and time on the CA IDMS Log or
SMF File reported on. The data displayed in this line depends upon the actual time range of task activity within the CA
IDMS Log or SMF File.

VARIABLE COLUMNS -- These two columns vary in content. Any combination of OPER-ID, TERM-ID, or TASK CODE
can appear in the first two columns. (RUNAME types that do not appear in the REPORT TITLE will appear in these two
columns.)

TASK INFORMATION -- Identifying information on the reported task.

• NUMBER -- Number of the task within the date and time interval selected.
• VER -- Version of the task. Multiple versions of a task are reported separately.
• OR -- Origin of the task. The operating system or environment where execution of the task originated.
• D: CA IDMS/DC
• C: CICS
• V: z/VM
• B: batch
• START DATE-TIME -- The start date and time of the task being reported.
• C C--Condition code for CA IDMS. If the task abends while running under CA IDMS, an "X" appears on the report

under "C C". If the task does not abend while running under CA IDMS, the "C C" column is blank.

DIALOG INFORMATION

• NAME -- The name of each dialog contained within the reported task.
• VER -- The version of the dialog.

INTER DIALOG -- This is a summary of all commands issued by the CA ADS dialog.

• DSP -- The number of display and display continue commands issued by the dialog.
• INV -- The number of invoke commands issued by the dialog.
• LNK -- The number of link to dialog and link to program commands issued by the dialog.
• RET -- The number of return and return continue commands issued by the dialog.
• TRN -- The number of transfer commands issued by the dialog.
• LEV -- The number of leave CA ADS and leave applications commands issued by the dialog.
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PRCS -- Premap and response processes.

• PRE MAP -- The number of premap processes.
• RSP -- The number of response processes.

DETAIL -- These statistics show the amount of processing performed using the Pageable Maps feature.

• PUT NEW -- The number of writes to the Detail scratch area.
• PUT CUR -- The number of rewrites to the Detail scratch area.
• GET -- The number of reads from the Detail scratch area.

LINK -- Link levels.

• HGH -- The highest level in the associated CA ADS transaction at which the reported task was executed.
• LOW -- The lowest level in the associated CA ADS transaction at which the reported task was executed.

RBB -- Record buffer block.

• MAX -- The maximum size (in bytes) of record buffer blocks allocated.
• MIN -- The minimum, or least, size (in bytes) of record buffer blocks allocated.

CV NUMBER -- The number of the CV that the statistics on this report apply to.

PLAN ID -- The statistics plan ID that the statistics on this report apply to.

ID               RELEASE                               CA-IDMS/
TASK ANALYZER            DATE                 TIME             PAGE
                Rnn.nn                                   ADSO REPORT                   mm/
dd/yy             hh:mm:ss

CV NUMBER:   19     PLAN ID:  PLAN0001                                     DETAILS FOR TASK CODE     ADSA

                                                              REQUESTED:  mm/dd/yy  hh/
mm - mm/dd/yy  hh/mm
                                                                 ACTUAL:  mm/dd/yy  hh/
mm - mm/dd/yy  hh/mm

OPER TERM  --------------TASK-----------------  --DIALOG--  ----INTER DIALOG-------   --
PRCS--  ----DETAIL----  --LINK---   ---RBB-
ID    ID   NUMBER  VER  O  START  DATE-
TIME  C  NAME   VER  DSP INV LNK RET TRN LEV   PRE  RSP  PUT   PUT  GET  HGH   LOW   MAX   M
                        R                    C                                              MAP       NEW   CUR

   VTAMLT02  1504   1   D  04/17  16:15:15     ADSA     1    1   0   0   0   0   0    0    1    0     0    0    0     0
   VTAMLT02  1505   1   D  04/17  16:15:28     ADSA     1    1   0   0   0   0   0    0    1    0     0    0    0     0
   VTAMLT02  1506   1   D  04/17  16:16:03     ADSA     1    1   1   0   0   0   0    1    0    0     0    0    0     0
                                               ADSOASVC 1    0   0   0   0   1   0    0    0    0     0    0    1     1    4288  42
                                               ADSOAREC 1    1   0   0   0   0   0    0    0    0     0    0    1     1    5400  54
   VTAMLT02  1511   1   D  04/17  16:19:11     ADSA     1    1   0   0   0   0   0    0    1    0     0    0    0     0
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   VTAMLT02  1514   1   D  04/17  16:21:41     ADSA     1    1   0   0   0   0   0    0    1    0     0    0    0     0
   VTAMLT02  1516   1   D  04/17  16:22:17     ADSA     1    1   1   0   0   0   0    1    0    0     0    0    0     0
                                               ADSOASVC 1    0   0   0   0   1   0    0    0    0     0    0    1     1    4288  42
                                               ADSOAREC 1    1   0   0   0   0   0    0    0    0     0    0    1     1    5400  54
 CA ADS Details Report:

CA IDMS Task Analyzer CA ADS Summary Report
Contents

The CA IDMS Task Analyzer CA ADS Summary Report is produced for CA ADS dialogs. The CA ADS Summary Report
summarizes activity within the specified time period for all DC run-units (tasks) that are also CA ADS dialogs. The
summaries are presented for all dialogs by version numbers.

You will get the CA ADS Summary Report if you specify LEVL = SUM (or if you specify LEVL = DET).

When you look at the CA ADS Summary Report, focus on the % OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES in the last column, as
shown in CA ADS Summary Report screen. These statistics reveal trends on the use of your CA IDMS/DC environment.
HIGH VALUE, LOW VALUE, MEAN VALUE, and ACCUMULATED VALUE are reported for each statistical category.

Report Fields

Here is a description of the various fields that make up the CA IDMS Task Analyzer CA ADS Summary Report (see the
CA ADS Summary Report screen).

REPORT TITLE -- The title line of this report varies depending on what you selected on the RUNAME and NAME
parameter statements.

REQUESTED TIME INTERVAL -- This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval you specified on
the PROCESS statement. The data displayed in this line depends on what you select using the START and STOP
parameters.

ACTUAL INTERVAL -- This line lists the first start date and time and the last start date and time on the CA IDMS Log or
SMF File reported on. The data displayed in this line depends upon the actual time range of task activity within the CA
IDMS Log or SMF File.

SUMMARY FOR VERSION -- The version number of the dialog. Summaries of multiple versions of a dialog are reported
separately.

TOTAL RUN UNITS -- The total number of DC run-units (tasks) terminated within the reported time interval.

TOTAL ABENDS -- The total number of abends that occurred as a result of processing the reported tasks within the date
and time interval selected.

CA ADS Dialog Statistics -- The CA ADS dialog statistics are reported (taken from the CA ADS Details Report).
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• DISPLAY -- The number of display and display continue commands issued by the task.
• INVOKE -- The number of invoke commands issued by the task.
• LINK -- The number of link to dialog and link to program commands issued by the task.
• RETURN -- The number of return and return continue commands issued by the task.
• TRANSFER -- The number of transfer commands issued by the task.
• LEAVE -- The number of leave CA ADS and leave applications commands issued by the task.
• PROCESS - PREMAP -- The number of premap processes.
• PROCESS - RESPONSE -- The number of response processes.
• DETAIL - PUT NEW -- The number of writes occurring to the Detail scratch area.
• DETAIL - PUT CUR -- The number of records rewritten to the Detail scratch area.
• DETAIL - GET -- The number of details retrieved from the Detail scratch area.
• LINK LEVL - MAX -- The highest level in the associated CA ADS transaction at which the reported task was executed.
• LINK LEVL - MIN -- The lowest level in the associated CA ADS transaction at which the reported task was executed.
• RBB STORAGE - MAX -- The maximum size (in bytes) of record buffer blocks buffers allocated.
• RBB STORAGE - MIN -- The minimum, or least, size (in bytes) of record buffer blocks allocated.

HIGH VALUE -- The highest value for each of the CA ADS Dialog Statistics for the reported task (depending upon the
line).

TASK CODE -- The task code of the task with the highest value of the CA ADS Dialog Statistics (depending upon the
line).

TASK NUMBER -- Task number; this is the version number of the task with the highest value of the CA ADS Dialog
Statistics (depending upon the line).

LOW VALUE -- The lowest value for each of the CA ADS Dialog Statistics for the reported task (depending upon the line).

TASK CODE -- The task code of the task with the lowest value of the CA ADS Dialog Statistics (depending upon the line).

TASK NUMBER -- Task number; this is the version number of the task with the lowest value of the CA ADS Dialog
Statistics (depending upon the line).

MEAN VALUE -- Average value per DC run-unit occurrence within the reported CA ADS Dialog Statistics (depending
upon the line).

ACCUM VALUE -- Total value for all DC run-unit occurrences for the CA ADS Dialog Statistics (depending upon the line)
within the reported time interval.

% OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES -- This ratio (expressed as a percentage) is the accumulated value for this DC run-unit
(CA ADS dialog) against the accumulated value for all selected DC run-units active within the reported time interval. This
ratio highlights the DC run-units that are consuming the largest amount of system resources.

ID               RELEASE                                 CA-IDMS/
TASK ANALYZER           DATE             TIME               PAGE
                Rnn.nn                                          ADSO REPORT             mm/
dd/yy         hh:mm:ss

                                                           SUMMARY FOR ALL TASKS    ADSA

                                     REQUESTED:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm - mm/dd/yy  hh/mm
                                        ACTUAL:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm - mm/dd/yy  hh/mm
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                    HIGH     TASK   TASK     LOW      TASK   TASK     MEAN    ACCUM   % OF SYSTEM
                    VALUE    CODE   NUMBER   VALUE    CODE   NUMBER   VALUE   VALUE   OCCURRENCES

SUMMARY FOR TASK CODE ADSA      ORIGIN IDMS   VERSION   1

   TOTAL RUN UNITS                                                                3      0.24
   TOTAL ABENDS                                                                   0      0.00
   DISPLAY            2      ADSA    1506      1      ADSA  1505        1.33      4      0.81
   INVOKE             0      ADSA    1504      0      ADSA  1506        0.00      0      0.00
   LINK               0      ADSA    1504      0      ADSA  1506        0.00      0      0.00
   RETURN             0      ADSA    1504      0      ADSA  1506        0.00      0      0.00
   TRANSFER           1      ADSA    1506      0      ADSA  1505        0.33      1      7.69
   LEAVE              1      ADSA    1506      0      ADSA  1505        0.33      1      0.62
   PROCESS - PREMAP   1      ADSA    1506      0      ADSA  1505        0.33      1      0.23
   PROCESS - RESPONSE 0      ADSA    1504      0      ADSA  1506        0.00      0      0.00
   DETAIL - PUT NEW   0      ADSA    1504      0      ADSA  1506        0.00      0      0.00
   DETAIL - PUT CUR   0      ADSA    1504      0      ADSA  1506        0.00      0      0.00
   DETAIL - GET       0      ADSA    1504      0      ADSA  1506        0.00      0      0.00
   LINK LEVEL - MAX   2      ADSA    1506      0      ADSA  1505        0.67      2      0.68
   LINK LEVEL - MIN   2      ADSA    1506      0      ADSA  1505        0.67      2      0.74
   RBB STORAGE - MAX13976    ADSA    1506   4288      ADSA  1505     7517.33  22552      0.72
   RBB STORAGE - MIN13976    ADSA    1506   4288      ADSA  1505     7517.33  22552      0.73
 CA ADS Summary Report:

CA IDMS Task Analyzer CA ADS System Summary Report
Contents

The CA IDMS Task Analyzer CA ADS System Summary Report presents a sum-total of all CA ADS Summaries within the
time interval you select. All statistical categories are reported within run-unit type: CA IDMS/DC, CICS, and z/VM; or ALL.

You will get this report by specifying LEVL = SYS. (This report will also be created if you specify LEVL = DET or LEVL =
SUM.)

When you review this report, focus on % of SYSTEM OCCURRENCES in the last column, as shown in ADS System
Summary Report. These statistics reflect trends on the use of your CA IDMS/DC environment. HIGH VALUE, LOW
VALUE, MEAN VALUE, and ACCUMULATED VALUE are reported for each statistical category.

Report Fields

Here is a description of the various fields that make up the CA ADS System Summary Report.

REPORT TITLE -- The title line of this report varies depending on what you selected on the RUNAME and NAME
parameter statements.

REQUESTED TIME INTERVAL -- This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval you specified on
the PROCESS statement. The data displayed in this line depends on what you select using the START and STOP
parameters.
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ACTUAL INTERVAL -- This line lists the first start date and time and the last start date and time on the CA IDMS Log or
SMF File reported on. The data displayed in this line depends upon the actual time range of task activity within the CA
IDMS Log or SMF File.

SUMMARY FOR ALL REQUESTED ENTITIES -- This line indicates that a summarization of statistics follows.

TOTAL RUN UNITS -- The total number of run-units performed by programs that make up the reported task (within the
time interval selected).

TOTAL ABENDS -- The total number of abends that occurred as a result of processing the programs that make up the
reported task (within the date and time interval selected).

SYSTEM RESOURCES: The CA IDMS/DC statistics are reported. For a detailed explanation of the CA IDMS/DC
statistics, see the CA IDMS Task Analyzer CA ADS Details Report.

• DISPLAY
• INVOKE
• LINK
• RETURN
• TRANSFER
• LEAVE
• PROCESS - PREMAP
• PROCESS - RESPONSE
• DETAIL - PUT NEW
• DETAIL - PUT CUR
• DETAIL - GET
• LINK LEVEL - MAX
• LINK LEVEL - MIN
• RBB STORAGE - MAX
• RBB STORAG - MIN

HIGH VALUE -- The highest value for each of the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line) for the reported task.

TASK CODE -- The ID of the task with the highest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line).

TASK NUM -- Task number; this is the number of the task with the highest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES.

LOW VALUE -- The lowest value for each of the SYSTEM RESOURCES for the reported task.

TASK CODE -- The ID of the task with the lowest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line).

TASK NUM -- Task number; this is the number of the task with the highest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES.

MEAN VALUE -- Average value per program occurrence within the reported SYSTEM RESOURCES.

ACCUM VALUE -- Total value for all program occurrences for the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line)
within the reported time interval.

% OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES -- This ratio (expressed as a percentage) is the accumulated value for this program
against the accumulated value for all selected programs active within the reported time interval. This ratio highlights the
programs that are consuming the largest amount of system resources.

ID              RELEASE                                CA IDMS/
TASK ANALYZER            DATE                TIME             PAGE
               Rnn.nn                                 SYSTEM SUMMARY REPORT            mm/
dd/yy            hh:mm:ss
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                                                            ADSO SUMMARY

                                   REQUESTED:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm - mm/dd/yy  hh/mm
                                      ACTUAL:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm - mm/dd/yy  hh/mm

                   HIGH    TASK  TASK     LOW     TASK   TASK     MEAN   ACCUM   % OF SYSTEM
                   VALUE   CODE  NUMBER   VALUE   CODE   NUMBER   VALUE  VALUE   OCCURRENCES

SUMMARY FOR REQUESTED ENTITIES

TOTAL RUN UNITS                                                              3      0.24
TOTAL ABENDS                                                                 0      0.00
DISPLAY                2   ADSA   1506      1     ADSA  1505       1.33      4      0.81
INVOKE                 0   ADSA   1504      0     ADSA  1506       0.00      0      0.00
LINK                   0   ADSA   1504      0     ADSA  1506       0.00      0      0.00
RETURN                 0   ADSA   1504      0     ADSA  1506       0.00      0      0.00
TRANSFER               1   ADSA   1506      0     ADSA  1505       0.33      1      7.69
LEAVE                  1   ADSA   1506      0     ADSA  1505       0.33      1      0.62
PROCESS - PREMAP       1   ADSA   1506      0     ADSA  1505       0.33      1      0.23
PROCESS - RESPONSE     0   ADSA   1504      0     ADSA  1506       0.00      0      0.00
DETAIL - PUT NEW       0   ADSA   1504      0     ADSA  1506       0.00      0      0.00
DETAIL - PUT CUR       0   ADSA   1504      0     ADSA  1506       0.00      0      0.00
DETAIL - GET           0   ADSA   1504      0     ADSA  1506       0.00      0      0.00
LINK LEVEL - MAX       2   ADSA   1506      0     ADSA  1505       0.67      2      0.68
LINK LEVEL - MIN       2   ADSA   1506      0     ADSA  1505       0.67      2      0.74
RBB STORAGE - MAX  13976   ADSA   1506   4288     ADSA  1505    7517.33  22552      0.72
RBB STORAGE - MIN  13976   ADSA   1506   4288     ADSA  1505    7517.33  22552      0.73
 CA ADS System Summary Report:

About CA IDMS Task Analyzer Abend Report
Contents

The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Abend Report uses information from the CA IDMS Log (or, optionally under z/OS, the SMF
file) to produce detailed report statistics. The Abend Report reports on those tasks that have abended while running under
CA IDMS, whether or not the tasks have issued database calls. (If a task abends while running under CA IDMS, an "X"
appears under "C C" on the Billing Details, Program Details, CA ADS Details, or Program Loads report.) You will get the
Abend Report by specifying REPORT = ABND on the parameter statement.

Tying Abend Activity to an ID and a Time

Depending on the parameters you choose, abend activity can be tied to a specific operator, terminal, task code, or group.
For CA IDMS/DC tasks, the data reported under the headings OPER-ID, TERM-ID, or TASK CODE comes from the CA
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IDMS Log (or, optionally under z/OS, the SMF file). For CICS tasks, this information is taken from the External Request
Element (ERE) Extension; the information is available only if GSISVCX was installed.

The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Abend Report presents this information within the framework of the time interval you select.
Task, time, and error message information is shown.

One Report One Set of CA IDMS Log Statistics

Physically, there is one Abend Report. The report is produced from the statistics that are found on the CA IDMS Log (or,
optionally under z/OS, the SMF file). Statistics in the Abend Report are presented at the detail level.

Overview of Abend Reports

Abend Report presents detailed information for each task that abends while running under CA IDMS, reported in
termination time sequence. Depending on the parameter combination selected, this report allows you to identify task
activity by terminal ID, operator ID, task code, or group name.

CA IDMS Task Analyzer Abend Report
Contents

The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Abend Report presents a detailed view of the activity of each task that abended while
running under CA IDMS, reported in time sequence and based on the parameters selected. Depending on the parameter
combination you select, this report allows you to identify by terminal ID, operator ID, task code, or program name tasks
that abended while running under CA IDMS.

You will get the Abend Report only if you specify LEVL = DET.

Report Fields

Here is a description of the various fields that make up the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Abend Details Report. The Abend
Report screen shows one possible type of Abend Report CA IDMS Task Analyzer will generate.

REPORT TITLE -- The title line of this report varies depending on what you selected on the RUNAME and NAME
parameter statements.

REQUESTED TIME INTERVAL -- This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval you specified on
the PROCESS statement. The data displayed in this line depends on what you select using the START and STOP
parameters.

ACTUAL INTERVAL -- This line lists the first start date and time and the last start date and time on the CA IDMS Log or
SMF File reported on. The data displayed in this line depends upon the actual time range of task activity within the CA
IDMS Log or SMF File.

VARIABLE COLUMNS -- These two columns vary in content. Any combination of OPER-ID, TERM-ID, or TASK CODE
can appear in the first two columns. (RUNAME types that do not appear in the REPORT TITLE will appear in these two
columns.)

TASK INFORMATION
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• NUMBER -- Number of the task within the date and time interval selected.
• VER -- Version of the task.
• TYPE -- Type of task performed, indicating the language of the program the task invokes.
• ASSEM: Assembler
• COBOL: COBOL
• ADSO: CA ADS
• PL1: PL/1
• FTRAN: FORTRAN
• ORG -- Origin of the task. The operating system or environment where execution of the task originated.
• IDMS: CA IDMS/DC
• CICS: CICS
• z/VM: z/VM
• BTCH: batch
• START DATE-TIME -- The start date and time of the task being reported.

MESSAGE INFORMATION

ABEND CODE -- The return code received from CA IDMS.

MESSAGE NUMBER -- The CA IDMS message number.

SEVR CODE -- The severity code of the CA IDMS message, ranging from 0-3.

ABEND SUMMARY -- The total number of abends that occurred during the execution of the reported task.

CV NUMBER -- The number of the CV that the statistics on this report apply to.

PLAN ID -- The statistics plan ID that the statistics on this report apply to.

ID              RELEASE                                CA-IDMS/
TASK ANALYZER               DATE               TIME           PAGE
               Rnn.nn                                      ABEND REPORT                   mm/
dd/yy           hh:mm:ss

CV NUMBER:  19   PLAN ID:  PLAN0001                             DETAILS FOR TASK CODE    ALL TASKS

                                                          REQUESTED:  mm/dd/yy  hh/
mm - mm/dd/yy  hh/mm
                                                             ACTUAL:  mm/dd/yy  hh/
mm - mm/dd/yy  hh/mm

   TASK        TERM        ------------------------
TASK----------------------------------             ABEND       MESSAGE      SEVR
   CODE        ID          NUMBER   VER      TYPE       ORG        START        DATE-
TIME             CODE        NUMBER       CODE

 OLM           VTAMLT02    2299      1      ASSEM       IDMS       04/14        14:05:37              D0002         027
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 ADSO@ML
$      VTAMLTO2    2616      1      ADSO        IDMS       04/14        14:32:23              D0002         027
 ADSO@MS
$      VTAMLT06    3156      1      ADSO        IDMS       04/14        15:40:32              D0002         027

 *****      3 ABENDS FOR TASK CODE    ALL TASKS
 Abend Report:

About CA IDMS Task Analyzer Program Loads Report
Contents

The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Program Loads Report uses information from the CA IDMS Log (or, optionally under z/
OS, the SMF file) to produce detailed report statistics. The Program Loads Report reports on the primary program and
secondary programs (including tables, maps, and subschemas) that a task loads (calls). You will get the Program Loads
Report by specifying REPORT=LOAD on the parameter statement.

Tying Task Activity to an ID and a Time

Depending on the parameters you choose, abend activity can be tied to a specific operator, terminal, task code, or group.
The data reported under the headings OPER-ID, TERM-ID, or TASK CODE comes from the CA IDMS Log (or, optionally
under z/OS, from the SMF file.)

For CICS, this information is taken from the External Request Element (ERE) Extension as it is built by the CA IDMS SVC
exit routine. The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Program Loads Report presents this information within the framework of the
time interval you select. Task, time, and error message information is shown.

One Report One Set of CA IDMS Log Statistics

Physically, there is one Program Loads Report. The report is produced from the statistics that are found on the CA IDMS
Log or, optionally under z/OS, the SMF file. Statistics in the Program Loads Report are presented at the detail level.

Overview of Program Loads Reports

• Program Loads Details Report
Presents for each specified task the primary program and all secondary programs (including tables, maps, and
subschemas), reported in termination time sequence. Depending on the parameter combination selected, this report
allows you to identify task activity by terminal ID, operator ID, task code, group name, or for all tasks.

CA IDMS Task Analyzer Program Loads Report
Contents

The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Program Loads Report presents a detailed view of the primary program and all secondary
programs (including tables, maps, and subschemas) that a task loads (calls). The tasks are identified by task code, and
are reported in time sequence. You will get the Program Loads Report only if you specify LEVL = DET.
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Report Fields

Here is a description of the various fields that make up the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Program Loads Report. A sample
report is shown in Program Loads Report screen.

REPORT TITLE -- The title line of this report varies depending on what you selected on the RUNAME and NAME
parameter statements.

REQUESTED TIME INTERVAL -- This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval you specified on
the PROCESS statement. The data displayed in this line depends on what you select using the START and STOP
parameters.

ACTUAL INTERVAL -- This line lists the first start date and time and the last start date and time on the CA IDMS Log or
SMF File reported on. The data displayed in this line depends upon the actual time range of task activity within the CA
IDMS Log or SMF File.

VARIABLE COLUMNS -- These two columns vary in content. Any combination of OPER-ID, TERM-ID, or TASK CODE
can appear in the first two columns. (RUNAME types that do not appear in the REPORT TITLE will appear in these two
columns.)

TASK INFORMATION -- Identifying information on the task.

• NUMBER -- Number of the task within the date and time interval selected.
• VER -- Version of the task. Multiple versions of a task are reported separately.
• ORG -- Origin of the task. The operating system or environment where execution of the task originated.
• IDMS: CA IDMS/DC
• CICS: CICS
• z/VM: z/VM
• BTCH: batch
• START DATE-TIME -- The start date and time of the task being reported.
• C C--Condition code for CA IDMS. If the task abended while running under CA IDMS, an "X" appears on the report

under "C C". If the task did not abend while running under CA IDMS, the "C C" column is blank.

PRIMARY PROGRAM -- Information about the program or dialog initiating the transaction.

• NAME -- The name of the primary program.
• VER -- The version of the primary program. Multiple versions are reported separately.
• TYPE -- Type of task performed, indicating the language of the program the task invokes.
• ASSEM: Assembler
• COBOL: COBOL
• ADSO: CA ADS
• FTRAN: Fortran
• PL1: PL/1

SECONDARY PROGRAM -- Information about secondary programs (including tables, maps, and subschemas) loaded or
linked by the primary program. These statistics reveal what programs are lower level programs within the reported task,
and reveal how frequently the lower level programs are loaded or linked.
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• NAME -- The name of the secondary program loaded or linked by the primary program for the reported task.
• VER -- The version of the secondary program. Multiple versions are listed separately.
• TYPE -- The type of the secondary program loaded or linked. Multiple types of a secondary program are listed

separately.
• ASSEM: Assembler
• COBOL: COBOL
• ADSO: CA ADS
• PL1: PL/1
• SUBS: Subschema
• MAP: Map
• FTRAN: Fortran
• TABLE: Table
• COUNT -- The number of times the secondary program is loaded or linked by the primary program during each

execution of the reported task.

CV NUMBER -- The number of the CV that the statistics on this report apply to.

PLAN ID -- The statistics plan ID that the statistics on this report apply to.

ID              RELEASE                     CA-IDMS/
TASK ANALYZER                DATE                 TIME                 PAGE
               Rnn.nn                      PROGRAM LOADS REPORT                 mm/dd/
yy             hh:mm:ss

CV NUMBER:  19   PLAN ID:  PLAN0001           DETAILS FOR TASK CODE    ADS

                                              REQUESTED:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm - mm/dd/
yy  hh/mm
                                                 ACTUAL:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm - mm/dd/
yy  hh/mm

OPER     TERM     --------------TASK--------------------      ---
PRIMARY PROGRAM----  -----------SECONDARY PROGRAM----
  ID      ID      NUMBER    ORG   START    DATE-
TIME  CC         NAME   VER   TYPE      NAME      VER   TYPE     COUNT

      VTAMLT04       162    IDMS  04/14    08:57:36           ADSORUN1   1    ASSEM   ADSORUN1    1     ASSEM      1
                                                                                      CDO2NWKS    1     ASSEM      1
                                                                                      RHDCRUAL    0     ASSEM      1
                                                                                      ADSOMENU    1     MAP        1

      VTAMLT04       163    IDMS  04/14    08:57:37           ADSORUN1   1    ASSEM   ADSORUN1    1     ASSEM      1
                                                                                      CDO2NWKS    1     ASSEM      1
                                                                                      RHDCRUAL    0     ASSEM      1
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                                                                                      ADSOMENU    1     MAP        1

      VTAMLT01      2039    IDMS  04/14    13:17:43           ADSORUN1   1    ASSEM   ADSORUN1    1     ASSEM      1
                                                                                      CDO2NWKS    1     ASSEM      1
                                                                                      RHDCRUAL    0     ASSEM      1
                                                                                      ADSOMENU    1     MAP        1

      VTAMLT01      2055    IDMS  04/14    13:27:38           ADSORUN1   1    ASSEM   ADSORUN1    1     ASSEM      1
                                                                                      $ACF@TAT    1     TABLE      1
                                                                                      ADSOMAIN    1     ASSEM      1
                                                                                      CDO2NWKS    1     ASSEM      2
                                                                                      RHDCRUAL    0     ASSEM      1
                                                                                      ADSODBUG    1     ASSEM      1
                                                                                      ADSOMBG1    1     MAP        1

      VTAMLT04      2354    IDMS  04/14    14:14:04           ADSORUN1   1    ASSEM   ADSORUN1    1     ASSEM      1
                                                                                      $ACF@TAT    1     TABLE      1
                                                                                      ADSOMAIN    1     ASSEM      1
                                                                                      CDO2NWKS    1     ASSEM      2
                                                                                      RHDCRUAL    0     ASSEM      1
                                                                                      ADSODBUG    1     ASSEM      1
                                                                                      ADSOMBG1    1     MAP        1
 Program Loads Report:

About CA IDMS Task Analyzer Integrated Index Reports
Contents

The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Integrated Index Reports use information from the CA IDMS Log (or, optionally under z/OS,
the SMF file) to produce both detailed and summarized report statistics on how programs affect your integrated indexing
structure. The Integrated Index Reports differ from the other CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports in that the Integrated Index
Reports list database activity. You will get this report by specifying REPORT = INDEX on the parameter statement.

Tying Task Activity to an ID and a Time

Depending on the parameters you choose, task activity can be tied to a specific user, terminal, task code, or group. For
CA IDMS/DC tasks, the data reported under the headings OPER-ID, TERM-ID, or TASK CODE comes from the CA IDMS
Log (or, optionally under z/OS, the SMF file).

For CICS, this information is taken from the External Request Element (ERE) Extension as it is built by the CA version of
the CA IDMS SVC exit routine.

The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Integrated Index Reports present this information within the framework of the time interval
you select. The effects of task processing upon your current integrated indexing structure are displayed on the report.
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Three Reports One Set of CA IDMS Log or SMF File Statistics

Physically, there are three Integrated Index Reports to choose from. However, it is important to understand that each
report is produced from the statistics that are found on the CA IDMS Log (or, optionally under z/OS, the SMF file).
Statistics in the reports are presented in various formats and at one level of summarization. The Integrated Index Report is
available at the detail, summary, and system summary levels.

Hierarchical Nature of Reports

Integrated Index Reports are produced on a hierarchical level: if you ask for the lowest level report (LEVL = DET), you will
also receive the higher-level report, the Integrated Index Summary Report, which summarizes the data of the Integrated
Index Details Report (LEVL = SUM), and also the Integrated Index System Summary Report.

Overview of Integrated Index Reports

• Integrated Index Details Report -- presents detailed information for each task, reported in termination time sequence.
Depending on the parameter combination selected, this report allows you to identify task activity by operator ID,
terminal ID, task code, group ID, or for all tasks.

• Integrated Index Summary -- records the sum of all tasks invoked by an operator ID, terminal ID, task code ID, or
group ID within the time interval you selected.

• Integrated Index System Summary -- presents a sum of all Integrated Index Summaries within the time interval you
selected.

CA IDMS Task Analyzer Integrated Index Details Report
Contents

The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Integrated Index Details Report presents a detailed view of the activity of each task activity
reported in time sequence, based on the parameters selected. Depending on the parameter combination you select, this
report allows you to identify task activity by terminal ID, operator ID, task code, group ID, or for all tasks.

You will get the Integrated Index Details Report only if you specify LEVL = DET. In addition, with this specification, you will
receive the Integrated Index Summary Report and the Integrated Index System Summary Report.

Report Fields

Here is a description of the various fields that make up the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Integrated Index Details Report.
Integrated Index Details Report shows one possible type of Integrated Index Details Reports CA IDMS Task Analyzer will
generate.

REPORT TITLE -- The title line of this report varies depending on what you select on the RUNAME and NAME parameter
statements.

REQUESTED TIME INTERVAL -- This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval you specified on
the PROCESS statement. The data displayed in this line depends on what you select using the START and STOP
parameters.

ACTUAL INTERVAL -- This line lists the first start date and time and the last start date and time on the CA IDMS Log or
SMF File reported on. The data displayed in this line depends upon the actual time range of task activity within the CA
IDMS Log or SMF File.

VARIABLE COLUMNS -- These two columns vary in content. Any combination of OPER-ID, TERM-ID, or TASK CODE
can appear in the first two columns. (RUNAME types that do not appear in the REPORT TITLE will appear in these two
columns.)

TASK INFORMATION
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• NUMBER -- Number of the task within the date and time interval selected.
• VER -- Version of the task. Multiple versions of a task are reported separately.
• TY -- Type of task performed, indicating the language of the program the task invokes.
• A: Assembler
• C: COBOL
• N: CA ADS
• P: PL/1
• F: Fortran
• OR -- Origin of the task. The operating system or environment where execution of the task originated.
• D: CA IDMS/DC
• C: CICS
• V: z/VM
• B: batch
• START DATE-TIME -- The start date and time of the task being reported.
• C C -- Condition code for CA IDMS. If the task abends while running under CA IDMS, an "X" appears on the report

under "C C". If the task does not abend while running under CA IDMS, the "C C" column is blank.

PROGRAM INFORMATION

• NAME -- The name of the program invoked by the reported task.
• VER -- Version of the program. Multiple versions of a program are reported separately.
• TY -- Type of task performed, indicating the language of the program invoked by the task. A: Assembler C: COBOL N:

CA ADS P: PL/1 F: Fortran

SR8 INDEX INFORMATION

• SPLIT -- The number of SR8 record splits that have occurred as a result of processing the reported task.
• SPAWN -- The number of SR8 record spawns that have occurred as a result of processing the reported task.
• STORED -- The number of SR8 records stored as result of processing the reported task.
• ERASED -- The number of SR8 records erased as a result of processing the reported task.

SR7 INDEX INFORMATION

• STORED -- The number of SR7 records stored as a result of processing the reported task.
• ERASED -- The number of SR7 records stored as a result of processing the reported task.

B-TREE INFORMATION

• SEARCH -- The number of searches into the integrated index required to locate the reported task.
• LEVEL -- The number of levels required to complete the search.

ORPHANS ADOPTED -- The number of integrated index orphans adopted as a result of processing the reported task.

*Programs loaded and executed by the previous task.

CV NUMBER -- The number of the CV that the statistics on this report apply to.

PLAN ID -- The statistics plan ID that the statistics on this report apply to.

ID              RELEASE                            CA-IDMS/
TASK ANALYZER               DATE               TIME             PAGE
               Rnn.nn                             INTEGRATED INDEX REPORT              mm/
dd/yy          hh:mm:ss
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CV NUMBER:   19        PLAN ID:  PLAN0001          DETAILS FOR TASK CODE     ALL TASKS

                                                 REQUESTED:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm - mm/dd/
yy  hh/mm
                                                    ACTUAL:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm - mm/dd/
yy  hh/mm

TASK    TERM   TASK PROGRAM-  -SR8- -SR7- -B-TREE-  ORPHA
CODE      ID   NUMBER VER T  O  START DATE-
TIME C  NAME   VER  T  SPLIT SPAWN   STORED   ERASED STORED   ERASED SEARCH  LEVEL ADOPT
                          Y  R                  C              Y

ASFFDEFD  VTAMLT01  45  1  N  D   04/17 12:29:55  RHDCRUAL   0        0      0       0        0      0        0      0
                                                  IDMSRSUB   1  S     0      0       0        0      0        0    390    781
                                        * ►       IDBCAT     1  A     0      0       0        0      0        0
ASFFDEFD  VTAMLT01  46  1  N  D   04/17 12:30:11  RHDCRUAL   0        0      0       0        0      0        0      0
                                                  IDMSRSUB   1  S     0      0       0        0      0        0    147    298
                                                  IDBCAT     1  A     0      0       0        0      0        0      0      0
ASFRDEFD  VTAMLT01  47  1  N  D   04/17 12:30:26  RHDCRUAL   0        0      0       0        0      0        0      0
                                                  IDMSRSUB   1  S     0      0       0        0      0        0    141    354
                                                  IDBCAT     1  A     0      0       0        0      0        0      0      0
                                                  IDMSRGEN   1  A     4      0       4        0      0        0    472   1219
ASFASELD  VTAMLT01  49  1  N  D   04/17 12:34:03  RHDCRUAL   0        0      0       0        0      0        0      0
                                                  IDMSRSUB   1  S     0      0       0        0      0        0    414    852
ASFDSELD  VTAMLT01  51  1  N  D   04/17 12:34:23  RHDCRUAL   0        0      0       0        0      0        0      0
                                                  RD000231   1  N     0      0       0        0      0        0    139    150
                                                  IDMSRRTM   1  A     0      0       0        0      0        0     17     36
RD000231  VTAMLT01  52  1  N  D   04/17 12:37:38  RHDCRUAL   0        0      0       0        0      0        0      0
                                                  RD000231   1  N     0      0       0        0      0        0      2      2
RD000231  VTAMLT01  53  1  N  D   04/17 12:37:49  RHDCRUAL   0        0      0       0        0      0        0      0
                                                  RD000231   1  N     0      0       0        0      0        0      2      2
RD000231  VTAMLT01  54  1  N  D   04/17 12:37:53  RHDCRUAL   0        0      0       0        0      0        0      0
                                                  RD000231   1  N     0      0       0        0      0        0      2      2
RD000231  VTAMLT01  55  1  N  D   04/17 12:38:00  RHDCRUAL   0        0      0       0        0      0        0      0
                                                  RD000231   1  N     0      0       0        0      0        0      2      2
ASFASELD  VTAMLT01  58  1  N  D   04/17 12:38:27  RHDCRUAL   0        0      0       0        0      0        0      0
                                                  IDMSRSUB   1  S     0      0       0        0      0        0    147    298
                                                  IDBCAT     1  A     0      0       0        0      0        0      0      0
ASFRDEFD  VTAMLT01  59  1  N  D   04/17 12:39:04  RHDCRUAL   0        0      0       0        0      0        0      0
                                                  IDMSRSUB   1  S     0      0       0        0      0        0    279    582
                                                  IDBCAT     1  A     0      0       0        0      0        0      0      0
ASFFDEFD  VTAMLT01  60  1  N  D   04/17 12:39:26  RHDCRUAL   0        0      0       0        0      0        0      0
                                                  IDMSRSUB   1  S     0      0       0        0      0        0    631   1261
                                                  IDBCAT     1  A     0      0       0        0      0        0      0      0
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ASFXSELD  VTAMLT01  62  1  N  D   04/17 12:40:16  RHDCRUAL   0        0      0       0        0      0        0      0
                                                  IDMSRSUB   1  S     1      0       1        0      0        0     37     76
                                                  IDBCAT     1  A     0      0       0        0      0        0      0      0
ASFXSELD  VTAMLT01  63  1  N  D   04/17 12:40:30  RHDCRUAL   0        0      0       0        0      0        0      0
                                                  IDMSRSUB   1  S     0      0       0        0      0        0    240    480
                                                  IDBCAT     1  A     0      0       0        0      0        0      0      0
 Integrated Index Details Report:

CA IDMS Task Analyzer Integrated Index Summary Report
Contents

The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Integrated Index Summary Report summarizes all tasks executed for a terminal ID, operator
ID, task code, or group within the time interval you select. It is a summary of information from the CA IDMS Task Analyzer
Integrated Index Details Report. You will get this report if you specify LEVL = SUM (or if you specify LEVL = DET).

When you look at the Integrated Index Summary Report, focus on the % OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES in the last
column, as shown in Index Summary Report screen. HIGH VALUE, LOW VALUE, MEAN VALUE, and ACCUMULATED
VALUE are reported for each statistical category.

Report Fields

Here is an explanation of the fields that make up the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Integrated Index Summary Report.

REPORT TITLE -- The title line of this report varies depending on what you selected on the RUNAME and NAME
parameter statements.

REQUESTED TIME INTERVAL -- This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval you specified on
the PROCESS statement. The data displayed in this line depends on what you select using the START and STOP
parameters.

ACTUAL INTERVAL -- This line lists the first start date and time and the last start date and time on the CA IDMS Log or
SMF File reported on. The data displayed in this line depends upon the actual time range of task activity within the CA
IDMS Log or SMF File.

SUMMARY FOR TASK CODE -- Task code identification information; this includes task name, origin of execution, and
version. Multiple versions of a task are reported separately; tasks with multiple origins of execution are also reported
separately.

TOTAL RUN UNITS -- The total number of run-units performed by programs that make up the reported task (within the
time interval selected).

TOTAL ABENDS -- The total number of abends that occurred as a result of processing the programs that make up the
reported task (within the date and time interval selected).

SYSTEM RESOURCES -- The CA IDMS/DC statistics are reported. For a detailed explanation of the integrated index
statistics, see the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Integrated Index Details Report.
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• SR8 SPLITS
• SR8 SPAWNS
• SR8 STORED
• SR8 ERASED
• SR7 STORED
• SR7 ERASED
• B-TREE SEARCHES
• B-TREE LEVEL SEARCHES
• ORPHANS ADOPTED

HIGH VALUE -- The highest value for each of the INDEX INFORMATION lines (depending upon the line) for the reported
task.

TASK CODE -- The task code of the task with the highest value of the INDEX INFORMATION lines (depending upon the
line).

TASK NUMBER -- Task number; this is the version number of the task with the highest value of the INDEX
INFORMATION.

LOW VALUE -- The lowest value for each of the INDEX INFORMATION lines for the reported task.

TASK CODE -- The task code of the task with the lowest value of the INDEX INFORMATION lines (depending upon the
line).

TASK NUMBER -- Task number; this is the version number of the task with the lowest value of the INDEX INFORMATION
lines.

MEAN VALUE -- Average value per task occurrence within the reported INDEX INFORMATION lines.

ACCUM VALUE -- Total value for all task occurrences for the INDEX INFORMATION lines (depending upon the line)
within the reported time interval.

% OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES -- This ratio (expressed as a percentage) is the accumulated value for this task against
the accumulated value for all selected tasks active within the reported time interval. This ratio highlights the tasks that are
consuming the largest amount of system resources.

ID              RELEASE                          CA-IDMS/
TASK ANALYZER                 DATE                 TIME            PAGE
               Rnn.nn                              INDEX REPORT                       mm/
dd/yy             hh:mm:ss

                                                 SUMMARY FOR ALL TASKS

                                           REQUESTED:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm - mm/dd/yy  hh/mm
                                              ACTUAL:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm - mm/dd/yy  hh/mm

                        HIGH     TASK     TASK       LOW      TASK     TASK       MEAN    ACCUM   % OF SYSTEM
                        VALUE    CODE     NUMBER     VALUE    CODE     NUMBER     VALUE   VALUE   OCCURRENCES

SUMMARY FOR TASK CODE ASFRDEFD     ORIGIN IDMS   VERSION   1
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 TOTAL RUN UNITS                                                                             6          0.48
 TOTAL ABENDS                                                                                0          0.00
 SR8 SPLITS               4   ASFRDEFD     47          0    ASFRDEFD    404        1.50      9          4.55
 SR8 SPAWNS               0   ASFRDEFD     35          0    ASFRDEFD    404        0.00      0          0.00
 SR8 STORED               4   ASFRDEFD     47          0    ASFRDEFD    404        1.50      9          4.29
 SR8 ERASED               4   ASFRDEFD     65          0    ASFRDEFD    404        0.67      4         80.00
 SR7 STORED               0   ASFRDEFD     35          0    ASFRDEFD    404        0.00      0          0.00
 SR7 ERASED               0   ASFRDEFD     35          0    ASFRDEFD    404        0.00      0          0.00
 B-
TREE SEARCHES        687   ASFRDEFD     65         15    ASFRDEFD    404      322.83   1937         12.34
 B-
TREE LEVEL SEARCHES 1751   ASFRDEFD     65         30    ASFRDEFD    404      774.33   4646         13.94
 ORPHANS ADOPTED          0   ASFRDEFD     35          0    ASFRDEFD    404        0.00      0          0.00

SUMMARY FOR TASK CODE ASFSIGND   ORIGIN  IDMS   VERSION    1

 TOTAL RUN UNITS                                                                             3          0.24
 TOTAL ABENDS                                                                                0          0.00
 SR8 SPLITS               0   ASFSIGND     374         0    ASFSIGND    426        0.00      0          0.00
 SR8 SPAWNS               0   ASFSIGND     374         0    ASFSIGND    426        0.00      0          0.00
 SR8 STORED               0   ASFSIGND     374         0    ASFSIGND    426        0.00      0          0.00
 SR8 ERASED               0   ASFSIGND     374         0    ASFSIGND    426        0.00      0          0.00
 SR7 STORED               0   ASFSIGND     374         0    ASFSIGND    426        0.00      0          0.00
 SR7 ERASED               0   ASFSIGND     374         0    ASFSIGND    426        0.00      0          0.00
 B-
TREE SEARCHES         15   ASFSIGND     374        15    ASFSIGND    426       15.00     45          0.29
 B-
TREE LEVEL SEARCHES   30   ASFSIGND     374        30    ASFSIGND    426       30.00     90          0.27
 ORPHANS ADOPTED          0   ASFSIGND     374         0    ASFSIGND    426        0.00      0          0.00

SUMMARY FOR TASK CODE ASFXDERD ORIGIN   IDMS   VERSION    1

 TOTAL RUN UNITS                                                                             3          0.24
 TOTAL ABENDS                                                                                0          0.00
 SR8 SPLITS               5   ASFXDERD     36          0    ASFXDERD     39        2.67      8          4.04
 SR8 SPAWNS               0   ASFXDERD     36          0    ASFXDERD     39        0.00      0          0.00
 SR8 STORED               5   ASFXDERD     36          0    ASFXDERD     39        2.67      8          3.81
 SR8 ERASED               0   ASFXDERD     36          0    ASFXDERD     39        0.00      0          0.00
 SR7 STORED               0   ASFXDERD     36          0    ASFXDERD     39        0.00      0          0.00
 SR7 ERASED               0   ASFXDERD     36          0    ASFXDERD     39        0.00      0          0.00
 B-
TREE SEARCHES        476   ASFXDERD     37        147    ASFXDERD     39      267.33    802          5.11
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 B-
TREE LEVEL SEARCHES  968   ASFXDERD     37        298    ASFXDERD     39      533.00   1599          4.80
 PHANS ADOPTED            0   ASFXDERD     36          0    ASFXDERD     39        0.00      0          0.00

 Integrated Index Summary Report:

Integrated Index System Summary Report
Contents

The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Integrated Index System Summary Report presents a sum-total of all Integrated Index
Summaries within the time interval you select. All statistical categories are reported within run-unit origin: CA IDMS/DC,
CICS, and z/VM; or ALL. You will get this report by specifying LEVL = SYS. (This report will also be created if you specify
LEVL = DET or LEVL = SUM.)

When you review this report, focus on % of SYSTEM OCCURRENCES in the last column, as shown in System Summary
Report screen. These statistics reflect trends on the use of your CA IDMS/DC environment. HIGH VALUE, LOW VALUE,
MEAN VALUE, and ACCUMULATED VALUE are reported for each statistical category.

Report Fields

Here is a description of the various fields that make up the System Summary Report.

REPORT TITLE -- The title line of this report varies depending on what you selected on the RUNAME and NAME
parameter statements.

REQUESTED TIME INTERVAL -- This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval you specified on
the PROCESS statement. The data displayed in this line depends on what you select using the START and STOP
parameters.

ACTUAL INTERVAL -- This line lists the first start date and time and the last start date and time on the CA IDMS Log or
SMF File reported on. The data displayed in this line depends upon the actual time range of task activity within the CA
IDMS Log or SMF File.

SUMMARY FOR ALL REQUESTED ENTITIES -- This line indicate that a summarization of statistics follows.

TOTAL RUN UNITS -- The total number of run-units performed by programs that make up the reported task (within the
time interval selected).

TOTAL ABENDS -- The total number of abends that occurred as a result of processing the programs that make up the
reported task (within the date and time interval selected).

SYSTEM RESOURCES: The CA IDMS/DC statistics are reported. For a detailed explanation of the CA IDMS/DC
statistics, see the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Integrated Index Details Report.
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• SR8 SPLITS
• SR8 SPAWNS
• SR8 STORED
• SR8 ERASED
• SR7 STORED
• SR7 ERASED
• B-TREE SEARCHES
• B-TREE LEVEL SEARCHES
• ORPHANS ADOPTED

HIGH VALUE -- The highest value for each of the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line) for the reported task.

TASK CODE -- The ID of the task with the highest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line).

TASK NUM -- Task number; this is the number of the task with the highest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES.

LOW VALUE -- The lowest value for each of the SYSTEM RESOURCES for the reported task.

TASK CODE -- The ID of the task with the lowest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line).

TASK NUM -- Task number; this is the number of the task with the highest value of the SYSTEM RESOURCES.

MEAN VALUE -- Average value per program occurrence within the reported SYSTEM RESOURCES.

ACCUM VALUE -- Total value for all program occurrences for the SYSTEM RESOURCES (depending upon the line)
within the reported time interval.

% OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES -- This ratio (expressed as a percentage) is the accumulated value for this program
against the accumulated value for all selected programs active within the reported time interval. This ratio highlights the
programs that are consuming the largest amount of system resources.

ID                 RELEASE                           CA-IDMS/
TASK ANALYZER               DATE                 TIME            PAGE
                  Rnn.nn                            SYSTEM SUMMARY REPORT               mm/
dd/yy             hh:mm:ss

                                                   REQUESTED:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm - mm/dd/
yy  hh/mm
                                                      ACTUAL:  mm/dd/yy  hh/mm - mm/dd/
yy  hh/mm

                         HIGH         TASK       TASK          LOW          TASK      TASK           MEAN     ACCUM     % OF SYSTEM
                         VALUE        CODE       NUMBER        VALUE        CODE      NUMBER         VALUE    VALUE     OCCURRENCE

SUMMARY FOR ALL TASKS

   TOTAL RUN UNITS                                                                                              93             7.40
   TOTAL ABENDS                                                                                                  0             0.00
   SR8 SPLITS            5     ASFXDERD        36              0     OEDCU002        1730           0.22        20            10.10
   SR8 SPAWNS            0     ASF             1736            0     OEDCU002        1730           0.00         0             0.00
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   SR8 STORED            5     ASFXDERD        36              0     OEDCU002        1730           0.30        28            13.33
   SR8 ERASED            4     ASFRDEFD        65              0     OEDCU002        1730           0.05         5           100.00
   SR7 STORED            3     DMLO            83              0     OEDCU002        1730           0.09         8           100.00
   SR7 ERASED            1     OEDCU002        1573            0     OEDCU002        1730           0.01         1           100.00
   B-
TREE SEARCHES       687   ASFRDEFD        65              0     OEDCU002        1576          73.01      6790            43.26
   B-
TREE LEVEL SEARCHES 1751  ASFRDEFD        65              0     OEDCU002        1576         147.68     13734            41.20
   ORPHANS ADOPTED       0     ASF             1736            0     OEDCU002        1730           0.00         0             0.00

 Integrated Index System Summary Report:

CA IDMS Task Analyzer Ranking Report
Contents

The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Ranking Report uses system performance and resource consumption information derived
from the original Details Reports. Statistics are ranked under ASCENDING or DESCENDING, depending on the ORDER
parameter you select.

Unlike the Details Reports, however, which contain information for all attributes of a task presented in time sequence, the
Ranking Report presents the specific task attribute you select, in the sequence you specify. You may also specify whether
the ABSOLUTE value of the attribute is to be ranked or whether to rank the task by occurrence EQUAL, LESS THAN,
LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO, GREATER THAN, or GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO the occurrence of the attribute.

You will get this report if you specify REPORT = RANK on the parameter statement.

Report Fields

These fields make up the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Ranking Report. The following report fields are valid for all versions of
the Ranking Report.

REPORT TITLE -- The title line of this report varies depending on what you select on the HOW and WHAT parameter
statements.

REQUESTED TIME INTERVAL -- This line lists the start and stop date/time of the time interval you specified on
the PROCESS statement. The data displayed in this line depends on what you select using the START and STOP
parameters.

ACTUAL INTERVAL -- This line lists the first start date and time and the last start date and time on the CA IDMS Log or
SMF File reported on. The data displayed in this line depends upon the actual time range of task activity within the CA
IDMS Log or SMF File.

RANK -- Ranking of task as determined by CA IDMS Task Analyzer.

TASK CODE -- The identifying number of the task reported.

TASK NUMBER -- Number of the task within the date and time interval selected.

TASK VER -- Version of the task. Multiple versions of a task are reported separately.

TYPE -- Type of task performed, indicating the language of the program the task invokes.
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• ASSEM: Assembler
• COBOL: COBOL
• ADSO: CA ADS
• PL1: PL/1
• FTRAN: Fortran

ORIGIN -- Origin of the task. The operating system or environment where execution of the task originated.

• IDMS: CA IDMS/DC
• CICS: CICS
• VM: z/VM
• BTCH: batch

START DATE-TIME -- The start date and time of the task being reported.

VALUE -- Value of WHAT for the task attribute, (seconds, percentage, etc.).

CV NUMBER -- The number of the CV that the statistics on this report apply to.

PLAN ID -- The statistics plan ID that the statistics on this report apply to.

ID              RELEASE                               CA-IDMS/
TASK ANALYZER                  DATE               TIME          PAGE
               Rnn.nn                                    RANKING REPORT                     mm/
dd/yy           hh:mm:s

                                                          SELECTION TYPE  -  WAIT TIME
CV NUMBER:  19    PLAN ID:  PLAN0001                          ABSOLUTE VALUE

                                                 REQUESTED:  mm/dd/yy   hh:mm - mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm
                                                    ACTUAL:  mm/dd/yy   hh:mm - mm/dd/
yy  hh:mm

                     TASK           TASK          TASK                                       START        START
          RANK       CODE           NUMBER        VER          TYPE          ORIGIN          DATE         TIME              VALUE

               1     SCCULP              70           0        ADSO          BTCH            4/30         17:14:00
               2     MAKLOG             150           0        ADSO          BTCH            4/30         17:54:59
               3     OPER                17           1        ASSEM         IDMS            4/28         8:32:33
               4     ICDVPL02           344           1        ADSO          IDMS            4/30         19:22:33
               5     DMLO               299          43        ASSEM         IDMS            4/28         10:49:17
               6     LOGD                68          45        ASSEM         IDMS            4/28         9:13:06
               7     ICDVPL02           360           1        ADSO          IDMS            4/30         19:33:58
               8     QUED                 2           1        ASSEM         IDMS            4/28         3:03:25
               9     QUED                 2           1        ASSEM         IDMS            4/27         23:24:54
              10     DQI                199           1        ASSEM         IDMS            4/30         18:16:03
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              11     LOGD                47          45        ASSEM         IDMS            4/28         9:08:34
              12     OPER               293           1        ASSEM         IDMS            4/28         10:47:41
              13     QUED                 2           1        ASSEM         IDMS            4/28         8:30:09
              14     IDCVPL02           140           1        ADSO          IDMS            4/28         10:31:27
              15     MAKLOG             186           0        ASSEM         BTCH            4/30         18:05:49
              16     LOGD               352          45        ASSEM         IDMS            4/28         10:55:28
              17     USKEVNT            365          46        ASSEM         IDMS            4/28         10:57:38
              18     LOGD               401          45        ASSEM         IDMS            4/28         11:03:42
              19     ICDVPL01           337           1        ADSO          IDMS            4/30         19:20:23
              20     USKEVNT            489          46        ASSEM         IDMS            4/28         11:10:12

 Ranking Report:

CA IDMS Task Analyzer Input Parameter Report
Contents

The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Input Parameter Report contains a list of the parameters input to CA IDMS Task Analyzer
and the messages that result from processing.

Report Fields

These fields make up the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Input Parameter Report (see the Input Parameter Report). This report
and the fields that appear on the report vary, depending on the parameters input to CA IDMS Task Analyzer.

* -- Processing messages

** -- Input parameters

ID           RELEASE                            CA-IDMS/
TASK ANALYZER             DATE                   TIME                 PAGE
            Rnn.nn                            INPUT PARAMETER REPORT             mm/dd/
yy               hh:mm:ss

                                                                    V---+---1---+---2---
+---3---+---4---+---5---+---6---+---7---+--
* ►     USF0001I      INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT.....................PROCESS DCSYSRUN=N  IDMSXXXX=N ◄ **
        USF0001I      INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT.....................*PROCESS CVNUM=0019 PLANID=PLAN0001
        USF0001I      INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT.....................REPORT=ABND LEVEL=DET RUTYPE=@RUNAME=@ALL
        USF0001I      INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT.....................REPORT=ADSO LEVEL=DET RUTYPE=@RUNAME=@ALL
        USF0001I      INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT.....................REPORT=BILL LEVEL=DET RUTYPE=@RUNAME=@ALL
        USF0001I      INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT.....................REPORT=INDX LEVEL=DET RUTYPE=@RUNAME=@ALL
        USF0001I      INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT.....................REPORT=LOAD LEVEL=DET RUTYPE=@RUNAME=@ALL
        USF0001I      INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT.....................REPORT=PROG LEVEL=DET RUTYPE=@RUNAME=@ALL
        USF0001I      INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT.....................REPORT=RANK ORDER=D                       WHAT=CPU
        USF0006I      REPORTS WILL BE PROCESSED.....................
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 Input Parameter Report:

CA IDMS Task Analyzer Parameters
CA IDMS Task Analyzer is parameter-driven: you control the output by supplying the proper parameters which are used
as input to a batch job that extracts the information from the CA IDMS log or SMF file and then formats the information to
your specifications. CA IDMS Task Analyzer parameters let you select the report types you want to produce, the level of
detail, the kind of detail, the time interval, as well as other useful selections.

This section is divided into the following sections:

• Parameters and Their Uses
• PROCESS Parameter
• Billing Report Parameters
• Program Report Parameters
• CA ADS Report Parameters
• Abend Report Parameters
• Program LOADS Report Parameters
• Integrated Index Report Parameters
• Ranking Report Parameters
• Parameter Summary

NOTE
For more information on the JCL procedures to run CA IDMS Task Analyzer, see the section "Operations."

Parameters and Their Uses

Two parameters control CA IDMS Task Analyzer output: PROCESS and REPORT. The PROCESS parameter initiates CA
IDMS Task Analyzer processing. The REPORT parameter specifies which CA IDMS Task Analyzer report is to be printed.

The PROCESS parameter is mandatory and should precede all report parameters. It supplies certain global parameters
that initiate all processing performed by CA IDMS Task Analyzer.

The REPORT parameter specifies which type of CA IDMS Task Analyzer report is to be created and defines the data that
is to be printed. Up to 210 reports can be requested for each execution of CA IDMS Task Analyzer.

A parameter summary and examples of all statements are shown in Parameter Summary at the end of this section.

Order of Parameter Statements

The PROCESS Statement must be entered first. The spelling of the REPORT statement keywords is not important. The
keywords, however, must be entered in the order presented.

Maximum Number of Reports Possible Per Execution

A total of 210 reports can be requested during each execution of CA IDMS Task Analyzer. A total of 30 reports per report
group (Billing, Program, CA ADS, Abend, Program Loads, Integrated Index, or Ranking) can be requested during each
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execution of CA IDMS Task Analyzer. This means you can choose, for example, 30 Program Detail Reports, 30 CA ADS
Summary Reports, and 30 Billing System Summary Reports, or any combination of reports and options available through
CA IDMS Task Analyzer.

PROCESS

All keywords are written in UPPERCASE. Those portions of the keyword that must be entered are UNDERSCORED.
When part of a keyword is not underscored, you may omit it without altering the meaning of the statement. You must,
however, enter all values for variables within the columns indicated.

REPORT=BILL

A keyword phrase is made up of a major keyword followed by an equal sign (=), followed by a minor keyword or a
variable. A keyword phrase cannot be split between two parameter cards.

NAME=name

Variables appear in lower case. Substitute an appropriate value for each variable if the keyword phrase is required.

[ LEVL=DET ]

Brackets indicate optional keyword phrases. If you omit the entire parameter, CA IDMS Task Analyzer will supply a default
value.

         /BILL \

         │ADSO │

REPORT = <ABEND>

         │LOAD │

         \INDX /

Braces enclose two or more options in a column. You must choose one of them. The last option listed in the column is
the default value (unless otherwise stated). The PROCESS and REPORT parameters for CA IDMS Task Analyzer are
positional: keywords and values must be entered in the designated columns, as identified in the following pages. For
examples of correctly entered PROCESS and REPORT statements, see the Parameter Summary.

Billing Report Parameters
Contents

The Billing Reports are available at three levels: details, summary, and system. To generate these reports, use the
parameter syntax listed here.
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The parameters for CA IDMS Task Analyzer are positional. The following parameters for a REPORT statement example
are:

  REPORT = 
BILL

    ┌       / DET
 \ ┐

    │LEVL = < 
SUM
 > │

    └       \ 
SYS
 / ┘

    ┌         / 
D
 \ ┐

    │         │ 
C
 │ │

    │RUTYPE = < 
V
 > │

    │         │ 
B
 │ │

    └         \ 
@
 / ┘

    ┌         / 
OPER
 \ ┐
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    │         │ 
TERM
 │ │

    │RUNAME = < 
TASK
 > │

    │         │ 
GRUP
 │ │

    └         \ 
@ALL
 / ┘

    [NAME = name]

where:

REPORT =  BILL

indicates that CA IDMS Task Analyzer is to create and print a BILLING Report.

Rule: You must enter BILL in columns 8 through 11.

  EXAMPLE:  REPORT STATEMENT, BILLING REPORT

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

  REPORT=BILL LEVL=DET RUTYPE=D RUNAME=@ALL NAME=*

        
 / 
DET
 \

  LEVL =
 < 
SUM
 >
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 \ 
SYS
 /

Use this parameter to specify the level of reporting that you want printed.

• DET -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to print the Billing Details Report. (A Billing Summary Report
and a Billing System Summary Report also will be produced for each time interval.)

• SUM -- indicates that you want a Billing Summary Report by program name. (A Billing System Summary also will be
produced for each time interval.)

• SYS -- indicates that you want only system summaries to be produced for each time interval.

Default: DET

Rule: The exact spelling of this keyword (LEVL) is not important. You must, however, enter DET, SUM, or SYS in columns
18 through 20.

         / 
D
 \
         │ C
 │

RUTYPE = < 
V
 >

         │ 
B
 │

         \ 
@
 /

Use this parameter to specify the origin of execution for the tasks you want reported.

• D -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on tasks with CA IDMS/DC as the origin of execution.
• C -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on tasks with CICS as the origin of execution.
• V -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on tasks with z/VM as the origin of execution.
• B -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on tasks with Batch as the origin of execution.
• @ -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on tasks with all of the above origins of execution.
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Default: @

Rule: The exact spelling of this keyword (RUTYPE) is not important. You must, however, enter D, C, V, B, or @ in column
29.

         / 
OPER
 \
         │ TERM
 │

RUNAME = < 
TASK
 >

         │ 
GRUP
 │

         \ 
@ALL
 /

An individual task may be identified in a number of ways. The way CA IDMS Task Analyzer identifies a task is determined
by three things:

• Whether this is a request for a Billing, Program, CA ADS, Program Loads, Abend, or Integrated Index Report.
• Whether execution of this task originates from an online transaction or a batch transaction.
• Whether this task has been invoked by an operator, from a terminal, by task code, or by a group.

Online and batch tasks can be identified by operator, terminal, task, or group.

• OPER -- specifies that tasks are to be identified by operator ID.
• TERM -- specifies that tasks are to be identified by logical terminal ID.
• TASK -- specifies that tasks are to be specified by task code.
• GRUP -- specifies that tasks are to be specified by a pre-defined group ID. For CA IDMS Task Analyzer purposes,

group ID is in bytes 17-32 of Installation Code in the USER entity of the dictionary.
• @ALL -- specifies that CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports on all tasks invoked by operator ID, terminal ID, task code, and

group ID.

Default: @ALL

Rule: The exact spelling of this keyword (RUNAME) is not important. You must, however, enter the OPER, TERM, TASK,
GRUP, or @ALL in columns 38 through 41.

NAME = name

This parameter lets you select only those task records that have a specific (or generic) task name. The field that will
contain this name is specified by the RUNAME parameter.
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Use this parameter to specify the actual (or generic) operator ID, terminal ID, task code, or group ID that a task must have
in order for that task to be selected for analysis on the Billing Report.

NOTE
CA IDMS Task Analyzer will perform generic processing.For example, if you key in an asterisk (*) before a name
field (that is, NAME = *ABC), all tasks (as specified by the RUNAME parameter) whose name field begins with
ABC will be included in the report.

Default: None. When no characters are entered in columns 48 through 63, CA IDMS Task Analyzer searches
for an operator, terminal, or group that has "blanks" (no characters) for an ID. If RUNAME=TASK is specified and
NAME="blanks" (no characters), CA IDMS Task Analyzer returns an error message.

Rules:

• The exact spelling of this keyword (NAME) is not important. You must, however, enter the name of the operator,
terminal, task, or group beginning in column 48 and at the maximum ending in column 63.

• A maximum of sixteen characters can be entered for the OPER, TERM, TASK, or GRUP name.
• You can enter an asterisk followed by 0 to 15 characters. When an asterisk is entered followed by blanks (no

characters), CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports on all tasks as specified by RUNAME. When an asterisk followed by
1 to 15 characters is specified, CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports on all tasks with names beginning with the 1 to 15
characters.

How RUTYPE, RUNAME, and NAME Parameters Interrelate

RUTYPE indicates what processing environment is the origin of execution for the task you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer
to report on; the default for RUTYPE is @, indicating CA IDMS Task Analyzer is to report on tasks executing in the
processing environments CA IDMS/DC, CICS, z/VM, and batch. RUNAME indicates the category of tasks you want CA
IDMS Task Analyzer to report on, that is, by operator, terminal, task code, or group. The default for RUNAME is @ALL,
indicating CA IDMS Task Analyzer is to report on all categories of tasks: operator, terminal, task code, and group. NAME
indicates the actual name of the operator, logical terminal, task, or group that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report
on; there is no default for the NAME parameter (see the explanation under NAME).

When RUTYPE=@ is specified (or selected by default), CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports on all tasks originating from
the four processing environments (CA IDMS/DC, CICS, z/VM, and Batch) for the specified RUNAME and NAME. When
RUNAME=@ALL is specified (or selected by default), CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports on all tasks originating in all
processing environments previously specified, for all four categories of tasks: operator ID, logical terminal ID, task code,
or group ID. Also when RUNAME=@ALL is specified, CA IDMS Task Analyzer overrides all characters specified after the
NAME parameter, and reports on all occurrences of all tasks for all four categories of tasks. When NAME=@ is specified,
CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports on all occurrences of tasks identified by the RUNAME.

Program Report Parameter
The Program Reports are available at three levels: details, summary, and system. To generate these reports, use the
parameter syntax listed here.

The parameters for CA IDMS Task Analyzer are positional. The following example shows a REPORT statement example:

  REPORT = 
PROG

    ┌       / DET
 \ ┐
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    │LEVL = < 
SUM
 > │

    └       \ 
SYS
 / ┘

    ┌         / 
D
 \ ┐

    │         │ 
C
 │ │

    │RUTYPE = < 
V
 > │

    │         │ 
B
 │ │

    └         \ 
@
 / ┘

    ┌         / 
OPER
 \ ┐

    │         │ 
TERM
 │ │

    │RUNAME = < 
TASK
 > │

    │         │ 
GRUP
 │ │
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    └         \ 
@ALL
 / ┘

    [NAME = name]

where:

REPORT = PROG

indicates that CA IDMS Task Analyzer is to create and print a PROGRAM Report.

Rule: You must enter PROG in columns 8 through 11.

  EXAMPLE:  REPORT STATEMENT, PROGRAM REPORT

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

  REPORT=PROG LEVL=SUM RUTYPE=C RUNAME=GRUP NAME=EXAMY

  
 / 
DET
 \

 LEVL =
 < 
SUM
 >
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 \ 
SYS
 /

Use this parameter to specify the level of reporting that you want printed.

• DET -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to print the Program Details Report. (A Program Summary
Report and a Program System Summary Report also will be produced for each time interval.)

• SUM -- indicates that you want a Program Summary Report by program name. (A Program System Summary also will
be produced for each time interval.)

• SYS -- indicates that you want only system summaries to be produced for each time interval.

Default: DET

Rule: The exact spelling of this keyword (LEVL) is not important. You must, however, enter DET, SUM, or SYS in columns
18 through 20.

         / 
D
 \
         │ C
 │

RUTYPE = < 
V
 >

         │ 
B
 │

         \ 
@
 /

Use this parameter to specify the origin of execution for the tasks you want reported.

• D -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on the first program in tasks with CA IDMS/DC as the
origin of execution.

• C -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on the first program in tasks with CICS as the origin of
execution.

• V -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on the first program in tasks with z/VM as the origin of
execution.

• B -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on the first program in tasks with Batch as the origin of
execution.

• @ -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on the first program in tasks with all of the above origins
of execution.
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Default: @

Rule: The exact spelling of this keyword (RUTYPE) is not important. You must, however, enter D, C, V, B, or @ in column
29.

         / 
OPER
 \
         │ TERM
 │

RUNAME = < 
TASK
 >

         │ 
GRUP
 │

         \ 
@ALL
 /

An individual task may be identified in a number of ways. The way CA IDMS Task Analyzer identifies a task is determined
by three things:

• Whether this is a request for a Billing, Program, CA ADS, Program Loads, Abend, or Integrated Index Report.
• Whether execution of this task originates from an online transaction or a batch transaction.
• Whether this task has been invoked by an operator, from a terminal, by task code, or by a group.

Online and batch tasks can be identified by operator, terminal, task, or group.

• OPER -- specifies that tasks are to be identified by operator ID.
• TERM -- specifies that tasks are to be identified by logical terminal ID.
• TASK -- specifies that tasks are to be specified by task code.
• GRUP -- specifies that tasks are to be specified by a pre-defined group ID. For CA IDMS Task Analyzer purposes,

group ID is in bytes 17-32 of Installation Code in the USER entity of the dictionary.
• @ALL -- specifies that CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports on all tasks invoked by operator ID, terminal ID, task code, and

group ID.

Rule: The exact spelling of this keyword (RUNAME) is not important. You must, however, enter OPER, TERM, TASK,
GRUP, or @ALL in columns 38 through 41.

NAME = name

This parameter lets you select only those task records that have a specific (or generic) task name. The field that is to
contain this name is specified by the RUNAME parameter.

Use this parameter to specify the actual (or generic) operator ID, logical terminal ID, task code, or group ID that a task
must have in order for that task to be selected for analysis on the Program Report.
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NOTE
CA IDMS Task Analyzer will perform generic processing.For example, if you key in an asterisk (*) before a name
field (that is, NAME = *ABC), all tasks (as specified by the RUNAME parameter) whose name field begins with
ABC will be included in the report.

Default: None. When no characters are entered in columns 48 through 63, CA IDMS Task Analyzer searches
for an operator, terminal, or group that has "blanks" (no characters) for an ID. If RUNAME=TASK is specified and
NAME="blanks" (no characters), CA IDMS Task Analyzer returns an error message.

Rules:

• The exact spelling of this keyword (NAME) is not important. You must, however, enter the name of the operator,
terminal, task, or group beginning in column 48 and at the maximum ending in column 63.

• A maximum of sixteen characters can be entered for the OPER, TERM, TASK, or GRUP name.
• You can enter an asterisk followed by 0 to 15 characters. When an asterisk is entered followed by blanks (no

characters), CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports on all tasks as specified by RUNAME. When an asterisk followed by
1 to 15 characters is specified, CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports on all tasks with names beginning with the 1 to 15
characters.

CA ADS Report Parameters
The CA ADS Reports are available at three levels: details, summary, and system. To generate these reports, use the
parameter syntax listed here.

The parameters for CA IDMS Task Analyzer are positional. See the following parameters for a REPORT statement
example.

The parameters are:

  REPORT = 
ADSO

    ┌       / DET
 \ ┐

    │LEVL = < 
SUM
 > │

    └       \ 
SYS
 / ┘

    ┌         / 
D
 \ ┐
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    │         │ 
C
 │ │

    │RUTYPE = < 
V
 > │

    └         \ 
@
 / ┘

    ┌         / 
OPER
 \ ┐

    │         │ 
TERM
 │ │

    │RUNAME = < 
TASK
 > │

    │         │ 
GRUP
 │ │

    └         \ 
@ALL
 / ┘

    [NAME = name]

where:

REPORT =  ADSO

indicates that CA IDMS Task Analyzer is to create and print an CA ADS Report.

Rule: You must enter ADSO in columns 8 through 11.

EXAMPLE: REPORT STATEMENT, CA ADS
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  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

  REPORT=ADSO LEVL=SYS RUTYPE=V RUNAME=TASK NAME=EPOSED

        
 / 
DET
 \

  LEVL =
 < 
SUM
 >

        
 \ 
SYS
 /

Use this parameter to specify the level of reporting that you want printed.

• DET -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to print the CA ADS Details Report. (A CA ADS Summary
Report and a CA ADS System Summary Report will also be produced for each time interval.)

• SUM -- indicates that you want an CA ADS Summary Report by dialog name. (A CA ADS System Summary Report will
also be produced for each time interval.)

• SYS -- indicates that you want only system summaries to be produced for each time interval.

Default: DET

Rule: The exact spelling of this keyword (LEVL) is not important. You must, however, enter DET, SUM, or SYS in columns
18 through 20.

         / 
D
 \
         │ C
 │
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RUTYPE = < 
V
 >

         \ 
@
 /

Use this parameter to specify the origin of execution for the tasks (that have as their first program an CA ADS dialog) you
want reported.

• D  -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on the first CA ADS dialog in tasks with CA IDMS/DC as
the origin of execution.

• C  -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on the first CA ADS dialog in tasks with CICS as the
origin of execution.

• V  -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on the first CA ADS dialog in tasks with z/VM as the
origin of execution.

• @  -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on the first CA ADS dialog in tasks with all of the above
origins of execution.

Default: @

Rule: The exact spelling of this keyword (RUTYPE) is not important. You must, however, enter D, C, V, or @ in column 29.

         / 
OPER
 \
         │ TERM
 │

RUNAME = < 
TASK
 >

         │ 
GRUP
 │

         \ 
@ALL
 /

An individual task may be identified in a number of ways. How CA IDMS Task Analyzer identifies a task is determined by
three things:
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• Whether this is a request for a Billing, Program, CA ADS, Program Loads, Abend, or Integrated Index Report.
• Whether execution of this task originates from an online transaction or a batch transaction.
• Whether this task has been invoked by an operator, from a terminal, by task code, or by a group.

Online and batch tasks can be identified by operator, terminal, task, or group.

• OPER -- specifies that tasks are to be identified by operator ID.
• TERM -- specifies that tasks are to be identified by logical terminal ID.
• TASK -- specifies that tasks are to be specified by task code.
• GRUP -- specifies that tasks are to be specified by a pre-defined group ID. For CA IDMS Task Analyzer purposes,

group ID is in bytes 17-32 of Installation Code in the USER entity of the dictionary.
• @ALL -- specifies that CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports on all tasks invoked by operator ID, terminal ID, task code, and

group ID.

Default: @ALL

Rule: The exact spelling of this keyword (RUNAME) is not important. You must, however, enter OPER, TERM, TASK,
GRUP, or @ALL in columns 38 through 41.

NAME = name

This parameter lets you select only those task records that have a specific (or generic) task name. The field that will
contain this name is specified by the RUNAME parameter.

Use this parameter to specify the actual (or generic) operator ID, logical terminal ID, task code, or group ID that a task
must have in order for that task to be selected for analysis on the CA ADS Report.

NOTE
CA IDMS Task Analyzer will perform generic processing. For example, if you key in an asterisk (*) before a
name field (that is, NAME = *ABC), all tasks (as specified by the RUNAME parameter) whose name field begins
with ABC will be included in the report.

Default: None. When no characters are entered in columns 48 through 63, CA IDMS Task Analyzer searches
for an operator, terminal, or group that has "blanks" (no characters) for an ID. If RUNAME=TASK is specified and
NAME="blanks" (no characters), CA IDMS Task Analyzer returns an error message.

Rules:

• The exact spelling of this keyword (NAME) is not important. You must, however, enter the name of the operator,
terminal, task, or group beginning in column 48 and at the maximum ending in column 63.

• A maximum of sixteen characters can be entered for the OPER, TERM, TASK, or GRUP name.
• You can enter an asterisk followed by 0 to 15 characters. When an asterisk is entered followed by blanks (no

characters), CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports on all tasks as specified by RUNAME. When an asterisk followed by
1 to 15 characters is specified, CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports on all tasks with names beginning with the 1 to 15
characters.

Abend Report Parameters
The Abend Report is available at one level: detail. To generate this report, use the parameter syntax listed on this page.

The parameters for CA IDMS Task Analyzer are positional. See the following parameters for a REPORT statement
example.

The parameters are:

  REPORT = 
ABND
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    [LEVL = DET
 ]

    ┌         / 
D
 \ ┐

    │         │ 
C
 │ │

    │RUTYPE = < 
V
 > │

    │         │ 
B
 │ │

    └         \ 
@
 / ┘

    ┌         / 
OPER
 \ ┐

    │         │ 
TERM
 │ │

    │RUNAME = < 
TASK
 > │

    │         │ 
GRUP
 │ │

    └         \ 
@ALL
 / ┘
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    [NAME = name]

where:

REPORT =  ABND

indicates that CA IDMS Task Analyzer is to create and print an ABEND Report.

Rule: You must enter ABND in columns 8 through 11.

  EXAMPLE: REPORT STATEMENT, ABEND REPORT

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

  REPORT=ABND LEVL=DET RUTYPE=B RUNAME=@ALL NAME=TERKK

  LEVL =  DET

Use this parameter to specify that you want printed the Abend Details Report.

• DET -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to print the Abend Details Report.

Default: DET

Rule: The exact spelling of this keyword (LEVL) is not important. You must, however, enter DET in columns 18 through 20.

           / 
D
 \
           │ C
 │

  RUTYPE = < 
V
 >

           │ 
B
 │
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           \ 
@
 /

Use this parameter to specify the origin of execution for the tasks you want reported. A report is generated for the
specified tasks if they abend while processing under CA IDMS, even though processing began within CICS, z/VM, or
Batch.

• D -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on the tasks with CA IDMS/DC as the origin of
execution.

• C -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on the tasks with CICS as the origin of execution.
• V -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on the tasks with z/VM as the origin of execution.
• B -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on the tasks with Batch as the origin of execution.
• @ -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on the tasks with all of the above origins of execution.

Default: @

Rule: The exact spelling of this keyword (RUTYPE) is not important. You must, however, enter D, C, V, B, or @ in column
29.

         / 
OPER
 \
         │ TERM
 │

RUNAME = < 
TASK
 >

         │ 
GRUP
 │

         \ 
@ALL
 /

• OPER -- specifies that tasks are to be identified by operator ID.
• TERM -- specifies that tasks are to be identified by logical terminal ID.
• TASK -- specifies that tasks are to be specified by task code.
• GRUP -- specifies that tasks are to be specified by a pre-defined group ID. For CA IDMS Task Analyzer purposes,

group ID is in bytes 17-32 of Installation Code in the USER entity of the dictionary.
• @ALL -- specifies that CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports on all tasks invoked by operator ID, terminal ID, task code, and

group ID.
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Default: @ALL

Rule: The exact spelling of this keyword (RUNAME) is not important. You must, however, enter OPER, TERM, TASK,
GRUP, or @ALL in columns 38 through 41.

NAME = name

This parameter lets you select only those task records that have a specific (or generic) task name. The field that will
contain this name is specified by the RUNAME parameter.

Use this parameter to specify the actual (or generic) operator ID, logical terminal ID, task code, or group ID that a task
must have in order for that task to be selected for analysis on the Abend Report.

NOTE
CA IDMS Task Analyzer will perform generic processing.For example, if you key in an asterisk (*) before a name
field (that is, NAME = *ABC), all tasks (as specified by the RUNAME parameter) whose name field begins with
ABC will be included in the report.

Default: None. When no characters are entered in columns 48 through 63, CA IDMS Task Analyzer searches
for an operator, terminal, or group that has "blanks" (no characters) for an ID. If RUNAME=TASK is specified and
NAME="blanks" (no characters), CA IDMS Task Analyzer returns an error message.

Rules:

• The exact spelling of this keyword (NAME) is not important. You must, however, enter the name of the operator,
terminal, task, or group beginning in column 48 and at the maximum ending in column 63.

• A maximum of sixteen characters can be entered for the OPER, TERM, TASK, or GRUP name.
• You can enter an asterisk followed by 0 to 15 characters. When an asterisk is entered followed by blanks (no

characters), CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports on all tasks as specified by RUNAME. When an asterisk followed by
1 to 15 characters is specified, CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports on all tasks with names beginning with the 1 to 15
characters.

Program Loads Report Parameters
The Program Loads Report is available at one level: detail. To generate this report, use the parameter syntax listed on this
page.

The parameters for CA IDMS Task Analyzer are positional. See the following parameters from a REPORT statement
example.

The parameters are:

  REPORT = 
LOAD

    [LEVL = DET
 ]

    ┌         / 
D
 \ ┐
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    │         │ 
C
 │ │

    │RUTYPE = < 
V
 > │

    │         │ 
B
 │ │

    └         \ 
@
 / ┘

    ┌         / 
OPER
 \ ┐

    │         │ 
TERM
 │ │

    │RUNAME = < 
TASK
 > │

    │         │ 
GRUP
 │ │

    └         \ 
@ALL
 / ┘

    [NAME = name]

where:

REPORT =  LOAD

indicates that CA IDMS Task Analyzer is to create and print a Program Loads Report.
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Rule: You must enter LOAD in columns 8 through 11.

  EXAMPLE: REPORT STATEMENT, PROGRAM LOADS REPORT

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

  REPORT=LOAD LEVL=DET RUTYPE=@ RUNAME=OPER NAME=KIKKS

  LEVL
 = 
DET

Use this parameter to specify that you want printed the Program Loads Details Report.

• DET -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to print the Program Loads Details Report.

Default: DET

Rule: The exact spelling of this keyword (LEVL) is not important. You must, however, enter DET in columns 18 through 20.

         / 
D
 \
         │ C
 │

RUTYPE = < 
V
 >

         │ 
B
 │

         \ 
@
 /

Use this parameter to specify the origin of execution for the tasks you want reported.
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• D -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on the tasks with CA IDMS/DC as the origin of
execution.

• C -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on the tasks with CICS as the origin of execution.
• V -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on the tasks with z/VM as the origin of execution.
• B -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on the tasks with Batch as the origin of execution.
• @ -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on the tasks with all of the above origins of execution.

Default: @

Rule: The exact spelling of this keyword (RUTYPE) is not important. You must, however, enter D, C, V, B, or @ in column
29.

         / 
OPER
 \
         │ TERM
 │

RUNAME = < 
TASK
 >

         │ 
GRUP
 │

         \ 
@ALL
 /

• OPER -- specifies that tasks are to be identified by operator ID.
• TERM -- specifies that tasks are to be identified by logical terminal ID.
• TASK -- specifies that tasks are to be specified by task code.
• GRUP -- specifies that tasks are to be specified by a pre-defined group ID. For CA IDMS Task Analyzer purposes,

group ID is in bytes 17-32 of Installation Code in the USER entity of the dictionary.
• @ALL -- specifies that CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports on all tasks invoked by operator ID, terminal ID, task code, and

group ID.

Default: @ALL

Rule: The exact spelling of this keyword (RUNAME) is not important. You must, however, enter OPER, TERM, TASK,
GRUP, or @ALL in columns 38 through 41.

NAME = name

This parameter lets you select only those task records that have a specific (or generic) task name. The field that will
contain this name is specified by the RUNAME parameter.

Use this parameter to specify the actual (or generic) operator ID, logical terminal ID, task code, or group ID that a task
must have in order for that task to be selected for analysis on the Program Loads Report.
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NOTE
CA IDMS Task Analyzer will perform generic processing.For example, if you key in an asterisk (*) before a name
field (that is, NAME = *ABC), all tasks (as specified by the RUNAME parameter) whose name field begins with
ABC will be included in the report.

Default: None. When no characters are entered in columns 48 through 63, CA IDMS Task Analyzer searches
for an operator, terminal, or group that has "blanks" (no characters) for an ID. If RUNAME=TASK is specified and
NAME="blanks" (no characters), CA IDMS Task Analyzer returns an error message.

Rules:

• The exact spelling of this keyword (NAME) is not important. You must, however, enter the name of the operator,
terminal, task, or group beginning in column 48 and at the maximum ending in column 63.

• A maximum of sixteen characters can be entered for the OPER, TERM, TASK, or GRUP name.
• You can enter an asterisk followed by 0 to 15 characters. When an asterisk is entered followed by blanks (no

characters), CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports on all tasks as specified by RUNAME. When an asterisk followed by
1 to 15 characters is specified, CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports on all tasks with names beginning with the 1 to 15
characters.

Integrated Index Report Parameters
The Integrated Index Reports are available at three levels: details, summary, and system. To generate these reports, use
the parameter syntax listed here.

The parameters for CA IDMS Task Analyzer are positional. See the following parameters for a REPORT statement
example.

The parameters are:

  REPORT = 
INDX

    ┌       / DET
 \ ┐

    │LEVL = < 
SUM
 > │

    └       \ 
SYS
 / ┘

    ┌         / 
D
 \ ┐
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    │         │ 
C
 │ │

    │RUTYPE = < 
V
 > │

    │         │ 
B
 │ │

    └         \ 
@
 / ┘

    ┌         / 
OPER
 \ ┐

    │         │ 
TERM
 │ │

    │RUNAME = < 
TASK
 > │

    │         │ 
GRUP
 │ │

    └         \ 
@ALL
 / ┘

    [NAME = name]

where:

REPORT =  INDX

indicates that CA IDMS Task Analyzer is to create and print an Integrated Index Report.
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Rule: You must enter INDX in columns 8 through 11.

  EXAMPLE: REPORT STATEMENT, INTEGRATED INDEX REPORT

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

  REPORT=INDX LEVL=SUM RUTYPE=D RUNAME=@ALL NAME=*

        
 / 
DET
 \

  LEVL =
 < 
SUM
 >

        
 \ 
SYS
 /

Use this parameter to specify the level of reporting that you want printed.

• DET -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to print the Integrated Index Details Report. (An Integrated
Index Summary Report and an Integrated Index System Summary Report also will be produced for each time interval.)

• SUM -- indicates that you want an Integrated Index Summary Report by program name. (An Integrated Index System
Summary also will be produced for each time interval.)

• SYS -- indicates that you want only system summaries to be produced for each time interval.

Default: DET

Rule: The exact spelling of this keyword (LEVL) is not important. You must, however, enter DET, SUM, or SYS in columns
18 through 20.

         / 
D
 \
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         │ C
 │

RUTYPE = < 
V
 >

         │ 
B
 │

         \ 
@
 /

Use this parameter to specify the origin of execution for the tasks you want reported.

• D -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on tasks with CA IDMS/DC as the origin of execution.
• C -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on tasks with CICS as the origin of execution.
• V -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on tasks with z/VM as the origin of execution.
• B -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on tasks with Batch as the origin of execution.
• @ -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to report on tasks with all of the above origins of execution.

Default: @

Rule: The exact spelling of this keyword (RUTYPE) is not important. You must, however, enter D, C, V, B, or @ in column
29.

         / 
OPER
 \
         │ TERM
 │

RUNAME = < 
TASK
 >

         │ 
GRUP
 │

         \ 
@ALL
 /
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• OPER -- specifies that tasks are to be identified by operator ID.
• TERM -- specifies that tasks are to be identified by logical terminal ID.
• TASK -- specifies that tasks are to be specified by task code.
• GRUP -- specifies that tasks are to be specified by a pre-defined group ID. For CA IDMS Task Analyzer purposes,

group ID is in bytes 17-32 of Installation Code in the USER entity of the dictionary.
• @ALL -- specifies that CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports on all tasks invoked by operator ID, terminal ID, task code, and

group ID.

Default: @ALL

Rule: The exact spelling of this keyword (RUNAME) is not important. You must, however, enter OPER, TERM, TASK,
GRUP, or @ALL in columns 38 through 41.

NAME = name

This parameter lets you select only those task records that have a specific (or generic) task name. The field that will
contain this name is specified by the RUNAME parameter.

Use this parameter to specify the actual (or generic) operator ID, logical terminal ID, task code, or group ID that a task
must have in order for that task to be selected for analysis on the Integrated Index Report.

NOTE
CA IDMS Task Analyzer will perform generic processing.For example, if you key in an asterisk (*) before a name
field (that is, NAME = *ABC), all tasks (as specified by the RUNAME parameter) whose name field begins with
ABC will be included in the report.

Default: None. When no characters are entered in columns 48 through 63, CA IDMS Task Analyzer searches
for an operator, terminal, or group that has "blanks" (no characters) for an ID. If RUNAME=TASK is specified and
NAME="blanks" (no characters), CA IDMS Task Analyzer returns an error message.

Rules:

• The exact spelling of this keyword (NAME) is not important. You must, however, enter the name of the operator,
terminal, task, or group beginning in column 48 and at the maximum ending in column 63.

• A maximum of sixteen characters can be entered for the OPER, TERM, TASK, or GRUP name.
• You can enter an asterisk followed by 0 to 15 characters. When an asterisk is entered followed by blanks (no

characters), CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports on all tasks as specified by RUNAME. When an asterisk followed by
1 to 15 characters is specified, CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports on all tasks with names beginning with the 1 to 15
characters.

Ranking Report Parameters
To generate Ranking Reports, use the parameter syntax listed here.

The parameters for CA IDMS Task Analyzer are positional. The following is an example of a Ranking REPORT statement
example.

The parameters are:

  REPORT =  
RANK

    ┌              ┐
    │ORDER = < A
 > │
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    └        \ 
D
 / ┘

    [NUMBER= nnn]

    ┌      / 
AB
 \ ┐

    │      │ 
EQ
 │ │

    │HOW = < 
LT
 > │

    │      │ 
LE
 │ │

    │      │ 
GT
 │ │

    └      \ 
GE
 / ┘

    [WHAT =item]

    [VALUE =  nnnnnnnnnnnn]

where:

REPORT =  RANK

indicates that CA IDMS Task Analyzer is to create and print a Ranking Report.
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Rule: You must enter RANK in columns 8 through 11.

  EXAMPLE: REPORT STATEMENT, RANKING REPORT

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

  REPORT=RANK ORDER=D NUMBER=050 HOW=GT WHAT=TERMREAD  VALUE=00000000001000

  ORDER =
 < 
A
 >

         
 \ 
D
 /

Use this parameter to specify the order in which the tasks are to be reported.

• A -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to print the Ranking Report in ascending order, with the task with
the lowest value printed first and the task with the highest value printed last.

• D -- indicates that you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to print the Ranking Report in descending order, with the task with
the highest value printed first and the task with the lowest value printed last.

Default: A (for ascending)

Rule: The exact spelling of this keyword (ORDER) is not important. You must, however, enter A or D in column 19.

NUMBER=nnn

After all of the tasks have been selected and ranked, you may also request how many you want to see on the Ranking
Report. For example, if you only want to see the first 10 when ranked according to your ORDER and HOW parameters,
specify NUMBER = 010.

Use this parameter to specify the number of items to be reported on the Ranking Report.

Default: 020 (that is, 20 tasks will be listed on the report)

Rules:

• The maximum number of tasks that can be reported is 999.
• The exact spelling of this keyword (NUMBER) is not important. You must, however, enter a three digit number in

columns 28 through 30.
• You must include leading zeroes ('0's). For example, if you want to indicate 5 tasks, you must specify "005".
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      / 
AB
 \
      │ EQ
 │

HOW = < 
LT
 >

      │ 
LE
 │

      │ 
GT
 │

      \ 
GE
 /

Use this keyword to specify how the attribute you select is to be ranked. There are six methods to choose from.

• AB -- indicates that tasks are to be ranked by the value of the attribute from the specified task. If you specify AB, you
will obtain a report on all tasks compared by the item following the WHAT parameter.

• EQ -- the attribute will be ranked from a value EQUAL to the specified value.
• LT -- the attribute will be ranked from a value LESS THAN the specified value.
• LE -- the attribute will be ranked from a value LESS than or EQUAL to the specified value.
• GT -- the attribute will be ranked from a value GREATER THAN the specified value.
• GE -- the attribute will be ranked from a value GREATER than or EQUAL to the specified value.

Default:  AB (for ABSOLUTE)

Rule: The exact spelling of this keyword is not important. You must, however, enter AB, EQ, LT, LE, GT, or GE in columns
36 and 37.

WHAT = item

specifies which attribute is to be ranked in the report (see the following table).

Default: None. You must select one of the available items.

Rules:
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• The exact spelling of this keyword (WHAT) is not important. You must, however, enter the item in columns 44 through
52.

• You must spell the item exactly as it is presented in the following table.

Item Attribute
BTREE Number of integrated index searches
BTREELEVL Number of levels required to complete a search
CLOCK Clock time
CPU CPU time
DBCALL DML verbs
DETPUTNEW New details written (pageable maps)
DETPUTCUR Current details written (pageable maps)
DETGET Details read (pageable maps)
DISPLAY Number of display commands
INVOKE Number of invoke commands
I/O Physical I/Os
LEAVE Number of leave commands
LINK Number of link commands
LINKMAX Maximum number of links
LINKMIN Minimum number of links
ORPHANS SR8 orphans adopted
PREMAP Premap processes
QUEUEDEL Records deleted (queue)
QUEUEGET Records read (queue)
QUEUEPUT Records written (queue)
RBBMAX Maximum size of record buffer blocks
RBBMIN Minimum size of record buffer blocks
RESPONSE Response processes
RETURN Number of return commands
SCRTCHDEL Records deleted (scratch)
SCRTCHGET Records read (scratch)
SCRTCHPUT Records written (scratch)
SR7ERASED SR7s erased
SR7STORED SR7s stored
SR8ERASED SR8s erased
SR8SPAWN SR8 spawns occurring
SR8SPLIT SR8 splits occurring
SR8STORED SR8s stored
STORACQUR Storage acquired
STORALLOC Storage allocated
STORKEPT Storage kept
SYSTEM System time
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TERMERROR Terminal errors
TERMI/O Terminal I/Os
TERMREAD Terminal reads
TERMWRITE Terminal writes
TRANSFER Number of transfer commands
USER User time
WAIT CPU wait time

VALUE = nnnnnnnnnnnn

indicates what numeric value is to be used for comparison, where

• nnnnnnnnnnnn represents a twelve digit number. The number can indicate quantity or time, depending upon the
attribute specified after the WHAT parameter (columns 44 through 52). When time is indicated, units are presented in
1/10,000ths of a second.

Default: blank. This indicates that all tasks are to be ranked by the ABSOLUTE value, as specified after the HOW
parameter (columns 36 and 37).

Rules:

• The exact spelling of this keyword (VALUE) is not important. You must, however, enter a twelve digit number in
columns 60 through 71.

• You must include leading and trailing zeroes ('0's). For example, if you want to indicate 10 seconds, you must specify
"000000100000".

• If you leave the columns 60 through 71 blank, then you must specify AB after the HOW parameter (columns 36 and
37); or, leave columns 36 and 37 blank. Otherwise, no ranking report will be generated.

• Do not include commas or decimal points.

Parameter Summary:

PROCESS  [DCSYSRUN={Y}]  [IDMSXXXX={Y}] [START=mmddyyhhmm][STOP=mmddyyhhmm]

         [         {N}]  [         {N}]

[*PROCESS]  [CVNUM={@ALL}]  [PLANID={@ALL    }]

            [      {nnnn}]  [       {nnnnnnnn}]

       {                    [       {D}] [       {OPER}]            }

       {        [     {DET}][       {C}.] [      {TERM}]            }

       {  BILL  [LEVL={SUM}][RUTYPE={V}] [RUNAME={TASK}] [NAME=name]}

       {        [     {SYS}][       {B}.] [       {GRUP}]           }

       {                    [       {@}] [       {@ALL}]            }

       {                                                            }
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       {                    [       {D}] [       {OPER}]            }

       {        [     {DET}][       {C}.] [       {TERM}]           }

REPORT={  PROG  [LEVL={SUM}][RUTYPE={V}] [RUNAME={TASK}] [NAME=name]}

       {        [     {SYS}][       {B}.] [      {GRUP}]            }

       {                    [       {@}] [       {@ALL}]            }

       {                                                            }

       {                    [       {D}] [       {OPER}]            }

       {        [     {DET}][       {C}.] [      {TERM}]            }

       {   ADSO [LEVL={SUM}][RUTYPE={V}] [RUNAME={TASK}] [NAME=name]}

       {        [     {SYS}][       {@}.] [      {GRUP}]            }

       {                                 [       {@ALL}]            }

       {                    [       {D}] [       {OPER}]            }

       {                    [       {C}] [       {TERM}]            }

       {  ABND  [LEVL=DET]  [RUTYPE={V}] [RUNAME={TASK}] [NAME=name]}

       {                    [       {B}] [       {GRUP}]            }

       {                    [       {@}] [       {@ALL}]            }

       {                                                            }

       {                    [       {D}] [       {OPER}]            }

       {                    [      {C}]  [       {TERM}]            }

REPORT={  LOAD  [LEVL=DET]  [RUTYPE={V}] [RUNAME={TASK}] [NAME=name]}

       {                    [      {B}]  [       {GRUP}]            }

       {                    [       {@}] [       {@ALL}]            }

       {                                                            }

       {                    [       {D}] [       {OPER}]            }

       {      [     {DET}]  [      {C}.] [       {TERM}]            }
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       {INDEX [LEVL={SUM}]  [RUTYPE={V}] [RUNAME={TASK}] [NAME=name]}

       {      [     {SYS}]  [      {@}.] [       {GRUP}]            }

       {                    [            [       {@ALL}]            }

                                      [    {AB}]

                                      [    {EQ}]

        RANK [ORDER={A}] [NUMBER=nnn] [HOW={LT}]

             [      {D}]              [    {LE}]

                                      [    {GT}]

                                      [    {GE}]

             [WHAT=item] [VALUE=nnnnnnnnnnnn]

NOTE
In the START and STOP keywords, the year is assumed to be 2000 if you specify less than 69; the year is
assumed to be 1900 if you specify 69 or greater.

  EXAMPLE: PROCESS STATEMENT

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

  PROCESS DCSYSRUS=Y IDMSXXXX=Y START=0420862030 STOP=0420862359

  *PROCESS CVNUM=0254 PLANID-PLAN1111

  EXAMPLE: REPORT STATEMENT, BILLING REPORT

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--
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  REPORT=BILL LEVL=DET RUTYPE=D RUNAME=@ALL NAME=*

  EXAMPLE: REPORT STATEMENT, PROGRAM REPORT

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

  REPORT=PROG LEVL=SUM RUTYPE=C RUNAME=GRUP NAME=EXAMY

  EXAMPLE: REPORT STATEMENT, ADS/O REPORT

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

  REPORT=ADSO LEVL=SYS RUTYPE=V RUNAME=TASK NAME=EPOSED

  EXAMPLE: REPORT STATEMENT, ABEND REPORT

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

  REPORT=ABND LEVL=DET RUTYPE=B RUNAME=@ALL NAME=TERKK

  EXAMPLE: REPORT STATEMENT, PROGRAM LOADS REPORT

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

  REPORT=LOAD LEVL=DET RUTYPE=@ RUNAME=OPER NAME=KIKKS
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  EXAMPLE: REPORT STATEMENT, INTEGRATED INDEX REPORT

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

  REPORT=INDX LEVL=SUM RUTYPE=D RUNAME=@ALL NAME=*

  EXAMPLE: REPORT STATEMENT, RANKING REPORT

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

  REPORT=RANK ORDER=D NUMBER=050 HOW=GT WHAT=TERMREAD  VALUE=000000001000

Task Analyzer Operations
This section describes about z/OS, z/VSE and z/VM operations by the CA IDMS Task Analyzer.

CA IDMS Task Analyzer Operating Requirements
The following are the operating requirements of CA IDMS Task Analyzer:

• Terminal Type: All 3270-type terminals, models 2 through 5
• Storage Requirement:

– Program Storage: RHDCUXIT increases by 14K, and USFAOPT (Statistics Plan program) needs 11K of reentrant
pool program storage.

– Storage Pool Usage: For exit processing, each CA IDMS task acquires the following number of bytes:

440 + (128 * maximum load/links)

For the default of 16 maximum load/link levels, this would be 2488 bytes per CA IDMS task. USFAOPT (Statistics Plan
program) needs 3656 bytes.

• Queue Storage: CA IDMS Task Analyzer uses 120 bytes of queue storage, having a storage ID of CA IDMS Task
Analyzer.

• User Exit Considerations: If you add or subtract exit 0, 3, 4, 5, 13, or 15 after your initial installation of CA IDMS Task
Analyzer, you must regenerate the USFUEXT table to reflect that change. If you add or subtract an exit other than
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0, 3, 4, 5, 13, or 15 after your initial installation of CA IDMS Task Analyzer, you must regenerate the CA version of
RHDCUXIT to reflect that change. For more information, see the Installation Sections.

• GSISVCX module customization: GSISVCX, the CA IDMS TOOLS version of the assembler language module
IDMSSVCX is designed to create a 40-position extension to the CA IDMS External Request Element control block
(ERE). The type of data that is placed into these 40 positions by the module depends, in part, on whether the run-unit
being processed is identified by CA IDMS as BATCH or CICS.
– For any type of run-unit -- the JOBNAME, the run-unit start date and time, and the step start time are moved into

the ERE by GSISVCX.
– For BATCH run-units -- up to 16 bytes of information contained in the account field of the jobcard are moved into

the ERE by GSISVCX.
– For CICS run-units -- the transaction ID, terminal ID, and operator ID are moved into the ERE by GSISVCX. You

will need to customize this module if your installation already uses a version of IDMSSVCX and that function must
be retained for continued use: if your account number is not in the first field of the z/OS JOB ACCT parameter;
if your installation uses a TP monitor other than CICS; or if the data moved into the ERE is not sufficient for your
billing system requirements.

To customize GSISVCX, your systems programmer must make the desired changes to the source code. For more
information, see the Installation Sections.
When altering the source code for GSISVCX, follow these sectionlines:
– The ERE may be defined as any length between 40 and 32767 but only the first 40 positions will be written by CA

IDMS to the Task Statistics Record.
– After the GSISVCX source code is modified, the CA IDMS SVC macro must be identified to the CA IDMS SVC. For

more information, see the CA IDMS Installation and Maintenance Section.

CA IDMS Task Analyzer Statistics Plan Options
Contents

CA IDMS Task Analyzer has an online front-end with which you specify options to control the collection and writing of
statistics. Selection of these options creates your statistics plan for CA IDMS Task Analyzer.

One of the main features of the statistics plan is the ability to assign a Plan ID to any collection run. If you make changes
to CA IDMS/DC (for example, maintenance tapes, new applications) and assign a different Plan ID to the collection run,
you can generate reports by the new Plan ID and compare them to reports of other collection runs.

The Statistics Control Planning screen is divided into three areas: collection control, exit control, and write control.

The collection control area lets you specify what statistics are to be collected and what, if any, programs and/or tasks can
be excluded from collection.

The exit control area lets you enable or disable CA IDMS/DC user exits in three ways: all user exits, CA IDMS Task
Analyzer exits, and specific user exits. In addition, hours of operation can be specified for the CA IDMS Task Analyzer
exits as a group.

The write control area lets you specify whether to write statistics to the CA IDMS/DC Log and/or the SMF file, and also
gives you several SMF options.

For more information, see the following Task Analyzer Statistics Collection Planning Screen and the descriptions.

To specify statistics collection options, call up the Statistics Collection Planning screen by entering task USFAOPT from
the CA IDMS/DC prompt. Then tab to each field you want to change from the default. To update the plan with options you
have specified, press ENTER. If errors have been made, a general error message is displayed. To get help on a specific
error, press the PF1 key. To exit the screen, press the CLEAR key or the PF3 key.
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Screen Fields

Here is a description of the fields that appear on the following Statistics Collection Planning screen.

PLAN ID -- Enter 8 alpha-numeric characters to identify the statistics plan. PLAN ID may be used to identify the type of
environment that CA IDMS Task Analyzer is operating in. For example, you may want to use PLAN ID to identify the CA
IDMS maintenance level currently installed or to identify the type of CA IDMS Task Analyzer processing.

DATABASE -- Specify Y (yes) if you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to collect database statistics including those for
integrated indexes or N (no) if you do not want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to collect database statistics.

CA ADS -- Specify Y (yes) if you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to collect CA ADS statistics or N (no) if you do not want CA
IDMS Task Analyzer to collect CA ADS statistics.

PROGRAM -- Specify Y (yes) if you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to collect program statistics or N (no) if you do not want
CA IDMS Task Analyzer to collect program statistics.

Rnn.nn            CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer                      hh:mm mm/dd/yy
USFMOPT           STATISTICS COLLECTION PLANNING SCREEN      PLAN ID:  PLAN0001
 COLLECTION CONTROL:
    DATABASE:  Y    ADS:   Y    PROGRAM: N   DC/INTERNAL: N
    LOAD/LINK: Y    ERUS:  Y    MAXIMUM LOAD/LINK LEVELS: 129
  EXCLUDE:
    OPTION  NAME    OPTION  NAME    OPTION  NAME    OPTION  NAME
      P    CRUAL___   _    ________   _    ________   _    ________
      _    ________   _    ________   _    ________   _    _____

 EXIT CONTROL:
    GLOBAL     STATUS:  _     => ACTIVE
    COLLECTION STATUS:  _   FROM: 00 : 00  TO: 24 : 00  => ACTIVE
    (SUN/MON/TUE/WED/THU/FRI/SAT) DAY OF WEEK: WED   TO    FRI
    O  EXIT MODE  NAME      STATUS        O  EXIT MODE  NAME      STATUS
    _   04   DC  SSK2IT04  ACTIVE             13        (NONE)   DISABLED
        05        (NONE)   DISABLED           15        (NONE)   DISABLED

 WRITE CONTROL:
    LOG FILE: Y    LOG TYPE: 2   DC STATISTICS: Y  OS/SMF: N
  SMF OPTIONS:
    NUMBER: 129    BLOCK MODE: 1    BLOCK SIZE: 04096   JES ID: XE06
    AUTHORIZATION MODE: 1      AUTHORIZATION SVC: 247

CA IDMS Task Analyzer Statistics Collection Planning Screen:

DC/INTERNAL  -- Specify Y (yes) if you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to collect CA IDMS/DC internal tasks statistics or N
(no) if you do not want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to collect CA IDMS/DC internal tasks statistics.

LOAD/LINK  -- Specify Y (for yes) if you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to collect program load statistics. Specify N (for no)
if you do not want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to collect program load statistics.

ERUS  -- Specify Y (for yes) if you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to collect external run unit statistics. Specify N (for no) if
you do not want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to collect external run unit statistics.
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MAXIMUM LOAD/LINK LEVELS  -- Specify the program load threshold for tasks. The program load threshold is the
maximum number of modules loaded by a task acceptable in your environment. If the maximum number of modules is
exceeded, the task that exceeds the threshold is identified on the Program Loads Report. The default is 16.

EXCLUDE  -- If you want to specifically exclude programs and/or tasks from CA IDMS Task Analyzer statistics collection
(thereby reducing overhead), you may identify them here. To exclude a program, specify P and a program name. To
exclude a task, specify T and a task name. To exclude groups of related tasks and/or programs, specify a T or P and a
mask for the name. For example, to exclude all programs with names beginning with 'ABC', specify P and ABC##### for
the name.

CA IDMS Task Analyzer will bypass statistical collection for programs having a matching value in PDEPGMID of the
Program Definition Element. CA IDMS   Task Analyzer will bypass statistical collection for tasks having a matching value
in TDETSKCD of the Task Definition Element.

To remove programs or tasks from the exclusion list, specify D and the appropriate name.

GLOBAL STATUS  -- Specify E to enable or D to disable all CA IDMS/DC user exits, including CA IDMS Task Analyzer
collection exits. If you disable all exits, CA IDMS/DC statistics collection is disabled. The default is E.

COLLECTION STATUS  -- Specify E to enable or D to disable the CA IDMS Task Analyzer collection exits. You may also
choose the hours of operation. You may also choose the days of operation. The default is E.

O (for Option) -- Specify E to enable or D to disable specific user exits that were previously specified in the USFUEXT
table. Each installed exit is identified with its specific exit number, its mode ((D) for CA IDMS/DC or (S) for IBM), its name,
and its current status (active or disabled). The default is E.

LOG FILE  -- Specify Y (yes) if you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to write its statistics to the CA IDMS Log. Specify N
(no) if you do not want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to write its statistics to the CA IDMS Log. The default is Y. LOG TYPE 
-- Specify the record type to be used by CA IDMS Task Analyzer when writing records to the CA IDMS/DC Log. Record
types of 1 (messages), 2 (trace), or 4 (snap/dump) may be specified. The default is 2 (trace).

DC STATISTICS  -- Specify Y (yes) if you want the CA IDMS/DC task statistics gathered by CA IDMS written to the CA
IDMS/DC Log. Specify N (no) if you do not want the CA IDMS/DC task statistics gathered by CA IDMS written to the CA
IDMS/DC Log. The default is Y. However, if CA IDMS/DC task statistics gathered by CA IDMS are written to the Log, they
will duplicate many of the CA IDMS/DC task statistics collected by CA IDMS Task Analyzer.

z/OS  -- Specify Y (yes) if you want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to write its statistics to the SMF file. Specify N (no) if you do
not want CA IDMS Task Analyzer to write its statistics to the SMF file. The default is N. This option applies to z/OS only.

NUMBER  -- Specify the z/OS SMF file user record number. The default is 129.

BLOCK MODE  -- Specify the block mode for writing statistics to the SMF file. Specify 1 for maximum blocking efficiency.
Specify 2 for blocking by transaction (that is, only those statistics for a specific transaction are included in a single SMF
record).

BLOCK SIZE  -- Specify the block size for the SMF file. The default is 4096. If block mode is 1, you must specify a
minimum block size of (150 * the maximum number of links).

JES ID  -- The JES ID that CA IDMS Task Analyzer includes on the records written to SMF is displayed here.

AUTHORIZATION MODE  -- Specify the mode in which the SMF records are written. Specify 1 if the CA IDMS CV region
is authorized to write to SMF. Specify 2 if the CA IDMS Task Analyzer SVC for SMF is installed.

AUTHORIZATION SVC  -- If the authorization mode is 2, specify the specific SVC number for the CA IDMS Task Analyzer
SMF SVC.

Enable CA-IDMS Task Analyzer User Exits

To enable the CA-IDMS Task Analyzer Exits, change the startup JCL for your CV(s) to include the required SYSIDMS
parameter.
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TASK_ANALYZER_EXITS = ON | OFF

• ON
Enables the CA IDMS Task Analyzer User Exits. ON must be specified if CA IDMS Task Analyzer is to be used in the
CV.

• OFF
Disables the CA IDMS Task Analyzer User Exits.
Default: OFF

Task Analyzer z/OS Operation
Depending upon the collection options you specify on the Statistics Collection Planning screen, you may want to consider
how frequently you archive the CA IDMS Log, or whether you should use multiple logs to store large quantities of
statistics. To collect batch run-unit statistics, install the CA IDMS SVC exit module GSISVCX supplied with CA IDMS Task
Analyzer. To use authorization mode 2 with SMF, the CA IDMS Task Analyzer SVC (USFASVC) must be installed. 

CA IDMS Task Analyzer report programs are written in CA Culprit. To customize CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports, copy
the report program modules from your dictionary, and then modify the programs to create reports that meet your current
needs. The following list contains the report program module names and the reports each program generates:

• USFPBILL -- Billing Reports
• USFPPROG -- Program Reports
• USFPADSO -- CA ADS Reports
• USFPABND -- Abend Reports
• USFPLOAD -- Program Loads Reports
• USFPINDX -- Integrated Index Reports
• USFPRANK -- Ranking Reports

The following JCL required to direct CA IDMS Task Analyzer was cataloged during installation:

1. To create an Extract File from the CA IDMS Log, modify and run the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Extract JCL contained in
Target or Distribution source library member USFEXLOG.

2. To create an Extract File from the SMF File, modify and run the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Extract JCL contained in
Target or Distribution source library member USFEXSMF.

3. To create CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports from the Extract File, modify and run the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Report
Execution JCL contained in Target or Distribution source library member USFREPT.

JCL samples are shown on the following pages.

JCL to Create an Extract File from the CA IDMS Log

Use this JCL to extract data from the CA IDMS Archive Log file and reformat it for input into the CA IDMS Task Analyzer
reporting process. A key to the required variables (shown in bold) follows the JCL.

//USFEXLOG JOB  (job card parameters)

//*

//********************************************************************

//* EXTRACTS DATA FROM THE CA-IDMS ARCHIVE LOG FILE AND REFORMATS IT *
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//* FOR INPUT INTO THE CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer REPORTING PROCESS       *

//* THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES MUST BE SUPPLIED:                  *

//*                                                                  *

//* your.idms.loadlib        - The load library where CA-IDMS was    *

//*                            installed.                            *

//* printout                 - SYSOUT print class.                   *

//* errorout                 - ERROR print class.                    *

//* wrkunit                  - Work unit.                            *

//* your.idms.sysctl         - SYSCTL when running in CV mode.       *

//* local-dmcl               - Local DMCL name.                      *

//* dictname                 - DBNAME of dictionary containing       *

//*                            CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer Culprit source. *

//* your.sortlib             - System SORT library.                  *

//* your.idms.plog           - CA-IDMS archive PLOG.                 *

//* your.taska.extract       - CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer extract file.   *

//********************************************************************

//*

//*  OPTIONAL STEP TO DELETE CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer EXTRACT FILE.

//*  IF THIS STEP IS NOT USED, AND YOU INTEND ON USING A PREVIOUSLY

//*  CREATED FILE, STEP CULL4 MUST BE CHANGED TO MAKE THIS FILE

//*  DISP=SHR.

//*

//*DELETE EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//*DD1      DD  DSN=your.taska.extract,DISP=(MOD,DELETE),
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//*             UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(TRK,0)

//*

//CULL0    EXEC PGM=CULP0,REGION=4048K

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.loadlib

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=printout

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=printout

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=errorout

//SYS004   DD  SYSOUT=printout,

//         DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)

//SYS005   DD  DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//         DSN=&&UPRMWORK,UNIT=wrkunit,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(10,5),RLSE),

//         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=320,BLKSIZE=320)

//SYSCTL   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.sysctl

//SYSIDMS  DD  *

 DMCL=local-dmcl

 DBNAME=dictname

/*

//SYSIN    DD  *

 PARAM=NOLIST

=COPY 'USFPEXTR' 1

//*
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//CULL1    EXEC PGM=SORT,PARM='MSG,AP',REGION=500K

//SORTLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.sortlib

//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK02 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK03 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK04 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTOUT  DD  DSN=&&SPRMWORK,UNIT=wrkunit,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG),

//         DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=320,BLKSIZE=320)

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=printout

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=printout

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=errorout

//SORTIN   DD  DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&&UPRMWORK

//SYSIN    DD  *

 SORT FIELDS=(1,69,A),FORMAT=BI

 RECORD TYPE=F,LENGTH=(320,,320)

 END

/*

//*

//CULL2    EXEC PGM=CULL,REGION=4048K

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.loadlib
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//SYS010   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.plog

//SYSCTL   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.sysctl

//SYSIDMS  DD  *

 IDMSDBUG=OFF

/*

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=errorout

//SYS004   DD  SYSOUT=printout,

//         DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)

//SYS005   DD  DSN=&&SPRMWORK,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYS006   DD  DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//         DSN=&&UEXTWORK,UNIT=wrkunit,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(10,5),RLSE),

//         DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=1000,BLKSIZE=1004)

//SYS007   DD  DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//         DSN=&&SRTPWORK,UNIT=wrkunit,

//         SPACE=(TRK,(1,1),RLSE),

//         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)

//SYS008   DD  DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//         DSN=&&NSRTWORK,UNIT=wrkunit,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(10,5),RLSE),

//         DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=1000,BLKSIZE=1004)

//*

//CULL3    EXEC PGM=SORT,PARM='MSG,AP',REGION=500K
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//SORTLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.sortlib

//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK02 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK03 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK04 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTOUT  DD  DSN=&&SEXTWORK,UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),,CONTIG),

//         DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//         DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=1000,BLKSIZE=1004)

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=printout

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=printout

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=errorout

//SORTIN   DD  DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&&UEXTWORK

//SYSIN    DD  DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&&SRTPWORK

//*

//CULL4    EXEC PGM=CULE,REGION=548K

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.loadlib

//SYS020   DD  DSN=your.taska.extract,

//         UNIT=DISK,

//         VOL=SER=WRK06A,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(10,5),RLSE),

//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),
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//         DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=200,BLKSIZE=6200)

//SYSCTL   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.sysctl

//SYSIDMS  DD  *

 IDMSDBUG=OFF

/*

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=errorout

//SYS004   DD  SYSOUT=printout,

//         DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)

//SYS006   DD  DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&&SEXTWORK

//SYS008   DD  DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&&NSRTWORK

//SYSABEND DD  SYSOUT=*,OUTLIM=0

//SYSIN4   DD  DUMMY

//

NOTE
For more information on the CA IDMS Task Analyzer CA Culprit procedure used by USFEXLOG, see the
appendix "CA Culprit Procedure JCL."

• job card parameters -- The job card parameters required at your installation.
• your.idms.loadlib -- The load library where CA IDMS was installed.
• printout -- SYSOUT print class.
• errorout -- ERROR print class.
• wrkunit -- Work unit.
• your.idms.sysctl -- The name of the SYSCTL when running in CV mode.
• local-dmcl -- The local DMCL name.
• dictname -- The DBNAME of the dictionary containing CA IDMS Task Analyzer CA Culprit source.
• your.sortlib -- The system SORT library.
• your.idms.plog -- CA IDMS archive PLOG.
• your.taska.extract -- CA IDMS Task Analyzer Extract file.

JCL to Create an Extract File from the SMF File

Use this JCL to extract CA IDMS Task Analyzer record from an SMF dump file and format the data for input into the CA
IDMS Task Analyzer reporting process. A key to the variables (shown in bold) and the return codes follows the JCL.
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//USFEXSMF JOB  (job card parameters)

//*

//********************************************************************

//* EXTRACTS CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer RECORDS FROM AN SMF DUMP FILE AND *

//* FORMATS THE DATA FOR INPUT INTO THE CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer        *

//* REPORTING PROCESS                                                *

//* THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES MUST BE SUPPLIED:                  *

//*                                                                  *

//* smfrecid                 - The SMF file user record number as    *

//*                            specified on the USFAOPT screen.      *

//* your.loadlib             - The appropriate STEPLIB DSNAME(s).    *

//* printout                 - SYSOUT print class.                   *

//* errorout                 - ERROR print class.                    *

//* your.taska.extract       - CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer extract file.   *

//* wrkunit                  - Work unit.                            *

//* blkout                   - CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer extract block   *

//*                            size.                                 *

//* your.smf.dump.file       - The DSNAME of the SMF dump file to be *

//*                            processed.                            *

//*                                                                  *

//* RETURN CODES:  0 Successful creation of CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer    *

//*                  file                                            *

//*                4 No SMF rec id parameter was supplied, Defaults  *

//*                  to '129'                                        *
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//*                8 No records were extracted from the SMF dump     *

//*                  file                                            *

//*               16 Condition code indicates that an error occurred *

//*                  during this run - See report listing for error  *

//*                  messages                                        *

//* ******************************************************************

//*

//*  OPTIONAL STEP TO DELETE CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer EXTRACT FILE.

//*  IF THIS STEP IS NOT USED, AND YOU INTEND ON USING A PREVIOUSLY

//*  CREATED FILE, STEP SMFEXTR MUST BE CHANGED TO MAKE THIS FILE

//*  DISP=SHR.

//*

//*DELETE EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//*DD1      DD  DSN=your.taska.extract,DISP=(MOD,DELETE),

//*             UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(TRK,0)

//*

//SMFEXTR  EXEC PGM=USFSMFEX,REGION=256K,PARM='smfrecid'

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.loadlib

//*

//REPORT   DD  SYSOUT=printout

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=errorout

//OUTFILE  DD  DSN=your.taska.extract,

//             DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),
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//             UNIT=wrkunit,

//             SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=200,BLKSIZE=blksize)

//SMFDATA  DD  DSN=your.smf.dump.file,

//             DISP=SHR

• job card parameters -- The job card parameters required at your installation.
• smfrecid -- The SMF file user record number as specified on the USFAOPT screen.
• your.loadlib -- The appropriate STEPLIB DSNAME(s).
• printout -- The SYSOUT print class.
• errorout -- The ERROR print class.
• your.taska.extract -- The CA IDMS Task Analyzer extract file.
• wrkunit -- Work unit.
• blksize -- The CA IDMS Task Analyzer extract block size.
• your.smf.dump.file -- The DSNAME of the SMF dump file to be processed.
• Return Codes:

– 0 -- Successful creation of an CA IDMS Task Analyzer file.
– 4 -- No SMF rec ID parameter was supplied. The parameter defaults to '129'.
– 8 -- No records were extracted from the SMF dump file.
– 16 -- Condition indicates that an error occurred during this run. See the report listing for error messages.

Report Execution JCL

Use this JCL to generate CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports. A key to the variables (shown in bold) follows the JCL.

//USFREPT  JOB  (job card parameters)

//*

//********************************************************************

//* GENERATES CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer REPORTS.                         *

//* THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES MUST BE SUPPLIED:                  *

//*                                                                  *

//* your.idms.loadlib        - The load library where CA-IDMS was    *

//*                            installed.                            *

//* your.idms.sysctl         - SYSCTL when running in CV mode.       *
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//* printout                 - SYSOUT print class.                   *

//* errorout                 - ERROR print class.                    *

//* wrkunit                  - Work unit.                            *

//* primary                  - Primary SORT CYL(inder) allocation.   *

//* secondary                - Secondary SORT CYL(inder) allocation. *

//* your.taska.extract       - CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer extract file.   *

//* your.sorted.taska.extract- Sorted CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer extract  *

//*                            file.                                 *

//* primout                  - Sorted CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer extract  *

//*                            primary CYL(inder) allocation.        *

//* secout                   - Sorted CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer extract  *

//*                            secondary CYL(inder) allocation.      *

//* blkout                   - Sorted CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer extract  *

//*                            block size.                           *

//* local-dmcl               - Local DMCL name.                      *

//* dictname                 - DBNAME of dictionary containing       *

//*                            CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer Culprit source. *

//* your.sortlib             - System SORT library.                  *

//********************************************************************

//*

//*  OPTIONAL STEP TO DELETE CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer EXTRACT FILE.

//*  IF THIS STEP IS NOT USED, AND YOU INTEND ON USING A PREVIOUSLY

//*  CREATED FILE, STEP SORT MUST BE CHANGED TO MAKE THIS FILE

//*  DISP=SHR.

//*
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//*DELETE EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//*DD1      DD  DSN=your.sorted.taska.extract,DISP=(MOD,DELETE),

//*             UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(TRK,0)

//*

//SORT     EXEC PGM=SORT,PARM='RC16=ABE'

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.loadlib

//SORTLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.sortlib

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=printout

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=printout

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=errorout

//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(primary,secondary))

//SORTWK02 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(primary,secondary))

//SORTWK03 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(primary,secondary))

//SORTWK04 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(primary,secondary))

//SORTWK05 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(primary,secondary))

//SORTWK06 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(primary,secondary))

//SORTIN   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.taska.extract

//SORTOUT  DD  DSN=your.sorted.taska.extract,

//             DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,

//             SPACE=(CYL,(primout,secout),RLSE),
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//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=200,BLKSIZE=blkout)

//SYSIN    DD  *

 SORT FIELDS=(7,14,A),FORMAT=BI,EQUALS

/*

//*

//CULL0    EXEC PGM=CULP0,REGION=4048K

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.loadlib

//SYSCTL   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.sysctl

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=printout

//SYS004   DD  SYSOUT=printout,

//         DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=errorout

//SYS005   DD  DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//         DSN=&&UPRMWORK,UNIT=wrkunit,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(10,5),RLSE),

//         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=320,BLKSIZE=320)

//SYSIDMS  DD  *

 DMCL=local-dmcl

 DBNAME=dictname

/*

//* USFPMAIN and USFPWORK are always needed

//* Others needed based on requested reports
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/*

//SYSIN    DD  *

 PARAM=NOLIST

=COPY 'USFPMAIN'

=COPY 'USFPWORK'

=COPY 'USFPBILL'

=COPY 'USFPABND'

=COPY 'USFPADSO'

=COPY 'USFPINDX'

=COPY 'USFPLOAD'

=COPY 'USFPPROG'

=COPY 'USFPRANK'

/*

//*

//CULL1    EXEC PGM=SORT,PARM='MSG,AP',REGION=500K

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.loadlib

//SORTLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.sortlib

//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK02 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK03 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK04 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTOUT  DD  DSN=&&SPRMWORK,UNIT=wrkunit,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),,CONTIG),

//         DISP=(NEW,PASS),
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//         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=320,BLKSIZE=320)

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=printout

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=printout

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=errorout

//SORTIN   DD  DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&&UPRMWORK

//SYSIN    DD  *

 SORT FIELDS=(1,69,A),FORMAT=BI

 RECORD TYPE=F,LENGTH=(320,,320)

 END

/*

//*

//CULL2    EXEC PGM=CULL,REGION=4048K

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.loadlib

//SYS011   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.sorted.taska.extract

//SYSCTL   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.sysctl

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=errorout

//SYSIDMS  DD  *

 IDMSDBUG=OFF

/*

//SYS004   DD  SYSOUT=printout,

//         DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)
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//SYS005   DD  DSN=&&SPRMWORK,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYS006   DD  DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//         DSN=&&UEXTWORK,UNIT=wrkunit,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(10,5),RLSE),

//         DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=1000,BLKSIZE=1004)

//SYS007   DD  DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//         DSN=&&SRTPWORK,UNIT=wrkunit,

//         SPACE=(TRK,(1,1),RLSE),

//         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)

//SYS008   DD  DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//         DSN=&&NSRTWORK,UNIT=wrkunit,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(10,5),RLSE),

//         DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=1000,BLKSIZE=1004)

//*

//* PROCESS and REPORT request statements

//*

//SYS010   DD  *

PROCESS DCSYSRUS=N IDMSXXXX=N START=0101870000 STOP=1231002359

*PROCESS CVNUM=@ALL PLANID=@ALL

REPORT=BILL LEVL=DET RUTYPE=@ RUNAME=@ALL NAME=*

REPORT=ABND LEVL=DET RUTYPE=@ RUNAME=@ALL NAME=*

REPORT=ADSO LEVL=DET RUTYPE=@ RUNAME=@ALL NAME=*

REPORT=INDX LEVL=DET RUTYPE=@ RUNAME=@ALL NAME=*

REPORT=LOAD LEVL=DET RUTYPE=@ RUNAME=@ALL NAME=*

REPORT=PROG LEVL=DET RUTYPE=@ RUNAME=@ALL NAME=*
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REPORT=RANK ORDER=D NUMBER=035 HOW=GT WHAT=TERMREAD  VALUE=000000001000

/*

//*

//CULL3    EXEC PGM=SORT,PARM='MSG,AP',REGION=500K

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.loadlib

//SORTLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.sortlib

//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK02 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK03 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK04 DD  UNIT=wrkunit,SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTOUT  DD  DSN=&&SEXTWORK,UNIT=wrkunit,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),,CONTIG),

//         DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//         DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=1000,BLKSIZE=1004)

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=printout

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=printout

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=errorout

//SORTIN   DD  DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&&UEXTWORK

//SYSIN    DD  DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&&SRTPWORK

//*

//CULL4    EXEC PGM=CULE,REGION=548K

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.loadlib
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//SYSCTL   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.idms.sysctl

//SYSIDMS  DD  *

 IDMSDBUG=OFF

/*

//SYS004   DD  SYSOUT=printout,

//         DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)

//SYS006   DD  DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&&SEXTWORK

//SYS008   DD  DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&&NSRTWORK

//SYS030   DD  SYSOUT=printout,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS031   DD  SYSOUT=printout,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS032   DD  SYSOUT=printout,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS033   DD  SYSOUT=printout,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS034   DD  SYSOUT=printout,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS035   DD  SYSOUT=printout,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS036   DD  SYSOUT=printout,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS037   DD  SYSOUT=printout,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS038   DD  SYSOUT=printout,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS039   DD  SYSOUT=printout,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS040   DD  SYSOUT=printout,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS041   DD  SYSOUT=printout,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS042   DD  SYSOUT=printout,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS043   DD  SYSOUT=printout,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS044   DD  SYSOUT=printout,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
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//SYS045   DD  SYSOUT=printout,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS046   DD  SYSOUT=printout,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYSABEND DD  SYSOUT=printout,OUTLIM=0

//SYSIN4   DD  DUMMY

//

NOTE
For more information on the CA IDMS Task Analyzer CA Culprit procedure used by USFREPT, see the appendix
"CA Culprit Procedure JCL."

• job card parameters -- The job card parameters required at your installation.
• your.idms.loadlib -- The load library where CA IDMS was installed.
• your.idms.sysctl -- The SYSCTL when running in CV mode.
• printout -- The SYSOUT print class.
• errorout -- The ERROR print class.
• wrkunit -- Work unit.
• primary -- The primary SORT CYL(inder) allocation.
• secondary -- The secondary SORT CYL(inder) allocation.
• your.taska.extract -- The CA IDMS Task Analyzer Extract file.
• your.sorted.taska.extract -- The sorted CA IDMS Task Analyzer Extract file.
• primout -- The sorted CA IDMS Task Analyzer Extract primary CYL(inder) allocation.
• secout -- The sorted CA IDMS Task Analyzer Extract secondary CYL(inder) allocation.
• blkout -- Sorted CA IDMS Task Analyzer Extract block size.
• local-dmcl -- The local DMCL name.
• dictname -- The DBNAME of the dictionary containing the CA IDMS Task Analyzer CA Culprit source.
• your.sortlib -- The system SORT library.

CA IDMS Task Analyzer z/VSE Operations
Depending upon the collection options you specify on the Statistics Plan screen, you may want to consider how frequently
you archive the CA IDMS Log, or whether you should use multiple logs to store large quantities of statistics. To collect
batch run-unit statistics, install the CA IDMS SVC exit module GSISVCX supplied with CA IDMS Task Analyzer. 

CA IDMS Task Analyzer report programs are written in CA Culprit. To customize CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports, copy
the report program modules from your dictionary, and then modify the programs to create reports that meet your current
needs. The following list contains the report program module names and the reports each program generates:

• USFPBILL -- Billing Reports
• USFPPROG -- Program Reports
• USFPADSO -- CA ADS Reports
• USFPABND -- Abend Reports
• USFPLOAD -- Program Loads Reports
• USFPINDX -- Integrated Index Reports
• USFPRANK -- Ranking Reports
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The JCL required to direct CA IDMS Task Analyzer was cataloged during installation. The use of the JCL and the names
of the TOOLJCL library members containing the JCL are as follows:

1. To create an Extract File from the CA IDMS Log, modify and run the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Extract JCL contained in
TOOLJCL library member USFEXTRC.S (z/VSE).

2. To create CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports from the Extract File, modify and run the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Report
Execution JCL contained in TOOLJCL library member USFEXEC.S (z/VSE).

Both sets of JCL are shown on the following pages.

z/VSE File Assignments

Even if you use a storage management tool such as CA DYNAM, CA IDMS Task Analyzer requires an ASSGN statement
for every file except SORTWKnn. This ASSGN is required because CA IDMS Task Analyzer has its own device-
independent support which dynamically builds a DTF based on the device type indicated by the ASSGN. Unless the
ASSIGN specifies VSAM or BDAM, the file may be defined with either DLBL or TLBL.

// (job card parameters)

*  FOR z/VSE USE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS

// DLBL   lib-filename,'your.idms.library'

// EXTENT ,volser

// LIBDEF SOURCE,SEARCH=lib-filename.sublib

// LIBDEF PHASE,SEARCH=lib-filename.sublib

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*  FOR z/VSE USE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS

// DLBL   IJSYSCL,'idms.corelib'

// EXTENT ,volser

// DLBL   IJSYSSL,'yourHLQ.CAGJSRC'

// EXTENT ,volser

// LIBDEF SL,SEARCH=IJSYSSL

// LIBDEF CL,SEARCH=IJSYSCL

* ************************************************************
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// UPSI 1

// OPTION LOG,PARTDUMP

* ******************************************************************

* If running in LOCAL mode, include dataset containing

* the DDLDML area of the dictionary containing Culprit modules

*                 ******************

// DLBL     DICTDB,'your.dict.ddldml'

// EXTENT   SYSnnn,volser,,,rel-trk-blk,amount

// ASSGN    SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

* ******************************************************************

* *************

*  FOR CV runs specify:

// DLBL  SYSCTL,'your.sysctl.file'

// EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,,,starttrack,#tracks

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

* ***************************************************************

// ASSGN  SYS004,SYSLST

// DLBL   SYS005,'CULPRIT.PARMS',0

// EXTENT SYS005,volser,,,rel-trk-blk,amount

// ASSGN  SYS005,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   SYS006,'CULPRIT.EXTRACT',0

// EXTENT SYS006,volser,,,rel-trk-blk,amount
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// ASSGN  SYS006,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   SYS007,'CULPRIT.SORTCARD',0

// EXTENT SYS007,volser,,,rel-trk-blk,amount

// ASSGN  SYS007,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   SYS008,'CULPRIT.NOSORT',0

// EXTENT SYS008,volser,,,rel-trk-blk,amount

// ASSGN  SYS008,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK1,'CULSORT.WORK',0

// EXTENT SYS001,volser,,,rel-trk-blk,amount

// ASSGN  SYS001,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   SYS010,'your.archive.log'

// EXTENT SYS010,volser

// ASSGN  SYS010,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   SYS020,'your.extract.file',0

// EXTENT SYS020,volser,,,rel-trk-blk,amount

// ASSGN  SYS020,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

// EXEC  CULPRIT,SIZE=1024K

 PARAM=NOLIST

=COPY 'USFPEXTR'

/*

*     Fill in appropriate Rnn.n SYSIDMS parameters
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*

 ECHO=ON OR OFF

 LOCAL=OFF OR ON

 DMCL=your-dmcl-name

 DICTNAME=your-dictionary-name

/*

/&

Use the CA IDMS Task Analyzer EXTRACT JCL to:

1. Select data from the CA IDMS Log.
2. Reformat the data for use by CA IDMS Task Analyzer report programs.
3. Copy the data to the Extract File.
4. job card parameters -- The job card parameters required at your company.
5. lib-filename -- The file name of the z/VSE library where your CA IDMS executable phases and source reside.
6. your.idms.library -- The data set name of the library where your CA IDMS executable phases and source reside.
7. volser -- The volume serial number or generic assignment of the disk volume on which the library or file, specified in

the preceding DLBL statement, resides.
8. sublib -- The name of the sublibrary of the z/VSE library specified in the preceding DLBL statement.
9. idms.corelib -- The name of your CA IDMS core image library.
10. yourHLQ.CAGJSRC -- The name of your CA IDMS source statement library.
11. rel-trk-blk -- The starting position on the DASD for storage of the work file. z/VSE Users: do not start track assignment

at 000000.
12. amount -- The number of tracks or blocks you need for storage of the work file.
13. your.archive.log -- The name of the CA IDMS Log from which the records are to be extracted.
14. your.extract.file -- The name of the extract file to which the CA IDMS Task Analyzer records from the CA IDMS Log

are to be copied.

// JOB USFEXEC (job card parameters)

*     **** CREATE A SYSIDMS PARAMETER FILE (nn.n) *****

// UPSI  1

// OPTION   LOG,PARTDUMP

// DLBL     anyname,'work.file.SYSIDMS',0,SD

// EXTENT   SYS060,volser,,,rel-trk-blk,amount
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// ASSGN    SYS060,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// EXEC     DITTO

$$DITTO CSQ FILEOUT=anyname

* Rnn.n SYSIDMS parameters.

* For Local Mode specify :

*

DMCL=dmcl-name,LOCAL=ON,JOURNAL=OFF,DBNAME=your.dbname

*

* For CV runs specify :

*

DMCL=dmcl-name,LOCAL=OFF,JOURNAL=OFF,DBNAME=your.dbname

/*

$$DITTO EOJ

/*

// UPSI 0

*  FOR z/VSE USE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS

// DLBL   lib-filename,'your.idms.library'

// EXTENT ,volser

// LIBDEF SOURCE,SEARCH=lib-filename.sublib

// LIBDEF PHASE,SEARCH=lib-filename.sublib

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*  FOR z/VSE USE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS
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// DLBL   IJSYSCL,'idms.corelib'

// EXTENT ,volser

// DLBL   IJSYSSL,'yourHLQ.CAGJSRC'

// EXTENT ,volser

// LIBDEF SL,SEARCH=IJSYSSL

// LIBDEF CL,SEARCH=IJSYSCL

* ************************************************************

*

// OPTION LOG,PARTDUMP

// ASSGN  SYS004,SYSLST

// ASSGN  SYS030,SYSLST

// ASSGN  SYS031,SYSLST

// ASSGN  SYS032,SYSLST

// ASSGN  SYS033,SYSLST

// ASSGN  SYS034,SYSLST

// ASSGN  SYS035,SYSLST

// ASSGN  SYS036,SYSLST

// ASSGN  SYS037,SYSLST

// ASSGN  SYS038,SYSLST

// ASSGN  SYS039,SYSLST

// ASSGN  SYS040,SYSLST

// ASSGN  SYS041,SYSLST

// ASSGN  SYS042,SYSLST

// ASSGN  SYS043,SYSLST
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// ASSGN  SYS044,SYSLST

// ASSGN  SYS045,SYSLST

// ASSGN  SYS046,SYSLST

*  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

/*   IDMS FILES

/*   If running in LOCAL mode include DLBL and EXTENT information for

/*   the IDMS dictionary which contains the CULPRIT report modules.

/*

// ASSGN  SYS009,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   DICTDB,'your.dict.ddldml'

// EXTENT SYS009,volser,,,rel-trk-blk,amount

/*

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

/* If running in CV mode include the following:

// DLBL SYSCTL,'your.sysctl.file'

// EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,,,rel-trk-blk,amount

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

// DLBL   SYS005,'CULPRIT.PARMS',0

// EXTENT SYS005,volser,,,rel-trk-blk,amount

// ASSGN  SYS005,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   SYS006,'CULPRIT.EXTRACT',0

// EXTENT SYS006,volser,,,rel-trk-blk,amount
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// ASSGN  SYS006,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   SYS007,'CULPRIT.SORTCARD',0

// EXTENT SYS007,volser,,,rel-trk-blk,amount

// ASSGN  SYS007,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   SYS008,'CULPRIT.NOSORT',0

// EXTENT SYS008,volser,,,rel-trk-blk,amount

// ASSGN  SYS008,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK1,'CULSORT.WORK',0

// EXTENT SYS001,volser,,,rel-trk-blk,amount

// ASSGN  SYS001,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// ASSGN  SYS010,SYSRDR

// DLBL   SYS011,'your.extract.file'

// EXTENT SYS011,volser

// ASSGN  SYS011,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL    SYSIDMS,'work.file.SYSIDMS'

// EXTENT  SYS060,volser

// ASSGN   SYS060,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// EXEC CULPRIT

 PARAM=NOLIST

=COPY 'USFPMAIN'

=COPY 'USFPWORK'
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=COPY 'USFPxxxx'

/*

PROCESS DCSYSRUS=N IDMSXXXX=N START=0101870000 STOP=1231002359

*PROCESS CVNUM=@ALL PLANID=@ALL

REPORT=xxxx LEVL=DET RUTYPE=@ RUNAME=@ALL

*

*    Consult manual for other parameters which apply to specific

*    reports.

*

/*

/&

Use the CA IDMS Task Analyzer REPORT EXECUTION JCL to:

1. Identify and run CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports. For more information on the use of parameters, see the beginning of
this section.

2. Use the CA IDMS Task Analyzer report programs.
3. job card parameters -- The job card parameters required at your company.
4. anyname -- Any suitable name for your SYSIDMS file. Note the name chosen must be identical to the FILEOUT value

in the DITTO copy step.
5. volser -- The volume serial number or generic assignment of the disk volume on which the library or file, specified in

the preceding DLBL statement, resides.
6. rel-trk-blk -- The starting position on the DASD for storage of the work file. z/VSE Users: do not start track assignment

at 000000.
7. amount -- The number of tracks or blocks you need for storage of the work file.
8. lib-filename -- The file name of the z/VSE library where your CA IDMS executable phases and source reside.
9. your.idms.library -- The data set name of the library where your CA IDMS executable phases and source reside.
10. sublib -- The name of the sublibrary of the z/VSE library specified in the preceding DLBL statement.
11. idms.corelib -- The name of your CA IDMS core image library.
12. yourHLQ.CAGJSRC -- The name of your CA IDMS source statement library.
13. your.dict.ddldml -- The file ID of the dictionary into which the CULPRIT report statements have been loaded.
14. your.sysctl.file -- The file ID of your SYSCTL file.
15. your.extract.file -- The name of the extract file to which the CA IDMS Task Analyzer records from the CA IDMS Log

are to be copied.
16. work.file.SYSIDMS -- The file ID of your SYSIDMS work file.
17. xxxx -- The suffix of the report program name: BILL, PROG, ADSO, ABND, LOAD, INDX, or RANK.

NOTE
The Report Execution JCL, contained in USFEXEC, contains PROCESS and REPORT statement examples.
For more information on the use of parameters, see the section "Parameters."
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CA IDMS Task Analyzer z/VM Operations
Before operating CA IDMS Task Analyzer in a z/VM environment, review the following considerations. Depending upon
the collection options you specify on the Statistics Plan Screen, you may want to consider how frequently you archive
the CA IDMS Log, or whether you should use multiple logs to store large quantities of statistics. To collect batch run-unit
statistics, install the CA IDMS SVC exit module GSISVCX supplied with CA IDMS Task Analyzer.

CA IDMS Task Analyzer report programs are written in CA Culprit. To customize CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports, copy
the report program modules from your dictionary, and then modify the programs to create reports that meet your current
needs. The following list contains the report program module names and the reports each program generates:

• USFPBILL -- Billing Reports
• USFPPROG -- Program Reports
• USFPADSO -- CA ADS Reports
• USFPABND -- Abend Reports
• USFPLOAD -- Program Loads Reports
• USFPINDX -- Integrated Index Reports
• USFPRANK -- Ranking Reports

USFXTRCT and USFRPRT, the EXECs required to direct CA IDMS Task Analyzer, were cataloged during installation and
are shown on the following pages.

The Extract EXEC USFXTRCT

USFXTRCT, the Extract EXEC, is shown on the next two pages. To create an Extract File from the CA IDMS Log:

1. Create a SYSIN file with the following CA Culprit parameters:

DATABASE DICTNAME=your.dict.name

PARAM=NOLIST

=COPY 'USFPEXTR'

where:
your.dict.name is the name of the dictionary in which the Extract programs reside.
If you do not use a secondary dictionary, do not create a DATABASE parameter.

2. Modify and run the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Extract EXEC contained in source library member USFXTRCT.

/*  */

TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR

/*                                                                   */

IDMS_LOADLIB_FN    = 'idms.loadlib'

SORT_TXTLIB_FN     = 'your.sortlib'

/*                                                                   */
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/* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required librarie(s) */

/*                                                                   */

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

 'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

 'GLOBAL  TXTLIB ' SORT_TXTLIB_FN

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYSLST   DISK FILE SYSLST   fm'

 'FILEDEF SYSPRINT DISK FILE SYSPRINT fm'

 'FILEDEF SYSUDUMP DISK FILE SYSUDUMP fm'

 'FILEDEF SORTPRNT DISK FILE SORTPRNT fm'

 'FILEDEF SORTMSGS DISK FILE SORTMSGS fm'

 'FILEDEF SYSOUT   DISK FILE SYSOUT   fm'

/*                                                                   */

/* Restart Dataset                                                   */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYSIN4 DUMMY'

/*                                                                   */

/* Input Program Listing                                             */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYS004 DISK FILE SYS004 fm4 (RECFM FBA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133'

/*                                                                   */

/* Work File                                                         */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYS005 DISK FILE SYS005 fm4 (RECFM F LRECL 320 BLKSIZE 320'
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/*                                                                   */

/* Output of Extracted items                                         */

/*                                                                   */

 'FI SYS006 DISK FILE SYS006 fm4 (RECFM VB LRECL 1000 BLKSIZE 1004'

/*                                                                   */

/* Sort Control Parameters                                           */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYS007 DISK FILE SYS007 fm4 (RECFM F  LRECL 80   BLKSIZE 80'

/*                                                                   */

/* Extracted items no Sort                                           */

/*                                                                   */

 'FI SYS008 DISK FILE SYS008 fm4 (RECFM VB LRECL 1000 BLKSIZE 1004'

/*                                                                   */

/* Input Archive Log Tape                                            */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYS010 TAP1 (dcb'

/*                                                                   */

/* Output Extract File                                               */

/*                                                                   */

 'FI SYS020 DISK TASKA EXTRACT fm (RECFM FB LRECL 200 BLKSIZE 2000'

/*                                                                   */

/* Punch Output                                                      */

/*                                                                   */

FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY
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/*                                                                   */

/* IDMS10 Sort Parameters                                            */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF CULSRT1I DISK FILE CULSRT1I fm'

/*                                                                   */

/* SYSIN CULPRIT Parameters                                          */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYSIN DISK USFXTRCT SYSIN fm'

/*                                                                   */

/* You must create a file 'SYSIDMS INPUT A' containing the SYSIDMS   */

/* parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.           */

/*                                                                   */

'FILEDEF  SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS INPUT fm'

/*                                                                   */

 SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'STARTING CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer CULPRIT EXTRACT PROCESSING'

 'EXECOS OSRUN CULPRIT'

 USFXTRC_RC = RC

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USFXTRCT LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 SAY 'USFXTRCT FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' USFXTRC_RC

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'
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 EXIT USFXTRC_RC

/*                                                                   */

/*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

ERROR:

/*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR_RC = RC

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USFRPRT LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 EXIT ERROR_RC

/*                                                                   */

Use the CA IDMS Task Analyzer EXTRACT EXEC to:

1. Select data from the CA IDMS Log.
2. Reformat the data for use by CA IDMS Task Analyzer report programs.
3. Copy the data to the Extract File.
4. idms.loadlib -- The file name of the load library containing your CA IDMS modules.
5. your.sortlib -- The file name of the library containing your sort module.
6. dcb -- DCB information for the archive log tape: record format, logical record length, and block size.
7. fm4 -- The file mode of the relevant file. File mode 4 indicates z/OS file simulation.

The Report Execution EXEC USFRPRT

USFRPRT, the Report Execution EXEC, is shown on the next two pages. To create CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports from
the Extract File:

1. Create a SYSIN file with the following CA Culprit parameters:
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DATABASE DICTNAME=your.dict.name

PARM=NOLIST

=COPY 'USFPMAIN'

=COPY 'USFPWORK'

=COPY 'USFPxxxx'

where:
your.dict.name is the name of the dictionary into which the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Report programs were loaded.
If you do not use a secondary dictionary, do not create the DATABASE parameter.
xxxx is the suffix of the report program name: BILL, PROG, ADSO, ABND, LOAD, INDX, or RANK.

2. Create a SYS010 file for the CA IDMS Task Analyzer parameters. Use as parameters the PROCESS and REPORT
statements, supplying values in the correct positions. For more information on the use of parameters, see the section
"Parameters."

3. Modify and run the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Report Execution EXEC contained in source library member USFRPRT.

/*  */

TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR

/*                                                                   */

/* USFRPRT                                                           */

/*                                                                   */

IDMS_LOADLIB_FN    = 'idms.loadlib'

SORT_TXTLIB_FN     = 'your.sortlib'

/*                                                                   */

/* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required librarie(s) */

/*                                                                   */

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

 'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

 'GLOBAL  TXTLIB ' SORT_TXTLIB_FN

/*                                                                   */
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 'FILEDEF SYSLST   DISK FILE SYSLST   fm'

 'FILEDEF SYSIN4   DISK FILE SYSIN4   fm'

 'FILEDEF SYSPRINT DISK FILE SYSPRINT fm'

 'FILEDEF SYSUDUMP DISK FILE SYSUDUMP fm'

 'FILEDEF SORTPRNT DISK FILE SORTPRNT fm'

 'FILEDEF SORTMSGS DISK FILE SORTMSGS fm'

 'FILEDEF SYSOUT   DISK FILE SYSOUT   fm'

/*                                                                   */

/* Input Program Listing                                             */

/*                                                                   */

 'FI SYS004 DISK FILE SYS004 fm4 (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133'

/*                                                                   */

/* Work File                                                         */

/*                                                                   */

 'FI SYS005 DISK FILE SYS005 fm4 (RECFM F LRECL 320 BLKSIZE 320'

/*                                                                   */

/* IDMS10 Sort Parameters                                            */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF CULSRT1I DISK FILE CULSRT1I fm'

/*                                                                   */

/* Extract Work File                                                 */

/*                                                                   */

 'FI SYS006 DISK FILE SYS006 fm4 (RECFM VB LRECL 1000 BLKSIZE 1004'

/*                                                                   */
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/* Work File                                                         */

/*                                                                   */

 'FI SYS007 DISK FILE SYS007 fm4 (RECFM F  LRECL 80   BLKSIZE 80'

/*                                                                   */

/* Work File                                                         */

/*                                                                   */

 'FI SYS008 DISK FILE SYS008 fm4 (RECFM VB LRECL 1004 BLKSIZE 1004'

/*                                                                   */

/* CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer Parameter File                              */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYS010 DISK TASKA SYS010 fm'

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYSPCH DUMMY'

/*                                                                   */

/* CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer Extract File (Created in Extract EXEC)      */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYS011 DISK FILE TASKA fm (RECFM FB LRECL 200 BLKSIZE 2000'

/*                                                                   */

/* CULPRIT SYSIN File                                                */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYSIN DISK TASKA SYSIN fm'

/*                                                                   */

/* Report Files                                                      */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYS030 DISK FILE SYS030 fm (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133'
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 'FILEDEF SYS031 DISK FILE SYS031 fm (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133'

 'FILEDEF SYS032 DISK FILE SYS032 fm (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133'

 'FILEDEF SYS033 DISK FILE SYS033 fm (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133'

 'FILEDEF SYS034 DISK FILE SYS034 fm (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133'

 'FILEDEF SYS035 DISK FILE SYS035 fm (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133'

 'FILEDEF SYS036 DISK FILE SYS036 fm (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133'

 'FILEDEF SYS037 DISK FILE SYS037 fm (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133'

 'FILEDEF SYS038 DISK FILE SYS038 fm (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133'

 'FILEDEF SYS039 DISK FILE SYS039 fm (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133'

 'FILEDEF SYS040 DISK FILE SYS040 fm (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133'

 'FILEDEF SYS041 DISK FILE SYS041 fm (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133'

 'FILEDEF SYS042 DISK FILE SYS042 fm (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133'

 'FILEDEF SYS043 DISK FILE SYS043 fm (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133'

 'FILEDEF SYS044 DISK FILE SYS044 fm (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133'

 'FILEDEF SYS045 DISK FILE SYS045 fm (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133'

 'FILEDEF SYS046 DISK FILE SYS046 fm (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133'

/*                                                                   */

/* You must create a file 'SYSIDMS INPUT A' containing the SYSIDMS   */

/* parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.           */

/*                                                                   */

'FILEDEF  SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS INPUT A'

/*                                                                   */

 SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'STARTING CA-IDMS/Task Analyzer CULPRIT REPORT PROCESSING'
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 'EXECOS OSRUN CULPRIT'

 USFRPRT_RC = RC

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USFRPRT LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 SAY 'USFRPRT FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' USFRPRT_RC

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 EXIT USFRPRT_RC

/*                                                                   */

/*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

ERROR:

/*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR_RC = RC

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USFRPRT LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 EXIT ERROR_RC

/*                                                                   */
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Use the CA IDMS Task Analyzer REPORT EXECUTION EXEC to:

1. Identify and run CA IDMS Task Analyzer reports.
2. Use the CA IDMS Task Analyzer report programs.
3. idms.loadlib -- The name of your CA IDMS load library.
4. your.sortlib -- The name of your sort text library.
5. fn ft fm -- The file name, file type, and file mode of the relevant file.
6. fn ft fm4 -- The file name, file type, and file mode of the relevant file. File mode 4 indicates z/OS file simulation.

NOTE
For more information on the use of parameters, see the section "Parameters."

External Request Element Extension 1
This section provides a description of the External Request Element (ERE) extension. Altering the ERE description is
necessary if you want to tailor the CA IDMS Log Analyzer Billing Reports. To change the ERE extension you must alter
GSISSVCX, USLBILX, and USLRPT5.

  *--------------------------------------------------------------*

  *    ERE LAYOUT (AS CREATED BY GSISVCX)                 *

  *                                                       *

  *    NOTE: THESE FIELDS ARE CONTAINED WITHIN            *

  *    THE LOG STATISTICS                                 *

  *    TYPE '28' RECORD (TST - TASK - STATISTICS)         *

  *--------------------------------------------------------------*

 

           10    TST-STATS-BLOCK-ID

                 15  TST-ERE

                     20  FILLER              PIC X(12).

                     20  TST-ERE-EXT-ONL.

                         25 TST-ERE-TRAN-ID               PIC X(4).

                         25 TST-ERE-TERM-ID               PIC X(4).

                         25 TST-ERE-OPER-ID               PIC X(3).
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                     20  TST-ERE-EXT-BTC     REDEFINES

                         TST-ERE-EXT-ONL.

                         25 TST-ERE-ACCT     PIC X(11).

                     20  TST-ERE-ID          PIC X

                         88 TST-ERE-ONL      VALUE 'C'.

                         88 TST-ERE-BTC      VALUE 'B'.

                         88 TST-ERE-CICS     VALUE 'C'.

                         88 TST-ERE-DIALOGE               VALUE 'D'.

                     20  TST-ERE-JOB-NAME                 PIC X(8).

                     20  TST-ERE-JOB-START.

       THE FOLLOWING DATE IS IN JULIAN FORMAT (OOYYDDD)

       FOR OS BATCH, THE TIME IS IN 24 HOUR FORMAT (HHMMSSTHTT)

                 IE. DEVISION BY 10000 YIELDS HHMMSS

       FOR DOS BATCH/CICS, THE TIME IS IN UNITS OF 1/10000 SEC

 

                       25 TST-ERE-JOB-START-DATE   PIC S9(7) COMP-3

                         25 TST-ERE-JOB-START-TIME   PIC S9(9) COMP.

                     20  TST-PGM-NAME.

                         25 FILLER           PIC X(4).

                             88  TST-IDMS-PGM             VALUE 'IDMS'

                         25 FILLER           PIC X(4)

CA Culprit Procedure JCL
The JCL for the CA Culprit procedure used in CA IDMS Task Analyzer is shown here. The CA Culprit procedure, found in
source library member USFPCULP, is used to generate reports.

When the CA IDMS Task Analyzer Report Execution JCL is run, it executes the CA Culprit procedure contained in the
source member USFPCULP. The JCL for the CA Culprit procedure is shown in this appendix.
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//USFPCULP PROC PRINT=A,                            **  OUTPUT PRINT CLASS

//                      ERML=D,                     **  ERROR PRINT CLASS

//                      UNIT=3380,                  **  UNIT FOR WORK FILES

//                      SYSCTL='YOUR.IDMS.SYSCTL',

//                      IDMSLD2='YOUR.IDMS.LOADLIB',

//                      IDMSRC='YOUR.IDMS.SRCLIB',

//                      SORTLIB='YOUR.SYS1.SRTLIB'

//******************************************************************************

//*                         CA-Culprit PROCEDURE

//******************************************************************************

//CULPO       EXEC      PGM=CULPO,REGION=32OK,

//STEPLIB     DD        DSN=&IDSMLD,DISP=SHR

//SYS004      DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,

//                        BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS005      DD        DSN=&&UPRMWORK,UNIT=&UNIT,

//                        DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//                        SPACE=(CYL,(10,5),RLSE,

//                        DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=320,BLKSIZE=320)

//SYSCTL      DD        DSN=&SYSCTL,DISP=SHR

//*

//CULP1       EXEC      PGM=SORT,REGION=320K,PARM='MSG=AP'

//SORTLIB     DD        DSN=&SORTLIB,DISP=SHR

//SORTWK01    DD        UNIT=&UNIT,

//                        SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)
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//SORTWK02    DD        UNIT=&UNIT,

//                        SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK03    DD        UNIT=&UNIT,

//                        SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK04    DD        UNIT=&UNIT,

//                        SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTOUT     DD        DSN=&&SPRMWORK,UNIT=&UNIT,VOL=SER=&VOLSER,

//                        DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//                        SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG),

//                        DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=320,BLKSIZE=320)

//SYSOUT      DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT

//SYSPRINT    DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT

//SORTIN      DD        DSN=&&UPRMWORK,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYSIN       DD        DSN=&IDMSRC.(SORT1),DISP=SHR

//*

//CULP2       EXEC      PGM=CUL,REGION=320K,

//STEPLIB     DD        DSN=&IDSMLD,DISP=SHR

//SYS004      DD        SYSOUT=&ERML,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,

//                        BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS005      DD        DSN=&&SPRMWORK,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYS006      DD        DSN=&&UEXTWORK,UNIT=&UNIT,

//                        DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//                        SPACE=(CYL,(10,5),RLSE),

//                        DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=1000,BLKSIZE=1004)

//SYS008      DD        DSN=&&NSRTWORK,UNIT=&UNIT,
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//                        DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//                        SPACE=(CYL,(10,5),RLSE,

//                        DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=1000,BLKSIZE=1004)

//SYS007      DD        DSN=&&SRTPWORK,UNIT=&UNIT,

//                        DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//                        SPACE=(CYL,(10,5),RLSE),

//                        DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)

//SYS009      DD        DUMMY

//SYSJRNL     DD        DUMMY

//*

//CULP3       EXEC      PGM=SORT,REGION=320K,PARM='MSG=AP'

//SORTLIB     DD        DSN=&SORTLIB,DISP=SHR

//SORTWK01    DD        UNIT-&UNIT,

//                        SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK02    DD        UNIT=&UNIT,

//                        SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK03    DD        UNIT=&UNIT,

//                        SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK04    DD        UNIT=&UNIT,

//                        SPACE=(CYL,(5),,CONTIG)

//SORTOUT     DD        DSN=&&SEXTWORK,UNIT=&UNIT,VOL=SER=&VOLSER,

//                        DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//                        SPACE=(CYL,(15,5),RLSE),

//                        DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=1000,BLKSIZE=1004)
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//SYSOUT      DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT

//SYSPRINT    DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT

//SORTIN      DD        DSN=&&UEXTWORK,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYSIN       DD        DSN=&&SRTPWORK,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//*

//CULP4       EXEC      PGM=CULE,REGION=512K

//STEPLIB     DD        DSN=&IDSMLD,DISP=SHR

//SYS004      DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,

//                        BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS006      DD        DSN=&&SEXTWORK,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYS008      DD        DSN=&&NSRTWORK,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYS030      DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,

//                        BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS031      DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,

//                        BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS032      DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,

//                        BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS033      DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,

//                        BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS034      DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,

//                        BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS035      DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,

//                        BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS036      DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,

//                        BLKSIZE=133)
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//SYS037      DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,

//                        BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS038      DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,

//                        BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS039      DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,

//                        BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS040      DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,

//                        BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS041      DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,

//                        BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS042      DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,

//                        BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS043      DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,

//                        BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS044      DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,

//                        BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS045      DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,

//                        BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS046      DD        SYSOUT=&PRINT,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,

//                        BLKSIZE=133)

//SYSABEND    DD        DUMMY,OUTLIM=0

//SYSIN       DD        DUMMY,DCB=BLKSIZE=80

//                    PEND  ****  END OF PROCEDURE ****
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z/OS JCL for Reports
You can run CA IDMS reports in local mode and under central version.

Running in Local Mode (z/OS JCL)

JCL for executing CA IDMS reports in local mode is as follows:

CULPRIT (z/OS)

//CULPRIT  EXEC PGM=CULPRIT,REGION=1024K
//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//         DD   DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR
//         DD   DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR
//SORTLIB  DD   DSN=sys1.sortlib,DISP=SHR
//SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=A
//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A
//SORTPRNT DD   SYSOUT=A
//SORTMSG  DD   SYSOUT=A
//SYS004   DD   SYSOUT=A,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)
//SYS005   DD   DSN=&&SPRMWORK.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),
//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=320,BLKSIZE=1600)
//SYS006   DD   DSN=&&SEXTWORK.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),
//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=2044,BLKSIZE=4628)
//SYS007   DD   DSN=&&SRTPWORK.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),
//             DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)
//SYS008   DD   DSN=&&NSRTWORK.,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2)),
//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=512,BLKSIZE=4628)
//SORTWK01 DD   DSN=&&WRKAWORK.,
//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))
//SORTWK02 DD   DSN=&&WRKBWORK.,
//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))
//SORTWK03 DD   DSN=&&WRKCWORK.,
//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))
//SORTWK04 DD   DSN=&&WRKDWORK.,
//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))
//CULSRT1I DD *
SORT FIELDS=(1,69,A),FORMAT=BI
RECORD TYPE=F,LENGTH=(320,,320)
/*
//SYSIN4   DD   DUMMY,DCB=BLKSIZE=80
//VSAMCTRL DD   DUMMY
//CULLIB   DD   DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC,DISP=SHR
//SYS002   DD   DSN=user.keyfile,DISP=SHR
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//SYS010   DD   DSN=user.inputfil,DISP=OLD,
//             UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=vvvvvv
//SYS020   DD   DSN=user.nonprint,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),
//             UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=vvvvvv,
//             DCB=(DSORG=PS,LRECL=llll,BLKSIZE=bbbb)
//dictdb   DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddldml,DISP=SHR
//dloddb   DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddldclod,DISP=SHR
//dccat    DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddlcat,DISP=SHR
//dccatx   DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddlcatx,DISP=SHR
//dccatl   DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddlcatlod,DISP=SHR
//dirldb   DD   DSN=idms.sysdirl.ddldml,DISP=SHR
//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR
//asfdml   DD   DSN=idms.asfdict.ddldml,DISP=SHR
//asflod   DD   DSN=idms.asfdict.ddldclod,DISP=SHR
//asfdefn  DD   DSN=idms.asfdict.asfdefn,DISP=SHR
//asfdata  DD   DSN=idms.asfdict.asfdata,DISP=SHR
//sysjrnl  DD   DUMMY
//syspch   DD   SYSOUT=B,DCB=BLKSIZE=80
/*
//SYSIDMS  DD *
DMCL=dmcl-name

Other SYSIDMS parameters, as
 appropriate
/*
//SYSIN DD *

CULPRIT
 parameters
/*
//*

Parameter Meaning
appldict Name of the application dictionary.
asfdata Name of the ASF data (IDMSR-AREA2) area; required to execute

IREPORTs.
ASFDEFN Name of the ASF data definition (IDMSR-AREA) area; required to

execute IREPORTs.
asfdml Name of the ASF dictionary definition (DDLDML) area; required to

execute IREPORTs.
asflod Name of the ASF dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area;

required to execute IREPORTs.
bbbb. Blocksize of the file.
dcmsg Name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area.
dictdb Name of the application dictionary definition area.
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dirldb Name of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area; to execute A,
C, and DREPORTs, use a dictionary built by IDMSDIRL.

disk Symbolic device name for work files.
dloddb Name of the application dictionary definition load area; required for

CREPORT 053.
dccat Name of the SQL application dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area.
ddcatx Name of the SQL application dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX)

area.
ddcatl Name of the SQL application dictionary catalog load

(DDLCATLOD) area.
dmcl-name Name of the DMCL used by the central version.
idms.appldict.ddldclod Data set name of the application dictionary definition load

(DDLDCLOD) area; required for CREPORT 053.
idms.appldict.ddldml Data set name of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML)

area.
idms.asfdict.asfdata Data set name of the ASF data (IDMSR-AREA2) area; required for

IREPORTs.
idms.asfdict.asfdefn Data set name of the ASF data definition (IDMSR-AREA) area;

required for IREPORTs.
idms.asfdict.ddldclod Data set name of the ASF data definition load (DDLDCLOD) area;

required for IREPORTs.
idms.asfdict.ddldml Data set name of the ASF dictionary definition (DDLDML) area;

required for IREPORTs.
idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing customized CA IDMS

executable modules.
idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and

database name table load modules.
idms.cagjload Data set name of the load library containing the CA IDMS

executable modules that do not require customization.
yourHLQ.CAGJSRC Data set name of PDS containing parameters to be copied

(necessary only if USE, =COPY, or =MACRO features are being
used)

yourHLQ.CAGJSRC(sort1) Data set name and member name of stored sort parameters, as
established during installation

idms.sysdirl.ddldml Data set name of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
sysdirl Name of the IDMSDIRL dictionary
sysjrnl Name of the tape journal file
syspch Punched card output (required for DREPORT 051 and CREPORT

051, omitted otherwise)
sys1.sortlib Data set name of system sort library
tape Symbolic device name for tape file
user.inputfil Data set name for primary input file (required for JREPORT and

SREPORT runs)
user.keyfile Data set name of a key file (necessary only if a keyfile is input)
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user.nonprint Data set name for nonprint/nonpunch output (required for
SREPORT 099, DREPORT 052, CREPORT 052; omitted
otherwise)

vvvvvv Volume serial number

NOTE

If the subschema is not in the CA IDMS/DB load library, the load library that contains the module must also be
included in the STEPLIB concatenation when running in local mode.

Central Version Modifications

Modifications are required to run CA IDMS reports under central version.

Follow these steps:

1. Remove the following DD statements:
//dictdb DD DSN=idms.appldict.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dloddb DD DSN=idms.appldict.ddldclod,DISP=SHR

//dirldb DD DSN=idms.sysdirl.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//asfdml DD DSN=idms.asfdict.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//asflod DD DSN=idms.asfdict.ddldclod,DISP=SHR

//ASFDEFN DD DSN=idms.asfdict.asfdefn,DISP=SHR

//asfdata DD DSN=idms.asfdict.asfdata,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl DD DUMMY

2. Add the following DD statement for the system control file anywhere after STEPLIB:

//sysctl DD DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

Parameter Meaning

sysctl ddname of the SYSCTL file

idms.sysctl Data set name of SYSCTL file

 

z/VSE JCL for Reports
You can run CA IDMS reports in local mode and under central version.

This section includes the IDMSLBLS procedure. Therefore, individual file definitions for CA IDMS dictionaries, sample
databases, disk journal files, and SYSIDMS file are not included in the sample JCL.

Running in Local Mode

JCL for executing CA IDMS reports in local mode is as follows:

 CULPRIT (z/VSE) 

// JOB     CULPRIT
// DLBL   idmsnnn,'idmsnnn.library'
// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll
// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=CA IDMS. nn.n libraries
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// EXEC    PROC=IDMSLBLS
// OPTION  LOG,CATAL,DUMP
// ASSGN   SYS009,IGN
// ASSGN   SYS001,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll
// DLBL    SORTWK1,'WORK',0
// EXTENT  SYS001,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll
// ASSGN   SYS004,X'ppp'
// ASSGN   SYS005,X'ddd'
// DLBL    SYS005,'PARMS',0
// EXTENT  SYS005,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll
// ASSGN   SYS006,X'ddd'
// DLBL    SYS006,'EXTRACT',0
// EXTENT  SYS006,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll
// ASSGN   SYS007,X'ddd'
// DLBL    SYS007,'SORTCARD',0
// EXTENT  SYS007,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll
// ASSGN   SYS008,X'ddd'
// DLBL    SYS008,'NOSORT',0
// EXTENT  SYS008,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll
// ASSGN   SYS002,X'ttt'
// TLBL    SYS002,'user.keyfile'
// ASSGN   SYS010,X'ttt'
// TLBL    SYS010,'user.inputfil'
// ASSGN   SYSPCH,X'ccc'
// ASSGN   SYS020,X'ttt'
// TLBL    SYS020,'user.nonprint',15
// EXEC    CULPRIT
CULPRIT parameters
/*
user input file, if on cards
/*
optional restart parameter
/*
/&

Central Version Modifications

To run CA IDMS reports under the central version, add a SYSCTL file to your job control. An example follows:

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR
// DLBL    SYSCTL,'idms.sysctl',2099/365,SD
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

IDMSLBLS Procedure (z/VSE JCL)
IDMSLBLS is a procedure available during a CA IDMS z/VSE installation. IDMSLBLS contains file definitions for the CA
IDMS components listed below that are provided during installation:
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• Dictionaries
• Sample databases
• Disk journal files
• SYSIDMS file

Tailor the IDMSLBLS procedure to reflect the filenames and definitions in use at your site and include this procedure in z/
VSE JCL job streams.

IDMSLBLS Procedure Listing

* ──────── LIBDEFS ────────
// LIBDEF  *,SEARCH=idmslib.sublib
// LIBDEF  *,CATALOG=user.sublib
/*  ───────────────────────── LABELS ─────────────────────────
// DLBL    idmslib,'idms.library',2099/365
// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn,,,ssss,1500
// DLBL    dccat,'idms.system.dccat',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,31
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dccatl,'idms.system.dccatlod',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dccatx,'idms.system.dccatx',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dcdml,'idms.system.ddldml',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dclod,'idms.system.ddldclod',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,21
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dclog,'idms.system.ddldclog',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dcrun,'idms.system.ddldcrun',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,68
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dcscr,'idms.system.ddldcscr',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,135
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dclscr,'idms.sysloc.ddlocscr',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dirldb,'idms.sysdirl.ddldml',2099/365,DA
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// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    dirllod,'idms.sysdirl.ddldclod',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    empdemo,'idms.empdemo1',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    insdemo,'idms.insdemo1',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    orgdemo,'idms.orgdemo1',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6
// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
// DLBL    empldem,'idms.sqldemo.empldemo',2099/365,DA
// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    infodem,'idms.sqldemo.infodemo',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    projdem,'idms.projseg.projdemo',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    indxdem,'idms.sqldemo.indxdemo',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sysctl,'idms.sysctl',2099/365,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    secdd,'idms.sysuser.ddlsec',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
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// DLBL    dictdb,'idms.appldict.ddldml',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dloddb,'idms.appldict.ddldclod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqldd,'idms.syssql.ddlcat',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqllod,'idms.syssql.ddlcatl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqlxdd,'idms.syssql.ddlcatx',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asfdml,'idms.asfdict.ddldml',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asflod,'idms.asfdict.asflod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asfdata,'idms.asfdict.asfdata',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR
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// DLBL    ASFDEFN,'idms.asfdict.asfdefn',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j1jrnl,'idms.j1jrnl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j2jrnl,'idms.j2jrnl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j3jrnl,'idms.j3jrnl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    SYSIDMS,'sysidms.parms'

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,ttt

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

/+

/*

Parameters

Parameter Meaning
idmslib.sublib Name of the sublibrary within the library containing CA IDMS

modules
user.sublib Name of the sublibrary within the library containing user modules
idmslib Filename of the file containing CA IDMS modules
idms.library File-ID associated with the file containing CA IDMS modules
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
dccat Filename of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
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idms.system.dccat File-ID of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
dccatl Filename of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD)

area
idms.system.dccatlod File-ID of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area
dccatx Filename of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.system.dccatx File-ID of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
dcdml Filename of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.system.ddldml File-ID of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dclod Filename of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)

area
idms.system.ddldclod File-ID of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
dclog Filename of the system log area (DDLDCLOG) area
idms.system.ddldclog File-ID of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area
dcrun Filename of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
idms.system.ddldcrun File-ID of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
dcscr Filename of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
idms.system.ddldcscr File-ID of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
dcmsg Filename of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg File-ID of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
dclscr Filename of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
idms.sysloc.ddlocscr File-ID of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
dirldb Filename of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
idms.sysdirl.ddldml File-ID of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
dirllod Filename of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
idms.sysdirl.dirllod File-ID of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
empdemo Filename of the EMPDEMO area
idms.empdemo1 File-ID of the EMPDEMO area
insdemo Filename of the INSDEMO area
idms.insdemo1 File-ID of the INSDEMO area
orgdemo Filename of the ORGDEMO area
idms.orgdemo1 File-ID of the ORDDEMO area
empldem Filename of the EMPLDEMO area
idms.sqldemo.empldemo File-ID of the EMPLDEMO area
infodem Filename of the INFODEMO area
idms.sqldemo.infodemo File-ID of the INFODEMO area
projdem Filename of the PROJDEMO area
idms.projseg.projdemo File-ID of the PROJDEMO area
indxdem Filename of the INDXDEMO area
idms.sqldemo.indxdemo File-ID of the INDXDEMO area
sysctl Filename of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl File-ID of the SYSCTL file
secdd Filename of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
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idms.sysuser.ddlsec File-ID of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
dictdb Filename of the application dictionary definition area
idms.appldict.ddldml File-ID of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dloddb Filename of the application dictionary definition load area
idms.appldict.ddldclod File-ID of the application dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)

area
sqldd Filename of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.syssql.ddlcat File-ID of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
sqllod Filename of the SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatl File-ID of SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
sqlxdd Filename of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatx File-ID of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
asfdml Filename of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.asfdict.ddldml File-ID of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
asflod Filename of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
idms.asfdict.asflod File-ID of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
asfdata Filename of the asf data (ASFDATA) area
idms.asfdict.asfdata File-ID of the asf data area (ASFDATA) area
ASFDEFN Filename of the asf data definition (ASFDEFN) area
idms.asfdict.asfdefn File-ID of the asf data definition area (ASFDEFN) area
j1jrnl Filename of the first disk journal file
idms.j1jrnl File-ID of the first disk journal file
j2jrnl Filename of the second disk journal file
idms.j2jrnl File-ID of the second disk journal file
j3jrnl Filename of the third disk journal file
idms.j3jrnl File-ID of the third disk journal file
sysidms.parms Filename of the SYSIDMS parameter file

z/VM and z/VM Commands

Running in Local Mode

Commands to execute CA IDMS reports in local mode are shown as follows. To execute the reports in local mode, take
one of the following actions:

• Code LOCAL as an option on the DATABASE parameter. For more information on this option, see the CA Culprit for
CA IDMS Reference section.

• Code PARM='*LOCAL*' on the OSRUN command used to invoke the program. This option is valid only if the OSRUN
command is issued from the System Product Interpreter or an EXEC2 file.

• Link edit the program with an IDMSOPTI module that specifies CENTRAL=NO.

CULPRIT (z/VM )
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*------------- CA IDMSRPTS ──────────────────────*

GLOBAL TXTLIB sortlib

FILEDEF SYS004 PRINTER (RECFM FBA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133

FILEDEF SYS005 DISK uprmwork file a (RECFM FB LRECL 320 BLKSIZE 1600

FILEDEF CULSRT1I DISK IDMSLIB MACLIB A (MEMBER SORT1

FILEDEF SYS006 DISK uextwork file a (RECFM VB LRECL 1024 BLKSIZE 4096

FILEDEF SYS007 DISK srtpwork file a (RECFM F LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 80

FILEDEF SYS008 DISK nsrtwork file a (RECFM VB LRECL 1024 BLKSIZE 4096

FILEDEF SYS010 DISK input file a

FILEDEF SYS020 DISK nonprint file a

FILEDEF SYSPCH DISK card output a

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK sysipt data a

FILEDEF SYSIN4 DISK restart file a

FILEDEF CULLIB DISK srclib MACLIB a

FILEDEF sysjrnl DUMMY

FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK sysidms parms a (RECFM F LRECL pppp BLKSIZE pppp

EXEC    IDMSFD

OSRUN   CULPRIT

card output a filename, filetype, and filemode of the file that contains the card
output (required for DREPORT 051 and CREPORT 051)

IDMSFD Name of the exec provided at installation that contains the file
definitions for CA IDMS dictionaries, sample databases, and disk
journal files, TXTLIBs, and LOADLIBs

input file a filename, filetype, and filemode of the primary input file (required
for SREPORTs and JREPORTs)

nnnn number of pages in the file
nonprint file a filename, filetype, and filemode of the nonprint/nonpunch output

(required for SREPORT 099, DREPORT 052 and CREPORT 052;
otherwise omitted)
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nsrtwork file a filename, filetype, and filemode of the unsorted extract output data
set

pppp page size of the file
restart file a filename, filetype, and filemode of the file that contains the

optional restart parameter; if there is no restart parameter, code
DUMMY in place of the filename, filetype, and filemode

sortlib file name to run external sort package
srclib file name of PDS containing parameters to be copied (necessary

only if USE, =COPY, or =MACRO is used)
srtpwork file a filename, filetype, and filemode of the sort control parameter file
sysipt data a filename, filetype, and filemode of the file that contains the

CULPRIT parameters for the run
Note: Information about creating this file appears later in this
appendix.

sysidms parms a filename, filetype, and filemode of the SYSIDMS parameters file
Note: Information about creating this file appears later in this
appendix.

sysjrnl file name for the tape journal file, as assigned in the DMCL
definition

uextwork file a filename, filetype, and filemode of the unsorted extracted item
data set

uprmwork file a filename, filetype, and filemode of the unsorted parameter file

NOTE
CA CULPRIT requires an external sort package (other than the z/VM and z/VM SORT command) that can be
loaded dynamically.

Central Version Modifications

CA IDMS reports that run under central version can access an IDMS CV/DC system that is running in a z/VM and z/VM
virtual machine. To identify the IDMS DC/UCF system to be accessed, take one of the following actions:

Specify CVMACH=cv-machine-name on the DATABASE parameter, where cv-machine-name is a 1- through 8-character
user identifier of the z/VM and z/VM virtual machine in which the DC/UCF system is executing. For more information, see
the CA Culprit for CA IDMS Reference section.

Code PARM='CVMACH=cv-machine-name' in the OSRUN command used to invoke the program. This option is valid only
if the OSRUN command is issued from the System Product Interpreter or from an EXEC2 file.

Link edit the utility with an IDMSOPTI module that specifies CVMACH=cv-machine-name.

Creating the SYSIPT or SYSIDMS file

To create the SYSIPT file, enter these z/VM and z/VM commands:

XEDIT sysipt data a (NOPROF

INPUT

 .

 .
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 .

Source statements

 .

 .

 .

FILE

To create the SYSIDMS parameter file, substitute sysidms parms a in the previous example.

NOTE
For more information on all SYSIDMS parameters, see the Using Common Facilities section.

Endevor and DB for IDMS Reporting
This section provides information about Reports.

CCDB Reporting
The CA Endevor/DB Change Monitor creates an audit trail of all dictionary updates in the CCBD associated with any
dictionary that has monitoring active. Extensive reporting is supplied in both batch and online modes. This section
contains instructions for using the batch reporting facilities.

You can think of change log entries as a sequential log of all updates made to a dictionary. These log records are always
associated with a dictionary and an entity occurrence. Optionally, they can be associated with a CCID, a user ID, or both.
Batch reports are available to display the Change Log by Dictionary, User, or CCID, in both summarized and detailed
forms.

Reporting modules are provided for the following CCDB entities:

• User
• Status
• Management group
• Security class
• CCID

 

CA Culprit Modules
The following CA Culprit reporting modules are supplied with the CA Endevor/DB system:

• Common
• Input
• Output
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Common Modules

Module Name Description
NDVRPT100 CA Endevor/DB global fields. This module must be copied into all

reports.
NDVRNAME A module that contains the company name. This name appears on

all reports. The delivered module contains the following:
***PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE***
Modify the module to reflect the name you wish to appear in all
reports.

Input Modules

Module Name Description
=COPY NDVRRCLG Change-Log records input module
=COPY NDVRRCCI CCID records input module
=COPY NDVRRUSR User records input module
=COPY NDVRRSTA Status records input module
=COPY NDVRRMGP MANAGEMENT-GROUP records input module
=COPY NDVRRCLS CCID/Entity/Status records input module
=COPY NDVRRSGN SIGNIN/SIGNOUT records input module
=COPY NDVRRMGC MGR/CCID relationships input module

Output Modules

Module Name Description
NDVRPT01 Chronological Change Log Detail Report
NDVRPT02 User Change Log Detail Report
NDVRPT03 CCID Change Log Detail Report
NDVRPT04 Entity Change Log Detail Report
NDVRPT05 CCID Change Log Summary Report
NDVRPT06 CCID List
NDVRPT07 User Change Log Summary Report
NDVRPT08 User List
NDVRPT09 Status List
NDVRPT10 Management Group List
NDVRPT11 Entity Change Log Summary - broken down by CCID
NDVRPT12 Entity Change Log Summary Report
NDVRPT13 CCID/Entity Change and Status Summary Report
NDVRPT14 Entity Status History Report
NDVRPT15 Post Migration Activity Report
NDVRPT16 Source Migration Summary Report
NDVRPT17 Target Migration Summary Report
NDVRPT18 Entity Signout Detail Report
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NDVRPT19 Entity Signout by User
NDVRPT20 Entity Signout by CCID
NDVRPT21 User List - by Security Class
NDVRPT22 CCID List - by Security Class
NDVRPT23 CCID List - by Management Group
NDVRPT24 Entity Change Log Summary - by User
NDVRPT25 Preauthorization Detail Report
NDVRPT26 Preauthorization Detail Report - by User
NDVRPT27 Preauthorization Detail Report - by CCID
NDVRPT90 Chronological Change Log Detail Output File

Running Reports
Contents

Reports are requested by including the CA Endevor/DB global fields module (NDVRPT00), the company name
(NDVRNAME), the input specification (NDVRRxxx), and the output specification (NDVRPTnn) indicating the desired
reports. Optional selection criteria can also be applied to all reports. The =COPY command is used to include modules
into an CA Culprit run. CA Endevor/DB allows you to run reports separately or in groups for substantial time savings.

To run a single report, modules must be specified as follows in the SYSIN data set:

=COPY NDVRPT00

=COPY NDVRNAME

=COPY NDVRRxxx               (input module)

=COPY NDVRPTnn               (output module)

To run multiple reports during a single session, list each report using an output specification (NDVRPTnn) as follows:

=COPY NDVRPT00

=COPY NDVRNAME

=COPY NDVRRxxx               (input module)

=COPY NDVRPTnn               (output modules)

=COPY NDVRPTnn          .

        .                                       .

        .                                       .

        .                                       .
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Selecting Input

The SYS010 file contains commands that direct the CA Endevor/DB reporting module to the appropriate input files. The
SYS010 file can be omitted completely to report against the CCDB for the default dictionary or if appropriate parameters
are specified in the SYSIDMS file. The following syntax can be specified in the SYS010 file:

►►───────┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄
         └── DBName is dbname ───┘
►────────┬─────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄
         └── SYStem name is system ┘
►────────┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
         └── INPut is ─┬─ DATabase   ─┬─┘
                       ├─ ARChive ────┤
                       └─ BOTh    ────┘

Legend

Field Description
dbname DBNAME of the CCDB to report against. This parameter can be

omitted for the primary dictionary. Optional.
system System Identifier of the CCDB to report against. Optional.
DATABASE For Group 1 reports (See below), specify DATABASE to report

against the current CCDB contents. DATABASE is the default.
ARCHIVE For Group 1 reports (See below), specify ARCHIVE to report

only against Change Log Entry files created by NDVRARCO (CA
Endevor/DB archive/compress utility) or NDVRPT90 (CA Endevor/
DB machine-readable report output).

BOTH For Group 1 reports (See below), specify BOTH to run reports
against the current database and output from prior NDVRPT90
and/or NDVRARCO runs together. The CA Endevor/DB input
module will read the archived files after processing the database.

Note: When BOTH or ARCHIVE are specified, a SYS011 DD statement must be included for input. See sample JCL
below.
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Report Groups

CA Endevor/DB reports are broken into eight general groups. Group 1 reports are all related to Change Log Activity,
and can be run against the CCDB directly or from sequential Change Log Entry files created by CA Endevor/DB utilities.
Report Groups 2-8 are lists of major CCDB entities.

Report Group Allowed Input Command Input Module Output Module
1 DATABASE ARCHIVE BOTH =COPY NDVRRCLG =COPY NDVRPT01 =COPY

NDVRPT02 =COPY NDVRPT03
=COPY NDVRPT04 =COPY
NDVRPT05 =COPY NDVRPT07
=COPY NDVRPT11 =COPY
NDVRPT12 =COPY NDVRPT14
=COPY NDVRPT15 =COPY
NDVRPT16 =COPY NDVRPT17
=COPY NDVRPT24 =COPY
NDVRPT90

2 DATABASE =COPY NDVRRCCI =COPY NDVRPT06 =COPY
NDVRPT22

3 DATABASE =COPY NDVRRUSR =COPY NDVRPT08 =COPY
NDVRPT21

4 DATABASE =COPY NDVRRSTA =COPY NDVRPT09
5 DATABASE =COPY NDVRRMGP =COPY NDVRPT10
6 DATABASE =COPY NDVRRCSL =COPY NDVRPT13
7 DATABASE =COPY NDVRRSGN =COPY NDVRPT18 =COPY

NDVRPT19 =COPY NDVRPT20
=COPY NDVRPT25 =COPY
NDVRPT26 =COPY NDVRPT27

8 DATABASE =COPY NDVRRMGC =COPY NDVRPT23

Selection Criteria

Reports will display all records in the CCDB unless additional selection criteria are given to limit the volume. Selection
criteria are specified in the SYSIN data set according to standard CA Culprit conventions. Commonly used selection
criteria are outlined below. Additionally, any field in the database may be used as a selector. Appendix B contains the
record layout used by CA Endevor/DB reports.

Criteria Description
LOG-DATE Date of change log entries. Rules:

Specified as yyyymmdd
Must not be surrounded by single quotes
Example: LOG-DATE GT 19861201

ENTITY-NAME Name of entity in change log entries. Rules:
1-40 character name
Must be surrounded by single quotes
Example: ENTITY-NAME EQ 'ADSO-STAT'

ENTITY-VERSION Version of entity in change log entries. Rules:
4-digit number 0-9999
Must not be surrounded by single quotes
Example: ENTITY-VERSION NE 1
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USER User name in change log entries. Rules:
1-32 character name
Must be surrounded by single quotes
Example: USER EQ 'JONES'

ACTION Action in change log entries. Rules:
1-character code: A, M, D, R, S, T, P, C (add, modify, delete,
status, reset status set, status terminate, purged, and
compressed)
Must be surrounded by single quotes
Example: ACTION EQ 'D'

Selection Criteria Coding Rules

The following is a listing of selection criteria coding rules:

• SEL statement must occur after the last output module specified (See JCL below) in the input stream.
• SEL must be coded in column 2.
• The phrase WHEN must follow the word SEL (i.e., SEL WHEN).
• Selection parameters can immediately follow the selection phrase (i.e., SEL WHEN USER EQ 'JONES').
• Boolean logic for selection criteria is supported as follows:

LT -- Less than
LE -- Less than or equal
GT -- Greater than
GE -- Greater than or equal
NE -- Not equal to
EQ -- Equal to
AND -- And
OR -- Or

• To continue a selection request to multiple lines, place an "*" in column 1 of the second, third, and subsequent
selection cards.

• Once the SEL has been coded in column 2, the coding of all subsequent selection criteria is free-form.

Creating an Archive of Change Log Entries

CA Endevor/DB module NDVRPT90 creates a machine-readable sequential output file consisting of Change Log Entries
formatted as described in Appendix B. Change Log Entries archived through NDVRPT90 are not deleted from the CCDB.
To archive as well as delete from the CCDB, the NDVRARCO utility should be run by the CCDB administrator. When
running the NDVRPT90 module, archived Change Log Entries will be placed in the SYS020 file during Step 2 of the CA
Culprit run. See sample JCL below.

Using an Archive of Change Log Entries

All CA Endevor/DB Group I reports are capable of reading the current CCDB or sequential Change Log Entry files created
by NDVRARCO or NDVRPT90. To include previously archived output in reports, include an 'INPUT IS ARCHIVE' or
'INPUT IS BOTH' clause in the SYS010 file in CA Culprit Step 2.

Coding Examples

• Example 1
To select all Change Log Entries between December 30, 1986 and January 5, 1987 from the CCDB for the primary
dictionary, specify the following input to CA Culprit Step 1:
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//SYSIN      DD  *

=COPY NDVRPT00

=COPY NDVRNAME

=COPY NDVRRCLG

=COPY NDVRPT01

 SEL WHEN LOG-DATE GE 19861230 AND

*      LOG-DATE LE 19870115

• Example 2
To request a report showing the Change Log Entries created by 'JONES' since November 15, 1986 in a secondary
dictionary named NTSTDICT, specify the following input:

In Step 1:

//SYSIN      DD  *

=COPY NDVRPT00

=COPY NDVRNAME

=COPY NDVRRCLG

=COPY NDVRPT02

 SEL WHEN USER EQ 'JONES' AND

*      LOG -DATE GE 19861115

In Step 2:

//SYS010    DD  *

      DBNAME = NTSTDICT

• Example 3
To detect archive Change Log Entries older than November 1, 1986 from a dictionary named NTSTDICT, specify:

In Step 1:

//SYSIN      DD  *

=COPY NDVRPT00
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=COPY NDVRNAME

=COPY NDVRRCLG

=COPY NDVRPT90

 SEL WHEN LOG-DATE LT 19861101

In Step 2:

//SYS010    DD  *

      DBNAME IS NTSTDICT

//SYS020 DD   DSN=OLD.CLE.ARCHIVE,DISP=(OLD,KEEP)

• Example 4
To report against an archived change log for any dictionary:

In Step 1:

//SYSIN      DD  *

=COPY NDVRPT00

=COPY NDVRNAME

=COPY NDVRRCLG

=COPY NDVRPT04

In Step 2:

//SYS010    DD  *

      INPUT IS ARCHIVE

//SYS011    DD   DSN=OLD.CLE.ARCHIVE,DISP=OLD

Sample JCL

The example below illustrates multiple-step CA Culprit execution. When using one-step CA Culprit, the ddnames SYS010,
SYS011, and/or SYS020 are added to the single step as required.

//JOBNAME      JOB YOUR.JOBCARD.INFORMATION
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//JOBLIB       DD      DISP=SHR,DSN=usercv.loadlib

//     DD      DISP=SHR,DSN=ndvrdb.loadlib

//     DD      DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.loadlib

//*

//**********************************************************

//*    CA ENDEVOR/DB CULPRIT REPORTS   *

//**********************************************************

//*

//CULP0        EXEC PGM=CULP0,REGION=2048K

//SYSCTL       DD      DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl

//CULLIB       DD      DISP=SHR,DSN=ndvrdb.srclib

//SYS004       DD      SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS005       DD      DSN=&.&UPRMWORK.,

//     DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=disk,

//     DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=320,BLKSIZE=1600),

//     SPACE=(CYC,(2,1),RLSE,,ROUND)

//SYSDUMP      DD      SYSOUT=*

//SYSIDMS      DD      *

DMCL=dmcl-name

DICTNAME=dictionary-name
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OTHER OPTIONAL SYSIDMS PARAMETERS

/*

//SYSIN        DD      *

=COPY NDVRPT00

=COPY NDVRNAME

=COPY NDVRRxxx

=COPY NDVRPTnn

/*

//*

//CULP1        EXEC PGM=SORT,PARM='MSG=AP',REGION=2048K

//SORTLIB      DD      DSN=sortlib

//SYSIN        DD      SHR,DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC(SORT1)

//SORTIN       DD      DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&.&UPRMWORK.

//SORTWK01     DD      DSN=&.&WRKAWORK.,UNIT=disk,

//             SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE,,ROUND)

//SORTWK02     DD      DSN=&.&WRKBWORK.,UNIT=disk,

//             SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE,,ROUND)

//SORTWK03     DD      DSN=&.&WRKCWORK.,UNIT=disk,

//             SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE,,ROUND)

//SORTWK04     DD      DSN=&.&WRKDWORK.,UNIT=disk,

//             SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE,,ROUND)

//SORTOUT      DD      DSN=&.&SPRMWORK.,

//             DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=disk,
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//             DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=320,BLKSIZE=320),

//             SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE,,ROUND)

//SYSDUMP      DD      SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT       DD      SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT     DD      SYSOUT=*

//*

//CULP2        EXEC PGM=CULL,REGION=2048K

//SYSCTL       DD      DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.sysctl

//SYS004       DD      SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS005       DD      DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&.&SPRMWORK.

//SYS006       DD      DSN=&.&UEXTWORK.,

//             DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=disk,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=1024,BLKSIZE=1028),

//             SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE,,ROUND)

//SYS008       DD      DSN=&.&NSRTWORK.,

//             DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=disk,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=1024,BLKSIZE=1028),

//             SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE,,ROUND)

//SYS007       DD      DSN=&.&SRTPWORK.,

//             DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=disk,

//             DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80),

//             SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE,,ROUND)

//SYS011       DD      DSN=indsn,DISP=OLD          ARCHIVE INPUT FILE

//SYS020       DD      DSN=outdsn,DISP=(NEW,KEEP), ARCHIVE OUTPUT FILE
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//             DCB=(LRECL=288,BLKSIZE=14400,RECFM=FB),

//             UNIT=tape

//SYSDUMP      DD      SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT     DD      SYSOUT=*

//SYSIDMS      DD      *

DMCL=dmcl-name

DICTNAME=dictionary-name

OTHER OPTIONAL SYSIDMS PARAMETERS

/*

//SYS010       DD      *

 DBNAME IS DBNAME

 INPUT IS BOTH

/*

//*

//CULP3        EXEC PGM=SORT,PARM='MSG=AP',REGION=2048K

//SORTLIB      DD      DSN=sortlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN        DD      DSN=&.&SRTPWORK.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SORTIN       DD      DSN=&.&UEXTWORK.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SORTWK01     DD      DSN=&.&WRKAWORK.,UNIT=disk,

//             SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE,,ROUND)

//SORTWK02     DD      DSN=&.&WRKBWORK.,UNIT=disk,

//             SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE,,ROUND)

//SORTWK03     DD      DSN=&.&WRKCWORK.,UNIT=disk,
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//             SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE,,ROUND)

//SORTWK04     DD      DSN=&.&WRKDWORK.,UNIT=disk,

//             SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE,,ROUND)

//SORTOUT      DD      DSN=&.&SEXTWORK.,

//             DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=disk,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=1024,BLKSIZE=1028),

//             SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE,,ROUND)

//SYSOUT       DD      SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT     DD      SYSOUT=*

//*

//CULP4        EXEC PGM=CULE,REGION=2048K

//SYS004       DD      SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)

//SYS006       DD      DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&.&SEXTWORK.

//SYS008       DD      DSN=&.&NSRTWORK.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYS020       DD      DSN=&.&RPT99.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=disk,

//             SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//SYSJRNL      DD      DUMMY

//J1JRNL       DD      DUMMY

//J2JRNL       DD      DUMMY

//J3JRNL       DD      DUMMY

//SYSIN4       DD      DUMMY,DCB=BLKSIZE=80

Legend

Field Description
usercv.loadlib Load library for DMCL, subschema, DBNAME table, or load

modules for a particular CA IDMS/CV platform.
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ndvrdb.loadlib CA Endevor/DB load library.
idms.loadlib CA IDMS load library.
idms.sysctl Name of the SYSCTL file as defined in the CA IDMS system

generation.
dmcl-name Name of the DMCL used by CA IDMS/CV.
dictname-name CCDB dictname whose contents are to be reported.
sortlib Name of your sort package load library.
yourHLQ.CAGJSRC Name of the CA IDMS install source library
ndvrdb.srclib Source library containing CA Endevor/DB install library containing

the CA Culprit source modules.
disk Installation unit name for temporary disk space.
indsn Data set name for an input sequential archive file.
outdsn Data set name for an output sequential archive file.
NDVRRxxx Input module name
NDVRPTnn Output module name

Report Formats
This section describes report formats.

Report No. 00 Reporting Commands and Messages

volser                                                     CA, INC.                                        DATE      TIME     PAGE
 RELEASE nn.n                                        C A   E N D E V O R / D B                             mm/
dd/yy  12:30:49 0001
                                                  REPORTING COMMANDS AND MESSAGES
  DBNAME IS SRCNDVR
  INPUT IS DATABASE

Report No. 01 Change Log Detail
This report contains one line for each IDD or CCDB entity change made. Change Log Entries are displayed in
chronological order with any associated CCIDs or USERIDs. The dates shown here are mm/dd/yy. These are dates in the
actual report.

REPORT NO. 01                                               CA, INC.                                      mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                             CHANGE LOG DETAIL REPORT
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **
CHANGE LOG FOR DICTIONARY: SRCNDVR  SYSTEM: SYSTEM74
DATE --- TIME ---   ACTION ---------   ENTITY TYPE ----  ENTITY IDENTIFICATION ------------------   VERSION   USER ---  CCID -----
mm/dd/
yy 07:51:55   O  (SIGNOUT)       MODULE            NDVRPT01                                      1      DBADMIN
                                        SIGNED TO:        DBADMIN
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mm/dd/
yy 07:51:56   O  (SIGNOUT)       MODULE            NDVRPT02                                      1      DBADMIN
                                        SIGNED TO:        DBADMIN
mm/dd/
yy 09:31:50   M  (COMPRESSED)    DICTIONARY        SRCNDVR                                       1      DBADMIN
                                        DATE: mm/dd/
yy    TIME: 06:44:01      #CLE: 00000003
mm/dd/
yy 13:44:08   P  (ARCO STATS)    DICTIONARY        SRCNDVR                                       1      DBADMIN
                                        ARCH:             COMP:               #ADD:        1      #DEL:        0      #OUT:      0
mm/dd/yy 14:18:01   A  (ADD)           ELEMENT           EDB-
ELEM-1                                    1      DBADMIN
                                        UPDATE PROGRAM:   IDMSDDDL
mm/dd/yy 14:18:01   A  (ADD)           ELEMENT           EDB-
ELEM-2                                    1      DBADMIN
                                        UPDATE PROGRAM:   IDMSDDDL
mm/dd/yy 14:18:01   A  (ADD)           RECORD            EDB-
REC                                       1      DBADMIN
                                        UPDATE PROGRAM:   IDMSDDDL
mm/dd/yy 06:33:14   C  (MIGR AUDIT)    ELEMENT           EDB-
ELEM-1                                    1      DBADMIN
                                        DATE: mm/dd/
yy    TIME: 07:36:51      DICT: TGTNDVR       NODE: SYSTEM74
mm/dd/yy 06:33:14   C  (MIGR AUDIT)    ELEMENT           EDB-
ELEM-2                                    1      DBADMIN
                                        DATE: mm/dd/
yy    TIME: 07:36:51      DICT: TGTNDVR       NODE: SYSTEM74
mm/dd/yy 06:33:14   C  (MIGR AUDIT)    RECORD            EDB-
REC                                       1      DBADMIN
                                        DATE: mm/dd/
yy    TIME: 07:36:51      DICT: TGTNDVR       NODE: SYSTEM74

Report No. 02 User Change Log Detail
This report contains one line for each IDD or CCDB entity update made. Change Log Entries are displayed in user and
chronological sequence with any associated CCIDs.

 REPORT NO. 02                                                CA, INC.                                          mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                          USER CHANGE LOG DETAIL REPORT
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **
 CHANGES MADE BY USER: DBADMIN
 DATE --- TIME --- ACTION --------- ENTITY TYPE ---- ENTITY IDENTIFICATION ------------------ VERSION CCID ----- DICT --- SYSTEM--
 mm/dd/
yy 07:51:55 O  (SIGNOUT)     MODULE           NDVRPT01                                    1              SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
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                                    SIGNED TO:       DBADMIN
 mm/dd/
yy 07:51:56 O  (SIGNOUT)     MODULE           NDVRPT02                                    1              SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                    SIGNED TO:       DBADMIN
 mm/dd/
yy 07:51:56 O  (SIGNOUT)     MODULE           NDVRPT03                                    1              SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                    SIGNED TO:       DBADMIN
 mm/dd/
yy 07:51:56 O  (SIGNOUT)     MODULE           NDVRPT04                                    1              SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                    SIGNED TO:       EDB-DEVELOP
 mm/dd/
yy 07:51:56 O  (SIGNOUT)     MODULE           NDVRPT05                                    1              SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                    SIGNED TO:       EDB-DEVELOP
 mm/dd/
yy 09:31:50 M  (COMPRESSED)  DICTIONARY       SRCNDVR                                     1              SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                    DATE: mm/dd/yy   TIME: 06:44:01       #CLE: 00000003
 mm/dd/
yy 13:44:08 P  (ARCO STATS)  DICTIONARY       SRCNDVR                                     1              SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                    ARCH:            COMP:                #ADD:        1       #DEL:        0       #OUT:        0
 mm/dd/
yy 14:28:26 P  (ARCO STATS)  DICTIONARY       SRCNDVR                                     1              SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                    ARCH:            COMP:                #ADD:        1       #DEL:        0       #OUT:        0
 mm/dd/
yy 06:01:47 D  (COMPRESSED)  CCID             EDBnnn                                      1              SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                    DATE: mm/dd/yy   TIME: 06:43:57       #CLE: 00000015
 mm/dd/
yy 06:01:48 M  (COMPRESSED)  DICTIONARY       SRCNDVR                                     1              SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                    DATE: mm/dd/yy   TIME: 05:28:31       #CLE: 00000002
 mm/dd/yy 06:01:52 M  (COMPRESSED)  CCID             EDB-
DEVELOP                                 1              SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                    DATE: mm/dd/yy   TIME: 04:57:06       #CLE: 00000015
 mm/dd/yy 14:18:01 A  (ADD)         ELEMENT          EDB-
ELEM-1                                  1              SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                    UPDATE PROGRAM:  IDMSDDDL
 mm/dd/yy 14:18:01 A  (ADD)         ELEMENT          EDB-
ELEM-2                                  1              SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                    UPDATE PROGRAM:  IDMSDDDL
 mm/dd/yy 14:18:01 A  (ADD)         RECORD           EDB-
REC                                     1              SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74

Report No. 03 CCID Change Log Detail
This report contains one line for each IDD or CCDB entity update made under a given CCID. Change Log Entries are
displayed in entity name, user, and chronological sequence with any associated USERID.
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 REPORT NO. 03                                               CA, INC.                                          mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA-ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                          CCID CHANGE LOG DETAIL REPORT
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **

CHANGES MADE UNDER CCID: EDB-DEVELOP

DATE --- TIME ---  ACTION ---------  ENTITY TYPE ----  ENTITY IDENTIFICATION ----------------  VERSION  USER --- DICT --- SYSTEM --

mm/dd/yy 06:02:03  D  (COMPRESSED)   ENDEVOR-
USER      EDBnnn                                     1     DBADMIN  SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                      DATE: mm/dd/
yy    TIME: 09:32:10      #CLE: 00000009
mm/dd/
yy 15:05:15  M  (MODIFY)       DICTIONARY        SRCNDVR                                    1     DBADMIN  SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                      UPDATE PROGRAM:   ENDEVOR

mm/dd/yy 14:18:01  A  (ADD)          ELEMENT           EDB-
ELEM-1                                 1     DBADMIN  SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                      UPDATE PROGRAM:   IDMSDDDL
mm/dd/yy 14:18:01  A  (ADD)          RECORD            EDB-
REC                                    1     DBADMIN  SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                      UPDATE PROGRAM:   IDMSDDDL

mm/dd/yy 06:33:14  C  (MIGR AUDIT)   ELEMENT           EDB-
ELEM-1                                 1     DBADMIN  SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                      DATE: mm/dd/
yy    TIME: 07:36:51      DICT: TGTNDVR       NODE: SYSTEM74

mm/dd/yy 06:33:14  C  (MIGR AUDIT)   ELEMENT           EDB-
ELEM-2                                 1     DBADMIN  SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                      DATE: mm/dd/
yy    TIME: 07:36:51      DICT: TGTNDVR       NODE: SYSTEM74

mm/dd/yy 06:33:14  C  (MIGR AUDIT)   RECORD            EDB-
REC                                    1     DBADMIN  SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                      DATE: mm/dd/
yy    TIME: 07:36:51      DICT: TGTNDVR       NODE: SYSTEM74
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mm/dd/
yy 09:25:49  M  (MODIFY)       RECORD            CUSTOMER                                   1     DBADMIN  SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                      UPDATE PROGRAM:   IDMSDDDL

mm/dd/yy 09:25:49  M  (MODIFY)       FILE              CUSTOMER-
FILE                              1     DBADMIN  SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                      UPDATE PROGRAM:   IDMSDDDL

mm/dd/
yy 09:25:49  M  (MODIFY)       SYSTEM            DCSYSTEM                                  14     DBADMIN  SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                      UPDATE PROGRAM:   IDMSDDDL

mm/dd/
yy 09:25:49  M  (MODIFY)       MESSAGE           DC601086                                   1     DBADMIN  SRCNDVR  SYSTEM74
                                      UPDATE PROGRAM:   IDMSDDDL

Report No. 04 Entity Change Log Detail
This report contains one line for each IDD or CCDB update grouped by entity. Change Log Entries are displayed in entity
name and chronological sequence with any associated USERID and CCID available.

 REPORT NO. 04                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                         ENTITY CHANGE LOG DETAIL REPORT
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **

CHANGE LOG FOR RECORD           EDB-
REC                                  VERSION    1 WITHIN DICTIONARY: SRCNDVR  SYSTEM: SYSTEM74

DATE --- TIME --- ACTION ------- USER --- CCID ------- ADDITIONAL CHANGE-
RELATED INFORMATION -------------------------------------
 mm/dd/yy 14:18:01 A              DBADMIN               UPDATE PROGRAM: IDMSDDDL
 mm/dd/yy 06:33:14 C (MIGR AUDIT) DBADMIN               DATE: mm/dd/
yy TIME: 07:36:51 DICT: TGTNDVR  NODE: SYSTEM74

Report No. 05 CCID Change Log Summary
This report contains one entry for each update made to an entity under a given CCID. Multiple lines indicate more than
one CCID updating for a given time interval.
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 REPORT NO. 05                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                          CCID CHANGE LOG SUMMARY REPORT
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **

CHANGES MADE UNDER CCID: EDB-SYSADMIN  WITHIN DICTIONARY: SRCNDVR  SYSTEM: SYSTEM74

                                                                          CHANGE     CONTROL    RETRIEVE   ARCHIVED   DATE LAST
   TYPE -----------   ENTITY --------------------------------    VERSION   ACTIONS    ACTIONS    ACTIONS    ACTIONS    ACTION
   CCID               EDB-
DEVELOP                                   1           16          2          0          0    mm/
dd/yy
   ELEMENT            EDB-
ELEM-1                                    1            1          0          1          0    mm/
dd/yy
   ELEMENT            EDB-
ELEM-2                                    1            1          0          1          0    mm/
dd/yy
   CCID               EDB-
QA                                        1            8          2          0          0    mm/
dd/yy
   RECORD             EDB-
REC                                       1            1          0          1          0    mm/
dd/yy
   CCID               EDB-
SUPPORT                                   1            8          4          0          0    mm/
dd/yy
   DICTIONARY         SRCNDVR                                       1            6          2          0          0    mm/
dd/yy
   LOAD-
MODULE        SSC1                                          1            1          0          0          0    mm/
dd/yy
   SUBSCHEMA          SSC1    SCHEMA1                               1            1          0          0          0    mm/
dd/yy
   LINE               SYSINOUT                                      1            1          0          0          0    mm/
dd/yy
   LINE               S3270Q1                                       1            1          0          0          0    mm/
dd/yy

Report No. 06 CCID List
This report contains one entry for each Change Control Identifier (CCID) defined in the data dictionary. CCIDs are
automatically associated with work done in a IDD by the Dynamic Change Monitor.
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 REPORT NO. 06                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                                     CCID LIST
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **

CCDB FOR DICTIONARY:  SRCNDVR    SYSTEM:  SYSTEM74

                                               DATE LAST TIME LAST
    CCID NAME    SECURITY CLASS  LOCKED TYPE     MODIFIED  MODIFIED COMMENTS ---------------------------------------------------
   EDB-DCADMIN  NDVR-GLOBAL             PUBLIC   mm/dd/yy  07:49:22 E/
DB DC ADMINISTRATION
   EDB-DEVELOP  DEVELOPMENT             PUBLIC   mm/dd/yy  06:37:23 E/
DB nn.n DEVELOPMENT
   EDB-QA       QA                      PUBLIC   mm/dd/yy  06:37:24 E/DB nn.n QA
   EDB-SUPPORT  SUPPORT                 PUBLIC   mm/dd/yy  06:37:24 E/
DB nn.n TECHNICAL SUPPORT
   EDB-SYSADMIN NDVR-GLOBAL             PUBLIC   mm/dd/yy  07:48:07 E/
DB SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION

Report No. 07 User Change Log Summary
This report contains one line for each update made to an entity by a given user. Multiple lines for an entity signify a break
in the sequence of Change Log Entries for that entity by that user.

 REPORT NO. 07                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                          USER CHANGE LOG SUMMARY REPORT
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **

CHANGES MADE UNDER USER: DBADMIN                          WITHIN DICTIONARY: SRCNDVR  SYSTEM: SYSTEM74

                                                                          CHANGE     CONTROL    RETRIEVE   ARCHIVED   DATE LAST
   TYPE -----------   ENTITY --------------------------------    VERSION   ACTIONS    ACTIONS    ACTIONS    ACTIONS    ACTION
   CCID               EDB-
DEVELOP                                   1            0          2          0          0    mm/
dd/yy
   CCID               EDB-
QA                                        1            0          2          0          0    mm/
dd/yy
   CCID               EDB-
SUPPORT                                   1            0          2          0          0    mm/
dd/yy
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   RECORD             EMPMAP-WORK-
RECORD                            1            1          0          0          0    mm/
dd/yy
   LOAD-
MODULE        EMPMAPP1                                      1           13          0          0          0    mm/
dd/yy
   MAP                EMPMAPP1                                      1           14          0          0          0    mm/
dd/yy
   MODULE             EMPMAPP1                        HELP          1           13          0          0          0    mm/
dd/yy
   LOAD-
MODULE        EMPMAPP2                                      1            3          0          0          0    mm/
dd/yy
   MAP                EMPMAPP2                                      1            2          0          0          0    mm/
dd/yy
   MODULE             EMPMAPP2                        HELP          1            3          0          0          0    mm/
dd/yy
   RECORD             NDVR-
REC-1                                    1            2          0          0          0    mm/
dd/yy
   RECORD             NDVR-
REC-2                                    1            2          0          0          0    mm/
dd/yy
   MAP                EMPMAP02                                      1            4          0          0          0    mm/
dd/yy
   DICTIONARY         SRCNDVR                                       1            0          2          0          0    mm/
dd/yy

Report No. 08 User List
This report contains one entry for each user defined to the CCDB. Each user entry is followed by the CCID(s) that will
automatically be associated with work done in the data dictionary by the Dynamic Change Monitor.

 REPORT NO. 08                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                                    USER LIST
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **

 CCDB FOR DICTIONARY : SRCNDVR    SYSTEM:  SYSTEM74

                                                          DATE LAST TIME LAST
 USER ---------------------------  SECURITY CLASS  LOCKED  MODIFIED  MODIFIED COMMENT ------------------------------------------
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 AUTOUSER                         NDVR-DDA                 mm/dd/yy  07:13:49
        CCID:

 EDB-DC-ADMINISTRATOR             NDVR-GLOBAL              mm/dd/yy  07:49:23 E/
DB DC ADMINISTRATOR
        CCID:  EDB-DCADMIN
 EDB-SYSTEM-ADMINISTRATOR         NDVR-GLOBAL              mm/dd/yy  07:48:07 E/
DB SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR
        CCID:  EDB-SYSADMIN

 DBADMIN                          NDVR-GLOBAL              mm/dd/
yy  04:49:34 DATABASE ADMINISTRATOR
        CCID:  EDB-SYSADMIN
 QAADMIN                          QA                       mm/dd/
yy  08:18:30 QA SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR
        CCID:  EDB-QA

Report No. 09 Status List
This report contains one line for each change control status contained in the CCDB. Status codes are associated with
dictionary entities as milestones are reached in the development process.

 REPORT NO. 09                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                                   STATUS LIST
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **
 CCDB FOR DICTIONARY:  SRCNDVR    SYSTEM:  SYSTEM74
                                      LAST DATE     LAST TIME
     STATUS ---------     PRIVATE      MODIFIED      MODIFIED     COMMENT ----------------------------------------------------
     DEBUGGING               Y         mm/dd/
yy      08:03:09     STATUS FOR PRIVATE DEBUGGING
     EDB-ISSUE               N         mm/dd/yy      14:50:08     E/DB OPEN STAR ISSUE
     MANUAL-ENTITY           N         mm/dd/
yy      08:03:12     STATUS FOR MANUALLY DEFINED ENTITIES
     REPORTING               N         mm/dd/yy      08:18:31     E/DB nn.n REPORTING
     TESTING                 N         mm/dd/
yy      08:03:07     STATUS FOR PUBLIC TESTING

Report No. 10 Management Group List
This report contains one line for each management group contained in the CCDB. Management groups are a mechanism
for grouping related CCIDs together, and are used for release and migration configuration purposes.
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 REPORT NO. 10                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                              MANAGEMENT GROUP LIST
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **
 CCDB FOR DICTIONARY:  SRCNDVR    SYSTEM:  SYSTEM74
                               LAST DATE       LAST TIME
        MANAGEMENT GROUP        MODIFIED        MODIFIED       COMMENT ----------------------------------------------------
        PRODUCTION_CTRL         mm/dd/yy        08:34:47       PRODUCTION CONTROL GROUP
        DEVELOPMENT_CTRL        mm/dd/yy        08:35:00       DEVELOPMENT CONTROL GROUP
        QA_CTRL                 mm/dd/yy        08:45:47       QA CONTROL GROUP

Report No. 11 Entity / CCID Change Log Summary
This report contains one line for each update made to an entity under a given CCID. More than one line under an entity
signifies multiple CCID updates for the reported time interval.

 REPORT NO. 11                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                      ENTITY/CCID CHANGE LOG SUMMARY REPORT
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **
 CCDB FOR DICTIONARY:  SRCNDVR    SYSTEM:  SYSTEM74
                                                                                 CHANGE    CONTROL   RETRIEVE  ARCHIVED  DATE LAST
 TYPE -----------  ENTITY --------------------------------   VERS  CCID -------  ACTIONS   ACTIONS   ACTIONS   ACTIONS   ACTION
 LOAD-
MODULE       ADSCSELB                                   100                      1         1         1         0    mm/
dd/yy
                                                                   EDB-
SYSADMIN        0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
 TABLE             ADSCSELB                                   100                      2         1         1         0    mm/
dd/yy
                                                                   EDB-
SYSADMIN        0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
 DIALOG            AUTODIAG                                   100                      1         1         0         0    mm/
dd/yy
                                                                   EDB-
SYSADMIN        0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
 MODULE            AUTOUSER-FLD-
HELP               HELP       100                      1         1         1         0    mm/
dd/yy
                                                                   EDB-
SYSADMIN        0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
 MODULE            AUTOUSER-MAP-
HELP               HELP         1                      1         0         1         0    mm/
dd/yy
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                                                                   EDB-
SYSADMIN        0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
 MODULE            AUTOUSER-MAP-
HELP               HELP       100                      2         1         1         0    mm/
dd/yy
                                                                   EDB-
SYSADMIN        0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
 RECORD            CUSTOMER                                     1                      1         0         1         0    mm/
dd/yy
                                                                   EDB-
SYSADMIN        0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
 FILE              CUSTOMER-
FILE                                1                      1         0         1         0    mm/
dd/yy
                                                                   EDB-
SYSADMIN        0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
 MESSAGE           DC601086                                     1                      1         0         1         0    mm/
dd/yy
                                                                   EDB-
SYSADMIN        0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
 PROGRAM           EMPINQ                                       1                      1         0         1         0    mm/
dd/yy
                                                                   EDB-
SYSADMIN        0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
 TASK              EMPINQ                                       1                      1         0         0         0    mm/
dd/yy
                                                                   EDB-
SYSADMIN        0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
 RECORD            EMPLOYEE                                   100                      0         1         1         0    mm/
dd/yy
                                                                   EDB-
SYSADMIN        0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
 RECORD            EMPMAP-WORK-
RECORD                           1                      1         0         1         0    mm/
dd/yy
                                                                   EDB-
SYSADMIN        0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
 LOAD-
MODULE       EMPMAPP1                                     1                     17         0         1         0    mm/
dd/yy
                                                                   EDB-
SYSADMIN        0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
 MAP               EMPMAPP1                                     1                     14         0         1         0    mm/
dd/yy
                                                                   EDB-
SYSADMIN        0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
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 MODULE            EMPMAPP1                        HELP         1                     17         0         0         0    mm/
dd/yy
                                                                   EDB-
SYSADMIN        0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy

Report No. 12 Entity Change Log Summary
This report contains one line for each entity known to the CCDB and an accompanying update count and last update time.

 REPORT NO. 12                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                         ENTITY CHANGE LOG SUMMARY REPORT
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **
 CCDB FOR DICTIONARY:  SRCNDVR    SYSTEM:  SYSTEM74
                                                                        CHANGE      CONTROL     RETRIEVE    ARCHIVED    DATE LAST
 TYPE -----------  ENTITY --------------------------------   VERSION    ACTIONS     ACTIONS     ACTIONS     ACTIONS     ACTION
 LOAD-
MODULE       ADSCSELB                                     100           1           2           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
 TABLE             ADSCSELB                                     100           2           2           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
 DIALOG            AUTODIAG                                     100           1           2           0           0     mm/
dd/yy
 MODULE            AUTOUSER-FLD-
HELP               HELP         100           1           2           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
 MODULE            AUTOUSER-MAP-
HELP               HELP         100           2           2           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
 RECORD            CUSTOMER                                       1           1           1           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
 FILE              CUSTOMER-
FILE                                  1           1           1           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
 MESSAGE           DC601086                                       1           1           1           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
 PROGRAM           EMPINQ                                         1           1           1           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
 TASK              EMPINQ                                         1           1           1           0           0     mm/
dd/yy
 RECORD            EMPMAP-WORK-
RECORD                             1           1           1           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
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 LOAD-
MODULE       EMPMAPP1                                       1          17           1           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
 MAP               EMPMAPP1                                       1          14           1           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
 MODULE            EMPMAPP1                        HELP           1          17           1           0           0     mm/
dd/yy
 LOAD-
MODULE       EMPMAPP2                                       1           3           1           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
 MAP               EMPMAPP2                                       1           2           1           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
 MODULE            EMPMAPP2                        HELP           1           3           1           0           0     mm/
dd/yy
 SCHEMA            EMPSCHM                                      100           2           2           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
 LOAD-
MODULE       EMPSS01                                        1           4           1           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
 SUBSCHEMA         EMPSS01 EMPSCHM                              100           6           2           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
 MODULE            MAP-FIELD-
HELP                  HELP           1           1           1           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
 LOAD-
MODULE       EMPMAP01                                       2           1           2           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
 MAP               EMPMAP01                                       2           2           2           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
 MAP               EMPMAP02                                       1           4           1           0           0     mm/
dd/yy
 LOAD-
MODULE       EMPMAP02                                       1           1           0           0           0     mm/
dd/yy
 MODULE            EMPMAP02                        HELP           1           1           0           0           0     mm/
dd/yy
 ENDEVOR-
USER      DBADMIN                                        1           0           2           0           0     mm/
dd/yy
 FILE              RPTFILE                                        1           1           1           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
 ELEMENT           SALARY-
AMOUNT                                100           0           2           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
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 ELEMENT           SALARY-
GRADE                                 100           0           2           1           0     mm/
dd/yy
 ELEMENT           SALARY-
GRADES                                100           0           2           1           0     mm/
dd/yy

Report No. 13 CCID / Entity Status
This report contains one line for each entity modified under a CCID and that entity's current status under that CCID, and
its current "base" status. An entity may have one status for each CCID it has been modified under and one "base" status.
Status codes can be used for workflow tracking/reporting, and promotion fine-tuning.

 REPORT NO. 13                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                              CCID ENTITY STATUS REPORT
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **
 STATUS OF ENTITIES CHANGED UNDER CCID: EMPDEMO       WITHIN DICTIONARY: SRCNDVR  SYSTEM: SYSTEM74
                                                                           DATE LAST
   TYPE -----------   ENTITY --------------------------------    VERSION   ACTION     BASE STATUS ----    CCID STATUS ----
   RECORD             COVERAGE                                    100      mm/dd/
yy                       STANDARD-MIGRATE
   ELEMENT            DATE-1                                        1      mm/dd/
yy   NEVER-MIGRATE
   ELEMENT            DATE-2                                        1      mm/dd/
yy   NEVER-MIGRATE
   ELEMENT            DAY                                           1      mm/dd/
yy   NEVER-MIGRATE
   RECORD             DEPARTMENT                                  100      mm/dd/
yy                       STANDARD-MIGRATE
   RECORD             EMPLOYEE                                    100      mm/dd/
yy                       STANDARD-MIGRATE
   LOAD-MODULE        EMPMAP                                        1      mm/dd/
yy                       STANDARD-MIGRATE
   MAP                EMPMAP                                        1      mm/dd/
yy                       STANDARD-MIGRATE
   SCHEMA             EMPSCHM                                     100      mm/dd/
yy                       STANDARD-MIGRATE
   LOAD-MODULE        EMPSS01                                       1      mm/dd/
yy                       STANDARD-MIGRATE
   SUBSCHEMA          EMPSS01 EMPSCHM                             100      mm/dd/
yy                       STANDARD-MIGRATE
   RECORD             EXPERTISE                                   100      mm/dd/
yy                       STANDARD-MIGRATE
   ELEMENT            MONTH                                         1      mm/dd/
yy   NEVER-MIGRATE
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   ELEMENT            SLASH                                         1      mm/dd/
yy   NEVER-MIGRATE
   ELEMENT            SLASH-2                                       1      mm/dd/
yy   NEVER-MIGRATE
   ELEMENT            YEAR                                          1      mm/dd/
yy   NEVER-MIGRATE

Report No. 14 Entity Status History
This report displays one entry for each time the status of an entity has been set, reset, or terminated by CA Endevor/DB
facilities.

 REPORT NO. 14                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                           ENTITY STATUS HISTORY REPORT
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **
 STATUS HISTORY FOR RECORD           COVERAGE                                 VER  100 WITHIN DICTIONARY: SRCNDVR  SYSTEM:
      DATE ---    TIME ---    ACTION    STATUS ---------    CCID QUALIFIER    USER ---------------------------    CCID -------
      mm/dd/yy    15:41:03      S       STANDARD-MIGRATE     EMPDEMO          DBADMIN

Report No. 15 Post Migration Activity
This report contains one line for each entity that was modified in the target dictionary since it was last migrated in. It
is instrumental in identifying production or quality assurance "fixes" made independently of the development system.
The Correlation Processor uses a similar extraction path when identifying the potential reversion of these fixes by new
migrations.

 REPORT NO. 15                                  CA, INC.                                                      mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                         POST MIGRATION ACTIVITY REPORT
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **
 CCDB FOR DICTIONARY:  TGTNDVR    SYSTEM:  SYSTEM74
                                                                                         CHANGE        DATE LAST      TIME LAST
 TYPE -----------        ENTITY --------------------------------         VERSION        ACTIONS           ACTION         ACTION
 RECORD                  TAX-
REC                                             1                1         mm/dd/
yy       07:42:10
 LOAD-
MODULE             EMPMAPP1                                            1                1         mm/
dd/yy       07:42:10
 MAP                     EMPMAPP1                                            1                1         mm/
dd/yy       07:42:10
 SCHEMA                  EMPSCHM                                           100                1         mm/
dd/yy       07:06:30
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 SUBSCHEMA               EMPSS01 EMPSCHM                                   100                1         mm/
dd/yy       07:08:33
 FILE                    ORDER-
FILE                                          1                1         mm/dd/
yy       07:42:10
 TABLE                   TAXCODE                                             1                3         mm/
dd/yy       07:42:10
 TABLE                   TAXEDIT                                             1                2         mm/
dd/yy       07:42:10

Report No. 16 Source Migration Summary
This report is run against the source system and contains one line for each entity received by the target system, the
time it was received, and the time is was originally selected for migration (and optionally Signed out). Data for this report
was originally contained in the confirmation file transmitted to the source system by the reception process on the target
system. Also identified are the system name and dictionary name of the target. All entities participating in a migration are
displayed together in entity name sequence.

 REPORT NO. 16                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                            SOURCE MIGRATION SUMMARY
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **
 CCDB FOR DICTIONARY:  SRCNDVR    SYSTEM:  SYSTEM74
                                                                         TIMES  DATE LAST  TARGET     TARGET      DATE LAST
 TYPE -----------  ENTITY --------------------------------   VERSION  EXPORTED   EXPORTED  SITE/
NODE  DICTIONARY  IMPORTED
 LOAD-MODULE       ADSCSELB                                   100            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   TGTNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 TABLE             ADSCSELB                                   100            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   TGTNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 MODULE            AUTOUSER-FLD-HELP               HELP       100            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   TGTNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 MODULE            AUTOUSER-MAP-HELP               HELP         1            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   TGTNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 MODULE            AUTOUSER-MAP-HELP               HELP       100            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   TGTNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 RECORD            COVERAGE                                   100            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   TGTNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 ELEMENT           CUST-ADDRESS                                 1            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   TGTNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 RECORD            CUSTOMER                                     1            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   TGTNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 FILE              CUSTOMER-FILE                                1            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   TGTNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 MESSAGE           DC601086                                     1            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   TGTNDVR      mm/dd/yy
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 LOAD-MODULE       EMPMAPP1                                     1            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   TGTNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 MAP               EMPMAPP1                                     1            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   TGTNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 LOAD-MODULE       EMPMAPP2                                     1            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   TGTNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 MAP               EMPMAPP2                                     1            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   TGTNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 SCHEMA            EMPSCHM                                    100            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   TGTNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 SUBSCHEMA         EMPSS01 EMPSCHM                            100            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   TGTNDVR      mm/dd/yy

Report No. 17 Target Migration Summary
This report is produced on the target system and contains one line for each entity received from the source system,
the date and time it was selected for migration on the source system, and the time it was received on the target. The
Reception Processor created the data necessary for this report. All entities participating in a migration are displayed in
entity name sequence.

 REPORT NO. 17                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                            TARGET MIGRATION SUMMARY
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **
 CCDB FOR DICTIONARY:  TGTNDVR    SYSTEM:  SYSTEM74
                                                                         TIMES  DATE LAST  SOURCE     SOURCE      DATE LAST
 TYPE -----------  ENTITY --------------------------------   VERSION  IMPORTED   IMPORTED  SITE/
NODE  DICTIONARY  EXPORTED
 LOAD-MODULE       ADSCSELB                                   100            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   SRCNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 TABLE             ADSCSELB                                   100            2   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   SRCNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 MODULE            AUTOUSER-FLD-HELP               HELP       100            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   SRCNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 MODULE            AUTOUSER-MAP-HELP               HELP         1            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   SRCNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 MODULE            AUTOUSER-MAP-HELP               HELP       100            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   SRCNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 RECORD            COVERAGE                                   100            2   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   SRCNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 ELEMENT           CUST-ADDRESS                                 1            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   SRCNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 RECORD            CUSTOMER                                     1            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   SRCNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 FILE              CUSTOMER-FILE                                1            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   SRCNDVR      mm/dd/yy
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 MESSAGE           DC601086                                     1            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   SRCNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 LOAD-MODULE       EMPMAPP1                                     1            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   SRCNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 MAP               EMPMAPP1                                     1            4   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   SRCNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 LOAD-MODULE       EMPMAPP2                                     1            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   SRCNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 MAP               EMPMAPP2                                     1            4   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   SRCNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 SCHEMA            EMPSCHM                                    100            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   SRCNDVR      mm/dd/yy
 SUBSCHEMA         EMPSS01 EMPSCHM                            100            1   mm/dd/
yy  SYSTEM74   SRCNDVR      mm/dd/yy

Report No. 18 Entity Signout Detail
This report displays each entity currently signed out, and the user or CCID to which that entity is signed out.

 REPORT NO. 18                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                           ENTITY SIGNOUT DETAIL REPORT
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **
 CCDB FOR DICTIONARY:  SRCNDVR    SYSTEM:  SYSTEM74
                                                                                 SIGNED     SIGNED    SIGNED
     TYPE -----------    ENTITY ---------------------------------    VERSION     OUT ON     OUT TO    OUT NAME ---------------
     LOAD-MODULE         ADSCSELB                                       100     mm/dd/
yy     CCID     EDB-SYSADMIN
     TABLE               ADSCSELB                                       100     mm/dd/
yy     CCID     EDB-SYSADMIN
     DIALOG              AUTODIAG                                       100     mm/dd/
yy     CCID     EDB-SYSADMIN
     MODULE              AUTOUSER-FLD-HELP               HELP           100     mm/dd/
yy     CCID     EDB-SYSADMIN
     MODULE              AUTOUSER-MAP-HELP               HELP             1     mm/dd/
yy     CCID     EDB-SYSADMIN
     MODULE              AUTOUSER-MAP-HELP               HELP           100     mm/dd/
yy     CCID     EDB-SYSADMIN
     RECORD              CUSTOMER                                         1     mm/dd/
yy     CCID     EDB-SYSADMIN
     FILE                CUSTOMER-FILE                                    1     mm/dd/
yy     CCID     EDB-SYSADMIN
     MESSAGE             DC601086                                         1     mm/dd/
yy     CCID     EDB-SYSADMIN
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     PROGRAM             EMPINQ                                           1     mm/dd/
yy     CCID     EDB-SYSADMIN
     RECORD              EMPLOYEE                                       100     mm/dd/
yy     CCID     EDB-SYSADMIN
     LOAD-MODULE         EMPMAPP1                                         1     mm/dd/
yy     CCID     EDB-SYSADMIN
     MAP                 EMPMAPP1                                         1     mm/dd/
yy     CCID     EDB-SYSADMIN
     MODULE              EMPMAPP1                        HELP             1     mm/dd/
yy     CCID     EDB-SYSADMIN
     LOAD-MODULE         EMPMAPP2                                         1     mm/dd/
yy     CCID     EDB-SYSADMIN
     MAP                 EMPMAPP2                                         1     mm/dd/
yy     CCID     EDB-SYSADMIN
     MODULE              EMPMAPP2                        HELP             1     mm/dd/
yy     CCID     EDB-SYSADMIN
     SCHEMA              EMPSCHM                                        100     mm/dd/
yy     CCID     EDB-SYSADMIN
     LOAD-MODULE         EMPSS01                                          1     mm/dd/
yy     CCID     EDB-SYSADMIN
     SUBSCHEMA           EMPSS01 EMPSCHM                                100     mm/dd/
yy     CCID     EDB-SYSADMIN

Report No. 19 Entity Signout by User
This report displays each entity currently signed out, by user.

 REPORT NO. 19                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                          ENTITY SIGNOUT BY USER REPORT
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **
 ENTITIES SIGNED OUT TO USER: DBADMIN                           FOR DICTIONARY: SRCNDVR   SYSTEM:           SYSTEM74
                                                                      SIGNED
   TYPE -----------  ENTITY ---------------------------------  VERS   OUT ON   COMMENT ------------------------------------------
   MODULE            NDVRPT01                                     1  mm/dd/
yy  SIGNOUT CULPRIT REPORT 01
   MODULE            NDVRPT02                                     1  mm/dd/
yy  SIGNOUT CULPRIT REPORT 02
   MODULE            NDVRPT03                                     1  mm/dd/
yy  SIGNOUT CULPRIT REPORT 03

Report No. 20 Entity Signout by CCID
This report displays each entity currently signed out, by CCID.
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 REPORT NO. 20                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                          ENTITY SIGNOUT BY CCID REPORT
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **
 ENTITIES SIGNED OUT TO CCID: EDB-
DEVELOP   FOR DICTIONARY: SRCNDVR   SYSTEM:           SYSTEM74
                                                                      SIGNED
   TYPE -----------  ENTITY ---------------------------------  VERS   OUT ON   COMMENT ------------------------------------------
   MODULE            NDVRPT04                                     1  mm/dd/
yy  SIGNOUT CULPRIT REPORT 04
   MODULE            NDVRPT05                                     1  mm/dd/
yy  SIGNOUT CULPRIT REPORT 05

Report No. 21 Security Class/User
This report displays each user that is associated to a given security class.

 REPORT NO. 21                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                            SECURITY CLASS/USER REPORT
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **
 USERS DEFINED WITH SECURITY CLASS: NDVR-
GLOBAL       IN DICTIONARY:  SRCNDVR   SYSTEM: SYSTEM74
             USER NAME ----------------------             COMMENT ----------------------------------------------------
             EDB-DC-ADMINISTRATOR                         E/DB DC ADMINISTRATOR
             EDB-SYSTEM-ADMINISTRATOR                     E/DB SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR
             DBADMIN                                      DATABASE ADMINISTRATOR

Report No. 22 Security Class/CCID
This report displays each CCID that is associated to a given security class.

 REPORT NO. 22                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                            SECURITY CLASS/CCID REPORT
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **
 CCIDS DEFINED WITH SECURITY CLASS: NDVR-
GLOBAL       IN DICTIONARY:  SRCNDVR   SYSTEM: SYSTEM74
                    CCID -------                    COMMENT ----------------------------------------------------
                    EDB-DCADMIN                     E/DB DC ADMINISTRATION
                    EDB-SYSADMIN                    E/DB SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION
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Report No. 23 Management Group/CCID
This report displays each CCID that is associated to a given management group.

 REPORT NO. 23                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                            MANAGMENT GROUP/CCID REPORT
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **
 CCIDS WITHIN MANAGEMENT GROUP:  QA_CTRL          IN DICTIONARY: SRCNDVR   SYSTEM: SYSTEM74

                             DATE LAST        TIME LAST
         CCID -------         MODIFIED         MODIFIED        COMMENT ----------------------------------------------------
         EDB-DEVELOP          mm/dd/yy         08:45:47        E/
DB DEVELOPMENT CHANGE CONTROL
         EDB-SUPPORT          mm/dd/yy         08:45:47        E/
DB SUPPORT CHANGE CONTROL

Report No. 24 Entity/User Change Log Summary
This report contains one line for each contiguous string of updates made to an entity under a given User. More than one
line under an entity signifies multiple User updates for the reported time interval.

 REPORT NO. 24                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                      ENTITY/USER CHANGE LOG SUMMARY REPORT
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **
 CCDB FOR DICTIONARY:  SRCNDVR    SYSTEM:  SYSTEM74
                                                                                 CHANGE    CONTROL   RETRIEVE  ARCHIVED  DATE LAST
 TYPE -----------  ENTITY --------------------------------   VERS  USER ---      ACTIONS   ACTIONS   ACTIONS   ACTIONS   ACTION
 DESTINATION       ABC                                          1  EDB-
SYST            0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
                                                                   DCADMIN             0         2         0         0    mm/
dd/yy
                                                                   DBADMIN             1         0         0         0    mm/
dd/yy
 LOAD-
MODULE       ADSCSELB                                   100  AUTOUSER            1         0         0         0    mm/
dd/yy
                                                                   EDB-
SYST            0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
                                                                   DBADMIN             0         1         1         0    mm/
dd/yy
 TABLE             ADSCSELB                                   100  AUTOUSER            2         0         0         0    mm/
dd/yy
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                                                                   EDB-
SYST            0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
                                                                   DBADMIN             0         1         1         0    mm/
dd/yy
 DIALOG            AUTODIAG                                   100  AUTOUSER            1         0         0         0    mm/
dd/yy
                                                                   EDB-
SYST            0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
                                                                   DBADMIN             0         1         0         0    mm/
dd/yy
 LOAD-
MODULE       AUTOHELP                                   100  AUTOUSER            6         0         0         0    mm/
dd/yy
 MODULE            AUTOHELP                                   100  AUTOUSER            3         0         0         0    mm/
dd/yy
 LOAD-
MODULE       AUTOMAP1                                   100  AUTOUSER            4         0         0         0    mm/
dd/yy
 MAP               AUTOMAP1                                   100  AUTOUSER            6         0         0         0    mm/
dd/yy
 MODULE            AUTOUSER-FLD-
HELP               HELP       100  AUTOUSER            1         0         0         0    mm/
dd/yy
                                                                   EDB-
SYST            0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
                                                                   DBADMIN             0         1         1         0    mm/
dd/yy
 MODULE            AUTOUSER-MAP-
HELP               HELP         1  AUTOUSER            1         0         0         0    mm/
dd/yy
                                                                   EDB-
SYST            0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
                                                                   DBADMIN             0         0         1         0    mm/
dd/yy
 MODULE            AUTOUSER-MAP-
HELP               HELP       100  AUTOUSER            2         0         0         0    mm/
dd/yy
                                                                   EDB-
SYST            0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
                                                                   DBADMIN             0         1         1         0    mm/
dd/yy
 ELEMENT           BIRTH-DATE                                 100  EDB-
SYST            0         1         0         0    mm/dd/yy
                                                                   DBADMIN             0         1         1         0    mm/
dd/yy
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Report No. 25 Entity Preauthorization Detail Report
This report displays each entity preauthorized to entities and CCIDs, by entity.

 REPORT NO. 25                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                      ENTITY PRE-AUTHORIZATION DETAIL REPORT
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **
 CCDB FOR DICTIONARY:  SRCNDVR    SYSTEM:  SYSTEM74
                                                                              PRE-    SIGNED
     TYPE -----------   ENTITY ---------------------------------   VERSION   AUTHED    OUT     TO     NAME -------------------
     TABLE              ADSCSELB                                        1      Y        N      CCID   EDB-
SYSADMIN
     MODULE             AUTOUSER-MAP-
HELP               HELP            1      Y        N      CCID   EDB-SYSADMIN
     RECORD             CUSTOMER                                        1      Y        N      CCID   EDB-
SYSADMIN
     FILE               CUSTOMER-
FILE                                   1      Y        N      CCID   EDB-SYSADMIN
     ELEMENT            DATA                                            1      Y        N      CCID   EDB-
SYSADMIN
     ELEMENT            DATE                                            1      Y        N      CCID   EDB-
SYSADMIN
     ELEMENT            DATE-1                                          1      Y        N      CCID   EDB-
SYSADMIN
     ELEMENT            DATE-2                                          1      Y        N      CCID   EDB-
SYSADMIN
     ELEMENT            DAY                                             1      Y        N      CCID   EDB-
SYSADMIN
     MESSAGE            DC601086                                        1      Y        N      CCID   EDB-
SYSADMIN
     MESSAGE            DC601086                                        1      Y        N      CCID   EDB-
DCADMIN
     PROGRAM            EMPINQ                                          1      Y        N      CCID   EDB-
SYSADMIN
     PROGRAM            EMPINQ                                          1      Y        N      CCID   EDB-
DCADMIN
     TASK               EMPINQ                                          1      Y        N      CCID   EDB-
SYSADMIN
     TASK               EMPINQ                                          1      Y        N      CCID   EDB-
DCADMIN
     LOAD-
MODULE        EMPMAP                                          1      Y        N      CCID   EDB-
SYSADMIN
     LOAD-
MODULE        EMPMAP                                          1      Y        N      CCID   EDB-
DCADMIN
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     MAP                EMPMAP                                          1      Y        N      CCID   EDB-
SYSADMIN
     RECORD             EMPMAP-WORK-
RECORD                              1      Y        N      CCID   EDB-SYSADMIN

Report No. 26 Entity Preauthorization by User Report
This report displays each entity preauthorized to entities and CCIDs, by user.

 REPORT NO. 26                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                      ENTITY PRE-AUTHORIZATION BY USER REPORT
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **
 ENTITIES PRE-
AUTHORIZED TO USER: DBADMIN                           FOR DICTIONARY: SRCNDVR   SYSTEM:           SYSTEM74
                                                                  PRE-  SIGNED
  TYPE ----------- ENTITY --------------------------------- VERS AUTHED  OUT   COMMENT ------------------------------------------
  MODULE           NDVRPT01                                    1   Y      Y    SIGNOUT CULPRIT REPORT 01
  MODULE           NDVRPT02                                    1   Y      Y    SIGNOUT CULPRIT REPORT 02
  MODULE           NDVRPT03                                    1   Y      Y    SIGNOUT CULPRIT REPORT 03

Report No. 27 Entity Preauthorization by CCID Report
This report displays each entity preauthorized to entities and CCIDs, by CCID.

 REPORT NO. 27                                  CA, INC.                                                         mm/
dd/yy PAGE   1
 CA ENDEVOR/DB nn.n volser                      ENTITY PRE-AUTHORIZATION BY CCID REPORT
                                                   ** PUT YOUR COMPANY NAME HERE **

ENTITIES PRE-AUTHORIZED TO CCID: EDB-
DEVELOP   FOR DICTIONARY: SRCNDVR   SYSTEM:           SYSTEM74
                                                                  PRE-  SIGNED
  TYPE ----------- ENTITY --------------------------------- VERS AUTHED  OUT   COMMENT ------------------------------------------
  MODULE           NDVRPT04                                    1   Y      Y    SIGNOUT CULPRIT REPORT 04
  MODULE           NDVRPT05                                    1   Y      Y    SIGNOUT CULPRIT REPORT 05

How to Save Your Report
Saved reports differ from other CA OLQ functions in that they:
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• Reflect a static picture of the data in the database when the report is created.
• Retain all of the editing and formatting features you have built into your report, such as pictures, headers, and column

spacing.
• Retain any group calculations or calculated columns.
• Can be accessed by any other CA OLQ user, given the proper security.

After you have saved a report, you cannot make the following changes; however, you can change it by modifying how
columns or rows are displayed.

• Change your selection of rows and columns
• Re-access the database to include more recent data

Report retention period

When you save your report, you specify how long you want to keep the report available online. The Saved Report screen
has a Retention period field, in which you can specify how many days you want to keep the report file.

Creating a Saved Report:
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Saved reports are contrasted with other CA OLQ functions in the following table.

What You Want To Do Which CA OLQ Function To
Use

Formatting Retained? Calculations Reexecuted?

Save the set of commands used
to build a report

Qfile
The report created by a qfile
reflects the data that is in the
database when the qfile is
executed. The contents of
the report change as the data
changes.

Retained Re-executed each time the
report is built

Save a copy of a report for later
use

Saved report
The report reflects the data
as it was when the report was
executed. The data doesn't
change.

Retained Executed at report definition

Create a table from your report Saved table
The table can later be used to
create other reports, or can be
joined with other tables

Not retained Retained as they are computed
when the table is saved

OLQ Report Key Terms
Some terms used to discuss saved reports are:

Current report

The report you're working on in an active CA OLQ session. If you retrieve a saved report, CA OLQ clears out the current
report.

Retention period

The number of days your saved report file is kept in your directory. After the retention period has expired, the report file is
deleted.

Saved report

A report file maintained in your user directory that contains a copy of a CA OLQ report.

Creating an OLQ Report
In this example, you create a report using the following steps:

1. Build a Salaries report containing employee names, social security numbers, and salary information.
2. Modify your report headers.
3. Format the numeric values in the report.
4. Sort the report rows by salary grade.
5. Group the report rows by salary grade and calculate the average salary in each group.

Saving the Report
In this example, you save the current report in a saved report file.

From the Display Report screen, proceed to the Saved Reports screen by typing save in the command line.

Specify Create. Name your report salaries and specify that you want to retain the report for 5 days.
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      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Saved Reports ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 120000 Select report function, report name, and press the ENTER key

                          DOC1
  Saved reports for user: DOC1
   Function:  _ Select            x Create           _ Replace
              _ Delete            _ Delete all

   Enter report name: salaries                           Retention period: 5
               Report Name                   Time            Date       Retention

      No saved reports are available

  1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Specify that you want to view an existing report.

                          CA Software
     CA OLQ Release nn.n                                *** Menu ***
 ->                                                       Page     1  of      3
107001 The SALARIES report has been saved successfully
122000 Select an option and press the ENTER key
        Select                                              Command/       Show
 Pfkey  Option  Description                                Screen Name     Help
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                --->  Data Source for Report  <---
          _     Choose tables                              TABle             _
          _     Choose subschema                           SUBschema         _

                --->  Retrieval Activity  <---
          _     Choose records from selected subschema     RECord            _
          _     Choose columns for report                  COLumn            _
          _     Retrieve data to build report              RETrieve          _
          _     Alter database access strategy             LINkage           _

                --->  Processing Mode  <---
          _     Execute or create a predefined routine     QFIle             _
          x     View existing or save current report       SAVe              _
          _     Submit batch report request                BATch             _

 1=HELP         2=GLOBAL HELP         3=QUIT         4=MESSAGE         8=FWD

CA OLQ lists the SALARIES report and its retention period.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Saved Reports ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
120000 Select report function, report name, and press the ENTER key

                         DOC1
 Saved reports for user: DOC1
  Function:  _ Select            _ Create           _ Replace
             _ Delete            _ Delete all

  Enter report name:                                    Retention period:    1
              Report Name                   Time            Date       Retention
     SALARIES                             10:01:52:17     dd/mm/yy        5
 Days
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 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Using a Saved Report
In this example, you retrieve a saved report. Remember that when you retrieve a saved report, it overrides your current
report.

Start on the Saved Reports screen. To get there, type save in the command line.

Choose Select. Select the SALARIES report.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Saved Reports ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 120000 Select report function, report name, and press the ENTER key

                          DOC1
  Saved reports for user: DOC1
   Function:  c Select            _ Create           _ Replace
              _ Delete            _ Delete all

   Enter report name:                                    Retention period:    1
               Report Name                   Time            Date       Retention
  c   SALARIES                             13:46:23:21      6/15/99        1 Days
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  1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

CA OLQ displays the SALARIES report. Note that all of your formatting and grouping features have been retained in the
report definition.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                           EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

                            SOCIAL
                           SECURITY       SALARY
           NAME             NUMBER        GRADE              SALARY
      ───────────────     ───────────     ──────     ──────────────────────
      FITZHUGH            11-234-5678         11                   13000.00
      TERNER              04-567-2222         11                   13000.00
      JOHNSON             01-134-7878         11                   13500.00
                                                                ───────────
                                                     AVE FOR 11:   13166.66

      NICEMAN             03-345-6110         12                   14000.00
      GARDNER             02-233-4444         12                   14000.00
      KRAAMER             02-378-6666         12                   14000.00
      KING                06-784-5516         12                   14500.00

                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Modifying a Saved Report
In this example, you:

• Retrieve the SALARIES report
• Change the report to display only those rows containing summary computations
• Replace the report file

Start on the Saved Reports screen. To get there, type save in the command line.
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Choose Select. Select the SALARIES report.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Saved Reports ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 120000 Select report function, report name, and press the ENTER key

                          DOC1
  Saved reports for user: DOC1
   Function:  c Select            _ Create           _ Replace
              _ Delete            _ Delete all

   Enter report name:                                    Retention period:    1
               Report Name                   Time            Date       Retention
  c   SALARIES                             13:46:23:21      6/15/99        1 Days

  1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Specify picture on the command line. CA OLQ displays the SALARIES report.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
  -> picture                                               Page     1 Line     1
 125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                            EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT
                                     mm/dd/yy
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                             SOCIAL
                            SECURITY       SALARY
            NAME             NUMBER        GRADE              SALARY
       ───────────────     ───────────     ──────     ──────────────────────
       FITZHUGH            11-234-5678         11                   13000.00
       TERNER              04-567-2222         11                   13000.00
       JOHNSON             01-134-7878         11                   13500.00
                                                                 ───────────
                                                      AVE FOR 11:   13166.66

       NICEMAN             03-345-6110         12                   14000.00
       GARDNER             02-233-4444         12                   14000.00
       KRAAMER             02-378-6666         12                   14000.00
       KING                06-784-5516         12                   14500.00

                                       - 1 -
  1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Add a leading dollar sign and commas to your computation by selecting the $ and , options next to the listing of the
computation syntax.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Picture ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
137000 Specify pictures and press the ENTER key

                                       Disp   Select Options  or  Alter
                                       Seq    $    ,    0         Picture
   EMPLOYEE
 X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                   1                   X(15)
 X  SS-NUMBER-0415                       2    _    _    _    99-999-9999
   EMPOSITION
 X  SALARY-GRADE-0420                    3    _    _    _    99
 X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                   4    _    _    _    -ZZZZZZ9.99

   COMPUTE FIELDS:
 X SALARY-AMOUNT-0420-AVE-3=AVE(SALARY-       x    x    _    -ZZZZZZ9.99
   AMOUNT-0420) GROUP BY
    SALARY-GRADE-0420 LEVEL 1
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 Compute:

 1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    10=EDIT    11=GROUP BY

Your summary computation is listed with a leading dollar sign and separating commas.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***
 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1
125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                           EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT
                                    mm/dd/yy

                          SOCIAL
                         SECURITY      SALARY
          NAME            NUMBER       GRADE              SALARY
     ───────────────    ───────────    ──────    ────────────────────────
     FITZHUGH           11-234-5678        11                    13000.00
     TERNER             04-567-2222        11                    13000.00
     JOHNSON            01-134-7878        11                    13500.00
                                                            ─────────────
                                                 AVE FOR 11:   $13,166.66

     NICEMAN            03-345-6110        12                    14000.00
     GARDNER            02-233-4444        12                    14000.00
     KRAAMER            02-378-6666        12                    14000.00
     KING               06-784-5516        12                    14500.00

                                      - 1 -
 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Select Replace. Select the SALARIES saved report.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Saved Reports ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 120000 Select report function, report name, and press the ENTER key
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                          DOC1
  Saved reports for user: DOC1
   Function:  _ Select            _ Create           x
 Replace
              _ Delete            _ Delete all

   Enter report name:                                    Retention period:    1
               Report Name                   Time            Date       Retention
  x   SALARIES                             13:46:23:21      6/15/99        1 Days

  1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

CA OLQ returns you to the Menu screen and issues a message indicating that your report has been saved.

                          CA Software
     CA OLQ Release nn.n                                *** Menu ***
 ->                                                       Page     1  of      3
107001 The SALARIES report has been saved
 successfully
122000 Select an option and press the ENTER key
        Select                                              Command/       Show
 Pfkey  Option  Description                                Screen Name     Help

                --->  Data Source for Report  <---
          _     Choose tables                              TABle             _
          _     Choose subschema                           SUBschema         _
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                --->  Retrieval Activity  <---
          _     Choose records from selected subschema     RECord            _
          _     Choose columns for report                  COLumn            _
          _     Retrieve data to build report              RETrieve          _
          _     Alter database access strategy             LINkage           _

                --->  Processing Mode  <---
          _     Execute or create a predefined routine     QFIle             _
          _     View existing or save current report       SAVe              _
          _     Submit batch report request                BATch             _

 1=HELP         2=GLOBAL HELP         3=QUIT         4=MESSAGE         8=FWD

Deleting Saved Reports
The following example illustrates how to delete the SALARIES saved report. Start on the Saved Reports screen. To get
there, type save in the command line.

Select Delete. Select the SALARIES saved report.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Saved Reports ***
  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
 120000 Select report function, report name, and press the ENTER key
 
                          DOC1
  Saved reports for user: DOC1
   Function:  _ Select            _ Create           _ Replace
              s Delete            _ Delete all
 
   Enter report name:                                    Retention period:    1
               Report Name                   Time            Date       Retention
  x   SALARIES                             13:52:11:03      6/15/99        1 Days
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH
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CA OLQ issues a message indicating that your report has been deleted.

                           CA Software
     CA OLQ Release nn.n                                *** Menu ***
 ->                                                       Page     1  of      3
107014 The report SALARIES has been successfully deleted 
122000 Select an option and press the ENTER key
        Select                                              Command/       Show
 Pfkey  Option  Description                                Screen Name     Help
 
                --->  Data Source for Report  <---
          _     Choose tables                              TABle             _
          _     Choose subschema                           SUBschema         _
 
                --->  Retrieval Activity  <---
          _     Choose records from selected subschema     RECord            _
          _     Choose columns for report                  COLumn            _
          _     Retrieve data to build report              RETrieve          _
          _     Alter database access strategy             LINkage           _
 
                --->  Processing Mode  <---
          _     Execute or create a predefined routine     QFIle             _
          _     View existing or save current report       SAVe              _
          _     Submit batch report request                BATch             _
 
 1=HELP         2=GLOBAL HELP         3=QUIT         4=MESSAGE         8=FWD
 

Deleting All Saved Reports

The Delete all function enables you to delete all of the reports that were created under a given user ID. To delete all of the
reports that belong to you:

1. Go to the Saved Reports screen by typing save in the command line
2. Specify your user ID (for example, JTE) in the Saved reports for user field
3. Select Delete all
4. Press [Enter]

Modifying CA IDMS Reports
CA IDMS reports can be modified, either temporarily or permanently, to suit site-specific needs. Some common
modifications users make are:

• Reformatting a report (for example, sorting the data differently, changing column sequence, reducing the number of
characters per line)

• Changing report content (for example, adding or deleting columns, rewording headings, and modifying process
operations)

• Selecting specific information for a report (for example, reporting on all occurrences after a certain date)

To modify report output, proceed with the following steps:

1. Obtain a sample of the report to be modified.
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2. Obtain a listing of the report module.
Plan the modifications.
For modifying D-, C-, and AREPORTs, see the Data Dictionary Network Diagram and Dictionary Structure
Reference section to determine which records to select and which elements in those records are needed.
For modifying J- and SREPORTS, see the record layouts described in CA IDMS/DB Journal Reports --
JREPORTS and DC/UCF Statistics Reports - SREPORTS.

3. Code the modifications.
4. Obtain a sample of the modified report.

The rest of this section explains how to perform Steps 2 and 4.

Obtaining Report Module Listings

Types of Listings

The user can obtain a printed listing, an online listing, or a listing output to punched cards or a disk file.

Printed Listing

To obtain a printed listing, use Method 1 or Method 2 as follows:

• Method 1 -- Include PARAM=LIST with the report-specific control statements submitted to run the report.
PARAM=LIST lists the CA Culprit for CA IDMS parameters in the Sequential and Input Parameter Listings associated
with report output.

• Method 2 -- Run DREPORT 076, Module Key Report, using the DICTNAME and DBNAME options on the DATABASE
parameter to name the dictionary that stores the report modules, and specifying the name of the report module in the
KEY parameter.
In the following example, DREPORT 008 is requested; the report module is stored in the CULPDICT dictionary:

 DATABASE DICTNAME=CULPDICT DBNAME=CULPDICT

DREPORT=076

 KEY MOD-NAME-067 'DREPORT 008'

Online Listing

To obtain an online listing, sign on to the Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD) and submit the DISPLAY MODULE statement to
the DDDL compiler, as shown in the following example:

DISPLAY MODULE 'DREPORT 008' AS SYNTAX.

Output to Cards or Disk

To output the report module to punched cards or a disk file, run DREPORTs 051 or 052, respectively. An example appears
as follows. For more information on submitting these reports, see Special-Purpose Report Modules.

 DATABASE DICTNAME=CULPDICT

DREPORT=051
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 KEY MOD-NAME-067 'DREPORT 008'

Coding in CA Culprit for CA IDMS
As all CA IDMS report modules are coded using CA Culprit for CA IDMS parameters, some knowledge of CA Culprit for
CA IDMS is required to modify the reports. This is a brief introduction to CA Culprit for CA IDMS. For more information on
CA Culprit for CA IDMS, see the following sections:

• CA Culprit for CA IDMS Reference
• Using CA Culprit for CA IDMS

This article explains the following information:

CA Culprit for CA IDMS Coding Guidelines

CA Culprit for CA IDMS parameters are coded in an 80-column format. These general rules apply to all CA Culprit for CA
IDMS parameters:

• All parameters must be coded in uppercase letters.
• Column 1 is always blank, except on a continuation line or a USE parameter. An asterisk (*) in column 1 designates a

continuation line.
• CA Culprit for CA IDMS parameters must not extend past column 72.
• Comments are introduced by a dollar ($) sign.
• The USE parameter cannot appear in any run that includes REPORT=, =MACRO, or =COPY parameters.

Types of CA Culprit for CA IDMS Parameters

There are five major categories of CA Culprit for CA IDMS parameters:

• Input definition parameters
• Output definition parameters
• Process definition parameters
• Work field definition parameters
• CA IDMS/DB retrieval parameters

Parameters Within Each Category

Each category has a function and includes several types of parameters, as follows:

• Input definition parameters define the source of input for the run:

INPUT Defines the physical characteristics of the input file or identifies
the subschema for the database to be accessed. A REPORT=
request automatically generates an INPUT parameter. Runs
that call report modules with the USE parameter must supply an
INPUT parameter.

REC Defines the location, length, and data type of fields that appear in
the CA Culprit for CA IDMS code. REC parameters are generated
automatically for CA IDMS report modules.

SELECT or BYPASS Defines criteria by which records are selected for processing.
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• Output definition parameters define the format of the report output:

OUTPUT Defines the physical characteristics of the output; for example, the
number of characters per line. By default, output is a printed report
with 132 characters per line and 55 lines per page.

SORT Defines the order in which records are output.
3 Identifies a title parameter. A title parameter outputs a title at the

top of each page.
4 Identifies a heading parameter. Headings are output under the title

line, if any, at the top of each page.
5 Identifies a detail line.
6 Identifies a total line.

• Process definition parameters define report-specific process operations, such as arithmetic and data comparisons:

7 Identifies a process parameter applied to input data.
8 Identifies a process parameter applied to data in CA Culprit for CA

IDMS's output phase of processing.

• Work field definition parameters define work fields required for report processing. Identifiers for work field parameters
are 0, 1, and 15.

• CA IDMS/DB retrieval parameters define methods to access CA IDMS/DB database records:

PATH Identifies record retrieval routes through the database.
KEY Identifies a key field by which to access database records directly,

rather than by an area sweep.

Report-Specific and Global Parameters

Output and process definition parameters are report-specific. A 2-digit report number, starting in column 2, must precede
each parameter identifier. Work field definition parameters are either report-specific or global; GW must appear in columns
2 through 3 for a global work field.

Edit Parameters

Parameters 4, 5, and 6 are collectively known as edit parameters. Edit parameters define where a field is output in a
report. The following figure illustrates the fixed format portion of an edit parameter.
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Functions of Each Column

The columns in the figure above function as follows:

• Columns 2 and 3 identify the 2-digit report number.
• Column 4 identifies the type of edit line: a heading, detail, or total line.
• Column 5 identifies a particular definition of an edit line. Each type of edit line can have up to eight different definitions.

For example, the code shown in the following figure specifies six heading lines for DREPORT 028.
• Columns 6 through 9 identify the location of the output field on the edit line. The location can be absolute, with a value

in the range 0001 through 0132 for a printed report, or relative, with a value in the range *000 to *999.
• Column 10 identifies spacing associated with the edit lines. Possible values for printed output are:

– Blank -- no blank lines
– 0 -- one blank line
– Hyphen -- two blank lines
– 1 -- page eject

Summary of Parameter Types

The following table summarizes the CA Culprit for CA IDMS parameters and indicates what each can do in modifying CA
IDMS reports.

Identifier Function Modifications
INPUT Defines input Modify the CA Culprit for CA IDMS buffer

size or subschema name
REC Defines fields Modify the name, start position, length, or

data type of a field
SELECT
or
BYPASS

Selects records Select only records that meet certain
criteria
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OUTPUT Defines output Modify the report's line size or number of
lines per page

SORT Sorts Modify the order in which the report
presents information

3 Outputs a title Add/delete/change the report title
4 Outputs a heading Add/delete/change report headings
5 Outputs a detail line Add/delete/change columns of information
6 Outputs a total line For summary reports, add/delete/change

columns of information
7 Defines input processing Modify or add processing applied to input

data
8 Defines total processing For summary reports, modify or add

processing applied to total-time data
0, 1, or 15 Defines work fields Add if required for additional processing
PATH Accesses database records Modify or add to access different database

records
KEY Accesses specified database records Add to access particular database records

The following are the CA Culprit for CA IDMS parameters that produced the sample report:

Sample CA Culprit for CA IDMS source code and output:

  PATHU1 OOAK-012,S-010,SS-026,SSR-032,RCDACT-059,PROG-051
  280 FUNC-TBL.13 'CONNECT          ' 'OBTAIN           '
 *                'DISCONNECT       ' 'FIND             '
 *                'STORE            ' 'ERASE            '
 *                'CURRENCY ACCEPTED' 'MODIFY           '
 *                'GET              ' 'BIND             '
 *                'FIND KEEP        ' 'OBTAIN KEEP      '
 *                '                 '           $ FUNCTIONS
  280 KEY-TBL.12 7 43 11 3 12 2 15 8 5 14 23 63 $ KEY TO FUNCTION TBL
  28OUTPUT D LP=51
  28SORT S-NAME-010 SS-NAM-026 SSR-NAM-032
 * PROG-NAME-051 PROG-VER-051 FUNC-TBL.DISP            STAR-HD
  283 DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER
  28410001 'DREPORT 028'
  28410053 'IDMS RECORD ACTIVITY REPORT'
  28420001-STAR-HD
  28420045 STAR-HD
  28420089 STAR-HD
  28430102 '---- D A T E ----'
  28440001 'SCHEMA'
  28440010 'VER'
  28440016 'SUBSCHEMA'
  28440027 'RECORD'
  28440060 'PROGRAM'
  28440069 'VER'
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  28440075 'USAGE'
  28440095 'TIMES'
  28440102 'COMPILED'
  28440112 'CREATED'
  28450001 STAR-HD
  28450045 STAR-HD
  28450089 STAR-HD
  28460001 '  '
  28510001 S-NAM-010
  28510009 S-SER-010         FM 'ZZZZZ9'
  28510016 SS-NAM-026
  28510027 SSR-NAM-032
  28510060 PROG-NAME-051
  28510068 PROG-VER-051      FM 'ZZZZZ9'
  28510075 FUNC-TBL.DISP
  28510095 RA-COUNT-059      FM 'ZZZZZ9'
  28510102 PROG-DATE-051
  28510111 DATE-CREATED-051
  287010 IF PATH-ID   NE 'U1'       DROP $ DROP N/A PATHS
  287020 IF S-NAM-010 EQ 'NON IDMS' DROP $ NON IDMS FILES ONLY
  287100 $ TABLE LOOKUP TO DETERMINE SUBSCRIPT FOR FUNCTION TABLE
  287    MOVE RA-FUNCT-059 TO IND         $ KEY FOR LOOKUP
  287110 CALL US62 (KEY-TBL 'N' 8 12 'S' IND DISP)
  287120 IF DISP NE 0 150                 $ IF FOUND, TAKE
  287    MOVE 13 TO DISP                  $ ELSE SET TO BLANKS
  287150 TAKE

Sample report:

 REPORT NO. 28                                     DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER                                       mm/
dd/yy. PAGE  1
 DREPORT 028                                         IDMS RECORD ACTIVITY REPORT

 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                                      ---- D A T E ----
 SCHEMA   VER   SUBSCHEMA  RECORD                           PROGRAM  VER   USAGE               TIMES  COMPILED  CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************

 EMPSCHM    100 EMPSS01    COVERAGE                         EMPINQ       1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    100 EMPSS01    DENTAL-
CLAIM                     EMPINQ       1 BIND                     1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
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 EMPSCHM    100 EMPSS01    DEPARTMENT                       D3           1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    100 EMPSS01    DEPARTMENT                       D4           1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    100 EMPSS01    DEPARTMENT                       D6           1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    100 EMPSS01    DEPARTMENT                       D6           1 OBTAIN                   1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    100 EMPSS01    DEPARTMENT                       EMPINQ       1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    100 EMPSS01    DEPARTMENT                       TESTPROG     1 BIND                     1          mm/
dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    100 EMPSS01    DEPARTMENT                       TESTPROG     1 OBTAIN                   2          mm/
dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    100 EMPSS01    EMPLOYEE                         D3           1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    100 EMPSS01    EMPLOYEE                         D3           1 FIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    100 EMPSS01    EMPLOYEE                         D3           1 MODIFY                   1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    100 EMPSS01    EMPLOYEE                         D4           1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    100 EMPSS01    EMPLOYEE                         D4           1 ERASE                    1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 EMPSCHM    100 EMPSS01    EMPLOYEE                         D4           1 FIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy

Temporary Modifications
This article explains the following information:

Runtime Modifications

When a report module is modified at run time, the modifications apply only to the run for which they are specified. You can
make the following types of runtime modifications:

• Delete or change the parameters that define the report modules with a CA Culprit for CA IDMS USE parameter.
• Add new CA Culprit for CA IDMS parameters after the REPORT= request parameter or in conjunction with the USE

parameter.

Copying the Report Module

USE Parameter

To make temporary changes or deletions to the code of a report module, a USE parameter is required. A USE parameter
replaces the REPORT= parameter in the user-supplied code. Additionally, the following parameters must be supplied:
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• An INPUT parameter that defines the subschema of the dictionary to be accessed (D-, C-, and AREPORTs only);
INPUT parameters are always required for J- and SREPORTs.

• A report module that performs initial processing and field definitions (D- and JREPORTs only)

USE Parameter Clauses

USE parameter clauses perform several functions. The three most useful clauses are:

• DROP, which drops parameters
• KEEP, which retains parameters and drops any that are not specified
• CHANGE, which modifies parameters

Example

The following code copies in DREPORT modules 000 and 028. The INPUT parameter allocates a 10,000-byte buffer and
accesses information defined by subschema IDMSNWKA.

DATABASE DICTNAME=CULPDICT DBNAME=DOCUDICT

INPUT 10000 DB SS=IDMSNWKA

USE 'DREPORT 000'

USE 'DREPORT 028'

Deleting Columns

DROP Clause of the USE Parameter

The following code deletes the SCHEMA, VER, and SUBSCHEMA columns shown in the sample report above. Each
character string begins with 5, which designates an edit parameter for detail lines. The 1 that follows designates the edit
line number. The remaining four numbers designate the absolute column position for each field.

DROP '510001' AND    $DROP SCHEMA

     '510009' AND    $DROP VER

     '510016'        $DROP SUBSCHEMA

The following figure shows DREPORT 038 modified by this code:

 REPORT NO. 28                                     DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER                                       mm/
dd/yy PAGE  1
 DREPORT 028                                         IDMS RECORD ACTIVITY REPORT

 *********************************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                                      ---- D A T E ----
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 SCHEMA   VER   SUBSCHEMA  RECORD                           PROGRAM  VER   USAGE               TIMES  COMPILED  CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************

                           COVERAGE                         EMPINQ       1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           DENTAL-
CLAIM                     EMPINQ       1 BIND                     1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           DEPARTMENT                       D3           1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           DEPARTMENT                       D4           1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           DEPARTMENT                       D6           1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           DEPARTMENT                       D6           1 OBTAIN                   1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           DEPARTMENT                       EMPINQ       1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           DEPARTMENT                       TESTPROG     1 BIND                     1          mm/
dd/yy
                           DEPARTMENT                       TESTPROG     1 OBTAIN                   2          mm/
dd/yy
                           EMPLOYEE                         D3           1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           EMPLOYEE                         D3           1 FIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy

Changing Headings

CHANGE clause of the USE parameter

In the following code, the headings for the columns just deleted are modified as follows:

• The first CHANGE clause modifies the literals SCHEMA, VER, and SUBSCHEMA to indicate a specific schema and
subschema. Note that double quotation marks enclose the literals, which include single quotation marks.

• The second CHANGE clause changes the edit line number for the headings from 4 to 3.

CHANGE "'SCHEMA'" TO "'EMPSCHM VERSION 100'" AND

       "'SUBSCHEMA'" TO "'SUBSCHEMA EMPSS01'"

CHANGE '440001' TO '430001' AND

       '440016' TO '430023'

DROP   '440010'                   $DROP SCHEMA VERSION HEADING

The following figure shows DREPORT 028 as it appears after these changes in the code.
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 REPORT NO. 28                                     DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER                                       mm/
dd/yy PAGE  1
 DREPORT 028                                         IDMS RECORD ACTIVITY REPORT

 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 EMPSCHM VERSION 100   SUBSCHEMA EMPSS01                                                              ---- D A T E ----
                           RECORD                           PROGRAM  VER   USAGE               TIMES  COMPILED  CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************

                           COVERAGE                         EMPINQ       1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           DENTAL-
CLAIM                     EMPINQ       1 BIND                     1 mm/dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           DEPARTMENT                       D3           1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           DEPARTMENT                       D4           1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           DEPARTMENT                       D6           1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           DEPARTMENT                       D6           1 OBTAIN                   1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy

Selecting Specific Data

To agree with the headings modified above, the code must select those records associated with subschema EMPSS01
and version 100 of EMPSCHM. The process parameter shown below specifies sequence number 030; CA Culprit for CA
IDMS positions this parameter between existing process parameters with sequence numbers 020 and 100.

 287030 IF S-NAM-010 NE 'EMPSCHM' AND

*          S-SER-010 NE 100 AND

*          SS-NAM-026 NE 'EMPSCHM'      DROP

Specifying a New Sort Sequence

The following code replaces the existing SORT parameter with a new SORT parameter. The new SORT parameter orders
the report contents by verb usage within program name.

DROP SORT

 -
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 -

28SORT PROG-NAME-051 PROG-VER-051 FUNC-TBL.DISP STAR-HD

The following figure shows DREPORT 028 with a new sort sequence:

 REPORT NO. 28                                     DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER                                       mm/
dd/yy PAGE  1
 DREPORT 028                                         IDMS RECORD ACTIVITY REPORT

 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 EMPSCHM VERSION 100   SUBSCHEMA EMPSS01                                                              ---- D A T E ----
                           RECORD                           PROGRAM  VER   USAGE               TIMES  COMPILED  CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************

                           OFFICE                           D3           1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           EMPLOYEE                         D3           1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           DEPARTMENT                       D3           1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           EMPLOYEE                         D3           1 FIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           EMPLOYEE                         D3           1 MODIFY                   1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           OFFICE                           D4           1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           EMPLOYEE                         D4           1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           DEPARTMENT                       D4           1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           EMPLOYEE                         D4           1 ERASE                    1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           EMPLOYEE                         D4           1 FIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           OFFICE                           D6           1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           EMPLOYEE                         D6           1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
                           DEPARTMENT                       D6           1 BIND                     1 mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
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Moving Columns

Use CHANGE Clause of the USE Parameter

Since the report contents are sorted by program name, the program name should appear in the left-most column. The
following code rearranges the columns and column headings so that they appear as in the following report output.

-

-

CHANGE '0060' TO '0001' AND   $MOVE PROGRAM TO COLUMN 1

       '0068' TO '0010' AND   $MOVE VER TO COLUMN 10

       '0069' TO '0010' AND

       '0075' TO '0018' AND   $MOVE USAGE TO COLUMN 18

       '0095' TO '0038' AND   $MOVE TIMES TO COLUMN 38

       '0027' TO '0048' AND   $MOVE RECORD TO COLUMN 48

       '0102' TO '0085' AND   $MOVE DATE COMPILED TO COLUMN 85

       '0111' TO '0095' AND   $MOVE DATE CREATED TO COLUMN 95

       '0112' TO '0095'

 REPORT NO. 28                                     DATA DICTIONARY REPORTER                                       mm/
dd/yy PAGE  1
 DREPORT 028                                         IDMS RECORD ACTIVITY REPORT

 *********************************************************************************************************************************
 EMPSCHM VERSION 100   SUBSCHEMA EMPSS01                                             ---- D A T E ----
 PROGRAM  VER     USAGE               TIMES     RECORD                               COMPILED  CREATED
 *********************************************************************************************************************************

 D3            1  BIND                     1    OFFICE                               mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 D3            1  BIND                     1    EMPLOYEE                             mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 D3            1  BIND                     1    DEPARTMENT                           mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
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 D3            1  FIND                     1    EMPLOYEE                             mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 D3            1  MODIFY                   1    EMPLOYEE                             mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 D4            1  BIND                     1    OFFICE                               mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 D4            1  BIND                     1    EMPLOYEE                             mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 D4            1  BIND                     1    DEPARTMENT                           mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 D4            1  ERASE                    1    EMPLOYEE                             mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 D4            1  FIND                     1    EMPLOYEE                             mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 D6            1  BIND                     1    OFFICE                               mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy
 D6            1  BIND                     1    EMPLOYEE                             mm/
dd/yy mm/dd/yy

Permanent Modifications

Modify Dictionary Module

To permanently modify an existing module in the data dictionary, use one of the methods that follows:

Method 1

Use the DDDL compiler online in command mode:

• Display the module to be modified:

DISPLAY MODULE NAME IS 'JREPORT 003' AS SYNTAX.

• Change the module name in the ADD MODULE statement; for example, JREPORT 103.
• Use full screen editing to modify the report.
• Press ENTER to store the new module in the dictionary.

Method 2

Use the DDDL compiler online in menu mode, as shown in the following series of screens:

                                         CA
       IDD REL nn.n              *** MASTER SELECTION ***                   TOP
  ─►
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              DICTIONARY NAME...:DOCUDICT     NODE NAME..:

              USER NAME.........:lhn
              PASSWORD..........:

              USAGE MODE........:X UPDATE   _ RETRIEVAL

              PFKEY SIMULATION..:X OFF      _ ON

 _ ATTR  =  ATTRIBUTE     <PF2>             _ PROC  =  PROCESS        <PF3>
 _ CLAS  =  CLASS         <PF4>             _ PROG  =  PROGRAM        <PF5>
 _ ELEM  =  ELEMENT       <PF6>             _ RECD  =  RECORD         <PF7>
 _ FILE  =  FILE          <PF8>             _ TABL  =  TABLE          <PF9>

 x MODU  =  MODULE        <PF10>            _ USER  =  USER           <PF11>
 _ ENTL  =  USER DEFINED ENTITY LIST        _ SYST  =  SYSTEM
 _ MSGS  =  MESSAGE
 _ QFIL  =  QFILE                           _ OPTI  =  OPTIONS
 _ DISP  =  DISPLAY ALL                     _ HELP  =  HELP           <PF1>

       IDD REL nn.n                *** MODULE ENTITY ***                    MODU
  ─►
                                   DICT=DOCUDICT

   DISPLAY      MODULE NAME.....:jreport 403
 _ MODIFY

 x ADD          VERSION NUMBER..:1      _ HIGHEST   _ NEXT HIGHEST
 _ DELETE                                _ LOWEST    _ NEXT LOWEST

                 LANGUAGE........:
                     TEXT........:

                 DESCRIPTION.....:
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 _ SRCE  =  MODULE SOURCE     <PF9>         _ MODX  =  MODULE EXTENSION  <PF11>
 _ MSYS  =  WITHIN SYSTEM
 _ REGN  =  USER REGISTRATION <PF2>         _ PUBL  =  PUBLIC ACCESS     <PF3>
 _ CLAT  =  CLASS/ATTRIBUTES  <PF4>         _ RKEY  =  RELATIONAL KEYS   <PF5>
 _ COMM  =  COMMENTS          <PF6>         _ COML  =  COMMENT KEY LIST  <PF7>
 _ HIST  =  HISTORY           <PF8>         x COPY  =  SAME AS/COPY FROM
 _ XREF  =  CROSS REFERENCE   <PF10>        _ HELP  =  HELP              <PF1>

       IDD REL nn.n                  *** MODULE COPY ***                    COPY
  ─►
                          MODULE 'JREPORT 403' VERSION 1

  SAME AS MODULE NAME.....:
          VERSION NUMBER..:      _ HIGHEST  _ LOWEST
          LANGUAGE........:

  COPY FROM MODULE NAME...: jreport 003 
          VERSION NUMBER..:      _ HIGHEST  _ LOWEST
          LANGUAGE........:
                           x SOURCE TEXT
                           _ MODULES
                           _ SYSTEMS
                           _ ATTRIBUTES
                           _ USERS
                           _ ALL COMMENT TYPES
                           _ COMMENTS
                           _ DEFINITION
                            USER DEFINED COMMENT (COMMENT KEY)

                            USER DEFINED NEST (RELATIONAL KEY)
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       IDD REL nn.n                *** MODULE ENTITY ***                    MODU
  ─►
                     MODULE 'JREPORT 403' VERSION 1 DISPLAYED

 _ DISPLAY      MODULE NAME.....:JREPORT 403

 x MODIFY
 _ ADD          VERSION NUMBER..:1      _ HIGHEST   _ NEXT HIGHEST
 _ DELETE                                _ LOWEST    _ NEXT LOWEST

                 LANGUAGE........:
                     TEXT........:

                 DESCRIPTION.....:

 x SRCE  =  MODULE SOURCE     <PF9>         _ MODX  =  MODULE EXTENSION  <PF11>
 _ MSYS  =  WITHIN SYSTEM
 _ REGN  =  USER REGISTRATION <PF2>         _ PUBL  =  PUBLIC ACCESS     <PF3>
 _ CLAT  =  CLASS/ATTRIBUTES  <PF4>         _ RKEY  =  RELATIONAL KEYS   <PF5>
 _ COMM  =  COMMENTS          <PF6>         _ COML  =  COMMENT KEY LIST  <PF7>
 _ HIST  =  HISTORY           <PF8>         _ COPY  =  SAME AS/COPY FROM
 _ XREF  =  CROSS REFERENCE   <PF10>        _ HELP  =  HELP              <PF1>

      IDD REL nn.n           *** MODULE SOURCE ***                         SRCE
  ─►                                            PAGE 1 LINE 1             1/22
                          MODULE 'JREPORT 403' VERSION 1

  ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----
  03$00**** 'J' REPORTS IDMS JOURNAL FILE  mm/dd/yy  ROUTINE-JRPT003
  030 WK-ABRT-FLAG '12345678901'   $ FLAG ABNORMALLY ENDED RUN UNITS
  030 WK-CNTR 1                    $ AUTOMATIC COUNTER
  03OUTPUT D
  03SORT PROGRAM-NAME       TRANSACT-ID  DDR-HD
  03410001 'REPORT NO. 03'
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  03410051 DDR-HD
  03410106 DATE
  03410122 'PAGE'
  03410127 PAGE
  03420001 'JREPORT 003'
  03420055 'PROGRAM I/O STATISTICS'
  034200460 '------------ PAGES ------------- '
  0351*010 PROGRAM-NAME                 HH 'PROGRAM'
  0351*020 TRANSACT-ID   FM 'ZZZZZ9999' HH 'TRANSACTION ID'
  0351*030 WK-ABRT-FLAG
  0351*040 READ          FM 'ZZZZZZZZZ' HH '     READ'
  0351*050 WRITTEN       FM 'ZZZZZZZZZ' HH '  WRITTEN'
  0351*060 PAGE-REQUESTS FM 'ZZZZZZZZZ' HH 'REQUESTED'
  0351*070 '                                                 '
  037010 IF  TYPE        NE  ('ENDJ' 'ABRT') DROP
  037015 IF  TYPE        EQ  'ABRT'     030
  037020 MOVE  ' '            TO   WK-ABRT-FLAG
  037025  TAKE
  037030 MOVE  '** ABORT **'  TO   WK-ABRT-FLAG
  037035  TAKE
                          * * *   END OF DATA   * * *

Method 3

Copy the report module to cards using DREPORT 051, as follows:

REPORT=051

KEY MOD-NAME-067 'JREPORT 003'

Add, delete, or replace cards as required, using the modified cards as input to the DDDL compiler.

Method 4

Copy the report to a disk file using DREPORT 052, as follows:

REPORT=52

KEY MOD-NAME-067 'JREPORT 003'

Edit the file as necessary, using the edited module as input to the DDDL compiler.
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Retrieve Module Using REPORT= or USE Parameters

Once the modified module is stored in the data dictionary, it can be retrieved by specifying its module number on a
REPORT= parameter or a USE parameter. A good rule of thumb is to base the name of the modified module on the
existing module name; for example, DREPORT xyy, where x is a digit in the range 1 through 9 and yy represents the last
two digits of the original module number.
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Reference
For supplemental reference information, see the CA IDMS Reference documentation.
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Messages
Messages are generated to describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that may occur.

For information about the messages and codes that are generated, see the CA IDMS Messages documentation.
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Additional Resources
CA Reference Tools for CA IDMS

The following educational resources are provided:

• CA Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)
• CA IDMS Webcast Replays
• Mainframe Training
• Mainframe Blogs

Product Support
See Mainframe Software Support for product information such as critical updates and links to Communities,
documentation, and other resources.

NOTE
Access to some of the CA IDMS product page links requires a user logon.

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• CA IDMS IUA EIUA
• CA Mainframe Community

Social Media

Follow us on social media:

• Facebook
• LinkedIn
• Twitter
• Pinterest
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadocm and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
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